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No. 1.
C . H. Ohlfsen-Baggc, Esq., to Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Hoads,
Bridges, and Sewerage.
21 September, 1894.
Wjcstkrn Outfall Sewee—4th Division—about 40 Chains in Length.
Theee designs are herewith submitted for the consideration of the Engineer-in-Cbicf, each design with

an open aqueduct carried upon arches and piers. The aqueduct, or main carrier, is capable of discharging
11,000 cubic feet of sewage per minute, which is equal to two G-foot diameter outfall sewers, running
l- full, with a gradient of 1 in 2,000.
The sewerage aqueducts have hitherto been constructed here in such a manner, method, and of
such materials, that any competent tradesman, in bis special line, obtainable in the Colonv, could do the
work.
’
Now, however, as it is a matter of the greatest importance to reduce the cost of the works, there
seems to be no other way of accomplishing this object, but to adopt for this Colony a more or less experimenta.1 system of construction for these aqueducts,—of increasing the spans of arches, introducing arches
with joints, of constructing the whole in concrete, and of constructing the whole oj' the work of concrete
and mortar and iron.
"
_
In the old Home countries these novel systems of construction have caused in the commericement
failures, owing to the works being carried out by more or less inexperienced and untrained engineers and
artisans ; hence the various State Governments would not entertain and construct works on these novel
methods until special companies established themselves, who made it their special business to carry out
such works wkh artisans who bad had time to gain the necessary experience, and who had been practically
and specially trained in the construction of such work.
"
It was only to such companies that works, which are termed purely and simply specialities, were
entrusted, after they had given adequate security for the faithful, carcluf, and competent execution of
same.
I*/ Scheme.
To bo constructed on the system of Hoad-Engineer Koch, of Him, as reported by the Association of
German Cement Manufactures, in their publication of 1892.
_
fhe concrete aqueduct rests on 50-foot span arches, concrete piers, and pile foundations. Tiie
piers are to bo built on sixteen 18-inch diameter hardwood round piles, assumed to be 30 feet in length ;
each pile will have to carry 25 tons,
qqir.

2

2
The pile-heads to be cut off level at a depth of 7 feet below datum, and from 9 inches below heads
of piles, for a depth of 3 feet. They are to be filled in between with rubble packing, to make a footing
for the concrete foundation course ; the latter to be built of sandstone concrete.
The pier itself to be built of bluestone concrete, rounded on top as shown, and the rounded surface
to be covered ^-inch thick with asphalt (bitumen and cork), while the faces of the skewback are to be
,
.
covered with Val de Travers’ asphalt, |-inch thick.
In former sewerage aqueducts, whieli were built ou piers and brick arches, it n as specified, m order
to reduce the cost of the centering, that not less than six arches should be constructed at a time, which
necessitated an abutment-pier at"the end of each series of six arches. These abutment-piers are, for
economical reasons, not to be introduced in any of these schemes. It will, therefore, be necessary to at
once provide in tbe construction for more centerings, perhaps fifteen at a time, which would be sufficient
for about one-third of the length of tbe aqueduct, as all arches built of concrete require at the very least
four weeks’ time to harden before the centres can bo removed.
.
A concrete arch of 50 feet span settles the moment the centres are removed, the more rigid and the
more watertight the centres are made, the less settlement of the arch takes place, which will vary from
5 inch to 1 inch accordingly, and the longer the centres are left under the arch, the less settlement takes
place, provided always that the centres are made thoroughly watertight.
The removal of the centres has to be done with ulmost care. The 50-foot span arches, having each
a radius of 47 feet, and a rise of 7‘2 feet, arc 12 inches thick at the crown, and 18 inches at the springing,
with a -f-inch thick transverse butt-joint at tbe crown, filled in with Yal de Travers' asphalt, and the total
horizontal thrust at this joint is 235 tons, with a safety factor of 8'7 at the area of cross-section in centre
of arch. The arches are calculated upon Soheffler’s theory, as described in Ira 0. Baker, C.E , treatise
on masonry construction, pages 474 to 479. of 1891. This" arch is given liberty to contract and expand,
and move up and down without cracking; the tendency of concrete is the same as wroiight-iron as regards
expansion and contraction. The rise and fall of the arch should not exceed 1 inch at a difference of GO
degrees in the temperature.
, .
,
The arches are to be built of bluestone concrete, and jointed, require very rigid centerings, and
very careful, uniform, manipulation, handling, and filling in of the concrete.
* After the arches are completed, tbe concrete between tbe haunches (spandrels) to be built in, the
outer faces 18 inches thick of bluestone concrete, and the inner filling of gravel concrete in the proportion
of 1 cement, 3 sand, and G gravel.
...
.
,
There is to he a vertical butt-joint over centre of pier of l-incli, filled in with |-inch mastic plate, the
ioint extends right across and from top of pier to 9 inches below invert of aqueduct, it is to allow tbe
'arch to expand and contract without causing cracks in the concrete.
The main carrier (aqueduct, 8 ft. Sf in. x 5 ft. 3 in.) is to be built of bluestone concrete, its side
walls on the reservoir dam principle, and to prevent its cracking, in consequence of expansion and con
traction taking place, the concrete is strengthened and held together longitudinally at the base of each
side wall by four |-inch diameter iron bond-rods, and in the upper part of each side wall by six f-inch
diameter iron bond-rods, spaced as shown, and walled in with the concrete as the work progresses. The
cement adheres to the iron rods with a force of about 675 lb. to tbe square inch surface of iron rod. _ _
Over the centre of each pier the concrete of aqueduct has a transverse vertical butt-joint, "-inch
wide, filled in with mastic plate, and the joint is made watertight by a 5-in. x 10-in. channel built down
in the side walls and underneath invert of carrier, filled in with mastic.
Prouaui.e Estimate of the Cost of 58 feet length of Aqueduct, from centre line of Pier to centre line of
Pier.

1
2

S
4
5

fi
7
fi
9
10
11

Sixteen IS-ineh diameter 30-ft. piles .........
Rubble packing, 3 feet deep, at top of piles
J-incb round wrought-iron bond-rods .........
Asphalt joints, g-ineh and J-inch thick .....
Mastic-plate joint.................... ......................
Mastic-channel joint........................................
Excavation.......................................................
Sandstone concrete ........................................
Gravel concrete................................................
Bluestone concrete .......................................
Rendering .......................................................
Total for a length of 58 feet.............

hue,it foot
cubic yard
cwt.
square foot
lump sum
cubic yard
jj
square yard
.....

4S0
19
ie
16S
120

£
0
0
0
0
0

9.
3
5
15
0
0

d.
6
0
0
3
3

5S
22-84
51 '(j-2
155-45
366

0
1
1
2
0

2
8
1
2
2

0
0
0
0
0

1

£ s.
84 0
4 15
fi 0
2 2
1 10
1 14
5 16
31 19
54 4
326 0
36 12

a.
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

fi

0
0
0

555 2 0

At per lineal foot, £9 11s. 5d. ; or, at per lineal yard, £28 14s. 3d.

•
2nd scheme.
The 2nd scheme proposed is to be built on the same principle, tho rise and spans of arches, Ac., as
the 1st scheme, with the exception of the main carrier, which, although of the same internal dimensions,
is to he built with much thinner side-walls, which reduces the outside width of aqueduct from 14 feet to
10 ft. 8 in., and thus materially diminishes the general quantities.
The side-walls of the aqueduct, being so much thinner, are to he strengthened, each wall, by
vertical -8-incb diameter wrought-iron bond-rods, spaced 2 ft. 7,1, in. from centre to centre, and nine longi
tudinal -J-inch diameter wrought-iron bond-rods, spaced and built in as shown. Along the outside faces
of copings a 4-in. x 2-in. x ^-in. channel-iron to be built in, and transverse, 2} in. x 2| in, x J; in., j- iron
braces are to be placed, spaced 7 ft. 10 in. from con; re to centre, and bolted on to the channel-iron of each
side-wall.
The transverse bult-joinis in concrete uork of aqueduct are similar to those of the 1st scheme,
with tbe exception of the 5-in. x 10-in. channel-joint round the aqueduct, which is to be left out in this
instance, and a )-in. straight transverse joint is provided instead over cenlre line of pier, filled in with
mastie plate.
The

The 50-foot span arch, with rise of 7’2 feet, is 12 i iichcs thick in centre and 21 inches at the springing,
and lias a transverse butt-joint in the centre of & inch, filled in with asphalt (Yal do Travers). The total
horizontal thrust at centre is 144 tons, with a safety factor of 10 at the area of cross-section in centre
of arch.
The piors to be built on twelve 18-inch diameter piles, filled in between at top, 3 feet deep, with
rubble-stone packin'; to make sound footing for concrete pier. Each pile has to carry 22 ions, as
against 25 tons of the 1st scheme.
The foundation courses under each pier to be built of sandstone concrete, the pier, arches,
aqueduct, and outer faces of spandrels to be built of bluestone concrete, while the filling in between the
haunches of arches to be done with gravel concrete.
PnoBAnin Estimates of the Cost of 53 feet length of Aqueduct, from centre line of Pier lo centre line
of Pier.
No
of
item.

i
2
3
4
5
G
7
S
0
10

n

Description of Work,

Unit.

Twelve 18-incli diameter 30-foot long piles ..................................... lineal foot
Rnbblo-stone packing at top of piles, 3 feet deep .......................... cubic yard
ewt.
Wrought-iron 4 in. x 2 in. x
in, channel-iron, 116 feet ..........
„
eight 2J in. x 2| in. x f in. x 11 ft. j— irons, with
thirty-two j-in. screw-bolts—24 lb. in all.
Eighteen longitudinal £-in. x GO-ft. diameter bond-rods—1,594-7 lb.,
forty-four vertical bond-rods £-m diameter x GG ft.—3,003 lb.
Mastie and asphalt in joints ............................................................... lump sum
Excavation.............................................................................................
cubic yard
Sandstone concrete ...............................................................................
Ulnestone concrete ................................................................................
Gravel concrete.....................................................................................
>1
Rendering ............................................................................................... square yard
Total for a length of 58 feet

Quantity.

'

Rate.

Amount.

360
10-G
7-934
5-125

£
0
0
1
1

16-92

0 15 0

39
7-07
101-25
40
336

........................................

0
1
2
1
0

s.
3
5
2
2

2
S
2
1
2

d.
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

£
63
2
8
5

s.
0
12
15
12

d.
0
6
0
9

12 13 10
2
3
9
212
42
33

8
18
IS
12
0
12

0
0
0
6
0
0

397 2 7

At per lineal foot, £0 ICs. 11‘3d. ; or per lineal yard, £20 10s. lOd.

In support of the system applied for the construction of the two schemes just described, I can
refer, amongst similar structures, to tbe one built by Mr. Itoad-Engineer Koch, of Elm, as reported
in the publication of the Association of German Portland Cement Manufactures in 1892, and to one
road bridge built by Von Luebbrand, as reported in tho Proceedings of the Association of German
Engineers of 28th .idly, 1894 (page 9t;S).
_ _
Mr Koch’s concrete bridge was built near Erbach, on Ihe [Danube, in Wiirtewberg, with a jointed
arch of 104-98-foot span, rise of arch 13 feet, thickness at the crown 1 ft. 7i in., and at the springing
2 ft. 4 in., and a width of roadway between parapets of 19 ft. G in. The arch was built in transverse
slips 31'49 inches in width, with radiating end faces held by boards, wel 1 rammed. On removal of centering
(after two months) the arch settled at the crown about 1 9085 inch, and after the road material had been
placed in position the total settlement at the crown amounted to 4-7241 inches. This bridge was built by
tbe Association of German Portland Cement Manufacturers.
Mr, Yon Leibbrnnd’s concrete bridge was built over the Danube in one arch of ]G2'5-foot span,
with a rise of 1G'25 feet, 3'25 feet thick in centre, and 3 0 feet thick at tiie springing. 'The arch rests
on one side upon hard limestone rock, and on the other side on a pile foundation. The bridge is also a
roart bridge, 25 feet wide between parapets ; it has been built near Miinderkingen, in AYiirtcmberg, and
has stood, at the time when it was reported, from IGth [November, 1893, till 28th July, 1894.
These bridges carry roadways, whereas those of the two schemes herein described will have to
carry an aqueduct, with such precautionary arrangements, however, which should be sufficient to prevent
the concrete from cracking.
Drawings accompanying Schemes Nos. 1 and 2.
Schemes Nos. 1 and 2 are accompanied each by one sheet of drawing, showing the proposed general
design, and one sheet cf drawing showing diagram of farces on the arch and at the abutment pier at
Muddy Creek. The blue lines in arches and abutments show the line of pressure as the result of
Scbefiier’s theory, and the red lines in the other diagrams show the resultants in size and direction.
The diagram at side wall of aqueduct of the first scheme shows the resultant in position, size, and
direction of water pressure and weight of water at a point 45 inches below top of wall when aqueduct
is supposed to be running full up to level of top of coping.
3rd Scheme.
Proposed to be constructed on the Monier system, with concrete piers on pile foundations, 75-foot
span arches of 80 feet radius, rise of arch 9'3 feet; spandrels of dwarf-piers and small arches carrying the
aqueduct.
Tho piers to be built on 12 18-inch diameter piles, assumed to be 30 feet in length, each pile to carry
22-25 tons. Pile heads to be cut off level at a depth of 7 feet below datum. Prom 1 ft. 6 in. below heads
of piles, and for a depth of 3 feet, the piles to be filled in between with rubblestone packing to ensure a
solid foundation for the concrete foundation courses, to be built of bluestone concrete.
Tho piers to be built of bluestone concrete, excepting recesses for reception of footing of arch,
which, when the latter is being built, will be filled in with cement mortar the same as arch.
The 75-foot span arch to be constructed on perfectly rigid and watertight box centering, of which
no less than 10 should be provided at a time.
The arches lo be 10 inches thick at the crown and 14 inches thick at the springing ; total width,
9 ft. 5 in., lo be constructed of cement mortar in the proportion of 1 to 3, strengthened by a wrought-iron
network for the whole length and width, placed £ inch above intrados of arch, and a similar network
placed J inch below extrados of arch, extending from each springing for a length of about 29 feet up the
arch. The building of each arch to be commenced at both ends simultaneously and continued towards
the crown without intermission until completion.
The

4
4
Tho lower and upper wrought-iron network to consist of f-ineh diameter longitudinal rods, spaced
2- 2 inches from centre to centre, and the cross-bars to he f-inch diameter rods, spaced 3 inches from centre
to centre.
The total horizontal thrust at crown of arch is 180 tons, equal to 35G lb. per square inch of sec
tional area of same, whereas a square inch ought to stand 2,000 lb, (factor of safety, 5‘tll8).
The spandrels, between extrados of main arches and underside of aqueduct, to be constructed of
dwarf-piers and small arches as shown. The dwarf-piers to be built of bluestone concrete, but the plinths
of said piers to be built of cement mortar of tbe same quality as to be used in the main arches, and simul
taneously with the arches. Dwarf-piers to be 12 inches thick, excepting the 2-foot piers between main
arches; all piers to be built of concrete up to springing of small arches, and above that level they are to
bo completed with cement mortar, built in simultaneously with the small arches. Tbe upper part of
central pier to be rounded off at top as shown, and covered 1 inch thick with asphalt (bitumen and cork).
The vertical 1-inch joint to be filled in with mastic plate, and tbe 3-inch by l-incli channel joint to
be filled in with mastie.
_
Tho piers in the first instance to be built up to level of springing throughout a length of 660
feet at a time, and, on completion of the piers of the second length of GOO feet, the small arches of a
series of GO at the time to be constructed over tbe piers over the first length of G00 feet, and so on, to
ensure the whole structure being evenly and uniformly weighted as it progresses.
The piers are spaced 7 ft. 3 in. apart, and closed in at top with arches built of cement mortar
(1 to 3) and wrought-iron. Tbe small arches with a radius of G ft,
in. and 13 inches rise, to be built
on rigid watertight box centerings ; they are to be 3 inches thick at tbe crown and 5 inches thick at tho
springing, 0 ft. 5 in. in width, and strengthened by a wrought-iron network of the same description as
that for the 75-foot span arches, placed f-inch above intrados of arches.
The total horizontal thrust at crown of small arches is 13 tons, which gives 85 lb, per square inch
of sectional area, equal to twenty-three times security.
The spandrels between extrados of small arches and underside of aqueduct and the narrow portion
of spandrels near crown of main arch to bo built in with fine bluestone (bluestone toppings) concrete.
The aqueduct to be 8 ft. 1J in. wide at top and 5 ft. 3 in. deep, and, although a few inches less in
width than the aqueducts of the 1st and 2nd schemes, its sides are less battered, and its bottom or invert
being straighier, has the same cross-section area, and can therefore discharge the same quantity of sewage.
The side walls and invert to be constructed of cement mortar in the proportion 1 in 2, the side
walls at the top to he 44 inches thick, and at a depth of 3 ft. 0 in. from the top to be 6 inches thick ; the
level portion of invert to be also 6 inches thick. The walls and invert to be strengthened by wroughtiron network, one to be placed 1-J inch below inner face of aqueduct, and one to be placed vertical 1-&- inch
below outside faces of side walls of same.
_
_
These networks to he made of -j-inch diameter longitudinal rods, with the exception of the six
upper rods, in each side wall, which are to he |-iuch diameter, all to be spaced 2} inches from centre to
centre, and the cross-bars to he |-ineh diameter, spaced 21 inches from centre to centre on tho inside of
aqueduct, while for the outside faces of same the longitudinal rods to be 3 inches and the vertical cross
bars i inches from centre to centre.
, ,
,
To prevent the aqueduct from cracking there is to be an inch butt-joint right across same over tho
centre of the main pier, to be filled in with mastic plate. Tbe joint to bo made water-tight by a
3- in. x4-in. channel joint running vertically down the side walls and underneath invert of aqueduct, to be
filled in with mastie.
_
The inner and outer surfaces of aqueduct, front elevation of main arches, dwarf-piers and small
arches, and main piers all round, to he rendered |-inch thick with cement mortar (1 to 2).
The main piers of aqueduct are corbelled out on elevations of same, as shown, to he built up to
the level of top of side walls, leaving an inch space between it and outer face of side wall, to he filled in
with mastie plate.
Drawings accompanying the 3rd Scheme.
Scheme No. 3 is accompanied by one sheet of drawing, showing the proposed general design, and,
by a second sheet of drawing showing diagrams of forces on tho 75-foot span arches, loaded and not
loaded, and on the 7-ft. 3-in. arches loaded only. The blue lines in the diagrams show the line of pressure
as the result of Scheffler’s theory, checked by the theory of elastic arches (by W. M. Cain, C.E.), and tho
red lines in the diagrams show the resultants in size and direction.
Pkobable Estimates of the Cost of 83 feet length of Aqueduct from centre line of Pier to centre line
of Pier.
Item.

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description of Works.

Unit.

Twelve IS-inch diameter piles, 30 feet long ...... ...............................
Rubble stone packing at top of piles, 3 feet deep..............................
Excavation at pier foundation .............................................................
Bluestone concrete m main and spandrel pier............. ........................
Fine bluestone concrete in spandrels ................................................
Cement mortar in aqueduct, 1 to 2, including wrought-iron network
Cement mortar in (1 to 3} main and spandrel arches, including
wrought-iron network.
Cement rendering in aqueduct, piers, front faces of arches, span*
drel fillings.
Asphalt in joints ....................................................................................
Maatic in joints -...................................................................................
Patent right fees due on account of work done on the Monier
system in arches and aqueduct, at rate of lo per cent., on items
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, amounting to £310 0s. 4d.

lineal foot
cubic yard
S3
JJ

}>
JJ

Quantity.

360
10o
39
34-41
11-8
26-5
39-81

Hate.
£
0
0
0
2
2
4
4

Amount.

6
0
0
0
0
0
0

£
63
2
3
72
24
119
159

H. d,

3
5
2
2
2
10
0

s.
0
12
IS
G
15
5
5

d,
0
6
0
3
7
0
0

square'yard

323

0 2 0

32

square foot
cubic foot
at 15 per
cent.

14
2-88

0 0 3
0 12 0

0 3 0
1 14 6
46 10 0

For a length of S3 feet—Total.........................................

At per lineal foot, £6 6s. 8'3di—or at per lineal yard, £19 0s. Id,

6 0

525 15 4

5

Calculations.
All that wc know so far of the mode of constructing works designed on tho Monier system is
described in pamphlets giving a number of works carried out by the patentees, accompanied by sketches
and photos of said works, and furnishing the reason for which the work was carried out, and the sizes and
dimensions on the sketch drawings, but giving no clue whatever as to any formula or principle that onght
to be used in calculating the forces which should have to he contended with in the various structures
enumerated in said pamphlets.
In order to meet this difficulty the radius of the 75-foot span arch of Scheme No. 3 had to be
so selected that the centre line of forces (line of resistance) should always keep within the middle third
of the arch ring.
The centre line of resistance was constructed by Scheffler’s theory, and checked by tho theory of
elastic arches (WT, M. Cain, C.E.), after which the thickness of the arch was determined in a manner so
that at no part the compression exceeds 400 lb. per square inch, which, in this instance, fixed the minimum
thickness of arch at 10 inches at the crown and at 14 inches at the springing, giving a safety factor
of 5 618.
The wrought-iron network xvas mainly to be laid in as additional security, to strengthen the arch,
ou account of tho low factor of safety, and the light structure of the arch.
Exactly the same system has been adhered to in the construction and calculation of the arches in
the spandrels.
With respect to the aqueduct in connection with the 3rd scheme, on the Monier system, it must be
borne in mind that the office also had to adopt its own method for ascertaining the strength and dimen
sions for the invert and sidewalls of same, which resulted in fixing the width of top of sidewall at 4?
inches, the outer faces of sidewalls to he vertical, and at a depth 3 ft. 9 in. from top of sidewall, tho
latter to G inches thick, the invert at end of side curve to he always 6 inches thick.
Summary.
Name of Scheme-

Span of Arch.

Riae of Arch.

1st sell cine......
Sad ,, .......
3rd
„ .......

feet
50
DO
75

feet
7-2
7'2
9-3

Factor of Safely,

8-7
10 0
5-018

Cost per liitcal foot. Cobt per lineal yard. Length of Work.

£
9
0
0

s.
11
16
6

d.
5
11-3
S'3

£
28
20
19

s. d.
14 3
10 10
0 1

feet
58
68
83

Cost per lineal foot.

Mr. Ahern's present outfall suwer. Contract No. 101, if calculated for two sowers
,
of 6 feet diameter, uonld cost ...
.....................................

illO 1C 1

Total Cost.

£
550
397
525

s.
2
2
15

d.
0
7
4

Cost per lineal yard.

£32 8 3

C. H. OHLESEN-BAG-GE.

No. 2.
Mr. 0. H. Ohlfsen-Baggc to The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Hoads,
Bridges, and Sewerage.
Sydney, 14 March, 1894.
The tenders for the construction of the northern main sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt sections,

Contract No. 77, have now been checked, the lowest being that of Messrs. Carter, Gtummow, & Co., at
28| per cent, below schedule rates, amounting to £15,757 Is. 9d.
Tbe following are tbe other tenderers :—
Messrs, J. M'Sweeney ...
...
At 251 per cent, below schedule rates.
20rfrr
J. E. Carson
...
...
15
15
15
Gil liver and Curtis
...
1S|
55
55
55
Holloway Bros. ...
...
ISv
?>
55
35
J. Stewart & Co....
...
IS*
51
55
35
Howie Bros.......................
m
55
15
3;
Hugh Oweu
...
...
15
51
15
11
Phillips, Rhodes, and Broughton
13
55
31
51
R. and S. Butcher
...
11
5)
11
33
E. Taylor...
...
101
55
55
53
Maddison and Ewing ...
81
J)
5>
1>
T. Williams
...............
of
15
51
51
T. E. Spencer
...
...
i, G
,,
Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Lump sum of £15,500.
With respect to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.’s second tender for a lump sum of £15,500, I
find that it is accompanied by a special design on the t: Monier ” system.
The plans for the White’s Creek and Johnstone's Creek aqueducts as designed in this office, for
which tenders were invited, were prepared with a view to securing the most substantial and enduring
structure at the most reasonable cost. At the time that this design was made, I had as full particulars
regarding the 11 Monier ” principle as it was possible to obtain in the colonies. 1 would also like to point
out that in Europe this class of work is made a specialty, being patented, and is wholly in the hands of
private companies, who are required to give a substantial guarantee for the stability of their work, j
think it would not be advisable to construct at the outset a work of such importance on the Monier”
principle.
Tho total for the office design amounts to ...
...
...
...
...
£15,757
,,
contractor’s Monier design ...
...
...
...
...
15,500
Difference ...

...............
£257
C. H. OHLESEN-BAGGE.
No. 3,

G
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No. 3.
List of Tenders received for Contract No. 77.
Number of tenders received
Estimated amount...
...
Amount of lowest tender
Name of lowest tenderer
Vote
...
...
...

Wednesday, 13 March, 1595,
Fifteen.
£22,037 17s. 8d.
28^ per cent, below schedule rates.
Carter, Gummow, & Co.
£830,000. 53 Vic. No. 33.

...

Amount.

1. Carter, Gummow, & Co...............................................
2. J. M'Sweeney
...
...
...
3. J. F. Carson ...
...
...
...
4. Gilliver and Curtis ...
...
...
5. Holloway Bros.
...
...
...
6. J. Stewart it Co.
...
...
...
7. Howio Bros..........................................................................................
8. Hugh Owen ...
...
...
...
9. Phillips, Rhodes, & Broughton
...
10. R. J. S. Butcher
...........................................................
11. E. Taylor
.....................................................................................
12. Maddison and Ewing
...
...
13. T. 'Williams ...
...
...
...
14. T. E. Spencer
...
...
...
15. Carter, Gummow, & Co. ...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Deposit.

Nature.

£160
Cheque.
28A per cent, B.S.
166
25^
JJ
177
20Tlhr
JJ
180
18*
'J
J)
180
18*
JJ
220
18*
JS
»
182
m
JJ
190
15“
JJ
190
13
JJ
200
11
j>
192
10*.
SJ
>j
220
8*
JJ
205
C|JJ
>j
200
5
JJ
}j
For lump sum of £15,500 160
JJ
ROBERT HICKSON,
'Vice-President of Tender Board.
jj

jj

jj

No. 4.
Report by Board of Reference.
Board of Reference.—Tenders for Contract No. 77, Main Northern Sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt
Sections.
The tenders for this work were submitted to the Board to-day. In doing so, Mr. Hickson pointed out
that fifteen tender’s had been received, the lowest being that of Garter, Gummow, it Co., at 28i per cent,
below schedule rates—amounting approximately to £15,757 Is. 9d. The same firm also submitted a lump
sum tender for carrying out tbe work according to a plan sent in by them, for the sum of £15,500. The
plan submitted is for constructing the work on the "Monier” arch principle. This system has been
extensively used during recent years on the Continent of Europe, with successful results, and Mr. Hickson
sees no reason why, under certain restrictions, the opportunity should not be taken to introduce the system
in the public works of this Colony. The advantages claimed by the patentees are that works can be
carried out at a much cheaper rate wherever this method of construction is used. Nr. Hickson said he
had no doubt that tbe design submitted was thoroughly suitable, and likely to be effective, and as the
main principles as regains size and inclination of sewer were as provided for in the departmental design,
he was prepared to recommend it; but if it was decided to accept the tender, a short specification of the
work should be included in the bond, and provision also made for the maintenance of the work by the
contractors for a certain period after completion.
_
_
Mr. Hickson further said, that as Mr. Darley would be the responsible officer for carrying out this
work, he had gone into the matter very thoroughly with that gentleman, and Mr. Harley was quite pre
pared to endorse his views.
.
.
The Board, in view of the fact that Messrs. Harley and Hickson are satisfied that the principal is a
sound one, and that the adoption of the plan will result in considerable economy, are prepared to endorse
the recommendation of these gentlemen, and now submit the matter for the Ministers considelation.
J. BARLING,
Chairman.
C. W. HARLEY,
Engineer-in-Chief, Harbours and Rivers.
ROBERT HICKSON,
Commissioner for Roads.
H. HEANE,
_
Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction,
W. L. VERNON,
J. W. Holliman, Secretary,
■
Government Architect.
20 March, 1895.
--------Submitted.—.LB., 27/3/95.
Before approving of this proposal I should like an estimate of the
actual value of the work to be carried out by the contractors under the substituted scheme.—J.H.Y.,
27/3/95.
Mr. Hickson.^J.B., 28/3/95.
_
. .
To comply fully with the Minister’s minute would mean the taking out of quantities in the plan
submitted by Messrs. Carter and Gummow. This would take at. least a week to do. I think, however,
I can answer sufficiently for the Minister to come to a decision. 'When plans were being prepared for the
extension of the sewers on to the sewage farm, estimates were made for the work on the Monier system,
as well as on the Department's designs. The result was that the estimate of both works was practically
the same. Applying that comparison to this case, it would mean that the Departmental estimate for the
work under consideration would be £22,000.—Robert Hickson, 28/3/95. Under .secretary.
Submitted.—J. Rabling, 28/3/95.
This is quite sufficient for me, and I now approve of the recom
mendation of the Board being carried out.—J.H.Y., 29/3/95.
Accept.—D.C.McL. (pro. U.S-), 29/3/95.
No. 5.
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No. 5.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Si1',

_
North Sydney, 4 April, 1895.
We have the honor to draw your attention to the conditions upon which the acceptance of our
tender depends for Contract No. 77, Balmain Sewerage Works, and to our conversation, with you of even
date in connection witli security required for its due performance.
We respectfully submit that our personal sureties for the amount necessary, should be taken for its
completion and maintenance, and as a sufficient guarantee for the proper carrying out of the work.
We are a firm of sound financial standing, well and favourable known to your Department as
contractors for many large and important contracts extending over a period of eight or nine years under
the Departments of Harbours and Rivers, and Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage, which facts we trust will
satisfy you us to our fiono jutes in this matter.
We have, tfce.,
CARTER, GUMMOW, & CO.

No. 6.
Tho Commissionor and 'Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage to The
Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sydney, 5 April, 1895.
Tub accompanying letter of 4th April, 1895, from Messrs. Carter, Gummow, k, Co., is a protest against the
stringent supplementary specification prepared by Mr, Nome, at my suggestion, with regard to the alter
ation in the design of Contract No. 77.
_ The last paragraph of this specification states : "And the contractors shall enter into a bond to Her
Majesty the Queen in the penal sum of £12,000, with two sufficient sureties in the penal sum of £6,000
each, to secure the removal of so much of the said works as shall have been constructed on the Monier
system, ifec., &e.”
The amount of £12,000 is the sum it would cost the Department, at Departmental rates, to renew
that portion of this sewer which is built on the Monier system.
It is right, however, to say, that the tendered rates for this portion of the work would only come to
£9,000, but prices being abnormally low, I think it is only right to put in a sum at which the Department
really values the work,
Messrs. Cartel’ and Gummow ask that their own “ personal sureties for the amount named,1’ i.c.
£12,000 (an amount which they do not dispute), 11 should be taken for its completion and maintenance,
and as a sufficient guarantee for the proper carrying out of the work.”
They go on to say that they are “a firm of sound financial standing, well and favourably known to
the Department as contractors.” This is quite true. They are a firm in which I have every confidence.
They have done a great deal of work under me, and I can testify that their aim always has been to turn
out the very best class of work possible. At the same time, misfortunes happen the very soundest firms of
contractors, and the Department must look a little way into the future. Their own bond for £12,000
would be really of no use if they were unfortunate enough hi the meantime to become bankrupt.
I think, therefore, it is right that the sureties should be insisted upon. They give the names of
two men, Mr. George Forrest and Mr. James Gillen. From inquiries made, I believe these men to be
financially sound, and I think, if their names were accepted as the surieties in the penal sum of £6,000
each, the Department would be secured as far as it is reasonably possible to be.
_ This work will be carried out under Mr. Darley, and I recommend that the whole of the papers be
sent him to give his opinion thereon.
--------ROBERT HICKSON.
Mr. Darley for report.—J.B., 5/4/95.
I concur with Mr. Hickson. I think in accepting a new patent of this kind, and adopting it in a
large and costly contract, that the Department cannot bo too careful in securing its position by leaving all
the risk in the hands of the contractors and patentees. 1, therefore, recommend that the personal names be
required for further security. The names mentioned may, I think, be accepted.—C.D., Engineer-in-Chief,
Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, 8/4/95.
For Minister’s approval as to course suggested in regard to sureties.—J. Barling, Under Secretary,
9/4/95.
Approved.—J.H.Y., 10/4/95.
Mr. Nome.—Jno. P., 10/4/95.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow,
<fc Co., Auditor-General, Mr. Norrie, 11/4/95.

No. 7.
Bond executed by Messrs. Carter, Gummow, and Company, with Annexures.
Agreement made this 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord 1895, between John Carter, Frank Moorhouse Gummow. and David Graham Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
contractors, carrying'on business together under the name, style, or form of “ Carter, Gummow, &, Co.”
(and hereinafter styled or referred to as “the contractors”), of the one part, and Her Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria of the other parti.
"Whereas the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony (hereinafter called the said Minister) recently
called for tenders by notice published in the Gowmmeni Gasette (of which notice a copy is hereunto
annexed and marked “ A”), for construction of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sec
tions, Contract. No. 77, Sydney Sewerage, as shown in the drawings relating thereto in the office of the
Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, and marked “No. 1 ” to “No. 10,” both inclu
sive and according to the specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition,
which are hereunto annexed and marked respectively “ B,” “ C,” “D,” and “ E.” And whereas the con
tractors made the tender hereunto annexed, marked “ F,” to provide the material and perform the various
‘
works
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works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of the said sewerage
works agreeably to the said drawings, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and
special condition, as modified by the supplementary specification, also hereunto annexed and marked “G-,
and the contractors’ drawing, marked “No. 11,” now in the office of the said Engineer-in-Chief for Metro
politan Sewerage Construction, and at or for the price or sum set out in the said tender. And whereas
the said tender was accepted by the said Minister, and such acceptance (a copy of which is annexed hereto,
and marked “ H”), was duly notified to the contractors on the 11th day of April now last past, and the
contractors have assented thereto, as per their letter annexed hereto, marked i! I/' And whereas the con
tractor have deposited the sum of
in the Bank of New Zealand, at Sydney, in the said Colony, in the
name of the Under Secretary for Public "Works, at interest upon fixed deposit, No.
dated the 3f)th
day of April now last past "for twelve months, and have handed the receipt for the same to the said
Minister to he held by him as such Minister or the Minister for Public VVorks for the time being of the
said Colony, on behalf of Her Majesty, as security for the due performance of this contract, and all other
mailers and things herein contained, and which, on tho part of the contractors, are to he done and
performed. And whereas the said contractors have, with two approved sureties, entered into bonds to
Her said Majesty conditioned to secure the due performance of the removal of so much of the said works
at their own cost as shall have been constructed on the “ Monier System'1 if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied
with the same at any time during either of the periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions
and supplementary specification respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works,
and for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own
expense in accordance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
special condition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of
being called upon to do so. Now this agreement witnesseth that, in consideration of the premises, the
contractors do hereby, for themselves, heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with and to Her said
Majesty the Queen, Her heirs, and successors: That they, the contractors, shall and' will perform tho
various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of the
said sewerage works in accordance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general
conditions, special condition, supplementary specification, and drawings, and at and after the price, and
within the time in the said tender mentioned. And that they will well and truly remove so much of the
said works at their own cost as shall have been constructed on the “Monier System'1 if the Engineer shall
he dissatisfied with the same at any time during either of the respective periods of maintenance set out in
the said general conditions and supplementary specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and
nrovide for the full and uninterrupted flow of sewage during progress of such rebuilding at their own.
expense, in accordance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
and special condition, and tho plans therein respectively referred to, within thirty-nine weeks froni the date
of being called upon to do so. And it is hereby agreed and declared between and by the said parties
hereto that the said copy, notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition,
.supplementary specification, tender, copy, letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto, marked
as aforesaid, all being hereunto annexed as aforesaid, shall bo read as incorporated in and forming part and
parcel of these presents in like manner, and if the same had been herein written and set forth at length,
and that the said several annexures, the said drawings, and those presents shall together be taken to be
the contract between the said parties in respect of the said sewerage works amplified in manner following—
that is to say, that the said general conditions shall at all times be read and construed as if the stipulation
contained in the said letter of acceptance of tender as to the discharge of men (not domiciled in this Colony
for six months previously to their employment on the said works) employed on the said works when called
upon to do so, and the penalty for non-compliance therewith had been expressly set out in the said general
conditions.
.
.
_
In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals the day
and year first before written.
Signed, sealed and delivered, by the said John 1
JOHN CARTER.
Carter, in the presence of,—
j
.

Harold E. Norrik.

Signed, sealed and delivered, by the said Frank
Moorhouse Gummow, by his attorney, John f
Carter, acting under power of attorney, t
dated the 2nd day of January, 1804, in the )
presence of,—

'

ERANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOIV,
By his Attorney,—John Carter,

Harold R Noriue.

Signed, sealed and delivered, by the said David 1
Graham Snodgrass, in the presence of,—
J

D. G. SNODGRASS.

Harold E. Noriue.

This is the agreement referred to in our respective bonds to Her Majesty the Queen.
Dated this 16th dav of May, a.d., 1895.
GEORGE EORREST, 1 g
'
JAMES GILLEN,
j
Witness—Harold E. Norrie.

'

Know all men by these presents,—That we, John Carter, Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham

Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractors, carrying on business
together under the name, style, or firm of “Carter, Gummow,
Co.” (and hereinafter referred to as
the said contractors), are jointly and severally held, and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty
Queen Victoria, in tho penal sun)1 of £12,000 sterling, to he paid in Sydney, in the said Colony, to
Her said Majesty, her heirs, or successors, for which payment, well and truly to be made, wc bind
ourselves, and each of us, our unci each and every of our heirs, executors, and administrators jointly
and severally firmly by these presents.
Sealed with oilr seals dated the IGth day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
Whereas, by agreement bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between the said con
tractors of tiie one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted to perform
the various works required in and about the full and proper.construction, erection, and completion of the
northern
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northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage, according
0 ^ !^C0P/ no^loe> specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition, supplementary
specification, tender copy letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto, thereunto annexed,
^dmarked«A"«'B,;'“C,-' ‘‘D," '‘E,” ‘«P,“ “G,” “H,” and <! I” respectively, and certain drawings
relatan" thereto, now m the oftce of the Engijieer-m-Chtef for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, and
marked No. 1 to No. 11, both inclusive.
And whereas the said contractors have severally offered to become and be bound to her said
Majesty, her heirs, and successors, for the due removal of so much of the said works, at their own cost as
shall have been constructed on the “ Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied witli the same’ at
any time during cither of the periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supple
mentary specification respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works, and for the
free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at their own expense. In
accordance m all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special
condition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of bciim
called upon to do so. Now, the condition of the above-written bond and obligation is such that if the said
contractors do, and shall well and truly remove so much of the said works at their own cost as shall have
been constructed on the "Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the -same at any time
during the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary
specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and uninterrupted flow of
sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance in all things with the
said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions and special condition, and the plans therein
respectively referred to, within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. Then this
Obligation will be void and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the nbovennmed John )
JOHN CARTER.
Carter, in the presence of,—
j
’
Harold P. Norrie,'

,

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Frank A
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW
Moorhouse Gummow, by his duly constituted /
By Ids Attorney,—Jonx Carter. ‘
attorney, John Carter, acting under power of f
attorney, dated the 2nd January, 1894, in the pro-)
sence of,—
Harold F. RoiiEin,
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed David 1
P, f; SNODGRASS
Graham Snodgrass, in the presence of,—
f
'
Harolp F. Norrie,
Statutory Declaration.

T, John Carter, of Sydney, in the Colony of
declare and affirm that—
1. I am the duly constituted attorney of Frank
m the province of South Australia, under
1894'
5mnd illld ^ °f the Said JFr(lnk

New South M ales, contractor, do hereby solemnly
Moorhouse Gummow, at present residing at Adelaide
and by virtue of a Deed Poll or Power of Attorney’
Moorhouse Gummow, dated the 2nd day of January’

2. From letters and telegrams recently received from the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow J have
every reason to believe, and I veiily do believe, that the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow is still
alive.
.1 At the time of the execution _ by me as such Attorney as aforesaid of a bond to and agreement
Avitl) Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, and bearing date the 16th day of May 1895
m connection with Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage Works, I had not nor have I since
received notice of the revocation by death or otherwise, of the abovementioned Deed Poll or
Power of Attorney.
And I make this solemn declaration as to the mattere aforesaid according to the law in this behalf
and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such’
declaration.
J
Taken and declared at Sydney, this 16th 7
JOHN CARTER
day of May, 1895, before,—
j
* .
Harold F. Norrie, J.P,
Know all Men by these Presents,—That T, George Forrest, of Marrickville, in the Colony of New South
Wales, householder, am held and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty, Queen Victoria in
the penal sum of £6,000 sterling, to be paid in Sydney, in the said Colony, to Her said Majesty her
heirs or successors, for which payment well and truly to be made, I bind myself, my and each and
every of my heirs, executors, and administrators firmly by these presents.
Scaled with my seal, dated the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
V' hereas by Agreement, bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between John Carter.
1« rank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, carrying on business together as contractors’
under the name, style, or form of “ Carter, Gummow, and Company,” and therein and hereinafter called
the contractors, of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted
to perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and com
pletion of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, Contract No. 77, Sydney
Sewerage, according to the copy notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
special condition, supplementary specification, tender, copy letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of
assent thereto, thereunto annexed, and marked “A,” “ R,” “C,” “ D,” "E," “F,” “G ” “H ” and “ I ”
respectively, and certain drawings relating thereto, now in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief’for Metro
politan Sewerage Construction, and marked “No. 1 ” to “No. 11,” both inclusive.
And
232—B
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And whereas the contractors have entered into a bond to Her said Majesty, dated the 16th day of
May, 1895, conditioned to remove at their own cost so much of the said works as shall have been con
structed on the “ Monier System if the engineer shall be dissatisfied witli the same at any time during
either of the periods of maintenance set out in the said General Conditions and Supplementary Specifica
tion respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works; and to provide for the free
and uninterrupted How of sewage during the progress of such re-building, at their own expense, in accord
ance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special con
dition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being
called upon to do so. And whereas 1, the said George Forrest, have offered to become bound to Her said
Majesty, her heirs and successors, for the due performance and fulfilment of the said contract, according
to the said agreement, and the several annexures thereto, so far as the removal of a portion of the said
works constructed on the “ Monier System” is concerned, if the engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same
at any time during either of the periods of maintenance referred to, and. the re-erection of the said works,
and for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at the con
tractor's expense, in the manner provided for in the original specification, schedule to specification, general
conditions, and plans within the time lastly hereinbefore set out. How the condition of the above-written
bond and obligation is such that if tho contractors do and shall well and truly remove so much of the said
works us shall have been constructed on the “ Monier System,” if the engineer shall be dissatisfied with
tbe same at any time during the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions
and supplementary specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and
uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance
in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition,
and the plans therein respectively referred to within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon
to do so. Then this obligation ’"'ill be void, and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and
virtue.
__
_
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovgnamed \
GEORGE 1) OB REST.
George Forrest, in the presence of,—
f
Hahold F. Norrie.
■

Statutory Declaration.
I. George Forrest, of Marrickville, hi the Colony of New South 'Wales, householder, do hereby solemnly

declare and affirm that I am possessed of property to the value of XG,000 sterling and-more, and that such
property consists of—Freehold property, X5.700; cash in bank, X300 sterling. And I make this solemn
declaration as to the matters aforesaid, according to the law m this behalf made and subject to the
punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Taken and declared at Marrickville, this 1st day ^
GEO. 1'OB.REST.
of June, 1895, before me,—
J
■
Robert Anderson, J.P.
Know all Men by these Presents,—That J, James Gillan, of Dulwich Hill, in the Colony of New South
Wales, householder, am held and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen "V ietoria,
in the penal sum of ,£6,000 sterling, to be paid in Sydney, in the said Colony, to Her said Majesty,
her heirs or successors, for which payment well and truly to be made I hind myself, my and each and
every of my heirs, executors, and administrators firmly by these presents.
^
Sealed with my .seal, dated the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
Whereas, by agreement bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between John Carter,
Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, carrying on business together as contractors,
under the name, style, or form, of “ Carter. Gummow, Jr Co.,” and therein and hereinafter called the
contractors of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted to
perform the various works required in-and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion
of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, contract No. <7, Sydney sewerage,
according to the copy notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition,
supplementary specification, tender, copy, letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto,
thereunto annexed and marked “A,” “ B,:: “ C,” “ D," “E,” “F,” “ G,” “H”_and “J” respectively, and
certain drawings relating thereto, now in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage
Construction, and marked “No. 1 to No. 11,” both inclusive. _
...
i
r
And whereas the contractors have entered into a bond to Her said Majesty, dated the 16th day of
May, 1895, conditioned to remove at their own cost so much of the said works as shall have been con
structed on the “ Monier System” if the engineer shall be dissatisfied with tiie same at any time during
either of the periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary specifications
respectively, and for the re-crection and construction of the said works, and for the free and unintemipted
flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at their own expense, in accordance in all things with
the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition and plans therein
respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. And
whereas I, the said James Gillan, have offered to become bound to Her said Majesty, her heirs, and
successors for the due performance and fulfilment of the said contract, according to the said agreement and
tbe several annexures thereto, so far as the removal of the portion of the said works constructed on the
“Monier System” is concerned, if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same, at any time during the
periods of maintenance referred to and the re-erection of the said works, and for the free and uninterrupted
flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at the contractors expense, in the manner pimided
for in the original specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and plans within the time
lastly hereinbefore set out. Now the condition of the above-written bond and obligation is such that if
the contractors do and shall well and truly remove so- much of the said works as shall have been constructed
on the “Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same, at any time during either of
the
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the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary specification,
and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during
the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance in all things with the said specification,
schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition, and the plans therein respectively
referred to within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. Then this obligation
will be void and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
°
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed 1
JAMES GILLAN,
James Gillan, in the presence of,—
j
H.1KOLO E. Noerik.
Statutory Declaration.
I, James Gillan, of Dulwich Hill, in the Colony of New South Wales, householder, do hereby solemnly

declare and affirm that I am possessed of property to the value of £6;000 sterling and more, anti that such
property consists of—c;ish at Bankers,
; freehold and other property*
, And I make this
solemn declaration as to the matters aforesaid according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to the
punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Taken and declared at Sydney, this 2 7 th day 1
J AMES GILLAN.
of May, 1895, before me,—
j
Harold F. Norrie, J.P.
“A.”
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 8 March, 1895.
Tenders for Public Works.

will lie received at this office for the public works specified in the Schedule hereunder up to
11 o clock a.m., of the various dates set forth in the second column.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them tbe name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Tenderers may be in attendance when tenders are opened, and the name of the lowest tenderer will
be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise the tenders will not be
taken mto consideration :—
1 si.~Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
instance the full Christian and surname or names of persons tendering.
2nd. Every tender must contain an undertaking on the part of the person tendering to make the
cash deposit provided for in the general conditions, and to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract, in the event^ of the tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that event, to
execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty
the Queen, for securing such performance.
3rd.—No tender will be considered which shall have been received after II o’clock a.m. on the day
upon which tenders are to be received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
4th.—Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz. :—
“
For amounts up to .£500 inclusive.................................................... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 ...
... 10 0 0
lor all sums oyer £1,000, 1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft,
oth.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit sliall, unless otherwdse
directed by the Board,bo doomed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
6th.—In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the contract agreement, and
proceed with the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender within thirty days
after it shall have been opened, whether such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys
deposited by him on account of such contract shall' be absolutely forfeited to the Crown, and
shall be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
7th.—Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances
■which make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted, but the tenderer by
whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition,
and from any competition from other work, at the pleasure of the President.
’
8th,—Li the event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate quan
tities as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned to
tiie persons entitled thereto immediately after the Board shall have adjourned ; and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing the contract agreement for the fulfilment
of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender will not be
returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
It is to be understood that tho Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any tender ;
and no tender will be accepted until the head of the Branch under whose directions the work is to be carried
out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
J. H. YOUNG.
Tenders

Hoads

Hoads

Description of work or supplies to be
tendered for.

Dates
up to winch
Tenders will be
received.

"Where Flan, Specification, and
form of Tender may be seen.

Remarks.

Erection of a Timber Beam Bridge over 13 Mar., 1895
Pian Creek, near Wee Waa.

Roads Office, Sydney ; Court
house, Narrabri; and Police
Station, Wee Waa,

Erection of a Timber Beam Bridge over 13 Mar., 1895
Orara River, at Geergavon Crossing,
on Old Aranda! e Road.

Roads Office, Sydney, and Court
houses, Grafton and Armidale.

The Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt 13 Mar., 1895
and Annandale sections. Contract
No. 77, Sydney Sewerage.

Office of the Commissioner and
Engineer-in-Chief for Roads,
Bridges, it Sewerage, Sydney.

*

#

*

*

*

*

-

*

This is the copy notice marked “ A,” referred to in our agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the IGth day of May, a.d., ISOo,—
‘
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK. MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW.
Witness—Harold F. Norrie.
By his Attorney,—-Jonx Carter.
This is tho copy notice marked “A," referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated
16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
Witness—Harold F. Norrie,
JAM.ES GILLAN.
This is the copy notice marked “ A,” referred to in my bond to Her Majesty tiie Queen, dated IGth
day of May, a.d., 1890.
Witness—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO, FORREST.
“ B.”
Specification.

1. Description of Contract.
This contract comprises the provision by the contractor of all labour, machinery, tools, plant, and
everything that may be necessary for the construction of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annan
dale section, as described in detail in the specification, schedule to speciiicatkm, special condition, and
general conditions, and as shown on the following drawings :—
No. 1. General plan showing sites of sewers, ike.
No. 2. Longitudinal sections of main and branch sewers.
.
No. 3. Cross sections of road deviations, itc.
No 4. General elevation of Johnstone’s Creek aqueduct, road crossings, and details.
No. 5. Details of Nelson-street crossing, general cross sections of sewer, itc.
*
No. G. General elevation of White’s creek aqueduct, road crossings, Ac.
No. 7. Details of White's Creek aqueduct.
No. 8. General details of White's Creek and Johnstone's Creek aqueducts.
No. 9. Designs and details of shafts.
No. 10. Details of Johnstone’s Creek and White's Creek aqueducts,
2. Materials.
The materials are to be of the quality specified in clauses 7 to 39 of the schedule to specification.
The bricks to be used in these works to be of the quality and description specified in clauses 11 and
12 of the schedule to specification, excepting all red bricks to be used in piers, arches, haunches, spandrels,
parapets, and in approaches to aqueducts, up to the level of underside of coping, which are to be as specified,
but to be dry pressed bricks of approved manufacture, dimensions, form, and colour, as per sample to be
seen at the Engineer’s office. The dry pressed red bricks, when immersed in water twenty-four hours, not
to increase in weight more than 7‘85 per cent., and the average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be
taken from each parcel not to be less than 5,553 lb. All brickwork is tinted red on plans and sections ;
the areas on elevations of aqueducts as arches, abutments, piers, spandrels, circular panels over piers,
parapets, pilasters, corbels, <kc., which are to be specially faced with red and white bricks, are tinted red
and white accordingly. The white bricks round circular panels to be specially formed and radiated bricks.
All white bricks to be double pressed plastic bricks, and as hereinbefore specified.
The sandstone to be used in these works to be of the quality specified in clause 15 of the schedule
to specification, but the stone to be used in stop-blocks at ends of aqueducts, in copings, string courses,
and skcwbacks of the aqueducts herein described, to be Pyrmont bottom block sandstone, and as specified.3
3. Eaxavation.
The excavation for all the wor ks comprised in this contract to be executed in accordance with
clauses 40 to SO, 83 to 87, and 107 of tire schedule to specification.
The excavation for the foundations of piers, abutments, abutment-piers, and approaches to aqueducts,
to be executed as specified in the schedule to specification, and to the various depths, widths, steps, <fcc., as
shown on drawings, or to such lesser or greater depths and widths as may be directed, said excavations to
be measured to the outside of timbering where such has been approved of.
All
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All logs, existing pitching, masonry, brick, °r concrete work, oval or circular drains, sewers, <fcc.,
met with in excavations shall, in the first instance, he put aside beyond actual site of works in separate
spoil-banks, to lie measured and paid for at schedule prices under items of excavation of open trenches
tunnels, shafts, *kc.
1
This is the specification marked “ B,” referred to in our annexed agreement, with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d., 1S!)5,_
”
JOHN CARTER.
TT
,,
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW.
Witness Harold 1. ISorrie.
By his Attorney,—Jons Carter.
This is the specification marked “ B,” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Oueen
dated the 16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
’
Witness—H. F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the specification marked “ B,” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen
dated 16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
’
Witness—H. F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.
In connection with clause 63 of the schedule to specification it is to be understood that the Engineer
may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of lining round sewer not exceeding 3 inches,
consisting of concrete below level of springing and of sand-packing above level of springing. The filling
round brick or concrete shafts to bo executed as specified in clause 90 of the schedule to specification.
In connection'vvith clauses 72 and 73 of the schedule to specification it is to be distinctly under
stood that all sumps which the contractor may think necessary to sink on linos of sewers shall be sunk
only on approved dimensions, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, removing the excavated
materials, timbering, die., and the filling in, to be defrayed entirely bv the contractor.
Shafts are to be sunk as specified in clauses, 65, 60, 68 to 71 and 76 to tho schedule to specification,
and as shown on drawing; but if during the progress of the works the engineer may deem it necessary
to omit any of the shafts shown, the contractor shall omit such shaft or shafts where ordered, and sueli
omission shall not entitle him to any claim for loss, damage, or compensation ; he shall be only entitled to
he paid for the shafts ordered to be sunk at schedule rates.
The price of 1 cubic yard of excavation for all work comprised in this contract (excepting refilling
and disposing of surplus materials) shall include the cost of all work herein specified and described in the
various clauses of the schedule to specification herein enumerated.
4. Subducts.
,
Subducts to be constructed on lines of tunnels and open trenches, where ordered, as specified in
clauses 78 and 19 of the schedule to specification.
5. Filling.
•
T1'?
in of a11 eycavations> and_in any situation comprised in this contract, including tho filling
in round shafts, concrete foundations of piers, abutment piers, approaches to aqueducts, retaining walls,
and sand-packing over and round closing arch of sewers, Am., to he executed as shown, and as specified in
clauses 8o to 9i, and 101 to 107 of the schedule to specification.
The price of 1 cubic yard of filling in any situation comprised in this contract (except disposing of
surplus materials) shall include the cost of all work herein specified and described in the various clauses of
the schedule to specification herein enumerated,
6. Temporary and Permanent Shoring, Timbering, Piling, d:c.
The shoring and timbering, including all iron used in fixing same, required in the construction of
these works to be provided, erected, placed in position, withdrawn, covered up, and measured up as specified
in clauses 8/, 12o, and 126 of the schedule to specification.
If during the progress of the contract, in the opinion of the engineer, pile foundations under piers of
aqueducts is considered necessary, it shall be executed as shown on drawing, and as specified in clauses 110
to 126 of schedule to specification,
The piles to be not less than 15 inches diameter at the small end, and 17-50 inches diameter atlftr^e
end, and they are to bo driven until a 20-cwt. ram falling 10 feet does not drive them more than l inch at
the last stroke.
4
7. Ordnance Fences.
Road embankments to be protected by sawn hardwood ordnance fences to the extent and as shown
on drawings, and as specified in clauses 197, 210, and 211, of the schedule to specification. The fences
required for this contract to be two-rail only, and all post to he 6 in. x 4 in. x 6 ft. long, the lower 2 feet
to be walled mto upper portion of concrete retaining walls. All woodwork, ironwork, Ac., to be painted
and tarred as specified in clauses 269, 270, and 273 of the schedule to specification.
8. Itoadmaking.
The different road deviations and roads under, over, and at sides of main sewer, within the resumed
AvlV’1, ®the'|‘w,se>
Cresent Lane, Nelson-street, Young-street, lanes on each side of same, along
VVJutes Greek and white-street, to be constructed on embankments, in excavations, and along surface of
ground, to be formed, sloped, bored out, ballasted, metalled, Ac., as shown on drawings, as nmv be directed
and as specified m clauses 200 to 204 in the schedule to specification.
9. Tarred Metal Deck.
onover -le-'vcr )n aqueduct to be covered with tarred metal deck, as specified in clauses
- o to -08 of the schedule to apeeificution. The metal to be used in decking for this contract to bo of
l^-mc gauge as specified in clause 140 of the schedule to specification. The tarred metal to be spread
J inches thick over the sand-filling.
10. Sewers, Stornwwater Channels, tlx.
. xl Tbe various works comprising this contract are to he executed in conformity with clauses 132 to 139
ol the schedule to specification.
'
_ The Leichhardt and Annandale section of tho Northern Main Sewer commences at 6 miles 51-2515
c ains,
be built in open cutting of 4 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 6 in. internal dimensions, of concrete, extending
tor about 9 feet under Crescent Lane ; it is then to cross the Johnston Creek Valley, built of concrete,
brick,
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brick, and stone, on piers, and ten flat brick arches of 12-foot span for the length of about 159'6 feet j on
pile foundations, ■where ordered, and on piers and twelve elliptical brick arches of 48-foot span for a length
of about GSS'Slfl feet; on abutment piers and one flat arch of 57-foot span, over Nelson-street, for a length
of about 76‘333 feet and on rock foundation with one flat arch of 12-foot span, of concrete, brick, and stone
fadngs, for a length of about 88 feet up to 6 miles Go"8478 chains. A water-escape drain consisting of
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe, about 130 feet in length, with gullies complete, and open rock cutting
about 10 feet in length, from Nelson-street towards Johnstone’s Creek, to be constructed as shown.
Prom 6 miles 65-8478 chains to 6 miles 67'30 chains the sewer to be built in open cutting of
concrete : from 6 miles 67-30 chains to 6 miles 78-24 chains of brick and concrete in tunnel in rock, and
from 6 miles 78-24 chains of 4 ft. 3 in, x 3 ft. 3 in. internal dimensions of brick and concrete in tunnel in
rock up to 7 miles 5-1941 chains, and then of concrete only, in open cutting up to 7 miles 6-9091 chains.
The sewer then to cross the White Creek Valley, built of concrete, brick, and stone, on rock
foundation and on piers, and seventeen flat brick arches of 12-foot span for a length of about 359-1 feet,
on piers, and nine elliptical arches of 4S-foot span for a length of about 474-09 feet, on abutment piers
and one flat arch of 33-foot span over White-street for a length of about 58 feet, on which length the sewer
to be provided with two storm-water escape weirs and 12 inch diameter stoneware vertical offlet pipes,
discharging into a water-escape drain consisting of 24-inch diameter stoneware pipes about 200 feet in
length, with gullies complete; and open cutting only about 10 feet in length, from White-street towards
White’s Creek, to be constructed as shown. The sewer then to be constructed on rock foundations and on
piers and four fiat brick arches of 12-foot span for a length of 24T79 feet up to 7 miles 23-0758 chains.
Then from 7 miles 23-0758 chains to 7 miles 23-9840 chains the sewer to be constructed of concrete
only in open cutting, and from 7 miles 23-9840 chains to 7 miles 30-4840 chains the sewer to be constructed
of brick and concrete in tunnel in rock, but the lining of this length of tunnel shall not be commenced
until especially ordered.
A branch sewer in tunnel in rock of 3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. internal dimensions, to be constructed
along Jolmstone-street, from Piper-street to Rose-street,
If, during the progress of the Contract, the Engineer may deem it n«cessary to omit or alter any
of the sewers, shafts, junctions, drops, inlets, or other works shown or described in the clauses herein
quoted, then the Contractor shall be bound to omit altogether, or alter, as may be ordered at the time,
any sewers, shafts, junctions, drops, inlets, (fcc., as the case may be, and such omission or alteration shall
not entitle him to any claim for loss, damage, or compensation. He shall he only entitled to be paid for
the work actually ordered and carried out at the various schedule rates referring to such work.
11. Concrete work,
Tbe concrete to be used iu foundations of all piers, and in all piers and abutment piers, for the
12-foot, 33-foot, 48-foot, and 57-foofc span arches up to level of springing and top of plinths, in haunches and
spandrels, between and over all arches between external brick-facings, up to level of underside of string
course (6 inches below invert of sewer), in retaining walls along road deviations and roads, round storm
water discharge pipes, round stoneware pipe where directed, and where ordered in any situation in the
construction of these works, to be sandstone concrete of the quality specified in clause 142 of the schedule
to specification.
The concrete to be used in inner sewer lining (between brick facings) of aqueducts to be special
bluestone concrete of the quality specified in clause 141 of the schedule to specification, except that in this
instance the bluestone metal to be broken to a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring
of f inch in diameter, to be screened and washed as specified in clause 140 of the schedule to specification.
The concrete to be used in lining sewers in tunnels, open cuttings, in ventilating shafts, drops, weirchambers, inlets, flushing, gas-check, and other chambers, and where ordered in the construction of these
works, to be bluestone concrete of the quality specified in clause 140 of the schedule to specification. The
whole of the concrete work comprised in this contract to be commenced, executed, and completed
(including the iron bond-rods in concrete lining of sewer on lines of aqueducts as described in clause 164 of
the schedule to specification), as shown on drawings, and as specified in the schedule to specification in
clauses 140 to 171.
.
12. Cement facing.
All exposed, internal, and external concrete surfaces to be protected by cement facing prepared of
cement and sand in the proportion of one cement to two of sand, except all internal concrete surfaces of
sewer over aqueducts, which are to be protected by special cement facing prepared in the proportion of
one cement to one of sand. The cement facing to he executed as specified in clauses 180 and 181 of the
schedule to specification complete with all battered faces, recesses, chamfers, weatherings, <&c., as shown,
and as shall be directed.
13. Brickwork.
The brickwork comprised in this contract to be executed and completed as shown on drawings, and
as.speeified in clauses 172 to 179 of the schedule to specification, and clause 2, except that in this instance
the 12-foot span arches in aqueducts are not to be built in 41-inch rings, but they are to be built in
radiating through courses of rubbed and gauged or radiated bricks, as shown, and as shall be directed.
The 48-foot span arches to be built as specified, and to be thickened out at the haunches, so as to abut
against the sandstone concrete filling over piers between the arches, and between the external brick facings
as shown.
14. Masonry.
All freestone ashlar in skewbacks, stringcourses, copings, 6 ft. 8 in. x 2 ft. x 9 in. stop-blocks at
ends of aqueducts, and steps, to be provided, dressed, set in cement and built in where shown on drawings
and where directed, as specified in clauses 15, 182, and 183 of the schedule to specification, and in clause 2.
The exposed faces of skewbacks to be finished with 2-inch parallel drafted margins along each exposed
arris, stopped in at inner edges, and the surface of stones between to be picked down, the projecting parts
to be level with true line of wall.
’
15. Squared bluestone pitching.
Squared bluestone pitching to be provided and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, to be
71 inches deep, and as specified in clause 186 of the schedule to specification.

16.
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10. Squared freestone pitching and channelling,
Spuared freestone pitching to he set round gully gratings, and in road-channels as shown, and where
ordered, sib specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.
17. Freestone curbing and gull>/ covers.
Freestone curbing to-be set along edges of footpaths, at gully-gratings, itc., to be of the exact
dimensions, dressed and sunk as shown, and as specified in clause 188 of tbe schedule to specification.
Gully-covers, 3 ft. 3 in. x 3 ft. x 0 in., to be provided and set, dressed to the exact dimensions, where
shown, as specified in clause 1S3 of the schedule to specification.
18. Pipe-laying and jointing.
The providing, laying, and jointing of glazed stoneware pipes to be executed as specified in clauses
13, 14, 137, 170, 189 to 194 of the schedule to specification.
19. Scupper pipes, slate coverst Sjc.
The 4-inch diameter glazed stoneware scupper-pipes along footpaths over sewer on lines of aqueducts
to have cistern heads built of concrete, covered on top witli 16 in. x 9 in. x 1 in. slate covers set in cement
us shown.
20. Cast-iron and wrought-iron work.
■
AH cast-iron ventilating grates and closed manhole covers with frames, gas-check frames, gullygratings and frames, galvanised wrought-iron step-irons, &c., required for fins contract to be supplied by
the Government to the contractor, and to be received and removed by him when not required, as provided
in clauses 264 and 260 of tiie schedule to specification. Contractor to place said ironwork in position,
wall in, joint, and fix same in the works, as specified in clauses 138, 139, 168, and 170 of the schedule to
specification, as shown on drawings, and as shall be directed.
21. Order of works.
The excavation of all shafts to be commenced simultaneously within three weeks after the date the
contract has been signed and all shafts to he completed within nine weeks after commencement of excava
tion. The five working shafts shown on lines of tunnels provide seven working faces. The driving of the
tunnels to be commenced from all faces simultaneously, and the average total progress at all working faces
during every day of twenty-four haul's to be not less than 11-666 feet or 70 feet during every' week of six
working days of tunnel excavation complete.
The various excavations of open trenches for sewere, piers, and abutment piers of aqueducts,
approaches to same, roads, <fcc., to lie commenced in each length from the different faces simultaneously.
The piling where such has been oi-dered for foundations of piers of aqueducts, all pipelaying, concrete
work, brickwork, masonry, A-c., required in shafts, chambers, junctions, tunnels, foundations of piers, and
abutment-piers of jiqueducts to level of top of plinths and springing of arches, and in sewers in open
cuttings approaching aqueducts, Ac., to form the first part of the works.
The construction and completion of all brickwork, concrete work, and masonry of all piers, abut
ment piers, with all arches of 12-foot, 33-foot, 4S-foot, and 57-foot span and spandrels up to level of tops
of said arches, to form the second part of the works.
The construction and completion of all concrete work, brickwork, masonry, Ac., of all sewers over
aqueducts from top of arches to level of top of all parapets, including weir chambers storm-water discharge
pipes, sand-filling and asphalt covering over aqueducts, road-making, road-repairing, and every other work
required in the completion of the whole contract, to form the third part of the work.
In constructing the various items forming the first and second part of the works, it is to be dis
tinctly understood that all piers and abutment piers for arches of 12-foot, 33-foot, 4$-foot, and 57-foot
span, must be built and completed up to level of springing and top of skewbacks, us the case may
bo, throughout each respective length of aqueduct over- each valley, before any of the arches are
commenced.
On completion and approval of all piers and abutment piers, each series of arches over each valley
to be commenced (unless otherwise directed) at its eastern end, and to advance to its western end, with
not less than six centres at a time for the arches of 48-foot span, and with five centres for the arches of 12foot span, that is'to say—
After the first six centres of 48-foot span and the firet five centres of the 12-foot span arches are
placed in position, the arches over' same are to be built and completed one after another, then the spandrels
between the 48-foot span arches are to be built with concrete between brick-facings to a height of 11 ft.
3 in. above tbe springing, after which the centres from underneath the first arch of each series, after the
specified period allowed for settlement has expired, to be removed and at once to be re-erected over the
sixth or seventh openings, as the c;use may be, then the centres from the second arch to be removed and
re-creeted over the seventh and eighth openings, and so on, and the same system to be continued until all
arches of one aqueduct have been built and completed.
All centres of arches, cambered as shall be directed, to Vie strong enough in every part to cany the
weight of each arch to be built tboreon. Centres under the 12-foot span arches shall not be removed until
fourteen days after the completion of each arch. Centres under the 48-foot span arches shall not he
removed until twenty-eight days after completion of each arch, and the concrete and brickwork of
spandrels between the arches from springing of arch l.n a height of 11 ft. 3 in. above same, and the centres
of the 33-foot span and the 57-foot span arches shall not be removed until fourteen days after the comple
tion of each arch, and until the centres of the adjoining arches at each side of each respective arch have
been removed.
After all arches of one aqueduct have been completed as specified, and approved.of, the concrete,
brickwork, and masonry, as the ease may be, to be built in between and above same, in horizontal layers
transversely and parallel with gradient of sewer longitudinally, so that all arches of One aqueduct (except
where otherwise directed) shall be gradually, uniformly, and equally weighted, as the superstructure rises
to the levels hereinbefore specified.
,
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22. Schedule io specification, special condition, and conditions of con tract.
Notwithstanding that certain clauses of the schedule to specification are especially enumerated, it
is to be understood that the schedule to specification, special condition, and the general conditions attached
to the specification, shall be held binding in all mattere relating to this contract, as far as the Engineer
may deem the same applicable.
'
23. Note.
Parties tendering are particularly requested to observe that they must name only one rate of per
centage above or below all the prices in schedule, and not one rate of percentage upon certain items, and
< another rate or rates upon others.
“C”
Schedule to Specification.

Land required for ivories.
1. Access to the site of the works (other than by public roads) to be had by means of such land
the Engineer may deem necessary,
Surface area for
2. For tho purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private
shafts.
ground, the contractor to have temporary possession of an area of 24 ft. by 17 ft. at the site of each shaft,
unless otherwise directed.
Surface area for
3. For the purpose of excavating open trenches, and for constructing the various works therein,
opeu trench.
and raising embankments over same, or where ordered, contractor to have temporary possession of such
land, of the exact widths and lengths which, in the opinion of the Engineer, is required for these works.
Application for
4. The land herein referred to, to be set out by the Engineer upon receiving written application
land.
from the contractor. Such application must be marie four wmeks prior to the time the said land is required.
Access to works.

Setting-out work.
5. The centre lines of sew ere, itc,, are shown on general plans by full lines, which will he marked
on the surface of the ground, the same as on plans, as the works proceed.
6. Contractor shall at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by night, either on working
days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance and supply all such labour, plant, and lighting
as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require, to sot out, to check such setting-out, or to inspect
any portion of the wmrks, which must for that purpose be left clear and free from any obstruction or
impediment. During and for the performance of those operations, contractors shall he obliged to suspend
any or all of his "work, if required to do so by the superintending officer, and without having any claim
for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
Materials.
7. All materials supplied by the contractor are to be of the best quality and description of their
respective kinds. Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained
in office; and, on approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as
per sample.
Source of supply
8. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials are supplied,
and manufac
or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or manufacture
ture.
at any stage of the same.
Notice of
9. Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer when any, material is
delivery.
brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for approval, and
approved of in writing by the Superintending Officer, before it may be used in the works. None but that
so approved shall be used.
Gauffin" and
10. The contractor to provide approved gauge-boxes or scales for measuring or weighing all materials
weighing.
supplied.
Bricks.
11. Bricks to be double-pressed, of well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness;
to be new, sound, hard, and well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, equal in every
respect to the sample brick to be seen at the Engineer’s office. They are to have sharp arrises, and to be
of approved dimensions, form, and colour, and, when ordered, to be specially moulded. Radiating and
specially-formed bricks to be provided for all segmental shafts. All bricks to bo subjected to_the following
tests:—
Tests.
(a) Tensile strength.—Tbe tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine, by
laying the brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick. An average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be
taken, which must not be less than 8,000 lb.
(&) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more than
3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more porous than
3 per cent., then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which tbe twelve bricks were
taken.
Deftx-in-i! brick?.
12. In the event of the contractor delivering bricks of a mixed description and quality, the
Superintending Officer shall have the power to require of the contractor to have those bricks which, in
his opinion, are suitable for the works, picked out and stacked where directed, and those unsuitable
removed from the site of the contract; and in the event of the contractor refusing or failing to comply
with such request within twelve hours from the time it has been made, then in all such cases the Superin
tending Officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of the bricks so delivered by the contractor.
Stoiiomirepipes.
13. Stoneware pipes to lie of well-ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quality, well-burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, true in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both inside and outside, free from fire and other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at the Engineer’s office.
^
Pipes
.Stimplcs.

Pipes to bo of the following thicknesses and depth of collars, namely
Dimensions.
Pipes, inside diameter, 9 inches ; thickness, fJ- inch ; depth of collar, 2 inches.
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. A11 P-ircels of pipes used in these works will be tested and submitted to the following crushing Tests.
trains, as applied in the departmental testing machine :_
24-inch diameter pipe, 165 lb. per square inch of bearing surface.
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If the Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the whole
parcel irom which the pipes were taken.
. 14. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of pipes, bends, and junctions of a mixed Defective pipes,
closcription and quality, the superintending officer shall have the power to require of the contractor to 4c'
pick out and stack where directed, those pipes, bends, and junctions which, in his opinion, are suitable
lor the works, and those unsuitable removed from tiie site of the contract; and in tbe event of the
contractor i-efusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours from the time it has been
made, then in all such cases the superintending officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of the
pipes, 1 lends, and junctions so delivered by the contractor.
'
15. All sandstone used in the construction of these works to be hard, sound, and solid, of the best sandstone,
description, free from all defects, and as per sample to be seen in the Engineer’s office, and to stand a
'
crus ling strain of 6,500 lb. per square inch. A tensile test will also be required ; for this six stones must
e ptepaied, 4 in. by 4 in. by 12 in.; these, when laid on their natural beds upon supports 10 inches
apart, must give an average breaking strain of not less than 4,333 lb., the strain being applied across the
centre of the stone.
011
.
16. AH bluestone used in the construction of these works to be of the best description of basaltic Bluestone,
bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per sample to be seen at Engineer’s
office.
n
in
17; kanflto be sharp quart/, sand, free from all earthy, loamy, or clayey matter, equal in quality to S»nd.
the sample of Nepean River sand to be seen at the Engineer's office, and to be washed perfectly clean
whenever the Engineer deems it necessary.
, . ^^ r^le cenieilt to be used throughout those works to be well packed in strongly-made casks; to be Cnncnt.
the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound condition, Condition,
fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking; to he free from any symptoms of
stateness caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion of same to be used
with it lias been examined and approved. The Engineer may delay approval of any parcel of cement
pending tests extending over a longer period than hereinafter specified. Samples taken from various Samples
casks, from each parcel brought on the works, to be submitted for testing. Such samples shall be
"
taken out of the package in an equal section, extending from the surface to the centre of the cask. The
cement, when gauged with water to a stiff paste, must set in a damp atmosphere in from one and a half Setting test,
o six and a halt hours. Neat cement, of the consistency abovementioned, will be made into pats, kept in Hvdrauliclty.
moist air until set, and then placed in water at a temperature of between 65° and 80° F., and also in Deval’s
hot bath, at a temperature of 180° F. These test pats will be examined from day to day, and should they
show symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation in form or volume, or imperfect setting capacity,
the whole parcel from which the cement was taken will be rejected. The cement shall weigli not less than weight.
b. per imperial striked bushel, filled from the hopper. Each cask shall contain not less than 374 lb., Specific gravity,
exclusive of weight of packing. The specific gravity to be not less than 3-00 ; but cement up to or exceeding
'
the specified degree of fineness, if of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to the
specified tests, may be accepted subject to the decision of the Engineer, provided that the deficiency in
weight is made up m quantity. The cement must be ground so fine that the residue on a sieve of 6,400 Fineness,
meshes per square inch, without rubbing shall not exceed 20 per cent., and on a sieve of 14,500 meshes not
more than 30 per cent. For the test for tensile strength, the cement will be gauged with three times its Tensileeircngth.
weight of standard sand (vis., sand from crashed sandstone, washed, dried, and sifted through a sieve of
400 and retained upon one of 900 meshes to the square inch), and mixed with an average of about 10 per
cent, of their weight of water, and made into briquettes formed in moulds of 1 inch sectional area at tho
weakest part. Such briquettes to be kept in a damp atmosphere, and put into water twenty-four hours
after they have been made, and remain in water at a temperature of between 60° and 70° F., until their
tensile strength is tested. These briquettes must bear a tensile stress of not less than 100 lb. per square
men after seven days, and 200 lb. per square inch after twenty-eight days from being moulded. Cement
when tested neat, must hear a tensile stress of at least 300 lb. to the square inch after three days, two of
them in water and 450 lb. after seven days, six of them in water ; and 550 lb. after twenty-eight days,
twenty-seven of them in water. Briquettes shall also, after being in a damp atmosphere for twenty-four Hnt test
hours, be kept in water at a temperature of 180° F. for six days, when the tensile stress must be
'
equal to that specified for twenty-eight days at normal temperature. The tensile strength will be Rate in loading
ascertained in the Government testing-machine, with the load increasing at the rate of 200 lb. per‘vstingr maciiine.
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Any cement which free Hmt.
absorbs in proportion more than 2 milligrams of carbonic acid to 3 grains of cement shall be
taken as containing more than the permissible quantity of free lime or magnesia. Should the sample
fail in any or all of these tests, or show irregularity in quality, or not .show a proper progressive increase
232—C
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in strength with age of briquette, then the Engineer may reject the whole parcel from which the sample
was taken, and the contractor shall at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works
at his own expense j failing which, the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor’s cost without
further notice. Empty casks to be immediately broken up and removed from off the works. To facilitate
the gauging of cement throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic
feet; otherwise, the contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for
measuring cement.
Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fifty casks, provided that
this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but in no case is less than fourteen days’ supply
{whatever that may prove to be) to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to be at any time less than fourteen days’ supply. All cement to be kept on the ground in
approved weather-tight sheds, under lock and key, which shall be in the custody of the Superintending
Officer.
19. The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of one part of Portland cement and of
two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 17 and IS, the proportion of each to bn
correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to be mixed with fresh water, as may be directed, to bo
well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which has become hard or set to be at once rejected.
All mortar to be mixed on approved sawn timber platforms close to where it is required,
20. Special mortar, composed of 1 part of cement and 1 part of sand, and prepared as before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of tbe work where specially specified or directed.
21. The grout to be made of mortar as described in clause 20, to be mixed fluid in tubs, close to
whore it is required, and to be used fresh.
22. Puddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in tho district within a radius of 5 miles; to
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water until the clay, in the opinion of tire
Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity.
23. Spun-yarn to be of the best description of | inch New Zealand flax.
24. Lead to be of approved quality, of the best description of soft pig lead, and to be delivered in
pigs, which must show the brand or mark of the manufacturer.
25. Wrought-iron and steel to be of tho best description and quality, with square arrises, free from
scales, blister's, laminations, and all other defects, and subject to tests hereinafter specified.
26. The teste for rolled iron shall be as follows :—A piece of iron of such width as shall not exceed
2 inches, or exceed 1 square inch in cross-section, and of a sufficient length to have 10 inches under actual
tension, shall be cut, as directed by the Engineer, from any plate or bar about to be used on the work, and
the following tensile stresses shall be applied :—
Stress per square inch
without fracture.

Steel.

Cast-iron.

Tests,

Ultimate
elongation,

Ultimate contraction
of area.

S per cent.
10 per cent.
20 tons
Rolled girders...............
6
,,
Plates—across grain ...
is „
4
„
12
„
22 „
10
„
„
with grain .,.
T, I__ i, and bulb “f bars
22 „
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|_ bars
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Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
18
„
23 „
over 4 inches sectional area ...
12
„
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
25
„
24 „
up to 4 inches sectional area ...
12
„
Iron within 10 per cent, of above specified stress will be accepted if the contraction of area and
elongation are proportionally liigher.
The wrought-iron to be further tested for ductility, as follows :—
A plate planed and rounded on both edges, about 4 in. wide and 1 ft. long, shall bend cold over a
tho following angh;s, without showing
slab, the .corner of which is rounded to 4 inch radiu
injury or fracture :—
Across grain.
With yraii).
5 degrees
15 degrees
1 inch plate for
s
25
„
10
„
30
„
12
„
35
„
15
„
20
„
52
„
30
„
70
„
27. Rivet-iron must be capable of being bent cold until the sides are in close contact, without sign
of fracture on the convex side.
28. Tho tests for rolled steel shall be as follows :—
’
The steel to be of a mild quality, having an ultimate tensile strength, either lengthways or cross
ways, of not less than 20 tons, and not more than 31 tons per square inch, on a test bar, cut in a similar
manner to those for rolled iron, with a minimum elongation of 20 per cent., and a minimum contraction
of area of 40 per cent.
Strips cut from any steel plate, angle, or bar, to be heated to a low cherry red, and cooled in
water of 82 degrees Fahrenheit, must, when cold, stand bending double round a curve, of which the radius
is not more than one-and-a half times the thickness of the plates tested, without showing any sign of injury
or fracture.
29. Cast-iron to be equal to No. 2 pig-iron, or of a proper mixture of No. 1 and No. 3 pig-iron,
according to the description of iron-work and pattern ; said iron to be of the best quality, tough, close
grained, and capable of being chipped and drilled without difiiculty.
30. Branded test-bars, 2 in. x 1 in. x 3ft. 6 in., to be cast vertically, in the presence of the Super
intending Officer, from the cupola from which castings are being run, and to be then carefully marked with
the date. These test-bars will be placed on bearings 3 feet apart, and submitted in the centre to a weight
not exceeding 28 cwt., and the deflection caused by this weight must not be less than jj-inch before frac
ture ; if the bars do not stand this test to the satisfaction of the Engineer, then the whole of the eastings
winch have been cast of iron of the same quality, shall be at once rejected.
31.

19
19
31. All castings of every description, before they leave the foundry, to be carefully examined and Te»ta of casting*,
weighed, to be slung on chains above ground, and to be sounded with a hammer, and they are again to be
carefully examined, slung, and sounded with a hammer when delivery of same is taken at the site of the
works.
32. All straight pipes required in the contract, before delivery of same is taken on the works, Tests °f pipes,
shall be, at the foundry or at tbe site of the works, as shall be directed, duly proved under hydrostatic
pressure equal to a column of water of 200 feet, and when under pressure to be thoroughly sounded
quickly all over with a hammer of not less than 4 lb.
■
33. The gun-metal required throughout these works to be an alloy composed of eight parts of copper Guiwnetni.
to one part of tin, unless otherwise specified.
34. The tests for oast-steel shall be as follows :—
Bars turned to -J-inch diameter for a sufficient length to have 5 inches under actual tension, shall Cast-stcd teiU.
have an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 26 tons per square inch, and a minimum elongation of
18 per cent.
_
I'lm cost of providing the materials and wrought and cast iron works, &e., herein described, Cost of tests,
required by the Engineer for testing purposes, and the carriage of same to the Public Works testing-room,
place of manufacture, site of works, or to the University, as the case may be, and as shall be directed,
shall be borne solely by the contractor; and any of the materials, or any part of the wrought-iron and
gun-metal work, or any of the pipes, eastings, <fcc., injured or broken by the testing, shall be immediately
replaced by new and sound materials at contractor’s expense; wrought-iron, gun-metal, cast-iron pipes,
or other castings, to bo again tested as before described, until the whole have been tested to the entire
satisfaction of the Engineer.
’
36. Timber to be of tbe best description, sound, straight, free from sap, large or loose knots, wanes. Timber
shakes, gum-veins, pipes, or other defects.
■
37. Hardwood used in the works to be of approved timber.
Round timber to be carefully barked, the diameter given on drawing is to be measured at the small iterdwoo
ends.
Hewn timber is to be squared true on all sides, and dressed fair and clean with the adze, so as to
show no axe-marks, to be of full dimensions, free from sapwood, and no heart timber must appear on the
outside.
Sawn timber to have clean sharp arrises, to be cut die square, free from heart timber, and of the
full dimensions shown or specified.
38. Softwood timber to be of the best Baltic or yellow deals, and of the exact dimensions specified Softwood,
when finished.
39. Split posts and rails for fencing must be perfectly straight and cleanly split, free from large Split fencing
knots, splinters, and other defects.
‘
timber.
Earth-borings.
i
^5. When earth-borings have been taken the results have been shown on drawings, but the
Government undertake no guarantee whatever regarding the kinds of soil that will be met with or the
firmness or stratification of tho ground to be excavated, or the amount of unwatering to be done, or the
strength of the timbering that may be required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may
have to be adopted.
Clearing and Grubbing.
_ 41. The areas of the sites for all excavations and of all embankments, together with a margin of 10
feet in width beyond all these areas, to be cleared and grubbed of all trees, scrub, stumps, roots (to tbe
depth of same), and dead timber, and the whole of such trees, scrub, stumps, roots, and dead timber thus
grubbed and cleared to be removed and cleared away from any lands set apart for the purposes of this
contract. 1 ho cost of all clearing and grubbing to be covered by and included in the schedule price for
excavation.
Excavation.
42. No excavation to be commenced on any portion of the contract until, in the opinion of the
Engineer, sufficient building materials arc on the ground, together with the necessary appliances and plant
to ensure the uninterrupted progress and continuance of the works, after they once have been commenced,
at any locality, without any delay or stoppage.
’
43. It is to be distinctly understood that, when sinking shafts and driving tunnels, the materials
excavated, on their arrival at level of staging above mouth of shaft, arc to be at once removed ; and when
materials, ifcc., are to be conveyed through shafts to the tunnel works, that all such materials, on arrival
at mouth of shafts, must be at once conveyed to tbe works underground, as the contractor cannot be
allowed to occupy a larger area than that authorised by tbe Engineer.
44. When excavating in open trenches, if ordered, the materials excavated and raised to the surface
are to be at once removed ; and when materials are being conveyed to open trenches, where they occur
in public roads, they must be at once taken into the work, so as not to impede the usual traffic.
45. The road metal, ballast, pitching, wood-paving, concrete, asphalting, flagging, sodding, <tc.,
when they are met with in excavation, arc to be carefully removed, put aside, and stacked where directed.
_ 46. The cross-sections of tunnel excavation are shown on Drawings, but they will vary with the cross Beotia™ lo
solidity of the ground, and as the Engineer directs.
'’ary.
47. Wherever the solidity of the ground permits it, the excavation in trenches for concrete or Method of
brickwork to be taken out witli vertical sides to level of springing of sewer arch, and to the exact widths
of concrete or. brickwork shown on Drawings, and below that level to bottom of trench with cuiwed or ouU^mbering!
vertical sides, as shall be directed.
48. Where timbering is required, trenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall width oj
be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to outside of polling-boards than width of concrete or brickwork. Where trenches are
ovei- 8 feet deep and require timbering, they shall have vertical sides, and shall bo 1 ft. 3 in. wider to out
side of polling-boards than the width of the concrete or brickwork for the lower 8 feet. Above that level
they shall be 2 feet wider to outside of polling-boards than concrete or brickwork.
49.*
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49. The excavation for foundation of embankments to be taken out, where ordered, 12 inches below
surface of ground, and to such widths and lengths as shall be directed, or as ordered for benching.
50. The excavation in solid rock for pipe-trenches shall have vertical sides, and shall bo of the
following sizes, viz,:—
For 24-inch diameter stoneware pipe sewers...
...
... 3 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
3 ft. 4 in.
18-inch
3 ft. 0 in.
15-inch
2 ft. 6 in.
12-inch
2 ft. 0 in,
9-inch
2 ft. 0 in.
51. When timbering is not required in excavation in all other ground for pipe-trenches, the trenches
shall be of the same widths as those in solid rock. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipetrenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the following sizes to the outside
of the polling-boards, viz.:—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers
4 ft. 0in. wide.
21-inch
„
„
„
3 ft. 7in. „
18-inch
„
„
„
3 ft. 3in. ,,
15-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 9in. „
12-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 3in, „
9-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 3in. ,,

52. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pi pc-trenches more than 8 feet deep shall
have vertical sides, and shall be the widths given in clause 61 for the lower 8 feet and for any depth over
and above 8 feet, the trenches shall be of the following sizes to the outside of the 1^-inch polling-boards
(unless otherwise ordered in. writing), viz, :—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers...
... 4 ft, 9 in. wide.
21-inch
... 4 ft. 4 in. „
fi
*..
18-inch
... 4 ft. 0 in. ,,
)>
4..
)>
15-inch
... 3 ft. 6 in. ,,
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-12-inch
... 3 ft. 0 in. „
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9-inch
... 3 ft. 0 in. ,,
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Checks.
53. Transverse and other cheeks to be excavated to receive pipe-sockets and junctions, and for the
purpose of making the joints.
Cast-iron pipe
54. The trenches for the cast-iron pipe-sewers to be excavated to tho depths and widths which tiie
trenches.
•
Engineer may order.
Joint-holes to be excavated to the dimensions specified or ordered by the
Engineer.
Trenches.
55. The excavation of trenches to be carried on in such a manner that they shall be always
completed and approved for a length of 4S feet (unless otherwise directed) in advance of sewers or other
works.
The use of
56. In ground which, in the opinion of the Engineer, docs not require blasting, the excavation is to
explosives.
be carried on by means of picking, and when the ground, in the opinion of the Engineer, is hard and suit
able for blasting, charges of compressed powder, not exceeding 4 inches in length by 1-jj-inch in diameter,
shall be used. The Engineer, however, reserves to himself the right of ordering any excavation which he
may consider blasting would facilitate, to be taken out by means of charges of compressed powder not
exceeding 2 inches in length by 1$ inch diameter, or he may prohibit the use of explosives altogether,
when the excavation shall then be done by means of guttering and gadding. If explosives, other than
compressed powder, are permitted to be used, the charges thereof will be determined by the Engineer.
57. When the use of explosives is authorised, the contractor shall use every precaution and cany
Precautions.
on such operations with such limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as will loosen
the shale, rock, &c., without shattering the same; and to employ approved means to prevent, effectually
and thoroughly, all stones or other materials from being thrown out of trench, tunnel mouth, or shaft.
Working hours.
58. Blasting will not bo allowed between tho hours of 10 p.m, and 6 a.m., nor after 1 p.m. ou
Saturdays, except by tho written authority of the Engineer.
Drilling and
59. Every hole drilled for blasting purposes will be measured by an inspector, and charged under
charging holes.
his supervision.
,
Storage of
60.
No
larger
quantity
of explosives shall be taken underground than is likely to be used during
explosives,
any current shift.
Pipc-eewer
61. When pipe-sewers are to be laid in tunnels, tiie dimensions of tunnel to be 4 ft. x 3 ft., exclu
tunnels.
sive of timbering,
Excessive
62. If the contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation ordered, he shall remove such
excavation
extra excavation, and in the case of trenches make good and fill in same at sides of trench with approved
materials, and at bottom of trench with concrete described in clause 142, at his sole cost; the actual
cubic contents only of the excavation and of the concrete work shown on drawings and ordered for ciich
special length of sewer in open trench shall be paid for ; and in the case of excavation in tunnels and
shafts the contractor shall remove such extra excavation, and make good and fill in same with concrete or
brickwork, in the manner herein specified, at his sole cost; the actual cubic contents only of the exca
vation and of the brick and concrete work shown on drawings, and ordered for each special length of
tunnel or shaft, shall be paid for.
Maximum
63. If, however, in cases where the use of explosives is ordered (and in no other case) the Engineer
allowance.
considers it impracticable to excavate any particular length of tunnel or shaft fo the exact sectional area
ordered, then lie may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of concrete lining not
exceeding 3 inches over and above that ordered.
Starting tunnel
64. Unless otherwise directed, the excavation of the various tunnels to bo commenced from the
excavation.
different faces described in tho specification, simultaneously within the specified time after the date tho
contract has been signed.
Ventilation.
65. Ventilating fans or other approved means to be provided and worked by the contractor at all
working shafts and tunnel faces where directed by the Engineer.
66.

Width of
trenches.
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G6. ]n all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel or Eni&i-frine Etmtt
shaft is ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after the length of tunnel or shaft in question has 01 tunnclbeen excavated to the profile ordered in the first instance, or if any portion of the excavation of open
trench is ordered to be deepened, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be paid for at schedule rates
for tunnel, shaft, or open trench excavation, as the case may be, and as the Engineer shall classify and
direct at the time.
G7, No concrete or brickwork shall be commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel inspection and
or open trench to be operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer has examined lipprovaL
and approved of same.
G8. Shafts are to be sunk at the various sites shown on longitudinal sections and on general plans, shafts,
or in lieu of those shown, at such other sites as the Engineer from time to time may determine. Wherever
shafts are ordered they are to be sunk truly plumb, and of the full dimensions shown on drawings, or as
may be ordered at the time, clear of timbering.
69. All excavation for shafts situated within the lengths of open trenches, is to be paid for as Shafts in open
“ excavation in open trench.”
trenches.
70. If the contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary shafts, they are to be Temporary
sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to be filled in, as specified in clause 95, to the Bllaf(5satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, &c., and of filling in, withdrawing,
or covering up timber of such shafts, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk to the dimensions directed, clear of timber.
11 • All shafts, temporary or permanent, to be provided and fitted during their construction and Shan plant,
completion, or during the progress of the contract, if deemed necessary by the Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of the working
maximum strain, or with such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, Jec., as shall be directed and
approved of by the Engineer.
72. W here directed, sumps arc to be sunk at the bottom of shafts not less than 6 feet deep below Sumps,
invert of sewer, and afterwards to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause 142.
73. Any other sumps which the contractor, for his own convenience, may think fit to sink on line
of sewer, in tunnel, or in open trendies, during the construction of these works, are to be filled in with
concrete, as specified in clause 142, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in with
concrete and removing the materials, itc., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
74. The excavation for sub-ducts in tunnel and open trench to be made below invert of sewer, or as Sub-ducts,
slndl be directed, witli a fall towards each working shaft or face, and of such dimensions and gradients os
may bo determined at the time.
75. Any material obtained from the excavation, which, in the opinion of the Engineer, is suitable £1jjJSrlBl„,or
for refilling or other works comprised in this contract, shall be put aside in separate spoil-banks beyond
IIlg'
the site of the works.
. 7G. In the case of tunnel and shaft excavation, when “solid rock” or “more or less hard
material,” or “ solid rock ” and “ more or less haivl material ” occur, provision is made on the longitudinal shafts and
section and in the schedule of quantities for the materials to be chissified under these headings. No
guarantee is given as to the means which may bo ordered for excavating such work. Tho actual excava
tion done in tunnels, shafts, and open trenches will, however, be paid for, not exceeding that ordered or
specified.
77. The schedule price for 1 cubic yard of excavation in any situation shall include the cost work* covered
of taking out and placing said excavation aside in separate temporary spoil-banks beyond tho actual site oTexcavation"1
of work, together with the works comprised in clauses 41 and 107.
Sub-duct^.
_
Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided on, along lines of tunnels and open trenches, com
mencing on eacli length midway, or thereabouts, between two working shafts or faces, 33 inches below
invert of sewer, etc., or as shall he directed at the time, and having a fall towards each working shaft, or
face of such gradients as may be determined at the rime. Sub-ducts of 9 inches, or of a greater or less
internal diameter, to be laid immediately underneath the timber floor of tunnel or open trench, or at sides
of sewer, in hardwood boxes varying in size and dimensions as shown on drawing. Said boxes to be laid
straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes to be laid therein, upon, and surrounded by sand
stone clippings and quarry refuse. .Dry sandstone pitching, 4-inch gauge, to be put over pipes.
_
solid and disintegrated rock the excavation for sub-duct to be executed as shown on cross
sections, and as shall be directed, and tho sub-duct to consist! of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet pipes
of 9 inch internal diameter, more or less, as the case may be. The pipes to be jointed dry, and the filling
above same up to under side of sewer lining, to be of dry stone, band-packed, as before described. The _
Engineer may also, if he deems it necessary, order the pipes to bo jointed altogether, or in part, with tarred
gasket, 11 inch deep, and cement mortar li inch deep. Tbe mortar to bo prepared of 1 part cement to
2 parts of sand.
'
Existing Gas, Water, and Sewer Pyxis, and Sevierit.
80. During the excavation and construction of these works, the contractor is to take cveiy pre
caution and provide and execute all, which in the opinion of the Engineer is necessary, to prevent tho
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes, and sewers wherever met with, or that are adjacent to these works,
from injury, and to maintain the same at bis solo cost, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of
excavation and the general progress of the works render further precaution unnecessary. All damage to
existing water*, gas, or sewer pipes, and sewers, to bo repaired at once by contractor at his own cost to the
satisfaction of the Engineer.
Railway and Tramway.
81. Before proceeding to excavate underneath or near any railway or tramway, the contractor
must give ample notice in writing to the District E.ailway or Tramway Engineer of his intention to
commence operations ; and he must adopt such precautions as the said Engineer may think necessary or
prudent for the safety or preservation of the trailic over the said railway or tramway. The contractor
will

■
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will be held wholly responsible for all stoppage of traffic, delays, accidents &c., that he or his men may
cause, no matter how brought about, during tho execution of the work under or near any railway or
tramway.
82. The Eailway Commissioners may, if they consider it advisable, place a watchman or watchmen
on all work to be executed under or near any railway or tramway, for the puiposeof seeing that no danger
to the traffic is allowed to occur; but this shall not relieve the contractor of any of the responsibilities set
forth in the foregoing clause, and the expense of such watchman or watchmen is to be borne by the
contractor.
Diverting Water.
83. lJuring the construction of these works the contractor shall, at his own cost, do all work which
may be required for the effectual diversion of surface-water, subsoil water, and storm-water across and
beyond tho site of the works, to keep the trenches free from water during the whole time tho works are
in progress, and in preventing any injury to the works by floods or any other causes.
Diverting Sewage.
84. During the construction of the works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing
and new sewers, and until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor, at his own cost,
to execute all the works of every description required to prevent injury to private property or to the
existing or new works by sewage, and erect and construct watertight fluming across sites of works for
the purpose of conveying constantly the whole of the sewage which may flow in said sewers at any time,
to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Unwatering.
r 85. All water which, during the progress of the work, may drain into excavations, to be properly,
effectively, and continually pumped out, and the whole to be kept dry until after the completion, setting,
and hardening of all brick and concrete work and pipe sewers, at the sole cost of the contractor, Tho
greatest care to be taken to prevent running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work
until it has set perfectly hard ; any concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must
be taken up at once, and replaced by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing, at contractor’s expense.
Temporary Bridges, Bonds, Fences, Ac.
_ 86. The contractor shall provide, erect, and maintain all necessary temporary bridges, footways, Ac.,
over rivers, creeks, water-courses, open trenches, and underneath railways, tramways, roads, streets, and foot
paths, so as to ensure that the flow of water or traffic is uninterrupted, as the case may bo, during the
period of contract. Ho shall also provide, orect, and maintain all temporary fences, hoarding-barriers,
night-lights, Ac., necessary to thoroughly protect both the general public, land, and property; and shall
also properly ballast the temporary roads which may he required for the convenience of the public, and
which the Engineer may order.
_ in the event of the contractor refusing or neglecting to carry out any of the above work, the
Engineer shall have power (after having given twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of such intention) to
do the same at the contractor’s expense, and the cost thereof shall be charged to the contractor on account
of this contract.
'
Temporary Timbering.
87. During the excavation the contractor to adopt every precaution, and provide all materials,
as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling ; all packing materials, as straw, asphalted
felt, bags, tarred gasket, puddle, Ac., and carefully execute (unless where otherwise specified) all
piling, sheet-piling, timbering, Ac., where they are required, and carefully and securely close up and
pack against the outside of all joints and open spaces between polling-boards, sheet-piles, or timbering,
wherever they occur, and caulk open joints where directed, and execute whatever may be required
to prevent any buildings, or other superstructures, road and other surfaces over and adjacent to the line of
sewer, from settling, cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in, and to prevent any portion of the
floors, sides, roofs, and end faces of excavation, beyond the exact eross-soctions and dimensions determined
on, from slipping, falling, running in, or being forced through joints and open spaces in the timbering and
sheet-piling, and maintain said timbering, piling, shoring, Ac., where and when directed till completion of
the works, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer and at the contractor’s solo cost.
Filling.

Embuikmcnta.

Rammers.

Fllliiijf pipe

tie.iehti.

88. The materials referred to in clauses 75 and 93, to bo used in lilting in the spaces between sides
of excavation, and of concrete and brickwork, over sewers, into headings, Idling in abandoned open
channels, low ground adjoining channels, into road and other embankments, Ac., as shown on drawings and
. as ordered by the Engineer, Sand only to be used in filling over sewer between copings on lines of aque
ducts. All filling, unless otherwise specified, to be brought up in level layers, spread C inches thick, each
layer to he rammed (and watered if directed) until approved of, before the succeeding layer is put on. This
lilling to be carried up to the surface of the ground, or to such other level or slope, Ac., as may be directed
at the time. Embankments to be formed as shown on longitudinal sections, to be finished in horizontal
layers 9 inches thick after spreiiding, to be well rammed (and watered when directed) until approved of
before the succeeding layer is put on, with side slopes ami top widths, as shown on drawings, or as may be
determined at the time ; to be finished with such benches and curves ns shall be directed. Only iron-shod
rammers of not less than 101b. weight, of approved pattern, to be used, and one man to be employed in
ramming to each man employed in filling.
89. Material only of approved quality shall be used in refilling the spaces between sides of pipes,
Ac., and sides of excavation, and over pipes, Ac. The refilling to be done in level layers, spread 6 inches
thick (and watered when directed), each layer to be carefully and separately rammed as hereinbefore
specified. The lower layers up to level of top of pipes to be carefully packed and rammed solidly under
and at sides of pipes and sockebjoinfs with spades or other narrow tools. The filling to be done as above
described, to such a distance below the level of the street, road, path, Ac., as the case may be, to admit of
the ballasting, metal, or other covering being replaced.
.
90.
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90. On completion of concrete, brickwork, Jic., in Nhafts, the space between the sides of excavation
anil outer face of brickwork or concrete to be filled in in G-inch layers, well rammed (and watered where
directed) with materials provided for in clauses To and 9.‘3, great care being taken in lowering the materials
to the bottom, so that stones do not fall on top, or against sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining.
here stones are permitted to be used as filling they are to be put in in alternate layers with the earth,
and at least 12 inches of earth to be placed nearest and round the pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining.
91. Shafts not required as manholes or ventilators, on completion of contract, or when directed by
the Engineer.^ to have ail timber withdrawn (as specified in clause 95), and to be carefully filled in.
92. "Where it is found necessary to carry the excavation deeper than the underside of concrete Quan-y miinj,
foundations, in order fo obtain a, compact solid bottom, the portion so excavated to be filled in to the
underside of concrete foundation, or as may be directed, with good quarry filling, spread G inches thick,
rammed and watered until approved. The price p>cr cubic yard for providing and putting in position
quarry filling is to be 1 cubic yard of “filling.”
”
_
AH s°ll) sand, and other materials which the excavations of this contract do not supply, and Extra material
which it is necessary to obtain for the completion of the embankments and filling of every description, the ^c<,uire<*,
contractor shall procure, of apjwoved quality, from any other source or land outside the limits of this
contract. J.he cost of providing to be included in the price per cubic yard for “filling,”
94. As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, staging, temporary bridges, piling, sheet-piling, Timber left in.
itc., shall he withdrawn, excepting permanent timbering, as shown on drawings, and in all other casesf
where, in the opinion of the Engineer, the withdrawing of the same is impracticable, or w'ould endanger
the safety of the works, buildings, streets, and other surfaces over and adjacent to the works, when the
contractor must obtain an order in writing, signed by the Engineer, to the effect that piling, sheet-piling,
shoring, timbering, dec., may be covered up.
95. In withdrawing timbering from open trenches and shafts, the same shall be commenced from Withdrawiiij,'
bottom of excavation, or, as the Engineer may direct, from lowest practicable portion of same, and con-tImberine'
filmed upwards; the contractor to exercise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, plankings,
props, die,, and. the filling in around and above sewer and shaft lining to be carried on simultaneously with
tlie withdrawing of the timbering. The cost of withdrawing to be included in the price per cubic yard for
“filling.”
,
96. Refilling into excavation shall be measured, the net dimensions of excavation, less the actual Mcasumment of
displacement of any permanent works. Any other (< filling ” shall be measured the actual cross-sections
ordered.
97. The schedule price for 1 cubic yard of filling in any situation shall include the cost of removing Wo^a«n-orod
the materials from temporary spoil-banks, or from other sources outside the limits of this contract, and the fliu''U"1
depositing same in accordance with the plans and specification, together with the work and material
described in clauses 92, 93, 95, and 107.
Surplus Malarial.
98. The excavated material not required, or approved for filling, to be removed off the works to Lead on simii,
such places as shall be ordered, spread and trimmed, and to be paid for as lead.
99. The surplus materials to be measured, the actual net excavations less the actual net refilling.
Measurement!*.
100. The distance of lead shall he measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of Length ot kod.
spoil-bank or other place of deposit.
Restoration of Roads and other Surfaces.
101. After tlie filling in of sewer trenches and shafts has been consolidated and approved, the
surfaces of roads, streets, paths, <frc., to be at once restored in tlie maimer hereafter described, viz, : In
the case of streets which are wood-blocked on concrete, the City Surveyor will replace same on behalf of wn-d.i.iooia'd
the contractor, at the rate per square yard stated in specilication ; in the case of roads or streets which are
ballasted and metalled, 9 inches of ballast shall be laid thereon, and after this has been blinded with J^aiait'htri.ts
selected and approved materia], the metal put aside, as specified in clause Xo. 45, shall bo evenly spread lllLla 1 S*r 13
and rammed until approved; in the case of roads or streets -which are ballasted only, 9 inches of ballast shall
01ll>
ho laid thereon, and blinded as above ; and in the case of other coverings, the surfaces to bo restored to ,
tlie same condition as they were before the commencement of the work. Materials damaged, injured, ormatSs imm
otherwise not approved of as fit for reinstating surfaces, to be replaced by contractor with new, sound, roali 6U1,“’’,S'
and approved materials of their respective kinds, together with any additional ballast which may be required,
over and above that found on tho site of the excavation and referred to in clause 45. If, however,
in the opinion of the .Engineer, sufficient hard rock is excavated from the tunnels, shafts, and open
cuttings, the contractor will be allowed to break such rock to a 4-inch gauge, and use same for restoring r-nn-h cniLjrc
road surfaces.
"
sandstone
102. Immediately the pipes arc laid, or concrete and other work in connection with shafts, manholes, cimring reads
lampholes, etc., are executed, and the ground filled in over same in any length of sewer, it is to be distinctly B!l^ struito.
understood that all surplus material is to be carted away, tlie road cleaned until approved, and the road
and other surface to Ire made good, flush with surrounding surfaces of roads, paths, &c., to tlie satisfaction
of the Municipal authorities and the Engineer, in accordance with the specification; and if the contractor
fails to do this, the Engineer shall be at liberty, without further notice, to get the reads cleaned, and the
road and other surfaces made good at contractor's cost.
103. J.he contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, d:c., after the excavations have -Mjinieimntc of
been filled in, where tho streets, reads, Am., have been broken up or injured during the progress of the work, ™.J8’sUt,ct:>’
during tlie period of tlie contract time, and afterwards during tlie period of maintenance, and shall from
time to time make good any sinkings in tho surface, and shall provide any additional metal, ballast, or
other material that may be necessaiy during these periods.
104-. Ihe whole cost of work and materials in connection with the restoration of road and other co^t.
surfaces to be solely borne by the contractor.
'
105. The contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance, procure certificates Munidpjioertifi.
from the Municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, &c., in their respective districts are in g,014™satisfactoiy condition.
10G.

*
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Restoring Buildings, Walls, Fences, <&c,
106. All buildings, walls, fences, and works of any description met with on the site of the works,
that it is found necessary to remove or that may be disturbed, arc to be replaced or repaired, at the sole
cost of the contractor, and left, at the completion of the works, in the same order and condition as they
were before the commencement of the works.
Trimming,
107. On completion of all embankments, cuttings, and filling, all top surfaces and slopes to be
dressed and trimmed off to the specified inclinations and surfaces, and to such other inclinations, slopes,
and surfaces as may be directed at the time, and all materials accumulating after trimming and
levelling top surfaces and slopes, kc., shall at the completion of the works he removed, carted away, or
spread about, as may be directed by the Engineer ; and the schedule rates for filling and excavation shall
include and cover all costs for trimming and dressing surfaces, and of removing, carting away, or spreading
about all superfluous acopmulations at the conclusion of contract.

Quantities of
piling.

Delivery.
Stacking.

Rejection.
Dimensions.

Pointing piling.

Pointing sheet*
piles.

Dressing piles.

Ringing and
shoeing piles.

Lining out, &o.

Sodding.
108. On completion of embanking and filling, where ordered, all top surfaces and slopes to be
protected by sodding. The surfaces to be sodded are to bo boxed out the widths and depths required for
the reception of turf-lining. The materials boxed out to be dealt with as provided in clause 107. The
sods to be the best obtainable within a radius of 5 miles, of approved quality, not less than 3 inches in thick
ness and 10 inches square, full cut, with square arrises, to he laid in approved bond on their flat beds, close
jointed over all top surfaces of filling or embanking, to be beaten down as the work proceeds with proper
tools, as shall be directed, and when finished to present throughout perfectly smooth and plain surfaces.
If the season requires it, the turfing to be properly and regularly watered to ensure the grass taking fresh
root. The boxing out and turfing to be carried out simultaneously, and no greater area to be boxed out
at any time than can be covered with turfing during two working days. The price for sodding to cover
all tlie work described in this clause.
Soiling and Sowing.
109. All slopes of embankments, cuttings, and fillings, after they have been trimmed, to be covered,
when directed, with a layer of surface soil, to be carefully rolled, and when finished to he of a thickness
of not less than 3 inches. All slopes, soiled or not soiled, or embankments, cuttings, or filling {where not
sodded), after they have been trimmed, tkc., and when ordered, to be sown with couch grass seed, as shall
he directed, and to be rolled afterwards.
Piling, Timbering, &c.
110. Piling to be executed as required and ordered, hut the actual quantities required can only be
ascertained during the progress of the excavations, and as tlie trial piles are sunk.
111. The whole of the timber which in tlie opinion of the Engineer is required for each part of
the various works, or for such portions of the same as lie may determine at the time, shall be cut and
delivered on the ground prior to contractor commencing the excavation of such part or portion of said
work. All timber, when brought on the ground to be at once properly and carefully stacked on even
plain surfaces, and all timbers to lay perfectly straight in tlie stacks ; all timbers bent, split, unsound, or
objected to on other grounds by the Engineer shall be removed by the contractor from the ground within
twenty-four hours after such objections have been made known to him, and if he neglects to do so they
shall be removed without further notice by the Engineer, at contractors cost; all rejected timbers to be
marked by a brand or axe-mark.
112. All timbers required and delivered for each respective part of works, to be, when dressed,
pointed, placed, and fixed in position, of the various lengths and dimensions indicated and shown on the
drawings referring to such works, or of such other dimensions which tho Engineer may deem suitable for
the works.
113. All square or round piles shall be sharpened (pointed) at tho lower end, the sharpened sides
to be cut to a batter of 1 to 6, finished at lowest end with a flatter diamond-cub point, as shown on
drawings ; the lowest |K>int to be exactly in the straight line of the true axis of the pile, and the sharpened
sides to be cut true to the axis of pile to prevent same from twisting and slanting when being driven.
114. All lower ends of sheet-piles to be sharpened on one side only to an inclined edge as shown on
drawings, and as shall be directed, to ensure the pile when being driven to drift towards the pile last
driven; all sheet-piles of the same length and thickness within each respective panel to have their
ends sharpened exactly the same as regards length of cut surface and inclination of bottom edge.
115. All round, square, and sheet piles to be straight-grown timber, and before being driven, all
square, angle and guide piles to be faced truly straight on the sides against which sheet-piles are to be
driven and finished as shown on plans ; all round piles for staging across rivers, against which planked
sides for concrete filling are to be fixed, to be finished with a straight adzed face the depth required for
reception of said planking,
116. All sheet-piles to be perfectly parallel, and, before being driven, to be truly faced and fitted
to each other within each panel (between each pair of guide-piles), as shown on drawings, forming a
straight close joint.
117. All round, square, and sheet-pifes are to be hooped with wrought-iron lings at the top, such
rings to be of not less than 2 in. x 1 in. iron for the square and round piles, and of not less than 2 in. x in.
iron for the sheet-piles ; stronger rings to be provided and used when directed. All piles are to be pointed,
as hereinbefore described, and where driven into hal’d ground, when directed and ordered, the points to
be protected by wrought-iron steel-pointed shoes, weighing, except where otherwise directed, 28 lb. each
for the main and guide piles, and 8 lb. each for the sheet-piles. All shoes to be provided and made of
such shape and workmanship as the Engineer shall approve of. They are to be carefully and truly fitted
and fixed on to points of piles, and the lowest points of shoes for the round and square piles to be fixed
exactly in a straight line with the axis of each pile.
118. The exact lines and positions of all piles shall be carefully and correctly ascertained and
staked out by the contractor, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, and all stakes fixed in water or river-beds
lo
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to extent! above high-water level before any piles are placed and driven. After tlie staking out, piles to be
placed truly plumb, or to such batters as may he directed, in their respective positions between guidewales. All sheet-piles to be placed, truly plumb, between each pair of guide-piles, and lowered into their
respective positions between two walings, Jittcd and iixed on both sides of guide-piles, as shown on
drawings.
119. After the excavations for the various foundations have been completed, timbered, and Piie-drivinp:.
approved, the pile-driving as indicated on drawings, or where ordered, to bo proceeded with as follows :—
In order to ascertain the lengths of piles required for the foundations of the different piers and abutments,
as indicated on drawings, the contractor is first to drive trial piles, in the manner hereinafter specified, in
positions required for permanent purposes, one for each alternate pier, or as shall be directed. Any extra
expense in connection with trial piles to be bbrne by the contractor. After the different lengths of piles
required for the works have been in this manner ascertained, tlie permanent piles to be placed in their
exact positions, and then to be driven perfectly plumb (or to such batters as may he directed) until tested
and approved, as specified.
120. Long piles from 25 feet and upwards, of 12 inches and greater diameters, to be driven with a weight.md (all
ram weighing from 20 to 30 cvt., having a drop over head of pile of not less than 5 feet, the drop to r(in’1'
increase in height as the pile is driven, :ls shall be directed. Any pile driven with a ram of 20 cwt. or
more, as the case may he, falling 10 feet, to be driven until at the last stroke it does not drive more than
the specified depth, and any pile not standing this test to he drawn when ordered, and to be replaced by a
longer pile. Shorter piles may be driven with a ram of less weight than 20 cwt.; and when rams of
lighter weight are allowed to be used over shorter piles, sheet-piles, <fcc., the height of drop to vary from
12 to 18 feet, as the Engineer shall direct.
121. All piles to be pitched of such lengths as will ensure good sound heads at the levels shown on pitching piles,
drawings, or as may be given at the time by the Engineer. No pile shall be pitched until measured
and marked by an officer of the Department, nor cut olf until tested and approved. Tenons, 8 in. x 4 in.
x G in. deep, to be neatly cut on pile heads. Any pile which may Vie too short, or which may have been gliwt ,,1]^
driven out of plumb, or out of tlie stipulated batter, or which may split below tlie level of the required
height when driven, to be at once drawn, and to be replaced by a sound pile, driven plumb, or battered,
as the case may be, of tlie required length, at contractor’s cost. The contractor must be careful not to
pitch any pile which he is not satisfied will be long enough. Scarfing of piles is not permitted. The
driving of piles to be commenced and carried on in such order of works as specified, and as shall be
directed.
122. Where close piling is-shown on drawings, all angle-piles and guide-piles to be driven first, Close and siicctaftor which the upper guide-wales are to be fitted and fixed on to heads of main piles, and then tho whole
of the sheet-piles of one panel, after being prepared and fitted, to be lowered and placed into position for
driving, after which they arc to be driven each a few feet at a time, so that the whole panel of sheet-piles
shall be driven to tlie specified depth, as near as possible together; in this manner each panel is to be
driven, one after another, unless otherwise ordered.
123. As the sheet-piling and excavation between same proceeds, the lower guide-wales to be fitted Timbering,
and fixed together with all transverse, diagonal, and angle struts as shown on drawings, and with sucli sSgin^'
additional and intermediate struts as the Engineer may deem necessary during the progress of the works.
124. Capsids to be accurately mortised, placed upon bearing piles, and to bear truly on pile-heads. Capsilis,
Transverse sleepers to be spaced as shown, placed upon capsilis, halved out li inch deep at points of‘];“s™sc
intersection ; and planks to be laid and close-fitted between sleepers upon the capsilis. Sleepere and planks 8 eeplSf3'
to be secured to capsilis with wrought-iron J-inch square 9-inch spikes.
125. The net quantities of all permanent timbering, .planking, and piling, as shown on drawing, Net quantities.'
tuid where ordered, and of till other shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling, which the Engineer has ordered
to be covered up, shall be ascertained by measurement before any timbers are covered up, and paid for at
schedule rates, which shall cover and include the cost of timber fixed in works, iron used in fixing same,
wrought-iron shoes for piles, packing materials, <frc.
120, The measurements to be taken to ascertain the net quantities of timber to be paid for under Measurements,
this contract, shall he as under, viz. :—For all hewn and sawn timber where ordered, in any situation in
the construction of these works, tlie width multiplied by the depth and the actual length (tenons included)
shall he the net measurement. Eor round timber, other than piles, ordered to he covered up, the diameter
given is to bo measured, exclusive of bark, at the smallest end, and the area of such diameter multiplied
'
by the actual length fixed in the works, shall be the net measurement. For piles where ordered, in any
situation in the construction of these works, tlie measurement shall be the actual number of lineal feet
(tenons included) of each sucli pile as placed in position, driven, and fixed in the works.
Carpenter’s WorJe.
127. The whole of the carpenter's work for girders, planks, working-platforms, railings, die., to
bo of the timbers specified or approved, aud of the best workmanship, to be framed, fitted and fixed,
finished, cleaned off, rough parts sand-papered (where directed), and completed in the best possible
manner, in strict accordance with drawings, and measurements indicated and dimensions figured thereon,
with all necessary nails, spikes, screw-bolts, drift-bolts, wood-screws, coacli-screws, wrought-iron straps,
stays, and other fastenings of the best quality and approved workmanship. All holes for bolts, spikes,
nails, Fc., to be bored with tlie exact augers, and all mortise holes and tenons, (kc., to be cut so as to fit
exactly, to prevent timbers from splitting. All timber split during the progress of the work and its term
of maintenance to be at once replaced by sound timber. All scantlings requiring scalding in places arc
to bo joined together as shown on sections, and as shall be directed.
Cylinders.
128. The cylinders for piers, buildings, ike., to be bolted up in the necessary lengths, accui’ately
placed in position, lowered, and the sinking proceeded with by weighting as long as cylinders continue to
go down, the tops to be finished at same level. As the cylinders are sinking into the ground the materials
inside to be removed by such excavating appliances as may be approved. On completing the excavation
of each cylinder to secure and approved foundations, the water to be expelled bv pressure of air or other
232—D
approved
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approver! method, and on having ascertained the cylinder to be perfectly true in position and plumb, the
bottom to be thoroughly cleaned and levelled, after which tlie concrete, as specified in clauses 140 to 145,
and 148, to be filled in for the first 6 feet under air pressure, or as shall be directed, till twenty-four hours
Concrete filling’.
after having deposited same in position. Above this level the cylinders to be filled in with concrete, as
specified, to level of top of cast-iron cap.
1‘29. Tlie sinking of cylinders to be continued, if required, to greater depths than shown on
Sinking to
greater depths. drawings ; such additional depths to be paid for at schedule rate, which is to include all charges, except
cost of extra lengths of cast-iron cylinder ■ a corresponding deduction to be made if secure foundations are
obtained at lesser depths.
_
_
130. 1’f rock, boulders, dead logs, tfcc., are met with in an irregular manner, or atone side, while
Rock, &c.
sinking cylinders, the air-lock, or other approved method, must be applied, and the obstructions removed,
so as to ensure tlie cylinders to sink plumb, and to rest on a perfectly flat and solid bottom; no powder or
other explosives to bo used in the removal of such obstacles. The sinking to be proceeded with as soon, as
■possible after delivery of ironwork, to ensure the erection of bridges, tkc., without delay.
131. After tlie sinking is completed, making up or fitting lengths are to be provided and cast, at
FittinglcnjfthS.
schedule rate, so as to bring the top of the cylinders to the exact level shown on drawings.

Tumid lining.

Relieving
arches.

Lining.

Junctions and
inlet ctiamlkirs,

Curved junc
tions.

Cast-iron work.

Building in
wrought-iron
work.

Sewers, Storm-waier Channels, fyc.
132. As the cross-section area of each respective length of tunnel and open trench has been
excavated, cleaned, and approved, the sewers, storm-water channels, and other works specified, shown on
drawing and determined by the Engineer, to be bmlt therein.
133. In rook and other compact formation the concrete and brick lining to be filled in solid
between internal surfaces of sewer, storm-water channel, <fcc. {less, in the ease of concrete, g-inch space
required for cement facing), and surfaces of tunnel or open trench.
134. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to be built of a thick
ness, form, and width, as shall be directed at the time. Under temporary shafts excavated by contractor
for bis own convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to be at the contractor's cost.
135. The thickness aud description of the lining, whether concrete only, of brick and concrete, or
of brick only, required for the different portions of tunnels and open trenches, depends upon the nature
of the ground through which they are driven or excavated, as the case may be, and shall be determined
by the Engineer as the excavation advances.
136. In strong compact rock, 44-inch concrete and brick lining will be requisite; and, as the
materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick and concrete lining, as shall be
determined by the Engineer as the tunnel proceeds, may be required.
137. Junction chambers for sub-main and reticulating pipes, upper inlet chambers in shafts for
junctions with reticulating pipc-sewers, drop-shafts, penstock and gas-check chambers, flushing-stations,
wcir-chambers with storm-water discharge pipes, ventilating shafts, aqueducts on arches, and on wroughtiron girders, syphons, buildings, bridges, culverts, storm-water channel junctions, intersections with existing
roads, sewer, and water pipes, branch inlets, man-boles, gullies, road work, lie., to be constructed in con
nection with main sewers, branch sewers, and storm-water channels of concrete, brickwork, masonry,
cement-facing, iron, timber, stoneware, and cast-iron pipes, Ac., of the exact sines, heights, shapes, forms,
curves, and with such ornamental red, white, and other bricks, panels, mouldings, piling, &c., as shown on
drawings, and as may be ordered and directed at the time. Shafts to he built of concrete or brickwork, at
the option of the Engineer, to the thickness and shape shown on drawings, or as shall be directed.
Curved junctions for branch, oval, or pipe sewers, as shown on drawings, and where ordered, to be con
structed in concrete, fo enter the main sewers at such levels above the invert, with such radius and longi
tudinal fall as shown, or as shall be, determined at the time.
.
13S. Cast-iron pipes, landing platforms, J_ bars, scupper boxes, gully gratings, girders, over weir
and shaft-chambers, or other castings, Bushing-valves, gas-check frames, penstocks, man-hole covers, saddles,
stop-board grooves, itc., to be walled and built in, as shown on Drawings ; at points of intersection, branch
junctions, gas-check chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, where ordered, <fce.
’
139. Step-irons, supports to wrought-iron ladders, holdfasts, ends of wrought and cast iron girders,
bars, <tc., to be built into side walls of shafts, and anchor bolts for fixing cast-iron fra,me for penstocks,
gas-checks, Ire., to be built into walls of shaft chambers, as shall be directed, flap-traps to be built in
where ordered. Permanent putlog holes in shapes of reveals, for temporary staging, are to be left in walls
of gas-check chambers, shaft chambers, and shafts where directed; and, in all cases, unless otherwise
ordered, the reveals are to be built round of the same thickness of brick or concrete ;is shown on walls of
shafts or chambers at the places referred to. Putlog holes to be included in the schedule price for brick
work. Stop-board grooves to bo formed in concrete where'ordered.
Concrete work.

,

140. Eluestone concrete used in these works to bo composed of one part of cement, two parts of
sand, and four parts of bluestone metal. The blucstone metal to be broken to a size to pass freely with
its largest dimensions, through a ring of II inch in diameter, to bo free from dirt, quarry refuse, and to
be screened through a sieve of ^ inch meshes, and then to he wnshed with fresh water until approved.
Special concrete.
141. Special concrete, if required, to be composed of 2 parts of cement, 3 parts of sand, and
7 parts of blucstone metal, prepared as specified in clause 140.
Sandstone con142. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to he used in these works, to be composed of 1 part of
c|,t‘te'
cement, 2 parts of sand, and 5 parts of sandstone metal. The sandstone metal to be free from dirt, quarry
refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 140), washed, and of a size to pass with its largest dimensions through
a ring of 2 inches in diameter.
Mixing.
143. All concrete to be prepared close to where it it is required on a sawn timber plank platform.
All proportions to be correctly ascertained by measurement, the metal to be well washed when put on the
platform and levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer upon the metal, and the cement to be
placed in a level layer upon the sand ; after which all materials to be carefully mixed and turned over
twice, and then the whole to be mixed with fresh clean water, and thoroughly turned over twice, and
oftener if required, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, it shall be fit for the work before it leaves the
'
.
platform;
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platform; it shall then be conveyed to the works ns shall be directed, and be used fresh. Refeiring to
clause 10 the gauge boxes are to be made to the following internal dimensions, viz.:—For stone .> ruet
square in plan, and for sand 2 ft. G in. square. The depth of each box to he made so as to give the correct
proportion of material.
Mivill.r liv
144. If the concrete is made by machinery, all materials to bo prepared os previouslj hesci i ic .
then to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved
of ; to be used fresh.
145. Tim different kinds of concrete described under clauses 140,141, and 142, as bluestone concrete,
special concrete, and sandstone concrete, respectively, shall be used in the various parts of these works as
specified, and as mav be ordered at the time.
,
...
146. After the excavation for foundation of each respective part of the works, and the piling, Order of wk.)
planking, timbering, staging, Ac,, for same have been completed, and the bottom of excavations has been
cleared and approved, the concrete work to be built thereon to the exuct dimensions, and of sucli forms
and shapes as shown on tho drawings referring to cadi respective part of said works.
.
Boxjn
147. The contractor to provide, at his own cost, approved concrete boxes, centres, staging, shoring,
planking, Ac., of the exact forms, shapes, curves, Ac., required ; in a proper, secure, and substantial maimer, ceaterinx.
due allowance being made for inch thick cement-facing over all internal exposed surfaces of concrete
work ; and groat care being taken that all centering aud concrete boxes can bo easily withdrawn. A tei
completion of any portion of the concrete, tlie concrete boxes and the centering, us the ease may he, sha
not be removed until the Engineer or his superintending officer has given written permission to that effect.
148. Tlie concrete, after it has been approved of, to bo conveyed into cast-iron cylinders, Bliatts, Method of
excavations for piers, and other deep foundations, in skips of approved size, and to every other part of tm '10f •
work as may be directed, and as shall be approved of, and tipped into same and upon tlie surface of each
layer from a height not exceeding IS inches, to be quickly spread out in layers not exceeding 9 inches in
thickness. Commencing at each part of the work at lowest level of excavation or surface of work, tlie
concrete to he brought up in horizontal layers or parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works ,
each laver, when spread, to be quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved of.
HO. In circular, oval, elliptical, and open channels, the concrete to ho filled first into central pads, Mow springing
or, in accordance with tlie transverse curvature of invert or bottom of channel, intocentral strips, not
exceeding 2 feet in width for wide open channels, then into bottom layer right up to extreme width at
sides, and then into the curved sides, as shown on drawings, up to top of side walls in open channels, or to
level of springing in closed channels,
,
, .
'
, .
150. After the concrete has been carried up to the level of springing, all concrete arches to_ be Above ^napng
commenced at both walks or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in raiuiating
parallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengths as^specified m clauses l;>f
and 158, aud us shall he directed at the time, and rammed as before described. Where the arch is thicker
than 9 inches, the lower layer to be always completed throughout 12 inches in advance of the upper
succeeding layer.
,
.,
•
151. After completion of tlie closing arch, all concrete work above springing of the same, at sides ot Abovo oicIicr.
arch, in manholes, chambers, shafts, Ac., to be carried up in the same manner as spccilied in clause 148, and
of the exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, Ac., as shown on drawings.

.

j coveriiwup

152. No portion of the concrete work described in the previous clauses (unless otherwise directed work "
in writing) to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and approved of by the
Engineer. Any leakage that may appeal’ in each layer to be carefully attended to and be made good and L«kaKc.
repaired at the'time, as shall be approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
153. All end faces of layers of concrete to he stopped back at each respective length of sewer m-101
other work, as shall be directed, to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to be grouted prior
to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to tlie same.
154. No traffic shall pass over any fresli concrete work except where such is duly protected against Injury to work,
injury by boarding, planks, or any other means approved of by the Engineer or superintending officer at
the time.
,
„
155. In the event of any stoppage occurring to tlie work, from whatever cause, or in anticipiLhoii Troutniont utter
of rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the woik
■
may be raised at tlie time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of the surface with cement grout. -The con
tractor also to provide and have always on hand approved tarpaulins for the purpose of covering all fies i
concrete work and brickwork, when ordered, so as to protect the same during all stoppages in the daytime
and at night from sun and rain, and during hot or dry weather, to keep said tarpaulins watered to prevent
the work' from cracking and setting too quickly on the outside.
IDG. In all cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete the said layer shall not
be continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower and the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then grouted with cement grout.
_
of work in
157. The concrete and brickwork in sewers and channels to be built in open trenches, in three Order
open trench.
continuous lengths of 40 feet each (unless otherwise directed), that is to say, when the arching-in of the
first 40 feet commences, the next length of 40 feet must lie completed up to the springing of arch, and the
third 40 feet length must be in progress, and the latter so timed that the work is raised up to springing of
arch by the time the closing-in of the adjoining length commences.
i
r .n i, ■
158. The concrete and brickwork in sewers and channels on completion of each length of tunnel
" r w
to be carried on in each length, from the middle towards each end simultaneously, in three continuous
lengths of 10 ft. G in. each, unless otherwise directed ; that is to say, when [the arching of the first
1G ft. 6 in. commences ; tlie next 16 ft. 6 in. length must bo in progress from height of invert up to the
springing of arch; the third 16 ft. 6 in. length must be in progress between floor of runnel and level ot
invert of sewer.
.
„
.
159. At all plinths for piers of arches and abutments, piers of arches, abutments, between wings ot Orderol ivories.
abutments, pilasters, foundations, of buildings, culverts, Ac., unless otherwise directed, each layer to be
completed right through the. whole length and width of the work before the succeeding layer is put on.
Where concrete has to be walled or filled in against and between brick facings or masonry, the latter in sundry,
each ease to be well wetted and grouted, and then to be covered with a coat of cement mortar ., inch thick
before
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before the coitcrete is built against itj and it is to be brought up simultaneously with same in layers 6 inches
thick after ramming, the brick or masonry facings, however, being always kept 6 inches (or more, as the
case may be) higher than the concrete work up to the level of string-course or, other defined limit, when the
work has to be finished level all through.
Aqueiticts.
160. The brickwork, masonry, and concrete-filling between all arches and at sides of end-arches
to be carried up simultaneously over the whole length and width of every aqueduct, building, or other
structure (unless otherwise directed), so that all arches or other structures shall be simultaneously and
equally weighted as the brick, stone, and concrete work rises against and over same.
Aqueducts
161. The concrete in piers of arches of aqueducts, abutments, and approaches to aqueducts to be
carried up in the first instance from bottom of excavations to level of top of plinths ; in the second instance
to level of top of skewbacks ; in the third instance to level of underside of string-course; and in the fourth
instance to level of top of coping of aqueducts.
Aqueducts.
162. When all piers and abutments of aqueducts have been built to level of springing of arches or
to top of skewbacks, as the case may be, the concrete, brick, and stone arches, as specified, to be built
one after another over the openings upon centres, cambered as shall be directed, of such number as shall
be specified, strong enough in every part to carry the weight of the arch to be built thereon, till all
openings of one aqueduct are arched over, after which the whole of the arches shall be allowed two weeks’
time to set and harden before the brick and stone facings, and the concrete, itc., between tlie arches and
at sides of end-arches is commenced. In filling in, between arches and at sides of end-arches the various
layers of concrete, of the thickness specified in clauses 148 and 159, as the case may be, to be brought up
extending on to extrudes of arches till the thickness of each layer at its end is reduced to 4^ inches above
extmdos, when it is to be finished at the time with a radiating end face before the succeeding laver is put
Junctions.
on. The junctions of the .storm-water sewers to be constructed with such curves, shapes, forms, flat arches
between wrought-iron rolled girders, ic.-, as shown on drawings. On completion of junctions, or any
Iron girders.
lengths of storm-water channel, as may be specified, to exact level of underside of iron girders, the latter
to be laid transversely over side-walls of junctions or channels, bedded in and upon special cement mortar,
£-incli thick, truly parallel to each other, and spaced 4 feet from centre to centre, or as may be specified,
after which the concrete filling along side-walls, between and over ends of girdere, to be completed. Tlie
arches of 4-feet span or thereabout, with a rise of 5 inches in centre between the girders, to be commenced
from lower end, and to advance to the upper end of the junction or channel in each case (all girders
being carefully stiffened and held in position by props, as shall be directed), with not less than twelve
Jack ftretics.
centres or as may be directed, of the exact width of junction or channel between side walls. The arches
to be built as specified in clause 150, and on completion to form a level concrete decking 3 inches above
level of top of girders.
Lining: round
_
163- The concrete lining round sower on lines of aqueducts and approaches (between underside of
sewer on arches.
string-course and underside of coping, unless where otherwise specified) to be brought up between brick
and stone facings (where such occur) simultaneously with same, as specified in clause 159. Tlie concrete
to be finished transversely level with underside of copings. This work to be carried on along each line of
aqueduct in the manner and in lengths as specified in clauses 161 and 162.
Bond-rods.
_ 164. In conjunction with tho concrete surrounding sewer, where the latter is built upon arches
and in embankments, the contractor to provide, fit, place in position, and wall in with the concrete, longi
tudinally in each comer at top and bottom of concrete lining jj-inch diameter bond-rods in 16-feet lengths.
The ends to overlap 12 inches, and tied together with binding-wire, and, transversely, |-inch diameter
bond-rods 4i inches above soffit of sewer of such lengths as to fit between the outer brick lining, or as
shall be directed, spaced 10 feet from centre to centre. The cost of providing, fitting, placing, and
walling-in said bond-rods to be included in the schedule price per cubic yard of concrete.
Crackings
165. Special care to be taken by contractor to prevent tlie concrete, itc.,' from cracking at ends of
each respective and successive length of sewer and channel in any situation in consequence of the draught
in same, by providing and carefully closing up ends of sewers or channels with canvas or wooden shields
or doors, and by carrying tlie works on in continuous lengths, without delays and stoppages, so as to
prevent air-cracks or shrinkage.
”
Repairing
166. Should, however, cracks occur at ends of any length of sewer, storm-water channel, or other
cracks,
work, during its construction and time of maintenance, they shall be opened up for their whole length and
depth, and of such width as may be directed at the time, and filled in with neat cement mortar and grout
by tlie contractor, at his own expense, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, or he may order such cracked
parts of the works to be taken down and rebuilt at contractor’s cost.
Allowance for
167. The concrete work comprised in this contract to be completed to the exact dimensions shown
rendering1.
on drawings, less g inch at all exposed inner and outer surfaces, and after the boxes and centerings have
been removed, all exposed outer and inner surfaces shall present compact, solid, even, plain faces. All
faulty and honeycomb portions, cavities, holes, or other defects, to be at once repaired by the contractor,
at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as the case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. No
portion of the concrete work to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and
approved.
Redding1 nud
168. After the concrete or masonry has been built to the exact height and gradient (leavin"
fixing: cast and
■ wrought iron
sufficient space for jointing), the whole of the cast and wrought iron work, after having been washed
work.
clean with fresh water, is to be truly laid and jointed in its exact positions, lines and gradients, on fillets
of mortar ; and as the concrete rises against and around the castings, bond-rods. Ac., leaving a space of
not less than £ inch all round between the concrete and iron, this space round tlie invert, or underneath
bottom of plates arid rods, as tlie case may be. to be filled in with grout or mortal’, as shall bo directed at
the time, whilst above the springing line the outer surface of the castings, Ac., to be grouted, and then
to he covered with a coat of special mortar J inch thick before the concrete is built on to and around said
pipes, castings, frames, Ac.
169. All anchor-bolts in connection with cast-iron and wrought-iron work, to be placed in the exact
positions required ; to be washed clean, -wetted, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each
case before tlie concrete is built round same.
fix!rig- cast-iron
_
170. All stoneware or' east-iron pipes, Ac., whore they are shown to be or ordered to be surrounded
and etonmvsre
with concrete, to be clean washed with fresh water, to be laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients
^
on iillets of morta^ and to bo grouted all round as fchfi concrete is being built round same, '
171.
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171. Prior to commencing any concrete wind) Inis to be built on to and against rock faces, all
shaken and loose rock to be removed ; all rock surfaces to be well cleaned, washed, and wetted, and all
beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete and rock faces to be carefully tilled in witli cement mortar,
and tho cost of thus preparing rock faces, washing, grouting, flushing, itc., to be included in, and covered
by the schedule price per cube yard for the concrete.

Building1 on or
ggaintiL rock.

Brickwork.
172. In executing the brickwork in any situation in the construction of these works, all bricks to Method of work,
ho thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water immediately before being used, and all work to be built with
'
whole bricks (except where otherwise directed), of approved shape and dimensions, to ensure the bond of
each particular part of the work being executed, in the manner as shown on drawings, and as may be
ordered at the time, with )J-inch joints, each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in cement mortar, and
every course to be carefully and thoroughly grouted, and well wetted before the succeeding course is put on,
care being taken to keep the inner and outer faces of work clean by placing fillets of mortar on outer and
iinier edges before grouting.
173. The brickwork in arches up to 12-feet span to be built as shown on longitudinal and cross HudinUngbricks,
sections in radiating courses, with radiated bricks where ordered, in 41,-inch rings, in approved bond, the
bricks of each course to break joint over the centre of those above or below. "Where the brickwork consists
of two or more rings, said rings to be built simultaneously, the lower ring to be always completed through
out 4^ inches in advance of the upper succeeding ring, each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in
cement mortar, and each ring to be keyed in centre and to be covered with a coat of cement mortar |-inch ^
thick, to ensure the thorough bonding between the different rings. When completing any length of brick cp
closing arch of main sewer, storm-water channels, itc., the courses at end of same to be stepped back, as
shall be directed, and the end face of each ring or course to be well wetted, and then grouted, prior to each
ring of the succeeding length being commenced.
174. The brickwork in arches over 12-feet span to be built in radiating through-courses, of nibbed ArcHesover 12aud gauged bricks if directed, in approved bond; to be commenced at both abutments simultaneously, the
whole width of same, and to be completed in the most perfect manner throughout the full width and
thickness of arch, and to be keyed in centre.
_
175. The brickwork in abutments, abutment piers, wings, parapets, pilasters, spandrels, piers, face-Siumiwneous
walls, itc., to be built of the various heights, thicknesses, and other dimensions, together with all varKraswoi'kit.
recesses, projections, panelling, itc., and canned up at each special part or length nf work simultaneously
with the concrete and masonry, in English or other approved bond, in truly level courses or in courses truly
parailed with longitudinal gradient of work, and in such other lines aud curves as shown on drawings, or
as may be ordered at the time. Where directed, alt outer and inner faces of walls to be carried up straight, Kaco.
square, and plumb, with perfectly fair and even faces.
_
_
176. Weep-holes of the sizes shown, to be left through the brick walls where directed, and every-w'eep-hoics.
thing to be made good where necessary.
_
177. The brick-on-edge flooring of inverts of storm-water channels on steep gradients, as shown on Brink invertsm
drawings, and where ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be laid in iipp)‘oved
r
bond ; each brick to be set full upon, and rubbed in special cement mortar, after which* the whole of the
surfaces of the brick-on-cdge flooring to be carefully and thoroughly grouted.
178. The !~incli thick mortar covering (pargetting) of outside fttces of brickwork or concrete of ranretting
ventilating shafts, manholes, sewer-chambers, ami sewers, as shown on drawings, shall not be measured
‘
and paid for as cement facing, but included in the measurement of the brick or concrete work, and paid
for as such.
_
179. All putlog holes to be tilled in, taking particular care to match the bricks and the mortar. All PutUn; holes,
external faces of brickwork to be thoroughly cleaned, and all joints to be raked (if ordered inch deep),
and pointed with special cement mortar, and to be finished off with a neatly struck and cut joint.
Pointing up.
Cement Facing.
180. The whole of the internal aud external concrete (and brick surfaces, if ordered), where such is Thickness,
shown on drawings, and in any situation in the construction of-these works, to he protected by a cement
facing to be put on in two thicknesses; the facing throughout, when finished, to be jj inch in thickness.
All surfaces of concrete or brickwork to be well wetted before the cement facing is put on. Tho cement
facing of all surfaces of works to be finished, as shown on drawings, and, where directed, with joints
struck in imitation of ashlar masonry.
181. The different kinds of cement facing with which the exposed surfaces of these works are to proportions,
lie protected, are :—Cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of 1 of cement to 2
of sand; and special cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of 1 of cement and
1 of sand. The different qualities of cement facing, as above described, to be executed in the various parts qualities,
of these works as shall be specified, and as may be ordered at the time,
'
Masonry.
182. All freestone and bluestone ashlar of the exact sizes, forms, and shapes, to be built in where muuiki ot buildshown on drawings, and where directed, simultaneously with the concrete and brickwork. Stones to l)e insashlarwashed clean and to be '.veil -wetted -with fresli clean water immediately before being used, to be laid upon
their natural beds in approved bond, and set solidly upon and in cement mortar in the exact positions
required ; after which all joints between stones, between stones and brickwork, and between stones and
concrete, to be carefully filled in with grout. Prior to each succeeding course being put on, the surface
of the previous course to be well wetted and washed clean. All ashlar stones to be properly lifted by
lowising, or as shall be directed when being placed in position. All beds and joints to be punched, axed,
and picked, so as to form | inch joints throughout. All exposed joints of masonry and between masonry
and brickwork, itc., to be carefully raked out, -J inch deep, and filled in solid with special mortar, neatly
]mil 1 ted, finished flush with outside faces of work. All masonry to be left perfectly clean at complebion of
works.
183.
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recs tone ashlar*

183. Freestone ashlar, to be provided i;i any situation in the construction of these works, of the
exact dimensions, moulded, sunk, weathered, throated, checked, grooved, radiated, curved, channeled,
fine-axed, battered, hammer-dressed, worked, rubbed where directed, and finished off in the best possible
manner, as shown on drawings, and in accordance with any details which the Engineer may provide
during the progress of tho works. All stones to be in lengths, as shown, and as shall be directed, with truly
squared and axe-dressed beds, joints, and backs. All joints from exposed surfaces of stones, and from
faces of concrete work, as the case may be, to be axed-in 2 inches deep. The plinths, where shown on
drawings, to be weathered with 2 inches parallel drafted margin, under edge of weathering and at all
external angles of same. All external faces of plinths, skewbacks, abutments, piers, wings of abut
ments, &c., to be pitched-faced, no part of which to project more than approved of beyond true line of wall,
with a true pitched line along each exposed arris, and with 2-inch parallel drafted margin as shown. All
capstones over pilasters to be of one stone. Holes for lewis-bolts to bo sunk where directed, of the depth
and size required. All quoins, of the exact sizes specified, to be set in and out bond to all angles.
Huestonc ashlar.
184. Bluestone ashlar to be provided in any situation in the construction of these works, of tho
exact dimensions, forms, shapes, moulded, weathered, throated, fine-axed, sunk for reception of cast-iron
bearing plates ; and faces of weir-crest stones to be radiated, and to have vertical bird’s-mouth grooves sunk
along centre line of joints, as shall be directed; to be built in with the concrete, brickwork, and freestone
masonry, as the case may be, and as the latter rises, where shown on drawings and as may be directed, to
be lewised and set as specified in clause 182. All stones to be washed clean and to be well wetted before
being used. Holes for lewis and anchor bolts to be sunk, where directed, of the depth and size required.
Squared nibble
185. Squared freestone rubble masonry in any situation in the construction of these works, to be
masonry.
built of squared hammer-dressed throughstoues, unless otherwise directed, in from 10 to 14 inch level
courses, as may be directed at the time, or on lines of open channels in courses parallel with longitudinal
gradient. Said masonry to be built straight, curved, battered, or sloped, every stone to be set full up on
and in cement mortar. When tlie exposed face of wall is battered, the surface of each course fo be at
right angles with line of batter, the top course to be built of larger stones, level at top and squared at
back. All stones to be punched, dressed, and picked to tho exact thicknesses, sizes, -and forms required,
and set in the most approved bond, with joints throughout not exceeding i-inch in thickness. All stones
to be washed clean and wetted with clean fresh water before being used. Every course to be carefully
grouted before the succeeding course is put on. All masonry to be finished with a neatly struck and cut
joint as the work proceeds, and to be left perfectly clean on completion.
Squared Bluestone Bitching.
.
186. Squared bluestone pitchere, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be set in
sand, in regular 9-inch courses, lengthwise across the channel, in the most approved bond, and in single
ring or course round manhole cover's, the. All stones to be dressed and picked so as to ensure the joints
all through not to exceed J-inch in thickness. No stone to be less than 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but to be
longer, curved, and radiated if directed.
Squared Freestone Pitching and Channeling.
18f. Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be set upon
their natural beds in sand or in cement mortar, as may be specified, in regular 12-inch courses, lengthwise
across the course of tlie channel, in approved bond, with J-inch wide joints throughout. No stone to be
less than 12 inches deep, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches in length, but to be longer, curved, and radiated if
directed. If the pitchers arc set in cement, ail stones to be washed clean and well wetted with clean fresh
water before being used, to be set full upon and in cement mortar, and on completion of pitching, all
joints to be carefully filled with cement grout. All pitching in road channels to be set in sand in regular
courses parallel with kerb-stones, in approved bond, with J-inch joints, no stone to be less than 12 inches
wide, 8 inches deep, unless otherwise specified, and IS inches long, but to be longer, curved, and radiated,
if directed. On completion of pitching set in sand all joints to be carefully filled in with sand.
Freestone Kerbing.
188. Kerb-stones in such lengths, picked aud axed-dressed to such widths, depths, shapes, and
forms, with squared and axed ends, insuring J-inch joints throughout, to be set upon their natural beds in
sand, in any situation in the construction of these works, along such lines, levels, gradients, and curves as
shown on drawings, and as may hf directed at the time.
Glazod stone
ware pipes.

Foundations.

Laying.

Jointing pipes.

Pipe-laying and Jointing.
189. After the trenches have been excavated to the exact depths, levels, and gradients, and after
the foundation layer of concrete lias been filled in where ordered, as tlie case may be (leaving sufficient
room for jointing), glazed stoneware pipes of the required diameter to be laid thereon, along such lines
curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plans and longitudinal sections, true, straight, and solid;
and for all vertical branch pipc-sewers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to be set true, straight, and
plumb.
190. In clay or similar soil the pipes to rest direct and solid upon the soil. In rock they are to be
laid as shown on drawing, on a 1-inch bed of poor mortar, composed of one part of cement and six parts
of sand, the cost of same to be included in items for pipe-laying. In soil liable to be scoured out or easily
shifted, they shall, if directed by the Engineer, be laid on sandstone concrete, as shown on drawing.
191. In every case the pipes shall be laid in such a manner that their barrels shall bear firmly and
evenly on their bed, the sockets being entirely free from pressure in the joint-hole, and tho spigots con
centric with the sockets.
192. The pipes are to be jointed as follows :—Tho 6-inch pipes with tarred gasket J inch deep after
setting, and special cement mortar 1J inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket
J inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1J inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 10-inch pipes
with tarred gasket J inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe;
the 12-ineh pipes with tarred gasket g-inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If-inch deep
within socket of pipe ; the 15-inch pipes with tarred gasket J inch deep after setting, and special cement
mortar
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mortar 11 inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 16-inch pipes with tarred gasket ^ inch deep after setting,
and special cement mortar 1£ inch deep within socket of pipe; the IS-inch pipes with tarred gasket \ inch
deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 21-inch pipes with
tarred "asket inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1^ inch deep within socket of pipe ; the
24-inch pipes with tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep within
socket of pipe.
,
,
.
, , .
193. The tarred gasket to be placed in the faucet and set tight round, spigot end of pipe, after Inner joints.
which the remaining space in faucet to he cleaned, wetted, and filled in with stiff special cement moitai,
packed in solid, splayed oft- outside to an angle of ib degrees, and neatly finished off. The inner joints
between pipes to be carefully filled with special cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off as a finish. Each
pipe length thus finished to be carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added.
194, Junction pipes of any desired size are to be laid into the Hue of pipc-sewers wherever required J^ction pipes,
by the Engineer. The socket ends of all junction pipes, junction blocks, junction boles, ventilating pipes,
and dead ends arc to be protected against the ingress of foreign substances, and made easily accessible for
effecting future connections, by being closed with earthenware discs having a temporary watertight joint
all round, the cost of providing and fixing same to be included in items for pipe-laying.
Cast-iron Pipe-laying.
195. After the pipe-trenches have been excavated to the exact depths, levels, and gradients required,
cast-iron pipes of the diameters shown or ordered, to be laid along lines (curved or straight), and solid upon pipes,
the bottom of the trench, or upon a foundation layer of concrete, and the vertical pipes placed as shown,
leaving sufficient room for jointing.

^

Jointing.

196. The pipes are to be jointed as follows The 6-meh and /-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn
2? inch and 3 inch deep respectively after settingup, and soft lead 1£ inch deep after setting up ; the 8-inch,
9-inch, and 10-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 j-inches, and
inches deep respectively after
setting up, and soft lead 14 incli deep after sotting up ; the 11-inch, 1 2-incb, 14-inch, 15-inch, and 18-inch
diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 inches. 3£ inches, 3-j- inches, and 3j- inches deep respectively
after setting up, and soft lead If inch deep after setting up ; the 20-inch, 22-inch, 24-inch, 26-inch,
28-inch, 30-inch, 32-inch, 34-inch, and 36-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches,
inches, 3£ inches,
gi inches, 3,]; inches, 34 inches, 34 inches, 3^ inches, and 34 inches deep respectively after setting up, and
soft lead 2 inches deep after setting up.
_
197. Should the faucets of pipes used in these works, in places, be of greater or lessor depths than ^ns,on
indicated in the previous clause, then the spun-yam packing is to he of greater or lesser depths as may be
required, the depths of the lead joints to remain as specified. Expansion joints to be made in the same
manner, but of such special depth of lead joint, with or without spun-yarn packing as shown on drawings
and as may be ordered at the time. All curves on lines of pipe-sewers to be accurately formed with the [d1™ P'1M!
spigot and faucet joints of the pipes without any abrupt horizontal ami vertical dip, rise, or bend. The spunyam to he tightly platted or laid round each spigot end, so as to fill the socket of each pipe after setting
up to the exact depth specified, leaving in each instance the remaining depth of faucet for the specified
lead joint, the latter to be made at each joint in the trench with one running, and when cold to be set up
with proper irons to one smooth, even, plain surface all round the pipe, and £ inch within socket of same.
198. The setting up of all lead-joints to be made with a proper set of setting irons, commencing setting "P Uad
from outer surface of spigot end with 4 inch thick setting irons, and continuing towards outer edge of lead- i°lnt3joint, with setting irons advancing gradually by inch in thickness at the tune. Special setting irons to he
used for setting up expansion joints. After the pipes have been laid and the joints of every description
made, examined, and approved, they are at once to be covered up, hut in no case are they to remain longer
than twelve hours uncovered after they have been approved of.
199. Faulty and objectionable 'lead joints to be immediately and carefully chiseled out (they are not muity joints,
allowed to bo burnt out) and fresh lead joints to ho made and set up until approved of. Attempts to
repair defective joints are under no consideration to bo permitted.
Moad-making. .
200. Tho different roads shown on drawings, are to be formed 30 feet wide between edges of slopes, width^siopcjs,
whether on embankments or in cuttings. The longitudinal gradients of approaches to be at an inclination Sion*’ °r’
of 1 in 20, or as shall be directed. All roadways to be formed witli a crown, which at the centre line is
to ho G inches higher than the edges.
201. After the roadway has been formed and approved, it is to be carefully boxed out along centre Boxinj-out.
line, if ordered, for the reception of the road material, S inches deep for ballast, and 4 inches deep for
metal—12 inches in all, by a width of 24 feet.
_
202. After the boxing-out has been completed, its bottom surface to be covered by a layer of 4-inch Masting and
gauge sandstone ballast, spread 8 inches thick throughout, and then covered with bluestone metal spread “lca ,ns'
4 inches thick throughout.
_
203. After the metalling has been completed and approved, the whole of its surface to he covered Blinding,
witli about one-eighth of its own bulk of bluestone shippings of a uniform thickness, after which the whole
road surface to be watered and rolled until approved.
204. The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone of approved quality ; to Quality of metal,
be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest dimensions through a ring
S!ZCimbes diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, itc.
The prices per cubic yard for bluestone metal and sandstone ballast for road surface to include the
cost of providing and spreading blinding.
Tarred il/rtrd Back.
205. After the tarring of upper surface of metal flooring, and after the sand-filling over arches and
abutments of aqueducts has been completed, levelled, and approved, or in any other situation in the con
struction of these works, the whole of these surfaces as shown on drawings, to the thicknesses figured or
ordered at the time, to he covered with the tarred metal decking, as follows :—
206. The stone to be basalt, broken to a 2-inch gauge, free from dirt; the screenings to he crushed one for tar.
from the same stone, and to pass through a iVnuffi sieve. All stones aud screenings to be perfectly clean
and
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Tarring and
stackijig.
haying’ aiid
1‘OlJiug,

Punning.

and dry, to be heated before admixture with tar. The tar to be coal-tar. free from all adulterations, and
boiJeu a sufficient time to get rid of the light oils before being used.
The stones and screenings to be mixed with the boiled tar separately; to be then stacked where
directed, so as to allow the surplus tar to drain away for at least three weeks before being laid in position.
,
T!le a-'ndl stone he spread over tlie whole bridge, upon the concrete filling of roadway, and
upon tlie (-inch thick sand layer of footpaths, between kerb-logs, to sucli thicknesses and surfaces, and with
such curvature to roadway, when rolled, as shown in drawing, and to be then covered with about one-eighth
ot its own bulk of screenings. Both layers to be well rolled and cross-rolled with a 30-cwt. roller, having
not less than a 3 feet width of face, until they form solid compact surfaces to the required levels and
curvature.
1
20S. The sides along kerb-logs and all places where the roller cannot work, to be well punned by
hand with a flat-faced 42-lb. iron rammer. When approved by the Engineer, tlie whole of tho surfaces to
>o brushed over with a coat of hot coal-tar. and a layer of heated fine bluestone screenings, with dust left
in, spread over it.
Coke Concrete Deck.
209. Coke concrete to be provided, placed in position where directed in the manner specified for
other concrete, and to be mixed as described in clause 143, but in the following proportions
16 cubic
feet of approved coko broken to a strict 1-inch gauge, 8 cubic feet of sand, and 1 cask of cement

Land to bo
fciKKxt srliurc
required.
Ordnance
fetiumg.

Description of
Rpiit timber
fences.

Posts.

Kails.

Palings.

Round posts.

Posts strutted
whore necessar}'.
Crossing ditches
or sudden
depressions.

Mancing,
210. Fencing is to be erected in such line and situation, and of such description as shall be directed,
and as marked out by the superintending officer, and of the form and to the dimensions marked on the
dm wings.
.
-11. Oi finance fences to be provided, framed, fitted, and erected where ordered, of sawn hardwood
timber, unless where otherwise specified, as viz. : Posts C in. x 4 in. x 6 ft. C in., top rail 4 in. x 4 in.,
intermediate and lower rails, 4 m. x 3 in. Posts spaced 6 ft. 6 in. from centre to centre, sunk in rock not
Jess than IS in., and_into other ground not less than 2 ft. 6 in. deep. On road embankments, where
ordered, posts to be 7 ft. 9 in. long, mortised into sills 9 in. diameter x 5 ft. long, secured by 1 inch
diameter hardwood tree-nail, stayed to posts by 4 in. x 4 in. struts, secured to posts and sills by jj-mch
screw-bolts, and ,T0-inch diameter spikes, 7^ inches long. Angle and end posts, 10 inches diameter at‘smallest
end, x S feet long, to be sunk 3 feet deep in the ground, mortised 6 inches deep for reception of ends of rails,
lops of round posts to be protected by caps of G lb. sheet-lead, secured to posts by lead-headed nails 2 inches
long, and wrought-iron 2 in. x £ in. rings, secured each by four 3-inch wood screws. Sawn posts to he
notched at top for reception of top rail and halved out for reception of intermediate and lower rails, spaced
as shown. Top rail to bo laid arris uppermost into notches, secured to pasts with 2 in. x l-in. hoop-straps,
and four 2-nich long wood screws to each strap. Intermediate and lower rails to be fitted flush with inner
faces of sawn posts,^ and secured to each with two 4-inch wood screws. All sawn timber above ground to
he planed, all scarf-joints of rails to be made as directed, over posts only, and all sills, struts, and ends of
posts under ground to be charred thoroughly. The ground round posts to be well rammed, and tlie clearing
spaces round ends of jmsts stepped in rock holes, to bo carefully filled in with cement grout.
3
212. The split timber fenchig may be of one or more of the three following descriptions :_
'
1st. Fence consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails (wired if shown), and round posts
where required.
2nd. Fence, consisting of split hardwood posts, three split rails, and round posts where
required.
1
3rd. Fence consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails, covered with split hardwood
palings, with round posts where required.
213 Posts to be 6 ft. 6 in. long, 8 inches broad by 24 inches thick, except those for the palin*fenee, winch shall be / feet long, with mortises G in. x 3 in., cut square to the gauge shown on tho draw
ings. All posts to be charred for a length .of 2 ft. G in. from the bottom, sunk ’2 feet into the ground, set
uniform and upright, and spaced 8 ft. 3 in. apart from centre to centre, and the earth well rammed in round
them until the posts stand solid and firm,
.
214. Rails to be 9 feet long, tlie top rail not less than 7 in. x 2 in., and the bottom rail not less than
8 m. x 2 in. in the two-rad fencing, and in the three-rail fencing the centre rail to be not less than 8 in.
x in., and the bottom rail 7 in. x 2 in. Tenons to be G inches long, carefully adzed to fit closely into the
mortises, shouldered square with the saw, and fitted so as to butt close up to tbe posts.
“
210. Palings are to be sound, straight, cleanly split, and free from sap, and of approved timber,
:> feet long, not less than 4 inches wide, and $ inch thick. They are to be sawn off square, placed upright,
close together, and to a straight line on top, and securely fixed by 1* inch strong wire nails, two nails to
every paling m each rad. They are to bo further secured along the rails by galvanised hoop-iron of 18guage, 1 inch wide, well nailed by 1 J- inch clout nails at intervals not exceeding 12 inches apart.
216 At all intersections with existing fences, and at all angles, a round post is to be provided and
fixed, J inches 111 diameter, charred for a length of 3 feet from tlie bottom, and sunk 2 ft. 6 in. into the
ground, and the earth well rammed in until the post stands solid and firm. These posts are to be of sucli
length as to leave the top 6 indies above the upper rail. At existing fences the junctions are to be made
good and connected with these posts, which are to be mortised for the rails to suit the fence in the same
manner as shown on drawing.
217. Where necessaiy, posts, either round or split, are to have a hardwood strut 6 in. x 3 in.,
checked at upper end into the post, and secured by a G in, x J- in. round spike, A haid’wood stake, 3 ft,
long x S in. x 3 in., to be driven close into the foot of the strut, as shown on drawing
’
*
218. The crossing of ditches, watercourses, or hollows in the ground, are to be made secure either
by supporting the fence on logs, extra long posts,’ or as may be directed.
J
219. The fencing is to be erected to a true line on top, and is not to follow the minor irregularities
of the ground.
1:3

220.

r> o

«o
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Fencing wireand
220. The wire used in fences to be that known as No. 8 “ best best annealed drawn,” or other straining
approved fencing wire ; to he passed through the posts, which are to he bored for the purpose with a quarter brackets.
(£) inch auger, and strained tight by means of l?. Morton & GVs., or other approved straining bracket, fixed
to the straining posts by wood screws or spikes, so as to suit tbe gauge, as si town on the drawing.
The works and materials comprised in clauses Nos. 217, 218, and 220 to be included in the schedule
rates for fencing.
Wrought-iron Work.
221. All wrought-iron spindles, bolts, |_, “Ti and U irons, Hat and round bar, plates, straps, axles, Wrought-iron
work.
pins, anchor-bolts, rolled girders, nuts, washers, rods, rivets, holding-down bai-s, gratings, frames, keys,
chains, itc., to be of tlie exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. The greatest care to he taken
in any welds to ensure perfect soundness, and the contractor to be at tlie expense of any test which the Weld 84
Engineer shall think fit to submit the welds to. All plates, bars, channel-irons, rods, <tc., to bo perfectly
true and of even, uniform thickness ; all angle-irons and bars to be sound, uniform, and regular on edges ;
all joints and edges to be truly planed to tbe dimensions on drawings ; all wrought-iron parts to be rolled
or forged out of one piece, unless otherwise specified and directed. Ends of spindles, shackles, itc., to
be forged with eye-holes, and holes for male and female joints of the exact forms. All bolts, handles,
hand-rails, spindles, keys, chains, pins, axles, bars, crosses, itc., to be forged with projecting necks, and
welded with ends of largo diameters or otherwise for screw-ends, and made of tlie exact shapes, forms,
dimensions, lengths, widths, and diameters shown on drawings, witli angular and square threads, as the
case may be, to all bolts, spindles, Ac., witli the correct pitch, angle, and depth. All portions fastened
with screws, liolts, or rivets to fit close together. The chains attached to blades of penstocks, and the
whole of the wrought-iron gratings, channel-irons, itc., connected therewith, wrought-iron girders to
working platforms, hand-rails to platforms and stairs, to be galvanised before being fixed in the works.
222. All joints in plate, angle, "f irons, Ac,, to be made only in such positions as shown on Joints.
drawings and where directed ; and all covering plates, wrappers. ~pi and angle irons, to be truly cut at
ends lo insure a perfect fit.
Screw-bolts and
223. All screw-bolts and screws to flanged pipes, penstocks, valves, all other castings and wrought surewa.
ironwork of every description, to he of the exact diameters and lengths shown on drawings, with hexagon
heads and nuts, and to be angular threaded with tho correct pitch and angle of tho Whitworth screw.
224. Joints of shafts, spindles for penstocks, axle shafts for' strainers and traveller, engines, Ac., Joints of shafts,
&c.
to be made by said shafts being truly turned and cut at ends, and cast-iron flanged and turned sockets,
with turned spigot and faucet, the internal diameter of socket to be turned exactly, and slightly of less
diameter than ends of shafts. fcJouket and ends of shafts to be grooved, as shown for steel key. Sockets
to be heated and then fitted on to ends of shafts with keys, after1 which tire flanges to be bolted together,
forming coupling, as shown on drawings.
225. All joints and working pails of wrought-iron on penstocks, valves, strainer’s, standards, engines, Joints and
working parts.
travelling cranes, travellers, gratings, troughs, louvre shutter's, brackets, Ac., to be turned, scraped, or
ground and glazed bright, as the case may require, and as shall be directed.
22C. All handles and levers for working penstocks, valves, strainers, travellers, travelling cranes, Handles and
lovers.
Ac., to be ground and glazed bright,
227. Tho rivets throughout to he made from A-inch, -|-incb, |-inch, §-inch, 1-inch, and Ijj-inch fiiveta and bolts.
iron respectively, with heads and necks, as shown on drawings. The Engineer1 may require any holes to
be drilled and the bolts turned for same, or he may order bolts to be substituted for rivets, or other
changes of the kind, in such places as he may consider necessary, without extra charge.
for rivets,
228. All rivet, bolt, and screw-holes to correspond as to diameter and position with tire drawings, Holes
bolts, &c.
and to be carefully drilled parallel, and at right angles with face of work. All tlie holes in booms of
main girders, bearing plates, lattice bars, wrought-iron aqueduct pipes, rolled (_, channel, "J”, and flat
bar irons to be drilled—the respective pieces being clamped in their proper positions and secured under
drill and horod right through; holes in cylinder bracing, cross-girders, and wind bracing girders may be
punched.' No drifting or rhymering to be done without the consent of the officer in charge, and then
rhymeiing only when the plates can in no other way be made to coincide. Holes which are directed to
be punched or drilled at the building site to be about
inch narrower than the diameter of the rivet
required, so as to insure a good fit after its being enlarged with the rhymer. "Where several holes meet
each other in the parts to be united, a horizontal dislocation of not more than 5 per cent, of the diameter
of tlie hole is allowable, the hole then to be made perfectly equal with the rhymer, and not by filing on
one side, and rivet-bolts of proportionately large size to be used in holes thus enlarged.
229. AH rivets to be inserted at a bright heat, after being carefully freed from scales, into the duly Rheting.
cleared holes, to ho quite firm after the head is completed. If not firm, rivets to bo at onec removed and
replaced by others, and of larger size when directed. In putting together parts, care to be taken that
none of them are forced into one-sided tension; any portions distorted in riveting the connections to be
at once loosened and the faults remedied. All rivets to be finished with cup heads, and when countersunk
the sinking to be drilled and the heads to he finished perfectly flush. All rivets and heads of bolts to be
countersunk where plates, when fixed, will bear on other work, and where they form the inner surfaces of
aqueduct pipes. All riveting to be done in the neatest and most workmanlike manner.
Wrought-iron
230. Wrought-iron gratings to be of the exact dimensions, straight or1 curved, as the case may be, gratings.
the bars spaced and riveted as shown, all bars to have rounded-off top surfaces. All hooks, rings, and
chains attached to flushing valves, itc to be galvanised before being fixed in the works,
lengths
shown on drawing, and as may be ordered, consisting of Wroiufht-lroti
231. Wrought-iron ladders
_
ladders.
21 in. x | in. uprights, spaced 13£ inches apart, and £ inch round bar rungs spaced 12 inches from centre
to centre. Joints of uprights to occur only at supports, where directed, Supports, spaced as shown, to
rights with -J-inch screw-bolts, stiffened
consist of two 6 in. x 3 in. x 3 in. x -j| in. channel irons fixed
off at ends, at tup and bottom, with Jdneh plates varying from 12 inches to 131 inches in length, riveted
on to top and bottom flanges of channel irons, as shown.

Cftst-iron Work.

232. The whole of the castings to be perfectly sound, free from all cold shuts, honeycomb, holes, or castinR.
other defects : to be cast in dry sand moulds, unless where otherwise directed.
233.
232—E
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233. All .castings to be true in sectional fo™, straight longitudinaliy where shown to be so, or of
such shapes, projections, curves, angles, and forms as shown on drawings ; and each portion of such castings
to be of equal strength aud of the specified thickness throughout its respective length,
234. The external and internal surfaces of all castings to be perfectly clean and smooth and in
strict accordance with sections.
Casting
235. All cylinders and pipes fo be cast vertically, with the socket or flanged end downwards : to be
cylinders tmd
straight longitudinally; all straight pipes witli faucet, or flanged, and with spigot ends, to have the latter
pipes.
east 9 inches longer than shown on drawings : all cylinders to be east with such head of metal as shall be
directed. After the castings have been cleaned and coated, the head of metal over the cylinders, and the
9 inches at spigot ends of pipes to be out olf, so as to leave same perfectly square on section and true and
equal in circumference, so as to fit the socket, leaving an equal space all round of the exact thickness shown
on drawings for lead joints.
Faucet ends.
236. The faucet of each pipe or o;isting to be perfectly square and true, of the exact dimensions
shown on drawings, and to be cast with a groove of the size and depth as required by the Engineer. The
Faucet for
faucet of large circular and oval pipe for expansion joints to be cast as shown with an inner narrower
cx|>ansion joint.
faucet and projecting rim, and both inner sides of narrower faucet and of projecting rim to be truly turned
and polished.
'
Feathers and
237.
The
feathers
and
flanges,
where
sucli
are
shown,
to
be
of
the
exact
widths, forms, and thick
flanges.
nesses, and all surfaces of contact to be planed and turned to true and even faces,
238. All spigot ends for expansion joints, where shown on drawings, to be cast witli a recessed end
Spigot ends for
expansion joints. for reception of wrought-iron ferrule on inner face, and a corresponding projecting face on the outside;
said recessed inner and projecting outside faces to be truly turned and polished todhe exact cross section
for reception of lead joint, gun-metal packing ring, aud wrought-iron cover-plate, as the case may be.
Thimbles for
239. The thimbles for expansion jomts for large, circular, and oval pipes, to be cast with faucets as
expansion joints.
described in clause 236, and with wcb-plates, ribs, and bed-plates cored out, with' bosses truly bored for
heads of anchor-bolts ; the whole to be of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions, as shown on drawings.
Gas-check
240. The flanges of gas-check frames to be provided with a projecting face, planed and turned to
frames.
true and even faces, of the exact dimensions shown on drawings.
Boring holes.
.
241. All holes in hinge-brackets at top of gas-check frames to be truly bored to the diameter
required for the reception of hinge-bolts.
Bolt holes.
242. All bolt-holes to be of tlie exact sizes, spaced as shown, and to be truly bored and turned.
243. All flange-joints, unless where otherwise directed, to be made tight with red lead.
Flange joints.
Penstock frames,
244. brames of penstocks to be of the different parts, and of the exact shapes, forms, and dimen
sions, with all screw and bolt-holes, and the exact circular valve openings, with flanged end at back,
projecting rim round opening in front and at sides of same, with cap-pieces on top, upiight slide frames,
flanged, bolted together, cored out with bosses and web-plates between, to receive front guide-plate, with
inner projecting faces screwed into bosses of upright frames. Guide-pieces, with flange and web, faced
on surface of contact, with boss in centre, the latter truly bored and turned for reception of brasses and
spindle to pass through, fitted with bolt-holes, and screwed on to guide-plates,
*
Landing jfrafcae
245.
All
landing
and
other
plates
and
grates
to
be
complete
with
fibs,
flanges,
hinged and other
and plated.
lids, close or ventilating covers, girders of the exact shapes, forms, dimensions, projections, recesses, &c.,
as shown on drawing.
Valve blades for
246. Valve blades to be of the exact diameters, forms, shapes, and dimensions, with circular
penstocks,
projecting faces back mid front, and vertical projecting faces corresponding with and bearing on projecting
faces of guide-plates aud framing, and vertical racks or brackets, with eyednoles truly bored^foi- fixing foot
of valve spindle, as tlie case may be. All searings to be truly faced mid bored out to receive gun-metal
faces, aud all stuffing boxes, glands, foot-step bearings, and journal-boxes, to be bored and turned ami
polished where directed.
.
Sundry ironsvork
247. All girders, brackets, standards, wheels for chains, and balance weights, tubes, boxes, glands,
to he turned and
plummer-blocks, and boxes for lifting or turning spindles, as the case may be, foot-brackets for upper
bored.
spindles, flanged pipes for spindles, street-boxes, <tc., of the different parts, and of the exact lengths, forms,
and dimensions, to be truly faced, turned, and polished at all joints, horod and turned for reception of
screws, nuts, and brasses, with all bolts and screw-holes of the sizes shown, bolted at all joints, and all faces
of flange-joints and working parts and other faces, where directed, to be truly planed, turned, faced, and
scraped, to the necessary surfaces.
'
*
Penstocks,,
,
All
.penstocks,
scour-valves,
Ac.,
to
be
carefully
and
truly
fitted
and
fixed
together,
with
all
scour-valves'to
lifting and turning-gear, gun-metal facings, spindles, wrought-iron work, street-boxes, screws, bolts, nuts,
be fitted,
Ac., complete, in strict accordance with drawings and dimensions figured thereonj and all valves to close
watertight.
Flushing valve.
249. The frame and flap-valve of flushing valve, with bracket, pulley, Ac., to be complete, with
wrought-iron galvanised chain, to be cast of the exact diameter, shapes, forms, and dimensions : the
flushing valves to have a projecting rim all round, the inner face truly faced and turned to a “ \/ shape ”
of the exact dimensions, so that when tho flap is placed in position the edge of the \J rim to lie exactly
against the centre line of the square tuck or lead-packing of opposite groove in frame, planed out to a
dovetail for the purpose.
’
Couplings.
250. Couplings, flanged, turned, bored, faced, with turned and bored spigot and faucet, and boltboles of tbe exact diameters, to be of the exact forms and dimensions for making joints of valvespindles, Ac.
'
Cast-iron frame.
251. Cast-iron frame with 22-inch diameter opening, with non-ventilating lid fitting easily into
frame, complete with sawn and tarred ironbark wood-bricks fitted into panels, the whole to he in strict
accordance with drawings and dimensions shown thereon.
Scupper-pipes,
252. Scupper-pipes, with cistern-heiids, and grating-cover for inlets of scupper-pipes, and plain
ginting-eover-i,
aud cover-plates. cover-plates over inlets of scupper-pipes, as shown, to bo cast to ihe exact shapes, forms, with the exact
openings, and fo the dimensions figured on drawings.
Stop-board
253. All grooves for stop-boards to be cast with a connecting ledge at top, to be cut off when
grooves.
casting is completed. All grooves to be cast true, nf the exact dimensions, shapes, and forms ; and all
working parts of frames and slide-valves, grooves, aud stop-plates, to be truly planed and faced so as to fit,
but .not too tight. All stop-plates to be complete with wrought-iron shackles, 12-foot galvanised chain,
hook, and rings.
Gun-metal

Castings,
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Gun-mctnl Work.
254. All portions tinted yellow on drawings, as in nuts, bolts, shackles, hearings, and working parts,
nuts and naves of wheels, seatings of valves, penstocks, standards, hangers, and brackets, and all other
brasses in working and lifting gear, &c., to he made of gun-metal. The gas-check flaps to be of rmintz Cns-uheek Haps,
or delta metal.

.

255. The whole of tho castings to "he solid and perfectly sound, and free from all honeycomb, holes, Cnstme*.
or other defects.

_

_

256. All spindles to be c'ist on end, having a riser on top of each not less than 3 feet in height, after Spindles,
which they are to be turned and finished to the exact lengths and diameters; to he straight, and work
true in stuffing boxes, nuts, glands, Ac.
.
_
257. All screw' ends and nuts, unless where otherwise specified and directed, to be angular, Nuts ami screws,
threaded with the correct pitch and angle; and all naves of wheels, nuts for lifting gear in standards and
for off-let valves, bearing nuts of end brackets for shafts, Ac., where shown, to be turned with the square
thread and correct pitch, and angle of the Whitworth screw'.
258. All nuts, naves, pins, lubricators, shackles, eyeholes, sockets, hinges, hinge-holts, guide and CjiinemHircc-^
other brasses in phnnmer blocks, brackets, standards, valves, penstocks, Ac., to bo truly bored, turned, work,
faced, and finished to the exact lengths and diameters, shapes, and forms, and to be straight and work
true on all bearings and working faces.
25!). All projecting rims, straps, eyehole brackets, Ac., to be provided and fitted on to gas-check Gas-checks.
flaps, to be cast of the sizes, shapes, and forms as shown on drawings, to be faced on surface of contact, 0lir ^
and to be soldered on to the flaps wTith zinc, after having been placed truly in position, and then riveted
as shown. All gas-check fiaps to be of the exact thickness shown on drawings. When the rims and
straps for each flap are not east in one casting, then they are to be cast, in parts as shall be directed : and
prior to fixing such parts in position, they are to be truly fitted and jointed together. All such joints to
be scarfed and braced, as, viz., the edges filed or scraped clean and bright, covered witli spelter and
powdered borax, and exposed in a clear fire to a heat sufficient to melt the solder, which, for all scarfjoints, to be an alloy composed of four parts of copper to three of zinc. All scarf-joints to be placed
where directed. All hinge axles to be truly turned. All links of shackles to be made with one joint,
scarfed, brazed, and riveted together.
260. At expansion joints of large cast-iron pipes, where shown, a gun-niehd packing ring of tho packing ring,
size specified, to be provided, placed, and fitted round spigot end of pipe, carefully set up flush with end
face of inner recess of faucet.
■
261. All portions of castings, as exposed surfaces of nuts, hinge-bolts, hinges, shackles, rims, straps,
brackets, hooks, links, Ac., are to be cleaned as they leave the mould, and all irregularities to be removed.
All other portions of gun-metal work to be truly faced on all surfaces. All gun-inctal hieings and fittings
to he truly turned and faced cm all surfaces, to fit exactly, to be forced into positions, screwed where
shown, and to sit perfectly firm and true.
Wronghi-iron Work, Gun-metal Work, and Oast-iron Work.
262. The whole of the wrought-iron, cast-iron, and gun-metal work to be of firet-rate quality and
,
workmanship, in strict accordance with the specification mid the dimensions and patterns shown cm the "or l!1tt ^ !
drawings, and any details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of the contract.
263. "Wrought and cast ironwork and gun-metal work not to be more than 3 per cent, below the weights,
scheduled weight, and the contractor shall only be entitled to payment of the weights as per schedule, at
the various prices set forth therein, and payment will not be made for any excess on such weights.
264. All ironwork and gun-metal work supplied by Government to tho contractor to lie delivered Contract^to
free of charge at the various sites of the works where they arc required. For each article so delivered for iroiivork
the contractor shall give a written receipt, after winch he shall be held solely responsible for same; and supplied,
shall, if any such article bo lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, refund tbe cost to tho Government.
265. All ironwork and gun-metal work, Ac., provided by the Government, which, at the completion surplus ironof the contract, by direction of the Engineer, lias not been built or permanently fixed in the works, shall work.
be conveyed by tlie contractor to the site of the Field Office, or lo the iron store at Cumperdown, as may
be directed.
Painting.
266. All wrought-iron work (except where otherwise sped fled and directed) before leaving the wrought-iron
foundry to be scraped and cleaned, and well coated with boiled linseed oil; and, prior to being fixed in "ork'
position (excluding internal surfaces of circular and oval wrought-iron tubing, and excepting all working
parts) after it has been cleaned and scraped free from scales, Ac., and inspected, to receive two coats qf
anti-corrosive paint over all surfaces, and after being fixed in position, to be finished with two coatq of
best oil-coiour, in approved tints.
267. All bolt-heads, washers, nuts, straps, and all other exposed ironwork of timber bridges above
level of kerbs, ordnance fencing, Ac., to be finished with two coats of black varnish instead of oil-colour.
268. The whole of the cast-iron work to be pi'operly cleaned immediately ;Jter completion; and, Cast-iron work,
uftor being inspected, except where otherwise specified, to receive over all surfaces two coats of anti
corrosive paint (except working parts and joints), and to be finished afterwards with two coats of best
oil-colour, in approved tints.
.
269. All carpenter’s work of timber bridges above level of kerbs, and all ordnance fencing above Car^mto’e
ground, handrails, travelling cranes, Ac., to be properly prepared, knotted and primed, and painted with "or '
four coats of best oil-colour, finished with approved tints. All tenons, mortises, notches, halvings, joints,
scarfs aud butting surfaces, to receive two coats of approved paint before being fixed in position.
270. No paint to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of timber or
metal work is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours must elapse between each application.
Tarring.
•
271. All east-iron cylinders, pipes, short lengths, bends, junctions, and any other castings, Ac., OnstiriKs.
which will be placed or laid under water, or which are to be covered up in earth, concrete, Ac., and all non
ventilating man-hole covers, street-boxes, flushing-flaps and frames, scupper pipes, precipitating tanks,
grooves,
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Wrought-iron

'

Timber work.

■

grooves, landing plates and frames, grates, cover-plates, gulley grates, &c., as soon they have been cast and
inspected, to be properly cleaned and then heated, and whilst hot to be dipped or coated twice in hot
gas-tar.
_
_
_ 272, All flat, segmental, and buckled plates, rolled girders, bulb J irons, Jcc., before being placed
in position, unless otherwise ordered, to receive one coat of tar, and after erection is completed, to receive a
second coat; the tar to be coal tar, mixed with kerosene in the proportion of three of tar to one of kerosene
and applied hot.
‘
.
273. Kerbs, flooring planks, timber in girders, longitudinal stringers, cross-girders, corbels, capsilis,
sills, piles, pier-bracing, abutment platforms, ends of handrail posts below level of tops of kerbs, to receive
three coats of tar and composition; tlie first coat to be all tar laid on hot, the second and third coats to bo
composed of seven parts coal tar, four parts of Stockholm tar, and one part of pitch thoroughly melted
together and applied hot, tlie last coat on top of deck to be well sprinkled with a layer of clean sharp sand
and lime. All joints and butting surfaces to be well payed with the hot composition before fixing, and in
finished work the composition to be poured into interstices and joints. Any timber inaccessible for tarring
when fixed, to receive three coats before being placed in position.
_
2f4. No tar to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of iron or
timber is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours to elapse between each application,

Tar Varnish.
J"wrour
''‘'hole of the interior surfaces (working parts and joints excepted) of the wrought-iron
work™8 ,r011 circular and oval tubes, cast-iron thimbles, expansion joint castings, short lengths of wist-iron circular and
oval pipes, <fcc., after having been placed in position in the works, to be thoroughly cleaned of all scales,
rust, and previous coating of linseed oil or' paint, <tc., and then to bo coated twice with a tar-varnish com
posed of 30 gal. of coal tar, fresh, with all its naphtha retained, 6 lb. tallow, ]£lb. resin, 3 lb. lamp-black,
and 30 lb. freshly-slacked lime finely sifted ; all materials to be approved of, and then to be intimately
mixed as shall be directed, and applied hot, like paint.
.
Day Labour.
276. When “day labour” is required by the Superintending Officer to execute any works other than
those for which a special pi'ice is given in the schedule of quantities and prices, the contractor shall provide
the same at the several rates for “day labour ” inserted in said schedule.
To include.
The price for day labour' is to include supervision as well as all tiols, lighting, and implements of
every kind necessary for carrying on the work, and shall be returned in the usual monthly nro^ress
certificate.
^ n o
Accounts to bo
.
piThe
accounts
for
this
“day
labour”
shall,
however,
be
rendered
by
contracter
to
the Super
sent in half
weekly.
intending Officer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and
Thursday, failing this he shall lose all claim to payments for the “ day labour ” performed “by him during
the preceding throe days.
Length of day
_
278. The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and
night-work being ordered, it is fo be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for
day-work.
Measurements and Payments.
Contractor to bo
219. The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making the
present.
same. If he fail to attend after twenty-four hours’ notice in writing has been delivered to him of the
Superintending Officer’s intention to take measurements, and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall lie binding on tlie
contractor.
,
280. On satisfactory completion of any portion of the works, and at all other suitable times, tlie
When and how
measurements
arc to be made. dimensions of such work shall be measured by the Superintending Officer, as specified, and recorded in a
book kept for that purpose : and these quantities shall serve as the basis for arriving at the contract sum
on completion of contract.
Progress pay*
. 281.' For the purpose of making progress payments, the dimensions of still unfinished portions of
mcnfcs.
the work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to the
ultimate acceptance or rejection of sucli unfinished portion of work.
Contractor to
282. The contractor shall sign the measurement book each month, before the monthly progress
sign measure*
payments are made, accepting the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts. Should ho, however, disagree
ment book.
with the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, he is at once to state in the measurement book in what
particulars he disagrees, and the grounds of Iris disagreement: and unless this is done it is to be distinctly
understood that the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, as recorded in the measurement book, shall
bo binding.
.
1
Final measure*
283. Tlie final measurements, based upon the measurements made during tlie progress of the
merits.
works, will be prepared within thirty days, or as nearly as may lie after the completion of tho work ; and
the contractor will he required to accept such measurement before the fixed deposit is returned.
Trices piven in
schedule.

Junction with other Contracts. '
284. If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of tho sections.
'
Suspension of Works.
.
_
285, The contractor shall suspend the whole or any portion of the works, on receiving a written
notice to that effect from the Engineer. He shall have no claim for loss or damage on this account, and
such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the contract;, but a commensurate extension of time for completing
the works will be granted to the contractor-, as set forth in clause 24 of the General Conditions.
Duties.
286. In the event of any materials being imported by contractor for use on this contract, no
refund will be made of any duties which may be legally chargeable on such materials ; and the contractor
shall hear and pay all duty stamps, licenses, building or surveyor’s fees or other charges or fees whatsoever
legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities.
Teslina
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Testing the Whole of the Works.
287. It is to be distinctly understood that, on completion of tho works, the Engineer shall have the
power of ordering, and having the sewers, or portions of same, ric.. closed in such order its he shall direct,
and the whole of the sewers and aqueduct tubes, Arc., filled with water for such a time as he may deem
necessary for the purpose of testing the works; and any injuries, faults of whatsoever description, caused
by or detected in consequence of such testing, to the work, shall he at once repaired, replaced by new
work, and made good, the whole expense being borne solely by the contractor; and, after the completion
of these repairs, replacing with new works, and making good any damages, injuries, faults, &c., the whole
of the works shall again be tested, as before described, until they shall be satisfactory to the Engineer.
This is tlie schedule to specification marked “C” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated tlie 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
JOHN CAK.TE'K.
Witness,—H. F. Noiuue.
FRANK MOO REHOUSE GUMMOW
(By Ids Attorney, John Carteii).
This is the schedule to specification marked “ C ” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated 16th day of May, a.h. 1895.
'
Witness,—H. F. Nourie.'
JAMES GILL AN.
This is tlie schedule to specification marked (tC” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—H. F. Noukie.
GEO. FORREST.
D.
General Conditions.

Interpretation of Terms.

'

1. Whenever the terms hereafter explained in the present clause occur in those or any special conditions,
or in the contract or specification, they shall be hold to mean, and shall mean, as follows :—

“Government” shall mean the Government of New South Wales promoting this undertaking,
“ Minister” shall mean the Secretary for Public Works of tlie Colony of New South Wales for tho
time being.
“Engineer” shall mean tlie Engineer-jn-Cluef having tlie principal charge of the works, or the
person acting as such for the time being.
“ Superintending Officer” shall mean any person or persons who may from time to time be entrusted
with the superintendence of tho works on behalf of the Government.
“ Contractor” slmll mean the person or persons who contracted to execute the works.
“ Special conditions” shall mean any “ special conditions” hereto attached and forming part of
tho contract; and such special conditions shall he read with the general conditions as part and parcel of
the contract.
“Schedule of prices” shall mean the rates at which the contractor has offered or agreed to execute
the contract, where tlie same is based on a schedule of prices ; and be the basis on which tbe value of
any extra works or of any deductions shall lie calculated, and progress payments made, whether the contract
be one of a schedule of prices or a bulk sum.
“ Plans” shall mean and include all drawings referring to tho works and explanatory of, or
supplementary to, tlie specification.
“Works” shall mean the works set out in the specification and plans, or, in the event of there
being no plans, in tlie specification only.
“Net claim” shall mean the sum claimed by the contractor after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due.
“Net award" shall mean the sum awarded on arbitration, after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due,
.
Supply of Labour, Materials, and Flani.
2. Tho contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to the contrary,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, materials, and plant, and everything which the Engineer
may consider nocosKary for the proper and complete poriorniance of this contract. No materials or plant
placed on tho site of tho works shall be removed therefrom, or otherwise disposed of, without the consent
of the Engineer.
Plans, Spec ficalions, iLc.
,
3. The plans and specifications represent generally the fonn, dimensions, and description of the
several works. Whore any discrepancy exists between the dimensions as indicated by tlie scale and those
marked in figures, tlie figures are to be considered as correct, and are to be taken in all cases in preference
to the measurements by scale. Or if there be any discrepancy between the figures or dimensions, or the
form of construction, or the material as indicated in the plans, and the dimensions and materials given in
tlie specification, the directions of the specification shall he adopted; and in all cases of defective descrip
tion, or any ambiguity, the explanation given by the Engineer shall be binding upon the contractor. Also,
anything contained in the plans, and not in the specification, or anything contained in the specification
and not shown in tlie plans, shall be equally binding as if it were contained in both. If neither specifica
tion nor plans contain any mention of minor parts, which, in tho opinion of the Engineer, are reasonably
and obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, such parts arc to be provided by tho
contractor without any extra charge, as if they were specially mentioned, and shall be deemed to be, and
hereby are, included in this contract.
All
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All works described in, or implied by, tlie specification or shown in any of the plans, or set forth
in any lists or tables thereon, or attached thereto, as well as those expressly provided for, are to be made
and executed in every detail conformably to the several plans already prepared or which may be prepared
hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance with tho provisions of the specification and
conditions, and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Copies of Plans, dec.
4. A copy of all plans and specifications required by the contractor for canying on the works will
bo provided by the Government, but must be returned [before a final certificate for the work can be given.
Any additional copies which may be required and are supplied by the Department shall be paid for by the
contractor at a rate to be fixed by the Engineer,
Setting out Works.
5. Tlie works will be set out—that is to say, all necessary centre lines and levels will be given (o
the contractor—except in the case of buildings, when, in the absence of setting out, a block plan will he
supplied, from which he must work ; but the contractor must satisfy himself of the accuracy of the
setting out, as no work incorrectly set out or improperly executed will be paid for.
Protecting aud maintaining Signals and Marks.
6. All bench marks, pegs, and signals on the surface, and all alignments, and level marks under
ground put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor’s
work, will be confided to the care of the contractor. He shall, at his own expense, take all proper and
reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true position ; in the event, how
ever, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever, they may, if
necessary, be replaced by tho Engineer or Superintending Officer at the' contractor's expense, and the
cost thereof deducted from any moneys then due or thereafter becoming due to the contractor.
Possession of Ground.
7. In giving the contractor possession of the site it shall not be deemed that he is to have the
exclusive possession, but only a limited possession ; that is to say, such possession as will enable him to
perform the works comprised in this contract. The Minister may at any time take possession of any
portion of the works or ground or intended site of the works for the purpose of carrying on any other
works or for any purpose whatsoever. The contractor must procure for himself all other land which he
may deem requisite for any temporary purposes, or for his own convenience.
Access to Works.
8. The Engineer, or any other person authorised by him, shall have free and uninterrupted access at
all times to the works, and during working hours to any workshop or premises, not on the site of the works,
where materials may he in preparation or stored for the purpose of this contract. The contractor shall
give the Engineer all particulars as to the mode and place of manufacture of any of the materials proposed
to he used in connection with this contract, and shall facilitate in every way the inspection of the same.
Contractor’s Risk.
9. The contractor shall take upon himself the whole risk of executing the works to the satisfaction
of the Engineer, and in accordance with tho plans, sections, and specifications.
Contractor to be represented.
10. The contractor at all times during the progress of the works, when lie is not personally super
intending them, must have a responsible agent or overseer in charge to receive instructions from the
Superintending Officer or Engineer, and to represent the contractor for all purposes of this contract.
Any notice or any written instructions to he given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered when given or delivered to the contractor or his
representative at the work, or left at the contractor’s usual or last-known place of abode or business.
Order of Procedure.
11. The Engineer shall have full power to decide in what order in point of time the various parts
of the work or works comprised under this contract shall be carried out.
Power of Entry.
12. The Engineer shall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contmct, to enter
upon, by himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of the work coni prised under this con
tract, and Ins doing so shall in no wise be held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor in respect
of this contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work so entered upon, by reason of any
proved carelessness, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, of any employee of the Government, in which
event the contractor shall be free from liability on account thereof, hut not otherwise.
Instructions to be obeyed.
13. Should the contractor refuse or neglect to carry out the instructions of the Engineer or the
Superintending Officer, the Engineer shall have the power of suspending the usual monthly certificate until
such instructions have been complied with.
Power to dismiss men.
14. The Engineer may require the dismissal, within twenty-four hours by the contractor, of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed on the works, and in the event of the
contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisitions, all further payments on account of the
work may he stopped until such dismissal is effected.
Bad
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}}&d Materials or Improper Works to be removed.
15. The contractor shall be bound to remove, -within twenty-four hours, if written notice from the
Engineer or Superintending Officer to that effect be given, any materials or work, whether fixed or not,
which mav appear to the Engineer to be of an inferior or improper description j and, in case of refusal,
the Engineer shall have the power to get such materials or work removed at the contractor’s expense, and
to withhold all payments until such instructions have been complied with.
■
Kxtra JFbr&s—Omissions of Works.
16. If at any time whilst the works are in hand it shall be deemed expedient by the Engineer to
order material or work of a different description to that specified, or to increase or diminish the dimensions
or extent of any works to be done under this contract, or to alter their situation or vary the form or
dimensions of any of the said works, or of any part thereof, or to make any deviation or to substitute one
class of work for another, he shall have full power to do so, and to order and direct any such increase, dim
inution, alteration, deviation, or substitution, and the works involved in any such increase, alteration, deviation,
or substitution, shall be executed by tho contractor if of the class of works provided for in the schedule of
prices, at such schedule prices ; and no such increase, diminution, alteration, deviation, or substitution of
works shall in any way annul or set aside this contract, or extend the time for the completion thereof,
unless the Minister shall see fit to grant .such extension; but such additions or alterations shall be measured
and paid for. or deducted from the contractor’s account, as the case may require, according to the
schedule of prices. Provided that if any portion of the works so ordered to be done shall not be, in the
opinion of the Engineer, of the same value or class of works provided for in the schedule of prices, the
same shall lie executed by the contractor at such prices as may be agreed upon with tlie Engineer; but
if the contractor and Engineer cannot agree as to the price to be paid, the Engineer may order and direct
tlie same to be done by such person or persons as he may think fit. Before any extra work, or work of an
altered value or class, "is undertaken by the contractor, it shall be imperative for him to procure an order
in writing from the Engineer for carrying out such extra or variation of work, and the contractor shall
not be entitled to any payment for such extras or variations unless he produce the written order for the
same, as aforesaid, and he shall not bo entitled to plead that tbe Engineer omitted to give such written
order, as it is to be distinctly understood that the onus of obtaining such order shall be on the contractor.
The contractor shall not be entitled to any other rate than the schedule rate on any plea that the work
was in a different-position or of a different class from, or in a more difficult position than that shown on
plan or specification, or carried out under circumstances not contemplated in the specification, unless an
agreement entitling him to payment by other than the schedule rates shall have been previously made and
signed by the Engineer and tlie contractor.
Valuation of Omissions.
17. The Engineer shall have the power to direct the omission of tlie carrying out of any part or
parts of the said works, but not amounting to the omission of the whole ; and the value of such work so
omitted in such case, calculated at the schedule rates, or in the event of there being no schedule rates,
calculated on the basis of the proportionate value which such work bears to the lump sum, as ascertained
by the Engineer, whose decision on that point shall be final, shall be deducted from the contract sum,
subject, however, to arbitration clauses 2?os. 36 to 4-1.
Met Measurements.
18. The whole of tlie work shall he executed and paid for according to the contract dimensions,
mid no allowance will be made for any excess of dimensions above those found on the working plans now'
exhibited, or which may be afterwai-ds supplied, notwithstanding any general or local custom to tlie con
trary, unless such excess has been expressly ordered. In the case of dressed masonry all cubic measure
ments will be taken at the extremes, and in the case of rock-faced masonry all measurements will jbe
taken to the draft. With regard to timber, all framed work will be paid to extremes, but in no case will
scurfs in howm or round logs be paid for.
Contractor liable for injury to adjoining Lands, Properties, (fee.
19. The contractor shall not commit any act of trespass, and shall effectually protect all adjoining
properties and owners thereof against any loss, damage, or injury that may occur through the carrying oh
of the works, whether to buildings, goods, property of any kind, or to persons; and in case any such
trespass be committed, or any such loss, damage, or injury occur, tlie contractor shall make full compen
sation, and shall make good all or any such loss, damage, or injuiy ; and if any such compensation for
trespass, or any such loss, damage, or injury be recovered against the Government in the first instance, it
may be deducted from any money due or coming due to the contractor under this contract, or may be
recoverable from the contractor or his sureties as liquidated damages in that respect incurred.
Damages, fee., to be paid for by the Contractor.
20. All damage, injury, or loss that may happen to the works from any cause whatever during their
progress must be made good by the contractor at his own expense ; and the whole of the works must he
delivered up, complete in every respect, according to this contract, and the care and maintenance of all
works under this contract shall remain with the contractor until the Engineer shall, by notice in writing
under his hand, inform tlie contractor that he bus taken charge thereof ; and until such notice shall have
been given, tho contractor shall be responsible for all accidents, from whatever cause arising, and shall
make good all damages thereto.
Contractor not to Sublet Works or Assign Moneys.
21. The contractor shall not assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or
mortgage, charge or encumber all or any of the moneys payable or to become payable under this contract,
or any other benefit whatsoever arising, or which may arise, under this contract, to any person without
the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained. The contractor for each and every breach .of
this condition shall he liable to pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages ;
and the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums due to the
contractor
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contractor under this or any other contract with the Government, And any permission to assign or underlet
works to be done under this contract shall not discharge the contractor from any liability in respect of this
contract, and shall extend only to the permission actually given, but not so as to prevent any proceedings
for any subsequent breach of tins condition; and all i-ights under these conditions shall remain in full
force, and shall be available as against any such subsequent breach.
Truck System not allowed.
22. The workmen and labourers of every class employed on the works shall be paid their wages in
full, in money, current coin of the Colony, at least once in every month, and no ticket or other system of
payment by provisions, liquors, or goods will on any pretence be allowed ; nor shall the contractor, or any
person or persons employed by him, or in any way connected with him, establish any shop for the supply
of provisions, liquors, or goods ; nor shall the contractor oblige his workmen to take provisions, liquors, or
goods of any kind from any person in particular. The workmen and labourers of every class shall he paid
on the works if it he possible, or in some building in the vicinity; and in no case shall they he paid at a
public-house or other place where liquors or refreshments arc sold. The contractor, for each and every
breach of this condition, shall pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages ; and
the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums due to tlie contractor
under this or any other contract with the Government.
Pcdcer of the Government fo fay Workmen anil Tradesmen,
23. Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the Engineer may require from him a
statutory declaration that the tradesmen supplying materials for or incidental to tho works, and the
workmen and labourer's of every class employed on the works, have been paid their claims of every kind in
full, in current coin of the Colony, and to the latest date at which such wages or claims are due; and the
Engineer may withhold the payment of any money that may be due or become due to the contractor until
such declaration has been made and delivered to him.
If tlie contractor shall fail or omit to pay the claims of any such tradesmen, workmen, or labourers,
in the current coin of tlie Colony, it shall be lawful for the Minister or the Engineer, as often ns the same
shall happen, upon complaint of sucli failure or omission made by any such tradesman, workman, or
labourer, and upon proof to the satisfaction of the Minister or Engineer of such failure or omission to pay
the amount of such claim to such tradesman, workman, or labourer, and to deduct the same amount from
any money thou due or owing, or thereafter to become due or owing, to the contractor under this contract.
Delay by Minister.
24. If the contractor shall not be able to obtain possession of any portion of the ground required
for the execution of the works to be done in connection with this contract, or if from the non-delivery,
or any delay in the delivery to tlie contractor, of any materials which under this contract the Minister is
to supply, or from any cause whatever arising out of the acts or defaults of the Minister, or any officers
or Servants in his employment, or from any accident happening to the said works during their progress not
arising from tlie neglect or default of the contractor or his servants or workmen, the contractor shall be
delayed or impeded in the execution of his contract, the contractor may from time to time within seven
days of the happening or occurring of such act, default, or accident, apply in writing to the Engineer for
an extension of time on account of such act, default, or accident, setting forth the cause of such appli
cation, and the Engineer shall, if the Minister think the cause sufficient, but not otherwise, allow by
writing under his hand such an extension of time as the Minister shall think adequate; and the penalties,
sets-off, and deductions to which under this contract the contractor is liable shall not attach until the
expiration of such extension of time, but shall attach, and the contractor shall become liable to the same
from the date of the expiration of such extended time or times. And unless the contractor shall make
such application within the time and in the manner aforesaid, and unless and until the Minister shall allow
such extension or extensions of time as aforesaid, the contractor shall not by reason of any delay arising
from the cause or causes aforesaid, or any of them, he relieved in any way or to any extent of his liability
to finish and complete the works within the time in this contract specified; and in default of his so doing,
to pay and be subject to the liquidated damages, deductions, and sets-off as in these conditions provided ;
nor shall the Minister lie deprived in any way or to any extent of his right to deduct or recover any sum
or sums as liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a penalty or to make deductions or sets-off
which under this contract ho is entitled to make, deduct, set-off, or receive from the contractor for or by
reason or on account of any delay in the completion of the work or any portion of the same, nor shall the
rights, powers, and authorities by these conditions given to or vested in him be in any way affected.
Patent Bights to be included,
25. The contracfor is to include in his tender the amount of all patent rights and royalties which
may be claimed by any patentee or patentees for the manufacture and use of any portion of this work, and
must undertake to liquidate the same when required to do so.
.Free Passes, .jc.
_
26, No free passes on any of the Government liailways will be granted either to the contractor or
his agents, nor will any materials or articles of any description be conveyed free of charge.
Conditions not to be Waived.
27. None of the conditions of this contract shall be varied, waived, and discharged, or released,
either at law or in equity, unless by the express consent of the Minister, testified in writing under his hand.
Progress Payments icithout Prejudice.
_
28. No progress payment given to the contractor shall prevent the Engineer from at any future
time before the final settlement rejecting all unsound materials and improper workmanship discovered
subsequently to the giving of any previous payment; and notwithstanding any approval given or made by
the Superintending Officer that portions or the whole of the works have been satisfactorily performed, the
Engineer may require the contractor to remove or amend at any future time previously to (.he final payment
on

on account of the work, any work that may be found not in accordance with this contract: and the con
tractor must remove and amend at his own cost all such work when so required ; and if he refuse or neglect
to do so, tbe Engineer shall have the power to carry out such work, and to deduct the whole cost thereof
from aiiy moneys that may be due, or that may become due, to the contractor.
If, in the opinion of the Engineer, further inquiry is necessaiy or desirable before any progress
payment 1S made, he shall have the power to withhold the certificate on which sucli pavment would have
been made, for any period which he may consider necessary for the purpose of such inquiiy.
Security.
29. Within fourteen days after the notice of the acceptance of his tender shall hare been given to
the contractor, or posted to the address of his last-known place of business or residence, he shall deposit
with the Minister, or at the option of the Minister, in some bank or banks in Sydney, upon fixed deposit in
the name of the Minister, a sum calculated at tlie rate of £5 for every £100 or part thereof on the amount
of his tender up to the sum of £100,000, and at the rate of £1 for every £100 or part thereof in addition,
for any amount over that sum, to be held by the Minister as security for the due and proper performance
and completion of this contract until the Engineer has certified that the whole of the work in the said
contract has been completed to his satisfaction, or until this contract has been cancelled by the Minister
under the power given to him in that respect under clause 32 of these conditions, in which last-mentioned
event happemng the money so deposited shaU become forfeited to the Crown, and shall be held by the
Colonial Treasurer, for and on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, as liquidated damages. If, however,
tins contract shall not have been cancelled under the said clause, and if the works comprised in this
contract are not completed within the time mentioned in clause 34 of these conditions, the liquidated
damages which under the last-mentioned clause are made payable to the Minister may be deducted and
taken from the money so deposited,
■
If the contractor fail t-o deposit the sum as hereinbefore provided within fourteen days from the
acceptance of the tender, or if he fail to execute the contract for the due performance of the works
mentioned m the said tender, the Minister shall have the option of and full power and authority to declare
sudi acceptance to he annulled, m which case the amount of the preliminary deposit will be absolutely
loneited^to the Crown, as provided by the Regulations of the Tender Board.
Bo tenderer will be authorised to proceed with the work tendered for until he lias made the deposit
as atoresaid, and has executed the required contract for the due performance of the said works, it being
hereby declared that for all or any work done or materials found and provided by the contractor before
tlie due execution of the said contract, or the said moneys being deposited as aforesaid, he shall not have
any right ot action, claim, or demand against the Minister.
The contractor will be entitled to receive any interest that may be payable upon the fixed deposit
ot the money, if the money be placed in a bank at fixed deposit, as such interest becomes payable : but it
is expressly declared that the Minister is not to be held liable or answerable in any way for any 'loss on
the money so deposited, or for any loss of interest from the fixed deposit not being renewed.
Payments.
30. Progress payments may be made once in every month, unless the same shall become not payable
by reason of anything contained in these conditions, on the certificate of the Engineer, as the ‘work
proceeds, in the proportion of 80 per cent, of the value of the work returned, until tho sum retained
• reaches the amount of the deposit provided for in the preceding clause, when no further deductions will be
made. The amount of the retention money will be held by the Minister, in addition to the cash security,
unless otherwise provided for in the specification, until the Engineer lias certified that the whole of the
works have been satisfactorily completed, and the period specified for the maintenance of the said works
Inis expired, and all accounts finally adjusted, when the retention money, in addition to the cash security,
will be paid to the contractor; and it is expressly declared that until a certificate has been given by the
Engineer to the Minister that the work done by the contractor lias been executed and completed to his
satisfaction, the contractor shall have no right or claim in respect of any work done or materials provided,
nor to the payments from tune to time to be made under this contract, or to the final payment upon the
whole of the works being finished.
Delay or Bad Worl^ Bankruptcy, dec.
31. In case the Engineer shall be at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at the
rate of progress of the work or any part thereof, or in case the contractor shall at any time neglect or
omit, to carry out the instructions of the Engineer, or to dismiss any person employed when required, or
sliaif neglect or omit to remove any materials or work which he is required to remove under condition 15
or in case the contractor shall assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or mortgage,
charge or encumber, or attempt to assign, mortgage, charge or encumber, all or any of the moneys payable
or to become payable under this contract, or any other benefit whatsoever arising or which may arise
under this contract without the consent in writing of tbe Minister being first obtained, or in case the
contractor shall make default in insuring and keeping insured, in cases where insurance is specified, and
depositing the policies and receipts for premiums in accordance with these conditions, or in case the
contractor shall become bankrupt, or shall make an assignment of his estate for tho benefit of creditor,
or shall make an arrangement or composition with Ids creditors, then and in every sucli case the Minister
shall be at liberty, without vitiating this contract, and without prejudice to any right that may have
accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions, to take the works wholly or partially
out ot tlie hands of the contractor and to employ or contract with any other person or persons to execute
the same, and for that purpose to take possession of and use all horses, materials, plant, tools, implements
and things on or about the said works, without making any allowances for the same, and all damages and
expenses thereby incurred shall be ascertained and certified by the Engineer, and together with any sum
payable as liquidated damages under these conditions shall be deducted from any money that may be then
due or may thereafter become due to the contractor or may have been deposited by him ; and if the money
then due, or thereafter becoming due to the contractor, or deposited by him, be not sufficient for that
purpose, the balance remaining unpaid shall be a debt due by the contractor to the Minister, and may be
recovered accordingly,
■
'
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Cancellation of Contract.
32. In any or either of the events mentioned in the last preceding clause of these conditions, the
Minister shall have the option and full power and authority in lieu of proceeding under such clause, and
without prejudice to any right that may have accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions,
to cancel this contract whether there are any works remaining to be done or not; and in such case the
moneys which shall have been previously paid to the contractor on account of the works executed, shall be
taken by him as full payment for all works done under this contract ■ and upon notice in writing under
tlie hand of the Minister that lie, under tlie authority of this condition, cancels this contract, being given
to the contractor, this contract shall be cancelled, and thereupon all sums of money that may be due to
the contractor, or unpaid, together with all implements in his possession, and all materials provided by him,
upon the ground upon which the work is being carried on, or adjacent thereto, shall be forfeited, and all
sums of money held as security or named as liquidated damages for the non-fulfilment of this contract,
within the time specified, shall also be forfeited and become payable to the Government, and the said
implements and materials shall become and be the absolute property of the Government, and with the
moneys so forfeited and payable as aforesaid shall be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Insurance.
33. The contractor shall from time to time, when required to do so by the terms of the specification,
insure the works against loss or damage by fire, in an office to be approved in the name of the Minister for
the amount of the full value of the work completed, as determined by the Engineer, aud shall lodge with
the Engineer the policies and receipts for the premiums for such insurance, and shall continue such policies
until possession is given up to the Government; in default of which the Minister shall be at liberty to
insure and deduct the amount of tlie premiums paid from any moneys payable to the contractor, and may
refuse payment of any certificate until such policies and receipts are handed in as aforesaid; but this
insurance is to he no limit or bar to the liability and obligation of the contractor to deliver up the works
to the Minister completed in all respects according to the contract. In case of loss or damage by fire the
moneys payable under any such insurance shall be received and retained by the Minister until the works
arc finally completed, and shall then be credited to the contractor in the final settlement of accounts in the
event of the contract not having been previously cancelled under these conditions.
Time of Completion, &[c.
34. Tlie contractor shall complete the whole of the works comprised in this contract within seventyemht weeks from the date of the acceptance of his tender, and in the event of their non-complction at the
specified times, should the Engineer not have proceeded under clauses Nos. 31 and 32 of those conditions,
or either of them, tlie contractor shall pay, by way of liquidated damages, and not as or m tho nature ot a
penalty, the sum of
pounds sterling for every week, or for every part of a week, that shall
elapse after'sucli specified time, until their completion, and which sum or sums may he deducted from any
money payable to the contractor under this or any other contract. Ihe contractor shall have no right to a.
certificate for payment after the date specified in these conditions for the completion of this contract until
the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer, unless the
time for the completion of this contract shall have been extended by the Minister, in which case such
extended time shall become the time for the completion of this contract, and it is to be expressly understood
that the fact of tile time having been so extended shall not in any way be taken as a waiver of tins contract,
or as annulling or setting aside this contract in any respect, nor be taken as releasing the contractor from
any of tbe responsibilities or obligations of this contract, which, in all other respects, shall remain the same
as if the time had not been extended.
,
.
The like liability also shall hold good as to the obligation of the contractor m the event of any
advance being made to him from the retention money, or on material on the ground and not in situ.
Maintenance.
.
35. The contractor will be bound to maintain the works for a period of three months after their
final.completion and use by the Government: and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness, or of giving way, or if any defective workmanship or materials be detected, the contractor, when
called upon to do so, shall make good the same at his own expense, to the satisfaction of the Engineer,
before any moneys held by the Government on account of this contract will be paid. It is also to be
distinctly understood that the Government shall have tlie full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works,
without any interference whatever on the part of tlie contractor during the currency of this period^ ot
maintenance; and such use of the said works on the part of tlie Government shall not be held as relieving
the contractor of any liabilities or obligations whatever in respect of his contract.
'
Arldtraiion.
.
. 36. The following matters shall be decided by the Engineer, whose decision shall be absolute and
final;_(1) All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
plans or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials necessary for
the whole or any part of the contract. (2) All questions and disputes when the net chum shall not
amount to the sum of £500.
..................
37. All questions and disputes not hereinbefore provided for shall, if tlie net claim be ioOU or
upwards, upon the completion of tlie works under the said contract, and before payment of the retention
money and the money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the contract, bo fixed and deter
mined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
.
.
.
33. If either party consider that he has claims in respect of any matter in which arbitration may
be claimed, he shall, within one month of the date of the final certificate, furnish to the other party full
particulars in Avritin" of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of which he
desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under each item ;
and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such matters,
irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims; and the party furnishing the same shall be bound bv
such, particulars ; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration at such
arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action; and tlie claim orj respective claims so made as
aforesaid shall be determined by arbitration, in the manner as hereinafter provided.
39.
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30. If both parties concur in tlie appointment nf a single arbitrator, then the reference shall be to
such single arbitrator ; but if the parties for twenty-one days after tlie particulars first mentioned in the
last preceding clause shall have been furnished, cannot concur in tlie appointment; of a single arbitrator,
tlie reference shall be to two arbitrators, one to be appointed by each party, or their umpire to be
appointed in writing by such arbitrators before they commence the business of the reference; and the
arbitration shall, subject to the express provisions herein contained, be made and hold pursuant and
subject to the Arbitration Act of 1892, or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof for the time
being in force.
■
■
,
40. The costs of and incidental to the arbitration shall be paid or borne by or between the parties
in manner hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :—
]. If the sum awarded does not exceed the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due,
the conti-actor shall pay all the costs of mid incidental to the arbitration.
2. If the sum awarded shall amount to the sum claimed by the contractor, the Government shall pay
all tho costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
3. If the sum awarded exceeds the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due, but is less
than the sum claimed by the contractor, the costs of both parties shall be added together and the
total cost so ascertained shall be paid by the parties in the proportions following, namely :_The
Government shall pay such sum as bears the same proportion to the total cost as the net award
bears to the net claim, and the balance shall be paid by the contractor.
The award shall direct to, and by whom, and in what proportions the costs shall be paid, in accord
ance with tlie provisions hereinbefore contained ; but the award need not specify the amount of such costs.
Such amount shall, in the event of disagreement, be taxed or settled by the arbitrators or umpire, as
between party and party, after the award is made. No costs shall be allowed as between solicitor and
client. If either party shall be dissatisfied with the costs allowed by the arbitrators or umpire, the same
may be taxed by the Prothonotary or other proper officer of the Supreme Court.
41. It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by either party to have any of the matters
which may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be made upon the whole of the work being
completed, and before payment to the contractor of the retention money, or of the money deposited as
security for the due performance of the contract, and that the acceptance by the contractor of payment of
the retention money in eases where a bond to secure the completion of the works has been given, and in
other cases of tho retention money, or of any balance thereof, and of the money deposited as security for
the due performance of the contract, shall be conclusive proof that the contractor has no such claim or
claims.
ROBT. HICKSON,
Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief,
Department of Public Works.
Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage.
These are the general conditions marked “D” referred to in the annexed agreement witli Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the IGtli day of May, a.d. 1895.
'
Witness,—H. R No mm’.
JOHN CARTER,
FRANK MOOR HOUSE GUMMOW
.
(By his Attorney, JonN Carter).

These are the general conditions marked “ D” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the IGth day. of May, a.d. 1895.
'
'
Witness,—H. F. Nohrie.
JAS. GILLAN.
These are the general conditions marked <f D” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen
dated the IGth day of May, a.d. 1895.
’
_
’
Witness,—H. F. Nohrie.
GEO. FORREST.

“E.”
Rates

op

Wages

•
to re

Paid.

Not less than the several rates of wages as set out in tlie schedule herein shall be paid by the contractor
(dr in the event of the Minister approving of the sub-letting of any portion or portions of the works—by

tlie sub-contractor) for tho various services to be performed under this contract, and, in case of dispute as
to the classification of workmen, the decision of the Engineer shall be final; the rates, however, do not
include those to be paid to apprentices or boys.
■
With respect to overtime, the recognised rules of the particular trade then prevailing in the district
where the work is situated shall be observed.
If it shall at any time be proved to the satisfaction of the Minister that tho contractor or any
approved sub-contractor is paying or has paid a lesser rate of wage for services rendered during the progress
of the works to any workman employed thereon than is set out in the following schedule, the Minister.
shall have the option and full power and authority to cancel the contract, as if such breach was and is one
of the events mentioned in clause 32 of the general conditions. Any permission to sub-let shall not'
discharge the contractor from any liability in respect of the rate of wages to be paid under this contract.
In all classes of labour, forty-eight hours shall be considered ns a week’s work. This rule, however,
shall not apply to those workmen, the necessities of whose employment demand that longer hours shall be
worked, as in tlie case of firemen,.who usually have to get up steam in readiness for the day’s work. The
necessity for longer hours of labour in special cases shall be determined by the Engineer, whose decision
shall be final.
The
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The following is the schedule referrred to :—
Rate.

Trade,
s.
8
10
9
9
8
9
9
7
8
9
9
7
7
6

d.
0 per day.
0 „
0
„
0 „
6 „
0 „
0 „
6
„
6
„
6 „
0 „
0 „
6 „
0 „

These are the special conditions marked “ E ” referred to in our annexed agreement witli Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney—Jons Carter).
■Witness,—H. F. Norrie,
These are the special conditions marked “ E " referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated 16th May, a.d. 1895.
JAMES GILLAN.
Witness,—H. F. Norrie.
These are the special conditions marked “ E ” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
GEO. FORREST.
Witness,—H. F. Norrie.
« jr,”
Tender Form.
In' pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette (I or we), the undersigned, do hereby tender to

provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of tlie N orthern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract ^ No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected and lodged by (me or us), for the sum of £15,500, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender ; and (I or we) hereby undertake
that (I or we) will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender,
execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works, a valid legal contract witli Her Majesty the
Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by
clause 29 of the said general conditions ; and (I or we) enclose herewith (our or my) cheque for the sum of
£160 as a preliminary deposit; and (I or we) agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if (lor we)
at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of
this tender being accepted (I or we) fail to complete tlie above-mentioned contract within fourteen days
thereafter ; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender Board
regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which (I or we) agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
JOHN CARTER.
‘
F. M. GUMMOW.
D. S. SNODGRASS.
Witness,_A. R. Burkett.
Carter, Gummow, & Co., Box No. 10, North Sydney.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work has to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
, , .
.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
^
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
*•>
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
...
...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All
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All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
mode by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such perliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
oy the Board, be deemed to bo informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
■
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in tho same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
■
.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of tlie tenderer must be given, or when tbe offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When the bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall he open for the admission of the public while the tenders are bekm opened
and declared.
°
Tliis is the tender marked “ P ” referred to in the annexed agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
'
JOHN CARTER,
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
M itness,

H. I. Nohjiie.

(By his Attorney), John Caeteh.

This is the tender marked “ F " referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated 16th
day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—H. F. Noerik.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is tlie tender marked "F” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated 16th
day of May, a.d. 1895.
’
Witness,—H. F. Noerie.
GKO. FORREST.
Tlie plans herein referred to are those exhibited by the Department (with the exception of aqueduct
plans), together with plans on our patent system lodged with Public Works Department.

11 G.”
Supplementary Specification.

The structure above the level of the skewbacks of main arches to be constructed as shown on drawing
which accompanies tlie contractor’s tender of cement mortar (except the cement facing), composed of one
part of cement to three parts of sand, and wrought-iron rods on the “ Monier system.”

The foundations of piers are to be in conformity with the drawings attached to the contract, except
as regards to the extra size necessitated by the larger pier shown on the contractor’s plan, and are to be to
the satisfaction of the Engineer.
1
'
Should the piers be required to be put down to a greater depth than shown on the drawings, or a
greater number of them require piling than shown, the work is to be executed as ordered without extra
payment being made.
The piers are. to be built with sandstone concrete of the quality specified, and faced with cement
mortar, composed of one part of cement and two parts of sand.
The cement facing of the structure, above the level of the springing of main arches is to be com
posed of one part of cement and one part of sand.
The works generally are to lie carried out in accordance with the specification, schedule to specifica
tion, and the plans therein referred to, save and except sucli structural parts as are to be carried out under
the “ Monier system,” or necessarily enlarged to meet the requirements of the contractor's plan, and
within the time set out in the general conditions.
The contractors shall continue to maintain the said works at their own cost after the period of
maintenance set forth in the general conditions, for a further period of three years, computed from such
date^ to the satisfaction of the Engineer, whose decision shall be final and conclusive upon all points con
cerning workmanship and materials, and the permanency and durability of tlie said works, and the con
tractors shall enter into a bond to Her Majesty the Queen in the penal sum of £12,000, and find two
sufficient sureties to enter into separate bonds in the penal sum of £6,000 each, to secure the removal of
so much of the said works as shall have been constructed on the 11 Monier system,” if the Engineer shall
be dissatisfied with the same at any time during the said periods of maintenance, and to re-erect and
construct
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construct the said works at their own cost and expense in accordance with all things “with the specification,
schedule to specification, and plans therein referred to, within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being
called upon so to do.
■
This is, the supplementary specification marked “G” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the
day of
a.d. 1895.
- .
JOHN CARTER.
■ '
'
FRANK MOORHOTJSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the supplementary specification marked 11 G " referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
, Queen, dated the IGth day of May, 1895.
Witness,—Harold F, Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the supplementary specification marked “G” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
■Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.

'
“ H.”
Gentlemen,
■
Public Works Department, Sydney, 11 April, 1895.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 13th March last, is accepted for the construction of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt
and Annandale Section, No. 77, at the sum of £15,500, in the terms set out in the supplementary
specification, a copy of which is sent herewith, and subject to the following special conditions, vis.:—
■
That if it shall be represented to the Secretary for Public Works at any time during the progress ’
of this contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who have not been domiciled in
this Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to his satis
faction, the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such
direction being conveyed to you under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works, you shall
discharge such men forthwith, and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction, the Minister
shall have the power to declare this contract to be cancelled as if this stipulation had been expressly
set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this contract.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to
this contract modified by the supplementary specification above referred to, and the plan submitted with
your tender, and to be completed within seventy-eight weeks from this date.
A fixed deposit receipt, in favour of the Secretaiy for Public Works, for the sum of £775 will lie
required sis security for tlie due performance of contract within the stipulated time, and a personal bond
in the sum of £12,000, and two bondsmen in the sum of £6,000 each in connection with the maintenance
as set out in the supplementary specification. Will you be good enough to notify to me your assent to
these terms, and at the same time submit the names of two responsible persons who are willing to act ns
your sureties.
I have to refer you to the Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction for further
information, and to request that you will, when required to do so, call upon the officer in charge of bonds
and contracts at this office with your sureties for the purpose of executing the necessary documents for tlie
due observance of your contract.
I am, itc.,
J. BARLING,
Messrs. Carter, Gummow & Co., contractors, Box No. 10, North Sydney.
Under Secretaiy.
This is the copy acceptance marked “H” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895,
,10HN CARTER,
.
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW
,
(By his Attorney), John Carter. ■
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the copy acceptance of tender marked 11 H” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty tbe
Queen, dated the IGth day of May, a.d. 1895.
■
Witness;—-Harold F. Norrie. JAMES GILLAN.
This is the copy acceptance marked “ H” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the116th day of May, a.d, 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEORGE FORREST.
II y )>
Sir,

North Sydney, 15 April, 1895.
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, re Contract No. 77, Sydney
Sewerage, and to inform you that we accept the terms thereof.
We propose as our sureties Mr. James Gillan, Dulwich Hill, and Mr, George Forrest, Mamckville.
We are, &c.,
The Under Secretary, Public Works.
CARTER, GUMMOW,
CO.
■

Thi

This is the letter of assent marked “ I ” referred ■ o in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895,
JOHN CARTER,
................
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW ■
(By his Attorney, John Carter),
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the letter of assent marked “ I ” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the letter of assent marked “I” referred ' o in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. forrest!

No. 8.

■

Draft of Supplementary Specification.
The structure above the level of tlie skewbacks of main arches to be constructed as shown on drawing,
w ich accompanied the contractor's tender, of cement mortar {except the cement facing), composed of one
part or cement to three parts of sand, and wrought-iron rods on the “Monier system.”

The foundations of piers are to be in conformity to the drawings attached to the contract, except
with regard to the extra size necessitated by the larger pier shown on the contractor’s plan, and are to be
to tlie satisfaction of the Engineer.
•
Should the piers be required to be put down to a greater depth than shown on the drawings, or a
greater number of them require piling than shown, the work is to be executed as ordered, without extra
payment being made,
,
The piets are to tbe built w itli sandstone concrete of tlie quality specified, and faced with cement
mortar composed of one part of cement and twe parts of sand.

The cement facing of the structure above the level of the springing of main arches is to be com
posed of one part of cement and one part of sand.
..

Ihe works generally are to be carried out in accordance with the specification, schedule to specifica-

'u

’« xr ■ P ilnS
to, save and except such structure parts as are to be carried out under
ie
lomer system,' or necessarily enlarged to meet the requirements of tlie contractor’s plan, and within
tlie tune set out m tlie general conditions.
.
1
•

.
rlle contractors shall continue to maintain the said works at their own cost after the period of
maintenance set forth m the general conditions, for a further period of three years, computed from such
date to tho satisfaction of tlie Engineer, whose decision shall be final and conclusive upon all points con
cerning workmanship and materials, and the permanency and durability of the said sewer works, and the
contracters shall enter into a bond with Her Majesty the Queen witli two sufficient sureties in the perial
sum ot fcUjOOO to secure tlie removal of so much of the said works as shall have been constructed on the
Momer system, if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with tlie same at any time during the said periods
ot maintenance, and to re-crect and construct the said works at their own cost and expense, in accordance
with ail things with the specification, and schedule to specification and plans, therein referred to, and
witJim
weeks from the date of being called upon so to do.
Would it not be desirable to take tin's opportunity for connecting the President of the Water
i upp y and Smvei-age Board and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage Construction with tlie contract, in lieu of
the Engmoer-m-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage. Would it not be possible for tlie contractors to
take objection hereafter.—C.D., 4/4/95.
Mr. Norrie.—J.D., 4/4/95.
J suggested to Mr. Hickson yesterday the desirability of blotting out Ids signature and printed title
on the conditions, substituting those of Mr. Darley, which was at once assented to. A reference will, too,
4/4/95

°n th° llgreement ,lnd bond t0 ihG ljlims ^ing in Mr. Burley’s office.—Harold F. Norrie,

,r .
^'fey is to he styled, so far as he is connected with tins Department, “ Engineer-in-Chief for
Metropolitan Sewerage Construction.”- J.B„ 5/4/95.
Mr. Barley has the other papers j forward these
to be placed with them.—Jxo. P., 6/4/95.
1 1
'

No. 9.
Inspector G-. A. IWle to Resident-Engineer Weedon.
S!r’

r1

.

.
, v, .
,
19 February, 1894.
„
^ rfiport that on several occasions I have had to complain about the time the sandstone
um; t is mixe cn packing brickwork in shafts. To-day two 20-foot mixings were made up at 2 p.m.
P„„napra f
Tins concrete will not be put down shaft for use till 5-30 p.m. I have instructed
iiT f V ,mai1’ 'vh/
chiL,'ge of th,s work, not to have the concrete mixed so long before being used,
ile states to me that he has to take his instructions from tlie firm.
I saw Mr. Snodgrass last Friday, and complained to him about this mutter, when lie premised it
itw' , Jei ,,1,Xe<1 'mtl1 onc 1110Ur bof,jre itis required to be used. I spoke to road contrjictor’s reprei n e ,o-t ay, arid he states that they shall mix the cement when convenient for themselves
■r^niJn PffCt0r- ‘,d,::l!0rlr'P
11011 Saturday last> nth February, about 1 pm., at No. 6 shaft, it
required half mixing 10 feet of sandstone concrete to finish brickwork packing in shaft, Henderson,
nc ajer? working m shaft, was on mixing board, and started to assist labourer gauge the stone. Inspector
Reid
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B*id instructed Henderson to use the fork in place of shovel in filling gauge-box, as the stone which is
broken close to mixing-board, is not free from refuse. Inspector Reid asked Henderson the second time
to use fork. Henderson replied that it did not want forking. Connor’s foreman came on the scene and
said to Henderson, “Go on; don’t take any notice of him ; he is only a damn hig buck nawy.”
G. A. FOWLE,
______
Inspector.
When I first observed mixed concrete on the board at mouth of shaft Ho. 5, and found from
Inspector Reid that it would not be used before evening. I pointed out to him that this was too long for
it to stand, for, though mixed dry, the stone had hem soaked with water and the sand wetted by the rain.
He told me the matter had been inquired into and settled by yourself and the contractors. I am still of
opinion that it is detrimental to the strength of the concrete for the cement to he mixed for hours with
'the other wetted materials before going into the work. I beg to point out that such friction as is evident
by this report, between our inspector and the contractor’s men should be put a stop to at once by removing
the offending party from the works, as no satisfactory work can be done under the strained conditions
obtaining at present.—S.H.W., 20/2/94,
Mr. Davis,—Ask Carter & Co. to see me.—R.R.P.H., 21/2/94,
The Engineer-in-Chief decided that Connor was to be removed from the North Shore contract, and
that Reid was to leave when the work on Contract No. 79 was finished. Inspector Reid is also to go from
Contract No. 79. I have already instructed Mr. Weedon to let Inspector Reid change places with
Inspector Eyre.—J.D., 22/2/94. Mr. Weedon.
Accordingly.—S.H.W., 2:1/2/94.
g;r
5, Spring-street, Sydney, 3 April, 1893.
’
I have the honour to direct your attention to a patent, No. 4,084, issued on 3rd November,
1892, to Messis. Carter, Snodgrass, and Baltzer, for the purpose of strengthening, and at the same time
cheapening, the construction of sewer and other arches as described in such patent as " invention of
improvements ” in concrete, cement, and mortar building, and other constructions and manufactures. .
I am desired by my clients to state that they are willing to dispose of their sole powers and rights
granted in such patent, and to offer the same to your Department for the sum of £1,500.
I have, &c.,
The Hon. W. J. Lyne,
A. ARMSTRONG,
Department of Works.
Agent for Messrs. Carter i Co.
Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M'L. {pro U.S.), B.C., 4/4/93.
this patent 1—R.H., 5/4/93.
Report herewith.

Does Mr. Bagge know anything about

Purchase of Messrs. Carter, Snodgrass, and Baltzer’s Patent.
The patent herein referred to is, I believe, based upon the “System Monier.” Monsieur Monier
was the proprietor of a garden near Paris, who, in endeavouring to construct large and durable flower pots
of cement mortar, which enclosed a frame of wire netting, detected the extraordinary strength of this
material as compared with cement only, and in this manner speedily developed this system in manu
facturing and constructing upon the same principle—bridges, roofs, gas and water tanks, ceilings, vralls,
&c., until the extraordinary strength of the Monier material became gradually very favourably known.
Messrs. G. A. Wayfs & Co., in Berlin and Leipzig, are the patentees for Germany ; they manufacture from
the “ Monier material’’floors, wells, tanks, arched ceilings, roofs, bridges, stairs, pipes, columns, etc., in
such a manner and to such an extent that the Monier system has been very creditably mentioned in the
proceedings of the Association of Engineers in Germany since early in 1888.
The Monier construction system has been founded and developed by experiments on natural scale
(which have been carefully watched by this Department for some years) and can only he carried on by
persons trained in the works, or trained by experiments under the guidance of initiated persons; it should
therefore be introduced here in a manufactory, and by an agent of the company experienced in the work,
who should be in a position to offer the manufactured articles at their prices, subject to any tests which
the authorities might deem necessary to enforce.
As regards the patent offered by Messrs. Carter, Snodgrass, and Baltzer, I have not had the
opportunity of examining it to discover in what way it differs from the “Monier patent,” nor do I know
if the Monier system has been patented in this Colony; if it has not, I presume it is free to public use as
it has been known in the Colony for some years.
The patentees might be requested to furnish a copy of their patent, with drawings and calculations
of streneth, so that further examination of its merits may be made.
’
C. H. OHLFSEN BAGGE, 7/4/93.
Ask one of the firm to see me.—R.H., 10/4;93.
Carter & Co. informed.—E.C.P., 11/4/93. ^ _
I find Messrs. Carter & Co. have patented in Australia “ Monier’s patent concrete arch.” This
arch has been under my consideration for some time, long before it was patented here, and as soon as funds
are available I have arranged for the erection of a small culvert on this principle, without a patent fee.
In any case 1 could not recommend compliance with this request. A small fee per bridge might he
granted if it is found desirable to erect any more on this design.—B.H., 12/4/93.
List to so inform.—J.B., 17/4/93.
Approved by Minister.—W.J.L. Order No. 1,225.—D.C.M'L,
24/4/93.
Inform—J.B., 24/4/93.
A. Armstrong, Esq., 28/4/93.
Will Mr. Hickson kindly see
me about this at his convenience.—J.B., 8/5/93.
Put away for the present.—R.H., 16/6/93.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1S95.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MESSRS. CARTER, GUMMOW, & CO.’S CONTRACT AT
BALMAIN.
(REPORT OF THE ENGINEER - IX-Oil ] EK FOR PUBLIC WORKS RESPECTING THE TERMS OF THE
SPECIFICATION REFERRING TO SAND.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be'printed, 30 October, 1895.

[Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No. 5, of ZOth October, 1895.]

Question.
(5.)

Messrs. Camee, G-ummow, & Co.'s Sewerage Contract
Secretary for Public AVorrs,—

at

Balmain:—Mr.

Wiles asked

The

(1.) Is it a fact that the specification for sewerage works of the contract of Messrs. Carter,
Guramow, & Co., at Balmain, provides that the best Nepean Itivcr filtered sand is to bo used in
the work?
(2.) Is it a fact that in the works mentioned local sand is being used ?
(8.) If so, what is the cost saved to the contractors by this concession, as the trade price for Nepean
sand is 14s. per yard, and the local product is about 2s, per yard ?

Answer.
Tub clause in the specification referring to sand is as follows:—
“ The sand to be sharp, quartz sand, free from all earthy, loamy, or clayey matter, equal in qualify
to the sample of Nepean lliver sand to be seen at; the Engineer's office, and to bo washed
t perfectly clean whenever the Engineer deems it necessary.”
The sand used on the Johnson’s Creek storm-water sewer is crushed sandstone, which, ns will he
seen from the following results, is better in qualify than the Nepean sand referred to.
Description of Test.

Coefficient for tensile strain

Standard Sand.

...

...

Coefficient for erusbing strain ...

...

Sample Sand,

...

100

( 112 b
\ and > average, 122.
(182 J

...

100

< 101. !• average, 10133.
(104)

(99)

...

‘

. No concession has been granted; and as long as n contractor supplies material equal to that
specified, it is no concern of the Bepartmcnf what ho pavs for it.
' HOBEBT HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

[3'/. 1
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V.

Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD.
(COXTRACIS LET TO MESSES. CARTER, GUMMOW, AND COMPANY.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 September, 1893.

E. M. Clark, Esq., M.P., to Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

_
Legislative Assembly, New South Wales, Sydney, 6 March, 1894.
_ As the portion of the North Shore Sewerage Worts contained in Messrs. Carter & Co.’s
contract is now nearly completed, I desire to bring under the notice of the Minister for Worts that this
work will be perfectly useless until that portion connecting Milson’s Point at Jeffrey-street is completed,
and to urge upon him tbo necessity for at once carrying out this part of the work. I may point out that
it will serve a very large population, besides assisting to get rid of the offensive matter now finding its
way into the harbour through the storm-water server at Careening Cove and other places, becoming more
offensive every day, and a source of very numerous complaints. I understand that Messrs. Carter &
Co., having the plant, would be able to carry out this work on very advantageous terms, to provide work
for a large number of men now employed on their present works, who will otherwise be thrown on an
overcrowded labour market by the completion of their present contract. As this work is absolutely
necessary to the completion of the North Shore Sewerage Scheme, I would urge its being put in hand at
onceYours, &c.,
EDWARD M. CLARK.
Commissioner for Roads.—D. M‘L. (for U.S.), B.C., 7/3/94.
Report herewith,—0. Bagge, 13/3/94.

For report.—R.R.P.H., 9/3/94.

M. 0. Bagge, Esq., to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Necessity for doing that portion of the North Shore Seteerage TFbr&s which connects Jlfilson’s Point
at Jeffrey-street.
The present contract, No. 79, comprising a length of 1 mile 25’3 chains of the main North Shore Outfall
Sewer, from Willoughby Bay to junction of Alfred and Mount Streets, is the first section of the North
Shore Sewerage Works.
.
The second section should be “The Outlet Works,” and the third section, which might be proceeded
with simultaneously with the outlet works, would ho the extension of the Main Outfall Sewer now asked
for, from junction of Alfred and Mount Streets southwards to the junction of Campbell and Jeffrey
Streets, being (including some minor branches) a total length of about 76'90 chains.
By way of comparison, I have prepared an office estimate of the cost of this extension, according
to present prices, amounting, as per detail statement attached, approximately to £12,831 19s. 6d., and an
estimate of the same work in accordance with the contract prices of Contract No. 79, of the Main Outfall
Sewer in progress, which, as per detail statement attached, amounts approximately to £16,307 17s. 8d.
The detail plans of the outlet works are unavoidably very intricate, and it will take at least another
month (if no other works come between) to complete the quantities.
The designs of the Main Outfall Sewer extension, between Mount and Jeffrey Streets, excepting
general plan and. section, have not yet been commenced.
M, 0. BAGGE, 15,3/94.
Ihere is no reason why this extension should not be gone on with at once. I cannot, however, see
my way to recommend that it be carried out as an extension of the existing contract, which, at schedule
rates, would amount to £16,307 17s. 8d,, whereas the office estimate is £12,83119s. 6d. The greater part
of this difference lies in one item, “excavations in shafts,” which in present contract, owing to their great
depth, carries a very high price, viz., 78s. per cubic yard. This, Messrs. Carter & Co. are prepared to
reduce to 40s. per cubic yard, which would reduce the total cost to £13,700, or about £1,000 above the
office estimate. I believe, however, if tenders were invited, we could get the work done under the office
estimate.—R.K.P.H., 22/3/94. Under Secretary.

184—

Submitted.—
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Submitted.—,7. B., 28/3/94.
Referring to the Minister’s intimation this morning, that he was prepared to let Messrs. Carter &
Co. carry out this work as an extension of their present contract, provided they agreed to do so for the
departmental estimate of £12,831 19s. 6d., no claims whatsoever to be made for extras, and all payments to
be made at the allowed schedule rates, I have had an interview with Mr. Carter, who is prepared, on the
part of his firm, to comply with the Minister’s decision. Submitted for formal approval,—R.R.P.H.,
29/3/94.
,
Ror approval.—J.B., 30/3/9-1.
Accept.—J.B., 30/3/94.
Approved.—W..T.L,, 30/3/91,

Report by Board of Reference.
llErAliTMENT OF PUBLIC 'W’OKKS.—BoAED 07'’ RtSTEREIS'CE.

Tenders for Contract JTo. 77 Main Northern Seicer.—Anntmdale and Leichhardt sections.
In doing so, Mr. Hickson pointed out
that fifteen tenders had been received, the lowest being that of Carter, G-ummow, & Co., at 28£ per cent,
below schedule rates, amounting approximately to £15,757 Is. 9d. The same firm also submitted a lump
sum tender for carrying out the work according to a plan sent in by them for the sum of £15,500. The
plan submitted is for constructing the work on the “ Monier” arch principle, This system has been
extensively used during recent years on the continent of Europe with successful results, and Mr. Hickson
sees no reason why, under certain restrictions, the opportunity should not he taken to introduce the
system in the public works of this Colony. The advantages claimed by the patentees are that works can
be carried out at a much cheaper rate wherever this method of construction is used, Mr. Hickson said he
had no doubt that the design submitted was thoroughly suitable and likely to be effective; and, as tho
main principles as regards size and inclination of sewer were as provided for in the departmental design,
he was prepared to recommend it for adoption; but if it was decided to accept the tender, a short
specification of the work should be included in the bond, and provision also made lor the maintenance of
the work by the contractors for a certain period after completion,
Mr. Hickson further said that, as Mr. Barley would be the responsible officer for carrying out this
work, he had gone into the matter very thoroughly with that gentleman, and Mr. Barley was quite
prepared to endorse his views.
The Board, in view of the fact that Messrs. Barley and Hickson arc satisfied that tho principle is
a sound one, and that the adoption of the plan will result in considerable economy, are prepared to endorse
the recommendation of these gentlemen, and now submit the matter for the Minister’s consideration.
J. BARBING-,
Chairman.
C. W. BARLEY,
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers.
ROBERT HICKSON,
Commissioner for Roads.
H. BEANE,
Engineer-in-Cbief for Railway Construction.
W. L. VERNON,
The Government Architect.
J. AV. Holliman, Secretary,
20th March, 1895.
-—-—■
■

The tenders for this work were submitted to the Board to-day.

Submitted.—J.B., 27/3/95.
Before approving this proposal I should like an estimate of the
actual value of the work to be carried our by the contractor under tho substituted scheme.—J.H.Y.
To comply fully with the Minister’s minute would mean the taking out of quantities in the plan
submitted by Messrs. Carter and Gum mow. This would take at least a week to do. I think, however, I
can answer sufficiently for the Minister to come to a decision. When plans were being prepared for the
extension of the sewers on to the sewage farm, estimates were made for the work on the “ Monier”'
system as well as on the Bepartment’s designs. The result was that the estimate of both works was
practically the same. Applying that comparison to this case, it would mean that tho departmental
estimate for the work under consideration would be £22,000.—Robert Hickson, 28/3/95. Under
Secretary.
Submitted.—J. Barling, 2S/3/95.
This is quite sufficient for me, and I now approve of the
recommendation of the Board being carried out.—J.H.Y., 29/3/95.
Accept.—D. M‘L. (for U.S.),
29/3/95.

Sydney: Charles Totter, Govemmemt Printer.—1895,
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The Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Sydney, 21 November, 1S95.
As there appears a likelihood of the Session closing-without an opportunity being given me of denying the
statements made by Mr. Varney Parkes, as regards the connection of Messrs. Carter, G-ummow, & Co.,
with the Public "Works Department, and the charges made against myself personally, I am reluctantly
compelled to bring the matter again before the Minister.
Although it may be thought, as, indeed, it has been said, that I am making too much of this
matter, and that no one really takes any serious notice of these statements, I need hardly point out what
a serious matter it would be if they were believed, and either the Minister, my officers, contractors, or the
general public lost confidence in me ; and there is always a fear of this taking place when charges such as
Mr. Parkes has made are not contradicted.
I would, therefore, ask the Minister to consider the advisability of having these charges and state
ments thoroughly investigated by some independent authority, having full powers to call witnesses and
examine them on oath.
ROBT. HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
Submitted.—J.B., 21/11/95.
Mr. Hickson may be informed that the statements to which he refers herein have never had the
effect of diminishing the complete confidence I, as Minister, have always had in him in the important
office he holds. That I cannot believe they will, in the slightest degree, affect his position with reference
to his officers, contractors, or the general public, and that having consulted the Cabinet as to his request
for a commission of inquiry, I am able to state that my colleagues agree with what I have above written.
If Mr. Hickson desires to place any rebutting statement before the public I shall have much pleasure in
laying it on the Table of the Assembly.—10/12/95.
Mr. Hickson.—J.B., 11/12/95.

The Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
'
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief s Office, Sydney, 17 December, 1895.
Winxn I cannot disguise the fact that I feel disappointed that the Minister could not see his way to
have the charges made against me in connection with my dealings with the contracting firm of Messrs.
Carter,’Gummow, & Co. investigated by a Royal Commission, I quite understand the difficulties surrounding
such a course, and very gratefully acknowledge the handsome way in which that decision is conveyed to me.
As a written reply to the charges is the only course now open to me, and as the Minister has kindly
extended to me the privilege of such reply, I gladly avail myself of his permission, and ask that lie will
give the following statement such publicity as in his discretion he may deem desirable.
It is difficult in a report of this character to traverse all the charges in anything like an exhaustive
manner, but I will endeavour to do so as clearly as possible, and in tbe order in which they appear in
Mansard, avoiding all personalities, and confioing myself to the simple facts of tho case.
With the first portion of Mr. Parkes’ statement, that “ contracting in vast sums of public money
must be conducted with the greatest purity possible,” I entirely concur. I contend, and I speak with
a fairly large experience of tendering, not only in Australia, but in Englaod and Ireland, that the
system adopted in the Public Works Department in this Colony compares favourably with any other
with which I am acquainted, in fact the Department is so safeguarded with checks in its dealing with
tenders that it would be practically impossible, without almost inconceivable collusion, to find a loophole
for corrupt practices to creep in. The tenders are opened in public, and not only are the results published
to
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to the world in the daily press, but complete lists of the tenders received and their amounts are at once
exhibited in the most conspicuous parts of the public offices, and before being dealt with by tho responsible
officers. Every subsequent action is capable of being fully criticised by an observant public, in fact a
greater publicity is given to all our transactions with tenders, so far as my experience goes, than is granted
in any other country in the world.
To come now to the more specific charges, I have, for the sake of convenience, made extracts from
Mr. Parkes’ speech, giving my replies thereto in consecutive order.
During the week, or the week before, I asked the Secretary for
With reference to Carter A Co.’s contracts
■Public Works whether Messrs. Gillan ami Forrest were not sureties
with the Public Works Department, a cash
for the proper fulfilment of the contracts of this firm of Carter,
deposit has in every case been taken, and in
Oiimmow, & Co. The reply 1 got was that Messrs. Gillan and
Forrest were the sureties for those contractors. I wish honorable the ease of Contract No. 77, at Balmain, an
members to closely follow this matter. What I am about to read is
additional personal security has been given
a notice which appeared in the Sydney Mornintj JJerald on the Kith
for tbe stability of that portion of tbe work
of this month—that is, last Friday week—not very long ago. The
constructed on tbe Monier system, valued
notice shows that a dissolution of partnership took place, and that
by the Department at £] 2,000. The sureties
the very sureties for Carter, Gummow, & Co.—Messrs. Gillan and
in this case arc Messrs. Eorrest and Gillan,
Forrest—are members of this business. The following is the
notice:—
who arc bound in the amount of £6,000
“Notice is hereby given that the partnership lately subsisting
each, whilst the contractors. Messrs. Carter,
between ns, the undersigned, John Carter, David Graham Snodgrass,
Gummow, and Snodgrass are bound in tbe
George Forrest, Frank Moorhouse Gummow, James Gillan, George
sum
of £12,000 (£21.,000 in all). This
Maddison, and Peter Ewing, as contractors, carrying on business m
special precaution, which is unique in its
Adelaide (South Australia) and Sydney (Now South Wales) under
way, was taken as tlie Monier system, though
the name, style, or firm of Carter, Gummow, & Go., was on the 1st
day of April, 1S95, dissolved by mutual consent in so far as regards
successful elsewhere, had not been previously
the said George Maddison and Peter Ewmg, who retired as from
tested in the colonies, and is far beyond the
that date from tho said firm. All debts due nr owing by the said
requirements of the specification, these being
firm will he received and paid by the said John Carter, David
already covered by a cash fixed deposit of
Graham Snodgrass, George Forrest, Frank Moorhouse Gummow,
and James Gilku, who continue the business under the same style
£775, which is held by the Department,
of Carter, Gummow, & Co.
In tins particular contract tlie Department
“As witness our hands this 1st day of April, a.d. ]S9o.
recognises only Messrs. Carter, Gummow,
(Signed)
F. M. Gummow.
Gkokge Fokefjt.
and Snodgrass as contractors, and so long as
John' Caiituii.
Georg*. Makdisox.
tho sureties have separate estates to the
D. G, SsfHjiunns.
Phtuii Ewing.'1
value of tbe security required, and on this
James Gillan.
point every care has been taken (see the
This is a nice state of affairs ! I wish to point it out to honorable
printed papers laid on the Table of the
members, if they do not tpiitc realise it. If tho Government accept
sureties consisting of persons who arc members of the firm of con House), I contend the Department has been
tractors, supposing the contractors go insolvent, or cheat the Goa em properly safeguarded, especially when, as in
inent by defective work, suppose they enter into fraud to defeat the
this case, tbe personal security is over and
Government in large contracts of £JO,O0O or £(50,000, what cheek is
above that usually demanded.
tlieie upon them? The very specification which the Government
issue makes it imperative (hat these sureties shall be disinterested
persons altogether. The object of having sureties is to haie men of
means at the back of the contractors, so that if anything goes
wrong—if the contractors go insolvent, or defraud the Government,
if they carry out bad work—the Government can come down upon
the sureties. But here is a case where these contracts total nearly
£100,000, with sureties of their own partnership. This is a nice
state of affairs.
’
I wish to go bivtber, and to show that thore lias seldom been a
case, taking it in this way, in wdiich any private business would
offer to give away contracts to the extent of £20,000 without offering
them to competition and to tondci. No private individual would ever
dream of going into such a business transaction such as that. Yet
this firm of contractors. Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., have
received between £45,000 and £50,000 of Government contracts
without any tender. Not that there were no contractors to tender,
because wo know that at tlie present time of deatth of employment
there wore any number of contractors to tender, in order to keep
tbeir plant from being idle. They were willing to tender for the
smallest work possible ; yet this work is given out without tender to
tins special firm of contractors.

J asked the Secretary for Public Works last week what connection
Mr. Hickson had with the firm and with this work. I was told that
Mr, Hickson wars the engineer to these contractors : but I am
informed, upon tiic most reliable authority, that of a Mr. Maddison,
the contractor, who iias left this firm, that Mr. Hickson took the
position as a partner in the firm, he being a son of the Engineer-in
Chief. Now, it is an unfortunate position that this firm should have
heoii allowed contracts under such circumstances as these ; their
engineer having to communicate with his father, who is in a position
in the Public Works Department, in w hieh he could grant all sorts of
concessions. This firm are the only contractors who during the last
twelve months have received these numerous concessions. I have it
upon the authority of Mi. Maddison, who has undertaken to produce
a copy of the telegram, that a wire was sent in March, 1804, by one
of this firm of contractors, Mr. Carter, to another member of the
firm, Mr. Gummow, who was then in South Australia, to this
effect • “Mr. Hickson must be taken into the firm at any cost.” It
was about this time that Mr. Hickson left the Department, as his
father said, on the score of retrenchment, and took up his position as
an alleged partner in this firm, or. as I have been informed by the
Minister, their chief engineer.

The firm bns received one contract only
without public tender, viz;., Contract 70a, at
North (Sydney, amounting fo £12,802 ; and
even tliis was an extension oE work already
in band.
"
This contract was given them by the lato
Minister for Public "Works, on tbe repre
sentation of Mr. E. M. Clark, M.P,, who
pointed out the urgent necessity for pushing
on ihat portion of tho work, not only from
a sanitary point of view, but so as to prevent
some 120 men then employed by Messrs.
Carter & Co. on (he first section of tho
North Shore Sewerage "Works from being
thrown on tlie already congested labour
market. Even so, tbe extension was granted
only on the contractors agreeing to a rcdiiclion of £3,(176 from schedule rates.
My son is not now. nor never was, a part
ner ii! fhc firm, and as he happened to be in
Adelaide, and, as far as 1 know, knew
nothing about the firm’s transactions in
Sydney, ho did not communicate with me,
either directly or indirectly, in connection
with the firm’s business.
T know nothing about the telegram alleged
to have been sent in connection with the
appointment of my son, having heard of it
for the first time in Mr. Parkes’ statement,
and cannot understand how it could have
been sent, seeing licit my son loft the
Department in April, 1893, and that the
telegram of March, 1894, is said to have
been sent when he had already been in tbe
employ of the firm for nearly twelve months.
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Having catnblislicil this connection between the Engineer-in-Chief a
son and the linn, 1 intend presently to show what concessions were
given to these contractors. In the iirst place, they competed for sonic
Kowumge works which were going on at JJahnam.
Honorable
nicmheis aro well aware that these contracts are tendered for now
adays at schedule prices, that is to say, quantities are taken out and
the Government officers place schedule prices upon each of the items.
Fifteen firms of contractors tendered for the works at Balmain at
schedule prices, and tlie lowest tenderer was the firm of Messrs. Carter,
Gummow, & Co. These contractors sent in a price ridiculously low
as compared with the fourteen other films tendering, Their tender
was '2S1 per cent, under the schedule prices. The next was ISi per
cent.

After their tender was accepted, and after they were notified of the
acceptance, they were enabled to place plana in the department for the
emrytiig out of tlie work upon an entirely new plan, called the
Monier system. The other contractors had no opportunity of com
peting with the firm for the carrying out of the work upon this
system. 1 am assured by other uontiactois that whereas Messrs.
Carter, Gummow, & Co. obtained a contract at £ Jo, 500, they would
have been willing to carry out tho job at £12,500 to £13,200.

Under tho schedule prices of which 1 have spoken there is one item
put, down for brickwotk and cement arches, 2,020 yards at £2 10s.
n yard. That was substituted mnler the Monier system by sandstone
and concrete, put down at £1 Ss. per cubic yard. There was that
difference in the prices for tlie 2,020 yards. On that item alone a
concession of £1,650 was made to these contractom. Honorable
members will see that when such concessions are allowed, other con
tractors must he quite within the mark in saying that if they had had
the opportunity they could have earned out the job at a figure from
£2,300 to £3,000 below that paid to this particular firm.
The same firm within the last eighteen months received a contract
for sewerage works at Noith Shore. They received their contract
under a schedule tender, and their sureties as usual were those of
their own firm. No query is made as to whether they are in a good
financial state or as to whether they can provide good disinterested
sureties.
After they hud received the first contract the member for the
district, no doubt with the best intentions and with the object of
finding work for the unemployed, recommended that a ccitain
extension should be carried out. The Engineer-in-Chief reported
that as u matter of urgency'certain extensions to the contract should
be carried out along various streets. How is it possible that the
work could have been urgent seeing that tho outlet into the ocean
for the whole of the sewerage scheme has not oven been taken In
hand ’ Until the outlet had been completed, how could the urgency
of constructing branch lines of sewerage ariseWithout any con.
tract tendering, without any preparation of plans, without an effort
to save the country' unnecessary expenditure, a contract of £35,000
was given to this firm without competition for this extension nork.
It is no wonder that tlie contractors of this city complain of this
contract being given.
In connection with this contract, I wish to point out that the
Engineer-in-Chief, upon tlie 22nd March, 1804-, wrote this minute :
“There is no reason why this extension should not be gone on
with at once, I cannot, however, sec my way to recommend that it
be carried out as an extension of the existing contract, which, at
schedule rates, would amount to £10,307 17s. fid., whereas tho office
estimate is £12,831 fils. Od. Thu greater port of this difference lies
in one item, “excavations in shafts,'’ which in present contract,
owing to their groat depth, carries a very high price, namely, 78s.
per cubic yard. This Messrs. Carter & Co. are prepared to reduce
ta 40s. per cubic yard, which would reduce tbe total cost to £13,700,
or about £1,000 above the office estimate. I believe, however, if
tenders were invited we could get the work done under the office
estimate.- If.R.P.H., 22/3/94.''
It was about this time that Mr, Hickson, junior, became a member
of tlie firm. 1 find this minute by the Engineer-in-Chief on the2!)th
of the same month .—
“ Referring to tlie Minister's intimation this morning, that ho was
prepared to let Messrs, Carter & Co, carry out this work ae an
extension of their present contract, provided they agreed to do so
for the departmental estimate of £12,831 19s. fid., no claims what
soever to be made for extras, and all payments to ho made at tho
allowed schedule rates----- '
That means that they might be allowed as extras—
“ 1 have had an interview with Mr. Carter, who is prepared, on the
pait of bis firm, to comply with flic Minister’s decision. Submitted
for formal approval.—R.iLl\H., 29/3/94,”

'Willi tliu exception of the nrmngemcufc
made, ns Hinted above, on contract 79a, at
North Sydney, no concessions have been
made to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Contract No. 77 (Balmain), which was let
by public lender, and for which they were
lowest tenderers, cannot be regarded as such,
ns they are allowed to construct tho works
in accordance with an alternative tender
submitted with, and at the same time as, the
others, at a slight gain in price to the
Department, and under conditions of the
most stringent nature m case of failure.
The tenders were fairly close. (See papers
laid on Table of the House.) Mr. Parkes is,
therefore, mistaken in stating that the second
tender was only 181 percent, below schedule;
it was 2ol per cent, as against Carter & Co.’s
28i- per cent., besides which, 281 per cent,
is not ridiculously low : it is not an uncom
mon Hung to have tenders 30 per cent, below
schedule.
The fender, with plans for carrying out
the work under the Monier system, was
deposited with the Tender Board at the same
time ns all other tenders, and was simply an
alternative one. Alter very careful examin
ation by Mr. Harley and myself, the system
was thought worthy of trial, under tho severe
conditions imposed, and the alternative pro
posal was recommended by the Board of
llefercnce for acceptance.
The materials used in the Monier arches
and sewer, substituted for brick and concrete,
was not sandstone and concrete ; it was 3 to
1 compo., and was estimated by tbo Depart
ment at from 80s. to 90s. per cubic yard,
not at 28s, as stated.

Cash security for £4.000 was taken in
this case, ns required by the spccilication.
There were no sureties.
Contract 79a, an extension of the pre
ceding work to .Jeffrey’s-street, was, as
before slated, given to Messrs. Carter & Co.
on the representations of the member for
the district; but 1 strongly urged that
tenders should be invited tor the work, as
J considered that it might be done more
cheaply.
The cos!, of the extension which was taken
at Ihe departmental estimate was £12,832,
not £35,000 as stated.
As already pointed oul, my son was never
a partner, nor did he take office under
Messrs. Carter & Co. between tbe 22nd and
29th March, ISOft, when the change of front
is said to have taken place, but had already
been in tbe employ of the firm in Adelaide
since May, 1893.
In my second minute, quoted by Mr.
Parkes, it will be seen that I distinctly
stated that 1 forwarded the paper, on an
intimation from the Minister that he (the
Minister) was prepared to let the work to
Messrs. Carter & Co., and I carefully
abstained from making anyr recommendation,
merely forwarding the paper for formal
approval.
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This was on the 30th March, 1S04. How sudden a change ! It is
not the Minister who has to do with this. The Minister is generally
led by the head ol the department, it does not matter whether it is
the present or the last Minister. Tlie heads of these departments
ought to be above reproach. There ought to bo the greatest possible
check put upon them. When we see a rapid change like this in a
minute in a few days, after a son of the gentlemen concerned has
taken office under the contractors, then there is some suspicion. It
is impossible to make definite charges, but the case looks so grave
that it ought to be filtered out in this House.
Mr. Young : Hoes the honorable gentleman assert that the engage
ment of young Mr. Hickson took place in the meantime—during
those two or three days?
Mr. V. VARKES : I believe it was during that time.
Mr. Young : Hoes the honorable member assert that ?
Mr. V. PAKKES : I believe it was.
These gentlemen have a contract at Johnstone’s Bay for what they
call stormwater channelling. This stormwater channelling is taken
through a lot of mud flats. For four or five weeks tlie Government
employed about forty or fifty of the unemployed to drain the water
off this land for the contractors. The Government actually employed
the unemployed for this purpose. I can bring plenty of evidence on
oath that forty or fifty men were employed for four or five weeks
draining the water off the land where these gentlemen had to carry
out their contract, The effect of that was to put £2S0 or £H00 into
the pockets of the contractors.

Tlie sand-pum]! dredging at Roxellc Bay,
carried out by the Ueparinent, flooded tho
land through which Messrs. Carter & Co,
had to construct tho Johnstone's Creek
stormwater channel. As this would have
given them a claim for compensation, a drain
had to ho cut to take tho water oil’ their
works, and place the land in the same con
dition as when tenders were received, Messrs.
Carter & Co. providing flood-gates at their
own cost to keep the tidal waters out. The
cost of the drain ivas about £70 ; it is, there
fore, difficult to see how £280 to £300 can
have been put into the contractors’ pockets.
I am quite satisfied that, by my prompt
action iu this case, I saved the Department
a large sum which'the contractors could
have claimed for the flooding of their works.
In any case this drain would have had to
be made later on, to form an outfall for
Johnstone’s Creek during the progress of
the continuation of the present work.
I could cite other concessions given to these gentlemen, informa
It is difficult to say what is meant by
tion as to which has boon given to me not by one contractor, but by
“innumerable concessions” to these and
twelve or fourteen. Innumerable concessions have been given to
other contractors, and the only cases I can
them, and it would only be wearying the House to particularise
them.
think of are those of Messrs! Gilliver and
Mr. Young : Let us have them all while the honorable member is
Curtis, at liookwood, and Messrs. Johnston,
about it!
O’Bourkc, and G-ordon.at Bushcutter’sBay,
Mr. V, PARKES : If an inquiry is made the House will find that
The first of these had a contract for partly
there has been an undue amount of favouritism towards not only
draining the Bookwood ^Necropolis, and this
these contractors hut many others.
was extended so as to embrace the whole
cemetery, at an additional cost of £5,747, at
their schedule prices. The second case can
scarcely he looked on as a concession, as the
contract provided for the construction of a
part or the whole sewer, at the discretion of
the Minister, This contingency was pro
vided for in the specification, in case tho
adjacent landowners were unwilling to allow
the sewer to be carried through their land
without compensation. When the consent
of all interested had been obtained, I directed
the contractors—with the approval of tho
Minister—to carry out the whole work.
The value of the extension was £2,071.
To show the artifice with which questions are answered bv tli
This contract was never under my super
IrfulSMbiato^’ 011 *10 J9thil,StaUt 1 aSkC‘ltheSt:aimPl0<lucatio,:
vision. It has, ever since the work com
tlmworks^'^T
fr' Hicks0n With this f,rm nr wit
menced, been under Mr. Darley or Mr. J.
in .ChiefS' 1 th‘S Mr‘ Hlckson a SOil °f the present Engined
M. Smail, who was acting Jinginecr-in-Chief
for Metropolitan fciewerage construction,
This was the reply r
during Mr. Parley’s absence in Kew
“ P-) He is engineer to the contractors. (8.) He is tlie son of th
^rred'trif11^ ^ ^bliC Wwk8i but ^ Balmain conim
Zealand.
S ^
w ™<ler the supervision of the Presideu
C^»;,;MrSZrefe’’for Sew™*
aW two nwYj\a%0ay-been1,apP°iuteCl to his P™ent positio
about two months and during all the time that this contract wa
M? TouNrm,Ko iVaS l"UlU1'the El,gineer-ili-Chief.
of ^Wnd
f : J116 ^’igineer-in-Chief was the chief designe

The Minister, in his reply, went on to say :
works atthNn^bn« ti'e other,co!ltra=t referred to, namely, tlie sewerag
works at Keith Sydney, which was carried out under the sunervisio
Hi k^nreer-lni-Cahieff°r Public
I*m informed that M*!
time inlU1OAuatralir’'C0”"CCtiOn ^ that WOrk’ ^ * the
But Mr. Hickson has been going backwards and forwards betwee:

My son had no connection with any con
tract of Messrs. Carter <fc Co.’s in New
tiouth Wales, until last August, when he
returned from youth Australia. He was in
the latter Colony from May, 1893, and did
not go backwards and forwards between here
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here and South Australia, That makes no difference as to his con
nection with the firm. He is looking after their work in South
Australia, and looking after their work nero ; and such an answer as
that is, on the face of it, simply a blind, and it shows that there is
some reason why there should bo a full inquiry into the circumstances
attending this contract.

Mr. Lyne : Before the honorable gentleman aits down perhaps
I might be allowed to ask him a question. He said that the firm in
question had contracts to the amount of £35,000, and he only referred
to one of £13,000. What other contracts made up tho total of
£35,000 ?
Mr. V. PATtKES : As far as I am informed there was a contract
of £13,000, another of £10,800, and another of £11,000, all let with
out tender.

and South Australia in the interest of the
firm. During the whole of this time (two
years and three months) he got one holiday
to visit Sydney on purely private business.
He has never communicated—directly or
indirectly—with me or tho office in connec
tion with Messrs. Carter, Gummow, &
Co.’s works, the whole of the transactions
with the office having been carried out either
through Mr. Carter or Mr. Gummow.
Tbe only contract let to Carter & Co. with
out tender is, as before stated, the extension
of the Horth Shore Sewerage Works to
JefErey’s-street (Contract 79a) for £12,832.
I am quite satisfied to leave this matter
now in the Minister’s hands, and through
him to accept the verdict of the public,
knowing that I have never had, during the
whole course of my professional life, any
dealings with contractors which I would be
afraid to expose to the most searching
inquiry.
Any impartial person reading these replies,
which I have made as brief as possible, can,
I feel certain, only, come to the conclusion
that Mr. Parkes has been wilfully misled by
some evil-minded person whose motives were
as impure as their statements were false.
EOBT. HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

Minute "by The TJndei* Secretary for Public Worts.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 December, 1895.
Carter, Gummow, & Co.'s Contracts.
It is, I think, proper for me, in submitting this to the Minister, not only as Under Secretary but as
Chairman of the Board of Heference, to express the entire confidence which the Board have in Mr. Hickson
as one of its members. Every matter relating to the contracts which are referred to the Board is most
critically examined, and I have great pleasure in saying that Mr. Hickson, as well as every other member
o£ the Board, shows the utmost desire to have every phase of tbe various questions which arise in connection
with tenders thoroughly enquired into, and to this end they willingly give all facilities to the Board.
I fully agree with er. Hickson in saying that it is difficult to conceive of any practical method of
applying further cheeks in connection with our tender system. I do not think there is any country in
the world where such publicity is given to proceedings in regard to this very important matter,
J. BAELING.
May bo laid on Table of tbo Assembly.—J.H.T., 19/12/95.

Sydney : Charles Power, Government Printer*—1895.
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11 El URN to an Order made by the Sonorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 10th October, 1895, That ihere be laid upon tho Table of
this House,—
“
"
“
“
“
“

Copies of all papers and correspondence in connection with the contracts
o£ Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., at Marrickville, Balmain, North
Sydney, Johnston’s Creek, and Stan more, including the specification,
schedule, &c., for original contracts, and for substituted ones, and all
vouchers paid and details of same, and such other matter included in the
transactions from commencement to the present date.”
(Mr. Parlces.J
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original contract would be returned, provided they lodged £650 on account of work comprised in the04
04. Inspector Fowle to Supervising-Engineer Davis, directing attention to certain small works in connection with
the contract which require attention. 19 June, 1894 ........................................................................................................................
95. The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to Supervising-Engineer Davis, respecting the disposal of " spoil ” from
shafts, 4c. 31 May, 1894.......................................................................................................................... ...........................................................
96. Engineer-in-Ohief for Sewerage to Supervising-Engineer, Council of North Sydney to be informed that the
contractors will receive instructions to deliver “ spoil ” at distances within half a mile from the shafts, 4c.
7 August, 1894 .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
97. Council Clerk, North Sydney, to Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, acknowledging receipt of his letter of 8th
August,1894 ....................................................................................................... ............................... ...................... .............................................
98. Council Clerk, North Sydney, to Engineer-in-Chicf for Sewerage, further respecting disposal of “ spoil,” and
asking that the sum of £123 9s. 4d. spent by Council in connection with removal of “spoil” be refunded to
them. 14 August, 1894 ......................................................................................................................................................................................
99. Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis, rospeetiu'g certain work at No. 12 shaft. 10 August, 1894
100.
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101. Supervising-Engineer Davis to Resident-Engineer Bovs, respecting the plates required for No. 8 shaft,
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been executed, 20 November, 1894 ..............................................................................................................................................................
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,
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335

letter, with ministerial decision. 30 March, 1894 ....................... °............................................_
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4. Departmental estimate for Contract 79A ............. "...........................................................................................................
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335
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contractors on value of approved cement. 26 July, 1894.................................................
9, Agreement executed by Carter & Co., in respect of advance of £585."’e August" 1894 ..'.!!!.................. 366
10. Mr. Resident-Engineer Weedon, reporting that it will be necessary to have the sewer lining 10 inches thick 337
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13.
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367
368
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368
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370

21. ^"’carter fc^Co'^s fixeiWleposH for^CCSo!
25.

f0t' ^a!)*10 ^r°“,liS to Carter A Co., respecting rcuewui of bank fixed deposit receipt.

21 June,

370

20. Messrs. Carter & Co. to Under Secretary for Public Works, requesting that bank fixed deposit foi- £650 be 370
renewed for twelve months. 25 June, 1893 .......................... ,
1
27. Copy offixed deposit receipt, No. A 22,207, for i'GflO, issued by"Bank"orNew’Ecaiand.""26 Junei'isos!!!!!!!!!!!! 370
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°
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Contract No. 09, Sydney Sewerage.
'
No. 1.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Eastern Main Branch Sewer, "Western Suburbs Sewerage Works,—Contract No. GO, Sydney Sewerage
Works.
"
,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 30 October, 1893.
Hebewith is submitted for the approval of the Commissioner and Eugineer-in-Chief, plans and specifi
cations, in triplicate, for the abpve work.
AtnOunt"available, provided for in Yote, £830,000, for Western Suburbs Drainage, Loans Act,
53 Vic. No. 23. Estimated cost, £78,162 18s. 2d.
Plans and specifications to be exhibited at the Sewerage Office, Lincoln Inn Chambers, Elizabethstreet.
Tenders to close at 11 a.m., Wednesday, 15th November, 1893.
,
M. OHLFSEN BAGGE,
Chief Assistant Engineer for Sewerage.
Hebewith is forwarded for the approval of the Secretary for Public Works, and for insertion in the

Government Gazette and local papers, an advertisement inviting tenders for the above.
EOBT. HICKSON,
The Under Secretary, B.C.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage. '
Engineer-in-Chief.—F.C.P., 30/10/93.
Tenders for, 15/11/93.

Insert.—-T.B., 30/10/93.

Notice to Gazette, 30/10/93.

No. 2.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 7 November, 1893.
Minute Paper,
Subject: Main Eastern Branch Sewer.
I FUfD it will be quite impossible to be ready for inviting tenders for this work on the 15th instant.
Specifications and plans on which tenders were to be invited are over two years old, and since that time
considerable modifications and alterations in our sewerage plans have been suggested. The work is of too
important a nature to rush through without full consideration. I therefore recommend that tbo time for
the receipt of tenders he postponed till 13th December.
ROBT. HICKSON.
Extend time.—J.B., 7/11/93. Mr. Mitchell. Noted, Gazette ani papers.—7/11/93.
W.J.L., 14/11/93. Roads.—D.C.M'L. (pro U.S.), B.C. 16(Tl/93.
•

Approved.—

Public Wobes Departmeht.—Sewerage Branch.

Construction of Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage.—Contract No. 69, Sydney
Sewerage Works.
Herewith is submitted for the approval of the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief, plans and speci
fications, in triplicate, for the above work.
Amount available, provided for in vote, £830,000, for Western Suburbs Drainage, Loans Act, 53 Vic.
No. 23. Estimated cost—£64,420 6s. 5d.
Plans and specifications to be exhibited at the Sewerage Office, Public Works Department.
Tenders to close at 11 am,, Wednesday, 13th December, 1893.
M. OHLFSEN BAGGE,
The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief.
Chief Assistant Engineer for Sewerage.
Herewith is forwarded for the approval of the Secretary for Public Works, and for insertion in the

Government Gazette and local papers, an advertisement inviting tenders for the above.
.
ROBT. HICKSON,
The Under Secretary, B.C.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Department of Public Works, Reads and Bridges Branch, Sydney, November, 1893.
Tenders will he received up to 11 o’clock a.m. on Wednesday, 13th December, 1893, for the construction

of Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage Works, Contract No. 69, Sydney Sewerage.
Tenders to be addressed to the Sewerage Oflice, Sydney, where specifications, &e., may be seen.
No. 3.
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No. 3.
Schedule of Tenders received by Tender Board.
List

■Wednesday, 13 December, 1893.
received for construction of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs
Drainage Works, from near Premier-street to near Emily-street. Cont. No., 69 S.S.
..
Eleven.
Number of tenders received
..
£63,000.
Estimated amount
...
Amount of lowest tender
...
£4.5,207 3s. lid.
N ame of lowest tenderer
...
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Vote ...............
...
..
£830,000. 58 Vic. No. 23.

op

Tenders

Amount.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Carter, Gummow, & Co.
..
John Ahearn ...
...
Kerlo & Eerie ...
...
..
H. Mackenzie & Sons ...
..
Justin M'Sweenoy
.............
Holloway Bros...........................
James P. Carson
...
.
Alex. Dean & Sons
...
.

9. Langtroc & Owen

...

..

10. Parry & Farley ...
11. J, Stewart & Co.

...
...

,
.

Deposit.

Nature.

£460
Cheque.
£45,207 8 11
47,061 3 9
471
„
52,735 10 9
500
„
53,505 2 7
600
„
500
„
54,623 18 2
55,104 8 9
500
„
57,239 0 9
600
„
500
„
58,165 10 8
59,676 16 0
500
„
500
„
63,095 11 11
500
„
68,171 6 9
EOBT. HICKSON,
Vice President of Tender Board.

D. C. M'Lachlan, 13/12/93.
Tenders herewith checked.—O.C., Accountant.
Principal Assistant Engineer for Sewerage, B.C.

Mr. Davis,

No. 1. CAETEE, GUMMOW, & Co.’s TENDEE.
(Bound up with Bond.)
No. 2.—JOHN AHEAEN’S TENDEE.
(Add error in addition, 9d. Items 54 to 70 inclusive, for which a general rate is asked, would, at
contractor’s prices for each item, average about £15 18s. OJd. per ton. Items 78 to 82 inclusive, for
which a general rate is asked, would, at contractor’s prices, average about £9 Os. l'07d. per ton.)
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform ihe various works required in and about the full and proper
construciion, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from L’remicr-stroet to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. 69), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by me for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and I do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed, for, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Quintities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and I hereby undertake that I will, withiu fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and I enclose herewith my cheque for tho sum of £471 as a preliminary Deposit; and I
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if I at any time witbin thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, I fail to complete the abovemev'ioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Kegulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree
to be bound.
JOHN AHEAEN,
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
„
Burwood.
Tender Board Eeoueations.

No Tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of tho Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
_
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the ease
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce tbe number of Tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whoso directions the work is to he
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, tbe
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
_
All envelopes containing Tenders must he addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the mime of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
Every

\
\

8

Every Tender must;, as a_ guarantee of good faitli, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive................................................... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not eiceediag £1,000,.,
... £10 O 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on tbe amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque iu favour of tho President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of tbe Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of tlie successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tho Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by tbe su"cePBful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
_
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by bim on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to tbe credit of the
Consolidated Bevenue of the Colony.
. ,
Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default bucIi a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at ihe pleasure of the President.
■ In the event of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Bates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
_ _
In submitting a Tender, the full Chiislian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render Ihe Tender liable to be declared informal.
The B oard .shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Tho Boaid-room thall bo open for tbe admission of the public while the Tenders are being opened
and dec! iml.

CO.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to,

No.

Kate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

■

6. (1.

19,320

2/-

1,932 0 0

1,165

15/-

873 15 0

1,165

10/-

582 10 0

1,165

11/-

640 15

610

10/-

1,140

18/-

1,140

15/-

855 0

1,140

16/-

012

1,850

25/

2,312 10 O

1,850

18/-

1,665

1,850

19/-

1,757 10 0

130

10/-

65 0 0

445

15/-

333 IS 0

0

o

Eiravutions in opon trenches, in more or less hard materials, and m
liatd rocl', for sewers, brandies pipes, sub-ducts, &e., as specified
in clause 3, ns \'u, :—
i Excavation in road surfaces, amid, sod, pipeclay, slude, soft rort,
where in tbe opinion of tlie EtU'iiiecr blustiiiR is unnecessary ..... cubic vorc
2 Excavation in hard shale or rock, where gadding and guttering onfi
is permitted ......... ...........................................................................
3 Eieavatioit in hard shale or rock1 where charges oF powder not
ciceeding 2 in. in length hy lg in. iu diameter, and such depth'
of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted....................
4 Excavation in hard shale or rock, -where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by Is in. in diameter, and such depths
of borc-holcs os shall be directed oulv are permi ted.....................
Eicaraiion in tunne’s In “more or less hard materials/’ for sewers,
pipe servers, sub-duet^, tic, as specified in clause 3, as nz.:—
5 Less hard excavation in clay, loose, and joint.y shale, Jtc., where iu
t-ho opinion of flic Engineer blasting is unnecessary .............
.
6 Excavation in hard staiidafcjne or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted.................................................................
„
7 Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, uonstone, &c., where charges <f
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length hj
in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes os shall be directed onlv are permitted
6 Excavations in hard sandstone, sbalc, ironstone, &.c.j where cl^arges of
ponder not exceeding 4 in. in length by 1$ in. in diameter, and
such depth of bofc-holcs m shall be directed only are permitted ..
Excavation in tunnels in " solid rock " for sewer?, pipe-sewers, sub
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz. : —
9 Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and glittering oniy is per
mitted .............................................................................................
Jt
10 Excavation in Lard rook, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by lit in. in d'naictcr, and such depths of bore-holes ns
shall be directed onlv are permitted..................................................
11 Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4in*
in length by 3 5 in* in diameter, and such depth of boro-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted................................................
Excavation in “bolid rock/’ in shafts, shaft chamber^ and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, as viz.
12 Excavation in road surfaces, soil day, pipeclay, shulo, and soft rockl
only, where iu the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary!
13 Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
in length by 1^ in. iu diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall bo directed onlv are permitted...............................................
it

Peoliablc Quantity

C
J\

Unit.

©

Description of Work.

o

of
Item.

Li-

Contract Ko.

3,026 0 0
0

0 0

0

0

9
No.
of

Description or Work.

Item.

14
IB

Unit,

Excavation in bard rock, ivliero charges of powder not exceeding 4ir
in length by If in. in dinmetor, and such depths of bore-boles a s
shall be directed only are permitted.................................. .............. cubic yard
wilted

16

Probable Quantity.

'

>i

Kate
per
Unit.

Amount.

s

s. a.

445

15/-

333 15 0

445

20/-

445 0 0

170

6

/-

51- 0 0

115

20/-

HE

115

18/-

103 10 0

115

18/-

103 10 0

and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz. :—
3
r!
blastiDg jr unuccossary ..............................................................................

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

20
27
23

2!)

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
33

.i

c* c

----

“

r

44'

45

761

0 0

244
2S0

10/20/-

122 0 0
280 0 0

640
640

6/-

192 0 0
256 0 0

2SO
280
760
190
90
1,050
4,550
1,005
11,600
210
12

?/9/3/12/6

38

8/-

15 4 0

7

50/-

17 10 0

40
64
15
5

4/5/.
SI12/-

8
16
6
3

20,420
30,000

3d.

765 15 0
376 0 0

,,,

25

JC6

150 0 0

...

3

£300

900 0 0

2

£180

360 0 0

1

£100

100 0 0

8

/-

V-

36;42/55/2/6
5/16)-

98
126
114
118
4
1,890
9,555
4,413
1,450
62
9

0
0
0
15
10
0
0
15
0
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

j ■sajc.i-iiv i j, i

bend-pipes, m trenches, ihafts, &e., as specified in clause
including providing anil fixing discs, complete, as viz. :_
9-in. diameter pipes m pipe-sewers and shafts.................................
12-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ................................................
IG-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .............................................
18-iu. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ........ ...................................

lineal yard.
57
77
71

43

/-

900 0 0

>1

y

1

2/-

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 .........
»
Bluestono concrete, in any situation, as specified m clause 13 .........
47
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15
37
Cement facing, in any situalion, as specified in clause 14 ................. square yard
Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, ns specified in clause It > cubic foot.
Squared bluestone pitchers, in any situation, as specified m clause 1C square van
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 6 in. deep, as spccificc
in clause 18,
"
91
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting,
and tarring, ns specified in clause 11 .....................................
trl red
...
*

15,220

0 0

9,000

ineluding dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
Of 6 in. internal diameter ..........................................................
77
Of 9 in. internal diameter ............................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 8.
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and d
cement jointing for pipes of:—
6 in. internal diameter ..................................................................
19
9 in. internal diameter..............................................................
it
Hand-packed stone fUling 4-in. gauge, ns specified in clauses 8 a
cubic yard.

v

30
40
41
42

1

Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gacldii
only is permitted.....................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where ohargti
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by 1J iu. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes ns shall be directed only arc r>er
mitted ............................................................................. ........... _
>*
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charge3
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter
and such depths of bore-holes ns shall bo directed only are ucr
mitted ..........................................................................................
)>
Filling in at sides, round and over all eonoreto and brickwork o f
sowers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, a;
specified in clause 5.........................................................................
*
M
Timber ordered in writing to bo left in excavations, as specified it
clause 9, including nit iron used in fixincr same ............................. cubic foot
Bemoving existing culverts crossing the lllawarra Bond, as specifier]
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and limber decking .. cubic yarrl
Sub-duct in bard rock, with tile covers, us specified in clause fct......... lineal jard

STJEPLUa MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified
clauses 51, 54, and 86 of the Schedule to Specification, includb
spreading, ns viz.:—
Eor the first half-mile of lead..................................................
For every further quarter of a mile of lead .........
_ _
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY,
Receiving and fineg ironwork, supplied by tho Government
specified in clauees 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification’

cubic yaid.
ii

ton

9d.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses21 to 26 inclusive
as viz.:—
'
46
47
43

_

PENSTOCKS.

Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter - opening, with lifting
gear, wroueht-iron and gun-metaf work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3..................................................................... each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter openingrwith lifting
gear, street-box, cover-plate, w-ronght-iron and gun-mctal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos, 19 and 14...................... .
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, "with" 2-ft 77
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wroughtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos
14 and 18..............................................
>7

258—B

10
No.

of
Item.

Desoription of Work.

I’robftMo Quantity.

Unit.

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount.

G-as Checks.
40

50
51

52

63

Cast-iron frame witii Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 10 in.
s 5 ft. TO in.,uith all wrought.-iron and gun-mctal work, com
each.
plete, ns shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3............................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 0 ft. 8 in. i
5 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-mctal work, complete.
as shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ........................................... .
Jt
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gns-ehcck for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. %
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete
as shown on drawings Nos, 25 and 3 .................................................... j,
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in. i
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-mctal work, complete
ns shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ...........................................
11
Cast-iron frame witii Muntz metal gas check for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in. i
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, ai
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 .................................................

£

'■

...

*'

£

s. d.

100 0 0

1

100

1

95

95

1

90

00 0 0

1

75

75

O

0

1

70

70

0

O

0

0

Xekeguxab Castings, &c.

64
65

50
Z1
58
59

60
61

62

01
65

00
07

68
69

72

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft
long in the bodv, ns shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ......... .
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 0 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long over all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for H-in. diameter
holt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. diumeto
holt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16, weighing...................... .
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter. 10 it lot g over all, with
spigot end‘>. as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter sjphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 .............................................
2 —cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. Ions
over all, one flange turned and drilled for Ij-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos, 17 and 18 ..................................
2—cast-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, It
ft. long in (lie body, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 .........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipe*, 3 ft. 6 in internal dinmelcr, 10
ft. long over all, ihe flange to be turned and drilled for H-in
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 .........................
Cast-iron spigot, pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .................. .................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 it.. 6 m. internal diameter,6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ........................................... .........
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. 10
in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No. 18..........................
2—east-iron thimbles' for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sewer, 18 in.
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18......................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16...................................... ...............
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft internal diameter, 10 ft
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for 1^-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as riiown on drawing No. 16 ............. . .........................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in. long over
nil, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ...............................................
Cast iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 16 .... .............................................................
Cast-iron flange nnd spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, as shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 .............................................................
Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the works
2—wrought-iron rolled girders lor supporting lifting gear of penstock:
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as riiown on drawings Nos. 3 and 20......................
Platform for working pen'focks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled pirdos, 25 ft. long each,
weight per foot run in lh., with cast iron gratings and urnuglriron standard and railings, complete, us shown on drawings Nos. It

74
75
76

77

solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4 ...................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete.
as shown on drawing No. 4 ....................................................... .
3—ang’e-iron bearers, wiih cast-iron perforated landing-p’ates in
shaft,complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 .................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with ractiron lunge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings No". 14 and 21 ........................................... ....
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with east-iron
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21

27

27

0

0

0

0 18

30

30

0

0

1 16

3 13

30

30

0

O

2

5

3 23

30

30

0

O

0 11

3 20

14

14

0

O

4 12

2

2

40

80

0

O

5 16

O

6

45

90

0

0

4

9

2

2

40

80

0 O

2

2

3 25

25

25

0

0

1

7

3 20

18

18

0

O

1

5

2 24

17

17

0

O

1

O

2 14

10

20 0 0

0 19

0

4

15

15

0

O

1 13

3 18

14

28

0

O

0

15

3

3

0

0

2

............

ton.

cwL

4

0 14

1

0

18

18 0 0

0

8

1 10

10

10 0 0

33 12

3 12

10

2

4

15

15

8

O

1

4

2 15

23/-

28

6

7

0

4

1 11

45/-

9 is

8

it

7»

O 16

2 15

40/-

33

5

4

J)

0 15

2 27

30/-

23 12

3

J)

0

4

1 20

70/-

15 10

0

O

9

1 11

60/-

28

cwt.
73

(jt*. lb
3 4

£

2

Tons.
2

"

0 10

11

r-1
N*.
of
Item.

t

Description tji Work,

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Hate
per
Unit.

Amount.

Cast-iron Pipes.
Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings !No$. 16 and ISj as viz.

Tons cwt qr. lb.

£

s. d.

78

2S9 4 0 0

9/.

79'
80
fcl

4*5 5 OH
G3 16 3 20

9!9.'-

2 nns 16 n
‘____ V*
a mv fi p
574 12 4

0 2 0 23

35/-

3 17 2

0 0 1 2G

35/-

P 1G 11

82

74—screw bolts. It in. diameter, with heiagon heads and nuts, for
3-ft, G-in. and 3-ft. 9-m. diameters flange pipe-joints ...............
15—serriw bolts, 1 in, diameter, with hexagon heads and nuU, foi
2-ft. diameter flange pipe-joint# .............................. ...................
Total for all straight pipes..........................

ton.

783 8 2 27

>,

PIPE-LAYING.

83
81
65

Laying and jointing (including providing lead nnd spun-yam) the
3-tt. 9-in. diameter, the 3-ft, 6-in. diameter, and tlie
diameter
cast-iron pipes, and irregular east'ngs in open trendies and shaft6;,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter svphon pipes and short ends, &e. ...................... lineal yard
3-ft. 6-in, diameter duplicate sewer-pipesj shoit ends, fee, .............
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ond short ends, ...................................

39G
C)9
24 G

23/.
13/C
C/-

10

£5

50 0

0

10
10
15
1j
15
la
If n
100

'VCO/In/8/14,'5/3/2,6

3
30
1L
6
10
3
15
12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21
Vi
Rate only

4f>/15/14/U'/9/IVG/-

40 0 0
18 15 0

39G 0 0
GOO C G
73 1C 0

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
86

Plap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs .................................................... ...........................

each

GENERAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, where ordered in anv situation in the construction
of these worts (temporarv puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 2£h including
' spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, curnpJcte .......................... cubic yard
Special bluestone Concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ..
it
Sandstone melal (clause 2), 2-in. gauge, stacked
..............................
Bluestone metal (clause 2), 2i-m, gauge, stacked .............................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), ^tucked ......................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ..... ....................... cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .................................................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
Cwt.
straps, Ac. (clause 2) ..........................................................................
Portland cement ......................................................................................
cask
Artizap or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ......................................
day
Quitrrvman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ..... .
Ordinorv labourer, supplied by Contractor .........................................
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor.....................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
))
Total ......................................................... .

ft
............. £

'"

10
'0
5
0
10
15
0
10

'

|

47,001

3

0

Tho quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for tlie guidance of Tenderers, nho
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordauce with tlie Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during tlie
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
■
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Brunch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &c.
Prices for items Nos. 8f>, 90, 91, 92, 93, 91, 95. and 90 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
tunc such materials maybe required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
'
’'
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99, 100, and 101 are to be for such as arc able-bodied and efficient,
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the e\ent of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to ho paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates'set down for day-work.
SUUHAET

70
12
Summaby of 'Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all G-un-metal.'
(The number o£ Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
Xo. of
Item.

46
47

43

Description Of Item.

Number Weight of each
Item.
lequired.

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolt.), and gun-mctal, complete.............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. yin. diameter opening, with all lift,ing| ,
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-mctal, complete.............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-11, diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..... ........................

Ts. ct. qr. lb.

Ta. ct. qr. lb.

6 5 1 22

13 16 1 10

3

7 0 4

6 14 0 8

X 1 1 20

1 1 1 20
26 11 3 10

Total weight

49
60

El
62

63

GAS-CHECKS.
Cast-irnn frame, with muntz melal gas-check, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft. 10-iu.
sewer, with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz melal gas-chock, for 6-ft. S-m. by 5-ft. S-m. sew cr,
with all screw-holts, anobor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-cheek, for o-ft, 6-m. by-l-ft. 6-in.sewer,
with all screw-bolts, aaehor-bolts, gun-motal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft.. 2-in. by 4-ft, 2-in. sower,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame,with muntz meal gns-ebeck for 5-ft. 1-in by 4-ft, 1-in. sower,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................

Total weight

1

1

1

1 26

1

1

0 19

2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

1

0 11 0 2

0 11 0 2

1

1 26

3 19 1 18

Total weight .............................. .............................
IKEEGULAR CASTINGS, &c.

64
65
66
67
53
69
60
61
62
63
64
65
fifi
67
68
69
70

Flango ond faucet pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in internal diameter..................... .
Flange pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, one fluiige turned and
drilled, for li- in. diameter bolt-holes...........................................................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long. 3 ft, 9 in internal diameter, the flanges to
turned and drilled for Tf- in. diameter bolt-holes........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter .........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter pipe, 18 in, long .............................
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long, 3 ft, Gin internal diameter, one flange turned nnd
drilled, for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes.............................................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter.....................
Flange nnd spigot pipe, 10ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for Ij-in, diameter bolt-holes .........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long. 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter .........................................
Spigot pipe, 6 ft, 6 in, long, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter......................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 ft. 10 in. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ...............
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. long..................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2fl. internal diameter ..............................
Flange and spisnt pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flange to be
turned and drilled for l£"iu. diameter bolt-holes .........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe. loin, long .........................................
Cast-iron flange bend. 12 m. internal diameter.....................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter..................................

1

2 2 3 4

2 2 3 4

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 IS

1
1
1

i 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

i 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 IS 0 3

4 12 2 2
5 16 0 6

2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
1
0
0

4
2
7
5
10
19

3
3
3
2
1
0

1
25
20
24
7
4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9
2
7
6
0
19

2
3
3
2
2
0

2
25
20
24
14
4

2
1

0
0
0
0

16
4
3
4

3
1
2
0

23
5
7
19

1
0
0
0

13
4
14
8

3
1
1
1

18
5
O
10

4

2

33 12

Total weight ............................................ ................

71
72
73
74
75

76
77

"Wrought-iron rolled girders, 13in. high, top and bottom flango 6{r in. wide,
25 ft. long, to be walled in at Premier-street shaft chamber ......................
Platform for working penstocks, Premier-street shaft, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3in. wide, 25 it. long, weighing
191b. per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings nnd wrought-iron standards
and railings complete........................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tubc-rading nt top of abaft, and solid
bar-raihug across shaft at landings.................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete..........
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete ...............................................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with east-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, chuunel-iron girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ................................................................................................................

2

at 46 lb per ft

3 12

1 0 2 4

1 4 2 lo
0 4 111
0 16 2 15
0 15 2 27

3

0 4 1 20
0 9 1 11
4 15 2 19

Total weight
CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
78
79
80

3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .........................................................................
3-ft. 6-m. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes.............................................................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipcs .................. ...................................... .........................

96

154
59

82

Screw-bolts 14 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange ]ii]ie-joints .........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in, diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ......... ..................................................................................
Total weight

1 1 2 1C

289 4 0 0
435 6 0 14
63 16 3 20
788 6 0 6

Total weight of pipes

81

3 0 10
2 16 2 3

74

0 2 0 23

15

0 0 1 26
0 2 2 21

71
13
]STo. 3.—KERLE & KERLE’S TENDER.
(Items 78 to 82 inclusive, for which a general rate was ashed, would, at contractor’s prices for each item,
. average about £0 IGs per ton.)
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tendeb Form.
In pursuance of advertisement iu tlie Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perforin the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of tlie Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. GO), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have bcon inspected by ns for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender ; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall bo paid or allowed for, as tlie case may be, at and
after tbe rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qumtitles and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and wo hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public AVorks, a valid legal Comnct with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide tlie security required by clause 20 of tho said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £000 as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we nt tiny time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter ; and further, that tins Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, aud by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
WALTER KERLE,
HARRY WOOD KERLE,
11, Bond-street.

Witness,—G. Pile,
11, Bond-street.

Tender Board Ki'.fiUT.A'rroNS.

No Tender shall be received after eleven a.m, on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
'
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or tho senior member present, as the ease
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and tho necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received lor eich work and the name of tho lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until tlie Head of the Branch, under whose directions tho work is to ho
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good fpith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
............... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tbo
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of tho successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person, entitled thereto, as soon as jmssible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any Tenderer failing to lake up his Tender, complete tbe bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,

Whenever

14
Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tho President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, aud from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In the event of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Bates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
. .
submitting a Tender, the full Christian tame of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen aro required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to he declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are being opened
and declared.
r

Contract No. 69.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

No,

ot
Item.

1
2
3
4

5

G
7

8

0
10
11

12
13

14

15

1C
17
18

19

Description of Work.

lin it,

iProliable quantity.

Bate

pew

Unit.

Excavations in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and iiv
hard rock, for sewers, brunchoe, pipes, sub-ducts, &c., as specified
in clause 3, ns viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shale, soft rock,
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ...... cubic yard
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where gadding and guttering only
is permitted ......................................................................................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in. in length by ]| in. in diam^fer and such depths'
of bore-holes as shall be ducted only arc permitted.....................I
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not)
exceeding 4 in. in length by
in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permi ted .................
It
Excavation in tunnels in “more or less hard materials,” for sewers,
pipe sewers, sub-ducts, &c . as specified in clause 3, ns viz. —
Less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, Ac., where ii.
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary .................
Excavation in hard standstone or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted ..............................................................................
Excavation in hard sa-ndstone, shale, iionsrone, Ac., where charges i f
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by )# in. in diameter, !ind[
sueh depth of bore-hob a as shall be directed only arc permitted ..
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, irons'one, Ac,, where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, nno
such depth of bore-holes as shall bo directed only are permitted .,
Excavation in tunnels in “solid rock " for sewers, pipe-sewers, sub
ducts, Ac., ns specified in clause 3, as viz. : —
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is permitti-d ............................................... .............................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
in length by If in. in d'ametor, and such deptns of bore-holes us
shall be directed oniy are permitted............................... ................
Excavation in bard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such deptn of bore-holes asi
shall be directed only are permitted................................................. 1
Excavation in “ solid rook,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, asi
specified in clause 3, as viz. •—
j
Excavation in road surfaces, soil olay, pipeclav, shale, and soft roek
only, wrhere in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary'
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.’
in length by If io. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as*
shall be directed only are permitted................................................
Excavation in bard roek, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes aishall be directed only are permitted...............................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted ..................................................... ................................ . .......
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chamber",
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz. :—
Less hard excavation inroad surfaces, soil, clay, pipeeloy, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary ....................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gadding
only is permitted...............................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charges
of powder nob exceeding 2 in. in length by 1# in. in diameter,
and sueh depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted ................................................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes os shall be directed only are per
mitted ........................................................................ ........................

Amount.

s.

d.

0

0

582 10

0

£

19,320

2/

1,165

10/-

1-,1 Go

8/-

4GG

0

0

1,165

8/-

46G

0

0

810

7/-

283 10

0

I,MO

23/

1,425

0

0

1,140

23/

1,311

0

0

1,140

23/

1311

0

0

1,850

40/

3,700

0

0

1,450

35/

3,237 10

0

1,850

33/

3,237 10

0

130

4/

445

20/-

415

0

0

415

20/

415

0

0

445

23/-

511 15

0

170

4/

34

0

O

115

3/

17

5

0

115

15/

86

5

0

115

15/-

86

5

0

1,932

2G 0 0

15
No.

of
Item.

20
21
22
28
24
25

20
27
28
20

30
31
32
33

34
35

30
37
33

30
40
41

42

Description or Work.

Unit

Probable Quantity.

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, ns
specified in cluttse 5.................................................................. cubic yard
Timber ordered in writing to be left in exeaY&t-ions, ns specified in
clause 9f including nil iron used in fixing same .............................. cubic footi
Kcnioving existing culverts crossing the Illuwarra Bond, as specified
in clause 12, including masonrv, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic yard
Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clause 8.......... lineal jard
Sub-duet, as specified in clause S, in “more or less hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes:—
Of 6 in. internal diameter ......................................................... ..........
Of 9 in. internal diameter ...........................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 8,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of;—
fi in. internal diameter..................................................................
9 in. internal diameter.............................................................................
Hand-packed btoue filling 4-in, gauge, fis specified in clauses S and 30 cubic yard
Uhlcstone metal, 2i-iu. gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10...
Sandstone concrete, in aby situation, as specified in clause 13 .........
Blucstonc concrete, in unv situation, as specified in rliinsr 13 .........
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 16 .....
Cement facing, in any situation, ns specified in clause 14 .................. square yard
Pyrmont Fandslonc, nslilar, in any situation, as specified in clause 30 cubic fool.
Squared bluestonc pitchers, in any situation, as specified m clause 17 square varJ
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 0 in. deep, at specifieo
in clause 18..... ..................................................................................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ............................................. rod
...
Providing, laving, and jointing glazed Btoticwarcr plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, shafts, &c., as specified in clause 19,
iurluumg providing and fixing disc-, complete, as tiz. :—
0-in. diameter pipes in piposewcrs and shafte..................................... lineal yard.
12-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewyrs ......................................................
IG-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ..... ................................................
18*in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .....................................................
>r

Bute
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

s. d.

15,220

2/-

R522 0 .0

0,000

•/I

37 10 0

214
280

1/10/-

12 .4 0
,140 0 0

610
640

4'6
5/-

144 0 0
160 i 0 0

2S0
280
760
100
00
1,050
4,530
1,005
11,600
210
12

*/■
0/3/6
10/2/32r
50/£6/3/31GO/-

38

98
126
133
152
9
1,680
11,375
4,413
1,740
31
36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
10
0

0
0
.0
O
0
0
0
O
0
0
0

35/-

66 lo

0

7

30/-

10 10 0

40
64
15
5

6/fi,'G
15/23/-

10
30
11
6

20,420
30,000

-/3
•A

255 S 0
125 0 0

...

25

40/-

50 0 0

..

3

£220

600 0

2

£140

230 0 0

1

£05

Oo 0 '0

1

£80

80

0 0

1

£65

65

0 0

1

£00

60 0 ' O

0
8
6
15

0
O
O
0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

.

^

44

Removal of 6ur|fius materials from all excavation?, as specified in
clause? 51, 54, and 8li of the Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, as viz.:—
For (he flrnt half-mile of loud.................................................................. cubic ya:d.
For every 1‘urtlur quarter of a mile of lead ..... ....................................
pf

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY,
45

Receiving snd fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, in.
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification ... ten

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified^ all
wrought-iron, gun-inciiil, and cost-ironwork, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive,
as viz.:—

Penstocks,
40
47
48

Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought iron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ............................................................ each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street.-box, cover-plate, wrought-iron and guu-mctnl work,
complete, as shown on drawing? Nos. 19 and 14.......................
Cast-iron fVntnc and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, wifch 2-ft
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifiing gear, street-box, vvroufilitiron and gun-metal work, complete, aa shown on drawings Nus.
14 and 18 ............... ............... ...... ............................ .. ...........
it

->■

0

Gtasj Chrc*S.
49
50

61

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 30 in.
x 5 ft, 10 in , with all wrought*iron and gun-mctal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Kos. 23 and 3 ................................. each.
Ca6t*iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 8 in. x
5 ft. 8 in,> with all wrought-iron imd gun-meta! work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ....................... ...............
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gns-chcck for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. s
4 ft. G in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
&s shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .............................. ....... '
J»

*■

74
16
No.

ol

Item.

52
63

Unit.

Description of Work.

Cast-iron frame with Muniz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in. x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings lios. 26 and 3 .............................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gns-chcck for sower of 5 ft. 1 in x
4 ft. 1 in,, complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 ........................... .....................

Probable Quantity.

Kate
per
Unit.

Amount.

&

£

a. d.

each

i

GO

00 0 0

JJ

i

GO

£0 0 0

Ieeegtoab Castings, &c.
54
55
56
57
58

53
GO
61
62
63
64
65

66
67
63
69
70

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 0 in. internal diameter, S ft.
long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 .............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 0 in, internal diameter, 8 ft. long orer all, with
two flange ends, one flnngo turned and drilled for If-iu. diameter
holt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for l^-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16, weighing..........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..............................................|
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diaineier, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ..................................
2—east-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, It
ft. long in the body, ns shown on drawings Nos, 17 and 18 ..........
2—-cast-iron flange and spigot pipe*, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, 10
ft. long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for If-iii.
dinnieter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 .........................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 m. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot, and faucet pipe, 3 ft 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. 10
in. long in the body, as shown on thawing No. 18..........................
2—cast-iron thimbies for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sower, 18 in.
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .....................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16......................................................
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft internal diameter, 10 ft
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for IJ-m. diimeter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16 .........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No, 16 ......................................... ............ J
Cast iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameler, as shown on
drawings Nos, 14 and 16 .................................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, as shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 ............................................................
Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed {except lead joints) in position in the works
...
2—wronght-iron rolled girders for support in "lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Not. 3 and 20.....................
Platfdnn for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled girders, 25 ft. long each,
weight per foot run 19 lb., with cast iron gratings and wronghtiron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. .’I
and 22, weighing in all .....................................................................
Cost-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-roiling at top of slioft, and,
solid bar-raiiings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4....................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete,
aa show n on drawing No. 4 ............................................................
3—angle-iron bonrers, with east-iron perforated landing-p'ates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ..................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with castiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, ns
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ..................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cast-iron
hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, ns shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 .............................................................

Tons, cvvl, qr. lb.
2 2 3 4

•

2 0 0 18

15

1 16 3 13

IS

2 5

3 23

15

0 11

3 20

15

4 12

2 2

15

5 16 0 6

15

4 9 2 2

15

2

2

3 25

15

1 7

3 20

15

5 2 24

15

1 O 2 14

15

0 19 0 4

15

1 13 3 18

15

0 4 15

15

0 14 1

0

15

0 8 1 10

15

33 12 3 U

15

10 2 4

10

1

ton.

a

cwt.

£
15
»

1

4 2 13

501 12 10
16 8

7

25/-

30 15 10

9t

0 4

1 11

55/-

11 19

1

Yt

0 16 2 15

55/-

45 14 10

>3

0 15 2 27

30/-

23 12

3

1)

0 4

1 20

50/-

11

1

5

>>

0 9

1 11

50/*

23

7 5

Cast-ikon Pipes,
Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz.:—
78

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

289

400 9/15/-

2,819 14 0

17
No.
of
Item.

Description of Work,

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Rate
per
Unit,

Tons cwfc. qr, lb.
79
80
81
82

Total for all straight pipes..........................

£

«v
435 5 0 J4 9/1 fi/.
63 16 3 20
ii

164—3-ft. G-in. diameter duulieate sewer pipes' ..................................
59—2-ft, diameter scour-pipes ......................................... -___
74—screw bolts, If in. diameter, with hexagon heads and mite, for
3-ft. 6-in, and 3-ft. 9-m. diameters flange pipe-joints .............
16—screw bolts, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, foi
2-ft. diameter flange pipc-joinU .................. ...............................
ton.

Amount

s. d.

4, P4-3 1 d 11
702 6 3

0 2 0 23

50

6 10

O 0

1 2fi

60

14 1

783 8

2 27

3

PIPE-LAYINO.

83
84
85

Laying and jointing (including providing lead and spun-yarn) the
y-in. diameter, the 3-lt. ti-in. diameter, and the 2-i't, diameter
cast iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, us viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter svphon pipes and short ends, Ac, ....................... lineal vard
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate ^ewer-pipes, shoit ends, &c............ .
2-ft, diameter scour-pipes and short ends, Ac....................................
»

396
C49
246

15/131-

io;-

297 0 0
421 17 0
123 0 0

10

25/-

12 10 0

10
10
15

13

I/50/12/3/-

15
15
100
100

11/4/-

2/2/3

0
25
9
2
8
3
10
11

20

30/11/15/11/9/.
12/5/-

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and budding in, including providing
and fixing discs .............................................. ............... ...............

each

G liNBRAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
03

91
95

96
97
93
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, ’where ordered m any siination in the consiruction
of those works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), os specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete .......................... cubic ard
Special Milestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
Blucstone metal (clause 2), H-iu. gauge, stacked ..............................
Sandstone metal (clause 2), 2-hi. gauge, sticbed ................................
Blnestone metal (clause 2), 2i-iu, gauge, stacked ...........................
Sharp, clean, cashed sand (claneo 2), ^Lacked ......................................
Sawn hardwood, in Hcanllitiga or planks (clause 2) ........................
cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ................................................
Wroughtdrozi, in bolts, galvanized &tcp*irona, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, Ac. (clause 2) ........................................................
cwt.
Portland cement ...................................................................................
cask
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ......................................
dav
Quarrvnmn or other skilled labourer, supplied hy Contractor ......
Ordinary labourer, supplied bv Contractor .........................................
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied bv Contractor.....................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
»
Total ..........................................................

25

Rate only

)»
J*

10
0
0
5
5
0
0
5

0
O
0
0
0
0
0
O

30 0 0
13 15 0

52,735 10 9

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct! and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed hy the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood aa being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government properly from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &c.
_
Prices for items Nos. 851, 90, 91, 92, 93, 91, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may bo required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99, 100, and 101 are to bo for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. 3n the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

Summary
258—C

18
Summary of Weights of "Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-metal.
(Tlic number of Items undernealh correspond with those of Ihc Schedule of the Quiirttitics and Prices.)
No. ot
Item,

Description of Ilcin,

Number Weight of eftch
required.
Item.

PENSTOCKS.
46

41
43

Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9 iu. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, Bcrew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete.............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, Bcrew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete.............................

Tb, ct. qr. lb.

Total weight.

Ts. ct. qr. lb.

3

6 5

2

3 7 0 4

6 14 0 8

1

1 1 1 20

1 1 1 20

1 22

Total weight ............................................................

18 16

1 10

26 11

3 10

1

1 20

GAS-CHECKS.
43

CO
El

C2
53

Cast-iron frame, with munts metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 10-in. hy 5-ft. 10-in
sewer, with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete ..........
Cast-iron frame, with niuntz metal gas-cheek, for 6-ft. 8-in. by 5-i't. 8-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-motal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for C-ft. 6-in. by4-ft. 6-in. sewer
with all Bcrew-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz me‘a) gas-cheek, for 5-ft. 1-in by 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-motal work, complete......................

1

1 1

1 26

1

1

0 19

2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

• 0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13

0 3

1

0 11 0 2

0 11

0 2

3 Itf

1 18

Total weight ................................... .........................
IKHEGULAK CASTINGS, Ac.

Cl
5j
£6
r.7
51
5.1

6>
u
<J.|
(4
0'>
Of

c;

68
(1)
70

Flange and faucet pipe, 8fc. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter..........................
Flange pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft, 9 in. internal diameter, one flange turned anc
drilled, for 11- in. diameter bolt-holes.............................................................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3ft. 9 in. internal diameter, the flanges to
turned and drilled for Ip in. diameter bolt-holes......... ................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter ........................................
Cnst-irou thimble for 3-ft. 9-in, diameter pipe. 18 in. long ..............................
Flange-pipe, 10 ft. long. 3 ft. 6in internal diameter, one flange turned anc
drilled, for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes............................................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter......................
Flange and spigot pipe, 10ft lung, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, (lie flange
turned and drilled for Ipin. diameter hilt-holes ..........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long. 8 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..........................................
Spigot pipe, 6 ft. 6 in long, 3fr. 6 in. internal diameter.....................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 It.. 10 in. long, 3 ft. 6 m internal diameter ..............
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. G-in. diameter jape, 18 in. long..................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long. 2 ft. internal diameter .............................
Flange and spieot pipe. 10ft. long, £ ft. internal diameter, the flange to bo
turned and drilled for I J-in. diameter holt-holes ..........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-f(, diameter pipe, 15in. long.........................................
Cast-iron Ibiuge bend, 12 in. internal diameter....................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter..................................

1

2 2

3 4

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

]
1
1

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
O 11 3 20

i 16
2 5
O 11

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 18 0 3

4 12 2 2
5 10 O C

2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
1
0
0

4
2
7
5
10
19

3
3
3
2
1
0

1
25
20
24
7
4

4
2
1
1
1
0

2
3
3
r> 2
0 2
19 O

o
1
4
2

0
0
0
0

16
4
3
4

3 23
1 5
2 7
0 19

]
0
0
0

13 3 IS
4 1 5
14 1 0
8 1 ■o

Total weight .............................................................
71

73
71
75
76

Wrought-iron rolled girders, 13|in. high, top and bottom flange 5£in. wide.
£5 ft. long, to be walled in at Premier-street shaft chamber .....................
Pt&'form for working penstocks, Premier-street shaft, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, Sin wide, 25ft. long, weighing
191b. per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standard a
and railings complete........................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and solid
bar-railing across shaft at iaiidiiigB...............................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with support#, in four lengths, complete ........
Angle-iron bearers with casteiron perforated landing plate-sin shaft in Premierstreet. complete ...............................................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron ohuuncl girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, chntmel-iron girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ................................................................................................

2

at 40 lb per ft.

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .............................. ..........................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes........ ........................ ..........................
2-ft. diameter seonr-pipes ....................................................................................

82

Screw-bolts H in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft, C-in, diameters, flange pipe-joints ........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nut®, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ............................................................................................
Total weight

2
25
20
24
14
4

3 12

1

0 2 4

1

4 2 15

0 4 1 H
0 16 2 13
3

96
lot
59

Total weight of pipes.............. .................................
81

4

3 13
3 23
8 20

9
2
7

33 12

Total weight ............................................................

78
79
80

2 2 3

3 0 1 0
2 10 2 3
1 1 2 1C

0 15

2 27

0 4

1 20

0 9

1 n

4 15

2 19

269 4 O 0
435 5
63 16
738

0 14
3 2t>

6 0

6

74

0 2 0 23

15

0 0

1 20

0 2 2 21

77
19
No. 4.—n. McKenzie.

& sons’ tender.

Add.
£ 6* A.
J1
It

)!
!!
1)

71
7v>.
'TS
74.
CR
77

.......... .....................
.................. ........................ ...........
.............. .
............. .....................
.. ....................
..............
...................

O
0
O
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

11
9
7
6
5

Deduct.

£ S. a.
O 5 0

0 3 6

0 0 6
0 8 8

82...........................

0 8 6
17 19 1
18 7 7
0 3 8

Total amount to be deducted .................................. ^18 3 11
■
A general rat* i# asbed for items 54 to 70 and 78 to 82, and Uie arerngo into, at ttie prices given by the contractor,
would be in the first instance about £17 15s. 8Jd. a ton, and in the latter about £10 Os. lljd.

Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tontp. Eoem.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs SowCTage,
from Premier-street to Sehastopol-street and Branches {Contract_ No. 69), agreeably to the liana,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, winch have been inspected by Us tor or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Qualities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby agree that anv
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed ior, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qu.mtities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not m
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a- valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said. General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £<100 as preliminary Deposit; and wo
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and hy which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.

h.

McKenzie

& sons,

South Preston, Melbourne.

Witness,—John McG-eegor.

Tender Board Regulations.

■

No Tender shall he received after eleven n.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so,
,
.
,
.
.i
.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received for c'ieh work and the name of the lowest tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon fhe whole of the Tenders received.
_
.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Olfice, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
i
ii
i -nw
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the I resident of the Board, nud have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
,
,
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, he accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.
£5 0 0
Eor amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
_ £10 0 0
Eor amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £.j0T.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
, ,
All deposits, with the exception of that of tbc successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned lo him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with lender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
.
,
.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary oeposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly,

78
20

■ft

4t.„ r J"‘J® ev?/lt °X
Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
such^ Tender ThtllVn^ T6 sPec,fiefd’?r mtlld/a^ng ^is Tender after it .hall have been opened, whether
c^n^rv.d
u if? af0I.)kd 10T not’ a11 mone-va deposited bv him on account thereof or in
to
"d “ ,UCI ““ b0 Pai,i to tl"‘
the
• n i
Ue!er a TeildeT:eT sban
t0 proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders eh all hn
mS^it’diSihi10f°r
n tlie opiuion o£ tl,e L,residcot there are circumstanees which
make it desirable for another Tender m the same series to be accepter!; but tbc Tenderer bv whoso
JSIllJv1Ch/' C°TC hl“ ,been r“ldered necessary shall be excluded from tile competition and fi^m anv
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
5
^
In the event of any Contract bein£ tendered for at a Schedule of Kates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
"
^
• • ,,In submi*til,g a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must he given, or when the offer
1 in the name of a firm the names in full of each member. When bondsmen arrf required ho n me “
full occupations, and addresses must lie stated in the Tender. The oims.iou of tins information w M
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender. '
and declarei0ard'r00m Sl'ali b° °PeU ^ UlC admis5iou o£ lbc l,ubii(; "hilo
Tenders are being opened

Conteact No. 69.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No,
of
Item.

DcfioripCon of'Work.

Unit.

.

JtntG

Probable Quaiilily |

l1cr
Unit.

|

|

Amount.

1

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19

Eicavfttiom in open trenches, in more or lets hard materials, and jn
hard rock, for sewers, brunches, pipes, sub-duels, dec., as specifud
m clause 3, as viz.:—
Eicnvntion in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, sbalo, soft rock,
whore m the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ......
Excnyation in hard shale or rock, where gadding and guttering only
&
*
is permitted..................................... im°t..... 4>® 44 b
Ercava-tion in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder nol
exceeding 2 iu. in length by Ijf in. in diameter, and such dopUn
ol boreholes as shall be directed only arc permitted.....................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by If jn. in diameter, and such depths
of borcdiolos as shall be directed oply are permuted................
Excavation in tunnels in “more or less hard materials/’for sewers,
pipe-sewers, sub-ducts, &e., ns specified in clduse 3, ns viz. r_
J
less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, Ac., where iL
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ......................
Excavation in hard standstono or shale, where gadding and gutter inn
. only is permitted........................................... .. ,
c
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes ns shall be directed only are permitted
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironslone, AcJ where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, nnn
such depth of bore-holes us shall bo directed only are permitted .
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock ” for sewer?, ptpe-sewers, sub
ducts, &c., ns specified in clause 3, as viz. : —
EXm™t d11 m hard 1'°ck’ WheI'C, SafWin^ and gu^ciing only is perEicavation in bard rock, where charges of pon dor not exceeding 2 in ,
in lengt,h by If in. in diameter, and snch depths of bore-holes at
shall bo directed only are permitted.............................................. I
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in,
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as1
shall be directed only are permitted.............................................
Excavation in solid rock,1 in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, as viz.1
Excavation in road surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecespun
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
m length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of boro-holes us
shall be directed only arc permitted.................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 m.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes tu
shall be directed only arc permitted....................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted ............................. .........................
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, sliafUbambcrf,
and sumps* as specified in clause 3, as viz. •—
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary ..................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, whore guttering and gadding
only is permitted.......................................... ........... .
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &e., where charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameier.
and snch depth of boro-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted ...............................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, <fco,, where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted ......... ...............................
J
1

£

a.

d.

19,320

3/6

3,381 0 0

If

1,105

13/0

7 SO 7 6

it

1,165

12/-

619 0 0

»

1,165

9/-

524 5 0

»

810

9/-

304 10 0

J!

1,140

22/6

1,282 10 0

t)

1,140

18/-

1,020 0 0

it

1,140

13/6

VC9 10 0

it

1,330

27/-

2,497 10 0

ti

1,850

22/G

2,081 10 0

it

1,850

18/-

1,665 0 0

}J

130

12/-

78 0 0

it

445

27/-

600 15 0

tt

415

22/6

500 12 6

it

445

30/-

607 10 0

ti

170

13/6

111 15 0

t>

115

27/-

155 6 0

it

115

22/6

129 7 6

M

115

22/6

129 7 6

ibic yard

79

21
Ifo,
of
Item
20
21
22
23
24
25

2G
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
30
37
38

39
40
41
42

■■

Description or Work. ,

Unit

Probable Quantity.

Filling in nfc sides, round and orer all concrete and hricV.work ol
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
specified in clause 5............................................................................. cubic yart
Timber ordered in writing to bo left in excavations, as specified in
clause 9, including all iron used in fixing Fame .............................. cubic fool
Removing existing culverts crossing the lllawamt Road, as spccificc
in clause 12, including mnsonrj, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic yari!
Sub-duct in bard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clause 8.......... lineal jure
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “ more or less hard material,’
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
Of 0 in, internal diameter .....................................................................
Of 9 in. internal diameter ......................................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, ns specified in clause 8
including hardwood boies with packing in same, and dry Or
cement jointing for pipes of :—
6 in. internal diameter............................................................................
9 in. internal diameter .......................................................................... .
Iland-packed stone filling 4-iu. gauge, ns specified in clauses 8 and 10 cubic yard
Blucstono metal, 2^'in. gauge, on road surfaces, a? specified in clause 10
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, ns specified in clause 10..
Sandstone concrete, in anv situation, as specified in clause 13 ..........
Blucstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 .........
Brickwork in cement, in unv situation, ns specified in ciunsc 15 ......
Cement facing, in any situation, ab ppeciftcrl in clause 14 ................. square vard
Pyrmonfc sandstone, Ashlar, in anv situation, ri8 specified in clause 1G cubic foot.
Squared bluestonc pitchers, in any situation, as specified in clause 17 sq nave yard
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, G in. deep, as specified
in clttuse 18........................................................................................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting,
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ............................................. rod
...
Providing, laying, and jointing glared stoneware, plain, junction, am]
bend-pipe?, in trenches, idiafts, &c., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as Vi?..
9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts....................... ............. lincnl vard.
12-tn. diameier pipes in pipe-sewers .....................................................
»>
lfi*in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers ........ .............................................
M
18-in. diameter pipes iu pipc-sewers ......................................................
71

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

6. d.

15,220

1/6

1,141 10 O

9,000

2/6

1,125

214
280

10/15/-

122 0 O
210 0 0

610
640

0/*
14/-

£88 O 0
448 0 O

280
280
760
11)0
90
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600
210
12

0 0

12/168 0 0
262 O 0
18/
190 0 O
5,'14i133 O 0
5/22 10 O
33/- 1,732 1 0 0
46/- 10,405 O O
54/4,333 10 O
3/1,740 0 0
3/31 10 0
20/12 0 0

38

10/-

19 O 0

7

20/-

7 0 0

40
64
15
5

6/10/20/25/-

12 O 0
32 O 0
16 O O
6 5 0

20,420
30,000

1/3
-/3

1,276 5 O
375 0 0

...

25

£5

125 0 0

..

3

£250

750 0 0

2

£140

280 0 O

1

£75

75 0 O

1

£100

100 O 0

1

£80

80 0 0

1

£70

70 0 0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

43
44

Removal oC surplus materials from nit excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 64, and 8G of tlie Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, as viz.:—
Eor the first hnif-milc of lead.................................................................. cubic y-ni d.
For evtry flutter quarter of a mile of lend ......... ................................
11

GOVERNMENT PROrjiltTY.
45

Rcccmng nud fi\it:g ironwork, supplied by the Government, as
epecJed in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification ... ton

IRONWORK.
IfanufiicLnre, supply, ami fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses21 to 26 inclusive,
as viz.:—
PriesTOCES.
40
47
48

Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with liftinp
gear, wrouehtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3...................................................................... each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-if.. 9-m, diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street-box, cover*phi!c, wrought-iron and gun-mclal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. J9 and 14..............................
Cast-iron tramc and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft.
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gciu, street-box, wroughtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos.
14 and 18............................................................................. ..............
»

...

Gab Checks.
49
60
51

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-ehcck for sower of 6 ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3 .................................... each.
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check lor sewer of 6 ft. 8 in s
(5 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-mctal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ..............................................
Cast-iron frAmc with Muntz metal gas-chock for eewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft, 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .................. .......................... »

‘"I

80
22
No.
of

Item.

52
&3

UHifc.

Description of Work.

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gfls-rhcclc for server of 5 ft. 2 in. x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wronght-iron ami gun-metal work, complete,
its shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ........................................ .
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas check for sewer of G ft. 1 in. j
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 atid 17 .................. *.............................

Probable Quantity.

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

£

s. d.

each

1

67

67

0

0

n

1

60

60

0

0

Ibrigplab Castings, &C.

u
55

5G

rtf
58

69
GO
61

62
63

Gl
65
66
67

GS
69
70

71

72

73

74
75
76

77

4

Cast-iron flange and faucet, pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft
long in (he body, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 mid 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, internal diameter, 8 ft. long over ail, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for Jf-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and )6, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in interna] diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. diametci
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No, Hi, weighing.........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Caat-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..............................................
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawb-gs Nos. 17 and 18 .................................
2—cast-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 fi. 6 in. internal diameter, li
ft. long in the body, as shown on drawinns Nos. 17 end 18..........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipe*, 3 ft. 6 in. irilcrnnl diameter, IO.
ft. long over all, the flmge to he turned and drilled for Ji-in,
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 .......*...... ........ I
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, 10 ft, long over
all, os shown on drawing No. 18 .................: ................................ I
Cost-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, os shown on drawing No. 18 .................................................... (
Cost-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, 4 ft. ll'i
in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No. 18.........................[
2 cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-tn. diameter pipe-sower, 18 in j
long over all, as shown on draw-ing No. 18.................................... |
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe 2 ft. interna] diameter, 10 ft. Ionover all, drawings No*. 15 and 16 ...........................................
,r
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft internal diameter, 10 ft
long ovet all, the flange to bo turned and drilled for 1 J-in. okmeter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16
............ ..........
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 16 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................................
Cast-iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 16 .................................................... ............
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, aa shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 .............................................................
Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except, lead joints) in position in the works
...
2—wrought-iron rolled girders lor supporting lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street, shalt-ehiimber, 25 ft long each, weighing per
foot rlin 46 lb., as shown on drawings Nos. 3 and 20......................
Platform for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-rhamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled girdets, 25 ft. long each,
weight per foot, mil In lb., with oust iron grating* and w’roiigh •
iron standard and railing*, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 3
and 22, weighing in all ....................................................................
Cast-iron standsrds and wrought-iron tnhe-railing at top of shaft,and
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown oni
drawing No. 4...................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with suj poits, in four lengths, complete,
as shown on drawing No 4 .............................................................1
3—angle-iron bearers, wiih cast-iron perforated landing-p’ates in
shaft, complete, ns shown on drawing No. 4 ..............................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet-well of syphon, with castiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings No*. 14 and 21 ................................................
Wronght-iron hinged grating*, for inlet well of syphon, with cost-iron
bingo-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, eompicte, as shown
on drawings Nos, 14 and 21 .............................................................

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.

ton.

18/-

33 10

0

2 0

0 is

20/-

40

3

2

1 16

3 13

20/-

36 17

8

2

6

3 23

VI-

34 10

0

011

3 20

18/-

10 15

0

4 13

2

2

18/-

83

5

0

6 15

0

6

15/-

87

0

0

4

9

2

2

18/-

SO 11

0

2

2

3 25

18/-

38 14

0

1

7

3 20

13/-

26

3

0

1

5

2 24

20/-

25 15

0

1

0

2 It

20/-

20 12

6

0 19 0 4

IP/-

17

3

0

1 13

3 IS

18/-

30 12

0

0

4

15

20/-

4

6

0

0 14

1 0

20/-

14

5

0

0 8 1 10

25/-

10

6

0

25/-

25 12

6

25/-

30 15

0

45/-

9 15

0

33 12 3 1J

I__________
!

it

2 2 3 4

10

2

4

i
i

cwt.
»»
JJ

i

1

4 2 15

I

0 4 1 11

j

0 16 2 15

no/-

46 11

0

j

0 15 2 27

bu/-

39

7

6

j

0

to/-

11

5

0

50/-

23

6

0

2,892

0

0

JJ

11
ti

4 1 20

0

9

1 11

289

4

0

Cast-ihon Pipes,

Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipe*, 12 ft. long in the body
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as vij;.'
£

78

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

.................................................

0

10

23
N*.
of
Item.

Description ot Work.

70
80
81

74—screw bolts, 1£ in. (Iminetcr, with hexagon heads and nuts, for

82

15—Bcravr bolts, 1 in. diameter with hexagon heads and nufs, for

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Rate
iter
Unit.

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

£

10
435 5 OH
63 16 3 20 10/10/-

Total for nil straight pipes..........................

ton.

Amount.

£

s. d.

4,352 11
670 18

6
0

4 3

9

0 2 0 23

40/-

0 0 1 26

40/-

0 18 4

396
649
246

26/22/12/-

495 0 O
713 18 0
147 12 0

10

£10

100 0 0

10
10
15
15
16
15
100
100

4/4o/13/5112/5/2/3
2/6

2
22
9
3
9
3
11
12

20
23
Rato only
1)
It

37/12/14/10/8/-

37 0 0
15 0 0

788

8 2 27

PIPE-LA YISO.

83
84
85

Laying and jointing (including providing lead and span-yam) the
3-ft. 9-in, diameter, the 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter
east iron pipes, and irregular eastings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.:—
3-ft. 9-iu. diameter svplion pipes and idtort ends, &c. ...................... lineal yard
3*ft. 6-in. diameter dnplicata sewer*pipes, shoit ends, &-c.................
2-ft. diameter Bcour-pipjs and short ends* &c....................................
it
TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.

86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs .......................................................... ......................

each

GENERAL.

96
97
08
99
100

Pcrmnnent puddle, where ordered in any eiJuation in the con^lrnction
of these work, (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to bo paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9*in. layers and ruinminp, complete .......................... cubic yard
Special blnestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
ii
Blucstone metal (clause 2), l£»iu. gauge, stucked ..... ........................
Sandstone metal (clause 2), 2-in. gunge, stacked ............................. .
Uluestone metal (clause 2), 2j-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (danse 2), stacked ......................................
a
Sawn hardwood, in scantling? or planks (clause 2) .............................. cubic foot
Oregon timber* in scantlings or plunks ..................................................
Wrought-iron, in bolt.., galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.
straps, drc. (clause 2) .........................................................................
cask
Portland cement .......................................... ..........................................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ......................... ........ .
day
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ...........
71
Ordinurv labourer, supplied by Contractor ..........................................
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor......................
>7

101

One additional horse, supplied by Coufcraetjr ........................ ..................

87

88
89
90
91
92
93
91
93

Total ........................ ...,...................................

>t
................

it

................. £

0
10
15
15
0
15
5
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12/G/...

53,523

6

6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the (jovernment, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations,
'
All work herein enumerated shall bo understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
1
Item No, 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Field Office to tlie various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &c.
■■
Prices for items Nos. 8fi, 90, 91, 92, 93, 91, 93, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by tho Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99,100, and 101 are to be for snch as arc able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

Suioubt, ,

82
24
StJHMAET of Weighta of "Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-mclal.
“umber of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
No. ot
Item.

46
47
43

Description of Item.

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft, diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete.............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9 in. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, ecrew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft, diameier opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete............................
Total weight ........................................ ....................

49

EO
61
52
53

<TAS-CHECKS.
Cast-iron frame, with muntz mefal gas-chcck, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft, 10-iu
sewer, with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metnl work, complete ..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for G-ft. 8-in. by 5-ft, 8-in, sewer,
with nil serow-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete ......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 6-in, by 4-ft. 6-in. sewer,
with all screw'-bolti, anchor-bolts, gun-metal w-ort, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-holts, gun-metal work, complete....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz meial gas-cheek, for 5-ft. 1-in. by 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Total weight .............................................................

54
65

66

57
53

59
60

61
62

63
64
65

66
67

68
69
70

IRREGULAR CASTINGS, &o.
Flange and faucet pipe, 8 ft. long, 3 ft 9 in. internal diameter..........................
Flange pipe, 8 ft. long. 3 ft, 9 in. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for If- in. diameter holt-holes.............................................................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft, long, 3ft. 9 in. internal diameter, tho flanges to
turned and drilled for If- in. diameter bolt-holes........................................
Spigot, pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter ........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter pipe, IS in. long ..............................
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long, 3ft. Gin. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes .............................................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long. 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..................... .
Flange and spigot pipe, 10ft. long, 3ft. Gin. internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for IF-in. diameter bolt-holes ..... ..................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long. 3 ft. 6 in. intern'd diameter ......... .......................
Spigot pipe, C ft. 6 in. long, 3 fr. (j in. internal diameter.....................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4tt. 10in. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..............
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. G-in. diameter pipe, IS in, long....,,,,....... ...............
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2ft. internal diameter ............................
Flange and spieot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameler, tlie flange to be
turned and drilled for 14-in. diameter bolt-holes ..........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in. long.....................................
Cast-iron flange bend, 12 in. internal diameter...... °............................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter..................... ............

Number Weight of each
Item.
rcquirecL

Ts, ct, ip\ lb.
3

6

5

1 22

2

3

7

0

1

1

1

1 20

4

...

71
72

73

74
75
76

77

80

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .......................... ..............................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes...........................................................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes .............. .............................. .................... ........' "

82

Screw-bolts 1J in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints ...............................................:........
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ...........................................................................................
Total weight

1 10

6 14

0

8

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

1

1 26

1

1

1 26

1

0 19

2 17

0 19

2 17

1

0 14

0 26

0 14

0 26

1

0 13

0

3

0 13

0

3

1

0 11

0

2

0 11

0

2

3 19

1 IS

...

1

2

2

3

4

2

2

3

I

2

0

0 18

2

0

O 18

1
1
1

1 16
2 5
0 11

3 13
3 23
3 20

1 16
2 5
O 11

3 13
3 23
3 20

2
2

2 6
2 18

11
0 3

4 12
5 16

2
0

2
6

2
1
1
I
2
1

2 4
2 2
1 7
1 5
0 10
0 19

3 1
3 25
3 20
2 24
1 7
0 4

4 9
2 2
1 7
1 5
1 0
0 19

2
3
3
2
2
O

2
25
20
24
14
4

2
1
4
2

0 16
0 4
0 3
0 4

3 23
15
2 7
0 19

1 13
0 4
0 14
0 8

3 IS
15
1 0
1 10

33 12

3 12

2

at 46 lb. per ft.

4

10

2

1

4

2 15

0 4
0 10

1 U
2 15

0 15

2 2?

0

4

1 20

0

9

1 11

4 15

2 ID

289 4
435 5
63 16

0 0
0 14
3 20

788

6

0

74

0

2

0 23

15

0

0

1 26

...

0

2

2 21

3

96
154
59

Total weight of pipes...... ..........................................

81

18 16

1

Total weight ......................................... ...................

78
79

Ts. ct. qr, lb.

1

Total weight .............................................................
"Wrought-iron rolled ghders, 13j[ in. high, top and bottom flan go 5 | in, ividcJ
25 ft. long, to be walled in at Premier-street- sbuft clminber ........ ..........
Rial form for working penstocks, Premier-street shaft, two wrought-iron roiled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3 in. wide, 25 ft. long, weighing
10 ib. per lineal ioot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standards
and railings complete.......................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and’solid
bar-railing across shaft at landings..............................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete .........
Angie-iron bearers wilh cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premiere
street, complete .........................................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, channcl-iion girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ........ ..............................................................

Total weight.

3 0
2 16
1 1

10
2 3
2 16

4

6

83
25
No. 5.—JUSTIN McSWEENEY’S TENDER,
Add,

£ 6.
Item No.

M
IT

JJ

3-2
54 to 70
71
75

.............................
.............................
..............................
............................. .........................

(I.

0 15

0

0 15

0

Deduct.
(1.

£ B.
0 10
12 4
0 10

0
4
1

13

5

4

Dep.artmcnt of Piiklic Woi'ka, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
TKNjmt Fonir,
In pursuance of advertisement iiv the Government Gazette, we, tlie undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide tho material and perform the various works required in and about tlie full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-stroct and Branches (Contract No. (19), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from (he date of the acceptance of this Tender ; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qumlities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Conlract with Ifcr Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditious above mentioned, and to provide the securiiy required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for.the sum of £
as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accep'ed, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
.
.

JUSTIN McSWEENEY.
J. P. McMANUS,
Rand wick.

Ticxunn Boaud Reculattoxs.

No Tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on’the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of tho Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of tho President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
out no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to bo
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which tlie Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
Eor amounts up to £500 inclusive...................................................
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...............£10 0 0
Por all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500,
Such deposit to bo in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a hank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the su cesst'ul Tenderer shall bo returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract, When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly,
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall bo forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.

258—D

■Whenever

20
_
Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the Tenderer by wl oso
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In the event of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Eates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
_ _
In submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must he given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omisaon of tins information wi.l
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any Tender,
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are being opened
and declared.

Conthact No. 69.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.

;

"( I
Item

Description of Work.

Unit.

J'lxcavationB in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in
hard rock, for sewers, branches, pipes, sub-duets, £c., as specified
in clause 3, as viz, :—.
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shale, soft rock,
where in tho opinion of the Engineer Wasting is unnecessary ...... cubic yard
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where gadding and guttering only
is permitted.........................................................................................
)i
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in, in length by If in. in diameter, and such deptlis
of bore-boles as shall be directed only are permitted......................
11
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by If in, iu diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permbted.....................
11
Excavation in tunnels in “more or less bard materials,” for sewers,
pipe sewers, sub-duets, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
hess hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, &c., where in
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary......................
11
Excavation in hard standstoue or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted...... ................ ................ .....................................
11
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...
»
Excavations m hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted ..
JJ
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock ” for sewers, pipe-sewere, sub
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
f l Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is permittt d ................................................................................................
i
JJ
in Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................
JJ
it Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in,
in length by If in. iu diameter, and snch depth of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted.............................................
>J
Excavation in “ solid rock,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
12 Excavation in rood surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary
n
13 Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted...............................................
u
n Excavation in hard rook, where charges of powder not exceeding 4u
in length by If in. in diameter, and such deptlis of bore-lioles as
shall be directed only are permitted.........................................
jj

I’roLablc Quantity,

IJLT

Ul.tl.

£

Hi
If
18

only is permitted,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc per
mitted ...............................................................................................

19

and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted .................................................................................................

e. d.

19,320

3/9

1,165

4j.

233

0

0

1,165

5/-

2 15

0

1,105

5/-

2 15

0

810

20/-

810

0

0

1,140

37/C

2,137 10

0

1,140

32/C

1,852 10

0

1,140

32/fi

1,3 2 10

0

i,s;o

45/-

4,102 10

0

1,850

35/-

3,237 10

0

1,850

35/-

3,237 10

0

130

12/-

78

0

0

445

23/-

oil 15

0

415

22/-

4 9 10

O

ji

445

34/-

756 10

0

JJ

170

12/-

102

0

0

Jj

115

26/6

152

7

6

JJ

115

23/-

132

G

0

«

115

22/-

126 10 .0

13

, mitted ...........................................................................................
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambi
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz,:—
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose i
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engiii
blasting is unnecessary ................................................................

Amount.

3,022 10

0

27

Unit,

Probable Quantity, i

Rato
per
Unit,

20

Filling in at aides, round and over all concrete and bricfcworlc of|
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels,
specified m clause 5........................................................................
cubic yard
21 Timber ordered in writing to bo left in eicayations, os specified in
clause 9, including all iron used in filing same ......................
cubic fool
22 Rcmoring misting culverts crossing the Ifiawarra Road, as specified
in clause 12, including masonrv, pitching, and timber decking .. cubic vard
23 Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clause 8......... lineal jarti
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “ more or less hard material,'
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
24 Of G in. internal diameter .....................................................................
2o Of 9 in. ini ernal diami ter ....................................................................
)*
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 8,
including hardwood boles with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of;—
26 6 iu. internal diameter.....................................................................
))
27 9 in. internal diameter.....................................................................
J>
28 Hand-packed stone filling 4-in. gauge, as specified in clans* 8 and 10 cubic jarcl.
29 Blucstone metal, 2f - in. gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
M
30 Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10...
M
31 Sandstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ...
32 Blucstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ...
83 Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15
If
34 Cement facing, in any situation, an specified in clause 14 .......... ....... square vsrd
35 Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, as specified in clause 16 cubic foot.
36 Squared blucstone pitchers, in any situation, as specified in clause 17 square yard
37 Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, G in. deep, as specified
in clause 18..........................................................................................
»»
38 Supply and fir ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting,
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 .............. ............................... rod
...
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plaki, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, shafts, &c., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as viz. :—
39 9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts..............................
lineal yard.
40 12-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers ..............................................
i)
41 16-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers ..............................................
ii
42 18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .................................... ........
n

Amount.

£

B*

a.

15,220

1/6

1,141 10

0

9.000

-/3

112 10

0

244
280

5/
3/-

61
42

0
0

0
0

6(0
640

5/6/-

160
192

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0/-

280
280
700
190
00
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600
210
12

4/15/20/33/38/
49/1/6
4/45/-

84 0
122 0
152 0
142 10
90 0
1,733 10
8,645 lo
3,933 5
870 0
42 0
27 0

38

10/-

19

0

0

7

20;-

7

0

0

40
64
15

6/6/3
10/12/6

10 0
20 0
7 10
3 2

0
0
0
6

20,420
30,000

-/9

765 15
562 10

25

£3

75

0

0

3

£270

810

0

0

2

£170

340

0

0

1

£63

63 0 0

1

£100

100 0 0

1

£75

75

0

0

1

£75

75

0

0

5

8/-

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

43
44

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 54, and 86 of tho Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, as viz.:—
For the first half-mile of lead.............................................................
cubic yard.
For every further quarter of a mile of lead .....................................

-/*!

GOVEREMENT PROPERTY.
45

Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government,
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification

04

ton

IROEWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified; all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including psinting and tarring, complete, os specified in clauses 21 lo 26 inclusive,
ns viz.:—

Penstocks.
46
47
48

Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete, ns shown n"
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ..................................................................... each
Cast-iron framoand penstock, S-ft. 9-in.diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street-box, covcr-plate, wrought-iron and gun-motal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 19 and 14...........................
>>
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft.
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wronghtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos.
14 and IS............................................................................. .. .
it
Gas Cite css.

49

St

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of 6 ft. 10 in.
i 5 ft. 10 in., with all wrought-iron and gnn-metal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3...................................... each.
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of G ft. 8 in. x
5 ft. S in., with a1! wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
ns shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ...................... ............ .......... tl
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .............................................. J>

28
Rato

No.
of

Item.

52

53

Unit.

Description of Work.

Cast-iron frame nitlt Muntt metal gas-rlieek for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in s
4 ft. 2 in,, with all wrought-iron and gun metal work, complete.
as shown on drawings hos. 26 and 3 ............................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gns check for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in *
4 ft. 1 in., complete with alt wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 ................................................

Probable Quantity.

each

per
Unit.

Amount.

£

£

i

55

55

0

0

i

55

55

0

0

2

JI

a. d.

Iubeguiab Castings, &c.

i

54 Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft.
55

66
57
58
59

60
61

62
63
64
65

66
G7
68
69

70

71
72

73

74
75
76
77

long in (lie body, os shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. lorg orer all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for 1 J-in. diameter
Lojt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft, 9 in. internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 1C, weighing.........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..............................................
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 .......»........................
2—cast-iron flange and fauect pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 12
ft, long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 .........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10
ft. long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in
diameter bolt-boles, as shown on drawing No. 18 ........ ................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in, long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. 10
in. long in (he body, as shown on drawing No. 18..........................
2—cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in, diameter pipe-sewer, 18 in
long over all, ns shown on draw ing No. 18....................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe. 2 ft. internal diameler, 10 ft. long
over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16....................................................
2—rast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft infernal diameter, 10 f(
long over all, flic flange to be turned and drilled for lf-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16 .........................................j
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 iu. long over
all, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ..................... ...............................
Cast iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ................................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in, internal diameter, ns shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 ...........................................................
Total, including placing on rement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in tho works
,,
2—wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Nos. 3 and 20......................
Platform for working pen-locks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wronght-iron rolled girdcis, 25 ft. long rnch
weight per foot run lu lb., with onst iron gratings and u rough*iron standard and rsilings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. •'
and 22, weighing in all ....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shall,and
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as show non
drawing No. 4 ....................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete,
as shown on drawing No. 4 ........................................................
3—angle-iron bearers, wilh cast-iron perforated landing-p'ates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 .................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet, well of syphon, with cadiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron chnimel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos, 14 and 2L .................................. ............
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cnst-imihinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as shown
on draw ings Nos. 14 and 21 ............................................................

-

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.
2 2 3 4

2

0

0 18

I 16

3 13

2

6

3 23

0 11

3 20

4 12

2

2

6 16

0

6

4

9

2

2

2

2

3 25

1

7

3 20

1

5

2 24

1

0

2 14

0 19

0

1 13

3 18

0

15

4

4

0 14

1

0

8

1 10

33 12

3 12

£20

672 17

10

2

4

£20

20 10

14

2 15

30/-

36 19

0

I>

0

4

1 11

45/-

0 15

8

i)

0 16

2 15

40/-

ton.

JJ

CTYt.

15

11

fl

0

4

0 15

2 27

25/-

0

4

1 20

60/-

13

5

0

9

1 11

60/-

28

0 10

289

4

0

Cast-ieos Pipes.

£

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .................................................

5

19 13

Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viii.:—
78

33

8

0

5

8

No.
of

Description of Work.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Date
per
Unit.

1'ona cwt, qr. lb.

£

Item.

79
SO
81
62

154—3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sower pipes ..................................
69—2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ..............................................................
74—eerew bolts, 11 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
3-ft. C-in. and 3-ft. 9-in. diameters flange pipe-joints ............
16 —screw bolts, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
2-ft. diameter flange pipe-joints ..... ................... ........................
Total for all straight pipes..........................

Amount

£

B.

435 5 0 14
63 16 3 20
...................

0

2 0 23

0 0 1 26
ton.

788 8 2 27

£10 7,884 7

riEE-LAYItTGk

83

84
85

Laving and jointing (including providing lend and spun-yarn) the
3-ft. 9-in. diameter, tho 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft, diameter
cast-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, ns viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes and short ends, &c. ...................... liaeal yard
3-ft, 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes, short ends, &c..................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes and short ends, &c....... ............................
M

306
619
246

18/6
16/6
13/-

366 6
535 8
159 18

10

30/-

16 0

10
10
15
15
15
15
100
100

12/GO/15/8/14/12/3-/
4/-

6
30
11
6
10
9
16
20

20
25
Rato only

56/15/12/10/9/13/18/-

56 0
18 15

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.

86 Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs ............. ........ ............................ ..............................

each

GENERAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
93

Oi
95
96
07
98
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the consiruction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid ’for), ns specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-iu. layers and ramming, complete
.................... cubic yard
Special blue*Lone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
Uluestone metal (clause 2), lk-in, gauge, stacked ................ ............
Sandstone metal (clause 2J, 2-in. gauge, stacked ...................................
Blnestone metal (clause 2), 21-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked ......................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) .......... .................. cubic foot
JJ
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ................................-................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.,
straps, &c. (clause 2) ............................ ....... *.................................
Cask
Portland cement ................................................................................ . ■ • ■
day
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ......................................
Quarry man or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ...... .
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ..........................................
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor......................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
II
Total .................................................................

■

II

...............£

0
0
6
0
10
0
0
0

54,636 7

Tho quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they aro subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, aud up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 4-5 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield OfiSce to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &c.
Prices for items Nos. 8i>, 90, 91, 92, 93, 91, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
'
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99,100, and 101 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to he paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

SUMMAHY

88

30
Summaky orWelghts of Wrought aud Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-metal.
(The number ot Items unrlorocmh corrcpponfl with those of fhe Sdteauk of the Quantities and Trices.)
No. of
Item.

4G
47

4S

Description of Item.

requLred.1

PEInSTOCES.
Cast-iron frame and pcn«tock, trit.h 6-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, eorew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete......................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft, a in. diameter opening, with ail liftingear, screw-bolts, am hor-bolts, and gun-metal, compiete- ...................... °
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gnn-motal, complete.........................

Weight of each
Item.

Total iv eight.

Ts, ct. qr. lb.

Ts. ct. qr. Ib.

6 5 1 22

18 10 1 10

3 7 0 4

6 14 0 8

I

1

1 1 20

Total weight

4‘.)
50
fl

GAS-CHECKS,
.
Cast-iron frame, with muni* metal gas-ehcck, for 6-ft. 10-in. hr 5-ft. 10-in
sewer, with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete
Cast-iron frame, with immts m.-tal gas-cheek, for 6-ft. 8-in. f.T 5-ft 8-in sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gnn-melal work, complete ....
Cast-iron irame, with munts metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 6-in. hr 4-ft. G-in.si-wer
with all screw-bolt-, anchor-bolts, gmi-metal work, complete..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-cheek, for 5-ft. 2-in by 4-ft, 2-in sewer
with all screw-bolts, nnehur-bolta, gun-metnl work, complete................... ’
Castiron frame, with mimtu mo at gas-check, tor 5-ft. 1-in. by 4-ft. 1-in. sower,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mefal work, complete.....................

1

1 20

26 11

3 30

1 1 1 2G

1

0 39

2 17

010 2 17

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

0 33 0 3

0 13 0 3

0 11

0 310 2

0 2

Total weight

6t
53

60
57
5S
5U
6'i
(il

52
(i.f

54
0.3
0i
G7
GS

59

70

3 19

IKBEGrULAR CASTINGS, &o.
Elange and faucctpipe, 8ft. long, 3ft, 9in interna] diameter.,,,....................
tenge pipe, S ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, one (lunge turned and
drilled, for 1]- m. diameter bolt-holes.................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3ft. 9 in. inVc™i'dkmcteryiio flnngis'tn
turned and drilled for If in. diameter bolt-holes...
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3ft. 9in. internal diameter ................
Oifiti-iron lihimblc for S-ft. ^-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. lone ........................
Flange-pipe^ 10 ft long, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, one flange lur: cd at d'
drilled, for 1^-in. diameter bolt-holes.......... .
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft, long, 3 ft. 6 in. inte'rnardiamHcr
.......
Flange and spigot pipe, 30ft. Eng, 3ft. Gin internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for Ifin. diameter hilt-holes ......................................b
Spigot pipe, 10ft, long, 3ft, 6in. internal diameter ......... ....... ................
"
Spigot pipe, G ft. 6 in. long, 3fr. 6 in. internal diameter..............
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4ft. 10in. long, 3ft. 6 in. internal diameter'""!;;.",.
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe, 13 in. long..........
Flange and faucet pipe, lOfr. long, 2 ft. internal diameter...............................
Flange and spieot pipe, 10ft long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the Hang "ti'bi
tumrd And dialled for ]£-in. diameter bolt-holes ......................
Cost-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in. long
......
Cast-iron flange bend, 12m. internal diameter......... ........
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal dmmeter !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!!!!!!’

72

73

74
7.3

70

1 18

2 2 3 4

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

1 16 3 33
2 6 3 23
0 11 3 20

2 6 13
2 18 0 3

4 12 2 2
5 16 0 6

2 4 3 3
2 2 3 25
1 7 3 20
1 5 2 24
0 10 0 4

4
2
I
1
1
0

9
2
7
5
0
19

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

33 3 18
4 1 5
14 1 0
8 1 io

0 10 3 7
18'
4
3
4

3 23
15
2 7
0 19

33 32

WT-l!‘Vr0n ro5iCd e',rd^13Jin- high, top and bottom flange 5Jin. wide
49 tt. Jong, to bo Wftlled in at. Premier-street shaft chamber .....................
ria'form for working penstocks. Premier-street shaft, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3 in. wide, 25 ft. long, weighing
1,11b per lineal foot, with east-iron gratings and wrought-iron stunda u's
and railings complete..................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at'topof siiaft'and‘soH,l
bar-rjimng across shaft at landings...........................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in'four lengths,"^piei'e .;!!!;;;.
Angle-iron bearers with ca^b-iron perforated landing plate^in shaft in Premier
street, complete ...............................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and doubie w-oimhi'
iron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Vt rought-iron hinged grating for inlet, well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plateand douole wrought-iron, channcl-Lon girders with ca?t-tron
r“> F _ > 11 ch-tance
rl , 4___ I
blocks

1 2G

2 2 3 4

Total weight .........................................

7L

1

at 4G lb. peril

2
3
3
2
2
0

2
25
20
24
14
4

3 12

1 0 2 4

1

4 2 15

0 4 1 U
0 1G 2 15

Total weight

0 15

2 27

0 4

1 20

0 9

i n

4 35

2 39

CAST-IRON1 STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG
78
79
SO

3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .............................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes..................................!! .....................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipos ............................................
...........................

flfl
lot
59

Total weight of pipes,
81
82

Screw-bolte
in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
6-iti. diameters, flange pipe-joints .....................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft! diameter
flange pipe-joints ...........................................................
Total weight

3 0 10
2 36 2 3
1 1 2 16

28(1 4 0 0
435 5 0 14
G3 16 3 20
738

C 0 6

74

0 2 0 23

35

O 0 1 26
0 2 2 21

89
31
N0 6.—HOLLOWAY BHOTHERS’ TENDER.

11 ......................
3G
.
. ..
„ llj......................
34, .................
43 ...................
54—70 ..................
7(5 ....................

..................
..................
................. .
..................
..................

£
231
231
KO

Add.
6. d.
c 0
5 0
0 0

1 0 0
0 3 5
6C3 13 5
10 14 2
£532 19 3

Deduct.
£ s. d.
io o o
0 13 C
0 0 8
10 14 2

Department of Public "Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Teitder Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required iu and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewernge,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. 09), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Qimn'ihes and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from tbe said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
after tbe rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qu unities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying tho terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide tbe securiiy required by clause 29 of tbe said General
Conditions ; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of i'ot'O as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after tho said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter ; and further, that this Tender is made subject to tbe
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulalions, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 12th day of December, 1893.
RICHARD HOLLOWAY,
WILLIAM HOLLO WAY,
Goulbunt.

Tender Board Regulations.
No Tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of tbe President, Yicc-President, or tbe senior n ember present, as the case
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, lo
publicly announce the number of Tenders received for eu-h work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of tlie Branch, under whose directions tho work is to be
carried Out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable aYer tbe Board Inn adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in tbe Public Works Olfice, a full sta'ement of the Xeuders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount ot each 'J ender.
.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to tbe President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them tbe name of the work for which tho lender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.
For amounts up to f 500 inclusive...
...
...
...
... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...............£10 0 0

-

For all sums over £L,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £50'.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of tbe Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
■
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by tbe
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bend for tbe
fulfilment of the Contract, When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until tbe service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without snch preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by tbe Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In

32
+i r ^ tJ!e ^ °J nny Tenderer failing to take np his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time epecified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such lender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
• u
a. Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for tho work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default sucli a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
J
.
e7e.nfc anJr Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Rates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
• • ii111 submi^nS a Tender> tbe ful1 Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender, The omission of this information will
render the lender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
and declared bard'r0°m Sha11 ^ ^ ^ ^ admi33ion oE thc rllllic 'vhi,e tlie Tenders are being opened

Contract No. GD,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.

o!
Item.

1
2
3
4

5
6

f
8

J
9
10
11

12

13
14
15

10

17
18

19

Description o( Work.

Unit.

Eicavntiona in open trenches, in more or le-s hmd materials, and in
hard rock, for sewers, branches, pipes. Sub-duds, &c., as specified
in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, so'], pipeclay, shale, soft, rock,
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is iinnccc-sarv ..... Cubic vard
Excavation in hard sbatc or rock, where gadding and (jutteiiug onh
is permit tod ..................................................................................... ’
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charg-s of p wder no!
exceeding 2 in. in length hr If in, in dium tor and such depth
of bore-holes as shall be directed onlj are perm "lied.....................j
Excavation in bard shale or rock, where chargrs of powder no'j
exceeding 4 in, in length by 1# in, in d'ametcr, and sudi dept In
of bore-holes ns shall bo directed only are pem.i tel.....................
Excavation in tumie's in "more or loss bind mate.mis,''for sewers
pipe sewers, sub-duct*, &c., as specified in clause 3, as liz : —
less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointv s'lal.-, Sc., wbere itho opinion of the Enginrer blasting is unneeesstry .......... . .. .
Excavation in hard standalone or shale, where guiding and gutter.ne
only is permitted.......................................................° ....................
Excavation in hard sumhtore, slide, i.onsronc, &c., where charges ti
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by 1-, in, in nianiLter, am
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are pormiltid . ,
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &e., where charges oil
powder not exceeding 4 in in length by If in. ui dmmfler, an '
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted j
Excavation in tunnels in " solid rock " for sewers, pipe-$cwers, sub
duets, &c., as specified in clause 8, as viz :—
1
Excavation in hard rock, where gaduing and gntlering only is permittid ...................................................................... ........................
Excavation in bard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
in length by If in. in d ameter, and such deptus of boro-lioh's nil
shall be directed only are permitted...............................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 iii
in length by 1| in. i-i diameter, and such dept i of bore-holes mi
pball be directed only are permitted.............................................. I
Excavation in “solid rock,” in sh fts, sasfl chamber*, and sumps, m
spccilied in clause 3, as viz,:—
1
Excavation inroad surfaces, soil elsy, pipec'ay. shale, and toft roil.
only, where in the opinion of the Engincir blasting is mincees-ai1Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not csceedn g 2 in
in length by
in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-1 oles m
shall be directed only are permitted................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-1 oies ashall be directed only arc permitted...............................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted ..........................................................................................
I
Excavation in “ more or less bard ground,’' in shafts, shaft chamber*,
and sumps, as specified m clause 3, os *iz..—
'
less hard excavation in road surfaces, sod, clay, pi, colsy, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Eimiucir
blasting is unnecessary ........................................... ...............°
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gaddii g
only is permitted...............................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., w here charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by 1} in. in diameter,I
and such depth of bore-holes as filial! be diiaet, d only are ner-l
mitted ................................................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where charge?
of powder not exceeding 4 in. ia length by If in. in diametir,
and such depths of bore-holes os shall be directed only are per
mitted .............................................................. J
1

'Prol ah'e Quantil}.

IMc
tier
Unit,

Amount.

£

s. d.

19,320

I/O

],1G5

15/-

873 15

],1C5

13/6

78G 7 0

1,U5

12/0

728 2 G

810

£0/-

810 0 e

1,140

25/.

1,423 O 0

1,140

22/C

1,232 10 0

1,140

20/-

1,140

i,s;o

30/-

2,775 0 0

1,350

27/6

2,312 10 0

1,830

27-

2/'BL

130

30/-

195 0 0

445

30/-

CC7 10 0

415

27/f>

CI1 17

445

40/-

89 0 0 0

170

30/-

155 0

115

40/-

230 0 0

115

35/-

211 5 0

113

30/-

172 10 0

1,4-19 0 0
0

0 0

5

0

G

0

r
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No.
erf
Item.
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38

39
40
41
42

Description or Work.

Unit,

ProbaljlG Quantity.

Filling in ai sides, round and over all concrete and brickworl of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tnnm-ls, as
specified in clause 5....................................... ..................................
cubic vjml
Timber ordered in writing to bo left in oxeavntump, ns specified in
clause 9, including nil iron used in fixing sanie .............................. cubic fco:
Hctuoving existing culverts crossing the Ilhvu'arr:; Houd, as specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, nnd Umber decking
cubic yard
Sub-duct in hard rock, uitli tile covers, as specified in clause 8......... lineal jartl
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in f< more or lo?s hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
Of 6 in. internal diameter .......................... ............. ......................... .
Of 9 in. internal diameter ................................................................ .
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified In clause H,
including hardwood boles with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
6 in. internal diameter.........................................................................
9 in. internal diameter............................................................................
Hand-packed stone filling 4-in. gauge, as specified in clauses 8 and 10 cubic yard
Blucstone metal, 2^-in. gauge, on road surfaces, ns specified in clause TO
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, ns .‘specified in clause 10 .
Sandstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ............
Blucstone concrete, in any situation, as specified m eluuse iy ............
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15 .....
Cement facing, in any situation, as specified iii clause 14 .................. , square i nvd
Byrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, as specified in clause 1C iM.lljlC foul.
Squared blucstone pitcher?, in nny situation, 119 ppecifird in clauFo 17 ■square mu*
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 0 in. deep, as specifier
in clause 18............................................................................................................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting
and tarring, us specified ia clause 11 ....................................................... rod
..
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trendies, ihafte, &a., ns specified in clause 19,
including providing and filing d'se., complete, as viz. :—
9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts.............................................. lineal vard.
12*iu. diameter pipes in pipc-scw. rs ..............................................................
16-iu. diameter pipes m pipo-sewers ............................... .........................
18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ..................................................................
j?

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount,

tC

B. d.

701

0 0

15,220

i/-

9,000

5/-

2,250 0 0

2t4
280

10/10/-

122 0 O
140 0 0

640
640

5/G/-

160 0 0
192 0 O

280
280
700
190
90
1,050
4j5uO
1,605
IL.fino
210
12

7/6
10/5/16/10/37; 6
42/6
55/1/6
4/30/-

105
140
190
152
45
1,968
9,668
4,413
870
42
18

O
0
O
0
0
15
15
15
13
0
O

0
O
O
0
O
0
0
O
6
0
0

20/-

38 O 0

7

£3

21 0 0

40
64
15
5

5/7/6
15/20/-

20,420
30,0C0

lb
-/G

1,020 0 O
750 0 O

...

25

JC5

125 0 0

...

3

£217

Col

2

£137

274 0 0

38 ’

10
24
11
6

0
O
5
0

0
0
0
0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

43
44

Removal of surplus materials from nil excavations, as specified in
clauses 61, 54, nud Sfi of the Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, us viz. :—
For the first half-mile of lead..............................................................
cubic yaid.
For every furtlur quarter of a mile of lead ............................................ .
ij

GOVERNMENT PROrEUTY.
45

Receiving and fivirg ironwork, supplied by the Government, a?
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Spccifiealion ... ton

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including pnlilt
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive,
ns viz.
Pesstocks.

46
47
48

Cast-iron frame and penstock, fi-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought iron and gun-metal work, complete, ns shown cn
drawings Nos. 20 mid 3..................................................................................
each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft.9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street-bov, cover-plalo, wroughl-iron mid gun-metal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 19 and 14..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-fl
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifl mg gear, street-box, wroujjhtiron and gun-metal work, complete, us shown on drawings Nos
14 and 18 .................................................................................................................
t)

0 O

1

85 0 O

1

75 0 0

1

61 0 O

Gab Checks,

49
50
51

Cast-iron frame willi Muntz mclnl gns-chcck for s&wcr of C ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in., with ail wrought-iron and guu-mcfal vork, com
plete, us shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3 ................................
each.
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of 6 ft. 8 in x
6 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-meial work, complete,
ns shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ................................. ...........................
Cast-iron frame with Muniz nirfal gas-cheek for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .............................................
2-5S—E

1

...

57

0 0

92
3i
Ko.
of

Kate
Description of lYork.

Unit.

Probable Quautii}.

Itcin.

per

Amount.

Unit.

£

63

Cust-iron frnmc irith Muniz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 3 in. i
4 ft. 2 in., -with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
ns shown on drawings hos, 26 and 3 ...................................... *
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas check for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in. z
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, ns
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 .................... ................

each

a. d.

i

5! 0 0

i

50 0 O

lEEEQtfLAB Castings, &c.

5G

57
5S

59
GO
G1

02
63
G1

65
66
07
G8
C!)
70

71
72

73
74
75
76

77

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft,
long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos, 14 and 16 ......... .
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long or er all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for IjHn. diameter
holt-holes, ns shown on draw mgs Nos. 14 and 16, weighing.......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. f) in. internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for H-in. duimcte
bolt-holes, as show-ri on drawing No. 16, weighing........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long oyer all, with
spigot ends, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ......... ............. -..........
Cast-iron tiiimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ..............................................
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
peer all, one flange turned and drilled for It-in, diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos, 17 and 18 .............. ............... .
2—cast-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 1 i
ft. long in thc body, as shown on drawings Nos, 17 and 18 ........i
2—east-iron flange and spigot pipes, 3 ft, 6 in. interim 1 diameter, 10
ft. long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for U-in
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 .........................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over
all, ns shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .......................... .........................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. I(
in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No. 18...................... .
2—castdron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipo-sewer, 18 in
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18.....................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. Ion;
over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16...... . ■ .....................-.............
2—east-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft internal diameter, 10 ft
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for 1 i-in. dicmetei
bolf-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16 ............. ..........................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in, long ovci
all, as shown on drawing No. 16 .......................... .........................
Cast iron flanged bend, 12 in, internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ................... ..........................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, as shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 ............................................................
Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the works
..
2—wronghfc-iion rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shewn on drawings Nos. 3 and 20.....................
Platform for working pon'toeks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled girdeis, 25 ft. long eac1;
weight per foot run
)b., with cast iron gratings and wroughtiron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. I’
and 22, weighing in all ....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at tup of shaft,and
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4...................................................................................
Wiouglit-iron ladder in slniit, with supports', in four lengths, complete
as shown on drawing No. 4 ......................................................... .
3—ane'c-iron bearers, with east-iron perforated landing-p'ntes it
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for ouilet well of syphon, with rmt
iron hinge plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, a:
shown on drawings No", 1 I snd 21 ................................................
hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, asshowi
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ...........................................................

Tons. cut. qr. lb

2

2 3

4

2 0 0 13
1 15 3 13
2

5

3 23

0 11

3 20

4 12 2

2

6 13 0 6
4 9

2 2

2

2

3 25

1

7 3 20

1

5 2 21

10 2 11
0 19 O 4
113

3 IS

0 4 15
0 14 1
0 8
ton.

0

1 10

£15

501 13

0

4

£L5

15 8

0

4 2 13

20.'-

21 12 6

33 12 3 1;

>r

10 2

C'A t.

1

1! 19 0

»

0 4

Jj

0 16 2 15

56 -

•fill

6

ji

0 15 2 27

2 1/-

15 15

0

jj

0 4 1 29

ro;

10 18 0

O 9 1 11

.p);-

IS It

a

I 11

Cast juon Pifm.

Cast-iron slvaighl, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft, long in the hod;,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, us tiz. : —

73 96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

£

280 4 0 0

0

35
No.

o(

Item.

79
80
81
82

Description o! IVork,

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Itate
per
unit.

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

£

. £

s. <3.

435 5 0 1 4
G3 1G 3 20

154—3-£t. G-in. diameter duplicate sewer pipes ..................................
59—2-ft. diameter seour-pipes ................................. ............... ............
74—screw bolts, H in. diameter, with heingon heads and nuts, for
8-ft. G-in. and 8-ft. 9-in. diameters flange pipe-joints ..............
15 —screw bolts, 1 in. diameter, with heiagon heads and nuts, for
2-ft. diameter flange pipe-joints ................................. ................
Total for all straight pipes

Amount

0 2 0 23
0 0
7SS

ton.

1 26

8 2 27

£10 7,881

7 C

PIPE-LAYING-.

83
84
85

Laying and jointing (including providing lead and spnn-yarn) the
3-it, 9-in. diameter, the 3-ft, 6-tn. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter
cast-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as Tin.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes and short ends, &c......................... lineal yard
3-ft. G-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes, short ends, &c..................
2-ft. diameter seour-pipes and short ends, &c.....................................
u

39G
Gi9
246

45/40/20/-

10

£5

10
10
15
15
35
15
too
100

891 0 0
1,298 0 0
246 0 0

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.

86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and firing discs .................................................................................

each

50 0

0

20/GO/I8f16/15/10/6/6
6/G

10
30
13
12
11
7
27
27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35/14'11/10,Hi14 j18/-

35 0 0
17 10 0

1
GENERAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
05
9G
97
98
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of elocution
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-in, layers and ramming, complete .......................... cubic yard
Special blucstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
II
Blucstone metal (clause 2), li-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
J>
Sandstone metal (ctause 2), 2-in. gauge, stacked ..................................
l>
Blucstone metal (clause 2), 2i-in. gauge, stacked ...............................
»
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked ......................................
ft
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) .............................. cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..................................................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.
straps, Ac. (clause 2) ..... ............ ......................................................
cask
Portland cement .............................. ......................................................
day
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ......................................
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ...........
ft
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ..........................................
n
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor......................
ft
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor
......................
tt
Totai

20 .
25
Rate only

it

............. £

0
0
10
0
5
10
10
10

5537G2 0, G

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by thc Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
'
Tho above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Eield 'Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-chcck, and shaft-chamber, &c,
Prices for items Nos. 8S1, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have thc power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99, 100, and 101 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight'hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to bo paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work. • ~

SnirirA.tt'r

94

36
Sumhahy of Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-mctal,
(Tlie number of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantifies and Trices.)
No. of
Item.

Description ol Item.

Number Weight of each
Item.
required

Ts. ct. qr. lb.

PENSTOCKS.

Total weight.

Ts. ct. qr. lb.

46
47
43

gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..
gear, screw-bolts, auchor-boUe, and gun-metal, complete....................................
Cast-iron frame and penstoch, with 2-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete....................................

’

3

6 5

2

3 7 0 4

6 14

0 8

1

1

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

1 1

1 £G

1

1 22

1 20

Total weight

18 10 1 10

QAS-CITECKS.

49
50

El
E2
53

Cast-iron frame, with munis metal gas-chcck, for G-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft. 10-in
sewer, with all screw-bolts, imclior-bults. gun-metal work, complete.........
Cast-iron frame, with mm.tz metat gas-chcck, for G'ft.S-m by 5-ft 8-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz meUl gas-cherk, for 5-ft. 6-m by 4-ft. G-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-holts, gun-mctal work, compete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-chcck, E r 5-l't.. 2-iu by 4-ft. 2-in. sower
with all acrew-bolts, anchor-bo Its. gun-metal work, complete...................
Cast-iron frnmc, with muntz me at gas-chcck. for 5-ft. 1-in, bs 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete ......................

I

I 1

1

0 19 2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 2G

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

1

0 11

0 2

0 11 0 2

1 2G

Total weight

54

55

ITJEECULATt CAST!SOS, &c.
Flange and faucet pipe, 8 ft long, H ft. 9 in internal diameter..
Flange pipe, 8 ft. long, 3 ft 9 in. internal diameter, one flni
drilled, for l}- in. diameter bolt-holes...................................

3 19

1

2 2

3 4

2 2 3 4

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

1
1
1

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 £3
0 11 3 20

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 18 0 3

4 12 2
5 16 0

2
6

2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
1

4
2
7
5

3
3
3
2
0 10 1
0 19 0

1
25
20
24
7
4

4

2
1
1
1
0

9 2
2 3
7 3
5 2
0 2
19 0

2
25
20
£4
14
4

2
1

0
0
0
0

1G
4
3
4

23
5
7
19

1
0
0
0

13
4
14
8

3 18
1 5
1 0
1 10

33 12

3 12

EG

57
53
59
60
Cl
62
63

G4
65
6fi
67
63
69
70

turned and di illcd for 1 i- in diameter bolt-holes...................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 m. interrnt diameter ...................
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. D-m. diameter pipe, 18 in. long ........
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long. 3 ft. Cin. internal diameter, one flangi
drilled, for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes.......................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ,
_turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt-holes .........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. G in. internsi diameter ................. ...............
Spigot pipe, 6ft. Gin. long, 3ft. Gin. internal diameter........................... ........
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 ft. 10 in, long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter .............
Cast-iron tiiimble for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe, IS in. long......... .......................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2ft. internal diameter .............................
Flange and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft, internal diameter, tho flange to hi
turned and drilled for 1£ in. diameter bolt-holes ........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 16 in, long........................................
Cast-iron Gauge bend, 12 m, internal diameter...................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter.................................

4

2

3
1
2
0

Total weight

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

Wrought-iron rolled girders, 133 in. high, tap and bottom flange 53 in. t
25 ft, long, to be walled in nt Premier-street shaft chamber ..............
Platform for working penstocks, Premior-slrcct shaft, (wo wrought-iron r<
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, Sin. wife, 25 ft. long, woig
19 lb. per lineal foot, with east-iron gratings and wi ought-iron stand
and railings complete.......... .....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and :
bar-railing across shaft at landings................................... ......................

2

at 46 lb. per ft.

.......
3

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes ......................... ......................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate tewer-pipes....................................................
2-ft, diameter scour-pipes .................................. ..................... .................

81

Screw-bolts IJ in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and

62

3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints ...... .............................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ...................................................................................

96
154

59

3 0 1 0
2 16 2 3
1 1 2 1C

Total weight of pipes.

Total weight

4

0 4 1 11
0 16 2 la
0 15 2 27

Total weigh

78
79
60

1 0 2

1 4 2 15

Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete ,,,

street, complete ...............................................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wrought
iron channel girders, with east-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-) ' *
and double wrought-iron, ehanncl-iion girders with cast-iron dis
blocks ......................................................................................................

1 18

0 4

1 20

0 9

i n

4 15

2 19

289 4 0 0
435 5 O 14
63 16 3 20
783 6 0 6

74
15

■>■1*4

0 2 0 23
0 0 1 26
0 2 2 21

95
37
No. 7—JAMES E. CAESON'S TENDEE.
Hems 64 to 70, inclusive, for which a general rate is asked, would, at contractor's prices for each item, average about
£14 18s. &lSd, per ton. Items 78 to 82, inclusive, for which a general rate is ashed, would, at contractor's prices for
each item, average about £9 Os. 0'86d. per ton.

Department of Public "Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
TnNDtn EoiiM.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, tho undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide thc material and perform tlie various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-strcet and Branches (Contract No. 09), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by ns for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quan'itics and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
afier the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qumtities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of tho acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public "Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the securey required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for thc sum of £000 ns a preliminary Deposit; and wo
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at nny time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in tlie event of tliis Tender being accepted, wc fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on thc back hereof, and by which wo
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
"Witness,—J;tO. J. Eooxie.

JAMES EREDERTCK CARSON,
A rncliffe.

Texofr Boaud Ekoulatioss.

No Tender shall bo received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in tho opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the ease
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce tlie number of Tenders received for cnch work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, lias reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as pracii 'able after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Oilieo, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing tho work, the
name of tho Tenderer, and the amount of each Tonccr.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to thc President of thc Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which tho Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
Eor amounts up to £500 inclusive..................................... .
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

... £5
... £10

0 0
0 0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on thc amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of thc Board, endorsed by tho
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the su cossful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 tho deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of Any Tenderer failing to take up bis Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
thc Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall ho forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
"Whenever

38"
# _ 'Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; hut the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other werks, at the pleasure of the President.
_ In the event of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Bates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
_
In submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the oiler
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. "When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
.
Tho Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of tho public while the Tenders are beine: onened
and declared.

Contract No. 69.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
«.r
JUnt.

i
2

3
4

5
C
7
8

fi
]'i
11

1C

13
1 1

r>

10

17
is

10

Description of Work.

Unit.

Excavations in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in
hard rock, for sewers, branches, pipes, sub-ducts, &c., as specified
in clause 3, os viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shole, soft rock,
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary...... cubic Yard
ExeavFitioii in liiwd shale or rock, 'where gadding and guttering unlj
is permitted....................................................... ........................
. Excavation m hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted......................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permuted........... .........
Excavation in tunnels in “more or loss bard materials,” for sewers.
pipe sewers, sub-ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.
Less hard excavation in day, loose, and jointy shale, &c., whore in
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is nnneressnry ..................
Excavation in hard staudsfcone or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted......................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of boro-holes as shall be directed only are permitted .
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, irons! one, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes us shall be directed only are permitted ..
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock ” for sewers, pipe-sewers, sub
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .........................................................................
, ,
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by if in. in d'ameter, and such depths of bore-holes ns
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................
„
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................
Excavation in “ solid rock/* m shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, a?
specified in clause*3, as viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting igunnece&Fnrj
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes ns
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................
Excavation in bard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .................. ....................................................................
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambers,
and sumps, as specified in clause S, as via.:—
|
Loss hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, day, pipeclay, loose And
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer1
blasting is unnecessary .............................. ...................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gadding
only is permitted...............................................*........
............ 1
u
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in, in length by ]f in. in diameter,
and such depth of boredioks as shall be directed only arc per
mitted ............. ..................................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, <fcc., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4- in. in length by If in. in diameter,
and such depths of boro-holes as shall be directed only are per*
mitted ..... .............................................................. ..........................
it

Probable Quantity.

Halo
per
Uiiir.

Amount.

£

s. d.

19,320

3/-

2,80S 0 0

3,165

10/-

582 10 0

1,165

7/6

430 17

0

1,H;5

5/*

201

5

0

S10

10'-

403

0 0

1,140

25/-

1,425

0 O

1,140

20/-

1,110

0

1,140

IS/-

i,s:o

00/-

5,500

0

1,850

50/-

4,023

0 0

],8.;o

40/-

3,700 0

130

10/-

65

445

40/-

S90

0

6

415

80'-

6 (17

10

0

445

45/-

1,001

5

0

170

10/-

83

115

30/-

172 10 O

115

25/-

143 IS 0

115

20/-

.116 0 O

0

SG5 O 0

O

0

0 0

0 0

39
No.
of
hem.
20

21
22

23
24
25

20

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
30
37
38

39
40
41
42

Description or Work.

Probable Quantity.

rilling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
specified in clause 5............................................................................. cubic yard
Timber ordered in wriling to bo loft in cscavotion^ as S|jccifiC(i in
clause 9, including all iron used in fiiinc same ............................. cubic foot
Removing existing culverts crossing the Illavrarm Road, os specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic vard
Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified m clause 8.......... lineal j arrl
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “more or loss bard material,"
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
Of C> in. internal diameter ......................................................................
Of 9 in internal diameter ......................................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, ns specified, in clause 8,
including hardwood boxes with packing in Bamc, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
G in. internal diameter............................................................................
n
9 in. internal diameter............................................................................
ITand-packcd stone filling 4-in. gauge, ns specified in clauses 8 and 10 cubic yard
Blucstone metal, 2£*in. gauge, on road surface';, os specified in clause H1
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10 .
Sandstone concrete, in nny situation as specified in clause Ki .........
Blucstone concrete, in any eituulion, us specified in dause 13 ........
Brickwork in cement, in nny situation, as specified in elauso 15 .....
Cement facing, in any situation, aa specified in clause 14 ........ ...
square vard
Pyrmont sandstone, ushler, in any situation, as specified in clause JO cubic tout.
Squared blupstono pitchers, in any situation, as specified in clause l' 4 q u are yarJ
Squared freestone pitchers, in nny situation, G in. deep, as specificc
in clause 18........................................................................................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ............................................. rod
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, shafts, &c., as specified in clause 10,
including providing and fixing disc?, complete, as viz.
9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts...................................... lineal yard
12-iii. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .....................................................
IG-in. diameter pipes in pipo-sewers .....................................................
18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .................................. ...................
Ji

-

43
41

Unit.

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

B. d.

] 3,220

2/-

1,522

9,000

2/G

3,125 O 0

211

2f-

Gi-

24 8 O
84: 0 0

GIO
G40

7/fi
7/0

240 Oi 0
210 0: 0

230
280
7bO
190
90
1,030
4,5.50

10/12(6

11,0 '0
210

1/0

ISO

6/ir.:7/0
40/43/50/-

12

4129/-

38

140
175
190
137
33
2 100

10.237
4,012
870
42

0

0

0 O’
0 0
0 O
10 O
15 O
0 O
10 O
0 0
0 O
0 0

12

0

0

15/-

28

10

0

7

20/-

7

0

0

40
G4
15
5

3/4/0
o/12/-

GOO
14 8 O
6 15 0
3 0 0

20,420
30,000

■/G
74

510 10 O
500 0 0

25

£10

250 0 0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

Removal of surplus materials from all cicavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 54, aud SG of the Schedule Jo Specification, including
spreading, ns viz.:—
For the first half-mile of lead.................................................................. cubic yard.
For every further quarter of a mile of lead ..........................................
tt

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
45

Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, as
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule (o Specification ... ton

,

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses21 to 2G inclusive,
os viz.:—
Penstocks.
40
47
4S

Cashiron frame and penstock, G-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought-iron and gmi-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ...................................................................... each
Oast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street-box, cover-plate, wrought-iron and gun-metal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos 19 and 14.............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wroughtiron and gun-mctal work, complete, ae shown on drawings Nos
14 and 18.............................................. .............................................
jj

.
■
...

...

3

£250

750 0

0

2

£150

300 0 O'

1

£90

PC 0 0

1

£76

75 0

1

£70

70 0 0

1

£63

G3 0 0

Gas Checks,
49
50
51r

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewor of G ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in, with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, com
plete, us shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3.................................
each.
CiiBtoron frame Avjlh Muntz metal ga^-eheck for sewor of 6 ft. 8 in. j
5 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ..............................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gns-check for sewer of 5 ft. fi in. x
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 ............................................. fj

...

0

40
No.
o(
Item.

52
53

Description of Work.

Unit.

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas cheek for sower of 5 ft 2 in. >
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ............................................
Cast'iron frame with Muntz metal gas check for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in. s
4 ft. 1 in,, complete with all wrought-iron and gun-mcUil workj as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 ............................... .................

Probable Quantity.

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount*

£

£

s. d.

each

1

62

62 0 0

tJ

1

60

60 0 0

25

25 0 0

2 0 0 18

30

SO 0 0

1 16

3 13

30

30 0 0

2

5

3 23

30

30 0 0

0 11

3 20

12

12 0 0

4 12 2 2

35

70 0 0

5 16 0 6

37/10

75 0 0

2

3-5

70 0 0

2

2 3 25

27

27 0 0

1

7

3 20

20

20 0 0

1 5

2 24

18

18 0 0

0 2 14

10/10

0 19 0 1

15

15 0 0

1 13 3 18

15

30 0 0

0 4 15

4

4 0 0

0 14 1 0

15

15 0 0

0 8 1 10

10

10 0 0

10 2 4

14

14 7 6

1

4 2 15

18

22 8

6

0 4 1 11

38

8 5

3

0 16

2 15

30

24 19 0

0 15 2 27

54

42 10 0

0 4

1 20

66

12 8 0

0 9

1 11

56

26 3 6

Ibeegulab Castings, &c.
54

Cast-iron flango and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, internal diameier, 8 ft

65

Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, internal diameter, 8 ft. long over all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for l}-in. cl atnelei

56

Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. inferunl fhauielcr, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for
duunctc.

57

Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. fl in. internal diameter, 10 ft lorg overall, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in diameter svphon pipes, 18 iu. long

53
69

2—cast-iron ilanged pipes, 3 ft 6 m. intcrnnl dinmclrr, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for If-in diameter bolt-

GO

2—east-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in internal diameter, 1;

61

2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes 3 ft. 6 m infernal dimneter, 10
ft. long over all, the Hinge to be turned and ditiled for H-in

62

64

Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, 10 ft, long over
fell, as shown on drafting No. IS ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 m, into nal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. lungovci
allt as shown on drawing No. IS ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe. 3 ft. 6 in', internal dn i.eter, 4 ft If

65

2—cast iron thimbles for 3 ft. G-in. diameter pi|0-scucr, 18 in

66

Cast-iron flango and faucet p'po 2 ft. internal di.VJ'ct-r, 10 ft. long
over all* drawings Nos. 1 j and 16....................................................
2—cast-iron flango and spigot pipes, 2 ft inttnuil diameter, 10 ft.
long overall, the flange t-o be turned and drilled for Ji-m cu.meter
bolt-holes, as shown on dm-’ ing No, 16 ...................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ffc. di.utiet-cr seour-pipo^ 3 5 in. long over
all, as shewn on (bowing No. 16 .....................................................
Cast iron flanged bend, 32 in, internul diameter, as fdtown on
di aft nigs Nos. 14 and 16 ................................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, os shown

Tons. curt. (jr. lb.
2 2 3 4

4 9 2
63

1
67
63
69
70

71
72

73

74
75
76

77

Total, including placing on cement mortarbeddine, whereorJcred,
and fixed (except, lend jo'nts) m position in the work*
2—wroughfc-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of penstocks
afe Premier-street shaft-ehamber, 25 ft 1'tig c.uh, iviighing per
foot run 46 lb., as i-hown on dr.iw.nns Nos 3 rml iiO.....................
Platform for working penstocks iu Prcinicr-btrec!: shaft-chamber, consisting of two wrougbt-iron rolled girdo s, 25 ft, long each.
weight per foot run 19 lb., w'lth cast iron grating* rmd wrougliliron standard and railing?, complete, as slionn on drawing. Nos. 3
and 22, weighing in all .....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wroueht-iion (uho-rniling at top of shaft,and
solid bar-vailings across shaft at hmdiugs, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4....................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in =hal'l, with .ui poit?, in four lengths, complete.
aa shown on drawing No, 4 ..........................................................
8—angle-iron bearers, ft Hi cast-iron perforated hmdirg-p'utes in
shaft, complete, as shown on drafting No, 4 .................................
"Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of svphon. with eastiron hinge-plntcs and wrought-iron channel-girdcr% complete, a?
shown on drawings No*. 14 nnd 21 ..................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of svphon, mth cast-iron
hingo-plales and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as slionn
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ........ ..............................................

ton.

cwt,

»

21

0 0

33 12 3 12

Cast-ihon Pipes.

Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipe?, 12 ft. long in tlie body.
Complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz.:—

78 96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

..... ............................. .

289

4 0 0

2,602 16 0

41
No.
of
Item,

79
80
81
82

Pcsci'iptlon oi Work.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Rate
per
Unit.

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

£

435 50H
63 16 3 20
74—screw bolts,
in. diameter, with hexagon hemls and nuts, for
3'ft. 6-in. and 3-ft. t)*m. diameters flango pipo-iomts .... ........
15—fctow holla, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
Total for all straight pipes..........................

£

*. d.

<} 3,917 G 3
0
574 12 7

0 23

30

3

0 0 1 26

30

0 14 6

396
649
240

515/5/-

99 0 0
162 5 0
61 10 0

10

30/-

0 2

ton.

Amount.

6 2

788 8 2 27

PIPE-LAYING.

83
84
85

Laying anil jointing (including providing lead and spun-yani) the
3-ft. 9-in. diameter, 1 ho 3-i’t. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter,
cast-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trendies and shafts,!
as specified in clause 20, complete, us viz.:—
3-ft, 9-in. diameter svphon pipes and short ends, Ac......................... lineal yard
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sower-pipes, short ends, Ac.................
2-ft. diameter seour-pipcs and short ends, Ac....................................
)>
TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.

86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs ......................................................................... .......

each

15

0 O

GENERAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
93

91
95
96
97
OS

09
100
301

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in ihe construction
□ 1' these works (temporary puddle ordered for purpose"* of execution
of worlc not to he paid for), as specified in da use 29, including
spending in 9-in. layers and ruiinmn?, complete .......................... cubic yard
Special hluestonc concrete, in any situation, as specified in ciause 2
Blucsloiifl moial (clause 2), lk*iu. gauge, stnckrd ..............................
!)
Sandstone metal (clause 2), 2-in. gauge, stacked .....................................
11
Blucslom: melal (clause 2), 2i-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
11
Sharp, rhiui, nashed Eund (clause 2), tlacked ....................... ..............
Stnsu hardwood, in soantlincrs nr planks (clausa 2) .............................. cubic foolOregon limber, in scantlings or plunks ................................................... .
)>
Wrought-iron, in holts, galvanized stop-irons, screws, nails, spikes.
cwb.
straps, Ac. (clause 2) ............................................. ......................................
CJL.sk
Portland cement ................................................................................................
day
Avtizun or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ......................................
Quai'i-nnun or other skilled labourer, supplied bv Contractor ..........
11
Ordinnrv labourer, supplied bv Contractor ..........................................
>t
Cfirt wilh one horse and driver, supplied hr Contractor..,.................
ft
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
71
Totai .........................................................................

4

10
10
15
15
lo
In
inn

300
2')
25
Pfifcc only
i)
ij

j?

10/45/1ft 5'14'5/V-

V40i'10'15/12,0

5 0
22 10
116
3 15
10 10
3 15
5 0
5 0

0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0

40 0 0
12 10 0

12/0
7,0
37,239 0 9

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which ia not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they arc subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &e.
Prices for items Nos. 80, 00, 01, 92, 03, 04, 95, and 96 arc to be for materials io strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time sucli materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, OS, 00, 100, and 101 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to bo paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

SUMHABT

258—1?

100
42
Summaey of Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, Including all Gtm-metal.
(The number of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
Uo. of

Uem.

Description of Item,

Number Weight of each
required
item.

Ts. et. qi1. lb.

PENSTOCKS.

40
4.1

48

Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft. diameier opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9 in. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metul, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................

Total weight

Ts, ct, qr. lb.

3

6 5

2

3 7 0 4

6 14 0 8

1

1

1 1 1 20

1

1 22

1 20

Total weight ............................................. ...............

18 16 1

10

26 11 3 10

GAS-CHECKS.

CO
51
52
53

Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-cheek, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 6-ft. 10-iu.
sewer, with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 8-in by 5-ft. 8-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 6-in. by4-ft. 6-in, sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, comp'etc .....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ffc. 2-in. byi-ft, 2-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz me al gas-check, for 5-ft. 1-in. hy4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete ......................

1

1

1

0 19 2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

1

0 11 0 2

0 11 0 2

1

1 26

Total weight .............................................................

1 1

1 26

3 19 1 18

IKEEGULAK CASTINGS, &c.
54
55
56

67
58
59
60
61
63
63
64
65

66
67

68
69
70

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

Flange and faucet pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9in internal diameter..........................
Flange pipe, 8 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for H- in. diameter bolt-holes.............................................................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9ft. long, 3ft. 9 iu. internal diameter, the flanges to
turned and drilled for IJ- in. diameter bolt-holes.........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. Pin. internal diameier .........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter pipe, 18 in, long ..............................
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long, 3ft. Gin internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for 14-in, diameter bolt-holes.............................................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diamrter......................
Flange and spigot pipe, 10ft. l.mg, 3 ft. fi in. internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for 14-in. diameter b >11,-hob’s .........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. intern”! diameter .........................................
Spigot pipe, Oft. 6in. long, 3ft. 6m. internal diameter.....................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 ft. 10 in. long. 3ft 6 in internal diameter ..............
Cost-iron thimble for 3-ft. G-in. diameter pipe. 18 in. long................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter ...... ......................
Flange and spisnt pipe, 10 ft long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flange to be
turned and drilled for ] A-jn. diameter bolt-holes .........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in, long.........................................
Cast-iron flange bend, 12 in. internal diameter.....................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in, internal diameter..................................
Total weight .............................................................

-

"Wrought-iron rolled girders, 134 in. high, top nnd bottom flange 5f in. wide,
25 ft. long, to be walled in at Premier-street shaft chamber ......................
Platform for working penstocks, Premier-eireet idmCt, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3 in wite, 25 ft. long, weighing
191b. per lineal foot, with east-iron gratings and wiougbt-irou standards
and railings complete........................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and solid
bar-railing across shaft at landings..............................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four le* gths, e anplete..........
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete ..............................................................................................
Wrought-iron binged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hingo-platos
and double wrought-iron, chaunel-iion girders with ea-t-iron distance
blocks ........................................... ....................................................................

1

2 2 3 4

2 2 s 4

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

1
1
1

1 16 3 13
2 6 3 23
0 11 3 20

1 16 3 13
2 5 a 23
0 11 3 20

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 18 0 3

4 12
6 16

2
0

2
6

2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
1
0
0

4
2
7
5
10
19

3
3
3
2
1
0

1
25
20
24
7
4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9
2
7
5
0
19

2
3

2
25
20
24
14
4

2
1
4
2

0
0
0
0

16
4
3
4

3
1
2
0

23
5
7
19

1
0
0
0

13
4
14
8

3
1
1
1

18
5
0
10

33 12

3

12

1 0

2

4

1 4

2

16

0 4
0 16

1
2

11
15

0 15

2

27

0 4

1

20

0 9

1

11

4 15

2 19

2

at 46 lb per ft.

3

Total weight

78
79
80

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
3-ft, 9-in, diameter syphon pipes ........................................................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate scwcr.pipes.............................................................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ......... ..........................................................................

96
154
59

Total weight of pipes
61
82

Screw-bolts 14 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints ........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-j oints ............................... ......................... ..................................
Total weight

3 0 10
2 16 2 3

1 1 2 1C

3
2
2
0

289 4 0 0
435 5 0 14
63 16 3 20
788 6 0 6

74

0 2 0 23

15

0 0 1 26
0 2

2 21
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No. 8.—ALES. DEAN & SONS’ TENDEE.
Deduct,
£

Item No. 97,
„
98.
„
99,

„

„

0
0
0
0

100.

101.

Add.

b.

cl.

12
10
8
13

0
0
6
0

0 6 0

£

8, d,

...........
...........
...........
...............

............

.
£2 9 6
Items 64 to 70, inclusive, for which a general rate was ashed, would, at contractor’s prices for each item, average £16 10«. Od.
'
'
a ton, and items 78 to 82, £10 5s. 4d. a ton.

Department of Public 'Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tekdeb Fobm.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sehastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. 69), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspect'd bv us for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby ayree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as tlie case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in tlie Schedule of Qumtities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance nf the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the eeeuriiy required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £500 as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board liegulations, printed ou the back hereof, and by which wo
agree to be bound.
“
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
ALEX. DEAN,
JOHN ADAM DEAN,
JAMES MOERfSON DEAN,
Witness,—Geo. Claek.
32 Castlercagh-street.
Tendee Boaed Eegulattoits.

No Tender shall he received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in tlie opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received for ench work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of tlie Branch, under whose directions the work is to he
carried out, has reported upon the whole of tlie Tenders received.
_ The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, ia the Putlic Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each ’Tender.
'
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...........................
... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...............£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to he in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with tho exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall he returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. , When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to thp credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
Whenever
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• •* .^^“eTer a. Teri(icrcr sI)a11
to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in tlie same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
detauft such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President^.
J
. In
e1vent of an-v Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Eates, the approximate nuantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
. . ,,In submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is m the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen arc required, the names in
tuJl occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the render liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender,
and declamf0ard"r00m

Contkact No. 69,

be 0pCn f°r thc adiriissio11 of the Pub]ic whi]e t}l0 Tenders are being opened

This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

No.

of
Item.

Description of Work.

Unit.
r

liiciwationg in open tronolscs, in more or Iofs hard matmnls, ami ...
hard rock, for sewers, branche*, pipes, sub-duds, &c., ns specified
in clause 3, as riz.:—
Excavntion in road surfaces, sand, soli, pipeclay, shale, soft rock,
where in the opinion of the Kngincer blasting "is unnecessary ...... cubic ynre
Excaeotion in bard shale or rock, whore gadding and "iittcririH onlyl
is permit!ed........................................... ......... “........ . ......... .....'|
u
Excavation in hard shalo or rock, where charges of powder noti
exceeding 2 m. in leuglh by lif in. in diameter, and such depths
of bqrc-holcs as shall be directed only ore permitted..................... J
>)
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not;
exceeding 4 in. in length by li? in. in diameter, and sucli depths1
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are pcrnuilcd . ...................I
Excavntion m tunnels in “more or less hard materials,’’for sowers,!
pipe'sewers, sub-duct*, &c , as specified in clause 3, us riz.:—
I
Less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, Ac., where in
tho opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ...................... '
>>
Excavntion in hard stnndstone or shale, where gadding nnd guttering1
only is permitted..................................................................................
|
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ii onstone, &c,, where charges of.
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by 1J in. in diameter, and!
such depth of bore-boles as shall be dirceled only are permitted...!
i)
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironsfono, fro., where charges of)
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by TJin in diameter, and:
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted ..
a
Excavation in tunnels in ” solid rock” for sewer.'', pipc-sowcrs, sub-J
ducts, Ac., as specified in clause 3, as viz. —
Excavation m bard rock, where gadding nnd guttering only is per-i
mitt* d .................................. ’...................................................... !
»
10 Excavntion in hard rock, whore charges of powder not exceeding 2 m !
in length by 1^ m. iu d'ametcr, and such depths of hore-holcs asj
shall be directed only arc permitted..................................................
>>
11 Excavation iu hard rock, where charges of powder not. exceeding 4 in,
in length by H in. in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted.................................................
»
Excavation in <l solid rock,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
12 Excavation in road surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rork
only, where in Ihe opinion of the Engineer blasting is unneces=ary
))
13 Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.,
in length by ] J in. in dinmetor, and such depths of horo-holcs as
shall he directed only are permitted................................................. j
JJ
U Excavation iu haivl rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.i
iu length by 1^! in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as,
shall be directed only ore permitted.................................................
14
15 Excavation in hard rock, whore gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .................................................................................. ‘
JJ
Excavation in ’’more qrle*s hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambers,
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, os viz.:—
16 Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipcrlav, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer1
blasting is unnecessary .....................................................................i
)>
17 Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and oadcliim
only is permit,ted........................................................ ..................
JJ
18 Excavation in ham sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by
in. in diameter,
and such denth of bore-holes as sluill be directed only are nermitted
M
10 Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &e., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by It} in. in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per-}
mitted ..........................................
I

Probable Quantitj .

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount

i

£

s.

a.

] 0,320

3/-

2,898

O

0

1,165

12/-

690

0

0

1,165

10/-

682 10

O

1,165

o/-

024

5

0

810

16/-

648

0

0

Vw

20/-

1,140

O

0

1,140

18/-

1,026

0

O

1,140

18/-

1,026

0

O

1,850

30/-

2,775

0

0

1,850

25/-

2,312 10

0

1,350

25/-

2,312 10

0

130

12/-

78

O

0

443

20/-

445

O

0

445

20/-

445

0

0

445

30/-

667 10

0

170

12/-

102

0

O

115

20/-

115

0

0

115

20/-

115

0

0

115

20/-

115

0

O

No.
of
Iteui.
20
21
22
23
24
2b

£6
27
28
20
30
31
32
33
34
35
30
37
38

39
40
41
■j2

Description or Work.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

rilling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
spedited m clause 5..................
.............. . .................
cubic yard
TiiubtT ordered m wnling to be left in cscaTiifions, ns specified in
dense 9, including all iron used in fixing same .............................. cubic foot
Removing existing culverts crossing the Jilaivarm Road, ns specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic yard
Sub’duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauso 8.......... lineal yard
Sub-duct, as specified iu clause S, in “more or less hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes:—
Of 6 iu. internal diameter ............ .....................................................
Of 9 in. internal diameter ..............................................................
Sub-duct in water-cbnrged loose ground, as specified in clause 8,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of;—
6 in.-intcrmil diameter....................................................................... .
9 in. internal diameter .............................................
Hand-packed stone filling 4-im gauge, as specified in clauses 8 and 10 cubic yard.
Blnestone metal, 2i-in. gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
Blinding Z io. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10
Sandstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 .........
(J
Blucstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ...........
Brickwork in cement, in imv eitua1iont as specified in clniine 15 ,
Cement, facing, in any situation, as specified in clause 14............
square yard
Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, as specified in clause 16 cubic foot.
Squared Milestone pitchers, iu any situation, as specified in clause 17 square yard
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 6 in. deep, as specified
m clause 18.......... .................................................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ....................
rod
...
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, j unction, and
bond-pipes, iu trenches, shafts, <tc., ns specified in cbiitBO 10,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as yiz. :—
9-iu. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts ...............
lineal yard
(ImmcteL’ pipes in pipe-Bexvers .................. .........
10-in. diameter pipes in pipc-scwers ..........................
18-ju, diameter pipes iu pipc-sewers .................................
Jl

Bate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

'

s. d.

15,220

1/3

951 5 O

9,000

6/-

2,700 0 0

244
280

20/20/-

244 0 0
280 0 0

640
640

10/15/-

320 0 0
480 0 0

$t,
■s
t
1

280
280
7G0
190
90
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600
210
12

19/252 0 0
20/280 0 0
10/380 0 0
18/171 0 0
6/27 0 O
35/- 1,837 10 0
60/- 11,375 0 0
58/- 4,654 10 0
2/- 1,160 0 0
4/42 0 0
30/18 0 0

38

15/-

7

£3

21

40
15
5

5/7/6
10/15/-

10
24
7
3

20,420
30,000

1/3
]/-

] ,276 5 0
1,500 0 0

...

25

£4

100 O 0

...

3

£253

759 0 0

2

£165

339 0 0

1

107/10/-

107 16 0

1

£99

09 0 0

1

83/12/-

63 12 0

1

£77

77 0 0

28 10 0
0 0

0
0
10
15

0
0
O
0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.
i

43
44

Removal of surplus materials from nil excavations, ns specified in
clauses 51, 64, and 86 of tho Schedule to Specification, including
' spreading, as viz.;—
For the first half-mile of lead..................................................
cubic yard.
For even further quarter of a mile of lead ..... ...............................
)>

GOVERNMENT PRORERTV.
45

Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, ns
specified m clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification .. ton

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-mctal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, ns specified in clauses 21 to 2G inclusive,
as viz.;—

1

t

\

Penstocks.

4$
47
48

Cast-iron frame nnd penstock, 6-ft. dinmetor opening, with lifting
gear, wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ..........................................
.
each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, street-box, cover-plato, wrought-iron and guu-mctal work,
complete, as shown on drawines Nos. 19 and 14......................
71
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wrougbtiron and gun-mctal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos
14 and IS............. ...................................................
77

«*•

Gab Checks.
49
60
51

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in., xsith all wrought-iron nnd gun-metal ivork, com
plete, us shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3.............................
each.
Cast-iron frame with ITnntx metol gas-elieefc for sewer of G ft. 8 in. i
5 ft. 8 in., with nil wrought-iron and gnu-metal work, complete,,
ns shown on drawings ftos. 24 and 3 ..................
Cast,-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft. 6 in,, with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos, 25 and 3 ..........................................
if

-•

104
46
r<
No.
ot
Item.

Description ot Work.

Probable Quantity

UalL

Bate
per
Unit.

Amount,

£

£

52
'
53

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gae-eheck for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in. x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
ae shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ............................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of fl ft. 1 in. i
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 .................................................

1

each

1

73/34/-

66

t. d.

73 14

0

66 0

0

88 10

0

lEHiiouiAB Castings, &c.
64
55

56

57

£8
69

60
61

62

63
64

65

66
67

68
69
70

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft.
long in the body, os shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft, 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long over all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter
holt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, tho flange to be turned and drilled for l$-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16, weighing.........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long oyer all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-fb. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 .................. ..........................
2—cast-iron Ilanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for lf-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ..................................
2—east-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 12
ft, long in tlie body, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ..........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10
ft, long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 ..........................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft, long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ...............................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. 10
in. long m tho body, as shown on drawing No. 18..........................
2—cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sewer, 18 in.
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18......................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16................................................ ...
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. diameter
bolt-holes, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ..........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipos, 15 in. long over
all, aslehown on drawing No. 16 ......................................................
Cast-iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, os shown on
drawings Nos. 34 and 16 .................................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameier, as shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 .............................................................
Total, including placing on comentmortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the works
..
2—wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of pensloeks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Nos. 3 and 20......................
Platform for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron roiled girders, 25 ft. long each,
weight per foot run 39 1b., witli cast-iron gratings and wroughtiron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 3
and 22, weighing in all .....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wronght-ivon tube-railing at top of shaft, and
solid bar-raihngs across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4.....................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete,
as shown on drawing No. 4 .................. ..........................................
3—angle-iron bearers, with east-iron perforated landing-plates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ..............................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with castiron hingo-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ..................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cast-iron
hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 .............................................................

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.
2 2 a 4

0

0 18

...

85

4

0

1 16

3 13

, »*

83

0

0

2

6

3 23

89 12

0

0 11

3 20

11 11

0

4 12

2

2 38/10/-

77

0

0

6 16

0

6

45/2/-

90

4

0

4

9

2

2

36/6/-

72 12

0

2

2

3 25

33

0

0

1

7

3 20

23

2

0

1

5

2 24

22

0

0

1

0

2 14

19 16

0

17

1

0

29 14

0

6 10

0

2

ton,

a,.

9/18/-

0 19

0

1 13

3 18 14/17/-

0

15

4

4

...

...

0 14

1

0

14 17

0

0

8

1 10

11 11

0

33 12

3 12

16 10

8

4 15/2/6

10

2

cwt*

1

4

2 15

24/6/-

30

3

6

»

0

4

1 11

66/-

14

7

0

jj

0 16

2 15

60/6

SO

G

5

ji

0 15

2 27

25/6

20

1

5

SJ

0

4

1 20

62/-

11 10

3

>1

0

9

1 11

44/-

20 11

4

289

4

0

12

2

.

1
Cast-ibon Pipes.

Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz.:—
78

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

0 10/3/6
•

)

47
No.
01
Item.

Description ot Work.

Unit

Probable Quantity.

Kate
per
Unit.

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

£

Amount.

£

a. d.

435 5 0 M 10/3/0 4,428 18 5
63 16 3 20 11/11/- 737 8 6

79
80
81

74—screw bolts,

82

16—screw bolls, 1 in, HiamctC”, with hexagon heads and nuts, for

in diameter, vith hexagon heads and imts, for
0

6 12 0

2 0 23

13

0 0 1 2G
Total for all straight pipes.........................

ton.

788 8

0

2 27

PIPE-LAYING.

83
84
85

Laying and ioiiifing finrliriing providing lead and spun ui n) t-ln?
3-ft. 9-in. diameter,Ihe 3-ft. G-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diumcLer
cast-iron pipes, and irregular custhigs in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20. complete, as viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter svphon pipes and short ends, &c......................... lineal yard
8-ft. 6-in. diameter dnplieitj sewer-ptpes, shoit ends, &c................
J)
2-ft. dinmetor scour-pipes mid short ends, &e............................ .......
J?

390
G49
24 6

20/20/20/-

396 0 0
649 0 0
246 0 0

10

5/-/-

50 0 0

10
10
15
15
15
15
100
ioo

10/.
70;17/11/16/10/G/-

5
35
12
8
12
7
30
35

0
0
15
5
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0

20
25
Rate only

40/16/-

40
20
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
12
10
8
13
6

0
0
0
0
6
0
0

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs .................................................. .................... .

each

GENERAL.
87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the corMnintion
of these works (temporary puddle mdered for purposes of ejeriiUoii
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9*in. layers and ramming, complete ......................... cubic yard
Special blnestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
„
Bluestone metal (clause 2), li-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
Sandstone metal (clause 2), 2-in. gauge, stioked .................................
»
Bluestone metal (clause 2), 24-in gauge, stacked ..............................
Sharp, clean, washed Band (clause 2), i-tucked ....................*.................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) .............................. cubic foot.
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..................................................
>>
Wrought-iron, in holts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.
straps, Ac. (clause 2) .........................................................................
cask
Portland cement ....................................................................................
day
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ......................................
„
QuarrvcDftn or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ..........
Ordinary labonrer, supplied bv Contrac'or ...................... ...................
If
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied bv Contractor.....................
>?
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
1)
Totai. ............... ..................................................

7/-

11

JJ
1)
JJ

/-

58,168 0 2

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and arc merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enurnorated shall be understood as being jdacod in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance " ith the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying tho Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield Office to the various sites of works along Hue of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-boles,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, &c.
Prices for items Nos. 80, 90, 91, 92, 98, 91, 95. and 98 aro to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor's prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the Con'factor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have t'-c power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99, 100, nnd 101 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. ]n the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

StnmAEY

106
48
Summabt of Weights o£ Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-metal
{Tho number of Items underneath correspond "with those of the Schediile of tho Quantities and Prices.)
No. of
Item*

46
47
43

Description o< Item.

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron frame and penstoolt, with 6-ft. diam-ter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metm, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9 in. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, aerew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-fb. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Total weight

49
60
51
62
63

Number Weight of each
required.
Item.

Ts. ct. gr. lb.
6 6 1 £2

2

3

7 0 4

6 14 0 8

1

I

I 1 20

1 1

56
67
03
59
60
Cl
62
63
64
05
66
67
68
69
70

IKREGKLAK CASTINGS, &c.
Flange and faucet pipe, 8 ft. long, 3 ft, 9 in. internal diameter..........................
JHange pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. Sin. interim! diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for 11- in. diameter bolt-holes.....................
..
.
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, ihe flanges to
tamed and drilled for 11-in. diameter bolt-holes......................................
Spigot pipe, 10ft. long, 3 ft. 9iu. internal diameter ........................................
Ost-iron thimble for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. lonn .........................
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long, 3 ft. Gin internul diameier, one flange turned and
drilled, for l+-in, diameter bolt-holes.........
,
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft, G in. intrmal diameter .......... . .....
Flange and spigot pipe, 101't. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, the flaime
turned and drilled for Ij-in. dimneter hilt-holes ......................................
Spigot pipe, 10a long, 3ft. Gin, iutcrml diameter ........................... ............
Spigot, pipe, Gft. Gin. long, 3fr. 6m. internal dinmetor....................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 ft. 10 in. long, 3 It. 6 in. internul diameter ............
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 6-m. diameter pipe, 18 in. long..............................
Flange and faucet pipe. 10ft. lone, 2ft. inteniHl dmmeler ......................
Flange and spigot pijie, 10 ft long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flumm to be
turned and drilled for U-in, diameter bolt-holes ..................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe. 15 in. lone ..
Cast-iron flanee bimd. 12 in. intcrnnl dimndor.....
..........
Cftit-iron Hange aud spipot bend, 16 in. intcrnnl dianmfccr............................

72

73
74
76
76
77

■Wrought-iron rolled girders, 13} in. high, top and boHom flango 5} in. wide.
25ft. long, lo lie walled in at Premier-street, shaft chamber ............
PIfi’form for working penstocks, Premier-slrect slmft. two wmught-irori rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3 in wide, 25 ft. long, weighing
191b. per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standards
and railings complete................................. .....
.
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and solid
bur-railing across shaft ufc landings .................. .
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete.........
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete ....................................
.
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with east-iron distance blocks for outlet well of siphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on east-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, channel-iron girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ......................................................................
.

1 10

1 20

1

I

1

0 19 2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

I

0 11 0 2

0 11 0 2

1 1 26

1

1

1 26

3 19

1 18

3 4

1

2 2 3 4

2 2

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

1
1
1

] 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
o n 3 20

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

2
2

2 6 1]
2 18 0 3

4 12 2 2
5 16 0 C

2
1
I
1
2
1

2
2
1
1
0
0

4
2
7
5
10
19

3
3
3
2
1
0

1
25
20
2-1.
7
4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9
2
7
5
0
19

2
3
3
*>
2
O

2
I
4
2

0
0
0
0

16
4
3
4

3 23
15
2 7
0 10

1
O
0
0

13
4
14
8

3 18
1 5
1 0
1 10

33 12

3 12

Total weight .........................................................
71

18 16

26 11 3 10

Total weight ............................................. ...........

64
55

Ts. ct. (jr. lb.

3

....................................................

GAS-CHECKS.
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 10-in. bv S-ft. 10-in.
Bower, Tvitk oil Herew-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal ivork, comjilctc..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 8-in. by 5-ft. 8-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolte, gun-metal work, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz melal gsB-checb, for 5-fl. 6-in. hr 4-ft. C-iu. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anehor-bolts, gnu-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz melal gas-check, for 6-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete.....................
Caet>iron friutie, with muntz melal gap-check, lor G-ft. 1-m. by 4-ft. 1-in. Bower.
with all screw-bolts, anehor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete ......................

Total weight,

2

at 4C lb. per ft

2
25
20
‘M*
14
4

10 2 4

1

4 2 15

n 4 i ii
0 16 2 15
3

0 15 2 27

Total weight ................................

0 4

1 20

i

9 iq

a

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG
78

79

60

3-ft. 9-in. diameter svuhon nipcs ...... .........................
.
3-ft, 6-in, diameter duplicate sewer-pipes.......... .......................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes .................................................

96
154
59

Total weight of pipes...............................................

01
02

Screw-bolts li in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flanee pipe-joints ..................
'
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints .................................................................
Total weight ............................... .....................

3 0 10
2 16 2 3
1 1 2 16

289 4 O 0
435 6 0 14
63 16 3 £0
788 6 0 6

74

0 2 0 23

15

n

n

i

O 2 2 21

107
49
No. 9.-LANGTREE & OWEN'S TENDER.
Ada.

Deduct.

£

91

............... .......................
............................
ft!
........................ .....................

s. cl.

£ b. d.

0 4 7

0 1 9 ■
0 1 3

0 0 6
0 5 1

0 3 0

Itemfl 61 ts 70 inclusive, for which a goacral rate is asked, would, at tenderer^ price for each itoni, average about £17 lOs.lld.
*
per ton, and items 78 to 82, £9 14s. lid.

Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Jiranch.
Tendeb Eobm.

In pursuance of advertisement in tlie Government Gazette, we, tlie undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. 69), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered iu the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall bo paid or allowed for, as tho case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of tho acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty tho Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £500 as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.

D,M M. 18th d.y of December, 1893.

Witness,—V. Tubnbull, 261 George-street.

^ ^ CAMPBELL LANCTREE,
Hunter’s Hill.
HUGH OWEN,
99, Elizabeth-street, Paddington.

Teudeb Boaed Reutoations.

No Tender shall he received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received tor each work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, tho
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
Eor amounts up to £500 inclusive................................................... 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000............. . £10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with lender shall
not ho returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
_
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, he deemed to ho informal, and rejected accordingly.
_
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereot or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit ot the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
..

-
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Whenever
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v' >- “'r
,
*
'
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, *■ ^TieMTep »Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall bo
[invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
*make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shail be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
1
In the event of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Eates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
, ,
^ submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is m the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
^render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.

'

, , ®ie Board-room shall he open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are being onened
\and declared.
r
a

$

CoSTEiCT No. 69.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

Eo.
ol
Item,

, 9
10
if

'iz
13

14
16

16
17
18

19

Description of Work.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Excavations in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in
hard rock, for severs, branches, pipes, sub-ducts, &c., as specified
in clause 3, as vi;.
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shale, soft rock,
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary
cubic yard
Excavation in hard shale or rook, where gadding and guttering only
is permitted................................... ...........................................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of boro-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...................
Excavation in hard shalo or rock, where charges of powder n<
exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted .....................
Excavation in tunnels in "more or less hard materials,” for sewers,
pipe-eewers, sub-duets, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz,:—
Less hard excavation m clay, loose, and jointy shale, dec., where in
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary......................
JJ
Excavation in hard standstone or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted .................................... ..........................................
U
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, ai '
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted .,
fl
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, <fce., where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 In. in length by If in in diameter, nnd
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted
J)
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock ” for sewers,* pipe-sewers, sub
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted ...............................................................................................
»
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
in length by lg in, in diameter, and such depths of borc-lioles ns
shall be directed only are permitted...............................................
JJ
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depth'of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted.................................................
JJ
Excavation in “ solid rock,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, a?
specified in clause 3, as viz.
Excavation in road surfaces, soil flay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unncccssarj
Jl
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 iu.
in length by If in, in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted.................................................
J>
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted................................................
JJ
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .............................................................................................
. JJ
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chamber
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz,:—
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary ................................... ................................
JJ
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gadding
'. only is permitted................................................................................
J>
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c, where charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by ]f in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc per
mitted ..................................................................................... .........
t>
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where charges
- of powder not exceeding 4 iu. in length by If in. in diameter,
mitted

*

JT

Rato
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

19,320

2/10

1,165

2,737

«. d.

0

■0

11/-

640 15

0

1,165

6/-

349 10

0

1,165

5/6

320 7

6

810

8/-

324 0 0

1,140

42/-

2,394 0 0

1,140

41/-

2,337

1,140

40/-

2,280 0 0

1,850

42/-

3,885 - 0 0

1,850

41/-

3,792 10

t>

0

0

t ' . . .

•

,.

■

. .

1,850

40/-

130

8/-

445

41/-

912 5 0

415

40/-

890 0

445

42/-

934 10 -0

170

8/-

68 0

0

115

42/-

-241 10

0

115

41/-

£35 15

0

’.

, , '116 . . .40/- „ ,

3,700 0

0

62

0

0

0

$130. O.,0

He.

ot

Desoriptiort or Wort

Unit.

Amount.

Probable Quantity.

Item,

£ S. d.

, 2Q, Filling in at sides, round and OTCr all concrete and brickwork of

sewers, sliafts, cliambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
cubic yard
specified in clause 5............................................ *_...................;......
ordered in writing to be left in eicavatious, as specified in
r 21 T.•Timber
clansd9, including all iron used in filing same .............................. cubic foot
22 EemoTing existing culyerts crossing tlie Illawarra Rood, as specified
in plause 12, inchidmg nsasonrjr-, pitcliing, and timber decking ... cubic yard
^ 23 ‘Sub-duct’iti hard rock, with tile corera; as specified in clause S......... lineal yard
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “more or less hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes
Of 6 in. internal diameter ................ ............... ....................................
»
24,
»
25 Of 9 in. internal diameter ....................................... ........ ............... .
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause. 8,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
.
,
tt
26 6 in. internal diameter.............................................................................
i)
27 9 in. inteVial diameter........ ............................ ........ ...............................
28 Hand-packed stone filling 4-in. gauge, as specified in clauses 8 nnd 10 cubic yard,
>>
„ ¥3 Bluestone metal, 2i,-iiy gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
30 Biinding‘2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10...
3L Sandstone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ...........
i>
IS , Bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ..........
i?
33 Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15 .......
34, Cement facing, in any situation, as specified in clause 14, .................. square yard
35 Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, as specified in clause 16 cubic toot,
86 Squared bluestone pitchers, in any situation, as specified in clause 17 square yard
37 Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 6 in. deep, as specified
in clause 18................................................... ............................
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting,
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ................. ............... ............ rod
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, sliafts, Ac., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as viz. ■- ■
39 9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts............. ........................ lineal yard.
3)
40 12-in. diamet er pipes in pipe-sewer* .....................................................
Jf
41 16-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers ......................................................
42 18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-eewers ......................................................
99

15,220

1/3

951

5 0

9,000

V-

450 0 0

244
280

2/
2/-

24 8 0
28 0 0

640
640

415/3

128: 0 0
168, 0 0

1
'

8/3
3/
13

98
115
114
123

0
10
0
10

0
0
0
0

2/6

11

280
- 280
760
190
90
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600

'7f'

38

9/-

7

15/-

210
12

6

0

82/ 1,680 0
50/ 11,375 0
56/ 4,491 0
2/8 1,305 0
42 0
4/
12 0
20/-

0
0
0
0
0
0

17 2

0

8/6

40

'

5 5 0

17
32
11
4

0
0
6
10

0
0
O
0

64
15
5

10/

20,420
30,000

1/-/4

1,021 0 0
500 0 0

25

40/-

50 0 0

3

£275

825 0 0

£166

332 0 0

£54

54 0 0

15/
18/-

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

,

48
44

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 54, and 80 of the Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, as viz.:—
For the first half-mile of lead.................................................................. cubic yard.
For every further quarter of a mile of lead ..........................................

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
45

Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, as
specified in clauses 272 to 276 of the Schedule to Specification ... ton

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified)^ all
wrought-iron, gnn-metal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive,
Pesstoces.

(;
47

o

48

Cast-iron frame nnd penstock, 6-ft: diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wronght-iron and gun-mctal work, complete, as shown on
each
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ............................................ ;........._■........
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, sfroct-hox, cover-plate, wrought-iron and gun-metal work,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 19 and 14............................. 3)
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft
diameter spigot and flanged bend; lifting gear, street-box, wroughtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos.
14 and 18............. ............................................................................... JJ
Gas Cheoxs.

49
50

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of C ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3..............................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-chock for sewer of G ft. 8 in. x
5 ft. 8 in., wilh ail wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete.
as shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ......................................;■■■■
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 ............................*.................

JJ

»

1

...

86 0 0

1

...

77 0 0

1

61

O O

110
62
Ho.

ol

Description ot Work.

Item,

Unit.

Probable Quantity

53

Amount

£

£

52 Cast-iron frame 101511 Munfct metal ga8-eheck for sewer of 5 ft, 2 in.:x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, completi >
M shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ............................... .......... .
Caet-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in.: E

Bate
per
Unit.

each

1

a. d.

»■+

47 0 0

H►

45 0 0

S

shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17

•

1

>t

"

t

laHEGuiiB Castings, &c.

1

54
55

Tons, cwt. qr. lb

long in the body, os shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16
---vuv AJWAigK

5G
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67

68

2

ULiu U11MCIU AVI X4*lll» M.I

holt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft, 9 in. internal diamete
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. di:
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No, 16, weighing...............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. intcrnnl diameter, 10 ft. long orer al
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..........................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3.ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 ii
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..................................
tfln TWTOf? YtmA'a ^ ^4 ti l Wh

sn

1

aI

n-»*

1 i"! <Ct

diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18
at-iron spigot, pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, :
all, as show-n on drawing No. 18 ..........................
ist-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 0 in. internal diameier, 6 f
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ..........................
,

,

A

~

r l

I

'

4iiM«

71
72

73
74
75
76
77

4

38

0 0

2 0 0 18

36 0 0

1 16

3 13

33 0 0

2

5

3 23

40 0 0

0 11

3 20

11

0 0

4 12

2

2

80

0 0

5 13 0

6

100

0 0

4 9

2

2

2

2

3 25

38

1

7

3 20

24 0

0

1

5

2 24

22

0

1

0

2 14

17 10 0

0 19

0 4

15 15

0

1 13

3 IS

30

0

0

0 4

15

3 17

0

12 14

0

i
p
2

E

78 0

0

f

0 0

f

j

x

in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No. 18..........................
2—cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sower, 18 in
long orer all, as shown on drawing No. 18...........................

.............

over all, drawings Nos. 15 and 16........................................... .........
2—cast-iron flimge and spigot pipes, 2 ft internal diameter, 10 ft,
long over all, the flango to be turned and drilled for l£-in. dia
bolt-holes, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in. long
all, ns shown on drawing No, 16 ............................................

69

70

a

r

holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18
ft. long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18
2—cast-iron flango and spigot pipe-i, 3 ft. 0 in. iutcrnsl diantc

2

1
r

drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, ns showi
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 .............................................................
I’otal, including placing on rement mortar bedding, where ordered
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the works
...
2 wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of ponsioeki
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing pei
foot run 46 lb, as shown on drawings Nos. 3 nnd 20......................
Platform for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled girders, 26 ft. long each
weight per foot run 1W lb., with cast iron gratings and wroughtiron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 2
and 22, weighing in all .....................................................................
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No, 4..................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete
as shown on drawing No. 4 ........................................................... '
3—angle-iron bearers, with cast-iron perforated landing-plates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 .................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with castiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ...........................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cast-iron
hinge-plates and wroughtiron channel-girders, complete, as shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ....................................................

0 14 1

0

...

8

1 10

...

33 12

3 12

0
ton.

10

>r

1

cwt.

It

>►

...

2

4

4 2 15

7

0

24 0 0

...

41

0 0
0

0 4

1 11

...

11

0 16

2 15

...

24 0 0

0 15

2 27

...

14

i

0 4

1 20

7

*l

j

0

1 11

15 10

0

0

0 0

Jl

15 0

0

[

1
Cast-ieon PrPKU,

7

0

t

Cast-iron straight, spigot aud faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz.’
78

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .............................. ..........

289

4

0 0

195/-

2,819 14 0

Ill
53
ITo.
Ot

Item.

Description ol Work,

Unit

Probable Quantity.

Rato
ptr
Unit.

£ a. d.

Tons cwt, qr. lb,

79
80
81

82

Total for all straight pipes

195/ 4,243 14 0
622 11 0
195

435 5 0 14
63 16 3 20

154—3-ft. 6-in, diamotor duplicate sewer pipes ..................................
69—2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ................ .............................................
74—screw bolts, H in. diameter, with heiagon heads and nuts, for
3-ft. C-in. and 3-ft. 9-in. diameters flange pipe-joints ............
15—screw bolts, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
2-ft. diameter flango pipe-joints ..................................................

ton.

Amount

0 2 0 23

62/

5 16 0

0 0 1 20

62/-

1 5 0

396
049
246

7/6

143 10 0
227 3 O
73 16 0

10

30/-

15

10
10

6/
00/
15 r5,
151
6/
2/6

3
30
11
3
11
3
12
12

788 8 2 27

PIPE-LAYING.

83
84
85

Laying nnd jointing (including providing lead and span-yarn) tlie
3-ft. 9-in. diameter, tlie 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter
east-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
ns specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in, din meter syphon pipes and short ends, Ac......................... lineal yard
3-ft, 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes, shoit ends, &c..................
ft
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes and short ends, Ac....................................

7/
6/-

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.

86

Elap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and tiling discs ................. ....................................... -......................

each

0 0

GENERAL.

87
88
89
90
91
92
03
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and mmmine, complete .......................... cubic yard
Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
ft
if
Ulucstonc metal (clause 2), H-iu. gauge, stacked .............................
Sandstone melal (clause 2), 2-in. gauge, sticked ..................................
ff
Bluestone metal (clnuse 2), 24-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
ft
f*
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked .....................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) .............................. cubic foot
Oregon timber, m scantlings or planks ................................................
a
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.
straps, Ac, (clause 2) ........................... .............................................
cask
Portland cement .....................................................................................
day
Artizau or mechanic, supplied by Contractor .....................................
ft
Q.unrryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ...........
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ........................ ................
tt
t)
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor......................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................
tt
Totai

15
15
15
15

100
100

2/6

20

70/
15/

25
Rate only

0
0
6
15
5
16
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

70 0 0
18 15 0

12/
10;»/15/

20/,£

59,676 14 0

The quantities aro not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All worlc herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Pield Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-check, and shaft-chamber, Ac.
Prices for items Nos. 8f>, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
•with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor's prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and tho Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by tho Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97,98, 99,100, and 101 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

SUUKABY

Btjmmabt

of Weights of Wroilght and Cast Ironwork* including all Gun-metal.

(The number of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
No. at
Item.

4G
4,7 '
43

Description ot Item.

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
' gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gnn-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron franm aud penstock, with 3-ft. 9 in. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ffc. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Total weight .............................................. ...............

49

BO

61
62
53

OAS-CHECKS.
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft. 10-iu.
sewer, wilh all screw-bolts, auchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete..........
Cast-iron frame, with muntz melal gas-check, for G-ft. 8-in. hy 5-ft. 8-in. sewer,
with all screw-holt1*, anehor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metul gas-eheek, for 5-ft. 6-in. by 4-ft. 6-in.sewer,
with all scrow'-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metul wrork, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-eheek, for 5-ft, 2-in. by 4-ft, 2-in. sewer,
with all serew'-bolts. anchor-bolts, guo-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with muntz metal gas-cheek, for 5-ft. 1-in. by 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Total weight ............................................................

IBEEGULAB, CASTINGS, &c.
Elauge and faucet pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter..........................
65 Flange pipe, 8 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for 11- in. diameter bolt-holes................................................f...........
66 Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, tlie flanges to
turned and drilled for 11- in. diameter bolt-holes.........................................
67
Spigot, pipe, I Oft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter ..........................................
58
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 9-in, diameter pipe, 18 in. long ..............................
59
Flange-pipe, 10ft. long, 3 ft. din internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for 11-in. diameter bolt-holes.............................................................
60
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter .....................
61
Flango and spigot pipe, 10ft. long, 3ft. Gin. internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for 1^-in. diameter bolt-holes ........................................
62
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft, fl in. interns] diameter .........................................
63
Spigot pipe, 6 ft. 6 in. long, 3 fi. 6 in. internal diameter......................................
• 04 ' Spigot and faucet pipe, 4 ft. 10 in. long, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter ..............
05
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft, 6-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. long.................................
Ob PlaDgo and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2ft. internal diameier .................. ...........
$7 ' Flange and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flange to be
turned and drilled for 1 J-in. diameter bolt-holes .........................................
Cast-iron l.lumblo for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in. long.........................................
08
69
Cast-irori flange bend, 12 in. internal diameter ................................................ .
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 iu. internal diameter..................................
70
54

Total weight .............................................................

/
71

r

72

'-'73
74
. 75
« 76
77

ATrougbt-iron rolled gbders, 135 in- higth top and bottom flange of in. wide,
25 ft. long, lo be walled m at Premier-street shaft chamber ......................
PIu'form for workiig penstocks Premier.s:reel >.|iuft. two wrougbt-iron rolled
" girders, 9 in hiidi, top and bottom flanges, 3 in wide, 26 ft. long, weighing
19 lb. per luienl foot, w ith cast-iron grail no? and wrought-iron standards
and railings complete........................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrougbt-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, aud solid
bar-railing across shaft at landings .................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in sliult, with supports, in four lengths, complele..........
Angle-iron benrrrs with east-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Pmnierslreet, complete ........................ ................................................. ;...................
Wrougbt-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrouglit-ir-'ii binged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, channel-iron girders with ca;t-iron distance
blocks ...............................................................................................................

Number Weight ot each
required.
item.

Ts. ct. Tr- lb.
5

1 22

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes ............................................. ..........................
3-ft 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes.............................................................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes .............. .......................................................... .........
,

81

82

Total weight

V-

lb.

6

2

3 7 0 4

6 14

0 8

1

1

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

1

1 20

...

18 16 1, 10

1

1

1

l 26

1

1

0 19

2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

1

0 11 0 2

0 11 0 2

1

3 19

...

1 £6

1 IS

1

2 2

3 4

2 2 3 4

1

2 0 0 18

2 ■ 0 0 18

1
1
1

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
0 11 3 20

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 18 0 3

4 12 2
5 16 0

2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
1
0
0

4 3 1
2 3 25
7 3 20
5 2 24.
10 1 7
19 0 4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9 2 2
2 3 25
7 3 20
5 2 24
0 2 14
19 0 4

2
1
4
2

0
0
0
0

16
4
3
4

23
5
7
19

1
0
0
0

13
4
14
8

3 IS
1 5
1 0
1 10

33 12

3 12

3
1
2
0

...

2

at 46 lb . per ft.

3

96
154
59

Total weight of pipes................................................. .
Screw-bolts 11 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints .........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with heiagon beads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ........................................ ...................................................

Ts. ct.

3

Total weight .............................................................

78
, 79
• So

Total weight.

3 0 1 0
2 16 2 3
1 1 2 16

2

2
6

1

0

4

1

4 2 15

0 4
0 16

2 15

0 15

2 27

0 4

1 20

0

9

1 11

4 15

2 19

1 11

2S9 4 0 0
435 5 O 14
63 16 3 20
788 6 0

6

74

0

2 0 23

15

0

0

0

2 2 21

1 26
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No. id—PAEBT & PARLEY’S TENDER.
'

■

*

Department of Public Worts, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tend eh Poiiif.

‘

In pursuance of advertn-emcnt in ,tbo Government Gazette, wo, the undersigned, do hereby tender .
to provide the material and perform the various worts required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,.
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. G9), agreeably to the Plans,
Specification, Schedule to'Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same'4
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender ; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Qumtities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteendays from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the securiiy required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £500 as a preliminary Deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, aud by which we
agree to be bound.
.Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
PARRY & PARLEY,
158, The Strand, Sydney.

Tender Boakd Regulations.

’

‘

No Tender shall be received oifter eleven a.m. on the day named for tho receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so,
■
It shall be tho duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the caie
may be, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received tor each work and the name of the lowest Tenderel1;
but no'Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender,
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Tender is submitted.
.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, he accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
'

Eor amounts up to £509 inclusive...
...
...
............... £500
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
... £10 0 O

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with.the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled the'feto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the.deposit made by,the sm ee>-sful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of tlie Contract. When tlie Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender .which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
■

*■

U

’

In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
I'
Whenever

114
56
, , Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; hut the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
. In the event of any Contract beinp; tendered for at a Schedule of Eates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown*
In submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is m the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must he stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender,
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are being opened
and declared.
1

Conthact No. 69.—This
No.
of
Item.

1
2
3

i

5

6
7

S

9

10
11

12
13

14

15

16

17
18

19

is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

Description ol Work,

Unit.

Excavations in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in
hard rock, for sewers, branches, pipes, sub-ducts, &c., as specified
in clause 3, as viz.;—■
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclaj, shalo, soft rock,
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting ie unnecessary ...... cubic yard
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where gadding nnd guttering only
Is pennitted.......................................................................................
II
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in. in length by 1$ in, in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall he directed only are permitted......................
II
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by li in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted......... ............
l>
Excavation in tunnels in “ more or less hard materials,” for sewers,
pipo-sewers, sub-ducts, &o., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, &c., where in
the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ......................
It
Excavation in hard standstone or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted................................................................................
M
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, 4c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted ..
II
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &e., where charges of
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in, in diameter, nnd
such depth of bore-holes us shall be directed only are pennitted..
II
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock ” for sewers, pipc-sewers, sub
ducts, &c,, ns specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .................................................................................................
II
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are permitted,,,.............................. .
11
Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by 1$ in. in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as
shall be directed only are pennitted.................................................
U
Excavation in " solid rock,” in sliafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, ns
specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavntion in road surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, nnd soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary
1)
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.
in length by 1J in. in dinmetor, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only arc permitted.................................................
fl
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by Ijf in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only arc permitted..................................................
11
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted ........................................ .......................................................
>>
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambers,
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary .............................. ......................................
II
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gadding
only is permitted......................... ......................................................
II
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, 4c., where charges
of ponder not exceeding 2 in. in length by ]| in, in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted ................................................................................................
*1
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. io length by Ilf in. in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall oe directed only are per
mitted .........................................................................
t>

Prob&ble Quantity.

Pftt-C
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

fl. d.

19,320

2/-

1,932

0

0

1,165

12/-

699

0

0

1,165

9/-

524

5

0

1,166

8/-

4,66

0 0

810

25/-

1,012 10

0

1,140

40/-

2,280

0

0

1,140

35/-

1,995

0

0

1,140

34/-

1,938

0

0

1,850

38/-

3,516

0

0

1,850

33/-

3,052 10

0

1,850

31/-

2,867 10

0

130

25/-

162 10

0

445

45/-

445

1,001

6

0

42/6

945 12

6

445

50/-

1,112 10

0

170

25/-

212 10 O

115

45/-

258 15

0

115

42/6

244

6

115

40/-

230 O O

7

57
>"oof
tom.

Description or Work.

j
Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Hale
per
Unit.

Amount,

I

20
21
23
23
24
25

2C
27
28
20
30
31
32
33
34
3a
30
37
38

30
40
41
42

Tilling in at sides, round and over all concrete nnd brickwork oC
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, nnd tunnels, ns
specified in clause 5.............................................................................. cubic yard
Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in
clause 9, including all iron used in fixing same .............................. cubic fool
Removing existing culverts crossing the Illuwnrra Rond, as specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic yard
Sub'tluct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clause tt......... lineal yard Sub-duet, as specified in clause 8, iu “more or less hard material,”.
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes
Of 0 in, interuai diameter ............ ........ * ..................................... .
M
Of 9 in. internal diameter .....................................................................
JJ
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 8,
ineluding hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
fi in. internal diameter....,.......................................................................
0 in. internal diameter............................. ................................................
15
Hand-packed stone filling 4-in. gauge, as specified in clauses S aud 10 cubic yard
Bluestone metal, 2t-iu. gauge, on road surfaces, os specified in clause 10
>>
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified in clause 10.,
Sandstone concrete, in anv situation, as specified in clause 15 ..........
Bluestone concrete, in any situation, ns specified in clause 13 ..........
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15 ......
ii
Cement facing, in nnv situation, as specified in clause 14 ................ square yard
Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in anv situation, as specified in clause 1G cubic foot.
Squared bluestone pitchers, in any situation, ns specified in clause 17 square vnrj
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, G in. deep, as specified
in clause 18..........................................................................................
tt
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 .............................................. rod
...
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, shafts, &c., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as viz. :—■
9-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers and shafts............. ........................ lineal yard.
12-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers ...................................................
55
IG-in. diameter pipes in pipo-sewers ......................................................
D
18-in, diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ......................................................
jj

£

s. d.

15,220

1/6

1,141 10 0

9,000

!/■

450 0 0

244
2S0

4/3/-

48 16 0
42 0 0

640
640

3/3/6

96 0 0
112 0 0

280
280
7 GO
190
90

3,050
4,550
1,605
11,6(10
210
12

70
5/84
676
2/lltt
12,6
2/9
35/- 1,837
4b/- 10,237
80/- 6,420
2/6 1,450
42
4/12
20/-

0 0
0 O
0 O
lb O
0 0
10 0

10 0
0 O
0

0

0 0
0 0

38

12/-

22 16 0

7

50/-

17 10 0

40

64
15
5

3/6
6/12/16/-

20,420
30,000

1/3
-/3

1,276 5 0
375 0 0

..

25

SO/-

100 0 0

..

3

£292

870 0 0

*•

2

£191

382 O 0

*■

1

122/14/

122 10 0

1

£112

112 0 0

1

£9S

98 0 C

1

£78

7

0 0

19 4 0
9 0 0
4 0 0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

43
44

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 54, and 86 of the Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, ns vir..:—
1'or the first half-mile of lead.................................................................. cubic yard.
Eor every further quarter of a mile of lead ..........................................
j>

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
45

Receiving and filing ironwork, supplied by the Government, as
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification ... ton

IRONWORK.
Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-ironwork, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive,
as viz.:—
Penstocks,

46
47
48

Cnsl-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with liftinn
gear, wrought-iron and gun-mctal work, complete, os shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3 ..................................................................... each
Cast-iron iramcand penstock, 3-ft. 9-in.diameter opening, nilh lifting
gear, street-box, oover-platc, 'wrought-iron anil gun-metal work
complete, as shown on drawings !Nop. 19 and 14t.............................. »>
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-tt. diameter opening, with 2-ftdiameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wrought
iron and gun-motal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos
14 and 18............................................................................. -............. U
Gab Checks.

40
50
51
1

Cast-iron frame wilh Muntz metal gas-check for aewer of 6 ft. 10 in
x 5 ft. 10 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3.................................... each.
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metnl gas-chcck for sewer of 6 ft. 8 in. x
6 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete
os shown on drawings Nos, 24 and 3 .............................................
i»
Caet-iron frame with Muntz metal gos-choek for sewer of 5 ft 6 in. x
4 ft. C in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .............................................
JJ

258—H

***

■'

78 0 C
1

no

58
Nn.
or
Item.

52

53

Description of Wort.

Unit.

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-checlt for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in. i
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gim-metat work, complete.
as shown on drawings Hos. 26 and 3 ............................................'
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft, 1 in. i
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 ........................... ................

Probable Quantity.

Bate
per
Unit,

£
each

Amount.

£

s. d.

73/10/-

73 10 0

G5/10/-

65 10 0

24/10/-

824 5 0

lEKECtuiAB Castings, &a
54
55
5G

57
58
59
GO

Cl
G2
C3

Gl
C3
GO
G7

G8
69
70

71

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft
long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long over all, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diamefer
Lolt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing......
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 9 ft
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 1G, weighing.........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ......................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ............................................
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. loiii;
over all, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 .................................
2—cast-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 1,
ft. long in the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18.........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 3 ft. G in. internal diameter, 10
ft. long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-m
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 .........................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft, 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. G in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 ....................................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. ]('
in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No, 18..........................
2—cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sewer, 18 in
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18....................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long!
over all, drawings Noe. 15 and 16......... ...........................................
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft,
long over all, the flange to bo turned and drilled for Ij-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16 ........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 m. long ovei
all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ........................... ........................
Cast-iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ................................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, as shown
on drawings Nos. 3 and 10 .........................................................
- Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the works
.. :
2—wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Nos. 3 and 20..............
!
Platform for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-chamber,
!

Tons, riit ,|r. lb
2 2 3 4

2 0 0 18
1 16 3 13
2 5

3 23

0 11

3 20

4 12

2 2

5 16 0 6
4 9 2

2

2 2 3 23
1

7 3 20

1 5 2 24
1

0 2 14

0 19 0 4
1 13 3 18
0 4 15
0 14 1
0 8
ton.

0

1 10

33 12 3 11

”

i

73
74
75
76
77

iron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 3
and 22, weighing in all .....................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft and
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown oii
drawing No. 4 ...................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete.
as shown on drawing No. 4 ............................................................
3—angle-iron bearers, with cast-iron perforated landing-plates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ..................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with ca-tiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 .................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cast-iron
hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ........................................................

1 4 2 15

28/-

34 10 0

»

0 4 1 11

67/-

12

JJ

0 16

2 15

56/-

46 11

»>

0 13 2 27

28/-

22 0 9

1)

0 4 1 20

50/-

11 1

0 9 1 11

48/-

22 8 8

CTVt.

7 9

Cast-ihon Pipes.

Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz. :—
"
78

96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes

289 4 0 O

..............

6

4

59
No,
of
Item.

Hescription o! Work,

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

1'ons cwt. qr. lb.
79
80
SI
62

Rate
per

' Amount.

Unit.

£

£

s. d.

435 5
63 16

0 14
3 20

0

2

0 23

0

0

1 26

788

8

2 27 14/3/- 11,156

7

9

158
243
49

8
7
4

O
6
0

74—screw bolts. It in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
15—screw holla, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
2-ft. diameter flange pipe-joints .........................................................
Total for all straight pipes............ ................

ton.

PIPE-LAYING.

83
8t
83

.
Laying and jointing (including providing lead and spun-yarn) the
3-ft. 9-in. diameter, the 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter
cast iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.i—
3-ft, 9’in, diameter syphon pipes and short ends, &c. ......................... lineal yard
3-fb. 6-in. diarneter duplicate sewer-pipes, short ends,
....................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes and short ends, &c..........................................
n

396
(149
24C

8/7/6
4/-

10

10/-

7 10

0

10
10
15
15
15
15
100
100

3,’60,’12/6
,j./.
12/6
10.'1/0
!/8

1 10
30 0
9 7
3 0
9 7
7 10
7 10
8 0

0
0
6
0
6
0
0
8

20
25
Rate only
»

5G/15/15/13/1220,&/-

56 0
18 15

0
0

TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
86

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and fixing discs .................... ....................... ................................................

each

GENERAL.
87

68
89
90
9t
92

93
fH
95
96
07
98
00
100
JOl

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situaf ion in the construction
of these worts (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of wort not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete .............................. cubic yard
Special bluest-one concrete, in any situation, as gpecitied in clauec 2 ...
Uhiestone metal (clause 2), lj-in. gauge, stacked ........................... . ..
JJ
Sandstone metal (clause 2)f 2-in. gauge, stacked .......................................
»
Pluestone metal (clause 2), 2i-m. gauge, stacked ........................ .........
Miarp, clean, ‘washed sand (clause 2), stacked .................................. ........
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or plants (clause 2) .................................. cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .................................................
>»
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cvet.
straps, Ac. (clause 2) ...................................................................................
cask
Portland cement ..................................................................................................
Q.uarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor ............

jj

,l 1
lS
Total ..................................................................

............

63,095 U 11

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where speciSed and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
The above Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by the Engineer.
Item Ko. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
Store or Field Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sewers, at man-holes,
gas-cheek, and shaft-chamber, &e.
Prices for items Nos. 8ff, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with Specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities o'^ered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may bo required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. '97, 98, 99,100, and 101 are to bo for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
■

SumtAHT

60
Sumhaet of Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-metal.
(Tho number of Items underneath correspond with those ot the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
No. of
Item.

46
47
4S

Number Weight of each
required.
Item.

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with C-ft. diameter opening, with all liflinj
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete.............................
Coat-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9 in. diameter opening, with all liftinj
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, ecrew-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete.............................

Te. ct. tp\ lb.
3

,

50
51
52
53

GAS-CHECKS.
Cast-iron frame, with nranfz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft. 10-iu,
sewer, with td! seren-boHs, anchor-bolts, gun-metn] work, complete .........
Cast-iron frame, withmuntz metal gas-cheek, for C-ft. 8-iu, bj 5-ft. 8-in.sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......... ........ .
Cast-iron frame, with iimntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 6-in. by4-ft. C-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mclul w-ork, complete...... ...............
Cast-iron frame, with rinmfz metal gas-check, for 6-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-■m. sewer
with all screw-bolts, miclior-bolts, gun-metal work, complete...........
Cast-iron frame, witli nrantz me'al gus-chcck. for 5-ft. 1-in, by 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gnn-motal -work, complete ...........
Total weight

54,

55

60
57
58
60
60

01
62
63
04

65
60

67

68
60
70

IRREG-TTLAR CASTINGS, Ac.
Flange and faucet pipe, 8 ft. long, 3fl. 9 in. internal diameter..........................
Flange pipe. S ft. Jong, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, one iljnge turned and
drillcil. for IJ- in diameter bolt-holes...........................
.........................
Flange and spigot pipe, Oft, long, 3ft. 9 in intc-nnl diameter, the flanges to
turned and drilled for 1 in. diameter bolt-holes ................................
Spigot pipe, I Oft. long, 3 ft. din. internal di ;inicl(,i‘ ...............................
C &t.*iron thimble for
li-in diumetw ]iipe, ]y in. long ..................... .
tflulige-pipe, 1Uft^ long, 3ft. Gin internal diameter, one flange fcurned and
drilled, for 1^-in. diameter bolt-liolca............................................................
Flange find faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal dianirtcr
Flange and spigot pipe, 10ft. Jong, 3ft. Gin. internal diameter, the flangi
turned and drilled for Ij—in, diameter hDlt-holes ....................... ........
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft, 6 in. internal diameter ............................
Spigot pipe, C ft. 6 in. long, 3fr. 6 in, internal diameter....................................
Spigot and faucet pipe, 4ft. 10in, long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ......... ..
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. long..............................’’
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2ft. internal diameter ...............
Flange and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flange to be
turned and drilled for H-in. diameter bolt-holes ..................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in. Ion"..................................
Cast-iron flange bend, 12 in. internal diameter...... °.............
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter..................

1 22

18 16

2

3

7

0 4

6 14

0

1

1

1

1 20

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

72

73
74

76
77

Wrought-iron rolled girders, 13J tn. high, top and bottom flange 5J i]). Tvide.
25 ft, long, !o be Trailed in at Pmnier'Streft shaft chamber ...............
Pla1 form for working penstocks, Premier-street shaft, two wTougiit-iron roiled
girders, 9in. high, top and bottom flanges, Sin wide, 25ft. long, weighing
191b. per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standards
and raiUngs complete................................... ................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-raiiing at top of shaft, and solid
bnr-railing across shaft at landings.................................................
'Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete...........
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete .............................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates anddoubiewronght'
iron oil annel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for out let well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on casbiron ]iinge-plate=
and double wrought-iron, channel-iron girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ............. ..................................
,

1 10
8

1

1

1 20

1 1

1 26

1

0 19. 2 17

0 19

2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0

3

0 13

0

3

1

0 11

2

0 11

0

2

3 19

1 IK

2 2

3

1

0

* ...

1

2 2

3

2

0

0 13

1

1 16
2 5
0 11

3 13
3 23
3 20

1 16
2 5
0 11

3 13
B 23
3 20

2
2

2 6 11
2 18 0 3

4 12
5 16

2
0

2
C

2
1

2 4 3 1
2 2 3 25
1 7 3 20
1 5 2 24
0 10 1 7
0 19 0 4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9 2
2 3
7 3
5 2
0 2
19 O

2
25
20
24
J4
4

0 16 3 23
0 4 16
0 3 2 7
0 4 0 19

1 13
0 4
0 14
0 8

3 18
15
1 ft
1 10

................

33 12

3 ]2

!

1
1
1

1
1
2
1

2
1
4
2

Total weight
71

Ts. ct. qr. lb.

6 5

Total weight ........................................................... .

40

Total weight.

4

at 4G lb. per ft.

2

4

2 0 0 18

10 2

1

4

4

2 15

0 4
0 16

1 11
2 15

0 15

2 27

0 4

1 20

0 9

1 It

4 15

2 19

289 4
435 6
63 16

O 0
0 14
3 20

788

6

0

74

0

2

0 23

15

0

0

1 26

0 2

2 21

3

:

Total weight

................

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG,
78
79

80

3-ft, 9-io. diameter syphon pipes .................. ..................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes...............................................
2-ft. diameter seour-pipes ............................................................... .................

96
154
59

Total weight of pipes.
81
82

Screw-bolts
in. diameter, with heiagon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. 9-in. and
3-ft. 6-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints .........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints ...............................................................
Total weight

3 0 10
2 16 2 3
1 1 2 10

G

119*
61
No. 11.—J. STEWART & CO’S. TENDER.
*

Deduct.

Add.
£

.............................
74
..................... ............................
75.....................................
................................... .............................
78 .................................... ............................

B. (I.

0 10
0 0

6
G

0 8
10

5
0

£

a. d.

3

7

9

0 0 10
0 15 0

HO......................................

90.....................................
1 19

a

4

3

7

1 19 5
2 4 2

Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tendeh Ponir.

In pursuance of advertisement in tlie Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No, 09), agreeably to tbe Plans,
Specification, Schedule to Specification, and General Conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices annexed hereto, or if not in
Schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of tho acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to the
Minister for Public Works, a valid legal Contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and Conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said General
Conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £500 as a preliminary Deposit; and wo
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said Tender
is opened withdraw' same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned Contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this ’Tender is made subject to tho
Conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
J. STEWART & CO„
Witness,—Dawiei Stewaht.
1, Mercantile Chambers, Park-street.
Tender Boabd Regulations.

No Tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for. the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may he, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of Tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until the Head of the Branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which tho Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, he accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
............... £5 0 0
Eor amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
... £.10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500,
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall he returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing tho bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may bo received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall he forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
Whenever

♦

V20
62
. . Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tho President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from tbe competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
. In
ovejlt of any Contract being tendered for at a Schedule of Pates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be -worked out and a total sum shown.
'
. .
submitting a Tender, the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
iull occupations, and addresses must be stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be hound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are bein" opened
and declared.
° 1

Costeact 2S’o. G9.
Nn
of

licm.

This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Description of Work.

Umt.

jrrutiablc Qimntiti ■ Jlatti 1
fur |
Unit.
1
1

Amount.

1

10
11

12
13

It

16

18

19

Excavations in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and i 1
hard root, for sewers, branches, pipes, sub-ducts, &c, as specific !
in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shale, soft root;
where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary ...... cubic yim
Excavation in hard shale or rock, whore gadding and guttering only
is permitted .........................................................................................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, nhere charges of powder not
exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted......................
jj
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4. in. in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths
of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permuted ....................
jj
Excavation in tunnels in “more or less hard materials,'’for sowers,
pipe-sewers, sub-ducts, <tc., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Less hard excavation in clay, loose, and jointy shale, &c., where in
tho opinion of the Engineer blasting is mmeressnrv ......................
jj
Excavation in hard standstone or shale, where gadding and gutterin''
only is permitted............................................................. ................ °
»
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &c., where charges of
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by lif in, in diameter, and
such depth of hore-hoies as shall ho directed only are jiermitted .
a
Excavations in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, itc.," where charges of,
powder not exceeding 4 in, in length by 1$ in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes as sholl be directed only are permitted ..
a
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid root “ for sewers, pipc-scwers, sub*;
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in hard root, where gadding and guttering only is ]ier-|
mitted .................................................................................................1
if
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in,!
in length by ]| in. in diameter, and such deptns of bore-holes asl
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................I
a
Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by 1# in. in diameter, and such deptn of bore-holes as,
shall be directed only are permitted..................................................I
n
Excavation in “ solid rook,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, ns viz.:—
|
Excavation in road surfaces, soil clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rork
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is tmneccs'arvl
jj
Excavation m hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in.j
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted................................................
»
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in
in length by If in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall bo directed only nro permitted.................... ........
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .................................................................................................
a
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambers,
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, ns viz.':—
|
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary ..................................................................... .
if
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering and gadding
only is permitted.................................................................................|
rt
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where ehnr''ps
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes ns shall be directed only are per
mitted ................................................................................................
u
Exeavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, &c., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in, in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted
jj

£

19,320

3;6

1,165

0

0

6/-

349 10

0

.1,163

5'0

320

7

6

1,1(15

5/-

231

5

0

810

30/-

1,215

0

0

1,140

00/-

3.420
’

0

0

1,140

54/-

3,078

0

0

1,140

50/-

2,350

0

0

1,850

CO/-

5,550

0

0

1,850

50,-

5,180

0

0

1,850

M/-

4,995

0

0

130

£t

520

0

0

70/- s 1,557 10

0

445

3,381

E. d.

1

415

Go/-

1,446

5

0

445

£4

1,780

0

0

170

£4

C80

0

0

115

100/-

575

0

0

115

85/-

488 15

0

115

80/-

4C0

0

0

63
No.
of
Item.
20
21
22
23
Si
25

26
27
28
20
30
3L
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42

Description or Work,

^rchablo Quantity.

Unit.

Filling in nt sides, round and over all concrete and brick'ivort of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
specified in clause 5......... ........... ........ ............................................. cubic yard
Timber ordered in ■writing to be left in excavations, as specified in
clause 9, including all iron used in fixing same ............................. cubic footEemoving existing culverts crossing the lllawarm Road, as specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and timber decking ,, cubic yard
Sub-duct in bard rock, with tile covers, ns specified in clause 8.......... lineal yard
Bub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “more or less hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes:—
Of 6 in. internal diameter ........................................... *........................
11
Of 9 in. internal diameter .......................................................................
J>
Sub-duet in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 8,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
6 in. internal diameter .....................................................-.......................
}t
9 im internal diameter........ .........................*............... ...........................
i)
Hand-packed stone filling 4-in. gauge, as specified in clauses 8 and 10 cubic yard
Blucstonc metal, 2^-in. gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
J!
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, ss specified in clause 10...
it
Sandstone concrete, in any situation,as specified in clause 13 ..........
>t
Blucstonc concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ...........
a
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, ns specified in clause 15 .......
i>
Cement facing, in anv situation, as specified in clause 14 .................. square yard
Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, as specified in clause 16 cubic foot.
Squared blucstonc pitchers, in any situation, as specified in clause 17 square t arJ
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 6 in. deep, as specified
in clause 18..........................................................................................
H
Supply and fix ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting,
,..
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 .............................................. rod
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend-pipes, in trenches, shafts, &c., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as viz. :—
9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers and shafts..................................... lineal yard.
12-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ......................................................
16-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ......................................................
n
18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers ............................... .....................
i*

Ttate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£

i. d.

15,220

-;c

380 10 0

9,000

■/i

37 10 0

214
2S0

2/6/-

24 8 0
84 0 0

610
640

3/
4/-

90 0 0
123 0 0

280
280
Too
190
90
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600
210
12

5,'<>,6,12'12/40/45/65/1/5,30/-

38

20/-

7

20/-

40
64
15
5

6/10/15/20/-

12 0 0
32 0 0
11 5 0
5 0 0

20,420
30,000

-/?

-A

595 1 2
125 0 0

...

25

£3

75 0

0

.,.

3

£180

640 0

0

2

£140

1

£100

1

£89

80 0 0

1

£70

70 0 0

1

£62

62 0 0

1

£60

60 0 0

1

£54

54 0 0

70
84
228
114
64
2,100
10.237
4.413
t80
62
18

0
0
0
0
0
0
10
15
0
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

38 0 0
7

0

0

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

43
44

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 64, and 86 of the Schedule to Specification, including
spreading, as viz.:—
For the first iml£>inlle of lead.......................... ........ ............................ cubic yard.
For ever}’ further quarter of a mile of lead ..........................................
it
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

45

Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, as
ton
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the Schedule to Specification
IRONWORK.

46
47
48

49
50
61
62
63

Manufacture, supply, and fix (except where otherwise specified) all
wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work, and including paint
ing and tarring, complete, as specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive
as viz,:—
.
Penstocks.
'
_ _
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3.......................... . ..................................... . each
Cast-iron frame and penstock, 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with lifting
gear* elrcct-box, covcr-platc, wrought-iron and gun-metal work
complete, as shown on drawings'Nos. 19 and 14.............................. jf
Cast-iron frame and penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-bos, wroughtiron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos
14 and 18.................. ........................................................................
it
Gas Chucks.
_
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 10 in.
i 5 ft. 10 in., witli all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, com
each.
plete, as shown on drawings Nos. 23 and 3.................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft, 8 in. x
6 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
06 shown on drawings Nos. 24 and 3 ................................................. i>
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gaa-chcck for sewer of 5 ft. 6 in. x
4 ft. 6 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .................. ............................
j>
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 2 m, x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete
ae shown on drawings Nos, 26 and 3 .............................................. each
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for eewer of 5 ft. 1 in. i
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, be
shown on drawiogs Nos, 27 and 17 ............................... ....................
it

*•

*•-

280 0 0

100

0 0

122
64
No.

of
Item.

54
55

66
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67

GS
69
70

71

73

74
75
76
77

78
79
80
81
82

Description of Work.

86

Probable Quantity.

Hate
per
Unit

Iekegulab Casting';, Sc,

Cast-iron flnugc and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft.
Jong in (lie body, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long over all,-with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter
bolt-holes, ns shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing.........
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 0 in. internal diameter, 9 ft,
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for l£-in. diameter
boltholes, as shown on drawing No. 16, weighing..........................
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..... ................................
Cast-iron thimble, for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphou pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 ..............................................
2—east-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft 6 in. infernal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for li-in. diameter bolt
holes, ns shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ..................................
2—east-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 12
ft. long in the body, as shown on drawitles Nos. 17 and 18 ..........
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipe«, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10
It. long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for li-in.|
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No, 18 .......................... i
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. interna! diameter, 10 ft- long over
all, as shown on drawing No. IS .....................................................j
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long Over
all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .....................................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 4 ft. lo]
in. long in the body, os shown on drawing No. 18...........................
2—cast-iron thimbles for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe-sewor, 18 in.
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18......................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
overall, drawings Nos. 15 and 16.....................................................
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft, internal diameter, 10 ft.'
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for 1 j-m. diameter,
bolt-holes, ns shown on drawing No. 16 ..........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in. long O’, et'
all, ns shown on drawing No. 16 .....................................................
Cast iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on
drawings Nos. 14 and 1C ............................................................... ,
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, ns shown
on drawings Nos, 3 and 10 ............................................................
Total, including placing on cement mortar beddiiu;, w hero ordered,
and fixed (except lead joints) in position in the vurhs..........
2—wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of pc ns I oebs
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft, long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Nos 3 and 20.,...................'
Platform for working penstocks in Premier-street shaft-chamber, con-|
sisting of two wrought-iron rolled girders, 25 ft. ioug each,,
weight per foot mn 19 lb., with cast iron gratings and wroughtiron standnrd and railings, complete, us shown on drawings Nos. 2
and 22, weighing in all .......................... .........................................!
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing nt top of shaft,and!
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, os shown onj
drawing No. 4....................................................................................
"Wrought-iron ladder m shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete.!
as shown on drawing No. 4 .............................................................
3—angle-iron hearers, with cast-iron perforated landing-plates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ..... . ................. .......i
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with cast-1
iron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ..................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet well of syphon, with cast-irou
hinge-plates and wrought-iron ehumiel-girders, complete, as shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ................... ................................
Cast-iuon Pirns.
Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body,
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as viz.'
96—3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes ..................................................
154—3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer pipes .................. ...............
59—2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ............................................... .............
74—screw bolts, 1{- in. diameter, with hexagon iicads and nuts, for
3-ft. 6-in. and 3-ft 9-m. diameters flange pipe-joints .............
15—screw bolts, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, foi
2-ft. diameter flange pipe-joints .................................................
Total for all straight pipes.......................... 1

S3
84
85

Unit

£

s. a.

Tons. cwt. qr. 11)

2 2 3

4

£16

2 0 0 18

£10

1 16 3 13

£16

2 5

3 23

£16

0 11

3 20

£16

4 12

2 2

£16

5 16 0 6

£16

4 0 2

2

£16

3 25

£16

1 7 3 20

£16

5 2 24

£10

1 0 2 14

£16

0 19

0 4

£16

1 13

3 18

£16

2

1

2

0 4 1

ton.

cwt.

1)
”
J)

.........

ton,
ton.

PIPE-LAYING.
Laying and jointing (including providing lead and spun-yarn) the
3-ft. 9-in. diameter, the 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and the 2-ft. diametei
cast-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.;—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes and short, ends, &e. ...................... lineal vnrd
3-ft. G-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes, short ends, ic.................
2-i't. diameter seour-pipes and short ends, kc............. .....................
_ TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
Elap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing
and filing discs ................................................................ ................

AmounL

each

G

£16

0 14 1 0

£16

0

8

1 10

£16

33 12

3 12

£16

538 5

9

10

2 4

£15

15 8

0

1 4 2 15

25/

30 15

9

0 4 1 11

63/

13

1

0

0 16 2 15

60/

"49 17

6

0 15 2 27

30/

27 0 0

0 4 1 20

50/

10 13 0

0 9 1 11

40/-

18 14 0

289 4 0 0 j
435 5 0 141
63 16 3 20
£11

2,746 8 0
4,134 18 9
702 7 o

0 2 0 23

50/

6 3

0 0 1 26

56/-

17 0

396
649

10/

246

10/-

297 0 0
324 10 0
123 0 0

10

20/-

i 10 0 0

7S3

6

8 2 27 |
.
i

123
65
Xo. I
0?

Jprobable Quantity.

Tescription of Worlc

ItcmJ

Unit,-

GENEBAL.

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

87

83
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
300
101

of work not to be jjaid for), as Ppcc-ifieO in clau
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete
cubic yard
Special Milestone concrete, in any situation, as spccifii
M
Blucstonc metal (clause 2), 1^-in. gauge, stacked ...
11
Sandstone metol (c)anse 2), 2-in. gunge, stacked .......
»
Blucstone metal (clause 2), 2i-in. gauge, stacked ,,,
Ji
Sharp, dean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked ..........
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or ptnnks (clause 2) ...
cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ......................
"Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanized stcp-iruiis, scren nails, spikes
straps, <l-c. (clause 2) ......................................................
cwf.
Portland cement .............................................
...............
cask
Artizau or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ................
day
Q.unrryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor
a
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ........................ .
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor..."..
»
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ..............
a

10
10
15

£

£

C/-

3
35
10
9
9
4
10
10

14;12.12/6/2/2/-

16
15
100
100
20
26
Rato only

30/13'12/10/9/14,8/-

JJ

t)
it

))
..............................

Amount.

7o;-

Id

Total

Rate
l^cr

£

s. d.

0
0
10
16
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30 0 0
16 5 0

08,173 10 H

suairtiiLceu
us which
otirrect,
areany
merely
tor the guidance
Tenderers who
must satisfy themselves as to their
accuracy,
is ana
not in
way guarantied
by theofGovernment,
and
they are subject to omission^ deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the Specification.
whoto +1
y C bfchei?-U e ?LnceS ”lc]ud,e’ in.erei7 case- continual maintenance of the works during the
Engkeer
^ Fen°d °f U,amtenanCe’lmd UP to the '% o£ t^ir being formally taken
Store

C?t °e

gS-Zy S .hSchartJ,™'

the Government property from the Contractor's

”'' ,ot‘! “l0"s

0( Mai“ ‘nd “ Se''“' -

prices for items Nos. 89, 90, 01, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
imrovld nf"i Tn dellVf|d
wor’f8 readf for 11 ^e, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approied of sball be paid for. In case Contractor s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time snch matenals may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials “at the ti e
required and ordered then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from anv other sm.rces
bytheE^tomef01'
^ n° C aim ^ l0SS 01 comPensation on account of the exercise of such power
The SchednTe ratef™8 r^08' 97fn98’1°9’ £00> a,!ld.1?1 a,re 40 1)0 for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
i ^,t.es
da?1a^e for tlie day ot 01gt>t hours. In the event of overtime and ntoht-work
bem0 ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
Sujtmabt of Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-mefal.
(The number of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Price* 1

46
47
48

PENSTOCKS.
Cast-iron Iranie and penstock, with C-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, am-bov-bolls, and gun-metal, complete.....................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9in. diameter opening, with aii'iiftin'
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gnn-mctal, complete............................
Cast-iron frame amt penstock, with 2-tt. diameter opening, witii 'aii iifting
gear, screw-bolts, ancbor-bolts, and gun-metul, complete......................

Ts. ct. qr, lb.
3

G 6

2

3

7 0 4

6 14

0

1

1

1 1 20

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

1 £2

Total weight ......................................................
49
60
61
62
53

GAS-CHECKS.
Cast-iron frame, with mnntz metal gas-ehcck, for 6-ft. ]0-in. by 5-ft. 10-in.
sewer, with all screw-bolts, am-bor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete
Cast-iron frame, with munt? metal gas-cheek, for G-ft.S-in, by 5-ft. 8-in. sewer
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-mctal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with nmntz metal gas-chcck, for 5-ft. 6-m. by 4-ft,! c.in. sew er
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Cast-iron frame, with mmitz metal gas-cheek, for 5-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-in. s'ew'ciwith all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......
.
Cast-iron frame, with muntz mein 1 gas-check, for 5-ft. 1-in. by 4-ft 1-in. sewer
with alt screw-bolts, ancbor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................

1

1

1

1 1 2C

64
65
66
57

68
69

258—1

’

13 10 1 10

1

8

1

1 20

0 19 2 17

0 19

2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0 3

0 13 0 3

1

0 11 0 2

0 11

0 2

3 19

1 18

Total weight ...........................................................
IRREGULAR, CASTINGS, &c.
Flange and faucet pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter..........................
Flange pipo, 8ft long, 3 ft. Din. internal diameter, one flange turned and
anlled, for 1J- m. diameter bolt-holes.............................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3ft. 9 in. internal diameter, the flanges to
turned and drilled for 1J-in. diameter bolt-holes.,.
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft 9 in. interoal diiimetcr ....................... ..........
i
Cast-iron tliimble for 3-ft. Shin, diameter pipe, 18 in. long ......................
if lauae-pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for If-m. diameter bolt-holes.............................................

Ts. ct, qr. lb.

1

2 2

1

2 0 0 18

2 0 0 18

1
1

1

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23 !
0 11 3 20 :

1 16 3 13
2 5 3 23
O 11 3 20

2

2 6

4 12 2 2

3‘4

11

2 2 3

4

124
66
Total weight.

Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter
Flange and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft 6 in. internal diameter, the flange
turned and drilled for l-J-in. diameter bolt-holes ..........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..........................................
Spigot pipe, C ft. 6 in. long, 3ft. 6 in. internal diameter.....................................
Spigot and faucet pipo, 4 ft. 10 in. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..............
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. G-in. diameter pipe, IS in. long............................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10ft. long, 2ffc. internal diameter ...................... .
Flange and spieot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter, the flange to be
turned and drilled for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes ..............
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipe, 15 in. long..............
Cast-iron flange bend, 12 in. internal diameter..........................
Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 1G in. internal diameter......

62
03
64

GS
Gf>
G7
GS
G9
70

2

1
1
1
2

1
2

1
4
2

2 18

5 16 0 C

2 4 3 1
2 2 3 25
1 7 3 20
1 5 2 24
0 10 1 7
0 10 0 4

4
2
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0

113 318
0 4 15
0 14 1 0
0 8 1 10

Jft
4
3
4

3 23
15
2 7
0 10

73
74

2
3
3
2
2
0

33 12

Total weight

72

9
2
7
5
0
19

Wrought-iron rolled girders, 13 J in. high, top and bottom flange 5| in.'wide,
25ft. long, to be walled in at Premier-street shaft chamber ..... ................
Platform for working penstocks, Prcmier-slreet shaft, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, 3 in. wide, 25 ft. long, weighing
19 lb. per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standards
and railings complete .............................. .......................................... T " V-‘ji
Casbiron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and solid
bar-railing across shaft at landings.................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete..... ;...
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete ............................................................................. .................
Wrought-iren lunged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of eyphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, channel-iron girders with eavt-iron distance
blocks ..................................................................................... *....................

at, 40 lb. per fl

2
23
20
24
14
4

3 12

10 2 4

4 2 15

]

0 4
0 1C

2 15

1 11

0 1.5

2 27

0 4 1

Total weight .............................................................

20

0 9

1 U

4 15

2 19

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND FAUCET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG,
78
79

»0

3-ft. 9-in. diameter syphon pipes .........................................................................
3-ft fi-m. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes.............................................................
2-ft, diameter scour-pipes .....................................................................................

0G
lot
59

S2

Screw-bolts H in. diameter, with heingon heads and nuts, for 3-ft. S in. and
3-ft. G-in. diameters, flange pipe-joints ..........................................................
Screw-bolts 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter
flange pipe-joints .........................................................................................

1 1 2 1G

289

4 O

433 5
03 16
738

Total weight of pipes.
St

3 0 10
2 10 2 3

0
0 14
3 20

G 0

G

74

0

2

0 23

15

O 0

1 2C

o 2 2 21

Total weight

No, 4.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 14 December, 1893.
Minute Vvpf.r.
Subject: Eleven Tenders—Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Contract Mo. G9.
Tub tenders for Contract Mo. 09 have now been checked, the lowest tender being that of Messrs. Carter,
Guminow', & Co. at £i'ri,207 8s. lid.
d,
£
The other tenders ivere:—
9
47,001
Messrs, ilohn Ahearn, at
...
52.735
9
Kerle and Eerie, at
...
7
53,505
if. McKenzie & Sons, at
2
54,023
Justin McSweenoy, at ...
9
55,101
Holloway Bros,, at
...
9
57,239
,T. E. Cnrson, at
...
8
58,105
Ales. Dean & Sons, at ...
1
59,070
Langtree & Owen, at ...
11
03,095
Parry and Farley, at ...
9
08,171
J. Stewart & Co.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., being the lowest tenderers for the construction of the Western
Suburbs Main Eastern Branch Sewer, Contract Mo. 09,1 beg to recommend acceptance of their tender,
amounting to £45,207 Ss. lid., at schedule rates, on condition that they fill in and initial in their tender
the average price per ton £01 all irregular castings, 'weighing in all 33 tons 12 cwt. 3 qrs. 12 lb., and the
average price per ton for all cast-iron pipes, weighing in all 788 tons 8 cwt. 2 fiTS-27 Jb.

C. II. UH.Ltbx>JN-.nA(j^Xi.

Mot necessarv.-R.H., 10/12/93. The Engineer-in-Cliief.
I recommend Carter, Gummow &
Co.’s tender at schedule rates,—E.H., 10/12/93.
Under Secretary.
Passed. J.B., 18/1_/. 3.
Submitted to the Board of Reference, 18th December, 1893.
The Board recommend acceptance ot the
tender of Carter, Gummow, & Co., at schedule rates.—J. W. Holliman, Secretary.
Submitted.—J.11.,
18/19/93
Approved ; funded stock.—W.JX., 21/12/93.
Ask Messrs. Carter & Co. to call at 2 p m.
tomorrow.
Done, 2 L/12/93.
Tender accepted, 27/12/93.
Audi tor-General informed, 27/12/93.
________________

Contract

1
67
Conteact No. 69.
Item,

Description,

Rate,

1
2
3

Esenvation (soft) ..
(hard) .

.

(blasting)

4

(blasting)

5
6
7

(less hard) .........
(gadding) ..........
(light blast)
...
(heavy blasting) .

8
0

allowed.
in hard rock, light bloating .
,,
hoarier blasting
(sofl.).............................................
in hard rock, light blnsrfjng
.
t,
heavier blasting
„
gadding and gn
nJIOwccl.
(less hard) ............................ ,
liard sandstono
light blasting

10

H
12
18
14
15

1G
17
IS

10

20

Filling in at hides

31

Timber and iron in excavations ....................
Removing culverts ..........................................
Subduct iu hard rock.......................................
,,
of O''internal diameter....................

22

28
21

25
26
27
23

29
31

32
83
31
35
80
37
38
30
40
41
42
43
4t
45
40
47

48
4!)
50
51
52
53
51
55
58
57

SS

50
GO
61

63
64
03

65

ffi

67
68
00

70
71

73
74
74
75
7G
77
78*
70
83
81
82*
83
81

85

86
K7
83

HO
90

01

92
93

94

P5
96
07
b3

09

]IX>

101

.»

Of9,r

„

..............

„
of 6'
„
...................
„
of ^
„
....................
Hauthpackod 4" stone fllliug.........................
Bhiestone road uictal, 2J".................................
2" blinding over metalled surfaces................
Sandstone concrete ............................................
Bluestoue
......................................................
Brickwork in cement .......................................
Cement facing ................................................... .
Pyrmont sandstone ashlar ............................
Squared bhicatonc pitchers ............................
„
freestone
I,
.............................
Supplying, &c., ordnance fencing, complete
Glared stoneware pipes, 9# diameter..........
.»
.. 12"
»
.........

»
,,

r» 16*
„ 18"

2.B9S
573
7518
405

2

0

20/-

0
0
0
0
0

10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
30 0

55 ’45*’W40'3n_
so/-

5,087
4,ir}2
65
8£W
66 7
1,212

.
y
.
.

10/49/35'80'V-

85 0
230 0
201 5
172 10
701 0

o •_
]?>/-

900 0
183 0
70 0
123 0
192 0
93 0
112 0
152 0
142 10
S3 15
1,575 0
11,375 0
4,815 0
1,160 0
42 0
18 0
33 0
7 0
10 0
24 0
7 10
3 7
1,021 0

5,v67,8'4'15/-

.
■
.

.
.

30/.50/
602-4/3020'20/5-7,6
10/13,6
1/-,c
80,£200
£-100
£50
£43
£39
£23
£25
£22

„ ............

„
b' G" x 4' 67
..........................
„
4' 2rxy 2' „
..................
,,
,V l" x 4' 1* ..........................
Flange and faucet pipe ....................................
Cast-iron pipe, S' D- axaraetcr (S'1) .................
,,
flange and spigot ..............................
„
pit>c, 3r 9V diameter (100 ...............
„
thimble ..............................................
2 cast-iron flange pipes .....................................
2
I,
flanged and faucet pipes ..............
2
,,
ilange and spigot pipes...................
Cost-iron spigot pipe, fl'
diameter .. .
„
ii
8'6"
„
(G'C'J,
„
siiigot and faucet pipe .................... ..
2 cast-iron thimbles..........................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe .....................
2 cast-iron flange and spigot pipes...................
Cast-iron thimble ...............................................
„
flanged bond........................................
,,
flange and spigot bend.....................
Gchcjalavivagti (64-70 inches) inchiftive** ......

COO
201
50
43
39
28
25
22

27/6
27, G
27,0
27/6
27/G

10'IB/15 16/25/-

405 0
1,026 0
855 0
912 0
2,3)2 10

27/6
27/6
44/4/4/-

2,543
2,543
2G
80
89
83

15
15
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
O
0

18/19/1015,'15/20/-

1,665
1,757
65
3?3
333
445

0
0
0
0
0

40/A/5^
5'-/G

340
28
28
28
380

0 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
10 0

620/1818v-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
G
0

-n
26
-/i
-/i
-/i
-4
-/i
i/10/26
40/43'55'5/5/£50
iO/802'S'0/10/-/a
-/l
40,-

37 10
30 10
13
2 13
2 13
13
1 3
38 0
95 0
11 5
2,100 0
0,782 10
4,418 15
2,900 0
52 10
690 0
S3 0
2S 0
4 0
9 12
4 10
2 10
255 5
125 0
50 0

0

■ £18

20
3i
6
23
23
G
13

5

10
9

0
f)
JL 0
5 0
0 0
4 0
1 0

1
}0;10>

j
78 to 82.
7/6

S'* d4 syi^hon pipes.................
:¥ &' duplicate sewer pities
2' diameter scour pipes .. ...
Flap traps...............................
Permanent puddle ...........
Special blue-stone concrcic
ll* bluostone metal ...........
2* sandstone
.........

7;-

3'3
5/-

fi17020,6-

21,r bluostouo ,,
Sharp sand............................................
Sawn hardwood....................................
Oregon timber.......................................
Wrought-iron holts, step-irons, &c,
Portland cement .............................
Artisan or mechanic .
...........
Qnarryman or skilled labourer .......

17/6
52'-

a/3016/15/-

7,400

3

0

148
227
39
2
3
35
15
4

10
S
19
10
0
0
0
10

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0

13
3
10
15
30
20

2
15
0
0
0
0

G
0
0
0
0
0

Ordinary labourer................................

Cart, 1 hor-HO, and driver................
1 additional home ...............................

004,420

6

5

ono o o

£230
£110
£45
£75
£70
£45
£40
£40
r*£i6
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£16
£10
£16
£16
£16
.*£20
16:0,11

]wr ton . ,

£22
.£30
£.50
£30
£20
£30
30/r*Bd5/8/15/8/15
£50
l £50

11
30 19
10 17
24 10
15 14
G 12
14 0
2,530 10
3,803 9
558 13
5 10
14

B‘G

3 G
26
252'50/10-

3/10/SO1/6
1/0
50'-

0
0
4
4
4
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

283
45
75
70
45
40
40
34
32
29
36
fl
74
92
71
34

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
9
15
10
0
16
12
7

22

G

20
16
15
27
3
11
8

11
10
4
2
8
8
6

22

69
113
30
12
1
25
7
2
7
7
7
7
50
15

G
11
15
10
0
0
10
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
7
10
3
10
3
10
3
G
10
5
0
7
9
8
0
9 ■
0
0
5
0
11
10
5
0
10
1
3
1

Ti

-/G
£6

£15
23/45/40/-

a)/70/SO,’-

*!)/41/9/35/*35/9/0/1 07
20/18‘0
6/-

10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0

14/-

£5
7S-

60/158/-

£5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0
10 0
0 0
15 0
15 0
0 0

51 0
115 0
103 10
103 10
761 0

0
0
0
0
0

000 0 0
122 0 0
280 0 0
102 0 0
256 0 0
98 0 0
126 0 0
114 0 0
118 15 0
4 10 0
1,890 0 0
9,555 0 0
4,413 15 0
1,450 0 0
52 10 0
0 0 0
15 4 0
17 10 0
8 0 0
10 0 0
GOO
3 0 0
765 15 0
375 0 0
150 0 0

£303
£180
£100
£100
£05
£90
£75
£70
*£27
£30
£30
£30
£14
£W
£45
£40
£25
£18
£17
£10
£15
£14
£3
£13
*£10
ir;is oh •per

0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

600 0 0
SG0 0 0
100 0 0

loo o o
95
90
75
70
27
89
30
30
]4
80
00
80
£5
18
17
20
15
28
3
18
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rate.
2/10/g;
87-

coo
10
15
0
10
0
15

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
0
O
0
0

O
0
0
0
0

23/-

3,237
3,237
20
445
445
511

10
10
0
0
0
15

0
0
0
0
O
0

4/3/15/15'2/~

Si 0 0
17 5 0
86 5 0
80 5 0
1,522 0 0

23/40/35/35/4/20.’20'**

-A

-/1
40/-

37
12
140
144
160
98
120
133
152
9
1,680
11,375
4,413
1,740
31
3G
66
10
so
30
n
5
255
325
50

£220
£140
£95
£80
£05
£60
£60
£50

660
280
95
80
65
60
GO
50

3/10'4/0
5/710/36

16’2/52/5055'3/360/35/30,'•V9,6
15'23/-

-rs

15/13/10/25,'1/5012/-

9/11/4'2/-

u/-

0/-

ft'-

20 10/-

15/-

12'-

0
0
0
O
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

a/s
30/11/-

50i 12 10
16 8
30 15
11 19
45 14
23 12
11 1
23 7
2,819 14
4,243 14
702 6
5 10
14

7
10
1
10
3
5
5
0
11
3
3
1

297 0
421 17
123 0
1210
0 10
25 0
9 0
2 5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8 5 0
3 0 0
10 0 0
11 5 O
ao 010
13 15 ‘ 0

15'11/-

5/-

fl/045,207 3 11

10
4
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
10
0
10
10
0
8
s
15
5
0
O

!* £15

]6'14/-

in-

0
0

283
1,425
1,811
1,311
3,700

7125/28/-

Total,
51 to Til.
£16
£25
55/55/30/50/50,.*9/15/9/15,'—
£11
£50
*£50
per ton..........
S/10/-

10
3
15
12
40
IS

d.

0

8 0
6 7
15 8
5 4
12 3
10 0
0 0
10 0
6 2
12 4
2 0
16 11

306 0 0
600 S G
73 16 0
50 0 0
3 10 0
30 0 0
11 5 0

b.

0

(on..........

15
28
0
33
23
15
28
2,002
3,017
574
317
0

£

1,032 0
582 10
460

3/2'6
40/15/14/10/-

45,207 S tl
.

10/20ti8,’79.'3/12 6
136/42/55'2/6
5/15/8/50/4'5'8/12'-

(3) Kerle & Kerle.

s. d.

2/15/10/
11/-

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

605 11

£

0
f)
fl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"l

TOM,
51 to 70.
£20
£23
23/28'28/23/£28

Rate.

10
13
13
13
J6
10
10
10
10
15

;.w o o
87 10

s. d.

724
43
43
43
0
1,113
1,567
1,567
3,‘67
2,5)3

0
0

9 fi

J-

£

(2) John Ahearn.

1,032 0
873 15
582 10
640 15

0
15

40,30/60/.

.

Rate.
-/o
-o
/g
-IS

EOV-

................
................

2 wrought-iron rolled girder* for penstock...............
Platform for penstocks, Premier-street ....................
Cast-iron standardH ami wrought-iron railing . ...
Wrought*iron ladder in shaft......................................
3 angle-iron hearers with landing plates ...................
Wrought-iron gratings for outlet welt of syphon..
i,
inlet
,,
... .
96 3' £>* syphon pipes ...........
151G' 6" diameter duplicatei esower pipes
59 2' scour pipes ....................
»4 ll1' screw holts ................
15 F screw holts....................
Qcntral aurnije (73-80)** . . .

B. d,

.

Cast-iron frame and jjeiistock,G' diameter ...
»
„
3' »r
...
,t
„
2'
„
...
Giis check for 6' 10" x 5f 10" sewer..................

& 8‘x5' 8"

£

S115'12/6
ff/6

810 0
2,850 0
2,230 0
1,710 0
5,550 0

Removal of material first 4 mile.....................
,,
„
every fiirthei11 mile ...
Receiving and filing ironwork
...................

„

(1) Carter, Gninmdfr,
<fc Co,

OJfico Estimate,

J£47,061 3 0
47,0Gi

3

9

J252,735 10

9

120
68
Ttem.|

.

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

,,
„
„
,,
,,
„
„

10
17

„

32
63
34
:ss
36
37
:»
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
5J
J54
55
56
57
fS
59
6)
61
64
61
64
65
■60
67
68
Oft
70

71

s,

„
,,
,,

(less hard) ..........................................................
(gaddmg) ............................................................
(Ufflit blast) ......................................................
(heavy blasting)
........................................
in hard rock, gadding and guttering only
allowed.
in luird rock, light blasting ............................
H
heavier blatjting......................
(soft)
................................................................
in hard rock» light blasting........................
„
hcuvior Mnstuig.........................
„
gadding and guttering only
allowed.
(less hard)...........................................................

1812;27/’ 22 6
£0-

1,665
78
fiOO
500
667

13/6
27/-

light blasting......................
},
heavier blasting..................
Villing in at sides.........................................
...............
„
r,

22/6

£
3,381
780
699
524
864
1,288
1,026
760
2,497
0
2,081

Bate.
3/6
13/6
120,'It/22,6
18'13/6
27/-

Excavation (soft) ........................................... ",.................. .
„
(hnrd)
..............................................................
J
iVil'n-G+mfyJ

ii
12
13
14
15

16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
JJ7
28
2ft
60
31

(4) H. M'Kazie & Sons.(

Description.

„

i-ile

2" blinding over metal surfaces ... ,
.......................
•Sandstone concrete.................................................................

1/6
2/6
10 15'9/14/1218514 5331-

Brickwork in cement ..............................................................

46/54/-

Keinoving culverts ................................................................
bubduct m hard rock
.....................................................
,,
of G* internal diameter....................................
of ST
,,
...........................................
„
of0'
,,
..........................................
,,
ofi'
„
........................................
Hand-packed 4* stone fllliug ................................................

33,201U20/G/1020/25/-

Pjrmont sauclstone ashlar......................................................
* ,,
freestone *
..................................................
Supplying, &c., ordnance fencing, complete ..................
Ola red stoneware pipes, flM diameter................................
„
„ 12'
„
..............................
„
„ 16'
...........................................
,,
„ 16*
..............................................

Cufct-iron pipe. 3' b# dinmelcr (S'J........................................
,,
nnnge and spigot
.................................................
tf
pipe. S'
diameter (10''}.......................................
thimble
...............................
...................
2 east-iron flange pipes
..................................................
2
,,
flanged and faucet pijies
................................
2
,,
flange and spigot pipes
.................................
Cast-iron ppigot pipes, 3' (?' diaineter.............................
„
„
wr
(6'6").....................
,,
ajugot imd faucet pipe...........................................
2 easi-iron thimbles
..........................................................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe .......................................
2 cast-iron flango and spigot pipes........................................
Cast-iron tliimble
.........................................................
„
flanged bend ........................................................
,,
flange and spigot bend...........................................
Gnicral average (W-70 inclawi'e**)......................................
2 wrought-iron rolled girders for penstock........................
!
Platform for penstocks, Premier-street

Cast-iron strad&rds and wrought-iron railing .

25/25-

.........................
. .

45j«

74

Wrought-iron ladder in shaft..............................................

56-

75

3 angle-iron bearers with landing plates.........................

50/-

70

Wrought-iron gratings for outlet wotl of f-yphon...........

50/-

77
78*
79
80
81

h
„
inlet
,,
..........
f 6 3/ 9M syphon pipes................................................................
154 3'6* diameter duplicate sower pipes .
.....
59 2r hcour pities .................................................................
74 If* screw bolts ..................................................................

82*

15 1* screw bolts
...........................................................
GrtmcraZ average {?S-toi)**..........................................................

SI
84
€5
$6
87
68
89
90
SI
S3
93
94
95
90
97

3' 9* syphon pipes...................................................................
8' 3" duplicate sewer pipes....................................................
2' diameter scour pipes ........
......................................

Flap traps.................................................................................
Special bl&estone concrete
.......................
U* bluestoue metal.................................................
2* sandstone „
............................................................
Si" blucstoue ,,
...............
..................................
Sharp sand
........................................................................
Sawn hardwood ......................................................................
Oregon timber
............................................
. .
.
■Wrought-iron bolts, step-irons, Ac.....................................
Portland cement ..................................................................
Quairymon or skilled labourer............................................

!-9
100
101

Cart, 1 horse, and driver
............................................
1 additional horse....................................................................

0
0
15
12
10

35 -

0
0
0
6
0

1
114 15 0 .
155 5 0 j

129
129
1,141
1,125
122
210
188

448
168
252
]! 0
133
22
1,732

7
7
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
10

6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
I
j
,
(
1

10,465 0 0
4,333 10 0
1,74 0
SI
12
10
7
12
32
16
6

0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

35 12
23
2234 —
1%

26 0
23-'22’1 6
5/35
608 415 20'38/- 1
I
.18'49,1-Yi
4451020f5.63
30,12,6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50*£10
30/1010/40,•40'-

+ a

25 12
+
30 15
+
9 15

6
0

0
f
0

46 11
+
30 7
— 3
11 5
+
23 fl
2,8R2 0
4,852 11
670 18
4 ‘1

0
5
0
«
U
«
0
0 1
« 1
0 \
»

—17 jy

i

£20

w-

12'14/30/
g.'J2'e,-

£
3,622
233
291
291
810
2,137
1,852
1,852
4,162

s.
10
0
5
5
0
10
10
10
10

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mute.
1/6
15'13 6
12/0
20/23/22-6
2030,'-

3,237 10 0
3,237 10 0
78 0 0
fill 15 0
m 10 0
756 10 0
io: o 0
152 7 G
5
10
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
JO
10
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1)
0
0
0
0
0
0

42 6
65-

870
42
27
19
7
10
20
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

1 6
4.70,20,£3
6.7-G
15,LO,-

765
5C2
75
810
340
03
ion

15
10
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
u

11-;G
£5
£217
£137

0

o
75 0
55 0
55 0

7

|

t.
0
0
G
6
0
0
0
0
0

672
Afto
-20

17

Q

12 If)
U) J

10 8

45-

9 15 8

(7) J. F, Carton.

10/20'2ft/15,60,50/-

4,625 0 0

•to/10,40;uv45/-

3,700
65
890
667
1,001

Si'-

6 0

10 0
6 0

5
0
10
17
0

u
0
0
fi
0

0

0

10,'30/'-

0 0
0 0
0 0

5
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
15

0,668 35
4,413 15
— 13
870 13
42 0
18 0
38 0
21 0
10 0
24 0
11 5
5 0
+ 10
1,020 0
750 ft
125 0
651 0
274 0
85 0
75 0
fil 0
57 0
5$ 0
50 0

3,
0
10
17
5
0
0
0
0
0

£
2,868
fits
436
291
405
1,425
1,110
►55
5,550

Bate.
3/10’7 a

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
°;
0
0 1
0 i.
0
0

25/20/22/6
2,'676
7,6
1012'6

0
0
fi
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4550,-

£15

5-

15 7/6
40;-

16
4'20/—
1520 346
912/-/fi
-;4
£10
£i50
£150
£90
£75
£70
£63
Xfll
£60
f*£25
££G
JCCO
£30
£12
| £35
37/10,£35
4 £27
£20
£18
10'10/£15
£15
£4
£15

0
0
0
10
5

J.
n
0
a

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

85 0 0
172 10 0
143
115
1,522
1,125
24
84
740
240
140
175
190
137
33
2,100

15
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10.237 10 0
4,012 0 0
0
0
0
10
0
0
8
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

510 10
£00 0
250 0
7f0 0
300 0
FO 0
75 0
70 0
63 0
62 0
GO 0
25 0
no 0
FO 0
30 0
12 0
70 0
75 0
70 0
27 0
20 0
18 0
21 0
15 0
30 0
4 0
15 0
10 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
0

870
42
12
28
7
G
14
6
3

s
50-1 13 0 W'lSjS-JS per ion

Total,
54 to 70
£15

15 8 0

£14

14 7 fl

20/- i

21 12

6

£18

22 3 fl

55'-

11 It! 0

8 5 ■>

50/-

41 11 6

£30

35,-

■jii 5 4
-t- 1* O
10 13 5

21 19 0

20/-

£54

42 10

CU-

13 5 8

50,-

15 15 0
+ S 5
10 18 0

£56

12 8 0

00,-

£8 0 10

40/- |

18 14 0

fiflf *£0
j
£9
'
£9
1 £30

40/-

£10

1

£10
7.EE4 7 4
360
f35
159
Io
0
no
11
0

10
!)
15
so
56
18

C
8
18
0
0
o
5
c
10
C
0
c
0
15

0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3318,$H.SOG 3

a.
0
15
7
2
0
0
30
0
0

0

36 19 0

80 18 4 J
Total.
......
78 to 82
4f5 0 0]F'6
15 6
713 18 0
147 12 0
L0100 0 0
12
2 0 0
22 10 0
C0'15f) 15 0
a 15 o
89 0 0
14'3 15 0
1211 5 0
12 10 0
4iS7 0 0
56 15 0 0
1512-

£53,523 fl 6

.V

1,449
873
786
728
810
1,425
1,232
1,140
2,775
•f 23t
2,312
27/6
4- 931
25/2,081
IPS
30,30 667
fill
27’6
40,820
+ JCO
155
30.'40,230
— 10
35'211
172
SO,761
i/52,250
10,122
180
105- j
100
192
e,105
76
140
10mo
5152
16'45
10'1,968
37/6

132
1?6
1,141
112
fil
42
300
192
84
112
152
1-12
f0
1,732
—
8,615
S,!B2

50/-

10,0; Hi per (cm

£5 Si2—
12,£10
4‘45,13S'12/5/2/3
2/6

(6) Holloway Bros.

(5) J. M‘Sweeney.
Hate.
3.9
4'•V
520 37/6
32 6 j
32 .'u
45-

1.3
“/?

Cast-iron frame and penstock. S' diameter.........................
„
„
3'
....................................
t,
2'
„
.........................
Gas check for 6'' 10" x .V 10* sewer......................................
„
6' 6" x b' 8' ..............................................
,,
5^ C" x4' G" „ ......................................
”
4' 2" x 5' 2*
'' ........................................
„
& V x 1' 1" „ ........................................

73

d. |
0
fl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-IS
1,270 5 0
375 0 0
125 0 0
RO £'2;o
£250
750 0 0
.1170
280 0 0
,fcl40
£03
£75
75 0 0
£100
100 0 0
£100
£75
80 0 0
£80
£75
70 0 0
£70
£55
67 0 0
£67
60 0 0
£55
£fift
:js 10 o "i
*1840 .1 2 i 1
2036 17 a
20/
3* 10 0
3510 15 0
18'83 5 0
18/87 0 0
15’£0 0 0
18'
38 14 0 1 £20
18/25 3 0
IS.20/25 15 0
20/20 12 6
17 3 0
18;30 12 0
184 fl l)
20/14 fi 0
20;* 25, 10 fl 0 J
W/SJ pci ion.......... Tutal,
54 to 70

Removal of materiol, first i mile ....................................
,t
,,
every further i mile........................

72

s.
0
7
0
5
10
10
0
10
10
5
10

ItS-MWP 7 T
J MJVH 18 2

|
Total,
78 to 82
■J5 - 1
A0-

to£5
20CO18 16 IS10’- t
5:6 1
5/6
35,IB- 1
11/10'B'14/18/-

7,884 7

L*£i:o
6

891
1,298
246
50
10
30
13
12
11
7
27

27
35
17

0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
5
10
10
10
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F55,752—") ~G
| Afi,
8 fl

£6
2,fi02
d/dr
574

3
16
b
12

0

fi
0
■j
7

0 14 G

fl 0,8'SG per (on

■Va53,1045IS/514,fi/I/"
ll*I0'~
10'15’12,fi
f>/_
I2ifi
7;£i

P9
162
UL
15
5
22
n
3
10
3
5
S
40
Itf

0
5
10
0
0
10
5
15
10
15
0
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i£57,2JO 0 9

69
/'tom.
1

Dcfscrijiliou.

(8) A, Dean & Sons*

Eicftvfttion (soft) .................................................
„
(hard) ..........................................................
,•
(b]^8tiog,).........................................
»
(blasting)............................................
„
(Jpgs hard)...................................................
j,
(gudding) ............................................
’
„
(light bkst)................................................
n
(heavy blasting)
. .
.....................
„
in bard rock,gadding and gnttering only
allowed.
,,
in hard rock, light blasting ...................
»•
m
heavier blasting ..............
♦>
(soft)
..............................................
»
m hard rock, light blasting ...
,
n
rr
heavier blasting ................
i»
,,
gadding and guttering only
allowed.
j*
(loss hard) ...............................................
jj
hard sandstone
...
.
.......
j»
n
light blasting ................
^l„. j>
jj
ic^henvicr blasting....
Filling m at sides ..........................................................
Timber and iron m ercavations .....
....................
Eemnvitig cnlverU ..................................................... ”
Subduct in hard rock
........................ ” [ ]... .... 1!
„
of 6,r infernal diameter ......
ofS'^
„
.
.. .
„
of 6"
„
...................
of
PJ
.. ...... ip "
1
Hand-packed
stone filling...................
..
Blucstoue road metal, 24"'
.................................
2'' blinding over metalled surfaces.........................
Sandstone concrete............................................ ! ,
,
Blucstoue
„
.......... ’*’]
Bri(^kwork in cement......................... „ .......................
Cement facing .
..............’ . !!* * "..
. ""
PjTmont fcanJstonc nshlav................
] ’
Squared bluestonc pitchers ....................................
„
freestone
,,
.........].. '
”
Sniijilying, Ac., ordnance feneing, complete ...
G3a?:ed stoneware pipes, 9" diameter
»
j» 12"
„
.. ..'
>.
„ 10r/
...............................
tt
„ 18"
.................................

2
4
5

6
7

8
9
10

n

32
J6
14
15

ie
17
38
19

20
21

22

23
21
25
26
27
28
2D
90

31
:J2
65
31
;>s
87
39

40
41

42
43

Jtemoval of material first { mile..................................
_ » ,
..
every further i mile ...............
Isecciviug and fixing ironwork....................................
Cast-iron frame ana penstock, 6'diameter ".!!......
»
»
s;
.........................

44

45
46
47
48
49
50
.51
52
53
54
55

^

ir

„

2'

Gas cheofc for 0' 10" x S' 10'' sewer

M
„
„

.....................

^ 8" x y 8" ......' . . .......
y r/'si' 6" „ ....
4' 2" x 5' 2" „
..
"

„
5' 1" x 4' 1" ............................... ; ’
Finite und faucet nipo ........................................
Cast-iron pij>e, S' 91' diameter (8') .
!
r,
flange anil spigot
.......................,
jr
pipe, 3'S" tfinmeter |J0') ....................
,,
thimble...........................................................
2 cast-iron flungo pipes -.. .
...
..
2
,,
flanged and faucet pipe..............................
2
,,
flange and spigot pipes
f'ast-iron qiigot pipes, 'V It" ammeter
.j
.
3' 6"
„
(O'6") . .
,,
spigot imd faucet pipe ..
2 cast-iron thimbles ....
......
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe .
2 cn^t-iron flange and spigot pipes
Cast-iron thimble
.. . .
......
„
flanged bend
...........
„
flange and spigot bond .
(iVncral atttrQflt! (64-70} iucltwirr)** .

56
57
58
59

60
61
62
63
61
05

W
67
68

6H
70

71
72

2 wrought-iron rolled girdeis for penstock..........
Platform for i>enstoeks. Premier-street
.......
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron Tailing !”.!
j’Wrought-iron ladder in shaft

..............

...........

Bute.

30/

£
2.8S8
699
5S2
524
6+8
1,140
1,026
1,02(1
2,775

$.
0
0
10
5
0
0
0
0
0

d
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25'
25'
12.
20 20
30,

2,:;i2
2,312
78
445
445
057

io
10
0
0
0
10

o
0
0
0
0
0

102 0
115 0
115 0
115 0
951 5
2,700 0
244 0
2S0 0
820 0
d80 0
252 0
2fc0 0
:(£0 0
171 0
27 o
1,837 10
LU75 0
4,CM 10
1,160 0
42 0
is o
28 10
21 0
10 0
24 0
7 10
S 15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0

S’-

12;10,-

0r16/
20/
18’-

!»/-

12
20,
20/
20/
1/3

0,'
21)/20,
30/
35/
18
20,
36
18 -

6!J5 —
50'
58/2,'_

4.-

C0,15,
.13
57/6
10/
15/
1.3
1/-

X253
,tJ105
107/10)-

iOO

83/12/■£77
73-14 .166

SSIO'

452
30 6-

15 2 6

Kate. ;
2'K
ii/«/- 1
58/42'41A
40/42/-

£
2,737
640
349
320
321
2,394
2,387
2,250
3 ,£85

s.
0
)5
10
7
0
0
0
0
0

41 40/8.'41/40'42,-

3,792
3,700
52
912
800
034

1
10 0
0 0
0 0
5 0
0 0 ,
10 6

8/42,4140,'1*3
i/22'4/5.1

68
211
235
200
951
450
24
28
128
108
98
115
1H
123
,
11
1,680
1 11,375
4,494
1,305
42
12
17
5
17
S2
11
4

83
31326
32 50/5628
4/20,01586
10/15 18,-

1,270 5 0
1/1,500 0 0
- 4
40,100 0 0
759 0 0
£275
330 0 0
£1G6
£54
107 16 0
09 0 0
8312 0
77 0 0
73 14 0
66 0 0
408 10 0
35 4 0
33 0 0
39 12 0
11 11 0
77 0 0
10 4 0
72 12 ft
8J 0 0
23 y o
23 0 0
19 1G 0
17 1 0
29 14 0
5 10 0
14 17 0
*
11 11 0
r fen............ i7;jo;n

66;-

15 10
80 3
14 7

2bfi

. (0) Langtree & Owen. 1 (10) Parry & Parley*

1,021
500
50
825
332
54
85
77
51
*7
■45
38
SO
33
40
11
8ft
100
38
24
22
17
15
to
3
12
7
perfoft

8
6
0

24
41
n

d
C
(
C
6
C
C
C
6
0

0
10
15
0
5
0
8
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
5
0
0
0
ll
ft
0
2
5
0
0
5
10

Bate.
2/12/0/8/25/46/35/34—
38/-

0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
ft 1
0
0
0
O
ft
0
0
0
0
0
0
ft
0
0
0
0
0

33 31'2545'42 6
50,2545,42/6
40/1,0
]/43/3—
3/6
56 212 6
e .
35/$580,2 0
4,20/12—
50 36
612/16,-

0 0
3,3
0 0
3 0 ft
so/£292
0 0
0 0
£191
0 0 122.10'0 0
£112
0 0
0 0
£73
0 0
73 IO/0 0
65/10,0 0 l
0 0
0 ft
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
o o
0 0
■ 24,10,0 0
0 0
10 0
15 0
0 0
17 0
14 u
7 0
.......
Total,
5+ to 70.
0 0
20 10,0 0
28,o o
W,-

(11) J. Stewart & Co.

£
1,932
690
524
466
1,012
2,280
1,995
1,938
3,515

a.
0
0
5
0
10
0
0
0
O

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
ft
6
0

Bate.
3;6
6
56
5/
30/
60/
54/
50;-

3,052
2,867
162
1,001
9*5
1,112

10 0
10 0
10 0
5 0
12 0
10 0

56'
54i4
70
65 -

212
258
244
230
1,141
450
4S
42
ffi
112
70
81
'6
118
9
1,807
10,237
6,420
1,450
42
12
22
17
7
19
9
4

10
15
7
0
10
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
16
10
0
4
0
0

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1
ft
0
0

1,276
as?
100
876
382
122
112
98
78
7/1
65

5
o
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
10
10

0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£t
£i

100/
84/
80/
-6

t
6

12*-

12
40/
45/
55
1-
5
30
20,
20;6/-

10^15
20/

824

5

0

21

1

0

:4 10
12 7

0
9

C

5

24

ft

o

50'-

40 11

G

00

1

5

14

0

0

28,-

22

0

f)

30

77 *

'Wrought-iron gratings for outlet well of syphon .
i»
,,
inlet
„
,

52
44

11 10
20 11

3
4

7 lo
15 10

0
0

5048-

11
22

I
8

4
8

50
40;-

26 S' 0" syphon pipes..................................................

* 10,3,6

1,042 13

2

195,-

15* 3' 6" diameter duplicate sewer pipes

...........

10/3/6

,428 18

5

l£-5/-

80

59 S' scour pipes..........................................................

11/11 -

7J7

G

1?5'-

81

74 1&" screw bolts
...........................................
15 1" screw bolls
.............................. [ /
General aiwrffifB (78-4tf)** ................... !.!

89
ro

91
82
93
91
f5

96

S' 0" syphon pipes......................................................

3' fi" duplicate sewer pipes ...........
,
, ’
2/ diameter scour pipes ..
...............
..
Flap traps., .
.....................................................
Permanent puddle
...................
S]>eelal bhtestone concrete ...................
,, ,,
li" bluestone metal ..........................
,, .1. ,,
2',/sundetoue
.......................................
2("blucstone
„ ............................... ’
’ “’t”
Sharp sand
.............................................
,,
Sawn, hardwood.............................
. ,
Oregon timber
.........................’ .
]
.. ..
Wrought-iron holts, step-irons, &c.
.......... "
Portland cement ......................................................

21)/-

£5’
10:u11-'-

)C10
6,
40/-

K.,-

97

Artisan or mechanic.........................................

12/

IS

Quarrymau or skilled labourer

10,-

1>9

Ordinary labourer

.....................

.......................................

100

Cart, 1 horse, and driver ...........................................

101

1 additional horse ...........................

SG
33’
6

/-

Ij7e0 0 0
680
575
4BS
460
380
37

8

6 12 ft
52
18 0| * 52,
' feu ,
! 0 Ufll
8£Hi 0 0 1
7,6
764f> 0 U
24fi ft 0 |
fi50 0 0
395 0 0 1
C .15 0 0 '
6012 15 0
15-

2,819 U 0
+ 4 7
4,2+3 14 0
— 19 P4 3i622 11 U f
— J 3 1
5 16 ft 1
15ft',
per fen............1 Total,
73 to
IIS 10 0
8’227 3 0
7/6
74 16 U
415 0 0
15 3 0 0
330 0 0 i
0011 5 0 |
U>6

0
0
15
0
30
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ft
0
0
0
6
6
0
ft
ft
0
2
s

5,3o
5‘26
2’6
70 15;-

1

0
11
3
12
12
70
IS

15 0
5 0
15 0 i
10 0
10 0
0 0
15 0

P6 0

0 0
0 0
0
10
15
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
5
0

10''-

0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0

80 0
70 0
62 0
60 0 0

54 0 0

538 5 9
15 8 0
30 15 9
13 1 0
+ 6
49 17 0
?

if

(r9f 30 -

0
6
0
0
0
0

| 9;10/-

4,134 18 fl

£11

702 7 0

—

56'
7

9

158 S 0
243 7 6
49 4 ft
7 10 0
1 10 0
so o o
9 7 6
3
9
7
7
8
56
13

0 0
7 6
10 0
10 0
6 8
ft 0
15 0

V, js;g

pci fen.

15 - ‘
10
10,
20/
6
70/
14 12 32tj{-

30/
13,

15;-

12

13/-

10/-

JO

6 3 6
1 7 0

1 56
11,150

•
12/-

0

0 0

27 0
4- 8
10 33
18 14
+ J O
2,746 8

1
i

.....................

4'12 0
10’1/6
1.8
56'15, -

0

84 0 0
128
70
84
228
31+
54
2,100
10,237
4,413
580
52
18
38
7
12
32
11
5

297 0 0
824 10 0
123 U 0
10 0 0

3 0 0
35 0 0
10 10 C
— IS

8 5
12 0
7 10
30 9
:i5 0
40 0
20 0
— /a
0 12
— JO
0 10
— tf
0 8
•—IS
0 13
— 6
0 G
Ifi* 0
HIS 10

0
0
0
0

24 8 0

— S

7$*

0
0
0
0
0

2£0
100

£15
25/
60,

20

93
61
85
80
8/
88

0
0
0
10
5

595
125
75
540

1 Total.

"

50

82*

5,180
4,995
520
1,557
1,446

0 0
0 0
0 0

£16

25,6

70

<1.

+ v io

-,7
-/l
£3
£1S0
£140
£‘100
£80
£70
£62
£60
£5i

006

76

b.

0 0
10 0

-

3/
4
5
6fi-

..........

3 angle-iron bearers with Landing plates

£

3,381
349
320
291
1,215
3,420
3,078
2,850
5,550

0

9 15 0
9 0

0

4 10 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0

10 5 (t

12'^
)
'
|

15,J
20,'-

|

20,-

14

6,£ 59,676 14 0
l
IS l

8,-

1

03,095 11 11

£‘63,173 10 11
£6kj7l

H

O'

128
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No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1803.
I have the honor, by the direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 13th day of December instant, is accepted for the construction, erection, and completion
of Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage, from Premier-street to Sebastopool-strect
and branches (Contract Ko. 69), at the rates set forth in your schedule of prices, on the conditions
following, namely:—
_
In lieu of paying any sums that may become due to you under the contract in cash, the same shall
be applied in the purchase, in your names, of Punded Stock, under the Funded Stock Act of 1892, and
the issue to you of Funded Stock to an equal amount from time to time due to you under the contract
shall be accepted by you in full satisfaction of the money due under the contract; and for the carrying out
of such arrangement\ou undertake to sign any applications, vouchers, books, or other documents that may
be necessary. As the Funded Stock is issued iu amounts of £10, or of some multiple of £10, any odd
sum remaining above the sum issued shall bo carried to your credit and be included in the next payment.
Jf it shall be represented to tho Minister for Public Works at any time during the progress of this
contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who have not been domiciled in this
Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to his satisfaction,
the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such direction
being conveyed in writing to you under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works you shall
discharge such men forthwith, and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction the
Minister shall have power to declare this contract to be cancelled, as if this stipulation had been expressly
set out in the cancellation clause of the genera! conditions relating to this contract,
_
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the plans, specification, schedule to specifi
cation, and general conditions, and to he started immediately, and completed within eighteen months from
this date.
The Secretary for Public Works is willing, in response to your verbal request, to accept two
approved bondsmen in the sum of £l',520, as security for the due performance by you of the contract.
I have to refer you to the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage
for further information, and to request that you will call upon tho officer-in-eharge of bonds and contracts
at this office, for the purpose of executing the necessary agreement, &c., for the due observance of your
contract,
I must also request you to be good enough to acknowledge the receipt of this letter of acceptance,
and to intimate to me your assent to the terms hereof.
I am, &c.,
J. HAULING,
Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Bond executed by Messrs. Carter, Guminow, & Co., with. Annexurcs.
Minute-paper.
Suljcet.—-Confract No. 69, Sydney Sewerage Works.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contract Branch, Sydney, 7 February, ISOE
The bond and agreement herein duly prepared have been executed by the contractors, Messrs. Carter,
Gummow, & Co., and their sureties, and stamped, and may now be forwarded to the Commissioner and
Engineer-in-Chief for lioads and Bridges. The tender and all other papers herein are sent herewith.
'
HAP,OLD F. NORBIE,
The Under Secretary.
--------Oflicer-m-charge.
-

Roads.—D.C.M'L. (for U.S.) B.C., 8/2/94.
Authority to return deposit, 8/2/94.
Agree
ment handed to Accountant, Roads Branch. Mr. Davis to note.—F.C.P., 8/2/94.
Seen.—J.D., 9/2/91.
Kkow all men by these presents,—That we, John Carter, David Graham Snodgrass, George Maddison,
Peter Ewing, and Frank Moorhouse Gummow, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
contractors, carrying on business together under the name, style, or firm of “ Carter, Gummow, & Co.”
(and hereafter referred to as “the said contractors”), Charles James Ilenty and Robert Lfe Neve
Scrutton, both of Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid, merchants (and hereinafter referred to as “ tho
said sureties”), are jointly and severally held and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty
Queen Victoria in tlie penal sum of £4,520 sterling, to be paid in Sydney to Her said Majesty, her
.
heirs or successors, for which payment well and truly to be made we bind ourselves and each of us,
Our and each and every of our heirs, executors, and administrators, jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents.
Sealed with our seals, dated the 22nd day of January, in the year of our Lord 1894.
Whereas by agreement bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between the said contractors
of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted to perform the
various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of Eastern
Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Drainage, from near the south building line of Premier-street to a
point 4 chains north of the north building line of Emily-street, being called or known as Contract No. 69,
Svdney Sewerage Works, according to the specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
tender, and schedule of quantities and prices, copy letter of acceptance of tender and letter of assent
thereto, thereunto annexed, and marked “A,” “B,” “ C,” “ D,” “ E,” “ F,” and “ G,” respectively, and
certain drawings relating thereto, now in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and marked
“No. 1” to “No. 27,both inclusive. ■
And whereas tho said sureties have severally offered to become and be bound to Her said Majesty,
her heirs and successors, for the duo performance and fulfilment of the said contract in accordance with
the said several annexures and drawings. Now the condition of the above-written bond and obligation is
such
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sucli that if tho said contractors do and shall well and truly perform and fulfil the said contract as in the
?STeement l3 recited, and every the terms, conditions, and stipulations thereof, within the time in
that behalf provided. Then this obligation will be void and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full
force and virtue.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John 7
JOHN CAETEE.
Carter, in the presence of,—
j
Haeolb F. Noebie, J.P.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said David 7
1). G. SNODGEASS
Graham Snodgrass, in the presence of,— j
f
V. C. LuilSDAINE.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said George 7
GEOEGE MADDISON.
Maddison, in the presence of,—
_J
_
Y. C. Lumshaine.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Peter 7
PETEE EWING.
Ewing, in the presence of,—
j
_
V. C. LuirsDAnrE.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Frank 7
FEANK MOOEHOUSE GUMMOW
Moorhouse Gummow, in the presence of,— j
(By his Attorney, Jo un Carter) .
.
Haeold F. Nobrie,
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Charles 7
CHAS. J. HENTY.
James Henty, in the presence of,—
J
HaBOJUj F. iS'OJdilE.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Eobert 7
E, L. SCEUTTON.
.
Le bi'evo Scrutton, in the presence of,— j
■
■
Harold F. Noerie.
Dear Sir
The Treasury, Pay Branch, 17 May, 1894.
a j
ci ’* ou “ Jou hindly lend me Carter, Gummow, & Co.’s bond and contract for Contract No. 69,
Sydney Sewerage? I will return it as soon as possible.
Yours, &c.,
S. E. COEKHILL,
Owen Carroll, Esq.
______
Paymaster.
Eeceived bond, Contract G9, Sydney Sewerage Works.—J. CousELriT (for Paymaster), Treasury,
17/8/94.
Lent to Mr. Peake, to be exhibited in Court,—E.H., 17/9/94.
Minute-paper.
Subject .—Advance on Cement Contract, No. 69, Sydney Sewerage.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contract Branch, Sydney, 29 March, 1894.
JiiE memorandum, herein duly prepared, has been executed by the contractors, Messrs. Carter, Guminow,
*
stamped, and might now be forwarded to the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads
and Bridges and Sewerage.
The other papers herein are with Sewerage.
rr, tt J Q
c
HAEOLD F. NOEEIE,
Tlie Under Secretary.
--------Officer-in-charge.
Eoads. D.C.M'L. (for U.S.), B.C., 29/3/94. Mr. Davis.
Seen.—J.D., 30/3/94.
"A.”
Memorandum.

consideration of the Minister for Public Works, in and for the Colony of New South Wales, advancing
t0-j
•sum^
and of any future advances to be made to us, we hereby agree to repay to the
said Minister for Public Works the said sum of £1,000, aud future advances, together with interest at the
rate oi £6 per centum per annum on such sums respectively from the date of advance, on demand, and we
hereby charge all moneys due or payable, or becoming due or payable to us under a certain contract for
tlie construction or the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Drainage, Contract No. 69, Sydney
Sewerage Morks, in the said Colony, entered into by us with the Government of the said Colony; also
all cement, building materials, and every other thing already used, or to be used iu connection with our
said contract, with the repayment of the said sum of £1,000, and any future advances and interest at the
rate aforesaid; and we hereby undertake to give, whenever called upon to do so, a valid bill of sale to the
said Minister tor Public Works over the said cement, building materials, and every other thing used in
connection with our said contract now stored in our premises at Ulawarra Eoad, Marrickville, in the said
Colony, or elsewhere^ such bill of sale to. contain a power of sale, and such other powers, provisos, and
agreements as the said Minister for Public Works may be advised. Also further undertake to give imme
diate possession of same to the said Minister, or any person appointed by him for that purpose, whenever
called upon to do so.
11
As witness our hands, at Sydney, this 27th day of March, a.d. 1894.
Witnesses to the signatures of John Carter, Frank
JOHN CAETEB,
Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham
F. M. GUMMOW
Snodgrass,—
(By his attorney, J. Carter).
Harold F. Norris', J.P,
D. G. SNODGEASS.
. Joshua J. Farr, J.P.
Witness to the signatures of Peter Ewing and
GEOEGE MADDISON.
George Maddison,—
PETEE EWING.
In

J. T. Wariow Davies.

This is memorandum marked “ A,” referred to in the annexed declaration of John Carter, made
before me this 29th day of March, a.d. 1894.
HAEOLD E. NOEEIE, J.P.
Statutory
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Statutoey Declaeatiok.

T, John Cahter, of WilHam-street, is orth Sydney, in tlie Colony of New South Wales, contractor, do
hereby solemnly declare and affirm that—
.
1. I am the duly constituted attorney of Frank Moorhouse Gummow, at present residing in South
Australia, under and by virtue of a deed-poll or power of attorney, under the hand and seal of
the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow, dated the 2nd day of January, 1894.
2. At the time of the execution by me as such attorney as aforesaid of the annexed memorandum,
marked “ A,” I had not, nor have I since received notice of the revocation, by death or other
wise, of the abovementioned deed-poll or power of attorney.
_
_
\
And I make this solemn declaration as to the matters aforesaid, according to the law iu this behalf
made, and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any
such declaration.
Taken and declared at Sydney, this 29th day l
JOHN CARTER,
of March, 1894, before me,—
j
Harold F. Xorrie, J.P.
No. 52G.

2 January, 1894.

Registered a letter for Carter, Gummow, and Co., Eox 10, North Sydney, from Under becretary,

Works.

J-' ‘
Telegram from Mr. J. Carter, North Sydney, to Mr. H. F. Norrio, Ronds and Contracts,

Will call early Tuesday morning.

Department of Public Works Office.
.

CARTER.

Power of Attorney, Frank Moorhouse Gummow to John Carter.

gjr>

Rox No. 10, North Sydney, 29 January, 1894.
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the- above from your office, under separate

cover, » registered letter.

We ere, sir,

q^MMOW,

4 CO.

Mr. Norric, Bonds and Contracts, Public Works, Sydney.
Agreement made this 22nd day of January, in the year of our Lord 1894, between John Carter,

Graham Snodgrass, George Maddison, Peter Ewing, and Frank Moorhouse Gummow, of North
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractors, carrying on' business together under^thc
name, style, or firm of “ Carter, Gummow, & Co.” (and hereinafter styled or referred to as the
contractors
of the one part, and Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria of the other part.
Whereas the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony (hereinafter called “ the said Minister ’’)
recently called for tenders, by notice published in the Government Gazette (of which notice a copy is
hereunto annexed), for construction of Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Draiinige Works,
from near the south building line of Premier-street to a point 4 chains north of the north building line ot
Emily-street, being called or known as Contract No. G9, Sydney Sewerage Works, as shown in the
drawings relating thereto in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief tor Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage, and
marked “ No. 1 ” to “ No. 27,” both inclusive, and according to the specification, schedule to speeificahon,
and general conditions, which are hereunto annexed, and marked respectively “A,” “B,” and “C.” And
whereas the contractors made the tender hereunto annexed, marked “D,” to provide the material and
perform tlie various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, aud comple
tion of the said sewer agreeably to the said drawings, specification, schedule to specification, and general
conditions for or at the rates entered in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed to the said tender,
and also hereunto annexed, marked “E.” And whereas the said tender was accepted by the said Minister,
and such acceptance (a copy of which is annexed hereto, and marked “ F”) was duly notified to the
contractors on the 27th day of December last past, and tlie contractors, as per their letter annexed hereto,
marked “G,” have assented thereto. And whereas the contractors have, with the consent of the said
Minister, entered into a bond to Her said Majesty, with two approved sureties conditioned to secure the
due performance of this contract, and all other matters herein contaiued, and which on the part of the
contractors are to he done and performed in lieu of providing the cash security mentioned m clause 29 ot
the said general conditions: Now this agreement witnesseth that, in consideration of the premises, the
contractors do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with and to
Her said Majesty the Queen, her heirs, and successors: That they, the contractors, shall and will pertorm
the various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion ot the
said works in accordance iu all things with tlie said specification, schedule to specification, genera
conditions, and drawings, and at and after the rates or prices in the said schedule of quantities and prices.
That all sums becoming due to the contractors under this contract shall be applied by the said Minister
in the purchase, in the names of the said contractors, of Funded Stock under the Funded StocA Act ot
1892. That the issue of Funded Stock to an amount equal to the amount from time to time due to them,
the said contractors, will be accepted by them, the said contractors, in full satisfaction of tho money due
under this contract, and for the carrying out of such arrangement the contractors undertake to sign
any applications, vouchers, books, or other documents that may be necessary. And it is hereby agreed
and declared between and by the said parties hereto that the said specification, schedule to specification,
general conditions, tender, schedule of quantities and prices, copy letter of acceptance of tender, and
letter of absent thereto, marked as aforesaid, all being hereunto annexed as aforesaid, shall be read as
incorporated in, and forming part and parcel of, these presents m like manner as if the same had been
herein "written Lind set forth at length, and that the said specification, schedule to specification, general
conditions, tender, schedule of quantities and prices, copy letter of acceptance, letter of assent thereto,
and the said drawings, and these presents shall together be taken to he the contract between the said

parties
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parties m respect of the said works, amplified in manner following—that is to say, that the. said general
conditions shall at all times ho read and construed as if the stipulation contained in the said letter of
acceptance of tender as to the discharge of men (not domiciled in-this Colony for six months previously
to their employment on the said works) employed on tho said works when called upon to do so, and the
penalty for non-compliance therewith had been expressly set out in the said general conditions.
In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals, the
day and year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John
JOHN CAETEE.
Carter, in the presence of,—
Harold 3?. Noreik, J.P.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
David Graham Snodgrass, in the pre- >
1Y. J. SNODGEASS.
sence of,—
)
_
V. C. Lumsdaine.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
GEOEGE MADDISON,
Gieorge Maddison, in the presence of,— )
Y. C. IiUMSDAIA'E.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
PETER EWING.
Peter Ewing, in the presence of,—
)
Y. C. Lumsdatke.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
Frank Moorhouse G-ummow, in the pre- >
FEANK MOOEHOUSE GUMMOW
sence of,—
)
(By his Attorney, Jons Cahter).
Haeold F. Norris.
This is the agreement referred to in our bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated the 22nd dav of
January, a.d. 1894.
CHAS. J. HENTY.
,
E. L. SCEUTTON.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
Statutory Declaration.
I, John Carter, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractor, do hereby solemnly

declare and affirm that—
1. I am the duly constituted attorney of Frank Moorhouse Gummow, at present residing at
Adelaide, in the Province of South Australia, under and by virtue of a deed-poll or power of
attorney, under tbo hand and seal of the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow, dated the 2nd day of
January, 1894.
2. From letters and telegrams recently received from the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow, I have
every reason to believe, and I verily do believe, that the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow is still
alive.
3. All the time of the execution by me as such attorney as aforesaid of a bond to, and agreement
with, Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, and bearing date the 22nd day of January,
1894, in connection with Contract No. 69, Sydney Sewerage Works, I had not, nor have I
since, received notice of the revocation, by death or otherwise, of the above-mentioned deed-poll
or power of attorney.
And I make this solemn declaration as to the matters aforesaid according to the law in this behalf,
and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such
declaration.
Taken and declared at Sydney this 23rd )
JOHN CAETEE.
day of January, 1894, before,—
)
Harold E. Norrie, J.P.

all men by these presents,—That I, Frank Moorhouse Gummow, of Adelaide, in the Province of
South Australia, contractor, do hereby constitute and appoint John Carter, of Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales, contractor, my true and lawful attorney within the said Colony of New South
Wales, for the purposes hereinafter expressed—that is to say, to ask, demand, sue for, recover, and
receive all sums of money, goods, effects, and things now owing or payable or belonging to me, or
which shall at any time or times hereafter be owing or belong to me, by virtue of any security, or
upon any balance of accounts, or otherwise howsoever, and on payment, transfer, or delivery thereof
respectively, to give, sign, and execute receipts, releases, and other discharges for the same, respec
tively, and on non-payment, non-transfer, or non-delivery thereof, or any part thereof, respectively,
to commence, carry on, and prosecute any action or other proceeding whatsoever for recovering
and compelling the payment, transfer, and delivery thereof respectively. And also to state, settle,
adjust, compound, submit to arbitration, and compromise all actions, suits, accounts, reckonings,
claims, and demands whatsoever, which now or hereafter shall or may be depending between me and
any person or persons whomsoever, in such manner in all respects as my said attorney shall think
fit. And also to sell and convert into money any goods, effects, or things which now belong, or at
any time hereafter may belong, to me. And to sign, seal, deliver, and execute in my name and on
my behalf all necessary assignments and transfers to the purchasers, assignees, grantees, or transferees
thereof. And I authorise and direct my said attorney to pay all moneys which shall come to his
hands by virtue of any of the powers herein contained, or so much thereof as shall remain
after paying thereat the costs, charges, and expenses incurred by him iu the exercise of any of the
powers and authorities herein contained, into my account at
, or otherwise to pay
and apply the same as I shall from time to time, by letter or otherwise, direct. And I also authorise
my said attorney to appear for me in any Court of Justice to any action or other proceeding which
258—K
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may be instituted against me, or whereunto I shall be a party, and to defend the same, or aimer judgment
to be had or given against me in any such action or other proceeding by default or otherwise, as my
said attorney he advised or think proper. And also to enter into, make, sign, seal, execute, deliver,
acknowledge, and perform any contract, agreement, deed, writing, or thing with the Government of
lSTew South Wales, or with any Minister of the Crown, or other person on behalf of said Government,
or with any other person or persons, corporation or corporations whatsoever, for the construction or
management of sewage works, or the discharge of sewage, or for any other purpose whatsoever
(the generality of this power not being in any respect limited by specifying any particular purpose)
that my said attorney may think proper, or "that may he necessary or proper to he entered into,
made, signed, sealed, executed, delivered, acknowledged, or performed, for effectuating the purposes
aforesaid, or any of them. And also to make, sign, seal, execute and deliver, acknowledge, and
perform an assignment or transfer of any such contract, agreement, deed, writing, or thing that my
said attorney may think necessary or proper, and for all or any of the purposes of these presents, to
use the name of me, the said Prank Moorhouse Gummow. And generally to do, execute, and perform
any other act, deed, matter, or thing whatsoever, which ought to he done, executed, or performed, or
which, in the opinion of my said attorney, ought to be done, executed, or performed, in or about my
concerns, engagements, and business of any nature and kind whatsoever, as fully and effectually to
all intents and purposes as X myself could do, if I were present and did the same in my proper person,
it being my intent and desire that all matters and things respecting the same shall be under the full
management and direction of my Said attorney. And all and whatsoever my said attorney shall do
or cause to be done in the premises, I hereby covenant with the said John Carter to ratify and
confirm.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 2nd day of January, 1894.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Prank")
P. M. GUMMOW.
Moorhouse Gummow, in the presence of,— j
P. M'M. GnYKa, Solicitor, Adelaide.
E. E. ColtOJT, Public Notary, Adelaide.

To all to whom these presents shall come,—I, Edwin Blackler Colton, of Adelaide, in the Province of
South Australia, notary public, duly authorised, admitted, aud sworn, residing and practising in the
city of Adelaide aforesaid, do hereby certify that I was present at Adelaide aforesaid, ou the 2nd day of
January, 1894, with Patrick M’Mahon Glynn, of Adelaide aforesaid, solicitor, and did see Prank
Moorhouse Gummow, of Adelaide aforesaid, contractor, duly sign, seal, and execute the within
written paper, writing, or power of attorney, and that the signature, “ P. M. Gummow,” thereto
affixed, is of the proper handwriting of the said Prank Moorhouse Gummow, and that the signatures,
“P. M'M, Glynn” and “E. B. Colton,” thereto subscribed as witnesses, arc of the proper hand
writing of the said Patrick M'Mahon Glynn and of me, the said Edwin Blackler Colton.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my seal of office to serve and
avail as occasion may require.
Dated at Adelaide aforesaid, the 2nd day of January, 1894.
E. B. COLTON.
Wo, the undersigned, hereby certify that wo have this day examined the writing contained on this
and the two preceding pages with the original power of attorney and notarial certificate, and find the
same to contain and he a true copy thereof.
Dated at Sydney this 23rd day of January, a.d. 1894.
V. C. LUMSDAINE.
E. G. ABEAMS.

“D.”
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch.
Tebdee Poem.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage,
from Premier-street to Sebastopol-street and Branches (Contract No. 09), agreeably to the plans,
specification, schedule to specification, and general conditions, which have been inspected by us for or
at the rates entered iu the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete tho same
within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this Tender ; and we do hereby agree that any
additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and
after the rates or prices mentioned in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, or if not in
schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen
days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, execute and deliver to tho
Minister for Public 'Works, a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions ; and we enclose herewith onr cheque for the sum of £400 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall he absolutely forfeited if wo at any time within thirty days after tlie said Tender
is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this Tender being accepted, we fail to complete the abovementioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this Tender is made subject to the
conditions contained in the Tender Board Eegulations, printed on the hack hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of December, 1893.
CAETEE, GUMMOW, & CO.,
Witness,—Jno. E. Em>, North Sydney.
Box No. 10, North Sydney.
This

This is the Tender marked “D,” referred to in our annexed Bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated
the 22nd day of January, A..n, 1$94*,
'
CHAS. J. HENTY.
Witness,—Haeold E. Norrie.
E.
SCRUTTON.
/

This is the Tender marked " D,” referred to in. our annexed Agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CARTER.
ERANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW.
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
W. J. SNODGRASS.
GEORGE MADDISON.
Witnesses,— Y. C. Lumsdaikk
Haeold E. Noreie.
PETER EWING.

Tender Board Regulations.

No Tender shall^ be received after eleven a-.m. on the day named for the receipt of such Tender
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of tlie Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall ho the duty of the President, Yice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may he, as soon as the Tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce tho number of Tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest Tenderer ;
but no Tender shall be accepted until tho head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the Tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of tbe Tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the Tenderer, and the amount of each Tender.
All envelopes containing Tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of tho work for which the Tender is submitted.
Every Tender must, os a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to tho following scale, vis.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
Eor amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000,,.

... £o 0 0
... £10 0 0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of Tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful Tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful Tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the Contract. When the Contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with Tender shall
not be returnable until tbe service is satisfactorily completed.
Any Tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any Tenderer failing to take up his Tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the Contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his Tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such Tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case he paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
_ _ Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall bo excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at tho pleasure of the President.
_ In tiie event of any Contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate quantities
as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown,
_ _
In submitting a Tender, tbe full Christian tame of the Tenderer must be given, or when tlie offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must ho stated in the Tender. Tlie omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the Tenders are being opened
and declared.
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“E.”
Conteact No. 09.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Puces hereinbefore referred to.
No,
of
Item,

i
2
3
4

5
6
1
8

0
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

10

20
£1
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Description of Work.

Unit.

Eicnvation in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in
liard rock, for sewers, branches, pipes, sub-ducts, &c., as specifier
in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclay, shale, soft rock
where in the opinion of tho Engineer blasting is unnecessary ..... cubic yarc
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where gadding and guttering onlj
is permitted.................................. ....................................................*
Excavation in bard shale or rock, where charges of powder not 1
exceeding 2 in. in length by 1J in. in diameter, und sucli depths
of bore-holes as shall he directed onlv arc permitted.....................
Excavation in hard shale or rock, where charges of powder not
exceeding 4 in. in length by 1^ in. in diameter, aud sucli depths
of bore-holes as shall bo directed only are permitted .....................
Excavation in tunnels in “more or less hard materials.” for sewers,
pipe-sewers, snb'ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Less hard excavation in clfl}, loose, ami jointy shale, <S:c., where in
tho opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary.....................
Excavation in hard standstonc or shale, where gadding and guttering
only is permitted.........................................T.......................................
Excavation in hard sandslonc, shale, iionstonc, ic., where charges ol
powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by J J in. in diameter, and
such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed onlv are permitted,.
Excavation in hard sandstone, shale, ironstone, &e., where charges ol
powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diameter, mid
such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted .
Excavation in tunnels in “ solid rock,J for sewers, pipe-sewers, sub
ducts, &c., as specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation m liard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per*
nutted ...... ................................................................ .
Excavation in bard rock, where charges of pon dor not exceeding 2 in.
in length by If in. in diameter, and sucli depths of bore-holes as
shall be directed only arc permitted..................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in length by Is in. in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as
shall ho directed only are permitted..................................................
Excavation in “ solid rock,” in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as
specified in clause 3, as viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, sbalc, and soft rock
only, where in the opinion of the Engineer blasting is unnecessary
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 2 in
in length by If in. iu diameter, and such depths of boro-holes as
shall he directed only are permitted..................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder not exceeding 4 in.
in lenglh by l-g in. in diameter, and such depths of borc-holea as
shall be directed only arc permitted......................
...
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding and guttering only is per
mitted .....................................................................
.
Excavation in “ more or less hard ground,” in shafts, shaft chambers,
and sumps, as specified in clause 3, as viz. :—
Less hard excavation in road surfaces, soil, clay, pipeclay, loose and
jointy shale, and soft rock, where in the opinion of the Engineer
blasting is unnecessary .....................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, where guttering aud gadding
onlv is permitted.....................................................................
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charges
of powder not exceeding 2 in. in length by If in. in diameter,
and sucli depth of bore-holes ns shall be directed only are per
mitted .................................................................
..
Excavation in hard sandstone or shale, ironstone, Ac., where charges
of powder not exceeding 4 in. in length by If in. in diaineter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are per
mitted .........................................................................
Eilling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of
sewers, shafts, chambers, pipes, embankments, and tunnels, as
specified in clause 5.................................................
Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in
clause 9, including all iron used iu fixing same ............................. cubic foot
Removing existing culverU crossing tbe Ulawarra Road, as specified
in clause 12, including masonry, pitching, and timber decking ... cubic yard
Sub-duet in hard rock, with tile eoverp, as specified in
lineal yard
Sub-duct, as specified in clause 8, in “ more or less hard material,”
including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes :—
Of 6 in. infernal diameter ........ ............................................
Of 0 in. internal diameter ....................................................................
Sub-duct in ^ater-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 6.
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
6 in. internal diameter..............
,...
9 in. internal diameter.....................................
Hand-packed stone filling, 4-in. gauge, us specified in clauses S and 10 cubic yard
Bluestono metal, 2i-in. gauge, on road surfaces, as specified in clause 10
Blinding 2 in. thick over metalled surfaces, as specified m clause 10...
Sandstone concrete, in any situation, ns specified iu elntipfi 13 .........
Blueslone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 13 ..
Brickwork in cement, in any situation, as specified in clause 15 ......
Cement facing, in any situation, as specified in clause 14
... .
square vard
Fyrmont sandstone, ashlar, in any situation, ns specified in clause 16 cubic foot

Probable Quantity

Rate
per
| Unit.

'
Amount.

£

s. d.

19,320

-/!>

724 10 0

1,165

-/o

43 13 9

1,165

-/9

43 13 9

1,165

43 13 9

810

27/6

1,113 10 0

1,140

27/6

1,567 10 0

1,140

27/6

1.567 10 0

1,140

27/6

1.567 10 0

1,850

27/6

2,543 15 0

1,800

27/6

2,5-13 15 0

1,350

27/6

2,543 16 0

130

M-

26 0 0

445

4/-

89 0 O

445

4/-

89 0 0

445

4/-

89 0 0

170

40/-

340 0 0

115

5/-

28 15 0

115

5/-

28 15 0

113

5/

23 15

15,220

-/6

380 10 0

0,000

•/l

37 10 0

244
280

2/6
-/l

30 10 0
13 4

640
640

-A
■/i

2 13 4
2 13 4

280
280
7G0
190
90
1,050
4,550
1,605
11,600
210

-/i
-/i
i/10/2/6
40/43/55/
5/-

*

13
1 3
38 0
95 0
11 5
2,100 0
9,782 10
4,4.13 16
2,900 0
62 10

0

4
4
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0

77
No.

of

Hate

Description of IVork.

Unitu

Probable Quantity.

Item.

30
37
38

39
40
41
42

43

44
45

Amount,

12

£50

£ a. d.
600 0 O

38

20/-

38 0 0

7

80/-

28 0 0

40
64
15
5

2/3/
6/10/-

20,420
30,000

-/3
■/l

255 E 0
125 O 0

ton

25

40/-

50 0 0

each

3

£230

690 0 0

Jl

2

£140

280 0 O

Ji

1

£45

45 0 O

}>

1

£75

75 0 0

it

1

£70

70 0 0

)t

1

£45

45 0 0

it

1

£40

40 0 0

it

1

£40

40 0 O

£16 *

34 4 7

2 0 0 18

£16

32 2

1 16 JJ 13

£16

29 9 10

2 5

3 23

£16

36 15

0 11 3 20

£16

4 12 2 2

£16

74 0

5 16 O 6

£16

92 16 10

4 9 2

2

£16

71 12 3

2 3 25

£16

34 7 6

1 7 3 20

£16

22

1

6 2 24

£16

20 11

1

0 2 14

£16

16 10 O

0 19 0 4

£16

15

Squared Milestone pitchers, in nny situation, as specified in ckuso 17 square yard
Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation, 6 in. deep, as specified
in clause 18.........................................................................................
>9
Supply and iii ordnance fencing complete, with ironwork, painting.
rod
and tarring, as specified in clause 11 ..............................................
Proriding, laying, and jointing glased stoneware, plain, junction, and
bend pipes, m trenches, shafts, kc., as specified in clause 19,
including providing and fixing discs, complete, as viz. :—
9-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sowers and shafts..................................... lineal yard
12-in. diameter pipes in pipc-sewers .....................................................
16-in. diameter pipes in pipo-sewcrs ..................... ................................
18-in. diameter pipes in pipe-sewers .....................................................
Jr
SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from all excavations, as specified in
clauses 51, 54, aud 86 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading, ns viz.:—
For the first half-mile of lead.................................................................. cubic yard
For every further quarter of a mile of load ..........................................
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
Receiving and fixing ironwork, supplied by the Government, aj
specified in clauses 272 to 275 of the schedule to specification ...

per
Unit,

4
9
4
2

0
12
10
10

0
0
0
0

IRONWORK.
and tarring, complete, ns specified in clauses 21 to 26 inclusive
as viz,:—
Penstocks.

46
47
4S

Cast-iron frame and penstock, 6-ft. diameter opening, with lifting
gear, wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete, as shown on
drawings Nos. 20 and 3.............................................................
Cast-iron iravne and penstock, of 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with
lifting gear, street-box, cover-plate, wrought-iron and gun-metnl
work, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 19 and 14...................
Cast-iron frame aud penstock of 2-ft. diameter opening, with 2-ft.
diameter spigot and flanged bend, lifting gear, street-box, wroughtiron and gun-metal work, complete, ss shown on drawings Nos.
14 and 18 ............................................................................................
Gab Chucks.

49
GO

61
52
63

Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 6 ft. 10 in.
x 5 ft. 10 in., with all wrought-iron aud gun-metal work, com
plete, as shown on drawings Nos, 23 and 3.............................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of 6 ft, 8 in. x
6 ft. 8 in., with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete.
as shown on drawings Nos, 24 and 3 ............................... .
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. C in. x
4 ft. C in,, with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
as shown on drawings Nos. 25 and 3 .......................................
Cast-iron frame with Muntz metal gas-check for sewer of 5 ft. 2 in. x
4 ft. 2 in., with all wrn nght-iron and gun-metal work, complete,
ns shown on drawings Nos. 26 and 3 ...............................
Cast-iron frame with Mnntz metal gas-cheek for sewer of 5 ft. 1 in. x
4 ft. 1 in., complete with all wrought-iron and gun-metal work, as
shown on drawings Nos. 27 and 17 ..................................................
Ihregui.au Castings, An.

54
55
50
57
68
59
CO

61
62
63
64

65
66

Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft,
long iu the body, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16 ..............
Cast-iron pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 8 ft. long over nil, with
two flange ends, one flange turned and drilled for IJ-in. diameter
holt-holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 16, weighing.........
Cast-iron flange and spigot pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, 9 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for 11-in. diameter
bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 16, weighing.................
Cast-iron pipo. 3 it. 9 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long over all, with
spigot ends, as shown on drawing No. 16 .............................
Cast-iron thimMe, for 3-ft. 9-m. diameter syphon pipes, 18 in. long
over all, as shown on drawing No. 16 .......... .........................
2—cast-iron flanged pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, one flange turned and drilled for If-in, diameter bolt
holes, as shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ...................................
2—cast-iron flange and faucet pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 12
ft. long in the body, ns shown on drawings Nos. 17 and 18 ..
2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10
ft. long over all, the flango to be turned and drilled for H-in.
diameter bolt-holes, as shown on drawing No. 18 ................. .
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 10 ft, long over
all, ns shown on drawing No. 18 .....................................................
Cast-iron spigot pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, 6 ft. 6 in. long over
nil, as shown on drawing No. 18 .............. ..................................
Cast-iron spigot and faucet pipe, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, 4 ft. 10
in. long in the body, as shown on drawing No. 18..................
2—east-iron thimbles for 3-ft. G-in. diameter pipe-sewer, 18 in.
long over all, as shown on drawing No. 18 .............................
Cast-iron flange and faucet pipe. 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft. long
over all, drawings Nos. 15 aud 16..............................................

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.
2 2 3 4

2

7

3

9 10 10
3

6 10
5

4 7

•

136
78:
No.

Description of Work.

ot '

Item.
r.7

Unit.

2—cast-iron flange and spigot pipes, 2 ft. internal diameter, 10 ft.
long over all, the flange to be turned and drilled for U-in. diameter

Probable Quantity

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.
1 13 3 18

68

Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter scour-pipes, 15 in. long over

69

Cast-iron flanged bend, 12 in. internal diameter, as shown on

70

Cast-iron flange and spigot bend, 16 in. internal diameter, as shown

Rate
per
Unit.

Amount.

£
£1G

0 4 15

s. d.

27 2

9

3 8 8

0 14 1 0

£16

11 8 0

0 8 1 10

£20

8 6 9

10 2 4

£22

22 11 9

1

4 2 15

£30

36 19 O'

0

4 1 11

£50

10 17 5

0 16 2 15

£30

24 19 0

0 15

2 27

£20

15 14 11

0 4 1 20

£30

6 12 10,

0 9 1 11

30/-

14 0 5

289 4 0 0 8/15/435 6 0 1 4 8/15/63 16 3 20 8/16/-

2,630 10 0
3,808 9 10
’658 13 1

Total, including placing on cement mortar bedding, where ordered,

72

73
74
75
76
77

2—-wrought-iron rolled girders for supporting lifting gear of penstocks
at Premier-street shaft-chamber, 25 ft. long each, weighing per
foot run 46 lb., as shown on drawings Kos. 3 and 20.....................
Platform for working penstocks in Premicr-sfreet shaft-chamber, consisting of two wrought-iron rolled girders, 2& ft long each.
weight per foot run 19 lb., with cast-iron gratings und wroughtiron standard and railings, complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 2
and 22, weighing iu all .................................................................... .
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft,and
solid bar-railings across shaft at landings, complete, as shown on
drawing No. 4.....................................................................................
Wrought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete.
as shown on drawing No. 4 ..... *......................................................
3—angle-iron bearers, with cast-iron perforated landing-plates in
shaft, complete, as shown on drawing No. 4 ..................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for outlet well of syphon, with castiron hinge-plates and wrought-iron channel-girders, complete, as
shown on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 .......................... ■.......................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings, for inlet wrell of syphon, with cast-iron
hinge-plates and wrought iron channel-girders, complete, as shown
on drawings Nos. 14 and 21 ................. ................................. ..........

cwt.

if

33 12 3 12

Cast-ihov Pipes.
Cast-iron straight, spigot and faucet pipes, 12 ft. long in the body.
complete, as shown on drawings Nos. 16 and 18, as tjz. —
78
70
80
81
82

74—screw-holts,

in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
0

16—screw-bolts, 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for
2-ffc. diameter flange pipe-joints ............................................... .
Total for all straight pipes.........................

83
84
85
86

ton.

PIPE-LAYING!.
Laying and jointing (including providing lead and spun-yarn) the
3-it. y-m. diameter, the 3-t't. t>*m. diameter, and the 2-ft. diameter
cast-iron pipes, and irregular castings in open trenches and shafts,
as specified in clause 20, complete, as viz.:—
3-ft. 9-in. diameter svphon pipes and short ends, iic............................. lineal yard
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes and short ends, &c....................... ................
TRAPPED JUNCTIONS.
Flap-traps, providine, delivering, and buildinc in, including providine
and fixing discs ..................................................................................

fl

each

2 0 23

£50

5 10 3

0 0 1 26

£50

1

788 8

4

1

2 27

396
049
246

3/6
3/6
2/0

69 0 0
nan r
30 15 0

10

25/-

12 10 0

10
10
15
15
15
15
100
100

2/50/10/3/10/10/1/6
1/6

10
25 0
7 10
2 5
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10

20
25
Rato only

50/12/10/14/11/.
20/10/-

50 0 0
15 0 0

GENERAL.
87

83
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these workfl (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), as spcciiicd m clause 29, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete .......................... cubic yard
Special bhiesfcone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 2 ...
Bluestonc metal (clause 2), l£-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
Sandstone metal (clauge 2), 2-in. gauge, stacked ..............................
Bluestone metal (clause 2), 24-in. gauge, stacked .................. *.........
ij
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked .................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2)
........
cubic foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ............................................
if
Wrought-iron, in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
cwt.
straps, Ao. (clause 2) ................................................................
cask
Portland cement ..... ..................................... ........................................
day

OS
■ 99
100
101

U
Total

...................................................

............. JE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

46,207 3 11

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, who
must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy, which is not in any way guaranteed by the Government, and
they are subject to omissions, deductions, or alterations.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of tho works during the
whole time of construction, the period of maintenance, and up to the day of their being formally taken
over by tho Engineer.

The rates quoted arc shillings
per c w t , not pounds.
O artkHj G cujiqw , & Co.

ton.
71

137
79
Item No. 45 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the Contractor’s
store or field office to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at man-holes,
gas-cheek, and shaft-chamber, &e.
.
Prices for items Nos. 8b, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if tbe Contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time
required and ordered, then the Engineer shall have tbo power to supply the same from any other sources,
and the Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 97, 98, 99,100, and 101 arc to he for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.

Summary

of "Weights of Wrought and Cast Ironwork, including all Gun-metal.

(Tho number of Items underneath correspond with those of the Schedule of the Quantities and Prices.)
No. of
Item,

Description of Item.

Number ' Weight of each
required, j
item.

PENSTOCKS,
46
47
4S

Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 6-ft. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, tmchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 3-ft. 9-in. diameter opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gun-metal, complete..............................
Cast-iron frame and penstock, with 2-ft, diumotcr opening, with all lifting
gear, screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, and gnu-metal, complete..........................

Total weight.

Ts, cwt V • lb. Ts. cwt. qr. lb.
3

6

0

1 22

2

3

7

0 4

6 14

0 8

1

1

1

1 20

1

1

1 20

26 11

3 10

18 16 1 10

Total weight ..............................................................
O-AS-CHECES.
49
50
51
62
53

Caat-ii-on frame, wilh Muntz metal gas-chock, for 6-ft. 10-in. by 5-ft. 10-iu.
sewer, with all screw-bolts, auehor-bolts. gun-metal work, complete..........
Cast-iron frame, with Muntz melal gas-cheek, for 6-ft. S-iu. by 5-ft.. 8-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Onst-ironframe, with Muntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 6-in. by 4-ft. C-in.sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete .....................
Oast-iron frame, with Muntz metal gas-chock, for 5-ft. 2-in. by 4-ft. 2-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................
Oast-iron frame, withMuntz metal gas-check, for 5-ft. 1-in. by 4-ft. 1-in. sewer,
with all screw-bolts, anchor-bolts, gun-metal work, complete......................

1

1

1

1 26

1

1

0 19

2 17

0 19 2 17

1

0 14 0 26

0 14 0 26

1

0 13 0

0 13 0 3

1

0 11

3

0 2

1

1 26

0 11- 0
3 19

1

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

G1

62
63
64
Go

66

67

68
69
70

Flange and faucet pipo, 8 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter..........................
Flange pipe, 8ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. internal diameter, ono flange turned and
drilled, for li- in. diameter bolt-holes..............................................................
Flange and spigot pipe, 9 ft. long, 3ft, 9 in. internal diameter, the flange to
be turned and drilled for 14- in. diameter bolt-holes......................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 m. internal diameter ..........................................
Csst-iron tliimble for 3-ft, 9-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. long .............................
Flange-pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, one flange turned and
drilled, for IJ-in. diameter boltholes..............................................................
Flange and faucet pipe, 12 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter......................
Flango and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter, tho flange
turned and drilled for IJ-in. diameter bolt-holes ..........................................
Spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. internal diameter ..........................................
Spigot pipe, 6 ft. 6 in. long, 3ft. 6 in. internal diameter.....................................
Sjiigot and faucet pipe, 4ft. 10iu. long, 3ft. fi in. internal diaineter ..... ........
Cast-iron thimble for 3-ft. 6-in. diameter pipe, 18 in. long...............................
Flange and faucet pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diameter ..............................
Flange and spigot pipe, 10 ft. long, 2 ft. internal diamoler, the flange to be
turned and drilled for 1 J-in. diameter bolt-holes ..........................................
Cast-iron thimble for 2-ft. diameter pipo, 15 in. long ..........................................
Cast-iron flange bond, 12 in, internal diameter.....................................................
Cast-iron flange and spigot, bend, 16 in. internal diameter..................................

I

IKKEGHJLAB CASTINGS, kc.
1

2

2

3 4

2 2 3 4

1

2 0

0 18

2

1
1
1

1 16
2 5
0 11

3 13
3 23
3 20

i 16
2 5
0 11

2
2

2 6 1 1
2 18 0 3

4 12 2
5 16 0

2
1
1
I
2
i

2
2
1
1
0
0

1
25
20
24
7
4

4
2
1
1
1
0

9
2
7
5
0
19

2
1
4
2

0 36 3 23
0 4 1 0
0 3 2 7
0 4 0 19

I
0
0
0

13 3 18
4 1 5
14 1 0
8 1 10

4
2
7
5
10
19

3
3
3
2
1
0

Total weight ..............................................................
71
72

73

74
75
70

77

Wrought-iron rolled girders, ISJ in. high, top and bottom flange 5j) in. wide,
25ft. lung, to be walled in at Premier-street shaft chamber ....................
Platform for working penstocks, Premier-street shaft, two wrought-iron rolled
girders, 9 in. high, top and bottom flanges, Sin. wide, 25 ft. long, weighing
191b per lineal foot, with cast-iron gratings and wrought-iron standards
and railings complete ........................................................................................
Cast-iron standards and wrought-iron tube-railing at top of shaft, and solid
bar-railing across shaft ut landings ...............................................................
IV rought-iron ladder in shaft, with supports, in four lengths, complete..........
Angle-iron bearers with cast-iron perforated landing plates in shaft in Premierstreet, complete ................................................................................................
Wrought-iron hinged gratings on cast-iron hinge-plates and double wroughtiron channel girders, with cast-iron distance blocks for outlet well of syphon
Wrought-iron hinged grating for inlet well of syphon on cast-iron hinge-plates
and double wrought-iron, channel-iron girders with cast-iron distance
blocks ..............................................................................................
Total weight

2

IS

Total -weight ..............................................................

0 0 18

33 12
2

lit 46 lb. per ft.

3 13
3 23
3 20

2
3
3
2
2
O

2
6
2
25
20
24
14
4

3 12

1

0 2

1

4 2 15

4

0 4 1 11
0 16 2 15
3

■

0 15

2 27

0 4

1 20

0

9

1 11

4 15

2 19

138
80
No* o!
Item,

Number Weight of each
Item,
required.

Description of Item.

CAST-IRON STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND PAHGET PIPES, 12 FT. LONG.
78
79
80

3-ft. 9-in. diameter svphon pipes ..........................................................................
3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate sewer-pipes..............................................................
2-ft. diameter scour-pipes ............................. ............................ ...........................

96
154
59

Ts. cwt.
3 0
2 16
1 1

qr, Jb, Ta. cwt,
10 289 4
2 3 435 S
63 16
2 10

qr. lb.
0 0
0 14
3 20

788 C

0 6

Total weight of pipes..................................................
81

Screw-bolts 14 in, diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 8-ffc. 9*in. and

82

Scrcw-bolta 1 in. diameter, with hexagon heads and nuts, for 2-ft. diameter

74

Total weight ............................. ...............................

Total weight.

0 2 0 23

0 0 1 26
...

0 2 2 21

This is the schedule of quantities and prices marked “E,” referred to in our annexed Bond to Her
Maiesty the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
J J
CHAS. J. HEHTY.
Witness,—Haeold E. Noeeie,
-------B. L. SCEUTTOH.
This is the schedule of quantities and prices marked “E,” referred to in our annexed Agreement
with Her Majesty the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CAETEE.
FRANK MOOEHOUSE G-UMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Oaetee).
W. J. SNODGEASS.
,ir„
(V. C. Lumsdaims.
GEOEGE MADDISON.
Witnesses,— j Haiiol1) r Xonnin.
PETEE EWING.
“E.”
Letter

of

Acceptakce.

Gentlemen,
27 December, 1893.
I have the honor, hy direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your tender,
dated the 13th day of December instant, is accepted for the construction, erection, and completion of
Eastern Main Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage, from Premier-street to Sebastopool-street and
branches (Contract No. 69), at the rates set forth in your schedule of prices, on the conditions following,
namely:—
_
In lieu of paying any sums that may become due to you under the contract in cash, the same shall
be applied in the purchase, in your names, of Punded Stock under the “ Funded Stock Act of 1892,” and
the issue to you of Funded Stock to an equal amount from time to time due to you under the contract
shall be accepted by you in full satisfaction of the money due under tho contract; and for the carrying
out of such arrangement yon undertake to sign any applications, vouchers, books, or other documents that
may he necessary. As the Funded Stock is issued in amounts of £10, or of some multiple of £10, any odd
sum remaining aboye the sum issued shall be carried to your credit and be included in the next payment.
If it shall be represented to the Minister for Public Works at any time during the progress of this
contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who have not been domiciled in this
Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to his satisfaction,
the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such
direction being conveyed in writing to you under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works you
shall discharge such men forthwith, and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction, the
Minister shall have power to declare this contract to be cancelled, as if this stipulation had been expressly
set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this contract.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, and general conditions, and to be started immediately, and completed within eighteen months
from this date.
The Secretary for Public Works is willing, in response to your verbal request, to accept two
approved bondsmen in the sum of £4,520 as security for the .due performance by you of the contract.
I have to refer you to the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage
for further information, and to request that you will call upon the officc-in-eharge of bonds and contract
at this office, for the purpose of executing the necessary agreement for the due observance of your
contract.
_
I must also request you to be good enough to acknowledge tho receipt of this letter of acceptance,
and to intimate to me your assent to the terms hereof.
I am, &c.,

J. BARLING,
-------Under Secretary.
This is the copy letter of acceptance of tender marked “ F,” referred to in our annexed Bond to
Her Majesty the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d, 1894.
CHAS. J. HENTY.
Witness,—Haeold F. Nobbie.
-------E. J. SCEUTTON.
This is the copy letter of acceptance of tender marked “F,” referred to in our annexed Agreement
with Her Majesty the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CAETEE.
FEANK MOOEHOUSE GUMMOW.
(By his Attorney, J oun Carter) .
J. G. SNODGEASS.
( Haeold F. Noeeie.
GEOEGE MADDISON.
Witnesses,—
a Ll7MSDAun,,
PETER EWING.

“ Gi”'
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“ G.”
Letter

of

Assekt.

Sir,

'
Korth Syduey, 27 December, 1893,
l\7e have the honor to acknowledge' tlie receipt of your letter of date 27th December instant,
accepting our tender for Contract Ko. GO, Western Suburbs Sewerage, and to state that we assent to the
terms of such acceptance.
We have. Ac.,
CAETEE, GUMMOW, & CO.
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works.
This is the Letter of Assent marked “ G,” referred to in onr annexed Bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 22nd day of Jauuary, a.d. ISOi.
CHAS. .L HENTY.
E. L. SCEUTTON.
Witness,—Harolu P. Norrie.
This is the Letter of Assent marked “ G,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1S94.
JOHN CAETEE.
FRANK MOOEHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John' Carter).
D. G. SNODGEASS.
GEORGE MADDISON.
Haeot.d F. Norrie.
Witnesses,—
PETEE EWING.
T. C. Lumsoaine.
Department of Public Works. Sydney, 24 November, 1893.
Tenders

for

Public Works.

will be received at this office for the public works specified in the Schedule hereunder up to
11 o’clock a.m. of the various dates set fort!) in tbe second column.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to tbe President of the Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the Lender is submitted.
Tenderers maybe in attendance wlientenders are opened, and the name of the lowest tenderer will
be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise the tenders will not be
taken into consideration :—
1st.—Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
■
instance the full name or names of persons tendering, also the names in full, occupations, and
addresses of proposed bondsmen,
'
•
2nd.—At the foot of every tender there must be a memorandum, signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of the
contract in the event of the tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that event, that they
will severally execute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum mentioned in the
specification, or otherwise arranged for securing such performance.
3rd.—No tender will be considered which shall have been received after 11 o’clock a.m. on the day
upon which tenders are to be received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
4th,—Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz, :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
...
....
...
... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 ...
... 10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
tbe manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
5th.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board,be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
Gth.—In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened,
whether such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account of
such contract shall be absolutely forfeited to the Crown, and shall be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
7th.—Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tlie President there are circumstances
which make it desirable for another tender in tbe same series to be accepted, but the tenderer by
whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition,
and from any. competition for other works, at tbe pleasure of the President.
8th.—In tlie event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate quan
tities as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned to
tlie persons entitled thereto immediately after the Board shall have adjourned; and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing the bond for the fulfilment of the contract.
When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender will not be returnable until the
service is satisfactorily completed.
It is to bo understood that the Government does not bind itself to accept tlie lowest or any tender ;
and no tender will bo accepted until the head of the Branch under whose directions the work is to be carried
out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
■
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
Texdf.rs

Roads.
258—L
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Hoads.
Dates
up to which
Tenders will be
received

description of Wort or Supplies to bo
Tendered for.

*

*

*

*

*

•

Construction of the Eastern Main Branch 13 Dec., 1893
Sewer, Western Suburbs Drainage Works,
from near tlie south building lino of
Premier-street to a point 4 chains north
of the north building line of Emily-street.
»

*

*

•

Where Finn, Specification,
and Form of Tender may be Boon,

»

*

Remarks.

#

•

*

Sewerage Branch, Public Works Depart Time extended,
ment.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

This is the Copy Notice referred to in our annexed Bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated the
22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
CHAS. J. HENTY.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
It. L. SCRUTTON,
This is the Copy Notice referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her Majesty the Queen, dated
the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894,
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
D. 0. SNODGRASS.
Harold F. Norrie,
GEORGE MADDISON.
Witnesses,—
T. C. Lumsdaine.
PETER EWING.
Box No. 10, North Sydney, 8 January, 1894.
Sir,

Contract No. 69.—Western Subiiriss Sewkraoe.'

With reference to tlio acceptance of sureties in lieu of the fixed deposit security for the
above contract, we have the honor to inform you that Messrs. Charles James Henty (of Parhury, Henty
and Co., Merchants, Pitt-street), and Frederick Lassetter (of Messrs. Lassetter and Co., George-street,
City), are prepared to become such sureties, and will sign any necessary documents in connection with
the same when called upon to do so.
We are, &c.,
t
CARTER, GUMMOW, & CO.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.
■-------Are names satisfactory ? Commissioner for Roads.—D.C.M'L, (pro U.S.), B.C., 9/1/94. Yes.—
R.H,, 10/1/94.
Mr. Norrie.—D,C.M‘Ij. (pro U.S.), 10/1/94,
“ A.”
Specification.

1. Description of Contract.
This contract comprises the provision hy the contractor of ail labour, machinery, tools, plant, and
everything that may he necessary for the construction of tlie Eastern Main Branch Sewer, as described
in detail in tho specification, schedule to specification, and general conditions, and as shown on the
following drawings :—
•
No. 1—General plan showing sites of sewers, shafts, &c., and longitudinal section of this length of
the Main Eastern Branch Sower.
No. 2.—Plans and longitudinal sections of main branches at Premier-street junction and Camden
and Ren wick streets branch sewers.
No. 3.—Design of penstock, gas-check, junction chamber and shaft at Premier-street, showing
positions of gas-checks, penstocks, and storm-water discharge weir, working platforms, &c.
No. 4.—Alteration of penstock chamber and shaft at Premier-street.
Nos. 5 to 10.—Designs of ventilating shafts, junctions, cross-sections of sewers, &c.
Nos. 11 and 12.—Designs of culverts passing under duplicate pipe-sewer on the Ulawarra Road at
3 miles and 43'31 chains, and over the 3-ft. 9-in. diameter cast-iron syphon, on the same road at
3 miles 9'G7 chains.
No. 13.-—Enlarged general plans and longitudinal sections on natural scale of 3-ft. 9-m. diameter
cast-iron syphon and cast-iron 2-ft. diameter scour-pipe along the Ulawarra Road.
No. 14.—Design of inlet and outlet wells for syphon along the Ulawarra Road.
No. 15.—Top view of inlet and outlet wells of syphon ventilatmg shaft and chamber at junction of
24-in. diameter, and 3-ft. 3-in. x 2-ft. 2-in. sewers, shaft with pipe-junctions, Ac.
No, 16.—Details of cast-iron 3-ft, 9-in. diameter syphon pipe, and 24-in. diameter flushing pipe, &c. !
No. 17,—-“Enlarged plan and longitudinal section on natural scale of cast-iron, 8 ft. 6 in. diaineter
duplicate pipe-sewer ; details of inlet and outlet chambers, man-boles, &e.
No. 18.—Details of cast-iron 3-ft. 6-in. diameter duplicate pipe-sewer and design of penstock for
24 in. diameter pipe-sewer.
No. 19.—Design of penstock witii lifting gear for 3-ft. 9-in. diameter pipe-sewer.
No. 20.—Design of penstock with lifting gear for 6-ft. diameter sewer.
No. 21.—Design of wrought-iron gratings for inlet and outlet wells of syphon.
No. 22.—Design of working platform for penstock chamber, Premier-street.
No. 23.—Design of gas-cheek for 6-ft. 10-in. x 5-ft. 10-in, sewer.
No. 24.—Design of gas-checkfor 6-ft. 8-in. x 5-ft 8-in. sewer.
No. 25.—Design of gas-ehcckfor 5-ft. 6-in. x 4-ft. G-in. sewer.
No. 26.—Design of gas-checkfor 5-ft. 2-in. x 4-ft. 2-in, sewer.
No. 27.—Design of gas-checkfor 5-ft. 1-in. x 4-ft. 1-in. sewer.
2.
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2. Materials, ■
The materials are to be of tbe quality specified iu clauses 11 to 38, 212, and 213 of tho schedule
to specification.
3. Excavation.
The excavation to be executed iu accordance with clauses 45 to 54, 56 to 76, 79 to 84, 86, and
07 to 108 of tlie schedule to specification.
The excavation of the various tunnels to be commenced from not less than forty-three dift'creait
faces simultaneously within four months, unless otherwise directed, after the date the contract has been
signed.
'
'
The schedule prices for 1 cubic yard of excavation in open cutting, shafts, and tunnels respec
tively, shall include the cost of taking out and placing said excavation aside in separate temporary spoil
banks beyond tbe actual site-of work, together with the works comprised iu clauses 47 and 90 of the
schedule to specification.
,
4. Removal of Culverts.
■
Tho existing culverts, consisting of stone abutments, pitched bottoms, and hardwood decking,
crossing tbo Ulawarra Road, and specified in clause 12, to be taken up in such lengths as may be ordered
at the time, removed and stacked where directed, at tlie price per cubic yard stated in the schedule of
prices.
'
5. Eilling.
The filling is to be executed in accordance with clauses 54, 55, 75, 86 to 90, and 93 to 101 of the
schedule to specification.
The schedule price of one (1) cubic yard of filling is to apply to filling in auy situation in the
construction of these works, the removing the material from temporary spoil hanks or from other sources
outside the limits of this contract, and the depositing same in accordance with the plans and specification ;
together with the withdrawing of all timber and the works comprised under clauses 55, 89, 90, and 93 of
the schedule to specification.
'
G. Shafts.
Shafts are to be executed in accordance with clauses 2, 65, 66, 97 to 101, and 107 of the schedule
to specification.
7. Sumps.
Sumps to be sunk as specified in clauses 102 and 103 of tbe schedule to specification.
,

8. Sub-ducts.
Sub-ducts to be executed iu accordance with clauses 104 and 105 of the schedule to specification.
9. Permanent and Temporary Shoring, Timbering, and Bridges.
Permanent and temporary shoring, timbering, and bridges to be executed as specified in clauses 56,
73, 74, 75, 114,115, and 117 of tbe schedule to specification.
10. Road-making.
The embankment and road-making along line of Ulawarra Road, between Cbarles-street and
Addison Road, to be executed in accordance with clauses 137 to 143 of the schedule to specification.
11. Ordnance Fencing.
Sawn hardwood ordnance fencing to be executed as specified in clauses 25 and 26 of the specifica
tion, and clause 134 of the schedule to specification. The sawn hardwood handrails at ends of culverts
required in this contract to be of the same description, but two-rail only.
12. Setvers, Storm-water Channels, fyc.
The sewers and other works are to be executed in conformity with clauses 70, 81, 82,146 to 155
of the schedule to specification.
Three junction chambers, five gas-check chambers, inlet and outlet wells, with penstock chambers
and manholes at ends of syphon, overflow outlet, culvert crossing over syphon, junction chamber at both
ends of duplicate pipe-sewer, with man-holes and pipe-junction chambers, and culvert crossing under pipesewers, thirteen ventilating and pipe-junction shafts, twelve ventilating shafts, and four pipe-ventilating
shafts, spaced as shown on longitudinal sections and general plan, to be constructed as shown on
drawings.
’
'
The existing creek which crosses the Ulawarra Road at 3 miles 9 07 chains by a culvert built with
stone abutments, 12 ft. 6 in. apart, pitched bottom and hardwood decking, 49 ft. 6 in. in length, to he
taken up and removed, when ordered, to permit of the cast-iron 3 ft. 9 in. diameter syphon pipe, and the
cast-iron 2 feet diameter scour-pipe to he laid in open trench underneath, and for the purpose of rebuilding
and constructing said length of culvert over the syphon and scour-pipes in concrete. 12 ft. 6 in. wide,
between abutments, and 4 feet in height between invert and closing arch, with foundation walls on each
side of pipe trench and closing arch over same, wing-walls, railings, road-making, &c., with such gradient
arches, shapes, forms, dimensions, as shown on drawings.
The existing culvert across tho Ulawarra Road at 3 miles 43'34 chains, built with stone abutments
and hardwood timber decking, 6 feet wide and 4 ft. 6 in. high, and about 61 ft. 5 in. in length, to be taken
up and removed, when ordered, for the purpose of rebuilding and constructing instead a concrete culvert,
in the shape of an inverted syphon, with cross-sections varying from 7 ft. 6 in. in width, hy 5 feet in height
between invert and closing arch, at both ends of culvert, to 7 ft. 6 in. in width by 4 feet in height, between
invert and closing arch, for the central portion of same, with such vertical and horizontal curves, arches,
shapes, forms, wing-walls, railings, open earth inlet and outlet channels, gradients, and of such lengths
and dimensions as may he ordered at the time, to permit of the main eastern branch sewer (at this site
a duplicate 3 ft. 6 in. diameter cast-iron pipc-scwer) to pass over said culvert, as shown on drawings.
13. Concrete Work.
Tho concrete to be used in foundations, packing over brick arches in rock t nnels, and at back of
brick lining of shafts, in culverts, building round stoneware pipes, where ordered, a d in sumps, to be of
■
sandstone *
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sandstone concrete of tlie quality specified in clause 31 of schedule to specification. The concrete to be
used for all other works in sewers, junctions, chambers, shafts, man-holes, &c., unless where otherwise
directed, to be bluestone concrete of the quality specified in clause 29 of schedule to specification.
The concrete work to be executed as specified in clauses 29, 31, 32, 81, 82, 156 to 170, 173, 176 to
182, and 195 or tbe schedule to specification.
14. Qement Coating.
The cement coating to be executed as specified in clauses 183 and 184 of the schedule to
specification.
_ All internal and external surfaces of concreie work only whore ordered, to be protected by cement
coating, consisting of cement and sand, in the proportion of one cement to two of sand.
15. Brickwork.
The brickwork is to be executed as specified in clauses 81,16S, 169, 185,186, 189, 191, 193, 194,
and 195 of the schedule to specification.
,
lr
16. Freestone Ashlar.
Treestone ashlar to be executed as specified in clauses 197, 198, and 203 of the schedule to
specification.
Copings, curbings, aud stones on top of ventilating shafts to be pierced, picked, axed, and dressed
to tbe exact sizes and forms shown on drawings.
17. Squared Bluestone Filching.
Squared bluestone pitching to be executed as specified in clause 201 of the schedule to specification.
18. Squared Freestone Pitching.
Squared freestone pitching to be executed as specified in clause 202 of the schedule to specification.
19. Stoneware Pipe-laying.
The providing, laying, and jointing of glazed stoneware pipes to be executed as specified in clauses
17,18, 19, 181, 204, 205, 206 of the schedule to specification.
20. Cast-iron Pipe-laying.
The cast-iron 3-ft. 9-in. diameter, 3-ft. 6-in. diameter, and 2-ft. diameter pipes to be laid and
jointed, including providing lead and spun yarn, as specified in clauses 207 to 213, 272 and 273 of the
schedule to specification.
21. Wrought-iron Work.
The wrought-iron work to be executed as specified in clauses 214 to 219, 221 to 225, 228 to 230,
263 to 265, 270 to 273, and 295 of the schedule to specification.
22. Gun-metal Work.
The gun-metal work to bo executed as specified in clauses 216, 217, 231 to 238, 272, 273, and 295
of the schedule to spocificaiion.
23. Cast-iron Work.
The cast-iron work to be executed as specified in clauses 214 to 217, 239 to 257, 260 to 262, 267 to
273, and 295 of the schedule to specification.
24. Manufacture of Ironwork.
All wrought-iron, gun-metal, and cast-iron work required for this contract must be manufactured
in the Colony of New South Wales,
25. Painting.
All wrought-iron work, cast-iron work, unless whore otherwise specified, and the hand-rails at ends
of culverts, to be painted as specified in clauses 276, 277, and 278 of the schedule to specification.
26. Tarring.
All cast-iron pipes, short lengths, bends, junctions, or other castings shown on drawings, where
covered up or walled in, and hand-rail posts below level of top of kerbs, to be coated with tar, as specified
in clauses 239, 280, and 281 of the schedule to specification.
27. Schedule to Specification and General Conditions.
Notwithstanding that certain clauses of the schedule to specification are specially enumerated, it
is to be understood that the schedule to specification and the general conditions attached to tho specifica
tion shall be held binding in all matters relating to this contract, as far as the Engineer may deem tho
same applicable.
This is the specification marked “ A,” referred to in our annexed Bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 22nd day of January, A.r. 1894.
"
CHAS. J. HENTT.
Witness,—Harold E. Kokrie.
R. L. SCRUTTON.
This is the specification marked " A,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CARTER.
ERANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, Joes Carter) .
W. J. SNODGRASS.
Harold F. Norrie.
GEORGE MADDISON.
Witnesses,
Y. C. Lumsdaixe.
PETER EWING.
“B.”
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“B."
ScFrDU.ui io Specification.
Site.
'
1. Access to tie site of the works to he had along all public roads, streets, or lanes, ami along
such strips or areas of land as the Enginecr-in-Chief may deem it necessary to resume or temporarily
provide for the purpose of the works.
2. For the purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private
ground, when ordered, the contractor to have temporary possession of an area of 24 feet by 17 feet over
the mouth of each shaft, unless otherwise directed.
3. For the purpose of excavating open cuttings for sewers, storm-water channels, piers, abutments,
buildings, &c., and where ordered, for constructing aud completing the various works therein, and raising
embankments over same, contractor to have temporary possession of a strip or area of land the exact
widths and lengths which, in tlie opinion of the Engineer, is required for these works in accordance with
plans, sections, specifications, and with clause 7 of the general conditions.
4. All strips or areas of land for the site of tho works, road connections and deviations, &e., herein
before referred to, to be set out by the Engineer, to whom written application for their temporary
possession must ho made by the contractor four weeks prior to the time the said land is required by him.
5. Exclusive of tbe quantity of fencing provided for in the contract for enclosing the works, the
contractor shall provide and erect, where directed, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, all necessary fences
to prevent trespass on laud not at his disposal, or which the Government may require for other purposes
connected with the contract, at his sole cost.
6. Tho contractor shall provide and erect all necessary temporary bridges over rivers, creeks,
water-courses, drains, and underneath railways, tramways, roads, footpaths, and streets, hoarding-harriers,
ifcc., wherever directed to do so; and all fences, walls, railings, buildings, railways, tramways, walks, or
streets, metalled, grassed, paved, pitched, -or asphalted surfaces, to he left hy the contractor at the com
pletion of the works in the same order and condition as they were before the commencement of the works,
at his sole cost, in strict accordance with the various stipulations and terms contained in clause 20 of the
general conditions, to the entire satisfaction of the municipal authorities and of the Engineer.
7. Contractor shall also provide and maintain all hoarding-barriers, night-lights, and properly
ballasted temporary roads required by any municipal or other authorities having charge or control of
streets or roads, or which may be required for the convenience or safety of the public ; and be shall also
make all arrangements, by temporary roads or bridges or otherwise, which may be required by any local
authorities or by the Engineer, to prevent stoppage or delay of public traffic or any avoidable inconvenience
to tho public.
'
8. Should the contractor refuse or neglect to erect and maintain, either or both, any such tem
porary fences or other necessary accommodation, it shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, tbe Engineer,
after having given to tho contractor twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of his intention to do so,
summarily, and without further process, to cause any such temporary hoarding, fences, gates, bridges, or
other accommodation to be erected and maintained which he may deem necessary for the proper protection
either of such lands or of the adjoining lands, or for the safety of the property of the owners and
occupiers thereof or of the general public, and the cost of so doing shall be deducted from any money
that may bo or may become d.ue to the contractor on account of this contract.
Lines, Levels, Setting-oui IVorh, and Inspection.
9. The centre lines of'■main sewer, storm-water channels, and branch sewers, &c., are shown ou
general plans by full lines, which will be marked on the surface of tbe ground, the same as on plans, as
the works proceed.
After setting-out, the centre lines of tlie works are to be preserved solely by reference to tbe pegs,
iron nails, and other marks and signals which may bo placed, fixed, and erected for the purpose of these
works along their centre lines.
The gradients and levels of the works are to be preserved by reference to auy bench-marks which
the Engineer may deem necessary to establish along the lines of works during the progress of the
contract, subject to check and adjustment, as shall be directed, from other bench-marks established beyond
the site of the works.
10. Contractor shall also, at his own cost and expense, at any time—by day or by night, either on
working days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance and supply all such labour, plant,
and lighting as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require to sot out, to check such setting-out,
or to inspect any portion of the works, which must for that purpose be left clear and free from any
obstruction or impediment. During and for the performance of those operations contractor shall he
obliged to suspend any or all of his work if required to do so by the Superintending Officer, and without
having any claim for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
Materials.
11. All. materials, as brick, stone, cement, timber, iron, sand, stoneware pipes, clay, lead, &c„ which
are to be supplied hy the contractor, are to bo of tbe best quality and description of their respective kinds.
Samples of each kind to bo submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained in office ; and on
approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as per sample.
12. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of tho sources whence the various materials are
supplied, or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or
manufacture at any stage of the same.
13. Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer and overseer when any
material is brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for
approval, and approved of in writing hy tbo Superintending Officer, before it may be used in the works;
none but that so approved shall be used.
14. The contractor to malic and provide proper and approved gauge-boxes or scales for measuring
Or weighing all materials supplied, whether specified to be broken or delivered to special sizes and mixed
together in stated proportions or not.
15. Bricks to be of well-mixed material, of approved quality and uniform fineness ; to be new,
sound, hard, well-burnt kiln-bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, truly rectangular, with sharp
arrises of approved dimensions and form; to be specially radiated where required for arching or curved
and
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and semi-circular work, and all red and white aud specially moulded bricks for external works at acqueducts, buildings, <&c., to be picked bricks of uniform and approved colour and shape. All bricks to be
equal to sample bricks approved of, which must be sealed by the contractor and acknowledged as the
sample or samples of the bricks to be used throughout the works.
. "
Bricks used in these works will be subjected to the following tests, viz.:—
(n) Tensile sirength.—The tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine, by
laying the brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick and distributed over a width of If inch, An average
breaking strain of twelve bricks to be taken, which must not be less than 8,001) lb.
(b) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more
than 3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more impervious to
water than 3 per cent., then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve
bricks were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing the bricks shall be borne solely by the
contractor.
‘
16. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of bricks on the site of the works for the
contract of a mixed description and quality, tbe officer in charge shall have the power to require of tho
contractor to have those bricks which, in his opinion, are suitable for the works, picked out and stacked
where directed, and those defective or unsuitable removed from the site of the contract; and, in the event
of the contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours from the time it
has been made, then in all such cases the Superintending Officer shall have the power of rejecting the
whole of the bricks so delivered by the contractor.
17. Stoneware pipes to be of well ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quality, well-burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, true in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both iuside and outside, free from fire and other cracks, flaws and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at the Engineer’s office. Paving
tiles to be of the same materials as the stoneware pipes, to be uniformly glazed on all sides, and of approved
size and form.
.
Unless otherwise directed, the pipes to be of the following thicknesses and depth of collar, namely:—
Pipes, inside diameter, 9 inches; thickness,
inches; depth of collar, 2 inches.
12
2
15
2f
16
2f
18
2*
21
2f
J-¥
24
If
2f
18. All parcels of pipes used in these works will be tested in the departmental testing machine,
and submitted to the following crushing strains applied in the centre of the pipe :—
24 inches diameter pipe at 110 lb. per square inch of bearing surface.
18 „
„
100 „
„
„
16 „
„
100 „
„
„
12 „
„
100 „
,,
„
9 ii
ii
160 ,,
„
„
If tho Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the whole of
parcel from which the pipes were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing the pipes shall be
borne solely by the contractor, and all pipes injured or broken by tiie testing shall be immediately
replaced by sound pipes, subject to tbe foregoing tests, at contractor’s cost.
19. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of pipes, bends, and junctions, on tho site of
works for tlie contract of a mixed description and quality, the officer-in-charge shall have the power Io
require of the contractor to have those pipes, bends, and junctions which, in his opinion, are suitable for
tho works picked out and stacked where directed, and those defective or unsuitable removed from the site of
the contract; and in the event of the contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within
twelve hours from the time it has been made, then in all such cases the Superintending Officer shall have
the power of rejecting the whole of the pipes, bends, and junctions so delivered by the contractor.
20.
All stone used in the construction of these works for pitchers, concrete, or masonry,
unless where otherwise specified, to be sound, solid, hard sandstone of the best description, free from all
defects, and as per sample approved ; to be duly subjected, when ordered, in the departmental testing
machine, to a crushing strain of 5,892 lb. per square inch. The expense incurred in testing stone to be
borne by the contractor.
t
21. Broken stone for ballast to be sound, solid stone, as specified in clause 20; to be broken to a
size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring of 4 inches in diameter. Broken stone for
packing under and round sewer lining, about drains, &c., to be sound and solid, and broken to the same
size as ballast,
_ 22. Broken stone for bluestone concrete to be of basalt or other similar hard stone of approved
quality ; to be broken by hand or crushing machine, of a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions
through a ring of
inch in diameter; the whole of the metal to be free from dirt, quarry ref use, &c.; to
be screened through a sieve of meshes £ inch apart, aud then to be washed with fresh water until approved,
before it shall be deemed fit and suitable for these works.
1
23. Sand to be sharp quartz sand, free from all earthy, loamy, or clayey matter, equal in quality
to the sample of Nepean Hirer sand to be seen at the Engineer’s office, and to'be washed perfectly clean
whenever the Engineer deems it necessary.
24. Cement.—The cement to be used throughout these works to be well packed in strongly-made
casks, to be the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound
condition, fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking, to he free from anv
symptoms of staleness, caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion olf
.
same
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same to be used until it has been examined and approved by the Engineer, vrbo may also delay approval of
any brand of cement pending tests extending over a longer period than hereinafter specified. Samples
taken from various casks (not exceeding six in number), and mixed together from each parcel brought on
the works, to he submitted for testing:—The weight per striked bushel not to be less than 100 lb., and
each cask shall coutain not less than 387 lb. weight of cement, exclusive of weight of cask and packing
Tbe specific gravity not to be less than 3T0. The cement, when passed through a wire sieve of 2 500
meshes per square inch, to leave a residue of not more than 10 per cent,; through a sieve of 5,800 meshes
not more than 25 per cent.; and through a sieve 14,400 meshes, not more than 40 percent. Any
cement which absorbs more than 2 milligrams of carbonic acid to 3 grams of cement shall be taken as
containing more than tbe permissible quantity of free lime, and shall be liable to rejection. The cement
when mixed neat with water, to give a tensile strength of not less than 250 lb. per square inch after three
days’ setting in water, 450 lb. after seven days, and 550 lb. after twenty-eight days." The cement to be
“ slow-setting,” and when gauged with water to a stiff paste must set in a damp atmosphere of between
00° and 90° i\, in from one and a half to six and a half hours. Neat cement of tbe consistency above
mentioned to be made mto pats kept in moist air until set, and then immersed in water at a temperature
of between 00° and 80° E., and also placed in Faija’s moist-beat and warm-bath apparatus at a temperature
of 90° F., as to symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation of form or volume. The cement when
mixed in the proportion of 1 of cement to 3 of standard sand (washed, dried, and sifted through a sieve of
400, and retained upon one of 900 meshes per square inch), and about 10 0 per cent, of the total weight of
water, to giro a tensile strength of not less than 150 lb. per square inch at seven days, and 230 lb. at
twenty-eight days, the briquettes having been kept in a damp atmosphere, put in water twenty-four hours
after they were made, and left in water at a temperature of between 00° and 80° F. The tensile strength
will be ascertained in the departmental testing machine, with the load increased at the rate of 200 lb. per
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Should the sample
fail in any or all of these tests, or show irregularity iu quality, or not show a proper progressive increase
in strength with age of briquette, then the Engineer may; reject the whole parcel from which the sample
was taken, and the contractor shall at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of tho works
at his own expense ; failing which, the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor’s cost without
further notice. Empty casks to be immediately broken up and removed from off the works. To facilitate
the gauging of cement throughout the contract, cement casks will betaken as equal to holding 4 cubic feet
otherwise the contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet'
for measuring cement. Cement of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to
tbe specified test, may be permitted to be used iu the works, subject to tbo decision of the Engineer
and provided that the deficiency in weight is made up in quantity.
’
25, Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not Jess than fifty barrels, provided
that this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but iu no case is less than fourteen days’ supply
(whatever that may prove to be), to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored
on works to be at any time less than fourteen days' supply. All cement to be kept on the ground in
amoved weather-tight sheds, under lock and key, which shall be in the custody of the Superintending
2G. Mortar.—The mortar to he ufced in these works to bo composed of one part of Portland cement
and of two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 23 and 24, the proportion of each to
be correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to he mixed with fresh water, as may be directed to
be well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which has become hard or set to be at once
rejected. All mortar to be mixed on approved sawn timber platforms closo to where it is required,
2^’ Special mortar, composed of one part of cement and one part of sand, and prepared as before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of tbe work where specially specified and directed.
28. Qrout.—-The grout to be made of mortar as described in clause 27, to be mixed fluid in' tubs
close to where it is required, and to be used fresh.
29. Bluestono concrete to be used iu these works to ho composed of the materials specified in
Clauses 22, 23, and 24, in the proportion of one part of Portland cement, two parts of sand, and four uarts
of bluestone metal.
^
■
30. Special concrete, if required, to be composed of two parts of Portland cement, three parts of
sand, and seven parts of bluestone metal.
r
31. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to be used in these works, to be composed of one part of
Portland cement, two parts of sand, and five parts of sandstone (as specified uuder clause 20) metal free
from dirt, quarry refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 22), washed, and of a size to pass with its largest
dimensions through a ring of 2 inches in diameter. All materials to be mixed m the same manner as'
hereinafter specified for concrete.
32. All concrete to be prepared close to where it is required on sawn timber plank platform all
proportions to be correctly ascertained by measurement, tbe metal to be well washed when put on’the
platform and levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer above the metal, and tho cement to be
placed in a level layer upon the sand ; after which all materials to be carefully mixed and turned twice
oyer, and then the whole to be mixed with fresh clean water, and thoroughly turned over twice and
oftener, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, it shall be well incorporated and fit for tlie work before it
leaves the platform ; it shall then be conveyed to the works as shall be directed, and to be used fresh,
33. If the concrete is made by machinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described then
to be mixed dry* and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved of’
to bo used fresh.
11
‘
34. Fuddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in the fiislrict within a radius of 5 miles • to
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water, as shall be directed, until tlie clay in the
opinion of the Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity.
’
35. Hardwood timber to be ironbark, blue or red gum, box, or other approved colonial hardwood
of tbo best description, sound, straight, free from sap, umries, shakes, gum veins, cores or other defects ■
all sawn timber to have clean sharp arrises, and to be of the full dimensions shown or specified hewn
timber to be square, smooth, and freo from axe-marks; in round timber, the diameter given is’to be
measured at the smallest end, exclusive of bark. Posts and rails for fencing to bo perfectly sound
straight, and cleanly split, posts to be backed off. All timbers to bo perfectly straight and the bark to be
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cleanly removed from all round timber before being put on the ground. Softwood timber to be of the
best Baltic or yellow deals, free from sap, shakes, and largo or dead knots, and of the exact dimensions
specified when finished.
36. Wrought-iron.—All wrought-iron work to be of the best description, quality, and workmanship,
with square arrises, subject to tests hereinafter specified, and of the exact dimensions and forms shown on
drawings,
37. Bluestone road-metal.—The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone
of approved quality; to be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest dimen
sions through a ring 2-|- inches in diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, &c. For tarred metal
decking bluestone is to be used ; but it shall be broken to pass with its largest dimensions through a ring
2 inches diameter, and as above.
38. Bluestone.—All bluestone used in the construction of these works for pitchers or masonry to
be of tbe best description of basaltic bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per
sample approved.
General.

39. Earth-borings, have been taken along or close to the main line of sewer, storm-water channel,
(fee., the results of which are described on drawings; but tbe Government undertake no guarantee what
ever regarding the kinds of soil that will be met with, or the firmness or stratification of the ground to be
excavated, or the amount of unwatering to be done, or the strength of the timbering that may be
required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may have to he adopted.
40. Providing materials, labour, cj'c.—The contractor shall provide at his own cost and charges
(except where otherwise specified) all materials, labour, tools, plant, tackle, cordage, cartage, machinery,
scaffolding, staging, temporary bridges, planking, timbering, piling, centering, and everything necessary
for the proper construction, erection, execution, and completion of the several works comprising this
contract; all of which arc to be approved before being used.
41. Labour.—All cartage and haulage and work done or to be performed by machinery shall be
included in the term “ Labour.”
42. Plant shall mean and include all tools, utensils, stores, cement and other sheds, timber,
scaffold, ladders, staging, centres, moulds, templates, coffer-dams, cordage, chains, tackle, boats, pnnts,
rafts, sleepers, rails, waggons, trucks, trollies, engines, water and air pumps, boring and ventilating
apparatus, signals, lights, diving bells and dresses, and every other thing necessary for the security,
proper inspection, execution, completion, and specified maintenance of tbe several works.
43. All materials, plant, and prepared work, approved and accepted, for use in or on tbe works shall
be considered, and shall be, the property of Her Majesty the Queen until completion of contract.
Timber, Iron, Stone, Cement, Bricks, Sand, Appliances, Plant, §c., to be on the ground ready when
,
required.
44. The whole of the piles, sheet-piles, shoring, scaffolding, staging, temporary bridges, timber of
every description, stone, cement, bricks, stoneware pipes, sand, iron, Ac., together with all the necessary
appliances and plant required in the construction of the various works comprised in this contract, shall
he provided, prepared, delivered, and ready at the various sites of the works as they are required ; to be
driven in, erected, walled in, placed, and fixed in position at the various places shown on the different
drawings, to ensure the whole of the works rising from the lowest levels and progressing without
interruption, and in such a manner and in such order as may he specified or as may be directed.
45. iSo excavation to he commenced on any portion of the contract until, in the opinion of the
Engineer, sufficient quantities of piles, sheet-piles, shoring, staging, temporary bridges, scaffolding, stone,
cement, bricks, stoneware pipes, iron, sand, or other materials are on the ground, together with the
necessary appliances aud plant to ensure the uninterrupted progress and continuance of the works, after
they once have been commenced, at any locality, without any delay or stoppage. Delays and stoppages
in the progress of the works arising from disputes as to quality of materials, and from insufficient supply
of any materials, plant, staging, temporary bridges, &c., and any damage or injury caused to the works in
consequence of such stoppage or delay, shall be entirely and solely at the risk and cost of tho contractor.
Excavation.
46. Diverting surface, flood, and subsoil water, anil umvatcring.—During the construction of these
works the contractor shall, at his own cost, provide all materials, labour, fiuming, pumping apparatus,
and any other plant that may be required, and shall construct all temporary coffer or other dams around
open trenches and excavations across low-lying grounds on lines of water-courses and drains above and
below the site of the works, and do all other work and use all other precaution which may be required
for the effectual diversion of surface water, subsoil water, and storm-water across and beyond the site of
the works, for keeping the trenches free from water during the whole time the works are in progress, and
in preventing auy injury to the works by floods or any other causes.
47. Clearing and grubbing.—Tbo areas of the sites for all excavations for main and branch sowers,
storm-water channels, abutments, piers, &c., and the areas for seats of all embankments over main sewer
and for road deviations and crossings, &c., and a margin of 10 feet in width beyond all these areas, to be
cleared and grubbed of all trees, scrub, stumps, roots (to tho depth of same), and dead timber, and the
whole of such trees, scrub, stumps, roots, and dead timber thus grubbed and cleared to be removed and
cleared away from any lands set apart for the purposes of this contract, described under clause 3, at the
cost of the contractor, who shall be held solely responsible for the whole of the clearing being effected in
a manner to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer, The cost of all clearing and grubbing to be covered
by and included in the schedule price for excavation.
48. Areas at mouth of shafts.—It is to be distinctly understood that when sinking shafts on lines
of streets, and, when ordered, on private grounds, &c., tbe materials excavated and raised, on their arrival
at level of staging above mouth of shaft, are to be at once removed from off the streets or other surfaces,
as the case may be ; and when building materials, &c., are to be conveyed through shafts to tlie tunnel
works, that all such materials on arrival at mouth of shafts must be at once conveyed to the works
underground, as permission cannot be given to contractor to disturb and impede the usual traffic in the
streets,
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streets, or the usual occupation of the ground by the owners, as the ease may be, beyond the possession
for the time of an area not exceeding 2i feet hy 17 feet, or less if ordered, over the mouth of each shaft,
unless where otherwise determined and directed by the Engineer during the progress of the contract.
49. Arcaa at open cuttings.—When excavating for the foundations of the works in open cuttings,
where ordered, the materials excavated and raised to the surface of the street or other ground, are to be
at once removed from off the same ; aud when building materials, &c., are to be conveyed to tlie works,
that the same, on arrival at open cutting, must be at once conveyed to the works in the same, as no
allowance can he given to contractor to disturb or impede the usual traffic in the streets, or the usual
occupation of the ground by the owner or the public beyond being in possession for the time of a strip of
land of the exact width required for the works as described in clause 3, except in all cases where the
contractor has obtained the necessary permission to occupy larger areas, in strict accordance with the
provisions contained in clauses 19 and 20 of the general conditions.
50. Diversion of smage of existing seicers during the construction of the works.—During the
construction of the works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing and new sewers, and
until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor to provide all materials and labour and
everything that may be necessary; and execute all the works of every description required to prevent all
damage and injury, for which he shall be solely responsible, that may occur to private property or to the
existing or new works by flooding with sewage, choking and bursting of sewers in consequence of
insufficient and inadequate pumping apparatus, tanks, dams, flumiug, &c., or any other cause ; and erect
aud construct suitable tanks, pumps, watertight temporary dams across existing sewers, above and below'
points of intersection, and watertight adequate and secure flaming for the purpose of conveying con
stantly the whole of the sewage which may flow in said sewers at any time across said points of interception
and intersection, at his sole cost, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
51. Removal of road metal, pitching, and wood paving, §c.—Prior to commencing any excavation
for shafts, junctions, sewers, storm-water channels, embanking, abutments, piers of aqueducts, &c., in
open cutting (in accordance with the various stipulations and conditions contained in tho specification
and in clauses 19 and 20 of the conditions of contract), the- sites for each work to bo prepared by the
removal of all surface soil, rubbish, sludge, and other objectionable matter, and of all road-metal, ballast,
pitching, wood-paving, concrete, asphalting, flagging, &c., whore such occur, as shall he directed. The
materials so removed in the first instance to be laid and stacked aside, as the Engineer may direct, in
different spoil-banks ; and as the works proceed, the said materials, if approved of, to he used in tho
construction of or soiling of slopes of embankments, aud in reinstating the metalled, pitched, and paved
road or other surfaces, as the case may he, and those not approved of to be carted away to such places as
shall be ordered, and to he paid for aa lead.
52. All sods, road metal, pitching, ballast, wood-paving, concrete, tfce., removed under the conditions
of the foregoing clauses; and damaged, injured, or otherwise not approved of as fit for relaying, placing,
setting, and fixing in the reformation aud reinstatement of the various road and other surfaces (excepting
w'ood-pavement, see clause 94), to be replaced by contractor with new, sound, and approved materials of
their respective kinds, and therewith to reinstate and maintain, during continuance of contract, the
various road and other surfaces, at his sole cost, as provided in clause (J, in a sound and satisfactory
manner, in accordance with clause 20 of the general conditions, and to tlie entire satisfaction of the
city or municipal authorities and of the Engineer.
53. The contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance, procure certificates
from the municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, &c., in their respective districts are in a satis
factory condition.
54. All soft or loose soil, clag, soft and hard shale, rod-., and other materials obtained from
excavations of open cuttings, tunnels, sub-ducts, sumps, shafts, abutments, piers of aqueducts, buildings,
Ac., if approved of shall, in the first instance, be put aside in separate spoil-banks beyond the site of
tbe works, subsequently to be used in soiliug slopes of embankments, refilling round and over pipes, and
all concrete, masonry and brickwork, and into all excavations, road and other embankments, Ac., as
hereinafter specified, and ns shall bo directed at tho time ; and the surplus not so required shall be cleared
away and removed by the contractor from the sites of all the works, and from the surfaces, streets
channels, and footpaths surrounding tbo same, to such places as shall be ordered, and to be paid for as lead’
_
OS. All soil, sand, and other materials which the excavations of this contract do not supply, and
w'hicli it is necessary to obtain for tho completion of the embankments and filling of every description,
as shown on drawings, the contractor shall procure, of approved quality, from any other source or land
outside the limits of this contract. The cost of providing to be included in the price per cubic yard for
“ filling.”
56. The excavation in tunnels as well as in open trenches requiring shoring, timbering, and close ■
timbering, the same is to be executed as specified in clause 114, and the unwatering is to be executed as
specified in clauses 40, 50, and 72.
57. The cross-seetions of main sewer and branches, storm-water channels, Ac., in tunnels and
open trenches, shown on drawings, to vary in the quantities aud thicknesses of brick and concrete work
according to the depths, nature, and solidity of the ground and position under streets, Ac., as shall be
directed during the progress of the works.
58. Wherever the solidity of the ground permits it, the excavation in trenches for concrete or
brickwork to be taken out with vertical sides to level of springing of sewer arch, and to the exact widths
of concrete or brickwork shown on drawings, and below that level to bottom of trench with curved or
vertical sides, as shall be directed.
Where timbering is required, trenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall
he 1 ft. 3 in. wider to outside of polling-boards than width of concrete or brickwork. Where trenches
are over 8 feet deep aud require timbering, they shall have vertical sides, and shall be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to
outside of polling-boards than the width of tbe concrete or brickwork for the lower 8 feet. Above that
level they shall be 2 feet wider to outside of polling-boards than concrete or brickwork.
59. After the sites for the various excavations and embankments have been grubbed and cleared,
the excavation for the foundations of the works of this contract to be executed to the various depths,
level ot inclined planes, gradients, steps, widths, hatters, slopes, Ac,, as shown on drawings, and as shall
258—hi
fie
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be directed, or to such greater or lesser depths and widths as the Engineer, during the progress of the
works, from time to time, may determine and order, and they are to be measured, the net dimensions of
the outside of the timbering as and where such has been approved of.
The excavation for foundation of embankments to be taken out in no case less than 12 inches
below surface of ground, and to such widths and lengths as shall be directed.
60. The excavation in solid rock for pipe-trenches shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the
following sizes, viz.:—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers ,,,
... 3 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 4 in. do
18-ineh
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 0 in. do
15-inch
do
do
do
... 2 ft. 6 in. do
12-inch
do
do
do
...
... 2 ft. 0 in. do
...
9-inch
do
do
...
do
... 2 ft. 0 in. do
61. "When timbering is not required in excavation in all other ground for pipe-trenches, the
trenches shall be of the same widths as those in solid rock. When timbering is required, the excavation
for pipe-trenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vortical sides, and shidl he of the following sizes to
the outside of the polling-boards, viz.:—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers
... 4 ft. 0 in. wide.
21-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 7 in. do
18-inch
... 3 ft. 3 in. do
do
do
do
...
15-inch
do
... 2 ft. 9 in. do
do
do
...
12-inch
do
do
do
...
... 2 ft. 3 in. do
9-inch
do
do
do
...
... 2 ft. 3 in. do
62. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipc-trenchcs above S feet deep shall have
vertical sides, and shall be the widths given in clause 61 for the lower 8 feet, and for any depth over and
above 8 feet the trenches shall be of the following sizes to the outside of the li-inch polling-boards, unless
otherwise ordered in writing, viz.:—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers
...
... 4 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
do
do
...
... 4 ft. 4 in. do
. do
18-inch
do
do
do
...
... 4 ft. 0 in. do
do
15-inch
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 6 in. do
12-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 0 in. do
9-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 0 in. do
63. Transverse and other cheeks to be excavated .to receive pipe-sockets and junctions, and for the
purpose of making the joints.
64\ The trenches for the cast-iron pipe-sewers to he truly excavated to the exact lines, gradients,
curves, depths, widths, &c., as shown-on drawings, and as the Engineer may order from time to time.
Man-holes or joint-holes not less than -3 feet in length to be excavated where directed, with such space at
each side of pipe, and such clear space underneath same as shall be ordered at the time. Jib trenching
to be commenced and carried on during wet weather.
The excavation of pipe-trenches to be carried on in such a manner that it shall be al ways completed
and approved for a length of 48 feet (unless otherwise directed), in advance of any concrete, brickwork,
penstocks, gas-checks, pipes, &e., so that when the laying of pipes has been completed in the first 48 feet
of trench, the next 48 feet length of trench must be ready to receive pipes. Jib 48 feet length of trench
to remain open more than eight days from the time of commencing the excavation to the time of the
trench being filled in again to level of surface of street.
65. Precaution.—In all cases at excavations of open trenches, tunnel-mouths, and shafts, -where
sandstone, shale, or ironstone occurs, and the Engineer may consider that blasting may facilitate such
excavations, and in tunnels through rock, shale, and ironstone, the contractor to use every precaution and
carry on such operations with such limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as will
loosen the shale, rock, &c., without shattering the same; and to employ all necessary means, as temporary
bridges, staging, chains, rope-nets, mats, or fagots, &e., to prevent effectually and thoroughly all stones
and fragments of same, or other materials from being shot or thrown out of said trench, tunnel-mouth,
and shaft excavations, as he shall be held solely responsible for any accident, damage, and injury resulting
from such blasting to any person, works, or buildings, over the line of sewer or in the neighbourhood of
same, &c., and as provided in clauses 19 and 20 of the general conditions. Blasting will not in any
case be allowed between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 a.m., nor after 1 p.m. on Saturdays, except by the
written authority of the Engineer; every hole drilled for blasting purposes will be measured by an
inspector, and charged under bis supervision, and the work shall be carried on under such further
regulations, in conformity with the provisions hereunder described, as the Engineer may make and shall
consider necessary as the contract proceeds.
Nb larger quantity of explosive material shall be taken underground than is likely to be used
during any current shift.
Storing of explosive material underground shall be, and hereby is, absolutely prohibited ; and for
its storage on the surface special directions will from time to time be issued by the Engineer in accordance
with the provisions of the Act regulating storage and conveyance of explosives.
66. As regards the charges of powder required on the various portions of this contract to loosen
the rock, shale, or ironstone without shattering the same, it is to be distinctly understood that only
gadding and picking shall be allowed in ground which in the opinion of the Engineer is loose, joinlv,
or liable to slips, and when the ground, in the opinion of the Engineer, is hard and solid and suitable
for blasting, that only powder, or other explosives, of approved quality shall be used, when ordered in
writing, in charges of powder not exceeding 2 inches in length by If inch in diameter, and not exceeding
4 inches in length by If inch in diameter respectively. If other explosives arc permitted to be used, the
quantity and weight of such explosives relatively to powder to be carefully ascertained by the Engineer ,
and the respective charges made equivalent to those used in the case of powder.
67.
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'WJ'src the whole or any of the undermentioned items for the excavation appear in the
schedule of quantities and prices of the contract, they shall he executed as follows
Under the headings of "Tunnel excavation in more or less hard ground,” and “Open trench
excavation m more or less hard groundsubdivided under items—“ Less hard excavation where, in the
opiniono± the Engineer, blasting is unnecessary.” “Excavation in rock or bard shale, where gaddin* and
guttering only are permitted.” “ Excavation in rock or hard shale, ironstone, &c., where blasting is° per
mitted, with charges of powder, not exceeding 2 inches in length, and If inch in diameter.” “ Excavation
m hard rock, where blasting is permitted, with charges of powder, not exceeding 4i inches in length, and
If inch in diameter.”
Tunnel excavation in solid rock,” subdivided under items—“ Excavation in hard rock, where
guttering and gadding only is permitted.” " Excavation in hard rock, where blasting is permitted with
charges of powder not exceeding 2 inches in length and If inch in diameter.” “Excavation m hard
rock, where blasting is permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 4. inches in length, and H inch
m diameter.
6 ’
Excavation in shafts and sumps “in more or less hard ground,” subdivided under items—“Less
r a e^caTa^10n where, in the opinion of the Engineer, blasting is unnecessary.” “Excavation in rock or
hard shale, where gadding and guttering only are permitted.” “ Excavation in rock or hard shale, iron
stone, &c;, where blastmg is permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 2 inches in length, and 11
inch in diameter.
“ Excavation in hard rock, where blasting is permitted with charges of powder, not
exceeding 4 inches in length, and If inch in diameter."
Excavations in shafts and sumps in “solid rock,” subdivided under items—f!Excavation in hard
rock, where gadding and guttering only is permitted.” “Excavation in hard rock, where blasting is
permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 2 inches in length, and If inch in diameter.” “Excava
tion m hard rock, where blasting is permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 4 inches in length
and L, inch in diameter,’ and “Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipeclav, soft rock only,” where,
in the opinion of the Engineer, blasting is unnecessary.
“
^
i ° SuaraT1^ee is given as to the relative qualities and quantities of excavation, as shown on longi
tudinal sections or which may be found under the abovenamed items of the schedule, and in the execution
°Vii ,i’tV01’k : i ley S la l be Pilld
at. Hc3ledu]e rates as they occur. The contractor shall not be
en itled to clann any compensation for loss or damage in consequence of any alteration, increase,
ecrease, or omission the Engineer may order in writing of any of the respective quantities under the
abovenamed items.
68. The excavations for main sewer, branches, storm-water channels, &c., as before described, may
therefore vaiy from those shown on drawings, but the exact cross-sections will be determined by the
Jingmeer as the Tvorks proceed; and all excavations, T-vhcthcr in tunnel, shaft, or open trench, will be
measured the net dimensions only of the various cross-sections so determined and ordered bv the
Engineer.
,
J
far
^H1 ej‘ceI^’on °f a33 portions where open trenches are ordered to be excavated, a heading
or 4 teet by 3 feet, exclusive of timbering, to bo driven for all lines of pipes, not exceeding 24 inches in
diameter. The timbering to be executed as specified in clause 114.
,
excavation for tunnels is assumed to be sandstone rock, shale, ironstone, <tc.. varying in
hardness and solidity, and less compact material. In strong compact rock, 4i inches concrete and brick
lining will be requisite ; and, as the materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick
and concrete hmng, as shall be determined by the Engineer as the heading proceeds, may be required,
f ii. 71, i i exc.aTat*ons f°r ,,3le tunnels in rock, shale, or ironstone, to be taken out to the exact form
or the tunnel, leaving just room for the lining ordered. Great care to he taken in gadding or in blasting
the rock, shale, <tc._, so that no portion of the sides, soffit., or invert of tunnel be removed beyond the exact
dimensions determined on. In no case shall the excavation bo taken out in advance of the brick and
concrete lining m excess of internal dimensions of sewer, until the thickness of the lining of the succeeding
length has been determined by the Engineer,
jA33 lvater'. which, during the progress of the work, may accumulate in these excavations to he
properly, effectively, and continually pumped out, and the whole to be kept dry until after the completion,
setting, and hardening of all brick and concrete work; and the greatest care to be taken to prevent
running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work until it has set perfectly hard ; any
concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must be taken up at once, and replaced
by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing at contractor’s expense.
.,
73' Great care to be taken while timbering (as specified in clause 114) that no portion of end faces,
sides, floor, root, or front faces of ^ excavation in open trench, tunnel, shafts, &c., he removed, or fall in,
beyond the exact dimensions determined on ; and the contractor to provide and execute at his own cost
whatever may be required to prevent such removal or falling in of the excavation, and the wet or dry
matenal surrounding the timbering from being shaken, running, or forced through the joints of the pollingboards and open spaces between the wedges which keep the polling-boards in position; and to provide and
have constantly in readiness, close to where they are required, all appliances and materials such as straw,
ags, asphalted felt, tarred gasket, puddle, &c., and frith the game carefully and securely close up and
pack agnmst the outside of the timbering, all such joints and open spaces wherever they occur; and caulk
open joints it so directed ; and attend to, execute, and maintain the said timbering till completion of the
sewer works to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
.
fn advancing the end faces of excavation in open trench and tunnel, particular precaution to
bo taken by the contractor that such advance is made in a careful, secure, and safe manner, by moans of
shoring^ planking polling-boards, props, and wedges, together with all packing and caulking materials.
,
/5- ln withdrawing timbering from open trenches and shafts, the same shall be commenced from
bottom ot excavation, or as the Engineer may direct, from lowest practicable portion of same, and con
tinued upwards ; the contractor to exercise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, planking,
props, <xc., and the filling in around and above sewer and shaft lining, to be carried on simultaneously
with the withdrawing of the timbering.
+ . i
f^ughoutthe excavation and timbering of open trenches, tunnels, and shafts, the contractor
to take all due precaution against accidents, &c., during the progress of the works, whether arising from
msumcient strength of timbering, bad workmanship, breakage of machinery, and plant, inefficient caulking
or
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nr packing of open joints and spaces, flood, or any other cause whatsoever, as he shall ho held solely
responsible for all damage, injury, or loss that may be occasioned during the progress of the works to the
buildings, bridges, railways, tramways, streets, and ether surfaces, above and adjacent to the excavations,
to persons employed by the contractor, by Government, or otherwise, and to his own or other works; and
the cost of all such damage, injury, and loss, shall he valned at the time hy the Engineer (whose decision
shall be held final and binding on the contractor), and shall be'deducted from any money or security
held by the Government, and due to the contractor on account of his contract.
77. Mailway and Tramway.—Before proceeding to open excavation underneath any railway or
tramway, the contractor must give ample notice in writing to the District Bail way or Tramway Engineer
of his intention tu commence operations ; and he must adopt such precautions as the said Engineer may
think necessary or prudent for the safety or preservation of the traffic over the said railway or tramway.
The contractor will be held wholly responsible for all stoppage of traffic, delays, accidents, &c., that he
or his men mav cause, no matter how brought about, during the execution of the work under or near anv
rflihvfty or tramway,
7S. The Bailway Commissioners may, if they consider it advisable, place a watchman or watchmen
on all work to be executed under or near any railway or tramway, for the purpose of seeing that no
danger to the traffic is allowed to occur ; but this shall not relieve the contractor of any of the responsi
bilities set forth in the foregoing clauses, and the expense of such watchman or watchmen is to be borne
hy the contractor.
79. If the contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation as ordered, in consequence of
injudicious timbering, gadding, blasting, slips, falling in of sides of excavation, or any other cause, which
in the opinion of the Engineer should have been prevented by careful gadding, blasting, timbering, pumping
out water, diversion of water, or by any other means, then the contractor shall remove each extra
excavation, and make good and fill in same at sides of trench with approved materials, and at bottom of
trench with concrete described in clause 31, at his sole cost; the actual cubic contents only of the
excavation and of the concrete work shown on drawings and ordered for each special length of sewer in
open trench, shall be paid for; and as regards excavation in tunnels, the contractor shall remove such
extra excavation, and makegood and fill in same with concrete or brickwork, in tbo manner herein specified,
at his sole cost; the actual cubic contents only of the excavation and of the brick and concrete work
shown on drawings, and ordered for each special length of tunnel, shall be paid for.
80. If, however, in cases where the use of explosives is ordered (and in no other case), the Engineer
considers it impracticable to excavate any particular length of tunnel, or shaft, to the exact sectional area
ordered, then he may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of concrete lining not exceed
ing 3 inches over and above that ordered.
81. If, under the written authority of the Engineer, any portion of the excavation in tunnel has
been enlarged or widened out for timbering or other purposes named in such instructions, then the
contractor shall fill in such excess of excavation wilh concrete or brickwork in the manner herein described,
and the extra excavations, concrete, or brickwork so built in, shall be paid for at schedule rates.
82. If, under the written authority of the Engineer, any portion of the excavation of open trenches
has been deepened, then the contractor shall fill in such deeper excavation with concrete, in the manner
herein described, and the extra excavation, or concrete, so built in, shall be paid for at schedule rates.
83. In all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel or
shaft is ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after the length of tunnel or shaft in question has
been excavated to the profile ordered in the first instance, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be
paid for at schedule rates for funnel or shaft excavation as the case may be, and as the Engineer shall
classify and direct at the time. If such extra excavation, in the opinion of the Engineer, shall require
special timbering and shoring, the same shall be dealt with in strict accordance with clause 114.
84. lSTo concrete or brickwork shall be commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel
or open trench to be operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer bas examined
and approved of same.
85. The price of one cubic yard of all excavations to include tbe cost of all haulage, labour,
timbering, unwatering, tools, implements, plant of every description necessary for taking out and putting
said excavation in the first instance aside in separate and temporary spoil-banks beyond actual site of
works; while tbe price of one cubic yard of filling at the sides of main sewer, piers, abutment, concrete,
and masonry, into abutment chambers, over main sewer, &c., and into all embankments, shall include the
cost of all haulage, labour, tools, implements, and plant of every description, carriage from temporary
spoil-banks, procuring additional soil, quarry filling, sand, or other materials, at his own cost, from sources,
places, or land outside the limits of this contract, and carriage from said places, and filling in, ramming,
watering, and completing all tilling in strict accordance with plans and specification.
80. Measurement of excavation refillhiy and spoil.—The excavation throughout these works to he
measured, the net dimensions only of the various cross-sections shown on drawings, or determined at the
time by the Engineer, and, where timbering has been ordered, the net dimensions only to the outside of
said timbering, Kelilling shall include filling into above described excavations, and also filling in
abandoned open channels, low grounds adjoining channels, into road and other embankments, &c., as
specified, shown on drawings, and as ordered by the Engineer, and shall be measured, the net dimensions
of same, less the actual displacement of any permanent works, in strict accordance with the cross-sections
ordered by the Engineer as the works proceed. The whole of the surplus materials to be measured, the
actual net excavations less the actual net refilling as ascertained in accordance with the foregoing
stipulations.
The distance of lead shall he measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of
spoil-hank or other place of deposit.
■
Milling.
87. The materials obtained from all excavations to be dealt with as specified in clause 54. When
gravel has been excavated it may. with the sanction of the Engineer, be used in special cases for refilling ;
otherwise sand, clay, loam, pipe-clay, soil, and soft rock, of approved quality only, shall be used for
refilling. Bock and stone, unless where ordered, are not to be used for refilling at any of the trenches.
i?and only to be used in filling over sewer between copings on lines of aqueducts. If the approved
materials obtained from all excavations prove insufficient for refilling into all excavations, and filling into
embankments,
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embankments, <fce.,. then the contractor to find and provide whatever may bo required of approved
materials (as specified in clauses 52, 55, and SO, &c.), to complete the refilling and embankments, &c„
from any sources outside the limits of this contract. The approved materials, as shall be directed, to be
used in tilling in the spaces between sides of excavation and of concrete and brickwork of sowers, shafts,
over sewers on lines of aqueducts, and in open trenches, into headings, round concrete work or masonry
of piers, abutments, foundation walls of buildings, approaches of aqueducts, filling in abandoned open
channels, low ground adjoining channels, into road aud other embankments, &c., as shown on drawings
and as ordered by the Engineer. All filling, unless otherwise specified, to bo brought up in level layers,
spread 0 inches thick, each layer to be rammed (and watered if directed) until approved of before the
succeeding layer is put on. This filling to be carried up to the surface of the ground, or to such other
level or slope, Ac., as niay Ido directed at the time. The spaces between the excavation (poling-boavds
where there are such) and the brick or concrete work of sewer in tunnels, unless otherwise directed, to be
filled in with concrete; this filling to be carried on as the construction of sewers and shafts proceeds, and
as the Engineer may direct at the time. Embankments to be formed for road deviations, road crossings,
and over main sewer, as shown on longitudinal sections, to be finished in horizontal layers 1) inches thick, after
spreading, if directed, one layer of broken stone succeeding one layer of sand or soil, each layer to bo
wxdl rammed, (and watered when directed) until approved of before the succeeding layer is put on, with side
slopes at an inclination of live horizontal to four vortical, with a top width over main sewer, or for road
embankments, as shown on drawings, or as may bo determined at the time; to be finished with such
benches and curves as shall be directed. Only iron-shod rammers of not less than 10 lb. weight, of
approved pattern, to be used, and one man to be employed in ramming to each man employed in filling.
88. Refilling of Pipe-trenches.—Enless otherwise directed, sand, clay, loam, pipeclay, and soft
rock of approved quality only shall be used in refilling the spaces between sides of pipes, &e., and sides
of excavation, and over pipes, &c. The refilling to be done in level layers, spread f> inches thick (and
watered when directed), each layer to be carefully and separately rammed as hereinbefore specified. Tbe
lower layers up to level of top of pipes to be carefully packed aud rammed solidly under and at sides of
pipes and socket-joints with spades or other narrow tools. The filling to be done, as above described, to
such a distance below the level of the street, road, path, Ac., as the case may be, to admit of the ballasting
metal, or other covering being replaced.
“
D’
89. Where it is found, necessary to carry the excavation deeper than the under side of concrete
foundations, in order to obtain a compact solid bottom, the portion so excavated, where ordered, to be
filled in to the underside of concrete foundation, or as may be directed, with good quarry filling and sand
(which shall be provided by the contractor), in alternate level layers spread G inches thick, rammed and
watered until approved. The price per cubic yard of such filling is to be 1 cubic yard of “filling in ’’ as
described m clauses So and SO.
‘
90. Primming.—On completion of all embankments and cuttings, spreading, levellins:, aud filling
oi er main sewer, &c., all top surfaces and slopes to be dressed and trimmed off to the specified inclina
tions and surfaces, and to such other inclination and slopes and surfaces as may be directed at tbe time,
and all materials accumulating after trimming and levelling top surfaces and slopes, &c., shall at the com
pletion of the works be removed, carted away, or spread about, as may be directed by the Engineer; and
the schedule rates for filling and excavation shall include and cover all costs for trimming, dressing,
spreading, levelling slopes and other surfaces, and of removing, carting away, or spreading about all
superfluous accumulations at the conclusion of contract.
91. Sodding.—On completion of embanking and filling over main sewer, and where ordered, all top
surfaces and slopes to be protected by sodding. "Wherever directed, the surfaces to be sodded are to be
boxed out the widths and depths required for the reception of turf-lining. The materials boxed out to bo
dealt with as provided in clause 90. The sods to be the best obtainable within a radius of 5 miles, of
approved quality, not less than T inches in thickness and 10 inches square, full cut, with square arrises, to be
laid in approved bond on their flat beds, closc-jointed over all top surfaces of filling or embanking, to be
beaten down as tbe work proceeds with proper tools, as shall be directed, and when finished to present
throughout perfectly smooth and plain surfaces. If the season requires it, the turfing to be properly
and regularly watered to ensure the grass taking fresh root. The boxing out and turfing to be carried
out simultaneously, and no greater area to be boxed out at anv time than wliat can be covered with
turfing during two working days.
"
92. Soiling and Sowing. All slopes of embankments, cuttings, and filling, after they have been
trimmed, to be covered, when directed, with a layer of surface soil, as far as such is provided for in clause
51, to be. carefully rolled, and when finished to be of a thickness of not less than 3 inches. All slopes, soiled
or not soiled, of embankments, cuttings, or filling (where not sodded), after they have been trimmed, &c.,
and when ordered, to be sown with couch grass seed, as shall be directed, and to be rolled afterwards.
93. Road Restoring.—Alter the filling-in of sewer-pipcs, trenches, and shafts has been consolidated
and approved, as specified, the surface of roads, streets, paths, Ac., to be at once restored in the manner
hereafter described, viz., in the case of roads or streets which are ballasted and metalled, 9 inches of ballast
shall be laid thereon, and after this has been blinded with selected and approved material, tbe metal put
aside, aa specified in clause 51, shall be evenly spread and rammed, until approved ; in the case of roads
or streets which are ballasted only, 9 inches of ballast shall he laid thereon, and blinded with selected and
approved material; and in tbe case of other coverings, the surfaces to be restored to the same condition
as they were before the commencement of the work. Any additional ballast which may be required, over
and above that found on the site of the excavation, and referred to in clause 52, to be supplied by tbe
contractor,.and the cost of same to be included in schedule items for filling. If, however, in the opinion
of the Engineer, sufficiently hard rock is excavated from the tunnels, shafts, and open cuttings, the
contractor to he allowed to break rock to a 4-inch gauge, as specified in clause 21, and use same for restoring
road surfaces.
9E The wood pavement and layer of concrete underneath, which during the progress of the
contract (as referred to in clause 52), at sites of shafts and open trenches had to be taken up and
removed, shall, as the works proceed, when directed, be replaced by tbe Citv Surveyor at 24s. per square
yard at the contractor s cost, on receiving in each case three days notice from the contractor. The con
tractor to include the cost of restoring all wood-paving on concrete foundation in the manner herein
specified, in his schedule prices for excavation aucl refilling.
95.
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95. Cleaning Streets.—Immediately the pipes are laid, or concrete and other work in connection
with shafts, manholes, Jampholes, &c., are executed, and the ground filled in over same in any length of
sewer, it is to be distinctly understood that all surplus material is to be carted away, the road cleaned until
approved, and the road and other surfaces to be made good, flush with surrounding surfaces of roads,
paths, &c., to the satisfaction of the municipal authorities and the Engineer, in accordance with the
specification, and if the contractor fails to do this, the Engineer shall be at liberty, without further
notice, to get the roads cleaned, and the road and other surfaces made good at contractor’s cost.
96. Maintenance of Streets.—The contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, <&c.,
after the excavations have been filled in, where the streets, roads, &c., have been broken up or injured
during the progress of the work, during the period of the contract time, and afterwards during the period
of maintenance, and shall from time to time make good any sinkings in the surface, and shall provide any
additional metal, ballast, or other material that may be necessary during these periods, in accordance with
clauses 6 and 7.
■
Shafts.
97. Shafts are to he sunk at the various sites shown on longitudinal sections and on general plans,
or in lieu of those shown on plan, at such other sites as the Engineer from time to time may determine.
"Wherever shafts are ordered, they are to be sunk truly plumb, and of the full dimensions, 6 ft. x 5 ft.
sectional area, 6 ft, x 5 ft. 6 in., 7 ft. x 6 ft., 12 ft. x 5 ft., IS ft. x S ft,, or of such other sizes as may be
ordered at the time, clear of timbering; the latter to be provided and fixed wherever considered necessary
by tbe Engineer, in strict accordance with clause 114. On completion of concrete, brickwork, &c., in
shafts, tbe space between the rock, shale, and earth sides and outer face of brickwork or concrete to he
filled in in 6-inch layers, well rammed (and watered where, directed) with materials provided for in clause
54; great care being taken in lowering the materials to the bottom of each respective layer, so that stones
do not fall on top or against sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining, that stones, when directed, are
put in in alternate layers with the earth or clay, and that at least 12 inches of earth be placed nearest and
round the pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining, well rammed.
98. Eor all shafts situated within the lengths, where ordered, of open trenches or cutting, the cost
of excavating same, and afterwards filling in round brick and concrete work, is included in the cost of
excavating and filling in open cuttings.
99. Shafts not required as manholes or ventilators, but ordered by the Engineer, to have, on com
pletion of contract, or when directed, all timbers withdrawn ; and they are at the same time to be carefully
filled in as specified in clause 97, with material provided for in clause 54. The sinking, filling in, &c., of
such shafts to be paid for at schedule rates.
100. Temporary Shafts.—If the contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary
shafts, they are to be sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to be filled in, as specified
in clause 99, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, &e,, and of
filling in, withdrawing, or covering up timber of such shafts, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk of tbe dimensions specified, or directed, clear of timber.
101. .All shafts, temporary, or permanent, to bo provided and fitted during their construction and
completion, or during the progress of the contract, if deemed necessary by tbe Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of tbe working
maximum strain, or with such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, &c., as shall be directed and
approved of by the Engineer.
Sumps.
102. Unless otherwise directed, sumps are to be sunk at the bottom of every shaft, not less than
6 feet deep below invert of sewer, and on completion of the works to be filled in with concrete, as specified
in clause 31. Were sumps are ordered to be sunk, the cost of sinking and filling same in with concrete
to be paid for at schedule rates, and the removal of the excavated material to be paid for as lead.
103. Any other sumps which the contractor may think fit to sink on line of sewer, in tunnel, or in
open trenches for his own convenience during tbe construction of these works, are to be filled in with
concrete, as specified in clause 31, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in with
concrete and removing the materials, &e., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
Sub-ducts,
'
104. Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided on, along lines of tunnels and open trenches
commencing on each length midway, or thereabouts, between two working shafts or faces, 33 inches below
invert of main sewer, branches, &c., or as shall be directed at the time, and having a fall towards each
working shaft, or face of such gradients as may be determined at the time, after the thickness of sewer
lining required for each length between shafts "or faces has been ascertained and ordered. Sub-ducts of
9 inches, or of a greater or less internal diameter, if directed, to be laid immediately underneath the
■timber floor of tunnel or open trench, or at sides of sewer, in hardwood boxes varying in size and dimen
sions as shown on drawing. Said boxes to be laid straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes
to be laid therein, upon, and surrounded hy sandstone chippings and quarry refuse. Dry stone packing to
he put over pipes, as specified in clause 21.
105. In solid and disintegrated rock the excavation for sub-duct to be executed as shown on cross
sections, and as shall be directed, and the sub-duct to consist of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet pipes
of 9 inches internal diameter, more or less, as the ease may he. The pipes to be jointed dry, and the
filling above same up to underside of sewer lining, to be of dry stone, hand-packed, as above described.
The Engineer may also, if he deems it necessary, order the pipes to be jointed altogether, or in part with
tarred gasket, 1£ inch deep, and cement mortar, If inch deep. The mortar to bo prepared of one part
cement to two parts of sand.
Haclc-horing, progress of Excavation, fyc.
106. Unless otherwise directed, the excavation of the various tunnels to he commenced from the
different faces, described in the specification, simultaneously within the specified time after the date the
contract has been signed.
The excavation of tbe various tunnels and open trenches to be carried on and continued without
interruption, and to be completed in tbe most accurate manner in strict accordance with clauses 65, 66,
and 67.
Night-shifts,
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Night-shifts, between the hours of 10 p.m. and 0 a.m. can only be worked on receipt of a written
permission, conditional or otherwise, to that effect from the Engineer, who, however, may withdraw such
permission at any time in the same manner.
Jilastiug to be carried on by means of compressive air, percussive, or other rock-drill of approved
pattern and manufacture, capable of excavating as each working face not less than 12 feet length of tunnel
during every working week.
If required, all charges to be fired by means of electric fuse.
_
Approved blowing machines, with ventilating fans, &c., complete, capable of removing the foul air
in one minute immediately after blasting at each working face of tunnel, to be provided, erected, and
worked by contractor at all working shafts and tunnel faces where directed by the Engineer.
107. The excavation of shafts, where permitted to be sunk, and where sunk in rock and other
ground to he executed in the same manner as specified for tunnels and open trenches in clauses 65, 66,
and 67, and by means of the same appliances and machines as those specified to be used at the driving of
the tunnels.
108. The whole of the excavations of tunnels and open trenches for sewers and storm-water
channels, when ordered, to he executed with sumps and sump-ducts as above specified, and the tunnels to
be commenced in the different lengths between working shafts, and to be carried on in each length from each
end simultaneously, and the open trenches, unless otherwise directed, to be commenced in each length from
each end simultaneously, aud to be carried on in such a manner that the excavation on each end shall
always be completed and approved of for a length of 40 feet in advance of the concrete, brickwork, &c.,
and that the total progress made on each working end during every working week shall not be less than
20 feet of open trench excavation complete.
'
Existing Gas, Water, or Sewer I'vpes, and Sewers.
109. During the excavation and construction of these works, the contractor is to take every
precaution to prevent damage or injury to existing gas, water, or sewer pipes, aud sewers. Such pipes
and sewers on being met with at sides, over, or crossiug the excavations of these works, to be carefully and
securely protected and supported, as the case may require, by chains, timbering, strutting, and under
pinning, &c., to prevent said pipes or sewers from being shaken, bent, or broken, and the contractor to
provide all materials, plant, and labour required for said timbering, strutting, and underpinning, &c,, and
maintain the same at his sole cost, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of excavation and the
general progress of the works render further precaution unnecessary. All damage to existing water, gas,
or sower pipes and sewers, to he repaired at once by contractor at his own cost, to the satisfaction of the
Engineer.
1
Sinking Cylinders for Piers, Buildings, $'c.
110. The cylinders for juers, buildings, &c., to be bolted up in the necessary lengths, to be
accurately placed in position, lowered, and sinking proceeded with by weighting as long as cylinders
continue to go down, the tops finishing at same level. As the cylinders are sinking into the ground the
materials inside to be removed by such excavating appliances as may be approved. On completing the
excavation of each cylinder down to the solid rock, the water to be expelled by pressure of air or other
approved method, and on having ascertained the cylinders to be perfectly true in position and plumb, the
bottom to bo thoroughly cleaned and levelled, after which the concrete, as specified in clauses 156 to 182,
to be filled in and walled up for the first 6 feet under air pressure, or as shall be directed, till twenty-four
hours after having deposited same in position. Above this level the cylinders to he filled in with concrete,
as specified, to level of top of cast-iron cap.
■
Sinking to greater depths.
111. The sinking of cylinders to he continued, if required, to greater depths than shown on
drawings ; such additional depths to he paid for at schedule rate, which is to include all charges, except
cost of extra lengths of cast-iron cylinder. A corresponding deduction to be made if secure foundations
are obtained at lesser depths.
■
Bock, Sfc., in Cylinders.
. , II2.. If rock, boulders, dead logs, &c., are mot with in an irregular manner, or at one side, while
sinking cylinders, the air-lock, or other approved method, must be applied, and the rock, boulders, dead
logs, &e., removed, so as to ensure the cylinders to sink plumb and to rest on a perfectly flat and solid
bottom ; no powder or other explosives to be used in the removal of such obstacles. The sinking to be
proceeded with as soon as possible after delivery of ironwork, as specified in clause 214, to ensure the
erection of bridges, &c , without delay.
Fitting lengths of Cylinders.
118. The sinking to be so adjusted that, with the aid of fitting lengths, to be provided and cast at
schedule rate, the tops of cylinders to be exactly up to the levels shown, as the wronght-iron bracing
must be fixed prpeisely as shown on drawings.
'
Permanent and Temporary Shoring, Timbering, Piling, Bridges, Sfc,
114. Shoring, Timbering, Piling, Temporary Bridges, ej'c.—During the excavation for sewers,
buildings, piers of aqueduct, abutments, storm-water channels, shafts, east-iron cylinders, &e., the
contractor to adopt every precaution, and provide all materials, as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering,
piling, sheet-piling, all packing materials, as straw, asphalted felt, bags, tarred gasket, puddle, &c,, and
all labour, and carefully execute, at his own cost (unless where otherwise specified), alt piling, sheet
piling, &c.,as shown on drawings, and where ordered, and wherever considered necessary by the Engineer,
and to his entire satisfaction, all shect-pfiing, temporary scaffolding, staging, bridges (over rivers, creeks,
water-courses, and open drains, underneath lines of railways, tramways, streets or footpaths, so as to
ensure during the period of the contract the undisturbed traffic and flow of water as the case may be in
all channels, drains, water-courses, creek, or river, and the undisturbed traffic along all railways, tram
ways, streets, &c.), and strong shoring, and in sandy, water-charged, or loose soil, close timbering, piling,
and sheet-piling, and provide all appliances, aud have all packing materials, as above enumerated, close to
where they are required, and with the same carefully and securely close up aud pack against the outside
of
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of the timbering all joints and open spaces between poling-boards, sheet piles, or wedges, wherever they
occur, and caulk open joints where directed, and execute whatever may be required to prevent any
buildings, or other superstructures, road and other services over and ;idjacent to the line of sewer, from
settling, cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in, and to prevent aii3r portion of the floors, sides,
roofs, and end faces of excavation, beyond the exact cross sections and dimensions determined on, from
slipping, falling, running in, or being forced through joints and open spaces in the timbering and sheet
piling, and maintain said timbering, piling, shoring, temporary bridges, &c., where and when directed, till
completion of the works, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
115. As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, staging, temporary bridges, piling, sheet-piling,
Ac., shall be withdrawn, excepting all permanent timbering, planking, and piling below abutments, piers
of aqueduct, storm-water channels, buildings, sewers, &c., as shown on drawings where ordered under
other works, and in all other cases where, in the opinion of the Engineer, the withdrawing of the same
is impracticable, or would endanger the safety of the works, buildings, streets, and other surfaces over
and adjacent to the works, when the contractor must obtain au order in writing, signed by the Engineer,
to the effect that piling, sheet-piling, shoring, timbering, &c., may be covered up.
116. The net quantities of all permanent timbering, planking, and piling below abutment, piers of
aqueduct, storm-water channels, buildings, sewers, &c„ as shown on drawing, and where ordered under
other works, and all other shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling, which the Engineer has ordered to bo
covered up, shall be ascertained by measurement before any timbers are covered up, and paid for at
schedule rates, which shall cover and include the cost of all timber, iron used in fixing same, wronght-iron
shoes for piles, packing material, carriage, and all appliances and labour, complete, as fixed in position
in the works.
117. The measurements to be taken to ascertain the net quantities of temporary and permanent
timbering, planking, shoring, staging, sheet-piling, piling, shall be as under, via.:—For all hewn and sawn
timber in temporary shoring, staging, piling, sheet-piling, and timbering, ordered to be covered up, or, in
permanent piling, wedges, planking, platforms over piles below piers of aqueducts, under storm-water
channels, in bridges, buildings, sheet-piling, &c., as shown on drawings, and where ordered, in any
situation in the construction of these works, the width multiplied hy the depth and the actual length
(tenons included), fitted, framed, and fixed in the works, shall be the net measurement. For all round
timber used in temporary staging, shoring, timbering, and piling, but ordered to be covered up, the
diameter given is to be measured, exclusive of bark, at the smallest end, and tbe area of such diameter
multiplied by the actual length fixed in the works, shall be the net measurement. For all permanent
piles under piers of aqueducts, storm-water channels, buildings, in bridges, &c., as shown on drawings,
and where ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, the diameter given on drawings
or otherwise ordered, to be measured, exclusive of bark, at the smallest end of pile, and the net measure,
ment shall be the actual number of lineal feet (tenons included) of each such pile as placed in position
driven, and fixed in the works.
Piling, Timbering, fye.
118. The probable extent and quantities of piling is shown on longitudinal sections of works, and
in the schedule of quantities and prices, but no guarantee is given that these quantities will correspond
with those actually required. They may he more or less, as the actual quantities required can only be
ascertained during tbo progress of the excavations, and as the trial piles are sunk.
119. Delivery and Stacking Timber, &c,—The whole of the timber which, in the opinion of the
Engineer, is required for eacli part of the various works, or for such portion of the same as lie may
determine at the time, shall be cut and delivered barked on the ground prior to contractor commencing
the excavation of such part or portion of said work. All timber when brought on the ground to be at
once properly and carefully stacked on even plain surfaces, and all timbers to lay perfectly straight in the
stacks; all timbers bent, split, unsound, or objected to on other grounds by the Engineer, shall be removed
by the contractor from the ground within twenty-four hours after such objections have been made known
to him, and if he neglects to do so they shall ho removed without further notice by the Engineer at con
tractor’s cost; all rejected timbers to be marked by a brand or axe-mark.
120. Dimensions of Timbers.—All timbers required and delivered for each respective part of works
to be, when dressed, pointed, placed, aud fixed in position, of the various lengths and dimensions indicated
and shown on the drawings referring to such works, or of such other dimensions which the Engineer may
deem suitable for the works; all holes for screw-bolts, drift-bolts, spikes, nails, Ac., to be bored with tbe
exact augers, and all mortise holes and tenons to be cut so as to fit exactly.
121. Pointing Piles.—All square or round piles shall be sharpened (pointed) at the lower end, the
sharpened sides of which being cut to a hatter of 1 to 6, finished at lowest end with a flatter diamond-cut
point, as shown on drawings; the lowest point to be exactly in the straight line of the true axis of the
pile, aud the sharpened sides to be cut true to the axis of pile to prevent same from twisting and slanting
when, being driven.
] 22. All lower ends of sheet-piles to be sharpened on one side only to an inclined edge as shown on
drawings, and as shall be directed, to ensure the pile when driven to drift towards the pile last driven; all
sheet-piles of the same length and thickness within each respective panel to have their ends sharpened
exactly the same as regards length of cut surface and inclination of bottom edge.
123. Dressing Piles.—All round, square, and sheet-piles to he straightgrown timber, and, before
being driven, all square, angle, and guide-piles to he faced truly straight on the sides against which sheet
piles arc to be driven and finished as shown on plans ; all round piles for staging across rivers, against
which planked sides for concrete filling arc to be fixed, to be finished with a straight adzed face the depth
required for reception of said planking.
•
All sheet-piles to be perfectly parallel, and, before being driven, to be truly faced and fitted to
each other within each panel (between each pair of guide-piles), as shown on drawings, forming a straight
close joint.
124. Iron Pings and Shoes.—All round and square and sheet piles, to prevent them from splitting
when being driven, are to he hooped with wrought-iron rings at the top, such rings to he of not less than
2-in. x 1-in. iron for the square and round piles, and of not less than 2-in. x J-in. iron for the sheet-piles ;
stronger rings to be provided and used when directed. All piles are to be pointed, as hereinbefore
described, and where driven into bard ground, when directed and ordered, the points to bo protected by
wrought-iron
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wrought-iron steel-pointed shoes, weighing, except where otherwise directed, 2S lb. each for the main and
guide piles, and 8 lb. each for the sheet-piles. All shoes to be provided and made of such shape and
workmanship as the Engineer shall approve of. They are to bo carefully and truly fitted and fixed on to
points of piles, and the lowest points of slices for the round and square piles to be fixed exactly in a
straight line with the axis of each pile,
125. Staking out Lines and placing Piles.—The exact lines and positions of all piles on land and in
water, across rivers, at ends of storm-water channels, or, where ordered, in any situation in the construc
tion of these works, shall be carefully and correctly ascertained and staked out by the contractor, to the
satisfaction of the Engineer; and all stakes fixed in water or river-beds to extend above high-water level
before any piles are placed and driven. After the staking out, piles to be placed vertically truly plumb,
or to such batters as may be directed, in their respective positions, between guide-wales provided and fixed
on scaffold-staging which supports the pile-eugine. All sheet-piles to be placed, truly plumb, between eaeh
pair of guide-piles, and lowered into their respective positions between two walings, as shown on drawings
fitted and fixed on both sides of guide-piles.
’
12G. File-driving.—After the excavations for the various foundations have been completed, tim
bered, and approved, the pile driving as indicated on drawings, or where ordered, to be proceeded with as,
Vi?,.:—Prior to commencing the driving of piles at the various sites shown on drawings, in order to ascer
tain the lengths of same required for the foundations of the different piers and abutments, contractor to
drive trial piles, in the manner specified hereinafter, in positions required for permanent purposes, one
tor each alternate pier, or as shall he directed. After the different lengths of piles required for the works
have been in this manner ascertained, the permanent piles to be placed in their exact positions, and then
to he driven perfectly plumb (or to any batters directed) into the ground, to the various depths indicated
on drawings, or to such greater or lesser depths as the Engineer may direct during the progress of the
works.
a
127. Long piles from 25 feet and upwards, of 12 inches and greater diameters, to be driven with a
ram weighing from 20 to GO cwt„ having a drop over head of pile, after the latter has been placed in
position, of not less than 5 feet, the drop, us shall bo directed, to increase in height as the pile is driven.
Any pile driven with a ram of 20 civt. or more, as the case may be, falling 10 feet, to be driven until at
the last strike it does net drive more than the specified depth ; and any pile not standing this test to be
drawn when ordered, and to be replaced by a longer pile. Shorter piles may be driven with a ram of less
weight than 20 cwt., hut in due proportion to the weight of the pile, .and the weight the pile has to carry,
as shall be directed. When rams of lighter weight are used over shorter piles, sheet-piles, &c., the height
of drop to vary from 12 to IS feet, as the Engineer shall direct.
n
128. All piles to be pitched at contractor’s cost, of such lengths as will ensure good sound heads
at the levels shown on drawings, or as may be given at the time by the Engineer, Tenons, 8 in. x 4 in. x
0 in. deep, to be neatly cut on pile-heads. Any pile which may be too short, or which may have been
driven out of plumb, or out of the stipulated batter, or which may split below the level of the required
height or otherwise when driven, to he at once drawn, and to be replaced by a sound pile, driven plumb,
or battered, as the case may be, of the required length, at contractor’s cost. The contractor must be
careful not to pitch any pile which ho is not satisfied will be long enough. Scarfing of piles is not
permitted. The driving of piles to be commenced and carried on in such order of works as specified
and as shall be directed.
’
129. Where close piling is shown on drawings, all angle-piles and guide-piles to he driven first,
after which the upper guide-wales are to be fitted and fixed on to heads of main piles, and then the whole
of the sheet-plates of each panel, after being prepared and fitted, to be lowered and placed into position,
with their lower ends into the mud, between each pair of guide-piles, after which thev are to be driven
each a few feet, more or less, at the time, so as to bo driven to the specified depth with each other, thus
completing the sheet-piling of eaeh pane!, one after another, unless otherwise directed.
’
130. Timbering, Framing, Staging—Ls the sheet-piling and excavation between same proceeds,
the lower guide-wales to he fitted and fixed together with all transverse, diagonal, and angle struts, as
shown on drawings, and with such additional and intermediate struts as the Engineer may deem necessary
during the progress of the works.
J
Caps ills to be accurately mortised, placed upon hearing-piles, and to hear truly on pile-heads.
Transverse sleepers, spaced as shown, placed upon capsills, halved out H inches deep at points of inter
section, and planks to be laid and close-fitted between sleepers upon the capsills. Sleepers and planks to
be secured to capsills with wrought-iron l-inch square 9-inch spikes.
131. Zewising.—Where piles are shown to be driven through soil overlying rock, and lewising has
been specified or ordered, the ground for each pile to he excavated the depth shown on drawing, or to such
greater or lesser depth as will, in the opinion of the Engineer, ensure the lewis-shaped hole being cut in
solid rock, with its bottom, sides, and ends carefully rough-tooled to exact linesaud dimensions. 'Wedges
of well-seasoned hardwood, accurately shaped, to he then inserted, with their bevelled faces fitting as close
as possible against the tapered side of hole. Foot of pile to be then stepped between the two hardwood
wedges, in the exact position, and the whole driven tight home with a ram of approved weight, until foot
of pile is perfectly rigid. Piles to bo secured to projecting heads of wedges with screw-bolts, as specified.
, Where square holes are directed to be sunk in solid rock for feet of piles, they are to he sunk of
the dimensions and depths ordered, after which the feet of piles to be stepped into same and the spaces
between foot of pile and rock sides of hole to he filled in with cement grout. On completion of lewising
the trenches to be filled in with the material excavated in 6-inch layers, well rammed.
Carpenter's and Joiner's Work.
132. The whole of the carpenter’s and joiner’s work for floors, door frames, doors, stairs, window
frames and sashes, plates, uprights, girders, planks, working platforms, railings, &c., to be of the best
well-seasoned approved sawn ironbark, or of the best Baltic or yellow deal, as the case may be, of the
quality specified under clause 35, and as shall be directed, and of the best workmanship, to he framed,
fitted and fixed, finished, cleaned off, rough parts sand-papered (where directed), and completed in the
best possible manner, in strict accordance with drawings and measurements indicated and dimensions
figured thereon, with all necessary nails, spikes, screw-bolts, drift-bolts, wood-screws, coach-screws,
wrought-iron straps, stays and other fastenings of the best quality and approved workmanship. Ali
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holes for holts, spikes, nails, &c., to he hored with the exact augers, and all mortise holes and tenons, &c.,.
to be cut so as to fit exactly, to prevent timbers from splitting. All timber split during the progress of
the work and its term of maintenance to be at ouce replaced by sound timber. All scantlings requiring
scarfing in places are to be joined together as shown on sections, and as shall bo directed ; all scantlings
supporting floors, railings, &c., to be scarfed together only over approved supports.
Sheathing.
133. As soon as capsills are in position, the landward side of abutments to be sheathed with 4-inch
sawn hardwood planking from at least 1 foot below natural formation to underside of capsiil; the
sheathing to he secured to piles and wings hy 71-inch spikes, iis inch diameter, two at each intersection.
Ordnance Fencing.
,
134. Ordnance fences to he provided, framed, fitted, and erected where ordered, of sawn hardwood
timber, unless where otherwise specified, as, viz.:—Posts G in. x 4 in. x G ft. G in., top rail 4 in, x 4 in.,
intermediate and lower rails 4 in, x 3 in. Posts spaced 6 ft. 6 in. from centre to centre, sunk, in rock
not less than IS inches, and into other ground not less than 2 ft. 6 in. deep. On road embankments,
where ordered, posts to he 7 ft. 9 in. long, mortised into sill 9 inches diameter x 5 feet long, secured by
1-inch diameter hardwood tree-nail, stayed to posts hy 4-in. hy 4-in. struts, secured to posts and sills hy
-5-inch screw-bolts and l-inch diameter spikes 71 inches long. Angle and end posts, 10 inches diameter
at smallest end x S feet long, to be sunk 3 feet deep in the ground, mortised G inches deep for reception of
ends of rails. Tops of round posts to be protected by caps of G-lb. sheet lead, secured to posts hy lead
headed nails 2 inches long and wrought-iron 2-inch x i-inch rings, secured each by four 3-inch woodscrews. Sawn posts to be notched at top for reception of top-rail and halved out for reception of inter
mediate and lower rails, spaced as shown. Top rail to be laid arris uppermost into notches, secured to
posts with 2-inch by ^-inch hoop-straps and four 2 inches long wood-screws to each strap. Intermediate
and lower rails to be fitted flush with inner faces of sawn posts, and secured to each with two 4-inch woodscrews. All sawn, timber above ground to be planed, all scarf-joints of rails to he made as directed, over
posts only, and all sills, struts, and ends of posts underground to he charred thoroughly. The ground
round posts to be well rammed, and the clearing spaces round ends of posts stepped in rock holes to he
carefully filled in with cement grout.
Split Hardwood Two-rail Olose-pahng Fence.
135. Split hardwood two-rail close-paling fence to he provided, framed, fitted, and erected where
ordered, as, viz.:—Angle-posts to be straight, not less than 10 inches diameter at smallest end, x S feet
long, to he placed at all angles and ends, and sunk 3 feet in the ground. Common posts to he straight
split, 9 in. x 3 in. x 7 ft. 6 in. long, spaced to admit of two panels to the rod, and sunk 2 ft. 6 in. in the
ground. Ends of all posts, where underground, to he thoroughly charred. Wherever directed, posts to
he mortised into 9 inches diameter x 5-foot sills, stayed hy 4 in. x 3 in. struts, secured to posts and sills
x 5-inch screw-bolts, and fo-inch diameter x 75-inch spikes. In rock, angle and end poets to he squared
and sunk 1 ft. G in. deep, and common posts to bo squared and sunk 12 inches deep, and to he run in with
cement grout. Sills and struts to he well charred. All posts to he carefully mortised with a 2-inch
auger, and all mortise holes to he 8 in. x 2 in. in the clear. Upper mortise-holes to be G inches below top
of posts, and lower mortise-holes to he 9 inches above surface of ground.
Eails, clearly split and straight, 8 in. hy 25 in., to he of length to admit of two panels to the rod.
Ends of rails to he truly adzed and dressed so as to fill mortise-hole exactly (no wedges being allowed),
to overlap the posts, where passing each other in the mortise-hole, not less than 2 inches. The earth to
be well rammed round posts at fixing same, to be rammed again from time to time, and at completion of
work, so as to leave the posts firm in the ground.
_Palings to be clearly split, straight, stout, of fairly uniform thickness; to he 5 feet long and G
inches wide ; to be placed plumb, close-fitted, on outside of fence; heads level with tops of posts, bounded
on the outside with 1-in. x ii-in. full galvanised hoop-iron, laid over centre line of rails, and secured to same
with IJ-inch galvanised wrought-iron clout-nails, one to each paling, at each rail.
.
Slip-panels, 10 feet wide, to he provided where directed; posts for slip-panels to be of the same
length, diameter, and description as angle-posts ; to be mortised for slip-rails as shall he directed, Where
the fence has to cross creeks, the panels to he of the length directed. Sails for slip-panels and creek
crossings to he of the same depth and thickness as common rails, hut to be of the exact lengths required
for these places, and to be braced, where crossing creeks, diagonally and vertically on both sides of fence,
as shall he directed.
Split Hardwood Fence.
_
13G. ‘Split Hardwood Three-rail Fence to he provided, framed, fitted, and erected where ordered,
as, viz.:—Angle-posts to he straight, not less than 10 inches diameter at smallest end x 8 feet long, to he
placed at all angles and ends, and sunk 3 feet in the ground. Common posts to be straight split 9 in. x
3 in. x 7 ft. G in. long, spaced to admit of two panels to the rod, and sunk 2 ft. 6 in. in the ground.
Where directed, posts to be mortised into 9-inch diameter x 5-foot sills, stayed by 4-in. x 3-in. struts,
secured to posts and sills by -J-inch screw-bolts and ii-inch diameter x 75-incn spikes. In rock, angle and
end posts to be squared and sunk 1 ft. 6 in. deep, and common posts to be squared and sunk 12 inches deep,
and to be run in with cement grout. Ends of all posts, sills, and stmts, where underground, to he thoroughly
charred. All posts to he carefully mortised with a 2-inch auger, and all mortise-holes to he 8 in. x 2 in,
in the clear. Upper mortise-holes to be G inches below top of posts, lower mortise-holes to he 9 inches
above surface of ground, and the centre of mortise-holes to he spaced at equal distances between the two.
Kails clearly split and straight, 8 in. by 25 in., to he of lengths to admit of two panels to the rod. Ends ■
of rails to he truly adzed and dressed so as to fill mortise-holes exactly (no wedges being permitted), to
overlap the posts where passing each other in the mortise-hole not less than 2 inches. The earth to be
well rammed round posts at fixing same, to be rammed again from time to time, and ateompletion of work,
so as to leave the posts firm in the ground, upright, in the exact lines, and as shall be directed. Slippanels, 10 feet wide, to he provided where directed, posts for slip-panels to he of the same length,
diameter, and description as angle-posts, to be mortised for slip-rails as shall he directed. Where the
.
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fence has to cross creeks, the panels to be of the lengths directed. Rails for slip-panels and creek
crossings to be of tbe same deptli and thickness as common rails, but to be of the exact lengths required
for these places, mad to be braced, where crossing creeks, diagonally and vertically on both sides of fence,
as shall be directed.
Split Two-rail and Wire Fence.—Split posts in embankment to be 8 in. x 2^ in., mortised, whero
directed, into a sill 9 inches diameter x 5 feet long, and supported by two 4-in. x 2i-in. struts, to be
secured to posts and sills by f-inch bolts and i^-iuch spikes 7-J- inches long, as shown; where embankments
are less than 2 feet high, split posts to be sunk 2 feet in tbe ground, or squared and sunk 1 foot into rock,
as may be required ; the earth round posts to he well rammed; posts in rock to be run in with special
mortar. Corner or end posts, 12 inches diameter, to be sunk 2 ft. G in. in the ground, or squared and
sunk 1 ft. G in. into i-ock, as may be required ; the earth round posts to be well rammed ; posts in rock to
be run in with special mortar. Top rail to he 7 in. x 2 in., lower rail to he 8 in. x 2 in. eachx 9 feet long.
Tenons at ends of rails to be 6 inches long, adzed carefully to fit into 6-in. x 3-in. mortises, shouldered
square with the saw, and finished so as to butt close up to posts. Black fencing avirc, Mo. 4 gauge, to be
placed between rails, to pass through holes bored in posts, and to be properly strained in position. Posts
to bo set uniform and upright, and fencing to be erected to a true lino at top, and not to follow tbe lesser
irregularities of the ground, and all timber under or in contact with the ground to be charred thoroughly.
lload-making.
137. The different roads shown on drawings, leading under, over, and at sides of the line of
sowers, storm-ivater channels, &c,, and across the resumed land on either side of same, are to ho formed
on embankments, in cuttings, and as level crossings, as the ease may be. Said roadways to be constructed
30 feet wide between edges of slopes, ■whether on embankments or in cuttings, and in either case the
slopes, unless otherwise directed, to he trimmed to an inclination of 1$ horizontal to 1 vertical. The
longitudinal gradients of approaches to bo at au inclination of 1 in 20, or as shall be directed. 'The for
mation width of roadways to be formed with a convex curvature, the centre line of which to be G inches
higher than the edges.
138. After the sites for road cuttings, embankments, or level crossings have been grubbed and
cleared, the various cuttings, whero ordered, to bo excavated to the exact depths, gradients, and inclinations
directed, and the materials obtained from each excavation to be dealt with as provided in clauses 47, 51,
and 54.
139. All road embankments to ho formed and carried up to the exact heights, widths, gradients,
and inclinations, as specified in clause 87, and as shall be directed ; and the whole traffic to bo well dis
tributed, and to pass over each succeeding layer as put on.
The materials for road embankments to be obtained from sewer excavations and from other sources,
as specified in clause 87.
140. After the roadway, in cutting, embankment, or level crossings, has been formed and approved,
it is to be carefully boxed out along centre line for the reception of the road material, 8 inches deep for
ballast and 4 inches deep for metal—12 inches in all, by a width of 24 feet.
141. After the boxing out has been completed, its bottom surface to he covered by a layer of sand
stone ballast, as specified in clause 21, to be spread S inches thick throughout; and after completion of
the ballasting, its surface to he covered with bluestone metal, as specified in clause 37, to bo spread 4 inches
thick throughout.
’
142. After the metalling has been completed
approved, the whole of its surface to be covered
avith about one-eight of its own bulk of fine sandstone or bluestone chippings or quarry refuse of a
uniform thickness, after which the whole road surface to be watered and rolled until approved.
143. On completion of cuttings and embankments, all slopes to be trimmed and dressed to even
and straight faces to the specified inclinations, and then to be sown with couch grass seed, as shall be
directed.
Tarred Metal Declc.
144. After the tarring of upper surface of metal flooring, and after the sand-filling over arches and
abutments of aqueducts has been completed, levelled, and approved, or in any other situation in the
construction of these works, the whole of these surfaces as shown on drawings, to the thicknesses figured
or ordered at the time, to he covered with the tarred metal decking, as follows ; —
The stone to be basalt, broken to a 2-inch gauge, as specified in clauses 37 and 38, free from dirt,
the screenings to be crushed from the same stone, and to pass through a &-iuch sieve. All stones and
screenings to be perfectly clean and dry, to be heated before admixture with tar. The tar to he coal-tar,
free from all adulterations, and boiled sufficient time to get rid of the light oils before being used.
'
The stones and screenings to be mixed with the boiled tar separately; to be then stacked where
directed, so as to allow the surplus tar to drain away for at least three weeks before being laid on the
bridge.
The 2-ineh stone to be spread over the whole bridge, upon the concrete filling of roadway, and upon
the 7-inch thick sand layer of footpaths, between kerb-logs, to such thicknesses and surfaces, and
with such curvature to roadway, when rolled, as shown in drawing, and to be then covered with about oneeighth of its own bulk with screenings. Both layers lo be well rolled and cross-rolled with a 30-ewt, roller,
having not less than a 3-foot width of face, until they form solid compact surfaces to the required levels
.and curvature.
The sides along kerb-logs and all places where the roller cannot work to be well punned by hand
with a fiat-faced 42-lb. iron rammer. When approved hy the Engineer, the whole of the surfaces to be
brushed over with a coat of hot coal-tar, and a layer of heated fine bluestone screenings, with dust left in,
spread over it.
Coke Concrete Deck.
.
145. Coke concrete to he provided, placed in position where directed in the manner specified for
other concrete, and to be mixed as described in clause 32, hut in the following proportions:—16 cubic feet
of approved coke broken to a strict 1-inch gauge, 8 cubic feet of approved clean sand as specified in clause
23, and one full cask of cement (equivalent to^four of coke, two of sand, and one of cement).
.
'
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Sewers, Storm-icaier Channels, fyc,
146. Aa the erosa-section area, of each respective length of tunnel and open trench for each respec
tive length of sewer, storm-water channel, syphon, pipe-sewer, foundation for bridges, buildings, &c., has
been excavated, cleaned, and approved, the sewers, storm-water channels, and other works of the dimensions
specified to be built therein, with such pipes and with such concrete and. brick-lining, backing, walls round
pipe-sewers, masonry, brickwork, concrete work. &c., as shown on the various drawings referring to each
respective work, and as shall be determined hy the Engineer whenever the excavation has advanced
sufficiently to enable him to do so.
_
147. In very wet ground and under buildings tbe lining of tunnel to be executed of an extra
thickness, and in brickwork only with concrete backing were required right up to timbering or rock, as the
case may be, as shall he directed.
_
.
,
148. In dry and compact rock excavation the concrete lining to be filled in solid between internal
surfaces of sewer, storm-water channel, &c. (less |-inch space required for cement rendering), and surfaces
of tunnel or open trench.
_
.
149. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to he built of a thickness,
form, and width as shall he directed at the time of occurrence. Under temporary shafts excavated by
contractor for his owm convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to be at the contractor s cost.
150. The thickness and description of the lining, whether concrete only, of brick and concrete, or
of brick only, required for the different portions of tunnels and open trenches, depejids upon the nature
of the ground through which they are driven or excavated, as the case may be, aud shall he determined
by the Engineer as the excavation advances.
_
_
_
.
.
151. Junction chambers for sub-main and reticulating pipes, upper inlet-chambers in shafts for
junctions with reticulating pipe-sewers, drop-shafts, penstock and gas-check chambers, flushing stations,
weir-chambers with storm-water discharge pipes, ventilating shafts, aqueducts on arches, and on wroughtiron girders, syphons, buildings, bridges, culverts, storm-water channel junctions, intersections with existing
roads, sewer, and water-pipes, branch inlets, man-holes, gullies, road-work, &c., to he constructed in connoction with main sewers, branch sewers, and storm-water channels of concrete, brickwork, masonary,
rendering, iron, timber, stoneware, and cast-iron pipes, &e., of the exact sizes, heights, shapes, forms,
curves, and with such ornamental red, white, and other bricks, panels, mouldings, piling, &c., as shown on
drawings, and as may he ordered aud directed at the time. Unless otherwise shown and directed, brickshafts to be built of 9-inch and 14-inch brickwork, with four vertical or battered corners, as the case may
be, and curved sides between same and freestone caps at top, pierced and prepared for scat of cast-iron
frames of ventilating grates, Ac. All inlet openings of branch sewers, reticulating pipes, branch inlets,
inlet-bends, &e., to bo securely closed for the time being with brickwork in cement, stoneware, or other
covers, &c., to be provided by contractor, and set in cement mortar all round, or as shall be directed, and
left water-tight. Curved junctions for branch, oval, or pipe sewers, as shown on drawings, and whore
ordered, to be constructed in concrete; to enter the main sewers at such levels above the invert, with such
radius and longitudinal fall as shown, or as shall be determined at the time.
_
_
152. Cast-iron, flanged, oval, circular, or straight, junction, bent, plain, and faucet and spigot
pipes, landing platforms, J_ bars, scupper boxes, gully gratings, girders over woir and shaft-chambers, or
other castings, flushing-valves, gas-check frames, penstocks, man-hole covers, saddles, stop-board grooves,
&c., to be walled and built in, as shown on drawings, at points of intersection, branch junctions, gas-check
chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, were ordered, &c.
,
153. Step-irons, supports to v, rougiit-iron ladders, holdfasts, ends of wrought and cast iron girders,
bars, Ac., to be built into side walls of shafts, and anchor bolts for fixing cast-iron frame for penstocks,
gas-checks, Ac., to be built into walls of shaft-chambers, as shall be directed. Elap-traps to be built in
where ordered and directed. Permanent putlog holes in shapes of reveals, for temporary staging, are to
be left in walls of gas-check, shaft-chambers, and shafts where directed ; and, in all cases, unless otherwise
ordered, the reveals are to be built round of the same thickness of brick or concrete, as shown on walls of
shafts or chambers at the places referred to. Putlog holes to be included in the schedule price for brick
work. Stop-hoard grooves to be formed in concrete, where ordered.
_
_
154. In order to prevent the tunnel excavation, through rock for the various intercepting pipesewers, from becoming conductors of subsoil water, said headings, as described in clause 69, after the
various lines of stoneware pipes have been, laid in same and jointed, and as each 66-foot length of same
has been approved and filled in again, to be closed up, '-'hen ordered, by a concrete wall 12 inches in
thickness, to be built round pipe-sewer and across the heading, making [in each case a water-tight joint
with rock faces of floor, sides, and roof of heading.
__
155. In the event of it being deemed necessary by the Engineer during the progress of the works
to omit, alter, or change any of the hereinbefore (clauses 151 to 154) described works, and construct and
carry out other works of different design and construction instead, then the contractor shall be bound to
omit or carry out, as the case may be, and execute any such works with the materials and workmanship
so required at the various schedule rates referring to such items of works, and as shall he directed and
specified hereinafter.
Concrete Work.
156. The different kinds of concrete described under clauses 29, 30, and 31, as bluestone concrete,
special concrete, and sandstone concrete, respectively, shall be used in the various parts of these works as
specified, and as may be ordered at tbe time,
_
i_
- ■
157. After the excavation for foundation of each respective pari of the works, and the piling,
planking, timbering, staging, Ac., for same have been completed, and after the bottom of excavations
has been cleared and approved, the concrete work to be built thereon of the lengths, gradients, widths,
heights, and with such square, circular, or other shaped openings, or chambers, recesses, arches, pilasters,
batters, lines, curves, Ac., of the exact dimensions and of such forms and shapes as shown on the
drawings referring to each respective part of said works.
_
158. The contractor to find, provide, and make at his own cost., all concrete boxes, centres, staging,
shoring, planking, Ac., of the exact forms, shapes, curves, Ac., required, in a proper, secure, and sub
stantial manner, duo allowance being made for i-inch thick cement facing over all internal exposed surfaces
of concrete work; and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can easily be with
drawn, except where otherwise directed. The designs for centering, concrete boxes, Ac., arc to be
approved
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approved by and to tbo entire satisfaction of tbe Engineer. After completion of any portion of tbo
concrete or brickwork, tbe concrete boxes and the centering, as the case may be, sbajl not be removed
until all provisions of the specification, and those contained in clauses 172 and 173 respecting centering,
have been complied with, and until the Engineer or bis Superintending Officer bas given written per
mission to that effect,
159. The concrete, after it bas been approved of, to be conveyed into cast-iron cylinders, shafts,
excavations for piers, and other deep foundations, in skips of approved size, and to every other part of tbe
work, as may be directed, and as shall be approved of, and tipped into same and upon the surface of each
layer from a height not exceeding 18 inches, to be quickly spread out in layers not exceeding 9 inches in
thickness. Commencing at eacli part of the work at lowest level of excavation or surface of work, the
concrete to be brought up in horizontal and even layers, and on lines of sewer, side-entrance, pipe sewers,
junctions, shaft chambers, abutments, piers, arches, over-arches walls, &c., unless where otherwise directed,
in even layers, parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works ; each layer, when spread, to be 9
inches thick (or less whore ordered or specified) throughout before ramming, and, after spreading, to bo
quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved of, and then allowed time to set before the succeeding
layer is put on.
. 160. In circular, oval, elliptical, aud open channels, the concrete to bo filled first into central pads,
or, in accordance_with tbe transverse curvature of invert or bottom of channel, into central strips, not
exceeding 2 feet in width for wide open channels, then into bottom layer right up to extreme width at
sides, and then into the curved sides, as shown on drawings, up to top of side walls in open channels, or
to level of springing in closed channels.
161. After the concrete has been carried up to the level of springing, alt concrete arches to bo
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in radiating
parallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengths as specified in clauses 1G8 and
169, and as shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described, and, where the arch is thicker
than 9 inches, the lower layer to he always completed throughout 12 inches in advance of the upper
succeeding layer.
162. After completion of the closing arch all concrete work above springing of the same, at sides
of arch, in man-holes, chambers, shafts, &c., to bo carried up in the same manner as specified in clause 159,
and of the exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, &c., as shown on drawings.
,
_ 163. Jfo portion of the concrete work described in the previous clauses (unless otherwise directed
in writing) to be covered, up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and approved of by the
Engineer. Amy leakage thatjmay appear in each layer to be carefully attended to and bo made good and
repaired at the time, as shall he approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
161. All end faces of layers of concrete to ho stopped back at each respective length of sewer or
other work, as shall be directed, to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to be grouted
prior to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to the same.
165. After the lower layer has set lo the satisfaction of the Engineer, its top surface to be care
fully washed until approved, and then to be grouted all over prior to each succeeding layer of concrete
being put on. i\"o traffic shall pass over any lower layer or fresh concrete work except where such is
duly protected against injury by hoarding, planks, or any other means approved of by the Engineer at
the time.
,
166. In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in anticipation of
rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the work
may bo raised at the time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of the surface with cement grout. The
contractor also to provide and have always on hand approved tarpaulins for the purpose of covering
therewith, where and whenever directed hy the Engineer to do so, all fresh concrete work and brickwork,
when ordered, so as to protect the same, during all stoppages in the daytime and at night, from sun and
rain, and during hot or dry weather, to keep said tarpaulins watered to prevent the concrete work from
cracking and setting too quickly on the outside.
167. In all cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete, the said layer shall not
ho continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower and the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then grouted with cement grout.
~
“
168. The concrefe and brickwork of main and branch sewers and storm-water channels in open
trench to be commenced in accordance with clause 108, in the different lengths of open trenches, and to
be carried up in eaeh and from each end of same simultaneously, in not less than three continuous
lengths of 40 feet each (unless otherwise directed), that is to say, when the arching-in of the first 40 feet
commences, the next length of 40 feet must he completed up to the springing of arch, and the third 40feet length must be in progress, and the latter so timed that the work is raised up to springing of arch bv
the time the closing-in of the adjoining length commences.
109. The concrete and brickwork of main and branch sewers and storm-water channels in tunnel
to bo commenced, in accordance with clause 103, in the different lengths of tunnels, and to be carried on
in each, from the middle towards each end simultaneously, in not less than three continuous lengths
of 16 ft. 6 in. each—that is to say, when the arching of the first 10 ft. 6 in. commences the next
16-ft. 6-in. length must be in progress from height of invert up to the springing of arch, the third
16-ft. G-in. length must be in progress between floor of tunnel and level of invert of sewer, and in the
fourth _16-ft. 6-in. length the excavation and timbering of tunnel must at this time he completed and ready
to receive concrete foundation of sower.
170. At all plinths tor peers of arches and abutments, piers of arches, abutments, between win«s
of abutments, pilasters, foundations of buildings, culverts, <&e., unless otherwise directed, each layer to
he completed right through the whole length and width of the work before the succeeding layer is put on.
"Where concrete has to be walled or filled in against and between brick facings or masonrv, the latter in
each case to be well wetted and. grouted, and then to he covered with a coat of cement-'mortar \ inch
thick before the concrete is built against it, audit is to be brought up simultaneously with same in layers
6 inches thick after ramming; the brick or masonry facings, however, being always kept 6 inches (or
more, as the case may be) higher than the concrete‘work, up to level of string-course, or other defined
limit, when the work has to be finished level all through.
171.
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171. The brickwork, masonry, and concrete-filling between all arches and at sides of end-arches
to be carried up simultaneously over the whole length and width of every aqueduct, building, or other
structure (unless otherwise directed), so that all arches or other structures shall he simultaneously and
equally weighted as the brick, stone, and concrete work rises against and over same.
172. The concrete in piers of arches of aqueducts, abutments, and approaches to aqueducts, to
be carried up in the first instance from bottom of excavations to level of top of plinths, in the second
instance to level of top of skewbacks, in the third instance to level of underside of string-course, and in
the fourth instance to level of top of coping of aqueducts.
173. When all piers and abutments of aqueducts have been built to level of springing of arches
or to top of skewbacks, as the case may be, the concrete, brick, and stone arches, as specified, to bo built
one after another over the openings upon centres, cambered as shall be directed, of such number as shall
be specified, strong enough in every part to carry the weight of the arch to be built thereon, till all
openings of one aqueduct are arched over, after which the whole of the arches shall be allowed two
weeks time to set and harden before tbe brick and stone facings, and the concrete, &c., between the
arches and at sides of end-arches is commenced. In filling in between arches and at sides of end-arches
the various layers of concrete, of the thickness specified in clauses 159 and 170, as the case may be, to bo
brought up extending on to extrados of arches till the thickness of each layer at its end is reduced to 4.)
inches above extrados, when it is to be finished at the time with a radiating end-face before the succeeding
layer is put on. The junctions of the new storm-water sewers to be constructed with such curves, shapes,
forms, flat arches between wrought-iron rolled girders, &c., as shown on drawings. On completion of
junctions, or any lengths of storm-water channel, as may be specified, to exact level of underside of iron
girders, the latter to be laid transversely over side-walls of junctions or channels, bedded in and upon
special cement mortar, ^ inch thick, truly parallel to each other, and spaced 4> feet from centre to centre,1
or as may be specified, after which the concrete filliug along side-walls, between and over ends of girders,
to be completed. The arches of 4-fect span, or thereabout, with a rise of 5 inches in centre, between the
girders, to be commenced from lower end, and to advance to the upper end of the junction or channel in
each case (all girders being carefully stiffened and held in position by props, as shall be directed), with not
less than 12 centres, or as may be directed of the exact, width of junction or channel between side-walls.
The arches to be built as specified in clause 161, and on completion to form a level concrete decking
3 inches above level of top of girders.
174. The concrete lining round sewer on lines of aqueducts and approaches (between underside of
string-course and underside of coping, unless where otherwise specified) to be brought up between brick
and stone facings (where such occur) simultaneously with same, as specified in clause 170. The concrete
to be finished transversely level with underside of copings. This work to be carried on along each line of
aqueduct in the manner and in lengths as specified in clauses 172 and 173.
175. In conjunction with the concrete surrounding sewer, where the latter is built upon arches
and in embankments, tbe contractor to provide, fit, place in position, and wall-in with the concrete,
longitudinally in each corner at top and bottom of concrete lining s-ineh diameter bond-rods in 10-feet
lengths. The ends to overlap 12 inches, and tied together with binding-wire, and, transversely, ji-inch
diameter bond-rods 4i- inches above soffit of sewer of such lengths as to fit between the outer brick lining,
or as shall be directed, spaced 10 feet from centre to centre. The cost of providing, fitting, placing, aud
walling-in said bond-rods, to be included in the schedule price per cubic yard of concrete.
170, Special care to be taken by contractor to prevent the concrete, &c., from cracking at ends of
each respective and successive length of open, covered, or closed, sewer and storm-water channel in any
situation in the construction of these works, in consequence of the draught in same, by providing and
carefully closing up ends of sewers or storm-water channels with canvass or wooden shields or doors.
G-reat care shall also be taken in tbe construction of sewers and storm-water channels on lines of aqueducts,
in tunnels, and in open trenches by carrying the works on in continuous lengths, without delays and
stoppages, so as to prevent air-cracks or shrinkage.
177. Should, however, cracks occur at ends of any length of sewer, storm-water channel, or other
work, during its construction and time of maintenance, they shall be opened up for their whole length and
depth, and of such width as may be directed at the time, and filled'in with neat cement mortar and grout
hy the contractor at his own expense to the satisfaction of the Engineer, or he may order such cracked
parts of the works to be taken down and rebuilt at the time of occurrence at contractors’ cost.
178. The concrete work comprised in this contract to be completed of the exact dimensions shown
on drawings, less f inch at all exposed inner and outer surfaces, and after the boxes and centerings have
been removed, all exposed outer and inner surfaces shall present compact, solid, even, plain faces. All
faulty and honeycomb portions, cavities, holes, or other defects to be at once repaired by the contractor,
at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as the case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. No
portion of the concrete work to bo covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and
approved. In all cast-iron cylinders shown on drawings, the concrete shall be built in solid between castiron walls of same, and as hereinbefore described,
'
.
179. At the sites of all bed and bearing plates, penstock, sluice-gate, gas-cheek, stop-board, stopplate, and valve frames, cast-iron man-hole covers, and all circular, oval, straight, or bent pipes, covers,
landing platforms, gully-gratings, scupper-boxes, J_ bars, girders over weir and shaft-chambers, &c., after
the concrete or masonry bas been built to the exact height and gradient (leaving sufficient space for
jointing), the whole of the cast and wrought iron work, after having been washed clean with fresh water,
is to he truly laid and jointed or set perfectly plumb or otherwise, as the case may be, and as shall he
directed, in the exact positions, lines and gradients, on fillets of mortar ; and as the concrete rises against
and around the castings, bond-rods, &c., Jeaving a space of not less than 4- inch all round between the
concrete and iron, this space round the invert, or underneath bottom of plates aud rods, as tbe case may
be, to be filled in with special grout, or mortar, as shall bo directed at tbe time, whilst above the springing
line the outer surface of the castings, &c., to bo grouted with special grout, and then to be covered
with a coat of special mortar 4 inch thick before the concrete is built on to and around said pipes, castings,
frames, &c.
180. All anchor-bolts in connection with cast-iron bed and bearing plates, wrought-iron ladders,
landings, sluice-gate, gas-cheek, valves, and all other frames. &e., to he plaeedin the exact positions required;
to be washed clean, wetted, bedded upon and surrounded with special mortar in each case before the
concrete is built round the same,
181.
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181. All stoneware or cast-iron pipes, down-pipes, &e., where they are shown to be or ordered, to be
surrounded with concrete, to be clean washed with fresh water, to be truly placed, laid, erected, and
jointed m the exact lines and gradients on fillets of mortar, and to be grouted till round with special grout
as the concrete is being built all round same.
182. The whole of the concrete work of main, branch, and pipe sewers, and storm-water channels,
including all foundations, piers, abutments with wings, arches, buildings, gullies, weirs, with all string
courses, copings, ventilating shafts, chambers, gutters, side entrance, junctions, Ac., to be completed in
strict accordance with specification and drawings, and of the exact shapes, forms, projections, mouldings,
curves, panels, pilasters, and dimensions shown thereon, and as shall he directed, and to be left complete
and clean on all external and internal exposed faces.
Oevient (hating.
183. The whole of the internal and external concrete surfaces, and brick surfaces where ordered,
of sewers, storm-water channels, buildings, and other works, where such is shown on plans, and in any
situation in the construction of these works where directed, to be protected hy a cement coating to ho
put ori in two thicknesses, excepting where otherwise directed; the coating throughout, when finished, to
i>o -f inch in thickness. All surfaces of concrete or brickwork bo be well wetted before the cement coating
is put on. The cement coating of all surfaces of works, including string-courses, caps, copings, cornicing,
weatherings, chamfers, mouldings, &c., to be finished of the exact thicknesses, dimensions, forms, faces',
lines, curved, straight, circular, or otherwise, and with joints struck in immitation of ashlar masonry, as
shown on drawings, and as shall he directed.
181. The different kinds of cement coating with which the exposed surfaces of these works are to
be protected, are:—Cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of one of cement to
two of sand, and special cement facing, prepared of cement aud sand in the proportion of one of cement
and one of sand, _ The cement and sand to be of the qualities specified in clauses 23 and 24 respectively.
The different qualities of cement coating, as above described, to be executed in the various parts of these
works as shall be specified, and as may be ordered at the time.
Brickwork.
. , IS5. The brickwork required in the construction of storm-water channels, ventilating shafts,
buildings, main sewers, arches up to ]2-feet span, piers, abutments, abutment-piers, and arches over 12feet span, with spandrils, pilasters, parapet walls, and where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works, to consist of materials and mortar described in clauses 15,16, 23, 24, 26, and 27, as shall
be directed. All brickwork is tinted red on general plans; the areas an all elevations of aqueducts,
arches over 12-feet span, parapets, abutments, piers, &c., which are to he specially faced with while and'
red and radiated bricks, are tinted white and red accordingly. All bricks to be thoroughly soaked in clean
fresh water immediately before being used, and all work to be built with whole bricks (except where
otherwise directed) of approved shape and dimensions, to ensure the bond of each particular part of the
work being execuled, in the manner as shown on drawings, and as may be ordered at the time, with ^-inch
joints, each brick to be set full and rubbed in cement mortar, and every course to be carefully and
thoroughly grouted and well wetted before the succeeding course is put on, as shall be directed, care being
taken to keep the inner and outer faces of work eloau by placing fillet of mortar on outer and inner edges
before grouting.
°
186. Tbe brickwork in sewer lining, shafts, storm-water channels, and aqueduct arches up to 12feet span, lo be of the forms, shapes, thickness, dimensions, curves, and gradients shown on longitudinal
and cross sections to be built in radiating courses, with radiated bricks w-here ordered, in 4^-inch rings, in
approved bond, the bricks of each course to break joint over the centre of those above or below, Whero
the brickwork consists of two or more rings, said rings to be built simultaneously, the lower ring to be
always completed throughout 4J inches in advance of the upper succeeding ring/each brick to be set full
upon and rubbed in cement mortar, aud each ring to he keyed in centre, and to be covered with a coat of
cement mortar ^ inch thick, to ensure the thorough bonding between the different rings. All arches up to
12-feet span to be built as specified in clause 173, and to be commenced at both abutments simultaneously,
the full width of same, and all closing arches of main sewers to be built in lengths of 40 feet, and 16 ft.
6 in. respectively, in conformity with clauses ICS and 169. At completing any length of brick closing
arch of main sewer, storm-water channels, &c., the courses at end of same to be stepped back, as shall be
directed, and the end face of each ring or course to be well wetted, and then grouted, prior to each ring
ot tbe succeeding length being commenced.
187. The brickwork in arches over 12-feet span, to he built as hereinbefore specified, in conformity
with clause 173, not in 4j--meh rings, but in radiating through-courses, of rubbed and gauged bricks, if
directed, in approved bond ; lo be commenced at both abutments simultaneously, the whole width of same,
and to be completed in the most perfect manner throughout the full width and thickness of arch, keyed
in centre.
188. The brickwork in abutments, abutment-piers, wings, parapets, pilasters, spandrils, piers, facewalls, &c., to be bunt of the various heights, thicknesses, and other dimensions, together with all recesses,
projections, pannelling, &c., and carried up at each special part or length of work, simultaneously with the
concrete and masonry, in English or other approved bond, in alternate courses of headers and stretchers,
unless otherwise directed, each brick to break joint with the one above and underneath, in truly level
courses or in courses truly parallel with longitudinal gradient of work, and in such other lines and curves
as shown on drawings, or as may be ordered at the time. All outer and inner faces, where directed, of
walls, to be carried up straight, square, and plumb, with perfectly fair and even faces.
189. All pilasters, projections, recesses, circular and other panelling, abutments, piers, wings,
spandrils, parapets, arches, &c., in outside faces of work, to be built neatly and accurately of plain,
radiated, moulded, aud formed white and red bricks, as shown on drawings. All inner faces of walls and
arches, and where directed, to be finished with a neat flat joint, and pointed ; and all arches and other
brickwork to be finished on all exposed faces with a neatly struck and cut joint. Alt pointing up home
to all copings, cap-stones, string-courses, key-stones, projections, and recesses, to be carefully executed ;
and all freestone and bluestone ashlar, in connection with the brickwork, to be carefully bedded and set in
cement mortar and walled-in where shown. All cement pointing, wherever directed, to be executed, and,
everything
-
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everything to be made good where necessary, and all external faces of brickwork to be thoroughly cleaned
at completion of work. 'Weep-holes of the sizes shown, to be left through the brick walls where diree e .
190. The brick-on-edge flooring of inverts of storm-water channels on steep gradients, as slmwn
on drawings, and where ordered, in anv situation in the construction of these works, to he laid in
approved bond ; each brick to be set full and rubbed in special cement mortar, after which the whole or
the surfaces of the brick-ou-edgc flooring to be carefully and thoroughly grouted with special grou .
191. The 4-inch thick mortar covering (pargeting) of outside faces of brickwork or concrete ot
ventilating shafts, man-holes, sewer-chambers, and sewers, as shown on drawings, shall not be measure
and paid for as cement facing, but simply as mortar covering 4-inch thick; the cost ot winch to he
provided for, and included in the schedule prices per cubic yard for brickwork and concrete,
192. Brickwork in Buildings, Chimneys, £c.—The whole of the brickwork of external wails ot
buildings, chimneys, &c., of the various thicknesses, heights, and other dimensions, together with all door
and window openings, reveals, recesses, projections, bracketing, corbeling, &c., as shown on drawings, to
be at each building earned up together, in truly level courses, (no portion of the brickwork ot each
building at any time to be raised higher than 12 inches above any other portion, excepting at the games
above level of eaves of roofs), in old English, or other similar approved bond; four courses to 1 toot m
height, well bedded and grouted as before specified, care being taken to keep the inner and outer laces ot
the°work clean, by placing fillet of mortar on outer and inner edges before grouting
Both outer and inner faces of walls to be carried up straight, square, and plumb, with lair even
faces, and all inner faces to be finished with flat neatly pointed joints,
_
, ,
All pilasters, projections, recesses, reveals, cornicing, bracketing, corbeling, panels m outside races
of walls to be built neatly and accurately of white, red, plain, formed, and moulded bricks, as shown on
^a

193. The arches over all openings to be built in a similar manner as specified for arches under

clauses 186 and 1S7, and for the buildings especially they are to be built of rubbed and gauged bricks m
radiatiiiT courses with 1-inch joints throughout, abutting against rubbed skewbacks ; every brick to he set
full an drubbed in-cement mortar, to be turned in the most perfect manner of the full thickness ot walls,
in single rings of 4i inches, in two rings, and of such bond and of such thicknesses as shown on drawings,
and as shall be directed; all arches to be commenced from both skewbacks simultaneously and keyed m
centre. All iuncr faces of arches, and where directed, to he finished with a neat flat joint and pointed.
19-k General.—All putlog holes to he filled in, taking particular care to match the bricks and the
mortar. All pointing up home to all copings, sills, and other projections to he executed. All splays,
rakes, and chasings, whether for lead flashing or otherwise, to he executed. All freestone and bluestone
ashlar, and all ironwork in connection with superstructures, to bo carefully bedded m cement mortar, and
walled-in where shown, and as shall he directed. All wood bricks to he provided, bedded, and walled-m
for fixing door frames, and where directed. All cement pointing at lead flashings, round ironwork, free
stone ashlar, stones under iron shoes of rafters, iron girders, round ends of purlins, &c., to be executed,
and everything to be made good where necessary and directed. All floor-joists to be bedded in cement
mortar where directed.
.
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All external faces of brickwork to be thoroughly cleaned, all joints to be raked inch deep; to lie
pointed with special cement mortar, and to he finished off with a neatly struck and cut joint.
_
195. Prior to commencing any concrete or brickwork, which has to he built on to and against rock
faces, all shaken and loose rock to be removed ; all rock surfaces to he well cleaned, washed, and wetted
and all beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete or brickwork and rock faces to be carefully tilled
in with cement mortar, and flushed and grouted every course as the brickwork proceeds : and the cost of
thus preparing roek faces, washing, grouting, flushing,
to he included in, and covered by the schedule
price per cubic yard for the concrete aud brickwork herein referred to.
Power to get Bricks elsewhere.
196. Should the contractor, at the commencement or during the progress of the contract, at any
time fail to provide the specified bricks in any or in such quantities as in the opinion of the Engineer shall
be deemed necessary to ensure the progress of the works as specified, then in all such cases the Engineer
shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources ; and all additional costs and charges
thereby occasioned, over and above the contract prices for brickwork, shall be incurred solely by the
contractor, who shall only be paid for the net quantity of brickwork actually ordered at Schedule rates,
less the cost of the bricks so delivered on the works by the Engineer ; and the contractor shall have no
claim for loss, damage, or compensation, on account of the exercise of such power hy the Engineer.
Masonry.
197. All freestone and bluestone ashlar of the exact sizes, forms, and shapes, to he built m where
shown on drawings and where directed simultaneously with the concrete and brickwork ; said stones to be
washed clean and to be well wotted with fresh clean water immediately before being used, to be set upon
their natural beds full upon and in cement mortar in approved bond, in the exact positions required, tru y
level, or as may be directed at the time; after which all joints between stones, between donea ond brick
work, and between stones and concrete, to be carefully filled in with grout when directed. Prior to each
succeeding course being put on, the surface of the previous course to be well wetted and washed clean,
as shall be directed. All ashlar stones to be properly lifted hy lewising, or as shall be directed when
being placed in position. All beds and joints to be punched, axed, and picked, so as to form j-inch joints
throughout. All exposed joints of masonry and between masonry and brickwork, &c., to be carefully
raked out, £ inch deep, and filled in solid with special mortar, neatly pointed, finished flush with outside
faces of work. All masonrv to be left perfectly clean at completion of works.
198. Freestone Ashlar—Freestone ashlar, of the quality specified in clause 20, to be provided lor
plinths, abutments, skewbacks, and piers of aqueducts, keystones of arches, voussoirs, string-courses, cap
stones for abutineuts and pilasters, newels, pilasters on corbels, parapet copyings, stops for spiral stairs m
shafts, and other steps where shown on drawings, cornicing for pedestals of chimneys, coping for gables
of buildings, window sills, bedstones under bearing points and iron shoes of rafters, corbels under girders,
cover stones over gullies, stones on top of ventilating shafts, curb stones round bases of buildings, flagging
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over drains in filter beds, kerbing and channeling, &c., and where ordered in any situation in the con
struction of these works, of the eiaet dimensions, moulded, sunk, weathered, throated, checked, grooved,
radiated, curved, channeled, fine-axed, battered, hummer-dressed, worked, rubbed where directed, and
finished oft in the best possible manner, as shown on Drawings, and in accordance with any details which
the Engineer may provide during the progress of the works. All stones to be in lengths, as shown, and
shall be directed, with truly squared and axe-dressed beds, joints, and hacks. All joints from exposed
surfaces of stones, and from faces of concrete work, as the ease may be, to he axed in 2 inches deep. The
plinths, where shown on Drawings, to be weathered with 2-inch parallel drafted margin, under edge of
weathering and at all external angles of same. All external faces of plinths, skewbacks, abutments,
piers, wings of abutments, &c., to be' pitch-faced, no part of which to project more than approved of
beyond true lino of wall, with a true pitched line along each exposed arris, and with 2-inch parallel
drafted margin as shown. Capstones of abutments and piers to be of the dimensions shown, unless
otherwise directed ; the centre stone to he of bluestone. All capstones over pilasters to be of one stone.
Holes for lewis bolts to be sunk where directed, of the depth and size required. All quoins, of the exact
sizes specified, to he set in and out bond to all angles.
191). llltiestone Ashlar.—BLuestono ashlar of the quality specified in clause 33 to be provided for
all abutments, piers, abutment piers, stones at bottom of sump-holes of precipitating wells, bedstones,
under cast-iron bedplates or hearing points, semi-circular stones forming weir crests of precipitating wells,
door sills, and where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works, of the exact dimensions,
forms, shapes, moulded, weathered, throated, fine-axed, sunk for reception of cast-iron bearing-plates ;
and faces of weir-crest stones to be radiated, and to have vertical bircl’s-mouth grooves sunk along centre
line of joints, as shall be directed; to be built in with the concrete, brickwork, and freestone masonry, as
the case may be, and as the latter rises, where shown on Drawings and as may be directed; to belewised and
set as specified in clause 197. All stones to be washed clean and to be well wetted before being used.
Holes for lewis and anchor bolts to be sunk, where directed, of the depth and size required.
200. Squared Jdreestonc Rubble AfsMmrj/.—Squared rubble masonry in side walls of open channels,
retaining walls, and where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works, to be built of
squared hammer-dressed through stones, unless otherwise directed, in from 10 to 14 inch level courses,
as may be directed at the time, or on lines of open channels in courses parallel with longitudinal
gradient. Said masonry to be built straight, curved, battered, or sloped, every stono to be set full up on
and in cement mortar, as specified in clause 26. When the exposed face of wall is battered, the surface
of each course to be at right angles with line of batter, the top course to he built of larger stones,
level at top and squared at back. All stones to be punched, dressed, and picked to the exact thicknesses,
sizes, and forms required, and set in the most approved bond, with joints throughout not exceeding-J-inch
in thickness. AIL stones to ho washed clean and wetted with clean fresh water before being used.
Every course to he carefully grouted as directed before the succeeding course is put on. All masonry
to be finished with a neatly struck and cut joint as the work proceeds, and to be left perfectly clean on
completion.
Squared Bluestone Pitching.
201. Squared bluestone pitchers, in channel bottoms, round manhole covers, ventilating grates,
valve covers, and where ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to ho set in sand, in
regular 9-inch courses, lengthwise across the channel, in the most approved bond, and in single ring or
course round manhole covers, &c. All stones to bo dressed aud picked so as to ensure the joints all
through not to exceed ^ inch in thickness. Ho stone to be less than 9 inches x 9 inches x 9 inches, but
to be longer, curved, and radiated as shall be directed.
Squared Freestone Pitching and Channeling.
202. Squared freestone pitchers, in bottom of open channels, or many situation in the construction
of these works, to be set upon their natural beds in sand or in cement mortar, as may be specified, in
regular 12-inch courses, lengthwise across the course of tbe channel, in approved bond, with § inch wide
joints throughout. No stone to be loss than 12 inches deep, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches in length,
but to be longer, curved, and radiated as shall bo directed, to insure a good bond. If the pitchers are set
in cement, all stones to be washed clean and well wetted with clean fresh water before being used, to ho
set full upon and in cement mortar, and on completion of pitching all joints to be carefully filled with
cement grout. All pitching in road channels to be set in sand in regular courses parallel with kerb-stones,
in approved bond, with l -inch joints, no stone to be less than 12 inches wide, 8 inches deep, unless otherwise
specified, and 18 inches long, but to be longer, curved and radiated us may be directed. On completion
of pitching set in sand all joints to bo carefully filled in with .sand.
Freestone Kerbing.
203. Kerb-stones in such lengths, picked and axe-dressed to such widths, depths, shapes, and
forms, with squared and axed ends, insuring £-inch joints throughout, to be set upon their natural beds in
sand along edges of footpaths, edges of road embankments, and over sewers, round bases of buildings,
and where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works, along such lines, levels, gradient,
and curves as shown on Drawings, and as may bo directed at the time.
Pipelaying and Jointing.
201. Glazed Stoneware Pipes.—'After the trenches have been executed, as 'specified in clauses
GO to 63, to the exact depths, levels, and gradients, and after the foundation layer of concrete has been
filled in where ordered, as the case may be (leaving sufficient room for jointing), glazed stoneware pipes
of the quality specified in clause 17, and of the required diameter, to bo laid thereon, along such lines,
curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plans and longitudinal sections, as may be ordered at the
time, true, straight, and solid (for all vertical branch pipe-sowers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to
he set true, straight, and plumb).
Foundation.—In clay or similar soil the pipes to rest direct and solid upon the soil. In rock
they are to be laid on a 1-inch bed of poor mortar, as shown on Drawing, cost of same to be included in
items for pipe-laying. In loose sand and other soil liable to be scoured out or easily shifted, they shall,
if directed by the Engineer, he laid on sandstone concrete, as shown on Drawing.
258—O
Laying.—
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Laying.—In every case they shall he laid in such a manner that their barrels shall bear firmly
and evenly on their bedding material, the sockets being entirely free from pressure in tbe joint-hole, and
the spigots concentric with the sockets. The pipes are to be jointed as. viz,:—
205. The G-inch pipes with iarred gasket i inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar fl
inch deep within socket of pipe; the 0-inch pipes with tarred gasket
inch deep after setting, and
special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 10-inch pipes with tarred gasket f in.
deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 12-inch pipes
with tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of
pipe ; the 15-inch pipes wilh tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If- inch
deep within socket of pipe; the IG-inch pipes with tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special
cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 18-ineh pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep
after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 21-inch pipes with
tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe ;
the 24-inch pipes with tarred gasket f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep
within socket of pipe.
200. After the tarred gasket has been placed in position and set tight round the pipe, and after
the joint above has been cleaned and wetted, stiff special cement mortar, as specified in clause 27, to be
packed in solid, splayed off outside and finished with a carefully struck and cut joint, after which the
inner joints between two pipes to he likewise carefully filled with the same cement mortar all round,
neatly wiped off as a finish. Each pipe length when thus finished to be carefully cleaned out before
another pipe length is added. No length of pipe-trench to remain open more than eight days from the
time of commencement of excavation to the time of the trench being filled in again to level of surface of
street or other ground.
Junction pipes of any desired size are to be laid into tbe line of pipe-sewers wherever required by
the Engineer. The socket ends of all junction pipes, junction blocks, junction holes, and dead ends are
to he protected against the ingress of foreign substances, and made easily accessible for effecting future
connections, hy being closed with earthenware discs having a temporary watertight joint all round, the
cost of fixing same to be included in items for pipe-laying.
.
207. Gmt-iron Spigot and Lancet Pipes.—After the pipe-trenches have been excavated, as specified
in clause G4, the exact depths, levels, and gradients, cast-iron pipes of the diameters shown or ordered to
be laid along lines, curved or straight, and solid upon the bottom of the trench, or upon a foundation
layer of concrete, as the case may be (all vertical ventilating and sewer-pipes to be placed in their exact
positions, and to be set true, straight, and plumb, or as shown on Drawings), leaving sufficient room for
jointing each pipe-joint in tbe trench, and to be jointed with well caulked New Zealand flax spun-yarn
and soft pig-lead, as viz.:—
208. Tbe 6-inch and 7-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 2-)- inches and 3 inchos deep respectively
after setting up, and soft lead L^ineh deep after setting up ; the8-inch, 9-inch, and 10-inch diameter pipes
with spun-yam 3 inches, 31 inches, and 3? inches deep respectively after setting up, and soft lead
inch
deep after setting up; the 11-inch, 12-inch, 14-inch, IG-inch, and 18-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn
3 inches, 3 inches, 3^ inches, Si- inches, and 3i inches deep respectively after setting up, and soft lead If
inch deep after setting up; the 20-inch, 22-inch, 24-inch, 26-inch, 28-inch, 30-inch, 32-inch, 34-inch,
and 36-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches. 3i inches, 3i inches, 3i inches, 3i inches, 3^ inches,
3i inches, 3n- inches, and
inches deep respectively after setting up, and soft lead 2 inches deep after
setting up.
209. Should the faucets of pipes used in these works, in places, be of greater or lesser depths than
indicated in the previous clause, then the spun-yarn packing is to ho of greater or lesser depths as may
he required, the depths of the lead joints to remain as specified. Expansion joints to be made in the
same manner, but of such special depth of lead joint, with or without spun-yarn packing as shown on
Drawings, and as may be ordered at the time. All curves on lines of pipe-sowers to be accurately formed
with the spigot and faucet joints of the pipes without any abrupt horizontal and vertical dip, rise, or
bend. The spun-yarn to be tightly platted or laid round each spigot end, so as to fill the socket of each
pipe after setting up to the exact depth specified, leaving in each instance the remaining depth of faucet
for the specified leaid joint, the latter to be made at each joint in the trench with one running, and when
cold to be set up) with proper irons to one smooth, even, plain surface all round the pipe, and inch within
socket of same.
210. The setting up of all lead joints to be made with a proper set of setting irons, commencing
from outer surface of spigot end with l-ineh thick setting irons, and continuing towards outer edge of
lead joint with setting irons, advancing gradually by & inch in thickness at the time. Special setting
irons to be used for setting up expansion joints. After the pipes have been laid and the joints of every
description made, examined, and approved, they are at once to be covered up, as shown on. Drawings, and
as specified in clause 88, hut in no case are they to remain longer than twelve hours uncovered after they
have been approved of.
.
Faulty Joints.
211. Faulty and objectionable lead joints to he immediately and carefully chiselled out (they are
not allowed to he burnt out) and fresh lead joints to be made and set up until approved of. Attempts to
repair defective joints are under no consideration to be permitted.
Lead.
212. The lead required to all spigot and faucet joints, and where directed, to he of approved quality,
of the best description of soft pig lead, and to be delivered in pigs as they leave the mines in Great
Britain and Ireland. The pigs must show the brand or mark of the home manufacturer or company.
Spun-yarn. '
213. The spun-yarn required to all spigot and faucet joints to he of the best description of -f-inch
New Zealand flax, and as per sample approved.
Ironwork
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Ironwork to he ready when required.
214. The whole of the cast and wrought ironwork of every description required in the construction
of storm-water channels, main and branch sewers, &c., as shown on Drawings, and described in the specifi
cation, shall be provided, prepared, completed, and ready at the various sites of the works as it is required,
so as to be erected, walled in, jointed, placed in position, and fixed at the various places shown
simultaneously with the concrete work, masonry, brickwork, carpenters’ work, earthwork, <fcc., to ensure
the whole of the works rising in level layers, and progressing without interruption, and in such order as
specified, and as may be directed from time to time.
215. In all cases where the necessary ironwork, &c., is not in readiness when required, the works
or portions of same thereby effected, shall bo stopped until all materials and articles necessary have been
provided, approved, tested, and delivered at the site of the works, and any delay in the prosecution of the
work so caused, and any damage or injury ensuing to the works and adjacent works, streets, lands, fences,
buildings, &c., in consequence of such stoppage and delay, shall be entirely and solely at the risk and cost
of the Contractor.
216. Should the Contractor fail to provide and deliver the whole or any portion of the foregoing
cast-iron, gun-mctal, and wrought-iron work, or straight and curved pipes, special castings, grates, valves,
cover-plates, brackets, thimbles, plates, &c., where and when required, as specified in clauses 214 and 215,
then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source at Contractor’s risk
and cost; and all additional costs and charges, including cost of patterns, over and above the Contract
prices shall he borne solely by the Contractor.
Wrought Ironwork, Gun-meial Work, and Oast Ironioork.
217. The works under this heading comprises all cast and wrought ironwork required in the con
struction of all storm-water channels, main and branch sewers and outfall works, as :—Lattice wroughtiron girder bridges, oval and circular wrought-iron aqueduct tubing, cast-iron hinge-bearings on rollers,
cast-iron cylinders for bridges, buildings, precipitating wells, &c.; wronght-iron bracings, wrought-iron
saddle-girders, cast-iron bearing plates, expansion joints, thimbles, cast-iron oval and circular, spigot and
faucet and flanged, straight and bent pipes, wrought-iron roofs, steam engines, air-compressors, pumps,
ejectors, steam-boilers, air-vessels, tanks, shafting, pulleys, brakes, gearings, winches, travelling cranes,
penstocks, street-boxes, wrought-iron platform gratings, valves, gas-cheeks, wrought-iron hand-railings,
cast-iron ventilating grates, manhole covers, flushing flaps, cast-iron grooves for stop-plates, landing plates,
wrought-iron ladders, gully-gratings, scupper-boxes, &c. The whole of the wrought ironwork and castings
to.be provided with all gun-mctal work and eastings of any other description, pig lead, spun-yarn, aud other
jointing materials, all rivets, screw-bo]ts,anchor-bo]ts, lewis-holts, together with all carriage, plant, hoisting
tackle, &c,, as specified in clause 40, and all labour required in testing, fitting, fixing, setting, erecting,
placing in position, laying and jointing the whole of the hereinbefore described ironwork complete, in
strict accordance with the specification and the dimensions and patterns shown on the Drawings, and any
details which the Engboer may provide during the progress of the Contract; and the Contractor shall only
bo entitled to payment of the weights returned in the Schedule of Quantities at the various prices set
forth therein, and payments will not he made for any excess on sucli weights.
Wrought Ironwork,
218. All wrought-iron spindles, holts, [_> T. and LI irons, flat and round bar, plates, straps,
axles, pins, anchor-bolts, rolled girders, nuts, washers, rods, rivets, holding-down bars, gratings, frames,
keys, chains, &c., to he of the best description and quality, free from scales, blisters, laminations, and all
other defects, of approved manufacture and workmanship, with square arrises, and of the exact dimensions
and forms shown on Drawings. The greatest care to bo taken in any welds to ensure perfect soundness,
and the Contractor to he at the expense of any test which the Engineer shall require to test such welds
as being made perfect. All plates, bars, channel-irons, rods, &c., to be perfectly true and of even uniform
thickness; all angle irons and bars to be sound, uniform, and regular on edges; all joints and edges
to he truly planed to the dimensions on Drawings ; all portions fastened with rivets, screws, or bolts, to
fit closely together; all wrought-iron parts to be rolled or forged out of one piece, unless otherwise
specified and directed; all covering-plates, wrappers, angle, T, LJ, and plate, bar irons, &c., to be truly
cut at ends, to ensure a perfect fit; all screw-bolts and screws to flanged pipes, valve spindles, and
wrought ironwork of every description, to he of the exact diameters and lengths required and shown on
Drawings, with hexagon heads and nuts, unless where otherwise directed. Ends of spindles, shackles,
&c., to be forged with eye-holes, and holes for male and female joints of the exact forms. All bolts,
handles, hand-rails, spindles, keys, chains, pins, axles, bars, crosses, <fce., to he forged with protecting
necks, and welded with ends of enlarged diameters or otherwise for screw-cuds, and made of the exact
shapes, forms, dimensions, lengths, widths, and diameters shown on Drawings, with angular and square
threads, as the case may he, to all bolts, spmdles, &c., with the correct pitch, angle, and depth, all portions
fastened with bolts and rivets to fit closely together. The chains attached to blades of penstocks, and the
whole of the wrought-iron gratings, channel-irons, &c,, connected therewith, wrought-iron girders to
working platforms, handrails to platforms and stairs, to be galvanized before being fixed in the works.
All lewis and anchor-bolts to be fixed in walls in the exact positions shown on Drawings, and as shall be
directed. Wrought-iron galvanized 1 inch diameter tubing for hand rail at mouth of shaft, where shown on
Drawings, and round spiral staircase in shaft, to ho fitted and fixed in position, bent, screwed at ends,
between cast-iron standards and, holdfasts let into circular brick wall, joined together with union screws
as shown. Handrails of the same tubing and make to he fixed and fitted between wrought-iron
standards along working platform for raising and closing penstocks in shafts.
219. Wrought-iron platform gratings over wells of manholes at inlet and outlet ends of syphon
to be made of 2|-inch x 1-inch hinge bars, forged with circular projecting necks, and
inch diameter hingepins, of -'-inch x 2-|-inch flat bar iron framing at sides and ends, forged and bent and riveted on to ends of
hinge bars, as shown. The two longitudinal bars to he pierced for reception of |--inch square cross bars,
the latter to he spaced as shown, and riveted on to longitudinal bars. The gratings to rest on channeliron girders, hinge brackets, &c., built into walls of wells, and riveted and spaced as shown.
220,
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220. AU joints in plate, angle, T irons,
to be made only in such positions as shown on Draw
ings aud where directed; and all covering plates, wrappers, Tf an(i angle irons to be truly cut at ends to
ensure a perfect fit.
221. All screw-holts and screws to flanged pipes, penstocks, valves, all other castings and wrought
ironwork of every description, to be of the exact diameters and lengths shown on Drawings, with hexagon
heads and nuts, and to bo angular threaded with the correct pitch and angle of the Whitworth screw.
222. Joints of shafts, spindles for penstocks, axle shafts for strainers and traveller, engines, &e.. to
he made by said shafts being truly turned and cut at ends, and east-iron flanged and turned sockets, with
turned spigot and faucet, the iniorns! diameter of socket turned exactly and slightly of less diameter
than ends of shafts. Sockets and ends of shafts to be grooved, as shown, for steel key. Sockets to be
heated and then, fitted on f o ends of shafts with keys, after which the flanges to be bolted together, forming
coupling as shown on Drawings.
22'i. AU joints and working parts of wronght-iron on penstocks, valves, strainers, standards, engines,
travelling cranes, travellers, gratings, troughs, louvre shutters, brackets, &e., to be turned, scraped, or
ground and glazed bright, as the case may require, and as shall be directed.
22Ji. All handles and loners for working penstocks, valves, strainers, travellers, travelling cranes,
&c., to bo ground and glazed bright.
22n. The rivets and bolts to be made of the very best quality of iron, and to he tested both for
direct tension and hot shortness. 'The rivets throughout to he made from -J-inch, -S-inch. -f-inch, ■f-inch,
1-inch, 1'i-inch iron respectively, with heads and necks, as shown on Drawings. All screw-bolts and screws
to flanged pipes, other castings, and wrought-iron work of every description to he of the exact diameters
and lengths shown on Drawings, with hexagon heads and nuts, the threads to be accurately screwed to
Whitworth’s standard. The Dngineer may require any holes to he drilled and the bolts turned for same,
or he may order bolts to bo substituted for rivet?, or other changes of the kind, in such places as ho may
consider necessary, without extra charge.
220. All rivet, holt, and screw-holes, to correspond as to diameter and position with the Drawings,
and to be carefully drilled parallel and at right angles with face of work. AU the holes in booms of
main girders, bearing plates, lattice bars, wrought-iron aqueduct pipes, rolled L, channel, T>
bar irons to be drilled—the respective pieces being clamped in their proper positions and secured under
drill aud bored right through ; holes in cylinder bracing, cross girders, and wind bracing girders may he
punched, bio drifting or rimering to bo done without the consent of the officer in charge, and then
rimering only when the plates can in no other way be made to coincide. Holes which are directed to
be punched or drilled at the building she to be about jt-inch narrower than tho diameter of the rivet
required, so as to insure a good fit after its being enlarged with the rimer. Where several holes meet
each other in the parts to be united, a horizontal dislocation of not more than 5 per cent, of the diameter
of the hole is allowable, the hole then to bo made perfectly equal with the rimer, and not by filing on
one side, and rivet holts of proportionately large size to ho used in holes thus enlarged.
227. All rivets to be inserled at a bright heat, after being carefully freed from scales, into the duly
cleared holes, to he quite firm after the head is completed. If not firm, rivets to be at once removed and
replaced by others, and of larger size when directed. In putting together parts, care to be taken that none
of them are forced into one-sided tension ; any portions distorted in riveting the connections to be at once
loosened and the faults remedied. All rivets to ho finished with cup heads, and when countersunk the
sinking to be drilled and the heads to be finished perfectly flush. All rivets and heads of bolts to be
countersunk where plates when fixed will boar on other work, and where they form the inner surfaces of
aqueduct pipes. All riveting to he done in the neatest and most workmanlike manner.
228. Wrought-iron gratings to bo of the exact dimensions, straight or curved, as the case may be,
the bars spaced and riveted as shown, all bars to have rounded-off top surfaces. All hooks, rings, and
chains attached to flushing valves, &c., to be galvanized before being fixed in the works.
220. Wrought-iron ladders in lengths shown on Drawings, and as may bo ordered, consisting of
Si-inch x f-inch uprights, spaced 13J inches apart, and f-inch round bar rungs spaced 12 inches from
centre to centre. Joints of uprights to occur only at supports, where directed. Supports, spaced as
shown, to consist of two G-iuch x 3-inch x 3-inch x f-inch channel irons fixed to uprights with f-inch
screw-bolts, stiffened off at ends, at top and bottom, with f-ineh plates varying from 12 inches to 131 inches
in length, riveted on to top and bottom flanges of channel irons, as shown. Projecting ends of supports
are for walling into sides of shafts.
,
230. The. whole of the tvremght ironwork hereinbefore specified to he of first-rate quality and work
manship, of the exact forms and dimensions shown on Drawings, and any details which the Engineer inaj'
provide during the progress of the Gontract. Wrought ironwork not to be more than 3 per cent, below
the estimated weight; if below the 3 per cent, margin, wrought-iron work will be condemned, and if above
tbe estimated weight, tho excess wreight will not he paid for.
Gun-mctal Work.
231. All portions on Drawings in nuts, bolts, shackles, hearings and working parts, nuts and naves
of wheels, seatings of valves, penstocks, standards, hangers and brackets, and all other brasses in working
and lifting gear, &c., tinted yellow, to be made of gun-metal. The gas-check flaps to he of Muntz or
Delta metal.
■
232. The gun-mctal required throughout these wmrks to be an alloy composed of eight parts of
copper to one part of tin, unless otherwise specified. The whole of the eastings to be solid and perfectly
sound, and free from all honeycomb, holes, or other defects.
■
233. All spindles to be cast on end, having a riser on top of oach not less than 3 ft. in height,
after which they are to bo turned and finished to the exact lengths and diameters; to be straight, and work
true in stuffing boxes, nuts, glands, &c.
,
234. AU screic ends and nuts, unless where otherwise specified and directed, to be angular, threaded
with the correct pitch and angle ; and all naves of wheels, nuts for lifting gear in standards, and for offlet
valves, bearing nuts of end brackets for shafts, &c., where shown, to he turned witli the square thread and
correct pitch and angle of the Wlnthworth screw.
235.
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235. All nuts, naves, pins, lulricatars, shackles, eyeholes, sockets, hinges, hinge-bolts, guide and
other brasses hi plmnmer blocks, brackets, standards, valves, penstocks, &c., to be truly bored, turned,
faced, and finished to the eiact lengths and diameters, shapes, and forms, and to be straight and work true
on all bearings and working faces.
230. All projecting rims, straps, eyehole brackets, &c., to be provided and fitted on to gas-check
ihips ; to be cast of the sizes, shapes, and forms as shown on drawings; to be faced on surfaces of contact,
and to be soldered on to the flaps with zinc, after having been placed truly in position, and then riveted
as shown. All gas-check flaps to be of the exact thickness shown on drawings. "When the rims and
straps for each flap are not cast in one casting, then they are to be cast in parts as shall be directed ■ and
prior to fixing such parts m position, they arc to bo truly fitted and jointed together. All such joints to
be scarfed and braced, as viz.—tho edges filed or scraped clean and bright, covered with spelter and
powdered borax, and exposed in a clear fire to a heat sufficient to melt the solder, which for all scarfpints, to be an alloy composed of four parts of copper to three of zinc. All scarf-joints to be placed
where directed All hinge axles to be truly turned. AU links of shackles to be made with one joint,
scarred, brazed, aud riveted together.
■
J
,A* exp'mifion joints of large cast-iron pipes, where shown, a gun-mctal packing ring, 2i-inches deep
and inch thick, or any other size as may be specified, to be provided, placed, and fitted round spigot end
ot pipe, carefully set up flush with end-face of inner recess of faucet,
i
i
castings, as exposed surfaces of nuts, hinge-holts, hinges, shackles, rims, straps,
brackets, nooks, links, &c., to bo left as they leave the mould, but to be cleaned, and all irregularities to
be removed All other portions of gun-metal work to bo truly faced on all surfaces. AU gun-metal
facings and fittings to bo truly turned and faced on all surfaces, to fit exactly, to be forced into positions
screwed whore shown, and to sit perfectly firm and true.
*
’
238. All gun-metal work to be of the exact forms and dimensions, shown on drawings, and all
workman sin j) to be ot first-rate quality, and satisfactory to the Engineer.
Cast IronKork,
230. The whole of the eastings of pipes, inlet and outlet pipes, thimbles, short, flanged, and plain
ends, couplings, standards, bonds, branches, junctions, guide-pipes for valve spindles, socket-pipe-framcs
with grooves, for penstocks, landing plates and frames, and gratings, valves, grooves, covering plates,
street-boxes, gas-check frames, girders guide brackets, cylinders, hinge-bearings on rollers and without
rollers, bearing plates, bed plates, sliding plates, expansion joint-pipes, faucet and spigot and flanged
short pipes, saddles, flap-valves man-hole covers with ventilating grilles, scupper-pipes with gratings and
cover-plates Ac., to be cast of 3So. 2 pig-iron, or of a proper mixture of No. 1 and No. 3 pig-iron according
to the quality of the iron and the nature of the pattern ; said iron to be of the best quality, touoh, close
grained, aud capable of being chipped and drilled without difficulty, perfectly sound, free front all cold
shuts, honeycomb, holes, or other defects; to be cast in dry sand moulds, unless where otherwise directed ■
and the whole of the castings of the pipes, plates, ventilating grates and frames, penstocks, flushing
valves, juncliona, branches, bends street-boxes, circular-plates (excepting penstocks, valves, gas-check
frames, and where otherwise specified), as soon as they have been cast, to bo properly cleaned and then
hGated, and whilst not to be dipped or coated in gas-tar,
240. All castings to be true in sectional form, straight longitudinally where shown to be so, or of
such shapes, projections, curves, angles, and forms as shown on drawings; and each portion of such
castings to be of equal strength and of the specified thickness throughout its respective length,
211. The external and internal surfaces of all castings to bo perfectly clean and smooth and in
etnet accordance with sections.
242 All cylinders and pipes to be cast vertically, with the socket or flanged end downwards • to
be straight longitudinally, and of equal strength and thickness throughout the entire body of the pipe •
all straight pipes with faucet, or flanged, and with spigot ends, to have the latter east 9 inches longer than
shown on drawings, all cy mders to be cast with such head of metal as shall be directed: and, after the
castings have been cleaned and coated, the bead of metal over the cylinders, and the 9 inches at spigot ends
or pipes to be cut oft, so as to leave same perfectly square on section and true and equal in circumference,
joints™
th° 8°CkCfc’ Cavms a11 cqu:i 8p<'lce 1111 round of the exact thickness shown on drawings for lead
243 The faucet of each pipe or casting to be perfectly square and true, of the exact dimensions
s mwn on drawings, and to be cast with a groove of the size and depth as required by the Engineer Tho
faucet of large circular and oval pipe and thimble for expansion joints to bo cast as shown with an inner
nairower laucot and projecting rim, and both inner sides of narrower faucet and of projecting rim to be
truly turned and polished.
i j
&
^
244, T11.1C fathers and flanges, where such are shown, to be of the exact widths, forms, and thick
nesses, and all surfaces of contact to be planed and turned to true and even faces. All flange-joints,
unless where otherwise directed, to be made tight with red lead. All bolt-holes to be drilled of the exact
sizes, and spaced as shown.
243. AU spigot ends for expansion joints, whero shown on drawings, to be cast with a recessed end
tor reception of wrought-iron ferrule on inner face, and a corresponding projecting face on the outside,
said recessed inner and projecting outside faces to be truly turned and polished to the exact cross-section
toi reception of lead joint gun-metal packing ring, and wrought-iron cover-plate, as the case may be.
j ■ ei m
°r ?Xpailslon,:jomts for krSe- circular, and oval pipes, to be east with faucets
as described m clause 243, and, with web-plates, ribs, and bed-plates cored but, with bosses truly bored
tor heads ot anchor-bolts; the whole to be of tho exact shapes, forms, and dimensions, as shown on
drawings.
247. The flanges of gas-cheek frames to bo provided with a projecting face, planed and turned to
true and even faces, of the exact dimensions shown on drawings.
■ j4, • A11 holes in hmge-brackets at top of gas-check frames to be truly bored to the diameter
required tor the reception of hinge-bolts.
O'o
.ks t0
of tIle exac1i Bizcgi spaced as shown, and to be truly bored and turned
^otl. All flange-joints, unless where otherwise directed, to be made tight with red lead.
251.
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251. .Frames of penstocks to be of the different parts, and of the exact shapes, forms, and. dimen
sions, with all screw and bolt-holes, and tho exact circular valve openings, with flanged end at back,
projecting rim round opening in front and at sides of same, with cap-picces on top, upright slide frames,
flanged, bolted together, cored out with bosses and web-plates between, to receive front guide-plate, with
inner projecting faces screwed into bosses of upright frames. G-uide-pieces, with flange and web, faced
on surface of contact, with boss in centre, the latter truly hored and turned for reception of brasses and
spindle to pass through, fitted with holt-holes, and screwed on to guide plates.
252. All landing and other plates and grates to be complete with ribs, flanges, hinged and other
lids, close or ventilating covers, girders of the exact shapes, forms, dimensions, projections, recesses, &c.,
as shown on drawing.
253. Valve blades to be of the exact diameters, forms, shapes, and dimensions, with circular
projecting faces back and front, and vertical projecting faces corresponding with and bearing on projecting
faces of guide-plates and framing, and vertical racks or brackets, with eye-holes truly bored for fixingfoot
of valve spindle as the case may be. All seatings to he truly faced and bored out to receive gun-metal
faces, and all stuffing boxes, glands, foot-step bearings, and journal-boxes, to be bored and turned and
polished where directed,
'
254. All girders, brackets, standards, wheels for chains, and balance weights, tubes, boxes, glands,
plummer-blocks, and boxes for lifting or turning spindles, as the case may be, foot-brackets for upper
spindles, flanged pipes for spindles, street-boxes, &c., of the different parts, and of the exact lengths, forms,
and dimensions, to bo truly faced, turned, and polished at all joints, bored and turned for reception of
screws, nuts, and brasses, with all bolts and screw-holes of the sizes shown, bolted at all joints, and all
faces of flange-joints and working parts and other faces, where directed, to be truly planed, turned, faced,
scraped, to the necessary surfaces.
255. All penstocks, scour-valves, Ac., to be carefully and truly fitted and fixed together, with all
lifting and turning-gear, gun-metal facings, spindles, wrought-iron work, street-boxes, screws, bolts, nuts,
&e., complete, in strict accordance with drawings and dimensions figured thereon, and all valves to close
watertight.
256. The frame and flap-valve of flushing valve, with bracket, pulley, &c., to he complete, with
wrought-iron galvanized chain, to be cast of the exact diameter, shapes, forms, and dimensions; tho
flushing valves to have a projecting rim all round, the inner face truly faced and turned to a “ V shape ”
of the exact dimensions, so that when the flap is placed in position the edge of the V rim to lie exactly
against the centre line of the square tuck or lead-packing of opposite groove in frame, planed out to a
dovetail for the purpose.
257. Couplings, flanged, turned, hored, faced, with turned and bored spigot and faucet, and bolt
holes of the exact diameters, to be of the exact forms and dimensions for making joints of valve-spindles,
&c.
258. Cast-iron frame with 22-inehes diameter opening, with ventilating or non-ventilating lid to fit
into easily, complete with sawn and tarred ironbark wood-bricks fitted into panels, and east-iron circular
dirt-box 8 inches deep, the whole to be in strict accordance noth drawings and dimensions shown thereon.
259. Scupper-pipes, with cistern-heads, and grating-cover for inlets of scupper-pipes, and plain
cover-plates over inlets of scupper-pipes, as shown, to be east to the exact shapes, forms, with the exact
openings, and to the dimensions figured on drawings.
260. All grooves for stop-boards to be cast with a connecting ledge at top, to be cat off when
easting is completed. All grooves to ho cast true, of tho exact dimensions, shapes, and forms ; and all
working parts of frames and slide-valves, grooves, and stop-plates, to be truly planed and faced so as to
fit, but not too tight. All stop-plates to be complete with wrought-iron shackle, 12-feet galvanized chain,
hook and rings.
261. The whole of the cast-iron work hereinbefore specified to be completed in the most workman
like manner, in strict accordance with the drawings and dimensions figured thereon, and such directions
and other details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of the works; and ali gas-checks,
penstocks, valves, man-hole covers, landing and other grates, pipes, bends, standards, brackets, couplings,
street-boxes, grooves, &c., with all working, turning, aud lifting gear, and with all wrought-iron and gunmetal work, after having been fitted and fixed together, to he fixed truly in position as shown on drawings,
and to be left in perfect working order, and all lifting and turning-gear to work freely without shake.
262. Castings not to be more than 3 per cent, below tho estimated weight; if below tho 3 per
cent, margin, castings will be condemned, and if above the estimated weight, the excess weight will not
he paid for.
Tests of Wrought-iron and Steel,
26B. The tests for rolled iron shall be as follows:—A piece of iron of such width as shall not
exceed 2 inches, or exceed 1 square inch in cross-section for a suflicient length, to have 10 inches under
actual tension, shall be cut, as directed by the Engineer, from any plate or bar about to he used on the
work, and the following tensile stresses shall he applied :—
Stress per sq. inwithout fracture,

Rolled girders...
...............
...
Plates—across grain ...
...
...
with grain ...
...
...
T, 1—1 and bulb f bars
...............
|_bars...
...
...
--Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
over 4 inches sectional area ...
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
up to 4 inches sectional area ...

Ultimate
elongation.

Ultimate contrac
of area.

20 tons
18 „
22 „ .
■90
“*- ji
23 „

8 per cent.
4
„
10
„
10
„
12
,,

10 per cent.
6
»
12
15

23

„

12

„

18

24

„

12

„

25

18

H

Iron within 10 per cent, of above specified stress will be accepted if the contraction of area and
elongation are proportionally higher.
The
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The wrought-iron to he further tested for ductility, as follows r—
A plate planed and rounded on both edges, about 4 inches wide and 1 foot long, shall bend cold
over a slab, the corner of which in rounded to i-inch radius, for the following angles, without showing
any sign of injury or fracture:—
With grade.

1-inch plate for

...

...

Across grade.

...

15 degrees
5 degrees
A
1
4..
10
„
25
„
5
30 „
a
3:
...
...
...
12
„
35
„
i
ft
.................................... ..
15
„
52
„
i
n
..............................
20 ,,
70
„
30
„
i
„
...........................
264. Kivet-iron must he capable of being bent cold, until the sides are in close contact without
sign of fracture on the convex side.
265. The tests for rolled steel shall be as follows:—
The steel to he of a mild qualit}’, having an ultimate tensile strength, either lengthways or cross
ways, of not less than 26 tons, and not more than 31 tons per square inch, on a test bar, cut in a similar
manner to those for rolled iron, with a minimum elongation of 20 per cent,, and a minimum contraction
of area of 40 per cent.
■
Strips cut from any steel plate, angle, or bar, to be heated to a low cherry red, and cooled in wrator
of 82 degrees Fahrenheit, must, when cold, stand bending double round a curve, of which the radius is
not more than one-and-a-half times the thickness of the plates tested, without showing any sign of injury
or fracture.
TeMs for Cast-steel.
266. The tests for cast-steel shall be as follows:—
Bars turned to | inch diameter for a sufficient length to have 5 inches under actual tension, shall
have an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 26 tons per square inch, and a minimum elongation of
18 per cent.
Testing Cast-iron.
267. During the progress of the works, the Engineer, or any Inspector of Works appointed by
him, shall he authorised at any time to examine all operations carried on at the foundry or other place
where the wrought and cast ironwork, Ac,, comprised in this contract, are made ; and during the progress
of the works, at any time the Engineer or his inspector shall he authorised to cause, from the iron of any
cupola, used for casting these works, a straight bar to be cast vertically 3 ft. 6 in. long, and 2 inches deep,
by 1 inch in width, to be placed on bearings 3 feet apart, and to be submitted iu the centre to a weight
not exceeding 28 cwt., with a deflection not less than |- inch before fracture, and if said bar does not
stand this test to the satisfaction of the Engineer, or his inspector, then tho whole of these castings wffiich
have been cast of iron of the same quality, shall be at once condemned and rejected.
268. All castings of every description, before they leave the foundry, to be carefully examined and
weighed, to be slung on chains above ground, and to be sounded with a hammer, and they are again to be
carefully examined, slung, and sounded with a hammer when delivery of same is taken at the site of the
works.
26!-). All straight pipes required iu the contract, before delivery of same is taken on the works,
shall be, at tho foundry or at the site of the works, as shall be directed, duly proved under hydrostatic
pressure equal to a column of water of 200 feet, aud when under pressure to be thoroughly sounded
quickly all over with a hammer of not less than 4 lb.
The Cost of Tests of Wrought and Cast Iron.
270. The whole of tho expense incurred in testing the wrought and cast ironworks, &c., herein
before described, including testing machine, carriage, plant, and labour of every description, shall be
borne solely hy the contractor ; and any part of the wrought-iron and gun-mctal work, and any of the
pipes, castings, Ac., injured or broken by the testing, shall he immediately replaced hy new and sound
wrought-iron, gun-metal, cast-iron pipes, or other eastings, to he again tested as before described, until
tho whole have been tested to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer,
Weights.
271. The contractor, at his own expense, to provide means of accurately ascertaining in the
presence of the Engineer, the weights of all pieces of the metal-work, and all portions to have weights
legibly marked thereon in white paint.
Securitg or Safety of Ironwork provided hy Government or Contractor.
272. Should any engines, cylinders, pipes, valves, penstocks, gas-checks, bends, special castings,
gratings, wrought-ironwork, &c., comprised in this contract, and provided either by Government or the
contractor, be lost, stolen, destroyed, broken, or otherwise injured during the loading, transit from the
foundry to the works, unloading, after delivery has taken place at the various sites of tho works, placing,
building in, erecting aud laying same into position in tbe works of every description, as the case may be,
in consequence of careless or incautious jointing, or cutting out of joint, insufficient sheds or other
covering to protect said articles of ironwork from the weather or from theft, or from any other cause
while in the possession of the contractor ; or should, in consequence of any breakage of plant, carriage,
staging, &c., any accident occur to the works, public or private property, to any person engaged on
the works or otherwise, the contractor shall, in all these cases, be held solely responsible; and the
Engineer, whose decision shall be held final and binding on the contractor, shall have the power of
valuing the cost of such breakage, accident, injury, loss, theft, Ac., and deduct same from any moneys
that may be, or may become due to the contractor on account of this contract.
273. Contractor shall likewise keep all ironwork in good and sufficient repair, and renew all moving
and working parts, which may have become worn out, to the satisfaction of the Engineer during the whole
time it is under his care.
274. All ironwork supplied by Government to the contractor to be delivered free of charge at tbe
various sites of the works where they are required. Eor each article so delivered the contractor shall
give
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give a written receipt, after which he shall ho held solely responsible for same; and shall, if any such
article be lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, refund the cost to the Government, as specified above in
clause 272.
' 275. All irouworli, &c., provided by the Government, which, at the completion of the contract, by
direction of tbe Engineer, bas not been built or permanently Used in tbe works, shall be conveyed by the
contractor to tho site of the Field Office, or as may be directed.
tainting.
276. Wrought-ironwork.—All wrought-ironwork (except where otherwise specified and directed)
before leaving the foundry to be scraped and cleaned, and well coated with boiled linseed oil; and, prior
to being fixed in position, excluding internal surfaces of circular and oval wrought-iron tubing, and
excepting all working parts, after it has been cleaned and scraped free from scales, &c., and inspected, to
receive two coats of anti-corrosive paint over all surfaces, and after being fixed in position, to be finished
with two coats of best oil-colour, in approved tints.
_
All bolt-heads, washers, nuts, straps, aud all other exposed ironwork of timber bridges above level
of kerbs, ordnance fencing, &c., to be finished with two coats of black varnish instead of oil-colour,
■
277. Gad-ironwork.—The whole of the cast-ironwork to be properly cleaned immediately after
completion; and, after being inspected, except where otherwise specified, to receive over all surfaces two
coats of anti-corrosive paint (except working parts and joints), and to be finished afterwards with two
coats of best oil-colour, in approved tints.
This includes all parts of cylinders above water-level or surface of the ground, as the ease may be,
outside exposed surfaces of cast-iron thimbles, expansion joint castings, short and long pipes, and any
other castings on lines of aqueducts.
_
278. Carpenter's and Joiner’s Work.—All carpenter’s work of timber bridges above level of kerbs,
and all ordnance fencing above ground, handrails, travelling cranes, &c., and all joiner’s work in frames,
transoms, doors, windows, stairs, Ac., to be properly prepared, knotted and primed, and painted with
best oil-colour four coats, finished with approved tints. All tenons, mortises, notches, halvings, joints,
scarfs and butting surfaces, to receive two coats of approved paint before being fixed in position. Frames,
transoms, windows, and entrance doors to be finished bronze or as may be directed,
No paint to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of timber or
metal-work is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours must elapse between each application.
Tar Varnish.
279. The whole of the interior surfaces (working parts and joints excepted) of the wrought-iron
circular and oval tubes, cast-iron thimbles, expansion joint castings, short lengths of cast-iron circular
and oval pipes, Ac., for lines of aqueducts, after having been placed in position in the works, to be
thoroughly cleaned of all scales, rust, and previous coating of linseed oil or paint, Ac., and then to be
coated twice with a tar-varnish composed of 30 gal. of coal tar, fresh, with all its naphtha retained, 6 lb.
tallow, li- lb. resin, 3 lb. lamp-black and 30 lb. fresh-slacked lime finely sifted; all materials to be
approved of and then to bo intimately mixed, as shall be directed, and applied hot, like paint.
Tarring.
280. All cast-iron cylinders, pipes, short lengths, bends, junctions, and any other casting, Ac.,
which will be placed or layed under water, or which are to be covered up in earth, concrete, Ac., and all
ventilating and non-ventilating man-hole covers, street boxes, 'flushing-flaps and frames, scupper-pipes,
precipitating tanks, groves, landing plates and frames, grates, cover-plates, gully-grates, Ac., as soon as
they have been cast and inspected, to be properly cleaned and then heated, and whilst hot to be dipped or
coated in hot gas-tar twice, unless otherwise directed.
281. All flat, segmental, and buckled plates, rolled girder, bulb X irons, Ac., of decking of culverts,
bridges, Ac., over storm-water channels and sewers, before being placed in position, to receive one coat of
tar, aud after erection is completed, to receive a second coat; the tar to be coal tar, mixed with kerosene
in the proportion of three of tar to one of kerosene, and. applied hot.
_
_
Kerbs, flooring planks, timber in girders, longitudinal stringers, cross-girders, corbels, capsills,
sills, piles, pier-bracing, abutment platforms, ends of handrail posts below level of tops of kerbs, to
receive three coats of tar and composition ; the first coat to be all tar, laid on hot, the second and third
coats to be composed of seven parts coal tar, four parts of Stockholm tar, and one part of pitch,
thoroughly molted together and applied hot, tbe last coat on top of deck to be well sprinkled with a layer
of clean sharp sand and lime. All joints and butting surfaces to bo well paved with tho hot competition
before fixing, and in finished work the composition to be poured into interstices and joints. Any timber
inaccessible for tarring when fixed, to receive three coats before being placed in position. .
_
No tar to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of iron or timber
is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours to elapse between each application.
Notice for Inspection.
282. The contractor shall give notice to tbe Engineer of tbe commencement or completion of the
undermentioned work, and formally submit it for inspection before proceeding to place, execute, or cover
it up, viz.:—
Excavation of trenches and tunnels in hard and soft rock, shale, ironstone, earth.
Piling, sheet-piling, timbering.
_
Excavation for foundations, pipe-trenchcs, cylinders, tanks.
_
"Withdrawing of timber in excavation, and cutting of£ piling and timbering under water.
Laying of foundations.
_
_
Laying of pipes and placing, building in, and fixing in position all ironworks.
Placing centering in position, and removing centering.
Keying of arches.
Striking of centres.
_ _
Placing concrete boxes in position, and shifting of concrete boxes.
Filling in round all works, into pipe trenches, and all other excavations.
Filling in low ground at sides of storm-water channels into embankments,
_
Commencing concrete work, brick work, masonry, carpenter's work, and commencing cement
facing.
283.
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233. The contractor shall also keep a register, and give daily written notice to the Engineer of,
viz.
Number, length, and dimensions of sawn piles put on the ground.
Number, length, and minimum diameter of round piles put on the ground.
Actual length of piles before ramming.
The day each pile is set.
"Weight of ram used for pile-driving.
Depth of each pile driven at the last stroke.
Total depth to which each pile is driven.
Number of men employed at pile-driving.
_
Number and weight of all prepared items of wrought ironwork brought on the ground.
Number and weight of all prepared cast ironwork, valves, penstocks, travelling cranes, frames,
<tc., put on the ground.
Number and weight of all east-iron pipes, bends, T pieces, distance pipes, inlet and outlet pipes,
&c., put on ground.
Testing the Whole of the Works.
284. It is to be distinctly understood that, on completion of the works, the Engineer shall have the
power of ordering and having the main sewers, or portions of same, <fce,, closed in such order as he shall
direct, and the whole of the sewers and aqueduct tubes, &c,, filled with water for such a time as he may
deem necessary, for the purpose of testing the works; and any injuries, faults of whatsoever description,
leakage, breakage, &e., of valves, tubes, pipes, iron, masonry, brickwork, concrete-work, &c., caused by or
detected in consequence of such testing, to the work of every description, joints, &c., shall be at once
repaired, replaced by new work where ordered, and made good ; the whole expense incurred in plant,
materials, and labour required to replace with new- work, effect repairs, and make good any faults, leakage,
damage, or injuries to any portion of the works, shall be borne solely by tho contractor ; and, after the
completion of these repairs, replacing with now works, and making good any damages, injuries, faults,
&c., the whole of the works shall again be tested, as before described, until they shall have been proved
perfectly watertight, sound, clean, and in first-class working condition, to the entire satisfaction of the
Engineer. If the result of the test or examination be satisfactory the work will be formally taken over
by the Engineer, who will issue a certificate to that effect, whereupon the period of maintenance shall
begin.
Junctions with other Contracts,
2So. If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
Correctness of Information Supplied,
286. It is hereby expressly understood that the contractor is bound to completely and thoroughly
inform himself of every circumstance connected with or relating to tho work, and of the correctness or
otherwise of any information contained in or supplied by the drawings or specification ; as he shall have
no claim on account of any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies, that may be found in these documents after
the contract shall have been signed, and since he has to provide in his tender for every contingency that
may arise.
The contractor must himself compare the copies of drawings and specifications supplied to him,
under clause 4 of the general conditions, with the original, as no claim will be allowed for any errors
therein.
Suspension of Works.
287. On receiving a written notice to that effect from the Engineer, conti-aetor shall suspend the
whole or any portion of the works, as may be directed in such notice. He shall have no claim for loss or
damage on this account, unless the suspension exceeds one month; and such suspension shall in no wise
vitiate the contract, but a commensurate extension of time for completing the works will bo granted to
the contractor.
Compensation for Alteration, of Design,
288. Contractor shall not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation whatever over and above
payment for the actual increase of quantities at schedule rates, and, where there are no schedule rates, at
such rates as shall be determined at the time by the Engineer for any additions to, deviations from, or
alterations of the various designs comprised in this contract, as viz.:—
_
_
Variations in manholes, junctions, flushing chambers. &e., and in consequence of meeting with any
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes or sewers, as referred to and in accordance with clause 109, the position
of which it is impossible to ascertain until the ground for the construction of the works comprising this
contract is opened up,—
Variations in the extent and quantity of piling.
„
lengths of piles.
„
inclination of slopes and gradients.
„
lines of sewers and stormwater channels.
„
lengths of open trenches.
.
„
lengths of tunnels.
,,
depth, shape, or size of excavation for sewer, storm-water channels, intersecting
arrangements, &c.
,,
depth, shape, or size of concrete or brick work of sewers, storm-water channels,
intersecting arrangqments, &c.
,
„
internal diameter of pipe-sewers.
Any decrease in quantities to be deducted as provided for.
Schedule Prices to include Contingent Services.
289. That the price for providing, making, fitting, painting, coating, testing, and delivering, placing,
and erecting each respective item of work enumerated in the schedule of quantities and prices hereto
annexed shall mean and include the cost for each item respectively of all materials, excavation, filling,
piling, carpenter’s work, concrete, brickw'ork, masonry, cast-iron, wrought-iron, and gun-metal work, &c.,
258—P
patterjis,
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114patterns, labour, carriage, workmanship, tools, painting, tarring, scaffolding, and plant of every description
necessary for constructing, completing, coating, painting, tarring, testing, delivering, placing’ in position,
erecting, <fcc., where specified, and maintaining each respective item of work in strict accordance with
specification and drawings.
Measurements and Payments.
290, The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making the
same.' If he fail to attend after twenty-four hours’ notice in writing has been delivered to him of the
' superintending officer’s intention to take measurements, and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the superintending officer shall be binding on the
contractor.
_
291. On satisfactory completion of any portion of the works, and at all other suitable times, the
dimensions of such work shall bo measured by the superintending officer, and recorded in a book kept for
that purpose ; and these quantities shall serve as the basis for arriving at the contract sum on completion
of contract.
292. For the purpose of making progress payments, the dimensions of still unfinished portions of
the work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to tbe
ultimate acceptance or rejection of such unfinished portion of work.
293. The contractor shall sign the measurement book each month, before tbe monthly progress
payments are made, accepting tbe detailed quantities, prices, and amounts. Should he, however, disagree
with the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, he is at once to state in tho measurement book in what
particulars he disagrees, and the grounds of his disagreement; and unless this is done it is to he distinctly
understood that the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, as recorded in the measurement hook, shall
be binding.
29d. The final measurements, based upon tbe measurements made during the progress of the works,
will bo prepared within thirty days, or as nearly as may be after the completion of tbe work, as provided
in clause 284; and the contractor will be required to accept such measurement before any part of tbe
retention money will be paid, or tbe fixed deposit returned.
295. As provided in clauses 217, 230, and 262, tbe contractor shall only be entitled to payment for
ironwork, Ac., as per weights in schedule of quantities annexed hereto, at the rate of prices set forth
theroin ; and payment will not be made for any excess over such weights.
Duties.
296. In the event of any materials being imported by contractor for use on this contract, no
refund will be made of any duties which may be legally chargeable on such materials ; and the contractor
shall bear and pay all duty stamps, licenses, building or surveyor’s fees, or other charges or fees what
soever, legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities.
Payments of Royalties and Pest iny Fees.
.
297. Before final payment is made tbe contractor must satisfy the Engineer that all claims for
patent rights or royalties and testing fees have been paid.
Jolbing.
298. When desired by the superintending officer so to do, contractor shall furnish to said officer
any skilled artisans, labourers, or carts with horses and drivers for the performance of such services as the
aforesaid officer may desire to he performed in connection with, for, on, or near the works under the
contract.
299. Contractor shall supply those artisans, labourers, &c., with the necessary plant and lighting,
and shall be paid for all services thus rendered the full amount provided therefor in the schedule of
prices under the head of 11 jobbing,” at the end of every month, or as nearly as may be thereafter. The
accounts for this “jobbing ” shall, however, be rendered by contractor to tbe superintending officer or
overseer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and Thursday,
failing which he shall lose all claim to payments for the jobbing performed by him during the preceding
three days.
300. Tbe schedule rates per day are for tbe day of. eight hours. In the event of overtime and
night-work being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day
work.
■
Maintenance.
301. During the whole time of construction and during the “ period of maintenance ” referred to
in clauses 46, 50, 02, aud 96 hereof, and in clause 32 of the General Conditions, contractor shall keep
and maintain in good and sufficient repair all the works executed or in course of execution, and make
good all injury or loss which may happen or occur to them, or to auy materials, or plant, or anything else
in connection with the works under this contract.
302. Even after the expiration of the period of maintenance, 'contractor will still be held liable for
all defects in the works which were not visible, or which may have been kept secret at, the time of the
works being taken over by the Engineer, since he is, and hereby distinctly agrees to be, responsible for all
faults or neglects of, or all deception practised by his agent, overseers, or workmen, irrespective of the
time at which such faults, neglects, or deceptions may be detected.
This is tho schedule to specification marked “ B,” referred to in our annexed bond to Her Majesty
tbe Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, a.d. 1894.
Witness—Hauoud F. jSobhie.
CHAS. J. HENTY.
. .
,
.
It. L. SCEUTTON.
This is the schedule to specification marked “B,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the 22nd day of January, A.n., 1894.
■
Witnesses—
^
JOHN CAETEE.
T. C. Lujisdaixe.
FRANK MOOEHOUSE GUJMMOW
Hakoud F. Nourie.
(By his attorney, John Carter).
D. Gr. SNODGRASS.
GEORGE MADDISON.
PETER EWING.
■
-----------------■
“ c.” '
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Gehekai Couthtions.

Interpretation of Terms.

■

'

■ 1. Whenever the terms hereafter explained in the present clause occur in these or any special conditions
or in the contract or specification, they shall ho heid to mean, and shall moan, as follows:—

“ Government” shall mean the Government of New South Wales promotin.fr this undertaking.
“Minister” shall mean the Secretary for Public Works of the Colony of New South Wales for
the time being.
“ Engineer ” shall mean the Engineer-in-Chief having the principal charge of the works, or the
person acting as such for the time being.
, .
■
“ Superintending Officer ” shall mean any person or persons who may from time to time be
entrusted with the superintendence of the works on behalf of the Government.
“ Contractor” shall mean the person or persons who contracted to execute the works.
“ Special conditions ” shall mean any “ special conditions ” hereto attached and forming part of the
contract; and such special conditions shall be read with the general conditions as part and parcel of the
contract.
“ Schedule of prices ” shall mean the rates at which the contractor has offered or agreed to execute
the contract, where the same is based on a schedule of prices ; and be the basis on which the value of any
extra works or of any deductions shall be calculated, and progress payments made, whether the contract
be one of a schedule of prices or a bulk sum.
“ Plans ” shall mean and include all drawings referring to the works and explanatory of, or supple
mentary to, the specification.
'
“ Works ” shall mean the works set out in the specification and plans, or, in the event of there
being no plans in the specification only.
“ Net claim ” shall mean the sum claimed by the contractor after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due.
“ Not award ” shall mean the sum awarded on arbitration, after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due.
Supply of labour. Materials, and Plant.
2. The contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to the contrary,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, materials, and plant, and everything which the Engineer
may consider necessary for the proper and complete performance of this contract. No materials or plant
placed on the site of the works shall he removed therefrom, or otherwise disposed of, without the consent
of the Engineer.
Plans, Specif cations, $c.
8. The plans and specifications represent generally the form, dimensions, and description of the
several works. Where any discrepancy exists between the dimensions as indicated by the scale and those
marked in figures, the figures arc to be considered as correct, and are to be taken in all cases in preference
to the measurements by scale. Or if there he any discrepancy between the figures or dimensions, or tho
form of construction, or the material as indicated in the plans, and the dimensions and materials given in
the specification, the directions of the specification shall be adopted; and in all cases of defective descrip
tion, or any ambiguity, the explanation given by the Engineer shall be binding upon the contractor. Also,
. anything contained in the plans, and not in the specification, or anything contained in the specification
and not shown in the plans, shall be equally binding as if it were contained in both. If neither specifi
cation nor plans contain any mention of minor parts, which, in the opinion of the Engineer, are reasonably
and obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, such parts are to be provided by the
contractor without any extra charge, as if they were specially mentioned, and shall be deemed to be, and
hereby are, included in this Contract.
,
All works described in, or implied by, the specification or shown in any of the plans, or set forth
in any lists or tables thereon, or attached therelo, as well as those expressly provided for, are to be made
and executed in every detail conformably to the several plans already prepared or which may be prepared
hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance with the provisions of the specification and
conditions, and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Copies of Plans, Sfc.
■
4. A copy of all plans and specifications required by the contractor for carrying on the works will
he provided by the Government, hut must be returned before a final certificate for the work can he given.
Any additional copies which may he required and are supplied by the Department shall be paid for by the
contractor at a rate to be fixed by the Engineer.
Setting out Works.
5. The works will be set out—that is to say, all necessary centre lines and levels will he given to
the contractor—except in the case of buildings, when in the absence of setting out, a block plan will bo
supplied, from which he must work ; hut the contractor must satisfy himself of tho accuracy of tho setting
out, as no work incorrectly set out or improperly executed will be paid for.
Protecting and maintaining Signals and Marks.
G. All bench marks, pegs, and signals on the surface, and all alignments, and level marks under
ground put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor’s
work, will he confided to the care of the contractor. He shall, at his own expense, take all proper and
reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true position ; in tho event, how
ever, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever, they may, if
necessary, bo replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at tho contractor’s expense, and the cost
thereof deducted from any moneys then due or thereafter becoming due to the contractor.
Possession-
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Possession of Ground.
7. In giving the contractor possession of the site it shall not ho deemed that he is to have the
exclusive possession, but only a limited possession, that is to say, such possession as will enable him to
perform the works comprised in this contract. The Minister may at any time take possession ol any
portion of the works or ground or intended site of the works for the purpose of carrying on any other
works or for any purpose whatsoever. Thccontractor inust procure for himself all other land which he
may deem requisite for any temporary purposes or for his own convenience.
Access to Works.
8. The Engineer, or any other person authorised by him, shall have free and uninterrupted access at
all times to the works, and during working hours to any workshop or premises, not on the site of the
works, where materials may he in preparation or stored for the purpose of this contract. The contractor
shall give the Engineer all particulars as to the mode and place of manufacture of any of the materials
proposed to he used in connection with this contract, and shall facilitate in every way the inspection ot
the same.
, .
Contractor s risk.
.
9. The contractor shall take upon himself the whole risk of executing the works to the satisfaction
of the Engineer, and in accordance with the plans, sections, and specifications.
Contractor to le represented.
10. The contractor at all times during the progress of the works, when he is not personally super
intending them, must have a responsible agent or overseer in charge to receive instructions trom the
Superintending Officer or Engineer, and to represent the contractor for all purposes of this contract.
Any notice or anv written instructions to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
shall he deemed to liave'becn so given or delivered when given or delivered to the contractor or his
representative at the work, or left at the contractor’s usual or last-known place of abode or business.
Order of Procedure.
11. The Engineer shall have full power to decide in what order in point of time the various parts of
the work or works comprised under this contract shall be carried out.
Power of Entry.
12 The Engineer shall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contract, to enter
upon, by* himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of the work comprised under this
contract, and his doing so shall in no wise he held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor in
respect of this contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work so entered upon, by reason
of any proved carelessness, to the satisfaction of tho Engineer, of any employee of the Uovernmont, in
which event the contractor shall be free from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
Instructions to le obeyed.
13. Should the contractor refuse or neglect to carry out the instructions of the Engineer or the
Superintending Officer, the Engineer shall have the power of suspending the usual monthly certificate
until such instructions have been complied with.
Power to dismiss men.
14. The Engineer may require the dismissal within twenty-four hours by the contractor of any
agent overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed on the works, and in the event o± the
contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisitions, all further payments on account of the
work may he stopped until such dismissal is effected.
Pad Materials or improper works to be removed,
15. The contractor shall be hound to remove within twenty-four hours, if written notice from the
Engineer or Superintending Officer to that effect be given, any materials or work, whether fixed or not,
which may appear to the Engineer to he of an inferior or improper description; and m ease ot refusal,
the Engineer shall have the power to get such materials or work removed at the contractor s expense, and
to withhold all payments until such instructions have been complied with.
Extra Works—Omissions of Works.
1G If at any time whilst the works arc in hand it shall he deemed expedient by the Engineer to
order material or work of a different description to that specified, or to increase or diminish the dimensions
or extent of any works to he done under this contract, or to alter their situation or vary the form or dimen
sions of any of the said works, or of any part thereof, orto make any deviation or to substitute one class or
work for another, he shall have full power to do so, and to order and direct any such increase diminution,
alteration, deviation, or substitution, and the works involved in any such increase, alteration, deviation, or
substitution, shall be executed by the contractor if of the class of works provided for in the schedule ot
prices, at such schedule prices ; and no such increase, diminution, alteration, deviation, or substitution ot
works shall in any way annul or set aside this contract, or extend the tinrn for the completion thereol,
unless the Minister shall see fit to grant such extension; hut such additions or alterations shall be
measured and paid for, or deducted from the contractor's account as the case may require, according to
the schedule of prices. Provided that if any portion of the works so ordered to be done shall not be, in
the opinion of the Engineer, of the same value or class of works provided for in the schedule ot prices,
the same shall bo executed by the contractor at such prices as may be agreed upon with the Engineer; but
if the contractor and Engineer cannot agree as to the price to be paid, the Engineer may order and direct
the same to he done by such person or persons as he may think fit. Before any extra work, or work of an
altered value or class, is undertaken by the contractor, it shall he imperative for him to procure an order
in writing from the Engineer for carrying out such extra or variation ot work, and the contractor shall,
not be entitled to any payment for such extras or variations unless he produce the written order tor the
same, as aforesaid, and he shall not bo entitled to plead that the Engineer omitted to giro such written
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order, as it is to be distinctly understood that the onus of obtaining such order shall be on the contractor.
The contractor shall not be entitled to any other rate than the schedule rate ou any plea that the work
was in a different position or of a different class from, or in a more difficult position than that shown on
plan or specification, or carried out uuder circumstances not contemplated in the specification, unless an
agreement entitling him to payment by other than the schedule rates shall have been previously made
and signed by the Engineer and the contractor.
Valuation of Omissions.
17. The Engineer shall have the power to direct the omission of the carrying out of any part or
parts of the said works, but not amounting to the omission of the whole; and the value of such work so
omitted in such case, calculated at the schedule rates, or in the event of there being no schedule rates,
calculated on the basis of the proportionate value which such work bears to the lump sum, as ascertained
hy the Engineer, whose decision on that point shall be final, shall be deducted from the contract sum,
subject, however, to arbitration clauses Nos. 3G to 41.
Net Measurements.
18. The whole of the work shall be executed and paid for according to the contract dimensions, and
no allowance will be made for any excess of dimensions above those found on tho working plans now
exhibited, or which may be afterwards supplied, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the contrary,
unless such excess has been expressly ordered. In the case of dressed masonry all cubic measurements
will be taken at the extremes, and in the case of rock-faced masonry all measurements will be taken to the
draft. "With regard to timber, all framed work will ho paid to extremes, but in no case will scarfs in hewn
or round logs be paid for.
Contractor liallcfor injury to adjoining Lands, Properties, §c.
19. The contractor aha]] not commit any act of trespass, and shall effectually protect all adjoining
properties and owners thereof against any loss, damage, or injury that may occur through the carrying on
of the works, whether to buildings, goods, property of any kind, or to persons, and in case any such
trespass be committed, or any such loss, damage, or injury occur, the contractor shall make full compensationj and shall make good all or any such Joss, damage, or injury, and if any such compensation for
trespass, or any such Joss, damage, or injury be recovered against the Government in the first instance, it
may be deducted from any money due or coining due to the contractor under this contract, or may be
recoverable from the contractor or his sureties as liquidated damages in that respect incurred.
Damages, §c., to be paid, for by the Con tractor.
20. All damage, injury, or loss that may happen to the works from any cause whatever during their
progress must be made good by the contractor at his own expense ; and the whole of the works must he
delivered up, complete in every respect, according to this contract, and tho care and maintenance of all
works under this contract shall remain with the contractor until the Engineer shall, by notice in writing
under his hand, inform the contractor that he has taken charge thereof; and untiL such notice shall have
been given, the contractor shall be responsible for all accidents, from whatever cause arising, and shall
make good all damages thereto.
Contractor not to Sublet Works or Assign Moneys.
21. The contractor shall not assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or
mortgage, charge, or encumber all or any of the moneys payable or to become payable under this contract,
or any other benefit whatsoever arising, or which may arise, under this contract, to any person without
the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained. The contractor for each and every breach of
this condition shall ho liable to pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages ;
and the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums duo to the
contractor under this or any other contract with the Government. And any permission to assign or
underlet works to be done under this contract shall not discharge tho contractor from any liability in
respect of this contract, aud shall extend only to tho permission actually given, but not so as to prevent
any proceedings for any subsequent breach of this condition ; and all rights under these conditions shall
remain in full force, and shall be available as against any such subsequent breach.
Truck System not allowed.
22. The workmen and labourers of every class employed on the works shall he paid their wages in
full, in money, current coin of the Colony, at least once in every month, and no ticket or other system of
payment by provisions, liquors, or goods will on any pretence be allowed ; nor shall the contractor, or any
person or persons employed by him, or in any way connected with him, establish any shop for the supply
of provisions, liquors, or goods ; nor shall the contractor oblige his workmen to take provisions, liquors, or
goods of any kind from any person in particular. The workmen and labourers of every class shall be paid
on the works if it bo possible, or in some building in the vicinity ; and in no case shall they be paid at a
public-house or other place where liquors or refreshments are sold. The contractor for each and every
breach of this condition shall pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages ; and
the sum or sums payable as such damages may he deducted from any sum or sums duo to the contractor
under this or any other contract with the Government.
Power of the Government to pay Workmen and Tradesmen.
23. Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the Engineer may require from him a
statutory declaration that the tradesmen supplying materials for or incidental to the works, aud the work
men and labourers of every class employed on the works, have been paid their claims of every kind in full,
in current coin of the Colony, and to the latest date at which such wages- or claims are due ; and the
Engineer may withhold the payment of any money that may be due or become due to the contractor until
such declaration has been made and delivered to him.
If the contractor shall fail or omit to pay the claims of any such tradesmen, workmen, or labourers,
in the current coin of the Colony, it shall be lawful for the Minister, or the Engineer, as often as ihe same
shall
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eliall happen upon complaint of such failure or omission made by any such tradesman, workman, or
labourer, aud upon proof to the satisfaction of the Minister or Engineer of such failure or omission to pay
the amount of such claim to such tradesman, workman, or labourer, and to deduct the same amount from
any money then due or owing, or thereafter to become due or owing, to the contractor under this contract.
Delay by Minister.
24, Jf the contractor shall not be able to obtain possession of any portion of the ground required
for the esecution of the works to be done in connection witb this contract, or if from the non-delivery, or
any delay in the delivery to the contractor, of any materials which under this contract the Minister is to
supply,
from any cause whatever arising out of the acts or defaults of the Minister, or any officers or
servants in his employment, or from any accident happening to the said works during their progress not
arising from the neglect or default of the contractor or his servants or workmen, the contractor shall be
delayed or impeded in the execution of his contract, the contractor may from time to time within seven
days of the happening or occurring of such act, default, or accident, apply in writing to the Engineer for
an extension of time on account of such act, default, or accident, setting forth the cause of such applica
tion. and the Engineer shall, if the Minister think the cause sufficient, but not otherwise, allow by writing
under his hand such an extension of time as the Minister shall think adequate ; and the penalties, sets-ofT,
and deductions to which under this contract the contractor is liable shall not attach nntil the expiration
of such extension of time, but shall attach, aud the contractor shall become liable to the same, from the
date of the expiration of such extended lime or times. And unless the contractor shall make such
application within the time and in the manner aforesaid, and unless and until the Minister shall allow such
extension or extensions of time as aforesaid, the contractor shall not by reason of any delay arising from
the cause or causes aforesaid, or any of them, be relieved in any way or to any extent of his liability to
finish and complete the works within the time in this contract specified ; aud, in default of his so doing,
to pay and he subject to the liquidated damages, deductions, and sets-off as in these conditions provided ;
nor shall the Minister be deprived in any way or to any extent of his right to deduct or recover any sum
or sums as liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a penalty or to make deductions or sets-ofl'
which under this contract he is entitled to make, deduct, set-off, or receive from the contractor for or by
reason or on account of any delay in the completion of the work or any portion of the same, nor shall the
rights, powers, and authorities by these conditions given to or vested in him be in any way affected.
ot

Patent Rights to le included.
•
25. The contractor is to include in his tender the amount of all patent righis and royalties which
may be claimed by any patentee or patentees for the manufacture and use of any portion of this work, and
must undertake to liquidate the same when required to do so.
'
Free Passes, cfc.
_
2G. No free passes on any of the G-overnment Eailways will be granted either to the contractor or
his agents, nor will any materials or articles of any description be conveyed free of charge.
Conditions not to be waived.
27. None of the conditions of this contract shall be varied, waived, and discharged, or released
either at law or in equity, unless by the express consent of the Minister, testified in writing under his
hand.
'
Progress Payments without Prejudice.
'
28. No progress payment given to the contractor shall prevent the Engineer from at any future
time before the final settlement rejecting all unsound materials and improper workmanship discovered
subsequently to the giving of any previous payment; and notwithstanding any approval given or made by
the Superintending Officer that portions or the whole of the works have been satisfactorily performed, the
Engineer may require the contractor to remove or amend at any future time previously to the final
payment on account of the wrork any work that may be found not in accordance with this contract; and
the contractor must remove and amend at his own cost all such work when so required; and if he refuse
or neglect to do so, the Engineer shall have the power to carry out such work, and to deduct the whole
cost thereof from any moneys that may be due, or that may become due to the contractor.
If, in the opinion of the Engineer, further inquiry is necessary or desirable before any progress
payment is made, he shall have the power to withhold the certificate on which such payment w’ould have
been made, for any period which he may consider necessary for the purpose of such inquiry.
Security.
21). Within fourteen days after the notice of the acceptance of his tender shall have boon given to
the contractor, or posted to the address of his last known place of business or residence, he shall deposit
with the Minister, or at the option of the Minister iu some banker banks in Sydney, upon fixed deposit in
the name of the Minister, a sum calculated at the rate of £5 for every £100 or part thereof on the amount
of his tender up to the sum of £100,000, and at ihe rate of £1 for every £100 or part thereof in addition,
for any amount over that sum, to be bold by the Minister as security for the due and proper performance
and completion of this contract until the Engineer has certified that the whole of the work in the said
contract has been completed to his satisfaction, or until this contract has been cancelled by the Minister
under the power given to him in that respect under clause 32 of these conditions, in which last-mentioned
event happening the money so deposited shall become forfeited to the Crown, and shall be held by the
Colonial Treasurer, for and on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, as liquidated damages. If, however, this
'contract shall not have been cancelled under the said clause, and if the works comprised in this contract
are not completed within the time mentioned in clause 31 of these conditions, the liquidated damages
which, under the last-mentioned clause are made payable to the Minister, may be deducted and taken from
the money so deposited.
"
If the contractor fail to deposit the sum as hereinbefore provided within fourteen days from the
acceptance of the tender, or if he fail to execute the contract for the due performance of the works
•mentioned in the said tender, the Minister shall have the option of and full power and authority to declare
such acceptance to be annulled, in which case the amount of the preliminary deposit will be absolutely
forfeited to tho Crown, as provided by the regulations of the Tender Board,
No
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ETo tenderer will be authorised to proceed with the wort tendered for until he has made the deposit
as aforesaid, and has executed the required contract for the due performance of the said works, it being
hereby declared that for all or any wort done or materials found and provided by the contractor before the
due execution of tho said contract, or the said moneys being deposited as aforesaid, he shall not have any
right of action, claim, or demand against the hi blister.
The contractor will be entitled to receive any interest that may be payable upon the fixed deposit
of the money, if the money be placed in a bank at fixed deposit, as such interest becomes payable, but it is
expressly declared that the Minister is not to be held liable or answerable in any way for any loss on the
money so deposited or for any loss of interest from the fixed deposit not being renewed.
Payments.
■
30. Progress payments may he made once in every month, nnless the same shall become not payable
by reason of anything contained in these conditions, on the certificate of the Engineer, as the work
proceeds, in the proportion of 80 per cent, of the value of the work returned, until the sum retained
reaches the amount of the deposit provided for in tho preceding clause, when no further deductions will
be made. The amount of the retention money will be held by the Minister, iu addition to the cash security,
unless otherwise provided for in the specification, until the "Engineer has certified that the whole of the
works have been satisfactorily completed, and the period specified for the maintenance of the said works
lias expired, and all accounts finally adjusted when the retention money, in addition to the cash security,
will be paid to the contractor ; and it is expressly declared that until a certificate lias been given by the
Engineer to the Minister that tho work done by the contractor has been executed aud completed to his
satisfaction, the contractor shall have no right or claim in respect of any work done or materials provided,
nor to the payments from time to time to be made under this contract, or to the final payment upon the
whole of the works being finished.
Delay ot Dad Work, Dankruptcy, tyc,
31. In ease the Engineer shall be at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at the
rate of progress of the works or any part thereof, or in case the contractor shall at any time neglect or
omit to carry out the instructions of the Engineer, or to dismiss any person employed when required, or
shall neglect or omit to remove any materials or work which he is required to remove under condition 15,
or in case the contractor shall assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or mortgage,
charge or encumber, or attempt to assign, mortgage, charge or encumber, all or any of the moneys payable
or to become payable under this contract, or any other benefit whatsoever arising or which mav arise
under this contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained, or in case the
contractor shall make default in insuring and keeping insured, in eases where insurance is specified,
and depositing the policies and receipts for premiums in accordance with these conditions, or in case
the contractor shall become bankrupt, or shall make an assignment of his estate for the benefit of
creditors, or shall make au arrangement or composition with his creditors, then and in every such case the
Minister shall be at liberty, without vitiating this contract, and without prejudice to any right that may
have accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions, to take the works wholly or partially
out of the hands of the contractor and to employ or contract with any other person or persons to execute
the same, and for that purpose to take possession of and use all horses, materials, plant, tools, imple
ments and things on or about the said works, without making any allowances for the same, and all
damages and expenses thereby incurred shall be ascertained and certified by the Engineer, and together
with any sum payable as liquidated damages under these conditions shall be deducted from any money
that may be then due or may thereafter become due to the contractor or may have been deposited by
him ; and if the money then due, or thereafter becoming due to the contractor, or deposited by him, be
not sufficient for that purpose, the balance remaining unpaid shall be a debt due by the contractor to tho
Minister, and may be recovered accordingly,
'
Cancellation of Contract.
_ 32. In any or either of the events mentioned in the last preceding clause of these conditions, the
Minister shall have the option and full power and authority in lieu of proceeding under such clause, and
without prejudice to any right that may have accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions,
to cancel this contract whether there are any works remaining to be done or not; and in such case the
moneys which shall have been previously paid to the contractor on account of the works executed, shall be
taken by him as full payment for all works done under this contract; aud upon notice in writing under
the hand of the Minister that he, under the authority of this condition, cancels this contract, being given
to the contractor, this contract shall be cancelled, and thereupon all sums of money that may he due to
tho contractor, or unpaid, together with all implements in his possession, and all materials provided by him,
upon the ground upon which the work is being carried on, or adjacent thereto, shall be forfeited, and all
sums of money held as security or named as liquidated damages for the non-fulfilment of this contract
within ihe time specified shall also be forfeited and become payable to the G-overnment, and the said
implements and materials shall become and bo the absolute property of the Government, and with the
moneys so forfeited and payable as aforesaid shall be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
■
Insurance.
_
33- The contractor shall from time to time, when required to do so by the terms of the specification,
insure the works against loss or damage b\r fire, in an office to he approved in the name of the Minister for
the amount of the full value of the work completed, as determined by tho Engineer, and shall lodge with
the Engineer the policies and receipts for the premiums for such insurance, and shall continue such policies
until possession is given np to the Government; in default of which the Minister shall be at liberty to
insure and deduct the amount of the premiums paid from any moneys payable to the contractor, and "may
refuse payment of any certificate until such policies and receipts are handed in as aforesaid; but this
insurance is to be no limit or bar to the liability and obligation of the contractor to deliver up the works
to the Minister completed in all respects according to the contract. In case of loss or damage bv fire tho
moneys payable under any such insurance shall be received and retained by the Minister until the works
are finally completed, and shall then be credited to the contractor in the final settlement of accounts in the
event of the contract not having been previously cancelled under these conditions.
Time
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Time of Completion, Sfc.
3$. The contractor shall complete the -whole of the works comprised in this contract within seventyeight weeks from the date of the acceptance of his tender, and in the event of their non-completion at the
specified times, should the Engineer not have proceeded under clauses Nos. 31 and 32 of these conditions,
or either of them, the contractor shall pay, hy way of liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a
penalty, the sum of twenty pounds sterling for every week, or for every part of a week that shall elapse
after such specified time, until their completion, and which sum or sums may be deducted from any money
payable to the contractor under this or any other contract. The contractor shall have no right to a
certificate for payment after the date specified in these conditions for the completion of this contract until
the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer, unless
the time for the completion of this contract shall have been extended hy the Minister, in which case
such extended time shall become fhe time for the completion of this contract, and it is to be expressly
understood that the fact of the time having been so extended shall not in any way be taken as a waiver of
this contract, or as annulling or setting aside this contract in any respect, nor he taken as releasing the
contractor from any of tho responsibilities or obligations of this contract, which, in all other respects,
shall remain the same as if the lime had. not been extended.
The like liability also shall hold good as to the obligation of the contractor in the event of any
advance being made to him from the retention money, or on material on the ground and not in situ.
Maintenance.
'
35. The contractor will he hound to maintain the works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness, or of giving way, or if any defective workmanship or materials he detected, the contractor, when
called upon to do so, shall make good the same at his own expense, to the satisfaction of the Engineer,
before any moneys held by the Government on account of this contract will be paid. It is also to be
distinctly understood that the Government shall have the full, free, and unrestricted use of the said
works, without any interference whatever on the part of the contractor, during the currency of this period
of maintenance; and such use of the said works on the part of the G overnment shall not be held as
relieving the contractor of any liabilities or obligations whatever in respect of his contract.
Arbitration.
36. The following matters shall be decided by the Engineer, whose decision shall be absolute and
final:—(1) All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
plans or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials necessary for
the whole or any part of the contract. (2) All questions and disputes when the net claim shall not
amount to the sum of five hundred pounds.
37. All questions and disputes not hereinbefore provided for shall, if the net claim be five hundred
pounds or upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before payment of the
retention money and the money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the contract, be fixed
and determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
_
3S. If either party consider that he has claims in respect of any matter in which arbitration may
he claimed, he shall, within one month of the date of the final certificate, furnish to the other party full
particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of which ho
desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under each item ;
and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such matters,
irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims ; and the party furnishing the some shall be bound
by such particulars ; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration at such
arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action ; and the claim or respective claims so made as afore
said shall be determined by arbitration, in the manner as hereinafter provided.
39. If both parties concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator, then the reference shall he to
such single arbitrator; but if tho parties for twenty-one days after the particulars first mentioned in the
last preceding clause shall have been furnished, cannot concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator,
the reference shall he to two arbitrators, one to be appointed hy each party, or their umpire to be
appointed in writing by such arbitrators before they commence the business of the reference; and the
arbitration shall, subject to the express provisions herein contained, be made and held pursuant and
subject to the Arbitration Act of 1892 or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof for the time
being in force.
_
40. The costs of and incidental to the arbitration shall be paid or borne by or between the parties
in manner hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :—
1. If the sum awarded does not exceed the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due,
the contractor shall pay all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
2. If the sum awarded shall’ amount to the sum claimed by the contractor, the Government shall
pay all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
3. If the sum awarded exceeds the amount acknowledged by the department to be due, but is less
than the sum claimed by the contractor, the costs of both parties shall he added together and
the total cost so ascertained shall be paid by the parties in the proportions following,
namely :—The Government shall pay such sum as hears the same proportion to the total cost
as the net award bears to the net claim, and the balance shall be paid by the contractor.
The award shall direct to and by whom and in what proportions the costs shall be paid, in
accordance with the provisions hereinbefore contained; bnt the award need not specify the amount of
such costs. Such amount shall, in the event of disagreement, be taxed or settled by the arbitrators or
umpire, as between party and party, after the award is made. No costs shall he allowed as between
solicitor and client. If either party shall be dissatisfied with the costs allowed by the arbitrators or
umpire, the same may be taxed by the Erothonotary or other proper officer of the Supreme Court.
41. It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by either party to have any of the matters
which may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be made upon the whole of tho work being
completed, and before payment to the contractor of the retention money or of the money deposited as
security for the due performance of the contract, and that the acceptance by tbe contractor of payment
of the retention money in cases where a bond to secure the completion of the works lias been given,
and
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and in other eases of the retention money or of any balance thereof, and of the money deposited as
security for the due performance of the contract, shall be conclusive proof that the contractor has no
such claim or claims.

BOUT. HICKSOW,
Boads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Department of Public 'H'orks.

Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Chief,
Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage.

These are the general conditions marked 11 C ” referred to in our annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the twenty-second day of January, An. 1894.
'
CHAS. ,T. HENTY.
TV itness—Harold F. Hoerie.
E. L. SCEUTTON.
These are the general conditions marked “ C ” referred to iu our annexed agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the twenty-second day of January, a.d. 1891.
Witnesses—
JOHN CAETEK,
T. C. Lumsdaene.
FRANK MQOEHOIJSE GHMMOW,
Haiiold F. Norrie.
' (By his Attorney, Jojijt Carter).
:d, g. shobgeass.
GEOEGE MADDISON.
PETER EWING.
Sureties—Contract No, (J9, Western Suburbs Sewerage.
Box No. 14, North Sydney, 29 January, 1894.
With reference to the above wo have to inform you that Mr. Ereucrie Lassetter will be unable
to sign the necessary documents in connection with the same owing to his immediate and permanent
removal to England.
We have, therefore, to ask you to he good enough to allow the name of Mr. Eobert LeNeve
Scrutton, of E. L. Serutton & Co., Merchants, City, to be substituted for that of Mr. Lassetter.
"W'c arc &c»
Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney. •
CAETEE, GUMMOW, & CO.
Sir,

Is name satisfactorv?—"D.C.M'L. (pro U.S.), B.C., 30/iy94.
E.B.P.H., 1/2/94,
Mr'Norric.—H.O.M‘ L. (pro U.S.), 1/2/94.

Commissioner for Eoads.

Yes.—

No. 7.
S uper vising -13 nginccr Davis to Tho Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minnie Paper.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges aud Sewerage Branch,
Sycmey, 18 January, 1894.
Suijcct:—Contract No. 69. Eastern Branch, Western Suburbs, cross-sections of sever to be adopted.
Provision has been made in this contract for constructing tho sewers aud shafts wholly'iu concrete,
or in brick and concrete. With a view of ascertaining which would be tbe ehea per method to adopt, I
have had comparative estimates prepared at the contract schedule rates, which ] attach.
I beg to recommend lhat the following sections for sewers bo adopted:—
(a) For open cutting—No. 2 cross-section.
(b) For tunnels where timber is required—No. 3 cross-section.
(fl) For tunnels iu soft ground where timbering is not required—No. 5 cross-section.
(r/) For tunnels in hard ground—No. 6 cross-section.
It will be seen that the cheaper shafts arc those built with brick, ami I recommendj that this
description of shaft be adopted.
Approved.—R.E.P.H., 19/1/94.
Messrs. Carter. Gummow, & Co., 20'1/94.
Mr. Millner to
note.—J.D., 20/1/94.
Noted.— Wh.l.M., 21/1/94.
File.—J.D., 1/2/91.
The Engineer-in-Chief
lias decided that in the case of Sydenham-road sewer, in open cutting, the No. 3 section, may be adopted
instead of No. 2, on the understanding that the No. 2 is put in other open cuttings, and that in the case
of Sydonhatn-road specialty selected material bo put in the sides and round the arch up to the level of
crown.—J.D., 9/3/94.
Mr. Millner.
Noted.—W.J.M., 9/3/94.
File.—J.D., 13/3/94.
----------------J. DA VIS.
Comparative estimate for constructing sewers and shafts wholly in concrete or in brick and concrete.

I'i/ifijh.
Cost t)i‘ (!)-incli) Uriel, him ft per 100 lineal reel........
p
,
j. f Concrete. O-ineli,
do
....
0i' 01 ( Cement liieing, -S-iueli,
du
....
5’ 1" x

4'

£05 17 If
21 15

£7.H 14
fc>7 12

7
1

1"

Stitern,
(1.) In open cutting.
."3'9fi cubic ynnlB per chain at 43/- ..................................
105 CD Sffuaiu y.itds per chain at 5/-......................, .. ..

£ a. d.
120 15 3 concrete.
20 0 0 rcjulci'ing.

Cost pci chain..........................£153

BLUESTOf^fc o CO'ICBtTE

2oS—Q

3

3
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(2.) Iii open cutting.
0. BRICKWORK

r)2'2S cubic yards per chain nt 43/- .................................
6'42
,,
„
f>5/- ..................................
DS'60 square yards
,,
D/- ..................................

£
J]2
17
14

s. J.
8 1 concrete.
13 1 brickwork.
13 0 rendering.

Cost per chniii ..........................£144'14 ‘2

D. BRICKWORK

(3.) Iii tunnel where timbering is required.
.
•
£ b. d.
Sti’lS cubic j nrds per chain at 43/- ..................................
77 lil !) eonerefe.
14'81
,,
,,
So/- ..................................
40 14 7 brickwork
58'60 square yards
„
5/- ..................................
14 13 0 rendering.
Cost per chain .......................... £133 3

4

t

BLUESTOKE o jCOKCRETT^

CO

(4.) In tunnelj soft ground.
A 0LUFSTONE CONCRETE

£ a. d.
02 15 0 concrete,
2G 8 0 rendcniig.

43*14 cubic yards per cl.ain at 43/- .................................
105'ti0 sipiare yards
j,
o/- .................................

Cost per chain ..........................£119 3 0

a. sandstone;covcrete

*a. eiUESTONE CONCRETE

i

c. MARGIN OF PLUE'TONE
CONCRETE 3 in.
o. BRICKWORK

(5.) In tunnel, soft ground.
£ s. d.
23'48 cubic yardsper chain at 43/- .......................... GO 9
7 Milestoneconercte.
5'67
„
,,
44)/II 6
10 sandstoneconcrete.
14‘8l
,,
„
Go/- ........................... 40 14 7 brickwork.
68'60 square yards
,,
5/14 13 0 rendering.
Cost per chain .....................£117 4 0

«

'

1. SANDSTONE CONCRETE
0. BLUECTONE CONCRETE
C i" MARGIN OF BLuEbTONE

(0.) Ill tunnel, hard ground.
£
12‘67 cubic yardsper chain at 43/
27
9
4-88
„
„
40/
17
6-42
,,
,,
36/6S'60 square yards ,,
5/14
Cost per chain

s.
4
15
13
13

£69 6

d.
10 hluestone concrete.
2 sandstone concrete.
1 bnekwork.
0 rendering.
I
J.D., 19/1/04.
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No. 8.
Supe^vising-Engineel., Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 20 January, ISOl.
.
. 1 llave.tlje honor to enclose, for your information, a tracing allowing the different cross
sections of sewer lining which the Enginecr-m-Chief has decided to adopt on your Sewerage Contract
No. 60.
^
.
'With regard to cross-sections Nos. 5 and 6, you will receive instructions as the work proceeds
winch or these sections will be used.
The shafts will be built of bricks where such are shown on contract drawings.
I have, &c..
(Through Mr. Millner.)

Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 9.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 18 January, 1894.
I beg herewith to enclose a list of the sizes of shaft excavation. The sizes are to the inside
of the timber, and do not include the extra excavation required for the chambers, down pipes, &e. This
additional excavation may either he done at the time you arc sinking the shafts, or afterwards, as it suits
your convenience. Where sumps are required they are to be sunk the size of the shafts, Mr, Millner
will decide at the time a shaft is excavated whether a sump will be necessary, and give you instructions
accordingly.
With reference to the excavation in tunnelsin “'more or less hard material,” which in tho opinion of
the engineer requires blasting, I have to inform you that any ground of this description iu the lower part
of the tunnels where timbering is used in the upper part, must he taken out for two ring lining without
the uso of blasting by means of guttering and gadding and will he paid for under schedule item No. G.
With regard to other lengths of the tunnels requiring blasting, special instructions will he issued
for each length.
As to tunnels iu “more or less hard material” which require timbering, I have to request that
you will excavate the same to tho cross-sections shown in the margin.
The tunnels in “solid rock” are to be excavated for one ring lining by means of 4-inch charges
of compressed powder.
B
!"" "
I have, &c.,
"
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

List of Shafts on Contract No. 69.
Shafts, &c.

Position.

I

|
Penstock chamber

Premier-street...................................

Ventilating shaft

Illawarra-road, Canterbury Branch
Curey-strect, Northern Branch ....

17

pipe shaft,
shaft........

>>

Ji

Rcuwick-sfcrjetj Eastern Brandi..,.
ji
Suburban -Main,...
j?

it

pipe shaft
shaft......
?r

ji

.................................

Ji

.................. i.i...

JJ

J.............................................

,,
,,
,
,,
,,

pipe shaft.........
shaft...... .'.........
pipe shaft.........
shaft..................
pipe stiaft.........

„

shaft....................

JJ

J»

JJ

li

JJ

M

>J

>*

JJ

JJ

J*

JJ

JJ
JJ

,,

»>

■ ..... i

pipe shaft.
shaft.........
pipe shaft,
stiaft........

>J

JJ

j*

i,

jf

....

Warren-road ...................................
Grove-road .......................................
Illawarra-road ..................................
Petersham and Illawarru Roads..............................
Illawarra-road ...........................................................
Cal vert-street and Illawarra-road .........................
Illawarra-road............................................................
Marrickville and Tlhnvarra Koads .........................
Illawarra-road............................................................
JJ

> ...................................... ......a.............................................................

JJ

■ • ................ .. ....................................... ................... ................................

Sy den ham-road ........................................................
Silver-street and Sydenham-road ..........................
Albert-street and Sydenham-road ..........................
Illawarra-road...........................................................
Council and Illawarra-road .....................................
Woodland and Illawarra-road.................................
Illawarra-road.............................................................
Charles-street and Illawarra-road ..........................
Agar-street .................................................................
JJ

............................... ................................................................................. ...............

Agar and Emily Streets.................... ........................
Emily-strcet.................................................................

Chainace at centre
of Manholes.

M. o. 1.
2 16 87-07
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

24
23
23
23
34
38
41
33
40
43
53
57
61
65
69
73
78
2
.13

87'33
<10
80
0
0
60
45'S
5
50
83-47
0
64'Oo
70
80'08
70
S6-3
0
30
57'71

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

17
24
20
23
30
33
37
52
57
62
69

74-09
G-59
40
80
28-13
85
53
20
0
54-20
0

Sizo of Sluifts.

Enlarged,
contract
6’
6'
6'

6'

as shown on
drawings.
x 5'
x 5'
x o'

x 1/

6' x o'
Opening cutting.
JI

6' x 5'
6' x 5'
Not to be sunk.
Opening cutting.
JJ

G' x 5'
6' x 5'
6' x 5'
Opening eutting.
JJ

..
6' x 5'
6' x 5'
6' x 5'
Opening cutting.
JJ

6'

T

x G'

x

O'

6'

x

5'
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No. 10.
Supervisnig-Engincoi.’ Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gutnmov, & Co.
Geuilcmen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, If) January, ]S0t.
1 bare llie lionor to inform you that you arc at liberty for the present to dispose of the surplus
material as you find it convenient, and that you will be paid for same under schedule item No. <L3.
1 have. &c.,
_ _ ,f. DAVIS,
(Through Mr. Millner.)
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 11.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 24 January, JS01.
Eeferring to clause G of the specification, I have the honor to inform you that you may
excavate shafts No. 4 at 2 m. 33 ehs. 5 Iks. from 9 feet below the surface, No. 5 at 2 in. 40 cbs. 50 Iks.
from G feet below the surface, and No, 14 at 3 m. G9 ehs. from 18 feet below the surface, with tbe use of
4-incli charges of compressed powder.
] have, Ac.,
.1. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 12.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Gaiter. Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Wneks, Sydney, 3 February, 1891.
Deferring to clause G of the specification, J have the honor to inform you that you may
excavate shafts No. 2a. at 3 in. 23 ehs. 90 Iks. from 3 feet below the surface, No. 3 at 2 m. 3S eba. from
7 feet below the surface, No, 3a at 2 m. 34 ehs. from 3 feet, below the surface, No. 11 at 3 m. 33 ehs. 85 Iks.
from 27 feet below the surface, and No, 10 at 3 m. 30 ehs. 2S93 Iks. from 2G feet below tho surface, with
the use of -1-inch charges of compressed powder.
f have, &e.,
J. DAVIS,
(Through Mr. Millner.)
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 13.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 19 February, 1894.
Deferring to clause G of the specification, 1 have tho honor to inform you that you may
excavate shafts No. 2 at 2 m. 22 ehs. 80 Iks. from 10 feet below the surface, and No. G at 2 in. G9 ehs.
70 Iks. from 18 feet below the surface, with the use of 4-inch charges of compressed powder.
J have, Ac.,
(Through Mr. Millner.)
.1. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 14.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 12 March, 1894.
I have the honor to forward herewith an additional drawing, showing slight modification in
the details of shafts at 2 m. 73chs. 863 Iks. and limily-street, and the upper portion of the pipe-shafts.
You will notice that the cast iron plates shown on the drawing attached to the contract, on the ledges at
the bottom of tbe shafts, are substituted for boards, that the sandstone-ashlar at the top of the shafts is
substituted for concrete, and that the top of tho pipe-shafts is altered. Will you please bear in mind
that these alterations apply to the whole of the shafts in your contract.
■
I have, Ac.,
J. DAVIS,
(Through Mr. Millner.)
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 15.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Inspector Millner.
Minnie Paper.
Department of Public Works, Deads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 2 May, 1894.
Stthjeci ;—Contract No, 69.—Substituting tunnelling for open cutting.
T vsDEnsTAyn that the contractors wish to substitute tunnelling for open cutting in two or three
instances. They must write, asking permission to do this, before any excavation is paid for in such cases,
as it will be necessary to clearly understand on what conditions the concession is granted. Will yon
please see contractors with reference to this matter.
,T.D.
,

I have seen contractors and verbally informed them of this.—W.J.M., 14/5/94,
Tiiis might now be filed.—J.D., 22/5/94.

Mr Davis.

No. 1G.
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No. 16.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public 'Works, Sewerage Brandi, 23 June, 1804.
li understand it is your intention to substitute tunnelling for open cutting in the Illawarraroad for a portion or the whole of the length between 2 m. 54 ehs. and 2 m. 87 ehs., and I desire to
inform you that there will be no objection to this course, but it must be distinctly understood that you
will be paid as though the excavation had been done in the manner shown on tho drawings attached to
the contract.
1 have, &c.,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 17.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public "Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 9 May, 1S94.
Subject:—Contract No, 09, Eastern Branch, Western Suburbs—Pitching round Man-hole Covers.
As some of the man-holes on this contract are being constructed, I should like the Engineer-in-Chiefs
decision ns to the kind of pitching, if any, which is to be put round the man-hole covers.
Twelve square yards of squared hluestone pitching were included iu tbe schedule of quantities,
which the contractors have priced at £50 per square yard. The quantity likely to be used if the whole
of the man-holes are to be pitched wil l be 35 square yards, which, at schedule rates, will amount to '£1,750.
Special bluestone concrete will answer the same purpose as hluestone pitchers, and will onlv cost
9 cubic yards, at 50s. = £22 10s.
"
The fair price for bluestone pitching is about 25s. per square yard, and, as the schedule rate is so
much higher than the market rate, the question arises whether the pitching should not be omitted. If,
however, this course is considered to be unfair to the contractors, then only the quantity included in the
schedule of quantities need be carried out.
JJ).
We cannot in fairness omit an item for which, no doubt, the price is absurdly high, while we know
that on other items the price is equally low. Where bluestone pitchers are shown on drawing contractors
must be paid for same at schedule rates.—R.E.P.H., 11/5/94.
Mr. Millner to note.—J.D., 11/0/94.
Noted.—W.J.M., 14/5/94. Mr. Davis.
Filo.—T.D.,
15/5/94.

No. 18.
Inspector Millner to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Sewerage Office, Arnelifte, 21 Aaigust, 1894.
Contract GS), re extra lining of Tunnel, between 2 miles 38 chains and 2 miles 45 chains.
1 think that it will he advisable that tho extra lining of tunnel (ordered between 2 miles 40£ chains and
2 miles 45 chains) should start at 2 miles 38 chains. The ground in this extra 2-J chains is of a very
similar nature to the other,
W. J. MILLNER.
Register,—J.D., 23/S/94.
Will Mr. Piper please attach the paper referred to ?—J.D., 25/'S/94.
Has Mr. Millner these papers?—J.D., 28/8/94.
Previous papers, 94-1,078, Mr. Davis, 25/G/94.
I have not got these papers.—W.J.M., 29/8/04. Mr. Davis,
What will the extra cost bo?'—J.D.,
31/8/94. Mr. Adams.
The extra cost from 2 miles 38 chains to shaft at 2 m. 40 ehs. 50 Iks. will be
£20G 3s. 9d.—W.E.A., 31/8/94.
Will the Engineer-in-Chief please approve of 10 inches of lining for this length of tunnel ? It
was driven for 5 inches in the first instance. The ground has proved to be of a soft nature, and therefore
requiring an extra thickness of lininjj. This additional work is fully provided for in the contract, and
included in schedule of quantities.—J.D., 31/8/94. Enginoer-in-Chief.
Approved.—R.R.P.H., 1/9/94.
Contractors informed.
Mr. Millner to note.—J.D., 7/9/94.
Noted.—W.J.M., 11/9/94.
File.—J.D., 17/9/94.

No. 19.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 28 June, 1894.
I have to request that you will please excavate the tunnel between 2 miles 40£ chains and
2 miles 45 chains, to admit of two ring lining being put in. The excavation you will be paid for under
item No. 0, and tbe bluestone concrete and additional brickwork under items Nos. 32 and 33 respectively.
I have, &c.,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 20
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No. 20.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co. to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
®'r>

,
_
ISTorth Sydney, 6 July, 1S94.
, With reference to our contract No. G9, Sydney Sewerage, we are willing that the G-overnment
shall exercise the option of paying us all sums now due or to accrue due iu respect of this contract, either
in cash or Funded Stock, as may be thought fit.
'

We have, Ac.,
.10HM CAETEE.
FEANK MOOEHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, Join Carte a).
D. G. SNODGRASS.
Witness,—Koieut Miller, J.P.
GEORGE MADDISON.
PETER EWING.
TVe, the sureties named in the bond in connection with the above contract, consent hereto.
CHAS. J. HENTY.
Witness,—Fred. Woolcoit-'W at.ey, J.P.
R, L. SCRUTTON.
Treasury informed, 9/7/91.
For approval.—J.B., 10/7/91.
Approved.—W.J.L. Accountant
Roads to note.—E.C.P., 2J/7/91.
Seen ;—Mr. II. to note—O.C., 24/7/9-1.
Mr. Walhvork,—Please
place with Bond Ot. G9.—E.H., 24/7/94.

No. 21.
The Council Clerk, Marrickville, to The Commissioner for Roads.
Sir,
_
_
Borough of Marrickville, Town Hall, 24 August, IS94.
_
I am directed by his Worship the Mayor to draw your attention to the enclosed letter, received
by him from the borough engineer, and to request that tbe Department will cause sucii steps to he taken
in this matter as may be deemed necessary, so as to avert what would be an intolerable and continuous
nuisance.
I have. &c„
HENRY II. BROWN,
-------Council Clerk.
For report.—R.R.P.II., 27/8/94.

Report herewith.—J.D.,0/9/94,

Council Clerk.—J.D., 13/9/94,

Sir,
I have the honor to bring before your notice the following:—The Government Sewerage
Department is taking up a culvert on the Illawarra-road, near Addisou-road, and intend substituting
one that will act as a syphon. It is needless for me to point out the nuisance and trouble this will be to
the Council. But I wish to bring under your notice the fact that it is quite unnecessary to have a syphon.
Below the culvert there is a fall of 4 ft. (5 in. in 71 chains, which if worked out would give sufficient fall
for the drain, and clear the culvert altogether. As it is a matter of great importance, I have brought it
before your notice without loss of time.
I am &c.
°
J. P. WEBSTER.

No. 22.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges
and Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 6 September, 1894,
Subject:—Contract No. GO, Eastern Branch Sower, “Western Suburbs, Culvert under Sewer near Addison
'
road.
This culvert is shown on the contract drawings to be built as a syphon under the Eastern Branch Sewer.
Syphons are always objectionable, and should, if possible, be avoided, especially where, as in this case,
there will be large quantities of heavy silt carried with the water, which will undoubtedly settle in it.
’
With a view of finding out whether the syphon in this instance could be dispensed with, I have
had levels taken of the stream below the culvert, aud I find that by lowering tho bed of the creek for a
length of 287 feet, and carrying the culvert 75 feet to the east of the Illawarra-road, to support a cottage
which is built on the edge of the creek, the syphon need not bo constructed.
°
The cost of lowering the creek and extending the culvert will be about £125, and I would strongly
recommend that this extra be incurred.
-------- ■
J. D.
Longitudinal section of creek and drawing of proposed culvert submitted with this report.
Approved.—R.R.P.II., 6/9/94. Mr. Davis.
Contractors informed—J.D., 13/9/94.
Mr Millner to
see.
Seen.—W.J.M., 14/9/94.
File.—J.D., 17/9/94.

No. 23.
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No. 23.
Supcivising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
PuWic TVorlis Department, Sewerage Branch, 12 September, 1894..
i,
j • i j ':ie,'??Tnio to J.0}11 Contract IS o. (59,1 have the honor to inform you that the EnHne^r-in-Cliief
has derided to dispense with the syphon culvert under the sewer near Addison Bond, nndto substitute a
culvert, as shown on the shetch handed to you by Mr. Millner. Will you please also extend the culvert
for thoVCTil!crtPPOrl ^ 00tUigC bUiit °n tho edg0 of lhc creck’ nrirJ
ito creek to give an outlet
foa will be paid at schedule rates for this work,
I have, <kc.,

J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

Messrs. Carter, Gummow,

No. 24.
Co, to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.

Contract No. CS), Western Suburbs Sewerage.
Sir,

■T-|- .
North Sydney, 20 September, 1804.
tlaving now completed a considerable portion of the above contract, for the performance of
which your Department hold security to the extent of about £6,800, being £4,500 as guaranteed by our
sureties and £2,300 retention money for work already done, we have tho honor to ask you to allow the
payment to us of £1,000 from the latter amount, leaving £5,800 still remaining as security for the due
imminent of the remaining portion of the work.
u . Yo1
remmd y°u ttat om‘ sureties arc two of the most reliable firms in the city, vD., Parbury
Henty & Co., Pitt-street, and E. L. Scrutton & Co , Clarenee-strcet; and also that the amount of security
required had the contract been accepted in the ordinary way would not have exceeded £4,500.
J
We have, &c„
CAETEE, GUMMOW, & CO.
,, , . Pcr®™al security has been given on this contract for double the usual amount of cash security • so
lt,0.n-t0
. T,ot,c,,l;on nl0nc.v’ which amounts to nearly £2,300, the Department has security
if £1’°"?’makm" a total, of personal and cash security for the due performance of the contract of
£6,820. J lie amount of the contract is £45.207, of which there has been about £30,000 worth of nork
clone, this being the case, and the personal security being Messrs. Henty & Co. and Mr. E. L. Scrutton
•Vno/o/iUPkl0fe’W1’cb y6 &aPe)’■' illi:rik £1.000 of the retention money might be returned—J D
21/0/94, Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads. Bridges, and Sewerage
THT
/,;,/!)4" ■ V^T Secretary- Eor approval.-jfB, 21/0/94. Approved.W lli’ oY'd/o/
AIr' iI, lr-eir l0T'«L,1,lclc J“ next progress return.—ED., 21/9,94.
Included.—
W.J.M., 24/9/94.
Accountant.—J.D., 26/9/94.
Voted,—O.C. (per E.H.), 2/10/94. Mr. Piper.

No, 25.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Tlie Enginccr-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges ami Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 21 September, 1894.
Minute Paper.
Subject: Western Branch, Western Suburbs, recommending that a single sewer be substituted for tho
two sewers originally proposed.
Jn the original scheme for the drainage of the western suburbs two sewers are provided to run side by
side from 1 reimcr-Btrect to a point in the Terrace Eoad where the Canterbury sewer branches off to that
suburb, a length of it) chains. Over twelve months ago tho survey was completed for the two sewers
and manticipauon of them being continued the length of tunnelling and lining from Premier-street to
the Jllawarra Eoad was included in the contract for the eastern branch. Tho tunnel is now driven for
Ibe two sewers for this length, and the lining will bo proceeded with in a few days.
With a view of seeing how the cost of a single sewer would compare with that of a double one
estimates have been prepared which I attach. They show that the double sewer—
’
Tor the length from Premier-street to Terrace Eoad, exclusive of
£
s. d.
shafts and aqueduef, to be ...
...
. ,
...
_ _
22 867 3 9
And the single setier, 7 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 8 in., to be, on same basis ... 13,758 13 9
Saving in favour of one sewer
...
I o this must be added saving in shafts ...
...
And saving in cost of aqueduct.......................................
Total saving in favour of one sewer...

8,108 10 0
1,000 0 0
1.500 0 0
10,003 10

O
The
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The only objection to the single sewer is iu the fact that the flow Ime will he raised 5t- inches, and
this will affect the area drained by the Canterbury branch to that extent.
] have consulted with Mr. Bagge as to the desirability of making tbe proposed change, and he
quite agrees with me that it should be made.
I beg, therefore, on the score of economy that tho single sewer should be substituted for the
double sewer.
.
I have seen Messrs. Carter & Co. with reference to making the change iu the length between
Premier.street aud lllawarra Hoad, and they are willing to build the single in place of the double sewer,
provided they are recouped for any expense they may have gone to in making centering for this particular
length. If the Engineer-iu-Chief so decides, the two sewers could be built, and a chamber and shaft
built at lllawarra Koad to connect the single and double sower, as shown on attached tracing.
_____

J. DAVIS.

One sewer from Premier-street approved.—E..II., 21/0/04.
_
_
'Will Mr. Millner please note and report what expense the contractors have been pul toin preparing
eoiiterinm I will then write contractors, instructing them to carry out the single sewer in lieu of double
one.—J.l)., 24/0/94 Mr. Millner.
Noted aud report herewith.—WJ-M., 20/0/94,
Contractors informed—
11/10/04
\V ill
Mr. Bagge please have drawings prepared for lllawarra Eoad shaft, providing for inlet from east, aud also
of any alteration he wishes made in invert of Premier-street chamber—.T.D., 11/10/94. Mr. Bagge.
Mr.
Baltzer for details.—"V.C.O.-B,, 11/10/94.
Details are nearly finished.—"W.C.O.-B., 15/10/94.

Kesident Engineer’s Office, ArnclifEe, 9 October, 1893.
Co'tiuct No. 69.—Alteration of Sewer, Premier-street to lllawarra Eoad.
The attached tracing shows the cross section of tunnel excavation between Premier-street shaft and
lllawarra Eoad, and the distance the centre line will require to he moved to substitute the V ft. 8 in. x
6 ft. S in. sewer for the duplicate sewer.
IV. J. MILLNEE.
Mr. Davis.
W esteun Bitaircji—Cross Section, Tunnel Excavation.

Seale, i inch,

Proposed

129
Propose!) Sewer (7 ft. 8 in. x 0 fr. 8 in. Setter).

BLU ESTON Ei CONCRETE

Li op/m cutting {in soft ground).
Quantiiios pel1 foot run of Sowei'.
ExcaTation ...............
Concrete (bfuostone),.
Itendcring ..............

3-27

TVS
2'50

cubic yards.
n ■
secure yards.

BLUESTONE CONCRETE

BLUESTONEl CONCRETE

In open cutting {in rod;).
Excavation ...............
Concrete (bluest one).’.
Hendering.....................

2'‘tl cubic ylints.

■S!)

)}

2'50 (qua re yards.

In tunnel {in rod').
Eicavation ............... 1R:}3 cubic yards.
Concrete (bluestone)..
'30
„
„
(sandstone)..
Ill
„
Brickwork ............... ’154
„
Eendcring.................. ]’337 square yards.

-3" MARGIN

258—It

7

188
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7 ft, 8 in. x G ft. 8 in. Sewer.—Estimate per chain of Sewer,

In open cutting, in soft ground—
Excavation.............................. . 3-276 s 66
Concrete (bluestone).............. ]‘754 X 66
Eendcring .............................. 2‘ 50 X 66
In open eutting, in rock—
Excavation............................. ., £‘412 X. 66
Concrete (bluestone).............. -891 I 66
Ecndering .............................. . 2‘ £0 X 66
In tunnel, in rock—
Excavation ..........................
Concrete (bluestoncl..........
„
(sandstone) ........
Brickwork ..........................
Ecndering ..................... .

1-833
■30
-1,115
•1,536
1-337

Quantity.

Unit.

Description of Work.

X 66
£ 60
X 66
X 66
X 66

|

Rate.

£ s. d.
cubic yards
>>
square yards

216
115-76
165-

159-2
58-8
165

cubic yards

j?

square yards

0
2
0

0
2
0

2
0
2

5

j)

square yards

0

O 0
2

1 7
2 0
1 8
2 15
0 2

cubic yards
»

0
0
9

9

6
0
0
0
9

Amount

£

s. d.

21 12
231 10
22 13

0
0
9

275 15

9

39 16
117 12
22 13

0
0
9

180

1

9

160 7
39 12
10 6
27 18
12 2

6
0

256

6

6

O
6
6

liraneh, Western Suburbs Sewerage.
I'nit,

Description of Work.

7/f. 8 in. x Off. 8 in. j^wer.

Open cutting, in rock, 1 chain .........................
'Xunnel, in rook......................................................
Open cutting, in soft ground............................. .
Oft. 10 in. x a ft. 10 in and 5 ft. 2 in. x 4-ft. 2 in. Setvcrs,

Open cutting, m rock ..................................................................
Tunnel, in rock................. ............................................................
Open cutting, in soft ground..................................................
Eitra excavation—difference in width between double and single

j

Quantity.

chains

i
25
20

chains

cubic yards

In open eutting, in soft ground—
Excavation ........................... .
Concrete (bluestone) .......... .
„
(sandstone) ...............
Eendcring..................................
In open cutting, in rock—
Excavation ....................
Concrete (bluestone) .......
„
(sandstone) ..............
Eendcring..................................

4'23
2 34
'052
3’84

3'28
1'39
‘052
3'84

In tunnel, in rook—
.
Excavation ,,,............................2'987
Concrete (bluestone) ............... '69
(sandstone) .............. ‘31
Brickwork................................... ‘481
Ecndering........................
2'22

Comp.veaiive

x 66
x 66
x 66
x 66

x 66

square yards

x 06
x 66

square yards

6
3
0

3,495

0

2

0

0
2
1
0

0
2
1
0

2
0
8
2

5
0
8
2

] 7
2 0
1 8
2 15
2

0

0
0
0
9

0
0
0
9

6
0
0
0
9

£

s. d.
1
2
9

9
6

13.758 13

9

277
12,455
9.785

5
0
2

6
3
0

349 10

0

180
6,403
7,170

6

22,867

3

9

27
308
4
34

18
16
16
17

0
0
0
0

376

7

0

54 2
183 10
4 16
34 17

0
0
0

277

5

c

271 1
91 1
28 12
87 6
20 2

0
it
3
9

498

3

4

G

I)

Estimate—Western and Canterbury Branches—from Chamber, Premier-street, to Shaft,
lllawarra Eoad—8 ft. x 7 ft. Sewer.
Description of Work.

cub. yards.
....................... 2-1.884 + -388 x 616 ............................
Biuestonc concrete...................................
■31' 1
..........................
Sandstone
„ ..................................
'1,285 x ol6 ..........................
Brickwork ........ .....................................
*3,588x516 ................*.......
..........
1'3,963 X 516 ..........................
Sandstone concrete (filling) ..................
I'lSxSlG ..........................

Wv^nTotinn

9
6
9

5
4
7

19714
45'64
20-46
31-76
146-5

x 66
x 66
x 66
x 66
x 66

d.

277
498
376

216-5
91-75
3-43
25344

cubic yards.

x 66

£ e.
180 i
256 6
275 15

1
25
26

279
154"4
3-43
253-44

cubic yards.

Amount.

Rato.

j

QUaMil},

cub. yds.
1,329 43
163-57
GO'S
185-14
720 6
539-4

Amounts

Kate.
£ s.
17
2 3
2 0
2 15
0 5
2 0

d.
6
0
0
0
0
0

£
1,820
351
132
609
180
1,180
85
£4,273

s.
1
13
12
2
2
16
0

d.
6
6
0
C
6
0
0

8 0
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CoitPAiiATivE Estimate—Construction of Sewers, Western and Canterbury Branches, from Chamber,
Premier-street, to Shaft, lllawarra Eoad—S ft. x 7 ft. Sewer.
Description of Work,

Excavation .................................................... 2‘1.88t -4- -388 t 516
Bluestone concrete .......................................
-637 x 516
Sandstone
„
........................................
-1,244 x 516 ..........................
Brickwork .....................................................
‘3,588x516
ItenHcring .....................................................
1‘3,963 t 516
Filling ..............................................................
‘S x 516 ..............................
Xeu* ftaa-chcck .............................................................. ........
.

1
J,329‘43
328‘C9
C4'2
185‘11
720-49
412 8
................

j

Rate.

Quantity,

|
1
1
1
|

£ a.
17
2
3
2 0
2 15
0
5

d.
6
0
0
0
0

Amount.
£
s. d.
1,828 1 6
706 13 10
128 8 0
509 2 7
180 2 6
15 9 7
85 0 0

0 0 9
.....................

£3,4.52 IS

Q

ConpARATrvE Estimate Construction of Sewers, Western and Canterbury Branches, from Chamber,
Premier-street, to Shaft, lllawarra Eoad—(i ft. 10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in., and 5 ft. 2 in. x 4. ft. 2 iu. Sewers.
Desci-ijition of Woik.

Quantity.

Eiciivnticm.............................................................. 2,f)S7
Bluestone concrete ..............................................
'G9

s51G
x5UJ

1.541-3

Sand'to tie
„
Brickwork (two rings ot brickwotk) .....................
Itendcring.......................................................................

I516
x516
x516

160 0
248-2
1,145 5

‘31
-481
2‘22

356‘0

Kate.

£ b.
i 7
2
2

2
0

3
0
15
5

'

d.
G
0
0

0
0

Amount

£
s. d.
2,119 6 0
765 8 0
320 0 0
682 11 0
286 7 6
£4,173 12

6

Comparative Estimate—6 ft. 10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in., and 5 ft. 2 in. x 4 ft 2 in.
Description ot Work,

Excavation..... .
Bluestone concrete
Sandstone
„

Brickwork...........
Hindering..............

2‘987
'69
•5S1
'21
2 ‘22

x
x
x
x
x

516
516
516
516
516

..........................................
..........................................
..........................................
(one ring of brickwork)
............................................

Quantity.

Rate,

1.541-3
356
299-84
108-3G
1,145-5

£ Sa d.
1 7 6
2 3 0
2 0 0
2 15 0
0 5 0

Amount.
£ s. d.
2,119 6 0
765 8 0
599 13 61
298 0 0
286 7 6
£4,068 14

I

hate
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Eesident Engineer’s OiEce, .Arndiffe, 29 September, 1894.
Westers’ Branch Sewer.—lie, altering sewer between Premier-street and lllawarra Eoad.
seen contractors ra expense incurred in centres, &c, which they claim to be—
£ s. d.
Centres for 5 ft. 10 in, x 6 ft. 10 in. sewer
...
... 10 0 0
Altering centres for 5 ft. 2 in. x 4ft. 2 in. sewer
...
2 10 0
Section mould
...
...
...
...
...
1 0 0
Concrete in pats ...
...
...
...
... 15 0 0
Altering road
...
...
...
3 0 0

Mr. Davis.

£37 10 0
W. J. MILLNEE.

No. 26.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sewerage Branch, 11 October, 1894.
Eeferring to the conversation which I recently had with you, and to the interview which Mr.
Millner had with you two weeks ago respecting the substituting of a single sewer for tbe double one,
shown on contract drawings, between Premier-street shaft and tbe shaft at tbe lllawarra Eoad, I have
the honor to inform you that the Engineer-in-Ciitef has decided to substitute a 7 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 8 in.
sower for the double one, and that you will be allowed for the expense yon have been put to in connection
with the double sewer, as arranged with Mr. Millner, viz., £37 10s. "
The cross section of sewer will be as shown on attached tracing. Drawings will be forwarded in a
few days of the shaft at the lllawarra Koad, and of any slight alteration it may bo necessary to make in
tho inverts of the Premier-street shaft chamber.
In the meantime you will please proceed with tho construction of the single sewer, as shown on
the tracing attached.
I have, <fce,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 27.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., to Tire Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sir,

Marrickville, II November, 1894.
In reply to your letter of 11th October, with regard to alteration of design between Premierstreet shaft and lllawarra Eoad, we beg leave to state that -we will accept the terms therein, provided a
special item bo arranged for the tilling at the rate of 5s. per cubic yard.
Tours, &c.,
CAETEE, GUMMOW, & CO.,
-------Contract No. 69.
Mr. Davis.—E.U., 11/11/91.
Commissioner for Eoads.—D.C.M'L., {pro U.S,3) B.C., 15/11/94.
"Will Mr. Wcedon please let me have quantity of Idling.—J.D., 17/11/04..
Quantity of filling, due to
alteration in design, 410 cubic yards.—S.H.'W., 20/11/94.
The

190
132
.
The schedule rale for filling is Gd. per cubic yard, but it is manifest that tbe contractors, in giving
'this low price, did not contemplate doing the kind of filling required in connection with the western
•branch sewer, between Premier-street and lllawarra Road. The 5s. asked is, I consider, a little high, but
I suppose, as they will lose something by the reduction of concrete and brickwork, occasioned by tho
alteration, it will bo just to take this into account, and allow them what they ask. There will bo about
400 cubic yards of this filling, which, at 5s. per cubic yard, would amount to £100. 1 recommend that
tbe price named be approved.—J.D., 2l/ll/f)i.
Commissioner and Pngineer-iu-Chief for Roads,
Bridges, and Sewerage.
This addition is caused by an alteration in the original design, which has the effect of reducing tho
cost of the work in this contract by about £750, and a further reduction ou the whole work of £10,000.
Recommended for approval.—R.H., 21/11/91.
■
For approval.—d.B., 2S/11/94.
Approved.—29/11/94.
Roads.—D.C.M‘L., (pra
U.S), B.C., 29/11/91.
Seen—R.H., 30/11/91.
Mr. Weed on to note.—J.D„ 4/12/94.
Noted.—
B.U.W., C/12/0*.
File.—J.D., 7/12/94.

End

of/

Contract

No, 69

Ventjlating^Pire Shaft

CAREY St,

Contrxct‘No. 69

PREMIER’St,

^Penstock Chamber
Saving from A to J3 l)ty the const ruction of one sewer, £750.
' Sa-ving beyond A by the construction of one eewer, £10,000,

A. 6ANOSTO*E'CONGRETE
FILLING'APPROVED

B. BLUESTONE‘CONCRETE^

C. BRICKWORK

full lines indicate sener as carried out,
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No. 28.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, a .December,
In reply to yours of tho lllh ultimo, accepting the terms stated in mine of fhe 11th October,
relative to I he alteration of design between Premier-street shaft and Jllawarra Eoad, conditionally upon
a special item being arranged Jor tho tilling at the rale of os. per cubic yard, 1 hare the honour lo inform
you that the Minister has approved of your being paid for the filling in of this length at the price you
name.
'
I have. <fcc.,
'
,1. DAYIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage,

No. 29.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen, _
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 8 .December, IS!)!.
Eeferring to my letter of tbe 11th October last, informing you that the Eugmeer-in-Chief
had decided to substitute one sewer for the two shown on the contract drawing between Premier-street
and lllawarra Eoad, and instructed you to proceed with the construction of the single sewer, I now beg
to forward herewith the drawing showing the alteration which this change necessitated in the chamber
of tho Premier-street shaft.
] have, Ac.,
,
.
J. DAVIS,
(Through Mr. Millner.)
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 30,
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Department of Public Works, Koads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 23 March, 1895.
Minute Paper.
'
Subject:—Shaft at Premier-street.
The present size of the shaft at Premier-street, excavated under contract No. 62, is 12 ft. x 5 ft. In
Messrs. Carter & Co.’s contract, No. 69, provision has been made for enlarging the shaft to 14 ft. x 7 ft.,
and to line it with brickwork. The lop of the shaft is left open, and surrounded by an iron railing,'
which would not prevent children and others getting into this shaft,
’
I do not think that there is any necessity to make the shaft larger than it is at the present lime,
and the iron railing would certainly be dangerous.
’
, I recommend that the shaft be not increased in size, that it be lined with bluestone concrete, and
that it he arched over, and a manhole cover be put on in the usual way. Tho saving that will therebv be
effected will amount to £50.
r n
Approved.—K.P.H., 25/3/95.
Messrs. Carter. G-ummow, & Co.. 25/3/95.
Mr Millner to
note.—,T.D., 25/3/95.
Noted.—TVJ.M., 29/3/95, Mr. Davis.
Ede—J.D., 30/3/95.

No.~3L
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 25 March, 1895.
/nr
- 1 “aye tllc llODOr to request that instead of enlarging the Premier-street shaft to the size
(14 ft. x 7 ft.) shown on the contract drawings and lining it with brickwork, that you will please line the
shaft with bluestone concrete in tbe usual way, not increasing its size; and instead of putting the iron
fencing round the top as shown on contract drawings, that you put a concrete arch with manhole cover as
is the habit in such cases.
1 have &c.
__
J. DAVIS,
Messrs, Carter, Gummow, & Co.,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.
Contractors for Contract No. 69.

No. 32.
Voucher for £1,520,
Contract No. 69.—Sixteenth Progress Heturn showing quantity and value of work executed or fixed

and material advanced on, on the 4th day of .Inly, 1895.

]

s

n
12

14
Hi

19

20

22

28
29
30

31
32

33

I

Description.

L'nit,

Excavation in open trench...........................
,,
tunnel (more or lesa hanl).......
,,
,, (solid rock)....................
„
shafts
,,
(soft).............
n
,,
,,
(iuu’d)............
,,
,,
more or less hard (soft).
„
,,
,,
(hard)
Filling..............................................................
Removing culvert...........................................
Hand packed stono filling ...........................
Rhio metal......................................................
Blinding..........................................................
Sandstone concrete .....................................
Bluestone
.................................................
Brickwork.................................. .................

cubic yard

itity.

irate.

£
18,888
7,000
5,688
91
404
539
84
12.01)0
38
275
110
O!)
887
4,187

]

0
1
I
(j
0

9

5
0 0
0 o
0
]
9 10
o
0

•>

Amount.

s. d.
0 9
7
0
7
c
4 0
4 0
0 0

0

0
3
o 15

’

0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£

a.

70S

(i

10,458
7,821
18

5
0
4

SO
1,078
21
310
4
13

1G
0
0
13
15
15

55 0
0 17
1.774 0
9,002 1
5,109 10

Total.
d.
0
0
0
u
0
0
0
0

o
0
0 1
0
( 1
0 ,
0

£

s.

d.
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V

_

Quantity,

1

J-

*

|

Total.

Amount.

Kate,

Unit.

Description.

1

34
36
40
43
45
46
47
4S
49
50
51
52
53

Cement facing ......................................................................................... square yard
Squared bluestone pitchers .............................................
]2-fcct stoneware pipes ............................................................. lineal yard
Surplus material ................................................................................... cubic yard
ton
Fixing ironwork ................................................................................
each
C.I, penstock, (> ft. diameter.............................................
,,
3 ft. 9 in. diameter ..............
33
,,
2 ft. diameter.............................................
>J
C.I. gas check, 6 ft. 10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in...............
3)
,,
G ft, 8 in. x 5 ft. 8 in......................
3?
,,
5 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in........................
J>
,,
5 ft. 2 in. x 4 ft. 2 in........................
93
,,
5 ft, l in. x 4 ft. 1 in......................

54
55
56
57
53
59
60
61
62
03
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
S3
84
85
96
97
99
100

C.I.F. and F. pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. diameter......
,, pipe, 3 ft. 9 in, diameter ..................
If and S. pipe, 3 ft. 0 in. diameter .....
C.I.S. pipe, 3 ft. 9 in. diameter ..................
C.I. thimble, 3 ft. 9 in.....................................
C.I.F. pipe, 3 ft. 0 in, diameter .................
,, and F. pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. diameter .....
,, andS. „
,,
.....
C.I.S. pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. diameter ..................

ton
>3
>3

3>
J3

C.I.F. and S. pipe, 3 ft. 6 in. diameter .. . .
C.T. thimble
,,
,,
......
C.I.F. and F. „ 2 ft. drain .....................
,,
andS. „
,,
......................................
C.I. thimble, 2 ft. diameter ...............................................
C.I.F. bend, 12 in.
„
.............................................
,, and S. bend, 16 in. diameter..........
Wrought-iron girders ....................................
Platform for penstocks .................................
C.I. standards and W'.l. railings..................
W.I. ladder ...................................................
Landing plates.......................................................................................
W.I. gratings .......................................................................................

t)
J9

>>

3
1

cwt.
ti

3)
,,

a

ton

C.I. pipes, 3 ft. 9 in. diameter ...................................
„
3 ft. 6 in.
...........................................................
,,
2 ft. diameter ....................................................
Screw-bolts ..............................................................................................

.........................................

Laying and jointing, 3 ft. 9 in. pipes .................
,,
3 ft. 6 in. .,
.................
,,
2 ft. pipes....................................
Portland cement ............................................
Artizan ...........................................................
Ordinary labour ..........................................
Cart horse iiml driver....................................

93

qr, lb. 1
3 41
0 18
3 13
3 23
3 20

33

cask
day
33

cubic yard

C.I. pipes for flushing..................

ton

>i

1

ton cwt.
■7 2
2 0
L 16
2 5
011
4. 12
5 16
4 9
2 2
1 7
1 5
1 0
0 19
1 13
0 4
0 14
0 8
0 7
1 4
0 4
0 16
0 15
0 4
0 9
289 4
435 5
63 16
0 2
0 0

lineal yard

Work not in Schedule.
Filling western branch .............

t>

i
8,691
22
21
20,000
15
3
2
1
1
1
1
1 1

„

*.......

2

2

0 6
2 2
3 25
3 20
2 24
2 14
0 4 ■
3 IS 1
15!
1 O'
1 10
0 0
2 15
1 11
2 15
2 27
1 20
1 11
0 0
O 14
3 20
0 23
1 20
376
640
214
2
109
23

“100
ton cwt. qr. lb
3 4 0 4
1 6 0 22

£

0
50
0
0
2
230
140
45
75
70

45
40
40

S. d.
5 0
0 0
3 0
0 3
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

£
2,172
1,100
3
250
30
690
2S0
43
75

70
45
40
40

a.
15
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15
15
0
0
3
3
2
12
16
11 ft
0 0

4 7
2 7
9 10
15 3
10 10
0 3
16 10
12 3
7 6
6 ]U
20 11 0
16 10 0
Jo 4 7
27 O 0
3 S 8
11 8 0
8 6 1ft
14 0
36 19 0
10 17 5
24 19 0
lo 14 10
6 12 10
14 0 0
2,530 10 0
3,80S 9 10
558 13 1
5 10 3
1 1 5
65 16 0
112 0 0
30 10 0
1 4 0
1 12 0
59 19 0
23 0 0

0 3 0

100 0 0

24 0 0
22 0 0

76 16 10
■IS 16 4

16
16
16
36
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
22
30
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
10
0
10
10

1
1
1
1
3 15

s
s

50
50
0
0
0
0
O
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

ft
0
0
0

ft
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0

31
32
29
36
9
74
92
71
34
22

Total

£

s.

2

40,369 15

9

Total.

Aiiipunb.

Recapitulation.

205 13

d.

Value of work executed to date ...................................................................

4fl,3U0 15 1)

Deductions to he made :—
Retention money ..............................................................................................
Amount of progress payments already made, see annexed sheet, marked

I 1,260 15 9
,| 46,580 0 0

£

s. d.

49,369 15

9

47,849 15 9
1,520 0 0

Amount of 16th progress payment now recommended
£

Minister's approval for......................
Estimated amount of contract..........
Payments to date ..............................

a.

d.

6,200 0 0
45,207 3 11
4S, 100 0 0

I hereby certify that the above return is a fair and correct statement of the contract to which it
refers, and that the above measurements were made by the Hesidont Engineer with "Mr. Snodgrass
J. O’CUNE-GIBBS.
‘
GE1FEITHS,
llesident Engineer.
Supervising Engineer,
X certify that the amount charged in this voucher ns to co'mputations, castings, and rates is correct,
that the service has been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorized in terms of
the Audit Act.
C. BARLEY,

Head of the Department.
[Plans.]
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Area drained tw Western Branch - High l eve/ /SSS'l
low ievet /S/7J
£xtra area added forportion of Fivedock
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Contract No. 72, Sydney Sewerage.
No. i.
Schedule of Tenders received bv
*<t Tender Board.
Number of tenders received
...
Amount of lowest tender...............
Name of lowest tenderer...............

1.
2.
3.
4.
I).
fi.
7,
8,
9.
10.
11.
12.

Carter & Co..........................................
Phippard Bros.
...........................
Jas. Atherton.......................................
Parry and Farley ...........................
A. M‘Sweeny.,.
...
...
...
C. B. Bond ...
...
...
...
James Flood ...
...
...
...
C. Richards ...
...
...
...
Gummow & Gillau ...
...
...
John Shunn .,.
...
...
...
H. A. Brigg & Co...............................
Murray and Stuart (received late)

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Amount.
£
s.
20,650 0
21,336 18
21,886 1
23,445 0
23,977 0
24,989 9
25,569 0
25,600 0
25,995 ,0
28,205 7
28,220 0
28,693 10

Wednesday, IS February, 1891.
Twelve.
£20,650.
Carter & Co.
Natui'o,
Deposit
d.
£
0
207
Cheque,
11
214
)!
6
219
>>
0
230
>1
G
240
Cash.
0
240
Cheque.
0
260
jl
0
250
jj
0
260
jj
0
282
>1
280
6
*1
300
11
J)

I recommend acceptance of Carter & Co.’s tender at schedule rates.
li. R. P. HICKSON
23rd February, 1801.
Vice-President of Tender Board.

No. 2.
Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter and Co.
Sir,

Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 28 February, 1891,
I have tbe honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 18th instant, is accepted for Contract No. 72, Sydney Sewerage, Construction of a
Stormwater Sewer, Mtmni-street to Shea’s Creek, at your schedule of prices.
■
The work is to bo carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to
this contract, and to be completed within eight months from this date.
I have to refer you to the Commissioner for Roads for further information, and to request that
you will call upon the Officer in Chai-ge of Bonds and Contracts at this office, for the purpose of
executing the necessary documents for the due observance of your Contract.
I am, &c.,
J. BARLING-,
Tinder Secretary.

No. 3.
Agreement.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contract Branch,
Sydney, 28 May, 1892.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Sc Extension of Time. Munni-street Sewer, Contract No. 72.
The Memo, of Agreement herein duly prepared, bus been executed by The Honorable the Minister and
tho Contractors, Messrs. Carter & Co., and stamped, and may now be forwarded to tho Commissioner
and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
The Tender, and all other papers herein, are sent herewith.
H. F. NORRIE,
Officer in Charge {pro V.C.L.)
'

MeJCOEAVDUJI OF A.GnEElIEls’T

Made this 19th day of April, in the year of our Lord 1892, between the Honorable William John Lyno,
the Minister for Public Works, in and for the Colony of New South Wales (hereinafter referred to as
“the said Minister,”) of the one part, and John Carter, David Graham Snodgrass, and George Porest, of
North Sydney, in the said Colony, contractors, carrying on business together under the name, style, or
firm of “ Carter & Co.,” and hereinafter referred to as “the said contractors.” Whereas by a certain
agreement in writing, bearing date tho 19th day of March, 1891, the said contractors covenanted with Her
Majesty the Queen, her heirs or successors, to find and provide all the materials, tools, plant, labour, and
every other thing requisite and necessary for and performance of the various works required in and about
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the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of Munni-street, Macdonald-street, Mitchell
Road to Shea’s Crcclt storm-water channel, known as contract No. 72, Sydney and Suburbs Storm-water
^Drainage, in accordance in all things with the printed notice tender specification, general conditions, and
special conditions, thereunto annexed, and the plans or drawings relating thereto, and therein referred to,
and to complete and finish the whole of the said works on or before the 28th day of October, 1891. And
whereas the said worlts are still unfinished and not completed, and the said contractors have applied to
and requested the said Minister to extend the time for the completion of the said works until the 18th
day of August, 1892, which the said Minister hath consented to do. Now these presents witnesseth, that
in consideration of the premises the said Minister, acting on behalf of the Government of the said Colony,
doth hereby extend the time for completion of the works in the said agreement, tender, specification,
general conditions, and special conditions, mentioned or referred to, until the 18th day of August, 1892,
and that the said contractors do hereby jointly and severally covenant, promise, and agree with the said
Minister that they, the said contractors, shall, and will, well and truly complete the whole of the works
mentioned in the specification, general conditions, and special conditions, and the plans ,or drawings
therein referred to, mentioned or shown, in accordance in all things with the said tender, specification,
general conditions, special conditions, and plans and drawings, on or before the 18th day of August, 1892 ;
aud further, that at all times hereafter the said agreement shall be read and considered, as if the said 18th
day of August, 1892, bad been named in and by tlie said agreement, tender, specification, general condi
tions, and special conditions, as tbe day on or before which the said works were to be completed and
finished hy the said contractors ; and that the said agreement shall not be considered as altered, or the
stipulations, provisoes, and agreements therein or in the said specification, general conditions, and special
conditions, in any way barred, waived, or departed from in any respect, other than as to the time within
which the said works are to be completed, but that Her Majesty tbe Queen, her heirs and successors, tho
said Minister and his successors in office, aud the Government of the said Colony, shall have all and every
the rights, powers, and authorities, cause and causes of action, and suits, claims, and demands, given to or
vested in her, or them, in and by the said agreement, tender, specification, general conditions, and special
conditions in all respects against the said contractors, and each and every of them, as if the said 18th day
of August, 1892, had been the day or time originally named in and appointed for the completion of the
said works ; aud that all, aud singular, the penalties, forfeitures, sum or sums of money, rights, and
privileges which would accrue to, or vest in Her said Majesty the Queen, her heirs or successors, the said
Minister and his successors in office, or the Government of the said Colony, for or by reason, or on account
of the said works not being completed and finished within the time named, and according to tbe said
tender, specification, general conditions, special conditions, and the said agreement shall accrue to, or vest
in Her said Majesty, her heirs or successors, the said Minister and his successors in office, or the Govern
ment of the said Colony, if the said works shall not bo completed and finished in all things on or before
the 18th day of August, 1892 ; and that tho said agreement shall at all times be read and considered as if
the said 18th day of August, 1892, was, and is the time therein named for the completion of tho said
works, instead of the said 28th day of October, 1891; and, lastly, that in consideration of such extension
of time, as aforesaid, tlie said contractors shall not have any claim or demand against the Crown, or the
Colonial Government, or the said Minister, for any alleged failure or delay on the part of the said Govern
ment in not setting out the said works, or furnishing plans or detailed drawings, or in not supplying
machinery or materials, or otherwise arising out of any supposed failure, neglect, or default on the part of
the said Government; and all such claims and demands are hereby expressly waived and surrendered. In
witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals tho day and
year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said "William John LyneA
the Minister for Public Works in mid for tbe Colony of f
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
New South Wales, but not so as to incur or come under f
any personal liability in respect of the premises, in the )
presence of,—
,T. Babmfq.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John Carter, in the )
J. L. CARTER.
presence of,—
j
Hauot.d R. Nomun, J.P.

Signed, sealed, aud delivered by the said David Graham)
Snodgrass, in the presence of,—
j

D. G. SNODGRASS.

V. C, LuxtsuArxE,
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said George Forest, in 1
fhe presenee of,—
j
Haeolu F. Noeutt:, J.P.

GEO. FOREST.

AojIEEMEXt made this ICth day of March, in the year of our Lord 1891, between John Carter, David
Graham Snodgrass, and George Forest, all of Sydney, in tlie Colony of New South Wales, contractors,
carrying on business together under the name, style, or firm of “Carter & Co.,” hereinafter styled or
referred to as “Tlie Contractors” of the one part, and Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Yictoria of
the other part.
Whereas the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony recently called for tenders for the providing of
all materials, labour, and every other thing requisite and necessary for, and the performance of all the
works required in and about the construction, erection, completion, and maintenance of a storm-water sewer
from Munni-street, Macdonald-street, Mitchell Road to Shea’s Creek, in the said Colony, as shown in the
drawings relating thereto, and according to the specification, and under and subject to tho general condi
tions and special conditions which are hereunto annexed. And whereas the contractors made the
tender hereunto annexed, marked “ C,” for the providing of all plant and materials, labour, tools,
and every other thing requisite and necessary for, and the performance of all the works required in
and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion and maintenance of the said works
in accordance in all things with the specification, and under and subject to the general conditions and
special conditions relating to the said works, and in accordance with the several plans or drawings
relating
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relatin'; thereto in the office of tlie Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and marked No. <fl!’ to No. “o'’
inclusive, and at or for the rates or prices mentioned and set out in the schedule of quantities and prices to
the said tender, and to complete tlie said works within eight months from the date of acceptance of the said
tender; that is to say, on or before the 2tith day of October, 1891, as mentioned in the first clause of the
said special conditions. And whereas the Minister for Public Works of tho said Colony, acting on behalf
of the Government of the said Colony, hath accepted the said tender of the contractors, aud the contractors
have, in compliance with the requirement in clause 6 of the said special conditions, deposited the sum of
£900 in the Bank of New Zealand, at Sydney aforesaid, in the name of the Minister for Public Works
aforesaid, at interest, upon fixed deposit, number 286,855, dated the 10th day of March, 1S91, for twelve
months, and have handed the receipt for same to the Minister for Public Works, to be held by him as such
Minister,or the Minister for Public Works for the time being of the said Colony, on behalf of Her Majesty,
as security for the due performance of this contract, and all other matters and things herein contained, and
which on the part of the contractors are to be done and performed. Now this agreement witnesseth that
in consideration of the premises the contractors do hereby for themselves, their heirs, executors, and
administrators, covenant with and to Her said Majesty the Queen, Her heirs and successors.
That they, the contractors, shall and will find and provide all the materials, labour, plant, tackle,
tools, implements, carriage, machinery, scaffolding, and every other thing requisite and necessary for, and
shall and will perform the various works required in and about tlie full and proper construction, erection,
completion, and maintenance of a storm-water channel commencing at the junction of Union and Munni
Streets, Macdonaldtown, in tlie said Colony, and extending more or less along the line of creek to
Macdonald-street, and along that street; thence south along the course of the creek to its intersection with
Mitchell Road; thence again in a southerly direction along tho course of the creek to tlie northern angle of
a Chinese garden ; and thence in an easterly direction across a slight ridge to Shea's Creek, being a total
distance of 77 chains and iW of a chain, together with all manholes, junctions, tkc., connected therewith,
with such extensions or omissions as may be ordered in writing, being a portion of the works for Sydney
Sewerage ; this present contract being called or referred to as contract No. 72, in accordance in all things
with the specification hereunto annexed marked A, and the general conditions and special conditions here
unto annexed marked B and D, and with the several plans or drawings relating thereto in the office of tlie
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and numbered “1” to “5" inclusive, and which are signed by the
contractors, and at or for the rates or prices set out in the said schedule of quantities and prices to
the said tender; it being also hereby declared that any additions to or deductions from the said works,
mentioned or set out in the said specification, or shown in the said plans, are to be paid or allowed
for as tlie case may be, at and according to tbe rates or prices in tbe said schedule of quantities
and prices. And shall and will complete the whole of the said works within eight months from the
date of acceptance of tbe said tender; that is to say, on or before tho 28th day of October, 1891, as
mentioned and provided in clause 1 of the said special conditions in accordance in all things with the said
specification, general conditions, special conditions, and plans. And it is hereby agreed and declared
between and by tho said parties hereto that the said specification, general conditions, and special conditions
marked respectively as aforesaid, and tlie said tender marked as aforesaid, all being hereunto annexed as
aforesaid, shall be read as incorporated in and forming part and parcel of theso presents in like manner as
if tbe same had been herein written and sot forth at length, and that tlie said specification, general
conditions, and special conditions, and tender, and these presents, shall together be taken to be the contract
between tho said parties in respect of the said works, and that all and whatsoever by tbe said specification,
general conditions, and special conditions, or any or either of them, is to be done by the contractors, or
shown on the said plans, shall be done in accordance therewith in all things by the contractors, their
executors or administrators ; and that all and whatsoever materials, goods, matters, and things which by
tlie said specification, general conditions, and special conditions are to be supplied by tbe contractors in
and about the construction and completion of the said works, shall be found, provided, and supplied by the
contractors, their executors or administrators, in accordance in all things with the said specification, general
conditions, special conditions, and plans. And it is hereby agreed that if tho contractors, their executors
or administrators, shall make default in proceeding with the said works or supplying tlie materials which,
under tlie said specification, general conditions and special conditions, arc to be supplied by tbe contractors,
or in completing and finishing the said works in accordance in all things with the said specification, general
conditions, and special conditions, and all tilings therein contained, and within the time for the completion
of the said works as mentioned or provided in the said first clause of the said special conditions, the said sum
of £900, so deposited as security for the due performance of this contract, shall be and become forfeited to
Her Majesty the Queen, and may be used, paid, and applied so far as tbe same may be required in and
about carrying out and completing tlie works in the said specification mentioned; and if any balance shall
remain after tlie said works arc completed the same shall remain to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the said Colony; and that the right of Her Majesty to deal with the said sum of £900 in maimer
aforesaid shall be in addition to all, any, or other rights or remedies which Her Majesty Die Queen, or the
Government of New South Wales, shall or may have or be entitled to against the contractors under these
presents, or under the said specification, general conditions, and special conditions, or any or either of them,
or otherwise for any breach or breaches of this contract.
In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set flmir hands and seals, the day
and year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John 1
JOHN CARTER.
Carter, in tho presence of,—
j
Harold E. Nonitju, J.P.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by tlie said)
David Graham Snodgrass, in tho pro- V
sonco of,—
)
Harold P. Nonniu.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said 1
George Forrest, iu the presence of,—
j
Harold F. Norrik.
258—S
--------

D. G. SNODGRASS.

GEO. FORREST.
Department
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Department of Public Works, Sydney, 13 February, 1891.
Testdebs

for

Public Works.

Tenders will be received at this office, for the public works specified in the Schedule hereunder, up to
11 o’clock a.m. of the various dates set forth in the second column.

All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Tenderers may be in attendance when the tenders are opened, and the name of the lowest tenderer
will be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise the tenders will not be
taken into consideration :—
1st.—Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
instance the full name or names of persons tendering, also the names in full, occupations, and
addresses of proposed hondsmen.
2nd.—At the foot of every tender there must be a memorandum, signed by tho party tendering and
.
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable tor flic due performance of the
contract, in the event of the tender being accepted; and undertaking, in that event, that they
will severally esccute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty, in the penal sum mentioned in tho
specification, or otherwise arranged, for securing such performance.
3rd.—No tender will be considered which shall have been received after 11 o clock a.m. on the day
upon which tenders are to he received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
'
4th.—Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, bo accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...............
........................... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 ...
... 10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, of the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
the Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a Bank draft.
5th.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by tho Board, be deemed to be informal and rejected accordingly.
Gth.—In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed
with the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been
opened, whether such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on
account of such contract shall be absolutely forfeited to the Crown, and shall be paid to the
credit of the Consolidated Bevenue of the Colony.
7th.—Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circum
stances wdiich make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted, but the
tenderer by whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall he excluded from the
competition, and from any competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
8th.—In the event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate
quantities as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned
to the persons entitled thereto, immediately after the Board shall have adjourned ; and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing the bond for the fulfilment of the
contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200, the deposit with tender will not be returnable
until the service is satisfactorily completed.
It is to be understood that the Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any tender
and no tender will be accepted until the head of the branch under whose directions the work is to be
carried out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
BEUCE SMITH.
Hoads.
Dales

#

#

*

Whcio I'lan, Specification,
and 1’drill of Ttinfcr umy bo eccn.

tip to which
Tenders will bo
icoeivcd,

J><j30rijit.ion of Work or Supplies to bo
Tendered for.

#

*

#

#

*

Remarks.

#

'

# .

Construction of a Storm-water Sewer, Jtunni- IS Feb., 1831 Scv/crago Oflico, Lincoln's Inn Chambers, See also
Elizabolh-strcct.
notice.
plreet to Shea's Crock, Contract No. 72
Sydney Sewerage Works.
#

#

#

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

#
special

*

This is tho copy nolice referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty Ihe Queen, dated
the Kith day of March, a.d. 1891.
,
Wituess,—Harold F. Norrie, I,P.
JOHN CABTEK.
D. G. SNODGEASS.
GEO. FOEKEST.
C.”
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“ C.”
Tenber por Contract No. '72, Sydney and Suburbs Stoem-water Deainaoe.

To ilte IJonoraltlc the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N,S."W.
_ We, tlio undersigned, do beroby tender and offer to construct, completely finisb, and maintain the
various ivorlts for Contract No. 72, Sydney and Suburbs Storm-water Drainage, in accordance with the
conditions of contract, specifications, and drawings prepared for that purpose in your Department, for
or at the rates particularly entered in tho accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith Treasury
deposit, as required by clause 20 of the general conditions.
_
Should this lender bo accepted, we undertake to lodge with tho Under Secretary for Public Works
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt, in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works, for the sum of £000 sterling, as security for the due perform
ance of the contract.
In the event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the lime specified in
clause 20 ot tlio general conditions, wc hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
CARTETt & CO.,
St, John’s Road, Glebe.
JOHN CARTER,
Glebe.
D. G. SNODGRASS,
Glebe.
GEORGE FORREST,
18 February, 1891.
Glebe.
This is the tender marked “0,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the Kith day of March, a.d. 1891.
Witness,—Harold F. Nokrie, J.P.
JOHN CARTER.
.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
GEO. FORREST.

Contract No, 72.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing concrete and

stoneware pipe storm-water sewer, from Munni-street along Macdonald-street to Mitchell Road and
Shea’s Creek, with manholes, flushing chambers, junctions, &e, subject to omissions, additions,
deviations, or alterations, as provided. The quantities in this schedule arc not guaranteed as correct,
but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors, this being a schedule of prices
contract.
Description ol Works.

Unit.

General excavation in open trenches for servers, junctions, cu
manholes, pipe-drains, ftc., including grubbing, clearing,
bering, unwatering, road restoring, coilcr-dam, removing o
stone abutments and tiinbcr-dockiug of existing road br
depositing the excavated materials beyond actual site of wor

n

JO
11
12
ia
14
15
1C

17

„
„

„
„

...................................................
................................................

1)

JI

•• •* *.........

»
»

,,
!>

....................................................
....................................................

-...... -................................. . ,

d

cubic yard

26,200

2/6

3,275 0 0

**
[square yard

12,000

1/-

600 0 0

1,000

V-l

50 0 0

jcubic yard

110

j»

fiod ii
kquareyard
Providin: laying, and joining glaxed stoneware plain pipcsf,
trenches, and where otdered, including fixed dies, as specified ini
clauses 10, 40-42, 44, and 73 to 77 :—
1
lineal fact

2t
IS
12
4 •*
9
t>

s.

]

ordered, in any situation, as specified in clauses 78 to fl.) inclusive!11

S

Amount.

£

holes,'into abandoned open channels, road embankment, &c.,
including the providing of quarry filling, lead from sites of excava.
tions or temporary spoil-banks, or any other sources outside the
limits of this contract, to the place of pennanentdeposit, breaking,
road restoring, ramming, watering, leading surplus and rej ' '
material to spoil, as specified in clauses 47, SO, 51, 53 t
inclusive ................................................................................

1

| Rato
per
| unit:

)

and 37 to iVt, inclusive

Brickwork, any thickness, shape, arched, Ac
situation, as specified in clauses 9G to fly

E’robalilG quantity

t9
>1
41
»>

Less than 6 in.
„
............................................................
J9
Providing and fixing in position hardwood limber in piles, walings,
sheet pilini;, including ironwork, as specified in clause 71 .......... cubic foot
Providing and fixing in position hardwood timber in platform, in
eluding ironwork as specified in clause 7U, where ordered ..........
}5
Timber, ordered in writing, to be left, in excavations, as specified in
clause 43, including all iron used in fixing same ............................
1'
Sandstone pitchers, laid where ordered, as specified in clause 114 ... sqnaroyavd

so/-

440 0 0

3,100

34/- , 13,770 0 0

11,600

2/6 j 1,450 0 0
J5|- 1

2n0

" 187 10
12 0
71- | 192 10
51- 1
5 0
31- |
3 0
or_
2 0
2 0
2,'- |

20
550

181-

20
20
20
20

GOO

j

COO

1

GOO

40

4|- 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

120 0 0

3/-

90 0 0

-|6

15 0 0
30 0 O

].)/-

1
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Description of Works,

Unit.

Probable Quantity

j
j Rate
per
unit,

J

Amoun

i

18
19
20

IRONWORK.
Providing, delivering, and fixing in position girders, including
bedding same on special mortar, as specified in clauses 91 and 102
to 107 ...................................................................................................
Providing, delivering, and fixing cast-iron gratings, as specified and
shown on drawing No. 5, weighing 4 cwt. each, as specifier! in
clauses 90 and 108 to 111 ...................................................................
Cast-iron ventilating grates, with square frames, 22 inches diameter
internal opening, tarred sawn hardwood bricks in centre, fitted
into panels, circular dirt-box 8 inches deep, complete, as shown
on drawing No. 5, and as specified in clauses 90 and 108 to 111,
placed in position, weighing each about 9 cwt. ..............................

£ s. d.
cwt.
each

23
2+
25
26
27
28
29
20
31
32
33

GENERAL.
Special bluestone concrete (clause 26), where ordered in any situation,
in the construction of these works..................................................... cubic yard
Permanent puddle, ■where ordered in any situation, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of cxecution of work not to ke paid for) ........................................................
11
Bluestone metal (clause 19), l^-mch gauge, stacked............................
>}
Bluestone metal (clause 31), 24-inch gauge, stacked............................
)i
Sharp, clean-washed sand, stacked ..... ...................................................
3]
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .............................................. cubic foot
lb.
Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and galvanised step-irons
cask
Portland cement ........................................................................................
day
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor.......................................
Quarry man or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor..............
33
Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor.............................................
33
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by contractor.....................
H
One additional horse, supplied by contractor.........................................
t>

34

MAINTENANCE.
Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of works................

21
22

'Pot A r,

....................................................

lump sum

74 cwt. 22 lb.

25]-

92 14 11

32

90i-

6

200 -

6

5

60,1-

13

5
5
r>
0
100
1,000
5
10
10
10
5
d

2J6
15114)4\-

0
3
3
1
10
25
5
7
5
5
5
2

Jc
20|15|10|10J2010|-

144 0

0

0 0

0
12
15
10
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
10

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20 7 7
20,650 0 0

Notes.
1. AH work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
_
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
_
3. Prices for items Nos. 20, 30, 31, 32, and 33 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
_
4. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete hoses, unwatering, coffer-dams, flinning, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket-filling, diverting watercourses and surface water, divciting and maintaining the traffic
along roads, crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus soil, reinstating all roads and other
surfaces, &c , and any other thing necessary in eiecuting and completing each respective item, in accordance
with plans and specifications.
5. Tenderers are to state prices for all items, whether quantities are given or not.
This is the schedule of quantities and prices referred to in our annexed agreement with ITer
Majesty the Queen, dated tho 16th day of March, a.b. 1801.
Witness,—Harom) E. Nopjiif, J.P.
JOHN CAltTEE.
■
D. G-. SNODGRASS.
GEO. FORREST.•

•
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Specification of the several works required in the construction of a storm-water channel commencing at
junction of Union and'Munni Streets, and extending, more or less, along the line of creek to Macdonaldstreet and along this street; thence south along the course of the creek to its intersection with Mitchell
Hoad; thence again in a southerly direction along the course of the creek to the northern angle of a
Chinese garden ; and thence in an easterly direction across a slight ridge to Shea’s Creek, being a total
distance of 77’3S chains, together with all manholes, junctions, Ac , connected therewith, in accordance
with the accompanying drawings, with such extensions or omissions as may be ordered in writing, viz,:—
1. Description of Drawings.
1. Drawing No. 1.—General plan and longitudinal section.
„
No. 2.—Cross-sections.
_ _
,,
No. 3.—Details of inlets, cross-sections of channel, manholes, outlet-end, piling, plankfloor, &c.
,,
No. 4.—Details of large junction, intersection with 18-inch pipe-sewer, inlets, <tc.
„
No. 5.—Details of wrought-iron girder, cast-iron ventilating and other gratings.
2.
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2. Extent of Contract.
2. The works comprised in this contract consists in the necessary excavation, shoring, timbering,
piling, unwatering, concrete, brickwork, stonework, rendering, re-filling, pipe-laying, carpenter’s work,
Ironwork, pitching, paving, ballasting, metalling, leading surplus materials to spoil, &c., required in tho
construction of the following, viz.:—
.
Erotn Shea’s Creek to
20 chains open channel 11 ft. 6 in. x 7 ft. G in.
oval sewer
10 ft. G in. x 6 ft. G in.
20 chains to
28
))
>»
„
10 ft. G in. x 6 ft.
_
28
„ to 39-12
!)
}>
)i junction of two creeks, with fiat concrete decking hotween
39-12
„ to 39-77
)»
wrought-iron rolled girders,
oval sewer
7 ft. 2 in. x 6 ft.
)> 30-70 ., to 48-17
i>
circular
sewer
of
G
ft. internal diameter.
to
58
48-17
„
J>
99
,,
,,
of 5 ft. 10 in. internal diameter.
58
., to G2-50
99
fJ
„
„
of 5 ft. 2 in. internal diameter.
GG
62-50 „ to
99
„
„
of 3 ft. internal diameter.
72
66
„ to
19
>3
„
,,
of 2 ft. 6 in. internal diameter.
to
76’58
72
„
!
9
Jt
in open cutting in mud, sand, loam, clay, shale, and ironstone, as shown on longitudinal section, and as
shall be directed, with all branches, junctions, curves, manholes, flushing chambers, sub-ducts, roadinaking, and all other works in connection with those herein enumerated, and the maintenance of the
whole of tiie works for a period of three months after they have been formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. It is to be understood that the lower 13 or 27 chains of the channel shall not be constructed until
the Engineer gives a written order to that effect; and the Engineer shall have the power to suspend the
execution of these portions of the work, or any other part of the contract, or to reduce the length of the
contract by the extent of the said 13 or 27 chains, or any other part of the sewer shown on the drawings,
that he may consider necessary, and the contract shall not thereby he invalidated, nor shall the contractor
be entitled to any compensation on account of such temporary suspension of any part or parts of the
contract or permanent reduction of same.
4. Supply of Materials, &c.—Contractor to supply, at his own expense, all labour, plant, and
materials of any sort whatever for tho due performance of the contract.
3. Site.
5. Access to the site of the work's to be had along centre lines where such are shown to bo along
lines of slreots, and along all public roads which cross the centre lines of tho Munni-street to Shea s Creek
storm-water channel.
,
G, Eor the purpose of excavating open cuttings, where ordered, for sewers, &e,, and for constructing
and completing the various works therein, contractor to have temporary possession of a strip of land the
exact widths which in tho opinion of the Engineer is required for these works.
>
7. All areas of strips of land hereinbefore referred to to be set out by the Engineer, to whom
written application for their temporary possession must be made by the contractor two weeks prior to
the time the said land is required by him.
_
_
_
,
Such possession, however, not to be exclusive, but subject to the right of entry of the Engineer,
his officers, and other persons, carts and horses, &c.t required for any purposes of the G-overnment at any
timo.
, .
.
8. Any other lands required by the contractor for temporarily depositing materials, or for any other
purposes in connection with the contract, he will have to procure at bis own cost, in strict accordance
with clause G of the conditions of contract.
_
9. The contractor shall provide and erect all necessary fences, temporary bridges over the open
trenches, where directed, for the use of residents through whose ground the sewer has to be built, and
underneatb tramways, footpaths, and streets, hoarding-barriers, <tc., wherever directed to do so, and all
fences, walls, railings, walks, or streets, metalled, grassed, paved, pitched, or asphalted surfaces, to be left
by the contractor at the completion of the works in the same order as they were before the commence
ment of the works, at his sole cost, in strict accordance with the various stipulations and terms contained
in this specification, and in clause 2 of tho conditions of contract, to the entire satisfaction of the city
or municipal authorities, and of the Enginecr-in-Chief.
4. Zines, Levels, and Setting-ont Work.
10. The centre lines of main sewer and branch sewers are shown on general plan, drawing iSo. 1,
by full red lines, which will be marked on the surface of the ground, the same as on plan, as the works
proceed.
.
After setting out, the centre lines of the works are to be preserved solely by reference to the iron
nails, pegs, and oilier marks and signals which may be placed, fixed, and erected for the purpose of these
works along their centre lines.
The gradients and levels of the works are to be preserved by reference to any bench-marks
which the Engineer may deem necessary to establish along the lines of works during tho progress of the
contract, subject to check and adjustment, as shall be directed, from other bench-marks established
beyond the site of the works.
*
5. Materials. .
11. All materials, as brick, stone, cement, timber, iron, sand, stoneware pipes, clay, lead, &c., wbicb
are to be supplied by the contractor, are to be of the best quality and description of their respective
kinds. Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained in ofiSce ;
and on approval having been oblained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as per sample.
12. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials are
supplied, or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or
manufacture at any stage of the same.
.
13. The contractor to make amt provide proper and approved gauges or scales for measuring or
weighing all materials supplied, whether specified to ho broken or delivered to special sizes, and mixed
together in stated proportions or not.
14.
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14. Bricks tote of ■well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness: to be new
sound, Hard, well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, truly rectangular, with shnrn
arrises, of approved dimensions and form; to bo specially moulded where required for arching inner
and outer rings of sowers and circular or segmental shafts, and equal to sample bricks to be seen at the
Engineer s ofkce, and winch must be sealed by the contractor and acknowledged as a sample of the bricks
ti’z _ SCd throu8hout the works- Bricks llsed in t]iese wor!is will be subjected to the following tests,
(a) TwmVc
Tho tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine by
lajing the brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches between supports 7 inches apart and the
strain applied, across tho centre of the brick and distributed over a width of H inch. An average
breaking strain of twelve bricks to be taken, which must not be lees than 8,000 lb.
b
(i) Porosity. Bricks immersed in water for twenty four hours must not increase in weight more
than 3 per cent.
°
Should the twelve bricks fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more impervious to
water than 3 per cent., then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve
bricks were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing the bricks shall be home solely bv the
contractor.
J " .
In. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of bricks on the site of the works for the
contract of a mixed description and quality, the officer in charge shall have the power to require of tho
contractor to have those bricks which, in his opinion, are suitable for the works picked out and stacked
where directed, and those defective or unsuitable removed from tho site of the contract- and in the
event of tho contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request wiihiu twelve hours from the
time it has been made, then m all such eases the Superintending Officer shall have the power of rejectin''1
tee whole of tho bricks so delivered by tho contractor.
°
iG. Stoneware pipes to bo of well ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quauty, weil_ burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, time in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both inside and outside, free from fire or other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
pmed to the barrel, and m every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at the Engineer’s Office. Paving
tiles to be ot the same materials as the stoneware pipes, to bo uniformly glazed on all sides and of approved
size and form.
11
Pipes to be of the following thicknesses and depth of collar, namely:—■
Pipes, inside diameter., 9 inches; thickness, H inch ; depth of collar, 2 inches.
Do
do
12 inches;
do
1 inch;
do
2 inches.
Do
do
15 inches;
do
1-J inch ;
do
2f inches.
Do
do
.16 inches;
do
If inch;
do
21 inches.
Do
do
IS inches;
do
If inch ;
do
2.} inches.
Do
do
21 inches;
do
If inch;
do
2t- inches.
Do
do
24 inches;
do
If inch;
do
2J- inches.
All parcels of pipes used in these works wilt be tested in the departmental testing machine and
submitted to the following crushing strains, applied in the centre of the pipe:—
a
’
24-inch diameter pipe at 110 lb. per square inch of bearing surface,
18-inch
do
1001b.
do
do.
16-inch
do
100 3b.
do
do.
12-inch
do
1001b.
do
do.
9-inch
do
100 lb.
do
do.
If the Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity, Should the pipes
tracLure under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the
who c of parcel from which the pipes were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing the pipes
shall be borne solely by the contractor, and all pipes injured or broken by the testin''- shall be im
mediately replaced by sound pipes, subject to the foregoing tests, at contractor’s cost.
°
1/. Stone. All stone used in the construction of these works for pitchers or masonry, unless whore
otherwise specified, to be sound, solid, hard sandstone, of the best description, free from all defects and
as per sample approved.
1
.
]8' Broken stone for ballast to be sound, solid stone, as specified in clause 17; to be broken to a
size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring of 4 inches in diameter. Broken stone for
packing round sewer-lining, above drains, &c., to be sound and solid, and broken to the same size as ballast.
19. Broken stone tor bluestone concrete to be of basalt or other similar hard stone of approved
quality ; to bo broken by hand or crushing machine, of a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions
through a ring of 1-1 inch in diameter; tlio whole of the metal to bo free from dirt, quarry refuse &c •
to be screened through a sieve of meshes ^ inch apart, and then to be washed with fresh water’until
approved, before it shall bo deemed fit and suitable for these works.
20. Sand to be sharp quartz sand of approved quality, free from all earthy, loamy, clayey matter,
ckc., aud washed perfectly clean whenever the Engineer deems ifc necessary,
*
21. Cement.—Tlio cement to be used throughout these works to bo tho best Portland cement, of
approved brands and manufacture, free from hard or set lumps, and no barrel or portion of same to bo
used until it lias been examined and approved by the Engineer. Samples from each parcel brought on
the works to be submitted for testing :—The weight per striked bushel not to be less than 100 lb., and
not lo exceed 110 lb. Tiie specific gravity not to be less than S'OS. The cement, when passed through
a ivire sieve of 2,500 meshes per square inch, to leave a residue of not more than 10 per cent., throu^ira
sieve of 5,800 meshes not more than 23 per cent., and through a sieve of 14,-tOO meshes not more than
40 per cent. The cement, when mixed neat with 16.j- per cent, by weight of water, to give a tensile
strength of not less than 230 lb. per square inch after three days’ setting in water, 445 lb. after seven days,
and o50 lb. after twenty-eight days. The cement is to be “slow setting” unless a quick-setting cement
is specially ordered, The cement, when mixed in the proportion of 1 of cement to 3 of standard sand, and
10'0 per cent, d the total weight of water, to give a tensile strength of not less than 100 lb per square
inch at seven days, and from 200 to 230 lb. at twenty-eight days. The tensile strength will be ascertained
'
in
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in the departmental testing machine, with the load increasing at tho rate oE 200 lb. per minute, and the
average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Should tho sample fail in any or
all of these tests, or not show a proper progressive increase in strength with age of briquette, then the
Engineer may reject the whole parcel from which the sample was taken, and the contractor shall at once
remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works at his own expense, failing which, tho
Engineer may have it removed at the contractor's cost without further notice. Empty casks to be
destroyed, as provided in clause 14 of the General Conditions. To facilitate the gauging of cement
throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic feet, otherwise the
Contractor to provide and make approved gauge boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for measuring cement.
Cement of a lighter iveight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to the specified test, may be
permitted to be used in the works, subject to the decision of tho Ecgineer-in-Chief, and provided that
tho deficiency in weight is made up in quantity.
22. Mortar.—The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of 1 part of Portland cement
and of 2 parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 20 and 21, the proportion of each to
be correctly ascertained by measurement; tho wEole to be mixed with fresh water, as may bo directed,
to be well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which has become bard or set to be at once
rejected. All mortar to be mixed upon approved sawn timber platforms, close to where it is required.
_ 23, Special mortar, composed of 1 part of cement and .1 part of sand, and prepared as before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of the work where especially specified and directed.
24. Grout.—Thc grout to ho made of mortar as described in clause 23, to be mixed fluid in tubs
close to where it is required, and to be used fresh.
25. Bluestone concrete.—The concrete to be used in these works to bo composed of 1 part of
Portland cement, 2 parts of sand, and 4 parts of bluestone metal.
26. Special concrete, if required, to be composed of 2 parts of Portland cement, 3 parts of sand, and
7 parts of bluestone metal.
’
27. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to be used in these works, to bo composed of 1 part of
Portland cement, 2 parts of sand, and 5 parts of sandstone (as specified under clause 17) metal, free
from dirt, quarry refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 19), washed, and of a size to pass with its laro'cst
dimensions through a ring of 2 inches in diameter. All materials to be mixed in the same manner as
hereinafter specified for concrete.
28. Puddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in the district within a radius of 5 miles; to
be carefully turned.over and mixed with fresh clean water, as shall be directed, until tho clay, in kho
opinion of tho Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity.
*
29. Hardwood timber to be .ironbark, blue or red gum, box, or other approved colonial hardwood,
of the best description, sound, straight, free from sap, wanes, shakes, gum-veins, cores, or other defects;
to have clean sharp arrises, and to be of tho fullest dimensions shown or specified; in round timber, the
diameter given is to be measured at the smallest end, exclusive of bark.
.
30. 'Wrought-iron.—All wrought-iron work to be of the best description, quality, and workmanship,
with square arrises, and of the exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. All wrought-iron to be
double H. or B.B. Crown brand, and all ironwork, when finished, to be heated and then dipped in or
coated with gas-tar.
■
31. Bluestone road-metal.—The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone
of approved quality; to be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest
dimensions through a ring 21 iuchcs in diameter, and to he free from dirt, quarry refuse, &c.
32. Bluestone.—All bluestone used in the construction of these works for pitchers or masonry to
he of the best description of basaltic bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as
per sample approved.
6. General.
. 33. Earth-borings have been taken along or close to the line of sewer, the results of wrhich are
described on Drawing Eo. 1; but no guarantee is given that the ground to be excavated will be free from
subsoil water, or that the proportion of materials will correspond with that shown on longitudinal section,
or that there will be more or less subsoil water than indicated.
34. Diverting surface water and unwatering.—The prices set forth in schedule accompanying
tender for the works comprised in this contract to cover and include the cost of all materials and labour^
and everything that is necessary for executing the works of every description required for the proper and
effectual deviation of all creek, surface, and subsoil drainage from the sites of the works ; in constructing
temporary coffer or other dams across the low-lying ground above and below the site of the works ; in
diverting said creek, subsoil, and surface water, from time to time, as the progress of the contract may
require; in providing and constructing adequate and secure flaming, pumping apparatus, &c., for con
ducting undisturbedly all freshets, and the usual quantity of water flowing in the existing creek, across
the site of the works on or near lines of lowest ground ; in keeping all trenches and excavations con
stantly unwatered, and in preventing any injury to the same by floods or any other cause.
35. Diversion of sewage of existing sewers during the construction of the Works.—During the
construction of tho works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing and new sewers, and
until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor to provide all materials and labour and
everything that may be necessary, and execute all the works of every description required to prevent (and
be solely responsible for) all damage and injury which may occur to private property or to the existing or
new .works by floods, flooding with sewage, choking and bursting of sewers in consequence of insufficient
and inadequate pumping apparatus, tanks, dams, fiuming, Ac., or any other cause, and erect and consiruct
suitable tanks, pumps, watertight temporary dams across existing sewers above and below points of inter
section, and watertight adeq uate and secure fluming for the purpose of conveying constantly the whole of
the sewage which may flow in sewers at. any time across said points of intersection, at his solo cost, to
the entire satisfaction of tho Engineer-in-Chicf.
36. The contractor to adopt every precaution and provide all materials, piling, planking, shoring,
labour, Ac., and carefully execute, erect, and construct, at his own cost, any timbering and shoring
wherever required and directed; and also watertight temporary coffer or other dams at junctions of creeks
across outlet end.of sewer, Ac., or to prevent effectually the water from other creeks and from Shea’s
Creek at low or high water level from entering the site of the works, or such portions of same that may be
operated ■
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operated upon at tiie time, during the term of the contract or as shall be directed, as the contractor shall
be held solely responsible for all damage and injury which may occur to private property, to existing or
new works, by floods, in consequence of insufficient and inadequate piling, timbering, pumping apparatus,
dams, sluices, fluming, or any other cause.
7.—Excavation.
_
37. The excavations for sewers, manholes, junctions, curves, &c., to be executed to tho depths,
widths, and gradients shown on longitudinal and cross sections, and according to the nature and solidity
of the ground.
'
3S. All trenches excavated in rock to be taken out to the exact cross sections of the concrete work,
as shown on drawings, while in compact, loamy, clayey, or otlier material of sufficient solidity, all trenches
to be excavated at bottom level transversely, and ti inches wider at each side than the exact widtli required
for the concrete, and the sides from bottom of trench to surface of ground to be excavated with a batter
-of 1 in 8, unless otherwise directed.
39. In less compact or soft ground the trenches for foundations of sewers, manholes, &c.; to he
excavated to such depths and widths as shall be directed and determined during the progress of the works.
The excavation for foundations of sewers, manholes, &c., may therefore vary in depths and widths from
those shown on drawings, but the exact cross sections of all excavations will be determined by the
Engineer as the works proceed. All excavations to he taken out to the widths and depths herein specified,
clear of any shoring and timbering wherever such may be required.
If the 13 or 27 chains of the outlet end of proposed storm-water sewer (as provided in clause 3)
should not be excised from present contract, then, pending the completion of proposed ship-canal to its
junction with proposed storm-water sewer, an open channel, when ordered, to be excavated to such
gradients, depths, and cross sections, from the junction of the two chantsels to the present head of said
ship-canal, a distance of about 32 chains, as shown on drawing I\o. 1, and as shall be determined at the
time. '
40. The excavation in “solid rock” for pipe trenches shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the
following sizes, viz. :—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers ...
... 3 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 4’in. do
18-inch
do
do
do
...
... 3 ft. 0 in, do
...
...
15-ineh
do
do
do
...
... 2 ft. 6 in. do
12-inch
do
do
do
...
...
... 2 ft. 0 in. do
9-inch
do
do
...
do
... 2 ft. 0 in. do
41. When timbering is not required in excavation in all other ground for pipe-trenches, the
trenches shall be of the same widths as those in “solid rock.” Where timbering is required, the excavation
for pipe trenches 8 feet deep and under, shall have vertical sides, aud shall be of the following sizes to tlio
outside of the polling-boards, viz.:—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-servers
... 4 ft. Gin, wide
21-inch
do
do
do
... 3 ft. 7 in. do
18-inch
do
do
do
... 3 ft. 3 in. do
15-inch
do
do
do
...
... 2 ft. 9 in. do
12-inch
do
do
do
... 2 ft. 3 in. do
...
9-inch
do
do
do
... 2 ft. 3 in. do
42. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipe-trenches about 8 feet deep shall have
vertical sides, and shall he the widths given in clause 41 for the lower 8 feet, and for any depth over and
above 8 feet the trenches shall be of the following sizes to the outside of the 1-J-iuch polling-boards,
unless otherwise ordered in writing, viz.:—
•
.
24-inch diameter stoneware pipo-sowers
... 4 ft. 9 in. wide.
* •
21-inch
do
do
do
i ■
... 4 It. 4 in, do
18-inch
do
do
do
... 4 ft. 0 in. do
15-inch
do
do
do
»«•
... 3 ft. G in. do
12-inch
do
do
do
... 3 ft, 0 in. do
9-inch
do
do
do
... 3 ft. 0 in. do
43. Shoring, Timbering, and Temporary Bridges.—Jluriug the excavation for sewers, branch
sewers, and pipe-sewers, in open cuttings, for junciions, points of intersection, flushing chambers, pipetrenches, curves, manholes, crossing over or underneath existing road bridges, existing gas, water and
sewer pipes, and oval or circular brick sewers, &c.; the contractor to adopt every precaution, as speciiied
in clause 3G, and provide all materials, as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, Ac., and labour, and
carefully execute and construct, at his own cost, wherever considered necessary by the Engineer, and to
his entire satisfaction, temporary bridges underneath Mitchell Koad and oilier lines of streets or foot
paths, so as to ensure during the period of the contract, the undisturbed traffic along said streets, &c.;
and execute approved strong and secure shoring and strutting and underpinning where the sewer passes
under existing pipes and brick sewers, and in sandy or loose soil close timbering, or any other work that
may be required to prevent any buildings over and adjacent to tho line of sewer, and all other super
structures, road-surfaces, earth, rock, or other materials at top and sides of excavations from settling,
cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in.
#
As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, temporary bridges, Ac., shall bo withdrawn, except
in cases where, in the opinion of the Engineer, tho withdrawing of the same is impracticable, or would
endanger the safety of the works and buildings, existing pipes, sewers, Ac., streets, and other surfaces,
over and adjacent to same, when the contractor must obtain an order, signed by the Engineer-in-Chief,
to the effect that shoring, timbering, Ac., may he covered up, with a statement of the quantities, which
shall be measured before being covered up, and paid for at schedule rates.
_
_ 44. Pipe-sewers.—Transverse and other checks to be excavated to receive pipe sockets and
junctions, and for the purpose of making joints. No portion of pipe trench to be opened up anywhere
until a sufficient number of pipes are on the ground ready for laying, and no greater length of the trench
to be opened up at any time, at any place, than into which pipes can be laid and jointed during two
working days.
45,
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43. If tiie contractor lias exceeded the sectional area of excavation as shown he shall remove such
extra material and make good and fill in same at sides of trench with good material, and at bottom with,
sand filling or concrete, as may be directed, at bis sole cost.
46. The contractor will be paid only for the actual excavation done, not exceeding that due to the
widths, batter, and dimensions, described in clauses 33 to 42. Any increase in width or batter which the
contractor may think lit to take out for his own convenience, or which he may be compelled to take out
by force of circumstances, will not be measured, but shall be covered by schedule prices. If, however,
under the written authority of the Engineer, any portion of the excavation has been deepened or widened
out on account of bad foundation or for other purposes, the extra excavation so ordered will be paid for
at schedule rates.
_
47. Disposal of Soil.—Any sludge, filth, or other objectionable matter that may be met with in tho
excavations, shall not be used for refilling, but shall be kept separate from the approved soil, loaded into
covered carts during the same day on which it is excavated, and disposed of as directed,—to be paid for as
specified under refilling, clauses GO and 61.
48. Xo concrete-work or pipe-laying shall be commenced until the portion of excavation to be
operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer or Superintending Officer has
examined and approved of same ; and no work shall be covered up until it has been examined and approved,
and its covering up has been authorised by the Engineer or Superintending Officer.
49. Sumps.—Any sumps which the contractor may think fit to sink on line of sewer for his own
convenience during the construction of these works, are to be filled in with concrete, as specified, and the
cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in concrete and removing the materials, &c., to be
entirely borne by the contractor.
50. Removal of road metal, pitching, rubble masonry, timber-decking, <tc.—Prior to commencing
any excavation for a manhole, junctions, concrete or pipe sewers, road or street intersection, &c., in open
cutting (in accordance with the various stipulations and conditions contained in this specification and in
clauses 6 aud 11 of the Conditions of Contract!, the sites for each work to be prepared by the removal of
all road-metal, ballast, pitching, asphalting, existing stone abutments of bridges, timber-decking, &c.,
where such occurs, as shall bo directed. The materials so removed in the first instance to be laid and
stacked aside, as the Engineer may direct, in different spoil-banks : and as the works proceed, the said
materials, if approved of, to be used in reinstating the metalled, pitched, aud paved road-surfaces, as the
case may be, aud those not approved of to be carted away to such places as shall be ordered, the coat of
such work to be included in the price for one cubic yard of excavation.
51. All sods, road-metal, pitching, ballast, &r., removed and damaged, injured, or otherwise not
approved of as fit for re-laying, placing, setting, and fixing in the re-formation and reinstatement of the
various road and other surfaces, to be replaced by contractor with new, sound, and approved materials of
their respective kinds, and therewith to reinstate and maintain during continuance of contract, the various
road and other surfaces, at bis sole cost, as provided in clause 9, in a sound and satisfactory manner, in
accordance with clause 11 of the General Conditions of Contract, and to the entire satisfaction of the
Municipal authorities aud of the Enginecr-in-Chief.
52. It is to be distinctly understood that when excavating for the foundations of the works and
open channels where ordered, the materials excavated and raised to the surface of the street, or other
ground, are to be at once removed from off the same; and when building materials, &c., are to be conveyed
to the works, that the same, on arrival at open cutting, must be at once conveyed to the works in the
same, as no allowance can be given to contractor to disturb or impede the usual traffic in the streets, or
the usual occupation of the ground by the owner or the public beyond being in possession for the time of
a strip of land of the exact width required for the works, as described in clause 6, except in all cases
where the contractor has obtained the necessary permission to occupy larger areas, in strict accordance
with the provisions contained in clauses C and ll of the Conditions of Contract.
53. The different materials as sludge, filth, sods, road-metal, ballast, mud, sand, loam, clay, shale,
and ironstone, masonry, timber-decking, &c., met with in all excavations for the construction of these
works, shall in the first instance be put aside beyond actual site of the works in separate spoil-banks ; they
are to be measured and paid for under one item as '‘general excavation,” and then to be used in filling in
round concrete and over same, and filling into abandoned portions of existing open channels, as hereinafter
speciiied in clauses 55 to 62, and as shall be directed.
54. The price of one cubic yard of excavation for all sewers, manholes, junctions, curves, open
channels, &c., shall include the cost of all labour, tools, implements, plant of every description, timbering,
shoring temporary bridges underneath streets, lanes, roads, &c., diverting surface water, unwatering,
putting all excavations in the first instance to temporary spoil-hanks, reinstating all fences, walls, walks,
streets, roads, metalling, grassed, paved, or asphalted surfaces, as they were before the commencement of
the works, and completing these works in strict accordance with plans and specifications,
VIII.—-lieJiMiny, Road-restoring, Sfc.
55. Refilling.—Unless otherwise directed, sand, clay, loam, pipe clay, and soft rock of approved
quality only shall be used in refilling the spaces between sides of pipes, sewers, &c., and sides of
excavation, and over pipes, sewers, &c. The refilling to be done in level layers, spread 6inches thick, each
layer to be carefully and separately rammed as hereinbefore specified. The lower layers up to level of
top of pipes to be carefully packed and rammed solidly under and at sides of pipes and socket-joints with
spades or other narrow tools. The filling to be done, as above described, to such a distance below the level
of the street, road, path, &c., as the case may be, to admit of the ballasting, metal, or other covering being
replaced. Only iron-shod rammers of not less than 101b. weight, of approved pattern, to be used, and
one man to be employed in ramming to each man to be employed in filling. Filling into embankments
and into abandoned portions of existing open channels, to be done as above described, except that the
layers shall be 9 inches thick, and all slopes of embankments to be dressed to such inclines as shall be
directed.
56. Road-restoring.—After the filling-in of sewer-trenches has been consolidated and approved,
as specified, the surfaces of roads, streets, paths, Ac., to be at once formed or restored, as the case may
be, in the manner hereinafter described, viz,, in the ease of roads or slreets which are ballasted and
metalled, 9 inches of ballast shall be laid thereon, and after this has been blinded with selected and
258—T
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approved material, the metal put amde, as specified in clause 54, shall be evenly spread and rammed until
approved ; in the case of roads or streets which arc ballasted only, 9 inches of ballast shall be laid thereon
and blinded with selected and approved material; and in the case of other coverings the surfaces to be
restored to the same condition as they were before the commencement of the work. Amy additional
ballast which may be required over and above that found on the site of the excavation, and referred to
in clause 50, to be supplied by the contractor, and the cost of same to be included in schedule items for
filling.
,
57. Cleaning Streets—Immediately the pipes are laid, or concrete, and other work in connection
with manholes, lampholes, &c., are executed, and the ground filled in over any length of sewer, it is to be
distinctly understood that all surplus material is to be carted away, the road cleaned until approved, and
the road and other surfaces to be made good, flush with surrounding surfaces of roads, paths, &c,, to the
satisfaction of the Municipal authorities and the Engineer, in accordance with the specification; and if
the contractor fails to do this the Engineer shall he at liberty, without further notice, to get the roads
cleaned, and the road and otlier surfaces made good at contractor's cost.
58. Maintenance of Streets,—The contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, &c.,
after the trenches have been filled in, where the streets, roads, &c., have been broken up or injured during
the progress of the work, during the period of the contract time, and afterwards during the period of
maintenance, and shall from time to time make good any sinkings in the surface, and shall provide any
additional metal, ballast, or other material that may be necessary during these periods, in accordance with
clause 9.
....
59. If required by the Engineer, the contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance,
rocure certificates from the Municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, Ac., in their respective
istricts are in a satisfactory condition.
_
(50. The price of one cubic yard of filling round all concrete and brickwork of sewers, curves,
junctions, manholes, into old creek channels, embankments, &e., from all excavations, and any other
sources outside the limit of the contract, shall include the cost of all labour, tools, implements, and plant
of every description, carriage from temporary spoil-banks, or getting additional materials from other places
outside the contract, excavating, filling-in, ramming, watering, and completing all filling-in in strict
accordance with plans and specifications. It shall also include the removal and disposal of all rubbish,
sludge, and other objectionable matter, as well as any excess of material beyond that required for refilling;
these materials to be immediately removed from site of works and deposited in such places as shall be
approved.
hi. All refilling to be measured the net dimensions of excavation, less the actual net displacement
of the permanent works.
02. Where it is found necessary to carry tho excavation deeper than the underside of concrete
foundations, in order to obtain a compact solid bottom, the portion so excavated to be filled in to the
underside of concrete foundation with good quarry filling {which shall he provided by the contractor), in
level layers 6 inches thick, rammed and watered until approved. The price per cubic yard of such fillingin to be one cubic yard of “ filling-in ” as described in clauses 60 and 61.

S

Turfing.
63. On completion of all refilling and filling at sides of concrete work, and pitching, into abandoned
open channels, and where ordered, all top surfaces and slopes to be protected by sodding. Trior to sods
being laid all surfaces to be levelled off, trimmed, and dressed to such level or inclined planes and slopes as
shall be directed. The sods to be the best obtainable within a radius of 5 miles, of approved qualify, not
less than 3 inches in thickness and 10 inches square at top and bottom, full cut, with square arrises, to be
laid in approved bond on their own flat beds, close jointed, over all top surfaces of filling, to be beaten
down as the work proceeds with proper tools, as shall be directed, and when finished to present through
out perfectly smooth and plain surfaces. ]f the season requires it, the turfing to be properly and regularly
watered to ensure the grass taking fresh root. The levelling and trimming of the ground .and the turfing
to be carried out simultaneously, and no greater area to be levelled and trimmed at any time than can be
covered with turfing during two working days.
IX.—Timber, Stone, Cement, Sand, Appliances, Plant, Spc., to be on the ground ready when required.
64. No excavations to be commenced on any portion of the contract until, in the opinion of the
Engineer, sufficient quantities of piles, sheet-piles, shoring, staging, scaffolding, stone, bricks, cement, sand,
• or other materials are on the ground, together with the necessary appliances and plant, to insure the un
interrupted progress and continuance of the works, after they once have been commenced, at.any locality,
without any delay or stoppage. Delays and stoppages in the progress of the works arising from disputes
as to quality of materials, and from insufficient supply of any materials, plant, Ac ,. and any damage or
injury caused to the works in consequence of such stoppage and delay, shall be entirely and solely at the
risk and cost of the contractor.
X.—Sub-ducts.
65. Where ordered, sub-ducts to be constructed in hard-wood boxes, along lines of open trenches,
24 inches below invert of sower, or as shall be directed at the time. The said boxes to be laid straight
and true to levels decided upon, and G-inch pipes to be laid therein, upon and surrounded by sandstone
cbippings and quarry refuse. Dry stone packing to be put over pipes, as specified in clause 18.
XI.—Storm-water Channel, §C.
66. Manholes and flushing-chambers to be built with sandstone concrete, to tho forms and dimen
sions shown on Drawing No. 2, as may be ordered ot the time.
67, Junctions and points of intersection, where ordered, to be formed in sides of manhole-chambers
and sewers, Ac., and worked into sewer channel with such curves, shapes, forms, centre piers., arches, Ac.,
as shown on drawings. Step-irons of i-inch round iron to ho built into the concrete 15 inches apart,
vertically, for giving excess to manholes. Grooves to be formed for flushing-boards and flusbing-valves,
to be built in where directed.
68. A cast-iron ventilating grating to be placed over each manhole-flush with the surface of the
street, and surrounded to a width of 9 inches with sandstone pitchers, bedded on paving sand, set with
full joints, and well rammed, cast-iron gratings to be placed over all manholes on line or sewer in open
ground, flush with the formed surface of same, to be surrounded with pitchers as before.
■
69.
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69. After the cross-section and depth of trench for each respective length of sewer, according to
the more or loss solid nature of the ground, has been determined, excavated, cleaned and approved, the
sewers, together with the manholes, flushing-chambers, junctions, curves, &c., to be built therein with
sandstone concrete in the manner described in clauses 78 to 95.
_
...
70. "Where the ground is found to be very bad, the contractor shall, upon being ordered in writing
to do so, construct timber platforms. The whole of the timber used in this work to be coated with two
coats of the best kerosene tar. Transverse ground sleepers 12 in. x 12 in. spaced 6 feet from centre to
centre, to be laid to exact depths and levels, and longitudinal sleepers 10 in. x 10 in. to be laid on top of
same with butt joints, with 10 in. x 4 in. fish-plates 8 feet long underneath each joint, and bolted to the
sleepers with two ®-mch drift bolts. The planking to consist of planks 9 in. x 3 in. sawn hardwood the
width of the sewer, or longer if required, aud spiked to sleepers with 7-inch spikes, one to each bearing;
tho spikes to be drifted down and cleaned off. All timber split, from whatever cause, to be replaced with
sound timber. Before the plank-floor is laid down the spaces between ground and longitudinal sleepers
to bo filled in with sand, well rammed and watered as shall be directed.
71. Guide piles, walings, and sheet pilings at outlet end of channel, and where ordered.—Hardwood
piles, 12-inch diameter at small end, to be provided, and to be driven perfectly plumb to a depth as shown
on drawings, and ns shall be directed. Anypilc out of line, orsplit during driving, to be drawn and another
sound one driven in its place. Piles to be fitted with wrought-iron, steel-pointed shoes, weighing 28 lb. each,
of approved pattern, secured to piles with -g-inch round iron spikes. The piles to he driven with a ram
weighing 20 cwt., with fall when in position of not less than 5 feet, the fall to be increased as the pile is
driven as the case may require, and as may be directed. The side surfaces of piles to be adzed to a flat
face for shoot piling to butt against, and the top shouldered to receive waliugs. Double walings, each
10 in. x 6 in., and central walings 10 in. x 10 in. to be provided and secured to piles by l-inch galvanised
bolts. Sheet piling, 3 in. by 9 in. to be provided, and to be placed between walings and driven down, to
the depths shown on drawings, and as shall be directed ; to be driven close and wedged up. All piling
badly driven to be drawn and fresb piling substituted. The guide piles to be rung with 3 in. x |- in. rings,
and sheet piling with 1.} in. x £ in. hoops. The plank floor of 9 in. x 3 in. planks over heads of piles to
be provided and constructed as specified in clause 70.
.
72. As the contractor must provide all coffer-damming at his own cost, the above described work
may form part and be in conjunction with any timber work for same, but only such piling and timbering
described in clauses 47, 70, and 71, as ordered, will be paid for under schedule rate.
2>ipc-sewers.
73. Foundation.—In clay or similar soil the pipes to rest direct aiid solid upon the soil. In rock,
tfiey arc to be laid on a 1-inch bed of poor mortar ; cost of same to be included in items for pipe-laying,
lu loose saud and other soil liable to be scoured out or easily shifted, they shall, if directed by the
Engineer, be laid on and surrounded by sandstone concrete, as ordered.
74. Laying.—In every case they shall bo laid in such a manner that their barrels shall bear firmly
and evenly on their bedding material, the sockets being entirely free from pressure in the joint-hole, and
the spigots concentric with the sockets, and to be jointed, viz.:
75. The G-inch pipes with tarred gasket, 4 inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If
inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket, J inch deep after setting, and special
cement mortar 14 inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 10-inch pipes with tarred gasket, i inch deep after
setting, and special cement mortar 1£ inch deep within socket of pipe; the 12-inch pipes with tarred
gasket, -J- inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar lg- inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 15inch pipes with tarred gasket, % inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 11 inch deep within
socket of pipe; tho IG-ineh pipes with tarred gasket, J- inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar
14 inch deep within socket of pipe; the 18-inch pipes with tarred gasket, v inch deep after setting, and
special cement mortar 1|- inch deep within socket of pipe; the 24-inch pipes with tarred gasket, {■ inch
deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within the socket of the pipe.
76. After the tarred gasket has been. placed in position and set tight round the pipe, and after
the joint above has been cleaned aud wetted, stiff special cement mortar to be packed in solidly, splayed
off outside and finished with a carefully struck and cut joint, after which the inner joint between two pipes
to be likewise carefully filled with special cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off as a finish. Each
pipe length when thus'finished to be carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added.
.
77. Junction pipes of any desired size are to be laid into the line of pipe-sewers wherever required
by the Engineer, The socket ends of all junction pipes, junction blocks, junction boles, and deadends
.arc to be protected against the ingress of foreign substances, and made easily accessible for effecting
future connections, by being closed with earthenware discs having a temporary watertight joint all round.
Concrete Work.
■
78. Tho concrete to be used in these works to he sandstone concrete of the quality specified in
clause 27.
79. The contractor to find, provide, and make, at his own cost, all concrete boxes, centres, staging,
shoring, planking, &c., of the exact forms, shapes, curves, &c., required in a proper, secure, and sub
stantial manner, due allowance being made for -J- inch thick cement facing over all internal exposed
surfaces of concrete work, and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can easily be
withdrawn, except where otherwise directed. The designs for centering, concrete boxes, Ac., arc to be
approved by and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer. After completion of any portion of the
concrete or brickwork, tbo concrete boxes and the centering, as the wise may bo, shall not be removed
until tho Engineer or his superintending officer, has given written permission to that effect.
80. The concrete to be prepared on a clean timber platform of tho necessary size. The stone to
■be well washed when put on the platform and levelled on top ; the sand to be placed on top of stone, and
■cement on top of sand ; the whole is then to bo carefully turned over three times while dry, and then
mixed with clean fresh water applied from a rose, as shall be directed ; to be thorouglily incorporated
before being used, and to be used fresb.
•
81. If the concrete is made by umohinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described;
then to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may bedirected, and as shall be approved
of; to be used fresh,
'
82.
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82. The concrete, after it has been approved of, to be conveyed to the work as may be directed,
and as shalt be approved of, and tipped into same and upon the surface of each iayer from a height not
exceeding 18 inches. Commencing at each part of the work at lowest level of excavation, the concrete to
he brought up in horizontal and even layers, and on lines of sewer, branch and pipe-sowers, manholes,
junctions, ventilatiug-chambers, &c., unless where otherwise directed, in even layers, parallel with specified
longitudinal gradients of works. Each layer when spread to be 9 inches thick throughout before ramming,
and, after spreading, to bo quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved of, and then allowed time
to set before the succeeding layer is put on.
83. After the concrete has been carried up to the level of springing, all concrete arches to he
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in radiating
parallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengths as specified in clause 93
and as shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described, and, where the arch is thicker than
9 inches, the lower layer to be completed throughout, and then allowed time to set aud harden before the
succeeding layer is put on.
84. After completion of the brick closing arch, all concrete work above springing of same, at sides
of arch, in manhole chambers, shafts, &c., to be carried up in the same manner as specified in clause 82,
and of exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, &c,, as shown on drawings.
85. No portion of the concrete work described in tbe previous clauses (unless otherwise directed
in writing) to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it lias been examined and approved of by tho
Engineer. Any leakage that may appear in each layer to be carefully attended to, and bo made good and
repaired at the time, as shall be approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
86. All end faces of layers of concrete to be stepped hack at each respective length of sewer or
other work, as shall be directed ; to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to he grouted
prior to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to the same,
87. After the lower layer has set to tlio satisfaction of the Engineer its top service to be carefully
washed until approved, and then to bo grouted all over prior to each succeeding layer of concrete being
put on.
88. In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in anticipation of
rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level tho work
may he raised at the time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of the surface with cement-grout. The
contractor also to provide and have always on hand approved tarpaulins for the purpose of covering there
with, where and whenever directed by tlio Engineer to do so, all fresh concrete work and brickwork,
when ordered, so as to protect the same, during all stoppages in the daytime and at night, from sun aud
rain, and during hot or dry weather, to keep said tarpaulins watered to prevent the concrete work from
cracking and setting too quickly on tho outside.
89. In all cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete, the said layer shall not
he continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower aud the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean aud then grouted with cement grout.
.
90. At the sites of all flushing-valve or stop-hoard frames, east-irou covers over manholes, venti
lating chambers, Ac., after the concrete has been built to the exact height aud gradient (leaving suflicicnt
space for jointing), the whole of the cast-iron work, after having been washed clean with fresh water, is to
he truly laid aud jointed or sot perfectly plumb or otherwise, os the case may be, and as shall be directed,
in the exact positions, lines, and gradients, on fillets of mortar; and as the concrete rises against and
around the castings, leaving a space of not less than | inch all round between the coucretc and iron, this
space round the invert, or underneath bottom of plates, as the case may be, to he filled in with special
grout, or mortar, as shall he directed at the time, whilst above the springing line the outer surface of the
castings to be grouted with special grout, and then to be covered with a coat of special mortar J- inch
thick before the concrete is built on to and around said pipes, castings, and frames.
91. The junction of the two creeks between 39T2 chains and 39-77 chains to ho constructed with
such curves, shapes, forms, flat arches between wrought-iron rolled girders, &c,, as shown on drawings.
On completion of junction to exact level of underside of transverse iron girders, the latter to he laid
transversely over side walls of junction, bedded in and upon special cement mortar, A inch thick, truly
parallel to each other, and spaced 4 feet from centre to centre, after which the cemeut filling alongside
walls between aud over ends of girders to bo completed. The arches of 4 feet span, with a rise of 5 inches
in centre, between the girders, to be commenced from north end, and to advance to the south end of
junction (all girders being carefully stiffened and held in position by props as shall be directed) with not
less than 11 centres of the exact width of junction between side walls. The arches to he built as specified
in clause 83, and on completion to form a level concrete decking 3 inches above level of top of girders,
The intersecting point of proposed IS-inch diameter sewer, passing transversely through now storm
water channel near Mitchell Eoad, to he constructed aud formed by said storm-water channel being
gradually widened from its proper width of 10 ft. 6 in. above point of intersection to 15 ft. C in., and
again drawn in to its proper width of 10 ft. G in. below said point of intersection (on a total length of
24 feet) with a pier IS inches thick in centre, as shown on drawing, care being taken that the same cross
section area is maintained throughout the length of the intersecting chamber; 2 ft. s 2 ft. openings to be
left at present in side-walls and centre pier of sewer for insertion of said 13-inch diameter pipe sewer, said
openings to be temporarily closed with brickwork in cement 9 inches thick.
_
92. All anchor-bolts in connection with cast-iron frames to be placed in the exact positions
required, to be washed clean, wetted, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each case before
the concrete is built round same.
93. All stoneware pipes, where they are shown to he or ordered to be surrounded with concrete, to
be clean washed with fresh water, to be truly laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients on fillets of
mortar, and to he grouted all round with special grout as the concrete is being built all round same.
94. On completion of concrete work, and after the boxes and centering have been removed, the
outer faces shall present compact, solid, even, plain surfaces. All faulty portions, cavities, holes, or other
defects shall be at once repaired by the contractor, at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as the case
may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
95. The concrete of sewers in open trench to be commenced in accordance with clauses 2 and 116 iu
tbe different lengths of open trenches, and to be carried up jn each and from each end of same simulttmeouslv, ip not less than three continuous lengths of 40 ft, each (unless otherwise directed);—that is to
'
..
.
'
8ay,

say, when the arching-in of the first 40 feet commences, the next length of 40 feet must be completed up
to the springing of arch, and the third 40 feet length must be in progress, and the latter so timed that the
work is raised up to springing of arch by the time the elosing-in of the adjoining length commences,
BricJcioork.
90. The brickwork required in sewers, &c., to consist of tiie materials and mortar described under
clauses, 14,15, 20, 21, and 22. All circular work to be built of radiating bricks, unless otherwise directed.
All bricks to he thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water for not less than 5 minutes, immediately before
being used. All work to be built with whole bricks, aud all walls in English bond, with ^-inch joints, in
alternate courses of headers aud stretchers, each brick to break joint with the one above and underneatb,
and to be set full and rubbed in cement mortar. Every course to bo carefully and thoroughly grouted,
and well wetted before the succeeding course is put on. All work, wherever directed, to he finished on
all outside and inside faces with a neatly struck joint. The brickwork of sewers, &c., to be of the thick
ness, dimensions, curves, and gradient shown on longitudinal aud cross-sections, and as shall be determined
and directed from time to time by the Engineer as each portion of excavation becomes ready for concrete
or brick lining. 'Wherever brick lining for sewer is ordered it shall be built in radiating courses in 44-in.
rings, each brick to be set full, and rubbed in cement mortar, with joints not exceeding i inch in thickness,
in approved bond, the bricks of each course to break joint over the centre of those of the adjoining
course. On completion of each ring of brickwork its whole surface to be carefully and thoroughly
grouted, and then covered with a coat of cement mortar, collar-joint i inch thick. Before commencing
each succeeding ring the surface underneath to be well wetted and grouted to ensure the thorough bond
ing of the joints. At completing any length of brick lining, the courses at end of same to be stepped
back as shall be directed, and the end face of each ring or course to be well wetted and then grouted prior
to each ring of the succeeding length being commenced.
97. The brickwork of sewer to be carried on in conformity with clause 95, and in such a manner
that when tho arching-in of one length of 40 feet commences the lining of invert of the next 40 feet in length
must commence at the same time, and as tho arching-in of the one length is completed the adjoining
length must be completed up to the springing of arch.
98. 'Wherever concrete is to be built on to and against brickwork, or brickwork on to and against
concrete, the latter in each case to be well wetted and grouted, and then to be covered with a coat of
cement mortar, collar joint -J- inch thick, before the concrete or brickwork is built against it.
99. Prior to commencing any concrete or brickwork whick has to be built on to and against rock
faces, all shaken and loose rock to be removed, all rock surfaces to he well cleaned, washed, and wetted,
and all beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete or brickwork and rock faces to be carefully filled in
with cemeut mortar, and flushed and grouted, every course a.s the brickwork proceeds; and the cost of
thus preparing rock faces, washing, grouting, flushing, &c., to be included in, and covered by, tho Schedule
price per cube yard for the concrete and brickwork herein referred to.
Pyrmont Scmdsionc.
100. Pyrmont sandstone ashlar of tho quality specified in clause 17 to be provided where ordered
in any situation in the construction of theso works, to be worked, pierced, dressed, picked io tho exact
sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes as shown on drawings or as may be directed, to be sot full upon and
in cemeut mortar, and to be finished, when directed, with a neatly cut and struck joint.
Bluestone Ashlar.
101. Bluestone ashlar, of the quality specified in clause 82, to be provided in blocks or otherwise
when ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be worked, pierced, grooved, picked,
axed, and dressed to the exact sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes, as shall be shown on detail drawings,
or as may be directed; to be washed clean and well wetted before setting, and to be set in the exact
positions required, truly level, on fillets of mortar under the four corners of each stone, or under and
between outer edges of joints as may be directed at the time, after which all joints between stones and
between stones and concrete to be filled in with grout. All joints to be inch wide, to be carefully raked
out f inch deep, and filled in solid with special mortar, neatly pointed, finished flush with exposed faces of
stones.
Iromvorlc.
102. Rolled girders, sheared, or cut, as shown on drawing Xo. 5, to he supplied, delivered, and
fixed, as specified in clause 91, and to be paid for at per cwt. under schedule item No, 18. The contractor
to provide means of weighing same in the presence of the inspecting officer. Should the girders bo
below the specified weights, payment will ho made on actual weights; but any weight above that specified
will not be paid for.
The following will he required:—
Dcptli of Girder.

Width of Ftaiigo.

14 inches.

fi inches.

Thickness of Web, :

if inch.

Length ot Girder,
Varying from 12 feet to
18 feet.

j

Weight in lit. per foot run.

Number required.

00

10

103. All girders that aro bent or twisted shall be heated and straightened.
104. The wrought-iron in girders must he free from scales, blisters, laminations, and all other
defects, of approved manufacture, and equal in quality to the best Staffordshire plate. The ten lengths
of the girders are respectively as, viz.:—12 feet, 12 feet, 12 feet, 12 feet 3 inches, L2 feet 9 inches, 13 feet
6 inches, 14 foot 3 inches, 15 feet 3 inches, 10 feet 0 inches, and 18 feet.
105. Tbe test for wrought-iron shall be as follows:—A piece of l-inch sectional area, of such shape
and cut from such a bar as maybe determined, with a length of at least 7 inches, under tension shall bear
a strain of—
" 1
"
18 tons without elongation exceeding jj inch;
21 ,i
,<
,,
i ,,
.
. ^
”
”

and- to elongate f inch with a strain of 24 tons before fracture,

106,
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106. The whole of the wrought-iron work to be properly cleaned and then heated, and while hot to
be dipped or coated with two coats of hot gas tar, to be applied with brush.
107. The girders to be solidly bedded in the concrete on a i-inch joint of special mortar, and
finished off inside and outside with a neat cut and struck joint.
108. The castings to be provided of the grates and frames, &c., shown on drawing No. 5, to be cast
of No. 2 pig-iron or of a proper mixture of No. I and No. 3 pig-iron, according to the quality of the iron
and the nature of the pattern; said iron to be of the best quality, tough, close-grained, aud capable of
being chipped and drilled without difficulty, perfectly sound, free from all cold shuts, honeycomb, holes,
or other defects; to be cast in dry sand moulds, unless where otherwise directed; and the whole of the
castings of the pipes, plates, ventilating and other grates and frames, as soon as they have been east, to
be properly cleaned and then heated, and whilst hot to be dipped or coated in gas tar.
109. All castings to be true in sectional form, straight longitudinally where shown to be so, or of
such shapes, projections, curves, angles, and forms as shown on drawings; and each portion of such
castings to be of equal strength and of the specified thickness throughout its respective length. The
ventilating grates to he complete with tarred sawn ironbark wood-bricks fitted into panels of covers, as
shown.
'
110. The external and internal surfaces of all castings to be perfectly clean and smooth and in
strict accordance with sections.
*
111. The cast-iron work hereinbefore specified to be completed in the most workmanlike manner
in strict accordance with the drawings and dimensions ‘figured thereon, and such directions and. other
details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of the works; and all grates, &e., with all
wrought-iron work, to be left in perfect working order.
Cement Coating.
112. The whole of the internal and external surfaces of sewers, man-holes, chambers, &c., where
such is shown on plans, and where directed, to be protected by a cemeut coating, to be put on in two
thicknesses, consisting of mortar of one part of cement to two parts of clean sharp sand. The coating
throughout, when finished, to bo I inch in thickness.
113. All surfaces to be well watered before mortar is applied.
.
Sandstone Filching.
■
114. Contractor to provide and find, where ordered, squared sandstone pitchers 9 inches deep
throughout, no stone to be less than 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but to be larger and longer, if ordered, curved and
radiating, as shall be directed; to be worked, fitted, and set in sand, one ring round all man-hole covers,
with ^-ineh joints between pitchers and cast-iron frames, as ordered.
.
Existing Gas, Water, or Sewer Pipes, and Sewers.
115. During the excavation and construction of these works the contractor is to take every
precaution to prevent damage or injury to existing gas, water, or sewer pipes, and sewers. Such pipes
and sewers on being met with at sides, over, or crossing tbe excavations of these works, to be carefully
and securely protected and supported, as the case may require, by chains, timbering, strutting, and
under-pinning, Ac., to prevent said pipes or sowers from being shaken, bent or broken, and the contractor
to provide all materials, plant, and labour required for said timbering, strutting, and under-pinning, <fcc.,
and maintain the same at his sole cost until, in the opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of excavation
.and the general progress of the works render further precaution unnecessary.
XII.—General Progress, and order of Works.
116. The contractor, immediately after ho gets possession of tbe ground, shall commence the
sewer throughout the length of the contract, unless otherwise directed, and proceed with the earth
work, concrete, and other works connected thereuntil in the manner described in clause 95. The progress
made every working week with excavation, filling in, concrete, pitching, roadwork, &c., required in the
' construction of the sewer and all other works, shall not bo less than 160 feet of sewer complete.
■

XIII.—Notice for Inspection.
117. Tho contractor shall give notice to the Engineer of the commencement or completion of the
under-mentioned work, and formally submit it for inspection before proceeding to place, execute, or cover
it up, viz.:—
Excavation of trenches.
Excavation for foundations.
Withdrawing of timber in open excavation, Ac.
Laying of foundation.
Laying of pipes or sub-ducts.
Placing centering in position.
Keying of arches,
Striking of centres.
Shifting of concrete boxes.
Filling in round concrete and pipe-sewers and man-boles into open trenches, sumps, &c.

XIV.—Power to use any part of the Work.
118. The Enginecr-in-Chief shall have the power, at bis discretion, without vacating this contract
. to enter upon, by himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of tho work comprised under
this contract, and his doing so shall in nowise be held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor
in respect to his contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work, so entered upon by
^ reason of any proved carelessness of any employe of tne Government, in which event the contractor shall
be Iree from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
. ' XV.—Maintenance.
119. The contractor will be bound to maintain tbe works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show sigps of
weakness
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weakness or of giving way, or should any defective workmanship or materials be detected, the contractor,
when called upon to do so, shall make good same at his own cost, to the satisfaction of the Engineer-in
Chief, before the reserve balance will be paid. It is to be distinctly understood that the Government
shall have the full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works, without any interference whatever on the
part of the contractor, during the currency of this period of maintenance; and such use of the said works
on the part of the Government shall not be held as relieving tbe contractor of any liabilities or obligations
whatever in respect of his contract.
■
Conditions of Contract.
120. The special and general conditions attached to this specification shall be held binding on all
matters relating to this contract as far as the Engincer-in-Chief may deem the same applicable.
This is the specification marked “ A ” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty tbe
Queen, dated tho 16th day of March, a.d. 1891.
JOHN CARTER.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
Witness,—Habrold E. Noerie, J.P. '
■
GEO. EORREST.

“ B.”
1. Interpretation of Terms.

.
-

Whenever the terms, hereafter explained in the present clause, occur in the conditions of
contract and in the specification, they shall be held to mean, and shall mean as follows:—
•
“Minister” shall mean the Secretary of Works of tbe Colony of New South Wales for the
time being or any person legally acting for him.
“ Engineer” shall mean the Engineer-in-Chief duly appointed by the Minister to have principal '
charge of the works.
“Assistant Engineer” shall mean the person duly appointed by the Engineer-in-Chicf to act in
his behalf.
'
“Superintending Officer” shall mean any person, who may from time to time be notified to the
contractor by tbe Engineer-in-Chief as being entrusted with the local superintendence of
the works,
“ Overseer” shall mean any person, who may from time to time be appointed by the Engineerin-Chicf, to supervise the works or any part thereof under the immediate direction of the
Superintending Officer.
“ Contractor” shall mean “ Contractors,” when two or more persons have tendered or contracted
jointly for the work.
“ Special Conditions” shall mean the “ Special Conditions,” hereto attached and forming part of
the contract; such Special Conditions shall be deemed to be, and shall be, incorporated with
the General Conditions.
“ Schedule Price” shall mean the rate, at which the contractor has offered and agreed to execute
the kind of work under consideration.
“ Contract Sum” shall mean the sum total, resulting from the finally certified quantities,
ascertained in tho manner provided in clause 16, and calculated at tho schedule rates or
arranged prices.
“ Drawings”, shall mean and include any plan, section, general or detail drawing, sketch, or
illustration referring to the works and explanatory of, or supplementary 1o, the specification.
“ Extra Work” shall mean any kind or description of work, not comprised in the “ Schedule of
Prices,” and other than those, the distinct mention of which may have been inadvertently
.
omitted in the specifications or drawings and for which provision is made in clause 3 of
these conditions.
“Labour.”—All cartage and haulage and work done or to be performed by machinery shall be
included in the term “ Labour.”
,
“ Plant” shall mean and include all tools, utensils, stores, sheds, timber, scaffold, centres, moulds,
templates, coffer dams, cordage, chains, tackle, boats, punts, rafts, sleepers, rails, waggons,
,
trucks, trollies, engines, water and air pumps, boring and ventilating apparatus, signals,
lights, diving bells and dresses, and every other thing necessary for the security, proper
execution, completion, and specified maintenance of the several works.

-

'

,
•
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,
'
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2. Extent of Contract.
The contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to the contrary, supply of labour,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, material, and plant, and everything else necessary for tbe matortab, and ’
proper and complete performance of the contract.
'
I>1'lnU
All works described in, or implied, by tbe specification, or shown in any of the drawings, or set Execution of
forth in any lists or tables thereof or attached thereto as well as those expressly herein provided for "'orbs,
under clauses 3 and 1, arc to be made and. executed in every detail conformably to the several drawings,
already prepared, or that may be prepared hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance
with the provisions of the specification and conditions, both general and special, and to the entire satis
faction of the Engineer.
Should any work be not so executed, it shall be at tho sole risk of the contractor, and shall be
immediate]}' altered and amended at the contractor's cost and expense.
The contractor shall, at his own expense,, set out accurately and to the satisfaction of tbe Superin- Setting out.
tending Officer, all the works comprised in this contract, in strict accordance with the drawings and '
specifications, and shall be solely responsible for their being so sot out and executed, and that notwith
standing the Superintending Officer or Overseer may have assisted the contractor in setting out the same.
.
Contractor
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Contractor shall also at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by nigbt, either on
working days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance, and supply all such labour, plant,
and lighting, as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require to check such setting out, or to
inspect any portion of tho works, which must for that purpose be left clear and free from any obstruction
or impediment. During and for the performance of those operations contractor shall be obliged to
suspend any or all of his work, if required to do so by the Superintending Officer, and without having
any claim for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
All bench marks, pegs and signals on the surface, and all alignments and level marks under
ground, put iu by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor’s
work, will be pointed out to the contractor and confided to his care. Ke shall, at his own expense, take
all proper and reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true positions; in
the event, however, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any otlier cause whatever,
they shall he replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at the contractor’s expense, and tho
cost thereof deducted from any moneys, then or thereafter due to the contractor.
If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
During the whole time of construction and during the “ period of maintenance,” referred to in
clauses 10 and 18 hereof and more particularly described in clause 3 of the special conditions, contractor
shall keep and maintain in good and sufficient repair all the works, executed or in course of execution,
and make good all injury or loss, which may happen or occur to them, or to any materials, or plant, or
anything else in connection with the works under this contract.

3. Specification and Drawings.
The specification aud the drawings (if any), referred to in the specification, shall be taken to
explain each other; and anything contained in the specification or in any of the drawings shall be equally
binding on contractor, as if it were contained in all.
Any dimensions, written or figured on the drawings, shall usually he taken in preference to
measurements by scale; but in eases of doubt in this respect, or in case of any discrepancy between the
drawings, specifications, and conditions, or any ambiguity or defective description in them, such doubt,
discrepancy, ambiguity or defective description shall not invalidate the contract, but shall be rectified by
the Engineer if he deem it requisite, and the contractor shall have no claim for compensation for damages
on account of such discrepancy, ambiguity, or defective description.
Omission of
If neither specification ^nor drawings contain any mention of minor parts of works, which are
minor parts.
reasonably and obviously necessary for tbe satisfactory completion of the works, such parts are to he
provided, made, and executed by the contractor, without any extra charge, as if they were specially
mentioned, and shall be deemed to be, and hereby are, included in the several schedule prices.
Errors of infor
It is hereby expressly understood, that the contractor is bound to completely and thoroughly
mation at Con
tractor's risk.
inform himself of every circumstance connected with, or relating to, the work, and of tho correctness or
otherwise of any information contained in, or supplied by, the drawings or specification, as he shall have
no claim on account of any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies, that may be found in those documents after
the contract shall have been signed, and since he has to provide in his tender for every contingency that
may arise.
_
Supply of DrawA copy of the conditions, specifications, and drawings will be furnished to contractor free of
injra and Specifi
cations.
charge, but he must himself compare the same with the original, as no claim will he allowed for any
errors therein.
All copies of drawings, &c., supplied to contractor are to be returned to the Engineer on completion
of contract.
4. Increase or Decrease of Works.
Quality.
The contractor is to execute in like manner and with the same quality of materials, as provided
for the works, expressly mentioned in specification and drawings, any extensions, additions, deviations,
alterations, or extra works, which the Engineer may require by an order in writing.
Quantity.
The work, executed under this clause, will be measured up and paid for at schedule rates in the
Prices of extra same manner, as provided for the other works under this contract; and if it comprise any work not
works.
specified in contract and in schedule of prices, a special agreement shall be made between the Engineer
and the contractor, and signed at the time of giving the order for such work.
If value cannot
In case the above-named parties shall be unable to agree on the value of such extra work, the
be agreed upon.
Engineer shall he at liberty and fully authorised to have it executed by whomsoever he may think fit.
No extra work, extensions, or any additions, deviations, or alterations whatever, which may be
claimed by contractor, will be recognised or admitted, under any circumstances, if done or executed with
out, or contrary to, an order in writing from the Engineer as aforesaid, and the production of such order
shall be a condition precedent to contractor receiving payment for them.
The Minister, or the Engineer, acting on his behalf, may from time to time by writing under his
Omission of per ,
tion of the work. hand require the omission of any particular portion or part of the works, described in the specification or
shown on drawings; and the contractor shall have no claim for loss of profit, sustained damage, or other
compensation on account of any such omission.
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5. Possession of Lands.
The Minister shall, within one month from the date of the signing of the contract by the con
tractor, put the latter in possession of such parts of the land, required for the execution of the permanent
works and spoil banks or access to either, as in the opinion of the Engineer may be necessary for their
commencement. And the Minister shall also from time to time put contractor in possession of such other
parts of the land, as may, in the opinion of the Engineer, be necessary for the vigorous prosecution and
timely completion of all the works.
_
The contractor must, however, procure for himself all other land, which he may deem requisite
for any temporary purposes or for his own convenience; but the Minister will, at the expense of the
contractor and only to the extent of any legal powers, possessed by the Governor or Minister, assist tbo
contractor in procuring such land or in procuring materials, suitable for the construction of the works,
from any adjoining lands.
Should
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Should any <]elny take ^laee in giving to the contractor possession of any land required for the
construction of the works aforesaid, such delay shall not be deemed a breach of contract, or give con
tractor any claim for compensation, but the contractor shall be entitled to a commensurate extension of
time for the completion of the whole works.
_
IN'othing herein contained shall at any time prevent the Minister or any person duly authorised by Possession not
him from entering upon and making use of such lands or any portion thereof for any purpose whatever. exclll,lveG. Trespass,
The contractor shall not enter upon any lands outside the limits of the lands, defined by, and Held Private lands,
in possession by him under clause 5 hereof for the construction of the works or for any purpose whatever
in connection with this contract, without the distinct consent in writing of the occupier and owner of
such lands, and shall not, without the permission in writing of the Engineer or Superintending Officer,
remove any trees or structures within the limits of the lands defined in said clause 5 hereof.
Kor shall he ojmn or throw down any part of a fence without making sufficient provision by Cuttin" of trees,
temporary fences, gates, or other necessary accommodation, to be erected and maintained at contractor’s
cost, for preventing persons or animals from trespassing or straying from, or into, any enclosure, affected
thereby.
.
ISTor shall lie interlere with any private or public road without making proper temporary provision noads.
for the convenience of owners or users thereof.
*
Any costs or damage incurred by the Government through any legal process on account of any
caused,
trespass caused by the act or negligence of the contractor or his workmen, shall be considered as payment
made to tho contractor under this contract, and shall bo deducted accordingly at the time of final payment
to him.
’
‘
Should the contractor refuse or neglect to erect and maintain, either or both, any such temporary if not fenced i>y
fences or other necessary accommodation, it shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer, after Enj/ncor to have
having given to the contractor twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of his intention to do so, summarilv, I>0'r£rtod0S0'
and without further process, to cause any such temporary hoarding, fences, gates, bridges, or other accom
modation to be erected and maintained, which he may deem necessary for the proper protection either
of such lands or of the adjoining lands, or for the safety of the property of tho owners and occupiers thereof
or of the general public, and the cost of so doing shall be deducted as provided hereinbefore.
7. Sulleliinfi, Assigning.
The contractor shall not sublet any portion of the works, nor enter into any subcontract for the No.®r11,;,etli"i>,or
9*
execution thereof or any portion thereof, nor shall he assign all or any of the moneys payable or to
become payable under the contract, or all or any part of any other benefit whatsoever arising to him or
which may arise under the contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister; and no assignment
without such consent shall have any effect or be in any way recognised.
S. Progress of Works,
, , If shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer or Superintending Officer to direct inw°rktobe
writing tho contractor to carry out the works in such order and in such manner as he shall deem fit; and under the*
4

direction of the

If the contractor shall fail to make such progress with the works as the Engineer or the Superin- EnPnecrtending Officer shall deem sufficient to insure their completion within the specified time; or
If he refuse or fail in the opinion of tho Engineer or Superintending Officer to use due diligence in
carrying out any particular part of the work, which the Engineer or Superintending Officer
shall have directed him in writing to carry out forthwith ; or
If he shall use or employ bad or insufficient material, or shall execute any work in an imperfect Non-compiiancc.
manner or not to the satisfaction of the Engineer or Superintending Officer : or
If he shall fail or neglect to take down or remove such work, or to rectify any such work for seven
days after being required to do so in writing by the Engineer or Superintending Officer ; or
Jf he shall fail to employ what in the opinion of the Engineer or Superintending Officer is a sufficient
number of men on the works ; or
If he shall suspend work without the Engineer’s order or sanction in writing ; or
If the contractor shall in the judgment of the Engineer commit a wilful breach of the contract;
Then, and in any of such cases, it shall be lawful for tbe Minister to do at his option any of the following
things, that is to say:—
(n) The Minister or tho Engineer may, on giving written notice to the contractor of his intention (a) onipioying
so f o do, forthwith cause additional men to be employed and additional materials aud plant to be purchased, ad‘iltlonal
and the cost of so doing may be deducted from any moneys, then due, or which may thereafter become
due to the contractor.
.
{h) Or the ^Minister may, by notification in writing under his hand, delivered to the contractor, (b) absolute
absolutely determine this contract without further process; and from and after the delivery of such
of
notice as aforesaid, the contract shall be absolutely determined, and on such determination tbe money,
which shall have been previously paid to tbe contractor under the contract, shall be deemed to be the
full value of the work executed, and shall be taken and accepted by tbe contractor in full payment and
satisfaction of all claims and demands under the contract; and the balances retained, including amount
deposited as security, together with all materials and plant, then being in or near or upon the works for
the purpose of being used or employed in or about the same, shall remain the absolute property of Her
.
Majesty, and may be disposed of as the Minister may think fit.
9. Bankruptcy.
If the contractor shall become bankrupt or insolvent, or shall make an assignment of his estate Haakruptcj-.
for the benefit of bis creditors, it shall bo lawful for the Minister, on behalf of Her Majesty, by notice in
writing under his hand, to determine the contract by such notice, and for Her Majestv either to carry on
the works under the Engineer’s direction or to recontract with another contractor to proceed with and
258—U
complete
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complete tbe same upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions, as shall be deemed expedient by tbe
Minister; and all the then remaining materials and plant may be used in and applied for the purpose of
the works ; and on the final completion of the works the surplus of such materials and plant shall bo
delivered to the contractor’s assignees or trustees, but without any payment or allowance for any loss or
diminution, wear, tear, or iivjury, they may have sustained in the meantime; and any losses, damages,
costs, or expenses, which shall, in the opinion of the Engineer have been sustained by Her Majesty by
reason of the premises, shall be deducted from tbo deposit money and the balance retained after payment
of the progress payment; aud the residue of such deposit money and percentages (if any), or any
securities, in which the same may he invested (but without any interest thereon), shall belong and be
paid or delivered fo the said assignees or trustees ; and if there should he no residue, but a deficiency,
the amount of such deficiency may be proved for ns a debt against the estate of the contractor.
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10. Suspension and Completion.
The whole of the works under this contract shall be completed on or before the day set forth in
clause 1 of the special conditions as the “ date of completion of contract,” and formally delivered up to
the Engineer io perfect order aud repair, and to his entire satisfaction.
In the event of any alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works being required to be executed
by contractor, or in the event of any delay arising under this clause, or under clauses 5 and 15 hereof,
the Engineer may allow such an extension of time (if any), as he shall think adequate for the proper
carrying out of such alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works, or for the delay caused (if any).
The Minister, on behalf of the Queen shall he entitled to deduct or set off for each and every
week’s delay after the date mentioned as the date of completion of contract, or after the expiration of
the “extension of time” (if any), allowed under this clause as and by way of liquidated damages, the
sum mentioned in clause 2 of the special conditions.
Such damages shall he deducted from the final balance and the cash security lodged by tbe con
tractor in accordance with clause 20 of these conditions and with clauses 5 and 0 of the special conditions,
or at the option of the Minister, from any other moneys payable to the contractor under this contract.
On receiving a written notice to that effect from tbe Engineer, contractor shall suspend the whole
or any portion of tho works, as maybe directed in such notice. He shall have no claim for loss or damage
on this account, unless the suspension exceeds one month, and such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the
contract, but a commensurate extension of time for completing the works will be granted to the contractor.
When, in tho judgment of the Engineer, the whole of the works appear to bo completed, they
shall be tested or examined as may be provided in the specification ; iE the resultof the test or examinaton
he satisfactory, they will be formally taken over by the Engineer, who will issue a certificate to that effect,
whereupon the period of maintenance shall begin.
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11. Safety of Worlcs and Persons.
Contractor shall be liable for the reinstating or making good of any thing whatsoever, which may
be removed, displaced, damaged, or destroyed during tho performance of the works, or by reason of the
same; and ho shall also be solely responsible for all defects to, and failures in, the works, during the
whole time of construction and the period of maintenance, whether the said defects arise from insufficient
foundations, defective construction, bad materials, or any other cause within the contractor’s control, or
from the inclemency of the weather, laudsprings, or similar cause.
Contractor shall also provide aud maintain all hoarding-barriers, night-lights, aud properly ballasted
temporary roads, required by any municipal or other authorities having charge or control of streets or
roads, or which may he required for the convenience or safety of tbe public ; and he shall also make all
arrangements by temporary roads or bridges or otherwise, which may be required by any local authorities
or by the Engineer, to prevent stoppage or delay of public traffic or any avoidable inconvenience to tbe public.
During the whole time of construction of the works, and during tbe period of their maintenance
contractor shall be liable for any accident, damage, or injury whatsoever to the public or to any individual,
which may be caused by his operations or his neglect, and also for the safety of any adjacent roads,
streets, cellars, vaults, pavements, walls, houses, aud buildings, aud shall ‘be bound to remove any
scaffolding, timbering, &c., as occasion may require or when ordered by the Engineer to do so ; and in
case of emergency or probable danger to life or property tbe Engineer, without notice to contractor, may
there and then provide or employ, at contractor’s cost, such labour, materials, and plant, as may be
necessary to meet tbe exigency, of which the Engineer himself shall be the sole judge. All such cost to
be deducted from any sum then or thereafter due to the contractor under this contract.
No opening is to he made in any street until a sufficient quantity of approved bricks or other
material is on the ground to complete the length to be opened. Should any delay or dispute arise as to
the supply of bricks or material, to prevent inconvenience to tbe public, the Engineer shall have power to
direct any opening made to be filled up and the surface restored at contractor’s cost, amounr to be
deducted from any money due to tbe contractor.
12. Agency, Notice, Right of Entry.
'When the contractor is not personally present on the works he must at all times during their
progress have a responsible agent on the ground, who shall be deemed to be, and shall be, authorised to
represent him for all purposes of this contract.
In case the contractor or his responsible agent shall not be immediately available at any point of
the works, the instructions given by the Engineer, iu writing, to any overseer, foreman, or workman,
employed on the works by contractor, shall have the same effect as if they were given to the contractor
or his authorised agent.
Any written in.slrament, or notice to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered, when it is given or delivered to the contractor or his
rbpresentative on the works, or left at the contractor’s usual or last known place of abode or business.
The Engineer and any other persouduly authorised by him shall have power at all times to enter upon
all or any portion of the works ; and to travel by any engine, lift, cage, carriage, truck, trolly, or other
vehicle, which the contractor may be using on, or near, or in connection with the works ; and to make
examination
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examination of any work, fixed or unfixed, or in any Rtntc of progress, and of any malerials or plant iu
use or intended to be used for tho purposes of this contract; and the contractor shall give or afford
■
facility for the exercise by the Engineer and other duly authorised persons of the powers given under
this clause, and shall for that purpose cause the motion of any vehicle, engine, or other machinery to be
arrested, when requested so to do.
Due notice shall bo given by contractor to the Superintending Oflicer or overseer before any piles Proyrcsanotice,
are swung and commenced to be driven ; on the completion of all excavations for foundations, or other
wise, aud before any foundations are laid therein ; when foundation rinss for wells are to be laid, aud
before the well-sinking commences ; before the filling in of the we!!?, of other structures, or of sewer or
pipe trenches is proceeded with ; before centres are struck; before aud after tunnel soles are laid, and
at such other stages of progress of the works, as may be specially directed in the specification.
13. Dismissal and Mode of Payment of Men.
The Engineer or Superintending Oflicer may, for incompetcncy or misconduct, or inattention to oismiasai.
orders, or other sufficient cause, require the dismissal within twenty-four hours by tbe contractor of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed by him on tho works ; and in the event of
the contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisition all further payments on account of
the contract may be stopped until such dismissal is carried out.
The workmen, tradesmen, and labourers of every class or kind, employed on the works under this Crab imynont.
contract shall be paid their wages or other earnings in full in money, current coin of the Colony, at
least once in every fortnight, and no ticket or other system of payment by goods of any sort, provisions,
or liquor will be allowed on any pretence whatever.
■
if or shall the contractor or any person employed by him, or in any way connected with him, Tt-uck system,
establish any shop for tlio supply of liquors, provisions, nr goods, nor shall the contractor cause or oblige
his workmen to take their necessaries or goods of any kind from any person in particular.
The workmen or labourers of every kind or class shall be paid on the works (if ifc be possible) or
in some building adjoining; and in no case shall they be paid at a public-house or other place where
spirituous or fermented liquors or refreshments are sold.
Before tbo payment of any money to the contractor, the Minister may require from the contractor
a statutory declaration that the tradesmen and labourers of every kind employed on tbe works to which
these conditions refer, have been paid their wages and claims of every kind in full money, the current
coin of the Colony, and to the latest date to which such wages or claims aro due ; and the Minister may
withhold the payment of any money that may be due or become due to the contractor until such
declaration shall have been made and delivered to him.
Id. Material.
All approved materials, plant, and prepared work brought, upon the ground for use in or on the Ownership,
works shall be considered, aud shall bo the property of Her Majesty the Queen until completion of
contract; aud contractor shall not take away, remove, or dispose of any such material or plant or
prepared work without the written authority of the Superintending Officer.
AH materials supplied by contractor for, and used in. the works shall be the best of their respective Quaiitv.
kinds, and in conformity with any further particular directions that may be contained iu the specification.
Due notice shall bo given by contractor to the ihisierintonding Officer and overseer when any Arrival on
material is brought on the ground, all of which must he neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for Brou“ '
approval, and approved of in writing by the Superintending Officer, before it may be used in tbe works ; Approval,
none but that so approved shall be used.
The contractor, if so directed, shall remove entirely off the ground any inferior or improper Honiara:,
material, or alter or remove any improper or unworkmanlike work at bis own expense within twenty-four
hours after a written notice in that behalf shall have been served upon him by tho Engineer or
Superintending Officer.
After the expiration of the time stated in such notice, it shall be lawful for, but not obligatory
upon, the Engineer or Superintending Officer at any time to remove and, if necessary, to destroy any such
materia], or to pull down or alter any such work, and to replace or rebuild tbe same. The expense of so
doing shall be deducted from any moneys then due, or that may thereafter become due, to the contractor
'
under this contract.
Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fifty barrels, at least ten storinsf.
clear days before it is intended to be used iu the works, and kept in weather-tight sheds under lock and
key. After having been tested and approved of, the approved barrels will be marked on tbe outside, and
their contents may be used. After they are empty, they shall, in the presence of tbe Superintending
Officer or any person deputed by him, be broken up, and thereupon removed off the works.
The use by the contractor on the works of blasting powder or any other explosive material shall ExP,oslvcsbe confined strictly to the limits, which will be set by an order in writing of tbe Engineer as to locality,
time, quantity, particular kind of material, and precautions to be taken during its use.
In any case, no larger quantity of explosive material shall bo taken underground than is likely to Quantities,
be used during any current shift.
Storing of explosive material underground shall be, and hereby is, absolute! v prohibited ; and for storinpr undoiits storage on the surface special directions wall from time to time be issued by the Engineer in accordance
l’r<>'
with the provisions of the Act, regulating storage and conveyance of explosives.
Should contractor exceed the limits of such order, or not strictly observe the special directions iu inspectors of
regard to use, the Engineer shall have power to appoint, at the contractor's expense, inspectors of ponder,
powder, in whose presence alone the explosives may be made use of, and who shall have entire charge of
all matters connected with their storage or supply to the works.
If tbe contractor shall be found to have supplied materials or executed work not in accordance ncdimed prices,
with the true intent and meaning of the specification and conditions of this contract, aud if the Engineer
shall elect to allow such materials to be used or such executed work to remain, he shall have power to fix
the price to be paid for any such material or work, aud contractor shall be bound by tbe Engineer’s
valuation.
15
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15. Government Property.
Should the Minister furnish to the contractor for the purposes of this contract, any materials, or
plant, or other article of value, all of which arc hereafter in this clause and in the specification included
under the term “ G-overnment property,” the contractor shall give a detailed receipt in writing to tho
Superintending Officer at the time of delivery and before taking possession thereof.
If required to do so ky the Superintending Officer, contractor shall erect, at his own expense, sheds
or other covering to protect such property from the weather or from theft.
He shall likewise make good any loss or injury which may happen to it from any cause whatever,
aud shall keep it in good and sufficient repair and renew all moving and working parts, which may have
become worn out, to the satisfaction of the Engineer or Superintending Officer during the whole time it
is under his care.
On the completion of the contract, all such property shall be returned to the Engineer, unless
otherwise directed in the specification ; and for that purpose shall be removed, after having been put
into a thorough state of repair, to the place or places mentioned iu the specification, aud there neatly
stacked or arranged, as the Superintending Oflicer may require.
The latter shall thereupon give a detailed receipt in writing for everything so returned, and until
such receipt shall have been given, the property shall be deemed to be, and shall be, under the care of the
contractor.
Should any delay occur in supplying contractor with any drawings, or specifications, or any
Government property which may be specified to be supplied or delivered to contractor by the Minister,
tiie contractor shall have no claim for compensation for any such delay other than that (if any)
particularly set forth in tbe specification ; but the contractor shall he entitled to such reasonable
extension of time for the completion of the works as shall be fixed by the Engineer,
IG. Measurements, Quantities, and Accounts.
Except in cases for which the specification distinctly prescribes another method or rule of
ascertaining measurements or weights, the net measurements, according to the actual dimensions or
weights, will always be taken, notwithstanding any custom to the contrary. The surplus soil to be
removed shall be calculated a.3 equal to the volume of the sod actually displaced by the foundations,
sewers, shafts, or other works.
The distance of removal shall be measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of
spoil-bank or other place of deposit. The schedule price for excavation shall cover all haulage in tunnels
or cuttings, unless otherwise specified.
The contractor shall be present at all measurements, aud, if required, assist in making tho same.
If he fail to attend after twenty-four hours’ notice in writing has been delivered to him of tho
Superintending Officer’s intention to take measurements and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall be binding on the con
tractor.
On the satisfactory completion of any part or portion of the works, and at all other suitable times,
the dimensions of such piece of work shall he measured by tbe Superintending Officer, recorded on
drawings, kept or to be made for the purpose, and the quantities ascertained therefrom and entered into
a quantity book, to servo as basis for arriving at the contract sum on completion of the contract.
Within forty-eight hours of such measurement having been effected, contractor sliall furnisb to
tbe Engineer an account of the work thus intended to have been finally measured up, showing in detail
the dimensions, quantities, prices, and value, specifying day of measuring, in whose presence measured,
and signed by contractor.
Eor iho purpose of making progress payments the dimensions of still unfinished, hut otherwise
satisfactorily performed, portions of the work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as
may be. but without prejudice to the ultimate acceptance or rejection of such portions of work.
On the day following the conclusion of such summary measurement, contractor shall furnish to
the Superintending Officer an account of all work done during the preceding month, giving detail,
quantities, prices, and approximate value of all unfinished work, and, for every structure separately, total
quantities, prices, and exact value of all completed work.
.Any final account to he presented by the contractor must be on similar form, and under the same
heads as the printed tender form, with additional items at foot of same.17
17. Jobbing.
When desired by the Superintending Officer so to do, contractor shall furnish to said officer any
skilled artizans, labourers, or carts with horses and drivers for the performance of such services, as tho
aforesaid officer may desire to be performed in connection with, for, on, or near the works under tbo
contract.
Contractor shall supply those artisinns. labourers. &c., with tho necessary plant and lighting, and
shall be paid for all services thus rendered the full amount provided therefor in the schedule of prices,
under the head of “jobbing,” at the end of every mouth, or as nearly as maybe thereafter. Tbo
accounts for this “jobbing” shall, however, be rendered by contractor to tbe Superintending Officer or
overseer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and Thursday,
failing which he sliall lose all claim to payments for the jobbing performed by him during the preceding
three days.
IS. Progress and Pinal Payments.
Ho payments shall be legally due to contractor until after the entire completion of tbe contract >
but progress payments on account, subject to all deductions herein provided for, wilt bo made monthly,
or as nearly so as may be, during the continuance of the contract, on the certificate in writing of tho
Engineer, at rates not exceeding those stated in clause 4 of the special conditions.
Tbe balance of the moneys due for works executed under this contract, less 5 per cent, and less
the deductions properly to be made hereunder, will be paid within thirty days, or as nearly as may be,
afier the Engineer shall have certified under bis hand that all the works under the contract, less those of
maintenance, have been fully and satisfactorily completed, and that such balance, less the 5 per cent., is
due to contractor.
Prin ided
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Provided that if tlio amount for maintenance, as entered by contractor in his tender,. shall appear Inf-ulliuiunt
b.-ilrcntoj.
to the Engineer to be insufficient, the Minister may retain, on the declaration to that effect in writiuj; by
tbe Engineer, either the whole or any part of the sum otherwise deemed payable to contractor, till all
tho works under the contract, including those of maintenance, shall have been finally and satisfactorily
executed.
.
The said five (b) per cent., together with the “ cash security,” provided for in clause 20 of these Final payment.
conditions, will be retained until after the expiration of the “ period of maintenance ” more particularly
described in clause 3 of the special conditions, and shall be paid to contractor (less the costs of any
repairs or defects, should the contractor fail to execute the same), on the production of a certificate from
the Engineer that all the works under the contract, including those of maintenance, have been finally and
satisfactorily executed.
_
No progress paj.
bfo progress payments will be made after tbe date specified for the completion of tlm contract, incut
after
expiration r»f
until the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to tbe satisfaction of the Engineer.
contract time.
If, in the opinion of the Engineer, further impury is desirable or necessary, before payment is made Suspension of
on any certificate, the Engineer shall have power to suspend the payment of all or any part of the aiiiount payment.
mentioned in any such certificate for a period not exceeding one month from the date at which, iu the
ordinary course, the money would have been paid, and no interest shall be duo or accruing on any money
the payment of which shall have been so suspended.
No certificate given to the contractor for any purpose whatever during the progress of the work, Certificates
without preju
shall prevent the Engineer, at any time before tbe final payment, from rejecting any unsound material or dice.
improper workmanship, which may be discovered in tbo work, or from requiring the contractor to remove
or amend at his own cost any work which may be found not to have been performed in accordance with
the contract, or from deducting from any money which may be due or become due to tho contractor, the
whole amount, which may have been paid to the contractor for such material or work.
_
,
claim with
The obtaining of tbe Engineer’s certificate that all the works under the contract, including those No
out certificate.
of maintenance, have been finally and satisfactorily executed, shall be a condition precedent to any claim
or cause of action iu respect of work done, as well as to the final payment to be made hereunder.
19. Arbitration Clause.
1. All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
drawings or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials
necessary for the whole or any part of the contract, and all questions and disputes respecting tho matters
next hereinafter mentioned, when the aggregate amount claimed in respect ol such last mentioned matters
shall not amount to the sum of one thousand pounds, shall be decided by the Engineer-in-Chief for
Hoads, Eridges, and Sewerage, whose decision shall be absolute and final.
2. But all questions as to the cancellation of the contract, as to the right of the contractor to
extension of time, as to the infliction of penalties, as to the true, value of any extra work that has not
been previously agreed upon, or as to the value of work omitted from the works specified to be done
under the contract, shall, if the aggregate amount of the claims in respect of such matters shall be one
thousand pounds or upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before
payment of the retention money and the money deposited as security for the duo carrying out of the
contract, be fixed and determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
3. If the contractor or the Minister in charge of the department under which the works in the
contract have been or are being carried out, considers that he 1ms claims m respect of the several matters
mentioned in paragraph 2, as those in which arbitration may bo claimed, lie shall furnish to the other of
them full particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of
which he desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and tbo amount, if any, claimed under
each item ; and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such
matters, irrespective of tho aggregate amount of such claims: and the party furnishing the same shall be
bound by such particulars; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration
at such arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action ; and tbe claim or respectivc claims so made
as aforesaid shall lie determiiifd bv arbitrators, to be appointed as hereinafter provided, that is to say—
tt. If tho Eugineer-in-Chief for Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage, and the contractor concur in the
appointment of a single arbitrator, then the matter and question aforesaid shall be referred to and decided
by such single arbitrator ; but if tbe Engincer-in-Chief for Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage, and the con
tractor cannot concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator, each party, on the request in writing of
the other party, shall, by writing under his hand, nominate and appoint an arbitrator, to whom the said
questions and matters shall be referred. Every such appointment shall be delivered to tho arbitrator,
and bo deemed a submission to arbitration on tbe part of the party by whom the same sliall have been
made, and neither party shall have power to revoke the same without the (onsenfc in writing of the other,
nor shall the death of either party operate as a revocation.
5. -And if, for Iwcnty-one days after the notice in writing by tbe contractor or by the Enginecr-iuChicf for Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage, that the contractor and the Enginecr-in-Chief for Hoads,
Bridges, and Sewerage cannot agree shall have been served, and for seven days after a request in writing
to appoint an arbitrator shall have been served by tbe one party on the oilier, such last-mentioned party
fail to appoint such arbitrator, then, upon such failure, the party making the request, and having himself
appointed an arbitrator, may appoint such arbilrator to act on behalf of both parties ; and the arbitrator
may proceed to hear and determine the matter or question between the contractor and the Engineer
aforesaid, and in such case the awrard or determination ot such single arbitrator shall be final. If, before
the matter so referred shall be determined, either arbilrator shall die or become incapable, the party by
whom such arbitrator was appointed may nominate and appoint some other person as arbitrator to act in
his place; and if, for the space of seven days afier notice in writing from the other party for that
purpose, be fail to do so. the remaining or otlier arbitrator mav proceed c.r parte; and in case the matter
in dispute sliall stand referred to a sole arbitrator in default, of the appointment by the other parly, ami
such sole arbitrator shall die, the party by whom lie was appointed Khali appoint another sole arbitrator
in his place ; and every arbitrator so to be substituted in cither of the coses aforesaid, shall have the same
powers and authorities as were vested in the former arbilrator at the time ol his death or disability.

6.
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Engineer no
party to lawsuits.
Liability bo
remain.

rrovisions not
to be varied.

Form of tender.
Schedule rates
of comract.

Deposit with
tender.

Returning' of
preliminary
deposit

Cash security.

6. If more than one arbitrator shall he appointed, such arbitrators shall, before they enter into tbe
matter or question referred to them, nominate and appoint, by writing under their bands, an umpire to
decide on the matter so referred; and if such umpire shall die or become incapable of action;, they shall
forthwith, after such death or incapacity, appoint another umpire in his place, and the decision of every
such umpire on the matters referred to him shall be final,
7. If, in either of tbe cases aforesaid, tbe said arbitrators shall refuse, or shall, for seven days
after request of either party, neglect to appoint an umpire, a Judge of the Supreme Court, upon
application made to him by either party, shall appoint an umpire, whose decision shall be final.
8. If a single arbitrator shall be appointed, and he shall die or become incapable to act before he
shall have made bis award, the matters referred to him shall be determined by arbitrators appointed
hereunder, as if tbe arbitrator so dying had not been appointed.
9. If more than one arbitrator be appointed, and cither of them shall refuse or for seven days
neglect to act, the person by whom such defaulting arbitrator was appointed shall, within seven days after
notice in writing, proceed to appoint another arbitrator to act for the arbitrator so refusing or neglecting,
or the other arbitrator may proceed cx parte; and the decision of such other arbitrator shall be as
effectual as if be had been the single arbitrator appointed by both parties.
10. If more than one arbitrator shall be appointed, and neither of them shall refuse or neglect to
act, us aforesaid, then if such arbitrators shall fail to make their award within thirty days after tbe day
on which the last of such arbitrators shall have been appointed, or within such further time as may be
granted by a Judge of the Supreme Court on application by either party, the matters so referred to them
shall be determined by the umpire appointed as aforesaid.
11. The arbitrators, or any two of them, shall have power to hear, receive, and examine evidence;
and the witnesses on any reference herein may be examined on oath and affirmation. Neither of tho
parties hereto shall ho at liberty to appear before the arbitrators by counsel or solicitor.
_ 12. Tbe award of the arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire shall be in writing, ready to be delivered
to either party within the time appointed lor making the said award. This submission may be made a
rule of the Supreme Court. The amount of costs, umpire’s and arbitrators' fees, shall be decided by tho
arbitrators, arbitrator, or umpire; the amount of costs, including arbitrators’ and umpire’s fees and wit
nesses' expenses, the items thereof being shown in the account annexed to said award.
13. If upon an arbitration in respect of claims made by the contractor the sum awarded to the
contractor shall be less than one-half of the amount of his said claim, all the costs, charges, and expenses
of and incident to the said arbitration and award shall be borne and paid by the contractor ; but if tbe
amount awarded shall exceed one-half of the amount of the said claim, then each party shall pay his own
costs and one-half of the arbitrator’s and umpire’s tecs.
_ 14. It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by the contractor or by tbe Minister to have
any of the matters which under paragraph No. 2 may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be
made upon tho whole of the work being completed, aud before payment to the contractor of the retention
money or of the money deposited as security for the due performance of the contract, and that the
acceptance by the contractor of payment of the retention money in cases where a bond to secure the
completion of the works has been given, and in other cases of the retention money or of any balance
thereof, and of the money deposited as security for tbe due performance of the contract, shall be conclusive
proof that the contractor has no such claim or claims.
_
In- The Engineer shall not be required to defend or answer, or be made a party to, any bill, claim,
action, or other proceedings at law or in equity at the instance of the contractor.
1(1. The exercise by tbe Minister, Engineer, or Superintending Officer, of any of their respective
powers shall not relieve the contractor from any liability to which he may be subject for any breach of
the contract,
"
"
’
17. None of the clauses or provisions of the specification, or of these conditions, or of any other
part of this contract, shall be varied, waived, discharged, or released, either at law or equity, unless by tho
express consent in writing of the Minister.
^
20. Tender. Cash Security, §c.
Tenders to be sent in on a private form, accompanied by the printed schedule of prices, with all
the blanks properly filled in, and addressed, as directed in the advertisement', calling for tenders.
The approximate quantities only are given as a guidance to intending contractors, and the contract
being at & schedule of prices, will be subject to such extensions, extras, additions, deductions, enlarge
ments, deviations, alterations, and omissions as therein provided. The Minister will be only liable to pay
for the actual measured quantity of each respective kind of work done and ordered at the rates set forth
in tho schedule, and if there be no rate in the schedule for any that may he ordered, then at such rate as
shall be fixed by the Engmecrdn-Chief, whether such measured quantities shall be less or more than the
quantity stated in the schedule of quantities and prices.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calcu
lated according to the following scale, viz.:—For amounts of £300, and up to £500, £5; for amounts
exceeding £500, and not exceeding £1,000, £10; for all sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, on the amount
of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such deposit to be in the form of a Treasury deposit receipt,
or a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the manager of the bank upon which it
is drawn. Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned
by the Secretary to the persons entitled thereto, immediate^ after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract.
Within seven days from the date of notification in writing to any tenderer of the acceptance of
his tender by the Minister, the successful tenderer must lodge with the Colonial Treasurer in cash, the
sum named in clause 6 of the special conditions, which sum will be retained as security for the due
performance of the contract, until after the expiration of the “period of maintenance,” and returned to
tho contractor (if at all) only on the day of final payment, and less any deductions, which hereunder may
properly be made therefrom.
Within
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Within three days after lodging the aforesaid deposit, the successful tenderer shall attend at the
office of the Crown Solicitor, and execute the contract.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete tho bond, and proceed with ^j^eccuricy
the contract within the time specified, all moneys deposited by him on account of such contract shall be
absolutely forfeited to the Crown, and shall he paid to the credit of the Consolidated ".Revenue of the
Colony, and the Minister shall be at liberty to accept next lowest or invite fresh tenders.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
or any
Ihe contractor shall hear and pay all duty stamps, licences, building or surveyor’s fees, or other
*ccharges or fees whatsoever, legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities, also the amount of
all patent rights and royalties due to any patentee.
No tenderer will be allowed to proceed with the work tendered for until he shall have signed the S,f1™fncemcnt
required contract.
6
,
.
JtOBT. HICKSON,
Department of Public Works, Sewerage Branch,
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sydney, 22nd January, 1891.
Ihese are the General Conditions marked “ B ” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the 16th dav of March, a.jj. 1891.
'
JOHN CARTER,
„
,
D. G. SNODGRASS,
Witness—IIahold F. Noetue, J.P.
GEO. FORREST.
“D.”
SPECIAL CONDITIONS.
CJnusr. 10 of General Conditions.
1. Tbe date of completion of contract ” shall ho eight months from the date of acceptance of
tender—that is to say, the 28th day of October, 1891.
Clause 10 of General Conditions.
2. The sum to he deducted or set off as or for “ liquidated damages,” shall he £20 sterling a
Clauses 2, 10, and 18 of General Conditions.
period of maintenance ” shall be three calendar months from the date of the certificate of
the Engineer that all the works under tho contract, less those of maintenance, have been fully and
satisfactorily completed.
Clause 18 of General Conditions.
r V1-; rateS
ProSress payment” shall be 90 per cent, of the value of work actually doue>
performed, and delivered, as the Engineer may approve of as fit and necessary for the work.
Clause 20 of General Conditions.
5. The 11 Treasury deposit receipt ” to accompany the tender shall bo as required by clause 20 of
the general conditions.
6. The sum to be lodged with the Under Secretary for Public Works as security shall be a Bank
deposit receipt, in the name of the Secretary for Public Works, for £900 sterling.
'
Clause 2 of General Conditions.
1 ■ Even after the expiration of the period of maintenance, contractor will still be held liable for all
detecls in the works which were not visible, or which may have been kept secret, at the time of the works
being taken over by the Engineer, since he is, and hereby distinctly agrees fo be, responsible for all faults
or neglects ot, or all deception practised by, his agents, overseers, or workmen, irrespective of the time at
which sucli faults, neglects, or deceptions may he detected.
Clause 3 of General Conditions.
S. Although the information in possession of tbe Government has been freely placed at the
disposal of the tenderers, by being noted on the drawing or otherwise, the Government undertake no
guarantee whatever regarding the kinds of soil that, will be met with, or the firmness or stratification of
the ground to be excavated, or the amount of unwatering to be done, or the strength of the timbering
that may be required, or tho nature aud extent of other precautions which may have to be adopted.
Clause 4 of General Conditions.
9. Contractor shall not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation whatever over and above
payment, for the actual increase of quantities at schedule rates, and where there are no schedule rates at
such rates as shall be determined at tho time by the Engineer-in-Chief, for any additions to, deviations
from, or alterations ot the various designs .comprised in this contract. These conditions shall also apply
to, viz., variations in manholes, flushing chambers, etc., and in consequence of meeting with any existing
gas, water, or sewer pipes or sewers, as referred to and in accordance with clause 115 of tho specification,
the position of which it is impossible to ascertain until the ground for the construction of the works
comprising this contract is opened up,—
^ ariations in inclination of slopes and gradients.
„
lengths of open trenches.
,,
depth, shape, or size of excavation for sewer, &c.
„
depth, shape, or size of concrete of sewers, manholes, flushing chambers, <fce.
,,
internal diameter of pipe sewers.
„
alteration or extension of sewer lines.
Any decrease in quantities to be deducted as provided for.
Clause

*^18
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Clause 11 of General Conditions, paragrajrJt C.
10. Cement is to be brought on tlio ground in quantities not less than fifly barrels, provided that
this quantity is sufiicient for fourteen days' supply, but in no case is less than fourteen days’ supply
(whatever that may prove to be) to be brought, on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to bo at any time less than fourteen days’ supply.
Clause S of General Conditions.
11. Suspension of works and non-compliancc with clauses 64. 05. and 116 of the specification on
tiie part of the contractor sliall constitute a wilful broach of contract.
Clause IS of General Conditions.
12. The acceptance by contractor of 1 ho final payment shall be deemed equivalent to a distinct
declaration on his part that he has no further demands on the Government in respect to this contract.

These are the Special Conditions marked
referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Alaicsty tiie Queen, dated the 16th dav of March, a d. 1S91.
J

■

'

‘

JOHN CART Ell.

Witness—IIauot.d E. KoituiE, J.P.

SHOD&BASS,

Tesdeu ivm Coxthact Ho. 72, Sxdnt.t and Slusuhisr Stokm-wateh Diiain'acie.

To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, ’Bridge-street, Sydney, H.S.W.
I [Wei, the undersigned, do herein* tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain
tho various works for contract No. 72. Sydney and suburbs storm-water drainage, in accordance with tlio
conditions of contract, specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or
at tho rates particularly entered in the accompanying Schedule of Prices, and enclose herewith Treasury
deposit as required by clause 20 of the G-enerul Conditions.
Should this tender be accepted 1 [wcl undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public
Works, within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt,
in the name of the Secretary for IJublic Works, lor the sum of £900 sterling, as seeurit3r tor the due
performance of tho contract.
In the event of my four] failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified
in clause 20 of the General" Conditions, 1 [we] hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Qneon the sum
deposited with this tender.
{Cate.)
jyirmu ) of Firm {if any.)
Address )
Name
Address of Partners {if any.)
Name
Address

Costhact No. 72.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing concrete and
stoneware pipe storm-water sewer, from Munni-street, along Macdonald-street to Mitchell Hoad and
Shea’s Creek, with manholes, flushing chambers, junctions, <fcc.; subject to omissions, additions,
deviations, or alterations, as provided. Tbe quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed as correct,
but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors, this being a Schedule of Prices
Contract,
UcsmptUm of Works

Unit.

Prflhablo Qufmtity.

x,—
i
General excavation in open trenches for sewers, junctions, curves,'
manholes, pips, dm ms, itc., including grubbing, clearing, timbering,,
tmwateiing, rond restoring, coficr-duiu, removing ol old stone
abutments ami Umber-decking of Misting road budge, depositing,
the excavated materials bevond actual file of works in sopnrati
spoil-banks, complete, as speciiied in el.ai.scs 3-1 to 36, and 37 to 5-11
inclusive ......................................................................................................... cubic
PilliiiS in below, at sides, ami over sewers, junctions, curves, manholes
imo abandoned open chnn'iels, road embankment, &<', including
the providing of quarry filling, lead from sites of excavations oi'
tempoiarv spoil-banks, or any other souiccs outside the limits ol
this coiitrael, to the place of permanent deposit, breaking, rood
n-rtoring, ramming, watering, b’ailing surplus nnd rejected nmleriid
to spoil, as specified in clauses 47, fid, 61, fi3 to 62, inclusive . ..
»
Sodding at both si.Jes o! new channels, and where ordered, complete,
os specified in clause G3............................................................................... square
Brickwork, any thickness, shape, arched, &e., where ordered, in any
situation, as specified in elausc-i 96 to 99 ............................................... cubic
Sandstone conerelD, any shape, form, thickness, archtd itc,, where
ordered, in any ritual ion, as specified in clauses 78 to 95, inclusive
J!
Cement faring { in. thick, uliere ordered, in any situation, a=
square
specified in chmac 112 ................................................................................

Rate

per
' unit.

Amount.
£

i
i
i
i
26,200

,
1
1
1
1
i

12,000

f

yard

1,000

1

yard

110

1

8,100
11,000

1
!

yard

yard

s.

d.
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i
8
0
10

11
12

13
14
15
IG

17

Providing, laving, and jointing glazed efconcnvare plain pipes, in
trenches, and where ordered, including fixing discs, as specified in
clauses IG, 40-42, 44, and 73 to 77 :—
24 in. internal diameter.................................................................. lineal foot
21 in. „
,,
..................................................................
18 in.
„
„
..................................................................
12 in.
„
.............................................................................

9

»

»

10
20

20

550

........................................................

Gin.
,,
„
......... ........................................................
Less than Gin,
,,
..................... ........................................
Providing and fixing in position hardwood timber in piles, walings,'
sheet piling, including ironwork, as specified in clause 71 .......... ■ cubic foot.
Providing one! fixing in position hardwood timber in platform,
including ironwork, ns specified in clause 70, where ordered .....
„
!
Timber, ordered in writing, to be left in excavations, as specified in
i
clause 43, including all iron used in fixing same.............................. I
„
I
Sandstone pitchers, laid where ordered, as specified in clause 114...... square vard
IRONWORK.

18

250

'

Providing, delivering, and fixing in position, girders, including
bedding same on special mortar, as specified in clauses 91 and 102
to 107 ............................. ...................................................................
Providing, delivering, and fixing cast-iron gratings, as specified and
shown on Drawing No. 5, weighing 4 cwt. each, as specified in
clauses 90 and 108 to 111 ............................................................. ..
Cast-iron ventilating grates, with square frames, 22 in. diameter1
internal opening, tarred sawn hardwood bricks in centre, fitted,
into panels, circular dirt-box 8 in. deep, complete, as shown on!
Drawing No. 5, and as specified in clauses 90 and 108 to 111,
placed in position, weighing each about 9 cwt..................................I

20
20
20

20
600
GOO
GOO

40

'

cwt.

74c, 221b.

each

32

I
GENERAL.
21
22
23
24
25
26

£7
23
20

30
31
32
33

Special bluestone concrete (clause 2G) where ordered in any situation,
in the construction of these works .................................................. cubic yard
Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of
execution of work not to bo paid for) ...............................................
Bluestone metal (clause 19) Ii in. gauge, stacked .......................... .
Bluestone metal {clause 31) Si in. gauge, Blacked .................................
Sharp, clean washed sand, slacked
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..........
eubio foot'
Wrought-iron
in bolts, screw's, nails, spikes, and
ai galvanised step-iron
_
lb.
Portland cement ......................................................................................
cask
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor..........................................
day
Q.narryman or other skilled labourer supplied by contractor..... ....... .
Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor ..........................................
Cart with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor...... ...............
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................................

5
100
1,000
5
10
10
10

5

C

MAINTENANCE.
34

Three months’ vnaintci cnee after formal delivery of works

lump sum

Total.............................................

Noies.

1. All work heroin enumerated shall ho understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, aud in complete working condition, in accordance with the Specification.
2. The abovG Schedule Prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole timo of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. Prices for items bfos. 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 arc to be for such as aro able-bodied and efficient,
Tbe Schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours.' In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
4. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centring, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads, crossing over pipe-sowers, disposal and removal of surplus soil, reinstating all roads and
other surfaces, Arc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in
accordance with Plans aud Specifications.
5. Tenderers are to state prices for all items, whether quantities are given or not.

2 53—X

No. 4.
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No. 4
Final Certificate.
CoNTitiCT No. 72.—Final Return showing quantity and value of "Work executed or fixed on. the 23rd day
of September, 1SJ)2.

u
z> &>
y'd

1
2
,8
4
5
G
7
9
10
11
12
14
16
17
38
19
20
22
26
27
28
20
31
32
33
34

Description.

Unit.

General excavation.........................................
Filling ............................................................
Sodding.............................................................
Brickwork.........................................................
Sandstone concrete ........................................
Cement facing ................................................
Earthenware pipes, 24 in. diameter..............
,,
IS in. - „
.............
,,
12 in.
.......................
„
9 in.
„
..............
,,
6 in.
„
...............
Hardwood timlier.............................................
Timber left in excavation ..............................
Sandstone pitchers ........................................
Cast-iron girders .............................................
„
gratings.............................................
Manhole covers.................................................
Permanent puddle .................................... .
Oregon timber .................................................
Wrought ironwork..... ..................................
Portland cement ............................................
Mechanic .........................................................
Ordinary labourer .........................................
Cart, horse, and driver ..........................■.......
Additional horse ..............................................

cubic yard
JJ
souare yard
cubic yard
square yard
lineal foot
1]
11
cubic foot
D
square yard
cwt.
number
cubic yard
cubic foot
lb.
cask
day
n
n
ii
lump sum

■

Quantity.

i

53,410-24
27,961'll
11
32-30
8,372-31
12,324-79
58
349
4
2
357
902-92
336-93
13-58
400-33
15
11
9
6-5
2,301-31
2
2
92
2-50
i

Rato.

Amount,

2/6
JA
iA
SO/34/2/6
15/V5/3/2/4/6d.
15/25/90/£10
2/0
2/6d.
20/15/10/20/10/-

£ s.
6,676 5
1,398 1
0 11
129 4
14,232 18
1,540 12
43 10
122 3
1 0
0 6
35 14
ISO 11
8 8
10 3
UUU 6
67 10
no o
12
0 13
67 JO
2 0
1 10
46 0
2 10
0 5
20 7

Total.

d.
7
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
5
8
3
0
o
6
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
7

£

8. d,

25,189 5 11
Aro( in Schedule.
'
18 in. earthenware pipes (bends) ..................
Sandstone, Ashlar .........................................
Fixing girders .................................................

lineal foot
cubic foot
cwt.

Cast-iron gratings.................. -.........................

number

6
480-47
10-70

9/54
1/6
5/-

11

50/-

2
36
2
6
27

16
0
13
12
10

9
8
6
6
0
75 13 5
25,264 19 4

RcCTpilination.

Amount.

£ s. d.
25,204 19 4

Value of work executed.,

Tot*).
£

8. d,

25,204 10 4

D&hctions to be Made :—
Amount of progress payments already made ........................

24,448

1

9

810 17 7

Amount of final payment now recommended....................... .

We hereby certify that the above return is a fair aud correct statement of tbe contract to wbicb
it refers, and that tbe above measurements were made by tbo Resident Engineer with Mr, Snodgrass.
STEPHEN H. WEEDON,
J. DAVIS,
Resident Engineer, Contract No. 72.
Supervising Engineer.

Amount of contract................................................................................
Actual amount of payments, including present advance..................
Contractor's name—CARTER, & CO.

_ £29,650
£25,264 19s. 4d.

I hereby certify that I examined tbe work generally and found it in accordance with specifications,
and have checked tbe quantities with tbe plans, and that they generally agree with same, and that rates
are correct.

/
C. It. OHLFSEN-BAGGE,
Chief Assistant Engineer.

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computations, castings, and rates is correct,
that the service lias been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorised in terms of the
Audit Act.
ROBT. HICKSON,
.
Head of the Department.
Received on tho
day of
_
189 , the sum of eight hundred and
sixteen pounds seventeen shillings and seven pence, sterling, in full payment for tho whole of the works
mentioned in the above account, tho quantities stated having been finally agreed upon, pnd settled to be
the whole of the work done and materials provided, for which payment is to be made in respect of the
Contract for Munni-street to Shea’s Crock, S.W. Sewer, Ct. 72, and all exlra works in connection uith the
said Contract, and we declare that the sum hereby acknowledged to ho received by us includes tho
percentages retained until the final completion of the work, and is in full payment and satisfaction of all
our claims for or in respect of, or arising out of our Contract for tho said work, and for everything in
connection therewith, in respect whereof we have any claim whatsoever.

'

(Witness)

Contract
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Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage.
No. 1.
The-Enginccr-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandalc Sections.—Contract No. 77.

Herewith is submitted for the approval of the Commissioner and Engmeer-in-Chief, plans and specifi
cations, in triplicate, for the above sewerage works.
Amount available, £3S8,000.
^

Estimated cost, £22,037 17s. 8d.

^ Plans and specifications to be exhibited at the Sewerage Office, Public Works Department, BridgeTenders to close at 11 a.m., Wednesday, 13th March, 1895.

,
...
The Commissioner and Enginccr-in-Chief.

C- II. OHLESEN-BAGGE,
Chief Assistant Engineer for Sewerage.

Herewith is forwarded, for the approval of the Secretary for Public Works, and for insertion in the
Government Gazette and local papers, an advertisement inviting tenders for the above.
EOBT. HICKSON,
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chicf for Sewerage.

The Under Secretary.—B.C.

Eor approval to invite tenders.—J.B., 18/2/95.
Gazette, 18/2/95.
Tenders for, 13/3/95.

Approved.—J.H.Y., 18/2/95.

Notice to

No. 2.
Schedule of Tenders received by Tender Board.
Wednesday, 13 March, 1895.

op

Tendeiis

received for construction of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale
Sections. Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage.

Number of tenders received ...
Estimated amount

...

,,,

Fifteen.

...

£22,037 17s. 8d.

Amount of lowest tender

28£ per cent, below schedule rales.

Name of lowest tenderer

Carter, Gummow, & Co.

............................................................................

3, J. E. Carson

Amount*

Deposit

Natur

281 per cent. B.S.

£100

Cheq

...

...

251

„

100

...

...

...

20rJff

„

177

...

...

...

18}

„

180

...

...

...

is;

„

...

...

...

...

d. Gilliver and Curtis

...

5. Holloway Bros.
(1. J. Stewart & Co.

...

7. Howie Bros,

...

...

8. Hugh Owen

...

ISO

3)

220

)>

...

...

...

m

„

182

3)

...

...

...■

15

„

190

93

...

...

13

„

100

93

...

...

11

„

200

31

..........................................................

...

10|

„

192

11

9. Phillips, Khodcs, and Broughton
10. B. and S. Butcher
11. E. Taylor

53 Vic. No. 33.

...

*1. Carter, Gummow, & Co...................................
2. J. M'Sweeney...

£830,000.

......................

i—
i

Vote

CO

List

...

...

12. Maddison and Ewing........................................

...

8}

„

220

3T

13. T. Williams..................................................

...

01

„

205

1

14. T. E. Spencer ...

...

5

„

200

33

Eor lump sum of £15,500

100

33

...

*15. Carter, Gummow, & Co,

...
...

...

ROBT. HICKSON,
Vice President of Tender Board.
No, 1.
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No. 1.—CARTER, GUMMOW, & CO.’S TENDER.
Texdeu Fokji.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perforin the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been, inspected by us, at 28^ per cent, under Ihe prices affixed to each item, in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the dato
of the acceptance of this tender: and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works, a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of F1G0 as a preliminary deposit; and wo
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted wo fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the coiiditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which wo
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.

"Witness,—A. N. Burkitt.

JOHN CARTER,
E. M. GUMMOW.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
Carter, Gummow, it Co., Box No. 10, North Sydney.

Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tlio lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, iindci' whose d.reclions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

...
...

...
...

£5
£10

0
0

0
0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall lie returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
'
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up Ids tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same scries to he accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must bo given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in fid!,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

.

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders arc being opened
and declared.

Contract
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Contra.ct1 No. 77.—Tliis is tlio Scliedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of
Item.

Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Rate
per
Unit.

'Excavation in open trendies in more or less hard materials, and in hard rodt, for
foundations of abutment-piers, und piers of arches of aqueducts, main sowers,
retaining -walls, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, &c.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c,, ine1
with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, G, 10, and 21: —
1

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, elav, ironstone, soft rock only .........

cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x I|in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-hoics ns shall bo directed only arc permitted...
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x 1| in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes os shall be directed only are permit led .

3

4,243

2/-

J)

140

7/-

Jf

1,1G0

0/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &c., as specified in clauses 3, 4, 10, and 21 :—
,
4

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

n

00

65/-

5

Excfivftfcion in hard rook where charges of powder 2 in. in length x in. in diameter,
and snch depth of borc-holcs as shall bo directed only arc permitted......... ........

ij

300

60/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv 13 in- in
diamcler, and such depth of boie-holcs as shall ho directed only are permitted,.

3}

1,000

57/6

6/-

G

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only......................

it

70

8

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in in length bv lj[ in in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shull bo directed ord}’ arc permitted...

J>

4

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by Ifl in. in
diameter, aud such depth of boro-holes as shall he directed only arc permitted .

17

70

20/-

2

30/

2,3CO

1/'

!)
10

Excavation in hard rock where guitcring and gadding oulv is permitted......... .......

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrofe and brickwork of main sewer h
Open culling round manhole shaffs, chinubors, returning walls, gullios, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-fllting over main sewer between parapets of cqueducts and in tunnel-*,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, &e., as spe iiicd in clauses 5, G,
10, and 21....................................................................................................................

12

13

14
15
1C
17
18
10
20
21

22

22/6

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot coal-tar coatings,&c., as specified
in clause 9...................................................................................................................

»

05

48/-

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on read
formation, 3 feet thick ballast packing between heads of piles when directed and
whore ordered, as specified in clause 8.................................. .................................

it

740

4/-

BUtcstonc road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8........................................

>t

370

12/-

Bluestonn screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 .............................................................................................

tt

ISO

5/-

50

1/6

300

1/S

9G0

*!-

2,350

28/-

500

50/-

1,000

GO/-

2,020

50/-

Subducts in more or less bard mnlerials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of C
in. internal diameter, provided and executed ns specified in clause 4 ................ lineal yard
Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in clause G,
including all iron used in fixing same ............................................................. ....... cubic foot i
!
Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron slices and other ironwork used in driving same...... lineal foot
Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21..................................... .................... ...................................... cubic yard
Blucslonc concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21................. ........ ......................................................................

71

Special bhicstonc concrete in inner lining of sewera (between brick facings) ol
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 .............................................................

J!

Eriokworlc in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2,10, 13, and 21 .............................

ti

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12....... pq. yard...

2,960

2/3

Zt

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 .................................................................

2,750

2/6

JJ

"■
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No.

of

Unit.

Description of Worts.

Item.

Probable Quantity.

25

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbncks to arches OTer
Nelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in stopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified '
clauses 2, 10,14, aud 21.,,.....................................................................................
cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clausea 2,10,14, and 21........................................................... . ................ .......

21

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 .....................

lineal foot

28

Supply and set freestone gully-corers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 .....

each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, shitc-corers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified m clause 19 ..........................

„

30

13,260

Rato
pei*
Unit.

3/6

ISO

3/-

650

2/6

,..

4

18/6

...

40

2/-

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestonp
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ........................................................................
sq. yard...

8

12/6

31

Squared freestone pitchers to bo supplied and set in any situation, G in, deep, as
specified in clause 16 .............................................................................................

32

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting aud
tarring, as specified in clause 7................................................................................. rod

33

Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ..........................................
Providing laying, and jointing glaxed stoneware plain, junction and bond pipes in
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and fixing discs complete, us specified
in clause 18, as viz.:—■

320

V-

50

18/

100

8/

120

33/

34

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes .................................................................

35

12-in. diameter vortical drop pipes from weir chambers

20

G/9

3G

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts

............................................

15

5/

31

4-in, diameter scupper-pipes

..............................................

64

1/6

38

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 93 to IOC
of the schedule to specification, as viz,: —
For the first half-mile of lead....................................................................................... cubic yard

4,580

-/9

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead .................................................................

4,a80

-/4

40

Receiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork ns east-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-irjn stepirons, &c., supplied by Government at the site of the works, as snccified in
clause 20 ..........................................
cwt,

lineal yard

4/
..

125

4/-

10

23/-

41

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, melrdtng providing and fixing
discs ............................................................................................................................ . each

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of nork not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-w. layers and ramming, complete..................................................... cubic yard Rato only

43
44
45
46
47
43
49
50
51
62
63
54
65
66

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11
Bluestone metal (clause 11), IJ-m, gauge, B'ueki-d ............................
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gunge, stacked...............................
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 21-in. gauge, stacked.................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked....................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ............................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ...........................................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &a. (clause”2)"^
Portland cement (clause 2) .................................................................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ...................................
Qimrryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor!!!""'.”'
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ........................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor ............. !.
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ...................................

10/00/
13/
4/

cubic foot
It
lb.
cask
day

12/
7/G
3/
21-ji

13/
11/
10/

8
11/

5/G

•^ie quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions,

«

1
work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position whore specified and
ordered, and m complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of thoir being formally taken over by the Emnneer.
mi
u jC?S ™r ^ems ■‘^03'
ail(l 5®! uro to be for such as are able-bodieirand efficient.
Ihe schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
.
u whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shorinn-,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing 0ver pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
aU roads and other surfaces, &c., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, m accordance with plans and specification.
.____

No. 2.
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No. 2—J. McSWEENETS TENDER.
Tender Form.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned do hereby tender to

provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No!
(i), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been, inspected by me, at 25| per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the dato
of, the acceptance of this tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
m schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and I hereby undertake that I will, within
fourteen daj-s from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide tlio security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and I enclose herewith my cheque for the sum of £166 as a preliminary deposit: and X
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same,, or if in the event of this tender being accepted I fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I
agree to be bound.
J
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.

JUSTIN McSWEENEY,
Dox 914, G.P.O.

Tender Board IIegudations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall,have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the nuinber of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall bo
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to he carried out, has reported
upon Die whole of the tenders received.
. . ^.ie Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz,:—
For amounts up to £o00 inclusive....................................................................................
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £],000..
£10

£5

00
0 0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
°
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall haveadjourned, and
the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executingthebond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
i .I
maI
received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the -board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have boon accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall bo invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whoso default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, tlio names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not bo bound to accept the lowest or any tender,
d d

Board-room shall be open for the admission of tho public while the tenders are being opened
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K*o.

77.—This

is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

|

Costeact

of

Unit.

J

III

No.

Probable Quantity.

Description of Worka.

Item.

EiesYUtion in open trendies in more or less luird maierials, and in lim'd rod;, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arctics of aqueducts, main sewers,
retaining walls, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, &c,,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., met
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 0,10, and 21
1

Eicavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only ..........

cubic yard

2

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length I If in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-bolcs as shall be directed only are permitted...
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x 1J in. in
diameter, and such depths of borc-holcs as shall bo directed only arc permitted...

3

4,243

2/-

))

140

V-

tt

1,160

G/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid roek for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, <fcc., as specified in clauses 3, 4, 10, and 21:—
4

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

tt

90

65;-

5

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1 j in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted..................

1)

100

60/7

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by I* in, in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes os shall be directed only are permitted...

t>

1,000

57/6

6/-

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21:—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, elude, and roft rock only......................

)t

70

8

Excaratiou in bard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by
in. iu
diameter, and such depth of borc-holci as shall be directed only are permitted...

ft

4

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1J in. in
diamelcr, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted..

J)

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard roek where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

•t

2

30/-

11

Filling in at sides, round And over nil concrete und biiulcwork of main sewer ii
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment, piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road devintions, including nil
sand-filling orer inain sewer between parapets of equeducts and in tunnel■*,
restoring all road and oilier surfaces, Iriinming, &c., ns ?pc ified in clauses 5, G,
2.3CO

1/

9

12

13

14
15

22/6

Tarred metal deck over sand-fillhip between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complelc, including all screenings, hot coal-lur coatings, ic., as specified
in clause 9...................................................................................................................

})

35

48/-

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on rend
formation, 3 feet lliick ballast packing between heads of piles when direcled and
whore ordered, as specified in clause S....................................................................

n

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in jiositioii, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, os specified m clause 8 .......................................

jf

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations
as specified in clause S ............................................................................................

V

iso

5/-

50

1/6

1
i
>

16

Subducts in moro or less hard material?, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of G
in. internal diameter, provided and cxoouled as specified in cluuso 4 .................. lineal yard

17

Timber ordered in writing to lie left in excavations, as specified in clauso G,
including all iron used in fixing same ..................................................................... cubic foot

300

1/S

18

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber m pile?, whom ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in drning same....... lineal foot

900

4/-

19

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21................................................................................................. cubic yarc'

2,350

28/-

20

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,1], and 21 .............................................................................. .................

»

590

60/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of cowers ibeh\ccm brick facing?) o
aqueducts, including providing, placinB m position, and walling m of iron bom
rods, as specified in chiusos 10, 11, and 21 ...........................................................

>»

2,000

GO/-

2,020

so;-

21

22

Brickwork in cement in fucing*, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers
spandrels, parapets, of specially select’d wtito and red bocks, in sewer linings
and m any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, IS, and 21 .............................

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in anv situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12.,,..

' 24

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete liniug of Eewrr.
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ...............................................................

sq. yard..

2,960

2/3

**

2,750

2/6

JJ
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26

Unit

Dcsci iptioii of Works.

Tt'oJi.'ill'j Quantity

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbacks io arches ovo.
Nelson and "Whito Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in slopblocks at ends of aqucduc's and in any situation where ordered, as specified m
clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21...................... .’..................................................................... cubic foot.

J

Freestone ashlar set in cement in 3‘ej's along lines of raised footpaths as specific
in clauses 2,10, 14, and 21..................................................................... ..................

27

Supply and set in position freestone curbing ns specified in clause 17 ..................

lineal foot

28

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ...

each

29

Supplj, place in position, and set iu cement, slate-corn's over cistern licads ol
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, ns specified in clause 10 ............................

30

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestom
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ........................................................................... sq. yard..

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, G in. deep, as
specified in clause 1G ....................................... .................................................. .

32

33

13,250

nit.

3/6

130

•v-

C50

2/6

4

18/6

40

2/

8

12/6

320

8/

50

18/

100

8/

120

33/

Supply and fn two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7................................................................................. rod
Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of ihe schedule to specification ..........................................

]Eato

J.or

Providing laying, and jointing glased stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes n
i£c., including
inchmine providing
'■ and- Using
- - trenches, shafts, ic.,
discs
complete,
as Eueinficcl!
in clause 18, as viz.:—
viz.
34.

24-in. diameter storm-water oveiilow pipes ..........................................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers ......................................

20

6/0

30

0-in. diameter pipes in shafts .........................................................................

15

G/

37

4-in. diameter scupper-pipes .................................................................................

G4

1/6

3S

Kemoval of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 10
of the schedule to specification, as viz.: —
For the first half-mile of load..............................

4,580

-/a

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead .................................................................

4,580

-/-l

40

Bcceiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork os cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-irjn stepirons, &c., supplied by Government at the site of the works,' ns specified
clause 20 ..............................................
cwt.

lineal vard

cubic yard

4/
..

125

41

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs ..........................................................
each

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete............. ....................................
cubic yard Bate only

43
44
45
46
47

48
40
50
51
62
63
54
55
EG

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11
Bluestone metal (clause 11), li-in. gauge, slacked ............................. .
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked.....................................
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 2t-in. gauge, stacked............. ....................... .
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked............................. ............
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ..................................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .................................................. .
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &c. (clause 2) ......
Portland cement (clause 2) ..........................................................................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ..........................
Qunrrymnn or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor..................
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor .............................................
Cart., with one horse and dri'i er, supplied by Contractor .............
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor .........................................

>i
ft

H
}»
cubic foot
it

lb.
cask
day

4/-

10

10/
60/
13/
4/
12/
7/6
3/
3/■Ii

13/
11/
30/
S/
11/
5/d

,
quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for tho guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works daring the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by tbe Engineer,
Prices for items iNos, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, umvatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining tho traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
25S—T
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No. 3.—J. F. CARSON’S TENDER.
Tender Form.

In

pursuance of advertisement in tlie Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sower, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, scliedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
winch have been inspected by me, at 20'01 per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same witliin eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and I hereby undertake that I will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and 1 enclose herewith my cheque for the sum of £177 as a preliminary deposit; and I
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw tbe same, or if in the event of tins tender being accepted I fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I
agree to be bound.
Dated this 12th day of March, 1895.
J. F. CARSON,
Bay-street, Croydon.

Witness,—,Xno. J. Roonie.

Tender Board B-egulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It sliall bo the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders sliall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly annoimeu
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall lie
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary sliall, as soon as practicable after tho Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, allowing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
“
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...................................

£5
£10

0
0

0
0

Eor all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed'by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not he return
able until tho service is satisfactorily completed.
.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In tbe event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to tbe Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there'are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of tho President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract*
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Item.

No. 7?.—This is tbe Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Description of Works.

Unit,

Probable Quantity

Bate
per
Unit;.

Jtxcavation in open trenches in more or less hard materials, and in hard roch, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sowers,
retaining Trails, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipo-sewers, &e.,
ineluding removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, Ac., mel
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21:—
1

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loom, clay, ironstone, soft rock only .........

cubic yard

2

jLicayaiion in hol'd rock where charges of powder 2 in, in length x 18 in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted...
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x IS in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

3

4,243

2/-

M

140

7/-

i)

1,160

0/-

Eicavation in hard roek where guttering and gadding only is permitted..................

it

90

65/-

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length 11 § in. in diameter,
and such depth of borc-holcs as shall he dircetod only arc permitted..................

n

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1® in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

a

1,000

67/6

6/-

Eicavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sobducts, curve?, Ac., as specified in clauses 3, 4, 10, and 21 :—
4

G

Eicavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21:—
7

Eicavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft roek only......................

»

70

8

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by lj} in in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as sliall bo directed only are permitted...

»

4

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1| in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall bo directed only arc permitted..

ii

70

20/-

10

Eicavation in bard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted .................

i>

2

30/-

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all conerele and brickwork of main sewer ii.
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round nil pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, Ac., ns specified in clauses 5, G,
10, and 21................ .................................... . ...........................................................

2,SCO.

J/-

95

48/

!)

12

13

14
15
10
1?
18
19
20
21

22

.

22/6

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, includiug all screenings, hot coal-tar coatings, Ac., as specified
Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of piles when directed and
where ordered, as specified in clauso 8 ..................................... ............................. .

«

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8.....................................

u

370

12/-

Bluestone ecreeniugs provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ........................................................... .................................

»

ISO

5/

50

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to bo left in eicavations, as specified in clause G,
including all iron used in filing same ........ ............................................................ cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and filing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and filing all iron shoes and other ironwork used m driving same...... lineal foot

9C0

*/-

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
claufccs 10, 11, and 21.......................................................... ...................................... cubic yard

2,350

28/-

Subducts in more cries1? hard materials, when ordered,of glazed stoneware pipe of 6
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 .................. lineal yard

'

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, ns specified’in
clauses 10,11, and 21 .................................................................................................

)>

590

50/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facing*) of
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 ............................................................

n

1,000

60/-

2,020

50/-

Brickwork in cement in facing*, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected wiiitc and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, and 21 ......... ........... .

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, aa specified iu clause 12......

21

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewrrs
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 .................................................................

»
eq. yard...

2,060

2/3

2,7:0

2/0
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Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Rate
per
Unit.

i

25

PjTinont bottom-Mock sandstone aslilaT, set in cement, in skew-backs to arches over
Xelson and "White Streets, to tiring courset and copings of aqueducts, m slopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in anv situation where ordered, as fpccificd in
clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21..................................................
cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in slops along lines of raised footpaths as specificl
in clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21..............................................

3/-

G50

2/G

...

4

18/6

...............
Supply And set round manhole covers* and where ordered, squared bluestom'
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ..........................................
^
sq. yard...

40

2/.

8

12/S

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clauso 17 ...............

lineal foot-

28

Supply and set freestone gullv-covers, where ordered, ns specific! in clause 17 .....

each

20

Supply', place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern heads oi
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clauso 10.............................

31

Squared freestone pitchers to he supplied and set in any situation, G in. deep, a;
specified in clause 1G .....................................

32

320

8/-

50

18/-

*<*

100

8/-

lineal yard

120

33/-

•**

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tamna, as specified in clause 7..........................

33

Supply' and fir, whore ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ............. .
* *

,

3/G

130

J)

27

30

13,250

1*

Providing laying, and jointing glased stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes it
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and filing discs complete, us spee.fied
in clause 18, as viz.:—

H

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes ...................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical dron pipes from weir chambers........................................

M

20

6/9

sc

fi-in. diameter nipcs in.shafts ............................................

U

IS

5/-

37

4-in, diameter scuppcr-pipcs ..............................

64

1/6

38

ft
Removal of surplus materials from all eicavations as specified in clauses 03 to 10.
of the schedule to specification, as viz. i —
For the first half-mile of lead......................................
cubic ) ard

4,5SO

‘/3

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead ...............

4,580

-/4

40

Kcceiringj fixing, nnd jointing nny metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-ir m stepirons, &C-, supplied by Government at the site of the works, as specified in
clause 20 ..............................

41

)>

4/A).
*1

Flap-Imps, providing, delivering, and building iiij including providing and fixing
cnch

42

43
44
45
46
47
4S
40
50
5L
52
63
64
65
56

*
Fenuancnfc puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 0-in. layers and ramming, complete......................
cubic yard Rate only
Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, ns specified in clause 11
Bluestone metal (clauso 11), li-in. gauge, slacked ......
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-iu, gauge, stacked......................
Bluestone metal fclauso 24-in. cringe, slacked. ............
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2). stacked................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks tclause 21 . .
. .
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ......................
.
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &c. felnuso 2) .........................
Porlhind cement (clause 2) ...... .
Artizan or mechanic. Bunulicd bv Ornilmctor ...
Qnarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor..................
.....
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ...
..
Carl, with one horse aud driver, supplied bv Contractor ..............
One additional horse, supplied bv Contractor..............

...

10/GO/13/4-

r>
cubic foot.

”

lb. ”
cask
day

”

..

ii
„

,,,

"
t>

...
...
...

»•

...

12/7/6
3'3/-/4
13/11/10/8/11'.
5/J

,
quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for tho guidance o£ Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
*
°
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered,^ and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such ns arc able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
No. 4.
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No. 4.—GILLIVER AND CURTIS:S TENDER.
TiiXDER EORJI.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, -we, the undci'signcd, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction
y re cl. ion, and completion of the Northern Mai n .Sewer, Leichhardt and Annaudalo section (Contract No!
i •
*0 the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions'
winch have been, inspected by us, at 18£ per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the scliedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
ot the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said "eneral
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £180 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall bo absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Hoard regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
J
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895,
WM. GILLIVER,
CHARLES HENRY CURTIS,
Witness,—J. B. Stack, Rook wood.

Rook wood.
Tender Board Recurations.

No tender shall he received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
, , The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
°
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, he accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000......................................

£5 0 0
£10 0 0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on tbe amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to bo in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
°
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall haveadjourned, and
the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executingthobond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such ease be paid to the creditof the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course 1ms been rendered necessary shall be excluded from tho competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full
occupations, and addresses must bo stated in tho tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any tender,

The Board-room shall bo open for the admission of the public while tbe tenders are bein" opened
and declared.
° 1
Contract
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Cokieac® No. 77.—This is
No.
of
Item.

the Schedule

of

•

Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred

Description of Works,

Unit.

to.

Probable Quantity

Rato
per
Unit.

Eicavnlion in open trenches in more or less hard maierials, and in hard rock, fur
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, mam sewers,
retaining walls, gullies, scats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, <Sx.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., luel
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21:—
1

Eicavation in load surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only .........

2

Excavation in hard rock ivhcrc charges of poivder 2 in. in length x If in. tti
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs ae shall bo directed only arc permitted ..
Excavation in hard rock Tvhcrc charges of ponder 4 in. in length r
in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as sliall he directed only are permitted .

3

cubic yard

4,243

2/-

JJ

140

11-

>J

1,160

0/-

Eicavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &C., as specified in clauses 3, 4,10, and 21 :—
4

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

JJ

00

G5/-

5

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1J in. in diameter,
and such depth of borc-holcs aa shall be directed only arc permitted..................

JJ

100

60/-

Eicavation in hard rock where ehorges of powder 4 in. in length by lx in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

>1

1,000

57/6

6/-

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6,10, and 21:—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only.....................

JJ

70

8

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by 1} in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

JJ

4

Eicavation iu hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of boro holes as shall be directed only arc permitted .

U

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard roek where gnitering and gadding only is permitted .................

JJ

2

30/-

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sower m
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullios, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-flilmg over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all read and other surfaces, trimming, &c., as spe: ified in clauses 5, 6,
2,SCO

V-

OS

43/

0

12

Tarred metal deck over Band-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, end where
ordered, complete, including all screenings hot coal-iar coatings, Ac., as specified
*

13

14
15
10
17
18
19
20
21

22

22/6

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on read
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-pocking between heads of piles when directed and
whore ordered, as specified in clause S .....................................................................

JJ

740

4/-

‘Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8.........................................

JJ

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 .............................................................................................

JJ

ISO

«/■

Suhducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of C
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ................ lineal yard

00

3/6

Timber ordered in writing to he left in excavations, as specified in clause 6,
including all iron used in fixing same ........................................ ............................ cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and fixing hordwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same...... lineal foot

900

4/-

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, an specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21...................................... ..................... ................................... cubic yard

2,350

28/-

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, ns specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21................................................................................................

JJ

530

50/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) ol
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, aud 21 ............................................................

JJ

1,0C0

CO/-

2,020

00/*

Brickwork iu cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers
Bpandrcls, pampets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in Bower linings
and in nny situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, And 21 ..............................

23

Cement fucing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12......

21

Special ecmcnfc facing, ] to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewer!
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ......... .......................................................

JJ
sq. yard .
jj

2,960

2/1

2,7:0

2'rd
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Probable Quantity,

25

Pjrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in shewbachs to arches over
Nelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in stop
blocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation vrhero ordered, as specified in
clauses 2, 10,11, and 21................................................................... |...... 1.............
cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar sot in cement in slops along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10, 14, and 21........................................................... ‘.............. ........

13,250

3/G

130

3/

C50

2/6

4

18/6

40

2/

8

12/G

'■*

320

S/

...

50

18/

100

8/

a

27

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 ......... ........

lineal foot,

28

Supply and set freestone gnlly-covers, itherc ordered, as specified in clause 17 ...

each

,

29

Supply, place in position, ami set iu cement, slate-covers orer cistern heads oi
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 10 ..........................

»j

*

I

30

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared vbluestone
pitchers, as specified in clauso 15 .......... .............................................. ................... sq. yard...

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, G in. deep, as
specified m clause 16 ......................................................'......

32

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tftmng, as specified in clause 7 ......................*...............................
rod

33

per

Unit.

tJ

Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of tho scliedule to specification ..........................................
Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenenes, shafts, ic., including providing and fixing discs complete, ns specified
in clause 18, as viz.01,1

31

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes ................................................................. lineal yard

120

33/

33

12-ip. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers .............................................

20

6/9

30

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts ........................................................................................

15

G/

37

4-in. diameter scupper-pipes ..................................................

64

1/6

Eemoval of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to lOf
of the scliedule to specification, as viz.: —
For tho first half-mile of lead..................................................
_
cubic yard

4,580

-/o

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead .................................................................

4,580

-/4

10

Bcceiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-iron stepclause 20 ’
^ Government at the site of the works, as specified m

38

4/
cwt.

125

41

each

10

25/-

41

^discs^8’ Pr'™c^,12| delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to he
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of tho schedule to specification, including
spreading m9-in. layers and ramming, complete............................................ ........ cubic yard Bale only

10/-

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11
Bluestone metal (clause 11), lj-m. gauge, slacked ............ . ,
Sandstone metal {clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked
Bluestone metal (clause S), 2J-iu. gauge, stacked................................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked.....
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ..............
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..............................................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, ie.' (clause 2)"
Portland cement (clause 2) ............................................. '.........
Artizan or mcehanio, supplied by Contractor ....................................
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.............
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ..................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor .........................

60/
13/
4']2/7/6
3/
3/
-/4
13/1]/If)'.
8/11'5';

43
44
45
40
47
48
49
50
61
52
53
64
55
56

J*

»
*»
rj
rt

cttbic foot.
If

lb.
cask
■
I
‘
I

.
quail titles are not guaranteed aa correct, and are merely for tho guidance of Tenderers, bcitv
subject to omissiona, deductions, alterations, and additions.
0
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and m complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole tunc of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Enmneer.
f^ces for items .Nos, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied’and efficient,
j® BC|(Gdule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work heitT'ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
°
. , . 6 whole of the foregoing prices to include al I labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoritw,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, umvatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on comiiletion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, m accordance with plans and specification.
No. 5.

.
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No. 5. —HOLLOWAY BROTHERS’ TENDER.
Tender Form.
Jn pursuance of advertisement in the Governmenl Gazette> we, the undersigned, do hereby tender tc
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about tho fuil and proper eonstraction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by us, at 1S| per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the scliedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the ease may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, witliin
fourteen days from tho date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and wc enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of dBISO as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 12th day of March, 1895.
RICHARD HOLLOWAY,
WILLIAM HOLLOWAY,
LEONARD HOLLOWAY,
Goulburn.

.

Tender Board Rimui.atioxs,
No tender sliall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, ns the ease may be,
ns soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer; but no tender shall be
accepted unt.il the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, lias reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, iu the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing tlie work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
°
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz;,;—
”
For amounts up to £500 inclusive..................................................
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

...
...

...
...

£5 0
£10 0

0
0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall leave adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise, directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In tlie event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete tlie bond, and proceed with tho
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have lieen accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the creditof the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
'
"Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in tlie same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whoso default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of tlio President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept tlie lowest or any tender.

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders arc being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No.

77.—This is tbe Schedule of Quantities

No.
of
Item,

and

Prices hereinbefore referred to.

Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Bate
per
Unit.

liicivviition in open trendies in more or less hard materials, and in hard rook, foi
foundations of abnlment-picrs, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers
retaining walls, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings
storm-water overflow' and storm-water discharge and other pipe-scwers, &c.
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &e,, met
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21:—
i

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only ..........

cubic yarc

2

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length i 1$ in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed only are permitted...
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x
in. in
diameter, and such depths of borc-holcs os shall be directed only are permitted..

3

■'

4,243

®/'

M

140

7/-

»

1,160

6/-

)>

00

66/-

it

100

60/-

»

1,000

67/6

70

G/-

4

22/6

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, subducts, curves, &e., as specified in clauses 3, 4, 10, and 21 :—
4

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

5

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1-; in. in diameter,
and sueh depth of bore-holes as shall he directed onlv are permitted.......... .

6

Excavation in hard rock whore charges of powder 4 in, in length bv If in. in
diameterj find sucli depth of borc-holcs aa shall be directed only are permitted,,.
Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as spccifled in clauses 3, G, 10, and 21:—

7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock onlv.....................

8

Excavation in hard roek where charges of powder 2 in. in length by 1} in. in
diameter, and guch depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only arc permitted...

0

it

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4- in, in length by 1} in in
diameter, and such depth o£ bore-holog ag shall be directed only are permitted.,.

t)

.

70

20/-

2

30/-

10

Excavation in hard rock where euttcrine and caddim* onlv is permitted.................

ii

Eilling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sower ii
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
pand-iilling orer main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road aud other surfaces, trimming, Ac., as specified in clauses 5, 6,
10, and 21.................................................................................

2,300

!/■

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and whore
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot coal-tar coatings, Ac., as specified
in clause S........................................................................ ..............

95

48/-

JJ

740

4/-

a

370

12/-

JT

180

5/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of G
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 .............................
lineal yard

£0

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in clause 6,
including all iron used iu fiiimr same .................................................... ...............................
cubic foot

300

1/8

18

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, includin'*
providing and fixing ail iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same........... lineal foot

060

19

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21...........................................................................................................................................................................
cubic yard

20

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21...........................................................................................................................................

12

13

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick bnllnst'packing between heads of piles when directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8.................................. ...............

14

Bluestone rood metal provided, placed in position, and spread -4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8......................................

15
10
17

21

22

Ji

j

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ...................................................................................................................................

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) oi
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, aud walling in of iron^bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10. 11. and 21 ............................................
Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings.
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, and 21 ......................

2,350

28/-

»

590

50/-

rt

3,000

GO/-

2,020

50/-

i)

'

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12....... sq. yard...

2,960

2/3

21

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aciueducts, as specified in clause 12 ..............................

2,750

2/6

ars—z

»
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25

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbacks to arches orer
Jvelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of Aqueduct?, in stopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified iu
clauses 2, 10,14, and 21............................................................................................ cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10, 14, and 21............................................. ..........................................
Supply aud set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 ....................

28

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ...... each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 19 ..............................

30
31
32
S3

13,250

3/6

130

27

Jlato
per
Unit*

Probable Quantity.

lineal foot

'

3/-

650

2/6

...

4

18/6

*»•

40

2/-

Supply and act round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as specified in clauso 3 5 ........................................................ ....... ........... sq. yard...

8

12/6

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, as
specified in clause 16 .................................................................................................

...

320

S/-

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7.............................................................................
rod

,,,

50

18/-

Supply and Hi, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ..........................................

•>'

100

8/-

lineal yard

120

33/-

f,

jj

Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shafts, ic., including providing and fixing discs complete, as specified
in clausa 18, as viz.:—
34

24-in, diameter storm-water overflow pipes

35

12-in, diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers

36

9-in, diameter pipes in shafts

........................................... ...............................................................................................................................

37

4-in, diameter seupper-pipos

......................................................................................................

..................................... .................................................... ......................... ...

.......................................................................................

J>

20

6/9

JJ

15

5/-

64

1/6

4,580

t/3

4,680

*/4t

.................................

Eemoval of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 10of the schedule to specification, as viz.
38

Por the first half-mile of lead.............................................................................................. ............................ ............................................

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead

40

Receiving, fiiingj and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-iron stepirons, &c., supplied by Government at the site of tho works, as specified in
clause 20 .......................................................... ......................................................................................................................................................................

41
42

43
44
45
46
47
43
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
66

.....................

...

cubic yard

................................

>>

4/-

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs ................ ............................................................................................................................................................................... ,
,
each

125

4/-

10

25/-

...

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete............................................................................... ............. cubic yard Bate only
Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11 ...........................................
Bluestone metal (clause ll)T l£-in. pauffeT slacked .................................. ...... ......
Sandstone metal felause Ilk 2-in. gauge, stacked.........................................................
Bluestone metal (clause 8). 2^iu. muge, stacked................................................... .
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause S’), stacked................. ............................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) .....................................................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planka .................. ......................................
'Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &e. (clause 2) .........................
Portland cement (clause 2) .................................................................
.
.
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ...........................................................
Qimrryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.............. ......................
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor .................................................................
Cart, with one horse and drivei1, supplied by Crmtmehnr .............................. ........
One additional horse, supplied bv Contractor .............................................................

cubic foot.
lb.
cask
day

...
...
...

ir

...

Jj

...

10/60/13/*/12/7/6
3/3/-M
13/11/10/8/11/5/6

_
'-The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
■
Prices for items Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
_
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, umvatering, coffer dams, fluraing, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, iu accordance with plans and specification.

No. 6,
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No. 6.—J. STEWART & CO.’S TENDER,

Tender Form.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about tlie full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of tlio Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
it), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by us, at 18i per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in tlie schedule
0 quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
01 the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may bo, at and after tlie rates quoted above, or, if not
m schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
tlio Munster for Public 'Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying tbe terms
ami conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clauso 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £220 as a preliminary deposit: and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete tlie
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
J
Dated this 13 th day of March, 1S95.
ri

’’ ltness>

Daniel Stewart,

4

J. STEWART <fc CO.,
Mercantile Chambers, Castloreagh-street,

Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on tho day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of tho Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the ease may he,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the nuinber of tenders received for each work and tho name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of tlio branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out. has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
'
. .
Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after tho Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing tlie work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have lembly
endorsed upon them tlie name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, he accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.;—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive............................... .................................................

For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000..,

...

...

£5

0

0

£10

0

0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on tlie amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho Manager of
tlie Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of tlie successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tlie Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
tlie contract. When the contract is for a loss sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, bo deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with tlie
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, sliall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
'Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
tlie name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render tlie
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Costhact No. 7?.—This is the Schedule o£ Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No,
of
Item.

■

Description of Works,

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Hate
per
Unit.

Excavation in open trenches in more or less hard maierials, and in hard rod', for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers,
retaining ■walls, gullies, scats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, ike.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &e., mel
with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 0,10, and 21
1

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only ........

2

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length i It in. in
diameter, and sueh depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

3

Excavation in hard root 'nhere charges of powder 4 in. in length x If in. in
diameter, and guch depths of bore-holcg its shall be directed only arc permitted .

cubic yard

4,243

2/-

HO

V-

»

1,100

Gj-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &c., as specified in clauses 3, 4,10, ami 21
4

Excavation in hard roek where gottering and gadding only is permitted .... ..........

JJ

00

05/-

G

Excavation in hard rock whore charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1 f in, in diamcler,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed onlv are permitted..................

JJ

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by
in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holos as shall be directed only arc permitted..

ft

1,000

57/0

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6,10, and 21:—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and toft reck onlv......................

ft

70

C/-

8

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by IJ in. ih
diameter, and sueh depth of borc-holca as fclmll be directed only are permitted..

it

4

22/5

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by lj in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore holes as shall be directed only are permitted .

)>

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.................

»

2

30/-

U

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and biickwork of main sewer m
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, A’-e., ns specified in clauses 6, 6,
10, and 21................................................. ................................................................

2,3C0

]/-

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet vails of aqueducts, and vliore
ordered, complete, including all screening*, hot coal-tar coatings, &c., as fpccificd
in clause 9.......................... ........................... ............................................................

95

43/

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in posilion, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of piles when directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8....................................................................

740

4/-

9

12

13

H
15
■10

17
IS
19
20
21

22

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8........................................

>»

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ...................... .....................................................................

n

ISO

5/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of f
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as spccifitd m clause 4 ................... lineal yard

50

1/0

Timber ordered in writing to be lelt in excavations, as specified in clause C,
including all iron used in fixing same .................................................................... cubic foot 1

300

1/S

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber m piles, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used iu driving same...... lineal fool ,

9G0

4/-

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
1
clauses 10, 11, and 21......................... ............ ........................................................ cubic yard|

2,350

28/-

£90

50/-

l.OCO

CO/-

2,020

50/-

2,OGO

2/1

2/7.0

2/d

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in nny shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21................................................................................................
Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sowers (between brick facings) of
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 .............................................................
Brickwork in cement in facing?, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, pier?
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10,13, and 21 .......... ...................

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12......

21

Special cement facing* 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewn*?
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ................................................................

jj

tt
sq yard...
Jl
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No,
of
Itm.

Description of Wortis.

25

Unit,

Pyrmont bottom-block sundstono ashlar, set in cement, in skewbacks to arches over
Nelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of cqueducts, in stopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified in
clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21............................................................................................. cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2.10.14, and 21..........................................
.
...

1
a
13,250

!»

27

Supply mid set in posilion freestone curbing os spccificE.1 in clause 17 ......................

lineal foot

28

Supply and set freestone gully-coyers, Trlierc ordcrodj as specified in clause 17 ......

each

28

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern heads ot
scuppcr-pipcs on lines of uquedurts, as specified in clause 19 .............................

30

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, at
specified in clause 1C ....................................... .....................
....................

32

»

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
lurrinc, as specified in clause 7..........................................
.
. .
rod

33

3/6

130

3/-

650

2/C

4

18/6

40

2/-

8

12/6

...

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as spccifled in clause 15 ........ ................ .
.
.
..
sq. yard..,

31

Rate
per
Unit.

Probable Quantity.

...

820

w-

,.,

60

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

Supply- and fis, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ..........................................
Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, -junction and bend pipes in
tronchos, shafts, &c., including providing and fixing discs complete, as specified
in clause 18, as viz. •,—

34

24'in, diameter stonn»water overflow pipes

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers

30

9-iu. diameter pipes in shafts

37

4-in. diameter scupper-jiipea

.

.................................................................................................................

lineal yard

....................................................................................

20

6/9

15

6/-

64

1/6

4,580

-/O

4,580

-/4

j?

............................................................

........................................................

jj

Removal of surplus inutemls from all exeavntions as specified in clauses OS to 10"
of the schedule to specification, ns viz. : —
38

For tho first half-mile of lead..............................

39

For cvcvv further quarter of a mile of lead ..........

40

Bcceiving, fixing, and jointing nny metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-cheek frames, galvanised wrought-iron stepirons, &-C.J supplied by Government at the site of tlie ^orks, as specified in
clause 20 ....................................................................................
cwt.

...

125

4/-

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs .......................................,....................... ,.............
each

...

10

25/-

4L
42

cubic yard
.

.

.

JJ

.

*/-

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete.........................................
..........
cubic yard Bate only

43
41
45
46
47
48
40
50
51
52
53
5 \t
55
5G

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as spccifled in clause 11 .......................................
iilueslone metal (clause 111. 14-in, nitii£e. Blanked.......................................................
...............
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stocked ...
milestone metal (clause 8). 21-in. gauge, stacked...........
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clauso 21. stacked..................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 21 ..........
.. ..
Oregon timber, in scantlings or plunks ............
■Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &o. (clause 2) ..........................
Portland cement (clause 2)..........................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contrattor ......................
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied bv Contractor ....
.
.. ..
Ordinary labourer, supplied bv Contractor ..................
Cart, wiili one horse tmd driver, suimhcd bv Oontruntm* ..............
..
Ono additional horse, supplied bv Contractor . .
1

...

rr

---

i>
j.

*■

cubic foot.
lb.
cask
day

...
...

jj

i)

n*

n

10/60/13/V
12/7/6
3/3/-/4
13/11/10/8/11/5/d

.
I'l10 quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered,^ and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to tho day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer,
Prices for items Ufos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as arc able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for tho day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates sot down for day-work,
Tho whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatcriug, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing ovor pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads aud other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, iu accordance with plans and specification.

ATo. 7.
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No. 7.—HOWIE BROTHERS’ TENDER.
Tender Form.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide tlio material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No!
7( ), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by us, at 17£ per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from tlie date
of the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall Ivo paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will,’within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 20 of the said general
conditions; and wc enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of ,£182 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
ARCHIBALD HOWIE,
JOHN HOWIE,
,
Darling-street, Balmain,
Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be tlie duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and tbe necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to he carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
.Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in tlie Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and tlie amount of eacli tender.
'
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
*
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
Eor amounts up to Jo00 inclusive...................................

...

...

J5

0

0

For amounts exceeding J500 and not exceeding Jl,000...................................
£10 0 0
For all sums over J1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of J500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President *of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
tlie Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tlie Board shall have adjourned, and tlie deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. 'When the contract is for a less sum than J200 the deposit with tender sliall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender sliall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but tlie tenderer by whoso default such a
Course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
Other works, at the pleasure of the President.

In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when tbe ofier is in
the name of a firm, tlie names in full of each member. When bondsmen arc required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to ho declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

The Board-room shall be open for tho tdmission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
° 1
Contract
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Contract Kg,
No.
ot
Ifcm.

77,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to,'
Description ot Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Rate
tinit.

Eicavation in open trenches in more or less hard, materials, and in hard rock, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sowers,
retaining walls, gullies, seats of ombankiuents for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, &c.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, Ac,, met
with in eicavations as spccifled in clauses 3,4, 6,10, and 21:—
1

Eicavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only ..........

cubic yard

2

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length i I|- in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall ho directed only are pencilled...
Excaration in hard rock Trhcrc chargee of powder 4 in. in length x 1& in. in
diameter, and such depths of hore-holos as shall be directed only are permitted...

3

4,243

2/-

1)

140

V/-

»

1,160

G/-

00

65/-

100

60/-

1,000

57/6

70

<V‘

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &o., as specified in clauses 3,4,10, and 21 :—
4

Eicavation in hard roek where guttering and gadding only is permitted..................

e

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length 11# in. in diameter,
and sueh depth of bore-holes as shall bo directed only are permitted............. .

6

a

■

Eicavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 in, in length by 1| in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted,.,
Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21:—

7

Eicavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft roek onlv......................

8

Excavation in bard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by IJ in. in
diameter, and sueh depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

4

Eicavation in bard roek where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted...

70

20/-

2

30/-

0

i)

22/6

10

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted...........

11

Eilling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sewer in
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including oil
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring ail road and other surfaces, trimming, Ac., as specified iu clauses 5, 6,
10, and 21............. .......................................................................................................

2,300

!/■

Tarred metal deck over sand-fillmg between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot coal-tar coatings, &c., as specified
in clause 9.............................................................. ....................................................

05

48/-

12

13

14
15
10
17
18
10
20
21

23

3)

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of pileswhen directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8.......................... .........................................

ft

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8..........................................

t>

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clauso 8 ..................................................... ........................................

»

ISO

6/-

Subducte" in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of (i
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ......... ........ lineal yard

60

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in clause C,
including all iron used in filing same ..................................................................... cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and filing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and filing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same...... lineal foot

960

4/-

Sandstono concrete, in any situation, in nny shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21..................................... ........................................................... cubic yard

2,350

28/-

690

60/

1,000

60/-

2,020

50/-

Bluestono concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21................................................................................................

JJ

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) o(
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 ..........................................................
Brickwork in cement in facing?, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrclsj parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2,10, 13, and 21 ............................

7)

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, ns ppeciilcd in clause 12....... sq. yard...

2,960

2/3

21

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified iu clause 12 .................................................................

2,750

2/6
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, Lnit-

Unit.

25

Pyrnioul. bofcLom^block sandstone ashlar, set in eemont. in shewbaeks to a,relies over
Jfclson and White Streets, to string course! and copings of aqueducts, in slopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified in
clauses 2, 10. 14. and 21..................
.
cubic foot.

26

rrcestone ashlar set in cement in slops along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10, 14, and 21..............................................

27

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 ..................

lineal foot

28

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, uhere ordered, as specified in clause 17 .....

each

29

Supply, place in position, aud set iu ccoient* slufc-covcrs over cistern licads oi
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueduets, as specified in clause 1!)

„

Supply and set round manhole covers, and wliero ordered, squared bluestom
pitchers, as specified in clauso 15 .........................
'
sq. yard...

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in nny situation, 0 in. deep, aspecified in clause 16 ..................................

32

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complelc with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7..............................
rod

33

Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified^
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ................

3/6

130

3/-

650

2/6

4

18/6

40

2/-

8

12/3

...

30

11

13,250

►11

320

8/-

...

50

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

JJ

Providing laying, and jointing glased stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes ii
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and fixing discs complete, as spec'fied
in clause 18, as viz.:—
34

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes .......................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop nipes from weir chambers ..........................

36

0-in» diameter pipes in shafts ...............................

8?

4-in. diameter scupper-pipes ..............................

lineal yard
J)

20

6/9

7)

15

6/-

64

1/6

38

If
Removal of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 10.
of the schedule to specification} as riz. ■ —
*
For the first half-mile of lead..........
.
ettbie yard

4,580

-P

39

For every further quarter of a mile of load ......................

4,580

-/4

40

ficceiving, filing, and jointing any metalwork aa ca$t*irou frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-irjn stepirons, &c., supplied by Government at the site of tho works, as specified in
(
clause 20 .................................................

41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
40
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

JJ

4/4./.

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs .................................................
each

Ifl

Permanent puddle, whore ordered in nny situation in tho construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to he
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of tlio schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete..............................
cubic yard Kuto only
Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11 ..............
Bluestone metal (clauso 11), 14-in. guuce, slacked ..................................
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in, gauge, stacked , .
iJluestone motal (clause 8), 2^-iu, eangc. ?taclcrr] ...........
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2). stacked..........................
Sawn hordwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2t ....................
Oregon timber, in scant hugs or planks ...... .......
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps. Ac. (clause 2) ..........
.
Portland cement folausc 2) .......
.
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ....
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor......................
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ..............
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied bv Contractor ...
One additional horse, supplied bv Contractor ..............

60/13/4/-

**

u'l7/6
3/3/-

cubic foot.
lb. "
cask
day

**
if

10/.

...
...
..

-ji

u

13/11/10/8/11/5/3

^
The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, aud are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All ivork herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, iu every case, continual maintenance of tho works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Ungineer.
mu
^°r ^ems ^Tos53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
Ihe schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work,
.
/Th6 whole.of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering., concrete boiea, unwatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses aud surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &e , and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

No. 8.
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No. 8.—HUGH OWEN’S TENDER.
Tender Form.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about tlie full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
/7), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by me, at 15 per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time ; and I hereby undertake that I will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions j and I enclose herewith my cheque for the sum of £190 as a preliminary deposit; and I
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted I fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I
agree to bo bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
HUGH OWEN,
99 Elizabeth-street, Paddington.

Witness,—Alex, Amoss.

Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall bo received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
'
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as tlie tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each ivork and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing tlio work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them tlie name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz, :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

...
...

...
...

£5
£10

0
0

0
0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on tho amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500, Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of tho Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 tlie deposit with tender sliall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may he received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with tho
contract, witliin the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of tho Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to he accepted ; hut the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
•
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.

----------
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Coi’TlUCT No. 77.—This is tho Schedule o£ Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of

Description ot Works.

Item.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Itate
per

Unit.

Excavation in open trendies in more or less hard materials, and in hard roefc, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers,
retaining walls, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and etorm-water discharge and oilier pipe-sewers, &c..
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., met
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21
i

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rook only ..........

2

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in, in length x Is in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as alali be directed only are permitted...

3

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length i If in. in
diameter, and such depths of boro-holes as shall he directed only are permitted...

cubic yard

4,243

2/-

140

7/-

t)

1,160

6/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, subduets, curres,
qb specified in clauses 3,4,10, and 21•
4

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted..................

t>

90

65/-

5

Excavation iu Lard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1$ in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed onlv are permitted..................

tl

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes ns shall bo directed only arc permitted...

tf

1,000

67/6

6/-

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 211—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only......................

If

70

8

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length bv If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

i>

4

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

II

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard rock wliere guttering and gadding onJv is permitted..................

71

2

30/-

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sower in
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining wails, gallics, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewors in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including ail
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels.
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, <ke., as spccifled in clauses 5, C,

9

22/6

1
!

1
■

2,300

If-

95

48/-

740

if.

370

12/-

180

6/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of 6
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ..................................... lineal yard

60

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to bo left in excavations, as specified in clause 6,
including all iron used in fixing same ........................................................................................................................................... cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other irouwork used in driving same............. lineal foot

960

4/-

19

Sandstono concrete, in any situation, in nny shape, form or thickness; as specified in
cubic yard
clauses 10, 11, and 21..........................................................................................................................................................................................

2,350

28/-

20

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21..................................................................................................................................... ...........................................................

»

590

50/-

Special bhiestone concrete in inner lining of sowers (between brick facings) of
aqueduets, including providing, placing in posilion, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 ...........................................................................................................................

II

1,000

60/-

2,020

60/-

12

13

14
16
16
.17
18

21

22

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and whore
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hob coal-tar coatings, &c., as specified
Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of pileswhen directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8.....................................................................
Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8.............. ........ ........ .
Blues tone ecrcenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapet^ of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer Sittings,
and in any situation, ns specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, and 21 ............................................................
Cement facing,

24

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 .................................................................

I

It

n

to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12............. pq. yard...

23

'

»

,,

...

2,960

2/3

2,750

2/6
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Description of Works.

Rato

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

25

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone asblar, set in Cement, in skewbacks to arcbcs ovei
Kelson and "White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in Mop
blocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified in
clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21...................... ‘.................................................... ............
cubic foot.

26

Freestone asblar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10,14, and 21....................................................................................

13,250

3/G

130

if

27

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 .................

lineal fool

28

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ......

each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-corers over cistern heads of
senpper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 19 ..........................

jj

per

Unit.

3/-

G50

2/G

...

4

18/6

....

40

30

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as specified in clauso 15 .................................................... ...................
sq. yard...

8

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, a
specified in clause 1C ................................................................................................

32

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7............................................................................
rod

33

Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-mil and wire Fence, ns specified
iu clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ......................................
Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and fixing discs complete, as specified
m clause 18, as viz.:—

?j

2/-

12/6

...

320

V-

...

50

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

11

34

24-in, diameter storm-water overflow pipes ...................................... .....................

35

12-in. diameter vortical drop pipes from weir chambers

IJ

20

6/9

36

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts .........................................

JJ

15

5/-

37

4-in. diameter ecupper-pipea ..........................................

JJ

64

1/6

38

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations ns specified in clauses 98 to 101
of the schedule to specification, as viz, :—
.
For the first half-mile of lead..................................................................................
cubic yard

4,580

■/!»

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lend .................... ..................................... ..

4,580

-/4

40

Receiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork ns cast-iron frames with manhole,
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-iron step
irons, &C., supplied by Government at the site of the works, as specified in1
clause 20
1
cwt.

..

125

4/-

41

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs ..........................................
each

...

10

25/-

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered'for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of tlio schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete.................................................
cubic yard Hate only

9

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
62
53
54
55
06

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause XI
Bluestone metal (clause 11), l|-in. gauge, slacked .............................
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked.............................. ",
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 2Hn. gauge, stacked.....................
Shkrp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked......... ............................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ...................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..................................................
Wrought-iron, in bolls, screws, nails, spikes, straps, Ac,' (clause 2)’’!!!
Portland cement (clause 2J .................................................................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor .............................. .......
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.........
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ....................................... "
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor .......... .......
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ..................................

lineal yard

JJ

4/-

Jj
„
>J
JJ

...

»

*-

„
„
.»

...
...
-i

Jl

cubic foot.

IJ

lb.
cask
day

JJ
IJ
JJ
>t

...
...
..

*•*
-■

.................

10/GO/13/4/12/7/6
3/3/•/4
13/11/10/8/11/5/iJ

,
quwuvivu-s tue nue guiimnecou as correct, and are merely lor
guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated sliull be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and m complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of tlio works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the diugineer.
Trices for items Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 5(5, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
J he schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates sot down for day-work.
. , , e whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant"machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, umvatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket ruling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

No. 0.
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No. 9.—Phillips, Rhodes, ard broughton's tender.
'
Tender Form.
In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annan dale section (Contract Ne
t 0> agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by us, at 13 per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £190 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
T. S. PHILLIPS,
B. RHODES,
A. BROUGHTON,
335 a Gcorge-street, City.
Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may bo,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for eaeli work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
■
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following seals, viz.:—
■
For amounts up to £500 inclusive..................................................................................

For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

...

...

£5

0

0

£10

0

0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall bo returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not he return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addressee must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall he open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.

Contract
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No, -77,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

1

1

o -E

:?;°S

Description ot Works.

Probable Quantity

Unit.

Rate

per
Unit.

Eicavntion in open trenches in more or less hard materials, and in hard roch, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers,
retaining 'nails, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sowers, Ac.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., met
with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6, 10, and 21:—

1'

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loom, clay, ironstone, soft rock only ..........

cubic yard

2

ExcaTation in liard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 11 in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted...

»

8

4
5
6

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x 1$ in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted.,,

4,243

2/-

140

7/'

1,100

■«/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &e., as specified io clauses 3, 4, 10, and 21 :—
Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted..................

It

90

65/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 11 in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted..................

It

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rook where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted,..

ft

1,000

E7/6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21:—

7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only.....................

It

70

«/-

8

Excavation in bard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by 1} in, in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as &hali be directed only are permitted...

)l

4

22/6

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by H in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as eliall be directed only arc permitted...

It

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard rock where gutterinp- nod gadding only is permitted........ ..........

It

2

30/-

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sewer in
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, Ac., as specified in clauses 5, 6,

2,300

V-

95

48/-

9

12

13

14
15

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot eoal-tar coatings,ic.,aa specified
Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of piles when directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8......................................................................

11

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in, thick on road
formationSj and where ordered, ps specified in clause 8.........................................

V

870

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ........................................................................................

ft

ISO

*/•

16

Subducts in more or less bard materials, when ordered, of glared stoneware jiipe of 6
in, internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ................... lineal yard

50

1/6

17

Timber ordered in writing to be left iu excavations, as specified in clause C,
including all iron used in fixing same ...................... .............................................. cubic foot

800

1/8

is

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in pilee, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron bIiocs and other ironwork used in driving same....... lineal foot

900

4/-

19

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, and 21.................................................................................................. cubic yard

2,350

28/-

20

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21..... ....... ...................................................................................

»

690

50/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers {between brick facings) ol
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, ns specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 ..............................................................

*►

1,000

CO/-

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2,10, 13, and 21 .............................

2,020

60/-

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12....... sq. yard...

2,900

2/3

24

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, os specified in clause 12 ...... .................................... ........ ...........

2,750

2/6

21

22

...
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Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

25

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skowbaeks to arches over
JJclson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in stop'
blocks at ends of aqueducts and iu any situation ivhero ordered, as speciCed ir
clauses 2,10,14, and 21...........................................................................‘............... cubic foot.

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21............................... ....................................................

21

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clanse 17 ..................

lineal foot

23

Supply and set freestone gully.covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ...

each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clanse 19 ..........................
Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ...................... ................. ...............................
sq. yard...

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, as
specified in clanse 10 ............. ............ ........................................

32

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tamng, as specified-in clause 7 ........................... .................................................... rod

33

Supply and fix, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
iu clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to sqjccifieation ................. ................... .
Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes i..
trenches, shafts, &c,, including providing and fixing discs complete, os specified
m clause 18, as viz, •—
e
&
i
,
i
24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes .............................................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers ..........................................

36

9-iu, diameter pipes in shafts ....,..............................................................................

37

4-in, diameter scupper-pipes .....................................................................................

3/-

650

2/0

4

18/6

40

2/-

8

12/6

320

y-

60

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

...

)>

lineal yard

3/6

130

«,«

30

34

13,250

Rate
per
Unit.

»)

20

6/9

15

6/-

64

1/6

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 100
of the schedule to specification, as viz.
For the first half-mile of lead........................... ..........,...... ......................
( i
cubic yard

4,580

./9

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead ...........................................................

4,580

40

Receiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork aa cast-iron frames with manhole1 *
covennga or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-iron stepirons, ore., supplied by Government at the site of the works, as specified ir
clause 20 ................................................
r
cwt.

33

41

)>

4-/...

125

4/-

,..

10

25/-

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing

discs

each

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered iu any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, iticluding
spreading in 9-in, layers and ramming, complete.................................................
cubic yard Rate only

43
44
45
46
47
48

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11
Bluestone metal (clause 11), l|-in. gauge, stacked .............................
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked................. ...............
Bluestone metal (clanse 8), 24-in. gauge, stacked...........
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked......................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ..................
Oregon Umber, in scantlings or planks .......................
rought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &c. (clause 2) ...
Portland cement (clause 2) .................................................................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ................. ...................
Quarrymnn or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.............
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ......................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor .................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ..............................

49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56

»
-If

7*

cubic foot.
II

lb.
cask
day

...
...
...

JJ
it

•

j>

«f4

ij

.,,

10/60/13/4/12/7/6
3/3/-I*
13/11/10/8/11/5/6

1 _ “v
-iwv 0Lixvi«ij.Li^cu aa CUIiCLrlr, tUiU UIU mciCJ.y X<jr
guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
. e a^oye schedule prices includo, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
p hole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer,
me
-*rlc®3 f°r items Dfos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, arc to bo for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
■
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates sot down for day-work.
. . . e whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering^, concrete boxes, unwateriug, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket tilling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion df 'contract, reinstating
all roads and other-surfaces, &c., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
.respective item, m accordance with plans and specification.
„

No. 10.

No. 10,—R, AND S. BUTCHER’S TENDER.
Tender Form.

In

pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, 'we. the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and pi-opcr construction
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section {Contract No!
i i ), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions'
which have been inspected by us, at 11 per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
m schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £200 as a preliminary deposit • and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
_ above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
' to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof and by which we
agree to bo bound.
J
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
R.

and

S, BUTCHER,
Holterman-street, North Sydney.

Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
1
. .
Secretary shall, as soon, as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
'
’
Ail envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted,
. Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive....................................................................................

£5

00

For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000.....................................
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the forrn of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretaiy
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall haveadjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on hisexecuting thebond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited .to the Crown, and in such case bo paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
■
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not bo bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being onened
and declared,
& 1

Contract

Conthact No, 77.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of
Item.

Description ol Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Rat*
Unit.

EicoYntion in open trenches in more or less hard materials, and in hard rock, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers.
retaining ■walls, gullies, scats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings.
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sowers, &c.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, ic., met
with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21: —
i

Exeavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only .........

cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock wliere charges of powder 2 in. in length i If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted.,,
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x If in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes ns eliall be directed only are permitted,

3

4,243

2/-

u

140

7/-

a

1,160

6/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, subducts, curves, <tc., as speeilied in clauses 3, 4,10, and 21 :—
4

Exeavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted......... .......

»

90

Go/*

5

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length x 1 f in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted..................

H

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv If in. in
diameter, and such depth of boio-hoics ns snail be directed only are permitted..

ff

1,000

67,6

«/-

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6,10, and 21:—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only....................

i>

70

8

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in. in length by If in. in
diameterj anil such depth ot borc*holes aa eliall be directed only arc permitted..

II

4

Excavation in hard rock 'where charges of powder 4 in, in length byl} in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted..

t)

70

20/-

10

Excavation in hard rock where guitcrin f and gadding only is permitted ..................

}l

2

30/-

11

Pilling in nt sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sewer in
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipe-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-filling over main sewer between parapets of oqucducts and in tunnels.
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, &c., as spe ified in clauses 3, G,
10j and 21.......... ................. *.............................................................................

2,300

V-

95

48/-

D

12

13

14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

22/6

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete,- including all screenings, hot coal-tar coatings, Ac.,as specified
Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and Fprend 8 in. thick on road
lormaticm, 3 feet thick ballnst-packing between heads of piles when directed anil
where ordered, as ipecified in clause 8 ........................ .............................................

It

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed iu posilion, and spread 4 in, thick on road
formations, and whore ordered, as specified in clause 8........................................

V

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clauseS ............................................... ............. ..............................

II

180

5/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of G
in, internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 .................. lineal yard

50

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in clause C,
including all iron used in fixing same ..... .............................................................. cubic fool

300

1/8

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing acd fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same...... lineal fool

9SO

4/-

Sandstone concrete, in any aituntion, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, smd 21............................................................................ .................... cubic yard

2,350

28/-

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in anv shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21 ................................................................................................

1*

590

60/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) oi
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bone
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 21 ............................................................

'll

1,000

60/-

2,020

60/-

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2,10, 13, and 21 .............................

11

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation -where ordered, as specified in clause 12....... sq. yard .

2,960

2/3

2i

Special cement facing, 1 io 1, to all internal surfaces of concrote lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ...............................................................

2,750

2/6

II

'•*

193
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Description of Works.

Itfm.

Unit,

(Probable Quantity,

Rate
per

Unit.

25
UWb

1?1-kr’ SCt in cement'i[1 *«wWk. to arches over
! d )' ' * Strc;ctp’ 10 itn«S courses and copings of aqueducts, ir
HI Hlop^dUtL!!S,a”i!".!"7.:.iUmti°n w,w"
pecificd in
cubic foot,

26

13,250

ot raisc<i fo3tpat,,s m
tr

27

Supply and'act in position freestone curbing ns specified in clnuse 17 .................

28,

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ..

29

SliPMUDiwrltdMR P0i‘hi0a’ .‘lnd
slfitc-oovers over cistern heads
of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 19 .........................

30

S“$h*."4 .r,pS4d “t°S

lineal foot

180

3/

650

2/6

rcich
M

18/6
40

««•

aq. yard...

12/6

j)

32

Supply and Hi two-rail ordnance fcnc
ng, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7 ...

33

Supply end fix, where ordered.
iu clauses 212 to t>on of o '
^P1^- t"‘o-rail and wire fence, as specified
iu clauses
to 220 ot the schedule to specification .....................................
PT«iolfeIftye|mftr*ei0il11"1?- Sl<lZP‘i ft<>"c'™re P]a"h junction and bend pipes i.
trenciies, shufts, ic., including providing and fixir uiscs
‘
■■ us spec.fi ed
complete,
ill clause 18, as vis, :—
r .
»

34

24-in. diameter storm-water Ovei (low pipes ...................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers ,

36

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts .................. ..

37

4-in, diameter scupper-pipes ........ .................

320

V-

50

18/

100

8/-

120

33/

20

6/9

15

6/

64

1/6

4,580

-/9

4,580

*/4

rod

lineal yard
I

,

38

For tbc first half-mile of lead.........................

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead ..

40

BeCeCovenrfnanJ' ‘u^ahvork ns cast-iron frames wit], manhole
irons fee sunnlicd^bv 'o’*’ eas'cl‘®alc fl^mos, galvanised wrought-iron stepeku^ao ’. .„
7 Government at the s.te of the works, as specified

41

2/

^

31

cubic yard

*h
cwt.

125

4/

each

10

25/-

Flfdisc3P!:.P™'i,'a!!15' fk,.iVCrinfi' And buildille in' “dttiing providing and fixing

42
imTd form
7 rR e
po.d for), aa^specified

i5l
Sihmt'i0n in t,,e
of Ui«ol
0,rdRt'ed lor purposes of execution of work not to be!
eiausc 22 of the schedule to specification, including

spreading in 9-in. layers and ramiiiing, complete..
43
44
45
46
47
4S
49
50
51
62
53
54
55
56

3/C

Special blnestonc concrote, in any situation, os specified in clause 11
Blues one meta clause 11), li-in. gauge, stacked .
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked...... .....................
Uluestone metal (clause 8), 21-in. gauge, stacked.......... ......................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked
...................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2i...............................
Oregonm timber,
..............................
TTT
•
* m scantlings or planks 4,.a.vla,
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Coniraetor
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied byContracter
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor
OneXil1 0“ei n°raC mld d,^.iv?P• ^PP1"5*1 hy Contractor""!!!
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor .........

cubic yard Fate only

10/

cubic fool
»
lb.
cask
day

60/.
13/
4/
12/
7/6
3/
3/.
■/4
13/
11/
10/

8/
11/
5/0
M'o,r for th° snid““ "f i“d«rer!' b“^

.h„,e

s £ SSi** ‘lo
mil
Tfi«

DeJ)a,

eaeket fillinc- divorKr,™

™r
£ at .
*.

Per.e cent- advance uii
on the
time rates
rates bgc
set aown
down tor
for day-work
day-work
r
tuc rime
nil 1~K____ __
j.
i
,
■.
.J
. .

DOxe8’uuv,aterl„noi co®er dams> fiuRiiug, temporary bridges, roads DumDintr

all roads and other surfaces &o

“a^alS °" °0mplefa?n of roatr,lct> rein^atillg

respective item, in accordance with plans ami specification.:nece3sar^ m CMCuhnS :lud completing each-
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No. 11.—E. TAYLOR’S TENDER.
Tendek Form,

Is pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general condition's,
which have been inspected by us, at 10£ per cent, under the prices affixed to each iteni in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and wc do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract witli Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £192 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted we fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which wc
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
E. TAYLOR,
CHARLES J . FQORD,
Witness,—J. Bexeldtium.
408 Darling Road, Balmain.
Tender Board Recueatioxs.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of sucli tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the brand), under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
'
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, ns soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the mime
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted,
,
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
'
.
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
...
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...............
...
£10 0 0
'
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
■
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretaiy
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tho Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for tho fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; hut the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall he excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
'
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The. Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened,
and declared.
'
■
-----------

'
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Conitiact Ho. 77.—This is tho Schedule of Quantities end Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.

of

Description of tVorts.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Item.

Itftl-e
par
Unit

Eienvation in open trenches in more or less herd materials, and in hard roclc, far
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, niaiu sewers,
retaining waits, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, &c.;
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., met
with in eicavalions as specified in clauses 3, 4,6,10, and 21■
■

1

Eicavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only .............

cubic yard

2

ExcaTation in hard rock whero charges of powder 2 in, in length x If in. in
diameterj and such depth of boredioles as shull bo directed only nrc permitted,,,
Eicavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 in. in length x 11 in. in
diameter, and such de'pths of borc-holcs ns shall be directed only arc permitted ..

3

4,243

2/:

it

140

7/-

i>

1,160

6/-

Eicavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &c., as specified in' clauses 3,4,10, and 21:—

4

Eicavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.......................

ti

00

65/-

5

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powdcr2 in. in length x 1-5 in. in diameter,
and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed onlv an; permitted.......................

It

100

60/-

Excavation in hard rock whore charges of powder 4 in. in longt-h by IjJ in. in
diameterj and such depth of boro-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted...

ft

1,000

G

67/6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6,10, and 21:—

7

Eicavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and soft rock only...........................

it

70

8

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in, in length by 1 i in. iu
diameter, and such .depth of boro-holcs as shall bo directed only are permitted...

it

4

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1| in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permit ted...

V

70

20/-

2

30/-

2,300

If-

95

48/-

0
10

Eicavatien in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.......................

11

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sewer in
open cutting round manhole, .shafts, oh ambers,, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipo-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-fiiling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, &e., as specified in clauses 6, 6,
10. and 21 ........ ...............................................................................................................................

12

13

14

16

1G
17

18

10
20
21

.

22

■

6/-

22/6

iFarred metal deck over. Band-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and whore
ordered, complete, including nil screenings, hob coal-tur coatings, &c., as specified

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick ballast-packing between heads of piles when directed and
whore ordered, as specified in clause 8 ..................................................................................... .

ti

740

4/-

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, ns specified in clause 8............................................. .

It

370

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 .......................... ........................................................................................

It

180

5/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials* when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of 6
in. internal diameter, provided and executed aa specified in eiausc 4
lineal yard

50

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavatlonSj as specified in clause 6,
including all iron used in fixing same .......................... .......................................................... cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same........ lineal foot

960

4/-

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specifier! in
clauses 10, 11, and 21......................................................................................................................... cubic yard

2,350

28/-

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10,11, aud 21.............................................................................................. .........................

}*

590

50/-

Special blueatone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) of
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 5J1 ............................................................................

It

1,000

60/-

2,020

50/-

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red hrhks, in sewer Jiaings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2,10, 13, and 21 ....................................

■ 23

Cement facing, 1 lo 2, in any situation where ordered, os specified in clause 12........

24

Special cement facing, 1 to X, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ....................................................................

SI
sq, yard,..

„

...

2,960

2/3

2,760

2/6

254
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No.
ot
Item.

‘

Description ot Works.

Unit,

Probable Quantity.

85

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbaeks to arches over
Nelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in stopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, os specified in
clauses 2, 10,14. and 21.................... ......................................... ...................
cubic foot.

86

Freestone ashlar set in cement in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 8,10,14, and 21....................... .................... .............................................................

it

Supplv and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 . . . .

lineal foot

88

Supply and set freestone gullv-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17

each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of auueducts, as specified in clause 19 ................................

80

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as specified in clause 16 .......................................................................................
sq. yard...

31

32

33

Supply and fir two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7.................................................................................
rod
Supply and fir, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire foneo, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ................................................

13,250

3/6

130

3/-.

650

2/6

4

18/6

...

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, as
specified in clause 16 ......................................... ............................................. ,

40

2/-

8

12/6

320

8/.

60

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

...

jj

Rate
per
Unit.

Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and firing discs complete, as specified
in clause 18, as viz,:—
34

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes ............... ............................................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers ..................................................

36

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts ............ ................................................................................ .

3?

^in. diameter scupper-pipes

.

..........................................................................................

lineal yard
ti

20

6/9

Jf

16

6/-

64

1/6

4,680

-/9

4,580

-/4

.

M

Bern oval of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 100
of tlie schedule to apeeificatigny as viz,
35

For the first half-mile of lead...........................................................................................................

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead .................................................................................

40

Beceiving, firing, and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-iron stepj
irons, &c., supplied by Government at the site of tho Tvorke, as specified in
clause 20 ............... .........................................................................................
, ...

41

cubic yard
>1

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and firing
discs .................................................... ................................. ..........
each

4/-

125

4/-

10

25/-

...

42

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered, for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), aa specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading inO-in, lavers and ramming, complete.................. ..........................................
cubic yard Bate only

43

Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified iti ebiiiftfi It ... . llt...T..
Bluestone metal (clause 11), li-in. gauge, stacked ..................................................................
L
Sandstone metal fclause 111. 2rin. gauge, stacked..........................................................
.
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 2^-in, gauge, stacked......................................................................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked.............................................................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 21 ................................
cubic foot.
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ................................................................................... .
41 rought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &c. (clause 2) ................................ lb.
...
Portland cement (eiausc 2) .................................................................................
.
,,
cask
...
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ............................
..
.
day
...
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.................................. ..........
Ordinary labourer, supplied bv Contractor ................................ ...................
..
...
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied bv Contractor ....................................................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ............................. .................
.
*1

44
45

46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
65
56

...

10/60/13/-

4/12/■7/6
3/3/-

N

*/4
' 13/11/10/-

8/if

...

11/5/6

The quantities are not guaranteed aa correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All wort herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed it position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, iu every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-wrork being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
. .
The wholc of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting -water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipc-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all. roads and other surfaces, &c., and any other thing necessary ip executing and.completing each
Respective item, in accordance with plans aqd specification.
'
No. 12,
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No. 12.—MADDISON

and

EWING'S TENDER.

Tender Fork.

.

IK pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and j>ei'form tho various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by us, at 8^- per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty tbc Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £220 as a preliminary deposit; and we
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted wc fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
GEORGE MADDISON,
PETER EWING,
Palace-street, Petersham.
Tender Board Regulations. ■

.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and tho name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
'
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
■■■
.
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
...
...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to he in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
’
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
'
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to tho credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
■
■
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to he accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, tho names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
find declared.
Contract
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Contract No. 77.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
Of
Item.

Description of Works.

Unit.

’robahlc Quantity.

Kate
per
Unit.

Excavation in open trenches in more or leas hard materials, and in hard root, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sowers,
retaining walls, gullies, seats of embankments for road deviations, road catlings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipe-sewers, &c.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &o., met
. with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6,10, and 21:—
1

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rook only .............

cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 2 in, in length x 1$ in. in
diameter, and such depth of boro-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted...
Excavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 in. in length x If in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall ho directed only aro permitted...

3

4,243

2/*

*>

140

7/'

ft

1,160

6/-

Eicavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, subduets, curves, &c., as specified in clauses 3,4,10, and 21:—
4

Exeavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.......................

ti

90

65/-

5

Excavation in hard rock wliere charges of powder 2 iu. in length! If in. in diameter.
and such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed only are permitted.......................

tt

100

60/-

Excavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 In. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed only are permitted...

)i

1,000

67/6

»

70

6/-

6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6,10, and 21:—
7

Excavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and eoft rock only............................

3

Excavation in hard roek where charges of powder 2 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, anti such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted...

!>

Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1| in. in
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs as shall bo directed only arc permitted...

10

Excavation in hard roek where guttering and gadding only is permitted '......................

U

Filling in at sides, round and over all concrete and brickwork of main sewer in
'
open cutting round manhole shafts, chambers, retaining walls, gullies, round
abutment picrsj and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all pipc-sewers in
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviations, including all
aand.filling over main sewer between parapets of aqueducts and in tunnels,
restoring all road and other surfaces, trimming, &c., as specified in clauses 6, 6,

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

10

20

21

22

5)

22/6

70

20/-

2

30/-

2,300

1/-

95

48/-

740

4/-

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot eoal-tar coatings, &c., as specified

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on roml
formation, 3 feet thick ballasbpacking between heads of piles when directed and
where ordered, as specified in clause 8......................................................................................
Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on roat
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8........ ..........................................

t*

370

12/*

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations
as specified in clause 8 ............................................................................................... ..................

it

180

5/-

50

1/6

cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
lineal foot
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same......

960

41-

2,350

28/-

590

50/-

1,000

GO/-

2,020

50/-

Subducts in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glased stoneware pipe of G
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ..................... lineal yarc
Timber ordered in writing to bo left in excavations, as specified in clause G
including all iron used in fixing same ...............................................................................

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified ii
clauses 10, 11, and 21................................................................................ ......................................

cubic yard

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers {between brick facings) o
aqucductSj including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bone
rods, ns specified in clauses 10,11, and 21 ...........................................................................

Jl

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, and 21 ........ .......................

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, ns specified in clause 12.......

: 21

Special cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of eonerote lining of sewer
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 ..............................................................................

,

4

sq. yard .

'

2,960

2/3

2,750

, 2/6

199
Desoriiition of Works.

So,

j

of
Item.
25

26

Unit.
jProbatile Quantity.
'
' 1 ‘
Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbaeks to urelies over
Nelson and "White Streets, to string courses and copings oF aqueducts, in nIojiblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, as specified in
clauses 2,10, 14, and 21........................................................................................................... cubic foot.

27

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 .........................

28

Supply and set freestone gullv-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 ........ each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slate-covers over cistern beads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 19 ..................................

30

31

32

33

lineal foot

130

3/-

650

2/6

4

18/6

40

2/-

...1

IS

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ....................................................................................... sq. yard...
Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in anv situation, 6 in. deep, as
specified in clause 16 ...............................................................................................................

,,

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7 ......................................... .................................................. rod
Supply and fiX) whore ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail arid viiro fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ................................................

3/6

13,250

Freestone ashlar set in coment in steps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10,14, and 21.....................................................................................................

hate
prr
Umt,

12/6

8

..4

320

w-

...

50

18/-

100

8/-

120

33/-

Jl

Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shafts, &c., including providing and filing discs complete, as specified
in clause 18, as viz.:—
34

24-in, diameter storm-water overflow pipes ................................... ... ...................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers .........................................................

}t

20

6/9

36

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts

.............................................................................................................

JJ

15

5/-

37

4-in« diameter scuppcr-pipofi

..................................... .................................................. ......................

il

64

1/6

4,580

-/9

4,580

•/4

lineal yard

Removal of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 100
of the schedule to specification, as viz.: —
38

For tho first half-mile o£ load......................................................................................................... .

39

For every further Quarter of a mile of lead ............. .................................................. ..................

40

Hccciving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought,-iron stepirons, 5m)., supplied by Government at the site of the works, as specified in
clause 20 .......... ...................................................
..
...............

41

42

43
44
45

40
47
'48
49
50
51
52
53

54
65
56

cubic yard
>>

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
discs ........................................................... „
..............................
..................... each

4/-

125

4/-

10

25/-

.,4

Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in the const ruction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule lo specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramming, complete.................................................................. cubic yard Rate only
Special bluestone concrote, in any situation, as specified in clause 11 ............... ...........
ii
Bluestone metal (clause 11),
gauge, slacked ... .............................. ..............................
>f
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in.
stacked.............................. .......... ...................
Bluestone metal fclause 8). 2^-m. gauge, stacked. .............. .............. ............... ...................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 21. stacked......................................................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or plunks (clause 2) ........................................................... cubic foot
Oregon timber, iu scantlings or planks ...................................................................................
ii
W rought-iron, in bolts, serous, nails, spikes, straps, &c. (clause 2) .............................. lb.
...
' Portland ecracht (claubc 2j ........................... ................................ ..........
..................... cask
...
Artizan or mechanic, supplied bv Contractor ....................................................................... day
...
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor.................................... .
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ........................... ...................................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor ................................................
j One additional horse, supplied bv Contractor ...................... ..... ......................... ..........
u
•»’

...

10/CO/13/41.

12'/7/6
3/-

JJ

*•

3/■/*

13/11/10/8/-

11/6/6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
. subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
Tho above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
■ whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on tho time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,- shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
' gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic alorig roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads, and other surfaces, Ac, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
No. 13
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No. 13.—T. WILLIAMS’S TENDER. >

.

Tender 1’okm.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No,
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by me, at 6J per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete tlie same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time; and I hereby undertake that I will, within
fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and I enclose herewith my cheque for the sum of L
as a preliminary deposit; and I
agree that such sum shall bo absolutely forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted I fail to complete the
above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on tlie back hereof, and by which I
agree to be bound.
Dated this 13 th day of March, 1895.
THOS. WILLIAMS,
Islington Terrace, Forest Lodge,
'

Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretaiy shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of tho Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz. :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
...
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
...
...
£10 0 0For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
■
■
. All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of tlie Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed witli a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; hut the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the oiler is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, tlie names in full,
occupations, and addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render tlie
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

-

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
—■—

Contract
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Coktuact No. 77,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.'
No,
of

Description of Works.

[tom.

Probable Quantitjr.

Unit.

Rate
per

WJ.lt.

or

rs,
storm-water overflow and etorm-oater discharge and other pipe-sowe
including removing pitching, maeonry. brick or concrete work, drains, J
with in excavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, G, 10, and 21

c.,
ef

Excavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rock only

4,243

2/-

140

7/-

n

1,160

6/-

ii

90

66/.

••

»

100

60/-

Eicavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv IJ in.
n
diameter, and sucli depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted
*

ii

1,000

it

70

ii

4

it

70

20/-

it

2

30/

in
diameter, and such depth of boro-holcs as shall be directed only aro permitted.
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in length x Ijf in.
in
diameter, and ench depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only arc permitted.
Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, iunctior
ducts, curves, fcc., as specified in clauses 3,4, 10, and 21

b-

Excavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted........
*■
r,

and such depth of borc-holcs as shall be directed only are permitted..................

Excavation in more op less hard materials and in solid roek, in shafts and f
chambers, as specified in clauses 3, G, 10, and 21
Eicavation in road surfaces, loam, ironstone, shale, and roft rock only................
Excavation in hard roek where charges of powder 2 iu. in leri'dli hr 1|
diameter, and such depth of borc-holcs us shall be directed only tiro permit
Excavation in hard rock where charges of powder 4 in. in lennth bv
I'nniVSi'lt 1-iH

nn/4 mid.

1.

1__

I

n i

n

,

.

.

^

10

Eicavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is prrtnittcd ,

n

lulling in at sidesi round awl over all concrote and bi irk work of mai

•

o

..... ....... .

•'

abutment piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, round all
tunnels and open trenches, into embankments for road deviation!
sand-filling over moin sewer between parapets of rqueducts a
restoring ail road and other surfaces, trimming, ie., as specified i

10,

12

oi

-

13
where ordered, ns rpecified in clause 8 .
14

■

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in posilion, and spread 4 in, thick
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause 8....................................

22/6

n

j
d

n

!

1

1

inrred mefnl deck over sand-filling betwe
ordered, completo, including all scrcet
tn clause 9.........................................

«/•

ii

HJ_

.....luminiii^ nails.

67/6

t-

a

2,300

1/-

ii

95

48/-

»

740

4/-

*

i>

370

12/-

i
■

ii

ISO

6/-

lineal yard,

50

1/6

300

1/8

9GO

4/-

2,350

28/-

590

50/-

1,000

GO/-

2,020

50/-

r
J

i
i
i

15
us specified in clause 8

16

Subduets in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glared stoneware i
in. internal diameter, provided and executed ns specified in clause 4 ...,

!

17

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in c
including all iron used in fixing same ...................................................................

cubic foot j

18

Supplying and fixing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, includii
providing and fixing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same...

lineal foot!

19

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21.......................................................................
1

20

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21...................................................................... ........

21

Special Milestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) ol
aqueducts, including providing, placing m position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, ns Sjjeeiljrd in datives 10, 11, and 21 .................................

!

cubic yard.

"

22

Bnckv'ork ta cement m facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels piers
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected white and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, as specified in clauses 2, 10, 13, and 21 ..............................

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12

21

1
i

tt
sq. yard . j

Special cement facing, 1 to 1. to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of “ewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 13 ........................................................... ...............
99

25S—2 C

'

* 1

2,960

2/3

2,750

2/6

260
202
So,

ol
Item.
25

26

Description of Works.

Probable Quantity

Unit.

Pyrmont bottom-block sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in skewbaeks to arches over
Nelson and White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in stopblocks at ends of aqueducts and in any situation where ordered, aa specified in
clauses 2, 10, 14, and 21.................................. ...................................................................... cubic foot.

8/-

...

4

18/6

—•

40

2/-

Supply and Bet round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared blueetonc
pitchers, as specified in clause 15 ........................................................... .......................... sq. yard...

8

12/6

28

Supply and set freestone gullv-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 .......

each

29

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slatc-covers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, as specified in clause 19 ..................................

Jf

83

ISO

2/6

lineal foot

32

8/6

650

Supply and set in position freestone curbing as specified in clausa 17 ........................

81

13,258 j

Freestone ashlar set iu cement in st eps along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10,14, and 21................................................... ................................................

27

80

per
Uni*,

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, 6 in. deep, as
specified in clause 16 ..............................................................................................................

Jf

Supply and fix two-rail ordnance fencing, com plot e with all ironwork, painting and
tarring, as specified in clause 7............................................................................................ rod
Supply and fix, Trherc ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
in clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specification ......................... .....................

320

V-

50

18/-

100

8/-

120

83/-

...

Jf

Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shafts, &C., including providing and fixing discs complete, as specified
in clause 18, as viz. j—34

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes ..........................................................................

lineal yard

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers ...................................................

Jf

20

6/9

86

9-in. diameter pipes in shafts

«

15

6/-

37

4-in. diameter scupper-pipes

Jf

64

1/6

4,580

-/9

4,680

-/*

...................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Bemoval of surplus materials from all excavations as specified in clauses 98 to 100
of the schedule to specification, as viz. : —
38

For the first half-mile of lead........................................................................................... .......

39

For every further quarter of a mile of lead ....... ..................................................................

40

Beceiving, fixing, and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames witli manhole
coverings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrougbt-irjn stepironB,
supplied by Government at the site of the works, as specified in

41

42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
62
53
54
55
56

cubic yard
'

fj

4/

125

4/

10

25/

Flap-traps, providing, delivering, and building in, including providing and fixing
disea ............................................................................................................................. ................................................................... .................................................
Permanent puddle, where ordered in any situation in (lie construction of these
works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of cxoeul ion of work not to be
paid for), as specified in clause 22 of the schedule to specification, including
spreading in 9-in. layers and ramuiiog, complete........................... ................................ cubic yard Bate only
Special bluestone concrete, in any situation, as specified in clause 11 ........................
Bluestone metal (clause 11), I£-in. gauge, Blacked .............................................................
Sandstone metal (clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked ..................................................................
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 2i-in. gauge, slacked.................................................................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked........... ...............................................................................................................
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 2) ...........................................................................................................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ...................................................................................
Wrought-iron, in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, &c. (clause 2) ................................
Portland cement (clause 2) ..................................................................................................... ..................................................................................
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ...........................................................................................................................
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor...........................................................................
Ordinary labourer, supplied bv Contractor ............................................... ..................................................................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor ..............................................................................
One additional horse, supplied bv Contractor ..........................................................................................................................

..

10/-

JJ
ft

•*
•-

60/18/4-

JJ

**

U

**

...

JJ

*•

...

Jj

»•

»

3/-

cubic foot
j*

ib.
cask
day

...

JJ
JJ

*•

JJ

Jf

12/7/6

Jf

'*

**

3/;„
-/4

13/1110/811/6/6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer,
Prices for items Nos, .'52, 53, 54,55, and 56, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The.schedule rates per day arc for the day of eight hours. In tho event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on tho time rates set down for day-work,
^
Tlie whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete hoses, unwatering, coffer (Inins, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining tlie traffic along roads
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
alT roads and other surfaces, &a, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
<Vl‘

No. 14

281
203
No. 14.—T. E. SPENCER’S TENDER,
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in tho Government Gazelle, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of tho Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale section (Contract No.
77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions,
which have been inspected by me, at 5 per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule
of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date
of the acceptance of this tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the
said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not
in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time ; and I hereby undertake that I will, within
fourteen days from tlie date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to
the. ^Minister for Public 'Works a valid legal contract with tier Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms
and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general
conditions; and I enclose herewith my cheque for the sum of £200 as a. preliminary deposit; and I
agree that such sum shall be absolutely forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender
is opened withdraw the same, or if in the event of this tender being accepted I fail, to complete the
above-mentioned contracv. within fourteen days thereafter ; and further, that this tender is made subject
to the conditions contained in the Tender Board regulations, printed on tho back hereof, and by which'I
agree to be bound.
'
Dated this 13th day of March, 1895.
THOS. E. SPENCER,
17 Boyce-street, Glebe Point.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tlie lowest tenderer; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried :out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
Tlie Secretary shall, as snon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Oliice, a full statement of tho tenders received, showing the work, tho name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of tho Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
Retarding to the following scale, viz. :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
...
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
...
...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by. the Manager of
tlie Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, witli the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possil.de after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
1
Any tender which may he received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
,•
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing ins tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall bo forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for tlie work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same scries to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course lias been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
tlie name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
<
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being -opened
and declared.
----------

Contract
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CoyiEACT No. 77.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

No.
ol

Description Of Works.

Hate
per
Unit.

Probaiilo Quantity.

Unit.

Item.
'
Eicavation in open trendies in more or less hard materials, and in hard rock, for
foundations of abutment-piers, and piers of arches of aqueducts, main sewers,
retaining walls, gullies, scats of embankments for road deviations, road cuttings,
storm-water overflow and storm-water discharge and other pipo-sewers, &c.,
including removing pitching, masonry, brick or concrete work, drains, &c., met
with in eicavations as specified in clauses 3, 4, 6, 10, and 21
Eicavation in road surfaces, soil, sand, loam, clay, ironstone, soft rook only ........

cubic yard

Excavation in bard rock whore charges of powder 2 in. in length x In in- in
diameterj and such depth of boreholes as shall be directed only are permitted,..

jj

Eicavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 in. in length i 1} in. in
diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall he directed only aro permitted ..

4,243

2/-

140

7/-

1,100

0/-

Excavation in tunnels in solid rock for main and branch sewers, junctions, sub
ducts, curves, &o., as speeilied in clauses 3,4,10, and 21 :—
’

90

Eicavation in hard rook where guttering and gadding only is permitted.......................

»

Eicavation in hard rout where charges of pow der2 in. in length s l f in. in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted.......................

u

100

Eicavation in hard roek where charges of powder 4 in. in length by lif in. in
diameter, and such depth of boro-holcs as shall bo directed only are permitted...

>j

1,000

os;-

60/-

67/6

Excavation in more or less hard materials and in solid rock, in shafts and shaftchambers, as specified in clauses 3, 6, 10, and 21:—
70

6/

Excavation in hard rock whero charges of powder 2 in. in length by IS in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as eliall be directed only are permitted...

jj

4

Excavation in hard rock where charge* of powder 4 in. in length byl? in. in
diameter, and sucli depth of bore holes m shall be directed only arc permitted..

jj

70

20/-

10

Eicavation in hard rock where guttering and gadding only is permitted.....................

>j

2

30/-

11

Eilling in at sides, round and over all eonerote and biickwork of main sewer in
open cutting round manhole shatts, chambers, reluming walls, gullies, round
abutment piers, and piers of arches uf aqueducts, round all pipc-sewers in
tunnels and open trendies, into embankments for road deviations, including all
sand-fiiling over main sewer between parapets of i queducts imd in tunnels,
restoring ait road and other surfaces, trimming, &e., as spe ified in clauses 5, 6,
2,300

V-

95

48/-

12

13

Tarred metal deck over sand-filling between parapet walls of aqueducts, and where
ordered, complete, including all screenings, hot conl-tar coatings,&C., os specified

Sandstone ballast provided, placed in position, and spread 8 in. thick on road
formation, 3 feet thick iSllast-pneking between heads of piles when directed and
jj

740

Bluestone road metal provided, placed in position, and spread 4 in. thick on road
formations, and where ordered, as specified in clause H...................................................

j*

870

12/-

Bluestone screenings provided, placed in position, and spread over road formations,
as specified in clause 8 ............................................................................................................ .

jj

180

5/-

Subducto in more or less hard materials, when ordered, of glazed stoneware pipe of 0
in. internal diameter, provided and executed as specified in clause 4 ....................... lineal yard

eo

1/6

Timber ordered in writing to be left in excavations, as specified in clause C,
including alt iron used in fixing same ............................................... ..................................... cubic foot

300

1/8

Supplying and filing hardwood round timber in piles, where ordered, including
providing and filing all iron shoes and other ironwork used in driving same........ lineal foot

960

4/-

2,350

28/

where ordered, as »pacified iu clause S......................................................................................

14
15

10
17
18
19

Sandstone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form or thickness, as specified in
cubic yard

20
21

22

22/0

Bluestone concrete, in any situation, in any shape, form, or thickness, as specified in
clauses 10, 11, and 21..................................... ...............................................................................

)]

590

60/-

Special bluestone concrete in inner lining of sewers (between brick facings) of
aqueducts, including providing, placing in position, and walling in of iron bond
rods, as specified in clauses 10, 11, and 2L ....................................... .................. ...............

II

1,000

60/-

2,020

60/-

Brickwork in cement in facings, arches, circular panels, pilasters, corbels, piers,
spandrels, parapets, of specially selected wbite and red bricks, in sewer linings,
and in any situation, ns specified in clauses 2, 10,13, and 21 .....................................

23

Cement facing, 1 to 2, in any situation where ordered, as specified in clause 12........

24

Special Cement facing, 1 to 1, to all internal surfaces of concrete lining of sewers
over aqueducts, as specified in clause 12 .................................................................................

JJ

sq. yard..,

Jl

...

2,900

2/3

2,750

2/6
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Description of Works.

Ttwii,

Unit.

iProkable Quantity.

per

Unit.

25

Pyrmont boUora-bloclt sandstone ashlar, set in cement, in siren-backs to arches over
JNelson and 'White Streets, to string courses and copings of aqueducts, in slopblocks at ends of aqncduels and in any situation where ordered, as specified *
clauses 2, 10,14, and 21....................................................................................’.........................

26

Freestone ashlar set in cement in slops along lines of raised footpaths as specified
in clauses 2,10, 14, and 21....................................................... .

27

Supply and sot in position freestone curbing as specified in clause 17 ..........................

28

Supply and set freestone gully-covers, where ordered, as specified in clause 17 .......

20

Supply, place in position, and set in cement, slaic-eovers over cistern heads of
scupper-pipes on lines of aqueducts, ns specified in clanse 10 ................ ...............

30

Supply and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, squared bluestone
pitchers, ftp specified in clause 15 ............■,.......... ...................

31

Squared freestone pitchers to be supplied and set in any situation, G in, deep, a?
specified 111 clause 16 ................................................
1

32

Supply and (ii two-rail ordnance fencing, complete with nil ironwork, painting and
larring, as specified in clause 7 .......................................................................... .
rod

33

Supply and fir, where ordered, hardwood, split, two-rail and wire fence, as specified
m clauses 212 to 220 of the schedule to specificatf

cubic foot.

13,250

»

3/6

ISO

3/

lineal footj

650

2/G

each ■ ...i

4

18/G

,,

...

40

sq. yard...

8

2/
12/C

320

w-

50

18/

100

8/

120

33/

J)

...

Providing laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain, junction and bend pipes in
trenches, shalts, itc., including providing and filing discs complete, as specified
m eiausc 18, as viz.:—
°
i
>
i
31

24-in. diameter storm-water overflow pipes ................................................................................

35

12-in. diameter vertical drop pipes from weir chambers .................................................... .

30

!)-in. dismelcr pipes in shafts

37

4-in. diameter scupper-pipes

lineal yard!

20

6/8

15

&/■

64

1/G

4,580

-/9

.....................................................................
.............................................................

Removal of surplus materials from all escarntions ns specified in clauses 08 to 10f
or tJig schedule to specification, as viz,; *—
38

ler tbc first hnlf-milc of lead ...................................... , t

30

For eiery further quarter of a mile of lead ............................................................................. ...

JO

Receiiing, filing, and jointing any metalwork as cast-iron frames with manhole

cubic yard

4,580

colorings or gully gratings, gas-check frames, galvanised wrought-ir.m stepirons, .fee., supplied by Government nt the site of the works, as specified in
elaose 20 ...................................................................
’
1

*h
ewt

125

4/

each

10

25/

41

^"dis”1*13|,r0TiJ"lg’ di:’!i''crinK. antl building in, including providing and filing

42

Permanent puddle, whero ordemt in any situation in tho construction of these
"orks (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution of work not to be
paid for), as specified m clause 22 of ihe schedule to specification, ineluding
spreading luO-iji, fajers mid ramimo^ complete..................... ............................ ............ . I eubie yard Rato only

43
44

Special bluestone eonerote, in any situation, as specified in clause 11 ............................
IJInestono metal (clniise 1L), IJ-in. gauge, slacked .......................................
j
Sandstone metal {clause 11), 2-in. gauge, stacked................................. "*
..............
Bluestone metal (clause 8), 21-in. gauge, stocked........ !!!,!."""""!!!..............................
Sharp, clean, washed sand (clause 2), stacked.................... ..................................... '
Sawn luirdnood, in scantlings or planks (clause 21
.........................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .......................................................................................
A\ rought-iron, in holts, screws, nails, spikes, straps, 'io. (clause 2)...............................
Portland cement (clause 2) ...................................................... ...
! ............................
Artizan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor
.......................
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by Contractor..........................................
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor .................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor
"
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ......................." ...............................*.............

43
40
47
48
40
GO
51
52
53
54

er>

50

j

10/
60/
13/
4/

12/.
cubic fool
ib.

cask
day

7/6
3/

3/

-/4

13/
11/

10/
8/

11/

6/6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of Tenderers, beiim
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
^
o
to
i
%'1°.rlc liere!n enutnerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
the above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to tho day of their being formally taken over by tlie Engineer.
Tim boRoT?8 ^ jtcms1Ivos- 5f’ 5^> 5i> 55 and 5G, are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
rn toli
L f r FC-a ry ar?
the d!ly of e,SU houra- In the event of overtime and night-work being
o cred, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates sot down for day-wori
The whole ot the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
C rrnlf- C°nC?te b0SeS’
coffer dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roadsfpumping;
gas et hllmg, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads
crossing over pipo-scwers disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, m accordance with plans and specification.
ETo. 15.
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No. 15.—CARTEK, G-TJMMOW, & CO.’s TENDER.
(Bound up with Bond.)

No. 3.
The Principal Assistant Engineer to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public ITorks, Hoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
_
Sydney, 14 March, 1894.
Subject-.—Eifteen tenders for the construction of the Northern Main Sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt
sections, Contract No. 77.
Tun tenders for the construction of the Northern Main Sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt sections,
Contract No. 77, have now been, cheeked, the lowest being that of Messrs. Carter, Gummow, <fc Co., at 28)
pier cent, below schedule rates, amounting to £15,757 Is. 9d.
The following are the other tenderers:—
At 25) per cent, below schedule rates.
Messrs. J. M‘Sweeney
J. P. Carson
...
...
„ 2(Ut
Gilliver and Curtis
...
„ m
Holloway Bros. ...
...
„ m
J. Stewart & Co.
...
«* ►
„ 18*
„ 17*
Howie Bros.
...
...
Hugh Owen
...............
,, 15
Phillips, Rhodes, and Broughton
„ 13
R. and S. Butcher
...
11
E. Taylor...........................
„ 10)
Maddison and Ewing ..,
,, 8)
T. Williams
...............
>i 6*
T. E. Spencer ...
..
Lump sum of £15,500.
Carter, Gummow, & Co.
With respect to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.’s second tender for a lump sum of £15,500, I
find that it is accompanied by a special design on tho “ Monier11 system. '
The plans for the White's Creek and Johnstone’s Creek aqueducts as designed in this office, for
which tenders were invited, were prepared with a view to securing the most substantial and enduring
structure at the most reasonable cost. At the time that this design was made, I had as full particulars
regarding the “ Monier ” principle as it was possible to obtain in the colonies. I would also like to point
out that in Europe this class of work is made a speciality, being patented, and is wholly in the hands of
private companies, who are required to give a substantial guarantee for the stability of their work. I
think it would not be advisable to construct at the outset a work of such importance on the “ Monier”
principle.
_
Tho total for the office design amounts to ...
...
...
...
...
£15,757
„
contractor’s Monier design...................................................
15,500
£257

Difference

C. H. OULBSEN-BAGGE.

'

.

' No. 4
Report by Board of Reference.

Board of Reference.—Tenders for Contract No. 77, Main Northern Sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt
sections.
.
Thk tenders for this work were submitted to tbc Board to-day. In doing so, Mr. Hickson pointed out
that fifteen tenders had been received, the lowest being that of Carter, Gummow, A Co., at 28£ per cent,
below schedule rates—amounting approximately to £15,757 Is. 9d. The same firm also submitted a lump
sum tender for cunying out the work accordiug to a plan sent in by them, for the sum of £15,500. Ihe
plan submitted is for constructing the work on the “ Monier ” arch principle. This system has been
extensively used during recent years on the Continent of Europe, with successful results, and Mr. Hickson
sees no reason why, under certain restrictions, the oppoi't.unity should not be taken to introduce the system
in the public works of this Colony. The advantages claimed by the patentees are that works can be
carried out at a much cheaper rate wherever this method of construction is used. Mr, Hickson said he
had no doubt that the design submitted was thoroughly suitable, and likely to bo effective, and as the
main principles as regards size and inclination of sower were as provided for in the Departmental design,
he was prepared to recommend it for adoption ; but if it, was decided to accept the tender, a short specifi
cation of the work should be included in tho bond, and provision also made for tlie maintenance of the
work by the contractors for a certain period after completion.
Mr. Hickson further said, that as Mr. Barley would be the responsible officer for carrying out this
work, he had gone into the matter very thoroughly with that gentleman, and Mr. Darlcy was quite pre
pared to endorse his views.
The
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The Board, in view of the fact that Messrs. Barley and Hickson arc satisfied that the principle is a
sound one, and that the adoption of the plan will result in considerable economy, are prepared to endorse
the recommendation of these gentlemen, and now submit the matter for the Minister's consideration.
J. BARLING,
Chainnan.
C. W. BARLEY,
Engineer-in-Chief, Harbours and Rivers.
ROBERT HICKSON,
Commissioner for Roads.
H. BEANE,
Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction.
W. L. VERNON,
J. W. Holliman, Secretary,
Government Architect.
20 March, 1895.
--------Submitted.—J.B., 2'7/3/95.
Before approving of this proposal I should like an estimate of the
actual value of the work to be carried out by the contractors under the substituted scheme.—J.H.Y.,
27/3/95.
Mr. Hickson.—J.B., 28/3/95.
To comply fully with tJic Minister’s minute would mean the taking out of quantities in the plan
submitted by Messrs. Carter and Gummow. This would take at least a week to do. I think, however,
I can answer sufficiently for tho Minister to come to a decision. When plans were being prepared for the
extension of the sewers on to the sewage farm, estimates were made for the work on the Monier system,
ns well as on the Bepartment’s designs. Tlie result was that the estimate of both works was practically
the same. Applying that comparison to this case, it would mean that the Bepartmental estimate for the
work under consideration would be £22,000.—Rojit. Hickson, 28/3/95. Under Secretary.
Submitted.—J. Bahlino, Under Secretary for Public Works, 28/3/95.
This is quite sufficient
for me, and I now approve of the recommendation of the Board being carried out.'—J.H.Y., 29/3/95.
Accept.—B.C.McL. (pro. U.S.), 29/3/95.
No, 5.

■

The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Gentlemen,
Bepartment of Public Works, Sydney, II April, 1895.
I have tbe honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 13th March last, is accepted for the construction of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt
aud Annandale sections No. 77, nt the sum of £15,500, in the terms set out iu the supplementary specifi
cation, a copy of which is sent herewith, and subject to the following special conditions, viz.:—
That if it shall be represented to the Secretary for Public Works at any time during the progress
of this contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who have not been domiciled
in this Colony for six months previously to such employment, and sncli allegation be proved to his satis
faction, the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such
direction being conveyed to you, under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works, you shall
discharge such men forthwith; and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction, the
Minister shall have the power to declare this contract to be cancelled as if this stipulation had been
expressly set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this contract.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to this
contract, modified by the supplementary specification above referred to, and the plan submitted with your
tender, and to be completed within seventy-eight weeks from this date.
A fixed deposit receipt;, in favour of the Secretary for Public Works, for the sum of £775, will be
required as security for the due performance of contract within the stipulated time, and a personal bond
in the sum of £12,000, and two bondsmen in the sum of £0,000 each, in connection with the maintenance
as set out in the supplementary specification. Will you be good enough to notify to me your assent to
these terms, and at the same time submit the names of two responsible persons who are willing to act as
your sureties.
I have to refer you to tlie Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction for further
information, and to request that you will, when required to do so, coll upon the officer in charge of bonds
and contracts at this office with your sureties for the purpose of executing the necessary documents for
the due observance of your contract.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
.
Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Draft of Supplementary Specification. .
Tim structure above tbe level of tbe skewbaeks of main arches to bo constructed as shown on drawing,
which accompanied the contractor's tender, of cement mortar (except the cement facing), composed of one
part of cement to three parts of sand, and wrought-iron rods on the “Monier system.”
Tlie foundations of piers are to be in conformity to tlie drawings attached to the contract, except
as regards the extra size necessitated by the larger pier shown on the contractor’s plan, and are to be
to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
Should the piers be required to be put down to a greater depth than shown on the drawings, or a
greater number of them require piling than shown, the work is to be executed as ordered, without extra
payment 1 icing made.
The piers are to be built with sandstone concrete of the quality specified, and faced with cement
mortar composed of one part of cement and two parts of sand.
The cement facing of the structure above the level of the springing of main, arches is to be com
posed of one part of coment and one part of sand.
The works generally are. to be carried out in accordance with the specification, schedule to specifica
tion, and the plans therein referred to, save and except sucli structure parts as are to be carried out under
the “ Monier system,” or necessarily enlarged to meet the requirements of the contractor's plan, and within
the time set out in the general conditions.
The
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The contractors shall continue to maintain the said works at their own cost after the period of
maintenance set forth in the general conditions, for a further period of three years, computed from such
date to the satisfaction of the Engineer, whose decision shall be final and conclusive upon all points con
cerning workmanship and materials, and the permanency and durability of the said sewer works, and the
contractors shall enter into a bond with Her Majesty the Queen with two sufficient sureties in the penal
sum of £12,000 to secure the removal of so much of tlie said works as shall have been constructed on the
“ Monier system,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same at any time during tlie said periods
of maintenance, and to re-erect and construct the said works at their own cost find expense, in accordance
with^ all things with the specification, and schedule to specification and plans, therein referred to and
within
weeks from the date of being called upon so to do.
’
Would it not be desirable to take this opportunity for connecting tho President of the Water
Supply and Sewerage Board and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage Construction with the contract in lieu of
the Engmeer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage? Would it not be possible for the contractors to
take objection hereafter?—C.D., 4/4/95.
Mr, Norrie.—J.D., 4/4/9o,
I suggested to Mr. Hickson yesterday the desirability of blotting out his signature aud printed title
on the conditions, substituting those of Mr. Darley, which was at once assented to, A reference will too
be made in tho agreement and bond to the plans being in Mr. Harley’s office.—Haiiold F Noiihie’
4/4/95.
’
Mr. Harley is to be styled, so far as he is connected with this Bepartment, “Engineer-in-Chief for
Metropolitan Sewerage Ccmstruction."-J.B., 5/4/95.
Mr. Harley has the other papers : forward these
to be placed with them,—Jno. P,, 6/4/95.
.

3STo. V.
Estimate of tho value of work to be performed.
Com in act

No. 77.—Johnstone’s Creek and White’s Creek Aqueduct, above Footings.
Description of Work.

.Unit.

Brickwork ...................................................
Tarred metal deckina...........................................
Special bluestone concrote ......................................
Srtndfltono concrete .................................. .
.
Sand filling between parapets..........................................
Pvnnont ashinre .....................................
...
Cement facing .....................................................
Sifltc covers ...................................................................

Cubic yard

Prohabln
Quantity.
1,935

li&tu.
!

£ s. d.
4,837 10 O
228 0 0
3.000 0 O
1,764 0 0
6 10 O
2.318 16 O
iHZ Id U
1 u u

2/10/-

ii

U
J?

t?
eubiu foot
square yard
each

1,000
1,200
130
13,250
2,750
40

3/./.
w1/
3/0

£

12,501 10

0

Iso. 8.
The Clerk in charge of Bonds and Contracts to The Engineer-in-Chief for Public
Works.
'
Minute Paper.
Bepartment of Public Works, Bonds and Contracts Branch, Sydney, 18 April, 1895.
Subject-.—Cont. No. 77, Northern Main Sewer.
In order to enable me to prepare the necessary bond herein, I should be furnished with the plans at vour
earliest convenience.
jp p NORRIE
"
Officer in charge
-------(Per V.C.L )
These plans wrere sent to the IV ater and Sewerage Board on the 17/4/95 —H T Evans 90/l/95
Received by Water and Sewerage Board; returned herewith.—T.6., 23/4/95. Mr Davis
Tim
necessary plans, specification, and conditions have been sent to W. and S. Board. Now forwarded to
Mr. Norrie.—J. Davis, tor Engineer-in-Chief for Public 'Works.

No. 9.
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., to The Minister for Public Works.
Sir
w
^ j
.
North Sydney, 4 April, 1895.
j. j i
hoHor to draw your attention to the conditions upon which the acceptance of our
teuder depends for Contract No. 77, Balmain Sewerage Works, and to our conversation with you of even
date m connection with security required for its due performance.
Wo respectfully submit that our personal sureties for the amount necessary should be taken for
its completion aud maintenance and as a sufficient guarantee for the proper carrying out of the work.
We are a firm of sound financial standing, well and favourably known to your Department as
contractors for many large and important contracts extending over a period of eight or nine years under
the Departments of Harbours and Rivers, and Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage, which facts wo trust will
satisty you as lo our bona fulcc in this matter.
Wo have Ac.,
CARTER. GDMMOW, & CO.
No. 10.
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No. 10.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works, Hoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 5 April, 1S95.
The accompanying letter of 4th April, 1895, from Messrs. Carter, Grummow, & Co., is a protest against
the stringent supplementary specification prepared by Mr, Nome, at my suggestion, with regard to the
alteration in the design of Contract No. 77.
The last paragraph of this specification states :—“And the contractors shall enter into a bond with
Her Majesty the Qnccn in the penal sum of £12,000, with two sufficient sureties in the penal sum of
£6,000 each, to secure the removal of so much of the said works as shall have been constructed on the
Monier system, &c., &c.”
The amount of £12,000 is the sum it would cost the Department, at Departmental rates, to renew
that portion of this sewer which is built on the Monier system.
It is right, however, to say that the tendered rates for this portion of the work would only come
to £9,000 ; but, prices being abnormally low', I think it is only right to put in a sum at which the
Department really values the work.
Messrs. Carter and Gummow ask that their own “ personal sureties for the amount named,” i.e.,
£12,000 (an amount which they do not dispute), “ should be taken for its completion and maintenance,
and as a sufficient guarantee for the proper carrying out of the work,”
.
They go on to say that they are “ a firm of sound financial standing, well and favourably known
to the Department as contractors.” This is quite true ; they are a firm in which I have every confidence.
They have done a great deal ot work under me, and I can testify that their aim always has been to turn
out tho very best class of work possible. At the same time, misfortunes happen the very soundest firms
of contractors, and the Department must look a little way into the future. Their own bond for £12,000
would be really of no use if they were unfortunate enough in the meantime to become bankrupt.
I think, therefore, it is right that the sureties should he insisted upon. They give the names of
two men, Mr. George Borrest and Mr. James Gillen. Prom inquiries made I believe these men to he
financially sound ; and, I think, if their names were accepted as the sureties in the penal sum of £6,000
each the Department would be secured as far as it is reasonably possible to he.
This w'ork will bo carried out under Mr. Darlcy, and I recommend that the whole of the papers
he sent him to give his opinion thereon.
EOBT. HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public "Works.
Mr. Darley for report.—J.B., 5/4/95.
I concur with Mr. Hickson. I think in accepting a new
patent of this kind, and adopting it on a large and costly contract, that the Department cannot bo too
careful in securing its position by leaving all the risk on the hands of the contractors and patentees. I
therefore recommend that the personal names be required for further surety. The names mentioned
may, I think, be accepted,—C.D., Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, 8/4/95.
Eor Minister’s approval as to course suggested in regard to sureties.—J. Baeltno, Under Secretary
for Public Works, 9/4/05.
Approved.—J.H.Y., 10/4/95.
Mr. Norrie.—Jno. P., 10/4/95.
,

No. 11.
Contract of Agreement and Annexures.
Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contracts Branch, Sydney, 3 June, 1895.
Subject:—Contract No. 77, Northern Main Sewer, Annandale and Leichhardt Sections. (Carter,
Gummow, <fc Co.)
The agreement, &c., herein duly prepared, have been executed by the contractors and sureties, and
stamped, and might now be forwarded to the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
The tender, and ail other papers herein, are sent herewith.
HAEOLD F. NOEEIE,
-------Officer in Charge.
Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, to note, and if he wishes to retain to
place in a safe for security.—Jn'o. P.
U.S.), 4/6/95. Mr. Smail.

Agreement made this 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord 1895, between John Carter, Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
contractors, carrying on business together under tlie name, style, or form of “ Carter, Gummow, it Co.”
{and hereinafter styled or referred to as “the contractors”), of the one part, and Pier Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria, of tlie other part.
Whereas the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony (hereinafter called tlie said Minister) recently
called for tenders by notice published in the Government Gazette (of which notice a copy is hereunto
annexed and marked “ A”), for construction, of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sec
tions, Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage, as shown in the drawings relating thereto in the office of tlie
Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, and marked “No. 1 " to “No. 10,” both inclu
sive, and accordiug to tlie specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition,
which are hereunto annexed and marked respectively “ B,” “ C,” “D," and “ E.” And whereas the con
tractors made tlie tender hereunto annexed, marked “ F,” to provide tlie material and perform the various
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works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of the said sewerage
works agreeably to the said drawings, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and
special condition, as modified by tlie supplementary specification, also hereunto annexed and marked “ G,”
and the contractors’ drawing, marked “No. 11,” now in the office of the said Engineer-in-Chief for Metro
politan Sewerage Construction, and at or for the price or sum set out in the said tender. And whereas
the said tender was accepted by tbe said Minister, and such acceptance (a copy of which is annexed hereto,
and marked “ H”), was duly notified to the contractors on the 11th day of April now last past., and the
contractors have assented thereto, as per their letter annexed hereto, marked “ I.” And whereas the con
tractors have deposited the sum of £775 in the Bank of New Zealand, at Sydney, in the said Colony, in the
name of the Under Secretary for Public 'Works, at interest upon fixed deposit, No. a22,187, dated the 29th
day of April now last past for twelve months, and have handed the receipt for the same to the said
Minister to be held by him as such Minister or the Minister for Public Works for the time being of the
said Colony, on behalf of Her Majesty, as security for the due performance of this contract, and all other
matters and things herein contained, and which, on the part of the contractors, are to be done and
performed. And whereas the said contractors have, with two approved sureties, entered into bonds to
Her said Majesty conditioned to secure the due performance of the removal of so much of (he said works
at their own costas shall have been constructed on the “ Monier System” if the Engineer shall bo dissatisfied
with the same at any time during cither of the periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions
and supplementary specification respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works,
• and for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own
■ expense in accorehince in all things with the said specification, schedule,to specification, general conditions,
special condition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from tlie date of
’being called upon to do so. .Now this agreement witnesseth that, in consideration of the premises, the
contractors do hereby, for themselves, heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with and to Her said
Majesty tlie Queen, Her heirs, and successors: That they, the contractors, shall and will perfonn the
various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of tlie
said sewerage works in accordance in all things with tlie said specification, schedule to specification, general
conditions, special condition, supplementary specification, and drawings, and at and after the price, and
within the time in the said tender mentioned. And that they will well and truly remove so much of tlie
said works at their own cost as shall have been constructed on the “Monier System” if the Engineer shall
be dissatisfied with the same at any time during either of the respective periods of maintenance set out in
the said general conditions and supplementary specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and
provide for the full and uninterrupted flow of sewage during progress of such rebuilding at their own
expense, in accordance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
and special condition, and the plans therein respectively referred to, within thirty-nine weeks from the date
of being called upon to do so. And it is hereby agreed and declared between and by the said parties
hereto that the said copy, notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition,
supplementary specification, tender, copy, letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto, marked
as aforesaid, all being hereunto annexed as aforesaid, shall be read as incorporated in and forming part and
parcel of these presents in like manner, and if the same had been herein ■written and set forth at length,
and that the said several annexures, tee said drawings, and these presents shall together be taken to be
the contract between the said parties in respect of the said sewerage works amplified in manner following—
that is to say, that the said general conditions shall at all times be read and construed as if tbe stipulation
contained in the said letter of acceptance of tender as to the discharge of men (not domiciled in this Colony
for six' months previously to their employment on the said works) employed on the said works when called
upon to do so, and the penalty for non-compliance therewith had been expressly set out in the said general
conditions.
In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals the day
and year first before written.
Signed, sealed and delivered, by the said Jolm )
JOHN (BARTER,
Carter, in the presence of,—
J
ffahold E. Norrie.
Signed, sealed and delivered, by tee said Frank't
Moorhousc Gummow, by his attorney, John (
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMO'W.
Carter, acting under power of attorney,

(

dated the 2nd day of January, 1894, in the )
presence of,—
Harold E.
Signed, sealed and delivered, by tlie said David 1
Graham Snodgrass, in the presence of,—
f

■

(Ry his Attorney, John Carter).

Norrie.

D. G. SNODGRASS.

Harold F. Norrie.

This is the agreement referred to in our respective bonds to Her Majesty the Queen.
Dated this 16th day of May. a.d.. 1895.
GEORGE FORREST,
_
'
'
JAMES GTLLAN,
Witness—Harold F. Norrie.

Sureties.

Kxow all men by these presents,—That we, John Cartel', Frank Moorhousc Gummow, and David Graham
Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractors, carrying on business
together under the name, style, or firm of “ Carter, Gummow. <fc Co.” (and hereinafter referred lo as
the said contractors), aro jointly and severally held, and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty
■
Queen Victoria, in the penal sum of £12,000 sterling, to he paid in Sydney, in the said Colony, to
Her said Majesty, her heirs, or successors, for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind
ourselves, and each of us, our and each and every of our heirs, executors, and administrators jointly
and severally firmly by these presents.
■
Sealed with our seals dated the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
Whereas, by agreement bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between the said con
tractors of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted to perform
the various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion of the
'
'
' '
northern

northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, Contract LTo, 77, Sydney Sewerage, according
to the copy notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition, supplementary
specification, tender, copy letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto, thereunto annexed,
and marked “A,” “B/’“C,” “D” “ E ” “F,” “ C-,” “H,” and “I” respectively, and certain drawings
relating thereto, now in the office of the Enginccr-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, and
marked Mo, 1 to No. 11, both inclusive.
And whereas the said contractors have severally offered to become and be bound to her said
Majesty, her heirs, and successors, for the due removal of so much of the said works, at their own cost, as
shall have been constructed on tlie “ Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same, at
any time during either of the periods of maintenance set out in tho said general conditions and suppleL
mentary specification respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works, and for tlie
free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at their own. expense, in
accordance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special
condition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and witlun thirty-nine weeks from the date of being
called upon to do so. Now, the condition of the above-written bond and obligation is such that if the said
contractors do, and shall well and truly remove so much of the said works at their own cost, ms shall have
been constructed on the “Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same at any time
during the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary
specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and uninterrupted flow of
sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance in all things with the
said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions and special condition, and the plans therein
respectively referred to, within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. Then this
obligation will be void and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed ^
JOHN CARTER.
John Carter, in the presence of,— j
Harold F. Norrie.
Signed, scaled, and delivered by the .abovenamed'
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW.
Frank Moorhousc Gummow, by his duly
(.By his Attorney, Jonx Carter).
constituted attorney, Jolm Carter, acting under power of attorney, dated the 2nd I
January, 1894, in the presence of,—
J
Harold F. Norrie.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed 1
D. G. SNODGRASS.
David Graham Snodgrass, in the presence J
of,—
Harold F. Norrie.
Statutory Declaration.

the Colony of New South Wales, contractor, do hereby solemnly
declare and affirm that—
1. I am the duly constituted attorney of Frank Moorhouse Gummow, at present residing at Adelaide,
in the province of South Australia, under and by virtue of a Deed Poll or Power of Attorney,
under tho hand and seal of tbe said Frank Moorhouse Gummow, dated the 2nd diiv of January,
1894.
J
2. Irom letters and telegrams recently received from the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow, I have
every reason to believe, and I verily do believe, that the said Frank Moorhouse Gummow is still
alive.
.
■ 3. At the time of the execution by me as such Attorney as aforesaid of a bond to and agreement
with Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, and bearing date the 16th day of May, 1895,
in connection with Contract No. 77, Sydney Sewerage Works, I had not nor have I since
received notice of the .revocation by death or otherwise of the abovementioned Deed Poll or
Power of Attorney.
And I make this solemn declaration as to the matters aforesaid according to the law in this behalf,
and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement m any such
declaration.
Taken arid declared at Sydney, this 16th l
JOHN CARTER,
day of May, 1895, before,—
j
■
Harold F. Norrie, J,P.
T, John Carter, of

Sydney,

in

Know all Men by these Presents,—That I, George Forrest, of Marrickville, in the Colony of New South
Wales, householder, am held and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty, Queen Victoria, in
the penal sum of £6,000 sterling, to be paid in Sydney, in the said Colony, to Her said Majesty, her
heirs or successors, for which payment well and truly to be made, 1 bind myself, my and ’ each and
every of my heirs, executors, and administrators firmly by these presents.
Sealed with my seal, dated the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
Whereas by agreement, hearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between. John Carter.
Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, carrying on business together as contractors,
under the name, style, or form of “Carter, Gummow, and Company,” and therein and hereinafter called
tho contractors, of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the said contractors covenanted
to perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and com
pletion of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, Contract No. 77, Sydney
Sewerage, according to the copy notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions,
special condition, supplementary specification, tender, copy letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of
assent thereto, thereunto annexed, and marked “A,” “ B,” “ C,” “ D,” “ E," “F,” “ G,” “ H,” and “ I,”
respectively, and certain drawings relating thereto, now in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief for Metro
politan Sewerage Construction, and marked “No. 1 ” to “ No. 11,” both inclusive.
And
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And whereas the contractors have entered into a bond to Her said Majesty, dated tlie IGth day of
May, 1895, conditioned to remove at their own cost so much of the said works as shah have been con
structed on the “ Monier System ” if tbe Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same at any time during
either of the periods of maintenance set out in the said General Conditions and Supplementary Specifics
tion respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works, and to provide for the free
and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at their own expense, in .accord
ance in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special con
dition, and plans therein respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being
called’upon to do so. And whereas I, the said George Forrest, have offered to become bound to Her said
Majestv, her heirs and successors, for tbe due performance and fulfilment of the said contract, accoiding
to the said agreement, and the several annexures thereto, so far as the removal of a portion of the said
works constructed on the “ Monier System” is concerned, if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same
at any time during either of the periods of maintenance referred to, and the re-erection of the said works,
and for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at tbe con
tractor’s expense, in tbe manner provided for iu the original specification, schedule to specification, general
conditions, and plans within the time lastly hereinbefore set out. Now the condition of the above-written
bond and obligation is such that if the contractors do and shall well and truly remove so much of the said
works as shall have been constructed on the “Monier System,” if tbe Engineer shall be dissatisfied with
the same at any time during the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions
and supplementary specification, and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and
uninterrupted flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance
in all things with the said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition,
and the plans therein respectively referred to within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon
to do so. Then this obligation will be void, and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed \
George Forrest, in the presence of,—
J

GEO. F011REST.

Harold F. Norrie.

Statutory Declaration.

T George Forrest, of Marrickville, in the Colony of New South IV ales, householder, do hereby solemnly
declare and affirm that I am possessed of property to the value of £6,000 sterling and more, and that such
property consists of—Freehold property, £5,700; cash in bank, £300 sterling. And I make tins solemn
declaration as to the matters aforesaid, according to the law in this behalf made and subject to the
punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Taken and declared at Marrickville, this 1st day )
GEO. FORREST,
of June, 1895, before me,—
/
Robert Anderson, J.P.
Know all Men by these Presents,—That I, James Gillan, of Dulwich Hill, in the Colony of New South
Wales, householder, am held and firmly bound unto Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen \ ictona,
in the penal sum of £6,000 sterling, to be paid in Sydney, in tlie said Colony, to Her said Majesty,
her heirs or successors, for which payment well and truly to be made I bind myself, my and each and
every of my heirs, executors, and administrators firmly by these presents.
Sealed with my seal, dated the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1895.
Whereas, by agreement bearing even date herewith, and expressed to be made between John Carter,
Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, carrying on business'together as contractors,
under the name, style, or foira, of “ Carter, Gummow, & Co.,” aud therein and hereinafter called the
contractors of the one part, and Her said Majesty of the other part, the .said contractors covenanted to
perfonn the various works required in and about tbe full and proper construction, erection, and completion
of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale sections, contract No.. 77, Sydney sewerage,
according to the copy notice, specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition,
supplementary specification, tender, copy, letter of acceptance of tender, and letter of assent thereto,
--.....- annexed
thereunto
annexed and
and marked
marked “A,”
“A," ““ B.”
B,” “ C,” “ D,” “E,” “F,” « G,” “ H,” and “I” respectively, and
' office. of the Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan faewerage
certain drawings relating thereto, now in the
Construction, and marked “No. 1 to No. 11,” both inclusive.
, , ir . ,
And whereas the contractors have entered into a bond to Her said Majesty, dated tlie iutli uaj o
May, 1895, conditioned to remove at their own cost so much of the said works as shall have been con
structed on the “ Monier System” if th’e Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same at any time during
either of the periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary specifications
respectively, and for the re-erection and construction of the said works, and for the free and uninterrupted
flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding, at their own expense, in accordance in all things with
tlie said specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, special condition and plans thorem
respectively referred to, and within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. And
whereas J, the said James Gillan, have offered to become bound to Her said Majesty, her heirs, and
successors for the due performance and fulfilment of the said contract, according to the said agreement an
the several annexures thereto, so far as tho removal of the portion of the said works constructed on the
“ Monier System” is concerned, if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same, at any time.during the
periods of maintenance referred to and the re-erection of the said works, and for the free and uninterrupted
flow of sewage during the progress of such rebuilding at the contractors expense, in the manner provided
for in the original specification, schedule to specification, general conditions, and plans within the time
lastly hereinbefore set out. Now the condition of the above-written bond and obligation is such that it
the contractors do and shall well and truly remove so much of the said works as shall have been constructed
on the “Monier System,” if the Engineer shall be dissatisfied with the same, at any time during either ot
v
the
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the respective periods of maintenance set out in the said general conditions and supplementary specification,
and re-erect and construct the said works, and provide for the free and uninterrupted flow of sewage during
the progress of such rebuilding at their own expense, in accordance in all things with the said specification,
schedule to specification, general conditions, and special condition, and the plans therein respectively
referred to within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being called upon to do so. Then this obligation
will be void and of none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
'
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed 1
JAMES GILLAlN.
James Gillan, in the presence of,—
J
,
Hakold F. Hourie.

Statutory Declaration.

I, James Gillan, of Dulwich Hill, in the Colony of Hew South "Wales, householder, do hereby solemnly
declare and affirm that I am possessed of property to the value of £6,000 sterling and more, and that such
property consists of cash at bankers, freehold and other property. And I make this solemn declaration
as to the matters aforesaid according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law
provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.
Taken and declared at Sydney, this 27th day 1
JAMES GILLAN.
of May, 1895, before me,—
j
Harold E. Norrie, J.P.
■
“A.”
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 8 March, 1895.
Tenders

for

Public Works.

will bo received at this office for the public works specified in the Schedule hereunder up to
11 o'clock a.m. of the various dates set forth in the second column.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Tenderers may be in attendance when ■ the tenders are opened, and the name of the lowest tenderer
will be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise the tenders will not be
taken into consideration:—
1st.—Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
instance the full Christian and surname or names of persons tendering.
2nd.—Every tender must contain an undertaking on the part of the person tendering to make the
cash deposit provided for in the General Conditions and to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract in the event of the tender being accepted; and undertaking, in that event, to
execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty
the Queen for securing such performance.
3rd.—No tender will be considered which shall have been received after 11 o’clock a.m. on the day
upon which tenders are to be received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
4th.—Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz. :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
...
...
...
...£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 ...
... 10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
the manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
5th.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
6th.—In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the contract agreement,
and proceed with the contract within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender within thirty
days after it shall have been opened, whether such tender shall have been accepted or not, all
moneys deposited by him on account of such contract shall be absolutely forfeited to the Crown
and shall be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
7th.—Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances
which make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted, but the tenderer by
whose default such a course 1ms been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition,
and from any competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
'8th.—In the event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate quan
tities as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned to
the persons entitled thereto immediately after the Board shall have adjourned; and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing the contract agreement for the fulfilment
of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender will not he
returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
It is to be understood that the Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any tender ;
and no tender will be accepted until the head of the Branch under whose directions the work is to be carried
out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
J. H. YOUNG.
Roads.

Tendf.rs
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Roads.
Dates
up to which
Tenders wilt be
received.

Description of Work or Supplies to bo
Tendered for*

*

#

#

#

The Northern 5Ia.m Sewer* Leichhardt and
Annandnlc Sections,
Contract No. 77,
Sydney Sewerage.
#

#

ft

Where Plan, Specification,
and form of Tender may be seen.

ft

ft

]:} Mar., 1895

#

*

Remarks.

ft

*

ft

ft

ft

Office of the Commissioner and Eisgineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and
Sewerage, Sydney.

#

ft

ft

ft

ft'

'

This is the copy notice marked “A,” referred to in our agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
JOHN GARTER.
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW.
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the copy notice marked “A,” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895,
Witness,—Harold F. Nokrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the copy notice marked “ A,'1’ referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norhie.
GEO. FORREST.

“ B.”
Specification.

1. Descripti-on of Contract.
This contract comprises the provision by the contractor of all labour, machinery, tools, plant, and
everything that may be necessary for the construction of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale Section, as described in detail in the specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and
general conditions, and as shown on the following drawings :—•

'

No,
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1. General plan showing sites of sewers, Jsc.
2. Longitudinal sections of main and branch sowers.
3. Cross-sections of road deviations, &c.
4. General elevation of Johnstone’s Creek aqueduct, road crossings, and details.
5. Details of Nelson-street crossing, general cross-sections of sewer, &c.
6. General elevation of White's creek aqueduct, road crossings, &c.
7. Details of White's Creek aqueduct.
8. General details of White’s Creek and Johnstone’s Creek aqueducts.
9. Designs and details of shafts.
10. Details of Johnstone’s Creek and White’s Creek aqueducts.

2. Materials.
The materials are to be of the quality specified in clauses 7 to 39 of the schedule to specification,
The bricks to be used in these works to be of the quality and description, specified in clauses 11 and
12 of the schedule to specification, excepting all red bricks to be used in piers, arches, haunches, spandrels,
parapets, and in approaches to aqueducts, up to the level of underside of coping, which are to be as specified,
but to be dry-pressed bricks of approved manufacture, dimensions, form, and colour, as per sample to be
seen at the Engineer’s office. The dry-pressed red brides, when immersed in water twenty-four hours, not
to increase in weight more than 7-S5 per cent., and the average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be
taken from each parcel not to be less than 5,553 lb. All brickwork is tinted red on plans and sections ;
the areas on elevations of aqueducts as arches, abutments, piers, spandrels, circular panels over piers,
parapets, pilasters, corbels, Ac., which are to he specially faced with red and white bricks, arc tinted red
and white accordingly. The white bricks round circular panels to be specially formed and radiated bricks.
All white bricks to be double pressed-plastic bricks, and as hereinbefore specified.
■
The sandstone to be used in those works to lie of the quality specified in clause 15 of the schedule
to specification, but the stone to be used in stop-blocks at ends of aqueducts, in copings, string-courses,
and skewbacks of the aqueducts herein described, to be Pyrmont bottom block sandstone, and as specified.
3. Excavation.
The excavation for all tbe works comprised in this contract to he executed in accordance with
clauses 40 to 80, S3 to 87, and 107 of the schedule to s2iecification.
The excavation for the foundations of piers, abutments, abutment-piere, and approaches to aqueducts,
to bo executed as specified in the schedule to specification, and to the various depths, widths, steps, &c., as
shown on drawings, or to such lesser or greater depths and widths as may be directed, said excavations to
be measured to the outside of timbering where such has been approved of.
All
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A\\ logs, existing pitching, masonry, brick, or concrete work, oval or circular .drains, sewers &c.
met with m excavations shall, in tlie first instance, be put aside beyond actual site of works in separate
spoil-banks, to be measured and paid for at schedule prices under items of excavation of open trenches
tunnels, shafts, <tc.
1
In connection with clause G3 of the schedule to specification it is to bo understood that the Engineer
may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of lining round sewer not exccedin» 3 inches
consisting of concrete below level of springing and of sand-packing above level of springing, DThe filling
round brick or concrete shafts to be executed as specified in clause 90 of the schedule to specification.
In connection with clauses 72 and 73 of the schedule to specification it is to be distinctly under
stood that all sumps which the contractor may think necessary to sink on lines of sewers shall bo sunk
only of approved dimensions, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, removin'’1 the excavated
materials, timbering, <fec., and the filling in, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
°
Shafts are to be sunk as specified in clauses 60, 66, GS to 71, and 76 of the schedule to specification
and as shown on drawing; but if during the progress of the works the Engineer may deem it necessary
to omit any of the shafts shown, the contractor shall omit such shaft or shafts where ordered, and such
omission shall not entitle him to any claim for loss, damage, or compensation; he shall be only entitled to
be puid for the shafts ordered to be punk at schedule rates.
The price of 1 cubic yard of excavation for all work comprised in this contract {excepting refilling
and disposing of surplus materials) shall include the cost of all work herein specified and described in the
various clauses of the schedule to specification herein enumerated*
d. Subducts.
Subducts to be constructed on lines of tunnels and open trenches, where ordered, as specified in
clauses tS and /9 of the schedule to specification.
5. Filling.
•
fl?ing in °f a11 excavationfi>
in any situation comprised in this contract, including the fillin'’
m round shafts, concrete foundations of piers, abutment piers, approaches to aqueducts, retainin'’ wallsT
and sand-packing over and round closing arch of sewers, ric., to be executed as shown, and as specified in
clauses So to 97, and 101 to 107 of the schedule to specification.
The price of 1 cubic yard of filling in any situation comprised in this contract (except disposing of
surplus materials) shall include the cost of all work herein specified and described in the various clause's of
the schedule to specification herein enumerated.
6. Temporary arid Permanent Shoring, Timbering, Piling, dec.
The shoring and timbering, including all iron used in fixing same, required in the construction of
these works to be provided, erected, placed in position, withdrawn, covered up, and measured up as specified
m clauses 87, 12o, and 126 of the schedule to specification.
If during the progress of the contract, in the opinion of the Engineer, pile foundation under piers of
'iqiJer«uct-s ls eomidered necessary, it shall be executed as shown on drawing, and as specified in clauses 110
to 126 or schedule to specification.
The piles to be not less than 15 inches diameter at the small end, and 17-50 inches diameter at lar-e
end and they are to be driven until a 20-cwt, ram falling 10 feet docs not drive them more than 1 inch at
the last stroke.
41
7. Ordnance Fences.
Road embankments to be protected by sawn hardwood ordnance fences to the extent and as shown
on drawings, and as specified in clauses 197, 21.0, and 211 of the schedule to specification. The fences
required for this contract to be two-rail only, and all post t.o be 6 in. x 4 in. x 6 ft. long, the lower 2 feet
to be walled mto upper portion of concrete retaining walls. All woodwork, ironwork, itc., to be painted
and tarred as specified in clauses 269, 270, and 273 of the schedule to specification.
8. Roadmaking.
The different road deviations and roads under, over, and at sides of main sewer, within the resumed
land or otherwise, along Cresent Lane, Nelson-street, Young-street, lanes on each side of same, along
Whites rireek and white-street, to be constructed on embankments, in excavations, and along surface of
ground, to be formed, sloped, bored out, ballasted, metalled, &c., as shown on drawings, as may be directed
and as specified m clauses 200 to 204 in the schedule to specification.
9. Tarred Metal Deck.
on- r
^
10ver,sewer in deduct to be covered with tarred metal deck, as specified in clauses
-.(Jo to 20b of the schedule to specification. The metal to be used in decking for this contract to be of
H-mch gauge as specified in clause 140 of tlie schedule to specification. The tarred metal to be spread
3 inches thick over the sand-fill in".
O
10. Sewers, Storm-neater Channels, Pc.
.^
various works comprising this contract are to be executed in conformity with clauses 132 to 139
uf the schedule to specification,
”
, The Leichhardt and Annandale section of the Northern Main Sewer commences at 6 miles 51-251 o
chains, to be built in open cutting of 4 ft. 6 in. x 3'ft. 6 in. internal dimensions, of concrete, extending
for about 9 feet under Orescent Lane ; it is then to cross the Johnstone Creek Valley, built of concrete
brick, and stone, on piers, and ten flat brick arches of 12-foot span for a length of about 159-6 feet: on
pile foundations, where ordered, and on piers and twelve elliptical brick arches of 48-foot span for a length
of about 6.i3-.il6 feet: on abutment piers and one fiat arch of 57-foot span, over Nelson-street, for a length
of about ,6-333 feet, and on rock foundation with one flat arch of 12-foot span, of concrete, brick, and stone
acnigs, for a length of about 88 feet up to 6 miles 65-8478 chains. A water-escape drain consistin'’ of
”i "'"f In raniLe*eriSt0nrV‘ye P’P0) a^x>ut ISO feet in length, with gullies complete, and open rock cutting
about 10 feet m length, frojn Nelson-street towards Johnstone's Creek, to be constructed as shown.
Jfrom 6 miles 65'8478 chains to 6 miles 67‘30 chains the sewer to be built in open cutting of
concrete ; from 6 miles 67-30 chains to 6 miles 7S-24 chains of brick and concrete in tunnel in rock," and
from G miles ,8-24 chains of 4 ft. 3 in. x 3 ft. 3 in, internal dimensions of brick and concrete in tunnel in
rock up to 7 miles 5-1941 chains, and then of concrete only, in open cutting up to 7 miles 6-9091 chains.
The
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The sewer then to cross the White Creek Valley, built of concrete, brick, and stone, on rock
foundation and on piers, and seventeen fiat brick arches of 19-foot span for a length of about 359'1 feet,
on, piers, and nine elliptical arches of 48-foot span for a length of about 474-09 feet, on abutment piers
and one flat arch of 33-foot span over White-street for a length of about 58 feet, on which length the sewer
to bo provided with two storm-water escape weirs and 12 inch diameter stoneware vertical offlet pipes,
discharging into a water-escape drain consisting of 24-incb diameter stoneware pipes about 200 feet in
length, with gullies complete; and open cutting only about 10 feet in length, from White-street towards
White's Creek, to be constructed as shown. The sewer then to be constructed on rock foundations and on
piers and four flat brick arches of 12-foot span for a length of 241'79 feet up to 7 miles 23-0758 chains.
Then from 7 miles 23-0758 chains to 7 miles 23-9840 chains the sewer to be constructed of concrete
only in open cutting, and from 7 miles 23-9840 chains to 7 miles 30"4840 chains the sewer to be constructed
of bride and concrete in tunnel in rock, but tlie lining of this length of tunnel shall not be commenced
until especially ordered.
A branch sewer in tunnel in rock of 3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. internal dimensions, to be constructed
along Johnsfcone-street, from Piper-street to Rose-street.
If, during the progress of the contract, the Engineer may deem it necessary to omit or alter any
of the sewers, shafts, junctions, drops, inlets, or other works shown or described in the clauses herein
quoted, then the contractor shall be bound to omit altogether, or alter, as may be ordered at the time,
any sewers, shafts, junctions, drops, inlets, Pc., as the case may be, and such omission or alteration shall
not entitle him to any claim for loss, damage, or compensation. He shall be only entitled to bo paid for
the work actually ordered and carried out at the various schedule rates referring to such work.
11. Concrete Work.
The concrete to be used in foundations of all piers, and in all piers and abutment piers, for the
12-foot, 33-foot, 48-foot, and 57-foot span arches up to level of springing and top of plinths, in haunches and
spandrels, between and over all arches between external brick-facings, up to level of underside of string
course (6 inches below invert of sewer), in retaining walls along road deviations and roads, round storm
water discharge pipes, round stoneware pipe where directed, and where ordered in any situation in tlie
construction of these works, to be sandstone concrete of the quality specified in clause 142 of the schedule
to specification.
The concrete to be used in inner sewer lining (between brick facings) of aqueducts to be special
bluestone concrete of the quality specified in clause 141 of the schedule to specification, except that in this
instance the bluestone metal to be broken to a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring
of J inch in diameter, to be screened and washed as specified in clause 140 of the schedule to specification.
The concrete to be used in lining sewers in tunnels, open cuttings, in ventilating shafts, drops, weirchambers, inlets, flushing, gas-check, and other chambers, and where ordered in the construction of these
works, to be bluestone concrete of the quality specified in clause 140 of the schedule to specification. The
whole of the concrete work comprised in this contract to be commenced, executed, and completed
(including the iron bond-rods in concrete lining of sewer on lines of aqueducts as described in clause 164 of
the schedule to specification), as shown on drawings, and as specified in the schedule to specification in
clauses 140 to 171.
'
.
12. Cement Facing,
All exposed, internal, and external concrete surfaces to be protected by cement facing prepared of
cement and sand in the proportion of one cement to two of sand, except all internal concrete surfaces of
sewer over aqueducts, which are to be protected by special cement facing prepared in the proportion of
one cement to one of sand. The cement facing to be executed as specified in clauses 180 and 181 of the
schedule to specification complete with all battered faces, recesses, chamfers, weatherings, &c., as shown,
and as shall be directed,
13. Brickwork.
The brickwork comprised in this contract to be executed and completed as shown on drawings, and
as specified in clauses 172 to 179 of the schedule to specification, and clause 2, except that in this instance
the 12-foot span arches in aqueducts are not to be built in 4^-inch rings, but they are to be built in
radiating through courses'of rubbed and gauged or radiated bricks, as shown, and as shall be directed.
Tlie 48-foot span arches to bo built as specified, and to be thickened out at the haunches, so as to abut
against the sandstone concrete filling over piers between the arches, and between the external brick facings
as shown.
14. Masonry, '
All freestone ashlar in skewbacks, string-courses, copings, 6 ft. 8 in. x 2 ft. x 9 in. stop-blocks at
ends of aqueducts, and steps, to be provided, dressed, set in cement and built in where shown on drawings
and where directed, as specified in clauses 15, 182, and 183 of the schedule to specification, and in clause 2.
The exposed faces of skewbacks to be finished with 2-inch parallel drafted margins along each exposed
arris, stopped in at inner edges, and the surface of stones between to be picked down, the projecting parts
to be level with true line of wall.
"
15. Squared Bluestone Pitching.
Squared bluestone pitching to be provided and set round manhole covers, and where ordered, to be
7f inches deep, and as specified in clause 186 of the schedule to specification.
16. Squared Freestone Pitching and Channelling.
Squared freestone pitching to be set round gully gratings, and in road-channels as shown, and where
ordered, as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.
17. Freestone Curbing and Gully Covers.
Freestone curbing to be set along edges of footpaths, at gully-gratings, <te., to be of tlie exact
dimensions, dressed and sunk as shown, and as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification.
Gully-covers, 3 ft. 3 in. x 3 ft, x 9 in., to be provided and set, dressed to the exact dimensions, where
shown, as specified in clause 183 of the schedule to specification.
18.
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]8, Pipe-laying and Jointing.
The providing, laying, and jointing of glazed stoneware pipes to be executed as specified in clauses
13, 14, 137, 170, 180 to ISM of the schedule to specification.
19. Scupper Pipes, Slate Covers, Sfc.
The 4-inch diameter glazed stoneware scupper-pipes along footpaths over sewer on lines of aqueducts
to have cistern heads built of concrete, covered on top with 1G in. x 9 hi. x 1 in, slate covers set in cement
as shown.
20. Cast-iron and ’Wrought-iron Work.
All east-iron ventilating grates and closed manhole covers with frames, gas-check frames, gullygratings and frames, galvanised wrought-iron step-irons, Ac,, required for this contract to be supplied by
the Government to the contractor, and to be received and removed by him when not required, as provided
in clauses 264 and 265 of the schedule to specification. Contractor to place said ironwork in position,
wall in, joint, and fix same in the works, as specified in clauses 138, 139, 168, and 170 of the schedule to
specification, as shown on drawings, and as shall be directed.
21. Order of Works.
The excavation of all shafts to be commenced simultaneously within three weeks after the date the
contract has. been signed and all shafts to be completed within nine weeks after commencement of excava
tion. The five working shafts shown on lines of tunnels provide seven working faces. The driving of the
tunnels to be commenced from all faces simultaneously, and the average total progress at all working faces
during every day of twenty-four hours to lx; not less than 11'6G6 feet or 70 feet during every week of six
working days of tunnel excavation complete.
“
The various excavations of open trenches for sewers, piers, and abutment piers of aqueducts,
approaches to same, roads, Ac., to be commenced in each length from the different faces simultaneously,
ihe piling where such has been ordered for foundations of piers of aqueducts, all pipe-laying, concrete
work, brickwork, masonry, Ac., required in shafts, chambers, junctions, tunnels, foundations of piers, and
abutment piers of aqueducts to level of top of plinths and springing of arches, and in sewers in open
cuttings approaching aqueducts, Ac., to form tbe first part of tlie works.
The construction and completion of all brickwork, concrete work, and masonry of all piers, abut
ment piers, with all arches of 12-foot, 33-foot, 48-foot, and 57-foot span and spandrels up to level of tops
of said arches, to form the second part of the works.
The construction and completion of all concrete work, brickwork, masonry, Ac., of all sewers over
aqueducts from top of arches to level of top of all parapets, including weir chambers, storm-water discharge
pipes, sand-filling and asphalt covering over aqueducts, road-making, road-repairing, and every other work
required in the completion of the whole contract, to form the third part of the work.
.
In constructing the various items forming the first and second part of the works, it is to be dis
tinctly understood that all piers and abutment piers for arches of 12-foot, 33-foot, 4S-foot, and 07-foot
span, must be built and completed up to level of springing and top of skewbacks, us the case may
be, throughout each respective length of aqueduct over each valley, before any of the arches are
commenced.
On completion and approval of all piers and abutment piers, each series of arches over each valley
to be commenced (unless otherwise directed) at its eastern end, and to advance to its western end, with
not less than six centres at a time for tlie arches of 48-foot span, and with five centres for the arches of 12foot span, that is to say—
After the first six centres of 48-foot span and the first five centres of the 12-foot span arches are
placed in position, the arches over same are to be built and completed one after another, then the spandrels
between the 48-foot span arches are to be built with concrete between brick-facings to a height of 11 ft.
3 in. above the springing, after which the centres from underneath the first arch of eacli series, after the
specified period allowed for settlement has expired, to he removed and at once to be re-erected over the
sixth or seventh openings, as the case may be, then the centres from the second arch to be removed and
re-erected over the seventh and eighth openings, and so on, and the same system to be continued until all
arches of one aqueduct have been built and completed.
.
All centres of arches, cambered as shall be directed, to be strong enough in every part to carry the
weight of each arch to be built thereon. Centres under the 12-foot span, arches shall not be removed until
fourteen days after the completion of each arch. Centres under the 48-foot span arches shall not be
removed until twenty-eight days after completion of each arch, and the concrete and brickwork of
spandrels between the arches from springing of arch to a height of 11 ft. 3 in. above same, and the centres
of the 33-foot span and the 57-foot span arches shall not be removed until fourteen days after the comple
tion of each arch, and until the centres of the adjoining arches at each side of each respective arch have
been removed,
.
After all arches of one aqueduct have been completed as specified, and approved of, the concrete,
brickwork, and masonry, as the case may be, to be built in between and above same, in horizontal layers
transversely and parallel with gradient of sewer longitudinally, so that all arches of one aqueduct (except
where otherwise directed) shall be gradually, uniformly, and equally weighted, as the superstructure rises
to tlie levels hereinbefore specified.
22, Schedule to Specification, Special Condition, and Conditions of Contract,
.
Notwithstanding that certain clauses of the schedule to specification are especially enumerated, it
is to be understood that the schedule to specification, special condition, and thegeneral conditions attached
to tlie specification, shall be held binding in all matters relating to this contract, as far as the Engineer
may deem the same applicable.
23. Note.
Parties tendering are particularly requested to observe that they must name only one rate of per
centage above or below all the prices in schedule, and not one rate of percentage upon certain items, and
another rate or rates upon others.
258—2 E
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This is the specification marked “ B,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895,—
'
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW.
(By Ids Attorney, John Cartkr),
Witness,—Haroi.d F. No mm:.
D. G. SNODGR ASS.
This is the specification marked “ B,” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrik.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the specification marked “B,” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895,
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.

"c”
Schedule to Specification.

Land required for ivories,
1. Access to the site of tlie works (other than by public roads) to be had by means of such land
the Engineer may deem necessary.
2. For the purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private
Surface area for
shafts.
ground, the contractor to have temporary possession of an area of 2-1 feet by 17 feet at the site of each shaft,
unless otherwise directed.
■
3. For the purpose of excavating open trenches, and for constructing the various works therein,
Surface area for
open trench.
and raising embankments over same, or where ordered, contractor to have temporary possession of such
land, of the exact widths and lengths which, in the opinion of the Engineer, is required for these works.
4. The land herein referred to to be set out by the Engineer upon receiving written application
Application for
land.
from the contractor. Such application must be made four weeks prior to the time the said land is required.
Settinfj-ont worlc.
5. The centre lines of sewers, <fcc., are shown on general plans by full lines, which will be marked
on the surface of the ground, the same as on plans, as the works proceed.
6. Contractor shall at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by night, either on working
days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance and supply all such labour, plant, and lighting
as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require, to set out, to check such setting-out, or to inspect
any portion of the works, which must for that purpose lie left clear and free from any obstruction or
impediment. During and for tlie performance of those operations, contractors shall be obliged to suspend
any or all of his work, if required to do so by the superintending officer, and without having any claim
for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
Materials.
7. All materials supplied by the contractor are to be of the best quality and description of their
Samples.
respective kinds. Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained
in office ; and, on approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as
per sample,
8. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials are supplied,
Source of supply
and inanufnc*
or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or manufacture
lure.
at any stage of tlie same.
9. Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer when any material is
Notice of
delivery.
brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for approval, and
approved of in writing by the Superintending Officer, before it may be used in the works. None but that
so approved shall be used.
10. The contractor to provide approved gauge-boxes or scales for measuring or weighing all materials
Gancintf and
weighing:.
supplied.
11. Bricks to be double-pressed, of well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness;
Bricks.
to be new, sound, bard, ami well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, equal in every
respect to the sample brick to bo seen at the Engineer’s office. They arc to have sharp arrises, and to be
of approved dimensions, form, and colour, and, when ordered, to be specially moulded. Radiating and
specially-formed bricks to be provided for all segmental shafts. All bricks to be subjected to_tlie following
tests:—
(«) Tensile strength.—The tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine, by
Tests.
laying tbe brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick. An average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be
taken, which must not be less than 8,000 lb.
(ft) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more than
3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks fracture under tbe foregoing average strain, or prove more porous than
3 per cent., then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve bricks were
taken.
Defective hricks.
12. In the event of the contractor delivering bricks of a mixed description and quality, the
Superintending Officer shall have tlie power to require of tbe contractor to have those bricks which, in
his opinion, are suitable for the works, picked out and stacked where directed, and those unsuitable
removed from the site of the contract; and in the event of the contractor refusing or failing to comply
with sucli request within twelve hours from tlie time it has been made, then in all such cases the Superin
tending Officer shall have tlie power of rejecting the whole of tlie bricks so delivered by tlie contractor.
Stoneware pipes.
13. Stoneware pipes to be of well-ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quality, well-burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, true in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both inside and outside, free from fire and other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at tlie Engineer’s office.
.
Pipes
Access to works.
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Dimensions.
Pipes to be of the following thicknesses ;t,nd depth of collars, namely :—
Pipes, inside diameter, 0 inches; thickness, -J H inch ; depth of collar, 2 inches.
12
1
2
15
H
21
16
2f
H
18
n
21
if
24
H
All parcels of pipes used in these works will be tested and submitted to tbe following crushing Testa,
strains, (is applied in tlie departmental testing machine :—
24-inch diameter pipe, 165 lb, per square inch of bearing surface,
21 i)
„
165 „
„
j,
18 ..
..
142 „
„
„
16 „
„
142 „
„
„
'
12 „
„
142 „
„
„
9 „
„
H2 „
„
„
If the Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the whole
parcel from which the pipes were taken.
14. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of pipes, bends, and junctions of a mixed Mectiic pipes,
description and quality, the superintending officer shall have the power to require of the contractor to c'
pick out and stack, where directed, those pipes, bends, and junctions winch, in his opinion, are suitable
for the works, and those unsuitable removed from tlie site of the contract; and in the event of the
contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours from tlie time it has been
made, then in all such cases the Superintending Officer shall have tlie power of rejecting tlie whole of the
pipes, bends, and junctions so delivered by the contractor.
15. All sandstone used in tlie construction of these works to be haid, sound, and solid, of tlie best Sandstone,
description, free from all defects, and as per sample to be seen in the Engineer’s office, and to stand a
crushing strain of 6,500 lb. per square inch. A tensile test will also be required ; for this six stones must
be prepared, 4 in. by 4 in. by 12 in.; these, when laid on their natural beds upon supports 10 inches
apart, must give an average breaking strain of not less than 4,333 lb., the strain being applied across the
centre of the stone.
16. All bluestone used in the construction of these works to be of the best description of basaltic Biuestono.
bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per sample to be seen at Engineer’s
office.
17. Sand to be sharp quartz sand, free from all earthy, loamy, or clayey matter, equal in quality to Sand,
the sample of Nepean River sand to be seen at tbe Engineer’s office, and to be washed perfectly clean
whenever tbe Engineer deems it necessary.
18. Tlie cement to be used throughout these works to be well packed in strongly-made casks ; to be Oniem.
the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound condition, Condition,
fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking ; to be free from any symptoms of
staleness, caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion of same to be used
until it has been examined and approved. The Engineer may delay approval of any parcel of cement
pending tests extending over a longer period than hereinafter specified. Samples taken from various Samples.
casks, from each parcel brought on the works, to be submitted for testing. Such samples shall be
taken out of the package in an equal section, extending from the surface to the centre of the cask. The
cement, when gauged with water to a stiff paste, must set in a damp atmosphere in from one and a half setting teat.
to six and a half hours. Neat cement, of the consistency abovementioned, will be made into pats, kept in Hriirauiiciiy.
moist air until set, and then placed in water at a temperature of between 65° and 80° E., and also in Deval’a
hot bath, at a temperature of ISO0 F. These test pats will be examined from day to day, and should they
show symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation in form or volume, or imperfect setting capacity,
tlie whole parcel from which the cement was taken will be rejected. The cement shall weigh not less than weight.
100 lb. per imperial striked bushel, filled from the hopper. Each cask shall contain not less than 374 lb., spooiRo g.-avity.
exclusive of weight of packing. The specific gravity to be not less than 3-00 ; but cement up to or exceeding
the specified degree of fineness, if of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to the
specified tests, may be accepted subject to the decision of the Engineer, provided that the deficiency in
■
weight is made up in quantity. Tlie cement must be ground so fine that the residue on a- sieve of 6,400 Fineness.
meshes per square inch, without rubbing shall not exceed 20 per cent., and on a sieve of 14,500 meshes not
more than 30 per cent. For the test for tensile strength, the cement will be gauged with three times its Tensilesirengiii.
weight of standard sand (viz., sand from crushed sandstone, washed, dried, and sifted through a sieve of
400 and retained upon one of 900 meshes to the square inch), and mixed with an average of about 10 per
cent, of their weight of water, and made into briquettes formed in moulds of 1 inch sectional area at the
weakest part. Such briquettes to be kept in a damp atmosphere, and put into water twenty-four hours
after they have been made, and remain in water at a temperature of between 60° and 70° F., until their
tensile strength is tested. These briquettes must boar a tensile stress of not loss than 100 lb. per square
inch after seven days, and 200 lb. per square inch after twenty-eight days from being moulded. Cement,
when tested neat, must bear a tensile stress of at least 300 lb. to the square inch after three days, two of
them in water; and 450 lb. after seven days, six of them in water ; and 550 lb. after twenty-eight days,
twenty-seven of them in water. Briquettes shall also, after being in a damp atmosphere for twenty-four Hottest.
hours, be kept in water at a temperature of 180° F. for six days, when the tensile stress must be
equal to that specified for twenty-eight days at normal temperature. The tensile strength will be Rnte in loading
ascertained in the Government testing-machine, with the load increasing at the rate of 200 lb. per tc3llnifraRChllltl'
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Any cement which ircollll’,!absorbs in proportion more than 2 milligrams of carbonic acid to 3 grains of cement shall be
taken as containing more than the permissible quantity of free lime or magnesia. Should tlie sample
fail in any or all of these tests, or show irregularity in quality, or not show a proper progressive increase
in
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in strength with age of briquette, then the Engineer may reject the whole parcel from which tlie sample
was taken, and the contractor shall at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works
at his own expense; failing which, the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor’s cost without
further notice. Empty casks to be immediately broken up and removed from off the works. To facilitate
the gauging of cement throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic *
feet; otherwise, the contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for
measuring cement.
Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fifty casks, provided that
this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but in no case is less than fourteen days’ supply
(whatever that may prove to be) to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to be at any time less than fourteen days’ supply. All cement to be kept on tbe ground in
approved weather-tight sheds, under lock and key, which shall be in the custody of the Superintending
Officer,
19. The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of one part of Portland cement and of
two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 17 and 18, the proportion of each to be
correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to be mixed with fresh water, as may lx; directed, to bo
well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which has become hard or set to be at once rejected.
All mortar to be mixed on approved sawn timber platforms close to where it is required.
20. Special mortar, composed of 1 part of cement and 1 part of sand, and prepared as before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of the work where specially specified or directed.
21. The grout to be made of mortar as described in clause 20, to be mixed fluid in tubs, close to
where it is required, and to be used fresh.
22. Puddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in the district within a radius of o miles; to
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water until the clay, in the opinion of the
Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity,
23. Spun-yarn to be of the best description of inch .bJew Zealand flax.
24. Lead to be of approved quality, of the best description of soft pig lead, and to be delivered in
pigs, which must show the brand or mark of the manufacturer.
25. Wrought-iron and steel to be of tlie best description and quality, with square arrises, free from
scales, blisters, laminations, and all other defects, and subject to tests hereinafter specified.
26. The tests for rolled iron shall be as follows :—A piece of iron of such width as shall not exceed
2 inches, or exceed 1 square inch in cross section, and of a sufficient length to have 10 inches under actual
tension, shall be cut, as directed by the Engineer, from any plate or bar about to be used on the work, and
ring tensile stresses shall be applied :—
Ultimate contraction
Ultimate
Stress ™;t square inch
without fmature.

ot area.

ekmpfttioLL

10 per cent.
8 iier cent.
Rolled girders...
...
...
...
20 tons
6
Plates—across grain ...
...
...
4
„
18 „
>>
12
,,
with grain ...
...
...
“i*' ,,
22
10
„
n
15
T 1__ [, and bulb "["bars
...
10
„
22 „
n
l_ bars
...
...
...
...
18
23 „
12
„
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
18
over 4 inches sectional area ...
12
„
23 „
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
25
12
„
up to 4 inches sectional area ...
24 „
Iron within 10 per cent, of above specified stress will be accepted if the contraction of area and
elongation are proportionally higher.
The wrought-iron to be further tested for ductility, as follows :—
A plate planed and rounded on both edges, about 4 in, wide and 1 ft. long, shall bend cold over a
slab, the corner of which is rounded to -I inch radius, for the following angles, without showing any sign of
injury or fracture :—
With grain.

j

Steel.

Cast-iron

Tests.

Across grain.

5 degrees
15 degrees
25
„
10
„
30
„
12
„
35
„
15
„
• • •
20
„
52
„
>>
30
„
70
„
i
»
27. Rivet-iron must be capable of being bent cold until the sides are in close contact, without sign
of fracture on the convex side.
28. The tests for rolled steel shall be as follows :—
The steel to be of a mild quality, having an ultimate tensile strength, either lengthways or cross
ways, of not less than 26 tons, and not more than 31 tons per square inch, on a test bar, cut in a similar
manner to those for rolled iron, with a minimum elongation of 20 per cent., and a minimum contraction
of area of 40 per cent.
Strips cut from any steel plate, angle, or bar, to be heated to a low cherry red, and cooled in
water of 82 degrees Fahrenheit, must, when cold, stand bending double round a curve, of which the radius
is not more than one-and-a-half times the thickness of the plates tested, without showing any sign of injury
or fracture.
29. Cast-iron to be equal to No. 2 pig-iron, or of a proper mixture of Ro. 1 and Ro. 3 pig-iron,
according to the description of iron-work and pattern ; said iron to be of the best quality, tough, close
grained, and capable of being chipped and drilled without difficulty.
30. Branded test-bars, 2 in. x 1 in. x 3 ft. 6 in., to be cast vertically, in tlie presence of the Super
intending Officer, from the cupola from which castings are being run, and to be then carefully marked with
the date. These test-bars will be placed on bearings 3 feet apart, and submitted in tlie centre to a weight
not exceeding 28 cwt., and the deflection caused by this weight must not be less than |-inch before frac
ture ; if the bars do not stand this test to the satisfaction of the Engineer, then the whole of the castwiga
which have been cast of iron of the same quality, shall be at once rejected;
31l
1 inch plate for
-J
n
5
8
Ji
0.ii
>

...
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Ail castings of every description, before they leave the foundry, to be carefully examined and Tests of rastings.
weighed, to be slung on chains above ground, and to be sounded with a hammer, and they are again to be
carefully examined, slung, and sounded with a hammer when delivery of same is taken at the site of the
works.
32. All straight pipes required in the contract, before delivery of same is taken on the works, Tests of pipes,
shall be, at tbe foundry or at the site of the works, as shall be directed, duly proved under hydrostatic
pressure equal to a column of water of 200 feet, and when under pressure to be thoroughly sounded
quickly all over with a hammer of not less than 4 lb.
33. The gun-metal required throughout these works to be an alloy composed of eight parts of copper Gim-mcts.1.
to one part of tin, unless otherwise specified.
34. .The tests for east-steel shall be as follows :—
Lars turned to |-inch diameter for a sufficient length to have 5 inches under actual tension, ehall C^et-eiroei test*,
ha^ an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 25 tons per square inch, and a minimum elongation of
IS per cent.
,
eost of providing the materials and wrought and cast iron works, etc., herein described, Cost of testa,
required by the Engineer for testing purposes, and the carriage of same to the Public Works testing-room,
place of manufacture, site of works, or to the University, as the case may be, and as shall be directed,
shall be borne solely by the contractor; and any of the materials, or any part of the wrought-iron and
gun-metal work, or any of the pipes, castings, (fee., injured or broken by the testing, shall be immediately
replaced by new and sound materials at contractor's expense; wrought-iron, gun-metal, cast-iron pipes,
or other castings, to he again tested as before described, until the whole have been tested to the entire
satisfaction of the Engineer.
36. Timber to be of the best description, sound, straight, free from sap, large or loose knots, wanes, Timber,
shakes, gum-veins, pipes, or other defects.
3f. Hardwood used in the works to be of approved timber.
Round timber to be carefully barked, the diameter given on drawing is to be measured at the small Hardwood.
ends.
Hewn timber is to be squared true on all sides, and dressed fair and clean with the adze, so as to
show no axe-marks, to be of full dimensions, free from sapwood, and no heart timber must appear on the
outside.
SfWii timber to have clean sharp arrises, to be cut die square, free from heart timber, and of tho
full dimensions shown or specified.
38. boftwood timber to be of the best Baltic or yellow deals, and of tlie exact dimensions specified softwood
when finished.
’
39. Split posts and rails for fencing must be perfectly straight and cleanly split, free from large Split fencmi;
knots, splinters, and other defects.
limber.
Earthrborinfjs.
40. When earth-borings have been taken the results have been shown on drawings, but the
Government undertake no guarantee whatever regarding the kinds of soil that will be met with or the
iirmness or stratification of the ground to be excavated, or tlie amount of unwatering to be done, or the
strength of the timbering that may be required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may
have to be adopted.
Clearing and Grubbing.
41. Tlie areas of the sites for all excavations and of all embankments, together with a margin of 10
feet in width beyond all these areas, to be cleared and grubbed of all trees, scrub, stumps, roots (to tho
depth of same), and dead timber, and the whole of such trees, scrub, stumps, roots, and dead timber thus
grubbed and cleared to be removed and cleared away from any lands set apart for the purposes of this
contract. The cost of all clearing and grubbing to be covered by and included in the schedule price for
excavation.
Excavation.
42. No excavation to be commenced on any portion of the contract until, in tlie opinion of the
Engineer, sufficient building materials are on the ground, together noth the necessary appliances and plant
to ensure the uninterrupted progress and continuance of the works, after they once have been commenced
at any locality, without any delay or stoppage.
1
43. It is to be distinctly understood that, when sinking shafts and driving tunnels, the materials
excavated, on their arrival at level of staging above mouth of shaft, are to be at once removed ; and when
materials, fee., are to be conveyed through shafts to tbe tunnel works, that all such materials, on arrival
at mouth of shafts, must be at once conveyed to the works underground, as the contractor cannot be
allowed to occupy a larger area than that authorised by the Engineer.
44. When excavating in open trenches, if ordered, tlie materials excavated and raised to the surface
are to bo at once removed ; and when materials are being conveyed to open trenches, where they occur
in public roads, they must be at once taken into the work, so as not to impede the usual traffic.
45. The road metal, ballast, pitching, wood-paving, concrete, asphalting, flagging, sodding, fee.,
when they are met with in excavation, are to be carefully removed, put aside, and stacked where directed.
.. 4G; 'f1113 cross-sections of tunnel excavation are shown on Drawings, but they will vary with thoCrea-scctionsto
solidity or the ground, and as the Engineer directs.
*
'‘ary*
v - 1
AV,,,ereVer the
of. the .ground permits it, tlie excavation in trenches for concrete or Method or
brickwork to be taken out with vertical sides to level of springing of sewer arch, and to the exact widths e*0™11®1 iN
of concrete or brickwork shown on Drawings, and below that level to bottom of trench with curved or out'oX'rinli:
vertical sides, as shall be directed.
48. Where timbering is required, trendies 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall ™tii m
be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to outside of polling-boards than width of concrete or brickwork. Where trenches arc tfmbcriniTft™
over 8 feet deep and require timbering, they shall have vertical sides, and shall be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to out- retiuiredside of polling-boards than the width of the concrete or brickwork for the lower 8 feet. Above that level
they shall bo 2 feet wider to outside of polling-boards than concrete or brickwork.
19.

^
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49. Tlie excavation for foundation of embankments to be taken out, where ordered, 12 inches below
surface of ground, and to such widths and lengths as shall be directed, or as ordered for benching.
50. The excavation in solid rock for pipe-trehches shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the
following sizes, viz.:—
3 ft. 9in. wide.
For 24-inch diameter stoneware pipe sewers
3 ft. 4in. „
21-inch
„
3 ft. 0in. ,,
18-inch
„
2 ft. 6in. „
15-inch
„
2 ft. 0in. „
12-inch
„
2 ft. 0in. „
9-inch
„
51. When timbering is not required in excavation in all other ground for pipe-trenches, the trendies
shall be of the same widths as those in solid rock. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipetrenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the following sizes to the outside
of the polling-boards, viz. :—
4 ft. 0 in. wide.
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers
3 ft. 7 in, „
21-inch
„
„
„
3 ft. 3 in. „
18-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 9 in. „
15-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 3 in. ,,
12-inch
„
„
„
2 ft. 3 in. „
9-inch
„
„
„
52. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipe-trenches more than 8 feet deep shall
have vertical sides, and shall be the widths given in clause 61 for the lower 8 feet and for any depth over
and above 8 feet, the trenches shall be of the following sizes to the outside of the 1 J-inch polling-boards
(unless otherwise ordered in writing), viz.:—
24-iuch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers...
...
... 4 ft. 9 in. wide.
4 ft. 4 in.
21-inch
4 ft. 0 in.
18-inch
3 ft. 6 in.
15-inch
3 ft. 0 in.
12-inch
3 ft. 0 in.
9-incli
53. Transverse and other cheeks to be excavated to receive pipe-sockets and junctions, and for the
purpose of making the joints.
_
_
54. The trenches for the cast-iron pipe-sewers to be excavated to the depths and widths which the
Engineer may order.
Joint-holes to be excavated to the dimensions specified or ordered by the
Engineer.
55. The excavation of trenches to be carried on in such a manner that they shall be always
completed and approved for a length of 48 feet (unless otherwise directed) in advance of sewers or other
works.
-56. In ground which, in the opinion of the Engineer, does not require blasting, the excavation is to
be carried on by means of picking, and when tlie ground, in the opinion of the Engineer, is hard and suit
able for blasting, charges of compressed powder, not exceeding 4 inches in length by l| inch in diameter,
shall be used. The Engineer, however, reserves to himself the right of ordering any excavation which he
may consider blasting would facilitate, to be taken out by means of charges of compressed powder not
exceeding 2 inches in length by 11 inch diameter, or he may prohibit the use of explosives altogether,
when the excavation shall then be done by means of guttering and gadding. If explosives, other than
compressed powder, are permitted to be used, the charges thereof will be determined by the Engineer.
57. When tlie use of explosives is authorised, the contractor shall use every precaution and carry
on such operations with such limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as will loosen
tlie shale, rock, <te,, without shattering the same; and to employ approved means to prevent, effectually
and thoroughly, all stones or other materials from being thrown out of trench, tunnel mouth, or shaft.
58. Blasting will not be allowed between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 a.m., nor after 3 p.m. on
Saturdays, except by the written authority of the Engineer.
59. Every hole drilled for blasting purposes will be measured by an inspector, and charged under
Ins Kupei’vision.
60. No larger quantity of explosives shall bo taken underground than is likely to be used during
any current shift.
Cl. When pipe-sewers are to be laid in tunnels, the dimensions of tunnel to be 4 ft. x 3 ft., exclu
sive of timbering.
62. If the contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation ordered, he shall remove such
extra excavation, and in the case of trenches make good and fill in same at sides of trench with approved
materials, and at bottom of trench with concrete described in clause 142, at his sole cost; the actual
cubic contents only of tbe excavation and of the concrete work shown on drawings and ordered for each
special length of sewer in open trench shall be paid for ; and in the case of excavation in tunnels and
shafts the contractor sliall remove such extra excavation, and make good and fill in same with concrete or
brickwork, in the manner herein specified, at his sole cost the actual cubic contents only of the exca
vation and of the brick and concrete work shown on drawings, and ordered for each special length of
tunnel or shaft, shall be paid for.
_
63. If, however, in cases where the use of explosives is ordered (and in no other case) the Engineer
considers it impracticable to excavate any particular length of tunnel or shaft to tlie exact sectional area
ordered, then lie may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of concrete lining not
exceeding 3 inches over and above that ordered,
64. Unless otherwise directed, the excavation of the various tunnels to he commenced from the
different faces described in the specification, simultaneously within the specified time after the date the
contract has been signed.
65. Ventilating fans or other approved means to he provided and worked by the contractor at all
working shafts and tunnel faces where directed by the Engineer.
96.
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66, In all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel or Enlarging Bhaft
shaft is ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after tho length of tunnel or shaft in question has or tunnel.
been excavated to the profile ordered in the first instance, or if any portion of the excavation of open
trench is ordered to be deepened, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be paid for at schedule rates
for tunnel, shaft, or open trench excavation, as the case may be, and as the Engineer shall classify and
direct at the time.
.
61. No concrete or brickwork shall be commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel Inspection anil
or open trench to bo operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer has examined approval.
and approved of same,
. . 6®* Shafts are to be sunk at the various sites shown on longitudinal sections and on general plans, Shafts,
or in lieu of those shown, at such other sites as the Engineer from time to time may determine. Wherever
shafts are ordered they are to be sunk truly plumb, and of the full dimensions shown on drawings, or as
may be ordered at the time, clear of timbering.
69. All excavation for shafts situated within the lengths of open trenches, is to be paid for as Shafts in open
“ excavation in open trench.”
trenchea.
70. If tho contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary shafts, they are to be Temporary
sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to bo filled in, as specified in clause 95, to tho shafts.
satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, &c., and of filling in, withdrawing,
or covering up timber of such shafts, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk to the dimensions directed, clear of timber.
/I. All shafts, temporary or permanent, to be provided and fitted during their construction and Shaft plant.
completion, or during the progress of the contract, if deemed necessary by the Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of the working
maximum strain, or with such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, &e., as shall be directed and
approved of by the Engineer.
.
^here directed, sumps are to be sunk at the bottom of shafts not less than 6 feet deep below Sumps.
invert of sewer, and afterwaixls to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause 142,
73. Any other Sumps which the contractor, for his own convenience, may think fit, to sink on line
of sower, in tunnel, or in open trenches, during the construction of these works, are to be filled in with
concrete, as specified in clause 142, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in with
concrete and removing the materials, itc., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
.
. 1 ^excavation for sub-ducts in tunnel and open trench to be made below invert of sewer, or as Sub'diictB,
shall be directed, with a fall towards each working shaft or face, and of such dimensions and gradients as
may be determined at the time.
75. Any material obtained from the excavation, which, in the opinion of tho Engineer, is suitable Material for
for refilling or other works comprised in this contract, shall be put aside in separate spoil-banks beyond “ filling."
the site of the works.
<6. In the case of tunnel and shaft excavation, when “solid rock” or “more or less hard Classification of
material from
material/ or “ solid rock " and “ more or less hard material ” occur, provision is made on the longitudinal shafts
and
tunnels.
section and in the schedule of quantities for the materials to he classified under these headings. No
guarantee is given as to tbe means which may be ordered for excavating such work. The actual excava
tion done in tunnels, shafts, and open trenches will, however, be paid for, not exceeding that ordered or
specified.
17. Ihe schedule price for one (1) cubic yard of excavation in any situation shall include the cost Works covered
I cubio yard
of taking out and placing said excavation aside in separate temporary spoil-banks beyond the actual site by
of excavation.
of work, together with the works comprised in clauses 41 and 107.
■
Sub-ducts,
. 1 Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided on, along lines of tunnels and open trenches, com
mencing on each length midway, or thereabouts, between two working shafts or faces, 33 inches below
invert of sewer, be., or as shall bo directed at the time, and having a fall towards each working shaft, or
face of such gradients as may be determined at the time. Subducts of 9 inches, or of a greater or less
internal diameter, to be laid immediately underneath tlie timber floor of tunnel or open trench, or at sides
of sewer, m hardwood boxes varying in size and dimensions as shown on drawing. Said boxes to be laid
straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes to be laid therein, upon, and surrounded by sand
stone chippings and quarry refuse. Dry sandstone packing, 4-inch gauge, to be put over pipes.
.
^ll solid and disintegrated rock the excavation for sub-duct to be executed as shown on cross
sections, and as shall be directed, and the sub-duct to consist of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet pipes
of 9 inch internal diameter, more or less, as the case may be. The pipes to be jointed dry, and the filling
above same up to under side of sewer lining, to be of dry stone, hand-packed, as before described. The
Engineer may also, if he deems it necessary, order the pipes to be jointed altogether, or in part, witli tarred
gasket, H inch deep, and cement mortar 1| inch deep. The mortar to be prepared of 1 part cement to
2 parts of sand.
Existing Gas, Water, and Sewer Pipes, and Sewers.
• ^ During the excavation and construction of these works, the contractor is to take every pre
caution and provide and execute all, which in the opinion of the Engineer is necessary, to prevent the
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes, and sewers wherever met with, or that are adjacent to these works,
from injury, and to maintain the same at his sole cost, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, tlie refilling of
excavation and the general progress of the works render further precaution unnecessary. All damage to
existing water, gas, or sewer pipes, and sewers, to be repaired at once by contractor at his own cost to the
satisfaction of the Engineer,
Railway and Tramvxty.
fel. Before proceeding to excavate underneath or near any railway or tramway, the contractor
must give ample notice in writing to the District Railway or Tramway Engineer of his intention to
commence operations; and he must adopt such precautions as the said Engineer may think necessary or
prudent for the safety or preservation of the traffic over tlie said railway or tramway. The contractor
will
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will be held wholly responsible for all stoppage of traffic, delays, accidents ifcc., that he or his men may
cause, no matter how brought about, during the execution of the work under or near any railway or
tramway.
82. The Railway Commissioners may, if they consider it advisable, place a watchman or watchmen
on all work to be executed under or near any railway or tramway, for the purpose of seeing that no danger
to the traffic is allowed to occur ; but this sliall not relieve the contractor of any of the responsibilities set
forth in the foregoing clause, and the expense of such watchman or watchmen is to be borne by the
contractor.
Diverting Water.
83. During the construction of these works the contractor shall, at Ids own cost, do all work which
may be required for the effectual diversion of surface-water, subsoil water, and storm-water across and
beyond the site of the works, to keep the trenches free from water during the whole time the works are
in progress, and in preventing any injury to the works by floods or any other causes.
Diverting Sewage,
84. During tho construction of tlie works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing
and new sewers, and until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor, at his own cost,
to execute all the works of every description required to prevent injury to private property or to the
existing or new works by sewage, and erect and construct watertight lluming across sites of works for
the purpose of conveying constantly the whole of the sewage which may flow' in said sewers at any time,
to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Unwalering,
815. All water which, during the progress of the work, may drain into excavations, to be properly,
effectively, and continually pumped out, and the whole to be kept dry until after tlie completion, setting,
and hardening of all brick and concrete work and pipe sewens, at the sole cost of the contractor. The
greatest care to be taken to prevent running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work
until it lias set perfectly hard; any concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must
be taken up at once, and replaced by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing, at contractor’s expense.
Temporary Bridges, Hoads, Fences, &c.
86. The contractor shall provide, erect, and maintain all necessary temporary bridges, footways, ire.,
over rivers, creeks, ■water-courses, open trenches, and underneath railways, tramways, roads, streets, and foot
paths, so as to ensure that the flow of water or traffic is uninterrupted, as the ease may be, during the
period of contract. He shall also provide, erect, and maintain all temporary fences, hoarding-harriers,
nighElights, irc., necessary to thoroughly protect both the general public, land, and property; and shall
also properly ballast the temporary roads which may be required for the convenience of the public, and
which the Engineer may order.
In tlie event of the contractor refusing or neglecting to carry out any of the above work, the
Engineer shall have power (after having given twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of such intention) to
do tlie, same at the contractor’s expense, and the cost thereof shall be charged to the contractor on account
of this contract.
Temporary Timbering.
87. During tiic excavation the contractor to adopt every precaution, and provide all materials,
as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling; all packing materials, as straw, asphalted
felt, bags, tarred gasket, puddle, &c., and carefully execute (unless where otherwise specified) all
piling, sheet-piling, timbering, ic., where they are required, and carefully and securely close up and
pack against the outside of all joints and open spaces between polling-boards, sheet-piles, or timbering,
wherever they occur, and caulk open joints where directed, and execute whatever may bo required
to prevent any buildings, or other superstructures, road and other surfaces over and adjacent to the line of
sewer, from settling, cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in, and to prevent any portion of the
floors, sides, roofs, and end faces of excavation, beyond the exact cross-sections and dimensions determined
on, from slipping, falling, running in, or being forced through joints and open spaces in the timbering and
sheet-piling, and maintain said timbering, piling, shoring, ike., where and when directed till completion of
the works, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer and at the contractor’s solo cost.

Embankments*

Hummers.
Fillinjj pipe
trenubes.

Filling.
88. Tbe materials referred to in clauses 75 and 93, to be used in filling in tbe spaces between sides
of excavation, and of concrete and brickwork, over sewers, into headings, filling in abandoned open
channels, low ground adjoining channels, into road and other embankments, ifcc., as shown on drawings arid
as ordered by the Engineer. Sand only to be used in filling over sewer between copings on lines of aque
ducts. All filling, unless otherwise specified, to Ire brought up in level layers, spread 6 inches thick, each
layer' to be rammed (and watered if directed) until approved of, before tire succeeding layer is put on. This
filling to be carried up to the surface of tlie ground, or to such other level or slope, <fcc., as may be directed
at the time. Embankments to be formed as shown on longitudinal sections, to be finished in horizontal
layers 9 inches thick after spreading, to he well rammed (and watered when directed) until approved of
before the succeeding layer is put on, with side slopes and top widths, as shown on drawings, or as may be
determined at the time ; to be finished with such benches and curves as sliall be directed. Only iron-shod
rammers of not less than 10 lb. weight, of approved pattern, to be used, and one man to be employed in
ramming to each man employed in filling.
89. Material only of approved quality shall be used in refilling the spaces between sides of pipes,
<fcc.. and sides of excavation, and over pipes, <Sic. The refilling to be done in level layers, spread G inches
thick (and watered when directed), each layer to be carefully and separately rammed as hereinbefore
specified. The lower layers up to level of top of pipes to be carefully packed and rammed solidly under
and at sides of pipes and socket-joints with spades or other narrow tools. The filling to be done as above
described, to such a distance below the level of the street, road, path, &c., as the case may be, to admit of
the ballasting, metal, or other covering being replaced.
90.
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90. On complekyn of concrete, brickwork, <tc., in Hhafts, the space between the skies of excavation
and outer face of brickwork or concrete to be filled in in 6-inch layers, well rammed (and watered where
dnocted) with materials provided for m clauses 75 and 93, great care being taken in lowering the materials
to the bottom, so that stones do not fall on top, or against sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining,
where stones are permitted to be used as filling they are to be put in in alternate layers witli the earth,
and at least 1- inches of earth to be placed nearest and round the pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining.
,‘1not required as manholes or ventilators, on completion of contract, or when directed by
the .Itngmeer, to have all timber withdrawn (as specified in clause 95), and to be carefully filled in.
_here it is found necessary to carry the excavation deeper than the underside of concrete Quarry miing.
loundntions, in order to obtain a compact solid bottom, tbe portion so excavated .to be filled in to tlie
underside of concrete foundation, or as may be directed, with good quarry filling, spread G inches thick,
lammed and watered unti approved. The price per cubic yard for providing and putting in position
quarry hUmg is to be 1 cubic yard of “filling.”
x
o
r •
i • i
^
iind other materials which the excavations of this contract do not supply, and Extriumtcridi
h’ch ^ 1S necessary to obtain for tlie completion of tlie embankments and filling of every description the re,*uiredcontractor shall procure, of approved quality, from any other source or land outside the limits of this
contract. Ihe cost of providing to bo included in the price per cubic yard for “ filling ”
rOTkSpra0“d!,1l1 8horin& tira1>erilia
temporary bridge^'piling, sheet-piling Timber loft in.
kc,, shall be withdrawn, excepting permanent timbering, as shown on drawings%nd in'dl other case.s
,,?puuol11of1fcl'nrngU10er’ th0
the same is impracticable, or would endanger
. ..ifety of the works, buildings, streets, and other surfaces over and adjacent to the works, when the
contractor must obtain an order m writing, signed by tlie Engineer, to the effect that piling, shoet-pilm*,
sfiormg, timbering, (to., may be covered up,
*
^
95. Jn withdrawing timbering from open trenches and shafts, the same shall lie commenced from Withdrawing
bottom of excavation, or, as the Engineer may direct, from lowest'practicable portion of same, and con- timl*rin‘fImued upwards; the contractor to exercise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, plankings,
p ops Ac and the filing in around and above sewer and shaft lining to be carried on simultaneously with
"SiS » mWlnS °f He timberuiS- The cost of withdrawing to be included in tbe price per cubic yard for
ST1'

Refilling mto excavation shidllie measured, the net dimensions of excavation, less the actual Measurement of
'any Perraallent wks' A,iy ot!ler “filling "shall be measured the actual cro.ss-sections “fll,ius'"

^ ■ ■l1l1GSCl'e(lulc P11°° f01' onc(l) cubic yard of filling in any situation shall include the cost of removin'*- Woi-Ick covered
t .0 materials from temporary spoil-banks, or from other sources outside the limits of this contract, and tlie

ia-zi»t*s;i

^and sp“i6“ti™- ^ ^«»«* -•—«

Surplus Material,
suclinl^^:^rrtKVnria] nfra}uir.ed> ^ approved for filling, to he removed off the works to tod on spoil,
sucli pmcos as sliall be ordered, spread and trimmed, and to be paid for as lead.
inn t!3 '"m11!118 mil^,rial1s ^
mefisurarl, the actual net excavations less tho actual not refilling.
Measurement*.
mma* *” “»shatt 0" “d * '** ’«** »««»«*
•'
Restoration of Roads and other Surfaces.
'
^ filling in of sewer trenches and shafts has been consolidated and approved the
streets paths, Ac., to be at once restored in the manner hereafter described, viz • In
1
^ W(KHl-bloolf;ort 011 GG»crcte, the City Surveyor will replace same on behalf of Wood-Mocked
11 vr5e-P°[ S<1T? n' r “f*®1 “l specifioation; in tho case of roads or streets which are streotfl.
m iilid t[lcreo'h ^lld ^ this l»u> been blinded with Ballasted and
sel cted and appioted matem], the metal put aside, as specified in clause No. 15, shall be evenly spread metalled streets.
b? hM therem
^ m l^ CaS° °f r7-1*)0'' St,'eCtS Which are balliisted ™ly. 9 inches of baiLl shall Ballasted only
jo laid thereon, and blinded as above; and in the ease of other coverings, the surfaces to be restored to streets.
•
otWv.U-e ®fnd 0n aS,thfey were before the commencement of the work. Materials damaged, injured, or Dainagred
from
ami i mo11? ,lPP,,(iv1ed
for ^“^ting Surfaces, to be replaced by contractor with nei, sound, materials
road surfaces.
over aPrl ld
of tlIeir resPectlv0 kinds, togetlicr with any additional ballast which may lie required,
bovc fihat fo"nd 0,1 tlie Slt0 of the excavation and referred to in clause 45. If however
cult 'imsThe? ? I0 El-,f rel'i.
hard ''ock is excavated from the tunnels, shafts, and open
SsurW
"
W11 b<3 a °WOd 40 brcak Sl,cl1 rock to a 4-inch gauge* and use same for restoring
t r, 10l'
sui faces of roads
the contrn°rLStr?
ballasted aS met

4-irteh jraiiffe

sandstone

lanmlmll0/r rmmedia1,0ly t!Je P1?68 aro laid, or concrete and other work in connection with shafts, manholes, ballast.
Clearing roads
understood th-lZ-dl
^
^ ST^d fllled1lrl orar same ia any leng«i of sewer, it is to bo distinctly and
streets.
m erstood that all surplus material is to be carted away, the road cleaned until approved, and the road
of the Mmdcim? rf6
STk ^ -Vlth s?rroundlng 8«rfa08® of roads, paths, Ac., to the satisfaction
fails to^do th i Ihe E01
^^im0 E"S“iee,‘’ 111
with tlie specification; and if the contractor
avd
Jfi ’ thefE,1SlneeIr
hhe^y> without further notice, to get tho roads cleaned, and the
mad and other surfaces made good at contractor’s cost.
been film0?'C0,lt';icto(r sl!a11 ma™taiQ thc 8,n,face of the marls, streets, &c., after the excavations have
Maintenance of
during the nerTcrf6^ ri ° 8tr“t8'r?!ld8' &C'>. llavo bc™ 1:"'ok,',d UP or injured during the progress of the work, roads, streets.
timi fn* ti,,Pe
* * 16 f!ltra<^
and -'f-erwards during fhepciod of maintenance, and sliall from
Other -Lee el hIJ0 g0^ ^
V1 ^
;Lrld shaI1
a”y additional metal, ballast, or
otner matetial that may be necessary during these periods,
m,rf.ee1?4']Thei"[1^l0COSiOf*7O!'kilIldmateriaIsinCOnnection with the restoration of road and other Cost.
surfaces to be solely borne by the contractor.
from ti!5Ato10rr^r Su-11’ at tbe tGrrai1nati°V of the P®«od of maintenance, procure certificates
Municipal certifi
.S.«,y“3,
h0,''l"s
u"“ ^ ”ljt' ^
-™ » • cate?.
258—2 F
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Restoring Buildings, Walls, Fences, &c.
106. All buildings, walls, fences, and works of any description met with on tlie site of tbe works,
that it is found necessary to remove or that may be disturbed, are to be replaced or repaired, at the sole
cost of the contractor, and left, at the completion of the works, in the same order and condition as they
were before the commencement of tbe works.
Trimming.
107. On completion of all embankments, cuttings, and filling, all top surfaces and slopes to be
dressed and trimmed off to the specified inclinations and surfaces, and to such other inclinations, slopes,
and surfaces as may be directed at the time, and all materials accumulating after trimming and
levelling top surfaces and slopes, <fcc., shall at the completion of the works be removed, carted away, or
spread about, as may be directed by the Engineer ; and the schedule rates for filling and excavation shall
include and cover all costs for trimming and dressing surfaces, and of removing, carting away, or spreading
about all superfluous accumulations at the conclusion of contract.
■
Sodding.
108. On completion of embanking and filling, where ordered, all top surfaces and slopes to be
protected by sodding. The surfaces to be sodded are to be boxed out the widths ami depths required for
the reception of turf-lining. The materials boxed out to be dealt with ns provided in clause 107. The
sods to be the best obtainable within a radius of 5 miles, of approved quality, not less than <1 inelms in thick
ness and 10 inches square, fuff cut, with square arrises, to he laid in approved bond on their flat beds, close
jointed over all top surfaces of filling or embanking, to be beaten down as the work proceeds with proper
tools, as shall be directed, and when finished to present throughout perfectly smooth and plain surfaces.
If the season requires it, the turfing to be properly and regularly watered to ensure the grass taking fresh
root. The boxing out and turfing to be carried out simultaneously, and no greater area to be boxed out
at any time than can be covered with turfing during two working days. The price for sodding to cover
all the work described in this clause.
Soiling and Sowing.
109. All slopes of embankments, cuttings, and filling, after they have been trimmed, to be covered,
when directed, with a layer of surface soil, to be carefully rolled, and when finished to be of a thickness
of not less than 3 inches. All slopes, soiled or not soiled, or embankments, cuttings, or filling (where not
sodded), after they have been trimmed, <fcc., and when ordered, to bo sown with coucli grass seed, as shall
be directed, and to be rolled afterwards.
Filing, Timbes'ing, <&c.
110.
Piling
to
be
executed
as
required
and ordered, but the actual quantities required can only be
Quantities of
piling.
ascertained during the progress of the excavations, and as the trial piles are sunk.
111. The whole of the timber which in the opinion of the Engineer is required for each part of
the various works, or for such portions of the same as lie may determine at the time, shall be cut and
delivered on the ground prior to contractor commencing tho excavation of sucli part or portion of said
Deliver}'.
work. All timber, when brought on the ground to he at once properly and carefully stacked on even
Stacking.
plain surfaces, and all timbers to lay perfectly straight in tbe stacks; all timbers bent, split, unsound, or
objected to on other grounds by the Engineer shall be removed by the contractor from the ground within
twenty-four hours after such objections have been made known to him, and if he neglects to do so they
shall be removed without further notice by the Engineer, at contractor’s cost; all rejected timbers to be
Dejection.
marked by a brand or axe-mark.
112. All timbers required and delivered for each respective part of works, to be, when dressed,
Dimensions.
pointed, placed, and fixed in position, of the various lengths and dimensions indicated and shown on the
drawings referring to such works, or of such other dimensions which the Engineer may deem suitable for
the works,
_
,
113. All square or round piles shall be sharpened (pointed) at the lower end, the sharpened sides
Pointing piling.
to be cut to a batter of 1 to 0, finished at lowest end with a flatter diamond-cut point, as shown on
drawings ; the lowest point to be exactly in tbe straight line of the true axis of the pile, and the sharpened
sides to be cut true to tbe axis of pile to prevent same from twisting and slanting when being driven.
114. All lower ends of sheet-piles to be sharpened on one side only to an inclined edge as shown on
Pointing sheet
drawing's, and as shall be directed, to ensure the pile when being driven to drift towards tbe pile last
piles.
driven tall sheet-piles of the same length and thickness within each respective panel to have their
ends sharpened exactly the same as regards length of cut surface and inclination of bottom edge. _
Ho. All round, square, and sheet piles to be straight-grown timber, and before being driven, all
Dressing piles.
square, angle and guide piles to be faced truly straight on the sides against which sheet-piles are to be
driven and finished as shown on plans ; all round piles for staging across rivers, against which planked
sides for concrete filling are to be fixed, to be finished with a straight adzed face the depth required for
reception of said planking.
] 16. All sheet-piles to be perfectly parallel, and, before being driven, to be truly faced and fitted
to each other within each panel (between each pair of guide-piles), as shown on drawings, forming a
straight close joint.
...
,
117. All round, square, and sheet-piles are to be hooped with wrought-iron rings at the top, sucli
Binging and
Shoeing piles.
rings to be of not less than 2 in. x 1 in. iron for the square and round piles, and of not less than 2 in. x £ in.
iron for the sheet-piles ; stronger rings to be provided and used when directed. All piles are to lie pointed,
as hereinbefore described, and where driven into bard ground, when directed and ordered, tho points to
be protected by wrought-iron steel-pointed shoes, weighing, except where otherwise directed, 28 lb. each
for the main and guide piles, and 8 lb. each for the sheet-piles. All shoes to be provided and made of
such shape and workmanship as the Engineer sliall approve of. They are to be carefully and truly fitted
and fixed on to points of piles, and the lowest points of shoes for the round and square piles to be fixed
exactly in a straight Hue with the axis of each pile.
_
118. The exact lines and positions of all piles shall be carefully and correctly ascertained and
Dining out, &c.
staked out by the contractor, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, and all stakes fixed in water or river-beds
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to extend above high-water level before any piles are placed and driven. After the staking out, piles to be
placed truly pluinb^ or to such batters as may be directed, in their respective positions between guidewales. ^ All sheet-piles to be placed, truly plumb, between each pair of guide-piles, and lowered into their
respective positions between two walings, fitted and fixed on both sides of guide-piles, as shown on
drawings.
119. After the excavations for the various foundations have been completed, timbered, and rile-drivm;?.
approved, the pile-driving as indicated on drawings, or where ordered, to be proceeded with as follows :—
In older to ascertain the lengths of piles required for the foundations of the different piers and abutments,
as indicated on drawings, the contractor is first to drive trial piles, in the manner hereinafter specified, in
positions, required for permanent purposes, one for each alternate pier, or as shall be directed. Any extra
■
expense in connection with trial piles to be borne by the contractor. After the different lengths of piles
required for thc works have been in this manner ascertained, the permanent piles to be placed in their
exact positions, and then to be driven perfectly plumb (or to such batters as may be directed) until tested
and approved, as specified.
120. Long piles from 25 feet and upwards, of 12 inches and greater diameters, to be driven with a weight and (*n
ram wcighing.from 20 to 00 cwt., having a drop over head of pile of not less than 5 feet, the drop to0frainincrease in height as the pile is driven, as shall .be directed. Any pile driven with a ram of 20 cwt. or
more, as the case may be, failing 10 feet, to bo driven until at the last stroke it does not drive more than
the specified depth, and any pile not standing this test to be drawn when ordered, and to be replaced by a
longer pile. Shorter piles may be driven with a ram of less weight than 20 cwt.; and when rams of
lighter weight are allowed to be used over shorter piles, sheet-piles, <fce,, the height of drop to vary from
12 to 18 feet, as the Engineer shall direct.
_ 1 21. All piles to be pitched of such lengths as will ensure good sound beads at the levels shown on Pitching piles,
drawings, or as may be given at the time by the Engineer. No pile sliall be pitched until measured
and .marked by an officer of thc Department, nor cut off until tested and approved. Tenons, 8 in. x 4 in.
x 6 in. deep, to be neatly cut on pile heads. Any pile which may be too short, or which may have been short piles,
driven out of plumb, or out of thc stipulated batter, or which may split below the level of the required
height when driven, to be at once drawn, ami to be replaced by a sound pile, driven plumb, or battered,
as the case may be, of the required length, at contractor's cost. The contractor must be careful not to
pitch any pile which he is not satisfied will be long enough. Scarfing of piles is not permitted. The
driving of piles to be commenced and carried on in such order of works as specified, and as shall be
directed.
122. Where close piling is shown on drawings, all angle-piles and guide-piles to be driven first, cioaa and sheetafter which the upper guide-wales are to be fitted and fixed on to heads of main piles, and then the whole pllmsr‘
of the sheet-piles of one panel, after being prepared and fitted, to be lowered and placed into position for
driving, after which they are to be driven each a few feet at a time, so that the whole panel of sheet-piles
shall be driven to the specified depth, as near as possible together; in this manner each panel is to bo
driven, one after another, unless otherwise ordered.
123. As the sheet-piling and excavation between same proceeds, the lower guide-wales to be fitted Timbering,
and fixed together with all trausverse, diagonal, and angle struts as shown on drawings, and with such sSS’
additional and intermediate struts as the Engineer may deem necessary during tbe progress of the works.
124. Capsills to bo accurately mortised, placed upon bearing piles, and to bear truly on pile-heads, capsiiis,
1 ransverse sleepers to be spaced as shown, placed upon capsills, halved out 1 £ inch deep at points of t™n8'rcr'«5
intersection ; and planks to be laid and close-fitted between sleepers upon the capsills. Sleepers and planks eeepBra'
to be secured to capsills with wrought-iron ^-inch square 9-inch spikes.
125. The net quantities of all permanent timbering, planking, and piling, as shown on drawing, Net quantities,
and where ordered, and of all other shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling, which the Engineer has ordered
to be covered up, shall be ascertained by measurement before any timbers are covered up, and paid for at
schedule rates, which shall cover and include the cost of timber fixed in works, iron used in fixing same,
wrought-iron shoes for piles, packing materials, (fee.
■
126. The measurements to be taken to ascertain the net quantities of timber to be paid for under Measurements,
tins contract,, shall be as under, viz. :—For all hewn and sawn timber where ordered, in any situation in
the construction of these works, the width multiplied by the depth and the actual length (tenons included)
shall be the net measurement. For round timber, other than piles, ordered to be covered up, the diameter
given is to be measured, exclusive of bark, at the smallest end, and the area of such diameter multiplied
by the actual length fixed in the works, shall be the net measurement, For piles where ordered, in any
situation m the construction of these works, the measurement shall be tho actual number of lineal feet •
(tenons included) of each such pile as placed in position, driven, and fixed in tbe works.
Carpenter’s Work.
i
f i*"^: P16 wllolei l;if
carpenter’s work for girders, planks, working-plutforms, railings, &c., to
be or the timbers specified or approved, and of the best workmanship, to be framed, fitted and fixed,
finished, . cleaned off, rough pans sand-papered (where directed), and completed in the best possible
manner, m strict accordance with drawings, and measurements indicated and dimensions figured thereon,
with all necessary nails, spikes, screw-bolts, drift-bolts, wood-screws, coach-screws, wrought-iron straps,
stays, and other fastenings of the best quality and approved workmanship. All holes for bolts, spikes,
nails, (fee., to be bored with the exact augers, and all mortise holes and tenons, (fee., to be cut so as to fit
exactly, to prevent timbers from splitting. All limber split during the progress of the work and its term
of maintenance to he at once replaced by sound timber. All scantlings requiring sem-fmg in places are
to bo joined together as shown on sections, and as sliall be directed.

Cylinders.
128. ihe cylinders ior piers, buildings, (fee., to be bolted up in the necessary lengths, accurately
placed in position, lowered, and the sinking proceeded with by weighting as long as cylinders continue to
go down, the tops to be finished at same level. As the cylinders are sinking into the ground the materials
inside to be removed by such excavating appliances as may be approved. On completing the excavation
of each cylinder to secure and approved foundations, the water to be expelled by pressure of air or other
approved
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approved method, and on having ascertained the cylinder to be perfectly true in position and plumb, the
bottom to be thoroughly cleaned and levelled, after which the concrete, as specified in clauses 140 to 145,
and 148, to be filled in for the first 6 feet under air pressure, or as shall be directed, till twenty-four hours
after having deposited same in position. Above this level the cylinders to be filled in with concrete, as
specified, to level of top of cast-iron cap.
129. The sinking of cylinders to be continued, if required, to greater depths than shown on
drawings ; such additional depths to be paid for at schedule rate, which is to include all charges, except
cost of extra lengths of cast-iron cylinder; a corresponding deduction to be made if secure foundations are
obtained at lesser depths.
'
130. If rock, boulders, dead logs, <fcc., are met with in an irregular manner, or at one side, while
sinking cylinders, the air-lock, or other approved method, must be applied, and the obstructions removed,
so as to ensure the cylinders to sink plumb, and to rest on a perfectly flat and solid bottom; no powder or
other explosives to bo used in the removal of such obstacles. The sinking to be proceeded with as soon as
possible after delivery of ironwork, to ensure the erection of bridges, drc., without delay.
131. After the sinking is completed, making up or fitting lengths are to be provided and cast, at
schedule rate, so as to bring the top of the cylinders to the exact level shown on drawings.
Sewers, Storm-waier Channels, §c.
132. As the eross-scction area of each respective length of tunnel and open trench has been
excavated, cleaned, and approved, tlie sewers, storm-water channels, and other works specified, shown on
drawing and determined by the Engineer, to be built therein.
133. In rock and other compact formation the concrete and brick lining to be filled in solid
between internal surfaces of sewer, storm-water channel, &e. (less, in tho case of concrete, jj-inch space
required for cement facing), and surfaces of tunnel or open trench.
134. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to be built of a thick
ness, form, and width, as shall be directed at the time. Under temporary shafts excavated by contractor
for his own convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to he at the contractor's cost.
135. Tlie thickness and description of the lining, whether concrete only, of brick and concrete, or
of brick only, required for the different portions of tunnels and open trenches, depends upon the nature
of the ground through which they are driven or excavated, as the case may be, and shall be determined
by the Engineer as the excavation advances.
136. In strong compact rock, 4-j-mch concrete and brick lining will be requisite; and, as the
materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick and concrete lining, as shall be
determined by the Engineer as the tunnel proceeds, may he required.
137. Junction chambers for sub-main and reticulating pipes, upper inlet chambers in shafts for
junctions with reticulating pipe-sewers, drop-shafts, penstock and gas-chock chambers, flushing-stations,
weir-chambers with storm-wafer discharge pipes, ventilating shafts, aqueducts on arches, and on wroughtiron girders, syphons, buildings, bridges, culverts, storm-water channel junctions, intersections with existing
roads, sower, and water pipes, branch inlets, man-boles, gullies, road work, itc., to be constructed in con
nection witli main sewers, branch sewers, and storm-water channels of concrete, brickwork, masonry,
cement-facing, iron, timber, stoneware, and cast-iron pipes, <fec., of the exact sizes, heights, shapes, forms,
curves, and with such ornamental red, white, and other bricks, panels, mouldings, piling, etc., as shown on
drawings, and as may be ordered and directed at the time. Shafts to be built of concrete or brickwork, at
the option of the Engineer, to thc thickness and shape shown on drawings, or as shall be directed.
Curved junctions for branch, ova], or pipe sewers, as shown on drawings, and where ordered, to be con
structed in concrete, to enter tbe main sowers at such levels above the invert, with such radius and longi
tudinal fall as shown, or as shall be determined at the time.
138. Cast-iron pipes, landing platforms, J_ bars, scupper boxes, gully gratings, girders, over weir
and shaft-chambers, or other castings, flushing-valves, gas-check frames, penstocks, man-hole covers, saddles,
stop-board grooves, <tc., to be walled and built in, as shown on Drawings; at points of intersection, branch
junctions, gas-check chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, where ordered, Ac.
139. Step-irons, supports to wrought-iron ladders, holdfasts, ends of wrought and cast iron girders,
bars, ttc., to be built into side walls of shafts, and anchor bolts for fixing cast-iron frame for penstocks,
gas-checks, &c., to be built into walls of shaft chambers, as shall be directed. Flap-traps to be built in
where ordered. Permanent putlog holes in shapes of reveals, for temporary staging, are to be left in walls
of gas-check chambers, shaft chambers, and shafts where directed ; and, in all cases, unless otherwise
ordered, the reveals are to be built round of tbe same thickness of brick or concrete as shown on walls of
shafts or chambers at the places referred to. Putlog holes to be included in the schedule price for brick- '
work. Stop-board grooves to be formed in concrete where ordered.
Concrete work.
140. Bluestone concrete used in these works to be composed of one part of cement, two parts of
sand, and four parts of bluestone metal. The bluestone metal to be broken to a size to pass freely with
its largest dimensions, through a ring of H inch in diameter, to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, and to
be screened through a sieve of ^ inch meshes, and then to be washed with fresh water until approved.
141. Special concrete, if required, to be composed of 2 parts of cement, 3 parts of sand, and
7 parts of bluestone metal, prepared as specified in clause 140.
14-2. ■ Sandstone concrete, where ordered to be used in these works, to be composed of 1 part of
cement, 2 parts of sand, and 5 parts of sandstone metal. The sandstone metal to bo free from dirt, quarry
refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 140), washed, and of a size to pass with its largest dimensions through
a ring of 2 inches in diameter.
143. All concrete to be prepared close to where it it is required on a sawn timber plank platform.
All proportions to be correctly ascertained by measurement, the metal to be well washed when put on tbe
platform and levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer upon tbe metal, and the cement, to be
placed in a level layer upon the sand; after which all materials to be carefully mixed and turned over
twice, and then the whole to lie mixed with fresh clean water, and thoroughly tinned over twice, and
oftener if required, until, in the opinion of the .Engineer, it shall be fit for the work before it leaves the
'
platform;
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platform; it shall then bo conveyed to the works as shall be directed, and be used fresh. Referring to'
clause 10, thc gauge boxes are to be made to the following internal dimensions, viz.:—For stone 3 feet
square in plan, and for sand 2 ft, 6 in. square. The depth of each box to be made so as to give the correct
proportion of material.
144. If thc concrete is made by machinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described,
.
then to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved
" ri'
of; to be used fresh.
145. The different kinds of concrete described under clauses 140, 141, and 142, as bluestone concrete,
special concrete, and sandstone concrete, respectively, shall bo used in the various parts of these works as
specified, and as may be ordered at the time.
.
14C. After the excavation for foundation of each respective part of the works, and the piling, Order of work,
planking, timbering, staging, Ac., for same have been completed, and the bottom of excavations has been
cleared and approved, the concrete work to bo built thereon to the exact dimensions, and of such forms
and shapes as shown on the drawings referring to each respective part of said works.
_ 147. The contractor to provide, at his own cost, approved concrete boxes, centres, staging, shoring, Boning,
planking, &c., of tlie exact forms, shapes, curves, ko., required ; in a proper, secure, and substantial manner,
due allowance being made for ■jj- inch thick cement-facing over all internal exposed surfaces of concrete
work ; and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can bo easily withdrawn. After
completion of any portion of the concrete, the concrete boxes and the centering, as the case may be, shall
not be removed until the Engineer or his Superintending Officer has given written permission to that effect.
148. The concrete, after it has been approved of, to be conveyed into cast-iron cylinders, shafts, Method of
excavations for piers, and other deep foundations, in skips of approved size, and to every other part of the work:
work as may be directed, and as shall be approved of, atid tipped into same and upon the surface of each
layer from a height not exceeding LS inches, to be quickly spread out in layers not exceeding 9 inches in
thickness. Commencing at each part of tlie work at lowest level of excavation or surface of work, the
concrete to be brought up in horizontal layers or parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works j
each layer, when spread, to be quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved of.
149. In circular, oval, elliptical, and open channels, the concrete to be filled first into central pads, Below Bpringing
or, in accordance with the transverse curvature of invert or bottom of channel, into central strips, notlme'
exceeding 2 feet in width for wide open channels, then into bottom layer right up to extreme width at
sides, and then into the curved sides, as shown on drawings, up to top of side walls in open channels, or to
level of springing in closed channels.
150. After the concrete lias been carried up to the level of springing, all concrete arches to be Above springing
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in raidiating'"ieparallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of tlie whole width of arch, or in lengths as specified in clauses 157
and 158, and as shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described. Where the arch is thicker
than 9 inches, the lower layer to be always completed throughout 12 inches in advance of the upper
succeeding layer,
15L After completion of the closing arch, all concrete work above springing of tlie same, at sides of Above nrchos.
arch, in manholes, chambers, shafts, Ac., to be carried up in the same manner as specified in clan so 148, and
of the exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, Ac., as shown on drawings.
_
152. No portion of the concrete work described in the )n'evious clauses (unless otherwise directed Covering up
in writing) to be covered up witli earth or brickwork until it has been examined and approved of by the work'
Engineer. Any leakage that may appear in each layer to be carefully attended to and be made good and takage.
repaired at the time, as shall be approved, before eacli succeeding layer is put on.
153. All end faces of layers of concrete to be stepped back at each respective length of sewer or JoininKlenKt,18'
other work, as shall be directed, to lie carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to be grouted prior
to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to the same.

'

154. No traffic shall pass over any fresh concrete "work except where such is duly protected against »Juiy work,
injury by boarding, planks, or any other means approved of by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at
the time.
155. In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in anticipation Treatment after
of rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the work onJ’8t°r't'a!'umay be raised at the time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of the surface with cement grout. The con
tractor also to provide and have always on hand approved tarpaulins for thc purpose of covering all fresh
conci’ete work and brickwork, when ordered, so as to protect thc same during all stoppages in the daytime
and at night from sun and rain, and during hot or dry weather, to keep said tarpaulins watered to prevent
the work from cracking and setting too quickly on the outside.
136. In all cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete the said layer shall not
be continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower and the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then grouted with cement grout.

157. The concrete and brickwork in sewers and channels to be built in open trenches, in three 0r,lBrf|, ",orkm
continuous lengths of 40 feet each (unless otherwise directed), that is to say, when tho arching-in of thc opeiltr<moh'
first 40 feet commences, tlie next length of 40 feet must be completed up to the springing of arch, and the
third 40 feet length must be hi progress, and the latter so timed that the work is raised up to springing of
arch by the time the closing-in of tbe ad joining length commences.
158. The concrete and brickwork in sewers and channels on completion of each length of tunnel Or^1!rotwo,,,‘in
to be carried on in each length, from the middle towards each end simultaneously, in three continuous *uu"e *
lengths of 16 ft. 0 in. each, unless otherwise directed; that is to say, when tthe arching of the first
lb ft. G in. commences ; the next 1G ft. G in. length must bo in progress from height of invert up to the
springing of arch ; tlie third 10 ft. 6 in. length must be in progress between floor of tunnel and level of
invert of sewer.
159. At all plinths for piers of arches and abutments, piers of arches, abutments, between wings of Ordor of works,
abutments, pilasters, foundations, of buildings, culverts, Ac., unless otherwise directed, each layer to bo .
completed right through the whole length and width of the work before the succeeding layer is put on.
Where concrete has to be walled or filled in against and between brick facings or masonry,'the latter in sundry,
each case to be well wetted and grouted, and then to be covered with a coat of cement mortar 4 inch thick

before

' .
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before the concrete is built against it, and it is to be brought up simultaneously with same in layers 6 inches
thick after ramming, the brick or masonry facings, however, being always kept 6 inches {or more, as the
case may be) higher than the concrete work up to the level of string-course or other defined limit, when tho
work has to be finished level all through.
_
160. The brickwork, masonry, and concrete-filling between all arches and at sides of cnd-archcs
AQueducts,
to be carried up simultaneously over the whole length and width of every aqueduct, building, or other
structure (unless otherwise directed), so that all arches or other structures shall be simultaneously and
equally weighted as the brick, stone, and concrete work rises against and over same.
161. The concrete in piers of arches of aqueducts, abutments, and approaches to aqueducts to be
Aqueducts.
carried up in the first instance from bottom of excavations to level of top of plinths ; in the second instance
to level of top of skewbacks ; in the third instance to level of underside of string-course; and in the fourth
instance to level of top of coping of aqueducts,
162. When all piers and abutments of aqueducts have been built to level of springing of arches or
Aqueducts.
to top of skewbacks, as the case may be, the concrete, brick, and stone arches, as specified, to be built
one after another over the openings upon centres, cambered as shall be directed, of such number as shall
be specified, strong enough in every part to carry the weight of the arch to be built thereon, till all
openings of one aqueduct are arched over, after which the whole of the arches shall be allowed two weeks
time to set and harden before tlie brick and stone facings, and tho concrete, &c., between the arches and
at sides of end-arcbes is commenced. In filling in, between arches and at sides of end-arches the various
layers of concrete, of the thickness specified in clauses 148 and 169, as the case may be, to be brought up
extending on to extrados of arches till the thickness of each layer at its end is reduced to 4| inches above
extrados, when it is to be finished at the time with a radiating end face before the succeeding layer is put
on. The junctions of the storm-water sewers to be constructed with such curves, shapes, forms, flat arches
Junctions.
between wrought-iron rolled girders, &c., as shown on drawings. On completion of junctions, or any
Iron girders.
lengths of storm-water channel, as may be specified, to exact level of underside of iron girders, tho latter
to be laid transversely over side-walls of junctions or channels, bedded in and upon special cement mortar,
i-ivich thick, truly parallel to each other, and spaced 4 feet from centre to centre, or jis may bo specified,
after which the concrete filling along side-walls, between and over ends of girders, to be completed. The
arches of 4-feet span or thereabout, with a rise of 6 inches in centre between the girders, to be commenced
from lower end, and to advance to the upper end of the junction or channel in each case (all girders
being carefully stiffened and held in position by props, as shall be directed), witli not less than twelve
centres or as may be directed, of the exact width of junction or channel between side walls. Ihe arches
Jack arches.
to be built as specified in clause 150, and on completion to form a level concrete decking 3 inches above
level of top of girders.
'
.
163. The concrete lining round sewer on lines of aqueducts and approaches (between underside of
Lining round
newer on arches. string-course and underside of coping, unless where otherwise specified) to be brought up between brick
and stone facings (where such occur) simultaneously with same, as specified in clause 159. The concrete
to be finished transversely level with underside of copings. This work to be carried on along each line of
aqueduct in the manner and in lengths as specified in clauses 161 and 162.
_
164. In conjunction with the concrete surrounding sewer, where the latter is built upon arches
Bond-rods.
and in embankments, the contractor to provide, fit, place in position, and wall in with the concrete, longi
tudinally in each corner at top and bottom of concrete lining jj-inch diameter bond-rods in 16-feet lengths.
The ends to overlap 12 inches, and tied together with binding-wire, and, transversely, -|-incb diameter
bond-rods 4J inches above soffit of sewer of such lengths as to fit between the outer brick lining, or as
shall be directed, spaced 10 feet from centre to centre. The cost of providing, fitting, placing, and
walling-in said bond-rods to bo included in the schedule price per cubic yard of concrete.
Cracking.
165. Special care to be taken by contractor to prevent the concrete, <tc., from cracking at ends of
each respective and successive length of sewer and channel in any situation in consequence of tlie draught
in same, by providing and carefully closing up ends of sewers or channels with canvas or wooden sliields
or doors, and by carrying the works on in continuous lengths, without delays and stoppages, so as to
prevent air-cracks or shrinkage.
166. Should, however, cracks occur at ends of any length of sewer, storm-water channel, or other
Repairing
stacks.
work, during its construction and time of maintenance, they shall be opened up for their whole length and
depth, and of such width as may be directed at tbe time, and filled in with neat cement mortar and grout
by tbe contractor, at his own expense, to the satisfaction of tlie lingineer, or he may order such cracked
parts of the works to be taken down and rebuilt at contractor’s cost.
167. The concrete work comprised in tins contract to be completed to tlie exact dimensions shown
Allowance for
rendering.
on drawings, less jj inch at all exposed inner and outer surfaces, and after the boxes and centerings have
been removed, all exposed outer and inner surfaces shall present compact, solid, even, plain faces. All
faulty and honeycomb portions, cavities, holes, or other defects, to bo at once repaired by the contractor,
at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as the case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. No
portion of the concrete work to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and
approved.
.
.
168. After the concrete or masonry has been built to tlie exact height and gradient (leaving
Bedding and
fixing cast and
sufficient space for jointing), (be whole of the cast and wrought iron work, after having been washed
wrought iron
work.
clean with fresh water, is to be truly laid and jointed in its exact positions, lines and gradients, on fillets
uf mortar ; and as tho concrete rises against, and around the castings, bond-rods, A-c., leaving a space of
not- less than A- inch all round between the concrete and iron, this space round the invert, or underneath
bottom of plates and rods, as the case may be, to lie filled in witli grout or mortar, as sliall be directed at
tho time, whilst above the springing line the outer surface of tbe castings, itc., to be grouted, and then
to be covered with a coat of special mortar 1 inch thick before the concrete is built oil to and around said
pipes, castings, frames, ihe.
.
169. All anchor-bolts in connection with cast-iron and wrought-iron work, to bo placed in the exact
Anchor-bolts..
positions required j to be washed clean, wetted, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each
case before the concrete is built round same.
Laying and
170. All stoneware or cast-iron pipes, &c., where they are shown to be or ordered to be surrounded
fixing cast-iron
with concrete, to be clean washed with fresh water, to be laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients
and stoneware
pipes.
on fillets of mortar, and to be grouted all round as the concrete is being built round same.
171.
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171. Prior to commencing any concrete which has to be built on to and against rock faces, all
shaken and loose rock to be removed ; all rock surfaces to be well cleaned, washed, and wetted, and all
beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete and rock faces to be carefully filled in with cement mortar,
and the cost of thus preparing rock faces, washing, grouting, flushing, <fcc., to be included in, and covered
by the schedule price per cube yard for the concrete.
Brickwork.
172. In executing the brickwork in any situation in the construction of these works, all bricks to Method of work,
be thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water immediately before being used, and all work to be built with
whole bricks (except where otherwise directed), of approved shape and dimensions, to ensure the bond of
each particular part of the work being executed, in the manner as shown on drawings, and as may be
ordered at the time, with J-inch joints, each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in cement mortar, and
every course to be carefully and thoroughly grouted, and well wetted before tbe succeeding course is put on,
care being taken to keep the inner and outer faces of work clean by placing fillets of mortar on outer and
inner edges before grouting.
173. Thc brickwork in arches up to 12-feet span to be built as shown on longitudinal and cross Rudiatingbricks,
sections in radiating courses, with radiated bricks where ordered, in 4i-inch rings, in approved bond, the
bricks of each course to break joint over the centre of those above or below. "Where the brickwork consists
of two or more rings, said rings to be built simultaneously, the lower ring to be always completed through
out 1 j* inches in advance of the upper succeeding ring, each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in
cement mortar, and each ring to be keyed in centre and to be covered with a coat of cement mortar -l-inch
thick, to ensure tlie thorough bonding between tho different rings. "When completing any length of brick SU;>’PiriK611 6closing arch of main sewer, storm-water channels, Ac., the courses at end of same to be stepped back, as
sliall be directed, and the end face of each ring or course to be well wetted, and then grouted, prior to each
ring of the succeeding length being commenced.
174. The brickwork in arches over 12-feet span to be built in radiating through-courses, of rubbed Arches over 12and gauged bricks if directed, in approved bond ; to be commenced at both abutments simultaneously, thefeet Bplm8'
whole width of same, and to be completed in the most perfect manner throughout the full width and
thickness of arch, and to be keyed in centre.
175. The brickwork in abutments, abutment piers, wings, parapets, pilasters, spandrels, piers, face-simultaneous
walls, Ac., to be built of the various heights, thicknesses, and other dimensions, together with all ■jX^orks.
recesses, projections, panelling, Ac., and carried up at each special part or length of work simultaneously
with the concrete and masonry, in English or other approved bond, in truly level courses or in courses truly
parallel with longitudinal gradient of work, and in such other lines and curves as shown on drawings, or
as may be ordered at the time. Where directed, all outer and inner faces of walls to bo carried up straight, paoe8.
square, and plumb, with perfectly fair and even faces.
170. Weep-holes of the sizes shown, to be left through the brick walls where directed, and every-wccp-hoie*
thing to be made good whore necessary.
177. Tlie brick-on-edge flooring of inverts of storm-water channels on steep gradients, as shown on Brick inverts in
drawings, and where ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be laid in approved
bond ; each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in special cement mortar, after which the whole of the
surfaces of the brick-on-edge flooring to be carefully and thoroughly grouted.
178. Thc i-inch thick mortar covering (pargetting) of outside faces of brickwork or concrete
ventilating shafts, manholes, sewer-chambers, and sewers, as shown on drawings, shall not be measured
‘
and paid for as cement facing, but included in the measurement of the brick or concrete work, and paid
for as such.
175. All putlog holes to be filled in, taking particular care to match the bricks and the mortar. All Putlop holes,
external faces of brickwork to be thoroughly cleaned, and all joints to be raked (if ordered f inch deep),
and pointed with special cement mortar, and to bo finished off with a neatly struck and cut joint.
I’oiiitingu*
Cement Facing.
180. The whole of the internal and external concrete (and brick surfaces, if ordered), where such is Thickness,
shown on drawings, and in any situation in tlie construction of these works, to be protected by a cement
facing to be put on in two thicknesses; tlie1 facing throughout, when finished, to be | inch in thickness.
All surfaces of concrete or brickwork to be well wetted before the cement facing is put on. The cement
facing of all surfaces of works to be finished, as shown on drawings, and, where directed, with joints
struck in imitation of ashlar masonry.
181. The different kinds of cement facing with which the exposed surfaces of these works are to rroportione.
be protected, are :—Cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in tlie proportion of 1 of cement to 2
of sand; and special cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of 1 of cement and
1 of sand. The different qualities of cement facing, as above described, to lie executed in the various parts Qualities,
of these works as shall be specified, and as may be ordered at the time.
Masonry.
182. All freestone and bluestone ashlar of the exact sizes, forms, and shapes, to be built in where Mcthodofbuiidshown on drawings, and where directed, simultaneously with tho concrete and brickwork. Stones to be 1,lfr ll-tllarwnshed clean and to bo well wetted with fresh clean water immediately before being used, to be laid upon
their natural beds in approved bond, and set solidly upon and in cement mortar in tlie exact positions
required ; after which all joints between stones, between stones and brickwork, and between stones and
concrete, to be carefully filled in with grout. Prior to eacli succeeding course being put on, the surface
of the previous course to lie well wotted and washed clean. Ail ashlar stones to be properly lifted by
lewising, or as shall be directed when being placed in position. All beds and joints to be punched, axed,
and picked, so as to form | inch joints throughout. All exposed joints of masonry and between masonry
and brickwork, Ac., to be carefully raked out, f inch deep, and filled in solid with special mortar, neatly
pointed, finished flush with outside faces of work. All masonry to be loft perfectly clean at completion of
works.
183.
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Frees toueashtar

1S3. Freestone Jishlar, to be provided iu any situation in thc construction oE these,works, of the
exact dimensions, moulded, sunk, weathered, throated, checked, grooved, radiated, curved, channeled,
fine-axed, battered, hammer-dressed, worked, rubbed where directed, and finished off in the best possible
manner, as shown on drawings, and in accordance with any details which thc Engineer may provide
during the progress of the works. All stones to be in lengths, as shown, and as shall be directed, with truly
squared and axe-dressed beds, joints, and backs. All joints from exposed surfaces of stones, and from
faces of concrete work, as the case may be, to be axed-in 2 inches deep. The plinths, where shown on
drawings, to be weathered with 2 inches parallel drafted margin, under edge of weathering and at all
external angles of same. All external faces of plinths, skewbacks, abutments, piers, wings of abut
ments, itc., to be pitched-faced, no part of which to project more than approved of beyond true line of wall,
with a true pitched lino along each exposed arris, and with 2-inch parallel drafted margin as shown. All
capstones over pilasters to be of one stone. Holes for lewis-bolts to he sunk where directed, of the depth
and size required. All quoins, of the exact sizes specified, to be set in and out bond to all angles.
Btuestoneashlar,
184. Bluestone ashlar to be provided in any situation in the construction of these works, of the
exact dimensions, forms, shapes, moulded, weathered, throated, finc-axed, sunk for reception of cast-iron
bearing plates ; and faces of weir-crest stones to bo radiated, and to have vertical bird’s-mouth grooves sunk
along centre line of joints, as shall be directed : to be built in with the concrete, brickwork, and freestone
masonry, as the case may be, and as the latter rises, where shown on drawings and as may be directed, to
be lewised and set as specified in clause 1S2. All stones to bo washed clean and to be well wetted before
being used. Holes for lewis and anchor bolts to be sunk, where directed, of the depth and size required.
Squared nibble
185. Squared freestone rubble masonry in any situation in the construction of these works, to he
masonry.
built of squared hammer-dressed throughsfcones, unless otherwise directed, in front 10 to 14 inch level
courses, as may be directed at the time, or on lines of open channels in courses parallel with longitudinal
gradient. Said masonry to be built straight, curved, battered, or sloped, every stone to be set full up on
aud in cement mortal'. When the exposed face of wall is battered, the surface of each course to be at
right angles with line of batter, the top course to be built of larger stones, level at top and squared at
back. All stones to be punched, dressed, and picked to the exact thicknesses, sizes, and forms required,
and set in the most approved bond, with joints throughout not exceeding .Vinch in thickness. All stones
to be washed clean and wetted with clean fresh water before being used. Every course to be carefully
grouted before the succeeding course is put on. Ail masonry to be finished with a neatly struck and cut
joint as the work proceeds, and to bo left perfectly clean on completion.
Squared Bluestone Pitching.
# 18!6. Squared bluestone pi tellers, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be set in
sand, in regular 9-inch courses, lengthwise across the channel, in the most approved bond, and in single
ring or course round manhole covers, <tc. All stones to be dressed and picked so as to ensure the joints
all through not to exceed i inch in thickness. Ko stone to be less than 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but to be
longer, curved, and radiated if directed.
Squared Freestone Pitching and Channeling.
_
1SE Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be set upon
their natural beds in sand or in cement mortar, as may he specified, in regular 12-iuch courses, lengthwise
across the course of thc channel, in approved bond, with |-inch wide joints throughout. Flo stone to he
less than 12 inches deep, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches in length, but to be longer, curved, and radiated if
directed. If the pitchers are set in cement, all stones to be washed clean and well wetted with clean fresh
water before being used, to be set full upon and in cement mortar, and on completion of pitching, all
joints to be carefully filled with cement grout. All pitching in load channels to be set in sand in regular
courses parallel with kerb-stones, iu approved bond, with T-iueh joints, no stone to be less than 12 indies
wide, 8 inches deep, unless otherwise specified, and IS inches long, but to be longer, curved, and radiated,
if directed. On completion of pitching set in sand all joints to be carefully filled in with sand.
Freestone Kerbing.
.
188. Kerb-stones in such lengths, picked and axed-dressed to such widths, depths, shapes, and
forms, with squared and axed ends, insuring {-inch joints throughout, to be set upon their natural beds in
sand, in any situation in the construction of these works, along such lines, levels, gradients, and curves as
shown on drawings, and as may bf directed at the time.
Gtnaed stone
ware pipes.

Foundations.

Laying.

Jointing pipes.

lfipedaying and Jointing.
189. After the trenches have been excavated to the exact depths, levels, and gradients, and after
the foundation layer of concrete has been filled in where ordered, as the case may he (leaving sufficient
room for jointing), glazed stoneware pipes of the required diameter to be laid thereon, along such linos,
curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plans and longitudinal sections, true, straight, and solid;
and for all vertical branch pipe-sewers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to be set true, straight, and
plumb.
_
190. In clay or similar soil the pipes to rest direct and solid upon thc soil. In rook they are to be
laid as shown on drawing, on a 1-inch bed of poor mortar, composed of one part of cement and six parts
of sand, the cost of same to be included in items for pipe-laying. In soil liable to be scoured out or easily
shifted, they shall, if directed by the Engineer, be laid on sandstone concrete, as shown on drawing.
191. In every case the pipes shall be laid in such a manner that their barrels shall bear firmly and
evenly on their bed, thc sockets being entirely free from pressure in thc joint-hole, and tlie spigots con
centric with the sockets.
192. The pipes are to be jointed as follows :—The 6-inch pipes with tarred gasket h inch deep after
setting, and special cement mortar 1{- inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket
i inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1$ inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 10-inch pipes
with tarred gasket inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar
inch deep within socket of pipe;
the 12-inch pipes with tarred gasket § inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1-jj inch deep
within socket of pipe ; thc 1-5-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and special cement
mortar
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mortar 1-| inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 16-inch pipes with tarred gasket | inch deep after setting,
and special cement mortar
inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 18-inch pipes with tarred gasket f inch
deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1|- inch deep within socket of pipe; the 21-inch pipes with
tarred gasket g- incli deep after setting, and special cement mortar l£ inch deep within socket of pipe ; the
24-inch pipes with tarred gasket | inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep within
socket of pipe.
193. 'Ihe tarred gasket to be placed in the faucet and set tight round spigot end of pipe, after im'cr joint.?,
'which the remaining space in faucet to be cleaned, wetted, and filled in with stiff special cement mortar,
packed in solid, splayed ofl outside to an angle of 45 degrees, and neatly finished off. The inner joints
between pipes to be carefully filled witli special cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off as a finish. Each
pipe length thus finished to lie carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added,
394. Junction pipes of any desired size are to be laid into the line of pipe-sowers wherever required
pipes,
by the Engineer. The socket ends of all junction pipes, junction blocks, junction holes, ventilating pipes,
and dead ends are to be protected against the ingress of foreign substances, and made easily accessible for
effecting future connections, by being closed with earthenware discs having a temporary watertight joint
all round, tlie cost of providing and fixing same to be included in items for pipe-laying.
Casl-iron Pipe-laying.
_ 195. After the pipe-trenches have been excavated to the exact depths, levels, and gradients required, Cnst-iron spigot
cast-iron pipes of the diameters shown or ordered, to be laid along lines (curved or straight), and solid upon
the bottom of the trench, or upon a foundation layer of concrete, and the vertical pipes placed as shown,
leaving sufficient room for jointing.
196. Tlie pipes are to be jointed as follows :—The 6-inoh and 7-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn Jointing.
2| inch and 3 inch deep respectively after settingup, and soft lead
inch deep after setting up ; the 8-inch,
9-inch, and 10-ineh diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 j- inches, and 3|- inches deep respectively after
setting up, and soft lead H- inch deep after setting up; thc 11-inch, 12-inch, 14-inch, 15-inch, and 18-inch
diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 inches, 3 j- inches, 3^ inches, and 3^ inches deep respectively
after setting up, and soft lead 1|- inch deep after setting up; the 20-inch, 22-inch, 24-inch, 26-inch,
28-inch, 30-inch, 32-ineli, 34-inch, and 30-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 J inches, 3J inches,
3J- inches, 3| inches, 31- inches, 34 inches, 34 inches, and 34 inches deep respectively after setting up, and
soft lead 2 inches deep after setting up.
”
"
'
_ _
19". Should the faucets of pipes used in these works, in places, be of greater or lesser depths than Expansion
indicated in tlie prevdous clause, then the spun-yarn packing is to be of greater or lesser depths as may be ^olnt5’
required, tbe depths of the lead joints to remain as specified. Expansion joints to be made in the same
manner, but of such special depth of lead joint, with or without spun-yarn packing as shown on drawings
.
and as may be ordered at the time. All curves on lines of pipe-sewers to be accurately formed with the p“^edpil>e
spigot and faucet joints of the pipes without any abrupt horizontal and vertical dip, rise, or bend. The spunyarn to be tightly platted or laid round each spigot end, so as to fill the socket of each pipe after setting
up to the exact depth specified, leaving in each instance the remaining depth of faucet for the specified
lead joint, the latter to be made at each joint in tho trench with one running, and when cold to be set up
with propel1 irons to one smooth, even, plain surface all round the pipe, and 4 inch within socket of same.
198. The setting up of all lead-joints to be made with a proper set of setting irons, commencing
from outer surface of spigot end witli jj-inch thick setting irons, and continuing towards outer edge of lead- °ln 8
joint, with setting irons advancing gradually by f-e inch in thickness at the time. Special setting irons to be
used for setting up expansion joints. After the pipes have been laid and tbe joints of every description
made, examined, and approved, they are at once to be covered up, but in no case are they to remain longer
than twelve hours uncovered after they have been approved of.
199. Faulty and objectionable lead joints to be immediately and carefully chiseled out (they are not Rmity joints,
allowed to be burnt out) and fresh lead joints to be made and set up until approved of. Attempts to
repair defective joints are under no consideration to be permitted.
lload-making.
200. The different roads snown on drawings, are to be formed 30 feet wide between edges of slopes,
whether on embankments or in cuttings. The longitudinal gradients of approaches to be at an inclination nlation! ’ °r
of 1 in 20, or as shall be directed. All roadways to be formed with a crown, which at the centre line is
to be 6 inches higher than the edges.
201. After the roadway has been formed and approved, it is to be carefully boxed out along centre Boxing-out.
line, if ordered, for tlie reception of the road material, 8 inches deep for ballast, and 4 inches deep for
metal—12 inches in all, by a width of 24 feet.
202. After the boxing-out 1ms been completed, its bottom surface to be covered by a layer of 4-inch
all')
gauge sandstone ballast, spread S inches thick throughout, and then covered with bluestone metal spread
°
4 inches thick throughout.
203. After tlie metalling lias been completed and approved, the whole of its surface to be covered Blinding,
with about one-eighth of its own bulk of bluestone chippings of a uniform thickness, after which the whole
road surface to bo watered and rolled until approved.
204.. Tbe stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone of approved quality ; to quality of metal,
be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass froely with their largest dimensions through a ling 24 !lie
inches diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, ifcc.
The prices per cubic yard for bluestone metal and sandstone ballast for road surface to include the
cost of providing and spreading blinding.
■
Tarred Metal Beck.
205, After the tarring of upper surface of metal flooring, and after the sand-filling over arches and
abutments of aqueducts has been completed, levelled, and approved, or iu any other situation in the con
struction of these works, the whole of these surfaces as shown on drawings, to the thicknesses figured or
ordered at the time, to be covered with the tarred metal decking, as follows :—
206. The stone to be basalt, broken to a 2-inch gauge, free from dirt; the screenings to be crushed Swncfolf tarfrom the same stone, and to pass through a jj.-inch sieve. All stones and screenings to be perfectly clean
258-2 0and
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and dry, to be heated before admixture with tar. The tar to be coal-tar, free from all adulterations, and
boiled a- sufficient time to get rid of the light oils before being used.
The stones and screenings to be mixed with tho boiled tar separately ; to be then stacked where
directed, so as to allow tlie surplus tar to drain away for at least three weeks before being laid in position.
207. Tlie 2-inch stone to be spread over the whole bridge, upon the concrete filling of roadway, and
upon the 7-inch thick sand layer of footpaths, between kerb-logs, to such thicknesses and surfaces, and with
such curvature to roadway, when roiled, as shown in drawing, and to be then covered with about one-eightli
of its own bulk of screenings. Both layers to be well rolled and cross-rolled with a 30-cwt. roller, having
not less than a 3 feet width of face, until they form solid compact surfaces to the required levels and
curvature.
208. Tlie sides along kerb-logs and all places where tlie roller cannot work, to be well punned by
hand with a flat-faced 42-lb. iron rammer. When approved by thc Engineer, the whole of the surfaces to
be brushed over with a coat of hot coal-tar, and a layer of heated fine bluestone screenings, with dust left
in, spread over it.
Coke Concrete Dock.
200. Coke concrete to be provided, placed in position where directed in the manner specified for
other concrete, and to be mixed as described in clause 143, but in the following proportions :—16 cubic
feet of approved coke broken to a strict 1-inch gauge, 8 cubic feet of sand, and 1 cask of cement.
Fencing.
210. Fencing is to be erected in such line and situation, and of such description as shall be directed,
and as marked out by the Superintending Officer, and of the form and to the dimensions marked on tho
drawings.
.
211. Ordnance fences to be provided, framed, fitted, and erected where ordered, of sawn hardwood
timber, unless where otherwise specified, as viz. : Posts 6 in. x 4 in, x 6 ft. 6 in., top rail 4 in. x 4 in.,
intermediate and lower rails 4 in. x 3 iu. Posts spaced 6 ft. 6 in. from centre to centre, sunk in rock not
less than 18 in., and into other ground not loss than 2 ft. 6 in. deep. On road embankments, where
ordered, posts to be 7 ft. 9 in, long, mortised into sills 9 in. diameter x fi ft. long, secured by 1-inch
diameter hardwood tree-nail, stayed to posts by 4 in. x 4 in. struts, secured to posts and sills by |-inch
screw-bolts, and iVinch diameter spikes, lh inches long. Angle and end posts, 10 inches diameter at smallest
end, x 8 feet long, to bo sunk 3 feet deep in the ground, mortised 6 inches deep for reception of ends of rails.
Tops of round posts to be protected by caps of 6-lb. sheet-lead, secured to posts by lead-headed nails 2 inches
long, and wrought-iron 2-in. x |--in. rings, secured eacli by four 3-inch wood screws. Sawn posts to ho
notched at top for reception of top rail and halved out for reception of intermediate and lower rails, spaced
as shown. Top rail to be laid arris uppennost into notches, secured to posts with 2-in. x ^-in. hoop-straps,
and four 2-inch long wood screws to each strap. Intermediate and lower rails to be fitted flush with inner
faces of sawn posts, and secured to each with two 4-inch wood screws. All sawn timber above ground to
be planed, all scarf-joints of rails to be made as directed, over posts only, and all sills, struts, and ends of
posts under ground to be charred thoroughly. Tlie ground round posts to be well rammed, and the clearing
spaces round ends of posts stepped in rock holes, to be carefully filled in with cement grout.
212. The split timber fencing may be of one or more of the three following descriptions :—
1st. Fence consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails (wired if shown), and round posts
where required.
2nd. Fence, consisting of split hardwood posts, three split rails, and round posts where
required.
3rd. Fence, consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails, covered with split hardwood
palings, with round posts where required.213 214 215 216 * 218 219
213. Posts to be 6 ft. 6 in. long, 8 inches broad by 24 inches thick, except those for the palingfence, which shall be 7 feet long, with mortises 6 in. x 3 in., cut square to the gauge shown on the draw
ings. All posts to be charred for a length of 2 ft. 6 in. from thc bottom, sunk 2 feet into tbe ground, set
uniform and upright, and spaced 8 ft. 3 in. apart from centre to centre, and the earth well rammed in round
them until the posts stand solid and firm.
214. Bails to be 9 feet long, the top rail not less than 7 in. x 2 in., and the bottom rail notlessthan
8 in. x 2 in. in the two-rail fencing, and in the three-rail fencing the centre rail to be jmt less than 8 in.
x 2 in., and the bottom rail 7 in. x 2 in. Tenons to be 6 inches long, carefully adzed to fit closely into the
mortises, shouldered square with the saw, and fitted so as to butt close up to the posts.
215. Palings are to be sound, straight, cleanly split, and free from sap, and of approved timber,
5 feet long, not less than 4 inches wide, and h inch thick. They are to be sawn off square, placed upright,
close together, and to a straight lino on top, and securely fixed by 1 J-inch strong wire nails, two nails to
every paling in each rail. They are to be further secured along the rails by galvanised hoop-iron of 18guage, 1 inch wide, well nailed by 1 j-inch clout nails at intervals not exceeding 12 inches apart.
216. At all intersections with existing fences, and at all angles, a round post is to be provided and
fixed, 9 inches in diameter, charred for a length of 3 feet from the bottom, and sunk 2 ft. 6 in. into tlie
ground, and the earth well rammed in until the post stands solid and firm. These posts are to be of such
length as to leave the top 6 inches above ihe upper rail. At existing fences the junctions are to be made
good and connected with these posts, which are to be mortised for tbe rails to suit the fence in the same
manner as shown on drawing,
,
217. Where necessary, posts, either round or split, are to have a hardwood strut 6 in. x 3 in.,
checked at upper end into the post, and secured by a 6-in. x j-in. round spike. A hardwood stake, 3 ft.
long x 8 in. x 3 in., to be driven close into the foot of the strut, as shown on drawing.
218. The crossing of ditches, watercourses, or hollows in the ground, arc to be made secure, either
by supporting tbe fence on logs, extra long posts, or as may be directed.
219. The fencing is to be erected to a time line on top, and is not to follow the minor irregularities
of the ground.

220.
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220. The wire used in fences to be that known as Ko. S “best best annealed drawn,” or other
woraui
approved fencing wire ; to be passed through the posts, which are to be bored for the purpose with a quarter brackets.
(£) inch auger, and strained tight by means of F. Morton & Go’s., or other approved straining bracket, fixed
to the straining posts by wood screws or spikes, so as to suit the gauge, as shown.on the drawing.
Thc works and materials comprised in clauses Kos. 217, 21@, and 220 to be included in the schedule
rates for fencing.
Wrought-iron Worlc.
221. All wrought-iron spindles, bolts, [_, "pi mid U irons, flat and round bar, plates, straps, axles, ^^Kllt'i,r011
pins, anchor-bolts, rolled girders, nuts, washers, rods, rivets, holding-down bars, gratings, frames, keys,
'
chains, &c., to be of the exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. The greatest care to be taken
in any welds to ensure perfect soundness, and tlie contractor to he at tlie expense of any test which tlie WcllisEngineer shall think fit to submit tbe welds to. All plates, bars, channel-irons, rods, itc., to bo perfectly
true and of even uniform thickness ; all angle-irons and liars to be sound, uniform, and regular on edges ;
all joints and edges to bo truly planed to the dimensions on drawings : all wrought-iron parts to be rolled
or forged out of one piece, unless otherwise specified and directed. Ends of spindles, shackles, itc,, to
bo forged with eyc-holcs, and holes for male and female joints of the exact forms. All holts, handles,
hand-rails, spindles, keys, chains, pins, axles, bars, crosses, itc., to be forged with protecting necks, and
welded with ends of large diameter's or otherwise for screw-ends, and made of the exact shapes, forms,
dimensions, lengths, widths, and diameters shown on drawings, with angular and square threads, as the
case may be, to all bolts, spindles, itc., with the correct pitch, angle, and depth. All portions fastened
with screws, bolts, or rivets to fit close together. The chains attached to blades of penstocks, and the
whole of the wrought-iron gratings, channel-irons, te., connected therewith, wrought-iron girders to
working platforms, hand-rails to platforms and slab's, to be galvanised before being fixed in tho works.
222. AH joints in plate, angle, T irons, itc., to be made only in such positions as shown on Joints,
drawings and where directed; and all covering plates, wrappers, Ts and angle irons to Ire truly cut at
ends to insure a perfect fit.
223. All screw-bolts and screws to flanged pipes, penstocks, valves, all other castings and wrought-Screw-boita and
iron work uf every description, to Ire of the exact diameters and lengths shown on drawings, with hexagon
‘
heads and nuts, and to be angular threaded with tire correct pitch and angle of the Whitworth screw.
224. Joints of shafts, spindles for penstocks, axle shafts for strainer's and traveller, engines, tfcc., .Joints of shafts,
to be made by said shafts being truly turned and cut at ends, and cast-iron flanged ami turned sockets, '
with turned spigot and faucet, the internal diameter of socket to he turned exactly, and slightly of less
'
diameter than ends of shafts. Sockets and ends of shafts to be grooved, as shown for steel key. Sockets
to be heated and then fitted on to ends of shafts with keys, after which the flanges to be bolted together,
forming coupling, as shown on drawings.
225. All joints and working parts of wrought-iron on penstocks, valves, strainers, standards, engines,
travelling cranes, travellers, gratings, troughs, louvre shutters, brackets, Ac., to be turned, scraped, or
'
ground and glazed bright, as tlie case may require, and as shall be directed.
226. All handles and levers for working penstocks, valves, strainers, travellers, travelling cranes,
and
Ac., to be ground and glazed bright.
r'
227. Tim rivets throughout to be made from £-inch, |-inch, f-inch, ^-inch, 1-inch, and 1^-inchHivcta and bolts,
iron respectively, with heads and necks, as shown on drawings. Tlie Engineer may require any holes to
he drilled and the bolts turned for same, or he may order bolts to be substituted for rivets, or other
changes of the kind, in such places as he may consider necessary, without extra charge228. All rivet, bolt, and screw holes to correspond as to diameter and position with the drawings,
5?cf ri™ts'
and to be carefully drilled parallel, and at right angles with face of work. All the holes in booms of
’ ’
main girders, bearing plates, lattice bare, wrought-iron aqueduct pipes, rolled |_, channel, "J", and flat
liar irons to be drilled—the respective pieces being clamped in their proper positions and secured under
drill and bored right through ; holes in cylinder bracing, cross-girders, and wind bracing girders may be
punched. Ko drifting or rhymering to be done ■without the consent of the officer in charge, and then
rhymering only when the plates cun in no other way be made to coincide. Holes which are directed to
be punched or drilled at the building site to be about & inch narrower than the diameter of the rivet
required, so as to insure a good fit after its being enlarged with the rhymer. Where several holes meet
each other in the parts to be united, a horizontal dislocation of not more than 5 per cent, of the diameter
of the hole is allowable, the hole then to be made perfectly equal with the rhymer, and not by filing on
one side, and rivet-bolts of proportionately large size to be used in holes thus enlarged.
229. All riveta to he inserted at a bright heat, after being carefully freed from scales, into the duly Ructimr.
cleared holes, to he quite firm after the head is completed. If not firm, juvets to he at once removed and
replaced by others, and of larger size when directed. In putting together parts, care to bo taken that
none of them are forced into one-sided tension ; any portions distorted in riveting the connections to bo
at once loosened and thc faults remedied. All rivets to be finished with cup heads, and when countersunk
tlie sinking to be drilled and the heads to be finished perfectly flush. All rivets and heads of bolts to bo
countersunk whore plates, when fixed, will bear on other work, and where they form the inner surfaces of
aqueduct pipes. All riveting to be done in the neatest and most workmanlike maimer.
230. Wrought-iron gratings to be of the exact dimensions, straight or curved, ns the case may be, p™il1,1™t'iron
the bars spaced and riveted as shown, all bars to have rounded-off top surfaces. All hooks, rings, and
°
chains attached to flushing valves, Ac., to be galvanised before being fixed in the works.
231. Wrought-iron ladders in lengths shown on drawing, and as may be ordered, consisting of
2J-in. x -jj-in, uprights, spaced 13-| inches apart, and -|-mch round bar rungs spaced 12 inches from centre
to centre. Joints of uprights to occur only at supports, where directed. Supports, spaced as shown, to
consist of two 6-in, x 3-in. x 3-in. x -jj-in. channel irons fixed to uprights with f-inch screw-bolts, stiffened
off at ends, at top and bottom, with J-inch plates varying from 12 inches to 13J inches in length, riveted
on to top and bottom flanges of channel irons, as shown.
Cast-iron Work.
232. The whole of the castings to be perfectly sound, free from all cold shuts, honeycomb, holes, or Casting
other defects ; to be cast in dry sand moulds, unless where otherwise directed.
233.
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Castings.

233. All castings to be true in sectional form, straight longitudinally where shown to be so, or of
such shapes, projections, curves, angles, and forms as shown on drawings ; and each portion of such castings
to be of equal strength and of tlie specified thickness throughout its respective length.
,
The external and internal surfaces of all castings to be perfectly clean and smooth and in
strict accordance with sections.
Casting
, 235. All cylinders and pipes to be cast vertically, with the socket or flanged end downwards; to be
cylinders and
pipes.
straight longitudinally; all straight pipes with faucet, or flanged, and with spigot ends, to have the latter
cast 9 inches longer than shown on drawings ; all cylinders to be cast with such head of metal as shall be
directed. After the castings have been cleaned and coated, the head of metal over the cylinders, and tlie
9 inches at spigot ends of pipes to be cut ofi, so as to leave same perfectly square on section and true and
equal in circumference, so as to fit the socket, leaving an equal space all round of the exact thickness shown
on drawings for lead joints.
Faucet ends.
236. The faucet of each pipe or casting to be perfectly square and true, of the exact dimensions
shown on drawings, and to be cast with a groove of tho size and depth as required by the Engineer. The
Faucet for
faucet of large circular and oval pipe for expansion joints to be cast as shown with an inner narrower
expansion joint.
faucet and projecting rim, and both inner sides of narrower faucet and of projecting rim to be truly turned
and polished.
'
leathers and
237.
The
feathers
and
flanges,
where
such
are
shown,
to
be
of
the
exact
widths, forms, and thick
fianges.
nesses, and all surfaces of contact to be planed and turned to true and even faces.
Spigot ends for
238. All spigot ends for expansion joints, where shown on drawings, to be cast with a recessed end
expansion joints.
for reception of wrought-iron ferrule on inner face, and a corresponding projecting face on the outside ;
said recessed inner and projecting outside faces to be truly turned and polished to tbe exact cross section
for reception of lead joint, gun-metal packing ring, and wrought-iron covcr-plate, as the case may be.
Thimbles for
239. The thimbles for expansion joints for large, circular, and oval pipes, to be cast with faucets as
cxi>ansion joints.
described in clause 236, and with web-plates, ribs, and bed-plates cored out, with bosses truly bored for
heads of anchor-bolts; the whole to be of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions, as shown on drawings.
Gas-check
240. The flanges of gas-check frames to be provided with a inujccting face, planed and turned to
frames.
true and even faces, of the exact dimensions shown on drawings.
Boring holes.
# 241. All holes in hinge-brackets at top of gas-choek frames to be truly bored to the diameter
required for the reception of hinge-bolts.
Bolt holes.
242. All bolt-holes to be of the exact sizes, spaced as shown, and to be truly bored and turned.
Flange joints.
243. All flange-joints, unless where otherwise directed, to be made tight with red lead.
Penstock frames.
244. Frames of penstocks to be of the different parts,* and of the exact shapes, forms, and dimen
sions, with all screw and bolt holes, and the exact circular valve openings, with flanged end at back,
projecting rim round opening in front and at sides of same, with eaj>pieces on top, upright slide frames,
flanged, bolted together, cored out with bosses and web-plates between, to receive front guide-plate, with
inner projecting faces screwed into bosses of upright frames. Guide-pieces, with flange and web, faced
on surface of contact, with boss in centre, the latter truly bored and turned for reception of brasses and
spindle to pass through, fitted with boltholes, and screwed on to guide-plates.
Landing grates
245. All landing and other plates and grates to be complete with ribs, flanges, hinged and other
ami plates.
lids, close or ventilating covers, girders of the exact shapes, forms, dimensions, projections, recesses, &c.,
as shown on cl raw in"
Valve blades for
_ 246. Valve blades to be of thc exact diameters, forms, shapes, and dimensions, with circular
penstocks.
projecting faces back and front, and vertical projecting faces corresponding with and bearing on projecting
faces of guide-plates and framing, and ■vertical racks or brackets, with eye-holes truly bored for fixing foot
of valve spindle, as the case may be. All searings to be truly faced and bored out to receive gun-metal
faces, and all stuffing boxes, glands, foot-step bearings, and journal-boxes, to be bored and turned and
polished where directed.
Sundry ironn’csk
247. All girders, brackets, standards, wheels for chains, and balance weights, tubes, boxes, glands,
to be tuniedand
plummer-blocks, and boxes for lifting or turning spindles, as the case may be, foot-brackets for upper
bored.
spindles, flanged pipes for spindles, street-boxes, itc., of the different parts, and of the exact lengths, forms,
and dimensions, to be truly faced, turned, and polished at all joints, bored and turned for reception of
screws, mits, and brasses, with all bolts aud screw-holes of the sizes shown, bolted at all joints, and all faces
of flange-joints and working parts and other faces, where directed, to be truly planed, turned, faced, and
scraped, to the necessary surfaces.
Penstocks,
_
248. All penstocks, scour-valves, &c., to be carefully and truly fitted and fixed together, with all
scour-valves to
lifting and turning gear, gun-metal facings, spindles, wrought-iron work, street-boxes, screws, bolts, nuts,
Ijc fitted.
&c,, complete, in strict accordance with drawings and dimensions figured thereon, and all valves to close
watertight.
Flushing valve.
249. The frame and flap-valve of flushing valve, with bracket, pulley, Ac., to be complete, with
wrought-iron galvanised chain, to be cast of the exact diameter, shapes, forms, and dimensions : the
flushing valves to have a projecting rim all round, the inner face truly faced and turned to a “ \/ shape ”
of the exact dimensions, so that when thc flap is placed in position the edge of the \/ rim to lie exactly
against thc centre line of the square tuck or lead-packing of opposite groove in frame, planed out to a
dovetail for tho purpose.
Couplings.
250. Couplings, flanged, turned, bored, faced, with turned and bored spigot and faucet, and bolt
holes of the exact diameters, to be of the exact forms and dimensions for making joints of valvespindles, Ac.
Cast-iron frame.
251. Cast-iron frame with 22-ineh diameter opening, with non-ventilating lid fitting easily into
frame, complete with sawn and tarred ironbark wood-bricks fitted into panels, the whole to be in strict
accordance with drawings and dimensions shown thereon.
Seupper-pipos,
252. Scupper-pipes, with cistern-heads, and grating-cover for inlets of scupper-pipes, and plain
grating-covers,
and cover-plates. cover-plates over inlets of scupper-pipes, as shown, to be cast to the exact shapes, forms, witli the exact
openings, and to the dimensions figured on drawings.
Stop-board
253. All grooves for stop-boards to be cast with a connecting- ledge at top, to be cut off when
grooves.
Ciisting is completed. All grooves to be cast true, of the exact dimensions, shapes, aud forms j and all
working parts of frames and slide-valves, grooves, and stop-plates, to be truly planed and faced so as to fit,
but not too tight. All stop-plates to be complete with wrought-iron shackles, 12-foot galvanised chain,
hook, and rings.
Gmirmetal
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Gun-mctal Work.
254. All portions tinted yellow on drawings, as in nuts, bolts, shackles, bearings, and working parts,
nuts and naves of wheels, seatings of valves, penstocks, standards, hangers, and brackets, aud all other
‘
brasses in working and lifting gear, <fcc,, to be made of gun-metal. The gas-check flaps to be of Muntz Gan-check nil's,
or delta metal,
255. The whole of the castings to be solid and perfectly sound, and free from all honeycomb, holes, Castings,
or other defects.
25C. All spindles to be cast on end, having a riser on top of each not less than 3 feet in height, after Spindles,
which they are to be turned and finished to the exact lengths and diameters; to he straight, and work
true in stuffing boxes, nuts, glands, <kc.
257. All screw ends and nuts, unless where .otherwise specified and directed, to he angular, Nuts and screws,
threaded with the correct pitch and angle; and all naves of wheels, nuts for lifting gear in standards and
for off-let valves, bearing nuts of end brackets for shafts, etc., where shown, to be turned with tho square
thread and correct pitch, and angle of the Whitworth screw.
258. All nuts, naves, pins, lubricators, shackles, eyeholes, sockets, hinges, binge-bolts, guide and
other brasses in pluinmer blocks, brackets, standards, valves, penstocks, &c,, to be truly bored, turned, Work.
faced, and finished to the exact lengths and diameters, shapes, and forms, and to be straight and work
true on all bearings and working faces.
259. All projecting rims, straps, eyehole brackets, &c., to be provided and fitted on to gas-check Cns-chccis.
flaps, to be cast of the sizes, shapes, and forms as shown on drawings, to be faced on surface of. contact, So!tierin£and to be soldered on to the flaps with zinc, after having been placed truly in position, and then riveted
as shown. All gas-check flaps to be of the exact thickness shown on drawings. When the rims and
straps for each flap are not cast in one casting, then they are to be cast in parts as shall be directed : and
prior to fixing such parts in position, they are to be truly fitted and jointed together. All such joints to
be scarfed and braced, as, viz., the edges filed or scraped clean and bright, covered with spelter and
powdered borax, and exposed in a clear fire to a heat sufficient to melt the solder, which, for all scarfjoints, to he an alloy composed of four parts of copper to three of zinc. All scarf-joints to he placed
where directed. All hinge axles to he truly turned. All links of shackles to be made with one joint,
scarfed, brazed, and riveted together.
260. At expansion joints of large cast-iron pipes, where shown, a gun-metal packing ring of the Pac,(lnB nns>rsize specified, to be provided, placed, and fitted round spigot end of pipe, carefully set up flush with end
face of inner recess of faucet.
261. All portions of castings, as exposed surfaces of nuts, hinge-bolts, hinges, shackles, rims, straps,
brackets, hooks, links, &c., arc to be cleaned as they leave the mould, and all irregularities to be removed.
All other portions of gun-metal work to be truly faced on all surfaces. All gun-metal facings and fittings
to he indy turned and faced on all surfaces, to fit exactly, to be forced into positions, screwed where
shown, and to sit perfectly firm and true.
Wrought-iron Work, Gun-mctal Work, and Cast-iron Work.
262. The whole of the wrought-iron, cast-iron, and gun-metal work to be of first-rate quality and Quality and
worktimnship.
workmanship, in strict accordance with the specification and the dimensions and patterns shown on the
drawings, and any details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of the contract.
263. Wrought and cast ironwork and gun-metal work not to be more than 3 per cent, below the Weights.
scheduled weight, and the contractor shall only be entitled to payment of the weights as per schedule, at
the various prices set forth therein, and payment will not be made for any excess on such weights.
264. All ironwork and gun-metal work supplied by Government to the contractor to be delivered Contractor to
a receipt
free of charge at the various sites of the works where they are required. For each article so delivered give
for ironwork
the contractor shall give a written receipt, after which he shall he held solely responsible for same; and supplied.
shall, if any such article be lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, refund the cost to the Government.
265. All ironwork and gun-metal work, &c., provided by the Government, which, at tlie completion Surplus iron
of tbe contract, by direction of tbe Engineer, has not been built or permanently fixed in the works, shall work.
be conveyed by the contractor to the site of the Field Office, or to tho iron store at Campcrdown, as may
be directed.
Fainting.
266. All wrought-iron work (except where otherwise specified and directed) before leaving the Wrought-iron
foundry to be scraped and cleaned, and well coated with boiled linseed oil; and, prior to being fixed in "'orkposition (excluding internal surfaces of circular and oval wrought-iron tubing, and excepting all working
parts) after it has been cleaned and scraped free from scales, &c., and inspected, to receive two coats of
anti-corrosive paint over all surfaces, and after being fixed in position, to be finished with two coats of
best oil-colour, in approved tints,
267. All bolt-heads, washers, nuts, straps, and all other exposed ironwork of timber bridges above
level of kerbs, ordnance fencing, itc,, to be finished with two coats of black varnish instead of oil-colour.
268. The whole of the cast-iron work to be properly cleaned immediately after complotion; and, Cast-iron ivork.
after being inspected, except where otherwise specified, to receive over all surfaces two coats of anti
corrosive paint (except working parts and joints), and to be finished afterwards with two coats of best
oil-colour, in approved tints.
269. All cai-penter’s work of timber bridges above level of kerbs, and all ordnance fencing above Carpenter's
ground, handrails, travelling cranes, &c., to be properly prepared, knotted and primed, and painted with worlt‘
four coats of best oil-colour, finished with approved tints. All tenons, mortises, notches, halvings, joints,
scarfs and butting surfaces, to receive two coats of approved paint before being fixed in position.
270. No paint to he applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of timber or
metal work is wot; and an interval of forty-eight hours must elapse between each application.
Tarring.
271. All cast-iron cylinders, pipes, short lengths, bends, junctions, and any other eastings, Ac., oastinga.
which will be placed or laid under water, or which are to he covered up in earth, concrete, Ac., and all non
ventilating man-hole covers, street-boxes, flushing-flaps and frames, scupper pipes, precipitating tanks,
grooves,
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'Wroaght-iron
Tvork.

Timber work,

Interior snrtaces
of wrought-iron
work.

grooves, landing plates and frames, grates, cover-plates, gnlley grates, &c., as soon they have been cast and
inspected, to be properly cleaned and then heated, and whilst hot to be dipped or coated twice in hot
gas-tar.
,
. "'2. All flat, segmental, and buckled plates, rolled girders, bulb “f irons, &c., before being placed
in position, unless otherwise ordered, to receive one coat of tar, and after erection is completed, to receive a
second coat; the tar to be coal tar, mixed with kerosene in the proportion of three of tar to one of kerosene,
and applied hot.
.
.
2~3- Kerbs, flooring planks, timber in girders, longitudinal stringers, cross-girders, corbels, capsills,
sills, piles, pier-bracuig, abutment platforms, ends of handrail posts below level of tops of kerbs, to receive
three coats of tar and composition, the first coat to he all tar laid on hot, the second and third coats to be
composed of seven parts coal tar, four parts of Stockholm tar, and one part of pitch thoroughly melted
together and applied hot, the last coat on top of deck to be well sprinkled with a layer of clean sharp sand
and lime. All joints and butting surfaces to be well payed with the hot composition before fixing, and in
finished work the composition to bo poured into interstices and joints. Any timber inaccessible for tarring
when fixed, to receive three coats before being placed in position.
_
2/4. No tar to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of iron or
timber is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours to elapse between each application.
Tar Varnish.
_
275. The whole of the interior surfaces (working parts and joints excepted) of the wrought-iron
circula,r and oval tubes, cast-iron thimbles, expansion joint castings, short; lengths of cast-iron circular and
oval pipes, <&c., after having been placed in position in the works, to be thoroughly cleaned of all scales,
rust, and previous coating of linseed oil or paint, &c., and then to be coated twice with a tar-varnish com
posed of 30 gal of coal tar, fresh, with all its naphtha retained, 6 lb. tallow, l£lb. resin, 3 lb. lamp-black,
and 30 lb. freshly-slacked lime finely sifted ; all materials to be approved of, and then to be inlimately
mixed as shall be directed, and applied hot, like paint.

Day Labour,
276. When “day labour" is required by the Superintending Officer to execute any works other than
those for winch a special price is given in the schedule of quantities and prices, the contractor shall provide
the same at the several rates for “day labour ” inserted in said schedule.
To include.
The price for day labour is to include supervision as well as all tools, lighting, and implements of
every- kind necessary for carrying on the work, and shall be returned in the usual monthly progress
certificate.
Accounts to be
_
^77- The accounts for this “day labour” shall, however, he rendered by contracter to the Super
sent in halfvr eekly.
intending Officer in half-wmckly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and
Thursday, failing this he shall lose all claim to payments for the “ day labour ” performed by him during
the preceding three days.
Length of day.
278. The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and
night-work being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on tho time rates set down for
day-work.
Measurements and Payments.
Contractor to be
270. The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making the
present.
same. ^ If he fail to attend after twenty-four hours' notice in writing has been delivered to him of the
Superintending Officer’s intention to take measurements, and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall be binding on the
contractor.
When and how
_
280. On satisfactory completion of any portion of the works, and at all other suitable times, the
measurements
arc to be made. dimensions of such work shall be measured by the Superintending Officer, as specified, and recorded in a
book kept for that purpose ; and these quantities shall serve as the basis for arriving at the contract sum
on completion of contract.
Progress pay
281. For the purpose of making progress payments, the dimensions of still unfinished portions of
ments.
”
the work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to the
ultimate acceptance or rejection of such unfinished portion of work.
Contractor to
282. The contractor shall sign the measurement book each month, before the monthly progress
sign measure
ment book.
payments are made, accepting the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts. Should ho, however, disagree
with the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, he is at once to state in the measurement book in what
particulars he disagrees, and the grounds of his disagreement; and unless this is done it is to be distinctly
understood that the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, as recorded in the measurement book, shall
be bindin".
Final measure
283. The final measurements, based upon the measurements made during the progress of the
ments.
works, will be prepared within thirty days, or as nearly as may be after the completion of the work; and
the contractor will be required to accept such measurement before the fixed deposit is returned.
Prices given in
schedule.

Junction with other Contracts.
284-. If two different contractors execute simultiineously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
Suspension of Worlcs.
285. The contractor shall suspend the whole or any portion of the works, on receiving a written
notice to that effect from the Engineer. He shall have no claim for loss or damage on this account, and
such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the contract, but a commensurate extension of time for completing
the works will be granted to the contractor, as set forth in clause 24 of the General Conditions.
Duties.
286. In the event of any materials being imported by contractor for use on this contract, no
refund will be made of any duties which may be legally chargeable on such materials ; and the contractor
shall bear and pay all duty stamps, licenses, building or surveyor’s fees or other charges or fees whatsoever
legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities.
Testing
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Testing the Whole of the Worlcs,
28 It is to be distinctly understood that, on completion of the works, the Engineer shall have the
power or ordering and having the sewers, or portions of same, (fee., closed in such order as he shall direct,
an ie whole of the sewers and aqueduct tubes, (he., filled with water for such a time as he may deem
necessary for the purpose of testing the works; and any injuries, faults of whatsoever deseription/caused
)y oi <. o ected in consequence of such testing, to the work, shall be at once repaired, replaced by new
woi w, and made good, the whole expense being borne solely by the contractor : and, after the completion
o t ie»e repairs, replacing with new works, and making good any damages, injuries, faults, &c., the whole
ot the works shall again be tested, as before described, until they shall be satisfactory to the Engineer.
This is the schedule to specification marked “ C” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the 16th day of May, A.n. 1895.
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GTJMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carthb),
Witness,—Harold P. Rorrie.
I). G. SNODGRASS.
This is the schedule to specification marked “C” referred to in,my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
_ Queen, dated 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold E. Nobjue.
JAMES GIT,I.AN.
This is the schedule to specification marked “C” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
_ Queen, dated ]'Gth day of May, a.d. 1895.
"Witness,—Harold F. Norhie,
GEO. FORREST.
“D.”
General Conditions.

Interpretation of Terms.
1. Miiunevkr the terms hereafter explained in the present clause occur in these or any special conditions,
or in the contract or specification, they shall be held to mean, and shall mean, as follows :—
“Government'' shall mean the Government of New South Wales promoting this undertaking.
“Minister” shall mean the Secretary for Public Works of the Colony of New South Whales for the
time being.
“Engineer shall mean the Engineer-in-Chief having the principal charge of tho "works, or the
person acting as such for the time being.
“ Superintending Officer'’ shall mean any person or persons who may from time to time be entrusted
with the superintendence of the works on behalf of the Government.
“ Contractor” shall mean the person or persons who contracted to execute the works.
“ Special conditions” shall mean any “ special conditions” hereto attached and forming part of
the contract; and such special conditions shall be read with the general conditions as part and parcel of
the contract.
“ Schedule of prices” shall mean the rates at which the contractor has offered or agreed to execute
the contract, where the same is based on a schedule of prices ; and be tho basis on which the value of
any extra works or of any deductions shall be calculated, and progress payments made, whether the contract
lie one of a schedule of prices or a hulk sum.
“Plans shall mean and include all drawings referring to tho works and explanatory of, or
supplementary to, the specification.
^
“ Works’^ shall mean the works set out in the specification and plans, or, in the event of there
being no plans, in the specification only.
Net claim shall mean tlie sum claimed by the contractor after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due.
“ Net award'1 shall mean the sum awarded on arbitration, after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to ho due.
Supply of labour. Materials, and Plant.
, -•
contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to the contrary,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, materials, and plant, and everything wliich the Engineer
may consider necessary for the proper and complete performance of this contract. No materials or plant
placed on the site of the works shall be removed therefrom, or otherwise disposed of, without the consent
of the Engineer.
Plans, Specifications, dec.
3. The plans and specifications represent generally the form, dimensions, and description of the
several works. Where any discrepancy exists between the dimensions as indicated by the scale and those
marked in figures, the figures are to be considered as correct, and are to he taken in all cases in preference
to the measurements by scale. Or if there be any discrepancy between the figures or dimensions, or the
form of construction, or the material as indicated in the plans, and the dimensions and materials given in
the specification, the directions of the specification shall be adopted ; and1 in all cases of defective descrip
tion, or any ambiguity, the explanation given by the Engineer shall be binding upon the contractor. Also,
anything contained in the plans, and not in the specification, or anything contained in the specification
and not shown in the plans, shall be equally binding as if it were contained in both. If neither specifica
tion nor plans contain any mention of minor parts, which, in the opinion of the Engineer, are reasonably
and obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, snch parts are to be provided by the
contractor without any extra charge, as if they were specially mentioned, and shall he deemed to he, and
hereby are, included in this contract.
All
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All works described in, or implied by, the specification or shown in any of the plans, or set forth
in any lists or tables thereon, or attached thereto, as well as those expressly provided for, are to be made
and executed in every detail conformably to the several plans already prepared or which may be prepared
hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance with the provisions of the specification and
conditions, and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Copies of Plans, <i'c.
4. A copy of all plans and specifications required by the contractor for carrying on the works will
be provided by the Government, but must be returned’before a final certificate for the work can be given.
Any additional copies which may be required and are supplied by the Department shall be paid for by the
contractor at a rate to be fixed by the Engineer,
Setting out Works.
5. The works will be set out—that is to say, all necessary centre lines and levels will be given to
the contractor—except in the case of buildings, when, in the absence of setting out, a block plan will be
supplied, from which he must work ; but the contractor must satisfy himself of the accuracy of the
setting out, as no work incorrectly set out or improperly executed will be paid for.
Protecting and maintaining Signals and Marks.
6. All bench marks, pegs, and signals on the surface, and all alignments, and level marks under
ground put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor's
work, will be confided to the care of the contractor. He shall, at his own expense, take all proper and
reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true position; in the event, how
ever, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever, they may, if
necessary, be replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at the contractor’s expense, and the
cost thereof deducted from any moneys then due or thereafter becoming due to the contractor.
Possession of Ground.
7. In giving the contractor possession of the site it shall not be deemed that he is to have the
exclusive possession, but only a limited possession—that is to sa}”-, such possession as will enable him to
perform the works comprised in this contract. The Minister may at any time take possession of any
portion of the works or ground or intended site of the works for the purpose of carrying on any other
works or for any purpose whatsoever. The contractor must procure for himself all other land which he
may deem requisite for any temporary purposes, or for his own convenience.
Access to Works.
S. The Engineer, or any other person authorised by him, shall have free and uninterrupted access at
all times to the works, and during working hours to any workshop or premises, not on the site of the works,
where materials may be in preparation or stored for the purpose of this contract. The contractor shall
give the Engineer all particulars as to the mode and place of manufacture of any of tho materials proposed
to lie used in connection with this contract, and shall facilitate in every way the inspection of the same.
Contractor’s Risk.
9. The contractor shall take upon himself the whole risk of executing the works to the satisfaction
of the Engineer, and in accordance with the plans, sections, and specifications.
Contractor to be represented.
10. The contractor at all times during the progress of the works, when he is not personally super
intending them, must have a responsible agent or overseer in charge to receive instructions from the
Superintending Oflicer or Engineer, and to represent the contractor for all purposes of this contract.
Any notice or any written instructions to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered when, given or delivered to the contractor or his
representative at the work, or left at the contractor’s usual or last-known place of abode or business.
Order of Procedure,
11. The Engineer shall have full power to decide in what order in point of time the various parts
of the work or works comprised under this contract shall be carried out.
Power of Entry.
12. The Engineer shall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contract, to enter
upon, by himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of the work comprised under this con
tract, and his doing so shall in no wise be held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor in respect
of this contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work so entered upon, by reason of any
proved carelessness, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, of any employee of the Government, in wliich
event the contractor shall be free from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
Instructions to be obeyed.
13. Should the contractor refuse or neglect to carry out the instructions of the Engineer or the
Superintending Officer, the Engineer shall have the power of suspending the usual monthly certificate until
such instructions have been complied with.
Power to Dismiss Men.
14. The Engineer may require the dismissal, within twenty-four hours by the contractor, of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed on the works, and in the event of the
contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisitions, all further payments on account of the
work may be stopped until such dismissal is effected.
Bad
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Bad Materials or Improper Works to be removed.
15. The contractor shall be bound to remove, within twenty-four hours, if written notice from the
Engineer or Superintending Officer to that effect be given, any materials or work, whether fixed or not,
which may appear to the Engineer to be of an inferior or improper description ; and, in case of refusal,
the Engineer shall have the power to get such materials or work removed at the contractor’s expense, and
to withhold all payments until such instructions have been complied with.
Bxlra Works—Omissions of Worlcs.
16. If at any time whilst the works are in hand it shall be deemed expedient by the Engineer to
order material or work of a different description to that specified, or to increase or diminish the dimensions
or extent of any works to be done under this contract, or to alter their situation or vary the form or
dimensions of any of the said works, or of any part thereof, or to make any deviation or to substitute one
class of work for another, he shall have full power to do so, and to order and direct any such increase, dim
inution, alteration, deviation, or substitution, and the works involved in any such increase, alteration, deviation,
or substitution, shall be executed by the contractor if of the class of works provided for in the schedule of
prices, at such schedule prices ; and no such increase, diminution, alteration, deviation, or substitution of
works shall in any way annul or set aside this contract, or extend the time for the completion thereof,
unless the Minister shall sec fit to grant such extension; but such additions or alterations shall be measured
and paid for, or deducted from the contractor’s account, as the case may require, according to the
schedule of prices. Provided that if any portion of the works so ordered to be done shall not be, in the
opinion of the Engineer, of the same value or class of works provided for in the schedule of prices, the
same shall be executed by the contractor at such prices as may be agreed upon with the Engineer; but
if the contractor and Engineer cannot agree as to the price to be paid, the Engineer may order and direct
the same to be done by such person or persons as he may think fit. Before any extra work, or work of an
altered value or class, is undertaken by the contractor, it shall be imperative for him to procure an order
in writing from the Engineer for carrying out such extra or variation of work, and the contractor shall
not be entitled to any payment for such extras or variations unless he produce the written order for the
same, as aforesaid, and he shall not be entitled to plead that the Engineer omitted to give such written
order, as it is to be distinctly understood that the onus of obtaining such order shall be on the contractor.
The contractor shall not be entitled to any other rate than the schedule rate on any plea that the tvork
was in a different position or of a different class from, or in a more difficult position than that shown on
plan or specification, or carried out under circumstances not contemplated in the specification, unless an
agreement entitling him to payment by other than the schedule rates shall have been previously made and
signed by the Engineer and the contractor.
Valuation of Omissions.
17. Tiie Engineer shall have the power to direct the omission of the carrying out of any part or
parts of the said works, but not amounting to the omission of the whole ; and the value of such work so
omitted in such case, calculated at the schedule rates, or in the event of there being no schedule rates,
calculated on the basis of the proportionate value which such work bears to the lump sum, as ascertained
by the Engineer, whose decision on that point shall be final, shall be deducted from the contract sum,
subject, however, to arbitration clauses Eos. 36 to 41.
Wet Measurements.
IP. The whole of the work shall be executed and paid for according to the contract dimensions,
and no allowance will be made for any excess of dimensions above those found on the working plans now
exhibited, or which may be afterwards supplied, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the con
trary, unless such excess has been expressly ordered. In the case of dressed masonry all cubic measure
ments will be taken at the extremes, and in tho case of rock-faced masonry all measurements will be
taken to the draft. With regard to timber, all framed work will be paid to extremes, but in no case will
scarfs in hewn or round logs be paid for.
'
Contractor liable for injury to adjoining Lands, Properties, <kc.
19. The contractor shall not commit any act of trespass, and shall effectually protect all adjoining
properties and owners thereof against any loss, damage, or injury that may occur through the carrying on
of the works, whether to buildings, goods, property of any kind, or to persons; and in case any such
trespass be committed, or any such loss, damage, or injury occur, the contractor shall make full compen
sation, and shall make good all or any such loss, damage, or injury ; and if any such compensation for
trespass, or any such loss, damage, or injury be recovered against the Government in the first instance, it
may be deducted from any money due or coming due to the contractor under this contract, or mav be
recoverable from the contractor or his sureties as liquidated damages in that respect incurred.
Damages, d-c., to be paid for by the Contractor.
20. All damage, in jury, or loss that may happen to the works from any cause whatever during their
progress must be made good by the contractor at his own expense ; and the whole of the works must be
delivered up, complete in every respect, according to this contract, and the care and maintenance of all
works under this contract shall remain with the contractor until the Engineer shall, by notice in waiting
under his hand, inform the contractor that he has taken charge thereof ; and until such notice shall have
been given, the contractor shall be responsible for all accidents, from whatever cause arising, and shall '
make good all damages thereto.
Contractor not to Sublet Works or Assign Moneys.
'
21. The contractor shall not assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or
mortgage, charge or encumber all or any of the moneys payable or to become payable under this contract,
or any other benefit whatsoever arising, or which may arise, under this contract, to any person without
the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained. The contractor for each and every breach of
this condition shall be liable to pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages :
and the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums due to the
258—2 H
contractor
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contractor under this or any other contract with the Government. And any permission to assign or underlet
works to be done under this contract shall not discharge the contractor from an3r liability in respect of this
contract, and shall extend only to the permission actually given, hut not so as to prevent any proceedings
for any subsequent breach of this condition.; and all rights under these conditions shall remain in full
force, and shall be available as against any such subsequent breach.
,
Truck System not allowed.
22. The workmen and labourers of every class employed on the works shall be paid their wages in
full, in money, current coin of the Colony7, at least once in every month, and no ticket or other system of
pavmeut by provisions, liquors, or goods will on any pretence be allowed ; nor shall the contractor, or any
person or persons employed by him, or in any way connected with him, establish any shop for tho supply
of provisions, liquors, or goods; nor shall the contractor oblige Ins workmen to take provisions, liquors, or
goods of any kind from any jjerson in particular. The workmen and labourers of every class shall be paid
on the works if it be possible, or in some building in the vicinity ; and in no case shall they be paid at a
public-house or other place where liquors or refreshments are sold. The contractor, for each and every
breach of this condition, shall pay to the Government tho sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages : and
the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums due to the contractor
under this or any other contract ■with the Government.
Tower of the Government to pay Workmen and Tradesmen.
23. Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the Engineer may require from him a
statutory declaration that the tradesmen supplying materials for or incidental to the works, and the
workmen and labourers of every class employed on the works, have been paid their claims of every kind in
full, in current coin of the Colony, and to the latest date at which such wages or claims are due ; and the
Engineer may withhold tho payment of any money that may he due or become due to the contractor until
such declaration has been made and delivered to him.
If the contractor shall fail or omit to pay the claims of any such tradesmen, workmen, or labourers,
in the current coin of the Colony, it shall be lawful for the Minister or the Engineer, as often as the same
shall happen, upon complaint of such failure or omission made by any such tradesman, workman, or
labourer, and upon proof to the satisfaction of the Minister or Engineer of such failure or omission to pay
the amount of such claim to sucli tradesman, workman, or labourer, and to deduct the same amount from
any money then due or owing, or thereafter to become due or owing, to the contractor under this contract.
Delay ly Minister.
24. If the contractor shall not be able to obtain possession of any portion of the ground required
for the execution of the works to be done in connection with this contract, or if from the nondelivery,
or any delay in the delivery to the contractor, of any7 materials wliich under this contract the Minister is
to supply, or from any cause ■whatever .arising out of the acts or defaults of the Minister, or’any officers
or servants in his employment, or from any accident happening to the said works during their progress not
arising from the neglect or default of the contractor or his servants or workmen, the contractor shall be
delayed or impeded in the execution of his contract, the contractor may from time to time within seven
days of the happening or occurring of such act, default, or accident, apply in writing to tho Engineer for
an extension of time on account of such act, default, or accident, setting forth the cause of such appli
cation, and the Engineer shall, if the Minister think the cause sufficient, but not otherwise, allow by
writing under his hand such an extension of time as tho Minister shall think adequate ; and the penalties,
sets-ofl; and deductions to which under this contract the contractor is liable shall not attach until the
expiration of such extension of time, hut shall attach, and the contractor shall become liable to the same
from the date of the expiration of such extended time or times. And unless the contractor shall make
such application within the time and in the manner aforesaid, and unless and until the Minister shall allow
such extension or extensions of 4111)0 as aforesaid, the contractor shall not by reason of any delay arising
from the cause or causes aforesaid, or any7 of them, be relieved in any way or to any extent of his liability
to finish and complete the works within the time in this contract specified; and in default of his so doing,
to pay and be subject to the liquidated damages, deductions, and sets-off as in these conditions provided ;
nor shall the Minister be deprived in any7 way or to any extent of his right to deduct or recover any sum
or sums as liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a penalty or to make deductions or sets-off
which under this contract he is entitled to make, deduct, set-off, or receive from the contractor for or by
reason or on account of any delay in. the completion of the work or any portion of the same, nor shall the
rights, powers, and authorities by these conditions given to or vested in him be in any way affected.
Patent Jtighfs to he included.
25. The contractor is to include in his tender the amount of all patent rights and royalties which ■
may be claimed by7 any- patentee or patentees for the manufacture and use of any7 portion of this work, and
must undertake to liquidate the same when required to do so.
Tree Passes, fyc.
2G. No free passes on any of the Government Railways will be granted either to the contractor or
his agents, nor will any materials or articles of any description be conveyed free of charge.
'

Conditions not to he. Waited.
27. None of the conditions of this contract shall be varied, waived, and discharged, or released,
either at law or in equity, unless by the express consent of the Minister, testified in writing under his hand.
Progress Payments without Prejudice.
28. No progress payment given to the contractor shall prevent the Engineer from at any future
time before the final settlement rejecting all unsound materials and improper1 workmanship discovered
subsequently to the giving of any previous payment; and notwithstanding any approval given or made by7
the Superintending Officer' that portions or the whole of the works have been satisfactorily performed, the
Engineer may require the contractor to remove or amend at any future time previously to the final payment
■
on
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on account of the work, any work that may be found not in accordance with this contract: and the con
tractor must remove and amend at his own cost all such work when so required ; and if he refuse or ne«-Iect
to do so, tho Engineer shall have the power to carry out such work, and to deduct,the whole cost thereof
from any moneys that may be due, or that may become due, to the contractor.
If,_ m the opinion of the Engineer, further inquiry is necessary or desirable before any progress
payment is made, lie shall have the power to withhold the certificate on which such payment would have
been made, for any period which he may consider necessary for the purpose of sucli inquiry.
Security.
29. Within fourteen days after the notice of the acceptance of his tender shall have been given to
the contractor, or posted to the address of his last-known place of business or residence, he shall deposit
with the Minister, or at the option of the Minister, in some bank or hanks in Sydney, upon fixed deposit in
the name of the Minister, a sum calculated at the rate of £5 for every £100 or part thereof on the amount
of ins tender up to the sum of £100,000, and at the rate of £1 for every £]00 or part thereof in addition,
for any amount over that sum, to be held by the Minister as security for the due and proper performance
and completion of this contract until the Engineer has certified that the whole of the work in the said
contract has been, completed to his satisfaction, or until this contract has been cancelled by the Minister
under the power given to him in that respect under clause 32 of these conditions, in whieli last-mentioned
event happening the money so deposited shall become forfeited to the Crown, and shall be held bv the
Colonial Treasurer, for and on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, as liquidated damages. If, however
this contract shall not have been cancelled under the said clause, and if the works comprised in this
contract are not completed within the time mentioned in clause 34 of these conditions, the liquidated
damages which under the last-mentioned clause are made payable to the Minister may be deducted and
taken from the money so deposited.
If the contractor fail to deposit the sum as hereinbefore provided within fourteen days from the
acceptance of the tender, or if lie fail to execute the contract for the due performance of the works
mentioned m the said tender, the Minister shall have the option of and full power and authority to declare
such acceptance to be annulled, in which ease the amount of the preliminary deposit will be absolutely
forfeited to the Crown, as provided by the Regulations of the Tender Board.
No tenderer will be authorised to proceed with the work tendered for until lie has made the deposit
as aforesaid, and has executed the required contract for the due performance of the said works, it bein'*
hereby declared that for all or any work done or materials found and provided by the contractor before
the due execution of the said contract, or the said moneys being deposited as aforesaid, he shall not have
any right of action, claim, or demand against the Minister.
Tlle contractor will be entitled to receive any interest that may be payable upon the fixed deposit
oi the money, if the money be placed in a bank at fixed deposit, as sucli interest becomes payable : but it
is expressly declared that the Minister is not to be held liable or answerable in any -way for any loss on
the money so deposited, or for any loss of interest from the fixed deposit not being renewed.
Payments.
30. Progress payments may be made once in every month, unless the same shall become not payable
by reason of anything contained in these conditions, on the certificate of the Engineer, as the ‘work
proceeds, m the proportion of 80 per cent, of the value of tho work returned, until the sum retained
reaches the amount of the deposit provided for in the preceding clause, when no further deductions will be
made. Ilie amount of the retention money will be held by the Minister, in addition to the cash security,
unless otherwise provided for m the specification, until the Engineer has certified that the whole of the
works have been satisfactorily completed, and the period specified for the maintenance of the said works
has expired, and all accounts finally adjusted, when the retention money, in addition to the cash security,
will be paid to the contractor; and it is expressly declared that until a certificate has been given by the
Engineer to the Minister that the work done by the contractor has been executed and completed to his
satisfaction, the contractor shall have no right or claim in respect of any work done or materials provided,
nor to the payments from time to time to be made under this contract, or to the final payment upon the
whole or the works being finished.
r
Dday or Pad Work, Pankruptcy, <£-c.
31. In case the Engineer shall be at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at the
rate of progress of the works or any part thereof, or in case the contractor shall at anytime neglect or
omit to carry out the instructions of the Engineer, or to dismiss any person employed when required, or
shall neglect or omit to remove any materials or work which he is required to remove under condition 15
or m case the contractor shall assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or morS.ga're’
charge or cucumber, or attempt to assign, mortgage, charge or encumber, all or any of the moneys payable
or to become payable under this contract, or any other benefit whatsoever arising or wliich may arise
under this contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained, or in case tho
contractor shall make default in insuring and keeping insured, in cases where insurance is specified, and
depositing the policies and receipts for premiums in accordance with these- conditions, or in case the
contractor shall become bankrupt, or shall make an assignment of his estate for the benefit of creditors,
or shall make an arrangement or composition with his creditors, then and in every such case the Minister
shall be at liberty, without vitiating tins contract, and without prejudice to anv right that may have
accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions, to take the works wholly or partially
out oi the hands of the contractor and to employ or contract with any other person or persons to execute
the same, and for that purpose to take possession of and use all horses, materials, plant, tools, implements
and things on or about the said works, without making any allowances for the same, and all damages and
expenses thereby incurred shall be ascertained and certified by the Engineer, and together with any sum
payable as liquidated damages under these conditions shall be deducted from any money that may lie then
due or may thereafter become due to the contractor or may have hem depositedbv him ; and if the money
then due, or thereafter becoming due to the contractor, or deposited by him. be not sufficient for that
purpose, the balance remaining unpaid shall be a debt due by the contractor to the Minister, and mav be
recovered accordingly.
^
Cancellation,
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Cancellation of Contract.
32. In any or either of the events mentioned in the last preceding clause of these conditions, the
Minister shall have the option and full power and authority in lieu of proceeding under such clause, and
without prejudice to any right that may have accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions,
to cancel this contract whether there are any works remaining to be done or not; and in such case the
moneys which shall have been previously paid to the contractor on account of the works executed, shall be
taken by him as full payment for all works done under this contract; and upon notice in writing under
the hand of the Minister that he, under the authority of this condition, cancels this contract, being given
to the contractor, this contract shall be cancelled, and thereupon all sums of money that may be due^ to
the contractor, or unpaid, together with all implements in his possession, and all materials provided by him,
upon the ground upon wliich the work is being carried on, or adjacent thereto, shall be forfeited, and all
sums of money held as security or named as liquidated damages for the non-fulfilment of this contract,
within the time specified, shall also be forfeited and become payable to the Government, and the said
implements and materials shall become and be the absolute property of the Government, and v'ith the
moneys so forfeited and payable as aforesaid shall he considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Insurance.
33. The contractor shall from time to time, when required to do so by the terms of the specification,
insure the works against loss or damage by’ fire, in an office to be approved in the name of the Minister for
the amount of the full value of the work completed, as determined by the Engineer, and shall lodge with
the Engineer the policies and receipts for the premiums for sucli insurance, and shall continue such policies
until possession is given up to the Government; in default of which the Minister shall be at liberty to
insure and deduct the amount of the premiums paid from any moneys payable to the contractor, and may
refuse payment of any certificate until such policies and receipts are handed in as aforesaid j but this
insurance is to be no limit or bar to tho liability and obligation of the contractor to deliver up the works
to the Minister completed in all respects according to the contract. In case of loss or damage by fire the
moneys payable under any such insurance shall be received and retained by the Minister until the works
are finally completed, and shall then be credited to the contractor in the final settlement of accounts in the
event of the contract not having been previously cancelled under these conditions.
Time of Completion, <\'c.
34. Tho contractor shall complete the w'hole of the works comprised in this contract within seventyeight weeks from the date of the acceptance of his tender, and in the event of their non-completion at the
specified times, should the Engineer not have proceeded under clauses Nos. 31 and 32 of these conditions,
or either of them, the contractor shall pay, by way of liquidated damages, and not as or in tho nature of a
penalty, the sum of
pounds sterling for every week, or for every part of a week, that shall
elapse after such specified time, until their completion, and v'hich sum or sums may be deducted from any
money payable to the contractor under this or any other contract. The contractor shall have no right to a
certificate for payment after the date specified in these conditions for the completion of this contract until
the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to tho satisfaction of the Engineer, unless the
time for the completion of this contract shall have been extended by the Minister, in which case such
extended time shall become the time for the completion of this contract, and it is to be expressly understood
that the fact of the time having been so extended shall not in any way be taken as a waiver of this contract,
or as annulling or setting aside this contract in any respect, nor be taken as releasing the contractor from
any of the responsibilities or obligations of this contract, which, in all other respects, shall remain the same
as if the time had not been extended.
_
The like liability also shall hold good as to the obligation of the contractor in the event of any
advance being made to him from tho retention money, or on material on the ground and not in situ.
Maintenance.
35. The contractor will be bound to maintain the works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness, or of giving way, or if any defective workmanship or materials be detected, the contractor, when
called upon to do so, shall make good the same at his own expense, to tho satisfaction of the Engineer,
before any moneys held by the Government on account of this contract will be paid. It is also to be
distinctly understood that the Government shall hare the full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works,
without any interference whatever on the part of the contractor during the currency of this period^ of
maintenance; and such use of the said works on the part of the Government shall not be held as relieving
the contractor of any liabilities or obligations whatever in respect of his contract.
Arbitration.
36. The following matters shall be decided by the Engineer, whose decision shall be absolute and
final:—(1) All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
plans or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials necessary for
the whole or any part of the contract. (2) All questions and disputes when the net claim shall not
amount to the sum of £500.
.
.
„
37. All questions and disputes not hereinbefore provided for shall, if the net claim be £500 or
upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before payment of the retention
money and the money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the contract, be fixed and deter
mined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
_
38. If either party consider that he has claims in respect of any matter in which arbitration may
be claimed, he shall, within one month of the date of the final certificate, furnish to the other party full
particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of which he
desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under each item ;
and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he lias in respect of such matters,
irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims ; and the party furnishing the same shall he bound by
such particulars ; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration at such
arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action ; and the claim or respective claims so made as
■ aforesaid shall be determined by arbitration, in the manner as hereinafter provided.
39.
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_ 39. If both parties concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator, then the reference shall be to
such single arbitrator; but if the parties for twenty-one days after the particulars first mentioned in the
last preceding clause shall have been furnished, cannot concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator,
the reference shall be to two arbitrators, one to be appointed by each party, or their umpire to be
appointed in writing by such arbitrators before they commence the business of the reference; and the
arbitration shall, subject to the express provisions herein contained, be made and held pursuant and
subject to the Arbitration Act of 1892, or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof for the time
being in force.
.
-The costs of and incidental to the arbitration shall be paid or borne by or between the parties
in manner hereinafter mentioned, that is to say:—
1
1. If the sum awarded does not exceed the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due
the contractor shall pay all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
’
2. If the sum awarded shall amount to the sum claimed by the contractor, the Government shall pay
all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
3. If the sum awarded exceeds the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due, but is less
than the sum claimed by the contractor, the costs of both parties shall be added together and the
total cost so ascertained shall be paid by the parties in the proportions following, namely :__The
Government shall pay such sum as bears the same proportion to the total cost as the net award
bears to the net claim, and the balance shall be paid by the contractor.
The award shall direct to, and by whom, and in what proportions the costs shall be paid, in accord
ance with the provisions hereinbefore contained ; but the award need not specify the amount of such costs,
fauch amount shall, in the event of disagreement, be taxed or settled by the arbitrators or umpire, as
oetween party and party, after the award is made. Ho costs shall be allowed as between solicitor and
client. If cither party shall be dissatisfied with the costs allowed by the arbitrators or umpire, the same
may be taxed by the Prothonotary or other proper oflicer of the Supreme Court.
It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by either paiiy to have any of the matters
which may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be made upon the whole of the work being
completed, and before payment to the contractor of the retention money, or of the money deposited as
security for the due performance of the contract, and that the acceptance by the contractor of payment of
the retention money in cases where a bond to secure the completion of the works has been given, and in
other cases of the retention money, or of any balance thereof, and of the money deposited as security for
the due performance of the contract, shall be conclusive proof that the contractor has no such claim or
claims.
ROBT. HICKSONj
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief,
Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage.

Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Department of Public Works.

These are the general conditions marked “ D” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Maiestv the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
J
JOHN CARTER.
PRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
Witness,—Haeold R Nokrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
These are the general conditions marked “ D’' referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queem
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
These are the general conditions marked “ D” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold P. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.
"E.”
Special Conditions.

Hates of Wages to be. Paid.
less than the several rates of wages as set out in the schedule herein shall be paid by the contractor
(or—in the event of the Minister approving of the-sub-letting of any portion or portions of the works—bv
the sub-contractor) for the various services to be performed under this contract, and, in case of dispute as
to the classtocation of workmen, the decision of the Engineer shall be final; tho rates, however, do not
include those to be paid to apprentices or boys.
With respect to overtime, the recognised rules of the particular trade then prevailing in the district
where the work is situated shall be observed.
If it shall at anytime be proved to the satisfaction of the Minister that the contractor or any
approved sub-contractor is paying or has paid a lesser rate of wage for services rendered during the prom-ess
ot the works to any workman employed thereon than is set out in the following schedule, the Minister
shall have the option and full power and authority to cancel the contract, as if such breach was and is one
ot the events mentioned m clause 32 of the general conditions. Any permission to sub-let shall not
discharge the contractor from any liability in respect of the rate of wages to be paid under this contract
In all classes of labour, forty-eight hours shall be considered as a week’s work. This rule, however
shall not apply to those workmen, the necessities of whose employment demand that longer hours shall be
worked, asm the case of firemen, who usually have to get up steam in readiness for the day’s work. The
necessriy for longer hours of labour m special cases shall be determined bv the Engineer,"whose decision
shall be final.
Bot

The
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The following is the schedule referired to :—
Trade,

Rate.

s. d.
S0 per day.
10
0 „
9
0 „
9
0 „
8 G
„
9 0
„
9
0 „
7 G
„
8 G
„
9 0
„
9
0 „
7
0 „
7
G „
GO
„

These are the special conditions marked “ E ” referred to in our annexed agreement “with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the IGth day of May, .a.d. 1895.
*
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
O- G. SNODGRASS.
These are the special conditions marked “ E " referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated IGth May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
These are the special conditions marked “ E ” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
.
^
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.
<: jj>yi

Department of Public Works, Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage Branch.
Terder Forjt.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the Northern Main Sewer, Leichhardt and Annandale^ section
(Contract No. 77), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and
general conditions, which have been inspected and lodged by us for the sum of £15,500, and to complete
the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender; and we hereby undertake
that wo will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of the acceptance of the said tender,
execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works, a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen,
embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to provide the security required by clause 29
of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith our cheque for the sum of £1G0 as a preliminary
deposit: and we agree that such sum shall he absolutely forfeited if we at any time within thirty days
after the said tender is opened withdraw same, or if, in the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to
complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this fender is
made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof,
and by wliich we agree to be bound.
Dated this 13th dav of March, 1895.
CARTER, GUMMOW, & CO.,
Witness,—A. li. Burkjtt.
Box No. 10, North Sydney.
Tender Board Riiculatioxs.

No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the Members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer -,
but no tender shall be accepted until the bead of the branch, under whose directions the work is to bo
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
_
...
.
The iSccretarv shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in tho Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
_
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of fhe work for which the tender is submitted.
_
.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculafed according to the following scale, viz.:—
^
For amouiits up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...

...

£10

0

0^

^

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in tho form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All
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All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall he returned hythe
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as-possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by tbc successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable nntil the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender -which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such ease be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tho President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted: but the tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
•
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he hound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
This is the tender marked “ F ” referred to in the annexed agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1S95.
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, JoHK Carteu)
Witness,—Harold E Norrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS,
' This is the tender marked “F:J referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated 16th
day of May, a.d. 1896.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the tender marked “F” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen, dated 16th
day of May, a.d, 1895.
"
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.
The plans herem referred to are those exliibited by the Department (with the exception of aqueduct
plans), together with plans on our patent system lodged with Public Works Department.

"G.”
Supplementary Specification.

The structure above the level of the skewbacks of main arches to be constructed as shown on drawing
which accompanies the contractor’s tender of cement mortar (except the cement facing), composed of one
part of cement to three parts of sand, and wrouglit-iion rods on the “ Monier system.”

The foundations of piers are to be in conformity witli the drawings attached to the contract, except
as regards to the extra size necessitated by the larger pier shown on the contractor’s plan, and are to be to
the satisfaction of the Engineer,
Should the piers be required to be put down to a greater depth than shown on the drawings, or a
greater number of them require piling than shown, the work is to be executed as ordered without extra
payment being made.
The piers are to be built with sandstone concrete of the quality specified, and faced with cement
mortar, composed of one part of cement and two parts of sand.
The cement facing of the structure, above the level of the springing of main arches is to be com
posed of one part of cement and one part of sand.
The works generally are to be carried out in accordance with the specification, schedule to specifica^
tion, and the plans therein referred to, save and except such structural parts as are to be carried out under
the (l Monier system,” or necessarily enlarged to meet the requirements of the contractor’s plan, and
within the time set out in the general conditions.
The contractors shall continue to maintain the said works at their own cost after the period of
maintenance set forth in the general conditions, for a further period of three years, computed from such
date to the satisfaction of the Engineer, whose decision shall be final and conclusive upon all points con
cerning workmanship and materials, and the permanency and durability of the said works, and the con
tractors shall enter into a bond to Her Majesty the Queen in the penal sum of £12,000, and find two
sufficient sureties to enter into separate bonds in the penal sum of £6,000 each, to secure the removal of
so much of tho said works as shall have been constructed oh the “Monier system,” if the Engineer shall
be dissatisfied with the same at any time during the said periods of maintenance, and to re-erect and
construct
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construct the said works at their own cost and expense in accordance with all things with the specification,
schedule to specification, and plans therein referred to, within thirty-nine weeks from the date of being
called upon so to do.

This is the supplementary specification marked “G” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the
day of
a.d. 1895.
JOHN CARTER.
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the supplementary specification marked “ G " referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the supplementary specification marked “G” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d., 1895.
Witness,—Harold F, Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.

“H.”

Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sydney, 11 April, 1895.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 13th March last, is accepted for tho construction of the northern main sewer, Leichhardt
and Aimandale Section, No. 77, at the sum of £15,500, in the terms set out in the supplementary
specification, a copy of which is sent herewith, and subject to the following special conditions, viz. :—
That if it shall be represented to the Secretary for Public Works at any time during the progress
of this contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who have not been domiciled in
this Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to his satis
faction, the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such
direction being conveyed to you under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works, you shall
discharge such men forthwith, and in the event of your non-compliance with any sucli direction, the Minister
shall have the power to declare this contract to be cancelled as if this stipulation had been expressly
set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this contract.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to
this contract modified by the supplementary specification above referred to, and the plan submitted with
your tender, and to be completed within seventy-eight weeks from this date.
A fixed deposit receipt, in favour of tho Secretary for Public Works, for the sum of £775 will be
required as security for the due performance of contract within the stipulated time, and a personal bond
in the sum of £12,000, and two bondsmen in the sum of £6,000 each in connection with the maintenance
as set out in the supplementary specification. Will you be good enough to notify to me your assent to
these terms, and at the same time submit the names of two responsible persons who are willing to act as
your sureties.
I have to refer you to the Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction for further
information, and to request that you will, when required to do so, call upon the officer in charge of bonds
and contracts at this office with your sureties for the purpose of executing the necessary documents for the
due observance of your contract.
I am, Ac.,
J. BARLING,
Messrs. Carter, Gummow <fc Co., contractors, Box No. 10, North Sydney.
Under Secretary.

This is the copy acceptance marked “ H” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
JOHN CARTER,
FRANK MOOREHOUSE GUMMOW
(By his Attorney, John Carter).
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the copy acceptance of tender marked “ H” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the copy acceptance marked “ H” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO, FORREST.

I
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Sjr,

-Ivorth Sydney, IS April, 1895.
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, re Contract No. 77, Sydney
Sewerage, and to inform you that we accept the terms thereof.
We propose as our sureties Mr. James Gillan, householder, Dulwich Hill, and Mr. George Forrest,
householder, Marrickville,
We are, Are.,
Tho Under Secretary, Public Works.
CARTER', GUMMOW, <fc CO,

This is the letter of assent marked “ I ” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 16th day of May, a,d. 1895.
JOHN CARTER,
FRANK MOORHOUSE GUMMOW
(Ry his Attorney, Joiix Cabteb).
■Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
U. G. SNODGRASS.
This is the letter of assent marked “I” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d, 1890.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
JAMES GILLAN.
This is the letter of assent marked “I” referred to in my annexed bond to Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 16th day of May, a.d. 1895.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.
GEO. FORREST.

No. 12.
Fixed Deposit Receipt.
(Duo 29th April, 1896.)
Baxk

or

New Zealand.

Incorporated hy Act of the General Assembly,
Deposit Meeeipt.

No. A221S7.

Sydney, N.S.W., 29 April, 1895.
Received from 22187, the Under Secretary for Public Works, the sum of seven hundred and seventy-live

pounds as a fixed deposit, repayable at the cud of twelve months, bearing interest for that period only at
the rate of throe and one-half per cent, per annum from the date hereof.
For the Bank of New Zealand—
GEO. A. WILSON, Manager,
S. H. BATCHELOR (for Accountant).
£775.
transferable.]
When payment of this receipt is required, this receipt must be returned duly endorsed.

No. 13.
Tlic Clerk-in-cliarge of Bonds and Contracts to The Under Secretary for Public
.
Works.
Contract Au 77.
The tender of Messrs. Carter, Gummow, and Snodgrass, trading as “ Carter, Gummow, & Co.,” was on
11th April last accepted for the above work. On the 29th of the same month they placed £775 (five per
cent, on tho estimated contract amount) to the credit of the Under Secretary with the Bank of New
Zealand, Sydney, as security for the due performance of their contract; and on lUtli May following
executed the contract documents, it being stipulated that the contractors were to remove so much of the
works at their own cost as should have been constructed on the “ Monier ” system, if the Engineer should
he dissatisfied with tho same at any time during either of the periods of maintenance set out in the general
conditions and supplementary specifications respectively, and to rebuild according to the original plans and
specifications, and to provide for the uninterrupted flow of sewage during such rebuilding. For more
abundant caution the contractors were also asked to enter into a joint and several bond in the sum of
£6,000, and to provide two sureties in the sum of £6,000, each to secure the due carrying out of these
•stipulations. The contractors executed such a bond on 16th May last, and on the same date Messrs.
James Gillan, of Dnlwicli Hill, householder, and George Forrest, of Marrickville, householder, entered
into similar bonds in the sums already named. The sureties furnished tho usual statutory declarations
that they were respectively worth £6,000 over and above all their just debts and liabilities of every kind.
Drafts of agreement and bonds (three) arc sent herewith.
HAROLD F. NORRIE,
26th September, 1895.
Glerk-in-charge of Bonds and Contracts.
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No. 14i.
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No. 14.
Voucher for £723 9s. 2d.
No. 77 (Sydney Sewerage).—Progress Return, No. 2, showing quantity and value of work
executed or Used, and material advanced on, on the 8th day of October, 1895.

Co>'tha.ct

Estimated cost of work, i'35,500.

■So
3‘A
or

|

Progress payments, £f.i(>r, 10e. 2d.; present advance, £723 9s. 2d. ( total, £1,38919s. 4d.

lies ci iption.

A Zt l

Unit.

1 i Eicavation in tronclies, in soil, (to...................
*•
„
,,
rock, 4 in. powder
6 |
„
tunnels in took,
„
7

„

shafts in soil, Ac..........................

9 ,
„
„
rock, 4 in. powder ...
19 Sandstone concrete ..........................................
38 | Removal of surplus material, first J mile.......

39 I

„

„

further i mile

Quantity.

Kate,

702
276
345

2/6/-

cubic vard
13
31
?:

20

.}

:>
?!

67/6
6/-

6G

20/-

330

28/-/9
-/4

1,100
1,100

AliloujiI.

£
70
82
991

6

65
462
41
18

Total.

s. d.

4
1G
17
0
0
0
5
6

£

s. d.

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
8
1,737 9 2

Total.,

1,737 9 2
Hccapitalation.

Amount.

£ s» d.
1,737 9 2

Value of work executed to date
Deductions to le mads;—
Retention money ...........................................................................................
Amount of progress payments already made, see annexed sheet, marked .

347

Total

£

s. d.

1,737

9 2

9 10

666 10 2

1,014 0 0
Amount of 2nd progress payment now recommended

723 9 2

I hereby certify that the above return is a fab- uud correct statement of the contract to which it
refers, and that the above measurements were made by me with Mr. G-ummow, contractor, and Messrs.
■Wagg and Clymer.

■

,1. REVERJ.lt GR,
J. GKIEEITHS,
Supervising Engineer, Metn. Sewerage Construction.

Officer-in-charge of the Work.

I certify that the amount charged in this Voucher as to computations, castings, and rates, is correct,
that the service has been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorised in terms of the
Audit Act.
C. J).,
Head of the Department.
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Contract No. 70, Sydney Sewerage.
No. 1.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Main Outfall Sewer, .North Shore.—Contract No, 79,'Sydney Sewerage Works.
Herewith is submitted for the approval of the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief, plans and specifi
cations, in triplicate, for the above work.
Amount available, balance of £107,000 for North Shore Drainage in Loans Act, 53 Vic. No. 23.
Estimated cost, £43,494i 10s. 6d.
Plans and specifications to be exhibited at the Sewerage Office, Lincoln Inn Chambers, Elizabethstreet.
Tenders to close at 11 a.m., Wednesday, 10th June, 1891.
The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief.

Chief Assistant Engineer for Sewerage.

Herewith is forwarded for the approval of the Secretary for Public Works, and for insertion in the
Government Gazette and local papers, an advertisement inviting tenders for the above.
_
The Under Secretary.—B.C.

M. OHLFSEN BAGGE,
(pro Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage),
11/5/91.

Submitted.—J.B., 11/5/91.
Approved.—O.S., 11/5/91,
Insert.—J.B., 12/6/91.
Sent up
by messenger (special) to G.P.O., 12/5/91, 11T5 a.m.—S.W.
Advertisement seen by Chief Clerk.
Notice to Gazette, 1215/91.
Tenders for, 10/6/91.
Eoads.—D.C.M‘L. (pro U.S.), B.C., 12/5/91.
Mr. Bagge to see.—E.C.P., 12/5/91.
Seen.—M.O.B., 12/5/91.

No. 2.
Schedule of Tenders received by Tender Board.

List

op

Wednesday, 10 June, 1891.
Tenders received for construction of the North Shore Main Outfall Sewer, from near Long
Bay to Mount-street.

Number of tenders received...........................
Estimated amount
.......................................
Amount of lowest tender
...
...
...
Name of lowest tenderer
...
...
Vote ................................................................

...
...
...
...
..,

Seven.
£43,494 10s. 6d.
£36,900.
Messrs. Bond and Hudson.
Balance of £107,000, North Shore
Drainage. 53 Vic. No. 23.
Peposit.

Amount.

Bond and Hudson
Carter & Co.
...
Gummow & Gillan
D, Shechy
...
J. MeSweeney ...
Lemm and Spencer
.1 no. Taylor & Co.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.......................................
...
...
...
...

£36,900
39,890
40,840
45,980
48,146
56,563
58,011

0
0
0
18
12
10
0

0
0
0
8
4
0
0

Nature.

£369
Cheque.
400
„
410
„
500
„
480
„
500
„
500
„
D. C. M'LACHLAN,
'
10/6/91.

I recommend acceptance of Bond and Hudson's tender at schedule rates.—R.H., 10/6/91.
Secretary.
J. Barlthg, Vice-President of Tender Board.

Under
‘

No. h
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No. 1—BOND

am

HUDSON’S TENDER.

Tender for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
We, the undersigned, do hereby tender and oiler to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 ot
the general conditions.
Should this tender be accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
■within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
In the event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, we hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to tbe Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
BOND am HUDSON,
Sydney, 10th June, 1S91.
Sussex-street.

Coxtract No. 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing ] mile 25'3 chains,

more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.
Tlie quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed as correct, hat arc merely given for tbc guidance of intending contractors,

tins being » scheduln of Prices Contract.
No.

of
Item.

Unit*

Description of Works.

Probable Quantity.

Rate.

Amount.

£

a. d.

Eiravation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipc-scwers,
junctions, curves, Ac , as specified in clauses 38, 42, 4fi, 18 to 63,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwaterin?, and removing the
cieavated materials beyond actual site of works, ns viz.:—
i

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted ..............

cubic yard

800

80/-

3,200 0 0

2

Eireivat.ion in hard rccV, where char"CB of powder 2 inches in length
by 1 h inch in diameter, and such depths oi borc-holcs as shall be
directed only uro permitted ............ ............ ....................................

»

835

72/6

3,026 17

Kicavation in hard rockf where chargee of powder 4 inches in length
hy ]f inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ..............................................................

H

3,000

65/-

9,460 0 0

Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ..............................................................................................

ii

75

30/-

112 10 0

5

Excavation in hard rock, where goddmg only is permitted

It

361

60/

902 10 0

G

Excavation m hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
hy 1J inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .............................................................

91

500

49/-

1,000 0 0

Excavation in hard rock* where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permitted ..............................................................

a

2,500

35/-

4,375 0 0

Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and other
surfaces, ramming, Ac.........................................................................

120

4/-

24 0 0

9

Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 3G and 37, including all iron used in fixing same........... cubic feet-

500

2/3

56 5 0

10

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 70 and 77 lineal yard

250

3/-

37 10 0

Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in moro or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
Ac.:— _
,
'
Of Ci inches internal diameter ............................. ..................
Of ® ii
>j
it
........................... ...... *.........

11

100
100

4/6/-

20 0 0
30 0 0

11

100
100
100

18/25/30/-

90 0 0
125 O O
150 0 0

3

6

Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72, including timbering, unwatering,
and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz.:—
4

7

8

11
12

13
14
15

..............

Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in danse 76,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
6 inclies internul diameter ............................................. .
q

ii

U

h

*................ ........*

....... ..........
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No. |
of
Item.

Unit.

Description of Works.

Probable Quantity. Tate.

1

1C

17

13

Amount.

£
lland-pflukiid stone-filling, 4-indi gauge, as specified in clauses 17,
09, 7G to 78, over sub-duets, and when ordered, round sewers
and pipe-sewers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, und
ramming ............................... .......................................................... . cubic yard

.

s. d.

300

5/G

82 10 0

SfinclsUmc concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shnfts, tunnels,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, where ordered, in any situation
in the construction of ihcse works, as specified m clauses 2G, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ............................................................................... .
...

U

1,020

32/0

1,632 0 0

Milestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, &c., as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dr;
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete ......................................

ii

1,390

69/-

4,100 10 0

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, eireubu',
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing,
grout ing, collar-joints, pointing, whore ordered, &c.: —
ID

Of one ring or portion of a ring .................................................. cubic yard

620

85/-

2,210 0 0

20

Of two or more ringSj straight, arJird,

180

76/-

030 0 0

square yard

8,900

3/

1,335 0 0

Milestone concrete, any shape, form, or tbicVncss, arehed, circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ............................................................................................. rubic yard

150

52/0

393 15 0

21

22

23

21

25
20

................................

77

Cement facing in two fhieknesses, {f inch thick when finished, a'
specified in clause 114, to all internal (end externs!, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shntt-chambers, culicrt’,
nmn-liulcs, and whore ordered in any situation in the (unstrucLion

IJriokuork in oompnt, ciicuhir, nrohod, on wort, or olherwfep, a^y
shfipo, funn* or 1 liickn^s, as ^pcciliud m clausi's J10 to 113, in
sliuftH, over shfift'fliHinbi'iy. including welling* Ilusluug, grouting,
pointing, where ordered, collar-jomU, &c.> complete.....................

‘
no/-

n

2,610 0

0

Cen-Gnt facing in two thicknesses, \ inch thick when finished, to n'J
internal and external sm faces of shafts, where otdered, as specified
square vard

290

3.'-

43 10 0

Pyrniont- sandstone, ashlar, set in cemont, on top of vm'ilnting shafts,
and where ordered, as specified in clauses 10 and llo, L*ouiplclc ... cubic feet

1S5

5/C

50 17 6

Squared hluestone jiicturcs, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cnd>tron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified 111 clause
11C, complete .................................................................................... square yard

20

55/-

55 0 O

2

10/-

10 0

GO

6/6

19 10 0

7,960

1/6

597 0 0

15,920

-/3

199 0 O

ton

40

60/

120 0 0

each

30

10/

16 0 0

m

10

10/

5 0 0

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipe*, in
tranches, mid where ordered, including fiMtig cli"'!-', as
and including bc,l join^, m mortar, v\liero required : —
27
23

18 inches diameter ......................................................................... lineal feet
9

H

»

......... *.............* - ■ *.............* ‘ * 1 ..................................

77

SUKPLUS MATliBIALS.

Bemoval of surplus materials from the various excavations throughout
this contract, as tunnels and open trendies, including sub-ducts
shafts, sumps, &c., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, ns
viz,
29

Bor the first half mile of lead ................................... ................. cubic yard

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead...................... ..........

»

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
31

32

33

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, nny metal work, ns
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, nm
with spigot and faucet ends, gas-cheeks, ventilating grates, lamp
hole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers
&e., supplied by the Government, including carriage, as spccifiei
Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware o r
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in elans
131 complete ....................................................................................
Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.............

1

H12
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No.

of ‘
Item.

’
'

Daoriptlon of Workt.

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Hate.

Amount.

<r .

GENERAL.
£ e. d.
Permanent puddle wlicre ordered, in any situation, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-inch layers, and ramming, complete ...................... cubic yard

20

12/6

12 10 0

Special Milestone concrete, as specified in clause 25, where Ordered in
any situation, in the construction of the works ..............................

J)

10

SO/-

40 0 0

36

Blucstono metal (clause 18), Ifc-inch gauge, stacked ..........................

11

10

14/-

37

Sandstone metal (clause 26), 2i-inch gauge, stacked ..........................

3)

10

5/-

2 10 0

38

Rlucstone metal (clause 32), 21-inch gauge, stacked ..........................

>>

10

14/-

7 0 0

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked......................................

1)

10

7/-

3 10 0

40

Sawn hardwood, in ecantliiifs or planks fnlansr* SlYi..........

50

2/3

G 12

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ...................................... .. ....

}J

50

3/-

7 10 0

42

Wrought-iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes.
straps. &e. (clause 31).....................................................................

cwt.

3

50/-

7 10 0

43

Portland cement

cask

10

18/-

9 0 0

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor.......................... ,,,...........

day

15

12/-

9 0 0

45

Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor................... .

11

15

10/-

7 10 0

46

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor.............................................

ll

30

9/-

18 10 0

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by contractor......................

10

15/.

7 10 0

48

One additional horse, supplied bv contractor ......................................

10

5/.

2 10 0

.9*

35

..............................

................ cubic feet

...........

.......

••

7

0 0

6

MAINTENANCE.
49

Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of wrn-lfa

.............................

lump sum

34 2

6

Total ......................*.......................................................
Add .................................................................................................

36 900 0 0
354 10 0

Correct amount ..........................................

37,254 10 0

JfOTES.

1. All work herein enumerated shall be understood ns being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during
the whole time of construction, and up to the day of i;heir being formally taken over by ihe Engineer.
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, &c.
.
4. ^Prices for items Nos. 36, 37, 38, 3!), 40, 41, 42, and 43 arc to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at the lime required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power hy the
Engineer.
.
fi. Prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 4S are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime aud night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.
. 6- The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.
No. 2.—CARTER & CO.’S TENDER.
(Bound up with Bond.)
No. 3.
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Mb. 8.—GUMMOW
*

ahd

GILL AN'S TENDER.

Tender for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.

To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
We, the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 of
tho general conditions,
. Should this tender be accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
In tho event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, we hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
P. M. GUMMOW,
Boyce-slreet, Glebe Point.
JAMES GILLAN,
Fairfowl-street, Dulwich Hill.
GEORGE MADDISON,
Palace-street, Petersham.
,
PETER EWING,
10th June, 1891.
Wil son-street, Newtown.
Contract No. 79.

Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 mile25'3 chains,
more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c,,
subject to omissions, extras, oxteusions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by tho conditions of contract.
r

Iho quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed ns correct, but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors!
.this being a schedule of Prices Contract.
|

No.

' of

Item.

Description of Works.

Unit.
Probable Quantity Rate

Jhicavation in tunnels, in hurt! rook, for sewer, brandies, pipj-scwers
junctions, curvoe, &C., as specified in diuises 'AS, 42, 45, 48 to fi$
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatertng, imd removing thi
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz.
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted......... ....... cubic yard
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in lengll
by If inch in diameter, niid such depths of borc-holcs as shall be
directed only are permitted .....
1 liicavntion in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in lenglh
hy If inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes us sbairtit
directed only are nermitted ....

Amount

£

800

75/-

835

70/-

s. d.

3,000 0 0

2,022 10 0
1

1
3,000

66/-

i>

75

70/-

262 10 O

i)

361

70/-

1,263 10 0

jy

500

62/6

1,562 10 0

>*

2,500

60/-

7,500 0 0

120

2/-

13 0 0

500
250

■/I
4/-

2 18
50 0 0

100
100

4/4/-

20 0 0
20 0 0

100
100
100

-/I
•11

0 8 4
0 8 4
0 8 4

9,900 0 0

Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, ns specified in
clauses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72, including timbering, umvatering,
und removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz.:—
1
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ...............................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted

..............

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of pnwder 2 inches in leiwtli
by 1# inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes us shall^be
directed only are permitted .......
Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder 4 indict in lenglh
by If inch in dinnietcr, and such depths of bore-holes aa shull bp
directed onlv arc permitted
Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating ned inter
cepting shafts and clmmbDrs, man-holes, and into all shafts, us
specified in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and oilier
surfaces, ramming, <£c.......................

9

10

n
Timber ordered in writing to be left m tunnels, sbnftej ns specified
in clauses 36 and 37, including ail iron used in fixing enmo
cubic feet
Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile cover?, us specified in clauses 7G and 77 lineal yard
Sub-duct,' ns specified in clauses 76 und 78, in more or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,

11

13

13
11
IE

Of 6 inches internal diameter ...
of 9
„
„
„
...................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 76,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of :—
*
6 inches internal diameter ..............
q
..............
* H
M
Jl
.......................... ..............................
»
**
n
.............................. ..............

ft
if

It
tt

■/l
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Nn.

of
Item.'

Unit.

Description of Works.

Probable Quantity.

Rate.

Amount.

£

16

Hanc!-pooled stone-filling, 4-incli gouge, as specified in clauses 17,
60, 76 to 78, over sub-duets, and when ordered, round sewers
and pipe-sewers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, and
300

H-

60 0 0

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, whore ordered, in any situation
in the construction of these works, os specified in clauses 26, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ........................................ ................................................. .

1,020

40/-

2,040 0 0

B1 undone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, &e., as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry
surfaces, wctlmg, and grouting, comploto ......................................

1,390

55/-

3,822 10 0

520

70/

1,820 0 0

180

50/-

450 0 0

8,900

2/6

1,112 10 0

Blucstone concrete, any shape, form, nr thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 100, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ................................................................. ......................... cubic yard

130

SO/

COO 0 0

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, carved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, in
shai'is, over shaft-chambers, including welling, flushing, groulmg,
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, &c., complete......................

870

80;’-

3,480 0 0

Cement faring in two thicknesses, £ huh thick when finished, lo a’l
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, as specified
in clause 114........................................................................................ square yard

290

2;G

36 G

Py-rmont sandstone, ashlar, sot in cement, on top of venfSlnling shafts,
and where ordered, ns specified in clauses 16 and 115, comploto ... cubic feet

185

6/

55 10 0

Squared Milestone pictures, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified in clause
■quare ya: d
116, complete .................................................................................

20

50/-

50 0 0

2

10/

10 0

60

4/-

12 0 0

7,0G0

1/-

303 0 0

cubic yard
17

13

s. d.

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any- shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &c.:—
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring ................................................

20

Of two or more rings, straight, arched, &c.

21

22

23

24

26

cubic yard

Cement facing in two Ihieknesses, ir inch thick when finished, as
specified in clause 114, to all internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, culvert:
man-boles, and where ordered in any situation in tho construction
iquare yard;
of these works................................................................................

0

Providing, loving, ami joinfing glared stoneware, plain pipes, in'
trenches, und where ordered, including fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required i —
27

IS inches diameter

lineal feet

28
SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from tho various excavations throughout
this contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-ducts,
shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified m clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, as
viz.:—
29

Por the first half mile of lead ..................................................... cubic yard

30

Por every further quarter of a mils of lead....................... .......

15,920

■joi

33 3

4

GOVPHPMENT J'ROPPRIY.
31

32

33

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal work, as
cast-iron oval and circular piprs, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet ends, gas-checks, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, man-hole cover?, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers
Ac,, supplied by tho Govornment, including carriage, as specified
in clauses 91,121,131 to 133 complete ......................................

ton

40

£3

120 0 0

Closing nf braneli sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware or
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in clause
131 complete ................................................................................

each

30

£1

30 0 0

10

£1

10 0 0

Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.........

315
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No,
or Item

f

J

Description of Works,

Unit,

Probable Quantity

Amount.

Rate,

1
GEimKhL.
£ e. d.

34

Permanent puddle whero ordered, in any situation, in tlie const,met ion
of tliese works (temporary puddle Ordered for purposes of exe ntiou
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, includin.
spreading in Scinch InytTB, and rairuning. compleiiA
c cubic yard

£0

2/-

3d

Special blucstone concrete, as specified in clause 25, where ordered in
any situation, in the construction of the works ...........................

»

10

70/-

35

36

Bluestonc metal (clause IS), 11-inch eauae, stocked
t)

10

20/-

10 0 0

37

Sandstone metal (clause 26), 21-inch eauee. stacked ...
it

10

6/-

3 0 0

38

Bluestonc metal (clause 32), 21-inch t-auee, stacked ...
a

10

20/-

10 0 0

SO

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stocked.

a

10

6/-

8 0 0

40

Sawn hardwood, in Ecantli»£s or planks fclausn SO'l

cubic feet

50

2/6

0 6

0

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ......

a

CO

3/.

7 10

0

42

Wrought'iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails. spikc=
stirtipg> &c. (clause 31) ...............
.

cwt.

3

84/-

32 12 0

43

Portland cement ............

cask

10

20/-

10 0 0

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied bv contractor...

day

15

16/-

12

45

Quarryman or other skilled labourer, sucnliod hv coatractor...

J)

Id

32/-

9 0 0

46

Ordinary labourer, supplied hv contractor..............

>1

30

10/.

15 0 0

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied hv contractor

1)

10

15/-

7 10 0

48

One additional horse, supplied hv contractor

IJ

10

7/6

3 15 0

..

..

.

2 0 0
0 0

0 0

JIAIITTENASr CE.
49

Three months’ maintenance after formal dclivorv of works
Total..............................

lump sum

...

46 3 0
40,810

0 0

JNOTES.
A11 work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, m strict accordance with the specification.
i.2i‘ Tl10 a\°Ve Bclieilc|l0 Prices ineIudo, in every case, continual maintenance of tho works durinn
tlie whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
pnnwwteT 3ST0S' oli’i32V,-and,3'3it;0 incllllie the cost of conveying the Government property from the
T 3 stor,c °f ficld, 0/,1(f to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, &c.
4. Prices for items Nos. 36, 37,38,39, 40, 41,42, and 43 are to be for materials in strict accordance
110“' 11 ve«d on the works ready for use, and only tho actual net quantities ordered and
approved ot shall be paid for. In case contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
hme such materials may be required or if the contractor fait to deliver such materials at the time required
the J<jng!UCOr/ i;!11 haTC tlie p°wer to supply the same from any other source, an'd the
Engineer*
U haT° n° C aim for 0SS 0r C0niPensatl0n on account of the exercise of such power hy the
mi

f ■ /^ceB Jor items, Nos- 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
h!r a r;itea P?r ,lay a;e for the day of c'ght hours. In the event of overtime and night work
heing ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.

. 6whole °f the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over mam and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
specfficTtionT^ ^ eiCCUtlDS and comPletinS eadl respective item, in strict accordance with plans and

No, 4,
258—2 K
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No. 4.—D. SHEEHY’S TENDER.
Teftieu for Contraci: No. 7S), Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable tho Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
_
I, the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 70, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in tho accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required hy clause 20 ot
the general conditions.
Should this tender be accepted, I undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of tho Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
_
In the event of my failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within tlie time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, I hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
DANIEL SHEEHY,
_
Goodhope-street, Paddington.
No. 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 mile 25-3 chains,
more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, _&c.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.

Conteact

The quantitiea in this schedule are not guaranteed as correct, but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract,

No.
of
Item.

Unit,

Dcscriptioipof Works,

jprobable Quantity.; Rate,

Amount.

£

s. d,

Eioavation in tunnels, in hard roefc, for sewer, branches, pipe-sewers,
junctions, curves, &c., as specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, 48 to 63,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatering, and removing the
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as vi/..:—
cubic yard

1

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted

2

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by 1| inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ............................................................................

3

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch iu diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .................................... ........................................

•>

800

6/5/-

5,000

0

O

835

£4

3,340

0

O

77/6

11,625

0

0

3,000

Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 30, 52, 63, 71, and 72, including timbering, umvatering,
and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
os viz.:—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
75

£3

225

O

0

..................

361

£6

2,166

0

0

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by 1| inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ......................................................................

500

76/-

1,020 0 0

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by ljs inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ..............................-.............................................

2,500

72/3

9,031 10

Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in danses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing rood and other
surfaces, ramming, &c......................................................................................

120

1/G

Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 36 and 37, including all iron used in fixing same............. cubic feet

500

-/Oj

1

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

250

2/-

23

K0

2/

100

2/-

10 0 0
10 O 0

100

2/2/2/-

10
10
10

rock only ..............................................................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted

10

11

12

Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in moro or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
Ac.:—
Of 6 inches internal diameter ...................................................................
Of 3
„
,,
,,
...................................................................

0

0 0 0
0 10
O

0

Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 76,
including hardwood boxes wiSi packing in same, and dry or
13
14
15

cement jointing for pipes of :—6 inches internal diameter ........................................................................
9

n

>j

ii

................................... ...............................................

10

ii

ii

a

......................

*.................. ..................

ii
ii
n

100
100

0 0
O O
O O

259
So.

of

Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Rate,

Amount,

Item.

£
16

17

18

Hand-pndiccl etonc-filling, i-inuh gouge, as specified in olimsas 17
69, 76 to 78, over sub-ducts, ami when ordered, round sewer*
and pipe-sowers in tunnels, Including depositing, packing, and
cubic yard
ramming .........................................................................................................

s.

d.

300

2/-

30

0

0

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, whero ordered, in any situation
in tho construction of those works, as specified in clauses 20, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete .......................................................................................... .........................

it

1,020

40/-

2,040

O

0

Blucstone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, <tc., as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing drt
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete ................................................

a

1,390

65/-

3,822 10

0

620

65/-

1,690

O

0

180

57/-

613

0

0

Cement facing in two thicknesses, | inch thick when finished, as
spool fled in clause 114, to nil internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shait-ehambers, culverts,
man-holes, and where ordered in any situation in the construction
of those works......................................... ................................................................ square yard

8,900

2/-

890

0

0

Blucstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular. Or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, welling, and grouting,
cubic yard
complete ..........................................................................................................

150

55/-

412 10

0

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, as specified iu clauses 110 to 113, in
shafts, over shaft-chambers, including wetting, flushing, grouting,
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, &c., complete............................

870

57/-

2,479 10

O

Cement facing in two thicknesses, $ inch thick when finished, lo all
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, as specified
in clause 114............................... ............................ ................................................. square yard

290

2/-

29

O

O

Fyrmor.t sandsione, ashlar, sot in cement, on top of vonlilating shafts,
and where ordered, as specified in clauses 1(1 and 315, complete ... cubic feci

186

1/6

13 37

C

20

40/-

40

0

O

2

2/.

0

4

0

60

-/O

3

0

0

7,900

Ir

398

0

0

15,020

-11

GO

0

4

ton

40

V-

2

0

0

each

30

20/-

30

0

0

n

10

3/-

1 10

0

Brickwork iu cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arehed, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 118, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &e.:—
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring

20

Of two or more rings, straight, arched, &c.

21

22

23

24

25

26

..................

cubic yawl
»

il

Squared blucstone pictures, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified in clause
116, complete ........................................................ ......................................
square yard

.

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, in
trenches, and whero ordered, including fixing discs, as specified
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required *—
27
28

18 inches diameter
9

„

lineal feet

n

il

SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from the various excavations throughout
this contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-duels,
shafts, sumps, &c., os specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, ns
viz,:—
29

For the first half mile of lead

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead.

.........................

cubic yard
11

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
31

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal work, as
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet ends, gas-checks, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers,
Ac., supplied hy tho Government, including carriage, as specified
in clauses 91, 121,131 to 133 complete .........................................

32
331 complete

33

.........................................................................................

Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.
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No.
ot
Item.

Description of Works,

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

Sate.

Amount.

GENERAL,
£
84

35

Permanent puddle where ordered, in any situation, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
o£ work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-inch layers, and ramming, complete ............................ cubic yard

£0

-/G

Special blucstone concrete, as specified in clause 25, irhere ordered in
any situation, in tho construction of the works ......................................

10

GO/-

10
t>

i.

d.

0 10

0

0

0

IB/-

7 10

0

10

3/-

1 10

0

3)

10

14f

7

0

0

it

10

4/-

2

0

0

>1

30

3G

Blucstone metal (clause 18), l^-iueh gauge, stacked .................................

37

Sandstone metal (clause 26), 2)-inch gauge, stacked .................................

38

Bluestonc metal (clause 32), 2 J-inch gauge, stacked

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked...............................................

40

Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 30)...................................... cubic feet

50

3/-

7 10

0

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or plunks ..............................................................

50

3/-

7 10

O

42

Wrought-iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, &c. (clause 31)...........................................................................................

cwt.

3

25/-

3 15

0

43

Portland cement

................................................................................... ......................

Cush

10

20/-

10

0

0

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor.....................................................

day

15

12/-

9

0

0

45

Quarryman or other stilled labourer, supplied by contractor..................

H

15

10/.

7 10

0

40

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor.........................................................

11

30

7/-

10 10

0

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by contractor............................

10

12/6

G

5

O

48

One additional horse, supplied by contractor .......... ....................................

10

6/-

3

0

0

10

0

45,980 18
' 3i 4

8
8

45,94G 14

0

.................................

il

MAINTENANCE.
49

lump sum
Total ............... ...................................................*........

Notes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall he understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during
the w'hole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer,
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of convoying tbe Government property from tho
contractor’s store or field office to tbc various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, &e.
_
4. Prices for items Nos. 36, 37,38, 39,40,41,42, and 43 are to ho for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may bo required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at tlie time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power hy the
Engineer.
5. Prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to he for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on tho time rates set down for day work.
G. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications,
-

Nu. 5.
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No. 5.—J, McSWEENEY’S TENDER.
Tendee for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S."W.
I, the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, iu accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required hy clause 20 of
the general conditions.
Should this tender be accepted, I undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
In the event of my failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, I hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to tbe Queen tbe sum deposited
with this tender.
JUSTIN McSWEENEY,
Bos 914*, G.P.O.
No. 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 mile 25'3 chains,
more or less, of tho main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.

Conteact

The quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed ns correct, but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract.
No.
ot
Item

Description of Works,

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Hate.

Amount

£

s. d.

Eioavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipe-sewers
junctions, curves, Ac., as specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, ‘18 to G3,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatering, and removing the
cieavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz.:—
i

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted....................... cubic yard

800

80/-

3,200

0

0

2

Excavation in hard rook, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by 1^ inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ..............................................................................

835

70/-

2,922 10

0

1)

3,000

70/-

10,500

0

0

Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ...................................................................................................................

11

75

40/-

150

O

0

5

Excavation iu hard rock, where gadding only is permitted

JJ

361

90/-

1,624 10

O

C

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by It inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ........................................................... .................

ii

500

80/-

2,000

0

0

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by It inch in diameter, arid such depths of bore-hoics as shall be
directed only arc permitted .............................................................................

11

2,500

80/-

10,000

0

0

Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in danses 40, 41, 43, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and olher
surfaces, ramming, Ac.............................................. .............................................

a

120

5/-

30

0

O

Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 36 and 37, including all iron used in fixing same............. cubic feet

BOO

a/-

50

0

0

10

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

250

3/-

37 10

0

11
12

Sub-duct, ns specified in clauses 76 and 78, in moro or less bard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
Ac. i—
Of 6 inches internal diameter ..................................................................
^ tr
,)
j,
.................... ................... .... ............

KO
100

6/7/-

30
35

0
O

O
0

8/9/-

40
45
45

O
O
0

0
O
0

3

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
hy It inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed onlv are permitted ............................................................. ...............
Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72, including timbering, unwatsring,
and ^removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz,: —

4

7

8

9

13
14
15

..................

jj

Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, ns specified in clause 76,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of : —
6 inches internal diameter .............................................. .........................

®

»

>»

a

.......... ................................ ••■■■
a

100
100
100

9/-
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No*

of

Description o! Works.

Unit.

Prol)able Quantity. Rate.

Amount

Item.

£

16

17

18

Hand-packed stone-filling, 4-inch gauge, as specified in clauses 17,
69, 7G to 78, over sub-ducts, and when ordered, round sewers
and pipe-sewors in tunnels, ineluding depositing, packing, and
ramming ...................................................... .......................................................... cubic yard

s. d.

300

e/.

30

O

0

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, where ordered, in any situation!
in the construction of these works, aa specified in clauses 20, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ........................................................................ ..................... ....................

1,020

40/-

2,040

0

O

Blucstone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, &e,, as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete .........................................

1,390

60/-

4,170

O

0

620

4/10/-

2,340

0

0

180

£4

720

O

0

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &c.:—
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring

20

Of two or more rings, straight, arched, &e.

21

22

23

24

26

20

..................

cubic yard

Cement facing in two thicknesses, £ inch tliick when finished, as
specified in clause 114, lo all internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, culverts,
man-holes, aud where ordered in any situation in the construction
square yard
of these works.................... ...............................................................................

8,000

2/6

1,112 10

0

Bluestonc concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
cubic yard
complete ..............................................................................................................

150

65/-

487 10

0

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, os specified in clauses 110 to 113, in
shafts, over shaft-chambers, including wetting, flushing, grouting,
pointing, whore ordered, collar-joints, &c., complete............................

870

£4

Cement facing in two thicknesses, l inch thick when finished, to all
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, as specified
square yard
iu clause 114............................... ........................................................................

290

Pyrniont sandstone, ashlar, set in cement, on top of ventilating shafts,
cubic feet
and where ordered, as specified in clauses 16 and 116, complete
.Squared blucstone pictures, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, whore ordered, as specified in clause
ill
square yard
11G, complete

3,480

0

O

3/-

43 10

0

185

6/-

55 10

0

20

50/-

50

0

0

2

12/-

14

0

60

3/-

9

0

0

7,960

1/-

398

0

0

15,920

-,/2

132 13

4

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, in
trenches, aud where ordered, including fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints. In mortar, where required:—

27
28

lineal feet

IS inches diameter
fl

a

»*
SURPLUS MATERIALS.

Removal of surplus materials from tlie various excavations throughout
this contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-ducts,
shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 46, as
viz.:—

29

For the first half mile of lead

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead.,

............. .

cubic yard

dOVERNMEHT PROPERTY.
31

32

33

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal work, as
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet ends, gas-checks, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenw are covers.
&c., supplied hy the Government, including carriage, as specified
in clauses 91,121,131 to 133 complete ......................................... .

ton

Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware or
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in clause
131 complete .....................................................................................................

each

Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in........

■
•

-40

£3

120

0

0

30

£2

60

0

0

10
c

-lO/-

5

0

0

321
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No.
of
Item.

Dc90ripUoG of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Rate.

Amount,

GENERAL.

£

6,

d.

20/-

20

0

0

10

£4

40

O

0

ft

10

17/-

8 10

0

ii

10

5/-

2 10

O

.................................

it

10

15/-

7 10

0

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked...............................................

it

10

6/-

3

0

0

40

Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 30)...................................... cubic feet

60

5/-

12 10

0

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..............................................................

n

50

5/-

12 10

0

42

Wrought*iron in bolts, galvanised stap'ironsj screws, nails, spikes,
straps, <fcc. (clause 31) .......... ................................................................................

cwt.

3

50/-

7 10

0

43

Portland cement

.................................................................... ......................

cask

10

20/-

10

0

0

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor.....................................................

day

15

. 12/‘

9

0

0

45

Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor............. ..

)}

15

10/-

7 10

0

46

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor............................... .........................

ii

30

8/6

12 15

0

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by contractor...........................

a

10

13/-

6 10

0

43

One additional horse, supplied bv contractor ................................... ............

n

10

5/-

2 10

0

34

Permanent paddle where ordered, in any situation, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to he paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9-inch layers, and ramming, complete ............................ cubic yard

20

Special hlucstone concrete, ns specified in clause 25, where ordered in
any situation, in the construction of the works
.........................

it

30

Blue-stone metal (clause 18), 11-inch gauge, stacked

37

Sandstone metal (clause 26), 21-inch gauge, stacked .................................

33

Blucstonc metal (clause 32), 21-ineh gauge, stacked

35

........ ............... .

MAINTENANCE.
49

Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of no ks

.................. lump sum

Total............................................................................

...

20

0

0

48,146 12

4

Notes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall he understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of the works during
the whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of convoying the Government property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along lino of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, &e.
4. Prices for items Nos. 36, 37,38,3£), 40,41,42, and 43 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall bo paid for. In case contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power by the
Engineer.
5. Prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.
6. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, burning, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &e,, or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.

No, 6.
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No.

6.—LEMM

akb

SPENCEK’S TENDER.

Tenbee for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public "Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
< TV"6i the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 of
the general conditions.
f _ Should this tender ho accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public "Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
In the event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, we hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender,

E. LEMM,
Balmain.

THOS. E. SPENCES,
Boyce-street, Glebe Point.
No. 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 milo 25'3 chains,
more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, A-c.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.

Coxteact

Ths quantities in this schethilc are not guaranteed as correct, but are merely giren for the guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract.
Jso.

ot

Description of Works,

Item,

Unit.

.Probable Quantity. Itate.

i

Amount.

£

s. d.

Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipc-sewers.
junctions, curves, &c,, aa specified in clauses 33, 42, 45, 48 to GS,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatcring, and removing the
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz.
1

Excavation in hard rock* where paddin® only is permitted................

2

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches iu length
by 1| inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed onlv aro permitted .............................................................

3

Excavation in hard rock, "where charges of poivder 4 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ...................................................................

cubic yard

800

£G

4,800

0

0

t)

835

£5

4,175

0

0

H

3,000

05/-

14,250

0

0

it

75

40/-

150

O

0

n

3C1

£S

1,805

0

O

>>

500

00/-

2,250

0

0

ft

2,500

85/-

10,623

0

O

it

120

3/-

18

0

O

Timber ordered in writing fo be loft in tunnols, shafts* ns specified
in clauses 36 and 37j including all iron used in fixing same............ cubic feet

500

V-

25

0

0

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

230

7/C

8S 15

0

5/7/6

25 0
37 10

0
0

6/-

SO 0
37 10
45 0

0
0
0

Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, ns specified in
clauses 30, 52, 53, 71, and 72, including timbering, unwatering,
and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz.:—
4

Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock onlv ........................................................... "...
" .

5

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permiited

6

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches ta length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are pcrmitled .........................................................
..

7

Excavation in hard rook, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by 1$ inch in diameter, and sucli depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permuted .................................. ....................................

8

Eilling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing m layers, replacing road and other
surfaces, ramming, ic..............................................................

e

10

n

12

13
14
15

.............

Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in more or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
Ac, :—
Of 6 inches internal diameter ..............................................................
Of 9
„
„
„
...................................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 7G,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of :—
*
6 inches internal diameter ..............................................................
Q
a

7J

JJ

»

............................................................................................

»

u

i,

............................................................................................

iro

100

100
100
100

.

7/6
9/-

323
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| Rate.

No,
of

Descriiition of Works,

Item,!

Unit.

Probable Quantitj

Amount;

£

1G

a. d.

*

69, 76 to 78, oror sub-ducts, and when ordered, round se
and pipe-sowers in tunnels, including depositing, packing,
ramming ...........................................................................................................

3
]
, cubic jure!

300

oi-

30

0

0

1,020

60/-

2,550

O

0

1,390

70/-

4,865

O

0

520

90/.

2,340

O

0

180

80;’-

720

0

0

8,000

41-

1,780

O

0

150

70/-

425 10

0

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, carved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, i’o
shafts, over shaft-chambers, including wctling, flushing, grouling,
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, &c., complete.................

S70

80/-

3,480

0

0

Cement facing in two thicknesses, Jinch thick when finished, to a’l
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, us specified
in clause 114........................................................................
,
square yard

290

4/-

58

0

0

25

Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, set in cement, on top of venlilating shafts,
and where ordered, as specified in clauses XU and 115, complete .
cubic foot

1S5

6/-

46

5

O

20

Squared bluestone pictures, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, aa specified in clans
116, complete ......................................................................................................... square yard

20

60/-

60

0

0

2

20/-

2

0

0

60

6/-

13

0

O

7,060

2/-

790

0

0

13,920

•/9

597

0

0

17

i
«
complete ................ ............................................................................ .................

18

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular,

r

a
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete ....................................

>>

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any *hnpe or form or thickness, i
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flashily
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, whore ordered, &c.:—
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring

............................................................

20

Of two or more rings, straight, arched,

cubic yard .

A'C.............................

21
specified in clause 114, to all internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sower, junctions, shuit-chambers, culverts,
of thcao works ,

22

|
1
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,!1 cubic yard
complete ........................................................................................................

23

24,

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, in
trenches, and where ordered, including fixing discs, ns specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required:—

27
23

18 inches diameter

o
.

lineal fleet

ta

STJltPLUS 31 ATE RIALS.

Removal of surplus materials from the various excavations throughoul
this contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub duets_
shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, as
viz.:—

29

For the first half mile of lead ........................

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead.,

cubic yard
jt

GOVERXM.EIsT PROPERTY.
31

32

33

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing Only, anv metal wort, as
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet ends, gas-chct-ks, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers,
Ac., supplied by the Government, including carriage, as specified
in clauses 91, 121,131 to 133 complete ................................................

ton

40

£5

200

0

0

Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pi pes with earth enwnre or
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in clause
131 complete ...................................................................................................

each

30

10/-

15

O

O

10

10/-

E

0

0

Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.............

258—2 L

*}

324
2G6
No,
of
Item

Unit.

Description of Works,

Probable Quantity, Rate,

Amount,

GEInT-KAL.
£
31

s. d

Pcrrnmient purMIc where ordeted, *n nnv aifiutiuiij in the construction
of these works (leuijjo urv ijuddlo ordeied for purpose* of execution
of work riot <o bo piid Hrl, as sper-ilied in cause 29, including
spreading in 9 inch layc-rs, and ramming, romplete ......................... cubic yard

20

10/-

10

0

Special bluestone concrete, na speciHofl in clause 23t ’where ordered in
ain situnt an, in (lie conslnn lion o£ the worts .................................

H

10

80/-

40

0

30

Rluclone metal (clause 18), l^-incli gauge, atneked ..............................

f>

10

20/-

10

0

37

Sandstone metal (cliui'e 2C), 2i-inch gauge, stacked ............... ..............

1)

10

10/-

5

0

nluestouo mctul (clause 32). 2j-inch gauge, stacked ............................

H

10

15/-

7 10

£3

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked.......................................

r>

10

10/-

6

O

-10

Sawn hfirdwoxl, in Ecantliugs or planks (clause 30)..................................

cubic feet.

no

10

0

41

Oregon timber, in scant lings or planks .............................a..........................

>J

CO

4/-

10

0

-12

IVi'oiight-iron in holh, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
iii* psf &c. (clause 31) ..................................................................................

cwt.

3

70/-

10 10

43

Portland cement

cask

10

20/-

10

41

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor,................................ .

day

15

14/-

10 10

45

Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor..................

ii

15

12/-

9

0

40

O.dir ary hibou-ir, Pii]i[)l.ed by contractor.......................................................

l)

30

10/-

10

0

47

Cut, with one ho.se and driver, supolied by contractor..........................

ii

10

15/-

48

One adJiliotittl horse, supplied bv contractor .............................................

it

10

8/-

35

................................................................................................

_

0

7 10
4

O

50

0

MArn'ESANCE.
49

lump sum

50,003 10

Notes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall bo understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered; and in complete working condition; in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during
the whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. Items Nos. 81, 32, and 33 to include the cost of conveying the Q-ovornmcnt property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, &c.
4. Prices for items Nos. 3G, 37, 38,30,40,41,42, and 43 arc to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case contractor's prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the eserciae of such power by the
Engineer.
■
5. Prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to bo for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.
G. The whole of tho foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete hoses, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.
.

No. 7.
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No. 7.—JOHN TAYLOE & CO.’S TENDER.
for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public "Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
We, the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 of
tho general conditions.
■
Should this tender he accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contract.
In the event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within tho time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, wo hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
„
June 10th( 1891.
Tender

JOHN TAYLOB,
JOHN BRITON.
No. 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 mi!e25’3 chains,
more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Sltoro, branch and pipe sowers, shafts, junctions, <fcc.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.

Conteact

The quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed as correct, bnt are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract.
No.
of
Item

Description ot Works.

Unit,

Probable Quantity

Rate.

Amount.

£

s. d.

Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipe-sewers
junctions, curves, Ac., as specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, 48 to 6S
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatering, and removing the
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz.:—
i

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted....................... cubic yard

800

i.oo;-

4,000

O

O

2

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by 1| inch in diameter, and sucli depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed onlv are permitted ............................................................................

SI

835

05/-

3,066

5

0

1}

3,000

00/-

13,500

O

0

»

7o

70/-

262 10

0

Si

361

00/-

1,624 10

0

ii

600

85/-

2,123

0

0

Si

2,500

80/-' 10,000

0

0

si

120

4/-

24

0

0

Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 3G and 37, including all iron used in fixing same ............. cubic feet

500

2/‘

50

0

0

Sub-duet in hard rock, with tile covers, ns specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

250

20/-

.250

0

O

)}

ICO
100

20,'20;'- '

100
100

0
0

0
0

it

100
100
1.00

12/1
15;-

60
75
75

0
O
0

0
O
O

3

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by Ijf inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .......................... ................................................
Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72, including timbering, imwatering,
and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz.:—
’

4,

Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock onlv ...........................................................................................................

5

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted

6

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by 1} inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ............. ....................... ...................................

7

8

9

10

11
12

13
14.
15

..................

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If- inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .........................................................................
Eilling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and other
• surfaces, ramming, Ac....................................................................................

Sub-duet, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in more or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
Ac,:—
Of C inches internal diameter ..............................................................
^

Jj

u

tr

................... *........*......... .......................

Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as speciHcd in clause 76,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of:—
'
6 inches internal diameter ........................................................................
Q
**
17
SI
»
............................ ....................................
10
ii
ii
ii
................................... .....................................
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Ot

Description ol Works.

Item.

Unit.

Probable Quantity, Bate.

Amount,

£
16

17

IS

Hand-packed stone-fillmg, 4'incli gauge, as specified in clauses 17
69, 76 to 78, oror sub-duets, and when ordered, round eewenand pipe-sewers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, and
ramming .................................................................................................................... cubic yuril

s. d.

399

4/-

CO

0

0

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, where ordered, in any situation
in the construction o£ these works, as specified in clauses 26, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ..................................................................................................................

u

1,020

50/-

2,550

0

0

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, <fcc, as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dri
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete .............................................. .

u

1,390

100/-

6,950

0

0

G20

140/-

3,640

0

0

180

120/-

1,080

0

0

Cement facing in two thicknesses, $ inch thick when finished, os
specified in clause 114, to oil internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, culverts,
man-holes, and where ordered in any situation in tho construction
of these works ............................................................ ............................................ square yard

8,900

3/-

1,335

0

0

otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, os specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ....................................................... ........................................................... cubic yard

150

100/-

750

0

0

870

100/-

4,350

0

O

290

3/-

43 10

0

1S5

4/-

37

0

0

20

40;-

40

0

0

2

15/-

1 10

0

GO

2/6

7 10

0

cubic yard

7,960

1/-

393

0

0

11

15,920

•/3

109

0

0

Brickwork iu cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &c,; —
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring

20

Of tw o or more rings, straight, arched, &c............................................

21

.............................................................. cubic yard
!>

22

23

24

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, anv
shape, form, or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, in
shafts, over shaft-chambers, including wetting, flushing, grouting
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, &c., complete..........................

>1

Cement facing in two thicknesses, £ inch thick when finished, to a'
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, as specified
in clause 114.................................... ...............................................................
square yard

25
and where ordered, as specified in clauses 1G and 115, complete ,

cubic fcob

26
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, ns sjieeified in clausi
116, complete ........................................................................................................ square yirtl

and including bed joints, in mortar, where required :—

27
28

IS inches diameter ................................................. ....................

9

ji

yt

........................*......... ...... ......

lineal feet
11

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

this eoutrnct, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-ducts,
shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, a;
viz.:—

29

For the first half milo of lead .........................

30

For every further quarter of a mile of lead.

GOVERNMENT PROTERTV.
31

32

33

Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal work, a
east-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flongerl, nnc
with spigot and faucet ends, gns-ehecks, ventilating grates, lamp
hole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covei>
Ac., supplied by tho Gerernmcrt, including carriage, us spccifiec
in clauses 91,121,131 to 133 complete ...................................................

ton

40

80/-

160

0

0

Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware o:
east-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in clansi
331 complete ........................................................................................... ......... .

each

30

10/-

15

0

0

Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.................

>1

10

20/-

10

0

0
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No.
of
Item.

Description ot Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

lute. ;

Amount,

GENERAL.
£

s. d.

Permanent puddle where ordered, ru any sil.unlion, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddie ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in tl-inch lavers, and ramming, complete ............................ cubic yard

20

6/-

5

0

0

Special bluestone concrete, as specified in clause 25, where ordered in
any situation, in tho construction of the works .....................................

n

10

120/-

CO

0

0

30

Bluestone metal (clause IS), If-inch gauge, stacked .................................

n

10

so,*-

10

0

0

37

Sandstone metal (clause 26), 21-inch gauge, stacked .................................

2 10

0

34

35

jj

10

5/-

38

Bluestone metal (clause 32), 21-ineh gauge, stacked

.................................

i)

10

20/-

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked...............................................

13

10

40

Sawn hardwood, in ecantliugs or planks (clause 30)...,.,............................ cubic feet

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ..............................................................

n

42

Wrought-iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, Ac. (clause 31)............................................................................................

43

Portland cement

10

0

0

7/-

3 10

0

60

3/-

7 10

0

60

a;-

7 10

O

cwt.

3

30/-

4 10

0

...........................................................................................................

cask

10

18/.

9

0

0

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor.....................................................

day

15

13/-

9 15

0

45

Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor..................

»

16

12/-

9

0

0

40

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor..........................................................

11

30

o/-

IS 10

0

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by contractor............................

IJ

10

14/-

48

One additional horse, supplied bv contractor ................................................

n

10

7/-

7

0

0

3 10

0

MAINTENANCE.
49

Three months' maintenance after formal delivery of works .................. lump sum
Total.............................................................................

...

10

0

0

58,011

0

O

Kotes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed iu position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during
tho whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by tho Engineer.
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of convoying the Government property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sewers, at
man-holes, gas-cheek, and shaft chamber, &c.
4. Prices for items Nos. 36,37,38, 39,40, 41,42, and 43 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only tho actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In ease contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at tho time required
aud ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of sucli power by the
Engineer.
5. Prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to he paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.
6. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.

No. 3.
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No. 3.
Messrs. Carter & Co. and Messrs. Gummovv and Gillan to The President of Tender
„
Si n

Poard.

•
’
w i
,1,
,
,
Sydney, 10 June, 1801.
-Run,!
i tT f
f O t101101*
enter our protests against the acceptance of the tender of Messrs.
Bond and Hudson for Contract ISo. 70, North Shore sewerage, on the following grounds
.lhat O’o tender of Messrs. Bond aud Hudson for Contract No. 5G, Potts’ Point sewerage, was
accepted by your Board aud not taken up by them.
b ’
■nwnW
5fsh,t°ndcrs b,eing canei'th<> tender of Mr. G-. E. Hudson was the lowest, but was not
accepted oy the Board, m accordance with their rules and regulations.
'
, .
j,1™1
grounds we, as tondorers for the North Shore sewerage, hog to protest against tho
tender ol Messrs. Bond aud Hudson being now accepted.
L
.
We hare, &c.,
GUMMOW am GILLAN,
-------CARTER & CO.
'ii
vl0 lia7e papers re Bond and Hudson’s tender for Contract 56.—R.H 10/6/91
Hcrcwith, J.C.P., 10/6/91.
Mr. Hickson for report.—J.B., 10/6/91.
'T i 1,1/January, 1890, C. S. Bond (afterwards Bond and Hudson) tendered for Sewerage Contract No
ob, at a ridiculously low figure, and, as anticipated, had to throw up the contract and forfeit deport,
they were the lowest again when fresh tenders were invited, but did not get the work, they being
I cnr\er Jteard Regulations, clause 14. The same firm now (some eistecn months later)
Viu !°'\cst tenderers for Sewerage Contract 79, and it is contended by the writers of the within letter
that their tender should not be accepted. ] cannot recommend that this course be taken. It is true
under clause 14, they can be excluded from competing for other works at the pleasure of the President!
But m all fairness there must be some limit (when no fraudulent action has taken place) to this pro
lubition ; and it seems to me, after sixteen months, all bar to their tendering should be removed In
recommendation on face of tender.—R.H., 10/6/91.
Under See,
U
Resubmit when we deal with the tenders.—J.B., 30/12/91,

JNO. 4.
E. M. Clark, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
S,r’
T
, . i „ ,, ,
Parliament House, Sydney, 30 July, 1891.
v,! T
un<terstend tnat tenders were accepted some time ago for the outfall sewerage to Long Bay
Sl Leonards. The successful contractors were, I understand, Messrs. Bond and Hudson; and as the
work is a very urgent one, 1 think they should bo compelled to go on with the work.
1 rusting you will hurry the matter on.
I have, &c.,
-------- ■
EDWARD M. CLARK.
Resubmit with the tender, which I do not think has been accepted.—J.B., 3/8,'91,
Tenders
for Contract No. 79 (91/1524) and all previous papers submitted, 13/7/91.—R.H., 3/8/91.
All papers
hcrewith.-D.C.M‘L., 4/8/91.
To stand over.-J.B., 7/7/91. Roads, B.C.
sien.-R.H., 8/9/91

No. 5.
E. M. Clark, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

T . i, , , ,, ,
.
„
,
Parliament House, Sydney, 18 August, 1891,
i
» ■ shai
glru! to know how far the matter of proceeding with the “outfall sewer to Middle
Harbour,” m my electorate, has progressed.
I might say I wrote you on the matter a fortnight ago.
Yours, Ac.,
■-------EDWARD M. CLARK. .
91/] ,99.1, and all previous papers, sent Under Secretary, 4/8/91.
Tenders aro awaititm
acceptance; amoun t, £36 900, loan.—J.B., 19/8/91.
Submitted.-J.D., 19/8/91.
Inform must stand
over until the question of further loan expenditure has been determined.—B.S., 21/8/91.
Inform
to-day.—J.B., 21/8/91.
E. M. Clark, Esq., M.P., 21/8/91.
Seen.—R.H., 24/8/91/ '
tt

.

No. 6.
Messrs. Bond and Hudson to The Secretary for Public Works.

,
/» rc Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage Works.
®ei'r
88, Sussex-street, Sydney, 28 September, 1891. ’
Un 10th Juno, of this year, we had the pleasure of submitting a tender for the above works, and,
we believe, were successful in being the lowest tenderers.
Wo have been anticipating the acceptance of our tender for some months, but not heaving from
your IJepartmcnt, we nave, in the meantime, entered upon other obligation^ and must consequently
rcspectrully ask you to permit us to withdraw our tender, and to return us the deposit attached thereto
now lying in your bands, viz., £369.
1Ye aro, &c ,
c.
-----------

b.’bond

(Bond and Hudson).

How
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How does tliis matter stand i’—D.C.M'L., 30/9/91.
' Messrs. Bond and Hudson’s tender was
recommended for acceptance on 10/6/91.
Papers herewith.—E.C.P., 1/10/91. Beturn deposit. d.B.j
2/10/91.
Accountant to return deposit, 2/10/91.
I recommend that fresh tenders be mYited.-~B.II.,
6/10/91. Under Secretary.
Submitted.—J.B., 9/10/91.
Approved.—W.J.L., 22/2/92.
Insert
Loticc, 22/2/92.
iS'oticc to Gazette, 22/2/92. Tenders for 9th March, 1892.
_
Since writing my minute of C/10/91, complications have arisen with Carter & Co., rc their contract
Ho. 72 having been stopped. They have made largo claims on this account, some of which no doubt could
not he entertained, but on some items they have made a good ease. They are prepared, if they obtained
this work, to waive all claims on Ho. 72. As their tender is a reasonable one, and some £3,600 below the
estimate, I think it might fairly be accepted. If this course were adopted, work would he given at once
to a large number of men—B.H., 23/2/92. Undersecretary. Important.
_ _
As Mr. Hickson thinks Messrs. Carter & Co. could make good a claim for something like £2,000
as compensation on Contract 72 (Moni-street, partly), should they be willing to forego this claim, their
lender may bo accepted for construction of the main outfall sewer. North Sydney—£39,890, as worked
out at schedule rnks. If this firm will not agree to the condition imposed, fresh tenders to be invited.—
W..T.L., 23/2/92.
Please see me with Messrs. Carter & Co.—
Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M1!/., for U.S., B.C., 23/2/92.
.T.B., 23/2/92. Mr. Hickson,

•

No. 7.

Freds of case up to return of Messrs. Bond and Hudson’s deposit.
Department of Public Works, Boads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 29 January, 1892,
Minute Paper.
Subject .—North Shore Outfall Sewer, Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage Works.
Tendehs were received on the 10th June, 1891, for this work, that of Messrs, Bond and Hudson, at
£37,254 10s, being the lowest. On the same date Messrs. Carter and Co. and Messrs, Gummow and
Gillan conjointly wrote in protesting against the acceptance of Bond and Hudson’s tcnder3 as that firm
had, on a previons occasion, thrown up a contract, but the protest was not allowed on account of the lapse
of time, and as no fraudulent action had taken place, their tender was therefore recommended for
. cceptance.^ Septemlber) 1891j Messrs. Bond and Hudson wrote masking for the return of their deposit,
and to be allowed to withdraw their tender owing to the delay in acceptance of same, and their having
entered into other large engagements.
The deposit was returned accordingly on tho 7th October, 1891.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
E.E.P., 29/1/92.
Seen—B.H., 1/2/92.

.

Bile.—B.H., 10/3/92.

No. 8.
The Chief Clerk to The Tender Board Clerk.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 23 February, 1892.
Minnie Paper.
Subject:—Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney.

Witkdbaw

notice inviting tenders for the above.

Done, 23/2/92.

Put with the papers, 25/2/92.

No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
jgirB
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 March, 1892.
I have tho honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your tender,
dated 10th June last, is accepted for construction of the North Shore Main Outfall Sewer, from near
Long Bay to Mount-street—Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage—at your schedule of prices.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to
this contract, and to bo completed, within twenty-four months from this date.
_
I have to refer you to the Commissioner for Beads for further information, and to request that
you will call upon the ofiEcer in charge of Bonds and Contracts at this office, for the purpose of executing
the necessary documents for the due observance of your contract.
I am, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.

No. 10.
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.
Xo. 10.
The Clerk in Charge of Bonds and Contracts to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contracts Branch, Sydney, 3 March, 1892.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Z?e Main Outfall Sower, ]STorth Sydney.
Tue agreement and release herein for execution by Messrs. Carter & Co. and George Forrest is sent
herewith, together with tho papers sent to me as instructions to prepare same.
The amount of stamp duty payable herein is £1 2s.
The plans are also sent herewith.
„
. .
, „ .
.
HAEOLD F. NORKIE,
Ihe Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and Bridges.
I’cr y.C.L,
I'ki3 tender might now be accepted conditionally on contractors signing bond and depositing a sum
ot £2,000.~E,H., 8/3/92. Under Secretary.
Ask them to call, 8/3/92. Done, 9/3/92. Send
letter of acceptance and get documents signed when the deposit is paid.
No. 11.
Contract Agreement, with Annex tires.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contract Branch, Sydney, 14 March, 1892.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Sc Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney.
Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
The agreement herein duly prepared has been executed by the contractors, Messrs. Carter & Co., and
stamped, and may now be forwarded to the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
The tender and all other papers herein are sent herewith.
°
HAEOLD F. NOEEIE,
Oflicer in Charge,
----------------- Per TUX.
Agreement made this 10th day of March, in the year of our Lord 1892, between John Carter and David
Graham Snodgrass, of Glebe and North Shore respectively, in the Colony of New South Wales,
contractors, carrying on business together at the Glebe aforesaid, as contractors, under tho name,
style^ or firm, of “tarter & Co.,” and hereinafter styled or referred to as “the contractors,” of
the first part, George lorrest, of Glebe aforesaid, contractor, of the second part, and Her Most
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria of the third part.
Whereas the Minister for Public Works, of tho said Colony, recently called for tenders by notice
published in the Government Gazette (of which notice a copy is hereunto annexed), for the providing of
all materials, labour, aud every other thing requisite and necessary for, and the performance of all tho
works required in and about the construction, erection, and completion of the North Shore Main Outfall
Sewer from near Long Bay to Mount-street, in the said Colony, as shown in the drawings relating thereto,
and according to the specification, and under and subject to the general conditions and special conditions
which are hereunto annexed, and marked respectively “ A,” “ B,” and " C.” And whereas the contrac
tors made the tender hereunto annexed, marked “ D,” for the providing of all plant and materials (except
such materials as in and by the said specification are mentioned as to be supplied by the Government of
the said Colony), labour, tools, and every other thing requisite and necessary for, and the performance of,
all the works required in and about the full and proper construction, erection, and completion, and main
tenance, of the said works in accordance, in all things, with the said specification, and under, and subject
to, the said general conditions and special conditions, and iu accordance with the several plans or drawings,
relating^ thereto, in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and marked “ No. 1,” “ No. 2,”
No. 3,
No. 3a, and “No. 4 ” to “No. 8,” inclusive, and at or for tho rates or prices mentioned aud
set out m the schedule of quantities and prices to the said tender, aud to complete the said works within
twenty-four months from the date of tho acceptance of the said tender, that is to sai7, on or before tbe
10th day of March, 1894, as mentioned in the first clause of the said special comliiions. And whereas tho
said contractors and. the said George Eorrest, carrying on business under the name, style, or firm, of
Carter & Co. , sometime since entered into a contract with Her said Majesty for the construction and
maintenance of a storm-water sewer from Munni-street, Macdonald-street, Mitchell-road, to Shea’s Creek
storm-water channel, in the said Colony-—the said contract being called or known as Contract No. 72,
Sydney and Suburbs Storm-water Drainage. And whereas the said contractors and the said George
Forrest, in carrying out the said contract, made a claim for certain extra works in connection therewith,
amounting in all to the sum of £1,050 9s. Gd., which said claim they have agreed, by letter annexed
hereto, marked 1 E, to waive in consideration of the said Minister accepting the present tender of the
contractors for the said main outfall sewer, North Shore. And whereas the Minister for Public Works
of the said Colony, acting on behalf of the Government of tho said Colony, hatli accepted the said tender
of the contractors on condition that tbe said contractors and the said George Forrest execute tho release
hereinafter contained, waiving their said claims on Contract No. 72 hereinbefore referred to. And whereas
the contractors have, in compliance with the requirement in clause six of the said special conditions,
r^u^TT
Sntn
in the Bank of New Zealand, at Sydney aforesaid, in the name
ot the Under Secretary for Public Works, aforesaid, at interest, upon fixed deposit Number A7GG7,
dated
lOlh day of March, 1802, for twelve mouths, and have handed the receipt for same to
the said Minister for Public Works, to be hold by him as such Minister, or the Minister for Public
Works for the time being of the said Colony, on behalf of Her Majesty, as security for the due
performance of this contract, and all other matters and things herein contained, and which, on the part
of the contractors, are to be done and performed. Now this agreement witnessetb that, in pursuance
of the said agreement to waive the said claims on said Contract No. 72, and for the consideration afore
said, and of the sum of 10s. on the execution hereof to the said George Eorrest, paid by Her said
Majesty (the receipt, whereof the said George Forrest doth hereby admit and acknowledge). They, the
said
'
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said contractors and the said George Forrest do respectively hereby release Her said Majesty, her heirs
and successors, the said Minister, and his successors in office, the constructing authority, and his
successors, and the Government of the said Colony from all and singular the said claim or claims, and all
actions, claims, costs, damages, expenses, and demands which they, the said several parties, hereto of the
first and second parts, respectively, now have, or shall, or may, or otherwise could, or might, hereafter
have, claim, or demand of, from, or against Her said Majesty, her heirs or successors, or the said Minister,
or his successors in office, or the constructing authority, or his successors, or the Government of tho said
Colony or any of them, respectively, on account of the said claim for extra work, or otherwise on said
Contract Ho. 72, and all interest for or in respect of the same, or for or on account of any other thing
relating thereto. And this agreement also witnessetb that in consideration of the premises the contractors
do herebyfor themselves, their heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with and to Her said Majesty
the Queen her heirs and successors ; That they, the contractors, shall and will find and provide all Hlq
materials (except such materials as in the said specification are mentioned as to be supplied by Uic
said Government), labour, plant, tackle, tools, implements, carriage, machinery, scaffolding, and every
other thing requisite and necessary for, and shall and will perform the various works required in and
about the full and proper construction, erection, completion, and maintenance of the main outfall sewer,
North Shore, commencing at nought chains, near Long Bay, and extending under private land to Grassmere-street near the eastern boundary of Cammeray Park, under Cammeray Park to corner of Alfred and
Ernest Streets, and along Alfred-street to Mount-street, where it terminates, being a total length of about
1 mile 25'3 chains, together with shafts, branches, &c , connected therewith, being a portion of the work
for Sydney sewerage—this present contract being called or referred to as “Contract No. 79”—in
accordance in all things with the said specification, general conditions, and special conditions, and with the
said several plans, or drawings, and which aro signed by the contractors, and at or for the rates, or prices,
set out in the said schedule of quantities and prices to the said tender. Jt being also hereby declared that
any additions to or deductions from the said works mentioned, or set out in the said specification, or
shown in the said plans, are to be paid or allowed for, ns the ease may be, at and according to the rates or
prices in the said schedule of quantities and prices. A nd shall and w ill complete the whole of the said works
within twenty-four months from the date of acceptance of the said tender, that is to say, on or before the
10th day of March, 1891, in accordance in all things with the said specification, general conditions, special
conditions, and plans. And it is hereby agreed and declared between and by the said parties hereto
that the said specification, general conditions, special conditions, and tender, all being marked as aforesaid,
and the said schedule of quantities and prices, all being hereunto annexed, as aforesaid, shall be read as
incorporated in and forming part and parcel of these presents in like manner as if the same had been
herein written and set forth at length, and that the said specification, general conditions, special conditions,
tender, and schedule of quantities and prices, and these presents shall together be taken to be the
contract between the said parties in respect of the said works, and that all and whatsoever by the said
specification, general conditions, and special conditions, or any, or either, of them is to be done by the
contractors or shown on the said plans shall be done in accordance therewith in all things by the contractors,
their executors, or administrators, and lhat all and whatsoever materials, goods, mat ters, and things, which
by the said specification, general eondiiions, and special conditions, arc lobe supplied by the contractors in
and about the construction and completion of the said works shall be found, provided, and supplied by the
contractors, their executors or administrators, in accordance iu all things with the said specification,
general conditions, special conditions, and plans. And it is hereby agreed that if the contractors, their
executors, or administrators, shall make default in proceeding with the said works, or supplying tho
materials which, under the said specification, general conditions, and special conditions, are to be supplied
by the contractors, or in completing and finishing the said works in accordance in all things with the said
specification, general conditions, and special conditions, and all things Ihertin contained and within, the
time for the completion of the said works as mentioned or provided in the said first clause of the said
special conditions, the said sum of £‘2,00J so deposited as security for the due performance of this contract
shall be and become forfeited to Her Majesty the Queen, and may bo used, paid, and applied so far as the
same may bo required in and about carrying out and completing the works in the said specification
mentioned, and if any balance shall remain, after tho said works are completed, the same shall remain to
the credit of the Consolidated Eevenue of the said Colony, aud that the right of Her Majesty to deal
with the said sum of £2,000 iu manner aforesaid shall be in addition to all, any, or other lights or
remedies which Her Majesty tbe Queen or tho Government of New South Wales shall or may have or
be entitled to against the contractors under these presents, or under tho said specification, general
conditions, and special conditions, or any or either of them or otherwise for any breach or breaches of
this contract.
In witness whereof tho said parties to those presents have hereunto set their hands and seals tho
day and year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John)
JOHN CARTER.
Carter, in the presence of,—
j
V. C. JjVxcsdatxe.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
D, G. SNODGRASS.
David Graham Snodgrass, mthepre- 1
eence of,—
;
■
Y. C. Lujisdaise.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said)
GEO. FORREST.
George Forrest, in the presence of,—)
V. C. Lumsdatke.
MEironANtiuir.
The return of the security lodged for tbe due performance of the above contract is and will be accepted
by us without prejudice to any of the rights of the constructing authority to enforce the penalties
prescribed by the contract, by reason of the non-completion within the time specified, and to all other
rights of the constructing authority.

As witness our bands at Sydney this twentieth day of June,

A.n.

1891.
JOHN- CARTER.

Witness,—Ha no i.o P. NoehtE, J.F.

11. G. SNODGRASS.

Department
2D8—2 M

department of Public "Works, Sydney. 9 June, 1891.
Tenders t-’oii Public Woeks.

Tekders will be received nl tins ofllce, for tbe public works specified in tbe Schedule hereunder, up to
'll o’clock a in, of the various dates set forth iu the second column.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of tbe Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them the name of the work for which tbe tender is submitted.
Tenderers may be in attendance when the tenders aro opened, and the name of tbe lowest tenderer
"will be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise tbe tenders will not bo
'taken into consideration
1st.—Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
instance tbe full name or names of persons tendering, also tbe names in full, occupations, and
addresses of proposed bondsmen.
2nd.—At tbe foot of every tender there must be a memorandum, signed by tbe party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of tho
contract, in the event of the tender being accepted; aud undertaking, in that event, that they
will severally execute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty, in the penal sum mentioned in tbe
specification, or otherwise arranged, for securing such performance.
3rd.—Xo tender will bo considered winch shall have been received after 11 o’clock a.m, on the day
upon which tenders are to be received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
_
4th.— Every lender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to tbe following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
...
...
...
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1.000 ...

... £5 0 0
... 10 0 0

For all sums over £1,000,1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in tbe form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
tho Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a Bank draft.
5th.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal and rejected accordingly.
(5th.—In the event of any tenderer failing to take up bis tender, complete the bond, and proceed
with the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing bis tender after it shall have been
opened, whether such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by litm on
account of such contract shall be absolutely forfeited to the Crown, and shall be paid to the
credit of the Consolidated Hevenue of the Colony.
■
7th.—"Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circum
stance* which make it desirable for another tender in the same series to he accepted, but the
tenderer by whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the
competition, and from any competition for other works, at the pleasure of tbe President.
8th.—In tbe event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate
quantities as given of each item must bo worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned
to the persons entitled thereto, immediately alter the Board shall have adjourned ; and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing the bond for the fulfilment of the
contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200, the deposit with tender will not be returnable
until tbe service is satisfactorily completed:
It is to be understood that tbe G-overnment does not bind itself to accept tbe lowest or any tender ;
and no tender will be accepted until the head of tbe branch under whose directions the work is to be
carried out has reported upon tbe whole of tbe tenders received.
BRUCE SMITH.
Roads,
Dates
up to winch
Tenders will be
received.

iPescnption of Work or Supplies to be
Tendered for.

«

#

•

#

*

Where Plan, Specification,
and Form of Tender may be seen.

#

#

*

Remarks.

*

4

ConsiH’iwtion of tlic North Shore niflin Outfall 10 June, 1891 Sewerage Office, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, Sec also
notice.
Sewer from near Long B&y to Mounts street
Elizabeth-strect.
#

#

#

#

#

*

*

*

ft
special

*

'
This is the copy notice referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the Queen, dated
the 10th day of March, a n. 1892.
JOHN CARTER,
Witness,—V. C. Lumsdaisu.
D. &. SHOD GRASS.

S33
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“D.”

Tender for Contract Ko. 79, Sydney Sewerage.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, TskSW.
We, the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the
various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 of
the general conditions.
Should this tender be accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt in'the
name of the Secretary for Public AVorks for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as security for the
due performance of the contracf.
In the event of our failing to do so, or to sign the required contract within the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, we hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to tho Queen the sum deposited
with this tender,
June 10th, 1891.
JOHN CARTER,
North Shore.
D. G. SNODGRASS,
North Shore.
This is the tender marked “ D ” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 10th day of March, a.d. 1892.
JOHN CARTER,
Witness,—V. C. Lumsuaine,
D. G. SNODGRASS."
79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 mile25'3 chains,
more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch aud pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &e.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.

Contract No.

T!ie quantities in lliis sclivdido are not guaranteed as correci, but nrn uirreSy given for the guidance of intending contractor!,
this bciny a schedule of Pi-kos ConLruot,

No.
of
Item.

Description of Works.

Unit.

Unto.

Probable Quant ly

Amount,

<

V

£

a.

d.

Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sower, branches, pipe-sewers,
junctions, curves, Ac., as specified in c'auscs 38, 42, 45, 48 to 38,
including sub-duets, timbering, unwatcrinv, and removing tin
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz :—
i

Excavation in hard rock, whore gadding only is permitted..................

2

Excavation in hard rook, where charges of powder 2 inches in lengih
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ....................................................................

3

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in lengih
by li inch in diameter, aud such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permitted .....................................................................
Excavation in shafts, etnaft-eh'imbcrs, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 30, 52, 53, 7i,and 72, including timbering, umvatoring,
and removing the excavated matoimis beyond netual bite of wdks,
as viz. :~
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ............................................ *.......... ..................................................

rr

4
5

Excavation in hard rock, where gaddmg only is ]>crniitted

0

Excavation in hard rock, where charge, of p iwdcr 2 inches in length
by 1J inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted ......................................................................

................

80 J

63/-

2,520

0

0

it

835

Gl/-

2,540 15

0

ft

3,000

CO/-

9,000

0

0

292 10

0

cubic yard

.

75

78/- .

it

361

83/-

1,498

3

0

>t

500

79/-

1,975

0

0

2,500

78/-

9,750

O

0

0

0

7

Excavation in hard rook, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by 1J inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall hr
directed only arc permitted ......... ................. ........................... *............

8

Eiiling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in clauses 40, 41, 42. 43, 71, aud 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and olhes
surfaces, ramming, Ac....................................................................................

120

V-

6

9

Timber ordered in writing fo be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 3G and 37, including all iron used in fixing same ......... cubic feet

500

-/l

2

18

10

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

250

-A

1

O 10

11
12

Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in iu>rc or less hard
material, including dry or cemrnt jointing for BtoiiDAvaro pipe*,
Ac.:—
Of 6 inches internal diameter ..........................................................
of 9
„
„
„
..............................................................

1 0
100

0
0

8
8

4
4

13
14
IB

Sub-duet in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 70,
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, find dry or
cement jointing for pipes of : —
G inches iutcriml diameter .................................................................
Q
^
ft
If
»
................... .*.M.............................
H
»J
>1
.................................................... .. ...........

0
0
0

8
8
8

4
4
4

it

7)
JI

100
100
100

-/l

-n

•A

334
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No.
of
Item

1

■
Description of Works.

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Rate.

Amount

£
16

17

18

Hand-packed etonc-filling, <t*inch gauge, na ppccificd in clauses 17
69) 76 to 78) orcr sub-ducU, and when ordered, round aevverc
and pipe-sewers in tunnels, ineluding depositing, packing am
cubic y ard
ramming .................... .................................................................................

300

-/i

’

B.

d.

15

0

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shefts, tunnels
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, where ordered, in any siuiation
in the construction of these works, as specified in clauses 2G, 27
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting
complete ........ .........................................................................................................

f)

1,020

37/6

1,012 10

0

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, &c., as
specified in clauses 21, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete ..............................................

))

1,390

50/-

3,892

0

0

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including witting, Hushing,
grouting, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &e.
19

Of one ring or portion of a ring

.............................................................

n

520

50/-

1,300

0

0

20

Of two or more rings, straight, archtd, &c..........................................

>>

180

20/-

180

0

0

Cement facing in two thicknesses, J inch thick when finished, as
specified in clause lit, to all inteinul (and extern.!, win re
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, eulveiis,
man-boles, and where ordered in any situation in the lonstruelion
of these works......................................................................................................... square vnrd

8,900

2/-

890

0

0

Bhifttonr concrete, any shape, form, nr thickness, archer!, circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over blmft-chambcro, :i$ specified in r]{uisris
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, willing amt groining,
complete ..................... ................................. ........................................ * ....4,... cubic yard

130

60/-

450

0

O

670'

65/-

2,827 10

O

Cement facing in l\vo thicknesses, fi nidi thick when finished, tnjilll
internal and external surfaces of stiufls, where ordered, ns Fpecj/icd
in clause 114............................... *............................................................................. Square v;ird

290

2/-

29

0

0

Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, set in cement, on top of ventilating shafts,
and where ordered, as specified in clauses 10 and 115, complete ... cubic feel

185

0/-

65 10

O

Squared blucsionc picirUrcs, 9 inches deep, set in s.^nd, vonrd cnsl-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified in clause
I1G, complete ................................................. ............... ........................................ square va1 d

20

30/-

30

0

21

22

23' Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any
.
shape, form, or thickness, us specified in clauses 11U to 113, in
shafts, over shaft-chambers, including wcling, flushing, gloating,
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, &c,, complete............................

24

25

20

O

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, in
trenches, and where ordered, including fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required ; —
27
28

18 inches diameter ...........................................................................................
9

»

M

1

lineal feet

*......................*......... *................... .................... ........ ..

2

10/-

10

0

GO

2/-

6

0

0

7.9G0

1/-

398

0

0

15,920

■A

66

6

8

SUBPLUS IIATEUIALS.
Removal of surplus material.5: from the* various excavations liirou jhout
this contract:, as tunnels and open trencher, ijcluding suh-diitlc,
abafts, sumps, A-c., ns specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45,
Tiz4;—
29

For the first half mile of lead

................................................................... cubic yard

80

For every further quarter of u mite of lead.........................................

7)

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
SI

32

S3

Placing, building in, filing, and jointing only, any metal work, as
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctioas, brum lies, flanged, and
xvifch spigot and faucet ends, gns-chivks, ventilating grates, limphole boxes, man-hole covers, staple*, jjtep-iron*, cni then ware covers,
&c., supplied br the Govovninei't, including carringc, as specified
in clauses 91,121,131 to 133 complete .................................................

Ion

40

GO/-

120

0

0

Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware or
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified m clause
131 complete ....................................................... ... ..
.

each

30

10/-

15

0

0

17

10

5/-

2 10

O

Trapped junction bloeke, taking deliverv of, and building in...............
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No.
of
Item.

Description of Works*

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Hate.

Amount.

GENERAL,

£

a.

d.

2

0

0

3

0

0

15/-

7 10

0

10

2/6

15

0

10

15/-

7 10

0

10

5/-

2 10

0

34

Pormnncnt puddle where ordered, in any situation, in the construction
of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not to ho paid for), as specified in clause 29, including
spreading in 9.inch layers, and ramming, complete ............................ cubic yard

20

2/-

35

Special bluestone concretcj ns specified in clauso 25, whore ordered in
any situation, in the construction of the works .....................................

10

g;-

M

r>

10

>j

30

Bluestone metal fclauso 181, 14-inch gauge, stacked

..........................

37

Sandstone inotal (clause 26), 2 f-inch gauge, stacked ....................

38

Bluestone inclal (clause 32). 21-inch gauge, stacked

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked................................................

40

Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 30)..................................... cubic feet

DO

2/-

5

0

0

41

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ................................................. ............

50

2/6

6

5

0

42

Wrought-iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, ie. (clause 31)...........................................................................................

3

66/-

8

8

0

8

0

0

.................................
it

it

cwt.

43

Portland cement

.................................... ................................................... .................

cask

10

JG/.

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor....................................................

day

15

12/-

9

0

0

4-5

Qiiarryiuan or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor.*...............

15

15

10/-

7 10

0

40

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor.........................................................

15

30

10/.

15

0

0

47

Cnrfcj with one ho*sc and driver, sup^l’od bv contractor............................

il

10

20/-

10

0

0

48

One adliliona] horse, supplied bv contractor ..............................................

»>

10

10/-

5

0

0

21 18

2

MAINTENANCE.
49

Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of woiks

.................. lump sum

Total.............................................................................

......................

39,890

0

0

- This is tjio Schedule of Quantities and Trices referred to in our annexed agreement 'with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the lOth day of March, x.u. 1S92.
'
.
1 ’
JOHN CAETEB,
Witness,—V. C, Lumsdaisb.
1). G. SNODGRASS.

:

Notes.

1. All worlt herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during
the whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of convoying the Government property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along line of main and branch sowers, at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, Jtc.
_
4. Prices for items Nos. 3G, 37, 38, 30, 40, 4-1, 42, and 43 ate to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered ami
approved of shall bo paid for. In ease contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power by the
Engineer.
5. Prices for items Nos. 44, 43, 40, 47, and 48 are to be for such as aro able-bodied and efficient.
The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 2o per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day work.
_ 0. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, flaming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sowers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.
’
“E.”

“ E.”
.
St. John’s Koad, GMebe, 26 February, 1892.
With reference to our interview with you this morning in counection with contract No. 79,
Main Outfall Sewer, North Shore, we do ourselves the honor to noiify you that in consideration of our
tender for the same being accepted, we are willing and hereby agree to forego all claims for compensation
in our contract No. 72, Munni-street Storm-water Channel, Alexandria.
Wc arc, &c.,
J. Barling, Esq., __
CARTER & CO.
Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,.

Mr. Norrie to prepare the bond at once. Mr. Hickson will explain.—J.B., 25/2/92.
Bond for contract No. 72 herewith.—F.C.P., 29/2/92. Mr. Norrie.

Urgent

This is the letter marked “ E ” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the Queen,
dated the 10th day of March, a.d., 1892.
JOHN CARTER.
Witness—Y. C. Lusisuaise.
'
H. G. SNODGRASS.
GEO. FORREST.

“A.”
Sydney Sewerage, Contract No. 79 {Main Outfall Sewer, North Shore).-—Specification of the several
works required in the construction of the Main Outfall Sewer, North Shore, commencing at 0 chains near
Long Bay, and extending under private land to Grassmere-strect, near the eastern boundary of Cammeray
Park, under Cammeray Park to corner of Alfred and Ernest Streets, and along Alfred-strect to Mountstreet, whore it terminates, being a total distance of about 1 mile 25'3 chains; together with shafts,
branches, &c,, connected therewith, in accordance with the accompanying Drawings, with such extensions
or omissions at both ends, and throughout the length of the contract, as may be ordered in writing, viz.:—
1, Description of Drawings.
1, Drawing No. 1.—General plan.
■
„
No. 2.—Longitudinal section.
„
No. 3.—Details of shafts at Falcon-street. No. 3 A ; details of shafts,
,,
No. 4.—Details of shafts.
„
N o. o."
,,
„
„
No. 6.— „
. „
,,
No. 7.—Cross-sections of sewer, &e,
,,
No. 8.—Details of shafts.

- .

2. Extent of Contract.
. 2. The works comprised in this contract consist in the necessary amount of earth and rock
excavation, puddling, shoring, timbering, under-pinning, centering, scaffolding, unwatering, concrete,
brickwork, pipe-laying, carpenter’s work, ironwork (with exception of the materials supplied by
Government, as set forth in clause 131); pitching, paving, ballasting, metalling, masonry, leading surplus
materials to spoil, embankment, &c., required in the construction of the Main Outfall Sewer, North Shore,
in tunnels through rock, as shown on longitudinal section, and as shall be directed, with all gas-checks,
penstocks, junctions, curves, shafts, inlet chambers, pipe-sewers, ventilating shafts, sub-ducts, road
making, <&c., and all other works in connection with those herein enumerated, and the maintenance of the
whole of these works for a period of three months after they have been formally taken over by the
Engineer.
2a. The contractor must include in his Schedule, rates for excavation, the cost of clearing and
forming a temporary roadway from Ernest-street to shaft at 27'5 chains in Cammeray Park; and also the
cost of providing a tramway or roadway from the shaft at 0 chains to Long Bay, for conveying the surplus
materials from this shaft to the Long Bay.
•
3. Site.
3. Access to the site of the works to he had along its centre lines where such are shown to be along
lines of streets, and along all public roads which cross the centre lines of the Main Outfall Sewer, North
Shore.
4. Access to shaft in Cammeray Park will be given along a strip of land from Ernest-sLrecf, and
access to shaft at 0 chains from the Long Bay will also be provided along a strip of land 66 feet wide.
5. For the purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private
ground, when ordered, the contractor to have temporary possession of an ar. a of 24 ft. by 17 ft. over the
mouth of each shaft, unless otherwise directed.
_ 6- All areas of strips of land round mouths of shafts hereinbefore referred to, to be set out by the
Engineer, to whom written application for their temporary possession must be made by the contractor
two weeks prior to the time the said land is required by him.
Such possession, however, not to be exclusive, but subject to the right of entry of the Engineer,
his officers, and other persons, carts and horses, &c., required for any purposes of the Government at any
time,
7. Any other lands required by the contractor for temporarily depositing materials, erecting winding
engines, or for any other purposes in connection with the contract, he will have to procure at his own cost,
in strict accordance with clause 6 of the conditions of contract.
8.
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8. The contractor shall provide and erect all necessary fences, temporary bridges underneath foot
paths and streets, hoarding-barriers, &c,, wherever directed to do so, and all fences, walls, railings, walks, or
streets, metalled, grassed, paved, pitched, or asphalted surfaces, to bo left by the contractor at the com
pletion of tbo works in the same order as they were beforo the commencement of the works, at his sole
cost, in strict accordance with the various stipulations and terms contained in clause 41 of this specifica
tion, and clause 2 of the conditions of contract, to the entire satisfaction of the city municipal authorities
and of the lvngineor-in-Chicf'.
,
4. Lines, Levels, and Seiiing-out Work.
9. The centre line of sewer is shown on general plan, drawing No. 1, by a full line, which will be
marked on the surface of the ground, the same as on plan, as the works proceed.
After setting-out, the centre line of the works is to be preserved solely by reference to the iron
nails, pegs, and other marks and signals which may be placed, fixed, and erected for the purpose of these
works along its centre line.
*
The gradients and levels of the works are to be preserved by reference to any bench-marks which
the Engineer may deem necessary to establish along the lines of works during the progress of the
contract, subject to check and adjustment, as shall be directed, from other bench-marks established beyond
the site of the works.
5. Materials.
10. All materials, as brick, stone, cement, timber, iron, sand, stoneware pipes, clay, lead, &c., which
arc to be supplied by the contractor, are to be of the best quality and description of their respective kinds.
Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained in office ; and on
approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as per sample.
11. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials aro
supplied, or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or
manufacture at'any stage of the same.
12. The contractor to make and provide proper and approved gauges or scales for measuring or
weighing all materials supplied, whether specified to he broken or delivered to special sizes and mixed
together in stated proportions or not.
13. Bricks to be of well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness; to be new,
sound, hard, well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, truly rectangular, with sharp
arrises, of approved dimensions and form; to he specially moulded where required for arching inner
and outer rings of sewers and circular or segmental shafts, and equal to sample brick to ho seen at the
Engineer’s office, and which must be sealed by the contractor and acknowledged as a sample of the bricks
to he used throughout tho works. Bricks used in these works will be subjected to the following tests,
viz.:—
(fi)Tairile strength,—The tensile strength to he tested, in the departmental testing machine, by
laying the brick horizontally on its base of 3 iuches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick and distributed over a width of H inch. Au
average breaking strain of twelve bricks to he taken, which must not be less than 8,000 lb.
(h) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more
than 3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks Fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more impervious to
water than 3 per cent,, then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve
bricks were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing the bricks shall he borne sold? by the
contractor.
H. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of bricks on tho site of Ihe'works for the
contract of a mixed description and quality, the officer in charge shall have the power to require of the
contractor to have those bricks which in his opinion are suitable for the works picked out and stacked
where directed, and those defective or unsuitable removed from the site of the contract; and in the event
of the contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours Irom the time it has
been made, then in all such cases the superintending officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of
the bricks so delivered by the contractor.
_ 15. Stoneware pipes to he of well ground and mixed mat.’vial, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quality, well burnt, sound, bard, uniform in thickness, true in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both inside and outside, free from fire or other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at the Engineer’s Office. Paving
tiles to be of the same materials as the stoneware pipes, to be uniformly glazed on all sides and of
approved size and form.
Pipes to be of the following thicknesses and depth of collar, namely:—■
Pipes, inside diameter, 9 in. thickness, ill in. depth of collar, 2 in.
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All parcels of pipes used in these works will be tested in the departmental testing machine,
and submitted to the following crushing strains applied in the centre, of the pipe
24 inches diameter pipe at 110 lb. per square inch of hearing surface.
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If the Engineer deems it uecessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the whole of
parcel
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parcel from which the pipes were taken, The whole of the expense incurred in testing the pipes shall he
borne solely by the contractor, and all pipes injured or broken by the testing shall be immediately
replaced by sound pipes, subject to the foregoing tests, at contractor’s cost.
16. Slone.—All stone used in the construction of these works for pitchers, or masonry, unless
where otherwise specified, to be sound, solid, hard sandstone of the best description, free from all defects,
and as per sample approved.
.
17. Broken stone for ballast to be sound, solid stone, as specified in clause IS ; to be broken to a
size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring of 4 inches in diameter. Broken stone for
packing round sewer lining, above drains, &<*., to be sound and solid, and obtained from rock excavation,
broken to the same size as ballast.
18. Broken stone for bluestone concrete to be of basalt or other similar hard stone of approved
quality ; to be broken by hand or crushing machine, of a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions
through a ring of I3 inch-in diameter; the whole of the metal to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, &e.; to
be screened through a sieve of meshes £ inch apart, and then to be washed with fresh water until approved,
before it sball be deemed lit and suitable for these works.
10. Sand to be sharp quartz sand, of approved quality, free from all earthy, loamy, clayey matter,
&c., aud washed perfectly clean whenever the Engineer deems it necessary.
20. Cement.—The cement to be used throughout these works to be well packed in strongly-made
casks, to be the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound
condition, fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking, to be free from any
symptoms of staloness, caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion of
same to be used until it has been examined and approved by the Engineer. Samples taken from various
casks (not exceeding six in number), and mixed together from each parcel brought on the works, to be
submitted for testing:—The weight per striked bushel not to he less than 100 lb., and each cask shall
contain not less than 337 lb. weight of cement, exclusive of weight of cask and packing. The specific
gravity not to be less than 3T0. The cement, when passed through a xvirc sieve of 2,500 meshes per
square inch, to leave a residue of not more than 10 per cent.; through a sieve of 5,806 meshes, not more
than 25 per cent.; and through a sieve 14,400 meshes, not more than 40 per cent. The cement when
mixed neat with water, to give a tensile strength of not less than 250 lb. per square inch after three days’
setting in water, 4501b. after seven days, and 5501b. after twenty-eight days. The cement is to be “ slowsetting,” and when gauged with water to a stiff paste must set in a damp atmosphere of between 60° and
90° P., in from one and a half to six and a half hours. Neat cement of the consistency above mentioned
to be made into pats kept in moist air until set, and then immersed in water at a temperature of between
60° and 80° P., and also placed in Faija’s moist-heat and warm-bath apparatus at a temperature of 90° F.,
as to symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation of form or volume. The cement when mixed in
the proportion of one of cement to three of standard sand (washed, dried, and sifted througha sieve of 400,
and retained upon one of 900 meshes per square inch), and about 10 0 per cent, of the total weight of water,
to give a tensile strength of not less than 150 lb. per square inch at seven days, and 230 lb. at twentyeight days, tho briquettes having been kept in a damp atmosphere, put in water twenty-four hours after
they were made, and left in water at a temperature of between 60° and 80° F. The tensile strength will
be ascertained in the departmental testing machine, with the load increasing at the rate of 200 lb. per
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Should the sample
fail in any or all of these tests, or not show a proper progressive increase in strength with age of briquette,
then the Engineer may reject the whole parcel from winch the sample was taken, and the contractor shall
at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works at his own expense ; failing which,
the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor's cost without further notice. Empty casks to be
destroyed, as provided in clause 11 of the general conditions. To facilitafe the gauging of cement
throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic feet, otherwise the
contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for measuring
cement. Cement of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to ihe specified test,
may be permitted to be used in the works, subject to the decision of the Engineer-in-Chief, and provided
that the deficiency in weight is made up in quantity.
21. Mortar.—The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of one part of Portland cement
and of two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 19 and 20, the proportion of each to
be correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to be mixed with fresh water, as may be directed, to
be well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which has become hard or set to be at once
rejected. All mortar to be mixed up on approved sawn timber platforms close to wdiere it is required.
22. Special mortar, composed of one part of cement and one part of sand, and prepared as before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of the work where especially specified and directed.
23. Grout.—The grout to be made of mortar as described in clause 21, to be mixed fluid in tubs
close to where it is required, and to be used fresh,
24. Bluestone Concrete.—The concrete to he used in these works to be composed of one part of
Portland cement, two parts of sand, and four parts of bluestone metal.
25. Special concrete, if required, to bo composed of two parts of Portland cement, three parts of
sand, and seven parts of bluestone metal,
20. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to he used in these works, to be composed of one part of
Portland cement, two parts of sand, and five parts of sandstone (as specified under clause 16) metal, free
from dirt, quarry refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 18), washed, aud of a size to pass with its largest
dimensions through a ring of 2 inches in diameter. All materials to be mixed m the same manner as
hereinafter specified for concrete.
27, All concrete to be prepared close to where it is required on sawn timber plank platform, all
proportions to be correctly ascertained by measurement, the metal to be well washed when put on the
platform aud levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer above the metal, and the cement to be
placed upon tho sand ; after which all materials to he carefully mixed and turned twice over, and then
the whole to he mixed with fresh clean water, and thoroughly turned over twice, aud oftener if required,
until, in the opinion of the Engineer, it shall be well incorporated and fit for the work before it leaves
the platform ; it shall then be at once conveyed to the works as shall be directed, and to be used fresh.
28. If the concrete is made by machinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described, then
to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved of;
to be used fresh.
29.
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29. Puddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in the district within a radius of 5 miles ; to
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water, as sball be directed, until the clay, in the
opinion of the Kngineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity,
_
30. Hardwood timber to be ironbark, blue or red gum, box, or other approved colonial hardwood,
of the best description, sound, straight, free from sap, wanes, shakes, gum veins, cores, or other defects ;
to have clean sharp arrises, and to be of the fullest dimensions shown or specified; in round timber the
diameter given is to be measured at the smallest end, exclusive of barb. _
_
_
31. Wrouqht-iron,—All wroughtdron work to bo of the best description, quality, and workmanship,
with square arrises, aud of the exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. All wrought iron to be
double II or BE Crown brand, and all ironwork, when finished, to be heated and then dipped in or coated
with gas tar.
32. Bluestone road-metal.—The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone
of approved quality; to be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest dimen
sions through a ring 2^ inches in diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, &c.
33. Bluestone.—All bluestone used in the construction of these works for pitchers or masonry to
be of the best description of basaltic bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per
sample approved.
6. General.
31. Earth-borings, have been taken along or close to the main line of sewer, the results of which
are described on drawing No. 2 ; hut no guarantee is given that the ground to be excavated will be free
from subsoil water, or that the proportion of materials will correspond with that shown on longitudinal
section.
35. Diverting surface water and unwatering.—The prices set forth in schedule accompanying
tender for tho works comprised in this contract to cover and include the cost of all materials and labour,
and everything that is necessary for executing the works of every description required for the proper and
effectual deviation of all surface and subsoil drainage from the sites of the works; in constructing
temporary coffer or other dams across the low-lying ground above and below the site of the works, in
diverting said subsoil and surface water, from time to time, as the progress of the contract may require; in
providing and constructing adequate and secure fluming for conducting undisturbedly all freshets across
the site of the works on or near lines of lowest ground; in providing and finding all necessary pumping
apparatus; in keeping all trenches and excavations constantly unwatered, and in preventing any injury to
the same by floods or any other cause.
30. Shoring, Timbering, and Temporary Bridges.—During the excavation for sewers, headings, branch
sewers, and pipe-sewers, in tunnels, for shafts, junctions, gas-check chambers, curves, crossings over or
underneath existing gas, water and sewer pipes, and oval or circular brick sewers, &c., the contractor to
adopt every precaution aud provide all materials, as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, &e., and
labour, and carefully execute and construct, at bis own cost, wherever considered necessary by the
Engineer, and to his entire satisfaction, temporary bridges, underneath lines ol'streets or footpaths, so as
to ensure during the period of the contract, the undisturbed traffic along said streets, &c.; and execute
approved strong and secure shoring and strutting and underpinning where the sewer passes underneath
buildings existing pipes and brick sewers, and insandy or loose soil close timbering, or any other work that
may be required to prevent any buildings over and adjacent to the line of sewer, and all other super
structures, road-surfaces, earth, rock, or other materials at top and sides of excavations from settling,
cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in.
37. As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, temporary bridges, <fcc., shall be withdrawn, except
in cases where, in the opinion of the Engineer, the withdrawing of the same is impracticable, or would
endanger the safety of the works and buildings, existing pipes, sewers, &c., streets, and other surfaces,
over and adjacent to same, when the contractor must obtain an order, signed by the Engineor-in-Chief,
to tho effect that shoring, timbering, &e., may be covered up, with a statement of the quantities, which
shall be measured before being covered up, and paid for at schedule rates.
38. The different materials met with in excavating main outfall sewrer and branches, junctions,
sub-duets, Ac., in tunnel, as hard sandstone or other rock, to be measured and paid for under items
Nos. 1, 2, or 3 of the schedule as “ Tunnel excavation in solid rock,” subject to the conditions contained
iu clauses 52 and 53.
39. The different materials met with in excavating shafts and sumps, as road-metal, wood-paving,
made ground, sand, shale, ironstone, clay, watercharged in places, pipeclay, soft sandstone (water-charged
more or less), sound hard rock, <fcc., to be measured and paid for under items Nos. 4, 5, 6, or 7 of the
schedule as “excavationin shafts and sumps,” subject to the conditions contained in clauses 52 and 53.
40. liemoval of road-metal, pitching, and wood-paving, $c.—Prior to commencing any excavation
for shaft, junctions, branch sewer, &c., in open cutting (in accordance with the various stipulations and
conditions contained in this specification, and in clauses 6 and 11 of the conditions of contract), tho
sites for each work to bo prepared by the removal of all road-metal, ballast, pitching, wood-paving,
concrete, asphalting, flagging, turfing, &c., where such occurs, as shall be directed. The materials so
removed in the first instance to be laid and stacked aside, as the Engineer may direct, in different spoilbanks ; and as the works proceed, the said materials, if approved of, to be used in reinstating the
metalled, pitched, and paved road or other surfaces, as the ease may be, and those not approved of to be
carted away to such places as sball be ordered, and to be paid for as lead,
_
41. All sods, road-metal, pitching, ballast, wood-paving, concrete, <fcc., removed under the conditions
of the two foregoing clauses, and damaged, injured, or otherwise not approved of as fit for relaying,
placing, setting, and fixing in the reformation and reinstatement of the various road and other surfaces,
■ to be replaced by contractor with new, sound, and approved materials of their respective kinds, and there
with to reinstate and maintain, during continuance of contract, the various road and other surfaces, at
his sole cost, as provided in clause 8, in a sound and satisfactory manner, in accordance with clause 11
of the general conditions of contract and to the entire satisfaction of the municipal authorities and of the
Engineer-in-Chief.
If required by the Engineer the contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance,
procure certificates from the municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, &e., in their respective
districts are in a satisfactory condition.
42.
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42. AU soft or loose soil, clay, soft and hard rock, and oilier materials obtained from tunnels, sub
ducts, sumps, sliafts, &c., ii approved of shall, in the first instance, be put aside in separate spoil-banks
beyond the site of the works, subsequently to bo used iu refilling; round and over pipes, and all concrete,
masonry and brickwork, aud into all excavations, as hereinafter specified, and as shall bo directed at the
tjme ; and the surplus not so required shall be cleared away aud removed by the contractor from the sites
of all the works, and from the surfaces, streets, channels, and footpaths surrounding tho same, and
disposed of by the contractor, or carted to such places aa shall be ordered, and paid for as lead.
ihe surplus material from shaft at 0 chains is to be conveved to the Long Bay, and deposited and
spread below high-water mark, as shall be directed, and paid for under Schedule Item iS'o. 29.
43. Areas at ‘mouth of shafts.—It is to he distinctly understood that when sinking shafts on lines
of streets, ami, when ordered, on private ground, &c., the materials excavated and raised, on their arrival
at level of staging above mouth oi shaft, arc to be at once removed from off tho streets or other surfaces,
as the case may bo; and when building material, <&c., arc to be conveyed through shafts to the tunnel
works, that all such materials on arrival at mouth of shafts must be at once conveyed to the works
underground, as permission cannot be given to contractor to disturb and impede the usual traffic in tho
streets, or the usual occupation of the ground by tho owners, as the case may be, beyond the possession
for the time of an area not exceeding 21 ft. x 17 ft., or less if ordered, over tho mouth of each shaft-,
unless where otherwise determined aud directed by the Engineer-in-Chief during tho progress of the
contract.
41. Diversion of sewai/e of existing sewers during the construction of ihe works.—During the
construction of the works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing and new sewers, and
until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor to provide all materials and labour and
everything that may be necessary; and execute all the works of every description required to prevent
(uul be solely responsible for) all damage aud injury which may occur to private property or to the
existing or new works by floods, flooding with sewage, choking and bursting of sewers in consequence of
insufficient and inadequate pumping apparatus, tanks, dams, fluming, &c., or any other cause; and erect
and construct suitable tanks, pumps, watertight temporary dams across existing sewers, above and below
points of intersection, and watertight, adequate, and secure fluming, for the purpose of conveying
constantly the whole of the sewago which may flow in said sewers at any time across said points of inter
section, at his sole cost, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief.
45. Measureme.nt of excavation, refilling, and spoil.—The excavation throughout these works to he
measured thejnet dimensions oniy of the various eross-sections shown on drawings, or determined at tho
time by the Engineer, and, where timbering has been ordered, the net dimensions only to the outside of
said timbering. All refilling of above described excavations to he measured the net dimensions of same,
less the actual not displacement of the permanent works. The whole of the surplus materials to bo
measured the actual net excavation less the actual net refilling as ascertained in accordance with the
foregoing stipulations.
"
7. Main Outfall Sewer, North Shore, in Tunnels, through Dock, Sjc.
46. Tho works comprised under the main outfall sewer, Tforth Shore, in tunnels, through rock,
&c., consist iu the whole of tho works of this contract as enumerated in clause 2, and as shown on drawings,
and any details which the engineer may provide during the progress of tho contract.
47. The internal dimensions of the main outfall sewer are—
Erom 0 chains to 50 chains
...............
4 ft, x 3 ft.
'
>j Sfi
»
1 mile 25'20 chains ...
4 ft, x 2 ft. S in.
48. The excavation in tunnels, requiring shoring, timbering, and close timbering, the same is to be
executed as specified in clause 36, and the unwatering is to be executed as specified in clauses 35, 44,
and 60.
.
The cross-sections of sewer in tunnels to he as shown on drawings No. 7, to vary in tho
quantities and thicknesses ot brick and concrete work according to tho depths, nature, and solidity of tho
ground^ancl ^position under streets, &c., as shall be directed during the progress of the works.
50. The excavations for the works enumerated in clause 46, to be executed to the various depths,
level, or inclined planes, gradients, steps, widths, hatters, slopes, curves, longitudinal aud cross-sections,
Ac., as shown on drawings, and any details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of tho
contract, and to such lesser or greater depths and widths as the Engineer-in-Chief shall direct and approve
of from time to time during the progress of the works,
51. 'Wherever the solidity of the ground permits it, the excavation to be taken out with vertical or
curved sides, as tlic case may he, the net dimensions only of tho various cross-sections of the works, as
shown on drawings and ordered.
n i2’,'ccnuflon-—‘ill cases at excavations of open trench, and shafts, where rock occurs, and
blasting may faeilhate such excavations, and i n tunnels through rock,the contractor to use every precaution
and carry on such operations with such limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as
will loosen the rock without shattering the same, and to employ all necessary means, as temporary bridges,
staging, chains, rope-nets, fagots, or mats, Ac., to prevent effectually and thoroughly all stories and
fragments of same, or other materials from being shot or thrown out of said trench, tunnel, and shalfc
excavations, as lie shall be held solely responsible for any accident, damage, and injury resulting from such
blasting to any persons, works, or buildings, over the lino of sower or in the neighbourhood of same, Ac.,
and^as provided in clause 11 of the conditions of contract under the heading “Liability for Accidents,
Ac.
Bkisting will not in any case be allowed between the hours of 10 p m. and 6 a.m,, nor after 1 p.m.
on Saturdays, except by tho written authority of the Engineer; every hole drilled for blasting
purposes will bo measured by an inspector, and charged under his supervision, and the work shall be
carried on under such further regulations, in conformity with paragraph 7 of clause 14 of the general
conditions, as the Engineer may make and shall consider nccessarv as the contract proceeds.
+t
*1^' ^\S reTnrtlH ll’p charges of powder required on the various portions of this contract to loosen
the rock without shattering the same, and in order to minimise as much as possible the risk of injuring
or damaging buildings over or in the neighbourhood of the line of sewer ; it is to bo distinctly understood
that only powder, or other explosives, of approved quality shall be used, and, when ordered in writing,
by the Engineer, in charges of powder not exceeding.2 inches in length by If inch in diameter, and not
exceeding 4 inches in length by ] f inch in diameter respectively. If other explosives are permitted to be
nsect; the quantity and weight of such explosives relatively to powder to be carefully ascertained by the
Engineer, and the respective charges made equivalent to those used in the case of powder.
51,
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54i. The schedule of quantities and prices provides for 'the cieavation of this contract being
executed as follows, viz.
“Tunnel excavation in solid rocli,” subdivided under items—“Hard rock excavation, where
gadding only is permitted/’ “ Hard rock excavation, where blasting is permitted with charges of powder
not exceeding 2 inches in length and 1|- inch in diameter.” “ Hard rock excavation, where blasting is
permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 4 inches in length, and 1J inch in diameter.”
Excavation in shafts and sumps, subdivided under items—“Hard rock excavation, where gadding
only is permitted.” “ Hard rock excavation, where blasting is permitted, with charges of powder not
exceeding 2 inches in length, and
inch in diameter.” “Hard rock excavation, where blasting is per
mitted with charges of powder not exceeding 4 inches in length and
inch in diameter,” and “excavation
in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipe-clay, soft rock only.”
55. Ho guarantee is given as to the relative quantities of excavation which maybe found under the
nbovenamed items of the schedule in the execution of the work, and they shall ho paid for as they occur.
The contractor shall not he entitled to claim any compensation for loss or damage in consequence of any
alteration, change, increase, decrease, or omission, as the Engineer may order in writing, of any of the
respective quantities under the abovenamed items beyond the actual respective rates per cubic yard
named in the schedule of quantities and prices for such excavation “in solid rock,” with 2 in. or 4. in.
charges of powder or no explosives respectively.
56. The excavations for sewer, branches, <fec., as before described, may therefore vary from those
shown on drawings, but the exact cross-sections will ho determined by the Engineer as the works
proceed.
57. A heading of 4 ft. x 3/ti, exclmive of Umbering, to he driven for all lines of pipes. Tho
timbering to be executed as specified in clause 36. In good hearing material, all pipes to be laid on solid
ground, as hereinafter specified, after which the open trench or heading, ns the case may he, to bo filled
in with approved earth, as specified in clause 66. In less solid soil, where ordered, tho pipes are to he
laid and jointed on a layer of concrete 6 inches thick, and then to he surrounded with a concrete relieving
arch 9 inches thick, as shown on general cross-section, drawing Ho. 7.
53, The excavation for tunnels is assumed to be snudstone rock, varying in hardness and solidity,
and less compact material. In strong compact rock, 41- inches concrete and brick lining will be requisite,
and, as the materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick and concrete lining, as
shall be determined by the Engineer as the heading proceeds, may he required.
59. The excavations for the tunnels in rock, to be taken out to the exact form of the tunnel,
leaving just room for the lining ordered. Great care to he taken in gadding or in blasting the rock, so
that no portion of the sides, soffit, or invert of tunnel be removed beyond the exact dimensions determined
on. In no case shall tho excavation be taken out in advance of the brick and eoneveto lining in excess
of internal dimensions of sewer, until tho thickness of the lining of the succeeding length lias been
determined by the Engineer.
60. All water which, during the progress of the work, may accumulate in these excavations to ho
properly,effectually, and continually pumped out, aud llic whole to he kept dry until after the completion,
setting, and hardening of all brick and concrete work; and tho greatest care to he taken to prevent
running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work until it las set perfectly hard ; anv
concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must ho taken up at once, and replacs d
by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing at contractor’s expense.
61. Great care to be taken while timbering that no portion of end faces, sides, door, roof, or front
faces of excavation in tunnel, or open trench, as the case may he, he removed, nr fall in, beyond the exact
dimensions determined on; and the contractor to provide and execute at his own cost whatever may bo
required to prevent such removal or falling in of the excavation, and the wet or dry material surrounding
tho timbering from being shaken, running, or forced through tho joints of the poling-boards and open spaces
between the wedges which Steep the poling-boards in position; and to provide and have constantly in
readiness, close to where they are required, all appliances aud materials such as straw, bags, asphalled
felt, tarred gasket, puddle, <£c., aud with the same carefully and securely close up and pack against tho
outside of the timbering, all such joints and open spaces wherever they occur; and caulk open joints if m
directed; aud attend to, execute, and maintain the said timbering till completion of the sewer works to
tho entire Satisfaction of the Engineer-ju-Chief.
62. In advancing tho end faces of excavation in tunnel, particular precaution to he taken by the
contractor that such advance is made in a careful, secure, and safe manner, by'means of shoring, planking,
poling-boards, props, and wedges, together with all packing and caulking materials.
63. In withdrawing limbering from shafts, the same shall he commenced from bottom of excavation,
eras the Engineer may direct, from lowest practicable portion of same, and continued upwards; the
contractor to exercise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, plunking, props, &c., and the
filling in around and above sewer to ho carried on simultaneously with tho withdrawing of the limbering.
61. Throughout the excavation and timbering of tunnels aud shafts, tho contractor to take all due
precaution against accidents,
during tho progress of tho works, whether arising from insufficient
strength of timbering, bad workmanship, breakage of machinery, and plant, inefficient caulking or packing
of open joints and spaces, flood, or any cause whatsoever, as he shall he held solely responsible for
nil damage, injury, or loss that may be occasioned during the progress of the works to the buildings,
bridges, railways, tramways, streets, and other surfrees, above and adjacent to the excavations, to pereons
employed by the contractor, by Government, or otherwise, and to his ov. n or other works; and the cost of
all such damage, injury, and loss, shall he valued at the time by the Engineer-in-Chief (whose decision
shall be held final and binding on tho contractor), and shall be deducted from any money or security
held by the Government, and due to the contractor on account of his contract.
(•5. If the contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation as ordered, in consequence of
injudicious timbering, gadding, blasting, slips, falling in of sides of excavation, or any other cause, which
iu the opinion of the Engineer should have been prevented by careful gadding, blasting, limbering, pumping
out water, diversion of water, or by any other means, then the contractor shall remove such extra
excavation, and make good and fill in same with concrete described in clause 26, at bis role cost, the
aclual cubic contents only of the excavation and of the concrete work or brickwork shown on drawings,
and ordered for each special length of sewer, shall be paid for.
66.
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66. If, under the written authority of the Engineer, any portion of the excavation in tunnel had
been enlarged or widened out for timbering or other purposes named in such instructions, then the

contractor shall fill in such excess of excavation with concrete or brickwork in the manner herein described,
and the extra excavations, concrete, or brickwork so built in, sball be paid for at schedule rates.
67. In all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel is
ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after the length of tunnel iu question has been excavated to
the profile ordered in the first instance, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be paid for at schedule
rate. If such extra excavation, in the opinion of the Engineer, shall require special timbering and
shoring, the same shall be dealt with in strict accordance with clause 36.
68. No concrete or brickwork shall be commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel
to be operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer has examined and approved of
same.
69. Filling.—The materials obtained from all excavations to be dealt with as specified in clause 43.
The most approved materials, as shall be directed, to be used in filling in the spaces between sides of concrete
work of sewer, brick, and pipe-shafts, &c,, in level layers, spread 6 inches thick, each layer to be rammed
and watered, if directed, until approved of, before tho succeeding layer is put on. This filling to be
earned up to a height of not less than 5 feet above top of sewer; and the filling from this level round
ventilating shafts up to surface of ground, to he carried up in level layers, spread 9 inches in thickness,
each layer to be rammed and watered, when directed, until approved, before the succeeding layer is put
on. The spaces between the excavation (poling-boards) aud the brickwork or concrete of sewer in
tunnels, to be filled in, unless where this is directed to be done with concrete, with hand-packed broken
stone, as specified in clause 17, or other approved materials, in G-inch layers, each layer to bo well rammed
until approved, before the next layer is put on. The filling and packing to be carried ou simultaneously
witb, and as the construction of sewer, brick, and pipe-shaft, <fcc., proceeds, and as the Engineer may
direct at the time. Only iron-shod rammers of not less than 10 lb. weight, of approved pattern, to bo
used, and one man to be employed in ramming to each man to be employed in filling.
70. Maintenance of Streets—Ihe contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, &c.,
where the streets, roads, Ac., have been broken up or injured during the progress of the work, during the
period of the contract time, and afterwards during the period of maintenance, aud shall from time to time
make good any sinkings in the surface, and shall provide any additional metal, ballast, or other material
that may be necessary during these periods, in accordance with clauses 8 and 41.
71. jS^a/Us-Shafts are to be sunk at tho various sites shown on longitudinal section and on
general plan, drawings Nos. L and 2, or, in lieu of those shown onjp]an,at such other sites as the Engineer
from time to time may determine. Wherever shafts are ordered, they are to he sunk truly plumb, and
of the full dimensions, 24 ft. x 17 ft. sectional area (or of such other sizes as may be ordered at the time),
clear of timbering; the latter to be provided aud fixed wherever considered necessary by the Engineer, in
strict accordance with clause 36. On completion of concrete, brickwork, &c., in shafts, the spaces between
the rock, and earthsidcs and outer face of brickwork or concrete to be filled in in 9-inch lavers, well
rammed (and wateredwliere directed) with materials provided for in clause 42, great care being taken in
lowering the materials to the bottom of each respective layer, so that stones do not fall on top or against
sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining, that stones are put in in alternate layers with the earth or
clay, and that at least 12 inches of earth he placed nearest and round the brick or concrete lining of pipeshafts, well rammed.
_ 72. Shafts not required as manholes or ventilators, but ordered by the Engineer, to have, on com
pletion of contract, or when directed, all timber withdrawn; and they are at the same time to be carefully
filled in as specified in clause 69, with material provided for in clause 42, the first 5 feet over sewer with
specially selected and approved materials. The sinking, filling in, &e., of such shafts to bo paid for at
schedule rates.
73. Temporary Shafts.—If the contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary
shafts, they are to be sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to be filled in, as specified
in clause 72, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, Ac., and of
filling in, withdrawing, or covering up timber of such shafts, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk of the dimensions specified, or directed, clear of timber.
74. All shafts, temporary, or permanent, to be provided and fitted during their construction and
completion, or during the progress of the contract, if deemed necessary by the Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of the working
maximum strain, with cages and such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, Ac., as shall be
directed and approved of by the Engineer.
75. Sumps.—Sumps are to be sunk at the bottom of every shaft, 6 feet dee]) below invert of sub
ducts, and on completion of the works to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause 26. Where shafts
are ordered to be sunk, tho cost of sinking sump-holes and filling same in with concrete to he paid for at
schedule'rates, and the removal of the excavated material to be paid for as lead.
Any other sumps which the contractor may think fit to sink on line of sewer trenches for his own
convenience during the construction of these works, are to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause
26, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in with concrete and removing the materials,
Ac., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
76. Sub-ducts.—Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided ou, along lines of tunnels, commencing
on each length midway, or thereabouts, between the working shafts or faces, 33 inches below invert of
sewer, branches, Ac., or as shall be directed at the time, and having a fall towards each working shaft of
such gradients as may be determined at the time, after ihe thickness of sewer-lining required for each length
between
.
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between sliafts or faces has been ascertained and ordered. Sub-ducts of 9 inches, or of a greater or less
internal diameter, if directed, to be laid immediately underneath the timber floor of tunnel or open trench,
or at sides of sewer, in hardwood hoses varying in size and dimensions as shown on drawing No.7. Said
boxes to be laid straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes to be laid therein, upon, and
surrounded by sandstone clippings and quarry refuse. Dry stone packing to be put over pipes, as specified
in clause 17.
’
77. In solid compact rock, the sub-duct to he excavated true to cross-section, drawing No. 7, of
not less than 9 in. x 7 in. internal dimensions, to bo covered witb 12 in. x 6 in. x 2 in. paving tiles, laid
dry on rock faces prepared and dressed for the purpose. The filling above tiles up to concrete lining of
invert of sewer to be executed with dry stones, 4-inch gauge, band-packed, carefully rammed, and as shall
bo directed,
78. In disintegrated rock the excavation for sub-duct to be executed as shown on cross-sections,
drawing No. 7, and as shall be directed, and the sub-duct to consist of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet
pipes of 9 inches internal diameter, more or less, as the case may be. The pipes to be jointed dry, and the
iilljng above same up to underside of sower, to.be of dry stone, hand-packed, as above described. The
Engineer may also, if be deems it necessary, order the pipes to be jointed altogether, or in part with
tarred gasket,
inch deep, and cement mortar, If inch deep. The mortar to be prepared or one part
cement to two parts of sand.

Mock-boring Machines and Progress of Excavation.
79. The excavation of the various tunnels to be commenced from not less than twenty-three
different faces simultaneously within nine months, unless otherwise directed, after the date the contract
has been signed, to be carried on and continued without interruption, by day and night shifts, unless
otherwise directed, as specified in clause 51, and to be completed in the most careful and accurate manner.
All rock in tunnels to be taken out as specified in clauses 52 and 53, and where blasting is permitted, by
means of compressed air, percussive, or other rock-drill, aud blowing machines with ventilating fans, Ac.,
complete, of approved pattern and manufacture, capable of excavating at each working faco not less than
12 feet length of tunnel during every working week, and of removing the foul air iu one minute imme
diately after blasting at each working face. If required, all charges to be fired by means of electric fuse.
80. The excavation of shafts, where sunk in rock, to be executed in the same manner as specified
for tunnels in clauses 52 and 53, and by means of the same appliances and machines as those specified to
be used at the driving of the tunnels.
81. The whole of the tunnel excavation, witb sub-duets, shafts, sump-holes, <fcc., to be carried on
as hereinbefore specified, in a manner that the total average progress made at all working faces during
every day of twenty-four hours, shall not be less than 40 feet length of tunnel excavation complete.
82. Existing Gas, Water, or Sewer Pipes, and Sewers.—During the excavation aud construction
of these works, the contractor is to take every precaution to prevent damage or injury to existing gas,
water, or sewer pipes, and sewers. Such pipes and sewers on being met with at sides, over, or crossing
tho excavations of these works, to be carefully and securely protected and supported, as the case may
require, by chains, timbering, strutting, and underpinning, &e., to prevent said pipes or sewers from
being shaken, bent, or broken, and the contractor to provide all materials, plant, and labour required for
said timbering, strutting, and underpinning, &c., and maintain the same at his sole cost, until, in the
opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of excavation and the general progress of the works render further
precaution unnecessary. All damage to existing water, gas, or sewer pipes and sewers, to be repaired at
once by contractor at his own cost, to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
Sewer.
83. As the cross-section area of each respective length of tunnel has been determined, excavated,
cleaned, and approved, and after the cross-section and depth of trench for each respective length of sewer
has been excavated, cleaned, and approved, tho egg-shaped sewers, &c., of the internal dimensions speci
fied in clause 40, to be built therein with such pipes and with such concrete and brick-lining, and backing,
and walls round pipe-sewers, and of such thickness, ns shown on the various drawings referring to each
respective length of sewer, and as shall be determined by the Engineer whenever the excavation of sewer
in tunnel has advanced sufficiently to enable him to do so.
^
_
84. In very ^wet ground and under buildings the lining of tunnel to be executed of an extra
thickness, and in brickwork only with concrete backing where required right up to timbering or rock, as the
case may be, as sball bo directed.
85. In dry and compact roek excavation the conerefe lining to be filled in solid between internal
surfaces of sewer (less |-inch space required for cement rendering) and of tunnel.
86. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to be built of a thickness,
form, and width as shall be directed at the time of occurrence. Under temporary shafts excavated by
contractor for his own convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to be at the contractor’s cost.
_ 87. The thickness and description of the lining, whether concrete only, of brir-k and concrete, or
of brick only, required for the different portions of tunnels depends upon the nature of the ground
through which they are driven, and shall be determined by the Engineer as the excavation of external
crots-scction of sewer for each respective length of tunnel advances.
88. Three gas-check chambers, two junction chambers, eleven shaft-chambers for ventilating shafts,
one shaft-chamber for ventilating pipe-shafts, eleven ventilating shafts, one ventilating pipe-shaft, six
inlet chambers at head of drop pipes, where ordered, spaced as shown on longitudinal section aud ftenoral
plan, and as shall be directed, to he built in connection with these lengths of sewer of concrete, brickwork,
freestone, bluestone, stoneware pipes. &e., of the exact sizes, heights, shapes, forms, curves, and dimensions
as shown on drawings. All brick shafts to be built, unless where otherwise directed, of 9-inch and 14-iuch'
brickwork and bluestone concrete, with four vertical or battered corners, as the case may be, and curved
sides between same, with freestone caps at tops, pierced and prepared for seat of cast-iron frames of
ventilating grates, <fcc,
89.
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89. Junctions for braueli pipe-sewerS) as shown on drawings, to be constructed in concrete, where
ordered, to enter the sewers at such level above the invert, with such radius and longitudinal fall as
shown, or as shall be determined at the time. All inlet openings of branch and intercepting sewers,
unless otherwise directed, to be securely closed for the time being witb earthenware, cast-iron, or other
covers, set in cement mortar all round, or as sball be directed, and left water-tight.
90. Cast-iron, flanged, circular, or otherwise straight, junction, hent, plain, and faucet and spigot
pipes, or other castings, sluice gates, wrought-iron ladders, gratings, &e., gas-check frames, man-hole
covers, saddles, stop-hoard grooves, &c., to be walled and built in, as shown on drawings, at points of
intersection, branch junctions, gas-check or other chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, where ordered, &c,
91. Step-irons to be built into fide walls of shafts, and anchor bolts for fixing wrought-iron
ladders, gratings, and east-iron frame for gas-check, to be built in as shall be directed. Trapped junction
blocks to be built in where ordered and directed. Permanent putlog boles in shapes of reveals, for tem
porary staging, are to be left in walls of gas-check, shaft-chambers, and shafts whore directed ; and, in all
cases, unless othervvise ordered, the reveals are to be built round of the same thickness of brick or con
crete, as shown on walls of shafts or chambers at the places referred to. Putlog holes to be included in
the schedule price for brickwork. Stop-board grooves to be formed in concrete, and cement faced, as
shall be directed.
92. In the event of it being deemed necessary by the Engineer during the progress of the works
(see clause 10 of the Special conditions) to omit, alter, or change any of the shafts, chambers, arches, pipe
shafts, and other works connected therewith, and construct and carry out other works of different design
and construction instead, or fewer, or additional shafts, chambers, arches, pipe shafts, &c., where ordered
iu any situation in connection with these works, then Use contractor shall be bound to omit or carry out, as
tho case may be, and execute any such works with the materials aud workmanship so required at the
various schedule rates referring to such items of works, and as shall be directed and specified hereinafter.
Concrete Works.
93. The concrete to be used in foundations of sewer, and in arching and building round stoneware
pipes, packing over brick arch in tunnels, where ordered, and in sumps, to be of sandstone concrete of the
quality specified in clause 26. The concrete to be used for all other works in sewers, junctions, chambers,
shafts, manholes, &c., unless where otherwise directed, to be bluestone concrete of the quality specified
iu clause 24.
91. The contractor to find, provide, and make at his own cost, all concrete boxes, centres, staging,
shoring, planking, &c., of the exact forms, shapes, curves, &c., required, in a proper, secure, and sub
stantial manner, due allowance being made for f-inch thick cement facing overall internal exposed surfaces
of concrete work ; and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can easily be with
drawn, except where otherwise directed. The designs for centering, concrete boxes, Ac., aro to be
approved by and to the entire satisfaction of the I'higineer. After completion of any portion of the
conciete or brickwork, the concrete boxes and the centering, as the case may be, shall not bo removed
until the Engineer or his Superintending Officer has given written permission to that effect,
95. Tho concrete, after it has been approved of, to be conveyed to the work as may be directed,
and as shall be approved of, and tipped into same and upon the surface of each layer from a height not
exceeding 18 inches. Commencing at each part of the work at lowest level of excavation, the concrete to
be brought up in horizontal and even layers, and on lines of sewer, branch and pipe sowers, junctions,
gas-cheek and shaft chambers, inspecting chambers, Ac., unless where otherwise directed, in even layers
parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works; each layer, when spread, to be 9 inches thick
throughout before ramming, and, after spreading, to be quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved
of, and then allowed time to set before the succeeding layer is put on.
96. After the concrete has been carried up to the level of springing, all concrete arches to be
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in radiating
parallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengths as specified iu clause 107, as
shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described, and, where the arch is thicker than 9 inches,
the lower layer to be always completed throughout, 12 inches iu advance of the upper succeeding layer,
and then allowed time to set and harden before the succeeding layer is put on.
97. After completion of the brick closing-arch, all bluestone concrete work above springing of
same, at sides of arch, in manhole chambers, gas-check chambers, shafts, Ac., to be canted up in the same
manner as specified in clause 95, and of exact dimensions, curves, aud thicknesses, Ac., as shown on
drawings,
98. Xo portion of the concrete work described in the previous clauses (unless otherwise directed
in writing) to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined aud approved of by the
Engineer. Any leakage that may appear in each layer to be carefully attended to and be made good and
repaired at the time, as sball be approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
99. All end faces of layers of concrete to bo stepped back at each respective length of sewer or
other work, as shall be directed, to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to he grouted
prior to each layer of tbo adjoining length being commenced and joined on to the samp.
100. After the lower layer has set to the satisfaction of the Engineer, its top surface to be carefully
washed until approved, and then to he grouted all over prior to each succeeding layer of concrete being
put on.
101. .In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in anticipation of
rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the work
may be raised at ihe time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of the surface with cement gront.
102. Iu all cuscs where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete, the said layer shall not
be continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower and the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then grouted with cement grout.
10'J. At the sites of all gas-check and sluice-gate frames, cast-iron manhole covers over stop-hoards,
branch junctions, and aH circular or bent pipes, covers, Ac., after the concrete has been built: lo the exact
height aud gradient, (leaving sufficient space for jointing), the whole of the cast-iron work, after having
been washed clean with fresh water, is to he truly laid and jointed or set perfectly plumb or otherwise, as
the case may be, and as sball be directed, in the exact positions, lines, and gradients, on fillets of mortar;
and
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and as the concrete rises against and around the castings, leaving a space of not less than i- inch all round
between the concrete and Ihe iron, this space round the invert, or underneath bottom of plates, as the case
may be, to be filled in with special grout, or mortar, as shall be directed at the time, whilst above the
springing line the outer surface of the castings to be grouted with special grout, and then to be covered
with a coat of special mortar, -J- inch thick, before the concrete is built on to aud around said pipes, castings
and frames.
.lOi. -All anchor-bolls in connection with cast-iron frames to be placed in the exact positions
required, to be washed clean, wetlcd, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each case beforo
the concrete is built round same.
105, All stoneware pipes, where they are shown to bo, or ordered to be, surrounded with concrete,
to be clean washed with fresh water, to be truly laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients on fillets
of mortar, and to be grouted all round with special grout as the concrete is being built all round same,
106, On completion of concrete work, and after the boxes and- centering have been removed, the
outer faces shall present compact, solid, even, plain surfaces. All faulty portions,cavities, holes, or other
defects shall be at once repaired by the contractor, at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as tbo
case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. The centering shall not be removed until the
Superintending Officer has given written authority to ihat effect.
107, The concrete and brickwork of sewer in tunnel to be commenced, in accordance with clause
70, in the different lengths of tunnels, and lo he carried on in each from each end simultaneously, in not
less than three continuous lengths of 10 ft. 0 in. each—that is lo say, when tho arching of the first 16 ft.
C in. commences the next 10 ft. 6 in, length must be in progress from height of invert up to the springing
of arch, the third 16 ft. 6 in. length must bo in progress between floor of tunnel and level of invert of
sewer, and hi the fourth 16 ft. 6 iu. length the excavation and timbering of tunnel must at this time bo
completed and ready to receive concrete foundation of sower.
10S. When a length of arch is completed the same must be protected from tho influences of the
weather and sun by bags, or other approved means, aud kept constantly moist until it has been examined
and ordered to be covered up.
■
109. Tho whole of the concrete work of branch, pipe-sewers, including all ventilating shafts,
chambers, gas-check chambers, junctions, &c., to be completed in strict accordance with specification and
drawings, and of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions shown thereon, and as shall be directed.
Srickivorlc.
110. The brickwork required in lining tunnels, branch sewera, sewers in open trenches, and shaft’,
to consist of the materials and mortar described under clauses 13,19, 20, and 21. All circular work and
arches of shafts, or elscwero, to be built of radiating bricks, unless otherwise directed. All bricks to be
thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water for not less than five minutes, immediately before being used. All
work to bo built with whole bricks, and all walls in English bond, with i-inch joints, iu alternate courses
of headers and stretchers, each brick to break joint with the one above and underneath, and to bo set full
and rubbed in cement mortar. Every course to be carefully and thoroughly grouted, and well wetted
before the succeeding course is put on. All work, wherever directed, to be finished on all outside and
inside faces with a neatly struck joint. The brickwork of tunnel lining, branch sewers, sowers in open
trenches, &c., to be of the thickness, dimensions, curves, and gradient shown on longitudinal and erossscetions, and as shall be determined aud directed from time to time by the Engineer as each different por
tion of tunnel or open trench excavation becomes ready for concrete or brick lining. AVherever brick
lining for sewer is ordered, it sball be built in radiating courses in 4j-in. rings, each brick to bo set full,
and rubbed iu cement mortar, with joints not exceeding {• inch in thickness, in approved bond, the bricks
of each course to break joint over the centre of those of the adjoining course. Where tho brickwork
consists of two or more rings, said rings to be built simultaneously, the lower ring to be always completed
throughout df- inches in advance of the upper succeeding layer of each ring of brickwork, to be carefully
and thoroughly wetted and grouted, and then covered with a coat of cement mortar, collar-joint 4 inch
thick, to ensure the thorough bonding of the joints aud the different rings of brickwork. At completing
any length of brick lining, the courses at end of same to bo stepped back as shall be directed, and the
end faco of each ring or course to be well wetted and then grouted prior to each ring of. the succeeding
lenglh being commenced.
111. The brickwork of sewer in tunnels to be carried on in conformity with clause 107, and in such
a manner that when the arching-in of one length of 16 ft. G in. commences the lining of invert of the next
10 ft. G in. length must commence at the same time, and as the arching-in of one length is completed tho
adjoining length must be completed up to springing of arch.
112. Wherever concrete is to be built on to and against brickwork, or brickwork on to and against
concrete, the latter in each case to be well wetted and grouted, and then to bo covered with a coat of
cement mortar, collar joint i inch thick, before the concrete or brickwork is built against it.
113. Prior to commencing any concrete or brickwork which has to be built on to and against rock
faces, all shaken and loose rock to be removed, all rock surfaces to be well cleaned, washed, and wetted,
and all beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete or brickwork and rock faces to be carefully filled in
with cement mortar, and flushed and grouted every course ns the brickwork proceeds; and the cost of
thus preparing rock faces, washing, grontipg, flushing, &c., to be included in, and covered by, the Schedule
price per cube yard for the concrete and brickwork heroin referred to.
114. Cement Coal Infj,—The whole of the internal and external surfaces of sewers, man-holes,
chambers, Ac., where such is shown on plans, and whore directed, to be protected by a cement coatiug, to
be put on in two thicknesses, consisting of mortar of one part of cement to two parts of clean sharp sand.
The coating throughout, when finished, to be inch in thickness.
, 115. Pyrmont Sandstone.—Pyrmont sandstone ashlar of the quality specified in clause 16 to be
provided for fop courses of all ventilating shafts, or where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works, to be worked, pierced, dressed, picked to the exact sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes
as shown on drawings or as may be directed, to be set full upon and in cement mortar, aud to be finished,
when directed, with a neatly cut and struck joint.
Bluestone
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116. Bluedone Ashlar.—Bluestone ashlar, of the quality specified in clause 33, to be provided in.
blocks or otherwise, when ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be worked,
pierced, grooved, picked, axed, and dressed to the exact sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes, as shall be
shown on detail drawings, or as may be directed ; to be washed clean and well wetted before setting,
and to be set in the exact positions required, truiy level, full upon and in cement mortar, and as may be
directed at the time, after which all joints between stones, and between stones and concrete, to be filled
in with grout. All joints to be % inch wide, to he carefully raked out £ inch deep, and filled in solid
with special mortar, neatly pointed, finished flush with exposed faces of stones.
117. Bluestwe Pitching.—Contractor to provide and find, where ordered, squared bluestone pitchers
S) inches deep throughout, no stone to he less than 0 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but to be larger and longer, curved
and radiating, as shall be directed, to be worked, fitted, and set in sand, one ring round all man-hole covers,
with 4-inch joints between pitchers and cast-iron frames, as ordered.
Pipe-sewers.
118. After the foundation layer of concrete has been filled in or the ground excavated, as the case
may be, to the exact depths, levels, and gradients (leaving sufficient room for jointing), glazed stoneware
pipes of the quality specified in clause 15, and of the required diameter, to be laid thereon, along such
lines, curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plan and longitudinal section, as may be ordered at the
time, true, straight, and solid (for all vertical branch pipe-sewers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to
be set true, straight, and plumb), and to be jointed, viz.;—
119. The (i-iuch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1£
inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and
special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 10-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ ifdeep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pi|ie; the 12-inch pipes
witli tarred gasket -| inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of
pipe ; the 16-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch
deep within socket of pipe ; the 16-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and special
cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 13-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep
after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 24-inch pipes with
tarred gasket £ inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep within socket of pipe,
120. After the tarred gasket has been placed in position and set tight round the pipe, and after
the joint above has been cleaned and wetted, stiff cement mortar to be packed in solid, splayed off outside
and finished with a carefully struck and cut joint, after which the inner joints between two pipes to be
likewise carefully filled with cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off os a finish. Bach pipe length
when thus finished to bo carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added.
121. All spigot and faucet vertical cast-iron 9-'nch and 12-inch diameter ventilating and sowerpipes to be jointed with well caulked f-inch-diameter A'ew Zealand flax spun-yaru and soft pig lead. The
spun-yarn to be tightly laid round spigot-end, so as to fill the socket of 9-inch pipe to a depth of 3 inches,
and the 12-inch pipe, to a depth of 3£ inches, after setting up, leaving for the lead jointa depth of If inch
all round for the 9-inch pipe, and a depth of It inch ait round for the 12-inch pipe ; the lead joint to be
made vvith one running, and when cold to bo set up with proper setting irons to one smooth even plain
surface all round the pipe and £ inch within socket of same.
8. Power to get Bricks elsewhere, or substitute Concrete.
122. Should the contractor, at the commencement or during the progress of the contract, at anv
time fail to provide the specified bricks in any or in sneli quantities as in the opinion of the Engineer shall
be deemed necessary to ensure the progress of the works as stipulated in clauses Xos. 107, 111, and 128,
then in all such cases the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same fiom any other sources, and
all additional costs and charges thereby occasioned over and above the contract pricc-i for brickwork shall
he incurred solely by the contractor, who shall only be paid for the net quantity of brickwork actually
ordered at schedule rates, loss the cost of the brii ks so delivered on the works by the Engineer; and the
contractor shall'have no claim for loss, damage, or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
1 23. In the event of the specified bricks not being provided by the contractor, and not being pro
curable by the Engineer from other sources, at any time they are required in tho construction of the
works, then in all such cases the Engineer shall have the pmver, whenever he innj' deem it practicable and
suitable to do so, to substitute concrete instead, as desetibed in clauses Nos. 2t and 26, excepting in the
case of the 4f-inch brick-lining to intrados of sewer, wherever such are shown on the drawings, which
must be adhered to ; and the contractor shall have no claim for loss, damage, or compensation, on account
of the exercise of such power by the Engineer; and he shall be only paid for the net quantity of concrete
so ordered in any situation of the work at schedule rates.
9. Order of TPorks,
124. The contractor shall, immediately after he gets possession of the ground or any part thereof
respectively, commence the various works comprising this contract and proceed to execute the same.
125. Contractor shall provide at his own cost and charges (except where otherwise specified) all
materials, labour, tools, plant, tackle, cordage, machinery, scaffolding, staging, plan king, timbering, centering,
concrete boxes, and everything necessary for the proper construction, erection, execution, and completion
of the several works comprising this contract, all of wdiich are to be approved before being used.
126. No excavation to be commenced on any portion of the contract, particularly in tunnels through
earth, clay, &c., underneath buildings, streels, &c.: until, in the opinion of the Engineer, sufficient quantities
of timbering, shoring, staging, scaffolding, cement, bricks, sand, or other materials are ready for immediate
use, together with the necessary appliances and plant to ensure the speedy and uninterrupted progress
.
,
.
and
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and continuance of the works afler they once have been commenced at any locality, without any delay or
stoppage, Delays and stoppages in the progress of the works, arising from disputes as to the quality of
materials and insufficient supply of any materials, plant, &c., and any danger or injury caused to buildings,
to the works of this contract, and adjoining or adjacent works and buildings, or streets, tramways, lands,
fences, &c,, in consequence of such stoppage and delay, and be entirely and solely at the risk and cost of
contractor.
*
127. "Working faces—The working faces available for excavating and constructing the main out
fall sewor, North Shore, &c,, unless otherwise directed during the progress of the contract, are as
follows, viz.:—One working face from shaft atO chains, two working faces from shaft at IG'Oo chains; two
working faces from shaft at 27'5 chains; two working faces from shaft at 38'88 chains ; two workingfaees
Jrom shaft at 49'SS chains ; two working faces from shaft at 61'22 chains; two working faces from shaft
72'12 chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 2rG3 chains ; two working faces from shaft at 1 m.
8'5 chains ; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 13'9 chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 19-5
chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 25'2 chains. The shaft at 0 chains will not be available for
constructing sewer, only for excavation.
-5T.— General

Progress of Works.
128. The whole of tho works as excavating, tunnelling, umvatcriug, timbering, with all sub-duets,
sumps, shafts, pipes, chambers, temporary headings, filling, concrete, brickwork, masonry, pitching, road
making, fencing, temporary bridges, carting surplus materials to spoil, &c., required in constructing of the
main outfall sewer, North Shore, intercepting branches, and all other works connected therewith, shall be
executed as hereinbefore specified, and carried on in a manner as viz.:—
That after the working faces are opened up, the average total progress made during one working
week with tho sewer in tunnel at all working faces, shall not be less than 27G ft. in length of the main
outfall sewer, North Shore, complete, as above described.
-IT/.—Fowzr to make use of ports of Work.
129. Tho Enginecr-in-Chief shall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contract
to enter upon, by himself or bis agents, and make use of any part or parts of the work comprised under
this contract, and his doing so shall in nowise be held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor
in respect to his contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work so entered upon by
reason of any proved carelessness of any employe of the Government, in whicli event the contractor shall
bo free from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
-17.7.—Maintenance.
130. The contractor will bo bound to maintain the works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness or of giving way, or should any defective workmanship or materials be detected, the contractor,
when called upon to do so, shall make good same at his own cost, to the satisfaction of the Engincer-inChief, before the reserve balance will be paid. It is to be distinctly understood that the Government
shall have the full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works, without any interference -whatever on tho
part of the contractor, during the currency of this period of maintenance; and such use of the said works
on the part of the G overnment shall not be held as relieving the contractor of any liabilities or obligations
whatever in respect of his contract.
XIJI.—Governmen 1 Property.
131. All iron and other metal work in gas-checks, anchor-bolts, ladders, gratings, landings, plat
forms, staples, manhole covers, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, sluice-gate, oval and circular, straight
and bent pipes, branches, junctions, step-irons, and all earthenware covers for branch sewer junctions,
trapped junction blocks, &c., to be supplied by the Government as tho works proceed and when required,
and to be delivered to the contractor free of charges within the resumed land, or, if approved of, at the
site set apart as the contractor's yard or store.
132. For each article so delivered the contractor shall give a written receipt, after "which he shall
he held solely responsible for same, and shall refund to the Government, out of any moneys that may
be or may become due to him on account of this contract, the cost of anything (as ascertained and
valued by the Engineer) that may be lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed of said articles during the term
of this contract and the period of maintenance.
133. All Government property which, at the completion of tho contract, by direction of tho
Engineer, has not been built or permanently fixed in tho works, shall be conveyed by the contractor, as
may bo directed, to the site of the Eield Office, and there to be dealt with in accordance with clause 15
of the general conditions.
XIV.—Notice for Inspection.
134. The contractor shall give notice to tho Engineer of the commencement or completion of the
undermentioned work, and formally submit it for inspection before proceeding to place, execute, or cover
it up, viz.:—
Excavation of trenches, shafts, and tunnels in rock or earth.
Excavation for foundations.
Withdrawing of timber in tunnel, shafts, &c.
Laying of foundation.
Laying of pipes or sub-ducts.
Placing centering in position.
Keying of arches.
Striking of centres.
Shifting of concrete boxes.
Filling in round branch and pipe-sewers into man-holes, sumps, &c.
258—2 0
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XV.—Conditions of Contract.
135. The special and general conditions attached to this specification shall be held binding on all
matters relating to this contract as far as the Euginoer-in-Chief may deem the same applicable.

This is the specification marked “A” referred to in onr annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 10th day of March, a.d., 18D2.
JOHN CAETER.
I). G-. SNODGRASS.
Witness—V. C. LujisnAiNE.

“ B.”
General Conditions.

1. Interpretation, of Terms.
Whenever the terms, hereafter explained in the present clause, occur in the conditions of
contract and in the specification, they shall be held to mean, and shall mean as follows:—
“Minister" shall mean the Secretary of Works of the Colony of New South Wales for the
time being or any other person legally acting for him.
^
“ Engineer” shall mean the Engineer-in-Chief duly appointed by the Minister to have principa
charge of the works.'
“Assistant Engineer” shall mean the person duly appointed by the Engineer-in-Chief to act in
his behalf.
“ Superintending Officer” shall mean any person, who may from time to time be notified to the
contractor by the Engineer-in-Chief as being entrusted with the local superintendence of
the works.
“ Overseer” shall mean any person, who may from time to time be appointed by the Engineerin-Chief, to supervise the works or any part thereof under the immediate direction of the
Superintending Officer.
“Contractor” shall mean “ Contractors,” when two or more persons have tendered or contracted
jointly for the work.
■
“ Special Conditions” shall mean the “ Special Conditions,” hereto attached and forming part of
the contract; such Special Conditions shall be deemed to be, and shall be, incorporated with
the General Conditions.
“ Schedule Price” shall mean the rate, at which the contractor has offered and agreed to execute
the bind of work under consideration.
“ Contract Sum” shall mean the sum total, resulting from the finally certified quantities,
ascertained in tho manner provided in clause 16, and calculated at the schedule rates or
arranged prices.
“ Drawings” shall mean and include any plan, section, general or detail drawing, sketch, or
illustration referring to the works and explanatory of, or supplementary to, the specification.
“ Extra Work” shall mean any kind or description of work, not comprised in the “ Schedule of
Prices,” and other than those, the distinct mention of which may have been inadvertently
omitted in the specifications or drawings and for which provision is made in clause 3 of
these conditions.
“Labour.”—All cartage and haulage and work done or to be performed by machinery shall be
included in the term “ Labour.”
“ Plant” shall mean and include all tools, utensils, stores, sheds, timber, scaffold, centres, mouldsr
templates, coffer dams, cordage, chains, tackle, boats, punts, rafts, sleepers, rails, waggons,
trucks, trollies, engines, water and air pumps, boring and ventilating apparatus, signals,
lights, diving bells and dresses, and every other thing necessary for the security, proper
execution, completion, and specified maintenance of tho several works.
2. JSxient of Contract.
Supplyoitaiioiir,
The contractor shall, except in so far as tho specification may expressly state to tho contrary,
Jlnlu."1113’Imd provide at his own cost and expense all labour, material, and plant, and everything else necessary for the
proper and complete performance of the contract.
Esecution
All works described in, or implied, by tho specification, or shown in any of the drawings, or sert
work?.
forth in any lists or tables thereon or attached thereto as well as those expressly herein provided for
under clauses 8 and 4, are to be made and executed in every detail conformably to the several drawings,
already prepared, or that may be prepared hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in sirict accordance
with the provisions of the specification and conditions, both general and special, and to the entire satis
faction of the Engineer.
Should any work be not so executed, it shall he at the sole risk of the contractor, and shall be
immediately altered and amended at the contractor’s cost and expense.
_
_
Setting out.
The contractor shall, at his own expense, set out accurately and to the satisfaction of the Superin
tending Officer, all the works comprised in this contract, in strict accordance with the drawings and
specifications, and shall be solely responsible for their being so set out and executed, and that notwith
standing the Superintending Officer or Overseer may have assisted tho contracfor in setting out the same.
Contractor
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Contractor shall also at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by night, either on
working days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance, and supply all such labour, plant,
'
and lighting, as the Engineer or Superintending Oflicer may require to chock such setting out, or to
inspect any portion of the works, which must for that purpose be left clear and free from any obstruction
or impediment. During and for the performance of those operations contractor shall be obliged to
suspend any or all of bis work, if required to do so by the Superintending Officer, and without haying
any claim for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
All bench marks, pegs and signals on the surface, and all alignments and level marks under-Protecting and
ground, put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor’s
work, will he pointed out to the contractor and confided to his care. He shall, at his own expense, take "'“ks.
all proper and reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true positions; in
the event, however, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever,
they shall be replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at the contractor’s expense, and the
cost thereof deducted from any moneys, then or thereafter due to tho contractor.
If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they Junction of
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
tracts™ °n"
During the whole time of construction and during the “ period of maintenance,” referred to in Maintenance,
clauses 10 and 18 hereof aud more particularly described in clause 3 of the special conditions, contractor
shall keep and maintain in good and sufficient repair all the works, executed or in course of execution,
and make good all injury or loss, which may happen or occur to them, or to any materials, or plant, or
anything else in connection with the works under this contract.
3. Specification and Draioinffs.
The specification and tho drawings (if any), referred to in the specification, shall he taken to Specification and
explain each other ; and anything contained in the specification or in any of the drawings shall be equally
binding on contractor, as if it were contained in all.
otfior.
Any dimensions, written or figured on the drawings, shall usually be taken in preference to Witten<jimenmeasurements by scale ; but in cases of doubt in this respect, or in case of any discrepaucy between the ferrodw^cafiiiffdrawings, specifications, aud conditions, or any ambiguity or defective description in them, such doubt,
discrepancy, ambiguity or defective description shall not invalidate the contract, but shall be rectified by
the Engineer if ho deem it requisite, and the contractor shall have no claim for compensation for damages
on account of such discrepancy, ambiguity, or defective description.
If neither specification nor drawings contain any mention of minor parts of works, which are Omissiou at
reasonably and obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, such parts are to be n’ilI0rp!irte‘
provided, made, aud executed by the contractor, without any extra charge, ns if they were specially
mentioned, aud shall bo deemed to be, and hereby are, included in the several schedule prices.
It is hereby expressly understood, that the contractor is bound to completely and thoroughly Errors of inforinform himself of every circumstance connected with, or relating to, the work, and of the correctness or tractor^ri?™
otherwise of any information contained in, or supplied by, the drawings or specification, as he shall have
no claim on account of any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies, that may be found in those documents after
the contract shall have been signed, and since he has to provide in his tender for every contingency that
may arise.
A copy of the conditions, specifications, and drawings will be furnished to contractor free of
sjreciacharge, but he must himself compare the same with tho original, as no claim will be allowed for any cations,
errors therem,
All copies of drawings, &c., supplied to contractor are to be returned to the Engineer on completion
of contract.
’
4. Increase or Decrease of Works.
The contractor is to execute in like manner and with the same quality of materials, as provided Quality,
for the works, expressly mentioned in specification and drawings, any extensions, additions, deviations,
alterations, or extra works, which the Engineer may require by an order in writing.
The work, executed under this clause, will be measured up and paid for at schedule rates in the Quantity,
same manner as provided for the other works under this contract; and if it comprise any work not prices of eatra
specified in contract aud in schedule of prices, a special agreement shall be made between the Engineer vrarlt9and the contractor, and signed at the time of giving the order for such work.
In case the abovenamed parties shall be unable to agree on the value of such extra work, the if value cannot
Engineer shall bo at liberty and fully authorised to have it executed by whomsoever he may think fit.
bu agreed upon.
No extra work, extensions, or any additions, deviations, or alterations whatever, which may be
claimed by contractor, will be recognised or admitted under any circumstances, if done or executed with
out, or contrary to, an order in writing from the Engineer as aforesaid, and the production of such order
shall be a condition precedent to contractor receiving payment for them.
The Minister, or the Engineer, acting on his behaif, may from time to time by writing under his omiasiouei porhand require the omission of any particular portion or part of tho works, described in tho specification or tion tfl tho work,
shown on drawings; aud the contractor shall have no claim for loss of profit, sustained damage, or other
compensation on account of any such omission.
f>. Possession of Lands.
The Minister shall, within one month from the date of the signing of the contract by the con- L[imlJ tf> ^ pro,
tractor, put the latter in possession of such parts of the land, required for the execution of the permanent vifioci by the
works or access to same, as in tho opinion of the Engineer may be necessary for their commencement. w,nistcrAnd the Minister shall also from time to time put contractor in possession of such other parts of the land,
as may, in the opinion of the Engineer, be necessary for the vigorous prosecution and timely completion
of all the works.
The contractor must, however, procure for himself all other land, which he may deem requisite Lnmi to be profor any temporary purposes or for his own convenience; but the Minister will, at the expense of the vldod b>'Concontractor and only to the extent of any legal powers possessed by the Governor or Minister, assist thetractor'
contractor in procuring such land or in procuring materials, suitable for the construction of the works,
■
from any adjoining lands.
Should
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Delay in getting
Should any delay take place in giving to tlie contractor possession of any land required for the
possession.
construction of the ivorks aforesaid, such delay shall not be deemed a breach of contract, or give con
tractor any claim for compensation, but the contractor shall be entitled to a commensurate extension of
time for the completion of the whole works.
Possession not
Nothing herein contained shall at any time prevent the Minister or any person duly authorised by
exclusive,
}jjm from entering upon and making use of such lands or any portion thereof for any purpose whatever.
G. Trespass.
The contractor shall not enter upon any lands outside the limits of the lands, defined by, and held
in possession by him under clause 5 hereof for the construction of tho_works or for any purpose whatever
in connection with this contract, without the distinct consent in writing of the occupier and owner of
r
such lands, and shall not, without the permission in writing of the Engineer or Superintending Oflicer,
remove any trees or structures within the limits of the lands defined iu said clause 5 hereof.
Cutting of trees.
Nor shall he open or throw down any part oE a fence without making sufficient provision by
temporary fences, gates, or other necessary accommodation, to be erected and maintained at contractor s
cost, for preventing persons or animals from trespassing or straying from, or into, any enclosure, affected
thereby.
, ,
Roads.
Nor shall he interfere with any private or public road without making proper temporary provision
for the convenience of owners or users thereof.
Damage caused.
Any costs or damage incurred by the Q-overument through any legal process on account of any
trespass caused by the act or negligence of the contractor or his workmen, shall be considered as payment
made to the contractor under this contract, and shall be deducted accordingly at the time of final payment
to him.
if not fenced by
Should the contractor refuse or neglect to erect and maintain, either or both, any such temporary
Knjfineer to have fences or other necessary accommodation, it shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer, after
power to do so. Jiving given to the contractor twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of his intention to do so, summarily,
and without further process, to cause any such temporary boarding, fences, gates, bridges, or other accom
modation to be erected and maintained, which he may deem necessary for the proper protection either
of such lands or of the adjoining lands, or for the safety of the property of the owners and occupiers thereof
or of the general public, and the cost of so doing shall be deducted as provided hereinabove.
Private lands.

NoEiih-lotiin^or
assigning.

Work to be
carried out
under !.he
direction of the
Knj’inccr.

yoit’OronpUani.'C.

7. Sub-letting, Assigning.
The contractor shall not sub-let any portion of the works, nor outer into any sub-contract for tho
execution thereof or any portion thereof, nor shall he assign all or any of the moneys payable or to
become payable under the contract, or all or any' part of any other benefit whatsoever arising to him or
which may arise under the contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister; and no assignment
without such consent shall have any effect or be in any way recognised.
8. Progress of Works.
It shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer or Superintending Officer to direct in
writing the contractor to carry out the works in such order and in such manner as be shall deem fit; and
If the contractor shall fail to make such progress with the works as the Engineer or the Superin
tending Officer shall deem sufficient to insure their completion within tlie specified time ; or .
If he refuse or fail in the opinion of the Engineer or Superintending Officer to use due diligence in
carrying out any particular part of the work, which the Engineer or Superintending Officer
shall have directed him in writing to carry out forthwith ; or
If he shall use or employ bad or insufficient material, or shall execute any work in an imperfect
manner or not to the satisfaction of the Engineer or Superintending Officer : or
If he shall fail or neglect to take down or remove such work, or to rectify any such work for seven
day’s after being required to do so in writing by the Engineer or Superintending Officer; or^
If he shall fail to employ what in the opinion of the Engineer or Superintending Oflicer is a sufficient
number of men on the works; or
....
If he shall suspend work without the Engineer's order or sanction in writing ; or
If the contractor shall in the judgment of the Engineer commit a wilful breach of tho contract;

Then, and in any of such eases, it shall be lawful for the Minister to do at his option any of the following
things, that is to say :—
(a) employing
(a) The Minister or the Engineer may, on giving written notice to the contractor of his intention
additional men, s0 |0 ^ f01qhwit.h cause additional men to be’employed and additional materials and plant to be purchased,
and the cost of so doing may be deducted from any moneys, then due, or which may thereafter become
due to the contractor.
(bl absolute
(&) Or the Minister may, by notification in writing under his. band, delivered to the contractor,
cohtrew°atlon°f absolutely determine this contract without further process; and from and after the delivery of such
notice as aforesaid, the contract shall be absolutely determined, and on such determination the money,
which shall have been previously paid to the contractor under the contract, shall be deemed to be the
full value of the work executed, and shall be taken aud accepted by the contractor in full payment and
satisfaction of all claims and demands under the contract; and the balances retained, including amount
deposited as security, together with all materials and plant, then being in or near or upon the works for
the purpose of being used or employed in or about the same, shall remain the absolute property of Her
Majesty, and may be disposed ox as the Minister may think fit.
Baukmptcy.

9. Bankrupt eg.
If the contractor shall become bankrupt or insolvent, or shall make an assignment of his estate
for the benefit of his creditors, it shall he lawful for tho Minister, on behalf of Her Majesty, by notice in
writing under his hand, to determine the contract by such notice, and for Her Majesty either to carry on
the works under the Engineer’s direction or to recontract with another contractor to proceed with and
complete
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complete the same upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall be deemed expedient by the
Minister; and all tho then remaining materials and plant may be used in and applied for the purpose of
the works ; and on the final completion of the works the surplus of such materials and plant shall ho
delivered to the contractor’s assignees or trustees, but without any payment or allowance for any loss or
diminution, wear, tear, or injury they may have sustained in the meantime; and any losses, damages,
costs, or expenses which shall, iu the opinion of the Engineer, have been sustained by Her Majesty by
reason of tlie premises, shall be deducted from the deposit money and the balance retained after payment
of tho progress payment; and the residue of such deposit money and percentages (if any), or any
securities in which the same may he invested (hut without any interest thereon), shall belong and bo
paid or delivered lo the said assignees or trustees ; and if there should be no residue, but a deficiency,
the amount of such deficiency may be proved for as a debt against the estate of the contractor.
10. Suspension and Completion.
The whole of the works under this contract shall he completed on or before the day set forth in Completion,
clause 1 of the special conditions as the "date of completion of contract,” and formally delivered up to
the bugineer in perfect order and repair, and to his entire satisfaction,
In the event of any alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works being required to bo executed Extension of
by contractor, or in the event of any delay arising under this clause, or under clauses 5 and 15 hereof,tlmc'
the Engineer may allow such an extension of time (if any) as he shall think adequate for the proper
carrying out of such alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works, or for the delay caused (if any).
i
Minister, on behalf of the Queen, shall bo entitled to deduct or set off for each and every Liquidated
week’s delay after the date mentioned as the date of completion of contract, or after tho expiration of damst!es'
the “extension of time” (if any) allowed under this clause, as and by way of liquidated damages, the
sum mentioned in clause 2 of the special conditions.
Such damages shall be deducted from the final balance and the cash security lodged by the con
tractor in accordance with clause 20 of these conditions aud with clauses 5 and (> of the special conditions,
or at the option of tho Minister, from any other moneys payable to tho contractor under this contract.
On receiving a written notice to that effect from tho Engineer, contractor shall suspend the whole Suspension,
or any portion of the works, as may be directed in such notice. Ho shall have no claim for loss or damage
on this account, unless the suspension exceeds one month, and such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the
contract,j3ut a commensurate extension of time for completing the works will he granted to the contractor.
'When, in the judgment of tho Engineer, the whole of the works appear to he completed, they Testini5shall bo tested or examined as may be provided in the specification ; if the result of the tester examination
bo satisfactory, they nill bo formally taken over by tlie Engineer, who will issue a certificate to that effect. Maintenance,
whereupon the period for maintenance shall begin.
11. Safety of Works and Persons.
•
Contractor shall be liable for the reinstating or making good of any tiling whatsoever which may Kcinstntins
be removed, displaced, damaged, or destroyed during the performance of the works, or by reason of thet,efocts'
same; and he shall also ho solely responsible for all defects to, and failures in, tho works during the
whole time of construction aud the period of maintenance, whether the said defects arise from insufficient
foundations, defective construction, bad materials, or any other cause within the contractor’s control, or
from the inclemency of tho weather, laudsprings, or similar cause.
Contractor shall also provide aud maintain all hoarding-barriers, night-lights, aud properly-ballasted Hoardings,
temporary roads required by any municipal or other authorities having charge or control of streets or ro;ids’ic'
roads, or which may bo required for the convenience or safety of tho public ; and he shall also make all
arrangements by temporary roads or bridges or otherwise, which may be required by any local authorities
cr by the Engineer, to prevent stoppage or delayof public traffic or any avoidable inconvenience to tbe public.
During tlie whole lime of construction of the works, and during the period of their mainteuauce, Liatiiiiiy for
contractor shall be liable for any accident, damage, or injury whatsoever lo the public or to any individual, accid<:,lts>&cwhich mnjr be caused by bis operations or his neglect, and also for the safety of any adjacent roads,
streets, collars, vaults, pavements, walls, houses, buildings, or other structures, and shall be bound to
erect, fix, secure, or remove any scaffolding, timbering, ttc., as occasion may require or when ordered by
the Engineer to do so; and in case of emergency or probable danger to life or property the Engineer,
without notice to contractor, may provide or employ, at contractor’s cost, such labour, materials, and
plant, as may be necessary to meet the exigency, o”f which the Engineer himself shall be the sole judge.
All such cost to bo deducted from any sum then or thereafter due to the contractor under this contract.
No opening is to be made in any street until a sufficient quantity of approved material and plant
arc on tbe ground to complete the length to be opened. Should any delay or dispute ariso as to the
supply of any material, the Engineer shall have power to direct any opening made to he filled up and
the surface restored at contractor’s cost, amount to be deducted from any money due to the contractor.12 *
12. Agency, JVbtice, Right of Entry.
When the contractor is not personally present on the works he must at all times during their Agency,
progress have a responsible agent on the ground, who shall be deemed to be, and shall be, authorised to
represent him for all purposes of this contract.
In case the contractor or his responsible agent shall not be immediately available at any point of
the works, the instructions given by the Engineer, in writing, to any overseer, foreman, or workman
employed on the works by contractor, shall have the same effect as if they were given to the contractor
or his authorised agent.
Any written instrument or notice to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract Delivery of
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered when it is given or delivered to the contractor or his noUcerepresentative on the works, or left at the contractor’s usual or last known place of abode or business,
Tho Engineer and any other person duly authorised by him shall have power at all times lo enter upon Entry on wori™.
all or any portion of tho works ; and to travel by any engine, lift, cage, carriage, truck, trolly, or other
vehicle which the contractor may be using on, or near, or in connection with the wmrks; and to make
examination
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examination of any work, fixed or unfixed, or in any state of progress, and of any materials^ or plant in
use or intended to bo used for tbe purposes of ibis contract; and the contractor shall give or afford
facility for the exercise by the Engineer and other duly authorised persons of the powers given under
this clause, and shall for that purpose cause the motion of any vehicle, engine, or other machinery to bo
arrested when requested so to do.
_
Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer or overseer before any piles
are swung and commenced to be driven ; on tbe completion of all excavations for foundations, or other
wise, and before any foundations are laid therein ; when foundation rings for wells are to he laid, or
cylinders to be sunk, and before the sinking commences; before the filling in of the wells, cylinders, or
other structures, or of sewer or pipe trenches is proceeded with ; before centres arc struck; before and
after tunnel soles are laid ; and at such other stages of progress of the works as may be specially directed
in the specification.
13. Dismissal and- Mode of Payment of Men.
The Engineer or Superintending Officer may, for incompetency or misconduct, or inattention to
orders, or other sufficient cause, require the dismissal within twenty-four hours by the contractor of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed by him on the works; and in the event of
the contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisition all further payments on account of
the contract, may be stopped until such dismissal is carried out.
_
The workmen, tradesmen, and labourers of every class or kind, employed on tbe works under this
contract shall be paid their wages or other earnings in full in money, current coin of the Colony, at
least once in every fortnight, and no ticket or other system of payment by goods of any sort, provisions,
or liquor will be allowed on any pretence whatever,
_
Nor shall tho contractor or any person employed by him, or in any way connected with him,
establish any shop for the supply of liquors, provisions, or goods, nor shall the contractor cause or oblige
his workmen to take their necessaries or goods of any kind from any person in particular.
The workmen or labourers of every kind or class shall be paid on the works (if it he possible) or
in some building adjoining ; and in no case shall they be paid at a public-house or other place where
spirituous or fermented liquors or refreshments are sold.
Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the Minister may require from the contractor
a statutory declaration that the tradesmen and labourers of every kind employed on tbe works to which
these conditions refer Isave been paid their wages and claims of every kind in full money, the current
coin of tbe Colony, and to tbe latest date to which such wages or claims are duo; and the Minister may
withhold the payment of any money that may be due, or may become due, to tbe contractor until such
declaration shall have been made and delivered to him.14
14. Material.
All approved materials, plant, and prepared work brought upon the ground for use in or on the
works shall be considered, and shall be, the property of Her Majesty the Queen until completion of
contract; and contractor shall not take away, remove, or dispose of any such material or plant or
prepared work without the written authority of the Superintending Officer.
_
_
All materials supplied by contractor for, and used in, the works shall be the best of their respective
kinds, aud in conformity with any further particular directions that may be contained in the specification.
Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer and overseer when any
material is brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for
approval, and approved of in writing by the Superintending Officer, before it may be used in tbe works;
none but that so approved shall be used.
_
’
The contractor, if so directed, shall remove entirely off the ground any inferior or improper
material, or alter or remove any improper or unworkmanlike work at his own expense within twenty-four
hours after a written notice in that behalf shall have been served upon him by tho Engineer or
Superintending Officer.
_
After the expiration of the time stated in such notice, it shall he lawful for, but not obligatory
upon, the Engineer or Superintending Officer at any time to remove and, if necessary, to destroy any such
material, or to pull down or alter any such work, and to replace or rebuild the same. The expense of so
doing shall be deducted from any moneys then due, or that may thereafter become due, to the contractor
under this contract.
Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fifty barrels, at least ten
clear days before it is intended to be used in the works, and kept in weather-tight sheds under lock and
key. After having been tested and approved of, the approved barrels will be marked on the outside, and
their contents may be used. After they are empty, they shall, in the presence of the Superintending
Officer or any person deputed by him, be broken up, and thereupon removed off the works.
The use by the contractor on the works of blasi.ing powder or any other explosive material shall
he confined strictly to the limits, which will bo set by an order in writing of the Engineer as to locality,
time, quantity, particular kind of material, and precautions to be taken during its use.
_
In any case no larger quantity of explosive material shall be taken underground than is likely to
be used during any current shift.
Storing of explosive material underground shall be, and hereby is, absolutely prohibited ; and for
its storage on the surface special directions will from time to time be issued by the Engineer in accordance
with the provisions of the Act regulating storage and conveyance of explosives.
Should contractor exceed the limits of such order, or nob strictly observe the special directions in
regard to use of explosives, the Engineer shall have power to appoint, at the contractor’s expense, inspectors
of powder, in whose presence alone the explosives may be made use of, and who shall have entire charge
of all matters connected with their storage or supply to tlie works.
If the contractor shall be found to have supplied materials or executed work not in accordance
with the true intent and meaning of the specification and conditions of this contract, and if tlie Engineer
shall elect to allow such materials to be used or such executed work to remain, he shall have power to fix
the price to be paid for any such material or work, and contractor shall be bound by the Engineer’s
valuation.
15
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15. Government Property.
Should the Minister furnish to the contractor for the purposes of this contract any materials, or Deliver}’,
plant, or other articles of value, all of which are hereafter in this clause and in the specification included
under the term “ Government property,” the contractor shall give a detailed receipt in writing to the
Superintending Officer at the time of delivery and before taking possession thereof.
If required to do so by the Superintending Officer, contractor shal] erect, at his own expense, sheds Protecting,
or other covering to protect such property from the weather or from theft.
lie shall likewise make good any loss or injury which may happen to them from any cause whatever, Repairs,
and shall keep them in good and sufficient repair, and renew all moving and working parts which may have
become worn out, to the satisfaction of the Engineer or Superintending Officer, during tho whole time they
arc under his care.
On the completion of the contract, all snch property shall be returned to tho Engineer, unless Returning,
otherwise directed in tlie specification; and for that purpose it shall he removed, after having been put
into a thorough state of repair, to the place or places mentioned in the specification, and thero neatly
stacked or arranged, as tho Superintending Officer may require.
The latter shall thereupon give a detailed receipt in writing for everything so returned, aid until Discharge,
such receipt shall have been given the property shall be deemed to be, and shall be, under the care of the
contractor.
Should any delay occur in supplying contractor with any drawings, or specifications, or any Delay in
Government property which may he specified to be supplied or delivered to contractor by the Minister, dcllverythe TOntraetor shall have no claim for compensation for any such delay other than that (if any)
particularly set forth iu the specification ; but the contractor shall be entitled to such reasonable
extension of time for the completion of the works as shall be fixed by the Engineer.
16. Measurements, Quantities, and Accounts.
Except in cases for which the specification distinctly prescribes another method or rule ofJfo1'raelumr0'
ascertaining measurements or weights, the net measurements, according to the actual dimensions or m<!nt9'
weights, will always be taken, notwithstanding any custom to tie contrary. The surplus materials to be Surplus noil,
removed from excavations shall be calculated as equal to the space actually occupied by the permanent Quantity,
works.
'
The distance of lead shall be measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of Lead,
spoil-hank or other place of deposit. The schedule price for excavation shall cover all haulage in tunnels
or cuttings, unless otherwise specified.
The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making tbe same. in contractor's
If he fail to attend after twenty-four hours' notice in writing has been delivered to him of the Proaencc'
Superintending Officer’s intention to take measurements, and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall be binding on the eontractor.
On the satisfactory completion of any part or portion of tho works, and at all other suitable times, Time,
tho dimensions of such piece of work shall be measured by the Superintending Officer, recorded on
drawings, kept or to be made for the purpose, and the quantities ascertained therefrom and entered into
a quantity book, to serve as the basis for arriving at the cost of contract on completion of same.
\V it bin forty-eight hours of such measurements having been effected, contractor shall furnish to Check accounts,
tho Engineer an account of the work thus intended to have been finally measured up, showing in detail
the dimensions, quantities, prices, and value, specifying day of measuring, in whose presence measured,
and signed by contractor.
Eor tho purpose of making progress payments, tho dimensions of still unfinished portions of the Progress
work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to the ineaBurem6n,i3ultimate acceptauco or rejection of such portions of work.
On the day following the conclusion of such summary measurement, contractor shall furnish to Monthly
the_ Superintending Officer an account of all completed work and work done during the preceding month, aci:<:iuntagiving detail quantities, prices, and approximate value of each.
Any final account to be presented by the contractor must he on similar form, and under the same Final account
heads as the printed tender form, with additional items at foot of same.17 18
17. Jobbing.
.
When desired by the Superintending Officer so to do, contractor shall furnish to said oflicer any jobbing,
skilled artizaus, labourers, or carts with horses and drivers, for tho performance of such services as the
aforesaid officer may desire to be performed in connection with, for, on, or near the works under the
contract.
Contractor shall supply those artizans, labourers, &c., with the necessary plant and lighting, and Paid monibiy
shall be paid for all services thus rendered the full amount provided therefor in the schedule of prices, ‘nfu"under the head of “jobbing,” at the end of every month, or as nearly as maybe thereafter. The
accounts for this “jobbing” shall, however, be rendered by contractor to the Superintending Officer or
overseer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and Thursday, Haii-™kiy
failing which he shall lose all claim to payments for the jobbing performed by him during the preceding a':cc)u',tsthree days.
‘
18. Progress and Pinal Payments.
No payments shall be legally due to contractor until after the entire completion of the contract; Monthly pro
hut progress payments on account, subject to all deductions herein provided for, will be made monthly, sxosa payments,
or as nearly so as may be, during the continuance of the contract, on the certificate in writing of the
Engineer, at rates not exceeding those stated in clause 4 of the special conditions.
The balance of the moneys due for works executed under this contract, less 5 per cent, and less Balance,
tho deductions properly to be made hereunder, will bo paid within thirty days, or as nearly as may be,
after tho Engineer shall have certified under his hand that all the works under the contract, less those of
maintenance, have been fully and satisfactorily completed, and that such balance, less the 5 per cent., is
duo to contractor.
’
Provided
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Provided thiit if tte amount for maintenance, as entered by contractor in his tender, shall appear
to
the
Engineer
to be insufficient, the Minister may retain, on the declaration to that effect in writing by
bulance.
the Engineer, either the whole or any part of the sum otherwise deemod payable to contractor, nil all
the works under the contract, including those of maintenance, shall have been finally and satisfactorily
executed
The said fire (5) per cent., together with the “ cash security ” provided for in clause 20 of these
Final payment. conditions, will he retained until after the expiration of the “ period of maintenance
more particularly
described in clause 3 of the special conditions, and shall be paid to contractor (less the costs of any
repairs or defects, should the contractor fail to execute the same) on the production of a certificate from
the Engineer that all the works under the contract, including those of maintenance, have been finally and
satisfactorily executed.
ISTo progress payments will be made after tbe date specified for the completion of^the contract
No progress paj"until the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
menL after
expiration of
If, in the opinion of tho Engineer, further inquiry is desirable or necessary before payment is made
contract time.
on any certificate, the Engineer shall have power to suspend the payment of all or any part of the amount
Suspension of
mentioned in any such certificate for a period not exceeding one month from tho date at winch, m the
payment.
ordinary course, the money would have been paid, and no interest shall be due or accruing on any money
the payment of which shall have been so suspended.
_
No certificate given to the contractor for any purpose whatever during the progress of the work
Certificate a
shall prevent the Engineer, at any time before the final payment, from rejecting any unsound material or
without preju
dice.
improper workmanship which may be discovered in the work, or from requiring the contractor to remove
or amend at his own cost anv work which may he tound not to have been performed in accordance with
the contract, or from deducting from any money which may be due or become due to tho contractor tho
whole amount which may have been paid to the contractor for such material or work.
_
_
The obtaining of tbe Engineer’s certificate that all the works under the contract, including those
No claim with
of maintenance, have been finally and satisfactorily executed, shall ho a condition precedent to any chum
out certificate.
or cause of action in respect of work done, as well as to tbe final payment to he made hereunder,
Tnmifllcient

19. Arbitration Clause.
1. AW questions or disputes which shall arise respecting tho true construction or meaning of the
drawings or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials
’ necessary for the whole or any part of the contract, and all questions and disputes respecting the matters
next hereinafter mentioned, when the aggregate amount claimed in respect of such last-mentioned matters
shall not amount to the sum of one thousand pounds, shall be decided by the Engineer-in-Chief for
_
Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage, whose decision shall be absolute and final.
2. But all questions as to tbe cancellation of the contract, as to the right of the contractor to
extension of time, as to the infliction of penalties, as to tho true value of any extra work that has not
been previously agreed upon, or as to the value of work omitted from the works specified lo be done
under the contract, shall, if tbe aggregate amount of tbe claims in respect of such matters shall be one
thousand pounds or upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before
payment of the retention money and the money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the
contract, be fixed and determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
_
3. If the contractor or the Minister in charge of the Department under which the works m the
contract have been or are being carried out considers that he has claims in respect of the several matters
mentioned in paragraph 2, as those in which arbitration may he claimed, he shall furnish to the other of
them full particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, aud differences in. respect of
which he desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under
each item ; aud the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such
matters, irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims ; and the party furnishing_thc same shall bo
bound by such particulars ; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration
at such arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action; and the claim or respective claims so made
as aforesaid shall be determined by arbitrators, to be appointed as hereinafter provided, that is to say
4. If the Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage and the contractor concur in the
appointment of a single arbitrator, then the matter and question aforesaid shall be referred to and decided
by such single arbitrator; hut if the Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, aud Sewerage and the con
tractor cannot concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator, each party, on the request in writing of
the other party, shall, by writing under his hand, nominate and appoint an arbitrator, to whom the said
questions and matters shall be referred. Every such appointment shall be delivered to the arbitrator,
and be deemed a submission to arbitration on the part of the party by whom the same shall have been
made, and neither party shall have power to revoke the same without the consent in writing of the other,
nor shall the death of either party operate as a revocation. _
_
5. And if, for twenty-one days after the notice in writing by the contractor or by the Eugineer-mChief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage, that the contractor and the Engineer-in-Chief for Roads,
Bridges, and Sewerage cannot agree, shall have been served, and for seven daj's after a request in writing
to appoint an arbitrator shall have been served by the one party on the other, such last-mentioned party
fail to appoint such arbitrator, then, upon snch failure, the party making the request, and having himself
appointed an arbitrator, may appoint such arbitrator to act on behalf of both parties ; and the arbitrator
may proceed to hear and determine the matter or question between the contractor and the Engineer
aforesaid, and in snch case the award or determination of such single arbitrator sball be final. If, before
' the matter so referred shall be determined, either arbitrator shall die or become incapable, the party by
whom such arbitrator was appointed may nominate and appoint some other person as arbitrator to act in
his place; and if, for the space of seven days after notice in writing from the other party for that
purpose, he fail to do so, the remaining or other arbitrator may proceed ex parte; and in case the matter
in dispute sball stand referred to a sole arbitrator in default of the appointment by the other party, and
such sole arbitrator shall die, tbe party by whom he was appointed shall appoint another sole arbitrator
in his place ; and every arbitrator so to he substituted in either of the cases aforesaid shall have the same
powers and authorities as were vested in the former arbitrator at tho time of his death or disability.

G, If more than one arbitrator shall be appointed, such arbitrators sball, before they enter into the
matter or question referred to them, nominate and appoint, by writing under their hands, an umpire to
decide on the matter so referred; and if such umpire shall die or become incapable of acting, they shall
forthwith, after such death or incapacity, appoint another umpire in his place, and the decision of every
such umpire ou the matters referred to him shall be final.
7. If, in either of the cases aforesaid, the said arbitrators shall refuse, or shall, for seven days
after request of either party, neglect to appoint an umpire, a Judge of the Supreme Court, upon
application made to him by either party, shall appoint an umpire, whose decision shall ho final.
8. If a single arbitrator shall be appointed, and ho shall die or become incapable to act before ho
shall have made his award, the matters referred to him shall bo determined by arbitrators appointed
hereunder, as if the arbitrator so dying had not been appointed.
9. If more than one arbitrator bo appointed, and either of them shall refuse or for seven days
neglect to act, the person by whom such defaulting arbitrator was appointed shall, within seven days after
notice in writing, proceed to appoint another arbitrator to act for the arbitrator so refusing or neglecting,
or tho other arbitrator may proceed ex parte; and the decision of such other arbitrator shall be as
effectual as if he had been the single arbitrator appointed by both parties.
10. If more than one arbitrator shall be appointed, and neither of them shall refuse or neglect to
act, as aforesaid, then if such arbitrators shall fail to make their award within thirty days after the day
on which the last of such arbitrators shall have been appointed, or within such further time as may be
granted by a Judge of the Supreme Court on application by either party, the matters so referred to them
shall bo determined by the umpire appointed as aforesaid,
11. The arbitrators, or any two of them, shall have power to hear, receive, and examine evidence;
and the witnesses on any reference herein may be examined on oath or affirmation. Neither of the
parties hereto shall be at liberty to appear before tbe arbitrator by counsel or solicitor.
12. The award of the arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire sball be in writing, ready to be delivered
to either party within the time appointed for making the said award, This submission may be made a
rule of the Supreme Court. The amount of costs, umpire’s aud arbitrators’ fees, shall be decided by the
arbitrators, arbitrator, or umpire; the amount of costs, including arbitrators’ and umpire’s fees and wit
nesses' expenses, the items thereof being shown in the account annexed to said award.
*
13. If upon an arbitration in respect of claims made by the contractor the sum awarded to the
contractor sball be less than one-half of the amount of his said claim, all the costs, charges, and expenses
of and incident to the said arbitration and award shall be borne and paid by the contractor; but if tbe
amount awarded sball exceed one-hnlf of the amount of the said claim, then each party sball pay his own
costs and one-half of the arbitrator’s and umpire’s fees.
14. It is to be distinctly understood that all claims by the contractor or by the Minister to have
any of the matters which under paragraph No. 2 may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must bo
made upon the whole of the work being completed, and before payment to tbe contractor of the retention
money or of the money deposited as security for the due performance of the contract, and that the
acceptance by the contractor of payment of the retention money in cases where a bond to secure the
completion of the works has been given, and in other cases of the retention money or of any balance
thereof, and of the money deposited as security for the due performance of tlie contract, shall be conclusive
proof that tbe contractor has no such claim or claims.
_
In- The Engineer shall not he required to defend or answer, or be made a party to, any bill, claim, Ensmeem®
action, or other proceedings at law or in equity at the instance of the contractor.
partytoiawwit.
16. The exercise by the Minister, Engineer, or Superintending Officer, of any of their respective r,mbiutyto
powers shall not relieve the conti actor from any liability to which he may be subject for any breach of remllm'
the contract.
17. None of the clauses or provisions of the specification, or of these conditions, or of any other Provisions not
part of this contract, shall be varied, waived, discharged, or released, cither at law or equity, unless by the 60 te Taritldexpress consent in writing of the Minister.
'
20. Tender, Cash Security, Sfc,
Tenders to be sent in on a printed form, accompanied by tho printed schedule of prices, with all Form or tender,
the blanks properly filled in, enclosed in an envelope, and addressed, as directed in the advertisement,
calling for tenders.
'
_
The approximate quantities only are given as a guidance to intending contractors, and the contract Schedule rates
being at a schedule of prices, will be subject to such extensions, extras, additions, deductions, enlarge- of<:™tr*ctinents, deviations, alterations, and omissions as therein provided, The Minister will he only liable to pay
for tho actual measured quantity of each respective kind of work done and ordered at the rates set forth
in the schedule, and if there be no rate in tho schedule for any that may he ordered, then at such rate as
shall be fixed by the Engineer-in-Chief, whether such measured quantities shall be less or more than the
quantity stated m the schedule of quantities and prices. The approximate quantities, as given of each
item in the schedule, must he worked out, and a total sum shown in the tender.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, ealeu- Deposit with
lated according to the following scale, vis.;—Eor amounts up to £500, £5 ; for amounts exceeding £500 Umder'
and not exceeding £1,000, £10; for alt sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a
maximum deposit of £500. Such deposit to he in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the
Board, endorsed by the manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft. Any tender which
may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed by tlie Board, be
deemod to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer shall be returned by the Secretary Hcturnin^ of
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit ScS|n‘lry
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment <IeP°Ei
of tho contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender sball not be
returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Within seven days from the date of notification in writing to any tenderer of tho acceptance of G«h security,
his tender by tho Minister, the successful tenderer must lodge with the Under' Secretary for Public
Works the sum named in clause 6 of the special conditions, which sum will be retained as" security for
the due performance of the contract until after the expiration of the “ period of maintenance,” and
returned to the contractor (if at all) only on the day of final payment, and less any deductions, which
hereunder may properly be made therefrom.
"
Within
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Within three dap after lodging the aforesaid deposit, the successful tenderer shall attend at the
office of the Crown Solicitor, and execute the contract.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed -with
the contract within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
snch tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof, or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of tho
Consolidated llevenue of the Colony.
Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall ho
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another Tender in the same series to ho accepted; but the Tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
Jn submitting a Tender the full Christian name of the Tenderer must be given, or when tho offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must he stated in the Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
’
'
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The contractor shall bear and pay all duty stamps, licences, building or surveyor’s fees, or other
charges or fees whatsoever, legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities, also the amount of
all patent rights and royalties due to any patentee.
No tenderer will be allowed to proceed vvith the work tendered for until he shall have signed tho
required contract. ROBT. HICKSON,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch,
Eugineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sydney, 14th May, 1891.
These are the General Conditions marked “ B ” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Mniesty the Queen, dated the 10th day of March, a.d. 1892.
*
JOHN CARTER,
Witness—Y. C. Lumsbaiite.-----------------D. G. SNODGRASS.
■
“C.”
Special Conditions.

Clause 10 of General Conditions.
1. The “ date of completion of contract” shall be twenty-four months from the date of acceptance
of tender—that is to say, the
day of
, 1893.
Clause 10 of General Conditions.
2. The sum to be deducted or sot off as or for “ liquidated damages,” shall be £20 sterling a week.
Clauses 2, 10, and 18 of General Conditions.
3. The “ period of maintenance ” shall be three calendar months from the date of tho certificate of
the Engineer that all the works under the contract, less those of maintenance, have been fully and
satisfactorily completed.
Clause IS of General Condilions.
4. The ” rates of progress paymeiit ” shall be 90 per cent, of the value of work actually done,
performed, and delivered, as tho Engineer may approve of as fit and necessary for the work.
Clause 20 of General Conditions.
5. The “deposit” to accompany tbe tender shall be as required by clause 20 of the general
conditions.
.
.
0. The sum to be lodged with the Under Secretary for Public Works as security shall be a Bank
deposit receipt, in the name of the Secretary for Public Works, for £2,000 sterling.
Clause 2 of General Conditions.
.
7, Even after the expiration of the period of maintenance, contractor will still be held liable for all
defects in the works which were not visible, or which may have been kept secret, at the time of tho works
being taken over by tho Engineer, since ho is, and hereby distinctly agrees to be, responsible for all faults
or neglects of, or all deception practised by, his agent, overseers, or workmen, irrespective of the time at
which snch faults, neglects, or deceptions may be detected.
'
Clause 3 of General Conditions.
.
8. Although the information in possession of the Government has been, freely placed at the
disposal of the tenderers, by being noted on the drawing or otherwise, the Government undertake Do
guarantee whafever regarding the kinds of soil that will be met with’, or the firmness or stratification of
the ground to be excavated, or tho amount of unwatering to he done, or the strength of tho timbering
that may be required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may have to bo adopted.
Clause 4 of General Conditions.
9. Contractor shall not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation whatever over and above
-payment for the actual increase of quantities at schedule rates, and where there are no schedule rates, at
such rates as shall be determined at the time by the Engineer-in-Chief, for any additions to, deviations
from, or alterations of the various designs comprised in this contract. These conditions shall also apply
to, viz., variations in manholes, junctions, flushing chambers, &c., aud in consequence of meeting with any
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes or sewers, as referred to and in accordance with clause 82 of the
Bpecificalion, the position of which it is impossible to ascertain until the ground for the construction of
the works comprising this contract is opened up,—
Variations in inclination of slopes and gradients.
„
depth, shape, or size of excavation for sewer, &e.
_
„
* depth, shape, or size of concrete of sewers, manholes, junctions, flushing cham
bers, ’&c.
.
,,
internal diameter of pipe sewers.
.
„
alteration or extension of sewer lines.
.
Any decrease in quantities to be deducted as provided for.
.
Clause
-
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Clause l:i of General Conditions, paragraph 0.
10. Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fitly barrels, provided that
this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but in no ease is less than fourteen days’ supply
(whatever that may prove to be) to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to be at any time less than fourteen days’ supply.
Clause 8 of General Conditions.
11. Suspension of works and non-compliance with clauses 52, 53, VO, 80, 81,120, and 124 of the
specification on the part of the contractor shall constitute a wilful-breach of contract.
Clause 18 of General Conditions.
12. The acceptance by contractor of the final payment shall bo deemed equivalent to a distinct
declaration on his part that lie has no further demands on the Government in respect to this contract.

These are the Special Conditions marked “C,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Maiesty tho Queen, dated the 10th day of March, a.d. 1892.
JOHN CATtTEE,
Witness—V. C. Lu.wsiui™,
D. G. SNODGEASS.
Tendeb for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage.

To tho Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
I [We], the undersigned, do hereby tender and offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain
the various works for Contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage, in accordance with the conditions of contract,
specifications, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your Department, for or at the rates particularly
entered in the accompanying schedule of prices, and enclose herewith deposit, as required by clause 20 of
the general conditions.
Should this tender be accepted, I [we] undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary for Public
Works, within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit
receipt in the name of the Secretary for Public Works for the sum of two thousand pounds sterling, as
security for tlie due performance of the contract.
In the event of my [our] failing to do so, or to sign the required contract w-ithin the time specified in
clause 20 of the general conditions, I [we] hereby distinctly agree to forfeit to the Queen the sum deposited
with this tender.
(Date.)
*•*■<■/“»>•
Name | of Partners (if any).
Address
Name
Address
Contract No, 79.—Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 1 milc25'3 chains,

more or less, of the main outfall sewer, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c.,
subject to omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided
by the conditions of contract.
The quantities in this schedule are not guaranteed ne correct, but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract,
No.

of

Description of W'orks,

Item.

Unit.

Probable Quantity

Rato.

Amount.

&
Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipe-sewers
excavated materials beyond actual site of w orks, as viz,:—
Excavation in hard rock, whore gadding only is permitted.................. cubic yard
directed only are permitted ................ ....................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only aro permitted .....................................................
Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in
clauses 89, 62, 53, 71, and 72, including timberiog, unwatering,
and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of works,
as viz.;—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ..... ..........................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted .....
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .....................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of borc-holcs as shall be
directed only aro permitted .............................................................
Eilling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and inter
cepting shafts and chambers, man-holes, and into all shafts, as
specified in clauses 40, ttl, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and oilier
surface-*, ramming, Ac..........................................................................

1)

800
835
3,000

»

75
361

)*

600

U

2,500

1)

120

s. d.

358
300
No.

of

Description oi Works.

Item.

10

11
12

13

14
15
16

Unit.

Probable Quantity.

£

Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified
in clauses 36 and 37, including all iron used in fixing same.......... cubic feet

500

Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 lineal yard

250

Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in more or less hard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware pipes,
&c.:—
Of 6 inches internal diameter .....................................................
Of 0 „
„
„
......................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, os specified in clause 76,
including hardwood boxes witli packing in same, and dry or
cement jointing for pipes of :—
6 inches internal diameter ......................... ...........................

IfO
100

«

......................*............. .

a
a

a

10
„
„ _
„i
.....................................................
a
Hand-packed stone-filling, 4-ireh gauge, as specified in clauses 17,
69, 76 to 78, over sub-ducts, and when ordered, round sewers
and pipe-sewers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, and
ramming ...................................................................................
cubic yard

17

Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and, where ordered, in any situation
in the construction of these works, as specified in clauses 26, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ....................................................................................
'

18

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or,
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, man-holes, &c., as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry
surfaces, wetting, and grouting, complete ............................. .
’

:oo
100
100

300

JJ

1,020

JJ

1,390

>?

520

}J

180

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, colhr-joints, pointing, whore ordered, &c.:—

10

Of one ring or portion of a ring ..............

20

Of two or more rings, straight, arched, &c.

21

Cement facing in two thicknesses, | inch thick when finished, as
specified in clause 114', to all internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, culverts,
man-holes, and where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works.............................................................................
square yard

8,900

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, end grouting,
complete .................................................................................... .
cubic yard

150

23

Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, in
shafts, over shaft-ehamhers, including wetting, flushing, grouting,
pointing, where ordered, collar-joints, Ac., complete.............

870

24

Cerrcnt facing in two thicknesses, £ inch thick when finished, to all
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, as specified
in clause 114..........................................................................
square yard

290

Pyrmont sandstone, ashlar, sot in cement, on top of ventilating shafts,
and where ordered, ns specified in clauses 16 and 115, complete ... cubic feet

185

Squared bluestone pictures, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified in c'
116, complete ............................................................................
square 3 nrd

20

22

25
26

pi

Providing, lading, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, m
trenches, and where ordered, including fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required : —

27
28

18 inches diameter

9

„

lineal feet

„

2
60

SURPLUS MATERIALS.

29

For the first half mile of lead ....................

30

For eiery further quarter of a mile of lead.

cubic yard
}>

Amount.

7,960
15,920

a. d.
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No.
of
Item.

Description of Works,

Unit.

Probable Quantity. Rate.

Amount.

£

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
31

Placing, building in, fining, and jointing only, anv metal work, as
cast-iron oval and circular pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet cuds, gas-checks, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, man-hole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers,
&c., supplied by the Government, including carriage, os specified
in clauses 91, 121, 131 to 133 complete ........

ton

32

Closing of branch sewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware or
cast-iron covers, set in cement, labour only as specified in clause
131 complete ..................................

each

33

Trapped juucfion blocks, taking delivcrv of. and building in ...........

-

s. a.

40

30

10

GENERAL.
34

35

Permanent puddle where ordered, in any situation, in the construction
of those works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of execution
of work not lo be paid for), as specified in clause 29, includm"
spreading in 9-inch lavers, and ramming, complete ...............
^ cubic yard
Special bluestone concrete, as specified in clause 25, where ordered in
any situation, in tlie construction of the works

36

Bluestone metal (clause 18), H-inch paugcT stacked ____ ,

37
38

Bluestone metal (clause 32), 21-inch gauge, stacked ..................

39

Sharp, clean washed sand (clause 19), stacked...............

40

Sawn hardwood, iu scantlings or planks (clause 30)...........

41
42

Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks ......

43

Sandstone metal (clause 26), Si-inch gauge^ shucked ......

cubic feet

20
10
10
10
10
10
60
50

Wrought-iron in bolts, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, (ic. (clause 31).....................

cwt.

3

Portland cement ..................

cask

10

. .

44

Artisan or mechanic, supplied by contractor

45

Quarryinan or other stilled labourer, supplied by em.f.r.vfnr

15

46

Ordinary labourer, supplied by contractor.....

30

47

Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied hv contractor.....

48

One additional horse, supplied by contractor

day

f)

10
10
-

MAINTENANCE.
49

15

Three months’ maintenance after formal doliverv of wotl-s

lump sum

Total..............................................

Notes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed m position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
i 2i' T.lie abn0ve scliedule prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of the works durincr
the whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer. °
3. Items Nos. 31, 32, and 33 to include tbe cost of conveying the Government property from the
contractor’s store or field office to the various sites of works along lino of main and branch sewers at
man-holes, gas-check, and shaft chamber, <£c.
’
■ l
.'?r'c<?a
37, 38, 39, 4-0, 41,42, and 43 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials may be required, or if the contractor fail to deliver such materials at the time reouired
ana ordered then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and tho
contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of tbe exercise of such power bv the
Engineer.
r
1
n' ,^’cea ^or ^ems Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to be for snch as are able-bodied and efficient
I he schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 23 per cent advance on the time rates set down for day work.
_ 6. The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery
shoring, timbering, centering^ concrete boxes, umvatering, dums, ftuming, temporary bridges, roods,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, Ac., or anv other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
Bpecincations.
12.
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No. 12.
Mr. P. Punch to The Secretary for Public AVorks.

Dear Mr. Lyno,
"
24 February, 1892.
Permit mo to thiinli you for the prompt manner you have settled the North Sydney sewerage
contract. I am sure the people in the district will join with me in praise of yon for the consideration
you have given them on all occasions when your assistance has been asked for the carrying out of public
works. Long may you continue in your present place, for X feel sure tbe country will progress with
such men as you at the head of affairs.
Again thanking von, I am, dear Mr. Lyne.
Tours, Ac.,
'
--------F. PUNCH.
Put with the papers.—J.L., 25/2/92.
Seen.—It,11., 26/2/92.

No. 13.
The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Town Hall, 17 March, 1892,
I am directed to inform you that a resolution has been adopted by the Municipal Council of
this borough thanking you for the consideration shown for tho interests of the borough by accepting a
tender for the construction of the main outfall sewer ending at 'Willoughby Falls.
I have, &c.,
'
W. BARNETT SMITH,
.
Council Clerk.

No. 14.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
42, Elizabeth-street, 15 March, 1893.
I beg to enclose a list of the shafts on your contract, with sizes of same. You will please
understand that neither tlie excavation for the chambers at the top, centre, and bottom of shaft, nor that
for the top pipes, &c., in the shaft, aro included. These will be taken out in accordance with drawing,
and it will bo at your discretion whether you excavate them at the same time as the shaft or operations.
Yours, &c.,
J. DAVIS
(Through Mr. Boys).

No. 15.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
42, Elizabeth-street, 23 March, 1892.
With respect to the mode of excavating the “solid rock” on your North Sydney sewerage
contract, I have to request that for the present 4-inch charges of compressed powder be used.
The excavation in tunnels and shafts done in this way will be paid for under schedule items Nos.
3 and 7 respectively.
Yours, Ac.,
J, DAVIS
(Through Mr. Boya). ■

No. 16.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79—Shaft at Falcon-street to be moved.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
■
Sydney, 13 April, 1892,
It has been decided to build the tramway along Falcon-street, I understand, at once, and as our shaft at
that place would be in the way, would Mr. Boys please have the shaft moved into Alfred-street, south of
Falcon-street. If it is clear of the southern side of Falcon-street it will do. The contractors can erect
thoir engine on the south side of the shaft.
Take measurements of tho work done in the present shaft, so that excavation and filling can be
paid for.
-------J.D.
I have laid out the shaft south of Falcon-street, and 10 feet back from the building line.—
J. W. F. Boys, 19/4/92,
Please put away.—J.D., 21/4/92. . Mr. Piper.

■

No. 11.
The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sir,.

Town Hall, 11 April, 1892.
X am directed to forward you copy of a letter received by this Council from Mr. E. Weitzel,
in relation to the nuisance caused by blasting operations in connection with the North Shore sewerage
works, aud to request that, if possible to do so, you will direct tlie adoption of some such measures as
suggested by Mr. Weitzel.
I have, Ac.,
W. BARNETT SMITH,
--------Couucll Clerk.
For report.—R.H., 12/1/92.
Mr, Davis.—J.W.F.B., 13/4/92.
No. 18
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No. 18.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Subject:—Blasting in Alfred-street, North Sydney, Contract 79. Complaint made of blasting all night,
and of excessive charges used.
Department of Public Works, Boads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
23 April, 1892.
Blastiko was carried on all night at shafts No. 9 and No. 10, the part of Alfred-street from which tho
complaints were made.
_
This was stopped as soon as I was informed, and no blasting has been carried on in this part
between the hours of 10 p.m. and 0 a.m. since the 13th. The charges used are tho usual 4-inch, and have
not been exceeded.
-------J. W. F. BOYS.
There is no inspector ou the night shift, and it was not found out that blasting was being done
after 10 p.m. for a few days before the date of the Council clerk’s letter. Before, however, the complaint
reached me, the night blasting was stopped in the locality in question, so that now blasting is only taking
place between 6 a.m, and 10 p.m. I do not think there is any reason for complaint on account of tho
size of the charges, as the maximum quantity of compressed powder in each shot is only 4-inch. The
Council clerk might be informed accordingly.—J.D., 23/4/92. Mr. Bagge.
The Engineer-in-Chief.'—
C. H. 0. Badge, 25/4/92.
North Sydney Council, 25/4/92.
Gentlemen,
79, Pitt-street, Sydney, 9 April, 1892.
On behalf of self and several of my neighbours, notably Messrs. Musgrave, Lenehan, and
Anderson, I beg to complain about the nuisance created in our part of Alfred-street through tbe blasting
in connection with the sewerage work. Not only are the shots unnecessarily heavy, but the blasting is
at some of tho shafts carried on all through the night, thereby disturbing our peace, and I am to ask you
if the Council has the power to stop at least this night blasting, and, if so, to be good enough to take the
necessary steps to have the nuisance abated.
Yours, &c„
E. WEITZEL.
The Mayor and Aldermen, Borough of North Sydney.

No. 19.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Resident Engineer Roys.
Memo—Cohthact No. 79.

Please let me have by Wednesday next the following:—
1. Cost of 1-inch lining over 5-ineh.

o
5
5
3.
4
5
4.
Sandstone and bluestone concrete separate for tho whole length of contract.
2.
2.

2! „
3

J.D., 23/5/92.
Attached is the information required.—J. W. F.

Bots,

25/5/92,

Nonrn Siukev Sewerage. -Cost of liniug over sewers 4 ft, x 2 ft. S in., and 4 ft. x 3 ft.
of sower at 5 inches.
Lineal feet, 3,2S2'6—Length of sewer ; 4 ft. x 2 ft, S in, :—
lin. yd.
G2
at 37J6 .......... .,
12L12
„
...............
„
2
1(12‘73 „
............ .
..
21
19513 „
..............
„
3
261-75 ..................... ..
„
4
79-76 at 56J- ...............
Bluestone concrete, 1
102-17
„
............. ..
..
2
204-38 ......................
„
2i
247-24 ..................... ..
3
334-97 ..................... ..
Sandstone concrete, 1-inoh thick ..........................

”

"

O
2*
\

Bluestone concrete, 1

„
„

2
21
3

„

4

: 2,539 lineal feet:—
4B'56at37|G
4B-56 at 37|6 ............ ..
........ ..................... .
101-09
127 "60 ......................
155-05 ,,
............. .
21031
.................. ..
Gl'fiO at 56|- ............. ..
127-65 „
............. .
158-35 ..................... ,
101-5C ........................
259 '52 „
.............,.

Taking ordinary thickness

£
116
245
305
305
490
223
454
572
692
937

9.
5
17
2
17
15
6
1
5
5
18

d.
0
0
4
4
7
7
6
3
5
4

92 18 6
189 10 10
7 3
290 14 4
394 6 7
173 0 10
351 16 5
443 7 7
536 7 4
726 13 1

Nonra Sydney Sewerage.—Comparat ve cost for varying thicknesses of two lengths of sewers, 4 ft. x 2 ft. 8 in. ;
length, 3,282-5 lineal feet
£ s. d.
£ s* d.
116 5 0
Bluestone
223 6 7
339 11 7
245 17 0
Sandstone
454 1 6
Bluestone
699 18 6
Sandstone

H62
304
Sandstone concrete 24-in. thick ......................... ......................
Bluestone
It
2£
IJ
‘•‘•** •■ •*** ■•••* ■* .......................

£ B. (1.
305 2 4
572 5 3

Sandstone
Bluestone

?>

.......................
..................... .......................

305 17 4
092 5 5

„

.......................
.......................................... .......................

490 15 7
937 18 4

Sandstone
Bluestone

JJ

3
3

IS

4
4

£

s. d.

877

7

7

1,058 2 . 9
1,428 13 11

Four feet x 3 feet lengths 2,539 lineal feet:—
Sandstone concrete 1-i nch thick .................... .......................
92 18 6
Bluestone
1
....................... 173 0 10
>j
Sandstone
Bluestone
Sandstone
Bluestone

205 19 4
>1

2
2

it

24
2*

it

3
3

it

.......................
•" ............... .......................

189 10 10
351 10 5

JJ

.......................
.......................

239 7 3
443 7 7

.......................

290 14 4

.......................
.......................

394 6 7
720 13 1

.................. .. ... .4. .

541

7

3

682 14 10
Sandstone
Bluestone

JJ

..i..,. ,

l

...........

827
Sandstone
Bluestone

4
4

JJ
JJ

...
* ’ ..................... ..

1

8

1,120 19 S
North Svdxkv Sewerage,—Comparative cost of paoliing for varying thicknessos over whole lengtli of sewer.

Total length, 0,821-5 lineal feet.
£ s, (l.
£ s, d.
339 11 7
205 19 4
-------------005 10 11
„
„
4 ft. x2 ft. S in. — 2 in, „
... 099 18 0
,,
„
4 ft. x3 ft.
= 2 in. „
541 7 3
------------------1,241 5 9
„
„
4ft. x 2 ft. 8 in. =
in. „ ... 877 7 7
„
„
4ft.x 3 ft.
-« 2| in. ,, ... 082 14 10
-------------- 1,500 2 5
,,
,,
4ft,x 2 ft, 8 iu. = 3 in. ,,.. 1,058
2 9
„
„
4ft.x 3 ft.
=3 in. ,. ... 827 1 8
-------------- 1,885 4 5
„
„
4 ft. x2 ft. Sin, = 4 in............... 1,428 13 11
,,
,,
4 ft. x3 ft.
=4 in. ,,
...1,1-20 19 8
-------------- 2,549 13 7
The proportion of cost stands as follons :—
Taking the packing at 1-inch thickness as ................................................ 1 •
a
2
,,
,,
.......... ................ , ...... . . ., 2-049
24 „
„
................................................. 2-570
»
„
3
.......................................................................... 3-113
n
a
4
,,
.. ................................ .
4'2 L
J. \V. F. BOYS, 25|5/92.
Sandstone and bluestone.in 4 ft. x 2 ft, 8 in. = 1 in. thick..
,,
,,
4 ft. x 3 ft.
= 1 in. ,, ...

■
No. 20.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No. 79—North Sydney Sewerage.
Box No. 10, North Sydney Post Office, 2G April, 1892.
We have the honor to ask you to be good enough to allow us to work three shifts on tho
above contract in shafts Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8.
Our reasons for asking this are that the ground is both deep and hard, and we would liko to point
out that the probable hours of working if our request is granted will be from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. only.
We are, &c.,
CARTER & CO,
Sir,

No. 21.
,
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.

Subject:—Contract No. 79—North Shore Sewerage.—Blasting between 5 a.m. and 11 p.m.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 2G April, 1892,
The contractors ask to have the hours during which blasting is permitted extended an hour in the
morning and an hour in the evening at all the shafts except the three in tbe most thickly populated parts
of Alfred-street. Already there have been complaints from residents in Alfred-street, and 1 do not think
it would be advisable to sanction blasting in that street except between tbe hours specified, viz., G a.m.
and 10 p.m.
.
Perhaps the contractors’ request might be granted as to shafts Nos. 2 and 3, which are some
distance from any houses in the park land near Long Bay.
-------J. DAVIS.
I quite agree to Mr. Davis’ suggestion, until complaiuts come in. I beg to recommend that a
letter be forwarded to the contractor as suggested by Mr. Davis.— C. H. Ohm-sex Bagge, 2G/4/92.
Engineer-in-Chief.
Write.—R.H., 2G/4/92.
Carter & Co., 26/4/92.
•
No. 22.
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No. 22.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public "Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 26 April, 1892.
In reply to your letter of the 2Gth inst., asking to be allowed to blast between the hours of
5 a.m. and 11 p.m. at shafts Nos. 2 to 8 on contract No. 79, Sydney Sewerage Works (North Sydney), I
have the honor to inform you that as there have already been complaints about the blasting in AJiredstreet I cannot sanction blasting in that street except between the hour's specified (6 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
But with regard to shafts 2 and 3, which are some distance fro in any houses, you may blast as
requested between 5 a.m. and 11 p.m. until complaints are sent in by the residents, when the hours laid
down in the specification will have to be reverted to.
I have, &c.,
BOBEET HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.

No. 23. _
#
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Subject;—Contract No. 70—North Sydney Outfall Sewer.—Driving of Tunnels,
Department of Public Works, Hoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 19 May, 1892.
The tunnels from some of tho shafts on this contract will be commenced in a few days, and it is, there
fore, necessary that it should be settled how they are to be driven, whether with 4-inch charges of com
pressed powder, 2-inch charges, or without blasting.
_
_

With a view of arriving at the method which would give the least annoyance to tho residents in
the vicinity of the sewer, consistent with economy, I have made comparative estimates.
The excavation by “ guttering and gadding ” will cost 3s. per cubic yard more than with 4-inch
charges of compressed powder, but as it is impossible to drive the tunnel by blasting to the exact size
desired, considerably more concrete has to be used in lining when the driving is done by blasting than
when done by “guttering and gadding,” and taking this into consideration, I estimate it will cost about
£1,250 less to do the tunnels without blasting compared with doing it with 4 inches of powder.
The 2-inch charges, with the extra supervision that would be required, would be the most costly
of any.
I wish, however, to point out that while it would save annoyance and money to drive the tunnels
without explosives, it would take longer to do the work.
-------J. DAVIS.
Messrs. Carter & Co. have undoubtedly fixed their schedule prices speculatively to increase their
profits on the contract as much as possible, and, if so, to the loss of the Department. Mr. Davis seems,
therefore, justified in the suggestions made, as they would likely cause a saving of £1,000, and clause 55
of the specification is no doubt a saving clause against speculative prices.—C. II. Ohleseit Baoge,
19/5/92. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Ask contractors to see me on Thursday morning.—E.H., 23/5/92.
Messrs. Carter & Co.,
23/5/92.
_
.....
While I think the Department would hardly he justified in adopting this unusual method of
carrying out the work, it is very clear we should aim at getting onr work done as economically as
possible. Blasting may, therefore, be allowed on the understanding that the average allowance of 4 inches
for concrete packing over and above specified size of tunnels be reduced to 2 inches.—E.H., 26/5/92.
Mr. Davis.
Contractors informed. Copy of letter attached.—J.D., 27/5/92.

No. 24.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
42, Elizabeth-street, 27 May, 1893.
'
Deferring to the conversation which your Messrs. Carter and Snodgrass had with the Eugineerin-Chief respecting the mode of driving the tunnels in your sewerage contract No. 79, and to your verbal
agreement that on condition you were allowed to do the tunnel excavation under item No. 3 of the
schedule of prices, by blasting with 4-inch charges of compressed powder, you would not ask to be paid
for more than 7 inches of lining, such 7 inches to include the l-inch thickness of cement rendering, I am
directed to inform you that the Enginecr-in-Chief has approved of tlie above agreement without prejudice
to his right, under clause 55 of the specification, to order the excavation to ho taken out otherwise should
ho deem it necessary to do so.
■
_ ^
The cross-sections will be taken in tho usual manner, and you will be paid for the excavation
ordered, and for a maximum of 2 inches of concrete lining in excess of the excavation ordered.
Would you kindly write, intimating your acceptance of this arrangement.
Yours, Ac,,
J. DAVIS.

No. 25.
Messrs, Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No. 79, North Sydney Sewerage.
Box No. 10, North Sydney, 21 May, 1892.
With reference to the outlet works of the above contract, we request your permission to
extend the tunnel excavation from tho shaft at * ^ * along the line of “ carrier ” for a distance of
85 links, and to cut from this point to high-water mark for the purposes of drainage and disposal of spoil.
We are, Ac.,
CARTER A CO.
No. 26.
285—2 Q
Sir,
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No. 26.
Supervising-Engineer Davies to The Engineer-in-Cliicf for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No, 79, North Shore Outfall—Recommending that excavation be extended 85 links
near Long Bay.
Department of Public "Works,Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 26 May, 1892.
Tjiu contractors ask that the excavation in their contract be extended 85 links nearer to Long Bay to .give
an outlet to the tunnel west of shaft at 0 chains. This length of excavation would have been included in
contract No. 79 to enable the surplus material to be conveniently taken to Long Bay where it has to be
deposited, but at the time that contract was let the exact line of sewer east of shaft at 0 chains had not
been finally settled.
1 recommend that the contractors be given this short length of work which will cost—tunnel
excavation 40 cubic yards at GOs., £120.
-------J. DAYIS.
Mr. Davis’ statement is quite correct, and since the outlet end of this tunnel has mow been decided
upon, it will undoubtedly be of great convenience to the contractor to excavate the outlet end of 85 links
at a cost of £120.—0. II. Omf'sEN Bagge, 2G/5/92.
The Enginecr-in-Chief. Approved.—R.H., 2G/5/92.
Contractors informed.—J.D., 27/5/92.

No. 27Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
42, Elizabeth-street, 27 May, 1892.
I have to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter of tbe 21st instant, asking to be allowed to
extend your tunuel excavation for 85 links east of shaft at 0 chains, and in’reply I have the honor to
inform you that the Enginecr-in-Chief has approved of you doing as you wish, the excavation to be paid
for under schedule item No. 3, and the tunnel to be taken out to admit of 4 feet by 8 feet sewer with one
ring (5 inches) of naming being inserted.
Ton may also make a cutting from the point where the 85 links terminate, as shown on accompanying
tracing, but this work must he done at your own cost.
Yours, &c.,
■-------J. DAVIS.
Tracing showing line of sewer for the 85 links extension enclosed.—J.D.

No. 28.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No. 79, North Sydney Outfall Sewer.
Box No. 10, North Sydney Post Office, 2 June, 1892.
In reply to your letter of the 27th May, we hereby agree to accept the terms of the same,
viz.:—That the excavation (tunnel) on the above contract sliall he carried out under item No. 3 in the
schedule of prices, and that the lining shall be paid for to a maximum thickness of 2 inches over plan
dimension, making a total thickness of 7i inches instead of 7 inches as set down in your letter.
'
•
"Wo are, &c.,
-------CARTER & CO.
This is according to contract drawings.—J.D., G/G/92.
Sir,

■

No. 29.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.

■

. '
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, and
Dear Sir,
40, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 15 July, 1892.
j. • i .
Messrs. Carter & Co. have drawn attention to an error in the areas oi excavation for to 4 ft.
by 3 ft. and 4 ft. by 2 ft, 8 in. sewers North Shore.
Office arcj.

* Size of sewer—4 ft. by 2 ft. S in.......
t
4 ft. by 3 ft. 0 in........

12-89
14‘44
--------

Ji.v Carter fc Co.

12-9663
14-4614

ByJ.W.T.B.

12-9682
14-4613
Yours, &e.,
J. W. T. BOYS.

"Would Mr. Bagge please get the areas given in the contract drawing checked,—J. D., 15/7/92.
This has been checked at, viz., * 12,9672 ; f 14.4611.—C.H.O.B., 18/7/92. Mr. Davis,
The amended
areas to he taken in computing quantities of excavation.—J.D., 18/7/92. Mr. Boys.
Areas to be paid
for—12'97 for 4 ft. by 2 ft. 8 in.; 14*46 for 4 ft. by 8 ft.—J.W.T.B., 11/3/92.
Seen. Paper might be
put away,—J.D., 15/8/92.

No. 30.
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No. 30..
Tbe Secretary of the Sewerage Miners’ Association to Thos. Houghton, Esq., M.P.
.
Dear Sir, .
40, GhjirlesOauc, Woolloomooloo.
^
Having been, requested by my Association to write to the Works Department to obtain par
ticulars whether there is any provision made for miners being provided with air, I done so through the
secretary of the Trades Hall, thinking that it would have more effect, but up to the present it is nil.
.
_ ^Although we are a registered association, up to the present we are not recognised by the Board of
Conciliation and of Arbitration, though we are looking forward to it, as in all probability we may be the
first to nse that Board, us being engaged on G-ovcrnment contracts, and our case is a calamity. I urge
upon you to act on our behalf at once. lie this information, our general meeting is next Saturday, 30th
instant.
My reason for being so urgent is this—our men are dying off so fast; I have to report another
death no later than last Tuesday. We sent two to Victoria to benefit their health. 1 am expecting to
hear of their death every day, as their case is hopeless. One of our members came to me to-day ; he
says, " This is terrible; I am dying—lingering in misery” ; has not been able to work this six months ; a
walking skeleton. We have always a large percentage to support out of our pittance, which, God knows,
is only an average of 5s. per day. Out of this our fellows subscribe manfully. We arc sure our turn
is uot far off. There is no man following this work who can live long; we all feel the effects—a husky
cough, and galloping consumption follows, and our end is not far off. When we apply to tlie hospital w'o
are sent to Little Bay as incurable. We have to rush smoke and foul air and dust, and. work in unnatural
positions to obtain even that average wage. I have pay-sheets to prove my statements, and a glance at my
books may prove a death-rate that would not be believed,—that is ten per cent.—the result of us rushing
this foul air and not being able to eat during working-hours. Our wives has to nurse us and bathe our
aching heads at night, as we are at times almost lunatics when wo ought to be resting. Our limbs
weaken, and wc can no longer work. We are forced to accept this death or starve our wives and children,
and wo do accept death to obtain them bread. There is terrible suffering amongst our members. They
are willing to work, but the work is shut down from them. Although the Works Department let the
contracts, they are powerless to compel them to employ labour. Tbe .North Shore underground sewerage
job, Messrs. Carter & Co., has kept their shafts idle for weeks past. Men who sunk the shafts—some as
deep as 250 feet odd—has been forced to fill tbo ranks of the unemployed. They are actually starving
us into a death price. Up to the present we have never been provided with air; what air we have iiad
we had to provide ourselves; so hoping you will take steps on our behalf,
I remain, &c.,
JOS. LYNCH,
-----------

Sec., S.M.A., Sydney.

Received by mo 4/S/02.—R.H.. 8/8/02.
Will Mr. Hudson please have this looked into at
once—J.B., 2;5/92.
T. Houghton, M.P., 2/5/92.
Mr. Davis.—R.C.P., 5/8/92.

No. 31.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to llesident-Engineer Hoys.

‘

Meito.

Wtt.t. Mr. Boys please let me have report generally upon this letter, with tho following particulars, by
to-morrow morning:—
1. Description of fans, pipes, &c., used for ventilating each shaft ?
2. Whether it is a fact that shafts have been standing for weeks past, and, if so, for what
reason ?
_ 3. Whether tho appliances are sufficient to keep the tunnel in a good stale of ventilation, and, if
not in any instance, what he recommends ?
J.D, 5/8/92.
1.
2.
_
3.
informed

All steam-power fans at present used ou 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, ’J, 8 with black iron 9-inch pipes.
It is a fact in one instance, but that was on account of the water met with.
Tho appliances are excellent in every way, with the exception of No. 12 shaft, and I am
that a hand-power fan is to be placed there at once by the contractor.
J.W.T.B, 5/8/92.

No. 32.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Subject;—Secretary, Sewerage Miners’ Association—Want of provision for supplying miners witii air,
Contract 79, North Sydney, cited as an example.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
_
_
■
0 August, 1892.
The Secretary asks whether there is any provision made for miners being provided with air.
Clause 79 of the specification, Contract 79, provides that the contractor shall provide suitable
apparatus for clearing tbe tunnels.
.
The contractors have provided fans and pipes to nearly all the principal shafts on this contract,
namely, at 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 7, 8. These fans are of approved make, and arc driven off the winding engines at.
each of these shafts. The pipes are excellent, and are 9-ineh diameter, and made of black iron, well
tarred inside and out, preventing leakage at the joints.
I have heard no complaints on the score of bad air from any of the miners, with the exception of
those at No. 12 shaft.
The
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The following describes the means of working each shaft, and the time each wae idle:—
No. 1 is at work, but was idle for a week, miners asking more pay for driving. The air is good,
and no fan required, owing to there being an open end.
No. 2, Miners finished sinking shaft on 12th July. A fan and hose was put in this shaft after the
first 100 feet was sunk, and this was also the case at 3, 4, 5, 0, and 7. These fans were driven off the
winding engine. Since the 12th, 9-inch black iron pipes have been permanently fixed.
No. 3 was stopped for a week to‘enable air-pipes to be fixed permanently.
No. 4 was bottomed on Sth July, and driving started 26th .luly. During this time air-pipes were
fixed. There was a disagreement about tbo price of driving, and old gang refused to continue the work.
No. 5. No stoppage at this shaft beyond shifting position of shaft.
No. 6. No stoppage.
No. 7. No stoppage.
No. S was idle for three or four days after sinking. The fan and air-pipes and pump were fixed
to this shaft after the sinking was completed. Depth of shaft, 104 feet.
. No. 9. No provision made for extra air, A few days stoppage on account of change of men.
No. 10. No provision made for extra air. There was a stoppage for a few weeks. Contractors,
reasons were given that they wished 9 and 11 to be sunk the same time, so as to start the driving
together.
No. 11 stopped for about four weeks—11th June to 6th July—on account of large amount of
water met with. Contractors waited to see if it would take, up. This shaft is now down to full depth.
No provision for extra air.
No. 12. No provision made as yet for extra air. Shaft has been stopped for the last ten days.
The men complain of bad air and the smoke hanging for a long time. This is the only case of bad
air, and X am informed that the contractors are about to put a hand-fan at this shaft, which is 95 feet
deep, and the drive is 44 feet in.
The appliances on the work are in good order, and quite sufficient wherever steam power is used,
namely, at shafts 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
It will soon be necessary to have air driven into 9 and 10.
Nos. 9, 10, and 11 are shallow shafts, and the drives between them are not long. Hand-power
fans will be sufficient for these shafts, but are not necessary just yet.
No. 12 shaft should he supplied with a fan at once.
J. W. T. BOYS.
__________________________
6/S/92.

No. 33.
Resident-Ei) gineer Rudolph to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Subject .—'Want of provision for supplying miners with air.
Department of Public Works, Itoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 8 August, 1892.
the provision of supplying miners with air on contract No. 80,1 have to report that nothing has been
done yet. I spoke both to Mr. Farley and his foreman about this subject repeatedly, and was assured on
one occasion that windsails had been ordered, and on another occasion I heard Mr. Farley give instruc
tions to find out if Carter & Co. had any blowers for sale suitable for bis work, but up to the
present nothing but the bends for down-pipes are on tbe ground. Our drives in most instances
have not been too far away from the face of the shafts, but now there is no doubt but it becomes a
necessity to have ventilation provided at every shaft, and it will be still more wanted if the weather should
get warmer. I therefore beg leave to recommend that the contractor be instructed to provide such means
as are wanted to send fresh air into the drives, and that his attention, may be specially called upon to
have tho air blown right into the faces where men are employed in gadding out the work, to help as much
as possible for the quick setting down of the stone-dust in these places.
H. KUDOLPH,
Besident Engineer.

No. 34.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Subject:— North Shore and Darling Point Sewers—Ventilation of Tunnels.
Department of Public Works, Boads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 8 August, 1892.
The only tunnelling which is at present being done in this branch is at North Sydney and Darling Point,
and as the Secretary of the Sydney Miners’ Association makes general statements with reference to the
lack of fresh air supplied to miners, I have obtained reports from the resident engineers who are in charge
of these two sewers which I enclose.
There are twelve shafts on the North Sydney works, and of these seven are provided with blowers
driven by steam power, three do not require artificial ventilation at present, and at the remaining two,
fans aro necessary at once. Where the ventilation is done by steam power, it is all that can be desired,
and the contractors, I understand, are making arrangements to supply the two shafts with the fans
necessary.
Mr. Lynch states what is certainly not a fact, when he says that shafts at North Sydney have
been idle for weeks past on account of a lack of adequate ventilation. Messrs. Carter & Co. have made
excellent progress with their work, and, with the exception of one shaft (which was not standing for bad
ventilationl, the rate of progress has been far more than provided by the contract.
At Darling Point tbe shafts are shallow, and there is not, therefore, the same necessity as at
North Sydney for steam power for driving the fans. Hand-fans will meet all the requirements, and now
that the tunnels are being driven, the contractors have been requested to provide means .of artificial
Ventilation, which they have promised to do.
Miners’

3G7
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Miners’ work is clearly and unhealthy occupation, and no doubt they must feel the effects of the
class of work they do. I do not think, however, that more can be done at North Sydney, except in the
case of the two shafts referred to above. At Darling Point hand-fans, or some such contrivance must
bo adopted for forcing tbe air into the tunnels.
. 1'here is a clause in each of these tunnel contracts binding tbe contractors to provide “ blowing
machine witli ventilating fans * # * callable * * * of removing tbe foul air iu one minute
after blasting at each working-face.”
. ^r- Houghton might be sent a copy of these reports, and informed that tlie Department will
exercise its full powers as regards compelling all our contractors to provide suitable ventilating appli
ances.—E.H., 8/8/92.
Under Secretary.
AVrite—J.B., 8/8/92.
T. J. Houghton, Esq., M.P.,
12/8/92.
Seen.—E.H., 15/8/92. Mr. Davis to note.—E.C.P., 15/8/92.
Noted.—J.D., 15/8/92.

No. 35.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Dear Sirs,
.
North Shore, 12 August, 1892.
AVill you kindly inform mo why there is no one working at the shafts and drives to-day.
Yours, &c.,
t
,
--------J. AV. T. BOYS.
In the absence of the contractors, I cannot say further than that I think the men demand more
money.—Jso. It. Bath.

No. 36.
Inspector J. Parsons to The Resident Engineer.
Inspectoh’s Daily K-epoet of Contract No. 79.

North Shore, 12 August, 1892.
Workmen employed by Contractor—
Labourers ...
...
...
...
...
2
Carpenters...............................................................
2
Masons and other mechanics, blacksmiths
...
2
Remarks.—No work going on here to-day. The men all came out on strike this morning. The
reason is they want more money, not being able to make wages at what they have been getting.
JOHN PARSONS,
T,
,
-------Inspector.
.n appears from these reports that the miners employed on the North Shore Outfall Sewer are out
mi strike for an increase of wages.—J.D., 13/8/92. Engineer-in-Chief.
Seen,—R.H., 15/8/92.
Mr.
Davis.—F.C.P,, 15/8/92.
Mr. Boys may require these reports for posting iounial.—J.D., 15/8,'92
Mr. Boys.
Report finished with.—J.W.T.B., 18/8/92.
J
>
It-

No. 37.
The Secretary, Trades and Labour Council, to The Secretary for Public Works.
Trades Hal/, Goulburn and Dixon Streets, Sydney, 19 August, 1892.
I have been instructed, by resolution of the above Council, to write and ascertain if you will
be pleased to appoint a date, time, and place for the reception of a deputation relative to certain matters
of a vexed nature at present existing between tho contractor for and the miners employed on the seweraee
works at North Shore.
°
I should take it as a great favour if you would kindly afford me a day or two prior notice of the
date appointed for deputation’s reception.
I remain, &c.,
JOHN RIDDELL,
The deputation waited on the Minister yesterday.
J.Baj 30/8/92.

Resubmit, with the notes of the interview.__

No. 38*
Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 23 August, 1892. ■
get me the papers at once respecting the application of Mr. Riddell for a deputation respecting a
grievance of the miners employed on the North Shore Sewerage AVorks,
Please

Attach papers.—E.C.P., 24/8/92.
No papers registered here. Mr. Riddell’s application has
not yet been received.—E.H.
Mr. Piper,—Paper now attached.—F.C.P., 24/8/92.
Papers here
with.—R.H., 25/8/92,

No. 39.
Shorthand-writer’s notes of the Interviews between The Secretary for Public Works
and the Deputation from the Sewerage Miners’ Association.
Minute Raper.
Deputation—Grievances of Sewerage Miners employed on Works at North Shore and
Darling Point.
Department of Public AYorks, Svdney, 29 August, 1892.
A deputation representing the Sewerage Miners’ Association, accompanied" by the Secretary of the
Trades and Labour Council of New South Wales (Mr. Riddell), waited upon the Minister this morning
to represent certain grievances of the miners employed on the sewerage works at North Shore and
Darling Point.
Subject:
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.

It was pointed out that the miners were denrired of air in the underground workings in con
sequence of the contractors failing to keep the air-courses dear of mullock ; that sometimes the miners
had but a space of 20 inches to crawl through, on account of mullock not being cleared away, and that no
matter how much air were pumped into the courses the smoke to be found therem could not escape
unless the courses were kept quite clear.
, . .
,
,
,
,i ,
Beferenee was made to a minute written by Mr. Bruce Smith authorising the contractors to sublet
in connection with the contract for the sewerage work at North Shore.
,
, .
The Minister said there might he some special arrangement in connection with toe contract m
Question giving the contractors power to sublet; but subletting was not allowed unless the consent ol the
Department were obtained. In this case the contractors (Messrs. Carter and Company), he discovered,
had been allowed to sublet It appeared that unless objection were raised contractors were allowed to
do so. In this particular case the contractors bad been allowed to sublet by consent.
_
The deputation explained that the men were all on piecework on the sewerage works in question’
(jfo. 79), and that the contractors would not give daywork. They wished to ask whether the Depart
ment could not compel the contractors to give daywork. Figures they had proved that some oi the men
made only 5s. 4d. a day on piecework, while the average wages had been but 6s. 6d. per day since the
work was started—under the piecework system—and yet the contractors were progressing under their
C°ntraCJt-was contended that the minute empowering the contractors of the works at North Shore to
sublet had had the effect of causing tlie miners to work under very unhealthy conditions. Ihe unhealthy
conditions had seriously affected tho health of the men. One miner had dmd the other day, and they
expected two more deaths. The conditions under which the miners were working were killing them. A o
matter what their wagos were the conditions were exceedingly unhealthy, and almost intolerable, all on
account of the contractors neglecting the air-courses, which were almost blocked up m places with mullock,
which they ought to clear away.
'
,
. . , ,
j n.
„„
They could not work under such conditions; could not make a fair day s wage, and the result was
that they had to stand up for higher wages, and as tho contractors had refused to increase the rates the
men had struck, and had been out on strike for three weeks. The contractors would not pay a reasonable
price. The work was offered by the cubic yard ; it had been going on for years, and the contractors knew
exactly what could be done, and cut the men down as low as possible.
,,
It was represented that the mullock was not cleared away from the air-courses because it would
inrolye extra expense for the contractors, and the deputation attributed this state of thmgs to the practice
of subletting, which they desired the Department to prohibit.
. , .
xl
,
.
The Minister said that so far as subletting was concerned he could not interfere, as the contractors
had the power to sublet. He could not interfere more than the conditions would allow him, but he would
certainly send to the contractors’ foreman with reference to the ventilation of the underground workings,
because they certainly ought to keep the men supplied with sufficient air. He had a right to speak on
that point, for tho health of the men was endangered.
,
.x,
.
,
.

The deputation pointed out that if such high deposits in connection with_ contracts were not
required they could carry out the work at the same rates as the contractors, and do just as good work.

The Minister said that it was his desire to avoid too much supervision in connection with public
'V"° ^

It was pointed out that the contractors of the North Sbofe works left much in the hands of the

men-they did uot give them any centres or levels, but only marked tbo work out. They desired to
explain this to the Minister to show that there was not much supervision required in connection with
some of their work ; their association had the tools to do such work if the Department would but give it
to them, and it would save all the trouble created by the practice of subletting, iheir object was to ask
■ the Minister to stop the practice.
,
The Minister said it would be a pretty rough thing to do to say to a contractor (hat they would
accept his contract at a certain price, but would not allow him to sublet. He fek that at the present
timePhe would not be justiiied in taking any action to prevent subletting. He thought it would be just
as well to inform the contractor of the North Shore works of the representations the deputation had put
before him ; he would take good care that he should know. With regard to the system of payment, lie
might say that ho would rather be more liberal m paying for piecework than for daywork, lor it
encouraged the men to work with a will. He supposed that if the contractors of the North Shore works
had given a little better pay they would not have had the trouble and loss of time attending a three
weeks’ strike He would make no promise as to the conditions of future contracts ; but after hearing
what they had said he would send for the contractor, and talk the matter over with him, and let him know
what he thought about the matter. It might have a salubrious effect if he told the contractor what his
intentions were as to future contracts.
3
•
Tho deputation pointed out that they had no chance of competing With established contractors m
this class of work on account of the deposits being so higb. If the Department would accept bondsmen
instead of cash they could compete with anyone.
...
.
The Minister repeated that it was his desire to avoid too much supervision in connection with
contracts. He thought that large contracts of (say) £60,000 could fairly be cut up into sub-contracts,
but in smaller works it only increased the supervision unnecessarily. He would, however, see the
contractor of the North Shore works, after which he would be in a better position to say whether any
improvement could he effected m the present system. He did not think it would be a good thing to
prohibit subletting altogether, because there were eases where the system of subletting might be very
advantageous. The more legitimate course would, he thought, be to advise the contractor that m case ot
trouble arising through the practice of subletting, the power on the part of the contractor to sublet
would he cancelled; but in this case he could not interfere with the contractor.
The deputation pointed out that so far as tho underground work at North Shore was concerned
the Department could do nothing to improve the conditions under which the miners were working unless

the contractors were compelled to keep the air-shafts clear.
. .
The Minister replied that he had a perfect right to take action with respect to that matter for the
sake of the public health. He would take very good care that proper air was supplied to the miners, or
he would take action to hare it supplied.
With
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'With reference to the representation that the men on the iSTortli Shore .works wore not supplied
with an ycentres or levels, the Minister said he was glad the deputation had pointed that out to him, and
ho would make inquiries concerning the matter, as tho Department had been put to considerable trouble
with a contractor named Bochester through a similar omission, which was a serious matter,
Mr, Hickson.—J.B., 1/9/92.

Seen.—It,II., 2/9/92.

No. 40.
President-Inspector Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, Lincoln’s Inu Chambers, and 40, Elizabeth-street,
Sir,
Sydney, 7 September, 1892.
I beg to inform you that the Contract 79, Messrs. Carter & Co., is being proceeded with. I’ho
men started yesterday afternoon, the Gth instant.
Yours, &e.,
J. W. T. BOYS.
For the information of the Engineer-in-Chief.—J.D., 7/9/92.

Seen.—B,IL, S/9/92.

No. 43.
T. J. Ilouglitoh, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Mr. Barling,
Parliament House, Sydney, 2S September, 1892,
I enclose a letter I have just received from the Secretary of the Sewerage Employees Union,
and wouldfeel obliged if you would kindly have the matter attended to at once, and let me know the
result.
Yours, <tc.,
’
T. J. IIOUG-HTON.
Mr. Hickson.—.T.B., B.C., 29/9/92.
Eoport herewith.—J.W.T.B., 4/10/92.

Urgent.

For report.—E.H., 31/9/92.
'

Mr, Davis.

[Enclosure.']
Sir,

Sydney, 27 September, 1892.
.
I am directed by our Association to once more trouble you to visit the Works Department re the ventilation of
No. 10 shaft ou Carter A Co.’a sewerage contract, North Shore.
There is a haud-fan erected on tlie shaft, and pipes arc connected to the bottom of tlie shaft only, and tho drives are
in from 60 to 80 feet.
The contractor refuses to connect any pipes into the drives where the men are at w'ork; also refuses to put labour on
to pump the supply of air. Therefore our men are working under deplorable conditions, and the inspectors insist that
.they cannot act on our behalf. Hoping you will see to this.
I remain, &c.,
JAS. LYNCH, Secretary,
T. J. Houghton, Esq., M.P.
________|________________________
Sewerage Miners’ Association.

No. 42.
Besident-Engiueer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Minnie Paper.
Suljcol:—Complaints re ventilation of Shaft No. 10, Contract 79. (See letter 92-2,1G0,30th September.)
Department of Public Works, Koads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
_
North Sydney, 4 October, 1892.
Tjtehe is a hand-power fan and pipes in this shaft, and the pipes are within 30 feet of the face in the
.north drive. This is as near to tho face as practicable.
_ _ In the south drive tho pipes are in 1G ft. G in., and there are plenty of pipes ready at the shaft to
he joined in when required.
The contractors state that by their arrangement with tho men tho contractors supply pipes and
put them in to the bottom of the shaft, and fix a T piece on, and that the men are supplied with pipes.
The men fix the pipes in the drives and supply the labour for driving in the air as required.
The inspector reports to me and to the contractors whenever tho men require anything, or have any
complaints to make, and tho men themselves have never made any formal complaint to me.
The inspector states that it is necessary to blow the fan continually now to keep the drives fresh,
but at present the men only blow out the smoke after firing.
'
J. W. T. BOYS.

No. 43.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minnie Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79, North Shore Outfall—Be ventilation of Shaft No. 10.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 4 October, 1892.
I have seen the contractors with reference to Mr. Lynch’s complaint, and I have also obtained a report
from Mr, Boys, which T enclose. It appears that the miners by arrangement have undertaken to fix the
air-pipes iu the drives, and that, therefore, if there was delay in these pipes being put in position it was
due to the miners themselves. Since Mr. Lynch wrote his letter they have fixed the pipes from the shaft
to within about 30 feet of the face of north drive, and within about 50 feet of the face of soutli drive, and
pipes arc available, so that Ibis last drive can bo ventilated in the same way as the north drive, if the
pipes arc carried within 30 feet of the face, it is as near as they should be, as they would be damaged by
tho blasting if taken nearer.
The
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The contractors state that the price paid for excavating the tunnel was to include the cost of
turning the hand-fan. At present it is only being turned immediately after a shot is fired, but this is not
sufficient. Arrangements should be made for the fan to bo kept in motion the whole time miners are
engaged in the tunnels.
' I would suggest that the contractors be written to in terms of the draft letter attached.
J. DAVIS.
See letter written to contractors. It appears, however, that it is really the miners’ own fault
that sufficient air is not supplied.—ft.II., 5/10/92.
Under Secretary.
Inform.—J.B., 5/L0/92.
T. J. Houghtou, Esq., M.P., 10/10/92.

No. 41.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
4 October, 1892.
It is reported to me by the resident engineer that the ventilation at shaft No. 10 is not at all
satisfactory. The air-pipes are only fixed a short distance from the shaft in the tunnel which is being
driven in a southerly direction, and there is about 45 feet of the drive without pipes, and that the handfan is only being turned immediately after shots are fired, instead of being kept constantly going. I
have, therefore, to draw your particular attention to clause 79 of the specification, and to request that
immediate steps be taken to lay additional air-pipes, and also that the fan be kept iu motion the whole
time miners are engaged in the tunnel.
I have, <fcc.,
EOBT. HICKSON,
.
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.

,
No. 45.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No, 79, North Sydney Sewerage.
Box No. 10, North Sydney, 1 November, 1892.
Understanding that tbe main outfall sewer has to be eventually extended south from shaft
No. 12 on the above contract, we request your permission lo drive the tumiel in that direction, at our
schedule rate, until the drive is through between shafts Nos. 11 and 32, or to such distance as you may
determine.
‘
Trusting that our application may meet with your approval.
Yours obediently,
-------CAKTEft & CO.
Sir,

Messrs. Carter & Co. might be allowed to drive half-way (about 3 chains) between their end shaft
in Mount-street and the future next shaft in ’Whaling ftoad, as per tracing. This would be about 70
cubic yards at 60s., equal to £23 0. C. H. Ohlfskk Bagub, 7/11/92. The Engineor-in-Chief. Approved.—
H.H., 8/11/92.
Carter & Co., 10/11/92.
Mr. Davis to note—F.C.P., 12/11/92.
Noted,—J.D.,
14/11/92.
_____________________________

No. 46.
The Engineer-m-Chief for Sewerage to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public AVorks Department, Sewerage Branch, 10 November, 1892. _
In reply to your letter of tbe 1st instant, asking permission to extend the tunnel of the main
outfall sewer, North Shore, southwards, until the drive is through between shafts 11 and 12, at schedule
rates, contract No. 79,1 have tho honor to inform you that you may extend tho tunnel from 1 mile
25'3 chains for a distance of 3 chains to 1 mile 28‘3 cliains, including excavation and lining, at schedule
rates, contract No. 79, and on the understanding that the conditions laid down in Mr. Davis’s letter of
,the 27th May last apply equally to the extension now granted.
I have, &e.,
ROBERT HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.

’
»

No. 47.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.

Public "Works Department, Sewerage Branch, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, and 42, Elizabeth-street,
'
Sydney, 21 November, 1892.
Encloseu please find information of shafts and drives requiring checking on contract 79.
_
_
, "When the officer who is going to check this work is ready I will go over the ground with him and
noiut out all points made use of on top.
F
--------J. W. T. BOYS.
The shafts on this contract are deep, and some distance apart, and I think, therefore, it would b
advisable to have the lines and levels checked. Could Mr, Peake be spared to do this work? If so, h
might be instructed to come to me. and I will give him particulars —,T.D., 22/11/92. Mr. Bagge.
It mnv be judicious to allow Mr. Peake to check these alignments on account of the great depths
'of the shaft’s.—0. H. Oulfsux Bagge, 22/11/92. Mr. Mollison.
Mr. Peake.—R.H., 22/11/92.
Noted.—A.P., 22/L1/92.
Instructions carried out and returned.—6/1/93.

No. 48.
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No. 48.
Uesident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Eavis.
Public Worts Department, Sewerage Brand, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, and 40, Elizabeth-street,
.
.
Sydney, 10 November, 1892.
It is reported by the men working at No. 6 shaft that a boy living in the house nearest that shaft has
blown himself up with a cap on Tuesday evening after the men had finished their work. On Wednesday
the father of the boy brought two caps over to the men at this shaft.
It is not known whether the boy actually got the caps out of the box there, or on the work at all.
Tho only thing to point to such a conclusion is that the caps are the same as used on this work. Inspector
Parsons will try and find out more about this at once, also the name of the people. I asked the doctor
attending, but he refused to give me any information beyond that the hoy was seriously hurt, and that the
people wish to keep it quiet.
J. W. T. BOYS.
For the information of the Engineer-in-Chief.—J.D., 11/11/92. Engineer-in-Cbief. Seen.—E.H.,
11/11/92.

No. 49.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, and 40, Elizabeth-street,
.
Sydney, 13 December, 1892.
herewith IS a memo, from Messrs. Carter & Co. in reference to stoppage at shaft No. 6.
I should
recommend the Department to allow this piece of work to be idle, as proposed, until the new year, as it
will not retard the general work on this contract; and the boy is in such a highly nervous state that the
shock of the blasting is likely to do him a permanent injury. The contractors must he held responsible
for the delay.
r
<
-------- J. W. T. BOYS.
This boy was seriously injured by explosives which be is believed to have taken from the miners’
box. _ As the delay at this shaft will not retard the completion of the contract, I recommend that it
remain idle until the beginning of tbe new year, when further inquiries can be made.—J.D. 14/12/92
Engineer-in-Chief.
'
Approved.—R.H., 14/12/92.
Mr. Davis to see.—E.C.P., 15/12/92.
Seen.—J.D., 16/12/92.
Mr. Boys, for further report after holidays.—J.D., 16/12/92.
Mr. Boys.
This shaft (No. 6) started
to work on 3rd January, 1893.—J.W.T.B., 5/1/93.
Might ho put awav.—J.D., 6/1/93.
tj.

Public "VS orks Department, Sewerage Branch, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, and 40, Elizabeth-street,
,r
, „
„
Sydney, S December, 1892.
Memo, to Messrs. Carter & Co., contractors, Contract 79.
Shaft No. 6 has been idle since 11th November. When will this work be continued?
J. W. T. BOYS,
Work will be resumed at the above shaft in about a fortnight from date.
Pho hoy whose injuries necessitated the stoppage of the shaft in question is now recovering, and will be removed
from the vicinity before the cud of tho year.
CASTER & CO.

No. 50.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Resident-Engineer Boys.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
m ,
,
.
.
„
Sydney, 22 December, 1892.
iiuciNO of section of portion of mam outfall sewer, North Sydney, forwarded herewith for the informa
tion or the Resident Engineer.
, „ The invert levels of extension of sewer from shaft at junction of Mount and Alfred Streets, as
finally decided upon, are figured in red.
For Mr. Boys, through Mr. Davis.—J.S.M., 23/12/92.
,, ,
^s,
^y to “finally decide” upon invert levels of the sower on tbe south side of
the shaft at Mount-street, seeing that work has been in progress over nine months, and a matter of 50
feet of this tunnel has been driven from tbe centre of that shaft. Moreover, in addition to sower being
lowered OT7—the size of the setfer hjis been reduced from 4 ft. x 2 ft. S in. to 3 ft. 3 in x 2 ft 2 in As
the instruction does not appear to have come from Mr. Baggc, and as he possibly has not seen the
propos&d change, I return the paper to him for his instruction.—J.D., 23/12/92. Mr. Bagge.
T
, ,”8 sll0ul(i have been arranged at the time, but by some oversight the matter has been delayed.
1 think, however, that it would be better to do the work as shown on section if it does not incur much
expense.—C. H. Oiilfsen Bagge, 28/12/92. Mr. Davis.
Mr. Boys to make arrangements to reduce size of sewer and work to levels given from present face
ot tunnel, and make an estimate of the cost of extra excavation and concrete necessary in the length of
tunnel already driven.—J.D., 29/12 92. Mr. Boys.
J
b
Noted.—J.W.T.B., 31/8/94.
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No. 51.
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No. 61.
Surveyor Peake to The Assistant Chief Engineer for Sewerage.
Check Surveys—Contract No. '79, North Sydney.
Sewerage Construction Branch, Xiincoln’s Inn Chambers,
'Sir,
Elizabeth-street, G January, 1893.
I have the honor to transmit herewith a table and diagram, showing the results of my check
survey of the alignments and levels upon contract No. 79, North Sydney.
_
_
My alignments were obtained, with few exceptions from one set of observations of the wires at
each shaft.
_
Inthecaseof shaft No. 4, where the curve commences, the wires wore dropped twice, and the
mean of the results was taken as a base for tbe underground survey.
_
_
_
I consider that tbo check work done would point out any grave discrepancy in the alignment, if
such existed, and is sufficient at the present stage of operations.
I have, &c.,

---------

AEG-. PEAKE.

These check alignments and levels agree fairly well, but I think that furtheryheck should take
place where the differences are the greatest.—K H., 9/1/93. Mr. Bagge.
Eor the information of Mr.
Davis.—C.H.O.B, 9/1/93.
.
.
Mr. Peake does not quite agree with Mr. Boys at two or three of the shafts. The chief difference
is at the curve at shaft No. 4. Will Mr. Boys please check his work, and report.—J.D., 9/1/93. Mr. Boys.
The work at shaft No. 4 was cheeked on 28th January, 1893, and alterations made. Mr. Boys has
also consulted with Mr. Peake on the matter, and they have struck an average for the plugs in the
curve.—J.W.E.B., 2/2/93.
Cottteact

'q

Cliamfigo.

6

No. 79.—Survey of alignments and levels of drives (figures in arable by Mr. Boys, figures in
italic by Mr. Peake).
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Notib.—The difloroncoa in plate readings arc partly due to slight alterations of the Burface alignment.

No. 62.
Messrs. Carter & Co, to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No. 79—North Sydney Sewerage.
Box No. 10, North Sydney, 24 January, 1893.
Seeing 1 hat the lower and shallower portion of the above contract will he completed many
mouths before the upper portion, wo hereby request your permission to work throo shifts in the deeper
ground.
_
_
The drives on this length are now in some considerable distance, and we do not think any serious
annoyance will be caused to the rcsiclcuts in the vicinity through our working the three shifts. .
We m:i3T mention that wo have personally interviewed a number of the people in the neighbour
hood who arc agreeable to the extension of our working hours.
We are, &c.,
--------CARTER & CO.
These
Sir,
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_ These shafts being deep, and the whole of the tunnels being driven some distance from the shafts,
I think the contractors might bo allowed to work throe shifts; of course, with the distinct understanding'
that should the residents complain the present'arrangement to bo reverted to, viz., from 6 a.m to 10 n m
—J.D., 25/1/93. Mr. Bagge.
Contractor might be informed accordingly. Engineer-in-Chief.—C.H.O.B,, 25/1/93. Approved.
—R.H., 25/1/93.
Contractors informed.—J.I)., 31/1/93,

No. 53.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.

.

Gentlemen,
Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 31 January, 1893.
. I kav0 to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 24th instant, asking to be allowed to work
three shifts in the deep tunnels, and in reply, I have lo inform you that the Engineer-in-Chief has
approved of your doing as you wish, but it is to bo distinctly understood that should the residents com
plain of the nuisances arising from the blasting, the present working hours are to be reverted to.
I have, <fcc.,
J. DAYIS,
Through Mr. Boys.________________ __________
Supervising Engineer.

No. 54.
The Chief Clerk to the Commissioner for Hoads.
Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney.—Carter & Co., contractors.
Public Works Department, Sydney, G March, 1898.
The Bank fixed deposit receipt for £2,000 held in respect of the above contract will mature on the 10th
instant. Should it be renewed P
D.O.M'L.
-------{Pro tr.s.)
, -^h1; Davis. P.C.P., 6/3/93.
Contract time does not expire for another twelve months. The
deposit might therefore he renewed for another twelve months. Engineer-in-Chief.—J.D., 7/3/93
W. Mitchell, 7/3/93.
Under Sec.—E.H., 7/3/93.
Messrs. Carter & Co. asked to say, 7/3/93 —
2713j93.
i i

No. 55.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen

.
,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 7 March, 1895.
Bank nsed deposit receipt for ^£2,000 held in respect of your contract for tho main
outran sewer, North Sydney, will mature on the 10th instant, I am directed by the Secretary for Public
Works to ask whether you wish the deposit to he renewed, and if so, for what period ?
.
1
^so
ask that you will be good enough to say what action is to he taken in regard to the
interest which will accrue under the present deposit.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary
__ _________________ _
(Per D.C.M'L.)

No. 56.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 March, 1893.
I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to ask that you will be good enough to
furnish a reply to my letter of the 7th instant in regard to the security lodged in respect of your contract
for construction of the main outfall sewer, North Sydney.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary
_____________________ ._______
{Per D.C.M'L.)

No. 57.
The Agent for Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Secretary for Public Works.
^r’
.
5, Spring-street, Sydney, 23 March, 1893.
+■
-kt u
to contraot now in course of construction by Messrs. Carter & Co., sewer construc
tion, North Shore, I have the honor to direct your attention to the fact that the retention money now
held by the Government is in excess of the amount originally lodged with tender, and that such amount
is adequate security for the Government to ensure the just and proper fulfilment of tho contract.
I have, therefore, on behalf of my clients, to apply for a return of the deposit of £2,000 held by
tho Crown.
*
’
X have, &c.,
W. ARMSTRONG,
Agent for Carter & Co.
B.C. Mr. Hickson for report.—J.B., 23/3/93.
Mr. Bagge—F.C.P., 24/3/93.
Mr. Davis —
C.H.O.B., 24/3/93.
Report herewith.—J.D., 24/3/93.
No. 58.
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No. 68.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Secretary for Public Works.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79, North Sydney Outfall Sewer.—Contractors ask that fixed deposit be returned.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 24 March, 1893.
The tender for this contract amounted to £39,890, of which £20,709 14s. worth of work has been
executed, or about half the total quantity. The fixed deposit in all cases is held until the completion of
the work, as a guarantee for the due fulfilment of the contract, and X do not think in this instance an
exception should be made. On some occasions the Minister has approved of retention money being
returned after the amount in hand, including the fixed deposit, has reached 10 per cent, of the amount of
the tender, but as much of the work remaining to be done is put down in the schedule of prices at very
low' rates, and the work finished, in some instances, at high rates, I could not recommend that any of the
retention money be returned.
At present the Department holds the following:—
£ s. d.
Fixed deposit ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2,000 0 O
Ketention money
...
...................................................
2,070 19 5
Total

£4,070 19

5

10 per cent, of tender would amount to
...
...
... £3,989° O 0
-------- J. DAVIS.
For the approval of the Engineer-in-Chief.—C. H. Ojilfsen Bagge, 25/3/93.
Alt that contractors would be entitled to if the new general conditions were in force would be
£70 19s. 5d. As these are not yet in force and contractors have good prices for work done, whereas
work to be done is put down at low figures,! cannot recommend that their application be granted.—B.H.,
25/3/93, Under Secretary.
List to refuse.—J.B ,27/3/93.
Approved by Minister, W.J.Tj., order No. 8G7.—D. M‘L.,
11/4/93. J.B.
Koads, B.C., 12/4/93.
Seen,—J.D., 14/4/93.
Armstrong informed, 17/4/93.

No. 69.
The Engineer-in-Chicf for Sewerage to The Agent for Messrs. Carter & Co.
Sir,

Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 17 April, 1893,
In reply to your letter of 25th ult., applying, on behalf of Messrs. Carter & Co., for return
of deposit money on contract money No. 79, North Shore Sewerage, X have the honor to inform you that
it is a rule oE this Department to hold the “ fixed deposit” until the contract is finished, and in this case
no exception can be made. Moreover, as the “fixed deposit and retention money do not amount to more
than 10 per cent, of the tender, at present no portion of the retention money can be returned.
I have, &c.,
BOBEBT HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.

No. 60.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Inspector Kowney.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79, North Shore Outfall,—Check of curve north of shaft No. 4.
Department of Public Works, Koads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 17 April, 1893.
Mr. Bovs’ chord-pegs were checked by Mr. Kowney during his absence on leave, and, as he did not agree
with the work done by Mr. Boys, I thought it advisable, so that there might be no doubt in the matter,
to ask Mr. Bagge to allow Mr. Peake to continue his survey to tho T.P. at the north end of the curve in
question. This he has now done, and the result is shown on sketch marked A. Mr. Peake’s work does
not quite coincide with Mr. Kowney’s, but I think, as he comes between Mr. Boys and Mr. Kowney, tho
tunnel beyond the T.P. should he driven to Mr. Peake’s lino.
--------J.D.
Mr. Kowney to note.
Noted.—G-.H.'R., 18/4/92,
Noted.—J.W.F.B., 2/2/93.

No. 61.
_
The Agent to Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

5, Spring-street, Sydney, 21 April, 1893.
I have the honor to ask reconsideration of your refusal to allow a return of part of the
retention money held on account of contract No. 79, North Shore Sewerage, and to point out that in
addition to deposit of £2,000; retention money now amounts to £2,000, aud that Messrs. Carter have
plant aud machinery on the contract amounting to £3,500, and also materials to the value of £800,
making a total of security value of upwards of £8,000.
_
I respectfully submit that the Department will hold very ample security after a deduction of
£2,000 from the retention monev.
1 have, &c.,
'
--------W. AKMSTKONG-.
Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M'L. {pro U.S.), B.C., 21/4/93.
Mr. Davis, 21/4/93.
Please attach
previous papers.—J.D., 21/4/93.
Papers herewith.—F.C.P., 22/4/93.
A voucher has been signed
to-day for work done amounting to £1,453 9s.—K.H., 27/4/93.
No. 62.
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No. 62.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Deposit Security—Worth Shore Outfall Sewer.
Box Wo. 10, Worth Sydney, 28 April, 1893.
In reply to your letter re the above security, we have to ask you to be good enough to renew
tho same with the Bank of Wew Zealand for a further period of six months, and to pay the accrued
interest into our current account with the same bank.
We are, &c.,
-------CARTER & CO.
Mr. Mitchell, 25/4/93.
Receipt for renewal to Bank of Wew Zealand, 26/4/93.
Seen.—
J.D., 27/4/93.
______________________________
girj

No. 63.
The Manager, Bank of New Zealand, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Main Outfall Sewer, Worth Sydney.
Sir
Bank of Wew Zealand, Sydney, 1 May, 1893.
’ I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 26th April, and, as requested, I have renewed
the fixed deposit of £2,000 for six months at 3 per cent., and beg to enclose new receipt. I have credited
the interest on the matured receipt to Messrs, Carter & Co.’s account.
I have, &e.,
E. E. CORKILL
_____
(Pro Manager),
Mr. Mitchell with Fixed Deposit Receipt—D.C.M‘L., B.C., 2/5,193.
Receipt of document
acknowledged. Document placed in safe.—W.T’.M., 2/5/93.

No. 64.
.
The Clerk-in-Charge of Bonds and Contracts to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
Suljccl .-—Main Outfall 8ewer, Worth Sydney.
Bonds and Contract Branch, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 August, 1893.
MEXionAjrDTJM herewith duly signed by tbe contractors, Messrs. Carter & Co., agreeing to repay advances
made from time to time on material not on tbe contract site.
•

The original agrecent i. also rent hemvith_

HiB0IlD p. S0ERIR

Seen RH, 4/8,:92.
Mr. Davis to note.—F.C.F., 4/8/93.
Woted.—J.D., 4/8/93.
Accountant”to note —P.C.P., 4/8/93.
Woted.—O.C, 4/8/93.
Pinal return forwarded to Treasury for
payment this day. Bond 92-538 and agreement 93-974, attached herewith, may now be filed with the
papers.—O.C. {per E.H.), 13/12/94.
MltSIOKAHDUSr.
Ik consideration of the Minister for Public Works in and for the Colony of Wew South Wales advancing
to us the sum of £l,3C0, and of any future advances to be made to us, we hereby agree to repay to tbo
said Minister for Public Works tbe said sum of £1,360 and future advances, together with interest at tho
rate of £6 per centum per annum on such sums respectively from the date of advance on demand. And
we hereby charge all moneys duo or payable, or becoming due or payable, to us under a certain contract
for the construction of the Worth Shore main outfall sewer from near Long Bay to Mount-street, in the
said Colony, entered into by us with tbe Government of the said Colony, also all cement, building
materials, and every other thing already used or to be used in connection with our said contract with the
repayment of tho said sum of £1,360, and any future advances and interest at the rate aforesaid. And
we hereby undertake to give, whenever called upon to do so, a valid bill of sale to the_ said Minister for
Public Works over tbe said cement, building materials, and every other thing used in connection witli
our said contract now stored in our premises at A If red-street, Worth Sydney, in the said Colony, or
elsewhere, such bill of sale to contain a power of sale and such other powers, provisoes, and agreements
as the said Minister for Public Works may be advised. Also, further undertake to give immediate
possession of same to the said Minister, or any person appointed by him for that purpose, whenever called
upon to do so.
As witness our hands, at Sydney, this 3rd day of August, a.d. 1893.
Witness_
J01IW CARTER.
Hah old P. Wouhie, J.P.
!>■ Gh SNODGRASS.
H.P.W., 3/8/93.
____________ _____ ___________

No. 65.
_
_
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.

-

gjr

Box Wo. 10, Worth Sydney, 10 August, 1893.
, ’
Referring to our letter of 2nd .Tune, 1893, in which we accept a maximum thickness of 2 inches
over plan dimension as the quantity to bo paid for lioing tunnel on contract Wo. /9, ^orlli Sydney
sewerage ; we beg to state that this was agreed to on tbe supposition that the ground would admit of such
dimension being practicable.
, . ,T
-n,
In this contract, as in some others of a similar character, notabiy_ contract Wo._ 53, Waverlcy
sewerage, the ground met with is of such a nature as to render it impossible to keep within the usual
limits.

,

,

„

,

,

The 2 inches referred to was fixed as being 2 inches less than usually works out as an average
cross-section, but owing to the foregoing reason, and to unavoidable errors iu the alignment, we ask to be
allowed cross-sections equal to those of contract Wo. 53, less the 2 inches which was intended to be
deducted
Wb are, Ac.,
a
-------CARTER & CO.
Register and connect papers.—J.D., 9/8/93.

Previous papers 92/1,216herewith.—P.C.P., 10/8/93.
Wo. 66.
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No. 66.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewarage.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—North Sydney Outfall Sewer, Contract No. 79—Contractors write asking that the question of
thickness of lining in tunnel should he reconsidered.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
_
i
Sydney, 14 August, 1893.
In June of last year, at the time the tunnelling was commenced on this contract, the contractors under
took, if they were allowed to do the excavation under item No. 3 of the schedule of prices, they would
not require payment for more than
inches lining or a margin of 2 inchos over the cross-sections of the
tunnel excavation ordered.
The tunnel excavation is nearly finished and the first length of about 18 chains of lining is in
progress.
The contractors now write asking that the question of the thickness of the lining to he paid for
should he reconsidered.
They allege that the ground met with in the tunnels was of an exceptional nature, and similar to
that on the "Waverley and Woollahra branch sewer (contract No. 53), and they, therefore, desire that
they be allowed cross-sections equal to those paid for on that contract, less 2 inches.
Tho rock in the tunnels at "Wavcrley and North Shore, is certainly alike, and a number of “floors ”
and “ faces ” were met with at both places which materially increase tbe area of the tunnels. The cross
sections as a consequence were unusually large at Wavorley, the average margin of the lining over the
excavation ordered being about 5]- inches. Difficulties of the same nature have been experienced at
North Shore, and tbe cross-sections are likely to work out equally as large as the "Wavcrley ones.
The papers show that when the agreement was made it was thought that there would be no
exceptional difficulties to be encountered in the driving, and that the lining would not exceed tbe cross
section of excavation by more than 4 inches. On this understanding, Messrs. Carter & Co. offered to
forego 2 inches of the lining if they were allowed to do the excavation as they desired. The question now
arises whether (seeing that the rock lias proved to be similar to Wavcrley), they should have the agree
ment modified so as to be paid on the basis of that contract.
It was evidently tbe intention of tbe Engineer-in-Chief for the contractor to bear the expense of
2 inches of lining, and tho contractors ask that by regarding Wavcrley and North Shore as parallel cases
this should be done.
'
I, therefore, beg to recommend that the 2 inches to margin of tunnel-lining be increased to Sc
inches in thickness.
-------J. DAVIS.
Tbe 2 inches was decided upon on the assumption that the average allowance for concrete-packing
was 4 inches. As if is now stated this really works out at 5j inches. Mr. Davis’ suggestion is only fair
and equitable, and may therefore be adopted.—E.H., 15/8/93.
Eor tho consideration of the Enginoer-in-Chief.—C. H. Ohifsen Bagoe, 15/8/93.
Messrs.
Carter & Co. informed.—J.D., 21/8/93.

No. 67.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 21 August, 1893.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 10th instant, stating the nature of tho ground
through which the tunnels have passed is not what is was anticipated, and that therefore the maximum
thickness of 2 inches over the cross section ordered for* the excavation (see my letter, 27th May, 1892), is
not sufficient, and asking that as the nature of tbe rock is similar to that passed through in tbe tunnels
of the Waverlcy and Woollahra Branch Sewer, the cases be regarded as parallel, and that you be allowed
the cross sections equal to those on that" contract less 2 inches.
In reply I have to inform you that the Engineer-in-Chief has decided, on occount of the nature of
the rock, to modify the agreement, contained in my letter of 27th May, 1892, to the extent of increasing
the margin of 2 inches thickness of lining, over the cross section of excavation ordered, to a maximum of
Si inches. Otherwise the terms of the letter to remain unaltered.
It is also to be understood that this additional allowance in the lining is to cover the cost of any
extra concrete, which will be required through unavoidable errors in the levels and alignments of the
tunnels, including those between shafts Nos. 3 and 4.
Will you please accept this modification of the agreement previously made respecting the lining of
tho tunnels in writing.
I have, &c.t
J. DAVIS,
____________________________
Supervising Engineer.

No. 68.
,
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Sir,

.
JAlfred-street, North Sydney, 28 August, 1893.
We have the honor to acknowledge your letter of 21st August re maximum of lining to bo
allowed in tunnels on contract No. 79, North Sydney Sewerage, and to inform you that wo agree to^accept
the same according to the terms of your letter.
yy e have &c.
■
.
—
CAETEE & CO,
Please put with other papers.—J.D., 30/8/93.

No. G9.
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No. 69.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
,
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Dear Sir,
_
_
...
Sydney, 23 August, 1893.
1 /l,id that in section 88 of specification, bluestone concrete packing is to be used in the shafts
behind the brickwork, but as we have always used saudstono packing, with the exception, of that used round
the pipes in the high drop shafts, will you advise me if it is right to pack with the sandstone packing, as wo
are just starting the brickwork in shafts 4 and 12 ; and also will you be so good as to define what thick
ness of bluestone concrete is to be used round tho pipes, if you decide to use sandatono iu the shafts.
.
The joints in the brickwork are specified to be “ struck,” but as we usually have them “ cut and
struck,” will you order this if you think it necessary ; it would improve the work very much. I should be
glad if you could come over for half-an-hour to-morrow if you have time, as there are a few little points
which would be better for settling.
And I should he glad if you could send me another inspector or two, as the work is increasing
raPicllyI have, Ac.,
c
j
.
-------- .
J. AV\ T. BOYS.
The clause referred to does not comprise tho packing, but merely the chambers which are of course
to be built with bluestone concrete. The shafts arc to bo packed as usual with concrete sandstone
packing with 6 inches of bluestone concrete round down pipes m the body of .the shaft. I will see Mr.
Boys to-day re inspectors and also joints.—JD., 25/8/93. Mr. Bovs.
'
Noted.—JAVMI.B., 31/8/94.
v

_
No. 70.
The Chief Cleric to The Commissioner for Roads.
Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney—Carter & Co,, contractors,
_
_
Public Works Department, Sydney, 4 September, 1893.
The bank fixed deposit receipt for £2,000, held in respect of the above contract, will mature on the 20th
instant. Should it be renewed F
D. C. M‘L.
Mr. Davis, P.C.P., 4/9/93.
‘
Contract time does not expire until the beginning of March of next year, and the work will
certainly not be finished before that date. I should, therefore, think the deposit should be renewed for
another six months.—J.D., 4/9/93. Enginccr-in-Chief.
.
Recommended.—K,II., 5/9/93.
Mr. Mitchell, 6/9/93.
Messrs. Carter & Co. asked to say
for what period deposit is to be renewed, 7/9/93.

.

^
No. 71.
Tho Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.

Gentlemen,
_
_
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 7th September, 1S93.
As the Bank fixed deposit receipt for £2,000, held in respect of your contract for the con
struction of the main outfall sewer at North Sydney will mature on tho 10th "instant, 1 am directed by
the Sccretary for Public Works to ask whether you desire the deposit to be renewed, and, if so, for wbat
period ?
’
. T am flls? to request that you will be good enough to say what action is to be taken in regard to
the interest which will accrue under the present deposit.
I have, &c.,
°
J. BARLING,
Under Secrelary
_____________________________________ (Per D. C. M‘L.)

No. 72.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Pixed Deposit Receipt, Contract No. 79—North Sydney Sewerage.
Pox No. 10, Alfred-street, North Sydney, 18 September, 1893.
Referring to your letter re the above, wo have the honor to ask you to bo good enough to
renew the same for a further period of six months, and to pay the accrued interest to credit of “ Carter &
Co., North Shore Contract,” with the Bank of New Zealand, Pitt-street.
We have, &e.,
-------CARTER & CO.,
Mr. Mitchell.—D.C,M‘L., 19/9/93.
Receipt for renewal to Bank of New Zealand, 19/9/93.
S'L

No. 72a.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Manager, Bank of New Zealand.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 September/1893.
I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith, for renewal for six
months from the KHh instant, fixed deposit receipt No. A 21,807 for the sum of £2,000 issued bv vour
Bank aud lodged in connection with Messrs. Carter & Co.’s contract for the construction of the main
outfall sewer, North Sydney.
_ I am to ask that the interest which has accrued under the present deposit may be placed to tho
credit of “ Messrs. Carter & Co., North Shore Contract.”
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary
______________________________
(Per D. C. M‘L.)
No. 73.
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No. 73.
The Manager, Bank of New Zealand, to the Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Bank of K"ew Zealand, Sydney, 21 Septendber, 1893.
1 have the honor to hand you our fixed deposit receipt jS'o. A21,82l in your favour for £2,000,

being renewal of No. A 21,807 for a like sum issued in connection with Messrs. Carter & Co.’s contract
for the construction of the main outfall sewer, North Sydney.
The interest accrued on the old receipt has been credited to “ Messrs. Carter & Co., North Shore
contract,” as requested by vou.
J have, &c.,
“
E. B. ETGM3-,
-------(Pro Manager).
Mr. Mitchell.—D.C.M'L., 22/9/93.

No. 74.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 22 September, 1893.
I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to inform you that, in compliance with the
request contained in your letter of the 18th instant, the fixed deposit receipt for £2,000 hold in respect
of your contract for the main outfall sewer, North Sydney, has been renewed for a period of six months
from the 10th instant.
I am to add that the Bank states that the interest which has accrued under the original deposit
has been placed to tbe credit of the account “.Messrs. Carter & Co., North Shore contract.”
I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,
Under Secretary,
(Per D.C.M'L.)

No. 75.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minuie Paper.
Subject;—Contract No. 79, North Sydney Outfall, Ernest-street Branch Sewer.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 19 October, 1893.
A i.nsanr of 33 feet of the Ernest-strcct branch sewer was included in the above contract. The levels of
the remaining 568 feet could not be fixed at the time the contract was let, as the details of the reticulation
draining to Ernest-street had not been worked out. Tbe reticulation carried out is shown on attached
plan in thick blue line, and that for which plans are ready in thin blue lines. At present the sewage from
the pipes, and from the houses in the district, is draining into a creek, which crosses Walker-street near
Ernest-street, and as there are great complaints from the residents of the serious nuisance caused thereby, it
is most desirable that the sewage rhould bo diverted into the outfall sewer as soon as possible. If the
balance of tbe Ernest-street branch is constructed simultaneously with tho outfall sewer, then, on tbe
completion of that sewer (which will be iu about six months), and the outfall works (designs for which
are ready), the whole of the sewerage of the district referred to and shown on plan attached will be
provided for.
By carrying out this branch in conjunction with contract No. 79, a shaft, which is estimated to
cost £160, which otherwise would have to be sunk and built, can be saved.
I recommend that Messrs. Carter & Co, be asked to do the work in question at their schedule rates
for contract No. 79, amounting to £1,220.
.
--------J. DAYIS.
As Mr. Davis has explained, it will he a saving of £160 if this Ernest-street branch sewer is con
structed now, while tbe work for the main sewer is in progress, and by the time the main sewer is com
pleted, the drainage of the Holterman and Berry Estate (which is ready for tendering) can be at once
discharged into the main sewer through this branch. I beg, therefore, to submit Mr. Davis’ recommenda
tion for favourable consideration.—C. H. Olfskn Bauge, 19/10/93. Engineer-in-Chief,
Becommcnded. It would be a most desirable thiug, from a sanitary point of view, to let this work
be done now as an extension of the existing contract. Eunds are available.—B.H., 20/10/93. Under
Secretary.
List for approval.—J.B., 21/10/93. Approved by Minister. TY.J.L. Order No. 3,737.—D.C.M'L.,
28/10/93. J.B. Eoads.—B.C., 30/10/93.
Seen. Mr. Davis to note.—E.H., 31/10/93.
Contractors
informed.—J.D., 27/11/93.

No. 76.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 27 November, 1893.
I have the honor to inform you that the Minister has approved of your executing the Erneststreet branch sewer, as shown on the accompauying plan, iu connection with your sewerage contract
No. 79, at your schedule rates for that contract.
I enclose a schedule in which is given the probable quantities of tbe different kinds of work in this
branch sewer.
<
Will you please sign this schedule, undertaking to do the work at the rates referred to above, and
given in the schedule.
Yours, &c.,
‘
J. DAYIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.
_____________________________
(Through Me. Dots) ,
No. 77.
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No. n.

Memoranda respecting certain small items in connection with Messrs. Carter & Co.'s
account.
Dftto.

1893.
July i.
7.
23.
Sept. 14.

Single team. Bondi
Berry
Single team, Bondi
Extra horse
Berry
Single team, Bondi
Berry
Single team, Bondi
Extra horse
Berry...

...
...
...
...
.,,
...
...
...
...
,,.

Tima

Quantity,

lldtO.

day

i

£t

day
day

i
i

£L

JL's.

day

i

£1

day

day

ft.

0

1
0

6

0 10
0 3
l 0
0 1
i 0

0

9

0

0

1

£1

i
i

d.
0

£
1

0
0
6

0
0 10 0
0 3 0

10s.

J. Davie, Esq., Supervising Engineer, Sewerage.

£5

Inspector Wagg will know if these items arc correct.—,T. W. B. Boys, 10/12/93.
Are these
charges correct?—J.D., 16/12/93. Inspector Wagg.
Cartage correct. Charges for same, I expect,
are in accordance with Messrs. Carter & Co/s schedule rates.—Inspector Wage, 1(5/12/03.
Include in
next progress return.—J.D., 17/12/93.
Mr. Boys. Cont. 79. Charged for.—J. IV. B. Boys, 17/12/93.

43.
44.
46.
47.
48.

Cement ...
...
...
...
___
Mechanic...............................................................
Labourer...
...
...
...
...
Single team
....................................................
Extra horse
...
...
...
Perry fares
...
...
...
...
Galvanized iron, 1 sheet for Inspector’s office
Screws and washers
do

£
5
1
6
6
1
0
0
0

7 barrels at 16s.
Si davs at (2s.
13 davs at 10s.
01- days at 20s.
3-'.- days at 10s.

s. d.
12 0
19 0
10 0
10 0
15 0
12 0
5 0
1 0

£23 4 0
...
...
12 2 0
...
...
11. 2 0
J. Davis, Esq.
'
-------I have marhod the items I know about; Inspector IVagg will know the rest.—J. W. B. Bovs,
4/12/93..
Report attached, describing the work in full that Mr. Boys knows about, in compliance with
Mr. Davis memo.—7/12/93.
Particulars attached.
Tools supplied to bo charged as well.
Amount already paid
Remainder
...

Sewerage Brand), Public Works Department,—Dr. to Carter & Co.
,
1892. Laborer at No. 5a shaft
...
1893.
July 4. Single team to Bondi
...
...
Px-eight
...
...
...
Aug. 7. Single team, Bondi ...
...
...
Extra horse ...
...
...
Breight
...
...
...
Cement
...
...
..,
26. Single team, Bondi ...
...
...
Cement
...
...
Prcight
...
...
Single team, Newtown
...
...
Freight
...
...
...
Mechanic cutting pipe
...
Sept. 2. Mechanic cutting pipe
...............
5. 1 sheet galvanized iron
...
...
Screxvs and washers
...
Mechanic cutting pipe
...
Single team, shifting oflicc
Extra horse
...
...
14. Single team, Bondi ...
.,
...
Extra horse .
...
...
Freight
...
...
...
Mechanic cutting pipe
...
Single team, Newtown
...
...
Freight
...
...
...
Nov. 1. Mechanic cutting pipe
...............
4.
Do
...............
20.
Do
...............

...

13 days at 10s.

...

1 day at 20s.

...
...

1 day at 20s.
1 day at 10s.

...
...
...

5 barrels at IGs.
1 day
2 barrels

...

1 day

...
...

half day
quarter day

...
...
...
...
...

half
half
U
1
1

day
day
day
day
day

...
...

half day
1 day

...
.
...

quarter day
half dav
i1 day

£ s. d.
6 10 0
1
0
1
0
0
4
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
].
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
£23

258—2 S

0
1
0
10
3
0
0
13
l
0
1
(i
3
5
1
(i
10
15
0
10
3
6
0
1
3
6
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0

4

0

Explanation

380
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Explanation of Messrs. Carter & Co.’s Bill attached.
7 December, 1893.
£ s. d.
1892.
..............
6 10 0
Labour at 5a shaft, 13 days, at 10s.
...
...
...
...
...............
•••
•••
Paid for in vouchor dated 12th May, 1892. This was-for shifting timber work and
re-erecting on altered position of shaft, Ealcon-street and Alfred-strcet, out ol way
of tram-line.
1893.
4 0 0
August?—Cement, B Bis., 5 at 16s.
...
...
...
■■■
This cement went to Bondi.
1 12 0
August 28—Additional B Bis., 2 at 16s. ...
...
...
■■■
Sent to Bondi.
1
August 28—Single team, Newtown, 1 day
...
...
...
...
0
Do
freight (mean ferry)...............................................................
Sent for ironwork required on contract 79.
0 G 0
August 28—Mechanic cutting pipe, | day
...
...
...
...
3 0
0
September 2—
do
do
-J day
...
■■■
These pipes were cut for No. 12 shaft, water cushion chamber, and also for 9a shaft,
0
September^—1 sheet galvanised iron
...
...
■■■
•••
■■■
0
Screws and washers...
...
...
•••
■■■ ,
Per the Inspector’s office roof was injured, and permission granted for repairs.
0 6 0
September 5—Mechanic cutting pipe, i day
...............................................................
At Mount-st. shaft, inlet chamber.
.
0 10 0
September 5—Single team, shifting office, ^ day ...
...
...
■■■
0 15 0
Extra horse, T3-day ..
...
...
...
Shifting office from IS'eutral -Bay out of sand, and placing at low-level road, Alfrcd-street,
near No. 9 shaft.
0 6 0
September ] 4—Mechanic cutting pipe,day
....................................................
...............
Fitting pipes at first W. cushion, No. 4 shaft, Ernest-street.
l 0 0
September 14—Single team, Newtown, 1 day
...........................................................................
0
1 G
Freight (means ferry)
...
...
...
...
•••
■■■
Bringing remainder of ironwork for contract 79.
0 3 0
November 1—Mechanic, cutting pipe, i day
...........................................................................
0 6 0
November 4—
do
do
^ day
...
...
...
■■■
0 9 0
November 20—
do
do
? day
...
...
...
•••
Cutting pipes for water cushions in No, 4 shaft, Ernest-strcct.
^
,
1 have had great difficulty in getting the contractors to send in their account, hence tho delay.
t,
J
O
b
j -\v. F. BOYS.
J. Davis, Esq., Supervising Engineer, Sewerage Contract.
Mr. Boys to include what has not been paid in next progress return. If there arc other items
which Mr. Boys cannot certify to will he please let me have a list to send on to Inspector "Wagg.—.T.D.,
14/12/93.
Mr, Boys,—The fines had better be returned under tbe item of dray, &c., in schedule.—J.D.
Department of Public "Works, Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage Branch,
North Sydney, 19 December, 1893.
J. Davis, Esq., Supervising Engineer, Sewerage Contract,—■
Dear Sir
Am I to place tho account cartage to Bondi, in Messrs. Carter & Co.’s account, to contract 79,
or make a separate voucher for it ?
1 ami
J. W. F. BOYS.
In contract No. 79 voucher.—J.D., 20/12/93. Mr. Boys.
Sewerage Branch, Public Works Department.
Dr. to Carter & Co.
1893.
^
d(i
December 5—To Mechanic cutting pipe, No. 11 shaft, day, at 12s..........................................
n f o
December 12—
do
do
No. 4 shaft, i day, at 12s............................................ ........ 3 0
£0 7

6

No. 78.

Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
North Sydney, 28 December, 1893.
Our tender for contract No. 69, Western Suburbs Sewerage, having been accepted with the
provision that payment shall ho made for the same in funded stock, a condition to which wc have agreed,
we have to ask you to be good enough to assist us in our financial arrangements by paying the retention
money (£2,000) held on contract No. 79, North Sydney Sewerage, on our next progress certificate for the
Sir,

'
' The balance of the work to be completed on this contract will not exceed £4,000, against which
yon have our fixed deposit for £2,000 as security.
i r j.v j1
We find that some trouble will be experienced in making satisfactory arrangements tor the disposal
of tbe stock which will bo paid to us during the first few months, and wc, therefore, hope that you will
be good enough tu grant our request..
______
Wc arc,
& co
There

R81
323
There is about £4,000 worth of work yet to be done to complete tbo contract, and as the Depart
ment holds a fixed deposit of £2,000, in addition to £1,988 IDs. 7d., retcnlion money, and as I consider
the fixed deposit is sufficient to ensure the due completion of the contract, 1 recommend that the retention
money, amounting to £1,988 IDs. 7d., he returned to the contractors.—J.D.,8/1/94. Commissioner-inCliief for Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage.
_
Eecommended. These contractors have taken np the eastern branch extension sewer, £46,000
payment to ho made in funded stock. Every consideration, therefore, should be shown to men who thus
show their willingness to meet the Department.—E.H., 4/1/94. Under Secretary.
Eor approval.—J.B., 4/1/94.
Approved.—W..T.L., 5/1/94.
Mr. Hickson,—JIB., 5/4/94.
Seen.—E.H., 5/1/94.
Noted,—J.D., 5/1/94. Accountant.
Noted voucher to Treasury this day.—
O.C. (per E.H.), 8/1/94.
_____________________________

]STo. 79.
Mr. Henry Stuart, St. Leonards Labour Electoral League, to The Secretary for
Public Works.
St. Leonards Labour Electoral League,
1, Beaconsfield-terrace, Walker-street, North Sydney, 3 February, 1894.
I have been instructed by the above brancli of the Labour Electoral League to draw your
attention to a system of sweating that is taking place in connection with the North Shore Sewerage
Contract. It has heen alleged that a number of men, although ■working hard, are unable to earn enough
to keep their families supplied with the bare necessities of life, and complaints have appeared in the
Press with regard to same.
Tho majority of the members of this branch of the League feel confident that if you—'yourself
personally—can help put a stop to such a nefarious condition you will do so. Consequently, I am
directed to request you to.causc inquiries to be made as to the allegations, and sincerely hope you will
do so.
I have, &c.,
--------I-IBNBY STUAET.
Say inquiry will be at once made, then ask Mr. Hickson to look into matter without delay.—J.B.,
5/2/94.
Mr. H. Stuart informed, and told that on receipt of report a further communication will be
made to him,—5/2/94. Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M’L. (for U.S.jjB.C., 5/2/94. Deport as to Messrs. Carter &
Co. work herewith.—J.D,, 9/2/94,
Engineer-in-Chief,
Mr. Davis for report. I understood the
miners on 79 arc making good wages, and that they informed one of our officers that they had nothing to
do with this complaint, and would strongly object to being put on at day work.—E.H., 7/2/94.
Sir,

No. 80.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Enginccr-in-Chief for Sewerage
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Alleged “ sweating” on North Shore Sewerage Contract.
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 9 February, 1894.
Tint he are at present two contracts in progress at North Shore,—the outfall sewer, which is being
constructed by Messrs. Carter & Co., and the reticulation of M. Holterman and Berry's Estates,
which is being done by Messrs. Butcher Bros.
So far, T have concluded my inquiries on Messrs. Carter & Co.’s works. As Ihose gentlemen
expressed their willingness to allow their books and pay-sheets to bo examined by an officer of this
Department, i deputed Mr. Wccdon to do this work. The result of his investigations 1 attach.
The miners at present employed are earning 15s. per day (sec E. Stevens’statement), and the
rate of wages, extending over a period of twelve months, have ranged from Ms. to 15s. per day, according
to tho nature of the work and class of workman.
I am satisfied, as far as Messrs, Carter & Co.’s workmen arc concerned, that they have been very
justly , and oven liberally, dealt with, and that there has been no ‘‘ system of sweating.”
I have not concluded my inquiries as to Messrs. Butcher Bros, contract, but hope to do so in a
few days.
J. DAYIS,
-------Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.
Submitted for the information of tho Minister. As Messrs. Carter & Co. arc looked upon as the
JVortJiShore Se.uieraqc Contractors, they v;on\A be glad if tbo result of this inquiry, as far as they are
concerned, was made public. A further report will bo submitted as to the Messrs. Butcher & Co.’s
contract, which, from all I-know, will not be of such a favourable character.—K.H., 10/2/91. Seen by
Minister.—J.B., 19/2/94.
Statement made by R.

Stevens (miner), who had just come to tho surface after firing:—
I made an average of about 15s. a day whilst working in No. 1 drive—(memo, this work is that given under
“ Cumow and mates,” and this statement agrees with the average there obtained).
I have been working for the last three months in Ernest-street, and our party have made an average of £'i to £3 5s.
per week per man,

I also worked in No. o shaft lust year, and averaged about 10s. per day whilst there.
R. STEVENS.
Witness—S. IT.

Wekdon,

8th

February, 1S94.

With reference to the wages paid by Messrs, Carter & Co., I find upon examining their wage sheets that no man has
been paid under 8s. per day. The ruling rates per day being :—
For Boys...............................................
Ordinary labourers .............
.Concrete mixers.......................
Smiths and carpenters........
Bricklayers................................

Gs. to 7s.
Ss. to 0s.
0s.
11s.
13e.

For Plasterers.....................................
11s.
Engine-drivers .......................
10s.
Minors.........................
0s.
Foreman..................................... 12s. to 15s.
'
&.II.W., S/2,'94.
Extracts
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Extracts from Messrs, Carter & Co.’s Pay-sheets.
Humphries and mates (six)—shaft sinking—
£ s. d
For fortnight ending 26 May, 1892 .......................................... . ...................................
29 11 9
„
„
9 April, 1S92 ................................................................................
38 17 0
„
„
23 April, 1892 ...............................................................................
30 17 0
„
„
7 May, 1S92...................................................................................
4319 9
„
„
21 May, 1S02 ..................................................................................
47 18 0
,,
„
4 June, 1892....................................................................................
42 10 0
„
„
IS June, 1392..........................................................................................
f>2 7 0
,,
„
2 July, 1S92—shaft bottomed (194 feet) .......................
3112 0

576—£317 12 6
Assuming that all the men worked full time—rate per day per man=lls.
Curnow and mates (six)—shaft sinking—
For fortnight ending 9 April, 1S92 ....................................................................................
„
„
23 April, 1892 ....................................................................................
„
„
7-May, 1892......................................................................................
„
„
21 May, 1892
„
„
4 June, 1S92.....................................................................................
,,
,,
38 June, 1892 ([>art retention money returned) .............
„
„
2 July, 1892
„
„
15 July, 1892
Bonus given by contractors ...........................
i
Assuming that all the men worked full time—daily rate = I3'45s.

s.
5
9
1
12
5
1
3
11
0

d.
0
3

576—£3S7 10

0

Cronoy and mates (six)—shaft sinking—
For fortnight ending 21 May, 1892 ......................................................................................
„
„
4,June, 1892 ......................................................................................
,,
,,
IS June, 1892......................................................................................

£
36
46
49
43
38
82
24
37
30

6

G
0
6

3
6

0

£ s. d.
27 4 3
22 17 0
31 13 3

216—£S1 34

6

Assuming full time—daily rate = 7'57s,
Mallach and mates (four)—tuimei driving—
For fortuight ending 28 October, 1S92 (broken time) ...............................................
,,
,,
10 November, 1892 .......................................................................
,,
,,
24 November, 1892 .......................................................................
,,
,,
S December, 1892 .......................................................................
„
,,
22 December, 1892 .......................................................................
„
,,
5 January, 1893 (holidays) ....................................................
,,
„
19 January, 1893 ..........................................................................
„
„
2 February, 1893............................................................................
,,
,,
16 February, 1893 ...........................................................................
„
„
2 March, 1893 .................................................................................
„
,,
1G March, 1893 .................................................................................
,,
,,
29 Masch, 1893 .................................................................................
„
„
13 April, 1893 ..................................................................................
,,
„
27 April, 1893......................................................................................
„
„
11 May, 1893 ......................................................................................
„
„
25 May, 1893 ......................................................................................
,,
,,
8
June, 1893 ...................................................................................
,,
,,
22 June, 189$......................................................................................
„
,,
G July, 1893 ....................................................................................
„
,,
20 July, 1893 ......................................................................................
„
,,
3 August, 1893.................................................................................
,,
.,
17 August, 1893 ...............................................................................
„
,,
31 August, 1893.................................................................................
„
,,
14 September, 1893 (chiefly retention money)..................
,,
„
28 September, 1893 (balance of retention money)........

£ e,
9 1
14 11
18 17
17 19
20 15
115
22 5
22 13
20 9
IS
9
21
8
19 15
17 3

d.
G
9
0
1

G
4
2
0
9
11
7
9
6

22

12

8

19
23
33
20
22
23
23
22
18
18

17
19
16
7
9
0
0
18
3
19
16

8

88

1,200—£572 16

0
7
1
11
1

2
2
4
9
0
3

Assuming full time—the daily rate averages — 9'555s.
Curnow and mates (four)—tunnel-driving—
For fortnight ending 30 September, 1892 ...................................................................
„
,,
14 October, 1892 ............................................................................
„
„
28 October, 1892 ............................................................................
,,
,,
10 November, 1892 .......................................................................
,,
„
24 November, 1892 .......................................................................
,,
,,
8 December, 1892
.......................................................................
,,
„
22 December, 1892 .......................................................................
,,
„
5 January, 1893 (including holidays) ..............................
,,
„
10 January, 1893 ............................................................................
„
„
2 February, 1893............................................................................
,,
„
16 February, 1893 ............................................................................
„
„
2 March, 1893 .................................................................................
,,
„
16 March, 1893 .................................................................................
,,
„
29 Mareii, 1893 .................................................................................
„
„
33 April, 1893......................................................................................
„
„
SOApnl, 1893.....................................................................................
„
„
11 May, 1393 ......................................................................................
,,
,,
25 May, 1893 ......................................................................................
,,
,,
8 June, 1893...................................................................................
,,
,,
22 June, 1893......................................................................................
,,
,,
6 July, 1893 (retention money on previous payments.

scabbling completed this fortnight) ...
_

_

£
27
18
30
32
35
38
33
15

a, d.
0 4
18 5
8 3
7 3
13 7
13 0
1 0
7 0

33

1

7

36
1 6
42
8 11
48
8 2
48 0 7
43 11 1
34 15 9
51 19 G
21
9 5
18 12 10
17
4 6
19 12 9

113 6 0

1,008—£760

l

5

Assuming full time—daily rate, los.
Noth.—namjrs wh0se pay can be shown to obtain an average are necessarily formed of men who understand work
and work well at the special work shown. The numerous instances where men have started and thrown up the work
through not being able to make wages at the same rate of pay as those that are shown cannot be illustrated here.—
S.H.W., 8/2/94.

No. 81,
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No. 81.
Inspector Fowlc to 'Engineer Weedon.
Contract 79, ivortli Sydney,
t
19 Pebruary, 1894.
.
report that on several occasions I have had to complain about the time the sandstone
concrete is mixed for packing brickwork m shafts. To-day two 20-foot mixings were made up at 2 p.m.
at No. 5 shaft. This concrete will not he put down shaft for use till 5'30 p.m. I have instructed
Connors (foreman), who has charge of this work, not lo have the concrete mixed so long before being
used. He states to me that he has to take his instructions from the firm. X saw Mr. Snodgrass last
Triday and complained to him about this matter, when he promised it should not be mixed until one hour
before it is required to bo used. J sjioke to Reid (contractors’ representative) to-day, and he states that
they shall mix the concrete when convenient for themselves.
Inspector Reid informs me that on Saturday last, 17th February, about 1 p.m., at No. 6 shaft, it
required half mixing 10 feet of sandstone^ concrete to finish brickwork packing in shaft. Henderson,
bricklayer working in shaft, was on mixing board, and started to assist labourer gauge the stone.
Inspector Keid instructed Henderson to use the fork in place o£ shovel in filling gauge-box, as the stone,
which is broken close to the mixing-board, is not free from refuse. Inspector Reid asked Henderson the
second time to use fork, Henderson replied that it did not' want forking. Connor’s foreman came on
the scene and said to Henderson, “ Go on ; do not take any notice of him, he’s only a damned bi°- buck
nav'7-”
I have, &c,
n
t i? r1 u G. A. FOWL'S,
Correct. R. G. Ram.
-------Inspector.
®,r>

When I first observed mixed concrete on the hoard at mouth of shaft No. 6, and found from
Inspector Reid that it would not he used before evening, I pointed out to him that this was too long for
it to stand, for though mixed dry, the stone had been soaked with water and tho sand wetted by the rain.
He told me the matter had been inquired into and settled by yourself and tbe contractors. I am still of
opinion that it is detrimental to the strength of the concrete for the cement to be mixed for hours with
the other wetted materials before going into the work. 1 beg to point out that such friction, as is evident
by this report, between our inspector and the contractors’ men should be put a stop to at once by removing
the offending party from the works, as no satisfactory woik can be done under the strained conditions
obtaining at present.—S.H.W., 20/2/91'. Mr. Davis.
Ask Carter & Co. to see me.—R..1T., 31/2/SM.
The Engineer-in-Chief decided that Connor was to be removed from the North Shore contract, and
that lleid was lo leave when the work in contract No. 79 was finished. Inspector Reid is also to go from
contract No. 79. I have already instructed Mr. Weedon to let Inspector Reid change places with
Inspector Eyre—J.D., 22/2/9-1.. Mr. Weedon.
1
Accordingly—S.H.W., 23/2/94.
File.—J.D., 2C/2/94.

No. 82.
The Chief Clerk to The Commissioner for Roads.

The bank fixed
proximo.

Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney—Carter & Co., Contractors.
Public Works Department, Sydney, 24 February, 1894.
deposit receipt for £2,000, held in respect of the above contract, will mature on the 10th

Should tbe deposit be renewed, and if the security is to be returned, should it be handed to Messrs.
Carter & Co. ?
-------JU. \pro
24/2/94.
Mr. Davis.—R.H., 27/2/94.
^
It will probably be two months before the whole of the work on this contract will ho finished, after
which there will be tho three months maintenance. Tho contractors might be asked if they wish to renew
the deposit (say) for another three months.—J.D., 28/2/94. Engineer-in-Chief.
Deposit should be renewed for three months—E.H., 28/2/94. Under Secretary.
Mr. Mitchell,
28/2/94.

No. 83.
The Under Secretary for Pitljlic Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
^
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 1 March, 1894.
As the bank fixed deposit receipt for ^2,000 lodged as security for the due performance of
your eontract for the main outfall sewer, North Sjdne}-, will mature on the lUth instant, I am directed
by the Secretary for Public Works to ask that you will be good enough to inform me whether you wish
the deposit renewed; and, if so, for what period ?
I am also to request that instructions may be given as to the disposal of the interest which will
accrue under the present deposit.
j have, &c.
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary
(Per D.C.M'L.)

No. 84.’

384
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No. 84.
The Under Secretary for Public "Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Sir,

'

Box No. 10, North Sydney, 9 March, 1891.
Fixed "Deposit—Contract No. 79, North Sydney Sewerage.
In reply to your letter re above, wo have to ask you to he good enough to renew the same for
three months with tho Bank of New Zealand, Pitt-strect, city, and to pay the accrued interest to tho credit
of “ Carter & Co., North Shore Contract,” at the same Bank.
_
"We are, &c.,
-------CAETEfe & CO.
Mr. Mitchell.—D.C.M'L., 10/3/94.

Bank receipt for renewal to Bank of New Zealand, 12/3/94.

No. 85.
The Manager, Bank of New Zealand, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Ban!; of New Zealand, Sydney, 13 March, 1894.
"We have much pleasure in handing you herewith our fixed deposit receipt No. 252,579 for £2,000, issued
in terms of vour requisition of 12th instant.
Yours, &c.,
J
1
■
R. B. BIGG,
_____
Manager.
Mr. Mitchell—D.C.M'L. (pro TJ.S.), 15/3/94. Document placed in safe; receipt acknowledged.—
, 15/3/94.
Mr. Davies to note.—P.C.P., 16/3/94.
Noted.—J.D., 16/3/94.

No. 86.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to President-Engineer Boys.
Minute Paper.
Subject .— Contract No. 79.—Extension Shaft at "Whaling Road.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 24 April, 1894.
Mu. Clauk, M.P., called and asked if the shaft at Whaling Road could not he moved a few feet towards
Milson’s Point, as it would greatly inconvenience a butcher and others if it were sunk where shown on
the drawing. Upon inquiries I find there are no inlets in that shaft, so that it can be moved without any
difficulty to 1 m. 32 chains. I understand the contractors were seen by Mr. Clark, and they were
agreeable to this alteration. Will Mr. Boys please make the alteration?
______

Phis shaft has now been set out in new' position.—J.W.T. Bovs, 27/4/94.

J .JJ,

Pile.—J.D., 28/4/94.

No. 87.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Enginecr-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Contract No. 79—North Sidney Sewerage.
S;rj
North Sydney, 1 May, 1894.
’
Some additional work (Ernest-street branch) in connection with tbe above having been added
to tbe original contract, we have found it impossible to complete tbe same within the specified time, viz.,
10th March, 1894.
'
liiivc therefore to uslt you to be good, enough to cstend the dfite of completion for a period or
four months—that is, to the 10th July, 1894.
We are, Ac.
-------CARTER & CO.
Recommended. It was, of course, never intended to increase the work and not extend the time
for completion—R.H , 2/5/94. Under Secretary.
List.—J.B., 3/5/94.
Approved by Minister,
W.J.L.: order No. 1,826—D.C.M'L., 7/5/94. J.B.
Mr. Hickson, B.C.,8/5/94.
Seen. Inform.—
RH 9/5/94
Mr. Davis.—P.C.P., 10/5/94.
Messrs. Carter & Co., 14/5/94,
Mr. Boys to note —
J.D., 15/5/94.
Noted.—J. W. T. Bovs, 16/5/94.
Pile.-J.D. 16/5/94.

.

No. 88.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to Messrs. Carter & Co.

Gentlemen,
"
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 11 May, 1894.
1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st inst., asking for an extension
of four months to enable yon to complete your eontract No. 79, North Shore Sewerage, aud in reply I
have the honor to inform you that the Hon. the Minister for PublicWorks has approved of the extension
asked for heing granted.
I have, Ac..
ROBERT HICKSON,
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage.

No. 89.

385
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No. 89.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No. 79—Ernest-street Sub-main.
Department of Public Works, Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage Branch,
North Sydney, 9 May, 1S94i.
Tun following shows the difference in cost of concrete in Ernest-street sub-main:—
Length of sewer, 590'di4 sq. feet.
£ s. a.
£ s. d.
(1.) Concrete as per original agreement:—
67 8 11
Sandstone concrete, 35‘97 cub. yd., 37s. 6d. ...
247 19 11
Bluestone
„
88'57
„
5bs.
...
315 8 10
(2.) Concrete as per actual section—
130 7 9
Sandstone concrete, G9‘54 cub. yd., 37s. Gd.
303 14 4
Bluestone
„
10S‘47
„
56s.
434 2 1
(3.) Total difference between agreement and actual section
(4.) Difference between sandstone concrete in (l) and (2)
(2.) Actual section
...
...
...
...
(1.) Agreement ...
...
...
...
...
Difference
.......................................
(5.) Difference between bluestone concrete in (1) and (2)
(2.) Actual section
.......................................
(1.) Agreement...................................................

£118 13

3

130 7 9
07 8 11
£G2 18 10
303 14 4
217 19 H

£55 14 5
,T. TV. T- BOYS.
The Ernest-street branch sewer was taken by the contractors as an extension to ihe original
contract after the agreement was made relative to the margin to bo allowed for lining over the cross
section of tunnel ordered. The difference of the cost of the lining, if it is paid on the basis of the
agreement referred to (see 93/1,074), and tho actual lining put in is £118 13s. 3d. Will the Engineerin-Chicf please say if the Ernest-street branch is to be paid on the same basis as the main sewer, or
treated differently and the actual lining paid for ? I consider it would hardly be fair to expect the
contractors to take out tho small cross-section in Ernest-street with the same margin as the larger prossseetion in the main sower, although I think tho margin in very high, viz., an average in the former of
6 inches over what was ordered.—J.D.. 9/5/94. Engineer-in-Chief.
Appd.—B.H., 11/5/94.
Mr. Bovs to note.—J.D., 11/5/94.
Noted.—J. W. T. Boxs, 14/5/94.
Eile.—J.D., 10/5/94.
'-----------------Conte act 79.—Behest-street Scb-ilain.

rG4 sq. feet,

4-05

„

,"■18 sq. feet.

4U6

„

No. 90.
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No. 90.
Messrs. Carter, Giimmow, & Co. to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Bos No. 10, North Sydney, 21 May, 1894.
Having heen informed that future payments for work done on contract No. '79, Sydney
Sewerage, will he made in cash in lieu of funded stock as heretofore, we have to ask you to be good enough
to arrange that we may receive payment in the said funded stock to the amount of £9,000, in addition to
that already paid us, we having sold this value of stock in advance, under the impression that our payments
in the same would continue.
We are, &c.,
"
-------CAETEE, G-tJMMOW, & CO.
Can this be done.—J.B., 23/5/94. Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Submitted.—F.K., 23/5/94.
The Under
Secretary for Public Works.—F.K., 23/5/94.
The sale having heen absolutely stopped, it cannot be
reserved except by Executive authority.—J.S., 23/5/94.
Mr. Norric to see U. Sec.
X understand
that this matter has been settled.—H.M., 29/5/94.
Tho Under Secretary.—How P—D.C.M'L,, 30/5/94.
X am told by contractors that special arrangements have been made to let them have the stock applied
for.—W.M., 3/7/94. Mr. McLachlan. B.Y.

No. 91.
Extracts from Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly.
Totes and Proceedings of tbe Legislative Assembly, No. 55, dated 30th May, 1894.
(6.) Sewerage Contract at North Sydney:—Mr. Black asked the Secretary for Public Works,—
(1.) Is it a fact that the sewerage contract on North Shore is let to Carter and G-ummow at
schedule price, or about £3 15s. a cubic yard for sinking ?
(2.) Is it a fact that their employees are paid 10s. per cubic yard for the first 20 feet of sinking
and 15s. per cubic yard after that depth is rcachcfl ?
(3.) Is it also a fact that these miners have also to find powder, fuse, candles, &c., while Gd. per
week insurance money is deducted and 10 per cent, held back until the completion of the work ?
Mr. Lyne answered,—
(1.) The original contract was at a schedule rate; an extension thereof was given at a lump sum,
based on the schedule rates of the original contract. There is no item in the schedule exactly
corresponding to the amount named by the Honorable Member. Tho prices, however, range from
£3 3s. to £3 18s. per cubic yard, according to the nature of tho ground dealt with.
(2 and 3.) I am unable to give any further information on this subject than that contained in my
answer to a somewhat similar question asked by the Honorable Member on the 23rd instant.
Totes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, No. 53, dated 23rd May, 1894.
i.> Sewerage Contracts at St. Leonards :—Mr. Black asked tho Secretary for Public Works,—
(1.) Is Carter and Gummow’s sewerage contract at St. Leonards executed by day-work or sublet?
(2.) If the latter, what is the contract price per cubic yard ?
Mr. Lyne answered,—I am informed that some portions of Messrs. Carter & Co.’s contracts are
sublet, but at what rate I do not know.

No. 92.
The Chief Clerk to The Commissioner for Roads.
Main Outfall Sewer, North Sydney—Carter & Co., Contractors.
Public Works Department, Sydney, 9 June, 1894.
The Bank fixed deposit receipt for £2,000 held in respect of the above contract will mature on the 10th
instant.
Should the deposit be renewed, and if the security is returnable, should it be handed to Carter & Co. ?
D.C.M'L. (pro U.S.), 9/6/94.
Mr. Davis.—E.H., 12/G/04.
This deposit might ho returned conditionally on Carter & Co.
making a deposit of £050 on the extension of this contract,—E.H., 13/6/94. Under Secretary.
List
to return on the conditions named.—J.B., 15/6/94, Approved by Minister, W.J.L.; order No. 2,097.—
D.C.M'L., 16/6/94. J.B.
Write, 18/6/94.
Messrs. Carter & Co., 19/6/94.
E.D.E. £2,000
handed to Carter & Co., as per receipt No. A 286,882, 20/6/94; P.D.E. £650 has been received.—
W.F.M., 21/6/94.

No. 93.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen, _
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 June, 1894.
I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works has approved of the return
to you of the Bank fixed deposit receipt for £2,000, held as security for the due performance of your
contract for the construction of the main outfall sewer, north Sydney, on condition that you lodge security
to the extent of £650, in respect of the works in extension of the contract referred to. ^
I have, &c.,
J. BAELING
(Ter D.C.M'L.),
Under Secretary.

■

No. 94.
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No. 94.
Inspector Fowle to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
_
^r’

Contract No. 79.
k j.
. ,. j. r t.
, •
■
Nortli Sydney, 19/G/94-.
1 beS to report that I have made inspection of main outfall sewer from outlet No. 1 shaft to
end of contract No. 12 shaft, and find tho following items in connection with the works reouiro
attention :—
1
Small hollow patch about midway between Nos. 4 and 5 shafts.
"Weep-holes in bottom of all shafts left running.
Bolts to fasten ladders to holdfasts in Nos. 8 aud 12 shafts.
Elaps to be hung on gas-check at No. 10 shaft.
Spindle at penstock chamber, bottom of No. 12 shaft works stiff.
Hepairs to asphalt around No. 11 shaft surface.
'
' Plastering in No. 4 shaft and Ernest-street in progress.
G-. A. EOWLE
t

_
a aT th<T
attended to.—J,D., 20/6/94.

BoyS'
Mr. Boys.

■
Inspector.
3111 110 P!ease see that tte matters herein mentioned are
Noted—J. W. T. Boys, 20/6/94. Filed.—J.D., 22/6/94.
Contract No. 79.
North Sydney, 10 March, 1894.

LtSX OF WOJIKS ItEQUIIUSU TO Eli DOi'E.

Bluestone concreting.
■
Inlet chamber from Ernest-street, and top dome at No. 4 shaft.
Top dome at No. 5 shaft,
Ernest-street extension.
Brickivork.
From vertical outlet, 9-inch pipe at inlet from Ernest-street to top dome No. 4 shaft.
Ernest-street extension.
'
Rendering.
Drop-water cushion chamber, side-walls, out-let at bottoms, concrete column, three intermediate
water-cushions, inlet chamber from Ernest-street, and top dome at No. 4 shaft.
Side-walls, bottoms, aud top dome, at No. 5 shaft.
Bottom and top dome at No. G shaft.
Inlet chamber at No. 9 shaft in progress.
Dirt-box at top of ventilating pipe, No. 11 shaft.
Ernest-street extension.
•, ,LbaVe t1C3*ed rcnd1criJl5
1 shaft to down-stream side of No. 4 shaft, and from up-stream
side of No 6 shaft to end of contract No. 12 shaft, three small hollow places, which I cut out between
Nos. 1 and 4 shafts.
The bottoms I could not examine, as the sewor has not been properly cleaned out yet in places
where I could examine I found in good condition.
s
Weep-holcs at bottom of all shafts remain running.
Black spots in places will require to be picked out, and plastering repaired.

■
Excavation.
Between No. 4 shaft and working shaft, Ernest-street, about 45 feet to drive,
Between working shaft and No. 4a shaft about 8 feet to drive.
Surfaces around Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, S, and 9 shafts require to bo levelled olf.
The bolts to fasten holdfasts and ladders at Nos. 4, 8, and 12 shafts will require to bo seen to.
G. A. EOWLE,
'
’
■
Inspector.
I omitted to send this report to Mr. Boys. It was made at the time Mr. Fowl© was transferred to
Camden-street. Mr. Boys will please see that tho matters referred to herein are attended to.—J D
15/6/94. Mr, Boys.
Noted.—,1. W. T. Boys, 20/6/94.
File.—J.D,, 22/6/94.

No, 95.
The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Slr’

Borough of North Sydney, Town Hull, 3J July, 1894.
Bet erring to tho conversation between yourself and the Mayor yesterday with respect to the
removal of ballast from the sewer shafts at North Sydney, 1 am directed to request that instructions mav
be given to the contractor to remove this surplus ballast to such places in tho borough as may he pointed
out by tho Council. This ballast is extremely valuable to the borough, and for some time past tho
Council has been removing and using it for municipal purposes. This has been done by arrangement
with the contractor, the Council being unaware that, in terms of his contract, the contractor had to
remove it where directed ; and the rates paid by the Council for such removal have been 7ild.t lOd and
Is. dd. per load,
*
’
I^e Mayor understood, during his conversation with you yesterday, that your department had also
paid the contractor for removing it, and if such bo the case it would appear reasonable that the Council
should be refunded the amount of £123 9b. 4d. which it has also paid for the work.
258—2 T
This
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This, however, is not put forward as a claim, but the Mayor will be glad if you can inquire into
the matter, and if, upon consideration, you think it a fair suggestion, that you will allow the amount to
be refunded to tho Council.
^
j-j-j
Having now ascertained the exact position of the contractor in this matter, the Mayor has directed
that no more material be removed at the cost of the Council, and he will feel obliged if instructions can
be given to the contractor to remove all such surplus material to places to be pointed out by the Council,
and which will be within reasonable distance of the works.
I have, &c.,
W. BARNETT SMITH,
______
Town Clerk.
Register.—d.D., 3/8/94.
-nr
,
On the 30th ultimo the Mayor and another gentleman called upon_ Mr. Bagge with reference to
this question of the spoil, and I was asked to seo them. I told them that in accordance with the terms or
the contract the contractors (Messrs. Carter &■ Co.) had to remove tho surplus material from the shafts
to such places as they were ordered, and that they were paid at tho rate of Is, per cubic yard. 1 do no
see what wo have to do with any private arrangement which tho contractors may make for us removal
\y« do not require the spoil, and Carter & Co. have disposed of it as they have thought proper, and 1
was not, therefore, aware that they were receiving payment from the local^Council. The question that
now arises is whether the request of the Council can be complied with. We have full power under the
contract to ask the contractors to deliver to such places as the Council may point out to us from time to
time, and it would not entail any extra coat to us, provided the tip was within half-a-mile of the shaft or
open cutting, as the case might he. It will give a little trouble, but I am inclined to think that the
Council’s request should be acceded to.-J.D-, 6/8/94. Commissioner and Engmeer-m-Chief for Roads,
Bridges, and Sewerage.
T ,i i n*■ ■
j
The Mayor of North Sydney did call here respecting this matter, when I called Mr. JJavis m, and
Ins suggestions-! beg now to recommend to the consideration of the Engineer-in-Chicf.—C. H. Ohlfseit
Bagge, C/S/04. Engineer-in-Chief.
No. 96.

The Enginecr-in-0hief for Sewerage to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Minuie Paper.
Subject .—Council Clerk, North Sydney—Application for Surplus Material.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
1
Sydney, 7 August, 1894.
Ihfoum Council as no application was made for the surplus material, and as it was not required by the
Department, contractors were allowed, as is usual in similar cases, to dispose of it as they thought proper,
no questions, of course, being asked as to payments for same.
.
.
1 Before contractors can be instructed as to placing material in situations suggested by the Council
it will be necessary for the Council to specify the exact spots where tho material is required, as the
Department will not pay a greater distance than the minimum specified, via., mile.
^^
Contractors and Council Clerk informed, 6/8/94.
S.H.W., 11/8/94.
Bile.—J.D., 11/8/94.

Mr. Weedon> see.—J.D., 9/S/94.

Seen.—

No. 97.
The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to The Enginecr-in-Chief for Sewerage.
s;

Borough of North Sydney, Town Hall, 10 August, 1694.
’
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of vour letter, dated 8th instant, on the subject of
ballast from sewor shafts, North Sydney, and to inform you that a further communication will shortly be
liinereiv au intimation tivif
that Tmii-p
vour Iletter
has bfien
been received..
received.
■ d* to you this beiiD*
pUpp hns
°
'
I have, &C-,
-\\r BAENETT SMITH,
m___

No* 98.
The Council Clerk, North Sydney, to The Enginccr-in-Chief for Sewerage.
q.

Previous papers
94-1,351,

attached.

Borough of North Sydney, Town Hall, 14 August, 1894.
’ in ronlv to vour letter, dated Sth instant, with reference to the surplus material from sewer
infract in this borom-h, I am directed by the Mayor to thank you for your attention to the matter, and
vJmmst that the material may he deposited at the junction of Arthur-street and Lavender-street, or in
[ilhu-strect, opposite St. Peter’s Presbyterian Church, subject to the conditions mentioned m your
)tter‘ With reference to tbe suggested refund of £123 9s. 4d , I am directed to point out that tins money
aas not paid to the contractors, as you seem to consider, but to men specially emptoyed by the Conncil.
The Mayor will feel obliged if you can, therefore, seo your way clear to refund to the Council tho
■ .
’ A1 have, &c.,
mount in question.
^ b^^ETT SMITH,
Arthur and Lavender Streets would ho wilhm half-a-mile of all the shafts, and Miller-street,
opposite St Peter’s Presbyterian Church, also, exceptm g the shaft in CampbeH-street, the material from
which could be taken to Arthur and Lavender Streets. Tho contractors might he instructed to deliver
the
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the surplus material to these places. The Council appear to have made special arrangement with Messrs.
Carter & Co., draymen, to deliver the surplus material where they required it. I cannot see what power
we have to call upon these men to repay tho money to tho Council, even supposing it would he advisable
to do so, which I very much question,—J.D., 17/8/04.. Enginccr-in-Chief.
Approved.—17/8/94.
Mr. Weedon to see that the surplus material is delivered to the
places named.—J.D., 21/8/94. Mr, Weedon.
Tho contractors are stacking the balance of the spoil from tunnel for purposes of refilling. It is
doubtful whether there will be any more surplus material on this contract.—S.H.W., 22/8/94. Mr.
Davis.
Seen. Pile.—J.D., 24/8/94.

No. 99.
Besident-Enginecr Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
t
Department of Public Works, Eoads. Bridges, and Sewerage Branch,
Dear Sir,
Sydney, 10 August. 1893.
The contractors arc ready to concrete chamber at shaft Xo. 12, l m. 2,520 Iks. It will be
necessary to put in a length of concrete and brickwork up stream from this shaft for the 3 ft. 3 in.
by 2 ft. 2 in. section. 1 propose to put in a 10-foot length on the bottom aud step-hack, so that the future
extension can be properly connected to it. Please say if this is correct.
.
I am, &c.,
-------J. W. T. BOYS.
Is the sewer on the up-stream side of this shaft to he altered to a 3 ft. 3 in. by 2 ft. 2 in. ? Will
Mr. Bagge please say?—.T.D., 11/8/93. Mr. Bagge.
Yes ; 3 ft, 3 in. by 2 ft. 2 in. will be commenced
from that shaft.—C.H.O.B., 11/8/93.
The proposal will do very well.—11/8/93. Mr. Boys.
Noted.—J.W.T,B., 31/8/94.
,

.

No. 100.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.

We wired to Hoskins for a 4-ft. by 2-ft. S-in. gas-check for shaft No. 4, North Shore contract, yesterday
and ho replies staying it has not been ordered. Would you mind looking into this, as wo are practically
at a stand-still in that shaft.
--------J. CAETEE.
Leave this gas-chock out, and build chamber without it.—J.D., 22/8/93.
J.W.T.B, 31/S/94.
'

Mr. Bovs.

Noted —

No. 101.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Besident-Enginecr Boys.
Contract No. 79.—Plates required for Shaft No. S.
Department of Public Works, Eoads, Bridges, and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 27 September, 1893.
As these two plates shown on drawing No. 10 are all that is required in tho wav of ironwork, perhaps
the best way would be for Messrs. Carter A Co, to provide them, and we will pay through them for them.
The weight of the plates will be about 1J- cwt. Will Mr. Boys please arrange and report,
Noted.

--------Carter & Co. will supply.—J.W.T.B., -/10/93.

J.D.
3/S/94.

No. 102.
Bcsident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis. '
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract 79.
■
Department of Public Works, Eoads and Eridgcs aud Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 31 August, 1894.
Pi,ease register papers and return to Mr. Davis.
J. W. T. BOYS.
Mr. Adams will require these papers when he is checking the quantities for this contract,—
J.D., 1/9/94. Mr. Adams.
, The quantities have now been checked, and prove to be substantially correct. There is, however,
a slight error in excavation in road surfaces at shaft No, 9, which reduces the quantity by S'S2 cubic
yards (see measurement book, page 94). The results of the cheek calculations will be'foinul entered in
the proper column in the measurement hook.—W. E. Adams, Quantity Surveyor, ] 3/11/94. Mr. Davis.
will Mr. Boys please let me have report of present conditions of the work, and generally as to
the way tho work has been executed, and at the same time a certificate from Council as to road surfaces?—
J.D,, 20/11/94.
Eeport and paper attached.—J.W.T.B., 20/11/94.
No. 10 J.
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JsTo. 103.
Tlie Borough Engineer, North Sydney, to The Sewerage Department of Public Works.
North Sydney, 24 November, 1894.
is to certify that the streets along which contract No. 79 has been constructed are in good order and
repair.
JNO. HENDERSON,
Ac. Borough Engineer.
Register and return.—J.D., 24/11/94.
This

No. 104.
llesident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—State of Contract 79.
Department of Public "Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
North Sydney, 29 November, 1894.
I beg to report that this contract is complete, with the exception of two sets of bluestone pitchers—one
set for shaft No. 4, Ernest-street; one set for shaft No, 4a, Ernest-street. These two sets were ordered,
but were delivered on the iVTarrickville contract in error.
Two off-lefc valves were on, but as the valves are made of timber, they swelled, and I had them
taken off to be eased and the worm gear cleaned.
The contractors are replacing these to-day, and I will inspect this work when finished.
I think it would have been better for the Department to have put this gear hack when the sewer is
in use, as I am certain that it will get very rusted if left unused for long.
A little rock excavation has to be done at the outlet at Long Bay. The contractors are doing this.
The work in this contract generally has been faithfully carried out, and is, I think, a credit to
everyone concerned.
Attached is the certificate of the satisfactory condition of the streets, from the Borough Council,
North Sydney.
.
The maintenance time for this work expires 10th October, 1894.
-------J. W. T. BOYS.
I beg to submit statement of final settlement for this contract. The work has been satisfactorily
performed. Two manhole covers require to be pitched, but I do not think tbo final certificate need be
kept back for this—J.D., 7/12/94.
Approved.—R.H., 7/12/94. Mr. Davis.
Accountant.—.T.D.,
9/12/94.
Voucher for £531 10s. Cd. to Treasury this day. Papers may now be filed,—O.C. {per E.H.),
13/12/94,

No. 105.
Statement of Accounts.
Pub me 117011118 Depauthrut, Skwmuge Branch—Dr.
No of
Item.

Description of Works.

Unit.

Excavation tunnel, gadding ......................................................................

cubic yard

,,
shaft, soft ............. ....................................................................
,,
,,
rock .................................................................................
Filling..................................................... .................................................................
Sandstone concrete .........................................................................................
Bluestone
,,
..........................................................................................

”

to

Carter & Co.
Quantity.

Rater

Amount,

£
1

3
4

8
17
IS
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2S
29
31
32
33
43

44
46
47
4S
49

Rendering in tunnel.......................................................................................... square yard
Bluestone concrete in shafts ....................................................................... cubic yard
Brickwork in shafts........................................... ..............................................
Rendering
,,
........................................................................................... square yard
cubic foot
Bluestone pitcher............................................................................................... square yard
lineal foot
9-inch
,,
........................................................................................................
cubic yard
Fixing iron.......................................................................... .................................
ton
Closing branches ..............................................................................................
each
Flap traps .................................................................... ..................... .................
Cement ...................................................................................................................
cask
Mechanic .............................................................................................................
day
Labourer..................................................................................................................
Single team .........................................................................................................

21-22
3,707-52
544'G5
3,273-20
412-76
1,873-85
1,564-00
521-77
8,781-07
161-97
863-00
255-08
170-97
16-77
3 00
31 -00
7,033 83
29-15
7
4
7
3i
13
8
34

63160)78|781437|6
56 f50|2l60|65[2|6f30(10|2f1|G0|10|5|IB).
)2|10/20 f10/-

Maintenance .........................................................................................................
Items not in Schedule—

44

Former payments...............................................

.

..

Total......................................................................................

1|-

66
11,122
2,124
12,765
20
.3,513
4,379
1,304
878
485
2,804
25
51
25
1
3
351
87
3
1
5
2
6
8
1
21

s. d.
16 10
11 2
2 8
9 7
8 6
9 4
14 0
S G
2 O
18 2
15 0
10 O
C 0
3 1
10 0
2 0
14 0
9 0
10 0
0 0
12 0
6 G
10 0
0 0
15 0
18 2

0 G
1 11
2 4

0
.3
O

40,066 2
39,491 19

9
9

£574

3

0

CARTER & CO.

No. 10G.
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No. 106.
Final Statement.

f c. yard

3
pO ■*->
V—
'o §
tty

£00
8S5
3,000
m
75
Excavation in shafts—road -surfaces
,,
,, —yaridiity: ..
Ml
>t
„ —t,f powder
500
2,500
120
FillJnff in ..............................................
500
Timber left in ........................................
,,
250
Subducts ................................................... sq. yard
„
I:. W. inpeg ..............
100
100
„
„
f. ........................
KtO
„
„
„ ........................
100
h
10D
Hand-packed filling' .............................[ c. yard
300
1,020
Saudstono eoncrole ......................
Blucstfono
,,
...........................
1,390
Brickwork.............................................
520
180
Cement facing......................................
sq, yard
B,ft00
c. yard
150
Bluestone concrete............................
Brickwork
.........................................
£70
sq. yard
Cement facing......................................
200
Sandstone oshlar..................................
c. yard
1S5
Bluestone pitchers.............................
sq. yard
20
n
18" K.W, pipes .................................. Isq. foot
60
Surplus material—| mile................ * c. yard, 7.000
15,020
I Ion.
40
Fixing ironwork..................................
Closing branch sewers ....................
SU
Trapped junction blocks ............
10
Fennammti puddle.............................
20
Special bluestono concrete...........
10
Bine-stone metal, 11" gauge .........
10
Sandstone metal, 2t" gauge ....
10
Bluestour metal, 2'/' gauge...........
10
Clean sand...............................................
10
Sawn hardwood planks....................
c. foot
50
Oregon timber......................................
M
Wrought-iron in bolts ................
cv. t.
3
Portland cement..................................
cask
10
Mechanic ...............................................
day
15
Skilled labourer
.............................
Ifi
Ordinary labourer......................
30
Cart, horse, ami driver................
10
One additional horse.........................
10
Throe months' maintenance ___
lump
sum
Galvanised shoot iron
sheet
each
1. fool ]
C"' vent pipes ...............

Excavation in hard rock—jraddinif..
,,
—iL,, powder

,»

11 -i"

«

,,

9"

—4"

ft"
«"
„
10" >t

„

„

i.

..............
n ..........

...................

| each

Bate.

£
2,520
2,546
9,000
292
3,493
1,975
9,750

6

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1,012
3,892
1,300
180
890
450
2,827
29
55
30
1
fi
39S
66
120
15
o
o
J
7

1

7
o
5
6
8
s
ft
7
15
10
5
21

.■god
-M QJ O
ia|
p«
C*

21-22

c. \ard

03/-

0
0

3,707 520 3,707-52 3,707-520 3,707 62
541-773
544*65
532 950
Ml-77

c. vard

w/78/-

11,122 11
2,112 18

0

3,267-970 3,273*20 3,207'970 3,267 97
4.11*800
431*800
412 *76
431*80

c. yard

78//*

12.7*5 1
21 11 10

U872’370 1,373*85 1,872*170 1,872 17
1,562 515 1,564*00 L,ri62-5*20 1,602 52
521*810 521*81
621*810
521-77

c. yard

37/0
r»c/60/-

8,510 0
4,375 1
1,304 ID

2/60/-

877
483
2,304
25
Rl
25
1
3
350

21'22

21-220

Es
O 3
c*

21*220

1

Amount.

£ s. rl.
co io io

2
1
8

s
s
s

0

Castings............... .

msoo

.sL .
Kate.

s d.
0 0
15 0
0
10 0
;i
0 0
0 0
0
8
0 10
4
3 4
4
4
8
5 0
10 0
0 O
0 O
I) 0
0 0
0 O
10 a
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
b s
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
u 0
]n 0
5 (1
10 0
10 0
0 0
6 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
10 6
0 0
0
0 0
IS 2

1

V
9M

Unit,

Amount.

83'(.1/00/78/*
83/7ft/TB/)/■/l
■/l
-/l
-a
■n
■/i
-/i
-A
37/b
RCf50/20/'n60/iir./2B/.to;10/p/1/.
-a
60/10/V2(J/15/2-0
15/5/2'2'6
50'ns/12/10/20/HY10'-

by C on

Unit.

ork.

S +2 ^
y?
So
.t; t
C7
■g ^ c
i
§ «8

tra c to r.

Description of

Q u a n titie s

No. 79.

Fifal Statement.—Contract

0

8,779-120 8,781-or 8,779 120 8,779*12 sq. yard
161 '000
1G1 000
ICl'OO c, yaid
161 *Q7
(
SG'i'IW
802-900 802*99
862*900
255’064
255-000 255-00 sq. yard
266-08
170 970 170*97 c. yartl
176-070
170-97
16*770
IG'770
lb 77
16*77 su, tard
3'000
3*00
3 001)
3*00 sq. foot
31 *00
3i 0f)0
31 00
31*000
7,000-CS0 :,00:i*83 7,000 630 7,000 68 c. yard
....
29-10
20 15
29*157
ton
29*157
7-00
7 000
J'OOO
7 00
each
4-(ViO
4*00
4*000
400

os/2/0/30/1ft/2/I/'

*

1

6

13 3
0 O
14 4
10
6 10
3 1
10 0
2 0
6

1

8

00/10/5/-

87 9
3 ID
0

1

0
0

5 12
2 0

0
0

7 000
34

7*00
3?

7-00
*i

cask
day

id/-

13 ftOO
S'000
3t

13*00
8*00
8k

13-00
8*00
3i

day

id/-

1-00
1-000
1c. 1 qr. 1c. qr,
44*00
44 OOft

1
11
44-00

sheet
cwt.
1, foot

12/-

7

G 10
8 0
1 15
21 IS

0

0 Total in settlement of all chums on this account.., .£ 40,633 ID

3

0
0
2
o o 0
i ii 3
2 4 0

20/10/-

fl/25//-

1

CAETEE & CO.

No. 107.
Final Certificate.
Contract

No. 79.—Final Beturn showing quantity and value of Work executed or fixed on the 10th day

of October, 1894.
•Sc’
* if

i
a
4
7
s
17
IS
10
2L
22

23
24
25
2G
27
28
23
31
32
33
43

44
46
47
4S
49

...

Description.

Unit.

Excavation in tunnels, grtiUling ....................... cubic vnrd
„
„
2 in. powder .............
ii
u
„
4 in.
.........................
„
shafts, 4 in.
..........................
a
Filling in ........................................ a.........................
Sandstone concrete ................................................
Bluestone
tt
................................... .........*
Brickwork...................................................................
Cement facing .......................
.......................... square yard
Bluestone concrete ............................. *................ cubic yard
Brickwork ...................................................................
square yard
Cement facing ..................................................... .
Sandstone ashlar ..................................................... cubic foot
Btuesfcono pitchers ................................................ square yard
18-in. E.W. pipes..................................................... lineal 1’oofc
9-in„
....................................................
cubic yard
Surplus material ...................................................
ton
Kising ironwork .....................................................
each
Closing branch sewrs ...........................................
Trapped junction blocks......................................
n
east
Portland cement................ ........................................
Mechanic .............................................................
dav
Ordinary labourer................ ...................................
Cart, horse, and driver...........................................
Additional horse ...................................................
>>
lump pum
Galvanised sheet iron ..........................................
sheet.
cwt.
Castings........................................................................
G-tn. vent pipes.......................................................... lineal foot

Quantity.

Hate,

21-22

3,707-52
541-77
3,267-97
431'80
1,872-17
1,502-52
521-81
8,779'12

63/00/78/78/-

V-

Amount.

Total.

a s. d.
60 16 10
11,122 11

2

18
12,745 1

8

2,112

Si

12/-

2

6

6

13

10/-

6 10

O

8

20/-

8

0

0

31

10/-

1

0

21

15
18

1

fi/-

0

6

0

H
44-00

25/1/-

1 11
2 4

3
0

7

d.

40,023 10

3

21 11 10

4
7

862-99
255-06
170 97
16-77
3-00
31-00
7,00G-CS
29-16

s.

1

37/6
50/50/2/
60/.
05/2/6/30/10/2/V60/10/5/16/-

101-00

£

3,510 G 4
4,375 1 1
1,304 10 6
877 18 3
483 0 O
2,804 14 4
23 10 1
51 5 10
25 3 1
1 10
O
3 2 0
350 0 8
87 9 7
3 10 0
0

0

6 12

1

0

2

334
Total.

Amount

Recapitulation

Yalue of work executed.....................................................................................................................

£
a. d.
40,023 10 3

£

B. d.

40,023 10

3

Deductions to be made.

39,491 19 0
39,491 19 9
531 10 6
Esthniiteil amount of contract........................................................................................
Actual amount of payments, including final payments......................................

£39,800 0
£10,023 10

0
3

I hereby certify that the above return is a fair and correct statement of tho contract to which it
refers, and that the above measurements were made by the Eesidcnt Engineer with Mr. Carter.
.1. DAYIS,
J. W. T. Boxs,
Supervising Engineer.
Resident Engineer.
1
I hereby certify that I examined the work generally and found it in accordance with specification,
and have checked tho quantities with the plans, and that they generally agree with same, and that rates
are correct.

C.H.O.-B.
Principal Assistant Engineer.
I certify that the amount charged in this voucher, as to computations, castings, and rates is correct,
that the service has heen faithfully performed, and that tho expenditure is duly authorised in terms of
the Audit Act.
R.H.,

-------Head of tho Department.
Tho Treasury will not allow alterations in these progress returns, and they are especially particular
about final payments. One clean copy of this is now required; the other I have kept for checking.—
E.H., 11/12/94'. Mr. Davis.

[1’Ians.]
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Contract No. 79a.
No. 1.
E. M. Clark, Esq., M.P., to Tho Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Legislative Assembly, New South Wales, Sydney, G March, 1894.
As the portion of tho North Shore sewerage works contained in Messrs. Carter & Co.’s
contract is now nearly completed, I desire to bring under the notice of the Minister for Works that this
work will be perfectly useless until that portion connecting Milson’s Point at Jeffrey-street is completed,
and to urge upon him the necessity for at once carrying out this part of the work, I may point out that
it will servo a very large population, besides assisting to get rid of the offensive matter now finding its
way into the harbour through tho storm-water sower at Careening Cove and other jtlaccs becoming more
offensive every day, and a source of very numerous complaints. 1 understand that Messrs. Carter & Co.
having the plant would be able to carry out this work on very advantageous terms, to provide work for a
large number of men now employed on their present works, who will otherwise be thrown on an over
crowded labour market by tho completion of their present contract. As this work is absolutely necessary
to the completion of the North Shore sewerage scheme, I would urge it put in hand at once.
Yours, &c.,
-------ELWABD M. CLARK.
Commissioner for Roads.—13. C. M‘L. (pro. TJ.S.), B.C., 7/3/94.
Nor report,—R.H., 9/3/94.
Report herewith.'—0. H. OiilI''skh'-Baug:k, 15/3/94,

No. 2.
Tlio Principal Assistant Engineer for Sewerage to The Engineer-in-Chief for
Sewerage.
.
Necessity for doing that portion of fho North Shore Sewerage Works which connects Milson’s Point at
Jeffrey-street.
The present contract, No, 79, comprising a length of 1 mile 25'3 chains, of the main. North Shore outfall
sewer from Willoughby Bay to junction of Alfred and Mount streets, is the first section of the North
Shore sewerage works.
_
_
The second section should he “ the outlet works,” and tho third section, which might he
proceeded with simultaneously with the outlet works, would be the extension of the main outfall sewer
now asked for, from junction of Alfred and Mount streets southward to the junction of Campbell and
Jeffrey streets, being (including some minor branches) a total length of about 76'90 chains.
By way of comparison, I have prepared an office estimate of the cost of this extension, according
to present prices, amounting, as per detail statement attached, approximately, to £12,831 19s. 6d., and an
estimate of tho same work in accordance with contract prices of Contract No. 79 of the main outfall
sewer in progress, which, as per detail statement attached, amounts, approximately, to £1G,307 17s. 8d.
The detail plans of the outlet works are unavoidably very intricate, and it will take at least another
month (if no other works come between) to complete the quantities.
The designs of the main outfall sewer extension, between Mount and Jeffrey streets, excepting
general plan and section, have not yet been commonced.
C. H. OHLPSEN-BAG-GE, 15/3/94.
There is no reason why this extension should not be gone on with at once. I cannot, however, see
my way to recommend that it be carried out as an extension of tho existing contract, which, at schedule
rates, would amount to £1G,307 17s. Sd., whereas the office eslimate is £12,83119s. Gd. The greater
part of this difference lies in one item, “Excavation in shafts,” which, in present contract, owing to their
great depth, carries a very high price, viz., 7Ss. per cubic yard. This Messrs. Carter and Co. are prepared
to reduce to 40s. per cubic yard, which would reduce the total cost to £13,700, or about £1,000 above the
office estimate. 1 believe, however, if tenders were invited wre could get the work done under the office
estimate.—R.1L, 22/3/94. Under Secretary,
Submitted.—J.B., 28/3/94.
Referring to the Minister’s intimation this morning, that he wa-s prepared to let Messrs. Carter
and Co. carry out this work as an extension of their present contract, provided they agreed to do so for
the departmental estimate of £12,831 19s. Gd., no claims whatsoever to be made for extras, and all
payments to be made at the allowed schedule rates. I have had an interview with Mr. Carter, who is
prepared, on 1ho part of his firm, to comply with the Minister’s decision. Submitted for formal
approval.—R.U., 29/3/94.
Eor approval.—J.B., 30/3/94.
Approved.—"WALL., 30/3/94,
Accept.—J.B., 30/3/94.

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Sirs,

Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 16 June, 189-4.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public AVorks, to inform yon that your
tender, dated this day, is accepted for contract No. 79a Sydney Sewerage Works, at the sum of twelve
thousand eight hundred and thirty-one pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence (£12,831 19s, Gd.), subject
to the following special condition. vi».:—If it shall bo represented to the Secretary for Public Works at
any time during the progress of tiffs contract, that an undue number of men are being employed thereon,
who have not been domiciled in this Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such
allegation bo proved to his satisfaction, the Minister shall have the power tu call upon you to discharge

336
any or all such men, and on such direction being conveyed to you under the hand of the Under Secretary
for Public "Works, you shall discharge such men forthwith; and in the event of your non-compliance with
any such direction, the Minister shall have the power to declare this contract to he cancelled as if this
stipulation bad been expressly set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this
contract.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to this
contract, and to be completed within sixteen months from this date.
The security required on this contract will be a fixed deposit receipt, in favour of the Secretary for
Public Works, for the sum of £650,
I have to refer you to the Commissioner and Engincer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage,
for further information, and to request that you will call upon the

Officer-in-cliarge

of

Bonds

and

Contracts at this ofiice, for the purpose of executing the necessary documents for the due observance of
your contract.

I

&Cij

J. BARLING,
^___________________________________

Undor Secretary.

No. 4.
Departmental Estimate for Contract No. 79a.
Contbact No. 79a.—Extension from Mount-street to Junction of Campbell and Jeffrey Streets,
with Branches,

Jo.

No.

1
Description of Worts.

Unit.

Hate.

20

Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipe sewers, junctions, curves, &e., as
specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, 48, to 68, including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatering, and
removing the excavated materials beyond actual sito of works, as viz. :—
Excavation in hard rock where gadding only is permitted.................................................................................... cubic yard 72;Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length by Ig inch in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only are permitted ....................................................
63/))
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length by 1| inch in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only are permitted ..................................................
5ojIt
Excavation in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as specified in clauses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72,
including timbering, unwatering, and removing the excavated materials beyond actual site of
the works, as viz, :—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock ouly...................................
61
J>
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted....................................................................................
40/Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length by 14 inch in diameter.
and such depths of bore-holes as shall he directed, only are permitted ..................................................
34/6
>J
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length by 1| inch in diameter,
and such depths of bore-holes as shall he directed, only are permitted .................. .......... .....................
30/f)
Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and intercepting shafts and chambers,
man-holes, and into all shafts as specified in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with_ drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and other surfaces, ramming, &,c.............
1/3
1J
Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified in clauses 36 and 3", including
all iron used in fixing same .....................................................................................................................................
cubic foot
2/
Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77 ..........................................
lineal yard
3/6
Hand-packed stone filling, 4-inch gauge, as specified in clauses 17, 69, 76 to 7S, over sub-duets, and,
when ordered, round sewers and pipe sewers, in tunnels including depositing, packing, and
ramming.................................................................................................................................................................................
cubic yard
4/Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, and thickness, in shafts, tunnels, sumps, round stoneware
pipes and where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works, as specified
clauses 26, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting and grouting complete...........
30/)!
Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or otherwise, in sewer, curved
junctions, arches, manholes, &c., as specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing
dry surfaces, wetting and grouting complete............................................................................................................
50/Jt
Brickwork in cement in sewer, shaft junctions, chambers, circular, curved, arched, or otherwise,
any shape or form or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, collar joints, pointing where ordered, Ac. :—
Of one ring or portion of ring....................................................................................................................................................
60/}>
Cement facing in two thicknesses, g inch thick, when finished, as specified in clause 114, to all
internal (and external, where ordered) surfaces of server, junctions, shaft chambers, culverts,
manholes, and where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works ........................... squareyard
2/6
Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular, or otherwise, in shafts, ovei
shaft-chambers, as specified in clauses 93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting and
grouting complete..................................................................................................................................................................... cubic yard 50/Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any shape, form, or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, in shafts, over shaft chambers, including wetting, flushing,
grouting, pointing (where ordered!, collar joints, Ac., complete ..................................................................
60/J?
Cement facing in txvo thickness,
inch thick when finished, to all internal and external surfaces of
shafts where ordered, as specified in clause 114......................................................................................................... squareyard
2/6
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, in trenches and where ordered,
including fixing discs as specified, and including bed joints in mortar where required:—
12 inch diameter ....................................................................................................................................................
lineal foot
31
9 inch
.........................................................................................
....................
2/-

21

.SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from the various excavations throughout this contract as tunnels
and open trenches, including sub-dnets, shafts sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43,
and 45, ns viz. :—
For the first half-mile of lead..................................................................
cubic yard

10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17

IS

19

22

.............................

V-

GOVERILMEiVr PROPERTY.

Placing, building-in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal work, as east-iron oval and circular pipes,
junctions, branches, flanged and with spigot and faucet ends, gas checks, ventilating grates,
lampbolo boxes, manhole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers, Ac., supplied by the
Government, including carriage, as specified in clauses 91, 121, 131 to 133 complete..................

ton

60/-
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At Messes, Carter

aitd

Co's. Peiceb.

Proposed Contract No, 79, extension from Mount-street to Junction of Campbell and Jeffrey Streets,
with branches.
Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 76’90 chains, more or less, of the
main outfall sewer extension, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c,, subject to
omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided by the
conditions of contract at contract No. 79 prices.
The quantities in this schedule arc not guaranteed as correct, but are merely given for tho guidance of intending contractors,
this being a schedule of Prices Contract.
No.
of
Item.

10

11
12

13
14
15
16

17

18

10
20
21

22

23

24

Description of Worts,

Unit.

Excavation in tunnels, in hard rock, for sewer, branches, pipe-sewers,
junctions, curves, Ac,, as specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, 48 to 68,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwalering, and removing the
excavated materials beyond actual sife of works, as viz.:—
cubic yard
Excavation in hard rock, whore gadding only is permitted ......
Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder 2 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and snob depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permitted................................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in lengtl
by If inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted .................. .........................................................
Excavation in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, as specified in clauses
3D,52, 53, 71, and 72, including limbering, unwatering, and remov
ing the excavated materials beyond actual site of woiks, as viz
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock ouly ....................................................................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted......................
Excavation in bard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in lengtl:
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall
be directed only are permiticd ......................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in lenctl
by If inch in diameter, and such depths cf bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permitted
.................................. ......................................
Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and intercept
ing shafts and chambers, manholes, and into all shafts, ns specified
in clauses 40,4.1, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including wiihdrawlng of
timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and other surfaces
ramming, Ac............................................................................... ..............................
Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified in
clauses 36 and 37 including all iron used in fixing same ................. cubic foot
Sub-duct in hard rock, with tile covers, ns specified in clauses 76 and 7 lineal yard
Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in more or less bard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stonewan
pipes, Ac.:—
Of 0-inch internal diameter .......................................................................
Of 9-ineh internal diameter ......................................................................
Sub-duct in water-charged loose ground, as specified in clause 76.
including hardwood boxes with packing in same, and dry or cement
jointing for pipes of:—
6-inch internal diameter.................................................................................
9-inch internal diameter........... ...............................................................
10-inch internal diameter ...........................................................................
Hand-packed stone-filling, 4-inch gauge, as specified iu clauses 17.
69, 76 to 78, over suh-dacts, and when ordered, round sewers and
pipe-sowers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, and ram
ming .............................................................................................................................. cubic yard
Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tuuncls,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and where ordered in any sir.tiation
in the construction of those works, ns specified in clauses 26, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete ..................................................................................................................
Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular or
otherwise, in scw-cr, curved junctions, arches, munliolcs. Ac., as
specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 10R, including washing dry sur
faces, wetting, and grouting, complete.................................................... .
Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to ] 13, including wetting, flushing, grout
ing, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, Ac:—
Of one ring nr portion of ring ...........................................................
Of two or more rings, straight, arched, Ac....................................
Cement facing in two thicknesses, it inch thick when finished, ns
specified in clause 114, to all internal (and oitcrunl, when
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctionp, shaft-chambers, culverts,
manholes, and where ordered in auy situation in the constiuction
of these works...................................................... .........................................
square yard
Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, nrehod. circular, or
otherwise, in shafts, over shaft-chambers, a® specified in clauses
!)3 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wctt.ng, mid grouting.
complete .................................................................................................................... cubic inrd
Brickwork in eemont, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, nnv
shupe, form, or thickness, ns specified in clauses 110 to 113,
siiufls, over Ehnft-chnmbers, including wetting, flushing, grouting,
pointing, where ordered, coiliir-joiiits, Ac., eonipleio............................
Cement facing in two thicknesses, 5 inch thick when finished, to all
internal and external surfaces of shafts, where ordered, us specified
in clause 114 ............................................................................................................. square yard

258—2 U

Amount.

robiblo Qimntit}

£ e.

<1.

305

63/-

960 15

0

305

61/-

930

G

0

1,220

60/-

3,660

O

0

50
ICO

78/- j
83/- 1

195
664

0
0

O
0

200

79/-

790

0

0

940

78/-

3,666

0

0

7S0

1/-

89

0

O

700
67

-/I
■/I

2 18
0 5

4
7

405

■/I

1 13

9

340

37/6 ,

637 10

0

900

56/-

2,620

0

0

260

50/-

650

0

0

3,000

2/-

300

0

0

40

60/-

120

O

0

ISO

65/-

910

0

0

50

2/-

GOO
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No.

of
Item.

25

Description of Works,

Uost.

27
28

Pyrnioot sandstone, ashlar, set in cement, on top of rentdlating shafts,
and where ordered, as specified in'clanses 16 and 116, complete ...
Squared bluestone pitchers, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron
ventilating grates of shafts, where ordered, as specified in clause
11G, complete ...............................................................................................
square
Providing, Saying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, in,
trendies, and where ordered, ineluding fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, whore required:—
12-inch diameter.................................. ............ ............................ ...
lineal
9-inch diameter .....................................................................................

30

SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from the various excavations through
out this Contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-ducts,
shafts, sumps,
, as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, as
viz.:—
Eor the first half mile of lead .................................. ....................
For every further quarter of a mile of lead ..........................

26

Frobftblo Quantity, Rato.

Amount.

£

e. d.

yard

foot

450
350

»/2/-

67 10 0
35 0 0

cubic yard

2,400

1/-

120 0 0

11

60/-

33 0 0

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

31

j

32
33

with spigot nud fnurttb ends, gas-clrechs, ventilating grates, lamp
hole boxes, manhole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers,
Ac.i supplied by the Government, including carriage, as spe
in clauses 91, 121, 131 to 133 complete
............................ ...........
Closing of branch sewers and interrupting pipes with earthenware or
cast-intn covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified in clan
131, complete .................................................................................................. .
Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in.............

47
48

GENERAL.
Permanent puddle where ordered in any situation in the oonsln
tion of these works (leinpu'ary puddle ordered for purposes
execution of work not to he paid for), as specified iu clause 1
including spreading in 9-inch layers, and ramming, complete ...
Special bluestore cimeretc, as specified in clause 25, where ordered
any situation, in the r onstruction of Uie works ................................
Bluestone metal (clause 13), li-inch gauge, stacked ............................
Sandstone metal (ehuwe 2G), 2£-inrh gauge, stacked ............................
Bluestone metal (clause 32). 2(-iricli gauge, stacked ............................
Sharp, clean-washed sand (clause 19) stacked ...........................................
Sana hardwood, in scan I lings or planks (clause 30).................................
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .........................................................
Wrought-iron in bolt*, galvanised step-irons, screws, nails, spiki
straps, Ac. (clause 31) .....................................................................................
Portland cement ............................................... ..................................................
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ..........................................
Quarrymnn or other s-kil'ed labourer, supplied by contractor.............
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor ...............................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor......................
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ..........................................

49

_
MAINTENANCE.
Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of works

34

35
30
37
33
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46

ton
each

cubic yard

.............................

,,

...

,,

cubic foot
cwt.
day

,S
:

.............

Total...................................................................

lump sum
16,307 17 8

Notes.

1- All work herein ennmerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification
above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by fho Enwincer.
3. Items Eos. 31, -13, and 33 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the
Contractor’s Store or Field Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Brandi Sowers, at
manholes, gas check, and shaft chamber, Ac.
■ i.
.?r*cfs foJ ’^ems -^os37,38, 39,40, 41,42, and 43 are to he for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual not (juantities ordered and
approved of shall bo paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at the
time such materials maybe required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at ihc time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have tho power to supply the same from auy other source, and tho
Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power by the
Engineer.
J
5. Prices for items Nos. 41, 4(3, 46, 47, and 4S are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
I he sbedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In tho event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cont. advance on the. time rates set down for dav-work
_ 6. The whole of! the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implement;!, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, flaming, tempoi-nrv bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and muiutauiing the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipc-sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, &c., or any other
thing necessary iu executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications,
Ofmci:
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OrFtCE Estimate.

Proposed Contract No, 79, extension from Mount-street to Junction of Campbell and Jeffrey Streets,
with branches.
Schedule of quantities and prices for constructing and completing 7G'90 chains, more or less, of the
main outfall sewer extension, North Shore, branch and pipe sewers, shafts, junctions, &c., subject to
omissions, extras, extensions, additions, enlargements, deviations, or alterations, as provided by the
conditions of contract.
The quantities in this schedule nre not guaranteed as correct, but are merely given for the guidance of intending contractors,
r% '

1

P

_

_T .

.T

1.

£

u.— n n n

No.
of

Description ol Works.

A ^ 1 f. n A

Probable Quantity.

Unit.

Bate.

Amount

Item.

9

10

11
12

13

14

15

16

17

Excavation in tunnels, in hard roclc, for sewer, branches, pipe-sowers,
junctions, curves, etc,, as specified in clauses 38, 42, 45, 48 to 68,
including sub-ducts, timbering, unwatcring, and removing the
excavated materials beyond actual site of works, as viz.
Excavation in herd rock, whose gadding only is permitted
....
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall be
directed only are permitted.................................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be
directed only arc permitted ................................................_..........................
Excavation in shafts, shaft chambers, and sumps, fts specified in clauses
39,62, 63, 71, and 7 2, including timbering, unwatcring, and remov
ing tho excavated materials beyond actual site of works, ns viz :—
Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft
rock only ............. .............................................-.....................-....................
Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted............
Excavation in hard ruck, where charges of powder 2 inches in length
by If inch in diameter, and such depths of bore-holes as shall
he directed only are permitted ......................................................................
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length
by If inch in dimm-tor, and such depths of bore-holes as shnll be
directed only are permitted
..........................................................................
Filling in round brick and concrete work of ventilating and intercept
ing shafts and chambers, manholes, and into all shafts, as specified
in clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including withdrawing of
timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and oilier surfaces
ramming, <fce................................................................................................. ;........■■
Timber ordered in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, as specified in
' clauses 36 and 37 including all iron used in fixing same ..................
Sub-duet in bard rock, with tile covers, as specified in clauses 76 and 77
Sub-duct, as specified in clauses 76 and 78, in more or less bard
material, including dry or cement jointing for stoneware
pipes, &c.:—
'
Of G-inch internal diameter .......................................................................
Of 9-inch internal diameter .....................................................................
Sub-duet in water-charged leoso ground, as specified in clause 76
including hardwood boxes with packing m same, and dry or cement
jointing for pipes of :—
6-inch iutcrnnl diumoter.................................................................................
9-inch interna) dnuuoLcr................................................................................
10-inch internal diameter ...........................................................................
Hand-packed stone-filling, 4-inch gauge, as specified in clauses 17.
69, 76 to 78, over sub-dnets, and when ordered, round sewers and
pipc-sewers in tunnels, including depositing, packing, and ram
ming ..............................................................................................................................
Sandstone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, in shafts, tunnels,
sumps, round stoneware pipes, and where ordered in any situation
in the construction of these works, us specified in clauses 26, 27,
93 to 109, including washing dry smfaoee, wetting, and grouting,

complete ............................................................ ....... _..........
18

19
20

21

22

23

24

£ s, d.
cubic yard

305

72/-

1,098 0 0

»

305

63/-

960 16 0

1,220

65/-

3,355 0 0

50
ICO

6/40/-

15 (> 0
320 0 0

»

200

34/6

345 0 0

If

gd

30/-

1,410 0 0

J1

7'0

1/3

4815 r 0

cubic foot,
hueul yard

700
67

21-

3/C

70 0 0
n 14 c

1

...........

jj

...

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular or
otherwise, in sewer, curved junctions, arches, manholes, &e., as
specified in clauses 2t, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry sur
faces, wetting, and grouting, complete.........................................................
Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft-chambers, circular,
curved, arched, or otherwise, any shape or form or thickness, as
specified in clauses 110 to 113, including wetting, flush ing, grout
ing, collar-joints, pointing, where ordered, &c: —
Of ouo ring or portion of ring ..................... ...................................
»
Of two or more rings, straight, arched, ic...................................
Cement facing in two thicknesses, $ inch thick when finished, as
specified in clause 114, to all internal (and external, where
ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, sliaft-chainhers, culverts,
manholes, and where ordered in any situation in the constiuction
of these works.......................................................................................................... square yard
Bluest-one concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular, or
otherwise, ju shafts, over shaft chambers, as specified in clauses
93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and grouting,
complete .................................................................................................................. cubic yard
Brickwork in cement, circular, arched, curved, or otherwise, any
shape, form, or thickness, as specified in clauses 110 to 113, io
shutts, over shaft-chambers, including wetting, flushing, grouting,
pointing, where ordered, codnr-joints, Ac., complete............................
if
Cement facing in two thicknesses, i meli thick when finished, to all
internal and external surfaces of shafts, whore ordered, as specified
square yfird
in clausa 114.....................................................................................................

4/.

81 0 0

495

30/.

510 O''O'

900

60/-

2,250 0 0

260

60/-

780 0 0

3,000

2/C

375 0 0

40

50/-

100

280

60/-

840 0 0

50

2/0

G -5 O

...

cubic yard

'

0

0
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No.
of

Description of Works.

Itnn.

25
26

27
28

£9
SO

ai

32

33

Unit.

Pyrmout sandstone, ashlar, set in cement, on top of ventilating shafts,
and where ordered, as speeiGed in clauses 16 and 115, complete
cubic foot
Squared bluestone pitchers, 9 inches deep, set in sand, round cast-iron,
ventilating grates of shafts, where oidcrcd, as specified in clause
116, complete .........................................................................................................
square yard
Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware, plain pipes, ii.
trenches, and where Ordered, including fixing discs, as specified,
and including bed joints, in mortar, where required :—
12-inch diameter......................................................................
lineal foot
9-inch diameter ....................... ............................

JJ

SURPLUS MATERIALS.
Removal of surplus materials from the various excavations through
out this Contract, as tunnels and open trenches, including sub-ducts,
shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40, 42, 43, and 45, ns
viz.:—
For the first lin If mile of lend .........................................................
cubic yard
For every further quarter of a mile of lead .................... .
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
Placing, building in, fixing, and jointing only, any metal vvorh, ns
cast-iron oval and circulnr pipes, junctions, branches, flanged, and
with spigot and faucet cuds, gas-cheels, ventilating grate*, lamphole boxes, manhole covers, staples, step-irons, earthenware covers,
Ac., supplied by the Government, including carriage, as specified
in clauses 91, 121, 131 to 133 complete
...................................................
Closing of branch aewers and intercepting pipes with earthenware or
east-iron covers, set in cement, labour only, as specified m clause
131, complete ................................................................................................
Trapped junction blocks, taking delivery of, and building in .............

fon

46
47
48

49

MAINTENANCE.
Three months’ maintenance after formal delivery of works

33
30
37
33
39
40

41
42
43
44

45

Total.

Rate.

Amount*

£

8* d.

450
850

3/-

2,400

V-

120

0

0

11

60/-

33

0

0

12,831 19

6

y>;

£r

67 10
35 0

0
0

cadi

GENERAL.
Permanent puddle where ordered in any situation in the construc
tion of these works (temporary puddle ordered for purposes of|
execution of work not to be paid for), as specified in clause 29,
including spreading in 9-inch layers, and ramming, complete....... cubic yard
Special bluestone concrete, as specified in (huisn 25, where ordered i
any situation, in the conidniction of the works .................................
Bluestone metal (clause 13), la-inch^auge, stacked ................. .
Sandstone metal (clause 20), 2i-inch gauge, stacked ...............................
Bluestone metal (clause 32), 24-ineh gauge, stacked ...............................
Sharp, clean-washed sand (clause 19) stacked ............................................ '
Sawn hardwood, in scantlings or planks (clause 30)............................... cubio foot
Oregon timber, in scantlings or planks .............................................................
Wrought-iron in bolt*, galvanised step-hons, screws, nails, spikes,
straps, Ac. (clause 31)................................................................................
cwt
Portland cement ...............................................................................................
Artisan or mechanic, supplied by Contractor ....................................
day
Quarryman or other skilled labourer, supplied by contractor.......
Ordinary labourer, supplied by Contractor .........................................
Cart, with one horse and driver, supplied by Contractor............. .
One additional horse, supplied by Contractor ....................................

31

Probable Quantity,

lump sum

Notes.

1. All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in strict accordance with the specification.
2. 'The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance oE the works during the
who]© time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
3. Items Nos, 31, 32, and 33 to include the cost of conveying the Government property from the
Contractor’s Store or Field Office to the various sites of works along line of Main and Branch Sowers, at
manholes, gas check, and shaft chamber, &c.
prices for items Nos. 36,37,38, 39,40,41,42, and 43 are to be for materials in strict accordance
with specification, delivered on the works ready for use, and only the actual net quantities ordered and
approved of shall be paid for. In case Contractor’s prices are considered too high by the Engineer at tho
time such materials may be required, or if the Contractor fail to deliver such materials at tho time required
and ordered, then the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other source, and tho
Contractor shall have no claim for loss or compensation on account of the exercise of such power by tho
Engineer.
r
prices for items Nos. 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient.
The shedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work
being ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
.
-pke whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery,
shoring, timbering,. centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads,
pumping, gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic
along roads crossing over main and pipe-sewers, reinstating all road and other surfaces, Ac., or any other
thing necessary in executing and completing each respective item, in strict accordance with plans and
specifications.
*
No. 5.
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No. 5.
Agreement executed by Messrs. Carter & Co., with Annexures.
Minute Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 79a, Sydnoy Sewerage Works.
Department of Public AVorks, Bonds and Contract Brand), Sydney, 22 June, 1894.
The agreement herein duly prepared has been executed by the contractors, Messrs. Carter & Co., and
stamped, and might now be forwarded to the Eugineer-in-Chief for Sewerage. The tender and all other
papers herein are sent herewith.
HAKODD E. XOREIE,
The Under Secretary.
-------Offieer-in-charge.
Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M'L. (for U.S.), B.C., 22/6/91. Messrs. Bagge and Davis to note and
return.—E.C.P., 22/6/94.
C.H.O.B., 23/6/94. Prepare copies of schedule and three specifications.—
J.D., 23/6/91. Mr. Bowes.
Bond forwarded to Acc. Beads, 8/8/91.
Aoueement made this 20th day of June, in the year of our Lord 1891, between John Carter and David
Graham Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South AValcs, contractors, carrying on
business together under the name, style, or firm of “ Carter & Co.” (hereinafter styled or referred
to as “ the contractors ”), of the one part, and Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria of tho
other part.
AViiereas the contractors made the tender hereunto annexed, marked “E,”to construct, completely
finish, and maintain the various works for Contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage AVorks, iu accordance with
the supplementary specification, specification, special conditions, and general conditions hereunto annexed
and marked respectively “A,” “ B,” “ C,” and “ D,” and with the six several drawings relating thereto
now in the office of the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage. And at or for the price or sum, and within the
time in the said tender mentioned. And whereas the said tender was accepted by the said Minister, and
such acceptance was duly notified to tho contractors on the 16th day of June, 1891 (a copy whereof is
hereunto annexed and marked “ E "). And whereas the contractors have deposited the sum of £650 in
tho Bank of New Zealand, Sydney, in the said Colony, in the name of the Under Secretary for Public
AVorks, at interest upon fixed deposit No. A22097, dated the 19th day of Juno, 1894, for twelve months,
and has handed the receipt for same to the said Minister, to be held by him as such Minister, or the
Minister for Public Works for the time beiug of the said Colony, on behalf of Her Majesty, as security
for the due performance of this contract, and all other matters and things herein contained, and which, on
the part of the contractors, are to be done and performed : Now this agreement witnesseth that, in con
sideration of the premises, the contractors do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, and
administrators, covenant with and to Her said Majesty the Queen, her heirs and successors, that they,
the contractors, shall and will perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of the said sewerage works in accordance in all things with the said
supplementary specification, specification, special conditions, general conditions, and drawings within the
time and at or for the price or sum in the said tender mentioned. And it is hereby agreed and declared
between and by the said parties hereto that the said supplementary specification, specification, special
conditions, general conditions, tender, and copy acceptance of tender, marked as aforesaid, all being
hereunto annexed ns aforesaid, shall be read as incorporated in, and forming part and parcel of, these
presents in like manner as if the same had been heroin written and set forth at length, and that the said
supplementary specification, specification, special conditions, general conditions, tender, copy acceptance
of tender, and the said drawings, and these presents shall together be taken to be the contract between
the said parties in respect of the said works, amplified in manner following—that is to say, that the said
general conditions shall at all times be read and construed as if the stipulation contained in the said
acceptance of tender as to the discharge of men (not domiciled in this Colony for six months previously
to their employment on tho said works) employed ou the said works when called upon to do so, and the
penalty for non-compliance therewith had been expressly set out in tho said general conditions. And
that the progress payments shall be made at the rales set out in tho schedule of prices annexed hereto
and marked “G,” but that such schedule of prices shall not further or otherwise relate to this contract
or the works to be done thereunder.
In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals, the
day and year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John }
Carter, in the presence of,—
j
Harold F. Nobbik, J.P.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by tbo said)
David Graham Snodgrass, in the pro- f
sence of,—
)
Harold E. Noreie.

JOHN CABTEB.

D. G. SNODGBASS.

“A.”
Contract No. 79a.—Supplementary Specipication.

The printed specification attached to this supplementary specification shall be held binding in all matters

relating to this contract as far as the Engineer-in-Chief may deem the same applicable.
Description of Contract.
The description of contract and clauses 1, 2, and 2a of the specification do not apply, and are to
bo treated as surplusage.
This contract comprises ihe provision by the contractor of all labour, machinery, tools, plant, and
everything that may be neccHsaiy for the construction oE the Alain Outfall Sewer Extension, from At ountstreot to junction of Campbell and Jeffrey Streets, with a branch 33 feet long (excavation only) at
Junction-street,
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Junction-strecfc, a branch along ftPDougall-sireefc to Brisbaue-street, a branch along'Willoughby-street
to Carabella-street, and a branch to Glen-street, as described in detail in the specification, supplementary
specification, special and general conditions, and as shown on the following drawings:—
No. 1.—General plan and longitudinal sections.
„ 2.—Details of shafts and junctions,
o_
'
»
!)
JJ
■

____
»

tJ'

;t

tj

»

JJ

4

„ 6.—Details of shafts, junctions, and cross-sections of sewers.
Working Faces.
Clause 127 of the specification does not apply, and is to be treated as surplusage.
The working faces available in tbis contract for excavating and constructing the main sewer and
branches, consist in twelve working shafts with two faces each, and four working shafts with one face
each.
.
Surplus Materials and Surplusage.
The second paragraph of clanse 42 of the specification, and the whole of clauses 4, 47, 7(1, 77, and
78 do not apply, and are to be treated as surplusage, unless where otherwise directed, and clause 9 of tho
special conditions and clause 4 of the general conditions shall also be treated as surplusage.
Dimensions of Shafts.
'
Under item 71 of the specification, the 24-ft. x 17-ft. sectional area of shafts does not apply, and
is to be treated as surplusage. All shafts to be sunk of the full dimensions and cross-sections shown on
drawings and as shall be ordered.
■

Numbers of Shafts, Chambers, Junctions, £[c.
Under clause 88 of the specification the numbers of gas-check, inlet, shaft, and junction chambers,
shafts, &c., does not apply, and is to be treated as surplusage.
Sixteen ventilating shafts with chambers, three junction chambers, seven inlet chambers at heads
of drop-pipes, &c., to be built as shown on longitudinal sections, general plan, and detail drawings, and as
shall be directed.
'
Symbols.
The symbols No. 2 in clause 84, No. 7 in clanse 49, No. 7 in clause 57, Nos, 1 and 2 in clause 71,
of the specification, do not apply, and are to be treated as surplusage.
Completion of Contract.
The time allowed for completion in clause 1 of the special conditions shall be read sixteen months.
Deposit.
The deposit in clause C of the special conditions shall be read as £650 sterling.
This is the supplementary specification marked “ A,” referred to in our annexed agreement with
Her Majesty the Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CABTEB.
■ "Witness,—Habom P. Nobeie, J.P.
D. G. SNODGBASS.
“B.”
SrnwEY Sewerage, Contract

No. 79a,

Main Ovtfale Sewer, North Shore.

of the several works required in the construciion of the Main Outfall Sower, North Shore
commencing at 0 chains near Long Bay, and extending under private land to Grassmero-street, near the
eastern boundary of Cammeray Bark, under Cammeray Park to corner of Alfred and Ernest Streets, and
along Alfred-street to Mount-street, where it terminates, being a total distance of about 1 mile 25'8
chains; together with shafts, branches, &c., connected therewith, in accordance with the accompanying
drawings, with such extensions or omissions at both ends and throughout the length ol" tho contract as
may be ordered in writing, viz.:—
1. Description of Drawings.
1. Drawing No. 1.— General plan.
No. 2.—Longitudinal section.
No. 3.—Details of shafts at Falcon-street.
No. 4.—Detail of shafts.
No. 5,— „
„
No. 6— „
„
No. 7.—Cross-sections of sewer, &c.
Seecieication

2. Extent of Contract.
2. The works comprised in this contract consist in the necessary amount of earth and rock
excavation, puddling, shoring, timbering, under-pinning, centering, scaffolding, unwatcring, concrete,
brickwork, pipe-laying, carpenter’s work, ironwork (with exception of the mator.als supplied by
Government, as set forth in clause 131), pitching, paving, ballasting, metalling, masonry, leading surplus
materials to spoil, embankment, &c., required in the construction of the Main Outfall Sewer, Tsorth Shore,
in tunnels through rock, as shown on longitudinal section, and as shall be directed, with all gas-checks,
penstocks, junctions, curves, shafts, inlet chambers, pipc-sewers, ventilating shafts, sub-ducts, road
making, Ac., and all other works in connection with those herein enumerated, and the maintenance of the
whole of these works for a period of three months after they have been formally taken over by the
Engineer.
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2a. The contractor must include in his Schedule, rates for excavation, the cost of clearing and
forming a temporary roadway from Ernest-street to shaft at 27’5 chains in Cammeray Park; and also the
cost of providing a tramway or roadway from the shaft at 0 chains to Long Bay, for conveying the surplus
materials from this shaft to the Long Bay.
3. Siie.
3. Access to the site of tho works to be had along its centre lines whore such are shown to be along
lines of streets, and along all public roads which cross the centre hues of the Main Outfall Sewer, North
Shore.
4'. Access to shaft in Cammeray Park will bo given along a strip of land from Ernest-street, and
access to shaft at 0 chains from the Long Bay will also he provided along a strip of land 66 feet wide.
5. Eor the purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private
ground, when ordered, the contractor to have temporary possession of an area of 24 ft. by 17 ft. over the
mouth of each shaft, unless otherwise directed.
6. All areas of strips of land round mouths of shafts hereinbefore referred to, to be set out by the
Engineer, to whom written application for their temporary possession must be made by the contractor
two weeks prior to the time the said land is required by him.
_
_
Such possession, however, not to be exclusive, but subject to the right of entry of the Engineer,
his officers, and other persons, carts and horses, Ac., required for any purposes of the Government at any
time.
i
...
7. Any other lands reqallied by the contractor for temporarily depositing materials, erecting winding
engines, or for any other purposes in connection with the contract, he will have to procure at his own cost,
in strict accordance with clause 6 of the conditions of contract.
_
8. The contractor shall provide and erect all necessary fences, temporary bridges underneath foot
paths and streets, hoarding-barriers, &e., wherever directed to do so, and all fences, walls, railings, walks, or
streets, metalled, grassed, paved, pitched, or asphalted surfaces, to be left by the contractor at the com
pletion of the wonts in the same order as they were before the commencement of the works, at his sole
cost, in strict accordance with the various stipulations and terms contained in clause 41 of this specifica
tion, and clause 2 of the conditions of contract, to the entire satisfaction of the city municipal authorities
and of the Engineer-in-Chief.
4. Lines, Levels, and Sct1ing~out Work.
'
9. The centre line of sewer is shown on general plan, drawing No. 1, by a full line, which will be
marked on the surface of the ground, the same as on plan, as the works proceed.
_
After setting-out, the ccntro line of the works is to be preserved solcdy by reference to the iron
nails, pegs, and other marks and signals which may be placed, fixed, and erected for the purpose of these
works along its centre line.
_
The gradients and levels of the works are to be preserved by reference to any bench-marks which
tho Engineer may deem necessary to establish along fhe lines of works during the progress of the
contract, subject to cheek and adjustment, as shall be directed, from other bench-marks established beyond
tho site of the works.
5. Materials.
10. All materials, as brick, stone, cement, timber, iron, sand, stoneware pipes, clay, lead, &£., which
arc to bo supplied by the contractor, are to be of the best quality and description of their respective kinds.
Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained in office ; and on
approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered ou tho works ready for use, as per sample.
11. The contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials are
supplied, or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or
manufacture at any stage of the same.
_
12. The contractor to make and provide proper and approved gauges or scales for measuring or
weighing all materials supplied, whether specified to be broken or delivered to special sizes and mixed
together in stated proportions or not.
13. Bricks to be of well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness; to be new,
sound, hard, well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, truly rectangular, with sharp
arrises, of approved dimensions and form; to be specially moulded where required for arching inner
and outer rings of sewers and circular or segmental shafts, and equal to sample brick to be seen at the
Engineer’s office, and which must be sealed by the contractor and acknowledged as a sample of tho bricks
to be used throughout the works. Bricks used in these works will be subjected to tho following tests,
viz.:—
(a) Tensile strength.—The tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine, by
laying the brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick and distributed over a width of
inch. An
average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be taken, which must not be less than 8,000 lb.
[!}) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more
than 3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more impervious to
water lhan 3 per cent., then fhe Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve
bricks were taken. The whole of the expense incurred in testing tho bricks shall be borne solely by the
contractor.
_
_
14. In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of bricks on the site of the works for the
contract of a mixed description and quality, the officer in charge shall have the power to require of the
contractor^to have those bricks which in his opinion are suitable for the works picked out and Stacked
where directed, and those defective or unsuitable removed from the site of the contract; and in the event
of the contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours from the time it has
been made, thee in all such eases tho superintending officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of
tho bricks so delivered by the contractor.
_
15. Stoneware pipes to be of well ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious
quality, well burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, true in scefion, straight longitudinally, imiformly
glazed both inside and outside, free from -fire or other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
1
joined
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joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to he seen at the Engineer’s Office. Paving
tiles to te of the same materials a; the stoneware pipes, to be uniformly glazed on all sides and of
approved size and form.
Pipes to be of the following thicknesses and depth of collar, namely:—
Pipes, inside diameter, 9 in.; thickness,
in.; depth of collar, 2 in.
3Jo
do
12 in.;
do
1 in.;
do
2 in.
Do
do
15 in.;
do
1£ in.;
do
2i in.
Do
do
16 in.;
do
If in.;
do
2} in.
Do
do
18 in.;
do
Ifin.;
do
2^- in.
Do
do
21 iu.;
do
If in.;
do
2-J in.
Do
do
24 in.;
do
If- in.;
do
2f in.
All parcels of pipes used in these works will be tested
„_i___
tlie departmental
testing machine,
and submitted to the following crushing slrains applied in the centre of the pipe :
24 inches diameter pipe at 110 lb. per square inch of bearing surface.
.
dS
„
„
100 „
„
„

j>

„

100 „

,,

,,

d-2
„
,,
100 „
„
,,
®
i>
)j
100 ji
ii
ii
If the Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoiug strains, or not prove impervious to water, thou the Engineer may reject the whole of
parcel from which the pipes were taken. Tho whole of tho expense incurred in testing the pipes shall bo
bomo solely by the contractor, and all pipes injured or broken by the testing shall be immediately
replaced by sound pipes, subject to the foregoing tests, at contractor’s cost.
16. Slone,—All stone used in the construction of these works for pitchers, or masonry, unless
where otherwise specified, to be sound, solid, hard sandstone of the best description, free from all defects,
and as per sample approved.
_
17. Broken stone for ballast to be sound, solid stone, as specified in clause IS ; to be broken to a
size to pass freely with its largest dimensions through a ring of 4 inches in diameter. Broken stone for
packing round sewer lining, above drains, &c., to he sound and solid, and obtained from rock excavation,
and broken to the same size as ballast.
, 18- Broken stone for bluestone concrete to be of basalt or other similar hard stone of approved
quality ; to be broken by hand or crushing machine, of a size to pass freely with its largest dimensions
through a ring of 1 i inch in diameter ; the whole of the metal to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, &c.; lo
bo screened through a sieve of meshes & inch apart, and then to bo washed with fresh water until approved,
before it shall bo deemed lit and suitable for these works.
19. Sand to be sharp quartz sand, of approved quality, free from all earthy, loamy, clayey matter,
Ac., and washed perfectly clean whenever tho Engineer deems it necessarv.
20. Cement.—Tho cement to be used throughout these works to be well packed in strongly-mnde
casks, to be the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound
condition, fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking, to be free from any
symptoms of staleness, caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion of
same to bo used until it has been examined and approved by the Engineer. Samples taken from various
casks (not exceeding six in number), and mixed together from each parcel brought on tho works, to be
submitted for testing:—The weight per striked bushel not to be less than 100 lb., and each cask shall
contain not less than 3S7 lb. weight of cement, exclusive of weight of cask and packing. The specific
gravity not to be less than 8T0. Tho cement, when passed through a wire sieve of 2,500 meshes per
square inch, to leave a residue of not more than 10 per cent.; through a sieve of 5,806 meshes, not more
than 25 per cent.; and through a sieve of 14,400 meshes, not more than 40 per cent. The cement when
mixed neat with water, to give a tensile strength of not less than 250 lb. per square inch after three davs’
setting in water, 450 lb. after seven days, and 550 lb. after twenty-eight days. The cement is to be “ slowsetting,” and when gauged with water to a stiff paste must set in a damp atmosphere of between 60° and
90° F., in from one and a half to six and a half hours. Eeat cement of the consistency above mentioned
to be made into pats kept in moist air until set, and then immersed in water at a temperature of between
60° and 80° F., and also placed in Faija’s moist-heat and warm-bath apparatus at a temperature of 9u° F,,
as to symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation of form or volume. The cement when mixed in
the proportion of one of cement to three of standard sand (washed, dried, and sifted through a sieve of 400,
and retained upon one of 900 meshes per square inch), and about. 10'0 per cent, of the total weight of water,
to give a tensile strength of not less than 150 lb. per square inch at seven days, and 230 lb. at twentyeight days, the briquettes having been kept in a damp atmosphere, put in water twenty-four hours after
they were made, and left in water at a temperature of between 66° and 80° F. The tensile strenglh will
be ascertained in the departmental testing machine, with the load increasing at the rate of 200 lb. per
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each tost. Should the sample
fail in any or all of these tests, or not show a proper progressive increase in strength with ago of briquette,
then the Engineer may reject the whole parcel from which the sample was taken, and the contractor shall
at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works ac his own expense; failing which,
the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor’s cost without further notice. Empty casks to bo
destroyed, as provided in clause 14 of the general conditions. To facilitate the gauging of cement
throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic feet, otherwise the
contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for measuring
cement. Cement of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to the specified test,
may he permitted to be need in the works, subject to the decision of the Engineer-in-Chief, and provided
that the deficiency in weight is made up in quantity.
21. 3fortar.—The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of one part of Portland cement
and of two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 19 and 20, the proportion of each to
bo correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to be mixed with fresh water, as may be directed, to
be_ well incorporated, and to be used fresh. Any mortar which lias become hard or set to be at once
rejected. All mortar to be mixed upon approved sawn timber platforms close to where it is required.
22.

J
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_ 22. Special mortar, composed of one part of cement and one part of sand, and prepared as "before
described, to be provided and used in all portions of tbe work where especially specified and directed.
23. <?row£.—The grout to be made of mortar as described in clause 21, to be mixed fluid in tubs
close to where it is required, and to be used fresh.
24. Bluestone Concrete.—The concrete to be used in these works to be composed of one part of
Portland cement, two parts of sand, and four parts of bluestone metal.
25. Special concrete, if required, to be composed of two parts of Portland cement, three parts of
sand, and seven parts of bluestone metal.
26. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to be used in these works, to be composed of one part of
Portland cement, two parts of sand, and five parts of sandstone fas specified under clause 10) metal, free
from dirt, quarry refuse, sieved (as specified in clause 18), washed, and of a size to pass with its largest
dimensions through a ring of 2 inches in diameter. All materials to be mixed m tbe same manner as
hereinafter specified for concrete.
■ 27. All concrete to be prepared close to where it is required on a sawn timber plank platform; all
proportions to bo correctly ascertained by measurement; the metal to be well washed when put on the
platform and levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer above the metal, and the cement to be
placed upon the sand, after which all materials to be carefully mixed and turned twice over, and then
the whole to be mixed with fresh clean water, and thoroughly turned over twice, and oftener if required,
until, in the opinion of the Engineer, it shall be well incorporated and fit for the work before it leaves
the platform; it shall then be at once conveyed to the works as shall be directed, and to be used fresh.
28. If the concrete is made by machinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described, then
to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved of;
to be used fresh.
29. huddle to consist of the best clay to be obtained in tho district within a radius of 5 miles ; to
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water, as shall be directed, until the clay, iu the
opinion of the -Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity.
30. Hardwood timber to be ironbark, blue or red gum, box, or oilier approved colonial hardwood,
of the best description, sound, straight, free from sap, wanes, shakes, gum veins, cores, or other defects ;
to have clean sharp arrises, and to be of the fullest dimensions shown or specified; in round timber the
diameter given is to be measured at tbe smallest end, exclusive of bark.
#
31. Wrougkt-tron.—All wrought-iron work to be of the best description, quality, and workmanship,
with square arrises, and of the exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. All wrought-iron to be
double II or BB Crown brand, and all ironwork, when finished, to be heated and then dipped in or coated
with gas tar.
32. Bluestone road-metal.—The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone
of approved quality; to be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest dimen
sions through a ring 2-| inches in diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, &c.
33. Bluestone.—All bluestone used iu the construction of these works for pitchers or masonry to
be of the best description of basaltic bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per
sample approved.
6. General,
34. Earth-borings have been taken along or close to tbe main line of sower, the results of winch
are described on drawing iSro. 2 ; but no guarantee is given that tho ground to bo excavated will bo free
from subsoil water, or that tbe proportion of materials will correspond with that shown on longitudinal
section.
35. Diverting surface water and unwatering.—The prices set forth in schedule accompanying
tender for the works comprised in this contract to cover and include the cost of all materials and labour,
and everything that is necessary for executing tho works of every description required for the proper and
effectual deviation of all surface and subsoil drainage from the sites of the works; in constructing
temporary coffer or other dams across the low-lying ground above and below tbe site of the works, in
diverting said subsoil and surface water, from time to time, as the progress of the contract may require; in
providing and constructing adequate and secure fiuming for conducting undisturbedly all freshets across
the site of the works on or near lines of lowest ground ; in providing and finding all necessary pumping
apparatus ; in keeping all trenches and excavations constantly unwatered, and in preventing any injury to
the same by floods or any other cause.
30. Shoring, Timbering, and Temporarg Bridges.—During the excavation for sewers, headings, branch
sewers, and pipe-sewers, in tunnels, for shafts, junctions, gas-check chambers, curves, crossings over or
underneath existing gas, water and sewer pipes, and oval or circular brick sewers, &c., the contractor to
adopt every precaution and provide all, materials, as planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, Ac., and
labour, and carefully execute and construct, at bis own cost, wherever considered necessary by the
Engineer, and to his entire satisfaction, temporary bridges, underneath lines of streets or footpaths, so as
to ensure during the period of tho contract, the undisturbed tra ffic along said streets, Ac.; and execute
approved strong and secure shoring and strutting and underpinning where the sewer passes underneath
buildings existing pipes and brick sewers, and in sandy or loose soil close timbering, or any other work that
may be required to prevent any buildings over and adjacent to the line of sewer, and all other super
structures, road-surfaces, earth, rock, or other materials at top and sides of excavations from settling,
cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in.
,
37. As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, temporary bridges, Ac., shall be withdrawn, except
in cases where, in the opinion of the Engineer, the withdrawing of the same is impracticable, or would
endanger the safety of the works and buildings, existing pipes, sewers, Ac., streets, and other surfaces,
over and adjacent to same, when the contractor must obtain an order, signed by the Engineer-in-Chief,
to tho effect that shoring, timbering, Ac., may be covered up, with a statement of the quantities, which
shall be measured before being covered up, and paid for at schedule rates.
38. The different materials met with in excavating main outfall sower and branches, junctions,
sub-ducts, Ac., in tunnel, as hard sandstone or other rock, to he measured and paid for under items
Nos. 1, 2, or 3 of the schedule as “ Tunnel excavation iu solid rock,” subject to the conditions contained
in clauses 52 and 53.
25S—2 X
39.
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39. The different materials met with in excavating shafts and sumps, as road-motel, wood-paving,
made ground, sand, shale, ironstone, clay, watercharged in places, pipeclay, soft sandstone (water-charged
more or less), sound hard rock, <fce., to he measured and paid for under items ?fos. 4, 5, G, or 7 of the
schedule as “ excavation in shafts and sumps,” subject to the conditions contained in clauses 52 and 53.
40. Removal of road-metal, pitching, and wood-paving, §c.—Prior to commencing any excavation
for shaft, junctions, branch sewer, &c., iu open cutting (in accordance with the various stipulations and
conditions contained in this specification, and in clauses 6 and 11 of the conditions of contract), the
sites for each work to be prepared by the removal of all road-metal, ballast, pitching, wood-paving,
concrete, asphalting, flagging, turfing, <te., whero such occurs, as shall be directed. Tho materials so
removed in the first instance to be laid and stacked aside, as the Engineer may direct, in different spoilbanks ; and as the works proceed, the said materials, if approved of, to be used in reinsteting tho
metalled, pitched, and paved road or other surfaces, as the case may be, and those not approved of to bo
carted away to such places as shall be ordered, and to be paid for as lead.
41. All sods, road-metal, pitching, ballast, wood-paving, concrete, &c., removed under the conditions
of the two foregoing clauses, and damaged, injured, or otherwise not approved of as fit for relaying,
placing, setting, and fixing in the reformation and reinstatement of the various road and other surfaces,
to be replaced by contractor with new, sound, aud approved materials of their respective kinds, and there
with to reinstate and maintain, during continuance of contract, the various road and other surfaces, at
his sole cost, as provided in clause 8, in a sound and satisfactory manner, in accordance with clause 11
of the general conditions of contract and to the entire satisfaction of tho municipal authorities and of the
Engineer-in-Chief.
if required by tho Engineer the contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance^
procure certificates from the municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, &c., in their respective
districts are in a satisfactory condition.
42. All soft or loose soil, clay, soft and hard rod:, and other materials obtained from tunnels, sub
ducts, sumps, shafts, &c., if approved of shall, in the first instance, be put aside in separate spoil-banks
beyond the site of the works, subsequently to be used in refilling round and over pipes, and all concrete,
masonry and brickwork, and into all excavations, as hereinafter specified, and as shall be directed at the
time ; and the surplus not so required shall be cleared away and removed by the contractor from the sites
of all tho works, and from the surfaces, streets, channels, and footpaths surrounding tbe same, aud
disposed of by the contractor, or carted to such places as shall be ordered, and paid for as lead.
The surplus material from shaft at 0 chains is to be conveyed to the Long Bay, and deposited and
spread below high-water mark, us shall be directed, and paid for under Schedule Item Eo, 29.
43. Areas at month of shafts.—It is to be distinctly understood that when sinking shafts on lines
of streets, and, when ordered, on private ground, &c., the materials excavated and raised, on their arrival
at level of staging above mouth ot shaft, are to he at once removed from off the streets or other surfaces,
as tho case may be ; and when building material, &c., are to he conveyed through shafts to the tunnel
works, that all such materials on arrival at mouth of shafts must be at once convoyed to the works
underground, as permission cannot be given to contractor to disturb and impede tbe usual traffic in the
streets, or the usual occupation of the ground by the owners, as tho case may be, beyond the possession
for the time of an area not exceeding 24 ft. x 17 ft., or less if ordered, over the mouth of each shaft,
unless where otherwise determined and directed by the Engineer-in-Chief during the progress of tho
contract.
44. Diversion of sewage of existing sewers during the construction of the works.—During tbo
construction of the works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing and new sewers, and
until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor to provide all materials and labour and .
everything that may be necessary; and execute all the works of every description required to prevent
(ainl be solely responsible for) all damage and injury which may occur to private property or to the
existing or new works by floods, flooding with sewage, choking and bursting of sewers in consequence of
insufficient and inadequate pumping apparatus, tanks, dams, iluraing, &c., or any other cause; and erect
and construct suitable tanks, pumps, watertight temporary dams across existing sewers, above and below
points of intersection, and watertight, adequate, and secure fiuming, for the purpose of conveying
constantly the whole of the sewage which may flow in said sewers at any time across said points of inter
section, at his sole cost, to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief.
45. Measurement of excavation, refilling, and spoil.—Tho excavation throughout these works to bo
measured the net dimensions only of the various cross-sections shown on drawings, or determined at the
time by the Engineer, and, where timbering has been ordered, tbe net dimensions only to the outside of
said timbering. All refilling of above described excavations to bo measured tho not dimensions of same*
less the actual net displacement of the permanent works. The whole of the surplus materials to be
measured the actual net excavation less the actual net refilling as ascertained in accordance with the
foregoing stipulations.
7. Mam Outfall Sewer, North Shore, in Tunnels, through Hock, Sjc.
4G. The works comprised under the main outfall sewer, North Shore, in tunnels, through rock,
&c., consist in tho whole of the works of this contractus enumerated in clause 2, and as shown on drawings,
and any details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of the contract.
47. The internal dimensions of the main outfall sewer are—
From 0 chains to 50 chains
...............
4 ft. x 3 ft.
,, 50
„ to I mile 25'20 chains...
4 ft. x 2 ft. S in.
48. The excavation in tunnels, requiring shoring, timbering, and close timbering, the same is to be
executed as specified in clause 3G, and tho unwatering is to be executed as specified in clauses 35, 44,
and GO.
49. Tbe cross-sections of sewer in tunnels to be as shown on drawings No. 7, to vary in the
quantities and thicknesses of brick and concrete work according to the depths, nature, and solidity of the
ground, and posiiion under streets, &e., as shall be directed during the progress of tho works.
50. The excavations for the works enumerated in clause 46, to bo executed to the various depths,
level, or inclined planes, gradients, steps, widths, batters, slopes, curves, longitudinal and cross-sections,
Ac., as shown on drawings, and any details which the Engineer may provide during tho progress of the
contract, and to such lesser or greater depths and widths as the Engineer-in-Chief shall direct and approve
of from time to time during the progress of the works.
51.
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51. Wherever the solidity of tho ground permits it, the excavation to be taken out with vertical or
curved sides, as the case may be, tho net dimensions only of tho various cross-sections of tho works, as
shown on drawings and ordered.
.
52. Precaution.—In all cases at excavations of open trench, and shafts, where rock occurs, and
blasting may facilitate such excavations, and in tunnels through rock,the contractor to use every precaution
and carry on such operations with such limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as
will loosen the rock without shattering the same, and to employ all necessary means, as temporary bridges,
staging, chains, rope-nets, fagots, or mats, &c., to prevent effectually and thoroughly all stones and
fragments of same, or other materials from being shot or thrown out of said trench, tunnel, and shaft
excavations, as he shall be held solely responsible for any accident, damage, and injury resulting from such
blasting to auy persons, works, or buildings, over the lino of sewer or in the neighbourhood of same, &c.,
and as provided in clause 11 of the conditions of contract under the heading “Liability for Accidents,
&c.” Blasting will not in any case be allowed between tho hours of 10 p.m. and 5 a.m., nor after 1 p.m.
on Saturdays, except by tlio written authority of the Engineer; every hole drilled for blasting
purposes will be measured by an inspector, and charged under his supervision, and the work shall be
carried on under such further regulations, in conformity with paragraph 7 of clanse 14 of the general
conditions, as the Engineer may make and shall consider necessary as the contract proceeds.
58. As regards the charges of powder required on the various portions of this contract to loosen
the rock without shattering the same, and m order to minimise as much as possible the risk of injuring
or damaging buildings over or in Ihc neighbourhood of the line of sower ; it is to be distinctly understood
that only powder, or other explosives, of approved quality shall bo used, aud, when ordered in writing,
by the Engineer, in charges of powder not exceeding 2 inches in length by If inch in diameter, and not
exceeding 4< inches in length by If inch in diameter respectively. If other explosives aro permitted to be
used, the quantity and weight of such explosives relatively to powder to be carefully ascertained by the
Engineer, and the respective charges made equivalent to those used in the case of powder.
54. The schedule of quantities aud prices provides for the excavation of this contract being
executed as follows, viz.:—
_ “ Tunnel excavation in solid rock,” subdivided under items—“ Hard rock excavation, where
gadding only is permitted.” “ Hard rock excavation, where blasting is permitted with charges of powder
not exceeding 2 inches iu length and If inch in diameter.” “ Hard rock excavation, whero blasting is
permitted, with charges of powder not exceeding 4 inches in length, and If inch in diameter.”
Excavation in shafts and sumps, subdivided under items—“ Hard rock excavation, where gadding
only is permitted.” “ Hard rock excavation, where blasting is permitted, with charges of powder not
exceeding 2 inches in length, and If inch in diameter.” “Hard rock excavation, where blasting is per
mitted with charges of powder not exceeding 4 inches in length and If inch in diameter,” and “excavation
in road surfaces, sand, soil, pipe-clay, soft rock only.”
55. Ho guarantee is given as to the relative quantities of excavation which maybe found under the
abovenamed items of the schedule in the execution of the work, aud they shall bo paid for as they occur.
The contractor shall not he entitled to claim auy compensation for loss or damage in consequence of any
alteration, change, increase, decrease, or omission, as the Engineer may order in writing, of any of the
respective quantities under the abovenamed items beyond the actual respective rates per cubic yard
named in tho schedule of quantities aud prices for such excavation “in solid rock,” with 2 in, or 4 in.
charges of powder or no explosives respectively.
56. The excavations for sewer, branches, &c., as before described, may therefore vary from those
shown on drawings, but the exact cross-sections will be determined by the Engineer as the works
proceed.
_
57. A lending of 4 ft. x 3//., exclusive of timbering, to he driven fon' all lines of pipes. The
timbering to be executed as specified in clause 36. In good bearing material, all pipes to be laid on solid
ground, as hereinafter specified, after which the open trench or heading, as the case may he, to be filled
in with approved earth, as specified in clause 6S). In less solid soil, where ordered, the pipes are to he
laid and jointed on a layer of concrete 9 inches thick, and then to be surrounded with a concrete relieving
arch 9 inches thick, as shown on general cross-section, drawing Ho. 7.
53. The excavation for tunnels is assumed to be sandstone rock, varying in hardness and solidity,
and loss compact material. In strong compact rock, 4i\- inches concrete and brick lining will bo requisite,
and, as the materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick and concrete lining; as
shall bo determined by the Engineer as the beading proceeds, may be required.
59. The excavations for the tunnels in rock, to be taken out to tho exact form of the tunnel,
leaving just room for the lining ordered. Great care to bo taken in gadding or in blasting the rock, so
that no portion of the sides, soffit, or invert of tunnel be removed beyond the exact dimensions determined
on. In no case shall the excavation be 1 alien out in advance of the brick and concrete lining in excess
of internal dimensions of sewer, until the thickness of the lining of the succeeding length has been
determined by the Engineer.
60. All water which, during tbe progress of tbe work, may accumulate in these excavations to be
properly, effectually, and continually pumped out, and the whole to be kept dry until after the completion,
sotting, and hardening of all brick and concrete work; and the greatest care to be taken to prevent
running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work until if has set perfectly hard ; any
concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must be taken up at once, and replaced
by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing at contractor’s expense.
61. Great care to be taken while timbering tliat no portion of end faces, sides, floor, roof, or front
faces of excavation in tunnel, or open trench, as the case may be, be removed, or fall in, beyond the exact
dimensions determined on ; and the contractor to provide and execute at his own cost whatever may be
required to prevent such removal or falling in of the excavation, and the wet or dry material surrounding
tho timbering from being shaken, running, or forced through the joints of the poling-boards and open spaces
between the wedges which keep tho poling-boards in position; and to provide and have constantly in
readiness, close to where they are required, all appliances and materials such as straw, bags, asphalted
felt, tarred gasket, puddle, &c., and with Ihe same carefully and securely close up and pack against the
outside of the timbering, all such joints and open spaces wherever they occur; and caulk open joints if so
directed; and attend to, execute, and maintain the said timbering till completion of tho sower works to
the entire satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief.
62.
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62. In advancing the end faces of excavation in tunnel, particular precaution to te talcen by the
contractor that such advance is made iu a careful, secure, and safe manner, by means of shoring, planking,
polmg-boards, props, and wedges, together with all packing and caulking materials,
63. In withdrawing timbering from shafts, the same shall be commenced from bottom of excavation,
or as the Engineer may direct, from lowest practicable portion of same, and continued upwards; the
contractor to exorcise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, planking, props, &c., and the
iilnug m around and above sewer to be carried on simultaneously with the withdrawing of the timbering.
64. Throughout the excavation and timbering of tunnels and shafts, tho contractor to take all due
precaution against accidents, &c., during the progress of the works, whether arising from insufficient
stoength ot timbering, bad workmanship, breakage of machinery, and plant, inefficient caulking or packing
or open joints and spaces, flood, or any cause whatsoever, as he shall be held solely responsible for
all damage, injury, or loss that may he occasioned during the progress of the works to the buildings
bridges, railways, tramways, streets, and other surfaces, above and adjacent to tbe excavations, to persons
employed by the contractor, by Government, or otherwise, and to his'own or other works; and the cost of
all such damage, injury, and Joss, shall be valued at the time by tho Engineer-in-Chief (whose decision
snail lie held hnal and bmrling on the contractor), and shall be deducted from any money or security
held by the G-overnment, aud due to the contractor on account of his contract.
. . .. 9'*' ^
contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation as ordered, in consequence of
injudicious timbering, gadding, blasting, slips, falling in of sides of excavation, or any other cause, which
in the opinion of the Engineer should have been prevented by careful gadding, blasting, timbering, pumping
out water, diversion of water, or by any other moans, then the contractor shall remove such extra
excavation, and make good and fill in same with concrete described in clause 26, at his sole cost, the
actual cubic contents only of the excavation and of tho concrete work or brickwork shown on drawings,
and ordered for each special length of sewer, shall be paid for.
66. If, under the written authority of the Engineer, any portion of the excavation in tunnel has
been enlarged or widened out for timbering or other purposes named in such instructious, then the
contractor shall fill m such excess of excavation with concrete or brickwork in the manner herein described,
and the extra excavations, concrete, or brickwork so built in, shall ho paid for at schedule rates.
67. iu all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel is
ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after the length of tunnel in question has been excavated to
the profile ordered in the first instance, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be paid for at schedule
rate. If such extra excavation, In the opinion of the Engineer, shall require special timbering and
shoring, the same shall he dealt with iu strict accordance with clause 3(5.
68. No concrete or brickwork shall he commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel
to he operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer has examined and approved of
same.
.
11
69. Mllinjj. The materials obtained from all excavations to he dealt with as specified in clause 43.
J he most approved materials, as shall be directed, to he used in filling in tho spaces between sides of concrete
work of sower, brick, and pipe-shafts, &c., in level layers, spread 6 inches thick, each laver to ho rammed
and watered, it directed, until approved of, before the succeeding layer is put on. This filliim to bo
earned up to a height of not less than 5 feet above top of sewer ; and the filling from this level round
ventilating shafts up to surface of ground, to he carried up in level layers, spread 9 inches in thickness,
each ffiyev to be rammed and watered, when directed, until approved, before the succeeding layer is put
on. Ihe apaeew between the excavation (poling-boards) aud the brickwork or concrete of sewer in
tunnels, to be filled in, unless whore this is directed to-be done with concrete, with hand-packed broken
stone, as specified in clause 17, or other approved materials, in 6-inch layers, each layer to he well rammed
until approved, before the next layer is put on. Ihe filling and packing to bo carried on simultaneously
with, and as the construction of sewer, brick, and pipe-shaft, &c., proceeds, and as the Engineer may
direct at the time. Only iron-shod rammers of not less than 10 lb. weight, of approved pattern, to bo
used, and one man to he employed in ramming to each man to be employed in filling.
’
70. Maintenance of Streets—The contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, Ac,,
where the streets, roads, Ac., have been broken up or injured during tho progress of the work, during the
period of the contract time, and afterwards during the period of maintenance, and shall from rime to time
make good any sinkings in toe surface, and shall provide any additional metal, ballast, or other material
that may be necessary during these periods, in accordance with clauses 8 aud 41.
71. S/m/fs.—Shafts are to be sunk at the various sites shown ou longitudinal section and on
general plan, drawings Nos. 1 and 2, or. in lieu of those shown on plan, at such other sites as the Engineer
from time to time may determine. ’Wherever shafts nre ordered, they are to be sunk truly plumb, and
of tho full dimensions, 24 ft, x 17 ft. sectional area (or of such other sizes as maybe ordered at the time),
clear of timbering; the latter to be provided and fixed wherever considered necessarv by the Engineer, in
strict accordance with clause 36. On completion of concrete, brickwork, &c., in shafts, the spaces between
the rock, and earthsides and outer face of brickwork or concrete to be filled in in 9-inch lavers, well
rammed (and watered where directed) with materials provided for in clause 42, great care being' taken in
lowering the materials to the bottom of each respective layer, so that stones do not fall on top or against
sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining, that stones are put in in alternate layers with the earth or
clay, and that at least 12 inches of earth be placed nearest and round the brick or concrete lining of pipeshafts, well rammed.
b
^1
,
Shafts not required as manholes or ventilators, but ordered by tho Engineer, to have, on com
pletion of contract, or when directed, all timber withdrawn ; and they are at tho same time to be’carefully
filled in as specified in clause 69, with material provided for in clause 42, the first 5 feet over sewer with
specially selected and approved materials. The sinking, filling in, Ac., of such shafts to be paid for at
schedule rates.
1
^ Temporary Shafts. If the contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary
shafts, they are to ho sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to he filled in, as specified
in clause 72, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, Ac., and of
filling in, withdrawing, or covering up timber of such shafts, to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk of flic dimensions specified, or directed, clear of timber.
74.
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74. All shafts, temporary, or permanent, to be provided and fitted during their construction and'
completion, or during the progress of the contract, if deemed necessary by the Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of the working
maximum strain, with cages and such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, &c, as shall be
directed and approved or by the Engineer.
75. 5amyw.—Sumps are to bo sunk at the bottom of every shaft, G feet dee]) below invert of sub
ducts, and on completion of the works to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause 26. Where shafts
are ordered to be sunk, tile cost of sinking sump-boles and filling same in with concrete to be paid for at
schedule rates, and the removal of the excavated material to be paid for as load.
Any other sumps which the contractor may think, fit to sink on line of sewer trenches for his own
convenience during the construction of these works, are to bo filled in with concrete, as specified in clause
26, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, and filling in with concrete and removing the materials
Ac., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
76. SfaJ-rfMefc.—Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided on, along lines of tunnels, commencing
on each length midway, or thereabouts, between tbe working shafts or faces, 33 inches below invert of
sewer, branches, Ac., or as shall be directed at the time, and having a fall towards each working shaft of
such gradients as may he determined at the time, after the thickness of sewer-lining required for each length
between shafts or faces has been ascertained and ordered. Sub-duets of 0 inchos, or of a greater or less
internal diameter, if directed, to be laid immediately underneath .the timber floor of tunnel or open trench
or at sides of sower, in hardwood boxes varying in size and dimensions as shown on drawing No 7. Said
boxes to bo laid straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes to be laid therein, upon, and
Same 17 7 Sandst01ie ehlPPinS3 and fi113"! refuse- Dry stone packing to be put over pipes, as specified

In
compact rock, tbe sub-duct to be excavated true to cross-section, drawing No. 7 of
not less than 9 m. x 7 m. internal dimensions, to bo covered with 12 in. x 6 in. x 2 in paving tiles laid
dry on rock faces prepared and dressed for the purpose. The filling above tiles up to concrete lining of
invert of sewer to be executed with dry stones, 4-inch gauge, hand-packed', carcfullv rammed, and as shall
be directed.
'
.
'lis'^tcgratcd rockthc excavation for sub-duct to be executed as shown on cross-sections,
drawing No. 7, and as shall be directed, and the sub-duct to consist of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet
pipes ot 9 inches internal diameter, more or less, as the case may be. The pipes to be minted dry, and the
mling above same up to underside of sewer, to be of dry stone, hand-packed, as above described. The
Engineer may also, if he deems it necessary, order the pipes to be jointed altogether, or in part wifli
tarred gasket, 1£ inch deep, and cement mortar, l-jS inch deep. The mortar to bo prepared of one part
cement to two parts of sand.
1
Jlock-loring Machines and Progress of Excavation.
T,]0 excavation of the various tunnels to be commenced from not less than twenty-three
difterent faces simultaneously within nine months, unless otherwise directed, after the date the contract
has been signed, to be carried on and continued without interruption, by dav and night shifts unless
otherwise directed, as specified in clause 01, and to be completed in tho most careful and accurate manner
All rock m tunnels to be taken out as specified in clauses 02 and 03, and where blasting is permitted bv
means of compressed air, percussive, or other rock-drill, and blowing machines with ventilating fans, &c
complete, of approved pattern and manufacture, capable of excavating at each working face not less than
j. I0?*
1iunnel dni™S eve,7 working week, and of removing the foul air in one minute imme
diately after blasting at each working face. If required., all charges to he fred hg means of electric fuse.
80. The excavation of shafts, where sunk in rock, to be executed in the same manner as specified
tor tunnels m clauses o2 and 03, and by means of the same appliances and machines as those specified to
be used at the driving of the tunnels.
l
81. the whole of the tunnel excavation, with sub-ducts, shafts, sump-holes, Ac., to he carried on
as hereinbefore specified, m a manner that the total average progress made at all working faces during
every day of twenty-four hours, shall not be less than
feet length of tunnel excavation complete.
82.
Gasy Water, or Sewer Pipex, and Severe.—During the excavation and construction
of these works, the contractor is to take every precaution to prevent damage or injury to existing eas
water, or sewer pipes, and sewers. Such pipes and sewers on being met with at sides, over, or crossing
the excavations of those works, to be carefully and securely protected and supported, as the case may
require by chains, timbering, strutting, and underpinning, Ac., to prevent said pipes or sewers from
being shaken, bent, or broken, and the contractor to provide all materials, plant, and labour required for
said timberiug, strutting, and underpinning, Ac., and maintain the same at his sole cost, until, in the
opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of excavation and fhe general progress of tho works render further
precaution unnecessary. All damage to existing water, gas, or sewer pipes and sewers, to bo repaired at
once by contractor at ins own cost, to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
Sewer.
83. As the cross-section area of each respective length of tunnel has been determined, excavated,
cleaned, and approved, and after the cross-section and depth of trench for cacli respective length of sewer
has been excavated, cleaned, and approved, the egg-shaped aewers, Ac., of the internal dimensions speci
fied m clause 46 to be built therein with such pipes and with such concrete and brick-lining, and backin'',
and walls round pipc-sewers, and of such thickness, as shown on the various drawings referring lo each
respective length ol: sewer and as shall be determined by the Engineer whenever the excavation of sewer
in tunnel has advanced sufficiently to enable him to do so.
,. . .
dl1, yoiy wet ground and under buildings the lining of tunnel to be executed of an extra
thickness, and iu brickwork only with concrete backing where required right up to timbering or rock, as the
case may be, as shall he directed.
a
,
85 In dry and compact rock excavation the concrete lining to ho filled in solid between internal
surfaces of sewer (less f-inch space required for cement rendering) aud oE tunnel.
86. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to be built of a thickness,
form, and width as shall be directed at the time of occurrence. Under temporary shafts excavated by
contractor tor his own convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to be at the contractor’s cost.
87.
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87. The thickness and description o£ the lining, whether concrete only, of brick and concrete, or
of brick only required for the different portions of tunnels depends upon the nature ot the ground
through which they are driven, and shall be determined by the Engineer as the excavation ot external
cross-section of sewer for each respective length of tunnel advances.
..
88. Three gas-check chambers, two junction chambers, eleven shaft-chambers tor ventilating shatts,
one shaft-chamber for ventilating pipe-shafts, eleven ventilating shafts, one ventilating pipe-shaft, six
inlet chambers at head of drop pipes, where ordered, spaced as shown on longitudinal section and general
nlan and as shall be directed, to be built in connection with these lengths of sewer ot concrete, brickwork,
freestone, bluestone, stoneware pipes, &c.,of the exact sizes, heights, shapes forms curves, and dimensions
as shown on drawings. Ail brick shafts to be built, unless where otherwise directed, of 9-iueh and Mi-inch
brickwork and bluestone concrete, with four vertical or battered corners, as tbe case may be, and curved
sides between same, with freestone caps at tops, pierced and prepared for seat of cast-iron frames ot
ventilating grates, &c.
„
.
,
,
, , t
i___
89. Junctions for branch pipe-sewers, as shown on drawings, to be constructed m concrete, \vherc
ordered to enter the sewers at such level above the invert, with such radius and longitudinal tail as
shown or as shall he determined at tho time. Ail inlet openings of branch and intercepting sewers,
unless'othcrwise directed, to be securely closed for the time being with earthenware, cast-iron, or other
covers, set in cement mortar all round, or as shall be directed, and left water-tight.
,
. .
90 Cast-iron flanged, circular, or otherwise straight, junction, bent, plain, and faucet and spigot
nines or other castings, sluice gates, wrought-iron ladders, gratings, &e., gas-check frames, man-holo
covers, saddles, stop-board grooves, &c., to be walled and built m, as shown on drawings, at points ot
intersection, branch junctions, gas-check or other chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, where ordered, &c.
91 Step-irons to be built into side walls of shafts, and anchor bolts tor fixing wrought-iron
ladders gratings, and cast-iron frame for gas-check, to be built in as shall bo directed. Trapped junction
blocks to be built in where ordered and directed. Permanent putlog holes m shapes of reveals,
temnorary staging, are to be left in walls of gas-check, shaft-chambers, and shafts where directed ; and, in all
Les unless Otherwise ordered, the reveals are to bo built round of the same thickness of brick or con
crete’ as shown on walls of shafts or chambers at the places referred to. _ Putlog holes to be included m
tho schedule price for brickwork. Stop-board grooves to lie formed in concrete, and cement faced, as
shall be^directe 1^

^^

neeGBsary Py the Engineer during the progress of the works

fsec clause 10 of tho Special conditions) to omit, alter, or change any of the shafts, chambers, arches, pipe
shafts, and other works connected therewith, and construct and carry out other works of different design
and construction instead, or fewer, or additional shafts, chambers, arches, pipe shafts, &c., where oidered
in auy situation in connection with these works, then the contractor shall be bound to omit or carry out ns
tho case may be, and execute any such works with the materials
workmanship so required at the
various schedule rates referring to such items of works, and as shall he directed and specified hereinafter,
Concrete Works,
93. The concrete to be used in foundations of sewer, and in arching and building round stoneware
nines packing over brick arch in tunnels, where ordered, and in sumps, to be of sandstone concrete ot the
quality specified in clause 20. The concrete to be used for all other works m sewers junctions, chambers,
sliafts, manholes, &c., unless where otherwise directed, to be bluestone concrete of tne quality specified
^ C * 91- The contractor to find, provide, and make at his own cost, all concrete boxes, centres, staging,
shoring planking, &c.. of tho exact forms, shapes, curves, &c., required, in a proper, secure, and suhstanlial manner, due allowance being made for f-inch thick cement facing over all internal exposed surfaces
of concrete work ; and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can easily be with
drawn, except where otherwise directed. The designs for centering, concrete boxes, &c are to be
approved by and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer. After completion ot any portion of the
concrete orb rick work, tho concrete boxes and the centering, as the case may be, shall not be removed
until the Engineer or his Superintending Officer has given written permission to that effect.
95. The concrete, after it has been approved of, to be conveyed to the work as may be directecl,
and as shall be approved of, and tipped into same and upon the surface of each layer fiom a height not
exceedin'* 18 inches^ Commencing at each part of the work at lowest level m. excavation, tlio concrete to
be brought up in horizontal and even layers, and on lines of sewer, branch and pipe sewers junctions
ti-cheek and shaft chambers, inspecting chambers, &c., unless where otherwise directed, in even layers
parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works: each layer, when spread, to ho 9 inches thick
throughout before ramming” and, after spreading, to he quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved
of and then allowed time to set before the succeeding layer is put on. _ _
,
. ,
’
96 After the concrete lias been carried up to the level of springing all concrete arches tci bo
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line m radiating
parallel strips, spread 9 inches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengths as specified m chuise 10/, tu*
shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described, and, where the arch is thicker than 9 niche..,
the lower layer to ho always completed throughout, 12 inches m advance ot the upper succeeding layer,
and then allowed time to set and harden before the succeeding layer is put on.
. .
97 After completion of tho brick closing-arch, all bluestone concrete work above springing of
same at sides of arch, in manhole chambers, gas-check chambers, shafts, &c to he carried up in the same
manner as specified in clause 95, and of exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, &c., as shown on
drawing^ ^
^ of tho c01icrete work described in the previous clauses (unless otherwise directed
in writing to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it him been examined and approved of by tho
Engineer -\nv leakage that may appear in each layer to be carefully attended to and be made good and
renamed at tho'time, as shall bo approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
1
99. All end faces of layers of concrete to bo stepped back at each respective length of sower or
other work as shall be directed, to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and thou to be grouted
prior to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to tho same.
- „
' ■ 100 After tho lower layer has set to tho satisfaction of the Engineer, its top surface to bo carefully
washed until approved, and then to be grouted all over prior to each succeeding layer of concrete being
put on.
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101. In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in anticipation of
rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the work
may be raised at the time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of fhe surface with cement grout.
i
102. In nil cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete, the said layer shall not
ho continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower aud the end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then grouted with cement grout.
103. At the sites of all gas-checle aud sluice-gate frames, cast-iron manhole covers over sfop-hoards,
branch junctions, and all circular or bent pipes, covers, &c., after the concrete has been built to the exact
height and gradient (leaving sufficient space for jointing), tho whole of the cast-iron work, after having
been washed clean with fresh water, is to he truly laid and jointed or set perfectly plumb or otherwise, as
the case may he, and as shall he directed, in the exact positions, lines, and gradients, on fillets of mortar;
and ns the concrete rises against and around the castings, leaving a space of not less than % inch all round
between the concrete and the iron, this space round the invert, or underneath bottom of plates, as tbo case
may be, to bo filled iu with special grout, or mortar, as shall be directed at the time, whilst above tbe
springing lino the outer surface of tho castings to be grouted with special grout, and then to be covered
with a coat of special mortar, -j- inch thick, before the concrete is built on to and around said pipes, castings,
and frames.
101. All anchor-bolts in connection with east-iron frames to he placed in the exact positions
required, to be washed clean, wetted, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each case before
the concrete is built round same.
105, All stoneware pipes, where they are shown to he, or ordered to be, surrounded with concrete,
to be clean washed with fresh water, to be truly laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients on fillets
of mortar, and to be grouted all round with special grout as the concrete is being built all round same.
106. On completion of concrete work, and after the boxes and centering have been removed, tbe
outer faces shall present compact, solid, even, plain surfaces. All faulty' portions, cavilies, holes, or other
defects shall he at once repaired by the contractor, at his own cost, with concrete or mortar, as the
case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. Tfic centering shall not be removed until the
Superintending Officer has given written authority to that effect.
107. The concrete aud brickwork of sewer in tunnel to bo commenced, in accordance with clause
79, in the different lengths of tunnels, and to he carried on in each from each end simultaneously, in not
less than three continuous lengths of 16 ft. 6 in, each—that is to say, when the arching of tho first 1C ft.
C in. commences the next 16ft. Bin. length must he iu progress from height of invert up to the springing
of arch, the third 16 ft. 6 in. length must he in progress between floor of tunnel and level of invert of
sewer, and in the fourth 16 ft. 6 in. length the excavation and timbering of tunnel must at this time be
completed and ready to receive concrete foundation of sewer.
108, "When a length of arch is completed tbe same must he protected from the influences of the
weather and sun by bags, or other approved means, and kept constantly moist until it has been examined
and ordered to he covered up.
109. The whole of the concrete work of branch, pipe-sewers, including all vontilafing shafts,
chambers, gas-cheek chambers, junctions, &c., to be completed in strict accordance with specification and
drawings, and of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions shown thereon, and as shall he directed,
'
Brickwork,
110. The brickwork required in lining tunnels, branch sewers, sewers in open trenches, and shafts,
to consist of the materials and mortar described under clauses 13,19, 20, and 21. All circular work and
arches of shafts, or elsewcre, to bo built of radiating bricks, unless otherwise directed. All bricks to he
thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water for not less than five minutes, immediately before being used. All
work to bo built with whole bricks, and all walls in English bond, with £-ineh joints, in alternate courses
of headers and stretchers, each brick to break joint with the one above and underneath, and to he set full
ami rubbed in cement mortar, Every course to he carefully aud thoroughly grouted, and well wetted
before the succeeding course is put on. All work, wherever directed, to be finished on all outside and
inside faces with a neatly struck joint. The brickwork of tunnel lining, branch sewers, sewers in open
trenches, &c., to he of the thickness, dimensions, curves, and gradient shown on longitudinal and crossscctions, aud as shall bo determined and directed from time to time by the Engineer as each different por
tion of tunnel or open trench excavation becomes ready for concrete or brick lining. Wherever brick
lining for sewer is ordered, it shall be built in radiating courses in 4^-in. rings, each brick to he set full,
and rubbed in cement mortar, with joints not exceeding inch in thickness, in approved bond, tho bricks
of each course to break joint over the centre of those of the adjoining course. W here the brickwork
consists of two or more rings, said rings to he built simultaneously, tho lower ring to be always completed
throughout 4»f- inches in advance of the upper succeeding layer of each ring of brickwork, to be carefully
and thoroughly wetted and grouted, and then covered with a coat of cement mortar, collar-joint i inch
thick, to ensure the thorough bonding of the joints and the different rings of brickwork. At completing
any length of brick lining, the courses at end of same to be stepped back as shall he directed, and tho
end face of each ring or course to be well wetted and then grouted prior to each ring of the succeeding
length being commonced.
111. The brickwork of sewer in tunnels to be carried on in conformity with clause 107, and in such
a manner that when the arching-in of one length of 16 ft. 6 in. commences the lining of invert of the next
16 ft. 6 in. length must commence at the same time, and as the niching-in of one length is completed the
adjoining length must ho completed up to springing of arch.
112. Wherever concrete is to be built on to and against brickwork, or brickwork on to and against
concrete, the latter iu each case to be well wetted and grouted, and then to he covered with a coat of
cement mortar, collar joint £ inch thick, before the concrete or brickwork is built against it.
113. Prior to commencing any concrete or brickwork which has to be built on to and against rock
faces, all shaken and loose rock to bo removed, all rock surfaces to be well cleaned, washed, and wetted,
and all beds, open joints, and spaces between concrete or brickwork and rock faces to be carefully filled in
with cement mortar, and* flushed and grouted every course as the brickwork proceeds ; and tho cost of
thus preparing rock faces, washing, grouting, flushing, &e., to bo included in, and covered by, the Schedule
price per cube yard for the concrete and brickwork herein referred to.
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114. Cement Coating.—The whole of the internal and external surfaces of sewers, man-holes,
chambers, &e., where such is shown on plans, and where directed, to he protected by a cement coating, to
be put on in two thicknesses, consisting of mortar of one part of cement to two parts of clean sharp sand.
The coating throughout, when finished, to be | inch in thickness.
_ 115. Pgrmont Sandstone.—Pynnont sandstone ashlar of the quality specified in clause 16 to bo
provided for top courses of all ventilating shafts, or where ordered in any situation in the construction
of these works, to be worked, pierced, dressed, picked to the exact sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes
as shown on drawings or as may be directed, to he set full upon and in cement mortar, and to be finished,
when directed, with a neatly cut and struck joint.
11G. Bluestone Ashlar.—Bluestone ashlar, of the quality specified in clause 33, to be provided in
blocks or otherwise, when ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be worked,
pierced, grooved, picked, axed, and dressed to the exact sizes, dimensions, forms, and shapes, as shall be
shown on detail drawings, or as may be directed; to be washed clean and well wetted before setting,
and to be set in the exact positions required, truly level, full upon and in cement mortar, and as may be
directed at the time, after which all joints between stones, and between stones and concrete, to be filled
in with grout. All joints to be f inch wide, to be carefully raked out | inch deep, and filled in solid
with special mortar, neatly pointed, finished flush with exposed faces of stones.
117. Bluestone Pitching.—Contractor to provide and find, where ordered, squared bluestone pitchers
0 inches deep throughout, no stone to be less than 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but to be larger and longer, curved
and radiating, as shall be directed', to be worked, fitted, and set in sand, one ring round all man-hole covers,
with -3-inch joints between pitchers and cast-iron frames, as ordered.
Pipe-sewers.
118. After the foundation layer of concrete has been filled in or the ground excavated, as the case
may be, to the exact depths, levels, and gradients (leaving sufficient room for jointing), glazed stoneware
pipes of tho quality specified in clause 15, and of tho required diameter, to be laid thereon, along such
lines, curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plan and longitudinal section, as may be ordered at tbe
time, true, straight, and solid (for all vertical branch pipe-sewers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to
be set true, straight, and plumb), and to be jointed, viz,;—■
119. Tbe 6-inch pipes with tarred gasket | inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1}
inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket h inch deep after setting, and
special cement .mortar 1$ inch deep within socket of pipe; the 10-inch pipes w'ith tarred gasket £ in.
deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 12-inch pipes
with tarred gasket | inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar l-J inch deep within socket of
pipe; the. 15-inch pipes with tarred gasket | inch deep after setting, aud special cement mortar If inch
deep within socket of pipe ; the 16-inch pipes with tarred gasket i inch deep after setting, and special
cement mortar U- inch deep within socket of pipe; the 18-ineh pipes with tarred gasket f inch deep
after setting, and special cement mortar 11 inch deep within socket of pipe; the 24-inch pipes with
tarred gasket 1 inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep within socket of pipe.
. . 120. After the tarred gasket has been placed in position and set tight round the pipe, and after
the joint above has been cleaned and wetted, stiff cement mortar to bo packed in solid, splayed off outside
and finished with a carefully struck and cut joint, after which the inner joints between two pipes to bo
likewise carefully filled with cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off as a finish. Each pipe length
when thus finished to be carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added.
.
121. All spigot and faucet vertical cast-iron 9-inch and 12-inch diameter ventilating and sewerpipes to be jointed with well caulked f-inch diameter iNew Zealand flax spun-yarn and soft pig lead. The
spun-yarn to be tightly laid round spigot-end, so as to fill the socket of 9-inch pipe to a depth of 3 inches,
and the 12-inch pipe, to a depth of 3f inches, after setting up, leaving for the lead joint a depth of 1-J inch
all round for the 9-inch pipe, and a depth of 1) inch ail round for the 12-inch pipe ; the lead joint to be
made with one running, and when cold to be set up with proper setting irons to one smooth even plain
surface all round the pipe and i inch within socket of same.
8. Power to get Bricks elsewhere, or substitute Concrete.
122. Should the contractor, at the commencement or during the progress of the contract, at any
time fail to provide the specified bricks in any or in such quantities as in the opinion of the Engineer shall
be deemed necessary to ensure the progress of the works as stipulated in clauses Nos. 107, 111, and 128,
then in all such cases the Engineer shall have the power to supply the same from any other sources, and
all additional costs and charges thereby occasioned over and above tho contract prices for brickwork shall
be incurred solely by the contractor, who shall only be paid for tho net quantity of brickwork actually
ordered at schedule rates, less the cost of the bricks so delivered on tbo works by the Engineer; and the
contractor shall have no claim for loss, damage, or compensation on account of the exercise of such power
by the Engineer.
123. In the event of the specified bricks not being provided by the contractor, and not being pro
curable by the Engineer from other sources, at any time they are required in the construction of the
works, then in all such cases the Engineer shall have the power, whenever he may deem it practicable and
suitable to do so, to substitute concrete instead, as described in clauses Nos. 24 and 26, excepting in the
case of the 4-)-inch brick-lining to intrados of sewer, wherever such are shown on the drawings, which
must be adhered to ; and the contractor shall have no claim for loss, damage, or compensation, on account
of the exercise of such power by the Engineer,- and he shall be only paid for the net quantity of concrete
so ordered in any situation of the work at schedule rates.
9. Order of Works.
124. The contractor shall, immediately after he gets possession of the ground or any part thereof
respectively, commence the various works comprising this contract and proceed to execute the same.
125. Contractor shall provide at his own cost and charges (except where otherwise specified) all
materials, labour, tools, plant, tackle, cordage, machinery, scaffolding, staging, planking, timbering, centering,
concrete boxes, and everything necessary for the proper construction, erection, execution, and completion
of the several works comprising this contract, all of which are to be approved before being used.

126.
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126. Is o excavation to be commenced on any portion of tbe contractj particularly in tunnels through,
earth, clay, &c., underneath buildings, streets, &c., until, inthe opinion of the Engineer, sufficient quantities
of timbering, shoring, staging, scaffolding, cement, bricks, sand, or other materials are ready for immediate
nse, together with the necessary appliances and plant to ensure the speedy and uninterrupted progress
and continuance of the works after they once have been commenced at any locality, without any delay or
stoppage. Delays and stoppages in the progress of the works, arising from disputes as to the quality of
materials and insufficient supply of any materials, plant, &c., and any damage or injury caused to buildings,
to the works of this contract, and adjoining or adjacent works and buildings, or streets, tramways, lands,
fences, &c., in consequence of such stoppage and delay, and be entirely and solely at the risk and cost of
contractor.
127. Working faces—The working faces available for excavating and constructing the main out
fall sewer, North Shore, &c,, unless otherwise directed during the progress of the contract, are as
follows, vis.; One working face from shaft at 0 chains ; two working faces from shaft at IG'05 chains ; two
working faces from shaft at 27'5 chains ; two working faces from shaft at 3S'83 chains ; two workingfaces
from shaft at 49'88 chains; two working faces from shaft; at 61'22 chains; two working faces from shaft
72‘12 chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 2'63 chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m.
8'5 chains ; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 18 f) chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 19‘5
chains; two working faces from shaft at 1 m. 25'2 chains. The shaft at 0 chains will not be available for
constructing sewer, only for excavation.
.X.— General Progress of Works,
128. The whole of the works as excavating, tunnelling, unwatering, timbering, with all sub-ducts,
sumps, shafts, pipes, chambers, temporary headings, filling, concrete, brickwork, masonry, pitching, road
making, fencing, temporary bridges, carting surplus materials to spoil, Jfcc., required in constructing of the
main outfall sower, North Shore, intercepting branches, and all other works connected therewith, shall bo
executed as hereinbefore specified, and carried on in a manner as viz.:—
That after the working faces are opened up, the average total progress made during one working
week with the sewer in tunnel at all working faces, shall not be less than 27G ft. in length of the main
outfall sewer, North Shore, complete, as above described.
JST/.—Power to make use of parts of Work.
129. The Engineer-in-Chief shall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contract,
to outer upon, by himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of the work comprised under
this contract, and his doing so shall in nowise be held ns a waiver of the responsibility of tbo contractor
in respect to his contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to such work so entered upon by
reason of any proved carelessness of any employe of the Government, in which event the contractor shall
be tree from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
-TII.—Ha intenan ce.
130. The contractor will be bound to maintain tbe works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness or of giving way, or should any defective workmanship or materials be detected, tbe contractor,
when called upon to do so, shall make good same at his own cost, to the saiisfaelion of the Engineer-in
Chief, bolero tho reserve balance will bo paid. It is to be distinctly understood that tho Government
shall have the full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works, without any interference whatever on the
part of tho contractor, during the currency of tins period of mainlenancc ; and such use of the said works
on the part of the Government shall not be held as relieving the contractor of auy liabilities or obligations
whatever in respect of his contract.
XIII.—Government Property.
131. All iron and other metal work in gas-chccks, anchor-bolts, ladders, gratings, landings, plat
forms, staples, manhole covers, ventilating grates, lamphole boxes, sluice-gate, oval and circular, straight
and bent pipes, branches, junctions, step-irons, and all earthenware covers for branch sewer junctions,
trapped junction blocks, Ac., to be supplied by the Government as tbe works proceed and when required,
and to be delivered to fhe contractor free of charges within the resumed land, or, if approved of, at the
site set apart as the contractor’s yard or store.
132. Eor each article so delivered the contractor shall give a written receipt, after which he shall
be held solely responsible for same, and shall refund to the Government, out of any moneys that may
bo or may become due to him on account of this contract, tho cost of anything (ns ascertained and
valued by the Engineer) that may be lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed of said articles during the term
of this contract and tlio period of maintenance.
_ 133. All Govcrmnenfc property which, at the completion of tlio contract, by direction of tho
Engineer,, has not been built or permanently fixed in the works, shall bo conveyed by tbe contractor, as
may be directed, to the site of the Eield Office, and there to be dealt with in accordance with clause 15
of the general conditions,
XIV.—Notice for Inspection,
134. Tbe contractor shall give notice to tlio Engineer of the commencement or completion of the
undermentioned work, and formally submit it for inspection before proceeding to place, execute, or cover
it up, viz.:—
Excavation of trenches, shafts, and tunnels in rock or earth.
Excavation for foundations.
Withdrawing of timber in tunnel, shafts, Ac.
Laying of foundation.
Laying of pipes or sub-ducts.
Placing centering in position.
Keying of arches.
Striking of centres.
Shifting of concrete boxes.
_
Filling in round branch and pipe-sewers into man-holes, sumps, Ac.
258—2 Y
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JTF.—Condition* of Contract.
135. The special and general conditions • attached to this specification shall be held binding on all
matters relating to this contract as far as the Engineer-in-Chief may deem the same applicable.

This is the specification marked “A” referred to in our annexed agreement'with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.d. 1894).
JOHN CARTER.
"Witness—Harold E, ZSTobeie.

SNODGRASS.

“C.”
Special Conditions.

Clause 10 of General Conditions.
"
1. The “ date of completion of contract ” shall be twenty-four months from the date of acceptance
of tender—that is to say, the
day of
, 1893.
Clause 10 of General Conditions.
2, Tho sum to be deducted or set oft' as or for “ liquidated damages,” shall bo £20 sterling a week.
Clauses 2,10, and 18 of General Conditions.
3. Tbe “ period of maintenance ” shall be three calendar months from the date of the certificate of
tho Engineer that all tlio works under the contract, less those of maintenance, hare been fully and
satisfactorily completed.
_ _
dame 18 of General Conditions.
4. The “ rates of progress payment ” shall be 90 per cent, of the value of work actually done,
performed, and delivered, as the Engineer may approve of as fit and necessary for the work.
Clause 20 of General Conditions.
5. The 11 deposit” to accompany the tender shall be as required by clause 20 of the general
conditions.
,
,
,
-n i.
6. The sum to he lodged with the Under Secretary for Public Works
security shall be a Panic
deposit receipt, in the name of tho Secretary for Public Works, for £2,000 sterling.
Clause 2 of General Conditions.
7. Even after the expiration of the period of maintenance, contractor will still he held liable for all
defects in the works which were not visible, or which may have been kept secret, at the time of the works
being taken over by the Engineer, since ho is, and hereby distinctly agrees lo be, responsible for all jaults
or neglects of, or all deception practised by, his agent, overseers, or workmen, irrespective of the time at
which such faults, neglects, or deceptions may he detected.
Clause 3 of General Conditions.
8. Although the information in possession of the Government has been freely placed at tho
disposal of the tenderers, by being noted on the drawing or otherwise, the Government undertake no
guarantee whatever regarding tho kinds of soil that will bo met with, or the firmness or slratnication of
tho ground to be excavated, or the amount of unwatering to he done, or the strength of the tiinhering
that may be required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may have to bo adopted.
Clause 4 of General Conditions.
9. Contractor shall not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation whatever over and above
payment for the actual increase of quantities at schedule rates, and where there are no schedule rates, at
such rates as shall he determined at the time by the Engineer-in-Chief, for any additions to, deviations
from, or alterations of tho various designs comprised in this contract. These conditions shall also apply
to, via., variations in manholes, junctions, flushing chambers, &c., and in consequence of meeting with any
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes or sewers, as referred to and in accordance with clause 82 of the
specification, the position of which it is impossible to ascertain until the ground for the construction of
the works comprising this contract is opened up,—
Variations in inclination of slopes and gradients.
'
„
depth, shape, or size of excavation for sewer, &c.
i
,,
depth, shape, or size of concrete of sewers, manholes, junctions, flushing cham
bers, &c.
„
internal diameter of pipe sewers.'
„
alteration or extension of sewer lines.
Any decrease in quantities to be deducted as provided for.
Clause 14 of General Conditions, paragraph 6.
10. Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantities of not less than fifty barrels, provided that
this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but in no case is less than fourteen days’ supply
(whatever that may prove to be) to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to be at any time less than fourteen days’ supply.
Clause
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Clause 8 of General Conditions.
11. Suspension of works and non-compliance with clauses 52, 53, 79, 80, 81, 120, and 124 of the
specification, on the part of contractor shall constitute a wilful breach of contract.
Clause 18 of General Conditions.
12. The acceptance by contractor of the final payment shall be deemed equivalent to a distinct
declaration on his part that he has no further demands on the Government in respect to this contract.
These are the Special Conditions marked “C,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Maiestv the Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.u, 1894.
JOHN CARTEB.
Witness,—Harold T\ Nobbie.
D. G. SNODGRASS,
“ D.”
General Conditions.

1. Interpretation of Terms.
Whenever the terms, hereafter explained in the present clause, occur in the conditions of contract in the
specification, they shall be held to mean, and shall mean as follows:—
“Minister” shall mean the Secretary of Works of the Colony of New South Wales for the
time being or any other person legally acting for him.
“ Engineer” shall mean the Engineer-in-Chief duly appointed by the Minister to have principal
charge of the works.
“Assistant Engineer” shall mean the person duly appointed by the Engineer-in-Chief to act in
his behalf.
“Superintending Officer” shall mean any person who may from time to time be notified to the
contractor by the Engineer-in-Chief as being entrusted with the local superintendence of
the works.
“ Overseer” shall mean any person who may from time to time bo appointed by the Enginecrin-Chief, to supervise the works or any part thereof under the immediate direction of the
Superintending Officer.
.
“ Contractor” shall mean “ Contractors ” when two or more persons have tendered or contracted
jointly for the work.
“ Special Conditions” shall mean the “ Special Conditions ” hereto attached and forming part of
the contract; such Special Conditions shall bo deemed to be, and shall be, incorporated with
the General Conditions.
“ Schedule Price” shall mean the rate which the contractor has offered and agreed to execute
the kind of work under consideration.
“ Contract Sum ” shall mean the sum total resulting from tho finally certified quantities,
ascertained in the manner provided in clause 1C, and calculated at the schedule rates or
arranged prices.
“ Drawings” shall mean and include any plan, section, general or detail drawing, sketch, or
illustration referring to the works and explanatory of, or supplementary to, tho specification,
“ Extra Work ” shall mean any kind or description of work not comprised in tho “ Schedule of
Prices,” and other than those the distinct mention of which may have been inadvertently
omitted in the specifications or drawings and for which provision is made in clause 3 of
those conditions.
“ Labour.”—All cartage and haulage and work done or to be performed by machinery shall be
included in the term “ Labour.”
“ Plant” shall mean and include all tools, utensils, stores, sheds, timber, scaffold, centres, moulds,
templates, coffer-dams, cordage, chains, tackle, boats, punts, rafts, sleepers, rails, waggons,
trucks, trollies, engines, water and air pumps, boring and ventilating apparatus, signals,
lights, diving bells and dresses, and every other thing necessary for the security, proper
execution, completion, and specified maintenance of the several works.
2. 'Eostent of Contract.
The contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to tho contrary,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, material, and plant, and everything else necessary for tho plan" ’an
proper and complete' performance of the contract.
All works described in, or implied by, the specification, or shown in any of the drawings, or set Execution
forth in any lists or tables thereon or attached thereto, as well as those expressly herein provided for 1'l>rk'J'
under clauses 3 and 4, are to be made and executed in every detail conformably to the several drawings,
already prepared, or that may be prepared hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance
with the provisions of the specification and conditions, both general and special, and to the entire satis
faction of the Engineer.
Should any work be not so executed, it shall be at the sole risk of the contractor, and shall be
immediately altered and amended at the contractor’s cost and expense.
Tho contractor shall, at his own expense, set out accurately and to the satisfaction of the Superin- Setting oub
tending Officer, all the works comprised in this contract, in strict accordance with the drawings and
specifications, and shall be solely responsible for their being so set out and executed, and that notwith
standing the Superintending Officer or Overseer may have assisted the contractor in setting out the same.
Contractor
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Contractor shall also at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by night, cither on
working days or on Sundays or holidays—render all such assistance, and supply all such labour, plant,
and lighting, as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require to check such setting out, or to
inspect any portion of the works, which must for that purpose he left clear and Iree from any obstruction
or impediment. During and for the performance of those operations contractor shall he obliged to
suspend any or all of his work, if required to do so by the Superintending Olhcer, and without haring
any claim for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
All bench marks, pegs and signals on the surface, and all alignments and level marks under
ground, put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor s
work, will be pointed out to the contractor and confided to his care. He shall, at his own expense, take
all proper and reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their true positions ; in
the event, however, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever,
they shall be replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at the contractor’s expense, and the
cost thereof deducted from any moneys, then or thereafter due to the contractor,
If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall he held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
_
During the whole time of construction and during the “period of maintenance,” referred to in
clauses 10 and IS hereof and more particularly described in clause 3 of the special conditions, contractor
shall keep and maintain in good and sufficient repair all the works, executed or in course of execution,
and make good all injury or loss, which may happen or occur to them, or to any materials, or plant, or
anything else in connection with the works under this contract.

3, Specification and Drawings.
The
specification
and
the
drawings
(if any), referred to in the specification, shall be taken to
Specification and
Drawings to
explain
each
other
;
and
anything
contained
in the specification or in any of the drawings shall be equally
explain each
binding on contractor, as if it v>ere contained in all.
other.
Any dimensions, written or figured on the drawings, shall usually be taken in preference to
Written dimen
sions to be pre measurements by scale; but in cases of doubt in this respect, or in case of any discrepancy between the
ferred to scaling.
drawings, specifications, and conditions, or any ambiguity or defective description in them, such doubt,
discrepancy, ambiguity, or defective description shall not invalidate the contract, but shall be rectified by
the Engineer if he deem it requisite, and the contractor shall have no claim for compensation for damages
on account of such discrepancy, ambiguity, or defective description.
_
If neither specification nor drawings contain any mention of minor parts or works, which are
Omission of
minor parts.
reasonably and obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, such parts arc to he
provided, made, and executed by the contractor, wiihoyt any extra charge, ns if they were specially
'mentioned, and shall be deemed to be, and hereby arc, included iu the several schedule prices.
It is hereby expressly understood, that the contract or is hound to completely and thoroughly
Errors of infor
mation at Con inform himself of every circumstance connected with, or relating to. the work, and of the correctness or
tractor's risk,
otherwise of any information contained in, or supplied by, tho drawings or specification, as ho shall have
no claim on account of any errors, omissious, or inaccuracies, that may be found iu those documents after
the contract shall have been signed, and since he has to provide in his tender for every contingency that
may arise.
...
v
c
Supply of Draw
A copy of the conditions, specifications, and drawings will bo furnished to contractor free of
ings and Specifi
charge, but he must himself compare the same with tho original, as no claim will be allowed for any
cations.
errors therein.
.
All copies of drawings, &c., supplied to contractor are to be returned to the Engineer on completion
of contract.
4. Increase or Decrease of Worlcs.
The contractor is to execute in like manner and with the same quality of materials, as provided
Quality.
for the works, expressly mentioned iu specification and drawings, any extensions, additions, deviations,
alterations, or extra works, which the Engineer may require by an order in writing.
The work, executed under this clause, will be measured up and paid for at schedule rates in the
Quantity.
same
manner
as provided for the other works under this contract; and if it comprises any work Jnot
Prices of extra
works.
specified in contract and in schedule of prices, a special agreement shall be made between the Engineer
and the contractor, and signed at the time of giving the order for such work.
In case the above-named parties shall be unable to agree on the value of such extra work, the
If value cannot
bo agreed upon. Engineer shall be at liberty and fully authorised to have it executed by whomsoever he may think fit,
No extra work, extensions, or any additions, devialions, or alterations whatever, which maybe
claimed by contractor, will be recognised or admitted under any circumstances, il done or executed with
out, or contrary to, an order in writing from the Engineer as aforesaid, and the production of such order
shall be a condition precedent to contractor receiving payment for them.
_
_
_
The Minister, or the Engineer, acting on his behalf, may from time to time by writing under his
Omission nf por
tion of the work. hand require the omission of any particular portion or part of the works, described in the specification or
shown on drawings; and the contractor shall have no claim for loss or profit, sustained damage, or other
compensation on account of any such omission.
lands to be pro.
vided by the
Minister.

Land to bo pro
vided by Con
tractor.

5. Possession of Lands.
The Minister shall, within one month from the date of the signing of the contract by the con
tractor, put tho latter in possession of such parts of the land, required for the execution of the permanent
works or access to same, as in the opinion of the Engineer may be necessary for their commencement.
And the Minister shall also from time to time put contractor in possession of such other parts of the land,
as may, in the opinion of the Engineer, he necessary for the vigorous prosecution and timely completion
of all the works.
_
, ,
The contractor must, however, procure for himself all other laud, which he may deem requisite
for any temporary purposes or for his own convenience; but the Minister will, at the expense of the
contractor and only to the extent of any legal powers possessed by the Governor or Minister, assist the
contractor in procuring such land or in procuring materials, suitable for the construction of the works,
from any adjoining lauds.
Should
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Should any delay take place in giving to the contractor possession of any land required for the ^geGsloni'1*11^
construction of the works aforesaid, such delay shall not be deemed a breach of contract, or give con
tractor any claim for compensation, but the contractor shall he entitled to a commensurate esteusion of
time for the completion of the whole works.
Nothing herein contained shall at any time prevent the Minister or any person duly authorised by Possession not
him from entering upon and making use of such lands or any portion thereof for any purpose whatever, ““t1131'66. Trespass.
Tho contractor shall not enter upon any lands outside the limits of the lauds, defined by, and held Privntc lands,
in possession by him under clause 5 hereof for the construction of the works or for any purpose whatever
in connection with this contract, without the distinct consent in writing of the occupier and owner of
such lands, and shall not, without the permission in writing of the Engineer or Superintending Oflicer,
remove any trees or structures within the limits of the lands defined in said clause 5 hereof.
Nor shall he open or throw' down any part of a fence without making sufficient provision by Cntfcing of trees,
temporary fences, gaies, or other necessary accommodatiou, to be erected and maintained at contractor’s
cost, for preventing persons or animals from trespassing or straying from, or into, any enclosure, affected
.thereby.
”
Nor shall he interfere with any private or public road without making proper temporary provision Ronds,
for the convenience of owners or users thereof.
Any costs or damage incurred by tho G-overnment through any legal ju’occss on account of any R"1™1®0
trespass caused by tho act or negligence of tho contractor or his workmen, shall be considered as payment
made to tho contractor under this contract, and shall be deducted accordingly at the time of final payment
to him.
Should the contractor refuse or neglect to erect and maintain, either or both, any such temporary
1,y
fences or other necessary accommodation, it shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer, after Engineer to have
having given to the contractor ttventy-four hours’ notice in writing of his intention to do so, summarily, P°'™'to do so.
and without further process, to cause any such temporary hoarding, fences, gates, bridges, or other accom
modation to be erected and maintained, which he may deem necessary for the proper protection either
of such lands or of the adjoining lands, or for the safety of the property of the owners and occupiers thereof
or of the general public, and the cost of so doing shall be deducted as provided hereinabove.
7. Sub-letting, Assigning.
The contractor shall not subdet any portion of the works, nor enter into any sub-contract for the Kosub-ictUng or
execution thereof or any portion thereof, nor shall he assign nil or any of 1ho moneys payable or ^ as31frl)ms'
become payable under tho contract, or all or any part of any other benefit whatsoever arising to him or
which may arise under tho contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister ; and no assignment
without such consent shall have any effect or be in any way recognised.
8. Progress of Worlcs.
It shall be lawful for, but not obligatory on, the Engineer or Superintending Officer to direct in
waiting the contractor to carry out the works in such order and in such manner as he shall deem fit; and under the
If the contractor shall fail to make such progress with the works as the Engineer or the Superin- EnKincer,01 ll'°
tending Officer shall deem sufficient to insure their completion within tho specified time; or
If he refuse or fail in the opinion of the Engineer or Superintending Officer to use due diligence in
carrying out any particular part of tho work, which the Engineer or Superintending Officer
shall have directed him in writing to carry out forthwith ; or
If he shall use or employ had or insufficient material, or shall execute any work in an imperfect Non-cnmniiiuice.
manner or not to the satisfaction of the Engineer or Superintending Officer or
If he shall fail or neglect to take down or remove such work, or to rectify any such work for seven
days after being required to do so in writing by the Engineer or Superintending Officer ; or
If he shall fail to employ what in the opinion of the Engineer or Superintending Oflicer is a sufficient
number of men on the works ; or
.
If be shall suspend work without tho Engineer’s order or sanction in writing ; or
If the contractor shall in the judgment of the Engineer commit a wilful breach of the contract;
Then, and in any of such case, it shall be lawful for the Minister to do at his option any of the following
things, that is to say:—
(«) Tho Minister or the Engineer may, on giving written notice to the contractor of his intention
so to do, forthwith cause additional men to he employed and additional materials aud plant to be purchased,
‘
and the cost of so doing may ho deducted from any moneys, then due, or which may thereafter become
due to the contractor.
(1) Or the Minister may, by notification in writing under his hand, delivered to the contractor,
absolutely determine this contract, without further process; and from and after the delivery of such contract,
notice as aforesaid, the contract shall be absolutely determined, and on such determination the money,
which shall have been previously paid to the contractor under the contract, shall be deemed to be tho
full value of the work executed, and shall bo taken and accepted by the contractor in full payment and
satisfaction of all claims and demands under the contract; and the balances retained, including amount
deposited as security, together with all materials aud plant, then being in or near or upon tho works for
the purpose of being used or employed in or about the, same, shall remain tho absolute property of Her
Majesty, and may be disposed of as the Minister may tbink fit.
9. Banlcni'ptcg.
If the contractor shall become bankrupt or insolvent, or shall make an assignment of his esiate BaiUa-upicj-.
for the benefit of his creditors, it shall he lawful for the Minister, on behalf of Her Majesty, by notice in
writing under his hand, to determine the contract by such notice, and for Her Majesty cither to carry on
the works under the Engineer’s direction or to recontract with another contractor io proceed with and
complete
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complete the same upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall be deemed expedient by tho
Minister; and all the then remaining materials and plant may be used in and applied for the purpose of
the works ; and on the final completion of the works tho surplus of such materials and plant shall be
delivered to the contractor’s assignees or trustees, but without any payment or allowance for any loss or
diminution, wear, tear, or injury they may have sustained iu the meantime; and any losses, damages,
costs, or expenses which shall, in the opinion of the Engineer, have been sustained by Her Majesty by
reason of the premises, shall be deducted from the deposit money and the balance retained after payment
of the progress payment; and the residue of such deposit money and percentages (if any), or any
securities iu which the same may he invested (but without any interest thereon), shall belong and bo
paid or delivered to the said assignees or trustees; and if there should be no residue, but a deficiency,
the amount of such deficiency may be proved for as a debt against the estate of the contractor.
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10. Suspension and Completion.
The whole of the works under this contract shall be completed on or before the day set forth in
clause l_of the special conditions as the “ date of completion of contract,” and formally delivered up to
the Engineer in perfect order and repair, aud to his entire satisfaction.
In the event of any alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works being required to be executed
by contractor, or in the event of any delay arising under this clause, or under clauses 5 and 15 hereof,
the Engineer may allow such an extension of time (if any) as he shall think adequate for the proper
carrying out of such alterations, deviations, additions, or extra works, or for the delay caused (if any).
The Minister, on behalf of the Queen, shall be entitled to deduct or set off for each and every
week’s delay after the date mentioned as the date of completion of contract, or after the expiration of
the “extension of time ” (if any) allowed under this clause, as and by way of liquidated damages, the
sum mentioned in clause 2 of the special conditions.
Such damages shall be deducted from the final balance and the cash security lodged by the con
tractor in accordance with clause 20 of these conditions aud with clauscs‘5 and 0 of the special conditions,
or at the option of the Minister, from any other moneys payable to the contractor under this contract.
On receiving a written notice to that effect from the Engineer, contractor shall suspend the whole
or any portion of the works, as may be directed in such notice. He shall have no claim for loss or damage
on this account, unless the suspension exceeds one month, and such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the
contract, but a commensurate extension of time for completing tho works will be granted to the contractor.
When, in the judgment of the Engineer, the whole of the works appear to be completed, they
shall he tested or examined as may be provided in the specification ; if the result of the test or examination
be satisfactory, they will be formally taken over by the Engineer, who will issue a certificate to that effect,
whereupon the period for maintenance shall begin.
11. Safety of Works and Persons.
Contractor shall be liable for the reinstating or making good of any thing whatsoever which may
be removed, displaced, damaged, or destroyed during the performance of the works, or by reason of the
same; and he shall also be solely responsible for all defects to, and failures in, the works during tho
whole time of construction and the period of maintenance, whether the said defects arise from insufficient
foundations, defective construction, bad materials, or any other cause within the contractor’s control, or
from the inclemency of the weather, landsprings, or similar cause.
Contractor shall also provide and maintain all hoarding-barriers, night-lights, and properly-ballasted
temporary roads required by any municipal or other authorities having charge or control of streets or
roads, or which may be required for the convenience or safety of the public ; and he shall also make all
arrangements by temporary roads or bridges or otherwise, which may be required by any local authorities
or by the Engineer, to prevent stoppage or delay of public traffic or any avoidable inconvenience to the public.
During the whole time of construction of the works, and during the period of their maintenance,
contractor shall be liable for any accident, damage, or injury whatsoever to the public or to any individual,
which may be caused by bis operations or bis neglect, and also for the safety of any adjacent roads,
streets, cellars, vaults, pavements, walls, houses, buildings, or other structures, and shall be bound to
erect, fix, secure, or remove any scaffolding, timbering, &c., as occasion may require or when ordered by
the Engineer to do so; and in case of emergency or probable danger to life or property tho Engineer,
without notice to contractor, may provide or employ, at contractor’s cost, such labour, materials, aud
plant as may be necessary to meet the exigency, of which the Engineer himself shall be tho sole judge.
All such cost to be deducted from any sum then or thereafter due to the contractor under this contract.
No opening is to bo made in any street until a sufficient quantity of approved material and plant
are on the ground to complete the length to be opened. Should any delay or dispute arise as to tho
supply of any material, the Engineer shall have power to direct any opening made to be filled up and
the surface restored at contractor’s cost, amount to be deducted from any money due to tbe contractor.12

12. Agency, Notice, Right of Entry.
■
When the contractor is not personally present on the works he must at all times during their
progress have a responsible agent on the ground, who shall be deemed to be, and shall be, authorised to
represent him for all purposes of this contract.
In ease the contractor or his responsible agent shall not be immediately available at any point of
the works, the instructions given by the Engineer, in writing, to any overseer, foreman, or workman,
employed on the works by contractor, shall have the same effect as if they were given to the contractor
or his authorised agent.
Delivery of
Any written instrument or notice to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
”ot,l°0'
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered when it is given or delivered to the contractor or his
representative on the works, or left at the contractor’s usual or last known place of abode or business.
Entry on work.
The Engineer and any other person duly authorised by him shall have power at all times to enter upon
all or any portion of the works ; and to travel by any engine, lift, cage, carriage, truck, trolly, or other
vehicle which the contractor may be using on, or near, or in connection with the works ; and to make
examination

Agency.
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examination of any work, fixed or unfixed, or in any state of progress, and of any materials or plant in
uso or intended to be used for the purposes of this contract; and the contractor shall give or afford
facility for the exercise by the Engineer and other duly authorised persons of the powers given under
this clause, and shall for that purpose cause the motion of any vehicle, engine, or other machinery to be
arrested when requested so to do.
Due notice shall be given by contractor to tho Superintending Officer or overseer before any piles Progress notice,
are swung and commenced to he driven ; on the completion of all excavations for foundations, or other
wise, and before any foundations are laid therein ; when foundation rings for wells are to be laid, or
cylinders to be sunk, and before the sinking commences; before the filling in of the wells, cylinders, or
other structures, or of sewer or pipe trenches is proceeded with; before centres are struck; before and
after tunnel soles arc laid ; and at such other stages of progress of the works as may he specially directed
in tho specification.
13. Dismissal and Mode of Payment of Men.
1'he Engineer or Superintending Officer may, for incompetency or misconduct, or inattention to Dismissal,
orders, or other sufficient cause, require the dismissal within twenty-four hours by tho contractor of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed by him on the works; and in the event of
the contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with such requisition all further payments on account of
the contract may he stopped until such dismissal is carried out.
Tbe workmen, tradesmen, and labourers of every class or kind employed on theworks under this cash payment,
contract shall be paid tbeir wages or other earnings in full in money, current coinof the Colony, at
least once m every fortnight, and no ticket or other system of payment by goods of any sort, provisions,
or liquor will be allowed on any pretence whatever.
Ufor shall the contractor or any person employed by him, or in any way connected with Him, xrUck fyetem.
establish any shop for the supply of liquors, provisions, or goods, nor shall the contractor cause or oblige
his workmen to take thoir necessaries or goods of any kind from any person in particular.
_
The. workmen or labourers of every kind or class shall be paid on the works (if it be possible) or
in .some building adjoining; and in no ease shall they be paid at a public-house or other place where
spirituous or fermented liquors or refreshments are sold.
Before the payment of any money to the contractor, tho Minister may require from the contractor statutory
a statutory declaration that the tradesmen and labourers of every kind employed on tho works to which liccil*ral,i011'
these conditions refer have been paid their wages and claims of every kind in full money, tho current
coin of the Colony, and to the latest date to which such wages or claims are due ; and the Minister may
withhold the payment of any money that may be due, or may become due, to the contractor until such
declaration shall have been made and delivered to him.
14. Material.
All approved materials, plant, and prepared work brought upon the ground for use in or on the Ownership,
woiks shall be considered, and shall be, the property of Her Majesty tbe Queen until completion of
contract; and contractor shall not take away, remove, or dispose of any such material or plant or
prepared work without the written authority of the Superintending Officer.
.
AH materials supplied by contractor for, and used in, the works shall be the best of tbeir respective Quality,
kinds, and in conformity with any further particular directions that may bo contained in the specification.
Due notice shall be given by contractor to the Superintending Officer and overseer when any Arrival on
material is brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for ffroun<i'
approval, and approved of in writing by the Superintending Officer, before it may be used in the works; Approval,
none but that so approved shall be used.
The contractor, if so directed, shall remove entirely off the ground any inferior or improper Removal,
material, or alter or remove any improper or unworkmanlike work at his own expense within twenty-four
hours, after a written notice in that behalf shall have been served upon him by the Engineer or
Superintending Officer.
After the expiration of the time stated in such notice, it shall ho lawful for, but not obligatory
upon, the Engineer or Superintending Officer at any time to remove and, if necessary, to destroy any such
material, or to pull down or alter any such work, and to replace or rebuild the same. The expense of so
doing shall be deducted from any moneys then due, or that may thereafter become due, to tbe contractor
under this contract.
Cement is to be brought on tbe ground in quantities of not less than fifty barrels, at least ten storing,
clear days before it is intended to be used in the works, and kept in wreather-tight sheds under lock and
key. After having been tested and approved of, tho approved barrels will be marked on the outside, and
tbeir contents may bo used. After they are empty, they shall, in the presence of tho Superintending
Officer or any person deputed by him, be broken up, and thereupon removed off the works.
Tho use.by the contractor on the works of blasting powder or any other explosive material shall Explosives,
he confined.strictly to the limits, which will bo set by an order in writing of the Engineer as to locality,
time, quantity, particular kind of material, and precautions to he taken during its use.
In any case no larger quantity of explosive material shall bo taken underground than is likely to Quantities,
ho used during any current shift.
.
Storing of explosive material underground shall be, and hereby is. absolutely prohibited ; and for storing underits storage on the surface special directions will from time to time be issued by the Engineer in accordance ^itod. I’r°'
with the provisions of tho Act regulating storage aud conveyance of explosives.
Should contractor exceed tho limits of such order, or not strictly observe the special directions in ^gpecto^ot
regard to use of explosives, the Engineer shall have power to appoint, at the contractor’s expense, inspectors powder,
of powder, in whose presence alone the explosives may be made use of, aud who shall have entire charge
of all matters connected with their storage or supply to the works.
.
If the contractor shall be found to have supplied materials or executed work not in accordance Reduced prices,
with tho true intent and meaning of the specification and conditions of this contract, and if the Engineer
shall elect to allow such materials to bo used or such executed work to remain, he shall have power to fix
the price to be paid for any such material or work, and contractor shall be bound by the Engineer’s
*
valuation.
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15. Government Property.
'
Should the Minister {uraish to the contractor for the purposes of this contract any materials, or
plant, or other articles of value, all of which arc hereafter in this clause and in the specification included
under the term “ Government proper^,” the contractor shall give a detailed receipt in writing to the
Superintending Officer at the time of delivery and before taking possession thereof. _
If required to do so by the Superintending Officer, contractor shall erect, at his own expense, sheds
or other covering to protect such properly from the weather or from theft.
lie shall likewise make good any loss or injury which may happen to them from any cause whatever,
and shall keep them in good and sufficient repair, and renew all moving and working parts which may have
become worn out, to the satisfaction of tho Engineer or Superintending Officer, during the whole time they
are under his care.
On the completion of the contract, all such property shall be returned to the Engineer, unless
otherwise directed iu the specification ; and for that purpose it shall be removed, after having been put
into a thorough state of repair, to the place or places mentioned in the specification, and there neatly
stacked or arranged, as the Superintending Officer may require.
_
The latter shall thereupon give a detailed receipt in writing for everything so returned, and until
such receipt shall have been given the property shall be deemed to be, aud shall be, under the care of tho
contractor.
Should any delay occur in supplying contractor with any drawings, or specifications, or any
G-overnment property which may be specified to be supplied or delivered to contractor by the Minister,
the contractor shall have no claim for compensation for any such delay other than that (if any)
particularly set forth in the specification ; but the contractor shall be entitled to such reasonable
extension of time for the completion of tho works as shall be fixed by the Engineer.

10. Measurements, Quantities, and Accounts.
Except
in
cases
for
which
the specification distinctly prescribes another method or rule of
incuts.
ascertaining measurements or weights, the net measurements, according to the actual dimensions or
Surplus soil.
weights, will always be taken, notwithstanding any custom to tho contrary. The surplus materials to be
Quantity,
removed from excavations shall be calculated as equal to the space actually occupied by the permanent
works.
_
Lead.
The distance of lead shall be measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of
spoil-bank or other place of deposit. The schedule price for excavation shall cover all haulage in tunnels
or cuttings, unless otherwise specified.
The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making the same.
Tn contractor’s
presence.
If lie fail to attend after twenty-four hours’ notice in writing has been delivered to him of the
Superintending Officer’s intention to take measurements, and clearly sotting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall be binding on the con
tractor.
Time.
On the satisfactory completion of any part or portion of the works, and at all other suitable times,
tho dimensions of such piece of work shall be measured by the Superintending Officer, recorded on
drawings, kept or to bo made for (he purpose, and the quantities ascertained therefrom and entered into
a quantity book, to serve as tho basis for arriving at the cost of contract on completion of same.
Check accounts.
"Within'forty-eight hours of such measurements having been effected, contractor shall furnish to
tho Engineer an account of tho work thus intended to have been finally measured up, showing in detail
the dimensions, quantities, prices, and value, specifying day of measuring, in whose presence measured,
and signed hy contractor.
_
For the purpose of making progress payments, the dimensions of still unfinished portions of the
Progress
measurements.
work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to the
ultimate acceptance or rejection of such portions of work.
_
On the day following tho conclusion of such summary measurement, contractor shall furnish to
Monthly
accounts.
the Superintending Officer an account of all completed work and of work done during the preceding
month, giving detail quantities, prices, and approximate value of each.
Any final account to be presented by tho contractor must be on similar form, and under the same
Final accountheads as the printed tender form, with additional items at foot of same.
Net measure’

17. JoMiny.
jobbing.
When desired by the Superintending Officer so to do, contractor shall furnish to said officer any
skilled artisans, labourers, or carts with horses and drivers, for the performance of such services as tho
aforesaid officer may desire to bo performed in connection with, for, on, or near the works under the
contract.
_
_
Paid monthly
Contractor shall supply those artisans, labourers, &e., with the necessary plant and lighting, and
infu11,
shall be paid for all services thus rendered the full amount provided therefor iu the schedule of prices,
under the head of “jobbing,” at the end of every month, or as nearly as maybe thereafter. Tho
accounts for this “ jobbing ” shall, however, be rendered by contractor to the Superintending Officer or
Half-weekly
overseer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and Thursday,
accounts.
failing which he shall lose all claim to payments for the jobbing performed by him during the preceding
three days.
18. Progress and Pinal Payments.
uoutbiy preNo payments shall be legally due to contractor until after the entire completion of the contract;
gresa payments
progress payments on account, subject to all deductions herein provided for, will be made monthly,
or as nearly so as may be, during the continuance of the contract, on the certificate in writing of the
Engineer, at rates not exceeding those stated in clause 4 of the special conditions.
Uainnce.
The balance of the moneys due for works executed under this contract, less 5 per cent, and less
the deductions properly to be made hereunder, will be paid within thirty days, or as nearly as may be,
*
afler the Engineer shall have certified under his hand that all the works under the contract, less those of
maintenance, have been fully and satisfactorily completed, and that such balance, less the 5 per cent., is
due to contractor.
Provided
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Provided Unit it the iimount tor nmintunauce, as entered by contr.ietor in liis lender, shall appear IdKUllmuht
to the hhigineer to be insufficient, the Minister may retain, on the declaration to that effect in writing by balance.
tho Engineer, either the whole or any part of the sum otherwise deemed payable to contractor, tilt all
the works under tho contract, including those of maintenance, shall have been finally and satisfactorily
executed.
The said five (o) per cent., together with the “cash security ” provided for in clause 20 of these Final payment.
conditions, will be retained until after the expiration of the “ period of maintenance ” more particularly
described in clause 3 of the special conditions, and shall be paid to contractor (less the costs of any
repairs or defects, should tho contractor fail to execute the same) on the production of a certificate from
the Engineer that all the works under the contract, including those of maintenance, have been finally and
satisfactorily executed,
progress pny>
No progress payments will bo made after the dale specified for tho completion of the contract No
mcnl after
until the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
expiration of
If, in the opinion of the Engineer, further inquiry is desirable or necessary before payment is made contract time.
of
on any certificate, the Engineer shall have power to suspend the payment of all or any part of the amount Suspension
payment.
mentioned in any such certificate for a period not exceeding one month from the date at which, in the
ordinary course, the money would have been paid, and no interest shall be duo or accruing on any money
the payment of which shall have been so suspended.
No certificate given to the contractor for any purpose whatever during the progress of the work Ccrbifloates
without preju
shall prevent the Engineer, at any time before the final payment, from rejecting any unsound material or dice.
improper workmanship which may be discovered in tho work, or from requiring the contractor to remove
or amend at his own cost any work which may be found not to havo been performed in accordance with
the contract, or from deducting from any money which may bo due or become due to the contractor tho
whole amount which may havo been paid to the contractor for such material or work.
The obtaining of the Engineer’s certificate that all the works under the contract, including those No claim with'
of maintenance, have been finally and satisfactorily' executed, shall be a condition precedent to any claim out oertittcAtc.
or cause of action in respect of work done, as well as to the final payment to ho made hereunder.
19. Arbitration Clause.
'
_ 1. All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting the true construction or meaning of the
drawings or specification, or the quality of the workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials
necessary for the whole or any part of the contract, and all questions and disputes respecting tho matters
next hereinafter mentioned, when the aggregate amount claimed in respect of such last-mentioned matters
shall not amount to the sum of ono thousand pounds, shall he decided by the Euginccr-in-Chief for
Eo.tds, Hridges, and Sewerage, whose decision shall be absolute and final.
2. But all questions as to the cancellation of the contract, as to the right of the contractor to
extension of fime, as to tho infliction of penalties, as to tho true value of any extra work that has not
been previously agreed upon, or as to the value of work omitted from the works specified to be done
under tbe contract, shall, if the aggregate aniount of the claims in respect of such matters shall be one
thousand pounds or upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before
payment of the retention money and the money deposited as security for the duo carrying out of the
contract, be fixed and determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
3. If the contractor or the Minister in charge of the Department under which the works in the
contract have been or arc being carried out considers that he has claims in respect of the several matters
mentioned in paragraph 2, as those in which arbitration may be claimed, bo shall furnish to the other of
them full particular's in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of
winch he desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under
each item ; and tho other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such
matters, irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims ; and tho party furnishing the same shall be
bound by such particulars; and no claim not included in such statement shall bo taken into consideration
at such arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action ; and the claim or respective claims so made
as aforesaid shall be determined by arbitrators, to be appointed as hereinafter provided, that is to say—
4. If the Engineer-in-Chief for Itoads, Bridges, and Sewerage and the contractor concur in the
appointment of a single arbitrator, then the matter and question aforesaid shall be referred to and decided
by such single arbitrator ; but if the Engincer-in-C.'hief for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage and the con
tractor cannot concur in the appointment of a single arbitrator, each party, on the request in writing of
the other party, shall, by writing under his hand, nominate and appoint an arbitrator, to whom tho said
questions and matters shall be referred. Every such appointment shall be delivered to the arbitrator,
and be deemed a submission to arbitration on the part of the party by whom the same shall have been
made, and neither party shall have power to revoke the same without the consent in writing of the other,
nor shall the death of either party operate as a revocation.
u. And if, for hventy-one days after the notice in writing by the contractor or bj' the Engineer-inChicf for Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage, that tho contractor and the Engineer-in-OhicE for Roads,
Bridges, and Sewerage cannot agree, shall have been served, and for seven days after a request in writing
to appoint an arbitrator shall have been served by the one party on the other, such last-mentioned party
fail to appoint such arbitrator, then, upon such failure, the party making the request, and having himself
appointed an arbitrator, may appoint such arbitrator to act on behalf of both parties ; and the arbitrator
may proceed to hear and determine the matter or question between the contractor and the Engineer
aforesaid, and in such case the award or determination of such single arbitrator shall be final. If, before
the matter so referred shall be determined, either arbitrator shall die or become incapable, the party by
whom such arbitrator was appointed may nominate and appoint some other person as arbitrator to act in
his place; and if, for the space of seven days after notice in writing from the other party for that
purpose, he fail to do so, the remaining or other arbitrator may proceed ex parte; and in case the matter
in dispute shall stand referred to a sole arbitrator in default of tho appointment by tho other party, ami
such solo arbitrator shall die, the party by whom lie was appointed shall appoint another sole arbitrator
in his place ; and every arbitrator so to be substituted in either of the cases aforesaid shall havo the same
powers and authorities as were vested in tho former arbitrator at the time of his death or disability.
258—3 A
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6. If more than one arbitrator shall bo appointed, such arbitrators shall, before they enter into tho
matter or question referred to them, nominate and appoint, by writing under tbeir hands, an umpire to
decide on the matter so referred; and if such umpire shall die or become incapable of acting, they shall
forthwith, after such death or incapacity, appoint another umpire in his place, and the decision of every
such umpire on the matters referred to him shall be final.
7. If, in cither of the cases aforesaid, the said arbitrators shall refuse, or shall, for seven days
after request of either party, neglect to appoint an umpire, a Judge of the Supreme Court, upon
application made to him by cither party, shall appoint an umpire, whose decision shall be final.
S. If a single arbitrator shall be appointed, and he shall die or become incapable to act before he
shall have made his award, the matters referred to him shall be determined by arbitrators appointed
hereunder, ns if the arbitrator so dying had not been appointed.
9. If more than one arbitrator be appointed, and either of them shall refuse or for seven days
neglect to act, the person by whom such defaulting arbitrator was appointed shall, within seven days after
notice in writing, proceed to appoint another arbitrator to act for tbe arbitrator so refusing or neglecting,
or the other arbitrator may proceed ex parte; and the decision of such other arbitrator shall be as
effectual as if be had been the single arbitrator appointed by both parties.
.
10. If more than one arbitrator shall be appointed, and neither of them shall refuse or neglect to
act, as aforesaid, then if such arbitrators shall fail to make their award within thirty days after the day
on which the last of such arbitrators shall have been appointed, or within such further time as may bo
granted by a Judge of the Supreme Court on application by either party, the matters so referred to them
shall be determined by the umpire appointed as aforesaid,
.11. The arbitrators, or any two of them, shall have power to hear, receive, and eiamine evidence;
and the witnesses on any reference herein maybe examined on oath or affirmation. Neither of the
parties hereto shall be at liberty to appear before the arbitrator by counsel or solicitor.
, 12, Tbe award of the arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire shall be in writing, ready to be delivered
to either party within the time appointed for making the said award. This submission may be made a
rule of tbe [Supreme Court. The amount of costs, umpire’s and arbitrators’ fees, shall be decided by the
arbitrators, arbitrator, or umpire; tbe amount of costs, including arbitrators’ and umpire’s fees and wit
nesses’ expenses, the items thereof being shown in the account annexed to said award.
13.. If upon an arbitration in respect of claims made by the contractor the sum awarded to the
contractor shall bo less than one-half of the amount of his said claim, all the costs, charges, and expenses
of and incident to the said arbitration and award shall be borne and paid by the contractor ; but if the
amount awarded shall exceed one-half of the amount of the said claim, then each party shall pay liis own
costs and one-half of the arbitrator’s and umpire’s fees.
.14. It is to bo distinctly understood that all claims by tho contractor or by tho Minister to have
any of the matters which under paragraph No. 2 may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be
made upon the whole of the work being completed, and before payment to tbe contractor of the retention
money or of the money deposited as security for the due performance of the contract, and that the
acceptance by the contractor of payment of the retention money in cases where a bond to secure tbe
completion of the works has been given, and in other cases of the retention money or of any balance
thereof, and of the money deposited as security for the due performance of the contract, shall be conclusive
proof that the contractor has no such claim or claims.
15. The Engineer shall not be required to defend or answer, or be made a party to, any bill, claim,
action, or other proceeding at law or in equity at tho instance of tho contractor.
1(J. The exercise by the Minister, Engineer, or Superintending Officer, of any of tbeir respective
powers shall not relievo tho contractor from any liability to which ho may be subject for any broach of
the contract,
17._ IS one of the clauses or provisions of the specification, or of these conditions, or of any other
part of this contract, shall be varied, waived, discharged, or released, cither at law or equity, unless by tho
express consent in writing of the Minister.
20. Tender, Cash Security, fyc.
Tenders to be sent in on a printed form, accompanied by tho printed schedule of prices, with all
the blanks properly filled in, enclosed in an envelope, and addressed, as directed in the advertisement,
calling for tenders.
_
The approximate quantities only are given as a guidance to intending contractors, aud the contract
being at a_ schedule of prices, will be subject to such extensions, extras, additions, deductions, enlarge
ments, deviations, alterations, and omissions as therein provided. The Minister will be only liable to pay
for the actual measured quantity of each respective kind of work done and ordered at the rates set forth
in the schedule, and if there be no rate in the schedule for any that may be ordered, then at such rate as
shall bo fixed by the Engineer-in-Chief, whether such measured quantities shall bo less or more than tho
quantity stated in the schedule of quantities and prices. The approximate quantities, as given of each
item in the schedule, must bo worked out, and a total sum shown in the tender.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calcu
lated according to the following scale, viz.Eor amounts up to £500, £5; for amounts exceeding £500
and not exceeding £1,000, £10; for alt sums over £1,000, 1 per cent, ou the amount of tender up to a
maximum deposit of £500. Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of tho President of the
Hoard, endorsed by the manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft. Any tender which
may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed by the Board, be
deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
All deposits, with the exception of that of tho successful tenderer shall bo returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tbe Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall bo returned to him on his executing the 'bond for the fulfilment
of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be
returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Within seven days from the date of notification in writing to any tenderer of the acceptance of
his tender by the Minister, the successful tenderer must lodge with the Under Secretary for Public
Works the sum named in clause 6 of the special conditions, which sum will be retained as security for
the due performance of the contract until after the expiration of the “period of maintenance,” and
returned to the contractor (if at all) only on the day of final payment, and less any deductions, which
hereunder may properly be made therefrom.
"
Within
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Signing of
Wiihin three days after lodging the aforesaid deposit, the siieccssful tenderer shall attend at the contraot.
office o£ the Crown Solicitor, and execute the contract.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with Forferturo of
the contract within the time spesified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall havo been opened, whether cash security.
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him, on account thereof, or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case he paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
. , Whenever a Tenderer shall fail to proceed with a Contract as aforesaid, fresh Tenders shall be Fresh Tenders,
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
inako it desirable for another Tender in the same series to be accepted; hut the Tenderer by nhose
default'Such a course lias been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any Defaulting
Tenderers.
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
, . ,^n submitting a Tender tho full Christian name of the Tenderer must bo given, or when tho offer Full names, &c.t
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in to be given,
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in tbe Tender. The omission of this information will
render the Tender liable to be declared informal.
Lowest or any
The Board shall not be hound to accept tho lowest or any tender.
tender
The contractor shall bear and pay all duty stamps, licenses, building or surveyor’s fees, or other Stamps,
fees, &c,
charges or fees whatsoever,Regally demanded hy any municipal or other authorities, also the amount of
all patent rights and royalties due to any patentee.
.
tenderer will be allowed to proceed with the work tendered for until lie shall have signed the Commencement
of work.
required contract.
^
ROBT. HICKSON,
Public \\ orks Department, Sewerage Branch,
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sydney, 14th May, 1801.

These are the General Conditions marked “D,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.d. 1891..
w.,
„
.IOHN CARTER,
Witness,—Habold F. NoititiE.
-----------------D. G-. SNODGRASS.
“ E.”
Tender for Contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage Works.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Bridge-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
We, tho undersigned, do hereby offer to construct, completely finish, and maintain the various
works for Contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage Works, in accordance with the supplementary specification,
specification, special conditions, general conditions, and drawings, prepared for that purpose in your
Department, for the the sum of £12,831 19s. 6d. sterling, within sixteen months from the date hereof.
, . Should this offer be accepted, we undertake to lodge with the Under Secretary tor Public Works,
within seven days from the date of notification of acceptance of this tender, a bank deposit receipt, in the
name of the Secretary for Public Works, for the sum of £050 sterling, as security for the due perform
ance of tho contract.
We hereby undertake to execute the required contract when called upon to do so.
JOHN CARTER.
T
DAVID GRAHAM SNODGRASS.
XG June, 1894.
______
This is the tender marked “ E,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.d. 1894.
Witness,—Harold P. Norme.
,10HN CARTER,
-----------------D. G. SNODGRASS.
“ E.”
Better

of

Acceptance.

Sirs,

,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 1G June, 1894.
I have the lienor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your tender,
dated this day, is accepted for Contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage Works, at the sum of twelve thousand
eight hundred aud thirty-one pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence (£12,83119s. 6d.), subject to the
following special condition, viz.:—
■
If it shall be represented to the Secretary for Public Works at any time during the progress of
tins contract that an undue number of men are being employed thereon who havo not been domiciled in
tins Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to his
satisfaction, the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on
such direction being conveyed to you under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works, you shall
discharge such men forthwith, and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction the
Munster shall have the power to declare this contract to be cancelled as if this stipulation had been
expressly set out in the cancellation clause of the General Conditions relating to this contract.
, Ihe work is to be carried out in strict accordanco with tho several contract exhibits relating
to this contract, and to be completed within sixteen months from this date.
_ ,security required on this contract will be a fixed deposit receipt, iu favour of the Secretary for
Public Works, for the sum of £650,
.
J
r r "i ^aVe^° 1,e%r I011 1° ^ Commissioner ard Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges, aud Sewerage
for further information, and to request that you will call upon the officcr-in-charge of bonds and contracts
at this office, for the purpose of executing the necessary documents for the due observance of your
coutract.
I am, &c„
„
J. BARLING,
Messrs. Carter & Co., Contractors, North Sydney.
Under Secretary.
This is the copy acceptance marked “ F," referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the 20th day of June, a.d. 1894.
JOHN CARTER
Witness,—Harold

P. Norbie.

------------ ------------

■

<>
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“G.”
Cokthact jSto. 79a.—Esteusion

from Mount-sfcrcefc to Jimetiou of
with Branches.

Ciiinj/bell aud

JctTrey

Streets,

ScnEDUi.E of Prices referred to on which Progress Payment will bo made.
O£
£s

1

Description of Work.

Unit*

Rate.

i

Excavation in ttmnels, in hard rock, for sewer, bronrlies, pipe sewers, ■junctions, enrree, S.C-, ns
specified in eJauees 38, 12, 45, 48 to G8, including sub-ducts, timbering, ucuntrring, and
removing the exeauilcd mntcrinls bejond actual site of the works, as vis.; —
Excavnt.ion in hard rock where gadding only is permitted ............................................................................

euhie yard

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 inches in length hy If inches iu diameter,
mid such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed only arc permitted ..............................................
Excavation in him! rofk, where charges of powder 4 inches in length, hy 1| inches in diameter,
and such depth of bore-holes as shall he directed only are penmllod.

72/-

G3/-

0

56/-

Excavation in road surfaces, sand, soil, clay, pipeclay, shale, and soft rock only .................................

Jl

6,'-

Excavation in hard rock, where gadding only is permitted.............................................................................

3)

40/-

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 indies in length by lx inches in diameter,
and s*ch depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are pernukted..........................................................

i>

3 t/G

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 inches in length by 1st inches iu diameter,!
and such depths of bore-holes as shall be directed only are permitted........................................... .

71

lulling iu round brick and eoucrelc work of ventilating and intercepting shafts and chambers,!
manholes, and into all ehalls, us specified iu clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 71, and 72, including with
drawing of timber, depositing in layers, replacing road and other surfaces, ramming, Ac. ...

»

Excavation in shafts, shaft-chambers, and sumps, as specified in douses 39, 52, 53, 71, and 72,
including timbering, nnwittcring, and removing the excavated materials beyond actual si"' 1
tho works, as viz.

30/-

1/3

limber ordered

in writing to be left in tunnels, shafts, ns specified in clauses 36 and 37, including
all iron used in fixing ssme....................................................................... ......................................................................... cubic fret...

2/-

10

Sub-duel i* hard rock, with tile covers,

lineal yard

3/13

11

Hand packed stone filling, 4-iu. gauge, ns specified iu clauses 17, GO, 76 to 78, over sub-ducts and
when ordered, re mid sewers and pipe sowers m tunnels including depositing, packing, mid
ramming.................. .................................................................................................................................................................... euhie yard

4/-

12

13

as specified

in clauses 70 and

77.........................................

Sandstone concrete. nuyr shape, form, and thickness, in shafts, tunnels, sumps, round stonewarr
pipes, and where ordered in any situation m the construction of these works, as specified in'
clauses 2G, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, welting, and grouting complete ..

}>

30/-

Bluest-one concrete, any shape, form, thickness, arched, circular, or otherwise, in sewer, curved
junction*, arches, manholes, Ac., ns specified in clauses 24, 27, 93 to 109, including washing dry
surfaces, wetting, and gloating complete .....................................................................................................................

n

GO/-

a

GO/.

Brickwork in cement in sewer, junctions, shaft chambers, circular, curved, arched, or otherwise, any
shape or form or thickness, ns specified in clauses 110 to 113, including welling, flushing, grouting
collar joints, pointing where ordered, Ac. :—

11

Of ono or more rings or portion of ring .....................................................................................................-.............

15

Cement, facing in (wo thicknesses, S inch thick when finished, as specified in clause 114, to alt internal
(and external where ordered) surfaces of sewer, junctions, shaft chambers, culverts, manholes,
square yard
mid where ordered in any situation in the construction of these works .........................................

1G

8/0

Bluestone concrete, any shape, form, or thickness, arched, circular, or otherwise, ins ha fit, over shaft
ehmnbers, as specified in chmses 93 to 109, including washing dry surfaces, wetting, and gro-''"-coinplele................................................................ -............................................................................................................

j cubic yard

GO/-

17
GO/-

pointing where ordered, collar joints, Ac,, complete

IB

anent facing in twro thicknesses, ir in. thick when finis
shafts where ordered, us specified in elan°e 114 ........

square yard

2/0

lineal foot

3 ■

including fixing discs as specified, and including bed-joints in mortar where required :—
19

12 in. diameter ............................................................................ ...................................................................................

20 I 9 iu.

„

................................... -...................................................-................................

2/-
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®£
c«
sgs

Description ol Work.

Karp,

Unit,

SCKPLI'S MATERIALS.

ReniOTiil of surplus nmi^rinls from the Tiirious estivations througlrout i.liis contract, as tunnels and
open trendies, inducting sab-ducts, shafts, sumps, Ac., as specified in clauses 40,42, 43, and 45,
ns viz.;—
21

Tor the first half-mile of lead.................................................................................................................. ................... cubic yard

1/-

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
22

Placing, building in, filing, and jointing only, any nicla! work, as cast-iron oral and oimibu' piprs,
junction brandies, flanged, and rrilli spigot and fisucefc mds, gas cherts, Tontilaling grates
lainpholo boxes, manhole rovors, staples, stop-irons, earthenware, covers, &c.‘ supplied by the
Gorermnent, including enrringo, as specified in dauscs 91, 12], 131 to 133, complete ...................

loll

00/-

Tills is tiic sulictluie of prices marked “ G,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her
Majesty the Queen, dated the 20th day of June, A.n. ISOd.
JOHN CARTER.
Witness,—llAitonn R Nokeie.
H. G-. SNOHGKASS,

No. G.
llcsidcnt-En gincor Eoys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract 79a.
_
Department of Public Works, Itoads, Bridges, mid Sewerage Branch,
Dear Sir, .
North Sydney, 4 May, 1S94.
A line of 6-in. drain-pipes cross the shaft diagonally at 1 mile 5217 chains, Grantham-street.
Wilt you ho good enough to instruct the contractors, Messrs, Carter & Co., to shift these out of the
way, as it will he more inconvenient to alter position of shaft.
Sketch herewith.

1 M. 52'17 Ch.

0. W. T. BOYS.
_ This being a lump sum contract, I should like the Engineer-m-Chief’s decision as to whether work
of this description will be included in the lump sum.—J.D., 7/5/94. Commissioner aud Enginecr-iu-Chief
for Hoads, Bridges, and Sewerage.
No.—E.B.P.1I,, 7/519!■.
Noted.—J.W.T.B., 8/5/94.
Pile.—
J.D., 9/5/94.
'
'

No. 7.
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_
No. 7.
Resident-Engineer Boys to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract 79a, North Sydney.

This sketch shows the pipes met with in shaft at 2 miles 501'2,
I propose to shift the shaft to the position shown in red, and if agreed to, please give the necessary
orders for diverting the 12-in. storm-water sewer.
J. W, T. EOS'S,
.
,
--------Contract 79a, N. Sydney.
This alteration can be made. I have consulted with Mr. Bagge. The contractors to mould the
12-in. EAV. pipe, and be paid day labour for it.—J.D., 18/5/94. Mr. Boys.
Shaft set out in new
position.—J. W.T.B., 23/5/94.
Pile.—J.D., 28/5/91.

. .
No. 8.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engincer-in-Ohief for Sewerage.
Mimtle Taper.
Department of Public Works, Itoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 26 July, 1894.
Subject;—Contract No. 79a, North Shore—Recommending that advance be made on approved cement.
Tiie contractors have asked that an advance he made on approved cement on this contract. It is usual
for this to be done, and I recommend that the request be complied with to the extent of 75 per cent, of
the amount of the fixed deposit (£485), at the rato of 75 per cent, of the value of the cement on Iho
ground, on condition that the contractors sign the usual agreement.
J. DAVIS.
Approved.—R.R.P.H., 26/7/94.
Mr. Davis.—E.C.P., 26/7/94.
Seen. Mr. Norrie for usual
agreement.—J.D, 27/7/91.
Who are the contractors, and where is the cement stored ?—H.E.N.B.,
27/7/94. Sewerage.
The contractors are Carter & Co., and the shed is in Alfred-street, opposite to
the Town Hall.—J.D., 30/7/94. Mr. Norrie.
Memorandum herewith, duly signed and stamped.
Original agreement also sent herewith.—H.E.N., 7/8/94. The Commissioner-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges,
and Sewerage.
Seen.—R.R.P.H., 8/8/94.
Mr. Davis to note.—E.O.P., 8/8/94.
Seen. Mr.
Weeden to note.—J.D., 9/8/94.
Noted.—S.H.W., 11/8/94.
Accountant.—J.D., 15/8/94.
Noted
agreement placed with bond.—E.H., 16/8/94.
No. 9.
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No. 9.
Agreement.
Memorandum .

In consideration of tlie Minister for Public "Works in and for the Colony o"f New South Wales advancing
to ns the smn of £d8o, and of any future advances fo he made to us, we hereby agree to repay to the
said Minister for Public Works the said sum of £485 and future advances, together with interest at the
rate of £6 per centum per annum on such sums respectively from date of advance on demand. And we
hereby charge all money due or payable, or becoming due or payable, to us under a certain Contract for
sewerage worlcs, called or known as contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage Works, in the said Colony,
entered into by us with tho Government of the said Colony, with the repayment of the said sum of £485
and any future advances and interest at the rate aforesaid. And we acknowledge that we now hold all
cement now stored in out shed in Alfred-street, opposite Town Kail, Sydney, in the said Colony, or else
where, and plant, materials, and every other thing already used or to be used in connection with or under
the said contract, for arid on behalf of the said Minister for Public Works, as representing tke said
Government. And also further undertake to give immediate possession of same to the said Minister, or
any person appointed by him for that purpose, whenever called upon to do so.
As witness our hands, at Sydney, this 6th day of August, in tho year of our Lord 1894,—■
.
,
'
JOHN CARTEP.
Witness to the signature of John Carter,—
Harold F. Norrie, J.P.
D. G-. SNODGRASS.
Witness,—W. Barnett Smitk, J.P.

NO. 10.
Eesident-Engineer Weed on to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
_
Sir,

Contract No.

79a,

North Sydney.

JG October, 1894.
_ A portion of this contract at the end near Camphell-strect was shown on the section to be
taken out iu “ open cutting.” This length was tunnelled and about 40 feet of it had to be timbered,
Tho sewer in this length should be constructed of two-ring work, and I write for authority to instruct tho
contractors to that effect.
I am, &c.,
STEPHEN H. WEED ON,
--------Resident Engineer.
Will Mr. Weedon please give reduced chainages of tho proposed two-ringed work ?—J.D., 17/10/94.
Two miles 4 chains 24'28 feet to 2 miles 4 chains G1'28 feet.—S.H.W., 18/10/94.
Mr. Weedon please
hand attached letter to contractors.—J.D., 18/10/94.
Accordingly—S.H.W., 24/10/94.
File.—
J.D., 26/10/94.

No. 11.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 18 October, 1894.
In consequence of the nature of the ground between 2 miles 4 chains 24'28 feet and 2 miles
4 chains G1'28 feet, it will be necessary to have the sewer lining 10 inches thick. Will you please
arrange for this to be done ?
I have, &c.,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage,

No. 12.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Contract No,

North Sydney Sewerage.—Construction of Shafts.
North Sydney, 17 November, 1894.
Referring to our conversation with you re the above, we desire to confirm the offer then made
to construct the shafts in brickwork in lieu of concrete, with a view to the more expeditious completion
of the work.
We arc, &c.,
-------CARTER & CO.
On condition that no extra price is to be paid for the brickwork, 1 recommend that it he substituted
for the bluestone concrete shown on contract drawings.—J.D., 21/11/94.
Appd.—R.R.P.H. 21/11/94.
Messrs. Carter & Co , 22/11/94.
Mr. Weedon to note—J.D.,22/11/94.
Noted.—S.H.W.,23/11/94.
File.—J.D., 26/11/94.
79a,

Sir,

No. 13.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 22 November, 1894.
In reply to your letter of the 17th inst., offering to substitute brickwork for bluestone
concrete in the shafts ou sewerage contract No. 79a, without extra cost to the Department, I have the
honor to inform you that the Engineer-in-Chief has approved of your doing as you wish.
I have, &c.,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.
No. 14.
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No. 14.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minule Paper.
Subject:—Contract No. 70a, North Sydney. Eecomraendiug that 33 feet of the Iligh-sfreet branch
be driven in conjunction with this contract.
Department of Public Works, Itoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 22 November, 1894.
Irr constructing the main sewers it is usual, in order to prevent the concrete and brickwork being damaged
by blasting, to drive at least 33 feet of tunnel for the branch sewers at the same time as the tunnel for
the main sewer is driven.
In the case of High-street, North Sydney, this appears to have been overlooked when tho contract
drawings were prepared. The cost of driving 33 feet at schedule rates will be £63112s. G‘d., and I recom
mend that at least this length should be done.
4-D.
Approved.—B.H., 22/11/94.
Mr. Weedon to note.—J.D., 23/11/94.
Noted.—S.H.W.,
20/11/94*.
Pile.—J.D., 26/11/94.
Messrs. Carter & Co., 28/11/9-4.
Mr. Weedon to note.—J.D.,
28/11/94.
Previously noted.—S.II.W.
Pile,—.T.D., 30/11/94.
What will driving alone cost per
chain for High-street branch at schedule rates, contract No. 79a?—.T.D.
The cost of driving alone for
sewer 3 ft. 3 in. a 2 ft, 2 in. will be £63 5s. (if 4-incb charges of powder arc allowed) per chain.—W.E.A
21/11/94. Mr. Bagge.
The lining is taken at 4J- inches thick, for the excavation, beyond the 3 ft. 3 in.
x 2 ft. 2 in. sewer, in rock.—C.H.O.B., 21/11/94. Mr, Davis.

No. 15.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 28 November, 1894.
Referring to the conversation I had with your Mr. Snodgrass relative to doing a portion of
tho High-street branch in connection with your sewerage contract No, 79a, and to your offer to drive
the same at your schedule price No. 3, I have the honor to inform yon that the Engineer-in-Chief lias
approved of this being done. Will you please proceed with the tunnel for at least 33 feet for a 3 ft. 3 in.
x 2 ft. 2 in. sewer, allowing for a 5-in lining.
1 have, &c.,
J. DAVIS,
Supervising Engineer for Sewerage.

No. 16.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Sir,
Being anxious to complete contract No. 79a, North
we have to ask your permission to drive the tunnel from No. 12
No. 13 on contract No. 79a.
As shaft No. 12 is built up in brickwork, we are willing
drive from No. 12 by guttering and gadding to remove the risk

North Sydney, 10 January. 1895.
Sydney sewerage, as quickly as possible,
shaft on contract No. 79 towards shaft
to excavate 33 feet from the end of tho
of damage to completed work.
Wc ’'carter, GUMMOW, & CO,

Register.—J.D., 12/1/95.

No. 17.
<
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chicf for Sewerage.
Minute Paper.
North Shore Outfall. Contractors write asking that they he allowed in
drive from shaft at foot of Mount-street.
Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 23 January, 1895.
The shaft at the foot of Mount-street, referred to in tbe contractors’ letter was built under contract
No. 79, and 5 feet of sewer lining was put in on the south side of tho shaft. The tunnel was driven 50
feet beyond the lining. The contractors ask that they bo allowed to continue the drive from this shaft,
and underbake to gutter and gad the first 33 feet. I tbink the request might bo granted, as it will greatly
facilitate the completion of contract No. 79a, conditionally, however, upon tho contractors consenting to
use no blasting powder in excavating the tunnel until they have driven 99 lineal feet from the south end
of the lining, and further undertake to leave the sewer and shaft constructed under contract No. 79 in
the same condition as they are at present.
J.Ih
Subject:—Contract No.

79a,

Approved,—R.H., 16/1/95.
16/1/95,
Seen.—S.H.W., 17/1/95.
.

.

Messrs. Carter & Co., 16/1/95.
Mr. Weedon to see.—3.1).,
Mr. Davis.
Pile.—J.D., 18/1/95.
.

^°- 18’

The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
_
Public Works Department, Sewerage Branch, 16 January, 1895.
Jn reply to your letter of the 10th instant, asking permission to drive the tunnel from the
shaft at the foot of Mount-street, I have the honor to inform you that you may do as you ask, conditionally
upon your completing the driving of the tunnel to 99 feet south of the sewer lining without the use of
blasting powder, and leave the sewer and shaft constructed under contract No. 79 in the same condition
as they are at present,
I have, &c.,
ROBERT HICKSON,
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads, Bridges and Sewerage.
.
■
■
No. 19,
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No. 19.
Resident-Engineer Weedon to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
K'orth Shore Main Outfall Sewer Extension from Mount-street to Campbell-street—Contract No. 79a,
_
9 January, 1895.
I have the honor to inform you that to-day I laid the question of 14-inch brickwork before
the contractors for the above contract, and that they elected to build tho shafts to the required height
(35 feet from surface of ground), with 14-inch brickwork on two sides, and with 9-inch brickwork on the
other two sides that touch tho sides of the excavation, filling in solid with sandstone concrete between the
9-inch brickwork and the sides of the excavation.
I have, &c.,
STEPHEN H. 'WEEDON,
-------- Resident Engineer.
Seen, This involves no extra cost, as the contractors have already asked to substitute brickwork
for concrete at their own cost.—J.D., 12/1/95.

No. 20.
Resident Engineer Weedon to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
North Shore Main Outfall Sewer Extension from Mount-street to Campbell-street—Contract No.

79a.

.
Sir’

Ironwork for Shafts.
W4U V
, „
,
T1
, ,
9 January, 1895.
With reference to the above, I havo the honor to point out that the list of ironwork supplied
mo for tho above contract does not clearly imply that for the shaft at 1m. 76c. 517 ono complete
length of pipe (schedule item 57 contract No. 93), together with a similar pipo shortened by 8^ inches
arc required, as is the case ; the short length is to hand, but the complete pipe has yet to arrive and is
required. Whilst on this subject I would like to know if the length figured on the drawing of this shaft
tor the short pipe is correct.
I have also to apply for the 3-24 inch hell-mouth pipes, item No. 9.
I have. &c.,
'
STEPHEN H. WEEDON,
--------Resident Engineer.
Could Mr. Adams sec me ?—J.D., 12/1/95. Mr. Ragge.
Another pipo item 151 has yet to [be ordered, which will he done at once. The three bellmouth pipes have boon ordered (inr/c order book). The length quit on the short pipe referred to is
undoubtedly wrong, and is apparently intended for the longer pipe.-W. E. Ajtams, 12/1/95. Mr. Davis.
a
■
Could Mr. Smith hasten the delivery of the three bell-mouthed
P’l1®3, ,
y ■'
Mr. Davis.
Mr. Smith, when will bell-mouthed pines be delivered?—
’-nr
,ve aflke(l Cooke and Webb to push on with this work at once.—W.S
Mr. Weedon. J.D., 23/1/95.
Noted.—S.II.W,, 24/1/95. Mr. Davis.
Pile,—J.D., 25/1/95.

No. 21.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
Sir,

.
, . , .
North Sydney, 1 March, 1895.
seeing that certain drives on contract Ro. 79a, North Sydney Sewerage will not be completed
tor some months, and having gathered from a conversation with you that the length along High-street
might be completed to advantage at the present time, we hereby offer to complete such work at tho
present schedule rates for contract No. 79a.
"\V"o are, &c.,
’ CARTER & CO.
... WlIT i11; }w/:Lcd0[i,l)lt;n'!0 let 1110 1,ave
cuumg.—IjS/vo. Mr. weedon.

aud estimate of the High-street branch to open
1

No. 22.
Rcsident-EDginccr Weedon to Supervising-Engineer Davis.
S March, 1895.

Estimate North Shore Sewerage Extension, High-street branch
767 lineal feet............. Rock tunnelling complete—4-iu. powder ; size of sewer
3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 2 in...............................................................
).
............. Rook tunnelling complete—4-in. powder; 9-in. dia.
pipes .........................................
60 cubic yards........ Shaft excavation ............................................... //.'!.////.........
60 square yards ... Cement facing ................................ . ..
]3| cubic yards........ Sandstone concrete......................................................................
33
j,
.
Bluestone concrete ..................
.............
45
,,
... Rilling .....................................................................................................
360 ^
,,
,,, Surplus material ..............................................................................”
2 Eo............................ Manhole covers (116) ................................................................ "
1-2 square yards , , Bluestone setts................................................................. ...............

Tracing herewith.

£
36/27/30/2/6
30/00/1/3
E3/30|-

s.

],3S0 12
135
135
7
20
99
2
18
0
1

e
0
10
0
0
16
0
IS
16

Estimated cost of 3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. sewer complete,
between 1 m. 38’028 and 1 m. dl'1.923 .....................
..................................................

258—3 B

d.

£

a.

d.

1,SOO 12

3

£1,800 12

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

STEPHEN H. WEEDON,
Resident Engineer.
No. 23.
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No. 23.
Supervising-Engineer Davis to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Minute Paper. _
"
Subject;—Contract No. 72a, North Shore—High-street esteusion.
Department of Public Works, Hoads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 12 March, 1895.
The contractors write offering to construct at their schedule rates for contract No. 79a, 13 chains of the
High-street sub-main.
It seems to me that it will be advisable to have this length of sewer constructed as proposed by the
contractors. By doing so one shaft will be saved, which will cost £1G3, in addition to which it will enable
the reticulating sewers for a large district to he proceeded with at an earlier date than they otherwise
would be.
_
_
Although contract No. 79a is a lump sum contract, there is a schedule of prices attached thereto,
which would apply to the whole of the work comprised in the proposed extension.
The cost, as per estimate attached, will be about £1,800. The schedule rates are reasonable, and
as low as would probably be obtained if tenders were invited.

Eecommended.—E.H., 14/3/95.
Will Mr. Davis please see me.—J.B., 15/3/95.
Eor
approval,—J.B., 16/3/95.
Approved.—18/3/95. Mr. Hickson, B.C., J.B., 18/3/95.
Seen.—
S.H., 19/3/95.
Please hand attached letter and tracing to contractors.—J.D., 27/3/95. Mr. Weedon.
Accordingly.—S.H.W., 28/3/95. Mr. Davis.
Pile.—J.D., 29/3/95.
Mr. Griffith.—J.D., 8/4/95.
Seen. See the contractor is informed.—A.D., 11/4/95,
Action completed. File,—J.M.S., 16/4/95.

No. 24.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief for Metropolitan
Sewerage Construction.
Contract No,

Sydney Sewerage Works, North Sydney.
Carter & Co., Contractors.
3 June, 1895.
The Bank fixed deposit receipt for £650, lodged in respect of the above contract, will mature on the 19th
instant.
Should the deposit he renewed, and if the security is to be returned, should the document held by
the Department he handed to Messrs. Carter & Co. ?
Juo. P. (for IT.S.)
79a,

Mr. Griffiths,—How long will it take to finish this contract ? If extension of time is required, it
should be applied for, as renewal of deposit will depend upon term of extension.—J.M.S., 5/6/95. Mr.
Cook as to completion of works.—J.B., 6/6/95.
It will be five months from date before contract No. 79a is completed. High-street branch, which
was undertaken hy contractors as an addition to the contract, will be finished in four months from date.—
W.B.G., Acting Engineer-in-Chief M.S. Construction, 14/6/95. J.B., 17/6/95.
_
The deposit should be renewed for six months longer.—J.M.S., 17/6/95. Under Secretary. Acting
Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, Water and Sewerage.—J.B., 18/6/95. Messrs.
Carter & Co. asked, 21/6/95.
Hesuhmit with reply.

No. 25.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 21 June, 1895.
I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to inform you that the Bank fixed deposit
receipt for £650, lodged in respect of contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage, matured on the 19th instant,
and to ask whether you wish the deposit to be renewed, and, if so, for what period?
I am also to ask that you will be good enough to state what action is to he taken in regard to the
interest which has accrued under the present deposit.
I have, &c,,
J. BAELING
{Per J.P,),
Under Secretary.

No. 26.
Messrs. Carter & Co. to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

.
North Sydney, 25 June, 1895.
With reference to your letter, re fixed deposit for £650, lodged as security for contract No.
79a, mil you be good enough to renew the same for twelve months with the Bank of New Zealand, Pittstreet, and place the accrued interest to the credit of “ Carter & Co., North Shore Contract,” at the same
Bank.
We are, &c.,
-------CAETEE & CO.
Mr, Mitchell.—Jso. P., 25/6/95.
E.D.E. for renewal for twelve months sent to Bank of New
Zealand, 26/6/95.
No. 26a.
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No. 26a.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Manager, Bank of New Zealand.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 26 June, 1895.
I am directed by tke Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith, for renewal for twelve
months from the 19th instant, fixed deposit receipt No. a22,OD7 for the sum of £650, issued by your Bank,
and lodged as security in respect of contract No. 79a, Sydney Sewerage.
I am to ask that the amount of accrued interest under the present deposit may he placed to the
credit of “ Carter & Co., North Shore Contract.”
I have, &c..
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.

No. 27.
Pixed Deposit Receipt.
(Due 19th June, 1890.)
Baxk

of

New Zealand.

Incorporated by Act of the General Assembly.
No.

Deposit Receipt.

a22207.

Sydney, 26 June, 1895.
from the Under Secretary for Public Works the sum of six hundred and fifty pounds as a
fixed deposit, repayable at the end of twelve months, bearing interest for that period only at the rate of
three and one-half per cent, per annum from the 19th June, 1895.
Por the Bank of New Zealand—
W. H. BROWNE (for Manager).
E. W. SMITH (for Accountant).
£050.
[Not transferable.]
Received

When payment of this receipt is required, the receipt must be returned duly endorsed.

No. 28.
The Manager, Bank of Ncwr Zealand, to The Under Secretary for Public Works,
Bank of New Zealand, Sydney, 26 June, 1895.
We havo much pleasure in handing you herewith our fixed deposit receipt No. a222Q7 for £650, issued
in terms of your requisition of even date. The interest has been placed to credit of Messrs. Carter
& Co. as requested.
Tours, &c.,
W. II. BROWNE,
--------Manager,
Mr. Mitchell to receive.—Jxo. P., 27/6/95.
ledged.—W.H.M., 27/6/95,

E.D.R.,—£650 placed iu safe,

Receipt acknow

No. 29.
Pinal Certificate.
Contract No. 79a.—Progress

Return, No. 17, showing quantity and value of work executed or fixed,
and material advanced on, on tho 23rd day of September, 1895.

'D.xl.e for completion as por contract, 1 fitli day of October, 189 ; extra extension approved, 05~3 to High-street, cost, £1,800 ;
estimated cost of work, £12,831 19s. fid. ; progress payments, £11.840 Cs. 2d. j present advance, £094 13s. ; total,
£12,534 19s. 2d.
'
fd

If

1
3
4

7
8
12
13
14
15
20
21
22

Description.

Unit.

Quantity.

Rato.

Excavation in tunnel (gadding) ...............................................
,,
,,
(4 in. powder) ....................................
,,
shafts (soft)..............................................................
»
(rock) .........................................................
Filling.........................................................................................................
Sandstone concrete.........................................................................
Bluestone ..............................................................................................
Brickwork..............................................................................................
Cement facing ......................................................................................
9-inch drain stoneware pipes.........................................................
Surplus material ................................................................................
Fixing iron ...........................................................................................

cubic yard

13
2,049
151
820
196
526
1,110
239
2,253
467
1,200
5

72/65/6/30/1/3
30/50/-

„

square yard
lineal feet
cubic yard
ton

CO/2/6
-i-

V60/-

Total.

Amount-

£ s. d.
£
46 16 0
0,634 15 0
45 6 0
1,230 0 0
12 5 0
789 0 0
2,775 0 0
717 0 0
281 12 0
46 14 0
00 0 0
15 0 0
— 11,653

s. d.

8

6

46 17

6

Material on ground
Cement ...................................................................................................

cask

100

9/44

46 17

6

................. £

11,700

6

0
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Recapitulation.

Amount.

£

Value of work executed to date
j,
material.............................

6.

11,653 8
46 17

Total.

(1.

Total, as per tho other side,

11,700

1st advance ou difference between lump sum and value of work at schedule rates

Deductions to be made

;—

Retention money (10 per cent, of value of work)..........................................................................................
Amount of progress payments already made...................................................................................................

Amount of 17th progress payment now recommended.................................................................................

£

b.

d.

6
6
6

0

2,000 0 0
.......................
1,1G5 0 10
11,840 0 2
-----------------------

13,700

G

0

13,005 13

0

694 13

0

I hereby*1 certify that tbe above return is a fair and correct statement of tbe contract to which it
refers, and that the above measurements were made by me with Mr. Eecd, contractor’s manager, ■
Mr. E. COOK,
J. GEIPTITH3,
Offieer-iu-charge of Work.
Supervising Engineer, Metn. Sewerage Construction.
I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computations, castings, and rates, is correct,
that the service has been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorised in terms of tbe
Audit Act.
C. B..
Head of the Department.

[Plan.]
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Contract No. 118, Sydney Sewerage.
No. 1.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Jolmstone’s Creek Storm-water Channel, from Parramatta-road to lOV chains beyond Balmain tramline.—
Contract No. 118, Sydney Sewerage Works.
Herewith; is submitted for the approval of the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief, plans and specifi
cations, in triplicate, for the above storm-water channel.
Amount available, Johnstone’s Creek Storm-water Channels, Loans Act,
Vic. No. 33, £8,060 11s.;
53 Vic. No. 35, £29,680; 56 Vic. No. 24i, £8,572. Estimated cost, £15,182 10s.
Plans and specifications to be exhibited at the Sewerage Office, Lincoln Inn Chambers, Elizabethstreet.
Tenders to close at 11 a.m., Wednesday, 21th April, 1895.
_
M. OHLESEN BAGGE,
Chief Assistant Engineer for Sewerage.
The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
^Herewith is forwarded for the approval of the Secretary for Public Works, and for insertion in the
Government Gazette and local papers, an advertisement inviting tenders for the above.
EOBT. HICKSON,
The Under Secretary.—B.C.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
Notice to Gazette, 28/3/95,

Insert.—J.B., 28/3/95.

Tenders for 21/4/95.

No. 2.
Schedule of Tenders received by Tender Board.
Wednesday, 24 April, 1893.
Texhehs received for construction of the Johnstone’s Creek Storm-water Channel—Contract •
No. 118, Sydney Sewerage,
Number of tenders received
Twelve.
Estimated amount
...
£15,132.
Amount of lowest tender
20i- per cent, below schedule prices.
Name of lowest tenderer
Carter, Gummow, & Co.
Vote
...........................
£8,060 11s., 54 Vic. No. 33 ; £29,680, 55 Vic.
No. 35; £8,572, 56 Vic. No, 24.
List

of

1. Carter, Gummow, & Co.
...
...
...
2. Tender unsigned; cheque signed by Justin
M'Sweeney.............................................................. .
3. J. E. Carson ...
...
...
...
...
...
4. Bichard Holloway, William Holloway, and Leonard
Holloway ...
...
...
...
5. Eaton Bros......................................................................
6. Wm. Qilliver and C. H, Curtis
,,,
...
...
7. Thos. Williams................................................................
8. Thos. Johnston, Patrick O’Bourke, and Patrick
Gordon
................................................................
9. T. S. Phillips, B. Ithodes, and A. Broughton
...
10. E. and S. Butcher
.......................................
...
11. Sami. Smith and John P. Cochran...........................
12. Hugh Owen ...............................................................

Amount.

Deposit.

Nature

2(H- % b.s.

£120

Chequ

16 % b.s.
Idnitr % b.s.

120
131

H* % b.s.
No deposit.
£134
1H % b.s.
11'21* % b.s.
135
9 % b.s.
135
5 % b.s.
5%bs.
5 % a.s.
5 % b.s.
3 % b.s.

JJ

j)

143
144
J)
150
J)
144
150
))
J. BARLING,
Vice-President of Tender Bonrd.

Acting Engiuccr-in-Chief, Metropolitan Sewerage Construction, for report. Is the minimum wage
clause inserted in the conditions ?—Jno.P. (for U.S.), 25/4/95.
As I am informed that this contract is limited to work within reclamation limits, and will not be
charged to capital debt of the Board, it will come within the arrangement made as to supervision, viz.,
all works upon whicli rates will not be struck hy tbe Board to be carried out by Mr. Hickson’s depart
ment.—M.P., Acting Engineer, 29/4/95.
Mr. Davis to see me.—R.H., 29/4/95.
Prepare usual schedule.—J.D,, 1/5/95. Mr. Pridham.
Schedule herewith.—T.P., 3/5/95. Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply mid
Sewerage.

No. 1.
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'

No. I.—CARTER, GUMMOW, & GO’S TENDER.
(Bound up with the Bond).

No. 2.—(Tender unsigned; cheque signed by Justin M‘Sweeney).
Tender Form.

pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone's Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 11)
chains north of the Balmain tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by me, at 16 per cent,
under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender ; and I do
hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at
the time : and I hereby undertake that I will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and 1 enclose herewith my
cheque for the sum of £
as a preliminary deposit; and I agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or it in
the event of this tender being accepted I fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained m the Tender
Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree to be bound.
In

Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be earned out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
_
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminaiy deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
_
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...............
............................
cfn n n
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000.............................
i,| J J “
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deP0^ of
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Mana^ei of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned,
^
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on bis executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sura than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
■
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
_
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account Jer^
eTReve.nue
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Re\ enue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he minted
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are c/cu™stan^7j“c';
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President,
_
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must lie given, or when tbe offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will lendei the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.

Contract
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Contract
No.
of
IbOTQ.

No. 118.—This is tho Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Description of Work.

Unit.

1

Excavation in open trenches, in more or lees hard materials, and in hard rock for
main storm-walcr channel and branches, including removing any pipes.
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &<?,, met with, ae specified in clauses
3, 6, 8, 9, nnd 10
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft root, only .............................. cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ................

3

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth o£ bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1# in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Eillhig in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels.
in open cuttings, &c., including all quarry filling and sand filling whore ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 6, 6, 8, 9, and 10 .................................................. ....................
Removal of surplus materials to such places as may bo directed, ns specified in

4

6
6
7

Probable
Quantity.

Rate per
Unit.

«. d.

£

16,800

0

2

0

250

0

8

6

250

0

7

6

1,000

0

6

6

9,000

0

1

0

8,300
6'roo

0

0
18

9
0

8

Com cut coating in any situation, ns specified in clause 12 ................................................ square yard

20,000

0

2

3

9

Brickwork in cement, in 4£-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13 ................................................................................................................... cubic yard

60

2

10

0

280

0
0

10
n

12
13
14

IS

16

17

Providing, laying, and jointing clazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified iu clause 14
24 in. internal diameter.................................................................................................. lineal foot
18 io.
„
..................................................................................................
12 in.
„
..................................................................................................
C in, diameter and smaller ....... ,.j ............................................................................
iy
Ifeceiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as east-iron
frame and gully grating supplied by Government, at tbe sito of tho works, as
specified in clauses 284 and 2G5 oi tbe schedule to specification ..............................

120
10
600

12 6
6 0
0 3 0
0 10

7-5

0

4

0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification............................................ cubic foot

2

0

4

0

Providing, dressing, aud setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule lo specification..................... squareyard

1-5

0

6

0

Bate only

8

0

0

0

10

0

cwt.

Special bluestone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of the schedule

18
19

Bluestone metal, li-in, gauge, stacked .................................. ............... ...............................

77

tj

0 13

0

20

13 lues tone metal, 2*-in, gauge, stacked ................................. ................................................

It

JJ

0

12

0

21

Sand, stacked......................................................................................................................................

it

JJ

0

8

0

0

2

0

0

0

4

0

18

0

0

11

0

0

10

0

0

8

0

22
23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ..... ................................................

lb

it

24
26

Artisan or mechanic................................................................ ........................................

day

it

26
27

Ordinary labourer .................................................. .........................................................................

28

Oort, horse, and driver....................................................................................................................

n

tt

0

11

0

29

One additional horse............................................................................................. ..........................

»

u

0

6

6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, itc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordan-m with plans and specification.
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No. 3.—J. P. CARSON’S TENDER,
Teudee Poem,

Iir pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, X, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material aud perform the various 'works required in and about tho full and proper
construction, erection, aud completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road
to about ten chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
me, at 14x0-17 per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the Schedule of Quantities and Prices
annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this
tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or
allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or if not in Schedule, at a price to he
agreed upon at the time; and I hereby undertake that I will, within fourteen days from the date of
notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public 'Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above-mentioned,
and to provide the security required by clause 29 of tho said general conditions; and I enclose herewith
my cheque for the sum of £181_a8 a preliminary deposit; and I agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said lender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, I fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
J. p, CARSON,
'Witness.—Jno, J, ICoonie.
Bay-street, Croydon.
Tebdek Boaed Reguiations.
No tender shall bo received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the tenders shall bavc been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of tenders received for eacli work and the name of the lowest tenderer;
but no tender shall be accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to bo
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
. .
Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after tho Board has adjourned, exhibit in a- conspicuous
position, iu tbo Public V orks Office, a full statement of tbe tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must he addressed to the President of tho Board, and havo legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
.
Por amounts up to £500 inclusive...................................................
£5 0 0
Por amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...............£10 0 0
Por all sums over £1,000 ono per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, witli the exception of that of tho successful tenderer, shall he returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing tho bond for tbe
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
i
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
'
tke event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete tho bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall ho forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of tho
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,

\

__

. . Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tho President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but the tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall bo excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at tke pleasure of the President.
, _
I11 submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must bo given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen arc required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he hound to accept the lowest or any tender,

.

The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
° r
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Contract No, 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No. 1
ot
Item.

Description of Work.

Unit.

Probable
Quantity.

Rate per
Unit.

X

Excavation in open trendies, in more or less hard materials, and in hard rook for
mftin storm^wntor channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c., mefc with, as specified in clause?
3, 0, 8, 9, and 10
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft rock, only.............................. cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ................

3

t

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by lit in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes ns shall bo directed, only, are permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in, iu length by 1# in. in
diameter, and Bitch depth of bore-holes as shall he directed, only, are permitted
Eilling in over and at skies of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, itc,, including nil quarry filling and sund filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 ............ ............ .................... .....................
Eemoval of surplus materials to such places us mav he directed, as specified in
riauso 7......................................................................................................... ................................
Sandstone concrete in any situation, ns specified in clause 11............................................

8

Cement coaling in any situation, as specified in clause 12 ............... ................................ square yard

20,900

9

Brickwork in cement iu 4V-in. lining to invert of storm-water channelj as specified
iu clauses 2 and 111...... ........................................................................................
,,
cubic yard

00

2 10 0

280

0 12 0
0 6 0

4
5

c
to

10
11
12
13
14

3)

>1

Providing, laying, and jointing glnzod stonewa-o plain pipaa, junction?, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs* as specified in clause 14 ;—
24 in. internal diameter.......................................................................................... .
lineal foot
18 in.
............................................................................................ .
12 in.
„
..................................................................................................
C in. dinmater and smaller .........................................................................................
Hccciviug, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as cast-iron
frame and gully grating supplied bv Government, at the site of-the works, as
specified in clauses 264 and 205 ot the schedule to specification ..............................

£

s. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 6

250

0

7

6

1,000

0 6 6

9,000

0 10

8,300
0,800

0 0
18

9

0

3

120
10
600

cwt.

0

2

3

0

0

0 10

7'5

0

4

0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification.....................................
cubic foot

2

0

4

0

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification..................... square yard

1'5

0 8 0

17

Special bluest one concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of tbe schedule
to specification.......................................................................................................................
cubic yard Bate only

^00

18

Permanent puddle....................................................................................................... ...........

JJ

0 10ft

10

Bluestone metal, li-in. gauge, stacked .......................................................................

73

JJ

0 13

20

Bluestone metal, 21-in. nnuee. stacked .............................................................................

r>

J>

0 12 0

21

Sand, stacked................................................................................................................................... .

JJ

0 8 0

22

Oregon timber .................................................................................................................... ............

JJ

0 2 0

23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spike;, and straps ...................................................

JJ

0

0

4

24

Portland cement

JJ

ft 13

ft

25

Artisan or mechanic.................. .....................................................................................................

»

0 11

0

20

Skilled labourer.............................................................................................................................

n io

ft

27

Ordinary labourer ...........................................................................................................................

0

O

2S

Cart, horse, and driver...... ........................................................................................................... .

11

ii

0 11 0

29

One additional horse....... ..................................................................

1)

II

0

15

1C

ib

...................................................................................................................

.................

day

S

5

0

6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and arc merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 20, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
d The whole of the foregoing pi-ices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipc-suwors, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c., and any other tiling necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
258-3 B
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No. 4—HOLLOWAY BROTHELS' TENDER.
Tendeu Norm.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 10
chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. lib), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by us, at 11£ per cent,
below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender j and we do
hereby agree that any additions to ot* deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at
the fime; and we hereby undertake that wo will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions j and we enclose herewith our
cheque for the sum of £140 as a preliminary deposit; and wc agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, iu
the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that1 this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and hy which we agree to be bound.
Dated this 23rd day of April, 1895.
'
RICHARD HOLLOWAY,
'
.
WILLIAM HOLLOWAY,
LEONARD HOLLOWAY,
Goulburn.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
' - It shall be the duty of the President, -Vice-President, or the senior member present., as the case may be,
as soon .as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall he
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the Lenders received.
" The Secretary shall, a.s soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Woiks Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
’
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the foil owing scale, viz. :—
.
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
•••
£*> 0 0
' " For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000... ’* ...
...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of .tender up-to a maximum.deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
tlie Bank upon which it is drawnj'or a bank draft.
* ‘ All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned hy the Secretary
tOjthe person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tlie Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall he returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for .a. less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may bo received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly. .
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited hy him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract a.s aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short .notice for the work, unless in tlie opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted j but the tenderer by whoso default such a
course has" been rendered necessary shall be excluded from tho competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
'
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract

No. 11$.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

No.

of
Norn

i

Unit

Description of Work,

Excavation in open trenches, in more or losa hard materials, and in hard rock fo:
main storm-water channel mid brunches, including removing any pipes
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c.. met mth, ua pnoeified in clause! i
3,0, 8, 9, and 10 :—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, snnd, clay, ballast, soft rock, only......................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, ■where guttering and. gadding only ia permitted ............. (

3

7

Excavation in hard rock, where chnrges of powder 2 in, in length hv
in, ii
diameter, and euch depth of bore-Tiole* as phtill be directed, only, are pmnittw
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv Jjf in. v
diameter, and such depth of bore-holea jib shall be directed, only, are permiitcr
Filling in over and at Bides of pipes, drains, mam and branch storm-water channels
in open cuttings, &c,, inclading all quarry filling and sand filling where ordered
as specified in clauses 4, 5, K, 8, 9. and 10 .............................................
Removal of surplus materials to such places us may be directed, as specified in
clause 7..........................
*
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in elfiuse 11..................................

8

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12 .............................. ■

9

4

Probable

Quantity.

Rate per
Unit. '
£

e. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 C

17

250 '070

"

1,000

0 G 6

9,000

0 10

:>

£ snn
g|soo

18 0

square van

20,900

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 41-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13...........
cubic yaid

GO

2 10 O

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed etonewn-e plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing di*c3, as specified in clause 14
24 in. internal diameter.....................................
,
lineal flint
18 in.
„
.......................
12 in.
„
......................
G in. diameter and Final]or ..................................
...
..

280
120
10
GOO

Eoeeiving, phirmn, building in, filing and jointing «ny mciuhwovk, as mst-iron
frame and guilv grating supplied bv Q-oii-rnment, ut the site of the works* as
specified in rlanscs 2G4 and 2G5 of the schedule to specification ................

7-5

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, : ud
as specified in clause 1S8 of the schedule to spccificatum.........................
cubic foot

2

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, ns
shown, and ns specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification................. square yard

1-5

0 8 0

17

Special Milestone concrete in any situation, ns specified in danse 141 of the schedule
to specification..........................................
cubic vnvrl Hate only

3 0 0

18

Permanent puddle..........................................

19

Bhieslouc metal, li-in. gauge, stacked ..............................................

20

Blucstoue metal. 2i-in, gauge, stacked ..........

21

Sand, stacked.................. ...................................................

22

Oregon timber ..............................................................

23

■Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spike’, and strnps ..................................

24

5
6

10
11
12
13
14

15
10

.

CTTt

, 0
0
0
0

12 fi
G 0
3 0
10

?»

M

0 10 0

»

77

0 13 0

»

71

0 12 0

it
,

cubic font

JJ

lb

7>

0 0 4

Portland cement, .......................................................

cadi

>»

0 13 0

25

Artisan or mechanic..............................................

day

77

o ii o

20

Skilled labourer..............................................................

JJ

77

27

Ordinary labourer..............................................................

28

Cart* horse, anil driver.......... .‘..........................

29

One nddit ional horse........................................................... ..

37

|

0 8 0

77

77

.o ii

o

71

77

0 5

6

_
quantities arc not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
Tho above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 2G, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as*are able-bodied and eiliciont. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatoring, coffer-dams, flmning, temporary bridges, roitds, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sowers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, ifcc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
No. 5.
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No. 5—EATON BROTHERS’ TENDER.
Tender Poem.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender

to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road
to about 10 chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
us, at 11£ per cent, under the prices affixed to eacb item in the schedule of quantities and prices
annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this
tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid nr
allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be
agreed upon at the time ; and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of
notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public "Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned,
and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith
our cheque for the sum of £134i as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
iorfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw tho same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in tho Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which wo agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
ANDREW EATON,
GEORG-E EATON,
Witness,—Will. A. Pettit,
. ■ Berry-street, North Sydney.
Berry-street, North Sydney.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may bo, as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, 1o
publicly announce the number of tenders received for each work and tho name of the lowest tenderer ;
but no tender shall be accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
_ The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of tho tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, aud have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
............... £5 0 0
Por amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000,,.
... £10 0 O
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
Jill deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, aud
the deposit made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
_
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall he forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but the tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President,
In snbmilting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, tho names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
lull, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not he bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract Iso. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Nf>.

of

Unit.

Description of Work.

Hum

i

Eicavutiou in open trenches, hi more or less hard materials, and in hard rock for
main storm-water channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drams, &c., met with, as specified in clauses
3, 6, 8, 9, and 10•
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, claj, ballast, soft rock, only.......................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, whore guttering and gadding only is permitted ..............

3

7

ICicavution m hard rock, ■where charges of pouilcr 2 in. in length by X| in. in
diameter, and such depth of boro-holca as shall be directed, only, are permitted
h.xcfuation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length, by
im in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
I illing in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, &c., iucludini all ^uarrv filling and sand filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, fi, 8, 9, and 10 ......................................................................
Removal of surplus materials to such places as may he directed, as specified in
clause 7 ...................................................... T..................................... ............................................
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11.....................................

8
9

4
5

G

10

11
12
i:t

Probable
Quantity,

Rate per
Uuiu

£

s. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 G

250

0 7

>1

”

0

1,000

0 6 6

9,000

0

8,300
0,800

o n 9
18 0

Cement coaling in any situation, as specified in clause 12 ................................................ square yard

20,000

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 4^-in, lining to invert of storm*water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13.................................................................................................................... cubic yard

00

2 10 0

Pioviding, laying, and jointing glared stonewa-c plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14 :—
24 in. internal diameter........................................................... ........................ lineal foot
18 in.
„
......................................................................................
12 in.
„
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller .............................................................................
Ji

280
120
10
000

0 12 0
OOO
0 3 0
0 10

7'5

0 4 0

2

0 4 0

1-3

0 8 0

”
n

1

0

14 Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as ensi.iron
frame and gully grating supplied bv G-ovenmiont, at the site of tho works, as
speoiiiod in clauses 2G4 and 203 oi the schedule to specification ..........................

cwt,

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification .................................... cubic foot

1C

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, ns
shown, and us specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.................. Bfiuare yard

17

Special blueslonc concrete in any situation, ns specified in clause 141 of the schedule
to specification................................................................................... ................ ...... cubic yard Rale only

3

18

Permanent puddlo.........................................................................................................

•i

ti

0 10 0

10

Bhiestone metal, li-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

!)

tf

0 13 0

20

Blucstone metal, 2J-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

>1

Tl

0 12 0

21

Sand, stacked......................... ...........................................................................................

O ft O

22

Oregon timber ......................................................................................................... .......

0 2 0

23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ..............................................

24 Portland cement ......................... ................................

lb

11

..

0 0

0 0 4
0 13

0

0 11

0

25

Artisan or mechanic.........................................................................................................

20

Skilled labourer.............................................................................................................

0 10 0

27

Ordinary labourer.............................. .............................

0 8 0

28

Cart, horse, and driver......................................................................... ...........................

11

One additional horse.....................................................................................................

*»

29

I

day

!)

..

11

0 11

0

0 G

0

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Kos. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the dav of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatoring. colier-dams, fiuming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewors, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, ifcc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
No. (1.
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No. 6.—GILLIVER, AND CURTIS' TENDER
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, wc, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection,'and completion of Johnstone's Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta.Road to about 10
chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by us, at 11‘21-j^per cent,
below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender • and we do
hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to he agreed upon at
the time ] and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith our
cheque for the sum of £135 as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall lie absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, wc fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by whicli we agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895,
WM. U! LLIVER,
'
'
CD AS, H. CURTIS,
Rook wood.

Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall- be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, ns the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to he carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must he addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
'
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, vis. :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
...
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000... " ...
...
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum 'deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of tho President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tlie Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall he returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract, When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not he return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to tlie credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; hut the tenderer by whose default such a
course lias been rendered necessary sball be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of tlie President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the ofler is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, tlie names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in tlie tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the 'lowest or any tender.
■
The Board-room shall be open for tlie admission of the public while the tenders are being opened _
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No. 118,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of
Item,

Description of Work,

Unit.

Probable

Rate per
Uniu

Quantity.

!
r

Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder 2 in. in length by 1| in. it
_ diainetor, and Buck depth of born-boles as shall be directed, only, arc permittee
Excavation in hard rack, where charges of powder 4 in. in length bv l]f in. ir
^ diameter, and such depth of bore-holes ns shall be dineted, nnh° are permittee
lulling in over and at sides of pipes, dinins, mnm and branch storm-water channel*,
in open nuttings, &l>., including nU quarry liiling and sand liiling where on
as specified in elapse* 4, 5, ti, 8, 9, nncl 10 ................................. '.................

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12
in clauses 2 and 13 .

10

11
12

13
14

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stonewa-’o plain pipe«, junctions, and hem
in trenches, including pro’ iding and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14
24 in. internal diameter .............................
_
18 in.
.......................
........................................
i2 in.
„
....................................................|......;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
G in. diameter and smaller ...................................... ................ .......
Ecce/vmg, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, ns rast-in
"mme and gully grating supplied by Oovcmment, at the site of the works,
specified in clauses 204 and 2G5 ol the schedule to specification ......................

l

16,800

0 2 0

P*

250

0 8 6

„

250

0 7 6

„

1,000

0 6 6

JJ

0,000

0 1 0

8,300
0,800

0 0 9
18 0

square yard

20,000

0 2 3

cubic yard

60

2 10 0

lineal foot
>1

280
120
10
600

0
0
0
0

12 6
6 0
3 0
10

7-5

O

cubic yard

Excavaf ion in liard rock, whore guttering and gadding only is permitted .............

clause 7,
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11,

d.

O

3,6i 8, 9, and 10:—
’
"
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballust, soft rock, only.........................

£ s.

:

t>

)>

ft
It

cwb.

16
as specified in chuiso 188 of the schedule to spocificntion ....................................... cubic foot
1G

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching mid clinnnollir
shown, and ns specified in clause 187 of the schedule io specilkuLion.........

‘iquurc yard

2

0 4 0

1-5

0 8 0

17

Special blucstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of tlie schedule
to specification ..................................... ............................................................
cubic yard Rato only

3 0 0

18

Permanent puddle..............................................................

19

Blucstone metal, 14-in. gauge, stacked ..........................

20

Bhiestone metal, 24-in, gauge, stacked ......................... .

21

Sand, stacked......................................................................

22

Oregon timber ..................................................................

'23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps

24

Portland cement ..............................................................

25

Artisan or mechanic..........................................................

2G

Skilled labourer................................................................

27

Ordinary labourer..............................................................

28

Cart, horse, and driver..... ................... ............................

29

One additional horse...................................................

t)

>j

0 10 0

>»

jj

0 13 0

))

jj

0 12 0

)t

jj

0 8 0

cubic foot

j>

0 2 0

lb

jj

0 0 4

cask

jj

0 13 0

day

u

0 11 0

JJ

u

0 10 0

JJ
JJ
JJ

>j

0 8 0

jj

0 11 0

u

j

0 5 6

The quantities nre not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
.
-^-11 work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification,
Tlie above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 2G, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as ore able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In tlie event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to bo paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
.T1|C wllol°.o£ tho foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, imwntering, coffer-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing; over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other- surfaces, Ax., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

IsTo. 7.
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Xo. 7.—THOS. WILLIAMS’ TENDER,
Tenure Form.

pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide tho material and perform the various works required in and about tho full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 10
chains north of tlie Balmain tramline (Contract No. US), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, whicli have been inspected by me, at 9 per cent,
below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from the date of tho acceptance of this tender; and I do
hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may\e, at and after tlie rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to he agreed upon at
the time ; and I hereby undertake that I will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public "Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions j and I enclose herewith my
cheque for the sum of £
as a preliminary deposit: and I agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if in
the event of this tender being accepted I fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter : and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree to be bound.
In

'

Dated this 24th day of April, 1S95,
3

■

THOS. WILLIAMS,
Islington Terrace, Parramatta-road, Forest Lodge.

Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall ho received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the ease may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall bo
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and tlie amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz. :—
For amounts up to £b00 inclusive........................................................................
For amounts exceeding £500 aud not exceeding £1,000...............................

£10

0
0

0
0

For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon whicli it. ir, drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing tlie bond for tlie fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £2C0 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failiim to take up Ms tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing Ms tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or m connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to tlie credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to bo accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition tor
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the ofler is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names m full,
occupations, aud addresses must he stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall he open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No,

118,—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.

1

^°I

Description of Work.

Unit.

1

I

1

Kicavattorn in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in hard rock foi
' mam ■(tomi-ivater channel and branches, including removing any pipes
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c., met with, an specified in clause
3, 6, 8, 9, and 10
Exeavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft rook, only...........................
cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where puttering and gadding only is permitted ...............

3

7

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by 1$ in. ii
diameter, and such depth ot bore-holes as shall be directed, only, arc permittee
Excavation in hard rock, whore charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1| in. in
^ diameter, and such depth of horo-holes as shall be directed, only, are permittet
Filling in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels
in open cuttings, ifcc., including all quarry filling and sand filling where ordered
as specified in clauses 4. 5. 6. 8. 9. aud 10 ..........................
......
Removal of surplus materials to such places as may he directed, as specified in
clause 7 ........................................................................................
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11...........................................

8

Comont coating in anv situation, as specified in clause 12 ..................................

9

Brickwcrk in cement in 4I-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13....................................................................................

4
5

e

»

Probable
1 Quantity.
i

Rate per
Unit.

£

d,

».

15,900

0

2 0

Kfifl

0

8 6

250

0

7

1,000

0

6 6

6

9,000
n

M

Q gQQ

square yarc

20,900

18

0

0

3

2

60

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bonds,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14 :—
24 in. internal diameter..............................................................
lineal foot
18 in.
„
...................................................................
!J
12 in,
„
............................................... .................................................
M
6 in. diameter and smaller .....................................................................

120
10

0

ft

600

0 10

14

Eoeeiving, placing, building in, fixing mid jointing any mctal-work, as cast,-iron
frame and gully grating supplied by Government, at tlie site of tho works, as
specified in clauses 264 and 265 of the schedule to specification ..............................

Cwt,

7-5

0

4

0

15

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortor, freestone curbing, as shown, and
os specified in clause 1S8 of the schedule to specification..........................
cubic foot

2

ft

4

0

Providing, dressing, and sotting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of tho schedule to specification.................
square yard

1-5

10
11
12
13

1C

17

Special bhiestone concrete in a ay situation, as specified in clause 141 of the schedule
to specification ............................................. ................................................

18

Permanent puddle........................................................................... ..........................

19

Blucstone metal, 14-in. gauge, stacked ..................................................,, , ,

20

Blucstone metal, 2Hn. gauge, stacked ..................................................................

21

Sand, stacked....................................................................................................

22

Oregon limber .................................................................................................

23

Wrought-iron in bolls, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ............................................

24

Portland cement

25

Artisan or mechanic........................................................................................

2G

Skilled labourer......................................................................................................

27

Ordinary labourer......................................................................................................

28

Cart, horse, and driver.............................................................................................

20

One additional horse...........................................................................

........................................................................................

. .

280

"

>7

M

7)

Jj

U

Jj

JJ

0 12 6
0 6 0
3

0

0 8 0

0 12 0

JJ
n>

J)

cask

J>
jj

0

0

4

n ii

n

XV/

V/

j|

»j

JI

JJ

»

Jl

0 11

0

ss

ft

6

V

5

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of tlie works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 9C, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
. ,
whole of tlie foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coffer-dams, fiuming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining tlie traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sowers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c., and any other thing necessary in executing apd completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
■
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JSTo. .8.—JOHNSTON, O’EOUEEE, AND GORDON’S TENDER.
Tendee Poem,

In .pursuance o£ advertisement in the Government Gazette, wo, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about tlie full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road
to about 10 chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to tlie plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
lla, a j
Cfinfc, ufilow the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities aud prices
annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from tlie date of the acceptance of this
tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or
allowed tor, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be
agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of
notiiieatienof the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public'Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned,
and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith
our cbeque tor the sum of £143 as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited it we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, wo fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
THOS. JOHNSTON,
Kt
« j
PATRICK O’ROURKE, j JNorth
PATRICK GORDON,
'
William-street, Sydney.
Tender Board Regulations^
No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
marr i aS 800n aS ^le ten^ers s^la^ bave keen opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tho lowest tenderer;
but no tender shall be accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to bo
earned out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
. .
Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz.:—
Eor amounts up to £500 inclusive.......................................... £5 0 0
Por amounts exceeding £500 and not escceding £1,000...
... £10 0 0
!'0Ii.a j 6ums °ve?
0110 per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Much deposit to be m the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by tbe
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
thfdeposri made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed,
.v
^en^er 'which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
I11 tf10 event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
. . j Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tho President there are circumstances which
make R desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but the tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
• ■ i
a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is m the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, tbe names in
lull, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender,
and deilirecf Gard"r0°m Slm111)6 °pe11 *or tIie admi88io-n
the public while the tenders are being opened
Contract
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Contract No. 118.—This ia the Schedule of Quantities and Prices liereinbefore referred to,
No.
of
Item.

Description of Work,

Unit.

i

UXeaViition in open (.reaches, ia more or less liard materials, and in hard rock for
main storm-wator channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, Ac., met with, ns specified in clauses
3, fi, 8, mid 10 :—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clny, ballast, soft rock, only.......................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ..............

■

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in, in length by 1| in. in
diameter, aud such depth of borc-holcg as shall he directed, only, are permitted
4 Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by J J in, in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes ns shall bo dirodod, only, arc permitted
5 billing in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and bftmeh storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, <£c., including all quarry filling and sand filling whore ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 .............................................................
6' Removal of surplus materials to such places as may ho directed, as specified in
clause 7..........................................................
.
............
7 Sandstone concrete in any situation, ns specified in clause 11........ ..............................

t)

Probable
Quantity.

Bate per
Unit.
£

s. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 0

250

0 7

3

ti

8 Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12 ...................... ................... square yard
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
1C
17

G

1,000

0 6 0

9,000

0 10

8,300
ojsoo

0 0 9
18 0

20,900 '

0 2: 3

Brickwork in cement in 4-i-in. lining to invert of storm-wafcer channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13......................................................................................
....... cubic yard

00

Providing, laying, nnd jointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14 :—
24 in. internal diameter..................................................................................... lineal foot
18 in.
„
........................................................
................
12 in»
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller .............................................................................
Jl

280
120
10
GOO

0
0
0
0

Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as east-iron
frame and gully grating supplied bv Q-overmnant, at the site of the works, as
specified in clauses 264 and 2C5 of the schedule to specification ..........................

7-3

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, os shown, and
as specified in clause 183 of the schedule to specification...................... ............... cubic foot"

2

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching nnd channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.................. squarcyard

I’d

0 8 0

ewt.

2 10 0

12 6
6 0
3 0
10

Special bhiestone concrete in any situation, as specified ia clause 141 of the schedule
to specification................................................................................. .......................... cubic yard Rate only

3

IS

Permanent puddle............................................................................ .......................

0 10 0

19

Bluestonb metal, Ij-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

•J

0 13 0

20

Bhiestone metal, 2J-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

3»

0 IS1 0

21

Sand, stacked.................................................................................... ................................

22

OrGfr&n timber .................................................................................................................

0 2 0

23

Wrought-iron in bolls, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ............ ............................. .

0* O'1 4

24

Portland cement .......................... ......................................................... ........................

25

Artisan or mechanic.........................................................................................................

2G

Skilldd labourer..........................................................

27

Ordinary labourer......................................................

28

Cart, horse, and driver......................................................................................................

ti

»

0 11

29

One additional borso..........................................

it

JJ

0 5 6

..

.

...

0 8 0

lb

»

0 13 0
day

JJ

....................

.....................

0 0

0 11 0
0 10 0
o' r o'

...

............................

0

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being'
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
,
,
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified' and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works ' during the'
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 arc to be for such as arc able-bodied and efficient. The’
schedule rates per day arc for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to bo paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
‘
The'whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
titlibering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatoring, coifer-dam's, fluihingy temporary bridge’s, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining tlie traffic along roads,
crossing over pipo-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, Are., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
N ,9.
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No. 9—PHILLIPS, RHODES, AND BROUGHTON’S TENDER.
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in the GoverntnenC Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 10
chains north of tlie Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by us, at 5 per cent,
below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender; and we do
herebv agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may he, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to he agreed upon at
the time • and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith our
cheque for the sum of £144 as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, m
the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the lender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we agree to be hound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
'

^ g pHjLLIpg
B. RHODES,
’
A. BROUGHTON,
335a, George-street, City.
Tender Board Regulations,

No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon us the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars escertai ned, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tlie lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions tlie work is to he carried out, lias reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of tlie work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...............
........................................
0 JJ
For amounts exceedmg £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
...
£10 v O
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by tho Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a hank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall ho returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, a™*™? deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the lulhlment ot
the contract. When the contract is for a loss sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
_
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall he excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to he declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Unit

Description of Work.

1

ExcaTfttion in open trenches, in more or leas hard materials, and in hard rock for
main storm^ftter channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brick work, woodwork, and drains, &c., met with, as specified in clauses
3, 6, 3, 9, and 10 j—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft rock, only.......................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in bard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ..............

3

7

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, arc permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Filling in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, etc., including all quarry filling and sand filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 ..............................................................
Kemovnl of surplus materials to such places as may be directed, as specified in
clause 7.........................................................................
.
...
.
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11*.............................. .

8
9

Probable
Quantity,

Rate per
Unit.

£

i. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 6

230

0 7 6

W

1,000

0 6 6

M

9,000

0 1

ti

8,300
6,800

0 0 9
18 0

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12 .......................................... square yard

20,900

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 41-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13................. ................................................................................... cubic yard

60

2 10 0

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14 :—
24 in. internal diameter......................... ............................................................ lineal foot
18 in.
„
..............................................................
................
})
12 in.
„
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller ..............................................................................
tl

280
120
10
GOO

0
0
0
0

Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as cast-iron
frame and gully grating supplied by Government, at the site of tho works, as
specified in clauses 2G4 and 265 oi the schedule to specification .................. .

7-5

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of tho schedule to specification..................................... cubic fool

2

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.................. square yard

1-5

0 8 0

Special bluestono concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of the schedule
to specification......... ................................................................................................... cubic yard Rate only

3 0 0

18

Permanent puddle..............................................................................................................

0 10 0

19

Blucstone mctul,

20

Bhiestone metal, 2$-hi. gauge, stacked .................................................. ......................

21

Sand, stacked.....................................................................................................................

0 8 0

22

Oregon timber .................................................................................................................

0 2 0

23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ..............................................

a

24

Portland cement ......................... ............... ....................................................................

cask

25

Artisan or mechanic......................................................................................................

day

26

Skilled labourer.......................................................................... ....................................

0 10 0

27

Ordinary labourer................................................................................................ ............

0 8 0

2S

Cart, horse, and driver........ ...................................................... ............................

»

P

0 11 0

29

One additional horsn..........

P

»>

0 5 6

4
5
C

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

gauge, stacked ...................................................................... .

..

.

.

....................

JJ
M

'

cwt.

O

12 6
6 0
3 0
10

»

1)

0 13

jj

33

0 12 0

P

0

0 0 4
0 13 0

33

0 11 0

Tlie quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All -work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every ease, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos, 25, 2G, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In tlie event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
_
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, cofi'er-dams, fiuming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, <tc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

No. 10.
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No. 10.—E. & S. BUTCHER'S TENDER.
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in llio Government Gazette, wo, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full aud proper
construction, erection, and completion of .Tohnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road
to about 10 chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. IIS), agreeably to tho plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
us, at 5 per cent, above the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices
annexed hereto,- and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this
tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from tlie said works shall be paid or
allowed for, as the case may he, at and after tlie rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be
agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of
notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned,
and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith
our cheque for the sum of £150 as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of April, 1895.
R. & S. BUTCHER,
Holterman-street, North Sydney.
Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or tlie senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and tho necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tlie lowest tenderer;
but no tender shall be accepted until tbe head of tho branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the'tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
•cdculated according to the following scale, viz.
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
............... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
... £10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of tlie President of tbe Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
riot b'e returnable until the service is'satisfactorily completed.
_
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
■.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have heen accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but the tenderer by whosedefault such a course has been rendered necessary shall bo excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, tlie names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept tbe lowest or any tender.
.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities nnd Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of
It-cm

1

Description of Work.

Dnit.

Excavation in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in liard rock fo
main storm-watev channel nnd branches, including removing any pipes
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c., met with, as specified in danse
3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 :—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft rock, onlv.........................
cubic yard

2

Excavation in fmrd rock, where gutterina and caddinp onlv is permitted

ii

7

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by Ig- in. in ;
_ diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitter
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1 j in. ir
^ diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, onlv, arc'permitter
Eill mg in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels
in open cuttings, &c., including all quarry filling and snnd filling where ordered
ns specified in clauses 4. 5, 6. 8, 9. and 19 ............................
Removal of surplus materials to such places as may be directed, as specified in
clause 7..................................................................................
"
Sandstone concrete in anv situation, as specified in clause 11......................

S

Cement, coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12.......................

9

Brickwork in cement in 4|-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, os specified
in clauses 2 and 13.........................................................................

4
5

C

10
11
12
13

Probflhle
(Quantity,

£

0 2

0

250

0 .8

05

„

250

0

7

C

..

1,000 .

0

6

6

0

1

0

18

0

0

3

a
s?

il
square ynd

14

Eoeeiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any mctal-work, as cast-iron
frame aad gully grating supplied by Government, at the site of the works, as
sijccified in clauses 2(14 and 2G5 of tbe schedule to specification

15

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification ...

1G

Providing, dressing, aud setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and ns specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification
...
’

.17

Special bliiegione concrete in any sitimtionj as specific in cIelubo 141 of the schedule
to specification........ ..........................................................

18

Permanent puddlo....................................................................

li)

Blueslonc metal, li-in. gauge, stacked .....................................

20

Blucstone metal. 2i-in. gauge, stacked ..........................................................

21

Sand, stacked......................................................................................

22

Oregon timber ............. ....................................................................

23

Wrought-iron in boils, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ..............................................

24

Portland cement

25

Artisan or mechanic..........................................................

2G

Skilled labourer................................................................... ...............

27

Ordinorv labourer..................................................................

23

Cart, horse, and driver................................................

2D

One additional horse....................................................

s. d.

15,800

..........

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed etonewam plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14
24 in. internal diameter........................................................
18 in.
„
......................................
12 in.
„
....................'....................................................................................
6 in, diameter nnd smaller ............................... ..........
,

Kate per
Uiiit,

0,800
20,900

2

J)

))
”

17 O IF
.010

0

4

0

cubic foot

C]

squarcyard

PE

0

8

0

C kj) ilk

3

0

0

5

6

11
.
,,

M

Jl

))

11

ii

11
JJ

lb

............................................................................

Jl
JJ

.

»
H

ii

if

rr
0

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
'
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance-with the specification.
■
ilie above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 26, 27, 2S, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, ^it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
J.hc whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatoring, coffer-dams, fiuming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sowers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, (to., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
No. 11.

450
392
No, 11.-SMITH AND COCHRAN'S TENDER.
Tender Form.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gasp.tle, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender to
provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone's Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 10
chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by us, at 5 per cent,
under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices annexed hereto, and to
complete the same within eighteen months from tlie date of the acceptance of this tender; and we do
hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to bo agreed upon at
the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from the date of notification of
tlie acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith our
cheque for the sum of £144 as a preliminary deposit; aud we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, we fail to complete tlie above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we agree to be bound.
Dated this 23rd day of April, 1895.
SAMUEL SMITH,
Witness,—W. M. Terry.
JOHN PTK. COCHRAN,
'
Trades Hall, Dixon-strcet, Sydney
(Sydney District Council, A.L.F. Co-operative Association).

Tender Board Regulations.

No tender shall be received after 11 a,m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may he,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and the name of tho lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to he carried out, has reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive...
...
...
...
...
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...........................
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tlie Board shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall he returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until tho service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may bo received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be invited
at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of tlie President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall he excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render tho
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Contract
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Contract No. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
of
Item.

Unit.

Description of Work.

i

Excavation in open troackcs, in more or less liard materials, and in liard rock for
main storm-water channel aud branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c., met with, as specified in clauses
3,6, 8, 9, nnd 10:—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, snnd, clay, ballast, soft rock, only..... .................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ...............

3

0

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by l# in. in
diameter, and suck depth of bore*kolcs as shall he directed, only, are permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1 f in. in
diameter, and pucIi depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Eilling in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, &c., including all quarry filling and sand filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 ..............................................................
Removal of surplus materials to such places as may be directed, as specified in

7

Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11......................................

S
9

4
5

10
11
12
13

14

15
10
17

Probable
Quantity.

Rate per
Unit.
£

i. d.

15,800

0 2 0

250

0 8 6

250

0 7 6

1,000

0 6 6

9,000

0 10

8,300
ejsoo

0 0 9
18 0

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12.......................................... square yard

20,900

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 4^-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13 ..................................................................................................... cubic yard

60

2 10 0

71

M

Providing, laying, and iointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14:—
24 in. internal diameier..................................................................................... lineal foot
18 in
,
...................................................................... .............
12 in.
„
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller ........... *.............................................................................................................................................

280
120
10

600

0
0
0
0

12 6
6 0
3 0
10

7'5

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and spiting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, ns shown, nnd
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification................................... . cubic foot

2

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, anil ns sjjccilictl in clause ib'i of the schedule to spoctlicatjon......... *....... squareyard

1*5

0 8 0

cubic yard Bate only

3 0 0

Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any mctal-work, as cast-iron
frame and gully grating supplied by Government, at the site of tho works, as

Special bhiestone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of the schedule
0 10 0

IS
19

Bluestono metal, li-in. gauge, stacked .............................................. .. ............... ....................

20

Blucstone metal, 2i-in. gaugo, stacked

.............................................................................................................................. ....................

JJ

ti

0 13 0

ti

0 12 0

21

0 8 0

22

0 2 0

23

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps

............................................................................................

fb

H

0 13 0

24
25

0 0 4

Artisan or mechanic

........................... ........................................................................................... .................................................. ...............................

day

it

0 11 0

26

0 10 0

27

0 8 0

23

Cart, horse, and driver...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

JJ

ft

0 11 0

29

One additional horse.......................................................................... ......................................................................................................................................

>1

a

0 5 6

The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tendei'ers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of tlie worts during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for tho day of eight hours. Jn the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, nnwatering, cofi'er-dams, fiuming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, <fcc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
258—3 D
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No. 12,—HUGH OWEN’S, TENDER. .
Tender Eoem.

In purauancfe of adTertlsomciit in tlie Government Gazette, I, the undersigned, do hereby tender

to provide the material and perforin the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road
to about 10 chains north of tlie Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
me, ,at,3 per cent, under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices
annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from tho date of the acceptance of this
tender; and I do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or
allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or if not in Schedule, at a price to he
agreed .upon aj; the time; and I hereby undertake that I will, within fourteen days from the date of
notification 'of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms aud conditions above mentioned,
and to provide tbe security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and I enclose herewith
my cheque for the sum of £150 as a preliminary deposit; and I agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if I at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, I fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in tho Tender
Board Regulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree to be bound.
Dated this 24th day of .April, 1895.
HUGH OWEN,
Witness,—Robebt Amos.
99, Elizabetli-stiuet, Paddington.
Tender Board Regulations,

No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on tbe day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall bo tbe duty of the President, Vice-President, or tbe senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as tho tenders shall baie been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce tbe number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer ;
but no tender shall be accepted until the head of tbe branch, under whose directions the work is to bo
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
. . ^.e Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
"
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to tho following scale, viz.:—
Por amounts up to £500 inclusive................................................... £5 0 0
Por amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...
£10 0 0
Por all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to bo in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of tlie Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of tho successful tenderer, shall be returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after tho Board shall have adjourned, and
the deposit made by tho successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for tho
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may he received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by the Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contraet, within the time specified, or withdrawing ins tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account tliereof or in
connection therewith, shall bo forfeited to the Crown, and in such case bo paid to the credit of tho
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
. . Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but tbe tenderer by whoso
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from tbe competition, and from any
competition for other works, at tbe pleasure of the President.
. ,
submitting a tender, tlie full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for tbe admission of the public while tho tenders are being opened
and declared.

Contract
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Contract No. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
No.
ot
I Lem.

■

Description of Work.

Unit.

i

Excavation in open trenches, in more or loss hard materials, and in hard rock for
main storm-wator channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &o., met with, as specified in clauses
3, 6, 8, il, and 10 :—
Excavation in surface soil, mud, sand, clay, ballast, soft rock, only...... ................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in liard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ............. '.

3

G

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, arc permitted
Excavation in hard reek, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by 1| in. in
diameter, nnd such deptli of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Filting in over and at aides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-Tvatcvchannels,
in open cuttings, <tc., including all quarry filling and sand filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 ............................................................
Itcmoval of surplus materials to such places as may he directed, as specified in

7

Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11............. ........................

8
8

4
5

10
n
12
13
14

Probable
Quantity.

Kate per
Unit.
£

b.

d.

15,800

0 2 0

)>

250

0 8 6

3?

250

0 7

Jt

1,000

0 6 6

>}

0,000

0 10

»

8,300
- 0,800

0 0 9
18 0

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12........ ................................. square yard

20,900

9 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 41-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 nnd 13.......................................... ............................................. ............ cubic yard

60

2 10 O

Providing, laving, and feinting glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14 :—
24 in. internal diameter ..................................................................................... lineal foot
18 in.
„
......................................................................................
12 in.
„
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller .............................................................................
Jl

280
120
10
600

0
0
0
0

Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as cast-iron
frame and gullv grating supplied bv Government, at tbe site of the works, as
specified in clauses 264 and 2G5 of the schedule to specification ..........................

7-6

0 4 0

cwt.

6

12 6
6 0
3 0
10

30

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as spoiified in clause 188 of tho schedule to specification...................................... cubic foot

2

0 4 0

1C

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.................. squarcyard

P5

0 8 0

cubic van! Rate only

3 0 0

17

Special bluestono concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 14t of the schedule

0 10 0

18
io

Blucstone mefal, li-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

33

0 13

20

Blucstone metal, 2hin. gauge, stacked .........................................................................

3?

0 12 O
0 8 0.

21

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps ..................... ........................

lb

>)

Artisan or mechanic.............................................................................................. ..........

day

O 0 it
0 13 0

cask

2-1
25

0 2 0

cubic foot

22
23

0

33

0 11 0

20

0 10

27

0 8 0

0

2S

Cart-, horse, and driver.....................................................................................................

33

J»

0 11 0

20

One additional horse...... *.......... .................... ................... .................... ........................

33

>>

0 5 6

Tlie quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
_
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
_
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by tho Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 2D, 20, 27, 28, and 29 are to bo for such as arc able-bodied and efficient. The
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
_
The whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, nnwatering, cofi'er-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, ix\, and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.
,
No. 3.
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No. 3.
The Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply and Sewerage
to The Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
Minute Taper.
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief's Office, Sydney, 8 May, 1895.
Subject:—Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel, Contract No. 118.—Submitting Tenders.
Xir submitting the tenders for the construction of the Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel, I beg to
point out that this is a case where, as the channel passes across the proposed reclamation, in accordance
with the arrangement made at tbe time the metropolitan sewerage was taken over by Mr. Darley, the
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, will supervise tho construction. Mr. Darley is, I understand, to
supervise the construction of all sewerage works in the metropolitan area, which will eventually be trans
ferred to the Board, but that any works which will not he vested in the Board are to be carried out as
usual by the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
The portion of this channel from a short distance below Booth-street is on the reclaimed area, and
would, therefore, be carried out by the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
As to the portion above Booth-street, there has a difficulty arisen with the owners of the property
signing the usual indemnity. Pending this question being settled, 1 propose that the work should he
proceeded with below tbe Booth-street bridge, aud that the tender should accordingly be accepted with
the provision that the work above Booth-street shall only be carried out conditionally upon the necessary
authority being obtained from the property owners.
The lowest tender is that of Messrs. Carter, G-ummow, & Co., at 20| per cent, below schedule
rates, which I recommend should be accepted, aud that in the acceptance it should he stipulated that tlie
work is not to he proceeded with until the contractors receive written instructions to that effect.
J. DAYIS,
Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
Water Supply and Sewerage.
‘
I recommend tbe acceptance of Carter, G-ummow, & Co’s, tender at 20j per cent, below schedule
rates, on the above conditions.—Host. Hicksox, 8/5/95, Under Secretary for Public Works.
For
Board.—Jno. P., 8/5/95. The Secretary.
Passed.—J.B., 10/5/95.
Submitted to tbe Board of Reference, May 10th, 1895. The Board concur in the recommendation
of Mr Hickson to accept the tender of Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co., at 201- per cent, below schedule
rates, under the following special conditions, viz.:—That tbe work is not to be proceeded with until the
contractors have received instructions to that effect.—F. Hot/mes, Acting Secretary.
Submitted.—J.B., 14/5/95.
Approved.—J. H. Y,, 14/5/95,
Accept, 14/5/95. What
amount of security should be lodged in respect of tbe contraet?
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co.,
Auditor-General, Mr. Nome, 16/5/95.

No. 4.
Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Sirs,—

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 16 May, 1895,
I have tbe honor, by direction of tbe Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 24th ultimo, is accepted for construction of tho Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel,
Contract No. 118, at 201 per cent, below the rates set forth in the printed schedule of prices.
It is to be distinctly understood that the work is only to he proceeded with on the part from
Booth-street, towards the harbour when you have written instructions to proceed therewith.
The work is to be carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to this
contract, and to be completed within 18 months from this date.
The security required on this contract will be a Fixed Deposit Receipt, in favour of the Secretary
for Public Works, for the sum of £605.
I have to refer you to tho Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works for further information, and to
request that you will call upon the Officer-in-Charge of Bonds and Contracts, at this office, for the purpose
of executing the necessary documents for the due observance of your contract.
.
I am, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.
No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Carter & Co.
Sir,
Public Works Department, Sydney, 3 June, 1895.
■
I have the honor, with respect to tbe acceptance of your tender for Contract No. 118, Sydney
Sewerage Works, to remind you that the time limited by clause 29 of the general conditions relating to
the contract for the receipt of tlie necessary cash deposit herein, viz., £605 expired on 8Oth May, last, and
to inform you that if the same be not paid into my hands within seven days from the date hereof, the
Minister for Public Works will exercise his rights under the contract.
You will understand that this letter is written entirely without prejudice.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary,
■
(Per J.P.)

No. 6.
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No. 6.
Fixed Deposit Receipt.
(Due 6th June, 1896.)
Bane op New Zealand.
Incorporated by Act of the Gteneral Assembly.
No, A22200,
Deposit Receipt.
Sydney, New South Wales, 6 June, 1895.
Received from the Under Secretary for Public Works, the sum of six hundred and five pounds as a fixed
deposit, repayable at the end of twelve months, bearing interest for that period only at the rate of three
and one-half per cent, per annum from the date hereof.
Por the Bank of New Zealand—
R. H. RIG-Gr, Asst. Manager,
R. R. GILES, (for Accountant).
£605.

[N ot transferable.]
When payment of the receipt is required, the receipt must he returned duly endorsed.

No. 7.
Contract of Agreement and Annexures.
Minute Paper,
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contracts Branch, Sydney, 17 June, 1895.
Subject .—Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel, Contract No. 118.
The agreement, heroin duly prepared, has been executed by the contractors Messrs. Carter, Gummow,
& Co., and stamped, and might now he forwarded to the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
Tho tender, and all other papers herein, are sent herewith.
HAROLD F. NORRIE,
--------Officer-in-Charge.
Acct. to receive—Jno. P, 13/6/95.

Tender Poem.

In pursuance of advertisement in the Government Gazette, I or we, tlie undersigned, do hereby tender to

provide the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Road to about 10
chains north of the Balmain’Tramline (Contract No. IIS), agreeably to the plans, specification, schedule to
specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by me or us, at per cent,
under the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities aud prices annexed hereto, and to
complete tlie same within eighteen months from the date of the acceptance of this tender; and I or we do
hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or allowed for, as the
case may be, at and after the rates quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at
the time ; and I or we hereby undertake that I or we will, within fourteen days from the date of notification
of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal
contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above-mentioned, and to
provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and I or we enclose herewith our or
my cheque for the sum of £
as a preliminary deposit; and I or wc agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if I or we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if,
in the event of this tender being accepted, 1 or we fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within
fourteen days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in tbe
Tender Board Regulations, printed on tho back hereof, and by which J or we agree to be bound.
Dated this
day of
, 189 .
Tender Board Regulations.
No tender shall be received after 11 a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are
circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of tbe Board then sitting, render it desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of tbe President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be,
as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce
the number of tenders received for each work and tho name of the lowest tenderer ; but no tender shall be
accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to he carried out, lias reported
upon the whole of the tenders received.
_ _ The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board lias adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name
of the tenderer, aud the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tender's must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated
according to the following scale, viz.:—
P’or amounts up to £500 inclusive.................................................................
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...........................
£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such
deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by the Manager of
tho Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All
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All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall be returned by the Secretary
to the pei’son entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Hoard shall have adjourned, and the deposit
made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the fulfilment of
the contract When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall not be return
able until the sendee is satisfactorily completed.
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed
by the Board, he deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In tlie event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with the
contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether such
tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in connection
therewith shall he forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue
of the Colony.
_ _
Whenever a tenderer siiall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he invited
at short notice for the work, unless in tlie opinion of tlie President there are circumstances which make it
desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted : but the tenderer by whose default such a
course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any competition for
other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of the tenderer must be given, or when the offer is in
tlie name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full,
occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will render the
tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
Conte act

No.
Of

Item.

No. 118.—This is the Schedule of Quantities and Prices hereinbefore referred to.
Unit.

Description of Work,

1

Excavation in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in hal’d rock for
main storm-water channel and branches, including removing any pipes,
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, <fcc., met wilh. as specified in clauses
3, G, 8, 9, and 10
Excavation in surface soil, mud. sand, clav, ballast, soft rock, only.......................... cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rock, where guttering and gadding only is permitted ..............

3

G

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in. in length bv
in. in
diameter, and such depth ot bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such deptli of bore-holes os ehall he directed, only, ore permitted
Fillincr in over and fit sides of pipes, drains, main and brunch storm-ivater channels,
in open cuttings, &c., including all quarry filling aud sand filling ivherc 0J*dcrpd,
as specified in clauses 4, 5, fi, 8, 9, and 10 ........ ................................................. .
Itemoval of surplus materials to such places as mitv be directed, as specified in

7

fapdstonc concrets in any situation, as specified in clausa 11......................................

8
9

4
G

10
11

12
13
14

Probable
Quantity.

Rate per
Unit.

£

15,800

a. d.

0 2 0

JJ

2G0

0 8

f)

250

0 7 C

>1

1,000

0 G 6

»

9,000

0 10

i1

8,300
C,8Q0

0 0 9
18 0

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12 .......................................... square yard

■20,900

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 4|-in. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as sjjccified
in clauses 2 and L3 ...................................................................................................... cubic yard

GO

2 10 O

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stonewa-c plain pipes, junctions, and bonds,
in trenches, including providing and lixmg discs, aa sjwciUed. in clause 14
24 in. internal diameter ................................................................. *................... lineal foot
18 in.
„
................................................................. ....................
12 in.
„
......................................................................................
' 6 in. diameter and smaller ..............................................................................
J:

280
120

Beoeiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as cast-iron
frame and gully grating supplied by Government, at the site of the works, as
spccilied in clauses 264 and. 2(55 of the schedule to spccihcation ................................ ...............

G

GOO

0
O
0
0

7-5

0 4 0
0 4 0

10

CAVt.

12 G
G 0
3 0
10

16

Providing, dressing; and Betting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, as shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification...................................... cubic foot

2

16

Providing, dressing, and setting squared freestone pitching and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification........................... .. squarcyard

1'6

0

8

0

cubic yard Bate only

3

0

0

17

Special bluestono concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of tlie schedule

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Blucstone mefal, li-in. gauge, stacked ..........................................................................
Bluestono metal, 2£-in. gauge, stacked ..........................................................................

r»

SJ
V

O 10 O
0 13 0
0 12 O
0 8

Wrought-iron in bolts, screws, nails, spikes, and straps

...................................................................-.......................

Artisan or mechanic......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..

cubic foot
lb
cask
day

Jl

:>

0 10

Cart, horse, and driver............................................................ .............................................................. ...............................................................................
One additional horse..........................................................................................................

>►

1)

11

0

0 2 0
0 0 4
0 13 0
0 11 0
0

0 8 0
0 11 0
0 5 6

The
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_ The quantities are not guaranteed as correct, and arc merely for tlie guidance of tenderers, bein£
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to the day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Kos. 25, 26, 27, 2S, and 29 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. Tlie
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to lie paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
,
.T]ie whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatoring, coffer-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket filling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, <tc., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing each
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

Minute Paper.
Subject:—Johnstone's Creek Storm-water Channel—Ko. 118.
Department of Public Works, Bonds and Contracts Branch, Sydney, 17 May, 1895.
lit order to enable me to prepare the necessary bond herein, t should be furnished with the plans, spec!
ncation, and general conditions at your earliest convenience.
B.C., Tlie Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

__
The necessary plans, specifications, and conditions herewith—J.
OfGcor-in-charge, Bonds and Contracts.

H. P. KORETE,

Ofiiccr-in-chni'ge.
Davis,

20/5/95.

B.C. The
’
•

made this 15th day of June, in the year of our Lord 1895, between John Carter, Frank Moorhouse Gummow, and David Graham Snodgrass, of North Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
contractors, carrying on business together under the name, style, or firm of “ Carter, Gummow, k, Co.”
(and hereinafter styled or referred to as “the contractors"), of the one part, and Her Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria of the other part.

Agreement

the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony (hereinafter called the said Minister) recently
called for tenders, by notice published in the Government Gazette (of whicli notice a copy is hereunto
annexed, marked “A’), for the constmction of the Johnstone’s Creek Storm-water Channel, from Parra
matta Hoad to 10-J- chains beyond Balmain Tram-line, this present contract being called or known as
Contract b o. 118, Sydney Sewerage Works, in the said Colony, as shown in the plans relating thereto
in the ofiice of tlie Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, and marked “No. 1 " to “No. 8,” both inclusive,
and according to the specification and schedule to specification, and under and subject to the special
condition and general conditions, which are hereunto annexed, and marked respectively “B," “C,” “D,"
and E. ^ And whereas the contractors made the tender hereunto annexed, marked “ F," to provide
the material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper construction,
erection, and completion of the said storm-water channel, agreeably to the said plans, specification,
schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, and at 20A- per cent, below the
prices affixed to each item in tlie schedule of prices annexed thereto, and marked “G,” and within
the time in the said tender mentioned, any additions or deductions to be paid or allowed for at
the said rate, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be agreed upon at the time.
And whereas
the said tender was accepted by the said Minister, with tlie reservation therein set, and such
acceptance was duly notified to tlie contractors on tbe 16th day of May, now last past, and has been
assented to by them, as they hereby severally admit and acknowledge (a copy of the said acceptance
is hereunto annexed, and marked “ H”), And whereas the contractors have deposited tlie sum of £605
j_n the Bank of New Zealand, at Sydney, in the said Colony, in the name of the Under Secretary
for Public Works, at interest upon fixed deposit, No. a22,200, dated tbe 6th day of June, 1895,
for twelve months, and have lianded the receipt for same to tho said Minister to be held by him
as such Minister or the Minister for Public Works for the time being of the said Colony, on behalf of
Her Majesty, as security for the due peifonnance of this contract, and all other matters and tilings herein
contained, and which, on the part of the contractors, are to bo done and performed. Now this agreement
witnesseth that, itp consideration of the premises, the contractors do hereby, for themselves, their heirs,
executors, and administrators, covenant with and to Her said Majesty the Queen, Her heirs and successors-:
That they, tbe contractors, shall and will perform the various works required in and about the full and
proper construction, erection, and completion of the said storm-water channel in accordance in all things
with the said plans, specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, within
the time and at and after the rate of 20i- per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in tbe said schedule
of prices as in the said tenders mentioned. It being also hereby declared that any additions to or
deductions from the said works mentioned or set out in the said specification or schedule to specification
or shown in the said plans, are to be paid or allowed for. as the case may be, at and according to the said
rate, or, if not in schedule, at a price tn be agreed upon at the time. And it is hereby agreed and
declared between and by the said parties hereto that the said copy notice, specification, schedule to
specification,
Whereas
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specification, special condition, general conditions, tender, schedule of prices, and copy acceptance of tender,
marked as aforesaid, all being hereunto annexed as aforesaid, shall be read as incorporated in and forming
part and parcel of these presents in like manner as if the same had been herein written and set forth
at length, and that the said several annexures, the said plans, and these presents shall together be taken
to bo the contraet between the said parties in respect of the said works.
In witness whereof, the said parties to these presents have hereunto sot their hands and seals the day
and year first before written.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said John 1
Carter, in tho presence of,—
j
Harocd

JOHN CARTER.
F.

Norkie,

J.P.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Frank 1
Moorhouse Gummow, in the presence of,— /
Harold

F. M. GUMMOW.
F.

Norrie.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said David 1
Graham Snodgrass, in the presence of,—
j
Harold

D. G. SNODGRASS.
F.

Norrik.

“A.”
Tenders for Public Works.

'

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 5 April, 1895.
will be received at this office for the public works specified in tlie Schedule hereunder up to
11 o’clock a.m, of the various dates set fortli in the second column.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Tender Board, and have
legibly endorsed upon them the name of the work for whicli the tender is submitted.
Tenderers may be in attendance when the tenders are opened, and the name of tlie lowest tenderer
will be announced, if possible, before the duties of the Board have terminated.
The following conditions will have to be strictly complied with, otherwise the tenders will not be
taken into consideration :—
1st.—Each tender must state the time within which it is proposed to complete the work, and in every
instance the full Christian and surname or names of persons tendering.
2nd.—Every tender must contain an undertaking on tho part of the person tendering to make the
cash deposit provided for in the general conditions and to be answerable for the due performance
of the contract in the event of the tender being accepted; and undertaking, in that event, to
execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works a valid legal contract with Her Majesty
the Queen for securing such performance.
3rd.—No tender will be considered which shall have been received after 11 o’clock a.m. on the day
upon which tenders are to be received, unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of
the Board, render it desirable that it should be received.
4th.—Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit,
calculated according to the following scale, viz. :—
For amounts up to £500 inclusive ...
...
...
...
... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 ...
... 10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000, one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500.
Such deposit to be in tlie form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Board, endorsed by
the manager of the bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
5th.—Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by tho Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
6th.—Jn the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the contract agreement,
and proceed with the contract within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender within thirty
days after it shall have been opened, whether such tender shall have boon accepted or not, all
moneys deposited by him on account of such contract shall be absolutely forfeited to the Crown,
and shall be paid to the credit of tlie Consolidated Revenue of the Colony,
7th,—Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall he
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances
which make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted, but the tenderer by
whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition,
and from any competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
8th.—In tho event of any contract being tendered for at a schedule of rates, the approximate quan
tities as given of each item must be worked out and a total sum shown.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the lowest tenderer, when practicable, will be returned to
the persons entitled thereto immediately after the Board shall have adjourned: and the deposit made
by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on executing tlie contract agreement for the fulfilment
of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender will not, be
returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
It is to be understood that the Government does not bind itself to accept tlie lowest or any tender ;
and no tender will be accepted until the head of the branch under whose directions tho work is to be carried
out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
J. H. YOUNG.

Tenders

Roads.
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Roads.
Dates

Description o( Work or Supplies to ho
Tendered for.

«

*

•

Where Plan, Specification,
and form of Tender may be seen.

up to which
Tenders will be
received.

*

#

*

Construction of the Johnstone's Creek Storm 24s April, JS95
water Channel, from Farminattn Road to
10£ chains beyond Balmain Tram Line.
Contract No. 118, Sydney Sewerage Works.
«
•
•
#
#

#

#

Remarks.

#

*

*
i

Office of the Comraissioticr and Engi
neer *in-Chief for Hoads, Bridges, and
Sewerage, Sydney.
#

#

#

#

•

*

This is tho copy notice marked “ A,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 15th day of June, a.d. 1895.

Witness,—Harold R

JOHN CARTER.
R M. GUMMOW.
D. G. SNODGRASS.

Norrie.

“B.”

Contract No. 118.—Sydney and Suburbs Storm-water Drainage—Johnstone's

Creek Storm-water
Channel, from south side of Parramatta Road northwards to about 10‘50 chains north of centre line
of Balmain tramline.
Specifi cation.

1. Description of Contr/icl.
This contract comprises the provision by tho contractor of all labour, machinery, lools, plant, and
every requisite for the construction of Johnstone’s Creek Storm-water Channel, as described in detail in
the specification, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, aud as shown on
the following drawings :—
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.—General plan of storm-water channel and branches.
2.—Longitudinal sections of main channel and branches
J.—General cross sections of main channel and branches.
4.—Enlarged details of changes of sue of channel, cross sections, <tc.
5.—Details of Lillie Bridge junction and of cross sections of channel.
,
6.—Details of Orphan School branch junction, pipe-inlets, and cross sections of channel.
7.—Details of junctions, inlets, gully-shafts, pipe-sewers, &c.
8.—Details of junctions and cross sections of channel.

2. Materials.
.
The materials are to be of the description .and quality specified in clauses 7 to 22, and 36 to 39 of
the schedule to specification.
3. Excavation.
'
Tlie excavation to be executed in accordance with clauses 41,42, 44, 45, 47 to 60, 62, 63, 66, G7i
69, 73 to 77, 80 and S3 to 87 of the schedule to specification.
_
_
The schedule prices for excavation shall include the removal of any pipes, concrete, brickwork,
woodwork, &e., thereon, and also the cost of the works comprised in clauses 77, 86, and 107, of the
schedule to specification, and clauses 6 and 9.
4. Eilling.
The filling is to be executed in accordance with clauses 86, 87, £8 to 90, 92 to 97, and 101 to 107
of the schedule to specification.
_ _
Tlie schedule price of one fl) cubic yard of filling is to apply to filling in any situation in the
construction of the works, as specified in the various clauses herein quoted.
5. Restoring of Road and other Surfaces.
All road, path, and other surfaces which have been broken up or injured during the term of the
contraet, to be restored to the same condition as they were before the commencement of tlie works, as
specified in clauses 101 to 107 of the schedule to specification.
.
6. Restoring Buildings, Walls, Fences, Sfc.
All fences and works of any description met with on the site of tbe works, which the Engineer
considers necessary to have taken up and removed, are to be carefully taken up, replaced, and re-erected
at such places, along such lines, and at such times, as may be ordered, and to bo left at completion of
works in the same order and condition as they were before the commencement of the works, at contractor’s
cost, as specified in clause 106 of the schedule to specification.
258—3 E

7.
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7. Surplus Materials.
All surplus materials to be dealt with as specified in clauses 98, £)9, and 100 of the schedule to
^ltl0n, CXCe^
^‘3 con*;ra<;t
surplus materials to be led to spoil at one price per cubic

8. Temporary Bridges, fyc.
i
Cpntaictoi. t0 provide and mamtain temporary bridges, hoarding, fences, roads, &c., as specified in
clause 8G of the schedule to specification.
1
clause IS*6 carfen^ei’s w"0'1'^

9. Carpenters’ Worlc.
executed as specified in clause 127 of the schedule to specification and

Where the channel passes underneath the Booth-street road bridge, between two piers, the
contractor to adopt such precautions as the engineer may deem necessary for tlie safety of the existing
bridge and preservation of the_traffic over said bridge, by underpinning, bracing, and placing piles of piers
on sills if directed on completion of channel, and fitting and fixing said piers in the same manner as they
were before the commencement of the works. The cost of underpinning, providing sills, braces, and all
labour and materials, to be covered by and included in tbe schedule rates of excavation. Tlie contractor
will be held wholly responsible for all stoppages of traffic, delays, accidents, &c., which he or his men
may cause during the execution of the works at this bridge.
10. Sewers, Storm-water Channels, tyc.
The various works are to he executed iu conformity with clauses 132 to 139, of the schedule to
speciucation. Contractor to provide and construct all pipe junctions for gullies, house, and other drains,
as shown, and as shall he directed.
°
’
’
Tho storm-water channel is to be an open concrete channel throughout, as shown on drawings,
.if!? ''Changes of sizes of channels, scour channel in centre where shown, and while passing under
neath the 1 arramatta Road bridge, the existing concrete invert to bo carefully taken up and removed as
specified, and tbe channel to be lowered to the new gradient, and to the exact cross section shown, by
means ot picking and gadding only.
J
The existing concrete invert of the adjoining 7-2d chains of channel to be carefullv taken up and
removed as specified, and the channel invert for a length of 33 feet, adjoining the northern side of existing
stone-bridge, to be carefully lowered to tbe new gradient, and to the exact cross section by means of
picking and gadding only.
J
...,
concrete junctions to be constructed at junctions of main-channel with G-chring’s branch,
with Urphan school branch, with Taylor-street branch (a pipe drain), and open concrete junction with
branch channel leading to end of existing Lillie Bridge grounds covered drain.
f he open branch concrete and pipe channels, connecting these junctions with .the existing Gehring’s
Creek drum Orphan school dram, Taylor-street drain, and the drain from the Lillie Bridge grounds, to
be constructed as shown.
° "
If during the progress of the contract, the engineer may deem it necessary to omit or alter any of
the sewers, junctions channels, inlets, or other works show or described in the clauses herein quoted,
then the contractor shall be bound to omit altogether or alter, as may be ordered at the time, anv sowers,
junctions, channels, inlets, &c., as the case may be, and such omission or alteration shall not entitle him
to any claim tor loss, damage, or compensation. He shall be only entitled to be paid for the work actually
oration and carr.ed out at the various schedule rates referring to such work.
11. Concrete Work.
The concrete to be used in tbe construction of these works to be sandstone concrete of tbe quality
specified m clause 112 of tlie schedule to specification. The concrete work to be executed as specified in
clauses 143, 110 to 149,1S2 to 157, 159,165 to 167, 170 and 171 of the schedule to specification.
12. Cement Coating.
The cement coating to be executed as specified in clauses 180 and 181 of the schedule to
speeitca-tion, and to be m the proportion of one of cement to two of sand.
13- ’Rrickworh.
The brickwork is to be executed as specified in clauses 11,12,172, 177, and 179, of the schedule to
specmeation. Hie invertstorm-water channel from the north side of Parramatta Road bridge north
wards, lor a length ot r25 chains, to be lined with brick on edge flooring, to be executed as shown, and as
herein specified.
14. Pipe-laying and Jointing.
m 11
P™'r'ding! laying, and jointing of glazed stoneware pipes to be executed as specified in clauses
13, 14,13/, 170, 189 to 194, of tbe schedule to specification.
lo. Tarring.
i + -^11sawn: 1'd^ed, aud round hardwood in tenons, mortise holes, braces, uprights of piers, and wallpiates of bridge in Booth-street, to receive two coats of tar, where ordered, as specified in clauses 273 and
274 ot tho schedule to specification.
16. Schedule to Specification, Special Condition, and Conditions of Contract.
. , , ^^withstanding that certain clauses of the schedule to specification are specially enumerated, it
is o e understood that the schedule te specification, special condition, and the general conditions attached
to the specification shall be hold binding in all matters relating to this contract, as far as the Engineer
may deem the same applicable.17
17.
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'

'

Parties tendering are particularly requested to obserre that they must name only one rate of
percentage above or below all the prices in schedule, and not one rate of percentage upon certain items,
and another rate or rates upon others.
This is the specification marked “B,” referred to in our annexed Agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 15th day of June, a.d. 1895.
JOHN CARTER
“Witness,—Haeoud P. JS'oeeie,
P. M. GTTMMOW.
.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
“ C.”
Schedule

to

Specification.

,
Land required for worlcs.
1. Access to the site of the works (other than by public roads) to be had by means of such land Accesi to works,
the Engineer may deem necessary.
2. For tlie purpose of sinking, working, and building shafts on lines of streets, and on private surfaw area for
ground, the contractor to have temporary possession of an area of 24 feet by 17 feet at the site of each shaft, sl'aIts•
unless otherwise directed.
3. For the purpose of excavating open trenches, and for constructing the various works therein, surface area for
and raising embankments over same, or where ordered, contractor to have temporary possession of such 0iien trellch'
land, of the exact widths and lengths which, in the opinion of tbe Engineer, is required for these works.
4. The land herein referred to to be set out by the Engineer upon receiving written application Application for
from the contractor. Such application must be made four weeks prior to the time the said land is required. land'
Betiing-out work.
5. The centre lines of sewers, &c., are shown on general plans by full lines, which will he marked
on the surface of the ground, the same as on plans, as the works proceed.
G. Contractor shall at his own cost and expense at any time—by day or by night, either on working
days or on Sundays or holidays—render all sucli assistance and supply all such labour, plant, and lighting
as the Engineer or Superintending Officer may require, to set out, to check such setting-out, or to inspect
any portion of the works, which must for that purpose lie left clear and free from any obstruction or
impediment. During and for the performance of those operations, contractors shall be obliged to suspend
any or all of his work, if required to do so by the Superintending Officer, and without having any claim
for loss or damage on account of such temporary suspension.
'
Materials.
7. All materials supplied by the contractor are to be of the best quality and description of their Samples,
respective kinds. Samples of each kind to be submitted for the approval of the Engineer, and retained
'
in office ; and, on approval having been obtained, they are to be delivered on the works ready for use, as
per sample.
8. Tlie contractor shall inform the Engineer of the sources whence the various materials are supplied, Source of supply
or of the places of their manufacture, and afford him every facility to inspect their supply or manufacture
"
at any stage of the same.
9. Due notice shall be given by contractor lo the Superintending Officer when any material is J;°(!cerof
brought on the ground, all of which must be neatly stacked in regular heaps, submitted for approval, and
approved of in writing by tbe Superintending Officer, before it may be used in the works. None but that ■
so approved shall be used.
10. The contractor to provide approved gauge-boxes or scales for measuring or weighing all materials
“lld
supplied.
W01g inK“
11. Bricks to be double-pressed, of well-mixed material of approved quality and uniform fineness; Bricl18to be new, sound, liard, and well-burnt kiln bricks, free from cracks and all other defects, equal in every
respect to the sample brick to be seen at the Engineer’s office. They are to have sharp arrises, and to be
of approved dimensions, form, and colour, and, when ordered, to be specially moulded. Radiating and
specially-formed bricks to be provided for all segmental shafts. All bricks to be subjected to the following
tests:—
■
(a) Tensile strength.—The tensile strength to be tested, in the departmental testing machine, by Tests,
laying the brick horizontally on its base of 3 inches, between supports 7 inches apart, and the
strain applied across the centre of the brick. An average breaking strain of twelve bricks to be
■
taken, whicli must not be less than 8,000 lb.
(&) Porosity.—Bricks immersed in water for twenty-four hours must not increase in weight more than
3 per cent.
Should the twelve bricks fracture under the foregoing average strain, or prove more porous than
3 per cent., then the Engineer may reject the whole stack of bricks from which the twelve bricks were
taken,
12. In tbe event of tho contractor delivering bricks of a mixed description and quality, the Detective bricks.
Superintending Officer shall have the power to require of the contractor to have those bricks which, in
bis opinion, are suitable for the works, picked out and stacked where directed, and those unsuitable
■ '
removed from the site of the contract; and in the event of the contractor refusing or failing to comply
with such request within twelve hours from the time it has been made, then in all such cases the Superin
tending Officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of the bricks so delivered by the contractor.
13. Stoneware pipes to be of well-ground and mixed material, of tough, tenacious, impervious stoneware pipes,
quality, well-burnt, sound, hard, uniform in thickness, true in section, straight longitudinally, uniformly
glazed both inside anil outside, free from fire and other cracks, flaws, and ash-holes, the collar perfectly
joined to the barrel, and in every way equal to sample pipe to be seen at the Engineer’s office.
Pipes
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Dimensions.

Pipes to be of the following thicknesses and depth of collars, namely :—
Pipes, inside diameter, 9 inches ; thickness, ff inch; depth of collar, 2 inches.
12 If
1
2 jj
JJ
jj
>j
15 3)
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n jj
JJ
jj
j>
16 f)
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jj
jj
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Teati.
_ AU parcels of pipes used in tliese works will be tested and submitted to the following crushin
strains, as applied in the departmental testing machine :—
'
.
24-inch diameter pipe, 165 lb. per square inch of bearing surface,
^1
”
!!
16^ »
JJ
)1
.
18
,,
H2 „
„
„
16
„
„
M2 ,,
„
„
12
„
„
M2 „
„
„
2
..
„
142 „
„
„
If the Engineer deems it necessary, the pipes will also be tested for porosity. Should the pipes fracture
under the foregoing strains, or not prove impervious to water, then the Engineer may reject the whole
parcel from whicli the pipes were taken.
’
Defectlvo pipes,
_ 14- In the event of the contractor delivering quantities of pipes, bends, and junctions of a mixed
&c.
description and quality, the Superintending Officer shall have the power to require of the contractor to
pick out and stack, where directed, those pipes, bends, and junctions whicli, in his opinion, are suitable
for the works, and those unsuitable removed from the site of the contract: and in the event of the
contractor refusing or failing to comply with such request within twelve hours from the time it has been
made, then in all such eases the Superintending Officer shall have the power of rejecting the whole of the
pipes, bends, and junctions so delivered by the contractor.
Sandstone.
_ 16. All sandstone used in the construction of these works to be hard, sound, and solid, of the best
description, free from all defects, and as per sample to be seen in the Engineer’s office, and to stand a
crushing strain of 0,500 lb. per sejuare inch. A tensile test will also be required ; for this six stones must
be prepared, 4 in. by 4 in. by 12 in.; these, when laid on their natural beds upon supports 10 inches
apart, must give an average breaking strain of not less than 4,333 lb., the strain being applied across the
centre of the stone.
'
Aluestouc.
16. All bluestone used in the construction of these works to be of the best description of basaltic
bluestone obtainable, free from honeycomb and all defects, and as per sample to bo seen at Engineer's
office.
Band.
17. Sand to be sharp quartz sand, free from all earthy, loamy, or clayey matter, equal in quality to
the sample of Nepean River sand to be seen at the Engineer’s office, and to be washed perfectly clean
■whenever the Engineer deems it necessary.
Cement.
18. The cement to be used throughout these works to be well packed in strongly-made casks; to be
Condition,
the best Portland cement, of approved brands and manufacture, delivered in thoroughly sound condition,
fit for immediate use, and without requiring seasoning or air-slacking ; to be free from any symptoms of
staleness, caking, damage to the packing, hard or set lumps ; and no barrel or portion of same to be used
until^ it has been examined and approved. The Engineer may delay approval of any parcel of cement
Samples.
pending tests extending over a longer period than hereinafter specified. Samples taken from various
casks, from each parcel brought on the works, to be submitted for testing. Such samples shall be
taken out of the package in an equal section, extending from the surface to the centre of the cask. The
Setting test.
cement, when gauged with water to a stiff paste, must set in a damp atmosphere in from one and a half
Hydraul]city4
to six and a half hours. Neat cement, of the consistency abovementioned, will be made into pats, kept in
moist air until set, and then placed in water at a temperature of between 65° and 80° F., and also in Deval’s
hot bath, at a temperature of 180° F. Tliese test pats will be examined from day to day, and should they
show symptoms of blowing, or any alteration or variation in form or volume, or imperfect setting capacity,
Weight.
■
the whole parcel from which the cement was taken will be rejected. The cement shall weigh not less Hum
Specific gravity.
100 lb. per imperial striked bushel, filled from the hopper. Each cask shall contain not less than 374 lb.,
exclusive of weight of packing. The specific gravity to be not less than 3'00 ; but cement up to or exceeding
the specified degree of fineness, if of a lighter weight than herein stipulated, but otherwise equal to the
specified tests, may be accepted subject to the decision of the Engineer, provided that the deficiency in
Fineness.
weight is made up in quantity. The cement must be ground so fine that the residue on a sieve of 6,400
meshes per square inch, without rubbing shall not exceed 20 per cent., and on a sieve of 14,500 meshes not
Tensilestrcngth.
more than 30 per cent. For the test for tensile strength, the cement will be gauged with three times its
weight of standard sand (viz., sand from crushed sandstone, washed, dried, and sifted through a sieve of
400 and retained upon one of 900 meshes to the square inch), and mixed with an average of about 10 per
cent, of their weight of water, and made into briquettes formed in moulds of 1 inch sectional area at the
weakest part. Such brfquettes to be kept in a damp atmosphere, and put into water twenty-four hours
after they have been made, and remain in water at a temperature of between 60° and 70° E., until their
tensile strength is tested. These briquettes must bear a tensile stress of not less than 100 lb. per square
inch after seven days, and 200 lb. per square inch after twenty-eight days from being moulded. Cement,
when tested neat, must bear a tensile stress of at least 300 lb. to the square inch after three days, two of
them in water; and 450 lb. after seven days, six of them in water ; and 550 lb. after twenty-eight days,
Hot test.
twenty-seven of them in water. Briquettes shall also, after being in a damp atmosphere for twenty-four
hours, be kept in water at a temperature of 180° F. for six days, when the tensile stress must be
Bate in loading
The tensile strength will be
testing machine equal to that specified for twenty-eight days at normal temperature.
ascertained in the Government testing-machine, with the load increasing at the rate of 200 lb. per
minute, and the average breaking weight of six briquettes will be taken for each test. Any cement which
Free lime.
absorbs in proportion more than two (2) milligrams of carbonic acid (o three (3) grains of cement shall he
taken as containing more than the permissible quantity of free lime or magnesia. Should tlie sample
fail in any or all of tliese tests, or show irregularity in quality, or not show a proper progressive increase
in
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in strength with age of briquette, then the Engineer may reject the whole parcel from which the sample
was taken, and the contractor shall at once remove the said parcel of cement from the site of the works
at his own expense; failing which, the Engineer may have it removed at the contractor’s cost without
further notice. Empty casks to be immediately broken up and removed from off the works. To facilitate Content?or
the gauging of cement throughout the contract, cement casks will be taken as equal to holding 4 cubic ca9ks'
feet; otherwise, the contractor to provide and make approved gauge-boxes,, holding exactly 4 cubic feet, for
measuring cement.
Cement is to be brought on the ground in quantifies of not less than fifty casks, provided that Delivery,
this quantity is sufficient for fourteen days’ supply, but in no case is less than fourteen days' supply
(whatever that may prove to he) to be brought on the ground in one parcel; nor is the supply stored on
works to be at any time less than fourteen days’ supply. All cement to be kept on the ground in storage,
approved weather-tight sheds, under lock and key, which shall be in the custody of the Superintending
Officer.
19. The mortar to be used in these works to be composed of one part of Portland cement and of Mortar,
two parts of clean washed sharp sand, as described in clauses 1 7 and 18, the proportion of each to bo
.
correctly ascertained by measurement, the whole to be mixed with fresh water, as may be directed, to be
well incorporated, and to bo used fresh. Any mortar which has become hard or set to be at once rejected.
All mortar to be mixed on approved sawn timber platforms close to where it is required.
20. Special mortar, composed of one part of cement and one part of sand, and prepared as before Special mortar
described, to be provided and used in all portions of the work where specially specified or directed.
21. The grout to be made pf mortar as described in clause 20, to be mixed fluid in tubs, close to Grout,
where it is required, and to be used,fresh.
22. Puddle to consist of the best clay to'be obtained in the district within a radius of 5 miles; to ruddle,
be carefully turned over and mixed with fresh clean water until the clay, in the opinion of the
Engineer, has become of one even and uniform colour and plasticity.
23. Spun-yarn to be of the best description of f inch New Zealand flax.
Spun-yarn.
24. Lead to be of approved quality, of the best description of soft pig lead, and to be delivered in i.ead.
pigs, which must show the brand or mark of the manufacturer.
2f5. Wrought-iron and steel to be of the best description and quality, with square arrises, free from Wrought-iron
scales, blisters, laminations, and all other defects, and subject to tests hereinafter specified.
and steel.
26. The tests for rolled iron shall be as follows :—A. piece of iron of such width as shall not exceed Tests.
2 inches, or exceed 1 square inch in cross-section, and of a sufficient length to have 10 inches under actual
tension, shall be cut, as directed by the Engineer, from any plate or bar about to bo used on the work, and
the following tensile stresses shall be applied :—
Ultimate
elongation.

5troc6 v>cr square incli
without fracture.

Rolled girders...
...
...
...
Plates—across grain ...
...
...
,,
with grain ...
...
...
T |__ 1, and bulb T bars ................
L’bars
...
...
...
...
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
over 4 inches sectional area
...
Square, flat, and round bars, and bolts
up to 4 inches sectional area ...

Ultimate contraction
of area.

20 tons
18 „
22
90
- -1 if
23 „ .

8 per cent.
4
„
10
„
10
„
12
„

] 0 per cent.
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12
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18
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12
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Iron within 10 per cent, of above specified stress will be accepted if the contraction of area and
elongation are proportionally higher.
The wrought-iron to be further tested for ductility, as follows :—
A plate planed and rounded on both edges, about 4 in. wide and 1 ft. long, shall bend cold over a
slab, the corner of which is rounded to £ inch radius, for the following angles, without showing any sign of
injury or fracture :—
*

With grain.

Across grain.

15 degrees
5 degrees
2-5
„
10
„
30
„
12
„
15
„
35
„
•52
„
20
„
70
„
30
„
i
27. Hi vet-iron must be capable of being bent cold until the sides are in dose contact, without sign
of fracture on the convex side.
28. The tests for rolled steel shall be as follows :—
Steel.
The steel to be of a mild quality, having an ultimate tensile strength, either lengthways or cross
ways, of not less than 26 tons, and not more than 31 tons per square inch, on a test bar, cut in a similar
manner to those for rolled iron, with a minimum elongation of 20 per cent., and a minimum contraction
of area of 40 per cent.
Strips cut from any steel plate, angle, or bar, to be heated to a low cherry red, and cooled in
water of 82 degrees Fahrenheit, must, when cold, stand bending double round a curve, of which the radius
is not more than onc-and-a-half times the thickness of the plates tested, without showing any sign of injury
or fracture.
1 29. Cast-iron to be equal to No. 2 pig-iron, or of a proper mixture of No. 1 and No. 3 pig-iron, cast-iron,
according to the description of iron-work and pattern ; said iron to be of the best quality, tough, close
grained, and capable of being chipped and drilled without difficulty.
30. Branded test-bars, 2 in. x 1 in. x 3 ft. 6 in., to be cast vertically, in the presence of the Super- Testa,
intending Officer, from the cupola from which castings are being run, and to be then carefully marked with
the date. These test-bars will be placed on bearings 3 feet apart, and submitted in the centre to a weight
not exceeding 28 cwt.. and the deflection caused by this weight must not be less than -jj-inch before frac
ture ; if the bars do not stand tins test to the satisfaction of the Engineer, then the whole of the castings
which have been oast of iron of the same quality, shall be at once rejected.
31,
1 inch plate for
f
J)
a
1
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Tests of castings.
31. All castings of every description, before they leave the foundry, to be carefully examined and
' weighed, to be slung on chains above ground, and to be sounded with a hammer, and they are again to be
carefully examined, slung, and sounded with a hammer when delivery of same is taken at the site of the
works.
Testa of pipes.
32. All straight pipes required in the contract, before delivery of same is taken on the works,
shall be, at the foundry or at the site of the works, as shall be directed, duly proved under hydrostatic
pressure equal to a column of water of 200 feet, and when under pressure to be thoroughly sounded
quickly all over with a hammer of not less than 4 lb.
Oun-metoi
33. The gun-metal required throughout these works to be an alloy composed of eight parts of copper
to one part of tin, unless otherwise specified,
Csst-stcei U*te.
34, The tests for cast-steel shall be as follows :—
Bars turned to -J-inch diameter for a sufficient length to have 5 inches under actual tension, shall
have an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 26 tons per square inch, and a minimum elongation of
18 per cent.
,
Cost of testa.
35. The cost of providing the materials and wrought and cast iron works, etc., herein described,
required by the Engineer for testing purposes, and the carriage of same to the Public Works testing-room,
place of manufacture, site of works, or to the University, as the ease may be, and as shall be directed,
shall be borne solely by the contractor; and any of the materials, or any part of the wrought-iron and
gun-metal work, or any of the pipes, castings, ire., injured or broken by the testing, shall be immediately
replaced by new and sound materials at contractor’s expense; wrought-iron, gun-metal, cast-iron pipes,
or other castings, to be again tested as before described, until the whole have been tested to the entire
satisfaction of the Engineer.
Timber.
36. Timber to be of the best description, sound, straight, free from sap, large or loose knots, wanes,
shakes, gum-veins, pipes, or other defects.
Hardwood.
37, Hardwood used in the works to be of approved timber.
Round timber to be carefully barked, the diameter given on drawing is to be measured at the small
ends.
Hewn timber is to be squared true »on all sides, and dressed fair and clean with the adze, so as to
show no axe-marks, to be of full dimensions, free from sapwood, and no heart timber must appear on the
outside.
Sawn timber to have clean sharp arrises, to be cut die square, free from heart timber, and of tlio
full dimensions shown or specified.
Softwood.
38. Softwood timber to be of tho best Baltic or yellow deals, and of the exact dimensions specified
when finished.
Split, fencing
39. Split posts and rails for fencing must be perfectly straight and cleanly split, free from laige
timber,
knots, splinters, and other defects.
*
Earth-horings.
40. When earth-borings have been taken the results have been shown on drawings, but the
Government undertake no guarantee whatever regarding the kinds of soil that will be met with or the
firmness or stratification of the ground to be excavated, or the amount of unwatering to be done, or tho
strength of the timbering that may be required, or the nature and extent of other precautions which may
have to be adopted.
Clearing and Grubbing.
41. The areas of the sites for all excavations and of all embankments, together with a margin of 10
feet in width beyond all these areas, to be cleared and grubbed of all trees, scrub, stumps, roots (to the
depth of same), and dead timber, and the whole of such trees, scrub, stumps, roots, and dead timber thus
grubbed and cleared to be removed and cleared away from any lands set apart for the purposes of this
contract. The cost of all clearing and grubbing to be covered by and included in the schedule price for
excavation.
Excavation.
42. No excavation to be commenced on any portion of the contract until, in the opinion of the
Engineer, sufficient building materials are on the ground, together with the necessary appliances and plant
to ensure the uninterrupted progress and continuance of the works, after they once have been commenced,
at any locality, without any delay or stoppage,
43. It is to be distinctly understood that, when sinking shafts and driving tunnels, tho materials
excavated, on their arrival at level of staging above mouth of shaft, are to be at once removed ; and when
materials, &c., are to be conveyed through shafts to the tunnel works, that all such materials, on arrival
at mouth of shafts, must be at once conveyed to the works underground, as the contractor cannot be
allowed to occupy a larger area than that authorised by the Engineer.
44. When excavating in open trenches, if ordered, the materials excavated and raised to the surface
are to be at once removed; and when materials are being conveyed to open trenches, where they occur
in public roads, they must be at once taken into the work, so as not to impede the usual traffic.
45. The road metal, ballast, pitching, wood-paving, concrete, asphalting, flagging, sodding, ifcc.,
when they are met with in excavation, are to be carefully removed, put aside, and stacked where directed.
46. The cross-sections of tunnel excavation are shown on Drawings, but they will vary with the
CrosS'Sectiona to
vary.
solidity of the ground, and as the Engineer directs.
,
47. Wherever the solidity of the ground permits it, the excavation in trenches for concrete or
Method of
excavation in
brickwork to be taken out with vertical sides to level of springing of sewor arch, and to the exact ■widths
trenches with
of concrete or brickwork shown on Drawings, and below that level to bottom of trench with curved or
out timbering.
vertical sides, as shall be directed.
48. Where timbering is required, trenches 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and .shall
Width of
trenches where be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to outside of polling-boards than width of concrete or brickwork. Where trenches are
timbering is
over 8 feet deep and require timbering, they shall have vertical sides, and shall be 1 ft. 3 in. wider to out
required,
side of polling-boards than the width of the concrete or brickwork for tho lower 8 feet. Above that level
they shall be 2 feet wider to outside of polling-boards than concrete or brickwork.
49.
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49. The excavation for foundation of embankments to be taken out, where ordered, 12 inches below ^rn|£'1:iMlk‘
surface of ground, and to such widths and lengths as shall be directed, or as ordered for benching.
i)0. The excavation in solid rock for pipe-trenches shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the Width ot
following sizes, viz.:—
1trenches."
For 24-in eh diameter stoneware pipe sewers,..
...
... 3 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
ft. 4 in.
18-inch
ft. 0 in.
15-inch
ft. 6 in.
12-inch
ft. 0 in.
9-inch
ft. 0 in.
51. When timbering is not required in excavation in all other ground for pipe-trenches, the trenches
shall be of the same widths as those in solid rock. Where timbering is required, tho excavation for pipetrcnchos 8 feet deep and under shall have vertical sides, and shall be of the following sizes to the outside
of the polling-hoards, viz. :—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sewers.
4 ft. 0in. wide.
21-ineh
3 ft. 7in. „
18-inch
3 ft. 3in. „
15-ineh
2 ft. 9in. ,,
12-inch
2 ft. 3in. „
9-inch
2 ft. 3in. „
52. Where timbering is required, the excavation for pipe-trenches more than 8 feet deep shall Width o!
have vertical sides, and shall be the widths given in clause 01 for the lower 8 feet and for any depth over trench eg.
and above 8 feet, the trendies shall be of tho following sizes to the outside of the 14-inch polling-boards
(unless otherwise ordered in writing), viz, :—
24-inch diameter stoneware pipe-sowers...
... 4 ft. 9 in. wide.
21-inch
... 4 ft. 4 in. „
>»
»>
?)
***
18-inch
... 4ft. 0 in. „
4 »■
1?
J)
“4
15-inch
... 3 ft. 6 in. „
1 » ■.
. H
J>
*4*
12-inch
... 3 ft. 0 in. „
»
;>
4*,‘
9-inch
... 3 ft. 0 in. „
J)
>>
j)
*“
53. Transverse and other cheeks to be excavated to receive pipe-sockets and junctions, and for the Cheeks,
purpose of making the joints.
54. The trenches for the cast-iron pipe-sewers to be excavated to the depths and widths which the £^5^ pipi!
Engineer may order.
Joint-holes to lie excavated to the dimensions specified or ordered by the
Engineer.
55. The excavation of trenches to be carried on in such a manner that they shall be always Trenches
completed and approved for a length of 48 feet (unless otherwise directed) in advance of sewers or other
works,
'
■
5G. In ground which, in the opinion of the Engineer, does not require blasting, the excavation is to The use ol
explosives.
bo carried on by means of picking, and when the ground, in the opinion of the Engineer, is hard and suit
able for blasting, charges of compressed powder, not exceeding 4 inches in length by 1 y- inch in diameter,
shall be used. The Engineer, however, reserves to himself the right of ordering any excavation which lie
may consider blasting would facilitate, to be taken out by means of charges of compressed powder not
exceeding 2 inches iii length by 1$ inch diameter, or he may prohibit the use of explosives altogether,
when the excavation shall then be done by means of guttering and gadding. If explosives, other than
compressed powder, are permitted to be used, the charges thereof will be determined by the Engineer.
57. When the use of explosives is authorised, the contractor shall use every precaution and carry precautions,
on such operations with sucli limited charges of powder only, or other approved explosives, as will loosen
the shale, rock, <iTc., without shattering the same; and to employ approved means to prevent, effectually
and thoroughly, all stones or other materials from being thrown out of trench, tunnel mouth, or shaft.
58. Blasting will not be allowed between the hours of 10 p.m. and G a.m., nor after 1p.m. on working houre.
Saturdays, except by the written authority of the Engineer.
59. Every hole drilled for blasting purposes will be measured by an inspector, and charged under Dhri,u,,'f:
his supervision.
■
c urging oes.
60. No larger quantity of explosives shall be taken underground than is likely to be used during Storage of
explosives.
any current shift.
61. When pipe-sewers are to be laid in tunnels, the dimensions of tunnel to be 4 ft, x 3 ft., exclu Pipe-sower
tunnels.
sive of timbering.
62. If the contractor has exceeded the sectional area of excavation ordered, he shall remove such- Excessive
extra excavation, and in the case of trenches make good and fill in same at sides of trench with approved excavation.
materials, and at bottom of trench with concrete described in clause 142, at his sole cost; tho actual
cubic contents only of the excavation and of the concrete work shown on drawings and ordered for each
special length of sewor in open trench shall be paid for; and in the case of excavation in tunnels and
shafts the contractor shall remove such extra excavation, and make good and fill in same with concrete or
brickwork, in the manner herein specified, at his sole cost; the actual cubic contents only of the exca
vation and of the brick and concrete work shown on drawings, and ordered for each special length of
tunnel or shaft, shall be paid for,
63. If, however, in cases where the use of explosives is ordered (and in no other ease) the Engineer Maximum
allowance.
considers it impracticable to excavate any particular length of tunnel or shaft to the exact sectional area
ordered, then he may, according to the nature of the ground, allow a margin of concrete lining not
exceeding 3 inches over and above that ordered.
64. Unless otherwise directed, the excavation of the various tunnels to be commenced from tho Starting tunnel
excavation.
different faces described in the specification, simultaneously within the specified time after the date tho
contract has been signed,
65. Ventilating fans or other approved means to be provided and worked by the contractor at all Ventilation.
working shafts and tunnel faces where directed by the Engineer.
66.
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Enlarging shaft
or tunnel.

Inspection and
approval.

Shafts.

Shafts in open
trenches.
Temporary
Shafts.

Shaft plant.

Sumps.

Sub-duets.

Material for
“fliling.”
Classification of
material from
shafts and
tunnels.

Works covered
by 1 cubic yard
of excavation.

66. In all cases where a greater thickness of lining, or a greater cross-section area of tunnel or
shaft is ordered to be executed, from whatever cause, after the length of tunnel or shaft in question has
been excavated to the profile ordered in the firet instance, or if any portion of the excavation of open
trench is ordered to be deepened, the excess of excavation so ordered shall be paid for at schedule rates
for tunnel, shaft, or open trench excavation, as the case may be, and as the Engineer shall classify and
direct at the time.
67. No concrete or brickwork shall be commenced until the portion of sewer excavation in tunnel
or open trench to be operated upon has been cleaned and levelled, and until the Engineer has examined
and approved of same.
68. Shafts are to be sunk at the various sites shown on longitudinal sections and on general plans,
or in lieu of those shown, at sucli other sites as the Engineer from time to time may determine. Wherever
shafts are ordered they are to be sunk truly plumb, and of the full dimensions shown on drawings, or as
may be ordered at the time, clear of timbering.
6S. All excavation for shafts situated within the lengths of open trenches, is to he paid for as
“ excavation in open trench.”
70. If the contractor desires, to suit his own convenience, to sink temporary shafts, they are to be
sunk only at approved places, and on completion of work to be filled in, as specified in clause 96, to the
satisfaction of the Engineer. The cost of sinking, timbering, unwatering, &c., and of filling in, withdrawing,
or covering up timber of sucli shafts, to he defrayed entirely by the contractor.
All temporary shafts to be sunk to the dimensions directed, clear of timber.
71. All shafts, temporary or permanent, to be provided and fitted during their construction and
completion, or during the progress of the. contract, if deemed necessary by the Engineer, with approved
winding engines and steel-wire ropes capable of resisting a strain equal to six times that of the working
maximum strain, or with such other winding arrangements, ladders, staging, <tc., as shall be directed and
approved of by the Engineer.
72. Where directed, sumps are to he sunk at the bottom of shafts not less than 6 feet deep below
invert of sewer, and afterwards to be filled in with concrete, as specified in clause 142.
73. Any other sumps wliich the contractor, for his own convenience, may think fit to sink on line
of sewer, in tunnel, or in open trenches, during the construction of these works, are to be filled in with
concrete, as specified in clause 142, and the cost of sinking, timbering, unwateving, and filling in with
concrete and removing the materials, itc., to be defrayed entirely by the contractor.
74. The excavation for sub-ducts in tunnel and open trench to he made below invert of sewer, or as
shall be directed, with a fall towards each working shaft or face, and of such dimensions and gradients as
may be determined at the time.
75. Any material obtained from the excavation, which, in the opinion of the Engineer, is suitable
for refilling or other works comprised in this contract, shall be put aside in separate spoil-banks beyond
the site of the works.
76. In the case of tunnel and shaft excavation, when “solid rock” or “more or less hard
material,” or “ solid rock ” and “ more or less hard material ” occur, prevision is made on the longitudinal
section and in the schedule of quantities for'the materials to be classified under these headings. No
guarantee is given as to the means which may he ordered for excavating such work. The actual excava
tion done in tunnels, shafts, and open trenches will, however, be paid for, not exceeding that ordered or
specified.
77. The schedule price for one (1) cubic yard of excavation in any situation shall include the cost
of taking out and placing said excavation aside in separate temporary spoil-banks beyond the actual site
of work, together with the works comprised in clauses 41 and 107.
Sui-ducts.
78. Sub-ducts to be constructed, when decided on, along lines of tunnels and open trendies, com
mencing on each length midway, or thereabouts, between two working shafts or faces, 33 inches below
invert of sewer, tfcc., or as shall be directed at the time, and having a fall towards each working shaft, or
face of such gradients as may be determined at the time. Sub-ducts of 9 inches, or of a greater or less
internal diameter, to be laid immediately underneath the timber floor of tunnel or open trench, or at sides
of sewer, in hardwood boxes varying in size and dimensions as shown on drawing. Said boxes to be laid
straight and true to levels decided upon, and the pipes to be laid therein, upon, and surrounded by sand
stone chippings and quarry refuse. Dry sandstone packing, 4-inch gauge, to be put over pipes.
79. In solid and disintegrated rock the excavation for sub-duct to he executed as shown on cross
sections, and as shall be directed, and the sub-duct to consist of glazed stoneware spigot and faucet pipes
of 9 inch internal diameter, more or less, as the case may be. The pipes to be jointed dry, and the filling
above same up to under side of sewer lining, to he of dry stone, hand-packed, as before described. The
Engineer may also, if he deems it necessary, order the pipes to be jointed all together, or in part, with tarred
gasket, 1J inch deep, and cement mortar 1-| inch deep. The mortar to he prepared of 1 part cement to
2 parts of sand.
Existing Gas, Water, and Sewer Pipes, and Sewers.
80. During the excavation and construction of these works, the contractor is to take every pre
caution and provide and execute all, which in the opinion of the Engineer is necessary, to prevent the
existing gas, water, or sewer pipes, and sewers wherever met with, or that are adjacent to these works,
from injury, and to maintain the same at his sole cost, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, the refilling of
excavation and the general progress of the works render further precaution unnecessary. All damage to
existing water, gas, or sewer pipes, and sewers, to be repaired at once by contractor at his own cost to the
satisfaction of the Engineer.
Railway and Tramway.
SI. Before proceeding to excavate underneath or near any railway or tramway, the contractor
must give ample notice in writing to the District Railway or Tramway Engineer of his intention to
commence operations; and he must adopt such precautions as the said Engineer may think necessary or
prudent for the safety or preservation of the traffic over the said railway or tramway. The contractor
TV 1
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will be held wholly responsible for all stoppage of traffic, delays, accidents etc., that he or Ids men may
cause, no matter how brought about, during the execution of the work under or near any railway or
tramway.
82. The Railway Commissioners may, if they consider it advisable, place a watchman or watchmen
on all work to be executed under or near any railway or tramway, for the purpose of seeing that no danger
to the traffic is allowed to occur ; but this shall not relieve the contractor of any of the responsibilities set
forth in the foregoing clause, and the expense of such watchman or watchmen is to be borne by the
contractor.
Diverting Water.

-

'

83. During the construction of these works the contractor shall, at his own cost, do all work which
may be required for the effectual diversion of surface-water, subsoil water, and storm-water across and
beyond the site of the works, to keep the trenches free from water during the whole time the works are
in progress, ami in preventing any injury to the works by floods or any other causes,
Diverting Sewage.
84. During the construction of the works in general, and of all points of intersection of existing
and new sewers, and until completion of all works connected therewith, the contractor, at his own cost,
to execute all the works of every description required to prevent injury to private property or to the
existing or new works by sewage, and erect and construct watertight fluming across sites of works for
the purpose of conveying constantly the whole of the sewage which may flow in said sewers at any time,
to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Unwataring.
85. All water which, during the progress of the work, may drain into excavations, to be properly,
effectively, and continually pumped out, and the whole to be kept dry until after the completion, setting,
and hardening of all brick and concrete work and pipe sewers, at the sole cost of the contractor. The
greatest care to be taken to prevent running water passing over any of the brick, concrete, and pipe-work
until it has set perfectly hard; any concrete, mortar, and cement jointing exposed to wash of water must
be taken up at once, and replaced by fresh concrete, mortar, and jointing, at contractor’s expense.
I’emporary Bridges, Roads, Fences, &c.
. . 80. Ihe contractor shall provide, erect, and maintain all necessary temporary bridges, footways, ite.,
over rivers, creeks, water-courses, open trenches, and underneath railways, tramways, roads, streets, and foot
paths, so as to ensure that the flow of water or traffic is uninterrupted, as the case may bo, during the
period of contract, lie shall also provide, erect, and maintain all temporary fences, hoerding-bun'icre,
night-lights, <fcc., necessary to thoroughly protect both the general public, land, and property; and shall
also properly ballast the temporary roads which may be required for the convenience of the public, and
which the Engineer may order.
, . 111 tIie evmfc of tlie contractor refusing or neglecting to carry out any of the above work, the
Engineer shall have power (after having given twenty-four hours’ notice in writing of such intention) to
do the same at the contractor’s expense, and the cost thereof shall be charged to the contractor on account
of this contract.
■
'

'

Temporary Timbering.
87. During the excavation tlie contractor to adopt every precaution, and provide all materials,
ns planking, strutting, shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling; all packing materials, as straw, asphalted
felt, bags, tarred gasket, puddle, <tc., and carefully execute (unless where otherwise specified) all
piling, sheet-piling, timbering, ifcc., where they are required, and carefully and securely close up and
pack against tlie outside of all joints and open spaces between polling-boards, sheet-piles, or timbering,
wherever they occur, and caulk open joints where directed, and execute whatever may be required
to prevent any buildings, or other superstructures, road and other suifaces over and adjacent to the line of
sewer, from settling, cracking, being shaken, slipping, or falling in, and to prevent any portion of the
floors, sides, roofs, and end faces of excavation, beyond the exact cross-sections and dimensions determined
on, from.slipping, falling, running in, or being forced through joints and open spaces in the timbering and
sheet-piling, and maintain said timbering, piling, shoring, &c., where and when directed till completion of
the works, to tlie entire satisfaction of the Engineer and at the contractor’s sole cost.
Filling.
88.^ The materials referred to in clauses 75 and 93, to be used in filling in tlie spaces between sides
of excai ution, and of concrete and brickwork, over sewera, into headings, filling in abandoned open
channels, low ground adjoining channels, into road and other embankments, Ac., as shown on drawings and
.
as ordered by the Engineer. Sand only to be used in filling over sewer between copings on lines of aque
ducts. All filling, unless otherwise specified, to be brought up in level layers, spread 6 inches thick, each
layer to be rammed (and watered if directed) until approved of, before the succeeding layer is put on. This
filling to be carried up to tlie surface of the ground, or to such other level or slope, Ac., as mav be directed
at the time. Embankments to he formed as shown on longitudinal sections, to be finished in horizontal Embankments
layers 9 inches thick after spreading, to be well rammed (and watered when directed) until approved of
'
before the succeeding layer is put on, with side slopes and top widths, as shown on drawings, or as may bo
determined at the time ; to be finished with such benches and curves as shall be directed. Only iron-shod „
rammers of not less than 10 lb. weight, of approved pattern, to be used, and one man to be employed in Ka"""‘!r3ramming to each man employed in filling.
89. Material only of approved quality shall be used in refilling tho spaces between sides of pipes, Filling piiie
Ac., and sides of excavation, and over pipes, Ac. The refilling to be done in level layers, spread 6 inches trcn<:h<athick^and wavered when directed), each layer to be carefully and separately rammed as hereinbefore
specified. The lower layers up to lcvel..of top of pipes to be carefully packed and rammed solidly under
and ah sides of pipes and socket-joints with spades or other narrow tools. The filling to be done as above
described, to such a distance below the level of the street, road, path, Ac., as the case may be, to admit of
the ballasting, metal, or other covering being replaced.
258—3 P
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Quarry filling.

Extra materia]
required.

Timber left in.

90. On completion of concrete, brickwork, <fcc., in shafts, the space between the sides of excavation
and outer face of brickwork or concrete to be filled in in 6-inch layers, well rammed (and watered where
directed) with materials provided for in clauses 75 and 93, great care being taken in lowering the materials
to the bottom, so that stones do not fall on top, or against sides of pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining.
Where stones are permitted to bo used as filling they are to be put in in alternate layers with the earth,
and at least 12 inches of earth to be placed nearest and round the pipe-shafts, brick or concrete lining.
91. Shafts not required as manholes or ventilators, on completion of contract, or when directed by
the Engineer, to have all timber withdrawn (as specified in clause 95), and to be carefully filled in.
92. Where it is found necessary to carry the excavation deeper than the underside of concrete
foundations, in order to obtain a compact solid bottom, the portion so excavated to be filled in to the
underside of concrete foundation, or as may be directed, with good quarry filling, spread 6 inches thick,
rammed and watered until approved. The price per cubic yard for providing and putting in position
quarry filling is to be 1 cubic yard of “filling,”
93. All soil, sand, and other materials which the excavations of this contract do not supply, and
which it is necessary to obtain for the completion of the embankments and filling of every description, the
contractor shall procure, of approved quality, from any other source or land outside the limits of this
contract. The cost of providing to be included in the price per cubic yaid for “ filling.”
94. As the works proceed, all shoring, timbering, staging, temporary bridges, piling, sheet-piling,
<fcc., shall be withdrawn, excepting permanent timbering, as shown on drawings, and in all other cases
where, in the opinion of the Engineer, the withdrawing of the same is impracticable, or -would endanger
the safety of the works, buildings, streets, and other surfaces over and adjacent to the works, when the
contractor must obtain an order in writing, signed by the Engineer, to the effect that piling, sheet-piling,

shoring, timbering, <tc., may be covered up.
95. In withdrawing timbering from open trenches and shafts, tlie same shall be commenced from
bottom of excavation, or, as the Engineer may direct, from lowest practicable portion of same, and con
tinued upwards : the contractor to exercise every precaution by means of intermediate shoring, plankings,
props, Ac., and the filling in around and above sewer and shaft lining to be carried on simultaneously with
the withdrawing of the timbering. The cost of withdrawing to be included in the price per cubic yard for
“filling.”
96. Refilling into excavation shall be measured, the net dimensions of excavation, less the actual
Measurement of
“flllhiS."
displacement of any permanent -works. Any other “ filling ” shall be measured the actual cross-sections
ordered.
Works covered
97. The schedule price for one(l) cubic yard of filling in any situation shall include the cost of removing
by 1 cubic yard
the materials from temporary spoil-banks, or from other sources outside the limits of this contract, and the
of filling'.
depositing same in accordance with the plans and specification, together with the work and material
described in clauses 92, 93, 95, and 107,
Withdrav.'ing
timbering.

Surplus Material.
98. The excavated material not required, or approved for filling, to be removed off the works to
such places as shall be ordered, spread and trimmed, and to be paid for as lead.
99. The surplus materials to be measured, the actual net excavations less the actual net refilling,
Measurements.
100. The distance of lead shall be measured from top of shaft or end of open cutting to centre of
Length of lead.
spoil-bank or other place of deposit.
.
Lead on spoil.

Restoration of Roads and other Surfaces.
101. After the filling in of sew'er trenches and shafts has been consolidated and approved, the
surfaces of roads, streets, paths, Ac., to be at once restored in the manner hereafter described, via. : 1 n
the case of streets which are wood-blocked on concrete, the City Surveyor will replace same on behalf of
Woorbblochod
Hti’ects.
the contractor, at the rate per square yard stated in specification; in tho case of roads or streets which are
Eallastcd and
ballasted and metalled, 9 inches of ballast shall be laid thereon, and after this has been blinded with
metalled street?.
selected and approved material, the metal put aside, as specified in clause No. 45, shall be evenly spread
Ballasted only
and rammed until approved; in the ease of roads or streets which are ballasted only, 9 inches of ballast shall
street*.
be laid thereon, and blinded as above ; and in the case of other coverings, the surfaces to he restored to
Damaged
Materials damaged, injured, or
materials from the some condition as they were before the commencement of the work.
road surfaces.
otherwise not approved of as fit for reinstating surfaces, to be replaced by contractor with new', sound,
and approved materials of their respective kinds, together with any additional ballast which may be required,
over and above that found on the site of the excavation and referred to in clause 45. If, however,
in the opinion of the Engineer, sufficient hard rock is excavated from tho tunnels, shafts, and open
cuttings, the contractor will be allowed to break such rock to a 4-inch gauge, and use same for restoring
4-ineh gauge
sandstone
road surfaces.
ballast.
102. Immediately the pipes are laid, or concrete and other work in connection with shafts, manholes,
lampholes, Ac., are executed, and the ground filled in over same in any length of sewer, it is to be distinctly
Clearing roads understood that all surplus material is to be carted away, the road cleaned until approved, and the road
and streets.
and other surface to be made good, flush with surrounding surfaces of roads, paths, Ac., to the satisfaction
of the Municipal authorities and the Engineer, in accordance with the specification; and if the contractor
fails to do this, the Engineer shall be at liberty, without further notice, to get tlie roads cleaned, and the
road and other surfaces made good at contractor's cost.
103. The contractor shall maintain the surface of the roads, streets, Ac., after the excavations have
Maintenance of
roads, streets,
been filled in, where the streets, roads, Ac., have been broken up or injured during the progress of the work,
&c.
during the period of the contract time, and afterwards during the period of maintenance, and shall from
time to time make good any sinkings in the surface, and shall provide any additional metal, ballast, or
other material that may be necessary during these periods.
104. Tlie whole cost of work and materials in connection with the restoration of road and other
Cost,
surfaces to be solely borne by the contractor.
105. Tlie contractor shall, at the termination of the period of maintenance, procure certificates
the Municipal authorities concerned, that the roads, Ac., in their respective districts arc in a
satisfactory condition.

Municipal certifi
cates.
from

,

Restoring
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Scslariv/j Buildings, Walls, Fences, &c.
IOC. All buildings, walls, fences, and works of any description met with on the site of the works,
that it is found necessary to remove or that may be disturbed, are to be replaced or repaired, at the sole
cost of the contractor, and left, at tlie completion of the works, in the same order and condition as they
were before the commencement of the works.
Trimming.
107. On completion of all embankments, cuttings, and filling, all top surfaces, and slopes to be
dressed and trimmed off to the specified inclinations and surfaces, and to such other inclinations, slopes,
and surfaces as may be directed at the time, and all materials accumulating after trimming and
levelling top surfaces and slopes, &c., shall at the completion of the works be removed, carted away, or
spread about, as may be directed by the Engineer; and tlie schedule rates for filling and excavation shall
include and cover all costs for trimming and dressing surfaces, and of removing, carting away, or spreading
about all superfluous accumulations at the conclusion of contract.
Sodding.
108. On completion of embanking and filling, where ordered, all top surfaces and slopes to be
_ protected by sodding. The surfaces to be sodded are to be boxed out the widths and depths required for
the reception of turf-lining. Tlie materials boxed out to be dealt with as provided in clause 107. The
sods to be the best obtainable within a radius of 5 miles, of approved quality, not less than 3 inches in thick
ness and 10 inches square, full cut, with square arrises, to be laid in approved bond on their flat beds, close
jointed over all top surfaces of filling or embanking, to be beaten down as the work proceeds with proper
tools, as shall be directed, and when finished to present throughout perfectly smooth and plain surfaces.
If the season requires it, the turfing to be properly and regularly watered to ensure the grass taking fresh
root. The boxing out and turfing to be carried out simultaneously, and no greater area to be boxed out
at any time than can be covered with turfing during two working days. Tlie price for sodding to cover
all the work described in this clause.
Soiling and Sowing.
109. All slopes of embankments, cuttings, and filling, after they have been trimmed, to he covered,
when directed, with a layer of surface soil, to be carefully rolled, and when finished to he of a thickness
of not less than 3 inches. All slopes, soiled or not soiled, of embaukments, cuttings, or filling (where not;
sodded), after they have been trimmed, dx., and when ordered, to be sown with couch grass seed, as shall
lie directed, and to be rolled afterwards.
Piling, Timbering, &c.
110. Piling to be executed as required and ordered, but the actual quantities required can only be Quwaiticsol
ascertained during tho progress of the excavations, and as the trial piles are sunk.
111. The whole of the timber which in the opinion of the Engineer is required for each part of
tlie various works, or for such portions of the same as lie may determine at the time, shall be cut and
delivered on the ground prior to contractor commencing tlie excavation of such part or portion of said Delivery,
work. All timber, when brought on the ground to be at once properly and carefully stacked on even stacking.
plain surfaces, and all timbers to lay perfectly straight in the stacks ; all timbers bent, split, unsound, or
objected to on other grounds by the Engineer shall be removed by the contractor from the ground -within
twenty-four hours after such objections have been made known to him, and if he neglects to do so they
shall be removed without further notice by the Engineer, at contractor’s cost; all rejected timbers to be Rejection,

■

marked by a brand or axe-mark.
112. All timbers required and delivered for each respective part of works, to lie, when dressed, Dimensions,
pointed, placed, and fixed in position, of the various lengths and dimensions indicated and shown on the
drawings referring to such works, or of such other dimensions which the Engineer may deem suitable for
the works.
_
113. All square or round piles shall be sharpened (pointed) at the lower end, tlie sharpened sides pointing piling,
to be cut to a batter of 1 to G, finished at lowest end with a flatter diamond-cut point, as shown on
drawings j the lowest point to be exactly in the straight line of the true axis of the pile, and the sharpened
sides to be cut true to tlie axis of pile to prevent same from twisting and slanting -when being driven.
114. All lower ends of sheet-piles to be sharpened on one side only to an inclined edge as shown on pointing shectdrawings, and as shall bo directed, to ensure the pile when being driven to drift towards the pile last p'fcsdriven; all sheet-piles of the same length and thickness within eacli respective panel to have their
ends sharpened exactly the same as regards length of cut surface and inclination of bottom edge,
115. All round, square, and sheet piles to bo straight-grown timber, and before being driven, all Dressing piles,
square, angle and guide piles to be faced truly straight on the sides against whicli sheet-piles are to be
driven and finished as shown on plans ; all round piles for staging across rivers, against which planked
'
sides for concrete filling are to be fixed, to be finished with a straight adzed face the depth required for
reception of said planking.
,
116. All sheet-piles to be perfectly parallel, and, before being driven, to be truly faced and fitted
to each other within each panel (between each pair of guide-piles), as shown on drawings, forming a
straight close joint.
117. All round, square, and sheet-piles are to be hooped with wTrougbt-iron rings at the top, such Ringiiig an^
rings to be of not less than 2 x 1 in. iron for the square and ronnd piles, and of not less than 2 in. x £ in.6 06 lljr pl os'
iron for tho sheet-piles ; stronger rings to be provided and used when directed. All piles are to be pointed,
as hereinbefore described, and where driven into hard ground, when directed and ordered, the points to
be protected by wrought-iron steel-pointed shoes, weighing, except where otherwise directed, 28 lb. each
for the main and guide piles, and 8 lb. each for the sheefipiles. All shoes to be provided and made of
such shape and workmanship as the Engineer shall approve of. They are to be carefully and truly fitted
and fixed on to points of piles, and the lowest points of shoes for the round and square piles to he fixed
exactly in a straight line with the axis of each pile.
_
118. The exact Lines and positions of all piles shall be carefully and correctly ascertained and Lining out,
staked out by the contractor, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, and all Stakes fixed in water or river-beds
’
lo
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to extend above high-water level before any piles are placed and driven.

After the staking out, piles to be

placed truly plumb, or to suck batters as may be directed, in their respective positions between guidenaies. _ All sheet-piles to be placed, truly plumb, between each pair of guide-piles, and lowered into their
respective positions between two walings, fitted and fixed on both sides of guide-piles, as shown on
drawings.
Pile-driving
119. After the excavations for the various foundations have been completed, timbered, and
approved, the pile-driving as indicated on drawings, or where ordered, to be proceeded with <is follows :__
In order to ascertain the lengths of piles required for tlie foundations of the different piers and abutments,
as indicated on drawings, the contractor is first to drive trial piles, in the manner hereinafter specified, in
positions required for permanent purposes, one for each alternate pier, or as shall be directed. Any extra
expense m connection with trial piles to be home by the contractor. After the different lengths of piles
required for the works have been in this manner ascertained, the permanent piles to be placed in their
exact positions, and then to be driven perfectly plumb (or to such batters as mav he directed) until tested
and approved, as specified.
"
120; Long piles from 35 feet and upwards, of 12 inches and greater diamelere, to lie driven with a
Weight and fall
Of ram.
ram weighing from 20 to 30 cwt., having a drop over head of pile of not less than'5 feet, the drop to
increase in height as the pile is driven, as shall be directed. Any pile driven with a ram of 20 cwt. or
more, as the case may be, falling 10 feet, to be driven until at the last stroke it does not drive more than
the specified depth, and any pile not standing tins test to be drawn when ordered, and to be replaced by a
longer pile. Shorter piles may be driven with a iutq of less weight than 20 cwt. : and when rams of
Vf
are flllovved to be «sed over shorter piles, sheet-piles, .to., the height of drop to vary from
12 to 18 feet, as the Engineer shah direct.
121. All piles to be pitched of such lengths as will ensure good sound heads at the levels shown on
Pitching idles,
drawings, or as may be given at the time by the Engineer. ]Sro pile shall be pitched until measured
and marked by an officer of the Department, nor cut off until tested and approved. Tenons, 8 in. x I in.
x 6 in. deep, to be neatly cut on pile heads. Any pile which may be too short, or which may have been
Short piles.
driven out of plumb, or out of the stipulated batter, or which may split below the level of tho required
height when driven, to be at once drawn, and to be replaced by a sound pile, driven plumb, or battered,
as the ease may be, of the required length, at contractor’s cost. The contractor must be careful not to
pitch any pile which he is not satisfied will be long enough. Scarfing of piles is not permitted. The
driving of piles to be commenced and carried on in such order of works as specified, and as shall be
directed.
.
Clnge and sheet*
ft
cl°se_pidng is shown on drawings, all angle-piles and guide-piles to be driven first,
piling.
after whicli the upper guide-wales are to be fitted and fixed on to heads of main piles, and then the whole
of the sheet-piles of one panel, after being prepared ami fitted, to be lowered ami placed into position for
driving, after which they are to be driven each a few feet at a time, so that the whole panel of sheet-piles
shall bo driven to the specified depth, as near as possible together; in this manner each panel is to be
driven, one after another, unless otherwise ordered.
Timbering*
123. As the sheet-piling and excavation between same proceeds, the lower guide-wales to be fitted
framing,
and fixed together with all transverse, diagonal, and angle struts as shown on drawings, and with such
staging.
additional and intermediate struts as the Engineer may deem necessary during the progress of the works.
Caps ills,
124. Capsids to be accurately mortised, placed upon bearing piles, and to bear'truly on pile-heads.
transverse
Irunsvorse sleepers to he spaced as shown, placed upon capsills, halved out H inch deep at points of
sleepers.
intersection ; and plunks to be laid and close-fitted between sleepers upon the capsills. Sleepers and planks
to be secured to capsills with wrought-iron J-inch square 9-inch spikes.
Net quantities
120. The net quantities of all permanent timbering, planking, and piling, as shown on drawiim,
and where ordered, and of all other shoring, timbering, piling, sheet-piling, which the Engineer has ordered
to be covered up, shall be ascertained by measurement before any timbers are covered up, and paid for at
schedule rates, which shall cover and include the cost of timber fixed in works, iron used in fixiiw same
wrought-iron shoes for piles, packing materials, tfcc.
°
1
Measurement?.
126. The measurements to be taken to ascertain the net quantities of timber to be paid for under
this contract, shall be as under, viz. ;—For all hewn and sawn timber where ordered, in any situation in
the construction of these works, the width multiplied by the depth and the actual length (tenons included)
shall be the net measurement. For round timber, other than piles, ordered to be covered up, the diameter
gnven is to be measured, exclusive of bark, at the smallest end, and the area of such diameter multiplied
by the actual length fixed in the works, shall be the net measurement. For piles where ordered, in any
situation in the construction of these works, the measurement shall be tho actual number of lineal feet
(tenons included) of each such pile as placed in position, driven, and fixed in tlie works.
J
Carpenter's WorUr.
i
w*1<d®,<^ h*10 carpenter’s work for girders, planks, working-platforms, railings, he., to
be ot the timbers specified or approved, and of the best workmanship, to be framed, fitted and fixed,
finished, cleaned off, rough parts sand-papered (where directed), and completed in the best possible
manner, in strict accordance with drawings, and measurements indicated and dimensions figured thereon,
nithall necessary nails, spikes, screw-bolts, drift-bolts, wood-screws, coach-screws, wrought-iron straps,
stays, and other fastenings of the best quality and approved workmanship. All holes for bolts, spikes,
nails, itc., to be bored with the exact augers, and all mortise holes and tenons, he., to be cut so as to fit
exactly, to prevent timbers from splitting. All timber split during the progress of the work and its term
of maintenance to be at once replaced by sound timber. All scantlings requiring scarfing in places are
to be joined together as shown on sections, and as shall be directed.
Cplimlcrs.
128. The cylinders for piers, buildings, he., to be bolted up in tlie necessary lengths, accurately
placed in position, lowered, and the sinking proceeded with by weighting as long as cylinders continue t.o
go down, the tops to be finished at same level. As the cylinders are sinking into the ground the materials
inside to be removed by such excavating appliances as may be approved. 'On completing tlie excavation
of each cylinder to secure and approved foundations, tlie water to be expelled by pressure of air or other

approved
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approved method, and on having ascertained the cylinder to be perfectly true in position and plumb, the
bottom to be thoroughly cleaned and levelled, after which the concrete, as specified in clauses MO to 145,
and 148, to be filled in for the first 6 feet under air pressure, or as shall be directed, till twenty-four hours
after having deposited same in position. Above this level tlie cylinders to be filled in with concrete, as Concrete fining:
specified, to level of top of cast-iron cap.
129. The sinking of cylinders to be continued, if required, to greater depths than shown on sinUinK ^
drawings ; sucli additional depths to be paid for at schedule rate, which is to include all charges, except srreater depths,
cost of extra lengths of cast-iron cylinder ; a corresponding deduction to lie made if secure foundations are
obtained at lesser depths.
130. If rock, boulders, dead logs, itc., arc met with in an irregular manner, or atone side, while Hock, &c.
sinking cylinders, the air-lock, or other approved method, must be applied, and the obstructions removed,
so as to ensure tlie cylinders to sink plumb, and to rest on a perfectly Hat and solid bottom; no powder or
other explosives to bo used in tlie removal of such obstacles. Tlie sinking to be proceeded with as soon as
possible after delivery of ironwork, to ensure the erection of bridges, &c., without delay,
131. After the sinking is completed, making up or fitting lengths are to he provided and cast, at Fittingiciigtha.
schedule rate, so as to bring the top of tho cylinders to the exact level shown on drawings.
Savers, Storm-water Channels, §e.
132. As the cross-section area of each respective length of tunnel and open trench has been
excavated, cleaned, and approved, the sewers, storm-water channels, and other works specified, shown on
drawing and determined by the Engineer, to be built therein.
.
133. Tn rock and other compact formation the concrete and brick lining to be filled in solid Tunnel lining,
between internal surfaces of sewor, stonn-water channel, ifcc. {less, in the case of concrete, {j-inch space
required for cement facing), and surfaces of tunnel or open trench.
134. Under all shafts, when ordered, relieving arches of brick or concrete to be built of a thick- Relieving
ness, form, and width, as shall be directed at the time. Under temporary shafts excavated by contractor arci>5sfor his own convenience, the extra brick and concrete work to be at tlie contractor's cost,
135. Tlie thickness and description of the lining, whether concrete only, of brick and concrete, or Lining
of brick only, required for the different portions of tunnels and open trenches, depends upon the nature
of the ground through which they arc driven or excavated, as the case may be, and shall be determined
by the Engineer as the excavation advances.
13(3, In strong compact rock, 41-inch concrete and brick lining will be requisite; and, as the
materials occur less compact, two or three rings of brickwork or brick and concrete lining, ss shall be
determined by the Engineer as the tunnel proceeds, may be required.
137. junction chambers for sub-main and reticulating pipes, upper' inlet chambers in shafts
junctions with reticulating pipe-sewers, chop-shafts, penstock and gas-check chambers, flushing-stations,
'
weir-chambers with storm-water discharge pipes, ventilating shafts, aqueducts on arches, and on wroughtiron girders, syphons, buildings, bridges, culverts, storm-water channel junctions, intersections with existing
roads, sewer, and water pipes, branch inlets, man-holes, gullies, road work, itc., to be constructed in con
nection with main sewers, branch sewers, and storm-water channels of concrete, brickwork, masonry,
cement-facing, iron, timber, stoneware, and cast-iron pipes, &c., of the exact sizes, heights, shapes, forms,
curves, and with such ornamental red, while, and other bricks, panels, mouldings, piling, itc., as shown on
drawings, and us may be ordered and directed at the time. Shafts to be built of concrete or brickwork, at
tlie option of the Engineer, to the thickness and shape shown on drawings, or us shall be directed.
Curved junctions for branch, oval, or pipe sewers, as shown on drawings, and where ordered, to be constructcd in concrete, to cuter the main sewers at such levels above the invert, with such radius and longi
tudinal fall as shown, or as shall he determined at the time.
13S. Casbiron pipes, landing platforms, J_ bars, scupper boxes, gully gratings, girders, over weir Casi-ironwork.
and shaft-chambers, or other castings, flushing-valves, gas-check frames, penstocks, man-hole covers, saddles,
stop-board grooves, (fee., to be walled and built in, as shown on drawings; at points of intersection, branch
junctions, gas-check chambers, pipe ventilating shafts, where- ordered, itc.
139. Step-irons, supports to wrought-iron ladders, holdfasts, ends of wrought and cast, iron girders, RuiWmjrin
bars, itc., to be built into side walls of shafts, and anchor bolts for fixing cast-iron frame for penstocks,
gas-checks, (fee., to be built into walls of shaft chambers, as shall be directed. Elap-traps to be built in
,
where ordered. Permanent putlog holes in shapes of reveals, for temporary staging, arc to bo left in walls
of gas-check chambers, shaft chambers, ami shafts where directed; and, in all cases, unless otherwise
ordered, the reveals arc to be built round of the same thickness of brick or concrete as shown on walls of
shafts or chambei's at the places referred to. Putlog holes to be included in the schedule price for brick
work. Stop-board grooves to be formed in concrete where ordered.
Concrete work.
140. Bluestone concrete used in these works to be composed of one part of ctincnl, two ports of Biiiestonoansond, and four parts of bluestone metal. The bluestone metal to be broken to a size to pass freely with crctt''
its largest dimensions, through a ring of 1£ inch in diameter, to he free from dirt, quarry refuse, and to
be screened through a sieve of £- inch meshes, and then to be washed with fresh water until approved.
Ml. Special concrete, if required, to bo composed of two parts of cement, three parts of sand, and Spcciaictncreie.
seven parts of bluestone metal, prepared as specified in clause MO.
M2. Sandstone concrete, where ordered to be used in these works, to be composed of one part of Sandstone concement, two parts of sand, and five parts of sandstone metal. The sandstone metal to he free from dirt, quarry m'le'
refuse, sieved (as specified in clause MO), washed, and of a size to pass with its largest dimensions through
a 3'ing of 2 inches in diameter.
M3. All concrete to lie prepared close to where it is required on a sawn timber plank platform. Miring.
All proportions to bo correctly ascertained by measurement, the metal to be well washed when put on the
platfonn and levelled at top, the sand to be placed in a level layer upon tho metal, and tho cement, to bo
placed in a level layer upon the sand ; after which all materials to be carefully mixed and turned over
twice, and then the whole to be mixed with fresh clean water, and thorouglijy turned over twice, and
oftener if required, until, in the opinion of the Engineer, it shall be fit for the work before it leaves tbo
platform;
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platform; it shall then he conveyed to the works as shall be directed, and be used fresh. Referring to
clause 10, the gauge boxes are to be made to the following internal dimensions, viz.:—Roe stone 3 feet
square in plan, and for sand 2 ft. 6 in. square. The depth of each box to be made so as to give the correct
proportion of material.
Mixing by
144. If the concrete is made by machinery, all materials to be prepared as previously described,
machinery.
then to be mixed dry, and afterwards with fresh clean water, as may be directed and as shall be approved
of; to be used fresh.
. 145. The different kinds of concrete described under clauses 140,141, and 142, as bluestone concrete,
special concrete, and sandstone concrete, respectively, shall be used in' the various parts of tliese works as
specified, and as may be ordered at the time.
Order o! work.
_ 146. After the excavation for foundation of each respective part of the works, and the piling,
planking, timbering, staging, &c., for same have been completed, and the bottom of excavations has been
cleared and approved, the concrete work to bo built thereon to tlie exact dimensions, and of such forms
and shapes as shown on the drawings referring to each respective part of said works.
‘
■
_ 147, The contractor to provide, at his own cost, approved conci’ete boxes, centres, staging, shoring,
Boxing,
timbering,
planking, ifcc., of the exact forms, shapes, curves, ifcc., required ; in a proper, secure, and substantial manner,
cento ring.
due allowance being made for -jj- inch t-liiek cement-facing over all internal exposed surfaces of concrete
work j and great care being taken that all centering and concrete boxes can be easily withdrawn. After
completion of any portion of the concrete, the concrete boxes and the centering, as the case may be, shall
not be removed until the Engineer or his Superintending Officer has given written permission to that effect.
148. Tile concrete, after it has been approved of, to be conveyed into cast-iron cylinders, shafts,
Method ol
work.
excavations for piers, and other deep foundations, in skips of approved size, and to every other part of tho
work as may be directed, and as shall be approved of, and tipped into same and upon the surface of each
layer from a height not exceeding 18 inches, to be quickly spread out in layers not exceeding 9 inches in
thickness. Commencing at each part of tlie work at lowest level of excavation or surface of work, the
concrete to be brought up in horizontal layers or parallel with specified longitudinal gradients of works ;
each layer, when spread, to be quickly and evenly rammed all over until approved of.
Below springing
_
149. In circular, oval, elliptical, and open channels, the concrete to be filled first into central pads,
lino.
or, in accordance with tlie transverse curvature of invert or bottom of channel, into central strips, not
exceeding 2 feet in width for wide open channels, then into bottom layer right up to extreme width at
sides, and then into the curved sides, as shown on drawings, up to top of side walls in open channels, or to
level of springing in closed channels.
Above springing
150. After the concrete lias been carried up to tlie level of springing, all concrete arches to be
lino.
commenced at both walls or abutments simultaneously, and carried on towards centre line in raidiating
parallel strips, spread 9 laches thick, of the whole width of arch, or in lengtlis as specified in clauses 157
and 158, and as shall be directed at the time, and rammed as before described. 'Where the arch is thicker
than 9 inches, tlie lower layer to be always completed throughout 12 inches in advance of the upper
succeeding layer.
_ 151. After completion of the closing arch, all concrete work above springing of the same, at sides of
Above arches.
arch, in manholes, chambers, shafts, ifcc., to be carried up in the same manner as specified in clause 148, and
of the exact dimensions, curves, and thicknesses, ifcc., as shown on drawings.
Covering up
^
152. No portion of the concrete work described in the previous clauses (unless otherwise directed
work.
in writing) to be covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and approved of by the
Leakage.
Engineer. Any leakage that may appear in each layer to be carefully attended to and be made good and
repaired at the time, as shall be approved, before each succeeding layer is put on.
Joining lengths.
153. All end faces of layers of concrete to be stepped back at each respective length of sewer or
other work, as shall be directed, to be carefully washed clean with fresh water, and then to be grouted prior
to each layer of the adjoining length being commenced and joined on to tho same.
Injury to work. _ _
154. No traffic shall pass over any fresh concrete work except where such is duly protected against
injury by boarding, planks, or any other means approved of by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at
the time.
Treatment after
155. In the event of any stoppage occurring to the work, from whatever cause, or in. anticipation
any stoppage,
of rainfall, the contractor, before temporarily stopping work, shall finish it off at whatever level the work
may be raised at the time, by thoroughly grouting the whole of tlie surface with cement grout. The con
tractor also to provide and have always on hand approved tarpaulins for the purpose of covering all fresh
concrete work and brickwork, when ordered, so as to protect the same during all stoppages in the daytime
and at night from sun and rain, and during hot or dry weather, to keep said tarpaulins watered to prevent
the work from cracking and setting too quickly on the outside.
156. In all cases where a layer at mid-day or at evening is left incomplete the said layer shall not
be continued after any stoppage until the surface of the lower and tlie end of the upper layer have been
washed clean and then gronted with cement grout.
Order of work in
i 157. The concrete and brickwork in sewers and channels to be built in open trenches, in three
open trench.
continuous lengths of 40 feet each (unless otherwise directed), that is to say, when the arehing-in of the
first 40 feet commences, the next length of 40 feet must be completed up to the springing of arch, and the
third 40 feet length must be in progress, and the latter so timed that the work is raised up to springing of
arch by the time the closing-in of the adjoining length commences.
Order of work in
158. The eoncrete and brickwork in sewers and channels on completion of each length of tunnel
tunneL
to be carried on in each length, from the middle towards each end simultaneously, in three continuous
lengths of 16 ft. 6 in. each,- unless otherwise directed; that is to say, -when [tlie arching of the first
16 ft. 6 in. commences; the next 16 ft. 6 in. length must lie in progress from height of invert up to tlie
springing of arch ; the third 16 ft. 6 in. length must be in progress between floor of tunnel and level of
invert of sewer.
Order of works.
159. At all plinths for piers of arches and abutments, piers of arches, abutments, between wings of
abutments, pilasters, foundations, of buildings, culverts, ifcc., unless otherwise directed, each layer to be
completed right through tlie whole length and width of the work before the succeeding layer is put on.
Where concrete has to be walled or filled in against and between brick facings or masonry, the latter in
Sundry.
each case to be well wetted and grouted, and then to be covered with a coat of cement mortar 4 inch thick
before
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before the concrete is built against it, and it is to be brought up simultaneously with same in layers 6 inches
thick after ramming, the brick or masonry facings, however, being always kept 6 inches (or more, as the
ease may be) higher than the concrete work up to level of string-course or other defined limit, when tho
work has to be finished level all through.
_
160. The brickwork, masonry, and concrete-filling between all arches and at sides of end-arches Aqueducts,
to be carried up simultaneously over the whole length and width of every aqueduct, building, or other
structure (unless otherwise directed), so that all arches or other structures shall be simultaneously and
equally weighted as tlie brick, stone, and concrete work rises against and over same.
161. The concrete in piers of arches of aqueducts, abutments, and approaches to aqueducts to be Aqueduots.
carried up in tho first instance from bottom of excavations to level of top of plinths ; in the second instance
to level of top of skewbacks ; in the third instance to level of underside of string-course ; and in the fourth
instance to level of top of coping of aqueducts.
162. When all piers and abutments of aqueducts have been built to level of springing of arches or Aqueduct*,
to top of skewbacks, as the case may be, the concrete, brick, and stone arches, as specified, to be built
one after another over tlie openings upon centres, cambered as shall be directed, of such number as shall
bo specified, strong enough in every part to carry tlie weight of the arch to be built thereon, till all
openings of one aqueduct arc arched over, after which the whole of tlie arches shall be allowed two weeks
time to set and harden before the brick and stone facings, and the concrete, <fcc., between the arches and
at sides of end-arches is commenced. Jn filling in, between arches and at sides of end-arches the various
layers of concrete, of the thickness specified in clauses 148 and 159, as the case may be, to be brought up
extending on to extrados of arches till the thickness of eacii layer at its end is reduced to 4J inches above
extrados, when it is to be finished at the time with a radiating end face before the succeeding layer is put
on. The junctions of the storm-water sewers to be constructed with such curves, shapes, forms, fiat arches
between wroughkiron rolled girders, itc., as shown on drawings. On completion of junctions, or any Junction*,
lengtlis of storm-water channel, as may be specified, to exact level of underside of iron girders, the latter iron girder*,
to be laid transversely over side-walls of junctions or channels, bedded in and upon special cement mortar,
1-inch thick, truly parallel to eacli other, and spaced 4 feet from centre to centre, or as may be specified,
after which tlie concrete filling along side-walls, between and over ends of girders, to be completed. The
arches of 4-feet span or thereabout, with a rise of 5 inches in centre between the girders, to be commenced
from lower end, and to advance to the upper end of the junction or channel in each case (all gii-ders
being carefully stiffened and held in position by props, as shall be directed), with not less than twelve
centres or as may be directed, of the exact width of junction or channel between side walls. The arches Jttek *rchesto bo built as specified in clause 150, and on completion to form a level concrete decking 3 inches above
level of top of girders.
1G3. The concrete lining round sewer on lines of aqueducts and approaches (between undereide^of
string-course and underside of coping, unless where otherwise specified) to be brought up between brick
and stone facings (where such occur) simultaneously with same, as specified in clause 159. The concrete
to be finished transversely level with underside of copings. This work to be carried on along eacli line of

.

aqueduct in the manner and in lengths as specified in clauses 161 and 162.
_
164. In conjunction with the concrete surrounding sewer, where the latter is built upon arches Bond-rods,
and in embankments, the contractor to provide, fit, place in position, and wall in with the concrete, longi
tudinally in eacli corner at top and bottom of concrete lining jj-inch diameter bond-rods in 16-feet lengths.
The ends to overlap 12 inches, and tied together with binding-wire, and, ti'ansversely,J-inch diameter
bond-rods 4^ inches above soffit of sewer of sucli lengths as to fit between the outer brick lining, or as
shall lie directed, spaced 10 feet from centre to centre. The cost of providing, fitting, placing, and
walling-in said bond-rods to be included in the schedule price per cubic yard of concrete.
_
_
165. Special care to be taken by contractor to prevent the concrete, &C., from cracking at ends of Cracking,
each respective and successive length of sewer and channel in any situation in consequence of the draught
in same, by providing and carefully closing up ends of sewers or channels with canvas or wooden shields
Or doors, and by carrying the works on in continuous lengths, without delays and stoppages, so as to
prevent air-cracks or shrinkage.
166. Should, however, cracks occur at ends of any length of sewer, stonn-water channel, or other Hejmraig
work, during its construction and time of maintenance, they shall be opened up for their whole length and
‘
depth, and of such width as may be directed at the time, and filled in with neat cement mortar and grout
by tho contractor, at his own expense, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, or he may older such cracked
parts of the works to be taken down and rebuilt at contractor’s cost.
.
167. The concrete work comprised in this contract to be completed to the exact dimensions shown
on drawings, less A incli at all exposed inner and outer surfaces, and after the boxes and centerings have
been removed, all exposed outer and inner surfaces shall present compact, solid, even, plain faces. All
faulty and honeycomb portions, cavities, holes, or other defects, to be at once repaired by the contractor,
at his own cost,"with concrete or mortar, as tlie case may require, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. No
portion of the concrete work to bo covered up with earth or brickwork until it has been examined and

f

approved.
.
..
.
168. After the concrete or masonry has been built to the exact height and gradient (leaving Bedding and
fixing cast and
sufficient space for jointing), the whole of the cast and wrought iron work, after having been washed wrought iron
clean with fresh water, is to be truly laid and jointed in its exact positions, lines and gradients, on fillets work.
of mortar; and as the concrete rises against and around the castings, bond-rods, itc., leaving a space of
not less than -! inch all round between the concrete and iron, this space ronnd the invert., or underneath
bottom of platen and rods, as the case may be, to be filled in with grout or mortar, as shall be directed at
the time, whilst above the springing linn the outer surface of the castings, itc., to be grouted, and then
to be covered with a coat of special mortar i inch thick before the concrete is built on to and around said
pipes, castings, frames, itc.
_
169. All anchor-bolts in connection with cast-iron and wrought-iron work, to be placed in the exact Anchor-bolts.
positions required ; to bo washed clean, wetted, bedded upon, and surrounded with special mortar in each
case before the concrete is built round same.
170. All stoneware or cast-iron pipes, ia, where they are shown to he or ordered to be surrounded
with concrete, to be clean washed with fresh water, to be laid and jointed in the exact lines and gradients
on fillets of mortar, and to be grouted all round as the concrete is being built round same.
171.

Laving and
fixing cast-iron
and stoneware
pipes.
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Building on or
against rock.

1/1. Prjor to commencing any concrete tvliiuh Las to be built on to and against rock faces, all
shaken and loose rock to be removed ; all rock surfaces lo be -well cleaned, washed, and wetted, and all
beds3 open joints, and spaces between concrete and rock faces to be carefully filled in with cement mortar,
and the cost of thus preparing rock faces, washing, grouting, flushing, &c., bo be included in, and covered
by the schedule price per cube yard for tlie concrete.

Brickwork.
1/2. In executing tlie brickwork in any situation in tlie construction of tliese works, all bricks to
be thoroughly soaked in clean fresh water immediately before being used, and all work to be built with
whole bricks (except where otherwise directed), of approved shape and dimensions, to ensure the bond of
each particular part of the work being executed, in the manner as shown on drawings, and as may be
ordered at the time, with |-inch joints, eacli brick to be set full upon and rubbed in cement mortar, and
every course to be carefully and thoroughly grouted, and well wetted before the succeeding course is put on,
care being taken to keep the inner and outer faces of work clean by placing fillets of mortar on outer and
inner edges before grouting.
,
brickwork in arches up to 12-feet span to be built as shown on longitudinal and cross
Radhtingbricks,
sections in radiating courses, with radiated bricks whore ordered, in 4i-inch rings, in approved bond, the
bricks of each course to break joint over the centre of those above or below. Where the brickwork- consists
of two or more rings, said rings to be built simultaneously, the lower ring to be always completed through
out
inches in advance of the upper succeeding ring, each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in
cement mortar, and each ring to be keyed in centre and to be covered with a coat of cement mortar -a-inch
Sterkuug' ends. thick, to ensure the thorough bonding between the different rings.
When completing any length of brick
closing arch of main sewer, storm-water channels, A'C., the courses at end of same to be stepped back, as
shall be directed, and the end face of each ring or course to be well wetted, and then grouted, prior to each
ring of the succeeding length being commenced.
174. The brickwork in arches over 12-feet span to be built in radiating through-courses, of rubbed
Arches over 12feet spans.
and gauged bricks if directed, in approved bond ; to be commenced at both abutments simultaneously, the
whole width of same, and to be completed in the most perfect manner throughout the full width and
thickness of arch, and to he keyed in centre.
175. Tho brickwork in abutments, abutment piers, wings, parapets, pilasters, spandrels, piers, faceSimultaneous
progress of
vnnous works, walls, ike., to be built of the various heights, thicknesses, /tnd other dimensions, together with all
recesses, projections, panelling, ite., and carried up at each special part or length of work simultaneously
with the concrete and masonry, in English or other approved bond, in truly level courses or in courses truly
parallel with longitudinal gradient of work, and in such other lines and curves as shown on drawings, or
as may be ordered at the time. Where directed, all outer and inner faces of walls to he carried up straight,
Face?.
square, and plumb, with perfectly fair and even faces.
176. Weep-holes of the sizes shown, to be left through the brick walls where directed, and every
Wocp-holcs.
thing to bo made good where necessary.
.
Ihc brick-on-edge flooring of inverts of storm-water channels on steep gradients, as shown on
Brick inverts in
etorm-water
drawings, and whore ordered, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be laid in approved
channels.
bond ; each brick to be set full upon and rubbed in special cement mortar, after winch the whole of the
surfaces of the brick-on-edge flooring to be carefully and thoroughly grouted.
Parget the?
178. The -A-inch thick mortar covering (pargetting) of outside faces of brickwork or concrete of
shafts.
r eutilating shafts, manholes, sewer-chambers, and sowers, as shown on drawings, shall not, bo measured
and paid for as cement facing, but included in the measurement of the brick or concrete 'work, and paid
for as such.
.
'
Putlog holes.
179. All putlog holes to be filled in, taking particular care to match the bricks and the mortar. All
external faces of brickwork to be thoroughly cleaned, and all joints to be raked (if ordered ^ inch deep),
Pointing up.
and pointed with special cement mortar, and to be finished off with a neatly struck and cut joint.
Method o! work.

Cement Facing.
Thickness.

Proportions.

Qualities.

Method of build"gas ar.

ISO. The whole of the internal and external concrete (and brick surfaces, if ordered), where such is
shown on drawings, and in any situation in the construction of these works, to he protected by a cement
facing to be put on in tw-o thicknesses; the facing throughout, when finished, to be -J inch in thickness.
All surfaces of concrete or brickwork to he well wetted before the cement facing is put on. The cement
facing of all surfaces of works to he finished, as shown on drawings, and, where directed, with joints
struck in imitation of ashlar masonry.
1S1. The different kinds of cement facing with which the exposed surfaces of these works arc to
he protected, are
Cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of 1 of cement to 2
of sand) and special cement facing, prepared of cement and sand in the proportion of 1 of cement and
1 of sand. The different qualities of cement facing, as above described, to he executed in the various parts
of these works as shall he specified, and as may he ordered at the time.
Masonry.
182. All freestone and bluestone ashlar of the exact sizes, forms, and shapes, to be built in where
shown on drawings, and where directed, simultaneously with the concrete and brickwork. Stones to be
washed clean and to be well "wetted with fresh clean water immediately before being used, to be laid upon
their natural beds in approved bond, and set solidly upon and in cement mortar in the exact positions
required; after which all joints between stones, between stones and brickwrork, and between stones and
eoncrete, to be carefully filled in with grout. Prior to each succeeding course being put on, the surface
of the previous course to be well wetted and washed clean.
All ashlar stones to be properly lifted by
lewising, or as shall be directed when being placed in position.
All beds and joints to be punched, axed,
and picked, so as to form jj inch joints throughout. All exposed joints of masonry and between masonry
and brickwork, he., to be carefully raked out, f inch deep, and filled in solid with special mortar, neatly
pointed, finished flush with outside faces of work. All masonry to bo left perfect! v clean at completion of
works.
‘13

1S3.
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183. Preestone ashlar, to be provided in any situation in tlie construction o£ these works, of the FrocBtoneaehlar.
exact dimensions, moulded, sunk, weathered, throated, checked, grooved, radiated, curved, channeled,
fine-axed, battered, hammer-dressed, worked, rubbed where directed, and finished of! in the best possible
manner, as shown on drawings, and in accordance with any details which the Engineer may provide
during the progress of tho works. All stones to be in lengths, as shown, and shall be directed, with truly
squared and axe-dressed beds, joints, and backs.
All joints from exposed surfaces of stones, and from
faces of concrete work, as the case may be, to be axed-in 2 inches deep.
The plinths, where shown on
drawings, to be ■weathered with 2 inches parallel drafted margin, under edge of weathering and at all
external angles of same.
All external faces of plinths, skewbacks, abutments, piers, wings of abut
ments, ic., to be pitched-faced, no part of which to project more than approved of beyond true line of wall,
with a true pitched line along each exposed arris, and with 2-inch parallel drafted margin as shown.
All
capstones over pilasters to be of one stone.
Holes for lewis-bolts to be sunk where directed, of the depth
and size required. All quoins, of the exact sizes specified, to be set in and out bond to all angles.
184. Bluestone ashlar to he provided in any situation in the construction of these works, of the Bluestonemshinr.
exact dimensions, forms, shapes, moulded, weathered, throated, fine-axed, sunk for reception of cast-iron
bearing plates ; and faces of vrcir-crest stones to be radiated, and to have vertical hird’s-mouth grooves sunk
along centre line of joints, as shall be directed ; to be built in with the concrete, brickwork, and freestone
masonry, as the case may be, and as the latter rises, where shown on drawings and as may be directed, to
be lewised and set as specified in clause 182. All stones to be washed- clean and to bo well wetted before
being used. Holes for lewis and anchor bolts to be sunk, where directed, of the depth and size required.
185. Squared freestone rubble masonry, in any situation in the construction of these works, to bo Squared niM>ie
built of squared hammer-dressed throughstones, unless otherwise directed, in from 10 to 14 inch levellllllsonrj'
courses, as may be directed at the time, or on lines of open channels in courses parallel with longitudinal
gradient. Said masonry to be built straight, curved, battered, or sloped, every stone to be set full up on
and in cement mortar. When the exposed face of wall is battered, the sui-face of each course to be at
right angles with line of batter, the top course to be built of larger stones, level at top and squared at
back. All stones to bo punched, dressed, and picked to the exact thicknesses, sizes, and forms required,
and set in the most approved bond, with joints throughout not exceeding ^-inch in thickness. All stones
to be washed clean and wetted with clean fresh water before being used. Every course to be carefully
grouted before tlie succeeding course is put on. All masonry to be finished with a neatly struck and cut
joint as the work proceeds, and to he left perfectly clean on completion.
Squared Milestone Pitching.
186. Squared bluestone pitchers, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be
sand, in regular 9-inch courses, lengthwise across the channel, in the most approved bond, and in
ring or course round manhole covers, ike. All stones to be dressed and picked so as to ensure the
all through not to exceed 4 inch in thickness. Ho stone to be less than 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 in., but
longer, curved, and radiated if directed.

set in
single
joints
to be

Squared Freestone Pitching and Channeling.
187. Squared freestone pitchers, in any situation in the construction of these works, to be set upon
their natural beds in sand or in cement mortar, as may be specified, in regular 12-inch courses, lengthwise
across the course of the channel, in approved bond, with 4-inch wide joints throughout. No stone to be
less than 12 inches deep, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches in length, but to be longer, curved, and radiated if
directed. If the pitchers are set in cement, all stones to be washed clean and well welted with clean fresh
water before being used, to be set full upon and in cement mortar, and on completion of pitching, all
joints to be carefully filled with cement grout. All pitching in road channels to be set in sand in regular
courses parallel with kerb-stones, in approved bond, with 4-inch joints, no stone to be less than 12 inches
wide, 8 inches deep, unless otherwise specified, and 18 inches long, but to be longer, curved, and radiated
if directed. On completion of pitching set in sand all joints to be carefully filled in with sand.
Freestone Kerbing.
188. Kerb-stones in such lengths, picked and axed-dressed to such widths, depths, shapes, and
forms, with squared and axed ends, insuring 4-inch joints throughout, to be set upon their natural beds in
sand, in any situation in the construction of these works,.along such lines, levels, gradients, and curves as
shown on drawings, and as may be directed at the time.
Pipe-laying and Jointing.
189. After the trenches have been excavated lo the exact depths, levels, and gradients, and after dazed etonethe foundation layer of concrete lias been filled in where ordered, as the case may be (leaving sufficient''1™^'1"25'
room for jointing), glazed stoneware pipes of the required diameter to be laid thereon, along such lines,
curves, and inclinations, as shown on general plans and longitudinal sections, true, straight, and solid;
and for all vertical branch pipc-scwers and ventilating pipe-shafts, the pipes to be set true, straight, and
plumb.
'
190. In clay or similar soil the pipes to rest direct and solid upon the soil. In rock they are to be Foundations,
laid as shown on drawing, on a 1-inch bed of poor mortal-, composed of one part, of cement and six parts
of sand, the cost of same to be included in items for pipe-laying. In soil liable to be scoured out or easily
shifted, they shall, if directed by the Engineer, be laid on sandstone concrete, as shown on drawing.
191. In every case tho pipes shall be laid in such a manner that their ban-els shall bear firmly and
evenly on their bed, the sockets being entirely free from pressure in the joint-hole, and the spigots con
centric with the sockets.
192. The pipes arc to be jointed as follows :—The 0-inch pipes with tarred gasket £ inch deep after jojjitintn'irfs.
setting, and special cement mortar ]J- inch deep within socket of pipe; the 9-inch pipes with tarred gasket
4 inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1J inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 10-inch pipes
with tarred gasket 4 inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1-jj inch deep within socket of pipe;
tho 12-inch pipes with tarred gasket
inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar Ij] inch deep
within socket of pipe ; the ] 5-inch pipes with tarred gasket-jj inch deep after setting, and special cement
258—3 Gr
mortar
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mortar 1| inch deep within socket of pipe ; the IG-inch pipes with tarred gasket -J inch deep after setting,
and special cement mortar H- inch deep within socket of pipe ; the 18-inch pipes with tarred gasket inch
deep after setting, and special cement mortar If inch deep within socket of pipe; the 21-inch pipes with
tarred gasket -*j inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 1| inch deep within socket of pipe ; tlio
24- inch pipes with tarred gasket -f inch deep after setting, and special cement mortar 2 inches deep within
socket of pipe.
193. The tarred gasket to be placed in tlie faucet and set tight round spigot end of pipe, after
Inner joints.
which the remaining space in faucet to be cleaned, wetted, and filled in with stiff special cement mortar,
packed in solid, splayed oft' outside to an angle of 45 degrees, and neatly finished off The inner joints
between pipes to be carefully filled with special cement mortar all round, neatly wiped off as a finish. Each
pipe length thus finished to be carefully cleaned out before another pipe length is added.
Junction pipes.
194. Junction pipes of any desired size are to be laid into tlio line of pipe-sewers wherever required
by the Engineer. The socket ends of all junction pipes, junction blocks, junction holes, ventilating pipes,
and dead ends are to he protected against the ingress of foreign'substances, and made easily accessible for
effecting future connections, by being closed with earthenware discs having a temporary watertight joint
all round, the cost of providing and fixing same to be included in items for pipe-laying.
Cast-iron Pipe-laying.
195. After the pipe-trenches have been excavated to the exact depths, levels, and gradients required,
Castoron spigot
and faucet
cast-iron
pipes of the diameters shown or ordered, to be laid along lines (curved or straight), and solid upon
pipes.
the bottom of the trench, or upon a foundation layer of concrete, and the vertical pipes placed as shown,
leaving sufficient room for jointing.
Jointing.
196. The pipes are to be jointed as follows
The 6-inch and 7-ineh diameter pipes with spun-yarn
inch and 3 inch deep respectively after setting up, and soft lead IT inch deep after setting up ; the 8-inch,
9-inch, and 10-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3^ inches, and 3J- inches deep respectively after
setting up, and soft lead 1^ inch deep after setting up; the 11-inch, 12-inch, 14-inch, 15-inch, and 18-inch
diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3 inches,
inches, 3-£ inches, and 3-J- inches deep respectively
after setting up, and soft lead 1|- inch deep after setting up ; the 20-inch, 22-inch, 24-ineh, 26-inch,
25- inch, 30-inch, 32-inch, 34-inch, and 36-inch diameter pipes with spun-yarn 3 inches, 3£ inches, 3£ inches,
3j- inches, 3J inches, 3£ inches, 3i- inches, 3£ inches, and 3J- inches deep respectively7 after setting up, and
soft lead 2 inches deep after setting up.
197. Should the faucets of pipes used in these works, in places, be of greater or lesser depths than
Expansion
joints.
indicated in the previous clause, then the spun-yarn packing is to be of greater or lesser depths as may be
required, the depths of tho lead joints to remain as specified. Expansion joints to be made in the same
manner, but of such special depth of lead joint, with or without spun-yarn packing as shown on drawings
Curved pipe
and as may be ordered at the time. All curves on lines of pipe-sewers to be accurately formed with tlio
lines.
spigot and faucet joints of tlie pipes without any abrupt horizontal and vertical dip, rise, or bend. The spunyarn to be tightly platted or laid round each spigot end, so as to fill the socket of each pipe after setting
up to the exact depth specified, leaving in each instance the remaining deptli of faucet for tlie specified
le;id joint, the hitter to be made at each joint in the trench with one running, and when cold to he set up
with proper irons to one smooth, even, plain surface all round the pipe, and \ inch within socket of same.
Setting up lead
198. The setting up of all lead-joints to he made with a proper set of setting irons, commencing
joints.
from outer surface of spigot end with £ inch thick setting irons, and continuing towards outer edge of leadjoint, with setting irons advancing gradually by inch in thickness at the time. Special setting irons to be
used for setting up expansion joints. After the pipes have been laid and the joints of every description
made, examined, and approved, they are at once to lie covered up, but in no case are they to remain longer
than twelve hours uncovered after they have been approved of.
Faulty joints.
199. Faulty and objectionable lead joints to lie immediately and carefully chiseled out (they are not
allowed to be burnt out) and fresh lead joints to be made and set up until approved of. Attempts to
repair defective joints are under no consideration to be permitted.
.

Poad-making.

200. The different roads shown on drawings are to be formed 30 feet wide between edges of slopes,
whether on embankments or in cuttings. The longitudinal gradients of approaches to be at an inclination
of 1 in 20, or as shall ho directed. All roadways to be formed with a crown, whicli at the centre line is
to be 6 inches higher than the edges.
Boxing-out.
201. After the roadway has been formed and approved, it is to be carefully boxed out along centre
line, if ordered, for the reception of the road material, 8 inches deep for ballast, and 4 inches deep for
metal—12 inches in all, by a width of 24 feet,
Ballasting and
202. After tlie boxing-out has been completed, its bottom surface to be covered by a layer of 4-inch
metalling.
gauge sandstone ballast, spread 8 inches thick throughout, and then covered with bluestone metal spread
4 inches thick throughout.
Blinding.
203. After the metalling has been completed and approved, tlie whole of its surface to be covered
with about one-eighth of its own hulk of bluestone chippings of a uniform thickness, after which the whole
road surface to he watered and rolled until approved.
204. The stone used for metalling to be basalt or other similar hard stone of approved quality ; to
Quality of metal,
size.
be broken to angular fragments of a size to pass freely with their largest dimensions through a ring 24
inches diameter, and to be free from dirt, quarry refuse, <fcc.
The prices per cubic yard for bluestone metal and sandstone ballast for road surface to include the
cost of providing and spreading Winding.
Tarred Metal Deck.
■
Width, slopes,
gradient, for
mation,

Stone for tar.

205. After the tarring of upper surface of metal flooring, and after tho sand-filling over arches and
abutments of aqueducts has been completed, levelled, and approved, or in any other situation in tho con
struction of those works, the whole of these surfaces as shown on drawings, to tho thicknesses figured or
ordered at the time, to be covered with the tarred metal docking, as follows ;—
206. The stone to he basalt, broken to a 2-inch gauge, free from dirt; the screenings to ho crushed
from the same stone, ami to pass through a iVinch sieve. All stones and screenings to bo perfectly clean
and
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and dry, lo be heated before admixture with tar. The tar to bo coal-tar, free from all adulterations, and
boiled a sufficient time to get rid of the light oils before being used.
'
Tlie stones and screenings to be mixed with the boiled tar separately; to be then stacked where Taning and
directed, so as to allow the surplus tar to drain away for at least three weeks before being laid in position. sUc!dne'
207. 'I be 2-incb stone to be spread over the whole bridge, upon the concrete filling of roadway, and Luring and
upon the 7-inch thick sand layer of footpaths, between kerb-logs, to such thicknesses and surfaces, and witli roliine‘
suck curvature to roadway, when rolled, as shown in drawing, and to be then covered with about one-eighth
of its own bulk of screenings. Both layers to be well rolled and cross-rolled with a 30-cwt. roller, having
not less than a 3-foot width of face, until they form solid compact surfaces to the required levels and
curvature.
208. The sides along kerb-logs and all places where tlie roller cannot work, to be well punned by Punning,
band with a flat-faced 42'lb. iron rammer. When approved by the Engineer, tlie whole of the surfaces to
be brushed over with a coat of hot coal-tar, and a layer of heated fine bluestone screenings, with dust left
in, spread over it.
Colx Concrete Deck.
209. Coke concrete to be provided, placed in position where directed in the manner specified for
other concrete, and lo bo mixed as described in clause 143, but in the following proportions :—16 cubic
feet of approved coke broken to a strict 1-inch gauge, 8 cubic feet of sand, and 1 cask of cement.
Fencing.
210. Eencing is to be erected in such line and situation, and of such description as shall be directed, I'an<L1t<’ b,0
and as marked out by the Superintending Officer, and of the form and to the dimensions marked on the required!
drawings.
211. Ordnance fences to be provided, framed, fitted, and erected where ordered, of sawn hardwood Ordnance
timber, unless where otherwise specified, as viz.: Posts 6 in. x 4 in. x 6 ft. G in,, top rail 4 in. x 4 in,, cncn*’'
intermediate and lower rails 4 in. x 3 in. Posts spaced C ft. 6 in. from centre to centre, sunk in rock not
less than 18 in., and into other ground not less than 2 ft. 6 in. deep. On road embankments, where
ordered, posts to be 7 ft. 9 in. long, mortised into sills 9 in. diameter x 5 ft. long, secured by 1-inch
diameter hardwood tree-nail, stayed to posts by 4 in. x 4 in. struts, secured to posts and sills by jj-inch
screw-bolts, and^-incli diameter spikes, 7J inches long. Angle and end posts, 10 inches diameter at smallest
end x 8 feet long, to be sunk 3 feet deep in the ground, mortised G inches deep for reception of ends of rails.
Tops of round posts to be protected by caps of G-lb. sheet-lead, secured to posts by lead-headed nails 2 inches
long, and wrought-iron 2-in, x £-in. rings, secured each by four 3-inch wood screws. Sawn posts to be
notched at top for reception of top rail and halved out for reception of intermediate and lower rails, spaced
as shown. Top rail to be laid arris uppermost into notches, secured to posts with 2-in. x -i-in. hoop-straps,
and four 2-inch long wood screws to each strap. Intermediate and lower rails to be fitted flush with inner
faces of sawn posts, and secured to each with two 4-inch wood screws. All sawn timber above ground to
- be planed, all scarf-joints of rails to be made us directed, over posts only, and all sills, struts, and ends of
p.osts under ground to be charred thoroughly. The ground round posts to be well rammed, and the clearing
spaces round ends of posts stepped in rock holes, to he carefully filled in with cement grout.
212. The split timber fencing may be of one or more of the throe following descriptions :—
' Description oi
. .
.
1
split timljer
1st. flence consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails (wired if shown), and round posts ttnees.
■
where required.
2nd. Pence, consisting of split hardwood posts, three split rails, and round posts where
required.
3rd. Pence, consisting of split hardwood posts, two split rails, covered with split hardwood
palings, with round posts whore required.213 * * 216 217 * 219
213. Posts to be 6 ft. 6 in. long, 8 inches broad by 2} inches thick, except those for the paling- Post#fence, wliich shall be 7 feet long, with mortises 6 in. x 3 in., cut square to the gauge shown on the draw
ings. All posts to be charred for a length of 2 ft. G in. from the bottom, sunk 2 feet into the ground, set
uniform and upright, and spaced 8 ft. 3 in. apart from centre to centre, and the earth well rammed in round
them until the posts stand solid and firm.
_
Pails to be 9 feet long, tho top rail not less than 7 in. x 2 in., and the bottom rail not less than
8 im x 2 in. in the two-rail fencing, and in the three-rail fencing the centre rail to be not less than 8 in.
x 2 in., and the bottom rail 7 in. x 2 in. Tenons to be 6 inches long, carefully adzed to fit closely into the
mortises, shouldered square with the saw, and fitted so as to butt close up to the posts,
21D. Palings arc to he sound, straight, cleanly split, and free from sap, and of approved timber, Palings.
£> feet long, not less than 4 inches wide, and £ inch thick. They are to be sawn off square, placed upright,
close together, and to a straight line on top, and securely fixed by 1^-inch strong wire nails, two nails to
every paling in each rail. They are to be further secured along the mils by galvanised hoop-iron of 18guage, 1 inch wide, well nailed by 1 J-inch clout nails at intervals not exceeding 12 inches apart.
216, At all intersections with existing fences, and at all angles, a round post is to be provided and Roumt posts,
fixed, 9 inches in diameter, charred for a length of 3 feet from the bottom, and sunk 2 ft. 6 in. into the
ground, and the earth well rammed in until the post stands solid and firm. These posts are to be of such
length as to leave the top 6 inches above the upper rail. At existing fences the junctions are to be made
*
good and connected with these posts, which are to be mortised for the rails to suit the fence in the same
manner as shown on drawing.
217. Where necessary, posts, cither round or split, are to have a hardwood strut G in, x 3 in., Posts strutted
checked at upper end into the post, and secured by a 6-in. x J-im round spike. A hardwood stake, 3 ft. wht:rencce3Ear>’long x 8 in. x 3 in., to be driven close into the foot of the strut, as shown on drawing.
218; Tlie crossing of ditches, watercourses, or hollows in the ground, are to be made secure, either Crossing ditches
by supporting the fence on logs, extra long posts, or as may be directed.
depression*
219. The fencing is to be erected to a true line on top, and is not to follow the minor ii,rer'ularities
of the ground.

220.
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Fencing: wircaud
220. The wire used in fences to be that known as Ko. 8 “best best annealed drawn,” or other
& raining
approved fencing wire j to lie passed through the posts, which are to be bored for the purpose witli a quarter
liracketa.

(\) inch auger, and strained tight by means of lb Morton & Co’s, or other approved straining bracket, fixed
to the straining posts by wood screws or spikes, so as to suit the gauge, as shown on the drawing.
The works and materials comprised in clauses In os. 217, 218, and 220 to be included in the schedule
rates for fencing.
Wrought-iron Worl-.
Wrought-iron
work.

Welds.

Joints.

Screw-bolts and
screws.

Joints of HtmfLs,

be,

Joints and
working parts.

Handles and
levers.
divots and bolts.

Holes for rivets,
bolts, &c.

Rhetiiig-.

Wrougrht-lron
gratings.

Wrought-iron
ladders.

221. All wrought-iron spindles, bolts, |_, T> an^ t-J irons, flat and round bar, plates, straps, axles,
pins, anchor-bolls, rolled girders, nuts, washers, rods, rivets, holding-down Lai's, gratings, frames, keys,
chains, ic., to be of tlie exact dimensions and forms shown on drawings. The greatest care to be taken
in any welds to ensure perfect soundness, and the contractor to be at tlie expense of any test which the
Engineer shall think fit to submit the welds to. All plates, bars, channel-irons, rods, <fcc., to be perfectly
true and of even uniform thickness ; all angle-irons and bars to be sound, uniform, and regular on edges ;
all joints and edges to be truly planed to the dimensions on drawings j all wrought-iron parts to be rolled
or forged out of one piece, unless otherwise specified and directed. Ends of spindles, shackles, ifcc., to
be forged wdth eye-holes, and holes for male and female joints of the exact forms. All bolts, handles,
hand-rails, spindles, keys, chains, pins, axles, bars, crosses, ifcc., to be forged ■witli protecting necks, and
welded with ends of large diameters or otherwise for screw-ends, and made of the exact shapes, forms,
dimensions, lengths, widths, and diameters shown on drawings, with angular and square threads, as the
case may be, to all bolts, spindles, ifcc., witli the correct pitch, angle, and depth. All portions fastened
with screws, bolts, or rivets to fit close together. The chains attached to blades of penstocks, and the
whole of the wrought-iron gratings, channel-irons, <fcc., connected therewith, wrought-iron girders to
working platforms, hand-rails to platforms and stairs, to be galvanised before being fixed in the works.
222. All joints in plate, angle, "f irons, itc., to be made only in such positions as shown on
drawings and where directed j and all covering plates, wrappers, ”["> an4 angle irons to be truly cut at
ends to insure a perfect fit.
223. All screw-bolts and screws to flanged pipes, penstocks, valves, all other castings and wroughtiron work of every description, to be of the exact diameters and lengths shown on drawings, with hexagon
heads and nuts, and to be angular threaded with the correct pitch and angle of the 'Whitworth screw.
224. Joints of shafts, spindles for penstocks, axle shafts for strainers and traveller, engines, ifcc.,
to be made by said shafts being truly turned and cut at ends, and cast-iron flanged and turned sockets,
with turned spigot and faucet, the internal diameter of socket to be turned exactly, and slightly of less
diameter than ends of shafts. Sockets and ends of shafts to be grooved, as shown for steel key. Sockets
to be heated and then fitted on to ends of shafts with keys, after which the flanges to be bolted together,
forming coupling, as shown on drawings.
'
225. All joints and working parts of wrought-iron on penstocks, valves, strainers, standards, engines,
travelling cranes, travellers, gratings, troughs, louvre shutters, brackets, ifcc., to be turned, scraped, or
ground and glazed bright, as the case may require, and as shall be directed.
22G. All handles and levers for working penstocks, valves, strainers, travellers, travelling cranes, '
ifcc., to be ground and glazed bright.
227. The rivets throughout to be made from -J-inch, f-inch, £-meh, |-inch, 1-inch, and 1 J-inch
iron respectively, with heads and necks, as shown on drawings. The Engineer may require any holes to
be drilled and the bolts turned for same, or he may order bolts to be substituted for rivets, or other
changes of the kind, in such places as he may consider necessary, without extra charge.
228. All rivet, bolt, and screw holes to correspond as to diameter and position with the drawings,
and to he carefully drilled parallel, and at right angles with face of work. All the holes in booms of
main girder, bearing plates, lattice bars, wrought-iron aqueduct pipes, rolled |_, channel, f, and Hut
bar irons to be drilled—the respective, pieces being clamped in their proper positions and secured under
drill and bored right through ; holes in cylinder bracing, cross-girders, and wind bracing girders may be
punched. Kb drifting or rhymering to be done without the consent of tlie officer in charge, and then
rhymering only ■when the plates can in no other way be made to coincide. Holes which are directed to
be punched or drilled at the building site to be about ^ inch narrower than the diameter of the rivet
required, so as to insure a good fit after its being eidarged. with the rhymer. Where several holes meet
each other in the parts to be united, a horizontal dislocation of not more than 5 per cent, of the diameter
of the hole is allowable, the hole then to be made perfectly equal with the rhymer, and not by filing on
one side, and rivet-bolts of proportionately large size to be used in holes thus enlarged.
229. All rivets to be inserted at a bright beat, after being carefully freed from scales, into the duly
cleared holes, to be quite firm after tho head is completed. If not firm, rivets to be at once removed and
replaced by others, and of larger size when directed. In putting together parts, care to be taken that
none of them are forced into one-sided tension ; any portions distorted in riveting the connections to bo
at once loosened and the faults remedied. All rivets to be finished with cup heads, and when countersunk
the sinking to be drilled and the heads to be finished perfectly flush. All rivets and heads of bolts to be
countersunk where plates, when fixed, will bear on other work, and where they form the inner surfaces of
aqueduct pipes. All riveting to be done in the neatest and most workmanlike manner.
230. Wrought-iron gratings to be of tlie exact dimensions, straight or curved, as the'case may be,
the bars spaced and riveted as shown, all bars to have rounded-off top surfaces. All hooks, rings, and
chains attached to flushing valves, ifcc., to be galvanised before being fixed in the works.
231. Wrought-iron ladders in lengths shown on drawing, and as may be ordered, consisting of
2J-iu. x jj-in, uprights, spaced 13| inches apart, and J-inch round bar rungs spaced 12 inches from centre
to centre. Joints of uprights to occur only at supports, wliere directed. Supports, spaced as shown, to
consist of two 6-in. x 3-in. x 3-in. x |-in. channel irons fixed to uprights with |-inch screw-bolts, stiffened
off at ends, at top and bottom, with J-inch plates varying from 12 inches to 13 J- inches in length, riveted
on to top and bottom flanges of channel irons, as shown.
Cast-iron Work.

Casting.

232. The whole of the castings to be perfectly sound, free from all cold shuts, honeycomb, holes, or
other defects; to be cast in dry sand moulds, unless where other-wise directed.

233.
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233. All castings to be true in sectional form, straight longitudinally where shown to be so, or of Castings,
such shapes, projections, curves, angles, and forms as shown on drawings; and each portion of such castings
to be of equal strength and of the specified thickness throughout its respective length.
234. Tlie external and internal surfaces of all castings to be perfectly clean and smooth and in
strict accordance with sections.
235. All cylinders and pipes to be cast vertically, with tlie socket or flanged end downwards; to be Sunders and
straight longitudinally; all straight pipes with faucet, or flanged, and with spigot ends, to have the latter pi]>es.
■
cast 9 inches longer than shown on drawings ; all cylinders to be cast with sucli head of metal as shall be
directed. After the castings have been cleaned and coated, the head of metal over the cylinders, and the
9 inches at spigot ends of pipes to be cut off, so as to leave same perfectly square on section and true and
equal in circumference, so as to fit the socket, leaving an equal space all round of the exact thickness shown
on drawings for lead joints.
23G. The faucet of each pipe or easting'to be perfectly square and true, of tlie exact dimensions Faucet tnda.
shown on drawings, and to be cast with a groove of the size and depth as required by the Engineer. The
faucet of large circular and oval pipe for expansion joints to be cast as shown wdth an inner narrower Fmioet for
faucet and projecting rim, and both inner sides of narrower faucet and of projecting rim to bo truly turned cxiiai,slon iointand polished.
237. The feathers and flanges, where such are shown, to be of the exact widths, forms, and thick- Foothere and
nesses, and all surfaces of contact to be planed and turned to true and even faces.
allgt:s'
238. All spigot ends for expansion joints, where shown on drawings, to be east with a recessed end Spisot ends for
for reception of wrought-iron ferrule on inner face, and a corresponding projecting face on the outside ; c:cl,alI910nJ m 8said recessed inner and projecting outside faces to be truly turned and polished to the exact cross-section
for reception of lead joint, gun-metal packing ring, and wrought-iron cover-plate, as the case may be.
239. Tlie thimbles for expansion joints for large, circular, and oval pipes, to be cast with faucets as Thimbles for
described in clause 230, and with web-plates, ribs, and bed-plates cored out, with bosses truly bored for ®xPftnsioniolnt&
heads of anchor-bolts ; the whole to be of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions, as shown on drawings.
240. The flanges of gas-check frames to be provided with a projecting face, planed and turned to Cne-chcck
true and even faces, of tlio exact dimensions shown on drawings.
frames.
241. All holes in hinge-brackets at bop of gas-check frames to be truly bored to the diameter
required for the reception of hinge-bolts,
242. All bolt-holes to be of the exact sizes, spaced as shown, and to be truly bored and turned.
243. All flange-joints, unless where otherwise directed, to be made tight with red load.
244. Frames of penstocks to be of tlie different parts, and of the exact shapes, forms, and dimensions, with all screw and bolt holes, and the exact circular valve openings, with flanged end at back,
projecting rim round opening in front'and at sides of same, with cap-pieces on top, upright slide frames,
flanged, bolted together, cored out with bosses and web-plates between, to receive front guide-plate, with
inner projecting faces screwed into bosses of upright frames. Guide-pieces, with flange and web, faced
on surface of contact, with boss in centre, the latter truly bored and turned for reception of brasses and
spindle to pass through, fitted with bolt-holes, and screwed on to guide-plates.
245. All landing and other plates and grates to be complete with ribs, flanges, hinged and other
lids, close or ventilating covers, girders of the exact shapes, forms, dimensions, projections, recesses, &c.,
as shown on drawing.
246. Valve blades to be of the exact diameters, forms, shapes, and dimensions, with circular
projecting faces back and front, and vertical projecting faces corresponding with and bearing on projecting

UorinKholesBoltholes.

Flange joints.
Penstock frames,
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faces of guide-plates and framing, and vertical racks or brackets, with eye-holes truly bored for fixing foot
of valve spindle, as the case may be. All seatings to bo truly faced and bored out to receive gun-mctal
faces, and all stuffing boxes, glands, foot-step bearings, and journal-boxes, to be bored and turned and
polished where directed.
247. All girders, brackets, standards, wheels for chains, and balance weights, tubes, boxes, glands, SumOj' inimvmk
plummer-blocks, and boxes for lifting or turning spindles, as the ease may be, foot-brackets for upper bored,urn
spindles, flanged pipes for spindles, street-boxes, etc., of the different parts, and of the exact lengths, forms,and dimensions, to be truly faced, turned, and polished at all joints, bored and turned for reception of
screws, nuts, and brasses, with all bolts aud screw-holes of the sizes shown, bolted at all joints, and all faces
of flange-joints and working parts and other faces, where directed, to be truly planed, turned, faced, and
scraped, to the necessary surfaces.
248. All .penstocks, scour-valves, itc., to he carefully and truly fitted and fixed together, with all Penstocks,
lifting and turning gear, gun-metal fitcings, spindles, wrought-iron work, street-boxes, screws, bolts, nuts,
10
&c., complete, in strict accorditnce with drawings and dimensions figured thereon, and all valves to close
watertight.
'
249. The frame and flap-valve of flushing valve, with bracket, pulley, &c., to be complete, with FiuBhing valve,
wrought-iron galvanised chain, to be cast of the exact diameter, shapes, forms, and dimensions ; the
flushing valves to have a projecting rim all round, the inner face truly faced and turned to a “ \/ shape ’’
of the exact dimensions, so that when the flap is placed in position the edge of the \/ rim to lie exactly
against the centre line of the square tuck or lead-packing of opposite groove in frame, planed out to a
’
dovetail for the purpose.
■
250. Couplings, flanged, turned, bored, faced, with turned and bored spigot and faucet, and bolt- Coupiinja.
holes of the exact diameters, to be of the exact forms and dimensions for making joints of valvespindles, ire.
251. Cast-iron frame with 22-inch diameter opening, with non-ventilating lid fitting easily into Cast-iron frame,
frame, complete with sawn and tarred ironbark wood-bricks fitted into panels, the whole to be in strict
accordance with drawings and dimensions shown thereon.
252. Scupper-pipes, with cistern-heads, and grating-cover for inlets of seupper-pipos, and plain Scupper-pipes,
cover-plates over inlets of scupper-pipes, ns shown, to be cast to the exact shapes, forms, with the exact an^covcrpiatea.
openings, and to the dimensions figured on drawings.
253. All grooves for stop-boards to be cast with a connecting ledge at top, to be cut off when stop-board
casting is completed. All grooves to be cast true, of the exact dimensions, shapes, and forms; and all Kr00Te3working parts of frames and slide-valves, grooves, and stop-plates, to be truly planed and faced so as to fit,
but not too tight. All stop-plates to be complete with wrought-iron shackles, 12-foot galvanised chain,
hook, and rings.
■
Gun-metal
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Gun-mctal Work.
254. All portions tinted yellow on drawings*, as in nuts, bolts, shackles, bearings, and working parte,
nuts and naves of wheels, seatings of valves, penstocks, standards, hangers, and brackets, and all other
Cns-choek flaps. brasses in working and lifting gear, itc., to be made of gun-metal.
Tlie gas-check flaps to be of Muntz
or delta metal.
Castings.
255. The whole of the castings to be solid and perfectly sound, and free from all honej'comb, holes,
or other defects.
Spindles.
256. All spindles to be east on end, having a riser on top of each not less than 3 feet in height, after
whicli they are to be turned and finished to the exact lengths and diameters; to be straight, and work
true in stuffing boxes, nuts, glands, Ac.
257. All screw ends and nuts, unless wliere otherwise specified and directed, to be angular,
Nuts and screws,
threaded with the correct pitch and angle ; and all naves of wheels, nuts for lifting gear in standards and
for off-let valves, bearing nuts of end brackets for shafts, Ac., where shown, to be turned with the square
thread and correct pitch, and angle of the Whitworth screw.
General direc
258. All nuts, naves, pins, lubricators, shackles, eyeholes, sockets, hinges, hinge-bolts, guide and
tions for finished
other brasses in plummer blocks, brackets, standards, valves, penstocks, Ac., to be truly bored, turned,
work.
faced, and finished to the exact lengths and diameters, shapes, and forms, and to bo straight and work
true on all bearings and working faces.
Gas-checks.
259. All projecting rims, straps, eyehole brackets, Ac., to be provided and fitted on to gas-check
Soldering',
flaps, to be cast of the sizes, shapes, and forms as shown on drawings, to be faced on surface of contact,
and to be soldered on to the flaps with zinc, after having been placed truly in position, and then riveted
as shown. All gas-check flaps to be of the exact thickness shown on drawings. When the rims and
straps for eacli flap are not cast in one casting, then they are to be cast in parte as shall be directed ; and
prior to fixing such parts in position, they are to be truly fitted and jointed together. All such joints to
be scarfed and braced, as, viz., tho edges filed or scraped clean and bright, covered with spelter and
powdered borax, and exposed in a clear fire to a heat sufficient to melt the solder, whicli, for all scarfjoints, to be an alloy composed of four parts of copper to three of zinc. All scarf-joints to be placed
where directed. All binge axles to be truly turned. All links of shackles to be made with one joint,
scarfed, brazed, and riveted together.
Packing ring1.
_
200. At expansion joints of large cast-iron pipes, where shown, a gun-metal packing ring of the
size specified, to be provided, placed, and fitted round spigot end of pipe, carefully set up flush with cud
face of inner recess of faucet.
201. All portions of castings, as exposed surfaces of nuts, hinge-bolts, hinges, shackles, rims, straps,
brockets, hooks, links, Ac., arc to be cleaned as they leave the mould, end all irregularities to be removed.
All other portions of gun-metal work to bo truly faced on all surfaces. All gun-mctal facings and fittings
to be truly turned and faced on ail surfaces, to fit exactly, to be forced into positions, screwed where
shown, and to sit perfectly firm and true,
'
Gun-mcial
tinted yellow.

Wrought-iron Work, Gun-metal Work, and Oast-iron Work.
Qna’ity and
workmanship.

Weights.

Contractor to
give n receipt
lor ironwork
supplied.
Surp'us iron
work.

262. ^ The whole of the wrought-iron, cast-iron, and gun-metal work to be of first-rate quality and
workmanship, in strict accordance with tlie specification and the dimensions and patterns shown on the
drawings, and any details which the Engineer may provide during the progress of tlie contract.
263. M rought and cast ironwork and gun-mctal work not to be more than 3 per cent, below the
scheduled weight, and the contractor shall only bo entitled to payment of tlie weights as per schedule, at
the various prices set forth therein, and payment will not be made for any excess on such weights.
"
2G4. All ironwork aud gun-metal work supplied by Government to the contractor to be delivered
free of charge at the various sites of the works where they arc required. Ecr each article so delivered
the contractor sliall give a written receipt, after which he shall bo held solely responsible for same; and
shall, if any such .article be lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, refund the cost to the Government.
_ ^
265. Ail ironwork and gun-metal work, Ac., provided by the Government, wliich, at the completion
of the contract, by direction of tho Engineer, has not been built or permanently fixed in the works, shall
bn conveyed by the contractor to the site of the Field Office, or to tlie iron store at Camneidown. as may
be directed.
"

Painting,
266. All wrought-iron work (except wliere otherwise specified and directed) before leaving tlie
foundry to be scraped and cleaned, and well coated with boiled linseed oil; and, prior to being fixed in
position (excluding internal surfaces of circular and oval wrought-iron tubing, and excepting all working
parks) after it has been cleaned and scraped free from scales, Ac., and inspected, to receive two coals of
anti-corrosive paint over all surfaces, and after being fixed in position, to be finished with two coats of
best oil-colour, in approved tints.
2C7. All bolt-heads, washers, nuts, straps, and all other exposed ironwork of timber bridges a)»ve
level of kerbs, ordnance fencing, Ac., to be finished with two coats of black varnish instead of oil-colour.
Cast-iron work.
268. The whole of the cast-iron work to be properly cleaned immediately after completion; and,
after being inspected, except where otherwise specified, to receive over all surfaces two coats of anti
corrosive paint (except working parts and joints), and to be finished afterwards with two coats of best
oil-colour, in approved tints.
Carpenter’s
269. All carpenter’s work of timber bridges above level of kerbs, and all ordnance fencing above
work.
ground, handrails, travelling cranes, Ac., to be properly prepared, knotted and primed, and painted with
four coats of best oil-colour, finished with approved tints. All tenons, mortises, notches, halvings, joints,
scarfs and butting surfaces, to receive two coats of approved paint before being fixed in position.
270. Mo paint to be applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of timber or
metal work is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours must elapse between eacli application.
Wrought-iron
work.

Castings.

Tarring.
,
271. All cast-iron cylinders, pipes, short lengths, bends, junctions, and any other castings, Ac.,
which will be placed or laid under water, or which are to be covered up in earth, concrete, Ac., and all non
ventilating man-hole covers, street-boxes, flushing-flaps and frames, scupper pipes, precipitating tanks,
grooves,
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grooves, landing plates and frames, grates, cover-plates, gulley grates, itc., as soon they have been cast and
inspected, to be properly cleaned and then heated, and whilst hot to be dipped or coated twice in Lot
gas-tar.
272. All flat, segmental, and buckled plates, rolled girders, bulb
irons, &c., before being placed Wrought-iron
in position, unless otherwise ordered, to receive one coat of tar, and after erection is completed, to receive a "°rk'
second coat; the tar to be coal tar, mixed with kerosene in tho proportion of three of tar to one of kerosene,
and applied hot.
273. Kerbs, flooring planks, timber in girders, longitudinal stringers, cross-girders, corbels, capsills, Timber work,
sills, piles, pier-bracing, abutment platforms, ends of hand mil posts below level of tops of kerbs, to receive
throe coats of tar and composition; the first coat to bo all tar laid on hot, the second and third coats to be
composed of seven parts coal tar, four parts of Stockholm tar, and one part of pitch thoroughly molted
together and applied hot, the last coat on top of deck to be well sprinkled with a layer of clean sharp sand
and lime. All joints aud butting surfaces to be well payed with the hot composition before fixing, and in
finished work the composition to be poured into interstices and joints. Any timber inaccessible for tarring
when fixed, to receive three coats before being placed in position.
274. No tar to bo applied during or immediately after wet weather, or while surface of iron or
timber is wet; and an interval of forty-eight hours to elapse between each application.
Tar Varnish.
275. The whole of the interior surfaces (working parts and joints excepted) of the wrought-iron interior surfaces
circular and oval tubes, cast-iron thimbles, expansion joint castings, short lengths of cast-iron circular and work!,U£llt"lron
oval pipes, tfcc., after having been placed in position in the works, to be thoroughly cleaned of all scales,
rust, and previous coating of linseed oil or paint, drc., and then to be coated twice with a tar-varnish com
posed of 30 gal. of coal tar, fresh, with all its naphtha retained, 6 lb. tallow, 1 -i lb. resin, 3 lb. lamp-black,
and 30 lb. freshly-slacked lime finely sifted ; all materials to be approved of, and then to be intimately
mixed as shall be directed, and applied hot, like paint.
'
Day Labour.

-

27G. When “day labour” is required by the Superintending Officer to execute any works other than Trices given in
those for which a special price is given hi the schedule of quantities and prices, the contractor shall provide Bch<;dulc‘
the same at tho several rates for “day labour ” inserted in said schedule.
The price for day labour is to include supervision as well as all tools, lighting, and implements of To include,
every kind necessary for carrying on tho work, and shall be returned in tho usual monthly pi-ogress
certificate.
277. Tlie accounts for this “day labour” shall, however, be rendered by contractor to the Super-Acootmai to be
intending Officer in half-weekly intervals, that is to say, during the forenoon of every Monday and weekly.half"
Thursday, failing this he shall lose all claim to payments for the “day labour” performed by him during
the preceding three days.
278. The schedule rates per day are for the day of eight bourn. In the event of overtime and Tcngtii °f day,
night-work being oidercd, it is to he paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for
day-work.
Measurements and Payments.
279. The contractor shall be present at all measurements, and, if required, assist in making the Contructor to be
same. ]f he fail to attend after twenty-four hours'notice in writing has been delivered to him of tho 11TCS0"t'
Superintending Officer's intention to take measurements, and clearly setting forth the locality of such
intended operation, the measurements made by the Superintending Officer shall be binding on the
contractor.
280. On satisfactory completion of any portion of tho works, and at all other suitable times, the When and tow
dimensions of such work shall be measured by the Superintending Officer, as specified, and recorded in a ™.™ts”{,c™!d|Se
book kept for that purpose ; and these quantities shall serve as the basis for arriving at the contract sum
* '
on completion of contract.
281. For the purpose of making progress payments, tho dimensions of still unfinished portions of Pr0Krcsst1'iythc work will be measured in a summary way monthly, or as near as may be, but without prejudice to the meilts'
ultimate acceptance or rejection of such unfinished portion of work,
282. The contractor shall sign the measurement book each month, before the monthly progress c!alltraotor
payments are made, accepting the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts. Should ho, however, disagree men "book!10'
with the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, he is at once to state in the measurement book in what
particulars he disagrees, and the grounds of his disagreement; and unless this is done it is to be distinctly
understood that the detailed quantities, prices, and amounts, as recorded in the measurement hook, shall
be binding,
283. The final measurements, based upon the measurements made during the progress of the I™1 measureworks, will be prepared within tliirty days, or as nearly ns may be after tho completion of the work; and ,DC"ts'
the contractor will be required to accept such measurement before the fixed deposit is returned.
Junction with other Contracts.
284. If two different contractors execute simultaneously two adjoining sections of the works, they
shall be held jointly and severally responsible for effecting a proper junction of the sections.
Suspension of Woris.
285. The contractor shall suspend the whole or any portion of the works, on receiving a written
notice to that effect from the Engineer. He shall have no claim for loss or damage on this account, and
such suspension shall in no wise vitiate the contract, but a commensurate extension of time for completing
the works will be granted to the contractor, as set forth in clause 24 of the General Conditions.
Duties.
28G. In the event nf any materials being imported by contractor for use on this contract, no
refund will be made of any duties which maybe legally chargeable on such materials; and the contractor
shall bear and pay all duty-stamps, licenses, building or surveyor's fees or other charges or fees whatsoever
legally demanded by any municipal or other authorities.
Testing
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Testing the Whole of ihe Works,
287. Ifcis to be distinctly understood that, on completion of the works, the Engineer shall have the
power of ordering, and having the sewers, or portions of same, (fee., closed in such order as he shall direct,
and the whole of the sewers and aqueduct tubes, ifcc., filled with water for such a time as he may deem
necessary for the purpose of testing the works; and any injuries, faults of whatsoever description, caused
by or detected in consequence of such testing, to the work, shall be at once repaired, replaced by new
work, and made good, the whole expense being borne solely by the contractor ; and, after tlie completion
of these repairs, replacing with new works, and making good any damages, injuries, faults, ifcc,, the whole
of the works shall again be tested, as before described, until they shall be satisfactory to the Engineer.
This is the schedule to specification marked “C” referred to in our annexed agreement wdth Her Majesty
the Queen, dated tho 10th day of June, a.d. 189 .
„
Witness,—Harold

F. Noiuiie.

■

JOHN CARTER.
5:1 M. G-UMMOW.
59. G. SNODGRASS.

“ D.”

'

Special Conditions.
Jlates of Wages to be Paid.

Not

less than the several rates of wages as set out in the schedule herein shall be paid by the contractor
(or—in the event of the Minister approving of the sub-letting of any portion or portions of the works—by
the sub-contractor) for the various services to be performed under this contract, and, in case of dispute as
to the classification of workmen, the decision of the Engineer shall be final; the rates, however, do not
include those to he paid to apprentices or boys.
With respect to overtime, the recognised rules of the particular trade then prevailing in the district
where the work is situated shall be observed.
If it shall at any time he proved to the satisfaction of the Minister that tlie contractor or any
approved sub-contractor is paying or has paid a lesser rale of ivage for services rendered during the progress
of the works to any workman employed thereon than is set out in the following schedule, the Minister
shall have the option and full power and authority to cancel tho contract, as if sucli breach was and is one
of the events mentioned in clause 32 of the general conditions. Any permission to sub-let shall not
discharge the contractor from any liability in respect of the rate of wages to be paid under this conti-act.
In all classes of labour, forty-eight hours shall lie considered as a week’s work. This rule, however,
shall not apply to those workmen, the necessities of whose employment demand that longer hours shall be
worked, as in the case of firemen, who usually have to get up steam in readiness for tlie day’s work. Tho
necessity for longer hours of labour in special cases shall be determined by the Engineer, whose decision
shall be final.
The following is the schedule referrred to :—
Trade.

Kate,

s. d.
S 0 per day,
10
<) „
9
0 „
9
0 „
8
6 „
Boilermakers aud riveters ...................................... .................. ..................
9
0 „
Fitters ........................................................................................................
9
0 ..
Painters...........................................................................................................
7 fi
Plant bera ..........................................................................................
K
8 6
„
Shipwrights ..............................................................................................
9 6
,,
Copper and brass workers ..................................................................................
9 0
„
Moulders ................................................................................................... .......... 7 0
„
Engine drivers ..........................................................................
.......
7 6
„
Workmen not included in the foregoing list................................................. 6 0
„
Carpenters...............................................................................................................
Masons ................................................................................................
Bricklayers ...................................................................................................
Plasterers ...............................................................................................................

These are the special conditions marked “D” referred to in our annexed agreement witli Her Majesty
tho Queen, dated the loth day of June, a.d. 1895.
.
Witness,—Harold F. Norrie.

•

JOHN CARTER.
F. M. GUMMOW.
D. G. SNODGRASS.

“E.”
General Conditions.
Interpretation of Terms.
1. Whenever the terms hereafter explained in the present clause occur in these or any special conditions,
or in the contract or specification, they shall be held to mean, and shall mean, as follows :—
.
“Government” shall mean the Government of Now South Wales promoting this undeitaking.
“Minister” shall mean the Secretary for Public Works of the Colony of New South Wales for tlie
time being,
“Engineer” shall mean the Enginecr-in-Chief having the principal charge of the works, or the
person acting as such for the time being.
“ Superintending Officer” shall mean any person or persons who may from time to time be entrusted
with the superintendence of the works on behalf of the Government.
“ Contractor” sliall mean the person or persons who contracted to execute the works
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“ Special conditions” shall mean any “ special conditions” hereto attached and forming part of
the contract; and such special conditions shall be read with tlie general conditions as part and parcel of
tlie contract.
“ Schedule of prices” sliall mean the rates at which the contractor lias offered nr agreed to execute
the contract, where the same is based on a schedule of prices; and be the basis on wliich the value of
any extra works or of any deductions shall he calculated, aud progress payments made, whether the contract
be one ot a schedule of prices or a bulk sum.
.
“Plans shall mean and include all drawings referring to the works and explanatory of, or,
supplementary to, the specification.
_
“ Works''shall mean the works set out in the specification and plans, or, in the event of there
being no plans, in the specification only,
" Net claim” shall mean the sum claimed by the contractor after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be due.
“ Net award” shall mean the sum awarded on arbitration, after deducting therefrom the sum
acknowledged by the Department to be duo.
.
Supply of LabovA\ Materials, and Plant.
2. -ihe contractor shall, except in so far as the specification may expressly state to the contrary,
provide at his own cost and expense all labour, materials, and plant, and eveiything which the Engineer
may consider necessary for the proper and complete performance of this contract. No materials or plant
placed on the site of the works shall be removed therefrom, or otherwise disposed of, without the consent
of tlie Engineer.

Plans, Specifications, tlx.
3. The plans and specifications represent generally the form, dimensions, and description of the
several works. Where any discrepancy exists between the dimensions as indicated by tlie scale and those
marked in figures, the figures are to be considered as correct, and are to be taken in all cases in preference
to the measurements by scale.
Or if there be any discrepancy between tlie figures or dimensions, or the
foim of construction, or the material as indicated in the plans, and the dimensions and materials «iven in
the specification, tlie directions of the specification shall be adopted ; and in all cases of defective descrip
tion, or any ambiguity, tlie explanation given by the Engineer shall be binding upon tlie contractor. Also,
anything contained in the plans, aud not in the specification, or anything contained in the specification
and not shown in tho plans, shall be equally binding as if it were contained in both. If neither specifica
tion nor plans contain any mention of minor parts, which, in tho opinion of the Engineer, are reasonablyand obviously necessary for the satisfactory completion of the works, such parts are to be provided by the
contractor without any extra charge, as if they were specially mentioned, and shall be deemed to be, and
hereby are, included in this contract.
.
works described in, or implied by, the specification or shown in auy of the plans, or set forth
m any lists or tables thereon, or attached thereto, as well as those expressly provided for, are to be made
and executed in every detail conformably to the several plans already prepared or which may be prepared
hereafter for the purpose of this contract, in strict accordance with the provisions of the specification and
conditions, and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer.
Copies of Plans, dx.
u
"\C°iJy ot'
I),ans anc* specifications required by the contractor for carrying on the works will
be provided by the Government, but must be returned before a final certificate for the work can be given.
Any additional copies winch may be required and are supplied by the Department shall lie paid for by the
contractor at a rate to be fixed by tlie Engineer.
J
.
Setting out Works.
5, Jhe works will be set out—that is to say, all necessary centre lines and levels will be given to
the contractor—except in the case of buildings, when, in the absence of setting out, a block plan will be
supplied, from winch he must work ; but tlie contractor must satisfy himself of the accuracy of the
setting out, as no work incorrectly set out or improperly executed will bo paid for.
Protecting and maintaining Signals and Marks.
G. Alt bench marks, pegs, and signals on the surface, and all alignments, and level marks under
ground put in by the Engineer or Superintending Officer for the purpose of checking the contractor’s
work, will bo confided to the care of the contractor. He shall, at his own expense, take all proper ami
reasonable precaution and care to preserve and maintain them in their truo position; in the event how
ever, of their being disturbed or obliterated by accident or from any other cause whatever, they may, if
necessary, bo replaced by the Engineer or Superintending Officer at the contractor’s expense, and the
cost thereof deducted from any moneys then due or thereafter becoming due to the contractor.
k’ossessiou of Ground.
_
I11
tl*e contractor possession of the site it shall not be deemed that lie is to have the
exclusive possession, but only a limited possession—that is to say, such possession as will enable him to
pertorm the works comprised in this contract. The Minister may at anytime take possession of any
portion of the works or ground or intended site of the works for the purpose of carrying on any other
works or for any_purpose whatsoever. The contractor must procure for himself all other land which 1m.
may deem requisite for any temporary purposes, or for his own convenience.
Access to Works.
Erjgi!ictil'1 °,r any °^ler person authorised by him, shall have free and uninterrupted access at
all times to the works, and during working hours to any workshop or premises, not on the site of the works
where matenals may be in preparation or stored for tho purpose of this contract. The contractor shall
give the Engineer all particulars as to tlie mode and place of manufacture of any of tlie materials proposed
to be used m connection with this contract, and shall facilitate in every way the inspection of the same.
.
258—3 H
Contractor’s
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Contraclarr’s Risk.

9. Tlie contractor shall take ujion himself the whole risk of executing the works to the satisfaction
of the Engineer, ami in nceorrlanee with the plans, sections, and specifications.
Contractor to be represented.
10. The contractor at all times during the progress of the works, when he is not personally super
intending them, must have a responsible agent or overseer in charge to receive instructions from the
Superintending Officer or Engineer, and to represent the contractor for all purposes of this contract.
Any notice or any written instructions to be given or delivered to the contractor under this contract
shall be deemed to have been so given or delivered when given or delivered to the contractor or his
representative at the work, or left at the contractor's usual or last-known place of abode or business.
Order of Procedure.
11. The Engineer shall have full power to decide in what order in point of time the various parts
of the work or works comprised under this contract sliall be carried out.
Power of Entry.
12. Tlie Engineer sliall have the power, at his discretion, without vacating this contract, to enter
upon, by himself or his agents, and make use of any part or parts of tlie work comprised under this con
tract, and his doing so sliall in no wise be held as a waiver of the responsibility of the contractor in respect
of this contract, except in so far as any injury may accrue to sucli work so entered upon, by reason of any
proved carelessness, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, of any employee of the Government, in which
event the contractor shall be free from liability on account thereof, but not otherwise.
Instructions to be obeyed.
13. Should the contractor refuse or neglect to carryout the instructions of the Engineer or tho
Superintending Officer, tlie Engineer shall have the power of suspending the usual monthly certificate until
sucli instructions have I teen complied with.
Power to Dismiss Men.
14. The Engineer may require the dismissal, within twenty-four hours by the contractor, of any
agent, overseer, foreman, workman, or other person employed on the works, and in the event of tho
contractor refusing or neglecting to comply with sucli requisitions, all further payments on account of the
work may be stopped until sucli dismissal is effected.

.

Bad Materials or Improper Works to be removed.
15. The contractor shall be bound to remove, within
Engineer or Superintending Officer to that effect he given,
whicli may appear to the Engineer to be of an inferior or
tho Engineer shall have the power to get such materials or

twenty-four hours, if written notice from tlio
any materials or work, whether fixed or not,
improper description : and, in case of refusal,
work removed at the contractor's expense, and

to withhold all payments until such instructions have been complied witli.
Extra Works—Omissions of Works.
16. If at any time whilst the works are in hand it shall be deemed expedient by the Engineer to
order material or work of a different description to that specified, or to increase or diminish the dimensions
or extent of any works to be done under this contract, or to alter their situation or vary the form or
dimensions of any of the said works, or of any part thereof, or to make any deviation or to substitute one
class of work for another, he shall have full power to do so, and to order and direct any such increase, dim
inution, alteration, deviation, or substitution, and the works involved in any such increase, alteration, deviation,
or substitution, shall be executed by the contractor if of the class of works provided for in the schedule of
prices, at such schedule prices ; and no such increase, diminution, alteration, deviation, or substitution of
works shall in any way annul or set aside this contract, or extend the time for the completion thereof,
unless the Minister shall see fit to grant such extension; but such additions or alterations shall be measured
and paid for, or deducted from the contractor’s account, as the case may require, accoiding to the
schedule of prices. Provided that if any portion of the works so ordered to be done shall not be, in the
opinion of the Engineer, of the same value or class of works provided for in the schedule of prices, the
same shall be executed by the contractor at such prices as may be agreed upon with the Engineer; but
if the contractor and Engineer cannot agree as to tlie price to be paid, the Engineer may order and direct
the same to be done by such person or persons as he may think fit. Before any extra work, or work of an
altered value or class, is undertaken by the contractor, it shall be imperative for him to procure an order
in writing from the Engineer for carrying out such extra or variation of work, and the contractor shall
not be entitled to any payment for such extras or variations unless he produce the written order for the
same, as aforesaid, and he shall not be entitled to plead that the Engineer omitted to give such written
order, as it is to be distinctly understood that the onus of obtaining such order shall lie on the contractor.
Tlie contractor shall not be entitled to any other rate than the schedule rate on any plea that the work
was in a different position or of a different class from, or in a more difficult position than that shown on
plan or specification, or carried out under circumstances not contemplated in the specification, unless an
agreement entitling him to payment by other than the schedule rates shall have been previously made and
signed by the Engineer and the contractor.
Valuation of Omissions.
17. The Engineer shall have the power to direct the omission of the carrying out of any part or
parts of the said works, but not amounting to the omission of the whole ; and the value of such work so
omitted in such case, calculated at the schedule rates, or in the event of there being no schedule rates,
calculated on tlie basis of the proportionate value which such work bears to the lump sum, as ascertained
by the Engineer, whose decision on that point shall be final, shall be deducted from the con tract sum,
subject, however, to arbitration clauses Nos. 36 to 41.
Wet
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Net Measuremeida.
18. The whole of the work shall be executed and paid for according to the contract dimensions,
and no allowance will be made for any excess of dimensions above those found on the working plans now
exhibited, or wliich may be afterwards supplied, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the con
trary, unless such excess has been expressly ordered. Tn the case of dressed masonry all cubic measure
ments will be taken at tlie extremes, and in the case of rock-faced masonry all measurements will be
taken to the draft. With regard to timber, all framed work will be paid to extremes, but in no case will
scarfs in hewn or round logs be paid for.
'
Gontraetor liable far injury to adjoininy Lmids, Propcrtie*, <£’t\
19. The contractor shall not commit any act of' trespass, and shall effectually protect all adjoining
properties and owners thereof against any loss, damage, or injury that may occur through the carrying on
of tho works, whether to buildings, goods, property of any kind, or to persons; and in case any such
trespass be committed, or any such loss, damage, or injury occur, the contractor shall make full compen
sation, and shall make good all or any sucli loss, damage, or injury ; and if any such compensation for
trespass, or any such loss, damage, or injury be recovered against the Government in tlie Til'st instance, it
may be deducted from any money due or coming due to the eon tractor under this contract, or may be
recoverable from the contractor or his sureties as liquidated damages in that respect incurred.
Damages, Ac., to be paid for by the Contractor.
20. All damage, injury, or loss that may happen to tlie works from any cause whatever during their
progress must be made good by the contractor at his own expense ; and the whole of the works must be
delivered up, complete in every respect, according to this contract, and the care and maintenance of all
works under this contract shall remain with the contractor until the Engineer shall, by notice in writing
under his hand, infonn the contractor that he has taken charge thereof ; and until such notice shall have
been given, the contractor shall be responsible for all accidents, from whatever cause arising, and shall
make good all damages thereto.
Contractor not to Sublet Works or Assign Moneys.
"
21. Tlie contractor shall not assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or
mortgage, charge or encumber all or any of the moneys payable or to liecome payable under this contract,
or any other benefit whatsoever arising, or which may arise, under this contract, to any pel's on without
tlie consent in writing of tlie Minister being first obtained. The contractor for each and every breach of
this condition shall be liable to pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages :
and the sum or sums payable as such damages may bo deducted from any sum or sums due to the
contractor under this or any other contract with the Government. And any permission to assign or underlet
works to be done under this contract shall nut discharge the contractor from any liability in respect of this
contract, and shall extend only to the permission actually given, but not so as to prevent any proceedings
for any subsequent breach of this condition; and all rights under these conditions shall remain in full
force, and shall be available as against any such subsequent breach.
■
Truck System not allovjed.
22. The workmen and labourer of every class employed on the works shall be paid their wages in
full, in money, current coin of the Colony, at least once in every month, and no ticket or other system of
payment by previsions, liquors, or goods will on any pretence be allowed ; nor shall the contractor, or any
person or persons employed by him, or in any way connected with him, establish any shop for the supply
of provisions, liquors, or goods; nor sliall the contractor oblige his workmen to take provisions, liquors, or
goods of any kind from any person in particular. The workmen and labourers of every class shall be paid
on the works if it be possible, or in some building in the vicinity; and in no ease shall they be paid at a
public-house or other place where liquors or refreshments are sold. The contractor, for each and every
breach of this condition, shall pay to the Government the sum of £50 as and for liquidated damages; and
the sum or sums payable as such damages may be deducted from any sum or sums due to the contractor
under this or any other contract with the Government.
Dower of the Government to pay Workmen and Tradesmen.
23. Before the payment of any money to tlie contractor, the Engineer may require from him a
statutory declaration that the tradesmen supplying materials for or incidental to the works, and tho
workmen and labourers of every class employed on the works, have been paid their claims of every kind in
full, in current coin of the Colony, and to the latest date at wliich such wages or claims are due; and tho
Engineer may withhold the payment of any money that may be due or become due to tlie contractor until
such declaration has been made and delivered to him.
Tf the contractor shall fail or omit to pay the claims of any such tradesmen, workmen, or labourers,
in the current coin of the Colony, it shall be lawful for the Minister or the Engineer, as often as the same
shall happen, upon complaint of such failure or omission made by any such tradesman, workman, or
labourer, and upon proof to the satisfaction of the Minister or Engineer of such failure or omission to pay
the amount of sucli claim, to sucli tradesman, workman, or labourer, and to deduct the same amount from
any money then due or owing, or thereafter to become due or owing, to the contractor under this contract.
Delay by Minister.
24. If the contractor shall not be able to obtain possession of any portion of the ground required
for the execution of the works to be done in connection with this contract, or if from the non-delivery,
or any delay in the delivery to the contractor, of any materials wliich under this contract the Minister is
to supply, or from any cause whatever arising out of the acts or defaults of the Minister, or any officci's
or servants in his employment, or from any accident happening to the said wmrks during their progress not
arising from the neglect or default of the contractor or his servants or workmen, the contractor sliall be
delayed or impeded in tlie execution of his contract, the contractor may from time to time within seven
days of the happening or occurring of such act, default, or accident, apply in writing to the Engineer for
an extension of time on account of such act, default, or accident, setting forth the cause of such appli
cation, and the Engineer shall, if the Minister think the cause sufficient, but not otherwise, allow by
writing
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writing under his hand such an extension of time as the Minister shal! think adequate ; and the penalties,
sets-off, and deductions to wliich under this contract the contractor is liable shall not attach until the
expiration of such extension of time, but shall attach, and the contractor sliall become liable to the same
from the date of the expiration of such extended time or times. And unless tlie contractor shall make
such application within the time and in the manner aforesaid, and unless and until the Minister shall allow
such extension or extensions of time as aforesaid, the contractor shall not by reason of any delay arising
from the cause or causes aforesaid, or any of them, be relieved in any way or tn any extent of his liability
to finish and complete the works within the time in this contract specified ; and in default of his so doing,
to pay and be subject to the liquidated damages, deductions, and sets-off as in these conditions provided ;
nor shall the Minister be deprived in any way or to any extent of his light to deduct or recover any sum
or sums as liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a penalty or to make deductions or sets-off
wliich under this contract lie is entitled to make, deduct, set-off, or receive from the contractor for or by
reason or on account of any delay in the completion of the work or any portion of the same, nor shall the
rights, powers, and authorities by these conditions given to or vested in him be in any way affected.
Vatcni Iligftlg to be included.
25, The contractor is to include in his tender the amount of all patent rights and royalties wliich
may be claimed by any patentee or patentees for the manufacture and use of any portion of this work, and
must undertake to liquidate the same when required to do so.
Free Passes, Sfc.
_
-26, .Mo free passes on any of the Government Railways will be granted either to the contractor or
his agents, nor will any materials or articles of any description be conveyed free of charge.
Conditions not to be Waived,
27. None of the conditions of this contract shall ho varied, waived, nnd discharged, or released,
either at law or in equity, unless by the express consent of the Minister, testified in writing under his hand.
Progress Payments without Prejudice.
_
28. No progress payment given to the contractor shall prevent the Engineer from at any future
time before the final settlement rejecting all unsound materials and improper workmanship discovered
subsequently to the giving of any previous payment: and notwithstanding any approval given or made by
the Superintending Officer that portions or the whole of the works have been satisfactorily performed, the
Engineer may require the contractor to remove or amend at any future time previously to the final payment
on account of the work, any work that may be found not in accordance with this contract; and the con
tractor must remove and amend at his own cost all such work when so required ; and if he refuse or neglect
to do so, the Engineer shall have tlie power to carry out such work, and to deduct the whole cost thereof
from any moneys that may be due, or that may become due, to the Contractor.
If, in the opinion of the Engineer, further inquiry is necessary or desirable before any progress
payment is made, he shall have tlie power to withhold tlie certificate on which such payment would have
been made, for any period which he may consider necessary for tlie purpose of such inquiry.
Security.
29. Within fourteen days after the notice of the acceptance of his tender shall have been given to
the contractor, or posted to tlie address of his last-known place of business or residence, lie shall deposit
with the Minister, or at the option of the [Minister, in some bank or banks in Sydney, upon fixed deposit in
the name of the Minister, a sum calculated at the rate of £5 for every £100 or part thereof on the amount
of his tender up to the sum of £100,000, and at the rate of £1 for every £100 or part thereof in addition,
for any amount over that sum, to be held by the Minister as security for tlie due and proper performance
and completion of this contract until the Engineer has certified that tlie whole of th“ work in the said
contract has been completed to his satisfaction, or until this contract has been cancelled by the Minister
under the power given to him in that respect under clause 32 of these conditions, in which last-mentioned
event happening the money so deposited shall become forfeited to the Grown, and shall be held by the
Colonial Treasurer, for and on behalf of Her Majesty tlie Queen, as liquidated damages. If, however,
this contract shall not have been cancelled under the said clause, and if the works comprised in this
contract are not completed within the time mentioned in clause 34 of tliese conditions, the liquidated
damages wliich under the last-mentioned clause are made payable to the Minister may he deducted and
taken from the money so deposited.
If the contractor fail to deposit the sum as hereinbefore provided within fourteen days from the
acceptance of the tender, or if lie fail to execute the contract for the due performance of the works
mentioned in the said tender, the Minister shall have the option of and full power and authority to declare
sucli acceptance to be annulled, in which case the amount of the preliminary deposit will be absolutely
forfeited to the Crown, as provided by the Regulations of the Tender Board.
No tenderer will be authorised to proceed with the work tendered for until he has made the deposit
as aforesaid, and has executed the required contract for the due performance of the said works, it being
hereby declared that for all or any work done or materials found and provided by the contractor before
the due execution of tho said contract, or the said moneys being deposited as aforesaid, he sliall not have
any right of action, claim, or demand against the Minister.
The contractor will be entitled to receive any interest that may he payable upon the fixed deposit
of the money, if the money be placed in a bank at fixed deposit, as such interest becomes payable; but it
is expressly declared that the Minister is not to he held liable or answerable in any way for auy loss on
the money so deposited, or for any loss of interest from the fixed deposit not being renewed.
’

* Payments.

30. Progress payments may be made once in every month, unless the same shall become not payable
by reason of anything contained in these conditions, on the certificate of the Engineer, as the work
proceeds, in the proportion of 80 per cent, of the value of the work returned, until tlie sum retained
reaches the amount of the deposit provided for in the preceding clause, when no further deductions will be
'

made.
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made. The amount of the retention money will he held by the Minister, in addition to the cash security,
unless otherwise provided for in the specification, until the Engineer has certified that the whole of the
works have been satisfactorily completed, and the period specified for the maintenance of the said works
has expired, and all accounts finally adjusted, when the retention money, in addition to the cash security,
will be paid to the contractor; and it is expressly declared that until a certificate lias been given by the
Engineer to the Minister that the work done by the contractor has been executed and completed to his
satisfaction, the contractor shall have no right or claim in' respect of any work done or materials provided,
nor to the payments from time to time to be made under this contract, or to the final payment upon the
whole of the works being finished.
Delay or Dad Wor/r, Bankruptcy, ifr.
131. Tn case the Engineer shall be at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at the
rate of progress of the works or any part thereof, or in case the contractor shall at any time neglect or
omit to carry out fhc instructions of the Engineer, or to dismiss any person employed when required, or
shall neglect or omit to remove any materials or work which lie is required to remove under condition 15,
or in case the contractor shall assign or underlet this contract, or any part thereof, or assign or mortgage,
charge or encumber, or attempt to assign, mortgage, charge or encumber, all or any of the moneys payable
or to become payable under this contract, or any other benefit whatsoever arising or which may arise
under this contract, without the consent in writing of the Minister being first obtained, or in case the
contmctor shall make default in insuring and keeping insured, in cases where insurance is specified, and
depositing the policies and receipts for premiums in accordance with these conditions, or in case the
contractor shall become bankrupt, or shall make an assignment of his estate for the benefit of creditors,
or shall make an arrangement or composition with his creditors, then and in every such case the Minister
shall be at liberty, without vitiating this contract, and without prejudice to any right that may have
accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions, to take the works wholly or partially
out of the hands of the contractor and to employ or contract with any other person or persons to execute
the same, and for that purpose to take possession of and use all horses, materials, plant, tools, implements
and things on or about the said works, without making any allowances for the same, and all damages and
expenses thereby incurred shall ho ascertained and certified by the Engineer, and together with any sum
payable as liquidated damages under these conditions shall be deducted from any money that may be then
due or may thereafter become due to the contractor or may have been deposited by him; and if the money
then due, or thereafter becoming due to the contractor, or deposited by him, be not sufficient for that
purpose, the balance remaining unpaid shall be a debt due by the contractor to the Minister, and may be
recovered accordingly.
Cancellation of Contract.
_ 32. In any or either of the events mentioned in the last preceding clause of these conditions, the
Minister shall have the option and full power and authority in lieu of proceeding under such clause, and
without prejudice to any right that may have accrued to liquidated damages under any of these conditions,
to cancel this contract whether there are any works remaining to be done or not; and in such case the
moneys which shall have been previously paid to the contractor on account of the works executed, shall bo
taken by him ns full payment for all works done under this contract; and upon notice iti writing under
the hand of the Minister that he, under the authority of this condition, cancels this contract, being given
to the contractor, this contract shall be cancelled, and thereupon all sums of money that may be due to
the contractor, or unpaid, together with all implements in his possession, and all materials provided by him,
upon the ground upon which the work is being carried on, or adjacent thereto, shall be forfeited, and all
sums of money held as security or named as liquidated damages for the non-fulfilment of this contract,
within the time specified, shall also be forfeited and become payable to the Government, and the said
implements and materials shall become and be the absolute property of the Government, and with the
moneys so forfeited and payable as aforesaid shall be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Insurance.
33. The contractor shall from time to time, when required to do so by the terms of the specification,
insure the works against loss or damage by fire, in an office to be approved in the name of the Minister for
the amount of the full value of the work completed, as determined by the Engineer, and shall lodge with
the Engineer the poiicies and receipts for the premiums for such insurance, and shall continue such policies
until possession is given up to the Government; in default of which the Minister shall be at liberty to
insure and deduct the amount of the premiums paid from any moneys payable to the contractor, and may
refuse payment of any certificate until such policies and receipts are handed in as aforesaid; but this
insurance is to be no limit or bar to the liability and obligation of the contractor to deliver up the works
to the Minister completed in all respects according to the contract. Li case of loss or damage by fire the
moneys payable under any such insurance shall he received and retained by the Minister until the works
arc finally completed, and shall then be credited to the contractor in the final settlement of accounts in the
event of the contract not having been previously cancelled under these conditions.
Time of Completion, S{c.
34. The contractor shall complete the whole of the works comprised in this contract -within seventyeight weeks from the date of the acceptance of his tender, and in the event of their non-completion at the
specified times, should the Engineer not have proceeded under clauses Nos. 31 and 32 of these conditions,
or either of them, the contractor shall jray, by way of liquidated damages, and not as or in the nature of a
penalty, the sum of twenty pounds sterling for every week, or for every part of a week, that shall
elapse after such specified time, until their completion, and which sum or sums may be deducted from any
money payable to the contractor under this or any other contract. The contractor shall have no right to a
certificate for payment after the date specified in these conditions for the completion of this contract until
the whole of the works shall have been properly completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer, unless the
time for the completion of this contract shall have been extended by the Minister, in which c;ise such
extended time shall become the time for the comple.tion£>f this contract, and it is to be expressly understood
that the fact of the time having been so extended shall not in any way be taken as a waiver of this contract,
or
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or ns annulling or setting aside tliis contract in any respect, nor Vie taken as releasing tlie eoiitractoi from
any of the responsibilities or obligations of tins contract, which, in all other respects, shall remain the same
as if tlie time had not been extended.
.
.
The like liability also shall hold good as to the obligation of the contractor in the event ot anv
advance being made to him from the retention money, or on material on tlie ground and not in situ.
Maintenance.
35. The contractor will be bound to maintain the works for a period of three months after their
final completion and use by the Government; and if any part should within that period show signs of
weakness, or of giving way, or if any defective workmanship or materials be detected, the contractor, when
called upon to do so, shall make good the same at his own expense, to the satisfaction of the Engineer,
before any moneys held by the Government on account of this contract will be paid.
It is also to >o
distinctly understood that the Government shall have tlie full, free, and unrestricted use of the said works,
without any interference whatever on the part of the contractor during the currency of this period of
maintenance; and such use of the said works on the part of the Government shall not be held as relieving
the contractor of any liabilities or obligations whatever in respect of his contract.
Arlitratm.
36. The following matters shall be decided by tlie Engineer, whose decision shall he absolute and
jjnal:—(1) All questions or disputes which shall arise respecting tlie true construction or meaning of uie
plans or specification, or the quality of tlie workmanship, or quantity or quality of materials necessary for
the whole or any part of the contract. (2) All questions and disputes when the net claim shall not
amount to the sum of £500.
_
rson
37. All questions anil disputes not hereinbefore provided for shall, if the net claim bo £500 or
upwards, upon the completion of the works under the said contract, and before payment of the retention
money and tlie money deposited as security for the due carrying out of the contract, be fixed and deter
mined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
,
38. If either party consider that he has claims in respect of any matter in which arbitration may
be claimed, be shall, within one month of the date of the final certificate, furnish to the other parly full
particulars in writing of such claims, breaches, doubts, disputes, and differences in respect of which he
desires arbitration, giving distinct and separate items, and the amount, if any, claimed under each item ,
and the other party may thereupon furnish particulars of all claims he has in respect of such matters,
irrespective of the aggregate amount of such claims ; and the party furnishing the same shall he bound by
such particulars ; and no claim not included in such statement shall be taken into consideration at such
arbitration, or become subject of arbitration or action; and the claim or respective claims so made as
aforesaid shall lie determined bv arbitration, in the manner as hereinafter provided.
39. Jf both parties concur in tlie appointment of a single arbitrator, then the reference shall be to
such single arbitrator; but if the parties for twenty-one days after the particulars firet mentioned, in the
last preceding clause shall have been furnished, cannot concur in the appointment of a single ai ntrator,
the reference shall be to two arbitrators, one to be appointed by each party, or their umpire to be
appointed in writing by such arbitrators before they commence the business of the reference; and the
arbitration shall, subject to tlie express provisions herein contained, be made and held pursuant and
subject to the Arbitration Act of 1392, or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof for the tune
being in force.
,
40. The costs of and incidental to the arbitration shall be paid or borne by or between the parties
in maimer hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :—
1. If the sum awarded does not exceed the amount acknowledged by tlie Department to be due,
the contractor shall pav all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
2. ]f the sum awarded shall amount to the sum claimed by the contractor, the Government shall pay
all the costs of and incidental to the arbitration.
3. If the sum awarded exceeds the amount acknowledged by the Department to be due, but is loss
than the sum claimed by the contractor, the costs of both parties shall he added together and the
total cost so ascertained shall he paid by the parties in the proportions following, namely
The
Government shall pay such sum as bears the same proportion to the total cost as the net award
bears to the net claim, and the balance shall be paid by the contract,or.
The award shall direct to, and by whom, and in what proportions the costs shall be paid, in accord
ance with the previsions hereinbefore contained but the awaixl need not specify the amount of such costs.
Such amount shall, in the event of disagreement, be taxed or settled by the arbitrators or umpire, as
between party and party, after the award is made. No costs shall he allowed as between.solicitor and
client. If either party shall be dissatisfied with the costs allowed by the arbitrators or umpire, the same
may be taxed by tlie Prethonotary or other proper officer of the Supreme Court.
41. It is to be distinctly understood that alt claims by either party to have any of the matters
which may be submitted to arbitration so dealt with, must be made upon the whole of the work, being
completed, and before payment to the contractor of the retention money, or of the money deposited aa
security for the due performance of the contract, and that the acceptance by the contractor of payment of
the retention money in cases where a bond to secure the completion of the works has been given, and in
other cases of the retention money, or of any balance thereof, and of the money deposited as security foi
the due performance of the contract, shall he conclusive proof that the contractor has no such claim or
claims.
Department of Public Works, Sydney.

EOBT. HICKSON,
Engineer-m-Ohief for Public Works.

These are the general conditions marked “E,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the 15th day of June, a.d. 1895.
’
Witness,—Hakolu F. Nokrjk.

JOHN CARTEL!.
F. M. GUMMOW.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
t:

jyy’
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“F.”

Tended Fobm,
In pursunnce of advertisement in the Government Gazette, we, the undersigned, do hereby tender
to provide tlie material and perform the various works required in and about the full and proper
construction, erection, and completion of Johnstone’s Creek Stormwater Channel from Parramatta Hoad
to about 10 chains north of the Balmain Tramline (Contract No. 118), agreeably to the plans, specifica
tion, schedule to specification, special condition, and general conditions, which have been inspected by
us, at 201 per cent, below the prices affixed to each item in the schedule of quantities and prices
annexed hereto, and to complete the same within eighteen months from the date of tlie acceptance of this
tender; and we do hereby agree that any additions to or deductions from the said works shall be paid or
allowed for, as the case may be, at and after the rate quoted above, or, if not in schedule, at a price to be
agreed upon at the time; and we hereby undertake that we will, within fourteen days from tlie date of
notification of the acceptance of the said tender, execute and deliver to the Minister for Public Works,
a valid legal contract with Her Majesty the Queen, embodying the terms and conditions above mentioned,
and to provide the security required by clause 29 of the said general conditions; and we enclose herewith
our cheque for the sum of £120 as a preliminary deposit; and we agree that such sum shall be absolutely
forfeited if we at any time within thirty days after the said tender is opened withdraw the same, or if, in
the event of this tender being accepted, wo fail to complete the above-mentioned contract within fourteen
days thereafter; and further, that this tender is made subject to the conditions contained in the Tender
Board Itegulations, printed on the back hereof, and by which we agree to he bound.
Dated this 2dth day of April, 1895.

JOHN CARTER,

Witness,—Edwabd M, Clabk.

F. M. GUMMOW,
D. G. SNODGRASS,
Alfred-street, North Sydney.

Tendeb Boabd Regulations.
No tender shall be received after eleven a.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender,
unless there are circumstances which, in the opinion of the members of the Board then sitting, render it
desirable to do so.
It shall be the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case
may be, as soon as the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to
publicly announce the number of tenders received for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer;
but no tender shall be accepted until the head of the branch, under whose directions the work is to be
carried out, has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
_
The Secretary shall, as soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a conspicuous
position, in the Public Works Office, a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the
name of the tenderer, and the amount of each tender.
All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly
endorsed upon them the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit;,
calculated according to the following scale, via.:—
.
For amounts up to £500 inclusive.................................................................
£5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000...................£10 0 0
For all sums over £1,000 one per cent, on the amount of tender up to a maximum deposit of £500,
Such deposit to be in the form of a cheque in favour of tlie President of the Board, endorsed by the
Manager of the Bank upon which it is drawn, or a bank draft.
All deposits, with the exception of that of the successful tenderer, shall he returned by the
Secretary to the person entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board shall have adjourned, and
tlie deposit made by the successful tenderer shall be returned to him on his executing the bond for the
fulfilment of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum than £200 the deposit with tender shall
not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed,
t
Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise
directed by tlie Board, be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
In the event of any tenderer failing to take up his tender, complete the bond, and proceed with
the contract, within the time specified, or withdrawing his tender after it shall have been opened, whether
such tender shall have been accepted or not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof or in
connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and in such case be paid to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue of the Colony.
Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders shall be
invited at short notice for the work, unless in the opinion of the President there are circumstances which
make it desirable for another tender in the same series to be accepted; but the tenderer by whose
default such a course has been rendered necessary shall be excluded from the competition, and from any
competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
In submitting a tender, the full Christian name of tlie tenderer must be given, or wdien the offer
is in the name of a firm, the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in
full, occupations, and addresses must be stated in the tender. The omission of this information will
render the tender liable to be declared informal.
The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders are being opened
and declared.
This is the tender marked “ F,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty the
Queen, dated the 15th day of June, a.d. 1895.
■

Witness,—Habot.d F, Nobbie.

JOHN CARTER,
F. M. GUMMOW,
D. G. SNODGRASS.
*' G.”
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Contract No. 118.—Tliis is the Schedule of Quantities and Piicos hereinbefore referred to.

No.
of
Ibem

Description of Work.

Unit.

Probable
Quaniitj'.

Excavation in open trenches, in more or less hard materials, and in hard rock foi1“
main storm-water channel and branches, including removing any pipes
concrete, brickwork, woodwork, and drains, &c., met with, ae specified in clause.'
3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 :—
i

cubic yard

2

Excavation in hard rocV, where guttering and gadding only ia permitted ...... ......

3

7

Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 2 in, in length by If in. in
diameter, and ench depth of bore-holes as ehall bo directed, only, are permitted
Excavation in hard rock, where charges of powder 4 in. in length by If in. in
diameter, and such depth of bore-holes as shall be directed, only, are permitted
Filling in over and at sides of pipes, drains, main and branch storm-water channels,
in open cuttings, &c., including all quarry filling And Band filling where ordered,
as specified in clauses 4, 3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 ..............................................................
Removal of surplus materials to snob places as may be directed, as specified in
clause 7............................................................................. ..........................................
Sandstone concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 11......................................

8
9

4

6
0

10
n
12
13
14

15
1G
17
18
1!)
20
21
22
23
24
23
26
27
28
29

Rate {Ki
llnit.
£

s. d.

16,800

0

2 0

250

0

8 C

II

250

.070

J7

1,000

0 6 6

11

9,000

0 1

?>

8,300
6,800

0 0 0
18 0

Cement coating in any situation, as specified in clause 12 .......................................... square yard

20,900

0 2 3

Brickwork in cement in 4i-iu. lining to invert of storm-water channel, as specified
in clauses 2 and 13.....................................................................................
..
cubic yard

60

2 10 0

Providing, laying, and jointing glazed stoneware plain pipes, junctions, and bends,
in trenches, including providing and fixing discs, as specified in clause 14
24 in. internal diameter .................................... ',,a........................................ . lineal foot
18 in.
„
.....................................................................................
12 in,
„
......................................................................................
6 in. diameter and smaller .............................................................................
fj

280
120
10
coo

0 12 0
0 6 0
n n n
0 10

Receiving, placing, building in, fixing and jointing any metal-work, as cast-iron
[romc and gully grutiug supplied by G-overnment, at the site of the works, as
specified in clauses 2G4 and 263 oi the schedule to specification ..........................

75

0 4 0

Providing, dressing, and setting in cement mortar, freestone curbing, os shown, and
as specified in clause 188 of the schedule to specification...................................... cubic foot

2

0 4 0

Providing, drcasing, and sotting squared freestone pitclung and channelling, as
shown, and as specified in clause 187 of the schedule to specification.................. square yard

1’5

0 8 0

Special bluestoue concrete in any situation, as specified in clause 141 of the schedule
to specification...... .................................................................................................
cubic yard Kate only

3 0 0

Permanent puddle............................................... ................................. .........................
Bluestone metal, IJ-in, gauge, stacked .........................................................................
Bluestone metal, 21-in. gauge, stacked .........................................................................
Sand, stacked............................................................................ ........................................
Oregon timber .................................................................................................................
■\Yrouglit-iron in bolts, screws, noils, spikes, and straps ..............................................
Portland cement ............. ..............................................................................................
Artisan or mechanic........................ ...................................................................
Skilled labourer............................................................. ............................................
Ordinary labourer.............................................................................................
..
Cart, horse, and driver..... ....... ...................................... ................... . .......................
One additional horse.......................................................................................................

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

cwt.

17

}J

lb
day

>1

11

10
13
12
fl
2
0
13
11
10
3
11
5

0

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

The quantities are not guaranteed as coi-reet, and are merely for the guidance of tenderers, being
subject to omissions, deductions, alterations, and additions.
All work herein enumerated shall be understood as being placed in position where specified and
ordered, and in complete working condition, in accordance with the specification.
The above schedule prices include, in every case, continual maintenance of the works during the
whole time of construction, and up to tlie day of their being formally taken over by the Engineer.
Prices for items Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 20 are to be for such as are able-bodied and efficient. Tlie
schedule rates per day are for the day of eight hours. In the event of overtime and night-work being
ordered, it is to be paid for at 25 per cent, advance on the time rates set down for day-work.
Tlie whole of the foregoing prices to include all labour, tools, implements, plant, machinery, shoring,
timbering, centering, concrete boxes, unwatering, coder-dams, fluming, temporary bridges, roads, pumping,
gasket tilling, diverting water-courses and surface water, diverting and maintaining the traffic along roads,
crossing over pipe-sewers, disposal and removal of surplus materials on completion of contract, reinstating
all roads and other surfaces, &c., and any other thing necessary in executing and completing eacli
respective item, in accordance with plans and specification.

This is the schedule of prices marked “ G ” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the fifteenth day of June, a.d., 1895.
JOHN CARTER.
E. M. GUMMOW.
D. G. SNODGRASS.
Witness,—Harold E. Norrie.

------------------

“H.”
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Department of Public Works, Sydney^ 16 May, 1895.
’ I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Worlrs, to inform you that your
tender, dated the 24th ultimo, is accepted for construction of the Jehnstone’s Creek stormwater channel,
Contract No. 118, at twenty and one half per cent. (20£ per cent.) below the rates set forth m the
printed schedule of prices.
.
,
, It is to be distinctly understood that the work is only to be proceeded with on the part rrom
Booth-street towards the harbour when you have written instructions to proceed therewith, subject to the
following special conditions, viz.:— '
.
.
.
That if it shall be represented to the Secretary for Public Works at any time during the progress
of this contract that an undue number of men arc being employed thereon who have not been domiciled
in this Colony for six months previously to such employment, and such allegation be proved to bis satis
faction, the Minister shall have the power to call upon you to discharge any or all such men, and on such
direction being conveyed to you, under the hand of the Under Secretary for Public Works, you shall
discharge such men forthwith ; and in the event of your non-compliance with any such direction, the
Minister shall have the power to declare this contract to be cancelled as if this stipulation had been
expressly set out in the cancellation clause of the general conditions relating to this contract. .
The work is to he carried out in strict accordance with the several contract exhibits relating to tins
contract, and to be completed within eighteen months from this date.
,
.
.
The security required on this contract will be a fixed deposit receipt, in favour of the Secretary tor
Public Works, for the sum of £605.
,.
, ,
I have to refer you to the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works for further information, and. to
request that you will call upon the officer in charge of bonds and contracts at this office for the purpose
of executing the necessary documents for the due observance of your contract,
1 have, &c.,
J. BAULING,
Messrs. Carter, Gummow, & Co,, Alfred-street, North Sydney.
Under Secretary.

This is the copy acceptance, marked “ H,” referred to in our annexed agreement with Her Majesty
the Queen, dated the fifteenth day of June, A.n. 1895.

JOHN CARTER
F. M. GUMMOW,
D. G. SNODGKASS.

Witness—Hauold F. Noheie.

No. 8.
Voucher for £1,308 15s. 3d.
(No. 410.)

New South Wales.

Sydney, 13 September, 1895.

| No. ot Voucher.

.......... J

1895.
Sept. 2...

Total.

Amount.

Ntuuc,

Date.

£

7612

s. d.

£

s.

1,308 15

d.
3

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computations, castings, and rates, is correct,
that the service has been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorised in terms of the
Audit Act.

_ _

Johnstone’s

Ceeek—91.

Contiiact No. 118.—Progress Return No. 1, showing quantity and value of work executed or fixed,

and material advanced on, on the 2nd day of September, 1805.

XistiO for eomnletion, as per sontract, 16th (lav of November, 1S06; estimated cost of wort, £16,646. Present advance,
£1,308 15s. 3d.; total, £1,308 15s. 3d.
Unit.

¥

j Quantity.
Hate.

Description.

li

Amount.

£
cubic yard

i

6
7

TTillinff

...............................................................................................

JJ

Sandstone oonerete .........................................................................

J)

Ijcbs 201 P«r cent., ns

per tender............................

4,620
4,000
997

2/ti28/-

s.

Total.

d. |

£

s.

2,057 16 0
421 16 11
1,635 19

258—3 I

d.

462 0 O
200 O 0
1,395 16 O

1
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Recapitulation.

Amount
£ s. d.
1,635 19 1

Value of work executed to dato .........

Total.
£

s. d.

l,G35 19

Deductions to be made :—
Ketention money .............................

327

1

3 10
327 3 10

Amount of 1st progress payment now rMommenrlcd

.....

.

.

1,303 15 3

I hereby certify that the above return is a fair and correct statement of tlie contract to which it
refers, and that the above measurements were made by me with Messrs. Carter, G-ummow, & Co
W. J. MILNER,
Officer-in-Charge of the Work.
I certify that the amount charged in tliis vouchor as to computations, castings, and rates, is correct,
that the service has been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorised in terms of
the Audit Act.
T. PRIDHAM,
Eor Head of the Department.

[Plans.]

Sj'dncy : Chnrlos Potter, Government Printer.—IB95.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL
DUPLICATION) BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 15.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

PREDK. M. BARLEY,

24

September,

1895.

Message No.

Lieutenant- Governor.

15,

In accordance with the protons contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act the
Lieutenant-Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of
making provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the procuring and
laying of a second pipe-line from Walka to Buttai in connection with the Hunter District Water Supply
to provide for transferring to, and vesting in, the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board the
property in and the control and management of the said work ; and for purposes incidental thereto.
Government House,
Sydney,

24#A

September,

1895.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

WATER RIGHTS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 25.)

'

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 November, 1895.

FREDK. M. DARLE5T,

Message No. 25.

Lieutenant- Q-overnor,
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Lieutenant-Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of
making provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to regulate and license the
construction and use of works for water conservation, water supply, and drainage; to confer certain
rights on the holders of those licenses and on the Crown ; to authorise the taking and acquiring of
certain lands ; and for purposes incidental thereto.
Government Souse,
Sydney, \Wi November, 1895.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

WATER SUPPLY EOR WYALONG.
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS IN' THE TOWNS OF WYALONG, WYALONG WEST, AND THE WYALONG
GOLD-FIELDS, PRAYING FOR.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, Wth September, IS95.

To the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales in Parliament assembled.
Greeting :—

The Petition of the Residents of the towns of Wyalong, and Wyalong West, and the Wyalong Gold
field generally, humbly showeth—
1. That owing to the absence of a supply of water it is impossible to satisfactorily carry on the
mining operations of this gold-field.
2. That great distress has been and still is caused to your Petitioners by the want of water, in
sufficient quantity and of suitable quality, for domestic purposes.
3. That the tanks excavated at Wyalong and Wyalong West, by order of the Government, are useless,
as not sufficient rains have fallen to cause water to flow into them.
4. That Petitioners have reason to believe, from the results obtained in sinking shafts for mining
purposes, that a plentiful supply of water would be obtained by artesian boring.
13. That there is a large and we believe permanent supply of water in the Bland River about 20
miles from Wyalong.
G. That the rainfall in the Wyalong District is uncertain and droughts are frequent,
7. That a population of about 5,000 souls is resident in or in the vicinity of the towns of Wyalong
and Wyalong West.
5. That there are now on the field eight complete quartz-crushing plants, which have all been
erected by and at the expense of private individuals and firms, and that in addition to these very extensive
chlorination works are now in course of erection for the treatment of stone not only from the Wyalong
mines but also from other mines in this Colony and elsewhere.
9. That a large number of the reefs at Wyalong have been proved to be payable at a depth of
from 160 to 200 feet, with every indication of continuing payable to great depths, and that in the opinion
of eminent geologists and mining experts the field will be a permanent one.
10. That your Petitioners respectfully invite the fullest inquiry into the accuracy of the foregoing
statements,
11. That in consideration of the state of aftairs as set out herein, your Petitioners pray that
immediate steps he taken by the Government to provide a supply of water for the Wyalong gold-field,
either by artesian boring or by bringing it from the Bland River, or otherwise as may appear most
advisable to the expert advisers of the Government, as such a supply is indispensable if the present
population is to be maintained on the field, and if no such supply is provided a large number of the
residents will be driven away and deprived of the means of subsistence which they may obtain here.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

\JIere follow 875 signatures,1

[3(?.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

STATE CHILDREN’S RELIEF BOARD.

REPORT
or THE

PRESIDENT, THE HON. SIR ARTHUR RENffICK, K.B., M.L.C.
&C,3 &C-, &C.,

FOR THE

YEAR ENDING 5 APRIL, 1895.

Jdresnitci) let jjiu-liitmtnl, lim-giumt lo JUt 44 ^ic. flcr. 24, su, 121.

SYDXEV: CHARLES ROTTER, (fOVERRUEN'T PRINTER.

[Is. 3:L]

1895.
1—A
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The President of the State Children’s Relief Board to The
Colonial Secretary.
Charitable Institutions of New South Wales,
State Children’s Relief Board,
_
Central Home, Paddington, 5 April, 1895.
Sir,
. _
In accordance with the provisions of Act 44 Vic. No. 24,
I have the honor to submit for the information of the Honorable the
Colonial Secretary my Report upon the operations of the State
Children’s Relief Board for the official year which closed on the
5th April, 1895.
Pourteen years have passed since Parliament adopted boardingout as the national policy of dealing with State children in this Colony,
and the lapse of time has only afforded stronger proof of the wisdom
of the system under which the family method of training our depen
dent children was substituted for that technically .known as the
“ barrack svstem,” under which, all the essential conditions ot family
life and true home influences were, of necessity, ignored. It is not,
however, necessary to deal with that phase of the subject here, because
boarding-out has long ago passed its tentative stages ; but I may fitly
refer briefly to the economical aspect of the matter, to which too little
public attention lias hitherto been directed. Prom returns recently
carefully prepared, it is estimated that since the initiation of the
hoarding-out system in this Colony, and comparing the annual capita
tion cost of the children dealt with under it with that of the inmates
previously trained in the public asylums, it has saved not less than
£100,000 to the State, apart altogether from the physical and moral
advantages to the children which it has undoubtedly secured. This
satisfactory result has only been obtained by careful administration
and sustained enthusiasm on the part of the Board and its officials,
and the fact that after the first three years of the system the average
cost seldom exceeded £14 per child is proof of the closeness of the
supervision exercised over every item of expenditure.
The following table shows the rate at which the number of
children under the care of tlie Board has increased annually since the
initiation of the hoarding-out system in 1881:—
Supported by Govern'
meiit.

Adopted without
payment.

Under control on
Boys.

Girts,

24
5 April, 1881......
5 „ 1882......
40
5
„ 1883......
118
5 " 1884...... 221
523
5
614
5 " 1888.....
5 „ 1887......
741
793
5 " 1888......
1889...... 815
5 „ 1890...... 805
5 „ 1891...... 807
5 „ 1892...... 776
0
” 1893...... 821
" 1894...... 955
5 " 1895....... 1,167

3o
GO

174
289
363
411
473
485
526
543
566
613
643
786
927

Total.

59
100
292
510
886
1,025
1,214
1,278
1,341
1,348
1,373
1,389
1,464
1,741
2,094'

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

Boys,

j

Girls.

1
6
15
23
49
52
61
62
67
69
61
59
56

Total.

...

...

3
10
15
35
55
74
84
93
96
91
94
97
106
91

Total under control.

Apprenticed.
.

.>
11
21
50
93
123
136
154
158
158
163
158
165
147t

...

...
5
26
137
309
357
440
513
543
545
590
592
509

4
16
64
111
156
189
238
265
295
299
325
311
334

4 i
21 1
90 1
248 1
465 1
646 |
678 1
778
338 |
844 |
915 |
903 )
933+|
*

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

24
40
119
232
064
779
1,099
1,202
1,316
1,380
1,417
1,390
1,472
1,606
1,822

35
03
188
320
462
587
703
758
857
904
952
1,006
1,065
1,203
1,352

59
103
307
552
1,026
1,366
1,802
1,960
2,173
2,284
2,369
2,396
2,537
2,809
3,174

* Tlii« total includes 9 children in Hospital, 140 in Cottage Homos, 10 in PepOt, 14 under 3 years paid for at 7s, per
wack, 46 delicate children at Os., 1 delicate child at Ts per Peek, 10 infants phid for at Ss. per week,and 20 infants paid for at
108. per
]n|,]U(]es on children "'ho are classed as 11 Boarders without subsidy," that is, placed with guardians who,
as in the CMC of adojjtf'd children, do not receive payinept for maintenance.
. .
i This total includes It! absconders, whose names still appear on the boohs, and 12 children classed os unofficial.

It
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It is only possible to account for the very large increase that
has taken place in the numbers of young children who have been
placed under the control of the Board during the year—as shown in
the foregoing tabic—by attributing it wholly to tlie continued want
of employment, and the consequent depression and poverty of the
working classes. There vrere, in 1S95, just 365 more children under
control than ini 891, when the numbers were 272 in excess of the
previous year. Totalling these two years, it will bo seen that tlie net
increase has been 037—the largest increase occurring in any two years
since the initiation of the system. Children are'not, in any case,
boarded out without due care being taken to ascertain that they are
in really destitute circumstances, so that there can be no doubt what
ever of the necessity for affording relief in every instance. In 1894
there w'ere 1,741 children supported by the State, while there are
nowr 2,091—an increase of 353 in the division for which payment is
made. In 1891 there wrere 2,809 children placed out—there are nowr
3,174, comprising 1,822 boys and 1,352 girls, for whom suitable
homes and approved occupations have been provided under the
auspices of the Board.
_ The total number of children under the care of the Board
during 1894 wras 2,809, which w;as an excess of 272 over the previous
year, and was made up of 1,606 hoys and 1,203 girls. It is gratifying
to find that in the great majority of cases satisfactory progress and
improvement are being made, and that, with few exceptions, no
ground for complaint existed against either the guardians or the
children. During the official year nowr closed there were 1,822 boys
and 1,352 girls under control, or a total of 3,174, showing an increase
of 365 upon the operations of 1894. The ages of the children varied
f rom a few days—in some cases from the time of birth—up to the age
of 17 years, when they are released from control, and being paid the
money which has accumulated in the Savings Bank to their credit
during the period of their apprenticeship, are permitted to go out into
the wrorld and earn their ow:n livelihood. Generally speaking, they are
well inclined and well equipped to do so successfully. There were 601
boys and 452 girls, or a total of 1,053 children boarded out during the
year, as against 398 boys and 297 girls, or a total of 695 children, so
dealt with in 3.894, showing an increase of 358 in this branch alone.
Nine boys and 10 girls died, in addition to 5 boys who wore accidentally
drowned in various parts of the country; 140'boys and 111 girls were
discharged to relatives, after duo inquiry and upon the recommenda
tion ot tlie officers of the department; 4 girls were transferred to the
Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution; 3 uncontrollable boys were sent
on board tlie training ship “ Sobraon’3; 49 boys were sent to the Boys’
Home at Dundas; 5 boys and 5 girls were banded over to the Benevo
lent Asylum, Sydney; 3 girls were sent to the Newington Asylum ; 2
boys were sent to the Imbecile Asylum at Newcastle; 41 boys and 90
girls were sent to the Shaftesbury Becciving Home; 4 boys wrere
transferred to the St. Aloysins’ Home; 1 boy wras sent to the Ashfield
Home; 2 boys were transferred to the St. Joseph’s Provident Society;
1 girl was sent to the Consumptive Home at Thirlmcre ; 18 boys and
2 girls absconded; and 95 boys and 77 girls wore discharged from
control, they having reached the age of 17 years.
Of the 2,094
children who arc paid for by the State, 9 are in hospital; 146 are in
the Cottage Homes for Invalids at Parramatta and Mittagong; 10 at
the Central Home, Paddington; 20 delicate infants are paid for at the
rate ot 10s. a week; 16 at 8s. per week; 15 at 7s. a w?eck; and 45 at
6s. a week, whilst the whole of the remainder who come into the subsidy
division are paid for at the rate of 5s. a week. The other classes are
dealt with further on under their distinctive headings.
_ The expenditure has been carefully supervised and judiciously
curtailed wrberever an opportunity presented itself of effecting economy
without interfering with the usefulness of the system. Deposits
amounting

amounting to £36,1^2 Is. 8d. were received from the Treasury,
and to tins amount must be added a sum of £1.507 13s. lid. carried
forward to the credit ot the Board.from the previous year’s transactions,
making a total of £37,689 15s. 7d. When provision was made for
the payment of all accounts due up to the closing of the books, the
gross expenditure was £37,475 4s. 10d.; which left a credit balance of
£214 10s. 9d. to be carried forward to the official year 1895-G. The
gross cost of hoarding out was £26,859 Os. 4d.,oran increase of £3,247
13s. Gd. over the previous year. The daily average number of children
placed out as hoarders during the year was 1,982, an increase of 326,
and the gross average cost per head was £14 6s., as against £14 5s. 2d.
in 1894 and £14 5s. lOd. in .1893, or an increase in the capitation cost
of lOd. The gross receipts from those parents who contributed some
thing towards the maintenance of their offspring amounted to £1,253
2s, 8d., and after deducting this amount from the gross capitation
expenditure, the actual cost per head to the State during 1895 has
been £13 18s. 2d., or a decrease of 4d. upon the previous year’s
transactions. These results arc most satisfactory. Tull details of the
receipts and expenditure will be found among the Appendices. As
an indication of the systematic economy which is practised in all
divisions I may mention that this capitation, charge seldom varies
from year to year.
The followingis the classification of the guardians’ occupations:—
Architects, 1; agents, 2; apiarist, 1; attendants, 7; bakers, 7 ; boot
makers, 9 ; bricklayers, 2 ; boot-finisher, 1; butchers, 4 ; builders, 2;
boilermaker, 1; blacksmiths, 5; bank managers, 3; clergymen, 3;
carters, 2 ; coach proprietors, 2 ; clerks, S ; cook, 1; cabinet-makers, 3 ;
carpenters, 22; contractors, 3; commercial travellers, 2; chimney
cleaner,!; coaebbuildcr, 1; civil servants, 3; confectioners,, 2; che
mists, 3 ; cordial makers, 2 ; collectors, 2; caretakers, 3 ; compositor,
1; cooper, 1; cabman, 1; dairy farmers, 65 ; domestics, 328 ; dress
makers, 29 ; dealers, 3 ; doctors, 3 ; draper, 1; engine-driver, 1;
electrician, 1; engine-smith, 1; engineers, 3; farmers, 983; fruiterers,
2; fishermen, 3; fettlcr, 1; gardeners, 16; grazier, 41; gunsmith,!;
gatekeeper, 1; grocers, 23 ; gasfittcr, 1; independent, 30; instrument
maker, 1; importer, 1; journalists, 2; joiner, 1; labourers, 11;
laundresses, 7; lighterman, 1; librarian, 1 ; miners, 43; merchants,
2; milkmen, 10; moulders, 1; master mariners, 3; messenger, 1;
music teacher, 1; monumental masons, 1; nurses, 0; orchardists, 64;
organist, 1; plumber, 2; pastoralists, 5; painters, 6 ; plasterer, 1;
poultry farmer, 1; policemen, 3; photographer, 1; pig farmer, 1; post
masters, 2 ; picture framer, 1; quarrym.cn, 3 ; railway employees, 20;
school teachers, 27; shopkeepers, 22; shipwright, 1; solicitors, 2;
smelter, 1; surveyor, 1; seamstresses, 4; stonemason, 1; settler, 1;
storeman, 1; sawyer, 1; selectors, 2 ; squatter, 1; shipmaster, 1;
tailor, 2; upholsterer, X; undertaker, 1; vigneron, 1; warders, 2.
Total, 1,925 guardians.
Under the thorough system of inspection that now prevails, and
upon which the present comfort and future welfare of the children mainly
depend, the circumstances and condition oi the guardians continue to
improve. The guardians have been changed in a great many instances
during the year, in a few instances because of neglect, hut mainly
because the homes and localities were found upon experience to be
unsuitable, hut as a rule no very serious grounds for complaint existed,
and wherever if was found necessary to make a change practical ex
perience lias shown that it was in the interest of the children. There
was an increase of 214 in the number of children, placed out with wellto-do farmers throughout the healthy country districts, the total
number for 1895 being 983, and the number of girls placed in domestic
employ has increased from 287 to 328, whilst in all the other useful
trades and occupations by which the children might in time he
expected
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expected to earn a livelihood satisfactorily, increases have taken place.
The number of foster parents lias increased during the year from 1,747
to 1,926—that is to say, there are now 17 S more guardians than there
were in 1894. ’When all the various classes of useful occupations and
callings are taken into account it will be seen that there are now 2,993
children being trained in the hope that when they arrive at years of
discretion and maturity they will be equipped for the battle of life and
provided witli the means of becoming earnest, useful, and contented
citizens.
Children are placed out in the undermentioned districts in the
numbers stated:—Ashfield, 10; Arncliife, 2; Annandale, 13; Auburn,
31; Afbury, 4; Albion Park, 3 ; Adamstowu, 7 ; Armidale, 9; Aber
deen, 3; Palmain, 133; Bowning, 1; Berrima, 10 ; Botany, 6 ; Burwood, 15; Boggabri, 1; Bexley,!; Balmoral,4; Bowral, 23; Ballina,
3; Bundanoon, 4; Buugonia, 1; Braidwood, 10; Bulli, 39; Berry,
19; Bungendore, 6; Bega, 1; Binalong, 2; Brogo, 2; Bathurst, 27 ;
Brewougle, 2 ; Blacktown, 6; Branxton, 42; Croydon, 17 ; Camperdown, 13; Canterbury, 3 ; Campbelltown, 4; Castle Hill, 4; Canowindra, 1; Caudelo, 1; Collector, 3 ; Coraki, 1; Crookwell, 18;
Canley Yale, 8 ; Camden, 27 ; Cootamundra, 15 ; Cambewarra, 8;
Cargo, 5 ; Cooma, 3; Cessnock, 1; Coolac, 3 ; Cudal, 2; Coolaman,
1; Clarcncetown, 7 ; Cooranbong, 2; Dcniliquin, 1; Dapto, 11; Dtmgog, 6; Denman, 1; Douglas Parle, 2 ; Dundas, 3 ; Dural, 1; Dubbo,
0; Eastwood,!; Borbcs, 13; Glebe, 19; Gladesville, 17; Goulburn,
299; Grabben Gullen, 13 ; Granville, 76 ; Guildford, 17 ; Gunning, 12;
Gerringong, 13 ; Girilambone, 1; Glenlnncs,3; Gosford, 4; Greta, 6 ;
Gunnedak, 1; Gundagai, 1; Gnlgong, 3; Hunter’s Hill, 16; Hurstville, 8 ; Hexham, 3; Helensburg, 1; Hinton, 3; Hartley,!; Hawkesbury, 92; Illabo, 1; Islington, 3; Jugiong, 1; Junce, 8; jamberoo. 21;
Kogarah, 13; Kellyville, 3; Kangaloon, 8 ; Hiama, 17; Kangaroo
Valley, 25; Leichhardt, 76; Liverpool, 9; Lambton, 11; Lismorc, 2;
Lawson, 1; Manly, 5; Maitland East, 13; Maitland West, 74;
Marriekville, 65 ; Macdonaldtown, 16; Mummcl, 14; Menangle, 1;
Minmi, 5 ; Mittagong, 97; Moss Yale, 8; Marulan, 11; Murrumburrab,
7 ; Milton,29; Moruya, 5; Mulgrave, 4; Mudgcc, 5; Molong, 5; Miller’s
Eorest, 19; Mount Hope, 1; .Morpeth, 4; Muswellbrook, 6; Manning
River, 2; Macleay River, 2; Murrurundi, 1; Hevertire, 1;
Newbridge, 2 ; Newtown, 55 ; Nowra, 20 ; Newcastle, 78 ; Nelson’s
Plains, 6; Narrabri, 2; Narrandera, 1; North Sydney, 60; Oberon, 2;
Orange, 7 ; Ourimbab, 3 ; Pyrmont, 10; Paddington, 38; Parramatta,
175 ; Petersham, 17; Parkesbourne, 5 ; Patterson, 24 ; Picton, 44 ;
Pitt Town, 28 ; Penrith, 12 ; Pyree, 1 ; Parkes, 7 ; Prospect, 7;
Queanbeyan, 7 ; Quirindi, 1 ; Rockdale, 11; Rookwood, 33; Redfern,
43 ; Rydalmere, 2; Ryde, 12 ; Randwick, 9; Riverstone, 27 ; Rich
mond, 2; Rooty Hill, 2; Raymond Terrace, 11; Raglan, 1; Summer
Hill, 8; Sydney, 18; Singleton, 19 ; Surry Hills, 40; Shellharbour,
4; St. Maiy’s, 5; St. Alban’s, 1; Sassafras, 2; Stockton, 1; Scone, 3;
Taralga,4; Tarago, 6; Tumut, 6; Thirlmere, 0 ; Tilba Tilba, 1; Tamworth,4; Tirranna, 5; Waverley, 18; Wroolloomooloo, 13; Wroollahra,
IS; Waterloo, 36 ; Wheeo, 19 ; Windellama, 3 ; Watson’s Bay, 4 ;
W'agga Wagga, 2; Wollongong, 27; Windsor, 27; Wallerawang, 1;
Wentworth, 3; Waratak, 8; Wilberforce, 25; Wellington, 4; Wallsend, 12; Wickham, 2; Woodville, 4; William Town, 3; Wombat,
1; Wilcannia, 1; Warren, 1; Wollombi, 5 ; Wyee, 1; Yass, 8 ;
Yarra, 5; Young, 2 ; out of Colony, 4. Total children, 2,993.
A marked illustration of the popularity and success of the
boarding-out system is to be found in the very large increase which
takes place every year in the number of persons who desired to obtain
the control of State children, and the illustration is the more gratify
ing when it is remembered that the applications are unsolicited in
any way and come from all parts of the country. The most careful
examination
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examination is made by the official visitors into the circumstances of
each applicant j in order that only really suitable homes may he selected.
The number of applications received during the year just closed was
1,705 as against 1,097 in 1894., or an increase of 608. Of the total,
1,246 were from Protestants and 459 from Roman Catholics.
In
the former division 1,763 children were applied for as boarders, 228
as apprentices-, and 16 for adoption; while in the latter 459 Roman
Catholics sought 656 children as boarders, 73 as apprentices, and 6
for adoption. A total number of 2,742 children of all religions were
applied for in 1895 as against 1,713 in 1894, or an increase of 1,029
for the year. 1,200 of the total new applications were inquired into
and reported upon by the inspectors attached to the Department,
with the result that 908 were approved, and 292 refused on a variety
of grounds that were considered sufficient by the Board to warrant
their approving of the recommendations of the trusted officers of the
Board,
There were eleven sittings of the Board during the year, at
which the members attended as follows:—The Hon. Sir Arthur
Renwick, Kt., M.D., M.L.C., President, 11; Mrs. Garran, 11; Lady
Windeyer, 10; Mrs. Goodlet, 10; Lady Manning, 8; Mrs. McMillan,
8; Mrs. Slattery, 4; The Hon. VV. ,T. Trickett, M.L.C., 3 ; The Hon.
L. D. Heydon, M.L.C., 3. Mrs. McMillan was absent in Europe
during portion of the year.
The following is the usual list of lady visitors, under whose
supervision the homes are placed in various parts of the Colony, and
whose voluntary services are so valuable a factor in the working of the
system :—Armidale, Mrs. Allingham, Mrs. K. A. Donnelly, Mrs. S. A.
Kearney, Miss E. ’Wormersley; Annandale, Mrs. Arguimbau;
Ashfield, Mrs. Holland, Mrs. Wilson; Bowral, Mrs, J. C. Bagot, Mrs.
D’Arcy Irvine; Bega, Sirs. Evershed; Balmain, Mrs. J. Dixon, Mrs.
Pole; ^ Branxton, Mrs. ,L A. Tulloek, Mrs. Bercini, Mrs. E. Smith;
Bundanoon, Mrs.Osborn; Bathurst, Mrs. Marriott, Mrs.Musgrave, Miss
Newman; Berrima, Mrs. G. Shephard, Mrs.Wilshire; Bethungra, Mrs.
M. Sawyer ; Baulkham Hills, Mrs. W. M. Best; Berry, Mrs. E. Morris,
Mrs. English; Boolong, Miss Grant; Burrowa, Mrs. C. Robinson,
Mrs. ,T. H. Boucher; Barraba, Mrs. Kidd ; Bulli, Mrs. 4. B. Nicholson ;
Braidwood, Mrs. O’Brien; Cootamundra, Mrs. E. Barnes, Mrs. W. H.
Matthews, Mrs. E. G. Webster; Camden, Mrs. Chas. Burner; Cassilis,
Mrs. Maria Traill; Cooma, Mrs. Byrne, Mrs. King; Carlingford, Mrs.
H. Cox, Mrs. Neil Harper; Cambewarra, Mrs. Brennan; Collector,
Mrs. Best; Cessnock, Mrs. M'Donald; Campbelltown, Mrs. J. Kidd,
ill's. J. Loney; Croydon, Mrs. Wilson, Miss Bowman; Dcniliquin,
Mrs. H. M'Cullougli, Mrs. A. H. Noyes, Mrs. Holt; Dungog, Mrs. M.
Day; Dalton, Mrs. H. T. Beresford; Eorbes, Mrs. Raymond, Mrs.
Edwards; Goulburn, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Oliver, Mrs. Knowlman, Mrs.
Arthur Chisholm, Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. Handcock-Burkitt, Mrs. William
Chisholm, Mrs. De Lauret, Mrs. M£Killop, Mrs. E. Gillespie, Mrs.
.! essop,Mrs. Craig, Mrs. L. Barber ; Glebe, Mrs. Mun.ro, Mrs. Graham;
Gladesville, Mrs. Lumsdaine; Guildford, Mrs. Gurney; Granville,
Mrs. E. B. Docker ; Gunning, Mrs. Saxby ; Gresford, Mrs. Logan ;
Gerringong, Mrs. Heighway; Hunter’s Hill, Mrs. Bailey; Hay, Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs. Lavender; Junee, Mrs. Studds; Kangaroo Valley,
Mrs. Samuelson; Kogarah, Mrs. P. Lacey, Mrs. M. Grosvenor;
Kempsey, Mrs. Minnet; Kurrajong, Mrs. Garland; Lane Cove, Mrs.
P. E. Richardson; Liverpool, Mrs. Tillett, Mrs. Shearman; Maclean,
Mrs. MTnnes; Moss Vale, Mrs. Gale; Maitland, Mrs. J. D. Prentice,
Mrs. M. Smith, Miss Annie Wolfe, Mrs. W. G. Lipscombe, Miss Alice
Hyndes; Menangle, Mrs. Onslow; Morpeth, Mrs. Goddard; Murrumburrah, Mrs. G. Barnes, Mrs. Cuteliffe; Mittagong, Mrs. E. C.
Williams, Miss Burke, Mrs. Beaumont; Mndgee, Mrs. Loneragan;
Moruya, Mrs. Archibald; Milton, Miss Kendall; Marriekville,
Mrs. W. W. Clarke; Molong, Mrs. Alldis, Mrs. Dr. Browne, Mrs.
Panton;
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Panton; Muswellbrook, Miss Luke; Newcastle, Mrs. Weatkerill,
Mrs. J. Harris, Mrs. Ireland, Mrs. M'Donnell, Mrs. Cutkbertson;
Nowra, Mrs. Morton, Mrs. Wotton; North Sydney, Mrs. T. O’Sullivan;
Orange, Mrs. Janies Dalton; Parramatta, Mrs. Gunther, Mrs. Taylor,
Miss Codrington; Penrith, Mrs. P. E. Lethbridge, Mrs. Ewans, Mrs.
E. Woodr.iffe; Picton, Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. W. It. Antill, Mrs. Sheppard;
Prospect, Mrs. Itemmington; Petersham, Mrs. Dwyer; Pyrmont,
Mrs. Gelding; Queanbeyan, Mrs. G. Campbell, Mrs. G. P. Smith,
Mrs. Willans, Mrs. Emery ; Quirindi, Mrs. Mary Pattrick ; Kcdfern,
Mrs. Boyce; Eaymoud Terrace, Mrs. J. Eichardson; Eyde, Mrs.
Collingridge; Eichmond, Mrs. Onus, Miss Onus; Eooty Hill, Mrs.
Mackay; Eouse Hill, Mrs. M. Pearce; Eandwick, Mrs. Hellicar;
Sutton Eorest, Mrs. A. G. Stoddart; Stroud, Mrs. Eusbforth; Scone,
Mrs. A. C. Thomas; Surry Hills, Mrs. Hargrave; Stockton, Mrs.
S. W. Smith; Summer Hill, Mrs. W. E. Shaw, Mrs. Holland, Mrs.
G. E. Eodd; St. Peters, Mrs. E. D. Madgwick; Stanmore, Mrs. W.
Clarke; The Burrier, Mrs. Thompson; Tamworth, Mrs. Middleton,
Mrs. Wiseman; Tumut, Mrs. A. M. Brown; Tcnterfield, Mrs.
Armstrong; Windsor, Mrs. J. B. Johnston, Mrs. Hall, Mrs. W.
Dean, Miss Hall, Mrs. Eitzpatrick; Wollongong, Mrs. Einlayson;
Woollahra, Mrs. Newton, Mrs. Gerber; Wallscnd, Mrs. Ncilson;
Waverley, Mrs. W. H. Simpson, Mrs. Best, Miss Walker;
Wallerawang, Mrs. Abbott; Wagga Wagga, Mrs. G. Coleman;
Windeyer, Mrs. Mallon; Wiseman’s Eerry, Miss Laughton; Wood
ville, Mrs. Graham; Wybong Creek, Mrs. Cos; Yarrunga, Mrs.
Throsby; Young, Mrs. Dr. Heeley.
The inspections of the homes under the control of the Board—
both by the voluntary visitors and the official inspectors—numbered
8,156, which was 166 in excess of the previous year. The voluntary
visitors made 1,305 inspections, as against 1,666 in 1891; whilst the
official inspections numbered 6,851, as against 6,323 in 1891, or an
increase of 528 official visits. There was a falling off of 361 in the
visits made by the honorary lady visitors.
The subjoined are the details of the visits :—Honorary Lady
Visitors—1889, 1,356; 1890,1,292; 1891,1,225; 1892,1,383; 1893,
1,638; 1891, 1,666; 1895, 1305; decrease of 361 on previous year.
Official visits by Inspectors during year ending 5th April, 1893,5,969;
year ending 5th April, 1891, 6,323; year ending 5th April, 1895, 6,851;
or an increase of 528 on the previous year’s figures.
The average number of children under supervision for the year
ended 5th April, 1895, was 3,011. The total number of visits of
inspection was 8,156, or an average of 2§ visits to each child as against
31 in the previous year.
Average number o£ children placed out during year ended April
5th, 1895 ...................................................
‘........................... 2,890
Average number of children placed in Cottage Homes, year ended
April 5th, 1895 ...
...
...
...
...
...
15d
Total daily average under control

...

...

... 3.044'

The Board has as usual endeavoured to reduce the number of
children in every house without separating families. The statistics
of 1895 show :—
1,239 homes with 1 child.
398
„ 2 children, including 201 with children of one family.
197
„
„ 3
...
„ ^ 60
„
„
88 >!
^0
llkJ
^4
:J
51
—v
55
!5
^ ?,
O
*)
,1
1
J,
,!
1,925 homes, containing 2,993 children (exclusive of 1C absconders, 9 in hospitals,
146 in cottage homes, and 10 m Depot); total, 3,174.

In
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_ _ In consequence of the adoption of the principle of keeping
families of children in the same home, as far as possible, there are
thus 282 such families with separate guardians; and exclusive of homes
of this character there arc—
1,239 homes with 1 child.
197
„
,,2 children
137
„
,,
3
„
c(s
»
» 4
„
3
1,
,!
5
J,

each.
,,
„
‘I

1,643 homes, containing 2,320 children (a little over l-?r average); last year the
average was 1^.

Nur.sLXG Children.

.
experience of years has now fully justified the practice of
dealing with delicate young children in a manner distinct from the
general run of those who have come under the control of the Board,
and has satisfied me that it has been the direct means of saving the
lives of a number of puny motherless infants, who would doubtless
have succumbed had they not bceu at ouce placed in the care of
specially selected wetnurses and other creditable matronly persons in
healthy country districts, far removed from the often insanitary and
nearly always undesirable and unsuitable localities in which they were
brought into the world. Special precautions arc taken in the selection,
not only of tlie homes and the guardians, but of the districts in which
these young children arc placed; audit is gratifying to be able to state
that so far no difficulty has been experienced in obtaining the services of
really good, clean, healthy, wholesome, and experienced women to take
care of weakly infants, and up to tlie present time no occasion has
arisen to seriously complain of the way the little ones dealt with in this
class are treated. Special payments, varying from 6s. to 10s. a week,
are made to really good guardians for the care of very young and very
delicate children; and the system of making these larger payments
has induced a much better class of women to devote their time and
attention to the work. As already explained in previous reports,
when once young motherless children are sufficiently improved to be
dealt witli under the general Boarding-out System, the special pay
ments cease, but tlie children are not necessarily removed from their
old guardians. At the close of the twelve months now unde]1 consider
ation there were 96 such children under control as against 92 in 1894,
whilst the daily average throughout the year was 104 and the total
cost of their maintenance £2,080, or an average capitation cost of £20.

-

Adopted Children.

There was a small diminution in the number of children who
had been adopted without remuneration by prosperous colonists in
various parts of the country with the intention of bringing them up
as their own children when the official lists closed on the 5th of April;
hut the falling-off was almost entirely due to the fact that they had,
by reason of their increased age, been removed from the official
registers, though still with tlie foster-parents in the great majority of
cases. A'Vdiorq the year closed there were 124 adopted children under
the control of those guardians as against 144 in 1894, and their
religious classification was as follows -.—Protestants, 39 hoys and 65
girls ; Boman Catholics, 8 hoys and 12 girls ; total, 4/ hoys, 77 girls.
At the very lowest estimate a saving of £1,612 was effected during
the year by well-to-do citizens accepting the guardianship of these
children without remuneration, and the experience of the past few
years has shown that their material welfare is enhanced under this
particular subdivision of the Boarding-out System. The total saving
i—l*
effected
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effected during the last four years was £7,165, which is a substantial
economy in considering the yearly increasing expenditure of the
Department. The greatest care is taken with regard to the selection
of these homes, and as a rule the guardians of adopted children are
not only prosperous and respectable, but that precautions are taken
under a mutual understanding by which the children are brought up
to believe that they arc part and parcel of the family circle, and
by this moans better discipline is maintained, and the little ones
ultimately grow up with strengthened feelings of responsibility and
self-respecting citizens.
ArpuEXTioED Child rex.
Satisfactory progress has been made in the difficult wrork of
providing suitable trades, occupations, and callings for the children as
they grow up to useful ages, so that they may be enabled to become
artisans and handicraftsmen, and earn honest livelihoods when they
reach the years of manhood and look forward to reputable citizenship.
There wane 905 children under this head wiien the books w'ere closed
at the end of the year, as against 854 in 1894, which shows the satis
factory increase of 51. The girls in this class, w I lo number 327, are
all at domestic service, while the 578 boys arc apprenticed to the
following trades :—Apiarists, 3 ; baker, 1; boilermaker, 1; blacksmith,
1; bootmaker, 1; brick maker, 1; butchers, 2 ; builder, 1; carpenter,
1; carrier, 1; chemist, 1; coachbuildcrs, 4 ; clerk, 1; cordial manu
facturer, 1; dairymen, 10; dealer, 1; draper, 1; farmers, 477;
gardeners, 11; groom, 1; graziers, 4; grocers, 5 ; gunsmith, 1; lime
merchant, 1; orchardists, 23; mason, 1; painter, 1; plasterer, 1;
printers, 2; saddlers, 2; storekeepers, 11; sweep, 1; tailors, 3;
vigneron, 1.
The number of apprentices discharged during the year was 95
boys and 77 girls, or a total of 172, as against 148 during 1894. The
total cost of management in this division was £2,270, an increase of
£137 10s., which brought tlie average cost of the whole of the appren
tices under control up to £2 10s. per head—the same as the previous
year, when the expenditure under this head was £2,132 10s. This
expenditure is very small, when it is considered that the average daily
number of apprentices under control wTas 908, and that 905 were still
under control when the year closed. The whole of the total outlay
was absorbed in clothing and inspection, tlie money received from the
guardians under the regulations for the services of all apprentices
having been paid into the Government Savings Bank to the credit of
tlie children themselves. No complaints of a serious character have
been received, either from the guardians or the apprentices, during
the year, and the reports of the inspectors speak in a satisfactory way
of the manner in which the children are treated.
Children Classed as Unojticial.

There has been a still further increase—though a small one—
in the number of children over the age at wdiieh they could be legally
brought under the operation of the Act, who have surrendered them
selves to the supervision and control of the Board, in the hope of being
provided with suitable occupations, and their progress has been very
satisfactory. There were 10 such children—4 hoys and 6 girls—under
control in 1894 ; there are now 12, and the expense of their care is so
small an item in the general expenditure that it is out of proportion
altogether to the very large amount of good that results, and is indeed
too small a matter to deserve special mention. So far, some 47 children
have benefited by the advantages which this particular section confers
upon them.
The
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The Central Home.

The operations at the Central Home, where the children are
only temporarily detained whilst the necessary preparations are being
completed for hoarding them out upon admission, discharging them
from control, or transmitting them cither to the reformatories, the
hospitals, or the cottage homes at Pennant Hills and Mittagong, were
nearly doubled during the year that has just closed, and the system is
now working so smoothly and satisfactorily in all the branches that
the increased work was dealt with without increasing the staff, and
with appreciable saving in the item of expenditure. Some 1,703
children passed through the Homo in 1895, as against 889 in 1894, or
an unexampled increase of 814. The average daily admissions were
12, as against 10^ in 1894 and 10 in the previous year. The average
cost of maintenance was £9 6s. 6d., whilst in 1894 it was £9 19s. 10d.,
showing a saving of 13s. 4d. per head in favour of 1895. The
total cost of maintenance of the children at the Central Home was
£111 18s. Id. for the year, as against £103 4s. lid. in 1894.
Cottage Homes eor Invalid Children.

The most gratifying results have attended the continuance of
the practice of placing invalided and delicate young children under tlie
care of kindly, reputable, and matronly women in neat and comfortable
cottages in healthy country districts, and the experience which the
Board has gained from the experiments at Pennant Hills and Mittagong
strongly emphasises the wisdom of the step, and urges the desirableness
of extending the principle as an auxiliary to the crowded children’s
hospitals in and around the metropolis. The whole of the children sent
to these Homes have not only materially benefited by the pure, fresh
air and the clean, wholesome surroundings, hut no less than 99 were
so far recovered as to allow of their being boarded-out, and some 61
others were either discharged to their relatives or sent to other
institutions. There were 146 in the Homes on the 5th April, 1895,
namely, 44 hoys and 109 girls, as against 153 at the end of the previous
year. Much of the good results that were obtained was due to the
gentle care and motherly attention of the medical and nursing staffs
during
O the vvear.
The following is the usual table of particulars :—
Bov1!.
Total 11111111)01 of children admitted to Cotlacro Homes to 5th
April, 18D5
..
...
. .
...
...
...
...
510
Total number of children disscharsred from Cottnce Homes to 5th
April, 1895 ...
...
...
...
...
...
475
Number in Homes on 5th April, 1895

Girls.

Tula!.

610

1,120

499

974

.......................................

85

111

14G

In Homes on 5th April, 1894!
....................................................
Admitted during year ended 5th April, 1895 ...
..............

44
42

109
U1

153
153

Discharged during last year

...

SO
51

220
109

306
J60

In Homes, 5th April. 1895...............................................................

35

111

146

Discharged
To relatives...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Boarded out...........................................................................
Died...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
IRydahnere ...
...
...
...
...
...
Newington Asylum...
...
...
...
...
...
Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution...........................
Shaftesbury...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Woorccliffe ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
St, Aloysins’Home...........................
...........................
Thirlmere Consumptive Home ........................................

3
41
0
5
0
0
0
1
1
0

24
58
2
0
1
4
18
l
0
1

27
99
2
5
1
4
18
2
l
1

51

109

160
The

...

...

...

...
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The following return indicates the afflictions from which the
children were suffering when they were admitted :—■
Abscesses ...
...
...
Abscesses and swollen glands
Bronchitis (chronic)
...
Chilled feet ...
...
...
»*i
Croup
...........................
Contraction of leg sinews ...
Cripples
...........................
Chinese (half)
...
...
Catarrh
...
...
...
Delicate
...
...
...
„
and lame...............
.,
and ophthalmic ...
„
and partial paralysis
„
and running ears ...
„
and scrofulous ...
Debility (general)...............
*4 *
„
and turned eyes
,,
and measles
Dysentery ...
...
...
Dirty habits and sore ear ...
Dropsy and rheumatism ...
Deaf and dumb (change of air)
Diarrhoea ...
...
...
Defective palate ...
...
Dirty habits...
...
...
Deformed and paralyzed ...
Enemia
...............................................
Eruptions ...............................................
„
scalp and deformed chest
,,
and bad habits ...
.,
and scrofulous ...
„
of scalp..........................
Epilepsy
...
...
...
Eruptions of scalp and body
.Kits ..
...
...
...
Eractured limb
...
...
Hip disease...............................................
„
and partial paralysis
Heart disease
..........................
Hip disease and running ears
Half-caste ...
...
...
Hand, accident to ...
...
Hand, necrosis of...............

3
1
2
4
1.
1
o
14
2
7
3(1
5
15
5
10
12
215
1
4
4
0
3
15
11
2
15
4
2
37

1

4
5
15
7
8
3
1
7
1
5
5
7
1
1

i
Hip, accident to
...
...
...
Knee-pan, injury to
...
...
1
3
Kleptomania
...
...
...
Influenza ...
...
...
...
3
Malformed feet
...
...
4
.,
hands ...
1
Marasmus ...
...
...
...
3
Malformed mouth ...
...
...
3
Necrosis of foot
...
...
1
One leg
...
...
...
...
2
2
One eye
...
...
...
...
Ophthalmia ...
...
...
... 250
„
and scrofulous...
...
7
„
semi-idiotic
...
1
„
ulcerated foot
...
2
„
running ears
...
13
„
and scalp eruption, and
general debility...........................
IS
Paralysis
...
...
...
...
12
,,
of brain...........................
1
„
(partial) and spinal disease
1
Kunning ears
...........................
18
5
,,
and skin eruption ...
3
Kheumatiam...
...
...
...
23
King-worms...
...
...
...
10
Spinal disease
...........................
1
Strumous ...
...
...
...
5
Semi-idiotic ...
...
...
...
3
St. Vitus’ Dance ...
...
...
5
Sore leg
.....................................................................
2
Sore foot ...
...
...
...
10
Sore ear
.....................................................................
40
Scrofulous ... ....................................................
11
Scabies
.....................................................................
Teething
...
...
...
...
1
1
Typhoid
....................................................................
3
Ulcers
...
...
...
...
2
Weak legs ...
...
...
...
14
Whooping cough ...
...
...
Weak intellect
...
...
...
US
Water, incontinence of ...
...
7
Children who have passed through
homes as apprentices
............... 101

Tlie total expenditure upon the Homes during the year which
has just closed was £3,652 12s. 5d.? or £3,000 12s. 5d. for main
tenance, management, medical expenses, salaries, &c., and £652, the
value of clothins furnished to the inmates from the Central Store at
Paddington, and" the proportionate cost of inspection. The capitation
cost has been £22, or a reduction of 2s. 2d. per head upon the
• operations of 1894.
Concluding Hem auks.
In conclusion, I have much pleasure in conveying the thanks
of the members of the Board to Mr. Critchett Walker, C.M.G., ilie
Principal Under Secretary, and to Mr. Posbery, the Inspector-Gene.-ii
of Police, for the valuable assistance rendered to the Department
during the year.
I have, &c.,
ARTHUR RENWICK,
.
President.
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APPENDIX A.
Boys,
1,G0Q
54
33
46
60
43
49
57
47
51
49
27
36

Children placed out on 5th April, 1891 ......................................... .........
„
from 6th to 30th April, 1894i...................................
„
during May, 1894 ....................................................
,,
„ Juno, 1894 ....................................................
i,
» July, 1S94 .....................................................
„
,, August, 1894
........................................
„
„ September, 1894...... .....................................
„
,, October, 1894 ............ ....................................
„
„ November, 1894.............................................
„
„ December, 1894 ............................................
,,
„ January, 1895.................................................
„
,, February, 1895 .............................................
„
„ March, i.895 ..................................................
_
„
„ April, 1895 ....................................................
Withdrawn from Institutions and placed in Cottage Homos during year

Girls. Total.
1,203
2,809
29
83
30
63
21
67
88
28
36
84
35
84
22
79
29
76
44
95
20
69
19
46
26
62
2
4
HI
153

2

42
2,207

Discharged during year ending 5th April, 1895 :—
Boys,
Died.................................................................
9
Drowned....................................................... ..
5
To Belatives .................................................... 140
„ "Sobraon” ................................................
3
,, Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution................
„ Boys’Home, Dundas .................................
49
„ Benevolent Asylum, Sydney.....................
5
,, Newington Asylum..............................................
,, Imbecile Asylum, Newcastle.....................
2
,, Shaftesbury Reformatory.........................
41
„ Carpentorian Reformatory.........................
11
„ St. Aloysius’Home....................................
4
., Ashfield Home...........................................
1
„ St. Joseph’s Providence Society ...................... 2
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Snowijfa. the Ages at which Children have been placed out.'
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APPENDIX E.
Institutions from which Children treated at Cottage Homes for Sick Children have

been received during the year.
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APPENDIX E.
Disthibution of Children under control of State Children’s Eelief Department on

the oth April, 1S95.
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Tice Slate Children’s Eelief Department in account with the Colonial Treasurer during

year ending 5th April, 1895.
Or.
i. d.

Dr.
ISOt—April 5.
To Balance ..............................
„ Deposit from Treasury—
3 July, 1894. ...... £9,000 0
31 „
„
2,000 0
12 Oct.
„
7,000 O
28 Nov., ............... 2,000 0
21 Jan , 1895 ....... 3,000 0
1 Deb,, ............... 5,000 0
6 Mar.,
„
1,000 0
2 April, ,,
6,500 0
4 May,
„
600 O
Salaries from Treasury 3,182 1

£ s. cl.
1,007 13 11

0
0
0
O
0
O
0
0
0
8
36,182

1895—April 5.
v Maintenance .£24,781
| Clot bins; ........... 2,236
, Salaries .......... 3,850
, Medical ..........
405
, Gas ................
33
, Books .............
46
, Incidentals .......
539
, Conveyance .....
681
, Travelling ..... 1,488
, Cottngo Homes.. 3,000
, Depth .............
Ill
, TruvcllingAdvnucc 300

16
5
7
5
12
12
6
8
1
12
18
0

1 8
Balance

£37,689 15 7

3
0
10
3
1
3
2
3
3
5
I
0
- 37,475 4 10
..
214 13 9
£37,689 15

7

£ s.
........ 62 8
...... 77 13
........ 48 9
........ 51 4
........ 53 15
........ 114 5
........ 69 0
........ 61 0

d.
6
o
6
2
1
10
8
8

APPENDIX H.
^Parents' Maintenance Account.
1894.
30 April—-To Collections ....... ...........
...........
30 May
30 Juno **
..........
31 Julv
...........
,J
30 Ang.
...........
27 Sept.
...........
30 Oct.
...........
29 Nov.
..........
31 Dec.
..........
1895.
31 Jan.
...........
»Y
28 Feb.
..........
31 March it
...........
6 April
...........

£
02
77
48
51
53
114
69
61
90

s.
8
13
9
4
15

a.
6
9
6
2
i
10
0 8
0 8
10 10

48 9 0
34 12 0
515 1 4
26 10 10

£1,253 2 8

1894.
1 Mav--By Cash to Treasury

1 Get.
1 Dec.
1895.
1 Jan.
1 Feb.
1 Mai*.
1 April
8 „

........ 90 10 10
....... 48 9 6
........ 34 12 0
........ 515 1 4
....... 26 10 10
£1,253 2 8
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APPENDIX I.
Shotting Social Antecedents of all Children hitherto placed out under the Boardingout System in Now South “Wales.
Father dead, mother blind ...............................................................
contributes to support ...............................................
dead ............................................................................................ 503
deserted......................................................
]07
destitute .................................................................................... 963
drunkard ....................................................................................... S3
consumptive................................................................................... H
half-caste aboriginal if................................................................
4
in asylum ...................................................................................... 34
in gaol ........................................................................................... 62
killed by step-father .................................................................
2
insane.............................................................................................. 56
prostitute ......................................................
paralysed .......................................................................................
3
sickly.............................................................................................. 57
unknown ....................................................................................... 40
vagrant .........................................................
in hospital.................................................................
hanged ...........................................................................................
2
step-father deserted, motherdestitute...................................................... 16
,,
,,
,,
unknown .............................................
1
„
,>
in gaol .................................................
1
,,
„
„
cripple ...................................................
2
hanged, mother destitute ....................................................................................
2
hanged himself, mother destitute.......................................................................
4
killed in a fight, mother dissolute habits .........................................................
5
dead, step-father contributes, mother unknown .............................................
1
,,
a
,i
............. ................................. ................. 1
deserted, mother consumptive......................................................................... 12
„
,, contributes .......................................................................... 17
,,
„ single, 3 children..................................................................
2
,,
,, insane...................................................................................
13
,,
,, dead ...................................................................................... 267
,,
„ destitute ............................................................................. 703
„
„ drunkard ..................................... ........................................ 40
,,
„ deserted (legitimate) .......................................................... 160
,,
i,
,,
(illegitimate)......................................................... 113
in gaol...... ............................................
,,
,, found sleeping with children in paddock .......................
2
,,
,, in service ......................................................
38
„
„ insane...................................................................................... 37
„
,, in asylum ................................ ............................................. 39
,,
„
„
children living with Indians ..........................
2
,,
,, eloped with another man ...................................................
4
,,
,, in hospital............................................................................. 41
„
„ prostitute ............................................................................. 87
,,
,, paralysed (illegitimate) ......................................................
1
,,
,, supjiorls illegitimate child.................................................
8
,,
,, supports 2 illegitimate children .......................................
6
,,
,, unknown ............................................................................. 62
^
?j
5
in gaol, mother destitute.................................................................................... 178
,,
,, dead .................................................................................
85
,,
,, destitute (illegitimate) ......................................................
9
„
„ drunkard ............................................................................. 14
,,
„ deserted..............................................................
25
u
u in gaol ................................................................................. 87
„
,, in asylum with child ..........................................................
9
„
„ insane.....................................................................................
8
jj
j> sickly..................................................................................... 12
,,
,, prostitute ......................................
39
,,
,, partially blind......................................................................
7
,,
„ unknown .............................................................................. 33
i,
,, vagrant ...............................................................................
7
insane, mother insane..... .....................................................................................
6
dead............................................................................................ 15
destitute....................................................................
deserted.................................................................................... 13
in as3’lum ....................................................................................
1
..
..
in gaol........................................................................................
6
unknown, mother contributes ......................................................................... 13
,,
„ deserted.................................................
53
„
,, destitute...... .......................................................................... 103
„
,, dead ...................................................................................... 38
„
,, insane .............................................................................
26
„
„ in gaol ..........
49
„
., in hospital.....................................
38
,, prostitute ......................................
58
„
,,
,,
and thief..............................................................
5
,,
,,
„
(found in brothel)...............................................
9.
jj
,, vagrant .................................................................................. 10
,,
,, unknown .............................................................................. 225
,,
,,
,,
native of Islands .......
1
,,
,, drunkard .............................................................................
1
u
„ cripple, with illegitimate family of 6...............................
1
,,
,, simple.....................................................................................
4
helpless, mother dead .................................................................
,,
„ deserted .................................................................................
8
,,
,, insane .....................................................................................
5
„
„ in gaol.....................................................................................
4
,,
,, destitute.............................................
7
drunkard, mother bedridden...............................................................................
1

2
23

02

41
74

87

45

7
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Father drunkard, mother destitute .................................................
,, deserted ..................................................
„
dead ........................................................
.. in gaol .....................................................
,, prostitute.................................................
,, drunkard.................................................
and cripple, motiter drunkard ..........................
mother m hospital ...........................................
cannot work, blind, mother destitute.................................
,, cripple, mother bad character (illegitimate)
„
»
,,
in gaol.....................................
„
,,
,,
deserted ..................................
„ deformed, mother prostitute ......................
,, destitute, mother ill .....................................
,, . ,,
»
dead..................................
,, in asylum, mother deserted..........................
,, destitute,
,,
..........................
„ ill, mother ill.................................................
,, in hospital, mother insane..............................
,,
,,
destitute..........................
,, invalid, mother doubtful character...............
,, in hospital, mother unknown! ......................
,, paralysed, mother deserted ..........................
,, consumptive, mother in asylum ...................
,, in asylum, mother had repute......................
,, consumptive, mother dead ...........................
,, consumptive, mother has other children ...
,, one arm, mother drunkard ..........................
,, subject to fits, mother dead...........................
,, hip disease, mother dead ...............................
,,
mother dead.............................................
,,
,,
deserted..............................................
„
,,
destitute..............................................
,,
„
bad character.............. .....................
„ in hospital, mother in gaol ...........................
,, blind, mother deserted ...................................
,, in hospital, mother drunkard .......................
,, consumptive, mother delicate .......................
,, sickly, mother sickly......................................
,, in hospital, mother in hospital ...................
contributes, mother dead ......................................................
„
deserted..................................................
,,
drunkard ..............................................
,,
insane.....................................................
,,
in gaol .............................................
,,
in gaol (illegitimate) ...........................
,,
prostitute ..............................................
,,
unknown ...............................................
,,
sickly......................................................
„
illtrcats child .......................................
cannot support, out of work, mother drunkard ...............
unemployed, mother deserted...................
„
,,
dead .......................
,,
„
in asylum ................
mother insane ..............................................
,.
cannot support ...............................
of dissolute habits, mother prostitute ....
French convict, mother dead ...................
has In children, mother dead ...................
has 7 children, mother dead ...................
has large family .........................................
an actor, mother prostitute ......................
keeps 2 children, mother insane ..............
unemployed, mother in gaol......................
of dissolute habits, mother dead ............
children uncontrollable, mother dead .
an Indian, mother unknown.......................
,, at sea, mother in hospital ......................................................
,,
,,
,, deserted .........................................................
hi other contributes .............................................................................
,,
has bad leg ............................................................................
„
in gaol ......................................................................... , .......
„
in asylum.................................................................................
,,
insane .....................................................................................
,,
drunkard .................................................................................
,,
half-caste ................................................................................
„
,,
living with man at Narrabri ...............................
,,
,,
in service, another illegitimate child ..............
,,
confined of another illegithnate clsild...................................
Parents keep a brothel ........................................................................
Child from llnhlin Orphan Asylum
..........................................
father attempted to outrage child, mother in hospital.................
Parents acquitted of murder, mother in gaol for sheep-stealing ...
Parents unable to control
..............................................................
Father bad character, mother dead..................................................
,.
,,
bad character ...................................
killed child and stabbed wife ..............................................
neglects child, mother insane ..............................................
too old to work, mother unknown .......................................
in hospital, mother destitute ................................................
,,
,,
drunkard ...............................................
.,
,,
dead ............................... .........................
m gaol.....................................................
Foundlings ............................................. ..........................................
Total

40
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0
2
2
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3

5
0
7

8
5
10
30

1

4
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1
4

1
]
5
o
2S
0
17

5

1

4
2

o
.. 12
.. 140
..

23

..

40

..

3
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.

9
1

21

.. 14
.. li
. 10
.. 14
.. 10S

. ISO
..

40

..

22

.. 102
.
7
..
.
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.
.

2
2

I
i
i
i

..

3

..
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.

0

’
,

10
3

o

1
1
5
1
3

1
1
1

4

1
]
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1
S.j

fi

2

3
4

o
25
5
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APPENDIX J.
Letters

from

Lady Visitors.

Mrs. C. E. Archibald, Moruya :—
I u,m quite satisfied with the results of the boardiug-ont system here. The children on my list
are living in Christian homes, and have the advantages of good training, every opportunity of growing
up respectable and respected members of the community.
Mrs. Arguimbau, Annandale :—
Has much pleasure in stating that all the children in her district have comfortable homes, arc
well cared fer, and seem well and happy, and thinks the hoarding-out system an excellent one.
The guardians seem to treat the children as their own, and from my experience, which has been for
twelve years or more, cannot speak too highly of them.
Mrs, E. J. Bailey, “The Vicarage,” Hunter’s Hill:—
I have much pleasure in testifying to the efficacy, as far as my owu experience goes, of the
boarding-out system for State children. T find, as a rule, a very good feeling prevailing lietween the
guardians and the children, sometimes, on the part of the foster mothers, something nearly approach
ing maternal affection. The children often come from a class which is very difficult to deal with, and
the careful and patient training in many instances bestowed on such children is highly satisfactory,
Mrs. L. Barber, Goulbum :—
My experience, after five years, is that, as a rule, the children are better off than in their parents’
homes, and the guardians do well by the children.
Mrs. L. M. Beresford, Dalton :—

I have been again asked to give my opinion regarding the boarding-out system. My experience
is limited, having still only one child under my supervision, who is now apprenticed to the farmer
with whom he resides. He still attends the village Public School, is a fine healthy boy, and appears
perfectly at home. J can only add that I consider the Institution an excellent one.
Mrs. Brennan, Casnbcwarra :—
_
I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the satisfactory working of the hoarding-out
system in my district. The children and their foster-parents sceem thoroughly satisfied with each
other.
Mrs. A. M. Brown, Tumut:—
I have visited the children in this district regularly during the last twelve months. Pound
everything satisfactory ; children healthy and happy’. The greatest number have been with the same
people for years, which speaks well for both parties.
Mrs. A, M. Brown, Tumut:—
_
I must apologise for not answering your note sooner. During the last quarter I have visited
frequently ; found everything doing well, except at one home. I was pleased to see the Inspector, who
informed me an alteration was to be made there.
Mrs. D. Byrne, Cooma
_
_
I was asked my opinion on theboarding-ont system, and from my experience I consider it works
satisfactory. In a great many cases the hoys learn useful trades, and from being continually employed
they are kept away from bad companions which are to be found even in small country towns, and the
girls learn house-keeping, which is very useful to them in after years.
Mrs. E. E. Cox. Wybong Creek
In reply to your circular re State children, I am very pleased to say that the two children under
my supervision arc in happy, comfortable homes, and I consider the system an exceedingly good one.
Mrs. M. Dalton, Orange :—
_
1 have not been able to visit the homes of the hoarding-out children as often as I would wish ;
hut, as far as I can judge from surrounding circumstances, I think they have fairly comfortable homes.
1 know of many poor children in Orange who are living with their parents who are not nearly so well
off. Therefore I have much pleasure in stating that it is an admirable thing to have such an institution *
to take care of those poor children who are left destitute.
Mrs. K. A. Donnelly, Armidale:—
....
.
I have much pleasure in stating that the children boarded out in this district are all doing well
and giving satisfaction to their teachers and foster parents. The homes in all cases are clean and
comfortable and presided over by good Christian men and women, and the children are most attached
to their guardians, the latter in all cases fulfilling their duties faithfully.
Mrs. M. Ewan, “Glenleigh,” Penrith :—
•
In reply to your circular of the 13th instant, I have pleasure in stating that 1 consider the
boarding-out system a great success. The children in my district are well cared for and have most
comfortable homes.
Mrs. C. Finlayson, Wollongong :—
'
In compliance with your request for an expression of opinion upon the system of boarding-out
children as I find it in this district, I beg to state that in all the cases whicli have come under my
notice the little ones have been most fortunate in the homes provided for them. Most of them are in
the little mountain township of Balgownie, a mining community, where the wives are glad to he able
to use their leisure in this way. The condition of the children in their care is abundant proof that they
do their duty by them. Many of them are mere infants who came only a few months ago puny and
ailing and now arc looking so happy and well cared for. In the case of Mrs. A., the removal of the
child caused almost as much grief as if it had indeed been their own, and 1 trust you will soon find it
convenient to lot her have another and for a longer period, in a district like Balgowmie, where each
one's affairs are move or less everyone’s affairs, any kind of neglect or cruelty to these children would
he no secret, and in this fact is safety. It is a healthy place—plenty of fresh air, good miik, fruit, and
vegetables—and with a fine State school. Mrs. C’s. home is everything to be desired, and the lad
seems happy. It is very cleanly, sleeping accommodation good, and all the influences such as tend to
train him to he a useful member of society.
Mrs. Gerber, Wooltahra r—
I am pleased to be able to say, from experience, that the boarding-out system is giving general
satisfaction. The children are well cared, and their homes are comfortable.
Mrs. Gibson, Picton:—
_
_
I have great pleasure in recommending the hoarding-out system. The children in my district
are a credit to their foster parents.
Mrs. K. ITandcouk-Bnrkit, Goulburn :—
In reply to your notice, received this morning, I have much pleasure in informing you that, as
far as my knowledge goes, the system of hoarding-out State children is a great success, especially
when contrasting it with the English barrack schools. The Colonics are far in advance of homo in this
respect. 1 speak from personal knowledge of both systems. The children in the homes I have under
supervision seem happy and well fed. All the homes are of the respectable artisan class, and the
children have good opportunities of growing into self-respecting and self-supporting men and women,
Mrs.

1—c
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Mrs. S- Kidd, Campbolltown:—
I beg to inform you that the children under my supervision seem to be all in good health, and
appear comfortable and well oared for. J visit the children about every two weeks, and always find
them as above stated. The district of CampbelHown is exceedingly healthy, and welt suited for the
-children.
Mra. M. Lumsdaine, Gladesviile: —
In reply to your request re my experience of the boarding-out system, I have much pleasure in
saying that it appears to work admirably in my district. The guardians perform their duties towards
the little ones faithfully, and the children seeming healthy and happy, I never hear any complaint
either from child or guardian.
Mrs. B. Morns, Berry :—
I beg to state that the children under my control appear to be happy and contented in the
homes allotted to them, which arc of the very best kind obtainable in this jrortion of the district;
and I feel confident that the guardians arc, on the whole, faithfully performing their duties, iu every
respect, which they have undertaken. The system, in my opinion, works admirably.
Mrs. J. B. Nicholson, Woonona:—
I think the system of boarding out the children is proring in every way advantageous and
satisfactory. I meet with no complaints, and all the homes selected have turned out to he happy and
comfortable ones, and in many cases both foster-parents and children arc sincerely fond of each other;
and I know some instances where the guardians would rather forfeit the mainteuance allowance than part
with the children. I cannot close without a word of praise for the inspectors and all officers in connection
with the institution. They arc careful and conscientious m the discharge of their duties, bavin" the
welfare of the cliildren thoroughly at heart.
Mrs. M. O’Brien, Braidvrood :—
All of the children are doing very well, and are in good health. Those who are near the school
attend very regularly, and those who have n long distance to go have homo lessons. The children all
appear well looked after, and are happy and contented,
Mrs, S. Oliver, Goulburn 1—
I am very pleased with the homes under my supervision. The children seem cheerful and happy,
aud I believe the guardians do their utmost for the welfare of the little ones committed to their care.
At school, also, I may say the State children, in neatness and eleanliuesa, compare favourably with
others.
Mrs. D. Osborne, Bundauoon
In accordance with your request, I forward my statement re the boarding-out system, and, as
before, cannot bnt speak very favourably of it. I have not had many for sometime : hut lately have
throe children (boys) on the boarding-out system, and on my last visit found them very clean aud
comfortable, and treated as their own children, anil from what lean see are thoroughly cared for. The
one that is apprenticed is still giving satisfaction, and treated the same as the guardians' own children.
This tad is on a farm.
Mrs. T. O’Sullivan,' North Sydney : —
My opinion is still unchanged with regard to the efficacy of the boarding-out system. The
children in my suburb appear happy and contented ; and I am happy to say that the guardians in most
cases take a great interest in their charges.
Mrs. M. Pole, Balmain
In reply to your circular of the 14th instant, I have much pleasure in recommending the boardingout system. The homes, as a rule, have a degree of refinement, aud must tell beneficially on the
future of the children. Their health is exceptionally good, showing strict attention to cleanliness and
other necessary rules, and the almost universal kind motherly care and attention has greatly surprised
Mrs. M. Remmington, Prospect:—
In reply to your circular of the 20th, I have much pleasure in saying the children under my
supervision have comfortable homes. They attend church and school regularly. 1 often see them at
play with their foster brothers and sisters, looking quite happy. They are kept clean and arc in good
health, also have good home influence. I think the system an admirable one, calculated to develop
the affections in many poor little orphans that would otherwise know nothing but coldness and
neglect.
Mrs. H. Taylor, Parramatta :—
'
Once again I have to report upon the “ homes’’ under my supervision, and to say that, as far
as I am aware, every' kindness has been extended to the children under the care of their foster parents.
The State Home is, as well as I can judge, excellently managed, and the whole system is, in my
opinion, a most unmitigated success.
M rs. L. Tillett, Liverpool
Owing to the long distances and bad roads to where the children are located, I have not been
able to see them as often as I could wish ; but those I have visited seem happy and well cared for. So
far as I can judge, my opinion is that the boarding-out system is on the whole very successful, and
could hardly be improved upon.
Mrs. D. Willans, Queaubeyan :—
It is with much pleasure that I say I cannot speak too highly of the boarding-out system. All
the guardians in this district, I truly believe, are faithful to their trust, and some who come imme
diately under my notice are as fond of the children as if they wore their own. It is a great pleasure
to me to sec how comfortable they arc, and their happy faces when they come to sec me—for I think
you arc aware that owing to my age and constant attendance on my dear husband 1 cannot go and see
them ; but I have many opportunities of hearing about them, aud it gives me pleasure to be able to
do anything for so valuable an institution.
Mrs. M. Woodriff, Penrith:—
In reply to your letter, although my experience of the boarding-out system has been both short
and limited, I lielteve it to be most excellent for the children, and, m the generality of cases, most
satisfactory. The boys under my supervision are very happy and well cared tor.
Mrs. A. T. Simpson, and Mis. M. A. 0. Walker, Waverley ;—
Beg to state their experience of another year’s work. The classes of homes are sufficiently
comfortable in all, but some have superior accommodation, and the children bettor attended to than
m others. In most cases the guardians are really interested in their charges, and become fondly
attached to them. We believe this system adopted by the Government to be the best ever planned,
as the results are most satisfactory.
Mrs.
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Mrs. G. E. Rodd, aud Mrs. E. L. Holland
Our opinion regarding the hoarding-out system is, that great care should be taken that the
persons •who take the children are not doing so to make a living by them, as we think that in these
cases the children arc not done justice to, nor always as kindly treated as they should he. Otherwise,
wo consider the boarding-out system a very good thing.
Letters from School Teachers.

J.C., Superior Public School, Annandale :—
As far as I can judge, the boarding-out system has worked satisfactorily. The State children
who have attended the school under my charge compare favourably with tho other children under my
supervision.
F.R., Public School, Australia-street:—
In answer to your circular as to result of the boarding-out system, we have State children
boarding in two families only, attending this school, and with regard to them, I should say tho system
is a decided success. They appear to be well cared for, and compare favourably with other children
of the school.
J.B.M., Auburn Public School;—
There arc eight boarded-out children in my school, and in the majority of cases they compare
favourably with other children. I think the system is good, as it brings the children under the direct
care of “mother,” and surrounds them with “home” iniluence, which cannot hut have a beneficial
effect when a judicious selection has been made in the home to which the child has been sent.
H.L., Public School, Auburn North :—
In reply to yours of 11th instant, I beg to state that of all systems yet introduced for the relief
of orphans and fatherless children, none in my opinion will compare with the boarding-out system
now in force in this Colony. The children lose the appearance of pauperism entirely. They mix
with other children of their1 own age, enter into their pleasures and enjoyments, and seem to forget
their unfortunate past. They feel an independence of character, and their equality with those about
them. In attainments and the power of grasping knowledge of any kind, I have always found them
to compare favou rabty with other children differently situated. In regard to cleanliness and care
liestowed upon them by those whose care they are placed under, I have never had cause to complain.
M.C., Superior Public School, Annandale -—
In the cases of boarded-out State children under my charge, I can say that in both cases the
children compare favourably with the other pupils, and appear to have good homes.
W.S., Superior Public School, Annandale :—
My experiences of the boarding-ont system under your direction lead me to estimate very
favourably its beneficial influences on the children affected by it who have come under my observation. 1
J.E., Public School, Balgownie:—
In reply to your letter dated 11th instant, inviting a statement of my opinion of the boardingout system of this Colony, I have the honor to inform you that, as far as my opportunities of judging
have enabled me to give an opinion, I think the persons in this locality to whom children have been
entrusted are respectable and without exception are doing their duty to the children whom the State
has placed in their care. With reference to the four boys attending the school, I am happy to report
that they are well and neatly dressed and perfectly clean. With one exception they are regular and
punctual in their attendance. In every respect they compare favourably with their fellow-pupils.
D. McL , Public School, Bankstowu :—
In reply to yours of 11th instant, re State children attending my school, I may state that so far
as I can judge they are fairly well cared for. They attend regular, are well behaved, and are generally
very neat and clean, and in every way compare very favourably with the other children attending
school. I also consider the operations of the system very satisfactory.
J.W., Public School, Baulkham Hills
In reply to your circular of the 11th instant, I have the honor to state that the system of
boarding-out State orphans appears to Lave worked well in this district with one exception, and she
has been removed from the objectionable people with whom she was living. She previously compared
favourably with the other children. The other State child appears to be growing into a good boy.
W.H.T., Superior Public School, Bireligrove
In compliance with your request re the State children, 1 beg to state that, so far as I have been
able to judge of it, the system appears to work well. The children appear well-fed, well and decently
clad, and in all matetial comforts they compare very favourably with children attending school. The
attendance is regular and the conduct of the children good.
Blacktown Public School:—
I have much pleasure in reporting again upon the conduct of tho State children attending the
school under my charge. I find them neatly dressed, and clean as hoys go. Their behaviour is good as
a rule, and they evidently are under firm but kind discipline at home.
R.B., Public School, Brawlin :—
In reply to your letter of 13th instant, I beg to state that those cliildren from the Relief Board
that have attended this school compared favourably with tbe other children. They came well dressed,
looked clean, and appeared to be well fed, and as far as they were concerned the boarding-out system
was to them a decided benefit.
E. B., Public School, Bulli
I have had but little experience of this boarding-out system,—but the lad who was enrolled here
on tho 20th ultimo, has attended with regularity since that date. He is well conducted, well clad, and
apparently well cared for and contented. If he can be taken as a fair sample of the results of this
system, then they must be all that could be desired.
P.N., Public School, Campbelltown ;
In reply to your circular re State children, I have the honor to inform you that there are two
State children attending this school. They attend very regularly, and have all the appearance of well
nourished and well kept children.
T.W.H., Public School, Oootamundra:—
A7our letter re above reached me this morning, and ] beg to inform yon that during the period
of my employment at Bowral Public School—a period of eight years—I considered the system an
excellent one. The children in question were well cared for, and apparently lived comfortable and
happy lives. They were continually under a teacher’s observation at school, and I always found the
officer direct from your Department most earnest in his endeavours to get at the real state of the
children’s home life. As far as mental calibre is concerned, I think the children that have come under
ray supervision compare favourably with their more fortunate companions.
J.
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J.C., Public School, Croydon :—
There arc five State children attending this school; they are well cared, and have every sign of
comfort in their homes. They are well-behaved and content,
Superior Public School, Darlington :—
In answer to your circular of 13th inst., I beg to state that tho children boarded ont under the
State Children’s Relief Department, and attending this school, are clean, tidy, and fairly regular in
their attendance, and will compare favourably with the other pupils.
J.W., Public School, Blderslie :—
According to your wish, I have the honor to most respectlully state that the boarding-out
system, in so far as the children under my tuition are concerned, is, on the whole, satisfactory; and
their behaviour and appearance at school compare very favourable with the other children.
D.T., Public School, Gentleman’s Halt :—
In reply to your memo, of 13th instant, soliciting my opinion on the boarding-out system of
State children, 1 have the honor, most respectfully, to inform you that the results of the system in
this district arc very satisfactory, and the State children who are under my charge come to school
neatly dressed and clean, and, judging from their appearances, I believe that they are well nourished'
and cared for, and generally kindly treated. At end of this quarter I will furnish you with report of
their attendance.
P.L., Public School, Eastgrove, Goulburn :—
In reply to yours of the 13th instant, re my observations on the results of the boarding-out
system, I beg to state that the children that have come under my notice, with few exceptions, compare
favourably with the other children under my supervision.
J.L., Superior Public School, South Goulburn:—
_
_
In my opinion the boarding-out system is an unqualified success. It is a means of providing
comfortable homes for the children, thus giving them the benefits of home influence and allowing
friendships to be formed which may continue through life. The children attending iny school come
clean and tidy, arc apparently well fed, and compare very favourably with the other pupils.
H.L.F., Public School, Gordon
In connection with the only State child at present attending this school, I have much pleasure
in reporting that sho attends very regularly and conducts herself in a very creditable manner. She is
always well clad, and appears to receive every attention.
W.S., Superior Public School, Granville
There is not much to report further than that the children under your jurisdiction are on the
whole as well or better cared for than the average working man’s child. Exceptional cases—and they
are truly exceptional—when reported to your office are always dealt with promptly, so that, as long as
the teachers of the public or other schools which these children attend are in the least degree watchful,
it is impossible for a child to be neglected or ill-used.
P.R., Gunning Public School :—
...
In compliance with your request contained in y'Our circular of the 13th instgnt, T have much
pleasure in making the following remarks in reference to the boarding-ont system. At present there
are only four State children attending this school. These four attend with great regularity and punc
tuality. They come comfortably and cleanly clothed and seem welt-fed and otherwise cared for. Two
live with Mr. A. P. 13., and the others witli Mrs. P. Prom their appearance I should say that they
are better cared for than many at the school who arc living with their parents.
L-H-IV., Public School, Hinton :—
....
■ I have the honor to state that the present system of boarding-out State children is a distinct
advantage to the cliildren themselves. With one exception the pupils of my schools who are State
children have*been well fed and clothed and compare favourably with ordinary pupils.
W.A.G-, Public School, Jamberoo :—
The children alluded to in your circular attend school fairly regularly, are clean and tidy, and
on the whole compare favourably with the other children of the school. In one of two instances
under my notice the child is exceptionally well cared for, and in the other I think there is nothing to
complain of,
W.H.M., Public School, Kellyvillo
_
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular, and, in reply, to state that my
experience has been wholly favourable—the cliildren being sent to school regularly in a clean and tidy
state, aud such children comparing favourably in these three items with others. I am decidedly a
believer in the system.
J.R., Kelso Public School:—
■
.
lie your memo, dated 13th instant, I have the honor to notify you, that there is one State
child attending the above-named school; and I herein state, that he attends school regularly, and is
always clean and tidy.
J.M., Superior Public School, Kogarah :—
_
So far as the boarding-out system has come under my observation, I should infer that the results
were satisfactory. The child now in attendance compares favourably with other children in every
respect. Up to the present his regularity of attendance lias been satisfactory.
C.A.B.. Public School, Lambton :—
,
Only one family are State children. They arc clean, tidy, and regular in attendance, and are,
in appearance, equal to the other children.
R.H., Public School, West Leichhardt;—
.
,
Twenty-four State children attend the above school. They are, without exception, cleair
and tidy, in good health, and regular in attendance. In these respects they compare most favourably
with the other pupils. So far as my experience goes, I have no hesitation in stating that, owing to
the boarding-out system, the environment of these children is so changed as to warrant reasonable
hope of their developing into useful citizens.
A.J.O., Public School, Maroola, Pitt Town ;—
With reference to your memo, of 13th inst., I have tho honor to inform you that what I have
seen of the boarding-out system, I must speak favourably of. The present system must lead to good
results, because the children, distributed as they arc throughout the country districts, arc less liable to
be influenced by bad children with whom they would bo brought in contact if necessarily kept at_ one
home. Tlie cliildren under my charge compare favourably with other children undermy supervision ;
and the majority manifest by their appearance and cheerful dispositions, that they receive that care and1
love which should he given by parents.
W.B.G., Public School, Mittagone :—
He appearance of State children attending this school, I beg to state that they compare very
favonrably with the other children in cleanliness and dress, and can hold their own with them in
school work.
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W.J.A., Public School, Lower Mitta^ong_
■
In answer to your communication of the 13th, I have the honor to report that there are no’
children under the boarding-ont system at present attending tho school under my charge; hat from
my observation of those attending other schools, I feel that 1 am safe in stating that they compare very
favourably with the children of parents of independent means. In my opinion the boarding-out system
is a very great success in this Colony.
T.A., Public School, Mnmimburtuh :—
In reference to your circular of 13th instant, I have the honor to state that from my experience,
I believe that the boarding-out system is a great success, and great improvement on tho old. system.
The children who have and are attending tho school have always compared favourably with other
pupils, and similarly I have noticed in other schools in the district, and I think your system of inspection
an excellent one.
E. B., Public School, Macquarie-street. South :—
In reply to your letter of the 13th ultimo, respecting State childrcu attending this school, I beg
leave to state that there are three who attend this school, and they compare most favourably in
intelligence, appearance, and general conduct with the other pupils of this school. I am of opinion that
the hoarding-out system is a greatimprovement on the old or barrack-system, asit is more in accordance
with the training and comforts of home life,
J. F., Public School, North Newtown :—
,
We have only two State children, I believe, in this school at present; wo have had a good
number from time to time. Such children compare very favourably with others. My impressions are
entirely favourable of the boarding-out system, as judged by the children that have come under my
notice,
T.E.C., North Bocks, Public School
1 beg leave to state that the State children under my charge are progressing satisfactorily,
K. G.W., Superior Public School, Nowra :—
.
In reply to your circular, dated 13bh instant, I wish to state that, as far as I can judge, the
children under the control of your Department are as well fed aud clothed as most children, and that
those attending this school come with fair regularity,
J. J.G., Superior Public School, Orange :—
I have only one boy from your Department attending the Orange Superior Public School. He
is apparently a very healthy aud well-cared for hoy. He says he Is happy, well fed, and not over
worked. I think he is in excellent hands. His appearance is quite equal to that of other bovs
attending this school.
Superior Public School, Parramatta North
1
In reply to yonr memorandum of the 13th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the State
children attending this school appear to be well cared for, and compare favourably with the other
children.
Superior Public School, Penrith:—
The cliildren under State guardianship attending this school compare not unfavourably with tho
rest of the pupils, I consider tho hoarding-out system the best ever invented for supplying the training
and amenities of home life to orphans and children deprived from any cause of parental care.
M.P., Superior Public Infants’ School, Penrith :—
,
I-'he State children attending in my department are well clothed, clean, and regular.
in every respect compare favourably with the other scholars.

They will

D.L., Public School, Pitt Town :—
I have much pleasure in testifying to the neatness and good behaviour of the State children
attending this school.
-T.D., Half-time Schools, Glen Hill, Oakdale, Picton
V\ ith reference to the hoarding out of State children in New South Wales, I hold a very high
opinion. Por those with whom I have come in contact compare favourably with other children, and
1 feel confident, are better, in every respect, in their country homes, where, as a rule, they are well
cared for, than they would be were they living all together, for there they, one and all, quickly learn
the bad qualities of the other. Whereas, by boarding them out among different classes of people, the
bad qualities, if they possess any, often die in them.
.
J.D., Public School, Queanbcyan :—
,
One State child attends this school. He is always clean and tidy, and seems to he well cared
for. His conduct is good, and lie is a very apt pupil.
*
Public School, Jtedfern :—
The State boys attending this school seem neat, tidy, intelligent, and well eared for. Generally
speaking, I should think they are well fed, and come to school neatly and suitably clothed.
M.A.A., Superior Puhltc School, Rcdfem:—
In reference to your letter re State children, I beg to state that I consider those attending the
school under my charge to be well fed, well cared for, and well clothed for the most part, and have no
fault to find with their general appearance and behaviour.
B.F.L., Public School, Bouse Hill:—
.
Yol,r circular of 13th instant is to hand. In reply, I can only restate that whicli I have
written on two previous occasions. The children (State) at Rouse Hill [arc fortunately situated ;
they could not he better cared for by loving parents; they are well fed, well clod, and arc sent
regularly to school, so that, with very few exceptions, they make the best average attendance. If all
the other neglected children were as happily placed, they might well wish for no other parents.
F. E.R.C., Public School, Rookwood
In answer to your circular dated 13th March, I beg to state that the children attending this
school under the boarding-out system are well behaved, tidy, and cleanly in appearance, mostly
attend school regularly, aud more than favourably compare with many children who have parents to
take care of them.
G. H.H,, Ryde Superior Public School
In reply to your letter of the 13th instant, I have pleasure in stating that tho State children
who have attended, and who do attend my school appear to bo well caved for, and seem to be very
nappy and contented. In general appearance and regularity at school, they will compare very
favourably with most of the pupils. Prom what I have seen T should pronounce the boarding-out
system of this Colony a success.
B
J.

1—D

J.C., Public School, Korth St. Leonards :—

_
In reply to your circular of tlie 13th instant, J beg to inform you that the State children
attending the above school seem happy and contented. They are punctual and regular in their
attendance; clean and tidy in appearance, and in all respects compare favourably with the other
pupils of the school.
A.S.B., Superior Public School, Singleton :—
In reply to your communication respecting the boarding-out system, I beg to state that two
children belonging to the State Relief Department are in attendance at this school. They are fairly
regular in their attendance, neat and tidy in appearance, and compare favourably with the other pupils.
T.D,, Albion-atreet Public School, Sydney
In reply to your letter of Uth instant, in which I am requested to give my views as to the
State children under my care, 1 have the honor to state that there are five State children attending
this school, from four different homes ; and, as far as I am able to judge, they compare very favourably
with any other children in the school. They are, iu general, clean, cheerful, regular, and seem quite
at home in the families in which they live.
R.A.P., Public School, Taralga:—
I beg to state that my opinions as to tbe operations of the boarding-out system are very favour
able to the Institution. By the system many children will doubtless be made useful citizens ; and I
am pleased testate that the cliildren with whom lam bi ought into contact, attendjschool regularly,
dean and tidy as a rule, and that their general appearance will compare favourably with that of the
other children attending this school.
W.C., Tighe’s Hill Public School_
In reply to your circular of the 13th instant, requesting a report on the general appearance of
the State children'in attendance at this school, I have the honor to report that, of six pupils, five are
very regular and punctual, the other is fairly regular. They are all neat and tidy in their dress, and
also appear well cared for and fed. On the whole they will, in their general appearance, compare very
favourably with the bulk of the children in attendance at school.
IV. M., Superior Public School, IVallscnd :—
In reply to yours of the 13th instant, I have the honor to inform yon that the children under
the Relief Department, in attendance at the school, are well cared for, well behaved, attend school
regularly and punctually, and they compare favourably with tho other children under my supervision.
G. L., Public School, Williamstown
_
I have only one State child in my school, and he compares very favourably in every respect with
the other children attending school.
N.R.P., Public School, IVilherforce :—
,
The State children’s relief system works well. The State children here compare favorably with
other children. They are well cared for aud well looked after at Wilberforce.
A.E.C., Public School, "Wiseman's Perry :—
Re the above, 1 beg to state that the majority of the State children who have come under my
personal notice in this locality appear to be as well looked after aa the children of those with whom
they are placed. They are decently clothed, they appear to be well fed, and they certainly behave at
school as though they were quite happy, while in attainments they compare favourably with the average
child and in a" few instances surpass the average.
H. N.S., Superior Public School, Wnollahra:—
.
In reply to your letter of the 13th instant, desiring an observation of the results of the boardingont system as exemplified in this school, I have the honor to report that there are four children attending
this school who belong to the hoarding-out system. They are all regular in attendance and clean in
appearance, and bear evidence of good home-treatment,
J.K., Public School, Wollombi :—
■
ti
I have the honor to inform you that the State children who have come under my notice are well
cared for and have good homes ; also, that they compare favourably with the other children under my
supervision.

Sj dney : Charles Potter. Government Printer.—ISOj.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHARGES AGAINST DEPARTMENT OP CHARITABLE
INSTITUTIONS.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assevilly to he printed, 24 September. 1S95.

The Director of the Government Asylums to The Principal Under Secretary.
,
Sir’

Charitable Institutions of IV.S.W., Government Asylums Branch,
,
Oxford-street, Paddington, 18 September, 1895.
_
X notice from the public press this morning, that, in connection with the debate on the Loan
Estimates last night, Mr. O’lteilly, M.P., made a number of charges against me which are described in
one newspaper as being of “ a very grave character.” Tho details are not published; and I am conse
quently quite unaware of wrhat the charges may be in any particular.
This matter, in my opinion, reflects the greatest: censure upon me as the Administrator of the
Department under my control, and involves not only tbe comfort and happiness of upwards of six thousand
dependent persons, but also a very large annual expenditure of public funds. May I, therefore, request
that on these grounds, and also in common fairness to myself, Mr. O’lleiHy may bo invited to formulate
his charges in writing, in order that they may be dealt with immediately. As this gentleman may
hesitate to do so because statements made in such a manner might not be considered privileged, I now
undertake to waive any legal rights 1 may possess, in so far as they may relate to my official adminis
tration, in order that there shall be no obstacle to a very full and prompt inquiry.
I have, &e,,
SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Charities.
. . Mr' O’Reilly, M.P., to be asked to formulate his charges against tho Director of Charities in
writing, aud to bo informed in terms of the last paragraph of the Director’s letter.—18/9/95.

The Principal Under Secretary to Dowell O’Reilly, Esq., M.P.
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 September, 1895.
Adverting to your speech in the Legislative Assembly last night, during the debate upon
tli6 Loan Estimates, when vou niado a number of charges against the Director of Grovernmont .Asylums,
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to request that you will be kind enough to formulate your charges
in writing.
J
°
2. I am, at the same time, desired to add that, as it is considered you may possibly hesitate to
adopt this course, because statements_ mado in such a manner might not be considered privileged, Mr.
Mnxted has given an undertaking to waive any legal rights he may possess, in so far as they may relate to
his official administration, in order that there may bo no obstacle to a vorv full and prompt inquiry.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

Dowell O’Reilly, Esq., M.P., to the Chief Secretary.
Dear Sir,
_
Parliament House, 18 September, 1895.
In reply to a communication from your Under Secretary, I can only refer yon to my speech as
reported in Hansard, which seoms to me sufficiently explicit.
I am, &e.,
-------- ---------DOWELL O’REILLY.
187—
[Parliamentary
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[Parliamentary Debates, 17 September, 1895.]
Mr. 0’KEI.LLT (Parramatta): I have very great pleasure in endorsing every word winch has
fallen from the lips of the Colonial Secretary with reference to the scandalous state of our charitable
institutions so far as Parramatta is concerned. At the result of the last election, I come back with the
fullest local authority to advocate the removal of those plague spots—for so they arc regarded there
from the old town. We feel it a personal disgrace that there should be 1,100 old men confined in a
building of five storeys—a deserted wool shed, whose old. wooden floors are saturated with oil, There are
only 10 feet of space between the floor of one flat aud the roof, and 1 have no hesitation in saying that in
the event of a fire not 1 per cent, of the inhabitants would escape. When the Colonial Secretary first
took office he visited Parramatta.
Mr.O’BEILLT:
■*
*
*
. .
*
. ,
X am here to support every word that the Colonial Secretary has said in regard to the utter inadequacy
of the present accommodation; but I am going to oppose the vote—for a reason which I think has not
been placed by tbe Committee.
Mr. McELHOKE : [Inaudible.~\
Mr. CURE ILLY : I call the attention of the chairman to the conduct of the Hon. Member for
Fitzroy. 1 may point out to the Committee a singular inconsistency in tbe charitable administration of
the colony. We do everything we can for the proper accommodation of lunatics of all sorts. You will
find that at the lunatic asylum at Parramatta, the hospital for insane—1 think that the change of name
is significant—the inmates arc no longer prisoners. They are regarded solely as patients, and they have
every luxury of accommodation. I attribute that maiuly to the excellent supervision and tbe splendid
control of the Inspector-G-eneral of Insane. I regard him as the main cause of tbe excellent manage
ment of these institutions. It is with reference to the control of the asylums that I wish to say a few
words now. The necessity of a change is clear to the Committee. Eb one can doubt that. When the
leader of the Opposition assures us that he is not opposing the proposed expenditure, I am convinced
that he knows nothing about the real condition of these old men; men whose only fault in many cases is
their age and their poverty. If he could see them, as I have seen them, camped ou the floor, without
any regard for order, his tone would have been different. When the Colonial Secretary visited the
institution he found thirty or forty men living on the fifth floor who had been there for some weeks,
because they were too feeble to get downstairs and go outside.
Mr. Bbuskeh : Some of them had been there for three years !
_
Mr. Lvnk: I do not know what tbe condition of tbe Parramatta Asylum is; but I have been
through tbe Liverpool Asylum!
Mr. O'EEILLY : Ho one with any feeling for suffering could oppose tho vote on tlie ground of
the expense; but I will give the Committee a fact whibh will set Hon. Members thinking. I am going to
put from my shoulders, as the representative of the town in which these institutions exist, a large measure
of responsibility which will rest upon tbe shoulders of the Committee and the Government from this day.
1 will oppose any measure to increase the present accommodation for these old men while Sydney Max ted
is at the head of the Charities Department. I think that it is absolutely necessary, in dealing with this
matter, to consider the question of management. For some years past allegalions,moreor less vague and
incapable of proof, have been made respecting the administration and the management of the Cnarities
Department. I am here to make no vague accusation. I am here to advance nothing I cannot support,
and nothing I cannot challenge a trial upon, and I am perfectly ready to adduce evidence. .
Mr. EwirrG : I would like to ask your ruling, sir, as to whether the Hon. Member is in order. Tho
management of the Charities Department is not now under consideration; we are only considering the
erection of buildings of which at some future date tbe present Director of Charitable Institutions may
possibly be the manager. I ask, then, if the Hon. Member is in order in bringing the character of this
officer before the Committee ?
_
,
Mr. O’Eeiliy : On the point of order, I wish to say that the construction of these buildings is
advocated on the distinct recommendation of the officer to whom I am alluding, and 1 think that the
character and ability of that gentleman is open to discussion. I am, of course, speaking of his character
in his public capacity. I never attack any man in his private capacity. I have no more to do with a man s
private character than ho has to do with mine. But it is my right and my duty to discuss his character
in his public capacity, inasmuch as tlie administration and management ox this department very closely
concerns the wisdom or unwisdom of voting this money.
_
_
The CHAiniTArr: 1 do not think the Hon. Member will be out of order in discussing the manage
ment of these institutions. It might be shown that with bettor management this expenditure would
not be required.
Mr. O’EEILLY: I think the Hon. Member who raised the point of order, and other Hon.
Members also, will sympathise with the stand I am taking on the present; occasion, when they have heard
me out. I know perfectly well that the Colonial Secretary has no sympathy with-----An Hoh. Membuh ; This is not the right time to raise the question !
Mr. O’EEILLY : The present is always the right time for the correction of a public abuse. I
know-that I am only strengthening the hands of the Colonial Secretary by publicly calling attention to
this officer, and that he will in the future, as I have known him to do in the past, fearlessly follow up
any information which is brought before him. I come now to the point upon which I. shall leave the
Committee and the Government to act. I can bring absolute evidence to prove that tho Director of
Charitable Institutions, knowingly or unwittingly, has, for years past, had in charge of twenty-four old
couples in Parramatta, a woman who is constantly drunk, a woman who has boon guilty of the foulest
language, and who has been seen coming home in the traiu alone, and in a state of intoxication, at 12
o’clock at night.
, .
.
Mr. McElhojte ; I rise to order. I should like to know whether the Hon. Member is m order in
discussing the question whether the woman to whom he refers is generally drunk or sober?
_
Mr. Hogue : I do not think the Hon. Member is in order in making an attack on a public servant
upon this motion. It is grossly out of place, and very unfair.
_
Mr. Chantek (Deniliquin) : 1 would suggest to the Hon. Member that a proper lime at which to
bring forward the matters to which he is referring would be when the salary of the Director of Charitable
Institutions is under consideration. TVc are now voting money for a public work with the management
of which this officer may, after all, having nothing to do,

'
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Mr. Dick (Newcastle East): J tliink it would bo much better if tbe last speaker kept his advice
to himself as to the course Hon. Members should pursue. It would certainly be more in keeping
with the Hon. Member’s position in this House. This expenditure is' a matter which concerns the
Director of Charitable Institutions and his administration of his Department, and 1 submit that the
Hon. Member for Parramatta is strictly in order in showing that tlie Director of Charitable Institu
tions is not capable of administering tho department, and that if he be incapable, it would, perhaps, he
inexpedient not to vote this money.
‘
_ Mr. UiaiNKM (East Maitland), Colonial Secretary: I would point out that if the Hon. Member
is at liberty to attack the reputation of the Director of Charitable Institutions he has an equal liberty to
attack tbe reputation of every officer in connection with them. Although it is not strictly pertinent to
the point of order, I may, perhaps, at this stage, be permitted to say that if these charges had been made
to me as the head of these institutions they would have been dealt with in a different manner from that
in which they are likely to be dealt with now. I think it is derogatory to the Hon, Member’s position that
he should make charges against a public servant, whatever may have been his conduct in the management
of these institutions, under circumstances when he is utterly unable to defend himself.
The Chairman : I do not think the lion. Member for Parramatta would be in order in making specific
charges against the Director of Charitable Institutions, He might, perhaps, be in order in showing that
the management of the institutions generally was not good; but I think he would be out of order in going
into details of the conduct of individuals.
Mr. O’EEILLY: I readily bow to the Chairman’s ruling, and, at the same time, I, as a young
man, can with honesty say that J feel the rebuke of one for whom I have so great a respect as for the
Colonial Secretary. My only object in bringing the matter before Parliament was to place it in the hands
of Hon. Members, and to take out of the Colonial Secretary's hands individually and personally the grave
responsibility of dealing with an officer of the public service.
Mr. Beijnker : I do not hesitate to deal with anyone if I am called upon to do so, and if they
deserve it!

Mr. 0 EEJ LLT: With due deference to the opinion expressed by the Hon. Member for Newcastle
Last, J think there is something iu the suggestion put forward by the Hon. Member for Deniliquin, and
I can assure Hon. Members that when the salary of the officer to whom I have alluded comes before us I
shall have something to say about him. I am sure that in this House any member who fearlessly brings
forward a question of this kind will not liave his motive misunderstood. I am no personal enemy of the
Director of Charitable Institutions.
_ Mr. Garrard : Would it not have been fair-play to give the Minister in charge of the department
notice of the Hon, Member’s intention to refer to the subject ?
Mr. O’EEILLY : That is a matter of etiquette with which Hon. Members who are older members
than myself are probably better acquainted. I, at all events, had no intention to offend the hon.
gentleman. I shall oppose this vote at every stage while this unhealthy mushroom growth of charitable
institutions, regulated by a boarding-out officer appointed by Sir Henry Parkee a few years ago, remains
in its present deplorable state.
Mr. HOGUE (Glebe'): I am surprised that the Hon. Member for Parramatta should attack one
of the ablest officers in tbe public service. I venture to say that iu the whole service there is not a more
able or conscientious officer.
Mr. McEluone : Is not. the Hon. Member out of order in replying to tbe observations of the
Hon. Member for Parramatta which were interrupted by the point of order?
The ChairmaR' : The Hon. Member is out of order.
'
Mr. HOGUE : 1 merely rose to express my surprise at the lion. Member announcing his determiuation to vote against this item, and at the same tunc giving the best of reasons why it should be passed,
Mr. O’Reilly : Not under the present management of these institutions.
Mr, HOGUE: Tho Hon. Member would drive me into a line of argument in which I should he out
of order. The Hon. Member is going to oppose this vote although he knows perfectly well that the
expenditure would tend to improve tbe condition of the old men in these asylums, and that the scheme
which is to be carried out had the sanction of the late Government. The arrangement will tend to the
comfort and health of these unfortunate persons, and at tbe same time will relieve tbe district which the
hon. member represents of a condition of things of which it is much ashamed. If the Hon. Member
opposes this vote, how will ho face his constituents ?
Mr. O’REiLi.y : 1 will face them ?
Mr. HOGUE : Tbe Hon. Member may have to do so. He came here, he says, with full authorily
to do away with these institutions as they now exist iu Parramatta. Tho Government propose to move
them to some other place, and this vote is intended to effect that object. Yet tho Hon. Member is
opposing it. The Hon. Member for the Belmore Division mentioned the Eandwiek Asylum. That asylum
lias altogether outlived its usefulness. It is now practical^ a private boarding-house. There was really
no reason for its continued existence after the State Children’s Relief Department came into existence,
and it ought to have been wiped out altogether. The persons who are responsible for the management of
the institution are carrying it on upon their own responsibility, and they would no doubt be glad to be rid
of it now that the institution lias become a white elephant. It might be wise on the part of the Govern
ment to take over the institution if they can get it at a fair price. Tho buildings are among tbe best in
the Colony, but they are altogether unsuited to the purpose to which they are now put. 1 think the hon.
gentleman might consider the advisableness of entering into negotiations for their purchase, although of
course the proposal made by tho Hon. Member for Belmoro Division cannot be regarded exactly
in tho light of an offer. The site is a good and healthy one, and it would be fairly suitable for the
purpose suggested.

Minute
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Minute of the Chief Secretary.
seriousness of the charge preferred by Mr. O’Reilly, M.R., during last night’s sitting in Parliament
against the Director of Charities demands an explanation.
A further charge is formulated in direct terms against the caretaker of the Cottage Homes at
Parramatta, which necessitates immediate investigation for the purposes of testing the truth of the
allegations, and determining whether the services of that officer should be any longer retained.
-------J.X.B., 18/9/95.
The Director of the Government Asylums.—C.W,, P.U.S,, B.C., 18/9/95.
Explanation and
report herewith.—S.M., 19/9/95.
The

The Director of Government Asylums to The Principal Under Secretary.
Charitable Institutions of Kew South Wales, Government Asylums Branch,
Cleveland-strcet Redfcm, 19 September, 1895.
Charges made by Mr. O’Reilly, M.P.
Mexcoeanuuh.

appears from Hansard report that, apart from Mr. 0’Reill3r’s innuendoes relating to myself, which I
have requested may be reduced to distinct charges for the purpose of a prompt inquiry, tho only direct
charge he has made is that I “ knowingly or unwittingly for years past have had in charge of twentyfour old couples at Parramatta a woman who is constantly drunk, a woman who has been guilty of the
foulest language, and who has been seen coming home in the train alone, and in a state of intoxication, at
12 o'clock at nigkt,” I have ample proof that this charge is without foundation.
I have myself seen the matron on innumerable occasions, and 1 have never observed anything in
her appearance that would justify me in supposing she drank to excess, nor have I ever heard her use
foul words, I have questioned the Secretary to the Department, who has frequently seen her at the
Cottage Homes and at the head office, and he positively affirms that he has never seen her under tho
influence of drink; other inspectors, who have visited the homes at uncertain-periods, make the same
statements; and the Medical Officer who visits the homes on three days a week, and also when specially
sent for, and who has seen her at all times of the day and night, gives similar testimony. 1 may state
that Mrs. Gilmore was also for nearly twelve months housekeeper at the head office, where I saw her
daily, and she always appeared to be a steady, sober woman. It therefore seems impossible that she
could drink to excess without being detected.
During the seven years she has been connected with the Department there have been three
occasions on which it was stated to me that she overindulged in stimulants. Twice, at very long intervals,
the charges were made by inmates whom she had reported for misconduct. In one case, a man and his
wife were expelled for theft and drunkenness ; in Ihe other, an inmate, who is still at the home, would
have been expelled on several charges* but for his blindness and other infirmities, which caused bis offences
to be overlooked ; on the third occasion a cabman told me he had been informed that tho matron came
home late one night in the train under the influence of drink.
On the first occasion I persooally held a very searching inquiry, and could not find any evidence
whatever to sustain the charge beyond the bare statement of the expelled inmate; on the second, Mr.
"Wing, then an Inspector in ihe Department, and now Assistant Superintendent at Georgc-street Asylum,
held an inquiry with a similar result; and on the third occasion, Inpector Allen, who is a shrewd and
capable officer, could not obtain any proof. I had also questioned Mrs. Gilmore with reference to the
occasion on which she was alleged to have come home late in the train. She stated she had been to the
theatre with a friend, and was so exceedingly ill that she thought she would have beeu unable to reach
her home, which is only a few' yards distant from the railway station. I know that she was in bad health
at that time.
My position as a civil servant precludes me from making any comments in this matter, and I there
fore have nothing more to say than that I hope the evidence I have presented will bo sufficient to convince
the Chief Secretary that there has not been any neglect of duty with reference to the only definite charge
Mr. O’Reilly has made, and that the charge itself is groundless.
'
SYDNEY^ MAXTED,
Director of Govt. Asylums.
P,S.—I append a medical certificate from Dr. Yiolette, who to-day verbally stated to me that it
was quite impossible for Mrs. Gilmore to be addicted to drink without his knowing it, and that ho was
sure she was a perfectly temperate woman.—S.M.
.
It

[Enclosure^
Memorandum from the Government Medical Officer, Parramatta, to Sydney Maxted, Esq., Director of
Government Charitabfe Institutions.
Sir,
Parramatta, 19 September, 1895.
I have been, on and off, tbe medical attendant to the inmates of the Cottage Homes,
Parramatta, for about six years. During that time 1 have seen Mrs. Janet Gilmore, tho Superintendent,
at all hours of the day and night, and I have never seen her suffering from the effects of drink, nor have
I observed anything in her conversation or demeanour to lead mo to believe that she was addicted to
habits of intemperance.
Yours faithfully,
W. BRADLEY YIOLETTE, M.B.
* I may state that it is common for inmates fo mate charges of this character against officials without foundation.

Sidney; Charles Potior, Government Printer.—l&$o.

[3d.]
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Dowell P. O’Reilly, Esq., M.P., to The Idspeetor-General of Police,
Sir,

Sydney, 9 October, 1895.
On the authority of tlie Chief Secretary, I liave to request that you will at once obtain for
me from Constables West, Carpenter, and Torpy, afull and eiplicit statement of all they know in respect
of (1J tho alleged intemperance of Mrs. Gilmore, aud (2) her use of bad language iu public places.
I am, &c.,
-------DOWELL O’REILLY.
T wish Mr. Brennan to obtain these constables’ statements as promptly as possible for transmission
to the Chief Secretary.—E.E\, 9/10/05. Inspector Brennan.
Eorwarded to Mr. Latimer for prompt
attention. I wish to receive the statements referred to by first post to-morrow morning.—Manns'
RjiENXAX, Supt., 9/10/95.
Statements from Constables West, Carpenter, and Torpy, re Mrs. Gilmore,
herewith.—R. Latimer, Sub-Insp., 9/10/95.
Police Recouts.

Police Station, Parramatta, 9 October, 1895.
The constable begs to state that
lie was on duty at the railway-siation in April last from 0 p.m. to 2 a.m. for the purpose of meeting all
trains. The constable saw Mrs. Gilmore arrive by tbe 12T0 am. train one night in that month very much
under the influence of drink. She was asleep when the train stopped. She was woke up by Guard
Morrison.
JAS. TORPY,
-------Constable.
Police Station, Parramatta, 9 October, 1895
Constable West, No. 3,711, respectfully reports that he has on several occasions, when on duty at the
Parramatta railway station, seen Mrs. Gilmore leave the train in a state of intoxication, the last occasion
being in June last, when the night-officer, John Lord, assisted Mrs. Gilmore from the railway carriage to
her home. The constable has never heard Mrs. Gilmore make use of bad language.
E. H. WEST,
-------1st Class Constable.
Police Station, Parramatta, 9 October, 1895.
Constable William Carpenter, No. 4,304, begs to report that he was on duty at the Parramatta
railway station during the month of July last. The constable on two occasions saw Mrs. Gilmore get
out of the train in a state of intoxication, but has never heard her make use of any bad language.
W. CARPENTER,
1st Class Constable.
Constable James Tonur, No. 0,330, respectfully reports re the above.

Minute of The Inspector-General of Police.
I beg to submit the attached reports to tho Chief Secretary, who will perhaps decide whether or not they
should be transmitted to Mr. O’Reilly, M.P.—Edud. Eosbeey, I.-G.P., 10/10/95. Principal Under
Secretary.
'
The statements are ex parte, and, in justice to Mrs. Gilmore, ought to have been taken on oath in
her presence, or in the presence of her representative. To afford Mrs. Gilmore an opportunity to defend
herself, and in the interests of the institution, a full inquiry must be held. The charges preferred by
Air. O’Reillj7, M.P., are serious, and require to be investigated without delay.—J.N.B., 11/10/95.
I would suggest the appointment of two persons wrho, I think, should be Magistrates, as a Board
to inquire into this matter.—C.W., 11/10/95.
Dr. Manning and Dr. Goode may be asked to undertake
the duty of inquiring into this matter.—J.N.B., 11/10/95.
305—A
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The Principal Under Secretary to W. H. Goode, Esq., M.D., J .P.
My Dear Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Oflice, 11 October, 1895.
1 am desired by the Chief See rotary to ask whether you will, in conjunction with Dr. F. IsT.
Manning, undertake the duty df inquiring mto certain allegations affecting Mrs. Gilmore, Matron of the
Cottage Homes at Parramatta, which were recently made by Mr. D. P. O'Peilly, M.P., in the Legislative
Assembly.
Lours, &c.,
CPITCHETT "WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to P. N. Manning, Esq., M.D., J.P.
My Dear Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, 11 October, 1895I am desired by tbe Chief Secretary to ask whether you will, in conjunction with Dr. W. H.
Goode, undertake the duty of inquiring into certain allegations affecting Mrs. Gilmore, Matron of the
Cottage Homes, PaiTamatta, whicli were recently made by Mr. D. P. O'Reilly, MVP., in the Legislative
Assembly.
Yours, &c.. '
'
CRITCHETT WALKER*
‘
Principal Under Secretary.

W. H. Goode, Esq., M.D., J.P.. to The Principal Under Secretary.
My Dear Sir,
159, Macquarie-street, 11 October, 1895.
I am willing to undertake the duty mentioned in your letter of to-day, in conjunction with
Dr. F. N. Manning.
J am, &c.,
W. H. G-OODE.

E. N. Manning, Esq., M.D., J.P., to The Principal Under Secretary.
My Dear Sir,
Gladesviile, 14 October, 1S95.
1 shall be glad if tho Chief Secretary can kindly ace his way to excuse me undertaking the
duty of inquiring into the charges against Mrs. Gilmore. ] hare been very much engaged in duties
extraneous to my office during the last few months, and my office staff’ is short-handed. 1 gather, too,
that the charges against Mrs. Gilmore do not involve any purely medical questions, so that there will,
perhaps, be no difficulty in entrusting the inquiry to some other officer.
Yerv faithfully, &c,
-------*
F. KORTOK MANKIKG.
The inquiry should not occupy more than one day. J shall, therefore, be glad if Dr. Manning
reconsiders the matter. Although the subject to be inquired into appears to be at present only of minor
importance, I am anxious that it should be placed in capable hands,—J.N.E., 15/10/95.

The Principal Under Secretary to E. 1ST. Manning, Esq., M.D., J.P.
My Dear Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, 15 October, 1895.
With reference to your letter of the 14th instant, asking to he relieved of the duties of
inquiring into certain charges against Mrs. Gilmore, Matron of the Cottage Homes, Parramatta,] am
desired to say that the inquiry should not occupy more than one day, and that the Chief Secretary will he
glad if you could reconsider the matter.
Although the subject to bo inquired into appears at present to he only of minor importance,
Mr. Brunkcr is anxious that it should be placed in capable hands.
Yours, ite.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Priueipal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to E. N. Manning, Esq,, M.D., J.E.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, 15 October, 1895.
I am directed to inform vou that tbe Chief Secretary lias been pleased to appoint you, in
conjunction with W. II. Goode, Esq., M.D., to inquire mto certain charges preferred by Mr. D. P.
O’Reilly, M.P., in tbe Legislative A ssemhly, on the 17th ultimo, reflecting ou the conduct of Mrs. Gilmore,
Matron of tlie Cottage Homes, Parramatta.
2. I am at the same time desired to forward herewith for your information certain papers in the
case.
I have, &e.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to W. H. Goode, Esq,, M.D., J.P.
Sir,

Chief Secretary's Office, 15 October, 1895.
I am directed to inform you that the Chief Secretary has been pleased to appoint you, in
conjunction with F. N. Manning, Esq., M.D., to inquire into certain charges preferred by Mr. D. P.
O’Reilly, M.P., in the Legislative Assembly on the 17th ultimo, reflecting on the conduct of Mrs. Gilmore,
Matron of the Cottage Homes at Parramatta.
1 have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
Report
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Report of tlie Ecarcl of Inquiry.

Sir,
^
Sydney, 4 November, 1S05.
, , We have tbe honor to report that, in accordance with inslructions contained in the letter of
the Principal Under Secretary, dated 15th October, we have inquired into certain charges preferred bv
ilr. Dowell Phillip O’Reilly, M.P., in the Legislative Assembly, on the 17th ultimo, reflecting on tlie
conduct of Mrs. Oilmore, Matron of the Cottage Homes, at Parramatta.
^
The charges referred to are not stated in the letter of instructions, and we have therefore referred
to Hansard, and find—1st. That on the 17th September last, Mr, O’Reilly stated that “The Director of
Charitable Institutions, knowingly or unwittingly, has for years past had in charge of twenty-four old
couples at Parramatta a woman who Is constantly drunk, a woman who has been guilty of the foulest
language, and who has been seen coming home in the train alone, and in a state of intoxication at 12 o’clock
at night” ; and 2nd, on the 2nd of October, Mre. Gilmore is referred to by Mr. O’lteilly as follows:
“ Over these twelve old couples there is this woman Gilmore. I repeat that it is known to every resident
in the neighbourhood, and now it is known to the Government—not to the Colonial Secretary, hut to the
Government officials who have printed this report against it—that this woman has been repeatedly drunk.
She has been ween coining home at 12 o’clock at night in a state of hopeless intoxication, and she has been
heard to use the foulest language by numerous residents in the neighbourhood.”
In inquiring into these charges we have held seven meetings and examined fifty-six witnesses.
.At our first sitting application was made that Mrs. Gilmore might have the assistance of a solicitor
to attend the meetings of the Board, and, subject to the directions of the Board, examine and cross-examine
witnesses, and as it was further represented to us that Mrs. Gilmore had no friend capable of undertaking
this office, and was herself so distressed in mind at the charges levelled against her that she could not
properly defend herself, we acceded to the application. Mr. Neville ML Montagu was therefore present
at the sittings of the Board at which evidence was taken, and on one occasion the sitting was adjourned
as Mr. Montagu was unfortunately unable to attend.
'
It soon became evident to us that Mrs. Gilmore, from her peculiarities of temperament, was quite
unable to conduct her case for herself, and that it was only by means of assistance that the evidence could
have been placed fully before us. As it was, the inquiry involved more than one painful scene due to
Mrs. Gilmore s excitability, and on one occasion, in an interval between our sittings, Mrs. Gilmore took
the very unwise course of visiting the dwelling of an adverse witness and threatening him with violence.
It appeared from the evidence, and from our personal observation, that Mrs. Gilmore is a highly
nervous woman, in indifferent health, hysterica], excitable, impulsive, and, in consequence, difficult to deal
with officially and otherwise.
It appeared further that she lived in a condition of domestic dissension with her husband, who is
ut present and has for some time past, been without employment, and that these domestic broils and the
noise and disturbance attending them were known to Mr. Maxfcd and Mr. Green, the superior officers of
the Department of Public Charities, and had on more than one occasion been the subject of remonstrance
by those officers as fending to scandal, and to the subversion of discipline in the Cottage Homes.
The evidence brought before us showed that on tho whole Mrs. Gilmore had performed the duties
of her office iu a satisfactory manner. Dr. Yiolette, the Visiting Medical Officer, staled that she had
“given him all the assistance in her power, been kind to the inmates, and done all she could to make them
comfortable. Sho had looked after them regularly, seen that things were done m a regular manner, and
that cleanliness was enforced.” This testimony was supplemented by that of other witnesses, aud we had
ourselves an opportunity of seeing that the cottages were well kept, and that the inmates appeared
comfortable aud contented. The Director, however, whilst agreeing in the generally satisfactory character
of Mrs. Gilmore’s supervision, criticised her conduct in several matters of management and discipline;
and her ill-health and excitable temperament, which seemed in a measure to unfit her for the duties of
her office, appear to have occasioned him so much anxiety, that on more than one occasion he has thought
it necessary to discuss the matter with the Chief Secretary.
_ E'c have considered it advisable to set forth these particulars as a preliminary to our report on the
specific charges.
*
_ 0 evidence was offered that Mrs. Gilmore had ever been seen in any way intoxicated or the worse
for drink in the daytime or whilst on duty; indeed the evidence of numerous witnesses, including the
officers of the Department of Charitie.s, the Visiting .Medical Officers and other medical practitioners was
distinctly to the effect that she showed no signs of indulgence in drink.
_
are inclined to attach considerable importance to tho evidence of the four medical practitioners
examined as witnesses, since they saw Mrs. Gilmore at all hours, and were often in close attendance on
herself or her children, They all stated unoquivocably that they had seen no signs whatever at any time
of indulgence in intoxicants, and this would seem to show that over indulgence in drink could uot have
been habitual.
_ "W0 regret, however, that we could come to no other conclusion hut that Mrs. Gilmore on several
occasions within the last eighteen months had been seen more or less intoxicated when returning from
ibydney to Parramatta by late trains. The evidence of officials of the Police and Railway Department,
given in the first instance reluctantly, and only with the permission of or at the actual request of their
superior officers, and supported as it was b_y other evidence, was to our minds conclusive on this point.
The evidence as to the use of had language is by no means so convincing. The four members of
the Police iorce, who give strong evidence as to the charge of intoxication, have not a word to say on this
charge, and it is difficult for us to believe that witnesses who gave strong testimony on this point, can
remember tlie exact expressions used months ago, especially as two at least of them admit that they were
in the habit of hearing had language pretty constantly.
.
Gr. V iolette, the present medical officer of the Cottage Homes, who was called on behalf of Mrs.
Gilmore, stated, however, that her language wa.s sometimes “ not the most refined,” and that it was
1 coarse, though not “ indecent and blasphemous. ’ Dr. Walter S. Brown, who had for about three years
attended the Cottage Homes as Visiting Medical Officer, and whose general testimony was entirely in
Mrs. Gilmore’s favour, slated that Mrs. "Gilmore’s language was “ not altogether what it might have been,”
and that he had heard lier use epithets which she should not have used.
On the whole, vyc arc of opinion that Mrs. Gilmore has at times, in moments of excitement and
when she had lost self control, and especially during the quarrels with her husband, used expressions
which were both improper and unseemly.
"
Evidence
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Evidence was brought before us whicli showed that owing to rumours which had reached the ears
of the Director of Charities, several inquiries had been made during the last two years by the Director, or
by officers of his'Department, as to Mrs. G-ilmore’s alleged intemperance, but that no conclusive evidence
ou this point had been obtained.
We bare, &e.,
F. NORTON MANNING-, M.D.
W. H. GOODE, M.D.

Minute of The Chief Secretary.
Sydney, Id November, 1805.
The evidence taken at the inquiry held by Drs. Manning and Goode only partly confirms tho statement

made in Parliament bv Mr. O’Eeiliy, M.P.
Mrs. Gilmore fias, I think, acted imprudently, exemplified by her conduct whilst returning to her
home at Parramatta after occasional visits to Sydney. The statement that she is a woman who is con
stantly drunk—a woman who has been guilty of the foulest language is not clearly proved.
The evidence given by several members of tbe medical profession, residents of Parramatta, and
constant visitors to the Cottage Homes, proves beyond doubt that in her position as Matron, Mrs. Gilmore,
has performed her duties efficiently. This view is strongly supported by the evidence of clergymen who
have also frequently visited the Homes, and by highly respectable residents of Parramatta. There does
not appear to be any evidence reflecting on the management or conduct of the institution. 1 find from
the records that Mrs. Gilmore's appointment dates from May, 1S8S, and with the exception of the impro
priety of conduct referred to in these proceedings no complaint has been recorded against her.
A careful review of the whole ef the circumstances suggests that the interests of the Service will be
more fully conserved by the transfer of Mrs. Gilmore to a position where she will be under judicious con
trol and constant supervision.
JAMES N. DRUNKER,

Evidence.

'

PnocEEmKCs of the Board appointed to inquire into the charges made by Mr. Dowell Phillip O’KoiUy,
M.P,, in the Legislative Assembly on the 17th September and 2nd and 15th October, 1805, regarding
the conduct of Mrs. Janet Gilmore, Matron Superintendent of the Cottage Homes, Parramatta.
Tue Board, consisting of Frederic Norton Manning, Esq., M.D. (Chairman), and William Henry Goode,
Esq., M.D., met at the reading-room of the Cottage Homes, Parramatta, on the 2-3rd October, 1895, at
10 o’clock a.m.
Mr. Neville W. Montagu, solicitor, stated that he had been instructed by Mrs. Gilmore, to watch
the inquiry on her behalf, and requested the permission of the Board to be present, and, subject to their
direction, to cross-examine the witnesses.
Dr, Manning^] We have already considered this question, and understanding that Mrs. Gilmore
has no intimate male friend who could be with her in this inquiry, we think it right she should be repre
sented by some one, her solicitor if need bo, hut we should he glad if you would put your questions
through us as far as possible.
Mrs. Gilmore was called, and remained present throughout the inquiry.
Dr. Manning.'] You are aware of these charges? Yes, sir.
And you know they are charges of drunkenness and of using bad language. At the wish of tho
Chief Secretary we are going into these charges very fully. I am not proposing to take this evidence on
oath, there being reasons against that course ; but if you will give me a list of the witnesses 3rou wish to
appear, I will call them.
Constable Frederick Henry West examined:—
Dr. Manning] What is your name? Frederick Henry West.
You are a first-class constable ? Yes.
Were are you stationed ? At Parramatta,
You know Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes.
■
You have frequent opportunities of seeing her ? Yes.
You have made some statements through your sub-inspector;—will you repeat them to us? It
is the duty of the man on duty, between C and 2 o’clock, to meet all trains, and I have seen Mrs, Gilmore
on frequent occasions, generally between IX and 1 o’clock, under the influence of drink.
When was the last occasion? In the early part of June last. On that occasion she was help
lessly drunk.
Was anybody with you at that time? A cabman, named Morris, was there, but none of my
comrades were there.
Did Morris see what occurred ? Yes.
And saw Mrs. Gilmore’s condition ? Yes.
Was any railway officer present ? John Lord, tlie night officer in charge, went to the carriage and
almost carried her out. He assisted her, I believe, to her home.
You saw him go to a first-class railway carnage? Yes ; Mrs. Gilmore had. vomited over the seat
and down her dress on one side.
The night officer assisted her out of the carriage and took her out at the door of the railway
station ? Yes.
And then you saw them go in the direction of these Cottage Homes—in the direction of her resi
dence? Yes.
What was the reason for your considering Mrs. Gilmore drunk on that occasion ?. Her staggering
gait. _ She was unable to stand up unsupported, and as she passed within 2 yards of me I smelt the fumes
of drink distinctly.
And on other occasions why have you thought her drunk ? On account of her staggering gait,
but I never saw her so helpless before. Sho bumped against me going through the door.
Have you heard Mrs. Gilmore speak on any of these occasions P I have not, sir, to my recol
lection.
You
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You have never heard her make use of any bad language ? No ; I liave not on any occasion.
Can you fix the hour exactly F I cannot. It was either the twenty minutes to 12 or the ten
minutes past 11 train ; I am not sure which.
■
Cross-examined by Mr. Montagu.'] If this witness saw Mrs. Gilmore in this complete state of
intoxication, was it not his duty to take some action in tho matter ? I would have locked her up had
John Lord not taken care of her.
Dr. ManningOn what grounds would you have locked her up ? For drunkenness.
Mr. Montagu.] Who was on the station with Mrs. G ilmore on this occasion ? The other passengers
had left the carriage. Mrs. Gilmore remained behind, almost double, on ihe seat of the carriage.
Dr. Manning.] Did anyone call your attention to her ? Both I and tbe nigbt officer saw her.
They said, “Hello ! here's Mrs. Gilmore,” or a remark to that effect.
Mr. Montagu.] Did you notice who were the other passengers, and whether they were residents of
Parramatta ? I did not take enough notice to know who they were.
Did you look into this carriage P I could see it completely from where I stood at the door.
How often have you seen Mrs, Gilmore? I could not say, but on frequent occasions—a dozen
times.
How many times have you seen her altogether P During tho three years I have been on duty—
and I bad this duty on one occasion for four or five months together—and 1 suppose 1 have noticed her
two or three times a month. I have seen her iu a perfectly sober state passing my own door.
You have liad some experience of people in that condition, 1 suppose;—will you be prepared to
swear that Mrs. Gilmore was drunk on that occasion ? I will, readily.
Do you not think it was possible she was suffering from illness ? She may have been, bnt she was
drunk.
You knowr, possibly, that people have been locked up ou a charge of being drunk when they have
proved to be ill;—is it not quite possible that on this occasion she may have been seriously ill P Yes;
but she wras also drunk.
.
How do you fix this occurrence in Juno last ? It was tho last month on which I was on that duty.
I have ascertained that from the duty record. "We do not get that duty but once in four or five months
now.
So there was a lapse of time between when you were ou this night duty again and the month of
June ? About three or four months.
Was Mr. Lord the night officer iu June last? Yes.
Did Mr. Lord cali your attention to Mrs. Gilmore ? No ; we both looked across at the same
time, I was standing on one side of the door, and he was taking the tickets.
Where was the carriage that Mrs. Gilmoro was in P Nearly opposite the door—a little to the left.
Simultaneously both you and Mr. Lord looked into this particular carriage ? Yes.
Did you make a statement about this to anyone? I was asked the question.
By whom ? Mr. Dowell O’Keilly. I was asked by him if I had ever seen Mrs. Gilmore uuder
the influence of drink.
As a matter of fact you gave it ns your opinion that Mrs. Gilmore was drunk ? I am prepared
to swear it.
'
’
Dr. Manning.] Can you fix at all the first time that you saw Mrs. Gilmore ? I. cannot; it was
early after 1 came here, which was the 5th August, 1892, three years ago.
After tho 5th August, 1892, you first saw Mrs. Gilmore in this condition? Yes ; but I could uot
fix it to a week, or month for that matter,
Mr. Montagu.] Then 1 understand you to say that several times prior to June, you saw Mrs.
Gilmore in that condition ? Yes; but never in sucb an advanced state of intoxication.
On this occasion in June, did you hear her make use of any bad language ? No.
You say you saw her in the carriage, and both you and Lord went across to tho carriage ? No, I
did not; 1 remained at the door.
'
.
Lord went there and helped her out of the carriage ? Yes; he put his arm round her. and almost
carried her out.
And you say you are satisfied, after tho short experience of seeing her taken out of the carriage
across the platform and through the door, that she was drunk ? The smell of the vomit convinced me.
Constable Carpenter examined :—
Dr. Manning ] What is your name? William Carpenter.
You are' a 1st class constable, stationed at Parramatta ? Yes.
How long have you been stationed here ? About a year and five months, this last time.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore? Yes ; I saw Mrs. Gilmore in the month of July last.
Have you seen her frequently ? No,
You do not know her well? The first time I saw her was in July last.
You have made some statement to your sub-inspeetor;—will you repeat that statement to us ? Iu
the month of July last.
Can you give us the date ? I cannot; I was on night duty and used to attend trains from 10
o’clock until five past 1. I think the first time I saw Mrs. Gilmore was between the 1st July and the
middle of the month. I was standing at the station one night on the arrival of the train at ten minutes
past 11, or five minutes to 12 o’clock. It was some train between after 10 and the five minutes past 1.
I was standing on the platform and saw a rather respectable woman getting out of a carriage a little
lower down than the doorway, and I inquired from ono of the railway officials who the woman was.
What made you inquire ? She was under the influence of drink.
■
You thought so ? Yes.
What werothe reasons for your thinking so ? Prom the way she got out of the carriage, and the
way she walked up the platform. The reason for my asking was because I did not like to sec a respectable
woman like her on the street without finding out where she lived.
Who did you ask ? I asked a young fellow who is the ticket collector, and who Is known as Andy.
What did he tell you ? He said it was Mrs. Gilmore from the Cottage Homes.
_
Did you liave any further conversation with him ? No; 1 walked out off the platform, and Mrs.
Gilmore came across to her residence here.
Are you sure of that? Yes. I walked after her to see whether she was able to get home. She
was in front of me. I kept her in sight, and saw her come into her gate opposite her residence, and then
went back.
Did
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Did you see her on any other occasion ? STcs ; one night I happened to be on the platform.
Was this subsequently? Yes ; and I saw Mrs. (rilinore standing against a verandah post on the
plaftorm, and Morrison, 1 think is his name, the guard, was speaking to her. They were on the left and
I was on the right going into the doorway. I heard Morrison speaking to the night-oflicer, Lord, about
her ticket.
.
.
.
On that occasion, what made you consider Mrs. Gilmore intoxicated ? She was worse than on tho
first time.
.
,
What were tho symptoms that led you to think she was intoxicated ? Her dress appeared as if it
had been spewed on, or something like that. She held on to the verandah post unable to walk.
What do you mean by holding on to the verandah post ? She was loaning against it with her
arms at the side of it.
What else ? Nothing more, sir.
_
.
Did you follow her out ? No ; I did not. I did not want to see anything more. I believe they
were talking about her ticket, and I did not want to be mixed up in it. I was there if I was wanted. It
was nothing to do with me.
Who was there besides Guard Morris ? Night-officer Lord.
Did sho give her ticket up on this occasion? X do not think so.
_
Oross-cxomined Jy ilZr.
You were telling us just now that on the second occasion Mrs.
Gilmore was worse than on the first, but sho was not so drunk that you thought it necessary to
take her into custody, was she? But for knowing who she was, and where she lived, X would not have
left her in the street without protection.
She wTas not making any noise? No.
What you say is this, that Mrs. Gilmore was leaning against the post and looked in a helpless
condition ? She was very drunk.
She looked in a helpless condition ? Yes.
You say you considered her drunk because you noticed her dress had a stain on it ? Yes ; and
from the way she walked.
You know from your own experience that people sometimes have been locked up on a charge of
drunkenness when it has turned out that they were, suffering from some internal illness ? No.
You have heard of it ? I have never seen it.
There are only two occasions jrou can call to mind ? That is all that I have seen the woman under
the influence of drink. 1 have never had anything to say against Mrs. Gilmore at any other time.
Dr. Manning.] You did not hear Mrs. Gilmore speak on these occasions ? No, sir.
Mrs. Gilmore did not speak ? X could not say.
'
Have you ever heard Mrs. Gilmore making use of bad language ? Never in my life.
Have you beard her speak at all ? No; 1 never heard her speak.
Bpheraim Hadden examined :—
Dr. Manning.] What is your occupation ? Cabman.
You have made some statements to Mr. O’Reilly concerning charges against Mrs. Gilmore,—will
you repeat them ? I simply told him I saw Mrs. Gilmore arrive at Parramatta in the ]1T0 traiu. She
appeared to be in a state of intoxication. I saw her assisted from the carriage, and she held on to the
verandah post until Mr. Lord, the night officer, assisted to take her home.
Can you fix the date of this occurrence? No, I cannot; I have no idea of the date, hut I should
think it was somewhere about four or five months ago,
.
Was that the only occasion ? Yes; that is the only occasion on which X have seen Mrs. Gilmore
under the influence of drink.
You know Mrs. Gilmoro well ? Yes; I have seen her frequently.
How long have you been on tho ranks at Parramatta? About four and a half years.
Did. you hear Mrs. Gilmore speak on that particular occasion? X cannot say that I did.
_
You did not hear her use any bad language ? No : 1 was outside when the train arrived, leaning
over tho palisade, and just as I walked round on to the platform Mr. Lord took her away. I heard
nothing.
.
What led you to suppose she was intoxicated? Because they had some difficulty m arousing her
and assisting her out of the carriage, by the manner she got out, and by her holding on to the lamp-post.
You saw them rouse her out of the carriage ? Yes ; I was looking over ihe fence.
Do you know whether anyone else was present? Yes ; Constable West, Morris, and there were
one or two porters on the platform, besides the head officer.
Dr. Goode.] Was it cold weather at this time ? Yes ; it was early iu the winter.
Dr. Manning.] What drew your attention to this first of all? Simply hearing them arousing
somebody ont of the carriage.
.
Canyon tell ns what was said? No; I did not hear any words. I went by the station to see
whether there were any likely fares, as I usually go home about that time.
Dr. Goode.] Did Mrs, Gilmore go home then? Yes.
By herself? No; Mr, Lord led her home.
Dr. Manning.] Did you notice if she was sick on that occasion? No.
You were not near enough to her to detect any smell of liquor ? No.
_
Gross-examined by Mr. Montagu.] Who is Morris that yon referred to? James Morris, the
cabman.
_
.
AYhereabouts was the carriage that Mrs. Gilmore was in ? About the centre of the train.
Would that he near the place where the tickets are taken ? Yes, just below ; this side of where
the tickets were taken.
__
Woald yon have to elambor up the palisade to look over ? No.
Is it a paling fence ? Yes.
_
Who was engaged in arousing Mrs. Gilmoro? The guard of the train.
Was Mr. Lord standing near the door? He was standing lower down; he came up afterwards.
Did the guard get her out of the train ? Yes,
He
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He left her standing on the platform, and she leant against the post? Yes.
To whom did you first make a statement about this matter? I was asked to do so by Mr. O’Reilly.
He eamc to you himself ? Yea. He had been informed by some of the others that I was on the
platform at the time. He asked me what T saw ou that occasion and to put it in writing.
Did you write it out yourself? Yes.
That is the only time you saw Mrs. Gilmore as you say under the influence of drink ? Yes.
Are you in the habit of being at the station every night? Ho ; lately I have 2iot been stonning
late, owing to illness.
How many times used you to be there in .lune last? Perhaps two or three nights a week.
Did you see Mrs. Gilmore coming home late at night previous to this? I have not noticed her.
Would you have noticed her if she had been in the train ? If I had been on the platform I should.
You thought she was under the influence of liquor because the guard had to help her up and you
saw her leaning against tlie post? Yes.
Dr. Goode-I Does this train that arrives at Parramatta at ten minutes past II stop there ? It
goes back at 11'25.
[Witness withdrew.]

.lames Morris examined :—
Dr. Manning.What is your name ? James Morris.
You are a cabman residing at Parramatta, are you not ? Yes.
How long have you lived at Parramatta ? Twelve years.
Have you been a cabman all that time? Ho ; for only about five years.
You are in the habit of going up to the station? I meet all the late trains.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore? Yes.
Have you seen her very often? Hot very often.
How many times altogether? About six or seven times.
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore in a condition of intoxication at night? Yes.
On how many occasions ? About three.
Can you give the dates of those occasions ? Ho ; I cannot give the dates at all.
Cannot you fix the dates to within two or three months? As near as I can judge, it was about
May that I saw her last.
How long ago is it since you saw her first ? It may have been a month before that.
So that all the occasions arc within this year? Yes.
Who else was there on one of these occasions? Haddon, and Constable West, and Lord, the
night officer at the railway station.
Anybody else ? I think that was all.
Will you tell us what you saw on that occasion ? They had to take her out of a first-class
carriage ; she had vomited all over the seat.
Did you see that yourself ? I was on the station. There were no other passengers, and Haddon
and 1 went on to tho platform. They told her to get out, and she had vomited all over the seat.
You saw the vomit ? Yes ; and Lord assisted her out and took her home.
Where was the guard ? I did not see the guard. Ho may have been there, but I did not see him.
You saw Lord leave the railway station with her? Yes.
How was he helping her ? He had his arm underneath hers.
Did he go towards Mrs. Gilmore’s residence ? Yes, but I could not say he took her right home.
Did yon hear Mrs. Gilmore speak at all? Ho ; I did not.
What led you to suppose she was intoxicated ? The state she was in.
You do not think it possible she was in bad health ? Ho ; I did not think she was ; I would not
say. My impression was she was intoxicated.
Were yon near enough to smell any fumes of liquor ? Ho, I was not.
What did you see on the other occasions ? She staggered a little; that was all.
Did she go home alone ? Yes.
Where were you when you saw her ? At the station.
And the staggering was the only sign on the other occasion? Yes.
She did not speak then? Ho ; she did not speak to me. 1 never heard her speak.
Have you ever heard her use bad language? Ho, never,
i
Cro&ss-examijied ly Mr. Montagu.1 How many times did you see Mrs. Gilmoro prior to this night
in May ? About twice.
Then the reason you say she was drunk on these three oceasions was on account of the way she
staggered ? Yes.
Was Haddon with yon on the platform on the other occasions ? Ho; he was not.
Was Lord in the carriage when you camo up ? Yes.
Did either you or Haddon interfere in any way ? Ho.
You simply saw Lord take her out of the carriage and lead her out? Yes ; that was all.
Did you notice where Constable West was standing ? Ho.
Was be on the platform ? Yes.
Was he standing at the carriage? He was looking into the carriage.
Did he remain on tlie platform ? I could not say.
Did you notice whether Mrs. Gilmoro passed near to West when she was taken out by Lord ? I
could not say.
You say that West was looking into the carriage? I could almost swear he was looking into the
carriage.
You could not swear positively ? Ho.
I suppose you have been talking about this matter with someone ? I have, of course.
With Haddon, for instance? I might have.
Have you not been talking with Haddon about what occurred on that occasion ? Yes; he may
have said she was in a nice state, or something like that.
Have
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Have you spoken to Constable West about this affair? No.
Or anything about Mrs. Gilmore ? No.
_
_
Have you had a word with Haddon about it at all ? I might have asked him if he bad got notice to
come here.
Did you ask him if he recollected what occurred ? No.
Have you discussed the matter with anybody else? I might have. It is general talk at the station.
Did Mr. O’Ecilly come to you ? Yes’; he "came to ask me for a written statement. I did not
want to have anything to do with it. He told me I would have to,
I suppose Mrs. Gilmore has employed you on oceasions for herself or other people ? Yes ; once
that 1 can recollect.
You know that cabmen are employed by her ? No ; I do not.
[Witness withdrew.]

William Morrison examined :—
Jjr. Manning.'] You are a railway guard residing at Parramatta? Yes.
Doing duty on the line between Sydney and Parramatta? Yos.
_
On what trains are you on duty ? 1 am on a lot of trains, the last is the 12'9 a m, from Granville.
What are the other evening (rains? o'20. 7'30, and 11 o’clock, Sydney time, and 1 go back to
Granville and pick np the portion of the Campbelltown train.
_
_ _
You have made some statement to Mr. O’Keillv regarding the matter which we are inquiring into
to-day, will you give us the gist of that statement? Mr. O’Eeilly came to me and asked me for a state
ment and iVefused to give it to him. 1 told him I could not do anything of the kind unless I had
permission, 1 asked him to give me his authority. He told me he thought lie could get a statementfrom
me. 1 told him ] would not give him any statement unless he had proper authority. He then got per
mission for me to give him the information. He came to my place and told me, 11 You will have to tell pie
what you know, because you will be put on yonr oath in this matter.” I was very sorry he should bring
me into the matter, and asked him how he knew that I knew anything about it, and he said that he knew
(hat I was the guard. On the first occasion a gentleman drew' my attention to the lady at Granville.
On what, date was that ? I cannot say ; as near as 1 can remember it was about sixteen montbs ago.
When the gentleman drew your attention to the lady in tho carriage, you had been shunting tbe
train there? Yes ; I brought that portion on.
You took charge of the train at G ranville ? Yes The gentleman said, “ You had better soo where
she is going ; she does not scorn altogether right.”
'
Was this in a first-class carriage ? Yes. 1 did not know who the lady was, and J asked her where
she was going to. She said Parramatta, and came on here. I asked the night officer wrho she was, aud
ho told me.
_
_
;
You did not know !ier yourself ? No; that was the first time T knew who she was. I never saw
her on any other train but that one, Several times after that 1 saw her coming up.
_
What was her condition on this occasion ? She was a good deal under the influence of drink, so
much so that I had to call out two or three times at Granville to see where she was going. She then said
Parramatta.
How did you judge she was under the influence of drink ? By her appearance, and the way she
looked when she got out and from the way she spoke.
Who was the gentleman who spoko to you ? I did not ask him who he was. He went on in tho
Campbelltown train.
_
Might it not have been that he called your atlontion to her, because she was asleep, and might
have passed her station ? I could not say ; she seemed to be asleep.
What happened when you got to Parramatta ? She got out; J did not notice anything further.
When she got out at Parramatta, how did she appear? She looked like anybody having bad too
much. She went out of the door.
She may have been asleep ? She may ; only by appearance she looked like that.
That was your impression ? Yes.
What occurred on the other occasions ? After that I saw her two or three times, and she looked
about the same. One night in particular, about six months ago, she came np and was in a carriage alone.
I called out Parramatta, and she could not get up.
1
What time was this? Tho same train, the 12T1.
Can you fix the date at all ? Jt was either at the end of May or commencement of June, because
I got an illness just after that. I assisted her out of the carriage, and put her on the platform, I heard
something drop, aud picked her purse up and gave it to her. I could swear sho was under the influence
of drink that night; she could not stand up straight.
Did you detect any smell? Yes; there was some spew in the carriage. I gave her her purse,
and she wont to grab at it and nearly fell down. J had to catch hold of her or she would have fallen.
When she went to the door Mr. Lord was there.
At the door ? At tho door going out where they collect the tickets.
Mr. Lord was at the door leading out of the station ? Yes. I said, You had better get that
lady’s ticket,” I said that because if a ticket is not given at tbe door we are supposed to report it. If
tbe night officer does not, the guard is supposed to. To see whether it was done I asked him if it was
reported, and he said it was.
_
You are a check upon each other ? In a case of that kind at the station.
Did von have any words with Mrs. Gilmore about the ticket ? No ; 1 never spoke to her about it.
Do you know what happened when she got to the door to pass through ? I heard her tell Lord,
who asked for her ticket—I understood she said he might go somewhere and look for it.
She said lie might go to hell ? Yes, and look for it. I was told afterwards that she sent tho
ticket over next morning.
Who told you that? Lord.
Did you see anybody else present on this occasion ? There were the policemen.
Which
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Which policemen ? I do not know the names. I think it was the big man. I could not he sure,
hut he wanted to take her in charge, and I said to Lord, “ No; the best thing you can do is to report tho
matter.”
'
#
How many times on the whole do you think yon have seen Mrs. Gilmore under the influence o£
drink ? What I have fancied to be, hut I could not really say. 1 have seen her several times, but I could
not say how many.
You think she was under the influence of drink on several occasions ? Yes.
Hut you are not absolutely certain ? I could not tell whether it was or not; only the ono time I
am certain of that.
Can yon give me the dates when these other occasions occurred ? I have no idea of tho times. I
could not give any dates.
Dr. Goode.'] Was it always by the same train that you saw her ? Yes.
Cross-examined ly Mr. Montagu.] About what time docs that train leave Sydney ? Half-past 11.
_ Practically the theatre train ? Y cs, It is tho southern train to Campbelltown. There are two
carriages that come on to Granville, which are brought ou to Parramatta.
On each of the occasions that you saw Mrs. Gilmore it was by that train? Yes; never by any
other train.
How long have you been acting as guard on that train. ? Over two years.
t
About how many times during those two years have you seen Mrs. Gilmore come home in that
train ? It is about sixteen months ago since I first saw her. I liave seen her a good many times.
Give me some idea of the number ? There are so many people travelling.
You took particular notice sixteen months ago—was it half-a-dozen times? Yes.
Dr, Manning J] Half-a-dozen times under the influence of drink ? Yes.
How many times altogether under the influence of drink ? I could not really say.
About once or twice a month ? "Yes ; quite that. 1 only run this train every other week.
Mr. Montagu.] You have not seen her two or three times in one week ? Twice in one week I
have seen her.
How many times altogether? About six or seven times altogether.
Under the influence of drink ? Yes.
On the platform or in the train ? I have seen her in the train, and get out at Parramatta..
At any of those occasions did she make a disturbance on the station ? Never—not in tho slightest..
I never saw her interfere with anybody, nor speak to anybody. On that one occasion is the only time I
hoard her say anything disrespectful, or use any imoroper language.
Except on that ono occasion, you have always seen her go out of the station of her owu accord.
Yon have never seen her taken out ? No; I have never.
You judged she was intoxicated on account of tbe peculiar manner of ber walking? There was
only one time I could swear to.
The other six or seven times you would not like to swear to ? No ; I would not.
She has always travelled in a first-class carriage? Yes.
Do you start from Sydney in that train ? No; I join it at Granville.
Have you never heard her speak on those other occasions ? No.
On this particular occasion about six montbs ago did she appear to be dozing? She seemed like a
person under the influence of drink. I could smell beer—English or colonial I do not know which.
You knew' she had been sick ? Yes; she was sick in the train.
You are aware that the breath of a person who has been si At is not very good ? Yes.
How far wore you standing from Mrs, Gilmore when you say she told Lord to go to hell ? About
12 feet.
And she called out in aloud tone of voice ? No; in tlie casual way of speaking.
Had Lord been speaking to her before she said this ? She was going out of tbe door as I came up
to see whether she gave up the ticket. He blocked her at the door, and said, “ I want your ticket.”
"Was she stopped by Lord? Yes.
I suppose what she said came out pretty quickly—there was no hesitation about it ? No ; there
was no hesitation about it.
And he 'let her go on through ? Yes.
["Witness withdrew.]
.Tohn Rutter examined:—
Dr. Manning.] Where do you live ? Parramatta.
You are a guard on the train between Sydney and Parramatta ? Yes.
Yon are on tlie alternate shift with Morrison ? Yes.
And you bring np the 11 o’clock train from Sydney, and go back to Granville to bring up tbe 12'9
from there ? Yes.
”
_
Pou know tlie object of this inquiry is with regard to certain charges against Mrs. Gilmore of
intemperance and the use of bad language ? 1 have heard about it.
Can you tell us what you know about it? I know very little. Mrs. Gilmore has come up witli
me on three or four occasions under the influence of drink when we arrived at Parramatta.
What trains was that by ? By tbe 11'41 hero, and the 12T3 here.
How do you know she was under the influence of drink? She was asleep in the carriage. I had
some difficulty in waking her, and she was hardly able to get out of the carriage without assistance. Sho
could not walk along tho platform.
,
Can you fix the date? No, sir ; it is about four to six months ago.
Did these three or four occasions happen near together ? In about tivo months or ten weeks.
And they occurred from four to six months ago ? I should think so. I could not say to a
few weeks.
Since that time have you still been employed on this particular line ? Tea.
And have you seen Mrs. Gilmore since ? I have not seen Mrs. Gilmore for the last three months.
Not at all? No.
Not in tho train ? Not to my knowledge.
305—B
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Has anybody else been present and seen her on any of those occasions ? Night-officer Lord; a
cabman was there and policemen.
Which cabman ? 1 could not say.
_
Is he a tall wan ? His name is Morris, I think.
_
_
_
Do you remember any occasion on which Mrs. Gilmore was sick? I heard abont it; I never saw it.
Have you had any difficulty with regard to tickets ? No, sir.
Have yon heard Mrs. Gilmore use bad language? I have not. _ _
Have you ever had to assist Mrs. Gilmore out of the carriage ? No, sir.
Have you seen anybody else assist her out ? I have seen Lord,
_
_ _
What led you to suppose sho was intoxicated? I had some difficulty in waking her. On arriving
here I called out several times loudly, “ Parramatta,” and she did not take any notice. Lord went in
and called her and woke her up. She did not seem to be able to get up. Lord assisted ber, and if bo
had let her go she would have fallen. She got hold of the verandah post with one hand. Lord took her
to the door, and asked her for her ticket. 1 went away to get some tea. I do not know how they got on.
Oross-examined by Mr, Moniagw.~\ Ton have assumed, then, simply from what yon have seen that
Mrs. Gilmore on those oceasions was the worse for liquor ? _ Yes.
.
_
Have you made any statement to anybody in connection with this matter? Only to Mr. O’Eeilly.
He made it his business to come and speak to me.
Did you tell anyone before Mr. O’Eeilly saw you that you could give information ? Only Guard
Morrison. He told me that-Mr. O’Ecilly had spoken to him about this case, and said, “ Yon know some
thing about it.” I said, !11 just know I have seen the lady two or three times under the influence of drink,”
and he told Mr. O’Eeilly, I suppose.
_
,
_
It would not strike you for one moment that the lady was ill from some complaint? No; Ido
not think so.
...
You are a pretty good judge of what people are like in a state of intoxication ? No ; I am not.
Would you take it upon yourself to swear in court that she was drunk on any of those occasions ?
I believe I could do so.
To swear that she was drunk ? Yes ; under the influence of drink.
Simply because you happened to see her not able to walk straight on the platform ? Yes.
_
During the last two years you have only seen her on three or four oceasions in a condition which
led you to believe she was drunk from the reason you have stated? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
John Henry Lord examined :—
Dr. Manning] Your position is that of night officer? Yes, at Granville. I was removed there
from Parramatta.
_
How long is it since you left Parramatta? I left on or about the 15th August this year.
As night officer you have to perform the duties of station-master ? Aes.
How long were you at farramatta ? Ten years.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore? Yes.
How long have you known her ? By sight for the last three or four years.
[lave you seen her frequently during the last eighteen months or two years ? Yes, frequently.
You have made a statement io Mr. O’Eeilly ? Acs.
Will you give us the substance of that statement now ? I hare repeatedly seen Mrs. Gilmoro.
She generally used to arrive between the ten minutes past S) and eleven past 12 trains from Sydney—usually
the eleven minutes past 12. On one occasion she came by an earlier train. . .
What condition was she in when she arrived? Under the influence of liquor.
On how many occasions have you seen her in that state ? On several occasions.
During how long ? During eighteen months or two years.
Was sho a frequent traveller? Generally about two or three times a week—twice a week. I
should say.
_
Did she run any danger by ber condition ? She ran great risk. On one occasion the guard walked
down to the end of the traiu. 1 was standing at the door to collect the tickets.
What guard was that? I cannot say. It was a train arriving, to the best of my knowledge, at
ten past 11. He said there was a lady asleep in a first-class carriage. I cannot arouse her. With that
1 went down, after I had collected the tickets ; and as 1 got on to the platform of the car a lady was
getting up from the seat and going out of the car at the other end, and before 1 got to tho other end she
had turned to the opposite side of the platform, and the engine was running round at the time. I had to
make a grab at her mid pull her back towards the platform, otherwise she would have fallen underneath
tho engine.
_
IV hat did you consider her condition was ? She was then under the influence of drink. ^
May she not have been asleep, and suddenly woke up dazed ? No ; I could smell the drink very7
plainly on her on that occasion. She had vomited on the carpet in the car.
i
^ Can you fix that date at all ? I could not give any dates at all. I did not take pouch notice of
dates at the time. It was on such frequent occasions that I did nob take dates whatever.
_
_
Was anybody present ou tbe occasion that you rescued her from going over on the opposite side
to the platform ? No ono was ou the platform except myself and the guard. _
How many times have you seen vomit? Three to four times in (lie carriages.
How do vou know that this vomit came.fvom Mrs. Gilmore? She was the only occupant of the
carriage. It was right under the seat where she was sitting. On one occasion it was on her clothing.
Who else was there at the time y7on saw it ou her clothing? I believe there was Constable West
on the platform, and, 1 think, a cabman named Morrison, and another named Haddon.
_
Will you tell us what occurred on that occasion? This was on the ton past 11 train to the best of
my knowledge. She was sitting in the car. I could see her from where I was standing collecting the
tickets. I went in and said, “ Parramatta, madam.” She looked up in my face and said, '* Aye,” I said,
“ You want to gel out here.” She said, 11 You must assist me.” 1 said, “ Very good, madam.” With
that I toolr hold of her arm, put my arm round under her other arm. I saw vomit all over the ear scat—
on
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on the one on which sho was sitting—and down one side of her clothing. I said, “ Yon are unable to
walk ” She said, “1 cannot walk
With that 1 still kept my arm round her and fetched her down to
her cottage, and left her at the gate.
Was there any difficulty about tbe ticket on this occasion ? She, 1 believe, gave the ticket up the
next morning, to the best of my knowledge.
The ticket was not given to you? It was not given to me on that occasion.
Had you any difficulty on other occasions in getting her ticket? Yes; I had difficulty on several
occasions.. You cannot deal with a lady as you can with a gentleman ; you can stop him. 1 have spoken
to Mrs. Gilmore, and said, “ Please give me your ticket,” and she has said, “ Damn you and the ticket;
blast the ticket; I cannot find it at present.” Then she would pull out the ticket and throw it at me and
say, “You damned, blasted railway men arc too smart.” She has got quite annoyed when 1 asked her
for her ticket.
'
_
y011 get tlie ticket? I got the ticket afterwards. She woidd throw it into my face as she was
going from the door.
*
IV as there only one occasion ou which you did not get tlie ticket ? On the occasion I assisted lier
home, I did not get the ticket that night.
.And did you report this ? I did, to the best of my knowledge, and it was got the next morning.
Of course you know nothing about that ? No.
And you say that Mrs. Gilmore travelled about twice a week ? On an average, about that.
How often was she intoxicated ? I am sorry to say it was very seldom I saw her otherwise.
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore since you have boon living at Granville ? Yes ; I have seen her at
Granville.
Can you tell me on what occasion? On or about the 4th September, I believe, it was of this
year.
What occurred then ? She came on to the platform about 10'20 to 10'dO, in company with
another lady.
Whore did she come from ? Prom the direction of Sydney Hoad, through tlie big general waitingroom ou to tho platform. It was on the up platform. 1 was standing talking to two members of the
staff—a shunter and porter—in reference io some duties. Mrs. Gilmore came up and said, “ Have any
of you chaps got (id. or 3d. to give us, to get a pint of beer with ?” I looked round. 1 was rather taken
aback at such a remark. She said, “You had better shout for us; I am very dry.” I said, “ If you
have not got (id. or 3d. you had better use a penny and go to Parramatta.”
” *
What is tho fare to Parramatta? Id., 2nd class ; 2d., 1st class.
What else happened ? I said, “ I have no money, madam.” She was in company with another lady.
Do you know who that lady was ? I do not.
What else happened ? The other lady said, “ Come on Mrs. Gilmore.” With that, Mrs. Gilmoro
up with her fist aud struck her in the chest.
Struck the other lady in the chest? Yes, and said, “ Blast yon ; how dare you mention my name.”
What then ? She left the premises then.
She did not go by train ? She went away on to tbe street.
You knew Mrs. Gilmoro was a Government official ? Yes.
_ Mou knew that the existence of this condition of things was not creditable to the Public Service;—
did it never occur to you to complain to the head of her Department ? I got into trouble over one affair
myself, and I determined not to mix myself up in anollier.
1 ou got into trouble over reporting an officer ? Yes, sir. Mr. Wing, I am sorry to say, was well
aware—he is at present Superintendent of the Georgc-street Asylum—he was well aware of this carrying
on. He came to me on one occasion, and wanted a written statement from me. I refused to give it to him.
That was purely because you had got into trouble already ? Yes.
And you consider Mr. AVmg knew of this ? Ares, sir, he did know of it. He came to mo on the
platform, and wanted me to give him a written statement.
What date was that? J cannot say when it occurred. It was just before bis appointment to
Georgc-street. He was then prosecuting in those baby-farming affairs. He asked me about the Cook’s
Hirer affair—something about a man named Johnson." I refused to give him a written statement.
On the occasions you saw Mrs. Gilmore, what, led you to suppose sho was under the influence of
drink ? She could not stand, hardly.
Hardly ? She could only stand by supporting herself by the verandah post.
Did Mrs. Gilmore always get home by bersclf ? Except on that one occasion.
She walked home by herself tho other evenings? 1 cannot say. I saw her out of the door.
Tlie Night-guard Morrison assisted her from the saloon carriage. Sho had then vomited all over the car,
and she asked him to assist her out on the platform, and she had to cling to the verandah post.
Was that on another occasion ? Yes ; that was when Guard Morrison assisted her out.
Can you call to mind the date of that ? No, sir, I cannot.
Was that after the occasion on which you helped her home or before ? Before.
_
Cross-examined hy Mr. Montagu,'] Mr. Wing, whom you refer to, was then holding an inquiry ?
Not that lam aware of.
*
die had been sent up by the department to make inquiries ? Not to my knowledge.
When did yon first mention this subject of Mrs, Gilmore? I do not remember mentioning it to
anyone.
You have made a statement? Yes ; a written statement to Mr, O’Eeilly. He requested it from
me, and I refused to give it unless he got permission from the superior officers of my department.
When Mr. O'Reilly eamc to you was the first time yon mentioned it to anybody ? Yes,
Do you know Mr. Ormiston ? I do not, I may know him by sight, I do not know the man. I
have no idea who lie is.
"
You have never spoken to him iu your life ? Not to my knowledge.
Have you ever had a conversation with anyone, knowing him to be Mr. Ormiston ? No ; I have not.
Have you ever had a conversation with Mr. Ormiston and Mr. O’Reilly concerning Mrs. Gilmore?
I have had no conversation in the presence of anyone except Mr. O’Jteilly, and I do not think, to my
knowledge, anyone was present. I have only had conversations with Mr. O’Reilly on two occasions at
Granville—once on the up-platform and once on the down-platform. That is quite recently, and never
before.
That
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That musl have been since August Jast ? Yes.
Within the last couple of months ? Yes.
Does Mr. O’Reilly live at Granville or Parramatta ? He lives at Hayfield.
Do you know Mr. O’Reilly to speak to ? Just to pass the time of day, I do not think I have ever
Spoken to Mr. O’Jteiily, only when he asked me for the statement.
That was the first occasion you had to speak to Mr. O'Reilly? Yes.
You said just now you had got into some trouble ;—what was that about ? It was an affair in
reference to a Mr. Morton at the Goorge-streefc Asylum.
You made some report about him? I did. J was asked hy Mr. Wing to substantiate what I had
said. Ho accused tho man of arriving home drunk.
Who accused him ? Mr. Wing.
Was that on information that you gave him ? He saw it himself. I did not give him any infor
mation, Mr. Wing was present ou (he platform, and saw it.
Dr. Manning.'] Did you speak to Mr, Wing about him, and point him out ? Mo ; I did not point
him out. Mr, Wing was present ou the platform.
Did you give information to Mr. Wing with reference to this man ? Yes ; I gave him information
previous to Mr. Ming seeing him, as Mr. Wing said, drunk. Mr. Wing wanted me to substantiate the
evidence of being drunk. I said, I will not.” The man was under the influence of drink. In my
opinion, a man drunk is absolutely unable to take care of himself. To be under the influence of drink is
different. Mr. Morton waited on me previous to the inquiry, and asked mo whether I would give it in
writing that ho was drunk. ] said. “ I will give it in writing that I ha\e not seen you drunk, but under
the influence of drink, leaving the train.”
As a matter of fact, did you not slate this 11 I have seen him under the influence of drink. Ho
showed the effect of drink by his unsteadiness”? I said that at tlie inquiry.
Dr. Goode.] Who was Mr. Morton? He was a wardsmaii at tho George-strect Asylum at
the time.
.37;\ Montagu] Although jou stated that at the inquiry, did you not make this statement in
writing, “ 1 beg to state that I liave not seen him drunk at the station when leaving there” ? Yes ; I say
now I haie not seen him drunk. A report was circulated that if I said that Mr. Morton was drunk ho
was going to take an action against me.
So you qualified it by saying you saw him under the influence of drink ? 1 think so.
There was an appeal about that, was there not? 1 hat is all I know about it.
Will you please tell us whether you consider Mrs. Gilmore was on the occasions you refer to under
the influence of drink;—you will not go so far as to say she was drunk ? Mo.
Because Mrs. Gilmore was unable to stand, and vomited, that is why you say sho was under the
influence of drink ? Yos.
How would you explain it, then, if you were to say she was drunk ? I do not know, I am sure.
Dr. Manning.] Do you think Mrs. Gilmore was drunk on the occasion you had to help her home?
She was greatly uuder the influence of drink. By the smell of the vomit on the floor there was no
mistake, in my opinion.
Mr. Montagu.] Do yon know Mr. Brackenhridgo, brother-in-law of Mr. Ormiston ? Mo ; I don’t
think I have hoard the name. They arc strange names to me.
When you are on duty you go to tlie hotel and have a drink? Yes, when I feel inclined; but
understand that is during my meal time, from half-past 11 to 12.
You do not leave your duty except at meal times? Mo; except at meal times, and just previous
to going off duty.
At any other time ? Mo ; in fact, I take but very little drink.
We have your admission that you have gone off duty to have a drink at the hotel ? I consider
that nothing to do with the inquiry.
Have you not been found fault with by the station-master for being under the influence of drink ?
Merer. I can prove that.
Has Mr. Watsforth. the station-master, ever complained of you in any way ? I asked him at an
inquiry that was held whether he ever found me under the influence of drink or indulging in racing or
gambling, and he said “Mo.”
That was an inquiry into your conduct ? I decline to answer that question.
Did the result of that inquiry end adversely to you;—were you not reprimanded ? Yes, both of
us; both myself and the station-master were.
It was a quarrel between you and the station-master ? Yes.
You were reprimanded? Yes.
Dr. Manning.] Was it in consequence of this that you went to Granville? Mo, sir, tho stationmaster was quite willing to have me at Parramatta. I applied for a shift on account of not being able to
agree with one of the present officers there now,
Mr. Montagu.] But yon were reprimanded hy the Department? I wras not reprimanded. The
Superintendent told myself and Mr. Watsforth that if he heard anything of the kind again ho would
severely punish both of us, and destroyed the papers and put them in the waste-paper basket.
Have they been destroyed ? I don’t know. He simply said he would do so.
You are of a quarrelsome nature ? Mo ; I do not quarrel with other people.
You have reported other officers? I have had to report men during my life in connection with
railway matters, which is my duty to do.
Have you been upheld in those reports ? I have been upheld in all those reports.
In all of them? I decline to answer. It is very often a man makes a report, and it maybe
shown he is in the wrong when he is in the right. If yon have several men working under you, you
must make them do their duty, and consequently you get disliked.
You said without hesitation just now that on very many occasions you saw Mrs. Gilmore come
home drunk ? I say that on very many occasions Mrs, Gilmore has come home under the influence of
drink.
Would you be surprised to learn that the guards of the night trains have staled that during tlie
last two years they have seen her very few times indeed—one three or four and the other about six or
seven? They may not have been the same guards. Mrs. Gilmoro never came home by the one train,
sometimes the 11'dO and sometimes the 12T1,
You
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You told ua alio usually carae home hy the 12'11 train? Yes.
The guards have stated they have seen her very seldom ? Considering they are on once a fortnight,
that would bring it iuto some months.
"Would their statements be correct or incorrect? I dare say between the two they could say they
have seen her more than that. One of these guards was for three months on sick leave.
That was a good while ago ? Not so long ago—about July, lie was often awmy,
"What is hts name ? Morrison. During that time he was absent to my knowledge between March
and July. Previous to July he was absent nearly three months, lie suffers a great deal.
Would you swear tliat this terrible language was used by Mrs. Gilmore? Yes. “Damn and
blast it,” she said. She threw' the ticket in my face, and said, “ You damned railway officials are too
smart.”
You know she is an excitable woman? No; I do not.
"Whore was the carriage she was sitting in ? Very nearly opposite the door.
Could any person sitting in that carriage be seen by anyone looking over tho fence outside the
railway station? No ; they would have to be very tall. They would have to stand 7 feet.
I am talking about the palisading ? No; it is right opposite tho general waiting-room door. It
wmuld bo about 30 to 40 yards from the palisading.
How long ago did this conversation at Granville occur ? It was on or about tho 4th September.
How do you remember that? On account of there being a hall held at the Albert Hall, I believe
it is, in Granville.
Were there not other people travelling from Granville from the ball? Sometimes they would go
hack, sometimes they would not.
Dr. Manning.] Were there many people travelling from Granville to Parramatta- on that night?
There were plenty of people travelling.
Apparently going from the hall in evening dress? There is very little evening dress there. It is
only one of those larrikin affairs.
Mr. Montagu.] It was not a private hall? It was a larrikin ball—a monthly ball, held by the
“ Caledonians.” It is a very rough affair.
"Were there not other people travelling hack about the time the ball was over ? There may have
been.
.
What time did this conversation occur ? About twenty minutes to 11.
Did they get into the train ? There wrns no train.
What became of them ? They went across the street.
And did not come back ? No.
Did the person you tell us was Mrs. Gilmore go back to Parramatta at all that night? Not by
train.
What first drew your attention to her ? Coming to speak to me on the platform at Granville.
How did you first come to know Mrs. Gilmore ? She was first pointed out to me.
Who pointed her out? I cannot say. The present hooking clerk at Parramatta has pointed her
out to mo as Airs. Gilmore.
Do you remember what the lady you saw at Granville, and whom you call Airs. Gilmore, wore that
night ? A kind of grey dress,
Had she a bonnet ? I cannot say.
Did you notice the dress of the other lady ? Yes ; she had a little black hat on, I think.
Was anybody else present when this language was used? There was Yidlcr and Shunter North,
I was giving them directions ns to what they should do.
Where were they standing ? On the platform, near to me.
This conversation took place near thetickct-ofiice? Right against the general waiting-room door—
the ticket-office is inside.
Was it on the platform of the train going to Sydney or coming from Sydney ? Going to Sydney.
[Witness withdrew.]
George Henry Mobbs examined:—
Dr. Manning^] You are an auctioneer ? Yes.
In Parramatta ? Yes.
Some time ago you made a statement to Air. O’Reilly regarding certain charges against Airs.
Gilmore ;—will yon tell us what was in that statement ? I saw Airs. Gilmore in the train coming up from
Sydney, the 11'30 train, at the Granville Junction. I was coming on from Sydney in that train. When
we got to Granville Junction I noticed a lady vomiting in a saloon carriage.
What time was this ? I suppose it was about 12 o'clock at night. The porter assisted her to get
out of the carriage on to the platform, as near as I can remember. He went to the lady’s assistance, but
I am not quite sure whether ho assisted her or not. The passengers for Parramatta changed from the
southern train at Granville. Mrs. Gilmore came on to Parramatta in the same carriage, to the best of my
belief in the same carriage. I thought at the time the lady was ill, but when she got out at Parramatta
she did not appear to he walking very upright, and I was inclined to think she was intoxicated.
Did she get out of the carriage by herself ? I did not notice her in the act of getting out of the
carriage.
Did you see her on the platform ? No.
You noticed her when she got outside the station ? Yes; and she could not walk properly.
Did you speak to her at all ? No.
■
The only evidence of intoxication that you can give us is that she did not walk properly, and that
there was vomit in the carriage ? Yes.
Dr. Goode.] Did you detect any odour of liquor ? No.
Was tho lady Mrs. Gilmore ? To tho best of my belief.
Dr. Manning.] You know Airs. Gilmore ? Yes.
Have you seen her frequently ? Not very frequently.
Do you reside quite close to here ? Yes.
There
Are you quite sure it was Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes.
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There is also something about bad language in ihe statement you made P All 1 know about the
language is this. Of course I could not a tv ear to the person, because it was inside the house adjoining
my property. X heard frequent quarrels of the same people, and only judge by the voice, lhaienol
been iu tbe house to see..
When these quarrels were going on, yon ha\o not seen the people? No; 1 have only heard. 1
could not say exactly what the language was I heard. I did not lake it down, hut on one occasion, when
I heard something like a bottle smashing and crockery, 1 heard “ bloody dog.'’
"Was that in a woman's voice? Yes.
^
Have you at any other time seen Mrs. Gilmore intoxicated ? No, never ; and I cannot swear she
was then ; it was only the appearance.
Do you often come home in the same train nitli her ? No, very seldom : not. more than once iu
twelve months.
‘
_
^
Tou are very seldom in Sydney at nights ? No.
Cross-examined by Mr. Montagu.'] How long ago was it that you saw Mrs. Gilmore in the train ?
1 could not say positively—as near as 1 can remember, eighteen months ago. There was a commotion on
the platform as if something was wrong. One or two porters were round rendering assistance to Mrs.
Gilmore, at Granville.
Were there any other people in the carriage with you? There were other people travelling in
that train.
But in the carriage you were travelling in ? HI remember rightly there was only one car attached
to the engine. That train going along the Southern line we change at Granville to come on to Parramatta.
Was it a saloon car ? Tes.
_
There were other people in tho car ? To (lie best of my belief tbere were. .
What do you mean by saying to the best of your belief you thought it was Mrs Gilmore?
Because I was not particularly well acquainted with her then, and as T thought 1 saw her the next day
that made me doubly sure it was tho same person
Did you know Mrs, Gilmore before this ? Ves; I had seen her before. In order to make sure
on that occasion, when I came out of the railway station walking towards home, I was on one side of the
road and Mrs. Gilmore was on the other side, and she came as though she were coming to speak to mo.
I stepped back and she went on home. I thought at the time 1 would make sure it wras Mrs. Gilmore,
I saw her go in the gate and then I saw her the next day.
AVhy were you so anxious to find out that it was Mrs. Gilmore ? 1 do not know it was any anxiety
to me.
What prompted you to ascertain as a fact that it was Mrs. Gilmore ? I do not know what
prompted me except that I should he positive about it. I had to go through the paddock to see about
tho horses.
That was pretty late ? Ten minutes past 12.
Are you in the habit of looking after your horses at 12 at night ? No ; but when I return from
town I generally take a stroll by the paddock.
_
Had youhad any conversation with anyone about Mrs. Gilmore before ? No ; not that I remember.
Can you give us no reason why you tried to find out who it was ? If you will allow me to refresh
my memory, ,L might be able to find out a reason. I think it was for this reason. 1 had hoard certain
things respecting Airs. Gilmore, and of course I did not know it to he a fact, and frequent quarrelling
and so on. That is one reason that brought me to take particular notice of Mrs. Gilmore.
Because you heard quarrelling you wanted to find out whether it was Mrs. Gilmore ? I had heard
the quarrelling.' I had heard reports about drunken habits of the lady in charge of tho homes here.
Tou are living at Mrs. Brown’s ;—bow long have you been living there ? Six years.
Mrs. Brown’s promises adjoins Mrs. Gilmore’s ? Tes.
Mrs. Brown keeps a hoarding-house, does she not ? Tes.
Do you know that there has been a little unpleasantness between Mrs. Gilmore and Mrs. Brown ?
I heard something about the unpleasantness.
Tou have only heard reports, yon have heard of no outbreaks between them ? No.
By what do you consider Mrs. Gilmore was drunk on that particular night ? So far as appearances
were concerned.
_
fou very often see people drunk in Parramatta, do you judge by that? T cfn
_
There is not much love lost- between Mrs. Brown and Mrs, Gilmore ? I think there is an un
pleasantness, but it is a slight one.
I think you were one of Mr. O’Beilly’s secretaries ? I was a supporter.
Were you one of his secretaries at the first election ? Tes ; I was.
_
_
How long ago ? A little over two years ago, or rather the election before last, fourteen or fifteen
months ago.
,
About the time that this affair occurred. Tou have been a prominent supporter of Mr. O’Jleilly’s ?
Tes; I have.
_
_
_
Do you not know who it was that prompted Mr. O’Reilly to make this statement in tho House?
I do not.
Did you make the statement yourself to Mr. O’Reilly ? I did not.
_
_
When did you first give Mr, O’Reilly any information in reference to Mrs, Gilmore ? T think it
was about two weeks ago. He asked me if 1 knew anything He challenged mo to speak in connection
with tho matter, 1 told him something, and he came afterwards and told me to give a reply to his
request. I sent him a letter,
_ _
About two or three weeks ago ? I am not positive about that; it is quite recently.
Can you remember Mr. O’Reilly making a speech in the House on the L5th October, and another
at the beginning of this month ? It was prior to his speech in the House.
Tou gave him the information you have given us to-day prior to the 1st October? I do not think
I stated everything so fully.
_ _
On the 1 st October he made this speech in the House;—was it before or after that ? I think it was
just before.
Was it not on your information that Mr. O'Reilly practically based his speech ? No.
Not at all ? I cannot say ; I did not ask him.
_
Tou have read his speech ? I read something that wras said on the last occasion.
You
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You did not lead liis first speech ? No; I did not read it. I saw a fow lines in the Telegraph,
I think.
Do you know a person named Ormiston? No.
Nor Corcoran ? No.
Nor Breekenridge P No.
You have never heard of them at all? No; I do not think I have over seen them.
"With this one exception that you speak of, you have not seen Mrs. Gilmore coming home late at
night ? No; I have not.
[Wituess withdrew.]
Jlobert Yidlcr examined ;—
T)r. Manning!] You are a railway official ? Yes, at Granville.
What position do you hold ? Porter.
Do you remember the 4-th of September Inst? Yes.
IT.ow do you fix that date ? There was a ball on that night at the Albert Hall.
Did you see Mrs. Gilmore that night? Yes.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore ? I never knew her before then.
Was anyone with her ? She was in company with a young lady.
What time was it ? Between 10'30 and 10'40. Mrs. Gilmore, in company with this other person,
came in and asked if we would lend her 6d. or 3d.
Who was there besides yon? Mr. Lord and Shunter North.
Were you together ? Yes, talking.
Who did Mrs. Gilmore address? She asked all of us personally, I am sure.
Bach one individually ? Mrs. Gilmore came in with this lady, and said, “ Will any of you lend us
Gd. or 3d. to get a pint of beer.”
What happened then? Wc refused. She asked if we would give her a penny to fetch her to
Parramatta, and we refused also.
\\ras there any bad language used of any kind ? Tbe person in company with Mrs. Gilmore men
tioned her name, and she said, “ Blast you, how dare you mention my name.”
Was that all? I know of nothing else.
She mentioned Mrs. Gilmore’s name ? Yes ; and Mrs. Gilmore struck her on the chest.
Had yon ever seen Mrs. Gilmore before? Yes; I bad seen her once before.
Where ? At Granville, passing through in tbe train. She changed out of tbe Southern train, and
got into the Parramatta portion.
Have you ever done duty at the Parramaita station? Yes, 1 did for a short while, but I never
saw Mrs. Gilmore.
Can there be any doubt whatever about it being Mts. Gilmore that night ? No.
Cross-examined ly Mr. Montagu.] What relation is Shunter North to you? My father-in-law.
Have you had any conversation with.Lord about Ibis ? Yes, I certainly have.
You had a conversation with him between lunch time to-day ? I have been speaking to him.
Between 1 and 2 o'clock ? Yes.
After he gave evidence this morning? Yes.
Will you undertake to swear, although yon only saw Mrs. Gilmore once before passing through
Granville, that it was she at tho station that night ? Yes.
Who pointed Mrs. Gilmore out to you on the first occasion when she was passing through Gran
ville ? Mrs. Gilmore had changed, and I heard her name passed several times, but who by I do not
know. I have been told it was Mrs. Gilmore.
I suppose a lot of people change at Granville ? Yes.
Although you only saw her that once you want the Board to believe you are quite positive that it
was Mrs. Gilmore ? It was the same person that I saw.
What is your occupation ? Porter. I had to attend to tbe trains and collect the tickets.
You had "to gci. through in pretty quick time ? Yes, when the train came in
How long does the train wait to transfer passengers from Granville as a rule ? Two minutes ; then
there is tho Parramatta portion to get away afterwards.
How long afterwards do' the Parramatta people get away ? About three minutes. Thero is tbe
engine 1o be booked on.
Do you spend your time under those circumstances by keeping your eye on one passenger?
Certainly not.
ii ow do you fix tbe date as tbe 4th of September ? There was a ball on that night.
What night of the week was it—it is only a month ago ? I could not swear to the night. It was
on or about tbe 4th.
'
What sort of a ball was it ? I could not tell yon the name of the ball.
Where was it held ? In the Albert Hall.
You have not tbe slightest doubt it was the night on which the ball was held ? No.
How long have you been at Granville? Over four years.
■
How far is the hall away from tho station ? About 150 yards.
Are there several daucesheld tbere during the week ? No ; not several.
Was there more than one that week ? I do not remember.
Would you undertake to swear there was not more than one? I would not swear it.
Was the ball a social, an assembly—a monthly ball ? It is a monthly ball.
You know it was a monthly ball, and yet you take no interest in it? I have been told it was a
monthly ball,
Since when were you told ? I knew before that this monthly ball was held.
What was the name of tho ball ? I do not remember the name. I never took any interest.
And you undertake to state, because thero was a ball on that night, it was a monthly ball ? Yes.
.And you do not know- how many balls are held during the month ? No.
You made a statement to Mr. O’Beilly? Yes.
Voluntarily? Yes. Mr. O’Bcilly never asked me for the statement. I gave it to Mr. Lord.
Mr. Lord asked you for the statement ? No, be did not. I gave it to Mr. Lord as Mr. Lord was
sending in his, and the two went together.
Mr.
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Mr. Lord must have told you lie was making a statement? He did.
"When did you send that statement in ? About a fortnight ago.
_
And you went out of your way to make a statement voluntarily that it was Mrs. Gilmore who was
guilty of this supposed offence at Granville Station? I never went out of my way to do it. If anything
occurs we take notice of it.
Did yon take a written note ? Ho; just observed it.
Did anybody ask you to make that statement? Not that I remember. No one asked me to make
a report.
It was only a fortnight ago ? Yes, that is all.
_
You cannot remember wnether you were asked at all ? Mr. Lord told me he was making a
statement, and I volunteered to make one.
Did it not strike yon to ask him whether he was making a statement? I knew about it. I knew
that sneb a thing was going on.
When Mr. Lord was making a statement you calmly sat down to write out yours;—you did not
discuss the matter? I cannot say that, because we did talk it over.
Dr. Goode.'] You talked over this occurrence on the platform with Shunter North and Mr.
Lord ? Yes.
Have you any doubt that the lady who asked for this Gd. or 3d. was Mrs. Gilmore? It was Mrs.
Gilmore, I have no doubt.
Mr. Moniagu.] You say you have no doubt, notwithstanding the fact that you only saw her once
before when she was passing through Granville? Yes.
Dr. Manning.] You recognise Mrs. Gilmore to-day ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu.] What platform were the two ladies on ? The up-platform, just at the door-way.
Can yon tell us how long previously to the second occasion it was that yon saw Mrs. Gilmore? I
could not.
Was it months? Yes; quite tluee months.
On the first occasion was in the evening ? Yes.
_
_
Dr. Manning.] At the time when the people said it was Mrs. Gilmore, was there anything special
which made them refer to her ? Mrs. Gilmore was under the influence of drink. She said she would
report us owing to having to change.
That was why your attention was attracted to Mrs. Gilmore, and her name was mentioned ? Yes.
Mr. Montagui] What was she doing? She was complaining because she had to change out of the
southern train to go to the Parramatta train.
Who was she complaining to? Anybody on tho platform—just one and then another.
Was she excited ? She was under the influence of drink.
Was she excited? I could not say.
_
Do you know, as a matter of fact, she was under the influence of drink ? I could see it by her
walk, and she threatened to report us to the Commissioners, and had no cause whatever for doing so.
Do you think she was under the influence of liquor or drunk;—you know Mr. Lord’s idea of the
difference? A person can be under the influence of liquor and not be drunk. A man when he is drunk
is helpless. Mrs. Gilmore was not helpless, she could walk.
That was on the occasion when she said she would complain to the Commissioners ? Yes.
She could walk on that occasion ? Yes.
_
_
She found her way into the train
she was not helped ? No; she was not helped into the train.
She got into a 1st class compartment? Yes, she did.
She must have been very much under the influence of liquor then ? There is no doubt about it.
Dr. Goodei] That occurred three months before the 4th September? It must have been at least
three months.
’
[Witness withdrew.]
Constable James Torpy examined:—
Dr. ManningYou are a constable ? Yes.
You have made a report to your superior officer in regard to charges against Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes.
You saw Mrs. Gilmore arriving by the nine or ten minutes after 12 o’clock train one night ? Yes.
What date was that ? It was some time in the middle of April. I could not say exactly what
night it was.
_
What drew your attention to Mrs. Gilmore on that night ? They all got out of the carriage. She
was in a 1st class saloon carriage, and remained sitting there.
Were you on duty? Yes, sir.
Is it part of your duty to attend at the railway station ? From 6 to 2 the man on duty meets all
trains arriving and departing. Tho guard got into the carriage, and the lady came out.
Who was the guard? Morrison. He picked something up off the ground and handed it to the
lady. She walked out and went towards the door without giving a ticket.
What was her condition ? She was the worse for liquor.
What were the signs? She staggered a little as she got out of the carriage,
What was it the man picked up off tho floor? Her purse he told me. I did not see it.
Why do you think she was the worse for liquor ? From the way she came out of the door of the
train. She went right towards the door, and walked sharply through it. The night officer said, “I know
her, and will settle that in the morning.'’
Is that the only occasion on which you have seen Mrs. Gilmore arriving by the train? I have
never noticed anything of her to attract my attention.
How often have you seen her arriving by the train before? Two or three times before.
How long were you on tbe beat ? For that month. That is the only month during the last eighteen
months.
Gross-examined by Mr. Montagu?^ All you saw was that she got out of the carriage and walked
etraight through ? She came towards me.
Was there anyone else there ? The guard, Morrison, in charge of the train.
You did not see much of her on that occasion ? No, sir, I did not.
There
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There were others in the train? Five or six; they all got out and she remained there. That
attracted my attention more than, anything else.
Was there any other member of tho Police Force there at tbe time ? No; the shunter may have
been tliere, but I could not say whether he was about at the time; there were only Morrison, the guard,
the night officer, and myself.
>
e
>
Did you make your statement recently ? Tes; I think it was about the 10th or 11th of October.
Was that the only time you noticed Mrs G-ilmore ? Tes; I have seen her going through here
once or twice.
& &
e
Asa matter of fact, you merely assumed she was under the influence of liquor ? She nut me in
mind of a person having had drink.
*
. i That might have been caused by other things ;—you thought so simply from her bearing P Tes ■
simply from her manner.
j
e>
L j
b
,
It was pretty late at night ? Half-past 11 from Sydney.
Tou know nothing about Mrs. Gilmore personally ? No.
Do you ever come round this way ? "Very seldom, unless on special business or duty.
How long have you been in the force? Nearly four years—three years and a half in Parramatta.
[Witness withdrew.]
Adwin Gnu Id examined:—
J)r. Manning.'} Tou are in a cabinet factory here ? Tes.
Non made a statement to Mr. O’Reilly the other day ;—will you repeat it now? I have passed
the residence ot the matron of this institution on several occasions. I have heard her use obscene
language.
How did you know it eamo from the matron ? I saw her on one particular occasion
Tou saw her speaking as well as heard it ? Tes.
Do you know' her well ? Tes.
Tou know her voice? Perfectly well; I worked in Mrs. Gilmore’s house about six years ami.
Doing cabinet work ? I had to attend to sotne drainage underneatli the floor.
"
0
How often have you heard this bad language ? I think at least three times.
Can you fix tho date of any one of these occasions? I could not exactlv ; it is somewhere about
twelve months ago.
‘
Arc all the occasions somewhere about twelve months ;mo ? Tes,
Were they all close together ? Tes; two were iu the one week.
And the other occasion ? I really forget the date. It is altogether about twelve months ago.-at
the beginning ot last .November; because I went away to Goulburn, and it was previous to that
throat ”
y°U ^ US an7 ^ thftt languase? Tes; 1 hcard BIrB- Gilm°re aay, i; I will cut your bloody
Tou do not know who it was addressed to ? I could not say,
"Was that the occasion on which you saw Mrs. Gilmore ? Tes,
.
"Where was that ? Coming from the kitchen towards a little’place she used for storiim wood—a
kind ot out-house.
°
, ,
seen Mrs Gilmore the worse for drink ? I cannot say I have. I mentioned in my
note to Mr. O’Reilly I was not by myself.
J
^
So“®one eJse
y°u? Nes; his name is Leon Chessher. I went away to Goulburn on
the Jth or ^November, and it was previous to that.
Does Chessher live in Parramatta ? Tes; he lives 100 yards from here. He works for me and
lives with me.
Cross-examined by Mr. Montagu.'] Tou have made a written statement, have vou not ? Tes.
tw
When did you make that? Last Monday week. That was the night I made the statement to
Mr. O Reilly . He came to me on that date.
How did he know you could give information ? I do not know how he knew.
How for away do you live from this place ? 100 yards.
Are you a supporter of Mr. O’Reilly’s ? I am not a supporter. I am a poor politician
You never attended any of his meetings ? Tes; I attended both his and Mr. Tavlor’s
Were you not on Mr. O’Reilly’s committee ? No.
'
'
+u
- ?a7o
I04 br a S°od deal about witb Mr‘ O’Reilly ? No. The last time I met him was in
tne cricket neld, about four years ago.
From that date until he called upon you you had never spoken to him ? Oh yes I had
Non are an old friend of his? Tes; 1 am an old friend of his. I have known him ever since he
has been m Parramatta.
That is a good number of years ? Tes.
What did Mr. O’Reilly ask you when he came to you ? He asked me if I had heard Mrs. Gilmore
use any language, or it I knew anything about this scandal.
Was that after he made his first speech in Parliament ? He came to ask me for the statement, and
said he was going to bring it up m the House to-morrow night-on the Tuesday. He said He demanded
the statement from me, as it was my duty to give it.
How did he know you knew anything about this matter ? I suppose he thinks all the neighbours
know. I pass this place half a dozen times a day, at all hours of the dav. It is the main thoroughfare
xrom my house to the town or the railway.
“
&
Tou think this language you heard occurred about November, twelve months a*o ? Tes • It must
have—either at the end of October or the first week iu November.
,
, WM impressed it on your memory, considering it happened twelve months ago ? Because 1 have
heard it on more than one occasion. I have heard disturbances at the matron’s residence
But what impressed it on your memory ? It being used by a lady would perhaps’ini press it more
on my memory, and being used by a person I had known for some time.
Has anybody called your recollection back to that time ? No.
305—C
Tou
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Tou never told anyone since that time that you had heard this language ? I do not remember men
tioning it to anyone.
...
Can you be positive about that ? I do not think I ever did. I may have said something. I would
not swear I have not done so.
_
Tou know that Mrs. Gilmore is a lady of quick temper ? I believe so.
She speaks very rapidly ? Tes,
And in very strong accents ? Tes.
Who was she addressing this language to ? I could not see. X did not see anyone about. It
appeared that she was addressing someone in the wood-shed or small out-house.
Was she standing there ? She was walking towards the shed.
And she called out to a person in the shed ? Tes,
Where were you when you heard this? I was passing home. I was coming from Parramatta
somewhere between 9 and 10 o’clock at night.
_
_
How can you tell me you saw Mrs. Gilmore ? Because the fence is very low in front of Mrs.
Gilmore’s house, and we heard a disturbance before we reached the fence. There were some strong
terms being used.
_
Were they used by one or two persons P There was a “ barney ” going on.
Of course there were two people ? I should understand so.
_
She would not have been talking to herself ? I should think not. Evidently someone wrns in the
wood-shed.
_
i
_
How can you tell it was her ? I saw the woman quite plainly. I know her voice well.
As a matter of fact, you did not see Mrs. Gilmore ? I saw Mrs. Gilmore.
Tou saw a figure and assumed it was Mrs. Gilmore P I am quite certain it was; I saw the woman
and knew the voice.
_
Was she turned towards the wood-shed? She was facing the wood-shed.
And you saw the wood-shed from the road ? Tes; from the footpath.
Was the wood-shed lit up ? Is o.
How could you sec it at that time of night ? It is only a matter of a few feet away.
It would have been dark at 9 or 10 o’clock ? It might have been moonlight.
_
I suppose you would not recollect whether it was raining? It was fine ; I am quite sure, or I
would not have been walking about.
_
Ho you know Mrs. Brown ? Tes, I do; by sight.
Do you know her personally ? No.
Tou know Mr. Mobbs ? Yes.
Have you talked with Mr. Mobbs over this case ? Never.
_
The first intimation you received of being requested to make a statement was when Mr. O’Reilly
asked you on the Monday ? Yes.
_
Did you decline to make the statement in the first instance ? I told him I did not want to have
anything to do with it. He said it was a matter of duty, and demanded the statement.
And he demanded from you to say whether you had heard her make use of bad language ? llo
demanded from me anything I may have known in reference to this scandal.
Tou must have known all about this scandal, otherwise you would not have known to wliat he was
referring ? Of course I knew all about it; I read tbe papers.
Tou read the report of his speech in the House ? Tes—the first speech.
_
lYas what vou read in the papers the groundwork of Mr. O’Reilly’s speech in the House;—the
papers did not go'into this matter until after Mr. O’Reilly made his speech? I cannot say. It was
something accusing Mr. Masted about the Charitable Institutions. I do not think Mrs. Gilmore’s name
was mentioned in the House.
Did he not, in that speech, refer to this place here—the Cottage Homes ? He did.
He intimated that this was tho place ? Tes.
After reading that speecli you knew to what this scandal referred ? Tes,
Have vou been in Mrs. Gilmore’s house? Tes ; twice in tho house.
Have you been about the premises? I have worked iu the Cottage Homes.
I suppose you see Mrs. Gilmore about the premises at different parts of the day ? Tes.
_
Can you conscientiously say you have seen her drunk on those occasions ? I have already said I
have never seen her drunk.
Or intoxicated ? Not in the least.
_
['Witness withdrew.]
'
Mrs. Annie Johnson examined;—
Mr, Mon(agu!\ Tou are a married woman, are you not? Tes.
Where do you reside? I am staying at the Hotel Metropole.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore? Tes; I have known her for five years.
.
_
Has Mrs. Gilmore been in the habit of visiting you ? She has been in the habit of visiting me as
iong as I have known her.
Has she visited you at ni«ht ? She has, but during the afternoon as a rule. I have been several
times to the theatre with Mrs. Gilmore, and on those instances she has returned late at night, by the
11 o’clock or half-past 11 train.
When she has left you after the theatre to go to the station, in wliat condition, has she been ? In
the same condition as she is at present.
....
Has she been perfectly sober ? Perfectly. She comes to sec me nearly always when she visits
the city. I am not always in Sydney, Sometimes I am in Melbourne. Mrs. Gilmore has also been to
the theatre with her sou. I am generally in Sydney eight months of tho year. This time I have been in
Sydney since last January, and have seen a great deal of Mrs. Gilmore.
_
"On the occasions you have seen her, can you speak as to her conduct? I have never seen anything
in Mrs. Gilmore’s conduct that would lead me to believe she was not a most suitable person for the
position she occupies.
_
...
Has she at any time given yon any indication that she is addicted to drink ? No; she has
certainly uot.
Haa
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Has she been temperate or otherwise? She lias been temperate most decidedly. After the theatre
I have seen Sirs. G-ilmore into the tram to catch the train.
And up to the time of her departure for the train she has always been perfectly sober? Tes,
J)o you remember whether, some time in May or June last, Mrs. Gilmore came to see you or
whether she went to the theatre? I have my diary at home, and should bo able to tell you my move
ments from that. If I went to the theatre with Mrs. Gilmore during that time I could tell you
If you did go to the theatre with Mrs. Gilmore in either of those months you could say if she were
perfectly sober ? Tes ; I have never seen Mrs. Gilmore in anything but a striotly sober condition.
Bid Mrs. Gilmore ever complain to you of any trouble she was suffering from of a personal
nature? Tes; I have frequently heard her complain, and she suffered from a nervous complaint and
from dyspepsia.
And has she told you she is often seriously inconvenienced by her complaints ? She has very often
when I have seen her in the city.
Have you been with her when she has been ill from the effects ? Tes, I have. She has very often
complained of ill health to me.
Can you tell me how it affects her ? It seems to cause great excitement.
You have seen that yourself? Yes.
Bequest hj Mr. Montagu.'] As Mrs. Johnson can ascertain from her diary whether she went to the
theatre, and mentions that Mrs. G-ihnore always left her in a perfect state of sobriety, would a letter be
accepted from her to that effect ?
Dr. Manning.] Wc have no objection to receive the letter.
[Witness withdrew.]
Alfred Lahe examined:—
Dr. Manning.] What is your office ? Clerk at tho Liverpool Asylums.
How long have you held that office ? Since March last.
And previous to that ? 1 was clerk at the Asylums in Parramatta, and doing the clerical work at
tho Cottage Homes as well.
Mr. Montagu.] I believe you have attended at the Cottage Homes very frcquenlly ? On an
average twice a week.
”
Bid yon attend at any particular times ? At all times from half-past 8 till 7 in the evening when
convenient for me to get away from the other office.
On those occasions you had opportunities of seeing Mrs. Gilmore ? I saw her very frequently.
Bid she at any time appear to you under the influence of liquor ? She never appeared so to tne.
Had she been you would have noticed it? Certainly.
Bid you ever hear her use auy bad language? I never hcard her use one word of bad language.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mrs. Jane Kilbut examined :—
Dr. Manning.] Have you known Mrs. Gilmore for some time ? I have known Mrs. Gilmore for
the last two years.
In what way have you known her ? I have been to her place several times, doing needle-work off
and on.
Have you ever seen her under the influence of drink ? I have never seen her under tho influence
of drink in any way.
What time of the day did you go ? In the forenoon and afternoon.
Mr. Montagu.] About how often on an average did you go to see Mrs. Gilmore ? During the
last twelve months I have done needle-work for her, and I have gone three or four times in the month.
Tog went in the mornings and afternoons? Sometimes in the morning, and sometimes in tho
afternoon.'
Bid you ever go in the evening ? Yes.
Did you go after tea ? Yes; I have been in two or three times after tea.
Did you ever hear Mrs. Gilmore use bad language ? No, I have not.
Did you ever see any indication that she was under the influence of liquor ? Not in the least.
You have not been employed in the house? No ; 1 have not been living there.
Had you a daughter employed by Mrs. Gilmore? Yes.
.
How long was she with Mrs, Gilmore? I think about seven mouths.
[Witness withdrew.]
Alice Kilbut examined:—
Dr. Manning?] You have lived with Mrs. Gilmore ? I was in Mrs, Gilmore’s employ about seven
months.
When did you enter on that employ ? In the latter end of July, 1891, and I left at the latter end
of February, 1895, I think it was.
Mr. Montagu.] How were you employed there ? As nurse girl.
Would you be up when Mrs. Gilmore came home after being in town in the evenings ? I saw
Mrs, Gilmore frequently when she came homo.
What was her condition ? She was always tho same as when she left.
You have been looking after the children ? Yes.
Would that be late at night ? No, early in tho evening, when I saw Mrs. Gilmore. I used to go
home after that.
Dr. Manning.] What time did you go home ? About 6 o’clock.
You never saw Mrs. Gilmore after that? No, not after that.
Mr. Montagu.] When you saw Mrs. Gilmore come home, did she appear to be intoxicated ? No,
I never saw Mrs. Gilmore once under the influence of liquor.
If
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If she had been, would you hare noticed it, do you think ? Yes; I would hare noticed it.
Do you think you could tell whether she was any different then to any other time ? Yes.
You have been near her, did you ever smell any drink? iN^o, she never smelt of drink.
Did you ever see her taking any drink ? No, I never saw her taking any at any time.
J)r. Manning.^ "What age are you ? Sixteen years.
Was there any drink kept in the house ? I never saw any.
Neither beer, spirits, or wine ? No.
Not the whole time you were there ? No.
Mr. Montagu.] You are quite sure there was none kept in the house ? Yes.
■
Dr. Manning!] Have you occasionally gone for beer ? At lunch times.
You have gone for it ? Yes; for a small bottle of stout or ale,
Where did you got it ? At Holmes’.
A.t the hotel? Yes.
Mr. Montagu!] Would that be occasionally ? Yes.
Would Mr. Gilmore be at home then ? Yes.
You know that it was not kept in the house ? There was never any kept in the house.
[Witness withdrew.]
Bredthafft Allez examined:—
Dr. Manning!] What is your occupation ? Accountant.
Where do you reside ? Cowper-strect, Parramatta.
Mr. Montagu.] How long have you been living there ? Twelve months.
Is where you live anywhere near the Cottage Homes ? A few doors away, in the centre of Cowper.
street.
And you have to pass by Mrs. Gilmore's ? During the last tivelve months I have passed three,
four, and sometimes six times a day.
You are accountant for Murray Brothers carrying on business in Parramatta? Yes ; in Churchstreet.
Have you seen anything of Mrs. Gilmore during that time ? I cannot say I have ever seen Mrs.
Gilmore until last Sunday evening.
.
You have passed by the the house several times throughout the day ? Yes,
Have you ever heard any quarrelling or had language ? Nothing of the kind, on the contrary, I
have always noticed tho nice way in which everything is kept and the orderliness of tho place. I have
never heard the slightest disturbance.
Everything seems to have been orderly ? Especially the private residence.
Have you been by tliere at nigbt ? Yes; but never later than a quarter past 11.
And then have you ever heard any bad language used ? No ; nothing of the kind.
[Witness withdrew.]
Archdeacon William James Gunther examined
Dr. Manning.] You have been in Parramatta a great many years ? Yes.
How long have you known Mrs. Gilmore ? Since she took charge of the Cottage Home—five or
six years at least.
Mr. Montagu.] Have you visited the Cottage Homes at all ? I used to visit frequently at one time.
While Mrs. Gilmore was in charge ? Yes; but not so much lately as my curate, Mr. M‘Arthur,
takes charge of this portion of my work.
How long has Mr. M‘Arthur taken charge? Since about the 20th February of last year, con
ducting regular service. I have been only occasionally since that time.
Have you ever noticed Mrs. Gilmore under the influence of liquor? No; I have never noticed,
nor have I heard of such a thing.
I suppose your visits would have been in the day-time, before evening? I do not think I have
been in the evening at all.
Do you think if Mrs. Gilmore had been suffering from the effect's of drink that you would have
noticed it ? I think I should, and I think 1 should have heard of it.
As far as you could see, she went about her work in a business-like way ? Yes; and seemed
attentive to her duties.
Had there been anything said in the district about her using bad language, you probably would
have heard of it? Yes; and if I had noticed it, I certainly would have considered it my duty to take
some action.
Dr. Manning.] Have you heard any complaint from the inmates? No.
You were not aware that there have been one or two inquiries upon this subject? No ; the first
I know of it was from Mr. O’Ecilly’s statement.
[Witness withdrew.]
Alfred Henry Ferris examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You reside at Parramatta? Yes.
What is your occupation ? Auctioneer.
Mr. Montagu.] I understand you overheard a conversation between a railway porter and a police
man at Parramatta? Yes.
When did it occur ? Last Sunday morning week. I was waiting to meet some friends at the station.
Would you know the constable and porter again ? I would know them by sight. I cannot tell
yon their names. Tbe policeman has been here about three or four weeks to my knowledge.
Is he a tall policeman, with a red moustache ? Yes.
What did you hear them say ? They were talking about this case and the lady who has tho
management of this institution. The policeman was talking as if he had been fifty years it; the place.
I knew at the time he knew very little. The policeman was asking the porter’s opinion of the case,
which be gave.
Dr,
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Dr. Manning^] Can you identify the porter? Tes ; I could ascertain his name.
Mr. Montagu.] You have no doubt it was a porter ? Not the slightest. This porter said he
could say a good deal, and other Government officials there—I presume he meant other porters at the
station—if they got orders from head-quarters, but without that they were keeping their mouths closed.
The porter asked this new constable his opinion about the remarks in connection with the ail air, and he
said he had every reason to believe they were true.
I suppose this conversation did not take very long? No.
Dr. Manning.] This matter has been the subject of a great deal of talk within the last fortnight,
I suppose ? Tes; there has been a little talk amongst some people here.
Mr. Montagu.] Tou have never heard yourself anything wrong about Mrs. Gilmore ? No; I
never beard a disrespectful word against her.
Tou do not live this way ? No; but I pass here six or seven times in the week. I knew an
inmate here named Hill, and asked him one day what sort of quarters he had, and he spoke very highly
of tho institution, of the way in wliich it was conducted, and the treatment he received.
"When you have passed have you heard any quarrelling or disturbance ? No, never.
[Witness withdrew.]
George Vesey Allen examined:—•
Dr. Manning.] What is your office ? I am an inspector in the Charitable Institutions Branch of
the Public Service under Mr. Maxted.
Tou held an inquiry some time ago into charges against Mrs. Gilmore ? Tes.
How long ago was that ? I have held four separate inquiries during the last two years. The first
was in October, I think, of 1891, into some statements that had been made about the Matron Super
intendent of tbe Cottage Homes having been under the influence of drink. I was instructed by tho
Director of Government Asylums to inquire into the truth of those statements. The second was in
connection with an inmate not getting some clothes that he thought he ought to get; the third was in
regard to rations not being of the proper quality; and the fourth was similar to the first, having reference
to some remarks about intemperance.
What set you in motion on the first occasion ? A report by Inspector Wing, of the Department,
who had been instructed by the Director to inquire into remarks made of intemperance on the part of
the matron, and he having failed to obtain any satisfactory evidence one way or the other, the matter
was forwarded on to me by the Director to finish the inquiry.
What steps did you take ? I came here and went through the cottages and saw all the old people
in the whole of tho cottages. I went to hire. Brown, who keeps a boarding-house at the back of the
homes. Mrs. Brown was absent, and I saw her daughter. 1! had a conversation with her, and she told
me she had heard some disturbance here between Mr. and Mrs. Gilmore on one or two occasions, but
she could not and would not say that she had ever seen or heard of Mrs. Gilmore being drunk. I saw
Mrs. Creasy.
Was anything said about bad language ? I particularly iiiquired about bad language, but could
ascertain nothing. I saw Mrs. Creasy, who keeps a hoarding-house at the comer here, and she satisfied
me that she had never seen any misconduct of any kind, and had neither seen or heard of Mrs. Gilmore
being under the influence of drink. She had heard some dispute between Mrs. Gilmore and her husband.
I also saw Mr. Wntsford, the station-master at the Parramatta station, and he could not give mo any
evidence tliat would lead me to believe there was any truth in the charges made. I saw Constable
Dimond, who is now in Wollongong, and was on night duty at the time here. He had seen Mrs, Gilmore
on two or three occasions coming home, but never under tho influence of drink, ho assured me. I saw
Night-officer Lord between 8 and half-past S the same night that I came up. I asked him, knowing he
had made some statement to Mr. Wing, how they were getting ou at tho cottages, and he said, “ Oh, they
are noisy enough.” I wanted to know what he meant by that. He said, “ Tou can hear her talking all
over the place,” meaning Mrs. Gilmore. I asked him if he had ever seen her under the influence of
drink. He said, “ No; I could uot say that.” I was satisfied from him, too, that the trouble was bad
temper, arising, probably, from domestic difficulties. After making the most searching investigation, I
could not get any evidence to substantiate the charges.
That was in October, 1894? Tes ; either the end of September or the beginning of October.
And this same charge was the subject of a fourth inquiry ? Tes: the fourth inquiry was in
consequence of statements made by Mr. O’Beilly, the Member for Parramatta.
On what date was this fourth inquiry held ? Quite recently—last month, I think.
Was that before Mr. O'Reilly’s speech in the House? It was when he made the statements in
the House. I was sent up to see whether there was any truth in the statements that lie made. I went
round tho neighbourhood, but I did not go to Mrs. Brown. Lord was removed from here. I saw
Sergeant McGarvey. I went through the cottages, and saw Mrs. Creasy. I had a talk with the stationmaster. who is on duty in the day-time here, and I came to the conclusion it was the old statement
renewed, and therefore I did not go further into it. I reported, saying that I had nothing further to
add to the report I had already made. I could not And any evidence of her having been under the
influence of drink.
On either of these occasions did you examine a blind man, one of the inmates of the homes ?
Tes ; a quarrelsome old man. I examined all the inmates, and some of them had grievances about their
clothing, and their socks being moth-eaten, and little complaints of that kind, but not one of them could
say anything as regards intemperance. I had specific instructions from the Director to run the thing
down.
This blind man appears to have made charges on one occasion? He made no charges to me,
except some grievances about rations.
He appears to have made charges about over-indulgence in stimulants ? He did not mention them
to me, and I asked everybody in the place.
[Witness withdrew.]
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Joseph Hart examined:—
Dr. Manning.^ What is your occupation ? Commercial traveller.
Ho you reside in Parramatta P Tes.
Tou made some statements a few days ago to Mr. O’Beilly ; will you repeat what you said to him ?
One night coming from town I heard Mrs. Gilmore making use of obscene language.
Can you fix the date P No ; I could not, within a month; I should think it was four or five
months ago.
Tliat would bring it to May ? Tes ; about that, as far as I am able to remember.
A.bout what time of the evening was it P It was close on a quarter to eleven o’clock.
And where was it ? In Mrs. Gilmore’s house. I was coming down past the Cottage Homes from
Parramatta, past Mrs. Creasy’s.
How do you know it was Mrs. Gilmore who used the language ? I go by the voice ; I could not
see her. I knew Mrs. Gilmore by sight. I have heard her speak. 1 have no reason to doubt it washer,
but I would not swear positively that it was.
Ton judge by her voice P Tes.
Tou have heard her speak ? Tes, repeatedly.
"What was the nature of this language ? It was obscene and blasphemous.
"What were the words ? “ Bloody brains
“ bloody wretch
I cannot think of anything else.
I stopped a few minutes.
Tou stopped a few minutes near the house and listened to this ? Tes.
Do you know whom the language was addressed to ? I think it was Mr. Gilmore; I heard a
man’s voice.
Beplying to this? I could not hear what he said ; I only heard a mumble. What he said I could
not understand.
Did it appear to be a family quarrel ? Tes.
Was that the only occasion on which you have heard anything of the kind ? That is the only
time I have stopped to listen to anything like that. I have heard a noise as though there was a dis
turbance inside at other times late at night;—as if there were a quarrel.
Ou those occasions you cannot tell us what words were used? No ; I could not.
Tour business takes you backward and forward by these cottages frequently ? Tes,
Every night ? I pass every day in the morning and back at night.
Late at night ? No.
How many times have you heard quarrels from this house ? That one particular night, and two,
or three other times.
'
’
Only on that one occasion you can testify to any bad language? Tes.
Have you ever seen Mrs. Gilmore intoxicated ? No.
Have you seen her very frequently ? I have seen her at the place two or three times a week.
Have you seen her in the evening ? I cannot say I have. It is very rarely I pass until about
6 o’clock. I should certainly say she had had no intoxicating liquor in the morning when I have seen her.
*
Cross-examined by Hr. Montagu.'] Are you living this way? Near Harris Park, at the top of
Cowper-street.
How long have you lived there ? Eight years.
Are you quite sure it was Mrs. Gilmore who made use of that language? I say it was Mrs.
Gilmore by the voice.
Might it possibly have been someone else? It might possibly have been someone else in her house.
Suppose you were told it was a man who made use of that language ? I -would not believe it.
What opportunities have you had of hearing Mrs. Gilmore speak? I have heard her repeatedly
iu her own place when passing.
Would she be calling out in the garden? She was giving orders to the men.
Have you been passing many times when she was in the garden during the last eight years? I have
seen her there a good many times in tbe garden and cottage.
When did you make this statement to Mr. O’Beilly ? Last Sunday night week.
That was on the 13th October? Tes.
Was that the first time you made any statement of the kind ? That was tho first time I made any
statement to Mr. O’Beilly.
_
Did you make a statement before that? Seeing the reports in the paper, two or three spoke to
me about it.
Who ? I think it was Brooks, a butcher at Enlayson’s.
Was that before the report appeared in the paper? It was when the correspondence of Mr.
O’Beilly appeared in the Parramatta papers.
You never mentioned it to anyone before the correspondence appeared? Not that I am aware of.
Did Mr. O’Beilly come to you ? Tes.
Did you ask him how he knew you could make a statement ? No ; I did not.
Were you prepared for Mr. O'Beilly’s visits ? No; I thought when he came to me it was on
other business that I had written him a letter about.
On private matters ? Tes.
■
Did yon ofl'er to make this statement ? I did not. He said the matter was a delicate subject that
he had come to see me about, and he brought up Mr. Maxted’s name and Mrs. Gilmore’s name. He said,
“ Tou made a statement about Mrs. Gilmore to someone.” I said, “ 1 did.” He said, “ Are you prepared
to swear that?” 1 said, “Tes, I. would, and what I said T would not retract.”
Mr. O’Beilly referred to a statement you had made to someone else? I made a statement to two
cv three, not disparaging Mrs. Gilmore or anyone else.
.
The statement you made to your friends was that on passing her house you heard some language?
Yes. I said, from what I could see, Mr. O’Beilly was right in certain things. I had hcard it myself
going home at night,
'

I
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I suppose you aie used to hearing strong language P J certainly am.
Being accustomed to hearing strong language, it is quite possible you may not be quite correct
in the words? I could not swear to tbe words. As near as I can recollect, it was something like that.
If you were on your oath you would not like to swear they were the exact words ? I would not.
["Witness withdrew.]
[At 10‘40 a.m: the Board adjourned to a room at the School of Arts, Parramatta.]
Dr. William Bradley "Viol otto examined:—
Dr. Manning^ You are the Govcment Medical Officer for Parramatta ? Yes.
And among other duties you risit the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
.
How long have you held the position of Government Medical Visitor to the Cottage Homes ?
Sihce their establishment, with the exception of a short time when Dr. Brown acted.
How long have you known Mrs. Gilmore? About six or seven years.
You are in the habit of visiting these homes frequently? Yes.
How often ? Three times a week regularly.
About what time generally are your visits made ? The usual time is a little after 9 to half-past 9
in the morning.
Do you visit at night? Only in the case of emergency.
You have liad considerable opportunity of seeing Mrs. Gilmore? I have.
Have you ever seen her at any time under the influence of drink? JVevcr.
Have ybu ever heard her using bad language of any kind P I have not hcard her using bad language
but she has spoken to me of language that has been used to her.
By whom? In a sort of quarrel, I Understand it was.
Between whom ? I think it was with her husband.
Bad language used to her by her husband in a quarrel ? Yes.
_
Did Mrs. Gilmore complain to you of this ? You would hardly take it as a complaint. She was
in a very excited state, and I asked her how she could account for her state, and she explained to me a
quarrel, and then mentioned the language used to her.
And said it was by her husband ? Yes.
"
_
_
Was that the only time she complained to you of her domestic difficulties? She may have on two
or three other occasions, but they were slight.
_
Have you ever, in her demeanour or conversation, seen anything to lead you to think she was
addicted to drink in any way? Never on any occasion.
Have you had any fault to find with the management of the place ? Never. She has always given
mo every assistance in her power, and been kind to the inmates, done all she could to make them com
fortable. She has looked after them regularly, and seen that things were done in a regular manner, and
that cleanliness was enforced. I have never found her on any occasion under the influence of drink, or
given to taking drink.
_
.
In your opinion, when you have seen her, she has always been fit to conduct the duties of her
position ? Certainly.
_
...
• Have any charges been made to you by inmates having reference to Mrs. Gilmore beiiig intoxi
cated ? Never on any occasion.
_
_
.
When Mrs. Gilmore complained of this bad language, you introduced the subject first of all *
Yes; from her appearance she seemed worried and distressed, and very excited. I asked her wliat was
the matter, what had excited her, and she informed me of what I have said.
How long ago is this ? Nine months, I should think.
_
And the other occasions on which there was some slight difficulties ? They were previous td that.
You have heard of nothing of these difficulties within the last nine months ? No; it may he more
than nine months ago.
_
Mr. Montagu.'] Has Mrs, Gilmore ever told you she suffered considerably from hysteria? Yes.
Winch would probably arise from several causes ? Yes.
Would vomiting arise from hysteria? In certain conditions.
_
It is quite possible ? Yes ; hysteria might only he a symptom of the particular complaint.
Would it he possible for Mrs. Gilmore to be suffering from hysteria combined with dyspepsia P
Yes, frequently.
'
Or biliousness ? Well, hardly biliousness.
Has she told you she has suffered from those complaints ? I have treated her for a complaint in
which hysteria and dyspepsia were symptoms.
And I understand vomiting might arise from hysteria under those conditions? Yes.
This has been going on for some time ? At times it is worse than at others.
Supposing, for the sake of example, Mrs. Gilmore, had taken some stimulant, not feeling well, and
she subsequently vomited, would the smell of liquor show uudet those circumstances ? If it were in the
vomit it would.
_ _
_
_
_
It would not necessarily follow that because the smell of liquor was noticed in the vomit, that
therefore she was drunk ? Not necessarily.
It might he mistaken by people who did not understand anything about it? Yes,
Were you attending Mrs. Gilmore about two years ago ? Yes,
1 think she was in advanced child ? 1 did not attend her in that case.
Is it within the last two years you have been attending on Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes.
If there anything you can tell me that would throw any light on this supposed over indulgence in
stimulants? Mrs. Gilmore’s manner might by a stranger be misunderstood. She is very excitable.
Her language is not the most refined sometimes you may say. This would cause perhaps a stranger,
when she was in a period of excitement, to fancy she had taken something. I have watched her most
curiously to find out, and was satisfied it was her manner and expression in these states of excitement.
Which struck you as being peculiar, and made it necessary to watch her closely P Yes.
And having done so, you are quite satisfied it was not the result of over indulgence ? Yes ; it
was not due to drink.
When
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When Mrs. G-ilmore is like that, does she suffer verv acutely ? Xes.
And is probably prostrated to a certain extent? Yes.
These fits of hysteria come on suddenly without warning ? Yes.
_
Some people have said they have seen her get out of a railway carriage and lean against a post;—■
might not that be the result ofa sudden illness? It might have followed a sudden illness.
To a certain extent it would prevent her having full control over herself ? Very temporarily.
She would recover shortly afterwards? Yes.
When you say that in an excited state she would express herself in a peculiar way, I take it you
do not mean she used bad language ? No; not bad language—coarse language. Not indecent or
blasphemous.
Dr. Manning.'] Can you tell me what expressions she used ? Speaking of her husband she called
him a “ lousy cur.”
^r' Montagu^] That might arise from a custom in her own particular part of the country?
[Witness withdrew.]

Dr. Walter Sigismund Brown examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are a medical practitioner, residing in Parramatta ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu.] Some time ago you were attending the Cottage Homes, were you not ? Yes; from
February, 1890, to May, 1893.
J
liid you attend pretty often? Three times a week—Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.
In the day-time ? Yes.
In the morning, as a rule ? In the mornings and afternoons.
Did you ever call there in the evenings ? Yes; to see the old people.
Or to Mrs. Gilmore's cottage ? Yes; I have been to the cottage.
At night ? Yes; I have had calls there at night.
At any of these times did you ever notice Mrs. Gilmore under the influence of drink? Not once.
Did she appear to be going about her work in a rational way? Yes, as far as I could see.
Conducting the homes iu a proper and efficient manner ? Yes.
When you have gone there in the mornings, if Mrs, Gilmore had been drinking overnight, I
suppose you would have noticed some change ? Yes ; I should think so.
You have always found her to be the same? I have found her sometimes a little hysterical.
Did you attend her professionally ? Yes ; I have attended her personally within tbe last two
years or eighteen months, though I was not Medical Officer then.
Can you tell me for wliat you attended her? 1 attended her for dislocation of the shoulder joint
I have put it right at least three limes. It is rather inclined to come out easily.
Did you ever notice hysteria within the last eighteen months ? I have.
■
Did she complain to you of suffering from dyspepsia? Yes; I have treated her for that during
the last eighteen months.
Might the hysteria from which she was suffering bring on vomiting? Hysterical vomiting—yes.
V omiting might arise from hysteria and other causes not connected with drink at all ? Yes.
. . Supposing Mrs. Gilmore had taken a glass of spirits if she felt ill, that Mould be likely to be
administered to her ? Yes; a little brandy and water would not do her any harirl.
Assuming that were done would not the vomit under such circumstances smell of liquor? Yes.
And anyone noticing the smell might naturally mistake that for over indulgence on liquor ? Yes.
It would not follow that such was the case P No; she might have had a little brandy and it
would be detected in the vomit.
.
I suppose if a person vomited the breath would be affected ? Yes.
All of which might lead people to believe she wras under the influence of drink, if they did not
know to the contrary ? Yes.
.
When she suffers from hysteria, does it come on suddenly ? If she W'ere provoked it would bring
it on.
“
It might prostrate her for the time being pretty considerably ? Yes.
Does she suffer from vertigo ? I am not quite* certain.
When an attack comes on, would it cause her to be uusteady on her feet? Yes; it w-ould make
her gait peculiar.
It might even cause her to lean against a post or other support? Yes.
^ ^ attended Mrs. Gilmore about two years ago during her confinement, vou or your father? My
father, and he is too feeble to be here.
.
^
Your father is a medical practitioner at Parramatta ? Yes; for the last forty years.
[Mr. Montagu handed in letter (marked “ A”) from Dr. Walter Brown.]
^r- Manning-] Are you quite certain the dyspepsia from w'hich Mrs, Gilmore was suffering was
not due to drink ? 1 am certain of that. I have never seen her the worse for drink.
You are aware that drink very often causes dyspepsia ? Yes.
Are you able to make certain that the dyspepsia was not owing to drink? Yes: at the time I
prescribed for her I am confident it was not from drink.
How was her shoulder joint dislocated? Prom what I made out, she had been ill-used by her
husband. I put it in three times. Tbe first and second times she had been pushed by her husband, and
the shoulder wTent out.
. -Dj'l
provoke her again the last time ? Yes, as far as I can say during my attendance, the whole
thing is due to her husband.
. . T,our attendance has been due to the ill-treatment of Mrs. Gilmore by her husband? That is my
opinion during my three years treatment she has been ill-used by him, I advised her some two vears ago
to get a separation from him. He is a beast, I think.
'
Did Mrs, Gilmore complain to you at the time of ill-treatment ? On several occasions she has. I
may say the mst time he came to me to see his wife, he was as drunk as he could be. He came to me at
3 o clock in the morning to ask me to attend her for this dislocation.
Did
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Did the squabble in winch this dislocation occurred take place during tho night ? Yes, the last
The time before it was about 1 o’clock in the middle of the day.
Was Mrs. Grilmore quite sober the last time ? Yes, I am quite convinced she was.
The husband was not sober ? He was the worse for drink. He came down to my house and
nearly fell over the door-step.
Have you ever heard Mrs. G-ilmore use bad language of any kind? When she has been excited
her language has uot been altogether what it might have been, I have beard her use epithets which she
might not have used.
You have heard her speak so to her husband? Yes; she has called him a brute, a wretch, a
blackguard.
The language she has used has not been blasphemous or obscene ? Ho; not that I have heard.
But it has been coarse ? Yos; I excused her then on account of her being so nervous and highly
strung.
When hysterical she is likely to go beyond herself on those occasions ? Yes; she has not the best
of temper.

time.

Sydney Maxted examined:—
Dr, Manning.'] You are the Director of Charitable Institutions? Yes.
You are the official head of the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
How long have you known Mrs. Gilmore ? Over seven years, I knew her first as caretaker of
the Government Asylums Office in Sydney, where I had opportunities of seeing her every day for some
months up to ns late as 11 at night, when I first took charge of the Government Asylums, and was com
pelled to be late at the office in order to complete the work.
And afterwards ? Since then I have seen her at the Cottage Homes, and at the Sydney office on an
average of once a fortnight at irregular times.
_
How long has Mrs. Gilmore been in charge of the Cottage Homes ? Over six years.
Was she married at that time ? She was in the Department when 1 came, as caretaker. She was
then a widow, and afterwards married one of the officers of the Department, but whether she married
before she came to the Cottage Homes or not, I cannot say from memory. It was about that time.
Her husband is not now employed in the Department ? Not now.
_
When did he ccasc to he employed ? About three years ago. He effected an exchange into another
Department.
_
Was that due to Departmental reasons? Yes ; I was not satisfied with the way he was doing his
work, and his domestic relations began to be rather unhappy. He and Mrs Gilmore used to come to the
office to see me and occasionally strong words used to take place, and I thought it was a very undesirable
connection to continue. As officials I had no occasion to find fault with either of them, hut I suggested
he should effect an exchange, and he did.
Some time ago you held an inquiry into Mrs. Gilmore’s conduct, the charge being that she had
over-indulged in stimulants. Canyon tell us the circumstances which led you to hold that inquiry?
Yes; there was an inmate of the Cottage H omes, named King, and his wife. Mrs. Gilmore reported them
for being continually drunk, and for being dishonest, and I held an inquiry into that, and had to expel
them. I found they had been stealing Government properties. Tnat man made a charge in the first
instance.
■
_
...
Can you tell us exactly what the charge was at that time ? He told me as I was talking with him,
“ She has charged me with being drunk, and she gets drunk herself. ’ The charge seemed to me to be
very preposterous, from my knowledge of her.
_
Did he say when she got drunk? He could not fix any period, and knowing what these inmates
are I really did not attach much importance to it. I questioned Dr, Violette, and he would not listen to
it. He said it was out of the question, The charge, as far as Mrs. Gilmore was concerned, broke down,
because there was absolutely no foundation for it.
_
Can you give us the date ? I did not put it on record, for the reason that I did not believe there
was any truth in the charge. I went right through the homes.
Can you tell us approximately how long it was ago ? About three years.
Under what circumslances did the question of Mrs. Gilmore’s sobriety or otherwise subsequently
arise ? Mrs. Gilmore reported another couple at the Cottage Homes. Her report was endorsed by Dr.
Violette. She reported them for being continually dirty and for beeping tlie homes in a state of dis
organisation, and for endangering the homes by their reckless use of lights and fire, I knew the couple
very well and arranged to have them transferred after consultation with Dr. Violette. The old man made
this charge. He used to be very friendly with the other old couple I have spoken about, and he made
the charge in the same way. He said, u Mrs. Gilmore ought to look after herself and take less to drink.”
I said, ” What do you mean by that,” and he said he only heard it as a rumour.
What steps were taken on that occasion ? 1 made the same inquiries myself. I did not attach
any importance to the charge.
Can you give us the date of that inquiry ? It is quite two years ago.
On that occasion you were able to satisfy yourself there was no truth in the report ? No truth
whatever.
_
The same charge appears to have arisen on a subsequent occasion; can you tell us what led to it
then ? A man who was in the habit of driving tbere, spoke to me at the station, and said he had heard
from another cabman that this cabman had seen Mrs. Gilmore Tinder the influence of drink, and that
some of tho neighbours knew of it. I sent Mr. Wing, one of tho most trusted officers of the Depart
ment, to make a thorough inquiry, and he reported that he could find no evidence of it. I was not quite
satisfied with his report, and appointed Mr. Allen, who is most particularly qualified to make inquiries of
this kind. I think he made three inquiries. I told him the persons to whom he was to go and to make
the fullest inquiry. He made me a very unqualified report, and said he had been unable to find any proof
whatever. I suggested that ho should go to the neighbours, the police, and the railway officials, and he
informed me he had done so.
During the time that Mrs. Gilmore has been an officer of your Department, have you had any
reason to think that she over-indulged in stimulants ? No, I have not.
305—D
There
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There was nothing in the conduct of her Department to lead you to think so ? Not the least. I
have had occasion to find fault with matters of management, hut not such matters as would lead me to
think she drank. J never had the slightest suspicion of it. 1 know she is occasionally hysterical. I
have seen her under tho influence of temper, and in such a condition that persons who did not know her
might think she had been taking drink, t came to Parramatta on Sunday last, and told her the line this
inquiry was going to take, and she became very excited. I made this remark to her then: 11 Anybody who
did not know you, and seeing you now, would think you had been drinking and in a minute afterwards
she was as calm as now.
Thero has not been lately any falling off in her activity or her management of the institution?
Not more than I have had occasion to find fault with for the last year.
X find in Hansard a statement that tho ea^c of this lady was under consideration, and that a
charge against her had been made, and the Director of Charities had called upon her for an explanation.
That does not refer to drunkenness at all ? Not at all, 1 have had occasion to expostulate with her for
carelessness in receiving rations,—rations which, in my opinion, were not up to the proper standard, and
for irritability to the inmates. Her excuse was that the inmates were very provoking. 1 knew they
were, but she was supposed to put up with that kind of thing; and also what I considered to be a dis
obedience to instructions on one or two occasions. I directed that she should personally receive the
rations. She did not do so ; she told someone off to do that. At the time that was being done I saw
her, and she appeared to be quite as capable of receiving rations as at present. X think that would be all
the complaints.
Those were the principal things ? Tes. X found it necessary two or three months ago to direct
that all the officers in the institution should sign an attendance book, us ] found that some were leaving
at unauthorised hours, Two or three objected, so 1 got the Chief Secretary’s authority to have it done.
Mrs. Gilmore did not sign the book from, in my opinion, simply disinclination to do so. I thought
possibly it might have been overlooked.
'
Was this attendance book drawn up so as to show tbe absence from the institution of the officers?
Yes ; and to show when the officer left and when he came back.
IXas this book not been kept by Mrs. Gilmore at all? No. Her instructions to keep the book
would not have reached her earlier than two months ago. The book had no special relation to Mrs.
Gilmore, it was made a general thing.
Tou have spoken of her irritability to the inmates;—do you put that down to her temperament?
Tes, undoubtedly.
_ Has it been increasing of late ? No; I do not think it has increased. I venture to think that if
the inmates were called, nine-tenths of them would say she was kind to them.
She is irritable ? Tes; the inmates ask unreasonable things, and instead of exercising tact she
rubs roughly against them.
Have you heard Mrs. Gilmore make use of any bad language ? I have never hcard Mrs. Gilmore
make use of an improper expression.
Have you ever heard her use any coarse language ? No; I have not heard her use any language
unbecoming a lady.
Xfave you been aware of tho domestic difficulties that the doctors here have testified to between
Mrs, Gilmore and her husband? Yes; for some time. 1 suggested an arrangement about a year ago,
which I thought should be carried out, that Mr. Gilmore should live away from the homes. It was an illsorted marriage, 1 think ho went away for a little while, but came back,and I thought things were going
on better. Her institution, always appeared to me to be in excellent order. It is only people who are
conversant of matters of detail who would have noticed the little defects X have spoken of.
On the whole Mrs. Gilmore has conducted the duties of her office in a satisfactory manner ? With
the exceptions that I have spoken of.
, 4
Have you heard of Mrs. Gilmore’s shoulder being dislocated on several occasions ? No ; I do not
think I have. I do not recollect it.
Mr. Montagu^] Tou have taken every step to inquire fully into these charges of habitual drunken
ness and tho use of bad language ? Certainly J have done that. I have taken every step that I have just
detailed.
’
With the result that you have told us of P Tes.
Tou know the charges made in the house ? Perfectly.
Are you of opinion that there is no reasonable justification for them whatever ? Tor the charges
of drunkenness and foul language, iu my opinion, there is no justification whatever. The medical men
have had more frequent opportunities of seeing her than f have. I do not mean to say it is impossible for
any official to take drink in the middle of the night without my knowing it. I can only judge from her
appearance, and the surroundings of the institution.
Has she ever complained to yon of being in ill-hcalth ? Yes, frequently; in fact I have discussed
the matter with the Chief Secretary on several occasions recently.
As to her health ? Yes ; and as to those matters I have just spoken about, to consider what was
best to be done in the matter.
Are there any regidations in regard to Mrs. Gilmore’s leave of absence? No; X have told Mrs.
Gilmore to be away as seldom as possible in tbe daytime from the homes during tho hours when the
necessities of the institution require to he attended to, particularly as there are no other officers there.
Do you think it likely that there is any truth in what has been said about her being in town at
nigbt on an average of two or three times a week ? I do not think it possible. I have had no opportunity
of knowing that, I know she is generally at the homos in the daytime.
I suppose the homes might be inspected at anytime without any warning being given to her ? She
never got warning. None of the officials do.
If she were constantly away at night she would not know but what an inspector might visit tho
homes ? She might not, possibly.
Therefore, it would not bo to her advantage to be constantly away at night two or three times a
week? No; it certainly would not.
Can you give any suggestion as to the cause of these charges being made ? I have no doubt of
that, but X do not know whether tho Board would consider that it came within the lines of the inquiry.
T could prove it if the inquiry took a wider range.
Dr.
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Dr. Manning,"] We are not inquiring into the causes of these charges; we are only going into the
facts of the ease.
Mr. Montagu.] The charges having been made, and requiring to be supported, might account for
certain evidence that has been already given.
Dr. Manning^] What Mr. Masted could tell us on that point would be matter of surmise.
Witness.] 1. am prepared to produce witnesses in the matter.
Have you any regulations as to Mrs. G-ilmore leaving home in the evenings? Ho ; she can go if
she chooses, so long as she keeps the homes in order.
There are no special duties during the evening? Hot at all. The work is done probably after
the last rations arc in at about 5 o’clock.
_ Mr. Montagu.] She is at liberty to leave after that? Yes: every evening If she likes. I should
not interfere with her doing so.
"
Dr. Manning.] You have said that you have had several discussions with the Chief Secretary on
this matter. I gather then that the whole condition of things has not been quite satisfactory to you ? It
has not beou quite satisfactory for the last live or six months, and it has troubled me a good deal, but
there is nothing I can lay hold of sufficiently tangible to say she should be dismissed. Such a penalty as
that would be too severe, in my opinion. In June last Mrs. Gilmore wrote a very strong letter to me,
promising that these matters would be attended to in tho future.
U
Tho facts you had to complain of were minor breaches of discipline, the condition of Mrs. Gilmore’s
health and her conjugal relations ? Her conjugal relations were, in iny opinion, making her health worse,
and completely destroying her temper. In my position I have bad frequently to deal with drunkards in
all shapes and forms, and .1 do not think I should have much difficulty in detecting an habitual drunkard.
Mr. Montagu.] In regard to the carelessness in receiving rations,! think you said she promised to
he more careful in the future ? As far as I could tell she was more careful.
These were lapses of carelessness more than anything else, which might have occurred with any
official ? Such laxity, in my opinion, should not be permitted, as it might lead to very serious results, “
That would not arise from intemperance ? Hot at all.
It was simply carelessness on her part ? I do not think drinic had anything to do with it.
[Witness withdrew.]
Hr. James Kearney examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are a medical practitioner in Parramatta ? Yes.
For how long ? Five years.
Mr. Montagu.] How long have you known Mrs. Gilmoro ? Between two or three vears.
You have attended her professionally during that period? Yes ; chiefly her children ; sometimes
herself.
Have you been often at the Cottage Homes? Yes; pretty often. Sometimes early in the morning,
and sometimes late at night.
_
Huring those visits late at night have you ever noticed any sign that Mrs. Gilmore had been over
indulging in drink ? Ho; never,
_
From your personal observation can you say whether she is a person likely to be addicted to
indulgence in drink ? I had no reason at any time to suspect that Mrs. Gilmore drank. She is a
thoroughly neurotic subject; very hysterical at times ? When her children were ill she was very anxious
about them—too anxious, in fact, no matter how trifling the illness. I always found her most attentive,
stopping up at night to look after her children when there was no occasion. I have found her very excited
at times.
It has been said that Mrs. Gilmore vomited in the train ;—could that not arise from the hysteria
from which she was suffering? Yes. She was suffering from dyspeptic troubles in conjunction with
hysteria.
In such a way that it might bring on vomiting ? Yes.
■
It might not necessarily, under the circumstances, have been caused through drink ? Hot at all.
_
Supposing; Mrs. Gilmore had taken some stimulant, feeling ill, and had vomited afterwards, I take
it the smell of what liquor she may have taken would have been noticed, and her breath would have beenaffected ? Yes, of course.
•
Would the hysteria she was attacked with affect her condition of temper materially ? Undoubtedly.
Some people, who would not know better, might very likely mistake an hysterical attack for drink.
People without experience? Yes; non-professional men, who had not seen a deal of hysteria,
might undoubtedly be liable to err in that respect.
Suppose she bad staggered at night-time ? She might have been quite dazed.
Or leant against a post? She might lose complete control over herself.
When she suffers like that I suppose it is pretty severe while it lasts ? It is afterwards she feels
the effects of it.
.Do you happen to know if she suffered from the effects of the birth of her last child? I cannot say.
She has not told you ? I do not remember.
You have Heated her for dyspepsiahave you treated her for biliousness ? Wc put that down
under the same head.
_
And this would bring on hysteria? We have frequently dyspepsia and hysteria conjointly. A
little excitement is very likely to bring on hysteria. A trip to Sydney might bring on a fit of hysteria.
Have you ever heard, when you have attended at the Cottage Homes, Mrs. G-ilmore, when excited,
make use of obscene or profane or foul language? Hot at any rime, I have never heard Mrs. G-ilmore
make use of any vulgar expression whatever.
During the time you have known her, have you heard any well-founded reports against her want
of sobriety? 3 make it a rule only to be guided by what I see myself.
When you have been there at night-time, she has been perfectly right ? At no time have I seen
Mrs. Gilmore in any condition that would lead you to suspect she had been drinking.
_ _ Dr. Manning.] How often have you been at tbe homes after 10 o’clock at night? As a rule, my
visiting times aro between 11 and 1 in the morning, from 3 to 0, and occasionally betwen 8 and half past 9,
You
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Tou have never been after 10 at night? I may have been there once after 10, but not often.
Dr. Goode.~\ IrVlien Mrs. Gilmore suffered from these attacks did you advise her not to partake of
stimulants of any sort? Tes.
Mr. Montagu.] Did you tell her she might take claret and water P I may havo ; I am not
quite sure.
When you told her to avoid stimulants, you did not wish it to be inferred that she had been taking
stimulants ? Not at all. It was owing to her condition that she suffered from hysteria, and I recom
mended her not to take stimulants of any kind. I make it a rule in all cases of hysteria to recommend
patients not to take stimulants.
[Witness withdrew.]

Bev. James M'Arthur examined:—
Dr. Manning.] Tou are a Church of England clergyman, residing at Parramatta ? Tes.
And have the Cottage Homes within your parish or district? Tes.
Have you visited them frequently ? Tes; it is my duty to visit them officially once a fortnight,
but I am in the habit of going at least once a week.
How long have you been visiting them ? One year and ten months.
Do you see the Matron on those occasions ? Not always, but frequently.
Tou see the inmates? I visit the inmates.
Have complaints been made to you by the inmates at any time ? No ; I do not think I have heard
any formal complaints.
As regards their treatment ? No ; I am certain I never heard any definite complaint.
Have any statements been made to you by the inmates with regard to tbe sobriety of the Matron?
No.
"
Have you seen anything at any time to lead you to suppose that Mrs. Gilmore was not sober?
Certainly not; never at any time.
Have you ever visited the institution in the evening ? Tes, at all times.
"What was the latest time ? I cannot say exactly, but late at night—in tho case of a person dying,
for example. Perhaps about 10 o’clock at night.
Those have been rare occasions ? Tes ; I have not gone very often so laic.
Did the charges made in the House ever reach your ears before ? I have some difficulty in
answering that question. Tou hear so many reports in Parrmatta. It is such a gossiping place, I never
attach any importance to what I hear.
I gather that some remarks of the kind have reached you ? They may have ; I cannot say yes or
no. I attach no importance to what I hear in Parramatta in the shape of gossip.
Has anything come under your observation to lead you to suspect that any remarks you have heard
had any foundation? Nothing in the shape of intemperance. In an institution like the Cottage Homes
there will always be some grumblers—some dissatisfied persons—and, therefore, I attach no importance
to what I hear. I have heard nothing definite, not more than is customary in the case of such an
institution.
Mr. Montagu.] Having seen Mrs. Gilmore pretty frequently, have you always found her attentive
and regular in her duties? I have always found her at her post.
Tou have never noticed any sign of her having been either at the time, or previously, under the
influence of drink ? Certainly not, at any time. Either directly or indirectly, I have not seen the slightest
sign of it.
Have you ever heard her using obscene or foul language? No, I never heard of it until I read it
in the papers, I have never received anything but politeness and civility when I have seen her, and I
have never seen her anything but what was ladylike.
The complaints you heard were just the ordinary grumbling of the old people? Tes; and
when you put the question that way, I do not mean to answer in a way to lead you to think I have heard
anything definite at all—it has been mere indefinite grumbling.
Dr. Manning.] The remarks I spoke of with regard to intemperance I meant to apply to people
outside, not the inmates ? I never heard a word about intemperance until I saw it announced in the
papers, either within the precincts of the Cottage Homes, or beyond.
I understand you have heard no remarks about Mrs. Gilmore being an intemperate person before
these charges were made in the House ? No ; to the best of my recollection, I never heard a word, and
most certainly amongst any indefinite whispers I may havo hcard, I never heard a whisper on the subject
of intemperance.
[Witness withdrew.]
Dr. George Henry Phillips examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are a medical practitioner at Parramatta? Tes.
How long have you been iu practice here ? Thirteen years.
Mr. Montagu.] 1 believe you used to visit the Cottage Homes prior to Dr. Violette? No; I visit
for Dr. Violette when ho is absent on leave.
Has that been on many occasions ? A good many.
When was your last visit? On the 9th of August this year.
And for some considerable period prior to that ? For some years when Dr. Violette has been on
leave I have done his work.
From your personal observation, can you say whether you have ever noticed Mrs, Gilmore either
under the influence of drink or apparently having been under the influence of drink ? I have never seen
any^ sign of it whatever when I have paid my visits. She has always been perfectly sober, and 1 have
noticed no signs whatever of drink.
I suppose you would havo gone in the morning? At different times in the day.
If she had been drunk over night I suppose you would havo noticed something in her demeanour?
Tes. I have never seen any signs of drink or of her suffering from drink when I paid the visits to the
Cottage Homes.
Did
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Did you ever attend Mrs. Grilmore professionally ? I prescribed for her once when paying a visit.
I think her child was one month or five weeks old. She was complaining of feeling weak, and I prescribed
a tonic for her.
Did she tell yon she was suffering from dyspepsia? Ko ; simply debility after her confinement.
And the place, as far as you have seen, was always properly conducted ? I never heard any
complaint from tbe inmates.
I suppose you never heard any complaint from the inmates with regard to intemperance? They
never made any complaint to me.
Did you ever hear any substantial reports in Parramatta concerning Mrs. Grilmore ? I never take
any notice of any report I hear in Parramatta.
Thero was nothing tangible of any kind? I never heard any charge ; nothing that I should take
notice of.
'
Nothing as regards habitual drunkenness ? I never heard of it.
[Witness withdrew.]
Hugh Taylor examined:—
Dr. Manning.1 Yon are the late Member of Parliament for Parramatta ? Yes.
How long have you resided in Parramatta ? Seventy-four years.
Mr. Montagu.'] You know Mrs. Gilmore? Yes.
How many years have you known her ? Between six and seven—since she came to Parramatta.
Have you been often to the Cottage Homes ? Scores of times—morning, noon, and night. I take
a great interest in the Cottage Homes, and was partly instrumental in their initiation.
I think you have been Mayor of Parramatta ? Yes.
And you are still an alderman ? Yes.
Have you had occasion to go to the homes officially as an alderman? Yes; about the drainage.
Where does that drainage run from ? Prom the building outside.
From Mrs. Brown's premises ? It did at one time: close to the fence.
Did you see Mrs. Gilmore every time you went there ? Yery nearly.
Did she appear to be conducting berself in a proper manner ? Undoubtedly so.
Did she ever give you an idea she had been under the influence of drink, or suffering from the
influence of drink ? Npt the slightest.
Can you safely say, from your personal observation, that Mrs. Gilmore was a person, in your
opinion, not likely to be addicted to drink ? Yes, I am certain. I heard the inmates complain of
something about washing the floors, and they wanted boots, and when I made inquiries Mrs. Gilmore
seemed very excited that they should make these charges, but on investigation I found it was the usual
thing in all these institutions.
Did you ever hear her using foul or obscene language ? No ; decidedly not.
You said just now Mrs. Gilmore was excited? Yes; she is very excitable. When she is in the
right, and these old people make complaints, she gets excitable, but in five minutes afterwards it is
all over.
Her excitement goes down as quickly as it rises ? Yes.
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore returning from Sydney ? Yes, when I have been returning from
Parliament in the half-past 10 or 11 o’clock trains; but there has not been the slightest sign of drink
upon her.
Where did you generally see her sitting? In a first-class carriage.
That wrould be in the carriage that comes straight through to Parramatta? There is the 11‘30
train, where you get out at Granville and stand on the platform, and tho carriage goes on to Parramatta
after being shunted.
Yout need not necessarily change out of the carriage ? Not now'. There are Parramatta carriages
in tho Campbelltown train.
And you can go straight through from Sydney? Yes.
That has been so for some time past ? Yes.
"When you have come home on several occasions and seen Mrs. Gilmore in the carriage, has she
been comporting herself all right? Yes. Sometimes she had her little son with her.
Never, at any time, did she give you the idea she was suffering from drink ? No, never. My
wife and daughter used to remark how well Mrs. Gilmore was conducting the places, aud the old people
used to say how well they were getting on.
Dr. Manning^] How often a week used ymu to see Mrs. Gilmore coming up in the train ?
Perhaps once a fortnight or three weeks, I did not always come in the same train. In the 10‘30 or
11 o’clock train I have usually seen Mrs. Gilmore.
How long have you ceased being a Member of Parliament P Eighteen months.
Have you travelled much since that date ? No.
You have not seen Mrs. Gilmore during the last eighteen months? No ; only at my house. She
used to come down on Government business.
On business ? Yes.
At what time ? Sometimes at 9 and sometimes at 10 o’clock.
You have not travelled home with her by train during the last eighteen months ? No. I believe
conscientiously there is no institution of the sort better conducted, except for her excitability and
temper when the old people complained to her.
[Witness withdrew.]
Katherine Hutchinson examined :—
Dr. Manning.] What are yon ? A monthly nurse.
Residing in Parramatta ? Yes.
Mr, Montagu.] Yon attended Mrs. Gilmore, did you not, in February, 1894) ?
towards the end of February, and left on or about tbe 23rd March.
"

Yes; I went
Had
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Had you been to tbe homes before that ? I was there twice to see her before her confinement.
Have you been there since February, 1894? Tea; I think three times altogether. I am positive
in saying three times. I cannot give the exact dates.
Did you ever notice any signs of Mrs. Gilmore taking drink ? No ; none whatever. There was
none kept in the house during the whole time 1 \ias there.
Did you ever hear Mrs. Gilmore using bad language P No.
[Witness withdrew.]

Thomas Kelly examined:—
Dr. Manning^ What are you? A butcher, carrying on business in Parramatta.
Mr. Montagu.~\ How long have you been residing in Parramatta ? About ten or eleven years.
Do you frequently go to Sydney ? Tes; until this last couple of months very frequently, coming
home by the late train.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore personally ? Only by sight,
Tou know her to be the Matron of these homes ? Tes.
Tou are not a personal friend of hers? No ; T have never spoken to her.
On the occasions you have noticed her was she under the influence of drink ? None of her actions
ever showed that or pointed to anything in the shape of drink—far from that.
Have you ever noticed herill in the train ? No, never; in any shape or form.
When leaving town about 11 30? 1 think that was it; and earlier some nights.
During the last two years ? Inside the last eleven months.
On all of those occasions she always appeared to be the same as on an ordinary occasion ? Tes.
There are not many people who get out of the late train—sometimes only one, two, or three, and you
would notice particularly.
Tou have seen her get out at Parramatta ? Tes; and change at Granville.
There is one carriage that comes right through from Sydney ? Tes; on all the trains. They
drop these carriages and the engine comes back and picks them up.
It is quite possible to get in at Sydney and come right up? Tes, as a rule the guard at the
station walks along and asks whether you are for Parramatta, and tells you to get into the special
carriages.
The probability is that a lady would get into one of the special carriages and remain there the
whole time ? Yes ; if she were acquainted with the train.
That arrangement has existed for some time past ? Tes; as long as I can remember in the half
past 11 from Sydney.
Can yon tell us anything more about Mrs. Gilmore ? No : nothing more.
Have you heard any substantial rumours before this affair was brought up in Parliament ? None
whatever. I never heard anybody say a bad word against Mrs. Gilmore. I never heard anything wrong
against her.
'
[Witness withdrew.]
.Joseph Wing examined :—
Dr. Manning.1 What is your official position ? Assistant Superintendent of the George .street
Asylum.
Some time ago you were instructed to hold an inquiry with regard to Mrs. Gilmore's conduct ?
Tes,
Had you received any information before Mr. Maxted spoke to you as to her habits ? No, sir.
Was that inquiry set in motion entirely by Mr. Maxted ? Tes—m October, 1894.
Tou had heard no remarks as to her intemperate habits before that ? No; I do not think so; not
before that date.
Mr. Maxted asked you to make inquiries because of information he himself had received? Tes.
What was the result of your inquiry ? 1 made inquiries. I heard ot these reports from several
neighbours, who told me of the quarrels at night between Mrs. Gilmore and her husband.
Or quarrels proceeding from that house ? Of course they could not say who, except by the voice.
They did not see who it was. They believed it was Mrs. Gilmore.
Was tbere anything said about bad language on this occasion ? Yes; they said the language was
bad sometimes.
Did they say it was obscene or blasphemous? No, only bad language, and I inferred they meant
bad language for a woman to be using.
Did you report this to Mr. Maxted ? I reported that the neighbours were not prepared to come
forward to substantiate their statements as to drunkenness. They wished their names kept out of it, and
were not prepared to substantiate the statements.
What did you report to Mr. Maxted about bad language? I am not sure that I reported that
at all.
As regards drunkenness, you reported to him that you could not get any evidence to substantiate
the statements—that the neighbours were not prepared to come forward ? They were not prepared to
have their names mixed up in the matter.
Did you make inquiries on any other occasion ? In January, 1895,1 made some more inquiries.
At whose instigation ? The papers were handed back to me to make further inquiries, and I did
not Lave an opportunity between October and January to make further inquiries.
The papers in this matter that had been dealt with in October, 1894, were handed back to you to
make further inquiries in January ? Tes ; they were handed to me in the end of December.
With what result ? That everything had been quiet. There had been no trouble, and that every
thing was going on satisfactorily, with the exception of one little quarrel which they themselves had
reported at the head office—some private matter. Everything in connection with the homes had been
going on satisfactorily.
The
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The quarrels had been logs frequent? Tes ; so far as f could learn. There had been no further
quarrels. A slight disturbance had taken place a week before I made the second inquiry, and they had
reported the matter.
Dr. Ooode.l Who were they? Mr. and Mrs. Gilmoro.
Dr. Manning.] Tou are not certain that you reported what had been told you in regard to bad
language that was heard from this house, to the head of your Department? No.
Either on the first or second occasion ? No; I could uot substantiate tbe statements. I held that
1 had not sufficient to go on to substantiate the matter, consequently it was no use making charges.
Did you uot mention in your report anything about the matter ? I mentioned that there had been
quarrels.
Tou did not mention anything about language ? I do not think I did.
You have come up occasionally with Mrs. Gilmore at night in the same train from Sydney ? I have
seen her at night.
How often ? Not very often—at the outside two or three times.
"Within what period ? I have lived in Parramatta since May, 1894i.
How often have you come back from town with Mrs. Gilmore ? Not more than two or three times
at night.
What condition has she been in ? As far as I could judge she was the same as auy other lady. I
noticed nothing peculiar. I travelled in the same carriage. I have not spoken to her.
Have your duties led you to have communication with Mrs. Gilmore at other times within the last
eighteen mouths? Tes; ■when I have inspected the Cottage Homes and been through tbere.
You have then found Mrs. Gilmore sober ? Tes.
There has been no sign whatever of intoxication ? Not the slightest.
That has been in the daytime ? Tes.
The only occasions that you have seen Mrs. Gilmore at night is when you have come home in the
train ? Tes.
You have some official connection with the Cottage Homes ? 1! used to be one of the inspectors.
At tbe present time have the two institutions no official relation ? No, sir, none whatever.
Who does the clerical work and storekeeping? McGarvey, of Macquarie-street. Mr. Lake used
to do it before McGarvey relieved him.
Tou said you reported the quarrelling? Yes.
•
You did not report the bad language ? I do not think 1 did.
Dr. Goode.] Did you report that there were rumours of quarrelling, or that the quarrelling
actually took place ? That the neighbours stated that quarrelling took place, hut they were not prepared
to come forward and substantiate tiieir statements. They did not wish their names mixed up in the matter.
Mr. Moniagu.] Did you tell them you ■wore there for the purpose of making an inquiry? I told
them 1 had been sent up by Mr. Maxted to make an inquiry. I asked them to give me a written state
ment, aud they would not do so.
.
Can you tell me the names of any person to whom you went? I went to Brown’s, at the boarding
house.
Did Mrs. Brown make anv statement to you ? She called her daughter, and the daughter made a
statement,
Mrs. Brown did not herself? No,
Is the daughter a young girl? A girl about IS or 20 years of age.
_
She made some general statement ? Tes; a general statement; she would not particularise any
thing.
And after that they said they would not come forward to substantiate their statements ? They
said they did not want their names mixed up in it.
It was principally the inmates of Brown’s that you examined ? Yes : they arc quite close
neighbours.
Did you go to Creasy’s ? No.
As to the allegations made with regard to Mrs. Gilmore being under the influence of drink—did
anyone give you any particular dates as to when they saw her in that condition ? Lord, the stationmaster, might have mentioned something. He said ho had seen Mrs. Gilmore. He was the only one
who made definite charges.
I suppose you took a lot of trouble to make inquiries ? Yes; I did what I considered my duty in
tho matter.
■
.
Lord was the only one who made any definite statement ? Yes ; Lord was the principal one ; so
far asI could learn, if any quarrels took place in the house, the inmates were not sufferers by it. They
were late at night, after the business of the day was over.
They were not so bad as to disturb the inmates ? No ; there were no complaints from the inmates.
Did you ask the inmates if they had heard any had language? I asked the inmates. There was
oneman, I forget his name, who said that there were quarrels. He did not say anything about bad
language.
You could not elicit from any of the inmates that bad language was used by Mrs. Gilmore ? No ;
had I done so I should have reported it.
.
It was because you were unable to get anything substantial that you did not report upon it? I
was not in a position to prove it. I have been connected with the Department for nine years, and I have
never reported anything that I have had to take back.
In this case there were no reasonable grounds for your reporting? I reported the facts as far aa
I could—that there were quarrels; that the neighbours reported it.
That was the particular matter you investigated ? I satisfied myself on that point, and I reported
tho matter.
That was the only matter on which you could get anything definite ? That did not take place in
the daytime.
Dr. Manning^] What did Lord tell you on the occasion you were making inquiries ? He told mo
he had seen Mrs. Gilmore ; he had to assist her out of the carriage, and assist to take her home.
Did yon report that? I do not think I did. It was only his statement for it. I did not report that.
Did ho mention that he had seen her intoxicated at other times ? That he believed she ivas.
He did say he had seen her intoxicated on other occasions ? Yes.
And
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And you did not report this at all to Mr. Maxted ? I did not report it, because he did not give me
a written statement. He would not. He said he was willing to go before a Commission and state it. He
would not give me a written statement.
When was this ? About October, 189d. I have had nothing whatever to do with the Cottage
Homes since January, 1895,
Dr. Goode.] "When he objected to give you a written statement, he did not want what he said kept
secret? No ; he said he was prepared to go before any Commission.
Mr. Montagu.] Did he give you any substantial date when he assisted her home? No;, he did
not. Ho told me had had to do it. I think he said it was last month, that would be September, 1895.
He could not give you anything more definite? No.
Did you have a long conversation with him ? No ; not very long.
Where did you see him ? At the station.
What were his duties at the time ? Night station-master.
Did you make other inquiries at the time ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]

Alfred William Green examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are the Secretary to the Charitable Institutions ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu?] You have known Mrs. Gilmore for some time ? Ever since she has been in charge
of the Cottage Homes.
In your official capacity yon have made frequent visits there ? Yes.
I suppose about once a week on an average? I have not seen Mrs. Gilmore more than three
times a month.
Have you given notice when you were going ? No.
Your visits have been paid without any warning? Yes.
Had yon any difficulty in finding Mrs. Gilmore at her post ? No.
Have the Cottage Homes been thoronghly well looked after by Mrs, Gilmore ? The cottages are
always in good order.
Have yon ever noticed any sign of Mrs. Gilmore having been under the influence of drink, or
recovering from the effects of drink? Never.
Did it ever strike you that Mrs. Gilmoro was addicted to intemperance ? Never. I have always
thought Mrs. Gilmore was sober in every possible way.
She has been in charge about six years ? Yes.
Was there any particular times when you made your visits ? No; either in tho mornings or
evenings, when I could get away.
What would he your object iu going tbere ? To inspect the cottages.
Did you in the course of your inspection interview the inmates? Yes. ■
Did any of them complain to you that Mr, Gilmore had been addicted to drink ? Never ; except
a man named Pilcher, who was sent out of the cottages some time ago. An inquiry was held, and his
statements were proved to be incorrect. That is some years ago.
Pilcher is the father-in-law of Rutter ? I do not know.
Was any complaint made about Mrs. Gilmore having used foul language ? No; nor have I hcard
her using foul language.
You know her temperament? She is irritable to a degree.
When you say irritable to a degree, you do not mean she is in a constant slate of irritation ? No ;
sbe has frequently complained to me about her health. I have spoken to her about being irritable, and I
have always put it down to ill-health. I know she has suffered a good deal. I have spoken to one or two
of the doctors about it on several occasions,
.
Has there been any charge of ill-treatment or neglect by Mrs. Gilmore of the inmates ? No ;
there have been minor complaints by these people about not having their little wants attended to at the
right time, but after investigation 1 found they had nothing really to complain of. A person would
complain about not getting clothes when I found clothes were not in the store. But really nothing of
any consequence.
Is there anything you can tell us about Mrs. Gilmore herself in regard to these charges ? What
are the charges ?
They are that she is habitually intoxicated, and in the habit of using foul language ? As far as
my experience goes, I have never found Mrs. Gilmore either to be addicted to drink or to tbe use of foul
language.
When these charges were made in Parliament, was it a matter of surprise to you? I beard of
the drink before, because we had an inquiry held, but we could get no evidence. We had two inspectors
who made inquiries, neither of them could sheet the charge home. All we could do in regard to getting
evidence was done, but we failed to get any evidence.
The charge must havo arisen from some gossip without foundation ? It had no foundation as far
as we could find out.
Dr. Manning^] Did you have an opportunity of seeing Mr. Wing’s report ? Yes ; I did.
As far as your memory goes, did he mention in that report that he had heard of quarrels and had
language in the house, and also that the night officer had stated that Mrs. Gilmore had been intoxicated?
As far as I can remember he mentioned something about the night officer at Parramatta having stated
that Mrs. Gilmore was under the influence of drink; but I do not remember anything about foul language.
In his evidence to us to-day he stated he did not mention what Lord had said ? Ido not remember
whether it was in the report, or whether he spoke to me about the matter. Tho matter of this night
officer saying Mrs. Gilmore was addicted to drink came to my knowledge from Mr. Wing, and as Mr.
Wing could not find out anything about it, I put another officer on, Mr. Allen, to find out, but he could
not sheet it home. I considered Mr. Wing’s report unsatisfactory, there was nothing definite about it,
and the other officer proved to my mind there was nothing in tho statement.
No steps were taken by the Department, as far as you are aware, to make inquiries from the head
of the police ? I believe Mr. Allen interviewed the police, but we did not get a report from the police.
We did not ask Mr. Posbery to make any inquiries.
You
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You liave been aware of tho domestic troubles ? Yes; I have spoken to Mrs. Gilmoroabout
them myself, and advised her that it would he well for her husband to leave the house.
Mr, Montagu^] You are not sure whether Mr. Wing mentioned in his reportabout this conversation
with Lord, or whether it came to you verbally ? 1 tbink it was verbal. He could not make any report
upon it, because he had not sutlicient evidence. He told me lie could not prove the charge. The night
officer was the only man who had anything to say about it. I tbink I said I would take it out of his
bauds and got someone else to do it.
Dr. ManningJ] Would it not have been a proper thing for him in making a confidential report of
that kind to put down everything that came to his knowledge ? I think it would. I was not satisfied
with Mr, Wing’s report when if was received. I said I would put another officer on or do it myself. I
found fault with him for not sifting the thing to the bottom, and put on Mr. Allen to do tho work.
Mr. Moniagu.~] I think Mr. Allen has reported that he saw Constable Dimond ? He saw one
policeman I know.
[Witness withdrew.]
■
John Kobert Sanders examined:—
Dr. Manning.^ What is your occupation ? Compositor.
A.t the Government Printing Office ? Yes ; temporarily employed there.
Where do you reside ? Cowper-street, Harris Park.
I)o you know Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes; since she has been Matron Superintendent of tbe Cottage
Homes. 1 cannot say I know her except as tbe matron by passing by the place.
In going to and from home ? Yes. When I have been out of work I might have passed her place
eight to ten times a day.
Mr. Montagu?] How far do you live away from Mrs. Gilmore’s ? About 40 or 50 yards.
Have you been living there for long ? 1'or the last thirteen years.
You have seen Mrs. Gilmore pretty often ? On an average, 1 might say five or six times a week.
Would that be in tlie morning or evening ? At all times of tbe day.
Did you ever notice any disturbance going on at the cottage ? Yes.
Did you ever notice Mrs. Gilmore in any but a strictly sober condition ? Ho ; I have never seen
Mrs. Gilmore in any state of inebriation. 1 havo only seen her in a fit and properstate, as a woman
ought to be. 1 have never seen the slightest effects of drink upon her.
I suppose you would not come home latent night ? In iny business, I at times catch the half-past
10, and sometimes the 11 train,
Did you ever see Mrs. Gilmore in either of those trains ? On two occasions I recollect seeing her.
I cannot say whither it was the half-past 10 or 11. I recollect two occasions. I fancy it was more
than that.
On those occasions, what condition did you nolicc Mrs. Gilmore to be in? As sober as anyone
could possibly be. She passed me as I got to tho lop of the street, about GO yards from tbe station. She
bid me good night, and hurried down and went into her home. I was wondering at first who it was, it
being rather dark, but when I saw the gafe open 1 took it to be Mrs. Gilmoro.
Did you see her get out of tho train ? No; I saw her go out of the station.
There was no difficulty about her getting home? Not on the occasions that I have seen her,
I suppose you have not been into tlie cottage at night-time ? I have been into several of the
cottages. I enjoy having a jam with the old couples.
Have they ever made any complaint to you ? No ; I liave never heard a word uttered by any of
them regarding Mrs. Gilmore.
"
Can you give me any idea how long ago it is when you saw her on those two particular occasions ?
I fancy it was last November or December, as near as possible.
Towards the end of last year ? Yes.
Tou were then in employment? I was in the employ of the Government at the time.
Are jrou in the employ of the Government now ? Yes, temporarily.
You are pretty well acquainted with the different people living in the cottages ? One or two.
Do you remember a man named Man ? I do.
He was an inmate ? Yes.
Can you toll me anything about him ? One evening I had occasion to send a parcel to the railway
by my two little ones. As they were going back he happened to bo outside on tho footpath, and the
children were running. When they got near he struck my little one right across the side of the cheek.
The mark was long there. When 1 heard of it I saw Mrs. Gilmore. She instantly asked me to take the
child to Dr. Violette. He examined her and said she would feel tlie force of the blow for some days.
Mrs. Gilmore advised me to report it to Mr. Maxted, which I did. I got a reply from the office asking
mo to prosecute the man, but some four or five days having passed before I got-the reply, 1 let tho matter
go. Mrs. Gilmoro ordered the man inside, and said, “ You beast, get inside.” That was the only
expression of the kind I ever heard Mrs. Gilmore use.
Dr. Manning.] Was that a blind man ? No; lie is not blind. I do not believe be is totally blind.
Mr. Montagu!] He is not totally blind ? No; he gets about the town. I should not think he was
totally blind.
He is an old man ? He is over GO.
How do you know it was Man who struck your child ? I took my child’s word. My wife was half
way up the street. The children were brought up to Mrs. Gilmore. Mrs. Gilmoro had seen my wife
before 1 saw her,
Your children told you it was Mau ? They pointed him out to me.
■
Did you ascertain that his name was Mau? I heard it afterwards.
How old was the child that was struck ? Between 6 and 7.
Did he ever give any reason why lie struck the child ? She had a little go-cart, and was making a
noise going down the street. It might havo irritated the man, hut he had no right to strike the child.
[Witness withdrew.]
SOj—E
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Charles Mau examined:—*
Dr. Manning^ Are you quite blind ? Nearly; I can see you, but there is like a heavy fog between
me and you.
_
How long have you been an inmate of the Cottage Homes ? Seven years on the 12th of April
next.
Ton are living there with your wife? Tes.
_
_
Did you a considerable time ago make some charge against the matron of not being sober ? No,
sir! I never did. I never made any charge against the matron for that.
What charge was it F If I made a charge it was for not being civil—having no manners—not
treating people with respect, but never for drunkenness.
Or indulgence in stimulants ? No ; I never.
_
You never made any charge of that kind ? No ; because I never had a chance of seeing her.
Have you ever heard of any charge of that kind made against her ? "Well, I have heard so many
things outside, but most of tho information I get from the papers.
You read the papers a good deal ? Yes.
_
_
Do you remember any inquiry being made of you by Mr. Maxted or anybody else on this subject?
I remember Mr. Allen, the Inspector, came a good while ago with regard to a quarrel between Mr.
Gilmore and his wife, and asked mo whether 1 knew anything about it, or whether 1 had heard anything
about it. 1 gave Mr. Allen my answer then.
_
_
What did you tell him ? I told him I did hod hear any quarrel, I was not surprised (hat it had
been, because 1 knew of a quarrel. I did not know any quarrel on that occasion that he wanted to know.
Is there any other blind person in the homes ? No, sir.
Mr. Montagu^] Did you ever threaten Mrs. Gilmore at any time? No.
Did you ever take up an axe ? No ; I have not got an axe in my place.
Did you ever go up to Mrs. Gilmore’s house ? 1 did not.
You arc not the best-tempered man in the world ? lam tbe best-tempered man in the world.
You are very irritable ? No ; unless people annoy me or insult me. I am a respectable man,
and as such I mean to be treated.
You do get annoyed if people worry you ? They have themselves to blame,
They have to take the consequences if (hey (So irritate you ? I have not killed anybody yet.
Leon Chesshur examined :—
Dr. Manning^] What is your occupation ? Polisher.
At a furniture warehouse ? Yes,
You arc employed with Mr. Gould ? Yes.
You have been past tho Cottage Homes on several occasions at night ? Yos.
Have you ever heard any disturbance there ? Yes.
Iu what part of the Cottage Homes was it? At the top, just below Airs. Creasy’s—at the
matron’s house.
_
What was it you hcard ? One night when passing with Air. Gould I heard one thing, “ I will cut
your b-----y throat.”
Whose voice was it you heard? It was Airs. Gilmore’s.
How do you know ? Only by her voice. I know her voice. I had heard it before.
How long have you known Airs. Gilmore ? I do not know her at all except by sight. I have
been in Parramatta eighteen months now.
What opportunities have you had of hearing Mrs. Gilmore speak before? I have hoard her
speaking to Dr, Adolette.
It has been merel3r while you were passing that you heard her ;—she has never spoken to you ? _No.
You believe it was Mrs. Gilmore on the occasion you heard those words? I could not swear it.
Hut you believe it? Yes.
What time of the nigbt was it ? I came from the club-room between 9 and 10, as near as I
remember.
Did you only bear such words on one occasion, or more than once? Afterwards I have heard it.
I was riding down on a bicycle with Air. Gould, but 1 could not sec what it was.
_
You hcard an altercation in the house on that occasion ? Not in the house ; it was outside.
Was the first time outside ? Yes; outside.
Whereabouts ? There is a little wood-shed there; it was towards that.
Did you hear anybody else talking besides;—was there more than one voice ? 1 did not hear
anybody else. I only heard those words.
On the second occasion were there two voices or one ? I could not say if there were two.
Were the voices loud on the second occasion ? No ; I could not say that (hey were loud.
They were sufficient for you in the street to hear them ? Sufficient for me to hear riding past.
Mr. Montagu.'] Was it before or after the occasion on which you hoard that language that you
rode past on the bicycle ? After.
How long after ? I could not say.
Was it this year or last? It was this year.
'
There is no doubt about that ? No doubt.
I suppose these two occurrences were within a week or two? About that.
Was it before or after Easter? I could not say. J did not take that notice. I did not think 1
would be called here.
What age are you ? Nineteen.
What is this club that you belong to ? It is a bicycle club,
You are living with Gould, arc you not ? Yes.
You are quite sure tho aflhir occurred this year? I could not swear it was this year or the end of
last year.
'
You said you wore certain it was this year? I could not swear it.
Ifc might have been two years ago ? No ; T have not been in Parramatta two years.
Have
It might have been six months ago ? It might have.
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Have you hod any conversation with Mr. Gould about this ? Xos; when he came home last night
and gave me the letter he said, “The only thing for you to do is to tell the truth, aud not to say more
than what you can really say with truth.”
Did you ever have a conversation with anybody about this expression of Mrs. Gilmore’s ? I might
have spoken to Mr. Gould.
Tou have told Mr. Gould? Mr. Gould was with me. I have spoken of it to Mrs. Gould. We
both told Mrs. Gould when we came home.
You, of course, spoke about it last night when you got the letter? Yes.
■
I suppose you refreshed your memory about tbe time you heard the bad lauguage ? We bad a talk
about it.
‘
Yon had a talk with Mr. Gould to compare notes, so that you would not give any wrong evidence ?
Yes. There was another time I saw Mrs. Gilmoro. Someone, I would not say whether it was Lord, the
night officer at Granville now (then at Parramatta), was bringing her homo. She was the worse for liquor.
She did not: want to go home ; she wanted to go back again. She swore, and said, “Let me go hack; I am
not going home.”
J)r. Manumg.'] Can you say when that; was ? No ; I cannot.
You saw Lord taking her home ? I think it was Lord.
"What time was it ? X could not say for certain ; perhaps between 10 and 11 o'clock.
Why do you think it was Lord ? Because I havo met Lord at Granville. He has whiskers, and
as much as I could notice I think it was Lord.
Cannot you fix how long ago it is when this occurred ? No ; I cannot. I walked from the top of
the hill. They were up by Mrs. Greasy’s then. I walked behind them.
Watching them ? Yes,
Dr. Goode^ From the railway station ? No ; from Mrs. Creasy’s.
Dr. Manning^ Where did he take her to ? He took her to Mrs. Gilmore’s gate.
Iu what; way was ho holding her? I could not see which way ho was holding her.
Was ho supporting her ? Yes.
W ith one hand or both ? I think he had an arm round her, and one catching her other hand as near
as I can say.
Did you hear what was said? I forget what was said. I think it wras—but I would not swear it----- Shall I spit; it out?
.
Yes ; what was said ? “ F-----k you, let me go back ; X am not going home yet.”
Mr. Montagti.^ You said just now that this language was mentioned to Mrs. Gould when you got
home ;—did you or Mr. Gould mention it ? I could not say. I think we both chipped in.
You saw a person whom you took to be Mrs. Gilmore near the wood-shed ;—where were you
standing? I was standing just near the picket fence on the footpath. We came down, looking over tbe
picket fence.
Yon and Gould ? Yes.
How long were you looking over this fence ? I could not say how long. Wo did not stay long.
There was a Indy coming down (Mrs. Ardwiek), and Mr. Gould is not good friends with her. He said,
“ Hero’s Mrs. Ardwiek coming down ; let us go on,” and we went on,
Do you know Lord pretty well ? No, I do not.
How long have you been living at Gould’s ? A.bout eighteen months.
'That is the time you came to Parramatta? I came straight from school to Parramatta.
Have you seen Mr, O’lteilly about this? No.
Mr. Gould has? Mr. Gould told me Mr. OTieilly had seen him.
AY hen did he tell you that ? X,ast night.
Was that the first time he told you Mr. O'Reilly had seen him ? I think he told me previously to
that, and Mr, O’Reilly told him to write in some statements.
'
When did he tell you that ? 1 could not say—about a week ago.
Had Gould been with jou to the club when you heard this language ? Yos.
Does he belong to the club ? Yes.
You bad been there all the evening ? From about half-past 7.
Tliis was between 10 and 11 ? It was between 9 and 10.
■
You cannot give ns an idea bow long ago it was ? No ; I cannot. I did not take that notice.
Is Gould employed at tho cottage now ? No.
■
Has he ever done work there ? Yes ; he has ; from what ho told me.
You have never done any work there? No.
Plow many times hav.e you really seen Mrs. Gilmore ? I could not say.
Have you seen her a dozen times in your life ? I could not say. 1 liave been up and down the
street this last eighteen months.
”
Have you seen her every day, week, or month ? T cannot say.
Did you have to climb up the fence? No ; we looked over.
You cannot see the wood-house from the fence ? Yes; you can.
Was it a dark night ? I could not say.
You want ns to understand that you cannot tell us whether it was a dark night, and yet you
could distinctly sec Mrs. Gilmore? I did not say I could see Mrs. Gilmore. 1 said 1 heard her voice,
and I thought it was Mrs, Gilmore from what I had heard before.
Where did you say you heard the voice coming from ? Prom the wood-shed.
That is some way away from the house ? It is not far away—it is only just at the side.
Might it not have come from the cottage? No ; it did not.
There was no answer to the remarks ? The figure was outside.
You saw the figure ? I did not see a figure.
You did not see a figure—what do you mean ? I saw something. T could not say it was Mrs. Gilmore.
I asked you whether you could see a figure ? You asked me whether I could see her figure—1
thought you meant her waist, or something like that.
.
Did you see any person there ? I did see a person.
AVas that person making use of that expression apparently to someone ? I cannot say.
She might have been addressing the moon for all you know ? She might have.
No one answered her ? I did not hear.
How
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How many minutes were you standing there ? I could not say—we were not standing long.
You just put your head over the fence and you heard this espression? "Wo heard it from the
high fence first. "We walked dowm to tlie picket fence and saiv a figure.
Are there two fences ? Yes; a high fence and a low one.
You were not looking over the fence when you heard this expression used? No; I came down
to the fence, and had a look over.
'
When the expression was used you were not looking over the fence at all ? No ; I was coming down
the pathway.
And when you got to the fence you looked over ? Yes.
Did you hear any more language after you looked over ? No.
You have made no written statement about this to anyone ? No; no written statement.
Are you employed by Gould? Yes.
Regularly ? Yes; as soon as I left school, eighteen months ago.
On a salary ? Yes.
Is his place a workshop or warehouse ? It is a workshop.
In the towu ? At the back of his house.
Are there any others employed besides yourself? Yes.
There are young men ? No ; there are no young men.
Women? No; elderly men.
You said that on this occasion that Lord was taking Mrs. Gilmore home, she was under the influence
of liquor, did you not? Yes.
- It was late at night ? Between 10 and 11.
How did you fix the times—you saw something one night between 0 and 10, ami another night
between 10 aud 11 ? I always made it a practice to get home between half-past 0 and 10. This night I
was later.
You cannot tell us when if was ? No.
How far were you away ? 1 was quite close, as close as what I am from the table here.
Why do you assume she was under the influence of drink? Because she was staggering, and
this man was helping her.
‘
That is your only reason ? Yes.
You did not say before that she appeared to he drunk—you said she was under the influence of
liquor; as a matter of fact, you did not know whether she was or was not? She seemed devilish like it.
Do you know of your own knowledge that she was drunk ? Yes; I know she was,
I suppose yon saw her faking the liquor ? No.
You say she was under the influence of drink because she was staggering? Bho was staggering,
and he was helping her along. .1 heard her make that expression or something like it.
You do not remember that expression now ? I hcard her use some expression.
1 suppose you hear a good deal of bad. language? Yes ; I use it myself sometimes.
You do not know what it was exactly that she said, and you assume she was drunk because she
was staggering? [No answer.]
I>r. Manning.] I'rom what you saw you assumed that she was intoxicated ? Yes.
You have no proof that she was intoxicated ? Yes.
From what you saw yon thought so ? Yes.
That is what you mean ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Constable Charles Davis examined ;—
Dr. Manning.] You are a senior-constable in the Police Force ? Yes.
Stationed at Parramatta? Yes, for the last nine months.
Mr. Montagu^] How long have you been here ? I came hero on the 28th January last.
You know Mbs. Gilmore by sight ? I did not know her until I saw her just now.
Now you recollect her ? Yes, I have seen her on several occasions. I live in Marion-strect. I
liave occasion to pass the Cottage Homes two or three times a day. 1 never knew her name was Mrs.
Gilmore.
Having seen her to-day, you recollect certain facts in connection with her? Allhough I can say I
have seen the lady at different times, she always appeared as any other person.
Have your duties taken you at alt to tho railway platform ? My duly is 1o visit tho trains. I
repeatedly go to the railway station at different hours of the evening until the lust train.
Have you on those late trains seen Mi's. Gilmoro coming home? 1 recognise her now. I have
seen her.
On this occasion, did she appear to you to he intoxicated ? Not at all. I have seen her walk by
and give her ticket up the same us any other passenger.
How long havo you been in the force? Fourteen years.
In your experience, yon know it is quite possible for oflicers of the force to be under a misappre
hension that a person has been intoxicated, when it has turned out they were seriously ill ? I have not
had any instance myself, but I liave heard of such cases.
Dr. Manning.] How often have you seen Mrs. G-ilmore coming home at night ? I have a recollec
tion of having seen the lady five or six.tunes.
In how long? During the past nine months. 1 pass the Cottage Homes at 9 o'clock in the
morning, and again at mid-day, and then again between half-past i) and 10.
You did not know her til! to-day ? I had never taken any particular notice, and did not know her
until to-day.
You do not mean to say you have seen Mrs. Gilmore every time you have passed the houses ? No.
When you have passed by the houses you have never heard any disturbance ? No, I have never
heard anything to attract my notice to look in.
You have not seen Mrs, Gilmore when passing by the homes? I did not know her until I recog
nised her to-day as tlie person I have seen several times on the platform.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mrs.
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Mrs. Katherine Hill examined t
Dr. Afanning.'] ^.re you a resident of Parramatta? No ; Neutral Pay.
Mr. Moniagu.'] Aro you married? Tes.
And living with your husband ? Tes.
"What is Mr. Hill ? A mining expert.
You have known Mrs. Gilmore for sonic time ? Tes, I have.
How long have you known her? About four years or more.
Is sbe in tbe habit of visiting you in Neutral Bay ? Tes; frequently.
Spending the evening ? Tes.
And has she been doing ho for the past eighteen months? Yes.
Hag she ever led you to believe that she has been addicted to over-indulgence in liquor ? Not at
all; on the contrary, when she has dined at my house she has always taken water and tea in preference
to wine.
Although you have had wine on the table? Yes, sbe has always refused it; she has never taken
wine at the table.
Have you asked her to take wine? Tes, 1 have.
Has she given you any reason for her refusal ? She said it did not agree with her, she preferred
water or tea.
How long ago did she sec you last ? Quite recently—a few weeks ago.
About how late would she leave your house ? About a quarter to £) or a quarter-past 0.
She would have to come from Neutral Bay ? Tes; the boats go at the quarter to the hour aud
the quarter past. That has been the latest sbe has left my house.
Tou are quite certain that during the whole time you have known her she has never at any time
given indication of over-indulgence in drink ? No; she is very excitable. She has sometimes come and
seemed very excitable, very troubled; and speaking about her troubles she would get excited,
Bven then would she take anything to drink ? No.
Have you .over been out to the Cottage Homes? No.
When she has left you at night I suppose she had told you she was going home? Tes ; to catch
tho next train from Sydney to Parramaita.
She always left you in a perfectly proper slate ? Yes.
Hid you ever hear her make use of auy foul lauguage? No, never.
I suppose you thought she was the last person who would ? Yes.
Dr. Manning.'] How often did Mrs. Gilmore eomc to see you? Several times, I have met her
in town, and at other times she has come over to see me.
Once a week ? Not always once a week ; perhaps once a mouth when it was my day at home, and
sometimes at other times.
Once a month ? Perhaps once a month, or it might be two or three times; and then two or three
months without coming at all,
itfr. Monfagu.] At irregular intervals ? Tes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Michael Joseph Halligan examined :—
Dr. Manning.] Ton are employed in some public department? Yes; the Hallway Department in
Sydney.
In what position? Clerk in the Outdoor Superintendent's Office.
Mr. Mon/agu.] You live somewhere near to the Cottage Homes ? The next house to the homes
on the other side.
You have to pass Mrs. Gilmore’s house on the way to the station ? I have passed on an average
of six times a day the last eighteen months.
Where are you stationed ? My occupation' is in Sydney. I travel from Parramatta, and then
home at night. I then go out with messages, and take a stroll in the evening.
How long have you been living there? Eight months in the present place. Previous to that
I frequently passed there visiting a friend’s house.
Have you ever heard any quarrelling thero, or had language used by Mrs. Gilmore ? Prom my
observation 1 should form an opinion that Mrs, Gilmore lived, a very secluded life. What made me so
observant was that before I lived tliere I heard these rumours, and out of curiosity more than anything
else I paid attention to that more than any other dwelling. I often heard my wife make the remark that
the rumours must have been unfounded.
Dr. Manning.] What rumours ? The rumours came from an old lady, I did not take much
notice of them.
What was their effect ? Tou could make anything out of the rumours. Their effect was that
Mrs. Gilmore had been drinking. I would not say definitely what was meant,
Tou heard these rumours more than nine months ago ? Tes.
Were there any other rumours ? I did not pay much attention at the time. I took it as mere
gossip.
■
There were other rumours then P On one occasion this woman said the matron was not a good
woman. I remember that distinctly, It was said in the presence of my wife. The lady, I understand,
visited the old people at the Cottage Homes. 1 live in her house, that is how she came to tell me.
Mr. Montagu.] Who is this lady ? Mrs. Ireland, living iu Hunter-street.
Dr. Manning.] Tou had hcard these rumours and paid particular attention in passing this house,
and you came to the conclusion that they were not correct, and you found the place was quiet, and there
was no disturbance there? Exactly so ; I have often made the remark to my wife that there must be no
foundation for them. As a matter of fact, we never saw the matron. I did not know Mrs. Gilmore until
I saw her outside to day. I thought I surely must have heard something of the disturbances if they were
so frequent.
Mr. Moti/agu.] Did you say you were living in this Mrs. Ireland’s house ? Yes, renting the house
from her.
.
.
You
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You said she visited the old people ? She is rather a peculiar old lady, and I did not pay much
attention to what she said. She visited the old couples ; I very often heard her speaking about them,
Mrs. Ireland used to get informaiion from these old people ? I did not ask.
She told you she visited the old people ? I knew from what she said.
[Witness withdrew.]
'
Mrs. Mary Inglis examined:—
Dr. Manning.'] You reside in Parramatta F Yes.
How long have you lived here ? h'ivo years.
Mr. Moniagui] Y’ou are a widow ? Yes, of the late Rov. Mr. Inglis, Presbyterian clergyman.
We lived for the lirst year next to Mrs, Creasy’s house, near to the homes.
Dr. Manning.] Pour years ago p Yes.
Mr. Montagu.] Do you remember seeing Mrs. Gilmore during that time ? The place was very
open then. There was a kind of wire railing there, and we saw Mrs. Gilmore at all times. My children
were in and out of the homes. I have not seen Mrs. Gilmore much lately.
Did she ever give you the appearance of a lady who drank ? No, never.
Did you ever hear her using strong or bad language ? Never.
Did you ever notice her excited ? I should say she was an excitable woman, hut I never had any
experience of it. There was never any disturbance while we were there.
Then you moved? We came down here.
Since then have you been to the homes at all? Once or twice, and Mrs. Gilmoro was at our
house after my husband died. I came out in the train with her a few weeks ago.
Was that in the evening? J. fancy we got into the train that gets in about 7 o’clock. I sat and
talked to her in the train.
Was she all right then ? Yes. I detect the smell of drink pretty quickly. She wras always very
kind to the old people.
She seemed to lake a great interest in her work ? Yes,
■
You have never heard of any charges made against her ? No, and I was surjirised to see them.
[Witness withdrew.]
Margaret Creasy examined :—
Dr. Manning!] You reside in Parramatta? Yes, for the last twenty-seven years.
Where are you living now? In the house I had built close to the Cottage Homes.
How long have you been living there ? Eight years last March.
Yon have been living there ever since? I let it for twelve months after I had been there three
Tears ; then I let it again ; but I have been back in the house during the last eighteen months.
You have been living for eighteen months in the house near the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu!] Prom your house you can sec into Mrs. Gilmore’s, can you not ? Yes, I could;
but now there is a fence. I can hear and see from ihe road.
Until the fence was up you could sec into the house ? Yes.
_
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore very often during the last eighteen mouths? Yes ; I saw her when
she first came to Parramatta. She stayed at my house. She got married from my place.
You have had ample opportunities of observing Mrs. Gilmore ? Certainly 1 have.
Have you ever noticed her at any tinie under the influence of liquor? Never. I have seen her
take a glass of wine or a glass of ale in the evening in my house, but never the worse for drink. I have seen
her pass my place, but not very often, because 1 do not think she is a person who goes out very much.
Yrou know she is very often at home? She is—looking after the place. She never interferes with
any of the neighbours or ever troubles me. If passing by or in the garden she would speak to me, or
while walking up and down with the children.
Have you over seen her at night-time? Yes, I have smnelimes. When the children have been laid
up with sickness, 1 have walked in and found her nursing her child.
Late at night ? Yes.
I suppose yuu have always found Mrs. Gilmore in exactly the same condition as usual ? I have.
There is not the slightest doubt about that ? No.
Have you ever heard Mrs. Gilmore make use of foul language ? I have heard her speak pretty
loudly, which I thick she is accustomed to.
'
Have you heard foul language ? No ; I would not call it foul language.
Have you ever heard her use wicked language ? No.
Or filthy language ? ■ No, not exactly filthy or dirty. I have been down in the yard very often
and have heard Mrs. Gilmore speaking—she speaks very loudly—but I have heard nothing out of the way.
I take it you are at home a good deal ? I am at home pretty well every day.
Have you people living with you ? I have boarders.
.And it is necessary for you to be at home ? Yes.
If Mrs. Gilmore had been making use of bad language, you would have been the first to notice it ?
I would.
.
You would have been in a position lo have heard it ? Yes.
And you would have recollected it ? Yes.
Dr. Manning.] The back of the house adjoins yours? Yes, there is just a galvanised fence
dividing. You could look in almost.
Have you heard quarrels in the house? I have heard quarrels sometimes.
Those were the occasions on which you have heard the loud language? Yes ; perhaps when I have
been amongst the poultry I would hear it.
That language has not been bad language ? Not extra bad.
'
Has it been bad at all ? I would not remember what it was.
It was nothing to attract your attention ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mary
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Mary Silently examined : —
Dr, Manning^ Ton arc a resident oi: PaiTamatia ? Tea ; T have resided here for tliirty yearn.
"Where are you living now ? In Cowper-street—about five houses from, and in the eaino street as,
the Collage Homes.
Mr. Montagnr\ You know Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes. I met Mrs. Gilmore just before she was married
at Mrs. Creasy’s,
Have you visited the homos much ? Yes, I visited lha old couples frequently. A few years ago
.1 used to visit them more.
But during the last five years you have frequently visited the old couples ? Yes.
Have you ever heard any complaint from them against Mrs. Gilmore using bad language, or of ever
suffering from the efEeeis of drink or being intoxicated? Never. I hare been speaking to the old
couples and they say they are better ofi‘ there than ever before in their life. I never heard one com
plain against Mrs. Gilmore.
Huring the time she. has been in charge of the Cottage Homes ? No.
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore herself on those visits ? Occasionally passing.
You have no intimate acquaintance with Mrs. Gilmore? I have been twice in her house.
Mrs. Gilmore was never in my house. She always seems to me to be attending to her business.
You have seen nothing to show that Mrs. Gilmore has been indulging in drink? No. I keep
gentlemen boarders, and they pass that place at all hours of the day and night, and they have told me they
never have heard Mrs. Gilmore’s voice or saw anything wrong. 1 have asked them paiticularly. Some
of them come by all trains at night, and they think it very strange if anything took place and they did
not see it. .
'
["Witness withdrew.]
Mrs. Lily Le Jcune examined :—
Dr. Manning.~\ A.re you living in Parramatta? Yes.
'Whereabouts ? At the Macquarie-street Asylum.
You are an official of that place? I am the sub-matron at that asylum.
Mr. Montagu.'] You know Mrs. Gilmore, I think? Yes.
How long have you been sub-matron ? Ifive years.
You have known Mrs. Gilmore during the last five years ? Yes.
Have you ever come borne in the evening with Mrs. Gilmore from Sydney ? I have.
During the last eighteen months? Yes.
You have been fellow-passengers ? Yes ; in tlie same carriage.
Have you ever noticed her at any time under the influence of drink in any way ? Certainly not.
I have met Mrs. Gilmore at the railway-station, and sat with her all the way.
"Would that be after the theatre ? Yes; by the late train.
’When you have been visiting in town? Yes. I generally have certain days off from the institu
tion, and sometimes I remain until the late train,
Have you been over the cottages ? At one time I was over the cottages, when Mrs. Gilmore’s son
was ill. That is the only time.
You know personally that Mrs. Gilmore was not drunk when you saw her coming home in the
train ? Yes.
That is frequently during the last eighteen months ? Yes.
J)r. Manning.] Three or four times at the least.
Mr, Montagu.] Do you get leave regularly? Two days a month.
One of those two days you go to Sydney ? I always go to Sydney, to see my friends. I know
very few people in Parramatta.
[Witness withdrew.]
[The Board met at the School of Arts, Parramatta, on Monday, the 28th October, but in conse
quence of the unavoidable absence of Mr. Montagu adjourned until Thursday, the 31st instant.]
THURSDAY, 31 OCTOBER, 1835.
The Board met at the School of Arts, Parramatta, at 10 a.m.
Present:—PitEumtic N out on

MMorma, M.D., Chairman;

W mm ail

Hekry Goode, M.D.

Dowell Phillip O’Reilly, M.P., examined ;—
Dr. Manning.] You are the Member of the Legislative Assembly for Parramatta ? Yes.
You have handed to the Board certain papers in connection with the inquiry now being held ?
Yes.
These contain statements made to you in reference to certain charges ? Yes,
And you have also handed to the Board a list of witnesses whom you suggested might be examined
to give the Board information on the subject? Yes.
Have you any personal knowledge of the subject of these charges ? Absolutely none whatever.
Neither as regards the charge of intoxication nor that of the use of bad language? None .
whatever.
Have you ever visited the Cottage Homes? On one occasion, about two months after the 1804
election, in company with Mr. Sydney Masted—an official visit, T may add—and I think on two occasions
subsequently I visited an old couple from Newcastle of the name of Donkin.
At the homes? Yes ; in one of the cottages.
Did you see Mrs. Gilmore on the first occasion ? Yes.
And on the other occasions ? I did not see her.
How often have you seen Mrs. Gilmore ? The first occasion was on tho official visit, and on last
Monday .1. saw Mrs, Gilmore in this room.
When
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When you went to the Cottage Homes on that official visit did you look round the homes? I
went through the majority of the cottages.
Hid you find them all in good order? In excellent order.
And you were generally satisfied with their management and order ? Everything was in tip-top
order.
When did yon first hear that Mrs. Gilmore drank ? I heard rumours of it before I was elected to
Parliament.
On the occasion of the election in ISflt ? Tes, before that. The election was in July, 1894.
When did these rumours take more definite shape ? They have been gradually accumulating,
especially since I have held the responsible position in the town that 1 have. I presume people felt hound
to make some direct representations to me.
Can you inform us who first gave you information ? No, I could not inform you of that. The
rumours were so broadly distributed that I could not tell you that.
Hansard shows us that you first made these charges in Parliament on the 17th September last?
Yes.
At that time what information had you ? Sufficient information to make the charges on.
Sufficient to convince you that you were justified in making the charges ? Amply.
The evidence that you submitted to us was procured subsequently to that? In tho majority of
cases I think so.
'
"
The written statements were all subsequent to that date? Yes.
I understand that you had information that you considered justified you in making these charges,
hut a good deal of the evidence you collected afterwards ? That is so. When you soy evidence, you mean
documentary evidence?
1
Yes ; at the time you made the charges had you seen any of the witnesses from whom you got
evidence afterwards ? Yes.
In obtaining this evidence, had you to press the people to give it? On the contrary, I said I had
a duty to perform, and so had they. In every case I went to these people and said, “ I am taking the
initiative in this matter, and you in your lesser position have the same responsibility to act that I have in
mine.” I must say that iu every ease they recognised the position and gave me the statement of what
they knew in this matter.
In all these cases then it was not volunteered? The documentary evidence was in no case
.volunteered. In every case I demanded it for my own security'.
Having already made the charges and wishing to obtain the evidence so as to justify what you had
already said ? Wishing to have such documentary evidence to place in the hands of a Board such
as this.
Bo you know anything of a man named Ormiston ? Yes.
Has he communicated with you in regard to these charges ? Ho came to sec me on one occasion ;
hut as far as .1 recollect he never alluded to these charges.
Have you heard anything in reference to these charges from a man named Corcoran ? Nothing
in regard to these charges.
Or from a man named Brackcnbury ? I never heard the man's name before. Corcoran and
Ormiston came to see me months ago. They had some grievance against the Charities Department. I
did not like the cut of tho men. They brought me papers, which I looked through. I saw a barrister
who was interested in this case on their behalf. I disliked tho look of the whole thing, and returned the
barrister their papers. They have not had a shred of influence on me in this action.
They have given you no information in regard to these charges? Absolutely none. I must be
very careful iu this. Absolutely none that I have acted on. I do not know whether their appeals said
that Mrs. Gilmore had been guilty of intemperance or not. Absolutely no evidence or statement upon
which 1 have placed any credence whatever.
Of course you were aware that Ormiston and Corcoran said they had a griovauce against the
Department? AY ell aware of that.
And that an inquiry was held, and Mr. O'Malley Clarke spoke of their charges as wicked inven
tions ? I recollect they told me that.
Have you had any communication with a man named Meads? Yes. There again I must he
careful. Ho has had communication with me; I have not had communication with Meads, Ho took
the initiative.
Has he given you information at all iu regard to these charges? Ho lias given me no informa
tion j he has never alluded to these charges at all. I have never seen or communicated with him since
I made these charges. He came to see me at my house. I cannot prevent people from calling to sec me.
You quite sec, Mr. O’Beilly, why we are asking all this? Yes. He came to see me upon some
departmental matter outside and unconnected with this inquiry.
Are you aware that he is now suspended and recommended for dismissal ? lam not aware that
this Meads is susqmnded.
Have you seen Mr. AYing, an officer of the Charities Department ? On several occasions.
Have you ever seen him in connection with this matter? Not to my knowledge.
Did you ask him if he knew anything about Mrs. Gilmore drinking, and did he not tell you he had
been appointed by Mr. Maxted to inquire, hut could find no evidence with regard to it ? I have no
recollection of any such statements.
Did you get any information from the Police Force before you did so officially through the Colonial
Secretary ? I was aware that the police knew of these facts through third persons, hut the first official
information, which I have not yet seen, was forwarded to Mr. Drunker, through the official routine, by
the Inspector-General's request.
These papers were not forwarded to you? I have never seen these papers, nor received any state,
ment from the police whatever.
Have you employed anybody to collect evidence ? No one,
.
Nobody whatever ? No.
_ The question is put to mo to ask whether you have ever offered any rewards to people to supply
you with information to enable you, as it is said, to help you to kill Mr, Masted in this inquiry ? Do you
feel qualified in asking that question ?

I
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I think it is advisable to do so ? X should never do anything of the sort.
_ >
I am not wanting to impugn your motives in. any shape or form. I am only giving you tho
opportunity of saying that you have not ? The idea never occurred to me before.
Mr. Montagu^ You said just now that you had no written statements prior to the 17th September,
when you made the speech in the House;—is that so ? Yes.
_
X may take it that this speech on the 17th September was upon verbal statements given by various
people about the district? That is so.
Do you not consider in making a charge of this kind against Mrs. Grilmore on mere verbal state
ments that you were acting somewhat iu advance of your privileges ? That is merely for me to decide.
As a matter of fact, you did so in that speech;—you are here to advance nothing you cannot
support? No.
And nothing you cannot challenge a trial upon? Nothing.
And you made that statement not having one single bit of written proof? I had evidence that I
could rely upon as much as if it were in black and white,
Drier to making that speech, how long did you take to make those inquiries ? I first heard the
rumous before my first election.
I understand that you have been following up these rumours since your first election? I never
said so. They may have been following me up. There is a considerable difference.
Would you be surprised to learn that gentlemen of long residence in Parramattahave given evidence
here that they have never heard such rumours ? I would not be surprised that 5,000 respectable residents
of Sydney never saw Makin poisoning babies. It counts nothing against one creditable witness wbo saw it.
Will you kindly give us the names of some of the creditable witnesses in this matter? You have
them on paper there. I have called no witnesses whose word I would not credit, to the best of my
knowledge.
Prom your intimate knowledge of them, or from their official position ? I do not place much
credence on any man from his official position.
Prom your intimate knowledge then ? More or less intimate knowledge. I place credence on tho
word of any man who is prepared to give me a signed, statement, and to substantiato.it in a Court of
Justice if necessary.
. Did you ask these people before you made that speech on the 17th September if they would be
prepared to sign a statement ? I never said so.
First of all you tell ns you did not get a written statement before the 17th September, now you
say you were willing to take these people’s word before they would be prepared to make a written state
ment ? There is a grammatical difference.
I simply want to know how it was that you were prepared in the House to state what you did?
I have already stated that the word of these men—I do not say all these witnesses, but certain of them—
was quite sufficient for me to go upon and stake my reputation. You know you can find witnesses like that.
Were they people you know personally or did you take their word on account of their official
position ? Some of them I know personally, all of them I trusted sufficiently to speak On their evidence
and act upon (heir evidence. .As I have already stated there was a constantly accumulating flow of
evidence, still some of that 1 did not hear of until after that first speech.
You placed your reliance upon these people's statements not knowing whether they were willing to
mako written statements? I never knew whether they were willing or not.
You did not ask them ? 1 did not.
Ur they did not state to you they wore prepared to make written statements? No.
Did not witnesses tell you, as a matter of fact, they did not want to be mixed up in the matter
when you asked them for written statements? Ko far as L can recollect, not one witness whose name I
have giveu expressed any such feeling. Of course X knew, in a way, that they would be disinclined; but
if you mean as an argument against being implicated in the matter, I say no.
They said that they did not want to bo mixed up in the matter ? I never asked them, I did not
want to be mixed up in the matter myself.
We have it in evidence that some of the witnesses say distinctly that they did not want to be
mixed up in tho matter? It is such a trivial thing to me I cannot recollect it.
And that you demanded it from them, and said if they knew anything about this they were bound
to give yon a written statement. Some of them did demur ? I would not have cared whether they
demurred or not as a question of duty.
'
And you forcibly reminded them of their duty ?----- J)r. Manning.] Wc will take Mr. OTicilly’s statement with regard to that; he was definite in what
his actions were.
_3fr. Monfagu.] Did not Meads have a conversation with you in the train on one occasion ;—did
you not see him in the train and have a conversation with him about steps being taken to have him
dismissed ? I have no recollection of such.
You do not recollect any reference to the proposed dismissal of Meads, and saying that if anything
of the kind was attempted by Mr. Maxted he was to see you? In this alleged conversation iu the train,
I cannot recollect anything whatever about it. It is a stupid invention.
Within the last two months ? I cannot recollect any such conversation.
No reference was made by Mr. Meads at all in the matter? You are speaking of in the train,
none whatever.
Do you recollect any similar conversation anywhere else? I have already told the Board, and is
it necessary to reiterate the statement that I had one interview with this gentleman at my own house ?
And did not this conversation occur at your own house, that if anything of the kind was attempted
by Mr. Maxted he was to see you ?----Dr. Manning.] Mr. O’Keilly has already said that was a stupid invention.
Mr. O’Jleillg.] That stupid invention was with reference to the alleged conversation I had in the
train with Meads.
Mr. Monfagu.] Did that similar conversation occur in your house? Dr, Manning will find on
reference to the notes that I told him Meads came to see me on a matter unconnected with this inquiry.
[The Board at this stage ruled that matters unconnected with the particular charges into which
the Board was inquiring could not be gone into.]
Mr.
305—P
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Mr. Montagu!] Since the 1/th September yon personally have gone to a number of people asking
for these statements, have you not? Tes.
Do you know a man named G-ould ? Yes. T do not admit that I went to him for a statement.
Did you not go to Gould and get a statement? No.
Did you not go to Gould’s house, and while there get a statement in writing ? I mot Gould on
the railway station. I spoke to him of this. He told me had heard had language, and said he would be
prepared to support me in my efforts to disclose what ho regarded as a public scandal.
You met Gould on the railway station ? Yes ; Harris Park railway station.
Did Gould tell you he wanted to get a lease of some ground near the Cottage Homes ? He never
told me anything of the sort; nothing relative to it.
You were not aware that Mrs. Gilmore opposed his getting such a lease ? No.
Was it on tho Harris Park railway station that he said he was prepared to make a statement?
He said he was prepared to make a statement, and I fancy he posted it to me. I am almost sure he did.
I have no recollection of going to his house at all.
You would not like to state one way or the other whether you went to Gould’s house or not, and
whilst there got a statement from him ? I really have not the slightest feeling one way or the other. I
cannot recollect now, I do not think it would influence my case in any way if I did not go to his house.
Do you know where he lives ? X think it is in Cowper-street. I know the locality.
Have you not been in his house ? Several times.
Do you know him pretty well ? I have known him in cricketfor some years. He used to be scorer.
Do you recollect whether you went to see Gould,—on a matter unconnected with this inquiry if you
like,—and that at his house you got a statement in writing from him ? I have nothing to do now with any
visit I may have paid him totally unconnected with this inquiry.
Do you recollect having been to his house since tho 17th September on a matter totally unconnected
with this inquiry, and whilst there getting this written statement ? I have no recollection whatever of it.
You would not like to say you did not do so ? Yes ; I will state I did not do so. I have no
recollection whatever, and I can trust my memory. I said before 1 think he sent it through tho post.
It was a voluntary statement of Gould’s at the railway station that subsequently led up to getting
tbe statement from him ? I will not go so far as to say it was a voluntary statement. I may have intro
duced the subject. I remember his distinctly saying. “ I shall be prepared to support you in this.” I
.daresay I said, “Will you give me a written statement? ”
It is quite probable that you mentioned the matter to Gould ? Very probable.
What induced you to speak to Gould about the matter? Seeing he was a resident in the
.neighbourhood, 1 daresay I concluded ho might know something of this matter.
I think we can generalise it that your reason for going to these people to get this statement was
the fact that they were residents near the Cottages ? "Which people ?
Those who have given evidence? A number of them do not reside near.
J'
Some of them do ? Yes; but you must not generalise on a question of that sort.
■
Did you go to any of tho cabmen at the station and ask for statements ? Yes.
Prior to the 17th September had you any verbal statements from any of those cabmen? No, if
you are alluding to the cabmen called in evidence.
I ivas ? Yon are alluding to Haddon and Morris.
Yes. Did you get any verbal statement from any of the police before the 17th September ? I may
have had some conversation with them on tho subject,
.
I suppose they were not very searching inquiries—only casual conversations? I have not slated I
had any conversations. I may have had
They would be casual if you had ? I recognised their official position, and I wanted their state
ments to go through the official sources. Por that reason I went to Mr. Brunker and then to Mr.
Posbery, but Mr. Brunker has thought fit to retain the statements.
Had you any verbal statements from any of the railway officials before you made that speech ?
Not so far as 1 can recolfect.
You say you have heard rumours against Mrs. Gilmore since July, 1891? Yes,
Prom whom would those rumours emanate ;—can you call to mind any particular individual ? No ;
Parramatta, I should think.
You caunot call any particular person to mind;—do you know Mrs. Ireland? No; not to my
knowledge. More know me than I know, and many may think I know them when I do not. I want to be
quite clear. 1 may have spoken to Mrs. Ireland. She may have told me her name, but I cannot recollect it.
You had only some casual conversation with tho police before you made that speech? I may
-havo had.
‘
Had you any conversation with Lord before the 17 th September? On this matter, no; none
whatever.
. With Tidier ? No.
Mrs. Gregory ? No.
’
Haddon ? No.
Mobbs or Morris ? Of course, I have known Mr. Mobhs for some time. He has been a personal
friend of mine a good many years.
You have had conversation with Mr. Mobbs relative to these charges prior to the 17th September ?
Yes,
■
With Hart ? No.
■
With Gould ? No ; not to my knowledge.
The conversation with him was after the 17th September ? Since the initation of this business.
Of those witnesses, with the exception of Mr. Mobhs, you havo had no conversation with them
about these charges prior to the 17th Seplcmber ? No.
Can you give us any idea of any person with whom you did have any conversation, irrespective of
Mr. Mobhs ? Yes, I can ; but I will not.
.
I asked you whether you could tell us tbe names of people who gave you information before
you made that speech, and you said just nowr you did not recollect who they were ? Tarious sources,
gossip, 1 said.
'
The rumours were from various people ? Whose evidence I choose to reserve at the present
moment.
You
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You did not malte that reservation before ? I told you ^Parramatta.
1 asked you on what grounds you made that statement in the House, and from who you got the.
information, and did you not say you couid uot recollect, that it was simply gossip P I may have said so.
You said it was simply gossip ? X may have.
_
_
Now you say you do know the names of people who told you these things, but you will not
mention their names? My only wish is to give an absolutely clear statement of what I know. I repeat
now that I had evidence to go upon before the 17th September.
I want to know whether you are correct in saying you do not recollect from whom you got your
information, or you do recollect ? 'When I said Parramatta and rumour, I meant that prior to the time
I first thought it mv duty to make these inquiries, tho evidence was in a more or loss nebulous shape. I
at once began to make inquiries. 1 felt it my duty. I went to persons who seemed to be able to give me
evidence. Living iu a gossiping town you cannot recollect all the sources from which you form an
opinion.
,
.
And now you qualify it and say you do recollect the names of the people, but null not give them r
I will not give the names of the persons before this board of inquiry who first gave me information in this
matter.
.
Dr. Manning.] We are quite prepared to think that Mr. O’fieilly may have had this evidence in a'
nebulous condition at first, and he then obtained evidence sufficient in bis mind to justify him in making'
these charges, and subsequently he got more definite informaiion, but declines, quite within his right, to
give us tho names of the persons on whoso statements he sufficiently relied to mako the charges on tho
17th of September.
.
Mr. Monfagtt.] Mr. O’Reilly makes charges in tbe House, and says be has evidence to make them
on. I ask him if he can give us the names of any reliable people upon whose evidence he based that
speech on the 17th September, and iu answer lie said he could not recollect. Now I have referred hi in to
tho witnesses who have given evidence, and with the exception of Mobbs he did not have any conversation
■with these people before the 17th September. I now ask him will he tell us with whom he had conversa
tions, and he says ho can but will not give the names. The two answers are not consistent.
_
You said in the House, did you not, that Mrs. Grilmore had been a habitual drunkard for six years,
and that she was a most unscrupulous woman? Lid I say six years; I do not recollect it.
You did say she was a most unscrupulous woman ? I think I did use that phrase. I am uot sure.
I should like to see it in Mansard before 1 admit it.
_
Dr. Manning.] The words were that the Director of Charities bad for some years past had in
charge of the Cottage Homes a woman who was constantly drunk. There was no reference to time.
Mr. Montagu i\ You charged her with being a habitual drunkard? You have got tho words there—
constantly drunk.
_
And all the facts you had then was this nebulous gossip ? I never said so.
_
Did many people make you absolutely direct statements ? Several people; that is to say, more
than one.
And with the exception of Mobbs, you have not called any of these witnesses to this inquiry?
Not at this inquiry—no.
And you decline to tell us the names of any persons 'who made direct statements to you ? I see.
no necessity to do so.
_
_
*
Might it not he possible—I am only asking your opinion—that some of the witnesses, having read
your speech on the 17th September, have assumed that the charges were correct, and made their state-'
meats accordingly, believing them to be true ? I should never knowingly call a witness who would do a
thing of that sort. There is not one witness of whom I can believe anything of the sort.
I suppose you believe everything that Lord told you ? lie was very careful before he gave me a
written statement.
,
, .
.
,
.
You believe him only because he was careful in giving a written statement ? Yes, dealing with me.
Did you not know that Lord had been removed from Parramatta to Granville ? Do not I know
that every railway official in the service is removed from one place to another ? _
Did you not know that ho was removed to Granville after having been in Parramatta for some
years? Yes; I knew that.
He was removed before the 17th September ? I believe so.
_
_
■
Did you not know that Lord was removed in consequence of some difficulty between him and tho
station-master ? I never heard of such a thing until you just suggested it.
_
And you did not know that Lord was reprimanded by his Department? NoI never heard of it.
Did you not know that Mr. Wing, an officer of the Charities Department, had been sent up by the
Department to make inquiries into those rumours ? Not to my knowledge.
"Wing never told you anything of the kind ? I cannot recollect his doing so.
He never told you that he had been sent up to make inquiries, and had got nothing definite ? I
never said he never told me. It was news to me when I read in tho report that Wing was one of the
men who had made inquiries. If he did tell me it had passed out of my mind when Mr. Brunker tabled
that report.
Did you not ask Wing before you made these charges in the House if he could tell you anything
about Mrs. Gilmore ? It might assist your inquiry if you will give me tbe date of this alleged conver
sation.
_
_
_
,
.
I am only asking you if you have any recollection of it ? I have no recollection of it at all.
Are you prepared to state positively that neither Ormiston or Corcoran made any reference or
remark about Mrs. Gilmore to you in connection with the charges now before the Board ? I have no
recollection of what these men said to me. Prom the first I regarded them as worthless characters, and
what was said went in one ear and out at the other.
So that you took no notice of what was said ? I do not know that they said anything about Mrs.
Gilmore. They had their own fish to fry, and wanted me to fry it for them.
_
Did they tell yon that Mrs. Gilmoro was a habitual drunkard? These men were in my opinion
utterly unreliable. I cannot recollect anything they said to me. J may say 1 know their papers have
been sent to different Members of the House, and all have rejculcd them in the same way. ’J heir visit
produced no impression on mo in any way.
Did
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_ Did you consider it your duty to mako these charges against Mrs. Gilmore before tho House,
having before you rumours aud statements made by several persons ? I had ample evidence to make that
speech on the 17th of September before I made it.
And with the exception of Mobbs, not one of the persons have been called here upon whose
evidence you relied at that time.
Dr. Manning.] We are going over the same ground that has already been gone over.
Mr. Montagu.] Mobbs is the only witness you have called upon whom you relied at tbe time? Is
that quite fair, when I could find a harvest of evidence ripe to my hand whenever I chose to reap it.
_
I want to show that if Mr. O’lteilly had ample evidence, tbe proper course would be to have that
evidence brought here, but the only ample evidence shown was that of Mr. Mobbs.
Dr. Manning.] Mr. O’Xteilly has not given any evidence here as regards these charges, If be bad
yon would have been perfectly within your right in eross-examiniitij him very fully on it, and I think bis
examination on the matters referred to has already been full enough.
^
Mr. Montagu.] Yon said this in the Houso: “ What is easier for this hire. Gilmore, when she sees
that a patient is obnoxious and getting rebellious, that a patient sees too much, what is easier for this
unscrupulous woman—I have not tho slightest hesitation m branding her as such—than to lodge a charge
against this helpless old patient of misconduct ?” Do you remember saying that ? I do. The foot-nole
to that report of Mr. Sydney Maxted's « foundation '“for that statement. Why is that foot-note put
there but to shut me out from calling the inmates in evidence.
If necessary we will call the whole of the inmates to appear and examine every one of them.
And you base your statement that I have just read in regard to Mrs. Gilmore on that foot-note ?
Yes, I will let that go.
Have you any proof that Mrs. Gilmore has acted in that maimer ? I never said I had ; it is not a 1
statement, it is only a query.
Sometimes these queries are much more serious than direct charges ;—do you kiiow of any ease ?
So far as Mrs. Gilmore herself is concerned, no.
You have nothing against Mrs. Gilmore that is suggested there ? No.
[Witness withdrew,]
Mrs. Fanny May examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You were at one time in the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
How long ago was that? .About six months, when my husband died.
How long were you there altogether ? Close upon five years.
Mr. Montagu.] Had you frequent opportunities of seeing Mrs. Gilmore? I had;! lived next
door to her for about two years.
During the last two years before you left ? Yes.
Did you ever sec Mrs. Gilmore under the influence of drink ? Yever in my life.
_ Did you ever hear her using wicked language? No, never ; I never heard her use a bad word all
the time 1 was there.
■
Did you ever see her at night-time ? No.
■
Was she always very kind? Always very kind both to me and my husband. She could not have
been more kind. I never saw her unkind to anyone.
*
.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mrs. Mary Ann Chadwick examined:—
Dr. Manning.] Were you at one time an inmate of the Cottage Homes ? I was a cleaner.
For how long ? From June. 1S92, until January, 1895,
’
What aro you doing now ? 1 have been in service, but I am now at Newington. I was taken out
of the hospital to come here.
Mr. Montagu,] Did you see much of Mrs. Gilmore ? When I had finished my work I used to
earn an extra shilling at her house.
Would you see her in the morning? All day.
You saw Mrs. Gilmore pretty often ? All the time I was up there.
Did you ever hear her use bad language ? No.
Did you ever see Mrs. Gilmore peculiar in her manner as if she had taken some drink ? No, never.
_ You never saw her take anything stronger than tea or wafer? Never. I never saw a drop of
anything.
1
You have cleaned out the house occasionally ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Father Thomas O’Beilly examined :—
Dr. Manning.] Yon are a clergyman of the Boman Catholic Church ? Yes.
Stationed at Parramatta ? Yes.
Do the Cottage Homes come within your distinct? Ihey do.
Have you visited the homes frequently? For the lust semi years I have visiicd the homes
frequently, but not so much for the last twelve months.
"
During the first six years of your duty you visited them very frequently? Yes; wc have no
regular service, but we visit the old people, especially when they aro sick.
So that you have visited the homes at all times of the day ? A cs, and sometimes at night.
On special occasions when you were called for ? Yes.
Have you heard any complaint about tho matron from the inmates ? Never. I did not know the
matron. I have never met her, but 1 have never heard any of tho inmates complain of their treatment.
'
[Witness withdrew.]
James
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James Watsford examined :—
Dr. Manning.'] Ton are the railway station-master at Parramatta ? Tes.
Mr. Montagu!] How long have you been station-master at Parramatta? Twelve years.
Ton know Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes.
I suppose you have had frequent opportunities of seeing her ? I have.
It has been stated by Night-officer Lord that he had some difficulty with her one night; she refused
to give up her ticket, but he believed it was returned the next day to the station;—would you have
cognisance of that ? Tes.
Do you know whether that ticket was returned ? I believe it was.
'Was it returned to you ? That I cannot remember. I do not remember whether it was handed
to me or to the cleric. I was told it was returned.
Do you remember who told you? No ; they simply said Mrs, Gilmore’s ticket has been sent up.
Were you informed at the .time it was returned that she had refused to give it up, or simply told
that she had sent back her ticket? I cannot remember the circumstances.
Was there not some difficulty between you and Lord ? Tes.
There was an inquiry ? Yes.
And Lord was removed to Granville ? He was.
_
_
Was it in consequence of that inquiry? No ; not in consequence of tho first inquiry.
What was it in consequence of ? It was a railway matter.
You have had frequent opportunities of seeing Lord ? Yes; he was with me for ten years.
He was your subordinate ? Yes.
Did you always find him to be truthful ? No; untruthful and unreliable during the latter part of
his service with me.
Havo you seen Mrs. Gilmore come home in the evening? Not often. I am seldom on duty at
night.
When you have noticed Mrs. Gilmore was she sober? Yes; always.
Is she in the habit of going two or three time a week to town ? I should not think so ; I have not
noticed her.
You did not notice her going often into town ? Not very often.
You say Lord was untruthful;—is that from facts which have come under your notice? Yes.
Lord stated you were reprimanded at that inquiry;—is that true? No; I have not been
reprimanded since I have been in Parramatta.
Dr. Manning] What are your hours of duty ? From a quarter to 8 in the morning until a
quarter to 8 in tho evening; but I often remain until the mail train comes in at half-past 8.
After that you arc not on duty ? No.
What time was it when you have seen Mrs. Gilmore going into town? 10'25 in the morning, I
think.
Not in the afternoons or evenings? Seldom.
Is it a usual or an unusual thing for Mrs. Gilmore to retain her ticket aud send it up the next
morning ? Unusual.
Did it occur on more than one occasion ? Only onco that I am aware of.
Can you tell us if anything further was said about that ticket at that time? Lord may have said
■ something, but I do not remember what it was.
.
No explanation was offered P I do not like to say. There was not an explanation given to me
that I remember. I was told a lady refused to give up her ticket, and that it came to hand the next
morning.
Is it your duty to see that tickets are all right? It is brought under my notice.
How long ago is this ? I could hardly say.
Can you not fix the date at all ? No, I cannot.
[Witness withdrew.]
Father John Martin examined:—
Dr, Manning] You arc a Homan Catholic clergyman, doing duty in Parramatta? Yes.
And the Cottage Homes cornu within your district ? Yes.
Are you iu the habit of visiting them? Yes; I visit them frequently ; sometimes to see a sick
person twice a week.
For how long have you visited the homes ? The last three real's.
At what hours ? Generally in the morning; sometimes in the evening, especially if there was a
sick person there. In the morning about 11 o’clock.
When people are ill do you visit at night ? I have not visited at night later than 4 o’clock.
You are still visiting the homes ? Yes,
Do you know the matron ? No, I do not; I have never spoken to her.
Do you know her by sight ? I do not think so.
Have any of the inmates made any complaint to you in regard to the matron ? They never have.
Only about four weeks ago a family told me they were very happy and contented, and about twelve
months ago they went out of their way in alluding to tbe way they were treated, and from the general
conversation then I was left under the impression that it was excellently managed by the matron.
Mr. Montagu] You never heard any of the inmates state that Mrs. Gilmore was addicted to
drink, or of using bad language ? I never did, and 1 am sure I would have heard of it.
If such a thing had occurred you would have heard of it? Yes; patients are generally very
communicative, and whenever they spoke—and I remember tliose two occasions—it was in very higli
terms of the care taken of them and the general management.
Dr. Ma7ining] Have you always found the places clean and in good order ? Yes ; very clean.
[Witness withdrew.]
Amy
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Amy Brock examined:—
, Dr. Manning.-] What age are you ? Fifteen.
Do you lire in Parramatta ? Yes.
You have been acting as servant to Mrs. Gilmore at the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
For how long ? Six weeks.
The last six weeks ? Yes.
Are you still there P Yes.
Mr. Montagu.-] Is that the first time you have been employed there P Yes.
What is your position there ? To help to do the work.
Do you sleep there P I sleep at home.
_
,
Have you ever noticed Mrs, Gilmore under the influence of liquor during the last six weeks.
Never.
Have you over heard her use had language ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]
.
William M'Garvoy examined:—
your
position in tho Public Service ? Clerk iu the Macquarie-street
Dr. Manning.] What js
Asylum, Parramatta.
_
How long have you held that post? Since March last.
Mr. Montagu^] Where were you before ? A.t the George-street Asylum.
_
Had you anything to do with the Cottage Homes? Since March last I have been doing the
clerical work tkere.
_
■
Have you been there often ? On an average two or three times a week. _
_
_
When do you generally do tho work? At irregular hours, between 10 in the morning and 6 in
the evening.
_
.
I suppose you have had frequent opportunities of seeing Mrs. Gilmore? On every occasion 1
havo met her there.
i
_
Have you ever noticed her suffering from the effects of drink? Never.
Did you ever hear her use had language ? No.
.
Did she appear to conduct the place properly ? Yes ; I always thought so.
Do you go amongst the inmates of the cottages? Yes; frequently I havo met some of thorn
there, and have spoken to them.
Did they ever make any complaint against Mrs. Gilmore ? No.
*
No charges of any kind? No.
Either directly or indirectly ? None whatever.
_
Is there anything else you can tell us? On one occasion, about four or five months ago, I saw
Mrs. Gilmore at the Itcdfern Bailway Station, leaving by tho 11'30 train.
_
Did you come home in the same train ? Yes, I did not speak to ker ; I saw her coming along
the platform.
_
,
What condition did she appear to be in ? I never noticed anything out of the usual.
She appeared to be alright? Yes.
Did she get out of the train alright ? I did not sec her get out.
You saw her go to the carriage ? I was standing on the platform, and saw her come along past'
me.
_
Have you ever come home at any other lime in the same train ?
[Witness withdrew.]
Joseph Wing recalled:—■
Mr. Montagu.] Did you ever have any conversation with Mr. O’Reilly, tho Member for Parramatta,
in reference to any inquiry you have made concerning Mrs. Gilmoro ? Yes.
_
_
Can you tell us when that conversation occurred ? Some time after I made the inquiry.
Before he made his speech in the House? Months before. Before the last election, and after he
was first elected.
_
Can you remember what was said ? He spoke to me of the rumours going round about Mrs.
Gilmore. I told him then I had made inquiries, but could not substantiate them. I said the people were
ready enough to make statements, but, when they were asked, they would not put them in writing.
Did he call upon you, or did you meet him accidentally ? 1 met him in the street.
In Parramatta ? Yes. It is a long time ago now.
You have no doubt about what you told him ? None whatever,
_
Did he open the conversation about Mrs. Gilmore ? Yes, I think so. I could not he sure. I did
not pay much attention to the conversation at the time.
Did you tell him by whom you were appointed to make the inquiry ? I did; by the Department,
I told him.
Did he make any complaint about the Department, or about the head of tho Department ? No.
He made the remark he would like to work with Mr. Maxted, but Mr. Masted did not seem inclined to
be friendly. That was the only remark he made.
■
I suppose you have seen Mr. O’Beilly on several occasions ? I have not seen Mr. O’Eeilly to
speak to more than three or four times in my life. I am only a new comer in Parramatta, since the
last eighteen months.
[Witness withdrew.]
John Minor examined :—
Dr. Manning^] You are a cabman? Yes.
For how long have you been a cabmau ? This last sixteen years.
On the rank at Parramatta? Yes.
I suppose you know everybody in Parramatta? I do.
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Mr. Montagu.'] I)o you know Mrs. Grilmore? I do.
Are you on the cab rank at night ? Sometimes.
You have seen the late trains come in ? I have on several occasions.
Have you seen Mrs. Gilmore come home by those trains ? I have on some few occasions.
During the last twelve or eighteen months'? Yes.
Did she appear to be sober? I never saw anything wrong with Mrs. Gilmoro at any time.
If she had. been under the influence of drink, you would have noticed it ? Yes.
Do you know Lord ? I do, since ho came to Parramatta station.
He is the night officer ? Yes; he used to be formerly at Granville years ago.
He would come on duty at night-time ? Between 7'30 and 8 I think was his time, and go off in
the morning at 8 or 7'30. I. havo seen him frequently going down to the hotel at night with other
■cabmen and railway officials. Hot only once, but three or four times a night.
Can you tell us the names of any of the cabmen ? X have seen him have a drink with Morris.
'
With Haddon ? He does not drink.
Two or three times a night ? Yes, while on duty.
Have you seen him in the morning ? Yes. When I have been out to meet the mail coming down
at 10 past 5, he would say “ Is Andy’s open,” that is Holmes’ hotel, I have seen him go down with the
guard about JO past (5. On one occasion he had a good drop of drink in one morning, and actually
insulted a man just outside the station on railway property, and, had the other cabmen nut stuck to Lord,
the man would have summoned him.
Have you ever driven Mrs. Gilmore out ? Yes.
. In the evening ? Yes, between 7 and 8 o’clock. She was calling on some people about some
■ business she had.
[Witness withdrew.]
■

William Brown examined :—
Dr. Manning.] What are you? A carpenter and joiner.
Living in Parramatta ? Yes.
.
How long have you been here ? Nearly ten years, part of the time on tho other side of the river,
and lately at Harris Park. Part of the time in Cowper-street, and the rest on the other side of the
. railway line.
When in Cowper-street you were near the Cottage Homes ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu.] You know Mrs. Gilmoro ? Yes.
Have you passed by her place very frequently? During the time I was living in Cowper-street
three or four times a day.
.
Are you in business in Parramatta? I was working for Murray Brothers,
Havo you passed by there in the evening ? Yes, between 7 and half-past in the morning, 12 and 1
dinner hour, and at 5 at night, and occasionally when going down the town.
Did you ever see Mrs. Gilmore in any other condition than she is at present? No, never.
Did you ever hear her using disgraceful language ? Never.
.
Have you ever been in any of the Cottage Homes? Yes; I was there several times during the
time I was in the employ of Murray Brothers. Per the tirst eighteen months after the Homes were built,
on and off as occasion required.
’
When you were working there, were you ever in Mrs. Gilmore’s cottage? Yes.
■
Did you notice anything remarkable about the place ? No.
Everything seemed to be in good order ? Yes,
Have you ever had any conversation with any of the inmates of the homes ? Yes I could not
help it.
•
Did they ever malte any complaint about Mrs. Gilmore? No.
_
Did you ever hear of any tangible complaint against Mrs. Gilmore ? No, never. The inmates
never spoke to me about it.
[Witness withdrew.]
Constable James Tindall examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are a constable, stationed at Parramatta ? Yea.
How long have you been in the Police Force ? About ten years in this country.
How long have yon been stationed at Parramatta? Nearly three years.
Are you on duty at the railway station at all ? Yes.
On what occasions ? Periodically, generally on one month and off two.
So that you arc on duty one month out of three ? About that, until lately. Tho last time I was
on duty at the railway station attending the arrival of trains was in December last.
And for how long before that? For two years back. That shift has been done away with now
on account of being short handed.
What trains did you meet ? All trains from 6 p.m, till five minutes to 1.
Do you know Mrs. Gilmore ? I do.
*
Havo you frequently seen her ? I have.
Not only at the railway station, but at other times ? Yes.
Have you ever seen her under the influence of drink ? I have.
On how many occasions ? During December last I saw her come out of one of the trains, I
wouM not bo positive which, either the ten past 12 or the twenty to 12. She was very much the worse
. for driuk. Her hair was all disarranged and I followed her towards her home, keeping behind, and saw
her go into her gate.
Where were you when you first saw her ? On the platform. I generally stand at the door to
take particular notice of anyone coming up by the late trains.
Did you see her get out of the train ? I did.
What induced you to follow her home? For her safety. I considered she was very much the
worse for drink; she could scarcely walk.
Was
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"Was there anything to make yon notice her? Her clothes appeared to he very much disarranged.
They were all twisted round; they were not hanging as they ought on a lady in-sobriety. _
And having seen her into her own house you left ? Yes. Then on that occasion I saw Mr.
Gilmore in the street a little before 2 o'clock at night.
What happened ? 1 did not spea_k to Mr. Gilmore.
Did he go home ? 1 do not know; I went off duty.
Where did you see him ? In Church-street.
Your reasons for considering Mrs. Gilmore under the influence of drink were her gait and the
disarrangement of her dress ? Yes, her general appearance.
_
Was the station lighted ? Yes.
You saw her get out of the carriage ? I did.
Who was there? Night-officer Lord was there. There were very few passengers I remember
that came out.
_
Did you hear her speak at all? There was something about a ticket; I could not say whether she
gave it up or not.
You have no personal knowledge on the subject? No,
_
Did you hear what was said by Lord to Mrs. Gilmore ? Lord asked for her ticket, and I think she
said “ Alright,”
You heard no bad language or anything of that kind ? No, I did not hear any bad language.
Have you ever heard any bad language from Mrs. Gilmore ? No.
Is that tbe only occasion on which you have seen her? I saw her previous to that.
At what time ? It was, I think, in October.
Were there more than two occasions ? Yes; when I came here I was three or four months
running on that duty.
And you saw her then ? Yes ; I should think about four or five times.
Altogether ? Yes.
Within what period ? Within two and a half years.
< _
The last two occasions were in October and December? Yes; hut I would not be positive.
December was the last month I was attending the arrival of trains.
Mr. Montagu!\ Where were you standing when the ticket incident occurred ? Close beside the
door going out into the street from the platform.
The platform door or the street door ? The platform door.
Who was taking the tickets that night? Night-officer Lord. He always did take those late
trains.
_
How far were you standing from Lord ? Just close beside him on the other side of the door.
You said just now there was no bad language ? Not to my hearing.
If there had been you would have heard it t Certainly, on that night. _
You heard her say, ‘‘It is all right,” when she was going out? 1 believe those were the words
she used.
She just went straight through ? She got out the best way she could.
You never at any time heard her use had language ? Not personalty.
Aud you have stated that you considered her drunk, or under the influence of liquor, because she
was unable to walk straight and her hair and clothe^ were disarranged? That is so.
She was not creating any disturbance on that occasion ? No.
You have not seen Mrs/Gilmore come home at night time by train since last Deecmher? No;
that is the last time I was on that shift.
_
Since last December you have not seen Mrs. Gilmore in a similar condition to that which you
have related ? No.
])t. Manning.'] You do not know whether Lord got the ticket or not ? I do not remember, I
know the night-officer asked Mrs. Gilmore for her ticket, and I think she said, “ It is all right,” and
passed through the door.
Mr. Montaqui] Unless a person were creating a disturbance you would not arrest them? No,
unless they were unable to take care of thenselves.
_
There was nothing else to guide you except that you judged by appearances ? Quite so.
[Witness withdrew.]
Donald M‘Donald examined:—
(Witness stated that Webster, railway official at Granville, was unable to attend to give evidence.)
Dr. Manning.] What are you ? Hallway clerk at the Parramatta railway station.
How long have you held that position ? Nearly five years.
What are your hours of duty ? From a quarter to S in the morning until 5 at night as a general
rule. There are times when I am required to slay on later, but not laler than about half-past 8.
Mr. Montagu.] Do you know Mrs. Gilmore ? I know her, but not to speak to. 1 was a resident
of Cowper-street, adjoining the Cottage Homes, from July, 1891, to February, 1895.
You have frequently passed the Homes then ? About three times a day.
Have you been in the cottages ? I have been in one, though I have frequently spoken to the old
people.
Have they ever made any complaint about Mrs. Gilmore ? Not those I have spoken to. They
always spoke in a high manner of Mrs. Gilmore.
Did you ever sec Mrs. Gilmore there? Yes, frequently about the house.
Did you ever hear her use had language of any kind ? Never.
Do you know Lord, the night-officer ? Yes.
_
Do you come into contact with him much? Yes, on business. I have to look after the checking
of his cash and the work performed during the night.
Do you know him otherwise ? No.
What opportunities have you had of observing him? Every opportunity of observing his character.
Have you anything to say about him in his transactions ? 1 have nothing to say in his favour. I
have always looked upon him as a very dangerous man—as a natural liar in my opinion.
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Those are strong words to say against a man;—have you any knowledge of it yourself ? Xes; in
business transactions I have frequently. I have seen him doing some funny things, which, in my opinion,
were not straight working,
Anything in connection with his department? Departmental work.
Dr. Manning.'] In passing the Cottage Homes havo you ever heard any noise in Mrs. Gilmore’s
house? Ho.
Never at any time? No.
. t
You have never heard any quarrelling? No.
Mr. Montagu.] Do you know whether a railway ticket was returned by Mrs. Gilmore on any
occasion? I think there was something about a railway ticket some few months ago? I believe she
came Up in the train and said she had given up her ticket, or had lost it in some way; and the ticket was
sent back the following day.
She said she could not find it, and returned it the next day ? Yes. Mr. Lord made some remarks
about it at the time.
Do you remember what he said? He said perhaps she was drunk.
Would that be as far back as last December? I do not think it was. About four or five months
ago.
_ _
_
Dr. Goode.] Do you know whether this ticket was returned the next morning? I could not say
for certain. I would not like to say it was returned.
What you know was only hearsay ? Yes,
Mr. Montagu.] Do you know who it was who told you it had been returned ? No; I do not
recollect.
Dr. Goode.] You do not know yourself whether the ticket was given up the night before? I know
it was not given up the night before by the statements of the person who was collecting the tickets.
Dr. Manning.] Did he leave a memorandum to that effect ? I fancy he did.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mrs. Alice Gregory examined:—
Dr. Manning.] You are in an official position in the Eailway Service ? Yes.
What is that position ? Ladies’ attendant at the waiting-room at the Redfern Railway Station.
There are three or four others, are there not ? Three,
And you take tlie duty in turns ? Yes.
For how long ? About eight hours.
You remember an occasion on which you had some difficulty with a lady in a closet at the waitingroom ? Yes. I havo not seen the lady since, so I do not know whether it is the lady you are referring to.
Would you know her again if you saw her ? Yes.
i Will you describe her ? She was taller than me; not much stouter. She had'blue-grey eyes, full
red lips, and, I think, dark hair. A woman about 30. That is all I can say.
•
How was she dressed ? In a dark dress, I think, with a white gem hat—a round straw hat, with a
veil I know, which I think was brown, but I am not positive.
Mr. Montagu.] A sailor hat? Fes ; plain, without any feathers on it; just a band.
Dr. Manning.] Will you tell us what occurred on that occasion;—what time was it ? It was about
5 o’clock in the evening. One of the closets was kept an unreasonable time, and there were a great
many people in the general waiting-room. I knocked at the door, and a person answered in a sleepy,
drowsy way, I left it for a few moments and went again, and she answered again clearly. And then I went
again and the door was open, and to my astonishment it was a well dressed woman—not the kind who usually
shut themselves in to take a nap. I asked her if she were going by train, and she said “No.” I asked her
if she had a ticket, and she said “ No ” ; and I had no right to ask her to see whether she had. Then she
commenced in an abusive way; but there was a lot before this. Later on she came out of the W.C.
compartment. There was a lot of people about. Sho was arranging her hair and hat. I was attending
to my duties, and sho said, “You don’t know who 1 am—yon don’t know I can get you out of your
situation in a minute.” This was said in a shrill, hard, horrid way. She kept on. T cannot tell you
one-tenth of what she said. Later on she said, “Fetch your officials; fetch your officials.” The word
official not being mentioned before, and saying that I thought she must be something in the Government.
The word official is not often used. Sho said officials in an insulting way. I went to find an official, but
could not see one at the time, and I thought it would be over. She came up close to me, walking close
to mo in whatever T did in an insulting, quarrelsome way. She was under the influence of drink
undoubtedly. Then I went into the station-master’s office—he was not there,—and while I was there she
got into a great temper. 1 could find no porter ; they were all busy. She said, “You are slinking, are
you!” about six times, in a horrid way, and in a high shrill voice. There was a train full of people
waiting to go out. I think it was the 10 to G train. She said, “ Go in and clean up the closets; that is
your place,” in an abusive way, and walked on then down the platform. Those ate the words, I remember
perfectly.
Was any bad language used ? No; no bad language.
The language was abusive and taunting, but not bad ? Yes.
Why do you think she was intoxicated ? She smelt very strong of liquor, and had the appearance
of it altogether—a flushed appearance.
Do you know where she came from. ? No.
You did not see her go into the closets ? No ; I saw her on one other occasion about eighteen
months previous to this. When she Began in this abusive tone, I recognised her. I am sure she was the
same woman.
[Mrs. Gilmoro who had not been present during this witness’ examination was here called in.]
Dr. Manning.] Do you recognise this as the person ? 1 would not swear to her, I am not sure.
You are not sure of tho voice ? I cannot swear to that either.
Did you make any inquiries afterwards ? Yes; it was through the inquiries 1 made, that I was
called here as a witness I daresay, I wanted to find out who she was.
305—G
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What inquiries did you make ? I went to tlie station-master to complain to him about ten minutes
Then I spoke to the inspector, and inquired from another inspector. That is all.
Did you find out anything as regards who she was ? No.
Nothing as regards her being a matron of an asylum ? No, nothing of the sort. When I saw
this in the paper, I wondered if it was the same woman.
Mr. Montagu^] And then did you make a communication with Mr. O’Eeilly? No.
Did Mr. O’Eeilly come to you ? Tes.
When did Mr. O’fieilly come to you? Two days ago.
Did you make a statement in writing to him ? No.
You simply detailed the circumstances as you have told the Board here ? Tes, but not so fully.
And upon that you were asked to como here ? Then I went to the station-master to make him
fully acquainted with the whole thing, and to-day I got word to como to Parramatta.
■
[Witness withdrew.]
after.

Sydney Bundle Walford examined:—
Dr. Manning.What is your occupation ? Brewer.
In Sydney or Parramatta ? Parramatta.
How long have you lived here ? Twelve years.
.
Mr. Montagu.] Do you know Mrs. Grilmore ? I cannot say I do. I live quite near.
Ton live close to the Cottage Homes? Just on the rise of the hill, about 50 yards away,
I suppose you pass by that way ? Tes, a good deal.
Have you been over the cottages ? No.
You pass by a good deal? Tes; I daresay I pass by once a fortnight or month.
Have you ever seen any of the people in the cottages ? Tes.
Have you heard them make any complaint in any way ? No ; they have never said anything to me.
I have generally given them a few coppers. That is the only intercourse I havo had with them.
Have you ever seen Mrs. Gilmore at the cottages ? No; I have never seen her. I have never
noticed her there.
Have you passed by there in the evening ? Very seldom of an evening.
When you have, did the plate appear to be orderly ? Yes, quite. I have been coming by the late
train from the theatre perhaps, hut I havo norer noticed any noise.
Is there anything you can tell'us about Mrs. Gilmore? I know nothing. I told Mrs. Gilmore
when she came to see me I could say nothing for or against her, except that I have never been annoyed
in any way by any noise or rows. I have been living within 50 yards of the place. There is only Mrs.
Creasy’s between my house and Mrs. Gilmore’s, so you would think I should have heard it if there had
been any excessive noise.
[Witness withdrew.]
.

Mrs. Janet Gilmore examined :—
Dr. Manning] You are the matron of the Cottage Homes ? Tes.
How long have you held that appointment ? Seven years next February.
What appointment did you hold prior to your going there ? I was housekeeper at the Govern
ment Asylums Office in Pott-street, I think, from the beginning of June until the date of my
appointment.
.
Who appointed you to that position? Mr, Critchett Walker.
Was that before Mr. Maxted took charge of the Department or not? I do not think Mr. Maxted
was then really appointed. His name was mooted, but he was noGappointed.
You were appointed to the Service before Mr. Maxted was appointed to his present office ? Yes.
Sir. Maxted was then in the Sendee when you were appointed as matron of the Cottage Homes ?
Yes.
Was that appointment made on his recommendation, do you know ? I knew Dr. Tarrant and Mr.
Humphery, who went to Mr. Critchett Walker and asked that I should be given this appointment for tho
sake of my first husband, Major Coote of the 26th Cameronians. He was a Mason and Mr. Humphery
was a Mason. Major Coote was a distant relative of Dr. Tarrant’s.
Mr. Gilmore is no longer in the Public Service ? No.
_ How long is it since he was ? He was in the Harbours and Elvers Branch, and through no fault
of his, when the present Government came in at first they retrenched a lot of men in that particular
department and he was one amongst the number.
He was originally in the Asylums Department and exchanged into the Harbours and Eivers, and
from there was retrenched ? Yes.
Has he had any occupation since he was retrenched ? Nothing at all.
_ [Mr. Montagu handed in a letter addressed to Mrs. Gilmore, from Mrs. Tarrant, marked “ B ”
herewith.]
Mr. Montagu.] During the whole period of your appointment as matron of the Cottage Homes,
Parramatta, have you at any time taken liquor to any extent ? No, I have not. I have taken a glass of
beer or a glass of stout with my food, but never anything more.
Are you in the habit of keeping liquor in your house ? No ; we do not keep it in the house.
And on rare occasions when you do take a glass of boor or stout, you send out for it ? Always.
And you only take it with meals? I never take it in the morning or evening, only in the middle
of the day.
.
Never in the morning or evening ? Never.
And you have been advised by medical men that it is not a good thing for you to take? I could
tell by my own feeling that I never wanted it. I have no tasto for it. I have only taken it as a help to
digest my food; tea does not suit me when I am eating meat or vegetables. That is the only time I take it.
There

There is no truth whatever in the statements alleged against you that you have been constantly
under the influence of liquor? No ; I can safely say people are quite mistaken in my character in that
respect.
Ton have for some years past, I understand, been suffering from dyspepsia ? I have suffered with
indigestion and nervous dyspepsia for ten years—ever since I had a shock in Tasmania. 1 have never
recovered it since. I have had a lot of trouble in those cottages. I lost a son there when I came first.
I have always felt it very much having to live there. I would have gone away but that my living depended
upon it.
Dr. Manning.'] "What family have you now ? A son by Major Coote, 18 years old, and two little
girls by Mr. Gilmore. I have had seven children, but I have only three living out of the seven.
Does your son live at the Homes ? Yes.
Mr. Montagu.] Does he live with you ? Yes; he is a kind of clerk at Macquarie-street.
I understand you have been on several occasions in tbe train when these fits of hysteria have come
on? I have, once or twice. On one occasion this sickness came on very suddenly. 1 had some very
sad news from home. I had been worrying very much.
You will admit that you are of an excitable nature ? I cannot help that j I must have been horn
like it. I try to control myself as much as I can.
Do you remember going, on several occasions, with friends to tbe theatre in the evening ? Yes,
I havo gone to the theatre on various occasions—with Mrs. Johnson more than witli anybody else.
’
Mr. Gilmore has not gone with you? Mr. Gilmore does not care to come out. He will not leave
the two children. One of them is subject to croup. He does not like to leave the children; otherwise he
would come with me.
'
Allegations have been made against you that you have used had language, have you done so ? No,
I am certain I never in my life. I want to make a statement about what Dr, Violette said the other day.
He must have made a mistake about the word. He said I called my husband a something cur; hut I have
never done such a thing. I believe what I did say one day was, when I felt very angry with Mr. Gilmore,
who brought it on himself, that he was a loafing cur. The other word I did not use.
Dr. Yioletto made a mistake in the word ? I think I said he was a loafing cur. He does not like
hard work. That is what I meant. I am never happy unless I am working about the place. Dr.
Violette made a mistake in the word. I felt it very much when he said it. It was not a very ladylike
word ; even loafing is not a nice word, but it is a Colonial word. Instead of saying a lazy man here you
say a loafing mau.
What nationality are you ? I am Scotch.
You have heard what has been said about creating a disturbance or scone at Granville on the night
of tbe 4th of September;—were you in Granville that night ? I have never been iu G ranville but onco
in my life, and that is years ago.
Do you recollect having a dispute with Niglit-olficcr Lord about your railway ticket? That might
have been on tho night I felt so terrible sick—the night that .1 told Mr. Maxted I felt so bad. I might
not have been able to find it. That may have been the case; I will not say it is not. At all events, I can
conscientiously swear that I never once sent a ticket up to that railway officer. They are telling a falsehood.
Not so long ago I came across a half ticket in tbe drawer ; I must have thrown it in there. I destroyed
it and put it in the fire. I said to Mr. Gilmore at the time, 11 That must have been the ticket I ought to
havo given up.” I may not have given up the ticket that night, because I felt too ill to be worried looking
for it; but the ticket was never sent up to Mr. Watsford, as Mr. Lord says.
They did not say they knew it was, they were only told sothat is tlie only occasion that you
recollect? That is the only occasion, decidedly.
Is there any-truth whatever in the allegation that you told someone they could go to a certain
place? I am positive I never said such a thing in my life to anyone.
You have heard what Chesshur said ;—did you use such language ? I have never used any strong
language that people could speak about me in this way. They may have heard it from someone else in
the house; they never heard it from me.
You did not use it ? I did not.
'
I may take it that you have always been attentive to your duties, consistently and conscientiously
throughout ? I have done my best always. Sometimes it was very hard to do it, and I have had very
little support. Some of the inmates have threatened my life, and that has all told on my nervous system
and affected me.
I suppose some of the inmates themselves havo usgd very strong language ? They have. One
man who has gone away now—a Frenchman—if he did not get everything he wanted he would curse and
swear and come to my back door and call me fearful names. That was just before one of my children
was born—the last one. This man Mau threatened to strike me with a tomahawk. If I had not got out
of the gate he would have struck me. He struck the gate as it was. I have had some rough treatment.
Some of the inmates have come to your cottage and used strong language there ? They have
indeed; this Frenchman particularly.
So that it is quite possible that when witnesses say it was yon, they may have mistaken you for
someone else—perhaps one of the inmates ? They may have done so. I have had no satisfaction. I con
sider I have been to a certain extent peculiarly illused.
"When you went to the theatre in the evening, or to your friends, did you have any liquor of any
kind ? I might have had a glass of wine with my food when I have had dinner in town.
On the two or three occasions in the train your illness was brought on by your own physical
infirmities ? Once, I have said, I had had bad news from home and I was thinking about it.
How many times, on an average, do you go to town during the month? I can say I have never
exceeded three or four times a month. My allowance is three times a month—two week days and the
last Sunday in the month. If I exceeded that I generally mentioned it to Mr. Green. I have to send in
a paper to say how often I have been out during the month. If I havo exceeded my leave of absence I
have to state it in this paper. Then Mr. Maxted gave me directions to keep a book ; he said I did not do
so. I do not know why I did not do so; it was pure carelessness. I have always sent in the paper
every month, and they will show that my leave has not been exceeded.
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Dr. Manning.'] The times you mentioned are tho recognised times that you were allowed to leave
the institution ? Yes; three times to go to Sydney—two week days and one Sunday. I was not supposed
to leave at any other time without consent from the olGce. I may have gone away more on one or two
occasions, hut if I have I have always mentioned it to Mr. Green.
Does that refer to absence during tlie day? It includes evenings.
There is no limit to your going to Sydney at times when you are not on duty in the evening ? I
have always inferred that I was simply allowed those three days to go to Sydney, and I can honestly say
I have never gone at night to Sydney. I havo left in the forenoon or afternoon and spent tho day in
Sydney with friends. I have not left in the evening for years, I have done so years ago on two or three
occasions, before our children were born; then Mr. Gilmore and I used to go together.
You considered you were restricted to thoso days and evenings ? Yes.
Mr. Masted said you were not restricted as regards the evenings ? Mr, Maxted knows I have not
left in the evenings. Mr. Green would soon hear about it if I had. There are plenty of people who would
give him all the news. lie knows very well I have not done so.
Your returning home in the evening was the result of your visits paid to town during the day in
accordance with your leave of absence ? Exactly.
['Witness withdrew.]

[Is. 9(1.]

Sydney: Charles Pottor, Government Printer.—1896.
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doimrossion.
VICTORIA., by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth,—
To onr trusty and well-beloved—
The Honorable Sir Author Renwick, Knight, B.A., M.D., a Member of Our Legislative Council
of Our Colony of New South "Wales, President;
Frederic Norton Manning, Esquire, M.D., Inspector-General of the Insane ;
Andrew Garran, Esquire, LL.D,; and
James Sinclair McGowen, Esquire, a Member of the Legislative Assembly of Our said Colony,—
Greeting:—
Know ye, That We, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry,
discretion, and integrity, do, by these presents, authorise and appoint you, or any two or more of you, as
hereinafter mentioned, to make a diligent and full inquiry into the conduct and management of the
Licensed House for the Insane, at Cook’s River, near Sydney, in Our said Colony, known as “ Bayview
House,” and particularly as regards the allegations made in the said Legislative Assembly respecting the
treatment of certain patients in the said Licensed House: And we do, by these presents, grant to you, or
any two or more of you, at any meeting or meetings to which all of you shall have been duly summoned,
full power and authority to call before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you
may he better informed of tbe truth in the premises, and to require the production of all such books,
papers, writings, and all other documents as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same
at the offices or places where the same or any of them may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises
by all lawful ways and means: And We do give you the power, at your discretion, to procure such clerical
and other assistance as you may deem necessary for enabling you to duly execute this Our Commission:
And Our further will aud pleasure is that you do, within two months after the date of Our Commission,
certify to Us, in the office of Our Chief Secretary, under your or any two or more of your hands and
seals, what you shall find touching the premises: And We hereby command all Government Officers and
other persons whomsoever within Our said Colony, that they be assistant to you and each of you in the
execution of these presents: And we appoint you, the said Sir Arthur Renwick, to he President of this
Our Commission, which said Commission We declare to be a Commission for all purposes of the Act
44 Victoria No. 1, intituled, “An Act to regulate the taking of evidence by Commissioners under the Great
Seal"

In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent, and tbe Great Seal
of Our said Colony of New South Wales to he hereunto affixed.
Witness, Our Right Trusty and Well-beloved Councillor, Sir Robert William Duff,
a Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our Colony of New
South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South
Wales aforesaid, this eighteenth day of October, in the fifty-eighth year of Our
Reign, and in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
(l.s.)
R. W. DUFF.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER.

(l.s.)

Entered on record by me, in Register of Patents, No, 16, page 147, this nineteenth day of
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
(l.s.)
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
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LETTER OP INSTRUCTIONS.

Dated 18tb
October, 1894.

The Principal Under Secretary to The President.
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 19 October, 1891.
'
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to transmit herewith a Commission under the Great Seal'
of the Colony appointing yon, in conjunction with the other gentlemen named therein, to be a Royal
Commission to mate a diligent’and full inquiry into the conduct and management of the Licensed House
for the Insane at Cook’s River, near Sydney, known as “ Bayview House,” and particularly as regardsthe allegations made in the Legislative Assembly respecting the treatment of certain patients in that
institution.
.
2, I am desired to add that the Governor-in-Council has also been pleased to appoint you to be
President of the Commission.
3. Yon will be provided with such clerical and other assistance as may be deemed necessary for
enabling you to execute the Commission.
I have, &c >CEITCHETT yyALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
The Hon. Sir Arthur Renwick, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., Ac., <tc.

EXTENSIONS OP COMMISSION.
it is necessary to extend the time within which the Commissioners are to make their report in
the above matter • Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive Council, extend thetime within which the said Commissioners are to make such report for a period of two months—to take
effect from the 18th instant.
Given under my hand at Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth day of December,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
R. W. DUPP.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER.
Whereas

Whereas the time appointed for the return of the Commission in the above matter was, by an instrument

dated the nineteenth day of December last, extended for a period of two months: And whereas it is
necessary to extend the same still further, Now, therefore,! do hereby, with the advice of the Executive
Council, extend the time within which the Commission are to make their return to and for a further
period of one month beyond the time in and by the aforesaid instrument appointed for the purpose—to
take effect from the 18th instant,
_ _
Given under my hand at Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth day of x obruary,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
_
By deputation from His Excollencv,
PREDK. M. DARLEY,
Lieutenant-Governor.
By His Excellency’s command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER.
Whereas the time appointed for the return of the Commission in the above matter was, by an instrument,

dated the nineteenth day of February last, extended for a period of ono month: And whereas it_is
necessary to extend the same still further, Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive
Council, further extend the time within which the Commission are to make their return until the 9th
April proximo.
Given under my hand at Government House, Sydney, this twenty-second day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
PREDK. M. DARLEY,
Lieutenant-Governor.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER.
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INTERIM REPORT TO THE HONORABLE THE CHIEF SECRETARY.
Sir,

Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 11 December, 1894.
I have the honor to inform you that the period of duration of the Royal Commission appointed
to make a full and diligent inquiry into the working and management of the Hospital for the Insane,
known as Bayview House, Tempe, will lapse on the 19th instant. In consequence of tho protracted
nature of the investigation, we shall, as Royal Commissioners, be unable to present our report to His
Excellency the Governor within the time prescribed in the Commission, I therefore beg to request that
the time be extended for a period of two (2) months—to a date expiring on February 19, 1895.
From official papers placed at our disposal to aid us in executing the terms of our Commission, we
see that, on July 10, 1891, in reply to a letter written by Dr. A. J. Yause on 23rd of the previous month,
the then Colonial Secretary approved of the renewal for the further period of three years from 31st
December, 1891, of an agreement entered into between Dr. Yause aud the Government tor the care of
fifty insane patients in the Licensed House for the Insane, known as Bayview House, Tempe, at the rate
of £1 2s. (id. per week per patient,' with the distinct stipulation that such renewal was granted nnder
exceptional circumstances, aud that the Government patients were to be removed on 31st December, 1894.
In a further paper, dated December 1st, 1893, tho Inspector-General of Insane reported at length,
for the information of the Chief Secretary, on the farming out of the insane at Cook’s River Road.
Dr. Manning then submitted that there had been no economy, but a greatly increased cost in farming
out insane patients, and, incidentally, that by reason of political aud other extraneous influences, it had
been found difficult for the Government to regain possession of the patients farmed out: It was there
fore necessary to point out that the whole principal of farming out insane patients is wrong. This
memorandum was submitted to the Chief Secretary, who, after careful consideration of Dr. Manning’s
report and proposals submitted by Dr. Yause, and personal visits to the Tempe, Rydalmere, and Parra
matta establishments, made a minute dated 19th March, 1894, to the effect that he had had the figures
of cost at the private establishments and the cost of patients in Government institutions carefully
checked, and, in consequence, was led to the conclusion that no further extension of the system of
boarding-ont of insane should be permitted, and be fully concurred in Dr. Manning’s report and
suggestions; and furthermore, lie desired that all parties be so informed, and arrangements made
accordingly.
In the meantime, therefore, while asking for an extension of time, we, as the Commissioners
conducting this inquiry, recommend and unamiously approve the steps we understand are being taken
by the Government for the removal of the Government patients from Bayview House on the ground of
increased economy, as fully explained in tho report of the Inspector-General of Insane.
I have, &c.,
ARTHUR RENWICK,
President.
To the Honorable the Chief Secretary, Sydney.
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ROYAL COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE CERTAIN CHARGES AGAINST BAYVIEW
ASYLUM.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
FRIDAY, 2 NOVEMBER, 1894.
[The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Okief Secretary's Office!]
present;—
The Hon. Sie ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING-,
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
Esq., M.D., U-spectoh-Genjoual or the
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
laeAifE.
Esq., M.L.A.
Dr. Yauso attended on his own behalf to hear* evidence and cross-esaminc witnesses.
C. E. Jeanneret, Esq., sworn and examined:—
E
1. President.] This is a Royal Commission appointed to male a diligent and full inquiry into the conduct Jeanneret,
and management of the Licensed Houso for the Insane at Cook’s River, known as Bayview House, and
Esq.
particularly as regards the allegations made in the Legislative Assembly by you, as Member for Carcoar,
respecting tho treatment of a certain patient. We sec from the copy oi Hansard in our hands the nature 2 Nov,> 1894
of the charge you then made, and we should like to know if the remarks I am about to read as an extract
from your speech contain the real charge you desire to make. These words, taken from your speech,
are
I. think it behoves the Government, upon the statement I have laid before the House, to make
full inquiry. The inquiry will prove this: that a gentleman has been for months past—for the last four
months to my knowledge—kept from 5 in the afternoon till 7 in the morning, over twelve hours, in a cold
stable without even a bed to lie upon, without any water, without any attendant, without any food, having
upon his body nothing but his nightshirt.” These words, I think,'contain the real charge you made to
the House on that occasion, and do you still maintain that the charge is valid and a matter of fact ?
Yes; to the best of my knowledge that charge is true.
2. Of your own knowledge, do you know anything concerning the management of the asylum or of
Dr. Yause, or of the general working of the institution ? No ; 1 do not.
3. Upon what grounds do you base this charge f I made that charge from information I received.
4. So, then, upon the information given to you, you made that charge in the Legislative Assembly ?
Yes.
*
5. Wc, as the Commission, wish you to tell us all that you think proper of the circumstances which led
you to make this charge. Our desire is to get the fullest information possible upon this subject.
Therefore, will yon tell us what led up to your action in tho Legislative Assembly? Some time ago, 1
think about a month before I took action in the Assembly, a house inspector under the City Corporation,
a man named Gearey—J may say, a very reliable man—made a certain statement to me concerning an
inspection outside the boundaries of the city. I did not pay much heed to what he said at first. He saw
me on a second occasion, and asked mo if I had done anything in reference to the first statement he made.
I replied, “ No, I have not; but I will see Dr, Manning about it.” I went to Dr. Manning without
further delay. I called at his private residence, but he had gone to Goulburn, I believe. On tbe next
day I was in the company of Mr. Alfred Bennett, Mr. Taylor, and Sir William Manning, at the powder
works at Manly Beach, and, in the course of conversation, 1 asked Sir William Manning if he had hoard
anything about the reports current relative to case No. 1 at Bayview. Mr. Bennett replied, “I have
heard something about them : I have had them investigated, and there is nothing in the charges ; 1 have
had a thorough investigation made, and there js nothing in it.” A few weeks passed, and Gearey came
to me again upon this subject. I said to him, “ You seem to take a great interest in case No. 1,” and he
replied, ‘‘ 1 do so because of a very long-standing friendship, and I feel myself under some obligation to
him for kindnesses rendered years ago.” Ife then added, “ I wish you to take steps in this matter, because
all I have told you is absolutely true.” I, thereupon, went fo'Dr. Manning, but unfortunately Dr.
Maiming was again out, and therefore I did not see him. I was going away to Queensland then for the
purpose of being present at the opening of a section of tho Tweed railway, and knowing I should be
absent some days, I wont to Messrs. Allen and Allen, my solicitors, to lay the case before them. 1 saw
Mr. Arthur Allen, of that firm, and after other conversation T suggested' that on my return to town we
should go to Gearey and ascertain as far as possible the truth of tho statement made. That was on tlie
Monday.
G. Do you mean the Monday prior to the day on which you made this speech ? No ; a fortnight before
that. It was then arranged that 1 should send Gearey'to Mr. Arthur Alien. I knew nothing more
until I returned from Queensland, which was the day before I brought the matter up iu the House. Then
I called on Dr. Manning at Gladesville.
207—A
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0. E.
V. Dr. Garran^] Tou said “ we.” Do you refer to anyone else besides Mr. Arthur A.llen and yourself;—
Jcannerefc,
y0U meail iinother bouse inspector or some person appointed by the Government? On the Monday
_
night I went to Dr. Manning’s bouse, and ascertained that he had gone away to Goulburn by the
2 Hot 1804 ® o’clock train, and it being the second occasion on which I bad attempted to see Dr. Manning on this
' subject, I thought I would be justified in bringing the whole question before the House. After consulta
tion with a medical friend in Sydney, whose advice X fook, I determined to bring it before the House, and
I carried out my determination.
8. President.'] And the charge you made is the same in substance and in fact as the charge I read to
you from Hansard a few minutes ago? Yes ; and further, that when friends of the patient went to visit
him at tho asylum they were shown into an ante-room, “ where they were kept waiting for ten minutes or
a quarter of an hour. They were then shown into an elegantly furnished bedroom in which tliere were two
beds, one for the patient and one for an attendant. They saw the patient in clean and comfortable sheets
in a good bed; but, will lion. Members believe me when I tell them that, on each of these visits, the
patient was brought out from the stable iu the yard, whore there was not even a mattress for him to lie upon,
until one of the attendants in his own time made him one. There wras not a blanket or rug of any kind;
but there were three pieces of bagging or calico—something of that kind—and tho three put together
were not sufficient to cover a human being.” That, Mr. President, was what I said previously—or the
substance of what I said in Parliament.
9. Personally, do you know anything concerning the charges you have made? No. Personally, I know
nothing at all about them. I made the charges in Parliament on the evidence of ono whom I considered
to be a reliable witness. Gearey is the man I mean. I have always found him most reliable, and I believe
ho can substantiate all T have said. I rely for my charges upon the accuracy of what Gearey told mo. I
may say I have seen Mrs. Clowdy, ihe daughter of the Hon. J. F. Burns, and another lady, whose name
I forget, a lady who wrote to me from Lithgow, who also made complaints. I havo destroyed that letter,
but I showed it to .Dr. Manning. I also received an anonymous letter, which I handed to Dr. Manniug.
This lady, who wrote to me from Lithgow, told me of things which confirmed me of the necessity for
taking the action I took.
r
10. Do you know a man named J. J. O’Brien ? I have heard of him ; hut it is mainly on Gearey’s state
ment that I rely.
11. Dr. Manning.] Is Gearey an inspector of Chinese houses? Yes; lie was a general houso inspector;
hut I think he is now an inspector of Chinese houses.
12. "When you called at my houso were you given a reason why I could uot be seen ? Yes ; I was informed
you had left for G oulburn. I cormnunieuted with you on the two occasions named, and 1 am quite certain
that it was my earnest wish to see you.
18. Did you leave your card when you called ? No, Dr. Manniug ; I have called very often upon you
during the many years you have been my neighbour, and I do not think I ever left my card at your
house.
14. President.] You mentioned the name of Mrs. Clowdy? I saw Mrs. Clowdy; she expressed a wish to
see me, and I went out to her house and saw her.
15. Where does this lady reside? Mrs. Clowdy resides with her husband, who is a Custom House
officer, living at Paddington.
Hi. Had you any particular reason for making these charges in Parliament ? None beyond that 1 con
sidered it to be my duty as a public man to lay tbe statements I made before Members of the House.
17. You merely thought it your duty as a public mau ? Yes; as a Member of the House 1 considered
the action I took was my duly towards the public,
[Witness withdrew.]

Professor
Anderson
Stuart,
2 Nov., 1894.

Professor Anderson Stuart, sworn and examined :—
18. President.] As you are aware, this is a Commission appointed to inquire into the conduct and
management of the Bayview Asylum at Cook's River. We have before us the report of a visit you made
to that institution on tho morning of the 20th May last. In that report you say :—
Sir,
As instructed by yon on tbe evening of tbe I7tb instant, I saw Messrs. Allen and Allen on the IStb ; and from
their Mr.
, as also from H. Gearey, and'from Mr.
, son of Case No. 1, both of whom were
present, I heard tlie accounts of the conditions said to be surrounding tho patient at the Licensed House for tho Insane,
Cook’s River.
In order to further carry out your directions, I concluded that it was necessary for me to visit this estab
lishment in the early morning, so that, if ho were accommodated in the place and manner alleged, I sliould be in a position
to verify the same.
On the I9th I completed my arrangements, and, starting from Sydney on the 20th at 5 n.m., I visited the licensed
house at 5'50, with tho results which follow.
1 took with me Mr. Edmund Sager, Secretary to the Medical Advisor to the Government, who should accompany me
as a witness of what might occur, H. Gearey and ,T. J. O’Brien, who had been’the means of communication with Messrs.
-------------------------, and Detective Goulder, as a member of the Police Force, placed at my disposal by the Inspector-General
of Police at your request, so that the party visiting a suburban house at such an hour and on a Sunday morning should be
free from possible interference by the local police.
I left Goulder at the gate and went straight towards the office, tho situation of which I well knew. Just at the
office door I encountered an employe, of whom I inquired for tho person in charge. He at once directed mo to the head
attendant round the corner to the left, following Gearey and O'Brien, who had preceded mo. Having gone as directed, wre
found ourselves in a sort of courtyard, where, after a time, we found an attendant, who vrent to rouse the head attendant.
After considerable delay the latter came, and to him I stated my office, authority, and business ; but he said he could not
let me see any patient without Dr. Vause's direction, and the doctor was at his residence. Ho then said I should go to the
office. Thereupon I said that I had done so, and had been directed to where we then were. He then led me and Mr. Sager
to the office, but said nothing to Geary and O’Brien, who therefore remained where they were, standing near a building
with the external aspect of having been a stable with hay-loft above it at some previous time, with no windows, hut now
provided with two separate barred and padlocked doors, each with a small observation hole.
Arrived at the office, great delay occurred ere anyone answered the head attendant’s summons by tlie electric bell.
During this time I frequently urged him to take my card to Dr. Vause, or to find someone who would do so, hut he
declined to do either. Finally a maid-servant came, took my card, and soon returned with an intimation that Dr. Vause
would be there in a few minutes, and he, in fact, soon appeared.
I apologised to Dr. Vause for disturbing him at that early hour, but told him that 1 had been directed by you to see
a patient, concerning whom statements had been made, which rendered it necessary that you should take action. 1 n
answer to his inquiry as to their nature, I told him the gist of what had been communicated to you and to me. Dr, Vause
asked who the patient was, and I now, for the first time, disclosed the name of Case No. 1.
Dr
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out at the door through which the patient had entered, I was met by Gearey, who said that the patient had just hcei'i takeS
out of the left-hand compartment of the stable-hke out-house, the dobr of which I saw was now ugain barred and padlocked,
hut Dr. \ anse directed it to bn opened,
» ? hfcoml)a,'t,,nfint was tjimdrangular, about 12 x 12 feet wide with a very high ceiling, but with no window or means
of ventilation or of warming. The wooden floor was at the level of the ground and had been fouled. The odour of the
place was most repulsive—a stale urinous odour of considerable standing*
The sole contents of the place were lying upon the floor and consisted of a mattress and three pieces of coarse canvas
cloth in single ply. All of them were fouled. The mattress had a coarse canvas tick, and its straw stuffing felt hard and
inelastic, as if it had been lain upon for some time. Geaiey and O’Brien also saw this interior, and I then directed them
to return to tfte waggonette,
Mr Sager and I then accompanied the doctor back through the lavatory to the dormitory, where we found the
patient sitting, and which we were now told was his room. He seemed to remember me somewhat, for he called me by
the name of a medical gentleman in Sydney whom I am said to somewhat resemble (Dr. Scot Skirving). I felt to see what
clothing he had on—a flannel shirt, a woollen jacket and trousers.
,,
Said *lle Pa’t'ent was put in the outhouse when violent and specially ill, but no attendant remained in the
outhouse with him, aud that no attendant would see him between 10 p.m. and the morning—I presume 7 a.m., since when
wo first saw him he was being brought into the lavatory for his morning ablutions in tlie ordinary course of events
1 did not do much by way of an examination of tlie person of the patient, for it was more his surroundings that I
came to inspect* How one of his eyes had become ecchymosed I did not inquire
e
I enclose herewith a statement by Mr. Sager and one by Gearey and O’Brien, written down at my request
immediately after tho transaction and independently of each other.
*
J
1
oi 4. -vr
T0(1,
Sydney, 21st May, 1804.

T' P. ANDERSON STUART, M.D.,
Medical Adviier.

19. Are the facts stated in this report correct to the best of your knowledge ? Tes, they are.
2j'j IIaIie )’°U aT1-vthinS a(ld to the statements you there make? I do not know that I have much to
add w the statement ot fact, but I have ample reasons to give in relation to the statements made. I do
not think there is much objection taken to my statement or my report, because Dr. Manning, as far as I
can understand him, agreed with it.
‘
21, As a matter of fact, then, you found the patient, into whose case you visited the asylum to inquire in
1 ho circumstances you mention in your report? Yes, exactly so.
seeing Dr. Yause you were taken to where the patient was, being led across a
lobby through a small dormitory into a lavatory adjoining, and as you entered at the one end the patient
entered at the other end by a door leading from the yard ? Tes.
23. Eefore seeing Dr. Vause, did you leave two men near the building from which the patient was
brought out and m which he had slept during the night ? Yes.
24. Djd you then insist on immediately going with Dr. Vause fo the room from which the patient had
beou taken P i es.
r
25 What was your reason for visiting the institution at such an early hour in the morning? I must
iully explain to you the circumstances. I had an interview with the then Colonial Secretary, Sir George
ibbs who mtermed me that a certain patient was said to bo placed in circumstances which seemed to mo
to be absolutely incredible. I at once said to Sir George Dibbs, after hearing his statement, that so far
as X could see there could not be any foundation in fact for tbe allegations made. 1 was referred to
Messrs. Allen and Allen. I saw Mr. Arthur Allen, and heard from him certain particulars, and I told
®!r "eorSe SIP?3 0± ^ interview with the Allens, with Gearey, and * * * , the son of the patient,
vur George Dibbs said to me, “ This affair must receue the fullest investigation, and you wilt have to
make it.
.1. said. “ If it has to be done, how is it to be done.'’ Sir George replied, “'You must make
your own arrangements. The statements say that tho patient is being maltreated, and you must ascertain
whether they are true or untrue.” I realised that I should have some difficulty during tbe day-time to
see the patient actually as he was in the place in which he was supposed to spend his nights, J knew by
going later ill the day I should not find him in the room m which ho was said to have slept. Therefore"
1 made my visit early in the morning.
1
’
2(1. Mr. McGowen.'] You say you arrived at the institution at ten minutes to 0 in the morninm but you
did not find the patient until ten minutes to 7 ? Yes; that is so.
D
J
27. President,] Did not that fact strike you as being something out of the ordinary? It impressed me
thatit was to say the least, very irregular. The patients were walking about the yard and grounds.
23. Iben the patients did not seem to be under any control ? None whatever. They were allowed to go
about as they liked during the time we were waiting for somebody to come to us
29. deferring to the room in which the patient had slept, do you not say that the wooden floor was at the
level of the ground, and had been fouled; that tho odour of the place was most repulsive—a stale urinous
odour, oi considerable standing ? Yes.
30. AYas there excreta lying there ? Yes,
31. Were you impressed witli the fact that the room had been carelessly cleaned ? Yes : it had not been
cleaned out after being used by the patient. There appeared to have been an attempt made to half wipe
up the filth, and hurriedly make the room decent.
1
32. Do you think there had been proper steps taken to clean this room after its use as a sleeping apart
ment by tho patient ? l\o. As 1 say in my report, the contents of the place were lying on the floor and
consisted or a mattress and some pieces of canvas, all fouled.
33. YiHiat is your meaning of stale urinous odour, of considerable standing ? ] could detect it Presh
urme has one smell, stale has another, and it was stale urine that wc smelled on this occasion. More than
that, the patient’s son has informed me that he has visited the room at between H and 12 o’clock in the day
and still tne smell was there.
J’
34. Were there any beds in the room? It all depends on what you call beds.
35. You say that there were mattresses in the room ? There was a mattress and three pieces of coarse
canvas cloth, m single ply, all befouled. The mattress had a coarse canvas tick, and the straw stuffing
telt as if it had been lam on for some time.
°
36. How was the ventilation of this room? It was absolutely insufficient. Tliere was one small window
screened, I believe, by a shutter. It was totally insufficient.

37.

2 Nov., 1394.
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37. Did you inspect any other part of the building? J. did not: I only saw this one patient. My commission did not extend beyond this, but what I found and stated in my report is perfectly true.

38. Dr. Garran.] "When you went in you say you had to wait for the head attendant ? Tea; my report
2 Nov 1894. Ba,y8 so- When we went in we found no one at all; but near the office door, a little later on, we found an
’’
* employee, a night-soil porter I think he was. He directed me to the head attendant, round the corner to
the left. I saw no one at all until an attendant came to us in a sort of court-yard, and I asked him who
was in charge. He said that an attendant was. Something took place which led me to believe or to suppose
that he was not particularly anxious either to find, or for ns to see the head attendant. I told him my
name and the nature of my business, and that I must see the patient. He informed me that I could not
see any patient without Dr. Yause’s direction, and Dr. Yause was at his residence. I and Mr. Sager
returned to the office, where we were informed that the head attendant would come down in a minute.
We waited a long time, but he did not appear.
^
39. Then the head attendant was not in charge that night or early that morning ? No.
40. Did you hear of or see any immediate attendant whose duty it was to look in upon the patient every
two hours during the night ? I did not; I only saw two men bringing the patient through the doorway
leading from tlie lavatory.
41. Had you any opportunity of seeing the patient in his room before he was removed ? No.
_
42. What opportunity was there for anyone to go into this room after you first arrived on the premises
and before you saw the patient. Could anyone have gone there without being seen ? I think not; for
Gearey and O’Brien remained where they were while Sir. Sager and myself returned to the office.
43. Could they see anybody who went in that room ? Yes.
44. Concerning this smell of which you speak: If a man confined in this room makes water during the
night, and the room is well cleaned early the next morning, would the smell remain ?
[At this stage Mr. Edmund Barton, Q.C., accompanied by Dr, Yause, appeared before the Commis
sion. Mr. Barton applied for permission to attend during tho sittings of the Commission as
counsel for Dr. Yause.
Mr. Barton and Dr. Yause having retired, the Commission considered the application and unani
mously decided to adhere to their former resolution that no parties to the inquiry should be
represented by counsel.
Mr. Barton and Dr. Vause returned, and the President informed them the Commission considered
that in the interests of all parties it would he better that counsel should not appear. They had
already determined that Dr. Vause might be in attendance to hear every particle of evidence
submitted to the Commission, and, furthermore, that he should be empowered to question all
witnesses.
Mr. Barton thanked the Commission for their courteous receipt of his application, but at the same
time requested that a note might be taken of his protest against the decision of the Commission.
Examination continued.]
45. Dr. Garran.] I was asking you about this urinous odour and the had smell in the room ; would there
be any difficulty in keeping it free from such smell? I think there might he a considerable abatement.
Utensils should be provided, but the difficulty is in making patients use them. The tendency of lunatic
patients is not to use them, but they should be made to get up. In some instances they would uot use
these things, hut they sliould be trained to it.
i
4G. Do you think it possible to make such other arrangements that would prevent tho patients fouling
the floor ? Yes; they should be made to get up two or three times a night if necessary. As a rule they
do not like to be disturbed, and this mode of training might have a tendency to make them more cleanly
in their habits.
_
47. Is there any objection to interfering with patients unnecessarily during the night? Yes, hut what is
unnecessarily—three times a night is not unnecessarily.
48. Do you think patients would want to make water three times n night ? Yes; they would if they
were roused up. That is part of the training. This frequent rousing is to train their nervous system
into the habit.
49. Supposing a patient is opposed to this, do you think it would he better to disturb him than to let him
remain ? Yes. There is a certain amount of discomfort in getting up in order to evacuate and pass urine,
but that is better than letting them do either or both while lying in bed.
50. Do you think it would be better to get them up as many as three times a night? Yes, I do. It
would be better still to follow some advice which is given in a work published in 1894, entitled “ Lunatic
Asylums ; their Organization and Management; ” by Charles Mereier. His remarks appear to me to he
so sensible that I will with your permission read them. Under the heading of “ Dirty Habits ” the author
says:—“ Patients who are of dirty habits need constant attention, and are a source of continual trouble
in asylums, but, fortunately, by assiduous attention very much may he done to cure them of the
objectionable customs.” Going on to speak of the treatment, the author of the work I quote
says:—“Patients who are dirty from sheer malice and from a desire to give trouble are a very
difficult class to deal with.
This category of patients is the most objectionable of all.
Such
patients are always made the tenants of single rooms in which they are for the most part left
during the night to their own devices, and discovered in the morning in a condition of indescribable
filth, and this cause is in many asylums unavoidable. But in an ideal asylum in which the number of
attendants is not limited by necessary considerations of economy, such patients would havo a special
attendant to remain with them at night, and to prevent their indulgence in such practices. V/ith the first
of the two classes into which the patients of this category have been divided the prevention would then he
very easy, and with the second it would not be difficult. Whatever the cause of this uncleanliness may
, be every dirty patient should be trained into habit s of cleanliness by being compelled to attend the closet, not
, only at frequent intervals, but, what is most important, at regular times. The nervous system, as a whole, and
any special nervous mechanism of these particular functions is much the creation of habit that when once
j by persistent training tbe habit is established by exercising these functions at fixed intervals, and at regular
, times the nervous system will be broken into conformity, and the habit will at length become unmodifiablo
, by the individual. Eor this reason patients, who are wet or dirty at night, should be taken up at least three
times, and always at the same time every night, and given the opportunity of evacuating.
* * * *
Besides taking these patients out of beds, which should he done every three or four hours, the night
,
attendant
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attendant should at each visit—that is to say, every hour—examine their beds to see if they are dry, and if Professor
they should bo wet they arc to be at once changed, dry macintoshes and dry sheets placed upon the bed. Anderson
Stuart.
Every such patient should be examined by the night attendant before he goes off duty, and every bed
should be dry and clean when the day attendants come on.”
2 Nov., 1894.
51. Take the case of a person past middle life, whose nervous habits have been formed, would it be easy
to break him into new habits while in a demented condition ? I think so. Such is my opinion, formed
on the extracts I have read relating to such patients.
52. Then we have the alternative of two evils : one of a man being allowed to lie in bed iu a state of
filth, and the other that of probable annoyance—waking him up to answer the calls of nature ? Tes; and
T think the latter is the lesser of the two.
53. Do you know of your own knowledge whether it is irritating and possibly dangerous to wake patients
during the night? X am of opinion that it is better to let them sleep if they can, but there should be
throughout the night an attendant in a room next door; but there was no such attendant here in this case.
The room was an outhouse, and the attendant had to come through a court-yard a considerable distance ■
before being in proximity with the patient.
54. Do you know whether the attendant you saw was attached to this particular patient, or to others in
the establishment ? I do not know.
55. If an attendant were specially appointed to one patient, would it increase the cost of supervision?
Yes.
56. You mention in your report that the building in which the patient bad spent the night had the
appearance of a stable ; do yoa know if it ever has been a stable? I do not know; I did not make any
inquiries on that point. Dr. Manning in his report called it an ugly building, and I in mine called, it a
stable-like outhouse. If .the place had been a stable at any time, and had been converted into its present
use, I. say so much the worse.
57. President.] Arc you perfectly satisfied that the ventilation is not as it should be—that is not up to
standard? I am, unless you take the smell of a urinal as a standard.
58. Dr, Oarran.'] Arc there any means by which this odour can be removed ? I think so. The floor
could be made to slant slightly, and if of wood it could be impregnated with paraffine oil or many other
things. 'Die floor might be of asphalt. It should certainly not be allowed to get into the state it was
when a little trouble might keep it comparatively sweet.
5S). Could this urine pass through the cracks of the floor to the ground underneath? I should think so.
60. Could not this be remedied ? Yes ; you could put down a floor and fill up the seams, or, as I said
before, it might be of asphalt.
61. At the time you saw case No. 1, was he clothed ? Yes; he had on a flannel shirt, a woollen jacket,
and trousers.
‘
62. Had he had his bath ? He had not.
i
63. Did you know the state he was in when first the attendant went to see him ? No.
64. Were you not allowed to go in the room ? No; I cannot say that. As soon as Dr. Vause knew
what I wanted he allowed me to go in.
65. But was not that after the lapse of a considerable time from your arrival on the premises ? Yes ;
that is it. It was in the hope of seeing the patient in the sleeping room itself, or immediately as he left
it, that I paid my visit so early in the morning. 1 did not see him until he was entering the lavatory. I
had almost to force myself in. When ] went to the institution I was fully persuaded that the stories I
had heard were not true. I went in there in the spirit of one wishing to dear the besmirched character
of a professional colleague, but when I reached the place, and saw the place, the facts came upon me as
an absolute revelation, and then I said to myself, “ It is all true.'’
66. With regard to the covering, you say there were throe pieces of coarse canvas cloth ? Yes ; there
wore three pieces of canvas.
67. Was there any blanket or coverlet ? None.
68. Was there enough covering to keep a man warm during the night ? No ; they were three pieces of
hard canvas. Dr. Manning gays it was soft canvas.
69. Was it too hard for the patient to tear ? It was a good deal too hard for this patient. I may point
out that at Callan Park they have as covering a blanket, on both sides of which is stitched pieces of canvas.
70. In your opinion then this patient was not adequately clothed? Ho was not.
71. Do you know anything about the patient having a cold bath ? I only heard something to that effect.
72. Was the weather at that time too severe for a patient in his slate to have a cold bath ? Yes.
73. Especially after having been cold perhaps the whole of the night ? Yes ; he should have had a warm
hath to clean him.
74. Must you resort to a warm bath to keep a patient with the propensities of ease No. 1 clean? Yes.
75. Would the patient have to go into the open to have a bath ? Yes.
76; What was the nature of the weather on that morning? It was a bright, cold, frosty morning; and
if it had been a wot morning it would have been just the same.
77. Then are your conclusions as follow:—That there should be better provision for passing excreta and.
micturating? Yes.
78. That the patient had not adequate clothing ? Yes.
79. That his bedding was inadequate ? Yea.
80. That the ventilation was not as it should be? Yes.
81. That the lighting of the room was insufficient? Yes ; there was not sufficient light either for seeing
or getting sweetness.
82. Dr, ]\Iruining!)^ What is your evidence about the cold hath? My impression is that he had a cold
hath, but for certain I do not know of it. '
83. Will you kindly give me the pages on which appear the extracts you have read from Mercier’s
work P Page 165, paragraph 3; 167, last paragraph ; 168, second paragraph ; and the last paragraph on
page 169.
84. Do you think M. Mercier is referring in his work to patients of wet and dirty habits? Yes.
85. Do you think the same opinion would apply to acute maniacs and general paralytics ? Perhaps not.
It might apply to quiet patients.
86,
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SC. Have you any actual experience in tlie treatment of insane patients ? 1 was bom in one, and
brought up in two of the largest asylums in the world. 1 intended to have made a study of insanity, hut
1 changed my mind. I have been, however, an inspector of asylums in various parts of the world, and X
21^0^,1894. have been in many Australian institutions of a similar nature.
87. But in your experience have you been a medical officer at any one ? No.
88. Do you think it would be desirable to disturb tho rest of an acute maniac or an acute paralytic for the
purposes mentioned in the quotations you have read? No; I do not think it would be advisable to
disturb acute maniacs or paralytics.
89. Mr. McGowen.~\ In looking through your report I see, wheu you refer to the external aspect of tho
room in which you found the patient, you call it a stable-like outhouse, and then you go on to say, ,:the
door of which I saw was now again barred and padlocked, but Dr, Vause directed it to be opened” ;—what
is your meaning in the word “ now”; was the door not barred and padlocked when you paid a previous
visit ? X bad only seen it once in my life.
. 90. Yon say that tho external appearance was stable-liko? Yes; I think I said that, going on tho
assumption that it has been a stable.
91. Do you not also say that you saw the patient come out ? I saw him immediately after he came out.
92. Did he look cold ? Yes, he did.
93. TVas he shivering ? Yes.
94. Did he show any signs of great weakness ? You must remember be certainly was not in good health.
More than that, he is an elderly man, of spare build, but he did not seem very strong.
95. And was not his eye black ? Yes, it was.
96. Did you see any indications of other bruises about his face? No; I merely saw that his eye was
black.
.
Are you certain as to there being no ventilation, only one window, and no warmth? Yes. "We saw
^™
S16! light of the morning ; and what I saw was such a shock to me that it was quite sufficient to
verify the facts, and lead me to believe that the story I previously heard was substantially true.
98. Are you satisfied that the odour was stale ? Yes: there was more than one distinct odour. lam
perfectly satisfied about that.
99. Do you think those in authority were justified in placing the patient in solitary confinement, and do
you not think that such treatment would lead to suicidal tendencies ? Those are matters of which I have
no particular knowledge.
Is n°la fact that this solitary confinement intensifies physical suffering and increases tho mental
malady ? These patients are generally under the special care of some attendant, and when necessary to
he removed to save annoyance to other patients they are kept by themselves, but not, as a rule, in an
outhouse.
‘
“
100. Do you think, then, that there should have been an attendant ? Most certainly, but there was not
one here.
101. Do you think that there should be light and warmth in the room ? Yes; both absolutely.
Suppose the patient were to be destructive during the night, destroy his bed clothes or his night
clothes, would light and warmth he necessary in such cases ? In this instance the patient is confined in
an outhouse; left within four brick walls.
103. Do you think, then, that tho management of this particular room and the treatment of the patient
was satisfactory ? In this particular case it certainly was not.
] 04. Dr. Fait sc.Have you visited the asylum on many occasions ? Three times, I think. The first time
,L saw yourself, the second time I saw a patient in your room, and nothing more.
105. Have you inspected the buildings ? Yes; I think I saw the dormitories eight or nine years ago.
106. Had you ever seen the single bedroom in which the patient slept before ? No.
107. Do you not think that the shivering appearance of the patient on that particular morning might be
only the usual tremor of a paralytic ? Yes.
108. Are you qilite sure that the odour of which you complain wits a smell of longer standing than one
night ? les; X spoke particularly of the urine, and there is a distinct diftcrence between fresb and stale
which I recognise.
109. Do you think it must have been there longer than one night? Yes.
110. Now, with regard to the warmth of the room, &c.;—if it were as cold as you’say, do you not think
that a delicate person would take cold by sleeping there ? There is no saying. A person may be exposed
to a great deal of cold and not catch cold. Not every person exposed Catches cold, but it is for you to
prevent such a possibility.
111. President.] I take it from your evidence, then, that you found the place in which the patient had
been confined during the night in the most unsatisfactory condition ? Yes.
Did you know anything of this room till you saw it ?
I did not. I went fully believing that the
■
stones I had heard were absolutely untrue.
113. Then the complete effect of the whole matter on your mind was that case No. 1 was not being
properly treated ? That is the general effect.
114. Is there any statement you would like to make in connection with your report now before ns ? No ;
1 wrote my report immediately on the impressions I obtained on my visit, and 1 arrived at the conclusion,
t iat the supply of clothes was inadequate, that the supervision was inadequate, and that there were no
means for keeping the patient warm, comfortable, and clean. As to his medical treatment I know nothing.
115. Of course yon only looked to the surrounding circumstances of this specific Case and the statements
made to you m relation to it p Yes ; and my report is merely a relation of facts.
[Witness withdrew.]

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 6 NOVEMBER, 1891.
[The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office.]
Qusmtx—

The Hon. Sib ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., Peesldent.
PBBDEETC NORTON MANNING-,
Esq., M.D., Inbi’ectoe-G-enekal of
Insane,

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D,
JAIMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Vauso was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.
Mr. Henry Gearey sworn and examined:—
1.1C. President^ Do you remember visiting the Bay view Asylum on the morning of the 20th of May
Mr.
last ? Yes.
H. Gearey.
117. Did yon visit this institution in company with other gentlemen? Yes; with Professor Anderson
Stuart, Mr. Sager, J. J. O'Brien, and Detective Goulder,
6 Nov., 18941
118. Did you all start together from the Queen’s Statue and drive from there to the asylum in tho
waggonette belonging to the Board of Health ? Yes.
119. When you arrived at Bayview Asylum, did you all enter the grounds together? Yes.
120. Did you walk down towards the back of the place where the kitchen is situated? No; only O’Brien
and myself walked there; Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager proceeded towards the front of the
building.
121. Did you meet any attendants ? Yes; I met a man wheeling a wheelbarrow.
122. Do yon know what he was doing with that barrow ? He was removing nightsoil, I believe.
123. Erom any particular department? Not that I know of. I merely met him on the footpath.
124. Had you any conversation with him ? I asked him if we were on the right way for tho kitchen. He
said, “'VYho goes there”? I said, “Oh, it is all right; we want to see Dr. Yause.” "We passed some
remark about the weather being cold, and said no more.
, 125. Did he ask you the nature of your business ? No.
12G. What did yon do further ? "We went round to the place where we found case No. 1 confined.
127. How did yon know the locality in winch that particular patient was supposed to be ? I had been
making inquiries for some considerable time, and had some idea as to where he was to he found,
128. Are you interested in the ease ? I am, most decidedly.
129. Have you known him long? Yes; ho is a very old friend of mine, and when I heard that ho was
being brutally treated, I wished to know the truth or otherwise of the statements made to me. I had
been told of his brutal treatment.
130. Who wiis your informant ? I must respectfully decline to tell you, unless I am pressed.
131. Do you decline to answer the question? Yes ; I must, unless I am forced.
132. _ We do not wish to force you, but, as you are aware, this is a Royal Commission appointed to make
a diligent and full inquiry into the conduct and management of the Bayview Asylum. It is mainly
through the information supplied by you that the charges were made against the institution, therefore it
is necessary that we should get the information and know the source from whence you obtained it. Now,
have you any objection to mention the name of your informant? No; I will mention the name, but I may
say at once that be got his information from another person, and he would not tell me for a long time
where he got that information from.
133. Was either of these persons at any time connected with the asylum ? Yes; the first one was.
134. Was that first person to whom you refer a discharged servant of the institution ? Yes; the firstone.
The men who gave him the information had never been in the institution, but the man who informed me
had been.
135. What induced him to tell you? The whole thing came out in a purely accidental way. Several of
us were sitting in my house having a general talk over a few glasses of grog, when this man asked me if I
heard about the manner in which ease No. 1 was being treated. I said, “ What is the matter with him?”
He replied that he was at the Bayview House, and he told me such things that I did not believe at the
time. 1 went next day and asked him if what lie had said on the previous night was true, and he said,
“ Yes.” Then I asked him if he could prove it. He said, “ Yes.” Then I asked him if he would give
me the name of the man who told him. Ho replied that it was all perfectly true, but that be could not
give me the name of his informant. After making further inquiries I found out who the man was. A
letter was produced, but still my informant declined to give me the name of his informant. I ascertained
that the man was in the Police Force, and that I could not get any statement from him excepting through
tbo Inspector-General of folice. 1 found out where the patient was, and I then got him out of the place.
I'hat is the substance of Hie matter.
.
13G. Had you ever been to tho asylum before May the 20th ? Yes.
137. Was it purely in the interests and welfare of case No. 1 that you took this action ? Yes.
138. Now, returning to your visit; after waiting a few minutes, did you see another attendant, who came
and asked you what you wanted? Yes ; a man whose name is I believe Doherty came to us. We also
saw several of tho patients—lunatics passing to and fro, and stopping to stare at us. While this was
going on, Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager came back and asked ns if we bad seen any attendant.
We pointed out one to them.
’
139. Did there seem to be any supervision over the patients then? No ; it struck me that it was a kind
of go-as-you-please arrangement.
140. What was your object in remaining in that particular part of the premises while Professor Stuart
and Mr. Sager wore elsewhere ? I was acting under I he instructions of Professor Stuart to steadfastly
keep my eye on the place where case No. 1 was supposed to be confined. I did so, feeling that unless I
did there might be some attempt made to smuggle him out.
141.
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Mr141. Is that the reason why you remained there, then ?Tes, that was the object and the reason. When
H. Gearey. } first; arrived at the building I could see that there was only one door, and I never took my eyes off that,
for I had made an arrangement with Dr. Stuart not to leave that door until he returned.
6 ov., 1894.
j\_fter Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager left you, did you remain in the same place, and was it there
that you saw passing to and fro the two attendants you mention? Yes; after Dr. Stuart, Mr. Sager, and
the attendant loft us, the same attendant came back and asked what patient I wanted to see; I replied,
“ No one.” He then said, “ Who are those gentlemen with you ? ” I said, “ Tou had better go and ask
Dr. Yause.” The attendant then tried to push me away, and ordered me off the premises. I jtold him I
should not go, as I was there on the order of Sir George Dihhs, and that I intended to remain until Dr.
Yause came. He went away and consulted with another attendant, and the two came hack with some
clothes. They unlocked two doors in the building near which we stood,
143. How do you mean two doors ? There were two doors together in one ward; he unlocked them
both, and he went in the top door with the clothes.
144. Did those rooms connect with each other internally ? No.
145. Then why did he open the two doors? To show me the patient I wanted to see, I suppose, or to see
which patient I wanted to see,
146. Was there a patient in each room then ? Tes, I believe there was, for I heard groaning and moan
ing, so there must have been someone in those rooms,
147. Did you see all that occurred during these proceedings ? Tes, I believe I did, everything.
148. Did you see Case No. 1 himself inside the room ? No, I did not see him until he came outside the
door.
'
149. When he came out was he partially dressed ? Tes, he had on a coat, trousers, and flannel shirt.
150. Have you any idea of what state he was in before these clothes were put on him ? Tes; he could
have had nothing on him at all.
151. Do you mean to say you believe he was perfectly naked in that room ? Yes; he might have hail a
nightshirt ou certainly, hut if lie had not he must have been perfectly naked.
152. WTere the clothes he put on in a clean state ? No ; they were in a very dirty state. 1 thought they
were far too dirty for him to wear.
153. Do you mean that they were merely soiled or particularly dirty? They were soiled and old, and
like the clothes of a working man who had come out of a factory.
154. At what time did you see this ? At 6'45 a.m.
155. When you saw him come out of that room was he being supported ? Tes ; on both sides.
156. Did he appear to he cold ? Yes; he was shivering.
157. Do you think he was shivering from cold or disease ? I think he was shivering from cold,
158. Are you quite sure ho was not shivering from excitement? I don't think he was, but lie was
decidedly shivering, and seemed to dread crossing the yard, for when I first saw him, I heard him say, “ I
don’t want a bath, I don’t want a bath.” He was expostulating with the attendants, saying, “ Don't push
. me, don’t ghe me my bath.” When passing he said to us, “ Good morning, gentlemen,” and going
further across towards the lavatory, I heard him say, “ Don't push, I have not got my coat on yet. Good
morning, gentlemen. I don’t want a hath, I am too cold.”
159. Were there any other persons about at this time ? Yes ; there ivcro people loitering around, both
patients and attendants, I think.
160. A few minutes afterwards, when tho attendants had taken Case No. 1 across the court-yard, did you
again see Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager ? Tes; Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager, together with Dr.
Yause and an attendant, returned to where Dr. Stuart left O’Brien and myself in the court-yard early in
the morning. The door of the room from which Case No. 1 had been taken was then opened by Dr.
Yause’s instructions. On the arrival of Dr, Stuart and the others I said, pointing to the door, “ There is
the room,” and Dr. Yause ordered the attendant to open tho door.
.
161. Did you see all that was in the room ? Yes; I did.
162. Did you examine the room and its contents carefully ? Tes.
163. What did you see in the room itself ? There was a sort of mattress lying on the fioor ; it was made
of coarse pieces of canvas sewn together, and straw rammed into it.
164. Was it an ordinary made mattress ? No ; it was pieces of canvas sewn together, and stuffed with
straw. There were also three pieces of sheeting made of canvas, measuring, I should think, about 3 feet
square.
165. Were these sufficient to cover a man?

No; certainly not.

166. In what condition were they ? They were in a state of absolute filtb, covered with fteeal matter,
saturated with urine, and slank something abominable.
167. WTat else did you observe in looking through the room ? There was no ventilation.
168. No ventilation at all ? Not that I saw. Nothing beyond an observation bole in the door and a
shutter high up the wall, and this had not been opened,
169. Was there any light? No; except what came through the door.
170. Did you notice any window in the building? No; 1 did not examine it for a window; there was
no light whatever. There was only a shutter, and that was dosed up.
171. Did you notice that there were any ventilating bricks about the place ? No.
172. Did you notice any over tho door or near the door ? No ; 1 did not. To tell you tiie truth, I was
very glad to got out of the room to obtain a breath of fresh air; the smell was most repulsive.
173. Did the floor seem to bo damp ? Tes, it nas darn]); it was wet, and there was a very foul smell.
174. Did you notice this foul smell ? Tes ; it was a smell of stale urine.
175. You say it was stale? Tes. 1 do. It uas stale, and it must have been there for some lime.
176. How do you know, or what leads you to that conclusion ? My experience as a sanitary inspector
tells me that the stench came from an old-standing cause. It must have been stale for the room to be in
the state it was.
177. Dr. Qarran.'] Do you say you made other inquiries besides those of which you have spoken in regard
to the treatment of this particular case ? Yes ; I found out and questioned the attendant who attended
upon him.
178. From attendants who were in charge of him, or who had been? I got some from one source and
some from another.
179.
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Mr.
214 Were they rugs ? Certainly not; they were merely pieces of canvas in a filthy state and saturated
H, Gearey.
urine.
^
215. Had the patient any7 clothing upon him before the attendant took his clothes into tho room ? He
07'‘
* had nothing at all, except; perhaps he might have had a night-shirt. The clothing taken in was dilapidated
"
and dirty, and looked as if it had belonged to an engineer engaged in a workshop. The only wearing
apparel he could have had on his body before these clothes were placed on him by the attendant must
been something very slight indeed. He wore a flannel shirt buttoned up in the front. I could not say if
he wore anything under the flannel shirt, as it was buttoned dose up to the throat. ^
_
216. Did you not consider it your business to make the fuilest investigations possible ? I considered it
to be my business to ascertain whether it was true that the patient was being treated in the manner
reported to me.
_
.
.
217. Did you examine his body ? I did not. I merely obeyed my instructions to remain outside the
room ^nd see all that took place within the range of my vision.
218. President.] Xou spoke a few minutes ago about obstacles ;—what obstacies were placed in your way
while you were making these inquiries ? There were obstacles in this way : Every person I went to see
appeared to be under some constraint in the manner of giving information. I had to bring groat pressure
to bear, and it appeared to me that influence had been at work to prevent my getting what I wished to
know. There was an attempt made to pooh-pooh all the allegations 1 myself made.
_
.
219. Then was there reluctance on the part of people whom you saw to give you information? Yes;
decidedly so.
...
220. Have you any reason to assign for this reluctance ? X can only suppose that they did not wish it to
be found out that certain persons were shareholders in Bayview House, such persons, for instance, as the
Hon. Edward Greville, M.L.C., and Mr. Copeland, a former Minister for Lands,
^
221. Do you know if these gentlemen are shareholders? I do not; but 1 have heard it reported that
they are.
_
f
222. Do you think that was one of the main obstacles in the way of you obtaining the information you
required ? Yes; I heard it said that these gentlemen were shareholders—it was a common report.
223. Did you not say you risked your official position by making inquiries into this matter ? I did, _
224. "What risk did you run ? If Dr. Yause had found out that a visit was to be made on that particular
Sunday morning, he might have had Case Ho, 1 shifted into the room he was supposed to occupy.^ I
then should not have been able to prove my case, and should have been regarded on making my visit, if 1
had been unable to prove what I desired to, nothing less than a meddlesome fool.
224-i Would that have incurred any risk to you? Yes; I should have been shifted from my official
position.
_
225. Then do you believe you would have lost your position under the Municipal Council if your state
ment had not been substantiated ? Yes.
_
226. Dr. Garran.'] Do you not say that all the clothes the patient wore on that occasion were coat,
trousers, shirt, and boots ? Yes.
227. Had he on any singlet ? I cannot say.
228. Do you think he had any clothing on during the night ? Ho, I do not think so, for I saw them carry
in the clothing he wore when he came out.
_
229. Might not the patient have worn pyjamas during the night? Ho; I think not.
230. What did you see the attendants carry into the room ? A serge coat, trousers, shirt, and boots.
231. Were there any other clothes lying on the floor of the room ? Ho, none at all.
232. Is it your inference that during the night the patient had nothing on ? Yes.
233. Do you believe that he was put into the room naked ? Yes.
234 Do you think that when he was placed in that room over night his clothes were taken away from
him, and he was left there in a state of nature ? Yes.
235. Did you see any torn rags about ? I did not. I saw nothing besides the three pieces of canvas.
236. Did you see any blanket inside the room? I did not. There was nothing in the room hut the
pieces of canvas of winch I have spoken. Dr. Stuart counted these pieces of canvas, saying at the time
“ one, two, three,” and put them all in a heap, one on top of the other.
237. Dr. Vause.] In what relation does J. J. O’Brien stand to you in the whole of this matter ? He is a
fellow sanitary officer. When I went to Professor Anderson Stuart I explained to him that in the course
of any action I took I should like to be supported. 1 explained to him that I preferred to take with me
one of my mates, a man on whom I could rely, rather than trust to an outsider or even a member of the
Police Eoree. I explained that the man I proposed to take was altogether unprejudiced and knew7 nothing
of the case, but at the same time ho was one whom I knew and could rely upon.
238. President.] Did you write a report on your visit to the asylum ? We did.
,
‘
239. Does it read as follows:—
To tho Secretary of the Government Medical Adviser,—

Town Hall, Sydney, 20 May, ISOt.

Sir,

'

Wc have the honor to report that this morning at 5 a.m. we left Sydney with Professor Anderson Stuart, Mr.
Sager, and Detective Goulder. Arriving at Dr. Vause’s, Cook’s River Road, at 0 a,m., we entered by the front gate, and
not seeing any person in charge proceeded to the back entrance of the establishment.
.
We met a roan wheeling a barrow who said, “ Who goes there ” ? We replied we wanted to see Dr. Vause. After a
few minutes Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager met ns and asked if we had seen any attendant. We pointed out
one to him. The attendant invited Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager to come round to the olliee.
Dr. Stuart, Mr. Sager, and the attendant then left us. We remained in the same place. A short time after this
the same attendant came back and said, “What patient do you want to see” ? We replied, “ No one.” The attendant
said, “Who are those gentlemen with you”? We replied, “Ask Dr. Vause.” The attendant then ordered us oil'the
premises in a very rude manner saying they allowed no loiterers about here, and if we had any business wo must go to the
office where the other two gentlemen were, teeming very desirous to get rid of us. We replied we were waiting for Dr.
Vause, and intended to do so until his arrival.
.
The attendant then left, and after an absence of a few minutes returned in company with another attendant carrying
some clothes, They unlocked two doors, entered one room, and after ten minutes’ absence came out of tho room ((i’ld a.m.)
supporting a man between them in a shivering condition.
We recognised this man as Case No. 1. The patient looked at us and said, “ Good morning, gentlemen. _ I don’t
want a hath. I am too cold,” The attendants urged him to a quicker pace through another door. The patient said,
“ Don’t push me, I haven’t got my coat on yet.’

~
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A few minutes later Professor Anderson Stuart, Mr, Sager, Dr. Yause, and the first attendant referred to appeared.
Mt.H.
The room which the patient was taken from was again unlocked, and we saw the interior. The contents of this room
'Gearey.
consisted of a straw mattress laid on tho floor, and three pieces of some sort of sheeting. The room is of brick, about 16ft.
high, about 12 x 12, no windows, no ventilation, having the appearance of an old stable.
e Nov.,1894.
JOHK JOSEPH O’BRIEN.

Tes; that is the report wc sent to Profess or Anderson Stuart.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr, John Joseph O'Brien sworn and examined:—
240. President.'] Do you remember the morning of the 20th of May last, when you, in company with
others, paid a visit of inspection to Bayview House ? Tes.
241. Did you go there on the particular invitation of Mr. Henry Gearey ? Tes; I am a brother officer of
his, and he asked mo particularly to go with him on this occasion.
242. Do you remember all the circumstances connected with your arrival at the Asylum ? Tes.
243. Did you remain with Gearey near tho building in which Case Ho. 1 was said to be incarcerated ? Tes.
244. Did you see all that took place in connection with that inspection ? Yes,
,
245. Do yon remember that a certain door was opened, and that two attendants took clothing into tho
room ? Tes.
_
24G. When that door was opened did you carefully notice what articles of clothing the attendants took
inside the room ? Yes ; they took in a coat, trousers, shirt, and a pair of hoots.
247. Did you see them come out? Yes.
248. Did you see an}’ other articles of clothing iu the room r I did not. .1 saw no articles of clothing
excepting those that the patient ■wore,
249. That being so, is it your opinion that the patient must have been put into that room absolutely
naked? Yes; that is the only conclusion I can come to.
.
250. Did you see all that the room contained ? I did.
251. What did it contain ? A mattross and three pieces of canvas.
_
252. How large were these pieces of canvas? 1 should think about 4 feet by G; they might he4
feet by 5.
253. Were these pieces of canvas soiled? Tes; they were soiled both by excreta and urine, and were in
a filthy condition.
254. flow long have you been sanitary inspector ? Nine years.
255. In the course of your experience have you had the opportunity of acquainting yourself with different
smells ? Tes.
,
256. Can you tell tho difference between tho smell of fresh and stale urine? Most decidedly.
257. Was there a stale odour iuthis room ? Tes ; it was a very stale odour. It was a most sickly smell
altogether, and such a one that I was glad to escape from as quickly as possible.
258. Do you think there had been any attempt made to clean the room ? All I can say is that the floor
was smeared a bit.
259. Do you think there had been an attempt made to wipe up the mess during the interval in which
the patient was dressed ? Tes.
■
260. Did you examine the room to see if it was ventilated ? Tes ; but 1 saw no means of ventilation.
261. Did you see any window in tho room ? No ; tho room was that dark that it looked to me like a cell,
262. If there had been a window, you must have seen any light ? I should think so. 1 did not sec any
light, and I feel positive there was no window at all.
263. Do you feel positive that there was no window in the room ? Yes.
264. Did the air feel cold ? Yes; it was a bitter cold morning—so cold that Professor Stuart, Mr. Sager,
Detective Goulder, and ourselves had our top coats on.
265. Do you think that a man lying in that room all night would feel the cold ? I should think he would,
especially at that time of the year,
266. What was tho floor of that room like ? It was a boarded floor, nearly level with the ground.
267. Was tho floor damp ? It was wet from urine, and altogether a place not fit to sleep in; at all events,
a place I should not like to sleep in.
26S. Did you see the patient when he was removed from that room ? I did.
269. Did he appear to you to be cold? Yes; he was in a shivering weak condition. He had to he
supported by an attendant on each side. His eye was discoloured—black in fact.
270. Had you ever seen this place before ? No. Mr. Gearey told me two days before that he specially
desired mo to go with him on this occasion. lie asked me as a special favour to accompany him, and I
gave my consent to go. He fold me ho would rather trust to mo as a fellow officer whom ho well knew
than to a si ranger. I therefore agreed to go with him.
271. Did you know, in point of fact, that Case No. 1 was at Bayview House ? I did not until a couple
of days before I visited tho place, and when I was asked by Gearey to accompany him.
272. Concerning these pieces of canvas or anything else inside the room, did you find or see any indication
of canvas sheeting or bedding torn to pieces ? T did not.
273. Did you see any shreds of torn material about the room ? No ; I am quite sure of that.
274. Was it not so dark inside that you could not see these details ? No ; it was light enough for me to
see that much.
275. Did you see any blanket in the room ? I did not—only tho three pieces of canvas.
276. How largo are these pieces of canvas ? I should think the largest was about 4 feet by 5.
277. AVere the other pieces much smaller ? I would not like to say. I was more impressed with the
smell and general condition of the room.
278. Hr. Garran.] When the door was first opened, did you take the opportunity of putting your head
inside to see the actual condition in which the patient was? No; I did not like to do so, for I did not
know for certain whether be was there.
279. What actually took place while you were waiting outside the room ? While Professor Stuart and
Mr. Sager were round at Dr. Vause’s house, an attendant came along and asked onr business. We told

Mr.
J. J. O’Brion.
6 Nov,, 1894.
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as^ Dr. Vause. Ho then ordered us ofE the premises, saying we were only loiterers about the
place and had better go out. "We answered that we were waiting for Dr. Vause, and meant to stay until
6 Nov. 1894, ^ doctor came.
’
280. "Were your instructions from Professor Stuart to wait outside that door ? Yes.
_
281. Did you not look inside the room when the door was opened ? No ; I did not. I thought it best
to strictly obey my instructions.
282. Are you quite sure as to the nature and number of the garments taken into the room by the atten
dant ? I am quite sure it was a serge or part of a serge suit.
283. Are you reasonably convinced that tho patient wore nothing more when he came out than was taken
in by tho attendant? Yes; I paid particular attention to the clothing they carried in, and I saw it was
the same clothing the patient wore when he came out.
284. Might not the patient have had pyjamas under these clothes ? I cannot say, but I should think not.
285. "Was there light sufficient in the room to see cobwebs if they had been there ? I did not look for
them, so I cannot say.
'
286. VTas there any smell in the room ? Yes; there wras a lot of mess and a smell of urine in the building.
287. Was the mess in any one particular part only ? No ; it looked smeared about as if there had been
an attempt made to quickly wipe it up.
288. Might the patient have smeared it about? I cannot say.
289. Were the pieces of canvas or the coverlet stained ? Yes.
290. Did you particularly examine what we may term the cover ? Yes.
291. Was it a blanket? No.
292. Was there any blanket attached to it ? No.
_ _
293. Was it a piece of canvas on which a blanket had been stitched? No ; T am positive there was
nothing of the kind.
_
294. Was it of sufficient length for a patient to lie on or sufficiently long to cover him ? No.
295. Were there any signs of torn clothing in the room? No.
296. What other circumstances were there in connection with your visit ? When we first went to the
place—I mean to the neighbourhood of these two doors—J heard moans inside. The attendant who was
with ns retired for a moment to speak with another attendant. They then returned and ordered us away.
We would not go, and thou they unlocked the two doors, took in some clothes, and brought the patient
out. When passing across the yard the patient said, “ Good morning, gentlemen ; 1 don’t want a*bath—
1 am so cold. Don’t push me, I haven’t got all my clothes on yet.” He was then hurried away.
296i-. Was there another room adjoining that from which Case No. 1 was taken? Yes.
297. Was there a patient in that room? Yes, I think so.
298. Did you follow Case No. 1 and the attendant to tho bath-room ? Yes, I followed them in that
direction.
299. Do you know whether the water used for bathing the patient was warm or cold ? I cannot say.
300. Mr. MeQou;en.~\ Arc you sure that the foul mattress and the three pieces of canvas to which you
have referred were the only articles in that room ? Yes, 1 am positive of that.
301. Were there any sanitary arrangements in that room? No, none whatever.
302. Are you sure that there was no gutta-percha utensil in the room ? There was nothing of tho kind,
I am sure.
_
303. Are you certain there was no utensil of any kind in tho room ? I am certain there was no chamber
at all.
304. Were there any torn clothes about? None whatever.
305. Have you reasonable ground for supposing that the whole of the clothes worn by the patient when
he came out of the room where the same clothes you saw taken in by the attendant a few minutes pre
viously ? Yes, I am positive of that, for I saw and was able to identify the coat, trousers, and boots.
300. Do you say you saw no window in the room? Yes; the room was quite dark, except for the light
which came through the open door.
307. When the door was opened did not a certain amount of light enter the room ? Yes.
308. And was that the only light that came within the nails ? Yes.
309. Do you know whether there was a window or window-shutter high up the wall, about 18 or 26 inches
iu length, and 12 in width ? Yes, I think there was ; but 1 cannot speak with certainty on this point, as
my attention was more particularly draun to the patient, and the condition in which he was found.
310. Did you cast your eyes round ihis cell? Yes ; 1 did.
311. Did you notice whether there were any cobwebs on the shutter? I did not pay any particular
attention to that.
312. How far were you standing from these two doors? I should think about 12 or 15 feet, and 3 or 4
feet from tho water-closets on tho other side of the yard.
313. When the attendants came in the first instance carrying the clothes, were both lhe doors opened ?
Yes.
314. If you had taken five or six paces then could you have seen inside the room ? Yes ; but lhe attendant
spoke iu a threatening manner, and we did not like to force ourselves into the room. More than that, I
did not know for certain in which room the patient was. K 1 had known I would have made my way
there. The attendants, I am sure, desired to got rid of us if possible, and wc, acting under instructions,
did not like to force our way, and, tbereforo, wo did not know what to do. Now, however, 1 regret 1 did
not go into the room as soon as the door was first opened,
315. Had you any reason to believe when you were carrying out your instructions that Case No. 1 was iu
one of these rooms ? No.
_
316. Did not Gearey take you into his confidence and let you know something of the mission on which
you were engaged ? No, not until two days previously, and then he did not tell me much.
317. Prom your experience as a saniiary inspector, are you able to detect tho difference between the smell
of fresh and stale urine ? Yes ; I am positive on that point.
318. Do you, as a sanitary inspector, have to visit and inspect Chinese dwellings iu the City of Sydney ?
Yes.
319.
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319. Have you, in the course of your experience in that capacity, come across dwellings or rooms as bad - Mr.
as tbis one from a sanitary point of view ? I do not think I have, and certainly X have not come across
® ®ricnworse.
-H) in the course of your inspection, you had found a room in a similar condition to this, what would ^
you have done ? I should have reported it for prosecution, for I should consider it injurious to the health
of anybody to remain in that room for a couple of hours,
'
321. Have you found any sleeping apartments, reported on them, and obtained a conviction in circum
stances similar to this ? Tes.
322. In cases no worse than this ? Yes.
323. In some of the worst cases you have met in the course of your duty as a sanitary inspector, was the
smell as bad as this ? I never found a worse case, the smell was simply abominable, a nasty, sickening smell,
324. President.'] Did you make a close examination into this matter generally ? Yes.
,
325. Did you notice the walls of the room ? Yes,
326. What were they ? Brick walls.
327. Were they level all the way down to the ground? Yes.
328. Were they completely of brick all tho way down ? Yes.
329. Were they painted half-way down ? I do not know, I fancy so. It is such a long lime since I was
there that 1 do not exactly remember.
330. Did you notice if there were wooden walls in the room ? Ho, I do not think there wore any wooden
walls. I am not quite sure; therefore I do not like to say anything about it.
331. Dr. Pause.] In course of your evidence you refer to two rooms or two cells;—are you quite sure there
was an occupant in each room—Case Ho. 1 in one room and another person in the other ? I can only say
1 heard moaning in the other room. _ I am quite certain 1 hoard a moan, and hearing that I came to tho
o-jo 7310I1-j
rWas somo'.ljody.i>1 ^ie room ad joining the one from which Case Ho. 1 was taken.
3..!2.Prc.wrfe;iA] it has been given in evidence that there was a window in that room opposite tho door
considerably high up the wall, that it was closed and covered by a shutter, and that there were
unbroken cobwebs over that shutterdid you see any cobwebs there ? It was a dark morning, not quite
daylight, and J am of opinion that with a light thrown into tho room through the open door no one could
have seen any cobwebs. I feel positive that no one could have seen cobwebs at that time.
[Witness withdrew.]

Edmund Sager, Esq., sworn and examined:—
333. President.] Are you Secretary to the Sydney Board of Health ? I am.
E. Sager, Esq.
331. Do you remember on the 20th May, in company with Professor Anderson Stuart and other persons,
^
1 —, T T_______ I?.
.
i 1
*
G Nov., 1894.
paying a vriei^
visit 4-r^
to 4-1-m
the T?
Bayview
House for a certain
purpose?n Yes.
335, Have yon written a report in reference to that visit? I have.
336. Do you make in that report the following statement:—
ttw

1-tl?e
of the Medical Adviser to the Government, Iinethim this day at 5 a.’m. at the Queen's
Statue, top^ot King-street; and the following is a statement of the ocenrrences which happened

At d a.in., at the Queen’s Statue, ]Jr. Stuart, Detective Goulder, two municipal officers, and myself, met hv
nri’-Vglen=e”t *ud l>1,00“0ded at 0"e0,1,11 lhe Healtl1 Department waggonette to the Licensed House for the Insane kept by
Dr. Vause, kiiotvimis Bayview, Cook’s River Road.
1
J
A*1a1,out 6'0? a-ln' tlle two municipal offioers entered Bayview' grounds. At about G a.m. Dr. Stuart and myself
enteied the grounds and proceeded to the office door; just outside the office door we met a man with a wheelbarrow,
evidentl^ removing mghtsod. Dr. Shiart asked him who was the officer in charge, and where he could be found. The man
replied.
You had better sec the chief attendant,” and directed us to go round the main buildings to the left, where we
" I, nnd tho kitchen. On arriving at the yard adjoining the kitchen wo found tho two municipal officers. One of them
pointed out a buildmg in the yard resembling from outside appearances a stable, and stated that from the information he
had received he behoved that to he the building within which the patients slept. This building was situated at tho side of
a small courtyard being hounded on one side by the back of the main building, on another by the kitchen block, the third
f^ ,ll h?ed P ,
‘b® stable in question and partly by a blank wall; the fourth side was not entirely closed in, being
80mie
the end of which was evidently a urinal, and an open space (by which we entered); in this
to complete the endosurobUt
1,amted S:lte'Posts l5ad recently been erected, evidently for the purpose of putting up gates
i-f

l ,° ^ three attendants came out into the enclosure from time to time; one of them was sent for the chief
tklTrvL - { aboat. b'm a-m- “e chief attendant appeared, and Dr. Stuart informed him that he had come by direction
IV Lo
1U,‘ Secretary to see a patient. The chief attendant replied that no person was allowed to see a patient vvithS
’“b and mvited Dr Stuart and myself to go round to the office. This we did, leaving the two
mmneipa1 officers m tho before-mentioned enclosure. Arriving at the office door, the chief attendant rang the bell. It
in ki; J tt ’ a™at twenty minutes before any reply was received ; a female servant then appeared, and was directed by
A
^
^ tilile Df'rrt S
over 10 Br- V;ulre, wil° waa then stated to be at his residence, some little
i
j. ii
aad I remained on the office verandah. Dr. Vauso appeared at about G’45, and Dr. Stuart
-io in i.;=COn'ie ^ dl!CC*'?011 ^ the Chief Secretary to see a patient vvhose friends had been complaining

„
„ ni iv
, . .
-------- ------ *
“““
through a door opposite
across a small lobby and into a room containing three or’four beds; we turned to the right out of this room into an
oolong room used
as
a
lavatory.
As
we
entered
this
room
at
one
end
the
patient
entered
at the other. lie had a black eye.
*
f
1 t
1
’i
1
,
V ill. av/wm U.U vuu V1M.I 4.UC UlfcHOUll
lib bill/ 'JUJU. JJ.C JlilU il IflULK. CNC,
ii?
^ »aT ? COld’ had 0n a 11aimcl sllir^ and clotJlfi* which Jid nob appear to be dean. He shook bands with
‘,VTi~nV(nfiStlK ’ ^ k??1!^0Uiiy0u a-rc
” Dr. Stuart, turning to I>r, Vause, said, “I wish you to take
ir. +i 1,0
hy the patient*■ Wo left the room by the door we had seen the patient enter, and found
i._____
ie^erile^.
tlie two municipal
still there.
requested an atteii'
. A1i?_Cr_UI^_"?airdi
ji
r
^ a . ,/or^
'7,"'l-----w'-'i
municipalofficers
Oujuuitjbeing
uciugsuu
Lucre, Dr.
ur. Vauea
v
1 of which^the followingls a^
d°°-rS
building resembling a stable—the door was open—and wc entered the room,
t

i

Size, about 12 or 14 feet square ; height, about 1G feet: floor, wooden ; no window ; no ventilation ; only opening,
observation-hole in door with shutterSoic contents
Old straw mattress, two pieces of torn and dirty canvas.
j |ir.
i'13,1 0 ^ “® t'vo "’,en “i the j'ard that they might roturn to the waggonette. Wc returned with Dr. Vause
VI rbffit bn sleit ? tf t'Ul° llatlT " Y found in thu dormitory above referred to, and Dr. Vause stated that when lie was.
all right he slept in that room. In reply lo questions, Dr. Vause stated
That the patient, was
wa placed in the single dormitory because lie was noisy, dirty, nud destructive.
That when therei he
] had no night attendant.
- V'
J
I hat he was shut np about 7 p.m. and brought out about 7 a m.
Ihat an attendant generally looked to him about 10 p.m.
'
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In reply to a further question as to how long tho patient had been occupying that room, he stated that he had been
there for some little time, as he had not been good.
We wished Dr. Vause “ Good morning,” and retired, reaching the gates about 7 a.m.
6 Not., 1894.
job
EDMUND SAGER,
_
Secretary to the Medical Adviser.

E. Sager, Esq.

337. Ia that a correct statement of the facts of your visit? Tes.
_
_
338. Was there any delay before you could attain the object of your visit ? There was some delay in tho
early part, but none after Dr. Yause bad met us.
339. "Before seeing Dr. Vause, had you any opportunity of traversing the ground and seeing some of the
patients ? Tes,
_
_
_
340. Did the patients seem to be at that moment nndcr any particular direction or control ? Wo. "When
we first entered the grounds wo met a man with a wheelbarrow. He directed us to go round the main
building to the left where we would find the kitchen block. When we got there we saw two municipal
officers. We waited there for some little time, and whilst waiting one or two of the patients, I believo,
passed by.
_
341. Were there only one or two ? I think there were not more than two; as a matter of fact it was
somewhat difficult to tell patients from the attendants. Several passed along; in all, I should think about
sis persons came along while we were there,
_
342. On your arrival at Bayview House, did you know for certain in which part of the building Case Ho. 1
was to be found ? Ho; the facts were not known to me at that time. _
343. Were any other members of the visiting party aware of this patient’s room ? I cannot answer that
question. I had not been informed myself, except on the way out from Sydney that morning I heard
G-earey tell Professor Anderson Stuart certain things. Prom his conversation I understood that ho
expected to find the patient in a detached building, which he called a stable.
344. After you arrived there, and had seen one of the attendants in company with two municipal officers,
did one of them point out to you tho building in which he supposed the patient had slept and had beeu
found ? Tes,
.
345. Did you observe that building, and its relation to the other buildings ? Tes.
^
346. It has been given in evidence that you went round with Professor Anderson Stuart to see Dr. Yause?
Tes. After some delay the attendant in charge came to us, the delay evidently having been caused by
him dressing himself. We explained the nature of our business, and the authority under which we visited
tho Asylum. Tho attendant informed us that we could not see any patients without the authority of the
Medical Superintendent. He asked us to go round and see the Medical Superintendent, and after some
little delay a maid-servant came and took Dr. Stuart’s card over to Dr. Vause at his residence some little
little distance away. In the meantime Professor Anderson Stuart and myself remained on tho office
verandah. Dr. Yause came later on, and with him we entered the main building. Wc proceeded to the
lavatory, and as w'o entered at one end Case Ho. 1 entered at the other,
347. Had you every opportunity of seeing the patient at that moment ? Tes.
348. Did he seem cold? Tes.
349. Was he shivering? Tes.
350. Did you then pass on to the vicinity of the room whore ho is said to have been lying ? Tes. As
tbe patient came from the opposite door Dr. Vauso was requested to show us tho room from which tho
patient had been taken. Dr. Yause then took us into a court-yard outside the lavatory, the same place
where we left the municipal officers, and directed an attendant to unlock the farthest of the two single
rooms.
351. Was the other room open at all ? It was not then.
352. Did you see it opened at all? Tes, I saw it open when wc arrived, before wcsawDr.Vau.se. 1
saw' an attendant open the door of what I may call Ho. 2 room and close it again. That was the room
next to where Case Ho. 1 had slept.
353. Had you any opportunity of inspecting that Ho. 2 room ? Ho.
354. Did you hear any moans come from that room? Ho.
_
355. Did you examine the room from which Case Ho. 1 had been taken ? Yes.
356. Did you say it was about 12 or 14 feet square ? Tes.
357. Did you go into that room? Tes.
358. Did yon make a careful observation of all you saw there? Yes.
_
359. Did you see any provision for ventilation in that room ? 1 did not. 31 was about 16 feet high, and
looking at the top I did not see any apertures for ventilation or light.
360. Was there any distinct place through which light could enter the room ? Ho.
_
361. If there had been a window, could you have seen it ? 1 think so, if it had been a means of admitting
light. My impression is that if there was a window in the room it must have been covered with a shutter
or a blind.
362. We have been told in evidence that there was a window covered by a shutter, and that unbroken
cobwebs were on that shutter, and I ask you, could those cobwebs have been seen while you were in the
room? It certainly would not be possible to discern cobwebs at that time in the morning and with the
light available.
363. If a person then was able to see cobwebs over a closed window shutter, he would naturally be able
to see if there were a window in tbe room? I should think so; all 1 saw, however, was darkness. I
never saw any window or window frame. 1 have heard of this window since, hut-when 1 was there and
looked round the room I saw' no sign of any aperture whatever.
364. If there had been any window do you think you would have seen it ? I think so, I did not seo .
either window', shutter, or cobwebs. My opinion is that it would have been impossible to have distingu
ished cobwebs in the room, for on looking round I saw nothing but semi-darkness.
365. In looking round (he room did you sec any provision for the comfort of the patient, such as sleeping
accommodation ? All I saw was a straw stuffed mattress and two or three pieces of canvas. The canvas
was tom and of a dirty colour.
_
366. Was it soiled? I did not finger it to ascertain, but the whole of the pieces looked to me moist and
rotten from dirt.
367. Can you give us any idea of the size of these pieces of canvas ? They struck me as being rather
small.
368. Can you say exactly what was the size ? Ho.
369.
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369. Did the size strike you as being too small to cover a human being ? I should imagine they might E. Sager, £sq>M
have just done so if they had been laid out properly.
6 Tvov., 1894.
370. Wore all the pieces of canvas tbe same size ? I did not notice; they did not seem to be very large
or small.
•
3/1. Did you think that they were sufficiently large to have covered a man ? I cannot say for certain.
3^2. Did you bear any conversation between Professor Anderson Stuart and Dr, Vause ? Vos.
3/3. Was the purport of this conversation to the effect that tbe patient had been placed in this room
because of bis dirty habits ? Tes.
374. Did Dr. Yause make any statement concerning a night attendant visiting tbe patient? Yes ; there
was some statement made with reference to that subject. It was mentioned that Case Ho. 1 was put in
tbe room about 7 o'clock in the evening, and that he was taken out about 6 o’clock in the morning.
375. _ "Was anything said concerning the patient being seen by a night attendant about 10 o’clock? Yes,
I think there was.
376. "Was anything said to the effect that tbe patient bad a special night attendant ? I cannot say that
there was any special night attendant, but from the conversation of Dr. Vause 1 was under the impression
that the patient was visited each night about 10 o’clock.
"
377. Was anything said about the length of time the patient was placed in this dormitory? No, nothing
definitely. 1 think it was said that he had been there for some little time.
378. Are the main facts you stated in your report correct? Yes, they are.
379. Have you anything further to add to what you have there said? No. I was simply asked to go as
a witness of facts, and in my report I have stated truthfully what I saw on that occasion.
380. Did you sec Case No. 1 on that occasion? I did.
381. What was his condition? He seemed to be trembling; in fact ho was trembling.
382. Was he trembling from cold or excitement? I cannot say. Ho was either trembling with cold or
excitement.
383. Did he seem to be properly clothed at this time ? If he wero going to have his hath he was
sufficiently clothed for that purpose. Ho had on a pair of trousers, a flannel shirt, which was open a little
at the top.
384. Had he a coat on? When he first came into the room I do not know, hut it struck me that he only
had on his trousers and shirt while going across the yard towards the bath. I am not quite clear as to
whether or no ho had on a coat.
385. Did the clothing appear to you to he clean or dirty ? It struck me that tho clothing was extremely
untidy.
386. Did his clothes strike yon as those that would have belonged to a person coming from an engineer’s
shop, or from the place where a mechanic might work ? The clothing in question was dirty, but not of
the order to which you refer. That might be called clean dirt. I. could not examine the clothing care
fully, but, taking a general view, I came to tho conclusion that there was something wrong, because the
clothing looked unnaturally dirty.
387. Dr. GaTran.] Did you go into the bath-room? Yes.
388. ' Did you take the opportunity of seeing whether the water was warm or cold ? No; we went
straight to the room, but we did not wait to see the patient take his hath.
C3alrl'nin8 1:^ie room from which the patient had been taken, did you notice if the mattress
™ere had been soiled ? Yes, I did; but I did not touch it, Professor Anderson Stuart made tho
examination.
390. Did you notice the state of the floor of that room ? Yes; particularly in one place.
391. Did the room appear to you to'smeil foul ? It did smell foul.
'
392. Did the room appear to you to he warm or cold? It did not strike me eitherwise.
393. Did the air of that room have a close smell ? Yes ; most certainly.
'
394. Did the room smell offensively ? Yes; there was excreta ou the ‘floor, and there was a stronn’ urinal
smell.
°
395. Was there any utensil on the floor ? No, there was not. I am quite sure of that.
396. Was there any tom clothing in the room? There was nothing there beyond the mattress and
canvas sheeting.
397. Did yon examine whether the material to which you refer was sheeting or canvas? It was canvas.
398. Was there any blanket? No; the canvas I saw was single canvas.
399. Was there any blanket stitched to the inside of this canvas ? There was no appearance of any such400 401 402 403 * 40
400. Mr. McOoioen] Have you seen people subject to paralysis shaking and making’niovemcnts of their
hands, and also people shivering with cold? Yes.
‘
401. Can you detect the difference between, a person shivering from one cause or the other ? No.
402. Do you think the patient was shivering from cold or from paralysis ? I could not discern whether
tho shivering was caused by illness or by cold.
403. We have heard it in evidence that there was a window in this room, and that the shutter was down
over it; do you think it would have he.en possible for anyone to have seen cobwebs on that shutter ?
I should think it would bo very improbable for anyone to see cobwebs there, for it would he as much as
an observer could see to notice the shutter itself.
Dr. Manning.^ There has been some little doubt about the clothing worn by the patient on this
particular occfiRioii; can you tell ub ivhetlicr, in addition to the clothing you describe, includin01 the
Crimean shirt, the patient wore any singlet? If he did wear one, it must have been so low down that it
did not pome np within view as high as his neck. A singlet did not certainly reach the throat, but still
there might have been ono on tho lower part of the body.
405. Deferring to the patients whom you saw there early in the morning, when you saw them wero they
in an enclosed court-yard ? No ; it was enclosed on three sides, and there was beingplaced on tbe fourth
side some newly-dressed, hut not painted, gate posts, evidently intended for the hanging of a gate, which
would complete the enclosure.
406. Did tills court-yard contain closets? Yes; it was a place easy of access. "VYe walked through
the premises to the court-yard without being challenged by any person. There were some closets near
one wall of the enclosure, and there were some gate-posts being erected, or had been recently erected, to
complete this enclosure.
4Mi.
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B. Sager, Esq.
president.] Wlien you entered the grounds of the institution through tho front gate, did anyone
6/Nov"'l894 ol)iect y°ur presence, or did any attendant ask you the nature of your business ? No; no one besides
■'
' the man to whom I have referred, who came out through a little gate close to the main office. Wc
walked over to him and asked where Dr. Yause could he found. He directed us to go round the block
towards the kitchen.
408. Did he seem surprised to see strangers there at that early hour on a Sunday morning ? No; ho
did not.
400. Dr. Yause.'] Have you ever been at Bayview House before ? I have not. That was the first and
only time I visited the institution.
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 7 NOYEMSEE, ISOd.
The Commission met in- the Board Boom at the Chief Secretarfs Office, at 11 a.m.

present:—
The Hon. Sir AHTHUH RENWICK, B.A., M.D., M.L.O., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,

j
Esq., M.D.jInspecioe-geniceaiiOI'the
Insane,
|

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr, Yause attended on his own behalf to hear evidence and cross-examine witnesses.
_
Mr, William George Dickson sworn and examined:—
« Gr«
«
<■)
•
.
.
,
,
Dickson. 410. President^] Have yon ever been a warder at Bayview House ? I was there for a period of six weeks
or two months, in or about April or May, 1883.
7 Nov., 1894. 411. Under what circumstances were you appointed to that position ? I was walking down Hunter-street
and saw an advertisement on a board, announcing that experienced warders were required at the Bayview
institution. I applied for the position, and got it. On arriving there I found there were other warders
engaged. I was somewhat astonished at the largeness of the staff. I made arrangements, and was specially
engaged to look after Case No. 2. At the time I was engaged this patient had not arrived at the
institution.
412. What were your special qualifications for this position ? I had experience in the Ballarat Hospital
for two and a half years, in the Clunes Hospital for twelve months, in Harcourt’s Asylum for twelve
months, and the Benevolent Asylum four months, and also in the Melbourne Hospital. Since then I
have been following up hospital work.
413. As a matter of fact, then, has your life been devoted to this Hospital work ? Not wholly so. My
trade is that of a wool-sorter, but years ago I found things slack, and took to this hospital work.
414. What was your special duty when you were appointed to the position in Bayview House? I had
no special duty. I never saw any Medical Superintendent when I went out there ; I merely saw the head
warder. 1 had no special appointment beyond answering the advertisement and being chosen for the
position.
415. Who was the Medical Superintendent of Bayview House at this time ? Dr. Yause ; but I only saw
him about four times (luring tho whole of my stay at the institution.
4'10. What was the nature of the work you had to perform when you wore appointed ? At the outset, as
far as my recollection serves, I had no special work sot out for me; I was doing general odd jobs. One
day, some little time after I had been there, Dr. Yause noticed me, and asked mo the reason why I was
behind in my work. I told him that there wero three men in the ground doing no work at all, and that I
■
was doing the whole of it. At the request of Dr. Yause I laid down a plan of work. He asked me to
classify the work for the warders, and 1 did as I was requested.
417. Did you have any distinct engagement for this work when you went to Bayview House? No; 1
simply saw the head wardsman, but I did not receive any instructions from him or anybody else. The
patient I had to look after had not arrived, and my first work, I think, was to clean out two cells, I was
just simply engaged there, and started to work on any jobs I was set to do.
418. Did you not see Dr, Yause at all ? No, I did not at the time of my engagement. When I went
out there I was told that my patient had not come, and that in the meantime 1 was to do anything that
might turn up.
419. Who was your patient? Case No. 2.
420. How long after your arrival at Bayview House was it before this patient appeared there ? Some
few days ; perhaps a fortnight, but certainly nut longer.
421. Concerning this particular patient, have you anything to say about his treatment while he was at
the institution ? Yes, I have. I always found the man to be quiet in demeanour, and there was certainly
no necessity to treat him as a refractory patient. Ho was, liowever, placed in a dark cell every night in
the week.
422. Which coll was he placed in? I cannot remember distinctly, it is so long since, It was somewhere
adjacent to the main building.
423. Were these cells in a separate isolated building? Yes.
424. Were there two or three cells? Yes.
425. And were these cells in a separate building outside the chief buildings ? Yes.
426. Did you attend this particular patient in this cell? I used to go with him at night with another
warder and take his clothes away and put on his pyjamas. He was placed in a room where there was a
bed on the floor, I know that room because of the door having an iron bar across it, the ends of which
went into catches, one turned one way and tho other the other.
427. Do you think you could recognise the cell in which he was placed if you saw it now ? Yes; I am
sure I could if the cross pieces are there.
428.
Mr.
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428. Did you notice any cell adjoining this one ? I think there was an adjoining cell.
Dickson.
429. Can you he positively certain about this ? T do not like to be positive, for it is ten years anda half
since I saw it, but my belief is that there were cither two or three cells,
430. With regard to the treatment of this man, do you think he should have been treated as a refractory ”
18W*
patient ? Besides being shut up in that cell 1 think he was in every way treated fairly. In my opinion
it was unnecessary to put him there, for I believe it would eventually drive him mad.
431. When you took him into this room had he his pyjamas on ? bio; we put them on afterhewent in.
432. What did you do with his clothes ? We always took them out.
433. Can you tell us what sort of bedding arrangements there were in tho room ? He had an ordinary
mattress on the floor.
434. Was it a straw mattress ? I cannot say. It appeared to me to be an ordinary mattress.
435. Had he any blankets ? Tes; there was a fair amount of blankets.
436. Was he a dirty patient or only refractory ? He was not dirty, aud he was not refractory, and it
surprised me he was placed in solitary confinement. He complained to me of this treatment repeatedly,
and told me that if it was not stopped it would for certain drive him mad.
437. Was he an eseitable patient r' No; he used to he very fond of recitingpoetry, especially the
writings of .Burns and several other poets ; in fact he always struck me as being sensible in bis conversa
tion and intelligent.
438. Was he subject to any periodical outbreaks of violence? No ; as a rule be was quiet—beyond this
tendency to recite poetry.
439. During the month or six weeks you bad him in charge was this patient put in the cell every night?
All the while I was there he was placed in the cell, and I had charge of him for fully a month.
440. During that month, then, was he placed in that cell each night ? Tes.
441. And what do you say was the season of the year? It was April or May.
442. Do you know if the room was warm or cold at this time of the year? Itwasa close cell,and I do
not think it could have been very cold.
443. Can you recollect any particulars as to how this room was fitted—was it comfortable, and light, and
warm? The patient was left in the dark. There was, I believe, one window- iu the room, but it was
always shut. I never saw it open. It was kept closed by a shutter.
444. Have you anything to say about any other patient wliich came under your observation while you
w-ore at Bayview House? Tes ; there was Case No. 3.
445. "Wltat have you to say about him ? When I arrived there be was the first patient I saw. He was
strapped in a chair with a strap round his waist and muffs on his hands, fastened to the straps. The
sight was quite a shock to me, for I heard, on making inquiries, that he had been sitting in that position
from betw-een 8 and 9 in the morning. I said, “ That man wants a bath at once,” and without consulting
anybody I gave him a bath, although ] had not been twenty minutes in tbe asylum. I consulted no one,
and no one consul! ed me; and when I talked to the attendant about this case, before I took theaction I
did, be said it would be simply loss of time to bath a man iiko that.
446. AThat was the condition of this patient when you saw him ? I found out that his legs w-ere cramped
and that his clothes were saturated with urine, and that when he tried to walk after being unstrapped, he
could not do so without my help, as his logs were so cramped, I was not there a month before this
patient could walk across the lawn by tbe aid of me holding him bv the sleeve,
447. Was this patient subject to outbreaks ? He was a perfect imbecile.
448. Was he a violent patient ? No ; he w-as harmless. He was so harmless that I used to laugh atthe
way they were treating him.
449. What do you mean by that? I used to see a man whom I think they call “ Bob,” and this man
wrote reports about this patient. He used to sit down at night and write all that had been done during
tho day. I saw- Ibis once, and he was then waiting about Case No. 3 reciting and so on. and bis general
conduct. I told him he w-as a cur for doing that, as I did not think there was anything to report on
the ease.
450. To whom was he reporting? I suppose he was reporting to the authorities of the asylum.
451. Was he authorised to do this ? I believe so. I was under the impression that he had to report to
the head warder in writing. He told mo that he bad to put it in writing, and I said that I would not
by writing like that condemn a man for life ; that I would rather leave the institution.
452. Would you conceal any facts concerning the condition of the patient? Certainly not.
453. Supposing tho patient was suffering from excitement, or anything else, do you not think it would be
your duty to report it ? Certainly ; I would report it verbally, but I think it would be a big mistake, for
instance, to put down reciting poetry to undue excitement.
454. Then what is your objection to making this report ? I do not think it was necessary. The subject
was not worthy of mention, and after I expressed my opinion against such a report being "made I seemed
to be regarded by the other warders with black looks, and I felt that I did not occupy the same footing
in the place as I did previously.
455. Is it not the duty of warders to report on all cases under their care? Tes; they should report to
the medical officer in charge.
456. Who was making the report to which you refer ? A warder in the institution who I believe had
been previously employed as a gaol warder,
457. Was this ex-gaol warder making a report for the purpose of supplying the Medical Superintendent ?
I cannot say.
458. Was this report in-the nature of a charge against a patient? I can only surmise that.
459. What is your general impression concerning the treatment of patients at Bayview House ? I am
of opinion that the sick and helpless are treated unfairly, and that in reference to these particular
patients there is little sympathy between the staff and them. The patients mentally deranged and
physically able-bodied are treated fairly well. They are supplied with good plain food, good beds, and
nave a fair amount of exercise outside on the lawn; but if the patients happen to be helpless and" sick
there is neglect, and a want of proper nursing.
460. Do you then consider tbat the warders are incompetent for the position they hold ? Tes, I do; for
at the time I was there 1 do not believe anyone of them bad been in an asylum before.
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"Were there a sufficient number of warders engaged to carry on the work of such an institution?
Yes. as far as numbers are concerned ; but of all the attendants there were only two to look after the
patients.
.
' 4G2. Do you think there were sufficient as regards numbers ? Yes ; but there were not enough skilful
warders to treat the whole of the patients. The strong and physically healthy patients were fairly well
treated, but the helpless and'sick had not sufficient supervision. To give you an instance of the strength
of the staff, I may say that one night 1 was attacked by eight patients. I was sleeping in charge of these
patients. In another dormitory three warders were sleeping with one quiet man. I was attacked during
the night, aud there was a great struggle. One patient caught me by the throat, and if I had not^ used
great force in pressing back bis fingers and thumbs I might have been strangled. I bad great difficulty
in getting his hands off my throat. Dr. Yause came in about half an hour after the struggle began. Ihis
took place somewhere about 2 o’clock in tbe morning. After the occurrence two warders slept, in the
dormitory. This fact alone showed to me that there was some lack of management in conducting the
institution.
_
_ 4Gd. Did Dr. Vause on fhis occasion come into the room immediately after the disturbance began ? Not
immediately ; it seemed to me about half an hour. There was a great noise going on, and perhaps the
time was not half an hour, but it seemed so while I was struggling.
464!. Did any other warders come to your assistance? No; the nearest warder was far away at the
other end of the building.
4Gd, And did you manage to quieten these eight recalcitrant patients yourself ? Yes.
4G6. Dr. Qarran.1 Who told you to put Case No. 2 into that room ? I never put him there myself. 1
was not authorised to do so at all. When ho was put into that room one of the warders came with me
alwavs. My being a new man on tbe premises I was aske 1 to do odd jobs.
4(57. Did you merely assist in putting him into that room ? Yes ; I used to go with the other warder to
the door. He went inside, and I stood at the door in case the patient made a spring to get out or
escape.
_
'
,
4G8. Did he ever show any objection to being put there ? Yes; he did—in a gentlemanly, quiet manner.
He used to say that putting him in that room would eventually make him so ill that he would be driven
mad.
’
4G9. Did you, on any occasion, tell the chief warder that, in your opinion, there was no necessity to put
him in that room ? Yes ; several times I expressed the opinion that this isolated treatment was wrong
and unnecessary.
_
470. Did you ever speak to Dr. Vause on the subject ? No, sir ; I did not.
471. In your opinion, did Dr. Yause exercise proper supervision over the place ? It appeared to me that
he did not, for the warders were allowed to do very much as they liked,
472. Did Dr. Yause ask you personally to do what you have told me you did ? No,
_
473. Did you ever have an opportunity of telling Dr. Yause that this patient was immured iu this cell ?
No ; I only saw Dr. Yause on four occasions. The first time, I think, was on the night of' a ball. I do
not remember mentioning his case to him then.
_
474. Was the patient put in solitary confinement on the order of Dr. Vause or on the action of the chief
warder? I suppose the head warder got his instructions from Dr. Aause, If he did not, he should have
done so.
.......
475. Do you say that you spoke to the head warder on the impropriety of putting him in that room t 1
told him it was not fair treatment many a time.
_
47G. Did he say that the patient was placed there on the instruction of Dr. Vause? ^ No, sir.
477. Then you do not actually know if it was done at the instance of Dr. Vause ? No.
_
478. How often did you see Dr. Vause go round the premises for the purpose of inspecting the patients ?
Only once, I think. Only on one occasion, when I was cleaning boots. I did not like this particular
occupation, as I thought it too menial. I complained to Dr. Vause about it, and at the same time told
him that his warders simply did as they liked about the place. He said it was not so. After another
word or two had passed between us he asked mc if I would supervise the work, saying if I did so ho would
be much obliged.
,
....
479. How long was this before you left the institution ? That was the first time I had an interview with
Dr. Vause, and this was a few days after I got there.
4S0. Then, after you had been there a few days, did you, at the request of Dr. Vause, rearrange the work
of the warders ? Yes.
_
,
481. Did Dr. Vause make any regular visit or round of inspection at any particular hour ? Not that I
know of; I only saw him at that time to which I refer, and tbat was about 9 o’clock in the morning. As
a rule, my duties took me away to the lawn with tho patients, some short distance from the main building.
482. Did you see Dr. Vause drop upon the warders at any odd times unexpectedly ? No; I only saw him
on the occasion I tell you of.
_
.
483. In your judgment, then, was there any proper supervision over the warders ? I do not think there was.
484. Did they do pretty much as they liked ? So it seemed to me.
485. Do you think that some of these abuses of which you complain may have been the result of the
warders’ action, without the knowledge of Dr. Vause? Well, I do not blame tbe doctor entirely.
486. Was it possible for some of the attendants to place patients under restraint unnecessarily ? Well,
there was the case of the ex-gaol warder of which I have spoken, and two other cases.
487. Did these warders have power themselves to keep a patient under restraint without orders from the
Medical Superintendent ? Apparently they did.
_
_
.
. ,
488. In your experience^ if you found it necessary to put a patient under restraint, and you did so without
an order, was it your duty to report the whole of the facts to the Medical Superintendent ? Yes, decidedly.
489. Do you think tbat these instances at Bayview House, to which you have made reference, were
reported to Dr. Yause ? I do not know; but I do not think they were.
490. Did the other warders know that you had supplied Dr. Yause with a plan or new arrangement for
the supervision of the warders ? I do not know.
491. Do you know whether your action in rearranging the work created any bad feeling amongst the
warders ? I do not know. Dr. Vause told me at the time he asked me to rearrange the work that the
head warder would be going away before long, and I inferred that this would mean promotion for myself.
492.
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492. Why did you leave the institution ? I was called into the office one day and told to go. I do not
know that there was any charge made against me. Dr. Vauso said to me, “ Here is your money,”and
he paid me all that was due, and one week in advance. I went away quietly. 1 do not know what com- ^
plaint he had to make, hut I know of no wrong-doing on my part,
_
493. Did Dr. Vause give any reason why your services were dispensed with ? No, he did not give me any
reason ; that is, no particular reason. He said something, and 1 replied, “ Very well doctor ; 1 was going
all the same.”
_
494. Mr, McGowcn.'] At what time of an evening was ease No. 2 put into one of these two isolated
rooms? .Tust about; dark .every night.
495. Would not that be before 6 o'clock ? I think it would be between 6 and 7.
496. What time was he taken out of the room every morning P
About half-past 7 or 8 o’clock,He used
to be given bis bath then.
497. Was that room a dark cell ? It was a refractory cell.
498. W as there any light admitted into the room in the early morning before you and the other warder
took him out ? No. There was;a small window with a shutter over it, and that shutter was always down.
499. Was that room cleaned out every morning? Tes, I am quite sure of that, for I recollect doing it
myself.
500. Was that patient then kept in that room every night between eleven and twelve hours ? Tes.
501. Were there any night attendants on duty ? No, No one but the other man and myself.
502. What lime did the attendants go to bed at night? Ten o’clock.
503. What lime did they get up in the morning ? They are supposed to get up at 6 o’clock, but some
time they might be a little later.
504. Therefore was there any proper night attendant? No.
505. Did anyone look into that room during the night? No.
506. Did anyone look through the observation hole in the door? Ido not think there was an observation
bole in tbe door at all.
507. Then, so far as your knowledge goes, did anyone look in on that patient or any other patient that
may have been nlnced in those rooms from the time they were pul: in at night until they were taken out
in the morning ? No, not that 1 know of. 1 never looked myself nor saw anyone else.
508. Now concerning case No. 3—was he always strapped in the chair in the manner you describe ? Not
always.
_
509. Did he ever have any friends come to see him ? I heard that a lady came to see him. I neverjaw
her myself.
■
51.0. When she came to see him was he released from the chair ? Oh, decidedly no.
—*
5 LI. Do you say that on your arrival at the institution, and when you saw case No. 3 strapped in the
chair, you were compelled by a feeling of humanity to take him out of tbat chair and give him a bath
because bis clothes wore dirty and wet from urine and fsecal matter ? Tes.
512. Were these dirty clothes kept on him then ? I can only recollect the one occasion. He was taken
out of my charge after I had given him a bath, and taken him into the house.
513. But were his clothes changed after his friends came to see him ? Oh, yes ; when his friends came
to see him he was on the lawn, and in much better clothes than he was when I saw him first. After he
had received better treatment and was kept clean he improved rapidly.
514. President.'] In reference to Case No. 2, did you hear him complain frequently about being put into
tliis dark cell ? He complained very much indeed. He complained when he was going in, and used to
say it would drive him mad, and he complained to me on one occasion when he was outside on the lawn.
515. Did he complain to you of being afraid to go into this cell ? No, he was not afraid, but he seemed
to regard it as ignominious treatment.
516-17. Was he comfortable in that room? Yes, fairly so, except being isolated,
518. Did he say to you that such treatment weald eventually drive him mad ? Tes ; he told me that on
several occasions.
519. Do you think he was perfectly sane or insane ? I cannot speak with certainty upon that point. I
know that he was jolly, genial, and generally good tempered in his manner.
520. Could he read and write ? Tes.
521. Did you ever see him out of temper? Never.
522. Did you think he was a sane man ? I cannot go so far as to say that; but many a time I thought
be bad no business there,
523. Did you hear that ten years later he died in the madhouse? Tes, I heard something about it; but
at the time to which I am referring my opinion was that he was a persecuted man,
524. Do you think that his treatment at Bayview Asylum had anything to do with his subsequent
malady ? It might have increased the dose, as it were.
525. Are you under the impression that if he had received other treatment at the time tho result would
have been different than it was ? I cannot say. It would be very hard for me to say that.
526. Did you over make any such statement? No, never.
527. Mr. McGoioenJ] Was any medicine ever given to Case No. 2 for the treatment of bodily disease?
I never saw any.
528. Dr. Manning.] Did you ever hear that he recovered, and lived for some years with his family ? No ;
I never heard of that.
529. Did you ever hear he made an attempt to escape from his confinement? I know he offered me £50
to get him out of Bayview House, and I told him I could not do that, and would not listen to him.
530. Did you over bear tbat be made bis escape from the Keception House ? Tes ; I beard he made his
escape. I think it was by tbe aid of a key he made himself.
531. Do you know that he was put in this cell particularly owing to repeated attempts to escape in which
he perilled his life ? No.
532. Do you know that he attempted to get away from Bayview House on more than one occasion ? If
he had while I was there I think I should have known it; as I said before he offered me £50 to get him
awa-v, hut I said I could have nothing at all to do with such a proposal.
533.
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533. Dr, Vause.J Did you ever hear of this patient making a rope while he was at Bayview House?
Never.
<? N
ion a 534. Where did the attack take place to which you refer? In the large dormitory, where there must
0T'’
' have been ten or a dozen beds.
535. And how many patients did you say attacked yon ? There were about eight, I think. It was early
in the morning, and there was a great noise and scuffle.
536. How many attacked you actually ? Dour made the attack, the direct attack.
537. Was that dormitory on the same floor as the dining-room ? It was on the ground floor.
538. In what way was case No. 3 fastened down ? He was wearing a pair of ordinary muffs, and there
was a strap fastening him round the waist in the chair.
539. Was it not a sheet? No; it was a leather strap, made purposely.
_
540. Could the patient move while he was in that position ? He could move his feet a little, hut he
seemed cramped,
541. Was that leather strapped there for the purpose of keeping him from falling out of the chair, or
was it there for restraining him ? It would answer both purposes.
542. How was it fastened ? It was loose enough to give him room for slight movement, but he could not
get out of the chair.
543. Might it not have been placed there to keep him from falling out, and thus make him secure from
injuring himself ? I put it down to the laziness of the warder. I have put him in the chair myself and put
the strap round him, but I used to leave his hands free, so that he was under no unnecessary restraint.
[Witness withdrew.]
Dickson.

Mr. Alan Earquh arson sworn, and examined:—
Mr. A.
544. President,] What are you, Mr. Earquharson? I am an employee at the Bayview House Asylum.
Earquharson. 545. Do you know anything about Case No. 1 ? Tes; I know something about it. It was my duty to
> attend on tbat patient throughout the day on every second Sunday.
7 Hot., 1894.546. Where you at Bayview House when he was first taken there ? No, sir. He was there before
I went.
547. Do you remember when this patient was put into a solitary cell ? No, I do not remember that.
548. What do you remember about his case ? I remember he used to sleep in a detached building, and
sometimes I took him out of this place in the morning. He used to be putin the cell about 6 or half-past
6 at night, and when it was my day on duty I have taken him out of that place. Sometimes I would put
him in on a Sunday night.
549. When you put him in this cell did you go in yourself? Tes.
550. Was the bedding all right ? Tes.
551. Was it clean, and dry, and fresh, and fit for a man to sleep on ? Tes. The bedding was taken away
every morning and put back at night.
552. Were the patient’s clothes taken from him? Tes. He had pyjamas put on him, and his clothes
were taken away for he was in the habit of tearing them up.
553. Did you ever see him put into tbat cell quite naked ? Never on any occasion,
554. What clothing did he wear when he was taken into the cell? It was the usual custom to take him
from his room—his sitting-room—in his ordinary clothes ; to take off his clothes and put on the pyjamas.
655. Did he always have his pyjamas on when he was left in the cell ? Tes; they were always put on
then. He was never putin the cell naked.
656. Are you perfectly certain about that ? I am perfectly certain.
557. How long was he put to sleep in that cell ? 1 do not remember when he was first put in, and I was
only there every second Sunday.
558. Do you know if there have been any alterations made in tbe lavatory since you were in tbe babit of
putting Case No. 1 to sleep in that room ? Tes; it has been shifted. Hot water has been laid on and
other conveniences have been added.
559. Was the hot water laid on before tbe complaint was made about the treatment of tbe patient?
No, sir.
560. But it has been laid on since ? Tes.
561. Aud have other things been done ? Tes.
562. How did Case No. 1 got a warm water bath before the hot-water service was laid on to the lavatory ?
Two cans full of hot water were carried there every morning for the patient’s bath. I have seen it done
myself.
•
563. And during the time you were there was the patient always placed in a tepid bath ? Tes.
564. When on duty there on every second Sunday, did you remain during the night? No; I used to go
away at 6 o’clock, after putting the patient to bed. I know nothing of tbe proceedings that took place at
night.
565. Dr. Oarran.'] Did you begin your duty on tbe Sunday morning? Tes.
566. Did you take the patient out of the cell on those Sunday mornings on which you were on duty?
No ; not always. He was taken out before I came over.
567. Did Case No. 1 ever complain that he did not want to have his bath? Tes, frequently,
568. Did he ever say it was too cold ? I think so.
569. Did you know of him having a cold bath ? No ; I never gave him one.
570. Did this patient dirty his room ? Tes; very badly.
571. Was there a utensil in his room? Tes; I have seen it myself.
572. Would he use it ? Never.
'
573. Did you ever see him use it? No.
574. When you put him into this room did it smell from a stale odour ? No; I never smelled one.
575. Did the room smell in the morning? Tes.
576. Was the patient in the habit of tearing his clothes ? Tes.
577. Did he ever tear his pyjamas off during the night? Tes ; it was a frequent habit, I have seen him
tear them off while I have been standing near him, and I have found him naked on opening the door.
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57S. Did he ever appear to be shivering or suffering from cold on these occasions ? Ho always was
Farquharson •
very shaky. He was shaky during the day.
.
579. Do you think this shakiness to which he was subject was the result of disease or cold? I do not„7 Nov,, 1894.
know what was the cause of it.
580. Did he always have a tremulous movement of his hands ? Yes.
_
581. Did you ever find this sleeping-room early in the morning not in a dirty condition ? Mo, I did not.
582. Was it then iu your experience invariably in a dirty state ? Yes, it was.
683. Mr. McGowcn.'] How long is it since you received the subpoena to attend here and give evidence
before this Commission ? I received notice to bo present on Saturday afternoon last.
581. How long have you known that a Eoyal Commission was to sit to inquire into this affair? I can
not say.
585. Have yon known it for a week or a fortnight ? Yes.
_
586. Have you had any conversation with Dr. Yause since you have known this Commission was going to
sit, or since you received an intimation that you were to give evidence ? The only conversation I had
with Dr, Yause was that I told him yesterday that I had to go to Court.
587. Did any word pass between you as to the nature of the evidence yon were to give here? Not a
word; I am quite certain upon that point.
588. Can you say how long it is since Case No. 1 was placed in that room ? I cannot say; it may have
boon six months, but not nine months.
589. Did you also say that his pyjamas were put on him every night ? Yes.
590. Did you see them put on on a Sunday night ? Yes.
591. How do you know how lie was found on Monday morning? Oh, I may have seen him occasionally
as I am all over the place.
_
592. Do you know if any other of the attendants brought him out of that room naked P I do not think
they did for I used to take his big overcoat to him.
593. Why did you do that ? Because he had to cross the yard.
591. Did you take the overcoat because you thought he would he cold in crossing the yard ? No ; I
used to take it because I thought some of the female attendants might be about.
595. Does your evidence as to finding the patient naked in this place only apply to every second Sunday
morning ? Yes; I have only seen him once since.
696. Is there a shutter in the room ? Yes.
_ _
597. Was it nearly always down ? No, not always. If it was a cold night I pulled it down; if it was
warm I left it up. I used to pull it down by a string from the hack.
598. Did you ever notice any rats about the place ? Yes, sometimes.
599. Is the place infested with rats ? No, it was not what you might call infested, but there are a good
many about.
600. Did you ever hear any talk amongst the other warders, or anybody else, as to the treatment meted
out to Case No. 1? No, I cannot say honestly that I did hear any particular complaints. I have heard
some say that it was a shame.
601. Why did they say it was a shame? I think some of them thought he was cold.
602. How did they make this out ? Because he would not beep his clothing on.
603. Did you always find the remains of his pyjamas iu the room every morning ?
Yes.
604. Therefore he would have to have a new suit of pyjamas every night ? Yes ;nearly every night, as
far as I know, he did have a new suit.
605. Do you know anything about night attendants being engaged at the asylum ? No, sir,
606. Did you ever hear anything in reference to Case No. 4 ? Yes.
607. Did ho meet with an accident on one occasion ? I do not know for certain.
608. Have you not heard that he cut his head open ? Yes; I believe he injured the back of his head by
falling out of bed,
609. Did you ever hear that the flesh of the cut on the hack of his head had been eaten by rats ? Iheard
that rats had eaten it, or some of it; that is simply all I heard.
610. And did yon hear that the rats came when this man fell out of bed and out his head and ate part of
the flesh ? Yes.
611. Did you hear some of the warders say that the rats had also gnawed the flesh to the bone on the
hack of his hands ? Yes.
612. Will you give the Commission the names of the men you heard say that? It was a man named
Copley I heard say it.
613. Where is he now ? He has left the institution, and, I believe, he has gone to South Africa.
614. Did you hear any other witness say it? No.
615. Did you ever see Dr. Yause under the influence of liquor ? No,
616. Did you ever see him drunk ? Never.
617. Lately, have there been a lot of clothes purchased at the institution ? I do not know.
618. How do you know that the place is overrun with rats ? Sometimes I used to see them.
619. Did you ever find any boots that had received the attention of rats? Yes,
620. Have you seen patients’ boots that have been eaten away by the rats during the night? Yes.
621. What sort of a place is the dead-house in connection with the institution ? A small, square, wooden
building.
622. Are the rats very prevalent in that particular part ? I have seen some rats there,
623. In fact, do you think that rats are plentiful all over tbe building? No; I do not say all over the
building ; they are mostly about the kitchen.
624. Were there any in the room where Case No. 1 slept? No.
625. Or where Case No. 4 slept? Yes ; there were rats there.
.
626. Have there been many attendants discharged since the 20th of May? No, sir; there hare not
been many.
627. I want to know particularly, have there been many discharged ? Not many; those that have left
have gone on their own accord.
628. Do you know the names of the men who have left ? Yes.
629. Who are they ? There is Copley, Pat, and Mick. I only knew their names as Pat and Mick. They
left within a week of one another.
630.
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63®- Can you not give the surnames of these men, Pat and Mick ? No. They left of their own accord,,
j argunarson. an(i weilt to t[jC Clarence River.
7 KoCl89k J5J- 2? y?U know/°lln Doherty ? Tes.
w as he one ot the men who was seen supporting Case No. 1 on the morning of the 20th May ? I
do not know.
J
633. Do you know a man named O’Brien at the institution F Tes.
634. Do you know if Doherty was a gaol warder at one time? J do not.
635. Can you give me any other names of warders or attendants who have left Bayview House other than
those you have mentioned ? Those are all 1 know.
636. TTere you about to leave, or likely to be discharged ? I think I was likely to he discharged,
637 Why did you stay on ? Because I asked Dr. Vause to allow me, and he did so.
'
638. Did Dr. Vause ask you to stay on ? No ; I asked him.
639. Have there been many improvements made to the room occupied by Case No. 1 since the morning
he was discovered, on 20th May ? I think the room has been painted or whitewashed on the outside, hut
nothing has been done to the inside.
640. .Are you positive that an indiaruhber utensil was in the room every night you put the patient there ?
Tes; it was always there.
641. Are you perfectly sure no conversation has taken place between you and Dr. Vause to influence you
m your evidence? I am sure there has not.
642. President,.'] Did you attend to the room adjoining the one from which Case No. 1 was taken P No.
643. What was it you say concerning the shutter?The shutter was occasionally pulled up. If it was
a hot night I pulled it up, aud if it was a cold night
I left it down.
644. Do you particularly remember the day on which the inspection was made by Professor Anderson
Stuart and others ? Yes; that was the morning of the Sunday wliich was to be my day on.
645. We have had it in evidence that there was no torn clothing in this room on tho Sunday morning the
inspection was made ; we have heard it said that there was not a shred to be found ;—«hat do you know
about this ? All I can say is that be was taken out early, and I did not take him out.
646. Would you not have expected to find torn garments there.
647. Did you afterwards find any portion or fragments of garments about? Yes. I do not remember
one occasion on which 1 have entered the room that I did not. I always found something torn.
648. Dr. Garran.] Did you ever hear of anyone having been attacked "by rats ? Tes.
649. Did you ever hear of rats having eaten the flesh of a wound on Case No, 4 ? There wassome
talk about tbat.
650. Whom did you hear ifc from ? Copley was the man who mentioned it. 1 think ifc was Copley’s
assumption that the rats did so.
651. Do you think that the house is unusually full of rats ? No; I do not think so, for an old building
like tbat.
652. Is there any attempt to keep them down ? Tes; traps are set about the place, and there are also
eats kept to keep them down,
653. Do you know whether Dr, Tause keeps a certain book for discharged servants to sign, stating tbat
patients, while under his care, are properly treated ? No ; I do not know.
"
654. Do you know that if a warder or attendant is about to leave, and he refuses to sign this book, the
doctor refuses to give a certificate of character ? I do not know.
655. Dr. Faiise.] Were the pipes laid, and the taps fixed, and everything else done, for the supply of hot
water to the lavatory previous to this supposed scandal ? Tes; the hot-water service was complete with
the exception of supplying the water. Everything was ready for the water supply.
656. When you took the Case No. 1 out on any occasion, did you always find his pyjamas scattered about
the place ? Yes.
657. Were they soiled ? Tes : he was a very dirty patient.
[Witness withdrew.]

,,
Mr. Reuben Alfred Beet sworn and examined:—
Mr,
_
.
„
R. A. Peet. ^58. President.] W hat are you, Mr. Beet ? I am a painter, employed at Bayview House. I have been
\ there two years. I am there every day, and about every part of tho building, painting and repairing,
J Nov., 1894 659. Do you know some of the patients ? Tes ; I come in contact with them every day.
660. Do you also know the warders ? Tes.
661. And have you always seen everything carried on in a decent and orderly way ? Tes.
662. Do you remember Case No. 1 being there ? Tes.
663. Did you ever have any conversation with him? Tes.
664. Was he an excitable sort of gentleman P Yes; I have often seen him very excited.
665. Do you remember whether he used to sleep in a room on one side of a small court-yard, and have his
sitting-room in tho main building ? Yes ; I believe he slept there.
666. Do you remember his being placed in one of these two cells ? Tes.
067. Have you been colouring that cell lately ? Tes.
668. Did you ever see him put into that room ? No ; but I have seen him taken out of it in the morning,
669. Do you remember how long it is since he was first put in there ? I have no accurate knowledge
of it.
670. Have you ever heard any conversation amongst the patients and warders about it being a hardship
to put the patient in that room ? Yes.
671. Did they say he was being hardly treated? Tes ; the opinion seemed to he that they did not like
the idea of a man in his position being in a place like that.
.
672. Have you seen him taken out on a number of occasions? Yes; when I have been passing to and
fro to my work.
673. Have you ever seen him in the room itself ? No.
674. Have you been sufficiently near to look into the room ? Tes.
675i
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Mr.
■G75. When you have looked into that room, or when yon have seen the patient, has he always had his
E, A. Poet.
clothes on ? Yes, he was partly dressed.
670. Was he wearing clean clothes ? Yes.
7 Nov., 1894.
677. Was he then on his way to his bath ? ISio, to his sitting room.
678. Was he shivering or shaking? No, not that 1 am aware of.
679. Have you ever heard any other patients complain .about their treatment? No; they all soomed to
be quite happy and contended. 1 have seen some excited occasionally.
680. Was Case No. 4 a patient there during your time? Yes.
681. Did you hear any talk about rats having eat the flesh of the cut in his head when he was ivouuded ?
No.
682. Are the rats an annoyance about the place ? Not that I know of. I have seen them there, hut not
in numbers more than one could expect in an old place of that kind,
683. Dr. GarranP\ Did you ever go into this room occupied by Case No. 1 ? Yes.
684. Did it smell sweet? Yes.
685. Was there any stale smell about the floor? There was no smell whatever.
686. Mr. McGowan.] Do you not say that you went into a room where there is no window,and that it
smelt sweet ? Excuse me, there is a window.
687. Was it always opened? It was always opened when I went in. I occasionally visited the place, and
when I went into tho room the window has been partly up.
688. What time did you go into the room ? Oh, I gel there about 10 o'clock in the morning.
689. Would that be three hours after the patient was taken out? Yes.
690. Have you done any painting in that room, or made any other improvements to itlately ? None
whatever.
691. What is the name of the patient or attendant who said it was not fair to treat Case No. 1 like
this? He was an attendant named Alick Mackenzie.
■
692. Did you hear anybody else complain? No
693. Did you ever hear of Case No. 4 falling and cutting his head? J heard of his meeting with an acci
dent, but I do not know how it occurred.
694. Did you ever see hi in ? N o, sir.
695. Did you ever hear any remarks about rats coming and eating the back of lhe man’s hands or head ?
No, sir,
696. How long was Case No. 1 put in this room of a night? T cannot say.
697. Was it for twelve months? No.
698. Was it for nine months ? I do not think so.
699. Do you think it was more than eight months ? I do not.
700. How long was it then ? I think it was between six and seven months.
701. Did you ever sec any of his friends on a visit to him at Bayview House ? Yes; Mrs. * * *
came one day. and saw him in the sitting-room.
702. Did you hear any conversation between them r No, sir.
703. When relations came to see him, did they always meet him in the reception-room ? Yes.
704. Did you ever hear or know Case No. 1 to say, “ 1 don’t sleep here, 1 sleep in the stable” ? Yea.
very often.
705. What did he mean by saying that ? I think that was the name he had for the place he had slept in
for the six or seven mouths,
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. Edward Erickson sworn and examined :—
706. President.] What are you, Mr. Erickson ? A wardsman at the Coast Hospital, Little Bay.
707. Were you ever engaged at Bayview House ? Yes, about two years ago,
708. What position did you occupy ? That of an attendant.
709. Was Case No. 1 a patient there then P No.
710. How long were you employed there ? About two years.
711. Had you every opportunity of seeing the working of the institution ? Yes.
712. Had yon any similar experience elsewhere ? No : ihat was my first engagement.
7 J 3. What were your special duties there ? Those of an ordinary attendant, to assist in keeping the place
clean, and to look after patients.
'
714. Had you certain patients relegated to your care ? No.
715. Had you any specific duties during the day-time or at night ? I slept with thirteen patients, and
looked after them during the night-time.
716. Were there any other warders engaged at the same time as yourself? Yes.
717. At what time did you commence work in the morning ? Shortly after 6 o’clock.
718. And when did you go to bed ? About 10 o’clock at night.
719. Were there certain parts of the institution for the confinement of refractory patients? Yes.
720. Were there any confined there while you were an attendant? Yea.
721. Do yon know whether it was the custom at night-time to prepare hot milk, cocoa, &c., for these
patients ? No.
722. Do you know if night attendants looked in upon these patients? No, sir. When I was an
attendant, I generally went to the cell-door at 10 o’clock, immediately before going to bed, and looked
through the observation hole to see that all was right.
723. Were there any outbreaks during tho night-time while you were there ? No.
724. Were the patients generally well conducted ? Yes.
725. Do you know anything about rats over-running the place ? No.
726. Did you notice any difficulties in connection with the management wliile you were there ? I did
not.
727. Were you satisfied with the general management of the place ? Yes; I left on my own account. I
got a fair discharge, and shortly afterwards went to the Coast Hospital as a wardsman. '
728.

Mr,
E. Erickson.
7 NowTl894.
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Mr.
728. Dr. Garran.] While you were at the institution did it strike you as being well conducted or otherE. Erickson. wise p Jt was well conducted.
7011 notice any patients subjected to what you might call cruel treatment? No.
ot.,
.. . ygQ' Why did you leave? I left on my own account, and never had any disagreement with Dr. Yause.
731. Mr. McGowcn.] Were you asked previously to give evidence in this inquiry? Yes, and I declined
to come.
.
732. When did you leave Bayview House ? In 1892,
733. When you left did you have to sign a book stating that the institution was conducted on proper lines ?
Yes, I had to sign a form to that effect.
734. Was your signing that form made a condition before you could obtain your reference ? I understood
it was the usual thing.
735. Was it not made a condition that before you got a reference you must sign a book kept by Dr.
Yause to the effect that the institution was properly managed ? No, I will not say that as far as the
reference is concerned. I could not swear tbat 1 had to sign any paper before I got my certificate.
736. What do you mean by saying that signing such a document was the usual thing ? People who had
been there before told me of it, and I heard something to the effect that if there was anything wrong at
the institution some paper could be signed,
737. Do you know if they had to sign this book before they got a reference ? I cannot say.
738. Do you know if they had to sign that paper as a condition before they had a certificate of good
character ? I cannot say tbat.
739. Do you know if it were necessary that such a paper or statement should be signed ? I know it was
the custom, or I understood it was the custom that people leaving the Asylum should sign.
740. Was it not possible that people leaving the Asylum might refuse to do so ? Of course it was ; if I
had seen that the place was improperly conducted I should have refused to sign it. In the course of my
experience it was not so.
741. Were you ever engaged in that kind of work before ? No.
742. How was it that you came to leave the institution ? I gave notice to Dr. Yause once or twice that I
would leave. I had found out by experience that my nerves could not stand the work. I could not stand
sleeping with the patients.
,
743. Were any of the patients of a refractory nature during your period of service in the institution?
No; I cannot say that there was any distinct outbreak, but they disturbed me so that I could not sleep.
744. Do you know the room where these refractory patients were confined ? Yes.
745. Do you mean the rooms near the court-yard? Yes.
746. Was there in those rooms good bedding accommodation for the patients ? Yes.
•
747. What was that bedding accommodation ? There was a mattress, a couple of sheets, a couple of
blankets, a couple of pillows—like any ordinary bed.
748. Was there a chamber utensil ? Yes, and a chamber utensil.
749. Were the ordinary day clothes of the patient left in that room? No, they wero taken away.
750. Were the patients left to go to bed naked? No; not always. Some were allowed to wear pyjamas,
but those who do not possess pyjamas were put to bed and properly looked after before the attendant
left.
751. Was it the usual practice of such patients to make water on the floor or on the bed? Yes; as a
rule. They were very dirty.
752. Was it the usual practice for these rooms to he kept clean after they had been used by the patients ?
Yes; they were kept clean. They were cleaned every morning.
753. Were these rooms clean before Dr. Yause made his usual rounds? Yes.
754. Did he make those rounds every day? Yes ; as far as I know.
755. Did you notice whether there was an indiaruhber chamber utensil in each of these rooms ? Yes;
but in the room where I slept earthenware chambers were used.
'
756. Do you think that the patients taken out of these particular rooms early in the morning suffered
from cold ? They did not seem to suffer.
757. Did they ever complain of cold ? No.
758. Do you think the place was very much overrun with rats ? No.
759. Did yon ever hear any complaints or see where the boots of patients had been injured by rats ? No.
760. Dr. Manning.] Are there any rats at the Coast Hospital? Tes,
761. President.] Did you, while you wore an attendant at Bayview House, see anything wrong about
Dr. Yause? No.
762. Was he always sober and in his right mind when he was making his rounds ? Yes; as far as I know.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mr. William Little sworn and examined:—
Mr.
763, President.] What is your occupation, Mr. Little? I am chief attendant at the Callan Park
W. Little, xiospital for the Insane.
764. Do you remember Case No. 1 being brought to Callan Park on the 20th of May? Yes ; I do.
jnov.,
. 70^ gjnco then has the patient been under your observation more or less ? Yes ; he has.
766. In what condition, speaking generally, lias he been ? Yery excited.
767. Have you any previous experience of him ? None.
768. How has he been since being an inmate of Callan Park—I mean in his habits ? His habits have
been wet and dirty, day and night.
769. Have you bad to put him under any form of restraint since he has been there ? No; not particu
larly so.
■
770. Dr. Garran.] Does anyone sleep in the same room with him ? No.
771. Is he put in a room by himself ? Yes; he sleeps in a single room.
772. In what clothing does he sleep ? We put him in a night-shirt.
773. Does he show any tendency to tear it ? Yes; occasionally,
774. What kind of mattress do yon use for his accommodation? Sometimes a straw ono and sometimes
one made of hair; but he will not have a hair mattress if he can help it. He throws it on one side, and
asks for a mattress made of straw.
775. Is he in the habit of dirtying bis mattress ? Yes.
776.
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Mr. ,
776. Do you leave a utensil in Ms room? Yes.
W. Little.
777. Does he use it ? Sometimes he does, hut he seems to prefer to dirty tho floor.
778. Does lie dirty that as well as his mattress ? Yes,
770. Is he supplied with the ordinary blankets and sheets ? It all depends upon the state iu whieh he is. 7 Nov., 1894.
780. Does the room he occupies smell bad in tbe morning? Yes.
781. Do any attendants look after him during the night? There is an attendant on watch to see him all
night through, if necessary. This attendant remains in a room adjoining. He is there for thepurpose
of attending to any immediate requirements, and to see that the patient docs not get cold during the
night.
782. Did you ever liavc a thermometer in this room ? No.
783. Is this room oft’the corridor ? Yes.
784. Is the patient bathed every morning ? Yes.
785. What is the temperature of the bath you give him ? I do not know for certain; it is about 98°, I
think.
786. Does ho ever complain about his bath being cold ? No; bo appears to enjoy it.
787. Does he tear his clothes during the day-time ? No; not so much now as he did at first.
788. Do you regard him as a troublesome patient ? He is one of the worst in the asylum, and ho wants
constant watching.
789. Docs he show any disposition to destroy his clothes iu the day-time ? Sometimes he does, but not
so much as at night-time.
790. Did you think it necessary that he should be particularly watched, so that he should not destroy his
clothes at night ? When lie arrived at Callan Park at first ho was very destructive, and an attendant used
to go in aud cover him when he had stripped himself.
791. When he was first at the asylum did he frequently undress himself at night ? Yes.
792. Mr, M‘Goman.] How often lias he torn his night-shirt since he was admitted on the evening of May
the 20th? Once, twice, and three times a night when he came at first, but he has been better of late.
793. How do you account for this change—that he has been better of late? Pecause 1 think lie has
improved mentally and physically.
79-1. Did you strip him when he arrived at Callan Park ? No. I saw him stripped.
795. What was bis bodily condition ? I noticed he had a black eye.
796. Did you notice any other bruises ou bis body ? No; I noticed no other bruises at all. I saw him
on the following morning, but I did not notice any bruises on his body.
797. What is bis general condition now? He seems to be hotter mentally and physically, and much
quieter than he was at first.
798. Does he ever complain of being cold ? No.
799. Does be complain of being cold in tbe morning when bo is taken out of the room? No I liavo
never heard him complain.
'
800. Docs he use the chamber utensil now ? Ho docs now, but he would not at first.
SOI, Therefore do jou think there is a marked improvement in his condition now ? Yes; lie is much
better than wheu he came to Callan Park,
802. Dr. Manni-nfj?] Do you say Case No. 1 is much better now than he was when he camo to Callan Park
Asylum? Yes.
803. When he first arrived at that institution was he worse than now ? Yes ; he was one of the worst
patients we ever had to deal with,
804. Has your experience extended over many years? Yes; I have had nearly thirty-two vears’
experience.
805. Do you say that Case No. 1 was one of the worst patients you ever had to deal with ? Yes ; he was
a most difficult case. He was one of tho worst I have known.
806. Do you think it advisable that lie should sleep in a single room? Yes, I think it would be advisable;
because 1 believe if he were put where there was any company he would be liable to become more excited.
807. Do you think that under such conditions he would become violent? Yes. He was extremely rest
less, and appeared to wish to resist. In fact, when people went near him he would throw things at them.
808. Do you think it was best he should be by himself ? Yes.
809. Is the single room he now occupies warmed at all ? No, sir; not with any special heat.
810. Are any of the single rooms warmed ? No.
811. Have you in your charge fully 100 or more of those single rooms ? Yes.
812. Have you ever seen any of these specially warm ? No.
813. Has it ever been found necessary to warm any of these rooms ? No.
814. It has been given in evidence that this patient has destroyed clothing;—have you a list of the
clothing destroyed by him ? I have not personally, but Dr. Blaxland has a list up to tho 9th of September.
That was before tho patient was able to be dressed.
815. How many wcelts elapsed before you were able to dress him at all? I cannot tell exactly. We
need to make him sit by the fire in a dressing-gown in the day-room for a considerable time. I do not
think we got him out until about August.
816. In your opinion is ho actually getting better ? Yes.
817. Do you think he is suffering from acute mania ? Hois suffering from acute mania, I think.
818. Are you aware tbat sometimes the urine of acute mania is exceedingly strong ? Yes.
819. Can you tell whether it is fresh or stale ? No ; I only know that it is very strong.
820. Are the single rooms occupied by this class of patients as a rule extremely filthy ? Yes.
821. Are they worse than what might be expected to be seen by a sanitary or lodging-house inspector in
the city ? Yes ; I do not think the keepers of a lodging-house in the city or anywhere else would ever
see rooms in such a slate as these.
822. Is fhis extreme dirtiness a usual occurrence with patients of this kind? Yes.
823. Havcyou seenmany cases of this kind in the asylum? Sometimes I have seen as many as twenty
rooms filthily dirty in the course of one morning.
824. Was Case No. 1 in a shaky condition ? Yes.
825. Was ho shaky when lie came tu Callan Park ? Yes.
820. Is he shaky uow ? Yes ; iu his hands and feet.
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_ Mr. . 827. Did----------- express any regret at the removal of the patient from Cook’s Kiver ? Yes; she said
M. Little. £(je removal was against her wish.
S2S. Are you aware that there are two modes by whieh cases of this kind are treated—one by placing the
ov'’
' patient in a single room and locking him in and visiting him occasionally, giving him night attendants,
milk and cocoa, and so forth? Yes.
S29. And the other by having someone outside the door to attend to him when necessary? Yes,
830. "Was exceptional treatment necessary iu case Yo. 1? Yes ; I think it was.
831. Have I ever spoken to you about tbo patient’s treatment ? Yes.
832. Have you not said to Dr. Blaxland that it would bo much better to shut him in a room by himself?
Yes ; I thought he was a man who should be kept alone, and constantly watched, because of his irritable
manner.
834'. Did you think that it would be better to shut him up in a room than that he should ho irritated by
constant supervision ? Yes ; I thought so.
835. How many attendants have been constantly waiting upon him ? One at night and one in the clay.
At meal-times sometimes it took two to feed him at first; in fact, it did for the first two or three months,
hut now it takes only one.
836. In reality, then, lias he had practically three attendants waiting on him the whole time? I should
think so, on an average.
837. How often did they look in upon him at night ? I think they would visit him about every half hour
to change his linen if it were dirty, or if necessary for any other purpose.
S38. Whatis the usual custom at Callan Bark observed in making night visits? Generally the custom
is to visit each hour ; that is the usual thing, but every half-bour if necessary.
839. Are yon careful at Callan Park in dealing with wet and dirty patients ? Yes ; we try to give them
rest at night, but still we endeavour to train them into good habits.
840. Do you think it would be a proper thing, in the case of an acute maniac, to rouse him from his sleep
two or three times a night to get him to go to the tub or to pass water? Ho ; I do not think so ; I should
rather be inclined to let him sleep.
841. Dr, Qarran.'] In the case of a patient generally suffering from sleeplessness, what do you think is
of the most importance—to rouse him for the purpose of keeping him clean, or to let him sleep ? 1 think
I would let him sleep, as sleep in such cases does a great deal of good.
812. If you were on night duty would you allow the risk of a patient dirtying his bod rather than disturb
him in his sleep ? Yes.
SIB. Do you think that in a case like this the patient should be loft all night without any observation ?
Ho ; I think he should be seen at least every two hours.
844. Do you think his bed should he changed if necessary? Yes.
845. President.] Prom your evidence, then, am I to take it as your opinion that it would be desirable in
the case of this patient that someone should see him during the night, and make as little disturbance in
doing so as possible? Yes.
846. Since the patient has been at Callan Park has he been kept under such observation at night-time ?
Yes; we have always had him under observation, "Wc have always kept his sleeping-room door ajar, so
that wc could see him through it.
[Witness withdrew.]

TUESDAY, IB NOVEMBER, 1894.
[Y/ie Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretarfs Office.]
freumt:—
The Hoh.

Sir ARTHUR RENWICK,

PREDERIC HORTOH MAHHIHG,
Esq., M.D., Isspectoe-Genebjl op
Insane.

the

Knt.,

B.A., M.D, M.L.C.,

President.

AHDREW GARRAN, Esq., L.L.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Vause was also present to hear evidence and cross-examine witnesses in his own behalf.
Mr, Alexander Mackenzie sworn aud examined:—
847. President.] What is yotir occupation ? I am at present a police constable, stationed at Goulburn.
818. Were you formerly employed as an attendant at Bayview House ? Yes.
13 Nov., 1894. 849. When were von first engaged at this institution ? On the 13th of November, 1893.
850. How long were you so employed ? From the 13th of November, 1893, till the 1st of March, 1894.
851. Do you remember Case No. 1 being at the institution? Yes.
852. Had you anything to do with the attendance on him? I had.
853. In what respect? I used to attend to him every second day. I used to be with him from the time
he left his room in the morning, aud 1. also used to clean out his room every morning.
854. "Were you the person who attended on him every second day? On an average I attended him about
four days a week, hut I had to clean out his room every morning.
S55. Which room do you refer to? The one that he used to call a stable.
856. Does your memory serve you sufficiently well for you to recollect for what length of time he was
put into tbat stable,—and do you remember the first occasion on which be was placed there? Tho first
work 1 had to do there on the afternoon of my arrival was in connection with this room, aud all 1 know'
is that Case No. 1 ivas put in that room on that same night.
857. At what time was he put in the room? About 5 o’clock at night, I think.
858. Was that on the evening of the 13th of November ? Yes.
Mr. A.
Mackenzie,

859.
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859, Was he at this time being placed in that room every afternoon or every evening? Yes, as far as I
saw.

■

SCO. Did he complain to you at this particular period about being placed there? Yes ; as a matter of
fact he was always complaining about being put in that room.
861. Do you know whether ho was put to sleep in any other part of the building? Not while 1 was
there. Ho had never been in any other room—that is, in the wards—to sleep while I was there, but he
used to bo there during the daytime.
862, What do you mean by saying he used to go elsevrbere in tbe daytime ? He was allowed to go about
the ground and into ono room in the main building, across from the court-yard, which divided it from the
detached place iu which he slept.
'
SG3. Was tliis room upstairs or downstairs—I mean the room he was allowed to use during the day ? It
was downstairs on tbe ground floor.
864. While you wero there did many visitors call to see him ? I think visitors used to come to see him
about three times a week.
865. Who.visited him on these occasions P I only know personally that the visitors were his wife and
son. I think his wife visited him twice a week and his son once a week.
•
866. When he was visited by these relatives was ho taken out of the room he usually occupied in the
daytime, or did they see him in that room or in the grounds of tho institution ? He was always taken
into a special room near the office.
867. Was he taken into a room just off the office ? Yes.
86S. Did you in the course of your duty ever see him at night after he had been placed in this solitary
cell ? Yes ; I may have done so occasionally.
869. Was it partly your duty to watch him at night ? No.
8/0. How was it, then, that you came to visit him occasionally at night? Sometimes before wo went to
bed at 10 o’clock I used to go there and look through the observation hole to see that the patient was ail
right. Another attendant, named .Tames Copley, would go with me. .
871. Did anyone see the patient after this hour at night? Nobody saw him until the next morning.
872. Arc you quite sure of that ? Yes, I am.
873. Are you positive that no attendant was on duty to see that patient after 10 o’clock at night ? There
was not.
874. Was any provision made, supposing the necessity arose, to give that patient, or any other patient a
drink of cocoa, or milk, or anything else, if he were restless or hungry, and required nourishment, or the
attention of an attendant? No; there was no provision whatever for any emergency like this. The
kitchen was locked up every night, and there was no other place where we might make a warm drink or
anything else for a patient.
875. Was it then, impossible to get nourishment of this kind during the night? Yes, as far as I know,
it was.
876. If there had been any provision to supply these things would you have known of it? I think so.
877. Now, returning to Case No. 1, was he undressed before he was put into this room at night? Yes ;
I have undressed him myself as many as four nights a week.
878. When you performed this duty did you leave any flannels, or pyjamas, or night clothing of any kind
on. the patient? No; he had nothing of the kind on, except, I think,on about half a dozen occasions
while I was there.
879. On the half-dozen occasions did he wear nigh clothes? He wore on these occasions a singlet or
small flannel shirt, which I left on of my own accord, for mere pity’s sake, as he asked me to leave it on
because lie felt so cold.
880. Are you quite sure that he was not supplied with pyjamas at night? No; well, I never supplied
him with pyjamas.
881. Are you quite certain of that fact ? Yes.
882. Do you mean to tell us that he was put into that room quite naked ? Yes.
883. Quito naked ? Yes.
884. Do you mean to say it was always so, except on exceptional occasions, when you took pity on him
and left his singlet on him ? Yes, I do.
885. Was any Indiarubber utensil placed in this room for his convenience ? No ; never to my knowledge.
886. Arc you quite certain about this ? Yes, certain. There was only one about tbe place, and tbat was
used in the next room by Case No. 5.
887. Trom your observation of Case No. I, was be, while under your care, of an excitable disposition ?
It was very seldom that I saw him excited. If he did become excited at all ho was never in any way
dangerous.
*
888. On the occasion of these outbreaks did you consider him a dangerous patient? No. As far as I
am concerned I would at any time have slept with him without the least fear of being attacked.
889. Were not bis general habits very filthy ? No, they were not.
.
890. Not at all ? No.
891. Not at any time during the period you waited upon him ? No.
892. Were not his habits of a filthy character at all ? No.
893. How, then, do you account for the state in which he was found in the morning, when sometimes his
body and tbe room would be covered with excrement, and so on ? All I can say is that bo was put in
there of an evening, and il he wanted to do anything he did it on the floor. Tho room was quite dark.
He could walk about, and it is quite possible he might tumble in the filth. During the whole time I
attended to him he was most particular. When I took him to the water-closet he was very particular in
his habits.
894. Did Dr. Vause visit him frequently ? He used to seo him about once a day while on his general
rounds about dinner time.
895. But was lie not, as Medical' Superintendent, fairly attentive to him ? What I have told you is all
I saw.
896. Was it usual for Dr. Yause to have any conversation with him, and so on ? It was usual for him to
pass a few words as he was going over to his private house.
897. Was it your impression that Dr. Yause was as attentive to Caso No. 1 as you would expect him to
be to a patient of his character ? I did not think it was right or suitable treatment to shut him up in that
place at night.
898.
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S9S. Did you ever seo Dr. Yause or speak to him as to why lie was put in that room ? Yo.
Do you say that during lhe whole of the period from November to March, while you were at lhe
13Uor7l894, institution, you did not see this patient display any violence or become more than ordinarily excited ?
There was one day on which he came in and complained about the food. He became somewhat excited
and tried to undress himself, and kicked his plate across tbe place.
900. What happened then? Dr. Vause told mo to take him out and lock him up in the room.
901. Had he any clothing on him then ? No.
902. Did this happen at dinner-time ? Yes.
903. How did this happen ? I think there was an attendant named James O’Brien with him, and I
believe he was changing the patient's clothes at the time. It was the custom to put on better clothes,
when it was known that tbe patient was to be visited by his friends.
901. Is that a rule in the institution? Yes; it was the practice on all occasions during the time I was
there.
905. Are you perfectly certain that there is no provision made for the supply of warm milk, cocoa, or any
other suitable drink or food for patients during the night ? Yes, I am certain.
90G. Do you mean to tell us tbat no attendant looks in upon patients in any caso after 10 o’clock at
night ? None ; not on any ordinary occasion.
907. Was there another patient in the room adjoining that in which Case No. 1 slept? Yes.
903. Was he treated in the same way as Case No. 1? Exactly in the same way, as far as I know,
excepting he might have been taken out a little earlier in tbe morning than the Case No, 1 was. The
latter patient was never taken out before half-past 8 or 9 o’clock.
909. Have you had any experience in any other institution for the accommodation of the insane besides
Bayview House? No ; it is the only occasion iu which I have been engaged in a lunatic asylum.
910. Do you remember the character of the food that was supplied to Case No. 1 and other patients at
Bayview House ? Yes, I do.
911. Was the quality of that food good, bad, or excellent ? The quality was not good.
912. What had you to object to in tbe food ? The meat was not what it should be, tbe milk was sour, and,
in fact, neither of the commodities was fit for a human being to oat.
913. Do you mean so say that this description applies to tbe food which was supplied to private patients?
Yos ; as far as I saw. I can only speak of private patients, for I have no knowledge of the Government
patients.
914. Was the same kind of food supplied to the attendants? Yos ; it was very littlo better, and often
times we went for a week without lasting good meat.
915. Did you not infer a few moments ago that on the occasion of visitors going to the asylum there was
a certain amount of deceit practised, inasmuch as better clothes were placed on the patients when they
were taken to see their friends ? Yes.
916. Has this practice been in force on many occasions ? It was always enforced on every occasion
visitors came while J. was there.
9L7, Was this practice followed when the oflicial visitors (the doctors and others appointed by tbe
Government) came to the institution ? It was done inCase No, 1. With the other patients it might not
be so easy to do it, because they might be down on the lawn at the time ; but iu tbe case of this patient
■he was always specially dressed when the visiting doctors and oflicial visitors appointed by tbe Govern
ment came to the institution.
918. When these visitors came did they see the patients in their own particular room ? No; they might
see them in the dining-room or in the reception-room.
919. Did they sec them in their own rooms at all ? No.
920. Do you remember Case No. 0 ? Yes, I do,
921. Was he a dirty patient ? Yes ; he could not help it. He could not do anything for himself at all.
922. Did this patient receive any particular attention from the attendant in regard to keeping him clean?

No.
923. What attention did ho receive in the way of insuring his cleanliness ? He got a bath once a week ;
on Saturday afternoons only.
92 I'. Was it your impression that in the matter of cleanliness this patient was very much neglected ? Yes.
925. In your opinion, did this neglect arise from carelessness or oversight? He was a private patient.
Wo never got any orders to bath him, and we had enough to do to carry out our other duties.
929. In other words, then, do you mean to say that, as far as attendance was concerned, you were short
handed at this time ? Yes ; certainly.
927. Do you remember Caso No. 4 ? I do.
928. Did be 011 any occasion receive an injury to bis head? Yes ; I was there wlien he did if.
929. How did tbat accident occur ? I was attending [to him during part of the time I was there. Ono
night 1 put him to bed about 9 o’clock. After I had taken his clothes off and put on his night-shirt, I
left him sitting in the bedroom while I went into an adjoining room for a chamber. He got up and
tumbled against tbe wall and cut the side of his head.
930. What did you do ? I sentfor Dr. Vause at once when I saw that he had cut the side of his head.
931. Did the wound bleed much ? No, it did not. Iu was a wound about a quarter of an inch long.
932. Did it take some considerable time for tbat wound to heal? Yes, it did.
933. Do you remember particularlyjthe room in which Case No. 4 slept? Yes, I do.
934. Were there any rats in that room? Yes; I have seen them there myself.
935. Now, I want you to be careful, and remember you are on your oath; it has been given in evidence
here that the patient was attacked by rats ;—is that a fact ? Yes, it is.
93(1. Within your personal knowledge ? Yes.
937. Did you see it ? Yes, I did.
933. Did you complain to Dr. Yause about this occurrence? No, I did not; but I complained to tbo
bead attendant.
.
‘
939. Was any attention paid to your complaint ? No ; not at the time.
'
940. Will you describe all that took place in connection with this particular instance? Immediately'
after the accident 1 could not imagine what was the matter with the patient. He used to jump up and
sing
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smg out, “ Oil, oil, inj lioad,” about, every five inimitos. In tbo morning I found tbat bis pillow was
Mr. A._
covered with blood. I looked at bis bead, saw a larger wound, but rould not see what bad done it. The Mackenzie,
next night be started singing out again. J got up, struck a match, obtained a light, and saw a rat jump
out from the back of bis head, which was bleeding then. The next morning I told the bead attendant of 131s‘ov->189:t.
this occurrence, and be told mo to close all the doors tbe next night, I told, him that there were some
holes in the room through which tho rats could come. 1 closed the doors as I was instructed, but the
next night the rats came again._ There was a big bandage ou the patient's bead, but the rats gnawed this
open and got at the wound again.
941. Then did the wound become larger because of the attacks of the rats ? Yes ; it became about this
size. [JVitncss measuring on his hand a space nearly the size of his palmJ]
942. ’What size do you say the wound became? It was about 4 or a inches in circumference.
943. Was this sleeping room attended to after that ? Yes ; the carpenter came in the next day and put
pieces of tin over the holes the rats used to come through, and after that things wero much better.
944. Have you anything further to say with regard to your experience while you were there as to tbo
management of tho institution as a whole ;—for instance, in your opinion, were there sufficient attendants
to maintain good order and management? While I was there I always thought there were not sufficient
attendants.
945. Do you think that there was any laxity in the management of the institution ? As far as I could
seo thero was no proper system for carrying out the work.
■
94G. Having seen as you say all these defects in the management, and particularly the circumstances in
connection with Case Ho. 4, did you make any complaints to Dr. Yause ? Ho ; I did not.
947. To whom did you complain F I made complaints to the head attendant.
948. Who was the head attendant while you were there ? John Doherty.
949. And did you make the complaints to him ? Yes.
950. Did yon complain to Doherty about the treatment of Caso Ho. 1? I did. I told him that there
was only a common bag stuifed with straw put in the patient's room. As soon as it was put in there the
patient started picking at the hag, and eventually got the straw out. Then he would try to get inside
the bag himself, and sleep that way through the night. I told tho head attendant about this, and expressed
the opinion that it was a shame the patient could not get a better bed. I asked him to get an order from
Dr. Vause at bis first convenience, and I then, on tho first afternoon on whieh I had an opportunity to go
to town, would get some canvas aud make a proper mattress on which the patient could sleep. On tbe
first occasion I spoke to the head attendant nothing was done. I asked him a second time, and he said
he would tell Dr. Vause. Later on he told me that Dr. Vause had said thev had got the canvas in stock,
but it would take a sailor or snilmaker to make it up. I told him there need be no trouble about that, as
I would make it up myself, if they would give me the money to get the canvas. I believe Dr. Vause
consented to get this canvas. I received the money to purchase it. I camo into Sydney on one of my
afternoons oft. X bought the canvas at the American ISovelty Store. 1 took it out to Bayview House,
and I made the mattress myself,
"
'
'
951. Prior to this, was not any mattress provided at all? Ho ; only a common bag stuffed with straw.
952. Was it a bag made of the ordinary sacking ? Yes.
”
953. Did you observe if Case Ho. 1 suffered from cold when he was sleeping in that room previous to
you taking these steps ?_ Yes, 1 went in'one night with Copley. I saw that the patient was shivering
with cold, and then i said it was a disgrace to tho country that he should be put in a room like that.
^
954. Was it cold or warm in the room on that occasion?' It was cold at night, and warm in the morning
when there was a suffocating filthy foul smell.
'
955. Do you know when and how often this room was cleared out ? Yes, it was cleaned out every morn
ing; but in damp iveathcr tho boards would not dry, and I considered there was a great fault because
tbe boarded fioor of the room was so close to tbe ground.
956. Was there any window in that room ? Thero was a hole high in the wall, opposite the door, and
tins had a shutter on the inside aud two or three bars on the outside.
957. Do you know how often this shutter was opened? Yes, it was opened every day.
958. Every day ? Yes ; and in the warm weather sometimes it wras left open at night, and that was the
only means of ventilation I saw.
959. Did you notice if there were any ventilating bricks in that room ? Ho, I did not see anv.
960. Supposing I were to tell you tbat there are such things there—what would you say Lo that ? That
they must have been put there siuce I was there. Perhaps there were some outside,' but thev'did not
come inside.
'
901, DM jrou notice whether there was any wooden panelling inside this room ? Yes, I did.
962. Was it always in a fair condition ? Tes.
’
’
903. Concerning the smell in this room—did it always strike you in all times of the day as being offensive?964 965 966 967 968 9
964. Was it always the smell of stale urine ? Yos, it was.
.
965. Did you ever try to take the smell out ? Yes, I used to try to scald the floor well in dry weather.
H was no use doing so in damp weather for the room would not dry, and I attribute this fact to the floor
being so close to the ground.
966. Eemember you are on your oath, and .do you mean to tell us that Case Ho. 1 was not a dirty patient
and that he kept himself clean ? Yos.
’
967. And if ho had tho opportunity to do so he would have done ho ? Yes.
968. But that he was put into a dark room and could not do so ? Yes.
’
969. Dr. Garran.] Were you engaged by Dr. Vause himself when you joined that institution ? Yes.
970. Did you report yourself to the doctor on your arrival there ? Yes.
9/1. Were you engaged specially to look after Case Ho. 1 ? Ho.
yon to do that work ? Ho, he merely handed me over to the chief attendant.
9/3. Did he put you to work ? Yes.
■
"
974. What did he specially instruct yon to do ? Hothing particular on the first day I went there but he
told me to stop with the patient and keep my eye on him, and to attend to him for that afternoon.
975. Had you ever been in a lumitie asylum before ? Ho.
976. Did you know the nature of the work you would have to do ? Ho.
977.
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977. Did the chief attendant give you any special instructions as to your duties ? He showed mo some
rooms that I had to clean out. I had to do most of this dirty work, because the rule of the institution
was that new hands should take this work when they came on.
13Nov.,lS04.
978. Is it usually the case that when an attendant first arrives at the institution he is put to do this kind
of work ? Yes.
979. Is that regarded as a lonJer kind of position which the last new comer must occupy before promotion ?
Yes.
^^ien yotl
attended Case Ho. 1 was he of an active and restless disposition ? I cannot say
that he was restless, but he was very active, especially in his walking.
981. "Was lie able to walk you down? Yes.
982. Had he then plenty of physical vigour? Yes ; he had.
983. Did you ever find him disposed, during the daytime, to tear his clothes ? Very seldom. Ho did on
one or two occasions tear his trousers. He used to like to work his Augers into the seams and tear the
stitches out.
984'. Did he show any disposition to undress himself during the daytime ? Ho.
985. You mentioned something in your evidence a few minutes ago to the effect that on one dinner-time
he undressed himself and kicked his food away ;—can you explain the circumstances of that occasion?
Yes ; he, withpther patients, had come in from the lawn, and they were then going to the dining-room to
dinner. I believe he was having his clothes changed, and some patient annoyed him, and he became
annoyed and a bit excited.
986. "Was anybody in charge of him then ? Yes ; another warder.
- 987. Did ho see him undress himself? Yes.
988. "Were his clothes put on the floor ? Yes; he undressed in the public room, and kicked over the plate
which was for his food at dinner-time.
989. How, coming to night-time;—did it usually lake two attendants to undress him? Ho; I always
undressed him myself without assistance, and never experienced any difficulty.
990. "Were you told to leave the patient in this room without any clothes on? Yes.
991. IVho told you to do that? The head attendant.
992. Did you receive definite instructions from the head, attendant to leave him in that room naked at
night? I did.
993. Do you know whether these instructions originally came from Dr. Vause? I do not know.
991. Did you not ask the chief attendant if Dr. Yause bad given these instructions ? I do not think so,
hut he told me, and I understood that these and other instructions were given him through Dr. Vanse.
995. Did you ever speak to Dr, Vause personally about tbis case ? Ho.
996. Did you ever make any report to him ? Ho.
997. Did you report anything to the head attendant? Yes.
998. Do yon know whether he was in direct contact with Dr. Yause ? Ho.
999. Do you know whether Dr. Yause knew how Case Ho. I was treated? Ho.
1000. Did Dr. Yause ever come on the scene when ho was being put into this cell ? Ho ; the only time
I ever saw Dr. Vause was at that dinner-time which I have spoken about.
1001. I want to know if Dr. I1 ause had any knowledge of his being undressed and put away naked every
night into that cell ? I cannot say if he had ary knowledge.
1002. Did Dr. Vause ever make a round during the'evening, up to 10 o’clock at night, when you and the
other attendants went to bed ? Ho.
1003. Did he ever go round before the patient was taken out at 6 o’clock in the morning? Ho; I never
took him out at 6 o’clock, it was more often between 8 and 9 when he was removed.
1004. During your experience at the institution was it the custom them to take him out of this cell between
8 and 9 o’clock in the morning? Yes.
1005. When you went into the cell of a morning did you ever see him shivering, as if from cold ? Yes.
1006. Was there any mattress on the floor ? Yes.
100/. Have you not mentioned in your evidence that he was in the habit of dirtying the floor, then walking
about and treading in the ordure ? Yes.
1008. Have you any other theory as to how he got into a dirty state ? Ho ; I have not.
1009. Concerning that windowdid you ever open it? Ho.
1010. So that if you did not release the patient until between 8 and 9 o’clock in the morning he would be
in the dark in this room from the break of day until he was taken out ? Yes.
1011. Was it not your duty to let down that shutter so as to throw some light into the room, say as early
as 6 o’clock in the morning ? Sometimes I would let it down, and then the head attendant would put it up
again.
1012. Did you receive any instructions concerning the opening and closing of this shutter? Ho.
1013. Were you then left to your own devices ? Yes.
lOH. While you were.attending on Case Ho. 1, was he in the habit of talking to you? Yes, frequently.
Sometimes he would talk to me as often as every two hours. He was very found of telling me his
troubles, and sometimes ho would cry and bemoan his fate, and he has said “I was not mad when I came
here, hut I am mad enough now.”
1015. Did he appear to know where he was then? Yes, be did.
1016. bo far as you know, was there any attendant told off for night-duty ? There was none. We had
to work as many as sixteen hours during the day, and there was no one for night-work.
1017. Did everybody in that institution—I mean the attendants, of course—go to bed at 10 o’clock at
night. I can speak of the males, and can safely say that every male attendant was in bed by half-past
10 o’clock at night.
j
j
j
i
1018. Was there no one to patrol the place at night ? There was not.
1019. Was not there anyone to give an alarm, supposing a patient were taken ill? Ho, except those
who were sleeping with patients.
.1020. Did you not say it was your custom to look iu upon patients with Copley before you went to bed
at night? Yes.
* J
J
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1021. Wore you instructed to do this F jS'o ; wo went of our own accord,
1022. Did you on these occasions go into this room where Case JTo. 1 was confined ?
1022. Was it the custom to find any mess about the floor then ? Sometimes.
1024. Did you bath him in the morning ? Yes.
1025. In warm water? Yes.
102(5. Where did you get the warm water? We use,d to get it from the pantry.
1027. Did you not tell us that you have seen Case l^o. 1 shivering ami shaking as if from cold ? Yes.
102S. Did yon ever, while he was shaking and shivering, put him in a cold water bath ? No.
1020. During the whole of the time you were there was the patient put into a cold water bath'? No.
1030. Did he as a rule dislike the idea of having his bath ? Yes ; there was some reluctance on his part
about the bath. Sometimes he would complain about the cold, and altogether he didn’t care about the
bath.
1031. Do you know the temperature of the water ? No ; but the water was warm.
1032. From what you say am T to understand that the patient really did not like a bath? No, he
did not.
1033. Or, in other words, he was not a bathing mau ? No, he was not.
1034. Do you say that it was your duty to clean up the floor of the room in which be slept? Yes.
1035. Do you think it was any fault ot yours that this room continued to smell all day ? No.
]03G. Do you think it continuing to smell all day was because it had not been properly cleaned?
No.
i
_
1037. Do you think that with ordinary care and cleanliness the smell could be got out of the floor ? 1 do
not think so, if a patient bad occupied it all night.
1033. Do you know if that room smells now ? 1 do not know; it is sometime since I was at the institu
tion.
1030, Do you ihink that with proper scrubbing you could make that room clean and keep it sweet? No,
I do not. especially, as ] said before, in damp weather it is impossible to get it dry, as the floor is too
near the ground.
1040. Do you put down the continual smell to the fact that you could not get the floor dry? Yes.
1041. Have you any other reason why you could not get the smell out of the room ? No.
1042. Did you scrub it out properly ? Certainly I did. Sometimes I scrubbed it out with a hard broom
and hot water, and even then ] could not get it dean and sweet.
1043. Do you think that room had been previously neglected ? Yes, I do.
’
1044. Are there any other parts of the asylum where the floor gets wotted and dirtied in the same way ?
That is the only room of its kind 1 know of where this is done. Case No. 4 used to be in the habit of
getting up in the night and making water on the floor.
1045. "Was it the custom for this room in which he did that to be scrubbed out ? Yes.
1040. And was the urinous smell taken from it? Yes.
1047. Do you think 1,bat it was because the room occupied by Case No. 1 became saturated with this
filthy matter, and owing to the dampness caused by its position when the weather was not tine, that you
could not get it dry ? Yes,
104S. And that because you could not get it dry the stale smell was continuous ? Yes.
1019. And you say that room was properly attended to ? Yes; as well as it could be.
1050. If it was not properly attended to was it through no fault of yours ? No.
1051. President.'] When you were engaged at this institution did you sign anv memorandum of agreement ?
Yes, I. do.
‘
‘
'
1052. Was it to this effect, “That whilst in the employment of the said A. J. Vause of the abovenamed
asylum, to report to the said A. .T, Vause, or to whom lie may appoint, to act on his behalf there within
twenty-four hours after the occurrence, any improper or insulting language or violence used by any person
towards any patient or patients therein; also any neglect or inattention shown to them or injury sustained
by them. That the said
will keep a watchful care over all such patients ; treat them
with proper care, attention, and civility, and prevent their escape from the saidasylum’’ ? Yes.
1053. Did you at any time record any such occurrence in connection with this memorandum of agreement?
No ; I never reported any occurrence of that kind to Dr. Vause.
1054. Did you report anything of the kind to the head attendant ? Yes, but I got tired of doing so.
1055. Why did you not go to Dr. Vause and make these complaints ? Because 1 did not like to ; I did
not like to speak to him, as he did not speak pleasantly to me.
1056. How was that? He spoke to me as if I was something beneath him, and as a consequence I never
spoke to him only when I went into his oflico for my wages.
1057. I see there is appended to the memorandum of agreement a statement “ that you would solemnly
declare that during the time you have been in Dr. Vause's employment everyconsideration was paid to the
care, comfort, and recovery of the patients in the establishment, to the best of your knowledge and
belief” ;—do you remember signing anything of that kind ? No ; I was asked by his housekeeper to sign
something, and I did so once ; but after that I would not sign anything more. 1 said it was not my fault,
and I would not sign anything more.
1058. Can you say that you could conscientiously agree to signing that declaration to the effect that every
consideration was paid to the care; comfort, and recovery of the patients in the establishment? No.
1059. Dr. Manning.] How often was case No. 5 put in the single room? When 1 went to the institution
he slept upstairs. 1 could not say on which day be was removed from there, but be was placed in that
room every night for a good bit.
1060. What do you mean by saving a good bit ? It may hare been a month or more.
1001. It may have been how long? 3 do not know exactly ; he was there when J left.
1062. What were the circumstances under which you left the institution? I was dismissed.
1063. Do you think you were wrongly dismissed? Yes; I do.
1064. Did you afterwards wrife to a man named Geary something to this effect: “That von know
Case No. 1 was not getting justice, and to see that he got it would bo far sweeter to you than any other
form of revenge” ? Yes.
1005, Had you any previous experience in asylum work? No.
1066. Mr. McGowen.] Do you know, Mackenzie, that all vou are saying now is said on oath? I do.
‘

1067.
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1067. Do you a!so know that if what you say is not true that you are liable to be prosecuted for perjury ?
Yes.
13 Nov 1891 1068. Do you know that as a constable ? Yes, I do.
^ ’’
1069. Has it not been stated that you were dismissed from Bayview House ? Yes.
1070. When you were engaged at Bayview Asylum did the person who engaged you examine your testi
monials ? Yes.
1071. Have you any testimonials with you now ? I have not at present.
1072. Do you possess any recommendations of good character r Yes, I do.
1073. Will you mention to the Commission where they arc from ? Yes. 1 have one for eighteen months’
service under the Gas Company at Townsville, in Northern Queensland. T have others—two or three—
from former employers in the old country. I have one from Dr. Sinclair, who was acting for Dr. Yause
at Bayview House.
1074. Was that during the time Dr. Yause was recovering from an accident ? Yes.
1075. What is the gist of that testimonial ? That I was straightforward, trustworthy, sober, and attentive
to my duties.
1076. Since leaving Bayview House have you been able to join the Police Porce ? Yes.
1077. Was it necessary that you should have good testimonials to do so ? Yes.
1078. In the course of your evidence do you not say that you complained to the head attendant, not only
in regard to the treatment of Case No. 1, hut also in reference to other patients; and saying, in so many
words, that it was a scandal that sucli treatment should be allowed ? Yes.
1070. And was not the treatment changed when you reported it? No.
10S0. When you went to the head attendant, did you complain on several occasions of the nay in which
certain patients were treated ? Yes.
_
1081. Did you consider that after having received your orders from the head attendant that it was your
place to make your complaints to him ? Yes.
.
10S2. Did you think it was your duty to go direct to Dr. Yause? No. I thought it was my duty to go
10 the head attendant, because I feared that I might he charged with insubordination if 1 went over his
head 1o Dr. Pause to make any complaint.
1083. Have you not said in the course of your evidence that you were in the habit of having conversation
with Case No. 1 during the day-time? Yes.
.1031. Did he ever say anything to you why he tore his singlet or pyjamas occasionally while confined iu
that room at night-time ?" Yes. He said, “ As long as I am kept in that damned stable I will tear every
thing they give me.’’
»
10S5. Have you not said that sometimes, but on very rare occasions, he became violent and excited ?
Yes. As a rule he was not very excitable; he would get a hit excited sometimes, but he was never
violent to himself or anybody else.
1086. When he became excited did he remain so for any length of time ? No; ho was soon out of those
lempers—sometimes in five or ten minutes.
1087. Do yon think that you could have slept in that room with him without any fear? Yes; without
any fear of violence.
’
1088. Do you think he would have attacked you ? I am quite certain he would not.
1089. Was he always restless at night ? Yes ; he was restless, but not violent.
1090. Are you perfectly sure that during the whole four months you were there there was no indiarubber
or any other utensil placed in his room ? No, there was not.
1091. How many utensils did you see while you were there? Only one.
1092. Where was that? It was usually in the room Case No. 5 occupied, and it was the same room occu
pied previously by Case No. 7. It was in there when Case No. 7 was there, and Case No. 7 occupied that
room when I went there first.
1093. Was he an excitable patient ? Yes.
1094. And was the same treatment meted out to him as was meted out to Case No. 1 ? No ; not as far as
sleeping accommodation was concerned. He got a mattress, blankets, and sheets.
1095. Do you not say that it was your idea to get a mattress and make it up for Case No. 1 ? Yes.
1096. Was not this suggested to you by the head attendant ? No; 1 talked to the head attendant about
it first,
1097. Did you not suggest iu any way that you should be supplied with money to get this mattress ? I
said that if they would give me the money I would go down town on my day off and get the canvas.
1098. So that you went down town and got this on your holiday ? Yes.
1099. What is the rule of the institution about these holidays? We used to get a day every fortnight,
from 10 o’clock in the morning till 10 at night. We had an afternoon off once a week, from 5 till 10
o’clock.
1100. And on one of these holidays, in the few hours you had for recreation, did you obtain the material
for this mattress ? Yes.
1101. Were there any other kind of mattress used in that room ? Yes; there was one put there which
had been soiled by another patient—a dirty patient (Case No. 6). It was so soiled that ease No. 1 would
not sleep on it; ho said he would sooner sleep on the fioor, and he shoved this mattress on one side.
1102. Was that a straw mattress? No ; it was a hair mattress.
1
1103. Was it taken out of the room after this patient refused to sleep on it ? Yes ; it was taken out
the next morning. It was in the room all the night; he had thrown it into one corner, and he told us in
the morning that he would not sleep on a dirty thing like that.
llOt. Did he try to destroy this mattress ? No ; he simply threw it on one side.
1105. After vou had made the new mattress and filled it with straw', and put it in the patient’s room, did
ho uso it? Yes ; while I was there he did.
1106. Did you leave it there ? Tes.
1107. In regard to the covering used in this patient’s room—were there any blankets on the canvas ? No.
1108. What was the nature of the covering then? It was some sort of rug made of two pieces of
common rough canvas.
11U9.
aTJ.C*vV\
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1109. Was there any bbnict attached to this covering? 1 think there was a piece of blanket on one
Mr. A.
Mackenzie.'
breadth of canvas.
1110. Do yon not say that after you made this mattress the patient used it while you were there? Yes.
13 Nov., 1894.
1111. Did you not also say that he used to make water all over the room and often on his bed ? Yes.
1112. Did he ever dirty his bed too ? He used to do it on the floor.
1113. And did he sometimes do it in his bed? I cannot say. He used to pull his bed from one end of
the room to the other, but I think he must have done it sometimes because it looked like that,
llld. During that time the covering, the mattress, and the straw would be soiled with urine and other
matter ? Yes.
1115. Was it the same during the months you were there ? Yes.
1116. How often did you rip that mattress open and take the straw out? Once, I think.
1117. Did you get instructions to do it ? No.
1118. In these matters were you left to do as you liked ? Yes.
1119. As a matter of fact then, as far as your experience goes, if you liked to neglect certain patients
you might do so? Yes.
*
1120. If you chose to give a patient a cold water hath instead of hot water you might do so ? Yes.
1121. If you liked to leave the same filthy straw for the use of the patient, might you do so ? Yes.
1122. Was there anyone to supervise you at all ? No ; it was left to myself to do these things.
1123. Did you ever hear Case No. 1 say that he would bo quiet in his deportment if he were left out of
this room ? Yes ; he has said lie would be quiet if they would give him better accommodation. He said
ho would be quiet if they would put him in what he used to call the satin room. If he were put into
that, he said,_ ho would behave himself like anybody else.
1124. Sometimes then ivould he talk in a sensible manner? Yes; sometimes for an hour at a time, and
then he would wander away again,
1125. When his friends came to see him he was put into another room altogether ? Yes ; always.
1120. Did his friends ever see him in this room which he called a stable ? No ; they never even saw him
in the room he was allowed to occupy during the day. Ho was always taken on these occasions to a room
off the office.
1127. Did you ever get any intimation when his friends were coming to see him? Oh, yes.
1128. Were you well aware of it then ? Yes; when his friends came to the institution they were kept
in the office, and word was sent over to get the patient ready. He was then taken to them.
. 1129. Were his clothes changed on these occasions? Yes; they used to change his clothes and take
him in.
1130. Were you over near by when he met his friends ? No.
1131. Did you oyer hear any conversation between himself and his friends? No.
1132. Did his friends pay regular visits to him at stated times ? Yes ; 1 think they did. They used to
oomo about three times a week.
1133. Do you think that the patient knew when his friends were coming? No ; not until they came.
1134. Do you know if ho looked forward to these visits ? At times he used to speak about his wife
comiug, and there were occasions when Dr. Yause advised the visitors not to sec him because lie used to
get excited. Two or three times, I think, he was got ready to see his friends, and then the message
would come along to say itwould be better for them not to see him that day.
1135. Did you ever get any information as to when the visiting doctors were about to examine the place?
Yes; always.
.
1136. Did you always, when Dr. Manning, the Inspector-General of Insane, was coming? Yes; lie
always went to the private house first.
1137. Did you then receive an intimation that the Inspector-General was there ? Yes.
1138. Did you also receive a similar information when the visiting doctors were there? Yes.
1139. What did you do then ? We used to take up the old carpets, put down new ones, and make other
changes.
1140. Was the whole aspect of the asylum changed for these occasions ? Yes.
1141. Are you positive you always received this information? I am. Some of the patients used to
notice this, and one, Case No. 8, used to say he could see us making arrangements when the visiting
doctor came,
1.142. Did Dr. Manning ever pay you a surprise visit? No, never while I was there.
1143. Have you not said to the President that the food supplied to the patients was not good ? Yes.
1144. Was it the same kind of food that the attendants got? Yes.
1145. What did your breakfast usually consist of—I mean the ordinary one? Sometimes, mostly always,
a sort of stewed steak, bread and butter, and sometimes we got chops.
1146. Was it the same thing every morning? Yes, very little change.
1147. Do you not say that this is not good? Well, 1 thought it was kept in the place too long—kept there
until it became unfit to eat.
1148. Did the food seem to smell high? Yes.
1149. Did this occur very often ? Yes, very often.
1150. Was any complaint made by the attendants about the state of the food ? Yes; we went to the
kitchen and complained about it to the head attendant, and he said he would see about these things.
After several complaints he told us he could not give us anymore, and that we could not get anything
else.
J
1151. Coming to Case No. 4, do you not say that the rats ate flesh from the wound on his head ? Yes.
1152. Did he sloop on a bed and bedstead? Yes.
1153. Then must the rats have climbed on to the bed ? Yes ; and I saw one go from under his pillow
one morning.
1154. There is.another case mentioned—Case No. 0,—was he so paralysed as to be utterly unable to do
anything for himself ? Yes; he was oven so had that he could not cat the food when it was put before
him.
llo5. Do you mean to say that this man, helpless as he was, only got a bath and a change of clothes once
a week? Yes.
207—E
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1156. And when did he get this attention? On the Saturday afternoon.
1157. Every Saturday afternoon ? Tes.
1158. Supposing he might have been suffering from relaxation of the bowels, and was helpless to aid
'■ himself, did he receive any special attention ? Not necessarily.
1159. liid you ever undress him ? Yes.
1160. Were his trousers in a filthy condition then ? Yes,
1161. Did you ever dross him in the morning? Yes.
1162. Did you ever put the same trousers on him in the morning that you took off the night before ?
Yes.
1163. Had you any instructions to do other than that? No.
1164. Had you any other trousers to put on the man? Yes; there were a lot of trousers belonging to him,
but the seats were all rotted away by filth. He had two lockers full of clothes, hut all the trousers were
all alike, rotted away. He had only one clean suit kept for his wear on the occasions when his Mrs. came
to visit him.
1165. Was there any provision to afford him fresh clothes under ordinary conditions ? No.
1166. Then must he not at times have been in the most frightful state?
Yes; we had to change his
sheets every morning.
1167. But still did you leave the same pants on him every day ? Yes ; we used to put a clean pair of
drawers on him, but ail of those belongmg to him were nearly as bad as bis trousers, because of their
dirty and filthy condition.
1168. Dt. Garran.~\ Do you say that Case No. 1 did not like his clothing changed ? It appeared to me
that he did not like to be bothered to have his clothing changed.
1169. Had he any preference for bettor clothes or inferior clothes. He used to like the two pairs of
trousers that he had torn. He liked to have his trousers open, and was fond of getting his fingers into
the seams.
1170. In these clothes, then, was he decent enough to be taken into company? No.
1171. Did he care to have them changed? No.
1172. Was he in the habit of attempting to destroy his better clothes when they were put on lum for the
purpose of receiving visitors? No; we used to tell him that he was going to sec Mrs. - * * , and
then we could get on his clothes right enough.
1173. Would there have been difficulty if he had not been persuaded ? I think he would have gone in as
he was if we had allowed him.
1174. Was Dr. Sinclair medical officer in charge while you were there ? Yes.
1175. Did Dr. Sinclair, while he was at Bayview House, make any special rounds at night ? Not that
I know of.
1176. Nor at 10 o’clock at night before the attendants went to bed ? No; be did not,
1177. Do you mean to say that he, as medical officer in charge, did not make any visit to the room in
which a patient like Case No. 1 was kept ? Not that I know of.
1178. Was Dr. Sinclair in full charge of the establishment ? Yes.
1179. Did he make any general round ? Yes.
1180. Did he ask you whore Case No. 1 slept ? No.
1181. Did you tell us that Case No. 1 said if he got hack to what he called the satin room he would be
all right ? Yes.
1182i Do you think if he had been put back in that room he would then have damaged his clothes ? I do
not know.
'
1183. Do you know how long he occupied that room ? No.
1184. Dr. Vause.] Did yon complain to either Dr. Sinclair or Dr. Kamsay in connection with the
food ? No,
1185. Did you make any complaint through the head attendant ? Yes. I know, too, that on one
occasion Dr. .Bamsay visited the dining-room where there was a cupboard in which food was kept, lie
ordered bread and butter and other things to bo taken outside because he thought the food was affected by
flies.
1186. Did you ever hear any complaints made by other of the attendants ? No.
1187. Did you not make a stronger mattress for Case No. 1 because he tore up every other thing that
had been placed in bis room ?. No ; I made him the mattress because I wanted him to be more comfortable
than ho was before.
1188. Was it a stronger mattress than the one he used before ? Yes.
1189. Do you think it would be as comfortable for him as the one he had previously used ? Yes ; I think
so, because it was very much thicker.
’
1190. Did he tear up the other mattress ? Yes; I think he did; but 1 know he said he could not sleep
on it, as the straw punished him by coming through the old bagging and sticking into his skin.
1191. Have you seen any of tlio members of this Commission "before to-day ? Yes.
1192. Who have you seen ? I have seen Dr. Maiming, for one.
1193. Anyone else? Yes; I saw Mr. M'Gowen last night.
1194. Did you ever go over any of your evidence with him? No.
1195. Did you tell him anything about what you have told us to-day ? No; I did not. I spoke to him
about things in general, but said nothing as to the nature of my evidence to-day.
1196. What did you talk about while in conversation with Mr. McGowen? About the treatment of the
patients generally, and about the treatment Case No. 1 received while there.
1197. Did you speak just in the way of a general conversation, and go over the matters connected with
Case No. 1 and other patients ? Yes.
1198. Was Case No. 6 cleaned every time lie dirtied himself ? No.
1199. Were you in charge of him? Yes.
1200. In the day-time ? Sometimes.
1201. Did you ever have to clean him ? Tes.
1202. Did you ever neglect to do so ? No.
1203. How did you know that anyone else did ? He must have been neglected, judging by the state in
which he was. There were not sufficient attendants to look after him properly.
’
1204. How man attendants were there? Sometimes three, and sometime not as many regular attendants.
1205.
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1205. Were there not five attendants besides two outside? No.
Jlr. A._
1206. Is this your signature [handing to witness the butt of a book containing the obligations, general rules, ■Maolteilz:ie*
anil instructions for attendants and others employed at the Jday view Mouse Private Eospitalfor the Insane] ?
Tes.
’’
1207. Did you sign this obligation,—“ I hereby promise during the period of my engagement to obey the
rules of the institution, to promote so far as I am able its objects ; to be careful of its property; to avoid
gossiping about its inmates or affairs ; neither to uso nor to have in my possession any intoxicating liquors,
and to endeavour generally by my own conduct and demeanour to sustain the reputation of the establish
ment. I consider myself bound to perform any duty assigned, although not of a nature I usually
perform, should I be required to do so by the Superintendent. If anything improper is done in my
presence, or to my knowledge, I consider myself bound to report it to the Superintendent. I understand
and acknowledge the right of the Superintendent to discharge me without warning for acts of unkindness
to tke inmatetf, intemperance, disobedience to orders, incivility to superiors, or any transgression of
the rules, my wages being thereby forfeited. This agreement shall be understood to operate in con
junction with the Memorandum of Agreement signed on entering the asylum; also, any Lunacy Act or •
Masters and Servants A.ct that is or may be enforced within the Colony ”;—do you remember signing
that ? Tes.
_
1208. Do you remember reading it before you appended your signature ? No; I know I signed it as a
mere formality.
'
1209. Did you know what you were signing when you afllxed your name to that document ? No, I did
not; I thought it was an ordinary agreement,
1210. When you were signing that document was Dr. Yause present ? Yes.
1211. Did Dr. Yause read it over to you? Tes.
1212. Are you perfectly sure of that ? Yes.
1213. So that you were asked to sign a document, the contents of which you were unacquainted with?
Yes.
_ _
.
. ,
. .
1214. Did you have put before you a similar paper to this that 1 hold in my hand—it is known as general
rules and instructions for attendants and others ? I had a paper of some kind ; I do not think it was
like the one you hold in your hand. It was a printed paper torn from a hook, and about one-third the
size of that you show me. It certainly was not the same size as that before you.
1215. Do you know whether the piece of paper you had supplied to you contained the same conditions as
those iu this one;—I mean to say as far as you could grasp the matter ? Yes; I think they were much
about the same.
1216. Did you carefully read the paper you then got ? Yes, 1 read it.
1217. Did you make yourself familiar with its contents ? Yes.
1218. Did you do your best to carry out the instructions contained in that paper ? Yes,
1219. Why were you dismissed from the institution ? The only reason I know of was this:—I went to the
office every night to see if there were any letters for post. 1 went there on one wet night-with a- top coat
on and asked as usual if there wore any letters or papers to go to the post. I went into the office, but did
not take off my hat. Mrs. Gilchrist, the lady superintendent, as I was passing out told me that I had not
taken off my hat. I replied to her that I did not think that it was necessary, as I did not see anyone to
take my hat off to. I .also said, “ I consider that I should only take off my hat to my superiors.” I also
said to her, “If you will mind your own business 1 will take care of myself.” I heard nothing more about
it. I wont to the post next day, and about 2 o’clock on the same day word came to me that I was wanted
at the office. I then wont round to the private house and 1 was informed that my services were not required
any longer.
1220. Did you not say that you had passed through the office as often as you liked without taking your
hat off? No.
1221. Are these the grounds upon which you were discharged from the institution ? Yes.
1222. How long have you been in communication with a man named Mr. Gearey ? I cannot say for
certain, but I think it was about last April—that is the date as near as I can remember.
1223. Do you know if he was given any names of the attendants or nurses connected with the institution ?
Yes ; I think he was.
1224. Do you know if Mr. Gearey was in communication with any of the people whose names had been
supplied to him ? Yes ; I think he was. ‘
1225. Dr. Garran.] Do you admit that you signed a hook handed to you without having read what it
contained? Yes, .1. do.
1226. Do you know whether when you signed that you -were committing yourself to conform with the
introductory clause in that book ? I do not know.
1227. Do you know whether that first clause said, “ I hereby promise during the period of my engagement
to obey the rules of the institution; to promote as far as I am able its objects; to be careful of its
property; to avoid gossiping about its inmates dr affairs; neither to use or have in my possession any
intoxicating liquors, and to endeavour generally by my owm conduct and demeanour to sustain the
reputation of the establishment” ;—did you sign to conform to this ? I suppose I did.
■
1228. Does not the obligation also point out that if yon had any complaint to make you sliould report to
the Medical Superintendent ? I do not know; I only know that I had to report to the head attend ant;.
1229. How do you reconcile that yon should only report to the head, attendant when it is said that it was
your distinct duty, according to the rules and instructions, that you should immediately communicate to
the Medical Superintendent any peculiarity you might observe in any patient and every instance of
neglect ? I do not know how it came about. I was told to report to the chief attendant.
1230. Did you not observe that you were to report any abuses or neglect to the Medical Superintendent?
If it was in the book I signed I suppose I should have done so.
1231. But does it not state distinctly in the paper that was given to you that yon were to report any
abuses to the Medical Superintendent ? Yes.
1232. And yet do you admit that there were great abuses and that you did not report them to the Medical
Superintendent? No, I did not.
1233. Have you got a copy of that document which you signed then in your possession ? No, I have not,
1234. Did you read it over when it was given to you ? Yes ; I am sure I read, it over, but I do not think
it was of the same nature as that you read to me now.
1235.
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Mj1- A1235. Mr. McGowen.] Do you not say that your'first communication with Gearey was made in or about
Mackenzie. laat April ? Yes ; as near as I can remember.
13Noy*~t894
^as that date after Case Ho. 1 had been taken out of Bayview House ? Ho.
’ 1237. How did you become acquainted with Gearey ? I got a letter from Gearey through another friend
of mine in town. This friend wrote to Mr. Gearey and told him certain things. He then wrote to me.
123S. "Was that how you were introduced to Mr. Gearey? Yes.
1239. And did you then find out that Mr. Gearey took a great interest in the case ? Yes.
1240. Did you, on Mr. Gearey’s solicitation, furnish him with certain particulars 7 Yes; I did.
1241. And are those particulars the sum and substance of the evidence you have given here ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. T,
Kernaghan.
iaw'"A-iaoi
Nov., 894:

.

Mr. Thomas Kernaghan sworn and examined
1.242. President,] What are you, Mr. Kernaghan ? 1 am a warder at Callan Park Hospital for the
Insane.
124®’ How long have you been at that asylum ? I think about two years and two months.
j244, D0 y0U remember Case No. 1 being brought there ? Yes.
1245. Have you had experience in the treatment of excited patients during the period as a warder at
Callan Park ? Yes.
1246. Was Case No. 1 in an excited condition when he was admitted ? Yes; he was very excited at the
time of his admission, and he was much more so afterwards.
1247. Did you see him findressed for tho first time after he had been admitted? Yes.
1248. Were there any bruises on bis body ? No, sir ; not that I am aware of.
1249. Was he in good bodily and physical condition—was lie well nourished ? I should say be was just
about middling,
1250. Was there anything peculiar in his appearance ? No ; except that be bad a black eye.
1251. What was the general character of the patient as regards his habits ? There is a great change in
him now in tbis respect. When he first arrived in Callan Park he was very dirty in his habits, but now
he shows a marked improvement.
1252. Do you mean to say he is now more cleanly than he was at first? Yes; very much more so.
1253. When he arrived at tho institution was lie in an excitable condition, and in the habit of tearing bis
clothes ? Yes.
1254. In your experience, have you seen more excitable patients than Case No. 1 ? Yes; I have at
times.
1255. Would you describe him as one of the excitable patients ? He was when be was first admitted.
1256. Is he as excitable now ? No.
1257. Do you look in upon him at night ? Well, not during this month.
1258. Did you when he first arrived at the institution ? Yes.
1259. Does he now sleep in a room by himself ? Yes.
1260. Does he require to have his bedding or clothing changed at night? He did very often when he first
arrived, but not so much now.
1261. Dr, Garran.] Do you consider that he has contracted much better habits now as compared with
when he first was admitted to Callan Park ? Yes.
*
1262. Does he tear his pyjamas at night? No.
1263. Does he complain about suft’ering from cold ? No.
1264. Do you give him a bath every morning? Yes.
1265. Does he ever show any reluctance to having his bath ? No ; he will get up at once as soon as I tell
him his bath is ready. In fact, he appears to enjoy his bath.
1266. Do you not say that he has grown much quieter of late ? Yes.
1267. Do you think that his quietness of late is duo to any failure of strength, or that ho is more con
tented and better in health ? I think he has grown physically stronger and quieter.
1268. Is he iu the habit of taking long walks ? No.
1269. Do you think that while he is taking walking exercise he tires the attendant who goes with him ?
Oh, no ; he does not.
‘
1270. Do you consider that he is in better health now than he was when he arrived at Callan Park ? Yes,
certainly.
1271. Do you think he shows any improvement in his habits ? Yes.
1272. Do you say that an attendant looks in upon him on two or three occasions during the night-time ?
Yes; au attendant sits in front of his door, which stands ajar sometimes, and this attendant throws his
lamp upon him during the night, and sees that lie is alright.
1273. Is there a special attendant on duty to look after him then ? Yes.
1274. I mean is there an attendant at night-time besides the one during the day ? Yes.
1275. Does this patient take the entire work of two attendants ? Yes.
1276. Are there many patients in Callan Park Asylum who get two attendants to look after their require
ments ? No ; he is the only patient.
1277. Is he, then, exceptionally well attended to ? Yes.
1278. Does he show any disposition to tear his mattress, his sheets, or bed-clothes? No; I see no disposition in this direction while 1 am with him.
1279. Does he try to tear bis usual wearing apparel? lie is always fiddling with the buttons of bis
clothes, but 1 do not see him make any attempt to tear them.
1280. What kind of matress does he sleep on how? A hair mattress.
.1281, Did he sleep on a hair mattress when he was first admitted? No; on a straw one.
1282. Since his admission, then, he having improved in health and habits, he is supplied with a better
mattress ? Yes.
1283. Is he also supplied with blankets and sheets? Yes.
1284. Is he usually quiet during the night? Yes.
1285. Do you ever notice him being restless, walking about as if he wished to shift bis bed ? Sometimes
he will get off the bedstead and pull the mattress and pillows about.
1286.
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Mr. T.
1286. Does he put the mattress on the floor as if he wished to sleep there rather than on the bedstead ?
Kernaghan.
Yes; sometimes.
1287. Does he get a straw mattress sometimes, and does he pull that about the floor ? Yes; he seems to
prefer a straw mattress to the other one.
.
1288. Does he grow tired of the horse-hair mattress ? Yes, He seems to want a change, and he asksfor
a straw mattress, because he seems to think there is something electric in it.
1289. Has he asked you to change his mattress at night? Yes.
1290. After it was changed, would he lie down on the floor and go to sleep ? Yes,
1291. Mr. McQoiven.~\ Did you strip him as soon as he arrived at the institution ? Yes.
1292. Did you give him a bath at once? No, sir, we gave him a bath the next morning,
1293. When you gave him this bath, did you discover any discolouration on his body ? No ; I did not.
1294. '. During the first four days of his residence at Callan Park—that is, from the 20th to the 24th May,
I uso these dates just as a matter of fixing the 24th as the Queen’s Birthday—how did he behave during
the daytime ? He was very restless.
1295. Did he tear his clothes ? Yes.
1296. Did he show the same disposition in the night-time ? Yes. He got blankets, and ho used to tear
them up.
] 297. Was he in the habit, then, of making water on his bed ? Yes. He would do so on the bed, on tho
floor, or on any other place at all, during the first days of his confinement at Callan Park.
1298-9. Docs he now use the chamber utensil at night ? Yes; and in the daytime be will say when he
wants to go to the closet ? I go with him and unbutton his clothes and button them up again,
1300. So that now, from having been a dirty patient, he is much cleaner and more rational by going to
the water-closet in the daytime and using tho chamber utensil at night ? Yes.
1301. Do you think in his general health he is much stronger ? Yes; much stronger.
1302. When lie is walking about, do his logs appear to tremble ? Yes, a little; but not so much as they
did at first. Ho appears to suffer from paralysis to such an extent that when lie takes his food his hands
shake. At first it used to take two attendants to feed him.
1303. Is this shaking less now than when lie first arrived at Callan Park? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. Thomas Bamsay sworn and examined:—
1304. President.-] What is your occupation ? I am at present engaged ac an attendant at Callan Park
Mr.
T. Ramsay,
Hospital for the Insane.
1305. How long have yon been so engaged ? For over ten years.
13 Nov., 1894.
1306. Consequently, then, yon have had a considerable amount of experience? Yes.
1307. Do you remember Case No, 1 being brought to Callan Park? Yes.
1308. Where you present when he was undressed ? Yes.
1309. Did you sec him undressed ? Yes,
1310. Did you notice any bruises on his body ? No, sir ; I did not take any notice.
1311. Did you notice if one of his eyes was black ? Yes; one was a little discoloured.
1312. Was he in au emaciated condition when he was admitted ? No ; I cannot say that he was emaciated.
He certainly was thin and in rather poor condition, 1 do not say that he was even in poor condition, but
lie was thin.
1813. Was he excited at the time of his admission? Yes.
1314. Did ho continue to be so for some little time ?Yes, during all the time I had anything to do with
him, from tho 20th of May to the end of the month.
1315. Was that not about eleven days ? Yes,
1316. And while you had to deal with him during that period, was lie what you consider to ho au excited
patient? Yes, very.
13L7. Would you class him as one of your most excitable patients? Yes, he was very excitable and
troublesome.
131$. Wore his habits dirty ? Yes, he was what we call a wet and dirty patient.
1319. Was he destructive as well ? Yes.
1320. Did you attend upon him at night-time ? Yes, while I was on night-duty. It was my duty to see
him every hour.
1321. Did he sleep well ? Some nights he would sleep a little. Some nights he would not sleep at all.
I have known him to go two nights without sleeping.
1322. Was he on those occasions an unmanageable patient ? He was not strong, but at the same time he
was a bard patient to deal with.
1323. In what way ? He was most restless and fiflgetty, and he was a wet and dirty patient.
1324. When he was first received did lie sleep upon a straw mattrass ? Yes.
1325. Did he use a straw mattrass all the time he was under your care ? Yes.
1326. Was he in the habit of tearing that mattress ? I do not think ho tore the mattress, hut I know ho
tore his bedclothes.
1327. Was ho at this time a passionate man? Yes, he would get into a passion about nothing at all.
1328. Do you know' if ho is much improved now' ? I cannot say, fori have only seen him twice since the
time of which I speak, for I am now working outside.
'
1329. Sr. Garran.-] Have you occasionally looked through the observation hole upon him during his
restless nights ? Yes.
1330. Was he in the habit then of pacing about bis room ? No, be was not strong enough for that,
1331. How did the restlessness show itself ? He was in the habit of tossing about and moaning.
1332. Would he keep his bedclothes over him ? No.
1333. Was he in the habit of taking off his pyjamas ? Yes.
1331. AFould he strip himself? Yes; he would take anything off, and tear up the night-clothes ho wore.
1335. Would you then go into the room and reclothe him ? Yes.
1336. When you went into the room on these occasions was he quiet in his behaviour ? No ; he did not
seem to like it, and he appeared to wish to get his clothes off.
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1337, Did he, then, object to you putting on his clothes P Yes, at times he did.
T. Bamsay.
j>0 y0U think he would rather that you should have left him alone ? Yes.
_
,
1339. "Would he do this thing more than once, or say two or three times in the night? Yes; he was
•13 Nov., 1804.
i;
ii j ■
'i
i
j
°
’
continually doing it.
1340. Did he always tear his clothes off? Yes; he was very destructive at this time.
1341. Did he, then, destroy a good many garments ? Yes.
1342. On other nights when lie was not so restless would he remain quiet ? Yes; sometimes he might
sleep from 11 o’clock to 2 o’clock in the morning, and then he would get on to the floor. Sometimes in
the fore paid of the night he would be restless and destructive, and then go to sleep.
1348. Supposing that in the fore part of the night he soiled the bed clothes or bed, would it be somebody’s
business to clean up the mess ? Yes ; there is an attendant whose duty it was to clean it up.
1344. If the floor became soiled, would you succeed in taking away the smell? Yes.
1345. Could you do so without any "difficulty ? Yes, without any particular difficulty, for we uso
particular stuff for that purpose.
1345. Do you mean that you use disinfectants ? Yes.
1347. And by the use of this did you manage to get the urinous smell out of the wood or out of the
floor ? Yes.
1348. Have you rooms at Callan Park which are perpetually soiled in this manner? Yes.
1349. And yet do you manage to keep the floors clean and the apartments comparatively sweet? Yes, I
think so.
1350. Do you ever hear of any complaints of smell of stale urine ? Ho.
1351. Are there any rooms in which there is a perpetual smell of this nature which you cannot get out ?
I do not think so. We might not he able to remove the smell for a few hours or a day, but we do
effectually get it out,
1352. Does the room which is occupied by Case No. 1 contain a window ? Yes.
1353. Do you regard him as a restless patient? Yes; 1 think he would be restless anywhere.
1354. Does not this restlessness wear itself out? It lasts for a considerable time. Sometimes in the
first part of the night, sometimes in the latter part of the night, and sometimes all night through.
1355. Do you then regard him as a most uncertain patient? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mr. Alexander Robinson sworn and examined ;—
Mr1355. Prcsidr.nL] Were you once employed as an attendant at Bayview House ? Yes.
A. Eobmson. 1357 Hqw ]ong ag0 ? -| left t]lere on ^ 7^ February, 1890.
‘
_
How long were you employed at that institution ? In all about five years, but in two separate periods.
'1 0T‘’
11359. Did you leave on one occasion, and then return to the institution? Yes.
1360. Why did you leave on the first occasion ? I left to improve my position.
1361. Why did you leave on the second occasion ? Because I disagreed with Dr. Yause. A patient
complained bitterly of the food he was receiving, and I, as senior attendant, reported it to Dr. Vause, and
Dr. Yause informed me lhat he thought I was running the place on wrong principles, and that I had
better leave. I said, “ All right, I will leave ” ; and I left.
1362. Did you ever have any difficulty in appealing to Dr. Yause ? No, sir. ^
1363. Could you always go straight to him and tell him of any complaint ? \ es.
1364. Did any attendant again complain to Dr. Yause at any time while you wore there ? 1 think so.
1365. Were you asked to sign any document when you left the institution on the final occasion ? Yes,
I was.
1366. In that document was it stated that during the time you had been in Dr. Vause’s employment
everv consideration was paid to the care, comfort, and recovery of the patients in the establishment ?
Yes.
1367. Did you sign that paper ? No.
1368. Why did you not sign it? Because I could not say conscientiously that the patients had been so
treated.
1369. Why do you say that? The food was not right, for one thing. Very often the steak was tough,
and not sufficient in quantity. When I made any complaint about tbis by going to the cook in the
kitchen, I was only snubbed for my trouble, and when 1 spoke to Dr. Yause about it he told me 1 had
better leave.
1370. Was that the general state of affairs in that institution ? Yes. The patients were in q state of
rebellion, and w'hen 1 made a complaint about the matter, and explained to Dr. Vause how things were,
he told me it was about time I left, as I was not running the place properly.
1371. Do you know anything about the interior working of the institution ? Yes.
1372. Canyon say anything about the beds and bed clothing? I can only say that from outward
appearance the beds looked all very well. There w'ere quilts, and sheets, and carpets, but they were
only used when inspections were on. They wTcre taken up and taken off after the inspections were over.
1373. In other words, do you mean to say that these quilts, and carpets, and sheets were only used for
purposes of show- during the time of official inspections? Yes.
1374. AV^ere these things removed at all other times ? Yes.
1375. Is it also true that the drosses of patients were made ready for official visits ? On the male side
the men were always kept badly dressed, but some atteution was paid to them on the day of inspection.
On these inspection days, when the doctors or official visitors were expected, things were very different.
1376. When these visits wore made were you aware they were about to take place ? Yes: we got word.
1377. How did you get word? Word used to be passed along when friends came, saying that Mr.
So and So’s friends were coming, and see that you get his better clothes put on him.
1378. While you were there did you ever administer medicine to the patients ? Yes; 1 used to administer
sleeping draughts. These had been previously mixed up by Dr. Yause, measured out carefully so that
there could be no mistake.
_
1379. Was everything, as far as the administration of medicines was concerned, carried out satisfactorily ?
Yes; the only medicines I saw administered were these draughts.
1380.
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1380. What kind of night attendance was there on the patients ? I never saw a night attendant at all
Mr.
during my time.
A. Robinsfm.
1381. What time did you get up in tho morning ? Usually about half past 5 and from that to 6 o’clock. _
.
13S2. Did you remain on duty all day till 10 o’clock at night? Yes.
13Nov., 1894.
1383. What attendants saw patients during the night-time ? Xone at all, except in the single rooms.
1384. What attendance was given to the patients in the single rooms ? None at all after 10 o’clock at
night.
1385. As a general rule, did not an attendant sec patients after this hour of the night—not even in
exceptional cases ? On exceptional occasions, when a patient was noisy, an attendant might go to see
him.
*
1386. Supposing there were to be an outbreak, was there any attendant near to appear on the scenes ?
None nearer than those sleeping with other patients in the main bedroom of the dormitory some distance
away.
*'
1387. Do yon remember an isolated building consisting of two rooms kept for the use of patients? Yes.
1388. Do you know if single patients were placed in these two rooms? Yes, they were.
1389. Who looked after them at night? No one.
1390. Supposing there were an outbreak in the night-timo, who was tho nearest attendant ? The one
sleeping in the back room nearest to this detached building. I know that on one occasion a patient con
fined in one of those rooms broke down the wall during the night, pulled the bricks clean out, and made
his escape from the room without being heard.
L391. Did this occur in one of the two rooms you have specified ? Yes ; ho was confined in one of these
two rooms—the easterly room of the two.
1392. Did he escape from it ? He got through the wall all right andinto the yard, where he had a pillow
slip over his head. He was discovered by one of the housemaids coming through the yard early in the
morning. He asked her for some clothes. She gave the alarm and he was captured.
1393. At what time did this happen ? The patient was discovered between 5 and 6 in the morning.
1394. Was there any provision made for supplying hot water, warm milk, or cocoa, or food, during the
night ?■ Never in my time.
1395. Supposing a patient had been ill and required such atteution was there any attendant on hand to
administer to Inm ? No.
’
1396. What was tho name of the patient who made his escape through the wall on the occnsion to winch
you refer ? He was Case No. 9.
1397. Do you recollect the date of this occurrence P Not exactly ; hut it was during the last part of the
second period of my time at the institution.
'
1398. When visitors came to see patients at Bayview House were they taken to the room where these
patients generally passed their time ? No; the interviews between the patients and their friends always
took place in a room near the office.
1399. Do you know of any special eases where patients have been neglected in tHeir treatment beyond,
those you mentioned while you were there ? No ; not any special cases, but I have known that patients
who were incapable of grumbling had no notice taken of them. Patients who could grumble received
attention, but patients incapable of complaining bad no notice taken of them at all,
1400. Can you mention one individual who would come under tbis definition? Yes; there was Case
No. 10—very little notice was taken of him.
_
1401. Why was this? The doctor did not make his rounds. He used to go on to the lawn and see cases
there, and if patients were so helpless as to not be able to go on the lawn they would not be seen.
1402. How often did Dr. Yause go bis rounds—did he make a daily round? No.
1403. Are you certain that Dr. Yause, as Medical Superintendent of the institution, did not make his
rounds at a stated hour ? No. On the male side I have heard patients say, 111 wonder what has become
of Dr. Vause. I have not seen him for a week.”
'
1404. Do you mean to say that for a week at a time you have not seen Dr. Yause make his rounds of the
institution? Acs; Ido.
1405. Dr. Oarmn.] lYcro these solitary rooms much used during your time at Bayview House ? Yes.
1406. Were there any destructive and violent patients while you were there? Yes.
1407. Patients who tore their clothes and destroyed their bod clothing? Yes.
1408. Did you ever know of any patient being locked up in any of these rooms without clothing ? No.
1409. Did you ever know of patients put into these rooms tearing up their clothes? Yes.
1410. Would such a patient remain unclothed all the night ? Yes.
1411. Have you ever seen patients come out without clothing from this room? Yes.
1412. Did they ever complain of being cold ? No ; 1 have never heard them complain of cold. Patients
like these do not as a rule take cold physically. Mental excitement seems to keep them warm.
1413. Have you ever soen patients come out of that room shivering with cold ? No.
1414. Have you seen a good many destructive patients ? Yes.
,
1415. Was there any option but to put them in these single rooms ? No.
1416. Do you think it would be safe to leave them in alone, or should somebody be with them ? I do
not think it would be possible for anybody to stay with them.
1417. Do other patients have attendants sleeping in the same room with them? Yes.
1418. Do you think that when patients are placed in these solitary rooms they sliould have someone with
them ? No ; 1 do not think there is any necessity.
1419. Have you ever known anyone put into these rooms uselessly ? No.
1420. Has it always been absolutely necessary when they have become destructive to do so? Yes.
1421. Have you ever known patients to be placed in these rooms without a direct order from the Medical
Superintendent ? No ; I think they are never put in without orders.
1422. Mr. McGowen.] Do you not say that you wore altogether about five years at the institution, and
that you finally left in March, 1890? Yes.
1423. Were you head attendant all the time ? No. I went there as a junior hand on both occasions,
but when f left there I had become, by promotion, senior attendant.
1424. Were you head attendant at any time during the period of your first engagement ? Yes.
1425. How long were you there before you were made head attendant? I think, as far as I can
remember, I was there about four or five months,
1420.
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Mr1426. "Was it tlie usual thine that when a man first arrived at the institution he was pat to more menial
A. Robinson. wor]^ alllj afterwards worked his wav up ? Yes.
ISNov^lSSt
J011 any previous experience in asylum work ? Yes; I came from England, where I had had
five years’ previous experience. I had a reference from the TiVadalcy Asylum, in South Yorkshire.
1428. How long were you there ? About five years.
1429. According to that then you bad had five years’ previous experience in England as a warder in an
asylum ? Yes.
1430. And after you had had four or five months at Bayview House, were you promoted from the position
of junior attendant to that of head attendant? Yes.
1431. Therefore, in that period would not the men previously over you have been discharged ? Yes.
1432. What other attendants were there at the institution during the five months at most you were there ?
I think there were two others, and I took the place of the head attendant, who left.
1433. Did you leave of your own free will? I did on the first occasion.
1434. Did you get a reference from Dr. Yause when you then left? Yes.
1435. Did you leave with mutual agreement with Dr. Yause ? Yes.
1436. Why did you go back to the institution ? Owing to the general depression 1 had groat difficulty
in getting outside employment, and as I could not work at any calling, I thought f would return to that
at which I had had some experience.
1437. Did you, therefore, go to Dr. Yause and ask for re-employment? Yes.
1438. How long a time elapsed between your leaving Bayview on the first occasion and going back on
the second ? About a year and a half.
1439. Were you satisfied with the mode in which the asylum was conducted when you went there first?
I cannot say that I was thoroughly satisfied. I never was thoroughly satisfied with tho place.
1440. Were you asked to sign a paper w'hen you left in the first instance, asserting that while you had
been in the employ of Dr. Yause that the institution had been properly conducted ? Yes.
1441. Did you sign it ? Yes.
1442. And did you then get your reference ? Yes.
1443. On the second occasion when you returned to the asylum, did you go as a junior hand ? Yes.
1444. How long were you there on that occasion ? About six or seven months.
1445. Were there two or three attendants above you at that time ? There wrcre two above me.
1446. Were you appointed head attendant again before you left on the second occasion ? Yes.
1447. Therefore, did these two attendants who were above you leave the institution in the space of these
six or seven months ? Yes; one was dismissed, and the other left of bis own accord,
1448. Did you complain to Dr. Yause with regard to the state of the food, and also tell him lhat the tea
was unfit for use ? Yes ; I did complain that the meat was very tough, and that there was not a sufficient
supply. We would sometimes have chops for breakfast, and sometimes we wonld get cold meat, and tho
patients would grumble about this. We could not even get that sometimes. I reported to Dr. Vause
the way things were going on, and he told me I had better leave. At tho end of the month he handed
me a document to sign, affirming that every consideration was paid to the care and comfort of the inmates.
T could not sign this, as I knew it was not correct. Then Dr. Vause put my cheque on one side and said,
II Very well, I will not pay you.”
1449. Did he subsequently pay you ? ■ Yes ; he sent the money over afterwards, on the next morning.
1450. Did he refuse to pay you ? Yes. His brother-in-law, Mr. Bailey, I think, asked me why I did not
sign, and further wished to know if I did not think I was acting foolishly. I replied, “I may be acting
foolishly, but X am acting conscientiously.”
1451. Did any other warders complain of tbe treatment of the patients and the food ;—was it the custom
for them to come to you as the head attendant and make these complaints ? The attendants very often
did so.
1452. Would yon have thought that they were passing you by if these attendants bad gone direct to
Dr. Vause to make these complaints ? Iso. I told them that I thought it would be much better if they
took the complaint direct to Dr. Vause.
1553. When you did not get any satisfaction from Dr. Vause in the matter of food, did you ever com
plain to Dr. Manning, in his capacity as Inspector-General of the Insane ? I did not: but when I left
the institution I made a report to Dr. Manning.
1454. What did you do? I went to Dr, Manning, and made a similar statement to the one I have made
to you to-day. I do not know what followed.
1455. Was there any intimation ever made to you when the visiting doctors arrived at the institution to
make any inspection ? No.
1456. When the Inspector-General of the Insane, Dr. Manning, came to the institution was any intima
tion sent to you ? No.
1457. When did Dr. Manning generally make Ids rounds ? Between 9 o’clock iu the morning and 5
o’clock in the afternoon.
1458. Did you ever complain to Dr. Manning with regard to the difficulty you had experienced in inter
viewing Dr. Vause ? No; but I did complain to Dr. Manning that Dr, Vause bad not made a daily
inspection.
1459. Do you not say it was the custom to give the patients sleeping draughts at night? Yes.
1460. Did you consult Dr. Vause about tbis practice? Yes. Itwould be on my telling him that a
patient was restless that Dr. Yanse would prepare these sleeping draughts.
1461. Would it he, then, acting on your report as to the condition of a patient that Dr. Vause would mix
the medicine, and hand it to you to administer to the patient without seeing the patient himself ? Yes.
1462. Dr. Vause.'] Was not Dr, Vause familiar with the condition of the patient to whom the draught
was administered ? Yes.
1463. Had he given a similar dose or doses before ? Yes.
1464. Are you perfectly satisfied that as far as the administration of medicine is concerned Dr. Vause was
careful with the patients ? Yes ; I have no doubt about that.
1465. Is not your complaint about the tea that it floated on tbe water when it was in the decoction stage ?
No; that was not it. The complaint was against its black colour. It was like ink ; it was not fit to
drink, and there was no taste in it; and the patients said then: " If you do not report this to Dr, Vause
we will report you.”
1466.
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14G6. Wiis Ihero any complfiint made from uuy oilier part of the house ? I do not hnow.
'
'
■ Mr.
146/. "Was it not a rule that the patients in the single rooms should be visited every two hours durii)f» A.Robinson,
tho night ? Never while I was there.
° r-—^
14<68. Where did you keep the stores, such as tea, milk, and sugar ? They were locked awav.
■l® Kdr.,1894
1469. "\V_ere not the stores available during the night if you required any ? They were not.”
14/0. "Were the daily stores locked away P We did not sec any escept our daily allowance, and we only
got our daily allowance.
”
1471. If you wished to get a cup of tea or milk for yourself or for a paticut during the night, could vou
get it. No : there was nothing left over from the daily stores.
”
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 14 NOVEMBER, 1S94,
[The Commission met at 11 a.m., at tke Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office]
present:—

The Hon. Sir AUTHUll KEN WICK, Knt., K.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
liTlEDERIC NORTON MANNING,
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LE.D.
ESQ., M.D., iNSPECTOIt-GENEBAL OF THE
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Insanji.
Esq., M.L.A,
Dr. Yause did not attend this sitting.
Maggie Macleod sworn and examined:—
1472. President.'] Were you at oue time conucctcd wilh Bayview Houso Asvlum ? Yes. 1 loft there
Mnecio
about two months ago.
"
Mncfchd.
1478. How long were yon employed there as an attendant? About eleven months.
^
1474. Do you remember tho date when you first entered upon your engagement there ? On or about the 14 Nov., 1834.
22nd of last November,
1475. When you were engaged did you sign a certain paper? Yes, I did sign a paper; but I did not
know wbat it contained.
'
1476. Was that paper read over to you before you signed it ? No. sir, it was not.
1477. Was a copy of a printed paper handed to you to read at the time? No ; I never received one to
read. I was merely sent into the office when I arrived at the institution, and asked to sign the paper put
before me.
1478. "When you left 'Bayview House did you sign any paper ? No, I did not.
1479. Wrhy did yon not sign one ? "Well, 1 would rather not say.
■
1480. But you must tell us your reason. Wre only want to hear the truth about tbe whole matter, and
you arc brought here for the purpose of telling us the truth. Yrou have nothing to fear, so will you tell
us the reason you had for not signing it? I had been told that Dr. Yause made people leaving the place
sign a paper to say that patients had been well done by. I did not believe they had been well done bv, so
I did not sign it,
v
1481. Had you had any previous experience in an insane asylum before you took tbis engagement? I
had never had anything of the kind.
1482. While you were there were you under some superior officer? Yea.
1483. 'Who was it?. A matron named Bridget Morrissey, and also Jessie Fuller, who was acting matron.
1484. Did you receive your instructions from those persons? Yes.
.
1185. W'as there anyone else besides the persons yon name who occupied the superior position ? There
were these two as matron and assistant matron, and there was also a Miss Jones, who is now deceased.
1486. Did that Miss Jones die only a day or two ago ? Yes.
1487. Did she dio since this inquiry commenced? Yes.
1488. Wbat were your duties when you first arrived at the institution ? I was second in No. 2wrard, and
after the head nurse left 1 was putin charge of No. 2 ward, and occupied that position for about five
months. That is, 1. was head nurse at the Government end. I think 1 had been iu this position somoivhere about six months, when one day Dr. Vause sent for me and told mo to make arrangements to go.
I asked him for what, as in my own mind I knew 1 had never been found fault with. He told me that 1
had been giving information about the place. 1 was some relation, second cousin, to a man named Aliek
Mackenzie, and I was told that I had been giving information to him.
1489. Had Mackenzie loft before you were sent for? Yes ; some six months before, I think.
1490. Was the reason why you were told to leave that you wero suspected of giving information? Yes ;
but when this was first mentioned to me it was a false accusation. 1 told Dr. Yause it was a false accu
sation at the time, but he would not listen to me. 1. have given information since about the working of
tho place and the treatment of the patients.
1491. Did you, when you were at the institution, sleep iu a room that has since been turned into a boxroom? Yes.
1492. Were there any rats in that room? No ; X did not see any rats, I think, but there were other
things.
1493. What other things ? It was full of vermin.
1494. What vermin ? Bugs. From the very first day I entered it I was in a state of misery.
.
.
1495. Are you sure there were no rats ? No ; I do not think there were any rats while I slept there.
1496. Are you certain about the other vermin you name? Yes; they were everywhere—in the bods and
everywhere else.
*
1497. D]d you make any complaint about this? Yes ; I complained to the matron.
1498. "YV hat did the matron say ? She said it was no use complaining ; she could not get the doctor to
do anything,
1499. But could you not speak to the doctor ? No ; I only saw him when he came about the place on his
rounds.
207—F
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1500. At what hour did he make his rounds ? He used to come over just before dinner-time, but wo
would never see him after then.
1501. Ho you know those single rooms or cells ? Tes.
21>o2_ Hid you ever see any patients there ? Tes.
1503. Were women locked in these cells ? Yes; from half-past 5 or 6 o’clock at night to 6 o’clock
the next morning.
_
1504. Was there any provision made for attendance on these women? Hot one of any kind whatever.
1505. Were these nine or ten single rooms or cells rather dark ? Tes; there was a slip of a window, and
that was all. The place was without an observation hole. There was only just a slip of a window,
1506. How did you look in upon the patients ? Wc never did look in upon them at night.
1507. What time did yon begin work in the morning ? From half-past 5 o’clock.
1508. And what time did you leave off at night? Sometimes about 7 o’clock; sometimes later. Not till
10 o’clock if there was anything wanted.
1509. Well, then, we will say up to 10 o’clockwas there anyone watching those cells at all after
10 o’clock at night ? No ; not in the early part of my engagement. There was some provision made for
a night-nurse after Case No. 1 was taken away. One of the day-nurses used to go on night-duty. Then
we would take it turn and turn about.
1510. Do I understand that, instead of putting on a special night-nurse, you split up the extra duty and
took night-work in turns? Tes.
_
1511. Was that not done all the time yon were there? No.
1512. Was it done prior to the inquiry into Case No. 1 ? No; there was nothing at all done then, not
one single thing.
1513. Were the patients supplied with comfortable bedding ? No ; they were simply put in on straw.
They were stripped and put in their rooms, and a bag of straw would be put in with them.
1514. Ho yon mean to say they were stripped quite naked ? Tes ; they were all quite naked, and they
only had this straw.
1515. Were they supplied with sheets, or blankets, or any other bedding ? They had no sheets or
anything else. There were only sheets for two of the patients put into two of these’cells during all the
live months I had anything to do with them.
1516. Were some of these young women? Tes.
1517. Would it not be very unpleasant for them at particular recurrent times to be put into these rooms
in that way? Tes; certainly.
1518. Did you ever complain about this state of affairs ? Tes ; often and often. I have not only spoken
about this, but I have also complained as to the way in which the patients were clothed and fed. It was
simply shameful.
1519. Was not the food of fair quality? It was very common, as common as could be.
1520. What did the patients generally get for breakfast ? I never saw them get anything but rough
chops, cooked badly, on one day, and a rough meat stew put before them the next day.
1521. Did they have any tea? Yes ; such as it was.
1522. Were they not supplied with plenty of bread and butter ? No ; down at the Government end they
only used to get dripping or treacle. There were as many as fifty-two patients down there, and they were
allowed, so the sub-matron told me, 21b. of butter a week.
1523. Do you mean 2lb. of butter each ? Oh, no ; for the whole lot of them.
1524. Was not that absolutely insullicient for them? Yes. We used to scrape and scrape so that they
each had a bit.
_
1525. What did they have for dinner? They used to have a sort of stew made from rough meat, mainly
necks of mutton, I think.
_
1526. Did they have any soup ? Tes; they used to bo served with soup twice a week, and then it was
very poor in quality.
1527. In the evening, what did they have for supper or their last meal? Generally bread and treacle, or
bread and dripping—nothing else.
1528. Were they not supplied with bread and butter ? No ; there was none left for them to have.
1529. Was there not any change so that you might have roast meat one day and boiled meat the next ?
No ; we mainly had boiled necks of mutton. I never saw any other joint there.
1530. Was there not a dietary scale hanging againsr the wall in the rooms of the institution—a scale
showing what food the patients were to have every day ? No.
■
1531. Was there not any systematic arrangement for the proper feeding of the patients and attendants ? No.
1532. Were you obliged then to take just what came from the kitchen and distribute it as best you
could ? Yes; and very often I have gone down to the kitchen and tried to get more, and I was told that
Dr. Vause would not allow any more.
1533. Who told you this? The cooks have told me this.
1534. And who gave them their orders? Dr. Vause, I suppose. Things were so bad that on one occa
sion I saw Dr, Eamsey, who was acting for Dr. Vause, and he gave me an order to get bettor things, but
they were never supplied, although I tried to get them.
1335. Did you tell Dr/ Eamsey afterwards about tbis ? No, X had not the chance. He went away
suddenly one day, and did not come on duty any more, so I could not tell him.
1536. When the female patients were visited by their friends were these friends sent into tho dormitories
with the patients, or to any of the ordinary rooms ? No.
1537. Where did they meet their friends ? Generally the patients were taken into a nice room near tho
office. Sometimes they would be taken into the new bouse, upstairs to one of the nice new rooms.
1538. Was there any special preparation made for patients to meet their friends ? Yes; they used to be
dressed in tbeir best always.
1539. Do you know a patient name case No. 11 ? Yes.
1540. Did her daughter complain about the state of her underclothing? Tes.
1541. Did her daughter examine that underclothing? Tes. Her daughter gave her quite a trousseau,
but in a little while she had not got a good thing left. She had no underclothing fit to wear.
1542. Was it the general rule for all patients to have their clothing changed when they saw their friends ?
Yes, always,
1543.
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1543. Did you always get notice as to when the friends would mate these visits ? Yes; we always
received notice, and were told to get tho patients ready,
loft. Would the patient then be dressed differently ? Yes.
loth. In ordinary circumstances was tho dress wrorn by the patient sufficient in quantity ? No, for they
'only had on a gown, as a rule.
154G. Can you tell this Commission whether the ordinary dress supplied to the patient was clean and
suitable clothing P. Really and honestly it was not. You must know there are some dirty persons, and
if we took the soiled clothes oli tbe patients there was nothing to put on them ; they would have to go
about naked.
■ISi7. Do you mean to say then that there was an Inadequate supply of clothing ? Yes ; quite so.
1548. Are you referring to Government or private patients ? I refer to both. IVc used to change the
clothes about. If a Government patient had no clothes we would take them from private patients, and
put them on the G-overmnent patients.
1549. Was there a room in which the surplus clothing of patients was kept? There was supposed to he
one, but there were only a few common print gowns in it, and they were mainly kept for show.
1550. Do you say there w'ere some dirty patients ? Yes.
1551. Did you change their clothes when necessary ? No; we could not, for they had no other clothes
to put on.
1552. What did you do with them then ? Just left them as they were.
1553. Do you remember this patient, Case No. 11 ? Yes.
1554. Was she much neglected while you were there ? Yes.
1555. Was her body frequently covered with vermin ? Yes.
1556. Where was she kept in the institution ? She was put down in the Government end of the yard
until the trouble in regard to Case JSo. 1.
15oi. Was she exposed to the rain ? If es; often tmd often. She used to lie in the yard, and sometimes
on the verandah, in all kinds of weathers. She was left to roll about as she liked in her own dirt,
1558. Was she not a private patient? Yes.
1559. Did you not take her out of that? No; and if we made any complaint about her wo were sent
about our business by Dr. Yause.
1560. Where there frequent changes in the nursing staff while you were there ? Yes; constantly changes
were being made. There are only three nurses there at the present time who were there while I was
there.1569 1570 1571 * 1573 * * 1576 * 1578 1579 1580 1581 1582 * 1584 1585
1561. With regard to Case No. 11, is it time that on one occasion, when her daughter visited her, a silk
dress was put on her body over her dirty clothes ? Yes.
1562. Was it on that occasion that her daughter made the complaint? Yes.
1563. Do you remember Case No. 12? Yes.
1564. What were the particulars of that case ? She was put in a single room.
1565. Was she there a long time ? She got a great amount of shifting about; and she was given draimhts
made of stuff which caused her to become very stupid. I had to give her a drug every day at tea-time.
It was given to me in a bottlo, and I measured it out according to instructions, and put it in her tea everv
night.
J
1566. Who told you to do it that way ? The matron. It used to affect her so that we had to keep the
patient on the couch; and she used to lie on the couch in tho Government end. She was a private
patient, and paid for, but she never slept in the private ward until her father came to see her. She alwavs
slept in the Government end.
“
1567. Did yon know Case No. 13 ? Yes; and she was a private patient,and put in amongst the Govern
ment patients ; Case No. 14, another private patient, was put there to.
1568. Was it a frequent occurrence for private patients to be mixed up with Government patients ?
Yes; at all times.
1
1569. Are you quite certaimo? what you say, and willing to abide by all you say ? Yes, I am; and I say
as I have said before, that it was a disgraceful state of affairs.
'
1570. Do you regret that you have to serve in a place like that, where the arrangements wore so bad ?
les, I am very sorrv I ever did. I was glad to got away. I never made any secret of tbe way in which
patients were treated, and I said that if ever I were asked about the place L would not hesitate to say all
1 have told you.
J
1571. Did these patients, when they were put into these cells without a window, complain about their
treatment ? No, they never- complained ; they wore too quiet.
lo/2. Did they simply submit witimut saying anything ? Yes, mostly, there was onlv one bad patient
that I remember—only one that might he called destructive and violent.
'
1573. Why then were they put in these single rooms
do you think it was for the sake of convenience,
irlr
^rc>^c ? Yes; and to save the expense of getting more attendants to look after them.
^e.c^Gd opinion you have expressed to-day when you left the institution ? Yes.
loiii. And is it, your opinion, now true? Yes ; and I have never made any secret about it.
1576. Dr. Garra,t^ Who told you which patients were to be put in these single rooms ? The matron.
15,7. In putting them in there did you act under her distinct orders? Yes.
1578. Do you know if she got her orders from Dr. Yause? I do not know. When tbe patients were
put m the straw, I believe, Dr. Yause blamed the matron, and said he did not know it was done, and she
said it was done with his knowledge.
1579. Do you say that there was only one violent patient who needed to be kept in suck confinement?
les ; Case No. 15, and slicused to tear her clothing.
1580. Did you have to put the muffs on her ? Yea.
1581. Did you put muffa on her during the night-time ? No.
1582. Was she in the habit of tearing her clothing at night, or her bcd-clothing ? No ; she had nothing
to tear. If she had any clothing sbo would have torn it.
'
lt)83. Do you thiuk that if you had clothed hei sho would have stripped herself ? Yes.
1584. What did the patients do with the straw ? They would open up the bag, take the straw out, cover
themselves with it, and throw the bag away on one side.
1585. Was that all the covering they had at night? Yes.
lo86. Do you mean to tell us that women wore put into these cells quite naked, without any nmlit-clothes
and with nothing but straw' to cover them ? Yes; I am quite certain of that.
“
1587.'
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1587. Did you look in upon any of them at 10 o’clock at nmht before going to bed ? No; I was not on
night-duty.
, toq. 1588. Was it anybody’s duty to do so P No; not until a private patient got away.
■’
' 1589. After that did somebody go round? Yes ; I think so.
1590, And when patients were seen at this time of night were they found lying under the straw ?
Sometimes.
"
1591. Were there some twenty women in these rooms ? No; X think there were only about twelve.
1592. And do you not say they were put in here without any necessity ? Yes.
1593. And that they had no covering at night except straw ? Yes.
159-1. Could you at any time of night, if you had wanted it for yourself or a patient, have obtained a cup
of tea, cocoa, or warm milk ? No ; you could not get it.
1595. Do you mean to say it would not have been possible to make yourself a drink of tea ? No ; it
would not have been possible. There was no convenience for that even if we had provided tho tea,
There was no fire uor gas by which we could make anything warm cither for the patients or the nurses,
1596. Are you quite sure about this ? Yes; I am quite certain of it.
1597. Do you say that the women never slept in sheets ? I do ; there were only two used sheets during
the whole time I was there—Case No, 16 and another patient.
1598. Are the sheets on those beds kept only for show then ? In mv time J always took the sheets off
the beds at night; they were folded up and put away. They were put on again in the morning, butnever
used at night. If they had been used at night they could not have been used for long, as they would not
have been sufficient numbers for a change.
1599. What covering did the patients use then ? Anything they could get.
1600. Were there any blankets ? The quilts were taken off.
1601. What did the patients cover themselves with ? A small blanket if there was one, hut very often
there was only a bit of one, and they covered themselves with anything they could get hold of.
1602. Did they sleep in night-dresses ? No.
’
1603. What did they sleep in then ? Nothing. They never had a night-dress in my time.
1601. How many women slept in that ward ? Pour teen.
1605. And do you mean to say that they did not wear night-dresses ? There was only one had a night
dress until some were made lately. Some coarse brown calico was bought, and Dr, Yause got the coach
man’s daughter to come in and make it un.
1606. Are you referring now to the G-oveVnment patients ? Yes.
1607. Were the private patients treated better than this? Yes. They would have things of their own
and some very few things were supplied by the asylum.
1008. Did they often complain of the cold ? Yes, often.
1609. How often were the private patients taken to the bath ? Once a week, on Saturday morning.
1610. How often were the G-ovemment patients bathed ? Once a week on the Saturday afternoon.
1611. So that the Government and private patients bad a bath once a week? Yes,
1612. AYas tho food of the private patients better than that supplied to the Government patients ? No :
it was oven worse, for they never had any change at all.
1613. Had you auy previous experience in asylum work, so that you would be able to compare what you
have seen at Bayview House with the working of other institutions ? No,
16i4i. Did you over make auy complaints to Dr. Yause personally? No; he would never speak to tho
nurses.
1615. How often did he come round the institution ? He never came round after 2 o'clock, only when
the other doctors were there, and then wo used to get notice that the visiting doctors were coming.
1616. AYhat notice do you meau ? AYc used to hear about twenty minutes or half an hour before they
came to see the patient.
1617. Did tbe visiting doctors ever drop upon you suddenly ? No.
1618. Did Dr. Vause ever visit you suddenly ? No ; we got all our instructions through the matron. The
matron used to let us know when tho doctors wore eomnm.
]6L9. AVere any of the patients sufficiently sensible to have made complaints to tbeir friends concerning
1 heir treatment? I do not know.
J
1620. Did you ever hear any of them complain to their friends ? No ; the onlv patient I ever took into
her inends was Case No. II.
'
anybody present at these meetings between these patients and their friends to hear what was
said ? Yes; always the matron and the nurse.
1622. AVere the patients then ever left alone with their friends ? No ; they never were.
1623. Mr. McGowen.'] Do you know that the evidence you are now giving is given on oath ? Yes,
i no4ud d° y°U JiU°'r a]iJou ar^ Ea)rin? to bc strictly true ? Yes; it is strictly true.
16-0. Have you ever been in service before? I was a dressmaker at one time, and worked in that
capacity.
May6 y?u any references of good character ? Yes; I have one, from a Colonel of the Permanent
Artillery m victoria.
neoo’
°^ber rc^renocs ? I told Dr. Yause I would not take a reference from him.
2628. Why ? Because it would have been no use to me, as I never intended to go into a lunatic asylum
again. L had quite sufficient experience there.
1629. Were you asked to sign a book when you left the institution ? Yes; I told him I would not sign.
He rciused to pay me my month’s money.
1630. AVhy did he refuse? I don’t know.
1631. Did he ever pay you ? AYell, I summoned him and got it.
CourtSumiI10ned 1)1111 w!lcre—1,1 one of the Police Courts ? Yes; I summoned him to appear at Newtown
Teim' ^)d,11^ aPPear at
Court? No; he sent the money without appearing.
ieom0nah °f January> 1S94> ™ there a patient, Case No. 17, in No. 1 ward? Yes; she
was never in No. 2 ward,
’
’
1635. AYas she a private paying patient? Yes.
lon?-Wa*S 1o b|^ore slic waa taken from tho private paying patients and put among the Governas they were ^ 1CldS ’ ^ >e nCTCr was oxactly with the Government patients and. put iu the single rooms
.
«
1637.
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1637. Was she an excitable woman ? Tes; a very excitable woman.
Maggie
]p38. Was her ailment of jmch a eliaractcr that you think she ought to have been put in one of those MacleOd.
single rooms at night ? To; not generally,
14Nov?l894.
KMg Was she placed in one of the single rooms ? Tes; she was in the institution before I went there,
and she was put in one of the single rooms when I was there.
^iese patients were put iu those rooms was the window or slip of a window, as you call it,
at tho back of the building, opposite the door, pulled up in the morning ? The rule was that directly the
patient was put m the cell the shutter was closed, and was never raised again till the patient came out
agam in the morning.
i cJo"
wou^ ^ie ?oom with the shutter closed he dark ? Tes; it would be both dark and close.
-it-8,8
aric™ier window in these single cells over the door, as well as opposite tho door? No.
1043. were windows being put in these rooms over the doors before you left? No.
Iblt. when case No. 17 was put in that room you refer to did she get any bedding? Yes sbe had a
straw mattress,
o
j
■=
1
lOdo. Similar to the others you havo described ? Tes.
1G1G. Had she any other covering ? No.
w10 ]i'Ut 5ier ln tllat room^ -A-not,]er nurse put her in there on the matron’s order.
1618. Was she, as well as others, put in there between 5 and 6 at night? Tes: if any of the patients
became at all noisy they were locked in these rooms.
1649. "Were her clothes taken away from her ? Tes.
1650. Hid you put some patients in these rooms yourself ? Tes.
1651. _ Hid you take their clothes away from them in obedience to the orders of the person in charge for
the night? Tes.
b
1652. Hid you take your orders from the matron or the head attendant ? The matron was always supposed
to give us our orders.
J
16o3 When you put patients m these rooms, were there any utensils left there for their convenience ?
i
TiTCr saw au-r t:liero at
ti™0; hut lately I believe some have been placed there.
J0j4. Ho you mean that they have been placed there since Case No. 1 was brought before the public ?
1 ftm talkiaS about January last; were there any there then ? There was no utensil at all
Ibob. Hid you ever seo au indiarubber utensil in these rooms ? No, not up to tbe date you name.
IGoi. Are you satisfied that during your term of office you never saw any utensil of any kind iu any of
these rooms ? No.
J
J
J
lOuS. Ho you also mean to say that you never saw any covering for the convenience of the patient ? No ;
1 only saw the bags m which the straw was put.
1
]G59, Hid you never see any canvas coverings ? No, it was coarse ticking. I think Case No. 1 was the
m'st to hare canvas.
1660. Hid Case No. 17, object to go into these rooms ? Tes.
1661. ^ TV as she left there without auy clothing from the time she was put in at night until 7 o’clock in the
morning r Yes.
D
iGG^. Ho you say of your own knowledge that no attendant would go round to look at these patients at
night-tune r ,No, never.
1
^ ever ^ear
case
having a fit and causing a great noise ? No
1664. Was there any special occasion on which she made a great noise ? No; she did not make a great
noise; she was only saying her prayers.
°
1665. Hid you ever have any occasion to take her out of this single room, put her near tho fireplace, and
i
ST?d,f0r ^ Yause ?. No 5 not a* night-time that I remember.
1
’
if Tl°U haTi°f this'votna11 badIy hurting herself? Yes; she used to frequently until she made
tenthly
k ^ blU6' ^ ieU n0 °ne WaS looklng after her at times she used to knock herself about
1551' l^.1 t!ie n,ght-time did this happen ? Tes; and in the day-time too, if no one was looking after her,
] 668. Ho you know if any nurse complained to Hr. Vause about this woman injuring herself ? Tes - I
f nlrJ, ra0 waa s0pi0 coitiplmaf, and some of the nurses were going to’ write to' Hr. Manning about the
case on the very night she died.
°
1669. Bid she die there then ? Tes.
iff'?' ^boY'a-sgoing to write? I think Josephine Mackay and another nurse were about to si mi a
petition to Hr. Manning complaining how tins woman was allowed to hurt herself
1671. Ho you know if they did so ? 1 do not.
'
1672. Ho you know why they did not ? No ; I don’t.
1673. Are you aware that while you were at the institution there were certain gentlemen, officials of the
carried out1?' 'Tes^ ^ ^
^ TiS,t alld inspCCt’ alld sec that; tI,c w«king of the place was properly

1674. Ho you know who these visiting doctors were ? Tes.
lv?iiWer9 tvr0 there any alterations made in tho conditions of the patients when their friends came to
v jsit uiem f j es,
J.67G‘nW®re siinilar nltorations made when Hr. Manning or the visiting doctors came on official inspccr ,ye,-: ^,e alwilJs go* twenty minutes or half-au-hour’s warning, and alwavs had everything
prepared when they came.
■
J
°
SI7fp11, aa 70U re?eived tK- waning, what did you do ? We used to make up the beds, change
the patients clothing, and make the best of everything
1
b

itaSi “d“*‘c^
IS"8 '!“t0r,

“e

? Tes^1
ii'i ?»“ go to extra trouble to make

?Vll°«tpd yi?U j° d'0,B01 Tllc “atron lv0uld gi™ us instructions to make these preparations. She
} ° ,d -^-V’ 9° ahf d>. “ali0 haste and g0t ^'mgs ready, the visiting doctors are here.” 1
U ere these the instructions you received on these occasions?' Tes,
fCSa2' n ifTa0 tw'i U\i°f CaS° '1STo'
bein” bruised and injured
can you tell us of anyone else who
No 18SwhoCdied thSl ^ *** ^
' 12’ Wh° WaS n0t l0°ked after ProPerlJ- Tll0r0 ^is also case
’

‘
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lGS3, Did Case ]STo, IS die there then ? Yes.
16S4. Was she in one of the single ceils, and subsequently died ? Yes; sho was a sick patient, and she
died in one of these cells.
14?fov., 1S94.
1G85. Was she very ill ? Yes.
1GS(>. Was anyone watching with her the night she died ? Yes; the night she died Josephine Mackay
was put in with her.
'
'
1G87. When she died was Miss Mackay with her ? I do not know; she was a patient who had been sick
for some time.
1G8S. Do you think that tho food was sufficiently nourishing P Yo ; the milk was half water, and some
times there was no such thing as fresh milk to be had. Condensed milk was used every day,
1680. Supposing a person in your charge were taken sick, would you report the circumstance to the
matron ? Yes ; always.
1690. You would not report it to Dr. Yause then ? No.
1691. In your experience did Dr. Yause come to see any of tho patients on special occasions? No ; he
never came to see them except on his daily rounds. He just made his proper round, and these were the
only times that lie would see the patients.
1092.. Did ho make up the medicines for them ? I never saw tlio patients get any medicine except
sleeping draughts.
1693. Do you mean by that medicine made up for the purpose of sending people to sleep ? Yes.
1694!. If one of the patients under your charge, for instance, fell sick during the day with pains in her
stomach, or sickness of any kind other than their mental malady, would you report the fact to the
matron ? Yes.
1695. Would she then report it to Dr. Yause, and get a prescription and have the necessary medicine
made up ? I have never seen any prescriptions made up.
■
1696. Concerning these sleeping draughts, have you given some of these to the patients yourself ? Yes.
1697. Did you receive them from the matron or from Dr. Yause? Yrom the matron. ’
1698. Did the patients like to take them ? Ido not think they did,
1699. Why ? I believe they had an idea they did them no good, and I thought it was not the right
thing that they should take them.
1700. Did any of these patients complain of feeling ill after having taken these draughts ? Yes,
1701. Who did so complain? Case No. 18 used to he terribly'bad the next morning after taking these
draughts.
1702. Do you know whether Case No. 19 is at the asylum now ? No; she is not there now.
1703. Was she there in your time? Yes ; she was. ’
1704. Was she placed in one of these single rooms ? No.
.
1705. _ Was the same kind of treatment meted out to her as to some of the other patients yon have
described? No ; sho used to get the best of everything there was to be had. She wrote to the doctors,
and complained about the food. She abused the food that was given to her at first, and abused Dr.
Yause about the food, and then she received better meals and more attention.
Ii06. Who did she complain to ? She complained to the visiting doctors and to Mr. Robertson, one of
the official visitors, but 1 do not know whether she made any complaint to Dr. Manning or not.
1707. Do I understand you to say that she is not in Bayview House now? Yes; she has been
removed.
1708. Was she a Government patient? Yes.
1709. Did jou hear her complain to Dr. Vause ? Yes; she kept her dinner and showed it to the doctor,
and told him it was not fit to eat, or something, and ho told her she was a liar.
1710. Do you say that, the patients were not properly dressed, except on special occasions? No; they
were not.
’
1711. Did the Government patients wear stockings? No; they had none to put on. That is, the
majority of them had not.
_
1712. Did some of them ivear stockings without feet? Yes.
1713. Did the nurses sometimes attempt to repair these stockings to try to make them more comfortable ?
Yes.
"
1714. Do you say that they bad stockings without feet in them? Yes, often; and then they would try
to stick the tongue of their boots in the openings so as to hide their bare feet.
1715. "W hy did not you complain directly to Dr. Yanse about these matters? I always complained to
tho matron ; that was what 1 considered to bo my duty, 1 did not complain to tbe doctor because he
never spoke to us at all.
’
•
1716. Do you know of any other attendant having complained to Dr. Yause? Yes;. I have heard of
attendants complaining.
1717. And what has happened to these attendants when they have so complained ? They were discharged
from the institution.
1718. Do you think that if yon had reported direct to Dr. Yause you might have been discharged too ?
No, that did not deter me, for I did not care whether I was discharged or not.
1719. About the 18th of August of last year did a female patient, Case No, 20, break her arm ? Yes.
1720. Did sbe break her arm while she was confined in one of these single cells ? Yes, she did,
1721. Was she put into fids cell at 5 o’clock on the night on which her arm was broken ? No, not on
this night. She was not put in the cell till 10 o’clock at night. Up to that hour she was in No. 1 of the
Government wards. Earlier in the evening she was noisy and was annoying other patients, and because
of her troublesomeness I and another nurse put her in the cell. She was becoming such a nuisance that
I asked this night-nurse what ought to bc done with her. When I say night-nurse, I mean the nurse who
was supposed to sleep in the room. I had to take her place, and as this patient was getting worse in her
behaviour, I called to this night-nurse to know what was to bc done with her. 1 got no answer, and ran
out to No. 2 ward, and when I returned the woman was fighting with the other patients. We took her
out and put her into the single room for safety’s sake.
1722. And was that about ]0 o’clock at night? Yes.
1723. Was her arm broken then ? No.
1724. Did you leave her in that single cell all night ? Yes.

1725.
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1725. "When was she taken out of this room ? About half-past 5 or 6 o'clock on the following morning.
172G. Was anybody in the room with her ? iMo.
1/27. "What was her condition when she was removed from that room? Tho woman was all over blood.
There was something the matter with her arm. I wont to the room where she had been sleeping, and the
piece of blanket used was covered with blood, and so was tho bed.
1728. Might she not have broken her arm, as far as you know, half an hour after she was placed iu the
room on the previous night ? Tea.
1729. Might she not have broken her arm half-an-hour before she was released in the morning ? Tes, or
at any time between the hours she was locked up and the time she was taken out. There was also blood
on tho walls as well as blood on the bedding in the room.
1730. Prom the time you put the woman in the cell at 10 o’clock the previousnight until she was taken
out the next morning did anyone see her P No, not as far as I know,
1731. Was there any inquiry held into this accident ? Tes.
1732. Who w'ere present? Dr. Manning, Dr. Huxtable, and Mr. Nugent Robertson.
1733. AVere any of the nurses of the institution examined at this inquiry? Tes.
1734. Were you examined there ? Tes.
,
1735. Did you give ibe same evidence then ? In substance the same as Igive to you now.
■
,
1730. Did this board of inquiry examine any of the patients also ? Tes.
1737. AVho were examined? Two patients, Case No. 21 and Case No. 16.
.
1738. Is it the custom to ask patients to give evidence? I do not know; I never heard or knew of
Dr. Vause asking patients about anything that occurred.
1739. Was it customary to put Case No. 12 in a single cell at night ? Tes.
1740. AVas she an excitable patient? No; she was always crying and moaning and groaning about her
home. Sho was not violent in any way.
1741. AVould you have been frightened to sleep in the same room with her ? No ; I sliould not.
1742. Did you ever hear of her making auy attempt to injure herself or anyone else? No.
1743. AVas sho put in to sleep on the same kind of straw aud mattress ? Tes.
1744. AAras she over put in with the Government patients ? Tes; she was down at the C overament end
for a few days.
1745 Did this woman ever take any drugs or sleeping draughts ? Tes, always al night-time.
1740. Did she not sleep at, night ? 1 do not know. 1 never slept in the same room with her,
1747. Do you say that you always had to give her sleeping draughts, which had been made up by Dr
Tauso? Tes.
1748. Did sho ever ref use. to take them? Tes,
1749. AVhat did you do then;—would you force them down her throat ? Tes.
1750. AVas her father in tho habit of coming to see her ? Tes ; 1 believe he came nearly every day.
.1751. AVhen her father came to see her did the interview take place in a better room than the one in
which she slept ? Tes.
1752. Did she wear the same clothes during the interview as sho usually wore at other times? No.
1753. AVould the clothes he changed then ? Tes.
1754. In your opinion, would the father go away under the impression that lie saw her in the room sho
slept in ? Tes.
1755. After the Case No. 1 exposure was this particular patient put to sleep in a different room ? I think
that just after the last time that her father came to. sec her she was taken up to No. 1 ward, and slept
there for two nights; then she was again sent to No. 2 ward, and a few days after that she went homo.
1756. Did you sleep in the square room, which is now the box room ? Tes.
1757. Before you left the asylum were there a lot of new sheets made r Tes.
1758. AVere there new clothes made for the patients ? Tes.
1759. And speaking generally, are things at the asylum altogether different now to what they were just
before this time ? Tes.
J
1760. AVho was sleeping in that small square room? Four or five patients.
1761. Is there a small square room where the pans used in the water-closets are kept? I do not know.
1762. Do you know if there are any patients sleeping in such a room ? I do not know ; but I know that
patients sleep in the room next to the closet.
1763. Do you mean to say that every night a patient is put into each of these singlo rooms without au
attendant ? Certainly,
1764. And how many of these single rooms are there? I think there are twelve single rooms.
'
1765. And every night are the same patients put m these rooms? Always.
1766. President.'] Referring to this Case No. 20, do you remember the night-nurse taking her to the single
room and putting her in there ? Yes.
.
b
1767. Do you know by whose authority ? I do not know.
1768. Do you think the night-nurse had seen the matron on the subject ? She might have • I do not
know.
,
.
1769. Do you think that the nurse put her in that room on her own authority ? I think she would have
asked the matron.
*
1770. Do you think the matron would then have consulted Dr. Arausc? I cannot tell.
■ 1771. Do you remember giving evidence at the departmental inquiry ? Tes.
1772. Did yon have an opportunity of speaking to the doctors then ? Tes.
1773. Did you make any general complaint to them then and there ? No.
1774. AVhy did you not do so ? 1 do not know,
1775. On the occasion of the ’visiting officials attending the asylum was there auy opportunity of sneakim?
to them ? No.
1
b
1776. Did the visitors ever speak to you at all? No.
1777. Did they simply go through the different wards without speaking to the nurses ? Tes.
1778. Did they ever speak to the patients ? No ; they would shake hands, pat them on the shoulder
pass an ordinary compliment, and then walk on,
1
1779. Do you think that any of the patients were sensible enough to make complaints? Tes.
1780. In your hearing wore any complaints ever made bv the patients to the visiting doctors ? Not that
I can recollect,
°
-.-ni
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1781. Do you not know fcliat the object of the official inspections is to see that all thiiigs arc going on as
tIiey
g0; and to find out if there are any complaints to be mado ? Yes.
_
1782. And do you know if that opportunity was ever availed of by the patients ? Iso; I do not know.
lrfNov.’l8!,4‘ 1788. Would you not have liked to have spoken? Yes,
1784. Was it because you dare not speak that you remained silent ? Yes; well not exactly dare not, but
J. did not like to.
_
_
1785. Had you a feeling of fear to do so ? Yes; we were afraid to do it.
1786. In every case did you receive ample notice that the official visitors had come to the asylum ? Yes.
1787. On every occasion that you remember? Yes, on every occasion.
_ _
1788. On no occasion while you were connected with the institution did tbe visiting doctors or Dr.
Manning come straight into the wards and see the patients without being announced? JYo ; I am quite
certain and sure that they never did.
r, -rr
1780. In other words, then, do you mean to say that the place was fully prepared for them ? Yes.
1700. Do you mean by that that the beds were put in order—that is, sheets were put on. the beds and
things were fixed up generally? Yes. As soon as it was known that the doctors had arrived the sheets
were°put on, and they were taken off again at about 4 o’clock in the afternoon, but they were not put on
when the board of doctors did not come.
1791, Deferring to Case Ho. .17, were you present when sbe had a fit? I never knew that she baa a fit.
1792, Did sho meet with some accident by striking her bead against a fender ? Yes.
1793, Was that in the room she was sleeping iu ? Ho ; that happened in Ho. 2 ward. S he fell and struck
her bead some time in tbe day.
_
1791. Did Dr. Yause come to seo her on this occasion ? Ho, not specially. He only saw her when he
came on Ins usual rounds,

1795. Was he specialty sent for ? Ho.
1796. In the case of the broken arm, was Dr. Vause sent for then ? Yes, at once.
1797. Did be come without delay ? Yes.
_
_
.
1798. Was he always attentive in the ease of an accident or when a patient was ill ? I never saw him
come to see the patients only on his usual rounds.
1799. Did you ever sec him attend to auy special ease ? Ho.
_
1800. Did you have any impression about Dr. Yause’s sobriety or otherwise ? ^ Ho.
.
1801. Did you ever see him under tbe influence of spirits or intoxicants ? Ho ; 1 never saw him drunk
in my life.
■
_
.
.
1802. As far as you know then, do you think Dr. Yause came to bis patients as quickly as bc could m
cases of emergency and pay tbe necessary care and attention to them ? Yes, as far as I know.
1803. Do you know a man named Henry Gearey ? Yes. _
1801. Have you had any communication at all with him ? Yes: I think I have told him what I thought
about the place.
...
.
.
1805. Did you know him before be went to the institution on a certain occasion? Yes.
1800. Hoiv did you come to know him? I had a letter from him.
1807. Havo you that letter with you ? Yes. It reads as follows:—
Jliss Macleod,
Lrisbano-strcel, Sydney, IS July, ISM.
I sliould lie glad if you will call upon me at your earliest convenience. I am always at home between 1 and 2,
and will keep any appointment that you may make. My bouse is next door to Mark Foy’s in Oxford-street.
■
■
"
.
Yours, &c.,
HENRY GEAREY.

1808. Did you receive this letter after you left tbe institution ? Ho, before; but after the removal of
Case Ho. 1.
1809. Did you tell Dr. Yause that you had received this letter ? 1 es.
1810. Did you sec Gearey at his house afterwards ? Yres ; 1 went to see him and had a long conversation
with him, and I told him everything that I know, which amounted to much the same as 1 have told you
IBll.^Dr.

Garran.1

While you were at the institution did you give this information to Gearey ?

Ho ; I

did not do so while I was in Dr. Vause’s service.
1812. How soon after you left was it when you saw Mr. Gearey ? Two days afterwards.
^
1813. If vou were so willing to give the information to Gearey, why did you not tell Dr. Vanse of the
things that came under your observation? Because I knew be would not listou to mo, and, again, ■
because I thought he did know all that was going on.
'
’
1814. Are you of opinion that he did know all that was going on ? Yos; I believe he knew as much as I
could tell him.
1815. Did you try to tell him of those things on the day that you left ? Ho : I had no chance to tell him,
and he knew it too.
1816. YVa£ it a well known fact that be was perfectly well a.ware that tbe food was not wbat it should be,
that the patients were imperfectly clothed, that ibe regulations and rules for the general good manage
ment were not obeyed, and that patients were placed in these dark colls ; was he aware of all this ? Yes.
1817. Do you think, then, that these irregularities were included in the scheme of management of the
institution? Yes, certainly.
,
,
1818. J)r. Mfi:>,ninq.~] Did you go to Gearey’s while you were in the service of Dr. Vause? Yes; I
went there to tea one afternoon, but Mr. Gearey was not at home on that occasion.
1819. Did you see him on that occasion ? Ho: and I took another nurse with mo so that I should have
a witness to all I should have said if 1 had seen him.
1820. AVho was that other nurse ? Jessie Urquhnrt was with me at the time.
•
[Witness withdrew.]

Dose
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Hose MacMahon sworn and examined.
■
MacMahon.
1821. President.] Were you employed for some time at Bayview House ? Tes.
1822. Tor how long ? Between sixteen and eighteen months.
14 Nov., 1894,
1823. When ? From Eight-hour day in 1892 until the beginning of February in 1893.
1824. By whom were you engaged? I was engaged through Mrs. Blue’s office in Sydney, and then'I
went to Bayview House and saw Dr. Vause.
“
1825. Did he show you a book containing printed forms which made known your duties? Tes.
1826. Did you sign the book ? Tes,
1827. Did you ever receive a printed paper containing the general rules and instructions for attendants
and others ? Tes.
1828. Did yon over read that paper ? Tes.
1829. Did yon receive any instructions except those stated on that paper ? Ho.
1830. Were all your duties stated there ? Tes.
.
1831. Did you make yourself familiar with what that paper contained ? Tes.
1832. When you left Bayview House did you sign a paper stating that the institution was well regulated
and so on ? Tes.
1833. Did yon sign it ? Tes, I did.
1834. Did you attend to the female patients on the Grovernment side of the institution ? Tes.
1835. Did you have every opportunity of seeing what land of food they had or was provided}'for them?
Tes: I was in charge of the dining-room.
‘
1836. What was the character of that food ? I always found that it was fairly good.
1837. Was there a regular change of food day after day, or did you have the same kind over and over
agam? We generally had a change.
.
1838. Do you think a sufficient change of food was given ? Tes, I think it was.
1839. Did you havo anything to do with ordering the food? Tes.
1840. Did you remove it from the kitchen and distribute it to the patients ? Tes.
1841. Did they complain about the food ? At times they did,
1842. Do you think they had any grounds for making complaint ? Ho, I don’t think so.
1843. Did you, as an attendant, have the same diet as the patients ? Hot exactly the same • sometimes
we had it a little different.
1844. Could you have provided little extras for yourselves if you had wanted, such, for instance, as tea
or cocoa, or coffee, or any little delicacies ? Tea. at times we did so. I have done it occasionally.
’
1845. Coming to the bathing of the patients ;—how often did they have a bath ? Once a week, on
Saturdays.
‘
1846. Were there any very dirty patients ? Tes.
1847. How did you manage with them? If they required an extra, bath during the week wo used to bath
them and keep them as clean as it was in our power to do.
1848. Was there always a sufficient supply of clothing for those patients ? Ho, not always.
■
1849. In what were they deficient? In stockings, dresses, chemises, and so forth. There was nearly
always something wrong with these articles.
'
J
1850. Did you ever complain to the matron of this insufficiency of clothing ? Tes. I complained to
Bridget Morrisey.
1851. Was the deficiency made good ? She used to get us some clothes out of the store.
18511 Was there an adequate supply of clothing there: could you, for instance, always get a pair of
stockings? Ho, not always.
■
j o
r
1853. Supposing a patient was very destructive, and destroyed a good many clothes, could you always get
that clothing replaced ? Hot always from the store, but we could get some sometimes from the laundry.
18o4. Speaking generally, do you think there was a sufficient supply of clothing ? I do not consider
there was a sufficient supply.
^°U
a demand for extra clothing could you get it? Ho, not as much as was required.
1856. Supposing visitors came to see patients, did you make any change in the clothing of those natients?
Tes, we always did.
v
°
°
r
■
1857. Where did you get the additional clothing then ? From the store if there were any there. Some
times some of the clothing would not be fit to use, and then we would have to do the best we could,
lo-o tv ^rfyur £enei'al opinion, then, that the food was sufficient, and tho clothing inadequate? Tes
18i>9. Did you know when visitors were coming to see a patient ? Tes; we alwavs had fully a quarter
or an hour s notice than visitors would arrive.
"
J
1
1860. How was that notice given to you ? Dr. Tause would send word.
1861. How would you know when the visiting doctors came ? One of the nurses or the matron would
inform us that the doctors had come.
1862. Suppose that tho visiting doctors came very suddenly, would they walk direct to the wards as soon
as they reached the ground ;-might they not do this sometimes ? They never came on us unawares while

1863. Do you remember a piece of paper being handed round from Dr. Vause giving you notice that the
voting doctors had arrived ? I think a nurse told me that Dr. Vanso gave a piece of paper to Josephine
Mackay saying that the visitors had come.
F
1864. Was that a usual thing ? We were always informed when tho visitors came, but I think on this
?^rCUnr °C , 0,1 , PI(rce,of paper was sent so that we could get the patients ready.
loro T1T1 ^0U know ™e Bln^e rooms on the female side of the institution? Tes.
women werc placed in these single rooms was their clothiug taken off? Tes.
13b/, And was some straw put into the room ? Tes.
If,6?beddiDg s“?,plicd ? 0n,J ?™ patient had loose straw ; the others had a straw mattress and a
oca
a S ^ lhese "'ere Put ln !l!t thc
rooms on the Government side.

S “fifiySSSST *1'8

ml »f
“ ”?

1871. Did you ever put the patients in these rooms ?
207-&

»ni ‘Wt,'» canvas covering „ «.
K* '■ a*

wa (M*«... o«

Tes
1872.
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1872 Did you take the clothes entirely off the patients when they were put in these rooms ?

Tes; off

ever^wear chemises or night-dresses ? No; there w^e oUj one .r two .h. h.d.ni6M.

1875.
1876.'
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
ISSS!

How many rooms were there ? Hine or ten, I think.
■
And in only two were there any utensils ? Tes, m only two^
'Were the patients put into these rooms at 7 or S o clock. les.
,
Who attended to them after that ? No one at all, unless they made a noise, .
What happened then ? A nurse would go to them to see what was the matter.
Would she go there from thc bedroom ? Tes.'
,
„
Were the nurses sufficiently near them to hear a noise if one was made._ i es.
Do you ever remember any particular disturbance amongst the patients m these rooms. -[SoAVas there any provision for making a warm drink such as milk, or tea, or cocoaduring the night.

feSiTupnoso you wanted to get a cup of tea for yourself if you were on night duty, was there any
place where you could obtain it? No ; the kitchen was locked up, and we were not supposed to go near
Suppose you wanted a warm drink or, say, a cordial in a case of emergency, how would you
manage ? Go and ask for the key of the kitchen and get it.
1886 Was there any actual provision for getting things at night. Ao.
__
..
1887^ ATere the patients in these dark rooms very troublesome ? Iso; one was troublesome at times.
That was Case No. 22.
_
1888. ATas she in the habit of screaming at night ? Yes.
1889. Did you ever get up to seo what was the matter with her, Tes, frequent] .
1890 Did you look through the observation hole to see what was the matter • Acs.
1891 Did Lyone else look after her at night ? Only the nurse who happened to be on night duty.
X M ,‘S ..ZrS!

w'dtag. *1

p

On very few one,,ion,, bnt

this was not of frequent occurrence.
.. , „
1894. Was a clean bed always put into these rooms for the use of these patients. les.
p
1895 Do you think there was always sufficient bed coveringdid they ever complain of feeling cold.
They did not complain of the cold, but I do not consider the canvas rugs with which they were supplied
sufficient covering for them.
,
„
,
1896. How were these canvas rugs made? Two pieces of canvas sewn together.
1897." Were there any blankets stitched to these canvas rugs ? I think so on some, hut they were never
used in the sin ele rooms. They were merely kept for show.
, ,
,.
,
1898. Where were they kept for show ? In the single rooms in the day-time. They weretaken out at

.

ISOffi Have yoifseen Sr/Tause go about the institution a good deal ? Tes_; during his usual rounds.
1900. At what'time does he generally make his rounds ? About 12 o clock in the day.
1901. Have you seen him before or after that, as a rule ? very seldom
..
,
_
1902. Would he ask you about the conduct of the patients ? He never asked auy questions of thenurses.
1903. AVhen making his rounds was he accompanied by anyone ? _ Tes, by the matron.
,
1901. Did you ever see Dr. Ahmsc examine the Government patients to see if they were going on a 1
right? No, unless something was pointed out to him by the matron.
1905. Have you seen him do this occasionally ? Tes.
n
■ t-L. s
1906. What was your general impression concerning the management of the institution; were you
satisfied with it ? Tes, I was, on the whole.
r
■ „
1907. Have you had any other experience in this kind of work ? No; never before nor since.
1908. Whenever the official visitors came was there timely notice given of their arrival ? Tes; a quarter
of an hour’s notice, and then the patients were made tidy.
.
1909. Were the clothes taken off the patients agam after the doctors had gone. les, at once.
1910. Dr. Garran.] Did you assist sometimes in bathing the patients ? Tes.
1911. In the winter-time was the water made warm ? Tes.
,
1912. Where did you warm the water used for bathing purposes ? In thc bath-room,
1913. Were the patients ever bathed in cold water ? No.
, , 0 -vr
1914. In the wards, not in the single rooms, did the patients sleep withoiit sheets on tbe beds. No.
1915-. Do you say that generally in tho wards the patients had sheets ? Tes.
1916. Government patients as well as private patients ? Tes.
1917. Did they also have blankets? Tes.
^
j m i
t
1918. Always? Tes; but it was only in the dormitories that there were sheets and blankets. In the ■
single rooms they had the canvas rugs.
_
‘
t
1919. Did they ever complain about the rooms being cold ? No.
_ ,
1920. ATere any of these canvas rugs lined with blanket? The majority had no lining. There was no
lining in the blankets used in the single rooms.
.
. i, o
jr
j.
1921. Did the patients who slept in these rooms’ have auy other covering at all r No ; there were two
patients in the single rooms who had some kind of bed-clothes.
1922. Were these two then kept better than the others ? Tes.
_
1923. AVhen the visiting doctors came round, did they ever ask questions of the nurses relative to the
condition of the patients or the working of the institution ? Not that I know of.
j
1924. ATere you ever asked any question by the visiting doctor ? No; not unless I took the matron s
1925. Was it only on these occasions that you had any opportunity of speaking to thc visiting doctor s ?
Tes.
_
o -Nr
1926. Did you ever call their attention to anything you thought was wrong r No.
1927. Do you mean to say that if you wanted hot water at night for making tea or any warm drink, or
for any other purpose, that you could only get it by going to the kitchen ? Tes.
1928.
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192S. Was there no gas-ring ? No; there was gas in No. 2 bath-room, but it was not lighted. There
MacMahon.
was some arrangement there for heating the water of thc hath.
1929. Supposing there was an urgent case, and you were compelled to get warm water or to make a warm 14Nov!^895.
drink, such as a cup of tea, how could you do it? Only by lighting tbe fire in the kitchen.
1930. Mr. McGowen.] Had you any references before you went to Bayview House? No, not from
Sydney.
1931. Was that the first place'at which you went to work? Tes, iu Sydney. I have been at work in the
country, and I had references from country employers.
1932. Why did you leave Bayview House? I was discharged.
1933. Did you get a reference when you left? Tes; but it was of no use to me.
1934. Why was it of no use. Because it said almost nothing. It just merely said that I had been engaged
in the institution, and that while there my conduct had been good.
1935. Who gave you that reference ? It was given to me by Mrs. Gilchrist, but it waa of no value.
1936. Did you sign a book saying that the treatment of the patients was satisfactory before you left the
institution ? Tes.
1937. Was the clothing of the patients changed when the visiting doctors came to the institution? Tes.
1933. Was the bedding in these single rooms altered ? Tes; the canvas rugs were put there for show,
but they were never used at night,
1939. Do you think that was satisfactory conduct? No, I do not.
'
1940. Did you ever hear any moans from these single rooms during tho night time ? Very seldom.
1941. Did anyone—I mean a nurse or attendant— go to the patients in these cells from the time they
were put in at night until they were taken out in the morning ? Well, we are not supposed to do so, but
sometimes we would do it for our own free will.
3942. Do you know if any single cells were furnished ? Tes; there was a mattress filled with straw, with
a kind of canvas quilt.
1943. When you put these patients into these single rooms did not take their clothes out with you P Tes.
1944. Did you ever know of any utensil being left in these rooms ? No, only in two rooms, and they were
where there were double bedsteads and better bedding.
1945. What time were these patients put into the cells at night? About G o’clock, and they were taken
out at about 6 o’clock in the morning.
1946. Did you always know when visitors were coming to see the patients ? Tes, we always knew.
1947. Would you change their clothing then ? Tes.
1943. And after the friends had gone away were the clothes changed back again ? Tes.
1949. Were thc patients bathed every Saturday ? Tes.
1950. Do you remember the accident happening to Case No. 20? No; I left the institution in February
before it happened.
•
1951. Do you say that you could not get a cup of tea or any other necessary nourishment at night-time
without waking up and getting the key where these necessary articles were kept? I could not,
1952. Did any of the visiting doctors or Dr. Vause stay at the institution during meal-times ? Tes ; on
two occasions they stayed to dinner.
1953. ^ Did you notice any difference in tho food then ? Tes; there was a difference when the doctors
remained.
1954. What was tho difference ? There was more meat and potatoes, and of better quality.
1955. Did you ever hear the patients make any remarks on the improvement of the food on these
occasions ? Tes; they used to say they wished the doctors would come oftener, as they then got a better
dinner.
^
1950. Dr. Manning.'] If we have been told that the patients iu tho dormitories never had either sheets or
blankets on tho beds, is that correct? No, not that 1 know of. There might he exceptions with very
dirty patients.
1957. As a rule, have the patients both sheets and blankets ? Tes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Lizzie Verity sworn and examined :—
1953. President!] Were you employed for some time at Bayview House?

Tes.
Lizzie Verity.
1959. What position did you occupy there ? I was an attendant.
r
1960. On what side of the institution were you employed ? For five weeks I was in No. 1 ward. I was l4Nov., 1894.
in another part of the institution for six or seven months.
1961. When did you join the institution ? I went there in January, 1894, and remained until about the
end of September.
1962. Why did you leave Bayview House? I was dismissed from there.
1963. Did you sign a book or a certain document when you were engaged ? Tes ; I was engaged by the
lady superintendent, Mrs. Gilchrist; she asked me to sign a book or some paper.
1964'. Did you sign it ? Tes.
1965. When you left the institution, did you sign another document? No, I did not.
1966. When you were originally engaged, was there handed to you a printed copy of the general rules
and instructions to he observed in the performance of your duties ? Tes.
19G7. Did you make yourself familiar with these rules and instructions ? Tes.
1968. While you were at Bayview House, had you much to do with the sleeping arrangements of the
patients? I used to sleep in a dormitory with some patients.
1969. Was your attention called to a number of separate cells in which patients were placed to sleep?
T*s, I know them.
1970. Have you put patients in these rooms yourself ? Tes.
1971. Have you locked them up for the night and left them there? Tes.
1972. Was there any night attendant to look after the requirements of these patients? No, not at that
time.
1973. Has there been any change made lately;—since the complaints in connection with Case No. 1?
No; I do not think there has been any night attendant appointed. When I went there first
first
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Lime-Verity, first there were no night attendants at all, but I think there has been some change made since the affair
14N**J'"l894
y°u aUuded.
ot.,
• 1974. "What change has been made ? One of the attendants was relieved from the day work and we
that is, the other attendants—did her duties among ourselves. 1'he one relieved had to do a certain
amount of work in the morning, and then at night she would take duty. This change was made after the
matter in regard to case No. 1 occurred. We took night duty in turns.
1975. When thc patients were put in these single cells at night, was it the custom to take their clothing
away from them ? Yes.
1976. Were thc patients all stripped ? Yes.
1977. Were they supplied with night dresses ? No.
1978. Were they supplied with chemises ? No.
1979. What bedding was supplied to these patients ? That depended on who the patient was, or what
the patient was. In some cases a straw mattrass was supplied, and in some cases straw.
1980. Iu the case where a straw mattress was supplied, would the patient use it? Sometimes, Some
times they would tear the mattress up and cover themselves with the straw. In two cases that I know,
they tore them up to ribbons.
‘
1981. Was there any provision made when you first went to the institution for supplying the patients at
night, when necessary, with hot coffee, tea, or milk, or any warm drink, or any other kind of refreehment,
during the night-time ? No; none at all
1982. Had you any opportunity of making a cup of coffeee, tea, or cocoa for yourself if yon wanted one
during the night-time ? No, sir.
1983. What was your impression concerning tho character of the food supplied to the Government
patients ? In regard to the Government patients, I do not think the food was sufficient in quantity, and
the clothing was very bad..
1984. Was there a sufficient supply of clothing? No ; not all the time I was there. When I went
there, there was not a sufficient supply of clothing for the patients. Perhaps some would have a dress
and no skirt, and perhaps some would have a skirt and no dress. If a patient was sick in bed her clothes
would be taken and used for other patients who were up and about.
1985. Was that a common occurrence ? It was when 1 went there first, and it continued to be so until
the time when Case No. 1 was taken away.
1986. Is it your opinion, then, there was not a sufficient supply of clothing ? There was not sufficient
clothing.
1987. Were a good many of the patients of dirty habits ? Yes; to keep them clean.
1988. To keep them clean would it require a frequent change of clothing ? Yes.
1989. How often were the patients bathed ? The rule was once a week, bnt some would be bathed at
other times. I could give a patient a hath at any time if she wanted it.
1990. Was there any store in which the clothing* was kept ? Yes.
1991. Could you get clothes from there for destructive patients ? Yes, when there were any to he had,
and when we could not get any from the store we used to go the laundry and get them. There were
times when there was no clothing in the store. There is a store now, and more clothing in it than there
used to he.
1992. Are things much changed now, compared with the time of which you speak ? Yes; there is a great
deal of change. Blankets and rugs have been supplied, and new sheets and clothes have come in.
1993. Hid this change come about immediately after the removal of Case No. 1 from Bayview House to
to Callan Park was made public ? Yes, immediately after that. Before then, if I went to tbe matron
and. asked her for extra clothing or anything else, she used to tell me that Icould not get it; but
directly after the case No. 1 was taken away the matron told me to ask for anything in reason and I
would get it.
1994. Has there been any change made in the buildings themselves since May last? Yes; they have
been painted up, and the dormitories have been improved.
199o, Have you ever had any opportunity of seeing single cells in the morning after the patients have
been taken out ? Yes.
1990. In what condition where they;—where they wholesome and clean, or in a state of filth ? Well, they
were not very nice,
1997. Were any utensils in those rooms ? Yes.
1998. Were there any beds ? No; it would have been useless to have put them in.
1999. How many utensils were in these ten or eleven single cells ? I am not sure, but I think there
were five altogether. There were three of india-rubber and two of enamel.
2000. Were those patients ever visited by their friends ? Yes, occasionally.
2001. When the patients were so visited were they taken in a disreputable condition to seo their friends
or relations ? No; their clothes were changed always. A decent skirt would be put on a patient if she
possessed one; and if she did not have one of her own, better clothing would be taken off one of the
other patients and pat on that patient who would bo going to see her friends.
2002 Supposing the official visitors made an ordinary inspection of the asylum, did you always get a
timely intimation of their arrival ? Yes; a nurse or someone would come into into the wards in a minute,
and let us know that the doctors were there; then tho attendants in the dormitories would come and
assist in getting the patients ready and everything in order.
2003. So that immediately you heard the whisper that thc doctors had come, did you all set to work to get
the patients into better condition, and make things generally presentable ? Yes.
2004. How long a time elapsed between the arrival of the doctors at the institution and when they made
. their inspection of the patients ? A bout a quarter of an hour.
2005. Did you ever know of an official visitor proceeding direct to the ward without anyone being aware
ot his presence ? No; J have known an official visitor come as far as the verandah without it being
known that he was present,
°
2006. "WTio was that visitor ? I do not know.
2007. "When the official visitors came round did they ever speak to you or any if the nurses55 No • they
never spoke to any of the attendants.
’
2008. Did not any one of them ever speak to you about the state of the clothing, or anything else ? No.
2009.
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2009. Did the official visitors, when mating their inspection, examine the clothing worn by the patients ? Lizzie Teritj.
No; they would merely walk through the wards and along the verandah.
'
•
2010. When did you leave the institution ? In September last.
14 STot., 1894,
2011. Before you left did you see a complete revolution in the management of the place ? Tes, I did.
Immediately after Case No, 1 was removed there was a great change; everything was quite different,
2012. At what time did Dr. Vause make his daily visit of inspection!' About noon.
2013. Have you seen Dr. Vause visit the patients on other occasion besides when on his daily rounds ?
Occasionally—very occasionally.
2014. Did Dr. Vanse always seem attentive to the patients—to their requirements, and so forth? Tes, I
think so; if his attention was called to the patients he would attend to them.
2015. Otherwise, did Dr. Vause not attend to them? He used to make his daily rounds and see the
patients then,
2016. Dr. Oarran.'} Did any of the patients sleeping in these solitary rooms ever complain to you about
being cold? No.
’
2017. In addition to this straw of which yon speak, were coverlets used during the night-time ? Tes; they
had small coverlets.
2018. How many? Two.
#
2019. Of what material wore they—blankets ? No ; we could not call them blankets. I think the straw
they used would be warm enough.
2020. Do you think the patients used the coverlets during the night-time ? I do not know.
2021. After shutting them in these rooms at night did the matron or you pay them any visits ? Some
times we would look in, one or the other of us. I have looked in myself.
2022. Did you find the patients, then, all right and covered up with straw? Sometimes, and sometimes
they would lie on it. They would please themselves,
2023. Did they ever complain to you of feeling cold ? No, sir.
2024. Mr. McGowen.] Did you get any reference when you left Bayview House? No. Dr. Vause
offered me one, but [ refused it.
2025. Why did you refuse it ? Because I did not like it.
2026. Were you asked to sign a book or a printed document, saying that during the time you had been in
Dr. Vause’s employment every consideration was paid to tbe care, comfort, and recovery of the patients
in the establishment to the best of your knowledge and belief ? No, I was not asked to sign such a book,
and I would not have signed it if I had been asked.
'
2027. Did you get a reference, then ? No, not from Dr. Vause ; but I have references from previous
employers.
2028. Who wore they ? I have a reference from Mrs. Massey, from Mrs. Carter, and Mrs. Hollander.
2029. Have you had any previous experience in lunatic asylum work ? No, sir. ’
2030. Do you remember a patient breaking her arm ? Tes.
2031. Do you know anything about that occurrence? Nothing beyond the fact that her arm was broken.
2032. Was that arm broken whilst she was confined in a solitary cell ? Tes.
2033. Do you know at what time she was put in that cell at night? Tes ; about 10 o’clock,
2034. Do you know at wbat time sbo was taken out in the morning ? About half-past 6.
2035. When she was taken out, was it found that her arm was broken, that herbody was covered with
blood, and that there was blood on her mattress and bedding? Tea.
2036. Are you sure her arm was not broken when she was put in that room at night ? Tes.
2037. As a matter of fact, could she not have broken her arm half an hour after she was placed in the
Cell, and thus have remained there all night with this broken limb ? Tes.
2038. Or could she have broken it half an hour before sho was released in the morning? Tes.
2039. Do you know if there was a night attendant on duty then ? 1 think there was.
2040. Do you know if sho went to look at the patients? I do not think she looked in when on her
rounds.
2041. Previous to May last was it customary for a night attendant to sec patients between tbe time they
were placed in these solitary cells at night and taken out the following morning ? No. Attendants did
not see the patients after 7 o’clock at night, unless they were making a great noise, and if they were
doing so we would give them a sleeping draught if we could get one.
2042. Supposing some other witness says there are only two utensils in these rooms, is that statement
true ? No; there are five—three of indiarubber, and two of enamel.
2043. 'While you were at the institution was an extra window put in these single cells ? They were not
there when I went there.
2044. What means was there of admitting light to these rooms ? There was only a folding shutter in the
wall opposite the door.
°
2045. As a matter of fact, have considerable changes been made in the institution since the 20th May
last? Tes.
1
2046. Has additional clothing been supplied, including dresses for the patients ? Tes.
2047. Was it the usual thing when friends came to see patients that the clothing of thc patients should
be changed? Tes.
2048. And if one patient had not decent clothes to put on for those occasions would the bestclothing
available be taken of the other patients and put on the patient going to see her friends r Tes.
2049. Did you see the patients wearing stockings without feet ? Yes. Numbers of them like that; bnt I
■
do not take much notice ot that, for you cannot get some patients to keep their stockings on.
2050. Dr. Manning.] It has been stated in evidence that the patients in the associated dormitories never
sleep in sheets, that the blankets are taken off the beds, and that the patients complained of cold at
night ;—is that so? The sheets are taken off, and I have heard complaints that the patients in the
dormitories are not warm enough.
2051. Were all the sheets taken off the beds at night ? Tes.
2052. Invariably ? Tes ; my experience was that the sheets were taken off. They were supposed to be
put on the beds, but there were not a sufficient number.
[Witness withdrew,]
Annie

H'
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Annie Marshall sworn and examined:—■
Annw' '2053. President^ Were you employed on one occasion at Bayview House ? Tes.
Marshall. 20ol. Do you remember the date on which you were engaged r Yes; on the 3rd of March, 1894.
2055. How long did you remain ? About six months, but I was only six weeks amongst the patients.
14 Nor., 1894. The remainder of the time I was in Dr. Vause's private residence.
2056. By whom were you engaged ? By Dr. Vause.
2057. Did you sign a hook at the time of your engagement ? Tes.
2058. Do you remember reading over a printed paper informing you of the rules and regulations, and the
duties you were expected to discharge ? I was given such a paper.
2059. Did you read it afterwards ? Tos.
2060. Under what circumstances did you leave the institution? I could not agree with Mrs. Gilchrist,
the lady superintendent,
’
'
~
2061. Did you resign your position in consequence? Tes.
2062. Did you get a certificate of character on leaving? Tes.
2063. Was it satisfactory to you ? Yes.
2064. Did you sign a hook when you left, saying that everything was carried on satisfactorily? I wrote
my name on some paper which Dr. Vause handed to me ; he said, “ Put your name down, and I did so
without reading the paper; I thought it was just a statement to say I was leaving the place.
2065. During the six weeks you were witk the patients, in which part of the institution were you
employed ? I was in the bottom ward.
2066. What number of patients was there—twenty-eight Government patients ? Tes.
2067. What was your impression as to the nature of the food supplied P It was rather poor, and always
the same over and over again.
2068. Have you anything to say about tie cooking ? I think the meat was good, but it was spoiled in
the cooking.
‘
2069. Did the patients complain about this ? Some of them did not know any better, and would eat
anything.
2070. What was your impression about the clothing? The institution was very bare of clothing.
20/1. As a matter of fact, was the clothing changed about from one patient to another ? Tes.
2072. How was that ? Because there was not sufficient clothing, and I used to say to some of the
attendants, “ Why don’t you ask Dr. Vauso for more clothes ?” hut they did not like to do it.
2073. Did you ever speak to the matron about it? I spoke to Mrs. Gilchrist once or twice, but she did
not take any notice of what I said.
2074. When friends came to see the patients, was there a change made in their dress ? Tes.
2075. Did you require some little time to get them ready ? Tes.
.
2076. How did you know when visitors came to the asylum ? The matron would come round and tell us.
We would then take the best dress and make the patient ready. There was a great deal of trouble with
■
tlio clothes, as many of tbe patients would be always tearing them to pieces. They would tear anything,
even canvas.
20/ 7. When the clothes were torn up, would vou get them replaced by others ? Sometimes, but not
always.
"
' _
'
20/8. Did the patients go naked then ? Well, I cannot say they wero exactly naked, but they were
sometimes very iudeeent.
20/9. Did you always receive intimation when friends came to see patients ? Yes.
2080. When the Government visitors came to make their official inspection, did you always know when
they had arrived ? Tes. W hen they first arrived they called at the doctor’s residence, and then I would
run. across and tells tlie others o£ their arrivaL
.
2081. Was that so that they might get the patients and place in proper order ? Tes.
2082. Did Dr. Vanse or the matron ever ask you to let tbe nurses know that official visitors had come?
Ho, sir ; I did it on my own account.
2083. Why did you do that? I was told to do it once when I first arrived, and I always did it after,
wards without being told.
2084. Who told you to do it on tho first occasion ? Dr. Vause told me to just let them know, so that
the patients could be put all right.
'
2085. Did the official visitors always go to Dr. Vause’s house before they saw tbe patients ? Oh, yes;
before they saw the patients.
'
'
^'ave ^ou eyer known them to go to the patients first, and then to Dr. Vause’s house ? I cannot say.
2087. Have you ever seen the patients put into these solitary cells ? Yes; but only the very worst of them.
2088. Were these patients very destructive ? Tes, very,
2089. Are they always put into these cells in a naked condition ? Yes; they would tear their clothes if
they had any on to tear. When they were put iuto the rooms they would cover themselves up with the
straw. They play with the straw, and never seem to want any other covering.
2090. Were these patients visited at night-time? The matron always went her rounds at 7 o’clock.
2091. But was there no night attendant ? I think a night nurse has been on duty since Case Ho. I was
removed.
2092. Before that event was there a night nurse on duty ? Ho ; but we used to be in a position in tbo
wards to hear patients if they were unusuaily noisy.
2093. Were some of these patients of very dirty habits? Tes, very.
■
2094. Was any convenience provided for them in these rooms ? Hothing ; if they had had utensils,
they might have killed themselves with them.
2095. Had they no gutta-percha utensils P Ho; they tore them up.
2096. Would not these rooms be in a frightful condition, in the morning ? Tes: they were in a very
bad state indeed.
2097. Dr. Garran.'] Supposing you wanted to get a cup of tea or coffee for yourself at nigbt, could you
get it ? Ho, sir.
2098. Could you get any hot water, or warm drink of any kind ? Ho, sir.
2099. Mr. McGowen.] Did you ever know a nurse cruel to a pa.tient? No; I cannot say that much.
I never saw a nurse strike a patient. There was one patient, Case Ho. 23, whom another patient scrubbed
with a scrubbing brush while in her bath.
,
[Witness withdrew.]
TEVESDATt
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Esq., M.L.A.

Dr, Vauso was also present to hear evidence and examine witnesses on his own behalf.
The Rev. E. D. Madgwick sworn and examined:—
2100. Rrcshlcnt.] This Commission was sitting for the purpose of making full and diligent inquiry into Rev. E. D.
certain complaints and allegations made against the management of Bayview House Asylum. We, as Mftdgwick.
the Commission, understand that you are one of the chaplains visiting the institution, and we should like ISNow^SM1
to hear your evidence upon what you have seen there during your visits. Are you one of the chaplains at
Bayview House? Yes ; I am the Church of England Chaplain there.
2101. How long have you been there in that capacity ? About two years.
2102. Do you visit the institution regularly ? Yes ; every Thursday afternoon at about 3 o’clock,
2103. Do you hold religious services there on these occasions ? Yes; I hold a service, and then I spend
the rest of the afternoon among the patients.
2104. Have you been called to visit the institution suddenly in cases of emergency ? No.
2105. Have you ever visited the institution on days excepting those on which you pay your regular visit?
Yes; occasionally I think I have, hut I have taken no note of the dates.
210G. Did you always visit the institution at regular hours? Yes; my custom was to arrive there at
3 in the afternoon, conduct a service in the chapel first, and then I would go through the whole of the
establishment.
2107. What was your general impression formed on what you saw on these occasions of the management
of the institution ? It was very favourable.
2108. Have you ever heard any complaints made by the patients concerning their treatment?'^Never; I
never heard a single complaint, and I may say hero that 1 was never more surprised in my life than when
I read of these charges being brought forward in the Legislative Assembly.
2109. Did you ever have any conversation with the attendants or nurses while on your visits ? Yes.
2110. Did they ever complain to you of the treatment of the patients ? I never heard a complaint from
either patient or attendant.
2111. In your general visitation, after conducting the service, did you inspect minutely the clothing worn
by the patients ? No ; it never occurred to me to make such an inspection.
2112. Have you visited similar institutions elsewhere ? Yes; I was chaplain at Gallon Bark for nearly
seven years.
jr.g'j
2113. Having visited the two institutions, and having had an opportunity of seeing the management and
the patients in both, do you see any great difference between the treatment of patients at Bayview House
and those at Callan Bark Hospital for the Insane ? No; I see no difference, except that the institution
at Bayview is more homely and more like a private gentleman’s residence. The treatment and discipline
at both seems to me to be about the same.
2114. Over what hours of the day did your visits to Bayview House extend ? I arrived there at 3 in
the afternoon, and generally left at 5. The service occupied about three quarters of an hour, and the
rest of the time I spent in going over the institution.
2115. Is it always known and understood at the institution that Thursday and 3 o’clock in the afternoon
is your visiting time ? Yes ; that is the hour fixed by Dr. Yauso and myself.
*
2llG. Have you received any special calls to the institution ? I think I have been asked to go once
from the parsonage to see a certain patient, whoso name I forget, but who was at that time sick in bed.
Dr. Yause then asked me to go and see that patient, and I went.
2117. When you saw this patient sick in bed did you find him and his surroundings clean, and did you
think he was properly attended to in every way ? Most certainly I did. I never saw any. indication of
dirt or untidiness or neglect on any occasion I visited the asylum. The bed-clothing was scrupulously
clean, and so were the clothes of the patients themselves.
2118. Did Dr, Yause always manifest a proper interest in his patients ? Yes, I thought so. He has
always personally taken me to see them,
2119. Did it always strike you that he took interest in these unfortunate people and in his work ? It is
quite evident to my mind that he did so. As far as my experience goes, I can safely say Dr. Yauso
always manifested a fatherly interest in the place and in the patients—just such an interest as I should
expect from the head of an institution of that kind.
2120. Dr. Gairan.] Do you think that the time of your visit being fixed everything could be prepared
and put in proper order for your visit ? 1 have never heard of it being done, and I do not think special
preparation could be made, because I was at liberty to go into every part of the institution,
2121. Did you ever drop upon the place unexpectedly, so as to pay what may be termed a surprise visit?
No ; it never occurred to me to do so. I never saw anything on my ordinary visits which would lead me
to think or suppose for one moment there was any necessity for such watchfulness,
2122. President.] When you were making those ordinary rounds, were you ever taken into an isolated
building in the courtyard? Yes.
2123. Did you ever see anyone sick lying in this room ? No; I saw the room itself—I may say rooms
for there are two.
'
2124. Did you see these rooms, or cither of them, before the complaints were made concerning Case
No. I ? lam not quite sure ; I think I saw them before ; hut I know I saw them afterwards.
2L25. Did you go, as a matter of curiosity, to see them after tbc particulars of Case No. 1 had been
made public? Acs; I saw the room he occupied.
2126.
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B'. D. 2126. "Was it clean and tidy then ? Tea.
Madgwiek. 2127. Had you seen that room before ? I think so, but I have no distinct recollection of it.
16Not~1894 2128.Were you ever called to administer religious consolation to a dying patient ?
No.
■'
’ 2129. Have you been called on any accasion to see a female patient in the single cells on the women’s
side ? No j I never rendered any religious service to a sick patient in the isolatedwards on the female
side. I can speak with the greatest definiteness. I can say with certainty I never had any suspicion of
anything being wrong in the management or treatment of the patients.
2130. Did you see Case No. 1 himself while he was there? Yes ; I saw him on one of my visits to the
institution, and ho was then in Dr. Yause’s reception-room.
2131. Did you see him in his private apartment ? No; only in the reception-room.
2132. Dr. Garran.} "When you saw him was he sufficiently tranquil to talk rationally ? No ; ho was very
escited, exceedingly irrational, and anything but physically strong. Dr. Williams had remarked to mo
that he thought his case was utterly hopeless, and I could only endorse that opinion after seeing him.
2133. Mr. McGowen.'] Did you see these ten or cloven rooms, in which tbo women were kept isolated,
before that patient’s affair became prominent ? I have been through all of these rooms.
2134. Did you examine these rooms before the 20th of last May? Yes; I have been through them
frequently before the 20th of last May.
.
2135. On seeing those rooms before that date did you notice any window in the back wall opposite the
door? Yes.
2136. Have you seen any alterations in those rooms since then ? No ; I have not noticed any alterations.
2137. Did you not notice that there arc now two windows in these rooms instead of one? No; my
observation of the rooms was not so particular as to enable me to notice whether there were two windows
or not. I have a general recollection of the rooms,
2138. President.'] When you went into the room and saw a window high in the wall opposite the door, do
you think if another window had been put over the door you would have noticed the change ? I did not
notice the change, but I know there have been a good many alterations made in t,ho institution of late.
2139. Do you mean that alterations and improvements are being made to provide additional comforts for
the patients ? Yes.
2140. Hare all these alterations been made since the initiation of this inquiry? No ; I do not think so.
2141. Do you infer then that alterations are made from time to time with the sole desire of making the
place more comfortable and homely? Yes ; ever since I have been chaplain of the institution I have soon
workmen about the place making improvements, both in the garden and in the premises.
2142. If, then, you saw an additional window or door being put into any part of the building would it
strike you as anything extraordinary ? No.
2143. Dr. Manning.] Are a good many of the patients who attend the religious services fairly sensible ?
Yes.
2144. Are some of them quite rational when talking to you ? Yes.
2145. Have these patients an opportunity of speaking to you in a quiet way without interference from
attendants or any one else? Yes ; they very often do speak to mo, too.
2146. Do they ever complain to you of their treatment? I have never had a single complaint, and I may
add that on the other hand at the time this matter was broached in the Legislative Assembly some of the
patients were rational enough to talk the subject over with me, and to ask me to defend Dr. Yause by
writing to the newspapers.
2147. Were those Government or private patients? Private patients.
2148. Were there some, then, intelligent enough to be fully acquainted with the facts of the ease ? Yes;
they discussed it with me, as I say, and suggested that I should write a letter to the newspapers defending
Dr, Yause. I subseqently did write to the Editor of the Sydney Morning Herald, but the letter was not
published.
2149. Do you receive any consideration from Dr. Yauso for your services as chaplain ? Oh, yes ; I get
£20 a year, and I had more than at Callan Park.
2150. Will you say there was every opportunity for patients to make a complaint to you if they chose to
do so? Certa’nly. Sometimes they would complain in a general way by asking such questions as “ Why
am I here ? ” “ Why am I not allowed to go home ? ” These are but natural questions from an insane
patient, and I used to try to pacify them by giving some soothing answers. I did not, however, regard
these as any complaint against their treatment.
2151. Mr. McGowen.] Do you not say that these improvements .were going on continually, and yet you
did not see that an extra window had been in each of these single rooms ? I said I did not take any
particular notice.
2152. Did it ever strike you that one window covered with a shutter was a sufficient means ef admitting
light into these rooms ? Ido not remember any window being covered with a shutter. In speaking of
general improvements, I may say that they are so numerous, or have been so numerous of late, that it was
my custom to see work going on in connection with the new dwelling which is being greatly enlarged and
improved, and other improvements going on in the old premises. It has never struck me for one moment
that any improvement was being made or designed to defeat in any way the present investigation.
[Witness withdrew'.]
■•

•
The Eev. Edward M. O’Callaghan sworn and examined :—
2153. President.] Are you in attendance on the Roman Catholic patients at Bayview House? Yes.it
coming within the boundaries of my district.
2154. Are you a paid chaplain ? Yes; I get 10s. per visit.
2155. How long have you been in attendance on the patients at Bayview House ? Since July, 1SS9,
I think.
’
2156. During your attendance there to minister to these patients, have you had every possible opportunity
of conversing with them and of observing the general management of the institution ? I have.
2157. What is j’our impression, formed from this experience? Very satisfactory ; I have never noticed
anything I thought to be unsatisfactory, improper, or in any way undesirable. 1 have been there a good
many
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many times late at night, on special occasions, and I have never known anything happen of which I could Bcv. E. D.
complain.
■'
O’Callaghan.
2158. Have you paid special visits to sick patients at night as well as your ordinary visitations during the 15Mo^I894.
day ? Yes.
'
2159. Have you ever made a general inspection of the institution by going about the grounds, and over
the whole of the house ? Yes,
J fa o
fa
>
2160. Have you been through the wards ? Yes.
2161. Can you recollect any occasion on which any attendant has specially complained to you of the
neglect or had treatment of any patient? Ho ; I do not know of any such occasion.
2162. On the whole, then, is it your impression that Bayview House Is a well-managed institution ? Yes.
j.163. Ha\e you had any experience in similar institutions ? I have not had exactly the same experience,
but I have soon two or three institutions of this nature.
"
2161. Having been so long associated with this institution do you say you have never been unfavourably
impressed with its management? Certainly not; on the contrary, I have always been most favourably
impressed so much so, indeed, that X should he glad to be put there myself if such circumstances were
to arise as would force me to seek the aid of my fellow men, as these unfortunates do,
2165. Hid. you ever have your attention called to a separate call across the courtyard, away from the
main building, in which Case Ho. 1 was placed? Yes; I know the room you mean. I believe Hr.
Hethermgton showed it to me on one of my rounds.
2166. Hid you ever see a patient in this cell? Yes, I did; I attended one poor old Italian who died
there.
2167. kCivG you ever visited the female patients in the single cells and in the dormitories on the Govern
ment side? Yes ; I have been in several dormitories.
2168. Ho you remember the eleven or twelve separate cells opening on to the verandah ? Yes.
olvn' tv j ^°U eVCr ' —1 au^ Pa^®11^8 ^ere ? 1 do not remember having visited patients in them.
2L70. Hid you ever visit patients in them ? Ho; those patients I have visited specially were generally
in a dying state.
r
j
r,
j
2171. Were some of these patients fairly intelligent? lres; some of them,
2172. I)id you ever have an opportunity of conversing with them ? Yes.
2173; Brom the information they have given to you did it ever strike you there were any cases which
required investigation? Iso; I never heard anything like a complaint which could form the basis for
investigation 1 have seen several of the patients separated, spoken with them confidentially, but have
never received any complaint,
2174'. Were you ever at the institution during meal times? Ho; I was generally there before meal
times.
°
J
21/5. Did you ever notice anything peculiar about the dress of the patients, or as regards their cleanlio\°y/ ‘ w BaW llothinS beyond the fact that they appeared to be dressed comfortably, and they were clean.
2176. Were your visits made to Government or private patients ? There was no distinction made in that
way. I visited both.
2177. Hid you visit under ordinary circumstances at a regular hour—for instance, for the celebration of
mass ? Yes ; generally in the forenoon, at 11 o’clock.
oTfao'
^0U
^0l' ^bat duty once a week ? Sometimes ; and sometimes once a fortnight.
2179, 2If}\ McGowen.) Hid you ever receive any complaints from the attendants or from any particular
attendant regarding the treatment of patients ? Ho.
2180. Did an attendant named Josephine MacKay write you a letter ? Ho.
oioo' w y?u ^now ^ytbing about Case Ho. 19 ? I cannot recollect the patients by name.
2182. Was it known at the institution when you would regularly visit the asylum? I think so, for I
only went there at stated times.
”
2183. Was it your usual practice to come for the performance of religious duties once a fortnight ? Yes.
fbe special occasions ivhen you were sent for to see sick or dying persons, would you go to the
establishment m the night-time ? Yes.
J b
2185. Did you go straight to see the patient for whom you were sent? Yes.
j" Haye ^0l1 ,aul_ bnowiedge of the room in which Case Ho. 1 was kept ? I mav know the room ; but
J did not know7 that that particular patient was there, until his removal became public.
2187. Have you specially examined that room since ? Ho.
2188. When you visited the institution on special occasions were you taken direct to the place where the
sick patient was ? Yes.
r
nloo
Al'e “VOli satifificd w'th tlie general management and cleanliness of the institution ? Yes.
OTtli rtT i 6 ever aDy special comPlainfc miuie to you about the treatment of the patients ? Ho.
21J1. Lt has been stated to us that when official visitors and clergymen arrived at the institution patients
w7ere specially prepared, and the place put in good order for these occasions ;—wdiat is your opinion of a
rumour or statement of that kind? I think it is utterly valueless.
2192. Hid you have every opportunity of making full observation of, and holding free conversations with
the patients ? Yes.
2193. Have you administered the sacrament to the patients ? Yes.
2194. Have you been with patients at confession ? Yes.
2195. Ho you say that no serious infringement of the rules could occur, and that a patient could not be
neglected in any way without the fact being brought fully to your notice ? Yes, I do. J know, too,
that several have lett the institution, and are now living outside in my district, and whenever any allusion
is made to Jmyview House they always speak moafc favourably of theiiiRtitution.
2196. Ho you remember administering the last rites of your church to Case Ho. 17, in Hecember 1893 P
1 do remember some such case.
’
'
^id
fldmi1,lister the last rites to that patient ? Yes ; in the third bedroom from the end.
oion rrc
P0111*'
before you left? Yes ; we thought she had already died,
-19J, JJr. t'ause.] Ho you know if there has ever been any special preparation made for your visits ? I
do not know that there has.
'
2200. Ho you sign the visitor’s book when you attend the institution ? Yes.
LWitness withdrew.]
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TUESDAY,
\The Commission met at

11

20

NOVEMBER,

1894.

a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Ojficei]

present

Tub Hon. Sir ARTHUH RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING-,
I
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR M.cGOWEN,
of the Insane.
•[
Esq., M.L.A.
Dr. Yause was also present to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.
_
Josephine Mackay sworn and examined:—
Josephine 2201. President.'] Were you at one time an attendant at Rnyview House ? Yes; I was employed there
Mackay. £or a year aTLCl three months.
_
2202. At about what time were yon employed there? I went in April of last year, and left in May or
’
June of this year.
...
.
2203. By whom were you engaged when you joined that institution ? By Dr. Yause.
2204. Do you romemher signing the hook when you were engaged ? No : I do not remember that. A s
far as my memory serves me, I merely received a copy of the rules and regulations of the establishment.
2205. Did you pay particular attention to those printed rules and regulations ? Yes.
.
2206. Did you read them over carefully, and thereby understand the nature of your duties? Yes. .
2207. What was your special duty in connection with the institution ? I was engaged as an assistant
nurse, or under nurse.
,
2208. What was the nature of the duties devolving upon you in that position? I was engaged in
domestic duties, and in looking after some of the patients.
2209. Had you an opportunity of seeing the general management of the institution? Yes.
2210. Did you have an opportunity of seeing what clothing was provided for the patients ? Yes.
2211. Yras that clothing ample and satisfactory ? It was not ample.
_
_
2212. Which of the patients wore in your charge ? I had charge, at different times, of patients on both
sides. The first part I was engaged on the Government side of the institution—some five or six months,
I think.
■
,
2213. Where were you employed during the remainder of your stay? I was employed in the private
patients’ part of the institution for four or five months before 1 left.
2214. Did you ever remark that the clothing of the patients was scanty ? Yes; I saw that for the
Government patients it was scanty, especially in the winter-time. I do not think this was Dr. Yause’s
fault—1 think it was the matron’s fault.
2215. Was there an ample stock of clothing in the storeroom ? I do not know', but if there was an ample
stock in the storeroom we did not see it.
_
2216. Did you observe that the patients -were not properly clothed ? The supply of clothing was scanty,
especially for the winter climate.
_
2217. We have been told that some of the clothing was of a poor description—an inferior quality ;—was
that so ? It was of very poor quality.
_
2218. For instance, the stockings the women had on, what quality were they ? A very poor quality.
2219. In what way ? They were of the poorest quality, and very often in a ragged state.
_
2220. Was the amount of rood supplied sufficient in quantity and of good quality? The animal, portion
of the food was sufficient.
2221. Was there a sufficient supply of bread? The bread was not often sufficient.
2222. Do you think the patients had enough to eat? Yes; I consider they did; but I do not recollect
all details in connection with the food.
2223. Did they get sufficient to eat at all times ? Yes ; I think so. Their appetites varied, and some ate
considerably more than others.
2224. Was your attention called at any time to the ten or eleven cells on the Government side of the
institution? Yes.
2225. Have you seen patients put in those cells at night? Yes.
2226. What state were they put in ? They were undressed, and a kind of mattress made of straw was
put in the room with them, ■
.
2227. Did they have any underclothing put on them at night ? No.
2228. Were they always put in these cells naked ? Yes; for fear they might injure themselves if they
had clothing on,
2229. Were they always put in naked as far as you know? Yes.
2230. Do you know' any exception to this rule ? Yes; there was one patient, a Case No. 24, who was
allowed to wear a nightdress and underlinen.
2231. Was she put in with night-clothes on, and the other patients put in these rooms naked ? Yes.
2232. Do you remember seeing a room in a detached building where Case No. 1 was put to sleep at night?
Fes.
2233. Hare you frequently seen him put into that room ? Yes.
2234. Was he undressed and put in in the same way as the female patients ? I do not know. I never
saw him undressed. ' It was the duty of the male attendants to look after him.
2235. Did you ever hear any conversation about his treatment ? No; all I heard was, however, they
used to take away his clothes. They used to undress him inside the room and bring his clothes away.
2236. Were there any night attendants to look after the patients kept in these separate cells ? No ; if
the patients wore noisy or very excited an attendant would go down to the cell and give the patient a
sleeping draught of some kind.
'
2237. But did any one attendant go round at night to see that the patients were all right ? No ; unless
we were disturbed by palients being exceptionally noisy, and then a nurse would get up and see what was
the matter.
2238.
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2238. "What lime did you go to bed generally ? We were supposed to retire at 10 o’clock, but very often Josephine
we were up later than that. All lights were out at ]0 o’clock.
Mackay.]
2239. Supposing you wanted to get a cup of tea, cocoa, or other refreshment, during the night, was there
any provision for obtaining it ? iS7o.
» ov.,1894.
2240. Did you ever see any provision for obtaining refreshment of this kind P No.
2241. "With regard to the bathing of the patients was that done systematically at stated times ? Tes ; they
were bathed every Saturday afternoon as a general rule, but whenever dirty patients required a bath they
got it.
”
2242. Were the patients then always kept as clean as possible ? Yes, certainly, for our health's sake as
well as their own.
2243. Were you satisfied, on the whole, with the institution and its management, or have you any com
plaint to make concerning any irregularity which came under your observation? It is such a long time
since I was there that I have forgotten a good deal; I do not remember.
2244. What was the reason of your leaving the institution ? A patient chanced to escape. It was the
custom for me to keep my keys under my pillow. This patient slept in my ward, but she had a habit of
constantly wandering about the room at night On one night 1 slept unusually sound, and the string of
my keys came from under the end of the pillow. This patient, in wandering about, saw the string and
took the keys. When I i\oke up I missed the keys. We searched all over the place, but could not find
the keys. Some time afterwards she made her escape, hut I do not know how she escaped.
2345. Were yon dismissed for that? Tes. She delivered up my key the day I was leaving. In the
meantime she wont home for a week. Sbo came back to the institution, and brought a key with her
which looked like my pass-key.
2246. Did you report the loss of those keys to Dr. Yause? Yes ; I did.
2247. What did he say? Ho called me to account. 1 told him 1 suspected that, Case No. 24 had the
keys.
2248. Were you dismissed because of these circumstances ? Yes; I was dismissed on account of the
patient escaping while I. was in charge.
2249. Have you seen Dr. Yause passing in and out of the institution ? Yes ; he always made his daily
visils, except when he was ill from his accident.
2250. Before that accident happened did you see him regularly attending to the patients ? Yes ; he came
through the institution every day at dinner-time, and on any other occasion when ho was wanted.
2251. Did any accident occur to any of the patients while you were there? Yes ; there was one poisoning
.
accident.
2252. Was there any other accident? Case No, 17 used to knock herself about very much.
2253. Did you see anything of a serious character in the way of accidents while you were there? I do
not remember anything now.
2254. It would he as well for you to tell us all you know ; you need not be afraid; all we desire to know
is the truth and the whole truth ;—do you remember any other accident? I do not remember any other
case. I may remember it, later on ; I do not remember it just now. T know Case No. 17 was ill for a
week or a fortnight,
2255. Were any of the rooms much troubled with rats ? No ; but there were rats about the yards and
in the sheds. The rooms were not troubled with rats ; they were troubled with bugs more than anything
else. The patients’ heads were very much troubled with vermin. They were very much neglected in
this way.
2256. Mr. McGowen.'} Do you know that in the evidence you are now giving you are on your oath ? Yes,
I do ; and T know I am speaking the truth.
2257. Do you say that the patients, in your opinion, were treated properly ? It may have been the kind
of treatment suitable for the insane, but I should not like to be subjected to it, nor to see any of my
friends treated in the same way.
2258. Did yon ever make any complaints to anyone about the treatment of these patients ? Yes.
2259. Did you ever complain to Dr. Yause about it? No ; hut ] complained to the matron several times.
2260. Did you complain about the food supplied to the patients ? Yes.
2261. And about ihe clothes? Yes.
2262. About the bedding? Yes; I complained that the bed-clothes were not sufficient for winter
climate, and they were of a very poor quality.
2263. Did you ever complain to the liev. Tather O’Callaghan by letter? I simply commented on his
letter which had appeared in one of the newspapers.
2264'. After you left the institution did Bather O’Callaghan w’rito a letter to one of the newspapers ?
Yes.
2265. Did you write to him subsequent to that? Yes.
2266. What did you say in your letter? Just a few words, telling Father O’Callaghan that he had little
or no experience of the management of the place. I told him he only came there to celebrate the rites
of the church, and that he had little opportunity of seeing anything of the institution and its working.
2267. Did you say in your letter that things were altogether different while he was at the institution on
his religious duties to what they were on ordinary occasions ? I said something to that effect, but 1
cannot recollect the exact words I used.
2268. Did'you ever WTite to Mr. Nugent Eobertson, one of ihe official visitors, on the same subject?
Yes.
2269. Complaining about the treatment of the patients ? Yes.
2270. Did you ever complain to Dr. Manning ? No.
2271. Do you say that the women were put in these cells naked ? Yes ; and with very little covering in
the winter time; all they bad for covering was a kind of an old rug. The mattresses and rugs put into
these rooms in the day-time were taken out at night. Dr. Yause did not know of this at all.
2272. At what time were these patients put in the rooms at night ? At about half-past 5, and never
later than 6 o’clock.
2273. Did each of these rooms contain a window in the wall facing the door? There was a kind of a
shutter.
2274. Did you put the patients in that room ? No.
2275.
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2275. Did you see other nurses do so ? Tes.
.
2276. Did they pull this shutter down when they did that F Tes; to stifle the noise. There was also a
'
little observation hole in the door.
_
20 Hov., 1894. 2277. Were these patients put in between the hours of 5 and 7 at night, and did all the nurses go to bed
at 10 ? Tes.
.
2278. As far as you know, were nurses in the habit of looking through these observation boles unless the
patients made a noise ? No; they only looked through if there was an unusual noise, and patients were
heard knocking themselves about.
2279. How many of these single rooms are there ? Six or seven, I think, with a bath-room at the end.
2280. Were patients put in each of these rooms every night ? Tes.
_ _
2281. Was there a mattress in all of these rooms? There were bags of straw. The mattresses put in in
the day-time were taken out in the evening. Some of the patients would not sleep on a mattress. One,
Case No. 15, would hot sleep in a bed.
_
2282. Do you say that the mattresses were put in the rooms in the day-time and taken out at night ?
Tes.
‘
,
„ _
2283. Is it not at night-time that the patients would want to use these mattresses ? les.
2284. Did the nurse have instructions to take these mattresses away ? I do not know. She may have
had instructions from the matron.
_
2285. Did you ever take them out? No ; I had nothing to do with them.
2286. Did you ever sec any rooms containing nothing but loose straw—no mattress at all ? Tes ; Case
No. 15 would not sleep on a mattress.
_
2287. Have you been in these rooms in the morning immediately after the patients hayocome out? _ Tes.
2288. Did you ever see any utensil in that room at these times? Tes; I saw an indiarubber one in the
room of Case No. 24,
_
2289. Did you see one in any other room ? No ; not in the rooms occupied by Government patients.
2290. Did Case No. 17, whom you spoke about a minute ago, die at the institution ? Tes.
2291. Did you hear that she had her thigh broken ? No; but when she was dead 1 knowthat her
stomach was very much inflamed and discoloured.
2292. Was Case No. 17 very ill before her death? Tes.
2293. For how long? She was ailing for some lime. She had a total loss of appetite for from seven to
ten days before her death.
_
_
•
2294. Did you give her any medicine ? No ; I know she had no food during the time I mention. We
used to try to force her to eat, but she would not take food.
_ _
'
2295. Did you complain to the matron, about this ? Tes : the matron knew of it.
2296. Did you give the patient any medicine from Dr. Yause ? No ; I was not in charge of thewoman,
oxeopt that I was with her three days before she died.
_
2297. Did you give her any medicine during those three days ? No ; I was not entitled to give her any.
2298. Did you see anyone else give her medicine? No ; 1 heard she got no medicine.
2299. Do you know a woman named Case No. 23 ? No.
^
2300. Did you ever see any nurse in tbc institution behave cruelly to a patient? I saw Nellie M'Bridc
hit a patient on the back with a boot.
.
,
.
.
2301. Did you ever hear or see a scrubbing-brush used on a patient ? No; I think I heard something
about one patient scrubbing another.
__
_
_
2302. When the visiting doctors come to the institution, do you get any intimation of their arrival ? Oh,
yes ; we always know when they have arrived.
2303. How do you know? We hear from the nurse who admitted them, or from the matron. Wo then
prepare the patients. We undress them, then dress them again in more suitable clothes.
2304. Is it the custom to make the patient ready on these occasions ? Tes.
2305. To change their clothes and generally make the appearance of the institution different ? Tes.
2306. Was it customary at all times that you should know of the arrival of the visiting doctors at Dr.
Yause’s residence? Yes.
_
2307. Did you ever tell the other nurses of their arrival ? Yes ; sometimes I did.
2308. Did you ever let them know when Dr. Cox came, or did you ever go with Dr. Cox when he came ?
I saw him there several times.
_
_
2309. Did you ever get a piece of paper passed on to you saying that the doctors had arrived, and to
make haste and get the patients ready? I do not remember. I think it must have been Jessie Fuller
who received this piece of paper.
2310. Did you know Case No. 12 ? Tes.
2311. Was she ever in the single cells at night ? Tes.
2312. Did any of her friends ever come.to see her ? Tes; her father.
2313. Was he ever shown the room in which his daughter slept? He was not shown the cell.
2314. Was he shown a different bedroom altogether? Tes, by Mrs. Gilchrist, who on that occasion
asked me which was tho best bedroom, and I told her the one near the door.
2315. Did she show Mr, * * * this bedroom ? Tos; I suppose so. I was not in theroom at the
time.
_
2316. Did you take Mrs. Gilchrist to account for showing the father this room as if it were his daughter's
bedroom ? Yes.
2317. While, as a matter of fact, the daughter was sleepiog in one of the single cells at the time ? Yes.
2318. Did you ever know Case No. 12 to sleep in that room which was shown to her father ? No. She
was so noisy at night that she was put in one of the single cells as a refractory patient.
2319. Did you ever see any sleeping draughts given at night to noisy patients ? Yes ; we used to give
them bromide of potassium.
2320. Did Case No. 12 get any draughts at all ? Yes ; she got several.
.
2321. On one occasion while you were there did Dr. Manning express a wish to see the dinner that was
given to the patients ? Tes; somebody complained about the food, and Dr. Manning, when on one of his
official visits, remained to dinner.
2322. Was there any difference between that dinner and the dinner usually served to the patients ?
Tes ; it was a better dinner on that day.
2323. Much better ? Oh, yes.
2324.
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2324. When the friends of patients came to see them were the patients prepared for the visit by having Josc.phino
different clothes put on them ? Tho patients were always made tidy and presentable on these occasions, Mack'1""'
because they very often disarrange their clothes and became in a state unfit to sec anyone sometimes.
2325. President.] Did you ever see the clothing taken from one patient and put on another patient to
‘
make her presentable when her friends came to see her P I saw this done once but 1 really forget the
name of the patient.
2326. Do you say that yon have seen it done? I saw one nurse use the clothes of another patient ouce.
2327. Did you ever hear any orders given to the effect that no one should see patients until they had
been made ready for the interview ? Yes, I have heard it. Patients’ friends might come at an incon
venient time.
2328. How long after tbc visiting doctors arrived would it be before you could get the patients ready ?
I should think about 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour. The visiting doctors generally remain in libe
office a little while. In the meantime we get the patients ready, and then the doctors would come through
the wards and inspect.
2329. Do you say you do not remember any accident occurring to a patient;—do you know Case Ho. 25 ?
Yes.
2330. Did she get her head cut ? Not that I know Of. There was a patient, Case No. 15, who had a boil
or some eruption on her head, and there was another patient, Case No. 26, who fell while in a fit and cut
her head.
2331. In your experience did any patient have her head cut owing to the cruelty of any attendant ? I
do not know.
2332. Is what you say that the patients should have food and better clothing, that they are not properly
clothed, and that they should have sufficient bedding ? Yes, the food is better in tho private part of the
institution, but, speaking generally in regard to the food, ,1 think the cooking is a lot responsible.
2333. Are you sure that you complained to Mr. Nugent Hobertson? Yes, and what I said was true.
233d. How did you complain to him—personally P No ; 1 wrote him a letter.
2335. Did you also write a letter to the Bev. Falher O’Callaghan ? Yes.
2336. What did you say in that letter ? 1 said in effect, that Father O’Callaghan did not know how the
institution was managed—that when lio camo on visits everything was prepared. All he did was to
celebrate tho rites of the church, and speak a few words fo the patients.
2337. Did Father O’Csllaghau make any special visits ? Yes, and visited patients who were sick and
dying. I went for him on one special visit to see Case No. 17 ; she was just dead when we arrived.
2338. Was she dead when Father O'Callaghan saw her ? Yes, she was dead when he came ; when we
saw that she was about to die I went for him, and when I came back with tho priest the patient was dead.
2339. Dr. Garran] When you went to Bayview House had you had any previous experience in asylum
work ? No.
2340. Were you quite unacquainted with the way insane patients arc managed ? Yes.
2341. Whatever you had to do in the nature of duties, had you to he taught how to do it by the other
attendants or by the matron P Yes, I had to be told ; but I bad very little to learn.
2342. Had you been a nurse previous to your engagement at Bayview House ? No; 1 had been accustomed
to domestic duties.
2343. Did you, as an attendant, have to sleep with the patients in one of the large dormitories? Yes,
latterly, but not at first.
2344. Were they quiet patients ? I slept in the refractory ward, and the patients there at times were
very troublesome.
2343, After you had gained some experience with these women did you think it would have been safe to
allow the women who wore put in the single rooms to have remained in the large dormitory? Not always,
for there were times when the patients were better away from all others.
2346. Do you think it was necessary to put a patient in each of tho ten or eleven single rooms every
night, or could some of those patients have slept with safety in the large dormitory ? Not. at all.
2347. What harm would they have done? 1 dare say, some of them, like Case No. 23, for instance,
might not have done any harm.
2348. Would most of them have done harm in the large dormitory? Case No. 15 would have, for she
had to wear mits in tho day-time.
2349. After you had gained some experience, and had seen what was necessary to be done—supposing
you had been in sole charge, would you have felt it necessary to put these women in separate cells at
night ? Yes.
2350. Do you think, then, that putting them in these single rooms is really necessary P Yes, in some cases.
2351. Do you think women are put in those cells unnecessarily during your time? Some arc dirty
patients, and are better put in cells by themselves, and some are much more mischievous than others, and
would tear up bedding and their clothes.
2352. Did the patients ever tear up the sheets or blankets in the ward ? No; 1 did not see that they did.
2353. What bedclothes did tho patients have in your ward? In the summer-time they bad a straw
mattress—lused to call it a bag made of canvas filled with straw—a pair of sheets, a kind of under
blanket, a pair of other blankets, and a counterpane.
2354. Do you say that they had a pair of sheets ? Yes.
2355. Wo have been told by another witness that it was the custom to fold up the sheets about 4 o’clock
ovory afternoon and put them away;—was that the practice in your ward ? It was not tho practice ; but
there were a few dirty patients, and their sheets were folded up and put away, hut it was not the general
custom to remove the sheets from the beds.
2356. Were women of cleanly habits allowed to have sheets at night ? Yes, and in the winter-time there
wore extra blankets. There were twelve extra blankets given out at the Grovemment end. Tho matron
1
ordered me to take these off the beds in the day-time, to fold them up, but to put them on again at
night-time.
2357. Did the patients have the benefit of these extra blankets at night-time ? Yes.
2358. Were there any sheets or blankets put upon the beds in the day-time merely for show purposes
and taken away at night ? I do not think so; hut still there were some patients whose sheets were
removed because of thcr dirty habits.
2359.
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Josephine 2359. Do you think that in the winter-time the patients were warm enough during the night ? Xo. not
Mackay.
all of them, for some patients would have more clothing than others. Those patients able to complain
. __
.
would set more clothing. There were some so insane as not to know the difference between warmth and
20Nov.,lSMseold *
8
2360. So then the patients who were well enough to know the difference got more bed clothing, and would
those not well enough to know have to go short? Tes. I saw them very often cold. I had a double
blanket myself, and was warm enough with that supply, but. I should have been cold if I had only had a
single blanket.
■
2361. Did the patients seem to he cold in the morning ? Tes, some of them were very cold.
2362. Did they complain ? Tes, and wo could see they were cold.
2363. Do you think they were cold because they had not sufficient clothing at night ? Yes, they were
shivering.
'
.
2364. Are you sure about the patients being allowed to sleep in the sheets at night? Tes, excepting the
two or three patients who were dirty.
2365. Did any of the other nurses talk to you about the deficiency in clothing ? Tes ; Jessie Fuller was
always speaking about it.
2366. In the winter-time were the patients allowed to wear warm flannel petticoats ? Tes, some of them—
those who had them or could get them.
2367. Was there any difference in the clothing then ? Tes, in this way: some were well enough to know
they were not sufficiently clothed, they would become noisy and get additional clothing, while those who
were not well enough to look after their own interests were put upon.
_
2368. Ton were speaking about the food—do you think that tho fault of the food was in the cooking ?
Yes, very often; but beyond that there was not sufficient of vegetable diet.
_
2369. Did you notice while you were there that patients fell away in condition ? Very often they fell
away, hut that may have been due to their complaint.
_
2370. Regarding these women who were put in the single cells, do yon think if the nurses had put on
them night-dresses that they would have been torn ? Case No. 15 would have tom her night-dress ; but
I do not think Case No. 23 would have done so.
2371. So far as you observed were any women put into these cells without night-dresses who would have
been quiet in their night-dresses ? I really forget the patients,
_
2372. Supposing you had charge of these women and you found that they tore their clothing during the
night-time, would you put on fresh clothes ? Tes ; I certainly should renew the clothing,
2373. If they tore their clothing every night would you renew it? Yes, if necessary; the patient must
he clad.
_
_
_
2374. In your sleeping-room was it usual for the patients to throw off the clothing during the night?
Some of them would ; one patient, Case No. 27, would never get into bed. She had a delusion that the
devil was in her bed. She would sit on the floor and take her clothes ofF—and I have very often lifted
her into bed after she had taken her clothes off.
2375. Was it a common thing for patients in your room to take their clothes off ? No ; nobody would
become quite nude.
2376. Was it usual for patients in your ward to tear their clothes ? Sometimes they would shred them.
2377. Who was the matron in your time ? Bridget Morrisey and Miss Fuller.
2378. In that paper which you signed and read over so carefully at the time of your engagement, does
not the first rule say that you personally must complain to the Medical Superintendent of the Institution
if anything improper is done in your presence or to your knowledge ? Tes, I suppose so.
2379. Did you ever complain personally to Dr. Vause? No.
^
2380. Notwithstanding the obligations you incurred when you signed that paper ? No, I did not.
2381. President.] Did you write two letters making complaints ? Yes ; one to Mr. Nugent Robertson
and one to Father O’Callaghan.
...
_
...
2382. Had you an opportunity of speaking to the official visitors ? Yes ; hut the official visitors never
gave us any encouragement to speak.
_
_
2383. What do you mean by encouragement—did they not speak about the patients ? No. _
2384. Did they never ask whether the patients were noisy or whether they were improving in health ?
Never to me.
_
,
2385. Were you not in charge, and did you not accompany official visitors on their rounds of inspection ?
Tes ; but I never opened my lips to the official visitors, 1 thought their visit was only a matter of form,
if I may he allowed to express an opinion.
...
.
2386. Was it not the common practice for the official visitors to ask the nurses questions about the
patients? No; I never heard them.
2387. When friends came to visit patients did it ever fall to your duty to take these patients to their
friends? Yes; several times.
_
_
2388. Were you present during the interview between the patients and their friends ? Tes.
■
2389. Had yon an opportunity then of speaking of the patients to their friends ? I never spoke.
2390. Was anyone else present at these interviews ? Not very often.
_
^
2391. Did you ever make any complaints to the friends of the patients concerning tho matters you have
referred to tp-dav while you were in the institution ? No; I remained neutral in tho matter.
2392. Did you ever report any of these irregularities to Dr. Vause personally ? No.
2393. Did you sign any book when leaving ? No.
2394. Did you sign the book of obligations, general rules, and instructions ? Tes.
_
2395. Did you read over, or were those obligations ever read over to you ? No ; I regarded it just as a
matter of form.
2396. When you went to the institution did you not read over the rules ? At first, whenthe rules were
given to me, 1 did, and 1 endeavoured to carry them out to the best of my ability. .
2397. Were you ever on night-duty with sick patients ? Tes.
2398. How often ? Only a few times with Case No. 18, who died there.
_
2399. On these occasions was provision made for you to obtain during the night the necessary comforts
for the sick patient, such as hot coffee, tea or cocoa, or warm milk or water ? No.
2400. Was Ihere any gas-stove or fire by which you could warm these things ? No. There was no gas
in the establishment, except a heater for making water warm in the bath-room.
2401.
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2401. Could you get into the kitchen ? No : it was locked.
Josephine
2402. If you could not get these necessary comforts if they were wanted, what was the use of sitting up Mackay.
with a sick patient? We eat up in case she died in the night.
b 1
^
2403. Had you any provision made for her comfort ? No ; there was nothing given to me.
20 Nov., 1894.
2404. Were there any stimulants in case they were wanted ? No : I am quite sure there were none.
2405. Any hot cocoa, coffee, or milk ? No.
2406. Was there any stove of any kind for making hot water? No.
2407. Did you ever hear of any other nurse having been on night duty? Yes; Jessie Fuller.
2408. What was the reason of that duty ? A patient was sick, and somebody was inquired to sit up with
her in case site diet). Dr. Sinclair remarked that it would be advisable to stay up with the patient.
2409. Was Dr. Sinclair in attendance at Bayview House then? Yes.
'
2410. Did he prescribe any medicine for patients? Yes. Ever since the accident to Case No. 26 the matron
always administered medicines; the nurses were not allowed to do so.
2411. What was the nature of that accident ? The patient got an overdose of bromide of potassium and
was poisoned.
’
2412. After this accident, was more care taken in the administering of medicine? Yes; medicine was
administered by the matron, and in her absence by the sub-matron. I have received medicine from the
matron and administered it according to directions.
2413. Do you know if the patients objected to oi-preferred sleeping in these single rooms ? It was no use
objecting ; they had to go, like or dislike.
2414. Was it a regulation of the institution that these patients should sleep in a single room ? Yes • and
very often they were not fit to sleep in a room with other patients,
J
2415. Did they in the day-time ever say they did not like to go into these rooms, or did they appear to go
in willingly and quietly ? Oh, no, nothing of the kind ; but they had to go in.
°
2416. Do you know a Hr. Henry Gearey ? Yes; J. have seen him once he called on me. He found out
my address. lie wrote to me, and I called on him by appointment afterwards.
2417. Did you make to him any report about the state of tilings in the institution ? Yes.
2418. While you were a servant at the institution? No; but about a month ago, and I have not seen him
since until about half an hour ago.
2419. Have you made any report to any other person except the two letters you wrote while you were in
the institution ? I spoke to her husband about Case No. 24, saying that I thought it advisable to take her
home.
2420. Did you complain to any other person whilst you were in the employment of the institution other
than making the complaints you mention? No. I have been often asked questions about the place but T
have said nothing one way or the other.
'
t
>
■
2421. Did you say anything to anybody about witnesses being paid so much per day for giving evidence in
tins inquiry ? No.
j
&
e,
2422. Did you mention to anybody the amount that would be paid to witnesses for giviim evidence ? No •
but I always understood that if a witness were called to give evidence he or she would be paid according to
the salary being received in ordinary employment, together with the expenses for the day
0
2423. J)r. Maiming.] What gave you tho idea of speaking to Mr, * * * about his wife? I did not
have any particular idea ; I was not asked bo speak.
2424. Had you any idea of taking charge of the woman if she were released from the asylum? No.
2425. Hr. Vause.'] Did you suggest that she should be removed ? Yes.
’
2426. Did you sign the usual form of obligation. [Booh produced with signature attached} ? Yes ■ that is
my signature.
J
J
2427. Did you not by signing that promise as a condition of employment that you would report to the
Superintendent anything improper which camo under your notice? Yes, and I kept that promise to the
best of my ability.
1
2428. Did you not promise to tell the Medical Superintendent of anything improper that came within your
presence or knowledge *? Yes.
J
2429. If you made such a promise, and say that irregularities took place, why did’nt you report to me?
Because I was repulsed. I reported to the matron instead, thinking that was the proper courseWhen J
went there first 1 often felt inclined to speak, and should have spoken if I had not known that it was
considered my duty to mention these matters to the matron.
2430. Who was the matron at this time ? Bridget Morrissey.
2431 If you saw anything wrong taking place, and you did not report it to the Medical Superintendent,
would you blame the Superintendent for this occurrence ? Certainly not.
2432. Did not a lady patient escape from the institution three days before you left? Yes.
2433. Was she in possession of a pass-key that had previously belonged to vou ? Yes, it bcloimed to me.
2434. Did you not have to leave the institution because of this matter ? Yes.
&
’
2435. Did you not leave the door of the donnitory unlocked on several occassions ? No, not that I know of.
2430. Is it not a fact that in consequence of leaving that door unlocked that the patient escaped ? I do
not know. Ihe patient says so. I did not leave the door of the donnitory unlocked, and my pass-key was
gone several months before the patient escaped.
*
J
2437. Was there not a padlock on. the side of the door for additional security ? There may have
re been, but
I never had any instructions to lock that door or use that lock.
2438. When did you first make Gearey’s acquaintance ? About five weeks ago. He called on me and I
visited him by appointment. I understood from him that I could be compelled by Government to give
evidence, and that I had better tell him all I knew about this matter.
”
2439. Before this inquiry began did you leani from ..any source tho rate of payment of witnesses ? No.
2440. Did you over mention to any of your friends or to any person that witnesses would be paid at the
rate of 6s. per day and all expenses? No; 1 did not know the inquiry was going on until I received a
summons to give evidence before it. I had no communication with anyone, except Mr, Gearev, up to that
time. I have not had any intercourse with anybody since then.
*’
2441. Before this inquiry was instituted, was your intended evidence and that of other witnesses printed or
typewritten ? I have not seen it printed or typewritten. It could not have been. I only called on Gearey
once, and then had about an hour’s conversation with him.
i:,442"
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Joaeplnoe 2442. Did you give the names and addresses of any persons or person prepared to give evidence adverse
Mackay. ^ BayV;ew House and its management? I gave the name and address of Kachel Kelly, a former
'7T A ' ' attendant at the asylum, whose opinion about its management is the same as my own, I have not met
~ 0V-’
•
sjnco Case No. 1 became prominent, nor have I heard from her.
^
2443. Did you visit .Mr. Cearey:s residence before this inquiry began 1 "Ites ; once.
2444. On what date 1 About two or three weeks ago.
244.0. Did you visit Hr. Gearey at his house? Yes; he called on me, gave me his card, and told me to
call on him, which I did. His address then was No. 0, Brisbane-sfcrect, Surry Hills.
2440. Did you visit Mr. Gearey on tho afternoon of Monday, the 29th of October, or thereabouts? I do
not think it. was on a Monday. I only visited him once, tivo or three weeks ago.
2447. Did you them see tho'intended evidence in print or typewritten? No; I have seen Dr, Yausc’s
report, but no evidence of any other kind.
_
2448. Did you ever urge anyone to go to Gearey who would give evidence against the management of
Bayview House? 1 was under the impression that‘Gearey was one of the Commissioners to be appointed
to investigate these matters. He did not tell me that, but T had an idea he was one of those making an
inquiry, or else he was a detective or something of that sort.
2449. ‘Were you informed before this inquiry began that efforts were being made to prevent Dr. Manning
from sitting on this Commission? Yes ; I was.
24b0. Who informed you of this circumstance ? Margaret Macleod.
_
...
2451. Did you expect a billet or any other reward as a result of your giving evidence before tins inquiry 1
No.
.
.
2452. President.] Has anyone spoken to you about any position likely to be given you after this inquiry ?
Yes; Margaret Macleod,
2453. What did she do or say ? She said something about the influence of gentlemen engaged on this
Commission being sufficient to get me some situation of importance. This was said in the course of
conversation.
2454. Did Margaret Macleod say this much to you ? Yes : she said there was a possibility of that kind,
not so much for me, but for herself.
_ _ _
2455. Did Gearey ever say anything to the effect that, by giving evidence, there wras some possibility of
your getting a situation ? No.
2456. Was it then only loose talk between yourself and Miss Macleod ? Yes,
2457. Dr. Fame.] Did you ever hold out to anyone a prospect of a billet on account of giving evidence
before this Commission? No.
_
_
245S. Did you mention such a thing to a person named Kachel Kelley? Yes; I may have said something
to her.
2459. Was she formerly an employee at Bayview' House? Yes.
2460. Is she now employed by somebody residing at Gladesville? I do not know. She was at Hunter’s
Hill when I got her address.
_ _
2461. Did you ever urge Rachel Kelley to give to Mr. Gearey any information against the institution?
She is of the same opinion as myself. I did not give any information because I did not think of that.
2462. Did you ever tell her it would be greatly to her advantage to do so? I believe I did ; not so much
to give information against the institution, but I said if she would come and give evidence as a wdtness it
might Oe to her advantage.
■
2463. Did you ever take her to Gearey with this purpose in view' ? Yes.
2464. Did you tell her that all her expenses would be paid and that she would be able to secure one of the
best billets afterwards ? Yes.1
2465. Is this you handwriting ? Yes. [Zetter/landed in as/otfows] :—
My dear Rae,
Paddington, 2 Zulu Terrace, Thorne-street.
I would have written long ago but I lost your address. There is a Royal Committee formed to inquire into the
Bayview House, composed of the most influential men in Sydney, and we are all giving information against it, I hope
yon are still in sympathy with the patients, if so it will be greatly to your advantage, but you must lie quick, as the
inquiry commences on Saturday or Monday. You will meet us all again, Jessie Fuller, Margaret M'Leod, Bridget, Rose,
Alice, and Lizzie Verity. The only friends that Dr. has is Kitty and Nelly, Go atonce and see Mr. Gearey, the clerk, or
if you come out to me 1 will take you ; do not delay, I am going to-night and our evidence is printed in type. If you come
out to me take the tram to AVaverley right to the terminus, cross through the Council Chambers gate just at the terminus,
and anyone will show- the house right opposite the Council Chambers—a littlo cottage. All our expenses will be well paid,
and we will be able to secure the best billets afterwards through the interests of the Committee. They are knocking Dr.
Maiming off the list; they think he is in favour of Bayview.
Ever your loving friend,
Josephine.

Wire when you come out. If you do not come they can compel you ; there is no court-house business ; just appear
in the Town Hall before the Committee privately ; Gs. a.day expenses paid. Call at Gearcy’s at once.—Josky.

2466. How long after writing that letter did you see' Gearey ? To the best of my knowledge, three or
four days.
2467. Did lie tell you that he would be able to secure you the best billets ? Maggie Macleod told me.
When I wrote that letter I was encouraged by wliat I beard from Maggie Macleod.
2468. Did you enclose in you letter Mr. Gearey’s card ? Yes.
2469. Is this the card [produced]: “Henry Geary, at the side of Mark Foy's, 1 door, 9 Brisbanc-strect,
Surry Hills”? Yes; that is the card.
2470. Did you read the letter Gearey wrote? No,
2471. Did he read the letter you sent to Rachel Kelley ? I don’t know.
2472. President.] YVhen you wrote this letter did you submit it to Gearey? No; as far as I know ho
never saw it, and knows nothing about it.
2473. With regard to the mattresses taken out of the single rooms, do you know how many mattresses
were in each room 1 There were two in each room every day, but one was taken out at night and one was
left in.
2474. Dr. Vause.] Wore there not two special horsehair mattresses made for quiet patients? Yes.
2475. Did every other patient have an ordinary straw mattress in her room 1 Yes.
2476. Were these two horsehair mattresses regarded as special mattresses? Yes.
2477. What did you do during the ten months you were there in tho way of preparing patients when
official visitors or their friends visited the institution ? I helped to change the dresses. Sometimes we did
not take off the old clothes, but slipped other dresses over the old ones.
2478.
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2478. Did you have a double supply of clothing for that ? Some things were quite new, and we put them Josephine
Mackay.
over the old.
2479. Was not case No. 12 of an excitable disposition ? Yes.
20 Nov., 1894.
24S0. Did she have ns many ns three straw mattresses in her room 1 I think she had as many ns four to
the best of my belief. I know the floor was covered with mattresses to prevent her knocking herself
about.
2481. Did not this patient occupy tho hospital when she was quiet, and was she not removed on account
of her excitement 1 I do not know.
2482. Did not she return to the hospital after she became quieter in her conduct 1 No, not in my time.
2483. Did you ever write Mr. Nugent Robertson an anonymous letter 1 [Wo answer.]
2484. Was it an anonymous letter that you wrote to Father O’Callaghan ? No.
2485. Did you write any other anonymous letters! No.
2486. Was your letter to the husband of Case No. 24 an anonymous letter! No, I do not think it was.
2487. Did you sign your name to it ? I do not know ; I forget.
2488. President.] Did you sign your name, or some nom deplume? I cannot recollect. I cannot say
whether I signed my name or no.
2489. Dr. Vause.] Have you written any anonymous letters to me! No.
2490. Is Case 23 a particularly dirty patient? Yes,
’
[Witness withdrew.]
Rachel Kelly sworn and examined :—
2491. President.] Where are you employed at present? With Miss Betts at Gladesville.
2492. How long had you been there 1 I was with her about five weeks, and then I went to Mrs. MakinRachel
son, and I am now back with Miss Betts.
Kelly.
2493. Wore you ever employed at Bayview House Asylum ! Yes; I left there on the 28th of January
last.
20 Nov., 1894.
2494. How long had you been there 1 Eleven months. I went there on the 28th of February in 1893.
2495. Did you make your original engagement at Bayview House with Dr. Yause ? Yes.
2496. Did you sign the usual obligation 1 Yes.
2497. Did you see a printed paper containing the rules and regulations and instructions to attendants ?
Yes.
2498. Why did you leave the institution—did you leave of your own accord ? Yes.
2499. Did you get a certificate of character from Dr. Vause when you left! Mrs. Gilchrist gave me one
for Dr. Vause.
2500. What were your duties while you were at the asylum ! I was in charge of the Government patients
while I was there.
2501. What is your impression as to the nature of the food and clothing supplied to tho Government
patients—was it sound and of good quality 1 Yes,
2502. Was the food well cooked ? Yes.
2503. Was the clothing always sufficient ? Yes.
2504. Was it always clean ? Yes.
2505. Was it ever in a ragged condition ? No ; the clothing was never ragged, unless it was torn by
destructive patients.
2506. Do you know whether the friends of patients came to see them ! Yes.
.
2507. Was any special provision made in regard to patients on these occasions?
No, only to make
them tidy.
2508. Were any clean dresses put upon the patients? Yes.
2509. Was the clothing taken off some patients and put on other patients about to be visited by their
friends ? No.
2510. During all the time you were there were you an attendant upon Government patients? Yes.
2511. Have you seen the official visitors come to inspect these patients ? Yes.
2512. Did you ever speak to them ? No.
2513. Did they ever ask you any questions in reference to the patients, as to how they were cared for and
so on ? No.
2514. When official visitors came to the institution, were you notified of their presence by Dr. Vause?
No. Dr. Vause usually came round with them. The matron used to say generally when visitors had
come. She would send word so that we could get the patients together, as sometimes they were scattered
about.
2515. Remember now you are on your oath, and we want to know what time elapsed between the matron
letting you know the official visitors had arrived and the time they came through the ward ? I can hardly
tell. Sometimes it was longer than other times.
2516. Speaking generally, what do you think was the length of the interval ? I should say about a quarter
of an hour or 20 minutes.
2517. Could you get the patients tidied and ready and all together in that time ? Yes.
2518. Do you remember the cells in which the patients were put at night ? Yes.
2519. Had you anything to do with putting the patients in them ? No; I never put them inunless I had
instructions.
2520. Was it part of your ordinary duty to put the female patients in those cells at night? No.
.
2521. Did you have any opportunity of observing the condition of the patients put to sleep in those single
rooms? Yes.
2522. Were they as a rule dirty, troublesome, and destructive? Yes.
2523. Were the majority of them of this description ? Yes.
2524. Were there any clean and quiet patients at all put in these rooms? Yes, one or two.
2525. What articles of bedding were placed in these rooms with the patients ? A strawmattress and
canvas rugs lined with blanket.
'
■
.
2526. Were these articles always given to them? Yes, in the main.
'
207—1
2521

i
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Rachel
■Kelly.

2527. Were any patients ever put in the roum naked? Yes, I think one or two were.
2528. But as a rule these rugs were given to them to keep them warm and comfortable while they were in
the cell? Yes.
20 Nov., 1894.
2529. On the whole, were you satisfied with the arrangements of the institution? Yes.
2530. Have you any complaint to make about any irregularity while you were there? No.
2531. Did any accidents occur to any of the patients during your time at the institution? Yes; there was
the one poisoning case, hut. I do not remember any other accident.
2532. Were the Government patients, as a rule, quiet patieuts? Yes. At times some of them might he
a little excited. I never found any trouble in managing them.
2533. Do you say that Dr. Yause visited his patients regularly? Yes ; daily.
2534. Did you ever send for him hurriedly on account of sickness? No.
2535. When the clergymen came to the institution did they always come at stated times? Yes.
2030. Was everything prepared for their visits—suchj for instance, as making the patients clean and tidy ?
Yes; they were got ready to go to church.
2537. Was there always an adequate supply of clothing for this purpose ? Yes; T always got sufficient
clothes for them.
,
2538. With regard to night work ;—what time did you go to bed ? About 10 o’clock as a rule.
2539. Were you ever on sick duty ? Yes ; there was a sick patient in the ward I was sleeping in, and T
used to get up in the night to give her a drink.
2040. A drink of water ? Yes.
2541. Not a drink of tea, coffee, cocoa, or milk ? No; not on the Government side.
2542. Was there any provision made for supplying a warm drink at night if it were wanted ? No; there
was a fire, or the means of making a fire, in the dining-room, but you would have to light it.
2543. Then there was no actual provision for anything of this kind ? No.
2544. Mr. McGtntxn.] Do you say that there was a fire laid in the dining-room ? Yes.
2545. Could you get a cup of cocoa or coffee if you wanted it? The materials were kept in a cupboard in
the dining-room.
2546. Had you a key of that cupboard or tho dining-room ? No; the girl in charge of the dining-room
had that.
2547. Would you have to knock that girl up to get the key, supposing you wanted to get a cup of cocoa or
tea? Yes,
.
'
2548. Did you ever do that—that is, knock the girl up for this purpose? No; T. never had any
occasion,
'
2549. How many Government patients were in your ward ? Fifty-two.
2550. Had you any private patients there ? No ; the private patients were in another part of the
building.
2551. Had you any previous experience in lunacy work before you went to Bayview House? No.
2552. Are there not eleven of these single cells used by female patients? Yes,
2553. Was a patient put in each of these rooms every night? Not always. Sometimes a patient would
he better, and able to sleep in the large ward. When this was so she was put in there for a change. That
might happen occasionally. 2554. Generally speaking, however, were these cells occupied at night? Yes.
2555. Was there much light in these cells ? No, not a great deal.
2556. Was the room very dark when the door was shut ? Yes.
2557. Would you consider it a dark room in the daytime when the door was shut ? Yes : it was dark when
the door was closed.
2558. How many windows were in these rooms ? One in each, high in the wall opposite the door.
2559. Generally speaking, was there a patient in each of these cells every night, and in nearly all the cases
were the clothes taken away ? Yes.
2560. Did you ever see any utensils in these rooms ? Yes; there were two made of india-rubber.
2561. Were there not more than two? No.
2562. At what time were the patients put into these rooms ? Usually a little before 7 o’clock at night.
2563. What time were they taken out in the morning? Between 6 and 7 o’clock.
2564. Did the rooms occupied by dirty patients smell strong in the morning when the patients were taken
out? Yes; some of them.
2560. Did you make it a practice to look through the observation holes in the doors of these room before
you went to bed at night? No ; that was not part of my duty.
2566. Do yon know if anybody else did ? T think the matron did.
2567. Did you ever see her do it ? No.
2568. Do you know any night attendant whose duty it was to go round and see these patients ? No.
2569. Were you at Bayview House while Case No. 17 was a patient ? Yes ; she was a private patient there.
2570. Was she ever an inmate of your ward? No.
2571. Was she ever put in the single cells ? 1 believe she was put in for one night.
2572. When was that ? I cannot exactly remember. She may have been put in oftener. I was called on
one occasion to assist to put her in.
2573. Were these cells kept for the use of Government patients ? Tt was Government patients who used
them as a rule.
2574. Were you at Bayview House when Case No. 17 died ? Yes.
2575. Have you any knowledge of the time she died ? T cannot say exactly ; it was sometime in the
•evening,
*
2576. Were you in the room when she died? Not exactly.
2577. Did they send for a clergyman when she was getting near the point of death ? Yes.
2578. Was she dead before the clergyman came ? I cannot tell you, but the matron said she breathed after
the clergyman came. 1 was not in the room at the time.
2579. Was she very sick before she died ? Yes ; she seemed to be ailing for a long time.
2580. Would she take her food ? T have seen her refuse to take her food.
2581. Do you know whether she got any medicine while she was sick ? No.
2582. Do you know a patient named Case No. 12 ? No, sir.
2583.
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Rachel
2583. Did you ever put her in a single cell 1 No, I do not remember.
Kelly.
2584-. Do you say that Dr. Vause passed through the institution on a tour of inspection every day 1 Yes.
2585. At what time 1 About dinner-time.
20 Nov., 1894.
2586. Did you ever hear any complaints made to Dr. Vause about patients being treated cruelly 1 No.
2587. Did you ever hear any complaint in regard to their general treatment 1 No.
2588. Do you know if any of the patients were treated cruelly 1 No.
2580. Have you heard any talk amongst the attendants to the effect that case No. 23 had been cruelly
treated ? No.
2590. Do you consider that placing these patients in these single cells—dark cells'according to your own
statement—and leaving them there without anyone seeing them for nino or ten hours, is lit and proper
treatment 1 I cannot say.
2591. Did you sign a paper when you left Bayview House affirming that everything was carried on
properly at the institution 1 Yes ; and so it was as far as I know.
1592. Do you think it was proper treatment to leave patients in these dark cells all night without anyone
seeing them 1 I cannot say. I do not know why they were not seen. Seeing them was not part of my
duty.
2593. As a rule, did all the attendants go to bed about 10 o’clock at night ?■ Yes.
2594. Do you know if there was any night attendant? No.
2595. Had you any idea that anyone went to see these patients in the single cells after 10 o’clock at
night ? I do not know of anyone having done so.
2596. Do you think that the institution -was managed fairly well? Yes.
2597. Was every thing satisfactory ? Yes.
2598. Dr. Darmn.] How many patients wrere in the dormitory where you slept ? I think there were
thirteen.
2599. As a rule, were they quiet in behaviour? Yes.
2600. If a patient became particularly noisy or destructive, what did you do with her? When a patient
became very bad we would put them in a single room. I never had any occasion to put one of mine
there; J generally managed them by speaking to them.
2601. So far as you are concerned, during the time you were there did you have to send a patient from the
dormitory to a private cell ? No; never.
2602. Had you every opportunity of'judging, and do you know, that patients put in single cells were
really too noisy or destructive to remain in the general dormitory? Yes.
2603. Were any patients kept in those rooms without there being necessity for such treatment ? No.
2604. Do you think there was reasonable cause for them to be put in ? Yes.
2605. Do you think there was any cruelty in putting the patients there? No.
2606. Were there any sheets on the beds at night in the dormitories? Yes.
2607. 'Wore you ever instructed to fold up these sheets and put them away so that they could not be used
at night? I had nothing to do with the sheets whatever.
2608. Do you know if it was the custom to take the sheets off the beds about 4 o’clock every afternoon, to
fold them up and put them away? isto. T think there might have been two exceptions where this was
done. That was on account of the patients being destructive and dirty.
2609. Were the sheets taken away for that reason only? Yes.
2610. As far as you know, did all the other patients use the sheets at night? Always, in my experience'.
2611. While you were at the institution do you know if good mattresses and bed-clothing were displayed
merely for show purposes in the day-time and not used at night? No.
2612. So, then, if visitors were to go to the institution in the middle of the day, would they see precisely
the same things as were used at night? Yes.
2613. Are you quite sure that the articles visible in the day-time are used at night 1 Yes.
2614. Did Dr. Vause ever drop upon you unexpectedly—I mean irrespective of his usual daily rounds of
the institution ? Yes.
2615. Were you never sure that he would not cOme through the institution at any moment? No; he
would turn up at any time.
2616. Would you be sure for three or four hours together that Dr. Vause would not unexpectedly drop
upon you ? No, sir.
2617. Did any of the nurses, when talking with you, ever say that the women patients were badly
treated ? No.
2618. Did a nurse named Josephine Mackey ever say to you that the women on the Government side were
treated scandalously ? No.
2619. Did she ever speak to you about the treatment of the patients? No.
2620. Did she ever say a word to you on this subject ? No.
2621. Did she ever complain that the clothing was insufficient in quantity ? No.
2622. Or that they had no bed-clothes at night? No.
2623. Or that the food was insufficient or of bad quality? No, she did not make any complaint to me on
these matters.
2624. Did she complain about anything else ? Several times she remarked that she was dissatisfied with
the place.
2625. Do you think that it was merely that she did not like the place? Yes.
2626. Have you ever seen a nurse or nurses cruelly treat the patients ? No, sir.
2627. Has anyone spoken to you about the management of the asylum since you left the employment of
Dr. Vause, and asked you to give evidence at this inquiry ? No, sir.
2628. Have you ever seen a man named Henry Gearey ? No, sir.
2629. During the whole of the time you were at the asylum did you see anything sufficiently wrong or
mismanaged to justify you in making a complaint to Dr. Vause ? No.
2630. As far as you bad any opportunity of noticing the matron’s conduct was she kind to the patients ? Yes.
2631. Was she attentive to their wants? Yes.
2632. President.] Do you remember receiving a letter from Miss Mackay 1 Ido.
■
2633. Did it strike you as being a peculiar letter or peculiar conduct on her part? Yes ; it surprised me
when I saw it.
2634.
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2634. I suppose it was because of many of tlie remarts made therein being altogether the reverse to what
you now say in evidence 1 Yes.
2635. I suppose you were quite astonished at the statements made 1 Yes.
•2636. Was your experience at the institution quite the reverse? Yes.
2637. Have you received any letter from Henry Gearey ? Yes; I received one the day before I received
the one from Josephine Mackay, and I was quite surprised to get it.
2638. What did Mr. Gearey ask in his letter 1 He told me he would be glad if I would call on him in
reference to Bayview Asylum. I think he told me that there was to be an enquiry, and it might be to
my advantage to call on him.
2639. Wliat did you say in regard to that letter ? I did not reply to it,
.
2640. Have you ever seen Gearey ? Ho.
2641. Do you know him ? Ho.
2642. Dr. Vattse.] Had you charge of the Government patients on the verandah ? Yes.
2643. Would it be your duty to make any changes in the condition of the patients when the official visitors
came if any change had to be made 1 Yes.
2644. Did yon ever put a clean dress on a patient over a dirty one ? Ho.
2645. Did you ever do more than arrange the patients together so that they might be easily seen by tlie
’ visitors, and while doing this straighten their hoods and put their clothes in general good order ? Yes ;
we always put the bonnets straight and make them as presentable as we could. There would not be any
dirty patients, for as soon as a patient was found in a dirty condition she was at once changed.
2646. When the patients were not destructive in their habits, were they not provided with night shirts and
chemises ? Yes, they always had night clothing left on them if they were not destructive.
2647. Do you know if Case Ho. 14 was a private patient ? I believe the matron told me she was.
2648. Do you think that the patients who had no night utensils would have destroyed them if they had
been put in the room ? They might have, and they certainly would not have used them,
2649. Was not Case Ho. 17 very excited when she was placed in the single room ? Yes.
2650. Would it have been dangerous not to have put her there ? Yes.
2651. Was Case Ho. 23 a very dirty patient ? Yes. She was a helpless patient and exceedingly dirty.
2652. Were there nurses sleeping at both ends of the single rooms, near enough to hear any disturbance
that might occur during the night ? Yes.
2653. If a patient was sick was she provided with a night nurse 1 . Yes.
'2654. president.] Some of tlie evidence you are giving is very different from that which we have heard
from other persons—do yon mean to say whenever a patient was sick a night, nurse was provided ? Yes;
but there w;is not a night nurse usually on duty while I was there, except a patient was ill.
2655. Where was the clothing kept 1 In cupboards in tho dining room.
2656. Was it in charge of the matron ? The matron had charge of the clothing there, and I had charge
of other clothing in the laundry.
2657. Was there any difficulty in getting extra clothes when they were wanted ? Ho. If I could not
get the clothing I required from the cupboard I would be able to obtain it from the laundry,
2658. Was there always an ample stock of clothing ? I always had sufficient, and the patients wore well
clothed.
2659. Mr. JfcGowan.] Did you leave the institution on the 29th of January ? Yes.
2660. Do you still say there was plenty of clothes there 1 Yes.
2661. Do you think there would have been any necessity to purchase a large quantity of new clothing in
May or June, several months after you left ? I cannot say, but I think not; but at tho same time I had
no idea of wliat clothing remained in the store.
2662. Can you say whether there would be any necessity to purchase a large supply of clothing three
months after you left ? I cannot say.
2663. Do you think the patients may have been very destructive with the clothing ? Yes ; some of them
were very destructive at times.
2664. Do you say they always had night clothes on ? Yes, except those who would destroy them, and in
cases of that kind they were taken off.
2665. How many patients out of the eleven occupants of those eleven rooms would have underclothing
on ? Hour would be the most to have underclothing on.
2666. Would the others be naked ? It is so long since, I really cannot tell.
2667. Do you not say that the whole of these rooms were nearly always full ;—there are eleven of these
■ rooms, and do you not say that only four of the occupants had underclothing 1 Yes ; four, as near as I
can remember.
2668. Did you ever sec any indiarubber utensils in these rooms ? Yes.
2669. How many ? I think about four or live—two in two of the rooms.
2670. Do you also state that you received a letter from Gearey ? Yes.
2671. Have you got that letter now ? Ho; I showed it to Mr, Makmson, my employer, and he told me
after I had received my subpoena that I must attend and give evidence. He gave Gearey!s letter to
Dr. Manning. That was the letter Gearey wrote to me, and tho one I received from Miss Mackay,
2672. Dr Fatise.] Would not the ordinary requirements of Bayview House necessitate the frequent
purchase of stocks of drapery and dress material 1 Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
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\Thn Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at

11 a.m.]

$«S£ut:—

Tub Hon. Sik Arthur Renwick, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING, .
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of the
Insane.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LED.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dt. Yauso was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.

Mr.
J. Doherty.

John Doherty sworn and examined :—
21 Nov., 1894.
2673. President.] Are you at present employed at Bayview House 1 Yes.
2674. In what capacity 1 As an attendant.
2675. How long have you been there 1 Since the 30th June, 1893,.
2676. Are you senior attendant ? Yes.
_
2677. Have you had every opportunity of seeing the nature of the management of tlie institution, and are
you in a position to say whether the patients in your experience have been well or badly treated ? Yes.
2678. How were you originally engaged ? By Dr, Yause,
_
2679. Did you, at the time of your engagement, sign the usual agreement in a book stating that you would
report all particulars coming under your observation to the Medical Superintendent ? Yes.
2680. Do you remember Case No. 11 Yes.
2681. Were you one of the attendants who waited on the patient! Yes,
2682. With any other attendant? Y"es.
2683. Whom ? Wc generally took him in turns—all the attendants who were there did so.
2684. Was there not a special attendant allotted to him in order that he might lie properly looked after ?
There was always a special attendant with Case No. 1, but not always the same person. I was not always
constantly with him, neither was anyone else.
2685. IV as there not a regular fixed attendant whose sole duty it was to look after this patient? He con
stantly hud an attendant, but not always the same person.
2686. Do you remember a visit being made on the 20th May last by the Medical Adviser to the Government,
Professor Anderson Stuart, Mr, Sager (the Secretary to the Board of Health),'and other persons? Yes.
2687. Was this visit made on a Sunday morning! Yes.
_
2688. Did you see these visitors when they first arrived ? I saw them in the yard shortly after their
arrival.
.
_
2689. Will you state to the Commission the circumstances in connection with their arrival, the conversation
that took place, and what happened generally ? I remember going out to see what the business of those
visitors was, and I think Professor Anderson Stuart said he wanted to see a certain patient. I invited him
or them to go from the yard to the office, and I would send for the Medical Superintendent.
2690. Was that what you always did when visitors arrived ? Yes. Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr.
Sager went round to the office, but there were two other men who stayed behind in the yard. 1. rang the
bell and took the other two round to the office. I saw one of the girls employed at the establishment, and
she went to inform the Medical Superintendent of the presence of the visitors.
2691. Did you then go back towards the courtyard ? Yes.
2692. What happened then ? I went to the other two men and asked them if they wanted to see anybody.
I think they made some reply in the affirmative, and I told them that if they wanted to sec any patients
they must first come round to the oflice. They, however, would not move from the courtyard.
2693. Did you ask them the reason why they were staying in the yard ? I did not exactly ask them that,
but one of them said words to the effect that he knew his duty.
2694. What did you do next? I left them.
_
2695. Did you shortly afterwards come back for the purpose of moving Case No. 1 from the room in which
he had slept ? Yres.
_
2696. Who was with you when you returned ? Another attendant named O’Brien.
2697. When you came back to the courtyard with the second attendant did you find the two men standing
there still? Yes ; they were still waiting.
2698. Was the object of your return to remove case No. 1 for his bath in the usual course? Yes,
2699. Did you do so under any special instructions, or did you do it as a mere matter of routine? Just as
a mere matter of routine.
2700. Did you bring with you the patient’s clothes ? Yres ; we brought with us a suit of clothes.
2701. Can you tell us how long lie had worn that suit of clothes you took with you that morning ? He
had not worn it for long. It was a new suit or nearly new—perhaps he had it a week or two, but certainly
not a month.
2702. Was the suit soiled—dirty and disreputable looking? No; it was a clean suit.
_
2703. Do you know who brought that suit to the institution for this patient? I am not sure, but I think
his wife brought it herself.
'
■
2704. Was it a bad looking suit of clothes ? No ; it was a good suit.
2705. Did you put the patient into that room on tbc previous evening? No : I saw him immediately after
lie was put in though.
2706. But did you put him in yourself ? No; and I was not present when he was put in.
2707. Who was present ? I do not remember now.
2708. Have you been present arid put him in that room under similar circumstances? Yes.
2709. What was the process you generally went through on these occasions? We would take him to the
room, take off his clothes, and put on his pyjamas and a singlet, and make his bed comfortably.
2710. What sort of bed did he use? He had a straw mattress, the covering of which was of strong canvas,
because the ordinary bedding was of no use to him.
2711.
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2711. Why was that? At the time he was very destructive; he was in the habit of tearing everything
J. Doherty, Up_
21 JTov" 1894 2712. When you put him in the cell in this way, did you supply him with blankets? There were strong
1
rugs used, lined with blanket, and be also had a mattress, pillows, and an india-rubber utensil.
2713. Are you sure he was supplied with tlie utensil? Yes.
2714. Now, remember you are on your oath, and are you perfectly certain that a utensil was supplied?
Yes ; he always had that.
2715. When you took him out on the occasion of the visit of Professor Anderson Stuart and others, was
he supplied with the same clothing as you describe now ? The rugs may have been without a blanket
lining because I think he stripped the blanket off during the previous night.
2716. Do you think he did that in the night-time? Yes ; it must have been done tbe night before.
2717. Do you think the same practice might have been followed at any previous time? Yes.
.
2718. Was there any blanket left on the rugs on the morning of that visit ? No ; not on that morning.
2719. Were these rugs large enough to cover a man? I think they were. They were nigs large enough
' to cover any man.
_
2720. What size were these rugs? The rugs were about 6 feet in length by 4 feet 6 inches in width.
2721. Were all the rugs about that size—that is, the three of them? Yes; each rug was large enough to
cover an ordinary man.
2722. Did you notice when you took him out on the morning of the 20th of May whether he had on his
pyjamas? Yes ; they were on him on that morning.
'
2723. Was the singlet on him too ? Yes.
2724. Are you quite certain about that ? Yes.
_
2725. Deferring to the suit of clothes you took into the room that morning, did you put a pair of trousers
over the pyjamas before you took him to his bath ? Yes.
2726. Are you quite satisfied upon that point ? Yes ; I am quite certain.
2727. Did you detect any great smell about the room from which you took the patient? Yes ; there was
some smell.
_
2728. Was there any unusual smell, such as a stale urinous smell ? There was nothing beyond the
ordinary smell. The room always smells stale in the morning. It was, as soon as the patient left it,
scrubbed out every morning, and no smell remained after that.
2729. Whose duty was it to scrub out that room ? Some one of the attendants.
2730. Was it always scrubbed out after it had been used by the patient? Yes.
_
2731. Did you ever notice that the floor of this particular room took a long time to dry after it had beenscrubbed? No ; it would be dry by between 10 and 11 o’clock in the morning.
2732. Would it always be dry by that time? Yes.
2733. Was there a window in the room ? Yes.
2734. Was that window high-up in the wall opposite the door? Yes.
2735. Was it the usual custom to put down the shutter when you put a patient in that room ? It would
be according to circumstances.. It depended upon the weather; if it was a cold night the shutter would
he put down, if it was a warm night the shutter would be left up.
2736. When Case No. 1 was brought out of that room was he shivering much from cold or from any other
cause ? He was not shivering at all.
2737. Did you not notice that he was shivering on this occasion? No ; he was shaky on the warmest
day. He was not shivering from cold when he was taken out on this morning.
2738. Did you notice that the smell of the room on that morning was any different from any other
morning on which he had been removal ? No.
_
2739. It has been stated that on this particular morning that there was a distinct smell of stale urine—
did it strike you as being so? No ; but at the same time I must say that this particular smell might be a
little stronger as soon as the door was opened. The patient was in a comparatively speaking small room.
He did not use a utensil, and therefore the room might have smelled,
2740. Why did you put a utensil in the room if he did not use it ? Because it is the custom.
2741. Did the patient ever object to go into that room ? No.
_
_
2742. Did you ever hear him say that he did not want to go into a stable at night? He might have said
that he was sleeping in a stable.
2743. But did he ever object to go into this place? No.
_
2744. How long, according to your recollection, was Case No. 1 placed in that room—was he ever sleeping
in any other part of the building? Yes, he was.
_
2745. When was he brought over from the dormitory and placed in that separate cell? I. am not quite
certain of the date.
2746. Do you think it was eight or nine months before the time he was removed? No, not so long as
that.
2747. Was it six months before that time ? 1 think it was between six and seven months.
2748. Was Case No. 1 during this time, a dirty, destructive, noisy, and excited patient? Yes.
2749. Did what I have.said embrace his general characteristics as a patient? Yes.
2750. Before he arrived at this stage, what room did he occupy? He occupied a room downstairs,
opposite the reception room. Following that, he occupied a room upstairs.
2751. Before tlie patient was removed into the place he called a stable, did yon sleep with him ? Yes; I
slept with him for a time until he became cross at night, very noisy and destructive. He would put his
mattress on the floor and would attempt to got the contents of the mattress out, and then wc saw that his
' was a case for solitary confinement.
2752. Did ho ever use violence towards you ? Ves, lie did ; he was often violent.
2753. Did you think that when he arrived at this stage he ought to bo put under restraint? ^t'es.
2754. What form of restraint would you use? I^e never used any form of restraint while he was in
that room,
2755. Is there any doubt about that? No.
2756. Under orders of the Medical Superintendent was the patient removed to a separate cell? Yes;
that was an order given within my own knowledge.
2757,
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2757. Did the Medical Superintendent give that order to you ? I heard him give the order.
2(58. To whom did you hear him give that order? Dr. Yause told me he was going to remove the
patient.
27ofh Did Dr. Yause give any particular reason for making the change in regard to Case No 1 f Yes ;
lie said lie considered that he would be better sleeping by himself, as he was at that time in a very noisy,
restless, and excitable condition.
2760. Do you remember his having a black eye ? Yes.
2761. How was that caused ; was it an accident? One of tho attendants took him to the water-closet one
evening. After lie was there, he got up from the seat and attempted to put his hand down into the pan.
When tlie attendant tried to stop him he became restive, and he bumped his head against the edge of the
seat.
''
2(62. When the official visitors came to the institution were the patients on the male side taken into a
room away from the main body of the building ? Yes.
2763. Did you accompany them ? Yes.
2764. Always? Yes.
2765. When friends came to see patients, were the patients made clean and tidy before they were taken
from the ward ? Yes ■ we used to wash their faces and brush their hair.
2766. ^ Were fresh clothes put on them ? No ; except when patients were unable to look after themselves.
Nothing was done to the ordinary patients.
2767. Not when official visitors came-to the institution ? No.
2768. Noton occasions when Dr. Manning, Dr. Cox, Mr. Nugent Robertson, and other gentlemen camo?
No ; it was always the same.
2769. When these official visitors arrived at the institution had you any notice'of their coming, between
the time that they arrived at the office and when they were present in the main building? Yes.
2770. Did you ever' get any notice that the visitors were there in the office while you were in the ward ?
Yes ; sometimes. Word would be sent round that the visitors had arrived.
2771. Did you then put the patients in order. No,
2772. Did you not put the patients right ? No.
2(^.3, Did you ever have to do anything like that? 1 am quite certain we never did anything like that.
27/4. When tho official visitore came round the institution did they ever ask you how the patients were
progressing, or did they enter into conversation of that kind ? No, not much.
2/75. Did tliey ever do or say anything of that kind at all,—did they ask you any questions about the
patients, or go into the matter of routine as to the manner in which the institution was managed,—were
the official visitors accompanied on these occasions by Dr. Vause? They were always accompanied by
Dr. Vause, and questions were asked of Dr. Yause, and if the doctor could not answer he would refer
to me.
2716. What kind of food was supplied to the patients before this investigation took place, and what is
the kind of food supplied since;—has it always been satisfactory according to your idea? Yes, it was
always very good food.
2777. Was it well cooked 3 Yes.
2778. Were you always satisfied in this matter yourself ? Yes, quite satisfied.
2779. Do you, as an attendant, receive the same food as the patients? Yes, just the same; except that
some of the patients might have a little better.
2780. How does that come about 3 Perhaps some of the patients would have more variety of food than
1 jvould get myself. That is what I mean when I say that patients might have better.
2781. What did the patients generally get for breakfast ? They would have chops three or four mornings
a week, steak, bread and butter, and jam.
2/82. Did they get a plentiful supply of eggs? Not very often. Some of the patients would get bacon
and eggs on a Sunday morning. We would not, and that is why I sav that some of the patients had
more variety of food than we did.
*
2783. What, as a rule, did you have for dinner? Roast mutton, boiled mutton, roast beef, and boiled
beef, alternately.
■
2784. Was the diet changed about from day to day ? Yes. We always had two kinds of vegetables
besides the change in meat, as well as soup and pudding every day.
”
2785. What did you have for supper or tea, whichever you may call it ? Sometimes cold meat, and some
times stew.
‘
2786. Did you have meat three times a day ? Always, and there was also a supply of bread, butter and jam.
2787. In your experience was the cooking satisfactory ? Certainly.
’
2788. Did you ever get beef-tea at, say, 11 o’clock in the day ? There were two or three patients who
got it always.
2789. Do you mean that patients who required it got it? Yes.
2790. Was Case No. I specially treated in regard to diet? He always got everything lie wanted, no
matter the hour; he had cocoa, milk, beef-tea, or any tiling else.
'
2791. At what time did you go to bed at night? Generally at about 10 o’clock; that is the rule of tlie
institution, except when I am on night-duty.
*
'
2792. Have you ever been on night-duty ? Yes.
2793. How often ? Latterly on every alternate night.
2(94, Does that mean always since you were first engaged at Bayview House? No, only since Case No.
1 was removed.
“
8795. Does that mean that you have been on night-duty after Case No. 1 was removed to that isolated
cell—since then have you been on night-duty regularly ? “Yes.
'
2796. Were you on night-duty during the period that Case No. 1 was in that cell 1 Yes.
2797. How often did you visit him ? Every two hours.
2798. Did you do so regularly ? I had certain instructions to the effect that if I thought he was asleep I
was not to disturb him, hut on no occasion was I to leave him for a longer period than three hours,
whether he was asleep or no.
2799. Did anybody take this duty on alternate nights with you ? Yes, an attendant named O’Brien and
other attendants,
■
2800.
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2800. Were you provided with medical comforts for this patient, supposing lie required them during tlie
J. Doherty, night? Yes.
21No^ 1S04 2801. Where did you keep these things 1 In the cupboard in the dining-room.
_
v''
‘ 2802. What were the means for making a cup of tea, cocoa, coflee, or any other warm drink, if such were
required ? There were every means to do so at a fire in the kitchen.
2803. Was not the kitchen door locked every night? I never found it locked.
2804. Are you quite sure on this point ? I always found it open. I am quite certain about that.
^
2805. During the whole of your experience do you mean to say the kitchen was never locked at night ? No.
2806. Was the dining-room locked at night? NTo.
2807. Were there cupboards open, and available to male attendants ? Yes.
2808. Was that fact generally known to the attendants ? I think so; at all events they ought to know.
2809. Supposing we have had evidence from other witnesses to the effect that there was no such provision
for obtaining these things—what would you say? That these witnesses must have been mistaken.
2810. Do you know, as a matter of fact, tliat attendants on the male side could obtiiin these things ?
Yes. There has been always available a supply of tea, cocoa, sugar, and other things which could bo
procured during the night.
2811. Was anyone in the dining-room looking after these things in the event of any case of sickness?
We could always find them in the cupboard.
_
2812. Was there always a fire in the dining-room by which an attendant required to sit up all night could
remain? Yes ; there was always a fire in the winter-time, and whenever one was required.
2813. But in the summer-time was a fire required in the dining-room ? No ; but there was always a fire
if we wanted to prepare tea, or coffee, or a warm drink in the kitchen.
2814. Had you always a store of these things ready? Yes; we could always get anything we wanted
like that.
.
2815. Did you ever hear of any eases of accidents in the institution;—do you know of anything in .this
direction that happened to a patient named the Case No. 4? Yes; I heard something of that.
2816. Do you remember whether this accident resulted in a small wound in his head ? Yes.
2817. Was he a poor miserable old gentleman who was unable to look after himself ? Yes. He had to
be put to bed at night.
2818. Who was his attendant? I think it was a warder named Mackenzie,
_
2819. Did Mackenzie ever tell you that the patient’s head, or a wound in it, had been eaten by rats during
the night? Yes; I think he said that rats had been at it.
2820. Did you ever see the wound in his head ? Yes, I saw the wound,
2821. Did you notice any difference between the size of the wound on the night the wound was made
and the next morning so that you would be able to say if it was likely that rats would have made that
wound larger? As far as I am able to judge I can safely say that I saw” nothing in the difference in tlie
size of the wound that might not have occurred through the patient rubbing tlie dressing off
2822. What was the size of the wound? I think it was about half-an-ineli long.
2823. Latterly, after the man Mackenzie told you about the rats being in the building, was the wound
any larger than it was at first, and ragged about the edges? No.
2824. Was it a clean cut? Yes.
2825. Was this fact brought specially under your notice? Yes, it was,
2826. Supposing we have evidence to say that a rat was seen to jump from under his pillow; that blood
was seen under tlie pillow;—could that possibly be true, and you know nothing at all about it, if you had
charge of this man? I never heard any tiling at all about it.
2827. Did you ever hear about a rat eating at this wound ? No.
2828. Did you ever hear about rats infesting the bedroom at all ? No, except that Mackenzie said that
he thought a rat had done it. I saw no grounds for such a belief. I simply thought that Case No. 4
had rubbed the dressing ofl’tlie wound. The wound was dressed again, and it was all right in a very short
time afterwards.
2829. Reverting to these single rooms, were they cleaned every morning ? Yes, they were.
2830. After they had been properly cleaned, did tliey smell at all offensive ? No, not after they had been
cleaned out.
2831. Did Dr. Yause make a round of the institution regularly? Yes.
2832. At what time of the day did he do so? He came round at dinner-time every day.
2833. Besides coming round everyday at dinner-time, did he ever drop into the wards unexpectedly?
Yes, he would come in two or three times besides.
2834. On these occasions did he walk through to see the institution and ascertain generally how the
patients were getting on ? Yes,
2835. Has any change been made or has there been any addition to the single rooms since you joined the
establishment? No; the single rooms were always the same. There has been no change at all as far as
I can see.
2836. Are the shutters in the single rooms drawn up every day ? Always.
2837. Supposing we have it in evidence that a witness saw cobwebs on the joints of the shutter or window',
indicating that it could not have been pulled up between the time that must elapse before the cobwebs
could be made by spiders, do you think that is true ? No ; it w'ould not lie true.
2838. If it has been, stated to us on oath that unbroken cobwebs were seen on tliat shutter, wrould that be
true ? No ; it could not be true.
2839. Did you ever see any muffs used on patients ? No.
2840. Did you ever see any patient put in a chair and fastened down? Never.
2841. Did you ever sec a sheet or strap used for any patient of extraordinary violence, or was there any such
rule observed in reference to dirty patients? No ; I think not, In fact I am quite certain there wms not.
2842. How many attendants are there on the male side of Bayview Asylum ? There are five.
2843. How many patients are there on that side ? The number varies, it is not the same always. On an
average there must be fourteen or fifteen.
2844. Besides these five attendants, are there two additional men in the grounds, who can be called upon
for assistance at any time ? Yes.
2845.' Do you remember Case No. 6? Yes, he is there now.
284G.
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2846. Does he receive every necessary attention? Yes.
OlM*7 In 1.1. AI*.fTT .Ino
?
Tvc/v
' rlirt.v
Yes, he is an invalid, He is taken out of his chair whenever necessary. He is taken to the closet at
10 unlock in the morning, and 2 in tlie afternoon, later on in the day, and put on the commode at nig .
Besides this wc have instructions to put on him clean trousers every morning and whenever he wants
them; he receives every possible attention.
_
.
„ ,, . ,,
2849. Have you every opportunity of seeing everything that goes on in the male section ot the institution f
Yes.
2850. Taking it as a whole, do you know of any reason for raising any objection against the course of
treatment adopted generally? No, I have no reason whatever.
2851. Dr, Garran.] Did you, as an attendant, wait upon Case No. 1 for many months i les.
2852. Whilst you were in attendance on that patient did he talk freely to you ? Yes, very.
■
2853. Did you ever hear him describe the room in which he slept as a stable ? Yes, he would talk in that
2354. Was he ever put to sleep in what lie himself termed the satin-room? Yes, at first he was placed
there, but he became so noisy and destructive that he had to be removed.
_
'
2855. When he was first removed from what he called the satin-room to the single room did he complain
about his removal ? I don't know, lie may have complained.
_
2856. Do you distinctly remember whether he complained or whether he did not ? T do not remember. ■
2857. Did vou ever hoar him say that as long as he was placed in what he called the stable he would tear
his clothes? No, I never did, and he was just as bad in tearing his clothes when he was put to bed in
what he called the satin-room.
, ,
.
2858. Do you not say that when he slept in the satin-room he was noisy, and that he disturbed the other
patients ? Yes.
.
2859. Did he disturb the patients there or only the attendants ? He disturbed the other patients. ^ _
2860. Was it for the sake of tlie patients, for his own sake, or for the sake of the attendants, that it
became necessary to remove him from the satin-room to the single cell 1 It was as much for his own sake
as anything.
2861. Did lie tear his clothes then ? Yes.
2862. Did he tear the sheets? Yes.
2803. The blankets? Yes.
2864. The counterpanes ? Yes.
2865. Did he pull the mattress to pieces ? Yes.
_
j ei
ji
2866. Did he have a hair mattress or a straw mattress 1 He had a hair mattress and a fibre mattress.
2867. Did you ever sleep in the room with him? Yes.
2868. Was he restless during the night? Yes, very.
_
,
i
i
2869. Did you have to get up to him often ? Yes ; he would throw everything about, shout and make a
noise, tear up his mattress, and throw the fibre about the room.
'
2870. Would you on these occasions try to persuade him to lie down again ? Yes: and sometimes he
would lie down, but not always.
_
2871. Was it possible for you to get a night’s rest while you were with him in that room? Bo; i did not
have much rest on these occasions.
' ,
.
2872. Do you think that being in the room with him was conducive to further excitement and sleepless
ness? I think my presence excited him at this time. He could not bear anyone with him at night,- In
the day-time he did not mind company so much.
_
_
. . ..
2873. Do you feel sure that anyone being in the room with him at night was an irritating influence (
Yes, it inside him very much worse.
_
v
2874. Do you think that it would have been better for him to have been without any attendant. Yes,
much better.
. .
2875. Do you remember tlie occasion on which Professor Anderson Stuart visited the institution . les,
2876. Arc you absolutely certain that when the door of the room occupied by Case No. 1 was opened on
that Sunday morning the patient was wearing his pyjama trousers and a singlet? Yes.
'
2877. Are you quite certain on that point ? Yes.
„ -vr
11
2878. When he was first put in that single room used he to tear his night-clothes off? les ; he would
throw off everything and refuse to wear anything.
_
’
2879. Would lie tear his pyjamas to pieces as well ? Sometimes he would and sometimes he would not.
2880. During tlie whole of the time which covered your experience was he supplied with pyjama trousers
and a singlet while in the room at night ? Yes, as far as I know7.
_
2881. Do you know a man named Mackenzie, who was formerly employed at Bayview House ? Yes.
2882. Did Mackenzie put Case No. 1 in that single room at night? Occasionally.
_
2883. When he put him in did Mackenzie also put a singlet and pyjama trousers on the patient? If he
did not he ought to have done so.
_
2884. Well then, if ho did not, did Mackenzie neglect his duty ? Yes; it was his duty to leave the
patient -with sufficient night-clothes.
2885. Did you give him instructions to this effect 2 I think I did.
_
2886. Do you ever recollect having given Mackenzie such instructions ? It was the custom for Mackenzie
to bring the patient Ins pyjamas.
_
_
2887. Do you remember telling him positively to give the patient the pyjamas and singlet ^ I cannot say
positively whether I did so, but it was the rule that the pyjamas and singlet should be supplied.
2888. Do you know whether the patient was left naked in'.the room at night? I know it was the rule
that his pyjamas and singlet should be left there with him whether he wore them or not. . ^
2889. Did the attendant put these articles of clothing on the patient before they left him in that room ?
They would try to induce him to wear Ids clothes.
_
.
2890. Supposing there was any trouble in putting his clothing on ;—would they leave the articles in the
room ? Yes.
2891. Therefore, would the clothing be there for the use of the patient if he liked to put it on himself?
4
'
•
2892.
Yes.
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2892. Was he very destructive in his habits ? Yes.
'
7- Doherty. 2893.
So destructive that it became necessary to supply him often with new pyjamas ?

Yes.

2894. Was he ever left without them, as far as you know 1 No, he was not.
2895. This is an important point, because of conflicting evidence, and are you certain of the truth of this

statement'! Yes; as far as I know, Case No. 1 always had night clothing.
2896. That is when he was put in the single room at night 1 Yes.
2897. Would he, as a rule, have tlie clothing on in the morning when he was brought out of the room 1
Yes; I am certain of it,
2898. Were his night clothes soiled in the morning t No.
2899. Was the floor of the room soiled as a rule 1 Yes.
2 SOD. Well, then, if the floor of the room was soiled, and his pyjamas remained clean, must he not have
had his pyjamas olF during the night S I cannot say about that, but I don’t think they were very much
soiled,
2901. Who supplied him with pyjamas ? I do not know, but I think it was his wife.
2902. That being so, would there be any economy, as far as Dr. Vause is concerned, in leaving him without
clothing at night 1 Thas was no necessity whatever, as far as Dr. Vause was concerned.
2903. Did you take Case No. 1 to the bath that morning ? Yes.
2904. Did he while on tlie way to the bath say, “I don’t want to go to the bath, I’m cold ”? No ; if he
had said so I should have heard him.
2905. Did the patient take his bath kindly on that morning ? Yes.
2906. Was it a cold or warm bath? .It was a warm bath.
2907. Did you obtain the hot water for that bath? Yes.
2908. Are you certain upon this point? I am. Case No. 1 never had a cold bath while I was there.
2609. If other people say that the patient was cold when he was walking across the court-yard, and that he
said, “ I do not want a cold bath,” is such a statement true ? He never said that.
2910. Are you sure he never said that? Yes, I am,
2911. Was at Mackenzie’s duty, when he first arrived at the institution, to clean up the floor of the room
in which Case No. 1 slept? Yes.
1
2912. Did you ever complain that he had not done it thoroughly, and had left a smell in Lho room ? No ;
I do not recollect that I did.
2913. Was it usual for you to go into the room during the day-time? Yes.
2914. Have you ever noticed in that room a smell of stale urine on the floor? No.
2915. Did you put the patient in the room the night before the Sunday morning on which he was removed
—I mean on the occasion of Professor Anderson Stuart’s visit ? I saw him directly he was put in.
2916. _ Was there a smell of urine in the room then ? No.
2917. Did the smell go off from day to day, and did it only remain offensive early in the morning ? There
was no smell after the room had been scrubbed,
2918. Do you think any smell arose from the ground immediately beneath the floor ? There was no smell.
2919. Does this floor dry better on a warm sunny day than it does on a damp misty day? Yres.
2920. Have you ever seen it damp when the patient was put in ? No.
2921. Was it always dry and free from smell when he was put there to sleep ? Y’es.
2922. On that particular morning—I ask you again to be particular—was there a utensil in that room 1
There was a utensil in it.
2923. Do you remember noticing it then! Yes, I do.
2924. We have had it in evidence that there -was not a utensil there;—therefore I want you to charge
your memory, and I ask you again, have you a distinct recollection of seeing one ? I say there was one
there, and it is of no use saying there was not, because I saw- it there.
2925. Was there only one in the two rooms? Yes; there was only an indiarubber utensil in. tho room
occupied by Case No. 1.
2926. Was there a patient in the other room adjoining that of Case No. 1 on that Saturday night?
No,
2927. Did you unlock the two doors of these rooms ! No.
2928. Did you interfere with the other room at all! Yes, I interfered with it; but I did not unlock the
door ; I merely pulled the door open and looked in.
2929. If there was no one in that room at night, did you lock the door? No.
2930. Then could there have been a patient in that room ? No.
2931. Was there one utensil available for Case No. 1 ? Yes.
2932. Are you perfectly certain it was put in his room for his use if he liked to use it ? Yes.
2933. If the patient on any occasion had said that he did not like the stable, would he have been
sufficiently intelligent to know that he had been changed from what he had called the satin-room to what
he designated the stable? Yes, I think so.
2934. Did he ever say to1 you that if you put him back in the old room he would be quiet and cease to
tear his clothes ? Never.
2935. Did he ever ask to go back to that room ? He may have done so.
2936. During his quiet days did you ever try to put him back into the satin-room to sec if it would
improve his condition ? No.
2937. Am I to infer, then, that if once a patient is put into a single room he always has to sleep there ?
Yes, till he gets better.
9938.. To the best of your knowledge, as an attendant, and from the experience you have gained in that
capacity, did you think, in this patient’s case, that the change from the satin-room to tho single room was
necessary and advisable ? I believe it was ; ho rested better in the single room.
2939. Do you think he slept better in the single room ? Yes, I am sure lie did.
.
2940. Do you think he was any better in the day-time? I think so ; but I know that at night he slept
better.
°
1
2941. Were your orders from the Medical Superintendent to always be kind and considerate to tho
patients ? Yes.
2942. So far as you are concerned, did you always behave as kindly as you could to Case No. 1 ? Yes, I
was as kind as I could be.
2943.
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2943. Was ho once or twice exlyremcly violent? Not much.
Mr.
2944. Did his violence take the form of attneking tlie attendants ? No; he might be a little rough some- J-Doherty,
times.
2945. Would you ]mve been afraid to sleep with him in the single room? I would not have cared to have ^■^ov*>
slept with him.
2946. Did you sleep in the satin-room, or the room where ihere were three beds, one of which was occupied
by the patient? Yes; I slept in one of those three beds; but the patient used to sleep in the little room
adjoining the larger one containing the three beds.
2947. Did you sleep in tlie same room in which the patient was? No; there was a window and an
opening in the door through which I could look and see him.
2948. Do you say that the rugs found in the single room on tbe morning of the 20th of May had blanket
stitched on the inside ? Yes.
2949. Did you ever sec Case No. 1 in the act of picking the blanket off tlie inside? Yes.
2950. Would it be possible for tbe rugs to lose a good deal of their power to give warmth, owing to this
blanket being picked off? Yes; they would lose some of their power.
2951. Do you remember noticing whether such was tlie case with the canvas rags seen on this Sunday
morning? No; the patient always tore the blanket out; he preferred tlie canvas rugs without tlie
blanket.
2952. Do you think he knew what he was doing when he was picking off the blanket while he was in this
single cell? I cannot say.
2953. Do you think the rugs might have been originally warmer than they were on that Sunday morning?
Perhaps so; they were not quite new then, and he might have picked tbe blanketing off.
2954. ^ When you visited that room in tlie morning did it smell very close, as if it was badly ventilated ?
No; it did not. 2955. Did it strike you as feeling very cold on winter mornings? No : I never felt it so after coming out
of a warm room.
2956. Was there a shutter in the room 1 Yes.
2957. When you pulled that shutter up did it let more air into the room? Yes.
2958. Was there any clasp on the window? No; it was open frame work.
"
2959. Did you put tlie shutter up and down to regulate the quantity of warmth in tlie room ? Yes.
2960. In other words, you would pull tho shutter down to prevent the room becoming too cold, and pull it
up when the room became too warm ? Yes.
2961. Do you not say that when on night-duty you looked in on the patient every two or tlu-ee hours?
Yes.
2962. In what state did you usually find him when you saw him on these occasions? He was generally
restless.
1
2963. Was he wearing his night-clothes ? Yes.
2964. Did you ever see him lying down with the coverlets over him ? Yes. Sometimes he would be lying
down, and sometimes sitting up. If he was sitting up when I made my call, I would try to make him
more comfortable. I would try and induce him to lie down and cover himself with his clothes.
2965. Did he ever complain to you of being cold during the night? Yes.
2966. Did he ever ask you for anything to drink during the night? Yes.
2967. What did you give him to drink ? Whatever he preferred or asked for.
2968. What did ho generally ask for? Cocoa.
2969. Have you ever given him a cup of cocoa during the night) Yes, repeatedly, and tea, too.
2970. Did you ever have to light the kitchen fire to do so ? "No; it was always lighted.
2971. Was it your custom to go to the cupboard and get the cocoa required? Yes; we always had a
supply of cocoa inside.
2972. We have had it in evidence that the tea, cocoa, and stock of groceries was always exhausted, and
that there could not be any of these things obtained from that cupboard at night;—is that so ? That is
not true. We draw our stores between 8 and 9 o’clock every morning, and those have to last until between
8 and 9 o’clock on the next morning, after breakfast. So that there were bound to be stores left during
the night.
’
2973. But might not these stores have been used up during the day-time and nothing be left for the night?
No.
2974. Was it anybody’s business to see that a proper supply of stores was kept for night use? No; we
were never short, for, as I explained, we always draw enough to last from one breakfast-time to another.
2975. Did it ever happen to you, when you wanted a cup of tea or cocoa, that you were ever unable to
obtain the necessary materials? Never.
"
2976. How often would you make Case Yo. 1 a cup of hot cocoa during the night-time? I have done so
as often as two or three times a night.
2977. Have you done so twenty times altogether? More than that.
2978. Did you prepare it yourself) Yes.
2979. At the fire in the kitchen ? Yes.
2980. When you looked in upon the patient every two or three hours, was it your custom to disturb him
at all—for instance, did you open the door? I always opened the door if lie was awake or restless.
2981. How did you know whether he was awake or not? Sometimes he was noisy, and at other times I
would look through tlie observation hole and it was then easy to tell. If lie was quiet I would leave him
alone.
2982. If, on the other hand, he was up and walking about, would you open the door and go in? Yes.
2983. Would you carry a lantern on these occasions? Yes, always.
2984. Did the patient ever attempt to burst out when you opened the door? No, never,
2985. When taking him out in the morning, did it often rain—I mean, did you take nim through tlie rain
when crossing to Jus bath ? No; lie was never taken out in tlie rain.
2986. How did you keep him out of the rain while crossing the yard to Ids bath, supposing it was a wet
morning? If it was raining incessantly we would not take him out; lie was kept under cover. If the rain
was slight he would not get wet in crossing from the single room to the bath-room.
2987..
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^7as ^ a regular practice for tlie patient to make a mess in his room, or did he do it occasionally ?
J. Uolicrty. jje certain]y Was not a clean patient.
21*170^1894
y°u over find the room clean in the morning when you removed him? Sometimes he would not
■’
' make a mess.
'
2989. Do you say that lie was taken to the closet three times in the day-time ? Yes.
3990. Successfully ? Yes.
2991. Did he very often wet the floor of his room, and did'you find faeces about 1 Yes,
2992. Did the patient tear Ids clothes in the day-time ? Yes; very much.
2993. Was it his custom to fiddle about his trousers, and especially the front buttons? Yes.
2994. If a lady came to see him would it be necessary in common decency to change these trousers?
Certainly. She never came into the institution to see him. When she arrived at the institution his
trousers were changed, and he was taken to her in the sitting-room.
2995. Has it ever been your duty to change his trousers before taking him into the sitting-room 1 I do not
think so.
.
'
2996. We have been told that the garments had to be changed because he would be in a dirty suit. We
are told that the patient was made presentable, and that he was put into better clothes before ho saw his
visitors ;—is that so ? Ho ; I never changed him specially to see his wife.
2997. Did he go straight in to see her wearing the clothes he wore whilst walking about the place? Yes ;
except that we might put a collar on him, or something like that.
2998. But did you not change his trousers, waistcoat, and coat? No,
2999.^ Would you take him in in tho suit of clothes he had on while in the grounds ? Yes; I am quite
certain about that.
3000. Dr. Manning^ Do you remember my visiting the institution a day or two after Case No, 1 was
removed ? Yes.
3001. Was I shown the room where he had slept ? Yes.
3002. Did I see in that room several rugs ? Yes.
3003. Were they the same rugs the patient had in that room during the night before lie was removed?
Some of them were.
3004. How many were there ? There were three.
3005. Was not I told that they were the identical rugs used by tlie patient on that night? I do not
know.
'
3000. Do you know how many of the three were there ? Two of the three were there.
3007. Who dressed the wound on the head of case No. 41 Dr. Yause did so.
3008. Did he do so when the wound was first caused 1 Yes ; T went specially for him and he came at once
and dressed it.
3009. Who dressed the wound after some irritation had set in, caused by rats or something else ? I did,
and I got dressing from Dr. Yause.
3010. Did Dr. Yause see the wound again? Yes.
3011. How often did he see it ? Every day.
3012. Did you tell Dr. Yause, at the time of the rumour, to the effect that the wound had been enlarged
by rats 3 Yes.
3013. At that particular time? Yes; I think that I told him Mackenzie had said tlie wound had been
made bigger by rats.
3014. 'Where did you usually sit when you were up on night-duty ? In the patients’ day-room.
3015. In the winter-time did you have a fire there ? Yes.
3016. Did you ever do any cooking at that fire ? We have cooked there.
3017. Have you not said, in the course of your evidence, that Dr. Yause came round at dinner-time, every
day unfailingly? Yes.
‘
3018. Does lie come round earlier in the day than that? Yes. His regular daily round is made at dinnera'm o'
00,116
7 in the morning and sometimes he would drop in about 7 in tlie evening.
‘nr, ^
d°e® i-T- Yause make his evening visit ? He does not make any special evening visit,
Qoorr
c°mc it at any moment, and more than that he will always come when sent for.
,
30lO. Were you employed at Cook s River on any previous occasion ? Yes.
3021. I his then is not your first engagement at Bayview House? No.
3022. How long were you there the first time? For two years and nine months.
..>023. How long ago is that? I left in March, 1888.
3024. Y hen you came back the second time for employment, was Case No. 1 a patient before your arrival ?

302o. Tliat being so, did you see him in tlie earlier stages of his case? No.
3026. How long had he been there when you came back ? I cannot say.
m)27. Were both of these single rooms, one of which was occupied by Case No. 1, ever occupied together ?
oonr!' ■j?0"" often did this occur?

Not often, but still Case No. 5 occupied one on one occasion.

30-, 9. How long did he occupy one of those rooms ?

I cannot say.

3030. Did he occupy it for two or three days at a time, and then be removed to one of the other rooms?
Yes.
Wllat
ingest time, as far you know, that Case No. 5 occupied one of those rooms? I cannot
say the exact length of time, but I think tlie longest time he was in it was after he attempted to attack
r. ause with a knife. He was then removed because the other patients objected to sleep in the same
room with him.
3032. Was he there for several weeks ? Yes; he remained in the single room until lie was removed from
the institution.
3flf 3'i^-e-^aVe
something about carpets being taken up and fresh, carpets being laid down when
o cia \ isitors have come to the institution ;—is tliat so ? I know nothing at all about that. I have never
seen carpets put down or taken up when official visitors have come. There lias never been anything done
in regard to carpets beyond what is done every morning.
3034. Dresidtni.] Has not your experience always been on the male side, of the institution, and amongst
private patients? Yes.
3035.
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3035. Have you ever heard from the female attendants that changes were made in tlie bedding and in the
Mr.
arrangement of tlie dormitories when the official visitors came? Ho ; I never heard any such report.
Doherty.
3030, Mr. McGowen.] Had you any previous experience in lunatic asylum work before you went to Bay- 2i^ov*~1894
view House 1 What is that to do with this enquiry 1
•
3037. President (addressing wiin&js).] It is your duty at this inquiry to answer questions put to you by
any member of the Commission, therefore you must answer the question asked by Mr. McGowen ; that
question is : “Had you any previous asylum work before you went to Dr. Vause 1” Yes.
303S. Mr. McGowen.] Where did you gain your previous experience ? In New South Wales.
3039. At what institution ? Gladesville. I worked for Dr. Vause first, and then went on to Gladesville.
3040. Why did you leave Gladesville 1 Because I believe the chief attendant had a “down” on me.
3041. Were you dismissed from Gladesville? Certainly. When he said lie had a “ down” on me and
would make it hot for me I left.
3042. As a matter of fact, were you dismissed, and what is the reason assigned for your dismissal ? I
cannot say,
3043. How long is it since you were dismissed ? It must have been in 1S8S or 1889.
3044. Were you not informed at the time of your dismissal why you were dismissed ? No.
3045. Did you get any reference when you left Gladesville ? [iVb answer.)
3040. Who was the Medical Superintendent when you were dismissed ? Dr. Sinclair.
3047. Did lie give you any reason why you were dismissed, or do you think it was because the head
attendant had some personal spite against you 1 I might surmise, that.
3048. Did you ever try to find out why you were dismissed ? No.
3049. Were you ever in the police force hei^ or anywhere else ? Yes.
.
3050. Were you dismissed from that
No.
3051. Were you dismissed as a warder from some gaol 1 No.
3052. Did you not say in the course of your evidence in. chief than Case No. 1 was kept in that single
cell for six or seven months, and that previous to that he had slept in another room 1 Yes.
3053. When sleeping in the other room was it the patient’s custom to tear Ins pyjamas and singlets ?
Occasionally.
3054. If he tore his night-clothes early in the night would you put fresh clothes on him, or did you ever
know him to tear two separate pyjamas in one night ? I cannot say that I have ; he might and he might
not.
3055. Did you ever know him to do it ? I cannot say he did.
305G. V' as it the invariable custom tliat if the patient did tear his suit you would put a fresh oneon him ?
Yes ; we tried to make him as comfortable as we possibly could.
3057. Supposing we have it in evidence that, shortly after he was takenaway from Bayview,he would
frequently tear two suits or night-shirts in one night, do you still say you neversaw him do so while at
Bayview ? He might be worse after he left Bayview House.
*
3058. Did you ever sec him tear Ids clothes the second time in one night ? No.
3059. How many suits did he tear during your experience of him at Bayview House while lie occupied
the single room f I cannot say.
3000. Do you think he tore during those six or seven months half a dozen suits of pyiumas ! Yes, he did.
30G1. More than that ? Yes.
'
3062. How many more ? I don’t know how many he tore.
3063. Do you think it was as many as a dozen suits ? Yes, it might be,
3064. Do you think he tore more than a dozen suits ? I don’t know how many he tore,
3065. "Was it Mrs. ***’s place to get fresh pyjamas in the event of Case No. 1 tearing up his supply ?
Yes.
3066. Do you say that on the morning of the 20th of May when you and O’Brien moved the patient from >
the single cell he had on his pyjamas and singlet ? Yes,
3067. Are you positive on that point ? Yes.
■
3068. Did the singlet come high up the neck or chest'? It would not come up very far,
3069. But any distance up the neck 1 No : it would not come up very high.
3070. When you took the clothing into the patient did you put his trousers and coat over 3)is pyjamas and
singlet ? Yes.
■'
3071. Supposing we have had it in evidence from other witnesses that they could see no singlet, that his
nock and chest were bare, when you and O’Brien were bringing him out of the cell:—is tliat correct 1 No.
Nobody could see his chest or neck ‘ they were covered up. He had something round his neck.
■
3072. What did lie have round his neck ? A necktie.
3073. Was it an ordinary necktie or a handkerchief 1 It was an ordinary necktie. Besides he had on a
woollen shirt also, so that his chest could not be exposed.
3074. Are you also firm in your opinion that there was an indiarubber utensil in that room 1 Yes.
3075. Was it left in the room when you and two attendants took the patient out 1 Yes.
3076. Was it still in the room when Dr. Vause, Professor Anderson Stuart, and others went into the
room ? Yes.
3077. Are you positive it was not taken out of that room 1 Yes.
3078. Do you say that alternately you and O’Brien were on night-duty watching Case No. 1 in Ids room,
while he was in his cell ? Yes.
3079. Did you do so for the six or seven months prior to his being removed from Bayview House ? Yes.
3080. Was it your custom, when on duty, to get up at half-past 5 in the morning and work till 10 o’clock
at night ? Yes.
3081. When you were on night-duty did you work the whole of the next day ? No.
3082. When would you go on duty 1 We need not go on at all, if we didn’t like. We would be about
the place. We were always there if we were wanted.
3083. After you had been up, say, for every second night On this night duty, wauld it be your custom to
have a sleep the next day ? No.
^
3084. Not after having been on night duty every second night ? No.
3085. Who was on duty the night previous to Case No. 1 being taken away ? I was.
3086.
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u 3086. How often did you look in on tlie Case No. 1 through the night of the 19th May ? About every two
Doherty 0r three hours.
b
b
J
J
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custom only followed as far as that patient was concerned, or was it followed with every
’
other patient placed in these secluded cells ? It was followed whenever a patient was sleeping in a single
room.
3088. Do you mean to say, that if a patient was put into a single room, someone was always on nightduty and saw this patient or patients, as the case might bp, every two or three hours ? Yes.
3089. Are you positive about that? Yes.
3090. Could you get cocoa or a warm drink for this patient if it were necessary ) Yes.
3091. Was there a fire in the kitchen where you could make it, and was that fire kept alight all night
through? Yes.
3092. Both summer and winter? Yes; when there was any occasion for it. In fact there was ahvays a
fire in the kitchen summer and winter all night long,
3093. Is there any book kept at the asylum in which an entry is made showingthe date on which Case
. No. 1 was first put into that room ? Not that I am aware of.
3094. Did you and Farquharson examine any book to see when the patient was put there? No.
3095. Have you had any talk with Farquharson about the evidence he gave before this inquiry ? No; I
have had no talk at all.
3096. Did you ever mention it? No.
3097. Have you had any talk with Feet, the painter, on this subject? No.
3098.. If you and Feet agree exactly to the month the Case No. 1 was put into that room, and Farquharson gives different evidence as to the time, has he made a mistake 1 1 do not know; I have had no talk
with either.
3099. Have you had any talk with Dr. Yause in regard to the evidence you are giving here to-day ? No.
3100. Not at all? Kone.
3101. Did Dr. Yause tell you anything about evidence that had been given here? No.
3102. Are you sure upon that point ? I am.
3103. In answer to Dr. Manning have you not said that a day or two after the 20th of May Dr. Manning
was shown the rugs which covered Case No. 1 on the night of the 19th of May? Yes.
3104. Do you not say that two out of tlie three were used on that night ? Yes.
3105. Are you positive on that score ? Yes.
3106. If-it has been sworn that there were no rugs in the cell on the morning of the 20th but only pieces
of canvas would that be incorrect ? Yes.
3107. What do you take to be the difference between a rug and a piece of canvas ? There are specially
strong rugs made for destructive patients. They are made with canvas and lined with blanket.
3108. Does that make it a rug, or if it was without blanket would it be a piece of canvas pure and simple?
Yes.
3109. Are you sure that there was blanketing fastened to these pieces of canvas? Yes ;■ and Case No. 1
has always been in the habit of having such.
3110. Why did you tell those two men to go away from that room on the morning of the 20th of May?
It is tho usual thing when a stranger comes about the place for him to go direct to the oflice, and I thought
they should go to the office instead of remaining in the yard.
3111. Did you not say to them roughly you didn’t want loiterers there? No; I never said that.
3112. Did you not put your hand on the men’s shoulders and tell them to go away ! No, I did not.
3113. Did you not do that, knowing who they were, after ascertaining the names of Professor Anderson
Stuart and Mr. Sager? I did not know any one of them.
3114. Did you not take Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager round to the office? Yes, I took them
round.
3115. Did you not then come hack to the courtyard and order these other two men away, telling them
they were trespassers ? I volunteered to take them round to the office.
*
3116. Was it not because you wished to take the patient out of the room that you tried to get them
away ? No.
311/. Do you think that Dr. Manning, the Inspector-General of the Insane, knew that Case No. 1 was put
into this room by himself at night? I do not know.
3118. Do you think the visiting doctors knew of it ? I do not know.
3119. Do you think the patient’s family knew of it? I do not know.
ol20. Did you ever go with the patient when 1m was visited by his wife or members of family 1
t

J.

3121. Did you take him into a nice room in tbe house? Wc used to take him into the reception room.
3122. Did you endeavour to make the family think he slept in a room where there was a bed, counter
pane, sheets, and blankets ? During the time the patient occupied the room upstairs I saw his son seeing
him in that room, but after lie was removed downstairs I don’t think the visitors were taken to the room in
which he slept. His visitors saw him in the reception-room where allthe patients were taken.
3123. Did you ever hear the patient say to his friends, “ I don’t sleepin this room, I sleep in the stable ” ?
He never said that to his friends.
3124. Do you think his friends knew ho slept in this isolated room ? I do not know.
3125. Di‘. Jfanninff.] How long were you at Gladesville? About four or five months.
3126. Dr. Vause.] When friends were visiting patients, did you frequently leave them alone together
and sit outside the room, so that there should be every opportunity of friends and patients speaking in
private? Yes; that is the rule.
1
r
3121. If you did sit in the room during the interview, would it be at Mrs. * * *’s request! Yes.
3128. On account of the patient’s tendency to expose himself I Yes.
3129. Have not the official visitors gone round the institution without being accompanied by the Medical
Superintendent ? Yes; I have seen them go.
3130. Has Dr. Manning ever gone round without me? Yes,
[Witness withdrew.}
Mr.
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Hr, James O’Brien sworn and examined :—
Mr.
3131. President.'] Are yon at present an attendant engaged at Bayview House ? Yes.
J. O’Brien,
3132. How long have you been there ? About eighteen months.
3133. Was your engagement there your first experience in lunacy work ? Yes.
21 Nov., J894.
31-34. How were you engaged ? By Dr. Yause, at the institution.
3135. Did you sign the ordinary book containing your obligations, duties, regulations, and so on ? Yes.
3136. Are you still an attendant at Bayview House? Yes.
3137. Are your duties those of an ordinary attendant? Yes.
3138. Do you remember Case No. 1 ? Yes.
3139. Was lie latterly placed in one of the two rooms detached from the main building? Yes.
3140. How long did he remain in that room ? About six months, I think.
3141. Do you remember him sleeping in what be used to call the “ satin room ?” Yes.
3142. Did you ever take care of him then ? Not at night. I used to look after him in the daytime
mainly.
3143. After the patient had been removed from the satin room to tbe cell, did you often put him in at
night and take him out in the morning ? I took that duty in turn with other attendants—Doherty, Mac
kenzie, and Copley.
3144. When you placed him in that cell at night did he object to go? Sometimes he might object and at
other times he would ask to be put in.
3145. When he objected to go to that room, wliat reason did he urge? He gave no reason.
3146. Was he an excitable sort of patient? Yes.
3147. Was lie ever unmanageable ? Yes.
3148. Was he sometimes violent? Yes.
3149. Did you ever see him in a violent fit? Yes.
3150. Did he ever try to knock you down ? Yes, often.
3151. What was the process you followed when putting him in the single room;—did you lake his day
clothes off and put his pyjamas and night clothes on ? Yes, always.
3152. Did you make a bed for liim ? Yes.
3153. What sort of a bed ? It would be a sort of canvas ticking filled with straw.
3154. Wliat kind of covering did he get for his bed ? Canvas sheets lined with blanket.
3155. Do you usually call these rugs? Yes.
,
3156. Did you always supply him with pyjamas ? Yes.
3157. And a singlet too? Yes; but sometimes wc had to leave him without a singlet, because he would
not wear it.
3158. Was he ever put into that room naked ? No, never; not all tlie time I have been there,
3159. Was there a utensil in his room ? Yes.
3160. .A 1 ways ? Yes.
3161. What sort of a utensil was it? An indiarubber one.
3162. Was tho room adjoining the one occupied by this patient ever occupied by some other patient!
Yes.
3163. Did he have a utensil too? No.
3164. How did you manage, then, with one utensil between two rooms? The other was a'clean patient,
and we used to give him a commode.
3165. Did Case No, 1 destroy his pyjamas? Yes.
3166. Did you give him fresh ones after he had torn others to pieces ? Yes.
3167. At what time, as a rule, do you go to bed 1 At the usual hour, 10 o’clock.
Sie^Did you ever have to go ou night-duty on alternate nights for the purpose of watching Case No.
3169. Did you take it in turns with Doherty ? Yes.
3170. Did you ever go into the patient’s room after 10 o’clock at night.
3171. Did you do so for the purpose of supplying him with required refreshment, such as anything to eat
or drink? Yes.
3172. Did you, ever give him warm milk or hot'cocoa ? Yes.
3173. Did you ever have to cook the cocoa ? Yes.
3174. Where did you cook it ? At the kitchen fire,
3175 Was there always a fire there ? Yes, every night.
3170. Was there any place in the dining-room where you kept stores ? Yes ; we used to keep milk, bread,
cocoa, and soon, in tlie cupboard in the dining-room,
3177, We have been told in evidence that this cupboard was always locked up ;—is that true or not ? It is
perfectly untrue.
3178. Could people on the female side get the same materials if they tried to? I believe they had a supply
of their own.
.
3179. Did you ever know any female nurse come over to the male side to get supplies of cocoa, milk, and
so on, from the place where you kept your provisions? I think I have seen them come, but very seldom.
3180. Were provisions available if wanted i Yes, certainly.
.
3181. When it was your duty to watch Case No. 1 during the night how often did you see him ? Every
two hours,
3182. Regularly) Yes, if he was not sleeping.
3183. If he were sleeping did you disturb linn ? No,
3184. At night-time when you put the patient in that room did you always pull down the shutter in the
in the wall opposite the door ? That depended upon the state of the weather ; I would pull it down on a
cold night and pull it up if the weather was warm.
3185. Do you know if tho patientsldvered much when cold? I do not think so; he was always very
shaky on the warmest day,
■
3186. Did you have to clean out the room after it had been used by him? Yes.
,
3187. Usually, did the floor take long to dry? As a rule, about two or three hours.
3188. Was the room always sweet when you put tho patient in it at night? Yes ; I am perfectly sure
about that,
3189.
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3189, Under whose order was he put in that room 1 That of the medical superintendent,
J. OBrien.
Bid you hear the medical superintendent give that order 1 No.
21Nov'""l894
Have you any knowledge as to how he was put into that room ? No ; I saw him put them on the
'*
' first occasion.
3192. Have you ever heard either any of the patients or the attendants say it was a great shame that Case
No. 1 was placed in a room of that kind ! No; I never heard that.
3193. Have you heard any grumbling at all ? No.
3194. On the morning Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager went out to the patient, and when you
took him out of the room, was lie wearing his pyjamas, and did you put Ins ordinary clothes over his
pyjamas and singlet! Yes.
3195. Are you certain about that! Yes.
3196. Bid you put his ordinary day clothes over the others before you took him to his bath f Yes.
3197. Was lie in a very dirty condition then 7 No ; he was not so dirty that morning.
3198. How about the smell of the room ;—was not that bad? Not so very, for it was not as dirty as
usual. I think he had some dirt on his head.
3199. What were the clothes you took across to the room 1 A dark tweed suit.
3200. How long had he been wearing these clothes ? A mouth or two, I think.
3201. Bid Mrs. * * * buy them for him ? I cannot say.
3202. Bad he been using this suit until it had become dirty? I do not think so. He had three or four
suits to wear,
3203. Bo you know a former attendant named Mackenzie? Yes.
3204. Bo you remember Case No. 4 at Bayview House? Yes.
.
3205. Bo you remember that he met with an accident, by which his head was cut! Yes.
3206. Bid the attendant, Mackenzie, ever tell you anything of a curious nature concerning this wound 1
No,
.
.
T .
■
3207. Bid lie ever say anything about rats having attacked it ? No, sir.
.
3208. Was anything said about rats being in the beds? No.
3209. Bid he ever say anything at all to you about rats 1 Yes; he said there were a few rats in the old
building.
3210. Bid you see his head three or four days after lie mot with the accident? Yes.
3211. In what condition was the wound ? It had been dressed with lint, and he tore the dressing off’, it
was then dressed again.
3212. Bid you ever hear that rats had gnawed the wound? No; I never heard that mentioned.
3213. Bo you mean to say that you have never heard such a rumour before I put to you this present
question ? No, sir.
3214. How often does Br. Yause see his patients? I have seen him go through the institution as many
as three or four times a day : but his regular time is about noon.
3215. Does he always appear to take a kindly interest in all of them? Yes.
3216. Have you always been employed in the private part of the institution ? Yes,
3217. Have you ever seen the beds altered on the occasion of the arrival of the official visitors at the
■
institution ? No.
3218. Have you ever seen the patients better dressed on such occasion? No; there was never anything
done to them, except to make them clean.
3219. Bid you ever go with the patients when they were taken to see their visiting friends? Yes.
3220. Bid you sit beside them during the interview ? Yes.
.
3221. Did you ever hear them complain about their treatment at the asylum ? No.
.
3222. Was it not the general practice for the attendants to sit in the drawing-room during the interview
between patients and friends ? No ; it was not usual. We always sat together, and the attendants heard
everything that took place between them.
3223. Have you ever seen any restraint used amongst the patients—I mean physical restraint 1 No, sir.
3224. Did you ever see muffs used, or patients tied down? No; I have never seen muffs, or a straight
jacket in the place.
3225. If it happened at an odd time that a patient became very noisy—I am speaking of when you were
on alternate night duty with Doherty—did you administer sleeping draughts? No; they .were
administered by Doherty.
3226. Bid you notice if good effects followed this custom;—did the patients sleep afterwards? Sometimes
•
they slept afterwards.
3227. Is the evidence you have given the general result of your experience at the institution ? Yes.
3228. Is this the only experience you have had in connection with such an institution? Yes.
.
3229. Dr. Garran.] Bid you give the Case No. 1 his pyjama trousers and singlet when he was put into
that cell ? Yes; sometimes lie would not wear the singlet.
3230. Was he occasionally more restless than at other times ? Yes, and then lie became more destructive.
3231. Have you known him tear more than one suit of pyjamas at night? Yes; I have known him to
tear two.
3232. When you have found him naked through these destructive habits, would you go inside the room
and pnt on him a fresh suit of night clothes? Sometimes I ■would when he would let me. I used to use
every effort to get him into a more pacified state of mind, and then try to put fresh clothes on him.
3233. It has been stated in evidence that when he was removed from this single room on the morning of
the 20th of May, cobwebs were seen unbroken over the shutter in that room—of course, indicating
that the shutter could not have been lifted for some little time;—is that so ? There were no cobwebs
there.
3234. Did you pull that shutter up and down at least once or twice a day? It was certainly pulled up
once a day, therefore there could not have been any cobwebs there.
3235. Bid that room ever smell very badly when you put the patient in at night? No.
3236. Was there a smell of stale urine about the place? No.
3237. If there had been such a smell would you have detected it? Yes ; but I have never smelled it in the
daytime after the room was properly scrubbed.
3238.
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3238. How often have you given cocoa or warm milk to this patient during the night 1 I have done it on
J. O’Brien.
two or tliree occasions, and on one I remember giving him warm cocoa three times in a night.
323!). Did he use to ask for it on his own accord? Ko; I used to suggest it to him, thinking it might 21 Nov., 1894.
soothe him to sleep.
3240. Did it soothe him at all 1 Sometimes he would rest after it, and at other times he would not.
3241. "While you were on night-duty did you look in upon the patient every two hours ? Yes.
3242. Under whose instructions 1 Those of Dr, Yause.
3243. Did you carry out those instructions faithfully, and never neglect your duties? I am quite sure I
did not neglect them.
3244. Did you ever go to sleep youi'self all night and leave him alone? Never.
3245. Used you to open the door when you made calls on him during the night ? If he was noisy I would,
but if he was asleep I would look through the observation hole and refrain from disturbing him.
324G. Did Mackenzie ever toll you that he considered Case No. 1 was shamefully treated while at the
institution ? No, not while he was there.
3247. Mr. McGowcn.~[ Have you had any talk with anybody with regard to the evidence you are giving
here to-day? No.
3248. Not with Farquharson? No,
3249. Nor Peet ? No.
3250. Nor Dr. Yause? No.
3251. Nor Mackenzie ? No.
3252. Have you seen Mackenzie since he left the institution ? I have, but I did not say anything to him
about the evidence.
3253. Are you sure that on the morning Case No. 1 was moved out of that cell there was a utensil
in the room 1 On that morning I could not say whether it was there or not; I was not in the room.
3254. Do you know- whether one had been placed in the room over night ? Yes.
3255. Did you ever take it out yourself ? Yes, very often.
325G. Did you ever see the patient do anything with it? Yes ; whenI have been to take him outI have
seen him sling it out.
3257. Did you ever give him his breakfast in that room? No; not his breakfast, but I have given him'
cocoa, or something of that kind before taking him out.
3258. Do you know who gave the order to put him in this single cell ? I do not for certain, but I think it
must have been the Medical Superintendent. I was not there when he was first put in.
3259. Are you positive the patient was in that room for six months ? Yes ; for about six months while I
was there.
3200. During that period were you on night-duty every second night? Yes ; for the six or seven months
I speak of.
3201, When you had boon up all one night, when did you go to sleep 1 Oh, generally about 1 o’clock, and
sleep through the day until about 10 o’clock at night. I would then get up and go to bed again,
3262. What am I to understand; if you had been up all Monday night, would you go to bed on Tuesday
about 1 o’clock and sleep till 9 or 10 at night? Yes.
•
3263. Would you then go on duty again ? No.
3264. Would you go to bed again? Yes,
.
3265. Were you outside on the morning that this patient was taken out of that room ? Yes.
3266. Did you see him come out? Yes.
3267. Had he on pyjamas and a singlet under the coat, trousers, and jacket Doherty had put on him?
Yes; I took these things off when we gave him his bath.
3268. Are you sure Doherty ordered the men who were waiting outside off the premises? He did not.
32G9. Did you order them away? No.
3270. Supposing we have had it in evidence that when you and Doherty were taking Case No. 1 across the
yard that his neck and a portion of his chest were exposed ;—is that true 1 It was impossible.
3271. Was his coat buttoned up then ? Yes.
3272. Had lie a handkerchief on his neck 1 I am not quite sure about that. If he had one he tied it round
his neck himself.
3273. Are you positive that during the whole time he was in that room either you or Doherty put him
there every night ? Yes.
3274. Do you know that other patients slept in the single cell ? Yes.
3275. Was there always a night attendant on duty when a patient was in a single room ? Yes.
3276. Was it the duty of the night attendant to see that patient every two hours to ascertain how he was
going on ? Yes.
3277. Dr. Garran.] On the morning of the 20th May did you hear Case No. 1, as he was going across the
yard, say i; I don’t want to go to my bath ; I am cold”? No.
’
3278. Had you hold of him while he was crossing from the single room to the bathroom ? Yes.
3279. Did he resist you while walking across ? No, he simply leaned on me.
3280. Did he not say, “I don’t want to go ” ? Not to me, or not that I heard him.
3281. Did he seem specially cold on that morning? No.
3282. Was lie more shaky than usual? Yes.
3283. Do you think he was trembling from cold ? I do not know.
3284. Did you bath him ? Yes.
3285. Was the water warm ? Yes.
3286. Who obtained the warm water 1 I did, from the pantry.
328/. Did the patient ever have a cold bath while there? No, sir; never while I was there.
[Witness withdrew.]
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FRIDAY. 23 NOVEMBER, 1894.
[The Commission met at II a.m. in the Board Room, the Chiaf Secretary’s <?//[«,]

Jprmnl: —
ARTHHH HENWIOK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.

The Hon. Sir
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspectoh-General or
Insane,

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Yause was also in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses.
Bridget Morrisey sworn and examined :—
Mornscy
President.^ Were you engaged at Bayview Asylum for a considerable time? Yes.
^
a
3289. What position did you occupy while there? I was nurse for some time, and matron for a long time.
23Nov. 1894. 3290- How long were you at that institution altogether? Yery nearly five years.
3291. Do you remember the date on which you first wront there? Not exactly, but I remember I left in
November, 1893, or perhaps it was about a fortnight before Christmas.
3292. Why did you leave the institution ? 1 left after that poisoning ease.
3293. Had you anything to do with that case ? 1 was matron at the time, and in that position was to a
certain extent responsible for it.
3294. In consequence of that case did you voluntarily resign or did Dr, Yause ask you to go ? After the
event to which I have referred I did not like the place. Everything seemed to have become so uncomfort
able : therefore I asked Dr. Yause to let me go, and he did.
3295. Did Dr. Yause give you a certificate of character when you left? Yes, a good character.
3296. Did you sign a book to the effect that during your experience of the institution everything that
should have been done for the comfort of the patients was done? Yes.
• 3297. When you were originally engaged did you sign the obligation to obey all the rules and regulations
of the institution ? Yes.
”
3298. Was a copy of those rules and regulations given you for your perusal and guidance? Yes.
329 9. Did all the nurses get this when they joined the institution ? Yes.
3300. While you were matron of the institution had you different female attendants under you ? Yes.
3301. If any irregularity occurred in the institution did these female attendants report them to you or to
Dr. Yause? As a rule they reported them to me, and I would report to the doctor if necessary • but at
the same time they could report direct to the doctor if they wished to.
3302. Are you quite sure on this point, for we have had it in evidence that instructions were issued to the
effect that all complaints must be reported to you? All I can say is I never stopped anyone going direct
to the Medical Superintendent.
3303. Do not some of the women on the Government side require to be placed in separate cells on some
occasions ? Yes.
3304. Had you any special provision as to the dressing of these patients, or how did you put them into
these cells? That depended on the sort of patient. Some of them would have clothes on; but if the
patients were violent or suicidal, we would leave nothing on them.
3305. Who gave you instructions to this effect ? I did not receive any instructions ; that is the general
rule.
3306. At what time did you usually get up in the morning? About 6 or 6‘30.
3307. What time did you go to bed at night ? While I was matron I would generally do my last round
the last thing, and report to the doctor, before I went to bed at 10 o’clock or about 10'30. Sometimes I
might be up a little later waiting for some of the girls who had been out to spend the evening at the play
or anywhere else.
3308. Was there any provision made for supplying nourishment to patients, supposing it was required
during the night ? There was always a supply of tea, and milk, and cocoa, and such things.
3309. Was there a night nurse to administer these things? If a patient was sick there was always a night
nurse, and when in the dormitories a nurse used to sleep with the patients.
3310. But did a nurse sleep in the single rooms ? No.
3311. Were the patients put in these single rooms at night and left there until the morning? Yes.
3312. Did these patients have every comfort suitable for their condition, such as night-dresses and good
bedding? !.es ; the Government patients had beds and rugs, and private patients took their own clothes
in with them from the dormitory.
3313. Supposing one of the patients took ill during the night, how would you become aware of it, and what
provisions were made for dealing with emergencies of this kind ? We should hear of it very quickly. I
know there was always cocoa, tea, milk, and bread and butter.
3314. Mas there a fire at wliich to prepare these things? There generally was a fire in No. 2 dining-room
all through the winter-time.
'
3315. liVas there a fire there during the summer-time ? No,
3316. How did you manage to attend to these patients when there was no fire in No. 2 dining-room ? Tlio
nurse would go to the kitchen fire to make the warm drinks.
3317. Was not the kitchen door locked on the female side? It was at one time, but it is not so now.
33IS, Could the male attendants all get access to the kitchen? Yes; so could the female until the cross
' lock was put on the door.
3319. To get that cross-lock open had you to get a key ? Yes ; the cook’s room was quite close. We could
waken the cook and get the key.
3320. Where were these provisions kept? They used to be kept in a place in the old kitchen.
3321. MY here is that in regard to the present kitchen ? In the yard, just opposite to where the new kitchen
is now.
............. ~
'
3322. Do you mean to say that you can always get medical comforts, such as milk, or a cup of tea, bread
and butter, sugar, and so on, if you want it? Yes.
3323.
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3323. Bo you got them from the stohes'l Yes; the stores are given but every morning in siifBcifeht Bridget
Morfisfey.
quantity for the next twenty-four hours.
3324. Wo have had it in evidence from other nurses that there was Ho provision of tea or sugar ;ind so 2SN6v.;ld94.
oiij either for the nurses tbemselvfes' or for the patients, and in ally sudden cases of sickness which might
occur during the night-time ;—is that so 1 Iso ; not unless there has been a great change made since I
left; there was always plenty of tea and so on when I was there. I know we used to have tea during the
night.
3325. Well, supposing one of the female patients became ill during the night, and it was necessary to
supply her with certain nourishment, how Would yon get this nourishment? From our supplies; and if
there was no particular nourishment there that we required we would awaken the cook.
3326. Was there any separate supply of stores for those patients ? No ; unless there was something
specially ordered.
3327. Was there any special visitation made to patients in the single rooms during the night—say, for
instance, every two or three hours ? No, sir.
3328. Bid mirses sleep in the vicinity of single rooms? Yes ; there was a nurse sleeping at each end.
3329. ' Was there anyone in control, Or were there only the two nurses at the ends of the single room ?
The two nurses used to sleep there; then the next' nearest nurse was the one in charge of the patieifts in
the long dormitory.
.
3330. How far is that long dormitory aivay from the patichts in a single room ? 30 or 40 feet, I should
think ; fully that,
3331. Supposing a patient in one of the cells kicked iip a i-ow during the night, would the nurses sleeping
where you say be able to hear it ? Yes, they would always hear ahy outbreak.
3332. Were not these patients noisy at tunes ? Yes, and sometimes they were very quiet.
3333. Supposing five or six of these patients were making a noise together would you go and see what was
the matter? We should if _we thought it wiis nnytliing unusual. Wc always understand1 and know the
nature of the noise coming from these patients, and if it was anything out of the ordinary the nurses would
get up.
3334. Bo you think the nurses at Bayview' House were overworked? Well, they had plenty of work to do.
3335. Had you a good number of dirty patients ? Yes.
3336. Bid you give them a bath once a week, on Saturdays ? Yes; and oftener if they required it.
3337. Bid patients get a hot-water bath at any time? Yes.
3338. Bid some of the patients prefer sleeping naked in loose straw' ? Yes ; thetc was one, Case No. 15,
in particular. She dlways tore up tins bed-tiek and everything else.
3339. Bid she appear to be quite comfortable in that, or did she make aiiy complaint? No ; she did not
complain,
3340. Bid any of the others complain? Well, only in this way : A new' patient might complain on the
first occasion, then she would get used to it, and did not sfeem to mind.
3341. What utensils were provided for these eleven or twelve single rooms ? There were four or five indiiirubber ones in my time.
3342. Why was not one supplied for every room ? Well, I can only Say that they did not generally all
have them. They did not get them if they did hot ask for them,
3343. What was the general character of the food supplied on the female side—for instance, what kind of
meat ? I never had any fault to find with the meat.
3344. Was it well cooked ? Yes, fairly well.
3345. Had you aiiy fault to find with the meals generally? Occasionally there would be some fault found,
perhaps with the dinner, which would be taken back.
3346. Bid you usually have the same kind of food as the patients? Yes.
3347. Was it always stifiicient in quantity ? Yes.
3348. Bid the patients always get sufficient? Yes.
3349. Was there always an ample supply of clothing ? Well, yes ; but sometimes we might run short foi
a few days, but not very oft<;n.
3350. Wc have heard it in evirleiice that the Government patients were insufficiently clad :—is that so'?
Sometimes there might not be much underclothing to Spare.
3351. But was there always a sufficient supply of underclothing; Sometimes they might run a little short.
3352. Had you a store of these things? Yes.
3353. Bo yoti mean that the store itself would riln short? Yes; perhaps it would for a day or two.
3354. It has been stated in evidence that some of the patients on the Government side would hot have
stockings on, and that altogether they were scantily clothed ? It was this way • It is nothing to find the
patients without stockings, for sometimes they pull them off’ and tear them up. The quieter patichts
would be better dressed than the destructive ones.
■
3355. Supposing friends of it patifent cauie bn a visit; would the patients be taken from the ward and it
change bo made iii her attire ? We would always change them and put them in clean clothes,
3350. Would you take the clothes off one patient and put them on another—that is oh the patient going
to see her friends? No; perhaps on some Occasions, in a hurry, if the stock was low, we might use
another patient's dress.
3357. Could you always be certain about the tit ? We are not so particular about that so long as the
patient is clean and presentable.
3358. Bid you have a large number of dresses made in a general way, and use them for these purposes
when necessary ? Yes.
3359. Whoa the Government visitors came to the institution did you always get a message notifying their
arrival, and a request to put the patients in proper order ? Yes; wo would always know when official
visitors came.
3360. Would you get notice sufficiently early to enable you to get the patients ready? Well, not verv
early ; we would have a few minutes to get them ready.
3361. You niust have been very clover—how did you manage ? We would all help one another.
3362. As a matter of fact in making these changes would you put on the patients nice clean clothes when
visitors came ? Yes ; on the very bad patients wo would put on fresh dresses.
3363.
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3363, Did the official visitors ever examine the dresses of the patients? No, I think not; unless
Dr. Manning did.
_
93Nov 1S94
Were the official visitors usually accompanied by Dr. Vause? Sometimes.
"
*’
‘3365. Wlien it was not the case, did you report to the visitors about these patients ? No.
3366. Did they ever ask you personally about the patients? Not usually. I think Sir Alfred Roberts
spoke to me on one occasion.
3367. Do you think the official visitors ever noticed the dresses on dirty patients ? They never examined
the dresses, or anything at all, that I am aware of.
3368. Do you not know if they took any report from the official in charge in regard to matters of this
kind ? I do not know anything about that.
_
3369. Were you on particularly good terms with Dr. Vause ? Yes, always, until about the time I left.
3370. In giving your evidence to-day, are you prompted by a desire to speak the truth and not to favour
Dr. Yause? Yes ; I have never seen Dr. Yause until this morning since I left Bayview House.
3371. It has been said by previous witnesses that some of the patients on the female side possess only one
gown ;—is that so ? I cut the material up for making gowns. We make a lot together at one time, but
we make no special suits. As long as these gowns remain in the store they are available for the patients
when they are wanted. There are some patients, too, who have fancy dresses, and are fond of dressing
themselves up in this way.
3372. Did you ever know of a private patient’s clothing being put on Government patients ? I think this
was done once, as far as I know.
3373. In wdiose case was this done? That of Case No. 28, who used to be a private patient, but was
subsequently a Government patient, and sent to the Parramatta Asylum later on.
3374. Do you remember any other case than that ? No.
_
3375. Did you ever hear of patients being without clothes, and allowed to remain dirty for days? No.
3376. Do you remember Case No. 11 ? I know she was there.
3377. Do you know whether she was allowed to He out hi the rain in front of the separate cells ? I have
never seen her do so in my time.
3378. But did you hear of it? Yes; it was talked about by one of the girls outside.
3379. Who was the girl? I think it was Maggie Macleod.
.
3380. Were you ever aware of your own knowledge of anything of the kind? No.
3381. Do you think it possibly could have occurred without your knowledge? No.
3382. Was that patient’s body ever covered with vermin? No.
3383. Did you ever see other patients covered with vermin ? No, not covered. Sometimes they would
have vermin in their heads ; indeed, it was very difficult to keep them clean. There were a few cases very
hard to keep clean, I had a lotion specially prepared for use on their heads.
3384. Were there many bugs in the place ? We tried to keep them down. We used to kerosene the walls
every week during my time as a precaution against these and other vermin.
3385. Did you see many rats knocking about the place ? I never saw any in the bedrooms, but I heard
them running about on the roof.
3386. Was there always a good supply of disinfectants ? Yes.
3387. Was there always an ample supply of mosquito nets on the beds ? Yes ; they never went to bed
without them.
3388. Were these always kept in good repair ? Yes.
3389. Was Case No. 11 a very peculiar patient ? Yes.
3390. Was one of her peculiarities that she did not like to sleep with anyone else ? Yes ; and she always
'
used to break the utensils in the associated dormitory. She would also drag other patients out of bed. She
was a woman who had delusions.
3391. We have had it in evidence that this woman -was allowed to roll about in her own dirt;—is that so?
As far as I know, it is not. I have never seen her.
3392. If it occurred would you have known? Yes, As a rule, she was a clean patient - and unless she
got bad in her habits—I mean worse than usual—she would not be classed with the dirty patients.
3393. What were her other peculiarities ? She was always wanting to kick and fight.
3394. Have you ever known private patients to be placed on the Government side? Yes; if aprivate
patient became very noisy and unmanageable she would be send down to the Government end.
3395. Do you remember Case No. 13 ? Yes; she was there in my time.
3396. Where did she sleep ? For a long time in the hospital, then after that in the long dormitory. She
was not sleeping in the single rooms at all.
3397. Did some accident happen to this patient? No ; not in my time.
3398. What is your idea concerning patients being placed in the single cells ;—do you think it resulted in
economy to the proprietor, such as saving additional nurses and so on? No ; I don’t think that is the case.
■
It was when patients -were very dirty, and became destructive, that they wore placed in single cells.
3399. Had you the power to order patients to be placed in these cells? I put them in first and asked the
doctor afterwards. This is what I mean : Supposing a patient became suddenly violent and unmanageable,
I would order her removal to the single cell, and then immediately report to the doctor.
3400. Supposing there was an outbreak in tiie night and the patient became violent, -would you at once put
them in the separate cells ? Yes.
3401. And would you report the circumstance to Dr. Yause the next morning? Yes.
3402. Is it the custom for friends of the patients to visit them ? Yes.
3403. Are not some of the patients sufficiently intelligent on many points to discuss them with thoir
friends on the occasion of these visits ? Yes.
3404. Could they have made a complaint to their friends if they wished to ? Yes.
3405. Could they have done so in private without an attendant hearing them ? Yes ; when nurses took
patients from the wards to see their friends in the reception-room they always left the patient if they did
not like the attendant, to be present.
3406. Was there, then, any impediment whatever placed in the way of a patient making a complaint to her
friends if she desired so to do? No ; not to my knowledge.
3407. Have you ever heard it said that if patients made a complaint to their friends the nurses used to
laugh, and say that what the patient was complaining about was only a delusion ? Yery likely the nurses
would laugh when the patients would tell falsehoods or absurd stories, and then they would explain
matters to the friends.
3408.
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3408. Do you remember Case No. 17? Yes.
Morrisey.
3409. "VYas she occasionally put in a single room ? Yes.
3410. When she first arrived at the institution was she bathed? Yes ; T bathed her myself.
23 Nov., 1894
3411. Were there any bruises on her body at that time? Siie was very much knocked about, and black •
and blue in places. She was a very violent patient, and always throwing herself about. At tho time I
bathed her she was black about the hips.
3412. Did she die while at the institution ? Yes.
3413. Shortly before her death did you send for a priest to administer the last rights of the Church? Yes.
3414. Who went for the priest ? A nurse named Josephine Mackay.
3415. Had the patient been ill for some time prior to this, and unable to take any food ? Yes ; for about
a month, I think.
3416. When the priest arrived at the institution'was she alive or dead? We thought we heard her breathe
after the priest arrived, and Father O’Callaghan himself said he thought he heard her breathe.
3417. Did you know when the official visitors arrived at the institution? Yes.
3418. Did you ever hear a nurse say, “Go ahead, make haste, the visiting doctors are here”? Yes.
3419. Did Dr. Yause accompany the official visitors on their tour of inspection, and oiler to afford them
every information about the patients? Yes, generally.
3420. Did he always appear to take a great interest in the patients? Yes.
3421. Did you always know when he would make his rounds? He used to go in and out at different
times besides making his ordinary round, and if there were any patients sick lie was always very attentive.
3422. Who administered medicines, such as sleeping draughts and so on? 1 did.
3423. Did you ever depute this power to anybody else? No, not unless I was going out, and then the
next in charge would take my place. I, however, generally gave the medicine to the patients.
3424. Was there at t.imes great difficulty in regard to keeping the stockings on the feet of patients?
Yes, there was.
3425. Does the same question also apply to boots? Yes; in some patients we have to lock the boots on
their feet. They are always wanting to get them off.
3426. Were any of the nui-ses dismissed while you were at Bayview House? Ycs.’i
3427. Can you toll me the names of any of those dismissed ? I forget the names, but I know there were
dismissals.
3438. Do you think they were always dismissed for good reasons? I think so, for Dr. Yause always
wanted a '.'cry clear explanation about everything.
3429. Was he always particular in seeing that the work was carried on properly, and that the rules and
regulations of the institution were strictly obeyed? Yes.
3430. Did any complaint against nurses for disobedience moan instant dismissal ? Yes.
3431. Was Dr. Vause most punctilious in the matter of discharge of duty? Yes.
3432. Didyou ever hear of a nurse or nurses having been discharged for making a justifiable complaint,
such as, for instance, the food being bad, or the clothing insufficient ? I never heard of it in my time,
3433. You, in your position of matron, would have, I presume, everjr opportunity of talking with Dr. Vause
about the welfare of the patients, and the management of the institution ? Yos.
3434. Whenever there was a complaint or suggestion made to him would he always willingly listen, and
if possible, do the right thing ? Yes.
3435. Do you know a man named Henry Gearey ? Yes, I have met him since I left Tempe. He called
on mo 'and he wrote to me.
3436. Where were you living at this time ? At Dr. McCarthy's, in Eliwibeth-street.
3437. Did Gearey call on you there? Yes.
3438. Did he ask you to call on him at his private house? I think he wrote to me. This is the letter:—
Miss B. Morrisey,
9, Brisbane-street, Surry Hills, Sydney, October 29th, 1894.
‘Would you kindly appoiut a time that I can see you again with reference to Bayview Asylum. I called several
times, but you were not at home. I should be glad to see you at my house at any time you may appoint.

Yours truly.
H. GEAREY”.

3439. Did you see him after the receipt of that letter? I saw him on the Saturday afternoon after.
3440. What was the object of this visitation on his part? To gain evidence as far as I knew about the
management of Bayview House.
3441. Did he say to you that he had authority to do so? No; not exactly. He said that there was to
be some inquiry, and he wanted to know if I could give evidence, as he said it was my bounden duty to
do so. I told him I did not care about it.
3442. Did he say it would be an advantage to you to give evidence in this inquiry? Yes; X think he
said something of that sort, and added that it would be only the proper thing to do so.
3443. What did you say to that? 1 said 1 did not want to get mixed up in the affair at all, and would
rather not give evidence unless I was compelled to.
3 444. Did you give Gearey to understand that you would be an unwilling witness? I told him that I
did not want to have anything at all to say in the matter.
3445. Did ho threaten to make you give evidence ? No.
3440. Was Maggie Macleod present at any of the interviews between Gearey and yourself ? No.
3447. Did you ever see Gearey and Maggie Macleod together ? No.
3448. Have you had any talk with Maggie Macleod about this matter ? Yes ; several times.
3449. Did you both agree as to evidence ? Yes, I think, in some things.
3450. What were tho things you mentioned—or did she mention to you any charge or neglect against
the patients ? After some preliminary conversation, she said she had asked for a further supply of butter
for the Government patients. She said that Mrs. Gilchrist, the lady superintendent, had cut the butter
supply down very short. She said that, there were only 2 lb. given out, and 1 said I thought there ought
to have been 6 lb.
3451. Wlien you saw Gearey did he show you any evidence, or the notes of any evidence he had obtained
from other persons ? No : as a matter of fact 1 bad very little to say to him.
3452. When he found out that you did not care to give evidence, did ho press you with the view of
obtaining any information in your possession ? No ; I cannot say that he did. On all the occasions that
he saw me or I saw him I gave him very little to his satisfaction.
3453.
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*_omscy. fairly’ wel] managed? Yes; as far as I know.
23Nov'^S94
you ever have any experience in lunacy work before 1 No.
* 3455. Was Bayview Honse conducted in a comfortable and homely manner? Yes.
3456. Were Dr. Vause and the attendants cafeful and considerate in dealing with this patients? Yes.
3457. Did you ever see the attendants abuse the power reposed in them ? No.
3458. Did you ever see them treat patients inhumanely? No.
345tf. While you were there, vtas everything done that shdiild be dohfi for the wfelfare of the patients? Yes.
3459|. Dr. Garran.^ Did Mr. Gearey tell yod that if you came before this Commission and gave evidence,
yoti tfbuld be paid for doing so ? I don’t remembet.
3460. Did he, as an inducement, say that you might get a Government situation afterwards? No, not
exafctly a Government situation ; but he said supposing that Case No. 29 or Case No. 30 Were released ris
a result of the inquiry, 1 might ge‘t sofriething to do looking after them.
3461. I want you to give me a clear answer ab'bctt thfe ihearis you had, br the means there are, for getting
a cup of tea, cocoa, coffee, dr any other warm drink during thfe night. Caii you get that without waking
anybody else ? Nb.
3462. Supposing anything went wrong with patients fit night hnd a wdriii drink was required, could yoti
get it without waking some other official? No.
3463. Had. you the same means bf access to the kitchen and to thfe plate where the stores were kept as the
attehdant on the male side had? Nd; there was a fcross lock bn thfe dorir on the female side. I could,
however, go round to the kitchen side and get hot wJiter. I could go to the kitchen side if I wanted to.
3464. Do you know if there was iriyone bn duty at night in the men’s depftftmeiit ? I do not kndw much
about the male side
.
_
3465. Supposing that during tile night patients became excited in one of the large robins, would the
nurses there have authority to put patients in the single rooms without consulting you ? Yes, they could
do so.
3466. Could you do so on your own authority without waiting oii Dr. Vaiisc 1 Yes.
3467. For what reasons would ydti put patients in thbse single rfebms? I would dd So if a patient became
restless and interfered with the sleep of Other patients, Or if a violent patient struck any other patient.
3468. When you had to move patients into the single rooms did they always go in willingly ? Not always.
Sometimes it would take as many as two or three nurses to get them in.
3469. Would any violence be used to put the patients in these rooms? No, not violence; but sometimes
we would have to use all our strength bfefore we could get thorn in.
3470. Was it a usual thing for female patients to have sheets' oii their beds? Yes. There was only one
patient wdiose sheets were taken away during my time.
3471. We have had it in evidence froirt Other Witiiesses that it was the fegulaf custom to fold up the
sheets arid put them away from the beds except wlifeii they were required, not for sleeping in, but for
show purposes;—Is there any truth in such a statement as that? No ; liot to my knowledge. There was
one dirty patient whose sheets were taken away.
3472. Did you, as matron , of the institution, ever issue to the nurses brders to fold up the sheets and take
them faff the bods ? Nb; I rievef gave finy authority to take them off.
3473. Do you know if they have been taken off? Only in the case of dirty patients. One was Case No. 31
arid the other Case Nb. 32.
.
3474. Do you think the nurses could have done such a, thing without your orders dr knowledge? Nd, I
do not think so.
3475. Did you ever give any orders for the sheets to be removed? No.
3476. Do you know that Maggie Macleod says most distinctly she always took the sheets off fhe beds fit
night; arid they were folded up and put away, adding, “They were put on in the morning again but never
used at bight.” Is that thfe truth? All I can say is Maggie Macleod was only there a fortnight while I
was there.
3477. Do you know a nurse named Rose McMahon? Yes; she was in the dining-room and subsequently
a nurse in one of the bedrooms.
3478. 'fphen you were dressing the patients to receive visitors did you ever put a clean skirt over a dirty
one ? Sometimes.
3479. Arc you quite sure of this one point—that it was only the extremely dirty patients whose clothes
you changed ? Yes. We would not put a new skirt over a dirtv one, but simply make the patient tidy,
and some of the patients were able to dress themselves. We would hot change the dreSs fit all unless tho
one being worn looked more than ordinarily shabby, torn, or dirty.
.
34SCi. Did the female patients ever complain of cold in the winter time? Yery seldom.
3481. Did they ever complain of a want.of.sufficient bed clothing during tho night? I never heard of i(.
3482. Did the restless patients throw off their clothes during the night? Yes; and more than that, some
of them would insist on sleeping on the floor. We could not keep them in a bed.
3483. Did these particular patients ever complain bf cold ? No; they had not sufficient sense to complain,
3484. Did those whom you thought had sufficient sense ever complain about ari insufficiency of nightclotbing 1 T never heard of it.
3485. Did any of them over appear to be suffering from cold find complain? No; not that I know of.
3486. Was it the duty of the nurses to complain to you if they thought patients had not enough night
clothes? Yes.
3487. Did any of the nurses ever tell you as much? No.
3488. Did the patients placed in the single cells ever complain of having suffered from cold? No; they
never had the sense to do that.
3489. Did you over ask Dr. Yause for anything that was wanted arid meet with a refusal frbrii him? No.
Sometimes I might ask him for certain things and have to wait some little time before I obtained them. J
could not always get what I wanted immediately.
3490. Did he ever refuse you smything that was properly and necessarily wanted ? I have always got
everything eventually, but sometimes I would have to wait.
3491. Was it your duty to report all matters to him? Yes.
,
3492.
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3492. Did you always report when a patient was placed in a separate cell! Yes, immediately, unless it Bridget
Morrisey.
happened during the night and the doctor had gone to bed.
3493. Looking hack and taking a full view of the whole of your experience, do you see anything you could 3S3Ncw7l8!)4.
complain about during your time at the institution 1 Nothing beyond the fact that I think there should
have been a night nurse.
3494. Do you mean by that there should have been a night patrol 1 Yes.
3495. How many large rooms are there 1 There are four.
3496. Would you put a nui'se to sleep in each with the patients 1 No, not if my staff was large enough to
supply nurses on night duty.
3497. Do you think that one nurse moving about the whole of the rooms on night-duty would be sufficient ?
3498. Do you think that attendant also should look into the separate cells ? She might do so.
3499. 3/r. McGotven.] Do you know whether these tea or eleven cells on the female side were occupied by
patients every night 7 As a rule, there would be a good many of them occupied—in fact, all full; but
sometimes two or three would be empty.
3500. You referred a little while ago to Case No. 17 ;—do you say that she was ill for a month before she
died ? Yes, she was,
■
3501. Do you not also say that she would not take much food? No, she never would take food durin0'
that time.
'
°
3502. Did you give her any medicine for her particular complaint ? We would always try to but the
difficulty was that she invariably spat it out.
3503. Did you report her case to Dr. Yause ? Yes, frequently.
3504. Did he see her?_ Yes, he would see her every day ; he would feel her pulse, and do what he could
during the month previous to her death.
3505. Did he prescribe medicine for her ? Yes.
3j06. Was there any effort made to make her take this medicine ? Nothing beyond giving it her.
3507. Did you report to Dr. Yause the circumstance that she spat the medicine out of hermouth ? Yes.
3508. Did you hear of an accident happening to Case No. 25 ? Yes ; I think it arose out of some row with
a nurse named Nellie McBride, and the patient got her eye cut.
3509. How was this done? I think she got into some tussle with Nellie McBride. She knocked Nellie
McBride down, and in the struggle sustained the injury to her eye.
3510. Was this matter reported to Dr. Yause ? Yes.
3511. Did he attend to the injury ? Yes.
3512. Did you leave Bayview House in 1893 ? Yes.
3513. During the six months before you left was there a male attendant on duty near the kitchen through
the night, so that you could go to the kitchen in the night-time to get a cup of tea, or any other warm
drink for the patient? 1 do not remember.
'
'iI51
you think it is possible for a male attendant to have been on duty without you knowing it? I
think 1 should always have known of it if there were one on duty.
'
3515. ])r. Mmniny.] If the supply of clothing ran short, and you asked Dr. Vause for more, did you get
it at once? Sometimes I might, and on other occasions I would wait. If there were any cfothirm in the
house I got it.
°
351G. How long, as a rule, did you have to wait before you received an additional supply? As a rule not
Jong but sometimes for a fortnight.
3517. What things did you run short of ? Sometimes one, sometimes another; especially chemises and
underclothing. The material would be obtained, then I would assist in making them up.
3.>18. Do you say that the food was fairly good in qualitv and plentiful in supply? Yes ; it was good.
plain food.
'
■
3519. Was there generally food left remaining on the Government side after the patients had had their
meals? Yes.
3520. Did they always get sufficient and have well filled plates ? Yes.
3321. If they asked for more could they get? Yes.
3522. And would there be some left over then ? Yes.
3523. What was the supply of vegetables like! It was quite sufficient; there would be potatoes, and

sometimes parsnips, carrots, and other varieties,

3524. How much notice did you receive when official visitors came to the asylum ? Sometimes we would
get a few minutes, but we would never get very long.
3525. Would the time depend upon whether the visitors remained at the office or went direct to thei wards?
wards ?
Ve novel knew which way they would go. Sometimes they would go one way, sometimes another.
er. On
On
one occasion .straight to the building, and on another they might visit the male division first.
3526. Sometimes would 5 minutes elapse, and sometimes half-an-hour, after the arrival of the visitors
before they reached you 1 Yes.
3527. YTien you had short notice was it possible for you to do much in the way of changing the dresses of
the parents and making them presentable? Well, there were five of us, and we used to help each other.
A great many patients we did not change, but some of them we did.
3528. When the official visitors went round, were they accompanied by Dr. Yause? Yes.
3i2l' T?LVt i o6 CUStom
the offici:l'1 liters, supposing they went round the institution with you instead
ot the Medical Superintendent, to ask you about the condition of the patients ? Yes ■ they would ask
their names.
J
3530. Have you seen them occasionally checking off the names of patients in the book ?
is; they always
did it.
3631. Has it been the custom of the official visitors on the occasion of their visits to speak to the nurses ?
Yes ; but more frequently they would speak to the matron.
g0°d Mmny of the P^11^ sho'v
"'hen in the single rooms ? Sometimes they are violent.
3.)33. It it were necessary to enter the room of a noisy, troublesome patient at night would it be safe for
one nurse to do it 1 No.
'
.
For instance, would it be safe for one person to open the door and go into a cell occupied by Case
No. 15 7 No.
■
3535.
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3535. Are these people in the single rooms in good health'! Yes ; they wore all very strong and healthy.
3536, Qan you tell us anything about a nurse named McBride hairing been rough and cruel in her treatment
of Case No. 23 ? I never saw anything of the kind in my time.
' 3537. Was any report made to you of such a fact'! No.
3538. Was she a very dirty patient ? Yes.
_
3539. Was there only one of these patients who occupied the single room who might be dangerous if the
door was opened by one nurse? There was more than Case No. 15 ; there were some whom you could go
near, but there were Case No. 15 and Case No. 33, and others whose names I forget, whom you could not
go near.
^
_
3540. In these cases if you had given the patients utensils, would they have used them in the ordinary
way ? Not all of them.
3541. What would some have done with them then ? They would have used them to hang the doors, or as
weapons of attack upon the nurses when they opened the cell-doors in the morning.
^
3542. Would it have been safe to have given one of them to Case No. 15 or Case No. 33 ? No ; they would
either have used it in the manner I have described or, perhaps, have torn it up.
3543. Mr. Mcffowen.] Since Gearey waited on you in regard to this matter has anyone else other than
Maggie Macleod interviewed you upon this subject 1 No.
3544. Dr. Garran] The witness Maggie Macleod, in her evidence, complained about vermin being in the
beds and everywhere else. She says she complained to you as matron, and when she was asked what the
matron said, she replied : “ She said it wTas no use, she could not get the doctor to do anything ” ;—did you
ever say such a tiling to Maggie Macleod 1 I never recollect having done so.
3545. She also says that “Often and often I have not only spoken about this (that is, referring to the
women being placed in the cells naked), but I have also complained as to the way in wliich the patients
were clothed and fed. It was simply shameful"]—did she ever complain to you about these things ? No;
she was not on the Government side for more than a fortnight while I was there. She was not on my side
at all.
3546. The witness Macleod also said that the women never slept in sheets ; that there were only two who
used sheets the whole of the time she was there—Case No, 16 and another;—is that true? No : it was
not true in my time.
3547. She was also asked if the patients often complained of the cold, and she replied, “ Yes, often";—did
she ever tell you that ? No.
3548. She was also asked “Did you ever see an indiarubber utensil in these rooms?” and her answer is,
“ No ; not up to the date you name —do you say there were five in those rooms ? Yes ; there were five,
made of indiarubber.
3549. Do 3'ou. not see how different her evidence is from yours ;—which is correct 1 I know I saw those
utensils there.
3550. The witness Macleod further says, “ that there were a lot of new sheets made for the use of the
patients just before she left the Asylum, and about the time the facts respecting Case No. 1 became
public ;—do you know if that is true 1 No, I was not there then.
3551. Do you know if there was any marked change in the supply of these and other things ? No.
3552. President.] Was there any necessity at the time you left for an unusually large supply of clothing to
be brought into the institution 1 We. could get plenty of clothing when we wanted it, and our instructions
were, in the matter of clothing, to be economical and not to be extravagant,
3553. If we had evidence to say that a large supply of clothing was brought in immediately after the case
referred became known ;—is that true ? I do not know, I was not there.
3554. Have you not said in your evidence that some of the patients placed in these single cells become
very obstreperous and noisy ? Yes. .
3555. How many nurses would go in the morning to these cells to release these patients ? One for ordinary
eases when they did not get obstreperous,
3556. Would it not sometimes require two or three nurses to remove a patient? Not unless they were
very violent and attempted to strike the nurses.
3557. Do I understand you to say it would be dangerous for one nurse to open the door of the coll occupied
by one of these violent patients ? In the night-time it would.
3558. Was it a usual thing for yon to be out at night ? No. What I mean to say is, it would not be safe
for one nurse left alone at night to open the door of a cell containing a violent patient. In the
daytime it did not so much matter, for then everybody was about, and assistance could be given if
necessary.
3559. Dr. Vause.] Were the stores, such as tea, milk, and sugar, available at night? [No answer.]
3560. What I mean is, were there not tea, sugar, milk, and so forth in the cupboard in No. 1 and No. 2
during rooms, between tea-time at night and breakfast-time the following morning ? Sometimes there
would be some left.
3561. Did you get your stores one day at breakfast-time and in sufficient quantity to last until breakfast
time the next day ? Yes.
3562. Would not the breakfast stores for the following morning be in those cupboards all through the
night? Yes.
3563. Was there generally sufficient milk? Yes.
3564. Did you get a fresh supply of milk every morning ? Yes, we had fresh milk every morning and at
dinner-time.
3565. Could you get milk at any time during the twenty-four hours of every day? Yes.
3566. Do you mean to say there were no special stores given to you for night use ? Yes. I am a little
nervous so you must bear with me.
3567. President.] Have you not said that before you could make a warm drink during the night that you
would have to waken the cook? Yes, I never had a key of the kitchen.
3568. Dr. Vause.] Could you light the lire if necessary during the night in either No. 1 or No. 2 dining
rooms ? Yes.
3569. Do you remember there being a kerosene stove provided for the cooking of these things? I do not
remember.
3570. Was the long dormitory separated from the single room by a narrow passage? Yes.
3571.
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3571. Could nurses sleeping in the dormitory hear any disturbance made by apatient in the same room? Yes.
3572. Have you heard those disturbances yourself ? Yes.
3573. And do you sleep near to the courtyard? Yes.
3574. Had you a requisition book which you could sign for any special articles of diet? Yes.
35(5. Was it your duty to order things you wanted by making an entry in the requisition-book? Yes.
3576. Whenever you wanted anything, did you put it down in the requisition-book ? Yes.
3577. Was there ever a requisition refused? I cannot say that there was one refused, but I had to wait
for things sometimes.
3578. First, would you run short of things, and then make a requisition for them? Yes.
35(9. Do you mean to say that clean dresses were put upon dirty patients on the occasion of official
visits being made to the institution ? Yes j we used to change the dresses.
3580. Do you mean to infer then that you, as matron, allowed patients to become dirty in the institution ?
I cannot say dirty—I mean that some of the dresses would be soiled and old, imd we used to change them
so as to make the patients appear brighter.
3581. Did you ever put clean clothes over a dirty patient ? Ho.
35S2. Did you keep dirty patients in the place, and put clean clothes over them to deceive the visitors ?
Ho. Wo used to remove old dresses and put better ones on.
3583. Did you have any special instructions from me to change the dresses of the patients for the visits
of official visitors? It was always done, and I always understood that you knew it was done.
3584. Did I ever tell you directly that the patients were to be made presentable when the official visitors
came? Ho, not directly; but it was a customary thing to make them so, and I thought you knew of it
and approved of it.
3585. Was it not merely the custom to tidy up the patients, and to gather them together, so that they
could be seen by the official visitors? Yes, and to change the clothes of those whose clothes wanted it.
358G. Could you not change their clothes at any time ? Yes.
358(. Would you wait for the arrival of the official visitors before you would change the clothes of a dirty
patient? Ho, certainly not.
3588. Was Case Ho. 28, a private patient, who was sometimes on the Government side of the house,
possessed of clothing? I do not know what Government patients had except their own uniform. I knew
they were supplied with that.
3589. Dr. J/anninff.] Was not Case Ho. 28 for some time a private patient, and then did not her husband
cease to pay for her ? Yes.
“
3590. At one time did she possess clothes of her own? Yes.
3591. And did you put Government clothes on her ? Ho.
3592. Was she at Bayview House for some time, and then transferred to one of the Government asylums?
Yes.
"
3593. Dr. Vause.] Do you think there ought to bo a night nurse instead of having nurses sleeping with
patients in the dormitory ? Yes.
3594. Did you ever tell me so? No.
3595. 11 csideni.] Did you simply follow out the rule that had been in existence before yon occupied the
position of matron ? Yes.
3596. Did you speak to the doctor at all about this suggestion? Ho.
3597. Dr. Vause.] Regarding this _ message about the official visitors—did you underetand it to bean
intimation that the visitors had arrived, and that you were to get ready to accompany them round the
institution ? I do not exactly understand the question. I always went to the office to "meet the visitors.
3598. Do you remember Mr. Nugent Robertson going round as an official visitor? Yes,
3599. Do you remember him pulling the beds down and looking at the mattresses? I do not know • I
think that was in Mrs. Mankey’s time.
>
3600. Have you overseen him do it? I have seen him turn up the corner and pull the bed on one side.
3G01. To see if tho bed was clean and all right? Yes.
3602. Has he done this on several occasions ? I cannot say that I have seen him do it several times. He
would just put his hand on it and feel it; but sometimes catch hold of the corner of fa sheet look at it
and put it back.
1
1
’
3603. Did lie do the same with the single-room beds ? Yes.
3604. President.] Writh regard to tliese single rooms;—were you in the habit of changing the things on
the occasions when official visitors cauie, and then putting others in for the use of patients at night? b Ho •
this was not done with my knowledge.
0
3605. Supposing we have had evidence to that effectwhat do you say ? The custom, while I was there,
was for a patient to have the two beds in a room. Sometimes we would take out one and leave the other!
These beds were always clean and fresh.
3606. What happened to the bedding of tho dirty patients ? The dirty straw was always changed ami
the ticks were washed and filled with clean straw everv morning.
3607. Dr. Garran.] Do I understand you to say that if there had been a night attendant watching Case
Ho. 1 you would have heard him moving about? Yes.
°
"
3608. Would he have had to go from the kitchen and across the yard in going to and from the single
room in which the patient was confined ? Yes.
"
0
3609. How far from him would your bed-room be ? My bed-room was on the other side.
3610. But how far away is it a hundred yards ? I cannot say.
3611. Would you have been able to hear an attendant walking across the yard ? Ho, I mivln, hear him
going down the passage, and I could hear anyone rattling about in tbe kitchen.
&
3612. Did you ever bear anyone walking about the main building on night-dutv ? Never.
3613. Arc you reasonably sure that if anyone had been on night-duty during the time Case Ho. 1 was in
that solitary room you would have been able to hear him moving about ? 1 think so.
3614. President ] How long was he in that cell while you were matron ? I do not know. T know he was
in a bed-room for a time.
3615. Was he then removed over to the other place ? Yes, for three or four weeks, I think while I was
there.
1
207—M
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ifomsev
^you remember the time exactly when he was taken, over to that single room? No. I do not
_ a
exactly know what goes on on the other side. I know he was over there, because I used to see them taking
23Nov. 1894.
au^ things to him.
3617. As matron of the institution, do you know that there is complete isolation between the male and
female sides ? Yes.
361S. In consequence of this many things might go on of which you knew nothing? Yes, that is the case,
3619. Mr. Jfctr'oiceji.] Did you sec these single colls at night? Yes.
3630. How many women on an average would be put in those cells quite naked ? I should think about
five in all. In two of the rooms there were bedsteads.
3621. How many of these patients slept on straw ? Only one—Case No. In. '
■
3622. J)r, Manning.^ Occasionally, have you seen me go into the wards at dinner-time? Yes.
3623. Occasionally, have you seen me go into the kitchen and examine the food there? Yes.
.
3624. Have I come back again and occasionally remained to dinner, or to see the dinner? Yes.
3625. Had you any knowledge that I was coming back? You came hack once when I did not know any
thing about it.
3626. What I want yrou to answer is this : Was there any likelihood of special dinners being prepared for
my visit? No ; we never knew when you were coming.
■
3627. Was it quite possible to prepare anything specially for a visit of this kind? Yes ; but I think one
day you were there the dinner was rather better tlian it sometimes is.
3628. Do you mean then it whs better one day than on others, and by good fortune I happened to pounce
upon it ? Yes.
3629. President.] Did Dr. Manning pay a visit one day and after making his rounds come back and stay
to dinner ? Yes.
3630. Did you know he was going to stay ? Yes.
3631. Did you got some extra tilings for dinner on that day 1 Yes.
3632. What was it—a better meal altogether :—what was extra ? I do not think it was a better meal; the
extra was pickles.
3633. Did you ever hoar a statement made to the effect that some of the patients had said they were always
glad to hear that a visitor was going to stay that day, and they only wished that they would come every
day, for then they would get a good meal? I do not know of it.
3634. Would it have been possible to have prepared an extra good dinner on the occasion of the official
visitors coming to the institution, when you did not know of their- coming until they arrived? No ; there
would not have been time.
3635. Dr. Vause.] Do you think that when you were in your bedroom at night-time you could see or
hear anybody going into the kitchen with a, passage and a large dormitory between them and you? I do
not know.
_
3636. When you were in your bedroom did you hear anyone in the kitchen ? No ; not unless they came
over to the side where the vegetables were kept.
, 3637. President] How then can you hear them moving about at night? Sometimes I stay up very late—
as late as 12 o’clock,—and then I can hear-' them if they move about.
3638. If there were anyone in the men’s dining-room would you be able to hear him ? No.
3639. Would it not be possible for a warder or attendant to go into that kitchen many times duringthe
night without you hearing him ? He might do so.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mary Mngney sworn and examined :—
Mary
SCtO. President.^ Are you employed as a housemaid at Bayview House ? Yes.
Magncy. 3641. Dor what period were you there in that capacity? About two years. I left there on the 24th of
^ last January.
23Nov,,l894. 3040. Did y0lJ get a, certificate of good character when you left ?
No ; I did not leave good friends with
Dr. Yause.
3643. How was that? I do not think there was anything particular. I suppose I did not suit him.
3644. Was that on account of you not being familiar with your duties, or had you neglected some duties?
I do not know. I know that I did not leave on good terms.
3645. Were you quite familiar with the duties of the nurses, the routine of the patients, and the customs
observed in the management of the institution ? Yes.
3646. Did you give out the stores ? Yes, sometimes.
3647. Was there always an ample supply of food ? Yes, I think so.
3648. Was there always an ample supply of clothing ? Yes; wo had a fresh supply of clothing every
Monday morning.
.
3049. We have had it given us in evidence that some of the patients were not properly clothed, and that
there was anything but an ample supply of wearing apparel;—is that so ? I never heard of there being an
insufficient supply of clothing,
.
3650. When the official visitors came to the institution to see the patients was there due notice given to
the nurses that the doctors had come ? I myself would generally tell the matron that they had come,
because she was supposed to come over from tho building to the office to go round with the visitors.
3651. Do you know if the patients were put in good order when the visitors arrived > 1 never saw them
get patients ready.
3652. Not in the way of fixing up their dresses or putting on a new collar or anything of that kind? No.
3653. Were the patients shown to the visitors in the same clothes as they ordinarily wore, or was the
clothing changed ? It was not changed to my knowledge.
3654. Do you know a man named Henry Gearey ? Yes : he has called to see me at the place where I am
staying.
3655. Did he ask you any questions or for any information in regard to the management of, and the
patients in, Bayview House? Yes,
3656. Did he ask you to give evidence before this Commission? I think so.
3657. Did he ever say it would be to your interest, or to your future advantage, to give any information on
this subject ? I do not think so. He may have done.
3658.
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3G58. Did he say you would be paid any sum of money for giving evidence before this Commission? There
was something said about expenses being paid, and some of the other girls told me that Gearey had told them
he would, get them good appointments if they would give evidence in this inquiry.
3659. Did he ever say anything to you about being able to secure you a billet, and so on ? No.
3GC0. And I suppose you would have scorned the idea if he had offered it to you ? Yes; it was never
offered.
'
3G61. Did ho ask you about Bridget Morrisey ? Yes.
.
36G2. Did you give him the information he needed ? I did not give him much.
3GG3. Did lie seem satisfied with what you did give? No.
36G4. DM he ask you if Dr. Yause was intemperate in his habits? I think he told me lie had heard that
Dr. \ ausc took drink, and I said in reply I Imd been there two years and had never seen it,
366S. Have you over seen Dr. \ause under the influence of drink ? No.
36GG. Have you seen him at dinner parties in his own house, when he has been entertaining his own
friends? Yes.
3667. And either on or after any of these occasions have you seen him the worse for liquor? No.
3668. Is Dr. "V an so always available when his patients require to be seen ? Yes.
Js
on ^ese occasions always attentive to the requirements of his patients? Yes, very much so.
3610. Do you give this evidence in his favour, although you had a dispute with him, which ended in your
leaving his service ? Yes.
3671. Do you give it because you consider it to be your conscientious duty ? Yes.
3672. Did you ever see the patients neglected or ill-treated ? No.
^as ^r' ^rause perfectly attentive to his duties, and could he be seen when required ? Yes.
3674. Dr. Garran.] Was Case No. 1 an inmate of Bayview Asylum in your time? Yes.
3670. Do you know if a night-attendant waited upon "him while he was in the single room ? I do not
’now. I know ho received special attention in the day-time} and that Dr. Vause used to send him biy
meals from his own private table.
Jy1 ^ come t0 your knowledge in any way that this patient had a night attendant? No.
3671. i^r. McGowen.} How long before you left Bayview House liad ho been taken from the bedroom
upstairs and put to sleep in the single room across the yard? I do not know.
3C7S. Do you know the names of the olhcial visitors to the institution ? Some of them. There are Dr
Gox, Dr. Manning, Sir Alfred Roberts, and Mr. Nugent Robertson.
36/9. Do any other regular visitors go round the asylum ? No : none other tlian the official visitors and
the patients friends.
3680. President.] When the official visitors come to the institution, do they go first to the office or to the
main building ? They always went to the office first.
irso w°Um ^ Senera,1y renmiu there for Rome t™c ? Not for very long—perhaps for 5 or 10 minutes.
JbSU. Would they then be looking over the books, to see the names and get other particulars of new
patients . Yes ; and they would be engaged in this for about 10 minutes sometimes.
3683. Dr. Vause.] Do you remember if the official visitors have ever gone through bv themselves without
waiting for me ? Yes.
3684. Did they wait very long then ? No.
o685. Was it their habit to look at the official books before going round the institution or not ? I think
they end generally look at the books first.
- 0U wa^ to see
^ ® -^0 i I simply answered tbe door.
368/. Can you say if they looked at the books first or not ? I thought they did ; that was my idea.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mary Doherty sworn and examined :—
thaTpolition"”^'' Are y0U e,nployed ilt Ba3,view House? Yes, as cook for some time, and I still occupy
2S»

n‘o

t0 ”S ‘0 ““ +* a'“ »• £“d <• “*

COOM; is tl„t the

oco?’ S?Ve y°U 0Vftrhacl “"T complaints made to vou about the cooking? No
3601. Was the food always of good quality? Yes.
3692. Is it sometimes better than others: for instance, in the height of summer does the meat get bad ?
i\o . we always have fresh meat every morninw.
3693. What joints are generally cooked for the patients ? Perhaps a leg of mutton one day and a shoulder
anothei, and we have roast beef on Sundays, and roast and boiled mutton on Mondays': we have som>
three times a week, and roast beef on other days.
J J
1
lTailSen^ ■Vith regard t0 y0Ur SUpPHeS ’ Yes> ™ llaTO an arrangement to get the
same kmd of food on the same days in every week. Beside the roast and boiled mutton, we get roast beef
on other days, and sometimes haricot. On the days we have no soup we have two vegetables ;gon Thursday
1 I
M
T .
--------------v
W ” >-■
>YC JIU,> v BWU VtJJiClraO
get corned beef and dumplings, and mutton on Fridays. Some of them will have fish. Then there are
VIS- e^etaBjes' b,0lJed ncci
Potato pie. On Saturday we get beef again and mutton,
acne lv i ey ,ll"raIs Set a good breakfast in the morning and tea in the afternoon ? Yes
,
,d yo“ “ve'' tf11 “y nurS(J fchat
would not allow any more food on one occasion when
plentro?food
am0U'lt S0pphed
n0t sufficionU Yot- t0 my knowledge ; there was Mways
qvuij

it?7 Nevera,ly nUrSe 0Ver C0,>,plail1 to you of the food beinS

badly cooked that the patient would not eat

vcoo' dr, wIia.t hour do yc,u set UP in the morning ? Five o'clock.
-d 1!Xt tlnle (1° yo11 »° t0 bcd at night^ An,7 time after 7 o’clock.

o-aa

3/00. Do you generally go as early as 8 or 9 o’clock ? No.
-b 01. Do you lock the kitchen up 1 I never lock it.
„I^7’ 'Is
do°r always left open? It has never been locked.
3703 Could anyone get into the kitchen at night, either' from’ the male or female
side ?
could geL in on the male side, but not from the female side.

An attendant
3704.

Mary
-Mngney.
‘ °v‘’

-

Mary
My'
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is that? Becaaso there is a cross-lock on the door which shuts off the female side.
3705. Do you know whether there are kept in the dining-rooms supplies for night use? Yes, there are

23 Nov. ,1894. ;l]_"'ays suPPlies there-

'

3706. Both on the male and female sides ? Yes.
3707. "What supplies are kept? The attendants can get what they want.
3708. What generally was kept there? There was always bread, butter, milk, tea, and sugar.
3/09. Dr, Garran. ] Would any nurse be able to make a cup of tea or other warm drink without waking
you? Yes.
■
3710. We have been told in evidence that nurses could not get into the kitchen to the fire at night;—is
that so? They always had a fire in the private ladies’ dining-room, and there were refreshments too.
3711. Could the attendants make a cup of tea or coffee without going to the kitchen? Yes.
3712. Are you quite sure on this point ? Yes, I am.
3713. Do you remember when Case No. 1 was taken from the upstairs room to sleep in the single room in
the yard ? I do not know when he was removed there.
3714. From where you slept could you hear attendants walking about the male side during the night?
Yes.
■
3715. Supposing attendants were up at night, watching Case No. 1, could you have heard them walking
about? I often heard attendants -walking about. There was always somebody walking about.
3716. Did you sleep very far from the courtyard ? No, not very.
3717. Do you know whether night attendants did watch this patient ? I do not know, but to the best of
my opinion there were.
3718. Can you speak positively on this point? I can say I have heard people walking about during the
night.
3719. Dr. Vause,.] Is there a diet list hanging up in tbe kitchen ? Yes, there is.
3720. Do the patients have fish to eat on Fridays? Yes; as well as meat.
[Witness withdrew.]

TUESDAY, 27 NOVEMBER, 1894.
\The Commission mel at 1} n.m, in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Ojjice.~\

The Hon. SIB ABTHUB REN WICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General or
Insane.

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR. TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., ML.A.

Dr. Vause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses.
Mrs. * * * sworn and examined:—
Mrs. * * * 3721. President] Had you some relative in Bayview House at one time? Yes. (Case No. 34.)
2~n'"A_189
What relation was she? My cousin.
/ oi.,
• 3723. Do you remember the time of her admission? I. cannot remember exactly. We took her body
away on the 28th of May, 1892. I think she was there about a fortnight altogether.
3724. Did you pay for her accommodation and maintenance at Bayview House? Yes.
3725. Do you remember how much you paid? I really forget; hut I think it was four guineas per week.
3727. For what reason was she put in Bayview House ? I do not know. I certainly think she was not
insane; she was very dull at times and suffered from excessive weakness. When she was taken to Bayview House Dr. Vause was away. Dr. Hetherington saw my cousin, and his opinion was that she had no
business there at all.
3728. Was she troublesome in her behaviour, so troublesome indeed that it was considered by medical men
that it was necessary she should be removed to an asylum ? I think so. I believe two doctors (one
Dr. Alcorn, of West Maitland) advised that she should go there. I do not remember the other doctor’s
name.
3729. Were medical certificates obtained before she was admitted to the institution ? Yes, certainly.
3730. Do you remember the names of the medical men who gave the necessary.certificates? I think
Dr. Alcorn was one, but I forget the other.
3731. Was the other Dr. Beeston, of Newcastle? I believe he was the doctor; but he had not seen her
for some time.
3732. Did he not give a certificate saying he had seen her on a certain date; I may as well tell you that
we know he gave a certificate, for I have it in my hand now ? I know my cousin went away for a change
and went to West Maitland, hut about the certificate I cannot speak.
3733. Do you know if Dr, Beeston Imd known your cousin for the last twenty-five years? Yes, I think
he had.
.
3734. Do you think he was perfectly familiar with the nature of her case? Yes.
3735. Do you know that he certifies in this certificate [Exhibit C. See Appendix] before me that he lias
known Case No. 34 for the last twenty-five years; that she is naturally of an active and lively disposition ;
that of late she has become morose and taciturn ; that her appearance is greatly altered, she having become
vacant. Do you know these facts are certified to on the 28th of April, 1892, so that Dr. Beeston must
.
have seen her a few days before she was admitted to Bayview House? Ido not think he did. She
was away ; I believe.her mother went to Dr. Beeston and stated something about my cousin’s symptoms.
3736. But here is Dr. Beestou’s certificate saying he saw her personally at Newcastle. Might not that
have occurred without vour knowledge? I do not think so.
"
3737.
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3737. But we have here a certificate saying Dr. Beeston saw her on the 28th of April before she was Mrs.
admitted 1 I do not know anything about that.
_
3738. Still it occurred, and it is also certified that her mother informed Dr. Beeston that your cousin had ^7 Nov., 1894.
latterly become violent and could not be kept in bed, and that she did not recognise her mother nor any
others about her j do you think that is so 1 I do not. I was constantly with my cousin. I was reared
with her, and I never saw any violence in her at all.
^aS 1>r' Alcom wel1 acquainted with the nature of your cousin’s case ? I think he knew about it.
3( 40. Do you know that he saw her on the 14th May, 1892, at West Maitland, before she was admitted
to Bayview House ? Yes.
3741. Do you know that he says, speaking of your cousin at that time, “ She rambles in her talk, and is
listless and stupid ; at times refuses to speak for hours together; refuses food, has loss of memory, and
cannot say ho vv long she has been ill; is dirty in her habits, and attempts to tear her clothes; has
delusions, fancying that birds are singing around her bed, and other fancys of that sort ”;—is this
statement in accordance with your experience ? I know she was very quiet of late.
3742. Did she refuse to take her food '? No, never.
3743- Ha^ she Iosa.of memory to such an extent that she did not know how long she had been ill, and so
,1.ot notice this. She was very quiet, and did not speak sometimes for hours together.
^ s"e nifty in her habits before she was admitted to Bayview House 1 I never saw her.
3745. Do you not say you were constantly in her company? I do not mean it exactly in that sense I
live in Sydney, she lived at------------, but I used to see her frequently.
3746. How often did you see her ? I cannot remember exactly.
■
3747. Did you see her twice a week? No.
3748. Did you see her once a week 1 No.
ID49. Did you see her once a fortnight? I used to go and stay a week, fortnight, or three weeks at a time
their house, and T never saw my cousin dirty in her habits or violent.
■D’d you ever hear or know that she occasionally had delusions, fancying that birds were singing
around her bed ? No, never in my life. She stayed once for seven weeks with me, and I never saw any
thing or heard anything of the kind.
37yl, Would you be surprised to learn, on the opinion of the doctor, that she had been gradually failing
in health for over a year ? I know that for eighteen months she did fail in health, for she was greatly
troubled at the death of her husband. For seven weeks after her husband’s death she did not cease to cry
3 io2. Would you be surprised to hear that her relatives state that she had fallen into a listless and stupid
state; that at times she falls into this listless state and remains staring at something for some time, but
does not know anything about it ? I would not be surprised at her relations telling the doctor this, but all
I can say is their experience is different from mine.
3753. Do you know whether at times your cousin did not know her most intimate friends ? No; I know I
met her on the railway platform when she was going to the asylum. 1 was in company with my mother,
who said “ Do you know me ?” She replied “ Yes ” ; and she appeared to know us.
37o4. It is also stated that her mother informed Dr. Beeston that your cousin had latterly become violent
and could not be kept in bed, and that she did not recognise her own mother, or anyone about her ;—is
that correct ? bio, it is certainly not in accordance with my experience.
3755. Did your aunt bring your cousin down from the country and persuade her to go to Bayview House
m the nope of her getting better? Yery likely, but I never thought she was much wrong.
a/oG. vvhat is the nature of the complaint you have to make in reference to tho treatment of your
cousin while an inmate at Bayview House ? Dr. Yause was not there when I paid my first visit after
my cousin was admitted. Dr. Hetherington was there. On the following Friday morning I and my
mother called to see my cousm. Wo went back again at 9 o’clock at night, and saw Dr, Hetherington,
who was rude to us. T sad that my cousin was dying then. He said she was not dying. 1 then said that
her mother had come 102 miles to see her daughter. Dr. Hetherington objected to anyone seeing the
patient at that time at night. I, feeling sure that my cousin was dying, insisted that her mother should
see her, and we were allowed in. She was nearly blind, and wo were taken into a dark room, and had
some difficulty m seeing the patient. I saw then that the end was near, hut Dr. Hetherington said she
was not dying. She died on Saturday night or early on Sunday morning. What I complain0of is what I
consider to be tbe harsh treatment,
'll?!' J',ow *onb' '"'as Case ^0- 34 a patient at Bayview House ? Nearly a fortnight.
.V'
s^e a Private room ? No ; but we understood she was to have one when she went there Wi
*
"
paid for one.
Sr? slie ever US-e 0ne ? No ; thero 'vere at leaat riventy beds in the room she was in.
3160._ V\ hen you visited the institution were you allowed to see your cousin? I saw her on two
occasions.
37GI. Did she appear to be well dressed in clean clothes ? She was never dressed at all. She was in bed
the whole of the time she was there--in bed in one of the dormitories.
62. Did Dr. Hetherington tell you that she was in no danger whatever ? Yes, he told mo that on Friday
night at 9 o clock, and she died either on Saturday night or Sunday morning,
3H3. Did you afterwards see her body laid out in the mortuary?* I call it a stable. There was fodder
under my feet, and a couple of bags of fodder in the place. There was no wfindow even, but only an
aperture containing iron bars. I call it disgraceful. I spoke to Dr. Vause about it later on. I asked him
to sue us for the money, and we would expose it. He said he would not sue us.
3764. Did you complain to Dr. Vause? Yes.
3(65 Whatdid he say ? He seemed to infer that Dr. Hetherington had not done his duty, and he had
the place cleaned up.
3i 66. Did he say anything to you about Case No, 34 being in tbe habit of taking an excessive quantity
of Iiquoi . Dr, Hetherington told us that. 1 also spoke to the matron concerning her clothes. When she
went into the institution she took three boxes well filled with linen, but before she was dead there was no
linen left.
3767. What did Dr. Hetherington say concerning you cousin’s drinking habits ? He said she had taken a
great deal too much stimulants.
3768. Did Dr. Hetherington say anything about the certificate of death? No.
3769.
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* * 3769. JTothing at all ? Not that I remember. I know I was very much annoyed at the way in which
the body was laid out. Tile matron told me that my cousin had been well looked after, and I told her
that if I had a sick pup I would not leave it at such an institution to be nursed,
3770. Did you understand that the body was laid out in the apartment that was used by Case No. 1 ? I
had some idea of the kind. I went to the office of the Sunday Times as soon as the case occurred,
thinking to make a statement about our own affair. The editor, however, did not seem inclined to run any
risk of libel, so nothing was said.
3771. On the whole, then, you feel very much dissatisfied 1 Yes,
3772. Pirst, ns to the treatment of your cousin? Yes.
•
3773. Then with tho attendants? Very dissatisfied indeed. I told Dr. Hetherington that there was a
good home for my cousin whenever she wanted one, and I thought it was a shame she should remain at
Bayview House.
■
3774. "Were you dissatisfied because of not being informed of the day or hour on which your cousin died?
Yes : they did not tell me she was dead. I went out there thinking to see her and found she was dead.
3775. Are, you also dissatisfied at the way in which they laid out the body and prepared it for the funeral
rites ? Yes ; I think the least they could have done would have been to let us know she was dead, "We
went to call on her on Sunday and found her lying dead. The body was removed from the institution,
taken to Newcastle, and buried there.
3776. Who induced you to make a complaint to Mr. Jeanneret, then a Member of the Legislative
Assembly? I do not know. I went to the Sunday Times, but as I said before, nothing appeared there for
fear of a libel action. I said I could substantiate all I said, and that I was not alone when I made my
visits to the asylum.
3777. Did you take the precaution of having some one with you? No, not as a precaution, for I did not
think that necessary.
3773. Are you very dissatisfied with the way in which you were treated there? Yes.
3779. Mr. McGoweni] Didyou not say in answer to a question put by the President that you were not
surprised at anything your relations at---------would say about your cousin when the application was
made for her admission into the asylum ;—what do you mean by that? Well, we are not on very friendly
terms ; that is what I mean.
■
37S0. Had those relatives any interest in your cousin that might bo served by her removal to the asylum?
They had an interest this far, that if she was sent there she would spare them perhaps a great deal of
trouble. They sent for these doctors, and I think it would have been much kinder to have sent my cousin
to her mother. They had a business place, and I suppose they wanted to get rid of her.
3781. Did you ever find out when your cousin did die? No.
37S2. Did you visit Bayview House on the Saturday and see your cousin 1 Yes.
3783. Did you go again on Sunday and find she was dead 1 Yes. On Sunday my mother and her
mother visited the institution, and after waiting about half-an-hour were told by one of the nurses or the
matron that my cousin had passed away.
3784. You did not know she was dead before then? No.
3785. When the visitors saw her on Saturday did they think tho end was so near? I did, and I think it
would have been kinder to have put her in a room and allowed her friends to stay with her. The body
was taken away on Sunday afternoon and sent to---------.
37S6. Did you see the corpse in the stable, as you call it ? Yes.
3787. And was it prepared for burial? It was on a board or door placed on trestles. I think it was
prepared for burial as well as they knew how to prepare it.
3788. Did you threaten to expose Dr. Yause in connection with this matter ? I asked him to sue me for
the money owing.
3789. Did he say anything about making public a statement to the effect that your cousin was addicted
to drink if you did sue him 1 He told me Dr. Hetherington said that.
3790. Had your cousin a sufficient quantity of clothing ? The matron said she had not, as her clothes were
all gone.
3791. Didyou see the boxes of clothes sent to Bayview House for her ? Yes, they were brought to my
house and sent on from there.
3792. Do you know the name of the matron to whom you complained ? I do not.
3793. Was it Mrs. Gilchrist? I do not know. She said she had been there many years. It may not have
been the matron but the housekeeper; she had a big bunch of keys, and I think she told me she was the
matron.
•
3794. Presufail.] As far as you know, were the original terms on which your cousin was admitted to the
institution agreed to? No.
[Witness withdrew.]
Miss * * * sworn and examined:—
„ 3795. Tresfdent.'] Have you a sister in the Bayview House Asylum ? Yes.
3796. Do you remember how long she had been an inmate? Eight years, I think.
><4. 3797. Were you living in England a little over two years ago, and at that time did you receive certain
reports about the treatment of your sister ? Yes.
3798. Did you in consequence of those reports leave England and come to Australia to look after your
sister? Yes.
3799. On whose advice did yon take this action ? On the advice of my lawyer in England.
3800. Had you letters of recommendation from the captain of the ship? Yes.
3801. Have you had correspondence with him since? Yes.
3802. When you arrived here did you immediately make inquiries about your sister? Yes; a fortnight
after my arrival I called to see ray sister. I presented myself to Dr. Vause, who was then very polite to
me, but at the same time said ho doubted whether I was the sister of his patient, Case No. 30. I satisfied
him of my identity, and he then allowed me to see my sister. I was accompanied by Mrs. S * * *.
After the first interview, which was on July 30th, I went to Bayview House on the 2nd and 3rd of
August, 1892. On the 3rd of August I was out all day with my sister, with Mrs. H * * *, and with
Mrs.
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3Irs. S * * * We all went to Manly and spent an enjoyble time, my sister being perfectly quiet and M'33 *
rational. On the 5th, the 12th, and the IGth of August 1, accompanied by Mrs. S * * *, visited my
sister at Bayview House. On the 20th of August I received a telegram not to go out again with my sister, J' 0T‘’
as Dr. Vause was ill. We had arranged for all four ladies to go to .Bondi on that day. About the same
time my sister’s son arrived from Hew Zealand, and, with Dr. Vause, put a stop to any further going out.
On the 23rd of August—this is all in the year 1892—I again called at the Asylum with Mrs. * * * *,
and she. was prevented from seeing my Sister. On the following Monday, the 29th of August, I called
again, and was most grossly insulted by Dr. Vause, who said, “ You shan’t see her,” and held up his fist to
my face. Her window was closed with a double window, so that i could not see her. Dr. Vause said to
me, “ You are only come for her money.” I said, “ I have not; I have come for her body.” I had a
basket of oranges with me, and asked that I might be allowed to give them to her, but was refused. On
September Gth I again went with Mrs. S * * *, and wre were both grossly insulted by Dr. Vause.
Dr. Vause said 1 could not see my sister then.
3803. Was Mrs. S *
* * a friend of yours 1 I was living with her, and J took her to Bayview with
me because she had seen my sister on si^c previous visits. She felt deeply for my sister in her trouble.
3801. What happened on the Gth of September1? I was told by Dr. Vause to wait patiently for a week, as
I was only, on the order of her son, to see the patient once in every fourteen days. Dr. Vause pushed Mrs.
S * * * downstairs and said she should not see my sister,
3805. Did you consider this anything but nice treatment? Yes, I felt it very bitterly, because there was
no cause for it.
3806. Do you think thero might have been some misunderstanding in connection with this matter—for
instance, you might not understand Dr. Vause exactly ? Oh, no.
3807. Do you not think there might have been some particular reason why your sister should not be seen
on that day ? Ho.
3808. Might it not have been that your sister was at that particular period a little more mentally deranged
than usual ? She was all right, for the matron said to me, “ You walk up and see your sister,” "
3809. Did you bring this matter before tbe Supreme Court, and apply for a writ of habeas corpus ? Yes,
but my sister was never brought before the Judge.
3810. Were her sons there ? There whs no one there except myself and Mrs. S * * *.
3811. Who opposed'your application for the writ ? My sister’s son. Mr. Crick, my solicitor, said I had
gained the day. The son did not appeal- personally, but he opposed me by affidavit, I saw Dr. Manning
about this matter before going to Court. He referred me to several solicitors, and gave me two sections of
the Lunacy Act, sections 81 and 90, under which to take action. When I took this action it was opposed,
which I think very unjust,
3812. Did the sons oppose your application? Yes, and their opposition was successful. I again wrote
to Dr. Manning, hut I got no answer to my letter. I then employed another lawyer to go on with
the case.
>
3813. Had you any correspondence with the former Colonial Secretary, Sir George Bichard Dibbs ? Yes;
and I also received a letter from Mr. Brunkor, the present Colonial Secretary.
3814. Did you use every opportunity you could to obtain your sister’s release? Yes.
3815. Did you ever have anything to do with the management of your sister? Yes; poor dear * * *
and myself lived in apartments in Middleton-square, London. She was always very manageable then. I
have heard her two sons say that they arc firmly resolved that they will never have anything more to do
with tbeir mother as long as they live—that they would rather do anything than come in contact with her.
3816. What is the cause of this disagreement between Mrs. * * * * and her sous ? I cannot tell.
They have never behaved properly to her as sons should, and in that respect they are just like the father,
for lie always treated my poor dear sister badly.
3817. Do you think then that the sons have inherited the dislike of the father to the mother? Yes.
3818. Do you believe that in consequence of this dislike the sons arc acting in this particular way towards
their mother? Yes.
3819. How do you account for medical gentlemen certifying that your sister should be placed in an asylum ?
Oh, one of her sons is up to everything. He said he would have her put in. His uncle, writing to me,
says, “*■*■* positively refuses to come in contact with his mother again,” and he thinks that is a
foolish resolve because he is sure she could not injure him.
3820. What docs the uncle say to that 1 I do not know.
3821. Do you not think when he mentioned his opinion about the mother not inflicting an injury that he
must have been at some time or other persuaded there was some danger to bo feared from her? I cannot
explain.
3822. Coming back to the Gth of September, when you say Mrs. S * * * was roughly treated by
Dr. "Vause, did Mrs. * * * * fn consequence of this treatment, take Dr. Yause to the Police Court?
Yes, to the Hewtown Police Court.
3823. Did she issue a summons against Dr. Vause? Yes.
3824. What was the result? Mrs. * * * * i0st the day. She had no brewer, and the case was
dismissed for want of evidence. Mrs. * * * * ],ad a different witness in Court to tbe one who took
us upstairs when tbe interview took place.
382G. Did the stipendiary magistrate make any remarks in connection with this case? I do not know-.
3827. Who was the magistrate on this occasion? It was Mr. Giles, the deputy stipendiary.
3828. Did he not remark, after the evidence was given, that the complainant seemed to be a woman who
always had a grievance ? 1 do not know",
3829. Did not the magistrate say he had no hesitation in saying that whatever inconvenience she had
suffered in the matter was the result of her own misconduct ? I do not know.
3830. J am reading an extract from a newspaper report. Do you think it is a true account of the
proceedings : It is stated that the two ladies visited tho institution together, after Dr. Yause had informed
Miss * * * that she was not to bring Mrs. S * * *. The doctor told Mis. S * * * that she
could not proceed upstairs, but she said she would go on, and witness then placed his hand on her shoulder
and forced her back. She resisted all the time, flourishing her parasol;—is that the case? I know she
never misbehaved herself.
3831. Did the magistrate dismiss the case • Yes.
3832.
■
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Miss*** 3832. And did he also censure the prosecutrix for bringing it into Court ? Yes, but Miss * *
who
gave evidence, did not see the occurrence.
27Nov., 1894. 3833 1)0 you know Dr. M’Donagh 1 Yes.
3834. Did he examine your sister too i Yes.
3835. What is his opinion ? He said that my sister is by no means dangerous ; that she had been allowed
out in my care; and that he considered her removal out of the asylum would be of great benefit to her,
and that her state of mind generally would be much improved by such removal. He also said in his report
that she might be let out on application for three months under a doctor’s supervision and under my care
and that of a maid.
3836. Did Sir Alfred Roberts, one of the official visitors, report anything in connection with your sister ?
■Yes ; he said he would sanction her release at once.
3837. Do you know that official visitors have the power of discharging patients 1 I know Sir Alfred
Roberts said he would discharge her to-morrow. Ho would give his sanction for her removal without any
hesitation, but that her sons opposed her being taken from the asylum and placed under my care.
3838. But do you know that Sir Alfred Roberts has tho power to do this I He referred me to Dr.
Manning.
3839. Does Dr. Oox say much tfie same thing ? Yes, but the sons oppose it.
3840. Do you think that natural on the part of the sons, or do you think a sister’s love is greater than a
son’s love 1 T do not know, but I do not think there is much love in her sons.
3841. Do you know Mrs. M * * *, the wife of Dr. M * * * late of * * *1 Yes.
3842. Did she on one occasion, and in your company, call at Bayview House ? Yes, to see mysister.
3843. How was she treated 1 She was met with a refusal.
' 3844. In a nice, quiet, gentlemanly manner 1 No; Dr. Vause said, “You take a chair in the sittingroom. ’ He would not allow her to see my sister.
3845. Was there not something in connection with a bouquet of flowers? My sister was sitting at the
public window. I took with me a bouquet of flowers. Mrs. M * * * took them from me and pushed
them through the window to my sister.
■
3846. Do you not think that such an action as this would be sufficient to provoke the temper of the
Medical Superintendent;—do you not think it was direct disobedience 1 I think it was very hard that I
was not allowed to see my sister.
3847. What fee does your sister pay per week 'l She pays three guineas per week to Dr. Vause.
3848. Where does this money come from t It is a pension paid for the services rendered by my sister’s
late husband.
3849. Is that; the whole of the pension money ? Yes.
3850. What interest will her sons have in keeping their mother an inmate of the asylum against your
will ? No interest that I am aware of. The pension goes when she dies ; it dies with her.
3851. WVuld they have any interest of a pecuniary kind in keeping her there 1 No; they will not
sanction her being put under my care.
3852. Are you on bad terms with the sons ? No.
3853. How often have you met them ? Only twice. I met one of them once in England when he was a
boy, and once out here.
3854. Is thero any quarrel between the two families i No ; the Rev, Mr. * * *, the deceased husband
of my sister, always had a great dislike to my papa.
3855. Have the sons ever stated to you the reason why they object to you having charge of your sister 1 I
think they have said I have a fiery temper. I do not think I have. I like to speak plainly and tell the truth.
3856. Is the only object you have in taking care of your sister that which leads you to believe you could
attend to her better than she is cared for in the institution ? Yes.
3857. Arc you satisfied with the manner in which your sister is maintained for the payment of tliree
guineas per week 1 No; she has always told me that the food was very poor in quality.
3858. Have you seen the food ? No.
3859. Do you not think you should see it yourself before making such a charge as this ? Perhaps so ; but
I have heard other yeople say the same thing.
3860. Do you say that the food is not only plain but also there is no fire in your sister's room during the
winter ? Yes.
3861. Do you say she only has a kerosene lamp at night—that her room is poorly furnished 1 Yes.
3862. That she has her meals in her own room 1 Yes.
3863. That she goes out very little, and, when she does, pays for her own conveyance and for meals for
herself and maid l Yes.
3864. Is she always supplied with an ample quantity of clothing? Yes ; she seems comfortably dressed.
3865. Is her room, as furnished by herself, fairly comfortable? Yes, I think so. I have only been in it
once or twice.
3866. Does she complain to you about anything except that she is detained in the institution ? I know
she wants to get away, but she has only complained about the food.
3867. Does she complain about the quality of the food or the way in which it is cooked ? She does not
seem to like it. She has been brought up very delicately and had grown used to Indian life and French
cooking. She had been in tho habit of having little dainties, and she now' misses them.
3868. Do you remember your cousin, Captain * * *, or rather the son of Captain * * ^ coming
over from * * * to help you in this matter ? Yes.
3869. How was he received then 1 He was received most harshly by Dr. Yause, so much so that he wrote
to my lawyer in England complaining of the case generally. He wrote as follows :—
I have much pleasure in introducing myself as * * *, sou of the late * * *, of H.M.S, “ * * *.:l
My cousin,
* * *, wrote to me several times about her dear Bistsr, # *
now confined in the private asylum at Tempe, so I
thought I would come over here from New Zealand and help my cousin, * * *, to try to get * * * released.
I may as well tell you that *
* * and I called at Bayview House to sec * *
*, ana Dr. Yause refused
our seeing her. I asked him the reason.
He answered, “That is my business’1; so, rather than have any words
with a brute of that description, I wished him good afternoon.
I now intend getting an order from the Secretary
of State to visit all public buildings and institutions.
I will also try and get a special order from the Governor
to see * * *.
Ta the meantime we have consulted Messrs. Wallace and .Robson, solicitors, requesting that this
cruel ease should be brought before the House of Representatives which is now sitting. I have offered to take charge
of
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of Mrs* * # * ns far ag New Zealand, and she is welcome to stay with my family until such time as she wishes to return JVIisfl
to England with Miss * * *. I cannot understand any son being so cruel as to keep his mother locked up, who is to my
knowledge perfectly liannleaB, and in such a vile den, and no one being allowed to see her. There is something very 97Nov
underhanded about the whole affair. Her very window ia debarred of light. Jly cousin, * * *, seems to be in great
'
trouble at not receiving her money from you regularly, and 1 know she suffers therefrom, having been put to a great deal
of expense over her sister, Mrs. * * *. Trusting to hear from you,
I have, &c.,

» • r #
To H. Kamsden, bsff.

Sydney, 7/4/94.

3870. Was application made to His Excellency the Governor, Sir Robert Dufi; for an order of admission 1
Ves.
3871. What was the result? Sir'Robert.Duff referred us to Dr. Marming.
3872. Did Dr. Manning then refer you to Dr. Vause? Yes.
38(3. Did you then see your sister? No, sir. Dr. Vause refused our seeing her.
3874. Do you really want to get possession of your sister? Yes ; that is my great desire.
3875. Supposing that we were to allow her out for a few months, would you be willing for her to remain
under the supervision of a doctor? Yes ; cerlainly,
3876. Do you feel capable of accepting that responsibility ? Oh, yes ; I have had my sister under my care
before. She lived with me in England while we were in apartments, She lived with me for some time
before she came out here to see her son.
3877. What means have you ? I have got my income.
3878. What does that amount toper annum? Sixty pounds.
‘
3879. Do you think, with your income of £60 a year, you would be able to give your sister the same
advantages she is getting now for an expenditure of tliree guineas per week ? No ; she would pay for her
own board with me froin her pension, and then there is additional money under my father’s will. That
money is now accumulating in tho Lunacy Office,
3880. How is it that that is there ? I saw Mr. Edwards at the Master in Lunacy's office, and he informed
me that he had received money of my father, and that it was accumulating for mv sister’s benefit.
3881. How much is there in the Lunacy Office? Between £800 and £900.
"
3882. Have you any share in that?- No; that is all my sister’s.
3883. So that with your £00, with your sister’s pension, and the money likely to come from your father’s
estate, do you think you could make a comfortable home for your sister ? Yes ; and such is the patient’s
own wish. She desires that I should look after her—and always did.
3884. Can you tell me the origin of these feelings entertained towards her by her sons ? No ; I cannot tell.
3885. Cannot you fathom the reason at all ? No ; I wrote a most kind and pathetic letter to my sister’s
son remonstrating him for his harshness. I cannot understand it.
3886. Do you imagine that their minds are warped against their own mother? I real!v do not know I
cannot understand it.
'
’
3887. Dr. Garran.] What is the exact amount of this pension money ? It is £187 per annum.
3888. How much is paid for your sister’s keep at Bayview Asylum ? Three guineas per week.
3889. When this is paid then is there much of the £187 left ? No ; every quarter Dr, Vause gets £10 for
her keep and £24 a year for her dress.
3890. Does the whole of this go to your sister? Yes.
3891. When she dies does the pension go on to the sons ? No ; it dies with my sister.
3892. "Would her sons have any pecuniary interest in keeping her there? No; there is nothin" beyond
unless there is some interest in the money accumulating under my father’s will.
°
*
3893. So far as the pension is concerned, would they get anything at all ? No : that is for my sister’s
use solely.
'
3894. Supposing she is released from Bayview and placed in your care would you put your £60 per annum
and your sister’s £180 per annum together and live upon the whole? Yes.
3895. Do you also anticipate the accumulated money, amounting you say to between £800 and £900
coming into your sister’s jxtssession ? Yes.
’
3896. If your sister were liberated would her sons have any chance of sharing that amount with her? No
that belongs to my sister under my father's will,
’
3897. Supposing your sister dies whilst at the asylum, how is that £800 or £900 to be divided? That is
a question I cannot answer.
3898. But do you not know the contents of the will? The will does not make any provision in that
direction.
3899. Has your sister ever made a will? I do not think so. She always said she would give her money
to my sister * * *.
3900. Do you think she is capable of making a will now ? Yes, certainly. She has her senses about her
and knows what she is doing.
’
3901. If she were released from Bayview House would she get immediate possession of the money ? Yes.
3902. If she died in the asylum how would that money be divided—would it go to the sons or to you, or
to your sister * * *1 I do not know. It might go to the sons. Some might come back tome; but I suppose
it would go into the hands of the Curator of Intestate Estates, and he would divide the money.
1
3903. Do you say that in your opinion your sister is always quite sensible and understands what she is
doing ? Yes.
3904. Is she always the same ? Yes, as far as my experience goes.
3905. Has she ever been an inmate of any other asylum? Yes; she was in an asylum in Melbourne for
a short while.
3906. "Was that a Government asylum ? No ; it was a private asylum.
■
3907. Was she admitted to that on a medical certificate according to the provisions of the Lunacy Act ? Yes.
3908. How long after her arrival in Australia was it before she was admitted into this private lunatic
asylum ? About a fortnight after she came off the ship. She was taken to the asylum by her son, so she
told me.
3909. Was she admitted on that occasion on the certificates of two medical officers? No; she was put
in on the certificate of one only—a Dr. Molloy, who is since dead, I have received a letter from the
matron of the institution saying it was a most disgraceful thing to put my sister, a -sane woman, into that
asylum.
3910 ,
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3910. Did you take your sister about with you t Yes, frequently.
39ll- Was she quite quiet in her behaviour ? Yes, always.
3912. Do you think that Dr. Yause is willingly and wilfully keeping your sister in confinement knowing
27 Not. ,1891 that she might be with safety let out? Yes, I think so; in fact I believe he is in league with my
sister's sons.
...
.
3913. Do you nob say that your sister’s sons have no pecuniary or financial motive in keeping your sister
in the asylum 1 Yes, I do say so.
_
3914. Wliat other inducements have they for keeping her there i I really do not know. They surprise
me by their action.
3915. Do you not say the visiting doctor, Dr. Cox, would agree to your sister’s removal ? No ; I said Sir
Alfred Roberts. He said he would sanction my sister’s removal from the institution to-morrow, but the
sons oppose it.
.
3916. Do you blame Sir Alfred Roberts in any degree for the continued detention of your sister ? No,
nor Dr. Cox either.
3917. Do you think they would be willing to allow your sister to go out? Yes.
3918. Do you think Dr. Manning is of the same opinion? No, he always opposed me.
3919. Do you think that the four doctoi-s, Dr. Manning, Dr. Vause, Dr. Cox, and Sir Alfred Roberts, all
really think that your sister is in a fit state to leave the asylum 1 Sir Alfred Roberts and Dr. Cox have
told me that she was fit to go out, but Dr. Vause and Dr. Manning hold a different opinion. They are
not in favour of letting her out. ‘
_
3920. Does Dr. M'Donagh say that she should come out ? Yes, he signed an affidavit to that effect.
3921. Mr. McQowen.] In answer to Dr. Garran do you not say that one or two of the visiting doctors
have said to you that if they had a sister in that place they would try to get her out? No j not exactly
that. Sir Alfred Roberts said that I was a noble sister, using my utmost endeavours to get my sister
removed from a place where she ought not to be.
3922. President.] Am I to understand that your sister was in Crighton Asylum on one occasion ? Yes, about
twenty-six years ago, and then the celebrated Sir James Cox, M.D., said my sister was a victim of persecution.
3923. Was your sister put in that asylum by her late husband? Yes ; he took that notion while he 'was
in India. My father and others worked hard for six years, and eventually got her liberated.
3924-. Mr. Manning.] Do you know that two or any two of the official visitors, say Sir Alfred Roberts and
Dr. Cox, together have the power of discharging any patient from the institution? Yes] I have been
told so.
_
• ■
3925. Knowing that they possess this power to discharge, and having expressed the opimon that your
sister is in a fit state to be removed, does it not strike you as strange that these gentlemen have not
exercised this power ? No ; because the sons oppose my sister’s removal.
3926. Did you get your sister released from an asylum in Scotland ? Yes.
3927. Did you live with her afterwards ? Yes ; 1 lived with her about a month in Scotland, and then
went to England.
3928. Did she then come to see her sons in Victoria? Yes; she came to see her sons. Before she left
England I said, “ Don’t go, they will entrap you.” I think I was justified in saying that when the son
tells his uncle that he will not meet or come in contact with his mother.
_
3929. Do you not say that you have had your sister before? Yes ; she stayed with me after papa died
for some four years. During that time she was visited by many influential people in London, amongst
them being the late Sir Andrew Clarke, the celebrated doctor, who told me my sister was not mad, but
eccentric.
.
3930. Do you not say that her son is in league with Dr. Vause to keep your sister at Bayview House ? Yes.
3931. Mr. Manning.] I will now, Mr. President, read a letter which I have received from this son. This
letter is as follows ;—
Dear Sir,
18 August, 1894.
Mias

Re Mrs. * * ♦, Dr. Vause has informed me that * * * continues to cause him much annoyance, and to
agitate for the transfer of my mother to her care, also that the idle hope of release which she raises disturbs
* t*t *"
and deprives her of the calm repose so necessary to her case. *
* , I understand, has given out that
is detained at Cook's River by my orders, and not because her state of mind requires she should be there. 1 am
anxious, therefore, to reassure you in writing of that which I have so often told you personally, namely, that my brothers
and 1 have only one wish in our mother’s unfortunate case, and that is that she should be made as happy and comfortable
as circumstances will permit. My orders are that she is to be indulged to the utmost degree, and to be granted whatever
pleasures her heart may desire. Further, should her income he insufficient to supply her wants Dr. Vause has instructions
to charge the balance to me. No greater pleasure could be afforded my brothers and me tlian to know that our mother was
able to go into the world again, and a home awaits her in my brother’s house or mine in that event as she may e ect. In
order to facilitate action should a favourable change occur, I have given a power of attorney to Messrs. A Beckett and
Horroeks to act for me in this matter. You will therefore have someone on tbe spot to refer to should necessity arise.
Again provided my mother’s state of mind should warrant the authorities in giving her a trial with a private family
preparatorv to her transfer to my brother or me, it is my desire that she should ho afforded the opportunity of demonstrating
that she is'fit to be in.the world, but I make this stipulation : such trial must be given with a family responsible and
favourably known to the authorities. Under no condition is my mother to be given into the care of Miss * *
be placed with a family with whom she is acquainted or is likely to have influence. I am satisfied that Miss
visits to Mrs
* * » are highly injurious to her case, and I desire that they should be restricted so far as the authorities
may deem prudent.
Yours faithfully, ^ #
Dr. Manning,
(Jladesvillc, New South Wales.

The question I want to ask now is : Did you see that Mrs. * _ * * sons are quite willing and even
anxious for their mother’s discharge, provided she is in a fit condition ? [No answer.]
3932. Do you think your sister is quite sane and able to manage her affairs ? Yes; she did so in England.
3933. Does she know the amount and value of her property ? Yes.
3934. Is this her writing [Letter produced] ; Yes.
3935. This is what she says in one part of her letter :—
Feeling stronv now, and well enough to wend my own-way to my fortune of late left to me, an immense sum of
money lying dormant and secret in England * * * The Treasury lends me the money and is repaid from England;
Money is the bane of life to get all or in part if they can. Out free I should be active to prevent. Buying a lovely site and
park grounds in England, building thereon mansion, lodges, cottages * * • My sons to live in the grounds with me;
two are rich—the one not with me to stay—a retinue of servants, a young lady companion, lady visitors from time to time,
callers, garden parties, *c., leaving the whole to my children twenty years hence.

Do you recognise that as your sister’s handwriting ? Yes ; it is her handwriting certainly.

3936,
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3936. Do you think all this could be done with the £900 accumulated at the Lunacy Office ? I cannot Mias —
tell; but that would be sufficient to get a cottage, and I know well that she does not want a mansion.
r—
3937. Do you say that your visits to your sister have been restricted to some extent ? Yes.
2' Nov.,1894,
3938. Did you not give Dr. Yause a good deal of trouble in one way or another? Never.
3939. Were you not a persistent source of worry to him ? Never.
3940. Is it not a fact that you made some arrangement with a man to run away with your sister or to
abduct your sister from the asylum 1 No.
3941. Is it not tine that you gave this man the sum of £20 to secure your sister’s escape, and that this
man is now in gaol for the part he took in that transaction I No; that is all wrong. Judge Coffey gave
the decision in my favour. We did not try to abduct my sister. We simply endeavoured to get her out
by stratagem.
•
3942. Is it not a fact that you tried to get hor out and that the man who assisted you is now serving a term
in gaol for having done so? Yes.
3943. When you came to me did I not give you all the information I could as regards taking lc<ml action
for obtaining the writ of kahvaA cw'pus ? Yes.
°
3944. ^ Did I not do all 1 could to help you in this matter? Yes, you did, andat the same time brought
an affidavit against me opposing my application.
3945. Or. Vause.] On the occasion of the trouble with Mrs. S. * * *, had you not been told previously
that she could not see the patient? No, she was not told that. Some man told me that the next time I
came I must not bring anyone with me.
3946. Did I give any grounds for refusing to allow you to see the patient ? Yes; you said her son forbade
it, and that I could not see my sister without the sanction of her son.
.
3947. What did the closing of the window consist of? It was closed witha double-glased window shutting
out light and fresh air.
6
3948. Do yon know if there were any iron bars there? Yes.
3949. Were these taken away? They were there wlien I saw her through the window.
3950. Were they taken away subsequently ? I do not know ; 1 have not seen the room.
3951. Were not the iron bars removed and substituted by a glass window? I do not know that.
[Witness withdrew,]
■
Mr, * * * sworn and examined:—
3952. President.] What is your name ? * * *
Mr. ■
3953. Have you a sister (Case No. 35) an inmate of Bayview House Asylum? Yes; I have.
3954. How long has she been there? Since 1884, I think.
1
3955. Do you remember the circumstances in which she was placed there? Yes. She had he™ tndm™ 27 Nov., 1894,
with a widow lady at * * .*. She stayed there for a time, then came down to Sydney to see her brother^
. * S1'®
at his house early one morning, when he said to her, “Sit down, * * * amj
a while.” He then went out, got a cab, and drove her to the asylum.
39u6. Did he do so without any medical examination? I think so. She had been examined some years
before by Drs. Fortescue and Hodgson. They are since dead.
3957. When did that examination take place—when she was taken away the first'time ? It was shortly
after my mother’s death, early in 1884 ; in February, 1884, I think.
3958. Was she placed there at that time? Yes.
,
3959. Who gave the certificates on that occasion ? There were none at all that I know of.
3960. Had she been at Bayview House before then? Yes ; some years before. Dr. Tucker, who kept the
place, was a friend of my father’s. My father took her out.
3961. Did you in August, 1891, have your sister examined by Dr. Ashwell, of Glebe l.toad, and Dr. Mark
Henry Long ? Just about this time I saw Mr. * * *, one of the trustees, and said, “ What about
—how is she getting on?” He said, “Would you like to take a couple of doctors out, and see
whether she is fit to come out?”
3962. Did you try to get your sister out then? Well, I wanted them to go out and give me a report on
her condition.
3963. Did you obtain this report from the medical gentlemen? Yes; before my mother’s and my father’s
deaths.
3964. In the year 1891 did you take any action? About that time I entered a suit in the Equity Court,
on the advice of Dr. Manning and others. As a result of that Equity suit, she was not released. After
the trial Mr. *
* took out fresh orders.
3965. Did you believe she was insane at tbe time? I am perfeccly certain she was not.
3966. Are you confident on that point? She was erratic, nervous, and irritable, but as far as insanity is
concerned I think she was quite sensible. While we were talking she eoulcf go back for thirty or forty
years, and remember dates and places as well as I can.
J
3967. Do you know Dr. Ashwell, of Glebe Road ? Yes.
3968. Do you know that he is a medical practitioner ? Yes.
3969. Do you know that when he examined her on the 19th August, 1891, he said she was incoherent
and rambling in conversation—that she is in the habit of accusing her attendants of neglect? No.
3970. Do you know that it was said of her that something had gone wrong in her mind, and that there was
something wanting;—do you thing that after having made a personal examination and certified that he had
discovered these symptoms, that he is correct? I think he is not correct. I think he said this because lie
was working at the instigation of my mother in company and with Dr. Yause and Dr. Manning.
3971. Have you ever heard that Dr. Mark Long certified that Case No. 35 was, on the 19th August, 1891,
“rambling in conversation; constantly changing the subject; very voluminous in her conversation; tells
me that Dr. Yause was rude and looked down upon her; and that the late Mrs. Yause accused her of
jumping out of the store window; that the food is not good, and that the tea they get in the asylum is
gr;(dually poisoning her; got very excited whilst conversing —do yon think that this description made by
Dr. Long is correct? No; it is not con-eet.
3972. ^ Is it correct if her brother * * * informed Dr. Long that she once attempted to empty a kettle
of boiling water over her niece? It is all bosh. My brother lias six or seven unmarried daughters, and
' at
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■■Mr.---- . at my sister's death they will get the whole of her money. It is only since my father's death that this
^— position has been assumed.
■2?Nev., ISM. 3973. Do you conscientiously believe this statement to he incorrect ? Yes, as far as I know.
3974. During the time you have known her, have you on any occasion known your sister in any way to
misconduct herself or commit any act that should result in her detention in a lunatic asylum ? Not since
her father’s and mother's deaths. Prior to those events her father thought it advisable to put her away
for a time.
3975. Did she get better after her first detention? Yes,
3976. Are you rather suspicious concerning the asylum reports having reference to your sister’s case?
Yes, because I think they (ouch them up.
3977. Do some of the attendants report to you on your sister’s position and state in the asylum? Yes.
3978. Are vou always anxious to have the fullest information about your sister ? Yes.
3979. Do you get inquiries made through the attendants 1 No ; only through Mr. Gearey.
3980. How does lie know of what is going on in the asylum ? He seems to know everything that is going
on in connection with Bayview House. For instance, if I go to him this morning and say I want to know
what has happened in regard to my sister during the day, he will tell me to come again at 4 o'clock and then
lie will let me know everything that is going on.
■
3981. Is he, comparatively speaking, a stranger to you ? Yes.
3982. Have you had conversation with him frequently ? Yes ; now and again.
3983. Can he tell you within twenty-four hours of tho time of happening the history of every event in
connection with the asylum t Yes; he can tell me all I want to know.
3984. Have you any reason to believe that Gearey has any special means of access to Bayview House ?
I do not know.
3985. Is he an officer of that institution i I do not think he is. I believe he is an inspector at the Town
Hall in Sydney.
_
_
3986. Does your sister occasionally ask why she is kept there? Yes ; she is sensible enough to ask that
question,
3987. Is your sister rather attached to you ? Yes ; she always was. My brother* * * had not even seen
her until I brought him to this country from Africa.
3988. When you had conversations witli your sister, did she seem to be perfectly rational, and well enough
to be away from any kind of restraint 1 Yes.
3989. Was there anything at all eccentric in her conduct ? No ; she always used to ask why she could
not come out.
3990. Are you a man possessed of independent means? Yes.
3991. Have you any family at all ? No ; only myself and my wife.
_
3992. Do you know through whom your sister’s maintenance is paid ? That I could not find out until
about eight months ago. After the trial in 1890 I went to the Master in Lunacy. I employed a solicitor,
as I wished to know the state of the account. I was referred to Dr. Manning, and I never got any state
ment. Then I entered the suit in Equity.
3993. Does the Master in Lunacy pay for your sister’s maintenance at Bayview House? Yes; I
presume so.
.
3994. If he docs not, do you know who pays for her? I do not know.
_
_
3995. Do you think that your brother * * * has any pecuniary interest in keeping your sister there ?
Only in this way, that his children will reap the benefit after my sister’s death. Up to the time of my
mother’s death he had no means whatever.
3996. What is about the age of your sister ? Fifty-four or 55 years.
_
_
3997. At her death does her property go to you and your brother? It goes to my brother and his children.
3998. Under whose will is this decreed ? The will of my mother, * * * who formerly owned, or
formerly of, the * * * Estate.
_
,
3999. Does your brother get certain special privileges in regard to your sister at Bayview House ? les,
he does.
.
.
4000. Are you allowed similar privileges ? No; I am not allowed to converse witli her except in the pre
sence of attendants. Letters that she has written to me have been perused before I have received them ;
in fact, in 1891, I wrote to Dr. Yause and demanded twelve letters I had previously written, and which I
think my sister did not get.
4001. Is it not an extraordinary thing that letters should be opened before you got them ? I cannot
understand it; I think my brother understands it, though.
4002. Do you not think that your elder brother, who is connected as closely to you and your mother ifnd
your sister as you yourself is to either, has not a prior claim in connection with a family matter of this
kind •_do you know that Ije, by the will of your mother, has been, placed in the position of one having a
prior claim 1 It is only recently that he has been appointed a trustee, and that was done by a little bit of
manoeuvring. I am trying to dispute his right to that position. I know' he keeps my sister there because
after what has been used for her maintenance he or his children will get the rest. He wants her to be there
for her natural life, there is no doubt about that.
4003. Are you satisfied with the treatment your sister receives at Bayview House ? No, I am not.
4004. On what points are you dissatisfied ? My sister has told me that on frequent occasions Dr. Yause
has taken her by the shoulder and pushed her into a room, She says her food was coarse stuff, and that
often she was compelled to fill herself with dry bread. She also says that she suffers severely from piles,
and gets into trouble for soiling her linen. I believe that since this inquiry began she has been better
treated. Dr. Manning shakes hands with her now, but prior to that he would not speak to her, and if she
spoke to him he would attempt to put her off.
_
4005. Has she ever spoken to you or your wife, or has your wife ever spoken to you on the subject of your
sister being a victim to any particular disease peculiar to women ? Never ; I am perfectly sure of that. I
am certain on that score. I have reason to go back for some years in reference to that. I can only say
that my sister suffered from an ebullition of temper. A medical gentleman of eminence examined her, and
the result was he said there was nothing to be feared, and that she was perfectly right. _
_
4006. -Dr. Garran.] Are you aware that there is a fixed date on which Government visitors shall inspect
private asylums? Yes.
4007.
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4007. Do you know whether tho attention o£ the visiting committee was ever directed to this case? Not Mr.
that I know of,
__"~
4008. Do you know whether members of the visiting committee, personally, individually, or collectively, r'0Texamined your sister ? No ; she tells me they did not. I think, however, Sir Alfred Roberts spoke to her
occasionally.
4009. Am J to gather from your answers to the President that you accuse Dr. Yause and others as being
interested in keeping your sister at Bayview House? Yes.
4010. Do you not think that the visiting committee appointed by the Government is intended to. be a
powerful protection against anything of this kind ? It may be so, but still it may be through their ignorance
that there is no protection. I felt compelled to go to the Court on the advice of Dr. Manning and Dr.
West, and one or two others. I suppose it never struck us to go any further.
4011. Were you personally persuaded by Dr. Manning? Yos j through Dr. West, Mr, * * * *, then
M.L.A., my wife, and another lady,
4012. What was Dr, Manning’s opinion? It is a report in answer to a petition presented to Sir George
Richard Dibbs for her release. It amounts to a recommendation that my sister should be kept in custody.
4013. Do you moan to say that from this report Dr. Manning was of opinion that the lady is insane, and
not lit to be discharged ? Yes.
4014. Except under special care? Yes. Prior to that Sir Alfred Roberts and others reported that this
Indy was a little peculiar at times.
401 o. Supposing tliut your sister were to be released would you reap any direct pecuniary interest? No,
nothing. All that my sister and myself have, in the way of property, would go to my brother and his children.
4016. Do you really believe that your sister is perfectly sane? Yes, I do.
4017. President.] Didyou bring the whole of this matter before’the Supreme Court ? Yes, before the
■Judge in. Equity in 1891.
4018. What was the result of the investigation? Well, the release of my sister was refused.. I think the
whole business was a pre-arranged matter, for I saw my brother and Dr. Manning shaking hands and hob
nobbing together outside the Court before tbe ease came on.
4019. Did not the Court decide tliat * *
*
*
was an unfit person to have charge of his sister,
*
*
*
*
*? No, not tliat 1 know of. I have been thirty-five years in this Colony, and my
character, I think, both domestic and otherwise, will bear as much investigation as that of Dr. Yause or
Dr. Manning.
4020. Did you send a petition, or be instrumental in causing a petition to be sent, to Sir George Dibbs, in
the hopes of steps being taken to get your sister under your own control? Yes.
4021. Were the reasons wliich prompted you in doing so purely a desire to benefit your sister ? Yes, purely
and simply so.
4022. Had you any other object? No. I can get four first-class business men, men of repute to whom I
have not spoken, who will witli me ask you why my sister is kept in Bayview House. All herfiiends want
her out because, so far as they know, she has never done anything which should keep her in.
4023. Was your sister always particularly sympathetic and attached to you? We were always friends, and
she was particularly devoted to my father, who could do with her as he liked • in fact she conducted the whole
of his correspondence after he was seized with illness, and while he was lying in bed up to the time of his death.
4024. Dr. Manning.] Have you not said that your sister was first taken to Cook’s River Asylum in 1884,
immediately after your mother’s death? Yes.
4025. Have you said anything about your sister having been previously at Gladesville in 1875 ? My father
took her there, and he took her out again. I was not asked the question.
4026. AVas she taken out and put under your father’s care ? Yes.
4027. Did your father again put your sister under safe keeping? Yes.
402S. Were the two doctors whom you sent to Bayview House and paid for, the gentlemen who gave a
certificate or certificates for her further detention ? Yes, I paid them fees. I saw Mr. * * * , the
trustee, and then sent these gentlemen out to the asylum. I also took Dr. Philip out there after a little
time. He said he knew Dr. Manning, and would see him. I knew my sister could converse in French,
and she did so with Dr. West.
4029. Although you believe your sister, Case No. 35, to be perfectly sane, do you not think she is a little
difficult to get on with ? Not the slightest; she is as sensible as you or I. She would never agree with my
brother’s family for a couple of hours together. She never wanted to.
4030. Did you not state that you saw me outside the Court shaking hands and hobnobbing witli vour
brother? Yes. That was when the case was before Judge AVindeyer. There was yourself, also my brother
and Dr. Hetherington, and then the case by consent was sent on to Judge Owen.
’4031. Did I appear before Judge Owen at all? No; not that I am aware of.
4032. Mr. Mc&owen.] When did you enter the suit in Equity in the hope of getting your sister out of the
asjdum? In 1891.
4033. Do you know in what month of that year? I do not know.
4034. Do you know whether it was previous to the date of August 19th, 1891, when tho certificate
affirming that your sister was insane and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and
treatment was issued? Yes, I am quite sure that the Equity suit both began and ended prior to that date;
in fact long prior to that date.
4035. At first was your sister put in an asylum on the wish of your father, and, subsequently, by him
released ? Yes.
4036. Did she remain for some time at large, and then be placed under restraint again during your mother’s
lifetime ? Nothing of the sort.
4037. Was she again put in the asylum in 1884 ? Yes, after my mother’s death, to get rid of her.
4038. Was that in 1884, after your mother’s death? Yes.
4039. And has she been in the asylum ever since ? Yes.
4040. On what certificate? Only on the order of Mr. * * *.
.
4041. Then this certificate had nothing to do with the incarceration of your sister previous to the Equity
suit ? No.
4042. At the time you entered the Equity suit, were there any orders for vour sister’s detention ? No.
‘
4043.
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4043. Did you know that under the Lunacy Act, the doctors being dead, there was any necessity for fresh
orders? No,
27 Nov., 1804, 4044. Do you know on what date you entered the Equity action? In 1891.
4045. Would it be prior to August of that year? Yes.
4046. Did it come out while that Equity suit was proceeding tliat your sister was incarcerated on the
doctors’ certificate which secured her first admission to an asylum on her father’s application in 1875 ? I
do not know that it did.
4047. Have you any reason to believe that your brother asked your sister if there were any other certificates
except those issued on your father's request in 1875 ? I am sure there were no other certificates,
4048. Do you not say that you have no pecuniary interest whatever in seeking your sister’s release? None
whatever.
4049. If she were liberated what would you do ? I would keep her for nothing; I am able to do it,
4050. Do you not also say that, providing you die before your brother, your brother gets the benefit of your
money ? Yes ; lie and his heirs will receive all.
4051. Do you say that you brought him over from * * * ? Yes ; I lent him money to come here, I went
over there and worked my way over here in a sailing vessel, and I lent him £300 to land him here. He
landed in Melbourne without a shilling, and I fetched his family over.
4052. Has your brother any motive in keeping your sister at Bayview House ? Yes, undoubtedly. Under
the will of my mother she takes a considerable interest, and when she dies this goes to him or his children.
4053. Supposing your sister comes out of the asylum would she have any power to deal with any money?
I believe her interests are concerned in valuable property under the will, but my brother will not give me
any information about this, neither will the other trustee. I am inclined to think that everything belong
ing to my sister goes to my brother in the case of her death.
4054. Well then, why is it not to his interest to keep her there? I think the Master-in-Lunacy has to be
counted with. Everything must go through his hands.
4055. Wliat motive can your brother have in keeping your sister in the asylum if on her death everything
goes into his or his children’s hands ? If my sister was out of tho asylum she would possibly live up to her
income, but while she is in the asylum there must be funds accumulating. I know that in 1884 or 1885
the other trustees had some hundreds of pounds in hand.
4056. Supposing we were to recommend the release of your sister would you promise to keep her well 1 I
would keep her willingly, and much better than she is kept in the asylum. I have talked abouther case
to Dr. West. He has known the family for a good many years and his opinion is that my sister is not
insane.
4057. Do you tliink your sister is not insane ? Yes ; she is as harmless as a child.
4058. Supposing a couple of medical men decide that she is insane, what have you to say ? Well, thatI
can bring half a dozen medical men to say she is not,
4059. President.] According to a statement I have before me it appears that your sister was first admitted
to Bayview House on May 31st, 1881 ? I cannot speak about that, I know my father died in 1883.
4060. Were you on particularly good terms and aware of the movements of y*ur family at that time? I
do not know.
4061. According to information before us, it appears that your sister had leave of absence from the 20th
of December, 1882, until she was readmitted to Bayview House, or in other words that she was not dis
charged ? According to what my father told me she was discharged, and he also told me never to agree to
her going in again. My mother also told me never to allow her to go back again.
4062. Was she not discharged on the 20th of the eighth month, 1891, and readmitted on the same day? I
suppose that is the date on wliich the certificate was signed after the Equity suit had been decided in the
Supreme Court. I suppose Mr. * * * took it out in order to get her back again.
4063. Do you hold that she was illegally detained until then ? I was always under that impression.
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 28 NOVEMBER, 1894.
[The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Officed]

freamt:—
The Hon.

Sir ABTHUB, BENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.

FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General op the

Insane.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Vause was also in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses.
Mr. * * * (brother of previous witness) sworn and examined :—
I’reAdeat.]
Have
you a sister at present an inmate of Bayview Asylum ? Yes.
Mr.---- . 4064.
,----- *------■ 4065. How long has she been there? She was readmitted in 1884.
28Nov.,iS94. 4067. Can you tell us very shortly and to the point the unfortunate eircumsl ances of your sister’s case ?
My father found it necessary to put her in Gladesville Hospital for the Insane as far back as April, 1875.
My sister at this time was about 36 years of age.
•
4068. Did your father have your sister particularly attended to on account of the sad circumstances of
her case ? Yes ; I recollect her in my early life, and then a good number of years elapsed before ever I
saw her again. Tn early life I knew her in * * * . My father came out here and brought my sister
and the rest of the members of the family, but at this time I was not with the family as I was in * * *.
Wlien I came out here some provision had been made for the treatment of my sister outside my father’s
house. She was not in his house then. Her condition at this particular time, as far as I could ascertain,
was
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was tliat she was extremely quiet, and occasionally had fits of mania, which usually took the form of
extreme jealousy. My mother was generally the special object of my sister’s distemper, but at times she
would fall upon any servant about the place whom she may have got on fairly well with at first. At the
same time there was no reason for the change in her demeanour. That was the general course of her
conduct for a time ; eventually these fits would resolve themselves into attacks upon her father. My good
father was deeply devoted to this poor soj1—there was nothing he would not have done for lier. She
would attack him most cruelly, and accuse him of every crime in the calendar. She would wander about
the place for hours at a time, and stray away across the paddocks ; but, worse than all, she would some
times disappear ftom the house for a considerable time. Ml"e would know nothing of her whereabouts
until, perhaps, she would turn up again at any moment, and just as if nothing at all uncommon had
happened. This was such a change from her early life, for as a child she had every possible advantage.
She would come home from these rambles without a dress on, and still did not appear to realise that she
offended against any law of propriety. This sort of thing went on for some time until it became unbearable,
and eventually my father was compelled to take action, and lie had her placed at Gladesville.
’
4069. Who were the doctors that examined her and signed the certificate for her admission to Gladesville ?
I cannot tell you exactly, but I think Drs. Fortescue and Joseph, who were in charge of Gladesville at
the time. Her condition continued to be just the same while she was there. We used to visit her
frequently, and her great trouble seemed to be in reference to the treatment she had to undergo. She
was very rough in her charges against the place at the time, and we also found out that whenever there
was any attempt to control her movements she would resist to the utmost and simply turn round on any
and every one.
J
4070. Was this actual physical violence an unusual thing? J do not know what actually took place, but
I do know that she would at times resort to actual violence, even before she went to the Gladesville
Hospital for the Insane. I recollect one instance when she attempted to upset a kettle of boiling water
over one of my children, a good-sized girl, residing with her grand-parents at the time. I know, too, that
on more than one occasion she came in personal conflict with the servants about the place but I do not
think she ever did any absolute harm.
1
4071. How long did your sister remain at Gladesville? She remained there until December 24th 1875
4072. Did she come home on that day ? Yes ; I presume you observe the day ; it was Christmas Eve and
the family in kindness of disposition agreed that we might give her a trial and determined to have' her
home for the Christmas festivities,
4073. Was she on this application discharged from Gladesville? I think she was, as far as I know but I
am not quite certain as to the process followed.
’
4074. To the best of your recollection was she discharged ? I am not certain whether she was let out on
leave or discharged.
4075. How long did she remain at home after her removal from Gladesville? Things went on at home
for a while fairly well, and then she became worse again,
4076. Did the same symptoms show themselves? Yes, but in a more aggravated form: besides there
was something else. I have a younger brother, and he was causing-my parents just as much trouble as
my sister. His particular weakness was drink. He was in the habit of coming home at all sorts of hours
and m a very deplorable state. My sister would always be about at these unearthly hours to receive my
brother, and she seemed to simply rejoice in what was going on. She did not for one moment grasp in
the least the seriousness of the position. He, too, would bring her all sorts of presents, and this fact
helped so place her beyond the power of our control. My mother and father made arrangements with
different parties to take charge of her. She, however, would, as before, disappear from wherever she was
placed, and then finally turn up as if nothing had happened. She would go to most extraordinary places
and naturally people soon got tired of her. When my father and mother went out of town they would
leave her sometimes with me in charge. Then, as a rule, she would become beyond my control While
in these fits her practice was to go up and down the verandah, talking at the top of her voice. I would let
her do so until bed-time, and then I would say to her, “Now, * * *, you have to stop this game and go
inside; it will be 1- oclock directly.” She would tell me to mind my own business. I would tell her
that if she would not do it of her own accord I would take her in. Twelve o’clock would come round, and
I would then pick her up and carry her in. Another of her practices was to rub herself against a post,
bruise herself if possible, and then pretend that these marks were evidence of my ill-treatment of her on
the previous night This kind of thing went on for some time, and then in sheer desperation my father
had her placed in Bayview House,
XVaS
comparatively speaking, a young woman when you noticed, or when the members of your
family first noticed, these peculiar circumstances in connection with your sister? No ■ as a girl she was
at a boarding-school at Bays water. At first everybody was very kind to her, and she seemed to be all
^ ,4 , a ''vln’e: however, she developed certain eccentricities there. I think jealousy', or something
of that kmd, was at the bottom of it. She used to think other people better than herself. She would get
-T--itle4 cloitheS' . At thnRS she would cufc the clothing into shreds, and put it down a certain place,
f. . ■ Vto t!le tlm,- a 10 1''-as takon to Gladesville had she shown any moral or sexual obliquity or any
thing of that kind? No, not that I know of.
u j
j
4079. Was it because she was becoming so very troublesome at home that her father placed her a*am
under restraint? Yes; he did so in May, 1881.
°
4080. Was it not m August, lSSI—I want you to be quite sure about this date, for it is rather particular ?
1 think it was about the month of May.
1
.
4081. Do you recollect what your father did? He had her placed at Bayview House.
4082. Was this the first time she had been at Bayview House? Yes.
4083. Were the necessary medical certificates obtained for her admission? Yes,
4084. Are you aware of that fact? Yes.
4085 Do you remember what doctors examined her? Not distinctly, but I am inclined to think they
wero Hr. Hodgson and Hr. Fortescue.
■
J
4086, Do you not say that Dr. Fortescue examined your sister before she was admitted to Gladesville?
Yes.
4087. Do you think he examined her again l He would have done so, if he were alive when she was
admitted to Bayview House,

1088.
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4088. Did Dr. Hodgson do so too ’l I think ho had to do with the ease.
4089. Did your sister remain long at Bayview on this occasion 1 Yes, until she was taken out on leave.
28Ni>v., 1894.' 4090. At about what time was she taken out on leave ? Some months afterwards, I think a considerable
time afterwards.
4091. Was she then taken back to Bayview House again on account of her unsatisfactory condition ?
Yes ; I remember her going back. I know something of the circumstances.
4092. What were they ? The circumstances were that after my mother’s death—in fact after the death
of my father and mother—the trustees under the will of my father, Mr. * * * and Mr. * * *f made
similar provision for' the treatment of my sister, by placing her in various houses at Waverley and other
centres. She left each one periodically after having remained a short while. If she could not escape
through the door she would go through the window, On one of these escapades, as soon as she ob
tained her freedom she visited a hairdresser’s shop, and had the whole of her hair cut off. She then,
disappeared, but after a while we found her. She was then placed with other people at the Glebe, and
from there she was taken away by the younger brother to whom I have already referred. The trustees
came to me in a state of alarm as they were unable to find her. We went to Parramatta and found her
living in wliat most people would term a bark humpy, where were also her brother and his then wife. It
was a very.miserable business, and the trustees, after consultation with Archdeacon * * * placed Iter
with a lady whose name I cannot remember, but who was residing at * * * . My sister remained
there for a while ; eventually she turned up at my house in * * *, From the time she was taken away
from + * * until this she went through a very bitter experience,
4093. Was this experience of an altogether unsatisfactory nature 1 Yes, most disgraceful and most
painful.
'
4094. Did your brother take some action about tliat time in connection with your sister’s easel No ; he
did not take action until 1891.
4090. What did the trustees do eventually ? I am not quite sure about what was done ; but I think, after
talking the affair over, they came to the conclusion that there was nothing for her personal safety than to
place her in confinement in Bayview House again,
409G. Do you remember the occasion of her being taken to Bayview' House after this consultation? I
ought to recollect all about it, for I really believe 1 went with her.
4097. Nad you a medical certificate when you took her on this occasion? I am not quite sure what was
done then in this respect, but I feel certain that everything that was done was done in proper form.
4098. Do you know what particular form 1 No ; but I am convinced in my own mind that what was.
done was right, although I do not remember the exact process. One of the trustees, the late Mr. * * *
was the solicitor, and he knew tbe proper course to take, and T feel sure he took it.
4099. Were instructions followed under his advice ( Yes, he was acting under instructions,
4100. Did Mr.* * *, the other trustee, take any part in the proceedings other than as a friend of. the
family, or did he leave the whole matter in the hands of Mr. * * *? Everything was left in the hands
of the co-trustee.
4101. Does your memory serve you with regard to the specific particulars? No.
4102. But do you think that everything was done according to law as far as you know 1 Yes.
4103. Did your sister remain for a considerable time at Bayview House before any further action was
taken ? Yes.
4104. What was the next step 1 After various attempts I think the Court was moved.
4105. By whom? By my brother, and I saw from a report in the Press, that the matter had been
dealt with by the Court, and that the judges had refused to make some order applied for by my brother.
4106. Did you see the notice that an order had been applied for ? Yes.
4107. Was that application made before His Honor Judge Owen? Yes.
4108. Was it decided that your brother was not a proper person to have the custody of your sister, pro
viding she were removed from Bayview House, and that she ought to go back to Bayview House? Yes ;
I, believe that was the etteet of it.
4109. Do you remendier vour brother sending cut to Bayview House Dr. Ashwell and Dr. Long to
examine your sister about that time ? I think that the trustees sent those doctors out.
4110. Your brother had given it in evidence on oath that he sent these medical gentlemen out and paid
their expenses? That is not correct, for 1 was the medium of paying the expenses.
4111. Did your brother then send the doctors out, or did the trustees do so? I think the trustees, desirous
of seeing if "anything could be done in my sister’s behalf, sent the doctors out. I will read you an extract
from my diary under date of August 14th, 1391.
4112. What circumstances do you refer to ? I will read the extract. It is as follows:—“My brother
took two persons out to Bayview this day, August 14, 1891, and as he asserted they were connections,
Case No. 35 (who was in a"bad frame of mind) was allowed to be seen within doors. Then * * *
asked for her to go out with him into the grounds, which was assented to, and he invited the two men
to follow. They had previously given their names and addresses to the doctor in charge, but now, staying
behind in the office, they confessed to having given false names, <fcc. One of them, who said he was
* * *, editor of * * * stated they had been induced to accompany * * * on the representation
that there was a lady quite sane confined in the asylum against her will, and he (the editor) and a photo
grapher friend had come out to take her portrait and gather information with view to an article of expo-.
sure in his paper. He added they had seen at once that Case No. 35 was as mad as a hatter, or something
to such effect, and regretted the deception. They left. My brother then spoken to by the doctor about
his conduct, said, “Well, they are connections ; they are journalists.” He then went to ‘Cook’s Hotel,’
treated the bar crowd, and finally wound up with a free fight.'’
4113. Do you remember that a few days after this two doctors went out to see how things were going on
then ? I tliink Drs. Ashwell and Long went at the request of tbe trustees. I think, also, that my brother
had seen Mr. * * * and said something should be done. He then pointed to two gentlemen as doctors,
a- Dr. De Kempf, or Le Kempf, and another doctor whose name I do not recollect. I know that the
trustees requested'Dr. Ashwell and Dr. Long to go out, and both were paid through me as the medium
I gave them my cheque, and the trustees afterwards paid me.
4114. Did these doctors give certificates of your sister’s condition? Yes.
4110. Did you ever sec those certificates? I think I did.
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411G. Wil] you look at these \Certificates produced. Sec Exhibits D to Q—Appendix], and see if you Mr
recognise them as being the same ? I think they are the same.
_'
2SNoy.,1894.
4117. How do you account for Ihe necessity for documents of that kind in. the circumstances you have men
tinned to us 1 I do not know ; I cannot account.
4118. Have you not already stated that, to the best of your belief, all the necessary legal formula; were
gone through'! Yes.
,
„ ,
4119. Do you not see that a fresh set of admission papers have been obtained ;—can you account tor that,
I do not know, sir.
4120. Do you not see how to clear up this difficulty 1 No.
4121. Tim point is this i Your sister had been a patient for some considerable time. Your brother goes to
the institution ; he says he sends a doctor there, and he proposes to expose the whole matter in the pi ess.
The trustees then take action, and get doctors to go out and certify as to your sister's condition, and then
fresh papers are obtained to bring your sister as a confinoe of Bayvicv House under the provisions of the
Lunacy Act;—how do you account for that ? I cannot account for it. With regard to the date on winch
the trustees made a special request to certain medical men to go out there and see my sister I am not quite
certain ; it may have been a little later than -*■*-*,
_
4122. Do you remember the action being heard in the Supreme Court. Was it not about the same date
tliat is, the end of * * * or the beginning of* * * ? Yos.
■
4123. Was it in connection with that application to the Supreme Court that these fresh certificates were
obtained ? Ob, no; I cannot imagine that.
_
on
4124. Were not these papers taken out subsequent to the action and determination of the Supreme Court
Judge 1 Yes, apparently, so.
4T25. Some fortnight or three weeks later? Yes.
_
4126. How do you account for this—can you not give any explanation at all ? I do not understand it,
there must be something of which I know not, but I do not know that the doctors went out at the request
of the trustees.
_
4127. But did they not go out and sign admission orders for a patient already in the asylum ? . This I cannot
remember ; my impression is that the visit I have referred to as made by these two doctors is not the par
ticular matter referred to on the other date.
4128. But still were they not the same two doctors 1 Yes.
_
_
4129. And did they not make the visit at about the same time or a little later ? I cannot clear it up, and
yet I see on this certificate something which identifies myself with it. I have written ^on the front of it
between lines written by the late Mr. * *
trustee under the will of her mother."
4130. Was Mr. * * * the solicitor, with you when you wrote that, or rather when the front page of
the certificate was filled in ? Yes ; most of the words written were in * * * ’s handwriting.
4131. Did he ask you to insert those words or did you insert them of your own accord ? I cannot say,
4132. Do you recollect the terms of your mother’s will? Yes.
4133. Does your mother’s will confer the power of trusteeship indicated in that paper ? Yes ; the trustees
were placed in the position of guardians.
4134. As a matter of fact in this whole matter did you act under the advice of the then trustees, and at the
time believe they were conducting the business in a legal and proper manner ? Of course I naturally though tso.
4135. If there are any imperfections about this are you in any way responsible? I am responsible in this
way, that I acted to the best of my belief and my knowledge, and did not act wrongly.
1
4136. Can you give any explanation for writing in these words? No ; I cannot.
4137. Since your sister has been placed under the authority of Dr. Yause I suppose you have visited her
frequently ? Yes.
■
4138. Are you perfectly satisfied with the way in which she has been treated? Yes.
4139. Both as regards food and clothing, attendance, and everything else? Yes. ^ _
_ .
4140. Do you visit her at different hours? Yes; I have had opportunities of visiting her, for which I
have every reason to be thankful.
_
_
4141. Do you think it would be unsafe for your sister to be removed and placed in charge of some private
person? Yes.
,
.
4142. Do you think if this course were followed she would go through the same bitter experiences she
passed through on previous occasions ? I do, sir, most certainly.
4143. Has your brother interfered a good deal in connection with the proposed removal of your sister from
the institution ? Yes.
4144. Do you think your brother is a fit person to be entrusted with the care of your sister? I can only
answer that question in one way. It is painful for me to have to do it, but I will read you some
memoranda covering the period between December, 1884, and December, 1892. During that time
my brother was charged at the Sydney Police Court five times with drunkenness, and once for
being illegally on premises, the last-mentioned charge being made at the instance of his wife. In
December, 1892, he was charged with and fined for drunkenness. On another date an information was
lodged against him. The police went to Ins house and found his .wife was lying almost in extremity.
They tried to ascertain from the doctor attending her what was the matter. The information was
refused. I was very anxious and made further enquiries, and learned that my brother had so brutally illused his wife that her life was endangered, and if the matter had gone any further his punishment would
have been very severe. That is my answer, I am sorry to say. A man who dances on his father’s grave is
not fit to have charge of an invalid sister. I have kept clear of him myself, and I intend to do so while I
live. I may add, that since being a trustee under my mother’s will I have rendered to the Master in
Lunacy, at frequent intervals, a report on the patient's condition and treatment as a patient at Bay view
Asylum. I have a copy of one of my reports, it is marked enclosure No. 4, and is as follows :—The trustees
have taken special pains to note Miss * * ■*’s treatment as a patient at Bayview Asylum, and her
mental condition. An arrangement with Dr. Yause, permitting occasional day visits to the household of her
eldest brother (the senior trustee), has been continued, and, when circumstances allow, visits are now more
frequent. It is understood of these visits that one'of the trustees shall be present and responsible for the
patient’s safe custody and return to Bayview, so that she is free for the time being from official oversight.
Usually a day once a fortnight is the time fixed, but there is no restriction as to the frequency of the
"
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visits^ neither is there ns tu wills at the asylum to see her. There are, of course, specified days for
2SNbvl8?4 roc®vi,1S visitors, but the-asylum authorities permit access any day within reasonable hours to one of the
'*
' sem°r trustees’ daughters. The latter is afforded the fullest opportunity of inspecting the provisions for
her aunt’s comfort as to residential accommodation, and also as to personal requirements in the way of
clothes, (fee. She testifies most favourably; also that the lady superintendent at the asylum, (Mrs.
Gilchrist) is ^specially kind and painstaking in supervising Miss * * *’8 wardrobe, mid seeing that she
is kept supplied with every reasonable requirement. Miss * * #’s physical health is excellent: but
as regards her mind, the trustees regret to state the most careful observation has failed to reveal any real
improvement. Mentally she is neither better nor worse ; and there are strong grounds for fearing that
were she beyond legal control the eccentricities of conduct and maimers to her person that pertained in
the past would be found in no degree diminished, When last “on leave” (the second occasion) Miss
* * * resided at times with her father and mother; with her eldest brother, and her youngest brother
the late Dr. * * * • and also in six other households (not relatives), where the fullest provision was
made (by adequate payment) for her comfort and safety. In no instance could she content herself for
long. At first all would go well; then a mania of suspicion, jealousy, and revolt—sometimes developing
into a degree of violence—would possess her, and, if not watched and prevented, away she would go,
whither no one could be certain. Although naturally proud of disposition, she would at such times billet
herself in the inost undesirable quarters, quite unsuited to her position in life, and in some cases in the
fullest sense inconvenient. -No designed moral laxity is intended to be conveyed, but all idea of the
ordinary conventionalities of life would seem to be lost sight of, and dangers not to be mentioned were, of
course, incurred. Sometimes she could be traced easily ; at others, weeks would elapse without news,
until suddenly she appeared at her father’s or some friend’s house in the best of humours, and as if
nothing out of the way had happened. Usually, little by little, she would in the most matter of fact way,
with but apparent innocence of their gravity, relate experiences only too suggestive. It was the utter
failure of all eflorts to keep Miss * * * within safe bounds that cornpelied the original trustees to
return her as a patient to Bayview Asylum, This step was approved by her only sister, Mrs. * * *
and her husband, Dr. * * *; also by Dr. * * * youngest, and * * * eldest brothers. It
may also bo stated that Dr. * * *,—who is resident in England, but knows the case well,—recently
wrote to the senior trustee his advice that, on no account should Miss * * * be allowed to fall into
private hands. The total want of understanding of the general fitness of things is still at times a marked
characteristic with Miss * * *( and it is the trustees’ desire to emphasise as one matter leading up to
their conclusion, that restraint is still necessary. Usually her memory is excellent; but is not always
used on profitable topics. Sometimes, when sitting quietly at the tabic with the senior trustee and family,
she will suddenly revert to, and relate with circumstantial detail and much gusto, some of the very
inconvenient experiences above referred to. Even apart from personal safety and being well cared for,
the trustees are convinced that Miss * # * is in reality far happier at Bayview than when she
was at large. Nothing could be kinder than the treatment she receives, and this when in a vood
frame of mind she will admit. Of course she resents control; that she always did; but that is
necessary. She is taken to church, for drives, and to concerts when she will go, by the asylum folks.
And it seems the only thing further to be done for the present is to increase the frequency of her visits to
the house of the senior trustee where there are young people she is fond of, and where at times she meets
.
'
old friends.”
1145. Do you aflinn that the statement you have just read is correct? Yes; I do.
4146. In the course of his evidence your brother said he was your sister’s favourite brother, and much
attached to her, and further that your father specially recommended that your sister should be handed
over to his care. Is that so? It is a most utter falsehood. My poor father knew too much to make such
a recommendation as that. If I may be permitted, I would say that niy father had such an opinion of my
brother that he made all settlements on my brother only life interests. My mother in her will also made
certain provision for him. There was about £100 provided for him, but in all cases they were only life
interests, and all these life interests, in the main, he has managed to get rid of.
*
4147. Was it that they had such little confidence in him that your father and mother only provided life
interests for your brother 2 Yes.
.
4148. Your brother told us in his evidence that according to your mother’s will all bis property in case of
his death would fall to you. Is that the easel No, sir ; but a portion of my sister’s property would fall
to me and the other sister jointly.
4149. Is there any special provision in the will making you the recipient of these moneys as they fall in?
There is nothing of the kind. If my brother hints at such a thing lie is wrong entirely. With regard to
the larger portion of my sister’s property I must inform you that in case of her death that goes to my children.
4150. Has your brother such a sufficiency of independent means as would lead you to think him to be a
qivoper person to have charge of your sister? No.
4151. As regards money matters would he be in the position to take as much care of your sister as she
receives now ? No ; his total means are very limited. He gets £28 from one property, £45 per annum
fiom another, and that makes, I think, about the sum total of his income. He has a very slight income
and has never done a day’s work since he has been in Sydney, and it is his boast that he never will.
4152.^ This is a somewhat delicate question I am about to put to you ; it is, however, necessary that the
question should be asked, and you will understand what I mean when I ask you if any members of your
family besides your sister have been subject to fibs of insanity, either on your father’s side or on your
mother’s side ? Yes : on my mother’s side I am sorry to say. There is a man now in Sydney a relation on
my mother’s side who is insane, but it is a harmless kind of insanity. He spent the early part of his life
in England, and he is at present decidedly unbalanced.
4153. In giving the evidence you have given to-day regarding the routine followed at Bayview, and the
treatment of your sister there, are you solely desirous of doing the best you can for her "welfare in her
unfortunate position? I trust so. I can imagine no other reason. T may add that at great personal and
monetary sacrifice, and on the suggestion of Dr. Vnuse himself, I went to live, for my sister’s benefit, in a
house opposite the asylum itself. I did this on purpose to be near at hand whenever I could be of anv
service ; as far as my experience goes Dr. Yause has been most kind in every shape and form. Everything
likely to benefit my sister or to add to her comfort has been done, and Dr" Yause has been informed by
me
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me that lie is to obtain, irrespective of cost, whatever he may deem to be desirable for her benefit. Where Mr. * * *
I am living now is my sister’s property.
'A——n
4154. Do you pay rent for that house ? Yes; and T have to regularly account to the Master in Lunacy -tNov., 1894.
for that rent as an asset in my sisier’s property. More than all this, Lr. Vause infonned me that when
ever my sister’s condition would permit I could have her across at iny own residence, provided I would be
responsible for her safe-keeping. From the time I went to live out there my sister, when well enough, has
been at my house one day per fortnight. I would receive her myself in the nioruiag, stay with her all day,
and take her back to Bayview House at night.
4155. Do you remember having lived in * * * ? Yes.
4:156. How long did you live there 1 About lifteen years.
4157. Did you come over from * # * to Australia us a passenger ? Yes.
4158. Who paid your passage money here ? I did.
4159. T ask you to remember that you are on your oath, and having done so, will now ask you, supposing
your brother stated in evidence, on oath, no later than yesterday, that he paid your passage money over
here—is that true, or did he send you the money ?■ The whole statement is cruelly false.
4160. Dr. ffamwi.] Has you brother any direct pecuniary interest in getting your sister out of Bayview
House ¥ Hone other, except what I must assume. If my sister were removed from Bayview House T
know adequate provision would be made for her maintenance elsewhere, and supposing my brother had
charge of my sister he would, in that sense, be to some extent pecuniarily interested.
4161. Do you think your brother would be able to live better in his own house if ho had his sister in his
charge? Undoubtedly he would. At present her keep costs at the asylum £100 a year. Dr. Yause has
a free hand to spend anything within reason—he can spend what he likes. My sister's income is sufficient
to make it worth my brother’s while to get possession of her if he can.
4162. So, then, do you mean to say if your sister were released from Bayview House and put under your
brother’s care, he would be able to live on your sister’s income, added to his own, in much hotter style than
he lives now? Certainly.
.
.
4163. Have you, as the elder brother, any direct pecuniary interest in keeping your sister at Bayview
House ? I cannot imagine any.
4164. Does it absorb the whole of her income to maintain her at Bayview House ? No.
4164. What becomes of the rest of her fortune 1 It is in the hands of the Master in Lunacy, who now has
some three or four hundred pounds.
4166. Will that accumulation of money ultimately benefit you or your children 1 That would accumulate,
1 think, for the benefit of my family.
■
4167. Amongst how many is that money to he divided ¥ Amongst four, I think—no, three.
4168. What do you estimate your sister’s present income at? The portion under my mother's will is
<£180 per annum.
4169. How much of that income is left after her maintenance is paid for at Bayview House; what I mean
is, after the expenses incurred at Bayview House have been paid, bow much remains per annum to swell
the accumulating funds in the hands of the Master in Lunacy ¥ I think the cost at Bayview is about
£125 per annum, and the whole of the amount of my sister’s income is £180 per annum, besides a settle
ment.
4170. And how much is the settlement? It is a half interest in three properties, which yield in gross about
50s. per week, or (say) 40s. per week net. This is derived from a property settled on this sister, and on
another sister living in England. That is held by separate trustees, and could not enter into this matter
at all,
4171. But how much do you think accumulates each year? I think in all about £110.
4172. d/r. ilfc(?otocin] We have it in evidence that you accompanied your sister, or put her in a cab, and
took her to Bayview House :—have you a distinct recollection of that circumstance 1 I have some recollec
tion of my sister going with me.
4173. Did you induce her to go. It has been given in evidence that she called upon you, that you asked
her to sit down for a few minutes, that you went straight away, obtained a cab, and took her to Bayview
House. In answer to the President you said you think you went out with her, but did not know how ;—
what really happened ? I think I went out with her.
4174. If so, is it not likely that you would go out in a vehicle? Yes, I suppose so.
4175. Do you know how she was taken to Bayview House on the second occasion? I do not remember the
details, but I certainly had my share in the responsibility of her being taken there.
4176. Had you the responsibility of a trustee then? No; nothing more than the responsibility of her
brother.
4177. Did you believe that you were safe in acting on the authority of Mr. * * * the then trustee,
and did you believe you were light in the action you took ? I took no action beyon'd going .to the asylum as
her brother, I simply accompanied the trustee as her brother.
4178. Were the trustees with you and your sister? Yes, undoubtedly.
4179. Do you know that certificates were made out on the opinions of medical men for her admission on
that occasion ? No ; I do not like to charge my memory so as to speak with certainty on that point.
4180. Arc you confidently of opinion that on that occasion the trustees obtained the certificates from two
medical men, which are required by law before a patient can be admitted to an asylum 1 I can fully assure
you that I had no idea, that I have no doubt now, of the fact that she was put in the asylum in proper and
legal form.
4181. Does your statement amount to the fact that in 1875 your father put your sister in Gladesvillc
when Dr. Fortescue was one of the medical men who gave the certificate ; that in 1881 your father again
sent your sister to an asylum—Bayview House this time, and that Dr. Fortescue and Dr. Hodgson were
the medical men who gave the certificate ; that she was liberated the same year at your father’s request ?
Yes, I think so.
4182. Did your sister conduct any business for your father during his illness—did she write the whole of
the correspondence, or anything of that kind, immediately prior to bis death ? Not to my knowledge.
4183. Your brother has told us that she wrote the whole of your father’s correspondence immediately prior
to his decease ? That is utterly false ; she was mad at the time, even much worse than she is now. My
brother was not even permitted to approach my father’s house just about this time.
4184,

mo
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Mr. * • *4184. Aro you positive that in 1884, when the trustees put your sister in Bayview House, that they
.
^ 77,', complied witli all the forms of the Lunacv Act 1 I cannot sav : I am not even acquainted with the
2SNor.’1894-Lunacy Act.
4185. Do you think they obtained the necessary medical certificate ? As far as my knowledge and belief
are concerned, I am convinced that all proper and legal forms were complied with.
4186. In August, 1891, when your sister had been seven years at Bayview House, after the trustees had
put her there in 1884, why did the trustees have to obtain fresh orders of admission? I do not know why
it was done.
4187. In July, a month previous to the dating of the order and about the time her brother moved the
Supreme Court, did yourself and co-trustees, thinking your sister was not legally detained on the certificates
of two medical officers, since dead, get any information which compelled you to take out fresh orders a month
later—that is, in August ? I do not think so.
4188. I want you to be sure on that point, and I again ask you did anything occur or anything come
to your knowledge, as one of the trustees, to the effect that your sister was illegally detained ? Certainly not.
4189. Did anything whatever occur which induced you to get a fresh order a month after the Court was
moved ? I am confident that no intimation reached me or my co-trustee to the effect that my sister was
illegally detained.
4190. Therefore, you cannot explain why this fresh order was taken out? I cannot explain. To me it is
a peculiar part of the whole affair. There must be something connected with it that I do not understand,
4191. Did anything come out in July, when the action in the Supreme Court was taken, to induce you to
obtain fresh certificates? Ho ; I have not the slightest doubt in saying that.
4192. Supposing your brother has stated in evidence that the trustees discovered that your sister was
illegally detained, and that they, therefore, obtained fresh certificates to keep her in—is there any truth in
that? I do not think so. I do not know of anything, and have never heard of any question of that kind
raised before,
4193. If you never heard anything to this effect, why did you get a fresh order for the admission of your
sister as a fresh patient, when, as a matter of fact, she had been an inmate of Bayview Asylum from 1884
to 1891, a period of seven veal’s ? [Ao answer.]
'
4194. Do not the certificates show, or does not the evidence show, that the Supreme Court was moved in
* * * that yourself and your co-trustee found that the order was not in conformance with the law,
although your sister had been in Bayview Asylum for seven years previously, and in August you got
certificates from two doctors for the detention of your sister in compliance with the terms of the Lunacy
Act ? I cannot say ; I have no recollection of that kind.
4195. Coming back to this report which you, as a trustee, furnish to the Master in Lunacy, how often do
you submit these reports to that official ? Every six months. It is only this year that I had anything to
do in that matter, and I took the earliest opportunity of rendering a report dealing with the general
treatment of my sister.
4196. Can you tell me whether your predecessor, the late Mr, * *
as a trustee, visited your sister
and furnished a report to the Master in Lunacy ? I cannot say. I know that both Mr. * * * an<j
his wife visited my sister.
4197. Did you receive any instructions when you took the position of a trustee to furnish these reports?
My instructions were from the Master in Lunacy.
4198. To the effect that you should furnish him with a report every every six months? Yes,
4199. Does the Master in Lunacy send out any officer to ascertain how your sister is treated? The Master
in Lunacy has charge of my sister’s estate, and 1 suppose he knows what he ought to do.
4200. Did he demand this report from you ? Hot exactly demand it. I made out the report in view of
the uncertainties of life. 1 did not know but what something might happen to me any day, and I thought
I would take an early opportunity of stating in writing my views on my sister’s case, and her treatment at
the asylum.
4201. I thought you told me that the Master in Lunacy instructed you to report to him every six months ?
I took it as such, and I have furnished fully half a dozen reports. The Master’s instructions were that I
should render him all accounts.
4202. But what has this report to do with accounts ? You will see that it is marked Enclosure Ho. 4, and
that is one of the first batch sent in.
4203. Do you know whether the Master in Lunacy sends an officer to Bayview House to sec whether a
report like that is correct? I know nothing about what the Master does.
4204. President.] Do 1 understand from you that you send in to the Master in Lunacy a number of
documents connected with your official duties as a trustee, and amongst these documents is this report
marked Enclosure No. 4 ? Yes.
4205. Did you send that one in particularly, although perhaps not exactly officially, merely to supply the
Master with this record in case anything happened to you? Yes.
4200. Are you aware that the Lunacy Act provides that official visitors shall look into the matters you
refer to in your report ? Yes.
4207. Not so much the Master in Lunacy as the official visitors? Yes.
4208. Dr. jl/cmnim/.] Are you aware that Mr. * * * is dead ? Yes.
4209. Did you act mainly under his instructions in regard to all official matters connected with your sister’s
confinement in Bayview House? Entirely.
4210. Are you aware that the certificates on which your sister was confined in 1881 were produced in Court
when your brother made application for your Bister’s removal? I think certain certificates were produced.
I did not see the papers, therefore I cannot speak distinctly.
4211. Do you not think if the Court had found that your sister was illegally detained it would have been
the duty of the Judge to discharge her? As far as I understood that question was not raised or was not
dealt with. She was there properly, and the Court declined to discharge her.
4212. Do you think it would be the duty of the Court to see that the patient was legally there? Yes.
4213. Are you aware that a special point was raised as regards this case—that your father, who had
signed a request on which she was admitted, was then dead, and that a difficulty arose as to who
was Ids legal i-epresentative ? I really did not hear that. I cannot say, for I was not present during the
whole of the proceedings.
4214.
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4214. Was this left to Mr, * * * in the main ? Certainly.
_
_
4215. Are you aware that new certificates were obtained by Mr, * * * owing to some doubt having arisen
relative to the custody of your sister, the person originally signing the certificate being dead 1 I do not
recollect anything about that.
[Witness withdrew.]

r'
■'

1

Eliza Hunter sworn and examined :—
Eliza Hunter.
4216. President:] Are you engaged at Bayview House 1 Yes, as laundress.
4217. How long have you been there in that capacity l For thirteen months.
4218. Has there always been an adequate supply of linen for the use of the patients ? Yes.
28 Nov., 1894.
4219. Always! Yes.
4220. Have you ever heard any complaints about there being a short supply of linen! No, not at all. ^
4221. Do you remember there being some little talk about the removal of Case No. 1 from the institution ?
Yes.
_
■
^
4222. Have you had since that time an extra amount of work to do! No.
4223. Have you noticed any change whatever in your duties! No.
4224. Has there been a larger number of sheets coming to the wash! No, there have been no more than
tli ere usually was.
4225. Is the supply of things passing through the laundry the same now as it was six months ago! Yes,
and as it was eight or twelve months ago.
4226. Is the number of strong rugs about the same! Yes.
4227. But are there not a number of these strong rugs destroyed, and sheets torn ! Yes, there is always
a supply in stock to renew them, so that the number keeps much the same.
4228. Is there the same quantity of underdinen and other wearing apparel as formerly ? Yes.
4229. Do you remember a nurse named Maggie Macleod! Yes.
4230. Did you ever fall out with her! Yes, she used to try to keep the work back, she would detain tho
dirty linen and I complained about it,
4231. Did any other nurse do the same thing! She was the only one I complained alxjut.
4232. To whom did you complain ? To the matron, Jessie Fuller, but she did not seem to take any notice
of it.
4233. Is there a stock of clothing kept in the laundry for use! Yes.
4234. Has your issue of clothing been the same for the last few months as it was previously! Yes, it has
been the same always since I have been there.
4235. We have hail it in evidence from several witnesses, that immediately after Case No. 1 was taken
away from Bayview House a great change took place, inasmuch as a large supply of under-linen, material
for clothing, and bedding was purchased ;—if that had been done, must you not have known of it, and I
ask you now did you ever know of any such thing 1 No, I am quite sure of that; there has always been
the same supply of clothing coming to and going from the laundry, since I have been there.
4236. Has there been any striking difference in the quantity ! No, certainly not.
4237. Do you know the witness Maggie Macleod very well ? Yos.
4238. Have you placed every confidence in all that you have heard her say! At one time we did, but we
found out that she was very untruthful.
4239. Do you mean she did not often stick quite to the truth ! Yes.
4240. Did vou complain that she tried to induce the other nurses to keep back the soiled linen? Yes.
4241. Must she not have been a torment to you in this respect? That is just what she was.
4242. Did keeping this linen back lead to a lot of confusion in your work ? Yes.
4243. That being the case, how did you keep up the average of supply ? I had to try to do it as best I
could, but it was hard work to keep it up.
■
4244. Was that the case six or eight months ago, and prior to Macleod leaving the institution ? Yes.
4245. After you had been there for some time I suppose you thoroughly knew the work of a laundry in a
large institution of this kind? Yes.
4246. Do you think there was always a sufficient supply of the different articles passing through the
laundry! Yes.
4247. Have you been in any large institution besides this ! No.
4248. Had you any practical experience of laundry work before? Yes,
4249. Were you engaged for your present position by Dr. Vause? Yes.
4250. Did you sign the book of instructions, obligations, and regulations! Yes.
4251. Did you ever see or hear of cruelty being practised on the patients! No; there never was any
cruelty, as I know of or heard of.
4252. Is it a large laundry at Bayview House? Yes.
4253. Does the work of it occupy the whole of your time? Yes.
4254. What time do you go to bed at night? Between 9 and 10 o’clock.
4255. Is it not pretty hard work ;—have you any assistance? I have one assistant.
4256. Do you know' much about the men’s side of the institution ! I know' nothing about it.
4257. Where do you sleep? At the end of No. 2 ward, and just off No. 1 yard.
4258. Has it been your habit to have a good deal of conversation with other nurses? No ; very little. I
did not encourage it.
_
4259. I suppose you had passing through the laundry a large quantity of soiled linen ? Yes; there was
very much soiled.
4260. Taking it as a whole while you have been at the institution, as far as you can remember, was the
same amount of clothing passed through the laundry on an average as there has been passing through
lately ? Yes.
4261. Jh'. G'/r/ran.] I suppose, of course, there were many other things passing through the wash besides
sheets? Yes.
_
_
4262. Maggie Macleod gave it in evidence that dining her time at the institution she always took the
sheets off the beds at night, folded them up and put them away, then put them on the beds again in the
morning,

no
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Eliza Hunter, morning, but never used them at night, because she said if they had been used at night they could not
28Nov. 1894.
n 1 mSed f0r !?n^' 'lS tl]ere ''vas uot sufficient for a change is that so. i do not think so.
’
f, ' b'Ouid you te" me if this were the practice lay the fluctuation in the number of sheets passing
^ icji'.vj laulldry ' ^
no*’ ^ll0W’ ^out that; there was always a stock kept in the cupboard,
4264. Bid you get more than two sets of sheets for wash from that ward ? Yes.
4265. How many pairs of sheets per week did you get from her ward—more than two pairs 1 Yes,
certainly • I got more than a dozen pairs per week.
4266. Then, that being so, must they have been used on the beds 1 Yes.
4267- If, then, Maggie Macleod says there were only two patients in her ward, during the whole of the
u WaS ^!ere’ ’'v^°
m sheets at night, must she be saying what is not correct ? Yes.
4^68, bhe was asked also if the patients in her ward wore night-dresses. . She said “ no ; that they never
had a night-dress m her time; that fourteen women slept in her ward ; that only one had a night-dress
until some were made lately, when some coarse brown calico was brought, and .Dr. Yause got the coachmairs
daughter to come in and make it up” ; is that true 1 Ho ; it is not true to say that only one had a night4269. Did you get as many as fourteen from that ward 1 Yes.
4270. Can you say how often clean night-dresses were given out ? She could get them whenever they
were wanted.
■'
42?|- blow many per week do you think would be sent tp that ward 1 I did not take particular notice,
neither do I know how many were returned from the ward to the laundry.
4272. Did these things come back from the ward in separate bundles 1 Yes.
Ycs^*
y°U
tilat' tlle ev>dencc given by Maggie Macleod on this particular point is incorrect ?
jnlt' ^‘rcs^n^-\ Did you say just now that you had one assistant ? Yes.
fn
any
khe patients assist you besides the one assistant to whom you refer ? Yes
'
42(6. How many ? Five or six.
\xr‘
Do you know a former nurse of the institution named Lizzie Verity 1 Yes.
4j3/o, Was she a truthful girl ? X did not have many dealings with her.
4279 Do you say that at tirst you thought Maggie Macleod was reliable in her statements, but that vou
tound out afterwards she was untruthful ? Yes.
4280. Have you found out anything in regard to Hose M'Mahon, Josephine Mackay, or Lizzie Verity,
to lead you to believe that they are not truthful witnesses 1 I had not much dealings with these girls at
428L Do you not say in answer to the President that you did not notice any great change in the stock of
oQoin7cSUPp led s'101-^7 a^er the 20th of May last ? I did not notice any change.
4282. If these girls, whose names I have mentioned, state that there was a great change, and that a much
larger supply of blankets, rugs, sheets, and night clothes were purchased, were they speaking the truth !
1 cannot say anything about that.
0
4283. Do you think it could have been time if these girls say it was so f I think I should have known if
there had been a great change in this respect by the additional clothing passing through the laundry ■ but
1 know it never came through my hands.
ion
j,
.
[Witness withdrew.]
Kellie M'Bride sworn and examined :—
J>'resideni-] A,'e you a nurse at Bayview Asylum at present ? Yes.
M Hme

42So. How long have you been there ?

A year and five months.

23Nov!ris94. 4 r In. wl“'.t Pa'rfc,of thc ^uni arc you engaged ? I am on the Government side. I take charge of
’
the female patients there.
4287. Of all of them ? Of about 122.
4288. Were you engaged by Dr, Vause himself,? Yes.
4289.
the time of your engagement did you sign a book which stated your obligations and duties, and
saying that it you saw anything go wrong you must report the circumstance either to the matron or
Dr. Vause? Yes, I did.
loo?' n-j61!
y0U commence y°ur duties ? I think it was on or about the 3rd of July, 1893.
aoqo u- t le CrOV0rllln_ent patients always get a sufficient supply of clothing 1 Yes.
Y
RrC y0U ^ ^le iustdiution on the day that wo, as a Royal Commission, paid a visit of inspection ?
4293. Were the patients always as clean and as well clothed as they were on that day ? They were
always ,)ust the same.
j
■ j
4294. DM you make any special arrangement, as far as the patients are concerned, when visitors came to
asy™“ 1 We
laca *eir boots and tie their neckties.
Toor’ ?• y0U do ^ything to the patients further than that 1 Ho.
4.96 Did you put new drosses on patients who were dirty ? No ; when a patient was dirty she was
seen to at once.
1
J
AOQR rvu tave ?afl lfc1in evidence, that new gowns were put over dirty patients ; is that so ? No.
Did you always know when the visitors were coming to see you ? ‘No ; not until they were in the
4299. Did tho visitors as a rule, come to you first ? Sometimes they would be in the adjoining yard
before I knew of their presence in the building,
lam' SIthC!y ever
t0 Dr. Vause first ? They would generally come round the institution with him.
+ .Ly°U 0Vei' k.no,w.of th? official visitors going round without Dr. Vause, or without notice being
V.
nurses
fcheir arrival at the asylum ? i cannot say that.
43U2, Do you know1 the official visitors ? Yes.
partffiuhu^notlce0^
r°Un<4 ^le institution do they carefully examine the patients 1 I never took
Ejlve they ever spoken to you about the patients ? No,
have "• Ithienn,eVer
aSked an7 Sp°cial
about any special patient on your side ?

I may
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Nellie
4306. Was it, tlio usual custom for the patients to be sitting down or standing in a group, and for the
M‘Bride.
official visitors to pass through them ? Yes.
4307. Was that all they did? Yes.
2S Nov., 1894.
4308. How long did these visits generally last? I do not know.
4309. Did you ever receive any intimation that the visitors were in the house, and that you were to get the
patients ready ? No.
4310. Are you quite sure of this ?, Yes.
4311. Do you sleep in one of the dormitories? Yes,
4312. With how many patients? Fourteen.
1313. Arc there plenty of bed clothes ? Yes.
4314. Arc there sheets ? Yos.
■
4315. And rugs? No, not in the dormitories, there arc blankets and counterpanes.
4316. Is there sufficient clothing on the beds? Yes.
4317. Have you known any cases where Government patients had to wear stockings, which had no feet?
I know that the patients always had plenty of stockings.
4318. Do you know anything about thc single rooms? Yes.
43] 9. Did you ever assist in putting thc patients in these rooms at; night ? Yes.
4320. Will you describe the course of procedure in doing so? They would always have their own bedding
if they were dormitory patients. There was always plenty of bedding, blankets, counterpanes, and sheets.
Tile other patients would have a bed and pillow, a coarse linen ticking lilled with straw, a pillow and
two rugs.
4321. What kind of rugs? Canvas on one side and a.blanket sewn on the other.
4322. At what time do you go to bed at night? Ten o’clock.
4323. Are you on duty till that time? 1 am on duly until 7 o’clock at night.
4324. And from 7 until 10 o’clock at night is your time your own for you to do what you like ? Yos.
4325. Does a night nurse sit up if there is a sick patient in either of the rooms? There is always a nurse
on duty for any special case of this kind. If a patient is sick there is always some one up at nigiit to look
after her.
4326. Ts there ample provision for making tea or coffee for sick patients during the night-time ? Yes.
4327. Where are the necessary materials kept? In the cupboard in No. 1 and No. 2 dining-rooms.
4328. Is there a cupboard in each place ? Yes.
4329. Where would you cook coffee or cocoa ? There is always a fire in No. 1 dining-room.
4330. Always in winter and summer ? Yos.
4331. Were there any means of access bo tlie kitchen at night ? No; there was always a fire in No. 1
dining-room.
4332. Did tho uther nurses know where the provisions were kept? Yes.
4333. Was tliere always plenty of milk? Yes.
4334. If you wanted to get a cup of tea in the middle of the night, could you get it? Yes.
4335. Did you ever get one? No.
433G. Do you know any other nurse that got one ? No.
4337. Have you seen these stores in this place ready for use if they are required ? Yes.
4338, Did you always think that there was air ample supply of clothing for the patients in the dormitories?
Yes.
4339. Were the patients kept clean in every way ? Yes.
■
4340. Have you ever known a patient being ill-treated since you have been tliere? No,
4341. Have you ever heard that patients were ill-treated? No; the patients were always treated with tho
utmost kindness.
4342. Have you ever heard of any patient or patients hurting themselves while in the single rooms ? No.
4343. Did you ever take any of thc patients out of thc single cells early in the morning ? Yes.
4344. Did you do it alone ? Sometimes, with quiet patients.
i
4345. Who would go with you if yon did not go alone ? There has been as many as three or four nurses if
the patient was troublesome.
4346. When you have taken patients out in the morning had they always their night-dresses on? Some
times they had and sometimes they had not.
4347. Were they always provided with nightdresses when thqy were put in at night? Yes.
4348. How many utensils were put in the ten or eleven single rooms? Seven or eight altogether,
4349. Was every room provided with one? Yes ; whenever a patient would use it.
4350. I want you to be careful in answering this question because we have had very different evidence on
this point, and I again ask you how many utensils were placed in these single rooms ? I am quite sure
tliere wore cither seven or eight.
4-351. Have-you seen them yourself ? Yes. '
4352. Have you seen them clean in the morning? Yes.
4353. Was there always an ample supply of linen available in the laundry ? Yes.
4354. Do you know a- nurse named Maggie Macleod ? Yes.
4355. Do you know that Nurse Macleod has given evidence that is not quite the same as yours ? I do not
know what evidence she gave,
.
4356. Would you put any reliance in what she would sny ? It would all depend on whether she were
speaking the truth or not.
4457. Do you imagine that if she was put on her oath and made certain statements that she would not he
‘ stating the truth ? I cannot say anything about that.
4358. Would you believe her yourself ? No.
4359. Do you think that she is not truthful? I do.
■
4360. What evidence have you gob to lead you to such an opinion ? T have found out plenty of cases where
she has not told the truth. For instance she told me that she put stockings on patients which she never
did. I called her attention to this neglect and she told mo to mind my own business. She had not
done it.

4361. Do you know if that occurred on many occasions ?

4362. Do you remember Case No. 1 ? Yes

Yes, it did,
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436.1. Do you remember when that patient was taken away from Bayview House? Yes.
43C4, Immediately after his removal do you remember if there was a large supply of linen brought into
the institution ? I never took any notice of any additional supply.
_
43(5^ ^Yas tjle supply about that time anything unusual as compared with the supply at other times?
No ; I am perfectly sure about that.
4366. Have you seen any alterations being made in the single cells on the women’s side during the last
few months? No; there is always some alterations going on. When I tirst went there the rooms were
being painted.
_
_
4367. How many windows were in those rooms? There were two rooms which had two large windows;
hut as far as I can see the rooms are now just the same as they were -when I went there.
4368. Has not a small window been placed in each room over the door to let the gaslight in? Yes.
4369. Were these windows for letting the gaslight in there six months ago? No.
4370. Has there not then been a change in tho rooms in this respect? Yes; I had forgotten that; hut
the laying on of the gas and tho means for letting the gaslight into thc cells during the night is the only
change.
4371. Dr, Garmn.] Do you know the ward in which Maggie Macleod was nurse? Yes.
4372. Maggie Macleod told us “that she always took thc sheets oil the beds except two ; that she always
folded them up and put them away : that they were put, on the beds again in the morning, but that they
were never used at night, and if they had been used at night they could not have been used for long, as
there would uot have been sufficient for a change —do you think that is true? I cannot say.
4373. Do you know whether thc patients had sheets to sleep in ? I know there were always plenty of sheets
4374. Was it usual for you to take the sheets off the beds in your ward? No,
4375. Not in any case? No.
4376. Did you not take tlie sheets off the beds of dirty patients? No.
4377. Maggie Macleod in her evidence said, “that there were fourteen women sleeping in her ward, and
that none of them had night-dresses”;—is that true? I cannot say,
4378. Did thc patients in your ward wear night-dresses? Yes.
4379. Could you get tlium washed whenever they required it? Yes.
4380. Could you get them for use when they were required? Yes.
4381. If Maggie Macleod says that these patients never had sheets, or night-dresses, is such a statement
true? No.
4382. Was there a stinginess in regard to these things els far as you know? No; there was not.
4383. Was there a night-nurse on duty amongst the female patients? Yes.
4384. Has there always been one since you have been at tho institution? Yes; for some time at all
events.
4385. Is there a male attendant on duty at night-time amongst the male patients? I cannot say.
4386. Mr. McGowen.] Do you not say that your duties commence in the morning at half-past 5 o’clock?
Yes, in the summer-time.
4387. Are you up until 10 o’clock at night? I am not on duty till 10 o’clock at night,and generally leave
off duty at 7 o’clock.
4388. But still if your services are required after 7 o’clock at night, are they at thc disposal of the institu
tion? Yes.
4389. Was there a night attendant regularly engaged before the facts about Case No. 1 were made public?
Yes, if one was wanted.
4390. What do you moan by that? I mean that if there was a patient sick, there was always a nurse told
off’ to look after her during the night.
4391. Was tliere a patient in each of these single rooms, pretty nearly every night? Very nearly ; and if
a patient became quiet while under separate treatment, we would give her another trial in the dormitory.
4392. As a rule were these eleven separate cells occupied by a patient in each every night? Yes.
4393. What time were the patients placed in these rooms? After tea, between 6 and 7 o’clock at night,
4394. What time were they taken out in the morning? About 6 until half-past 6.
4395. Did anyone look into the rooms from the time they were put in at night until they were taken out
in the morning? Yes.
4396. Who did that duty? Different girls; and I would go to the patients myself if they became
troublesome.
4397. How did you look in upon the patients? We would look through thc open door,
4398. Would you do so before you went to bed at 10 o’clock at night ? Yes.
4399. Although your duties would cease at 7 o’clock ? Yes : if I was called or heard a noise I and other
nurses would go and see what was the matter.
4400. Was it then only in the event of a disturbance that you would look into these rooms, after thc
patients had been put in between G and 7 o’clock? Yes.
4401. Would any of these women be placed in these rooms naked? There were two patients occupying
these rooms who would never keep anything on them.
4402. Were there only two out of the eleven patients generally occupying these rooms ? Yes.
4403. Were there any other cases where thc clothing was taken away ? I don’t remember.
■4404. Did you know Lizzie Verity, Bose M‘Mahon, Bridget Morrisey, Josephine Mackay, and Maggie
Macleod? Yes.
4405. Supposing all these witnesses say that there were more than two patients put in bed every night
naked, would they be making a mistake? Lcs ; they must ho.
4406. During your time at the institution did you ever know of a night attendant or night attendants
whose regular work it was to look into these single rooms during the night? Yes; a night-nurse always
looked after these rooms,
4407. Was there a night attendant kept on duty every night? Yes.
4408. Was it her duty to look into these rooms? Yes.
4409. Are you quite sure on this point? Yes.
4410. Was there a night attendant of this kind twelve months ago, such as there is at present? No.
4411. Is there a regular night attendant now? Yes.
4413.
4412. When you go to look into these single rooms do you take a light? Yes.
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4413. Do you thinlc that tho clothing supply for the Government patients is sufficient? Yes,^
4414. How long a time elapses from when the official visitors arrive at Dr. Vause’s house until they come M'Bride.
to the asylum, to where the patients are kept i I cannot tell you that.
28 Nov., 1894
4415. Do you think a quarter of an hour elapses from the time of their arrival until they come round the
asylum ? 1 cannot say how long it would be.
4416. Have the official visitors ever come through without your having received a quarter of an hour’s
intimation of their arrival'( They have often been upon me before I knew they were in the building at
all. I have seen them in the dining-rooms when I have first known they were there.
4417. Is it not a customary thing for some of the nurses to give an intimation that the official visitors
have arrived ? I never knew of it.
4418. Do you know Case No. 12 ? Yes.
4419. Was she ever put in a single cell ? Only when she became very troublesome.
4420. When she was put in the single cell were her clothes taken away from her? No, she always had a
night-dress on.
4421. Do you know anything about an accident happening to Case No. 20? Yes.
4422. Did you take her out of a single room after the accident occurred ? Yes j in fact I was there when
she was taken out.
4423. Were you with another nurse? I think I was passing by at the time.
4424. Was the patient's arm broken ? I did not know it was at the time, hut I heard it was.
4425. Was there any blood on it, or on her body? I did not see it, and I did not see her for some time
after I took her out, at about half-past 6 in the morning.
4426. Was it so dark then that you could not see the blood on her night-dress? No, it was not so very dark.
4427. Why did you not notice the blood then ? Because I think it was on the inside of her arm.
4428. Did you know her arm was broken when you took her out at half-past 6 o’clock ? No.
4429. Did she make any complaint ? No.
4430. Did you use cold water when you washed dirty patients ? There was one patient whom I always
bathed in one bath and used cold water. That was Case No. 15.
4431. Did you ever hear of any complaint about a nurse treating a patient cruelly? No.
4432. Did you ever use a scrubbing brush or broom to wash any patient ? No, never.
4433. Did an accident occur to Case No. 25? I do not know.
4434. Did she get her head cut? I think there was some accident of that kind. If she did get her head
cut it was a mere accident, she was in a violent mood. She caught hold of me, we had a struggle, and both
fell together.
4435. Did she hump her head against a door ? Yes.
4436. Supposing other witnesses have said it was a customary tiling to put women into these cells at night,
naked;—is that correct ? I never did it. I only know of two eases where women were put in naked,
4437. Dr. Manning.] Do you know Case No. 23, a patient at Bayview House? Yes.
4438. Is she always bathed in cold water ? No, in hot water.
.
4439. A statement has been made here to the effect that you roughly used that patient by cleaning her
with a scrubbing brush ;—is that so ? No, I never did it.
4440. Why was Case No. 15 bathed in cold water? Because she was taken to a bath where there was a
flexible hose with a rose, which could be used, as she was an extremely dirty patient.
4441. Was she bathed only on one day in this manner? Yes.
4442. I’resichnt.] Was it under Dr. Vause’s instructions that this patient was bathed in this manner on
this occasion? I do not know that it was anybody’s instructions particularly.
4143. Dr. Vause] I knew of the circumstance and was aware that cold water was being used.
4444. President.] Who gave you instructions to bathe the patient in this way? I know I was told to do
so, but I do not remember who told me.
4445. How often does Dr. Vause go round the institution ? Three times a day.
4446. At what time does he go in the morning? Seven o’clock.
4447. When does he next come through? At 12, noon.
4448. When does he come through again? At 5 in the afternoon.
4449. Who administers the medicine to patients when they are sick ? The matron, always.
4450. Does Dr. Vause take a great deal of interest in his patients ? Yes.
4451. Is he kind and attentive to them in every way ? Yes, as far as I know.
4452. Do you report direct to him or to the matron ? I report to thc matron,
4453. Does she keep a book containing the nature of your report? I cannot say.
4454. Dr. Vause.] Do you know that it is your duty as a nurse, and the duty of all nurses, to report any
irregularity direct to the Medical Superintendent? Yes, doctor.
4455. Have you seen any hugs while you have been at the institution ? No ; nothingunusual.
4456. Have you seen every precaution taken to keep the place clean, and in good order?
Yes, doctor.
4457. Were not the single-room patients visited during the night whenever the condition of their bodily
health required it ? Yes, doctor.
4458. Were there not always nurses sleeping quite close to the single rooms? Yes, doctor.
4459. Did you not sleep quite near to them? Yes, doctor.
4460. Could you not have heard the slightest noise amongst the patients during the night? Yes, doctor.
4461. Did you not personally visit the patients in these rooms whenever necessary ? Yes, doctor.
4462. Even if you had not been on special night duty? Yes, doctor.
4463. Have you not always had provisions for sick patients during the night-time? Yes, doctor.
4464. Did you think the nursing staff was insufficient for the work to be done ? No, doctor.
4165. Did any of the nurses ever complain of being over-worked ? No, doctor.
4166. Were sick patients always looked after by a night-nurse ? Yes, doctor.
■
4467. Did night-nurses have ample provision to supply patients with articles of invalid diet, suggested by
the Medical Superintendent ? Yes, doctor.
4468. In cases of patients not wearing night-dresses, did they wear a chemise during the night? Yes, doctor.
44 69. Were patients over stripped and put in the single rooms without bedding or night-dresses, except
Case No. 13 or Case No. 33? No: the other patients a 1 wavs had plentv of bedding or night-clothes,
207—P
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4470. Could C.'vse No, 15 Iks prevailed upon to sleep otherwise than in loose straw ? No, doctor.
4471. Did she invariably rip up her mattress, take out thc straw, and make her bed in her own fashion J
Yes, doctor,
28 Nov., 1894.
4472. Did she appear comfortable in that way l Yes, doctor.
4473. Does she enjoy good general health;—is not Case No. 15a strong, robust woman, who makes no
objection to having a cold bath'{ Yes, doctor.
4474. Does she not invariably denude her person of covering during the day 1 Yes, doctor,
447,5. Occasionally does she have to wear a camisole to enable her to be in tho grounds with safety during
the day 7 Yes, doctor.
.
4476. Is it not true that the patients in the single rooms are at first supplied and amply provided with
sheets and blankets ? Yes, doctor.
4477. Is it not true that these are only changed for stronger coverings when lighter tilings have been
destroyed? Yes, doctor.
4478. Did you ever know of a patient suffering from cold while in a single room? No, doctor.
4479. Is it not time that recent eases placed in a single room for excitement or violence, are provided
with three or four matresses to prevent them lying on or coining in contact with the floor? Yes, doctor.
4480. Do you consider the food is of inferior quality ? No, doctor.
4481. Do you think it is deficient in quality 1 No, doctor.
4482. Did you ever have occasion to complain about the tea? No, doctor.
4483. Was not tho same quality of tea provided for cacli department in the establishment ? Yes, doctor.
4484. Do the private patients, Government patients, and nurses all use tea from the same chest ? Yes, doctor.
4485. Who orders tho bread for the establishment? The matron or the superintendent.
4486. Is it of good quality ? Yes, doctor.
4487. And abundant in quantity ? Yes, doctor.
4488. Do the Government patients have butter for breakfast and tea on three days a week ? Yes, doctor.
4489. Do they get 31b. of butter on each day ? Yes, doctor.
4490. Do they get jam on two days a week ? Yes, doctor.
4491. Do they get treacle on one day a week? Yes, doctor.
4492. And dripping on one day a week? Yes, doctor.
4493. Is there always an ample supply of these articles? Yes, doctor.
4494. Wore there requisition-books in which you could enter a request for extra diet? Yes, doctor.
4495. Did you ever know of a requisition being refused? No.
4496. Is not the sewing-room under the care of the matron ? Yes, doctor.
4497. Do you not have beef and mutton on alternate days in the week ? Yes, doctor.
4498. Is the meat nob always good in quality, abundant in supply, and well cooked ? Yes, doctor.
4499. President] Do you say it is well cooked ? Yes.
4500. Dr. Vause.] Do you have soup three times a week ? Yes, doctor.
4601. Do you have fish once a week? Yes, doctor.
4502. Are the patients specially dressed, otherwise than washing their hands and faces and combing their
hair and arranging their dresses, when official visitors arrive? That is all.
4503. Are they got in and specially dressed in clean clothes to receive thc official visitors ? No, doctor.
4504. Do you know beforehand when thc official visitors are coining? No, doctor.
4505. Is it not the rule that the first intimation you have of their arrival is ■when they are in the house?
Yes, doctor,
4506. It has been stated in evidence that some patients, as a rule, only have on a gown ;—is that true?
That is not true.
.
4507. Can you state positively that the Government patients are well and adequately clothed? Yes, doctor.
4508. Do you say the same with regard to the private patients ? Yes, doctor. ]
4509. Did you ever hear of any private patients’clothing being placed on Government patients? No,
doctor.
4510. Did you ever hear of dirty patients not having clean clothes to wear 7 No, doctor.
4511. DoyourememberCaseNo.il? Yes, doctor
1
4512. Was she ever in the slightest degree neglected ? No.
4513. Was her body ever covered with vermin? No.
"
4514. Did she for a time only occupy a single room at night ? Yes, doctor.
4515. Had that room a bedstead in it 7 Yes, doctor.
4516. Was it supplied with a horsehair mattress, blankets, sheets, pillows, counterpane and mosquitonets ? Yes, doctor.
4517. Was it on account of her excitement and quarrelsomeness with other patients that Case No. 11
occupied this room ? Yes. doctor.
4518. Did she ever complain about it ? No.
4519. Was she not brought back again to sleep in the associated dormitory after she became quieter ?
Yes, doctor,
4520. Did she not say she preferred to sleep in the single room ? Yes, doctor.
4521. Do not single room patients require more care and cause greater anxiety to the nurses than the
others do ? Yes, doctor.
4522. Was this patient ever allowed to lie in the yard exposed to rain? No.
4523. Was she ever permitted to lie about outside in all sorts of weather ? No.
4524. Was she left to roll about as she liked in her own dirt ? No.
4025. Did she receive every care and attention? Yes, doctor.
4526. Was she not at times a very difficult patient to manage ? Yes, doctor.
4527. Was she not very abusive? Yes, doctor,
4528. Would she throw herself down and fight and struggle with her nurses when they attempted to lift
her up 7 Yos.
4529. Was it not on this account that she was occasionally placed in a single room during the day-time?
Yes, doctor.
4530. Did you ever know of clean clothes being placed over dirty ones on patients when they went to see
their friends ? No, doctor.
4531.
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4531. Did you ever know of a private patient being placed on the Government side of the house without
M'Bride.
good reason i No, doctor.
4532. Would such a reason be the largeness of the size of the Government dining-room allowing of more 28 Nov. ,1894.
freedom of movement to the patient, and at the same time closer observation on the part of the nurses 1
Yes, doctor.
4533. Would such a reason as this apply to Case No. 13? Yes, doctor.
4534. Was she invariably over in No. 2 or No. 3 dormitory? Yes, doctor.
4535. Ts cither of these dormitories a Government dormitory ? No, doctor.
4536. Do you think that patients were ever placed in the single rooms to save expense ? No, doctor,
4537. Or to save thc employment of additional nurses? No, doctor.
4538. Do you think the stuff of nurses is invariably sufficient? Yes, doctor.
4539. President,] How many nurses are there? I forget,
4540. How then can you tell whether tliere are sufficient in number or not if you do not know how many
are employed ? T always saw sufficient nurses there.
4541. How many are there on the Government side of the house? Six.
4542. How many patients are there ? I think tliere are fifty patients,
4543. Dr. Tkmse.] Have you not known tho official visitors to frequently pull the clothes from the beds in
the dormitories when they have been going through ? Yes, doctor.
4544. Do you think on these occasions they could see exactly how the beds were made, and whether they
were clean or not? Yes, doctor.
4545. President.] Did you go round with the official visitors through the dormitories? No, sir.
4546. How then could you tell whether they examined the beds or not? I used to tell by having to go in
and put the beds straight afterwards.
4547. Did you actually see them examine the beds ? I did not see them, but I have made the beds up
again afterwards.
4548. Dr. Fimse.] Did the medical superintendent ever go through the wards on the occasions of these
inspections ? Yes.
4549. Have you frequently been present during interviews between patients and their friends? Yes.
4550. Did they have ample opportunity of complaining to their friends ? Yes, if they wanted to.
4551. Did you ever hear either Government patients or private patients make any intelligible complaint
that did not receive attention ? No.
4552. Is it not a fact that as a rule the only complaint heard on these occasions were against detention in
the institution ? Yes.
4553. Is it usual for more than one nurse to be present at an interview between patients and their
friends? No.
■
4554. Is it not the common practice for nurses to sit in an adjoining room while the patients and their
friends hold interview's ? Yes.
4555. Do you remember Case No. 17 ? Yes.
4556. "Where did she sleep as a rule ? In No. 3 dormitory.
4557. In the event of the patient being sick, would the medical superintendent pay her special visits in
addition to the ordinary round ? Yes.
4058. Did nurse Macleod have anything to do with the administration of medicine ? Not that I know of.
4559. Did Case No. 19 have different food to that supplied to other patients ? No ; the food was ail the same.
4o60. Was tliere any special exception made in her treatment ? No.
4501. Did you ever hear Macleod say that the patients were too well treated ? Yes, doctor.
4562. kV hat did she say ? She said the patients were too well looked after and had too much of their own way.
4563. President.] Did she ever say that the food was too good for them ? No.
4664. Dr. J-'ause.] How long did Case No. 19 occupy a single room at night? I cannot say.
4565. "Were any measures taken to keep patients from removing their clothes, such for instance as boots or
stockings ? Yes, doctor.
4566. Was every effort made to make patients wear their clothing when they became inclined to remove it ?
Yes, doctor.
4567. Is it not part of your duty as a nurse to repair the clothing and torn stockings during every after
noon ? Yes, doctor.
4568. Do yon know if any patients are permitted to wear stockings without feet? No, doctor.
4569. Did you ever hear of any nurse or attendant being dismissed from the institution for making a
legitimate complaint to the Medical Superintendent? No, doctor.
4570. President.] Concerning Case No. 17, was she cured? No.
4571. Had you the means of observing her ? Yes.
.
4572. Was she a very delicate woman? Yes.
4573. Did she go from bad to worec ? Yes.
4574. Do you remember the night she died ? Yes.
4575. Was any clergyman present at that time? Yes.
■
4576. Who ? The Rev. Father 0:Callaghan.
4577. Who went for him ? One of the nurses.
4518, Were you at the beside of Case No. 17 when he came? Yes.
45/9. Was she dead or alive wiien he arrived ? T cannot exactly say.
4580. What is your impression ; do you think she was dead ? Well, I think she was very near it.
4581. But surely you could tell; did you see her breathe? I did not get close enough to see her before the
priest came in. I went to meet the priest; lie came back with me to her.
4582. But did you not examine her before then ? No, I cannot say that I did.
4583. Did you not find out if she was either on the point of death or dead 1 I do not know.
4584. Where was Case No. 17 at this time ? She was on the private side of the institution.
4585. In one of the associated dormitories ? Yes.
4586. Did she receive every possible attention during her illness ? Yes.
.
[Witness withdrew.]
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FRIDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1894.
{The Commission met in the Board Room of the Chief Secretarfs Office at 11 a.mi]
The Hon. Sir. AETHUH EENWIOK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
JAMES TAYLOR SINCLAIR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of the
Esq., M.L.A.
Insane.
Dr. Vauso was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses.

Henry Copeland, Esq., M.L.A., sworn and examined :—
Esq^TlEA.’
^To doubt you will be aware that this is a Royal Commission appointed to make certain
^ ’a _ ^ inquiries in reference to the management of Bayview Asylum, and it has been reported to us that you have
30Nov., 1894. A"en ln the habit of visiting this institution during the time it was under the control of Dr. Tucker;—is
that so J Yes, I did visit the place, but not so very frequently. However, I think I was there about a
dozen times altogether.
4588. Did you pay your visit merely in a friendly way 1 Yes, I would sometimes go over on a Sunday
afternoon. Dr. Tucker was an enthusiast in making experiments with the microscope. I took some interest
in these matters, and used to go over to spend the afternoon.
Have you visited the asylum since it has been conducted by Dr. Vause? Yes, two or three times
while Dr. Vause was acting as locum tenens for Dr. Tucker. I have not been out there since Dr. Vause has
had full charge.
4590. Would that explain an apparent discrepancy in your speeches when you say that you visited the
asylum during the time Dr, Tucker had it (Dr. Tucker being a gentleman of considerable scientific attain
ments), and had interesting conversations with him on scientific matters, and then later on, you said on
September 25th, you had not visited Bayview House since Dr. Vause became proprietor? Perhaps so. I
do not think I have been there since Dr. Vause was proprietor. Perhaps Dr. Vause himself can tell you
whether I have or not.
r?9\vln any case’ as far as 70ur recollection extends, the visits you made there took place during the time
Dr. Vause was in charge while he was acting as locum tenens for Dr. Tucker, who at that time was away
travelling? Yes.
J
4592. Have you, therefore, some little knowledge of the institution? Yes.
4593 Were you pleased with the manner in which it was conducted, and satisfied with "what you saw of it?
es, did go through the institution to see the patients, and Bayview House and its grounds always seemed
to me just the very place for any person having a friend or relative suffering from mental sickness to send
him to. _ In fact I was very favourably impressed with it.
4594. Did you make any special inspection or inquiry concerning the patients, or just looked round the
wards generally ? That was all. Occasionally the patients would be round about. I was not interested
in any one or them, nor had I oven a passing acquaintance there.
•4o95. Did you ever see anything in the institution while you were going round that would lead you to infer
that there was at any time personal violence used towards any patient, or that patients were neglected in
their clothing or m any other way ? Most certainly not; quite the reverse. Thc patients were always
clean, and everything was as nice as anyone could possibly wish for.
4596, It has been stated that you have a direct personal interest in the institution ;—is that so? I never
had anything of that kind in any shape or form. I was not so much as one farthing interested, cither
irectly or indirectly. I never contributed one farthing to it. I did not know who owned it, or who owns
it now, except that I understand Dr. Vause purchased it from Dr. Tucker.
[Witness withdrew.]
'
The Hon, Edward Greville, M.L.C., sworn and examined :—
4
j
9(.
1
■resident.']
I
suppose
you know, Mr. Greville, that wc are making certain inquiries concerning the
Hon.
E. Greville, maimgement of the Licensed House for the Insane known as Bayview House, Cook’s River Road? Yes.
M.L.C.
, . booking over the information provided for us in conducting this inquiry, we find that from some
ion.
documents in connection with the institution that you are represented as acting as attorney for
>Dr. Tucker ;_did you do so ? Yes.
4599. In what circumstances did you so act;—was it during Dr. Tucker’s absence from the Colony ? I
r TV
the c1ircuniatances : In the year 1868 I went to reside at Cook's River. My family and that
° • . iLUCfeCr’ w'10iwas Previollsbr unknown to me, became intimate. For a time no business relations
existed between us, but on Dr. Tucker leaving for England and America, where he spent some three years,
me atK ^ le ^on"
Ferry, M.L.C., to hold his power of attorney, which we did.
4600. Do you remember about what date the request was made 1 It was in April, 1882.
4601. How long was that power of attorney in force? For three years—from 1882 till 1885, '
Did y0U, *U con.iur[ct,iC|nwith Mr. Terry write a long letter to the Government asking for a continuance
ot^the institution as a place for tho reception under tho Lunacy Act of Government insane patients ? We
4603. In the letter you wrote did you give a large number of arguments in favour of Bayview House being
used for this purpose ? I forget the particulars, but speaking generally I believe we did.
4604. In addition to that did you call attention to the absolute necessity of continuing patients there
because of the overcrowding of Government institutions as represented by Dr. Manning, the InspectorGeneral of Insane ? .Yes.
°
r
4605. Did you point out the advantages there would be if the Government continued to send patients to
tins institution ? Yes.
^,r^e questions I am asking you form a summary of the long and carefully written document you
and Mr. lerry sent to the Government ? Yes ; that was the object of our letter,
4607.
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4607. Subsequently did you make further application to the Government 1 I do not remember that.
f?on,'n
4608. For instance, on the 23rd June, 1891, did you make any application on behalf of Dr. Vause } Yes.
'm l'c ^
4609. 'Were you then acting as Ins attorney in connection with the institution? Yes.
4610. So that with the whole history of the institution, since you have resided in Cook’s River Road have 30N0V., 1894.
you taken a great deal of interest in all matters affecting its welfare ? I have, both out of feelings of per
sonal friendship, and because there was a pecuniary interest attached to my connection with it in
Dr. Tucker’s time. Mr. Terry and myself were appointed under a deed, and there was a stipulation to the
effect that there was to be paid to us a certain amount as compensation for services rendered. Later on
when Dr. Yause went to England another business arrangement was entered into.
4611. Independently of these business arrangements for compensation for services rendered, Lave you ever
had any direct connection as proprietor, for example, with the institution? No ; neither directly nor indi
rectly. All that was done for both parties was done more out of personal friendship and respect than for
remuneration.
4612. Have you visited the institution on a great many occasions? Yes, daily, and I still do so sometimes.
4613. Have you had, therefore, every opportunity of observing, in a general way, and perhaps in particular
matters, how the institution is managed ? I have known the institution and its management intimately.
4614. Have you known it from, or almost from, its commencement? I have known it from the time of my
first acquaintance with Dr. Tucker. Prior to that I knew nothing of the institution.
4615. Do yon remember a detached building in which there were two separate cells generally used for
patients requiring isolation and restraint ? I do.
4616. Do you remember when the separate cells were built? No.
4617. Do you know of the circumstances connected with their election? No.
4618. Are you aware that this building was ever used as a stable ? No ; I never knew that it was used
otherwise than as a receptacle for refractory patients. That is the purpose to which this building lias been
devoted ever since I have known it.
4619. Have you ever heard Dr. Tucker say that it was a stable formerly belonging to the old house ? No ;
he told me the place you refer to wras built for this special purpose. This is impressed upon my mind,
because in the early days I knew a refractory patient who was put in there. . He used to be placed there
every night, and frequently I have heard noises coming from that solitary room when I have been there of
an evening.
4620. Did you always understand and believe that Bayview House was a well-managed institution for its
special purposes ? I always thought it was.
4621. Did you ever hear of any patient receiving an injury while in the institution ? No.
4622. As far as you have seen, was every care and attention bestowed upon the patients ? I do not think
there could have been more sympathetic or more humane men than Dr. Yause and Dr. Tucker. I believe from
my own experience that both of these gentlemen did everything in their power to alleviate thc sufferings
of the patients under their control—certainly.
4623. There lias been n certain anonymous document in circulation in which statements are made concern
ing the asylum. Have you seen a copy of that document? I think I have.
4624. Among other things it is stated in this document that Mr. Greville is another shareholder in the
institution. As a matter of fact, have you anything at all to do witli it in this respect? Most certainly
not, and more than that I am aware from the title deeds that have passed through my hands that no one has
any proprietary or ever had any proprietary interest in Bayview Asylum but Dr. Tucker in his time and
Dr. Yause now. From the deeds having passed through my hands as a trustee J am able to state
that.
4625. There is another charge made in this anonymous document, and I would like to ask you in reference
to certain reports appearing in the Evening News if ever you saw any reporter of tho newspaper and
gave him information upon which a certain statement could be based? I cannot recollect anything of
the kind.
4626. The statement is to the effect that something has been secured by Mr. Greville, another large share
holder, which leads to the inference that you had a pecuniary interest in the institution;—is there any
truth in that ? It is absolutely false.
4627. Another statement is to the effect that Mr. Frederick Gannon, with others, is drawing from the poor
insane confined at Bayview House a profit of something like £6,000 per annum;—is there any truth in
that ? Not the slightest that I know of.
4628. Do you know anything about Mr. Gannon and others netting this return ? No ; nothing at all.
4629. We have had a number of complaints in connection with the institution, regarding the food and
various other matters, including the clothing, which is said to be insufficient. As far as you are aware, in
your capacity as a trustee, was every provision made for the comfort of the patients in these respects ? It
was; and further than that it was my duty to see, by virtue of the position I held, both under Dr. Tucker
and subsequently under Dr. Yause, that everything was right and proper in these matters.
4630. I will ask you again if you ever heard or knew that the building used for the isolation of refractory
patients was at any time used as a stable ? Never to my knowledge.
4631. Had it been erected for the special purposes of isolation as far as you know ? Yes.
4632. Were there not stables about the property in some place ? Yes, certainly.
4633. Where were they ? They were originally near to where the seclusion rooms are now, but later on they
were pulled down to allow the putting up of new dormitories and kitchens.
4634. Were they on the site of the present kitchen as far as you recollect? Yes.
4635. Dr. Manning. ] While Dr. Yause was in England were not Drs. Elliott and Hetherington in charge?
Yes.
4636. During that time did you visit the institution frequently ? Yes.
4637. Did you do so in Dr. Yause’s interest? Yes, for I considered that I stood in his slices as it were.
It was my duty to watch over his interests while the others were there temporarily, .
4638. Did you give both these gentlemen during Dr. Yause’s absence a free hand as far as minor expendi
ture was concerned ? Yes.
4639. Did you stint them in any way while they had the management of thc institution ? Certainly not.
I never heard that they stinted thc patients either. If I had heard so I should have considered it my
duty
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E. Greville
--------

"^s frequently among the patients at tin's time.

My position in the institution was well

Known, and it tliere had been any complaints against the Medical Superintendent T think they would have

been made to
tome.
thmt my
imr position was generally
___ n„_____
- .1 there.
J
s J?®™
™e- 1 think
recognised
30Nov., 1894. . 'la YJ<; J0“ 01 t*lese gentlemen manage the institution to your satisfaction? They did so far as the
internal arrangements were concerned. As to their medical supervision,
1 ivas no business of mine.
i consMer if there had been any fault to find it would have been found.
lri’ I in a11 your dealings with the Colonial Secretary:s Office, with regard to this establishment, were you
from the Colonv att°Miey ^ t ie then ProPrietors? Yesi 1 was actinS
attorney during their absence
I11
to that, have you of late taken some interest in the manner in which the place has been
conducted 1 mean, of course, since Dr, Vause returned? Yes j but that interest has been out of friend
ship tor Or. V ause—purely as a friend.
Housed™ am aWare ^ an apl)lication was made for 300 additional patients to be sent to Bayview
Bibbs upon ThVsubj ectf StePS “ COnnectio11 u’ith that appheatfon ?

Yes; I think I did speak to Sir George

464o. What was your action in doing so prompted by ? By mere friendship only.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr.

sworn and examined
* AfiAT £zesidet?-1 Ho;v are y;m employed at present, Mr. * * * ? I am in Mr. * * * office.
30Nov 1894 ar±q tv I3 n° ^0UT at“crJ Case No. 1, for some time an inmate of Bayview Asylum? Yes.
5ld you have
opportunities of visiting him while there ? Yes ; 1 saw him every Sunday.
■ f-° Jou renleln >er how much was paid for your father’s maintenance while he was an inmate of that
institution ? It was either £o or £5 os. per week.
4650. W hat did you expect in return for that payment? .Dr. Scot-Skirving went out to see Dr. Vause,
, •?h?nged Y, Tf t0 b(J done' But Dr- Vausc continually told us that mv father always had two
* i£md.51-at -e WaS neVer ]e£t for a nioment alone. We always told Dr. Vause that if the
anvtVnr tT T an^ mg m'u3,8 lJossitlle big0*'! m’c would only be too willing and happy to get it, or to buy
anything that money would buy.
o
j
j
itS1'
TaV° a fifrfrg-wom, and did ho sleep in the dormitory ? He had a sitting-room at
After rlior 1° rS timei .sa''v ll11]1 at the institution he was sleeping in a room opposite the sitting-room.
i!
Wient Up.staira t0 a,loil£ room >then 1 believe there was some difficulty in getting him upstairs
i
\ ■ ^,as ;,ecQrinrlg so weak. He was brought downstairs again, and Dr. Vause always told us that
lie^slept m the room opposite the one I saw.
“a^® any reasonable or rational complaint regarding his treatment while in the
in a stable
16 0D ^ 11'nc llS iei: bim about was where he slept, and then he said he used to sleep
Mr.

ArK' u‘ll
S° iatt?rly WhGU y°U saw him ? He said 80 for some rnonths before he was removed,
j .-t-j r,, v‘d J'ou lmderstand to be lus meaning when he said he slept in a stable? I was uncertain, so
more fivir ii US0 ^ la 11!!ea'lt, and Yr. Vause replied that what my father said amounted to nothing
more than the mere rumblings of an insane person.
°
liir^wj^lietiept11161' mi>k° ^ statemenfc 011 more than
occasion ? Yes; he said it when we asked
tbbik'\
f-bvays present during the inverview or did you speak to your father alone? I
seeino-him'aione a ^ m 6 Preseiice
b>r- Vause several times, but 1 had frequent opportunities of
Ar%' iv!Y°T father’s case a specially troublesome one ? Yes ; so I am told.
worse+hT ®a"ays aPpoar to be in much the same condition? Ko ; not always. Sometimes he was
would shp S'agak1
°r thre0 VlsitS £°r a littk while ho upjxiared to be quite rational, and then he
there tSYr,
™W)ved ^ the asylum was he troublesome at home ? Well, he was such a short while
consultation Y]U'< ° Y - ^ C;,0r,1>: knew he was insanCi
Sunday. Then the doctors came, held a
AfiRn Arn ,’ , . WaS decld,ed that v'ould be best to take him to Bayview House.
Williams C d°Ct0rS V'’ere there 111 thafc consultation? Dr. Manning, Dr. Seot-Skirving, and Dr.

l”°1,0

mmi ••

H°u“'
.„d

mind? Yes

con-

-Y w™* ago U.at your father spoke to you about his sleeping in a stable,
P m
Vaus« he ^plained that it was but the fancy of an ill-regulated

aIwavs'mffiersfn1n^Ver
by
Yai]se tbat your father was sleeping in an isolated room ? Ho j we
AfiR'lo
upt° tho vfy la£t that h0 bad a man or men continually with him.
Afififi' r! ,'! reme“bar y°ur father being removed from Bayview House ? Yes.
was when he'^was'onm'iTfll
*bat is immedlately prior to his removal in aworse condition than he
was when he was originally taken to the institution ? Yes ; he was latterly.
he slinned atYaYn tV
YeS’ for a little while at flrst be was fairly sensible, and then
a"ainPP
'J ' S • Then theie was not so much change in his condition at all until he became worse
never ha^any^reakf^t^11110 ^ ab°Ut the f°0d Pe r0Oeived ■

No i but he invariably said to us that he

4669. Did he ever complain that he was getting cold baths early in the morning ?

I cannot say that.
4670.
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4070. When you saw him on your visits was he well dressed, clean, and tidy ? He was not as well kept or Mr. * * *
dressed as lie is now, not as clean looking nor as tidy.
,
4671. When you saw him was he clean in his attire, and was his clothing as clean and in as good order as 30Nov., 1894.
when it was supplied to him? No ; it was not as it should be; it was torn a bit, and there were spots on
it as if they had been caused by him dropping his food. I think otherwise the clothing was fairly decent.
4672. When you heard the report to the effect that lie was kept in an isolated room, did you willingly agree
to his removal from Bayview House to Callan Park ? Yes ; I wanted it done quickly.
4673. Who originally told you about your father sleeping in an isolated room ? My solicitors.
4674. Do you know from whom they obtained the information? No.
4675. Do you visit your father at Callan Park? Yes.
4676. Do you see any great change in him now ■—does he seem to be physically better? Yes.
4677. Mentally, does he seem to be more composed, as far as you can judge from his conversation with
you 1 Sometimes he seems to be bettor mentally, but at other times he is much about the same.
4678. Were you present when he was removed from Bayview to Callan Park ? I was at Bayview,
4679. Did you go out by yourself ? No.
4680. Whom had you with you ? Mr. * * * and Dr. Scot-Skirving. They went out at night and
removed him. I went out in the morning myself.
4681. Where did you see your father when you went out? In a room opposite the sitting-room j he was
sitti tig there with two attendants.
4682. Did you go out with Mr. * * * and Dr. Skirving in the evening ? Yes.
4683. Who had the order for your father’s removal ? I had.
4684. Who signed it? Sir George Richard Dibbs.
1685. Had it been signed with your full consent, and wtis it on your desire that the patient was removed ? ’
Yes.
4686. Did you see thc real place in which he slept on the night before lie was removed? Yes.
4687. Did you see it in tho morning or in the afternoon? I saw it at about a quarter to 11on
that.
Sunday morning.
4688. Had it been cleaned out by that time? Yes; it had been washed out.
4689. Did you see any bedding in the room? No; tho floor of the room itself was very wet. Itlooked
as if it had been just washed out.
4690. Previously, then, were you really unaware of the nature of your father’s sleeping accommodation ?
3Iost decidedly,
4691. Did ho ever complain about having been personally injured while in the institution ? I think
on one occasion, as far as I can remember, he said lie had a row with an attendant, and the attendant hurt
him,
4692. Had ho a black eye when you saw him on this Sunday morning? Yes.
4693. Did you ask him how that came about, or did lie offer you any explanation ? No; I scarcely spoke
at all. I did not ask the question.
4694. Generally speaking, were you satisfied with the treatment the case received at Bayview House until
you discovered the circumstances connected with his accommodation at night ? Well, no ; we wore not
quite satisfied, but still we thought in tho circumstances that wo had done the best thafc we could do with
him.
4695. Was your mother satisfied? No ; but she was of the same opinion—that we were doing the best we
could.
4696. Do you mean under the advice of Dr. Scot-Skirving and Dr. Williams ? Yes ; she thought the
patient was getting the best available treatment. I thought the same, but I have been very much
undeceived.
4697. Dr. Manning.] After having been at Cook’s River for some few weeks did your father fall into a
condition of great exhaustion ? Yes,
4698. Then did he pick up and get better for a time—better mentally and in physical health—more
reasonable in his conversation, and stronger in his movements? Yes.
4699. Did he become so much better that you had serious thoughts about taking him home again? Yes.
4700. Then did he have another relapse? Yes.
4701. Was I present at the consultation before the patient was removed from his residence to Bayview
House ? Yes.
4702. Are you aware that my recommendation at this time was that he should be removed to a private
house and placed in the care of an attendant ? I remember that there was some such recommendation,
but I do not know who made it. I think my mother said one of the doctors recommended that the
patient should go to a private house.
4703. Was the determination to send him to Cook’s River Asylum arrived at subsequent to the other
recommendation? Yes.
4704. President.] Do you wish to say anything further about the case, Mr. * * *'? No; except that I
may add, perhaps, that pretty nearly every time either my mother or myself visited Bayview House we
asked Dr. Yause if there was anything we could do—if we could bring my father clothing or anything
else. We were only too anxious to do everything we could in the unfortunate circumstances,
4705. Mr. McGfowen.] In an answer to Dr. Manning, given a moment ago, did you not say that some
little time after the patient was placed in Bayview House there was some improvement in his condition ;_
how long was it before you noticed this improvement? I cannot fix any time, but I suppose it was about
five or six months.
4700. How long did tho improvement last ? Perhaps three or four days : it would certainly not be longer
than a week.
4707. Then was ho in a sane state until you took him out, or did you notice any improvement during the
last six or eight months that he was tliere? I think he had three improvements altogether during the
time he was at Bayview; after these lie slipped bade to his former state.
4708. When you went into thc room at 11 o’clock on Sunday morning. May 20th, did you notice any
offensive smell ? Yes ; there was an abominable smell, although tho room had been washed”out.
4709. Do you say that your mother repeatedly interviewed Dr. Yause and made offers to supply further
clothing, if necessary, for your father’s use? 'Yes, and I did so myself.
1710.
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* * * 4710. It lias been stated in evidence that your father ivas exceptionally destructive with his pyjamas and
30No'A_1894 sin=>lets' -Did your mother supply him with pyjamas and singlets at the request of Dr. Vause 1 Yes.
°v.>
4711. Do you know with how many suits of pyjamas he was supplied? I think he had six suits when he
went to Bayview. I should think about ten or twelve suits were taken out afterwards. I should think in
all he received sixteen suits of pyjamas, or at all events not more than eighteen suits. We always asked
Dr. Vauso to let us know when he wanted a further supply. They were then sent out at once.
4712. Did your father complain at various times that.the room in -which you saw him was not the room in
which he slept? He did not put it like that. We asked him if he slept in a certain room upstairs, and he
always replied that he used to sleep in the stable.
4713. Dr. Vause.] Do you remember me saying to you it would be necessary for the patient to occupy a
single room ? I do not.
4714. Mr. McGoviea.] Did any authorities of the institution point out to your mother or yourself a room
which you supposed your father was in the habit of sleeping in. Did Dr, Vause point out such a room
upstairs ? That is the room I saw him in at first; then he came down into a room opposite the sittingroom, and that is the room Dr. Vause said he slept in.
4715. Dr. Vause,'] On Sunday morning, tho 20th of May, do you remember telling me that you did not
understand what was meant when I said it would be necessary for the patient to occupy a single room ? I
may have said it, but I certainly do not remember any reference to a single room at all.
4716. Do you know what is meant by a single room ? I never remember anything about a single room
being mentioned.
’
[Witness withdrew.]
' Mr. Frederick Gannon sworn and examined :—
Mr.
■ „ _
,
Gannon, 4717. President.] What are you, Mr, Gannon? I am a solicitor practising in the Supreme Court of New
South Wales.
Fov.,1894. 4718. Are you a solicitor in connection with some matters for Dr. Vause, of Bayview House, Cook's River
Road t Yes.
4719. Have you any personal interest iu the institution known as the Licensed House for the Insane, called
Bayview House ? Not the slightest, and never had. ■
4720. Have you any professional interest in it? Nothing beyond the fact that Dr. Vause is a client of
mine.
4721. It has been stated that you have a proprietary interest in thc institution :—is that true? It is not
true. There is not the slightest foundation for any such statement.
4722. Have you visited the institution a good many times ? Yes; very frequently,
4723. Have you had full opportunity of seeing the way in which it is conducted from a general standpoint ?
I have.
4724. As far as you are able to speak, is everything satisfactory in the matter of clothing, food, and
cleanliness—and is the institution well managed ? Yes, most certainly. There is not the slightest fault
to find, as far as I can see. The whole of the arrangements of the place have always met with my
admiration. I have never heard any complaint concerning the institution.
4725. Have you seen or do you know of any personal violence being used towards the patients ? None
whatever.
1
4726. Have you ever heard any complaints about there being an insufllcient number of attendants ? No.
4727. Have you ever heard that the attendants neglected their duties, or that the patients were in any
way neglected ? No.
4728. In your experience has Dr. Yause always been kind and attentive to the patients under his control?
Yes, he has always been most kind; and speaking personally, I can say he has not only been my medical
attendant but a friend, and a medical attendant and friend to my wife and family.
4729. Therfore, with all your knowledge of Dr. Vause, are you competent to speak of his character for
humanity as well as skill ? Yes ; there is no man living for whom I have a greater respect than for Dr.
Vause. I do not say it as his friend, but I say it as one having lived alongside of him for many years, and
one who has had a full opportunity of studying his life and actions.
*
4730. Do you know who is the proprietor of Bayview House? Yes; I have known no one except Dr.
Yause to he the sole proprietor,
.
4731. Wo have had it in evidence from the Honorable Edward Greville, who acted as attorney for Dr.
Vause, that he has seen a legal document in connection with the proprietorship, and that he is perfectly
satisfied that Dr. Vause is the proprietor;—is this confirmed by you?
Yes; no one can have a
better knowledge than Mr. Greville. Dr, Yause is a client of mine, but I really had nothing to do with
the transfer of the deeds.
.
4732. There is a rumour abroad that “ Gannon & Co. are greatly interested—in fact, to such an extent
that they are drawing from the poor insane kept at Bayview House no less than £6,000 per annum _is
that true ? It is a fabrication from beginning to end.
4733. There is not the slightest foundation for any such statement ? There is not an atom of truth in it.
4734. Do you know of any mortgage over tho property ? I do not know. I have never had anything to
do with one.
4735. We have had a great deal of contradictory evidence in regard to the personal habits of Dr. Vause,
and you, having been on most intimate terms with him for some time, will be able to speak with
some authority. Is Dr. Yause a sober man in the ordinary sense of the word? He is one of the most
sober men I have ever met. I have seen him morning, noon, and night. I have been at parties with
him ; I have been to the theatre with him ; T have been at his house up to 1 2 o'clock at night, and J. never
saw him on any occasion under the slightest influence of liquor, .!. meet him almost every day ; no one
knows him better than I do ; no one knows his habits better than I do, and T can say be is a strictly sober
man.
[Witness withdrew.]

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 4 DEOEMBER, 1894.
[The Commission met in the Board Room of ths Chief Secretary's Office at ] 1
fwsttti
The Hon. Sie ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt.j R.A.,
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspectok-General of
Insane,

the

M.L.C.3 President.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Yause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own defence.
Herbert Blaxland, Esq., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., sworn and examined :—
Aro y°u> at present. Medical Superintendent of the Hospital for the Insane at Callan

Dr.
Park ? Yes.
H, Blaxland.
4737. How long have you been employed there in that capacity? Since December, 1891.
'---- A---- 4738. Do you remember Case No. 1 being brought to Callan Park ? Yes; lie was brought there in May 4 Dee■, 1894,
Just.
4739. Did you see him on his arrival) I saw him in a carriage at the institution.
4740. Subsequently, had you ample opportunities of particularly examining his case? Yes.
4741. Can you technically describe his case ? He was suffering from general paralysis of the insane__
locomotor ataxy.
4742. M as it a bad form of disease? Yes ; and ho was also in an acutely ammoniacal state.
4743. Was the patient very violent when he was first received into the institution ? He was violent as far
as he could be in his exceedingly weak state. He was too weak to kick or strike anybody.
4744. Were there any bruises or marks on his body when you first examined him ? Yes • Ids left eve was
black.
1
■
4745. Were tliere any other bruises on his body ? No.
474G, Has he improved considerably since you received him at Callan Park? Yes.
4741. Was he at first a refractory patient? Very refractory, destructive, dirty in his habits, and used
very bad language.
4748. In these respects has he improved very much of late ? Yes. After a while be was able to «et up
and then lie left off Ids destructive habits, except occasionally, when he destroys articles of clothing He
still sometimes wets his bed.
4749. In treating him did you adopt the separate cell system ? Ho had a single room.
4750. Does he still use one to sleep in? Yes.
4/51. Is it the one I saw the other day, containing an iron bedstead? Yes.
4752. Was the iron bedstead in it when the room was first occupied by him ? No ; it would have been too
dangerous to have used one then.
4753. Is there any danger now? No ; very often he will not use it, and will order it to be taken out of
the room, because he prefers to lie on the floor.
4754. In cases of this kind does not, sometimes, the urine of patients smell very strong ? Yes • it becomes
highly ammoniacal,
s
4705. In your opiidon, from the large experience you have had in cases of this kind, did you think it was
absolutely necessary to place Case No. I in a separate room and make special provisions for him because of
his peculiar habits ? Yes ; I did.
4756. Is he improving now as well as the nature of the disease will permit? He has improved • but I
think, comparatively speaking, he is at a standstill now,
4757. Dr. Outran.] Wlmt has been the course of the progress made ? It lias simply been development
from one stage to another. In these cases of general paralysis, there are different stages. There is first
the maniacal, and then the patient, after this is over, passes to what is called the tranquil stage That is
the state in which Case No. 1 is now.
4758. Do you attribute bis present condition to any special treatment of your own, since ho has been at
(Julian Park ?
o.
4759. Do you think the same would have happened if the patient had remained at Bayview House?
4760. Is there always a man on night-duty at Callan Park Asylum ? Yes; always.
4761. Do you think any great importance is to be attached to interfering with the patients or leaving them
alone completely through the night? I think interfering with them would often be a source of irritation
to the patients.
4762. Supposing you were to got a patient up during the night, do you think it would be worse for the
patient than leaving him alone ? Not for some of them.
4763. During the course of this inquiry the question has been raised, whether in cases of acute mania it
is better to leave a patient alone iu a dirty condition during thc whole night, or to interfere with him bv
waiting him up to obey the calls of nature, and so break him in to more cleanly habitswhich is in vour
opinion, the preferable course to follow ? Not to interfere, in cases of acute mania. One mi "lit interfere'
at times, and to a certain degree, but there is nothing at all to be gained if a man is thrown into a constant
state ot irritation by telling him to make water or anything else.
4764 If yon saw or if a warder saw, a patient making water on the floor of his room, or on his bed even
would it be wise for him to rush m and tell tho patient to use the utensil? No; if he did the patient
would not do it. Case No. 1 would not have done it. He insisted on doing these things just as lie liked
and if an attendant attempted to stop him lie would throw his pillow at him, or the first thin" lie could lav
his hands on.
&
J
4765. H you saw him taking his pyjamas off, and he refused to wear them, would it be the proper thing to
use anything more than ordinary persuasion, in endeavouring to get him to wear them ? No - he would
only resist it if you did, and become more irritated.
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4766. Would it, therefore, for the patient’s sake, be better to leave him naked, rather than irritate him by
Dr.
H. Blaxland. attempting to get his clothes on 1 It would be better to leave him naked.
■ 4767. Do you think patients suffering from acute mania feel the cold 1 biot to the same extent as other
*rieCM l89t men and women do.
,
, ,
4768. Do you mean to say they are not so sensitive and liable to take cold as other people i No; and they
always keep themselves warm by exercise, as they are on the move constantly.
, , • „
4769. As a rule, do you think if they temporarily denude themselves of clothing they do not physically
suffer from chill i No; they do not suffer.
» ■ ..
,. , ,
4770 The question has arisen as to whether or not it would he proper to interfere with a patient who
insists on taking his clothing offdo you think such would be the proper course to follow 1 1 do not think
it would be advisable to interfere.
,
, , ,■
,
c
4771. As far as I can gather from you, am I to understand that the patient was as destructive when hrst
he arrived at Callan Park as he was at Bayview House, and did the attendants endeavour to do all they
could to keep him clothed ? We tried our best; but to show you the difliculty with which we had to
contend, I produce a list of the articles of clothing he destroyed during the first four months ot his
stay at Callan Park, {List produaed, marked Exhibit “ A 1." See Appendix.]
'
4772. Does this list show that on May 22nd the patient destroyed eight articles of clothing? Yes, seven
garments and one bed-tick.
.
,
4773. Was he in a highly destructive state then, and very excited i les, lie was.
4774. Do you think his excitement was in any way due to his having been transferred from one asylum to
another? I think it was.
,
. „
. ,
4775. At first, did you make tho experiment of placing an attendant m the single room with him tor the
purpose of watching him and looking after his requirements ? Yes, for a night or two I did; hut we found
that such a course of procedure would not do at all.
.
. .
. .
4776 So far as your experience goes, then, did you find it better to leave the patient alone m the single
room"? Yes, with the precaution of having an attendant always on watch for anything that might be
4777ireDid

flnd that tljia treatment resulted in the patient getting more mental repose and sleep 1 Yes;

the less interference there was the better.
_
,
.
, ,
4778. Was there anything cruel or heartless in leaving this patient, while m that stage ox his malady, as
much alone as possible 1 No, certainly not, as long as he was visited at intervals.
.
4779. When he was first admitted to Callan Park could you with safety leave a bedstead m his room tor
S^SO^DMyou put a mattress on the floor for him to sleep on t

We put two or three straw mattresses on

the "round. He was in tho habit of tumbling about the room and walking about in a restless manner. We
therefore put the mattresses on the floor to minimise the possibility of him hurting himself. He would
occasionally tear his bedding.
4781. What covering had he when the mattresses were put on the floor 1 He had a canvas rug—-or more
correctly speaking, a rug, made by stiching a blanket between two pieces of canvas, the whole being quilted
in the stiching.
.
,.
„
,
4782. Supposing he kicked off his blankets or rug, would the attendant coyer him up? Yes; he was
always supplied°with good bed-clothing. Sometimes he would have more clothing than at others.
4783. I want to be particular about these rugs;—how do you say they were made? There was canvas on
the top side blanket next, and a sheet of dallis underneath. All were sewn together and quilted. Some
times he would have blankets instead of these ; at others he would refuse to use the blankets and say he
preferred the rugs.
,
T ,
, . „ .
.
4784. Was he supplied with warm cocoa or tea at night? Yes, if he asked for it. I ordered at first that
he should have warm cocoa or milk as a soothing drink to induce sleep or quietness.
4785. Was he a very troublesome patient? Most extremely so.
4786. Have you ever had in Callan Park a patient equally troublesome? I never had a worse, I think
tliere have been one or two cases as bad, but certainly wc never had a worse.
4787. Is he a paying patient ? Yes.
_
_
r, „ -a i
v
jmo4788. Do you know how much is now paid for his maintenance at Callan Park ; Yes: P-J-1 12s. per
4789. Have you any means of ascertaining whether this amount covers the cost of his maintenance ? It
did not at first.
„ , ,, .
,
4790. Why not at first? Because of the extraordinary amount of destruction of clothing and other
4791. Do you think the amount you name covers the cost of his maintenance now ? I think it now should
cover all expenses.
,
, ,
4792. Did members of the patient’s family supply his personal clothing? They did at first, and do now,
4793. Although it was tom so repeatedly, was the clothing renewed whenever necessary? Yes. ^
4794. Do you supply the whole of the bed-clothes? Yes; the bedding and bed-clothes are supplied by the
institution.
„
.
i r
,
4795. Do you think the patient cost you more than at the rate of £32/ per annum when he first went
there? Yes; I tliink so.
_
_
,
, . . .
,.
4796. Supposing Dr. Vause received less for his maintenance at Bayview House, do you think fie would
make much profit ? I think not.
4797. Have you ever visited Bayview Asylum ? Yes.
_
_ _
4798. Did you see the two single rooms on the male side across the court-yard from the main building?
No; I do not recollect them.
, . .
, , ,
4799. In the room in which Case No. 1 sleeps at Callan Bark do you regulate the admission of air by
opening and closing the window, according to the coldness or warmth of the night ? I do not think the
npper window is ever touched. It being open does not interfere with the patient, who cannot feel any
draught from it.
_
_
4800. Do you ever find this room or any of your single rooms cold early in the morning ? No.
4801. Do you ever notice that the patients suffer from a chill 1 No.
4802.
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4S02. In this particular form of paralysis to which Case lsTo. 1 is a victim, do the patients shake yctV
Dr.
™uc'1 ‘ Ycsi these paralytic patients are particularly tremulous.
Jf. Dkxknd.
4803. Is it easy to say when a patient is shaking whether it is caused by cold ortremulousness: one ,,
witness has said that when he saw this patient ho was shaking not only with paralysis,but also from cold- 4 D“" 1S04'
J. want to know whether it would be easy for anyone to discern whether the tremor was from cold or
paralysis i A medical man might be able to tell, but I (question whether a layman would : he would have
to be a very intelligent layman if he did.
j
>
4804. Do you mean it would take an intelligent man to discover if the shaking was caused by anything
cannot
‘
a casc
this one. His case is of such a nature that he
cannot feed himself now. He was worse when he first came, for then it took two men to feed him—one
Asnr° t A" a.nd anoUieJr to S,ve him hl-'food' TWs was because of his tremor mid restlessness.
wi ! ?Cm<>r ;®d restlessness worse in thc morning than in the evening 1 I do not think it is.
1
i n Aa v+^v0!^ ]jSht ^1S af irn^teciuto t,ie roomi tln-ough that window which you say is seldom

cJosea t

A httie light comes m.

the paHentsT

J

th6 udimssion o£ lisht illto tllcse sinSIe r00ms at daybreak is of any importance to

harel t^saynerV011S ^

patients most restless in t,ie firstpnit or last part of the night 1 It is

think th^ 4 patfnt res£lef A1 the early paWi of the
becomes exhausted by
his exertions and falls asleep m the early part of the following morning ? Some might and others might not
earljAn^helnSng fVaNoSe “
^ ha™S fci“C wind°'v ]cft °peU) S0 thilt the ^nlightcan be admitted
tdll,',toSJ:to1lLan+i lnedica'11af!Vantr;gC in tllis!
becal,Be with a restless patient it would be ail
"(ai
!J°^.eep l"3 loom r arp in t*le morning if he happened to be asleep.
patient fito"’ ^ y°U
that clarkncss in the cel1
™ the morning is any disadvantage to thc
ntoht tTt d° y°U VeiT mUCh d°Ubt th° niedical wisdom of interfering with acute maniacs during the
more h?mySaS,1iodthey are' mCdically Speakin-> bcst left alonc ?

Y“ 1 too much attendance would do

y011 ,tllmk,tlle ;ltt0nda’1t hirnsclf should be allowed to judge when he should enter the room to
u
patlent durmg the night ? les ; to a very large extent,
fill At rAi
I-p111it!A CmUSG °£ the Uigbt did ;m attendant look in upon Case Ho. I 1 When he was
TbP n r t n , rk hfe, WaS A speciai man ^onea outside the room door, constantly on the watch.
Ihe patient was also visited every hour.
J
Su])P0S1IlS )’«“ b»™ any oi-dinary patient, suffering from general paralvsis, wlmt course of night
tioatment do you adopt ? He is placed in a single room at night with night-clothing, which he can use
and weai if he ikes. If lie is destouctii-e and tears the clothing up it is removed for safety, as lie might
t e them round his neck or penis. When the torn clothing is removed a heap of straw is left in the room
and the patient is seen every hour.
1
'
4818. Then does every patient confined in a single room get the advantage of night patrols ? Yes.
4819. Is a man ever neglected during the night ? No.
° 1
■
4820. Do they first have the option of wearing night-clothes 1 Yes
fild lf tbey a!'e tractive are such patients loft with a bed of loose straw ? Yes.
,ono' It 4 lelC a!1? atte™atlve.other lllan •caving them in this manner 1 Not that I know of.
Aldlt ,7tov.y0U to®11 ab 6 v101^'^ TnUm US 10 the medical treatment Case No. 1 must have received

SlLj

",’™1 ** Call“ p*rk *-

H“'»"™si"'* «

M J“ to bclil!V0 ■“ “ «* b'» wMr
482u. J/r. JfcGowen.] Do you say that patients in the state Case No. 1 was when he was received at
n d° I!0t £f1 tho,cold ■ No> tlley d° not: their sense of feeling is blunted.
1 •<, 1
i t! y°iv n0t fy t,bat fn attendant would go into the cell and put a blanket over him if lie threw
™ ! ,l0“if“”ld ”l “lh0
» lhi»»»«**» ™»
4827. If he is not susceptible to cold, what is the use of putting a blanket over him while lie is asleep 1
Tuoo "■wi-l*0116 011
_suPPosltion that it might be more comfortable for thc patient.
||2'lr(||ben 3Aou,.V,s'ted Eay™w House did you go in your public capacity or as a private visitor 1 I
*n 6 rf Ac.tm§ Inspector-General of the Insane during thc absence of Dr. Manning.
4S A .Dr. Manning.] Might not a patient coming out of bis sleeping room early in tho morning into the
lightT' SYesei' W '
C1'0SSlng “ °Pen yard* especialIy if bc b;ltl Ib^ been cold in his room (hiring the
/ifis'dhto to ^hd>!;|.t;';ld |;'°,il yT th,Vt' C™. Ko' 1 is atnl bl a atate o£ impassivity, and that sometimes

L“it %Z Ala‘fat

my d'Hy' mess'ms "

*“1 "-"“h* «• w

—a* m. brfr

4831. Does the urine of patients such as this smell very strong and pungent ? Yes ; it is a common
thing for it to emit a very strong odour,
w^r uri!le 5* t!iese Ftients diflerent in smell to that of people in ordinary health f Yes.
S n llTl6 I m eV-d0nce
/be room Case No. 1 occupied at Bayview jlouao stank abominably
1 11 o clock m tho morning, men after it had been washed out earlier in the day;—if it did would
that be anytiling uncommon 1 Not at all.
J
’
^nVghH™^
^ b° rC''ldy and fit £01,
again
larS'd^rilridAr111' r0<iAiring,C?nStant
r],‘y
if it W0re away from a corridor and had a
Iatp w l
i E,1118je.roo,Il S1tuntcd m a corridor sucli as yours are at Callan Park 1 Yes, I think it would
ilfnot to A baV°
i u1 C?]d1eilCe frT Profo-ssor AndG''son Stufl,'t that lunatic patients whose tendency
is not to use a utensil should bc roused up two or three times a night to micturate or evacuate, and to
support
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support this opinion he quotes M. Charles Merrier, who in his work on “Lunatic Asylums; Their
Organisation and Management,”'published tliis year, says:—“Patients who are of dirty habits need
v constant attention, and are a source of continual trouble in asylums, but fortunately, by assiduous
4 Dec., 1894. jj^^gQ^ion, very much may be done to cure them of the objectionable customs.” Going on to speak of
the treatment, the author of the work I quote says :—“ Patients who are dirty from sheer malice, and
from a desire to give trouble, are a very difficult cjass to deal with. This category of patients are the
most objectionable of all. Such patients are always made the tenants of single rooms, in wliich they are,
for the most part, left during the night to their own devices, and discovered in the morning in a condition
■
of indescribable filth, and this cause is, in many asylums, unavoidable ; but in an ideal asylum, in w hich
the number of attendants is not limited by necessary considerations of economy, such patients would ha\ e
a special attendant to remain with them at night and to prevent' their indulgence in such practices. With
the first of the two classes into which patients of his category have been divided, the prevention then
would be very easy, and with the second it would not be difficult. Whatever the cause of this uncleanhness may be, every dirty patient should be trained into habits of cleanliness by being compelled to attend
the closet not only at frequent intervals, hut what is most important, at regular times. The nervous, as a
whole, and any special nervous mechanism of these particular functions, is much the creation of habit
that when once, by persistent training, the habit is established by exercising these functions at fixed
intervals and at regular times, the nervous system will be broken into conformity, and the habit will at
length become unmodifiablc by the individual. For this reason patients who are wet or dirty at night
should be taken up at least three times and always at the same time every night and given the opportunity
of evacuating. Besides taking these patients out of bed, which should bo done every throe or four hours,
the night attendant should, at each visit—that is to say, every hour examine their beds to see if they are
dry, and if they should be wet, they are to bo at once changed—dry macintoshes and dry sheets placed
upon the bed. Every such patient should bc examined by the night attendant before lie goes oil duty,
and every bed should be dry and clean when the day attendant come on,” Bo you think it would have
been advisable to follow this course of rousing the patient two or three times a night in the case of Case
No. 1 ? I know it could not have been done in his case.
_ ,
4837. Supposing it could be done, do you tliink it would be advisable to rouse a general paralytic in this
manner 1 Certainly not.
_
,
.
48374. If Professor Anderson Stuart quoted the words I have read, to you in support of his theory in
regard to Case No. 1, must he have been mistaken in the nature of the case? I should think so, foi my
.
idea is that Mercier, in writing as quoted, refers to old dements who wet their beds from inertia. ^
4838. Do you think it would be advisable to have an asphalt floor in these single rooms ? I think there
might be some slight advantage, but at the same time the room would be colder. On second thoughts,
too, I do not think there would be much advantage in asphalt floors.
4839. Have you any rooms artificially heated at Callan Park ? No.
4840. Do you think it necessary to have artificially heated rooms in this climate? No ; I do not see the
necessity for them.
_
4841. Are you aware of any asylums in Australia which have single rooms artificially heated ? No; ther e
are none so heated in Australia.
4842. Do you know Dr. Alex. S. Paterson, of Adelaide ? Yes.
4843. Is tliis Ins writing and signature {Letterproduced]’] Yes.
4844. Dr. Paterson writes as follows :—
H, Blaxland.

My dear Dr. Manning,
Colonial Surgeon’s Office, South Australia, 23 November, 1894.
1. There are no single rooms for violent, sick, or excited eases heated by hotair or steam coils,
2. I do uot consider the artificial heating of rooms necessary.

Do you agree with that opinion ? Yes.
4845. Is the Tasmanian a very much colder climate than that of New South Wales?
4846. Do you know Dr, Macfarlane, of Tasmania? Yes.
4847. He writes as follows [Letter produced]:—

Yes.

Dear Dr. Manning,
New Norfolk, 24 November, 1804,
None of our single rooms arc heated with either hot air or steam coils. Four of tho single rooms off tho
infirmary ward at the new building for males lately erected have open fire-places. These rooms are used for cases which
would be objectionable in thc general ward. In this Colony, where the winters arc sometimes very severe, it would he an
advantage if some of thc single rooms were heated artificially, though, as a rule, no inconvenience is caused by tho absence
of artificial heat.

Does this letter agree with your experience ? Yes.
4848. As a matter of fact, in cases of this kind, is it not better that the rooms should be somewhat cold ?
It is in some ways, for then the patient is more likely to keep liimself covered up, and to remain in bed.
I liave noticed that on cold nights patients are much quieter and remain in bed. On hot nights they are
more noisy and restless.
_
4849. We have had, a good deal of evidence as regards patients being specially dressed when they receive
their friends on visits to thc institution ;—do not your printed rules for the guidance of the chief
attendant and the matron expressly state that patients on these occasions must be properly dressed? Yes.
4850. In fact, is it not a rule that patients shall not go into the visiting-room except they are properly
dressed ? They are never allowed to unless they are so dressed.
4851. Is it a rule that they shall be tidied up before they see their friends? Y'es.
4852. For what reason? In the hope of training them into good habits. In fact, the change of dress on
these occasions is a good education in the habits of tidiness.
_
4853. Do the friends of the patients like to see it done? Yes, and they very soon grumble if it is not,
4854. Even lately have friends of patients complained to you repeatedly of officials taking patients to the
visiting-room not dressed in their Sunday clothes? Yes, there have boon complaints of that kind.
4855. Is it an uncommon thing for the friends of patients to bring clothes which they desire them to wear
when seeing visitors? No.
4856. Is not this done because their friends like to see them in ordinary respectable clothing, rather than
in Government clothes? Yes.
4857. As a matter of fact, are not a good number of the patients at work in the laundry or in the grounds
when their friends come to see them, and then the patients are dressed in their best clothes, made clean
and tidy, and taken to the visiting-rooms ? Yes.
4858,
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4858. Aro they like children—have to be tidied up when taken to see their friends 1 Yes.
S. Blaxland.
4859. Have you a patient named * * * at Callan Park ? Yes.
48C0. A gentleman wlio pays for his maintenance ‘i Yes.
4 Dec., 1894.
4861. Does lie like to do the dirtiest and hardest work he can find ? Yes, always.
4862. Is he ever in a fit condition to see his friends—I mean in appearance 1 Ho, not in his ordinary
clothes,
4863. Does he dress himself up at night and whenever his friends come to see Mm? Yes.
48G4. Have you had patients transferred to you from Cook’s Eiver? Occasionally.
4865. Did you ever hear any complaint made about tho food at Cook’s River? No.
4866. Do you think it would be unwise economy to stint patients in their food ? Most positively I do.
486/. Wlmt would the result of such a course be 1 The patients would speedily become worse in their
habits, and more destructive.
■
4868, Stinting them of food, then, would not pay ? No ; certainly not.
4869. Would Dr. Vause most likely know that ? Yes; I think so.
48/0. What is the custom of the official visitors when they come to Callan Park as regards speaking to the
nurses ;—do they make inquiries about the patients from the matron or the attendants ? They always
speak to me or the other medical man ; as a rule, they do not speak to the attendants.
4871. If thc official visitors wish to obtain special information about a patient what do they do 1 Send for
the nurse to the Board Room and make special inquiries.
4872. We have heard you say you arc obliged sometimes to put patients in single rooms at night without
clothing ; are there some confined in this state nearly every night? Yes, a few ; and sometimes in the
day as well.
,
4873. Are there also patients in these rooms, without having utensils for their use ? Yes,
4874. Why ? Because they would not use them except as weapons, and instruments of noise by battering
the shutters and doors. They might use them as weapons of attack on the attendants, or put them on
their heads ; or they might use them ns a receptacle to catch their urine, and drink it afterwards.
48(5. lor these reasons, then, do you think it would be advisable not to give them utensils at all? Yes,
certainly,
4876. Do you frequently have to give excited patients sedatives? Yes.
4877. In special conditions are these sometimes administered in the patient’s food or drink ? Yes.
4878. Is it absolutely necessary for bad melancholia patients to take sedatives? Yes.
48(9. Such as large doses of tincture of opium and morphia? Yes ; I have one patient wlio is taking a
grain of morphia three times a day iu his food,
4880. Are there many rats at Callan Park? Yes : every now and then there aro a considerable number.
4881. Can you assign any reason for the presence of the rats? Yes; they come for the food that is thrown
about.
4882. Do the patients feed them ? Yes ; they like to, and some of them keep rats for pets.
4883. Tf an attendant finds a rat in one of the rooms, or a rat-hole in the asylum, is it his duty to report
the circumstances at once? Yes.
4884. Are these rats more frequently in the yards ? Yes.
4885. Do j'ou keep watch for them, war with them, and endeavour to keep them down ? Yes.
4886. Have you much difficulty with verminous patients ? Yes; 1 have three Government patients now
whose heads and beards have tobc continually watched.
4887. Are there any bugs at Callan Park ? Yes.
4888. In the new buildings? Yes ; and in the old wooden buildings—we could never get them out. We
are always watching and at war with them,
4889. Do you find it an extremely difficult task to keep them down 1 Yes,
4890. Objection has been taken during this inquiry to patients dying in these single rooms ;—do many
patients die in your single rooms? Yos, a great many ; and it would be more objectionable for them to
die elsewhere.
'
4891. Are they placed in these rooms after they have reached a stage of partial collapse? Yes; it is
more private for them in their extremity in these single rooms, and we do not want other people
to see them die. In the hospital, when a patient dies, he or she is screened off until the body can be
removed.
4892. Do you ever tie old or feeble patients in a chair ? Occasionally we pass a sheet round them and
fasten it to the two sides of a chair.
4893. Occasionally are straps used for this purpose ? Yes; I used one for years.
4894. Is this done for the protection of the patients ? Yes; when they are out getting fresh air. If they
were not so protected they would tumble about and interfere with other people.
4895. Prom time to time do you transfer people from Callan Park to Cook’s Eiver Asylum ? Yes.
4SD6. I have here a list of some of those transferred ; will you tell me what sort of patientsthey are; the
firstffis Case No. 36 ?. She was one of the most boisterous, erratic, and violent patients we ever had.
4897. Was she kept in a single room ? Yes; frequently by day as well as by night.
4898. Case No. 37 ? "Violent and aggressive, constantly noisy, and required a single cell.
4899. Case No. 38 ? Very noisy; melancholia ; refused her food; required a single room.
4900. Do you remember Case No. 39 ? I do not remember her, but I have looked up her case andfound
that she was noisy, and required a single room.
4901. Has it been your custom for a long time past to select tho acute cases to send to Cook’s River ?
Yes.
4902. Has this arisen .because of the scarcity of single rooms at Callen Park ? Yes; and when sending
patients away to Cook’s River you can hardly expect the Medical Superintendent to pick his best cases for
that pui’pose.
4903. Was Case No. 19 a troublesome patient? Yes, very.
4904. How many nurses were sent with her when she was taken to Cook’s River? Three nurses and one
attendant.
4905. Was this necessary for safety ? Yes.
4906—/. 3/r. 3fc&owcn.] Is she in thc habit of making a lot of complaints about her treatment? Yes:
and she is very untruthful in her statements.
4908.
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490S. Is slie back with you now at Callan Park? Ko; she is just at present at Gladesvillc. She goes
H. Blaxland. t]le rounfJ 0f the institutions.
4/DccAj1894.
tbis list \<produced—Exhibit A 1] a correct list of everything Case Iso. 1 has destroyed whilst
’’
he has been at Callan Park? Xo, not everything destroyed - but it is correct as far as it is written
down.
■
4910. This shows 118 shirts, 39 blankets, besides sheets, socks, and pillow-slips? Yes ; he nsed to tear
them up in our presence, and at the time considered he was making money by ripping his shirts up.
4911. Dr. Manning.'] How many months was lie under your care before you could get him dressed? Four
months.
4912. President] Do you say it is the custom to dress up the patients when they are taken to see their
friends ? Yes.
4913. Is that the universal custom? I believe so.
4914. It has been a matter of complaint hi evidence that patients are dressed up in this way in order
that their dirty clothes, ordinarily worn, shall not be seen by their friends ;—do you know if that practice
is followed ? They are properly dressed in every case, both male and female patients, before they are
allowed to see their friends.
4915. When a patient is put in an" isolated cell, is it done on the authority of the attendants, or by the
order of the Medical Superintendent ? The attendants have power to put patients in isolation, but they
must report to me immediately it is done,
4916. Is that the case on both the male and female sides ? Yes.
4917. Mr. McGoioen.] Supposing two attendants on the morning of the 20th of May went into the room
occupied by Case No. 1 at Bayview House, and put his ordinary clothes over his dirtied pyjamas and
singlet, would you remonstrate with them ? If the pyjamas were dirty it certainly would not be a nice
thing to do. Perhaps the clothing would not be dirty.
4918. Do you think that in the case of a dirty patient the pyjamas drawers would be likely to escape?
No; probably not.
4919. Supposing we have it in evidence that on the morning you received Case No. 1, two attendants
entered his room at Bayview House and put his day-clothes on him over his dirty pyjamas and singlet to
take him to the bath;—would you expect your attendants to put clean clothes over a filthy pair of
pyjamas ? No ; I should expect they would cover him up with a blanket to take him to his bath; they
certainly could not clean him in his room.
,
4920. Dr. Manning!] Do you think that a nurse of a few months’ experience in this work is capable of
judging whether patients should have drugs or not? Most decidedly not.
4921. It has been given to us in evidence by one of the nurses that one of the patients had what she
called drugs, which made her worse, and that being so, she had some doubt about giving them ;—do you
think a nurse is capable of judging in a matter of this kind ? Certainly not; and I should dismiss any
nurse who told me that.
4922. Have you paying patients in your cottages ? Yes.
■
4923. Are you obliged occasionally to move them from the cottages to the general wards ? Yes.
4924. If a cottage patient becomes worse—noisy and boisterous—what do you do with him? He is
removed to the general building until such time as he has quietened down.
4925. Is there a constant change of patients between the cottages where they pay to the wards where'
patients who do not pay are kept? Y'es ; a man may live in the cottages during thc daytime and he sent
down to sleep in the main hospital, and some of them are even put to sleep in single rooms.
4926. Dr. Vause.] Do you think it would be advisable to have a sloping fioor in the single rooms ? No.
4927. Do you tliink it would be very false economy to stint patients in their food? Most decidedly.
4928. Did Case No. 1 sometimes throw his clothes off without tearing them ? I do not think he did. He
was always so impatient in getting them off that he always tore them.
[Witness withdrew.]

William Daniel Campbell Williams, Esq., L.B.C.P., M.B.C.S., sworn and examined:—
Dr. W. D. C. 4929. President] Are you at present employed in the Military Forces of New South Wales? Yes; I am
Williams, principal medical officer.
4.
^re ™u acquainted with Case No. 1 ? Yes ; I have been for a number of years.
e°o
•4931. Both before and since his removal to Bayview House? Yes; I have seen him since his removal
there.
4934. Do you attribute his illness to any particular cause? I attribute it to extreme worry.
493o. Was the patient attended by Dr. Scot-Skirving? Yes ; but when ho was first taken ill, I think, but
I am not sure, Dr. Scot-Skirving was in England. I saw the patient at the time.
4936. On whose recommendation was he taken to Bayview House? I think it was on mine.
4937. Did yon see him immediately after his reception there? Yes; I think I went with him when he
was admitted.
4938. When you saw him on subsequent visits did he seem to have considerably improved? He did
improve after a time. For the first six weeks or two months he was very ill—in a state which amounted
to just a question of life or death. He was extremely ill from physical weakness, as well as mentally.
Then he improved for a little time; then again lie relapsed, and continued up and down.
4939. As soon as he began to improve in bodily health did his mind get worse? I think that when his
physical condition improved his mind cleared up for a time and then became worse again.
4940. How long had he been in the institution before you noticed he was getting worse ? After he had
been at Bayview House about two months he began to improve, and continued to improve for several
months. He then had another attack of mental exacerbation, and lie never became as well after this
second attack as he did after the first.
4941.
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4941. Did you frequently visit him while he was at Bayview House 1 Once a week for many months, but Dr. W. D. C.
latterly not so frequently.
William*.
4D42. Are you aware that special accommodation was provided for him 1 I saw him in two suites of
rooms.
4 Dec., IS94.
4943. Did he usually sleep in a dormitory 1 The first room I saw him in was on the ground-floor, and
that room was used as Ids bed-room. He slept in an upstairs room afterwards.
4944. 'While you conversed with him latterly did he ever complain that he was put to sleep in a stable?
No; never.
494.5, Wore you ever made aware that he was placed under restraint and put to sleep in a separate room ;
l knew he was hi a single room, and understood that he always had an attendant with him.
494G. Which room do you suppose that to be? I did not know wliich, but I thought it was either upstairs
or downstairs in the main building.
4947......................................
Did you know that he was placed in a separate room away from the main building altogether 1
No.
4948. Have you been made aware of that fact lately ? Only since this investigation was initiated No
one informed me of it at thc time of my visits to Bayview House.
4949. When you visited the institution did you make inquiries as to the way he was treated, and did you
always see the patient ? I used to see him every time I went out, and he always appeared to be treated
just thc same as he was at first.
4950. Did you ever have any conversation with Dr. Vause as to his condition ? Yes.
49ol, Did Dr. Yause ever tell you that he was placed in the isolation room ? No.
4952. Were you aware of it at all at the time of your visits ? No.
-A-3 far as you observed at the time of your visits was the treatment of the patient
satisfactory ? Eminently so.
4954. As far as you saw, wore thc appointments of his rooms sufficient to keep him in comfort ? Yes ■
in every way.
’
4955. Was lie well fed ? Yes ; with food from Dr. Yause’s private table.
'
495G. Havo you any reason.to regret that you advised his being placed there? No.
4957. Nave you had any special opportunities of studying insane patients? I have seen a considerable
amount of insanity in my time.
4958. Have you any complaint to make of the treatment of this case while at Bayview House? Not the
slightest.
4959. Do you feel sure that Dr. Yause did everything he could for the comfort and welfare of the patient ?
V os; J. think I do.
1
lor?' i?0/011 susl)cct 1,im o£, any cruelty or neglect to the patient? Not the slightest.
49G1. Did you see ajiything in his treatment at Bayview House to which you could object? No; I used to
be able to go out day or night, and I had the free run of the whole place, I was allowed to go out just
as i liked, and at any time.
°
J
4962. Up to what period did you make these frequent visits? I cannot exactly remember, but I tliink it
was up to the time that Dr. Scot-Skirving returned. I know I went out frequently for the first two to
tour months. After that I went out every few weeks.
In?!' £ld you, see Pase
1 frequently up to December, 1893 ? Somewhere about that time, I think
4904. Up to that time were you perfectly satisfied with his treatment? Yes.
loco' l? r;Ily
f°r the worse took place in his treatment must it have been after that date ? Y'es
4J00. Mr MeGoiocn,] Do you know the patient was removed from Bayview Asylum because his treatment
was not altogether as satisfactory as you say it was in the earlier stages of his confinement ? I would not
answer a question as to his treatment put exactly in that way. I would say he was removed because his
treatment was alleged to be unsatisfactory.
4967. Have you seen the room where, it is stated, lie was placed to sleep for six months ? I do not think I
have; J do not remember it.
,
4908. Is it one of two detached rooms in a courtyard away from the main building? I do not
remember it.
0
^
4969. We have it in evidence that for six months at least, previous to the 20th of May, 1894, he was
placed to sleep m this room ; does not that cover the period of December, 1893, which you mentioned in
answer to a question asked by Dr. Garran? Yes ; but I did not know he was confined in this room away
rrom the main building.
.
J
49v0. From time to time when you visited the institution were you under the impression that he occupied
one ot tho two rooms you usually saw him in? Yes, up to December, 1893.
al1 attendant too ? Yes, and that he had two attendants for the bulk of the time.
4912. Did you go out to Bayview House after December last, up to the time the patient was removed 1
Yes; hut not as frequently as before.
4973 When you saw the patient was he ever violent and excited? He was in a condition of extreme
mental excitement. At the mere sight of a female he would take down his trousers. He was dirty in his
Ikeadfffi^tlto 7 1
y0U C°U d n0t 0113,3111(5 such co,Kluct from a gentleman. He was, in fact, in a most
4974. Supposing you had been told by Dr. Yause that he was put in an isolation room would you have
thought it to be proper treatment ? I should have quite agreed with it.
J
0ver kn01,v at Bayview House when you were coming on a visit? No ; I used to drop in
iiu *iii Limes.
49iG. Would you go straight to Dr. Yause or to the patient? Dr. Yause was often in the old house I
would go to the office, and then the patient would be brought. First, Dr. Vause would go and see if he
7nalpr®®e1ntJabJ1.e> for ftt row f™e if y°u l0ft
for a few seconds lie would have his trousers off.
minutes ^ tlme V,0U d 6bot"reC11 3'0Ur arrival and you seeing the patient? From two to six
[Witness withdrew.]

Robert
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'
Robert Scot-Skirving, Esq., M.B. et C.M., sworn and examined
®r'?’ .®cot* 4978. Were you medical attendant on Case No. 1 for a considerable period? Yes.
_ _
4979. Were you attending on 1dm when he was attacked by mental disease? Yes ; with Dr. Williams.
4Dec., 1894 4980. Were you present when lie was removed from his own house to Bayview Asylum 1 Yes.
4981. Did you sign the certificates for his removal ? I signed one of them.
_
4982. Did you afterwards visit him for a considerable time?
es, in the earlier tune of his stay at Bayview House.
_
i
o v
u
4983. Had you always every opportunity of seeing the patient when you called at the asylum t ies, he
was always brought into the room to me.
,
4984. Were you always satisfied with his treatment, so far as you are aware of the accommodation that was
provided for him ? T saw the bedroom he occupied at first, but I did not see his sleeping accommodation
after I returned from England. I went to England in Eebruary, 1893, and I came back to Sydney in
September of the same year.
_
_
" .
4985. Subsequent to your return did you visit the patient occasionally ? I think I did two or three times
after I returned, and before he was removed to Callan Park. Two or three times ; certainly not more than
three ; perhaps twice.
' 4986. Were you told on either of these latter visits that the patient was placed in an isolation room? It
I was it did not make any impression on my mind.
_
4987. After having seen the patient, conversed with him, and ascertained his state of mind, if you heard
he was undergoing solitary treatment would you have lieen surprised ? T did not think much on the subject
either one way or another. If I had heard that he was in a room by himself I should at once have thought
that such treatment was necessary. I always understood he was in a room by liimself.
^
_
4988. Were you aware that any change had been made in his sleeping accommodation? No; I did not
grasp that fact.
...
i
i
c
4989. Have you seen the two isolated rooms in the courtyard of Bayview House, set apart for the use of
violent and noisy .patients ? No ; I did not know of their existence.
4990. Did you know that Case No. 1 was placed in one of these to sleep? No.
_
4991. Did you make any close investigation into his surroundings? No; I always took a great interest in
his case, and the progress of his malady. As to the treatment, I had every confidence in Dr. Yause,
regarding him, as I do, as an expert in such cases. I simply trusted to him.
_
4992. Were you ever informed that the patient was placed in this isolated room ? I was not; and I did
know of the existence of the building until this day.
^
,
4993. 2)r. Garran.] Have you any objection to putting violentpatients in asolitary room ? No; if
patients are violent it is necessary'. At Prince Alfred Hospital wo have an isolation ward where we put
violent patients.
4994.
any tiling conic to your knowledge to lead yon to doubt Ihe suitableness of the treatment of Case
No. 1 while at Bayview House? I have got no more knowledge of the ease now than what I have derived
from public prints.
■
4995. President.] Do you remember when thc patient was removed from Bayview House to Callan Park ?
Yes; I was out there at the time, and his son was with me.
4990. From what part of the building was he taken? I clo not know.
4997. Was Mr. * * * with you ? He went out to Bayview House, hut 1 cannot remember whether he
waited with me. I do not remember who brought tiie patient to us. "We waited in a sitting-room, and he
was brought to us. "We put him in a carriage; I got in alongside the patient, and we accompanied him
across from Bayview House to Callan Park.
...
.
.
4998. "What induced you to go to Bayview House on that occasion ? My position in relation to the family
They have been intimate friends of mine as well as patients. When this trouble began, the son spoke to
me, and told me he had made up his mind to remove the patient.
4999. Mr. MbGoioan.] I understood the son to say in his evidence, that Dr. Scot-Skirving saw the room
which the patient occupied ;—have you seen it? 1 never saw the room. I did not know of its existence.
It is only by what I have read in the public prints that I have any knowledge of this place.
.
5000. Dr. Manning.] Did I meet you in consultation on Case No. 1 before he was sent away from his own
house at all ? Yes.
_
^
5001. Was my advice then that he should be sent to a cottage in charge of a special attendant ? Yes.
5002. Was the arrangement to send him to Cook’s River Asylum made independent of me? Yes, it was ;
the only part ymu took in it was that you said in the circumstances perhaps it wonld be best to have a
cottage witli attendant, until we saw whether tho derangement was only a temporary aberration of intellect.
Within two days after seeing you the patient was becoming obviously uncontrollable, and as it was difficult
to get cottages and reliable men attendants, both Dr. Williams, I, and the friends came to the conclusion
that it would be better that the patient should go to Cook’s River. I had spoken to you again, and you
informedjme that now buildings were to bo put up at Cook’s River. It is a fact that your original sugges
tion was to obtain a cottage and attendants, but we found it could not be done, and the patient was then
sent to Bayview House.
5003. Dr. Fai«w.] When he was located at Bayview House was there any question raised about the new
building ? I do not think we discussed the matter. The room I saw the patient in was in tho old building,
and it seemed to be adequate for his case.
[Witness withdrew,]

The
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llie Hon. Dr. MacLaurin, M.L.C., M.A., M.D., LL.D,, sworn and examined :—
The Bon. Dr.
o004. President.] Were you one of the official visitors to Bayview Asylum and other institutions of a MacLaurin.
4 DeoC~18fW,
similar character ? I was.
5005. Do you remember at what period? I forget thc date, but it was when Sir Alfred Roberts went
nome.
_
5006. Did you visit the institution frequently ? Yes, once a month.
tinm' WCl'° y°U Salisfied with tlle Seneral arrangements of the place ? Yes, as far as I saw them at the
5008. Were the patients properly treated ? Yes, as far as I saw,
5009. Did Dr. Yause appear to be attentive to his duties, ;qid was the institution worked satisfactorily?
leSj as far as I saw.
J
5010. Mr. McGowan.] Do you know wdien you made these visits? Yes; it was some years ;mo when I
was acting temporarily for another medical man, Sir Alfred Roberts, the chairman of the Visiting Board.
roi o tA ^0U SendT “y notlce to Dr' V;luse informing him when you would make your visits ? No
'
non. Dr Garran.] Did you always go out on the same day ? No, not always. We generally paid our
visit on Thursdays, but not always on that day.
J *
»0_13. Mr.McGouxn.] Did you go straight to the asylum, or did you first call at the office? The first
thing we did as a rule was to walk into the office and wait there for a little while looking at the books.
sm? ^;T-Ws° fli0m l!<i °?ic® dl,recfc t0 1,he as-vIurn alld 0°™e back and thorougly examine the books.
„ ,1
ln1tei:va] would elapse from the time you entered the office until you passed on to the asylum ?
Jt we did the clerical part of our work first, such as inquii-ing into the journal and case-book to ascertain
the number of admissions and discharges, &c., -which we were bound particularly to do, then we might be
haltan hour or longer. If we went to the asylum first wc should only be in the office for a few minutes.
Rive'r
^ y°U acquamtcd with Case No- 1 particularly? I think I saw him once at Cook's
mi- wd yi°U 866 hlm
offico 01‘in tiie rooms supposed to be set apart for his use 1 He wcis in bed.
him WaS 1,6 ^ °ne < ie as30eiated dormitories ? He was in a big room upstairs set apart entirely for
-mo P0 y°a rec.olIeo.t.t,le tinle of this visit? It was made in either April or May, 1893.
raoA \\r an 0^lc^ v^^or) ^ you seo the food supplied to the inmates? Yes.
u020. Was it always satisfactory ? Yes, as far as 1 could see.
-SS' il I*'1® ?ietary scale,satisfMtory «« regards variety of food and so on ? As far as we could see it was.
,d0“- , t Jl'LS.bee]1 stated hfe 011 oat,t by several witnesses that it was a frequent custom for messages to
be sent lotmd aniiounemg the arrival of official visitors, so that the patients could be decently dressed and
put in proper orderwhen you went straight into the wards would it be impossible to do that in the
course of the few minutes available ? I should think it would ; but if this were done it would only bc the
proper tiling to do If I managed an institution of this kind I should send a message to the nurses to sav
the official visitors had come, m order that thc performance of their duties could be facilitated as much its
possible. I think that is quite the proper thing to do.
[Witness withdrew.]

Ldward Petrie Sinclair, Esq., M.B. ot, Surg., sworn and examined :_
roe?'
Are you a graduate in medicine ? Yos, of Glasgow Umveisitv.
Dr, E. P.
j(L4.
here do you live ? At Enmore.
‘
Sinclair,
5025. Have you any knowledge of Bayview Asylum ? Yes.
5026. Eor some time were you employed there? Yes
4 Dec., 1894.
rnoo ■ w,what caPacit-v - Tfiat o£ Acting Medical Superintendent.
five weeks611 W!lS thlS? IVOm the 7th Ja™a''y to the 10th of February of thc present year-for exactly
fSL?as^ystUudenteXI,e,'ieUCe P1‘i°r ^
hhfiselfT^Yesf IUhadere ^

“ ]lJllatiiC 0Sylam worfe T' No? exC6Ptl that 1 bnve visited

H°USe had -V0U P0wer equivalent to the Medical Superintendent

j!L^0LSrwCTeS>-b0rfred in that capacity ? An attendant came for me on the 7th of
wer^ntl’.VfJrl ? ^ somfhinS llad Wpenod to Dr. Vause, an accident of some kind in which injuries
ii fficted by an inmate. 1 was asked then if I would go to the asylum during the daytime andJ look
after things generally until he had recovered.
"
°
"
Saa
y°U’ wh,^e aC1ting in tllis
an opportunity of seeing Case No. 1 ? Yes ; I saw him daily
S aS J!lSCeHlm

0Ut T°?Pb 0t!lf;r patie,ltS °r in a r00m ?

He was usua,]y by hh"se]f in char^

ot an attendant. He was constantly with an attendant.
"
Wa ^ dld hf !uCP at nisht? [n a sinSle room iu a 8mallbuilding directly opposite the big buildinm
5035. How many of these rooms are there in this building? Two
°
ViSlt thT
? 0uee a
never before 11 in tho morning and not later
the day
'"3 aftern0on' 1 llave v:sited Day view House at half-past 11, 12, 1, 2, and 3 o'clock in
5037. Had you every opportunity of studying Case No. 1 ? Yes.
treatment! y°U SiltlSfied that ib vas ProPer to Put him to Rleep in an isolated room ?

Yes; it ivas proper

>V1;yS0 ? Decause he was a destruetive and restless patient. Ho slept but little,
™
roon! a%va7 from **7 noise and lie was unable to do himself anv harm.
5040. With regard to the patient’s dress? It was good and clean
'
207-K

I think he

was

5041.
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Dr, E. P. 5041. Did you ever hear that the patient had a cold hath the first thing in the morning
Never.
Sinclair. j understood lie always had a tepid bath. I did not see him have Ins bath, but I was told this by the
attendant.
4 Dec., 1894.
'Who was the attendant that told you this ? A man named Mackenzie.
_
_
5043. Have»you ever had a conversation with this attendant about this case? Nothing beyond talking
about the patient’s food and his sleep.
5044. Did Mackenzie ever make any complaint to you about his treatment ? Never.
5045. What was you impression of Mackenzie's character? 1 thought he was a careful man, or he would
not have been in the position he held.
5046. Was lie the sole attendant on the patient, then ? Yes.
_
■
5047. Was there any provision for a night attendant? I always understood that he had a night attendant.
5048. Did you ever see him in his sleeping-room ? No.
5049. Did you ever examine tliis. room ; Yes, on two or three occasions.
5050. Have you been in it ? Yes.
.
5051. Did you notice any swell in it ? No; it was always clean.
5052. Was it well ventilated? Yes.
5053. Was there any air-brick over the door? I do not remember; but I know there was a large ventilat
ing window.
5054. Did you notice if there was any ventilation in the ceiling? Yes, there was.
5055. Was there any ventilation to provide for the access of air under the floor? I do not know.
5056. Do you know if the floor was on the ground? I cannot answer that quasi,ion,
5057. How many times were you in that room ? Twice, at all evenly.
5058. During the time it was occupied by Oise No. 1 ? Once then, and once since he was removed.
5059. Was the patient a robust man, or did you notice if lie had any difficulty in walking? Ho always
laid a tremor, and required aid when walking.
_
_
_
5060. We have had it in evidence that when he was taken out of his room the first thing in the morning
that he shivered very much ;—what would you attribute that to ? I think it would be tremor caused by
his ailment. I do not think he would shiver from the cold.
5061. Do you think lie would feel cold? No; I think he had sufficient clothing and covering, and was
\mrm.
«
5062. If placed in a room like that would he be perfectly warm and comfortable? I think so.
5063 Did you notice whether this room had a wooden lining? Yes, it was lined. There were also means
of ventilation through the observation holes in the doors.
5064. Have you observed him in the day-time, and had a conversation with him ? Yes.
5065. Was he dirty in his habits? I never saw him dirty.
_
5066. When talking to you was ho offensive in bis language? Yes ; he used several oaths, and sometimes
he would quote Bible names. On one occasion he made some remarks about a pair of plaid trousers I
was wearing.
5067. Did you approve of his being put in this isolation room? Yes.
5068. Why? Because lie was destructive, and liable to do himself harm. He was also sleepless, and J
was told that he was filthy in liis habits. I, on one occasion, saw him undress himself. He pulled the
pockets out of his trousers, and tore the buttons off his coat. His hat was also perforated.
_
5069. During the five weeks you were there had you every opportunity of seeing the food? T:es; 1
visited the institution during the meal hour on several occasions.
^
_
5070. Was there always sufficient food? Yes ; the food was adequate, well cooked, and sufficient in every
*
way for an institution of that kind.
1
5071. Some of the witnesses have said the food was badly cooked, and not of good quality ;—what would
you say about that ? It is not true. I heard of a complaint once about some beef-tea. There was no
foundation whatever for the complaint.
5072. Did the wardsman complain to you ? No.
5073. Did one of the female nurses complain ? No ; 1 always had conversations with the matron.
5074. Did anyone over make any complaint to you concerning the food? No.
5075. Did you ever see any of the patients inadequately clothed ? No ; never.
^
5076. Dr. Garran.) During the five weeks you visited the institution was Alick Mackenzie the day
attendant on Case No. 1 ? Yes.
5077. TYom him did you learn of the patient’s habits? Yes.
5078. Was it from him that you learned that tho patient was locked up in this isolation room at
night? No; it was from Dr. Vause, who informed me at the beginning that the patient required such
treatment.
5079. Are you quite sure you were told of this? Yes, certainly : otherwise I could not have known.
5080. Can you say whether Mackenzie ever said anything to you about night attendance? No ; I cannot
say.
_
.
5C81. Do you think these isolation rooms across the yard are suitable rooms for patients of this kind?
Ido.
....
_
5082. Do you think the-fact of these rooms being detached from the main building is an advantage? I
think it is advantageous.
5083. In what way ? Take the c.'ise like the one in question, who could not sleep. He was away from
annoyance, and did not annoy others when in the single room. He was free from the sometimes annoying
influence of attendants on duty. Furthermore, lie in the single room was safer than in a dormitory lie
could not fall out of lied. If put in a ordinary room he would fid! oul; of bed.
5084. Do you think there is any disadvantage in taking patients from these rooms into the open air when
going to their bath ? There is scarcely any distance to take them, and I do not think there is much dis
advantage if clothing is put round them.
_
...
5085. Do you see any harm in having those rooms detached from tho main building? No; I think it is
the proper thing.
_
,
5086. Would there be any necessity in stinting the supply, or by giving badly cooked and inferior
food to the patients? No; certainly not. As far as Case No. I was concerned, ho was well looked
after;
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after; Md he dined in Dr. Vause’s private house. I have seen him throw the crockery about in Dr. Dr. E. P.
Vause s breakfast-room
As for the other patients, I can say that they partake of the same kind as Sinclair.
everybody connected with the institution—good wholesome meat and everything else,
508/. Have you seen the straw mattresses and rugs on which the patients sleep ? Yes : the rugs are lined 4 Dec., 1894.
with blanket and quilted together.
°
5088. Have you noticed the blanket inside the nigs ? Yes; and they are quite sufficient to well cover
patients.
5089. Are they sufficient to keep them warm at night? Yes.
•
5090. Mr. McGovxn.-} Did you notice any sores on the persons of the patients ? There were a few boils on
one or two.
■
5091. Did Case No. 40 ask you about some sores on her body 3 ; She was pointed out to me. I think the
matron directed my attention to the case. After seeing it, 1 came to tho conclusion that her Mood was out
ot order, because she would not eat sufficient animal food.
5092._ Was it not caused by her eating bad food ? No ; it was not bad food, but want of food. She was
suflenng from religious mania, and refused to eat animal food.
°0?3' ,1?id y°u m
iteration in her general diet ? I recommended that she should have beef-tea and
animal broths, and that her boils should be properly poulticed.
5094. Did she not get proper nourishment formerly ? She would take everything but animal food, and that
was what her system required.
«nor' 1?° y°U ^n°'V
a,bout ilie o]even or twelve rooms on the female side ? I have seen them all.
DU JO. Do you know how many windows are in those rooms? I cannot answer that question. I know
there are one or two m each, hut 1. am not quite positive which.
5097. Have you seen those rooms lately ? No.
5098. Has it ever been reported to you that they are all occupied at night ? I saw in the morning, when
making iny visits, that most of them had beenh occupied.
v
!j° y<T kn0W, wliet'!l,el' tl'e,'(: 'vas n%ht attendance on those patients? Certainly there was.
5100. How do you know that ? I was told so. I made inquiries, and the matron told me that there was
always a mglit attendant on duty, and that visits were made every two hours at the longest.
r
Y'littmatl'0)L told you this ? The matron in charge at the time. I am not aware of her name.
5102. Was it Jessie 1‘uller ? 1 think that is the name.
510J. Are you sure that you were informed by this matron-supposed to be Jessie Fuller—that through
West
6
pablentS m thesc slnSle rooms were ''ositefl by an attendant 1 Yes ■ every two hours at the
5104. Did you ever try to find out if this was correct? T had no possible chance to find this out, and I had
no reason to doubt it.
’
o!05._ Was it ever reported to you that patients were placed in thesc rooms without clothes ? They always
had night-clothing and the rugs I have referred to.
J
5I0G. Was it possible for women to be put in straw in these rooms without your knowing it? I saw thesc
rooms m the day-time. I never saw them at night.
rloo n’as,any c°mP1fint: made to y°u to the ofleet that such things were done? No : never.
U108. I)r Vause.] Subsequent to the five weeks’ experience to which you have alluded, did you attend a
patient at Bay view House described as Case No. 41 ? Yes : he was suffering from typhoid fever.
.J109. Bow long did you attend on him 1 For about two months.
Cuif ng that period did you call on him at all hours during the day and night ? Yes.
, y°u tbo!1 a™PIe opportunities of seeing the place and the way it was managed ? Yes.
*>!
Did you see anything wrong or suspicious ? No.
5H3. President.} When you visited Case No. 41 did you go direct to the patient 1 Yes ; and to reach him
I would pass through two long corridors and up the stairs.
5114 Had you then, eveiy opportunity of seeing the general regulation of matters pertaining to the
mstitution at night? Yes ; 1 saw where the patients slept.
fir1?h-WO1'0 tll?re1any nu,rfs ,,b?ut1f Xes 5 tllere were a,w<iys nurses. There was a specially-trained nurse
for this case, who had not been in the institution previously.
'
[Witness withdrew.]
WEDNESDAY, 5 DECEM HER, 1894.
■
[The Commission met. at 11 a.m., in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office.]

present:—

Tin* non. 8m ARTHUR EENWIOK, Ksi., B.A., M.D., M.L.C.,
FKEDEJITC NORTON MANNING,
Esq,, M.D., Inspector-General of the

Insane.

'

President.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq, LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR. McGOWEN
Esq, M.L.A.
1

Dr, Vause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.
_
ji)!®last June

Bessie Ann Simpson sworn and examined —
Are you matron at Gladesville Hospital for the Insane ? Yes.
^
m fc,'at c;lPacit'>' for some considerable time? Yes ; thirteen years, the 6th of Bessie Ann
Simpson.

-i11 a ^r*vious to that were y°u cue of the sisters in the Sydney Hospital ? Yes
5 Dec, 1894.
nil!). Did you come out to Australia with Miss Osborne ? Yes.
-Jo?' iVer° y°U S0m0 yearS ,lS the SydneJT Hospital? Two years, I think.
T " ' ?rRiVr0US-+t0i thaViad y°n, a s°od ?eaI oi llosPital experience in England ? Yes ; I was trained at St
Thomas s Hospital, and was subsequently at the Derbyshire General Infirmary,
£:monSst others, were you one recommended by Miss Florence Nightingale to Miss Osborne ? Yesasylum?* tSU * C°nSlderab e amount of expencnce in general hospital work prior to entering a lunatic
‘ y
'
'
■
5124,
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Bessie Ann 5124. Have you found that some patients require careful watching, because of their occasional violence,
Simpson. evell though they were highly respectable and brought up in refinement before being mentally disordered i
o Dec., 18(14,

Yes
5125, -When these unfortunate ladies become insane do they seem to change their nature altogether! Yes;
they are altogether different.
,
5126. Are their habits quite altered ? Their habits are just the opposite, as a rule, to what they were
5127? When you find it necessary to put such patients in a single room do you find any advantageous
result! Yes ; in*cases of excitement the patients appear to become calm sooner by being alone.
5128. In some cases do these patients refuse to wear night-clotiling! Yes.
5129. Are their habits dirty! Yes, very dirty.
5130' Do they lose sense of decency and propriety! Yes, they do.
, ,
,
5131. Dr. Manning.'] Have you been anxious as far as possible, to apply hospital methods to the
Gladesville patients! Yes.
.
5132. Do you find it quite impossible to do so in many cases! Yes, in many cases ; but we try it as tar
5133. Are there certain cases which you are obliged to put in single rooms without clothing! Yes.
5134. Also without chamber utensils! Yes; because these patients are so destructive and dirty.
5135. Do a good many of them refuse to wear clothes at all! Yes.
5136. Do some tear the bed-ticks? Yes, almost directly.
5137. Do they then lie in the straw ? Yes, they do. Some seem to prefer the straw.
5138. As far as you know, from your large experience, is there any other possible treatment for this class
of cases! I do not think so.
,
5139 If you had double or treble the number of nurses on your staff would you still be obliged to place
some patients in single rooms! I do not think the size of the nursing staff would make any difference at
all in this respect.
v
5140. If the staff were very much larger would you still treat these patients as you do now f r es. ^
5141, Would having nurses with these patients prevent sleep and do them harm ? les ; it would irritate
5142^ Are you sometimes obliged to keep these patients in these rooms both day and night! Yes
5143. Is it "a fact that you have to keep some patients in continually for a whole week at a time, because
you dare not leave them out? Yes; in many cases.
,
, ,
,
5144. The only thing you can do with such a patient is to feed her and let her get as much sleep as she
can? Yes; to feed her and keep her as clean as possible.
5145. How many nurses would it take to spoon-feed such patients? Sometimes three or four ; and in some
cases I have known it used to take more.
, x
„ m.
„
5146. Have you a certain number of patients who will always go without shoes and stockings? Ihere are
some who will not wear them.
5147. Have you others who will not wear petticoats? Yes.
, ,
,
5148. Do you think there would be any difficulty for an inspecting visitor to know whether a patient had
petticoats on or not? It is easy to see. Some of the patients, on the other hand, have a mama for a great
5149. Is it the custom at Gladesville for the official visitor to make inquiries about patients from the nurses ;
or do they make inquiries from you? Sometimes from myself, and at others from the nurses; but chiefly
from the head nurse.
, . „ T .
5150. Do the official visitors speak to the ordinary nurses as a rule ? _lvo ; I do not think they lune done so.
5151. Is it different from a hospital nurse who has charge of a patient, inasmuch as you move about treely
in an asylum? Yes.
,
,
5152. Do you run short of clothes or bod-clothes occasionally at Gladesville 1 Ho ; we have sufficient
clothes.
,
5153. But, occasionally, are you unable to get quite all you want from the store f Occasionally we cannot
get them just at the time we want them.
^
5154. Are they always supplied to you later on ? Yes; and the longest we have had to wait is not more
than a week or two.
5155. Would that often happen in any large household ? Probably so.
, . ,
5156. Have you much difficulty as regards verminous patients? We rarely have anything ot that kind.
Sometimes when a patient is in delicate health she seems to breed vermin; but we have but few cases of
5157. ,Have you many patients in regard to whom it wrould be unsafe for one nurse to open the door of a
single room at night ? Yes.
.
t
5108. Is it your system in night-watching to send two nurses? Yes.
5159. Are there patients whose doors it would be quite safe for one nurse to unlock in the day-time but
not at night? Yes. In some cases one nurse might take a patient away from the room in the daytime,
and it would take two or three to move her at night. _
, , ,
5160. Do you superintend the passing to and fro of patients to the visiting-room . Ye.s.
5161. Is it one of your duties to see that these patients are properly dressed on these occasions? les.
5162. Do tho friends of patients expect to see them properly dressed? Yes.
5163. Is this dressing looked upon as one of the ordinary rules of the asylum 1 les ; I have to see that
she is tidily dressed and in every way comfortable.
5164. In the case of quiet patients do they wish it themselves ? Yes.
^
5165. In the case of dirty patients is it advisable for many reasons to do so ? Yes.
5166. Do tho friends of patients wish it? Yes.
_
, , ,
5167. Do they supply you with clothes for the patients to wear in the visiting rooms ? les ; a great many
of the friends do supply clothes for this purpose and for Sunday wear.
5168. Do you, with Dr. Sinclair, have the selection of cases which you send from Gladesville to Gook s
Biver Asylum ? Yes.
.
,
^ -m- qq? a
5169. Will you tell me what kind of cases some of these are ;—I will, ask you what is Gase jNo. oo ( A
very bad case—a single-room case.
51 iO.
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5170. Do you remember Case jSTo. 19? No.
Bessie Ann
5171. What have you to say about Case No. 42 ? She was a refractory case, and very troublesome Simpson,
indeed.
5172. Is one of the first inquiries you make, when you know patients are going to Cook’s River, whether 6 Deo•, 1894i
you can send single room cases ? Yes.
5173. Is that because you are short of single rooms at Gladesville ? Yes.
51 <4. So that the class of patients you send to Dayview House is not your best 1 No.
(
5175. _ We have had it in evidence that at Cook’s River it has been the habit for the attendants to have
'
ten mmutes, a quarter of an hour, and even twenty minutes’ notice of the arrival of the official visitors, so
that they may prepare the patients for inspection ;—how much preparation do you think could be made
by five nurses amongst fifty patients? Not much ; it would take that time with one alone in some
instances.
5176. With the class of patients I have been mentioning could much preparation be made ? No ■ not
much.
'
Fl ‘
P055^6 to do a little tidying amongst the patients ? You might get a clean dress, but
the difficulty is that the patient might object to wear it.
51/8, Would any changes that could be made in the dresses of fifty patients in ten minutes or a quarter
of an hour be very few indeed 1 Yes.
51/9, Would it bo possible to change the dresses of the whole fifty and tidy them up generally?
Certainly not,
r o
j
5180. Dr. Oarran.] You say you like to dress up the patients tidily before they are inspected :_do you
find it difficult to keep some of them tidy during the day ? Yes.
5181. Have they lost all sense of female delicacy and taste ? Yes.
5182. Have they lost all interest in looking smart ? Yes.
5183. And are you obliged, as a matter of treatment, to leave them alone ? Yes; in many cases we are.
5184. Do you wait upon these patients all day long? Yes; they are always under observation all day.
5185. Must you clean them up a little when their friends come to see them ? Yes : they must be made
presentable.
5186. When a patient becomes violent, and you think it necessary to put her in a single room, do you
do so on your own authority ? If a patient becomes so violent as to be unsafe to herself and to others, I
put Jicr in a single room, and report the circumstance at once to the doctor.
5187. Do you ever put a patient in without the doctor’s knowledge ? No; the doctor always knows.
5188. What degree of violence or noisiness induces you to put a patient in a single room? If it amounts
to just a simple quarrel with another patient I would not do it, but if a patient becomes very violent, and
dangerous to herself and to others, I do not hesitate.
5189. If a patient gets out of bed at night, is that a sufficient reason for removal to a single room? Not
unless she continued to do so, and became violent:
5190. Do patients sometimes get out of bed at night and pull other patients about? Yes; but I would
not put her in the single room for that if it were done casually. The next night the same patient might
be quite good.
5191. What amount of light is there in thesc single rooms ? They are lighted from tho dormitory. There
is no light in the rooms themselves. ■
5192. Are they rather dark. ? Yes.
5193. Is not that a disadvantage ? I think it is an advantage, because they sleep better, and are more
likely to be quiet.
5194. W'buld the light wake them ? In the associated dormitories the light keeps some of them awake.
5195. Do you darken the windows in the associated rooms ? Yes ; wo pull the blinds down.
5196. Do you not throw tho light in early in the morning? No.
5197. Is it your opinion that a highly excited patient is better by herself than with anyone with her? I
think so—much.
’
5198. Do you think a nurse or nurses sleeping in the same room would be .disadvantageous ? I think the
patients are better alone.
5199. Have you a night nurse on duty patrolling the asylum? We always have three night nurses.
o200. Are any of the patients in those single rooms left all night without being seen? No ; they are seen
every two hours, and offcener if necessary—sometimes every half-hour.
5201. Are all these ordinary nurses, or arc they under a chief nurse ? They are under a senior nurse, who
is stationed in the observation ward.
5l02. The three, then, are not all of the same status? No ; one is a senior nurse; the next is a second
semor, and the third is a junior.
5203. Have you many violent patients at Gladesville at present ? Yes ; a good many just now.
5204. Do you send them to Ray view House now ? No ; I wish we could.
5205. Dons one violent patient cause you more trouble than half a dozen quiet ones ? Yes.
5206. President.] Referring to these single rooms, are there a number of them in a row, with a corridor on
the outside, and is that corridor lighted at night ? Yes.
■
5207. So that although the rooms themselves are dark, a light is easily thrown on the patient if necessary ?
■
). es; there is a light in the corridor, and the nurses are supplied with lamps.
5208. Concerning this tidying of patients, say there are fifty patients to bo seen, and there are two nurses
to attend to them, that a large proportion of this number are clean and the smaller number have to be
attended to, could that be done in a few minutes? No, not if they are at all troublesome.
5209. Does it always take some time to persuade these patients that it is right they should look tidy!
les ; they object to being dressed, and you have to coax them.
5210. Do you make it a strict rule to tidy up the patients when their friends come to see them? Yes
always.
’
5211. Are the quiet patients always pleased to be tidied up? Yes, and when well enough they tidy
themselves, and take a pleasure in doing it.
J
5212. Is there any provision for tho three night nurses to obtain any little comforts that patients may
require? Yes.
1
•'
SHS. What provision? We classify the patients, and those requiring night attention of this kind are
placed in the observation ward,
‘
...
- . . .
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Bessie Ann 5214. Can you get tea or cocoa during the night ? Yes, when it is required.
Simpson,
5215. Were are these things kept ? The senior nurse lias them in the observation ward.

. _
5216. Is there always an ample supply there 1 Always for those who want it. Generally milk is the drink
5 Dee., 1894.
given, and there is always milk.
5217. Go these patients always get milk, cocoa, or tea- when ordered by the doctor? Generally they are
ordered milk or cocoa, and they get it.
.
5218. Generally speaking, arc these patients on milk diet, and is milk always available? Yes, and there is
no difficulty in getting it.
.
.
5219. Have you a gas-stove at which you can heat these drinkables ! There is a Sice stove m the observa
tion ward, and it can he used whenever it is required.
_
,
5220. Dr. Vause.} How many patients have you under the three night nurses? The whole ot those on the
female side.
5221. How many are there ? About 300.
5222. Is tliat 100 patients to one nurse ? Yes.
_
5223. If you require anything heated on a summer night do you have to light a fire before you can get it?
We keep the stove alight summer and winter in the night nurses1 room.
[Witness withdrew.]

Eric Sinclair, Esq., M.B., C.M., M.D., sworn and examined , Pr' , 5224. President.} Are you iledical Superintendent at Gladesville Hospital for the Insane ? Yes.
h. Sinclair. £225, How long have you held that position ? Since January, 1882.
r D c Tsoi 5226. Had you any previous experience in lunacy work? Hone.
^ 6’’
''5227. Have you any medical attendants except yourself ? Yes, two others.
^
522S. How many patients arc there at Gladesville? Eight hundred and fifty, 550males and 300females.
5229. How often do you make your round personally ? I generally go roundevery day. If possible 1 go
over the whole of the house every day, but it is not always possible to do that. When I do not one of the
other medical officers completes the inspection.
_
5230. Are there a good number of refractory patients in Gladesville Asylum ? Yes. I presume that we
have the usual proportion, at all events.
,
5231. What is the rule in regal'd to the treatment of refractory patients at Gladesville when the occasion
■
becomes necessary for nurses or attendants to put them in tho single room ; must tliis fact always be imme
diately reported? There is no such things done at Gladesville as the nurse in charge placing a patient in
the single room without reporting it till the next day. If a patient is in the habit of sleeping in a single
room the facts in connection with the case are imported when I make the usual medical round. If patients
become suddenly violent and in consequence are at once placed in a single room the fact would he reported
without delay.
_
j o -v
n i
5232. When cases have become chronic do you get the report on your ordinary medical round,? Yes, that
is customary.
5233. Have you a regular time of visitation? Yes.
.
...
5234. Have the other medical gentlemen in connection with the institution a fixed time in connection with
their visits ? Yes. There is a fixed time.
_
_
_
.
5235.
' Go you keep notes of all the cases? Yes. Every tiling to do with the cases is set down m
book.
.
5236. With regard to the male patients put into the single rooms have you a night-watch i _ Acs, we have
more than one night attendant on duty. There are three in the main building and one in the branch
building.
,
5237. Go you find that to be a sufficient number of night attendants for nearly 600 patients? Yes.
5238. Would that be more than 150 patients to one attendant, or about that number? \Ve do not count
it in that way. * If patients require special attention, care is taken that they shall have it irrespective of
the ordinary attendants making their usual round.
5239. While on a visit at Gladesville I observed that the single cells are lighted from the corridor, there
not being anv light in the single rooms themselves :—is that the case? The light thrown into tho single
cells is entirely from the corridor, where there are gas lamps alight throughout the night.
_
5240. Does the light being thrown into the cells affect the patients at all during the night? We find from
experience that it is not advisable to have too strong a light
^
5241. Is there an observation hole in the doors of these single rooms ? Yes.
_ _
5242. How often is the night watch supposed to go round? The watch is supposed to make a visit every
^I0U1‘.
i-ii
5243. Have you any check to show that tliis is done ? Yes ; there is a tell-tale clock which marks every
time the night attendant makes his round.
....
5244. Arc some of the patients kept in these single rooms filthy dirty in their habits? Yes.
5245. It has been given in evidence before ns that in certain cases a particularly strong urinal smell cannot
bo got oul of the rooms for days together;—is it a fact that in certain stages of insanity it is not possible
to got rid of this smell ? Ho. In certain classes of insanity it is very strong, but it can be removed.
5246. What are your floors—wooden or asphalt? We have wooden floors.
5247. Can these always he made sweet under ordinary circumstances, even with tliis particular class of
insane patient ? Yes.
.....
5248. Do you think asphalt would retain the smell long ? With this class of patients it is likely that it
would dry quicker, and if that were so the smell would not last as long. It would smell quiet as bad though
the first thing in the morning.
.
5249. Do you think asphalt would suit the associated dormitories, where dements and old and feeble patients
sleep? Ybs, perhaps so.
_
5250. If an experienced person who knew nothing at a]i of these matters, except by casual examination,
offered an opinion, do you think he would be in a position, by going into one of these places, where the floor
was of wood or asphalt, before it had been cleaned, to state authoritatively whether the smell was from
stale or fresh urine? I am afraid he would not.
'
5251.
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525L Dr. Manning.} Have you paid a considerable amount of attention to the treatment of wet and dirty , Drpatients of late ? Yes, of late years I have.
,
E. Sinclair.
0252, Does the number of wet and dirty patients at Gladesville compare favourably, pro rata of course,
5 Dec., 1894.
with other institutions of similar size ? Yes.
5253. We have had it m evidence from Professor Anderson Stuart that patients should be roused from
their beds two or three times a night, if necessary, for the purpose of cleanliness, and to support his con
tention he quotes “Mercier1 on this subject;—do you think a patient should be roused, say every four hours
wouJdtliat be proper treatment of acute mania in general paralysis? ISTo; certainly not. Such experi
ments might be tried with advantage on dements, but certainly not on a paralytic.
olu4. Would it be decidedly wrong treatment’if applied to an acute maniac ? Yes. On no account should
these patients bo roused. Interferences in this direction would involve great danger of a falling off in
general health, owing to want of continuous rest.
5255. Would rousing up as suggested interfere with Ins recovery 1 Yes.
52oG. When quoting from " Mercier,” Professor Stuart gave this extract: 11 Patients who are dirty from
s leer malice, and from a desire to give trouble, are a very different class to deal with. This category of
patients is the most objectionable of all. _ Such patients are always made the tenants of single roomie in
which they are for tho most part left during the night to their own devices, and discovered in the morning
m a condition of indescribable filth, and tins cause is in many asylums unavoidable. But in an ideal
asylum in winch the number of attendants is not limited by necessary considerations of economy, such
patients would have a special attendant to remain with them at night and to prevent their indulgence in
such practices. With the first of the two classes into which patients of his category have been divided the
prevention would then be very easy, and with the second it would not be difficult. Whatever the cause of
tins uncleanlmess may be, every dirty patient should be trained into habits of cleanliness by being com
pelled to attend the closet not only at frequent interval^ but what is most important, at regular times.
J. le nervous system as a whole, and any special nervous mechanism of these particular functions, is much
the creation ot habit, that when once by persistent training the habit is established by exercising these
functions at fixed intervals and at regular times, the nervous system will be broken into conformity, and
the habit will at length become unmodifiable by the indi vidual. For this reason patients who are wet mdirty at night should be taken up at least three times, and always at the same time every night and given
the opportunity of evacuating.....................................Besides taking these patients out of bed, which
should be done every three or four hours, the night attendant should at each visit, that is to say, every
hour, examine their beds to see if they are dry, and if they should be wet they are to be at once changed,
dry macintoshes and dry sheets placed upon the bed. livery such patient should bo examined by the night
attendaiit before he goes off duty, and every bed should be dry and clean when the* day attendant comes
on. ( Bo you believe that “Mercier,” when writing as quoted above, meant what he has written to apply
to acute cases of mama?
; certainly not to acute cases.
5257. To which classes then do you think he makes reference? To imbeciles, to dements, and to old and
feeble patients who might remain in bed from sheer indolence or weakness.
f>258. If Professor Anderson Stuart applies this opinion to the treatment of acute maniacs, do you think he
lias altogether mistaken his case ? Certainly he has.
heated
^ Glaclesville’ or llave you seen ;l'n3''wil,:;rii else in Australia, these single rooms artificially
5260 Do you find it necessary even in winter-time that these rooms should be so heated? No : not in
rori wi
^ 16
novei‘ suffer from cold, neither in the night-time nor in the daytime.
o2bl. \\hat are your instructions to the matron and chief attendant as regards the tidying of patients
when they are taken to see their friends? The instructions are that patients when taken to see their
visiting friends shall be dressed as they are when going to church.
o262. Will you give the reason why this is a strict rule of the public hospitals for the insane ? One would
in tlie first place, naturally do so if he went to see his own friend. We do tiie same with the patients'
Y\ e see that their hands and faces are washed, and that they are dressed in decent clothes A man mmht
be working outside m the grounds, and common decency demands that lie should not go to his friends nsho
comes from work, probably with wet trousers and a dirty coat.
5263. Do the quieter patients dress themselves? The patients who understand what is intended fre
quently grumble if they are not allowed to dress themselves. If they are in the garden and are informed
ot the arrival of fnends, some patients will straightaway wash and dress themselves and proceed to the
visiting room.
.
r
5264 Do the friends of the patients expect to see them tidy ? They do, indeed, and would very soon
grumble if they did not. Y e frequently get letters of complaint if the clothing and the patients arc not
as tidy as the friends expect them to be.
526o. Do they supply clothes for this purpose? We always ask them if they can afford to do so. If they
can we get special clothes from the friends for Sunday and visiting wear. 'We keep these clothes for such
occasions, and dress the patients in house clothes for ordinary wprk.
5266. Are you obliged to treat a number of patients in single rooms ? Yes.
5267. Are a certain proportion of these pul, in single rooms at night without clothes 1 A certain proportion
are in these rooms both day and night without clothes.
526S. What arc they supplied with ? With a canvas rug lined with blanket, and straw mattress. In
Cc^U'S w iei'° Patienf® destroy the mattresses they are supplied with straw without the tick.
u-69. feinco you have visited the Medical Superintendent at Gladesville have you had an opportunity of
visiting^most of the large asylums in England, in Scotland, and in other parts of the world? Yes.
5270. Have visited the best both in England and Scotland 1 Yes.
s‘,lli'iu' cllstoras observed at these as those you observe in the treatment of such cases
at Gladesville? Yes.
5272. Do you know of any other effectual way of dealing with this class of patients ? No : you might keep
:m attendant m the room, but that is nut a "way 1 should recommend.
5273. If you had a larger staff of attendants than you have now would you still be of that opinion ? Yes ;
1 should still think it better for the patient if he had to be in a single"room, to put him there with straw
mattresses rather than with an attendant.
5274. In part of that quotation from “ Mercier” it is said : “ But in an ideal asylum in which the number
ot attendants is not limited by necessary considerations of economy such patients would have a special
attendant
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attendant to remain with them at night to prevent the indulgence in dirty practices” : do you think the
E. Sinclair, presence of an attendant would stop patients in their dirty habits ? No ; it would not.
_
5275. If you had such an increase of staff as would enable you to place an attendant with each dir y
5 Dec., 1894* p^ient 0f this class would you still be of the same opinion and object to make any change ? lea ; \l
would, for a change in this direction would do harm to the patients. It would interfere with their rest,
it would keep them from sleeping; it would keep them in a constant state of irritation, and result m
increased excitement.
5276. What is the usual custom when the official visitors are going through the asylum in regard to
making inquiries about the patients t Inquiries while making the rounds are made from the medical officer
or officers accompanying the visitors. In the ward the visiting doctors speak to the patients themselves,
5277. Do they also occasionally speak to the matron 1 Yes.
5278. And very occasionally to the chief nurses 1 Yes j but not to the other nurses.
5279. Why is that 1 Because the chief nurse is supposed to know all about the ward and the people in
it. The other nurses are under his or her direction.
_
„
5280. During the last ten years have you made great improvements in the single rooms 1 ^es.
5281. In the way of providing extra light and extra ventilation ? Yes.
5282. Have you been doing this gradually ? Yes.
.
5283. Have some alterations been made within the last six months ? Yes ; and some still require to e
altered.
_
5284. Have you been unable to complete the necessary alterations for want of funds ^ i os.
5285. Have you still a number of rooms which you do not consider to be sufficiently lighted or ventilated i
5286. Are some of the patients in these single rooms in such a condition that you can, 'JYith safety, give
them chamber utensils 1 Yes. In most of the cases utensils are placed in the rooms. They are put m
wherever the patients do not make a noise. In some instances it would be useless to put utensils m the room.
5287. Is that because patients would not use them 1 Yes.
5288. Or put them to a bad use ? Yes.
5289. Have you seen Case No. 1 ? No.
5290. Have you heard a good deal about him 1 Yes.
5291. Do you know something of the nature of his affliction ? Yes.
5292. In dealing with eases of that kind would you think it advisable to consult me, and inform me neeiy
of the condition and difficulties of the case 1 I always make a point of doing so.
...
,
5293. Partly as a matter of consultation and partly because of my share in the responsibility . les , but
mainly the latter.
*
.
5!94. Have you had patients transferred to you from Cook’s River Asylum 1^ Yes, occasionally.
5295. Have you heard any complaints about the food at that institution ^ No.
5296. Or as regards the clothing ? No. We have no complaints. The people usually spoke very well of
the place. If we have heard complaints we have invariably told voir
_
_
.
5297. We have Inul it in evidence that sometimes patients have died in the single rooms at Bay view
House ;—is it so at Gladesville too ? Yes.
5298. Have you liad a considerable number of deaths in the single rooms! Yes; we frequently place
patients in these rooms when they reach a low condition. We purposely put them in these rooms by
themselves, for it is anything hut pleasing to the other patients to see anyone approaching death.
5299. Have you had cases of a violent and noisy patient suddenly collapse and die m a single room 1
Yes ; in the daytime.
5300. In your English and Scotch experience did you learn what was the custom with regard to attendants
sleeping in the dormitories with patients ! In some of the asylums I made inquiries on this point, and
found that in the public asylums it is not the custom for attendants to sleep in the dormitories with patients.
5301. Is it the custom in private asylums for the nurses to sleep with the patients 1 Yes ; but not in the
public asylums.
5302. Have you transferred patients from Gladesville to Cook’s River 1 Yes.
5303. I will mention the names of some of them, and will you tell me the nature of some of the cases
6rst, Case No. 33 1 A violent case, in the refractory ward as a rule ; slept in single room.
5304. Case No. 43 I I do not remember much about her case.
5305. Case No. 42 1 She was a single-room case.
5306. Wore a fair proportion of the patients sent to Bay view House single-room cases ? We tried as far
as possible to send single-room cases. We were glad to get rid of them as we were short of single rooms.
5307. Did you always ask if you could send single room cases! Yes; and we were told sometimes that
we might and sometimes that we might not.
_
.
5308. We have been told in evidence that notice was given, some ten or fifteen minutes, and sometimes more,
of the arrival of the official visitors at Bay view House, and that in the interval between the arrival of the
visitors and their going round the wards, a considerable amount of preparation was made by changing the
dresses of the patients, do you think that with fifty patients and five nurses a considerable amount of
change could be made in that time ? With patients inclined to be violent you could not do much, if any
thing at all in the time.
...»
5309. What is it usual for nurses to do when they ascertain that the official visitors are in an institution f
They take the towels away and make the wards tidy. But they have no time to change dresses. They
might put dresses straight or arrange neckerchiefs; then they would assemble the patients so that they
can be easily seen.
5310. When the official visitors enter a ward at one end is it often half an hour before they reach the
other! Yes; it is so at Gladesville.
,
5311. Do you think it would be impossible to make elaborate preparations and redress the patients as
stated in from ten to twenty minutes ? It could not be done, and if it were attempted on some patients tho
first thing they would do would be to tell the visitors.
_
.
5312. Have you at Gladesville a number of women always without shoes and stockings 1 Yes.
5313. Are there some without petticoats ! Yes.
_
_
5314. Is it easy for official visitors of experience to see whether patients have petticoats on under their
dresses or not 1 Yes, quite easy.
5315
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5315. T)t. Garran.] Wliere you h.ive a dirty patient in a single dormitory do you sometimes clean it up
,Pr- .
during the night and sometimes leave the room alone ? The patient may bo roused to make water in the
]^c air‘
earlier part of the night and it does him no harm. If it happens late at night sometimes the room is left g Jjpc ^ 1SM_
till morning.
_
#
,
5316. Is it an uncommon thing if freces becomes desiccated to leave it there till morning? ^so'? not if
deposited early in the night.
_
5317. Does it often happen that ordure is found on the floor of the room and on the pyjama trousers of
the patient ? This happens always with certain patients.
5318. Gan this be avoided 1 Ko,
_
■ 5319. Do you think it a good thing to turn patients out of bed unnecessarily for the purpose of attempting
to keep them clean'! No; interference of this kind makes them excited and stops their night’s rest.
5320. Is it better to leave them in their dirt than to constantly insist on cleaning them'? Yes ; always in
those particular cases of acute mania.
_
_
5321. Is it desirous to have more light in these rooms ;—do you think patients should have the sunlight as
soon as it is available in the morning? No; if so the patients would get up so early; hence we have a
shutter to keep out the light.
5322. Do you pull that shutter up at night ? Yes.
5323. Does it rest with the warder to pull it down again in the morning? Yes.
_
_
5324. If a patient goes to sleep late after a restless night do you get him up at the usual time for his
hath ? No ; in certain cases we leave him to sleep.
5325. Practically do you get them up so soon after daylight that it is not worth while to trouble whether
there is light or not in the room ? We do not consider that light makes much difference.
5326. Do you find any difficulty in getting these rooms dry after they have been scrubbed ? No.
_
5327. Are your single rooms outside and detached from the main building? No ; they are off a corridor.
5328. Do they get as much fresh air as they would if they were outside? Perhaps not; but they get sufficient.
5329. Do you use any chemical in scrubbing out these rooms? We use Sanitas soap and carbolic. We
could not get the smell out without using these.
5330. I desire to know if you can distinguish between a strong urinous smell—do these rooms when they
are opened in the morning emit a strong urinous smell ? It is a strong smell of fresh urine. The urine
of these patients smells more or less strong from the moment it is passed.
_
5331. We have it in evidence that when a certain room was opened early in the morning at Dayview
House there was an abominable smell of stale urine? I can quite understand there being a strong smell,
and much of it might depend upon tho amount of ventilation during the night. These patients throw off
from their own bodies perspiration that smells strong and that in itself would cause a room to be rfuffy.
5332. Would these exudations from a man’s body give the smell of stale urine ? The first thing in the
morning the smell of these rooms meeting anyone coming from the fresh air would be sufficient. .
_
5333. If the floor of tho room had not been properly cleaned could this stale urinous odour arise? It is
quite possible. The smell comes back. The urine sometimes soaks into the boards and its smell comes
hack as the room gets dry.
5334. Supposing the floor is of tho ordinary kind, such as the urine could pass through the cracks, what
would be likely to happen ? There would be the greater likelihood of the smell coming back, in the way I
spoke of.
5335. Have you many cases of general paralysis at Gladesville? A considerable number.
5330. Is it, as a rule, a disease with well-marked stages? Yes; there is at first the stage of excitement,
then the stage of quietness, and it generally ends in the stage of dementia,
5337. Does the latter always come after the other? The stages are not particularly well-marked.
5338. In the highly irritable stage are these paralytics very troublesome patients? Yes.
5339. Is that the most dangerous period ? Yes.
_
_
5340. Is there any stage where you have to put these patients in a single room at night ? Yes ; in the
first stage. It is absolutely necessary to do so, as the patients then are extremely destructive.
5341. Is that any uncommon form of treatment ? It is not at all uncommon.
5342. Do you give any special attention to these patients while in this stage ? Yes; the attendants have
to visit them more frequently.
5343. Do the attendants on these occasions look through the observation holes, or do they open the room
door? They do not open the door unless they are specially told to do so. They open the door only when
a patient is greatly excited, or when anything specially requiring attention renders it necessary for them
to go inside the room.
5344. Do you think these patients feel the cold? I do not think so. If we saw that they did we should
take extra precautions. We do not often ascertain that the skin gets a chill.
5345. Do not these patients seem to physically suffer from cold ? No; if they feel the cold they lie down
in the straw; for often, in the morning, they have been found buried in the straw, with the rugs pulled
over them.
5346. When these patients become violent, on winter nights, and denude themselves, have you found them
to be cold in the morning 1 No.
_
. 5347. Have you any idea of the temperature of these rooms? No ; but they and the patients are warmer
than the outside air.
5348. Would it be a good thing to reduce the ventilation? On very cold nights in the winter-time we do
reduce it with the aid of small ah utters.
5349. Do you ever shut the ventilators? We shut them when it is exceptionally cold.
5350. When you take them out to go to the bath do they shiver ? No ; except when taken from one end
of the ward to the other. They are always covered with blankets, and one does not notice tho shivering.
5351. Is it any distance from the rooms to the bath? In some wards there is some distance to go; in
other wards the baths are close beside the rooms.
5352. Do the patients have to go outside on the verandahs to get to the bath? Yes; except they are
taken a long way round.
_
5353. Practically do they go into the outside air when on their way to the bath? Yes; but under the
verandah all the time.
5354. For what distance ? It looks about 60 feet.
5355.
■
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“y S° quite into the open i No : they ai‘e under a verandah, free from draughts.
’
a ' _ ’ ^356. Do you see any objection in tliose patients going into this half open air ? No.
5 Bee 1804 5357. Have you noticed any patient get a chill from this practice? No : nor have I heard any complaint
"*
‘to that effect.
5358. Mr. MbGowen.J Do yon know of any better method than putting these patients in the cells naked ;
—is it not possible to make some canvas shirts, which they cannot destroy ? No : not when in that stage.
No thickness of canvas is too strong for them. The heavy rugs are destroyed in a night.
5359. Is it not possible to make some garment without arms, wearing which they would be unable to
destroy it? We tried some combination things, but they would not answer. We have tried all things
that have been thought of, and we find the best garment is the one wo have adopted.
'
5360. Is there noway of fastening some garment at tho waist or back-, by which the patient might remain
clothed during the night? You have no idea of what these people arc like in this stage of insanity,
You could not keep clothing on these patients except by tying it, so that it would be painful to the
wearer.
5361. Do you use any implements of coercion, such as camisoles and muffs 1 Yes.
5362. Do you make any entries in certain books when these are used, so that they can be seen by the
visiting doctors? Yes ; I have to record the use of these things, and the entries are seen every time the
official visitors come to Gladesville.
53G3. Supposing an attendant desired to make a complaint, regarding tho treatment of a patient, would
he make it to you, to the chief attendant, or to the matron? It would be made to me as a rule. If not,
it would be made to the senior attendant, and that attendant would be in fault if he did not come to me
with it immediately.
5364-. What is the usual custom followed when a complaint is made? The usual custom is to complain
to the senior attendant, in minor matters of routine, but if there is anything serious to complain about
1 should expect the complaint to be made direct to me.
5365. Since you have been at Gladesville have any outside physicians consulted with you and attended
patients for physical and surgical ailments ? Yes.
5366. Have you had any consultations on mental matters ? Only with Dr. Manning.
5367. Have medical men on'thcir travels visited Gladesville ? Yes.
5368. Have they expressed favourable opinions as to the working of the institution? Yes.
5369. In case it becomes necessary to administer drugs to patients, is it the invariable custom for the
medical officer to look fully into the matter? Drugs are^ always ordered by the doctor, and only after he
hiis seen the patient.
5370. Are drugs administered by tho attendants? Yes.
5371. Are they mixed by the dispenser ? Yes.
5372. /Jr. Hawse.] What would be the effect on an irritated and excited patient of fastening on a canvas
jacket by mechanical means, especially where there was a tendency to remove clothing ? It would make
him more excited when necessary to keep him as quiet as possible.
5373. Would you do such a thing at night time? I would not.
5374. Would you have brass fastenings on any article of clothing in a single room, while occupied by a
patient of this class 1 No ; we do not even use a camisole at night,
5375. PivkiVch/.] Do you think moving about either inside or in the vicinity of a single room at night
would tend to excite a patient in this stage of the disease? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
Kate Brennan sworn and examined :—
^376. JPrefridfiiif.] Are you nurse at Buyview Asylum ? Yes.
^
a
5377. Are you engaged there now in that capacity ? Yes.
.
3 Dec., 1894. 5378. How long have you been there? About two years.
5379. Were you engaged on December 2nd, 1892 ? Yes.
5380. Did you then sign a book containing a list of your obligations and duties and the regulations of the
institution ? Yes.
.
5381. Have you always endeavoured to obey those instructions? Yes.
5382. What are your particular duties now? At present, and since January, I have been in charge of
the Government patients1 dining-room.
5383. Had you any previous experience in this particular work before going to Bay view House? No.
Formerly I was a house and parlour maid at Stanmore, and I took certificates of character with me when
I was engaged by Dr. Yause.
5384. Now that you are in charge of the dining-room have you every opportunity of seeing that the food
is well-cooked and of good quality ? Yes ; and it is always good.
5385. Have you ever heard any complaints from any of the nurses on this score 1 One or two of the
nurses did grumble about their food.
5386. Do they get the same kind of food as the patients? Yes.
'
5387. What was the nature of their complaint about the food? They said that the meat was not tsnder,
that it was too tough.
5388. Did they say it was too fresh ? It was always fresh. Sometimes the steaks for breakfast were
rather hard.
5389. Was it because they were a little too fresh for use? I never found it so.
5390. Was there always an adequate supply ? There was always plenty of meat.
5391. Did you sleep in the dormitories ? Yes.
5392. With how many patients ? There were fourteen when I went there, but there are not as many now.
5393. Was it the custom to change the sheets in your dormitory at night ? I never did it, but I believe
it was done last winter-time.
5394. Do you mean that the sheets were put on in the daytime and taken off at night ? In one of the
dormitories they were taken off—in the dormitory next the single rooms.
5393. Was that on account of the patient being dirty, or was there any other express reason for that
being done? The nurse used to take the sheets off.
5396.
l£.cltC
Brennan
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5396. What imrse "was that? It was Maggie Macleod ; she always had clean sheets in the day.
_
5397. Do you know the number of single rooms there are on the verandah on the female side ? I think Brennan.
there are ten.
5 Dee., 1894.
5398. Have you seen patients put in them ? Yes.
5399. Have you assisted to take patients out in the morning? Yes.
5400. Were there some of them put in naked ? There is one patient who sleeps in straw.
5401. What is her name? Case fvo. 15. 1 have seen her take oil every atiteh of clothes. She is a very
destructive patient.
5442. "When the oflicial visitors came to the institution to see the patients did you always get warning, so
that you might make them ready ? hio. We never knew more than ten minutes or a quarter of an hour
of the arrival of the visitors before wo saw them in the wards. We could not do much in making patients
ready in that time. The patients were tidied, just the same as they are when Dr. Yause comes his rounds.
5403. Wits there any difference made at all in the patients when the visitors came? Sometimes if a
patient had on a specially untidy dress it was changed.
5404. Did you ever take the clothes off one patient and put them on another ? No, never ; and I never
saw it done.
5405. Was there always a good supply of clothing for the use of the patients ? Yes.
540(5. It has been told' us that there were patients who had no stockings on, and that some of the stock
ings had no feet;—is that so? Nurses could get everything they wanted in the way of clothes by going
to the laundry.
5407. Have yon ever been on duty as a nurse at night ? Yes. for one week.
5iOS. How long is that ago ? Some months ago.
5409 Is there a nurse on night duty now ? Yes.
5410. Do the nurses fake this night duty in turn ? Yes, once a fortnight; it used to be once a week.
5411. Do you remember Case No. 17 ? Yes.
5412. Was she a delicate patient? Yes.
5413. Did she always have a nurse in attendance on her at night ? Yes; two nurses slept in the dormitory
where she was.
5414. Do you know that Case No. 20 broke her arm ? Yes.
5415. Were you on night duty then ? She was in the dormitory where I slept, and Maggie Macleod was
in my place during the week 1 was on night duty,
5416. How did this accident occur ? We cannot exactly say when it was done or how it was done. We
found her with her arm broken,
5417. Did she tumble out of bed ? I do not know. The patient while in the dormitory was restless, and
wandered about the room. She was pulling the bed-clothes off the other patients, and Nurse Macleod asked
me to remove Case No. 20 to a single room. I would not do so at first, but at half-past 10 o’clock, after
mentioning the case to the matron, Macleod and myself moved her from the dormitory to a single room.
5418. Was it not until morning that you discovered the patient’s arm broken ? Yes.
5419. When you removed her and left her in the single room, was her arm broken ? No.
5420. Did you visit one of the patients every hour ? Yes; Case No. 23.
5421. Could you see into these rooms ? I saw Case No. 20 standing at the door asking for her clothes.
She wanted her clothes to get dressed.
5422. Did you ever go into the single rooms while on night duty? No, only to Case No. 23.
5423. Did you.ever hear of the doors or these rooms being opened between 10 o’clock at night and 6
o’clock in the morning in consequence of some disturbance in one of the cells ? No, I never heard of it.
5424. When yon go round, do you just look in on tho patients ? Yes.
5425. Supposing a patient to be in great distress, wbat do you do then ? We can always see the patient,
and we open the doors if they are noisy. If they are quiet we do not open the doors.
5426. Did you always go round every two hours ? Yes.
5427. How long ago is that ? I think it was in August.
5428. Is it the custom now for the nurses on night duty to go round every two hours ? They go round
every hour now.
5429. Is there a tell-tale clock kept to record these visits ? Yes.
5430. "What was the reason Lizzie Verity was discharged ? Because she left the patients for too long.
5431. Was that neglect of duty ? To? ; it was against the rule to leave a patient alone. She left a patient
and went into the dining-room to get a cup of tea,
5432. On the whole, are yon satisfied that everything possible is done for the care of the patients ? Yes.
5-433. Is Dr. Vause attentive to his patients ? Yes.
5434. How often does he make his rounds through the institution ? Sometimes twice and at other times
three times a-day.
"
5435. Has he a regular hour for making thesc visits ? Yes, at 12 o’clock.
5436. When docs he make the other rounds ? In the morning at breakfast-time, and in the evening.
5437. Tn cases of sickness is he always available ? Yes.
5438. Do these separate rooms smell badly in the morning ? Yes.
5439. A very strong smell ? Yes.
5440. Do they get fresh and sweet before night-time ? Yes; they arc well washed, and we always use
chloride of lime.
5441. How many utensils are there in these separate rooms ? There is one in each cell.
5442. Of your own knowledge is there one in each cell ? Yes.
5443. Do you know there are ten of these rooms ? Yes.
5144. And in these ten rooms arc there ten india-rubber utensils used ? Yes : I have seen one in each
cell.
5445. Arc any patients sufficiently intelligent to make complaints about the institution, if necessary, to
the Medical Superintendent ? Yes.
■
514 6. Have you ever known them make complaints ? No.
54J7, If anything went wrong had you an opportunity of reporting to Dr. Yause ? Yes.
5448. Could complaints be made direct to him? Yes.
5449. What matron was there then ? Bridget Morrisey.
5450.
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5450. Did Bridget Morrisey ever tell you that complaints must be made through her? Tes; I made a
Brennan, mistake ; it was to the matron I used to complain, hut if she happened not to ho there I always went to
KB-■^r' ^ra,UEC aild made complaints of that kind.
ec,>
' 5451: Dr. Garran.'] When Maggie Macleod told you that she took the sheets off the beds did she do it
of her own free will ? She never told me she took them off; I saw her doing it myself.
5452. Why did she do it ? She said she could not get sheets from the laundry in tho morning, and that
it was not necessary to leave them on the beds.
5453. Was any order given for her to take these sheets off? I never heard of it, X was in the same
dormitory and I never had any such order.
5454. Has there been a night-nurse on dnty all the time you have been at tho asylum ? Ho ; the nightnurse began duty last year.
5455. At about what time of the year ? I do not remember exactly, but I think it was sometime during
the winter.
■
5450. Was it about last May? I do not know.
'457. Do you think that there is a night-nurse on the men’s side ? I do not know if there is one there.
458. Is there only one nurse on night duty ? There is one on regular night duty, hut there is more if a
patient is in the hospital. A nurse is always on night duty if a patient is in the hospital.
5459. Supposing you are on night duty and want to get a cup of hot tea or cocoa, can you get it? Yes.
5460. Where do you get it ? In Ho. 1 dining-room.
5461. Are the materials for making these warm drinks kept in the cupboard there ? Yes; there have
always been materials of this kind there since I have been at tbe institution.
5462. If we have been told by other witnesses that it is impossible to get these things on the female side
is that a mistake ? I always found them there, and I know one nurse who got tea for me.
5463. Is there a fire kept in that room? Yes ; I think so.
546-1*. Could you always get these things without any difficulty ? Yes; whenever I wanted them.
5465. Were there always sufficient materials in the cupboard ? Yes.
5466. As far as you know is the bedding at night the same as is shown to the visitors in the day-time ?
Exactly the same, except in cases of very dirty patients.
5467. Have sheets been taken off the beds of very dirty patients ? I think tkey have been taken off some
of the beds in the bottom dormitory.
54C8. With those exceptions, is the bedding and are the bed-clothes as we see them in the day-time the
same as are used at night? Yes.
5469. As far as you know are the sheets taken off in any other dormitory ? Ho.
5470. President.] Are you in charge of the dining-room ? Yes.
5471. Do you say that there is an adequate supply of food for the patients ? Yes.
v
54/2. Is there more than is necessary ? Yes.
5473. What do you do with what is left? We send what is not wanted hack to tho kitchen, and the
scraps are put in the waste box.
5474. Mr. MeGowen^] With regard to these single rooms, do you say there is only one patient. Case Ho.
15, put into them at night in a nude condition ? Yes.
5475. Arc you sure there are no more ? She is all.
5476. Are all these rooms occupied every night ? Hot always. I think there is one vacant now.
5477. Usually are there nine or ten patients in these rooms every night in the week? Yes.
5478. Have any alterations taken place in the single rooms lately? Hone that I know of.
5479. Are they just the same now' as they were before Case Ho. 1 was removed ? Yes, they are the same
now as they were when I first went there.
5480. Have no improvements been made in these rooms since he was there ? Ho.
5431. None at all ? Hone that I know of.
5482. Is there not a window in the wall opposite the door—a window that is covered by a shutter? There
are two windows.
5483. Were they always there ? Yes, they have been there since I have been there for the last two years.
Those two windows—I mean in the centre room—have been there ever since I have been there.
5484. Why was Case No, 15 put in that room naked ? We always tried to put clothes on her but she
would not keep them on.
5485. Docs Dr. Yause always make three visits to the asylum each day ? Hot always.
5486. Did he do so before the trouble about Case No. 1 ? He visited the institution regularly once a day
and sometimes twice.
’
5487. Did yon ever have more than ten minutes’ notice when the visiting doctors arrived? Wo might
have had a quarter of an hour, but certainly not more.
5488. Were any of the patients got ready oh these occasions? They were hurriedly tidied, such as
putting on a handkerchief, or fastening up their boots and stockings.
5489. Did you ever see Government clothes put on private patients ? Never.
5490. Did you ever see them put on a patient (Case No. 44) who slept in the square room occasionally
and who was a private patient? Yes, 1 think I have seen a winsey dress on her.
5491. Was she a private paying patient? Yes.
5492. Did yon ever see Case bio. 45 ? Yes,
5493. Did you ever see her amongst the Government patients? Ho, never.
5494. Did you ever know of her being locked in a room and having a fit while in the room ? Ho, she was
always in the dormitory with the nurses.
5495. Was she in the habit of having fits night and day w'hile she wras in the asylum ? Yes.
5496. Do you mean to say that she was never locked in a room and while there have a fit? Ho, she
always used to sleep in the dormitory.
■
5497. Was she never locked up in a room the key of which was kept by a nurse ? Ho.
5498. Did you know Case Ho. 46 who died there? Yes.
5499. Do you know if there was any request made to Mrs. Gilchrist for a cup of tea just before this
patient died ? .No, I do not know,
5500. Was Case Ho. 47 there and ill for a few weeks ? Yes.
5501. Did tbe doctor visit her and prescribe for her ? Dr. Yause did not; he was not there then. Dr.
Bamsey was there then and he did.
5502.
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5502. Supposing you wanted it could you get a cup of tea or cocoa for the patients during the night?
yes.
<k>03. Could you have got a cup of tea during the night previous to the trouble about Case No. 1?
5504. Did any other nurses know where these materials for making tea or coffee were ? Tes, they
always had a key and could get at the cupboard,
5505. "Was Bridget Morrisey matron at the time ? Tes.
550G. Ought she to know about these things ? Tes, she must have known it.
5507. Supposing she said she did not know of it? I do not know how she could say that. I knew these
things were in the cupboard. "We have been there and got bread, butler, and milk from the cupboard.
5503. Supposing Annie Marshall did not know of it ? She might not, she was only there for a very
short time,
5509. Supposing Josephine Maekay said she did not know of these things ? She must have known, and
other nurses knew they were there. I always made tea the first thing in the morning, and tea was left
in this cupboard all through the night before.
5510. Did you put Case No. 20 in a single room at half-past 10 at night ? Tes.
5511. And what time was she taken out in the morning? Between half-past 5 and 6 o’clock.
5512. At 12 o’clock at night when you were passing the cell did you see her? Tes, at the cell-door.
5513. How did you see her ? 1 had a lantern in my hand.
5514. Did you look at her through the observation hole? Tes, and she then asked me for her clothes,
for she wanted to get dressed.
5515. Was she naked then ? No, she had a night-dress on.
5516. W hen did you see her again ? I saw her about 5 o'clock in the morning, when I unlocked the
door and went in. She was lying on the bed covered up with blankets.
5517. Was anything said about the broken arm then ? No.
551S, Did you notice any nurse acting cruelly towards her? No.
5519. Have you heard any complaints to the effect that Nellie M'Bride used a scrubbing-brush on Case
No. 23 ? I never saw it done.
5320. Do you know Case No. 12 ? Tes.
5521- Was she a private patient at the institution ? Tes.
5522. Was she placed in a single cell? Tes.
5523. Do you think her friends knew of this ? I do not know.
5524. Was she put in in a nude state? No, she always had a night-dress and plenty of blankets.
5525. Did you ever see a nurse give her medicino ? Tes, she got a draught occasionally.
5526. Not very often P No.
5527. Two or three times a week ? No.
5528. Did she refuse to take these draughts ? She did not like them.
5529. Did you have to resort to any subterfuge to get her to take them, such as putting them in her food
or in milk?^ No, I never saw anything like that in regard to that patient, hut I have put medicine in
another patient’s tea.
5530. Did you get these medicines from the doctor? Tes,
5531. Were they administered under his directions ? Tes, the directions were always stated on the
bottle.
'
5532. Dr. Manning.'] Do you know whether in Case No. 44, a private patient, Dr. Yause finds her in
clothes ? I do not know.
*
’
5533. Dr, Vause.] Was it customary to remove the sheets at uight iu any other ward than that where
Macleod was ? No, doctor,
5534. Was this done by any other nurse in the place? No, I never saw it done except by Macleod.
5535. How many windows arc there in these single rooms—1 mean openings for the admission of light?
One at the back ; I do not think there is another.
5536. President.] Have you been round the place lately ? Tes.
5537. Have you not noticed the carpenter at work ? Yes. hut only in one room.
5338. What about the glazed windows over the doors ? Oh, 1 forgot about them. There is a window
over each door.
5339. Were these windows put in lately ? Tes, since the gas was laid on.
5540. Did you not_ forgot this fact when you were questioned by Mr. McGoweu about improvements
being made in the single rooms? Yes, I never thought of it then.
5541. Do you still say there were always two windows there ? I did not think of this then.
5542. But do you remember now that windows have recently been placed over the doors ? Tes; but when
I spoke about seeing two windows, I meant I had seen two windows.
5513. Wrhich are they ? There are two in the middle cells, where the lattice work is.
5544. Dr. Vause.] How long was Annie Marshall acting as nurse? I cannot say; not very long. Not
more than a fortnight or three weeks.
5545. Did Macleod have difficulties in getting through her work before she left ? Tes, she used to make
difficulties. There were a couple of patients in bed in tbemorning—CaseNo.47 and Case No. 48. Nurse
Macleod was supposed to come and fetch their breakfast, and then she grumbled to me about it
5546 President.] Did she grumble about any other portion of her work? She always said there was a
lot of work to do.
5547. Did she grumble at the character of Ihe institution ? She was always grumbling.
5548. Did you ever hear her complain that the patients were not properly treated ? No ; she always said
that the patients had loo mneh their own way. I have not heard her say that the patients’ food was bad,
but X have heard her grumble about the nurses’ food.
5549. Have you heard her say that tho patients on the Government side were not supplied with proper
clothes? Tes ; I have heard her say so.
5550. Do you agree with her view's on this subject? No; I could always find whatever c3othin<r I
wanted.
o551. Dr, Vause.] Did Macleod write to Henry Gcarey while vou were at Bayview? Tes.
5552. Who posted the letter ? Eate Kennedy.
”
*
5553.

^ate
Brennan.
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5553, Do you know if Macleod visited Gearey while she was atthc institution ? Tes, Jessie Urquliart
told me tliat she didi
.
.
5554. Have you heard anyone at the institution express any opinion about the truthfulness of Macleod?
' Everybody was always complaining about her being untruthful,
5555. Erom the time you knew Macleod was iu communication with Gearey did you notice any change in
her demeanour ? Tes ; she seemed to do as she liked.
5550. Did she try to upset the work of the establishment ? I do not know.
5557. Do you know if she kept the clothes hack from the laundry ? Tes, she did.
5558. President.'] Did you report that matter to the doctor ? No ; I had nothing to do with reporting to
the doctor while the matron was there.
5559. Did you complain to the matron about it? I think I said something to the matron, who often
spoke about Macleod, saying she could not see why that girl, was always grumbling.
5560. Do you know if anyone acquainted the medical superintendent of the fact ? I do not know, I
never did.
5561. Dr. Yause.] Have you known anything to complain of? No.
5562. Were the complaints made by her groundless in your opinion ? Tes,
5563. Did Maeleod’s manner imply that she did not care whether she was discharged or not? Tes.5564. President.] Did you ever hear her say that? I heard her say she only wished she would be
discharged.
5565. Dr. Vause.] "Why did she say thatdid she say she could get another billet ? Tes ; she said that
Gearey had promised her that he would get her a Government situation.
'
5566. Do you know if Mackenzie wrote a letter to Macleod ? Tes.
5567. Did Mackenzie say in his letter to Macleod that she was a fool for not getting to see Gearey as
requested? I do not know whether it said that. She told me she did go and see Gearey.
5568. Did Annie Marshall give you a letter for Macleod ? Tes, and I gave it to Macleod, and she said
it was a letter from Goulburn from Mackenzie.
5569. Did this letter say that Gearey would get Macleod a good billet? Tes; she told me so.
5570. Did Macleod endeavour to get other nurses to keep the clothes back from the laundry? I do not
know. There were two nurses in the dormitory.
5571. Do you know if the laundress had some words with Macleod on this account? Tes, I have heard
them.
5572. Do you know why Macleod was dismissed summarily? I only know that I reported her to Mrs.
Gilchrist for abusing me on the day she was discharged.
5573. Do yon know anything about nurse Urquliart? I know that Macleod ran into the ward, got hold
of nurse Urquliart, called her names, said she would murder her, and struck her with a key.
5574. Did she leave the same day ? Tes.
5575. Was not Macleod particularly engaged in bed-making? Tes.
5576. Is not this work considered less responsible than the immediate supervision of patients? Tes; I
always found it was so.
5577. Was she ever head nurse on the Government side ? No ; she was in charge of the dining-room.
5578. Mr. McGoiven..] Doyou say that everybody complained about Macleod being untruthful? Tes;
Lizzie Verity, the laundress, Ada Simpson, and Jessie Urquliart.
5579. Have you noticed any great addition to the bcd-lincn]and the clothes of the patients since Case No. 1
was there ? No ; wre always get now bed-linen every summer.
5580. Has there been any extra amount purchased since last May? Not as I know of.
.
5581. Did you ever see any of tbe Government patients scrubbing the floors ? Tes.
5582. Were they scrubbing them with lime ? No; with sand.
5583. Did they ever use lime and burn their hands ? No ; I have seen them scrubbing the floors with
sand.
[Witness withdrew.]

Maggie Kennedy sworn and examined:—
Magpie
5584. President.] Are you a nurse at Bayview House ? Tes.
Kennedy. 5535. When wore you engaged to occupy that position ? I went there on the 30th of July,
r
—otu
Uid you sign the ordinary obligation book ? Tes.
j Doe., ]8,A gggy ]jR[ y0U fceep a copy of the rules and regulations in connection with the institution ? Tes.
5588. Do you remember a nurse named Macleod who was at Bayview House ? Tes.
5589. Had you a good deal of experience of her ? I think I had about two mouths.
5590. "Was she a truthful girl? No ; she was untruthful.
.
5591. Can you mention any specific eases in which sho was untruthful? Tes ; I could in many ways.
She, was in tbe habit of carrying yarns down to other girls, which were anything but the truth.
5592. Had sbo a general reputation of being untruthful? Yes.
5593. How long were you there before you found out that she was untruthful ? I do not know exactly.
Eirst of all I was warned by other girls, and then I found it out myself.
.
0594. Did she ever tell you that she was iu communication with a man named Gearey ? No ; but she
gave me letters to post to him.
5595. Had you conversation with her on many occasions ? No.
5596. Have you ever been on night-duty while at Bayview House ? Tes.
5597. While on that duty did you always go round to the different wards ? Yes; I went through all of
them.
5598. Did you also go round to the single rooms ? Yes.
.5599. How often did you go round to the single rooms ? Every hour, and every half hour if necessary.
5600. Was the time of your attendance always marked out ? Yes ; it was every hour of the night.
5601. Were any of tho patients noisy ? Tes; a few of them were troublesome.
■
5602. Was it necessary on any occasion to open those rooms at night, iu order to see what was the matter
with the patient? Tes.
5603. Did you do so between 10 o’clock at night and 5 o’clock in the morning while going on your regular
rounds? Tes; with ordinary patients.
5604.
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6604. "Was that between 10 at night and 5 in the morning, while you were on your ordinary rounds?
Yes
Kennedy.
560o. ])o you ever go inio any of the cells in company with other nurses? Tes; I had to with Y^ty r
troublesome patients, such as Case Iso. 33. I went in by myself in ordinary cases, but where patients0 ^
'
were violent I would go in with another nurse.
5G0G. "What for ? To see whether they were all right. 1. would open the door and ask if they were all
right. If the patient was awake she would say “ Yes” ; if she was asleep that was quite sufficient. I wfts
provided with a lantern,
5(107. Did you ever go m a room occupied by a troublesome patient? Not alone after 10 o’clock at
night when there were no other nurses about,
5G08. "Would you go into the rooms to see the quiet patients but not the noisy ones? Tes.
■
5600. "Would you question the noisy ones ? I would look at them through the observation hole in the
door, but I would not go in.
5610. "Was there an ample supply of provision for tea, cocoa, and milk, and so on, through the night, if
such things were required for the use of the patients ? Tes ; any amount.
5611. Where were these provisions kept? In No. 1 dining-room.
5612. Was there always a fire there? Tes ; always while I have been at the institution.
5613. J)r. Vause,'] "Would there have been any danger m going into the room of Case No. 33 alone?
Tes ; I would have been afraid to have gone in there by myself.
5614. Was there any necessity to go into her room ? There was no necessity, doctor.
5615. Were the patients you visited in the manner you have described more or less sickly? Tes.
5616. President.] Was tho reason why you went in because the patients you saw were quiet and in
delicate health ? Tes ; I used to go in for fear they wanted a drink during the night.
5617. Were they really sick patients? No ; they were not what you might call hospital patients, hut we
always visited them in case they wanted anything.
5618. .Dr. Vause.] Have you had to deal with sick patients at times ? Tes, now and again.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mr. Alfred Barden sworn and-examined ;—
5619. President.] Arc you, Mr. Barden, engaged in tho butchering business? Tes; I used to he a
Mr.
squatter, but I now buy and sell cattle. J buy meat on commission for Dr, Vause, to be consumed by A. Barden,
the patients of Bayview House.
\
5620. Do yon not supply him with the meat? No, I merely buy it.
5 Bee., 1894.
5621. Where do you get your supplies from, then ? h’rom Glebe Island, Darling Harbour, where I obtain
the best I can buy.
5622. Do you always make a personal inspection of the meat before yon purchase it ? Yes, always.
5623. What commission do you get for your trouble ? It amounts to about £1 per week.
5621. Is the supply generally about tbe same in quantity week by week ? Tes ; as a rule it amounts to
200 lb. per day. On some days, however, tho quantity may be a little less than this. 1 purchase mutton
one day and beef the next.
5625. In purchasing the meat in this way do you buy it in joints or how ? Beef I take by the quarter
and mutton by the sheep. In hot weather I buy it and put it in tho freezing house, sometimes as much
as half a bullock at a time.
5626. Do you buy in this manner for any other institutiou ? No.
5627. Supposing you purchase a larger quantity than is necessary for consumption in one day, what do
you do with what is left over? Keturn it to the freezing house.
5623. Do you make a point of always selecting the best meat available? Tes; Dr. Vause always told me
to buy the best meat possible, and I always buy it.
"
5629. Dr. Garran.] Do you get your commission on tbe cost of the quantity you buy? Tes.
5630. Have you any interest, then, in getting tbe meat cheap ? No.
5631. Do you always get the best you can ? Tes, always. I get the best I can in the market, no matter
what price,
[Witness withdrew,]
TUESDAY, II DECEMBEM, 1894.
[The Commission met at 11 a.m., in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office.]
33rC0£nt:—
The Hon. SIR ARTHUR RENW1CK, Knt., B.A.j M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq, LL.D.
Esq., M.D., Inspectoh-Generai, of the
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Insane.
Esq, M.L.A.
Dr. A ause was also in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.
Johanna Dwyer sworn and examined:—
5632. President.] Were you at one time an attendant at Bayview Asylum? "J was, about six years ago. Johanna
5633. What position did you occupy ? 1 first went as an attendant on tbe Government side, and after- Dwyer,
wards I was on the private side of the institution as attendant on the female patients.
/——v
5634. Had you any experience in lunacy work before you went there ? Tes ; I was at Parksidc Lunatic 11 ■Dec->1S!)i
Asylum for two years.
*
5633. Were you engaged at Bayview House by Dr. Yause, and at the time of your engagement did you
sign a book ? Yes.
*
"
~
5636. Did this book contain the obligations under which you placed yourself—the rules and regulations
of the institution—and were they all carefully explained to you? Tes.
5637.
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5637. During the time you were there had you every opportunity of seeing the working and management
of tho institution? Tes.
'
^ W
'
S
5638. "Were you satisfied with the management? Tes; I never had any complaints to make during my
time, and I certainly have none to make now.
...
5639. From your experience at Parksidc Lunatic Asylum, and contrasting it with what you saw at Payview House, is there any particular point in the management of the latter institution to which you would
like to call attention ? In the matter of management one is equally as good as tho other.
'
5640. Would you say that Bayview House, as an institution for the insane, is more homely than tho
Parkside Asylum ? Tes; if anything it is. Dr. Yause himself is more homely in his treatment of
patients.
_
5641. Was every little possible comfort provided for the patients, and was the medical superintendence
satisfactory? Tes ; perfectly so.
5642. How long is it since you left Bayview House P Three years.
5643. Were the patients at night-time carefully watched and attended to ? Tes, while I was there.
5644. Do you know whether a night-nurse went round among the patients every night ? We always
went round at night just before going to bed, If anything occurred during the night we w6re always
handy, and could see at a moment’s notice what was going on. We slept in a room with a number of
patients,
5645. Did you sleep in the associated dormitories ? Tes.
5646. Do you remember the single rooms on the verandah ? Tes.
5647. When patients were placed in these rooms were they put there on the authority of the matron, tho
doctor, or whom ? When a patient became noisy she would be put in the single room by tbe matron,
acting under the instructions from the doctor.
5648. Do you know from experience that patients are very often very destructive with their clothing ? Tes.
5649. In your time was particular attention paid to tho patients placed in those single rooms in regard to
night-dresses, and so on? Tes ; they were always supplied with everything they wanted, and if a patient
was sick the attendants were ordered to see that they were not allowed to want anything.
5650. If any patient has become destructive, torn her bed-clothes and everything else, has she been allowed
to lie naked in tho straw? Tes ; we have taken out the clothes at night if we have heard a patient very
noisy and violent. We have gone to the cell and removed all the torn clothing for safety's sake.
5651. Was the watching of these particular cells, in ordinary circumstances, confined to nurses sleeping in
rooms at each end of this row of single rooms, or was there any night-watching besides that? Ho ; only
when a patient was sick.
5652. Supposing any disturbance occurred during the night, would it be heard by Ibe nurses sleeping at
each end of these single rooms ? Tes.
5653. Would such an occurrence be heard without difficulty ? Tes.
5654. Was there any necessity for a nurse to be walking about the whole of the night to keep watch over
the patients in these single rooms ? No.
5655. How was it when patients were sick at night ? There was always a nurse sent off to attend on a
sick patient.
5656. In your time at tho institution was ample provision made to supply any necessary comfort in the
way of nourishment to patients at night? Always. Supplies were kept in the different wards, or rather
off the different wards. If a patient were sick on the Government side, the necessary comforts could be
obtained in that part of the building, and it was just the same in regard to the private side.
5657. Was there any special place where these supplies were kept on the female side ? Tes; in a large
cupboard in No. 2 dining-room. I have known occasions on which jellies were made for a sickpatieut by
Mrs. Yause herself.
5658. Was there a fire available at which you could make a cup of tea, cocoa, or coffee? Tes.
5659. Was there a fire kept in this No. 2 dining-room night and day ? Not always. In the day-time tho
fire was always alight, and it was always laid for use iu the night-time if necessary. If a fire was wanted
there was no difficulty in making it.
5660. Did you ever know of any patient suffering from want of nourishment during the night? No.
5661. Do you know of any nurse or nurses behaving cruelly to the patient, such, for instance, as scrubbing
them down with a brush instead of washing them in the proper way? No ; I never heard of any such
things.
5662. Did many patients die while you were in the institution ? I think there were three or four.
5663. Prior to their death were they always properly attended to ? Tes.
5664. When drawing near to death was a clergyman sent for, so that he might attend at the right time ?
Tes.
5665. Did official visitors come to the institution occasionally ? Yes.
5666. Were you warned of their arrival before they came through the wards ? No; not until I saw them
myself.
5667. Do yon know a man named Henry Gearey ? Tes.
5668. Have you had any conversation with him m regard to the state of affairs at Bayview House ? Not
much; he certainly came to sec me.
5669. Where did he see you ? At the “ Native Bose Hotel,” Darling Harbour.
5670. Did he give you this card [produced] ?
Henry Gearey,
At the side of Mark Foy’s—1 door.

9, Brisbane-stroet, Surry Hills.

Tes ; he gave me that card.
5671. Do you know what bis object was in having communication with yon ? I can only say he wanted
to know what I knew about Bayview House and its management, and he wanted me to give evidence upon
this subject. Personally I have not seen Dr. Yause for"six years; therefore I said to Gearey, “I have
nothing to say either for him or against him.” 1 also told Gearey that, in my opinion, Dr. Vause was
always extremely kind to the patients.
6672. Did he ask yon anything about a man named Alexander Robinson, who previously had been an
attendant at Bayview House ? Tes.
5673.
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5673. "What did he ask you'about Robinson ? He said Robinson said I could give certain information Johanna
about the place.
■
1)w7cr5674. Do you think that he meant you could substantiate certain accusations against the place ? I think so.
5675. Did he hold out to you any promise of advantage to yourself personally if you gave certain informa-'
’’
‘
tion relative to the management of Bayview House? No; all our talk amounted to a general conversation.
5G7G. Did Gearey appear to be persistent in his endeavours to find out anything he could against Bayview
House ? He did at first; hut ho did not want to hear much after he saw I was favourably inclined
towards Dr. Vause and the management.
5077. From the nature of his conversation with you did you understand that he had some prejudice
against the institution ? I thought so at the time.
5678. Did you give to Mr. Gearey your opinion about tho man Robinson ? No ; he never asked me.
5679. Do you think from your own experience in the institution that Dr. Vause always behaved kindly to
the patients ? I do not think Dr. Vause could be unkind to the patients. I never saw him uukind, and
I can say, from personal experience, that both Dr. Vause and Mrs. Vause were always most anxious that
the patients should receive every comfort. Although Dr. Vause discharged me at a minute’s notice I say
what I have said.
5680. From your experience in the institution do you believe that Dr. Vause always took a deep interest
in the welfare of the whole of his patients ? Yes, 1 do.
5681. Why did Dr. Vause discharge you ? J had a quarrel with one of the attendants, the result being
that the doctor called me in and I was dismissed.
5682. Did Dr. Vause give yon any reference of character when you left ? No.
5083. When you are giving evidence to-day, therefore, you arc speaking the whole truth and in a strictly
impartial manner ? Yes ; all I say is quite true.
5684. Do you wish to say anything further about the institution, except that you were satisfied with the
management and the general conduct of affairs while you 'were there ? No ; X do not. I never knew of
anyone leaving the institution who did not express satisfaction of the way in which patients had been treated.
5685. Dr. Garran.] Which was the ward you took charge of while you were at the institution ? I forget
the number of the ward.
06SG. Was a nurse named Maggie Macleod there then ? No.
5687. During the time you were at the institution did you ever receive instructions to take the sheets off
(he beds at night-time ? No, sir.
5688. Did you ever do that, or know of it having been done? No, sir.
5689. While you were there was the general e’othing of the patients insufficient ? No.
5690. On any occasion did you ever agk for additional clothing for tbe patients and meet with a refusal
from tho person or persons in charge ? No ; J could always get what clothes I wanted.
5691. Am I to understand that there was never an insufficiency ot clothing providing an attendant would
go for it when required? No ; there was always a plentiful supply,
5692. Was the supply of food at all times sufficient? Yes.
*
5693. Was the food good in quality? Yes; we and the patients got the same kind of food as Dr. Vause
had at his own tabic.
1
5694. Was the food fairly well cooked? Yes, it was.
5695. Was a nurse named Nellie McBride there while you were there ? No ; she was not.
5096. Did you ever see any female patient put in the solitary bed-rooms unnecessarily ? No ; and some
of them have often expressed a desire to he placed in these rooms.
5697. As far as your experience goes, was it always necessary for a patient, whether on the Government
side or on the private side, to be confined in the solitary rooms when they were placed there ? Yes, certainly.
5698. Was Case No. 17 there during your time ? IS'o.
'
'
5699. _ Mr. McGoice.n.~) At the time you refer to, when Mrs. Vause made jollies, and so on, was that in
Dr. Vause’s first wife’s time ? Yes.
5700. Was she very kind. Yes.
5701. How many of these single cells for separate treatment were there in your time ? I think there were
between eight and twelve.
”
5702. Were they always filled every night? If patients were quiet they were left in the bed-room. If they got
rowdy during the night they woultl be removed from the associated dormitory and put in the single rooms,
6703. Was there a patient in each room on every night? No ; often there were rooms empty,
6704. How many, on an average, were in these rooms at night? I should say four or five and six.
5705. When patients were put in these rooms were their clothes taken away from them ? Yes; their
day-clothes.
5706. In some cases did patients have nothing at all in the room but straw ? No ; in my time they always
had a good covering in the single rooms. Some of the patients, the most violent, would tear up the tick,
and after doing so, cover themselves up with the straw.
5707. Do yon admit that unless patients in a single room at night-time became noisy none of the attendants
would go to look at them ? The matron, and perhaps one of the nurses as well, always went round the
last thing at night before going to bed.
5708. At what time P Nine, or half-past 9 o’clock at night.
5709. Would anyone see these patients during the night-time unless they made a noise sufficient to wake
up the attendants sleeping in tho dormitory—what I mean is, would the patients be seen between tbe
time they were placed in these cells at night and taken out in the morning ? No, sir.
5710. Was a similar system carried on as far as you know at tho Parkside Institution ? No; there was
a night-nurse there.
5711. But still do you say that the patients at Bayview House are treated as well as they were at Parkside? They were whilst I was there ; in fact the patients were more kindly treated: for instance, the
Government patients were not forced to do anything they did not want to do.
5712. Did you ever see Government clothes put on private patients ? No : private patients always had
their own clothes,
5713. Do you mean to say you never knew that official visitors came to the institution until you saw them
yourself? No; never.
5714. Did any time elapse from when the official visitors arrived at Dr. Vause’s office until they came
through the asylum ? I cannot say.
207—T
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5715. How long would it be after the visitors reached the office until they came through and saw the
patients P I cannot say.
11 Dec., 1894 5716. Do you think five minutes would elapse? I cannot say; I never knew when the official visitors
‘came to the office.
5717. Hid you never get any intimation announcing that the doctors were there? 27o.
5718. Dr. Manning.] Ho you say that ihe food was good and plentiful? Yes; certainly. Hr. Vause
was always there every morning at breakfast-time to see the food go out, and Mrs. Vause superintended
affairs on the ladies’ side.
5719. As far as tho Government patients are concerned, was the snpply of food plentiful ? Yes.
5720. "Was there more bread than you would be likely to use? Yes, and other food, too.
5721. What was done with the food left over ? It was thrown out into a bos:—a refuse box.
5722. Was there always more food than was required by tbe patients? Yes; there was always food
enough and to spare, and that to spare was sent to the box.
[Witness withdrew.]
Dwyer.

Henry E. Hetherington, Esq., M.B., sworn and examined:—
Dr, H.B. 5723, President.] Are you a legally qualified medical practitioner ? Yes.
Hetbermgton. 5724, Were you in medical charge of Bayview Asylum for some considerable time? Yes, for twelve
I-—-- months.
ec,, 18 4.^725 j)0 vou remember the date relating to this occasion? Yes; it was from April, 1891, to April.
1892.
'
5726. Was that during the absence of Hr. Vause from this Colony ? Yes.
5727. While there were you in full charge ? Yes.
5728. Who was acting as attorney for Dr. Yause in tho way of proprietorship? The Hon, Edward
Greville, M.L.C.
"
5729. Did he give you a free hand in regard to the expenditure and general management of the institu
tion? Yes.
5730. While you were there was there any difficulty in obtaining an ample supply of food, clothing, and
everything else necessary for the comfort of the patients ? Not the slightest.
5731. Did you reside at the institution ? Yes.
5732. How often did you make your rounds through the place? I always went round twice a day, and
very often more than that.
’
5733. If you had any sudden call wore you always available? Yes.
5734. While you were in charge was tbe placing of female patients in separate rooms dependent upon
your authority;—was it done by the order of the matron, or how ? There were very few cases whatever;
but there was a general order to put patients into seclusion, supposing they had a sudden attack of
violence. In all these eases a report was made to me immediately afterwards.
5735. Supposing a ease of this kind occurred during tho night, would the nurse in charge of an associated
dormitory have full power to remove a patient to a single room ? Yes.
5736. Have you had frequent opportunities of personally observing patients placed in the solitary rooms?
Yes.
5737. Arc you aware that many of these patients are destructive and dirty in their habits ? Yes.
5738. Was the usual practice m placing these patients in these single rooms to supply each with a night
dress ? Yes ; it was the rule to provide each with a night-dress.
5739. Were they supplied with a sufficient amount of bed-clothing? Yes; they always had a canvas rug
with a blanket between,
5740. Was this a sufficient supply of covering to keep the patient from feeling cold ? Yes.
5741. During your time at the institution were there some patients so destructive in their hahits that it
was impossible to keep them covered at night ? Yes.
5742. With regard to the provision for night attendance on the patients in these separate rooms off tho
verandah, we have had it in evidence that the nurses wont to bed at night at 10 o’clock, or about 10 o'clock,
and that after this hour there was no provision for night-nurses ;—was that so during your time at tho
. institution? Wc had no general night-nurse during the night-time, because, as a rule, one was not
•
necessary. . In tbe event of a patient being particularly siek there was always a nurse in waiting to attend
upon her.
5743. Are you of opinion that tbe nurses sleeping at the end of the single cells were in a position to hear
any disturbance that might occur during the night ? Yes ; I am quife satisfied that they could hear.
5744. While you were at the institution did a lady patient break her arm? Yes; Case No. 20.
5745. In that case did you discover the fact until the following morning, before you were told of it by the
nurse in charge ? No.
5746. When did you discover it? In the day-time.
5747. Do you know of any case where a patient met with an injury during the night ? No.
5748. Were you satisfied with the food supplied to the patients ? Yes; it was the same kind of food that
I had myself.
5749. Have you been to tho institution at meal-times for the purpose of seeing if the food was good ?
Yes; I always went for that very purpose.
5750. In regard to the management generally, do you think it is as good as it possibly can be in the
circumstances ? Yes.
5751. Dr. Oarran.] Did you, as a matter of course, take over and continue the same system of manage
ment you received from Dr. Yause ? Yes.
5752. During your residence of one year at the institution did it ever strike you that if you had been
Medical Superintendent yourself you would have made any great change in the management ? Everyone
has his own ways, I suppose, in matters of this kind.
5753. Did anything strike you as being at all defective, or was there anything that you would have
altered if Bayview House bad been your own place ? I do not know. 1 cannot express any opinion
definitely on that particular point now. It seemed to be, as an institution, quite adapted to the purposes
to which it was placed. There was nothing particularly striking to convince me in any different direction.
5754.
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5754. "With regard to tlie single rooms, did you see anything or any reason to disapprove of or condemn
them? Hike them better thtn padded rooms.
,
.
E^thermgbm
5755. What is your opinion in reference to the two solitary rooms on the male side ? I think they ai'e u x>ee.'1894.
suitable for the purposes for which they are used.
"
5756. Are they sufficiently ventilated ? Yes.
•
5757. Are they sufficiently lighted ? Yes.
5758. Are they sufficiently airy ? Yes ; they are very high.
5759. Do you think it good management to put, say, as many as eleven patients in these single rooms to
sleep, and to leave them all night without any observation? Yes.
5760. Taking this view of tlie case, do you not think it would have been possible for something to have
gone wrong without the nurses hearing it ? I think if anything did go wrong someone would very soon
hear of it.
5761. Do you think, in regard to these single rooms, that a night patrol is not absolutely essential to good
management? I think the circumstances hardly warrant it.
5762. Wc have had it in evidence that one patient was placed in a single room at half-past 10 at night;
that her arm was broken, and the fact was not discovered until the following morning;—do you not
think there should be some plan by which an accident of tliis kind could be discovered before the patient
is removed from the cell m the morning ? I cannot see how such an accident could occur unless there
is some loose furniture about.
5763. If there is to bo a night patrol, do you think one nurse would be sufficient? Yes; J think one
would be better than two.
5764. Do you think it would be safe for one nurse to go into a single room during the night-time ? No.
5765. Would one be sufficient to patrol tlie place providing she had power to wake other nurses in eases
of necessity ? Yes.
5766. Is it possible to look into the rooms and see what is inside without opening the door ? Yes ; you
can look through the hole in tlie door.
5767. How can you see through this observation hole what is inside a dark room? You cannot see very
well.
5768. That being so, if you want to see a patient must you open the door ? Yes.
5769. Would it be safe for one night-nurse to do this with some patients? I do not think it would be.
5/70, Would she, therefore, have to call up another night-nurse before she could enter tbe cell or open
the door? Yes; in some cases it would be necessary to do so.
5771. Do you know whether at Callan Park there is not a small grating in tho boLtom of the door to
which may be placed ibe lantern carried by the attendant ? Yes ; I think it is so.
5772. Would tliis throw a light over the door of tho room which would enable the attendant looking
through the observation hole to see what is inside? Perhaps so.
5773. But if you at Bayview House desire to sec a patient must you open the door? Yes.
5774. Is one nurse in the night-time safe in opening a door in the case of this class of patients ? I would
not like to trust one nurse to do it, and I should not like to do it myself.
5775. Would you attempt it in the case of a person suffering from general paralysis in tho acute stage ?
Certainly not.
5776. Is it necessary to confine such cases in single rooms at night ? Yes.
5777. In these cases are the patients destructive ? They generally arc.
5778. Are they particularly dirty ? Yes; they generally are.
5779. How would you treat these patients when putting them to bed at night ■—would you dress them in
pyjamas ? Yes; until they tore thorn or showed some indication that they would not wear them. They
invariably tear them, and then the clothing is removed.
5780. Is there a fresh lot of night clothing given to them ? No ; they are just left to roll themselves up
iu their blankets.
5781. When a patient voluntarily takes off bis night clothing and remains in a nude condition through
the night, do you think he suffers from cold ? As a rule, no,
5782. If he did suffer, would his general bodily health, show the result of this suffering? Probably it
would in the shape of an acute attack of pneumonia.
5783. If none of these symptoms are visible, do you arrive at the conclusion that tho patient although
denuded at night has not suffered from a chill ? Yes.
5784. With regard to patients of extremely dirty habits, would you have either them or their room cleaned
up frequently during the night, or would you leave them alone until the morning ? I should leave the
room alone until the morning.
5785. In the ease of a patient suffering from general paralysis, would you say whether it is a good thing
to have an attendant in the room or not ? It depends very much upon tho state of the patient. If the
patient is sleeping all right, an attendant in the room would not make any difference, but if a patient is
at all inclined to be wakeful I should certainly say leave him alone as much as possible.
5786. Prom your experience is the presence of an attendant irritating to a patient? Yes.
57S7. Do you think that tbe one great requisite in eases of this kind is sound and uninterrupted sleep ?
Yes.
5788. Is anything in the treatment of these patients that will promote sleep beneficial ? Yes.
5789. Is everything that prevents sleep injurious to the patient ? Yes.
5790. Do these patients sleep better at tho latter part or in the first part of the night? I think they
sleep better towards morning, when they have become tired.
5791. A m I to gather from your experience, that it is on the whole more in the interest of the patient
to leave him with as little interference during the nighl as possible? Yes.
5792. Is it not a most disagreeable thing for the friends of patients either to know or to see to what
rtraits some of the patients are reduced by their malady ? Yes.
5793. Arc these circumstances distressing to the patients themselves ? No; they arc quite unconscious
about'these matters.
5794. is the distress confined exclusively to the spectator ? Tes.
5795. Considering this question from a purely medical standpoint, and in the interest of the patient, and
putting sentimental feeling altogether on one side, is it best to leave these patients alone ? Yes.
5796.
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Dr. H. B. 5796. Even if that patient strips himself? Tes.
Hotiienngton. 57p7_ Even if he dirties himself ? Tes.
.
5798. Is it your deliberate opinion in these circumstances that the patient should be left alone till
'*
' morning ? Tes; with a regular dirty patient. Supposing he made a mess early in the night, I think it
might be better to clean him.
5799. If ho made a mess at (say) between 12 and 2 and 2 and 3 in the morning, would you clean him,
and then leave him alone until bathing time ? Tes.
5800. Do yon think there should be a night patrol and watch kept in a private bedroom ? I do not think
it is necessary.
5801. Do you think such a patrol would tend to disturb the patients iu their sleep ? Not if the attendant
walked softly.
5802. At Bayview House on the male side is it necessary that there should be a night attendant when
either or both of the isolation cells are occupied ? No.
5803. Did you provide night attendants while there? Night attendants slept so close to the rooms that
they would hear if they were required.
uSOA Did they sleep 12 or 13 yards away ? Tes.
5805. Could they hear if any noise were made in the isolation rooms during the night? Tes; I have
known patients to be there and the attendants have got up to see thorn on several occasions.
5806. Were they on these occasions roused by the noise ? Tes.
•
"
5807, Tor any patient you had in these rooms did you provide a night attendant? No; not on the male
side. There was one case where an attendant slept in the room.
5808. During your time at Bayview House were the Government patients fairly well clothed? Tes.
5809. Were they well fed ? Tes.
5810. Did they fall away in physical condition ? No.
5811. Did you ever hear any complaints from the patients? No.
5812. Nor from their friends ? No.
5813. Were you so satisfied with the system that you would not make any change in the management?
Tes.
"
5814. Mr. McGowen.] Have you had any complaints from the attendants in regard to the treatment of
the patients? No.
5815. Do you say you had no night attendants either’on the male or female sides at Bayview House ?
Not as a rule ; 1 did occasionally put one on for special cases.
5816. If you had two patients in the two isolation cells on the male side did yon put on a night attendant ?
No ; not if the patients were confined because of their mental troubles, f should in cases of physical
illness.
5817. Supposing moans, as if from a man in pain, came from one of these single rooms, would the
attendants get up to sec what was tho matter ? Tes, certainly.
■
5S1S. In the ease of a patient breaking an arm during the night, would such a patient manifest any
symptom of pain ? Sometimes ho might and sometimes bo might not.
5819. Therefore, if a patient did break bis arm during the night, is it possible that the attendant would
not wake up and see it? The probability is that the patient would make a considerable noise before he
could break his arm. There must he some considerable disturbance in a room such as these before a
patient can break an arm, and an attendant would be sure to hear that.
5820. As a rule, do these noisy and destructive patients bump themselves against the sides of the cell and
tramp up and down? Tes.
5821. In cases like these is it possible for a patient to break an arm or leg without the attendant noticing
tho accident ? I have never known it done,
5822. Were you satisfied with the mode of conducting the institution while you had charge of it? Tes.
5823. Are the single rooms on the female side sufficiently lighted ? Tes.
5824. If a fresh window has been put in each of these rooms since you were there in charge do you think
it was unnecessary trouble and expense? I did not see any necessity for them.
5825. If tlie gas has been laid on so that it can be turned into these cells every night do you think that
was necessary ? Perhaps it would be an advantage if the gas could be turned on when required; but to
keep the gas alight would most likely cause patients to remain awake, and I thought these rooms were
suitable to the cases for which they were used.
5826. Had you anyone subject to fits in these rooms during your time ? Yes: I think so.
5827. "Would it possible for a patient to have a fit at any time without the attendant knowing of it?
Yes; very likely. It might happen that a patient lying in the next room would have a fit without anyone
being aware of it. Epileptics frequently have fits in bed without anyone knowing anything about them.
Nothing^ much can be done in these cases. The great thing is to place them bevond the possibility of
danger from falling out of bed, or from hurting themselves in other ways.
'
5828. Has anyone complained to yon to the effect that he or she could not get nourishing food for
patients during tbe night ? No.
5829. AVhen the visiting doctors came to the institution did they go to the office first? No; not always.
5830. What time would elapse between their arrival at the institution and their going through the
asylum ? It might be three or four minutes.
5831. ATas there any intimation sent to the nurses that the doctors had arrived? No; when the bell
rang the servant would go to the door, and let them in, and she might say who had arrived.
5832. Might she not tell the other attendants that tho doctors had arrived ? Arery likely.
5833. President,] AVTth regard to these single rooms in which, in answering Mr. McGowen, something
was said about additional windows being put in over the doors, do you think the placing of a small glazed
window over the door in each of these rooms was absolufely necessary ? No.
5834. As rooms were they satisfactory from an hygienic standpoint? A'cs.
5835. Another point Ijl regard to fractures;—could a fracture of the long bones or Ibe fiat bones occur
without blood being shown upon the floor or clothing ? Tes.
5836. As a matter of fact, did one case of this kind occur in the cells, and how it happened no one could
tell? Yes.
‘1
58,37. Dr. Mattniner.] AVhat would you think of putting an epileptic in a single room without removing
the iron bedstead ? I should think it would be a dangerous thing.
5838.
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5838. "Would you be surprised ata fracture occurring in sucb circumstances? Kb.
®*
5839. Do you remember Case No. 34 ? Tes; she died at Bayview House.
Hethenngton.
5840. We have had a good many complaints from Mrs. * * *, a cousin of hers, relative to the treat- ,
ment of the patient;—do you remember Mrs. * * * ? No.
’’
’
5841. Her complaints, spealdng in general, were—that Case No. 34 was neglected; that her relatives
were not allowed to see her; and that you were rude to her;—do you remember any of these things ? X
do not remember having been rude to anybody.
5842. Do you remember anything about this case;—can you give me any details ? I believe the patient
was iu a state of exhaustion; she was in a very weak condition.
5843. Have you any actual remembrance of the case ? I do not remember it particular^.
5844. Do you remember the mortuary iu Bayview House grounds? Yes.
5845. Did it appear to you to have been built for this purpose ? Tes.
584G. Was it sufficient as a building for mortuary purposes ? Tes.
5847. Do you remember what order it was kept in ? It was kept as it should be,
5848. Mrs. * * * complains that tho body of her cousin was laid out in a place like a stable—a
building altogether unfit for the purpose of receiving the dead;—is that true ? The place whore tho bodies
are placed is very fit for these purposes. Mrs. * =* * nover complained to me about it.
5849. Do you remember any complaints being made to you on this subject? I do not remember.
5850. Do you remember Case No. 29 ? Tes.
'
■
5851. Were legal proceedings taken in that case ? Tes.
5852. Do you remember the point raised in this ease—the right of the two brothers to tho custody of the
patient, the father, who signed the request for her admission to the asylum, being dead ? Tes.
5853. Do you remember that, after the decision of the Court, fresh certificates were obtained by the
trustees of the deceased parents to meet this point ? Tes.
5854. Were those certificates obtained while you were acting medical superintendent at the asylum ?
Yes.
5855. Was Case No, 29 formally discharged and formally readmitted on these fresh papers ? Tes.
585(5. Had you any special experience iu lunatic asylums iu England ? Yes; at St. Luke’s.
5857. Is that one of the largest asylums in London ? Tes.
5858. In the time that elapsed between the arrival of the official visitors and the visitation of the wards,
could any special preparations have been made as far as the patients are concerned? It would be utterly
impossible to do so.
5859. Was it possible to tidy patients up to a certain extent? Aprons might have been put straight, and
that sort of thing; but to put on auy additional clothing to effect the change inferred would be impossible
in tho time.
58G0. Do you think the patients would have complained to the official visitors if they had been skurried .
about in putting on a change of clothing ? Yes, certainly.
58G1. Did the official visitors take any interest in the complaints made ? Yes.
5SG2. Did they occasionally see patients in a private room by themselves in consequence of complaints
having been made ? Tes.
5863. Arc patients always ready and eager to complain if they have, or fancy they have, any cause? Tes.
58G4. Are the official visitors always ready to listen to complaints ? Tes; they did listen to complaints,
and enter fully into the cause, when necessary.
58G5. Mrs. * * *j in tho course of her evidence, referring to the mortuary, says: “ I call it a stable.
There was fodder under my feet and a couple of bags of fodder in the place. There was no window even,
but only an aperture containing iron bars. I call it disgraceful. I spoke to Dr. Vause about it later on.
I asked him to sue us for the money and we would expose it. He said he would not sue usdo you
remember the mortuary being like that ? I never saw anything of the sort.
5866. The other complaint is that she was not allowed to see her relatives when she was dying;—Mrs,
* * * evidence on this point is : “ Dr. Yause was uot there when I paid my first visit after my cousin
was admitted. ^ Dr. Hetherington was there. On the following Eriday morning I and my mother called
to see my cousin. We went hack again at 9 o'clock at night and saw Dr. Hetherington, who was rude to
us. I said that my cousin was dying then. He said she was not dying. I then said that her mother had
come 102 miles to see her daughter. Dr. Hetherington objected to anyone seeing the patient at that
lime at night.. I, feeling sure that my cousin was dying, insisted that her mother should see her, and we
were allowed in. She was nearly blind, and we were taken into a dark room, and had some difficulty in
seeing the patient. I saw then that the end was near, but Dr. Hetherington said she was not dying.
She died on Saturday night, or early on Sunday morning. What I complain of is what I consider to he
tho harsh treatment—do you remember the case at all in this light, or the details to which reference is
made here ? I am afraid not.
58G7, How long was Case No. 29 a patient—a fortnight? About ten days, I think.
5868. President.~] Have you any recollection at all in reference to the matters spoken of by Mrs. * * * j1
I only have a hazy recollection of the case. It struck me that at night it was better sho should not see
her friends,, especially as she was in such an exhausted condition. Asa rule, 1 did not allow people to
see their friends at night.
5869. Did you express any opinion to Mrs. !* * * that her cousin had no business to be there at all?
No,
[Witness withdrew.]
James Kingsbury, Esq., M.D., sworn and examined:—
5870. President^] Are you a fully qualified medical practitioner, named James Kingsbury, and practisincr J. Kingsbury,
at Newtown ? Tes.
° ‘
. '
5871. Have you visited Bayview House somewhat frequeutly in the past? Tes; I have done so on U Dec,, 1894.
several occasions.
5872. During the time Dr, Yause was absent from the institution were you in the habit of occasionally
going there? Yes.
■5873. Was it your custom to go to the institution during the illness of Dr. Vause after he had met with
a certain accident ? Yes.
5874.
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■ Dr.
5874. Did you receive any remuneration for your ;.orvices on these occasions? Nothing whatever.
J. Kingsbury. 5375, Did. you, when making these visits, have every opportunity of observing the working and the
management of the institution ? Yes ; I think I have had a fair insight into those things.
11 Dec., 1804. gg7g_ Have you seen other and similar institutions in England, America, and on the continent of Europe?
Yes.
. . . r
.
5877. Having seen these, do you consider Bayview House to be a well-managed institution ? Yes; quite
equal to anything I have seen of a similar kind elsewhere.
5878. Of course, in many minor details, the larger institutions may possess conveniences not to be found
in a place like Bayview House, but still, as a private asylum, is it more homely and more homelike, and
more satisfactory in the maimer of comfort and treatment, than the larger public institutions yon have
seen ? Yes.
_
5879. Supposing you bad charge at Bayview House, and taking into consideration the experience yon
have gleaned by travel, are there any suggestions you can make that you would carry into effect? I can
not say that there are.
_
5880. Is there anything of material importance wanting in Bayview House, as compared with the other
institutions ? There is nothing that T could suggest.
5881. When you have been visiting Bayview House have you seen a separate building on tbe male side
in which two cells are set apart for the solitary confinement of patients, one of which I may say was
occupied by Case No. 1 for a considerable time ? 3 know the building to which you refer,
5882. Have you been in it ? Yes.
5883. What is your opinion as to its adaptability for this particular purpose ? I think it is quite suitable.
5884. Do you know whether this room was properly ventilated ? If it be the one I refer to it is ventilated
by means of louvres on tbe top, outside.
5885. Do you know if the floor of the building is well ventilated ? Yes; I think it is.
5886. Did you see a window high in the wall, opposite to tho door, as you entered the room ? It is some
time since I was there, and as a consequence I cannot speak quite definitely.
5887. Taking this room as a whole, did your examination of it satisfy you that it was well adapted for the
purposes to which it was put? Yes.
5888. Have you seen the other isolated rooms off the verandah on the female side ? Yes.
58S9. Are you satisifed with them ? Yes.
5890. Decently has there been an additional window put in these rooms, over the doors, so that the gas
can he thrown in, and by this means give full opportunity of observing patients ? 1 do not know'.
5891. If it has been done, would you approve of it? Yes; but if it has been done, it is since my visitation.
5892. Supposing this to have been done, would it amount to an additional improvement ? Yes.
5893. Did you ever bear any patients complain of tbe food or clothing supplied ? No ; not all all. I
visited the institution from’ the 15th August until the 27ili of September. J saw the patients almost
daily; in fact, I think 1 may say I saw them every day. They had ample opportunity of making any
complaint if they wished so to do, but during my visitation I never received a complaint from any patient.
5894. Dr. Garran.'] Were your visits made mainly in the day-time? Yes.
5895. Did you make any visits to Bayview House at night ? No.
5896. Did you see the patients washed? No.
5897. Did you see the clothing worn by the patients ? Yes.
5898. Was it satisfactory ? Yes.
5899. Did you see the food also ? Yes.
5900. Was it good in quality, and well cooked ? Yes.
5900i-. Mr. McGowen!] Was it in August or September of this year that you visited the institution? It
was iu 1893, during Dr. Vause's illness.
[Witness withdrew.]

Samuel T. Knaggs, Esq., M.D., F.E.C.S.I., sworn and examined
S. T.
5901. President,] We, as a Koyal Commission, understand that you have sent several patients to Bayview
Knuggs, Esq. House ;—is that so ? That is true. I remember having sent four.
r 5902. What was the result of the treatment of these patieuts ? One died in the hospital, and three were
discharged.
nDro 1804, 5^3. Were the throe cured ? Yes.
’
5904. Did the patients who were cured express to you any opinion as to the manner in which they had
been treated ? Yes. One in particular, who was there for five months, spoke most highly of the
management.
5905. Did you ever visit the patients while they were at the institution ? Yes.
5906. When visiting them had you every opportunity of going round the buildings ? Yes,
5907. Did you take any interest in the mauagement of the institution ? Yes.
5908. Were yeu quite satisfied with the management? Yes.
5909. Did you ever visit the institution at night ? No.
5910. Did you ever look at tho isolation cells while yon were there? No ; I had no opportunity.
5911. Were you ever there at mealtime—for instance, when patients were having their dinners ? No.
5912. Taking a general survey of the institution were you perfectly satisfied with its management, and
of the way in which the patients were treated ? I was quite satisfied.
5913. Dr. Garran.] Have you ever seen a patient suffering from acute mania ? No; not from acute
mania, ] mean not while in Bayview Asylum,
5914. If you were told that a patient was extremely noisy and violent would you have any hesitation in
putting him iu a separate bedroom ? No ; not if it were well padded.
.
.
5915. Supposing there were no padded room would you place a patient in a single room ? That would
■ depend upon the violence of the patient.
.
5916. Would you approve of such a patient being separate from others ? Yes; I rather think I would;
if he could have the services of an attendant.
5917. Would you have this attendant inside or outside of the room ? I would have him on the outside,
watching.
5918.
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5918. Supposing the patient were to tear up his bed-clothes, and also strip himself of night-clothing, what S. T^Kr“gg3’
would you do ? I think I would let him tear them up and leave him alone.
F.R.C.S.J.
5919. Do you think it would be better to take this course than to go into the room and attempt to ^N
re-clothc him ? I think it would be better to leave him alone.
i ■ u 1113fl4'
5920. In regard to personal cleanliness, supposing a patient to be an exceptionally dirty one, do you think
it would be better to clean him during the night, or to leave him in his dirt? It would all depend upon
the patient, or greatly depend npon the patient. If a patient became excited through the interference
necessary to clean him, I think it would be more judicious to leave him quiet.
5921. "Would you, therefore, study the temperament of each case? Tes.
_
,
5922. "With an amenable patient would you interfere ? Tes ; 1 think so. But I would not interfere with
an unsuitable subject.
5923. Take Case No. 1, for instance;—wbat would you do with that ? From what I have heard of this
case I think it would be much better to leave him alone.
_
,
,
6924. Mr. McGowen.'] In the event of patients being secluded and denuded of clothing, do you think it
absolutely necessary that an attendant should look into the rooms occupied by sucb patients during^ tbe
night? I think sol I think it would be well to have these patients watched, or seen at stated times
during tbe night.
_
_
,
5925. How often would it be necessary to see these patients ? I think that is a question that would
greatly depend upon the nature of the ease. I think, as a rule, they ought to he seen every hour.
5920. Do you consider it wrong treatment to put patients in the single rooms and leave them for at least
six or seven hours without observation ? I. would not call it wrong treatment exactly, but I think it
would be injudicious treatment.
5927. Dr. Manning.] Have you sent patients to Cook’s River since Case No. 1 was removed from that
asylum ? I really forget tbe date when I sent the last, but I believe it was on the 3rd of September of
this year.
_
_
j! j j
5928. Did the patients whom you sent and were subsequently discharged complain to you of want of food
or any other attention ? I never heard of any such complaint.
_
_
5929. Dr. Vause.] With regard to the visiting of patients during tbe night-time in these single rooms,
would uot the degree of excitement in which the patient happened to be guide you very much ? Tes;
that is what I meant when I answered Mr, McGowen.
_
5930. "Would you rouse a patient suffering from acute mania to whom sleep is of paramount importance?
Certainly not.
_
5931. Would you rouse a physically healthy patient ? ]. say, let him sleep by all means, for sleep is of
tbe greatest importance in these cases.
_
_
5932. Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medical officer would know during the daytime of the previous
day whether or not it was likely that a patient would require attendance during the night ? One generally
knows the approach of excitement for some hours before the excitement really appears.
_
[Witness withdrew.]
William Henry Crago, Esq., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., sworn and examined:—
5933. President.] Do you remember sending Case No. 49 to Bayview House ? Tes.
_
Dr. Crago.
5934. Did you visit her regularly while she was in tho institution ? _ Tes ; from May, 1892, to April, 1893. j
5935. Did she speak to you afterwards with reference to her residence in the institution? Tes; on
'
L
several occasions.
_
_
5936. Did she always express herself as being satisfied with the treatment she received while there ? _ I
cannot say that she did. She had certain delusions while an inmate which I think have remained with
her ever since. For a- time while I visited her she spoke to me continually, saying she was under the
impression that someone desired to drown her. Although well, she has not quite got rid of that idea.
5937. Do you mean to say that she still has that idea ? Well, not exactly to the same extent, but still
she has told me that someone tried to drown her, and 1 am sure it is a pure delusion.
_
5938. During your visits to the institution, had you a full opportunity of seeing the system of manage
ment ? I think I have been right through the nurds, but I have not visited the dormitories or single
rooms.
.
5939. Dr. Garran.] Did you ever hear Case No. 49 state that she was put into a single room or dormi
tory ? No.
_
5940. Do you think her delusion arose through being detained at Bayview House ? No ; certainly nob.
6941. Mr."McGoiven.] Did this patient ever complain to you about having been put into a single cell?
No ; but she told me, in the presence of a nurse, that she had been held under water, and that she had
been placed iu a room that turned round.
_
5942. Have you sent any other patients to the institution ? I think I have, but I cannot call to mind
the names at present. I think 1 have signed a certificate for someone else.
6943. Do you know whether tbe other patients you sent to tbe institution have recovered ? I cannot say
for certain, but I am under the impression I have sent other cases there that have recovered.
5944. Dr. Vause.] Had Case No. 49 delusions of persecutions freely marked in her case? Tes.
5945. Do you remember Case No. 50 being sent to tho institution? Tes.
5946. Did be make a good recovery ? Tes,
[Witness withdrew.]
James Edward Ramsay, Esq., M.B., sworn, according to the Scotch form, and examined:—
5947. President.] Doyou remember taking charge of Bayview Asylum for a short time? Tes; for Dr. Ramsay,
about two months, at the beginning of Inst March. I was not exactly in charge. Dr. Yause was ill at ,——■.
the time, and I was acting under him. He was ill, hut not incapable.
_
11 Dec., 1894
5948. Did you have every opportunity of going through the wards, and seeing the manner in which the
institution was conducted ? Tes.
5949. Did you see the isolation cells? Tes.
_
- 5950. Did you see the patients in them? I did not inspect the patients at night.
5951.
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DivIUmiBay, 59.j1, Did you live in the institution ? 1 lived in Dr. Vause’s house; but I did not go round tbe whole
11 DclfT'
P-'ace Rt night.
cc-i
5952. Dp you moan to say that you did not make a medical round in the night-time ? No; I did not.
■
tcii ’
-f011 8° a case ^you were actually needed ? Yes ; I went to see cases when I was wanted.
5954. Regarding the food supplied to the patients—was it improperly cooked ? No ; it was very good,
and well cooked.
1 1 J
J b
>
^^5. It has been stated in evidence that it was insufficient in quantity ;—is that so ? I never noticed it,
and there were plenty of patients sensible enough to know if there was anything wrong in that direction.
They always seemed to be pleased with the arrangements as far as the food was concerned.
5956. 'Were you present at meal-times ? Not always; but I walked through the rooms and have seen
the patients at their meals.
*
5957. Judging from what you saw on the tables on these occasions, was there an ample supply ? Yes;
much more than was wanted, and the food was very well cooked.
5958. Was there an ample supply of clothing for the patients in the institution ? Yes,
5959. Was any complaint made on this score? No: if patients wanted clothing they always had a supply
which could be obtained at once.
'
5960. Were you there while Case No. 1 was an inmate? Yes; and while T was there I saw him every
5961. Do you know where he slept at uight? Yes.
5962. Did you ever see him placed in his sleeping-room ? No.
5963. Did you ever see him taken out of it in tho morning? No.
5964. Did he ever make any complaint to you as to the manner in which ho was treated? No ; none
whatever.
5965. Did he ever complain about being put in the place where he slept ? No; he has told me, “ I sleep
over there, but I never regarded that as a complamt. He would volunteer this statement as part of his
general conversation.
6966. Do you know what arrangements were made iu that room for the comfort of the patient ? It was
scrubbed out every day. The patient was in the habit of soiling the room and his clothes, and it had to
be cleaned out every day.
5967. We have bad it in evidence that there was a strong odour in the room, undoubtedly the smell of
stale urine, arising owing to the room not having been cleaned out properly ;—is that the case ? I am
sure it w'as scrubbed out every day. I saw it wet every morning. If I went to the room at 9 o’clock in
the morning it was wet as the result of having been scrubbed out. and the doors were wide open.
C9CS. Was there any smell in the room ? No ; not after it had been cleaned.
5969. Did you ever notice any smell of the kind I have described? None whatever.
5970. Were you ever present when Case No. 1 was taken out the first thing in the marning ? No ; I
was never there.
5971. Was it only reported to yon that he was a dirty patient? I could always see that tbe room was
wet, and that tho bed-clothes were being dried.
o972. On the whole, is Bayview House as well managed as similar institutions of this kind ? Yes,
5973. Is every care and attention shown to the patients? Yes.
o974. Is there any neglect in the way of supplving food and clothing, or in any other matter which mi"ht
be remedied ? No.
u97o. Are you aware if there is a supply of tea, coffes, cocoa, milk, and so on, kept for the night nurses
and the patients ? I think so, but these things aro in charge of the lady superintendent. I do not know
exactly where they are kept. There was a safe where the men could get temporary supplies. It was on
the verandah, under lock and key. There were sugar, tea, bread, and butter, and" such things, in a safe
made of wore netting.
oibd. While Dr, "Vause was ill, and you resided at bis house, must you nnt have known everything that
was done for the comfort of the patients at night? I did not go looking about in order to spy into thesc
matters, I took for granted what the attendants told me when 1 asked them, for I understood them to be
trustworthy and decent men.
5977. Do you know whether the nurses on the female side took night-nursing duty in turns? Iliad
nothing to do with these arrangements. I think the matron and the senior attendant on the male side
made all arrangements for night nursing.
5978. W as Doherty the name of that senior attendant ? Yes.
5979 Dr. Oarran.] Did you say in answer to the President that vou had seen the night-clothes of Case
No. 1 hanging out to dry ? I think I said I saw the bed-clothes. '
5980. Do you know if the patient wore personal clothes at night ? I do not remember secin^ them.
o981. What did you see, then, in the way of bed-clothes ? I saw blankets, sheets, and a rum
5982. Were there sheets ? Yes.
5983. Are you quite sure of that ? Yes.
5984. Were there blankets ? Yes.
■
5985. Was this during the months of March and April ? Yes.
5986. Was Doherty the chief attendant there then ? Yes.
5987. Was an attendant named Mackenzie there, too ? Yes.
5988. Do you know whether anyone attended to Case No. 1 at night during that time ? Yes.
5989. Whom ? I do not know. I made Doherty responsible for that,
599° Do you mean to say that there was some one'whose duty it was to be up and awake and to go
periodically during the night to see the patient ? Yes.
5991 To the best of your belief was that done during the two months you were there ? Yes; because I
as 'ed the chief attendant how Case No. 1 had slept, and I received a report every morning as to how he
slept tbe previous night.
5992. Did you get a daily report? Yes.
5993. If we have it in evidence that no one was there at night, is that a mistake ? It is, unless the head
attendant misled me.
5994. Afr. McGowen.] Are you quite sure there was an attendant who periodically, at stated intervals,
looked into the patient s room during the night? Yes.
5995. Arc the females put into secluded cells in the same manner P Yes.
5996.
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5996. Did you make similar inquiries to ascertain if a night attendant looked in upon them ? IS'o, I do Dr. Ramsay,
not remember that I did.
/——\
.5997. Did you only ask about the night attendance upon Case No. 1 ? Tes, on accountpf him sleeping 11
in that particular room.
*
5998. But would it not be necessary to have a night-attendant to see every case sleeping in thesc isolated
rooms? T do not think so, for there was no other person sleeping in that way on the male side.
5999. Arc there ten or dozen rooms on the G-overnment side for the use of female patients ? Yes.
6000. Are these rooms very often fully occupied ? Yes.
6001. Are there any night-attendants to look after these rooms and patients ? I do not remember.
6002. Did you ever make any inquiries to ascertain whether there were or not? No.
6003. Have you seen these rooms in the day-time? Yes.
6001, Do you remember how many windows wore in each room ? I think there was one window well up
in the wall, facing the door as you go in.
6005. Did you think that was quite sufficient while you were there ? Yes ; there was also a ventilator
under the floor.
^
6006. Do you think these rooms require more light ? No. The patients were not put into these rooms
. ''
until sleeping time, aud then it was dark.
.
6007. Have you seen the asylum since last May ? No.
■
.6008. Have you any complaints to make with regard to the treatment of the patients ? No.
6009. Did you receive only reports about night affairs, or do you. know of them of your personal
knowledge ? I did not go into the institution at night unless some patient was ill and required special
attention.
.
6010. President.'] "White you were there was Dr. Yause ill ? He was not in very good health.
6011. What was the matter with him ? He had met with a serious accident. One of the patients
had stabbed him in the face, and it was during his weakness after this accident that 1 was there.
6012. It has been reported that Dr, Yause is not quite a teetotaller ;—is that so ? I know he is not a
teetotaller. He asked me iu one evening, and in the small dining-room we had a glass of whiskey together.
6013. Have you over seen him under the influence of liquor? No.
6014. Have you ever seen anything suspicious that would lend a colour to such a rumour? Never.
6015. While you were at the asylum did you have full opportunity of seeing Dr. Yause at all hours of the
day ? Yes.
"
■
6016. Did you see anything at all that would lead you to believe there is any truth in a statement of this
kind ? No ; such is not the case, 1 saw him at all times.
• 6017. Did you see him in the management of the institutiou when looking after the patients at all hours
and under all circumstances ? I did.
■
6018. And did you ever see him under the influence of liquor? I never saw him in any way under the
influence of liquor.
'
6019. We have it in evidence from a witness named Macleod that the food was bad, that Dr. Kamsay gave
orders to have it changed, and that in consequence it was better;—did you do so ? I never remember
“ having done so. The only remarks 1 have made, I think, were to the effect that the attendants were
getting a little too much bread. I told them to take only what was necessary, as that which was not used
became dry and almost unfit for use.
’
6020. Was the food supplied to the patients sufficiently varied? I think so.
6021. Can you tell us what joints of meat you saw while you were there ? I cannot remember now.
. 6022. If a witness says that there were no joints except necks of mutton, would that be true ? No. I
am certain I have seen legs of mutton and different joints of beef—in fact, there is a dietary scale made
out for every day in the week.
6023. Is there a variety of joints of beef aud mutton ? Yes.
' 6024. "Was the supply of vegetables sufficient ? Yes; I think it was. "Whenever I asked the patients if
• they had plenty to eat, they always said they were well treated. Even those who wanted to get away froin
the institution never complained about the food or anything being left undone for their comfort. The one
cry used by them was they wanted to get away, as they did not like being cut off from the world,
6025. "When the official visitors arrived at the institution, did they go first to Dr. Vause’s house or to the
office? They used to go to the office first and see the hooks; then they would go round the asylum. I
think they visited the place twice while I was there. The first time they went to the office first.
6026. What time elapsed between their going to the office and their entering the ward ? About 10
minutes.
6027. What were they doing in that time? 1 think they were waiting for tho matron to take them
round.
6028. Do you know whether there were any changes made in the patients’ dresses when the official
visitors arrived ? I never heard of such a tiling. I have heard, however, that patients are dressed in
their best suits and dresses when they are taken to see their friends, but this is not done for the official
visitors.
6029. Have you had any asylum experience before ? No.
6030. J)r. Yause.] "Were ever any restrictions placed upon you in regard to visiting the establishment?
No ; 1 could obtain aecess whenever I liked.
"
6031. Was the key of that safe on tho verandah in the hands of the attendants ? I think Doherty
kept it.
.
6032. Did this safe contain stores of tea, sugar, milk, <fcc. ? Yes.
6033. Are the patients in the female single rooms chronic cases and accustomed to this treatment ? Yes ;
nearly all of them.
6034. "Was your attention directed towards them as much as it was towards acute cases like that of
Case No. 1 ? Certainly not.
6035. When tlie official visitors paid their visit to the house in the first instance, do you remember
whether it was for the purpose of making a special investigation of the hooks about some transfer
or something rather unusual? 1 do not know what thev were doing.
6036. Did you make any entries in a book for special diet while you wore at "Bayview House ? Yes.
.6037. Do you remember Case No. 46 ? Yes ; she was suffering from diarrhoea.
• '
207—H
6038.
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Dr. EaiMay, §038.
Yes.
11 Dec., 1894. gQgg
Yes.
6040.
6041.

'W’afl she ordered milk, cornflour, milk and bread, ground rice, custard pudding and nothing else ?
iB jf; jjqJ important that nothing else should be given to a patient suffering from this complaint ?

If tea had been given to her would it have been contrary to your instructions? Yes; most certainly.
Is this your handwriting \ihe entry in the diet-book above referred to produced] ? Yes.
6042. Did Case No. 46 die some time afterwards ? Yes.
6043. It has been stated that Mrs. 0ilchrist refused a dying patient a cup of tea—that statement refers
to this case;—can you give any explanation upon this point? Yes. I can say that Mrs. Gilchrist acted
quite right in refusing this tea, and she acted under my instructions in that case.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. * * * sworn and examined:—
6044. .President.] Had you at one time a relative at Bayview House ? Yes.
6045. What relative ? A nephew.
llDecl894 60^* ”^7hat is his age ? Thirty-four years.
’’
’ 6047. How long is it since he waa admitted to the institution? He was admitted on the 7th of October,
1886—that is, eight years and nearly three months.
6048. Erom what was he suffering that it became necessary to place him there ? From melancholia, and
he became very excited and threatened to take my life several times.
‘
6049. What doctors attended him during thy earlier stage of his affletion? Dr. Crago and Dr. Muskett
saw him and signed the necessary certificate.
6050. Did these doctors examine him, and after their examination issue a certificate in the terms of the
Lunacy Act on which he was admitted as a patient to Bayview House ? Yes.
6051. And was this on the 7th of October, 1886? Yes.
6052. Has he remained there pretty constantly ever since ? He remained there until 1st March, 1888,
and I have a note in my diary which says he spoke very highly of the place. He went back a second
time, and when he was in the acute stage I used to visit him constantly.
6053. How often? At first, before he came out in 1888, always threetimes a week.
6054. When you saw him there did he ever make any complaints about the manner in which he waa
treated ? Never.
6055. Did he ever say that he was at all dissatisfied in regard to his treatment at the institution? No,
quite the contrary.
6056. After a time did you take him home ? Yes, for six months.
6057. How did he get on while at home ? Very well at first. I took him to * * * and kept him there
for a month with two of his sisters.
6058. Did he get ill again ? Yes. He was not right until he went to * * *, and then I could not see
anything particularly wrong with him. Then when we came down again there was a great change in him
and a month did not elapse before he became very much worse.
6059. Did you have to return him to the mstitution? Yes.
6060. Has he been there ever since? Yes.
6061. Did I not see you there the other day when we were paying an official visit to Bayview ? Yes.
6062. Are you perfectly satisfied with all the means adopted in the hope of bringing about a cure ? I
think they could not be better. I had a prejudice against the place before I went out there, I thought
there was no doctor and 1 have a great prejudice against unqualified men, but by my own experience I
have learned that the prejudice was unfounded as far as Bayview is concerned. I nave never met nor
never seen the slightest sign of unkindness. On the other hand I have met with every courtesy from the
doctor and likewise from the lady superintendent. My nephew, too, speaks very highly of his treatment.
6063. Does he speak highly of the institution, comparatively speaking, when he is in sane moments ?
Yes, as he was on that day when you saw him. I have every confidence in the place; so much so, indeed,
if it were ever to be my lot or misfortune to go off my head, I say now “Take me to Bayview House.” If
it should become necessary for me to leave this country I could with the greatest confidence leave my
nephew where he is.
6064. Is your own impression favourable, and not only so have others conveyed their favourable
impressions to you? Yes.
6065. Have you ever had any fault to find with the institution ? No; never one fault to find.
["Witness withdrew.]

The Hon. J, M. Creed, M.D., M.L.C., sworn and examined:—
Hon.
6066. President.] Have you visited Bayview Asylum on various occasions? Yes.
J. M. Creed, 6067. When you have visited the institution did you at any time see Case No. 1 ? Yes,
M.D., M.L.C. 0068. In the day-time ? Yes.

C069. Did you ever visit him at night? No.
11 Dec., 1894. gpyo, L0 you know where he was in the habit of sleeping ? No.
6071. Was that place where he slept latterly shown to you? Yes.
6072. Do you know its condition as to air space and ventilation ? Yes.
6073. Are you satisfied with both ? Yes.
6074. Did you take particular note of the mode of ventilation ? Yes; the chief means is through a
louvred window in the wall opposite the door.
6075. Was there any smell in the room ? Not the slightest,
6076. Have you had any experience of insane patients ?' Yes ; I have had a little in my time.
6077. We have had it in evidence from a medical witness that the smell in this room on a certain
morning, immediately after the door was opened and the patient taken out, was of a stale urinous
kind;—are there not certain cases of insanity in which the urine of the patient smells very strongly ?
Yes.
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Tes. I had one special case where it did, and there are many cases in which the urine smells strong. I
think this is very likely to occur in cases of great nervous disturbance.
6078. Do you remember Case No. 6 ? Yes.
_
6079. Was he in a delicate state of health ? When he was sent to Bayview he was in a most delicate
state of health. How he has lasted so long has been perfectly surprising to me.
6030. Has he been there for nearly eight years ? Yes. His living for a certain number of years was, at
the time to which I have referred, of great pecuniary importance to his friends.
6081. If ho had not been well cared for, it is probable that he would not have lived sufficiently long to
fulfil this particular interest f I am quite certain about that, and it seems to me little less than a miracle
that he has lasted as he has.
__
6082. Did you ever know any patients to he neglected while at Bayview House? No,
6083. Were you ever there during meal-time—dinner, for instance ? Yes.
6084. Did the food seem to be good and well cooked ? Yes.
■
6085. In going through the institution, did you, as a man of large experience, have every opportunity of
seeing whether or no the place was managed on right lines ? It is managed on such right lines that I
have never lies bated to send patients there.
_
6086. Dr. Q-arran.] Do you regard these single dormitories as an absolutely essential adjunct to lunatic
asylums ? There are cases in which you must use them.
6087. In this particular institution these two isolated rooms on the male side are said to have been built
for the special purpose, and they are detached from the main building ;—do you see any disadvantage in
that? It might be a disadvantage when removing patients on a wet day, but, on the other hand, being
detached is an advantage, as it ensures greater quietude for the patient himself, and prevents him from
annoying others when in a noisy mood.
_
_
6088. Do you think the objection to removing patients in wet weather could be obviated by constructing
a covered way from the isolated dormitory to the main building? Yes.
6089. Would that improve the advantage of having these isolation colls detached ? Yes.
6090. If you had a patient who became noisy at night would you object to put him in this room ? No.
6091. Supposing you—if a medical superintendent—had a patient who disliked wearing his clothes, who
tore them off and destroyed them, what would you expect to be done ? I should expect a patient of this
nature to be provided with covering not easily torn, and that the best provision possible should be made
to keep it on.
6092. Do you think that three canvas rugs lined with blanket are sufficient covering for this class of
patients? Yes, quite.
_
6093. When patients voluntarily denude themselves, do they feel the cold ? In insanity the sensations
alter altogether. The patient strips himself, he may knock himself about, and all the time be under the
impression that ho is hurting somebody else.
6094. If he gets injuriously chilled while naked would the effects soon show themselves ? Yes.
6095. If you had a patient destructive and dirty in his habits, what would you expect bis attendant to do
in tbe matter of night treatment? If a patient of this character were awake and in a dirty condition,
and if it could be done without violence or struggling, I should expect this patient to be cleaned. If
cleaning him, however, involved violence or the use of force, I should leave the patient alone until
morning.
...
6096. Is that your choice of two alternatives ? Yes. I know of no physical injury that can accrue by
allowing the patient to lie for twelve hours covered with his owu dirt,
6097. In a case of that kind would a patient be more distressing to an observer than to himself ? Yes;
it would be wholly to the observer. A patient could neither feel it, nor realise his condition.
6098. If you thought ho would suffer from interference would you leave him alone ? Yes, If I thought
it would injure the patient to disturb him I should certainly leave him alone. I cannot conceive how it
could injure the patient to leave him in his ffeees, but I know it might be most injurious to use force in
cleaning him.
_
...
6099. We have been told that sleep is the one thing most needed;—is that so ? That is my opinion.
6100. One witness is inclined to the opinion that if a patient were dirty early in the night, and were still
awake, he would interfere and clean him;—would you make that distinction ? There might be two
classes of patients—one to whom it would be comparatively harmless if he were cleaned. But there
might be another to whom it would bo necessary to give a narcotic, and it would be most inadvisable to
interfere with him.
_
6101. If you gave a patient a narcotic would yon leave him alone during the night ? Yes, certainly. '
6102. Do you distinctly believe that to be the proper treatment ? Yes.
6103. Did you pay any special attention to the ventilation of that isolated room in which Case No. 1
slept? Yes; lexamined the ventilation, and I considered it to be sufficient.
6101. Do you think it is a suitable room for tbe purposes to which it was put? I think it is a suit
able room.
_
_
_
.
6105. When people arc confined at night in an asylum in solitary rooms of this kind do you think it
necessary that a night patrol should be on watch ? I think it would be advisable to have one.
6106. How often, in a case like Case No. 1, should the attendant visit the patient ? If it could be done
without disturbing the patient, I should say every couple of hours.
6107. Would you insist on a visit being made every hour ? No.
6108. Have you beard of any complaints from patients who have been at Bayview House ? No. I know
several patients who have been discharged cured, and they have never complained, but, on the other hand,
have always appeared to be contented with their treatment while there.
6109. Dr. Manning.'] We have had in evidence from an attendant that Case No. 6 was neglected, tha the
never got a bath, except once a week, on Saturday afternoon ;—do you thiuk that probable in a case of
this kind ? I really cannot say.
_
6110. Do you not think that if this man had been neglected it would not have materially shortened his
life ? Yes.
_
6111. Still was not his life prolonged beyond expectations ? Yes ; far beyond all expectations.
6112. Have you seen case No. 6 on several occasions? Yes ; when on visits to the institution.
6113. Did you always find him to be properly dressed and comEortable ? Yes.
6111.

j ^°ojee(}
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6114. Was he brought to you or' did you go to where he was ? I went to him. I do not remember a
M-!d ' ML C R’n^e occaa\on when a patient was brought to me. I have on many occasions gone direct to the wards
' without a'minute’s interval.
11 Dec., 1894.Do you know that persons in a state of insanity not infrequently refuse medicines ? Tes.
6116. Do you consider it quite right to give medicines to patients in their food and drink ? Tes ; it is a
■ proper and legitimate thing to do. Giving it to them in the ordinary form makes them nauseous, and if
you can administer it without their knowledge so much the better,
6117. In cases of insanity is not medicine constantly given in the food of the patients ? Yes, and thereby
distress is avoided.
[Witness withdrew.]

1
’
Mr. * * * sworn and examined:—
M>, # # #6118. President.'] Were you at Bayview House for some little time? Tes, I was; from the 31st of
^ March, 1887, till the 29th of December in the same year,
11 Dec., 1894. 6123. Are you satisfied of the way in which the patients were treated, and was everything comfortable
and nice ? Tes.
6124. While you were there under treatment in 1887 did you occupy a single room ? Yes.
6125. Was it one of the two isolated rooms in the smalt courtyard away from the main building? Yes.
0126. Which was the one you occupied, the easterly or the westerly? The westerly one.
6127. In what time of the year—winter or summer, I mean—did you occupy this room? In both times.
6128. Did you go to this room by preference to a great extent ? Tes. I wanted to run away, and Dr.
Vause put me there for safety.
6129. On your own desire, to a certain extent? Tes.
6130. Was there anything uncomfortable in the room ? Nothing at all.
6131. Did you ever suffer from cold while there ? No.
6132. Was the heat excessive during the summer months ? No.
6133. Was the ventilation perfect ? Tes.
6134. Were you satisfied with that particular room in all these respects? Perfectly.
6135. Did you also sleep, at one time, where Case No, 8 was ? Tes.
6136. Did Case No. 1 sleep upstairs on the same landing ? Tes.
6137. Was he at this time a troublesome patient ? Tes ; he was noisy, as far as I know.
6138. Do you know much about what happened in the room he occupied ? No.
6139. Was the isolated room you occupied the same that was occupied by Case No. 1 later on? Tes,
the very one.
6140. Have you any complaint to make about that room ? No.
6141. Would Case No. 1 be put to bed about 7 or half-past 7 at night? Tes.
6142. And would an attendant, or attendants, take him out in the morning to his bath ? Tes.
6143. Dr. Onrran.] In going across the yard from the isolated room to your bath early in the morning
did you ever catch cold ? No,.
6144. Did you ever feel crossing tbe yard to be a disagreeable thing ? Not in tbe slightest.
6145. Usually, did you talk to Case No, 1 in the daytime ? Tes ; when he was able to speak.
6146. Did he ever complain to you about being pnt into this place to sleep ? No, not in the slightest;
he never mentioned it.
6147. Did you ever see him brought out of the room in the morning and taken to his bath? I cannot
remember. I saw a good many patients come across the yard; I do not know if Case No. 1 was one of
them.
*
6148. As far as you are concerned, have you any fault to find with the management of the institution ?
No.
6149. On the other hand, have you every reason to bo satisfied with the treatment? Tes.
.
6150. Were you satisfied with the food supplied? Tes.
6151. Was it well cooked and of good quality ? Tes.
6152. Dr, Mannintji] Can you describe to the Commission the ventilation of that room? Tes. There is
an opening, about 6 or 8 feet from the floor, in the wall to the outer air. If the weather is cold, a
shutter is put over this opening. There is also ventilation in the door through the observation aperture.
6153. And what about the ceiling ? I think that is perforated; at all events the ventilation always
struck me as being good.
6154. As a man of practical experience, do you say yon found it good ? Yes.
6155. Did you carry out certain additions to the female patients’ corridor and verandah ? Yes.
6156. Did you, while doing so, have a constant opportunity of seeing the Government patients ? Tes; I
saw them every day.
6157. Did you see them at all times and in all kinds of weather ? Tes.
6158. Did it ever strike you that these patients were insufficiently clothed ? Never.
6159. Did you ever see any unkindness on the part of the nurses ? No, sir.
6160. Dr. Oarran.] Did you ever suffer from cold while in that room ? No.
6161. Did you feel it stiflingly hot in the warm weather? No, sir.
6162. Would your attention have been immediately directed to the cause if the place were badly
ventilated ? Certainly.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr,
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Mr. * * * sworn and examined:—
'6163. President.] Were you for a short time an.inmate of Bayview Asylum ? Tes, I was.
■6161. Do you remember the date ? I cannot recollect it definitely.
■6165. Was it in 1885—eight or nine years ago? It would be somewhere about that time.
■6166. Subsequent to that time were you engaged at Bayview House as an attendant? Tes.
616/. Do you remember what time you were engaged as an attendant ? About a year after I recovered.
6168. Were you there about six months as an attendant? Tes.
6169. Were you engaged again last year in this capacity ? Tes.
■6170. 3?or how long? About five months.
6171. Why did you leave on the first occasion ? I left to go into business with my father.
6172. Why did you leave the second time ? I left to go up country.
■6173. On the last occasion when you left did you get a certificate of good character ? Tes.
■6174. Did you sign the book generally signed by attendants leaving, affirming that the asylum was
carried on properly ? Tes.
6175. Were you satisfied with the way in which the attendants were treated? Tes, perfectly,
6176. Did you ever see any attendant" acting cruelly to a patient ? No.
'
6177. Did you over hear anything of that kind ? No.
6178. What were your particular duties there? Attending to the patients.
6179. Did you go about the grounds with them ? Tes.
■6180, Did you sleep upstairs in an associated dormitory ? Tes.
6181. How many patients were in that room with you? Only one.
6182. Who was he ? Case No. 1 on the last occasion.
6183. Was he a quiet and orderly patient? By no means.
6184. Was he very troublesome? Tes.
6180. How did lie cause you trouble ? He was very noisy, very destructive, and created a great
disturbance during the night.
‘
6186. How were his habits ? Very dirty.
6187. Was he ever put in a separate cell while you were in charge of him ? Tes ; on one or two occasions.
6188. By whose orders ? liy the order of Dr. Vanse.
■6189. On these occasions was he very much disturbed ? He was exceedingly troublesome.
6190. Did he on these occasions seem to be the better for being placed there ? Tes.
6191. Did you put him in the separate coll ? Tes.
6192. Did you take his clothes ofE? Tes. I put pyjamas ou him, and he always had a flannel singlet.
■6193. Did ho ever tear that off ? Generally he did.
6
G1n'"
I16 m^lie any m.e3s while he.wa3 Put iri tllis
? Tes; when I left he was getting very had.
6195. Did he object to going to sleep in that room ? By no means. He did not say whether he liked it
or not. He was taken to the room, and slept there without saying anything at all in the way of objection,
6196. When you opened the room in the morning did you find it dirty? I used to find it dirty; the
blankets and'sheets were torn to pieces. There were three mattresses on the floor ; the ticking had been
torn open, and the straw emptied out and scattered all over the place. I would find other mess, too ; and
sometimes the patient would he quite naked.
‘
6197. Did be ever say to you, as his attendant, that he carried on in this way out of spite, because ho was
placed m that room to sleep ? No.
'
■6198. Are you quite sure of that? Tes.
6199. Was there any utensil left in the room for him? There was no utensil left in the room, because
ho was so destructive that it would have been dangerous to leave it. He used to be seen every two hours,
and the utensil was taken in the room ou each occasion,
6200. Did he over assault yon ? iS'o.
6201. IV hen you have taken him out in the morning in a naked condition, when all his clothing had been
tom up, was there a very bad smell in the room ? Sometimes, and sometimes not so very bad.
6202. Who visited him during the night? O’Brien would be on night duty.
’
6203. Was there always an attendant waiting on him ? Yes ; there were two attendants, one by day and
one by night. Sometimes he would have as many as three attendants in the course of the day. From
May to October, 1893, lie had one attendant in the morning, one in the afternoon, and one at nmht.
6204. Are you perfectly certain on this point? Tes.
°
6205. Did you accompany Case No. 51 to Bayview House ? Tes,
620G. Did he die there? Tes, about four months after.
6207. Was ho suffering from epilepsy ? Tes
6208. Where did he die in the institution ? J^do not know ; I was not there then. We took him there
as he was a friend of mine and my wife.
6209. Do you remember an attendant named .Robinson? Tes.
6210. Was be discharged in 1890 ? Tes.
6211. Did he visit you while you were residing at Kogarah? Tes. He came and asked me if I knew
where the wife of Case No. 51 lived, as he wanted to see her. He added that there was some examination
going on about Bayview House, and I came to the conclusion that he wanted to get hold of Mrs * * *
with a view of obtaining evidence to give before the Commission. , I said to him, “It is not worth your
while to make any false statement.” I did not give him any further information.
6212. Did he say that the information that he could give about a post-mortem examination would be
damaging to Bayview House ? He said something of that kind. I did not lake notice of what he said.
Ihe conversation took place in the chemist’s shop at Nogarah, audit was of such little interest tome that
1 went through the shop into the dining-room and left him standing there.
6213. Did he get any particulars in regard to complaints he intended to make ? No. He said somethin*
about lais post-mortem^ and I think it was that it was made without the wife's permission.
°
6214. Were the patients always well treated at Bayview House ? Undoubtedly.
"
.
6215. Was the food always good in quality ? Tes.
6216. Was there always plenty of clothing for the patients ? Tes.
6217. When the Government visitors came round were the patients got ready? No. We never knew
when they were coming round. They would come right in without anybody knowing anything of it.
■4S218. Did the official visitors ask questions of you about the patients ? Tes.
6219.
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Mr. * * *6219. Did they ask you directly ? Tes.
.
, ,
.
i j-j
—\ 6220. Did Dr. Vause accompany the visitors when they were making their inspection ? Generally he did,
11 Dec., 1894.
waa not always with them, and when he was not the official visitors would ask questions oE the
head attendants.
_
. •
■
i
o
6221. Had the patients every opportunity of making complaints to the visitors if they had any cause,
I was about eight or nine months a patient myself ; 1 could have complained if I wished to, hut there was
no cause. While an inmate I received the best possible treatment, and under it I madeE full recovery.
6222. I)r. Garran.'] Were you ever in night attendance on Case No. 1 ? No, sir.
6223. "Where did the night attendant sit while he was on duty when looking after Case No. 1 P He
generally sat in the dining-room within hearing distance of the isolation room.
6224. Had this attendant anything to do between the times he visited Case No. 1 ? I do not think so.
6225. Is it not possible that sometimes he might fall asleep and miss his visit ? Of course it is possible,
but I never knew it to happen.
_ _
,
6226. "Was there a “ tell-tale ” clock to record all these visits and the times at which they were made r
No, not then,
6227. Was the door locked after the patient was put into this room ? Tes.
6228. How long after he was put in ? Almost immediately. _
...
6229. Did you remove the patient from this room in the morning ? Tes, to give him his hath.
6230. Was he shivering when crossing the yard from the single room to the lavatory ? No.
6231. Did he ever complain to you of being cold when taken out of the room ? No.
6232. Did you always give him a warm hath ? Tes, all the time I nas there.
_
_
6233. Did he ever complain, on his way across the yard, that he did not want to go to his bath? No ;
not to me.
_
6234. Whose duty was it to scrub the floor of that room? Mine—part of the tune I was there.
6235. Did you ever notice how long it took this room to dry ? It all depended on the weather. On a
fine day it would dry quickly ; ou a wet or muggy day it would take longer.
6236. When yon scrubbed this room did it smell very strong? No.
...
- .
6237. Did you ever notice a smell, stale and foul, when you pnt the patient in at night? No. If the
room had not been swept I should soon have reported it to tbe Doctor.
6233. Did you ever so report it ? No ; I never had occasion.
_
_
6239. Were you able to get cocoa, tea, or other warm nourishment for the patients at night ? Tes.
There was a fire in the kitchen, and we could always get milk, cocoa, sugar, and so on.
6240. Was any ever given to Case No. 1 ? Tos, so the mau in charge reported in the morning.
6241. Do you know an attendant named Mackeuzie ? Tes.
62 42. If Mackenzie says the kitchen was locked up all night, and every night, and that there was no
means of getting a warm drink, is that true? No ; that is not true evidence. _
_
6243. He also says that no one saw Case No. I after 10 o’clock at night until the next morning. He
said he was sure about this ;—is that true evidence or not ? Ail I can say is it was Dr. Vause's particular
order to the attendant to visit the patient every two hours.
_ _
_
6244. Did you ever undress the patient at night ? Tes ; would put on his singlet and pyjamas, and see
that his bed-clothing was right.
_
_
6245. Mackenzie, in his evidence, savs the patient was left in the room without night-clothes ; that ho
saw nothing of the kind except on about half a dozen occasions;—is that true? If he did not see the
clothes, and if he did not put them on, it was negligence on his part. The clothes were there, and could
be obtained,
.
,
6246. He was nest asked, “ On the half-dozen occasions did he wear night-clothes ?” Mackenzie replied:
“ He wore on these occasions a singlet, or small flannel shirt, which I left on of my own accord, for mere
pity’s sake, as he asked me to leave it on because he felt so cold.” In answer to further questions he said:
“ I never supplied him with pyjamas. I am quite certain of that fact. He was put into that room quite
naked.” He was next asked, “Do you mean to say it was always so, except ou exceptional occasions,
when you took pity on him and left his singlet on him?” And he answered, “ Tes, I do.” I. now ask
you was anything of that sort done while you were there? No, never. Case No. 1 had pyjamas and
woollen clothes.
_
_
6247. Do you know whether Case No. 1 was ever put in naked ? No, certainly not.
6248. Did he ever complain to yon of his treatment? No.
6249. Did he ever complain about being put to bed in this single room ? No.
6250. Do you remember when he was sleeping in the little room upstairs ? Tes.
6251. ITbat degree of violence had he reached when he was removed from that? He would not sleep;
he removed his bedstead; he put the night commode against the door; he tore his mattresses to pieces
aud threw the fibre and feathers over the door.
_
6252. Was that reported to Dr. Tause, and was it in consequence of this restlessness that he was
removed ? Tes.
6253. Would he get up and walk about and make a noise during the night? Tes.
6254. Were other people sleeping in an adjoining dormitory? Tes.
_
6255. Did he ever sleep there while you were there ? No; he was in a private room off that
dormitory.
6250, Dr. Manning.~\ Do you remember Case No. 6 ? Tes.
6257. Was be at Bayview House on both occasions while you were there? Tes.
6258. On the last occasion you were there had he become a very dirty patient? Tes; very dirty
indeed.
6259. Was he passively dirty, leaky, and unable to go to the closet ? Tes.
_
6260. How was this patient cared for? He would be given a warm bath the first tiling eiery morning;
then he was put in a chair and wheeled about. After breakfast he was removed from the chair and taken
to the closet. He would he taken to the closet a second time at about 10 o’clock. He would be brought
into dinner and taken again later on. Sometimes he was bathed twice a day when his bowels were very loose.
6261. It has been stated in evidence that in the case of this dirty patient, who could not help himself, he
was bathed only once a week,'every Saturday afternoon;—is that true? No. We had to bathe him
' when he required it. He had a bath once every day and sometimes twice, according to how he was.
J ‘
6262.
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6262. "Were In's clothes kept clean ? Tes; he had plenty of clothes.
6263. Were his clothes occasionally wet with urine ? Tes.
IIDcCaSM.
6264. On these occasions were they changed ? Tes; his legs would have beeu sore if they had not been
changed.
6265. Evidence has been given to the effect that his trousers, although in a filthy condition, were pnt on
him in the morning without anything having been done to them since the night before;—is that true
evidence? No such thing occurred in my time.
6266. Have you seen any of the friends of Case No. 6 or Dr, Creed on visits to the institution P Tes;
his wife came to see him occasionally. Dr. Creed saw him too. I have seen his wife two or three times
at the institution, and I have taken him to sec his wife in the reception-room.
6267. Where did Dr. Creed see him ? He has seen him in the building, and he has seen him on the lawn.
6268. If Dr. Creed saw him on the lawn would he theu have an opportunity of seeing the patient in his
ordinary condition ? Tes ; it may have been that he had dirtied himself, and then Dr. Creed could see
him in the condition that was of every-day occurrence.
6269. Where was the material and food for the use of patients at night generally kept ? It was in the
dining-room cupboard. There were always two plates of bread and butter, some cheese, milk, jam, and
plenty of tea,
6270. Were all these things accessible to attendants on duty during the night? Tes.
6271. Speaking of Case No. 1, was he quieter during the day than in the night? He was, occasionally.
6272. What was the general rule in this respect? He was generally quieter during the day.
6273. Was he one of those cases in which a patient is more troublesome at night than during the day
time? Tes.
6274. Was he so bad that he could not he trusted to remain in bed in the dormitory in the daytime ? He
could not be trusted in bed at all during my time.
6275. What I mean is this: Supposing bo was put in an associated dormitory during the daytime, and an
attendant with him, would it be possible to do the same thing during the night ? No; it is a fact that he
could be placed in a dormitory in the daytime, but he could not sleep there at night.
6276. Can you tell us how often Dr. Tause made his rounds of the institution? Kegularly, once a day,
and in the latter part of my time it was about lunch-time that he made this round. Eormerly. sometimes
he made his round in the morning, and sometimes in the afternoon. He made his round always once a
day, and sometimes twice.
■
6277. Dr. Vause.'] What do you think was Robinson's object when be desired to see the wife of Case
No. 51? I think it was a vindictive object, I cannot think that there was any other reason. Duringmy
time he said he was treated well. He had no complaint to make; but after he left he came to my shop
and told me by inference, if not in actual words, that he intended to damage the place if he could.
6278. Do yon think that apart from Case No. 1 annoying other patients that he was sufficiently excited
to warrant his removal to the single room at night ? Tes ; and he was ranch quieter at night after he was
removed.
6279. Do you think it was beneficial to him quite apart from annoying anyone else? Tes; he got more
sleep in that single room. He was not disturbed by the patients or attendants ; he did not disturb the
patients as he would have done had he remained upstairs.
.6280. Dr. Manning.'] After Case No. 1 had been one or two nights in the single room was he tried again
in the associated dormitory? Tes; we had him down one night, and then put him back again.
6281. For how many nights? For two nights upstairs, then he went down again for a night.
6282. Was he sent down again after that? T do not know; 1 left about that time.
[Witness withdrew.]

Jessie Urquhart sworn and examined:—
6283. President.] Are you connected with Bayview House as a nurse ? Tes,
Jessie
62S4. Do you remember the date on which you were engaged? Tes; it was on the 16th of April, this Urquhart.
year.
^■—n
6285. Have you been engaged as a nurse all the time you have been there ? Tes.
^ Dec,, 1894.
6286. Have you been a nurse only since you have been there ? Tes.
6287. Are you employed on the G-ovemment side of the house ? Tes.
6288. Are you, as a matter of fact, in charge of the Government patients just now ? Tes.
6289. Have you had any experience prior to this in asylums of this kind ? No; before going to Bayview
I was a housemaid.
'
6290. When you were engaged did you sign a hook containing your obligations in looking after the
patients and the rules and regulations of the institution ? Tes.
6291. Have any patients made any complaint to you about their treatment ? No, not one of them.
6292. Have you seen, while at the institution, any patients cruelly treated ? Tes.
6293. Which of them? One—Case No. 52.
6291. In what way was she ill-treated ? She was washed with a broom.
'
6295. Who did this ? A nurse named Maggie Maeleod.
6296. Did you see her doing it ? Tes,
6297. At about what time did this happen ? I think it was about a month before she left.
6298. Was it done early iu the morning ? No, between 2 and 4 in the afternoon.
G299. Was she a dirty patient ? She was not dirty just then, she was just having her hath.
6300. Was she dirty enough to require washing with a broom ? No ; hut the nurse used the broom to
wash tbe patient.
'
6301. Why did she do so on this occasion ? I do not know.
6302. Was the broom used on Saturday? Tes.
6303. Did she use this broom to this one and not to any other patient ? I cannot say.
6304. Did you see her use it? Tes.
6305. Did you speak to her about it ? I did not like to speak to her, because she always snapped me up
when I did.
6306. Did you complain to the matron about it ? No.
6307.
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6307, Did you complain to the Doctor about it? No.
. 6308. Was that tbe only time on which you saw a patient ill-treated ? No ; I saw the same nurse using11 Decl804 a scru^™g brush on Case No. 23.
'
’
6309, Was that on the same Saturday or a different Saturday ? Tea ; I spoke to her at the time about
it, and she said there should be other brushes in the bath-room.
6310. Did you ever tell her that you would report her or had reported her to the matron ? No.
6311. Did you see her at any other time doing anything of the kind to any other patient? No ; these arethe only two cases.
’
6312. Do you think she had any grudge against these particular patients that would make her do so ? All
I can say is that they were more difficult than other patients to wash.
.6313. Do you mean that they were troublesome and fidgetty ? Tes.
6314. Was Case No, 23 a very dirty patient ? Tes.
^
6315. Did you go with Maggie Maeleod to see a man named Gearey ? Tes,
6316. How were you induced to do so ? Margaret Maeleod asked me to go.
6317. Was that last August in the evening ? Tes.
6318. Did yon find Gearey at home on that occasion ? No : I did not see him, I saw his wife.
6319. Did you see anyone else at Gearey’s house while you were there ? Tes; a man named Alick
Mackenzie came in.
'
’
6320. Did he seem tw know Maeleod ? Tes; and from the conversation that took place I understood
that they were cousins of some sort.
6321. Was there any conversation about Bayview Asylum on this occasion? Yes; Maggie Maeleod
told Mrs. Gearey things about the asylum and how the patients were treated there.
6322. Was anything at all said about Case No. 1 ? Tes. Mackenzie told Maggie Maeleod that he was
the cause of Case No. 1 being removed from Bayview House. He said that he gave certain information
which led to the removal. We were there from 7 o'clock to a quarter to 9.
6323. Did Mackenzie speak about Case No. 17? Something was said about it. Maggie Maeleod, I
think, said that Case No. 17 was treated very badly, that she was not properly looked after, and that she
knocked her head against the stove, and other matters of a similar character.
6324!. Have you ever been on night-duty while at Bayview House ? Tes ; for one week.
6325. When were you put on night-duty? A few months after I was there.
6326. Prior to that did you attend the patients during the day? Yes ; and then I went to bed at about
.10 o’clock at night.
'
0327. Did any other nurse see the patients after yon went to bed? Oh, yes, if it was necessary.
6328. Aie those the only eases of ill-treatment that you have seen while you have been at tbe institution ?■
Yes.
_
^
6329. On both occasions was the ill-treatment caused by Maeleod ? Yes.
_
6330. Are you quiet sure about that? Yes.
6331. Have you ever seen any other nurse ill-treat patients there? Never.
6332. When yon had that long conversation at Gearey’s house did you say anything about the ill-treat
ment of patients ? Maggie Maeleod did the talking to Mrs. Gearey. I had not much to say.
6333. Did you even suggest that Maggie Maeleod did anything? No.
'
6334. Did you go to Gearey’s house after that ? No.
6335. Did you have any communication with Gearey afterwards? No.
6336. When patients were put to bed at night had they everything necessary in the way of bedding and
night-clothing P Tes.
'
6337. Did you ever remove the sheets from any of the beds? Yes; I have done so in the bottom
dormitory.
‘
633S. Why did you do so there? Because the patients were very dirty.
6339. W ho gave you instructions to do that ? The matron told me to do so on account of the patients
‘
being so dirty,
'
’
•
6340. Was the same practice followed in any other ward ? No.
6341. How many beds were in that ward ? Fourteen.
•
6342. .All occupied? Yes.
6343. From how many of these fourteen beds did you take the sheets ? About five.
6314. And were these five patients dirtv in their habits and was that the reason whv you removed the ■
sheets? Tes.
‘
6345. Did you. take night-duty in turns with other nurses ? Tes.
6346. When on night-duty how many times do you go round to see the patients ? Every hour.
6347. Is there a tell-tale clock to mark the times at which you make your visits ? Yes; it marks the
time every hour.
6348. Is there an ample supply of necessary food and other nourishment for patients if they require it
during tbe night ? Yes.
.
6349. Where are these supplies kept? In a cupboard in No. 1 dining-room.
6350. Is there plenty of milk, tea, coffee, and so on, and a fire at which these can he made warm ? Tes.
6351. How long have the fire aud these other materials been there? Always since T. have been at the
institution.
.
'
6352. Are you quite sure on this point? Tes.
635J1. Has there nor been some change made of late in this respect ? I have not kuown any change
6354. With regard to the clothing of patients, have you observed lately that a change has taken place,
and that large supplies of linen have been bought to make up into clothes for the patients, and that there
has been an extra supply of sheets;—since the month of June last has there been an extra supply of
materials brought iri to he made up into garments, and has every person available been set to work to
make these things up ? I do not remember anything extra.
6355. But were extra supplies brought in ? Yes ; there has been a little extra brought in.
6356. What were the extra things—we have bad it in evidence that there was a short supply, and that
three or four months ago a considerable quantity of material was purchased for the institution ;—is that
so ? I do not remember anything in particular beyond there being a few extra supplies now and then.
•'
6357.
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6357. Dr. Garran?] IVliat: was the number of the associated dormitory you had charge of ? No. 3.
Jessie
TJrquhart.
6358. "Was that the same dormitory in which Maggie Maeleod was engaged ? No.
6359. Do you know whether Maggie Maeleod took the sheets off the beds in her dormitory ? Yes; I
11 Dee.. 1834.
think she did.
6360. Did you take them off the beds in your dormitory ? Yes; some of them,
6361. By whose orders P By the matron's.
6362. Did you take the sheets off all the beds ? No; only off about live, and they were dirty patients.
6363. If Maggie Maeleod says that she took the sheets off all the beds in the dormitories;—is that true?
I do not think she took them off all the beds.
6361. Were the patients in your dormitory always supplied with night-dresses ? Yes, always.
6365. Do you know whether the patients m Maggie Macleod’s dormitory had night-dresses ? Yes.
6366. In the course of her evidence she is asked if the patients slept in night-dresses, and she said, “ No,
they do not; they never had a night-dress in my time.” Is that true? She could always get nightdrosses if she went for them.
J
6367. Could she get a night-dress for every patient if she wanted it? Yes.
6368. Docs she make a mistake if she says she had never any night-dresses ? Yes; that is not correct,
I could always get plenty of night-dresses when I wanted them.
6369. Did all the patients have sufficient night coverings ? Yes.
6370. Did-they ever complain of being cold ? No ; not to me.
6371. The witness, Maggie Maeleod, was asked with what the patients covered themselves, and she
replied, “A small blanket if there is one, but very often there was only a hit of one, and they covered
themselves with anything they could get hold of.” Was that the case in your ward ? No.
6372. If Maggie Maeleod had wanted to get more clothing for night use could she have done it eoually as
well as you ? Yes.
1
63/3. Mr. McGowen.] Were you engaged as a nurse at Bayview Asylum before the facts about Case No,
1 became public ? Yes.
‘
6374. Why dia you go with Maggie Maeleod to see Gearey? Maggie Maeleod asked me to accompany
6375. Did she tell yon why she was going to see Gearey ? No.
6376. Did you ever see Gearey at all ? No.
6377. "Were you surprised when you got to Gearey’s house and heard what Maggie Maeleod said to Mrs.
Gearey about the goings on at Bayview Asvlum ? Yes.
6378. Did you remonstrate with her about ter uutruthf uluess at this time ? No.
6379. Did you go back to tke asylum with her ? Yes.
6380. Did you report the circumstances connected with your visit to Mrs. Gilchrist ? Yes.
0381. Previous to tho 20tli of May, when Case No. 1 was removed from Bayview House to Callan Park,
^as there any ni^ht-attendant on duty on the female side ? I cannot remember.
6382. I mean a niglit-a(tondant on duty like there is now—a nurse to go round every bour ? I cannot
say when that practice began.
6383. Do you know whether it began since or before that patient's time in tho institution? I think it
has been since,
6384. Have there been considerable alterations made in the single rooms since then—such, for instance,
as putting fresh windows in ? Yes.
6385. Has the gas been laid on ? Yes.
6386. Previous to that time did you ever have any notice when Dr. Manning or the visiting doctors came
to the institution? Sometimes we had about 10 minutes’ notice, and at others wo never knew they were
there until we saw them.
eooQ ?’0W
you got notice of their arrival? One of tho nurses would come through and tell us.
6388. feupposing you had 10 minutes' notice would there be any alterations made in the appearance of
the patients by changing their dresses, and so on? Oh, we used to put clean things on soaio of them.
6389. Did you ever know of Government clothes being placed on private patients? No.
6390. Do you know Case No. 45 ? Yes,
6391. Is she a private patient ? Yes, aud she had her own clothes too. She never had Government
clothes on.
6392. Wc have had it in evidence that since the 20th of May last there has been an unusual quantity of
wearing apparel, sheets, and blankets, purchased for the patients, and that the nurses were kept pretty
busy during the latter end of May and the commencement of .Tuno in making up these things. Is that
.so ? Yes, there have been a few new things purchased.
6393. How many patients, on the female side, were put in tho single cells at night during the month
oetore Case No. 1 became prominent ? I cannot tell you exactly, but there were nearly always one or
two cells empty.
j
j
6394. Were nearly all of them filled at night ? Yes.
^ I™, see them filled every night for a whole week at any time during the month of the removal
of Case IS o-l? Yes.
?om?
^'esc C£lscs were the clothes taken away from these patients by the nurses when they
put them iu the cells;—was this done in many cases ? They always had night-gowns on.
6397. Was there ever any patient shut in one of these single colls without a night-dress ? No
6398. Not even Case No. 15 ? No.
’
6399. Have you known her put into these cells without a night-gown ? No I never knew of it
6400. Are you quite sure of this ? Yes, hut I never put her iu the cell.
64i01. Did you ever know of Case No. 35 being put iu the cell without clothes ? No.
6402. Nor Case No. 53? No.
6403. Nor Case No. 32 ? No.
6404. Nor Case No. 54 ? No.
6405. Nor Case No. 23 ? No.
GIOO. Do you mean to say that you never knew that either one or all of these persons were placed in the
single cells at night without clothes ? I know I never placed them in, and I did not know at it.
610/. Is it possible that Case No. 15 could ho put iu the single cells without your knowing it ? Yes
20/—X

6408.
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640S. Previous to the 20fch of May in the event of your wanting any nourishment for a patient during the
night-time were you able to get it ? Yes, always.
...
^
i
6109. Do you consider that the asylum has been carried on satisfactorily from the very first month you
11 Dec., 1894'.
_
.
were there? Yes.
6410, Has everything been done for the patients that could be done ? Yes.
.
6111. President!] Do you have anything to do with putting the patients in these cells at night ? No.
6412. Have you had any opportunities of observing when and how they are put in at night? Yes.
6413. Have you ever seen a patient put in the cells naked at night ? No.
_ _
6414. Now, about this clothing, do you remember when Case No. I was taken away from the institution ?
Yes.
,
6415. Do you remember, shortly after be had gone, having extra work to do in making bed-clothcs and
undcrlinen for patients? No, nothing particularly extra. _ We always have plenty of sewing to do.
6410. But at this particular time was it necessary to bring iu extra hands to assist you in the work. No,
it was always the same.
.
...
6417. “Was there anyone else brought in to assist you at this particular time ? No.
6418. Are you quite sure about that? Yes.
6419. Dr. Vause.] Have the people in the sewing-room been just as busy since Juno as they were before ?
Yes.
6420. Has the work always been about tbe same? Yes.
6421'. During the time to which I refer, have you occasionally had the assistance of a sewing-woman?
Yes.
6422. Is the coachman’s daughter a dressmaker and has she occasionally assisted you ? Yes.
6423. President.] Has anyone else been brought in to assist? Since the coachman’s daughter has left
there has been another woman,
6424. Dr. Vause.] Did the coachman’s daughter also assist in making dresses for private patients and
sometimes for the nurses ? Yes.
6425. ’Was there sufficient covering left on the beds, after you removed the sheets from the hods, used by
those five patients fo whom you have referred ? Yes.
6426. Do you know Case No. 16 ? Yes.
■
_
_
6427. Docs she persistently refuse to sleep iu sheets ? Yes; she always objected to sleep in sheets.
.
[Witness withdrew.]
Jessift

Urquhart.

FRIDAY, 14 DECEMBER, 1894.
\Tke Commission met in tho Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 11 a.m!\
=PlJStnt:—

The Hon. Sir ARTHUR RENWICK, Kni\, B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWBN,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-Geneiial op the
Esq., M.L.A.
Insane.
Dr. Tause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses on bis own behalf.
Joseph Lievesley Beeston, Esq., L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., sworn and examined:—
Dr.
6428. President!] Have you had opportunities of making yourself acquainted with the internal working
J. L, Beeston. and management of Bayview House? Yes.
_
—6429. At what period did you have this opportunity of becoming acquainted with the place? From tho
14 Dec., 1894. igth 0)t July, 1889, and from then till later on.
6430. ’While there did you have full opportunity of seeing the general working of the institution ? Yes.
6431. Do you know, judging from comparison with other institutions, that Bayview House was conducted
satisfactorily? Yes. I have had some experience with other institutions of this kind, and Bayview
House is managed on the same lines as other large institutions.
_
_
6432. ’Which other institutions have you seen to enable you to make this comparison ? The one at New
castle, in tliis Colony, and the Richmond Workhouse at Dublin.
6433. Coming to tho question of diet, is the food as well prepared at Bayview House as it is at other
places you know ? Yes, it is excellently-well prepared.
6434. Is it good in quality ? Yes.
6435. Was the clothing of the patients always sufficient? Quito sufficient.
_
6436. Do you know if there are certain wards on tho female side at Bayview House set apart for isolating
patients ? I do not doubt that there are, but I know the male side of the institution best.
6437. Do you remember a certain structure on the male side in which there are two rooms that are used
for isolating patients ? Yes, 3. do.
6438. Have you been in them ? Yes; I have been in both.
6439. Is the ventilation good in these rooms ? Yes.
6440. Can you say whether patients taken out of these rooms early in the morning suffer from cold to
such an extent that they can be seen shivering ? No. I remember one patient particularly who preferred
to sleep there rather thau anywhere else.
6441. Are tho patients put" into tliis isolation building always supplied with a sufficient amount of
clothing ? Yes ; they get canvas rugs, a blanket, and the ordinary bedding used in these cases.
6442. Do you think the clothing they get is amply sufficient? Yes.
64-43. Is the ventilation of the room sufficient? Yes; it is ventilated from the top by means of holes in
the ceiling; there is a window, but I am not sure whether there is ventilation about the floor.
6444', Was there air space below the floor? Yes; I think there was.
6445, Do you mean that there was a proper mode of allowing the air to escape? Yes.
6446. Were these wards always kept clean? Absolutely clean, as far as I know.
6447.
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6447. Did you ever notice any old and stale urinous smell about the room ? I ascertained that these rooms
Dr.' f ,
were kept as clean as possible, and they were always scrubbed out as soon as the patients left them in “■ "
the morning.
"
'
,
6448. During your visits to the institution did you have every opportunity of seeing the patients ^ ^ec’' ™
frequently? Yes.
'
6449. I suppose you would also see Dr. Vause frequently? Yes.
6450. Did he always appear to be attentive and kindly to his patients ? Yes.
6451. "We have heard some statement with regard to Dr. Vause’s sobriety;—did you ever see him under
the influence of liquor? He always conducted himself well; absolutely so. I never saw anything that
would lead me to believe he could be charged with such an offence.
'
6452. Do you think there was sufficient variety in the food ? Yes.
'
6453. Do yon think there w'as always an ample supply of food ? Judging from appearances there was as
much as anybody wished to eat.
6454. In your opinion was there an adequate supplv of nursing attendance at night? Yes; attendants ’
slept in the wards with the patients.
'
6455. Was there any night round made by the Medical Superintendent ? Dr. Vause always went round
at night.
^°U 600n
Jouraeif ? Yes; he used to make his round just before 10 o’clock.
;
Did you ever hear of the illtreatment of patients at Bayview House? I heard something about
mfro TxrH" ^ SaW an account
it iu the newspapers, but I have no personal knowledge of it.
■
64o8. when you saw these statements in the public press, and knowing Dr. Vause and something of the'
management of the institution, did you believe what you read ? I did not. I thought it was a mere
newspaper scandal, or tbe result of a conspiracy amongst those who wished to injure Dr. Vause and his
institution.
6459. Had you ample opportunities of observing what improvements was made from time to time in that'
institution, Yes. ^ Constantly improvements were going on. Bor instance, a billiard-room was built,
the gardens were laid out, and there appeared to be a desire on the part of Dr. Vause to do all he could
tor the comfort of the patients.
'
6460. Did Dr. Vause do ^everything he could to make the patients as comfortable and happy as they could
bo in their unfortunate circumstances ? Yes. Their feeding was right, and provision was made for their
amusement. Cricket bats and other materials were bought, and they had the billiard-room, and all was
done that could be done in that direction.
6461. Dr Garran.'} Have you, as a medical practitioner, sent patients to lunatic asylums ? Yes; I have
sent two to Dr. Vause at Cook’s liiver.
6462. In regard to these patients, have you every reason to believe that they were properly attended to ?
hrqm the reports of their friends I am satisfied that there is no fault to find. On the other hand the first
patient I sent there was satisfied and pleased that she was sent.
6463. Did the two patients you sent recover from their mental malady ? One was cured and the other
died.
J
■
i
6464. "Was it surprising to you that the one died? Kb; it was the result of bodily disease—nothing
mental at all.
j
*
6465. Have you had an opportunity of studying the practice followed in cases of general paralysis in tho
acute mama form ? Yes.
'
b
i
I
.
6460. Do you think it advisable that a paralytic in the acute stage should he placed in an isolation ward?
ies. most decidedly. There is no other form of treat ment for cases of this kind. It is best for the
patient and everyone cl&e that ho should be placed in seclusion.
6467. Do you regard these iaolalion wards ns a necessary equipment to a properly appointed lunatic,
asylum ? les : an asylum could not bo worked without them.
6408. Do you think that the isolation wards at Bayview House were used without necessity ? Ko ;
escept in cases where patients themselves asked, and were anxious to sleep there instead of in their own
ward.
6469, In the course of this inquiry one point, a medical question of great importance, has been forced upon
nry mind. It is, that in the treatment of these patients in isolation wards the first and chief requisite is
sleep. Trom your experience do you support that view ? Yes, most decidedly.
6470. Is that the established opinion of the best medical authorities ? Yes. *
Jf.^ ^e8'rable in the highest degree to avoid irritation of the patient? Yes.
6472. Either by interference in. watching or restraint? Yes.
64/3. Do you also approve of giving these particular patients narcotics occasionally to induce sleep?
6474. Supposing you give one of these patients a narcotic, that this patient is destructive, that he tears
up his own clothes and the bed-clothing ;—is it, in your opinion, better for attendants to go in and force
the patient to near a new suit of clothes, or is it better to leave bina alone? I should certainly leave him
alone, for it would be absolutely useless to attempt to force covering on him.
6475 Is there any risk of a patient in a naked condition becoming chilled, and as a consequence receiving
bar in. I do not think there is so muck risk of doing the patient harm by leaving him alone, as there
would be in attempting to force clothing on him,
6476. Do you think that the forcing of clothing on him, or any good that you might get by doing
it, would not be compensated by the harm that would be done in irritating the patient ? No, it
would not.
64/ 7. Do you base your opinion in this respect on your personal experience, and on tho opinion of tho
oivq111*! 1Ca^ fl:™loritics \
; that is the result of my experience and my reading,
n jj- °UPP°S'I?S
Patient is exceptionally destructive and dirty, messes the room, his garments, his
bedding, and his person, would you go in and force that man to bo clean, or would you leave him alone ?
1 would leave him alone in the hope he would get a good night’s rest. It would he no easy matter to
clean a patient of this kind in the niglit time. You .would do more harm by irritating him than you
would gain good by making him clean. These patients who resort to these dirty practices imagine, while
engaged that way, that they arc doing something altogether different. Some imagine, for instance, that
they are mining for gold when they are actually plastering themselves with their owu dirt. By taking it
away
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Dr.
away they will fancy they were being robbed, and would resist interference. In cases of this kind one
JVL. Beeston. mua| aiwa.ya |je guided by what he thinks would be best for the patient. When a man reaches the filthy
s^e i11 paralysis his ■whole individuality is lost; he neither knows nor feels what he is doing.
■ * 6479. Do you think he is unconscious of the fact that he is putting his faeces on his own person ? Yes,
6480. And do you think it is better to leave him alone until the following morning ? Yes ; to interfere
with him would mean a constant source of irritation, and only make him mentally worse.
6481. If you had an asylum under your own management would you keep attendants to wait on patients
for this purpose during the night-time? No ; J should instruct them to seo them at certain hours.
6482. Do you know whether these patients sleep better earlier or later in the night ? I cannot say very
decidedly; but, as a rule, 1 think they go ofE to sleep as soon as they go into the room aud wake up'early.
6483. Do you think it is a good thing to throw a full quantity of light into these rooms or to keep thorn
dark ? I think it better to keep the rooms dark. The patients sleep better then. If there were a light
the patients would get up. I would keep them as dark as possible.
6484. Would you condemn a ward because of there being only one window in it ? No ; I think these
isolation wards should be kept dark to suit the purposes for which they are intended.
6485. Mr. McGowen.'] In the case of patients in the isolation wards do you believe you should have them
under observation during the whole of the night ? They should he seen at certain intervals, and there
are observation holes in the doors for this purpose.
6486. How could you see inside these rooms if they were dark? By opening the door and looking in.
6487. How often do you think an attendant should look in to see if the patients were alright ? Every
three or four hours. If you go often you would disturb them.
6488. Have you seeu any of the Government asylums ? Yes, the one in Newcastle.
6489. Do you know whether in the Government asylums there is a sort of grating iu the bottom of the
door to which an attendant may place his lantern and thus throw the light into the room, and then look
in through the observation hole to see the patient ? I do not know anything about that.
6490. Do you consider it necessary that patients should be visited every hour ;—do you know that this is
done in some of the Government asylums ? I do not know, hut I think once in every three hours is quite
sufficient.
6491. Would you put a patient of this description in one of the single rooms at night and leave him there
■
till the morning without being seen? I would certainly have him looked at every three or four hours.
6492. Supposing yon took every article of clothing and bedding out of the room, so that it would he
impossible for patients to injure themselves with these things ;—do you not think those patients should
be under supervision throughout the night? They should be seen as I say. I do not think that patients
would run against the walls or hurt themselves by tumbling abont tho floor if every other article were
taken away to prevent them from hurting themselves. .
6493. Supposing we have it in evidence that a patient broke his or her arm in one of these cells during
the night, do yon think it possible that a limb could he broken? Yes, it is possible.
6494. Would it not therefore he wiser to keep them constantly under supervision? The liability to
accidents of this kind is so small that I do not think constant supervision is necessary.
6495. Are you satisfied that patients suffering from this form of insanity are not susceptible to cold ?
They are not so susceptible as ordinary patients are. The man in this state really has no sense, and is
unable to recognise a feeling of cold.
6496. Do you think he feels hunger ? Yes : aud he cats mechanically aud wolfs his food,
6497. Would a patient put in a cold hath feci the difference between it and a warm one ? Yes, I daresay
he could tell the difference ; but he would not feel the cold like you and I would.
6498. Dr. Vause.] Would you regulate the visiting of patients by the condition of the patients ? Yes,
that is what I meant to convey.
6499. Would yon visit during the night-time strong healthy patients ? No.
6500. Would you rouse any patient out of his or her sleep ? No, certainly not.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. * * *
sworn and examined:—
Mr- * * # 6501. President.] Where do you live, Mr. * # * * P p am a farmer, and reside at * * * *.
G502- Had you a daughter named Case No. 12 at one time an inmate of Bayview Asylum? Yes.
14 Bee., IBM. 65()g
When was she admitted ? About the 8th March this year.
6504. Ifrom what was she suffering that you were induced to have her removed to Bayview Asylum ?
She seemed to have no control over herself,
6505. Was she destructive in her habits ? No, not exactly that. She tried to be, I think, once.
6506. Was she very depressed in her manner ? Yes, she became very low in her spirits.
6507. Did you call in Dr. Cortis to see her ? Yes.
6508. Did he recommend her removal to Bayview Asylum ? No, not at first.
6509. What did he recommend ? He wanted me to put her in the hospital at * * * *, and to get a
nurse to look after her. I did not know what to do at the time, so I communicated with the pariah priest,
and in a letter he advised me not to have my daughter removed from my home until he came down and
saw her. He saw her, and advised me to put my daughter in Bayview Asylum. I took his advice,
believing that the change of air would do her good, and I placed her under the care of Dr. Vause.
6510. Did you visit her frequently ? Yes.
6511. Were yon satisfied that she was made comfortable? Yes. I got all sorts of civilitv from the
doctor. I visited her exactly one month after putting her in. That was the first time I saw her, the
doctor having told me I could see her in a mouth from the day of her admission.
6512. When did you make your next visit ? 1 think it was early in June.
6513. Were you then told that she was placed in an isolation ward to sleep ? No; I was not told that
in June.
6514. Were you told that she had been put into a single room ? No, I thought she was to be removed
to No. 1. That was the last time I visited her before bringing her away in July.
■
6515.
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6515. Had she bj tliis time improved in health ? Oh, yes ; she was very much better.
Mr, *
6516. Altogether, then, was she in the institution lour months and three days ? Yes; that was the time.
6517. When you took her out did she appear to be better, physically and mentally, than she was when ^hJec
she w'as admitted? Yes ; very much so.
*
6518. TYrts she, in fact, quite right again? No ; she was not quite right. She seemed to be very much
depressed when she came home on account ot where we had put her during her illness. She seemed
to be greatly troubled at having been at an asylum.
6519. Did you hear anything about Case No. 1 ? Yes : and as soon as I did I went to Dr. Manning
with a view of having my daughter removed from the institution.
6520. Did you hear about Case No. 1 through certain reports appearing in the newspapers? Yes ; my
family, as soon as they read these reports, were very much shocked, and urged upon me to remove my
daughter, but I did not remove her for fully another mouth notwithstanding these reports. After making
some enquiries, I was so satisfied that she was being well treated that 1 left her where she was. After
making personal investigation and inspection, I did not place much credence in these reports.
6521. Asa matter of fact, however, did these reports, w hen you first saw them, cause you and your family
great distress ? Yes ; very great distress indeed.
6522. Did your daughter ever make any complaints to you while at the institution beyond expressing a
desire to go home ? No ; almost every time I visited her she seemed to he very excitable.
6523. Did she ever say she was not properly treated ? No ; she always used "to say, i: Oh, father, take
me out of this dreadful place, for there are some dreadful people here,” That was usually the burden of
her complaint.
6524. IFow is your daughter now ? She is as well as ever she was.
6525. Does she ever make any reflection about her stay at the asylum ? She does a little now and then.
6526. "What does she say ? She complains that she was put down among the Government patients to
sleep, and she does not like that idea at all.
6527. Does she ever say that she was put in a single room to sleep? I think she says that she was put
in a single room one night.
*
6528. Has she had any special medical treatment since she loft Dayview ? She has taken what Dr. Vause
ordered in the way of a tonic and sleeping draughts ?
6529. On the whole, are you perfectly satisfied with Dr. Vause’s treatment of this case? Yes.
6530. "When this complaint was made to you, by your daughter, do you think she was under some little
hallucination ? Yes, certainly.
‘
6531. Are you aware that it is a common desire with these patients to get away from the institutionin
which they are placed ? Yes ; 1 suppose it is so.
6532. Have you personally any complaint whatever to make aqainst the institution ? No. At any time
Invent there I always met with the greatest civility from Dr. Vause and anyone else I saw there. "
6533. Mr. AfcGoiec?!.] AY ere you asked to come and give evidence before this Commission? Not directly
asked, but I had a letter from Mrs. Gilchrist.
6534. Do you say that your daughter was four months in the institution, and that vou removed her
because of the publicity given to Case No. 1 ? [ did not remove her. Tbe statement in the papers
caused some excitement in my family, who wished me to remove her, hut I did not remove her, after •
satisfying myself by making personal enquiries.
6535. Had you anysuspieion that your daughter was not be.ng properly treated after you saw these state
ments about Case No. 1 ? At that time wro could not tell, lou can easily uuderstaud what people in
the bush might think when they saw a statement like that concerning Case No. 1.
6536. Did you ever ask to sec the sleeping apartment which was said to have been used by your daughter ?
I think two or three days after she was put iu Mrs. Gilchrist took me round and shotted me the room she
slept in.
6537. Has your daughter told you anything which leads you to believe the room you were shown is not
the one she used ? Yes ; she tells mo that she never slept in that room that was shown to me.
6538. Does she make any other complaint—such, for instance, that she was denuded of her clothing, and
put to sleep in a single room? No ; she says that for three weeks she was iu the Government Depart
ment, but always had bed-clolhes.
6539. Did she tell you that she was placed in the single room and left in a state of nakedness? No,
never.
’
6540. Did she ever complain about drugs having been administered to her ? Yes ; she complained that
they had given her something which made her wheel round and fall.
6541. Did she say she refused to take them ? She said the nurse told her that they were not good for her.
6542. Who wras the nurse who told her this ? Nurse Perrin, I think.
6543. When you put your daughter in there was there some suggestion made that another daughter should
come too ? No; 1 think I suggested that the sister should come down, but the doctor said he thought
that would do more harm than good.
6544. Did you leave any money in the hands of any of the nurses to purchase things for your daughter?
No ; 1, got tho hills for everything. I asked Mrs. Gilchrist to biing to me the nurse who w'ould look alter
my daughter, as I wished to make her a present so that she would, look wrell after the patient. Mrs.
Gilchrist replied that no such thing was allowed there.
6545. After you got your daughter homo did she continue to make good progress, or was she taken ill
again ? ^ Well, she used to cry sometimes for hours without stopping.
6546. Did slie have fits of moianeholia? Yes.
6547. Did you write to Dr. "Vanse again concerning the state of your daughter’s health? Yes. regularly.
6548. Did you ask his advice as Medical Superintendent of the institution? Yes.
'
"
65t9. Did ho send you any prescription ? Yes.
6550. Have you got that prescription ? Yes ; here it is.
[Produced.]
.
.

Rr Sp. Chlor.
Tr. Opii.
Eqre. Zineiboria aa S
Aq. ad. 3 iii.
Sig.—One-third part three times a day.
■21|7|94.
A.V.J.

6551. When you got that prescription did you have it immediately made up ?

No.

6552.
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Mr. • * * 6552. Why not ? I took the prescription to Dr. Cortis, and ho advised me not to get it made up.
G553. Did Dr. Cortis give you any reason why ? No.
ll Dee., 1894. 6554. Besides yourself, did anyone else visit your daughter while she was at Bayview House? Tes;
Dr. Bowker, of Sydney, did. He is a friend of mine and my family, and he went out to seo her on one
occasion.
6555. Was he satisfied with your daughter’s treatment ? I think he thought she should not have been
there, and that she was right enough to come out.
6556. After having heard the various complaints from your daughter since she has recovered, are you still
satisfied with the treatment she received at Bayview House ? Yes; it would be very hard for me to come
to any other conclusion, or to say anything in this way, hecanse my daughter may he wrong iu her state
ments to me. I know that when she was there she was not capable of looking after herself, and I know
that now she is as well as ever she was.
_
6557. President.'] Is she quite well ? Yes; there is no doubt about that. Sheis as right as ever she was.
6553. Mr, MeGmoen.] Are you satisfied that the room she occupied was the room shown to you by Mrs.
Gilchrist ? She says so. I do not know. I cannot tell whether iny daughter is telling me the truth,
nor whether she actually remembers what happeued while she was there.
6559. Dr. Manning.] Do you say that when you took your daughter home you followed Dr. Yause’s
instructions as regards a tonic and sleeping draught ? Yes.
6560. Have you the prescription for these ? No; Dr. Cortis has it.
6561. Did he make them up ? Yes.
6562. Did you give a sleeping draught to your daughter every day ? Yes; for three or four weeks.
6563. Did Dr. Cortis think that this was necessary ? Yes; but he always told me to knock them off as
soon as possible, as sleeping draughts are injurious.
6564. But did you find it absolutely necessary to continue the sleeping draughts for several weeks ?
Yes ; she could never get any sleep without them.
6565. Presidents] "When you took this prescription to Dr. Cortis and asked him to make it up, did he say
he thought it was not necessary ? He said, “ If you take my advice, you will not give it to her,” and
I took his advice.
6566. Dr. Pause.] Did you sympathise with your daughter in her wish to return home ? Yes, most
certainly, (She was a girl very fond of her home, and had never been away from it before.
6567. Did your daughter recover under my treatment ? She is certainly recovered, and yours is the
only treatment she used,
[Witness withdrew.]

Mrs, Annie Gilchrist sworn and examined:—
Mrs.
6563. President.] Are you lady superintendent at Bayview House at the present lime ? Yes.
A. Gilchrist. 6569. How long have you occupied that position ? Since the 1st of .Tauuary of this year.
6570. What is the exact nature of your duties ?
I superintend the housekeeping, allthedomestic
14 Dec., 1891. arrangements, the catering, and the diets ; and I also inspect the kitchen.
6571. Do you have to deal with the clothing ? Yes.
6572. Arc yon responsible for the cooking ? Yes.
6573. Do you give the necessary orders for bread, vegetables, fruit, and so on ? Yes.
■
6574. Do you act on your own judgment in regard to these matters ? Yes, in all ordinarymatters, such
as housekeeping duties ; but if there is any special reason to do so I always refer to Dr. Vause.
6575. Does he make a periodical inspection of your accounts ? Yes. I do not keep the housekeeping
accounts ; they are kept in connection with my purchases, and submitted to the Medical Superintendent.
'
6576. Do you make any regular rounds of the institution ? Not regularly; but 1 go over the whole,
place, both amongst the private patients and the Government patients.
6577. Do you make a general inspection of the whole of the buildings in the dilierent departments ? Yes.
6578. Are the nurses in the different wards regulated in their work by you ? No ; by the matron.
6579. By the matron entirely ? Yes.
6580. Are your duties, then, purely of a housekeeping character ? Yes.
6581. We have it in evidence that tho food is badly cooked, and that it is of inferior quality ;—is that so ?
I. have never noticed anything of the kind ; the food is always good. I inspect everything, and from my
experience there has always been an ample supply of good food ; in fact there is more than an ample
supply.
6532. If there is more thau an ample supply what is done with the food left over from the table ? It is
disposed of in various ways. It is returned to the kitchen, and some of it is put on one side for future
use, and the other is sent to the refuse box.
6583. When you give orders for extra clothing arc those orders always attended to ? Yes.
6584. Are they entered on a list and submitted to the Medical Superintendent ? Yes.
6585. Are the supplies obtained as soon as possible afterwards ? Yes.
6586. Do you remember.in the month of June or July last an extra quantity of material being purchased
to make up into night-clothing, sheets, and so on ? No ; not in June or July.
6587. Was there an extra supply purchased in May ? At the beginning of winter there is always an
extra supply of warm clothing purchased.
6588. Is that the usual procedure at tho change of the seasons ? Yes.
6589. Independent of that extra supply of warm clothing purchased at the beginning of winter is there
always an ample supply of clothes for the use of the patients ? Yes, always.
6590. Where do yon keep the stock ? In the store-room, and it is given out from there to the matron.
6591. Do you know of any complaint having been made by the matron or nurses of an inadequate supply
of clothing ? I am quite sure there has not been such complaint during my experience at Bayview House.
6592. Do you remember any recommendation made by you regarding clothing which has been refused by
Dr. Vause P I have never been refused clothes, or any necessary articles of food or wearing apparel
while I have been there.
6593. Have you had any experience in a similar establishment elsewhere P No.
6594.
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6o9-i. "When going amongst the patients have you noticed them to be imperfectly clothed ? No.
A. Gilchrist,
6595. Have yon socn any of them dirty? No; I have never seen patients dirty.
_
6596. Has there been a deliciency of stockings or have you seen, stockings without feet on the patients ?
14 Dec., 1891.
No ; never,
6597. It has been given to us in evidence that such is the case;—is such evidence reliable? I should
Bay it is untrue.
C59S. Have you any knowledge about the sick-nursing arrangement on tho female side? Yes ; I have.
6599. Ho you think the matron would have more knowledge on this subject than you ? Perhaps she
would, of detail; but still I know pretty well what is going on there.
6600. Did you over hear of a nurse treating a patient cruelly ? No.
6601. Do you ever hear of the use of a scrubbing-brush or broom on a patient ? I never heard of any
such thing.
6602. Have you received any complaint in this direction P No.
6603. Did you ever hear any gossip in the institution to that effect ? No.
600-1. Are you quite sure that everything in connection with the housekeeping arrangements is satisfac
torily performed ? Yes, certainly, as far as my experience goes.
6605. Who issues tho stores ? I do.
6606. Who issues the stores for night use? I issue all the stores used in the institution.
0607, Supposing there is a dormitory with twelve or fourteen beds, and that a nurse from that dormitory
has not at her disposal sufficient bedding, owing to dirty patients, what does she do ? She makes arequest
for more.
6608. Is she ablo to get what she asks for ?
Yes; all the nurses get what they require.
6609. Supposing this nurse in a dormitory of fourteen beds asks you for nine sets of sheets instead of
fourteen, on account of dirty patients, is that any matter for surprise ? No.
6610. A nurse iu one of the associated dormitories containing fourteen beds says that she removed the
sheets at night from some of the beds because of the dirty habits of the patients;—is that so ? Yos. I
know that was done without the permission and knowledge of the authorities. It was done iu one ward.
6611. Which ward was that? The bottom ward.
6612. Who was the nurse in charge of that ward at the time? Maggie Maeleod,
6613. Did this come to your personal knowledge ? Yes.
6611. Did you speak to the Medical Superintendent about it? I spoke to the matron, aud the practice
was put a stop to at once.
6615. Did it occur on many occasions ? Not that I know of.
6616. Do you give out tho supplies in large quantities, and then does tho matron distribute them ? Yes,
6617. Did this fact of removing the sheets come under your own observation? No; I spoke to the
matron about it. It was done without Dr. Vause’s knowledge. It is the only ease in which it was done, and
] attribute it to the nurse washing to save herself a little trouble.
6618. Have you known of any other instance of a similar kind ? No,
6619. As far as you know, was there an ample supply of linen and bed-clothes for the different
departments ? The matron could obtain it when required.
6620. Who was matron at the time Maggie Maeleod removed these sheets ? Nurse Jones, who is since
deceased, was matron at that time.
6621. Dr. Garran.'] Did you ever hear of any other nurse taking tho bed-clothes off at night? No.
6622. Have you any idea whether Maggie Maeleod did it on her own accord ? I believe she did it ou her
own accord, for, as far as ,1 know, she received no instructions.
6623. Do you think it could take place without the matron being aware of it? I fully believe it could.
662-1. For bow many weeks did this practice go on ? I really cannot say, but it was put a stop to as soon
as it was observed.
6625. Do you feel reasonably sure that she was not told to do it P Yes.
6626. Did Maggie Maeleod ever complain to you about the way in which things were managed in the
institution ? Him did not complain. The only expression I heard her use in regard to the patients was
that she thought that they were really too well treated. I have more than once heard her make that
statement.
6627. In answer to Mr. McGowen, who asked her a question about her statement that they used to make
up the beds, change the patients’ clothing, and make the best of everything, she said she complained to
Mrs. Gilchrist about this state of things, as she did not approve of such proceedings;—what have you to
say to that ? I say that it is utterly false ; that she did not do so.
6628. I want to he particular about that supposed reclothing of patients when the visiting doctors came;—
did you ever seo new dresses put over old ? No.
6629. Do you know whether it was ever done? No, not to my knowledge.
6630. Could the nurses go to tho cupboard whenever clothing was wanted? In some particular case they
might, hut that was not the general way the clothing was obtained.
6631. Does the clothing given out come nnder your notice? Yea,
6632. Maggie Maeleod said in her evidence that she had spoken about tbe state of the clothing and that
she complained about the patients’ clothing and food, which she described as shamefuldid she complain
to you ? She never complained to me.
6633. She was asked if the food was of fair quality, and she said it was as common as common could be;
she also said that the meat was no good, that it was badly cooked;—is there any truth in these statements ?
They are not true.
6631, She further stated that they used to have nothing but rough chops or a sort of stow made mainly
from necks of mutton; is that a true statement? Wo have chops occasionally, steaks occasionally,
sometimes stew, and someiimes cold meat. This food is always of good quality.
6635. Does tho witness Maeleod then give a true statement of the case ? No ; it is not true,
6636. She was asked if the patients were supplied with bread and butter for their evening .meal, and she
replied that there was none left for tho patients to have,—is that true ? It is not true.
6637. She was asked if there was any change made so that the patients Imight have roast meat one day
and boiled meat the next; she replied, “ No ; we mainly had boiled necks of mutton. I never saw any
other joint there” ;—is that true ? It is quite false.
6638. Do you remember Case No. 11 ? Yes.
6639.
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. • Mrs. . 6639, Maeleod says, in reference to this patient, that her daughter complained about the state of her
A. Grilcbrist. underclothing ; that her daughter gave her quite a trosseau, but m a little while she had not got a good
thing left; and that she had no underclothing fit to wear ie that true P No ; it is not true.
14 Dee., 1894.
gjlc wag
whether tho ordinary dress supplied to the patients was clean and suitable clothing,
and in reply Maeleod said, “ Ideally and honestly, it was not. You must know there are some dirty
persons, and if we took the soiled clothes off the patients there was nothing to put on them, and they
would have to go about naked ”is that true. No.
_
_
_
0641. She was theu asked if there was an inadequate supply of clothing ; she replied, " Quito so
is
that true ? No.
_
0042. She was then asked if she was referring to Government patients. She replied, “ I refer to both.
Wo used to change the clothes about. If a G-ovcrnment patient had no clothes, we would take them from
the private patients and put them on the Government patients ”
did you ever know of such a thing
being done P Certainly not.
_
_
0643. Maeleod was next asked if there was a room in which tho surplus clothing of patients was kept;
she replied, “ There was supposed to be one, but there were only a few common print gowns in it, and
they were mainly kept for show ” ;—is that true ? It is not true.
_
0644. She was asked if she changed the clothes of dirty patients when necessary. She said, “ No ; we
could not, for they had no other clothes to put on’’;—is that true ? No ; it is not.
0645. She also stated that Ihe body of Case No. 11 was frequently covered with vermin, that she was much
neglected, that she was exposed to tho rain ;—are these things true ? No.
0046. She was asked if a silk dress was put on Case No. 11 fo cover her dirty clothes when her daughter
visited her ;—is that true ? No ; when that patient was visited by her daughters, very likely a silk dress
was put on, but there was no reason to put it on over other clothes. She did not wear her silk dress all
dav long.
0047. Questioned about Case No. 12, the witness Maeleod said, “ Tliis patient was given draughts which
caused her to become very stupid ” ;—do you know if this patient was made stupid in this manner ? She
was given medicine, by the doctor’s orders, when necessary.
0648, Maeleod says that she used to give this patient the draught in her tea every night;—is that so ?
That would be done if necessary. I never knew her to be stupid. She suffered very much from sleep
lessness.
_
i
0649. The witness Maeleod continued, in reference to this patient, that she was a private patient, but she
never slept in the private ward until her father came to see her ; that she always slept in the Government
end;—is that true F It is quite untrue, During the early part of her illness this patient was only fit to
be kept in a single room.
0050. If you wished to put her in an isolation ward would you havo to use one of those on the Government
side? Yes.
^
0651. Is that the only reason why this paf lent was put there ? Yes.
0052, Are you quife sure about that? Yes,
6053. The witness Maeleod say s a. private patient (Case No. 13) was put in amongst the Government
patients;—do you know if that was the case? Yes; it was.
6654. Was it the same sort of case as that of Case No. 12 ? No. She w'as not fit to be put into a private
place to upset the tranquility of other patients; she was amongst the Government, patients because there
was more scope, and she was removed from annoying tiie ladies in the ward she formerly occupied;—she
always slept in one of the associated dormitories.
6055. Maeleod also said that Case No. 14, another private patient, was put on the Government side; is
that so? Yes. She is on the Government side aud sleeps in the nurses’ room. The reason is that the
nurses pay her some personal attention during the night,
•
_
6656. The witness, Maeleod, then goes on to say, “ 1 never made any secret of the way in which patients
were treated, and I said that if 1 were ever asked about tho place I would not hesitate to say all that 1
have told you.” Has she ever made any complaint to you ? Never. Margaret Maeleod has only said
that the patients were treated too well. She has said so more than once, and added that they were too
much humoured, and given into to a great extent.
6057. Would it have been according to the discipline of the establishment for her to have complained to
you? It would.
6058. She ivas asked why these patients were put into tho single rooms ; whether it was for the sake of
convenience or to save trouble. She said, in reply, that, it was to save the expense of getting more
attendants. Would there be any saving of expense in putting patients iu these single cells? Not that
1 can see; certainly not.
0659, Do yon have anything to do with ordering them to be put in ? No, the doctors do that
0660. The witness, Maeleod, was asked if the women in her ward, fourteen in number, wore night-dresses,
She replied, “ There was only one wore a night-dress until some were made lately. Some coarse brown
calico was bought, and Dr. Vause got the coachman’s daughter to come in and make it up ;—is that true?
We have had night-dresses made, but I do not think tho calico was particularly coarse.
6661, Is it true that the female patients are put to bed generally without night-dresses ? No. A groat
many will not wear night-dresses ; they are always tried, but they frequently take them off even in the
associated dormitories,
0662. When these patients personally do that do you leave them alone ? Yes.
0663. Would it be a saving of expense to deprive them of night dresses ? No.
6604. Did you ever hear the patients complain of being cold at night? No; never. They arc abundantly
supplied with blankets.
6065. Is the covering of the beds sufficient, so far as you know? Yes. It often appeared to me that
there was a superabundance of blankets.• 6660. Was the same rule applied to the patients in iho isolation wards, or, in other words were they
supplied with night-dresses when they would wear them ? Yes.
6667. Always? Yes.
6668, Were they never left without unless in cases where they would not wear them ? No ; not unless
' they tore them oft' or objected to wear them.
0669. If you could got patients to wear night-clothes would you do so ? Yes.
6670. Are you quite sure there was no short supply? 1 am quite sure.
'
0671.
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6671. Do you remember Lizzie Verity ? Tes.
.
•
6672. When giving her evidence she said, in regard to the (Government patients, that she did not think ^ “t^hriat,
the food was sufficient or good in quality ;—is that true ? I positively deny the statement. Such a state
of things never existed while I have been there,
'
6673. She was asked if she could get clothes from the store for destructive i>atients. She replied, “ Tes,
when there wore any to be had; and when we could not get any from the store we used to go to the
laundry and get them there. There were times when there was no clothing in the store. There is a
store now and more clothing in it than there nsed to he then.’1 Do you remember any time when the
store was much better or worse than now P There is no difference. There has always been an equally
good supply of clothing in tho store. There was quite as much then as there is now.
6674. The witness Verity said there has been a great deal of change, that blankets and rugs were supplied
and new sheets came in immediately after the removal of Case No. 1 from Bayview House ;—is that true ?
No ; sheets and bed-elothing are being constantly supplied.
6675. Was there an unusually large supply brought in as soon as the removal of that patient was made
public ? No.
6076. Could this extra supply have been brought in without your knowing of it? No ; it is my business
to receive all new consignments.
6677. Was there any special increase in the supply about this time? There was nothing more than there
is at any ordinary time, and that is sufficient to supply the usual necessities.
6678. Did you find Maggie Maeleod to be a truthful person ? No; her reputation in the establishment
is that of a story-teller—very much so.
6679. Did you ever have any reason to doubt Miss Verity’s truthfulness ? No; but that statement you
read just now is untrue.
60S0, Did you ever hear of any patient being scrubbed with a broom or brush ? I never heard of any
such thing.
66S1. Did you over hear of a patient being hit with a boot ? No; never.
6681$. Do you remember Annie Marshall ? Tes,
6682. In tho course of her evidence she said there was not sufficient clothing, and that she nsed to say to
some of the attendants, “ Why don’t you ask Dr. Vause for more clothing ?” but they did not like to do it.
She was then asked if she ever spoke to the matron about it, and in reply she said, “ I spoke to Mrs.
Gilchrist once or twice, hut she did not take any notice of what I said”;—is that true ? That is absolutely
false. Annie Marshall was there only for a short time with a patient, and during that time such a com
plaint was never made by her. I deny that she complained to me. Such a statement is absolutely false.
6683. Do you remember Josephine Mackay? Tes.
6684. In her evidence she stated that the bread was often insufficient in quantity;—is that so? It is
quite untrue; there has never been a short supply.
6685. Josephine Mackay was asked if the patients were always put into those single rooms naked. She
replied that they were;—is that true ? As far as my knowledge goes, it is not true.
6686. Were there any put in naked, except those who tore everything off P No. ■
6687. Mr. McQowm.] Do you say that you did not join this institution until January of this year? It
was either on the 31st of December or the 1st of January.
6688. Were you engaged as housekeeper ? Tes.
6689. Who engaged you? Dr. Vause, aud Mrs. Vause was present.
6690. Were your duties laid dowm when you accepted the position ? Tes.
6691. Will you tell the Commission what those duties were ? To superintend tho general domestic
arrangements of the establishment
'
6692. Had that anything to do with the attendance on patients? No, except that I contributed to their
pleasure and amusement in any way I could.
1
6693. Had you anything to do, so far as the nurses and patients are concerned, with the treatment of tho
patients ? No, not to any great extent. I had no supervision over the matron.
6694!. Have you ever ordered the putting of any patient into tho isolation room ? Never.
6695. Have you had any talk with anyone regarding the evidence that has come out at this inquiry before
you came here to-day ? Not particularly.
6696. Has Dr, Vause told you anything ? No.
6697. Have you heard anything in regard to what Maggie Maeleod, Josephine Mackay, Bridget Morrisey,
or Miss Verity have said in reference to this inquiry ? The only thing that I have heard is to the effect
that Margaret Maeleod made certain statements in regard to a private patient.
6698. Have you heard anything in regard to what other nurses have said? Tes ; I have heard that some
of them have been asked to give evidence.
6699. Who are they ? I have heard that Bridget Morrisey told Mary Doherty that Josephine Mackay
made certain statements in reference to the treatment of private patients.
6700. Have you heard any of this evidence from Dr, Vause ? No.
■
6701. Have you ever seen any of the evidence given before this Commission at all ? No.
6702. Have you written to anyone who has given evidence before this Commission ?’ Tes.
6703. To whom ? I wrote to the father of Case No. 12.
6701. Was he the only one? Tes; that is all.
6705. Tou say in your evidence that you have to do with the internal arrangements of tho institution—
that is, that the domestic arrangements come under your supervision. Was it possible for the nurses to
change the dresses of the patients without your seeing what was done ? No ; I am about tho establish
ment at all times of the day,
6706. Have you ample opportunity of seeing how the patients are clothed ? Tes.
6707. Have you ever seen patients wearing stockings without feet to them ? No.
6708. How many of these single cells are there on the female side ? Either ten or twelve.
6709. Are they fully occupied at night ? Not always, but usually they are. Sometimes one or two are
vacant.
6710. Have you ever known patients to be put in denuded of their clothing ? Tes.
6711. Left without even a night-gown ? Tes.
6712. How many of them are left in this condition ? Two; Case No. 15 and Case No. 33.
207—T
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Mrs. ■ t 671^. Did it ever happen to Case No. 58 ? Tes.
A. Gilchrist,
0714. Did it ever happen to Case No. 19 ? She was not put in without clothing.
14DeCl80A. 6715. Did it happen to Case No. 32 ? Not to my knowledge.
6710. To Case No. 54 ? No.
6717._ To Case No. 23? I cannot say with regard to that patient. 1 know it is quite impossible to keep
clothing on two or three of the patients at night.
6718. Did you ever see more than two patients in the single rooms without clothing ? As far as I
remember there were only Case No. 33 and Case No, 15, I am not quite sure about *
*
*
*
6719. How do you know that these patients 1 have named were not put in without clothes ? Because I
have seen them.
6720. Do you make it a custom to go round and see? Occasionally I do, and these are cases of a
chronic description.
6721. Supposing wc have it in evidence that four or five patients are put into these single rooms every
night without clothing;—do you know anytliing about that ? I can only speak of what 1 have seen, and I
know that there were only two patients put into these rooms without night-clothing.
6722. Is it not possible that occasions may arise when others were put in without clothing and you not
know of it ? That may be so, but it is not likely.
0723. AY by ? Because these matters are daily spoken of.
6724. Are these matters reported by the matron to you? No; not to me, but to Dr, A^ausc.
6725. AYould you know that such a thing as this had occurred bv the fact of it having been reported ?
Tes; I should know if more than these two had been placed in the single cells without clothing,
6726. Have you received any notification of the time when Dr. Hanning or any other of the visiting
doctors arrived at the asylum ? I have only known of it when they have been iu the asylum.6727. Do they generally come to Dr. Arause's office ? As a rule they do.
6728. Do the attendants iu the asylum receive notice of their arrival' ? No ; the general rule is that the
matron is always sent for when visitors are announced. They are then taken to tho wards.
6729. What time elapses between the doctors coming to the house and their going through tho asylum ?
Sometimes 10 minutes ; sometimes 15 minutes. Occasionally they have gone through without any waiting
at all.
6730. AYas it the general custom on the arrival of the visiting doctors to send for the matron ? Tes;
the matron, as a rule, takes the visitors through,
6731. Have you not said, in answer to Dr. Garran, that certain statements made by Maggie Maeleod and
Lizzie Verity with regard to the food and the changing of wearing apparel worn by tho patients were
altogether untrue ? Tes ; they arc untrue.
6732. Do you know for certain that there arc means at the disposal of the night-attendants to get tea,
coffee, cocoa, or other warm drinks for the patients ? Tes.
6733. Is there every facility for this ? Tes.
6734. Do they keep the tea, cocoa, and other materials in No. 1 and No. 2 pantries, and in the matron’s
room? Tes.
•
6735. Are there always facilities for making these things warm? Tes.
6736. Could this be done in No. 1 dining-room; was there always a fire there ? Not always, hut a warm
drink could be obtained if necessary.
6737. Was there a fire always burning in the winter-time ? Tes, and whenever one was wanted the fire
was laid in readiness.
6738. When patients were placed in these single cells were they seen to unless they were noisy until the
following morning ? ]f they were noisy at all it was the duty of the nurses sleeping iu the adjoining
room to see them.
6739. Did these nurses visit them at night? Tes, whenever necessary.
6740. Was a nurse kept on to visit them specially throughout the night ? No ; except in cases of illness.
6741. Dnless a patient was noisy and restless, would she he seen after 10 o’clock at night until the
following morning ? Patienis were always visited as far as I know.
6742. Are the arrangements the same to-day as they were wSien you went there? Tes ; except that the
night-nurse is always on duty now.
6743. W hen was this change made with regard to the night-nurse ? Perhaps about June. At all events,
it was about the middle of the year.
6744. Do you know any particular reason why a night-nurse is kept on at present? It is a difi'erent
arrangement that has been made.
6/45. Is it the custom for the night-nurse to visit and examine these rooms every hour or two ? She
visits every patient. She does not go into the room ; that is not possible.
6/46. W*18 that done in the beginning of the year—did you examine patients, if necessary, in the early
part of the night ? Tes, if necessary ; such, for instance, in a case of illness or noisy patients.
6747. Do you remember Case No. 20, who broke her arm ? Tes.
6748. Do you know how it occurred? No.
6749. Do you know that she was placed in one of the single rooms ? Tes
6750. AYas she taken out in the morning with a broken arm ? Tes.
6751. At that time was the night-nurse on duty visiting these rooms at stated intervals? Tes.
6752. Have there been many alterations made in these rooms since the removal of Case No. 1 to Callan
Park? Ao ; the gas was added after the accident to Case No. 20, and an additional window was put in
each room, so that the light could be thrown into the rooms when necessary.
6753. Are you quite sure that there was not more than the usual amount of clothes purchased, or material
for making clothes, immediately after Case No. 1 was removed ? .1 am quite sure there was not.
6754. Nothing additional in the way of clothing for the patients nor sheeting for the beds ? Nothing
beyond the usual average.
6755. Dr. Manning.'] Margaret Maeleod told us in evidence that tho sheets were taken off at night, and
then she goes on to say that the quilts were taken oft’ too,—is that true ? Not to my knowledge.
6756. She was next asked what the patients covered themselves with, and she replied, “ A small blanket,
if there was one; but very often there was only a bit of one, and they covered themselves with anything
they could get hold of” ;—is that a true statement? It is quite false.
6757.
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6737. I wish you to understand that she is speaking of the associated dormitories; is it true in reference
A. Gilchrist.
to these ? It is untrue.
■
6758. Has the supply of blankets always been sufficient ? Tes.
__ 14 Dec,, 1894
6759. Then she says that there are only 2 lb. of butter per week for fifty-two Government patients;—is
that true ? No ; it is not true.
6760. Ho you purchase your clothing as it is required ? Tes.
_
6761. Do you purchase a larger supply at the beginning of summer and at the beginning of winter than
at any other time? Tes; blankets are required at the beginning of winter, aud mosquito-nets at the
beginning of summer.
6762. Does this custom prevail in ordinarily largo houses P Tes.
.
6763. Ve have heard a groat deal about Government clothes and private clothes being used on patients;
are the private clothes always furnished by Dr. Vause at his own expense ? Tes.
6764i. Is the cost for private patients the same if they have no clothes as it is if clothing is found by their
friends ? Tes.
6765. Sometimes are the clothes entirely provided by Dr. Vause ? Tes.
6706. Do you know Case No. 44? Tes.
6767. Is she an aged person and very wet in her habits ? Tes; she requires a good deal of attention.
6768. Do you make up dresses specially for her use ? Tes.
6769. Are these often made up from the same roll of winsey as it is used for tho clothing of Government
patients ? Tes, it is.
6770. Do you consider that material stronger and more suitable for her? Tes ; hut besides these she
has French merino dresses and flannel wrappers. In the winter-time a change in her dress is made
whenever necessary. She has to be changed very often, both in regard to her dress, French merino, or
winsey, and also in regard to her stockings: She sometimes wears cashmere stockings.
6771. Have you charge of, and are you responsible for, the clothes worn by private patients ? Tes.
6772. Passing on to these single rooms, are you aware that one or tvTo are almost always kept for the use
of private patients ? No.
6773. Do you know that one or twro have bedsteads ? Tes; one or two.
6774. How is the milk supplied to the institution ? We have our own cows, and they are milked twice a
day. The milk is taken to the dairy, and direct from the dairy to the house.
6775. Have you had to check nurses for the wasteful use of clothing and other stores ? Yes ; I have.
6/76. Is it a tendency on the part of nurses to be wasteful in clothing ? No ; not so much with regard to
clothing as in regard to food. I have have had to complain of the way in which bread is thrown away. I
have seen as much as half a loaf thrown into the pig-sty, aud in consequence have remonstrated with the
nurses.
.
6777. 'Where is the Medical Superintendent’s oflice ? In the front of the house.
6778. Is it in the main.building ? Tes.
6779. Is the office to which tho official visitors go a part of the main asylum ? Tes.
67S0. fcjo that, as a rule, when the official visitors como to Uayview House—not to tbe doctor's house, bub
to the asylum, aud go to the office first—they go to an apartment next to the visiting room, and part of
the main asylum? Tes.
6781. Is it your duty to see that the rooms are kept free from bugs and other vermin ? No ; that comes
under the matron.
6782. Do I understand you to say directly that, as a rule, the visiting medical officers go to tho office,
which is part of their duty, and not to Dr. Vause’s house, which is separate from the oflice ? Yes.
6783. Do they go there direct? They occasionally go through the institution first; but as a rule they go
to the office.
6784. Dr. Vause.} Have you seen the visiting officials frequently walk directly through into the main
building, without waiting for anyone to accompany them ? Yes.
6785. Do they sometimes go in one direction and sometimes in another? Yes. 1. havo kuown them to
go to tho Government side first, and sometimes through the general side first.
6786. Do you ever know which way they intend to go ? No.
6787. As a rule, do they go through rather quickly? Tes.
6788. Have you seen them pull down tho bedding in the dormitory ? Yes.
6789. Pull everything to the floor ? Tes.
6790. Sheets, blankets, and bedding ? Tes.
679L. Doth in the dormitories and in the single rooms ? Yes.
6792. Havo you evor heard any complaints about the bedding? No.
6793. During the absence of the matron do you visit all parts of the aaylum ? Yes.
6794. Have you seen patients put into the single rooms ? Yes.
6795. Have you visited the single rooms after the patients have been in bed ? Tes.
6796. So, have you had a good opportunity of seeing how they are clothed ? Tes; if tho matron lias
been absent I have always visited the patients in bed, up to as late as 10 o’clock at night.
6797. Is it a fact that you can go freely about the place ? Tes ; at all times.
6798. Did Case No, 19 have ordinary bed-clothing and night-elothes when she occupied a single room ?
Tes, always.
6799. If additional blankets are required do you purchase them ? Tes.
6800. Has there ever been any delay in getting them when ordered? No; as a rule, the matron lets me
know what goods arc required. I have never yet been refused by Dr. Vause to supply anything I asked
for, and, as a rule, everything has been supplied without question,
6801. Do you remember Josephine Mackay ? Tes
6802. Did she ask you to allow her to remain at Bayview ? Yes; she cried bitterly when site was dismised.
6803. Do you remember Case No. 12 ? Tes.
J
6804. Did she sleep in the hospital room from the beginning to the termination of her treatment ? Yes.
6805. Was she only out of that room in consequence of great excitement? Yes.
6806. Has not Case No. 14 been accommodated in a similar way while you have been there ? Tes.
6807. Did she always sleep on the Government side and live on tho private side ? Yes.
6808. Dresirfent.} We have had it in evidence that the beds were made up for show during the day and
were not slept in at nightdo you know if that is so ? Nothing of the kind.
6809,
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6809. "We have also been told in evidence that the grounds and buildings are infested with rats;—is that a
fact ? There are a few rats, but no more than can be expected in a large establishment of this character.
6810. We are told that one room used as a store for the patients’ boxes is infested with rats;—is that the
case ? j fo not think it is infested with rats.
6811. It has also been said that some rooms are infested with bugs. Did you ever know such to be the
case ? I remember one room being turned out. There may have been some seen, and if there were it
was attended to immediately.
6812. Dr. Vause.] It has been given in evidence that you refused a cup of tea to a dying patient;—is
that true ? It is necessary to refuse a good many things when a patient is in a dying state. The patient
to whom you refer had an insatiable desire for seidlitz powers and tea. Tea was strictly prohibited by
Dr. Ramsey and afterwards by Dr. Yause, and it was for this reason, and for my own safety, I refused
tho request,
6813. Was not the strict order given to you that the patient was to have a certain regular diet, as stated
in the diet book, and were you not peremptorily ordered not to give tbe patient anything else ? Yes: that
is so, and I obeyed my instructions. She craved for tea, and I asked Dr. Ramsey about it, and be said
she must not have it on any account.
6814. Mr. MeQowen.] When Mr. * * * came to see his daughter, did ho aslc you to show him her sleeping
room, aud did you show' him a certain room ? Yes; I showed him the room in which she was sleeping
when her father came to sec her.
6815. If the daughter told the father that she did not sleep there, did she make a mistake ? I think she
made some mistake.
6816. Dr. Oarran.] Did this patient sleep in more than one room? Yes; she was tried in the hospital,
and then she wras taken to a single room. She was next tried in an associated dormitory, and then she
had to be put in a single room again for a short time.
6817. President] And you showed Mr. * * * the room bis daughter was sleeping iu at the time be called
to see her ? Yes.
6818. Were changes subsequently made in her sleeping places, consequent upon tbe development of her
disorder ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew'.]

Miss Baldwin sworn and examined :—
Miss Baldwin. 6819. President.] What position do you occupy at Bayview House ? That of matron.
6820. How long have you held that position? Bor about seven weeks—since 27th of October, 1894.
14 Dec., 1894. (jg21 Arc you a duly qualified medical and surgical nurse? Yes.
6822. Where were you trained ? In Philadelphia,
6823. Have you also beeu in China ? Yes ; I had two years’ general nursing there.
0824. Have you heen at St. Bartholomew's Hospital iu London ? Yos; for twelve months as a staff
nurse.
6825. Have you had experience in any other London Hospital? I wras an assistant at Victoria Park for
nine months.
6826. Were you ever at the London Pever Hospital ? Yes; on the staff.
6827. Have you had charge, as matron, of any establishment in London ? Yes; for three years I had
charge of the Elizabeth Dry Refuge, an establishment for the euro and maintenance of discharged female
prisoners.
6828. Altogether then, have you had a considerable amount of hospital experience ? I have.
6829. What is your impression, formed on your seven week’s experience as matron at Bayview House ?
I consider it to be a well-conducted institution in every way, especially as regards clothing, supervision,
and diet.
6830. Do you consider the superintendence, especially at night, sufficient and satisfactory? Quite.
6831. What are the arrangements for the nurses at night ? They come on duty at 10 o’clock at night.
Between 7 and 10 the day-nurses look after the patients and see that they are well covered over, clean,
and generally well attended to in the early part of the night. The night-nurses then continue those
duties.
6832. Is there a tell-tale clock to show the hours of visitation? Yes.
6833. How often do the nurses make visits to the patients ? Every hour.
6834. Have nurses any other duties to perform in tho day-time ? Ko; they have no day-work except to
look after the patients. They have never been called upon to do anything else sinco 1 have been there.
6835. Do you think tho nursing staff is sufficiently large for tbe number of patients at tbe institution ?
Yes.
...
.
.
6836. Have you frequent opportunities of seeing the food supplied to the patients ? Yes.
6837. Do you see it every day ? Yes.
6838. Is it satisfactory ? Yes ; both in quality and quantity.
6839. Have the official visitors called at Bayview House sinco you have been there ? Two came three
weeks ago—Dr. Huxtable and Mr. Nugent Robertson.
6840. Did you accompany them on their rounds through the asylum ? Yes.
6841. Did they ask you about the patients ? They spoke generally.
6842. Did they examine the beds ? They did not do so particularly. They passed through the wards
quickly and seemed to be in a hurry.
6843. Did you see if they examined any books concerning the patients, their treatment, aud the manage
ment of the institution generally ? 1 did not; J did not go to the office.
6844'. Did they examine the beds at all ? No ; they just passed through the dormitories. They came
between 11 and 12 in the morning ; all the beds were made, and tbe patients were tidy and clean.
6845. What salary do you get as matron? £60 per annum,
6846. Do your duties commence early in the morning ? At 6 o’clock.
6847. Do they end at 10 at night? Before that.
6848. In what relation do you stand to Mrs. Gilchrist, the Lady Superintendent ? Our duties are quite
distinct. I have nothing to do with her duties and she has nothing to do with mine.
6119.
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6849. During your time at the institution have you heard any complaints of the ill-treatment of patients ? MissBaldwin,
No, never. Neither have I seen anything of the kind. On the contrary, the attendants are most kmd o
tho patients, who at times are very troublesome. As far as possible the patients are treated as they would

'

be if they were in a sane condition.
...
.
.
.
GS50. Dr. Garran.'] During the short time you have been at the institution have violent patients been
put into the isolation dormitories ? There has been no one confined there lately.
,
6851. Have any violent patients been put in these rooms to sleep ? No.
CS52. If there were a violent patient in one of these single rooms would you allow' a nurse by herself to
open the door of that room during the night? It wrould not be right. If it became necessary to open
the door the nurse on duty should come to me.
_
6853. Do you think one nurse is sufficient to keep the patrol of these rooms at night ? Quite.
6854. Since the gas has been laid on, and the new window has been placed over the door of each of these
rooms, can the nurses see into these dormitories without going inside ? Tes, quite comfortably.
6855. By merely turning up the gas? Yes, if they need to. This even would not be needed if the
patient w'as asleep.
_
6856. Are there still patients at Bayview Asylum who absolutely refuse to wear clothes at mght r

Yes;

two or tliree single room cases.
_
_
_
6857. In these cases would you endeavour to keep clothes on? You do not interfere in these cases. If
the patient will not keep her clothing on it would he unwise to attempt to force her. Such a proceeding
would disturb her and break the required rest. It is better to leave patients of this class alone.
6858. Is it better to leave dirty patients alone in the same way ? No ; if they are dirty they should bo
cleaned at once.
6859. At any time during the night ? Yes.
6860. Should tho night-nurse go into the room and seo to this?

,

It is very seldom that such a thing

occurs if the patient is properly attended to before going to bed.
_
6861. Has there been much necessity for this particular kind of attention at Bayview House while you
have been there ? No.
...
.
.
6862. Do you think the present arrangement is quite sufficient ? I do not think it could be better.
6863. Have yon heard any complaints from patients about being put into these rooms ? No.
6864. Mr. McGowen.] How often have the official visitors been to Bayview House since you have been
there ? Twice; on the 13th of November and three weeks ago.
6865. When they came to the institution on the other occasion did they lift up tho bedding and examine
the beds ? Yes.
6866. Dr. Manning.] How many of the single rooms are lighted with gas ? Every one can have the gas
light thrown in.
>
6867. Is the gas lighted at night ? Yes; as soon as it is dusk the gas is lighted outside the rooms.

6868. Have you heen able to persuade Case No. 15 or Case Ho. 33 to wear clothes ?
No. 33 to do so sometimes, but Case No. 15 never.

1 havo got Caso
Case No. 53 will wear clothes at night-timo

occasionally, but as a rule she will not.
6869. Dr.Vaute.] Have you requisition hooks at your disposal ? Yes.
6870. Do you know how long they have been in use ? Since 1864.
6871. Have you made any requisition in them ? Yes, every week.
_
6872. Are you able to get anything you want by making a requisition in the books provided for that
purpose ? Yes.
_
6873. Arc the patients in the single rooms to whom you havo referred chronic cases?
[Witness withdrew.]

Yes.

TUESDAY, 18 DECEMBER, 1894.
[The Commission met in the Board Room of the Chief Secretary's Office, at 11 a.m.J
■present:—

Tub Hon. Sie ARTHUR RENWICK, Kkt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
HREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., iNsnccTOit-GiibEEAL of
Insane.

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Yause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own defence.

John Young sworn and examined :—
Air.
678i. JPresidenf.] What is your occupation ? I am an accountant.
_
_
6875. Were you over employed at Bayview Asylum in that capacity? Yes; and I am acting in that J. Young.
capacity now.
_
18Dec!/189 f
6876. How long have you heen employed in this particular avocation ? Eor fully two years. My business
office is in Sydney, and 1 am not altogether engaged at Bayview House.
6877. How often do you visit the institution to make up the accounts ? Sometimes as frequently as four
times in the week.
_
...
6878. In your capacity as an accountant, do you know much about tho internal working of the institution ?
No.
_
...
6879. Do you know anything at all about tho management of the institution ? No.
^
6880. Has your connection with Bayview House solely to do with the keeping of the accounts? Yes,
6881. Have you any statement to make to the Commission to-day in connection with a conversation you
have had with a man named Gearey ? Yes.
0882, Will you give to the Commission as shortly as you can the substance of what you want to say in
connection with yourself and Gearey ? Yes, I will. I was introduced to Gearey on the Wednesday before
the lass general election, which took place in July. 1 was on my way out to Cook’s River, when I met a
friend of mine named Scott. He asked me where I was going—Gearey, I mean—and I told him I was
waiting
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waiting for a coach to take me to Bayview House. I told him I waa engaged at Bayview to do certain
work. He said he saw Hr. Vause going down the road, and as I wanted to seo him myself, and as he
apparently had left Bayview House, T said I would not go out until Saturday. After the introduction, at
18 Ddc., 1894.
Gearey’s invitation we adjourned to the Cafe Traucais with several others. AYe entered into a long
conversation, when Gearey was saying what he could and what he could not do, and amongst other things
he said from information he possessed he could be able to close up the Bayview establishment, because he
believed the Government patients would be removed.
6883. Was anything said in the course of that conversation in connection with case No. 1 ? He told me
that he went out to Bayview House early one morning, and the result was that tbe patient was taken
away. We then left the Cafe Francais, went up George-street, round the corner of King-street into
Tork-street to the “ Occidental Hotel,” where we sat in a back parlour, and tallied over tho affair.
Gearey said it was a scandalous shame to know how Case No.ll had been treated. In the course of conversa
tion it was said that everyone at Bayview House were more or less starved; that Dr. Vause was a cruel
man; that he was of drunken habits, and never attended to his business; that Mrs. Gilchrist, the lady
superintendent, was a perfect devil; and that the long Irishman, Doherty, was about the same. He
further said they had nothing but Irish there, aud that they had got discharged servants to sign tho
books to say that they knew of nothing against the institution.
He went on then to say that he had
Buflicieiit evidence, if it ever came out, to close the place. He also said that the proprietors, whoever they
they were, were making a good thing out of this affair; in fact that they were clearing over £6,000 a year
out of the concern.
6884). Who was it making this amount ? I asked him who, and lie said the proprietors. I asked what
proprietors, and he said, “ Yon know very wrell—Copeland, Greville, and Fred. Ganuon.” lie said they
make a nice little thing out of this, aud 1 told him that I was surprised to learn that that there were any
shareholders in it at all, aud that from my knowledge, obtained through tho position I held as accountant
to tho institution, I should know if there were any other shareholders, and what amount of money they
had subscribed. I told him that it was news to me that there was more than one proprietor. Ho told me
that he had quite sufficient evidence to inform me that what he said was true. Ho went on to say that
he had evidence taken down and type-written, which I could see if I would go to his house, hut at the
same time I was not to be permitted to take a copy of it.
6885. Did he tell yon anything else ? Yes; he informed me that Dr. Vause was only the manager of Bayview House, although tbe property was in his name. He added that he had made inquiries at Kemington’s
Insurance or Assurance Company, and that they would not give him any information; that he had gone
from there to the Begistrar-GeneTars Oflice, and ascertained that the mortgage on the property was in
Dr. Vause’s name. In the course of conversation something was said about a syndicate, aud Gearey
informed me that Dr. Manning and Tom Slattery were also in it as shareholders, and that was the reason
why Dr. Manning did not pay the attention to the institution he should when inspecting it. 1 saw
Gearey on and off about half a dozen times. The last occasion on which I spoke to him ou this subject
was at Parliament House, and he then informed me he was waiting for Mr. McGowen. That was, I
suppose, ou or about tho 13th November. I asked him how things were going on, and he said it would
all right. Even if the other evidence he had in his possession did not go tor much, the facts about Case
No. 1 would be quite sufficient to close Bayview House. More than that, he had actually seen the paper
where the application for a renewal of the licenso for Bayview House as a place where Government insane
patients could be admitted, had been refused by the Minister.
(5886. "\\ras anything else said P I think he said everything was all right.
6887. Do you remember an anonymous circular being sent to Members of the Assembly ? Yes.
6888. Was there any conversation between you aud Gearey in reference to tins document ? No; I did
not have any conversation about the circular,
6889. Do you know anything about it at all? I was iu Parliament House about 10 o’clock waiting to
see a Member there on business, when George Black, a Member of the Assembly, was passing through
with two ladies. He had a copy of the circular in his hand, and giving it to me said, “ Bead it till I
come down.” "When he came down again Mr. Haynes had arrived on the scene. He was asked if he
had a circular; he said he had not. He then got Mr. Blade’s circular, and afterwards lent it to me.
It contained almost the same charges that Gearey had told me of in his various conversations—such,
for instance, that patients were starved, and so on. There was also something said about an attempt to
get out Case No. 55, because of him not getting sufficient to oat. I said in reply, “ You ought to know
that * * * is not starved, for ho is as fat as a whale.” Subsequent examination of tbe patient proved
this to be true.
6890. Do you remember a man named Alexander Mackenzie, who was employed at Bayview House as an
attendant on the male side P Yes.*
6891. Have you ever met him in connection with any conversation you now refer to? Never.
6892. Have you seen Mackenzie in conversation with Mr. McGowen and Gearey? Yes, I have.
6893. Where did you see this meeting between these gentlemen? I saw Mackenzie with them the night
before he was examined by this Commission, I saw Mr. McGowen, Mackenzie, and Gearey come along
Castlereagh-street, np King-street, along Elizabeth-street, then through Hyde Park. Later ou I saw them
at the corner of the Park and Oxford-street, and the three of them went ou from there.
6894. Were you watching these gentlemen whose names you have mentioned? No ; I was not watching
them, but I saw them.
6895. Did you follow on the same track that they were following? No. How I came to see them was in
tliis way : I had to keep an appointment with an operator iu the telegraph office during his supper time.
The supper hour begins at half-past 9. Our interview was over by a quarter to 10 ; I then proceeded up
King-street, and it was then I saw Mr. McGowen, Mackenzie, and Gearey go along Elizabeth-street,
through the Park to Oxford-street, then down Brisbai]e-street, and past Gearey’s house.
6896. What was your impression on seeing these three togetlier;—was it anything extraordinary to see
three men walk through the streets and cross the public park ? H it had been anybody else besides these
connected with this inquiry, I should not have thought anything of it, but I knew Mr. McGowen was a
member of this Commission, aud I knew that Gearey was interested iu the whole matter, therefore I could
but form one opiniou.
6S97. And what was that? That, was that there was a witness in conversation with somebody interested
in the Commission. Naturally it would lead anybody to believe that something was under consideration
having
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having reference to this examination. That certainly is the impression I formed. It may be a wrong
Mrf
impression. I did not hear the conversation, and they may have heen talking about something altogether J, Young.
different. I just merely drew my own inference.
ihbedn&M6S9S._ Had yon at this time had any conversation or taken any part with any witness who has been
examined before this Commission? bio, I had never spoken to any one or in any way in regard to the
evidence either given or to be given.
■
6899. Had you any conversation with regard to the subject-matter of the Commission ? Yes; to a
certain extent I had.
6900. With whom ? With one of the witnesses.
6901. Which one of them? The statement was volunteered to me. I have met two of the female
witnesses who have come before the Commission—one was Mary Magpey. One afternoon I was coming
down from the Legislative Assembly and met her on the corner of rhiilip and Hunter Streets, and she
informed mo of the cruel things that were being said about Bayview House. She told me that a man
named Qearey had called upon her and requested that she should give evidence to the effect that Hr.
Vause was of drunken habits. She said that she replied, saying. “ ]. can say nothing of the sort, or any
thing bad of him. Although I lived there for some years I could say nothing of the sort.”
6902. Who was the other witness you have seen? Bridget Morrissey.
6903. What conversation had you with her? Just about the same. I asked her if, supposing she were
required to give evidence before this Commission, would she do it. She said, “Yes, she would, but she
did not care about it, for she did not want to say anything against Hr. Vause.” I said to her, “ You had
bettor go and see him if you want to give evidence in this inquiry.”
6901, Hid you interest yourself in this matter purely in defence of the institution in which you were
engaged, just merely because you thought it was your duty to defend the place ? Certainly. ”l had no
other motive in doing what I did,
6900. Were the accounts of the institution always in proper order ? Yes.
6906. Was there ever any difficulty in putting them straight and in business-like order ? No.
6907. Hid the expenditure seem to largely and suddenly increase at times, and then diminish at others?
No ; an average expenditure was pretty well maintained month after month right through. Some of the
books I keep in my town office for my own convenience. I suggested to Hr. Vause that there should be
a monthly return showing in the ledger the exact expenditure every mouth. That I furnish to Hr. Vause
on the first of every month and every quarter.
0908.. Have you noticed since the month of April last any unusual amount of money disbursed for
clothing ? I have noticed nothing out of the common.
6909. Are you quite sure upon that point ? I am certain.
6910. While dealing with these accounts, and having frequent conversations with Hr. Vause, have you
always, found him perfectly competent to manage all affairs connected with the institution and its
expenditure ? Certainly.
6911. In other words, has he shown himself to be thoroughly acquainted with the business of the insti
tution ? Yes.
6912. There are stories going about to the effect that Hr. Vause is in tho habit of taking rather too
much wine;—is that true? It is utterly absurd. Being in close business relationship with him, I havo
had, morning, noon, and night, every opportunity of seeing Dr. Vause even up to
night, and I can say, speaking from my own experience, that there is no truth in
'6913. Dr. Garran.] Have you known an attendant named Mackenzie while you
tution ? I saw him twice. I think.
6914. Ho you know whether, since he left tho institution or was dismissed, he

as late as 10 o'clock at
these stories.
have been at tbe insti
has entertained angry

feelings concerning his dismissal ? I do not know.
6915. Have you talked to Mackenzie about these affairs since he left the institution ? No.
6916. Ho you know whether he at the present time is in any way actuated by a spirit of revenge?
cannot say.
“
'

1

6917. Mr. McGowen.] Did you introduce yourself to me before this inquiry begau ? I did.
6918. How often did you call and seo me on this subject? J did not call specially to see you on any
occasion.
6919. Did you speak to me always in the first instance before I spoke to you ? I always spoke to you
first.
J
*
6920. Do you remember tbe last occasion on which you spoke to me ? Yes; it was in the lobby of
Parliament House. T was with a friend named Griffiths.
6921. Hid 1 seem abrupt to you when you spoke to me on that occasion ? Yes; all you said was
“■Wednesday.”
,
6922. Ho you know of any reason why I should have heen abrupt on that occasion ? You said something
to me about being Watty Griffiths’ friend. I saw no reason why you should have been so short, and T
only understood it because you told Griffiths he had better go home.
6923. In what state were you and Griffiths ? Griffiths was a little bit on.
0924. Were you under the influence of drink ? I had had one or two, but I was not the worse of it,
6925. Ho you think that there was any other reason why I should speak abruptly to you, except that
both of you were under the influence of liquor ? All I asked you was, “ When is the Commission going
to start?” and you said “ Wednesday.”
6926. Hid I ever give you any information, or did you ever give me any information, in reference to
Bayview House ? No.
’
6927. Hid ever I ask you for any information ? No.
6928. When you saw Mackenzie with Gearey and me did you report the fact to Hr. Vause ? Yes.
6929. Did you follow us on that occasion ? [No answer.]
6930. In what direction were we coming ? I was going along the street and came from the southern
part of Castlereagh-street into King-street. At this time you were coming from the northern part of
Castlereagh-slreet. I'ou passed on in front of me, I bringing up the rear. You crossed over into the
Park behind the Kegistrar-General’s Department. I went across the street not expecting to see you any
more, aud I certainly did not follow you, as you arc trying to imply, I entered the Park in its southern
half.
'
6931. Did you see us cross over the Park and go towards Mark Poy’s ? Yes.
6932.
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6932. Wore you behind us then ? No; I waa simply on the other side.
J. Young. 6933, Dirt you follow us across the Park ? No.
18D^5m4 6934. How, then, did you know that we went as far as Mark Poy’s, and then turned down Brisbane-street ?
ec‘’
Because I went through tbe Park, and I saw the three of you turn down Brisbane-street.
6935. "Were we walking all the time, or did we occasionally stop to talk ? You were walking all the time.
6936. Where do you live ? At Enmore,
,
6937. How long after you saw us go down Brisbane-street was it till you wrent home ? It could not havo
been very long, for I believe 1 caught the 20 minutes past 10 tram.
I must have done, because Mr.
Gearey informed me that you were standing at the corner of Goulburn-street, and saw me go by in that
tram.
6938. Was that long after we had turned down in Brishane-street ?

I suppose it must have been a quarter

of an hour or twenty7 minutes.
6939. Do you know that you cannot catch a tram for Enmore anywhere near Brisbane-street ? Yes.
6940. AYould you, therefore, have to walk to Livorpool-street ? Yes.
,
6941. And still you say that you never followed us ? No; I did not. I had some business with two other
friends.
,
6942. Do you not state that you took it for granted that, naturally, as the two men I was with were
witnesses that we were in conversation about this Commission ? Yes.
6943. Do you know any other of the witnesses, or have you seen them with me ?
I have seen no others
with you.
6944. Have you ever heard that any other witnesses have seen me ? No.
6945. When you went to see Bridget Morrisey did she volunteer to give evidence ?

Yes.

I did not go

to see her—I met her in the street casually.
6946. Did you start the conversation ? No: she started on me.
6947. Did you ever meet the girl Maggie Maeleod in Essex-strcot ? No; I am positive I did not.
6948. Have you had any conversation with any other witness ? No ; excepting the two I have mentioned,
and I would not have had any conversation with them if they had not stopped me, and started on the
subject.
,
_ ,
6949. Have you ever been told anything as to the nature of the evidence given before this Commission ?
No.
_
_
6950. Has Dr. Vause told you anything at all about it ? No.
_ _
6951. Did you ever tell anybody that you knew all that was said and going on before the Commission ? No,
6952. Did you never say that to our friend, Mr. Scott ? No.
6953. Are you positive of that ? I am certain.
6954. If he says that you did, is it true? He tells a falsehood.
0955. Do the books show the amount of goods supplied to tho institution ? No ; the vouchers show that.
6956. Have you a record in the books showing everything that is bought for the institution ? The vouchers
show that.
6957. Do you say that between the months of May and July thero had not been bought an unduo amount
of goods for tho use of the patients? No; there was nothing unusual purchased. The amounts struck
me as being much the same.
6958. Do the books you have to do with show the engagements and dismissals of attendants ?
No; the
wages-book shows that, and Dr. Vause keeps that book.
6959. But do you not audit that book ? No ; the employees of tho institution are paid by cheque, and
that is sufficient audit.
C9G0. Are you positive that you never had an interview with the two witnesses, Morrisey and Magney,
on behalf of Dr, Yause ? I am positive I did not do it on his behalf.
6961. Are you sure that in any conversation you have had with me you have never said anything about
any other witness or the institution ? 1 have only spoken to you twice.
Once I asked you when this
Commission was likely to start, and you said, “ Very soon.” That was the first conversation I ever had
with you. I said to you on that same occasion, “ I think you aro being misled over this affair.”
You
replied, “ Oh, no; we have got quite enough evidence, aud we have medical men as well,”
6962. AYas there anything else said? Yes ; you said, I am not in favour of private asylums.”
6963. Did I say that? Yes.
Mr McGowen : Yes; I admit that.
Cross-examination continued:
6964. Is there any other evidence of conversation with me that you would like to give?

I think that is

about the substance of our first conversation.
6965. Did you always introduce tho question to me? Yes. As I said before, I have spoken to you twice,
and I have given you the substance of tho first conversation.
The next time I asked you when the
Commission was going to start, and you said, “ AYednosday.”
6966. AYas I aware that you were an accountant at Bayview House ? Yes.
6967. Did I ever ask you to give evidence? No You asked me, “Are you AYatty Griffiths’friend ?” I
said, “ Yes.” You then said, “ Are you accountant at Bayview House?” I said 1 was, and you said, “ I
am against private asylums.” I then said to you, “ You will fall in over this.” You said, iu reply, “ I
never take up anything unless I am sure of carrying it through. See how I got on over tho weights and
measures affair.” Then, when going away, you said, in a half-smiling manner, “ AYe shall want you."
[Witness withdrew.]

Josephine Mackay sworn and examined: —
Josephine ^968. President.] Did you write a letter to the Commission proffering to give further evidence? _ I did.
Mackay.
6969. What is the nature of the additional evidence you wish to give ? I wish to say, in the first instance,
^ that Case No. 12, when she came to the institution, was placed in a single cell, and that the matron
18 Dec., 1894. administered a drug in my presence to the patient at 10 o’clock at night. Case No. 12 was in a perfectly
nude state, and had no covering. The room was most uncomfortable, and badly ventilated. There was a
strong smell in it—a nasty odour in the cell.
6970.
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6970. Is that all you wish to state ? Case No, 12 and Case No. 32 were continually kept in leather mits,
except when the Grovernment inspectors were going through the institution, I wish to add that, in my
opinion, the single rooms were not fit to keep cattle in.
6971. "What sort of cattle? Cattle of any kind. They are unhealthy, badly ventilated, and smell

Josephine
Mackay.
'■’IT'
" ' {
ec,,

strongly. The first night a patient (Case No. 56) was in one of tho rooms, she was very destructive and
destroyed the wood-work. I noticed inside the wood-work thero was a lot of clay, quite dirty. I also
pulled np the ventilator from under the floor, and underneath the ventilator there was a lot of old straw,
which smelled strongly. Patients have no utensils in these rooms, therefore they use the ventilators in
the floor.
6972. Have you anything else you wish to say ? I believe that at times some of the patients placed in
these rooms havo sane moments, and realising that they are kept in theso horrible places does not lead
towards their recovery in any way.
6973. Were you impressed that there was not sufficient ventilation ? There was no ventilation, not
sufficient covering, and no comfort of any kind.
6974. Have you studied medicine at all ? No; but I have read a good deal.
6975. Are the opinions you are now expressing the result of your reading ? No; they are the result of
my experience gained at Uayview House, and that is quite enough.
6976. Have you anything else to say ? After taking the draughts the patients become stupefied for tbe
time being, and afterwards very often their stomachs are deranged and out of order owing to the indis
criminate use of draughts.
6977. Anything else ? Concerning tho escape of Case No. 24,1 do not hold myself responsible for that
at all.
6978. Did not Dr. Vauso hold you responsible? Tes.
6979. Was it in connection with this case that he dismissed you from Bayview House ? Tes; the woman
made her escape at night, and was not missed until 5 o’clock next morning. 1C the matron made her
rounds properly she should have missed the patient. It was not my fault that my keys were lost, and I
was not responsible for tho escape of the patient.
69S0. Is that all you wish to state ? Tes.
6981. When you were here before did you not say there was an ample supply of clothing for the patients
at Bayview House ? Tes. The patients clothes are changed once a week, on Saturdays, and only in one
instance do I remember that there was a complete change in the clothing.
6982. If other witnesses state that there always has been a sufficient supply of clothing, is that true?
There was not am ample supply while I was there.
6983. If other witnesses state there was an ample supply of clothing at your disposal, are they stating,
what is not true ? They are.
’
6984. Tou stated when you were here on a former occasicn that the food on the female side was insuffiin quantity and of bad quality
is that true ? Tes, it is true.
6985. If other witnesses state that there was not only an ample supply of wholesome, well cooked food,
but that the remains from the tabic were disposed of in variour ways, are they telling the truth ? No ;
they are not.
"
6986. If medical men, who have been examined here, say there was an ample supply of good food, are
they telling the truth ? No.
6987. If persons present during meal-times give evidence directly opposite to you. are they telling the
truth ? No ; they are not.
"
6988. Do .you also state that the majority of patients were put into these single rooms, which you describe
as not fit for human occupation, in a nude condition ? Tes.
6989. When other nurses and attendants state that the majority of theso patients had and wore night
clothing, are they telling the truth ? I remember seeing that Case No. 11 had sheets, and tho whole of
the others were put in naked.
6990. Did you personally see them ? Tes; I was there and saw the attendants put them in.
6991. If other witnesses tell us exactly the reverse, are they speaking the truth ? No ; they arc not.
6992. Did you say in your former evidence that no one looked into these patients after 10 o’clock at
night, until they were removed from .the single rooms the following morning ? Tes; and nobody did
look after them.
6993. Purther, did you say, if there was any disturbance or noise during the night the attendants would
get up aud give the noisy patient a sleeping draught ? Tes.
6994. Who would go in and administer that sleeping draught? The matron, with the aid of some of tho
nurses.
6995. Concerning the letter you wrote to the Bov. Bather O’Callaghan, he has said, in giving evidence,
that he never received any letter from you ? I received no reply from him.
6996. There seems to be some slight discrepancy here—can you explain it ? I know I wrote to him
commenting on a letter he had sent to the newspapers in favour of the management of Bayview House.
I pointed out to him that lie came to the institution to celebrate mass, to visit the sick and the dying, and
that he knew very little about the management of the place. I did not keep a copy of the letter, but it
was written and posted.
6997. Has it been a matter of conscience with you in giving this additional evidence ? Tes.
6998. Having it in your possession, and on your conscience, did it make you feel unhappy and uneasy in
your mind? Tes ; there were a good many items I could not remember when 1 was here before.
’
6999. You said in your former evidence that you had seen, the clothing taken from one patient and put
on another ?
Tes. I have seen dirty clothing that has been worn for a week before it was taken off
some patients.
7000. Do you re-assert your former statement about the clothing being taken from one patient and put on
anothor ? Tes.
7001. By whose orders was that done ? The matron’s orders.
7002. Who was the matron at that time ? Bridget Morrisey.
7003. Do you still say there was not sufficient clothing for the patients? No ; Bachel Kelly very often
changed the patients in that way ; we were obliged to do it because we had not sufficient clothing.
7004. Did you get notice when the official visitors arrived at the institution ? Yes
207—Z
7005.

■
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7005. Always ? Tea.
7006. What length of time ?

,
From ten to twenty minutes, as far aa I know.

7007. Would you have time to dress fifty-two patients in ten minutes? Tea ; we very often put on new
‘ dresses over old ones, which were not fit for inspection. We put on these others over them when the
patients became troublesome, as they did not understand being dressed and undressed again.
7008. Yon said when giving evidence before that patients were shivering for want of bed-clothing in the
associated dormitories ;—do yon still say so ? Yes; I have often given a patient a rug to keep her warm,
7009. Are you quite certain about this, because since we saw you last a number of witnesses who have
given evidence before the Commission have stated exactly the reverse? I am telling yon my own experi
ence, and I know what I say is true.
7010. Dr. Garran.] In tho letter you sent to the Commission, requesting to he further examined, you said
your memory had been refreshed;—what has refreshed your memory? Tilings have come to my mind
that I did not think of when I was here before. For instance, there was Case Yo. 12, on the first night
she was in the institution, and my memory serves me better in many items than it did before.
7011. Have you bad any intercourse with any other person by whom your memory has been refreshed ?
No ; no one has seen me on the matter.
7012. Is the refreshing entirely of your own memory ? Yes.
7013. You said in your previous evidence that you saw Nellie McBride hit a patient, and if McBride
contradicts your statement is she telling the truth ? I saw her do it myself. She has been rough and
cruel to the patients many times.
7014. In your evidence the other day you stated positively that there was no possibility of getting hot tea
or cocoa for tho patients at night, and other witnesses have told us there is every facility for getting these
things ;—which is correct ? I have myself been up at night with sick aud dying patients, and I have never
had an opportunity of getting these things. One night I think 1 did boil a little drop of milk over a
kerosene lamp.
7015. We have, on the other side, had most positive evidence that these materials could be obtained by
other nurses at night ? We never could get them in my time.
7016. Hid you ever speak to the matron on the subject ? Yes; I very often wanted to get through, but
could not get through the gate, which was locked and cross-locked.
7017. Hid you ever ask the matron why you could not get these hot drinks if they were required at
night ? Yes; I. havo complained.
'
7018. What did she say ? That such were not the rules of tho institution.
7019. Hid Bridget Morrisey say that? Yes ; and .Tessie Fuller as well,
7020. Are you sure you complained to Bridget Morrisey about these matters? Yes, we were always
talking about them; first in general conversation, and then I complained.
7021. Bridget Morrisey was particularly asked whether the breakfast stores for every morning were not
iu the cupboards all through tho night and available for use, and she replied that they wore ;—is that so ?
No; they were in tins and in plates.
7022. She was also asked if she or the nurses could get milk, or tea, or sugar in tho night, and she said
she could;—what have you to say about that ? I say no. The milk was given out in the morning, and
what was over was locked np during the day. There was no milk after luncheon, and wo certainly had
not a sufficient quantity of milk.
7023. She further said in her evidence that by waking the cook the nurses could always get a warm drink
at night;—is that so? I know nothing about that. She knew as well as I did that the cross-lock
prevented any one getting from the female wards to tho kitchen in the night-time.
7024. You said in your former evidence that the mattresses were removed from the isolation wards at
night and put hack in the day;—suppose the matron says this statement is false, what have you to say in
the way of explanation? There was always one mattress left in at bight. The two good ones were
removed and put in during tho day.
7025. Ho you mean that two of hotter quality wore in the rooms in the day-time as show mattresses, and
that they wore taken out at night and substituted by others of inferior quality ? Yes; the two mattresses
properly made were never used at night.
7020. Mere these only put in during tho day for show purposes ? Yes.
7027. Ho yon know' if any patients were pnt in those rooms without a mattress ? Iknow thatCaso
No. 15 was generally in her room without a mattress. She used to take the straw out herself.
7028. Hid some of the patients prefer the loose straw to the mattress P Yes.
7029. If these patients chose to lie in the loose straw were they allowed to do so ? Yes.
7030. Mr. McGowen.] Ho you say that Case No. 12 was placed in a single room the firstnight she
arrived at the institution ? Yes.
7031. Was she denuded of clothing ? Yes; she had no bed-covering whatever.
7032. Are you positive of your statements as to Case No. 15 being constantly kept in mits ? Yes; except
when the official visitors were going through the institution. Case No. 15 and Caso No. 32 were nearly
always in mits; and they could not use their hands when these were taken off.
7033. Ho you say you have never given any sleeping draughts ? 1 have never given draughts; but I have
"given other medicines.
7034. Hid Rose McMahon give draughts to one patient? Yes; she was sub-matron.
7035. Are you positive that the evidence you are giving is all true ? Yes ; I am positive.
/036. Dr. Manning.] Ho you swear that you could dress fifty-two patients in ten minutes? Not I,
alone ; hut the six nurses could put on other dresses, but not underclothing.
7037. Were you over in any other hospital ? No, never.
7038. What was your occupation previous to going to Bayview House ? A dressmaker.
7039. Hoes that, do you think, qualify you to he a judge of ventilation ? No,
7040. Yet you presume to give an opinion on that subject? Yes; because anybody going into these
rooms would very soon bo able to detect that they are badly ventilated.
*
7041. What do you know about drugs ? I do not know anything about drugs.
7042. But do you not seem to think yourself qualified to give any opinion as regards the action of drugs
on patients ? I suppose I may express an opinion, for I bave seen the effect of them afterwards.
7043. What are mits P They are leather muffs which are strapped on patients’ wrists.
7044.
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7044. Do you mean to say you have seen Case Ko. 32 and Case No. 15 constantly kept m mits ? Yes; dose
Mac
every day, except when you and the official visitors come there, and then they arc taken off,
7045. How many days was Case No. 15 kept in mits? At all times j during every day, except when you
l8l)ec
or the official visitors were there.
701'G. Do you mean this was the case during the entire time you were there ? Yes.
7017, Always ? Yes.
7018. "Was Case No. 32 also kept thero in muffs similarly while you were there? Yes; except when you
or the other visitors wore going through.
704!). From the day you commenced duty to the day you left, were these two women kept in muffs every
day ? Yes: I was six months in the building, and they were every day. I have seen them.
7050. For six months daily were these two patients kept in muffs ? Yes. ■
■
7051. Aud were these muffs removed when the G-overnmeut inspectors came round ? Yes.
7052. Dr. Vause.'] Before you left Bayview House, did you not go crying to Mrs. Gilchrist, and ask her
to intercede for you to remain ? No; I told Mrs. Gilchrist I was glad I was going.
7053. Did you write to the husband of Case No. 24 ? Yes.
7051. Did you write recommendiug that ho should take his wife away from Bayview House? Yes; 1 did.
7055. Before you left Bayview? No, afterwards.
7050. Did you propose or suggest that you would nurse Case No. 21 ? I never did anything of the
kind.
7057. Did you over say that Mrs. Gilchrist refused a cup of tea to a dying patient ? I did not.
7058. Who said so? I do not know ; I did not,
7059. Did you ever hear anything about such a statement ? I heard something about it. It was Case
No. 46. She died after I left Bayview.
7060. Did you make any complaints, similar to those you are making now, before you left Bayview
House ? No; except that I may have mentioned things to my own friends.
“
7061. Outside ? No.
&
J
7062. Not to anybody ? No ■ except that inside I complained to the matron.
7063. Did yon complain to Dr. Maiming ? No.
7061. Did you complain to any of the official visitors ? I very often would have complained, but I felt too
nervous to do so.
70Go. Did you ever complain to me ? I did when I first went to the institution, aud you told me you
tried to do the best you could.
7066. What was the nature of your complaint ? 1. do not remember what it was about. You said that
any complaint I had to make I was to speak to the matron.
7067. Did you toll Mr. * *
* that he ought to send his daughter (Case No. 12)to an establishment at
Hyde ? No; I never saw him.
7068. Havo you written to him to that effect ? No; I do not know his address.
7069. Did you tell Mr. * **_that he should send his wife (Case
No. 24) to Hyde ? I said he should
send his wife to another institution at Hunter’s Hill, because Mrs. Gilchrist misrepresented the treat
ment of Case No. 21 to her children.
7070. Did you ever look at the ceilings in the single rooms ? Yes.
7071. Is there any ventilation there? Yes.
7072. What is it like? J. do not remember whether it is a round hole ; it is a kind of funnel on the out
side, going up from the roof.
/073. Yet, do you not say these rooms are not properly ventilated? No, they are not. 1 have nearly
fainted myself in one of them,
”
^
”
/074. In giving evidence here are you actuated by any feeling of vindictiveness or retaliation owing to
your leaving the institution P No ; I am not.
7075. Could you get into No. 1 ladies’ dining-room at night? Yes.
7076. Could you get into No, 2 dining-room at night ? No; I could not when sleeping in No. 2
dormitory.
7077. Why ? There is a special key.
7078. Do you not say you can get into No. 1 dining-room ? Yes. [TVifwsg, after examining plan pro
duced, said she previously misunderstood the question, and then stated that site could get into both dining
rooms.]
7079. Do you know where the milk is kept? Yes.
,
7080. Where? In No. 1 kitchen. .
7081. Could you get to it through No. 2 yard ? Yes; I could not get at the stores or provisions. They
were all locked up in tho cupboard, and Mrs. Gilchrist kept the key.
*
7082. Is there a store on the other side ? No ; or if there is, whoever had charge of it kept tbe key.
7083. Are these stores in No. 2 pantry ? Yes.
7084. What time are the stores given out ? Bvery morning after breakfast; and we, for breakfast, were
often short of sugar, butter, and tea. We nsed to make a first breakfast, and the stores would bo used
at that, and none would be left for the later breakfast.
7085. Had you not always some supply ? No: very often we had none.
7086. None at all? No.
7087. President.] Would there be sufficient for the first breakfast? Yes.
7088. Dr. Vause.] What have you to say about the canvas jacket Case No. loused to wear? J have
seen it.
7089. Had it long sleeves ? Yes.
7090. Where were the sleeves tied ? They were not tied. I have seen them loose. I made ono ihyself
for her.
7091. Do you say she always wore gloves? Yes ; always in tho day-time. T have often wondered that
she did not lose the use of her hands throughs always being in mits.
7092. Did you ever see her in a long-sleeved jacket, with sleeves twice as long as they ought to be, for
ordinary wear? Yes; and they should have been the ordinary length.
7093. How do you know ? They ought to be the ordinary length, or an inch or two longer. They were
twice the length,
J
7094.
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7094. President.] Do you still assort that the patieuts’s hands were in mils all day long ? Yes.
7095. Dr. Qarran.] "VVere the patients wrearing mits allowed to have their hands free when visitors passed
through the institution P Yes ; the mits were removed and put away.
18 Dec., 1894. 7096. W e, as a Royal Commission, visited the institution the other day and saw onepatient in mits ;—how
do you explain that ? They were always released while I was there. I am certain of that. It was the
duty of the nurses to take the mits off.
7097. President.] How can that possibly be when you are told that we saw one patient with the mits on P
That was the rule during my time.
[Witness withdrew.]

His Honor District Court Judge Gribson sworn and examined :—
JudgeCtibson. 7098. President.] We have been informed that at one time you were one of the official visitors to the
is"nW*~TRQa ^0SP^a^a f°r
insane in this Colony;—is that so ? I was.
ee.,
4. 7099, Amongst the other institutions you visited in that capacity, did you go to Bayview House ? Yes.
7100. On the occasion of your visiting Bayview House did you inspect all the different parts of the
institution in accordance with the provisions of the Lunacy Act ? Yes.
7101. From time to time did you inspect those cells in which patients were placed for isolation purposes ?
I have an idea that I inspected every portion of the buildings; but I do not know if t can at this length
of time distinguish any particular rooms.
7102. Do you remember a certain building allotted to male patients for the purpose I have mentioned, a
building detached from the main building in a small court-yard, and containing two cells ? I think I know
the part you speak of.
7103. Is there any part of the building you inspected which seemed to you to be unsatisfactory as regards
the purpose for which it was intended ? Ho ; at different times a different state of things arose, to which
the visitors took exception. These were small matters speedily remedied. On one occasion Dr. Cox and
I complained very strongly about a privy or cesspit through which a sufficient quantity of air did not pass.
It was in some comer place, and when we complained it was taken up and properly ventilated.
7104. Were all such small matters attended to without delay ? Yes.
7105. Was there ever any complaint made to you by the patients while you were on your rounds of such
a serious character that it required investigation ? Complaints were continually made by patients; hut,
as a rule, when they were inveslngated we came to the conclusion that there was nothing in them.
7106. Had the patients every opportunity of making complaints to the official visitors ? Yes.
7107. On the whole, then, were you satisfied, as far as your official observation conveyed, with the
management of the institution ? I may say that on the whole I was.
7108. Dr. Garrand] Do you remember discussing with your colleagues the suitability of these isolated
bedrooms for the purposes to which they were put ? lam afraid I cannot speak with certainty about
these bedrooms.
*
7109. There are two on the male side snd eleven or twelve on the female side. They are shown on this
plan [produced]. Do you remember them [after seeing plan] ? I think I know the rooms you speak of.
7110. We have evidence that these rooms were badly ventilated, and that they threw off a foul smell
even in the middle of the day ;—did you ever notice this defect ? I really have a very keen scent. I never
noticed it; there is always a more or less characteristic smell in such places as these, I think more
especially amongst lunatics. I certainly never detected anything of the kind you mention. If I had
done so 1 should not have tolerated it for one moment.
7111. Did you at any time condemn these rooms? We did not.
7112. As far as you remember, did your colleagues look into these particular matters ? Very fully ; more
especially Dr. Cox and Sir Alfred Roberts.
7113. Dr. Manning.] Have complaints beon made because you occasionally examine patients alone ? We
have sent patients’ into the visitors’ room when on their way through the wards. On one occasion Dr.
Yause complained that we saw them and heard their complaints without him being present. We did that
purposely, so that the patients could complain freely. This patient, a woman, complained that a man
had stabbed her with a dagger. We sent her into the room and saw her by herself, and ascertained that
there could he no foundation for such a statement.
7114. Have you seen the food at any time ? Yes ; I have been in the kitchen and seen it prepared. I
was never there during a meal-timo.
7115. Have you noticed the clothes worn by the Government patients ? Yes; I have seen women dressed
in ordinary clothes, not in any particular uniform.
7116. Do you think they were sufficiently clothed ? That is a difficult question for me to answer. I do
not know. Many of them prefer to go about almost naked.
•

[Witness withdrew.]

Mrs. Hankey sworn and examined:—

Mrs. Hankey. 7117. President.] Were you at one time connected with Bayview House?

Yes.
7118. Do you remember the date when you wore first engaged ? It is so many years ago that I do not
18 Dec., 1894. remember. It was while Dr, Tucker was there, twelve or fourteen years ago.
7119. Were you latterly engaged as matron ? Yes ; for five or six years or more.
7120. What year were you first engaged in this position ? I cannot remember.
7121. Did you leave Bayview House in 1892 ? I left two years ago. I am not good at remembering
dates.
7122. While you were matron had you every possible opportunity of inspecting everything connected
with the management of the place? Yes ; everything,
7123. Do you remember any cause of complaint for cruelty to a patient ? There was some slight cause,
in one case by a nurse; but this was remedied by the doctor.
7124. Will you mention the case you refer to? A nurse named Emily Morrow bruised a patient.
7125.
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vl25. In what way ? She was very violent, and in the struggle the nurse caused her to be bruised.
Mrs..
7126. Did you ever hear of any other case of this kind? No.
Hankey.
/127. Was it the custom to keep the patients’hands in gloves of any kind? Some patients were very
troublesome, and would take off their clothes. They could not be managed unless they had gloves on.
c0''
'
7128. Were they only kept in this way for a time ? Yes ; while very troublesome.
7129. Do you remember the single cells on the verandah ? Yes; some eleven or twelve of them.
7130. Were patients always put in these places by the order of the doctor? Yes.
7131. How was this process carried out? They were simply put in; and if these patients took care of
their clothes the rooms were made as comfortable as any other bed-rooms. If the patients destroyed their
clothes, after fair trial they were provided with straw and coarse rugs lined with blankets.
■
7132. Did they have night-dresses ? They had under-garments on them.
7133. Supposing you knew that a patient destroyed her clothing, would she be put in naked? No ; there
was only one patient who so destroyed the bed and bedding that she was put in naked.
.
7134. Who was that? Case No. 15.
7135. Did the others get night-dresses on them if they preserved these night-dresses ? Yes; and they
were also provided with blankets.
7136. What arrangements were made for night-watching? There was no night nurse unless a patient
was sick.
7137. Was there any night patrol? No.
'
■
7138. Did the nurses go to bed at 10 o’clock, and then sleep in the dormitories? Yes.
7139. Did a nurse sleep at each end of the cells ? Yes; there was a bedroom at each end; a nurse slept
in each, and patients too.
7140. If one ot these nurses heard a noise during the night, would she get up and see what was the
matter.
Yes ; and if she could not manage by herself she would come and call me, I would get up
and assist in whatever was required.
7141. What arrangements were made for supplying sick patients during the night with such nourishment
as cocoa, tea, or milk? I had a spirit-lamp provided in my bedroom for that purpose.
7142. Did the nurses como to you then? Yes.
/143, Had you stores there, too? Yes; I always provided myself with these things, and kept them in
my own room.
‘
7144. Did they always come to your room at once ? Yes.
7145. Was that the state of affairs from the beginning right through, until you left, in 1S92 ? Yes.
7146. Were any stores kept in the kitchen for this purpose? No.
'
/147, Was there any store of these comforts in Nos. 1 and 2 ladies’ dining rooms? Yes; there were
large cupboards with everything of this kind in them.
7148. Were these_ stores accessible to the nurses, independent of the supplies in your bed-room ? Yes.
7149. Axe you quite sure this was always the case ?
Ifes.
7150. In that case, would they have any need to go to you ? If they wanted anything hot, they generally
eaxne to me. There was a fire in the winter time in the dining-room.
7151. "Was there always plenty of clothing for the patients while you were there? Yes; they were
always well provided for.
'
71o2. Was it the custom when the winter time came on to get an extra supply of warm clothin0' ? Yes;
such as shawls, petticoats, and other warm things.
*
0
7153. Was it the custom for you to requisition the doctor for the necessary articles, and would ho then
allow you to go out and purchase them ? yes.
~
/154. About ivhat month would this be done ? Directly the weather began to get cold.
/155. Would that be about the end of Way or the beginning of June ? I suppose it would be. I do not
remember the month; but directly the fires commenced I went out to get the extra clothiim. Some
patients like the warmest of clothing even in very hot weather.
°
7156. Was there always an ample supply of food' ? Yes.
7157. Was it always well cooked ? Yes.
7158. Were you. perfectly satisfied with the food ? Yes; and if ever there was any little fault to find, I
would go to the doctor and he would see to it,
,7159.
, Did the nurses attend
, to the dirty patients regularly ? Yes ; a nurse was told off to see that the

bed linen was made clean directly it was dirty.

7160. Do you still state, with regard to the personal linen and the wearing apparel of the patients, that
there is an ample supply of both ? Yes.
7161. Are you quite sure about that? Quite sure.
.
/162. Did you sign the usual certificate, saying that the institution was properly managed and so on when
you left Bayview House ? Yes.
’
7163. Mr. McGowen.] Did you ever see more than one patient put in the single rooms w:thout clothing ?
J\o ; the only one I saw put into these twelve rooms without clothes was Case No. 15.
7164. Dr. Garran,] If ivitnesses have come heforo this Commission and deposed that it was the rule to
put women m the single rooms without clothing, would that be true evidence ? It would not be true in
my experience, except in reference to this patient. We have tried a good many times to get her to wear
clothes, but could not manage it.
7165. Dr. Manning.] When were the stores given out ? Every morning at about 9 o’clock during the
time I was there.
7166. lion long are these stores supposed to last ? Until after breakfast the next mornin^.
7167. During the night-time were these stores accessible to tho nurses ? The nurse ii^charge of the
dining-room always kept the key of it. The other nurses could go and get the key when they wanted
these things.
u
j
j
7168. AY ere muffs frequently used on the hands of patients ? Not frequently.
7169. Did the doctor order the use of muffs ? Yes, always,
7L70. AVcre they never used unless the doctor ordered them ? No, never.
7171. AYliere were they kept ? In a cupboard in the dining-room.
7172. In whose charge? In charge of the matron.
7173. Could the nurses get at these muffs without the matron? No,
7174
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Mrs. H&nkey. 7174. What is the longest time you have seen them used on any one patient?

On Case Jfo. 15, who
could not be Icept from undressing herself.
18 Dec,, 1894.7p75_ What was the longest time you saw them on her ? For three or four hours a day.
■
7176. For how long ? About a couple of weeks.
7177. Were the muffs removed wrhen the official visitors came ? Sometimes.
7178. By whose order's? By my orders.
7179. Why were they removed ? d’o make her look a little more presentable. She was always turning
somersaults when going about. When the official visitors came we would take them off, and walk her up
and down,
,
7180. Were the muffs put on Case Fb, 32 ? Iso; she was too simple to need them.
■ 7181. What notice did yon have that the visitors were coming round ? There were always nurses moving
about, and some of them were sure to see the official visitors. Then, they would come and say, “They
will be here in a minute.” We never had any particular notice of their coming.
7182. Bid the nurses always find this out ? Yes.
7183. How long after the visitors arrived at the institution was it before they went through the wards ?
Sometimes 10 minutes, sometimes not 10 minutes; and it would not be longer. The place is always kept
in good order, and there was very little to do. We might put the patients’ clothes straight—such as
arranging their dresses, and putting on a handkerchief.
7184. Was there any general change of dresses ? No; we might put on a clean apron or a handkerchief.
7185. Have you ever seen the dresses removed and others put on patients on these occasions ? fvo,
never; there would not be time to do it.
7186. Would it he perfectly impossible to dress the whole of the patients in the time ? Yes; we could
not do more than put on a clean bonnet or apron, and gather them up together on the verandah.
7187. Did the official visitors see the food ? Yes; they came frequently at meal-times.
7188. What was the character of the food ? Boast joints and stews.
7189. Did you get the same joints every day'? No.
7190. Was there any difference made in the food on the days when the official visitors came ? No ; we
never knew when they wore coming.
7191. When the official visitors were there, did you know whether they intended going through the dining
rooms or not ? No; if they came in any where near dinner-time they would go through; but if they came
—\

earlier in the day they did not go through.
7192. Do you know if the official visitors made any inquiries concerning the dresses of the patients ?
They always looked to sec if they were tidy.
7193. Had they a sufficient quantity of sheets and blankets on the beds ? Yes.
7194.'. Did you ever hear them complain of being cold at night? No. They would throw their clothes off
on to the floor. I remember now there was another patient we called “ Jack.” I think she was Case
No, 33, who was put in a single room without clothes. She had plenty of rugs, hut no under-garments,
7195. 2)?-. Fause.\ Do you remember how the bruise occurred in connection with Case No. 57,—was the
patient excited ? Yes ; she was a very troublesome patient, and it occurred while the nurses were putting
her out of the dormitory into the single room.
7196. Was the bruise a mere accident ? Yes.
7197. Do you think it could have been well avoided, considering the violence of the patient? I do not.
7198. Have you seen me siuce you left the institution? Not until to-day.
7199. Have you been in communication with me? No.
7200. Do you remember case No. 58? Yes.
7201. Do you remember how many blankets she had ?
About eight or ten pairs, and then she was not
satisfied.
"
7202. Did she occupy a single room ? Yea; she would not sleep anywhere else.
It was her own wish
that she should,
•
7203. Had the nurses every opportunity of speaking to me concerning anything about which they wished
to complain. Every opportunity. You always went through the place every morning, and very often
during the day.
,
7204. Who had charge of the medicine after it was made up ? I always had charge of it.
7205. Did you keep it locked up? Yes; in my own room.
7206. Who administered the medicine? I always administered it myself unless a nurse was told off for
■ a special ease ; then she would come to my room for it.
7207. Have you ever seen a clean dress put over a dirty one ? No, never.
7208. Do you think every reasonable care is taken to keep the place and tho patients clean ? I think
every care is taken in this direction.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. Patrick Martin sworn and examined:—■

P. Martin

-f’rmVZsuif.] Did you write to this Commission, stating that you wished to give evidence in this
inquiry ? I did.
18 Dec,, 1894. ^10. Were you at one time connected with Bayview Asylum ? I was, as a generally useful man.
7211. Were you employed by Dr. Yause? Yes; after Dr. Tucker went away. I -was with him nine and
a half years.
7212. When did yon leave the institution ? About eleven years ago.
7213. At the time you were there were there any complaints about the treatment of the patients? No;
I never saw or knew of anything to complain about. I never had a home, since nor before, as good as
Bayview House. There was always plenty of everything, and there was cleanliness and comfort. I was
perfectly satisfied.
7214. Was this the case both in Dr. Tucker’s and Dr. Vause’s time ? Yes.
7215. Was Case No. 1 at Bayview House in your time ? No. X have seen a good many gentlemen come
there, though, and leave the institution in first-class health.
7216. Dr. Garran.] Do you remember the two isolation rooms on the private side?\ I do, sir.

7217.
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7217. "While you. were there who cleaned them out ? Each in his turn. One attendant on one day, and
Mr.
another attendant on the next. We put clean beds in these rooms every morning, no matter whether P. Martin.
those used in during the previous night were soiled or not. The rooms were washed out every morning
18 Dec., 1894.
with chloride of lime.
7218. Were they well cleaned? Yes; and tliey were examined by the doctor every morning.
7219. Were they often used ? Sometimes a gentleman was put in when he was not clean enough in his
habits to be with patients in the other rooms.
7220. Did you notice if patients ever suffered from cold in these rooms ?
No; they had splendid
blankets and canvas quilted under and over.
7221. Mr. McGowen.] Were there any night attendants kept on ? Yes.
7222. Was there always a night attendant on duty ? There might not bo always; but there was when
there was anyone in a single room. I was often on night duty myself if there was a gentleman in one of
the rooms. If 1 was not on duty some other attendant was, to see the patient a good many times during
tho night—sometimes as often as every live minutes.
7223. Was this always the case when anyone was put in either of these two rooms? Yes'; the patient
had to be looked after thoroughly both night and day.
7224. Are you sure that an attendant visited these places at least once every hour? Yes; and oftener
than once an hour. Sometimes as often as every five minutes, both day and night.
7223. Was there a tell-tale clock to register these visits? No; I did not see one.
/22G. How do you know that these visits were made, then, every hour?
Because one attendant was
watching the other.
7227. Was there more than one attendant watching in the night-time ? Yes; my time would he up at a
certain hour and another would take my place.
7228. Were you ever up all night? I would sometimes be up all night.
7229. What I mean is rhis—supposing you had to visit the cells at 12 o’clock at night, and had to do so
every hour or half hour afterwards, what proof could you give the doctor that you had done so ? I used
to do it; I would not go to bed.
7230. Could you make any record that you had visited these rooms at 12 o’clock at night ? I know I
should have been found out if I did not, and then I should have bad to leave. As far as I know, the

1

patients wero bolted after according to instructions.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr, * * * sworn and examined r—
7231. President,] Whore do yon live ? At * * *
7232. "What is your occupation ? I am an engineer and brassfounder.
7233. Was your wife under treatment for some time at Bayview House ?

Mr.
# # •
Yes.

7234. Do you remember the date on which she was first admitted ? It was about June, 1893.
18 Dec''18947235. Were you satisfied with her treatment? Yes, I was.
7236. Is she perfectly well now? Not perfectly; but well enough to get about the house' and to attend
to matters,
7237. Was she granted leave of absence on two occasions ? Yes.
7238. Did she come home after the first? Yes.
7239. Did she return to Bayview ? Yes.
7240. Now that she has been finally discharged, are you satisfied that she was properly treated while she
was there ? Yes.
'
7241. Does she ever speak to you about her treatment at the institution? She did while she was there •
she praised everything that went on, and was quite satisfied.
'
7242. Is the principal point of your evidence that you desire to state on your wife’s behalf that she was
perfectly satisfied with her treatment ? Yes; and there is another thing I want to say. The main reason
why I came to give evidence waa to tell you that Dr. Vause was very generous, and not mercenary in any
way. After the first three months my wife was there I thought it better that she should go among the
(xovernment patients. My resources had been drained by the intemperate habits of my wife for many
years, and I thought, perhaps, her mixing with Government patients would do her good. Dr. Vause said
he could not agree to that. I wrote and told him I could not afford to continue tho payment I had
already been paying. Dr. Yause asked me how much I could pay. I told him, and he agreed to it
without demurring. Afterwards my wife told me that there was no difference in her treatment • in fact
it was better than it was at first. The doctor thought it was better that she should go to his house and
she was taken there for a time.
’
■
7243. Notwithstanding the diminution in payment ? Yes ; that is one of the reasons why I came hereto
Bay he behaved very generously.
7244. Dr. Garran'j] Was the patient sufficiently violent to be put in a single room ? No; she was never
violent.
7245. Dr. Manning.] What was the reduction in payment ?
months, and 30s. per week afterwards until she left.
.

I paid 2 guineas per week for the first three

[Witness withdrew.]
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[The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, of the Chief Secrctarfs Ojjicei]
■
The Hon. Sir

present: —

AE/THTJH KENWICK,

FE/EDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General or

Knt.,

E.A., M.D., M.L.C,,

President.

ANDEEW GAEEAN, Esq, LL.D.

Insane.
Dr. Yause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses in his own behalf.
Catherine Elinor Perrin, sworn and examined:—
Catherine 7246. President.^ How long have you been engaged at Bayview House ? For ten months.
Elinor
7247. AYhen were you originally engaged ? On the 14fch February this year.
Pemn.
724,3, Have you been in constant employment as a nurse since ? Yes.
7249. By whom were you engaged? By Mrs. Gilchrist.
. ,
7250. Did you sigu the book containing a list of your duties, setting forth your responsibilities and the
rules and regulations of the institution ? Yes.
i
,
7251. In what particular department wero you engaged? In No. 2, Ladies’ Private Eoom.
7252. Have yon been much about the other parts of the institution ? No.
7253.
7254.
7255.
7256.

Do you know much about them ? No.
Do you remember Case No. 12 ? Yes.
Was she in No. 2, under you ? Yes.
Do you remember that doses of medicine were given to her to make her sleep ?

,
She had a sleeping

draught sometimes.
7257. What was tho effect of this medicine on her a-s far as you recollect? She slept.
7258. The next morning after she had taken this medicine did you see any effects ot its operation ?
7259. Did you notice anything peculiar in the patient? No.
_
7260. Was it the custom to give this kind of medicine to that class of patient ? Yes.

No.

72G1. Was Case No. 12 any different to other patients in that respect ? No.
7262. Do you remember her coming to the institution ? Yes.
7263. Did you see her when she arrived ? Yes.
7264. Where did sbe sleep on the first night of her arrival ? In No. 2 private room.
7265. Are you quite sure about that? Yes.
_
7266. Were you in charge of that room then ? No ; Maggie Macleod was in charge at^the time.
_
7267. Are you quite sure she slept in No. 2, for it has been stated in evidence that she slept, on this
particular night, in one of the single rooms on the Government side ; was that the case ? 1 do not think
she was put into a single room until she had been at the institution for some days.
_
7268. Do you recollect positively whether she slept in a dormitory or in a single room on the first night
after her arrival? I am in doubt, but still I have a feeling that she was put into a dormitory.
7269. As far as your recollection extends, wms she placed in No. 2 dormitory ? Yes.
7270. Some days afterwards, being restless and troublesome, was she placed in the single room to sleep ?
Yes; I think that w'as so.
7271. Did you ever see her badly treated ? No.
_
7272. Did you ever see any other patients either rudely or badly treated ? No.
7273. Did anything of that kind come under your observation? No.
7274. Although you were not there at the time, do you feel quite sure that on the first night that Case
No. 12 was at the institution she slept in No. 2 room, under Maggie Macleod ?
Maggie Macleod wras
not in charge of that room. She may have been there temporarily. 8hc was in charge of the dining-room,
not of the dormitory.
7274j. Have you seen patients put into the single rooms ?
Les.
7275. Have you helped f 0 put them in ? No; only case No. 12.
7276. Have you ever assisted with regard to others at all? No.
7277. Have you seen others put in these single rooms ? I have sometimes.
_
7278. Are these cells prepared for the patients ? Yes ; they contain beds, blankets, and pillows.
7279. Was everything made as comfortable as possible ?
Yes.
7280. Have you ever known patients to be put into these rooms naked ? No.
7281. Did some patients volunteer to sleep in these rooms ? Y’os.
7282. Was there any night watch on this side of the establishment ? Yes.
7283. Has there always been one ? Not always. Sometimes patients would be seen every four hours,
and, if noisy, every two hours.
7284. Since when has this regulation been in force ? That has always beenin force.
_
7285. Has any change been made recently in regard to this night watching ? Yes ;there is a permanent
night nurse now7.
7285Has that change been made within the last four or five months, or since May last ?
The change
may have been made longer than that.
7286. Has it been made for about six months ? Yes; six or seven months.
7287. Do nurses now take it in turn to patrol tliese wards at night? Yes; theypay a visit every hour.
7288. Is there a tell-tale clock to mark off the time when the rounds are made ?
Yes.
7289. Is the food supplied to the patients always satisfactory ? Yes.
_
_
_
7290. Is there any objection in respect to the quantity, the quality, or the way in which the food is
cooked ? No.
7291. Have patients ever complained of not having a sufficient supply of food?
No ; they always have
more than sufficient. I serve the dinners, and always give the patients more than fhey wTant.
7292. Is the supply of bread always ample ? Yes 1 there is plenty of it.
7293. If it is stated by some witnesses that there is not a sufficient supply of bread, can such a statement
be true ? It is not true ; there is always plenty of bread.
7294.
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^294*.
night, if there is nny particularly noisy or troublesome patient cal ling for assis! ance, can you hear
her ? Yes ; I sleep close to the patients in the single room.
7295. Supposing cocoa, tea, or anything of that kind was required at night, is provision made for obtain
ing this nourishment ? Yes ; stores are kept in a cupboard for that purpose.

Catherine
Elinor
Perrin.

7290. 'Where ? .Both in the matron’s room and Yo. 2 dining-room.
7297. j\re these always accessible? Yes.
7298. Has that been the ease ever since you have been at the institution ? Yes; and all the other nurses
have been told tho same thing.
■
7299. Were there any means of making cocoa, tea, or anything warm ? Yes ; there is always a lire.
7-100. AY as there any provision in any other room for similar requirements? Yes; in the little kitchen.
7301. Has this been the case all the time you have been there? Yes ; I can safely say so.
7302. Have you seen the official visitors go round the institution ? Yes.
7303. Hid you go round with them ? Yes; sometimes.
/304. Have they ever spoken to you about the patients ? No ; they generally speak to the matron or to
the doctor.
7305. Did they examine the patients ? I know they have talked to the ladies.
7306. Hid they examine the beds frequently ? Yes ; they often turn ihem up.
7307. Do you know if the official visitors knew what the dinner is like ? They have been there twice
since I have been there. I have seen them there.
7308. Was the dinner on these occasions any different to the ordinary dinner? No ; it was just tho same.
/309, AYhile you have been at the institution have you seen any form of restraint used in the way of
muffs or anything else ? I have seen restraint used in regard to two Government patients. One was Case

19 Dec., 1S94.

No. 59, where restraint was used occasionally. The other was Case No. 15, and sometimes Case No. 37.
7310. Do you know of anybody else? No.
7311. AVhat was the reason why Case No. 59 was under restraint? She was very destructive in her
habits, and when she becomes violent she might kill any of the other patients.
7312. Have you seen any other form of restraint used ? No.
7313. Has your observation been principally limited to tho ladies’ department amongst private patients?
7314. So far as you know, is everything carried on satisfactorily for the comfort and treatment of these
patients? Yes.
7315. Have you seen much vermin about the institution ? No.
7316. In this resnect was there anything more than is usual in a large establishment of this kind ? No.
oulo' ™ve y<]U
- anjr ?Werience prior to this in a lunatic asylum ? No ; this was my first experience.
7318. When the official visitors came, was there ample notice given to get patients ready for inspection ?
jNo ; the officitfl visitors often canie before there was any time to make preparation afc all,
7319. Have you ever taken any trouble to put patients in order by making them tidv, except so far as
putting a collar on, arranging their dresses, or brushing their liair‘? That is all it has been possible to do,
and very often there is not time to do that.
7320. Did the official visitors drop upon you as a matter of surprise on many occasions ? Yes.
7321. Do you remember when Mr. * * * came to visit his daughter (Case No. 12) ? Yes.
'
7322. Did he come frequently at one time ? Yes.
7323. Did he over ask you which room his daughter slept in? He never spoke to mo, and I never spoke
to him,
'
1
7324. Did you ever see him in conversation with his daughter? No.
7325. As far as you are concerned, did ho seem to be perfectly satisfied with the wav in which his
daughter was progressing? Yes; he seemed to be pleased that she was getting on so very well.
/320 From the impression conveyed, do you think Mr. * * * was satisfied with the way in which his
daughter was treated ? Yes.
^7. Do you know whether the daughter slept in the room that was pointed out to him ? I do not know.
7328. Were you present at any of the interviews when the father visited the institution? I was not.
7329. Dr. Running^ Have you not spoken with regard to Case No. 15 and Case No. 59 being in muffs ?
I.es.
7330. Did you ever see the muffs removed when the official visitors came to Bayview House? No - I
have not been in that division when they came,
*
7331. How often does Dr. Yause go round the institution ? Several times a day.
7332. At what time ? Before 7 o’clock in the morning and up till late at night. I have seen him go
round as hate as half-past ten at night, and I have seen him sometimes as early as ten minutes past C in
the morning.
1
7333. What arc the usual limes when Dr. Aansc makes his rounds ? I have seen him at breakfast-time,
between 10 and 11 o’clock in the morning, at 12 o’clock, and between 4 and 5 in the afternoon.
’
7334. Has Dr. A-ause visited the institution at these times ever since you have been there? He was ill
at one time, and when I went there Dr, Ttamsay officiated for him.
7335. AYere you at Bayview House while Case No. 17 was there ? No.
7336. Preside/!/.] Do you remember Margaret Macleod? Yes.
7337. We have had many statements of a contradictory nature; 1 should like your opinion as to the
truthfulness of this witness; was she a truthful girl? As far as mv experience goes she was never
truthful.
“
7338. Supposing she says that tho food was not sufficient in quantity ; that it was bad in quality; that it
was badly cooked ; that there was an insufficient supply of clothing ; that she could not got clothing for
the patients,—is she telling the truth ? I am afraid she is not telling tho truth. * I have always found
plenty of food, of good quality, well cooked, and ample clothing,
7339. Do you believe Macleod to be a truthful person ? No; no one in the institution believed her to he
truthful.
7340. Do you know a nurse named Lizzie A-Yrity ? Yes.
7341. Do you know one named Bose M'Mahon ? No.
7342. Do you know Bridget Morrisey ? No.
7343. Have you any reason to doubt the veracity of Lizzie Verity ? No.
7344. Supposing Lizzie Verity in her evidence'says that patients were put into the cells stripped of
207—2 A
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Catherine
Elinor

clothing,—is that true ? I never saw that. Patients placed in tho single rooms always had night-clothes
ari(j
Covering. One or tv, o might have been placed in the single rooms without clothing because they

_^r^_ tore off their clothes.
.
IBDcclS94 ^345. Would they all be destructive patients of this hind, because she says they were all stripped
’’

.
is

that the case? I never saw anything like all of them.
7346. Did you see Case iNo. 12 in that room ? Tea ; X put her there.
7347. Did she have a night-dress, chemise, and so on ? Yes ; except when she tore them up.
7348. Were these night-clothes put ou her at first to try if she would wear them ? Yes.
734!). Did she aftersvards become so destructive that the things were useless ? Yes.
7350. After that was she supplied with a sufficient amount of bed-clothes? Yes; she had blankets.
7351. Did you give her rugs? No ; only blankets and a quilt.
7352. Did she tear these ? No.
_
_
,
7353. The witness Macleod was asked if there was any provision for supplying patients at night with hot
coifee, tea, or any other warm drink, and ske said “No”;—is that your experience? No; there was
always a fire, and one could always get these things in No. 1 dining-room.
(
7354. Have you ever noticed that the clothing of the Gfovornmcnt patients was inadequate ? No.
7355. The same witness said that the clothing supplied was very bad and insufficient;—has that come
under your observation ? No ; not in tho main. I can say more. If a patient was destructive and tore
up her clothes constantly she would be supplied with new.
7350, She said that it was impossible to get a sufficient supply from the store;—is that true ?

^
No; there

was always an ample supply.
7357. Do you remember Case No. 1 being removed from Bayview House ? Yes.
_
7358. Do you remember a large supply of clothing being brought in immediately after his removal ? No ;
T do not remember any particular change in the supply of clothing.
7359. Do you mean to say lhat there was nothing more thau usual?

_
_ _
No; there is always an additional

supply bought at the beginning of winter.
_
73(30. Did you see anything extraordinary in the matter of supply at the beginning of the present winter?
No.
_
_
7301. If this witness says that there was an unusual supply of material bought just after the removal of
Case No. 1, and that people were brought into tho asylum to make up tho clothing,—is, that true? Wo
all help in making up clothing at that time of tho year.
7362. Was there any extraordinary supply of material brought in on this occasion ?

_
No; nothing of the

kind.
7368. Did you ever hear, iu tho course of your experience at the institution, that the clothing of some
patients was put on others to make them look presentable when the official visitors came round? No; I
never did.
_
7364. Do you remember the case of a patient who had her arm broken while she was in one of the private
cells ? Yes,
7365. What was the name of that patient ? Case No. 20.
7366. Do you know when she was put in the cell at night ? 1 do not; I was not there,
7367. Were you present when she was taken out? No.
_
_
7368. When did you know about her arm being broken ? I heard about five minutes past 7 in the morning,
when her arm was being bound up.
7369. Who was binding it ? Dr. Yause.
7370. Do you know the particulars of the case ? No.
_
__
7371.. Do you know of any other patient having received injuries while in these single cells? No.
_
7372. Are you perfectly satisfied with the general management of the institution, and that all possible is
done for the comfort and cure of the patients ? Yes, I think so.
[Witness withdrew.!

Ada Simpson sworn and examined:—

Ada Simpson, 7373. President.] Are you at present employed as nurse at Bayview Asylum ?
7374. Were you engaged for that position about November, 1893 ? I. v, as19 Doc.,

Yes.

1894. 7375

In what part of tho institution are you occupied ? On the Government side.
737g! Have you been there the whole of the time since your engagement? Not all the time, but 1 am
now in charge of the patients.
7377. Are you on day duty or night duty ? I am on day duty.
7378. Xjatterly, have you taken day and night duty in turn about ? I have not. I am not anight nurse.
7379. AYhile you have been at the institution have you seen any neglect of Government patients ? No ;
I have not.
7380. Have you seen any placed under restraint, such as wearing muffs ?
Yes; I have seen some
wearing muffs and some wearing strong dresses.
7381. How many have you seen wearing muffs? One particularly—Case No, 59.
7382. How many have you seen wearing strong dresses? Three of them,
7383. Are these strong dresses put on these three patients because they tear up their ordinary clothes?
Yes.
7384. Are they put on simply to prevent the patients tearing up their clothes ? Yes.
7385. Are gloves placed on the hands of Case No. 59 because she is dangerous Yes.
7386. Do you know' that patients are put in the single cells off the verandah ? Yes.
7387. Did you ever help'to put them in ? Yes.
7388. Do you know if any are put in during the day-time ? Yes, they are, if they fight with other patients
or become generally troublesome.
1
7389. On these occasions who puts them in ? Whatever nurse is in charge.
7390. Has the matron generally ordered them to be put in ? Yes.
7391. How long are tliey kept iu ou these occasions ? Sometimes half an hour, and sometimes an hour.
7392. Supposing occasions arise when the nurse has to put a patient in these single rooms, is the matron
informed at once ? As a rule, we send and ask if -wo may put such a patient in a single room beforo we
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do it, If a patient is exceptionally boisterous we put her in at once, but, as a rule, we go to tbo matron, AdaSimpson,
and aslc for permission,
'
71198. Have you any general permission to act on your own authority ? No.
19Dec., 1S94.
7894. On the other hand, do yon summarily lodge patients in private cells if they bccomo dangerous ?
Yes; but it is only occasionally it happens.
'
739o. Supposing a case happens at night where a patient is put into one of these single rooms, who is
responsible then ? Tho matron ; she is always there when a patient is put in at night.
7898. Aro tho rooms kept clean and tidy ? Yes.
7397. Are they cleaned out every day ? Yes ; not only every day, hut every time the patients leave them.
739S. AVluit bedding is supplied to these rooms ?
Blankets, mattress—sometimes a single mattress, but
always large ones when the patient is troublesome—nigs, pillows, sheets, and sometimes an india-rubber
utensil.
7899. Bo they give each one an india-rubber utensil ? Yes.
7400, Are you sure about that? Yes.
7401,. Is there an ample supply, so that one can bo put in each room ? Yes; I have seen one in each
room.
7402. Who watches over tho patients at night? The nurses have taken it in turns during the last five or
six months.
7403. Have you seen patients taken out in the morning? No.
7404. Have you ever seen patients put into those rooms at night naked ? No.
7-105, Bever ? 1 have only seen Case No. 15 put iu naked ; all the others are supplied with night-dresses,
but they sometimes tear them. Case No. 15 would tear her clothes before you could turn your back.
740G. Have you had timely notice of their arrival when tho official visitors come to Bayview House ? No ;
uot unless tho nurses happen to see them come in, and then mention it to us.
7407. Do you then get the patients together? Yes ; we get them together at once, so that the visitors
may sue (hem easily.
7408. "When the visitors go round the institution, do they ask you any questions about the patients? No.
7409. Do they ask the matron? Yes ; we report to tho matron, and she tells all that is told about the
cases.
7410. Did you ever see the dresses of patients altered—such as putting a clean dress over a patient to
hide her actual condition from the official visitors? No ; ] have never seen that done.
7411. What do you do when the official visitors come in the way of arranging the patients’dresses ?
Some of the patients are very unruly, and object to have anything done. Wo just put their collars right,
straighten their dresses, and make them look presentable.
7412. Would it be possible for you and the other nurses on the Government side, if you received ten
minutes’notice, to re-dress all the patients, and make them clean? No, it would not. I have never
known it attempted.
7418. Have you ever been lold a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes before the official visitors came
through the ward to get tho patients ready as quickly as you could ? No ; I have never been told,
7414, Jf the witness, Maggie Macleod, said that information was specially conveyed to the nurses in
charge of the Government patients so as to put them in order for the official visitors,—is that true ? It is
not true, according to my knowledge.
7415. Have yon ever received au intimation of that kind? No.
741G. Do you know Maggie Macleod ? Yes; she came the week before I did.
7417. Do you remember when she left Bayview House? Yes.
7418. Did you ever have any conversation with her about the institution? No.
7419. Did she ever tell you that there was an insufficient supply of clothing, and that the whole place was
neglected ? No ; she was always grumbling, and was of a disagreeable nature. 1 never took much notice
of what she said.
7420. Was she a truthful girl ? No ; she was not truthful.
7421. This same witness said that the box-room was full of vermin;—is that true ? No.
7422. Were there any bugs there ? Not that I am aware of.
7423. Macleod said, “ From the first day I entered the room I was in a stale of misery on account of tho
number of bugs there —is that true ? There are no bugs there.
7424. She said that the patients put into these single rooms had to sleep on straw without a mattress of
any kind ;—is that true ? There is only one patient of this kind, and that is case No. 15.
7425. She said there were a large number of patients stripped and put into these rooms with ahag of straw;—
is that true ? No ; it is not true.
7426. She was asked if they stripped themselves quite naked what they had to cover them with, and she
said they had nothing at all;—is that true ? No ; each one has a night-gown, and a bed is made for them
to go into.
7427. She was asked further if these patients wero supplied with sheets, blanket, or any other bedding,
and she said there were neither sheets nor anything else, and then she went on to say, “ There were only
sheets for two patients while I had anything to do with them fora period of about five months ” ;—is that
true or false r It is false.
7428. She was asked what patients got for breakfast, and she said, “I never saw them get anything hut
rough chops, cooked badly, on one day, and a rough meat stew put before them tho next day”';—is lhat
true ? It is ialse. I consider tho food very good. It has always been very good, and very good stew.
7429. Is tbo general statement made by Macleod in regard to the breakfast utterly false ? It is quite false.
7430. Js the tea supplied to the patients good or bad ? It is good.
7431. Macleod was asked if tho patients were not supplied with plenty of bread and butter. She said
“ No ; down at the Government end they only used to get dripping or treacle. There were as many as
fifty-two patients down there, and they were allowed—so the sub-matron told me—2 lb. of butter per
week ’;—is that a true statement? They often had butter, sometimes jam, sometimes treacle.
7432. Is it true that there was only 2 lb. of butter per week for fifty-two patients ? No ; it is not true,
7133. Nhe was further asked if the quantity of butter supplied was absolutely insufficient for the patients,
and nbo answered, “ Yes : we used lo scrape and scrape, so that each could have a bit” ;—did you ever see
anything of that kind ? No; hut 1 have been told to use the butter properly, and not waste it.
7434.
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Ada Simpson. 7434, is there always an ample supply of tnitter ? Yes; always.
_
jl o
^— -----' 7435. Was there an ample supply of dripping and treacle when these were given to the mtients
19 Doc.,1894. 743Q in ot]lcI. words, was there such scraping and scrimping as described by the witness Macleod .

t

1 cs
ihcre

7437. She was'further ashed what the patients had for dinner, and she said that they mainly had a sort of
stew made with boiled necks of mutton, and that she never saw .any other joints thereis that true .
No : they always had a very good stew, when they had stew at all.
.
. ,
. .
7438. She was asked if the patients had soup, and she replied that they were served with soup twice a
week, but it was very poor in quality
is that true? They bad very good rich soup every other day,
such as gentil, barley, rice, and pea soups.

,

7439. Have you seen all kinds of joints, both of mutton and beef, at the institution ?

Ics.
7440. When Maggie Macleod says that the joints there were mainly necks of mutton, and that she never
saw anything else,—is that true? It is absolutely false. _
,
.
j j- j. -i. j. *1.
74.41 8hc was asked if she was obliged to take just what food came irom tho kitchen and distribute it as
best, she could, and she replied, “Very often I have gone down to the kdchon and tried to got more,
and I was told that Dr. Vause would not allow any more”;—is that m accordance with fact? _ It is
utterly untrue. There lias always been plenty, and more than sufficient. Ihcre was always more in the
kitchen if sufficient had not been carried to the dining-room ; but I do not remember any occasion when
we had to go down for more.
7442. Do vou ever go with the patients to see their friends? No ; 1 have uot been.
7443. Do you remember Case No. 11 ? Yes; she is a private patient. She is there now.
7444. Do you remember her daughter complaining about the state of her underclothing ?

JSo; i never

7445! Did you ever hear of the patient being so much neglected as to be allowed to roll about in her
own dirt?

No; I do not think that is possible.

She is generally a clean patient, and looks attcr herseit;

and, besides that, a nurse is always looking after her.
■ . j j
■
7446 It has been stated by some witnesses that the sheets are put ou the beds in the associated dormi
tories during the day and taken off at night ;-is that the ease ? There are four, and somet.mes five, beds
from which the bottom sheets are removed because of the dirty habits of the patients. 1 take away the
sheets and replace them with waterproof sheets and a double blanket.
.
7447. Has it ever beon your practice to take the sheets off for the purpose ot saving washing or tor
preserving the sheets? No.
n
j 1
1 0
7448. Was the object in removing these bottom sheets to make the patients morccomtortable and cleanly r
Yes.'
^
.
■7449.
7450.
7451.
7452.
7453!

Who directed you to do this ? The matron, Bridget Morrisey.
Did you only do this with the dirty patients? Yes.
Were the other patients supplied with linen ? Yes.
Do vou know whether Macleod and Verity took off the sheets for other reasons ? JS 0.
We have had it in evidence that Maggie Macleod did take off the sheetsdid you ever know' of it ?

No; except those I mentioned.
7454. Was Macleod in that room during your absence ?

.
- , - >
1
Yes; I was nursing a special sick patient tor

about six weeks,
,
7455. During that time was Macleod in charge of your dormitory ? Yes.
7456. Would it ho during that time that she would remove the sheets from the beds ?

Vos.

If she did

take them off she did it slyly and without authority. _
7457. Do you flatly contradict everything that Maggie Macleod says in this matter.
I do,
7458. Is the ward we are talking about the same dormitory that you arc now in ? Yes.
7459. Are there fourteen beds in that ward ? Yes; seven on each side. .
7460. Do these women, sleeping in these beds, always wear night-dresses ? Yes.
7461. All of them ? Yes.
7462. Even those four from whose bods you removed the sheets ? Yes.
,
7463. If Maggie Macleod said these patients did not wear night-dresses, is that true? It is untrue.
7464. She said that only one patient had a night-dress until some were made lately, and then she goes on
to say, “ Some coarse brown calico was bought, and Dr. Vause got the coachman’s daughter to come in
and make it up” ;—is that true? We could always get an ample supply from the linen-room, and wo
regularlv got a supply when necessary.
7465. Were you ever on night duty ? Only with the special patient. _
_
7466. Do you know' if the nurses on night duty can get refreshments for patients, such as coffee, tea, or
warm milk? Yes.
_
.
7467. Where are these refreshments kept ? In a cupboard in No. 1 dining-room.
_
7468. Has the matron any under her charge? I do not know. There aro plenty of stores in No. 1
dining-room.
7469. Always? Yes.
7470. What stores are they ?

Milk, tea, sugar, bread and butter, and eggs.

The night nurse has a key

of the cupboard.
. .
7471. What means have you of making food warm ? A fire in No. 1 dining-room.
7472. Is there always a lire there? There always has been since I have been there.
7473. All through the night
7474. Have vou any need to
7475. Couldthe nurses get
hanging in the .cook's room.

? Yes.
_
go to the kitchen at all ? No.
_
to the kitchen, if necessary, during the night? Yes; there is a pass-key
You can go to the cook’s room, and just inside the door is a key hanging

that will open the cross-lock.
_
Dr. Fcrw-sc.] I did not even know that. I thought the cook had a key, but I did not know a cross
lock key was available for the other nurses.
7476. President.] Maggie Macleod said in her evidence that if she wanted a cup of warm tea, cocoa, or
milk, she would have to wake the cook before she could make it hot;—is that true ? It is untrue.
7477. Do you know that you are giving evidence on oath ? ] do.
.
_
7478. In the statements you are making are you endeavouring, as strictly as possible, to adhere to the
truth ? Yes ; all I say is true.
74/9.
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7479. I fell you this because, in the main, tho statements made by Maggie Macleod are the very reverse A(la Simpson,
to what you say as the result of your experience, and I ask you now, as far as your experience goes, are
the statements made by Macleod quite wrong P They are absolutely untrue.
7480. Have you any complaints to make about the institution ? Is o.
7481. How long arc tho inulfs kept on patients during the day P There is only one case where the
muffs are kept on, that is the case of'Case Ho. 59, and when in her room they are off. "When she is
amongst other patients, for safety’s sake, they are kept on. She is the oulv patient who wears muffs.
74 S2. Have you seen that alterations have been made in these single rooms since last May ? Yes ; tbo
gas has been laid on.
7483. Has there been an extra window placed over each door? Yes ; and the gas is so laid on that the
light can be thrown into the rooms through these windows.
7484. Do you remember Case Ho. 17? Yes.
7485. Did you attend upon her? Hot particularly; I saw her in a general sort of way.
7486. Do you remember Case Ho. 18 ? Yes; she was a fit case.
7487. Do you remember this woman being ill ? She had a great number of fits.
7488. Do you remember what food was supplied to her ? Yes ; milk. She would take very little food at all.
7489. Maggie Macleod says in her evidence that the food supplied to this patient was not sudieienlly
nourishing y that the milk was half water, and sometimes there was no such thing as fresh milk to ho had.
Is that possible ? Ho ; I always got plenty of milk for this patient, and arrowroot, too.
7490. Supposing patients wore taken ill to whom would you report ?
I reported to thomatron atonce.

13 Bee., 1894.

7J9L. Do you remember Case Ho. 12, aud did you see her frequently while she was at the institution?
Yes, I remember the case.
*
7492. It is stated in evidence that she took draughts to make her sloop at night. Did you ever see her
when she got up in the morning ? Yes.
7493. Did she seem to be suffering badly from the effects of the draught she had taken over night? Ho ;
she was always noisy.
7494. Was she noisy when she woke up in the morning ? I do not remember.
7495. It is stated by some witnesses that several of the patients wore stockingswithout feet;—is that
true ? That is not true.
749G. Did some of the patients sometimes take off their shoes and their stockings, too ? Yes.
7497. Were they immediately supplied with proper stockings if they tore up those they were weariug?
Yes.
74>98. Have you shoes specially made for the patients who object to wearing shoes or stockings? Ho, tho
shoes arc not particularly made for that purpose. These patients wear ordinary boots, with a lock
attached to the tops.
7499. Maggie Macleod says in her evidence that tho patients, or rather some of tho Government patients,
often wore stockings without feet, and then they would try to stick the tongues of their boots in the
openings, so as to hide their bare feetis that true ? It is untrue.
7500. Did you ever make any complaints to tho matron, or did you ever hear of any complaints being
made to the matron about these things ? Ho.
7501. Had you any conversation about the institution with Maggie Macleod at different times ? Ho; I
never had much conversation with her.
7502. Did she ever tell you that the place was scandalously managed? Ho.
7503. Did she ever tell you that the authorities of the asylum were trying to get as much money as
possible out of the patients ? Ho.
7504. Am I to gather from your evidence that you have not much confidence in what she said ? 1 have
none at all. She was a deliberate story-teller, and I never believed anything she said.
7505 Did you know anything at all about a patient who had her arm broken ? Yes.
7506. Did you put that patient in a cell the night before this happened ? Ho. I put her into a dormi
tory. I believe sbe got very troublesome there ; but before this liapponed I went oil" duty. The last I

'

saw of her was about 8 o’clock at night. Before leaving I tried to coax her to lie in bod, but 1 under
stand that as soon as I left she got up again,
7507. Was her arm broken at that time ? Ho.
7508. Do you remember at what hour she was taken to tho single room? Ho; that happened after I
went to bed.
7509. J)r. Manning.] Where did Case Ho. 17. sleep ? In Ho. 2 dormitory.
7510. Do you remember how long she slept there ? Ho ; I do not,
*
7511. Do you know if she was in a single room part of the time ? Hot to my knowledge.
7512. Do you know anything about this patient being placed in a single room without covering, and being
left there irom 7 o clock at night till 7 o’clock in the morning ? I know nothing about that.
7513. Always when you saw her was she sleeping in an associated dormitory? Yes.
7514. President,] Did you always find that Dr. Yause was attentive to his patients ? Yes ; always.
/515. Have you seen him iu the institution at other times than when he made his regular round at 12
o’clock in the day ? Yes.
7616. If Maggie Macleod says that she never saw Dr. Vause in the institution except when he made his
usual rounds, is that true? Dr, Yause often comes in irrespective of his general rounds and mixes
amongst tho patients.
7517. Tho same witness was asked if Dr. Vause ever saw and attended to any speeial case. She said,
bto, ho never did;’ —is that true? I have often seen him attend patients when necessary.
7518. Do you remember if patientswearing muffs had them removed when official visitors came to the
institution ? 1 do not. When Case ISo. 59 was wearing muffs the official visitors saw her.
7519. Do you remember Case No. 15, and did she as a rule wear muffs? She wore strong dresses and
muffs too occasionally, nearly every week'.
7520. Wore the muffs taken off at night? Yes ; they were always taken off at night at meal times.
7521. lor how long was she in the habit of wearing the muffs ? Sometimes for a week at a time.
/522, Did she wear them continually for two or three months ? No, I am quite certain about that.
7523. Do you remember that you are on your oath, and are you quite sure that she did not wear them
more than a week at a lime ? Yes.
7524.

'
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j)r Manning.] Did you ever see tho muffs removed from Case jN'o. 15 when the ofiioial visitors

tlToer 1891 caroc to the institution ? No; I did not.
’
7525, From whom did you see the muffs removed ?

(
Nobody.

_

7526. When the official visitors have gone round to sec the patients, and when they saw them wearing
muffs did they inquire into the nature of the case ? No ; they would see Case Xo. 59 and speak to her.
She would go straight to them.
7527. Was Nurse Verity there while you were in the institution ? Tcs.
^
_
7528. If Lizzie Verity says that as soon as thq alleged fncis respecting Case No. 1 became public there
was a large quantity of clothing supplied to the patients ;—is that true ? That is not true, as 1 have
already said.
_
_
7529. This witness was asked if the patients, nhen visited, were taken in a disreputable condition to see
their friends and relatives. She replied, “ Xo; their clothes are changed; a decent skirt would he put on
the patient if she possessed one, and if she did not have one of her own, better clothing would be taken
off one of the other patients, and put on that patient who would be going to see her friends”;—is that
true ? No; if anything was wanted in tho way of dress it would he taken from the linen room.
7530. Would tho clothing be taken from another patient and put on her ? No ; I never saw that done in
my experience.
_
.
7531. She was further asked if she had seen a number of patients wearing stockings without any feet.
She replied, “ That numbers of them aro like that; but 1 do not take much notice ot things of this kind,
for you can’t get some patients to keep their stockings on —is that true ? In some cases patients will
not keep their stockings on. For instance, Case No. 50 cannot he controlled in this respect. Occasionally
we have had to lock her boots on.
_
...
.
7532. Do you remember how Case No. 12 was dressed when she was first in the institution ;—did she
wear an ordinary dress ?
Yres.
.
7533. Was this clothing taken away from her at night, and was she dressed a little differently before she
was planed in bed ? Yes.
7534. What dress was put upon her then, especially when she was placed in a single room ?

_
A night

dress,
•7535. How many mattresses were placed in the single room when she slept there ? Several, because she
would not stay in bed. This precaution was taken until she became quiet. There were two double
mattresses placed in her room.
[Witness withdrew ]

.

A. Jarvie Hood, Esq., M.B., M.S., sworn and examined :—
Dr. A.
7536. President.'] Wo understand from the note that you wrote to the Commissioners, that you desire to
Janao Hood, j,iVe evidence as regards the management at Bayview ilouse ? Yes, Ido,
_ _
...
f
7537. In what particular direction will your evidence trend? For fully a month 1 visited the institution
19 Deo., 1894. (Jajjy to attend upon tho matron. While doing so T had good opport,unities of observing tho nursing and
the palieuts ; and i think, having seen these, one has a right to express his opinion.
_
_
7538. While you were attending on the matron had you full opportunity of going through the institution?
Yes, repeatedly; both in ihe day and in the night, "l think I went through most of the wards; and when
there at night I saw some of the unruly and noisy patients.
7539. Did you see the building across the courtyard, near the kitchen, set apart as isolation rooms for
male patients ? Yes ; I was in that room.
7540. Were you in that room, or one of those rooms, before Case No. 1 was removed from the asylum?
No ; I was in tho room in October and he left in May.
7541. AVhat is your opinion about the ventilation of this room ? It seemed to be perfectly right.
in it in the daytime when the room was not occupied.
7542. Was it well ventilated ? Yes ; it smelled perfectly frosli aud sweet.

I was

7543. At what time of the day were.you in this room? In the afternoon, between 4 aud 6.
_
7514. Did you make any inquiries, to ascertain whether or no it was occupied ? No ; I did not ask, hut
I do not think it was occupied at the time.
7545. AVhat was the means of ventilation ?

^
There wero some openings round the top near the roof,

which is the best way of ventilating.
7540. AVas there a window in the room ?

Yes; opposite the door, high in the wall.

shuttered opening.
7547. How was the roof ventilated ?

There was a

_
I think there was some grating in the roof ; at all events, tho

room seemed to be perfectly fresh,
7548. Did you notice how the floor was ventilaied ? No.
7549. Did you notice any grating in the floor or near the floor? No ; 1 did not pay particular attention,
for at the time 1 did not know that I. would give evidence before this Commission.
7550. Did you see a number of single cells on the Government side? Y’cs ; I looked into about half a
dozen, and ! thought the method of lighting them was a very good one. It is so arranged lhat you can
see the patients without disturbing ihem.
7551. Do you moan that this can be done by turning up the gas? Yes.
_
7552. Did you notice a small window over each of the doors of these rooms ? Yes; that is where the
light is thrown in.
7553. I may inform you that these are recent improvements or alterations in these cells ;—are you satisfied
that they are suitable for the purposes for which they are intended ? I think tliey are very well suited.
7654. Have you had any experience iu lunacy work ? Yes; T was, about ten years ago, Itcsidont Medical
Officer at Smithton Asylum, Greenock, where there were between 300 and 400 patients.
7555. Having seen these rooms which you have described, do you consider the patients placed in them
should he under close inspection during the night ?
I think they require to be visited more frequently
than other patients.
7556. How often, judging from your experience, should these patients be visited by the night patrol ?
think at least every two hours. Some need more frequent, visits than others.

1.

7557.
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/5W 'Would you liliink it sufficient surveillance for a nurse to be sleeping at eacli end of these rooms—
Dr. A.
would that be satisfactory without any night patrolat all? No; I do not think so. I think someone Jarvie Hood.
should go round more or less frequently all through the night.
73®8:. Br; Qvrranl Bid you notice that on the female side the isolation buildings were inside the 10 Dcc'’1894,
building ? Yes.
/o59. Bid jrou notice that the isolation rooms on the main side were detached from the main build inf 2
Yes.
°'
VCGO. Bo you think there is any advantage in the detachment? Yes; I think I do. The patients are
iiirtlicr a way Irom tho others, and there is less chance of them either disturbing other patients or being
disturbed by them.
or
/561. Bo you think the floors of these detached rooms would dry more quicklv than they would in a
corridor ? Yes.
‘
1
"
7502. Do you Ihink the advantages are greater than the disadvantages in having these rooms detached ?

1 j.lunk the one balances the other pretty evenly.
7f)G3, Is there any great barm in bringing patients from Iheso rooms across the yard to their bath ? jS'o ■
J,1.* m
" tidier. I do not think patients should be brought across the yard in wet weather.
’
1, .i1 JOll W<3Te ’!? (;.hft,^e ot’au
had you occasion lo put patients in solitary rooms ? Yes.
7ob<j. At N\hat degree of violence and destruction did these patients arrive before you took this course ?
tlieirbotlung^"10 'nC^QC^ io iniuro themselves, or to become dangerous to others, or when they tore up
75GG If patients became so noisy as to disturb the rest of others, would that be sufficient iuslificalion
to put them into solitary confinement? Yes ; that is quite sufficient, for one noisy patient would upset
the whole ward and do a great deal of harm.
'
1
■ rtreo'
y°U find
sefarate treatment benefited this class of patient? Yes, always.

ToGS. Bid you find that having an attendant day and night with a restless patient Mas better or worse
than allowing such a patient to sleep in a single room ? In a large majority of eases it is best not to have
an attendant in the room.
7CG9. Does a patient sleep best alone? Yes.
'
^£0* "When alone is there less of disturbance and more of sleep ? Yes.
7571. Supposing patients were dirty, how often would you clean them up and put them to rights
he were m a sound sleep J would not wake him for purposes of cleanliness. If be was not in a
sleep nor likely to go to sleep he might be cleaned,
/572. Supposing ho was not awake, would giving him a utensil or interfering with him in any
thereby inducing restlessness and irritation,do more harm than allowing him to remain in his dirt?
most probably it would do him more harm.

? If
cood
way,
Yes;

7573. Looking at this question from a medical point of view which would vou rather do, wake the man
up tor purposes of cleanliness or let him remain in his dirt ?
long as ho could sleep.

] should most certainly not disturb him as
'

757L Would you sink the whole of the sentimental side of the question and treat the patient for his own
good? Yes; quite.
73A'
wip questions of this kind must the medical officer he his own judge in every case ? Yes.

/o/b. President.} Having had some little experience in matters of this kind, is it tho custom in eases of
lunacy, when there is some difficulty in administering medicine, to give these medicines in the food and
drink, or in other terms not usually resorted to in ordinary medical treatment ? Yes.
7577. Have you any objection to raise against such a practice? No. I know that iin some cases this
course is absolutely necessary ; I do it myself in private cases.
-|pd you know that eases of melancholia sometimes relapse? Yes.
7o79. Supposing there has been a case of melancholia under treatment at Bayview House; that it has
recovered ; that it is removed to the country; and that there is a slight relapse in tho direction of sleep
lessness—m such a case as this I ask you n-hether this is a suitable prescription for a patient in such
circumstances. [Prescription produced, Exhibit “ BY See AppendiE] ? It is a suitable prescription.
7580. Is there any danger in it ? No ; not if the patient took the whole dose.
7581. Is there the slightest danger? No; not the slightest.
7582. Are you quite sure ? Perfectly. 1 have not the slightest doubt about it.
/5S3. If the patient took this would it have any tendency to bring tho disease back or injure her in any
way ? I think certainly not.
1
7584. Dr. Vouse.'] In chronic cases, the patients being in good general health, sleeping in the single
rooms, tor noisiness or destructiveness would you disturb them by frequent visitation ? No
/5S5. Supposing it to be a dirty case; providing the patient is taken to the closet regularly during the
day aud is seen up to 10 o clock at night and is then allright, aud if a nurse is sleeping quite close, do
you thmk there is any necessity to see that patient until the next morning ? No ; not if the patient is in
good general health.
1
[Witness withdrew.]

Esther Allen sworn and examined:—
758t>. President.'] Have you been employed for some time at Bayview Asylum ? Yes.
Esther Allen.
7587. In what capacity ? That of housemaid.
"
7588. Have you attended on the patients at all? I have at different times.
19 Dec., 1894.
7589. Are your particular duties those of housemaid ? Yes.
7590. How long have you been there ? About eighteen months.
7591. Have yon had opportunities of going through the institution and seeing the general treatment of
the patients ? Yes.
do
7592. Have you had any particular duties in any department inside the institution ? No,
7593. Do you know that occasionally the institution is visited by official representatives sent by the
U-overnment to look into the management of the place ? Yes.
7594. ‘When these official visitors come do they go to the office or do they go to the house first’ Some
times to one and sometimes to the other.
'
7595.

t
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Estlier Allen. 7595. Is it the custom for you, when they come to tho house and ring tho door-hell, to notify their arrival
/—. to the nurses in the institution ? 1 tell the matron, and she comes down and taltes them through.
19 Dec., 1891. yi5Q(;_ Is there any special message sent to the different departments of the institution, saying that the
official visitors are there ? ISo.
7597. Did you ever know of this being done ? I do not.
_
7598. It has been given to us in evidence that when the official visitors arrive that you or some other
person not only inform the matron, hut that a message was immediately sent round to the different depart
ments for nurses to get the patients ready ;—do you know anything of that ? No.
7599. Did yon ever hear of it being done? No.
_
_
...
-ujs +
7000. Did you ever know of any case where a piece of paper containing a written intimation to this effecu
was sent to the nurses immediately after the arrival of the visitors? No.
7001. Do you remember a nurse named Josephine Mackay ? Tes.
7(i0'2, She said, in her evidence, that when the visiting doctors come to the institution a message to that
effect is sent to the different departments as soon as they are admitted;—is that true ? No; I have told
Josephine Mackay as I was going through that the visitors had arrived,
7008. Was that after you had seen the matron ? Tes.
7004. Did you give notice in a casual sort of way ? Yes.
7005. Had you any particular object in this? No.
7600.. Are you quite sure about this ? Yes.
7007. Do you know that you aro on your oath, and aro you telling the truth ? Yes.
_
7008. We have it in evidence from a witness named Lizzie Verity that the ollieial visitors made an ordinary
inspection of the asylum, and she, as a nurse, with other nurses, always received timely notice of their
arrival. Questioned" particularly on this point, she replied, “ A nurse or someone would come into wards
in a minute and let us know if the doctors were there ; then the attendants in the dormitories would
come out and assist in getting the patients ready and everything in order;”—did you ever tell Verity such
a message as that? No the only person 1 told of the arrival of the visitors was Josephine Mackay.
7609. Was the only instruction you received from the medical officer in charge to the effect that you were
to lot the matron know, so that she could take the visitors through the wards? Yes.
7610. Was tlie fact of your informing Josephine Mackay merely a matter of accident ? Nothing else.
7611. Did you ever see any cruelty used towards the patients? No.
7612. Aro you quite sure about this ? Yes.
7013. Do you know anything of the internal work of the institution ? No.
7614. Have you any complaint to make about the management of the institution ? No.
7615. Do you know anything about the food and the clothing of the patients ? They always seemed to
me to be fairly well dressed.
7616. As far as possible were they kept clean ? Yes.
7617- Was every attention paid to them by the nurses connected with the place?

Yes.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mrs. *

*

* sworn and examined:—

Mrs. * * *. 7618. President.'] AVas your husband (Case No. 1) for some time an inmate of Bayview Asylum ? Yes.
z—7619, Are you aware that on cr about the 21st May last he was removed from Bavview to Callan Park ?
I9Dec.,i?94. Yes.
’
7620. Had you any reason why he should he removed from Bayview House ? ATcs. I thought he was
always under supervision, but 1 understood at tho last moment that such was not the ease.
7621. Did you make any complaint to that effect ? I always took it for granted that there was the fullest
supervision. Unfortunately I trusted tho doctor, who always assured me that all was right. I could not
trust to the dependants in ihe asylum, so I always saw the doctor personally.
7022. AVhen you visited your husband, did you see him in a room set apart for the purpose, and was he
brought to you. Not at all times. AVhen t first saw him he was in his bedroom. Then, occasionally, I
saw him in the sitting-room, and then I saw him in various rooms downstairs.
7623. AVere you ever made aware when he was removed from these various rooms what part of the building
he used for his sleeping-quarters? As far as I knew at first housed to sleep upstairs. Then he was
brought downstairs to a room opposite the room I saw' him in. That, i understood, was the room he slept
in latterly.
7624. Were you aware that ho was placed in any other room to sleep ? Certainly not.
7625. Did he ever in the course of conversation with you make a statement to the effect that ho was
sleeping in a place that he called the stable ? Yes ; be told me that.
7626. AVhat did you do then ? I spoke to Dr. Arause about it, and Dr. ATause said my husband was not
altogether responsible for,what he said.
7627. Did he ever tell you that he slept in an isolated room ? No; he told me he slept in the stable, and
on a bed of straw. Twice I spoke to Dr. Arause about it, telling him what my husband had told me.
7628. AVhat did Dr. Vause say ? He said that I could not place any reliance on what my husband said.
He added that the patient was never left alone, as it was not safe to leave him.
7629. AVere you ever made acquainted with the fact that lie slept in an isolated room while he vvas at
Bayview'House? Certainly not.
7630. AVas tho first information you received on this mailer from certain public disclosures? My son
w’as the first to tell me about it.
7631. AVhere did he get his information from ? Mr. * * ®, of the firm of * * *, onr family solicitors,
told him.
7632. Did you approve of your husband being removed from Bayview House to Callan Park ? Most
decidedly.
7633. Did you ever express an opinion to the chief attendant at Callan Park, Mr. Little, that you wero
satisfied with the treatment of Case No. X while at Bayview'? No; I never said any such thing to
Mr. Little or to anyone else. I am perfectly confident about that. I do not remember over mentioning
anything about my husband or his treatment at Tcmpe, I certainly never said anything about his
treatment.

7634.
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7034, Do you think your husband has greatly improved since he lias been at Callan Park ? He lias
■
always had variations in his condition, 1 do not think he is any better now than he has been. He has ( * * *
varied all the time since the beginning of bis illness.
7635. 'W'as it with your full consent that he was removed from Bayview Ilouse ? I did not know he 10 Dec., 1804.
was removed until after it was done ; but 1 certainly approve of it. I did not know of it on the Sunday. ■
My son told mo that he had heard enough to make him dissatisfied with the treatment. Ho went and
consulted with Dr. Scot-Skirving, and they bad him removed to Callan Park.
7636. Even now are you satisfied that such action was taken ? Yes.
_
_
7637. While Case IS'o. X was at Bayview House how much was paid for his maintenance ?
Eire guineas
per week. Dr. Vause asked that, and Dr. Scott-Skirving made the arrangement.
7638. Do you know what attendants waited on tho patient? I knew there were two at one time, and I
asked Dr. Vause if it would not be better lo have three. He said it was not necessary.
7636. Dr Garrrtn.] Were you under the impression that one attendant, at least, slept in the same room
with the patient all night? Most certainly I was. When I asled Dr. \rause about this, my greatest
fear was that the patient might wake up and not rouse the attendants, and he showed me the way in
which, on the patient first waking, the attendants would be sure to see and hear him.
7610. Are you of opinion that tho patient should not have been shifted from bis bedroom without your
knowledge? Yes, or that; Dr. Manning or Dr. Hcott-Skirviug should have been informed.
764L. Do you complain that this was not done ? Yes.
7642. Do you know if an attendant was sleeping in the adjoining room when the patient was sleeping
in tbo small room upstairs ? So I have been told.
7643. Dr.-Vattxc.'] Did the patient improve for a time while be was at Bayview House ? Decidedly,
He was exceedingly ill for the first four months, and then steadily improved until August. After that
his condition varied again.
7644. Provided he had an attendant constantly near him at night, would you have taken much exception
to hm being alone ? If I had been told by anyone whom I could trust that it would bo better for him I
might not have objected, but I always understood that he had an attendant. I was not aware that he
was placed in au outhouse.
7645. Do you know that the place bo occupied has been sanctioned by the Inspector-General of the
Insane for the very purpose it was used in the case of your husband? IS'o.
7646. Are you aware that it is constructed upon a plan drawn up in the Colonial Secretary's Office, and
that this room is under the constant supervision of the Inspector-General and the official visitors ? Ao;
I am not.
7617. Did you know that the room was under the official observation of these gentlemen? No; I did
not know that.
7648. If you knew that the excited stale of Ihe patient rendered it advisable for him to be alone for
some hours during tho night, would you have been satisfied, had you known that ihere was an attendant
constantly watching over him ? If such treatment bad been recommended by anybody I trusted.
7640. Do you know that I told Dr. Scott-Skirving lhat your husband was iu a single room ? No.
7650. Do you know that this fact is entered in the case-book at the institution ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY. 21 DECEMBER, 1894.

■

[Communion met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretarf e Office.']

JPrcssml: —
. The Hon. Sir

AETHUR RBNWICK,

BRED ERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq,, M.D., Insfectoh-Gicsehal

Knt.,

B.A., M.D., M.L.C.,

President.

.
of tiik

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.

Insane.

Dr, Vause was also in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses on bis own behalf.
■
Sir Alfred Roberts, Kt., M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A.., sworn and examined :—
7651. Brcsidcnti] As you are aware, Sir Alfred, this is a Royal Commission appointed to make a full and
71
diligent inquiry into certain allegations made against the Incensed House for the Insane known as Bay- M.R.C.S.E.'
view House, Cook’s River Road, near Sydney. Are you one of the official visitors appointed by the
Government to periodically inspect tho licensed houses for the insane in this Colony ? Vcs.
21 Doc,, 1894.
7652. Are you Chairman of the Board of Visitors ? Yes.
7653. How long have you held that position? Eor about thirty years, more or less, speaking from a
rough guess ; 1 have not exact; data with me.
7654. Do you know Bayview Asylum? Yes; quite well.
7655. And all the buildings connected with it? Yes.
7656. Have great changes been made within the last few years in regard to the character of the buildings?
Yes.
7657. Have fho improvements made been mostly recommended by the official visitors? Yes; by the
official visitors and the Inspector-General of ihe Insane.
7658. AVhen inspecting the premises, has your attention been called to an isolation building in one of the
yards near the kitchen, where there aro two rooms imo which patients under restraint, or for periods of
seclusion, may be placed? Yes ; there are two isolation rooms in one separate building.
7659. Do you remember when this building was erected? I think it was put up before I began my
visits, and prior to the first license being granted.
7660. On many occasions have you had an opportunity of carefully inspecting the ventilation of this
building and its general suitableness to the purposes for which it is used ? Yes.
207—2 B
7661.
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Sir Alfred 7661, "What is ymu' opinion concerning; these isolation rooms?
IL&.e!’’ w:bieh ther are'intended very well.
_ -

7062. How are they as regards ventilation ?

21 Doc., 1894.

'

.

■' ,

I think they answer the purposes for

They are very wdll ventilated.

They are hoarded round

in£ddeJ and sufficiently lighted.
7063. In your opinion is there any advantage in having these two rooms isolated from the main building,
especially taking into consideration for what purposes they are intended?
I should say, of course, that
these bui'dings are not the same in character as those you will find put to similar purposes in perfect
modern asylums, hut still the position of the rooms possesses some advantages, as the patients in them
are more likely to he quiet, and less likely to disturb others than if they were in a different situation.
7664. In other institutions of a similar character we have observed a number of isolated cells placed,
together, and even on tbo Government side amongst the female patients at Bayview House this is tho
case. Do you think there is any advantage in having the isolation cells altogether detached from tho
other buildings ? In some respects it will be an advantage.
7665. In what respect? Quietude would be insured for the patients confined in them, aud other patients
would not be disturbed by any noise the patients in this building might make.
7666. Arc there any drawbacks in having the rooms detached from the main buildings?
I think the
chief drawback would be crossing the yard in any kind of weather.
7667. Do you think the other advantages more than counterbalance that drawback ?
No ; personally,
I think it would be preferable to put them in a corridor.
7668. Did the cubic space in the different departments at Bayview always seem to be sufficient for the
patients ? Yes.
*
7666. Were the arrangements generally in tbo associated dormitories and iu tho other buildings satis
factory ? Yes, they were generally satisfactory. '
7670. With regard to the patients on the Government side placed in the corridor where the seclusion cells
are situated, from your observation ; was sufficient clothing provided for these patients ? Yes.
7671. Are you perfectly satisfied upon that point? Yes.
‘
7672. What was the provision made for watching the patients at night in this particular part of the
institution? I cannot tell you. I cannot speak positively upon that point at the present moment. I
cannot give you any csact numbers, hut we have frequently counted the number of nurses and patients
and found that there was a proper average of one to the other.
7073. Are there about eleven of these cells ? Yes.
7674. The evidence shows us that a nurse sleeps at each end of these cells at night, is that so ? Yes.
7675. The evidence further shows that up to about six months ago there was no night patrol along this
corridor. Do you consider that two nurses sleeping at each end are sufficient to keep necessary watch
over the patients in the solitary cells at night ? Yes,
7676. Are you aware that there is now a night patrol ? Yes,
/G77. Also that there is the usual tell-tale clock which registers the uumber of visits made to patients ?
Yes.
7678. Was this the case up to six months ago ? No.
7679. Do you think the latter arrangement is much more satisfactory than the former? Yes,
7680. Have you heard any official report at any time that patients had met with accidents aud serious
injuries in these isolated cells on the Government side? No,
7681. Do you remember Case No. 20, who had her arm broken ; did it ever come under your notice that
she, being troublesome and refractory in one of the associated dormitories, was placed in one of these cells
late at night and when taken out the next morning it was found that her arm was fractured ?
I do not
recollect it.
7682. Is it a most unusual thiugfor accidents of this kind to occur in these cells? Yes.
7683. Wc have it in evidence that a number of patients were placed iu these isolation cells on the Govern
ment side without night-dresses on account of their tearing their clothes and being destructive generally,
without an ample supply of blankets and bedding? Do you think that probable ? Many patients plnccQ
in these cells, wliilc in a state of acute mania, will not keep anything on them at all.
They will tear up
everything they lay their hands on, including tlie mattress, sprinkle the straw upon the floor, and then
poke it through the keyhole straw by straw.
7684. Do you think it is better on the whole in cases of that kind, and especially in cases of acute mania,
where a patient soils himself or otherwise acts in an unsatisfactory manner, to leave him alone all night
rather than disturb him by an attendant going into the cell for purposes of cleanliness? I think so.
7685. Do you think it is better to leave him alone ? I do.
7686. Do you think that should bo the general rule ?
Yes.
In reference to this matter I may explain
that we, ns official visitors, have always been in the habit, when making our rounds, of going into every
cell where a patient is confined. We have always taken the precaution, when visiting the female cells, of
getting a female nurse to slip quickly through the door before our arrival and throw a blanket or some
thing over the patient, who in all probability would be nude.
Then the attendant keeps her quiet and
we go in, question the patient and ascertain if possible the particulars of the ease, and the suitability of
the treatment. Very often the nurses have the greatest possible difficulty in getting out of the door
again. These visits we know excite the patient, aro anything but pleasant experiences to ourselves, but
still we always feel it to be our bounden duty to see every patient confined in that way.
7687. In your opinion was the number of attendants at Bayview House sufficient, and were you always
satisfied that these attendants were capable of properly performing their duties? Yes.
7688. As an official visitor, did you always examine the bedding ? Yes.
.
7689. Were you always satisfied with it? Yes. In respect to the bedding it was almost invariably clean,
good, and amply sufficient; in fact, tho number of blankets was very often excessive ; the patients, how
ever, seemed to like this, and they therefore had them ; now and again we have found things at fault,
and told the Medical Superintendent, who at once rectified them.
7690. It has been represented by a number of witnesses that the quantity of bedding in No. 2
associated dortnif ory was not sufficient, that there was an insufficiency of blankets and coverlets ?
That
never came under my observation, and I never heard any complaint either from the nurses or any one else
to this effect.
7691. [Referring to the food supply, were you everpresent, Sir Alfred, at any meals taken by the patients?
Tes; I have been present at dinner, and sometimes at tea.
7692.
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7692, Gould there have been any previous notice given to the authorities of the institution that vou were Sir Alfred
about to make the visit? Ko; as Chairman of the Board it was my duty to fix: the day and hour of thp Kobcrtu,Kt.,
visit, and I never apprised either the Medical Superintendent or anybody at the hospital when our visits ■'M'K,C‘S'E'
.were to be made.
■ ■
'
—%
7693. Was tliat your universal rule ? Yes.
21 Dec., 1894s
7691'. When you arrived at the institution did you go to Dr. Vause’s private house first or to the main
building ? Into the main building.
7695. Always p Yes, always.,
7696. Was it tlie custom of the official visitors to go on their rounds in the same direction regularlv or
!-r7J01 tate a (ilffercllt: dil,ection At different times ? As a rule we proceeded to the female division first.
_iG97. J11 accordance with the Lunacy Act did you examine the ofiicial and statutory books as to patients
in seclusion or under restraint? Yes.
7693. With regard to the terms of the 7lst clause of the Lunacy Act of February, 1879, Part 6, which
states that it is the duty of official visitors to nmhe full inquiry aa to whether under restraint or in
seclusion, and why, is there a special meaning given to tho words “ under restraint ” and “ in seclusion
i. see that they are printed in the ordinary type, and therefore in reading the clanse as it stands there is
no reason to suppose there is any special meaning attached to those words—will you kindly explain what
you understand to be your duty or duties in connection with this particular provision ? Wc consider it
to be our duty to ascertain what patients had been under restraint during the time between this and our
previous visit, and, furthermore, what patients were in seclusion.
7699. By “ restraint ” do you mean apatient being placed in a single cell ? No; “ restraint,” so far as I
am concerned, implies that a patient is put in gloves or a jacket, so that his limbs are confined to prevent
him injuring himself.
7700. What do you take to mean “ seclusion’’-does it mean that a patient is put in one room and,
therefore, is secluded from others, cither by night or by day, or both ? I take it to mean that whether
the patient is put away for one hour or three or four days, the medical journal of the institution is bound
to show the length of time of seclusion, and the reasons for this seclusion. It was the custom of the
oihcial visitors, when investigating these eases, to put simple questions to the attendants for the purpose
ot ascertaining whether the entries in tho journal were correct.
7701. Supposing a patient wero placed in one of these cells at night regularly for some weeks to sleep
there, do you thmk, that in compliance with the clause of the Act I have quoted, the fact should be
recorded m the journal ?
Ves.
7702. If a patient is placed in one of these rooms during the day-time for a few hours, should it be noted
in the journal ? Acs ; even if the patient were only placed there for half an hour.
7703; If a patient were there for weeks at night should the fact also he noted in the medical journal—or
it it is not, ought it to bo ?
In iny opinion it should bo noted.
770L AVere you acting as Chairman of tlie visiting Board during any part of the time Case No. 1 was at
Bayview House? Yes; for the greater part of the time after he was first admitted, and, I think, for
about eighteen months after his admission.
770o. AVc have had it in evidence that for six months previous to last May, when that patient was removed
trom Bayview House, he had been placed to sleep in one of these two isolated cells in the court-vard every
night:—was that fact ever brought under your notice ? No.
"
J
7706. Had that fact ever been recorded in the medical journal ? No.
'
7707. AVhat, generally speaking, was the earliest hour you made your visits to Bayview House 9 Eleven
o dock m tho morning.
7708. And what was the latest hour you visited there ? About 6 o'clock in the eveniim
/709. As an official visitor wm it your habit to examine the books of the institution before proceeding on
the tour or inspection m the different departments ? Yes.
°
it; alsVr.our hailit t0 CX!lmine Patients specially when they made any complaints ? Yes
/Ml AVere complaints made by the patients in that institution often frivolous in character, aud without
foundation? Acs ; but wo made inquiries into all complaints, and if they were of a trifling character we
would let the patients talk about them, and gauge them accordingly. If they were anything at all serious
we wou d have the patients removed to the office, and there hold a thorough investigation as far as we
were able to do so with a lunatic patient.
7/12._ I have forgotten to ask you previously, did you, when inspecting the hods, occasionally have to
criticise both beds and bedding aversely? On one occasion wc criticised the bedding adversely on the
temale side, I mean in the isolated rooms on the female side.
7713. Bid you inspect tho clothing of these patients from time to time ? Yes.
7714. AVas it always sufficient in quantity ? Yes.

77a5;, Y? haV0 hid P ’? evi<iencc that the patients on the Government side were inadequately clothed
and that frequently m the case ot destructive patients there was a great want of under linen i—did you
ever see anything of that kind ? No ; it could not he expected that we should examine into questions of
under Jmen ot female patients.
1
77JG. But could you not tell if a patient had petticoats on by the set of tho dress ? Albs.
'
ZYo t i° y0U’ tiieroforc, satisfied that there was no inadequacy of clothing of that kind? Yes.
‘ /f. Y, , 1)eeu j1 'natter of complaint on tho part of some witnesses examined during this inquiry that
patients between tbo time of the arrival of the official visitors aud their visits to the ward, would be dressed
in fresh, clean clothes, m order to make them appear in the eyes of the visitors clean and tidv and
altogether diflerent to what fhey were under ordinary circumstances before the arrival of tlie visitors —do
'you thmk there would be sufficient time for such changes to bo made ? No.
7719. AVas it possible for fifty Government patients to be dressed and put in order between tho time of
the arrival of the official visitors and their inspection of the wards ? No ; there was barely timosutficicnt
to get tho patients together, and put them on seats, so that the visitors in their passage through the
institution could observe them properly. Certainly there was not time to change their cfothiug except
perhaps, to arrange a shawl upon tho shoulders or put a collar round the neck.
1 ’
7720. Would it ho possible to make the great: changes, I have described, in tlie way of pultiim on fresh
dresses m the space or ten minutes or a quarter of an hour? 'So.
&
7721. AVould there be time to take the dress off one patient and put it on another P No,
7722.
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7722. Would there be time to obtain clean dresses from the store, and put them on patients? Certainly not.
7723, Was it possible for the dresses of patients to bo changed in the time that elapsed between your
arrirai and ihe seeing of the patients ? No.
_
_
7724. If such a process were gone through, would not the patients themselves be loud in their complaints
to tho visitors ? Yes; some of them especially.
_
7725. Would the visitors always find some two or three patients who would complain most forcibly about
such conduct ? Yes.
_ _
_
7720, Another matter that has been referred to by some of the witnesses isun the nature of the complaint
that medicines have often been administered to the patients in their food or drink :—do you think that is
a proper course to follow? It may be very desirable, if not absolutely necessary, in some cases.
7727. Do you think that it is an absolutely indispensable process in eerfaiu circumstances ? Yes.
7728. When wc visited the institution we saw muffs on one patient;—was that anything unusual ? No.
7729. Have you seen muffs used on patients when you have made your visits? Yes, occasionally.
7730. Do you believe there is any reason to think that muffs are removed from the hands of patients
when visitors come to the institution and that they are kept on at other times? I cannot say.
7731. Have you any reason to suspect that such a course is adopted ? No.
_
7732. There was certain prescription sent by Dr, Yause to a lady who had formerly been an inmate of
the Bayview Asylum, but who recovered sufficiently to go home; this prescription was sent to the
country in answer to a letter, aud I should like to ask you whether you can see any possible danger
arising from the use of this medicine prescribed, or whether in any way you object to its character ; this
is the prescription [produced, marked Exhibit B ; see Appendix] ; do you think that this prescription is a
suitable one for a patient suffering from sleeplessness after treatment in the asylum for acute melancholia ?
I see no objection to its use,
.7733. Do you think any danger can arise from its use? No.
.
773-k Could it be administered with perfect safety ? Yes.
7735. Do you remember a Miss * * * asking you for tho discharge of her sister (Case No. 30) ? Yes.
7736. Did you refuse, as an official visitor, to sanction such a discharge ? Yes.
7737. Do you know the case to which I am referring quite well ? Yes.
7738. Has this case come publicly before the Courts of this Colony 011 several occasions? Yes.
7739. Are you perfectly satisfied in regard to the patient lhat it would not be safe to discharge her to
the care of her sister, Miss * * * ? Quite.
7740. Not only on financial grounds, hut also for other reasons ? Yes.
7741. As an ofiicial visitor, have there been any serious reports of the ill-treatment of patients made to
you by the attendants at any time ? No.
7742. Have you inspected from time to time the books, certificates and other documents relative to the
institution, and always found them well and regularly kept? Yes; but I think now and then we have
pointed out unintentional omissions, but they have always been righted at once.
7743. Kegarding any suggestions you may have made from time to time as to the internal management
of the institution, and for tlie comfort of the patients, or matters of that kind, was Dr. Vause always
attentive and willing to carry out your views ? Yes.
7744. Dr. Oarran.] When you were first appointed, was Dr. Tucker in charge of Bayview House ? Yes.
7745. Had you, as au official visitor, full opportunity of studying his management? Yes.
7746. Has that of Dr. Yause been inferior in any way to lhat of Dr. Tucker ? No.
7747. Has Dr. Yause always obeyed tho instructions of the official visitors in regard to improvements ? Yes.
7748. Did you ever give any formal report approving these isolated rooms ? JSo.
7749. You spoke about the inconvenience of patients crossing tho yard when going from these rooms in
■the morning to their bath ;—could that be quite got over by the construction ot a covered way? Yes.
7750. Do you think the patients ever caught cold by crossing the yard early in the morning ? I never
heard of any,
7751. Do you think that patients who denude themselves at night suffer from cold ? No. One of the
‘peculiarities of lunatics is that their cutaneous circulation is so active that they do not feel the cold.
7752.'Do you mean that if they do not get an injurious chill, a surface chill docs not matter? I have
never known an injurious chill to occur. Jf they go without clothing they do not seem to care. 1 have
put my hand on patients in that stale, and never felt them to be cold. I remember one patient in Gladcsville in that state. Two or three times 1 felt his skin ; it was always quite warm, and he never complained
of cold.
7753. Was seeing him in this condition more a distress to you than to the patient? Yes.
7754. If a patient received an injurious chill would his general health show it? Yes.
7755. If there were no indications of a chill, was that a proof that the patient was not suffering by being
naked? Yes.
7756. Destroying the clothing, then, even if it results in the patient being denuded, is not medically
injurious to these patients ? No ; hut in another climate the results might be different.
7757. Are these poor unfortunate people under some illusion while they are so destructive ? Yes.
7758. If you were to insist on clothing them to save this distress to those who see them, would the patient
thwart you ? It would he of no use trying.
7759. But supposing you engaged iu a kind of battle, you wanting the clothes on, and the patient wanting
his clothes off, what would be the result? You would not get the clothes on.
7760. Would the battle have injurious effects ? Yes.
7761. Looking at such cases from a medical point of view, would it he desirable to avoid a contest? Yes.
7762. Are you aware that there are two isolated dormitories, some 13 or 14 yards distant from the main
buildings at Bayview House? Yes.
7763. Do you know what distance away from these buildings the night attendant would sit while on duty,
and when not actually engaged in visiting the patient ? Yes.
7764. In these circumstances, do you think the night watch can be properly carried on ? Certainly.
7765. Is it sufficient ? Yes.
7766. At Callan Park, is not the night warder tinder cover the whole time he is on duty? Yes.

7769.
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77G7. On a void, dark, and miserable night, do you not think there is some inducement for a warder at Sir Alfred
Uayview House to sit by the lire, instead of turnintr out and crossing the yard to see the patients ? Yes; Roberts, Kt.,
he certainly could do so.
M.B.C.S.E.
7768. Could he perform his duties if ho sat at the lire? No.
7769. Do you think that is a good plan for night-watching ?
No ; not if the duties are neglected. But i
Gt"’
‘
the rule in other asylums is for attendants to visit tho patients periodically at stated intervals. If a patient
is found to be in a critical state, or has met with an accident, another attendant is called, and they sit with
him together.
7770. We have been told that in regard to Case No. 1. instructions were given to the attendant to listen
at his door, and if he was quiet not to disturb him, do you think those are proper instructions ? Yes;
quite so.
777L If the night attendant only visited the door of the room once every two hours would that be
sufficient? No ; I think he should make his visit at least everv hour.
7772. I presume from what you say that you quite approve of these solitary sleeping rooms ?
Yes; with
the proviso that there is ample night attendance,
7776. Are they a necessary equipment to everv asylum ? Yes.
7774. What degree of noisiness or restlessness justifies a medical officer in putting a patient into solitary
confinement in one of these rooms ? I do not think I can explain the exact margin where and when it
• becomes necessary to put paticuts into these rooms. I should think they should be put into these rooms
when they attempt self-injury, or become unmanageable, or so noisy as to be a source of disturbance to
everybody about them.
7775. In the case so prominently brought under our notice, that of Case No. 1, we have been told that ho
was very noisy, that he would not keep in his bed, and that he disturbed everybody within hearing, would
that bo sufficient justification to put him in a single room ? Yes.
7776. If you had been in charge of Bayview House, would you have put him in isolation ? Yes.
7777. I gather trom what you have said that you consider it would be better to allow him to denude
himself at night than interfere with him in the hope of getting on his night-clothes? Yes; it is the
general custom in asylums, as the result of experience, that when certain patients show indications of
recurring excitement, to put them into seclusion, to calm their feelings.
7778. Does that mean that seclusion has a calming effect? Yes.
7779. Is there any doubt upon this particular point? No.
7780. Now comes the question of dirty patients, is it still more distressing to see them ? Yes.
7781. Supposing you had a dirty patient would you interfere with him during tho night;—would you
allow attendants to go into the cell periodically to clean him? No.
'
7782. Taking the interest of the patient into consideration, do you think it would he better, bo not
grasping or suffering the ignominy of his condition, that he should be left alone until morning? Yes.
7783. If you had an extremely dirty patient would you give instructions that he should he left alone
until ho received his morning bath? Yes.
7784. Do you think the Medical Superintendent is to blame for the course he took in respect of Case
No. 1? No.
1
7785. Do you know that sometimes narcotics arc given to patients who cannot sleep ? Yes.
7786. After a narcotic has been given is it not better to leave tho patient alone as long as he can sleep ?
Yes, In this matter of cleaning patients you must at once see that it would bo necessary to get at least
Iwo more attendants to held the patient down. Then there would have to be a search for the faces, for
it is nearly always hidden. All this would mean tremendous work in the middle of the night, setting
aside the prejudicial effect it would have on tho patient.
7787. President.'] Would not the adoption of such a course cause great excitement to tho patient ? Yes,
it would,
7788. Dr. Garran.] In regard to the women patients when they take off their night-dresses, is there any
alternative in their case but to remain naked when they have destroyed their clothes? Not that I know of.
7789. How do pauper patients manage—those who cannot afford to buy new night-clothing;—has any
night-dress been devised which they cannot take off? No. If a Government patient can wear night
dresses without destroying them 1 think they should have them.
7790. Wo have been told that some patients are in the habit of tearing everything into shreds? It is not
the slightest use of giving night-clothes to such patients.
7791. Do you see any preference in straw mattresses over loose straw?
In some cases, where patients
throw themselves about, and will not lie for long in one place, it is better to put loose straw in the cell to
a depth of about 9 indies.
7792. In cases of violence do the patients use bedsteads ? No.
7793. Are these patients supplied with a straw mattress, pillows, aud coverings ? Yes.
7794. Are you familiar with the rugs used at Bayview House? Yes.
7795. Are they of the regulation pattern ? They arc the kind of rugs generally used.
I do not know
that there is any specified pattern. One side of these rugs is a little different to the other. They are
made of ordinary canvas, lined with blanket.
7796. In this case is the blanket stitched on ? Yes. In some respects this is a preferable structure ns
compared with double canvas, with the blanket in the middle, because the blanket is next the skin, and it
is not so indistructible.
7797. In those rugs where the blanket is on the inside, do you know that the patients pick the blanketing
off p I am aware of that'; and when they do, and the blanket disappears, it is the duty of the Medical
Superintendent to have it renewed.
7798. In all lunatic asylums is it inevitable that patients are put naked into isolation rooms ? They are
not put in naked, but they very soon make themselves so.
7799. We are told that at Bayview Ilouse this was done ; would there be, with patients of this particular
description, any use in doing otherwise ? It would really make but little difference.
7800. Do you say that, assuming that the clothing is off in a minute ? Yes ; and so it often is.
7801. Is putting these patients to bed naked a custom followed to avoid waste of dress? It may bs so.
7802. Is it so in Government asylums hero? I think it is very likely to be so. When I have scon them
in these cells they have been always in a stale of nudity.
7803. Wo have been told, in reference to this particular case, that when the patient was taken out of the
room the first thing in the morning, the odour of the place was that of stale urine, Do you consider it
possible that patients of this kind have a distinctly-smelling urine ? I think so.
7804.
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Sir Alfred 7804. If the room did smcil as of stale urine, would that imply that it was not properly scrubbed out?
Boberta, Kt... I think if it was properly scrubbed out the smell would not rise.
M.R.O.S.E. 7805. Would the smell bein" there be possitive evidence that the room had been neglected? Tes; during
21 Dec., 1894:

our visits we have smelled these rooms to see if they wore sweet, and with very few exceptions they were.
780G. ]n the middle of the day they might be sweet, but in the particular instance to which I am refer
ring the smell was said to exist early in the morning, would that be likely? Oh, yes ; very likely. I did
not quite catch the meaning of your question. In the early morning the smell of fresh urine and faices
would be so strong that you would not be able to detect the smell of stale from that of fresh.
7807. We have been informed that the smell of the urine of lunatics is extremely strong, is that so ? It is.
7808. That being so, would it be difficult to detect which is fresh and which is stale ? Tes; at that time
in the morning it would be impossible, 1 should say,
7800. Are the floors of this room close to the ground? Tes.
7810. Do you think they should have been C inches higher? Tes ; they would have been better so.
7811. Could urine escape through the cracks in this floor? Tes.
.
7812. Do you think that would smell ? Tcs.
7813. At Callan Park are the crevices iu the floors of the single rooms filled up? Tes. When referring
to the use of those cells at Bayview'Ilouse, we have always thrown cold wafer on the practice, and
latterly have been given to understand that they were not iu use.
7814. Speaking of tidying up the patients for your inspection, do you see any particular objection to that .
practice? No; on the contrary, I think it shows a good feeling on tlie part of the attendants to make
the patients look neat and tidy. At the same time we have been careful not to give them sufficient time to
smarten up the patients by changing their dresses.
7815. Would the patients only require a little tidying up? Tes.
7816. Do you object to a moderate amount of it being done? No.
7817. We have been told that in some cases of dirty patients it is the custom to take oil tho under-sheets
of the beds, put on a water-proof sheet, and make the beds up again. Would you object to that course
of procedure ? There could be no harm in putting a water-proof sheet over tlie mattress, but there should
bo an ordinary sheet or blanket over that, preferably a blanket.
7818. Do you see any objection to making up these beds of dirty patients differently to the others ? No.
7819. Did you ever make any request to Dr. Yause to have a night patrol ? I do not think so, because
latterly wo understood that these rooms were not used at night.
7820. If he did not have a night patrol on the male side was he breaking any rule or disobeying any
order’s ? No.
’
7821. AVas this matter of a night patrol entirely at his own discretion ? Tes.
7822. President.] Do yon say that these rooms latterly were not used at night ? Ties; we understood
that,
7823. We have been told in evidence that they were always used on the Gfovernment side, or at the very
least five of them were used nightly? It does not say so in the medical journal.
7824. AVhether it is entered in the journal or not the general evidence here has been that there were at
least half a dozen of these rooms used by patients at night. In that case would you, had you known of
it, have recommended that there should be a night patrol? AVe would. A\re shall find fault, too, very
strongly if it is not entered in the journal.
7825. As you may have gathered we have been informed of a strong urinous smell arising from certain
cases of insanity, and that this smell is exceptionally strong when tho room is first opened in the
morning;—would that be so ? Tes.
7826. Supposing a sanitary inspector of a Municipal Council entered this room when it was first opened
in the morning would he most likely meet with some smell altogether diflerent to the smells he would
encounter in following his ordinary avocation—perhaps a smell at which he would be horrified ? Tes ;
most likely.
7827. AVould his experience in municipal matters as a sanitary inspector enable him to correctly judge
of the freshness or staleness of matter in this room ? Not in the slightest.
7828. AVe have had it in evidence from one witness, associated with a Municipal Council, that this room
was of a stale, urinous odour. AVould his experience in ordinary civil life be of any avail whatever in
matters of the kind referred to now ? No ; not at all.
7829. X>r. Manning^ Are you aware that the word “seclusion ” as mentioned in tho 7lst clause of the
Lunacy Act only refers to the placing of the patients in a single room with their clothes on during the
day? Ivo; my interpretation of the Act is different. J always expected, if patients were placed in
seclusion rooms, that the fact would be notified in the journal, whether the patient were placed there
either in the day or night.
7830. How is it then, that 200, 300. or 400 patients, or oven more aro in the single rooms at night at ihe
public asylums without any record whatever being placed in tbo journal or in the statutory books ? I
suppose it is because they are under regular treatment there. If a patient outside receiving ordinary
treatment in an associated dormitory were placed in a single room I should expect that to bo “seclusion”
in the terms of the Act, and his removal to the room should be notified in the journal.
7831. Are you aware that “ seclusion ” is defined by the English Commissioners in Lunacy to consist of
putting a patient into a solitary room with his clothes on during the day-time ? No; I am not aware of
that. I was under the other impression.
7832. Are you aware that a great many patients in the public asylums are placed in single rooms for one
or two nights at a time, and that the coses are not entered as seclusion in the books? No; I was not
aware of that.
7833. In examining the seclusion books at the public asylums have you not seen for weeks together that
there was no entry of a patient being in seclusion—can you imagine that during the whole of this time in
a large public institution there were no patients sleeping in single rooms? I have no doubt there were,
but I always looked upon it that these patients occupying the single rooms were not strictly eases of
seclusion.
7834. AAtauld it not be possible in a large establishment to have the space for the entry of seclusion
cases in the books absolutely blank for weeks at a time if you only put in the seclusion book cases
removed to the rooms in a casual way ? I do not think I quite take that view of it.
7835. Do you not say that you are aware that the “in seclusion” column in the books sometimes remained
blank for weeks together ? Tes
7836.
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7836. In an institution containing 800 or 900 patients, do you not think it is possible for an occasional single- Sir Alfred
room case to be omitted from the books ? 1 think they ought not to be; but I am quite awaro that patients Roberts, Kt.
have occupied seclusion rooms, though not in a sense seclusion, and no word has been mentioned of it in
tho journal.
7837. What distinction do you draw between a person who always sleeps in a single room and one who
C0',
’
requires to be put to sleep there for two or three nights ? If a patient becomes violent during the night,
mid it becomes necessary to put him in a seclusion room, 1 should expect that to be set down in the
journal, even if he is removed either for his own sake or for tlie sake of other persons.
7838. Is that the way the official visitors have always read this word “seclusion”?
1 think so; at all
events that is the way I' have read it.
’
7839. President.'] I tfiink it is the proper way too, notwithstanding the interpretation of the English
Commissioners.
78 tO. Dr. Mannmg.~] What do you suppose to be the reason of entering “seclusion ” at all in the medical
journal ? In order to sec whether a patient is confined unnecessarily or not.
7S4'L That being the case how are you able to draw distinction between a person kept in a single room
occasionally, and a person kept in a single room always? T say it should be notified in the journal when
a patient is put into tliese rooms occasionally,
'
7842. What T mean is this—“seclusion ” is to be entered in the medical journal for speeial reasons, and
these reasons are. I take it, when it becomes necessary to put a patient into the single rooms in the day
time, or even the night-time :—but would youtbink it necessary lo enter a patient ju the seclusion book
as being in seclusion if be were in bed in a single room under medical treatment while suffering, say, from
pneumonia ? I think it would be very desirable to do it.
7843. "What line would you draw between a patient frequently in a single room and a patient there only
occasionally ? You know as well as I do that there are a great many patients kept in isolated rooms as a
matter of treatment for various reasons. Some of the women at Gkladesville, of a slightly better class,
are kept in these isolated rooms so that they may be more comfortable and that their feelings may be
spared by removing them from the actual surroundings of other lunatics. That is ono reason. Another
reason is, that if a patient is likely to he disturbed much mentally or to cause disturbance to other patients
. Iw '™|11 say very humanely too, is put in an isolation room. The Medical Superintendents often mention
* fh's'
further reason is that if a patient becomes actually violent, he or she is placed iu isolation as a
matter of absolute necessity.
7844. I am afraid you do not quite grasp my idea. You know there are patients who may ba placed in
isolation for a fortnight, and there are others who may bo there for a month. Could you draw any
distinction in cases of this kind in the matter of “ seclusion ” when they arc placed in single rooms at
night? Yo ; not between a month and a fortnight.
7845. Where do you think the entry in the journal for “iu seclusion” should commence and where should
it cease ? I think that any patient who is suddenly removed either in the night or day from an associated
dormitory to a seclusion room should have his case and all tho facts associated with it entered in the
medical journal.
7846. Supposing he has to be kept iu seclusion, as you call it, for some time, would you still make tbo
entry in the medical journal every day ? I see no objection why it should not bo entered.
7847. Would you continue, tho entry if tho patient was kept in a single room for years ? If he became
habitually an occupant of tho room I think the entry might cease.
7S4S. What do you consider to be habitually an occupant ? One who is always there.
7849. But for how long? I cannot say that.
.
7850. Has it ever struck you in examining the blank sheet at the public hospitals—I mean those prepared
for the entry of patients in seclusion or under restraint, that these entries are not made? Yes; it has
struck me, but we have not considered it to be a matter with which we can find fault,, because wre are
quite awaro that in all modem asylums there is a certain proportion of isolated rooms for express purposes
and we know that persons may be put in them either pro. tem. or habitually. What I say is that when
they are placed in these rooms 'pro. tem. the causes and all the circumstances for such treatment should be
sot forth in the medical journal. That is my idoa on the subject.
7851. But still considering the large uumber of patients there are in the public asylums did you expect to
see these entries appear under the heading of “ seclusion," and you did not see them appear ? Yo; we
have not expected it to appear for the reasons I have mentioned.
7852. Have you seen it appear at all ? We have seen it appear occasionally.
/853, Have you seen in the medical journals at tlie hospitals for the insane certain entries showing that
patients have been placed in single rooms at night? Yes ; under the heading of “ iu seclusion.”
7854. Have you ever seen a solitary entry in the medical journal of any hospital for the insane which
shows that a patient or patients had been placed in a single room during the night? I have seen it
entered “ in seclusion,” and T fake it that means the same thing.
7855. Have you ever made any inquiries from the Medical Superintendents of these institutions regard
ing whether those entries roler to patients in tho single rooms in the night-time? We have often scon
that the poriod of seclusion lias been noted.
7856. But did you ever make any inquiries from the Medical Superintendents as fo whether that seclusion
was in the night or day ? I am not aware of when it was, or that wo did make such enquirv.
7857. Would fhis seclusion lo which you refer be in most cases for one, two, or three hours ?
Yes.
/858. Ho you suppose that a patient taken out of tho associated dormitory7 and put into a single room
for one, two, or three hours and then taken back would be entered as a case of seclusion ? I am quite
awaro that there are many patients in seclusion who are not entered on the medical journal. Of course,
we get a list of patients in seclusion; we visit these patients personally, but it had not occurred to me
that there was no record kept of them being where wo saw them.
785p. Hid it not seem strange to you that there were so few entries of seclusion if the cases occurring
during the night were not included? I should have expected to see occasional cases of seclusion in the
night-time, for 1 think it quite as necessary to note tho cases of tho night as well as those of the day.
7860. President] An an official visitor have you read the Lunacy Act carefully? Yes.
/861. Have you read over the interpretation clause containing flic terms to which special reference has
beon made? Yes.
7862.

"
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7S02. Do you notice that the words " under restraint or in seclusion ” are printed in the ordinary type and

Sir Alfred
Roberts, Kt. therefore bear the ordinary significance? Tes.
_
M.RX.S.E, 7S(i3, Do you take the word “ restraint ” there to mean interference with personal liberty ? les.
21Dm^1894. 78G4. And do you take “ seclusion” to be seclusion in tbo ordinary sense of the word, either in the day

time or the night-time ? Tcs.
in ■
1
78G5 Do you see anv special significance attaching to the word seclusion ' in tins danse other than its
meaning as applied‘to the visitations and functions of the Inspector-General and the Government
visitors ? ZSTof I am quite aware that many of the patients are kept in seclusion constantly in the large
hospitals and we have always felt it to be our duty to visit them during our inspections of the institutions.
Hut we regard the word “ seclusion,” or I regard the word “ seclusion ” iu a slightly different way when

it refers to patients

occasionally placed iu solitary cojifinement.
,,
, .
7SGG. 'Where this isolation or seclusion was long continued did you fully understand it to be your duty
to see the patients in these rooms ? Tes.
78G7 But supposing, on the other hand, some outbreak took place during tbo night, and it became
necessary to place patients in seclusion for a time, would you expect to see a record of tho fact m tlie
medical journal ? Tes.
o -vr
78G8. Do you expect to see a record in that book of every new case? les.
_
_
7869. Dr. F/tuse.] Would not an entry in the medical case-book to the effect lhat a patient was occupying
a single room at night be sufficient? "Ko ; that would not be suffeieut according to my interpretation
of the Act
i think it should be mentioned iu the medical journal.
7870. Would it not be sufficient to cuter it in the case-book if a patient were sleeping in a single room
at night ? No. '
t,
r
a -w
7871. Do you remember looking at the single rooms on the^female side ot Bayview House ? les.
7872. Did nearly all of these rooms have beds in them ? Tcs.
7873. Did you notice anv entries in the journal stating that these rooms were occupied at night? Ho.
7874. Did you ever enter in your official report any objections to the omission of such entries of these
cases? No.
,
„
7870. How long have you been visiting Bayview Asylum?

„
,
,
,
'j. i
i
Very nearly tho whole time it has been

established.
787G. Is that for nearly thirty years? Tes.
, .
,
.
7S77. Although you knew that there were twelve single rooms occupied every night, and although you
knew that there was no entry made of that fact in tho medical journal, have you thought fit to object t.o
this omissiou until the present time ? No, and J. am not objecting to it now. I am stating that we
consider it better for patients to sleep in the isolated rooms actually, and, as I have said before, wc did
not expect to see an entry of these permanent eases in the journal.
7878. Did yon understand that the occupants of these twelve single cells were chronic cases, continually
placed in these rooms for sleejiing purposes ? Tcs.
.
,T
7879. Do you remember calling at Bayview House shortly after the arrival ot Case JSo. 1 there
Tcs.
^
7S80. Do you remember reading the report ofbis case in tho case-book ? Tes,
7881. Do you remember whether the fact of his occupying a single room at night was entered there? Ho
" ' not occupy■( one
of the isolated rooms at that time,. he was in a single
_
_
did
<--------------------------------------------- dormitory.
. •
7882. If such an entry appears in the ease-hook—an entry stating that the patient occupied a single room
during the first week of his residence there, how do you account for it? I cannot account for it. I saw
him in another room.
7883. Did you read'his ease as entered in the case-book ? I believe I did.
7884. Supposing that entry states that he occupied a single room at night, must you not have known it.
I have no doubt11 did. I cannot recollect at this time whether I noticed that one particular point.
7885. Do vou not think it would be a sufficient notification that he was occupying a single room if an
entry to that effect appeared in the case-book ?
There, again, I do not consider that to he an absoluio
case of isolation.
He was put into the ward every day, and if he only slept iu a single room at night 1.
do not think that would amount to a lona-fide case.
7836, Would you uot call that a bona-fule cssq oi seclusion? Well, no.
I do not think T should. Jt
might he better to put him in a single room at night, and a very desirable thing to do so ; but so.long as
he was allowed to be out and about or in the other wards during the day, I do not consider he was in strict;
seclusion.
7887. Do von remember reading his case? Tes.
,,
Did'you take any exception to his treatment at that time ? AVe, ns official visitors, did not.
7558.
From time to time have you requested alterations to be made at Bayview House ?^ Tes.
7559.
May I ask if these requested alterations were always carried out? To the best of my recollection,
7890.
yes.
_
7891. Without unnecessary delay? Tes.
.t
nrn
7892. Do you, as a rule, visit the private house or the office of tlie asylum first ? Always the office ot tlie
asylum.
,
7893. As a rule, do vou go through to the asylum without any delay? Tes.
7894. Did you examine tho book subsequently to your visit through the asylum ?

^
Not always, but

frequently.
. .
.
0 v
7895. AVere the single rooms dean, in good order, and free from smell when you visited them .
Aes789G. President.] Beferring again to the matter of this medical journal and the case-book
have you
always understood the reading of tho Act and from the schedules that the medical journal is the book m
which all cases of seclusion should he marked ? Tes.
7897. And that the case-hook would only contain entries referring to the medical treatment of patients in
a general way ? . Yes ; in a general way.
_
7898. In support of your view do you take the rending of section 21, part 2, of the Lunacy Act tor your
guidance? Tes.
.
7899. That clause says :—“In every hospital the superintendent shall once at least m every week enter
or cause to be entered in a book to be kept for the purpose, to he called the medical journal, a statement
according to the form in schedule 9 of this Act', and shall also enter or cause to he entered in a book to
a
be
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be called the ease book (to be kept iu such tom aud manner as the Colonial Secretary shall direct), as p^erts "Kt
soon as may be after the admission of any patient, the mental state and bodily condition of every patient jf,R.c!s.E.*'
at the time of his admission, and also the history of his case whilst he shall continue at such hospital, f—
together with a correct description of the medicines and other remedies prescribed for tho treatment of gl Dec., 1894.
his disorder; and in the case of death an exact account of the autopsy, if any, of such patient.” Is this
clause in accordance with your views as you have stated them ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Nugent A. Eobcrtson, Esq., Barrister-at-law, sworn and examined :—

N. A.
Eobcrtson,
Esq,

7900. President.J Are you one of the official visitors to the lunatic asylums of New South Wales ? Yes.
7901. Amongst other institutions you have visited iu that capacity have you occasionally been to Bayview
SnOcc., 1894.
House. Cook s Eiver Eoad ? Yes.
7902. How often do you make these visits ? We make the visits at least once a month, and sometimes
oftener, if any special cases call for inquiry.
7903. Do you visit the institution in the daytime or at night? In the daytime.
7901. Have you ever visited it at night ? ] do not think we have done so.
7905. When making these visits do you inspect the premises generally? Yes. .
790(i, Amongst the different buildings connected with Bayview' House, is there one to which your
attention has been particularly directed where isolation patients arc kept on the male side—they arc two
separate colls in one building ? Yes ; I know that building.
7907. Have you inspected it ? Yes, frequently,
‘
790S. Are you perfectly satisfied with its ventilation ? Entirely so.
7909. Arc you satisfied with the air space ? Yes ; these rooms are better than many similar rooms in the
public institutions as far as the air space is concerned.
7910. Do you know the exact air space of these rooms ? No.
7911. When you make these visits do you give notice of your coming in any way? Never on any
occasion except, and that has beon rarely, when we have made special inquiries into some particular case.
7912. When you have made these visits to the institution do you go to Dr. Yause's house, to tho office, or
have you any regular routine on these occasions ? Wc have no regular routine. At one time we would
go through the books before going through the hospital. 1 think we did this as a rule, because we would
wish to acquaint ourselves with all new- cases in the institution and examine them. We could only
ascertain these by going through the books. At other times we would go straight through the asylum,
7913. Was there any long interval between your arrival at the office and your visit to the wards ? No,
there never was ; even if we were looking through the books the interval was short.
7914'. About what interval would occur—this is rather important for us to know ou account of certain
circumstances that have transpired during this inquiry 7 Sometimes there was no interval. If we looked
through the books it would someumes not take more than ten minutes, and perhaps less. Sometimes
there v, ere no certificates to be examined, and then there would be little delay.
Wc would have to look at
the books then to see what was recorded in the medical -journal requiring attention.
7915. Do you think ten minutes would elapse on these occasions ? Very often not so much,
791(5. Did ever half an hour elapse ? No ; that would quite be impossible.
7917. Would the longest interval, as far as you can recollect, be perhaps no longer than ten minutes or a
quarter of an hour ? Tes ; that, would be the longest.
7913. When you have been making your general inspection of the building on the Crovernment side have
you seen the eleven or twelve isolation cells where women are placed in seclusion ? Yes.
7919. Were you always satisfied nith these rooms? 1 do not regard myself as an expert in these
matters, but from a humanitarian jmint of view, if 1 may be allowed to express the opinion, I think they
are sufficiently ventilaied and lighted.
7920. Has your attention ever been called to anything obnoxious in tliese rooms? No; except when a
patient has been absolutely dirty at tho time of our visit.
7921. Do you think there was sufficient light in these rooms? Yes.
7922. Was it on your recommendation that additional windows were placed over the doors, and that the
gas was laid on to them r That I cannot remember.
7923. Has this been done laiely ? Comparatively so,
7924. Ba\e you ever been present at Bayview House at meal-times? Yes • on several occasions.
7925. Did you see tho food, and was it sufficient in quantity ? It uas not only sufficient in quantity, but
there are many patients who are perfectly' reasonable and sane enough to understand the surroundings of
their position, people whom I haie found always ready to complain, and they most certainly would com
plain if there were anything wrong with the food. There is only one case in -which 1 can remember any
complaint, and that was from an old lady who said she had been deprived of her arrowroot. I have seen
the meals frequently.
7926. We have had it in evidence that the food is not good in quality and not sufficient in quantity;—have
you seen anything unsatisfactory in these respects ? I think it is as good aud as well cooked as it,possibly
can be in such large quantities,
^
7927. Jn going round the wards did you always examine the bedding? Yes.
792S. Was that in a satisfactory state ? Not always. 1 do not know of anything unsatisfactory occurring
in this respect while Dr. Yause has been present at the institution. It happened while Dr. Vause was
away in England. On two or throe occasions wo found that beds had been made up wet. Wo returned
without notice within forty-eight hours, and found that this had been remedied.
7929. Was it remedied immediately ? Yes ; and we have not had any cause to make a similar complaint;
since. This happened during the time Dr. Hetherington wras in charge, and when ho was new to the
duties of his position. We always do turn down a certain amount of the bedding when going through
the wards.
7930. Do you inspect the clothing of the patients ? Yes ; as far as 1 can from casual observation.
793 L Are you satisfied with it in every way ? It appears to me to bo so. but this is one of the matters 1
leave to mv medical colleagues, and 1, therefore, cannot express any definite opinion.
'
267—2C
'
7932.
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7932. Do you remember the case Cash No. 3U ? Yes ; very well. _
7933. Are you perfectly satisfied in your own mind as to her insanity ?

_
I do not suppose there is a much

more insane person in New South Wales.
_
7934. Would you recommend that she should be taken away from Bayview Douse and placed under the
21 Dec., 1894 care of her sisier? I have taken a great deal of care and interest in this case, because # * * * has
called upon me repeatedly in chambers and even at the club about the matter. I spoke to Case No. 30
about it. She repeatedly made to me remarks which, to my mind, are extremely significant—as for
instance, she said something about her sister having money.
She was extremely wild in her statements ;
hut from what she said I came to the conclusion that if she had charge of her sister^ she would have so
much more money to spend, and that she would he so much more comfortable at her sister’s home. This
statement led me to believe that there is some pecuniary interest in this desire to remove the patient,
Further than that, the patient’s sons, one of whom holds a very responsible position in
*
*, came
over to Sydney, called upon me, and expressed very strong views upon this subject. Ihe son in * * *
is most anxious to have his mother with him if she were fit lo bo at large, and both brothers are ready to
offer her a home, hut iu her present condition they agree that it would he better to leave her where she is.
They object most strenuously to hliss * * * having charge of her sister, saying that she had her oneo
before and abandoned her.
_
.
.
7935. President!] I have received a letter from some friend of this Miss * * * and the patient, in
which they state that this lady is perfectly sane. The letter was addressed to mo when it should have been
addressed to the Secretary for submission to the Commission, hut as T have it f will mention the burden
of its contents. It is said that this lady is perfectly sane, and that her sister, Miss
* *, came from
* * * to effect her release. Do yon recommend that? I think it is absolutely ridiculous for anybody
to say that the patient is sane.
...
.
7936. It is stated, further, that it is very desirable she should he removed from the institution and
placed under the care of her sister, as her sons seem to harm no true sympathy for her in any respect;
do you agree with that ? Her sons have spoken in the most feeling manner ro me upon this subject.
They sav it is a source of great grief to them to know that their mother is in such unfortunate circum
stances. They only wish it were possible for them to take charge of her, but they find it absolutely
impossible.
_
_
n
7937. Is there any truth in such a statement as this, which appears in the letter : “ Irom all .1. can hear
she is perfectly harmless, and if those sons of hers had any filial affection they would provide a pleasant
home for her instead of locking her up in such a place, or at least allow her to live with her sister ?
She might he harmless to other people, but I think it would be dangerous to herself for her to live cither
in her brother’s or her sister’s house.
_
793S. Do you think it advisable to place Case No. 30 under her sister’s care ?

.
.
I think it would bo most

disastrous,'for I believe her sister is nearly as mad as herself.
_
.
7939. Have you ever seen any unusual restraint put upon tho patients ? No ; I have heard^ certain
statements, which were subsequently inquired into. 1’or instance, there is one patient named (Case ISo.
S), about whom a great many complaints were made.
We investigated them—une in particular, where it
was said a patient had been dragged out of bed in the middle of the night
On inquiry we ascertained
that not only the patient did not sleep there, but it was simply an ordinary case of an epileptic fit during
the night-time.
,
.
7930. Do you remember Case No. 20, who had her arm broken? Yes; wc investigated that.

T
It was a

special investigation, on which we wrote a joint report.
_
7941. Mas this an accident? As far as w'e could discover it was purely au accident, probably due to an
epileptic fit.
.
. ,
7942. "Was there an iron bedstead in the room ? Yes ; she had a fit, and that is about all that is known.
7943. Do you remember other patients receiving injury in a single room besides this one? .1 saw a great
many patients in these rooms, but I cannot recollect any other accident at this moment.
7944. In visiting the institution did you see Case No. 1 ? Yes : every time 1 went there.
_
7945. Did he ever mention anything to you, during the last six months he ivas there, about Die place in
which he slept ? No; he never said anything at all about it. Me made inquiries, and found out that
he was sleeping iu one of the single rooms.
7946. Did you find out, or were yon told of it? Me found it out.
.
7947. Did vou find it out from any entry in the journal? No ; from inquiry.
_
7948. Do you know how long he had been sleeping, or about what time he had been put to sleep, in this
particular room ?

I think he had been sleeping there about six weeks, as far as

1 can remember, when

we found it out.
__
7949. Can vou fix the date of this time ? No ; I look upon it in this way : I did not think that it was
for us to see that he was getting full value for the money paid by his friends—that was a matter for
them to look after. "We looked after his treatment. T ascertained that ip his particular state the
patient was excitable and mischievous, aud could not sleep in the room in which he was before
As far
as I could see tho accommodation might not he pleasant to look upon to people not accustomed to see
these things, hut still 1 think he had sufficient.
i
7950. Putting aside ihe question of reasonable accommodation for tho payment made, were you aware
that the patient was placed in this particular part of the building for treatment only ? I understood, as
far as 1 can remember, that ho was only put there temporarily.
Wo were surprised to find that he had
been there longer than >ve wore aware of, and wc did not know when he was first put there, but no knen
of it long before it became a matter of public notoriety. ^
_
.
7951. Had vou any opportunity of seeing the patient while he was in that room ? Ao; not wbile_hc was
in tho room*at night, We always avoided going to tho institution at night for fear of exciting tne
patients. Our ordinary visits in the daytime were commonly the cause of excitement.
7952. Did Dr. Yause tell you the reasons why, and how long. Case No. 1. occupied this room, or any
matters of that kind ? As far as my recollection serves me. we wero told either by Dr. am-e or an
attendant that he had been there for some weeks on account of his restless and uncontrollable condition,
and because he would not stop in bed.
, .
, ,
7953. Seeing that to he the case, did you not consider it to be your duty to ascertain m the terms or the
' \£t if all the particulars were stated in the journal ? As far as I remember, we looked the matter up and
1
7954.
‘ found no entry.
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7954. Did you ask for any explanation regarding tlie absence of suck an entry from tlie journal ?

I

think it was pointed out.
'
...
7955. Do you know that the Lunacy Act provides in clause 71, part 6, that the visitors are to examine
the hooks to see whether any patient is “ under restraint or in seclusion and why ”? I might explain
that Case Wo. 1 was neither under restraint nor in seclusion. The room ho occupied was merely for his
sleeping accommodation. He was not put in as patients are put into single rooms as I understand tho
reading of the clause, when they become excitable and need restraint, but he ivns put there for his ordinary
sleeping accommodation, as an entirely harmless but exceedingly restless patient. I did not understand
that he was put in there because he ivas a violent man, but more to keep him from moving about, as he
4

would not stay in bed.
_
795G. During the earlier stage of his residence in the main building had he a comfortable bedroom, and
all the appurtenances suitable to bis position and so on ? Yes.
_
7957. 'Was he then put in the other room ? Yes : he became very restless and could not be kept in bed,
and then it was thought better that he should be placed where he might move about without injury to
himself or disturbing anybody else.
_
_
7958. In Schedule 9 of the Lunacy Act is there not a form of the medical journal in which there are
spaces left for entries relating to patients “.who are, or since the last entry have been, under restraint oi"
in seclusion, when and for what period and reasons, and in cases of restraint, by what means ”? Yes.
7959. Did you ever see an entry like that in the journal of Bayview House ? I could not actually say
that I saw' any record like that.
_
79GO. At tho time you found out where Case Wo. 1 was sleeping, did you look in tlie journal to see
if there w'as au entry under that heading ? As I explained, w'e did look it up hut ive did not hud any
entry,
79GI. Did you call the attention of Dr. Vause to this omission ? I do not knowr.
7962. What do you understand to be the moaning of the term “in seclusion” in the Act? That is a
term the meaning of which is rather difficult to explain. Some patients are said to he “ in bed,” and that
might be regarded to be in seclusion. “In seclusion,” as I understand it, means when a patient is isolated
for some special reason. ■ ■
79G3. Do you mean that when seclusion takes places, either in the day or night, the fact should be entered
iu the medical journal ? I think so.
7964. Whether the seclusion is but for a few hours or a louger period should it he entered ? I think so.
7965. If the seclusion is earried on for week after week should it be entered in the journal ? Yes.
7966. Do you take it in reading over the clause of the Act, that the words “in seclusion," having no
speeial interpretation wmrd, mean the ordinary English signification of isolation ? Yea.
7967. Are you awrnre of any technical meaning being attached to these particular wrords? Some people
seem to put a technical meaning on the wmrd “ seclusion," hut some do uot. It has become to a certain
extent a euphonism, and patients are now entered as being “ in bed," and so on.
.
.
7968. Taking things as a whole, lias the result of your examination in your periodical visits to Bayview
House been to satisfy you as far as possible that the comfort, convenience, aud treatment of the patients
are as good as they can be expected to be? Unquestionably.
7969. Have you seen any special faults upon which to report except upon minor details, and were these
always immediately attended to by the Medical Superintendent ? Wo ; anything that we found fault with
was entered in our report and attended to.
7970. Br. Manning.] Could you as a-n official visitor at any time have discharged Case Wo. 30 from the
institution ? One official visitor could not do that.
7971. But could not yon as an official visitor, with the advice iu writing of the superintendent, order tbo
discharge of any person after reporting to the Colonial Secretary ? Yes.
7972. Do yon consider that Case Wo. 30 would he an unfit case in which to use this powrer ? Yes;
undoubtedly.
7973. Have you the smallest doubt concerning her condition ? Wo.
7974. Would you refuse to take this step with the intention of handing her over to the care of her
sister, Miss * * * ? Yes ; we think it would he a most lamentable thing for her to be placed in the
hands of her sister.
7975. In regard to Case Wo. 20, did you sign a report, one clause of which is in these terms:—“ That
some want of care had occured in placing this patient, who was an epileptic and restless, in a single room
with a bedstead, though this appeared to he partly due to a recent change iu the officer filling the position
of matron, and to the fact that the patient had no fits since admission, so that there was only the
Gindesville report to which the new matron had not access on this point ?” Yes.
7976. Did you otherwise attribute any blame to tlie officers of Bayview House in regard to that accident ?
Wo.
7977. Did you also recommend in that report that the associated dormitories should be lighted at night
as in the case of the hospitals for the insane ? I do not think there is any recommendation for gas for
tho single rooms. With regard to questions of treatment of that kind I do not think it comes within my
province to express an opinion.
7978. Turning to the question of seclusion, do you understand that placing a patient in seclusion at night
is seclusion in the meaning of the Act ? Wo, not necessarily.
7979. Well, what distinction would you draw in the matter? There is certainly some distinction; for
instance, some patients are placed in seclusion really for comfort, because they sleep better. To a certain
extent, therefore, the word “ seclusion,” as applied to the treatment in tlie night, is indulgence in some
cases. The mere fact of sleeping by themselves is not to my mind the meaning of the word “ seclusion ”
as it appears in the Act,
7980. What is your definition of the term “seclusion” for the purposes of entering in the medical journal?
I should say that it means a patient being set apart for his own safety or for the safety of other patients.
7981. Do you mean whether by night or by day ? Yes ; it is not easy to define exactly the right thing.
7982. Have you examined the journals in the public hospitals for the insane ? Yes.
7983. Have you seen that for many months together there would be no entries of seclusion in these
journals? Yes.
7984. Do you suppose, therefore, that the whole of the patients placed in single rooms iu ihe public
institutions, and there are hundreds of them, are put there for their own comfort? Well, I assume in
those

N. A.
Bobertson,
Eeq.
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those eases it is a matter of treatment at tlie discretion of the medical officer. Por instance, one patient
disturb the whole of the dormitory, and it would be necessary to put that patient in a single room,

i "Iv
but I should not call that seclusion in the terms of the Act,
21-Dec 1894.^®*' "What is the difference between seclusion for their own sake, or seclusion for the sake of other
’
patients ? There are many patients who might be absolutely harmless, as regards other patients, and still

.

knock themselves about.
7986. "Do you expect patients placed in a single room at night, either for their own sake or for the sake
of others, should have their cases entered in the medical journal ? I think to a certain extent it should
he done. I do not understand if a patient is put into a single room, because he sleeps better, that such
patient is in seclusion. The word seclusion, as applied to those patients, seems to mo to he used rather in
a technical sense. The word seclusionin the Acttomc seems to confer upon the official visitors a statutory
obligation to see whether any patient is under restraint, or iu seclusion, for violence or any other cause.
I take it that if a patient is placed away for violent conduct, no matter night or day, that fact should be
stated in the medical journal, and that we, as official visitors, should see every such patient.
7987. Can you give us any definite interpretation of what that, word “ seclusion” really means ? I roust
confess it has always presented a certain difficulty to my mind, and it would be difficult for me to do so.
79S8. Has it never struck you, in looking through the books of the hospital for the insane, that there
must be in all the institutions literally hundreds of people who are in seclusion, if seclusion means putting
them to sleep in single rooms at night ? Certainly I have not regarded that as seclusion. I should regard
it as seclusion if a patient were put away for an hour or two hours for excitement or violence, and I
should expect this to he entered in the medical journal. The mere fact of paiients sleeping in single
rooms need not he entered in the statutory hook.
7989. Is it not for seclusion that patients arc put to sleep in these single rooms ?

I should say as a rule

not.
...
.
7990. What is it then ? Supposing a patient is removed from the ordinary conditions of sleeping, and
special conditions of isolation that might carry the idea of seclusion. Still there may be always some one
sleeping by himself and vet not be secluded.
7991. But what is the difference between a patient sleeping by himself for one night, and one sleeping by
himself for a dozen nights ? A patient may be there for one nigbt through some temporary disturbance,
while a patient sleeping there for a dozen nights might he under his ordinary treatment.
7992. Are you aware that there is not a night passes in the asylums on which patients are not removed
from the single rooms to the dormitories, and from the dormitories to the single rooms, and have you ever
seen these cases mentioned in the medical journal? I fancy it would be very bard for me to answer a
question like that. If the condition of a patient required such treatment ] presume it should be entered
in the journal.
_
,
7993. Has it not struck you as curious to see that such few patients have been removed from the dormi
tories to single rooms, if that be seclusion, when, as you know, there are as many as a thousand patients
in some of the institutions—does it not strike you as being extraordinary that there are so few entries in
the medical journal of this nature? I do not think I have thought of it in that light.
7994. Do yon suppose that a patient being placed in seclusion at nigbt, and kept there for one, two, or
three hours for disturbing the sleep of other patients, should be regarded as seclusion? I should think so,
7995. Is there any doubt in your mind that the entries you have seen in the journals of public and
private asylums, mentioning the hours and causes of seclusion, do not refer to the removal of patients to
the single rooms in the day-time? I presume they have so referred as a rule. The difficulty I am in is
in arriving at what is actually meant by the word seclusion.” I cannot get at one with you entirely on
this point.
_
7996. I have my own views as to the meaning of the word “ seclusion,” aud I say tho word refers to
dealing with patients in the day-time, and I am exceedingly surprised to find that the official visitors no
not regard it in the same manner. What is your meaning of the word ? I have always recognised it to
mean separation for violence, or isolation for some other cause of that nature.
_
7997. Do yon think that patients placed to sleep in a single room at night would bo in seclusion ? Hot
exactlv; if a patient became violent in the night and had to be removed in consequence and placed in a
single room, ] should consider that to be seclusion.
'
_
__
7998. What degree of violence would you consider to be necessary for tbe removal of a patient ? ’Well
that degree which would render it unsafe for the patient to be at large eras a disturbing element to other
patients,
_
7999. How long do you think it would he necessary to have a patient in seclusion before the case was
entered in the journal ? I am inclined fo think that every case should be entered, where it has been
necessary to remove a patient in! o a single room in consequence of violence.
_
_
8000. Do yon know that that would necessitate the entry of some hundreds of names in the journal every
day? It might be necessary.
8001. Has it not struck you, holding that view, that you never saw any entries when patients were taken
out of seclusion ? Sometimes 1 have asked if persona have been taken out and have expressed surprise
that I did not see more entries of this fact.
.
8002. Have you ever inquired of tlie medical superintendents whether placing a man
seclusion ? Patients have been described as being “in bed” when I think they would have
described as being in seclusion. I have been told when men have been separate, because

_
in bed means
been properly
they were not

well, that they were in bed
...
8003. Have you made any entries in any of the books calling attention to this question ?

..
1 do not think

we have.
8004. Do you say that anvone placed in the single rooms, at night, is in seclusion ? I do not say that for
a variety of reasons. Take Case Ho. 1 for instance. 1 think on the whole it should have been mentioned
in the medical journal, although it was not a case that I regard as one of seclusion in the ordinary sense
of the word.
_
_
8005. Do you not think, that as there is such a vague idea as to the meaning of this word, some definite
understanding should he arrived at ? 1 think it is a pity that it is not more definitely understood.
8006. Do you know the view that is taken by the English Commissioners in Lunacy of this word
“ seclusion"” ? T do not know what the exact definition is.
8007.
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N.A.
8007. Do you know the view taken by the Scotch Commissioners in Lunacy ? My attention was drawn
to the matter and mvself and others have had some .discussion regarding the words “in bed” or “in Robcrlson,
Esq.
seclusion,” but we could not, as far as I recollect, come to any determination.
8008. Are you aware that it is never applied, either by the Scotch or English Commissioners in Lunacy,
21 Dec., 1894.
to patients at night, who are supplied with bcd-clotbes for the purposes of sleep ? I am not aware of
that.
■
8009. Dr. Garran.'] Was Case I'fo. 1, while at Bayview House, in seclusion during the day-time? I have
never seen him in seclusion. "Whenever we saw him he was with an attendant and in a cheerful frame of
mind, generally singing some song. He would recognise ns and call us by our names.
8010. Did he occupy a single room while he was in the main building ? Yes, at first, he was in a single
room downstairs for some time ; then he was upstairs in a larger room with two or three beds in it, then
he went into a small room off this.
8011. After that was he transferred to a more comfortless room away from the main building? Yes.
8012. To your mind did that latter change mean that he was placed in seclusion ? Ho ; I understood it
was more a matter of treatment. He was neither harmful nor dangerous, but he could not be kept in
bed.
8013. Dr. Jfflajii'ny.] Does what you call “ seclusion ” go beyond what you term a matter of treatment ?
"What 1 should call “ seclusion ” in his ease would be, if he had been violent, dangerous, or in any way
uncontrollable, in consequence of which he was moved into a single room. That would have been
seclusion. All I understand is, however, that he used to get up aud walk about the single room ; and
that he would not sleep, and that he was best to be away from other patients.
8014. Have you said that you do not think this is a seclusion case, and that sleeping alone was merely a
matter of treatment ? That is exactly the point.
■
8015. Drcxident] AVe have been informed that it was absolutely necessary to remove case Ho. 1 from the
house into one of these two isolated rooms for isolation purposes on account of his being destructive,
violent, and noisy—because he was an exceptionally troublesome patient;—do 3rou think that being the
case, the word “ seclusion ” in the Act would mean seclusion according to your definition of it? I think
it would. What I understood was that case Ho. 1 was destructive and restless and would not keep in
bed.
.
....
.
.
8016. Dr. Ytmse.'] Do you think that the fact of his sleeping in a single room being entered in the case
book would be sufficient notification in his case ? I presume if it were a matter of treatment it woujd be
entered in the case:book.
8017. Do you consider that a sufficient notification ? I think it should have been entered in the medical
journal.
8018. Would you call the patients sleeping there being in seclusion ? I did not know at that time what
I know now. I understood that the patient was restless, and that this place was used as his ordinary
sleeping-room. 1. thought he might have been changed from downstairs to upstairs, but not to the room
for specially noisy, violent, and troublesome patients.
8019. But would you not call it seclusion in his case? I did not regard it as seclusion. We, as a
Visiting Board, were aware of the fact of his sleeping there for some time. We found it out on one of
our visits, and knew it long before that visit made by Dr. Anderson Stuart.
8020. Do you recognise the case-book as a statutory-book ? Yes, it is a statutory-book.
8021. Have you ever been told that a patient was “in bed ” at Bayview when he or she was in a single
room ? The patient may have been in bed in the single room. Sometimes patients have been in bed
through not being very well, and on account of this they have been allowed to remain in the room.
8022. In the single rooms ? Frequently I have seen patients in the single rooms who have been allowed
to remain there. I do not mean that they have been actually in bed, but they have been allowed to
remain in the rooms. But these are eases where the patient lias not been put there for any specific
purpose.
8023. President.'} I should like to understand exactly when it was reported to you that Case Ho. 1 had
been removed to this isolation-room ;—was it a month or two months before he was taken to Callan Park?
Yes ; it was some time before.
8024. Cannot you give me the exact date ? I do not remember it.
8025. Was it three or four weeks, or two months, or what ? 1 think it was about four weeks before there
was any great prominence given to the case. Dp to then we had nothing at all 1o find fault with, and
I do not think we made any particular inquiries, because we thought that his being in the single room was
a matter of medical treatment. 8026. Did he ever say to yon that he was placed in a stable to sleep at night ? He never made any com
plaint of any sort or kind; not a single complaint. There was once a bruise on his eye. Dr. Cox said to
him, “ Where did you get that?” and he replied, “I fell down, dear boy,”
8027. Did Dr. Vause tell you that Case Ho. 1 had this particular sleeping accommodation because of
his restlessness ? As far as I remember I was told that he was an extremely restless patient, and annoyed
others during the night.
8028. Was anything said to you about the patient being extremely violent ? Ho.
8029. Did Dr. Vause tell you the reason why the change was made in his sleeping accommodation ? Ho;
I think lie said it had been changed some weeks before we ionnd it out.
8030. Did you then examine the journal to see if there was any entry notifying the change? Yes, we
did; but failed to find an entry.
[Witness withdrew.]
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WEDNESDAY, 2 JANDANY, 1895,
[The Commission met at 11 a.m., in the Hoard Room, Okie/ Secretari/’s Office.]

f resent
The Hox. Sir AKTHUK, RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON ^FANNING-,
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
•
Esq., M.D., Isspkctor-Geneeal of the
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Insane.
Esq., M.L.A.
Dr.

A'liupo

was also present to hear evidence and examine witnesses on his own behalf.

L. R. Huxtable, Esq., M.B. et C.M., sworn and examined:—■
President.'] Are you one of the official visitors to the Lunatic Asylums of the Colony? I was
a
acting in that capacity for Sir Alfred Roberts during his illness. I am now an official visitor to the
2 jan. X895, Hospital for the Insane at Parramatta.
8032. In your capacity as an acting official visitor did you become acquainted with Bayview House ? I did.
8033. How often did you make visits to that particular institution ? Some six or seven times, perhaps
eight.
8034. Did you always make your visits in the daytime ? Yes.
8035. Do you think it is objectionable to do so at night ? I think it is, unless there is some special
reason for such a visit.
8036. When you made your visits to Bayview Asylum did you first go to Dr. Vause’s private house, to the
office, or the main building? Very often to the main building.
8037. Did you follow a regular route in maldng your visits? No ; wo varied our mode of visitation on
several occasions.
8038. What interval elapsed between the time of your arrival at the institution and the time you reached
the patients in the different departments ? Sometimes not more than a few minutes. We made a point
on two or three occasions of going straight into the building and asking the matron to take us round.
8039. Did any interval, as long as half an hour, elapse between your arrival and your seeing the patients ?
Lp&n no occasion.
8010. Wo have had it given to us in evidence that on a number of occasions notice was given of the visit
of the medical gentlemen to the institution, and patients were tidied up ; that, in many cases, particular
dresses were put on patients for these purposes ;—would there be sufficient time in the interval after your
arrival and your seeing the patients to do all this ? Hardly.
8011. Has your experience shown you that it is sometimes difficult to get these patients put in order, and
that it would take a longer time than would elapse in the interval ? Quite so.
8012. Do you always examine the books when you visit Bayview House? Yes; and especially the
medical journal.
8013. Have patients from time to time complained to you freely of their treatment? In this particular
asylum I do not remember a single complaint, except from one patient, who complains to the official
visitors on every possible occasion. It is needless to say that such complaints are generally groundless.
SOU. Have you had opportunities of examining the food at Bayview House? Yes.
8015. Was it satisfactory in quantity, in quality, and well cooked? Yes.
8046. Do you think that the supply of bedding is ample as far as you can judge ? Yes; as far as I am
able to judge, I think it is ample.
8017. Have you taken it off the beds, so that you could thoroughly examine the clothing ? Upon each
occasion I have taken the opportunity of noticing what it is like.
801S. It lias been stated in evidence that the clothing of the patients is inadequate, especially among the
Government patients—have you noticed this to he the case ? No ; not at all.
8049. Generally speaking, as regards the internal management of the institution, are you satisfied?
Quite satisfied.
_
8050. Have any complaints of a serious character been made during your time of official visitation in
connection with the treatment of the patients in any way, such, for instance, as restraint, or any impro
priety ? I have never heard of any such thing on any occasion.
8051. Do you remember Case No. 30 ? Yes; I do.
8052. Has she ever asked you for her discharge? No ; but I have been told that she has asked other
official visitors.
8053. Erom your experience in England as well as here, I should like to get your opinion on another
point. In evidence before the Commission it has been stated that some patients had been in the habit of
receiving medicine in their food and drink.
Occasionally, is it necessary to ^administer medicine in that
way ? Certainly. There is nothing unusual in that.
8051. Is this the course adopted when patients refuse to take medicine in the ordinary way ? Quite so.
8055. Do you remember Case No. 20, whose arm was broken? I remember it very well.
8056. Did the official visitors hold an inquiry in connection with this occurrence? They did.
8057. Was the case reported in the medical journal or case-book ? I cannot remember, I presume it was.
8058. What was the result of that inquiry? The general result was wc found that the patient had
probably broken her arm while in an epileptic fit. It appeared from the evidence that while she was in
this fit she had fallen across an iron bedstead which was in the room.
8059. Do you remember any other case in which a patient received injuries while in a single room ? No ;
another does not come within iny knowledge.
8060. Have you had some English experience in lunacy as well as here ? I have. I was rather more than
■
a year at the Border Counties Asylum at Roxburgh ; at the Selkirk Asylum, Melrose, and for a time was
in charge of that place in the absence of the medical superintendent. I have stayed as a visitor at other
asylums both in England and in Scotland.
8061. Erom the experience you have gained in this and other countries do you think those two rooms for
the isolation of male patients at Bayview House, one of which was occupied by Case No. 1, are places
suitable for that purpose : Perleetly,
8062. Do you think the. air space is sufficient ? It is ample.
8063.
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8064. Have you ever seen patients placed in muffs or under any other form of restraint at Bayview House P „
No ; 1 do not remember a single case,
aii'’
8065. Have you examined the medical journal from time to time for the purpose of observing records of
cases of seclusion ? Yes.
8066. Did you expect to see all cases of seclusion recorded in the journal ? All eases of proper seclusion.
8067. AYtat do you mean by that term? The term, to my mind, has but one definition. That accepted
in the old country by the Scotch and English (Jommissioners in Lunacy.
806S. What is their definition ? That seclusion was to be regarded as isolation by day under certain
conditions.
8060. Supposing there was a ease of outbreak on the part of a patient or patients during the night in one
of the associated dormitories, and it became necessary to remove such patient or patients into isolation or
seclusion, do you not think that this fact ought to be recorded in the medical journal ? Certainly not.
8070. AVhy ? For the reason I have given you. The definition of the term seclusion, as accepted by the
English and Scotch Commissioners, is the universal definition of that term, and any departure from that
definition would lead to confusion, and place beyond control all means of comparison as to the result of
treatment in the difierent asylums of the world.
8071. Do you not think it would be possible to keep a record of eases occurring at night as well as by
day? It would be possible.
8072. Do you not think it quite as important, if not more important, for purposes of comparison and
other reasons, to record cases of outbreak at night which require to be placed in seclusion, than it is to
record such cases occurring in the day ? Ido not.
■
8073. AVhy ? Because, after many years of debate on this very point, a universal practice lias been adopted.
807-1. We want to enter fully into this question, for this reason: To the ordinary mind, a case of outrage,
requiring restraint and seclusion at night, is every hit as important as a similar case occurring by day.
I am aware of what the usual and technical definition of the term seclusion is, but I should like to know
the exact reason why, in your opinion, that definition should be so general ? It is, of course, desirable
that 1 he practice of isolating patients in that fashion should be recorded. That was universally agreed
upon long ago. Then came the question of what should be regarded as seclusion cases. For the
purposes of analogy, we must place a lunatic, in relation to the term seclusion, on the same level as you
would place a child in similar treatment. If you take a child and lock it up day after day in seclusion,
that would be a matter which would not require explanation : so it is in regard to lunacy. If lunatics
are put away by themselves for special reasons, Ihe fact certainly ought to bo recorded. If lunatics are
put into the rooms at night for trivial reasons, such as a matter of taste on Ihe part of the patients them
selves, or by the order of the medical officers, for some trivial affair, ihat is not seclusion according to the
definition of the term as universally adopted. Seclusion by day and seclusion by night are two very
different matters. AVith regard to isolation of individual cases it is important to record them so that the
result of the practice in one asylum can bo compared with it in other asylums. In some asylums in
England years ago, from motives of economy and insufficient number of attendants, it became too common
a practice to lock patients up. Then it was decided that it. was important and necessary to record every
case that could properly bo called seclusion.
”
8075. 1 n your explanation you refer particularly to what may bo termed the trivial eases of isolation ;—do
you not think it is desirable and necessary, when there is an outbreak of violence, requiring restraint or
seclusion at night, that it should bo recorded in the medical journal? I do not.
8076. AVhy not ? 1 fancy my explanation covered that.
8077. Do you think there should be no record? I do not think there should.
8076. AVbat is the value ol the record during the day ? For reasons I have tried to explain. An ordinarv
individual in an asylum has his liberty during the day, and the object in recording this seclusion is to see
how many patients in a particular asylum it was found necessary to seclude during the day. If that
number rose above a certain average, which from long experience was ascertained, it would then be a case
for inquiry and the Lunacy Commissioners would see why it should be so. The rule is on a parallel in all
asylums for the purpose of comparison.
8079. AVas the original object to prevent restraint and seclusion being used so frequently in private
asylums ? Not only in private asylums, but in asylums generally,
8080. Is it not the ease, in acute insane patients, that there is often an outbreak a! night, and would you
not think this outbreak as much worthy of record in the medical journal as similar cases occurring during
the day for the purposes of comparison ? If the outbreak was accompanied with any unusual circumstances
it certainly might be desirable to report it.
8081. Supposing a patient is placed night after night for six months in seclusion because he has had
frequent outbreaks of violence, do you not think that fact should he recorded in the medical journal ?
No, certainly not.
1
80S2. Why not? Because it would not be in accord with practice. It would interfere with an under
stand in et and an arrangement which have been universally adopted.
8083. How is the history of such eases 1o be known at all ? They can be found out by inquiry,
8031. From whom ? From the medical officers, if there is anything worthy of attention.
8085. Should there not bo a record of such a thing under the statutory heading of Seclusion,” in the
medical journal ? No, I do not think it necessary.
8086. AVhat is the use of the official visitors inspecting the books if you do not expect to find those entries
there. How can you bo aware of these cases if there is no record in the journal. Would you look in the
case-book for such entries? In such cases as you speak of I certainly think I would.
.
80S7. Do you know that in Schedule 9 of the Act particular provision is made for the form of the medical
journal, in which it is printed over space left for entries, “ Patients who are or since the last entry have
been under restraint or in seclusion, when and for what period and reason, and in cases of restraint, by
what means ’ ? Yes.
8088. Do you consider that cases of the kind I have already mentioned, when patients are placed, month
after month in a single cell, on account of violence and outbreak, should not be entered in the medical
journal under that heading? No, certainly not. Unless the patient was placed in a single room during
the day, I am certain it would not be recorded in the journal of any asylum in the world.
8089.
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80S9. Would such cases he included amongst those under medical treatment ?
treatment would be noted in the case-book.
8090. Are the case-books in all hospitals for the insane similar? Quite so.
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8092. Are you aware that he was placed in one of the isolated rooms on the male side ? Tes, I was.
8093. How long were you aware of that fact—from the commencement ? hio : I was not aware of it
throughout the whole of the case.
.
8094. Who informed you that he wras placed there to sleep ? The Medical Superintendent—Dr. Vause.
8095. Do you remember when, and how often, he informed you of that fact ? No, I cannot remember.
8096. Were you aware that he was placed there some short time after he was received at the institution,
and that he was there up to the time he was removed to Callan Hark ? I was not aware of it.
8097. Can you give an exact statement as to how long you were aware he was placed in that room to
sleep ? No; I cannot do that.
8098. We have had a good deal of contradictory evidence upon a point concerning which I should like
some light. It is stated that when Case No. 1 was removed from this room, early on the morning of the
20th of May, he was in a filthy condition; that there was a strong stale urinous smell about the place
from which he had been removed. Is it not a fact that in many cases of acute insanity the urine smells
very strong, and might he regarded as stale by any person without particular experience in matters of this
kind ? I think anyone might easily bo deceived. A person experienced in these matters might be able to
- make a distinction.
8099. Do you think it is likely that persons employed by a municipal authority to look after sanitary
matters generally ■would bo able to make such a distinction ? No, certainly not.
8100. What experience would they have to enable them to distinguish between fresh and stale urine in a
case of this kind ? None whatever. They could not be judges in this matter.
_
8101. On the whole are you perfectly satisfied with the management of Bayview House ? I was while I
visited there.
8102. Did Dr. Vause always appear to be attentive to his patients, and to be desirous for their general
welfare ? That is the conclusion to which I came.
8103. Dr. Garran.'] Comparing the room in which Case No. 1 slept with the corresponding rooms in
Government asylums is the former in any way inferior to the latter ? Certainly not; it is superior,
because it is larger in its cubic space.
8104.- We have been informed that there might be some advantage if these rooms were attached to the
main building. By being detached do you think it is an advantage or a disadvantage ? I think it being
situated away from the main building is not such a disadvantage that it is not perfectly workable.
8105. We have been told that there is some advantage in the way of it being more silent than if it were
attached to the main building ;—is that so ? 1 think it is an advantage.
8106. Is there any inconvenience to the patient in having to cross the yard in the open air, night and
morning ? The distance is not very great; it is only about 14 yards, I think.
8107. lu view of the fact that patients might get cold in crossing the yard, do you think this is a desirable
arrangement ? I think it is perfectly workable.
■
8LOS. Do you think it would be bettsr it a covered way wrere constructed between the isolation-rooms
and the lavatory? Perhaps it ivoukl.
8109. If an attendant on night duty sits in a dining-room 14 yards distance, is that as good a method
for night watching as an attendant beiug in a corridor passing in front of the door of the room in which
a patient sleeps 7 I think an attendant under these circumstances would not be further from a patient
than the average distance an attendant in a corridor would bo in any asylum.
8110. Do you not think that an attendant at Bayview House would he tempted on wet and cold nights to
sit by the fire in the dining-room, rather than go out across the yard to see the patient ? No doubt that
temptation would be there,
_
8111. Speaking generally,is the isolation-room in which Case No. 1 was confined a good one? It is quite
suitable for the purpose.
8112. If you had been in charge of Bayview House, would you have had any hesitation in putting that
patient in that room ? No.
_
8113. What degree of noisiness or restlessness would justify you as a medical officer in putting the patient
in that room, especially considering that the fact is not reported in the medical journal? I do not think
tkat much justification is necessary. It is not always because of violence that patients arc put into such
a room to sleep. He may be put into such a place because it suits him better. He might sleep better,
and be altogether less violent by being by himself. It is a well-recognised fact that some ailments to
which insane patients are liable are much better remedied if the patients are left alone.
8114. Wc have it in evidence that Case No. 1 sometimes created a great noise at night;—would that be
a sufficient reason to remove him to a separate room 7 That would be quite sufficient, for it would be
necessary to place him beyond the possibility of annoying other patients,
_
_
8115. "Was there any alternative when he was in this condition than to put him by himself 7 No.
8116. Would you have had any hesitation in putting him into the single room if you had been in the
place of Dr. Vause ? No.
_
_
8117. So far as you know of Case No. 1 was Dr, Vause quite justified in the course of treatment ho
pursued 7 Absolutely.
_
_
8118. Do you think "’Dr. Vause should have let the family know that Case No. 1 was sleeping in an
isolated room 7 That would wholly depend on what the family consisted of. Letting such things be
known often does more harm than good.
.
8119. Do you think that the removal of the patient into a single room should have been recorded in the
proper book, so that the visiting doctors would be made aware of the fact? Certainly ; 1 think so.
8120. If a patient becomes noisy at night, and you think that he would sleep better in an isolated room,
is that sufficient reason for putting him there? Under certain circumstances it would be.
8121. Is the medical superintendent of the institution to be the judge of that? Tes. _
8122. With regard to night attendants, does the result of your experience say that it is better to leave a
patient alone rather than have a night attendant in the room? Speaking generally, it is much better
that the patient should be quite alone.
8123.
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8123. That being so, how often should a night-attendant see the patient through the observation hole in
the door ? Once every two hours.
8124. Do you think that is sufficient observation ? That is the custom in many cases. In England
visitation varies under different circumstances. Bi-hourly visits are necessary sometimes.
8125. .11 the instructions to the attendants at Bayview House were to visit the patient every two hours
do you consider such would he a faulty arrangement ? Ho ; Dr. Vause, as Medical Superintendent, must
he the judge of what is necessary, and give instructions to the night-watchman accordingly.
8126. "We have been told that the instructions to tho night-attendants were to the effect that they
were to listen at the door of the patient’s room, and if they found that their patient was quiet they must
make no disturbance;—is that a correct course of procedure ? Certainly; X should not disturb any
patient who was quiet.
8127. If it had been necessary on the previous night to give a patient a sleeping draught, would you inter
fere with him as little as possible, always being hopeful that ho would go to sleep ? Certainly.
8128. If you found this patient took off his clothes during the night would you go into the room and put
them on ? Good gracious no ; certainly not.
8129. Do you think ho would get more harm from interference than by interfering to put on his clothes ?
Certainly he would.
8130. 'Would you interfere with a dirty patient ? Certainly not,
8131. Would you wait until morning before cleaning him ? That is the universal practice, and the reason,
for it is very obvious. Sleep is tho first consideration.
8132. Would it do more harm to interfere than would accrue from leaving the patient alone ? Decidedly
it would,
8133. Notwithstanding the disagreeableness to a person of refinement? He is no longer a person of
refinement when he gets to this condition.
8134. Do you mean to say that you would merely study the case from a purely medical point of
view ? Quite so. That is tho result of long medical esperienee.
8135. And does this experience show that it is harmful to interfere ? I do not think there is any doubt
about that.
,
'
8136. Taking the case of a real foul and dirty patieut, would you interfere then ? No.
8137. Have you ever known a patient who denuded himself during the night catch cold ? Very, very
seldom.
8138. If they did catch cold would they show signs of it? They would if they got a serious chill, or an
attack of pneumonia.
8139. Is if the established custom in large asylums to let the patients have their own way so long as they
do not suffer from being humoured ? Quite so,
8140. In taking CasoNo. 1 out at 6 o'clock in the morning, do you think it "would he possible for a
casual observer to know the difference between shivering from paralysis and shivering from cold? I did
not know that he had any special paralysis of tho limbs.
8141. We are told that he trembled while crossing the yard, and it is said that ho was shivering from
cold; I want to know if there is any difference between shaking from paralysis and shivering from cold ?
Undoubtedly. If he had a tremour from nervous disease it was a simple matter to distiuguish it from the
tremour of cold.
8142. Did you sec the rugs which were used in the patient’s room ? I did,
8143. Did they seem to bo adequate for the purposes for which they were put ? They were the ordinary
rugs used in such rooms.
8144. Can you tell whether the inside blanketing was torn or picked away ? It very often is; there is
nothing unusual in that.
8145. Is it necessary ro renew the blanketing from time to time ? Yes.
8146. Are these rugs the usual covering for patients of this class ? Yes.
8147. Arc they approved by the medical visitors ? Yes.
8148. Do you know if the medical visitors have ever ordered additional ones ? No.
8149. With regard to the women’s isolated rooms;—if some women tear every hit of clothing off ie it
usual to reclothe them ? It is of no use whatever, for the reasons that I have already stated.
8150. Has no garment been devised that they cannot tear off ? You cau clothe them in canvas and
muffs which cannot be pulled off, but that is restraint. .1 know of no other means by which clothing can
be kept on these patients. This form of clothing is only used in the daytime.
8151. Do you put muffs on them at night? No.
8152. If you did would it be an irritating form of restraint? Yes ; and hero comes in one of the main
objects in putting them into the single rooms. By putting them there they are placed whore they can
neither harm themselves nor anybody else.
8153. Is this single-room treatment then the minimum of restraint? Yes; really it is.
8154. Wq have been told that there has been a great deal of tidying up of patients before they are seen
by the visitors. Do you think if this practice is followed to a moderate degree there is anything
objectionable in it ? Certainly not,
8155. Is it only when the change of clothes amounts to re-elothing that this practice becomes objection
able? T’es. It would he objectionable if any special attempts were made to disguise patients or make
them different from their ordinary condition when seen by the official visitors.
8156. "VVe have been told that it is the custom in one of the female dormitories to lake off the under
shoots from tho beds and put ou a waterproof sheeting in tho ease of several dirty patients ;—do you sec
anything objectionable in that? No; such a precaution saves the mattresses.
8157. Is it better that there shouid be no bedstead in many of these solitary dormitories ? Certainly.
8158. Is that in the interests of the patients ? Certainly. '
’
8159. So far as you saw Case No. 1 at Bayview House, did ho seem to be suffering from want of attention
in any way ? Not at all.
8160. Did he ever complain to you about his treatment ? No ; on the contrary he was always buoyant;
ho was not in a condition to mako any complaint. His general appearance and improvement in health
ami condition afforded sufficient evidence that ho was not neglected.
8161. We have been told that during the daytime he was perfectly free to go about the ground as ho
liked;—is that so ? Yes.
207—2 D
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8162. Was it necessary, therefore, to put him in this solitary room at night ? Tes.
8163. Wc are told that in the first instance he slept in a room with an attendant; that ho wasnext placed
into an adjoining room with an attendant sleeping on the other side of the door; then that ho was removed
Jan., l83o. lo the isolation 1,oonli d0 you stUl think that was a proper course of treatment ? Tes.
8164. Do you think it was only done for medical reasons ? Tes; just as it is done m scores of other
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8165. From what you know of this case do you hlame Dr. Vause for doing what he did? Not in the
Isft-st
8166. Mr. McGowen.'] How long before Case No. 1 was taken out of the institution did you know he
was sleeping in that isolated room ? 1 am doubtful about the time. There lias been a lot of talk about
the matter in the public prints, but I am not quite sure how' long he w'as in that room before he was
removed to Callan Park.
_
8167. Do you think that was a suitable room for a case of his kind ? Absolutely so. _
81GS. In cases of seclusion in the night-time should patients be seen without disturbing them every two
hours ? The room should be visited every two hours.
_
_
8169. Do you think the attendants should look through the observation hole on these occasions ? That
would depend upon tho condition of the patient. It might bo more judicious to listen than to look through
the observation-hole.
.
8170. Take a patient like Case No. 1, who denuded himself of his clothing—should the attendant see in
what condition the patient is F Tes.
_
8171. Supposing ho looked through the observation-hole into the room, could he see the patient or any
other patient ? I should think so. It appears to mo to he quite possible for a patient to be seen through
the eyelet-hole.
_
8172.” Does the same apply to the seclusion rooms on the women’s side? Tes.
8173. Have any alterations been made there recently ? Tes; a light has been placed in tho corridor in
front of these rooms. >
.
8174. What for? In order that the attendant may see into these rooms if he wishes to. If ] had been
in charge of tho asylum I very much doubt whether 1 should have put those lights there at all.
8175. Where is ihe utility of'keeping a night-attendant if ho or she does not see the patients ? There arc
several reasons why there should bo a night attendant. A patient might be noisy all night long; if
so, he should be visited every hour aud given nourishment. Patients might disturb other patients, and
they should be visited. Attendants should visit the patient when anything unusual occurred.
8176. It Callan Park, when an attendant docs not sleep in the same room as the patient, are you aware
that such patients are visited every hour in the night-time, and do you not think that such is necessary
at asylums like Bayview House ? I think that it is necessary ihat patients should he visited as I have
indicated.
8177. Is it not possible to have a room constructed so that a light can be thrown into it without disturbing
tho patients ? Perhaps so.
8178. Have you seen the rooms at Callan Park? Tes.
8179. With a grating at the bottom of the door, to wdiich the lantern carried by the attendants may he
placed, and thus a light be thrown into the patieut without disturbing him ? Tes.
8180. Still, do you think the rooms at Bayview House are suitable for the purposes to which they are
put ? Perfectly.
8181. Did you ever notice a trembling in the limbs of Case No. 1 ? Tes; he trembled from general
weakness.
,
.
.
8182. Is it usual in asylums for the insane to keep a record of every occasion when coercion is applied
to patients, such as the use of muffs and other forms of mechanical restraint ? That must be done.
8183. Is that done so that the official visitors can see the books and thereby ascertain what instruments
had been used ? Tes.
^
.
8184. The President has asked you a question about Case No. 20;—do you remember whether this
patient was put into a single room and not seen until the following morning ? I am not sure about that,
but I think not.
_
.
8185. Supposing wc have had it in evidence that women have been placed in these seclusion cells between
6 and 7 o’clock at night and not taken out till 7 the following morning, and have not been visited by any
night-attendant in the meantime;—is that correct treatment? With a great number of patients, certainly.
The majority of them go to bed and sleep as wc do.
_
_
8186. Is it not the invariable custom to place in these rooms those patients who tear off their clothes and
destroy their bedding ? Not the invariable custom. These patients are generally put here, but other
patients are put in single rooms for various reasons. They sleep quiet and calmly there where they would
not rest in a dormitory. Some are put into single rooms because of their dirty habits.
8187. Did you know that women were placed in each of those single rooms without night attendance? I
was not aware that patients were put into each of these single rooms without being looked after at night.
8188. Do you know there is a night-attendant now ? Tes.
8189. Dr. Manning.'] Do you know Case No. 30 ? Tes.
8190. Do you consider that she is insane ? Tes.
8191. Do you think that she ought to he at large ? I do not.
8192. Do you remember Case No. 13 ? 1 am not quite sure that I do.
8193. Arc you aware that some women patients will not wear petticoats ? I am aware of that fact. ^
8194. Are you aware also that it is not at all difficult for official visitors to distinguish patients wearing
petticoats and patients without ? There is no difficulty whatever.
8195. President] Have you examined the isolated rooms occupied by female patients in Government
asylums ? Tes.
8196. We have had it in evidence that the only nursing provided at night-time ou tho female side at
Bayview House, until very lately, was by two nurses sleeping at each end of the old single rooms ;—do
you think that sufficient night attendance in these circumstances ? There are some ten or twelve of these
single rooms. From my experience T can say that it would be possible, aud even probable to coniine
patients in these rooms without any need of visiting them at ail. Tbeso patients may have been sleeping
there for years. They could be x^ut to bed with the utmost confidence and would be much better loit
alone for the whole night.

8197.
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SlOr. Do yon consider it sufficient to have that amount of night nursing only ? I think it would be more Dr. L. E.
Huxtable.
desirable that there should be more night visits to see that everything is all right.
2lJan^~1095.
HI SIS. Do you approve the recent inovation at Bayview House in having a night patrol? Certainly.
8199. "Was that night patrol suggested by the official visitors ? No.
8200. Were any suggestions made by the official visitors always adopted by Dr. Vause ? A.s far as I know,
yes.
“
8201. Mr. McGowen ] Have any consultations with outside practitioners been bold at the institution in
cases of mental or physical illness ? None that I know of, but that might occur without my knowledge
or without the knowledge of the official visitors. If the friends of patients desired to send their own
medical men to consult with the Medical Superintendent, there is no objection to that course being followed.
8202. Dr. Vause.] Do you think that 10 drops of opium, given three times a day, is anyway an excessive
dose for a patient Buffering from acme melancholia ? J consider it a suitable prescription.
8203. Do you think simple excitement on the part of a patient at night to be of sufficient reason for
sleeping in a single room? Yes.
820-1. In your experience would not an intelligent attendant be able to tell bow a patient was progressing
by listening at the door of the single room ? An experienced attendant would certainly be able to tell.
8205. Is a glazed window in a single room rather dangerous than advantageous ? It is, if within reach
of patients?
8200. Unless tho glass is very thick ? Yes.
8207. Do you remember, in reference to Case No. 20, tho nurse saying she visited this patient’s room
during the night and in the early morning on which her arm is said to have been broken ? I really cannot
tax my memory to answer that question. The report of the special inquiry made by the official visitors
is available to the Commission.
'
8208. Take ordinary chronic cases occupying single rooms, if these are visited at 10 o’clock at night, and
again at G o’clock in the morning, would nurses sleeping close to the rooms be sufficient supervision ?
It might bo.
8209. Supposing that recent and acute cases in single rooms had night attendance, would you object to
ordinary single room patients being treated in that fashion ? No.
8210. Would you recommend that night nurses should patrol an establishment with a small number of
patients—say thirty or forty, not in single rooms, but in dormitories where nurses also slept ? No; there
need not be a night patrol through those dormitories.
8211. Would yon keep a night nurse for them? No.
[Witness withdrew.]
Charles James Cox, Esq.AI.D., j''.B.C.S.E., D.L.S., C.M.Z.S., sworn and examined:—
8212. J1resident.] Are you one of the official visitors to the lunatic asylums of New South Wales ? C. J.Dr.Cox.
Yes.
8213. In fact, I believe yon arc chairman of the Board at the present time? I am, and have been acting 2 Jan., 1895.
as chairman since the illness of Sir Alfred Eoberts.
8214. In your capacity have you made a number of visits to Bayview House ? Yes, sir.
8215. Wore these visits made mostly in the day-time? Yes. sir.
821G. Have you over had occasion to visit the institution at night? No, sir.
8217. Do you think it is an undesirable thing to visit lunatic asylums at night ? That is the position the
visiting Board has taken up. Using their own discretion, they think it best to confine their visits to the
day-time.
8218. How often do you make j-our visits, as a rule ? Once a month two of the Board must visit the
place.
8219. When you enter Bayview do you go first to the office, to the main building, or to Dr. Vnuse’s
private house ? Until quite recently we always went to the office.
8220. \V hat interval elapsed between the time you arrived at the institution and vour going throne'll the
wards ? About 25 minutes.
D
8221. J’rom time to time did tho interval between your arrival and your seeing the patients varv accord
ing to whether you inspected tho books or not? Yes,
*
'
8222. j\s a matter of fact, did you generally examine the hooks first ? Yes, we have done so. In former
times that was Sir Alfred Jtoherts’ practice ; latterly wo have examined them after the visit.
8223. Do you remember, in the course of your observation of the books, whether there were any par
ticulars entered regarding restraint or seclusion? Yes.
8221. What is the general system of inspection with regard to this matter ? It is in accordance with
section 78 of the Lunacy Act. You will see by that section that the official visitors “shall, so far as
practicable, inspect every part of a licensed house, reception-house, or hospital, and every outhouse and
building communicating^therewith or detached therefrom, and every part of the grounds or appurtenances
held or occupied therewith, and see every patient confined therein, and make such inquiries, examinations,
and inspections as are set forth in section 71 of the Act, and enter in the In specter-G-eneral’s hook a
minute of tho then condition of tho said hospital, licensed house, reception-house, or other place, and of
the patients confined therein, and such other remarks as they may deem proper, and shall, after every
visit, transmit to the Colonial 8ecretary a statement of the number of patients admitted and discharged,
since the date of the last visitation, together with a copy of the entry made by them in the InspectorGeneral’s book, and any other information they may consider necessary.”
8225. What course do you follow when you go to tho asylum? VYe go through tho asylum after wo have
inspected tho books, lu the books vve see the number of admissions, and then we examine tho papers on
which the patients have been admitted. This vve have to do in accordance with the Act. We have to see
whether they are properly signed, and that they are correct in all their details, also in accordance with
tho Act; then we have to see what number of deaths have occurred, to ascertain tho causes of death, and
to note the number of disohai'ges.
822G. Do you also examine the grounds and the appurtenances of the institution ? Yes ; there is another
book wc have to look over.
8227. AVhat hook is that? There is the ease-book, and there is the medical journal.
8228.
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8228. Does the medical journal contain a record of general facts in connection with patients in seclusion
and under restraint, and other matters of that kind ? Yes.
8229. Does the case-book contain merely a medical account of the cases ? Yes.
i one(
'* 8230. Do you say you also csaminc the buildings and grounds ? Yea. After inspecting the books we go
through the day yards, then to the sleeping apartments, and to the one or two private rooms. We
particularly go into the closets attached to them : then we go into these rooms. We speak to any patients
who desire to be spoken to, or to any of those who show any disposition to talk. In a friendly way we
try to get them into conversation, and listen attentively to anything they have to say. Then we pass in
another ward, see the bath-rooms, the closets, and go into the sleeping apartments. We then go into the
general dining-hall, see the patients sitting there. We next go round and look about for anything that
we may see. Then we go to the other dormitories and lavatories. "Wc come out to whore there are a
number of single rooms. If they are open, we inspect them; if they are shut, we request that they may
he opened. We are also particular in examining the closets in this part of the institution. In going
through the rooms we turn down the bedding to see what that is composed of. We then go amongst the
Government patients, where they may be sitting in a largo room. We converse with them, and listen to
what they have got to say. Wo arc also particular about the closets here. We then pass on to the
kitchen and laundry departments. We go through the kitchens and laundry and make a note of how
many people are working there. We then go upstairs to a room where there are six or eight people put
to sleep at night. After inspecting these we go down amongst the patients who are in the paddock. We
pass from these to the men in the pavilion and the billiard-room, at which places we see them amusing
themselves in various ways. We listen to what they have to say always. We ask to he shown any new
patients, and we are particular in speaking to them. We look at the closets there. We then conic up to
the central main building, and. before entering, inspect the closets and all sanitary arrangements. We
go through the bath-rooms, see the sleeping apartments, go on to the single rooms, and then to the place
where the patients have dinner. Then wo go upstairs, where there are two or three single rooms.
8231. In other words, do you make a general inspection of tho whole of the premises ? Yes.
8232. Have you been present when the patients have been taking meals F Yes, several times.
8233. Have you inspected tho food from time to time ? Ses.
8234. Were pou always satisfied with the quantity and quality ? Yes; I can say that most conscientiously.
8235. When inspecting the bedding have the underneath clothes always been clean and good ? We have
had to complain once or twice on this point. Certain things have been pointed out, attended to, and put
right at once.
8236. When you hare made complaints have they always been attended to ? Yes.
8231. With regard to the patients’ clothing, have you made inspection to see whether it was sufficient?
Yes; I satisfied myself on that point. I have always thought it was my duly to see how many patients
were properly clothed, and to know how many wore petticoats.
8238. It has been given to us in evidence that notice was given to the different departments of the
institution when the official visitors arrived, “to get the patients ready,” and to make them tidy. Do you
think there would be a sufficient interval between the arrival of the visitors and their seeing the patients
for that to he done F I do not think there would he.
8239. Would you approve such a practice ? I do not think so, if it was intended to deceive. The
patients arc clean and tidy, aud it would not be possible to make such a great difference in the clothing in
the time available.
8240. Would it he possible during that interval to put dresses on the patients? In my-own private
opinion I do not think it would.
8241. Do j’ou consider that a certain amount of tidying is necessary or objectionable on occasions of this
kind ? I do not see that there is any objection. On the other hand if a patient were soiled or very
untidy nurses would not like to make them clean or put them straight in our presence.
8242. Would it he possible to do all this cleaning, and put new and clean dresses on the patients during
the interval between your arrival and going through the wards ? It would not.
8243. If these patients were so treated, if their dresses were changed, and they were hurriedly handled, do
you think they would complain to you P Yes; they would lose no time in telling us. They could tell
these things as well as you or I, and they are always ready to do so if they have a cause, and very often
if they have not.
8244. Have you seen patients wearing muffs for purposes of restraint ? Yes.
8245. Frequently ? Ho; I have made notes about these things, for in giving my evidence I want to be
very clear in expressing my views on tho treatment of the insane in this Colony,
8246. In your inspection of the various departments of the institution have you seen the isolation room
in which Case No. 1 was placed ? Yes.
8247. Have you been in that room ? Yes.
8248. Did you make a certain report to the Government on Case No. 1, but more particularly in
connection with that room ? Yes.
8249. In your report do you state that you were perfectly satisfied with the air space and general sanitary
arrangements with respect to that single room ? Yes.
8250. Do you also give a number of particulars in connection with the ventilation of that room? Yes.
8251. Is that report dated May 23rd, 1894? Yes.
8252. Do you object to that report being placed before this Commission as part of your evidence ? No;
that report is as follows :—
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
23 May, 1891.
Sir,I
1 ,l!*vc
hoi:lor 60 acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22nd instant, enclosing the report and annexes
of tnc Medical Adviser to the Government on Case Ho. 1, an inmate of tho private asylum, Davview House, Cook’s
River.
*
'
j
?
I have with great respect to point out that it is not easy to comply with your request-, in so much that I do not wholly
•understand what it is desired should be included under the head of Views.”
With respect to the single room referred to in the papers forwarded to mo with your letter, I would state that the
room spoken of is one of two regularly set apart for the temporary accommodation of patients who may he violent, or too
unmanageable otherwise to remain in the ordinary rooms. These two rooms form a detached building, standing in the
courtyard about midway between the two main buildings on the male side of the hospital. Tho distance of these rooms
from the building in which is the dining-room, &c., of the male patients is about 12 to 14 yards. Tho two rooms arc
identical
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identical in every respect. 'Hie dimensions of tlio one occupied liy Ciiee No. 1 on the occasion referred to are as follows:—
Dr.
LengtSi of room, 12 feet; breadth, 10 feet; height, 13 feet 8 inches; and is lighted by a central window on tho eastern aspect J. 0. Cox.
8 or 10 feet from the floor. The dimensions of the window nro 1 it. fl in. by 1 ft. G in., and can he closed by a shutter from
the outside. With tho door dosed and the shutter open the room is quite light enough to read easily.
2 Jan,, 1896.
Ycnfilation is moreover provided for by three ventilators of the ordinary kinds; one is placed above and rather to
ono aide of the window, close to the ceiling ; a second is placed on the opposite wall to the west, close to the ceiling; and a
third, a perforated zinc ventilator, in the centre of the ceiling. 'I’here are in addition six or eight open round holes bored
through tho wooden coiling. The building is substantially built of brick, with a gabled roof, and floored with Ann wood ;
the space below tho floor is provided with an eflicicnt ventilator in the ease of each room. It would have been better if the
basement of the building bad been raised in its original construction by several inches, ns tho floor is fo my mind rather
near the surface. The interior of the room is boarded up the sides to a height of 7 feet in the manner usual in such rooms in
modern asylums, and colour-washed above. The ceiling is boarded over and painted. The rooms are perfectly dry and clean,
and when occupied arc free from smell or foul odours. The bedding provided for patients placed in these rooms consists of a
canvas-eovercd mattress, filled with straw, winch is changed daily after being used; a pillow of tho same kind is provided,
and rugs consisting of a blanket and soft canvas closely quilted together, so as to resist the destructive propensities of the class
of patients who require seclusion, three or more of these rugs beiug furnished as may be necessary.
With regard to the supervision of the patients placed in these rooms, the night watchman is instructed to visit them
not less than once every two hours during tho night. No tell-tale clock is furnished to prove that such visits are made. Had
thertf been so, no doubt could have been raised that such visits were made. The male attendant in charge of the patients
occupies a dormitory, the windows of which are always open above, not more than 12 or 13 yards from tho door of the room
in question, and which faces tho dormitory windows. The room in which tho patient slept was approved of and passed by tho
Colonial Secretary of the day when this hospital was licensed in accordance with the 26th section of the Lunacy Act. Booms
similar to and practically identical with them are provided for tho accommodation of the class of patients under consideration
in every asylum. Many of them, however, are provided with a thick bedding of straw all over She floor instead of mattresses,
which, personally, I prefer to see used. Straw is tho best material for mattresses for covering tho floor with when patients
are dirty and uncontrollable in their habits.
It has always been represented to the Board of official visitors that these seclusion rooms were only used temporarily,
and in the case of patients whom it was necessary to seclude for short periods for the protection of other patients, or of them
selves, or for subduing excitement, and the Board have seen no reason to doubt this representation, as these rooms have often
remained for long periods unused.
Li Case No. 1 it has been explained to us that his restless habits, caused by disease, rendered it impossible to keep him
in an ordinary bed in an ordinary room, and that it had been found necessary and better to place him in a secluded room at
night, as ho could not be satisfactorily managed in any other way without undesirable coercion.
The patient, who perfectly recognises members of the Board, has been seen by us on the occasion of our visits, and
when last seen, on the 12th of this mouth, was asked how ho came to have a bruise about ono of bis eyes, he immediately
replied, " I fell down.” No statements of other patients who arc quite sane enough to appreciate their surroundings,and who
have hod opportunity of seeing the treatment of their fellow inmates, have mode allusion to any harsh treatment exercised
towards him, a privilege which all inmates have, and, as a rule, are extremely ready to point out anything which they
consider harshness or injustice to other of their fellow patients. It is probably fair to say that in answer to questions as to
their oomfort, the inmates have spoken well, almost without exception, of their treatment, though, as is the case of all
asylums, there have been many protests against continued detention.
’
\7o have noticed a great improvement in tho bodily health of Case No. 1 since his reception into this hospital, which
justified our concluding that tho general treatment of liis ease had been satisfactory. As far as we have hern able to see and
judge of by examination, the bed-clothing has been sufficient. We can only renord for tho moment ono case of late years la
which insufficiency was complained of, and tho complaint received our attention
As to whether the accommodation of the patient in question is u fair return for the money paid, it is not for us to
judge. This is purely a question for his friends fo decide. They have always the option of removing him to one of the other
Government asylums.
It has to bo remembered that grave objections exist against paying official visits to insane patients in the night-time.
I believe all has been done that, could bo done do discover whether any ill-troatnient or neglect of patients has been
allowed, and, with regard to our visits, T may state that in no case has any notification ever been given of our intention to
visit the asylum.
I .have, Ac ,
JAME3 C, COX,

8253. Do you still adhere to the statements you make in that report ? Yes.
S254. Do you do so in regard to Case Xo. 1 ? Yes.
8255. Are you perfectly satisfied that he received every possible attention at the hands of Dr. Yause ?
I am.
8206. Outside of that report in connection with this particular case, I wish to ask you one or two
questions. Statements have been made m regard to Case Xo. 1, to the effect that while he was at Bayview House he was greatly neglected, that he was placed in an unsuitable apartment, that that apartment
is badly ventilated, badly lighted, and altogether insufficient, and that there were other circumstances
which are altogether contrary to your report;—do you still adhere to your opinions as expressed in your
report upon this case? I do, sir.
8257. Supposing it has been stated in evidence that this room was in a filthy condition, that there was a
stale urinous smell about the place, that the bedding and covering supplied were totally insufficient;—
are all these tilings in accordance with your experience ? They are not; but I must say that I was never
there at night.
_
i
8258. Would this supposed stale urinous smell arise from the ammoniacal condition of a patient in this
particular stage of paralysis ? It is probable it would arise from the disease ; tho urine is most offensive,
and very ammoniacal.
1
8250. Prom your long experience in connection with these matters do you think that persons unaccus
tomed to these cases could distinguish between tho smell of stale urine and the smell of an ammoniacal
odour in this particular class of patient ? No. I have been in these rooms very many times, and have
never detected any such odour.
8260. At what hours of the day liave you been in these rooms ? Sometimes in the morning between 11
and 12, and sometimes in the afternoon.
8261. Wore they always fresh after being scrubbed out ? I have never perceived any odour of the kind
described.
_
_
8262. Supposing two officials connected with a municipal department, who are in the habit of examining
places in the city, went into that room the first thing in the morning after it had been occupied by a
patient all night, do you think they would be able to distinguish the smells to which I have referred ?
Most certainly nol.
8263. Arc yon quite positive that the usual experience of such municipal officers would he insufficient to
qualify them as satisfactory authorities in matters of this kind? Most certainly they would not know.
They are not the persons who can judge of these things at all.
8264,

.
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S2G4. Did Case No. 1 improve in his physical health while he was an inmate at Bayview House ? 1' ery
much indeed ; for a time ho improved wonderfully. I went to sec him particularly, and walked with him,
/Z
,arm in arm, once or twice in the grounds, aud had a chat with liim.
an., 89o. §265, AYere you perfectly satisfied with his treatment at Bayview House ?■ Yes.
5266. Did ho ever complain to you in confidential moments of being placed in a stable to sleep ? No
such word or expression was ever used to me.
5267. Knowing well the whole of the circumstances surrounding lusease, was it in your opinion justifiable
to place him in that room for seclusion ? Yes ; I think it was necessary to place him in that room,
8263. "Were you aware, as an official visitor to Bayview House, that Case No. 1 was sleeping in that room,
and that he had been sleeping there for months ? No, The first knowledge I had of that fact was on
the 12th of May. When a man is placed in a single room for purposes of going to bed it is not reported
in the medical journal. The first time I became aware of Case No. 1 sleeping in isolation was, as 1 have
said, on the ]2lh May.
82611. How did you become acquainted wish this fact ? Through inquiring if any patient slept in this room.
8270. Did you do that in your capaeily ns one of tho official visitors ? Yes ; and for the life of me I do
not know why I did it. J did inquire, however, and I recorded the fact, because it is in my report, dated
the 12th of May. That was the first time I knew of Case No. 1 being where he was. Then 1 ascertained
that he had been sleeping there for some considerable time before.
8271. Do you not think it was the duty of Dr. Yausc to report to you and the other official visitors any
change that was made in the sleeping rooms used by this patient ? Dr. Yause wras not required to do so
by law.
8272. When Dr. Yause knew that such change had taken place, do you not think the fact should have
boon mentioned to you and the other official visitors ? I do think so.
8273. As a matter of fact, did you discover that the patient was sleeping in this room by your own.
inquiry ? Yes ; while on an official visit.
8274. Did you speak to Dr. Yause about this, or did you make any record of the fact in the hooks
belonging to the institution ? We inquired about the matter, and I recorded the fact in my report;
which has been handed to you as part of my evidence.
8275. Independently altogether of ihat eircuinstance, do you disapprove, considering the nature of Ihe
disease from which the patient suffered, of his being placed in that isolated room ? No ; I think it was
the best course to be followed in the circumstances of his ease. The same thing is done in hundreds of
other cases of that nature.
8276. Was any record made in the medical journal of tho change in the sleeping accommodation of
Case No. 1 ? No, sir. J say that Dr. Yause is not required to make it.
8277. Why ? Because the law says a certain thing, and then matters of this kind hinge on the interpre
tation of certain terms.
8278. Do I understand from you that in reading clause 7L of the Lunacy Act, where it states “ as to
whether any patient is under restraint or in seclusion, and why ? ” you consider that Case No. Ts caso
should be recorded in these terms of the Act P 1 say that ho was not in seclusion.
8279. "What is your definition of the word? I say that in dealing with this subject several terms arc
used ■which arc not defined in the Acts passed by the Legislature of this Colony. First of all, there is
the term “seclusion/’ You will find, in looking through the Act, that this term is not defined. I have
taken the trouble to write out my definition of these undefined terms. The first is “seclusion.” By
this 1 understand that a patient has been placed in a room by himself during the day with his clothes on,
the door being locked on him. That has to be reported. Next, there is “ put to bed in a single room.”
By this I understand that a patient has been placed hi a room by himself during the day or night without
his clothes, hut with bed and bedding, the doors being locked on him. That is not recorded in tho official
records. The next is “ isolation.” By this I understand that a patient has been placed in a single room
with bed and bedding, or a couch to recline ou. the door being locked or left open according as tho patient
will remain by himself in the room; or he is isolated from the other patients on account of tho existence
of infection arising from him from disease. This is not reported or recorded. The next word is “restraint.”
By this 1 understand that a patient has been placed in a room by himself without his clothes, with hod
■
and bedding, tho walls of such room being so padded as to prevent him in juringhimself against them
either by day or night. This would be recorded or reported. Then comes the question of mechanical
restraint. That means, in my mind, a restriction of the bodily liberty of a patient by such appliances as
a strait-jacket, straps, sheets, towels, &c. That is recorded. Then comes being gloved. That means a
patient’s hands are fastened into a strong glove hag to prevent his tearing his skin with his nails, picking
his ears, nose, or eyes, interfering with surgical dreasiiigs, or abusing himself, or to prevent him stinking
another. These facts are recorded. The next word I wish to deal with is “ camisoled.” By this I under
stand that a patient will not permit clothing to be worn, or is destructive in his habits, or exposes himself,
and a long canvas dress is put on him with canvas arms, and these arc tied round his body. This method
is used to avoid seclusion. Matters of this kind, are recorded.
8280. Have you any reason for arriving at these conclusions ? Yes, they are founded on tho Lunacy
Deport for 1859, page 67. It is there shown that any compulsory isolation in the daytime, whereby a
patient is confined in a locked room, should be considered “seclusion” and should ho recorded. The
reason of having this recorded is that patients otherwise would be locked up in single rooms during the
day as a matter of convenience and economy. However, “ seclusion ” in this sense is a valuable agent in
the treatment of tho insane. Jf recorded, those who have to form an opinion of its propriety have an
opportunity of doing so, to decide in fact if the seclusion rvas resorted to for medical reasons or for
purposes of convenience and economy. The G-eneral Board of Lunacy in Scotland in their Bcport for
1878, page 271, issued instructions to the effect that whenever a patient is placed during ihe day in a room
alone, with locked doors, the circumstance was to he reported as a case of seclusion, no matter ■whether
the seclusion was adopted for medical treatment or for discipline. Dr. Granger, amemberof the American
Association of Superintendents of Hospitals of the Insane, in his work “ How to Care for the Insane,"
says “ seclusion is shutting a patient up in a room alone in the daytime, and if allowed to be done without
orders from the physician in charge should be immediately reported.”
8281. "\Ye are very much obliged to you for the authorities yon have quoted, and after having done so, I
would like to ask you whether it would not be desirable in the interest of patients, in the interest of the
institution,
C. J. Co*,
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Dr.
institution, and in tlie interest of Statisticians to have recorded eases of seclusion Ihat occur during the
night-time as well as those occurring during the day ? No, it cannot be done. Being in bed is not the C. J. Cox.
proper term for “ Reclusion/’ As a matter of usage and regulation I could understand it. I honestly
say that I wish for a return of everybody locked up in these rooms. I say this, that the official visitors " Jan., 1895.
met together two or three years ago and had a form drawn up so that records of this kind could be made,
ior some reason that I do not understand the Grovemment refused to adopt this form. I have asked for
a copy at Ihe G-overnment Printing Office, and was informed that I could not get one. I saw one recently
at Callan Park, and asked Dr. Blaxland for its use. Ho said he would send it in.
8282. With your large medical experience, and with your equally long connection with these institutions,
do you not think, if there were a serious outbreak during the night requiring seclusion, thai; it should be
reported in the journal equally so with eases of seclusion occurring during the day ? I should think so.
8283. Passing away from this subject, do you remember Case No. 30? Yes.
8284. Is she insane ? Yes.
8285. Have you any doubt upon that point? Not the slightest.
8286. Do you know her sister, Miss * * *? I have spoken to her; she interviwed me once.
8287. Is it your impression that Miss * * * is a desirable person to have charge of her sister? I
should think not.
8288. Have you ever been asked to discharge Case No. 30 to Miss * * * ? Yes, Miss * * # asked
mo to use my influence to got Case No, 30 discharged to her care. I referred her to Dr. Manning.
82S9. .Do yon know anything about Case No. 20, who had her arm broken while she is said to have been
in one of these isolated rooms? Yes, I remember that case.
8290. Did you make a special inquiry into this matter ? No ; Mr, Nugent Robertson and Dr. Huxtable
made tho inquiry.
8291. Do you remember any other patients receiving an injury while in the single rooms at Bayview
House ? I do not remember any other case.
8292. Have you always been satisfied, as an official visitor, with the management of the isolated rooms on
tlio female side of the institution ? I have complained several times about the beds in them.
8293. In regard to the amount of clothing provided? No, I think the beds were too tightly stuffed.
8294. Are you a believer in loose straw in cases of this kind ? Yes, I thoroughly believe in it.
8295. Are you aware that recently improvements have been made on the female side at Bayview House ?
Yes ; 1. have seen them.
8296. Do you know that gas lias been laid on ? Yes.
8297. Do you approve of that ? No, I do not altogether. I do not like patients being exposed to too
much light. I think if you use gas at all it should be so arranged that the light could be turned down
very low. I do not believe in gas at night for lunatic asylums.
8298. Were you always satisfied with the night nursing arrangements at Bayview House? Patients
never complained to me.
8299. Patients placed in isolation;—did they have sufficient attention at night ? I was never led to think
otherwise.
8300. What was the provision for looking after patients at night at Bayview House ? I was always under
the impression that a person went round regularly at night, every two hours, to sco the patients. That I
thought was the regulation.
8301. Has that always been the caso with regard to those rooms ? I understood that it was so.
8302. Did you always understand that there was a night patrol ? Yes.
8303. Would you bo surprised to hear that it is only lately that there has been one at Bayview House? I
should.
8304. Are you aware that two nurses slept, one at each end of the isolated rooms, and that there was no
night patrol at all ? No, I was not aware of that,
8305. On tlie whole, do you believe that Bayview House has been well managed, and that the alterations
and improvoments made have been of benefit to the institution ? Yes, I think it has been very creditably
managed.
S30G. Has there been a large number of recoveries among the patients ? Very large ; there has been a
great number of discharges.
8307. Do you think Dr. Vause has done the best he could for his patients ? Certainly ho has.
8303. Did he seem to take a deep interest in all his cases ? Yes.
8309. Have you a high opinion of him as a professional man ? I have every confidence in Dr. Vause.
8310. Have you heard other people speak about his treatment of the quotients ? Yes.
8311. Have the comments always been favourable ? You always get growls, and doctors have to take
their gruel as well as anybody else.
8312. Dr, Garran.'] Are you thoroughly familiar with the isolated rooms across thecourtyard ?
I am.
8313. A.ro yon also acquainted with the isolation rooms at Callan Park ? Yes.
8314. Practically, for medical purposes, are the isolation rooms at Bayview House as good ns those in the
Government institution'? Yes.
8315. Regarding the sleeping accommodation, do you think Caso No. .1. has gained anything by the
change from Bayview House to Callan Park ? I think not. It was all very well to say-that he was in
“ seclusion.” I saw him in a room several times when the door was wide open, and he had two attendants
looking after him.
8316. Do you know that the room at Bayview House is detached from the main building ? STes.
8317. Ts that an advantage or disadvantage ? I think ii; is an advantage.
8318. In what respect ? The attendants are not so close to the patient atnight, and he has better
opportunity of sleeping. _ At tlie same time the patient is under observation. More than that, the room
was built under supervision, and in accordance with tho Government approval. The rooms' used for
isolation purposes must have received Government sanction, or the house would not have been licensed
as it is.
8319. 'Wore these rooms built during your time as a Government visitor ? I think they must have been
for 1. have been in that capacity for the last thirty years,
’
8320. Do you remember any official report being made upon those rooms ? No such report has been
made since I have been on tho Visiting Board.
8321.
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8321. Would you condemn these rooms if you reported upoH tlicm now ? No, T would not.
8322. Some witnesses have stated that the isolation of these rooms from the main building is an advantage
'n ^ie Wfiy
eilenee>
f°r the patient in the room and for the patients from whom he is removed;—
^ y011 think that is so ? Yes, that is one of the advantages.
_
8323. Do you think it is a disadvantage to have to cross the courtyard early in the morning or late at
night? I think it is a disadvantage at night time, for in adverse weather there is a temptation for the
night attendant to remain in tiie dining-room instead of going to see the patient.
8324. Do you think a covered-way between the main building and the isolated rooms would get over this
difficulty? 1 think it would ho a great advantage.
_
_
8325. Do yon think this isolation room is sufficiently lighted? Yes ; I have been in that room with the
door shut, and have been able to read small print quite well.
8326. Do you approve of patients being placed in single rooms ? I do, sir. I am a great advocate of
that treatment.
_
^
8327. Do you think that a noisy, or dirty, or excitable patient should be kept quiet and aloue ? Yes.
8328. J’rom what you know of Case No, 1 do you approve of his having been put in that room ? Yes; I
would have recommended it myself if I bad known all I know now.
_
8329. Do you blame Dr. Yause for his treatment of Case No. 1 ? I do not; I. have every confidence in
Dr. Yause, and I believe that the patient received proper attention.
_
8330. The idea seems to prevail that he was taken from a room where there were comforts suitable to bis
position, and put into a room where there was nothing but blank walls except the bedding on the floor.
Do you think that was a matter of fair treatment in n patient of this class ? Yes, I think it was a great
advantage for the patient. He was not conscious of the change. Being in another room, where there
were other patients and attendants, would only tend to excite him and keep him awake when he required
sleep. Being alone he lay down and slept.,
8331. Do you think, looking at the question all round, that it is an advantage to have these rooms away
from the main building ? Yes,
8332. Have you any doubt on that point ? No.
_ .
_
8333. Do you think it is much better for an attendant to be on the outside rather than inside with a
patient of this kind ? I make no qualification about a question of that kind, and I say that the attendant
is best on the outside.
_
8334. In the case of a patient denuding himself, would yon interfere in the way of reclothing him at
night ? No, sir, I would not. They cover themselves up, as a rule, as soon as they feel any necessity for
warmth—that is why I am such an advocate of loose straw being placed in these single rooms.
8335. Do you thiuK when patients unclothe themselves in this way that they are subject to illusions ?
You cannot tell; they do it, and that is all one knows.
^
8336. Have you ever found a patient in ilio habit of denuding himself sailer from cold ? Nu ease has
ever been reported to me.
8337. Have you ever known of a case of pneumonia following this night exposure ? No. I have not.
8338. So far as you know has any patient suffered through simply denuding himself ar night ? I will not
say that, 1 know that in private practice patients do suffer from this.
8339. 1 am not speaking of private practice : ] am speaking of insane patients ? I do not think insane
patients are apt to catch cold. It is not at all an ordinary circumstance that they do.
8340. Supposing there were some risk of a patient who denuded himself catching cold, would you
interfere and force that patient to wear doilies? No ; I would give him more straw and covering.
8341. If these patients feel the cold, though mentally unconscious of it, do they by instinct cover
themselves? I think so. You will find in lunatic asylums that when men feel the cold they will he
down in a corner and cover themselves with anything available.
_
8342. Would you disturb patients at night for purposes of cleanliness? No, not between the time they
go to bed and the time they get up.
8343. Do you think it better to leave such patients alone ? Yes.
8344. Do patients of this class, medically speaking, suffer from being dirty ? No, they do not realise
their position at all.
8345. We have had it given in evidence that the first consideration with patients of tliis description is
sleep;—is that your opinion ? Yes.
8346. Do you think it better, no matter the state of the patient, to leave him alone until he is asleep ?
That is the correct treatment in cases of this kind.
8347. If you had been in charge of Bayview House, would you have put Case No. 1 to sleep in that
isolated room ? I would.
.
8348. Would you have interfered at night for the purpose of reclothing him ? No ; 1 would have had
him visited, but I would not have ordered the attendant to enter the room to put on clothes.
8349. Would you have ordered the attendant to clean him ? No, I would not.
8350. Do you think Dr. Yause's treatment was right ? I would have recommended the same treatment
myself.
,
8351. Was that treatment in accordance with the treatment of similar patients in all largo asylums? So
far as I am able to ascertain it was, and it was the best that could he adopted in the cii’cumstances.
8352. If Dr, Yause was not under any legal obligation to report the fact of Case No. 1 being put to sleep
in this room at night, do you blame him for not letting the ofiicial visitors know? I think it would have
been more judicious on the part of Dr. Yausc to have reported the change to tho Visiting Board and to
the Inspector-General of the Insane. If I had been in his place f wo aid have done so for my own
comfort's sake.
.
8353. Is he under any technical or legal obligation to do so ? No.
8354. Was it a question open to his own discretion? It was a matter purely for his own diserdinn.
Personally, I am somewhat sensitive about these mailers, 1 think all these cases would be better reported.
I think they should be entered in the medical journal, so that they can be seen by the official visitors and
the inspeetor-General, then there would be no doubt in these matters. If Iliad my way this would ho done.
8355. Did you see tho rugs in the room used by Case No. 1 ? I did.
_
8350. Do you think they were of suitable quality, aud that they had an adequate supply of blanketting
stitched on tho inside ? Yes ; the matron told me that the patient might have as many as he liked.
8357.
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8357. Did you see the attendants who waited upon him ? Tes.
8358. Do you think they were suitable men for that position? Yes; they seemed to be intelligent C. J. Cot.
men.
8359. Did the patient ever complain to you about his treatment? No; he always seemed to be very 2 Jan., 1895.
comfortable, and appeared to have everything he wanted.
83G0. Did he ever complain to you about the room in which he slept? He did not.
8361.. Did he ever call it a stable ? I never heard such an expression pass his lips.
8362. Do you know whether this building tised as isolation rooms on the male side ever was a stable? I
believe it was built for tlie purposes for which it is used. I do not think it was built for a stable at all.
8363. If Dr. Vause ordered that the patient should be inspected every two hours, do you think that
was sufficient? Yes; 1 believe that would be quite enough. It would have been folly to disturb him
uselessly, but I think there should have been an attendant in his neighbourhood sufficiently near to hear
any noise.
8361. Wo have it in evidence that: this night attendant sat in the dining-room 14 vards distant;—do you
think he was near enough to hear any noise ? I inquired into that very point, and I even went so far as
to ask the patient while he was in the room to speak while 1 was in the other building. With the window
open I could hear him speak.
8365. Could you hear a patient passing up and down in that room ? Providing there was no straw cm the
floor, I could hear a patient pacing about in bis bare feet.
8366. Did you know the establishment when it was under the management of Dr, Tucker? Yes.
8367. Do yon think it has been as well managed under Dr. Vause as it was under Dr. Tucker? Yes ;
Ido.
8368. So far as you have seen the case, has anything come under your notice in the treatment of Case
No. 1 of which you could disapprove ? I have never seen anything that I could disapprove in his treatment.
Every timp I have seen him lie was clean, well covered, and seemed to be happy ; he was always glad to
see me; he always recognised me, and never made any complaint as to his treatment. If I could say that
he did not get proper clothing, if he had not been looked after as be should have been, I would not spare
Dr. Vause five minutes Dr. Vause knows quite well that if I had seen anything wrong in the treatment
of Case No. 1 I should have told him my mind without scruple or hesitation.
8369. We have been told in evidence that there were placed in the patient’s sleeping-room, after his
removal from tho main building, a straw mattress, three rugs, a pillow, and pyjamas;—do you consider
that an adequate supply of clothing? Yes; I should regard the pyjamas as an extra—they would be
liable through filth to become a nuisance; I should have left the pyjamas off,
8370. If you were told that the patient was put into this room in a, naked condition, do you think any
great harm would come from that practice ? No.
”
‘
8371. Has it struck you at any time that in the treatment of the case Dr. Yause has abused his authority
in any way? Certainly not; to my mind the patient would have been better without clothinsr.
8372. V'ould not that have been very disagreeable, if not revolting, to onlookers? Yes; but that is a
question that does not need much consideration. The patient himself does not realise his position. TYom
a medical point of view all sentiment must be dropped, and it is best for the patient to ho left alone,
clothed or unclothed, as much as possible.
8373. Have you been an inspector of asylums for a great many years ? Yes : for about thirtv years, aud
1. have seen most wonderful changes come over the treatment of lunatics in this Colony.
8374. Mr. McGowen^) Do you make your visits to the asylum on a certain day of the week and at certain
hours of the day ? No; we are very irregular in our visits, partieularlv irregular.
8375. At what hour do you generally go ? As I say, we are particularly irregular. Sometimes we go in
the afternoon, sometimes early in the morning,
8376. Do yon always go into the office first for the purpose of searching the records F Very nearly so.
8377. Do you say that as much as 25 minutes elapse between your arrival at the office and vour going
through the wards ? Yes.
’
8378. Yon described the manner in which you go through the asylum, do you alwavs follow that course
in making your inspection ? No; wo have gone just the reverse manv times purposelv.
8379. In addition to this 25 minutes' interval would there be a further lapse of (say) three-quarters
of an hour, if you went through the men’s division first, before you arrived at the female patients ? Yes,
perhaps so.
^
8380. That being so, would there arise an opportunity for changing nearly every article of clothing worn
by the female patients ? There might bo some opportunity for this, but if it were done you would very
soon get some evidence of it. You could not go and wash the whole of the people in that time ; you
could not get rid of any abnormal quantity of dirt about the place; and if you excited or bustled the
patients by changing their clothes, they would soon let the visitors know about it.
8381. Certain witnesses have told us that clean dresses were put over dirty ones on Government patients
before they were seen by tbe official visitors ;—would there be lame to make such alterations r I do not
think there would.
8382. Supposing a patient had on a dirty dress, and a nurse put a clean one over it; is not that possible ?
Of course it is possible, but tbe patient would mighty soon whip up her dress and show tho dirty one.
These poor things are as sensitive about such matters as we are, and they w^uld not tolerate such
deception for a moment.
8383. Some evidence given to us has been to tho effect that before you went round the premises the
attendants would go on ahead, and make things ready for your inspection? And 1 have told you that we
reversed the order of our inspection occasionally, just on purpose to detect anything of this kind.
8384. Do you not say that you did not know that Case No. 1 was sleeping in this isolated room until the
12th of lust May ? Yes ; that is the fact.
8385. When you made the discovery did you make a record ? I did ; I made a record of the fact of his
being there.
8386. Does the Lunacy Act compel the official visitors and the Medical Superintendent to make a record
of the fact that a patient was put into a single room at night to sleep ? No, sir; you may put a hundred
and fifty in at a time to sleep at night, but you are under no legal obligation to mako a record of this
practice.
^
207—2 E
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8887. Do you tliink H is nof necessary t,o keep a. record? Personally. I would like a record kept of it,
C. J. Cm, |juj. according
the usages of these institutions and tlie requirements oE the Lunacy Act it docs not
appear to be legally necessary to keep such a record.
' ’ 83SS. Were you given to understand that Case No. 1 was sleeping in any other room in the main
building? 1 saw bim in three different rooms.
_
...
8389. At any time previous to tlie 12th of May were you informed that the patient was sleeping in this
room ? No.
8390. Were you informed that patients were sleeping in single rooms on the female side ? Someone
sleeps in those single rooms every night.
_
8391. Do you say that the isolation rooms at Bayview House are as good as the isolation rooms at Callan
Park ? 1 think ithc one used by the Case No. 1 is practically as good.
8392. Although you acknowledge that the night attendant is 14 yards away from the patient ? I think
there might be better provision in that respect.
_
8393. From your knowledge of human nature, do you think, unless there is a tell-tale clock, that a lazy
attendant might not go to see the patient every two hours during the night? Tes 1 should like these
rooms to be connected with the main building, but you must remember that the institution was built first
of all as a private house.
.
8391. Are you strongly of opinion that persons placed in these single cells should not only he recorded in
the books of the institution, but that a night attendant should see inside these cells once every two hours?
Do not misunderstand me ; there are means of observing the patients without going inside the rooms. I dci
not moan that an attendant should unlock the door and enter the room with a bull's-eye lantern in his
hand. That would be a most injudicious thing to do. If there were any unusual noise or anything
unnatural in the condition of the patient it would be the duty of the attendant to enter the room; but 1
most strongly disapprove of an attendant going into a room with a bull’s-eye when the patient is asleep,
particularly if that patient is excitable through being insane.
_
,
8395. Do you say that it is possible for these patients to be under observation during the night without
the doors of the cells being opened ? Tes ; there is always a place in the door through which one may
look into the cell. I do not see the necessity for an attendant going into the rooms every two hours and
shoving a bull's-eye lantern into the faces of these poor creatures.
_
S39G. Do you know that at Callan Park there is a grating at the bottom of the door to which the lantern
can be placed, and thus a light be thrown into the room ? Tes,
_
8397. Is that preferable to the arrangement at Bayview House ? I do not think so ; I think the arrange
ment at Bayview House is just as good as at Callan Park.
,
8398. Do you think Case No. 1 would be sufficiently under night observation if an attendant occasionally
listened at his door? Tes, if the attendant listened at the door, and ascertained that the patient was
asleep. If the attendant heard him snoring it would be madness to put the bull's-eye in his face.
8399. Do you think it was absolutely necessary that he should be seen at stated intervals? It was not
necessary unless the attendant were instructed so to do by the Medical Superintendent.
_
8400. Were you alwavs given to understand that there were night attendants on the female side ? Tes.
8401. Do you know whether night attendants have been appointed since the 20l.h May ? No.
8402. Do you know anything about Case No. 20 breaking her arm? Tes ; and 1 know that Mr. Nugent
Bobertson and Dr. Huxtable held a special inquiry into the circumstances.
_
r
8403. Did yon make any inquiries as to what, came out in evidence on that occasion ? Tvs.
8404. Do yon know that she was placed in a single room at night, and that when she was taken out the
following morning her arm was broken ? Tes.
8405. Do you know if any attendant visited her during night? I do not know; from what I gather
she broke her arm through falling across a bedstead while in an epileptic fit. I, have seen the result of
bedsteads being in a bedroom before. I saw at Parramatta a man sleeping in a room with a bedstead.
He took tho leg off his bedstead and with it killed another fellow.
_
8406. Did you ever make any inquiries as to whether a night attendant saw Case No. 20 ? I took it tor
granted there were night attendants there, as there are in all well-disciplined institutions.
8407. Have yon any complaints to make about the food ? No.
8408. Did a nurse named Josephine Mackay write you a letter ? No.
...
- u v
8409. Are you satisfied that each of these twelve rooms on the female side had a patient in it every night.
I believe each bad a patient every night.
_
8410 Arc you satisfied that these are suitable rooms for tbe purposes for which they are used i It has
been suggested that they ought to got a little more ventilation, and they have been altered and improved
latterly ; more light has been added.
j j •
8411. If any imlruments of coercion or restraint were used upon patients would tbe facts be recorded in
the books of the institution ? Tes.
.
8412. Have you examined the book in which these entries have been made ? Tes, and signed it. I have
never known a case where the muffs, or other forms of restraint, have been used and not recorded.
Patients have complained of having their hands tied up, and when we have made inquiries we have always
found the necessary facts recorded.
_
8413. Are there some patients in Bayview House under the Master in Lunacy ? Tes.
8414. Does he send anyone specially to visit these patients ? I think Mr. Hargraves used to visit these
patients, but I do not know who does so now.
_
8416. Do you know if the Master in Lunacy has a special visitor ? Tes, he has.
_
,
8416. Do you know if there have been any consultations with outside medical practitioners at Bayview
House for either mental or physical ailments ? No, sir.
_
8417. Dr. Manning^] One witness has told us in evidence that the nurses undress every patient and
redress them between the arrival of visitors and the time they inspect the wards ; do you think it is
possible for this to be done in that time?- I say it is not true ; it is impossible to do such a thing. _
8418. The same witness said that sometimes they could not change all the clothing for want of clothing,
and that they would slip on a new dress over the old ones ;—do you think that is likely ? I do not believe
it; nothing has ever led me to think that this has occurred. I have always been very careful in noticing
the patients’ clothing. I think I may rather pride myself qn the performance of that part of my duty.
8419.
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8419. Have you not said already tliat patients bo treated would most likely eomplain < f being hustled
Ur.
about? Yes, they certainly would. They are perfectly sane on most matters of this k nd, and if they
^ Uoiwere changed or hurriedly dressed or bustled about they would complain and remonstrate as soon as they ' ^ ^
saw the official risitors.
'
2 Jan >18958420. "Would they complain about having their clothes changed? They would,
8421. Do you know Case No. 13 ? Yes.
'
8-1'-2. Do you know that she is noted as a patient whose main desire is to make mischief r Yes.
8423. Do you know much about Case No. 20 ? No ; I have only seen her once or twice.
8424. Arc you aware that the official report made by Dr, Huxtable and Mr. Jiobcrtson. n reference to
this matter, distinctly states that this patient was visited every two hours during the nigh! before she met
with her accident ? I have heard so.
8420. Do you consider the extra lighting of the single rooms on the female side is an imp) ivement ? No,
especially if the light is turned up at night. I approve of a light being there for use win n required, but
I certainly do not believe in keeping a light in a room during the night. It prevents tl ; patientsfrom
going fo sleep, and therefore does them harm.
S42G. Are you aware that a great many patients sleep in these single rooms quite quietlv both at Cook’s
River and at G-ladosville ? Yes.
"
8427. Do yon know that some of these rooms are nicely furnished, and that it is at tin request of the
patients that they are used as sleeping rooms? Yes.
8428. If you put anyone in seclusion would you report it? Yes.
8429. What would be the use or advantage to the official visitors of recording the who!; of the people
who are placed in these single rooms at night: ? I think a record being made of th t cases put in
occasionally at night would be sufficient? 1 do not see a great necessity of a record being kept of all the
patients who sleep regularly in these single rooms. I think it would be a most erpensh s business, and
require a large amount of clerical assistance to keep a record every day, Still, speakii g personally, I
should prefer to see it done.
^
8430. What practical advantage would there be in following such a practice? It v mid afford an
opportunity of showing actually what people were in those rooms at night,
8431. President.) 'Would you be particular in recording cases of mechanical restraint dt ring the night
time? Yes; but as a rule mechanical restraint is not used in the night-time.
8432. Do you wish to put in an official report, drawn up by yourself and Mr. Nugent Robe tson, dated the
4th of J ime, 1894 ? Yes ; I have no objection to that being part of my evidence. It reat t as follows :—
.
, ,
, ,
Bayview House Asylum for tlie JLasati , Jane 4, 1894.
We made an oilicial visit to tins asylum to-day and we inspected every department in it. We exam led tiie statutory
books and found that they had been posted up and all entries made correctly to the 2nd instant, t nee our last visit
there have been no fresh admissions. There has been one death, Case No. GO died 14th May. 1894, fn n natural causes,
One patient, Case No. 1, had been transferred to Callan Tark on the 20th of May last. The'latest retin is entered on the
2nd of June, show that the number of patients then in the asylum was
female Government patients
private male
patients.
private female patients. Two private male patients and four private female patients w. re out on leave.
Case No. 59 had been placed in seclusion during the daytime on seven occasions, for one hour at a time, fi - excitement, and
Case No. 01 one hour for the same on one occasion. No one has slept in either of the two single rooms m the male side
since our last visit, except Case No. 02 for one night at his own request, because he thought the attend: it was snoring to
annoy him. We found two Government female patients in the hospital ward—one suffering from b onchitis and the
other from diarrheea. Case No, 41 was in bed, having suffered from a feverish attack of a typhoid ohn acter, but is now
convalescent. These patients have had special day and night nurses, and Hr. Sinclair has seen them p ofessionally with
Dr, Vause. We found that the rain had beaten in through the shutter ventilators on the north aspect tl e previous night,
during an unusually heavy gale from that quarter. IVe found also a short arrow, such as is used 1 / the South Sea
Islanders, in the hands of one of the female patients in one of the day rooms, which had apparently beei. picked up in one
or other of the recreation grounds, which we took from her. The Board made a careful inquiry into ( we No. 1. The
room in which he slept was again examined, although the official visitors are already familiar with it. The room is dry
and well roofed. The cubic space is sufficient and the ventilation and lighting ample. The two attenda ts who attended
upon tho patient at night, were separately examined, and the Board see no reason to doubt the accuracy t ' the information
obtained from them. The patient was very destructive, having at different times torn up or destroyed soi e forty blankets,
and had to be accommodated in the usual manner with canvas sheets and a canvas rug into which a bl mket was sown.
The attendants sat up on alternate nights for the purpose of visiting the patient. The practice was to gr and listen at tho
door of the room in which he was, and if he was quiet he was not disturbed. If, however, as often I appeued, he was
excited or noisy he was visited, and any wants which he expressed were supplied, a fire always being kc] ; in the kitchen
for the purpose of preparing cocoa, hot milk, or other refreshments, that he might desire, and these were frequently given
to him. Case No. 1 invariably had a warm hath every morning at all seasons of the year by his own des re. The patient
was extremely dirty, and would smear himself with ftrees, and he rarely used the chamber utensil. The injury to his cyo
appears to have been caused in a struggle, in which the attendant tried to prevent him while in the clos-. t from taking up
fmces in his hands, the face of the patient accidentally coming in contact with the wall. The circumstai ce is duly noted
in the medical journal.
J

8433. Dr. Vause.] Do you remember a certain conversation that took place between Case Nro. 1, yourself,
and Sir Alfred Roberts, wbeu the patient was particularly clear in his mind? I do.
8437. Do you think on that occasion the patient was as reasonable in his inquiries as a y sane person
would have been ? Yes.
8438. Regarding his conversation on that occasion as being of a private character, do yoi think that if
the patient, with his particular clearness at that particular moment, would have made con plaints to you
about his treatment if he considered he was not receiving proper attention ? I think he i ould. I gave
him every opportunity to make complaints to me. I walked arm in arm with him rom 1 the paddock
several times, and from the whole of my experience the only thing about which I was vexed was the black
mark on his eye. I said to him, “How did you get that?” He said in reply, “I tumbled d <wn, old boy.”
Then I made inquiries about it; the attendant told me that the accident happened in a c oset, that the
patient attempted to meddle with the fasces ; that the attendant took him by the arm, pul ed him away ;
that thero was a struggle and that he bumped his face, or the corner of his eye, against the fvall.
’
8439. Did you read anything concerning Case No. 1 in the case-book ? Yes.
8440. Do you remember reading in the case-book that he slept in a single room? No, I dr not[
8441. Did you read his case at all? I did up to a certain date.
"
8442. Can you recollect any single case at Bayview House where a patient got cold through being put
to sleep in a single room? No : I do not remember any such case.
8443.
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l^1’8443. Have you frequently gone through the asylum with Sir Alfred Koberts without any delay in the
C. J. Coi. 0gjee v y ; and so has Mr. Nugent Rohertson.
_
SJan^lSDS
not an attendant fall asleep in a corridor fronting a row of single rooms as easily as he
‘ might fall asleep in a sitting room 14 yards away ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY, 4 JANUARY, 1805.
[The Commission met at 1L a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office.']

The Hox. Sir

Jlrrscnt:—
ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.E., M.L.C., President.

FREDERIC NORTON MANNING-,
Esq., M.D., Inspfctor-Genebal of
Insane.

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq, LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq, M.L.A.

Dr. Yause was in attendance to hear evidence and esamine witnesses on his own behalf.
Henry Gearey sworn and re-examined:—
8445. Mr. McGowen.'] The first question I want to ask you ie in regard to a statement you made in your
former examination. You then said, in regard to the room from which Case No. 1 was removed, that you
Mr.
saw cobwebs over the window, and are you still positive with regard to that f Yes, certainly : I say that
H. Gearey. this window had not been opened for months.
_
8446. Did you see these cobwebs from the inside of the room P No ; I saw them from the outside of the
4 Ian., 1895.
room over the window about 2 feet square. This was in an old stable-like building, and I think the
opening was where the hay must have been put through originally. I remember the size of the window,
because when 1 looked up I knew there were no other means of egress from the room, and I said to
myself, ‘‘ You cannot get a man out of that.” I saw cobwebs on the outside of the shutter. You could
not see anything from the inside because it was too dark.
^
_
8447. Duiing your inquiries into this case did you make any promise to any of the witnesses who have
given evidence that if they would volunteer evidence against tlie institution you would secure for them a
Government position ? 1 never said any such thing.
,
_
8448. Did you make that promise to auy one witness ? No ; it would have been absurd for a man in my
position to make any such promise.
_
_
_
8449. If one witness has written a letter to another saying that she would come and give evidence before
this Commission because she wras going to get a Government billet through your influence, would that be
correct? No. I knew that every one who came to me would be in the position of discharged servants.
I knew that if Dr. Yause found out that they were communicating with me they would be discharged. It
made me feel sorry to think I might be a cause of injury to these girls. I interested myself in one
inasmuch as'I went to see Mr. Munro in the hope of getting a position for one of the girls ns stewardess
on board one of the ships trading along the coast. That is the only one who has ever spoken to me or I
have ever spoken to about a billet. I never mentioned to any one of them such a thing as a Government
billet.
_
,
8450. Did you bring the facts of this inquiry under my notice—I mean as far as Case No. 1 is concerned ?
Yes ; the reason I came to you was that I was recommended to do so by friends of mine.
8451. Had you been previously to Mr. Jeanneret, who at oue time was a Member of Parliament? Yes,
but he was no longer a Member of the House, and then I came to you.
8452. When did yon first come to see me ? It was on the 2nd of September; it was on a Friday. That
was the first time I saw you or spoke to you about this matter.
_
S453. Did you lay before me certain papers, and did I ask you where you got them ? I gave you certain
papers and asked you to look over them. These papers referred to certain statements made in Parliament
by Mr. Jeanneret when be moved the adjournment of the House.
8454. Did you tell an accountant named Mr. Young that you possessed these papers? Yes, I did.
8455. To what did these papers refer? In the first instance, a report by Professor Anderson Stuart;
one by Mr. Sager, tbe Secretary of the Board of Health ; my own report, made at the request of Professor
Anderson Stuart on the 20th of May; a report written by Dr. Manning ; comments on these reports by
Dr. Yause; a report from Dr. Cox ; and correspondence between Mr. Critchett Walker concerning these
reports.
_
,
8456. Besides these, were there any others ? I attached all the evidence I had in my possession about
the asylum.
8457. Did this include the evidence received from female attendants ? Yes.
8458. Did it also include matters with which you became acquainted after seeing Mr. Jeanneret? Yes.
8459. How did you get that evidence ? By interviewing the people who had been at Bayview House.
Sometimes I went to see them and sometimes they came to see me.
_
_
8460. Do you mind telling the,Commission why you used these efforts to obtain this information?
My first object was that I knew Case No. 1 was being ill-treated. I had no other object in view, except
to see that he was right at the time of which I speak. In making inquiries about him other things
came
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■came to my knowledge. I never intended, to go further than having Case No. 1. removed, but after what
was brought under my notice by former employees of tho place 1 did not think 1 should have been
•doing right to have shut my eyes 1o certain facts laid before me.
4 Jan., 1895.
Sdbl. "Were the papers you gave to me type-written ? Yes.
8462, Wore these the papers you gave to me [papers produced, examined by iciincss, and retained by Mr.
MeGowe,n\ ? Yes, those are the first papers 1 know of.
8468. How did you get these papers and reports that were laid on the Table of the House ? Hr.
Jeanneret lent them to me, and I got them copied at my own expense.
'8464. Do yon know Mr. Young? I do.
8465. Have you ever had any conversation with him ? Yes, two or three times.
8466. During the conversations with Mr, Young, has he ever led you to understand that he knew every
thing ihat was going on here ? He told me he knew everything that was going on.
8467. Do you know if ho told anybody else that he knew the nature of the evidence given before Ibis
■Commission? Yes ; I heard the same thing from another person.
846S. Have you any objection to mentioning that person’s name ? I would rather not.
'8469. President.'] It is your duty to give evidence that you are asked for hymembers of this Commission.
You have no need to fear any results from whatever evidence youmay give. TheCommissionitself will
see that you are safeguarded in the matter of giving evidence ? Theperson named is Mr.Scott; he is a
"friend of mine aud a friend of Mr. Young’s.
8470. Mr. McGowen^] Do you remember a certain anonymous circular being issued having reference to
matters connected with Bayview House and its management ? I do.
'8471. Do you remember when that circular was sent out ? I remember seeing it on a certain Monday
morning.
8472. Was that after you left these papers with me on the Friday ? Yes.
8478. Do you remember me asking you if you knew anything at all about this circular ? Yes.
8474. Do you know anything of it ? I do not.
8475. Do you deny the authorship of it? I do most certainly.
*8176. Is there anything more you care about stating to this Commission with regard to this inquiry?
No; I think it would make no difference if I did. 1 do not consider that I have had fair play in this
matter at all.
8477. Have I seen any of your witnesses in this matter ? Only oue—Mackenzie. A_s far as you are
•concerned it ivas my desire that you should interview' the witnesses. I was under the impression that I
should have been allowed to have been present throughout the inquiry. When this was refused me I
considered it w'ould only be right that you should see my witnesses.
8478. Did I refuse to see them ? You did,
*8479. President.] You said just now you consider that you have not received fair play from this
Commission ;—what do you mean ? I consider that in a Commission of this sort, while Dr. Manning is
a member of it, and present to hear what my witnesses say, that I could not get fair play because his
■presence amounts to intimidation, for this reason : That a number of my witnesses must be drawn from
those who have been attendants at Bayview House or those who are attendants there at the present
moment. Those who have been attendants, or many of them, are now looking for other situations; those
who are attendants will not give evidence while Dr. Manning is here for fear of results.
8480. Do you not think that this Commission, being fully seized with the facts connected with the case,
will give fair play to everybody concerned ? I am not certain about that part of it. There are witnesses
who should have been brought forward who would not come.
848 L. Do you know' of any witness or witnesses, either in Bayview House or who have been there, who
desire to give evidence before this Commission, and who have been refused the opportunity ? [No
•answeri]
8482, Putting it in another light, what witnesses have been removed out of your way ? Copley, for
instance.
8483. Do you know that Copley has gone to South Africa? I do not know where ho is.
8481. Is there any other witness besides Copley? I decline to mention any other names because they
are girls, and it might injure them in tbe way of getting other situations,
8485. With regard to the question put to you hy Mr, McGrowen having reference to the alleged
ill-treatment of Case No. 1, can you tell the Commission more particularly any ill-treatment of this
^patient than was reported to you ? Ho was put in a place to sleep which he regarded as a stable. I
think that is quite sufficient for a charge of ill-treatment, especially when it has been going on for some
thing like twelve months.
8486. Do you say that it has been going on for twelve months ? Yes
8487. Tb that really the nature of the ill-treatment of which you complain? Yes.
8488. This building you refer to as a stable, on wdiich you say you saw cobwebs, 1 was under tho
impression that you saw these cobwebs from the inside is that so ? No ; it was from the outside.
8489. When you say that the window opening in tliat room appeared to you to have been originally used
for tbe purpose of putting hay into the etablc-loft, would it surprise you to know that the building has
never been a stable at all ? Very much so indeed.
'8490. "Would it surprise you to know that this building has received the sanction of the medical officers
of tho Government for the purposes to which it is put ? That may be.
'8491. Would it surprise you to know that tho Inspector-General of the Insane and the official visitors
have approved of this room as a suitable place for cases such as Case No. 1 ? No ; that would not surprise
mo.
8492. Would it surprise you to know that evidence given before us is to the effect that the stable
belonging to Bayview House is in a different place altogether ? I think that question could be set at
rest by bringing Dr. Tucker before this Commission.
8493. Do you know that Dr, Tucker is now in London ? I know he was in Sydney shortly before the
Commission was appointed, or just about the time it was.
8494. One of the witnesses who has given evidence before stated that ho always tried to get information
•about his sister (Case No. 35), that he made inquiries from the attendants of the institution ; that he
could
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could not get all he wished to know from them, but that you could give him every particular about the
H, Gearey. working of the institution up to within the previous twenty-four hours from when the questions were
—he said as much as that you knew everything that was going on, and if at 10 o’clock in the
4 0an„ 189d. morning y0U <les;red to be acquainted with certain facts you could let him know all he desired by 4 o’clock
in the afternoon ;—is that the truth ? I certainly could tell him or anybody else a good deal of what was
going on there.
8495. Could you tell in the afternoon what had transpired at Bayview House in the morning ? Hardly
that, but I certainly was posted up as well as I could he, and I had a great deal of information of what
took place there.
8496. If you could get this daily information, must you not have had some person in the building who
told you all thai: was going on ? I had a great deal of trouble to find it out, but I got it.
8497. Did you get this kind of information daily? Certainly, 1 got information daily at one time before
this investigation took place. I had conversations with the nurses before the 20th May ; I knew
about Case No. 1 in March, aud since then evidence has come out bit by bit.
8498. Further than that, the gentleman previously alluded to swore on his oath that Mr. Gearey could
tell him within twenty-four hours all he wanted to know concerning Ins sister;—is that true ? That may
be his opinion.
8499. He said further, when asked if he had reason to believe that Gearey had special means of getting
information about Bayview House, said, “Yes, I had ’’;—now, Mr. Gearey, I should like to know exactly
why you have taken such a deep interest in this institution and in Case No. 1; you must have gone to a
great deal of trouble to get your witnesses and evidence together, and did you do all this with a pure
motive, and in the interest of the public ? I never had any other reason.
8500. Did you do it out of malice against Dr. Vause? No ; I never saw him before, and had no malice
against him,
8501. Was it purely with tlie desire to do what you thought right and proper because of certain
circumstances having come under your observation that you took the action you have taken ? Exactly.
8502. Dr. Garran.'] Have you not told Mr. McGowen thatyou saw these cobwebs from the outside ? Fes.
8503. Where were vou standing at the time you saw them? Just in front, near the closet, and then I
was walking up and down across the yard, between the closet and the room.
8501. From where you stood could you see back to the window ? Yes, when T walked round, and as soon
as it was broad daylight.
8505. When yon were standing near the closet, were yon near enough to see the cobwebs ? No.
8508. Did you see them when you walked round the building? Yes,
8507. What is tho size of the window in that building? About 2 feet square.
8508. Do you mean to say, although this is larger than the size we have had given us in evidence, that
such a window could be used for putting hay into a loft? Yes; forty years ago hay used not to be
bundled ; it would be put into a room like that in a loose condition.
8509. Is it your impression that this window in the earlier days was specially put in the walls for the
purpose of taking in hay ? I am quite certain that it was.
_
_
8510. In giving your former evidence did you not speak of the condition in which you found Case No. 1
on the morning of the 20th May when the door was opened ? I spoke about him as I saw him when the
attendants brought him out of the room, about 10 minutes after my arrival in the yard. I did not see
him until he was hrmight out
8511. Did you not enter the room yourself ? No, not up to that time.
8512. Did you ever complain to any witness that you were not receiving fair play before the Commission?
No.
‘
'
8513. Do you think you are not receiving fair play in not being allowed to be present during the whole
of the inquiry? Certainly, when Dr. Vause is allowed to be here.
8514. Do you not think that Dr. Yausc is in a very different position to you in this matter;—do you not
know that he is the accused person and has much at stake ? I do not think so; after what I have done
I think I have as much right to be sitting here as he has. He has had the opportunity of examining my
witnesses, and 1 should have the opportunity of examining his,
8515. Do you know if Josephine Mackay wrote a letter, stating that all expenses would be paid to
witnesses giving evidence? No.
8516. Have you any idea where she could get such information as that ? Not the slightest.
8517. Dr. Vause. J Did the Witness Young tell you that he had seen the evidence given before this Com
mission ? Yes; he told me he wrote that report too. I asked him to come and see the report. He told
me he knew all about it, as he wrote it.
8518. ])id Mr. Young tell you he had seen the evidence given before this Commission? I was not
alluding to the evidence.
_
8519. Will you answer my question, yes or no. Did Mr. Young say-he had seen the evidence given
before this Commission ? No, he did not.
8520. Did you say that Dr, Tucker was in Sydney shortly before the inquiry was commenced? Yes.
8521. Did you know that the Government patients were to he removed before their removal took place ?
Certainly I did.
8522. How long before ? A few days before.
8523. Not more than a few days ? I do not think so. .
.
8524. Did you know a month before they were removed ? No.
8525. Did you know three weeks before? No.
8526. Did you know it a fortnight before ? I knew it when I saw it in the Sydney Morning Serald and
.
Sydney Daily Telegraph.
8527. Did you not know it before the statement appeared in these newspapers ? No.
8528. How did you become acquainted with Case No. 1 in the first instance ? I decline to answer that
question.
8529. President.] 1 think you had better answer that question. It is a fair one for Dr. Yause to ask,
and surely your answering it cannot do you any harm
8030. Dr. Vause.] How did you become acquainted with Case No. 1 in the first instance? I met him at
the Town Hall at a ball. He was there, and shook hands with me.
8531. How often did you see him. Two or three times.
8532.
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8532.
8533.
8534.
8535.
8536.
8537.
8538.
8539.

Two or three times at a ball in the Town Hall ? No, only once there.
Where did you last see him ? Publicly in the street.
Did you shake hands with him then P No.
How often have you shaken hands with him? Once.
Did you ever visit his house? Never.
Were you on terms of intimacy with him ? No.
Will you tell the Commission what benefit lie has ever been to yon P None at all.
Have you ever received any benefit from his hands ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]
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H. Gearey.
4 Jan., 1895.

Erie Sinclair. Esq.; M.D., sworn, and re-examined:—
8540. Dr. Manning.] J want to ask you a few questions about the moaning of the word “ seclusion." Do '
Dr.
you know what the English and Scotch definition of that term is ? Tes.
E. Sinclair.
8541. Has it always been the custom here to follow the English and Scotch precedent as far as the
meaning of seclusion is concerned ? Tes.
.
iJsn., 1896.
8542. Does that mean isolation by day P Tes.
■
8543. Have you ever had any conversation with the official visitors on this subject ? Tes, frequently.
8544. Have they at any time, or any one of them, suggested that “ seclusion ” meant isolation by night ?
IN o, not by night,
ea
j &
8545. Never? No.
8546. Can you give us any reason why entries should only refer to day seclusion? If it were applied to
night it would be necessary to put down all the patients sleeping in single rooms, and this would form a
large proportion of the whole establishment. Many of these patients put in single rooms at night are
not put in for reasons for which patients are put into the same rooms in the day-time. There are a
number of reasons why patients are placed in single rooms at night. A number of patients are much
better treated by being in the single rooms, and it would not be fair to say that these are in seclusion.
A large number of those patients occupying the single rooms are private patients. They are not in
seclusion at all. If we put them down as being in seclusion it would be a misleading statement.
8547. Is it a fact that a large number of inmates at the public asylums regard sleeping in a single room
as a special favour ? Tes.
8548. Are thero some patients who ask for these rooms as soon as other patients are discharged? Tes ;
a large number ask when they can ^et these single rooms.
8549. In a modified degree, is putting a patient in seclusion in the day-time equal to putting a patient in
prison? Tes.
tor
8550. Does that apply to the night? No ; in cases where patients are locked up at night in single rooms
there is an advantage, because such patients are kept by themselves. To use a common simile, it is
putting patients in the same position as we would put ourselves in asking for a room in an hotel. Wc
would like to be by ourselves, inasmuch as we would like a room to ourselves.
8551. In the day-time, are the patients who are shut up in the single rooms at night allowed to walkabout
in the open air ? Tes.
8052. Are they only shut up at night when other patients are shut up ? Tes.
8553.^Is the seclusion of patients noted in the medical journal chiefly for the purposes of comparison?
That is the only advantage that cau arise from noting cases in the medical journal, and the reason why
such entries are made in the journal is that the authorities may compare with one another as to the
results of treatment.
8t)54, Is it the custom for the hospitals iu one country to compare with other hospitals in every counirv
asyluins are used for the purposes of obtaining the general results of treatment ? Tes. "
'
S55o. And to see thereby that no objectionahlc degree any mode of treatment is carried out to a great
extent prejudicial to the patient ? Tes ; that applies only to the amount of seclusion and not to individual
cases.
0^52' I! seclusion hy night was recorded would all chance of comparison be lost? Tes; altogether.
85o7. How many single rooms are thero at Gladesville ? About 160.
8558. Are there about 800 patients ? Tes ; a little over 800.
85i)9. There arc twenty-six single rooms at Itydalracre and 400 patients, and if the seclusion by night at
Jiydalmere were counted would it compare favourably with the amount of seclusion at Gladesville ? No ■,
that would not be a fair comparison.
8560. If seclusion were counted at night, would not Eydalmere appear with nothing like the amount of
seclusion, or under one-third the amount of seclusion, as there is at Gladesville ? Tes.
n0^
in^cl’ that Eydalmere would be a much better managed institution? Tes.
8562. Whereas might not the very opposite be the fact? Tes.
.
8563. Would it serve any useful purpose to report the uumber of patients in single rooms at night? It
would be of no value to anyone. It would be of no value to us, to you, or anybody else. It would only
tend to mix up the people in the institution to such an extent that I do not think anyone would be able
to distinguish the real amount of seclusion,
^ all cases placed in the single rooms at night were entered in the books of tbe various institutions
what would be the number of names you would have to submit to the official visitors ? If we were to note
them all I think there would be a total annual entry of many thousands.
8565. Do you think with that number of names ‘before them tbe official visitors would know anything
whatever of the cases into the nature of which they wished to inquire ? No : they would not know the
patients m the interval.
8566. Would presenting the names of them ho of any service whatever ? It could not possibly be, unless
they ascertained to what the names referred.
8567. Must they know all about the patients before they would he able to judge in any shape or form of
the nature of tlie cases ? Tes.
J °
^
1
8568. Are you quite sure that when a patient is taken out of the dormitory at night and placed in a single
room, that a record of the transaction is kept? Such an occurrence is always noted by the nightattendant.
J
j
fa
8569. If a, patient is taken out of one dormitory during the night and put into another, is that fact noted
m the night-attendant’s report ? Tes.
.
’
8570.
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Dr- _ 8570. Are those reports always filled? Xes.
E. Sinclair. 8571. Are they always accessible to the official visitors? Tes.
.
,
8572. is there any difficulty, as a rule, in getting patients to go from the associated dormitories to theA Tan., 1895. Bjng]e T00ms ? yes_
_
, ,
8578. Is there more difficulty, as a rule, in getting patients out of the single rooms to make way tor those
removed from the dormitories ? Yes.
,
.
8574. As a rule, is the greatest complaint in the morning, not from tbe patient who has been put into,
the single rooms, but from the patients who have been taken out to make room ? Tea, that is the fact.
8575. Are you obliged, for want of room, to remove patients from these single rooms on occasions of
this kind ? Tes ; as a rule all the single rooms are filled at night, and if cases occur during the night
where patients must he removed from an associated dormitory, we have to look at necessities, and removethe patient from the single room who sleeps there as a matter of privilege or by choice.
8570. Are you aware that the Lunacy Commissioners in England and Scotland have not seen any necessity,
to depart from the meaning of tho term seclusion as defined in 1869 ? Tes.
8577. Has there been a new Lunacy Act in the meantime? Yes.^
8578. Have the conditions in regard to restraint been altered? Tes.
8579. "Was the new Lunacy Act passed ih 3890? Tes. .
_
_
.
, , ,
8580. With regard to a patient being in seclusion, or having been in seclusion, is not the case-book orten
a valuable aid in guiding official visitors in respect of ihe discharge of patients? Certainly, because it
shows the kind of patient he was on such and such a date.
_
.
.
8583. If these cases of seclusion were entered as having been in seclusion by night, would the entries,
be of any value in arriving at a conclusion of this bind ? No; because there would have been no
distinction made as to whether the patients were quiet or otherwise. _
_
.
8582. Ho you often make an entry in the case-book showing if certain patients under certain conditions
occupy single rooms ? Tes.
_
_
j.-iaj
8588. Arc these entries looked upon as proper and necessary in showing the medical treaunent to which
a patient is subjected ? Tes ; such entries show tho different stages at which the disease lias armed.
8581. Are these entries valuable aids to the officials in discharging patients ? Yesthey show that if
seclusion had been necessary on a recent date, no matter the condiiion of the patient at the time the
application for discharge was made, that such a patient is not fit to be discharged.
8585. Supposing seciusion is resorted to by night, would a record be kept? Yes ; such things would berecorded in some way.
,
. .
,
. ,
8586. President.'] Supposing there was an outbreak in one of the associated dormitories, and a patient
or patients became so troublesome that it was necessary he or they should be removed to a single room
or single rooms, do you think a case of that kind ought to bo recorded? Certainly ; it is recorded, too.
It appears in the night-attendant’s report.
, - ,,
8587. Are these reports seen by yourself or the other medical officers when they make the rounds of theinstitution ? They are seen by us ; they arc brought into the office the first thing in the morning.
8588. Are these reports then inserted in the case-book by you ?

Tes, if they are of sufficient value.

8589. Are these case-books open fdr inspection by the official visitors? Tes ; and they occasionally look
records
8590. In an ordinary case, when the patient is recovering, and when the patient is placed in a single
room, is there any necessity' for recording such a case if it is under ordinary treatment ? IN ot unless the
patient is sent to a single room in the day-time.
_
i m v
8591. Bo you not ihink, for comparison’s sake, that it is very desirable that all such cases ^h011*d benotified in tbe case-book, so that they may be brought prominently under the notice of tho official
visitors ? T do not think so, for they would have nothing to do with the treatment of such cases.
_
8592. But have they anything to do“with the discharge of the patient ? _ Practically nothing; their duties
are to see that the asylum is properly conducted, and that all the facilities for the treatment and comfort
of tho patients are propcrlv used.
o r vi • i
8593. Bo you know what the original intention was in regard to the proper use ot seclusion f 1 think
it was to prevent the use of seclusion as a means of punishment, and to keep patients from being deprived
of enjoying the association of other patients, or from exercise in the open-air.

8594. Bo vou think the original intention was to prevent abuses? Tes.

...

8595. Take another case: Suppose a patient has been for some time in an institution, and subsequently
he is removed to a single room, and kept there night after night for months together, do you not think
that the change should be recorded, aud a statement made that he is kept in continuous isolation . it a,
man is put into a single room that fact will be notified in the ease-book. It does not mean that he is
placed in what you would call seclusion.
_
.
8596. Supposing a patient, without his own consent, were put into one of these rooms tor treatment,
should there be a record of that circumstance? Yes ; it would appear in the case-book.
8597. Invariably ? Almost invariably.
. ,„
8598. If such a ease continued using a single room month after month should that case be recorded.
Tes; I think it should be.
, ,
,
, .
8599. There has been some little difference in the evidence of the official visitors with regard to tins
matter of seclusion ; some draw a distinction between acute cases aud an outbreak at night as to which
should he recorded. The chronic casfcs are regarded as simple cases of medical treatment: what I want
to know is if you always understood that seclusion applied to the day-time only? Tes.
8600. Is that the general understanding everywhere? Yes ; in every country I know of.
(i '
S601. How do you account for tho fact that in clause 71 of the Lunacy Act, containing these words, as
to whether any "patient is under restraint or in seclusion, and why,” there is no special definition m the
way of an interpretation clause, or that there is no common understanding as to the meaning of the word.
I think there is a common understanding.
.
,
8602. In schedule 9 of the Act is there not a form of the medical journal in which it states, amongst
other particulars, “that patients who are, or since the last entry have been, under restraint or m seclu
sion, when and for what period, and reasons, and, in eases of restraint, by what means ? Tes.
8603. Bo you fancy that applies to the whole twenty-four hours of the day ? No. I take the common
sense or what 1 call the common sense, meaning of the term seclusion. That means, if a patient 10 uakeiii
from
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from his fellows, wThether sleeping in a dormitory or a single room, and placed by himself, he is in
E. Sinclair.
seclusion.
8003}. Supposing this were to happen at 5 o’clock in the afternoon, that a patient was then removed from 4 Jan., 1895.
his fellow's and put in a single room, would you regard that as seclusion which should bo recorded in the
medical journal ? Yos.
8603$. I)o you think that seclusion, as mentioned in the Act, refers only to patients secluded between 6 a.m.
and 0 p.m. ? Yes; or from tbe time patients get up in the morning until they go to bed at night. All
patients do not go to bed at tbe same time.
8603J. Do you not think it is as important to record cases of outbreak or idol once at night as it is during
the day ? Yes; and that is done by the night-attendants. They include all these matters in their night
reports, which are seen the first thing the following morning by the medical superintendent.
8604. Do you not say that if the records in the night-attendant’s report are of sufficient importance they
are transferred to the case-book by the medical superintendent ? Yes.
8604$. Do they then eomc under the notice of the official visitors F Yes.
8604$. Is every form of mechanical restraint recorded as well as every important case of seclusion? Yes.
86041-. In a case of acute melancholia would this prescription [produced and marked Exhibit B] be suit
able ? Yes.
8605. It contains spirit of chloroform, tincture of opium, tincture of ginger? Yes ; I see it does.
8605$. Do you think that an extraordinary prescription for a patient who has suffered from acute
melancholia ? Certainly not. The quantity of opium is so trivial that it could not be injurious in any
shape or form. It is so homoeopathic in quantity that it would do neither good nor harm.
8605$. It has been reported that this was a dangerous prescription, and that it was altogether of a suspi
cious character—do you apprehend that there would be any danger in using it ? Not at all.
8605$. Another point the Commission wrould like to hear you upon is this : Is it not the custom in insti
tutions, similar to the one under your control, to administer medicines to the patients in their food and
drink ? Yes; doing so is a great advantage to the patients.
8606. Is it not a fact that patients refuse to take medicines when administered in the ordinary way ?
Tliat is the case; and unless they are given either in tho food or drink they will not get the full benefit
of these medicines.
■
8606$. Dr. Qarran,.'] Have you ever been to Bayview House? Not for some years; but I have been
there more more than once.
8606$, Do you know the single dormitories of this institution ? Not sufficiently wrell to speak of them.
8606$. Prom what you recollect of them, do you consider they are practicable for the purposes to which
they arc put ? Of course Bayview' House is a smaller place than the public institutions. There is not
room for the same amount of classification. .From what I remember of Bayview House it seemed to me
to be suitable.
8607. Did auytliing in it strike you as being objectionable? No.
8607]-. What is the custom of night inspection in the Government institutions? The patients are seen
every tu'o hours.
8067$. Is that considered to he generally sufficient? Yes, unless a man may happen to be specially
suicidal, and then he ivould need more frequent visitation.
8607$. Apart from special instructions, do you consider visitation once every two hours is sufficient ? Yes.
8608. Supposing it became necessary to put a patient in a single room, week after week, and month after
month, would you consider it to be your duty to report this circumstance to the relatives of that patient?
No; I should not go out of my way to report it. If I were asked by members of his family I might tell
them. If I were not asked, I should not consider myself justified in saying anything at all about it.
8608$. Would you report the fact in the medical journal ? No ; I would state it in the case-book, as part
of the medical treatment.
8608$-. Would you leave this to the official visitors to find out if they so chose? Certainly I would; the
case-hook is open to their inspection. We do not tell the official visitors everything that has been done.
8608$-. Do you think Dr. A7 a use is blamahle if he failed to make a report to the official visitors or to the
members of the family of auy patient he had to keep in an isolated room ? No, not if there was a
necessity to keep the patient there.
8609. From your experience of a public institution, do you find it absolutely necessary to use single
rooms ? They are absolutely necessary and advisable.
8609$. Do you approve of nothing being in these rooms except the mattress, pillows, and rugs? In acute
cases such bedding is all that is necessary,
[Witness withdrew'.]

Frederic Norton Manning, Esq., M.D., sworn and examined :—
F. N.
8610. President.'] Are you Dr. Manning, the Inspector-General of the Lunacy Department of New South Manning,
Wales ? Yes.
Esq,, M.0.
8611. How long have you held that appointment ? Since 18/9. Previous to that date my official title
was 11 Inspector of the Insane,” and my duties were to inspect the asylum at New'castle, and one or two 4 Jan., 1895
other places; but after the Lunacy Act was passed in 1879,1 became Inspector-General. It was then
that all tho Government institutions were placed under my inspection and in my charge, and it was then
that I first became officially connected with Cook’s Elver Asylum and had the inspection of it.
8612. AFere the duties of your position slated very fully in the Act consolidating and amending tlie lawrelating to the insane ? Yes.
8013. In the discharge of your duties have you had frequent opportunities of making yourself acquainted
with Bayview House .Asylum ? Yes.
8614. Asa matter of fact, have you made a large number of reports in connection with this institution,
more particularly having reference to the Government patients placed there ? Yes.
8615. AYere arrangements inexistence for placing Government patients in Bayview House before you
w'ere appointed Inspector-General? Yes ; some years before.
8616. As President of this Eoyal Commission I think it desirable, in taking evidence, although you are a
member of the Commission, to ask you some questions in connection with special cases which have been
207—2 F
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brought under our notice from time to time, and first of all I will direct your attention to Case Ko. 1will
y°u
S00(i OEough to afford flic Commission information on this c<r=o P Tes ; and at the outset I will
hand in a copy of the report I made to the Giovernmenfc of the day on that ease. The report is as
follows : ™
Sir,

Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Gladesville, 50 May, 1894.
In accordance with the directions of tlie Chief Secretary, I do myself the honor to report on the papers herewith
in the case of * * »
Under the provisions of tlie Lunacy Act it is my duty to inspect tho Licensed House for ihe Insane at Cook’s River
“ once at least in every six months.” With a view, however, to a special supervision of the Government patients, who arc
more immediately under my care, and in order to see that patients are neither illegally admitted nor unnecessarily detained,
my visits have been made more frequently than is required by statute, and I lind that since tbe end of November, 1899,
when * * * was admitted to Cook's River, I have paid fifteen visits to that institution, those visits, owiug to special
causes, being somewhat less frequent than usual during the enrreni year.
At each of these visits I have seen * * * , and as my visits have invariably been unannounced aud made at no
fixed time, and as I have usually proceeded direct to the wards, it is impossible that any special preparation of the patient
or of his surroundings could have been made. 1 have, at these visits, seen * * * in bed, in the sitting-room, or in tlio
gardens and grounds, and as I have had official relations with him for some years and felt a personal interest in him, I have
examined him somewhat attentively,
I have always found him m the immediate charge of one, and occasionally of two, special attendants, who have
appeared to me both patient and tactful in his management. He lias been free from any marks of bruises or sores. The
bruise scon by Dr. Anderson Stuart was accidentally received, as shown by Dr. Vause in his report. Ho has liadsufficient
bedclothes while m bed, and when up was dressed as tidily and carefully as his very restless condition and destructive
habits would allow. For some months after admission he was in an acutely maniacal condition, with extreme restlessness
and exhaustion ; and ho most certainly would have died during this period unless he had lieen unremittingly and carefully
attended to. In this I believe all the medical men who have seen him, and are mentioned in Dr. Vansu’s report, will
agree. Then followed a period of eoinpaiativo calm, with some return of reason and greatly improved bodily health,
during wiiieh he knew all who visited him and spoke with comparative coherence ; and lately, for some weeks, though the
bodily strength has in the mam continued, there has been mental decadence, with actively filthy, debased, and destructive
habits, and gieat restlessness and excitement; all these symptoms, as I now learn, being increased ut night and attended
by great insomnia,
Tbe difficulties attending his case at night I was not aware of ; but that they were very groat is now certain, unless
his transfer to Callan Park has served, as is possible, to increase his mental excitement.
Dr. Blaxland repoits that tho case, especially ai night, is one of tho most difficult he has ever had to treat in his
now somewhat lengthy experience. The rooms, in one of which * * * hail licen slecping’at the time of Dr. Anderson
Stuart s visit, and referred to as stables, were built by Mr. Tucker, for the special purpose hereinafter indicated, before
my connection with the Lunacy Department, and wore subsequently somewhat altered. Tho building is detached and
ugly, but it is dry, panelled witii wood, and neither ill-lighted noi devoid ol ventilation; and I have only to add to Dr.
Vause s description of it that the ceiling is packed with sawdust, so as to malic it coo] in summer and warm in winter.
The rooms in it are not counted iu the general accommodation for which the house is licensed, but arc intended for tlio
temporary seclusion of violent, noisy, and restless patients, who may be suffering from epileptic excitement, alcoholic
mania, or other exceptional forms of mental disturbance, and for such eases they arc fairly suited, the objection of being
detached leaving some compensating advantages in tho increased quietude.
It has been stated to me, and somewhat insisted on, that on the morning of Dr. Anderson Stuart’s visit both rooms
were occupied. From tho very full inquiries I have made I am convinced that such was not the case. The only patient
besides 1 * * who has occupied one of these rooms at any time during the last three months has informed mu that
ho occasionally does so voluntarily, and when he so wishes is allowed to have his bed moved there. Though generally
rational and perfectly well conducted he is subject to hallucinations of hearing and delusions of persecution, and at times
selects one of these rooms in preference to bis own dormitory for the sake of quiet, and because he considers himself safer
and freer from annoyance by his imaginary enemies.
I can see no objection to * * 0 being placed in one of these rooms as an occasional measure or for tbe con
tinuance of this practice for a brief period, always under proper conditions as to the details of treatment; but I am
very decidedly of opinion that when Dr. Vause found that he had a most difficult and trying case, requiring exceptional
treatment at night, and taxing the limited resources of a comparatively small establishment, so as to interfere with tho rest
and comfort of other patients, lie should have taken steps to inform both the private medical attendant of * * * and
his family, and myself, so that new and special arrangements, pecuniary and otherwise, might have been made, and rooms
set apart, and structurally altered if necessary, iu tho new house lately added to the establishment.
I should certainly have objected to any continuation of the existing arrangements if they had been brought under
my notice, and I cannot but think that Dr. Vause would have acted with greater propriety if be had fully informed me of
tlie whole circumstances of the case at my visits to the institution, and when I made inquiries as to * * * bed-room,
and other particulars. It was clearly the duty of the Medical Superintendent to bring under my notice any departure from
usual methods of treatment.
'
With regard to the mode of treatment employed, I have to point out that placing a patient hy himself in a, room at
night is one frequently and rightly adopted in institutions for the insane. The presence of an attendant is liable in some
cases to altogether prevent sleep, and personal interference in any form is often so much resented that isolation is absolutely
necessary.
Interference at the hands of attendants was perhaps especially to he avoided in this case, as, notwithstanding the
mental failure, the long ingrained habits of command to a considerable extent remained. There appears to he no doubt
but that an attendant was always on duty at night in a sitting-room near where * * * was sleeping, whose main, if
not sole, duty was to look after * * °
~
This attendant was provided with milk, cocoa, and other necessaries, with the means of keeping these hot; and if
he carried out the directions given to him (and detailed to me separately by both the men alternately employed) with
strictness and care, there is probably little to criticise as regards this part of the arrangements, except that the visitations
to tho room should have been more frequent than once in every two hours.
There is the evidence of Dr. Vause and the attendant that flannel underclothing and flannel night-suits were supplied
and used, though very frequently torn ; hut the fact remains that tho bedding was coarse and insufficient, and that a
grievous mistake was made in not supplying and keeping un the supply of blankets and blanketed sheets or rugs, especially
as the room was uot artificially warmed, though these blankets, kc., probably would not have been used, and almost cer
tainly would have been tom to pieces, as patients in this condition are singularly insensible to cold or other bodily sensations.
In treating patients of the character indicated whilst isolated at night, short straw or hay frequently renewed is the
only material which can safely be used for mattresses. The coverings of "these are frequently, sometimes nightly, torn aud
the contents taken out, and if these are horsehair, kapok, or other close materia], thuy tend fo suffocate the patient when
burying his head or falling off to sleep among them.
*
During my now somewhat long official acquaintance with Dr. Vause, I have been impressed with the fact that ho has
iu the past been both careful and humane in bis treatment of his patients. Tliat he is not illiberal in money matters, and
that he does not puisne his calling altogether m a mercenary spirit, is shown hy the fact that he lias on several occasions
received patients at the request of medical practitioners and others at rates of payment which could not have been remune
rative, and tliat lie has repeatedly kept bis patients without remuneration at all long .after the friends have given him
notice of their inability to continue the payments, especially if there was a hope of restoration or relief.
In this connection I may point out that tho payment for maintenance in the case of 1 * ^ was certainly not too
liberal, and can, under the special circumstances of the case, scarcely have been remunerative. The cost at Callan Park is
likely to be greater, notwithstanding the special resources of a largo establishment.
The establishment at Cook’s River has now boon in existence for about twenty-seven years, twelve of these under
Dr. Vauso's management, and during all tliat long period has enjoyed a large measure of public confidence, so that 1bo
number of private patients has gradually increased. This confidence has arisen from the absence of serious complaints,
the
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the mote thnn uvcragc fteedoitl from accidents, the favourable testimony of discharged patients, tho satisfactory recovery
if, If,
rate, the comparatively low mortality, and the opinions expressed by medical practitioners who have visited it.
Maiming,
That it has many shortcomings in structure and arrangement, and serions limitations in its means of usefulness, Esa, M.D.
that itsjnanagoment has occasionally been faulty, and that the members o£ its stall have not always been well selected or ___
satisiactory in conduct, is true, hut it is equally true, that when attendants or nurses have shown themselves unfit for the 4 f„n ions
sen ice they have been promptly discharged, and that there has been no general neglect or defective management.
^
*
The Chief Secretary is probably not desirous of any report from me on the general question of private asylums,
especially as I have dealt more or less fully with this question in letters and reports during the last twenty-four years,
to winch I can furnish reference if necessary, and to which I have little to add,
.. .^n a disease like insanity, so different in its degree, so varied in its manifestations, and attacking all sorts and
cornu tions of men, no system or manner of treatment should be altogether set aside; aud private asylums have a useful
place in any asylum system, especially where there are no lunacy hospitals managed by trustees, and sot apart especially
ior paying patients, such as those at Coton Hill, near Stafford; Barnwood House, near G loucester; and St. Andrew’s Hospital,
Northampton, in Bngland ; or the Royal Hospitals at Montrose, Dundee, aud other places in Scotland.
, .Moreover, there are people who, for various reasons, prefer them to public hospitals, and avail themselves of their
provision when they would not send their relatives and friends elsewhere.
The mspection of the details of private asylum management by officials must always be a matter of great difficulty,
aud if it is inquisitorial and conducted with a fault-finding attitude or unduly auspicious proceedings, defects and abuses
will he concealed.
I’erhaps one of the greatest safeguards is the frequent visitation hy friends and relatives interested in tho welfare
of the patients, paying for their maintenance and anxious for their restoration.
I have, &;e.,
The Principal Under Secretary.
F. NORTON MANNING.

8617. With regard to the foregoing report, do you still adhere to the opinions expressed therein ? I
have nothing to alter.
8618. In that report one matter has struck the Commission; it is that you blame Dr. Yause for not
having reported the circumstances connected with Case Ho. 1 more particularly than he did;—do you still
adhere to that opinion? Yes; I think Dr. Vause should have reported fully to me and also to tho
medical attendant of the patient’s family, who visited Bayview House frequently.
8619. IVere you aware that the patient was placed in a single room at night for treatment ? I was awrare
that he was placed in a single room for treatment at the commencement of his residence there. Shortly
after he went to Bayview House he occupied a single room occasionally, possibly for Some two or three
weeks. Then I understood that he was not in a single room, but in an associated dormitory—indeed, I
saw him there on two or three occasions—and then that he was sleeping in a small dormitory off the large
dormitory, with an attendant sleeping in the largo dormitory. Then I made inquiries as regards where
the patient was sleeping, and I was told by Dr. Yausc that his bedroom hud been changed, and that he
was sleeping in a dormitory below, Hr. Yause added that the patient oceastonally occupied a single room.
^ "As not aware that he was in a single room for a long period, as I stated in my report to the Government.
8620. TVere you aware that lie had been sleeping in this single room for months, night after night? Hot
until I was made aware of where he was sleeping, and the matter was placed more fully before me.
8G2I. Do you state that you were perfectly satisfied with the attendance on that particular patient ?
Yes ; his attendants seemed to me to he fit men for the position. In the ease of one of them, Doherty,
1 find, on looking up my notes, that he was previously taken at Gladesville as an attendant on my
recommendation, because I considered his prior services at Cook’s Itiver warranted me in coming to the
conclusion that ho had been a good and satisfactory attendant.
8622. According to your report, you wero satisfied with the amount of night-watching provided at Bayview for Case Ho. 1;—is that so? I think it might have been better, by the visits being made more
frequently.
’
1
8028. Is all you know ou this point obtained from hearsay and report? Yes ; but I satisfied myself tliat
there vTere night attendants, and that the patient urns visited every two hours
8621. It has been stated in evidence by a dismissed attendant, wiio was previously at Bayview, that there
was no night attendance on Case Ao, i. hut, on the other hand, he was locked in the room at night, and
not seen again until the next morning:—is such a statement in consonance with tho information you
received? Hoy .[questioned both special attendants concerned separately, and they, in effect, told'me
the same on this point as they told the Commission,
'
8625. 1. on have stated m your report that the night attendant was provided with cocoa and milk, and
other necessities, with the means of keeping them hot;—was your information received from other sources,
or do you know this of your own liiiowdedge ? It was from information I received from the attendants
and Dr. Yausc.
SG26. With regard to the flannel undcr-clolhing and flannel night suits and bedding, as mentioned in
your report, is tliat also stated on reports made to you? Yes; except that so far as the rugs are
concerned, I believe I saw the identical rugs used by the patient. They were pointed out to me by the
attendant and by Dr. Yause as the rugs used.
8027. Have yon not observed, while sitting as a member of this Commission, the great contrast in the
evidence on this subject and the statements you heard yourself—the difference, I mean, of the description
in the night clothing as given in evidence by Professor Anderson Smart, Mr. Sager, and Mr. Gearey?
Yes. I, however, saw' three full-sized rugs, with shreds and patches of blankets on them. The blanket,
for the most part, was torn off these nigs. On tliat account I found fault with them—not as regards
the size.
8628. Is there not considerable discrepancy in regard to these articles as described in the evidence?
Undoubtedly. ^ I may say one reason why I believe these to be the rugs is that, if any attempt had been
made to substitute others, something less warm and more satisfactory would have been shoum to me.
8629. Do you helievo the naturalness, so to speak, of these rugs was an indication that they had been
used in circumstances similar 1o those that would surround Case Ho. 1 at that particular time and stage
rf liis disease? Yes.
■8080. In your report, which is now part of your evidence, do you state that the treatment of private
patients at Cook’s Hiver is, on the whole, satisfactory ? Yes.
8631. As a result of that, do you think the institution enjoys a large measure of confidence ? Yes ; the
number of patients when Dr. Vause took it over was small; it has increased largely under his management.
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8632. Do you also state that there has been very few cures amongst Government patients—only four,
while Dr. Vause has been at Bayview ? Tes; X did state that. 1 account for this by the fact that the
G-ovcrmnent patients sent to him are mostly incurable cases.
4 Jan. 1895 8633. Is it your opinion that Bayview Asylum, as an institution for the purposes to which it is applied,
"
’
is not quite up to date as far as structural requirements are concerned ? It is not up to date structurally.
It is an old private house modified and altered for the purposes to which it is now put. Such an estab
lishment could never be as satisfactory as a place specially built for this particular purpose.
8634. Taking into consideration these shortcomings, of structure and arrangements and small faults of
management occasionally, arc you still of the opinion that Dr. Yause has been successful in the general
management of the institution ? I am still of that opinion.
.8635. ^Referring again to Case is'o. 1,—if the circumstances had been fully known, would the treatment
adopted have met with your approval ? If I had. known that it was necessary to place the patient in a
single room for months together, I should have thought it advisable, considering the situation of the
single rooms, which, although quite sufficient for their objects and ordinary purposes, are certainly an
out-building, and liable to be a source of objection to people who do not understand questions of
insanity; and considering also that Mrs. ------------ , as I understood, wished her husband to have special
night attendants, because she was afraid of his becoming frightened if left alone, I should, I say, have
thought it advisable to make arrangements with Dr. Yause, in consultation with the medical attendant of
the family, to have a special attendant stationed outside the room door or in an adjoining room, in like
manner to the custom followed at Callan Park. At the same time, I do not consider that this special
arrangement for an attendant to he constantly outside the door is absolutely necessary. I do not think
Case Kb. 1 would have been any better with an attendant so immediately near him while he was locked
in; but, considering tbe wishes of his friends, 1 think the same should have been done at Bayview House
as has been done at Callan Park. I do not think he suffered in any degree from being placed where ho
was at Bayview House.
8636. Do you think that, under all the circumstances of this unfortunate case, the facts should have been
reported fully to you so that, other provisions might have been made P Tes; I think such a course, if
followed at the proper time, would have saved all this trouble.
8637. Prom your long experience in these matters, and after hearing all the evidence in connection with
the room in which Case Ho. 1 slept, what is your opinion in regard to the urinous odour and other
circumstances mentioned hy some of tho witnesses P I have seen, and have been in, that room very
frequently, and I have never smelled any bad smell there. I consider that room is cleaned very fully
and eompletel\r by being scrubbed, and, I think, as far as the odour is concerned, it certainly compares
favourably with similar rooms I see occupied by dirty patients in the public asylums.
8638. Do yon remember the evidence given by Professor Anderson Stuart on this point, and that, in
support of his opinions, he quoted a distinguished authority regarding urinous smells and the changes
necessary;—do you think the quotations were applicable to this particular ease? Hot at all to this
special class of patients.
8639. In other words, is the treatment of dements and acute cases quite different P The treatment of
acute eases is quite different, and must be carried out on altogether different principles.
8640. Did you hear the evidence given by two municipal officers who were present at Bayview House
when Case Ho. 1 was removed from this room on the morning of the 20th May last, when they said this
was so filthy that it would be condemned hy any municipal authority? Tes; I heard evidence to that
effect.
8641. Do you think persons with general civic experience are competent to pronounce a reliable opinion
on a room occupied by a patient in a condition like that of Case Ho. 1 was then? I consider that they
could not. If these officers paid a similar visit to single rooms at tho G-overnment asylums, I will under
take to say they would, meet with smells worse than anything they would come in contact with in a
municipal inspection if these visits were paid in the early morning,
8642. Is it the unavoidable character of these eases, and the mode of treatment adopted, that such things
should occur ? Tes.
8643. Has that patient improved since he was taken to Callan Park ? He has improved in bodily health,
but his mental condition now is as it once was at Cook’s Kiver.
8644. In other words, is he following the usual stages of the disease ? Exactly so. There are relapses
at one time, and he gets better at another.
8645. Dr. Garran.'] Am I to gather from your answer to the President that you did not find fault with
tbe bedroom occupied hy the patient so much as with the fact that there was not an attendant constantly
close by ? Tes.
8646. On any medical grounds do you think be suffered in this treatment ? I think he did not.
8647. Did be suffer from any bad treatment in any way ? Certainly not. I stated in my report that he
was in such an exhausted and emaciated condition when first admitted, and for some weeks afterwards,
that unless he had received the very best of treatment, both scientifically and generally, he could not have
arrived at the improved condition he subsequently did, I consider he was well treated.
8648. Something has been said concerning the meaning of inspection at night;—do you think if an
attendant listens at the room door, hears no noise, and arrives at the conclusion that the patient is quiet,
is that adequate inspection ? I think it is, and much better than opening the room door.
8649. Do you give the attendant a general order to open the doors ? Ho; general orders are not given
to open the doors. The attendant very often is told not to open the door.
8650. Am I to gather from your evidence that any change which came over the patient after he was
removed to Callan Park was not due to improved medical treatment? Tes ; I do not think the improve
ment was due to better medical treatment.
.
8651. Her from improved comfort in his surroundings ? Ho.
8652. If a sanitary inspector dropped into one of these single roms at 6 o’clock in the morning, after it
had been occupied all night by an acute maniac, do you think he would give a favourable report? Ho
could not give a favourable report.
8653. Have you discovered any cure for this evil, or do you find it very difficult to avoid it ? It is
difficult to avoid it,
8654. Did you see the statement in Professor Stuart’s report to the effect that he distinctly recognised a
stale urinous smell in the room ? Tes,
8655,
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8655. Do you think it is an easy matter to distinguish stale from fresh urine in these cases ? I think it
F. N.
is possible for a medical man to do so occasionally; but certainly in a number of cases the urine is alkaline, Manning,
and practically stale when passed. Therefore it is impossible to distinguish urine recently passed, much Eec|,;
more urine passed for several hours, especially in general paralytic patients.
f
8656. Did yon consider the bed-clothing sufficient for Case No. 1 ? No, X did not.
4 Jan., 1835.
8657. In what respect? I think it was wanting in warmth. Dither rugs with blankets inside them, or
blankets themselves should have been provided.
8658. Do you think Dr. Vause was under any obligation to inform the relatives of the patient that ho
had been removed to the single room ? No ; I do not think it would have been advisable to inform the
relatives except through the medical attendant of tho family. I think Mrs. * * * being so highly
sensitive, and so very anxious about her husband, it would have been nothing short of cruelty to inform,
her, hut the family medical attendant should have been informed.
'
8659. Is the single room ou the male side at Bayview House equal in convenience to those at the Govern
ment asylums? Tea; it is. It being detached'and an outbuilding puts it beyond the supervision it
might otherwise have.
8660. At the Government asylums have the attendants any special orders to reclothe noisy and restless
patients after they have taken off their garments at night ? The rule in all acute eases is not to disturb
the patients if there is any sign of them going to sleep.
8661. Do you think, if Caso No. 1 was left alone after he had removed his pyjamas, there was any blame
attaching_to_the attendant? No; there might be occasions if a patient was wakeful to reclothe him, hut
as a rule it is not advisable to disturb such a patient.
8662. Was the attendance tho patient received at night while in Bayview House inferior to that of the
Government asylums? No.
8663. Are there any general instructions to attendants with respect to tho cleanliness of patients ? Tlie
instruction in all acute cases is not to disturb a patient if he shows any sign of going to sleep.
8664!. If tlie attendants did not disturb the patient when they saw he was going to sleep did they act in
accordance with custom ? They did what was quite right.
8865. If this room or the patient was in an unsatisfactory state iu the morning was it any reflection on
the attendant? Oh, no.
8666. Dr. Vause.} Prom the 7th of January until Dr. Ramsey, who was acting for me, left Bayview,
should he not have reported the fact that Case No. 1 was sleeping in a single room, as I was not
in a state of health to perform the ordinary duties of Medical Superintendent ? I think he should have
done so.
8667. Would not the fact of this matter uot being reported to me indicate that the treatment was proper
and usual in tho circumstances ? It is difficult to answer that question, because of his not having much
experience in matters of this kind,
866S. Do you not think that if there had been anything unusual or improper in the treatment, Dr. Sinclair
or Dr. Bamsey would have reported the caso ? I do not think there was anything improper in the treat
ment, or they would have, reported undoubtedly.
'
8669. Do you remember me telling you I had informed Dr. Scot-Skirving that Caso No. 1 occupied a
single room at night ? I do not remember that; I have no recollection of it.
8670. Did you approve of the construction of the new buildings erected by me at Bayview ? Yes; I
think on the whole the new buildings are satisfactory.
Have you a distinct recollection of Case No. 33, which has occupied the attention of
this Commission? I have. The patient was first admitted to Gladesville and placed under my care on
1st April, 1875. I produce the medical certificates on which she was admitted; they are signed by Dr,
Borteseue and Dr. Spencer [Etch'bif D—see Appendix], and a copy of tiie case-book notes [Exhibit E—
sec Appendix] relating to her. She was discharged on December '24th, 1875, to the care of her father
under a bond for her safe keeping and peaceable behaviour, being then still insane. She was admitted
to Bayview House on 31st May, 1881, on certificates signed by Drs, Eortescue and Hodgson [Exhibit I —
see Appendix], and at tbe request, under section 8 ot tbe Lunacy A.ct, of her father. She remained at
Bayview until she was allowed out on leave to her father’s care under the provisions of section 82 of tho '
Lunacy Act, on 12th December, 1882, and remained absent under this section till 7th August, 1884, the
request for her leave being duly signed at intervals of three or six months, and one of them being made
by Dr. * * * the patient’s brother. She was taken back to Bayview on 7th August, 1884, and read
mitted under the original papers signed in 1881, such readmission being in all respects in accordance with
tho law. Provision for absence is made by section 82 of the Lunacy Act. Leave is granted by tbe
Inspector-General for a definite time, and is renewed from time to time on the recommendation of a
medical practitioner. Tho usual time allowed on each such recommendation is three or six months, and
under this system patients often remain on leave for years; three or ten years occasionally, two or throe
years frequently. At any time whilst on leave the patients can bo returned to tbo hospital without any
fresh order or certificates. The original papers are in force. In 1891, her father being dead, a question
arose as to who bad legally the charge of the patient, and an application was made to me under section 85
of the Lunacy Act, by Mr. * ■* * , one of the patient’s brothers, to discharge the patient to his care, Mr.
* * * . her eldest brother, and Mr. * * # j solicitor, her trustee, aud the person who had made
the last payments for the patient being advised of this application opposed it, and as it seemed to me that
Mr. * * # stood, so far as the 85th section of the Lunacy Act was concerned, in loco parentis, I
declined to discharge the patient to Mr. *** care. Section 85 of tho Lunacy Act reads as
follows :—“ If the person who shall have signed the order or request on which any patient shall have been
received into auy hospital or licensed house is dead or is incapable by reason of insanity, absence from
New South Wales or otherwise, of giving an order for the discharge of such patient, then the person who
made tbe last payment on behalf of such patient, or the husband or wife of such patieut, or if there is no
husband or wife, or it the husband or wife is incapable as aforesaid, tlie father, or if there is no father, or
the father is incapable as aforesaid, then the mother, or if there is no mother, or the mother is incapable
as aforesaid, then anyone of the nearest of kin for the time being of such patient may in writing give
such direction as aforesaid for the discharge of such patient, and such patient shall be forthwith
discharged accordingly." 1 should here mention tho other general provisions for the discharge of patients
from institutions for tnc insane. These are as fellow:—1st. Any person who has signed the request for
admission
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ndmission o£ a patient under section 8, or the order for admission under section G, can direct the
^®nn“=> discharge of this patient, and the patient must be at once discharged unless the inspector or the
medical officer of the asylum in which the patient is. certifies that the patient is dangerous or unfit to
4 Jan 1895
ali ^arSc> but the Inspector-Greneral can at any time override this certificate of (he Superintendent, and
' discharge the patient in spite of it. (See sections 81 and 3(i.) 2nd. The Inspector-General or any one
official visitor, may, on the recommendation of the Superintendent, discharge any patient, whether
recovered or not. (jifee section 87.) 3rd. The Inspector-General, or auy official visitor, may discharge
any patient to the care and custody of a relative or friend, at the request of such relative or friend, and
on the recommendation of the Superintendent. (See section 88.) 4th. On receiving a certificate from
the Inspector-General, the official visitors, or the Superintendent, that any patient is detained "without
sufficient cause, the Chief Secretary may order the discharge of any patient. (Sec section 01.) 5th.
Any Judge of the Supreme Court may order the discharge of any patient on being satisfied as to certain
evidence brought before him. (See section 90.) It will be seen that the provisions for discharge are very
ample. The person who places the patient in the institution, the Inspector-General, the official visitors,
the superintendent, the Chief Secretary, and any Judge of the Supreme Court, each and all have power
to discharge under certain conditions. Mr. * * s being unable to induce any of the official visitors, or
myself, to discharge his sister, or to take any steps iu regard thereto, had the option of going to the
Supreme Court under section 00, or else to ask for an interpretation, of section 85. He chose the latter,
and the Court decided against him, and in favour of Mr. # *
the trustee, and Mr. * * *, the
eldest brother of the patient, who opposed the application to the Court, The ease was heard on July 3rd
or 4th, 1891. After the suit was over, the trustee (who was a solicitor) came to me, and seeing that there
was some legal difficulty under section 85, which might again be raised, requested the patient's discharge
under section 34, and her readmission under section 8, on a “request" under his own hand as her trustee,
and two medical certificates signed by Brs. Ashwell and Hong in the usual course. This I agreed to, and
the documents in connection therewith are now produced. [Exhibit G—Sec Appendix.'] They are in
proper legal form. The date of discharge and readmission was 30th August, 1S01, I produce certain
official papers in this case. [Exhibit II—Sec Appendix.] I consider the patient to bo, decidedly and
undoubtedly insane, and quite unfit to be at large except under some special care. The trustee being
dead, the patient’s property has been brought under the charge of the Master-in-Lunacy, who now holds
the elder brother responsible for its management, and bimself pays the charges for maintenance. Under
present circumstances, Case No. 35 being insane, and unfit to be at large, I should not consider myself
justified in discharging her, except at the request of her elder brother, and will)the consent of the Mastorin-Lunacy to the arrangements which might be proposed for her care and custody. If she were sane now,
or should at any time become so, she would be immediately discharged. The question of discharging a patient
still insane, especially when this patient is possessed of property, is a very serious one, and imposes on
me, as Inspector-General, and also on the Superintendent of any hospital for the insane, or licensed house,
very serious responsibilities. The person who has placed the patient under care—husband, father, son,
guardian, as the ease nmy be—expects, and rightly expects, that this insane person will not be handed
over to someone else without his consent, and to do so would open up interminable legal difficulties, and
expose the Inspector-General, or the Superintendent, to legal action,
SG72. Do you think the younger brother is a proper person to have charge of his sister ? Decidedly I
do not.
8078. Do you think there is any credence to be attached to his statement, as given in evidence, that he
is her favourite brother, and that it is her own wish to be discharged to his custody ? I doubt that very
much.
8074, Do you think, on the whole, that case No. 35 is better provided for at Bayview House than she
would be under the control of her brother, who asks for her custody ? I consider that she is.
8675. Is there any doubt whatever that she requires to be under control ? She must be under some sort
of control.
8676. Do you remember the evidence given before this Commission in connection with Case No. 30 ?
_ I do.
8077. Can you furnish the Commission with any farther particulars in connection with that case ? Yes ;
I hand in certain official papers in the case. [Papers handed in and marked Exhibit I. See Appendix.]
The question of custody is also the main point arrising in the case. The question has, however,
■
been raised in a somewhat different way; Miss
*
+
* applied to me for her sister’s dis
charge on the ground that her sister was sane and fit to bo at large, and when I declined to discharge
the patient, as did also each and all of the official visitors, believing her to ho insane and unfit to be at
large or entrusted with the management of her own property, Miss * * * went to the Supreme Court
under sections 81 and 90 of the Lunacy Act, to which I will refer. The applications were opposed by
the patient's sons, and the Court decided that Case No. 30 was not sane (section 00), and ihat it was
not for her benefit to be removed from the Colony (section 81). I om of opinion that she is still
decidedly insane and unfit to be at large, and unfit to manage her own affairs, and can give my reasons for
this if necessary. The patient's son lias several times seen me, and appears much interested iu his
mother's welfare and happiness, and I am sure that he will attend as a witness before the Commission
if summoned, coining from
*
#
* _ where he now resides. He has informed me that when
his mother arrived in * * * from -K1 * * sfie was moneyless and almost clothelcss and very insane.
He tried at first to keep her in his own house, hut found lie could not do so, owing to her peculiarities,
and that all the son’s were consulted before he placed her in Mr. Hareourt’s asylum in Victoria, on the
closure of which she was removed to Bayview House. I have had very frequent interview's with Miss
#
and consider that she is quite unfit to have charge of her sister. Miss *' *
* is
extremely peculiar, and if not insane, she is certainly on the borderland. She would have no
influence over her sister, or any power of restraining her actions after a short time, and, on the
whole, I can hardly imagine a more unfit guardian for the patient, even if her sons did not object,
I have never seen nor heard anything to induce me to believe that Case No. 35 and Case No. 30 were
not properly and kindly treated at Bayview' House. I have heard complaints from Case No. 30 as to not
being allowed sufficient money to spend, as to her sister, Miss * * *, not being allowed to see her more
frequently, as to her dissatisfaction with this or that nurse, on minor questions, and on a number of other
trivial
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trivial matter, but I have rto substantial or well-founded grievance; and the same with case Case hfo. 35.
^
Her complaints arc that she is not allowed to go with her younger brother; that one or other of the
patients annoy her; that her bed-room has been changed; or that she does not like a certain nurse for
some trivial reason.
^ <JAiri89'
8678. President.] Have you had any personal acquaintance with the sons of Case No. 30 at all? They
all'>
have called on me in Sydney, and asked bow their mother was getting on.
8670. Did they always appear to he deeply interested in their mother’s welfare ? Yes ; and the sons are
men of standing, in responsible positions. One is iu * * * and the other in * * * .
8G80. irom the evidence given in her case can there be any doubt about the mother having been placed
under restraint :n England? She was under restraint both in England and in Victoria.
Do you think Miss * * * should be refused the custody of her sister. Case No. 30, on the ground
that she is not fit to have charge of her, and also because her financial position is not satisfactory ? Yes;
I consider Miss * * * would be quite unable to control her in any way.
8683. Does the evidence seem to show that Miss * * * hasnofc adequate means, irrespective of what she
would get from the patient’s income if she had to take care of her ? J understand that to be the case.
8683. Do you remember Case No. 34 ? Yes. As to the case, however, I am not able to give much
information. I found her in bod in one of the dormitories on the 27th May, 1892, and apparently
properly eared for. I made a note that she was evidently failing, and not likely to live many days. She
was Fullering from serious brain mischief. This is tho only time I saw her. No complaints were made.
J lie mortuary spoken oi iu connection with this case was erected at my request, as I considered it a
necessarv appendage to an institution of this character, where it is imperative that the dead should bo
removed [rom tho wards as soon as possible. It was passed, and approved by me on the 23rd December,
1880, and I have repeatedly seen it since in good order, and consider it sufficient for its purpose. Dr.
\ ause has removed it to another site since its original erection.
SCSI. Is the evidence given by her cousin to the effect that the dead body of this patient was not properly
treated, hut that it was placed in a stable containing a quantity of ha3r, in accordance with your know
ledge and experience of the mortuary ? No. If the mortuary is properly kept it is a sufficient and
proper building for its purpose.
8685. Arc you acquainted with any other of the matters referred to by that witness ? No ; I am not. I
know nothing concerning the other complaints she made.
8C86. Do you remember Case No. 2? That patient who has been mentioned iu the evidence as
improperly detained in a single room, has been a patient iu the reception-honso at Cook’s Diver,
and at Ctladesvdle. I produce the notes of his ease from the latter place. [Mvhilnt “ J,” see Appendix.]
Mo was an extremely able man in a large business, and the first sign of his insanity was that he neglected
ns ueiTiesB AQn desired to become a Member of Parliament, Pciore the general election was completed
lie was m tho receiving-house. This was in November, 18S2, and from there ho made a most extra
ordinary escape, llo removed a pane of glass, 9i x lOJ, from a first-floor window, got through this small
opening, reached the ground in safety by means of ropes made from his sheets, at the great risk of his Kfe,
and was found walking about Darlinghursl iu a blanket. When sent to Cook’s Diver in November, 1883,
ho miide Ja.se k03r3 Jrom wire to fit the doors, and displayed extraordinary ingenuity and daring about
escaping, which he succeeded in doing. Then he was sent to Gladesville on 22nd January, 1883, where,
secreting a tablespoon from the dinner-table, be made it into a sharp instrument, with which ho removed
tho lock of a single room from the inside, got into the corridor, and only by accident was prevented
from strangling a night attendant with a rope be bad made from his sheets for the purpose. On the
23rd May, being somewhat quieter and better, he was transferred to Cook’s Diver, at the wish of bis
friends, and was soon afterwards discharged from there. In Eebruarv, 1886, he was readmitted to Gladcsville, and m September of the same year was allowed to be absent oh leave. From 1S86 to 18911 saw
bim at least once a mouth. He regarded mo as his personal friend, and whilst he never complained of
being placed m a single room, either at Cook’s River or Gladesville, he repeatedly expressed his thnnkfulness that lie had been prevented when maniacal from killing himself or some one else. He was sent back
to Gladesville at the end of 1891, and was removed in a dying condition on 17th February, 1892. He
died a day or two after. During the first few months of his illness in 1882 and 1883 it was absolutely
necessary for his own. safety, and that of others, to place him iu a single room, and there was no place
where he was safe at Cook’s Diver during the night except the single rooms.
8087. Do you consider that this case required treatment in a separate room ? Undoubtedly he did. He
was in a single room while at Gladesville, and he was not safe anywhere else at Cook’s Diver except in a
single room.
1
8688. Was he an excitable patient? He was; and at that time might have injured himself or any
one else. It was only by an accident that he was prevented from strangling an attendant. Ho was
’
extremely anxious to remove the lock from his door. He sharpened a spoon into an instrument
with which lie removed the lock of his door, and escaped into the corridor, where, as 1 have already
said, it was only by accident that he was prevented from strangling an attendant with a rope made from
a sheet.
8689 The evidence given by a witness named Dickson is slightly different to this, for he says that Case
No. L was quiet and easily managedcould that be so ? At times he might have been perfectly quiet
amt not difficult to manage, but when ho made such an extraordinary escape from the reception house it
could, not bo sfiid thaf bo was quiet And efisy to manage,
8090. Did you see him frequently wliilo he was at Bayview House ? Yes ; and much more frequently
afterwards. He came to see me at least once a month for several Years.
8091. "While be was at Bayview House were you aware that bo was put in a single room ? Yes ; there
was no other place where he could be put with safety.
8692. Mr. McGowen.] Were you aware that this patient was placed in a single cell? Oh, yes ; I knew
at tlie lime. He was placed there for a time every night in the week. I think be was under this treat
ment lor several weeks,; but altogether he was not at Cook’s Diver for very lono'.
8693. A month ? Yes. He was also put in a single room at Gladesville.
oner IV ,e
th,e same ocn as u'as occupied by Case No. I ? He slept in one of the two.
86,to. Do you consider the cell was warm enough for him ? I think so ; he had ordinary bed-clothes.
8696.
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SG06. President.'] Do you know anything about Case
3, mentioned in evidence before tins Commission?
j (j0 u0(;, y remember seeing him at Cook’s Hiver. and that is all.
8697. Do you remember Case No. 6 ? J have a somewhat intimate knowledge of the case spoken of by
witnesses Mackenzie and Watt, and by Dr. Creed. He was the first admitted to CallanPark on December
the 3rd, 18SG, and was transferred to Cook’s Eiver on the 20th January, 1887, the reason for transfer
being that his wife was dissatisfied with the arrangements made for him at CalJan Park. In May, 1891,
he went home on leave of absence, and was returned to Cook’s Kiver in March, 1892, as his wife was not
able to get him properly taken care of at home. The extreme im portance of this patient’s life, from a
pecuniary point of view, was repeatedly impressed upon me by bis solicitor, Mr. * * *, and by the
patient’s wife. The situation was explained to me : It was some complicated legal question, the
details of which I have forgotten, but as I gave a definite opinion that the patient could not live three
years from admission, and my attention had been specially called to the case, I watched it with some
interest; and 1 am almost sure that I never paid a visit to the institution without specially seeing. and
speaking to and examining this patient. He has always been partially paralysed in the lower extremities,
and with more or less incapacity for holding his water. He is taken in a chair (except in wet weather) to
the billiard-room pavilion in the garden, and there 1 have generally seen him—clean, free from offensive
smell, and in fair health. It is impossible to move or change him hastily at official visits ; and it is not
stated that this was done. He must, despite all care, have been wet several times a day, and require
changing. His trousers would necessarily get stained and require frequent washing, but I have never
seen them either wet or offensive, and there is no better proof of the care with which he has been treated
than that he has lived so long beyond expectation.
8698. Do you remember the evidence given by Mackenzie iu this case? Tes.
8699. Mackenzie said this patient did not receive proper attention as a rule, but that he was prepared
when he was seen by you or other visitors ;—is that probable? I do not see how it was possible to make
any preparation, for 1 nearly always saw tins patient in the pavilion at the far end of the grounds.
_
8700. Mackenzie was asked if it was his impression that this patient was seriously neglected and ho said
“ Yes.” Do you think he was mistaken in this conclusion ? I think so ; for if he had not received every
attention he would not have lived.
_
8701. Do you remember Case No. 4 ? I remember bim ; but I know nothing of the case beyond seeing
an aged gentleman in a condition of dementia.
8702. Is there any other case to which you wish to refer? Yes, Case No. 23, which has been so often
spoken of during these proceedings. I produce the notes of her case—[Exhibit ^
sec Appendix]—
whilst at Gladesville from April 25th, 1881, to March 29th, 1883, and at Parramatta from March 29th,
1883, to April, 28th, 1884. To show that, though not a very violent patient, she constantly required a
single room. Dr. Godson adds to the notes in the case-book, the following remarks for my information,—
“ Hp to the time of her transfer she was a continual source of worry and anxiety to all in charge oi her,
being at times, however, much worse than at others. She was extremely filthy in habits, destructive, and
constantly exposing herself to all and sundry. It was only by incessant watchfulness and care that she
could be kept moderately decent in appearance. On account of these habits she at all times occupied a
single room at night, being quite unfit for association. Several of the nurses hero recollect her and
describe her habits as infinitely worse than any other patient ever here.”
_ _
8703. President.] Is there any other ease you wish to bring before the Commission ? Yes. In
Case No. 20 I produce certain otiicial papers, including a report signed by two official visitors and
myself. [ISccMbii “ L,” see Appendix.] This patient was an epileptic having fits only very occasionally.
She was sent from Gladesville to Cook’s Eiver on the 7th of August, 1894, The fact that she was subject
to fits being mentioned at the time in the papers sent with her. This fact was very properly communicated
by Dr. Vause to the person who was matron when she was admitted, and by her to several of the
nurses, as appeared at the inquiry, but it was not told to the new matron, Miss .Jones—since dead. No
fits occurred at Cook’s Eiver for some time, and when the patient after the excitement of seeing friends,
got restless, excited, scared, and restive, a condition which is a frequent prelude to an epileptic fit, this
was not recognised, and the matron unfortunately directed the nurses to place her in a single room in
which was a movable iron bedstead, with the result of a broken arm. It was an extremely unwise act
to place a restless and excited patient in a single room with an ordinary bedstead, it was especially
unwise that an epileptic should be so treated, and if the bed had been made up on the floor as it should
have been, the accident could not have happened. The accident wras the outcome of an unfortunate chain
of circumstances, and disclosed certain requirements in the institution which we indicated in the report.
I desire to point out that there was a special night-nurse (Brennan) at this time, who visited and saw the
patient and spoke to her at 12 o’clock, and visited the room and listened at the door at 2 and 4 o’clock
and found the patient then quiet. At 5'30 the night-nurse went into the room and found the patient in
bed covered up with the bed-clothes but awake; and that is the only accident which has ever occurred in
these single rooms was under this arrangement.
_
8704. In that report on this patient’s accident is it stated that the patient was visited several times during
' the course of the night previous to the morning on which it was discovered that she had a broken arm ?
It is, and sbe was so seen.
_
8705. We are told that this accident must have occurred between half-past 5 and half-past 6 in the
morning, as the blood was still wet on her gown, and further that the patient made no complaint, but
said, “ What is the matter. How have I done this. I remember waking and finding my arm hurt, but I
do not know how I did it. ” ;—is that so ? Yes ; that is her explanation ns stated in the report.
8706. The report goes on to say, 11 when the matron came she sent for the doctor. The patient told the
matron sbe had been fighting with the landlord and had a difficulty about paying her rent, and afterwards
said she went to sleep and woke up with her arm paining her, but did not remember anything else ”;—
was that the case ? Yes.
8707. What was the actual finding as tho result of the inquiry? (1.) That a recording clock which Dr.
Yause had some time before undertaken to supply was an absolute necessity, so as to record and check
the visits of the night-nurse. (2.) That some want of care had occurred in placing this patient who was
an epileptic and restless in a single-room with a bedstead, though this appeared to be partly due to a
recent charge in the officer filling the position of matron, and to the fact that the patient had no.fits since
admission,

F. N.
Manning,
‘ '
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’
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F. N.
admission, so that there was only the Gladesville report, to which the matron had not access on this point.
Manning,
(3.) That the associated dormitories should be lighted at night as is the case in the hospitals for the Esq.,
M.l).
insane.
8708. Have you any further case you wisli to refer to? Speaking of accidents, I may now state that 4 Jan., 1895.
Cook's Hirer has been singularly free from severe and fatal accidents. I produce a list [Exhibit1M ’—
see Appendix] showing every accident involving the slightest cutting of the skin or other more serious
injury in ten years. This is taken from the records, and is, 1 believe, in all respects, complete. All serious
accidents are reported to me when they occur, and the minor ones are entered in the medical journal kept
at the institution.
8709. Mr. McOomen.] Is the poisoning case included in the list? Yes; considering that some of the
patients are epileptics, some lose all control of themselves iu their passions, some are suicidal, and all
astray in their mind, the list is creditably small. It includes two fractures and one death in ten years.
I will read you two or three extracts from Asylum reports for 1891. The first are from Murray's Eoyal
Asylum at Perth, which contains about 100 private patients, and is held in high consideration. It
says :—

Unfortunately tlic year now ended has been remarkable for a very unusual number of accidents and escapes, No
fewer than four patients sustained fractures—one broke bis leg by tripping over a chair, one fractured bis thigh by rolling
out of bed, one broke a rib in falling from a window-seat on which be had been standing, and one was found to have the
small bone of the fore-arm broken, probably caused by having been hold during a paroxysm of mania. AYitb the exception
of the first instanced, these patients were in such mental condition that they were unaware of tho hurt which they bad
received, and maintained that there was nothing amiss.

The following is the report of the Yisiting Commissioner, made in the same year these accidents
occurred:—
The asylum was found in excellent order. The accommodation provided, both in the main asylum and at
Kincnirathie, is comfortable and well suited to persons accustomed to conditions of affluence and refinement. Tho life of
the patients at Kincarratliie is in every way such as is usual in a well-appointed private mansion. The patients are
managed with kindly and considerate care, and they receive skilful medical treatment. The hooks and registers were
examined and found regularly and correctly kept.—JonN SmnAim, Oommmioner in iauncy.

The following is the record of accidents in the Scotch asylums in 1893.
of the Scotch Lunacy Commissioners, published this year :—

I am quoting from the report

The whole number of accidents reported to us as having taken place during the year 1S93 was 105. Of these 9
ended fatally. In the case of 3 of these patients the death was suicidal; J by setting clothes on fire, and 2 by running off
and throwing themselves in front of passing trains. Of the 6 fatal accidents which were not suicidal, 3 were due to falls,
and 3 to asphyxia, caused by turning over in bed during an epileptic fit. There were 3 cases of unsuccessful attempts to
commit suicide. TYi 43 cases the accidents involved fracture of hones or dislocation of joints. These were occasioned in 2o
cases by falls ; in 8 cases by struggling with fellow patients or attendants, or by assaults of fellow patients : in 5 cases the
injury was unintentionally self-inflicted ; and in 5 cases the causes were not ascertained. Of the remaining accidents there
were 17 injuries to the head; 2 cases of flesh wound, abrasion, bruise, burn, or scald ; 2 eases of internal injury uninten
tionally self-inflicted ; and 24 injuries of an unimportant character.

Hr. Yause’s list compares favourably with the returns from Scotland, where the asylums are universally
acknowledged to bo among the best in the world. It is, so far as m3r experience goes, impossible to con
duct an asylum for insane people without accidents.
[Tho further examination of this witness was adjourned until the following day,]
TUESDAY, 8 JAiYUAItY, 1895.
[The Commission, met at II a.m. in the Board Boom. Chief Secretary's Office.]

JJrmttt;—
The Hon. Sir

AltTHUR RENWIOK,

FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General
Insane.

of the

Knt.,

B.A.,

M.D., M\L.C., President.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
James Sinclair

taylok

McGowen,

Esq., Mjj.A,

Dr. Yause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witness on his own behalf.
Frederic Norton Manning, Esq., M.D., continued:—
8710. Presidenti] Referring to the Licensed House for the insane at Cook’s River in general terms, were
p, pp
you appoinled when it was opened ? No, it was opened before 1 came to tho Colony.
Manning,
8711. When did you first become acquainted with it ? Some time about the year 1869.
Esq., M.D.
8712. At that time were there very few Government patients in it? I think there were none at the '—^
beginning of 1869, although at that time there had been some correspondence in view of taking Govern- s
-1®®5
ment patients there.
8713. Was that to bounder the provisions of the Lunacy Act ? No.
8711. Would any arrangements for sending patients from a Government institution to Bayview House
about that time be made with tho Government? Yes; Bayview was a licensed house, and the Colonial
Secretary had power to transfer patients under the old Lunacy Act.
8715. Was the reason for sending Government patients to Bayview House to relieve as far as possible the
overcrowding of the Government institutions? That was the sole reason.
3716. Since you have had the opportunity of officially visiting this institution, have you always found that
the number of attendants and nurses has been sufficient in regard to the number of patients? Yes; it
has been my duty to inquire into this, but with their appointment to special duties, their discipline, hours
of service, (tc., I have nothing to do so far as Cook’s Jiiver is concerned, although these matters come
under my cognisance and control so far as the public institutions are concerned. I call periodically for a
return showing the number of attendants and nurses and other members of tho staff at all the institutions,
and I have received these from Cook’s River with the others. The staff has varied with the number of
patienls, but has always stood at one nurse for every three or four private female cases, one attendant
for every three or four private male cases, and one nurse for every nice or ten Government cases. Taken
207—2 G
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all round it has been about one nurse or attendant for every five or sis cases, and this is without counting
cooks (2), laundresses (2), coachman, gardener, painter, carpenter, and outdoor labourers and bouseEsq., MJX servants. I have at some of my visits counted the number of nurses and attendants on duty, and have
ft t
ifin'i f°urld that there were always within one or two of the number on the returns, and these one or two would
aTI ’
'be accounted for by those on night duty or on leave; and sometimes there was the full number on duty.
Some of the outdoor staff, gardener, coachman, &e., are made available ior ward service on Sundays and
o;her occasions. I consider this staff ample. The proportion of ward attendants and nurses in the
public hospitals, not including cooks, laundresses, gardeners, gatekeepers, messengers, &c.,_ never exceeds
1 in 10, and I have great difficulty in keeping it up to that amount because of the objections to the
expense. At Rydalmere and Parramatta if. is only 1 in 12 or 13; at Newcastle only 1 in Id or 15.
In all these calculations 1 include both the day and night staffs. 1 may incidentally point out that
although the hours iu asylum service are long, they are less than in ordinary domestic service ; that there
is no hard labour; that the nurses find time to knit, sew, &c., fbe attendants to smoke, play billiards and
cricket, and that both are frequently out of the institution walking or driving with patients.
_
8717. In the course of evidence given to ns, it has been stated by a number of witnesses that notice to
some extent of your visitations and the arrival of the official visitors was always gheu to the nurses of
the instilution ;—were you ever aware of that being done5 Nro. Perhaps it will be as well to tell you
my arrangements in visiting the institution at Cook’s Piver. They have been as follows: I have never
given the slightest notice except on the rare occasions when 1 visited to hold some special inquiry, and
desired Hr. Yause, or some nnc else from whom I required information to he at hand. I have always
travelled by cab. arrived at irregular times, and my ten or eleven visits annually have been sometimes
paid near together, and sometimes with rather long intervals. Officially, or rather by Statute, I am only
bound to visit onco in six months. 1 have never paid less than ten visits annually. 1, as a. rule, go to the
office lirst, at the main building. Some four or five times in fifteen years, not more, and these chiefly during
Dr. Pause's illness, and when he could not accompany me through the \vnrds. and it was desirable and
necessary for me to obtain information as to certain patients before going to the wards, I have gone to
Dr. Pause's house first. I may here state, in justice to Dr. Pause, that my relations with him have
always been friendly, though on an official basis; that I felt very sincere sympathy for him when the
assault was made on him by a patient, especially as the mental shock was very severe and dangerous;
that I then visited him on several occasions without going to the asylum at all, hut that I have never then,
before, or since taken a meal in his house. I would not go into this matter at all so far as I myself
am concerned. Returning to my official visits, I sometimes examine the statutory hooks first, and
this perhaps takes me loss time than it does the official visitors, for I am officially notified or all
admissions and discharges beforehand, and copies of all the admission papers are sent to me within
forty-eight hours of each admission, and sometimes go straight to the wards. 1 generally see the private
female patients first, hut sometimes 1 commence at the Government wards, and sometimes wilh the male
private patients, I have never been kept waiting, and am always admitted as soon as I ask, 1
start sometimes without the matron or doctor, and they follow' me soon after. I consider it
quite right that certain minor preparations should be made when official visitors are coming,
such preparations. I mean, as putting away towels and dish-cloths, tidying the dresses of patients,
seeing that they arc. not iu inde.eent positions or exposed, and if at the moment wet or diriy that they are
changed. Such preparations are only right and seemly. They are made or should he made in every
institution, and they deceive nobody who has the least experience. It is impossible to put an institution
which is in bud order into good order m ten or fifteen minutes, and I defy nurses to make many charges
in the dress of insane patients without the inspecting officers being made aware of it by their own
observation or by the remarks of the patients themselves or of others There are always patients in such
institutions who’delight in detailing to official visitors any shortcomings or shift of the management or or
the nurses, and to flaunt the information iu the faces of tho Superintendent or stafl. I have, as a rum,
found the institution in good order, and both the private and Government patients duly and properly
dressed and attended to. I have noticed things I have not approved of at times, and I have expressed my
opinion, with the result that any shortcomings have been remedied by the next tune I visited the institu
tion. At my visit l have invariably seen all the patients, and once or twice a year T have checked trie
register and ticked off every name thereon, when I have seen and spoken to every patient, sending tor a
such as were in the laundry or otherwise absent from the wards. ] have on every occasion seen ail those
in bed, all in seclusion, and all in restraint, and I have carefully examined the medical journal to see
that the entries there as to seclusion or restraint corresponded with what I saw. 1 have never
;mv case removed from seclusion at my visit or found a room dirty and foul, as it probably would bo had
a patient been recently removed, and I have no reason to think that any deception xyas practised as to
removing restraint on the occasion of my visits. I should regard cither of these practices as most serious
offences, and I listened very attentively to tho evidence of nurses to sec il statements as to tlna w'ere
made and substantiated. 1 have known case No. 15 to he restrained, and have seen her in camisole and
muffs, and I have seen case No. 32 in restraint occasionally, the entries in the medical journal showing it
to have been necessarv iu her case, owing to destructive habits and a tendency to denude herself, in
neither of these cases’ was there any attempt to deceive me as to the course adopted, and the entries were
made in the medical journal. kVhen complaints are made they arc always listened to. Some, A is
obvious at once, are due to delusion or are unreasonable ; but all not unreasonable are inquired into either
on the spot, or, if serious, the patient is seen apart in the visiting-room and tho matter fully gone info, i
have not visited the institution or its wards at night, and in this 1 have followed the practice ot the
Dncdish and Seotish Commissioners in Lunacy, whose proceedings I am thoroughly acquainted with
having been in frequent correspondence with them, had several personal interviews, and, so far as the
English Board is concerned, knowing one or more members intimately. It is not considered advisable to
visit at night, except complaints as to something wrong have been reported, and night visits unduly excite
patients It is extremelv unadvisable for men to go through the women’s wards at night. Such a course
is rightly avoided by even the Medical Superintendents of asylums, and if there is anything seriously amiss
it is'sure to bo rcpoited. I do nol think visitations should be niade in too critical a spirit or with too tamtfinding an attitude ; these only put the management on edge, and are met by subterfuge aud concealment.
Neither do I think that, in the ease of a private asylum, and as the Government Inspector, I have any
right to interfere as to details of management or as to minor matter of building and construction, so long
T. X.
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as tlie general results are good, and general principles which are universally acknowledged as correct are
^■ Nadhered to. I think, however, that all complaints should be fully investigated, and that every Lapse and
every accident should be not only noted and inquired into, but should bo made the text for special ^*1^
^
improvements as to structure of buildings and general management where any defects in either are shown, g
1895
This is the principle on which I have acted. So long as Dr. Vause has shown me good results, and I
*
have had few or no complaints, 1 have not troubled him as to details. In a private asylum the responsi
bility rests with the Medical Superintendent and proprietor. In the G-ovcrnment asylums my position is
somewhat different. I must necessarily, to some extent,, share the responsibility, and 1 am obliged to go
more closely into the details of management.
8718. Were you in tho habit of making your official visits in conjunction with tho official visitors appointed
by the G-overnment, or alone ? Always alone, except on occasion when there might be special matters to
inquire into, and then occasionally 1 invited one or more of the official visitors to a.ssist.
8719. Have you made many of these visitations? Only one to this institution itself. On one or two
other occasions \vc have met and talked over our views on matters connected with Cook's Hirer Asylum.
8720. Had either of these inquiries auy reference to cases where the patients had been cruelly treated, or
met with accident, or were they in connection with defects in the buildings ? Ho.
8721. What had they reference to? One referred to the poisoning case, which was a defect in manage
ment, and not iujthc building; one was Case Ho. 20, another matter of management and not ihe
building ; and another occasion was when Dr. Iletherington was in charge, when neither the official
visitors nor myself felt satisfied with the attention paid to the bedding. An official report on the
subject was forwarded to me from the Chief Secretary’s Office, and on reading this I aslted the
official visitors to meet me, and, if necessary, take steps to prevent any recurrence of such matters in
the future.
8722. Has Dr. ause always been ready to make any improvements suggested in connection with the
building and with the general sanitary arrangements of the institution ? Yes, ho has. Dr. Yause has
always been ready to meet any views I have expressed as to structural changes iu the buildings, but I
have for various reasons, and especially during the last few years, since I have regarded the removal of
the Government patients as inevitable and right in principle, been very chary of suggesting any improve
ments in the buildings for Government patients involving expense unless accident or injury to patients
showed these to be absolutely necessary. In former years, when I have suggested or insisted on improve
ments winch I considered essential, the expense involved in carrying these out has been used as an
argument against the removal of the Government patients and the reason why the contract should be
extended for a longer period. Dr. Yause has, at his own will and initiation, carried out various alterations
to tho buildings for Government patients, and in other parts with my consent, but not always with my
ready concurrence—first, because I did not consider the improvements essential; and second, because I
considered that the money, if expended at all, might have been expended on matters more immediately
essential and necessary.
8723. Am I to gather from your official reports that you always have regarded the institution as a make
shift rather than a permanent home for Government patients, or in other words that the building is not
adapted, according to modem ideas, to the purposes for whicli i t is employed ? Dor Government patients
it has always been regarded by me as only a makeshift expedient, but I have always looked upon Bayview
House as a permanent home for private patients. 'When the additional buildings were put up, a calcula
tion was made on the basis that a three years’ contract, and the option for a two years’ renewal for the
housing and care of Government patients, would result in the buildings paying for themselves during that
time. In view of this calculation the buildings were put up in a more or less temporary fashion, because
itjvas supposed that they would not be used for more than five or six years.
8724. Have you always been satisfied with the night nursing—I meau as the result of your inquiries
made from time to time ? I have from time to. time made inquiries as to the nursing of and attendance
on patients at night, and although I have not altogether approved of the arrangements, I have not, for
reasons above stated, and so long as the general results were good, felt it incumbent on me to direct
changes. The system of attendants and nurses sleeping in the dormitories with patients is not in
accordance with my views; hut it is the rule in all private asylums with which I am acquainted, both in
England and Scotland. It originated, no doubt, in the valet or ladies maid, or other servant, undertaking
this duty ; and the medical superintendents of private asylums, where the attendant and nurses sleep in
small rooms attached to the dormitories, are able to point to better results, so far as accidents are
concerned, than were visits arc periodically paid to these dormitories by night patrols, as is the case in
public asylums. I have been informed at Cook’s River that, in all cases of sickness or excessive mental
disturbance, special night attendants were provided as required, and I believe this has, as a rule, been the
case. The efficiency or sufficiency of this must depend almost entirely on the care and supervision
exercised by the Medical Superintendent. I was aware that there was no regular night patrol at Cook’s
River, and with the attendants and nurses sleeping in the dormitories, this was not absolutely necessary.
So far ns the single rooms were concerned, the patients, except occasionally when night attendance should
have been provided, were eight or ten chronic cases of insanity, isolated by reason of noise, violence, dirty
or destructive habits, and in robust health—nothing could have been done for them at night; they would
have been in no way benefited by visitation, and, indeed, in tho majority of cases, it would have been quite
impossible and dangerous for any single nurse to have opened the doors. In some eases they would bo
irritated and disturbed by such procedure. Ho accident has ever occurred to any of these patients iu the
absence of a night patrol. I am speaking of a period of twenty-five years. Some of the patients who
occupied these single rooms have done so for years—one from 187G (Case Ho. 52), another (Case Ho. 15)
sjnee 18S1, others from 1883 to 1886 (Cases Host. 22, 23, G3, 13, and 33), and had previously been in
single rooms at Gladesville and Callan Park.
8725. As you are aware that evidence has been given to the effect that certain improvements have been
made to the single rooms on the female side, and that there is now a regular night patrol to tyatch the
eases in the isolation rooms, do you think these are superfluous ? T do not say that,
S72G. If everything was satisfactory before, and only chronic cases sleep in these rooms, is there any
necessity for this extra night patrol? I do not think there is any absolute necessity for visiting these
people during the night, but if I had charge of the institution I should prefer, for the general safety of
the place, especially as regards fire, to have a night nurse.
.
8727. Do you think such was imperatively necessary at this institution? I do not think it was
imperatively so.
’
8728.
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to investigate certain chances

8728. Do you know whether the change was brought about through the intervention of the official

Manning, visitors ? It was not effected on my recommendation,
„
Esq., M.D. 8729. Dave the changes been made since the publicity given to Case IN o. 1?

r linJ-:„p tw . but
^® j’sufficient
still I felt J had nothing to do in the matter so long as the number of attendants and nurses was sulHcient,

8 Jan., 1895. ^ j consi(iered it to

ampie. I have not felt called upon to speak ot the general distribution of these

TonS’that the patients should be dressed tidily when they are taken to see ^eirfriends
or when tliev are inspected by tlie official visitors ? I think so, dectdedlv. 1 knew tllat Pat’“ts
8
Eiver were dressed decently when taken to the visiting room to see friends. I have seen the®
>
so dressed when their friends were visiting them, and I consider such a proceeding quite proper and i igl
It is one of the rules of all well-conducted asylums.
. ,
<
8731. Do you think this attention to the clothes is any aid to their ideas of decency, *nd
'
sequence they like to meet their friends ? Some do. Thev, as a rule, see their fnends ^
£ and behave perfectly right and well, so much so that the friends often S0 a"af
.pt, to°ether as it were
the mental condition of the patients. The patients on these occasions pullthemscl.es together, as it were,
K ple»I health of tho potiente ot Cook’, Kvcr ? Tho eener.l health of
ment patients at Cook’s Hiver compares favourably with that of patients m the Government ins^tution^
and the death rate is lower. The death rate among the Government patients during the last ten ) cars
has averaged 4'40, or less than H per cent. (22 deaths with an average of 50 patients),
the
,
rate among women in the hospitals for the insane has been OTO per cent for the same penot.
in three returns [Exhibit. % 0, and V-see Jpp'f z] which are
. Cnnk’s H vS to ter
percentage of recoveries, the percentage of relieved, and the percentage of deaths at
^
voars, 1884 to 1803 inclusive. The second, a similar return, showing the percentage at the Govern e
hospitals for the insane during the same poriod, and the third, which is
™L”porTheJo
similar percentages for both the Government hospitals and Cook s Eiver taken together
These show
that whilst the recovery rate at the hospitals has averaged 42-0e for the ten years, that at Cook s Eiver
has averaged 47-92, that the percentagcrelieved at the Government hospital has avera^^ ^id
vears 4(13; the pe^entage of those relieved at Cook's Eiver for the .same period has>menl4 28 and
that the death-rate at Government hospitals for ten years has been TOO, and at Cooks Ener for
same period 5-82. These returns include both males and females.
'
, „ , ■ nt.H •
8733. Vre not statistics rather deceptive, considering the large number of GoveS “f tS vim
Government institutions and the small number in this ? Still, these figures “7 *
8734. Are the Government patients at Bayview House-the women, oi course, I mean—nearly all eftron c
8735S.

hIw

manyVrecoveries have there been amongst the Government patients ?

Eone for the last ten

8736B’Is that the result you anticipated from the character of the cases sent there P Tes ; from the
character of the patients sent. 1 know they have been selected by the medical superintendents at the
8737!\uotW words, have the medical superintendents of the Government asylums selected cases for
Bavview House which were to a large extent hopeless ? Yes; because they did not wish Dr. 1 ause to
score a recovery when there was any chance of scoring it for themselves8738. Dr. Vause.'] But he has scored recoveries in spite of that!
a,*
hind Dr
8739. PmufeiG] Is not that very unfair to Dr. Vause? Perhaps it is; but, on t}ie °ther hand
.
Yause has always been extremely anxious not to send cases in which he had any hope of recovery to tie

ESawSSSffil
»»»(■ contradictory cidcncc fron, the official viaitor, regarding the iMrtwrf
the terms “seclusion” and “restraint” in the Lunacy Act ;-will you give the Lonmissioii voui vum*
on the meaning of these terms and their applicability to the various cir™“BC,^
for the insane? Yes ; the words “ seclusion" and “restraint, ■ as used m the list and otlier sc^ °1,s “
the Lunacy Act have a special and technical meaning. This must necessarily be so, since eierv 1 ationt
1, a,T.™Sn i, in .ecluin in the orfinary moaning of tho wordHe iy.oo ud.d f»m
»•££•»<
from the world at large and every patient is also m restraint.
He is shut up and restrained from
going .iffiere he pleases or doing^ he likes. The Legislature would, under
hare made special provision as to those in seclusion and restraint, if their view m the section above
ineiEioned hadTsome special meaning. What that meaning was was loft for
determine and after very considerable discussion the English Commissioners m Lunatv, in VSoJ, and tpe
SoS Ciim.no,., f.me ,o»r, later, in IS78, laid do,™ certain defm.tmn, and made uycjWM.
to the recordin'^ of seclusion in the medical journals which have been adhered to e.ver since, and la
been adopted by all medical superintendents in Great Britain, and by authorities in America. 1 hand ™
certain pPapcre [Mi^Y O-i Appendix] which will show that the definitions
the Emgl ?h and
Scotch Commissioners arc practically the same, and that seclusion
mPeflv ”compuTsory
davin a single room, or other locality alone, ana with locked doors -°r*
*°d Shon it
isolation bv day.” Section 7t of our Act is taken almost w.rbahm from the Lnglmh Act, and n hen
became law the English definition as to seclusion was adopted here at my direction, an
Bb -i , .
been adhered to in all the institutions for the insane under my directions as
-A ■
never been the custom here to count anyone as secluded at night. It -uffi be finite
practice, to do this without counting everyone sleeping in a s‘nSl0rooin,'.cases Seclusion
‘would have to be entered on the lists for no useful purpose, and with no dlsJ' c! 0,1
tf;c audit Sn
being mentioned with restraint implies that it is regarded asm some measure MC1L7.®
only be so during the day. There is nothing punitive or coercive m placing a If^ f ^
TOo™ in
at niedrt From onc-third to one-eighth of all asylum inmates do so, and about half the
,
all asTvlums, when they are fairly numerous, are occupied bv patients perfectly quiet :ou[ .. ell
’
who are allowed to have a siugle room as a special favour. It is a very frequent reques n .
y 1,
^
that they may be shifted from an associated to a sing e room, and they l00^ ou/f
dfd
have so mid so’s room when he leaves ?” There is seldom or never any difficulty m getting a patient to
go to a sin-le room at night, and if one has to be shifted during the night mto a single room it is not he
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who, has a rule, has a grievance to place before the doctor next morning, hut the patient who was shifted
-t'- N.
out of the single room to make way for him. All patients shifted from associated to single rooms, or from
jj yj
one associated room to another, by reason of quarrels or other causes, should he, and are entered in the
public hospitals in the night reports for the information of the Medical Superintendent. Seclusion is g Ja 18g5_
entered in the medical journal as an exceptional mode of treatment, and not so much for the information
of the visiting officials with regard to individual cases as for purposes of comparison with the practice in
other asylums, both in the same country and in other countries. Seclusion is a practice to be discouraged
as much as possible, and if the amount is large in comparison with that-in other asylums, it is time for
visiting officials to inquire why it is so, and in their reports to draw attention to the fact. If sleeping m a
single room by night is to be considered seclusion here, there will be no means of comparison with English,
Scotch, and American aysluins where the practice is different, and no means of comparing one asylum here
with another, as the amount of seclusion will depend on the number of single rooms, since every one of these
is sure to be occupied by the special wish of patients. For instance, there are S00 patients and 157 single
rooms at Gladesville, and 400 patients and 26 single rooms at Bydalmere. If seclusion is counted as
applying io sleeping in single rooms at night, the amount at Gladesville will be three times that at Bydalmore, though it will probably bo the better conducted institution of the two, and the superintendent may
he keeping what is really seclusion within narrower limits. Again, to count it as applying to the night,
will serve no useful purpose. Whilst it applies to the day use, the visiting officials can check the few
cases, see that those in single rooms correspond with the entries in the medical journal, and, if necessary,
inquire into those cases. If it is made to apply to the night, at each visit some G50 names will be laid
before the visitors, and these patients of every sort and kind, quiet, convalescent, dirty, destructive, aggres
sive, &c., without the least chance of any proper check or inquiry. Then, too, the entries frequently made
in the case-hooks as to patients being in seclusion which are acted on by officials when seeing patients for
discharge as valuable records to guide as to the fitness or unfitness for discharge, will be useless and
misleading. The Commissioners in Lunacy in England and Scotland are either medical practitioners, with
large asylum experience, or barristers at law who have served for some years as secretary to tho Com
missioners. The conclusion arrived at as to seclusion was not settled hurriedly, and they have seen no
reason, apparently, to alter the definition arrived at in 1859 in England, and in 1873 in Scotland. The
New Lunacy Acts have been passed in the meantime, and the definition of restraint was altered in 1890,
after the passing of the now English Act. Dr. Vause has carried out exactly the same practice as obtains
in the Government asylums. As to restraint, a special regulation was made by the English Commissioners
in Lunacy on the Lunacy Act of 1890 coming into operation. I hand in a copy of this [Exhibit K—see
Appendix.'] In this there is no limitation as to day or night use. "Whenever restraint of the kind
mentioned is used, whether by day or night, it is entered in the medical journal; and this course has
also been adopted hero under my directions. I produce a copy of the case-book order. \JKxMbit S—see
Appendix.] It was drafted by me on the lines of that in force in England, and was approved by the
Colonial Secretary, in accordance with the provisions of the Lunacy Act, section 56. If a medical super
intendent considers placing a patient in a single room at night as part of the treatment, or if he thinks it
will serve to elucidate the general history of the case, he may very properly enter the fact in the case-book
8741. How do you account for tho contradictory evidence given by the official visitors on this subject. ‘
These gentlemen are appointed for the purpose of investigating cases of seclusion and restraint; this is
specially their function. How is it that they do not agree in the technical meaning of the word? I
think the meaning should be understood very much more fully than it appears to be by the official visitors.
8742. Arc you aware that in all Acts of Parliament, technical terms and particular words, having special
meanings, are fully explained in a special interpretation clause ? Vcs.
8743. Are you aware that neither in the English nor the Colonial Lunacy Acts does this clause appear?
I am aware of it, and that is the very reason why the Lunacy Commissioners in England and Scotland
defined the meaning of the term seclusion, and the same reason led me to so define it here.
8744. I have no doubt that was the proper thing to do ; but do you not think that special cases of out
break amongst patients, occurring at night, should be referred to in the medical journal as being in
seclusion, as well as eases which are recorded as having occurred in the day ? I do not think it should.
It is right and proper that patients should not he moved from the dormitory at night into a single room,
or from one dormitory to another, without the medical superintendent being fully aware of the fact. He
is informed of it, too; for what is done in this respect is reported by the attendants, whose night reports
have to be on tho table of the medical superintendent every morning. This being so, 1 see no necessity
for these cases to be made matters of entry in the medical journo], the entries in which arc mainly
intended for'purposes of comparison. It would be impossible for tbe visiting medical officers to enter
very minutely into each case, and if these were entered they would serve no useful purpose. The
necessity for seclusion must be judged of mainly by tbe medical superintendent; and if his views as to
the amount of seclusion do not agree with the views of other people and other medical superintendents,
and be is using seclusion more than is necessary or more than is used elsewhere, then is the time for the
official visitors to ask why, and call upon him to give an account of the practice.
8745. Are you aware that originally a record was kept for quite different purposes than those of comparison—that abuses took place in institutions by a too frequent application of seclusion, lienee the
necessity to keep a record? Tes; and the record was kept for purposes of comparison. No doubt
seclusion was used for tho purpose of saving expense, and people were locked up in rooms to save
attendance and supervision; but the medical journal was not intended as a chock on individual eases,
but to show that medical superintendents did not resort to it to an undue extent.
_
8746. Do you agree with the opinion held by some that the object of the Legislature, in making special
provision in schedule 9 of the Act, for recording cases of seclusion and restraint in a special column and
under a particular heading, was not only for purposes of comparison but also to prevent abuses?
Undoubtedly. Now, if I found at one institution too many people in seclusion or restraint, applied to
too large a number of cases, I do not inquire into individual cases, but I say to the medical superinten
dent, “ What are you doing with so large a number of people in seclusion ”? If L receive a satisfactory
explanation the matter is allowed to drop. If I. get an unsatisfactory explanation I very often removo a
certain number of cases from one asylum to another to try what can be done by change.
8747. Do you regard it as a most important matter that ibis record should be kept? I consider it most
important that a record of cases occurring in the day should bo kept.
_
'
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8748. Why by day only ? Incases o£ violence and outbreak, why distinguish between day and night P
Because when they are placed in bed in their rooms and are locked up, they are not in what is termed
seclusion.
_
8749. Supposing there is a violent outbreak at niglit, do you not think a record or these cases should be
kept for tbe information of the official visitors ? I do not think so. Such a practice would lead to a lot
of confusion, and 1 think the Medical Superintendents see all that happens,_
_
_
8750. Do you know if outside practitioners are called in for consultation with regard to patients in Bay*
view House? In private asylums it is the custom for friends to send their own medical practitioners
occasionally to consult with the Medical Superintendent, and especially in the case of severe bodily illness.
.And if they do not do this, it is the custom for the Medical Superintendent, lor his own safety and satis
faction, to call in a consultant and charge his fees in his accounts to the friends. Occasionally the friends
of patients send their own doctor to see patients in the public asylums, and the Medical Superintendents
have special instructions from me to call in a specialist in bad eye cases, in special diseases of women, and
in cases requiring dangerous operations, but tbe Medical Supei’intendent has always assistance at hand in
his colleagues for consulting purposes, which is not the case at Cook’s River, and in bad cases I am asked
to see ihe patients in consultation in the public institutions.
_
_ .
8751. In cases requiring special treatment at the Government institutions are the services of specialists
obtained ? Tes, when necessary.
8752. Referring again to the Government; patients at Bayview, what is the general class of eases sent
there from the public institutions for treatment? A.s a body, they aro all chronic cases of insanity, and
have for tho most part been some years in the Government Hospitals for the Insane before being sent.
In asking the Medical Superintendents at Gladesville, Callan Park, or Parramatta, to nominate cases for
transfer. I have not indicated that the cases should be incurable, but I think the Medical Superintendents
have generally selected incurable cases, since if they had selected curable ones they would have lost the
credit of the cure and Dr. Vause would have scored it. The recovery rate is a matter of much anxiety and
interest to all Medical Superintendents, because their credit much depends on it. The first question always
asked me when I requested a Medical .Superintendent to nominate a case for Cook’s River was, “May I send
a single-room ca^e r” and I have said, “ Tes” or “Ho” according to the number of these Dr. Vause had under
his care. By a single-room ease I mean one habitually or frequently requiring a single rootn at night. I have
considered it right that a fair number of such cases should be sent to Cook’s River, These cases, as a
rule, are decidly more expensive to keep than ordinary cases. Dr. Vause has had, what I consider, a
high rate paid for maintenance, and it was my positive duty to see that the Government got as far as
possible tbe value of its money. Besides, single rooms in the public hospitals are always fewer than is really
required; they are expensive to build, aud therefore more difficult to get from the. Government than
associated dormitories, and it was my duty therefore to relieve the public hospitals of single-room cases,
when possible. If any of these cases get quieter and better at Cook’s River, n.s they not infrequently did,
so that thev could sleep in associated dormitories on tbe occurrence of vacancies, other single-room cases
would be sent. The number of cases generally requiring single rooms, at Cook’s River, has-been from
seven to ten, and I may mention, that in arranging for the transfer of the patients from Cook s River to
the Government hospitals at the close of 1894, when the contract terminated, I specially selected nine to
go to Gladesville and Callan Park, because they were so bad that they couldnot be properly accommodated
at Rydalmere, where the other forty-one had been sent. Tho single rooms for women, at Cook s River,
were built in 1809. They are fairly ventilated ; the spaces between the studding, all round, are stuffed
with sawdust, having a large proportion of carbonate of lime mixed with it, and they are therefore much
warmer than wooden rooms generally, and the division walls are impervious as to sound, or nearly so.
Though not now up to a modern standard in some respects, at tbe time they were put up they were equal,
as regards ventilation, space, and general arrangements, to any of the single rooms in the Government
establishments, and decidedly superior to more than half of these. The single rooms in the Government
hospitals have of late been much improved, some within the last six months, but some are still defective,
and with these in existence in Government asylums, to have insisted on improvements in the single rooms
at Cook’s River, especially with the Government patients under notice of removal, and in the absence of
accidents and complaints, would have savoured of oppression. That they are safe rooms is shown by tbe
fact that no suicide or accident of any kind has, so far as I am aware, ever happened in any one oi these
since they have been in use—twenty-five years ; except in Case No. 20, as to which I have already spoken,
and in this case the accident was due to an epileptic patient being left with a movable iron bedstead
under an unusual combination of circumstances. I am not in favour of the indiscrimate lighting of
single rooms by gas, and 1 do not think what has been recently done at Cook’s River either necessary or
advisable. I tbiuk a small proportion of the single rooms should be lighted by gas, or rather that it
should be possible to light them for special cases. At the division for women at Parramatta there are
ninety-eight single rooms, and of these twelve can be lighted. The matron reports that only a, J ew are
ever lighted, and those only occasionally for new comers; who are frightened at first, and for sick and
other special cases. I hand in memoranda [Exhibits T and V—see Appendix] by Dr. Sinclair and
Dr. Biaxland, as to the lighting of single rooms at Gladesville and Callan Park.
_
8753. Are you satisfied with these rooms under ordinary circumstances ? Tes. Cases of insanity vary
verv much, almost as much as men vary, but as a rule they sleep best in a dark or at all events a very
dimly lighted room. It was one of my earliest observations at Gladesville that the patients in single
rooms were always most noisy and sleepless on bright moonlight nights, when the light got into the rooms
through the ventilating and other openings, and this is, I think, a general experience. _ My reasons for
not insisting on, or suggesting alterations to the single rooms and other parts of the institution, I will
give later on.
,
8754. ITe have had some contradictory evidence with regard to the food supplied to the Government
patients at Bayview Asylum, have you been present occasionally when meals have been taken by the
patients, and will yon give us the result of your experience in this respect? Tes. The food supplied
has been always, so far as I have observed, good in quality and abundant in quantity. Compared with
the food in the Government asylums, I should say that the supply, especially of meat, was decidedly moreample, and the dinners altogether better. 'Whenever I have been present at [dinner-time with tho
Government patients it has been oven unnecessarily abundant, so far as meat was concerned, but 1 have
always been given to understand that any surplus was taken back to the kitchen and reused as stewTs or
J
hashes,
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liaslies, as is done in private households, There was usually soup, and sometimes pudding. The
vegetables and bread were always sufficient, and the former varied in kind. As a proof of the sufficiency
of vegetables, I may mention that I only remember one case of purpurous patches on the hands at Cook’s
Hirer, an ailment to which insane patients are specially subject, and which is not uncommon in the public g Jnn
asylums. It is quite and absolutely impossible that any special preparations could be made at my visits,
' ’’
except a bottle of pickles. Dr. Vause never knew, tbe matron and nurses never knew, and I never knew
myself, when ] should see the dinners five minutes beforehand. It depended on my general arrangements,
and whether it was convenient for me to do so or not. I find from my journal notes of twelve occasions
during the last three or four years when I have seen the dinners served in the Government division. 1
went less frequently info ihe dining-rooms for rrivate patients for obvious reasons. I have frequently
seen the dinners fn course of preparation in the kitchen. The cooking, in my opinion, has varied at
different times. At one time Dr. Yause had a man cook, a Frenchman, who cooked admirablv, and whose
blanc-manges or minor dishes for the patients were excel!eait, and after his discharge, through difficulties
with the other scrvanls, he was allowed to come back, partly, 1 think, at my suggestion. At other times
there has been the ordinary Hibernian artist, but I cannot say that the cooking has ever been bad. I
have twice had complaints from private patients after discharge, one was from Case Ho. 01, as to the
breakfasts, and the want of variety thereat. This patient was insane from drink, and especially fastidious
at breakfast-lime, as all such people are. The other was from Case Ho. 49, and was mainly as to the
cooking.^ This lady is especially dainty and fastidious, and as both she and Case Ho. 04 recovered and
left the institution, having gained in weight, I did not attach very much importance to their complaints.
On the other hand, several private patients, after discharge, told me that tho food was ample and good.
One specially came to me a day or two since to insist on this, but shrank from appearing before the
Commission. His only criticism was that it was less varied than he got at home, 1 hand in two dietary
scales for the Government patients at Cook’s It-ivcr. One of these is in Air. Tucker’s writing, and is the
dietary approved when the Government patients were first sent there, and the other is the dietary which
has been in use for the last two or three years; and I hand in. also, the dietary scale for the Hospitals for
the Insane twenty-five years ago, when the Cook’s Hiver dietary was approved, and the changes since.
[Exhibit A'—see Appcn 'dix.1 The dietary at Cooks’ Eiver has been altered in various particulars since it
was firi-t agreed to, and particularly as to variety in food and as to the increase in butter, and the
substitution of this in part for dripping, and of jam for treacle. These alterations, which are decided
improvements, have been made by Dr. Vause. As dripping and treacle have beMi spoken of in. tlie
evidence, I may explain that when the dietary was first agreed to, tho patients in Government asylums
got no butter at all, and had to eat their bread dry or with dripping only. Butter was first given iu small
quantities, and also treacle, as well as dripping, and as butter has graduallv become cheaper, dripping has
been only used in comparatively small quantities. It is still difficult, however, to get really good butter
at cheap rates, ami as I consider good dripping much better than bad butter, and an excellent form of
food, of which a liberal supply is available, 1 have never thought it advisable to ask for the substitution
of butter for it at Cook s Hiver, even if I could have done so under the peculiar circumstances under
which the contract has always been renewed.
8755. Concerning the clothing of Government patients, have you always been satisfied with the amount
of clothing supplied? The clothing of the Government patients lias, to my mind, always been ample in
quantity, but I have occasion to criticise it in some particulars. I have considered that the dresses were
at times not sufficiently light for the summer weather, that the quality of the material was poor, and
that the dresses were sometimes worn to a very shabby condition, and I have at times, and when necessary,
expressed my opinion mi these points. I have never seen patients underclad considering the time of Year,
or in any way suffering from cold. The supply of petticoats has always appeared ample, and it is verv
easy to a practised inspector to sec this. I have neier had complaints from patients as to insufficiency of
clothing, The other complaints are not unfrcquently made. These, for the most part, have been us to
the kind of material, the want of new and lighter boots, and as to little matters of collars, ribbands, &c.
On these points 1 have occasionally asked the doctor or matron to humour the whims of the patients, and
at my next visit I have been shown tho article specially got. Scarcely a visit passes without some minor
complaint of this kind, but I have heard no real grievance as to clothing, and seen none. It is most
difficult to keep certain classes of patients, or certain individual patients in particular phases of their
malady, clean or tidxn They are careless and destructive, dirty, and indecent, and it is almost impossible
to keep them chid or tidy. It is necessary to employ canvas jumpers or overalls in some of these cases,
and in some cases these jumpers are all the patient has on except, perhaps, some torn underclothing. For
such patients it is not at all uncommon ;. indeed, it is necessary and right, .and is done in the public
asylums, to give tho cast-off clothing of the better class patients to these patients, so long as it is suffi
ciently warm and clean It is only delaying by a few days, or even a few hours, the passage of these
garments to the rag-bag, and making them serve a useful purpose in the meantime. Those patients who are
almost always partially unclad, and whose persons are exposed when a nurse is for a moment away, do
not appear to suffer cold. Their activity and constant movement keeps them warm in some cases : there
is a singular insensitiveness in others, and, curiously, colds, bronchitis, inflammation of the lungs, and
other similar ailments, are almost unknown among this class. Even infectious diseases seem to attack
them, less, and the influenza, when prevalent in hospitals for the insane, for the most part, if not
entirely, pass them by. At my visits of inspection I have at times examined tbe bedding, removing it
Horn one or two beds taken at random in the dormitories, with the special object of seeing if the sheet
was clean and dry, and the supplv of bedding sufficient. At these times I have seen the bed and the
blankets, aud always considered the latter sufficient for the time of year; sometimes thev were more than
sufficient, and it has been explained to me that the extra blankets were left on at the wish of individual
patients. I have never had. a complaint made to mo of insufficient clothing at night, Tho clothing for
private patients is mostly supplied by friends; but sometimes it is left to Dr. Vause to supplv, and is
then, so far ns I have seen, suitable and sufficiently varied.
"
875G. Do you know ot any case or eases where the clothing of private patients has been used for Govern
ment patients ? As to the statement that private clothiug has been worn by Government patients. I
know nothing, though I can easily imagine that discarded pieces of finery, or cast-off dresses of private
patients, have been so appropriated. Especially as they would in some cases be accepted with pleasure
to.

and ]

'
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and worn with much satisfaction.

As to the clothing of Government patients, or of the hind supplied to

Maiming, Government patients, being occasionally used for private patients, 1 am aware that it lias been done, and
Esq., M.D. with, iu my opinion, perfect propriety. Case jSTo. 28, who has been mentioned as wearing the so-called

vi T<in IRQ- Government clothes, was a Frenchwoman, and was brought from New Caledonia, where her husband
’
lived. I refused to admit her to any one of the Government hospitals in accordance mth a general rule
precluding the admission of insane persons brought by friends from other colonies to tho public institu
tions here, and after a time the French Consul made an arrangement with Dr. Vauso to pay £1 per
TvecP—Ioas than the Government maintenance rate—for this patient’s residence at Cooks Kiver, where
she was admitted in October, 1890. She was a destructive patient; her small stock of private clothes
was soon exhausted, no more was sent, and after a time all payments on her account ceased. Dr. \ ause
and the French Consul applied for her transfer to a public asylum. Tins I refused, and only consented
when it was shown to me by inquiries through the Police that the patient s husband had become a
resident in this Colony. She was transferred to Parramatta in January, 1894. Meantime the patient
was for some months fed, clothed, aud looked after entirely at Dr. Yause s expense. J he clothing was
such as is provided for the Government patients, and the patient was kept m tlie ward set apart, tor
Government patients. This patient is still at Parramatta, wears Government clothing, and is maintained
at tho Government expense. I have seen, on one or two occasions, what I believed to be the ordinary
winsey used for Government patients on another patient, Case No. 44, whose name has also been men
tioned in this particular. She is a very elderly woman, over 80, imbecile from birth, and of faulty habits
from bladder weakness, and needs a large number of dresses so that she may be kept dry and clean. Ihe
dresses I have seen have been nicely made, evidently made specially for her, and, m my opinion, were
quite suitable. This patient is always thoroughly well attended to, and has special care owing to her
feebleness. Case No. 45, now deceased, has also been spoken of as wearing the so-called Government
clothes, but I know nothing of this.
,
8757 Do the complaints we have heard in reference to private patients being kept in the Government
division refer to those sleeping in the seclusion cells, or do you know of any case whore private patients
have been placed in the associated dormitories ? I have mentioned that.Case No. 28 was placea with the
Government patients and the reason why. aud I may go on now to mention other cases so placed. \V hen
the Government decided to remove seventy-five of the patients from Cook s Eiver in 1890, a dispute arose
as to which patients were to go. Dr. Vause would have liked to select them, when probably he would
have chosen those tif go who were most troublesome and. expensive. Some of the friends of patients
wished them to remain at Cook’s Eiver, and, foreseeing a difficulty, I decided, as fair both to the Govern
ment and Dr. Vause, that I would remove the seventy-five patients who had been at Cook s Eiver the
longest, and I commenced to do so. The friends of four or five, kqwever—T think five—after trying to
nersuade me to alter mv decision, decided that sooner than have tbe patients removed, when they are
comfortable and happy ."they would contrive to pay a larger amount. They had previously been paying
small rates to the Government, and Dr. Vause arranged to allow them to remain at smaller rates ot pay
ment than his ordinary private cases, so that I only removed seventy or seventy-one out ot the seventyfive Two or three of these patients remained in the ward for Government patients—one, Case No. 14,
has been there ever since, and is there still. She is paid for at the rate of £1 per week. Her friends
have lately written to me stating that they had received letters endeavouring to make mischief, and
informing them that the patient was in the Government division, a fact of whicli.thcy were perfectly
aware. Another case of a private patient mentioned as being in the Government division is Case No. Id,
who is there sometimes for weeks together by day, but does not sleep there, or take her meals there 1
know the case well, and have seen no reason to object to tho course pursued An institution for tho
insane should, like other institutions, and the work! generally, be conducted on the principle ot the
greatest good for the greatest possible number. Case No. 18, by her language, her habits, and her conduct,,
would, for davs ami weeks at a time, be a grevious offence to the quieter lady patients bhe is herself
quieter and less offensive with and to the Government patients, and she gets the value ot the money paid
for her and is 1 believe happier on the whole, and in a more congenial company in the Government
division 1 have seen other female patients in the Government division occasionally and on rare occasions,
and have inquired as to the reason. Whenever a patient becomes unbearable in the private division, or
would be benefited by removal to tho Government division either by night or day, or has specially desired
to go to the Government division to sleep, I can see no objection to the removal. The Government
hosnitals are regulated in this way. And I may mention that for a very long.' time two of the
. single rooms
at Cook’s Eiver were allotted to private patients, and one of these, Use No. 08, slept m one for man}
months
and bedding
fromffie
nths at her own wish, having a bedstead ana
oeaaing brought
urougnt n-oui
mu private wards.
IS. Do von desire to put in certain documents
and’ reports
may appear as an Appendix to
8758.
'
' so that they
'
ir evidence? Tes. The correspondence which I produce [Exhibit 'W—see Apprndix] shows how
your
■
the Government patients were first sent to Cook’s Eiver, and to some extent how and why titty
and when'
nave been allowed to- remain there. I would note specially the following points :—1st. That mv
of them have---------------~ 2nd.
~ " That my
recommendation to an annual license was overruled.
_ recommendatioo as to the period oi
the license and of tho Government contract being made to begin and end at tho same time was not
accented, so that on termination of license the contract was m existence, and on the termination of contract
the license was in existence, and it was, therefore, impossible to insist on alteration at either period.
3rd That when I have opposed the renewal of the contract the matter had been decided off-hand and ovei
my head, so that I have never been given an opportunity of making conditions as to JfnP™™ments ™
connection with tho renewal if it was to be granted. 4th. That improvements, when insisted
—...... on,
“ have
5th.
That
I have
been used as arguments for prolonging-the duration of the contracts or foi its renewa .
farming-out Government
always held, and staled in the strongest way, objections to the system ot.farmm
patients, though T have always expressed an opinion that private asylums, m the absence ot endowed
hospitals for the insane for private patients, are a necessity, and a useful adjunct to an asylum system
iu providin'1, for a special class who cannot, under existing conditions, be adequately provided foi in the
Government institutions. 6th. That I have always reported favourably on the general management of
Cook’s Eiver and of the treatment of the Government patients therein, this being only right and just to
the proprietors, who have never given me an opportunity, of usiag any statement as to mismanagement as
an agreement or lever for removing the Government patients.
S759.
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Having glanced at these papers, I find that yon object to the continuance of the contract;—is that
IT. N.
S • * '1,av0’ generally, on the grounds of economy. It was made originally for four years, with the Manning,
Esq., M.D.
option of a renewal for two years; but it has been continued from 1874 until tho present time.
87C0. I also find you state, as a reason for the continuance of the contract, that some peculiar political
influence was brought to hear on the various G-overnments; do you think that is tlie case ? I have had S Jan., 1895.
reason to think so.
8761. Do you personally desire to sec the contracts concluded, so that the Government patients may be
transferred to the Government institutions as soon as possible ? Yes; I consider I owe a duty to the
Government, insomuch that I should see that insane patients are maintained at the cheapest rate possible.
n that view I recommended the transfer of patients back to Government asvlums whenever there was
room.
"
8762. So strongly that you reported as follows: “The system of farming out patients is one to which
there are great and well-founded objections. It is wrong in principle, since the cost and maintenance of
the insane poor should never he a matter of commercial speculation. It is costly, and it is liable to
abuses which are impossible in providing for the insane in public institutions ”
do you hold that opinion
now? 1 still hold it.
8763. In this special report to which I am referring [mc memorandum. 1o the OMrf Secretary, Exhibit
"
y01*
that in the twelve years during which 125 patients were farmed out, the Government
paid £87,750, exclusive of burial fees, all charges for transfer, &c.; further, that up to December. 1894,
the charges for the fifty patients would amount to £23,400, making a total of £111,150, and tlmt'it was
not difficult to show that the licensees of Cook’s Itiver had during tho twenty years enjoyed a profitable
monopoly? I reported that to the Government; for 1 considered that the buildings, as originally put
up, should have been paid for in the first five years.
8764. Did you also report that the animal rate paid at Cook's River was £1 2s. 6d. per week ? Yes; it
was ^origin ally £1 5s., hut latterly it has been £L 2s. 6d. per week per patient.
876o. Would that amount to £58 10s, per patient per annum? Yes.
8760. Do you deduct from that collections made from patients and their friends by the Master in Dunacv
"
which, in 1892.
1892, nmonnff.d
amounted tn
to £2 fia
6s. in
10 per patient 9? Yes.
8767. Thus, leaving the actual annual cost of maintenance per patient at £56 3s. 2d. ? Yes.
8768. What has been the average annual maintenance rate for the last ten years in hospitals for the
insane . Per patient it has been £31 15s. lid.; and deducting from that £3 ids. lid. per patient as the
average collections made by the Master in Lunacy during tho past ten vears, it leaves a total cost of
£27 10s. per head.
"
8/69. Do you add to this £7 7s. for rent of buildings, and 15s. for repairs to buildings carried out by the
Government Architect, amounting to £3 2s , thus making the annual cost of mainlenancc £36 Is.? 'Yes.
8/70. Do you think tlint is a liberal calci
" * for
~ the rent and repairs ? Yes, I do ; very liberal,
calculation
8771. Does that leave
difference in cost per patient, comparing private with public asylums, of
£20 2s. 2d.? Yes.
'i;ls t^li3 ^een R°‘nS 011 during the last twenty years ? Yes.
8/73. Was this eourse followed because there was no provision in tho Government institutions for these
patients, or, in o;her words, was it a matter of necessity that you paid this extremely high rate ? Yes ;
there have been but few opportunities of removing patients from Bayview House.
'
8774. On this account did you protest most strongly against the continuance of the contract ? Yes;
t roe ycais ago 1 protested, but I was not then in a position to do more than protest. I, however,
recommended that the Government should make provision for these patients, and that the contract should
terminate at the end of December, 1891.
8775. I find that you point out in your memorandum that it is much less costly to maintain insane women
than insane mon
has that anything to do with dress aud general management? The food supplv is less,
tho clothing costs less, and nurses are paid a lower wage than male attendants. This is recognised iu
Dagland where the difference in cost is reckoned at Is. per week in favour of women, and it is even
more m this country, as was seen by Mr. Tucker when he asked £1 Sa. and £1 5a. a week for men, and
£1 2s. Ud. a week for women.
8770. I sec you point out carefully in your report that the patients at Cook’s Eiver are chronic cases who
are not mminam, while those in the Government establishments include criminals, and a very larpjc
proportion of acute cases ;—would this make a serious difference in the cost of maintenance? It would
undoubtedly. Tbe chronic cases require much less attention than the acute capes.
8777. Arc criminal lunatics much more costly than the ordinary chronic cases ? Criminal lunatics are
much more costly.
8773. Do t ou say that female patients of tho ‘■•hronic class arc maintained in ihe G-overnment asylums at
a considerably less cost than £34 a year each, counting all charges, and including interest of inout.v as
rent o! buildings and cost of repairs of every description ? Yes ; 1 come to that conclusion on what' the
rennalcs cost at Parramatta, which is less than at Gladesville or Callan 3Jark.
8779. I notice that in this report you on tor very fully into the totals of costdo you point out the
rhfforenco between £56 and £34 per year for 125 patients during the twelve rears from 1875 to 1886, and
for fifty patients during the eight years from 1837 to 1894 inclusive, to bo'as follows: 125 patients at
£56 per year for twelve years, £Si,006; fifty patients at £56 a year tor eight years, £22.400,—at total of
8780. Then 125 patients at £51,000 ; fifty patients at £31 for eight years, £13,600,is a total of £61,600,
so that tho actual difference in cost has been £41,800 ? Yes ; that is the difference in cost.
8781. Did these matters appear in your annual report for 1892, and were thev brought under the notice
of the Government of the day ? Yfcs.
"
8782. ^ Do you sum up the whole matter in these terms : “So that in twenty years tho Government 1ms paid
£11,800 to the proprietors of Cook’s River in excess of what the Government patients sent here could
have been maintained in the Government establishments—and to what purpose ’’ ? Yes.
8783. Do you still hold the same views? Yes ; I do.
8781. I would now like to ask you a few questions about private lunatic asvlums;—do von not say in
your report that, ‘‘In a disease like insanity, so different in its degree, so varied in its manifestations,and
attacking all sorts and conditions of men, no system or manner of treatment should bo a1to"cl.her set
aside ; and private asylums^have a useful plaee in any asylum system, especially where there are no
207—2 II
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lunatic hospitals managed, by trustees and set apart especially for paying patients such as those at Coton
Hill, near Stafford ; Barn wood House, near Gloucester; Northampton in England, or the HoyaL Hospitals
at Montrose. Dundee, and other places in Scotland ? That is my opinion.
? v
8785. Therefore do private asylums play an important part in the treatment ot these cases. ).es;
undoubtedly they do.
• ,
j. a *i,
ofa
8786. Do you think there should he careful conditions surrounding the management oi these private
asylums? Tes.
■
■ ->? i i ^n.1
8787. Especially in cases where there arc no lunatic asylums managed by trustees, as in Ungjanti ana
Scotland ? Tes. J consider the ideal asylum for private eases to be asylums like those 1 have mentioned
in England and Scotland. These possess special endowments, which have been given by wealthy individuals.
They are managed bv unpaid directors or trustees. The medical superintendents are appointed by them,
and these officials have no interest in the financial matters beyond their own salaries. Ihe rich patients
are paid for at high rates, and the poor at low rates, and benefit by the endowment. It people have large
incomes, and wish to spend two or three thousands of pounds per annum in the maintenance ot patients,
these endowed hospitals very often will not take such patients. I remember one case tvlnch came under
my notice the last time I went home, where the Countess of Durham paid as much as £3,000 a vear ior
maintenance. The patient had every luxury available ; she kept her coachman and lootman, her maid,
and had a special suite of rooms when she was well. When she was ill she occupied a bare panelled
room, and had much the same arrangements made for her as Case No. 1 had at Bayview House
passed from one stage to another'in her mental condition, and with the change she was removed trom
every comfort and luxury to the isolation and silence of a panelled room, and then back again to her wellfurnished apartments.
. ,. _
t*. • ■
S78S. Do many patients prefer a private institution to a public hospital? Tes. it is impossible ior
private patients to be put in public hospitals without mixing to some extent, and at times, with tliepubnc
patients. "When having intermissions of sanity, they do not like to mix with the public patients.
' m,
too. a source of great annoyance to the patients and their friends if, after recovery, another patient calls
at their residence and say's, “ 1 knew you at Gladesville,” Callan Park, or so on. N aturalljtherefore,
people who can afford to pay prefer to send relatives to a private asylum, and that, m my opinion, is ouc
of the reasons why Bayview' House would be better and do better without Government patients.
8789, In the case of private asylums, has there always been some difficulty about official inspection ot the
details of management? There always has been, and there always must be, where there is a matter ot
8790* Do^vou think if inspection is inquisitorial, and conducted with a fault-finding attitude or imdulysuspicious proceedings, defects and abuses will be concealed ? That may be so. Another reason J see tor
private asvlums in this Colony, where there are no endowed asylums, is that the Government wi n
provide special luxuries for people who wish and would prefer to pay tor them.
- is a mos i
matter to get from the Government special furniture and other articles required for the use ot private
patients. I may mention that in America, in one or two of the States private patients are
into
public asylums, so long as they only require one room, but they eat and live with the ordinary patients.
The authorities refuse to take patients if they require more than one room.
. . .
,,
8791. In one of vour reports, amongst the mass of documentary testimony you have laid before tbe
Commission. I see there is some reference made to the failure that has attended, m 1 ranee and elsewhere,
the farming out of patients will you state the particulars connected with the failure to which you reter
Tes • while on the European continent, I went to see the establishment of the Brothers Labitte, and to
ascertain something of its management. The insane from two departments in Prance .were ^ Here
for treatment: but the system broke down entirely, as it was found that abuses crept m, and that the
patients were stinted in minor things. In fact, the whole system broke down
. . r.-|nt.
8792. Are there any other institutions similar to the one at Cook s Eiver m the Australasian Colo e, .
the present time ? There is one in New Zealand.
S79:t. Have you visited it? No. _
8791. Have you seen reports from it? Tes.
„
8795. Are they of a satisfactory character ? Tes ; the institution is somewhere near Dunedin, and Hr.
MacGregor, the inspecting medical officer, sends me his reports.
. „
,, ,,
q
8796. Is there auy other institution or establishment licensed under the Lunacy Act in New South Wa es
besides Bayview House? Tea : there is a small licensed house at Hyde, managed by Sisters of Charity.
8797. Was this house built for the special purpose ? No ; they have three patients only j ^ "^ensed
for six. There are also two houses licensed for one patient each, known as bwiss and Woodland
879Sa°What provision is made for the visitation of these places P_ They come under my visitation ; I visit
the cottages where the patients are chronic cases—feeble old ladies—once every six months.
go o
house at Hyde about once every three months.
8799. Do the official visitors also visit these houses ? No.
,
„ „ ■
8800. Dnder the provisions of the Lunacy Act, do not the official visitors have to inspect eiery institu
tion ? No
asylums..
iso ;; there
tnere are
are no
no official
oincnai visitors
yjsjhu& to
uu Bydalmere and Newcastle
----^ . . ... ..
i +i rt_ +-l_
appointed only for
institutions?" "
Tes; for
institutions, and then the
8801. Are they
’
' certain
..................
" certain
'
• J not mandatory.
’ ■
The Act says the Government may appoint one or two or more official
appointment is
SSOA^Did vou approve of the hoarding-out system so long as it was earned out under proper conditionsif
I thought private asylums, years ago, valuable institutions m tbe absence of endowed hospitals, but I do
8803?£Tvo!fr^
Woodland Cottages and at Eyde, as boarded-out;
?
No - I take it that boarding out means where patients are boarded out by the Government. In tliese
cases the arrangements are made by tho friends of tho patients. In the case of the two cottages, the
patients lived there some vears before the Lunacy Act came into operation. A license was granted to the
houses under the Act, so that there would be no necessity to remove these aged ladies from the people
with whom they have lived for so many years.
»
8804 If you did not issue a license in that manner, would the way be open for evading the intention of
the 4etT Tes ■ I know one or two cases where persons wished to get licenses, but the patients were sent
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into the asylums. Naturally, as you may imagine, the friends of patients keep them out of the institutions
Manning,
as long as they can.
Esq., M.l)..
8805. Is there a branch of the Bayview Asylum at Narrabcen ? Tes.
8800. Is that licensed ? No; the 32nd section of the Act deals with this matter. That section says:— ■8 Jan., 1895.

Ihe Euporiulcntlent; of any hospital for 1-ho insane or licensed house may with the consent in writing of the InspcctorGenentl send or take under proper control avi/ pnlient, to any ipteijifid place for any definite time for the lenefit of his health,
and also permit any palient to be absent from any such hospital or licensed house upon trial for such period as may be
thought tit: Provided always that, before giving any such consent the Inspector-General may require the approval in
writing of the person who signed the order or request for the reception of such patient or by whom tlie last payment on
account of such patient shall have been made. In case any person so allowed to he absent for the benefit of his health or
on trial for any period do not return nt the expiration thereof, and a medical certificate as to his state of mind, certifying
that his detention as an insane person is no longer necessary, be not sent to tile superintendent or licensee of such hospital
or licensed house such persons may at imy time after the expiration of tho same period be retaken us in the case of on escape.

8S07. Is there any provision for the inspection of patients while nt Narranbeen P No : not while there.
They are only there for a month or two, under supervision of course, and they are either then taken back to
Bayvietv House or discharged. These provisions are copied from tlie English Act, where they are inserted
so that patients may be taken to the seaside and other places in tbe hope of obtaining a beneficial change.
8808. 1 see from your report that you say, “The Government and the patients farmed out have been
singularly fortunate in having to deal with Dr. Vause during the last eight years, but this has been by
accident only, since tbe patients under the contract with the Government were sold to him without the
consent of the Government, and there is nothing now to prevent the contract from being transferred to
someone else, who may be but little fitted for the charge. Dr. Vause lias proved himself to be a friend
to the patients, particularly in many cases where the private patients were unable to pay, aud to the best
of his ability endeavours to perform tbe duties and responsibilities of medical superintendent.” Do you
adhere to that opinion ? Yes ; I have said that and I still think it. I wish to point out now that, though
.1 have been desirous of getting the patients back from Bayview, yet I have never been able to find an
argument to use ns a lever for their removal from anything I saw in the way of neglect or mismanage
ment. Dr, Vause has given me no opportunity m this direction, Notivithstauding the fact that 1 have been
desirous of getting the patients back, it is my duty to say that Bayview House has been well conducted.
8809. Is that your ojiimon still? It is.
*
’
8S1(X Notwithstanding the evidence you have heard per contra while sitting on this Commission ?
Nothing to the contrary has been proved to my mind.
S81I, As regards tho general management, do you still hold the same opinion ? Yes.
8812. Dr. Garran.) When you first know Bayview' House, how did it compare with the Government
asylums r It was decidedly in advance of them. The Government asylums were in a wretched condition.
You have no idea of the condition in which they were. They were overcrowded to such an extent that
one could scarcely go into the dormitories without treading on patients. Beds were so scattered all over
the floor that you could not walk through the wards.
8813. Hid Hr. Tucker really start the improvements ? Tes; in the earlier stages. When these buildings
were first put up they were better than the Government institutions in many respects.
8814. ^ If you had desired to send a friend to an asylum then would you have preferred sending him to
Bayview House? Yes.
wi
^ no^,lln^
lavish expenditure of late years that the Government asylums were on a
better looting, and able to accommodate the patients? Yes; besides in the early days it was almost
impossible to get good medical officers. When first I came here I had to some extent to pay medical
assistants out of my own pocket. I had to invite them to come and live with me. The first assistant I
got at Gladesville was one of the medical officers at the Sydney Hospital, and I had to invite him to come
and live with me. Now things are very much altered, and I can obtain both efficient medical officers and
attendants.
.
8810. ^Notwithstanding these facts, are you clearly of opinion that the general management of Bayview
House is fairly satisfactory ? Yes.
J
8817. Has your opinion been shaken by the evidence of nurses you have listened to as a member of this
GomtmssionP Not in the main point.
8818. Do you know Case No. 15 ? I do.
8819. Was she in a Government institution before she was sent to Bayview House ? Tes; she was at
Gladesville.
8820. Have you heard in evidence that she was put to sleep in a single room at night while at Bayview
House ? I have.
□
o
j
8821, Was slie a similarly difficult patient before she was sent to Bavview House? I cannot tell you
accurately w'hat her condition was at Gladesville without looking up the books. I know she has gone
back to Gladesville, and I shall have no difficulty in getting you full particulars about her in the eourse
ot il day or two, fitid will do so. [Exhibit ~K.—Ree AppendixJ\
SS22. Have you been cognisant of this patient being put naked in a single room at night ? I have known
qoooV118i Pu^,m
"with suitable rugs and bedding; there is no other way of dealing with her.
8823. Arc there similar cases to this now in the Government asylums ? There are.
coo11' wCiilleae dea,t Witl1 in a si“ilar way? , Yci, and provided with suitable bedding.
825. With all you resources at the public institutions, have you any alternative than to treat such
patients in this way? There is no alternative that I am aware of. If you restrain these patients thev
get no sleep, and arc worse the next day, wherebs by treating them in this manner they get a fair amount
ot sleep during the night, and a greater degree of quiet during the day.
8820, Do you, by adopting this mode of treatment, apply tbe minimum of restraint on them? Tes;
‘I ^J;ing them into a room by themselves they get a certain amount of sleep ; they w'ould get no sleep
at all it you used any form of restraint.
*
8S27._ Have you tried to induce such patients to wear night-dresses ? It would be a very dangerous
experiment; they would tear them up, and most likely tie them round their throats.
8828. Do you think, in regard to their own safety, it is expedient to put them in these single rooms at
ooln
cIo1:hltffi ? 1 do> provided that warm and suitable bed-clothes are provided.
8829. Could you bring any reproach against Dr. Vause for following this practice ? No.
8830.

'
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8830. What is the rule at G-overnmeut asylums for bathing ordinary female patients? They get a warm
Manning hath once a week. The dirtier cases get a bath when it is required. A good many aro bathed every
<1‘’' ‘ morning; this is necessary. A good many patients get a shower-bath when they wish.
The showerS^Jan^lSSS.
*s °Pen
^)cm’ an<l they use it when they like.
' SS31. Can you trust patients to bathe themselves ? There is always an attendant present.
_
8832. We have been told that the rule at Bayview House is to bathe the Government female patients
once ft week—every Saturday afternoon ;—is that practically the same as at the G-overnment institutions ?
It is practically the same.
_
8833. Mr, McGowen.] On page 10 of the Lunacy Act, clause 30, it states “there shall be kept in every
licensed bouse a book, to be called the medical case-book, in the form and manner directed by the
Colonial Secretary, in which the superintendent shall make or cause to be made certain entries" ;—is that
book kept at Bayview House ? Yes, it is.
...
8834\ Does the same clause state that entries of the mental state and bodily condition of each patient,
together with a correct description of the medicine and other remedies described for the treatment of his
disorder, shall be made in this book? Yes.
_ _
8835. Is that carried out at Jlay view House ? It is carried out; 1 will not say it is carried out at the
asylum in evory case and in every particular, but I believe it is fairly carried out. I have looked at the
case-books in the public institutions, and have occasionally pointed out that the medicines are not so fully
entered as I would like to see them. I have done the same at Cook’s Eiver, and, as a rule, there the
remedies are entered.
.
8836. Would the giving of the medicine in the poisoning case at Cook’s Eiver have been entered even if
it bad not had fatal results ? Yes ; if a patient was given a sedative that fact would be recorded. If sbe
did not have a special sedative but was subject to fits, there would be the general treatment of the ease
a bottle of medicine would most likely be supplied and particulars of that would be recorded in the case
book.
_
8837. We have had it in evidence that on a number of occasions medicine was given to Case Ho. 12 at
night;—was this recorded ? Yes ; the medicines in that case were recorded. _ I have seen the records.
SS28. To the best of your belief, were the provisions of this 39th clause carried out strictly at Bayview
House? Yes; in the main. I will not say that every dose of medicine w'as recorded, but I know the
majority of them were. Occasionally I have called the attention of the medical officers in public institutions
to certain omissions and they have always said as an eicuse that they were overworked. As a rule these
eases have been fully recorded at Cook’s Eiver.
_
8839. In clause 69 of the Lunacy Act it is stated that every licensed house shall be visited by the
Inspector-G-eneral at least once in every six months and with or without any previous notice, 11 and every such
visit shall be made at such hour of the day or night and for such length of time as he shall think fit,
and also at such other times as the Colonial Secretary may direct" ;—have you ever made a night visit to
Bayview House ? No.
_
.
88-iO. Eegarding that part of section 71 of the Lunacy Act “as to whether any patient is under restraint
or in seclusion, and why”—do you say you do not consider putting patients in these rooms in the night-time
and locking the door as seclusion and restraint? No; that does not come within tho meaning of these
terms, as defined by the English and Scotch Commissioners, and as I have thought it desirable to apply
bere. I have given this particular portion of the Act very great consideration, and I have done what I
consider to be best for the benefit of the patients as a whole.
_
8811. Do yon not say, generally speaking of other patients, that if they are sleeping in a dormitory that
they are in seclusion ? They are all in seclusion.
_
8842. Must not these patients put in a single room to sleep and locked up there bo in greater seclusion
than tbe patients in the dormitories ? Yes; undoubtedly.
8843. Do you also say that Dr. Yause has carried out the practice in force at the Government asylums as
far as Government patients are concerned, when putting these patients iu these rooms? Yeswhenever
patients have been put in single rooms in tho day-time tbe fact has been notified; when put in at night
the fact has not been recorded.
8841. In the Government asylums arc 1he patients visited by night attendants ? Yes.
8815. Did you know there were no night attendants at Bayview House? Yes.
8846. Did you know that these sincle rooms are filled regularly every night ? I knew that there were
from eight to ten patients sleeping there every night, and understood that generally there were one or
two rooms empty. Private patients slept in these rooms for months together at their own wish.
8817. Do you know also that these patients were locked in these rooms at night, they were not seen by
any attendant until they were taken out the following morning? I know that they were not seen after
10 o’clock at night until they were taken out in the morning. The matron before going to bed herself
used to see them at 10 o’clock.
8848. At what time are these patients taken out in the morning? It varies according to the season of
the year. It is different in summer to what it is winter. Prom 6 to 7 and 8 o’clock, according to the
time of year.
8849. Are they in these rooms, then, from six to eight and ten hours ? Yes.
8850. Did you protest against this course of treatment, knowing that it was different to that followed at
Government asylums ? No; I knew the cases, not only as a class, but individually. As far as Government
asylums are concerned, the patients in the single rooms are mainly acute cases—eases of an altogether
different class to those under treatment at Bayview House. 1 dare say there are more than ten cases in
each of the Government asylums whose rooms are passed by an attendant every hour in the night. Even
then the doors are not opened.
8851. 8till an attendant passes the door at stated intervals? Yes.
.
_
8852. Are there any acute cases at Bayview to your knowledge? As a rule they are chronic cases. I
have said I always understood that if there were'cases in the acute stage, or if patients were suffering
from any unusual mental or bodily sickness, at Bayview House, there was always a night nurse in
attendance.
i
_
_
8853. Was Case No. 15 an acute case? No ; a very chronic one. She has occupied a single room since
'
the rear 1SSI.
8854.
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SSo4. Do you know if Case No. 12 was placed an a single room at night ? I do not know; hut, judging
from what I have seen and heard of the case, I consider it would have been quite proper treatment to put
her in a single room.
8855. Do yon know if Case No. 45 was in a single room ? No.
8856. Or Case No. 49? No.
8857. lifter Case No. 45 had fits, was she placed in a single room ? I never heard of it. She is an
estremely gentle little body, and was never likely to be placed in one of these rooms,
8858. In the case of fire, and seeing that these structures are lined with sawdust, that there are no night
attendants nearer than the nurses sleeping in the dormitories, what chance v, ould patients have of
escaping or being taken out of these rooms ? If I had the management of the institution I should have
always had a night watch.
8859. Did you know that Case No, 1 was placed in a seclusion-room on the men’s side? 1 have gone
into that matter very fully. I knew that Case No. 1 was placed in the room when he was first admitted
to Cook’s Diver, that he was there for a fortnight or three weeks, and then that he was removed to an
upstairs room.
8860. Wo have had it in evidence from nearly all the witnesses that he occupied this isolation room for
at least about six months :—were you aware of that ? No. I understood when 1 made inquiries that he
was there occasionally ; 1 did not know he was there for any length of time.
8861. Were you given to understand that anight attendant was in the room? I was told there was a
night attendant whenever he was in a single room.
8862. Did you hear Dr, Blaxland’s evidence, and tho evidence of other witnesses, with regard to the
quantity of night-clothing the patient destroyed. According to the evidence of the patient’s son and the
attendant Doherty from eighteen to twenty different suits of pyjamas and night-shirts were supplied to
him while at Bayview House, and yet in two months while at Callan Park, according to the evidence
of Dr, Biaxland, he destroyed 118 articles of apparel and bed-clothes;—from this evidence have you
reason to believe that he was naked in his room at night during his stay at Bayview? 1 think ho was
very often naked. _ I do not say he was ever put into tbe room naked, but I feel perfectly certain he was
very often naked iu the room. I have seen him naked in his room since he has been at Callan Park.
8363. Do you think he was more destructive in Callan Park than he was at Bayview House ? I think he
was worse in all respects in the earlier part of his residence at Callan Park, The removal of the patient
did him harm, and he was worse in consequence for a time than he was at Cook’s Eiver.
8864. Do you also say that Case No. 49 complained about the food ;—did she complain about any
thing else? Yes; she complained about the bathing. She objected to the nurses being present while
she had her bath. She based her objection to me on the grounds that bathing in the presence of the
nurses was scarcely decent. I also ascertained that she had an idea that they might drown her while in
the bath. I had reason, however, to think this was a delusion, as, you will remember, Dr. Crago said when
giving his evidence.
8865. Did she ever complain to you of having to sleep in the single rooms? No. When I found she
had complaints to make 1 invited her to come and see me; hut she never complained of having been put
in a single room.
8866. What was the greatest number of Government patients at Bayview House at any onetime? I
think 125.
8867. What percentage of this number would be females ? All of them.
8868. In your report, as referred to by the President, do you not say there were political and extraneous
influences exercised to get and keep patients at Bayview House? Yes, or words to that effect.
8869. Do you know' who used, or how these influences were used ? I have nothing definite to tell you on
that subject.
8870. Can you tell the Commission how and by whom yon were informed that this political influence was
brought to bear? I know on one occasion that a Government of the day xvas in difficulties, aud I was
told that renewing the contract to Bayview House saved the G-overnment from defeat.
8871. W hat Government was that ? Eeally, at this time I do not know for certain. I do not know
whether it was Sir Alexander Stuart’s Government or which Government it was. It was some years ago.
8872. As a high public officer, having to report to the Ministerial head of your department, can you not
state tho reason you had for forming such an opinion ;—will you not admit that it is a sweeping charge
to make, when you, ns inspector-General of the Insane, say that by the granting of a certain contract a
Government was saved? Perhaps it is a sweeping statement, but I hud other reasons which led me to
this conclusion. It was not difficult for me to see, when I interviewed the Minister in power, that lie had
had advice other than mine.
8873. Did you not say, a while ago, you never had a really good reason other than that of expense to
remove Government patients from Bayview House—or, in other words, that you had no fault to find
with the treatment and general management of patients? I had no other cause than that named
8874. I notice there is1 a great similarity in all your annual reports—1 have the last three issued ; did you
not say, in answer to a question, that the death-rate was better at Cook’s Eiver than in the public
institutions, I see on page !) of your 189L report that the death-rate at Cook’s Eiver was 12’37 ;
Parramatta, S‘73 , Callan Park. 8‘5S ; Gladesville, 5'93. and so on ;—does this not show that the death-rate
at Cook's Eiver was the highest of all ? The death-rate at Cook’s Eiver was higher that particular year,
but my statement is founded by striking an average of the death-rates for the last ten years. You cannot
arrive at a reliable average by taking any one year specially.
8875. It is also stated on page 11 of that report that accommodation is provided in the public hospitals on
a basis of 600 cubic feet of dormitory space per patient, this being the lowest compatible with health ;—
is there that amount of cubic space per patient at Bayview House ? Yes ; but it was not so originally.
On one occasion on relicensing I took objection to the pro\ision at Bayview House, and bad the cubic
space per patient extended to 800 feet for private patients, and to 600 feet per patient for Government
patients. That has been maintained ever since.
8876. There is another matter in your annual reports—that is, the cost of maintenance of patients ? I see
you omit the cost of Government patients at Cook’s Eiver when stating the average annual and average
weekly cost of inaintenanee per patient at the public hospitals;—why is that? Because I am dealing
particularly with the public hospitals for the insane.
'
SS77.
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8877. I see you mate a comparison between the other hospitals excepting Cook’s Hirer ? As far as the
recovering and death-rate arc concerned, I include Cook’s Hiver.
_
8878. "Why do you not state the cost of maintenance per head at Cook’s Hiver? I always liave stated
that every year as £1 2s. 6d. per week per head; it was always the same. I do not put that in the
' columns with the figures referring to the cost of maintenance at the public institutions, because it would
be unfair in this way : the cost at Cook’s Eiver includes the cost of lodging. In the Government estab
lishments the cost mentioned is the cost of maintenance exclusive of the cost of buildings; 1 could not
put the two together. T show the figures relative to the cost of maintenance at the Government institu
tions in the form in which they appear, so ihat they may be used for comparison with the maintenance
rates at other institutions in other colonies and elsewhere.
_
_
_
8879. Ho you not point out in your report that the weekly cost of maintenance for insane patients at
Gladesville was 12s. lid. per head in 1870. and 12s. 4d per head in 1893 ; at Parramatta, (collections not
deducted in both cases) 9s. lid., and 9s. 7|d. in 1893 ? Tes.
_
_
8880. Yet you do not in either of these columns show the cost of weekly maintenance per patients at
Cook’s River
how is that P Because, as 1 have said, these calculations set forth in columns refer to the
public hospitals for the insane, and only include the cost of food and clothing. The returns you quote do
not include the interest on the total cost of tbe public buildings. In making up these returns I compiled
them not only for my own information and tbe information of the New South 'Wales Government, but
also for comparison with tbe weekly cost of maintenance per patient in the institutions of the neighbour
ing Colonies and iu England.
.
8881. Hoes the return showing the average weekly cost for ten years, from 1884 to 1893. embrace only
and all tho Government patients at tho public institutions ? It embraces the cost of the patients in the
Government hospitals, but not the cost of the patients at Cook’s River. I cannot admit that the return
is incorrect or misleading, because it deals only with the hospitals for the insane.
8882. Is not Cook’s River a hospital for the insane ? Mo ; it is a licensed house.
_
SS83.- But do you not make a comparison including Cook’s River, so far as the death-rate, discharges, and
cures are concerned p Tes ; that is quite right too, for comparative purposes with similar results in other
institutions.
_
8884. Is the only reason of your doing this because you cannot make allowance for the cost of buildings
aud interest on loans ? Tes; in making these calculations I did so for the purposes of comparison with
the weekly cost of maintenance in other parts of the world. There is no boarding out of patients in other
parts of the world. At the same time there has never been any secret about the fact that the Govern
ment has paid at tho rate of £1 2s. 6d. per patient per week for patients at Cook’s River. That fact has
been mentioned in many of my reports.
_
8885. Have you had any reason to remove the patients from Bayview House other than on the score of
expense? Mo.
.
.
8886. Ho you not show in your 1893 report that the percentage of recoveries on admissions and readmissions'at Cook’s River compares satisfactorily with other institutions? Yen.
8887. Ho you not say that the recovery rate was 65 per cent, on the admissions, which exceeded the rate
at other institutions V Tes.
_
_
,
8888. Why is the recovery rate counted on the admissions in this manner, while the death-rate is calculated
on the average number of patients resident ? That is the usual statistical form of making these calculations,
and Mr. Coghlan, the Government Statistician, considers it right. The statistics are prepared similarly in
England, and the same method has been accepted by the Government Statistician bere. When Mr.
Coghlan took office he asked me to see bim. He looked over tbe figures I bad prepared annually for years,
and agreed that my method was the correct one. Ho now adopts my figures in his annual calculations.
8889. According to your annual reports for the last three years has not Bayview Asylum and the treat
ment of the patients there given every satisfaction ? Yes.
_
_
8890. How then do you explain that clause in your report sent to the Colonial Secretary in Heeember,
1893, which says: “ The patients would have been as well housed, as well fed, as well clothed, and in every
way as well, if not better eared for in the Government Asylums as at Cook’s River, and there could
scarcely have been fewer recoveries. Tbe excess in cost has certainly not tended to the recovery of the
patients, since there has not been a single instance of recovery or discharge since 1880—twelve years
ago ” ? I do not think there is any discrepancy at all. I must tell you that it was necessary for me to
make this statement, to some extent, when it was considered that on the grounds of economy it was not
advisable to further maintain Government patients at Bayview. When I said that the recoveries could
scarcely have been fewer, I was referring to Government patients. The recoveries at Cook s River have
been amongst the private and not the Government patients.
_
_ i
8891. Hoes this statement refer particularly to Government patients ? Bistinctly so.
8892. Hoes your annual report, as laid on the Tabic of the Legislative Assembly, refer to private as well
as Government patients ? Exactly ; and the recoveries have been private patients. I was dealing entirely
with Government patients in my report to the Colonial Secretary.
^
8893. Have you any fixed rule when selecting patients for Bayview House ? Mo ; except, as I have said,
I send patients requiring siugle rooms when I consider Hr, Vause has single rooms to spare.
8894. Ho yon have tho sole selection of these patients ? I ask tbe medical superintendents to send a
certain class of patients, whether requiring single rooms or not, aud 1 leave the selection of the individual
cases to them.
_
_
t
n
8895. When do you think it advisable to make a change? If I find patients are discontented, or do not
get on well with the officers, or for any other reason, I have them removed. There are cases—I could
mention half-a-dozen—who periodically go tlie rounds of the asylums at one time at Gladesville, next at
Callan Park, then to Parramatta, and then to Cook’s River. There are some patients you cannot please,
and change is agreeable to them. It costs very little, and often results in the patients being quieter and
getting better. Whenever I am asked to make a change 1 comply, if there is any fair reason for it.
8896. Ho you know if any instruments of restraint are used at Bayview House ? Tes, and when they are
tho circumstances are entered in tbe case-book. Occasionally f see these appliances. 1 have always
understood that they are never left in charge of the attendants, but that they are locked up by the
matron or some other responsible person. This is the rule.
_
8897. As far as is required by the Lunacy Act are these books kept at Bayview House ? Tes.
8898.
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8S98. In obtaining the services of attendants for lunatic asylums do you not think that care should be
exorcised in regard to the qualifications of persons appointed to such positions ? Undoubtedly.
_
8899. Having heard tho evidence given before the Commission by some of the witnesses from Bayview
House, do you think they are suitable persons to attend on lunatics? Some of them I would not have
engaged myself.
_
8900. Take the case of Bridget Morrisey, who was matron for five years ;—was she a suitable person to
have charge of an institution like that? She was a very fit attendant and a suitable nurse, but I do not
think she was quite qualified for the position of matron. Sbe was matron only for about two years or
less. As a nurse sbe carried out her duties satisfactorily.
8901. Do you know the attendant Doherty ? Ido.
8902. Was he discharged from G-iadesville ? He was.
8903. And is he still head attendant at Cook’s Hiver? Tes. Since he left Gladesville I have looked up
my notes and ascertained that he was appointed there mainly on my recommendation, He was one of
the best attendants I knew at Cook’s River during bis former service there. I wrote to the Medical
Superintendent at Gladesville and said he was one of the most satisfactory attendants in Dr. Yause’s
■
service.
8904. In his evidence did he not say he was discharged from Gladesville ? Tes.
_
8905. Why ? Because be did not get on well with the chief attendant. I have a letter from the Medical
Superintendent at Gladesville which I will read. It is dated 25th November, 1894, and is as follows:—

F. K.
Manning,
Esq., M.D.
8 Jan., 1885.

Dear Dr. Manning,
,
In reply to your inquiries re John Doherty, I find he came to me with good papers from Cook’s Hirer and else
where, and was taken on hero on probation. There is nothing against him in our register, but as he is noted on leaving as
being not suited to the work, it is probuble he was reported against by the chief attendant. Ho was here for three months
on probation after doing six weeks temporary duty.
I remain, yours sincerely,
1
6
i
j
j
ehic SINCLAIR.

S90G. Does it appear that he was not suitable for Gladesville ? No : perhaps he was not; hut I may tell
you this, people who have already been in one institution very often find that their ways are not as the
ways of other institutions.
_
8907. They, joining another institution, no matter the extent of previous experience, are put at the
bottom of t'he'iadder, and they naturally object to having to begin at the beginning again? The officers in
charge, especially people like the chief attendant and matron, would most probably report against these,
new comers for having objected to doing the dirty work or the work of juniors.
_
_
8908. In examination, did Doherty make any statement of this kind? No. Regarding this matter of
attendants, I think it would bo a better system and more satisfactory to all parties if the term of pro
bationary service was longer. It is now twelve months instead of three in the public institutions.
8909. Do you know that such a rule was not in force at Bayview House? Tes; I know.
_ _
8910. In tlie case of Robinson particularly, who became head attendant in a short time after joining the
institution? Tes,
,
891.1. Do you believe there should be some particular qualification possessed by men holding these
positions ? I think you want a man of good character, of unquestionable sobriety, and then you must
exercise your discretion afterwards in seeing whether he is fitted by temper and disposition, and other
special qualifications.
_
_
8912. Having heard the evidence given by the attendants from Bayview House at various times, do you
consider the majority of them, or a percentage of them, are fit to he in charge of insane patients ? _ I
think the majority are. One or two nf the number I should not like. Bor instance, there is the girl
Verity. She displayed temper at this table which would have been sufficient for me to discharge her from
any institution.
_
.
89L3. Do you remember the witness Jessie Urquhart;—was she a suitable attendant? I doubt if she
had sufficient intelligence to properly fill such a position.
_
8914, Do you believe in nurses and attendants having some intelligence and some education? Un
doubtedly. I think, as a rule, the people we have examined here are suitable for tbe positions they hold
at Bayview House, Tou cannot judge accurately of their capabilities without having them under your
own eye for some time.
8915. Dr. Oarran.} When Case No. 1 was taken to Callan Bark were you shown the room in which he
slept? Tes.
,
8918. During his stay at Callan Park has he slept in any other room? In the earlier stages of his
residence at Callan Park he may have been removed from one single room to another next door, on every
second day, but that would be only while be was extremely dirty.
8917. So far as the interior of these rooms at Callan Park is concerned, are they hotter than the
isolation rooms at Bayview House? No.
8918. Is ease No. 1 still a single-room patient? Tes; undoubtedly,
8919. In what respects then is he better now' than be was while at Bayview House ? The only alteration
is ho now gets constant supervision through the night,
8920. Dr. Vause.'] In estimating the cost of- patients “per capita” is it not shown that the smaller the
number the greater the cost? Undoubtedly, within certain limits. Pour hundred patients can be main
tained more cheaply “ per capita” than 100 patients.
.
8921. Do you remember having fifty patients at Cooma ? Tes.
_
8922. What did they cost for maintenance ? I cannot tell you from memory; but it was a high rate
owing to the difficulties of distance and other reasons.
_
8923. Do you think they cost £1 5s. per week per head? I think in the earlier stages they did, but
afterwards ! think the rate fell to about 16s. Gd. per bead per week.
_
_
8924. Was that irrespective of the cost of buildings? Tes ; allow me to say here that I did not in my
report to the Colonial Secretary infer that such a very large amount of money had been made by tho pro
prietors of Cook’s River. I only showed that the patients could have been maintained at Government
asylums at a certain cost, and therefore that a large amount of money wmuld have been saved to the
country.
8925. Are not the single-room cases generally more expensive than others ? Tes,
•
8926.

^
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8926. Do you consider that there is an unusual number of ■wet, dirty, and destructive patients at Bayview
House? No; I consider there was about the usual number, and I tried always to hold the balance as
fairly as possible.
8 Jan, 1895. 85)27. That being the case, could they have been maintained at tbe cheapest rate in the G-ovcrnment
’’
’ institutions? The eases at Cook’s River correspond almost entirely with the class of patients at
Parramatta. They are mostly chronic cases, and a fair proportion of them are excited chronic cases. I
consider the maintenance rate at Parramatta a fair guide as to what this class of patients costs the
G-overnment.
.
8928. Would it be possible to carry out the same rules in a small asylum as might be possible in a large
Government asylum in regard to keeping attendants under probation for the same length of time ? iNo;
perhaps it would not.
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 23 JANUARY, 1S95.
{The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary s Office, at 11 a.m.']
■preaent:—
The Hox. Sir

ARTHUR RENWIOK, Krt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C, President.

FREDERIC NORTON MANRING,
Esq., M.D,, IssrECioH-GENEnAL or

the

JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN;
Esq., M.L.A.

Insane.

A.. J. Vause, Esq., M.B. et C.M., sworn and examined:—
Dr.
8929. President ~\ We have received a statement from you dealing with the evidence which has been given
A. J. Yauec. before this Commission in cennection with their inquiry into the allegations against the management of
the Licensed House for the Insane, known as Bayview House, of which yon arc the Medical Superintendent,
23 Jan., 1895. jjoea
statement embody your views in rebuttal of the evidence given and charges made against the
institution ? Yes.
’
8930. Does it contain a full statement of your reply on the whole inquiry? Yes; it is as follows:—
Before dealing with the general evidence that has been adduced before the Commission it may not
be out of place to state that on Dr. Tucker becoming desirous of relinquishing the proprietorship of
Bayview Asylum, with the view of proceeding to Europe, and, as the result of negotiations, I
purchased and became sole proprietor of the asylum and of all its appurtenances in the year 1SS6,
the purchase money being £14,GOO. Prior to the sale to me T understood that no one but Dr. Tucker
had any interest in the property as a proprietor or part, proprietor, and from the date of my
purchase up to the present I have always been the sole proprietor, no one hut myself having
any proprietorial interest whatever either in the property itself or in any of tho money arising out
of the conduct of the institution. During all that time it has been my constant endeavour in every way
to add to and improve the accommodation of the premises and the comfort, and, as far as possible, the
happiness of the patients placed under my care, and, as later on I propose to show, I hope to the satisfac
tion of the Commission by duly authenticated statistics, 1 look hack with no little satisfaction to the
excellent results I have succeeded in obtaining. Although this Commission has been appointed, as I
understand, ostensibly to investigate iny general management of the asylum, I cannot but feel that
, practically the main point at issue is the treatment ot Case No. 1, whose unfortunate malady no one
more deeply deplores than myself; and the evidence surrounding his case I therefore propose to criticise
in the first instance, It would almost be impertinent on my part to urge upon the Commission, composed
as it is mainly of gentlemen of such vast experience in the conduct of important public inquiries ns arc
the members of this Board, the utmost importance of carefully discerning between evidence of absolute
facts and statements that have been brought forward at second-hand or founded upon the ill-based
opinions of persons of no experience in the management of similar institutions ; but the fact of my own
personal experience in the knowledge of cross-examination, unaided as I was, as a quasi-defendant, by
professional legal assistance, will, I hope, excuse even a passing reference to this well-known principle of
British jurisprudence. In considering also the whole of the evidence generally I would respectfully ask
the Commission to hear in mind the demeanour of the witnesses generally ; and, as to certain witnesses—
the apparent instigators of these charges that have been levelled at me—1 would also suggest that, as
their actions have evidently by no means been disinterested, their evidence is so biassed that I feel sure
the Commission will receive it with much caution, weighed as it must be against that of a phalanx of
witnesses, both of undoubted professional reputation and of unshaken ieslitnony. In justice to myself I
might here mention that, in addition to anterior special devotion to the study of lunacy, I have had over
seventeen years active professional experience in that branch, aud I therefore claitn to have gained con
siderable knowledge of this difficult subject; and I may mention incidentally that prior to my arrival in
New South Wales I studied particularly at West Riding Asylum, Yorkshire, England, and at Morningside, Edinburgh. In 1878 I became resident Medical Officer of Bayview Asylum for about twelve months,
and subsequently, till April, 1882 (when I took charge of the establishment), I was constantly and pro
fessionally visiting the institution. The allegations against me with respect to Case No. 1, as far as I
can gather, seem to be that I was receiving a substantial allowance for his maintenance, but that,
from motives of economy, I habitually neglected him, allowed him to he continually locked up in a
“ stable ” without adequate clothing or ventilation, and without any light, and also neglected to provide
him with a utensil for micturating in, &c. Further, it is alleged that, also, ] assume, on the suppposed
ground of economy, J failed to provide him with sufficient attendance. Were this true and unaccounted
for, the very object I clearly must have had in view, viz., the ultimate recovery of this patient,
would necessarily have been defeated, and, should I have been successful in my object, I submit it
' would have been of such manifest importance to me professionally, as tiic Medical Superintendent
of Bayview Asylum,
#
#
#
that it must be clear to the most casual observer that it was
incumbent upon me to devote even extraordinary care in the treatment of this patient. On the question
of cost of maintenance, I would refer the Commission to the evidence of Dr. Biaxland, Medical
Superintendent
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Superintendent of 1.1ie Hospital ___
for the Insaue, Callan Park, who states tiiat, after the removal of
Dr.
ft err 1 n m f0 in
11 t11 T5
1_ t. f.. .
i WaS ™0rc ^^"tl'crate
.-i
j
■md'tliat'if 1 rr^f:B:ld'l16W.* ^Syir
^'
^’’his
of £327 pe“annum^
and that if l received less than that rate I would not make much profit. When I say that I was receiving '---- Jna 4 'c’nr,llterlElUce °.f thc patient at the rate of £237 per annum, the inference to be deduced is, ] think“ 23 JatI- 1895
and rnUlnefs
^
0VldcJ?“ o£ P™fcSSor Anderson Stuart, whose report to the then
tl n • d ^Plo^lal SeCTetary (S|v George Bibbs), after his visit on the morning of the 20th May last,
t0 the T? *wUg glyC11 for thc p;ltie,lt’s removal from Bayview Asvlum, I propose to
show with all due respect to that gentleman, that It was founded upon erroneous impressions hastily conPreflSrlt^T thC<?f
°f ™nt of practical knowledge of thc treatment of the iLn .
Ihat ] roW Stuart was “ shocked” at the appearance of Case Ho. 1 on that morning one can well
^lte#evl^cnJi fipm Jus Official position that he must have had many opportunities of meet’luftffisP And thi* . d 1
« x ,
thCn °nly When the lalter was “ thc eejoyment of all his
r, «nlt nf
^ .sud(Icn shock • may m a measure account for many of the statements as the
and whfph hf i|lpi'eS5,‘0nS ,nadc;jp011 the mind of tho witness at the time of the visit referred to,
IW«.
iCmSe 'CS mUS,t t0 ? certaiu 0itei,t d‘sc°unt the value of the evidence. Although
hi™ ft btUart T
lm'nefl'red
S1V®S Wa opinions as to what, in his view, should have
been the proper treatment oi the ease, he naively confesses that, though he has been an Inspector
conditions')3 he had°“- ParJ of the world (>ie dofis not say where, or for how long, and unde/what
-onditions) he had intended to have made a study of insanity,” but “ changed his mind.”
Of
hV^aw11
fl’1 b° 113 CJlde,1f a'3 t0 trcatmcnt, or as to the details of what he believed
nTf? i° the ™ass
evidence bciorc thc Commission of professional gentlemen and
h
lad. a/onstallfc and close experience of lunacy in all its minutim, and who have
'
emphatically approved of my treatment both of thc very difficult case under consideration and of
lhf lnStlt1uV0U',1
Professor Stuart states that what he saw on tho 20th
May was an absolute revelation to him, tho supposed revelation causing him to jump to thc
tl e conclusmn that the reports he heard wore true, he admits that, immediately I understood from
ibo reason of his visit, I allowed him to go into the single room occupied by Case No. 1 Ho
sajs that, whilst waiting for me, he observed that the patients were not under control, but he
CrVld not k,'ow that th?sc whom he 8iW "’ere private patients, inclined to be perfectly
f
rcqmred no immediate control, and who were engaged in the simple occupation of
brmmhf- m”f1 f11?) a'pa^m1cnt to a^otll0rProfessor Stuart states that, when Case No. 1 was
^ f lf,e ^“S^room, he was supported by two attendants, and that the patient was
slmenrig, uiih cold. This hitter statemeut is clearly an assumption, arising from not knowing the
lubmit
h^dtakenA Thecvidence of Dr- Biaxland, Mr. Little, and other?is, 1
. ubmit fjuUe clear that thc patient was suffering from muscular tremor, which Dr. Biaxland slates was
unusually marked m Ins case; and that the so-called “shivering from cold” was nothin" of tho kind but
tlJJ wav'do^unl U C'TUt Vi 10 iiSCaSCv 1J?ai,thci; 0™Jen<-s has been given that patienfs when attacked in
Vvito y An
f y eaVh c° d 01 Uic]
alld tkat’ in fact’ it: is most unlikely for them to do so
V Muarfc la:r.3 railc!l stresa upon the I act that, when he entered the single room, he noticed a
strong odour as ot stafe urme, am] considers that tlie patient should be trained by rousing (and pracSS.e wW’i*0"^,*0
^Wuelf, at any rate, three times a night. There, ag*ain I sAit,
1 at the witness is entirely at fault in making such a general statement. Thc Hon Dr Creed Dr
™aA!udli?!A:^!nCbirr(Glad0sviac^.^r- Litt!c’ Dl'- Kingsbury, and others have all given evidence that
in
their
experience
of patients oniAvnuy,
sufferin': as was
■P
JL
ii.
t
Utl*
\_rajjU
.>U,
Case No.
1, from acute mania, it is always better
beiu^ ASAthi''' t?idi8pUrb,thjV ai,l?-dliri,,SitI,,e
comPloto ab8enco o£ any cause "for irritation
romalArtv dur
Vf®1 add8 *hat ^ "'ould be advisable to allow them, under such conditions, to
remain dirty during toe night rather than disl uto them for either training or cleaning purposes. With
tnnt to
’ \° VSenCe, °f *\™n''nS
<1* single rooms to too main huildiug (a distance of
in o iVofrwhi(-hPrCS ’v ls adm'tted in cv'ld“oe by all fbe medical experts that thc two single rooms,
a

AT

J

and n me Av
^°i
^^stomed to he placed at night, are in a most suitable situation
Ai ,
V lva-\.llda>)te,1 f.0J' 1he ])urP0Se for winch thev were intended-to ensure to the patient
ntWUte r'eStt Un- ‘|St4 ued CllheJ' by thc lM'escnce of attendants or the proximity and annoyance of
other patients J hat these rooms wore ever intended for or used as a stable 1 most emphaticaif v d^nv
and, on the other hand, I equally emphatically assert they have only been used, as they were designed
SE KhettoTV8' EvidT° W by Woheriy (chief attendant), Attendaiit O'BiS Ed
mid tha th^lr, S
beCami6
lmtla1jIe at, niSbt, even at the presence of an attendant,
and that this imtation soon developed mto violent and dangerous outbreaks.
This would naturall?
tolVin ’L1'WC'T;
^ therefoi;e.’ “ “7 fixity as Medical Superintendent, deemed it advis^
able in bis best interests to cause his being placed at night—and at night only—in a single room
Irofcssor Stuart judges that Jrom the strong smell he noticed at the time that “the room was badly
ventilated, hut tins is accounted for by tlie fact that tho urine of acute maniacs givcl fotoh a
trong ammo in acal odour; and it must he remembered that, according to tlie evidence the patient was
constantly m the habit of micturating on tho floor; that ho would not use a utensil for the purposeand that, as 1 rofessor Stuart entered tlie room immediately after the patient had hem takeAit’
Wc
"ot
clean up thc place in the meantime. There is also abundant eviud
if to 6 w 1 ;VaS a Vet aild d]rfc7 Patient t0 a deSreeJ and that lie was suffering from acute ma.da ■
and with this combination it is not surprising that Professor Stuart, Mr. * * * (tlie patient’s sonV
stale urine, Dus giving the impression that thc room had been neglected and allowed to remain uncleaned
an impression that I submit is without doubt absolutely erroneous. Positive evidence has been given by
Doherty- and others that these single rooms were in fact carefully cleaned out daily an a matter ofcourse7
EE 'fC1U jW+if E haVe msPected t,lcse rooms At various times and hours during the day have
g e i evidence that they have invariably found them sweet and clean. As to light, part of the system of
SbieEndTto tl0" 13
°f keei)-iD1” tbe P1*^611^ in comparative darkness so as to induce^Icep, if
•mitomlto V
t]lcmcrnings especially, sleep is often broken by the admission of light into a Bleepin'‘ f 1 e“t’lt: n0ccas!irfly follows that light should be excluded therefrom as much as possible Mr Gearey’s
tlmAVlcVnnmEl1 S, ^
V ilis sl;ltel>ient in bis first evidence, that he could see cobwebs7!
the single room, although the other witnesses assert that the room was perfectly dark Mr Gearey’s
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Dr.
recall to give further evidence on this point, amongst others, produces the statement that he was referring
J. Vause.
external appearance of the shutter, but as the shutter is fixed on the inside of the window, with
.. window sashes outside it, I fail to see how the correction avails him, especially as it is put forward almost
23 Jan., 189o. ftt tho conciusion 0f this inquiry. It is, however, positively denied that there were auy cobwebs at all m the
room, aud I submit that this is the more likely case than otherwise. As to ventilation, althongn Professor
Stuart considers thc room was not properly ventilated, he is evidently induced, to make this statement by
reason of the strong—and to him apparently stale—urinous smell before reierred to. A.s this witness
states that there was not sufficient light in it to sec by, his deductions on this point must, I submit, be
also disregarded. As thc Commission have no doubt seen for themselves, the ceiling is ventilated, two
air bricks are let into tho walls, aud, if more ventilation be required, tbe shutter (2 feet by IS inches in
the clear) of the window can be easily opened. Thc Commission will, therefore, readily distinguish
between a statement of there being insufficient ventilation—the result of a cursory glance and the actual
facts as seen by themselves on their visit to the asylum. Professor Stuart says that on the morning m
question his impression was that the patient had a cold bath, also that he _ heard that he mod a
cold bath. 1 cannot see anything to justify that impression, and, in fact, thc patient when first seen by
him was coming from the sleeping-room to his day-room, and the witness does not state that he even Tried
the water in the bath. As against the statement of “impressions,” however, the evidence of the attendants
is positive that not only did the patient not have a cold hath on that morning, hut that he never did so,
a warm hath only being given him. Professor Stuart recommends that a sloping asphalt floor should be
used. But not only arc asphalt or sloping floors not used in the Government asylum, but Dr. Sinclair
and others state they do not recommend them. The floors at the single rooms at Bayview arc or
dark hardwood, fitted close together, and filled in between each plank, so that it is practically impossible
for the urine to get below the flooring as suggested. A sloping floor would, I think, only serve as an
encouragement to the patient to misconduct himself. Professor Stuart further recommends that the
single rooms should he artificially heated. On the other hand it is evidence that Government single rooms
are^not heated, nor are any complaints made as to their coldness. In. fact it must stand to reason that
from the very nature of the rooms themselves they are invairahly warm, and, as has already been stated,
excited or restless patients do not feel or catch cold. As to the allegation of inadequate clothing, made
by Professor Stuart clearly on seeing tlie tremblings of the patient, Doherty s evidence is that the clothes
which were seen on the patient had been placed over his pyjamas, which, of course, were not noticed by
Professor Stuart. And even if they had not been worn, there is ample evidence of the destructive
habits of the patient, who would not only strip himseli but absolutely refuse to put them on again,
frequently destroying them completely. As for the utensil—an indiarubber one^ although the patient
would frequently refuse to use it, it was there for him, and both Doherty and myself saw it on the
morning of tho "20th May, at thc time when the visit was made. The fact that Professor Stuart; and
others did not see it is, I submit, hardly suflicicnt; it no doubt escaped their notice. Both Dr. Biaxland
and Mr. Little say that the patient will not use the utensil provided at Callan Park. The evidence of
the visitors as to the number and size of the coverings provided is conflicting, hut as a matter of fact it is
positively stated on the other hand that three strong canvas rugs of ample warmth were m use, combining
space to more than cover the patient. Then, again, both Dr. Biaxland and Mr. Little depose that tlie
patient prefers straw bedding to horsehair, and surely it is better to sacrifice sentiment to express
wishes under such circumstances. It is now a well-recognised fact that in cases such as the one under
notice a straw-filled bed tick is preferable to any other material. Professor Stuart admits that acute
maniacs and paralytics should not be disturbed. The evidence that this was tho condition ot Case
!No. 1 is so conclusive that I may be excused from particularising the various expert witnesses on
this point. That the patient had on the occasion referred to a blackened eye there is no doubt,
and the fact has not been overlooked as one of much seriousness, hut I venture to assert that the
explanation by Doherty and O’Brien that the injury was self-inflicted through a recent fit of violence, is
a correct one. Pinally, Professor Stuart states that he considers the management of the single room and
the treatment of the patient were, to quote his words, “ certainly not” satisfactory, hut almost immediately
preceding this general statement, the witness, in answer to a question as to whether he thought there was
justification in placing the patient in the single room in the manner deposed to, and as to whether the
doinu so mmltt not lead to suicidal tendencies, replies that these arc matters of which he has no particular
knowledge.0 I now come to the evidence of Henry Gcarey, a house inspector under tho Sydn_ey Municipal
Council,Owho has taken so active a part prior to and throughout these proceedings, particularly as to
Case >To. 1. That a public official should have devoted so much energy (as he
have done) m
“making inquiries for some considerable time” (such inquiries comprising numerous interviews at his
own house and elsewhere with attendants who had been discharged from the institution either for incom
petence or other good reasons) naturally evokes tho inquiry, “For what reason has this remarkable
interest been evinced?” That question in effect has, therefore, naturally been raised by the 1 resident
of the Commission, and the answer—no doubt an apparently reasonable one—is forthcoming. The
witness states in his examination-in-chief, in reply to the President s question, Arc you interested^ m
Case No. 1 ?” “ I am, most decidedly; he is a very old friend of mine. 1 bad heard he was being
brutally treated, and 1 wished to know the truth or otherwise of the statements made to me.
These
answers, if left unimpeached, would, I admit, assist in removing the impression from my mind, and probably
Lora thc minds of others, that the witness had some ulterior object in view when he began hi a researches
but the Commission will remember that aftermost of the witnesses had been examined, Genrey wasrecal fod
and re-examined as to certain allegations made by witness Young. It was during the recall I was enabled
to put questions to him to which 1 wish now to specially direct the attention of the Commission. Whether
the witness Imd foi’gfltten his previous Bhitcmeuts as io the ground of his interference I cannot of course
flaYj but it now appear* that the oM friendship existing bofavecTi him and the patient* consisted of his
once being introduced to that gentleman at ihe Town Hail when they shook hands,_ami on a subsequent
occasion meeting him in the street, when the patient appears to have recognised him, but did not shake
hands with him. Ho never visited the patient's private house nor was he on social or intimate terms
with him, and in fact he appears to know very little about him. It is clear, therefore, that in the every
day acceptation of the term, this alleged “ old friendship ” has no reality at all, and this being so, I submit
that there must luive been some ulterior motive tor G-curey’s conduct that for reasons best Known to himself—he did not care to disclose. "Whether it was that during the conversation at his house with some of
A.
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his friends (whom he does not name) “ over a few glasses of grog,” when he says he first heard of the
Drrumours relative to this patient, he was seized with the idea of seeking notoriety by identifying himself -A- ^ Vftul8*
with that gentleman, is a question that X can only leave to the Commission when weighing the value of
his evidence; but should the Commission come to the conclusion that the allegations made in Parliament 23 Jlm,,
5‘
by Mr. Jeanneret, prompted as they were by Grearey (so it is admitted), were untrue and unfounded, it
follows that this also will negative any importance that otherwise might be attached to his evidence. As an
example of the extravagant assertions—made without any knowledge of the conduct of lunatic asylums—■
and evident intentionally prejudicial statements—may be quoted his suggestion that there seemed to
be no supervision over the patients—that “ it was a kind of go-as-you-please arrangement.” (This is in
reference to the private patients whom he saw, whilst waiting for Professor Stuart's return with mo to
the single room). Then again, he states that he kept his eye on the single-room door “as arranged with
Professor Stuart,” as he felt that unless ho did there might be an attempt to smuggle out Case No. 1.
I submit there is not the slightest evidence of any substantial ground for suggesting such an extraor
dinary course, and 1 only mention this to show the biassed character of this witness' evidence. He goes
so far as to say that there must have been a patient in the second single room, as he alleged he heard groaning
and moaning. That this was a piece of imaginary statement supplied -with an object is made clear by tho
positive evidence of the regular attendants, who prove conclusively that no one was in occupation of this
room on the 20th of 3Iay last at ail. The witness’ conclusion that, because the patient’s clothes had been
brought into the single room (a regular practice) aud he afterwards came out with them on, he, therefore,
must have been put in at night in a naked condition, is, X submit, utterly erroneous, tbe positive evidence
of those best qualified to know being quite to the contrary. Gearey’s evidence as to the bed clothing, the
ventilation and lighting of the room, aud thc urinous smell (which he positively states was stale on the
strength of his experience as a sanitary inspector, though not as an expert on lunacy matters), have
practically been dealt with in my observations on these points in Professor Stuart's evidence, and they
will naturally apply at this junction. X may point out, however, that, although Gearey says the room
was “ pitch dark,” ho gives nrevious evidence of its contents, thc size of the bed covering, an'd by way of
emphasising Ihe allegation that there was no ventilation, he says the window had not been opened, as he
could see unbroken cobwebs on the shutter. Although be states that tho attendants had not time to get
warm water for thc patient’s bath, he admits ho did not test the water at all. The evidence in reply to
litis is that the patient was never supplied with a cold bath, but, on the contrary, always with a warm one.
As G-earey states that had be failed to substantiate the charges concerning the patient his position under
the Council would be endangered on the chance of his being considered, as be puts it, a meddlesome fool,
may it not be inferred that be lias not been too scrupulous in the many details he has given and the
opinions he has offered before the Commission, in order to maintain his original statement ? Then, again, ho
says that he had to bring great pressure to bear to get information (what the nature of that pressure was does
not appear), and he apparently feels somewhat distressed, even disappointed, that thc allegations he himself
made were pooh-poohed. One allegation is that 1m supposed there was a desire that it should net be found
nut that the Hon. E. Grcville, M.L.C., the Hoti. H. Copeland, M.l?., and. others were shareholders. That
this insinuation, made without any tangible ground whatever, has been totally dispelled by the direct denials
given by the various reputed shareholders. X have no doubt will be held by tho Commission. To
illustrate the peculiar way in which these charges liave originated, I would point out that Gearey states
that his informant was a discharged servant of mine, but that tbe person from whom that individual
derived bis information has never been in the institution at all. lieturning to the visit on tbe morning
of May 20th last, Gearey states that the attendant (Chief Attendant Doherty) tried to push him away,
ami ordered him off the premises, Even supposing this were so, iu the face of Gearey’s admission that
when ho was asked what patient ho wanted to see, ho replied, “No one,” it would not" be a matter for
surprise if he had been ordered off, as it would be obviously improper to permit total strangers to wander
about tbe asylum premises without some ostensible reason or authority. Ho then tries to make out that
afterwards, on his stating ho was present on the order of Sir Georgo Dibbs, Doherty went away, and
after consulting with another attendant, tbe two came back wilh some clothes for Case No. 1.
This is an evident attempt to support the statement that tbe patient bad been left in the single
room at night without clothing, and that the clothes were being purposely brought to remedy the
supposed neglect. It is, however, explained by Doherty and O'Brien that the "clothes were brought over
in the usual course of routine, preparatory to taking the patient over to his day quarters to enable him
to have his warm bath. It is assorted by Geary most strongly, that if tbe patient bad been wearing any
apparel previous to this it must have been very slight, but he cannot say what was worn underneath the
flannel shirt, as it was buttoned up to the throat. Ho also hazards the positive statement that the
patient had nothing at all on except, perhaps, a night-shirt before tbe clothes were brought into tbe room,
although he admits that he neither went or saw into the room until after thc patient was brought out of
it. How, then, could he know this V Xs not this evidence given solely for tbe purpose of supporting tbe
charge of leaving the patient at night in a naked condition ? But as against this sensational assertion
there is tbe positive evidence of Doherty, that when he entered the room the patient was wearing bis
singlet and pyjamas, and that ihe clothes referred to by Gearey were then put on over them. nThis
is corroborated in every particular by Attendant O’Brien, who also deposes to the fact that the ,
patient’s coat was buttoned up at the time, also that he had never been put into the single room
’
iu a naked condition. Gearey says the suit of clothes were old, and like the clothes of a working man
who had come out of a factory. But contrary evidence is given that the suit was a dark brown
tweed, that it had been iu use for about two months, and Ihat thc patient had several other change
suits to wear when required, Keferring again for a moment to Gearey’s statement that the ventilating

into the room through the open door no one could have seen any cobwebs,” Mr. Sager (Secretary to
tlie Board of Health), a member of the inspecting party on tho day in question, also contradicts Genrey
by stating it was impossible to have seen cobwebs. At. tlie risk of being tedious, I must amiin refer to
tho attempted explanation of this remarkable discrepancy, ottered by Gearey in his re-examination, after
the recall previously mentioned. Gearey now states that he referred to cobwebs on the outside of the
shutter.
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The shutter and ventilating space, however, arc at the rear of the room, tlie shutter itself being
Now, to prove that this further evidence is a mere afterthought, I would direct attention
to his examination-in-chief, for there he says : “ When I first arrived at the building I could see that
23-Jan., 1893.
there was only one door, and I never took my eyes off that, for I had made an arrangement with Dr.
Stuart not to leave that door till ho returned.'’ As Gearey states, he had an idea of the locality where
Case No. 1 was sleeping, and naturally, in accordance with his instructions, his attention was directed in the
first instance to the door, and from which lie never took his eyes until the patient camo out. The patient
was then conducted across to the main buildings, facing the single room. Gearey is particular in stating
that he examined the room for the purpose of ascertaining if any other clothes were there, but he does not
mention one word of his having examined the rear of the building from tbe outside, and, in fact, Mr, Sager
says that after seeing into the room they went across to the bath-room (in tho main building). So that it
seems quite clear on these facts that Gearey could not have examined the shutter from the outside, and,
therefore, it follows that thc explanation offered is not only erroneous but untrue, and is, I submit, put
forward in order to account for the complete and unanswerable contradiction of bis evidence. T submit
that when charges of neglect are sought to be supported by such unreliable and untrue evidence, the
Commission will take that into consideration before placing much reliance upon the testimony so given.
1 would now direct the attention of the Commission to the evidence of tlie witnesses Alexander Mackenzie
and Maggie Macleod, both discharged attendants, and, by relationship, cousins. Although Mackenzie had
only been in my employ three and a-half mouths, having been dismissed by me in March 1894, he has
given a great quantity of evidence, but lie is by no means a disinterested witness. It is highly necessary
strictly to maintain discipline in a huge institution such as Bayview Asylum, and as I considered
Mackenzie had been guilty of impertinence—most' uncalled for—towards Mrs. Gilchrist, the lady
superintendent, T deemed it advisable to get rid of him. That he has gone out of his way to encourage
Gearey in his attacks upon the asylum management, that lie has grossly distorted and magnified the merest
trivialities, and that he has been assisted in his endeavours by his cousin, Maggie Macleod, is, I submit,
glaringly apparent. He admits that shortly after his dismissal lie wrote to Gearey (in reply to a
letter from him) saying that “ he knew Case No. 1 was not getting justice, and to see that lie got it
would be far sweeter to him than any other form of revenge.'1 "With such a damnatory admission as
that before the Commission, can any other conclusion he arrived at than that these attacks have gradually
developed into a. conspiracy to destroy the hitherto good reputation of tlie ostablisnment, and consequently
bring disaster upon myself 1 May it not also be inferred that the rumours about which Gearey has spoken
emanated from tlie same source? The witness Macleod admits having received about July last a letter
from Gearey requesting her to call upon him, ami states that she did so. She, however, swears that on
that occasion he was not at home, and wishes the Commission to believe that it was not till two days after
she left my service (in September last) that she gave any information to him about the management of the
asylum. Nurse Maggie Kennedy states iu her evidence that she herself posted a letter to Gearey from
Macleod, I might hear state, however, that it is not time that when I told Macleod to make arrange
ments to go I told her that the cause of my discharging her was that she had been giving information to
Gearey. Tlie statement being an absolute invention. As a matter of fact, I told her she was not suitable
as a nurse, and I also told her T was dismissing her for striking Jessie Urqulmrt, a nurse. In connec
tion with the preceding remarks, it is shown by the evidence of Josephine Maekay (discharged for
allowing a Female patient to escape from her care) that Gearey aud Macleod had been influencing her to
give evidence against the institution, and, in fact, admitted that Macleod made strong allusions to thc
probable chances of good situations after the termination of the Commission. Although this witness swore
positively she did not try to induce others to come forward and give evidence against me, that she did
not mention to anyone the rate of payment of expenses for attendance of witnesses, that the evidence^ of
adverse witnesses was already typewritten, and that, in fact, she did not know that an. inquiry was.being
instituted, sbe is confronted by lier own letter to llachel Kelly (a former nurse), written just prior to
thc commencement of the inquiry, in which she fully sets out all the above facts which she had so positively
denied. When it is added that this evidence has been given on oath, it would seem that comment were
needless. Fortunately, the recipient of the letter having had the honesty to decline to yield to the tempting
bait of payment of expenses and one of the “best billets afterwards,” appears to have forwarded it to the
Commission, and its annexure to the evidence, coupled with the admissions preceding its production, arc, I
submit, strong grounds for absolutely discounting the malicious and perjured statements of the malcontent
faction, who have combined in the attempt to close Bayview Asylum. .In order once more to call to mind
tins remarkable letter of ex-nurse Maekay’s, I take the opportunity at this stage of bringing it more
forcibly under the notice of the Commission by including it vo-ba/im :—
Drl

shutter.

A. J. Vause. on the inside.

My dear Rae,
Paddington, 2 Zulu-termce, Thame-strect.
I would have written long ago but 1 lost your address. There is a Royal Commission formed .to inquire into
tho Bayview House, composed of the most influential men in Sydney, and we arc all giving information against it. I hope
you are still in sympathy with the patients, if so, it will be greatly to your advantage; but yon must be quick, as
thc inquiry commences on Saturday or Monday. Yon will meet us all again—Jessie Puller, Margaret-McLeod, Bridget,
Alice, Rose, Lizzie Verity. The only friends the Boctcr has is Kitty and Kelly ; go at once and see Mr. Gearey, the clerk,
or if you come out to me I will take you ; do not delay ; I am going out to-night, and our evidence is printed in type. It
you come out to me take the tram to Waverlcy, right to the terminus, cross through the Council Chambers gate just at the
terminus, and anyone will show' you the house, right opposite the Council Chambers—a. little cottage. All qur expenses
will be well paid, and we will he able to secure the best billets afterwards through tbe interest of the Committee, They
are knocking Hr. Manning off tbe list. They think he is in favour of Bayview.
Ever your loving friend,

JosEl’inxK.
YVire when you come out. If you do not come they can compel you ; there is no Court-house business ; just appear
in the Town Hall before the Committee privately ; Os. a day expenses paid ; call at Gearey’s at once. Josn\.

As to evidence of witness of J. J. O'Brien, Geareys mate, it is given so palpably as. the result of
that individuals opinions, that it can scarcely be looked upon in tlie light of unbiassed testimony. When
he says that he made a close examination of the single room, and, as a con sequence,, is able to state that
the walls are of brick, when, ns a matter of fact, they are panelled with wood, some idea may be gleaned
as to the general character and value of his evidence. Moreover, on his own showing, he is inexperienced
as to the habits of wet and dirty patients. I, therefore, do not propose to make any further comments
with regard to him. Notwithstanding the positive assertion of Gearey that the room was cold.on tlie
morning of the visit, Mr. Sager admits that it did not strike him as being either hot or cold, a point that
will,
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will, no doubt, not be lost si^ht of. Mr. Sager also contradicts Gcarey’s allegation as to the cobwebs, and,
in fact, says it was not possible for them to be seen. It is quite probable that the suggestion that tho
patient slept in a stable may have arisen partly through the patient himself, as Attendant Peet deposes
that he had often hoard him say “I slept in a stable,” in just the same way as other patients imagine they
are being badly treated, and often assert they are in perfect health when of course the fact is quite the
contrary. Robinson’s attempt to make mischief with relatives of patients (see H. Watt’s evidence as to
the former calling on him with reference to Case Kb. 51) shows that his evidence is not straight
forward, and therefore unreliable. His assertion that no provision was made for milk or cocoa at niglit
is denied by Doherty, O’Rricn, and Ex-attendant Watt. His omission to explain under what circum
stances and when lie saw patients come out of the single rooms without clothes on must necessarily destroy
the importance of tlie evidence of this witness on this point. He, however, admits that he knows of no
intimation being given as to the arrivals of official visitors. With regard to the habits of Case Ho. 1, the
evidence of Mr, Little (chief attendant at Callan Park Asylum) and of Warder TCernaghan (of the same
institution) may be specially noticed. Mr. Little is clear on tlie point of the patient being a very wet
and dirty one, and that lie actually prefers (if he can be said to have a preference) to dirty the floor; that
the room smells very badly in the mornings, and that he will not use a hair mattress, but insists upon a strawone. He also says that tbe patient undresses himself as often as three times in one night, that he is very
violent, and strongly advises and approves of his being placed in a single room to avoid company and so
prevent unnecessary excitement. It appeal's also that now thc patient is very shaky both in his
hands aud feet. Attendant Kcrnaghan corroborates these statements entirely. The evidence of
my chief attendant, Doherty, and of Attendant O’Brien has, I submit, been given in a most
straightforward manner, and has not in any way been shaken by the minute examinaticn to which they
have^ been subjected. Although 1 have already referred to them, I might point out that Doherty
positively states that he was on night duty, and that it was his custom to visit the single-room patients
nightly. If anything was necessary he would get it at once, but otherwise he would not disturb thc
patient. 0 Bricn says that the patient used actually to ask sometimes to be placed in the single-room
at night, and tlint it is evident that, in his calmer moments lie must have been able to appreciate its
advantages. He also corroborates Doherty when he denies that the. patient’s chest was exposed
on the 20th May, and in fact says that the coat was buttoned up ; he also swears that the patient was
never given cold baths, hut warm ones. I think I have now fully reviewed the evidence generally as to
tlie treatment (and the alleged ill-treatment) of Case Ko. 1, and it only remains for me to point
out that the medical and official testimony, which is very voluminous, fully supports me as to thc manner
in which I have handled thc ease. As to the opinion of Dr. Sir Alfred Roberts on the question of single
room treatment, 3 would respectively quote thc following extract, which, I submit, completely authorises
me as to the course adopted in the matter :—“ By ‘ Seclusion’ is meant the placing of a patient alone in any
locked room or locality during the day-time.
By ‘Mechanical Restraint’ is understood any restriction of
the bodily lilrerty of a patient by some appliance, such as a sheet, rope, straight-jacket, towel or straps.”
It will he remembered that I have pointed out that Ex-nurse Maggie Macleod is a cousin of ex-attendant
Mackenzie, to whom I have already referred, and who apparently has taken a strong part in the cabal
against the asylum, but aa some of her statements are so very deliberate, I cannot pass them by without
comment. I may say at once that Macleod was certainly not discharged because of her having given
information to Gcaroy, nor did I ever tell her so, the fact being tiiat in thc first instance I gave her a
month's notice on the ground that she proved unsuitable, and I subsequently summarily dismissed her
for striking one of the nurses.
It is absolutely untrue that there were no observation holers to the
single rooms as alleged by this witness, while it must be remembered that nurses were in attendance at
each end of the single room wing who were able to see to any of thc patients if required. A special nightnurse was always iu attendance in the case of sick patients who were specially waited upon at night. Thc
witness's statement as to ihe alleged stripping of the patients is clearly overdrawn ; her allegations that
the food was rough aud insufficient are, I submit, recklessly untrue. In contrast with these charges I
think tlie evidence of such a witness as Bridget Morrisey for instance, who had been a nurse and for
some time matron of the asylum, being employed for five years altogether, may be accepted as correct, she
giving a point blank denial to these statements. The fact that some of the patients when put
into thc single rooms refused to wear their clothing, and, in fact, denuded themselves, in which
case they, would ho left to please themselves, has no doubt given colour to the charge, and this
has been immediately seized upon by those interested as a good foundation for the statement that
the patients were stripped quite naked. It has already been thoroughly explained that many patients
prefer straw mattresses, so that after all there is nothing extraordinary. Although much has been
made of the circumstances of these straw mattresses being provided, no doubt those ignorant of tlie
requirements of sucli patients have at once jumped to tlie conclusion that such provision was made for
the sake of economy. But this, I submit, was nothing of the kind, as I think will he quite apparent.
As to sufficiency of bed-clothing, Dr. Manning says lie “did not think the bed-clothing sufficient
provided for Case No.
and yet everyone admits that there were three canvas coverings. Now, for
the sake of argument, permit me to analyse this opinion.
In the first place, canvas is of such a
close-fitting nature that pipes are made of it in order to carry water, hence its properties as a non
conductor of heat must be enormous, inasmuh as it prevents all egress of moisture, tlie rapid
evaporation of which is the principal cause of the feeling of cold in the human body. This being the
case, i contend that only one canvas covering would be sufficient in a closed room for the maintenance
of body warmth, hut if we take into consideration thc appearance of the thing I allow the
matter assumes another aspect, and I venture to suggest it was in view of this other aspect, viz., that
of appearances, that Dr. Manning made the assertions in his report; that he did not think the bed-clothing
sufficient.
The mere fact of providing even half-a-dozen blanket-lined rugs could not be of a
moment's consideration to anyone so much interested in the welfare of the establishment as myself.
Dr Manning says : “It was clearly the duty of the Medical Superintendent to bring under my notice
any departure from usual methods of treatment.” That may be quite true, but where is thc “depar
ture from usual methods of treatment'’ ? If the single room were fit for occupation for one month,
it certainly should be so for six mouths.
The mere fact of unprepossessing appearance should not, I
think, prejudice the room for useful work. For my part;, I cannot see that there was any departure
from “usual methods of treatment” in sanctioning the single room in question for the sleeping apartment
of

Dr.
V*use‘
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Dri
of Case No. 1. Dr. Alarming also says, “bat the fact remains that the bedding was coarse and insufficient.
A. J. Vause, i presume this statement was made prior to Dr. Manning ascertaining for himself that the patient could
not be managed with less “coarse bedding,for I do not remember any evidence before this Commission to
23 Jan., I8!i5. the effect that he was able to use less “coarse bedding,” At Callan Park it has been stated that he
destroyed thirty-nine blankets, and it must be borne in mind that we at Bayview had gone through all
this experience before we arrived at the “canvas-lined rug” stage, but as I certainly was not anticipating a
■ Hoy a 1 Commission on my actions, a detailed account of the patient's destructiveness was not kept. The
articles of bed-clothing used by him at Callan Park for months was, so far as 1 can ascertain, almost
identical with the bed-clothing use’d at Bayview House during the patient's worst periods. Dr. Alanning
goes on to say that a “grevious mistake was made in not supplying and keeping up the supply of blankets
and blanketed sheets or rugs, especially as the room was not artificially warmed.” I must here say that
the supply of “ blanketed sheets or rugs” was kept up, and tiiat the rugs stripped of their blanket lining,
seen on the 20th May in the patient’s room, was an unusual event; but evidently as a compensating
balance, there were three of these rugs, one ordinary blanket-lined canvas rug being sufficient covering in a
single room for anybody. That the supply of blankets was not kept up interminably needs, I think, but little
comment. I may say that the supply of blankets was kept up for a considerable time, and at great extra
cost. That, however, was not tlie reason for discontinuing the supply, but, on the contrary, more expensive
articles were supplied, viz., blanket-lined canvas rugs, with the hope that tlie destructive habits might
receive a check. This, however, did not take place altogether, for the patient then began to pick off' the
blanket lining, and was only partially checked in his bad habits when lie came to the canvas, for even this
he succeeded in tearing up at times. AVith regard to the words “ especially as thc room was not artificially
wanned,” I need only draw the attention of the Commission to the fact that neither at Bayview, nor in any
of the Government Asylums, arc the single rooms artificially warmed. Al.y reasons for not enlarging upon
the fact to Dr. Alanning, that Case No. 1 occupied a single room at niglit are these : The rooms had been
in use for similar purposes without comment of any kind, either from the official visitors or the InspectorGenera], during all the time of my residence at Bayview. Similar rooms are in general use in all other
asylums. Some patients never sleep out of a single room. The only unusual thing about this patient’s
case was his remarkably destructive, dirty, noisy and excited habits, rendering the usual conditions as to
bedding and covering impossible. But the fact of his occupying a single room at night bad not struck me
as being in anyway remarkable, as it was iu accordance with ordinary routine treatment for such cases.
Personally, I do not consider the patient could have been placed under conditions more conducive to his
recovery had there been any chance of recovery in his case. Aly reasons for not enlarging upon the fact of
his sleeping in a single room to his wife, may he summed up as folloivs:—Airs. * * * was very
sensitive about her husband’s condition, and in my opinion could not have been made to understand
the full meaning of his depraved habits, nor the difficulties attached to the treatment of such a ease.
The distress she already experienced appeared to me very great, in fact her health was visibly affected
by it, and I naturally shrank from adding to this distress by enlarging upon the condition of the
patient in any way calculated to increase the pain of mind she so acutely evinced. Although I did not
make a prominent feature of the fact, T mentioned it incidentally to several medical men, notably to Dr.
Seot-Skirving, Dr. AVilliams, although tho latter gentleman did not appear to remember it when giving
his evidence, and to Dr. Alanning. I also told thc patient’s son that tlie father occupied a single
room at night, hut I can quite understand that this gentleman thought I meant an ordinary bed
room occupied by one person. The matter, however, did not strike me in that light at the time .1 told
him. As regards dressing patients to receive their friends, this is a custom in all well-regulated asylums
for very obvious reasons, both as regards inculcating good habits in the patient and on account of the
feelings of tlie friends and relatives who, as a rule, notice immediately such tilings as dirty nails or untidy
collars or cuffs, and occasionally request that special dresses shall be worn by thc patients on the occasion
of these visits. The death-rate of Cook’s Kiver compares favuurably with that in other ;isylums, and I
hand in a list showing the average percentage of deaths on average number of resident patients for ten
years ending 1S93. The average percentage of deaths on average numbers resident in all asylums,
exclusive of Cook’s River, for thc same period is 7’00, or 1-18 greater than at Cook’s Kiver. I also hand in
a list of names of patients who have died at Bayview during the years 1890 to 1894 inclusive, together
_
with the cause of deatli and duration of illness. With regard to my interpretation of the word “ seclusion ”
and “restraint,” which occur in section 71 of the Lunacy Act, I have adopted the custom prevalent iu the
Government asylums, and I do not think I could have deviated from that custom without causing great
confusion in statistical and other calculations. In the Handbook for Attendants on the Insane, published
by the, authority of the Alcdico-Psychological Association iu 1893, tlie following are the definitions of
Seclusion and Restraint, page 116 :—‘ By Seclusion ’ is meant the placing of a patient alone in any locked
room or locality during thc day-time. By ‘ Mechanical Restraint ’ is understood any restriction of the bodily
liberty of a patient by some appliance, such as a sheet, rope, straight-jacket, towel, or straps/’ Amongst
thc number of medical gentlemen who have from time to time visited Bayview, either in consultation or
to sec patients on behalf of friends, I may mention Dr. Fortesoue, Dr. Sydney Jones, Dr. M.ackollar, tbe
Hon. Dr. Creed, Dr. Ooutie, Dr. Crago. Dr. Lame, Dr. Sinclair, Dr. Kingsbury, and many others. With
regard to tlie quality and quantity of food supplied to patients aud othci-s at Bayview, I know of no one
who lias complained on this score prior to the three or four nurses who bunded themselves together in
order to make trouble for thc management recently, under tlie leadership of Margaret Macleod, cx'cept
Alexander Robinson, and his complaint was only made to me after lie had received notice to leave. This
was investigated at the time, and found to be a groundless accusation. The physical condition of both
patients and nurses at Bayview should, I think, be a sufficient refutation of the charges made by AJ.ucleod
and party. I have here the diet scale fur both Government and private patients. The absence of purpura
should also indicate, in a very positive manner, that care had been exorcised in selecting suitable food, as
well as in supplying an abundance of it. That the food was invariably well and properly cooked there
can be no doubt, otherwise it would not have been eaten, as the insane are more difficult to manage, as a
rule in this respect, than sane poople ; and anyone experienced in lunacy will allow' that one of thc first
objects of a superintendent is to get his patients to eat well. With regard to tlie clothing of Government
patients at Cook’s River, I believe it has always been abundant. 1 know it has been destroyed by
patients in large quantities, and it was on this account a somewhat lighter dress material was selected
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tliau is custommy in the Government asylums, so that a greater number of new dresses might be
provided, the proportion of dirty and destructive patients being very great.
I have never heard A
complaints from patients on the score of clothing, unless it were relative to lighter boots than is generally
23
provided, and for those capable of taking carts of them light cloth boots were invariably purchased.
As to bed-clothing. I have never heard a complaint from a patient, and I am quite sure complaints would
have been made by many patients had there been cause for them.
1 do not think the Government
patients' clothing has been used to any extent, for private patients. "Why should it ? If the friends of
private patients supply them with clothes, it would only incur greater expense for me to supplement it
with clothing purchased by me. I have no doubt that occasionally I have been put to this extra expense
when, rather than allow a patient to go about with worn-out boots, a new pair has been supplied from the
store until such times as the friends could supply the want. In the case of a patient, Case No. G5,
for whom I receive from the Master in Lunacy something under £50 per annum for both maintenance and
clothing, 1 have do doubt the dress material used by the Government patients bus occasionally been used,
but I do not think that has been a frequent occurrence—not because the material would not be quite
suitable and proper, but because it would tend to confuse what we call Government patients with private
ones. Under-garments for such patients as Case No. 65 and Case No. 44 are, of course, made of the
same material as is used for Government patients, for the simple reason that more suitable material could
not be found. Private patients’ clothes have invariably been kept apart and separate from the clothing
of the Government patients.
In Case No. 28, mentioned by Ur. Maiming, I both clothed ami
maintained her for' over six months without any remuneration whatever.
The material used for
Government patients’ clothing would doubtless be used for her. The private patients who have from
time to time been treated on the Government side of the house have been such as required seclusion
during the day; such as required a. single room to sleep in at night; such as requested to be allowed to
occupy a single room at night, and for whom a bedstead would he provided, as in Case No. 58 and
Case No. 11, or such cases as were too excited for association with quiet patients in either No 1
or No. 2 sitting-rooms, and were, in company with a nurse, allowed the greater freedom of the large
Government dining-room.
Case No. 14 always remained about that room because she is very old,
and had grown so accustomed to her surroundings that her daughters wished to avoid making any
change.
They provided her with clothing, and when the Government patients, of whom this
case was one, were removed in 18S6, arrangements were made by the family for the old lady
to continue under the same conditions to which she had grown accustomed during the time she
was classified as a Government patient.
Case No. 13 lias frequently spent days together in the
Government dining-room, where she has been enabled to work oft' a large amount of superabundant
energy without annoying anyone.
This certainly would not have been the case either in No. 1 or No, 2
sitting-rooms, Case No. 13 has invariably occupied a private patient’s dormitory at night. With regard
to Case. No. G, mentioned in Mackenzie’s evidence, there is little to add to what Dr, Manning has stated
about him. He was not expected to live many months when he was admitted to Bayview on 20th January,
1887, yet he is alive now and looking well; therefore, need I ask, how can he possibly have been neglected 1
The special circumstances surrounding this case, in consequence of somewhat complicated legal conditions
relative to a will under which he inherited some money, have brought Case No. 6 under the notice of
several visitors, notably the Hon. Dr. Creed and Mr. Nugent Robertson, as well as of Dr. Manning, and
1 do not remember anyone at any time expressing an unfavourable opinion about bis treatment. As for
preparing the patient to receive visits, I am sure nothing could be done beyond washing his hands, perhaps,
and brushing his hair ; the difficulty of moving him on account of his paralysis would render it imperative
to commence changing Ids garments immediately there arose cause for it. As to Case No. 23, when
she is described by the nurses at Parramatta as being infinitely worse than any other patient ever there, 1
need say but little. She improved somewhat at Hayview, but never sufficiently to warrant her removal
from a single, room at night. She was superlatively dirty, but I have never seen the slightest sign of a
bruise upon her, nor do L believe she was ever roughly used. Particulars of her case will be found on
page 22, v. IV, of the case-book. "With regard to Case No. 20, the case as it stands in the case-bool:
I have here in manuscript. 1! have nothing to add to Dr. Manning's report in the matter of the fracture,
except to emphasise the fact that a nurse was on night patrol duty, and visited the room every two
hours. With regard to accidents, 1 here hand to the Commission a list of all accidents involving
the slightest out of the skin, and those of a more serious nature, which have occurred at Bayview
during the tea years from 1884 to 1893. Also a list showing percentages of fatal accidents,
fractures, and dislocations, compared with total number of patients under care for a similar period,
both at Bayview and in the Scotch asylums; the latter report has been extracted from the reports
of the Lunacy Commissioners for Scotland. As to notice being given of the arrival of official visitors, T
certainly have not received any from them at any time of their intended visits, and as to preparing
the patients for them after their arrival at the establishment, it would be quite impossible to do
more than collect them together for convenience of inspection, to straighten a shawl or bonnet, or some
such simple arrangement. 1 have never even suggested more than this to nurse or matron, but I certainly
have expected this to be done, both on the occasion of official visits and on my own rounds. No
message was sent to this effect that I know of, but both matron and senior attendant should be notified
of the arrival of official visitors, so that they themselves may be presentable and ready to answer questions
if required. Personally, 1 do not believe that more than this has been done, but I can quite understand that
an inexperienced nurse or attendant, especially if they should be of a suspicious temperament, should, on
noting these slight preparations, jump to the conclusion that they were done to deceive, whereas the
experienced visitor knows quite the contrary, and they should have no difficulty in distinguishing between
thorough cleanliness of an institution and a makeshift attempt at it, I may here remark that when one
or two nurses, in a small stalf, become disaffected and prejudiced against, tlio management by outride
influence, it cannot be difficult to understand how injurious their actions may be to the interests of the
establishment, nor can it be a matter of surprise that they should themselves do things which would east
obloquy upon the management—such, for instance, as the removal of sheets at night from several beds in a
dormitory without any authority, and evidently for the purpose of saying that sufficient clean sheets could
not be obtained ; in this matter I submit there has been ample evidence to the contrary. So fur as my
relations with Dr, Manning have gone, they have always been friendly, but never intimate, and I have
always interpreted this distinction as a necessary official condition. 1 am quite sure Dr. Manning’s visits
to
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to the institution have not been intimated to me in any way prior to his arrival or more than three or
A, J. Vause. four occasions during the twelve years I have resided at Bayview, and then it has been necessary to see
Jan., 1395.

me relative to matters in connection with the institution. 'When Dr. Manning has called upon me personally
he has not visited the patients. This has occurred several times, notably during my illness at tbe
beginning of last year, and I fully appreciated the kindness which prompted such an action. As to
nursing and the nursing staff at Bayview, the custom has been for one or more nurses to be constantly in
attendance upon recent cases whatever the rate of payment might be, and as the case improved or became
chronic association with other patients, and a gradual diminution of the personal attendance, would super
vene ; that is to say, as the patient became more accustomed to the surroundings, the conditions of life
would become more natural and less inquisitorial. With sick or recent cases a night nurse lias always been
placed in charge, and also with recent cases requiring a single room at night there has invariably been a
night nurse on duty, and this nurse would be off duty during the daytime. On account of the smallness
of the number under treatment, and the irregularity of cases of illness or excitement, this system of night
nursing lias of necessity been irregular and intermittent, and even with a night patrol it would be just the
same, because the nurse on regular night duty could not attend to recent sick or excited cases, and an
extra night nurse would always be placed on duty for their care. As to the number of nurses employed,
there has always been five or six with the fifty Government patients ; three or four with what have been
termed tlie No. 2 patients, generally about fifteen in number; and three or four with the No. 1 patients,
who, as a rule, have not exceeded eight or nine in number. And there have generally been two or three
patients in the house with a nurse specially devoted to them. On the male side the average number
of attendants to patients has been one to three or four. Besides these nurses and attendants, the staff
has consisted of a coachman, a gardener, a yardman, a painter, a carpenter, an engineer, and frequently a
labourer. Two cooks have always been employed and two laundresses. Bor some years past there has
been a matron and a housekeeper, making a total of about eighteen females and eleven males, without
countingthe servants employed at the new house, and the total number of patients has averaged about ninety.
The average proportion of nurses and attendants to patients in Government asylums is, I believe, one in
ten. The principal reasons a night patrol was not adopted as a routine have been that sue]i a custom must
of necessity disturb a small establishment during the night. The noise of locking and unlocking doors,
the flash of a light from a lantern, the creaking of woodwork—all conditions more or less inseparable from
such a duty—would, I think, tend to disturb the tranquility of a small establishment. When it is taken into
consideration that every room excepting the single rooms have one or more nurses in it as well as the patients,
no one surely could doubt as to the advantage of the system when compared with that of a night patrol. It
will be observed that I draw a distinction between a night patrol and a night nurse, and for my own parti
should infinitely prefer having some one sleeping in my bedroom to having the room invaded at short inter
vals by someone making the rounds of tbe place, after the fashion of a night watchman. Iknow tins duty of
sleeping with patients is not relished by nurses or attendants at the first, but when they grow accustomed
to it the objection seems to wear off, and lhave seldom heard complaints about it from experienced people.
The numerical strength of tiie staff has always rendered it an easy matter to place a nurse or an
attendant on night duty when required, but several weeks have frequently passed without any such
necessity. The general health of the patients has been remarkably good, and when other establishments
were full of influenza there was no extra strain upon Bayview. Only a few patients suffered there, and
those only to a very slight degree. Both official visitors and the Inspector-General can bear witness on
this point. The number of fresh admissions would seldom average more than two per month, and of these
less than one-half would require single-roorn treatment at night, so that the necessity for special night
watching lias been comparatively small. Nevertheless, I submit that it has always been efficiently provided
whenever required. The fact of there being five or six nui’ses and a matron within close proximity to the
single rooms on tbe Government side of the house should, 1 think, be considered a sufficient precaution
when the nature of the cases occupying these rooms habitually at night is taken into consideration. The
evidence shows they were cases with well-marked and long-established habits, which rendered a single
room for a bedroom the most desimble accommodation for’ them. Their health was always under careful
observation, and in tbe ease of illness a special night nur.se was always provided. As before observed,
some five or six nurses and the matron were within a very short distance at all times during the night.
On the male side of the bouse the custom is for an attendant to remain up all night and visit any patient
occupying a single room at intervals of about two hours, more or less frequently, as occasion requires.
In the case of healthy patients suffering from excitement, a longer interval is allowed to elapse, but in
the case of excited patients in less robust health, they are visited more frequently. I have never had
occasion to doubt the conscientious performance of this duty by the attendants working under me. As
a rule, I entrust this duty to people whom I have known for some time, or in whom I have confidence.
Until recently, I have not deemed it necessary to employ a recording clock, and even now that I possess
two of them they are likely to remain unused for months together. In my opinion, in a small establish
ment, if a man cannot be trusted to do bis work without a i-ccording clock, he cannot be of much use with
one, and the only sendee the clock would be appears to me to consist in affording evidence of the presence
of an attendant, but it certainly does not record bis efficiency as a nurse. When Mr. Gannon gave his
evidence I forgot to ask him to explain to the Commission how it came about that I paid Macleoda month's
wages through him at the Newtown Police Court. He has, however, given me a letter, explaining
tlie circumstances, and I now hand it in, . Referring to Mr. Gearey’s statement, that Dr. Tucker was
in Sydney shortly before the Commission commenced its sittings, I can only say I was not
aware of it, nor do I believe it. I should, I feel sure, have known of it if it had been so,
and most certainly I did not, nor have' I met anyone who has either seen or heard of Dr. Tucker’s
being in Sydney recently or at that time. I spoke to Mr. Greville on the subject almost at once
after hearing the statement made by Mr. Gearcy, and Mr, Greville ridiculed the idea, and at my
request wrote a letter to that effect, which I now hand in to the Commission. Much lias been made of
the supposed warnings given on the arrival of the official visitors, no doubt with the object of making it
apparent that it was customary to leave the patients unwatebed, and that a general state of disregard for
discipline was maintained. I think the explanation given by witness ex-nurse Rachel Kelly (who left the
institution of her own free will) will be sufficient for my purpose; for, in answer to a question as to
whether, when the official visitors came to the institution, their presence would be notified by me, she
replies, “ No, Dr. Vause usually came round with them. The matron used generally to say when tlie
visitors
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visitors had come. She would send word so that we could get the patients together, as sometimes they
Dr.
were scattered alxmt.'' It would clearly take a considerable time if the visitors had to go to each patient
^ Vause
who might be about tlie grounds enjoying peaceful recreation, and no doubt, to obviate this, it is quite noT^™mu
possible the matron would send instructions accordingly. This witness speaks most highly of the food, ^“an''
clothing, and general treatment of the Government patients, she having had their charge while employed
at the asylum, and states further that the arrangements of the institution were satisfactory. With regard
to the assertion that a wound in a patient’s head had been attacked by rats, made by Mackenzie, it
appears, when lie spoke to ehief attendant Doherty at the time, he said he thought the bleeding might
have been caused by rats, although this idea was scouted at the time, and the wound after being dressed
shortly afterwards disappeared. The incident, however, had apparently not been lost sight of by Mackenzie,
and has accordingly been added to his list of charges of neglect. With reference to Case No. 20 and
the evidence given by witness Macleod, it is somewhat remarkable that, although when a depart
mental enquiry was held on the matter, the witness there gave certain evidence, she made no complaints
of any kind, although she admits that she had the opportunity of doing to. Clearly at that time then
nothing extraordinary had happened. With regard to this witnesses statements that there were no
observation holes in the single room doors, Rose M’Mahon, an ex-attendant, deposes to the contrary. She
further admits having seen me go round at night to see the patients, and in fact, I may say, it has been
iny practice to do so at all kinds of irregular times so that I might not be anticipated in any way. The
Rev. E. D. Madgwick, a constant visitor to the asylum, expresses a most favourable impression ns to my
management, and states that no complaints were ever made to him by anyone. He says that in his
experience as chaplain to Callan Park Asylum, there is no difference in tlie conduct of Bayview, which he says
is more like a home. He adds that lie always found everything neat and clean, and has constantly noticed
various alterations and improvements. Perhaps the best proof of the happiness of tlie patients is his
testimony that when some of them heard of these charges being made against the institution they
expressed great concern and anxiety to be in a position to defend the establishment. The Rev. E. M.
O’Callaghan also testifies that he lias also found everything satisfactory and well-managed. I would
specially direct the attention of the Commission to the evidence of cx-nurso and matron, Bridget Morrisey,
who loft voluntarily, after an employment of nearly five years. Her evidence is of all the more value, as
in reply to a question put to her, she stated that since her retirement she had not seen me till when she
actually appeared before the Commission, The witness distinctly denies Macleod’s assertion that the sheets
were kept on tlie beds during the day-time for “show,” and directly contradicts her allegations of a certain
patient being neglected, and allowed to lie about in the rain. From her evidence it will be gathered that
plenty of tea, coffee, Arc,, was available for patients during the night; that some of them preferred sleeping
without their clothes ; that dresses were so made as to be suitable for the patients in classes (from which
arose the idea that the clothes supposed to belong specifically to one patient were placed on another); that
I was most particular that the rules and regulations of the institution should be strictly observed; that
the single rooms were not used for the sake of economy, but principally for the benefit of wet and dirty
patients; that she never knew which way the oilicial visitors would elect to proceed when inspecting;
that if the patients complained to Macleod of feeling cold, she did not, as affirmed, report the complaints :
that fresh milk was provided every morning and at dinner; and that the asylum was always comfortable
and homely, every care being taken with tlie patients. Finally, the witness gives the result of an interview
witli her by Gearey, and states that the latter threw out the suggestion that if certain patients'named were
released as the result of the inquiry she might get an appointment to look after them. Surely this can
only show to what lengths those interested had gone in the attempt to induce evidence against the manage
ment of the asylum, with, I submit, disastrous results. I might also refer to the evidence of Mary Magney,
n^ housemaid, who left because of a disagreement with me, but who, nevertheless, proves that Case
No. 1 was provided with meals from my private table. This witness was also interviewed by Gearey,
but apparently unsuccessfully. Mary Doherty, cook, disproves the evidence of insufficient food and bad
cooking, and points out the diet scale by which she was guided, and to which she adhered strictly. A
quantity of evidence has been taken with reference to two patients about whom Supreme Court proceed
ings were at one time taken, but as the cases were fully considered by the proper legal tribunals, and as a
consequence they are both still under my care, I do not propose to refer to the matter further. Further dis
proof of IMacIeod’s assertion that the bed-sheets were only left on the bed in the day time for show, and
taken of) at night, is offered by Eliza Hunter (laundress), who bases her knowledge that such was not the
fact by reason of the quantity that was regularly washed by her each week. Nurse McBride gives evidence
that sick patients were attended during the night, that there were no complaints of overwork, that the
Government patients were well looked after, mid that she heard Maggie Macleod express tlie opinion that
the patients were “ r.wo well looked after, and had too much their own way” ; E. Erickson, a warder at Little
Bay Hospital, and formerly employed at Bayview, states that everything was satisfactory while he was there;
Johanna Dwyer, an ex-nurse, and formerly for two years at Parkside Lunatic Asylum, also testifies most
strongly to the care and attention always paid to all the patients, and particularly as regards food and
clothing, and this evidence is given notwithstanding the fact that she was duly visited by Gearey, and had
been discharged by me at a moment's notice, in consequence of a quarrel with one of the attendants.
The experience of Mr. * #
, who for a time was a patient, may be noted, for he points out that
for a time, partly at his own request, he occupied both in summer and winter tlie very single room
in which Case No. 1 was placed, and about which so much discussion has taken place. The fact
that lie cannot in any way prefer the slightest complaint, either as to the rooms or as to the treatment
of the patients, is, I think, most important and significant. With regard to the genera] evidence of the
many medical gentlemen who from time to time have either visited, been connected with, or concerned
in the management of Bayview Asylum, I can only say that their unanimity is as gratifying as it
is remarkable, and I assume that it would be taking up the time of the Commission unnecessarily were
I to specially bring under notice even the main points of the results of their observations and
experience, feeling sure that the Commission will have carefully noted them for themselves, and that they (
would give that credence to their evidences to which their high professional reputation entitles them.
To sum up then tlie exhaustive evidence taken on this inquiry, I would respectfully submit that the
charges of neglect and ill-treatment of Case No. 1 have altogether failed, and that the allegations
of cruelty and mismanagement generally have been completely disproved for tbe reasons already
set out, and that it is evident that what naturally has resulted in very heavy damage to me, both
207—2 K
pecuniarily
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pecuniarily and professionally, has been brought about through a number of idle and maliciously distorted
' _ ‘ a aUS^’ ri>11ClU1's having perhaps a colour of truth in them, and which only too readily and hastily have been seized
°3 Jan 1895 uPon an(^ magnified to suit private purposes or avenge petty and, for the most paid, imaginary grievances.
~
'*
' Without going into details relative to the payments made by the Government for the female patients
maintained at Bayview House, I should like to draw attention to the fact that for the last eight years
there have been only fifty at 22s. Gd. per week, and that at Cooma, where the same number was for a
time maintained by the Government, the weekly cost amounted to over 25s., counting the interest on
money sunk in buildings, at Gs. per bed per week, and value of land, Jtc.
8930^. Is there anything you wish to add to the statement you have made! Kot that I am aware of. 1
have made it as concise ;is I can, and have not gone into financial matters.
8931. Will you be prepared to enter more fully into the whole of these matters when, under cross
examination—such, for instance, as supplying further facts and other statistics regarding the management,
of the institution ? Yes ; certainly.
8932. Have you also provided for tiie information of the Commission, in addition to this general statement,
various books, statutory and others, used at the institution? I have.
8933. It is the opinion of the Commission, under tlie circumstances, that all the members should have a .
day or two in order to carefully read over this elaborate statement submitted by yourself, and we propose
to adjourn until Friday for that purpose, before asking you any further questions;—does this proposal
meet with your views and convenience 1 Quite so.
8934. Do the books you have temporarily provided for the Commission contain an account of the income
and expenditure of the institution? Yo; they do not.
893-5.-Have you any objection to provide tbe books which contain the income and expenditure, particu
larly the expenditure for the months of June, July, and September, 1894, as compared with the other
months of the year, in order that the Commission may see if extra purchases of clothing were made in
this particular period ? I have no objection at all. I think I can show what is desired from the monthly
balance sheets.
893G. Dr. Manning.] A fairer comparison would ho to show the total expenditure on clothing material
in similar months of several years (say) for 1892, 1893, and 1894.
8937. President.] Could you provide the Commission with a financial statement showing the amount spent
on clothing in the months of June, July, and August, in the years 1892, 1893, and 1894? Yes ; I think
1 could.
8938. Mr. McGmeen.] The charge made against Dr. Vause by some of the witnesses is that an extra
amount of clothing was purchased shortly after the removal of Case No. 1 from Bayview House. The
object I have in view in requesting the President to ask these questions is that the point shall be deter
mined. If Dr. Vause purchased extra clothing 1 presume he can produce the bills and receipts, or let us
know actually what money was expended in the months of June, Julv, and August, in 1894.
8939. Dr. Manning.] What would be a fair guide, I submit, would be a statement showing the whole of
the expenditure on clothing during these months in the years 1892, 1893, and 1894.
8940. fVesfdeHi.] The point is this : Tlie evidence on one side shows clearly that there was an extra supply
of clothing purchased immediately after the 20th of hi ay last, while the evidence on the other side shows
that there was no extraordinary expenditure beyond the small additional outlay which is the custom on
account of the change in the season of the year from autumn to winter. We think, therefore, if you will
show us the money spent in draperies and other clothing in the corresponding months for three years, we
shall be able to make a fair comparison ; —do you think, by Friday next, you can supply us with a state
ment of the expenditure on clothing during the several periods specified? Yes ; I do. I will see what I
can do, and will do my best,
[The further examination of this witness was adjourned until the following Friday.]
FRIDAY, 25 JANUARY, 1895.
[JVie Commission met, at Il-a.m., in the Board Room, Chief Secretaj-fa Office.]

Tee Hon. Sie

present:—
ARTHUR RENWICK, Kkt., B.A., M.D., M.L.O., Pkesidemt.

ANDREW GARRAN. Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Insane.
Esq., M.L.A.
Dr. A. J. Vause sworn and further examined :—
8941. President] On Wednesday you were requested to provide for the Commission certain information
Dr.
A. J. Yausc. relative to the purchase of goods at particular times—have you prepared a statement? Yes.
8942. We have received from you, and read over carefully, the statement you prepared and handed in as
25 Jan., 1895. your evidence in connection with the general charges made by witnesses against the management of the
institution, and I ask you now if you have anything you particularly wish to add bo that general state
ment? No.
8943. Did you purchase Bayview House from Dr, Tucker? Yes.
8944. Did you understand at the time that Dr. Tucker was the sole owner? Yes.
8945. Have you been the sole owner ever since? Yes ; I have.
8946. It has been stated, as you have heard, during the progress of this inquiry, that other gentlemen are
interested, directly or indirectly, pecuniarily or otherwise, in the institution ;—is that so? Certainly not,
8947. Arc the statements made to this effect wholly untrue ? Perfectly so.
S94S. During your absence from the Colony did you appoint the Hon. Edward Greville, M.L.C., to act as
*
your attorney ? I did.
894J. While you were absent, did lie have full power to act on your behalf in tiie management of the
institution ? Yes.
8950. In any other respect had Mr. Greville any direct interest in the institution? No.
8951. Had he any direct pecuniary interest of any kind? No.
8952.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING, Esq.,
M.D.,
Inspector-General
of
the
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8952 Have you expended a considerable amount of money from time to time in erecting various buildings
Dr.
for^the accommodation of Government patients 1 Yes.
° A. J. Vaase.
8953. 1 do not see in the statement placed before us that you have mentioned the amount so expended ?
r^o , m that statement I have dealt more with tlie evidence submitted to the Commission,
Jan., 1395.
8954. Can you give us, in summarised form, the amounts you have expended year after year on new
buddings, improvements, and repairs'! The actual expenditure on new buildings I'calculate at £5,000: the
amount expended on improvements and repairs goes considerably beyond that.
8955. What would bo the total amount you have expended 1 I have not calculated it
8,TK5lnCa!1 y°U S‘ve US a 1'0U^11
1 should think about £3,000 in repairs and improvements, and
£5,000 on new buildings, making a total outlay of about £8,000.
8957. WHiat principally in the way of buildings do tlicse'improvements consist of? A new kitchen and
laundry; a billiard-room ; a verandah and dormitory between the kitchen and laundry, on the second floor
of course including the removal of tlie old buildings to make room for the new. Then there has been the
ni rangemont and rearrangement of the recreation grounds for the Government patients ; the cementing of
paths, and the erection of substantial fences. There lias also been the erection and improvement of the
now house to make it suitable for the admission of private patients; and the expenses incident to the
making of new roads m the grounds. T have had a carpenter and painter constantly at work; and J' have
■
had two painters ami three or four carpenters fully occupied for as long as twelve or eighteen months. I
have generally one or two labourers in the grounds besides the ordinary staff of servants.
'
8958. Have you also incurred some expense in the purchase or erection of a cottage at Karrabeen for tlie
use of convalescent patients? Yes. The expenditure at Narrabecn for the past two years is shown in the
books produced. The sum of £305 was the current expenditure for the year 1893.
8959. W hat docs that outlay include 1 Working expenses, principally. That includes earetaking, patients’
maintenance, and carriage to and fro, cartage and interest on the money due to the Government. The kind
is a good selection, the cost of road-making, and so forth.
8900. lias this cottage been inspected by tlie official visitors ? It has not.
8961. Under wliat authority are the patients sent to Narrabeen? In accordance with the provisions of
tlie 82nd section of the Lunacy Act.
8902. Has there been any official visitations to Narrabecn ? Hitherto there has not been any.
8963. Is the i-eason why no official visitors have been to this cottage because it is considered that the
patients are so much improved that they can leave the institution with safety, and there is but little
necessity for these visitations? Yes : there is, too, un arrangement made with a medical man at Manly to
attend to all requirements in cases of urgency.
J
8904. How many patients have you generally at tin's cottage ? Sometimes three, but generally two.
8965. Who is m charge ? A married man named George Powell, in whom I have every confidence.
8906. What do you say is the annual expenditure in connection with this convalescent cottage? About
£350.
8967. Do you ever send Government patients there ? .'No ; J have not done so.
8968. Is it a place you use only for private convalescent cases? Yes.
‘
8969. Do you wish to say any tiling further in relation to matters of expenditure at Bayview House? Yo;
except that the whole of the income has been taken up by the expenditure.
8970. Do you mean to say that the income and expenditure have been nearly equal i Yes ; in consequence
of the improvements.
■
8971. Have you not made any appreciable profit? No; not after paying the working expenses and the
interest due on borrowed capital. When I had the Government patients there -was sufficient margin for
a sinking fund to pay off by instalments the original amount borrowed. I am perfectly sure that since
they havo been removed tlie revenue lias not even provided the Medical Superintendent’s salary after
paying all expenses.
'
8972. Has not this latter phase prevailed only since the 1st of January this year? Yes.
8913. Up to that time was there a sinking fund margin ? Yes.
8974_ Was the original purchase-money for Bayview House as arranged between you as purchaser and
Dr. Tucker tin vendor 1£14-;500'? Yes * bub that is not nil. There has been considerable outlay since
8975. Since then how much have you spent on the institution ? In addition to the amounts spent orffiinally J. liavespent £500 for furniture; the new house cost £2,500, and £500 of that has been paid off
leaving unbalance of £2,000. The £14,000 has been reduced to £8,500, leaving a balance of £10,500 still
owing. That, shortly, is the actual financial position of the establishment.
8976. As a matter of fact, have you made large profits out of this institution ? I have not.
8977. Did you supply the clothing to the Government patients ? Yes.
8978. As you are aware, witnesses at different periods of this inquiry have stated that immediately after
Case No, 1 was removed from Bayview House a large expenditure
fpenditure was
was incurred
incurred in
in the
the mirclmse
purchase nf
of elnthir
clothing
for the patients
is that true ? I think it is untrue, judging from tlie entries in tlie books. I have no
personal recollection of such a thing.
8979. Having your books before you, are you able to say what the expenditure on drapery articles has
been for the last two years ? Certainly.
8980. What was the total expenditure for drapery in the year 1893 ? It was £329 17s. 2d.
8981. What was the total expenditure for the year 1894 ? It was£300 12s.
'
8982.^ In other words, then, was the expenditure on drapery less in 1894 than it was in 1893, notwith
standing the assertion that an extra amount of clothing was purchased in 1894, shortly after Case No. 1
was removed from Bayview House ? Yes ; apparently so ; the books show that.
* ”
8983. What was the expenditure in May, 1894? £49 15s. 2d.
8984. What was it in June, 1894? £19 ISs. 3d.
.
8985. What wa£ it in July, 1894? £12 7s. 6d.
8986. What was it in August, 1894? £21 4s. 3d.
8987. What was the expenditure for drapery in May, 1893 1 Nothing at all, but there was £50 spent in
April of that year.
^
8988. What was expended in April, 1894 ? Only £8 15s.
8989. As there was nothing spent in May, 1893—tho sum of £50 having been spent in April—what was
laid out in June of 1893? £9 9s. 5d.
8990. What in July, 1893 ? £125 ] Is. lOd.
S991.
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8991. What in August, 18931 £.9 19s.
. lor.„ , . ,
Dr.
A. J. Vause. 8992. Do these figures show that for the months of April. May, J une, July and August, m IS Jd, tlie total
expenditure on drapery was £191 Os. 3d. ■

Yes.

,

.

23 Jan., 1893. 8993. Do the figures also show, as taken from your hooks, that tho expenditure on drapery for the

months of April, May, June, July, and August, 1894,_ reached a total of £112 Os, 2d. 1 Yes ; they do.
8994. Do you state that the accounts for these drapery goods were paid by cheque, always within a month
or two from the foregoing dates ? Yes, certainly.

8995. Have wo taken these figures from your books ? Yes.

8996. Do they show unmistakably that the expenditure for draperies in the months named m 1893 wits
nearly double the expenditure for the similar goods in the corresponding months of 1894 ? Yes; they do.
8997. Can there be any doubt about this matter 1 Hot the slightest.
8998. Mi\ McGovsen.'] Can you tell us where these goods were purchased ? Yes.
8999. President.] From what firms 1 From Hordern Brothers principally ; also from Riley Brothers,
Jones & Co., Mark Foy, Hatte, of Newtown, Reid & Co., Munro A Co., and Anthony Hordern.
_
9000. When this expenditure was incurred, did you authorise the expenditure, or were, you moved to iff
The expenditure was incurred after requisitions had been signed by the matron. A list is made out, and
I put my name to it as a matter of routine. If I take exception to anything on the list I run my pen
through the entry.
. . . ,
9001. Is this done as a matter of routine by the matron in the domestic department of the institution?
Certainly, in every case.
9002. Dr. Oarran.] Yon heard it stated in evidence that political influence was used to keep the patients
at Bayview House longer than they .otherwise would have beenhave you stirred yourself m any way to
use it ? I never have.
. ..
9003. Have you approached any Member of Parliament to use his influence with the Government m this
direction? No.
, „
T ,
9004. So far as you are concerned, have you brought pressure to bear on any Government i iNo. I nave
tried to make a favourable impression on Members of Parliament whenever I could, but I never enteied
into any conversation with them concerning the renewal of my contract.
9005. Have you ever asked anyone to use influence in your behalf? No.
9006. Have you not hoard it said in evidence that the removal of Case No. 1 led to a general brushing up
of the institution ? Yes ; I have heard something to that effect.
9007. Amongst other things, tho gas has been laid on along the corridor fronting the single rooms on the
Government sido ;—is that the only important alteration that has been made made?
I think I was
induced to do that more because of the accident than because of the removal of Case No. 1.
9008. Did you hear the evidence of one of the official visitors, when he said he did not altogether regard
the laying on of the gas to these single rooms as an improvement? \os.
,
9009. Do you think it is an improvement? No; and for my own part I would nothave done it. 1
thought it might be a relief to the minds of some people who do not understand the nature of the treat
ment of cases of insanity to know that gaslight was available all through the night.
_
9010. Did you introduce this and other reforms because of the patient’s removal? Certainly not.
9011. Have you made any change in the general management in consequence of the patient’s removal?
9012. Did you look up your wardrobe—make special inquiries about the clothing—in consequence of the
removal of that ease? Nothing more than usual; it is the ordinary custom to inquire into tlie state of the
wardrobe, so that requisition may be made whenever necessary for additional clothing.
9013. Did you alter the treatment of patients placed in the single room ? No.
9014. Did you make any change whatever in your routine ? No.
9015. Dr. Manning.] Was the gas introduced immediately after Case No. 1 went away? No ; it was some
months after.
.
9016. Was that consequent upon the accident to Case No. 20? The gas was laid on in the associated
dormitories owing to that. The gas was carried along to the single rooms because it was being laid m tiie
dormitories. The men were working there, and one day tho idea struck me that by extending the pipes
along the verandah J might illuminate these rooms. I did this without consulting the Inspector-General,
as 1 should have done.
i
j9017. Was the gas laid on in the associated dormitory some months after Case No. 1 lelt the institution,
and in consequence of the accident that happened to Case No. 20 ? Yes; and if I had not been laying it
in the dormitories I should not have carried it on to tlie single rooms.
. ,
.
9018. Mr. McGowen ] Following the questions asked by Dr. Garran, in regard to political influence having
been brought to bear in connection with your contract, do you know whether it was exerted? lam not
aware it was exerted in the slightest degree, I know that the usual applications for a renewal were made
by me, but I have no knowledge of any pressure having been brought to bear by anyone else.
9019. If pressure was brought to bear was it done at your solicitation ? Certainly not.
^
9020. In 1893 or in 1894 wore you in any financial straits in regard to the establishment ? No.
9021. Not more than usual ? No.
_
9022. Were you compelled bv vour financial affairs to exorcise greater economy ? Certainly not.
_
9023. Dr. Garran.] Do I understand from you that during your tenure the indebtedness on the establish
ment has been reduced ? Yes.
,
9024. And that the whole of the profit you made has been used to reduce the indcbtednesss ? Jixactly so.
9025. To what has it been reduced ? To £10,500.
9026. From what? From £17,000.
^
9027. Otherwise have you made anything by it for yourself ? No.
9028. Mr. Me Goiocn."| Do you have to pay off the mortgage at the rate of £200 per month ? 1 have been
diminishing the mortgage on the property, but not to that extent. I have paid it oil quarterly ; sometimes
it has taken place every six months.
_
9029. President.] Over what period is this diminution extended? During the first three or tour years .1.
paid off £2,000, having previously paid £3,500. Then matters went on at 5 per cent, interest, which I
regarded as equivalent to paying rent, and the surplus went on. I put up the kitchen, laundry, and
billiatd-room. and went in for improving the property. Then property diminished in value, and the Society
'
from
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from which I borrowed tlie money wanted the indebtedness diminished still more, and I commenced to pay
A. J, Yiiuse.
off in small sums. I gave them £500, and another £500.
9030. Is the whole of the profit you have made been used for the reduction of your indebtedness 1 Yes,
25 Jan., 1895,
9031. During a period of how many years 1 Twelve years. And I put in £3,500 as purchase money.
9032. iWr. J/cffoirai.] Did you put that in during the year 18S6 ? Yes.
9033. Does not that only make it eight years? Yes ; but I was there some years before.
9034. president.] Before going into any specific cases I should like to ask you a few questions about the
witness Mr. Gearey ;—were you acquainted with Gearey prior to this investigation ? Certainly not.
9035. Were you aware of his existence? I was not.
903G. Have you any reason to suppose that Gearey was actuated by any other motive than to do the
best he could for Case Ho. 1, and other inmates by the action he has taken in connection with this
inquiry ? T think so.
9037. On what grounds do you hold that opinion? In his first evidence Gearey stated he was a
friend of Case Ho. 1. On his re-examination he said he knew nothing or very little about the patient. I
am, therefore, forced to the conclusion that lie had other grounds for his action than his connection with
Case Ho. 1.
'
9038. Is that your feeling in this matter ? Yes.
9039. To what cause can you attribute the action he took 1 I think lie was so mixed up with the nurses
and attendants of the place that ho took up the cause of dissatisfied and discharged servants,
9040. What interest could he possibly have in doing that? I do not know, beyond that of notoriety.
9041. Prom one part of Gearey’s evidence it would appear that he was in daily communication with some
one in the institution ; so much so, that he could obtain information of anything and everything that
occurred within twenty-four hours of its occurrence ;—can you understand upon what ground that state
ment was made ? I heal’d the evidence, but I cannot understand and do not know the grounds upon
which it could be founded, except, perhaps, that a letter from Macleod, written to Gearey, was posted by
the witness Kennedy. From hearsay I understand that Macleod was in communication with Geary,
9012. How do you account for the way in which Gearey obtained his information about Bayview House?
1 think he obtained it through the witness Macleod.
9043. Do you think he also obtained statements from servants who -since being discharged have given
evidence before this Commission ? Yes.
9044. Have you not heard all tho discharged nurses tel! us that they furnished no information to Gearey
while they were in your service? Yes.
9045. Do you think such statements are compatible with the circumstances of tho case ? I do not think so.
9046. Do you think these witnesses have not told the truth ? Quite so.
9047. Am I to understand that some of tho statements have been so twisted round as to give a decidedly
wrong impression of matters connected with the asylum ? Yes.
9018. In other words, are these statements false throughout? Yes.
9049. Do you contradict the statements which more or less appear to be damaging to the institution? Yes?
9050. Dr, Garran.] Have you noticed in the course of the inquiry, that the witnesses most hostile to you
arc discharged servants ? Yes.
9051. Do you think you had a good quality of servants at Bayview House 1 Yes, as far as I could judge
without actual experience.
9052. Do you give your nurses and attendants as good wages as is given at the Government asylums ? I
do not know; I do not know what salaries are paid at the Government institutions.
9053. TV hat wages do you give ? As a rule, £3, £3 4s., and £4 per month to nurses, and the matron is
paid at a higher rate.
9054. Have these nurses had experience in lunacy work when they come to you ? As a rule, I prefer to
train my own nurses.
9055. Do you purposely avoid taking trained nurses ? Yes; T like to get healthy country girls of good
disposition, and with good references of general character. From my experience this is better than taking
those who have been at other institutions.
9056. Do you take it upon yourself to get the best you can ? Most decidedly.
9057. TV here do you get them from? Ho one place in particular. Sometimes I choose from the
applications received, and sometimes Mrs. Gilchrist, the lady superintendent, interviews the applicants
and makes the'selection. I generally see them myself before they are appointed.
9058. Do you have any trouble in fixing the wages ? Ho.
9059. Is your wage in excess of that which they would receive as housemaids ? Yes.
9060. Was Mrs. Morrisey your matron for some considerable time ? Yes ; I considered her a very good
official.
J &
9061. TVhy did you consider she was a very good official? I was favourably impressed with her as a
nurse. I was anxious that the Government patients should have someone living amongst them who would
be an authority over the other nurses, and at the same time be one in whom I could thoroughly redy. I
considered Morrisey a woman of that character.
9002. Did you impose implicit confidence in Iter ? I did.
9063. Did you believe the evidence she gave before this Commission ) Yes; I think it was fairly true.
In one part she said she ran short of clothing occasionally ; if she did I think it would be owing to her
own fault; she had only to make application and she would have obtained what was necessary. Site said
in her evidence that no requisition was ever refused.
”
9064. Did you think the evidence of Maggie Mucleod’s true ? It is utterly untrue.
9065. Is the evidence of the witness Verity true ? Hot .ill of it.
9066. Wits the evidence of witness Marshall true ? In certain respects it was untrue.
9067. TV as tlie r.vidence of Rose McMahon true ? So far as she gave evidence similar to that given by
Macleod I deny it totally. Tlie first reference I gave to McMahon she returned to me. She then called
upon me and asked for a bottler one, which naturally ]. refused. I am informed by Mrs. Gilchrist she
threatened that, she would go to Gearcy and make as much trouble for me as she could.
9068. Did she actually say that to you ? Yes ; she threatened me.
.
9069. Do you think the evidence of Josephine Mackay is true ? Certainly not.
9070,
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9070. At the time one or two of the witnesses were in communication with Gearey, did you know anything
A. J. Vanse. 0f
circumstance ? T did not.
9071. Did Gearey ever apply to you direct for information? Certainly not.
0 an'’
' 9072. What salary did you give Mrs. Morrisey as matron ? id per week.
9073. Do you know how that compares with the payments made to matrons in the Government asylums ?
No, I do not. The smallness of the number of patients at Bayview House as compared witli the Govern’
ment asylums would be a reason for a diminution in salary. A matron in charge of 600 or 700 patients
would be paid a higher rate than a matron at Bayview House.
9074. On the whole, do you get the best services you can ? I get the best ability available at the time I
require it
9075. Regarding the male attendants who looked after Case No. 1, had you any reason to be dissatisfied
with Doherty and O'Brien 1 I had not. I had and have every confidence in them ; they are both steady,
painstaking men.
9076. How long have they been in your service? One for nearly five years, and the other a couple of
years.
9077. Have you any reason tu doubt the truthfulness of either ? No.
907S. Did you hear M’Kenzic say there was no night attendant on Case No. 1 ? Yes.
.
9079. Did Doherty and O’Brien say there was? Yes.
9080. Have you any reason to doubt their truthfulness? I have not.
9081. Mi‘. McGowen.] What purpose has Gearey, even for notoriety, in this matter? I do not know what
ulterior motive he may have ; that is what puzzles me.
9082. What notoriety can he get in this course of action, and what ulterior object can he have in view ? I
do not know.
9083. Do you think he has any object in view which is likely to benefit himself? That is best known to
himself j I can see no other reason.
_
_
9084. You say you are of opinion that Gearcy obtained his information from Macleod, and do you disbelieve
Macleod and Gearey when they say there was only one visit paid by Macleod to Gearey before you
discharged her from your service ? I do.
9085. Did you not discharge this woman some time in June after the trouble about Case No. 1 ? 1 do not
remember the date, but I think it was towards the end of June.
9086. Did not Macleod say she only visited Gearey once, and that was in company with J. Urquhart?
Yes.
,
9087. Did not Mr. Jeanneret move the adjournment of the House on the 23rd of May ? Yes, I think so.
9088. In the course of his remarks did he not say that ho had information upon this affair a month before
he took aetion in Parliament ? Yes,
9089. Then must he not have known these things at the end of April? Yes.
9090. Still, do yon believe that Macleod is tho informant of Gearey ? Yes, in much of the evidence that
has been brought before this Commission.
_
9091. If that is your opinion I think it is an erroneous one. The information submitted to Parliament
dealt particularly with Case No. 1 ;—what did nurse Macleod know about that? Nothing was given in
her evidence.
_
_
9092. Did the information she gave to Gearey only apply to the female side ? I think so. _
9093. Is it not reasonable to suppose that Mr. Jeanneret knew nothing of the female sido? Mo never
mentioned it.
_
.
9094. Therefore had not Gearey had some other reason for proceeding before lie came in contact with
Macleod at all ? 1 am not excluding any other reason.
9095. But do you not say you believe he got, his information from Macleod? Not all of it j he got some
of it from that source,
_
_
9096. Must he not have had prior information to any that could be given by Macleod? 1 do not think
that Macleod furnished him with all the information.
_
_ _
9097. Do you always employ trained nurses in your institution ? Certainly not, I prefer training them
myself. 1 would select the best trained matron I could get, but not so with nurses.
9098. Did you ever have a matron who had been previously trained? Yes.
9099. Had Morrisey received previous training as a matron ? No.
9100. Had Jessie Fuller received previous training ? Yes, in London.
.
9101. Had not Dickson previous experience before he came to you as an ordinary attendant? Yes. I
would not exclude a person because he had previous experience.
9102. Do you believe in your attendants being strictly sober? Yes, I do. _
9103. Have you ever had to discharge any of them for an offence against this rule ? I have.
9104. Did you ever discharge the witness Farquharson ? Yes.
9105. Is he still in your service? He is, but he was not discharged for insobriety,
9106. Did you know that Doherty when engaged to you had been employed at Gkdesville? No.
9107. Do you know he was discharged from Gladesville on the authority or recommendation of the head
attendant? I never think of employing any servant discharged from a Government asylum, for this
reason : the names of discharged servants arc exchanged between the different asylums, and as I believe
the medical superintendents of the Government asylums would not employ a discharged servant of mine it
would be want of courtesy on my part to engage a servant discharged from a public institution.
9108. Has it not come out that Doherty was discharged from Gkdesville ? You cannot say he was dis
charged. It would be hard indeed to say he was.
_
9109. Did not Doherty say in evidence that he did not leave of his own accord? The explanation ho gave
is fairly good, and I do not think you should attempt to damn a man's character on that account.
9110. I do not wish to damn any man's character, but was not Doherty there a month on trial, and did he
not have to leave ? I think he was there.
Dr. Manning.] Doherty was at Gladesville only on trial; he was never there permanently j there was
nothing against him, but he could not get on with the chief attendant.
Dr. Vause.] Doherty is one of the kindest-hearted men I ever came across. It is for me to select the
attendants, and I select men whom 1 think are not of a retaliatory disposition and Doherty is
one of these.
9111.
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Mil, Dr. Manning.'] Bo you furnish me with a list
of your attendants and nurses, giving their names 3
T do.
owlet
showr'wha? Wit]l
at ihe Cl“i 0f eaJch >'c;lr of the attendants you discharge, with the
2nW 1 ■ ?i
servants have been dispensed with for misconduct, so that they shall not be
employed ni the Government institutions? Yes.
^ -.«au uuu uc
foVLtritidn?!?.0!1??
disfarged atfce,1,dants is much larger than usual j-how do you account
toi that f 1 think it must have been due to outside influence. I know 1 had more difficultv with mv
nurses and attendants last year than I ever had before
'
dUhcuity witli my
9114. Had you greater difficulty after Case No. 1 was removed ? Yes.
at vour'iimtitution^'Naf teiiUS Wfat
fcneral deleter of the witness Mackenzie while he was
at youi institution .• No fault was found with the man to my knowledge. Personally I do not know so
thellt March mdUin
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Public Service

as a
»«*— -I m*=d see the

9123 \vlJ7JZ Ty
reasoll1 w),y
hiiVe token this ac^u ? Only that they are cousins.
JI23. H as Mac cod a nurse of exeraplaiy character? She was a doubtful nurse. T was exercised in mv
J*?”ld considerably about her as to what course I should follow.
‘
'
Jl-4. \\ as she long in your service? Six months.
9m
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—by “y »-•
912/. IVas she discharged in consequence ?
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9!29. Prom that letter am I to apprehend that these discharged servants had some talk as to the ■irrance
=t the,
in tl.it ,„ter! & I should” inline. J
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that course is your object to raise
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i
J
'
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tbem “J aPl,roheuding your mode of treatment ? Precisely. I consider if I emnlov
tiained nurses I should have to begin by getting them to forget a great deal they'had learnS horn sJmi7lVenyL°U Tfc haid a g07 deal o£ exPe,’ieuce in connection with lunatic asylums * I have been
. ssociated with asylums dunng tlie whole, or nearly the whole, of my professional life ^
'
lie wouM n^takp'hisha^off’lml^to5'16
son?e^.ng when addressing Mrs. Gilchrist, to the effect that
conduct iiTthi^mattey ^^
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Ye,; I have considered his
2! S'
I1’’"' GiISiri8ia SUl)Rri01‘ authority to Mackenzie at Bayview House ? Yes, certainly
J137. Had she usually other servants under her direction? Yes.
9139 tK
“ a1COI7e8POntdng Position on tlie male side of the Institution ? No.
• 1 • . „ 7 J‘ybn y Ulld® hlm? 1 do not tllink that he had. If he had the person would bo but a
junioi attendant. He would not be a senior attendant.
P
'
1
GikdirhH 11 Y70rdIti!0s lliS 0Wn Ptofessed PrinciPles. should not Mackenzie have taken off his hat to Mrs.
n17.
7
115 'VaS beoauso o£ hls rudeness that I discharged him.
9141. Were V mty Marshall, and Rose McMahon discharged as nurses from your services? Veritv was
disdiarged; McMahon was not discharged; Marshall wL a housemaid. Aiever looked upon ^ ^
9142.. Did Verity refuse to sign any paper when she left? J did not ask her to sign anything. I do not
ask discharged servants to sign, for the simple reason that £ should not consider their signature of any
value.
9143, Was Verity asked to sign a paper? No.
9144. What reason have you for asking any servant wheni leaving
.u«vu your employ to sign this paper? It was
a custom mtroduced by my predecessor, and regarded by him as a good one. I have always mtrried 7t out
■ saroutnie. I think if a nurse or attendant has been working with me for any length of time it is as
little ashe or she can do to sign the foot-note in the obligation rules and regulation book. If tlS lumt
conscientiously sign that foot-note it is is an evidence that they have broken their original obligation in not
™ng or ob'“‘io“b,e - *
ThS'
Ttfv’Lm’H ““.I1",'
?>‘«y "
».»M«it their dut, to ^ort to ,™ 1
that cannot be if they fulfil their original obligation, for it is their first promise in tlie rules and
obligations to report to me direct during the whole period of their engagement. They simi a dedaraiimi
which says, I consider myself bound to report to the Medical Superintendent.” If they will not sign
when
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when they are going away you may expect it is because they say to themselves, “ No, 1 will not; I will if
p0gsp3ie make trouble for you.”
.
, ,
<)]46. Were Dickson anil Robinson, two attendants, discharged from your service ? I do not know about
jyjc]lS0D_ j dg 110t think he was a very satisfactory attendant. He was at Dayvieiv but for a very snoit
time. I consider that I was very good to Robinson. He had an affection of the eyes. Ho left me in the
first instance on his own account. He married one of the nurses at the place, and left to enter in business
of some kind on his own account. Shortly afteiwards he came back to .Bayview, soliciting work, as he
said he was in distressed circumstances. I had no vacancy at the Cook’s River establishment, but -1 v''lS
carrvin" on work at Narrabeen, and gave him employment there. He was-working atNarrabeen for tuny
eighteen, months, and from there he came back to the asylum, and, after being there for some time, I became
dissatisfied with him because of bis intensely lazy habits. He was a heavy smoker, and I think by this
practice he stupified himself to such an extent that he could not do his work properly. T gave him a
month’s notice, and should have given him a good character, but shortly after I had given him this notice
he came with com plaints, particularly about tho tea, and as that of which he complained was the same J.
had on my own table, and as was used by every other person in tlie asylum, not one of whom had com
plained, I considered Robinson’s complaint was groundless.
_
!)147. Did you not hear him say he was employed by you on two occasions? Yes.
9148. When asked why he left on the second occasion, he said, “Because I disagreed with Dr. Yausc; a
patient complained bitterly of the food lie was receiving, and I, as senior attendant, reported it to Dr.
Yause, and Dr. Vause informed me that he thought I was running the place on wrong principles, and
that I had better leave;. I said, 1 all right, I will leave,' and I left
is that true ? No. _
9149. Further down the same witness said he was asked to sign a document, in which it was stated that
every consideration was paid to the care and comfort and recovery of the patients, and thathe remsed;
is that true 1 Certainly not.
_
.
.
,
9150. President.] Do you say you have spent the whole of your professional life in lunatic asylum work (
Yes ; excepting a very short period, when 1. was in private practice.
_
.
9151. What was your particular training in regard to lunacy matters prior to taking charge of Bayview
House? I have'studied under Sir Crighton Brown, at the West Riding Asylum, in Yorkshire; I was
witli Dr. Clou stem, at Morningsido Asylum, at Edinburgh ; I was resident official at the University Clinical
Wards at Edinburgh, which, as you are aware, is a competitive appointment; I was surgeon in charge of
the hospital at Young ; and I was also resident at tho Sydney Hospital.
9]52. For how long? About two years. I was resident medical officer at Bayview House for twelve
months before that.
9159. Was that in the year 1878 ? Yes.
_
9154. What happened subsequently, in 1SS2? I took entire charge of Bay view.
9155. Have you had opportunity of examining the treatment of tho insane elsewhere since you have been
at Bayview House? Yes.
9156. Have you paid visits to Europe for this purpose? Yes.
_
9157. On what occasions ? 1 have visited the asylums at Paris, Milan, and Great Britain.
9158. Have you had full opportunities of contrasting your treatment with that at the other asylums ?
Yes.
'
.
. n „
9159. Have you visited institutions of this character in this Colony and in Victoria? Yes.
91G0. Have you made yourself thoroughly familiar with the subject from every possible standpoint? Yes.
9161. ])>•. ftnwart.] While you have been in charge at Bayview have you visited the Government
asylums of this Colony for the purpose of acquainting yourself with the practices followed there ? I
have been in intimate relationship with the Government institutions, and have personally visited them.
9162. How often have you visited them during the past eight years ? At least once a year, and some
times twice.
...
T ,
9163. Do you keep yourself well up in connection with what is done at these asylums? I. do.
9164. J)o you keep your own reading of the latest literature on tlie same subject? Yes. .
9165. Do you endeavour to keep yourself in all matters relating to the insane and their treatment., well
abreast of the times ? I do. My instructions—in fact, my standing order—to Mr. Brack, themedical
agent in Sydney, is to send me all new publications as soon as ho can get them on matters connected
with lunacy.
9166. Dr. Manning. When you last went to Europe did I not give you letters of introduction to the
medical superintendents of one or two of the leading asylums in England 1 Yes.
9107. Did voutake the opportunity of visiting these institutions? 1 did.
^ [The cross-examination of this witness was adjourned till the following Tuesday.]
TUESDA F, 29 JANUARY, 1895.
[T/m Comms&itm met at 11 a.m. in (he Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office.]
The Hon. Sir

present: —
ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A, M.D., M.L.C., President.

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR. TAYLOR MeGOWEN,
Esq., M.L.A.
Insane.
Dr. Yause—examination continued :—
Dr.
9163. President.] Coming to Case No. 1, 1 observe from the document you have handed in as a summary
A. J Vause. 0£ your reply to tbe various charges made against the institution, and against hi.s treatment in particular,
^ that vou as a matter of fact, contradict most of the allegations contained in the evidence relating to that
29 Jnn., LS95.
n
i
case ? i do.
9169. For instance, regarding the treatment on the supposed ground of economy, do you endeavour to
show there was no economy practised in that case at all ? Certainly, there was not.
9170. Not as regards either clothing, food, or the placing of the patient in seclusion ? Certainly not.^

FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Escp, M.D., Inspector-General of

t
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9171. Do you hold that the course of action you took in placing the patient in seclusion was in accordance
Dr.,
with the most important medical opinions yet obtained ? Yes : I believe so.
4. J. Vause.
9172. When wus Casc No. 1 first admitted to the institution? On the 22nd November, 1892,
*— -----'
9173. What medical gentleman examined him previously to his being admitted, or, in other words, who ^ ^an'’ 1®®®signed his certificate for admission ? Dr. Williams and Dr. Scot-Skirving.
9174.^ Con you state, in brief terms, the exact nature of the patient’s condition when ho was admitted to
Bayview House ? ^ I regarded his case as one of general paralysis. The attack came on about a week
before his admission to Bayview House with considerable excitement and with delusions of exaltation.
Previously he had been very much depressed and low-spirited. Next he thought he could make large sums
of money by land speculations, also by a patent stoking apparatus, but on attempting to explain himself
he became lost in illogical and bombastic assertions. On admission he was very much excited, and inclined
to be aggressive. He had exalted ideas in a very marked degree. He was tremulous in speech, and
experienced some difficulty in articulation. His gait was, however, free from motor incoordination.
9175. What arrangements were made at this time with his friends in regard to the charges for maintenance,
.
and for the comfort of the patient ? I was to be paid five guineas per week. I do not know that there
was any special arrangement made in regard to the patient. I understood I was to treat him as 1 deemed
best,
91(0. Were full powers given to you relative to his general management and treatment ? Yes.
9177. Was there any explanation or specification as to the room he was to occupy ? No.
9178. Were any rooms shown to his friends as occupied by him ? I showed Dr. Scot-Skirving the
different rooms in the house that were occupied by him, but there was no special arrangement made about
any one room or rooms.
9179. Did you at any subsequent period explain to bis wife or to any friends of his that he occupied such
and such rooms? Yes ; they saw him in certain rooms.
9180. Did they always express their satisfaction with these rooms ? Yes.
91.81. Which rooms did hu first occupy ? The rooms on the groHnddloot in the main block ^ he had one
room there for day use, and another as his bedroom.
9182. How long did he occupy these rooms ? He occupied a downstairs room during the daytime all the
while he was at the institution.
9183. Was his sleeping room afterwards changed to upstairs? Yes; he was in bed for about sixmonths
continuously in the upstairs room—in the room just above the other one off the main room.
9184. What attendants had he at this period? He always had one attendant with him in ordinary
conditions; he had two when he became excited.
9185. Were any arrangements originally made as to the number of attendants he was to have? No,
not at all.
9186. Was there any definite stipulation for Ifim to have a night attendant ? No; there was no stipulation
about it. His wife asked me if there was always someone with him, I led her to believe that was so.
There always was someone, if not actually in the room with him, watching over him.
9187. When the patient was moved from the bedroom downstairs to tho room upstairs did you acquaint
Ids friends with tlie removal? No.
9188. Do you think you were required to do so 1 No.
9189. V\ ere tho official visitors or tlie Inspector-General of the Insane acquainted of that fact ? No ; they
always saw him in the room he occupied in the daytime.
9190. Did you make any formal intimation to the official visitors of the j>atieut!s removal ? No, because
tlie reason for not doing so would be something like this : He might be too excited one day to be safe in
the upstairs room, what I mean is, it would be unsafe for him to go up and down the staircase. Tlie next
day he might bo right again, and able with safety to occupy his room. The change was made according to
the v prying mental condition of Die patient, and I did not consider that it was necessary for me to dilate
upon it to the official visitors or the Inspector-General.
9191. Did you not consider the change of sufficient importance to take this course ? No; the matter of
. tlie change was one of ordinary treatment.
9192. How long did this sleeping upstairs continue ? About twelve months.
•
9193. During that period was the patient ever placed in a single room to sleep 1 Yes ; in the early part of
his treatment.
"
9194. For what period ? About two or three weeks; he was placed in a single room on the first day
after his arrival at Bayview House ; he was placed there for about three weeks. On 23rd November, 1892,
he passed a fairly quiet night.
9195. Was that after he was placed in the isolation room? Yes ; he was walking about the garden with
two attendants during the day, and about 5 p.m. lie became very violent, very noisy, and was placed in a
single room in consequence.
“
“
9)96, When that occurred was an entry made of the fact that he was sleeping in seclusion in tlie medical
journal? No.
9197. Although he was put into the room at 5 o’clock at night ? No; he was put there because he became
so violent.
9198.^ Why was not an entry made in the journal ? Because I regarded it as putting tlie patient to sleep
in a single room.
9199. But did not this happen in the daytime—you say it was 5 o’clock, or shortly after;—do you not call
that daytime ? 1 call it evening, after tea.
9200. But can you say that tho day closes before 6 o’clock at night? I regarded it as night-time as far as
that case was concerned ; he was put in the single room and remained there all night, and he remained
there every night for some few weeks.
9201. Do you not think that that should have been entered in the medical journal every night? Before
there became any necessity to take that course I should have had to have taken him out of the room again.
The case was fully entered in the case-book.
9202. But did you enter it in the medical journal ? No, not as seclusion.
9203. Did you regard it as simply putting the patient to bed for tbe night ? I did.
9204. And not as putting him in seclusion for a short period i No
403—2 L
9205.
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9205. Is not this the very complication ■which is led to for the "want of a proper definition of the term
“seclusion i” It does not seem so to me ; indeed, it is a remarkable thing, to my mind, thnt anyone snould
take exception to the meaning of this term.
9206. Subsequently, did Case Iso. 1 improve in his general health? Yes.
9207. And go back to the main block to sleep in his ordinary room 1 Yes.
_
9208. Until -what Jatel Ho vms fed artificially with stomach tubes, because hewouldnot take food
in
the ordinary way. On 28th November he refused food entirely, became very excited, was fed artificially
with milk, strong beef tea, two eggs, and sugar.
__
9209. "Was it the 28th January following before he began to take food in a natural way ? "V.cs.
9210. From that time did he begin to improve in his general health ? \es.
_
9211. Is that the history of his case as recorded in your case-book ? Yes, precisely.I hand in a copy of
my case-book entries as Exhibit Y. [&e Appendiw.'j
9212. Can you tell us exactly on what date? It was in November, 1893.
.
9213. Was that eleven months after his previous tenancy of the single room 1 Yes.
^
9214. During the interval did he improve very much, and were his friends apparently satisfied with the
results of your treatment 1 Yes.
_
9215. Did they express themselves as being so 1 They never expressed themselves otherwise.
_
9216. What happened about November, 1893, in reference to the patient? He became very excited,
destructive, and dirtv in his habits, so much so that it was deemed advisable to place him in a single icom
to sleep at night. While an attendant was with him in his bedroom he was constantly ordering him ont
of the room, and, if not obeyed, became more excited, throwing pillows or anything that came handy at
tlie attendant. He would drag his bedstead from place to place under the idea that he was barricading
himself from the attacks of enemies. He would assure the attendant that his forces were coming rapidly
towards him. and that he would soon be relieved. At these times he would shout at the top of his voice,
issuing orders for the advance of his troops ; in fact the noise he succeeded in making, partly by hammer
ing the door, partly by shouting, and partly by rattling his bedstead about, was very considerable. Under
these circumstances I bad not the slightest doubt in my mind as to the advisability and humanity of placing
him in a single room at night, which was the time when he manifested the greatest amount of excite
ment.
_
_
9217. After he had been placed in a single room as you now describe, Aid you at any subsequent period
take him out, and was he supplied with a utensil ? I think he had a utensil.
_
_
9218. One of the witnesses, named Watt, gave it in his evidence that the patient was put in the single
room, tried there for three or four nights, and then taken back to the ordinary dormitories^ that the
experiment was unsafe :—is that so? That may Imve been tlie case. I do not remember it. There were
so many changes made with the patient that it is quite possible this was done without me being able to
remember it.
.
9219. When the patient was placed in this single room did you take the necessary precautions m regard
to him having proper night attendance? Yes j the usual custom is for an attendant to visit the single
room every two hours. In this particular case two men in whom 1 had and liave the utmost confidence,
Doherty and O’Brien, took it in turns to watch the patient on alternate nights, with special instructions ^
from me. I told Doherty not to disturb the patient unless he thought it was absolutely necessary'to go
into tbe room. Ho was told to regularly visit the outside of the room, but not to go inside unless there
was occasion for so doing.
9220. Was every provision made for the comfort of the patient in the way of bedding? Yes.
922], Were there also provisions made for supplying the patient with refreshments if he became exhausted
during the night ? Yes : that is tbe customary thing ; there is always a supply of milk and cocoa, tea,
and so forth. Case No. 1 had peptonised cocoa specially made with milk.
9222, Where was it kept? In one of the sitting rooms.
9223. How many hours watching was done by these attendants during the night? They were on duty
from 10 p.m. till 6 a.m.
9224 Did they both watch him on the same night? No, they kept the watch on alternate nights.
9225. Did they sit up all night? Yes.
9226. Were they relieved from duty the next day 1 Yes, more or less.
_
9227. Did they have plenty of time for rest ? Yes.
9228. Do you think that the work was too hard? I never heard any complaint.
9229. Had they any opportunity of sleeping between the visits to the single room ? I do not know. .
9230.. Who watched the watchers? They were under my observation. I think any experienced medical
superintendent can generally tell if the work set to be done is performed ; he can tell by the appearance of
the patient the next morning.
.
9231. Did you ever visit the Case, No. 1 during tho night? Oh, yes, many times, but not during my
illness. Previous to my illness I have visited him at all times.
_
9232. Did you understand that tho medical gentlemen acting for you during your illness did the same at
night? Yes ; I understood that they did.
_
9233. Did you make ample provision that these patrols, or night watchers, should do their duty thoroughly?
Certainly.
.
,
■
.
.
.
92-34. Where did they rest during the time they were not actually engaged in looking after tbe patient f
In the sitting-room on the ground floor, about fourteen paces from the single rooms.
9235. Had you any tell-tale clock there? At that time I bud not.
^
_
9236. Do you appreciate or believe in having a tell-tale clock at Dayvicw House? No; notin such a
small place as that, with only one patient in a single room.
9237. Have you had an opportunity of seeing on many occasions the patient out of that room m the
morning ? Yes.
.
9238. On these occasions was he ever naked ? Yes, frequently. Sometimes lie would have a .singlet on,
sometimes one thing, sometimes another, and sometimes nothing at all.
_
,
9239. When placed in that room at night did he always have a sufficient quantity of night clothing? I
believe so.
9240. Have you ever seen him placed there ? Yes.
9241. Have you paid unexpected visits to that room ? Yes.
_
.
9242. Are you perfectly satisfied that every care and attention in these respects were paid to the patmnt?
9243.
Yes : I believe so.
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9243. Was the hod-clothing adequate, and the personal clothing sufficient? I believe so.
A. J. Vause,
9244. Have you not heard the evidence given by witnesses who visited Bayview House on tlie morning of
the 20th of May ? Yes.
29 Jan., 1895.
9245. Is not the evidence of those witnesses contradictory to yours? Yes.
9240. How do you account for this discrepancy ? By the inexperience of these witnesses.
9247. Bo you mean inexperience of circumstances attendant upon cases similar to that of Case No, 11
Yes.
_
_
_
9248. Bo you think there is any other reason for this discrepancy ;—could it he accounted for in any way
by it being a rather dark morning ? It seemed to me to be a very casual sort -of visit. The visitors were
not there very long, and the whole affair was both casual and hurried.
9249. How long did they take altogether from the first time you saw Professor Anderson Stuart until
they left the premises? About ten •minutes.
9250. Hot more than ten minutes 1 I do not think so. I do not think they were two minutes in the
single room.
9251. Would it be possible in that short time for tlie different witnesses to examine into such minuthe as
cobwebs on the outside of the shutters, the nature of tlie bed-clothing, and all the other details that have
been handed in to us both in the written reports and tlie evidence given before this Commission? Hot
without some considerable pract ce and experience.
9252. Bo you think these visitors were devoid of this experience? Yes.
9253. Yet we have some very definite expressions of opinion on these very matters ;—con you explain that?
It is a very difficult matter. I oannot explain it.
9254. Boes it seem to you to be extraordinary that there should be such a wide divergence of opinion?
It is most extraordinary to me.
9255. As you arc aware we have k:td it stated that there was a strong urinous odour in that room, the
inference being it was caused through several days' neglect of cleanliness. Bo you think this could have
been discovered and detected during that brief visit which you say in all did not last more than ten
minutes 1 There might be an offensive smell, but I do not think the distinctions could be discovered.
925G. Bo you think it would be possible to distinguish between it and the ordinary urine of a patient in
that condition ? I do not think it could have been done in that time on that morning.
9257. Professor Anderson Stuart in his statement said that he was shocked at the whole scene that mot his
his view—that case Ho. 1 was thoroughly neglected in the matter of clothing; that he was in
unsuitable circumstances; that there was no provision for his comfort in the room ; that the place was
badly ventilated; and, with regard to these charges, do you in your statement give quite contradictory
evidence? Yes.
9258. Contradictory evidence has also been given in connection with the coldness of that morning and
the shivering gait of the patient when he was being taken from the room to Ins bath ;—do you deny tlie
evidence that has been given to this effect? I do.
9259. Was the patient shaking from cold on that morning? Ho ; he was in the ordinary muscular tremor
consequent upon his disease.
9260. Bo you positively contradict the statement to the effect that the patient was placed in a cold bath ?
Certainly.
9261. Can you explain why you did not mention the new circumstances in which the patient was placed to
sleep during the last six months lie was an inmate of your institution to the Inspector-General for the
Insane or tlie official visitors ;—did you take this treatment as a mere matter of routine ? Yes ; I looked
upon it as ordinary treatment: I have been in the habit of using these rooms without bringing the fact
under the special notice of anyone—either tbe official visitors or Br. Maiming. I think I have generally
told Br. Manning if there was a patient in tbe single rooms.
9262. Bid you mention the fact of Case Ho. 1 to Br. Manning sleeping in that room? No; I did
not.
9263. Bid you hear the evidence of Br. Cox? Yes.
9264. Bid he not say that he was surprised when he found out that the patient was sleeping in that room t
Yes ; but I see no reason why, and I have never known any reason why such a circumstance should be
reported to anyone. The case is entered in tbe case-book, and 1 have never reported the fact of a patient
being placed in these rooms for sleeping purposes to the official visitors or anyone else.
9265. Bid you not report to the oilicial visitors, to the Inspector-General of tlie Insane, or to the medical
friends of the patient’s family, that Case Ho. 1 was sleeping in that room ? I did not do anything more
than enter that fact in tlie ease-book. On the 23rd of November, 1893, it was entered fully in the case
book. That entry was read, I am perfectly sure, by the official visitors.
9266. Was it read by them and no comment made ? Ho ; there was no comment made. I do not menu to
say for one moment that I brought the matter prominently under their observation.
92"67. Bo you believe that this was the proper treatment and that it was attended by satisfactory results
in the case of this patient ? Perfectly so.
9268. Are you aware that Br. Manning, in one of his official statements having reference to the removal
of the patient, makes it a matter of complaint that you did not report these circumstances to him ? He
said it was a departure from usual methods of treatment, but I do not see where the departure comes in
when tlie single rooms were there for that special purpose.
9269. Boos it not strike you after all that has transpired in this case that it would have been far better for
you to have reported tlie long-continued residence of Case Ho. I in tlie single room to either the official
visitors or to the Inspector-General of the Insane ? If there had been anything beyond the ordinary treat
ment of a case of this character I should have reported it, but I do not see why I should report unless there
was something out of tho common in connection with the case.
9270. Have you every confidence, in Doherty and O'Brien? Yes; and always have had. lhave had
patients in a single room longer than Case Ho. 1 was there when I have not reported on their
treatment.
’
_
927.1. /*>•. £t«rr«n.] If you look at the answer to tlie first question asked in this inquiry, you will sec,
according to a copy of “Hansard,” Mr. Jeanneret made use of these words when speaking in the Legis
lative Assembly upon the management of Bayview House, 111 think it behoves the Government upon the
statements I have laid before the House to make full inquiry. Tlie inquiry will prove this, thnt a
gentleman
.
©
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gsiiOeman lias been for montlis past—for tbe last four months to my knowledge—kept from 5 in the
afternoon until 7 in the morning, over twelve hours, in a cold stable, without even a bed to lie upon,
1,vl^10uc' any water, without any attendant, without any food, having upon his body nothing but his night
shirt.” Bo I understand you to give a flat denial to all these charges? Ido.
•
9272. Bo you know of anything that would enable Mr, Jeanneret of his own knowledge to make such
charges ? I do not.
9273. Was the patient placed in a cold stable? Certainly not,
9274. Was he without a bed to lie upon? Certainly not.
9275. Was he without an attendant? Certainly not.
9276. Was he without food or drink? Certainly not.
9277. Had he on pyjamas or woollen night-clothes? I can understand some slight confusion resulting
in this place being called a stable, but there is no justification for that description. The patient was in a
single room, he had personal night-clothing, but it is my opinion that a patient in this condition should
have nothing more than a night-shirt.
9278. In question 8 you will see a further charge than that contained in “ Hansard ” is made. It is to
the effect that “ when friends of the patient went to visit him at the asylum they wore shown into an
ante-room where they were kept waiting for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour; they were then shown
into an elegantly-furnished bedroom in which there were two beds, one for the patient and one for an
attendant. They saw the patient in clean and comfortable sheets in a good bed, but will hon. Member’s
believe me when I tell them that on each of these visits the patient was brought out from the stable in
the yard, where there was not even a mattress for him to lie upon until one of the attendants in Ids own
time made him one." Bo you know of any occasion when Case Ho. 1 was brought out of a single room
and put through these changes before seeing bis friends? Ho.
9279. Is tbe statement 1 have quoted correct ? Certainly not.
9280. Has Mr. Jeanneret been misled in making that statement? Most undoubtedly he has.
9281. Was tbe patient ever taken direct from the single room to see his friends? Hot that I know of.
9282. Was lie always brought out of the single room the first thing in the morning ? Yes.
9283. Could this course, as described by Mr. Jeanneret, liave been followed? Ho.
9284. Bid the friends of the Case Ho. 1 always visit him in the day-time ? Yes.
9295. Was the patient ever in the single room in the day-time ? Ho; if he had been the fact would have
been notified in the medical journal under the heading of seclusion.
9286. In question 29, Professor Anderson Stewart, referring to the room in which the patient had slept,
said the wooden floor was at tbe level of the ground;—is that so? Ho ; there is an air space permitting of
ventilation and keeping the woodwork thoroughly sound.
9287. Has the level been altered in any way of late ? Outside the level has been raised a little to throw
the water off from the building.
9288. Was that yard paved with brick before you were there? Yes.
9289. Bid you raise it ? Yes.
9290. Is the effect of raising it better ventilation underneath the floor? Yes.
9291. Back and front? Yes; right through.
9292. In question 36, Professor Anderson Stuart says the ventilation of this room was absolutely insufficient,
that there was one small window screened by a shutter. When you took charge of the establishment, did
you examine the ventilation of this room ? Yes.
9293. Bid you think it was sufficient? I have increased it lately.
9294. In what way? By putting two air-bricks in the wall, one at each end of the room.
9295. How that you have done that, do you regard the room as being sufficiently ventilated? I do.
9296. If you were called upon as an inspector of an asylum, would you pass that room as being sufficiently
ventilated? Yes.
9297. Bocs not your judgment differ in this respect from that of Professor Anderson Stuart? Yes.
9298. If you were to let down that window in winter-time, would the temperature of that room be lowered
too much ? Yes ; the room would be too cold in tbe winter-tims with the shutter left down.
9299. Have you ever entered that room during the night-time after it has been occupied by a patient for
some hours ? Yes,
9300. Bid it strike you on these occasions as being insufficiently ventilated ? By no means; no. The
room was warm. I have often thought it was almost remarkable in beinar so warm. 1 explain that to
myself upon this theory, it is a comparatively small place, although it is larger than the usual single rooms
in the public institutions. It was, however, evident to me that it was remarkably warm in cold weather.
9301. Bo you altogether deny the statement that this room is insufficiently ventilated? Most decidedly.
9302. In question 40, Professor Anderson Stuart states that he did not hear of or see any immediate
attendant whose duty it was to look in upon the patient every two hours during the night. He only saw
two men bringing the patient through the doorway leading from the lavatory. Were these two men the
patient's attendants ? Yes.
9303. Were they the very men whom you appointed to that particular duty ? Yes.
9304. In question 41, Professor Anderson Stuart was asked if he had any opportunity of seeing the patient
in his room before he was removed. He replied that he had not. What I want to know is could he have
seen Case Ho. 1 before he was removed ? Certainly he could ; the patient was removed at the very moment
we arrived upon the scone after Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager had been into the office. Tlie patient was
passing in front of tho window when we first saw him.
9305. Bid you forward any instructions to tlie attendants to get the patient out of this room before you,
Professor Stuart, and Mr. Sager returned to the court-yard ? Certainly not: I bad not seen the attendants,
I could not possibly have seen them, for I returned with Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager from the officedoor on the other side of the institution.
930G. In question 45, Professor Anderson Stuart said he thought there might be a considerable abatement
of the bad odour in the room ; lie added that utensils should be provided, hut the difficulty was in making
patients use them;—do you think you could have made the patient do so if he refused ? I do not
think so.
9307.
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9307. Do you think Professor Anderson Stuart could? Ido; I think it would be a very dangerous experi
ment to try. I have seen the patient stand in one corner of the room with an earthenware jug in his hand A J. Yause.
ready to throw at thehrst person within reach. He would do the same with a utensil.
29 Jan., 1895.
9308. Could you neither coax nor force him ? Ido,
9309. In question 49, Professor Anderson Stuart said it would be better to disturb a patient rather than
allow him to continue in filthy habits in bed;—do you think so ? Ido ; not in acute cases.
9310. Does this treatment depend upon the nature of the case? Certainly. In chronic cases it is the
custom to rouse people from their beds for purposes of cleanliness. There is nothing new in that treat
ment.
9311. As you are aware, Professor Anderson Stuart quoted Mcreicr in his work published in 1894 on
Lunatic Asylums, their organisation and management;—do you think the quotations taken from this
authority and used by Professor Anderson Stuart apply to demented patients or imbeciles rather than to
acute cases 1 Certainly; and it is no new theory in its application to dements, or aged, and lazy, and
dirty patients.
9312. Do you think you could have trained Case Ido. 1 into better habits in this respect ? As far as possible
he was trained in the day-time. He received every necessary attention from the attendant.
9313. Did you give any orders for him to receive similar attentions at night-time? Ido.
9314. Was your medical judgment against such interference? Yes.
9315. If you had Case Ido. 1 on your hands again in a similar condition would you follow the same course
of treatment and issue similar instructions ? I could not alter my treatment as far as that patient’s case is
concerned.
9316. In question 51, Professor Anderson Stuart says lie thinks it would he easy to break into new habits,
while in a demented condition, a person passed middle life whose nervous habits have been formed ; such,
he said, was his opinion, formed on the extracts be had read relating to such patients;—have you also read
text-books on this subject? Yes.
9317. Have you had many years of personal and practical experience besides ? Yes.
9318. Is your treatment based on your experience and knowledge? Yes.
9319. Do you say that you would not alter your course of treatment now if you had to deal with a similar
case ? I would not.
9320. In question 54, Professor Anderson Stuart said he did not know whether the attendant he saw was
attached to Case No. 1 or to other patients in the establishment;—if he had asked you this question, would
you have told him? Yes.
9321. Was it your fault that he did not ask and did not ascertain ? No; certainly not.
9322. Docs he not state that the building in which the patient spent the night had the appearance of a
stable, but that he did not know if it ever had been a stable ? Yes.
9323. Did be ask you whether that building had ever been used as a stable ? No.
9324. If he had made inquiries would you have told him ? Certainly.
9325. If he did not make inquiries was il your fault? Certainly not.
9326. Would you rather have an asphalt than a wooden floor in these single rooms ? I would not.
9327. For what reason ? I do not think it could be kept cleaner than a wooden floor. I think it would
be colder, and much more objectionable to the patients, and there might be less disinclination on the part
of the patient to defile it.
9328 In the same answer the Professor says that, with a little trouble, the floor could be kept sweet;—
did you avoid any trouble in trying to keep it sweet? Certainly not
9329. Were your instructions to that effect? Yes ; it was the routine, and I have been careful in seeing
that it was carried out
9330. Whose duty was it to clean that floor before tbe patient was taken from Bayview to Callan Park?
I do not know. The single room work is generally given to a junior attendant.
9331. When the man Mackenzie left your employ who became attendant on Case No. 1? I do not
know.
9332. Does not Mackenzie say that this room was always well cleaned in his time ? Yes.
9333. Have other witnesses said the same ? Yes.
9334. I want to know, then, to whom this duty would fall if an attendant waiting upon Case No. 1 left
suddenly ? I do not know. There would always be an attendant looking after tbe patient, and I think it
would probably be his duty. At all events the floor would not be allowed to get dirty because one attendant
whose duty it was to clean it might suddenly leave.
9335. Does Doherty look after these things and see that the duties are properly performed ? Yes.
9336. Did you see that room immediately before the patient was removed ? Yes ; I was in that room the
day before it was left.
9337. If there had been any foul smell in that room on the day before the patient was removed would you
have noticed it ? Certainly, I should.
9338. Did you notice it ? I did not. Every single room in the house is visited by me every day, and I
should speedily notice any neglect or oversight of this kind.
9339. Do you not know that Professor Anderson Stuart was very strong in his opinion on tins matter?
I do, and I am perfectly positive there was nothing of the kind tlie re as described by him.
9340. If that room had been properly cleaned out the day befere could there have been any stale urinous
odour there on the morning of the 20th of May? There could not have been a smell ofthis kind. It
could not have come from under the boards, because if it did it would not be got rid of,andmembers of
the Commission know the room is sweet enough now. I do not consider there is a particle of evidence in
favour of the opinion expressed by adverse witnesses on this point. I personally was in that room the
day before, and detected nothing of the kind. I was in that room every day.
9341. Are you positive that there was no such smell on the 19th of May ? I am certain.
9342. Is it a tight floor? Yes ; it is a good, sound, hardwood floor.
9343. In question 65, Professor Stuart says, it was in the hope of seeing the patient in the sleeping-room
itself or immediately as he left it that he paid his visit so early in tlie morning; he did not see tlie
patient until he was entering the lavatory, and that it was not until after a lapse of a considerable time
that he saw what he went out to see ;—did you place any obstacle in his way ? No : as soon as 1 knew
the
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Or.
tlie object of his visit I took him at once without a moment’s delay to ■where he could see the patient. Wo
A. J. Thuse. ]lriCj no^ vet.y far g0—simply to cross in a straight line through two rooms.
29Jm)'~1895
^ll t'le same answel‘ tlie Professor says, “ I had almost to force myself in" ;—did you place any kind
"
' of resistance in the way of Professor Anderson Stuart ? Certainly not, and the Professor contradicts
himself, for he says, a few questions previously, that there was no opposition to his seeing Case ISTo. 1. His
very words are, “As soon as Dr. Vause knew what I wanted, he allowed me to go into the room."
034-5. Do you mean to say that the moment he expressed his wish you did ail you could to gratify it ?
Certainly.
9346. Was there any unnecessary delay on your part in getting upl Ho ; I do not think so. He did not
wait long enough even to sit down. He stated what he wanted : I said, “ Come on, then." Those were
the exact words I used. The only delay in seeing the single room occurred when he himself addressed
the patient. He had two or three words with him in the way of a reminder that he had met him
previously.
9347. Did the patient recognise Professor Stuart 1 No, T do not think so.
9348. In question 68, Professor Stuart says there was not enough covering in the room to keep a man
warm during the night; that there were three pieces of hard canvas on the floor, but Dr. Manning said it
was soft canvas;—what do you say it was ? I call it soft canvas. It had been washed frequently,
9349. Were they the ordinary rugs 1 Yes.
9350. Lined with blanket ? As a rule they are, but on that occasion the blanket bad been stripped off.
There were, however, three rugs.
9351. Was the blanlietiiig stripped from all three ? I believe so.
9352. Were they not as warm as they would have been if the blanketing had not been picked off 1 No
but I think tbe throe were more than sufficiently warm for the requirements of the case.
9353. Were they strong enough to prevent the patient tearing them ? I think he might liave destroyed
them if he had tried,
9354. In question 77, Professor Anderson Stuart says his conclusion is that there should be better provision
for passing excreta and micturating:—do you agree with him on that point ? I am not aware of any better
provision.
9355. Is there any better provision for these purposes in the Government asylums? Not that I know of.
9356. Is there any better provision in any other asylum ? Not that I am aware of.
9337. In question 82, Professor Anderson Stuart, in answer to Dr. Manning, said, “ My impression is that
the patient had a cold bath, but for certain I do not know of it —could not the Professor have ascertained
whether it was a cold or a hot bath 1 Certainly.
9338. Did he pass through the bathroom? Yes.
9359. Could he have remained there and have seen the patient undressed ? Certainly.
9300. If he did not know whether the water used was warm or cold, was that any fault of yours ?
Certainly not.
9361. If the Professor had waited to seethe patient undressed for his bath, would he have been able to
ascertain what clothes were taken off, and
also to see the state of his body? Yes.
9362. Did you see the patient as he was taken out of his sleeping-room 1 I did ; at the same time and
under the same conditions as Professor Anderson Stuart and Mr. Sager.
93G3. Was he shivering unusually on that occasion ? No ; he was always shaky,
9364. Was he more shaky than usual on that morning? No ; I did not see that he was.
9365. Did he appear to be shivering from cold ? He was not shivering from cold; he was shaking from
a well-marked muscular tremor—a characteristic of his case.
9366. Did the patient seem to you to show any reluctance when being taken to his bath ? No ; the bath
was only in preparation when we saw him first; it had not come to the bathing part.
9367. Did he say, when crossing the yard, “ I am so cold ; I do not want a bath"—or words to that effect ?
No, he did not, or I should have heard it.
9368. When in his room did 1m show anj7 disposition to resist having a bath? Certainly not.
9369. Was the water on in the bathroom? The patient did not have an ordinary plunge bath, but a
sponge bath in his own room.
9370. Was the hot water laid on in the bathroom ? I believe the taps were there, but I do not think the
hot water was on just at that time, owing to some alterations being made in the water service.
9371. Could the Professor have felt the water in which the patient was bathed ? He could have done so,
but he did not. As I said, he was not bathed in the ordinary bathroom, but in his own room in the main
building.
9372. You must have misunderstood my previous question. I wished to know if the patient was put in
the bath, and whether Professor Stuart turned on the taps or felt the water in which the patient was
placed ;—I ask you now, was the water in the patients bath at tlie time Professor Stuart passed through
the room ? I did not say so ; I said the bath was in course of preparation.
9373. Regarding this question of odour, could you, entering that single room in the morning after it had
been occupied by a patient all night, tell from your experience of smell whether the floor of that room was
washed properly on the previous day or not ? I think so.
9374. Could you distinguish tlie difference between a fresh and stale urinous smell in a room like that, and
under such conditions? I do not think so.
9375. Could you go into that room and by the sense of smell at once detect whether that room had been
properly cleaned out the day before, especially when, as you are aware, the urine of acute maniacs is very
pungent in smell ? I do not think I could distinguish in that case.
9376. President.'] The point is this : Cun you distinguish the difference between two stale urines? I do
not think so.
9377. Dr. Garrm.] Do you think, by your sense of smell, you could tell one morning whether that room,
in the matter of cleanliness, had been neglected the day before ? I think I should know- whether the room
was clean. Medical men are keen scented as a rule. I once knew a professor who could smell a disease
while -walking down the street.
9378. Would you undertake to define the difference between fresli and stale urine in that room in such
circumstances as those of tlie morning of the 20th of May ? I would not.
93?9. In answer to question 100. the Professor says there should have been an attendant waiting on the
patient, but there -was not one there ;—how came lie to know there was not an attendant there ? I do not
know7,
'
9380.
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D380. Did ho ask any questions on this subject? I think lie did. If you look at my comments on his
report you will see I there say that Professor Anderson Stuart asked me a question about tlie attendants,
and I led him to suppose then that the patient had not been seen during the night. Put I omitted ^ j
to explain that, although the room was not entered, an attendant visited the room at least every two
hours, and acted as seemed necessary according to the degree of excitement of the patient. He did not
go any further into the matter. The whole afiair was so hurried that there was no opportunity of explaining
details.
,
9381. Could you have said anything that led him to believe that there was no attendant on the patient
during the night? I do not think so.
9382. Must he, then, have misunderstood you ? He must have.
_
_
9383. How do you account for him having left the institution under that impression ? 1 do not know,
except that I did not explain to him that, the single room was under the observation of attendants. The
whole visit was so hurried in character that, there was no time for explanations of any kind. ^
_
9381. Did Professor Anderson Stuart go minutely into details on the occasion of his visit? Iso; as I
have said, the visit was a hurried one. After rapidly going through the place ho left, saying to me, “ I
liave seen the patient; I have seen the room he occupied ; good morning.” That was all.
9383. What room did the attendant watching the patient sit in at night ? The one across thecourtyard.
938C. Has that room a window through which the courtyard can be seen 1 No.
9387. Has that room a door opening on the courtyard 1 No.
9388. Would the attendant be able to hear or see anything going on in the single room from where lie
sits;—could he hear through tho doorway and passage leading from the room? No; I do not think he
would hear; but an attendant sleeping in a dormitory ten paces away would certainly hear anything
different from an ordinary noise.
_
9389. But still the attendant sitting up for the purpose of watching the patient was in a room, when
not. actually performing his duties of visitation, which had neither window nor door overlooking the court
yard which separates the main building from the isolation dormitories? Yes ; that is so.
9390. Did not Professor Anderson Stuart say there should bo more light and warmth in that room ? Yes.
9391. Do you believe these rooms should be artificially warmed? I do not.
^
9392. If you were constructing a new asylum would you make provision for warming rooms by the aid of
artificial means ? Por single rooms—certainly not.
_
,
.
9393. Wliat have you to say concerning the lighting of these single rooms? I think the lighting should
be judiciously managed. I do not think there should be too much light thrown into single rooms.
_
939- 1. Do you know if there is sufficient light thrown into single rooms at Bayview? I think there is
sufficient for all practical purposes.
_
.
9395. In question 102, Professor Stuart says, “ Supposing a patient is destractive during the night-rime,
destroying his bed and night-clothes, light and warmth would he necessary ; but in this case tiie patient
was confined in an out-house within four brick walls”;—are the -walls of this room of brick ? Yes ; lined
with wood part of the way up the wall.
_
.
939G. In answer to question 1033, Professor Stuart says the treatment of tins patient was certainly
unsatisfactory :—in what respects do you think the treatment aurl management of this patient could liave
been improved ? I do not know how it could have been improved other than having a room adjacent to
the single room for the use of an attendant. So far as the rooms themselves go, I do not think they
could be much improved.
9397. Is that the one improvement you suggest ? Yes,
_
....
9398. In answer to question 115, the Professor says that the whole of his report on this subject is merely
a relation of facts ;—am I to understand that you dispute some of these “ facts"’? I do.
^
(
9399. if you will turn to Gearey’s evidence, question 141, you will see the witness says, “IVhen I first
arrived at the building I could sec that there was only one door, and I never took my eyes off that, for I
had made an arrangement with Dr. Stuart not to leave that door until he returned” ; if lie was in a
position near the water-closets in the courtyard, and did not take his eyes off that particular door, could he
have seen cobwebs on the shutter of the window in the room occupied by the patient during the inght of
lOLh May ? Certainly not.
_
9400. Would it be impossible for him to see the window? Certainly.
_
9401. lu answer to question 150, Gearey says tho patient could have had nothing on his body before the
clothes taken into room by the attendant were put on ;—how could he'know that? I cannot see how he
could possibly know that.
i -d r
9402. After the attendants had opened the door to remove tlie patient, before he was seeu by .Professor
Stuart and yourself on that morning, if Gearey and O’Brien had taken the opportunity of looking into the
room, would they have been interfered with ? I do not think so.
. . ,
9403. Could they have looked into that room at this particular time if they had chosen ? I thiim so.
940- 1. Gearey, in his evidence, says tho canvas sheets in the room on that occasion were about 3 feet
square -is that a fact? Certainly not.
9405. What was the she of these pieces of canvas? About the size of ordinary blankets. They are made
that size so that they may bo lined with a blanket.
9400. In answer to question 175, this same witness, referring to the stale urinous smell, goes beyond
Professur Stuart when lie says, “ It was stale, and must have been there for some time” ;—do you entirely
rebut that statement ? Yes.
i .n
.
9407. Did you visit that, room every day, and do you say there was no stale smell ? Certainly there was not.
94QS. Do you absolutely contradict Gearcy in this statement? Ido.
9409. In answer to question 18G, Gearcy says he did not know for certain whether the water used for the
pal if-nt’a bath was warm or cold, but lie knew the attendant couid not get warm water in the time he was
there ; -how could he know that? Be could not possibly know it. There was always hot water in the
kitchen boilers.
_
9410. Dili Gearey make any inquiries into this matter while he was on the spot? No.
9411. Is his statement true that the attendants could not get warm water in the time he was there? It
is .not.
,
, -i. n
94! 2. In question 207, does not Gearey say Professor Stuai-t said that, if the statements made by Gearey
were correct, Case No. 1 could not possibly live more than six months? Yes.
941;!. How long ago was that statement made? Over eight months,
9414.

’
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9414. Do you think the removal of Case No 1 to Callan Park was beneficial or injurious to him ? I think,
in the excited state in which the patient was at the time, the interference would be prejudicial, temporarily,
29Jan 1895
ar)Y rate. It might have been very much more so.
■’
941-5. In your judgment, did the removal do him any good 1 I do not think so.
9416. The witness O’Brien, who went with Gearey, said he was positive there was no blanket stitched on
the canvas j—could an inspector following the calling of O’Brien have seen blanketing or the remains of
blankets if such had been on the canvas ? I should think so.
9417. I infer from his answer that he wishes to convey that there never had been any blanket on these
pieces of canvas;—could he have seen if there had been? Yes; there would he the cross-marks of the
sewing in the canvas.
9413. Would there have been traces of the blanket left even if the blanket itself had been picked off tho
canvas ? Certainly; there would have been traces of it having been there, but I do not think the visitors
took the trouble to look for it.
9419. In answer to question 331, this same witness says : 411 heard moaning in the other room, I am
quite certain I heard a moan, and hearing that, I came to the conclusion that there was somebody in the
room adjoining the one from which Case No. 1 was taken”;—was there anybody in the other room?
No.
9420. Mr. Sager, in his report, and in answer to a question, the same as Professor Anderson Stuart, says
he was led to believe, and left Bayview House under the impression, that an attendant did not look in on
the patient after 10 o’clock at night;—must he have misunderstood you ? Neither Mr. Sager nor Professor
Stuart got the right idea about the night-watching. The single room cases are invariably watched at
stated intervals tho whole night through. Patients in these rooms are visited up to 10 o’clock by the day
staff, and they are watched and visited by the night nurse after 10 p.m, always.
9421. Are you quite positive there was a night attendant on duty for this purpose every night ? Yes.
9422. Do you pay one for performing this duty ? I do; and I believe these night attendants do their
duty conscientiously.
9423. Do you ever drop upon these attendants unexpectedly between 10 p.m. and midnight? I have doneso; but I did not do it during the earlier months of this year, between January and March, the period of
my illness.
9424. Did you do so after the date you mentioned ? Yes.
2425. Did you drop upon them after midnight? Yes; I have been called up to see other patients, and
then looked round. I have not made it a custom to watch the night attendants in this way. I have
generally relied on the appearance of the patient in the morning. That generally is sufficient to tell me
whether night duties have been performed by the attendants.
9426. Can you tell, by looking at the patient in the morning, whether or not he has been seen during tbe
night? I can tell whether he is progressing favourably, and if he is, that is evidence that he must have
had proper attention,
9427. If a patient is neglected, could you see evidence of the neglect? Yes; certainly.
9428. Mr. Sager says there was no appearance of blanket stitched on those rugshave you any canvas
rugs without the blanket lining? Occasionally the lining may he pieked off
9429. Would the remains be visible ? I. cannot speak positively. I know these rugs, as far as my observa
tion goes, are tbe ordinary canvas blanket-lined rugs, vyhich occasionally may be divested of the blanket, it
being picked off.
’
9430. Do you remember an attendant named William George Dickson ? Yes.
9431. In answer to question 41G, he says that at your request he laid down a plan of work and classified
the work for warders;—did you not employ him to do this ? No : with a smaller number of attendants—
three or four—we do not do this. It is not an uncommon thing for a new man when lie comes to the
institution to say, “ What have I got to do doctor?” As a rule there is a list of the leading things the
attendants have to do, and occasionally when there has been some difficulty with a new man, 1 have asked
him to write down his duties, and I have then explained what lie had to do.
9432. In question 478, this witness says he only saw you once inspecting the patients, and then he was
cleaning boots. He did not like this particular occupation, as he thought it too menial. He complained to
you, and at the same time told you that the warders did as they liked about the place, and then you asked
him if he would supervise the work, saying if he would you would be much obliged ;—did he ever complain
to you in this manner? He may have done so.
9433. Did you tell him to supervise the other warders? No.
9434. Must he, then, have misunderstood you? Oh, yes.
9435. Do you remember that tho witness Mackenzie said he always put the patient to bed naked? Yes.
9436. Have you any personal knowledge about that having been the case? No.
9437. Who would have instructed Mackenzie in the matter of putting the patient to bed? Doherty would
show him what was to be done, and he would do it after having been shown.
9438. Do you think it possible tliat Doherty would take away the whole of the patient’s clothing? I do
not think so ; I cannot understand such a statement as that.
943S|t. Mackenzie says the head attendant told him to take away all the patient’s clothes ? I do not think
it is true.
9439. In question 1016, Mackenzie said there was no attendant told off for night duty ;—is that true ? It
is equally untrue,
9440. Do you aver most positively that this evidence is untrue? Certainly.
*
9441. Was there any possible gain to you in putting the patient in the single room? No ; I do not see
where any gain could accrue to me. Single-room treatment is generally looked upon as more expensive.
9442. Were you tempted to follow this course of treatment by any consideration of profit? Certainly not.
9443. Am I to understand that placing the patient in this room was a success as a matter of treatment ? Yes.
9444. Did you at all anticipate that you would have to follow tiffs treatment for more than a moderate
length of time ? When I put him there to sleep, I was hopeful that the period of excitement would speedily
pass off. It was reasonable to expect that result in a case of this kind.
9445. Had you any idea, when you first put tbe patient there to sleep, that you would continue the practice
for six months ? 1 did not think it would at all. The idea never occurred to me. I should liave kept
him there twelve or eighteen months if I had considered it necessary.
9446.
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9446. "What ia tlio longest period you have had any one patient under treatment continuously in these
7)r.
rooms? lhave had patients for a considerable number of months sleeping there at night. I do,not
remember tbe exact length of time.
__
29 jan 18ggt
9447. Have jrou had a patient there longer than the time the room was occupied by Case No. 1 ?
’’
‘
Yes.
9448. Can you give me the name of that or any other patient ? He was a general paralytic, but I forget
his name for the moment. By nationality he was a Jew.
9449. Hid you report these other cases to Hr. Manning? No.
9450. Hid you have a patient in that room for a longer period than Case No. 1 was there and not report
the fact to the Inspector-General of the Insane? Yes.
9451. Hid the patient have a night attendant? Yes ; in the same way as Case No. 1.
9452. Sitting in tho same room as Boherty and O’Brien did while watching over the patient ? Yes.
9453. Jtognrding the disturbance of patients at night, you have heard the medical evidence ;—is it yonr
deliberate opinion in the case of dirty patients, hotter to leave them in the dirt than to disturb them in
their sleep ? Yes, decidedly, in all cases of great excitement.
9454. Mould you leave your own relatives and friends in that condition ? Certainly I would.
9455. Mould their health suffer if you disturbed them ? Yes.
9456. Ho you think the best medical opinion is with you on this point? I think so. I would not have
a patient’s tranquility disturbed for tho purpose of cleaning him. I believe, and act up to my belief, in
keeping my patients as clean as possible, but where sleep is of paramount importance, as it was in Case
No. 1, I should sacrifice cleanliness, I was strongly impressed with the necessity of sleepin this case.
It was a question of life and death. If I could not procure sleep for this patient, I felt certain he would
go down towards death. What little hope I had—and I had not much—lay in procuring sleep. My
whole attention was concentrated on Ihis one point, so that my instructions were very strong and impera
tive, that the patient must not be disturbed if asleep or showing signs of sleep.
9457. Mould it have done for the attendants to fight with him in the matter of cleanliness ? That would
liave destroyed the object I hud in view. It was to obviate resistance that I placed him in the single room.
9458. Ho you think yonr action was wise in following this course ? I do, I thiuk it would have been
unjustifiable on my part to have taken any other,
9459. Ho you think you were right ? Yos ; even now I do. The only thing I regret is that the single
room has not a more presentable appearance.
9460. Are yours as good as the single rooms at Callan Park? I have not seen them.
9461. Are yours as good as those usually used ? They are quite as large.
9462. Have you heard the complaints to the effect that the patient was left too long? Yes.
9463. Bo you stand by your treatment in respect to this, against all critics? Yes. Tho patient was
under my observation consfanfly. Mlien coming out and going in I saw his state of health, and I think
one can generally judge from close examination of that kind as to how long a patient may be left,
9461. If you had the same case to treat again, would you treat it in the same way ? I would.
9465. Has nothing in tho course of this Commission of inquiry led you to think you were wrong? Not
in tlie treatment of the patient. I might, perhaps, be inclined to make some additions to the room that
has been mentioned.
9466. Mould you have any more night interference than you had ? No.
9467- President.'] Before proceeding any further, I should like to ask you whether you remember sending
in anv comments on the reports made by Professor Stuart and others in connection with Case No. 1?
Yes. *
9468. Ho yon desire to include those comments as part of your evidence? Ido; and they are as
follow:—
Comments

on
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The building occupied by Case No. 1 is described as “having the aspect of having been a stable,
with hay-loft, with no windows.” This is remarkable, as it was especially constructed for two single
rooms by my predecessor, Hr. George Tucker. It is not, and never has been, used as a stable. On the
photo-lithographed plan of the institution, herewith annexed, drawn by the Colonial Architect at the
request of Hr. Maiming in tho year 1887, it is shown surrounded by dotted lines in red ink, and the room
occupied by Case No. 1 on the occasion in question, is marked by a cross, also in red ink. The .
dimensions of each room are 12 x 8 x 14. The building itself is constructed of brick, and lined with
wood. There is an entrance door to each room capable of being jxroperly secured, and in no way
resembling a stable door. There is a glazed window 2 ft, x 18 in. in each room opposite the door, with a
sliding wooden shutter. There is a ventilator in the centre of the coiling of each room, measuring 12 x 14
in., with corresponding louvred ventilators on the ridge of the roof outside, and the window also is made
to open and shut. Ample ventilation is also provided for by means of two air-bricks at each end of the
room, measuring 9 x 6 in. each. There is also ventilation near the floor for the entrance of fresh air.
The flooring is of wood, and has a good air-space below' it, which is also ventilated. The sides of the walls
are carefully lined with wood to a height of 7 feet from the floor, with a smooth even surface, both for tho
comfort and the safety of the patient, Mith door and window closed tho room is comfortably warm in
winter-time, when occupied by any individual. The rooms have been used both my predecessor, Hr.
George Tucker, and by myself, with uniformly good results. No accident has ever occurred in them,
or through their nee, nor has any patient so much as caught a cold through occupying them. They are
perfectly dry, and in good order and repair. The rooms liave been regularly inspected during the whole
of my residence at Bayview by tho Inspector-General of the Insane, Hr. Manning, and by the official
visitors at each of their visits. I have no recollection of any fault having been found with them, and 1
consider tho rooms a most valuable assistance in the treatment of certain cases of insanity, iuasmnch as
they obviate the use of mechanical or manual restraint—methods of treatment I invariably endeavour to
avoid. .As to the repulsive odour mentioned by Professor Stuart on page 3 ot his report, I venture to say
that any bedroom occupied by a wet and dirty paiient would bo more or less objectionable at the time at
which Professor Stuart made his visit. The space between the roof of the building and the ceilings of the
rooms, designated in the report as a loft, is only what is necessary in an ordinary gable-roofed building,
Tlie cubic space in each room amounts to 1,344 feet. The contents of the room consisted of a mattress
carefully filled with clean straw of suitable length and quality. Experience shows that straw is the best
207—2 M
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S}1C^1 niattrepBes, both on account; of its warmth and because it is a material which can be
changed daily—an essential point with a patient of such dirty habits as the one under consideration. The
§9 Jan., i896. mitress eover ’s,°f strong but soft canvas, actually necessary in the present case, as the patient had
’ destroyed, by fearing, no less than thirty-six ordinary coverings. It was L|uito clean and dry when placed
for use overnight, but was soiled on the morning of the visit in question. There was a pillow both clean
and dry, also three sheets, although Mr. Sager only mentioned two, composed of strong but soft canvas.
As a rule, one or more of these sheets is lined with blanket, and quilted to obviate tearing, but in this in
stance, I believe the blanket lining had been picked oft' by the patient. They were soiled with urine
when the visit was made, but were clean from the laundry the night before. In addition to the above,
there was an india-rubber utensil in the room. The patient is suffering from delusional mania, with
exaltation of ideas. He talks volubly, but very disconnectedly, and cannot concentrate his mind upon
anything for more llum a moment. lie has a staggering and uncertain gait, and always requires
assistance when walking unless he can place his hand upon a support, under which circumstances he
moves about very well; in fact he is very active with both hands and feet when seated or supported.
There is also a certain muscular tremor dependant upon his ailment. His general health has been fairly
good for some time past. On the day of his removal from Bayview he was perfectly free from cough oV
cold of any kind, and he has been able for some time past to walk about the ground's every fine day with
'
tbe assistance of an attendant. He was on very good terms with his attendants, and his appetite was
also fairly good, though appetising food was always specially provided for him. The most difficult thing
to obtain for him was sleep, and every imaginable expedient has been adopted to secure this. From my
■
own observations, and that of others, I am convinced he slept better in a single room than elsewhere.
He was always more or less excited, but lately be bad been more than usually so. Ho was also very
destructive with his clothing, particularly if he thought anybody was watching him. Notwith
standing the painfulness of this part of my report, I consider it my duty to state that the patient is
extremely filthy in his habits, never using a utensil, even when handed to him. If not prevented, lie
would throw it at anybody, or bang it on the door or wall of his room. In using a commode he would
attempt to soak in its contents any article of clothing he could lay his hands on. Although there is no
paralysis of the sphincter muscles, he frequently eefecafed in bed, or wherever he might happen to be.
Every attempt has been made to avoid this by taking him to the closet three or four times daily, but
mostly without avail. The occbymosis of the eye mentioned in Professor tStuart’s report was occasioned
while his attendant was endeavouring to prevent him from placing his hand in a closet-pan to pick up
faeces, and is the only bruise the patient has sustained. It was only by the greatest care he could
be prevented from unbuttoning his trousers and divesting himself of that garment, irrespective of his
locality or surroundings. He was habitually wet and dirty during tho night or early morning. The
patient was always provided with a sufficiency of warn cloihing, and, in addition to his outer garments,
he wore a singlet of some warm woven fabric and a pair of drawers. He always slept in comfortable
pyjamas and jacket, unless during periods of excitement, when he would tear them in shreds; and tho
more he was interfered with tlie more excited he became. When Professor Stuart saw the patient he
was clothed in a dark tweed suit, consisting of trousers, vest, and morning coat, also a soft, fiannel shirt
and singlet. At all times when I have seen him in a single room he has had abundance of clothing ; but
warm body clothing was more relied upon than sheets or blankets, which he frequently strewed about tho
floor and micturated on. \\ ith regard to the visitation of patients in single rooms, it is my custom to
have the rooms visited every two hours, but not entered, unless required for any special purpose, such as
the .administration of food, the rearrangement of bedding, or soothing excited patients, &o. In this case
I was more than usually anxious that he should not he disturbed during the night, because it was at this
time I relied principally upon his securing as much sleep as possible; and I had given the attendant
instructions to that effect. Hence my remark to Professor A, Stuart, on page 4 of his report, that no
attendant would see him between 10 p.m, and 5 a.m. But I oraitfed to explain that, although the room
was not entered, an attendant visited the room at least every two hours, and acted as seemed necessary,
according to the degree of excitement of the patient. Ordinary breathing can be easily heard through
the observation aperture, The attendant has at all times during the night suitable food at his disposal,
c.y., warm milk, to be administered if required, Tho attendant would also enter to rearrange bedding,
&c., and compose the patient to sleep as far as possible. My reasons for adopting the single-room treat
ment in preference to leaving the patient with a relay of attendants during the night in an ordinary
' sleeping apartment are:—(1.) Tho avoidance of manual restraint, which would otherwise have been
absolutely necessary during the great excitement to which the patient, was frequently subject unless
some form of mechanical means were employed, such as ibe camisole, or leather muffs, forms of restraint
particularly repulsive to me, and which have at no time been used m this case. The only other course
would have been the additional use of sedatives, and in such quamitics as to be detrimental to his health.
The patient refused absolutely to take any medicine which he could taste. (2.) He always slept better
in a single room than elsewhere, and I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that single-room treat
ment in his case gave him the very best chance possible of securing those few hours’ sleep, which, in my
opinion, prevented his relapsing into that extreme .state of maniacal exhaustion that nearly ended in
death shortly after his admission. He has never suffered physically from sleeping in a single room; he
has never caught cold, nor even had an attack of any of the ordinary forms of physical ailment while
there. No accident ever happened to him in a single room, nor did he object in any way to sleeping
there. Professor Anderson Stuart, on page 4 of his report, writes that Hr. Vause said, The patient
was put in the outhouse when violent and especially ill.” The words I used were, “The patient occupied
a single room when too excited to be manageable in his ordinary bedroom,” and I did not use the term
“outhouse” as applied to the room in question, as stated in Professor Anderson Stuart’s report.
'

Mb. Sauer's .Repobt.

Iff this report I find the same word “stable” used as in Professor A. Stuart’s, as if Mr. Sager had
borrowed tbe expression of the President of tlie Board of Health, of which Mr. Sager is the Secretary.
My remarks upon the single room building, in my reply to Professor A. Stuart’s report, apply equally
here. Mr. Sager says on page 3 of his report, “ He had a black eye, appeared rather feeble and cold, had
on a flannel shirt and clothes which did not appear to be clean.” The ecchymosed eye has been accounted
for
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for through his attendant endeavouring to prevent tlie patient from talcing excrement from tlie closet-pan.
Dr.
I saw the patient at the same time as Mr. Sager, and in my opinion he was looking rather better than
Vause.
usual, and certainly was no colder than any one might be coming into the fresli morning air after being
in a warm room. I most emphatically deny that his clothes were not clean. He was clothed in a suit of 29 JaQ‘’ 1895‘
dark tweed with flannel shirt and singlet, and was preparing for a tepid sponge bath. Mr. Sager says,
“The building resembling a stable had no window, no ventilation.” This most remarkable misstatement
is capable of being refuted by any one visiting tbe building. Mr. Sager also says, “The sole contents,
old straw mattress, two pieces of torn and dirty canvas.” I assert that the mattress was not old, that it
was constructed in tbe usual way for wet and dirty patients in fairly good general health, and that it was
clean when put into the patient’s room overnight. The statement is also at variance with that of
Professor Stuart, who states there were three coverings.
Messrs. Gearey’s and O'Brien’s report are answered in my previous remarks.
Rkitaeks.

Case So. 1 was admitted to Bayview on the 22nd November, 1892, since which time he has been
regularly visited by his wife, his son, and frequently by medical gentlemen of his acquaintance. The
patient has received on an average three visits weekly, except during conditions of excitement. Ho lias been
frequently seen in bed by his friends, both in tho room on the ground floor, and in the room upstairs.
The visitors have not at any time complained of his appearance, but on the contrary have expressed them
selves as being very much pleased with his treatment. The only accidents that have occurred to him
during his residence at the asylum have been a slight cut with a knife on the outer side of the left hand,
which occurred while removing the knife from his hand, because he was flourishiugdt about in a dangerous
manner, and the black eye caused as before stated, whilst his attendant was endeavouring to prevent his
reaching faecal matter from the closet-pan. His condition shortly after admission was one of extreme
exhaustion, and without great attention and careful nursing he could not possibly have recovered. During
that time he was seen more or less frequently by the Inspector-General, Dr. Manning, Sir Alfred Hoberts,
Dr. MacLaurin, Ur. Scot-Skirving, Dr, Cox, and Dr. Williams. All these gentlemen have invariably
expressed a favourable opinion of his treatment, and I feel sure will concur with me that, if great care
had not been bestowed upon him, he could not possibly have recovered from his state of extreme maniacal
exhaustion. With regard to cost of maintenance, &c.—Considering the necessity for two special attend
ant.'*, and frequently three, tho charge of £5 5s. a week was low. An ordinary attendant costs between
30s. and £2 per week for maintenance and wages. With regard to the general management of the
institution X may he permitted to point out that a private establishment, like Bayview House, must of
necessity be dependent upon its reputation for its existence. With this view of the case well before me
during tlie twelve years I have acted as medical superintendent, I submit that I should not he likely to
countenance anything that would be detrimental to the establishment.
With the same object 1 have
always endeavoured to secure the greatest number of recoveries possible, and I ask to be permitted to
quote from the annual reports of the Inspector-General of the Insane as to the percentages of recovery
secured during the twelve years from 1882 to 1893. The average for the twelve years being 48-27,
including such percentages as G3T5 for 18S4, 61'90 for 1885, 68-18 for 1888, and the remarkable
percentage of 111-76 for 1890. This last number is explained by the fact that several recoveries were
recorded amongst patients who had been on leave of absence for more than twelve months. For 1893
there is the very respectable percentage of 65. Tlie death-rate during this period has been com
paratively small. Many discharged patients write to me from time to time in the kindest manner
possible, they frequently call to see me, and I am not aware that any one has at any time complained of
my treatment.
The following extracts have been made from the Inspector-General’s reports upon Bavview:—■
On page 24 in the report for the year 1883 he says:—“At two of my visits I saw the Government
patients at dinner, which was good in quality, plentiful in quantity, well cooked, and served with care and
cleanliness.” On page 21 in the report for the year 18S5:—“ On every occasion I visited all tho day rooms,
and saw the greater number, if not all the patients, giving every one an opportunity of speaking to me
and making complaints if they so wished. On three occasions I "saw the patients at dinner, which was
well cooked, plentiful in quantity, and served with all necessary attention to the patient’s comfort.” “ The
instances of restraint and seclusion have been few and infrequent, and the patients were as a rule quiet
and orderly in demeanour. The wards have been always clean and in good order.” On page 23 in the
report for the year 1886:—“ During the last ten months of the year restraint was not employed in any
instance.” On page 22 in the report for the year 1887
“ I saw every one of the patients, speaking to
all, and giving every one an opportunity of making complaints if they so desired.” “Three patients I
saw alone at their particular wish. There has been no instance of restraint during the year, and tlie
instances in which seclusion was employed were not frequent.” “ I have been glad to express in my
reports a general satisfaction with the order, cleanliness, and government of the institution.” On page
23 in the report for the year 1888:—“ Dr. Vause has carried out the various minor alterations and additions
with a view of rendering the institution more comfortable for the inmates.” “The institution has been
efficiently and satisfactorily managed, a sufficient staff of attendants and nurses has been maintained,
religious services have been held with sufficient frequency, and Dr. Vause has been careful to attend to
the recreation and amusement of the patients. Tlie provisions of the Lunacy Act as to allowhm
leave of absence to the patients have been taken advantage of to the fullest possible extent, and
pal louts liave been also sent for considerable periods for change of air to Manly and other places.” On
page 21 in tlie report for the year 1889:—“At my visits I have always seen all patients, except such
as were temporarily absent from the institution on visits to Sydney, Manly Beach, and elsewhere, and I
liave given to all who so wished an opportunity of seeing me alone, and making any representations they
might desire. At every visit I have specially inquired into the cases of patients recently admitted, and
seen the papers on which they were received. I have made the statutory inquiries as to the classification
and dietary, the performance of Divine service, the amusements and means of recreation provided, and
the sufiicicncy of the staff of attendants and nurses, and I have found the general management of the
institution efficient and satisfactory. Tho provisions of the Lunacy Act as to leave of absence have been
largely taken advantage of; and at the close of the year thirteen patients were absent from the institution
under the conditions prescribed by the statute. Buildings have been kept in satisfactory repairs. The
"
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kitchen, laundry, and offices have heen much improved, and are now fitted with every requisite. Jfew
. . 'ausc, summer-houses have heen provided ; and at the close of the year a new detached building, containing a
29Jtm'“l895 billiard-room, with lavatories and other conveniences, and with a spacious verandah, was nearly ready for
' occupation.’' On page 21, in the report for the year 1892; “ The institution has been well conducted,
and considerable care taken to meet the special requirements of individual patients. The chaplains have
been very regular in attendance; and Dr. Vause appears desirous of affording change of recreation to
the patients whenever practicable. With this in view a cottage at iXarrabeen has been fitted and worked
in connection with the main establishment, and to it patients have been sent for a change, under the
■
provisions of section 82 of the Lunacy Act This section has also been taken advantage of to give leave
of absence on trial under tlie charge of friends, and in seventeen cases patients have been absent from
the institution for considerable periods, and five of these were discharged, recovered whilst on leave.
Fifty of the patients are maintained at the G-overnment expense, owing to the want of room in Govern
ment establishments.” On page 18, in the report for the year 1893 : “ At my visits I made the inquiries
prescribed by statute, and was careful to see all the patients, especially those recently admitted, and to
make inquiries as to their fitness for care and treatment in an institution for the insane. I have
investigated all complaints made to me which were not obviously due to delusions, and have, when
necessary, seen the patients alone. I have on all occasions found the rooms everywhere clean and orderly,
and consider the general management of the institution satisfactory.” “ Very considerable addition
has been made to tbe institution by the purchase of an adjoining property, the house on which has been
repaired and greatly altered, and rooms set apart for nine patients and tho necessary attendants. These
rooms have heen very nicely furnished, and give excellent accommodation for private eases. The alterations
were approved by the Chief Secretary, under the provisions of section 27 of the Lunacy Act, on October
13th, and the building now forms part of the licensed house.” “ The number of G-overnment patients has
been kept at fifty during the year, vacancies by death being filled by transfer of others from the hospitals.
The quarters of these patients have been rendered more comfortable by the addition of a large covered
and enclosed verandah, which serves as an additional day-room.”
“ Bayview ” Licensed House for the Insane,
A. .T. VAUSE,
Cook’s Diver, May 27th, 1894.
Medical Superintendent.
9469. Dr. Manning.'] Do you not say that patients kept in the single rooms in the male division always
have night attendance ? There may be one or two exceptions—such as in Case Ho. 66 for instance—
where a patient used tho room at his own request.
9470. With the exception of occasions when patients occupy these rooms on their own wish do you always
have night attendants ? Tes.
9471. Are the cases in these rooms different in character to the cases occupied in the single rooms of the
female division ? Ves.
9472. Are the rooms on the male side kept for acute cases in the acute stages of the disease? Yes.
947*3. Are the single rooms in the female division used mainly by chronic cases? Yes.
■
9474. Do you remember my visit to Bayview House a day or two after Case Ho. 1 was removed ? I do.
9475. Do you remember some rugs being shown to me ? Yes.
9476. Are you aware of your own knowledge that these were the same rugs as were used by Case Ho. 1
the night before he was removed to Callan Park ? I believe they were.
9477. We have been told iu evidence that on the morning of the 20th‘of May patients were seen walking
across the courtyard;—what patients were these ? I Ihink there may have been some half-dozen crossing
from the dormitory on the other side of the court-yard.
9478. Would these patients have to cross the yard from that dormitory to get to the dining and sitting
rooms ? Yes.
9479. For tho most part, are tho patients who occupy the dormitory quiet in disposition, not needing
immediate supervision ? Yes.
9480. Will you tell us what is the custom in regard to issuing comforts at night ? These stores are issued
in the forenoon ; as a rule, after breakfast.
9481. They are supposed to last till when ? The same time next day.
9482. Do they include provisions—tea and things of that kind—for breakfast the next morning ? Yes.
9483. Are they kept where the attendants have access to them during the night? Certainly.
9484. Having had some experience of attendants, are you aware that it is the custom of attendants on
night duty to cook for themselves ? Yes.
9485. Do you think it would he possible to get attendants to perform night-duty unless they were
supplied with plenty of food at tight? I do not think so. They will be supplied with food and plenty
of it. Indeed, an extra egg is the classical diet of night nurses.
9486. Is it the universal practice for attendants on night-duty to prepare and cook for themselves? Yes.
9487. Would it be impossible to get night attendants unless they were well provided with food? Yes.
9488. Is it the custom for nurses and attendants on night duty to have two or three meals a night? Yes.
9489. Will you explain to us more fully than you yet have explained the hot water supply to the bath
room ? The hot water supply to the bath-room has been there for some years, but as I made alterations
to the kitchen and laundry, varying the positions of the water-heaters, a little delay occurred sometimes in
the hot water supply to the bath. When changing the pipes from one source to another the bath has
been without the direct service of hot water, but the abundant supply of hot water always available in the
kitchen has always obviated any difficulty,
9490. Had there been a direct supply of hot water immediately preceding the removal of Case Ho. 1?
Yes.
9491. The morning he was removed was this direct supply temporarily suspended owing to the source
being altered from one beater to another? Yes; I remember noticing it because the taps were rather
tarnished. Case Ho. 1 had a separate bath in his own room. He was bathed in a movable bath—a bath
specially supplied so that it would be removed from room to room upstairs or downstairs. It was what
military men call a “ tub.”
9192. Dr. Garran.'] That is where you misunderstood my question. I was under the impression the
patient had an ordinary bath, and that Professor Stuart and the other visitors did not ascertain if the
water was warm or cold.
[The further examination of this witness was adjourned until the following Tuesday.]
.
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WEDNESDAY, 30 JANUARY, 1895.
]_The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Office.']
^riSTut:—
The Hon. Sir ABTHUK, EENWICK, Kt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING-,
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of the
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR MeGOWEN,
Insane,
Esq., M.L.A.
A. J.* Yause, Esq., M.B. et C.M.: Examination continued:—
Dr.
9193. President.] Have you made some provision for coping witli fire, supposing there were an outbreak
A, J. Yause.
at Bayview House F Yes.
9494. Will you describe whsit provision you have made? I have 3-ineh mains laid to the kitchen and
laundry block, also to the buildings formerly used by the Government patients, I have also three hydrants 30 Jan., 1895.
of full size.
9495. Have you had these pipes connected with the Sydney water supply mains? Yes.
949G. At whose suggestions were these provisions made ? Primarily Dr. Manning. Tho suggestion was
made before the water was laid on, but as soon as the water was laid on tho connections -were made.
9497. Did Mr. Bear, the Superintendent of the Metropolitan Eire Brigades, inspect these ? He did.
9498. Were the connections made under his supervision and suggestions? Everything was fitted
according to his recommendation and approval.
9499. Can you give the Commission an idea of the cost incurred in making these provisions against fire ?
Not definitely at the present time. The money was expended some years ago,
9500. Do you think the cost was £100 ? It v'as about £150,
9501. Have you ever required to bring these appliances into actual use owing to an outbreak of fire ?
No ; they have not heen used except for testing purposes.
9502. Do your attendants and nurses understand how to utilise these provisions should occasion arise ?
Yes ; I have taken the precaution to show them how to use the appliances.
9503^ Have your nurses and attendants periodical training in the use of tbe fire preventives ? No ;
Mr. buperintendent Bear promised to send a member of the brigade to put the Bayview House nurses
and attendants through their drill, hut he has not done so yet,
9504. Did Mr. Bear certify that your appliances were to his entire satisfaction ? Yes,
9505. And that they were sufficient for all practical purposes ? Yes.
9506. Mr. MeCoieen.] Did you not say, in answer to the President yesterday, that Case No. 1 was put
into seclusion about four or five or six weeks after he was admitted to Bayview House ? No ; I said he
was placed iu the single room the day after he came.
9507. Did you make an entry of the fact in your journal or case-book ? Yes.
9508. Did you make an entry on tbe 4th of November, 1893, in the case-hook, six months before the
patient was removed ? I do not know that there is an entry for November in the case-hook.
9509. I tliink I saw one, and called special attention to it, when I was at Bayview House the other day ?
The entries in the ease-hook are not always made on the date of the occurrence to which they refer.
Sometimes I do not make up the case-book oftener than once a mouth, unless there is something of an
urgent character, and then l. enter it at once. At other times I may write up the case-book once a week,
9510. If au entry was made in the case-hook six months before the patient was removed to the effect that
he was placed in a solitary room to sleep, would the official visitors have an opportunity of seeing the
book ? Certainly.
9511. Did you see the Commissioners’ note and entry to that effect when they were at Bayview House?
[Case-hook -produced and examined on paye 78.] There is an entry dated November 20th, saying the
patient is apparently much better. Another, dated November 24th, says he was very excited, destructive,
and dirty in his habits. I do not think there is any entry about the commencement of single-room
treatment. There was an entry there dated six months before the patient was removed. I remember
remarking the fact when we were examining the books. \Thc entries were examined ty Br. Manning,
Br. Garran, and Mr. McGowen.]
'
_
Br. Manning: It must have been a mistake. We must have looked at tho wrong November.
9512. Mr. McGowen.] Did you make that entry on the 23rd of April, nearly a month before the patient
was removed ? Yes.
‘
9513. Did the official visitors sec that entry of the 23rd of April ? I do not know ; they had every
opportunity of seeing it.
’
9514.. Therefore did the official visitors have an opportunity a month before tbe patient was removed from
your institution, of seeing that the patient was going through single-room treatment ? Yes.
9515. Although, as you say, yon did not write up tlie case-book oftener than every week? Yes.
9510. Why did you not make an entry of the time you first put the patieut in the single room, the same
as you did on the 23rd of April, a month before he was removed ? 1 do not enter such treatment in anv
way .as a rule; I look upon sleeping in a single room as usual treatment, and I mentioned the fact on
April 23rd incidentally.
.
9517. For five months previous to that date had not the patient been going through single-room treat
ment? I do not call it single-room treatment; it is sleeping in a single room.
9518. If you make an entry in November, 1892, and another in 1894, why did you not make others
notifying the remainder of the time the patient was occuping the single room ;—why did you mention it on
some occasions and not on others while the patient was still going through the same course of treatment?
Because tho first was the initial entry, which would show the kind of treatment that might he expected
through the ease.
9519. If that is your explanation, why was the entry made on the 23rd]of April; that could not be an
initial statement, could it ? No ; it could not.
*
9520. Then, again, there is an entry on April 30th ;—were these entries made before Case No. 1 was
removed? Yes ; they were made within a day or two after tho dates to which they refer,
9521. Is it not a fact that the patient was sleeping in that room for six months prior to his removal to
Callan Park? Yes.
9522.
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9522. How is it the fact is not entered in the case-book ? Because lhave not been in the habit of making
uiiriute entries after the initial treatment has been established.
9523. Will you swear that the patient was in that room six months prior to being removed from your
30Jan,WM.establiah^t? Tthinkso
1
.
.
.
A. J. Vause. suc]j

_
.

9524. Will you swear he was in that room during the previous November p I will not; but X think he was.
9525. Why did you not make an entry of the fact at that time ? 1 do not know.
'
9526. Can you not account for that omissson ? No ; except that I did not think it of sufficient importance
at the time.
9527. Why did you make the second entry ? Because the treatment was continued.
9528. Because the treatment had been continuous the four or five months previous to April? Yes,
9529. Would not as good reasons exist for making an entry in November, January, February, or March,
as there did in April ? Perhaps so; I am sorry it was not entered at once. There was no particular
reason why the entries should not have been made.
9530. Have you sworn that you always had night attendants during the six months the patient slept in
the room P Yes.
9531. Are yon positive of that? Yes.
9532. Hoiv was it you told Professor Stuart and Mr. Sager on the morning of the 20th of May, or led
them to believe, that no attendant saw the patient after 10 o'clock the previous night? Yes ; 1 remember
that point, and, as 1 said yesterday, I must have been misunderstood. The visit was a hurried one, and I
think 1 told the visitors you name my iustructious to the attendants were that the patient was not to be
disturbed during tbe night, but that he was to be visited at intervals.
9533. Hid you tell Professor Anderson Stuart that no attendant visited the patient after 10 o’clock at
night until he was removed the following morning ? I thiuk so.
9534. Is it a fact that the female patients in the single rooms were not seen after that hour at night?
Not unless they required to be seen.
9535. Ho you say that on tho night of the 19th of May there was a night attendant looking after tho
patient ? Yes.
9336. Where was be on the morning of tbe 20th, when Professor Stuart, Mr. Sager, Gearey, and O’Brien
arrived at the court-yard ? X do not know ; I was not there.
9537. If that attendant was placed in charge of tho patient, was it his duty to go to the room door every
two hours ? Yes.
9538. Do you know that Professor Anderson Stuart and the other visitors said they only saw an employe
wheeling a barrow, who directed them to the head attendant;—one half of tbe visitors went to the office
and the other two to the court-yard, and did not Gearey and O’Brien say they saw several patients, hut no
attendant? I say there must have been an attendant there.
9539. Do you not think if an attendant was in the building where he usually sat he would have come
forward when the visitors were waiting in the court-yard ? If he happened to be inside tlie house at the
time he would not see them.
,
9540. Have you any means of ascertaining whether these night attendants attended properly to their
duties by seeing the patient every two hours? Only by my observation of the patient’s condition. I
have, moreover, confidence in these attendants. I had no recording clock.
9541. If the weather happened to he inclement during tbe night, do you think the attendant would stop
in The main building by the fire instead of crossing the yard to see the patient ? I do not think he would
to any extent.
9542. Have you not said, in answer to a previous question, that it was not tbe duty of the attendant to
open the door of the room during the night ? I would rather say it wras my wish that he should not disturb
the patient.
9543. "Would not tbe patient hammer at the door? Yes.
9544. In that case would the attendant open the door? Not always.
9545. What would he do ? Wait for some other development. It was a customary thing for this patient
to make a hammering noise in his bedroom. He did it when in tho house. He, however, became more
vociferous when outside. He would shout more ; and that was a clear indication that he was not in much
physical pain.
9546. If the patient hammered at the door, would the attondanl sitting up in the main building answer
by going to the room ? No ; as I said before, he would wait for further developments. Hammering at
the door would be a result of excitement. An attendant going to tlie patient would only make him
worse. Hammering at the door, or a patient promenading round his room, are practices in which these
eases indulge in for hours together.
9547. Hid Doherty and O'Brien have to do any other night-work besides watch over tbe patient ? No.
9548. Did you make the arrangements for them? I think they made their own arrangements. I do not
interfere with special arrangements they make between themselves so long as they suit themselves and
properly perform their duties.
9549. Did you know what that night-watching was? Yes.
9550. I would like to invite yonr attention to questions 3260 to 3261;—here O’Brien says he was on
night-duty every second night for six or seven months, that he generally went to sleep the next day about
1 o’clock, slept through the day till ]0 o’clock at night, then got up and went to bed again the same
night ? Yes; I saw bis answers to these questions.
9551. Now turn to Doherty’s evidence, question 3080;—here Doherty says that it was his custom to get
up at half-past 5 in the morning and ivork till 10 o’clock at night; that after he Lad heen on night-duty
he need not go on duty the next day, but ivould be about the place if wanted, and that after having been
up on night-duty for every second night it was not his custom to have a sleep next day? Yes; I see
those questions and answers.
9552. Would this system result in Doherty, perhaps, being on duty for thirty-one hours ? Perhaps so.
9553. Did vou know that this arrangement for night-duty was in operation ? Yes.
9554. Do you think it was a complele arrangement? I think it was better for me to allow these
attendants to work tbe night-watching in their own way. It was an exceptional case, which caused a good
deal of trouble at times, and not so much at others. If these two attendants liked to work it in this way
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to suit tliomselves it was not for me to interfere. They seemed to work satisfactorily. If there had been
a greater number of patients under observation such a system would not have answered. There was only A. J. Yause.
one patient, however, and so long as the arrangement suited them, and I was satisfied that the work was 30 Jan., 1894
properly done, it was not for me to interfere.
9555. "Was this system carried on for sis or seven months? Yes; they managed the whole matter
between themselves.
955G. Did you, yesterday, in answer to Dr. Garran, say it was more expensive to keep tho patient in a
single room than to follow the ordinary course of treatment ? Yes.
9557. In what way ? Because we had to keep a day-room for him as well. This room could not be used
for any other purpose ; and the single-room treatment requires extra attendants.
955S. Did you have to pay anything more for those extra attendants? No, not in actual payment to
them ; but I could have worked with fewer attendauts as a whole if they had not been on night-duty. I
could have done with one less outside and one less attendant inside the house,
9559. Am I lo understand that while Doherty and O’Brien were on night-duty for those six months that
you had to employ two extra men? I had extra men outside ready to come in all that time. I had no
accommodation for more than five in thehouse. I should have had to have them at any moment they were
required.
"
9090. On the morning of Professor Stuart’s visitdidyou order the removal of Case No. Ifrom that room?
No.
D5G1. Did the head attendant move the patient on his own authority ? I suppose he did it in tlie ordinary
course of duty.
95G2. 'What was the usual time for taking the patient out of his room? Between 7 and 8 o’clock.
9563. Not between 8 and 9 o’clock? I do not think so ; it might have been occasionally as late as that.
9564. Was he taken out at the usual time on the morning of the 20th of May? I think it was a little
before the usual time on that morning.
9565. Do you know why the head attendant took him out ? I did not ask,
95GG. If you turn to Professor Stuart’s report you ivill see he says, on page 2, “ Having gone as directed,
we found ourselves iu a sort of courtyard, where, after a time, we found an attendant, who went to rouse
tbe head attendant. After considerable delay the latter came, and to him I stated my office, authority,
and business ; but he said he could not let me see a patient without Dr. Yause’s direction’';—would not
the Professor stating his “office, authority, and business,” be sufficient to tell the head attendant the nature
of the Professor’s mission, and did not he and O'Brien proceed to remove Case No. I out of the room
after he had been told the object of the visit ? Yes.
95G7, Did Doherty do so on his own authority? Yes.
95GS. Can you give any reason why Doherty took this action ? No; except that he knew that Case
No. 1 was wanted, and begot him ready to come out. He would not have allowed anyone to see him with
out my permission.
9569. Did not the President ask you the basis and authority for Professor Anderson Stuart’s visit, and
do you not say it is contained in these words, used by Mr. Jeanneret when moving the adjournment of the
House : “ I think it behoves the Government upon the statement I have laid before the House to make
full inquiry. The inquiry will prove this . That a gentleman has been for months past—for the last four
months to my knowledge—kept from 5 in the afternoon till 7 iu the morning, over twelve hours, in a cold
stable without even a bed to lie upon, without any water, without any attendant, without any food, having
upon his body nothing but his nightshirt” ;—was this the authority for Professor Stuart's investigation ?
This statement was made subsequcntlv to Professor Stuart's visit to Bayview.
9570. Did he ostensibly go to Bayview House to see if these assertions were true? How could he ?
9571. Did he tell his authority, business, and office to the head attendant, who, being aware that Case
No. 1 should be seen in that room, removed him out ? He was removed so that he might be seen.
9572. Do you say the patient was not removed with your sanction or request? I do.
9573. Dr. Garran aslced you yesterday whether the visitors did not meet with a certain amount of
opposition ?_ I am quite sure there was no opposition by anybody.
9574. "Was it not possible for tbe attendants to offer opposition lo thwart, if possible, the object of the
visit ? All the time I was present I am sure there was no opposition,
9575. Could there have been opposition to Gearcy and O’Brien previous to your arrival on the scene—
I mean while they were waiting nearly an hour ? Let us look at the evidence and sec what was said.
957G. The question is, was it possible for the attendants to offer opposition before your appearance?
Opposition to what, and in what shape ?
"
9577. It has been stated by Gearey and O’Brien that they were ordered off the premises ;—is that so ?
Certainly, and quite right too.
"
9578. Do you think Professor Stuart refers to that ? Pes ; I say it was quite right that the attendants
should order them off the premises.
9579. Did you sec tbe single room on the morning of the 20th May, with Professor Stuart and the other
visitors ? Yes.
'
95S0. Did you see Professor Stuart pick up what he calls three pieces of canvas? 1:ch.
9581. Did be pick them up in his hand? He moved them very gingerly.
9582. Did he raise them completely off the ground ? I do not think so ; he raised them sufficiently to
count them.
9583. 'Were these three pieces of covering shown to Dr. Manning as the covering which was used in that
room by tbe patient on that particular occasion ? I believe so. I. believe they were tbe same after they
had been through the laundry. I told the attendant to prepare the same three pieces of covering by
having them washed and dried, and placed in the room for inspection if needed. As far as I know they
were tho same three pieces of canvas.
9384, If you turn’to question 3003, you will see that Doherty, in answer to Dr. Manning, said some of
these rugs were tlie same as those used by the patient, then he adds that there xvere three rugs, and two
out of the three seen by Dr. Manning a day or two later were used by tho patient the night before he was
removed ? Yos ; that is what he say's.
9385. Now was it possible for the rugs shown to Dr. Manning to bo picked up one by' one by one hand,
and for whoever picked them up to put them on one side counting “ one,” “ two,” “ three,”—what I want
to
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kn0flr i®) i® it possible for one man with one hand to pick up these pieces of canvas, and change them
A. J. vause. froj^ 0De place to another in counting them ? I think so,
3(Q^5 9586, What was the size of each piece ? About the size of an ordinary single blanket. There are two
' or three ways of gesticulating. Picking up pins and lifting up something very heavy from the floor are
two very different matters.
9587. The very reason I am asking you this question is, because of the fact of Professor Stuart saying he
went in this room, piclced up three pieces of canvas in an off-hand manner, leading the Commission to
believe that they could not have been adequate for a man’s covering P Quite so. The description is of
as much value as calling the single rooms an out-house. It is a wrong idea.
9588. Did you see Professor Stuart move those rugs ? Tea.
9589. Do you believe they were a complete and sufficient covering for a man in his bed P I should have
preferred better covering for that patient, but I think the covering was sufficient for the requirements of
Case Xo. I at that particular time. I should have preferred more elaborate covering, but the difficulties
of the case were so great that the patient destroyed ordinary blankets, and sheets were altogether out
of the question. I am quite sure the size of these rugs was right, and I am equally sure the patient was
warm.
9590. Did you not lead Professor Stuart to believe that morning that the patient was only occasionally
put in that room P Not intentionally.
'
9591. If you turn hack to Professor Stuart’s report you will see he says, “ Dr. Yause said the patient was
put in the out-house when violent and especially illI take exception to that assertion in my comments
on this report. There I say, “The words I used were ‘The patient occupied a single room when too
excited to be manageable in his ordinary bedroom,’ ” and I did not use the term out-house as applied to
the room in question, as stated in Professor .Anderson Stuart’s report,
9592. Taking your own words “ too excited to be manageable in his ordinary bedroom —was the patient
excited every night for the whole six months? I believe so.
9593. Wonld not the use of the words “ violent and especially ill” lead Professor Stuart to believe that
the patient was only occasionally isolated ? I do not know. AYe had hut very little conversation on the
subject. The whole visit was very hurried. The Professor seemed to get all the information he required
when he saw the bedroom.
9591). Did the official visitors have any idea that it was only occasional treatment for the patient to be put
in the single room at night ? I do not know.
9595. Did Dr. Manning, as Inspector-General of the Insane, have any idea that this patient was only
occasionally in the single room ? The question did not arise between Dr. Manning and myself until later
on in the treatment, and I did not know what ho understood exactly, I was under the impression I told
Dr. Mauning that the patient occupied a single room at night, hut how frequently I do not remember
having said.
9596. Were the friends of the patient always under the impression that he slept in a room in the main
building? I do not know. I told his son that he occupied a single room, and 1 again reminded him of
the fact on the 20 th of May. Then he said, in reply, “He did not know what was meant by a single
room; he thought it was a bedroom occupied by the patient alone.”
9597. Did you tell auyono else the patient was in a single room at night? Yes ; I told Dr. Scot-Skirving
and Dr. Williams.
9598. Did you tell the official visitors or Dr. Manning ? I did not tell the official visitors.
9599. Did you inform the official visitors or Dr. Manning of the patient’s dirty habits? It is entored in
the case-book.
9600. Do you know whether the patient complained at any time of having been cold at night ? Certainly
not.
9601. If such a complaint had been made to the head attendant should he have reported that fact to you?
Undoubtedly.
9602. Turn to question 2965. Here Doherty distinctly says the patient complained to him of being cold
at night; that being su, was it not Doherty’s duty to report to you ? Yes ; but the question is did the '
patient so complain,
9603. Doherty says he did ? I think that answer “ Yes ” of Doherty’s was really meant to be “ No.” I
believe, in answering the question “ Did the patient ever complain to you of being cold at night,” in a
lapsus he said “ Yes.” I think if you asked this witness the same question again, he would say “No.”
9601. He was asked in question 2943 it the patient was once or twice extremely violent, and his answer
was “ not much —what docs that moan ? It is an indefinite answer. “ Extremely violent ” would more
befit a powerful man. The patient was not a powerful man, neither was he extremely violent; therefore
I think the answer “not much ” wonld be a fair interpretation of the question.
9605. Would that definition justify you in putting the patient in a singlo room ? There might be great
excitement without violeuee. He might be extremely excited, and yet not museularly violent,
9606. Supposing Doberty had heard the patient complain of having been put in a stable to sleep, should
ho have brought that complaint to you ? I think I have heard him say that much myself; so it would
not have made much difference if he had reported it to me or not. I have heard him say, “ I sleep in a
stable,” but: I do not attach much importance to that.
9607. Were you ever aware that the night-clothes were taken away from the patient at night-time? No,
not his night-clothes, but only his ordinary day-clothes. It is customary to undress single-room patients
in the single rooms—to remove the outer garments and replace them with a night costume of some kind.
After that the day-clothing is removed.
9608. Did you see the patient have his bath on the morning of the 20th of May ? No ; hut I have
frequently seen him have his bath.
9609. What time after Professor Anderson Stuart had left did he have his bath ? I do not know; but in
all probability in less than half an hour.
9610.'At 7 o’clock in the morning would there be hot water in the kitehen ? Yes ; the attendants get up
at 5 o’clock in the morning, and, as a matter of fact, there is hot water all night in the kitchen. There is
a large range there which cost me over £100, and that keeps the water warm the whole of the night.
9611. If you will torn to question 800, you will see that Mr. Little, the chief attendant at Callan Park,
on 7th November, when asked if the patient used the utensil now, he said, “He does now, but ho
would
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■would not at first”;—then, if you turn to question 1298, you will see that Mr. Kernaghan, a warder at
Callan Park, corroborates Mr. Little’s statement;—how do you account for this evidence being in direct
opposition to that of your own attendants upon this point? Simply from the varying changes of the case.
lie has used utensils frequently; then would cornea change in his condition, and ho would refuse.
9612. Does not Professor Anderson Stuart say he ought to be taught to do it ? So he was taught in
teachable periods; but it would be useless to attempt to teach him or anybody else while in a state of
maniacal excitement.
9613. President^] Do you account for the varying stages of the disease as the reason for these altered
conditions the patient went through ? Undoubtedly.
9614. A\re will now proceed to the consideration of Case No. 34;—do you produce the history of this
case, taken from your case-book? Yes. [Document handed in, and marked Exhibit Z.—See Appendix.-]
9615. Can you tell us briefly the particulars of the case and the circumstances under which she was
admitted to Bayview House ? She was admitted on the 16th of May, 1892.
9610. By _\vhom were her certificates signed? By Dr. Beestou, of Newcastle, and Dr. Alcorn, of
Maitland.
9617. Do you produce the certificates ? They have been already produced. [Exhibit C.—See Appendix.]
9618. On what grounds was this patient admitted to your institution ? Her mental disorder was
melancholia, caused by mental worry. She died on the 28th of May, 1892, from melancholic exhaustion,
as far as I can make out. Personally I did not see the case.
9619. Do you personally know much about the case? No; I was in England at the time, and Dr.
Iletherington had charge during my absence. From the certificates, I see that she was in a state of
melancholic exhaustion when she was admitted.
9620. How long was she in your institution ? Twelve days, as she died on the 28th of the same month
on which she was admitted.
9621. Do you remember her cousin coming to see you in connection with this case ? Yes.
9622. Did she make any complaint to you ? Yes; she complained to me about Dr. Hetherington.
9623. Did she complain that Dr, Hetherington had not informed her that the patient, her cousin, was in
a dying condition ? I do not think she told me that. Her principal complaint, as far as I recollect, was
that Dr. Hetherington had not treated her with sufficient consideration.
9621. Did she say anything to you about the position of the mortuary, or about the condition of the
mortuary ? I do not remember her saying anything about that.
9625, According to the evidence embodied in question 3763, the cousin said she saw the body of the
patient laid out in what she called a stable, there was fodder under her feet, and a couple of bags of fodder
in the place; there was no window even, but only an aperture containing iron bars; she called it
disgraceful; he spoke to Dr. You so about it later on ; she asked him to sue us for the money, and they
would expose it, but Dr. Yause said he would not sue her;—is that statement true ? Certainly not.
9620. Was the mortuary tho same then as it is now ? Yes ; it was' specially constructed for the purpose ;
there are no iron bars at all about it, and I have never known it used for any other purpose than that of
a mortuary.
9627. Did Mrs. *■ # * threaten to expose you in connection with these circumstances? No.
9628. Did she ask you to sue her for the money in connection with the matter? I have no recollection
of anything of the kind. All I remember is that she appeared to be hurt, owing, as she said, to Dr.
Hetherington not having treated her with sufficient consideration. I expressed my regret, and assured
her that I did not think Dr. Hetherington would intentionally hurt anyone’s feelings, especially in such
painful circumstances.
9629. Was rhere any question of suing raised on her part? Certainly not.
9630. In her evidence, in question 3788, she said, “ I asked Dr. Yause to sue me for the money owing.”
Do you remember this circumstance at all ? No.
9631. Jb the substance of your recollection in connection with this matter to the effect that Mrs. * # *
merely made a complaint to you about what she considered to be Dr. Hetheriugton’s neglect? No, not
neglect, but want of consideration for her.
9632. You mean on the occasion of her visit to her cousin ? Yes.
9633. Mr. McG-owen.] The only thing about this matter that I can see is Mrs. * # * complained in the
first instance that she was not allowed to see her cousin in the night-time, that Dr. Hetherington told her
the cousin was in no danger, and that this cousin actually died the following morning. In question 3765
she says Dr. Vause seemed to infer that Dr. Hetherington had not done his duty, and that ho had had the
mortuary cleaned up. Did you lead that woman to believe Dr. Hetherington bad not done Ids duty?
Certainly not.
9634. Do you know whether there is any truth in the statement when this lady said Dr. Hetherington
told her that her cousin had been in the habit of taking a great deal too much stimulant, and that he
would make this fact public? I do not know anything about that, but I think it is very improbable that
Dr. Hetherington would say anything of the kind.
,
9635. Mrs. * * * in her evidence said that arrangements wore made for her cousin to have a private
room ;—is that so ? There is no mention about that. The arrangement was that the patient should pay
£3 3s. per week. She stated in her evidence that £4 4s. per week was the amount paid. The books show
that the actual amount paid for the maintenance of the patient was £5 8s., and that there was no extra
charge made for the additional trouble owing to the death of the patient.
9036, Do they owe you anything yet? No.
9637. Is the same witness also wrong when she says that a private room was paid for, but was not used ?
There is no record of anything of the kind.
.
9638. Is she also wrong when she says that there was a plentiful supply of clothing taken to the
institution ? I do not know anything about that.
9039. In question 3790 the witness said that the matron informed her that notwithstanding there had
been several boxes of linen sent to tbe institution all ber cousin’s clothes were gone. Do you know
whether any complaint was made by the matron concerning this supposed insufficiency of clothing ? I
do not know.
207—2 N
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9640. When clothes are sent to the institution can they be used by tlie patient if wanted? I presume so.
]'
the matron at that time was a reliable woman in connection with clothing. She was most earefu
'n
ma^er> because frequently we have bad questions raised about the clothing. Friends who bring
clothing for patients expect it to last Tory much longer than it docs. T therefore gave instructions to
the matron to always take down a list of everything that was brought in the way of clothing by tbe
friends.
9641. Was the body of that patient laid out in the proper way in the dead-house? Yes ; I.do not see
where else it could be put.
9642. President.*] Have you tbe papers in connection with Case Ho. 30 ? Yes.
9643. Do you produce them for the use of the Commission? I do. [Document handed in, and marked
Exhibit AX—see Appendix.]
9644. When was this patient admitted to Bayview House? On the 29tb of December, 1884.
9645. Under what circumstances was she admitted ? She was transferred from Mr. Harcourt’s sylui!
in Melbourne.
9646. Who signed her certificates of admission? Dr. Marano and Dr. Both.
9647. Do you produce them for the use of the Commission ? 1 do. [Document hajided in, and narked
Exhibit A2—sec Appendixi]
9648. What is the substance of the grounds on which the medical gentlemen you have named recom
mended that this patient should have further treatment in a licensed house for the insane ? Dr. Marano
says she was under delusions of persecutions, particularly by the Ritualists, whom she blamed for all her
troubles, which statement, is without foundation. She makes rambling statements, is emotional, and very
nervous. Her sons state that she takes likes and dislikes, and is apt to destroy or make away with her
apparel, and abuses her attendants if annoyed.
9649. What does tbe other medical gentleman say? Dr. Both says she has delusions of religious perse
cution, and also imagines that one of the patients at Oremorne Asylum went there specially to protect lier
from persecution. She also had persecutions of this nature while she was in Scotland. I believe she
thinks now that .1 am the one following her about to protect her from the persecutions of various people.
She believes that he, whoever he may be, has come to Bayview House on tbe same errand. She has an
idea now that I follow her as someone else did in Scotland. Although she is so rambling she is anxious
to impress one with the truth of her statements. If she takes a dislike to any article of wearing apparel
she destroys it. She set fire to her room once.
9630. At tho time of her admission were these peculiarities still in existence? Yes,
9651. What was the previous history of this patient? She had resided many years ago at the Creighton
Asylum in Scotland. About eight years after that she was removed to Mr. ITarcourt’s asylum, Cremorne,
in Victoria. During the time that she was at Cremorne her sons had taken her out on leave of absence,
but they were obliged to return her to safe custody, because of the impossibility of keeping her in their
own houses.
9652. Is her present condition very much the same? It is very much the same. She is m capital
physical health, but mentally she requires treatment.
9653. Do you know her sister, Miss * * * ? Yes.
9654. Have you had a number of conversations with her relative to the detention of Case Ho. 30 ? Yes.
9653. In fact have you bad altercations with her which eventually led to legal proceedings ? Yes; but
only once.
9656. Do you think that Miss * * *, from what you have seen of her, is a suitable person to take charge
of her sister, Case Ho, 30? I do not.
9657. On what grounds do you form this opinion? I do not think Miss * * * mental condition is
sufficiently good in the first place. The patient’s sons are quite prepared to fake charge of their mother
whenever she becomes well enough for them to do so. They are decidedly opposed to their aunt having
charge of their mother. These sons are in good social positions, while, on the other hand, Miss * * * has
no suitable abode, no fixed residence, and very small means. If anybody should have charge of the patient
it should be her sons and not her sister.
9G5S. As a matter of fact, was an application made to the Supreme Court for powers to transfer the
custody of the patient to the sister ? Yes.
9659. Did the Court decline to comply with that request ? Yes.
9660. Do you know personally the sons of this patient to whom you have referred ? Yes; I know two
of them.
9661. From conversations you have bad, and from what you know of them, do you think there is any
truth in tbe statement made by Miss * # * when she says these sons dislike and refuse to meet their
mother ? Certainly not; both of them, as far as I have seen, are exceptionally affectionate sons.
9602. Do they seem to be anxious for their mother’s recovery, and that she should be put under their
care ? Undoubtedly. I do not think either would keep his mother at Bayview House a moment longer
than is absolutely necessary. If they thought they could manage her at all they would take her either to
one house or the other immediately. I am perfectly satisfied on that point.
9663. Do you think it is undesirable to place Case Ho. 30 under the control of her sister, Miss * *
in
view of all the circumstances you mention? I do, most decidedly.
■
9661. Mr. McQoicen.] How often do these sons call to see their mother? At varying times. The one
residing in .-------- comes to Sydney once or twice a year.
9665. Do all the sons live out of this Colony ? Yes ; I think, so. One lives in Victoria, one lives in
-------- , and tbe other is travelling. The latter occasionally passes through Sydney, and then, I believe,
always comes to Bayview House to see bis mother. The one in ----------1 am constantly communicating
with by letter, and whenever he comes to Sydney he secs his mother.
9660. President^] Do you remember Case Ho. 29 ? Yes.
9667. Do you produce the papers in this case? I do. [Documents handed in, and marked Exhibit
Bl—see Appendix^]
9668. When was this patient first admitted to Bayview House Asylum ? On the 31st of May, 1881.
0669. Under what circumstances? She was admitted upon the medical certificates of Dr. Fortcscue and
Dr. Hodgson in the first instance. She had been previously in Gladesviile. Dr. Fortescue, in bis
certificate, said the facts indicating insanity observed by himself were :i incoherence ami rambling in
conversation,
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conversation, restless and excitable in manner, being suspicious o£ her nearest friends, charges them with
bad intentions towards her, complains that she is misunderstood, and that everyone is against her.’’
96/0. “What did Dr. Hodgson say inhis certificate ? He said, “ excessive haughtiness, violent attacks upon
domestics, excessive suspicion of ber family’s conduct, occasionally supreme contempt for any or all of ber
friends, and undue inattention to ber personal attire.” That seems to cover her case.
9671. What is tho subsequent history as regards the retention of this patient? She had leave of absence
on the 12th of December, 1SS2. After residing with her friends for a time she returned to Bayview Asvlum
on the 7th of August, 18SA
^
9672. Do you produce the papers in connection with that leave of absence? Tcs. [Documentproduced,
and marked Exhibit 11 2—$et‘. Appendix.~\
9676. I ask you this question because, ber brother made some statement concerning this leave of absence ;
therefore, do you produce the papers of that leave of absence ? Yes.
9674. Will you now please go on with the hisfory of the case? Yes. She was discharged on the 20tb
of August. 1S91, and readmitted on tho same da}r on the request of Mr. * # *
°
96/ 5. Is there not something peculiar in the fact of a patient becoming discharged and readmitted on tho
same day ? Yes ; that is explained by the following letter from Mr, * #
who made the application.
Hus letter says, ‘‘The father of Case iXo. 29, who signed the request on which she was received into the
Licensed House for the Insane at Cook’s Diver, being dead, I, the undersigned, being the person who
made the last payment on behalf of the said *
^ now direct, under the provisions of sections 84 and
85 of the Lunacy Act, that she may be discharged with a view' of fresh proceedings being taken for her
rcndmis&ion under new request ami certificate in accordance with section S of the Lunacy Act * * *
] 3th of August, 1S91.”
9676. W hat was the subsequent history of tbe ease ? Since rcadmission she has been much the same as
before. She complains of insults being heaped upon her, but fails to specify any particular insult. She
says she has been reduced to tbe state of a menial, although she has no menial duties to perform. She
complains that her clothes are insufficient, which is not the case.
96/7. Is the patient visited by her elder brother from time to time? She visits her brother from time to
time, and goes out driving and walking, occasionally attends the theatres, concerts, and public gardens,
accompanied by a nurse.
.
9678. Is the patient still under treatment? She is still under treatment, and there is very little change
in her condition mentally.
“
9679. Arc you aware that her younger brother-was desirous of taking charge of his sister, supposing she
is discharged from your institution ? Yes.
9680. Do you know both her brothers ? Yes.
9681. hrom what you have seen of interviews that have taken ulacc at the institution between tho younger
brother and his sister, do you believe he is a proper person to have the custody of his sister ? Certainly not.
9682. On what grounds do you make thot assertion? Jlriucipally from his conversation with myself. I
have not had many eonversutions with him, hut from my observations of the man, I have come to the
conclusion that ho is not a suitable person to have charge of his sister.
96&3_. Were you in Sydney at the time he made an application to the Supreme Court for the custody of
his sister? Ho.
9084. Are you fully awaro of the desire of the elder brother that she should remain in your institution,
and that he is satisfied with your treatment ot the case ? Yes ; and I may add that if anyone could look
afler the patient outside of an institution of this kind her elder brother would bo able to do so. i am
quite sure that in his own mind he knows he could not keep her in his own house with any degree of
comfort cither to herself or to the members of his family.
°
9085. Mr. McGowan."] When you received this fresh application from Mr. * * * would it ho necessary
for you to get fresh medical certificates ? Yes.
9686. What are the names of the doctors who signed those certificates on the latter occasion ? Dr.
Ashwell and Dr. Mark Henry Long.
9687. President.] Do you produce the particulars ot Case Ho. 6 in your institution ? Yes : they are in
the case-book produced.
"
'
‘
9683. What are the particulars with regard to that case? Ho was admitted to Bayview House on the
20th of January, ls87, ho was transferred from Callan Park, to which institution he was admitted on the
3rd of December, 1886. Before his admission he was rambling and incoherent in speech, without cause.
Ho tried to destroy himself by jumping out of a window; was subsequently found rambling along a
railway Hue. lie had exalted ideas of wealth on admission, and afterwards he was at times very excited,
always boasting and very talkative. He had peculiar ideas of exaltation. There was some impediment of
speech
9689. "Was he paralysed ? Yes ; there was marked tremor of the upper lip and tongue. These were the
conditions of his case while in Callan Park. After arrival at Bavview House he was very weak, dull,
and heavy for a timo. He has been a wot and dirty patient during the whole of his residence at Bayview.
9690. In the evidence given by the witness Mackenzie it is stated that this patient was not kept clean, and
that lie^did receive proper attention ;—do you remember the man as a patient? I do distinctly.
0G9t. Can a charge such as that made by Mackenzie be true ? It cannot bo true. The patient was in
such a weak state of health that I believe the slightest negligence of him would have resulled in death,
9692. Do you endorse the statements made by the witness "Walt and by Dr. Creed, to the effect that if
this patient had not received exceptionally good treatment most serious consequences, if not death, would
have ensued ? Yes.
9693. Mr.McGoioeni] In question 2845 does not the witness Doherty say the patient is there now ? Yes.
9694. In question 2847 lie is asked if he is dirty in his habits, and he says not so very dirty;—does not
Doherty mean that he is a very wet and dirty patient ? I think he would have answered'the question
properly by saying he has been a very wet and dirty patient, but he is much better now.
[The further examination of this witness was adjourned until the following Priday.]
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FRIDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1895.
[The Commission met at 11 a.m. at the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s O fficei\

The Hon. Sir ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.H., M.L.O., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
AiSTDEEW GAEBAN, Esq.. LL.D.
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General oe the
Insane.

JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR Me GO WEN,
Esq., M.LA.

A. J. Yause, Esq., M.B. et C.M., examination continued:—■
Dr,
9695. Brc$idenf.~\ I asked yon to obtain for the information of the Commission such particulars as you
A, J. Vause. could possibly get from Mr. Reuss, who formerly, I understood, was architect for Bay new Asylum during
13r*b*'l895 '^r' r-^uc^er’s timeJ with reference to the building of your isolation rooms on the male side of the institution.
0 ■’
‘ Have you obtained any information on this particular point ? Yes, 1. have. In accordance with the wish
expressed by you, sir, as President, 1 wrote to Mr. F. H, Reuss as follows:—•
1

Dear Sir,
Bayview House, Coot’s River, 30 January, 1S95.
I believe you acted as architect for Dr, Tuclcer in the various additions and improvements be made to tbe
Bayview House property. "Wilt you be kind enough to toll me whether the single rooms on tho mnlo side of the house
wore built under your instructions and with the knowledge of tiie purpose to which they were to be applied ?
I remain, tte.,
F. H. Reuss, Esq., Architect.
A. J. YADSE.

9696. Is the building you refer to here the one that has generally teen referred to as an outhouse, a
stable, and so on P Yes. In reply to that letter 1 received the following communication:—
Dear Sir,
Hermitage, 72, Pyrmont Bridge Road, Glebe Point, 31 January, 1895.
In reply to your inquiry relative to a seclusion room at Bayview, I beg to stale that about tbe year 1868 to
. 18G9I acted as architect to Dr. Tucker in the erection of a dormitory, and at the same timo I erected a building for a
seclusion room, all under the doctor’s directions. The builders were Messrs. Sfmitk and Bennett, of Woolloomooloo. Tbe
walls were padded about half-way, and tbe ventilation was a very great point with Dr. Tucker, and received special
attention.
Yours truly,
'
P. H. REUSS,
The position of the building is marked "A” on the plan signed by me.
Architect.

I hand in those letters and plan for the perusal and use of the Commission. [Documents handed in and
marked Exhibit C 2—see Appendix.]
9097. Whether this building was approved of in Dr. Tucker’s time or not, has it since been examined
and approved by the Government authorities ? Yes.
969S. Has it been seen by the official visitors, by the Inspector-General of the Insane, and numerous
medical gentlemen from time to time? Yes.
9699. Have all approved of it for the purposes for which it was erected ? Yes ; as far as I know.
9700. Passing away from this subject, do yon remember Case No, 23 ? Yes.
9701. Have you the particulars of her ease ? Yes; they are in the case-book produced. Prom entries
there I see she was transferred from Parramatia to Bayview on the 30th of May, 1854, her history being
that she was very mischievous, difficult to manage, and needing a single room at night. She required to
be fed by the use of a stomach pump, and was dirty in her habits, and persisted constantly to denude and
expose herself. On admission to Bayview she was in that state, and although she improved somewhat
her dirty habits continued tbe whole time she was there.
9702. We have it in evidence that she was rather harshly treated—or. in other words, that a nurse
scrubbed her down with a broom for the purpose of cleaning her body ;—did you ever receive a complaint
to that effect ? Not the slightest. She was under my observation daily, and never presented the appear
ance of having been harshly used in any way.
9703. Did you ever hear any complaint either from nurses or the matron in respect to this patient P Not
a word from anyone.
9704. Could this scrubbing down have occurred without you having some report upon it? No; not to
any extent. It would be impossible for such a practice to be followed and me not to know of it. I can
understand a nurse, for the purpose of making mischief, doing something of that kind, but such a practice
could not be followed in any ordinary way,
9705. If a nurse scrubbed a patient down with a broom would marks of such treatment be left upon the
body ? Ceri ainly.
9706. Would it not be possible that you wonld have no opportunity of examining the body of that patient ?
I feel sure that such an offence as this would have been reported to me had it occurred to any great
extent.
9707. Did the matron supervise the bathing generally ? Yes, always.
9708. Would she report a matter of that kind to you immediately? Yes, undoubtedly.
9709. Would she see this patient subsequently, even if she did not happen to be present at the exact
moment such a thing might have been done? Certainly.
9710. Was anything of the kind ever reported to you? Certainly not. As a matter of fact, this
particular patient was improving in health, and if she had been subjected to such treatment most likely
the opposite would have been the result.
9711. Mr. McGowan.] Do you state that the matron supervises the bathing of all patients? Yes.
9712 Are all the patients bathed at the same time ? The Governmentlpatients are bathed a few together
at a time.
9713. AVas it ever the practice at the institution for one patient to help to bathe another P No.
9714. The only evidence we have on this point is from the witness Annie Marshall, who was asked if she
know of a nurse having been cruel to a patient. In reply, she said she could not say that much. She
never saw a nurse strike a patient. There was one patient named (Case No. 23) whom another patient
struck with a scrubbing brush while in her bath, The evidence seems to be very conflicting. It is said in
another place that Nurse McBride was cruel to a patient. What have you to say about this ? I am
perfectly sure such a thing as one patient scrubbing another would not have been done except as an
accident. If it had been done I should have heard of it.
9715.
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9715. Dr, Garran.'] Supposing one or two or a few patients were together in a bathroom, might not one
take np a brush and apply it to another one ? One patient might just touch another with a brush, but • ‘ aiuc‘
that would not be what it is evident this witness wished to convey.
>
l^FetTlSOS
9716. Still might such a thing have happened ? Certainly, it might have happened; but still two patients,
'
are never allowed in a bathroom at one time alone,
_
9717. in any case, do you think such a thing could have been done wilfully and continually by either a
patient or nurse without the fact having been brought uuder your notice ? Most undoubtedly it -could
not have occurred.
_
9718. Particularly if carried on to any extent? Certainly; that is just what I mean. Such a thing
might have occurred momentarily as an accident, and have been magnified into a practice by a hostile
witness; but in the general bathing the matron was always present.
9719. Was she present on the occasions of a special hath ? Yes.
9720. President.'] We will now take Case No. 12 ;—can you furnish the Commission with the.particulars
of this case ? Yes ; the patient was admitted on the 8th of March, 1891.
9721. What is the diagnosis of that case ? It was a case of acute melancholia of recent origin. She was
in excellent health until three weeks before admission. Her lover had loft * * * for Sydney, and tho
patient said ho had a down on her because he pulled his hat over his eyes when saying good-bye. She
fretted and could not sleep at night. She would sit up talking all night, but would work hard during tho
day. She got low-spirited and lost her appetite, and became thin. She would sit watching the road as if
expecting her lover, though she knew he had gone to Sydney. She was aware that she was making
herself ill by fretting, and tried to overcome it by hard work, but was unable to do so. During the last
week prior to admission she ceased to work, and with great difficulty was induced to take small quantities
of nourishment. She was in great dread of being removed from home, saying she would he burnt if she
was. She had had hallucinations of seeing blue lights, but was free from suicidal or homicidal tendencies.
9722. Do you hand in papers connected with her case? Yes. [Document handed in, and marked Exhibit
D1—see Appendix.]
9723. What was her condition on admission ? On tho 8th of March she tried to injure herself by
knocking her head on the floor and bedstead. With difficulty she was got to take a little nourishment.
9724. Was that on the day she was admitted ? Yes.
9725. What happened after her admission ? She received treatment.
9726. What treatment? Chloral hydrate, 20 grains ; bromide of potassium, 15 grains; bromide of
ammonia, 5 grains. Her food was bread, milk, eggs, soup, and puddings, together with fluid nouishment.
She slept well, ceased moaning, took a fair amount of liquid, but had to be fed with a spoon. Her pulse
was still weak, and she was constantly trying to undo her dress. She would neither dress nor bath
herself.
9727. Did she require treatment in a single room soon after admission? I believe so; within a short
time after her admission she was treated in a single room.
9728. Do you remember her being placed there ? Yes.
9729. How soon aftor admission did that occur? 3 cannot say exactly, but it was a short period after
her arrival. It has been explained to me that she was first placed in the hospital-room, and that this room
was shown to her father as the one occupied by his daughter. I believe she did actually occupy it for a
time, but when she was removed to the single room I do not remember. I know she was an excited patient
at night; she was very noisy, dirty in her habits, and occupied a single room.
9730. Was she quiet during the day-time ? Ho ; she was very restless.
9731. Did she require to he placed under restraint during the day? Ho ; I do not think so.
9732. On whose orders was she placed in the isolated room during the night? On my orders; and she
was supplied with the ordinary hed-clothing.
9733. Had she a bedstead in this room ? Ho.
9734. Was it necessary to place her bed on the floor? Yes; there were three or four beds on the floor.
9735. Of what, medically, did her subsequent treatment consist? She had a tonic medicine in the day
time and sleeping draught at night.
9786. Was this treatment conducive to her recovery ? Yes ; she became more tranquil, so much so, that
when her father saw- her, although it had been his intention to remove her from the establishment in
consequence of the reports that had been made public in connection with Case Ho. 1, he expressed
himself almost in these words, “ I do not care, doctor, what they say; I will not remove my daughter
from your care.” He led me to suppose he and the members of his family had been much distressed
on reading the reports in the newspapers about Case Ho. 1. He brought a letter to me from Dr.
Manning, asking mo to arrange for the transfer of the patient according to his wish, but when he saw
the patient he said he would not remove her on any account.
9737. Was he perfectly satisfied with your treatment of his daughter? Yes.
9738. How soon aftor that was she discharged ? About a month or six weeks; when she was well enough
to go home.
9739. Did jrou send a proscription to the girl’s father subsequently ? I gave him two prescriptions at the
time—one for a tonic and tho other for a sedative. Subsequently he wrote to me, saying his daughter
was still restless, and asking if I would send a fresh prescription. I then sent him another prescription,
advising the administration of a small quantity of opium.
9730. Was that prescription for a very small quantity? It was very much smaller than is ordinarily
required. It was specially written, so that if by accident the entire quantity of opium prescribed had
been taken at one dose it would not have hurt the patient.
9741. H it was so small in quantity, was it intended to give, and would it have given, relief ? Certainly ;
because the patient had gone beyond the acute stage in her ailment.
9742. Do you remember the evidence of Maggie Macieod, when, in question 1700, she said patients
complained of feeling ill after having taken sleeping draughts ? Yes.
9743. In the next question she was asked who did so complain, and her reply was that Case Ho. 12 used
to be terribly had the next morning after taking these draughts;—did you ever hear anything of the kind
in connection with this patient ? Ho.
9744. Is chloral hydrate generally prescribed in cases of this kind ? Yes; it is prescribed for the purposes
you refer to.
9745.
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Dr.
9745. Is it prescritied only fox lunatics ?
A. J. Yause. practice.

No; I think it is used for cases of excitement in ordinary

1 FeC^895. 9746. Did the girl’s father on that occasion express himself as being perfectly satisfied with your treat

ment ? Yes.
9747. Did ho make any special complaint at any time in connection with the case ? I understood him to
be enthusiastic about the treatment; in fact he was more than satisfied with the .results.
9748. I)r. Manning] Did the patient have a night nurse every night she was in tbe single room ? Yes,
as far as I know.
9749. Would the nurses have any means of giving medicines other than those specially prescribed for a
patient ? Certainly not.
9750. Must the night sleeping draught given to the patient have been tbe draught that appears in the
prescription-book, the details of which entry you have given to us? Yes,
9751. Dt. Garran] In question 1749 the witness Maggie Macieod say that when this patient refused to
take the draught she would force it down her throat;—do you think it was necessary to use force? I
think it is probable that there may have been some oljjectiou on the part of the patient to taking this
draught, but Macieod could not have forced it down her throat. I know no way of forcing a draught
down an unwilling patient’s throat except with the aid of appliances, special appliances, which were not
available for any nurse.
9752. If this nurse had used force would the fact have been reported to the matron, and would the
matron have reported to you ? Yes.
9753. Was any such case reported to you ? No.
9754. When you found it necessary to put this patient in a single room for treatment had yon any other
place than one of the rooms in the row along the verandah ? No.
9755. Were you obliged to use one of these rooms? Yes; and I could not have used a more suitable
room for tho purpose.
9756. Do you say that, although these rooms are on the Government side of the institution? Quite so.
9757. Does your establishment contain single rooms for private patients on the female side ? No ; not
specially set apart for private patients. I have no other single rooms in the female division except those
in the row formerly used by Government patients.
9758. President] Were these single rooms on tho female side used indiscriminately for private and
Government patients ? Yes.
9759. On some occasions did private patients express a distinct wish to sleep in these singleTooms ?
Yes ; they would be glad to do so for months together. I have had two of these rooms occupied in this
manner for a long time, the patients having the ordinary bedstead and bedding, &c.
9700. Mr. McGowen] Did Mr. * * * knoiv Ins daughter was sleeping in a single room ? I do not think
so ; that is not a matter I should think of reporting to the friends of any patient, not at once at all events,
9761. Was he given to understand that his daughter was sleeping in a different room altogether ? Not
that I am aware of.
9762. Have you said that it was customary that when Case No. 12 was put into a single room at night
for a nurse to be on night duty, to attend to her requirements ? Yes.
9763. Are you positive on that point ? Yes.
9764. How often was this patient put into a single room to sleep ? I cannot say.
9765. Should the fact not have been reported to yon ? It was by my orders that she was put in the
room, and I had her placed there as part of the ordinary treatment of her case.
9766. Was she an excitable patient? Very excitable.
9767. I see by the evidence in page 47, question 740, that witness Macieod says Case No. 12 was not an
excitable patient, hut that she was always crying and moaning and groaning about her home, and that sho
was not violent in any way. With regard to the question on page GO, number 2314, Josephine Macfeay says
]ypr * # # was jjgj; B|10wn thg cep
which his daughter slept, but that he was shown a different
bed-room altogether by Mrs. Gilchrist, who, on that occasion, asked Mackay which was the best bed-room,
and she told the lady superintendent the one near the door ;—can you explain this in any way ? He
would be asking which was her bed-room in the first instance, and no doubt would have been shown this
room. I do not think he ever saw a bed-room afterwards. He was never shown a hod-room when she was
under treatment in the single room.
9768. Do you consider that she was a fit subject for single-room treatment ? Yes, decidedly.
9769. Unless you had a sick case in a single room was there a night nurse on duty ? No ; if there
happened to be a sick case in ono of the single rooms a nurse would he on duty every night to look after
the requirements of that sick patient. There was not a night nurse for the chronic cases.
9770. Did you over consider this patient to he a sick patient when you put her in the room ? Yes ; she
was in a condition that required watching.
9771. Is there any truth in the statement that nurses had to resort to subterfuge to get a patient to Jake
a drug? Not that 1 know of.
9772. Was subterfuge resorted to by any of your nurses ? I do not know what you moan.
9773. Were the drugs put in their food of drink ? Oh, yes, certainly.
9774. Dr. Manning] Do you say that this patient was suffering from acute melancholia ? Yes.
9775. It that a condition of lunacy which is usually accompanied by great excitement? Yes.
9776. Although there may be excitement, does it follow that there should be great violence ? No.
9777. Would a case of this kind require, while in the acute stage, the attention of a night nurse ? Yes.
9773. For that reason did you employ one to look after the patient, Case No. 12 ? Yes.
9779. Is Mrs. Gilchrist, your lady superintendent, well acquainted with all parts of the establishment ?
I think so.
9780. That being so, do you think it probable she would, on the occasion of the visit of a patient’s father,
ask any nurse to show her the best bed-room? No, I do not think it is probable.
9781. Mr. Mc&oioen] How often did Case No. 12 sleep in a single room ? I do not know how long she
occupied the room, but I should think for about a fortnight or three weeks.
9782. Did you not say, in answer to a question the other day relative to an entry in the case-hook
regarding Case No. 1, that it was customary.at times to make an entry in the case-book of the initial
treatment of patients in a single room ? Yes.
9783.
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9783. Did you not say that on the initiation of that hind of treatment you made this entry in your case
Dr.
book . Xou misunderstood me; I did not say initiation; I said the initial treatment of the case was A. J. Yause.
entered. That stamps the treatment of the case. 3Tor the first week or so a daily record is entered in
the case-book according to the case-hook orders. In Case No. 11 made a daily entry for a week or ten 1 Feb., 1895.
days, showing the characteristics noted in connection with the case.
9784. Shortly after Case No. 12 came to the place was she not put into a single cell ? Yes.
9/85.
that the initial treatment tor her disease? It was near the initial treatment in her case.
9786. That being so, did you enter in your case-book, like you did in case No. 1 ? No; I do not
think I did. Perhaps it would have been better if I had. .At this time my attention had not been
directed to entering single-room treatment in the case-book like it has been during the sittings of this
Commission.
°
978/. But had you not entered up Case No. 1 previous to the admission of Case No. 12 to your asvlum ?
Perhaps so; but I must also tell you that I did not write up the last case at all. 1 believe it was written
up by Br. Bamsay. {Casu-boole produced and examined by witness.! Yes, the entry is in Dr Itamsay’s
writing,
'
J
9788. Is there any entry in that book relating to the single-cell treatment of Case No. 12 P I do not see
any ; there is no entry.
9789. Do you explain this omission by the fact that you did not make up the case-book ? I did not write
up the casCj and if X had written it up I do not know that I should have made any special point about it
because I regard single-room treatment as ordinary treatment Perhaps by a Commission like this much
more nnportance is attached to it, but I regard it as only a means of ensuring benefit for tbe patient.
9790. Since the removal of Case No. 12 has her father expressed himself as satisfied with vour mode of
treatment ? Certainly, personally and by letter.
"
9791. Have you seen him subsequent to the letter referred to having been written P Only in this room.
1 Jiave not seen him since he gave evidence before this Commission.
9/92. President.]' Have you any particulars of Case No. 2 ? Yes.
9798. Will you kindly state the previous history of this ease, the date on which the patient was admitted
to Bayview House, and any other facts you desire to mention ? Yes.
’
9794 As you are aware, Dr. Manning has already given some particulars of this case, but will you
h'fLlllat0'7 :fT0In datil y°u llavc )n y°ur <nvn case-book P Yes. This patient was admitted on the
20th of December, 1882, suffering from subacute mania. I hand in papers relative to his condition and
treatment. [Documents handed in, and marked Exhibit E l—see Appendix.] The certificates of admission
T\ere signed by JJrs. Lagan and Brady. These state at times the patient was violentf very excited, and
irritable, and threatened to make away with himself; got into a fit of temper if at all contradicted; and
attacked the warders m charge. The attack came on about fourteen davs before he was admitted, while
returning thanks at a dinner given by his supporters, after having been defeated for tbe Patrick Plains
emetorate. lie was taken to the reception house, and while there effected an escape bv a window
lOf inches by 9£ inches^distance 24 feet from the ground. He was recaptured and brought 'to Bayview
House. Ho slept in a singlo room the first night, and was visited specially every hour until 1 a.m., and seen,
every two hours afterwards. He was given a sedati ve draught. On tho 2:Jrd of December, three days after
admission, he tore up a sheet during the night, and with it constructed a rope with which to escape He
was very excited. _ On December the 24th he concealed a knife, and became very troublesome when
question^ about it. One of his characteristics was exalted ideas of his own powers. On the 11th of
the following January he effected an escape from No. 2 dormitory before 5'30 in the morning On
January the 12th he was discharged by the authority of his wife, under tho 84th section of the Lunacy
Act. .He was admitted to tbe Hospital for tbe Insane at Grladesville on tbe 22nd of tho same montli.
He was readmitted to Bayview House on the 14th of May, 1883; was vorv talkative, and continually
boasting of his escapes from Ibis and other institutions. He said then there was not a place in the
Lolony that could bold him if he did not choose to stay. He was more or less excited durino' his stay at
Bayview House. On the 6th of June he was interviewed by Dr Harper- Crew, and detailed the whole of his
experience since ks electioneering troubles, particularly mentioning his nude conditiou in Smsex-strect
when lie wished his wife's sister to come into the room to him, distinctly stating that the females of his
family were in the habit of seeing him go about the house in a nude state. Ee failed to see anythin?
indicating insanity m all this. On September tho 6th, 1883, he was discharged from Bayview House
under the 84th section of the Lunacy Act.
9795. Did you hear the evidence of William Q-eorge Dickson in eonnoction with this particular case?
9796 Do you consider Dickson to he competent to express an opinion regarding the character of this
case ? I do not.
±
d
b
o
9797 Had this witness any other experience of this patient except having remained a few weeks in
attendance on bim. Not at Bayview House. I believe he had had previous experience elsewhere in
lunacy work as an attendant, but bo had no opportunity of knowing anything of the history of this ease
Case No. 2 was a remarkably plausible individual. Without any knowledge of bis actions I can easily
understand anyone being carried away by his conversation.
9793. Jn question 421 this witness says he always found the patient to he quiet in demeanour, and that
there was no necessity to treat him as a refractory patient; he was however placed in a dark cell every
mglit in the week,—what have you to say to that statement ? He was not Heated as a refractory patient
He had ordinary bedding and bed-clothing in the singlo room. When lie escaped he did not escape from
a single room. He was removed from the single room at his own request within a short time after his
admission. He escaped from an ordinary dormitory while at Bavview,
9799. hrom the history of this case given by Dr. Maiming, as well as from your own observations, did
you consider it absolutely necessary to adopt tho measures you did in his treatment ? Yes.
9800. In order to protect him from himself as well as for tbe safety of others ? Yes.
was
. .
fight
•
, ----- ------- .-—o .nquiries that he had been sitting in that position from
between 8 and 9 in the morning. He said ‘ That man wants a bath at once,’ and without consnllinnauybody he gave him a bath, although he had not been twenty minutes in the asylum ; he consulted no
one, and no ono consulted him, and when he talked to the attendant about the case before he took the
action
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action he did, the attendant said it would he simply loss of time to bath a man like Case No. 3 —that
ijjg evidence, and are such statements correct ? hirst I will hand in my case-book notes on this patient.
[Document handed in, and marked Exhibit hi—see AppendixJ] The particulars as staled by Dickson are
Feb., 1S9d. no£ together correct. The patient was badly paralysed and very weak. Occasionally he required to be
supported in a chair by some means, otherwise he would have had to remain in bed. I think he was better
sitting up than in bed, and whatever means were used to keep him from falling out of his chair wore used
with my consent.
_
9S02. Do you not observe that tbe witness says about not being twenty minutes in the asylum before be
gave tbe patient a bath, he doing so without consulting anybody, and without anybody consulting him ?
Yes ; I see the evidence on this point. Case No. 3 was a wet and dirty patient; be frequently defecated
in his chair. If an attendant saw that this had happened it would be his immediate duty to clean the
patient. If he saw the patient in a dirty condition as he says he did, and did not at once clean him, he
would have been guilty of neglect of duty,
....
9803. As a matter of routine was it the duty of this attendant to perform such services with this patient
under the circumstances ? Yes.
_
_
9101. Is it correct that the patient improved considerably in health and condition while this attendant
was there ? I do not think so. He temporarily improved for a time, then gradually sank and died from
paralytic exhaustion.
9305. Do you deny that there was any neglect in this case? Ido.
9806. Mr McGoicen.'] In question 2",312, the witness, Josephine Mackay, in answering a question, said
the father of Case No. 12 came to see her. In further questions the same witness said he was not shown
the single room in which his daughter slept. He was shown a different bedroom altogether by Mrs.
Gilchrist, who, on that occasion, asked her which was the best bedroom, the answer being, “ the one near
the door.” The father's evidence is to the effect that twro or three days after bis daughter was admitted to
the asylum be asked to see her sleeping apartment, and Mrs. Gilchrist took him round and showed him a
room she slept in. He was next asked if his daughter had told bim anything which led him to believe the
room he was shown w'as not the one she used, and she told him she never slept in the room showrn to him
by Mrs. Gilchristcan you give any explanation regarding these answers? Yes. If you go a little
further on in the father’s evidence you will see that he says, in answer to a question as to whether he was
satisfied with the treatment his daughter received at Bayview House, that it would be very hard for him
to come to any other conclusion because bis daughter might be wrong in her statements to him. He
added that when she was at Bayview House she wras not capable of looking after herself, and he knew
that now she was as well as ever she was. Irrespective of her father’s evidence, I am quite sure tbe
daughter occupied a hospital room, aud that he did not know whether what bis daughter told him was a
true relation of facts or not.
^
9807. Do you know anything about Mrs. Gilchrist having shown a bedroom to tbe father of Case No. 12?
She told me she showed him the room his daughter occupied when she was first admitted to the institution.
On this occasion she showed him the hospital room, which is just like a single room, with tbe exception
that it contains a wash-hand-stand and other necessaries. Otherwise, I think this room is rather smaller
than tbe single rooms.
9808. Is it a fact, as Dickson says, that when he volunteered to walk Case No. 3 about he was allowed to
do so ? I see no objection that I can take to that statement except this—the idea o£walking that patient
about did not originate with that particular attendant. It was his duty to walk the patient about as other
attendants did, but to arrogate to himself the credit of doing so I certainly think amounts to throwing a
false light on the ease.
...
9809. In Question No. 445, the same witness states that this patient was strapped in a chair with a strap
round his waist and muffs on his hands fastened to the straps;—is that true ? I have no doubt the
patient had some protection from falling out of the chair ; beyond that I cannot go, His treatment is
entered in tbe case-book, and I daresay be wore muffs once or twice on account of his destructive habits.
He was a paralytic patient, and would have fallen off the chair if he had not been supported in it,
_
9810. The same witness says that on making inquiries he ascertained that the patient bad been sitting in
that position from between 8 aud 9 o'clock in the morningis there any truth in that? The patient
might have sat there for an hour or two at a time : he was obliged to he kept in this chair or in bed, for
he could not move about. He was in a special chair, made with long arms, specially for his use. I could
not get a eanc chair to suit the case, and it was one with a canvas back. He could lie full length in it,
and it was designed in view of the fact that when lunatic patients of this class once got back in a chair of
this kind it is difficult for them to tumble out, especially with a sheet or strap under his arms.
9S11. In question 446, the witness states that when be first saw this patient his legs were cramped, his
clothes were saturated with urine, and when he tried to walk after being unstrapped, he could not do so
without help as his legs were so cramped; and further, that the witness was not there a month before tlie
patient could walk across the lawn by the aid of bim holding him by the sleeve;—is that true ? That is a
grossly exaggerated statemeut. The patient was under my daily observation; I took particular care of
him because his sister was so anxious about him, and visited him at very frequent intervals. The man was
always under my care, and I certainly never saw anything of the kind.
9812. Do you think that an attendant, newly arrived like Dickson, could alter the treatment of this
patient without consulting anyone ? I do not think so ; I do not think the treatment was altered. I
daresay he was requested by the senior attendant to do certain things. Bathing tho patient when in a
dirty condition would be his particular duty.
_
_
9813, Does he not say that when be spoke to the attendant about bathing this patient tbe attendant
replied, “ It would be simply loss of time to bath a manlike Case No. 3 ’ ? 1 look upon that as an untrue
statement. I do not believe it. '
_
9S14. Is it a fact that there was a considerable improvement in tbe patient's health shortly after he
arrived at the institution ? I do not know whether the improvement was noticeable at this particular
time. I know he did improve temporarily, but gradually his disease took tbe ordinary course. He had
to remain in bed ; bed sores followed, and eventually he died from paralytic exhaustion. He was in bed
for weeks, and everything passed from, him as he lay. Cases of this kind arc particularly difficult, because
of paralysis of the sphincter muscles, the patient losing all control over himself in this direction.
*
9315. President.} Have vou the particulars of the case of Case No. 4? Yes ; they are in the case-hook.
'
9816.

A. J. Vause.
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AT hiB faPe lJlc was 8? ycars of
offering from senile dementia,
Dr.
anuwasadimtted on the 7th of November, 1S93.
,
A. J. Vaubo,'
ooi q tv?'6 h]B BJrml)toma the usual symptoms of senile dementia ? Yes.
o tv y°U -nY thc eTldence given V the witness Mackenzie relative to this case ? Yes
1 Feb- 1895'
eYnianation0U t! ^
^ginning at No. 927 yon will find certain evidence that requires
of bedrid1'hia!:a’tes .that case Ivo. 4 received an injury to his head through falling out
was ntdcul rW wLnld vef
* '!,Wa*1- After this ini,lT>' occul're(1 this witness says-and he
'
WPv™ nnv ly ft d !i b?r m J"1118 t ,athe waa ou ,lis oath-that the wound was attacked by rats ;~
wound
7 SpeClfiC rcCoUect1011 about tllat particular matter? Yes ; I saw the case and dressed the
9820. I will refer you to Question 935, which is as follow's: “ Now I want you to be careful and
Ste^ftKt-JSetVT 0a>,;
- w-bn?n SiVen in evideuoe llcre ^
patient was attacked by
Idd ”
f^
your personal knowledge? Yes.” “ Did you see it ? Yes,
head "attendant y°U 'hnm?win
aU"? fbou1i t,hls 0cce™nce ? No, I did not, but I complained to the '
sonmone hnd
“ ^ fn^ P?rB0“?1 pledge of these circumstances? No; I simply heard that
thL wnnnd d d * n
0°ked f th°Ugh jt had 1,00,1 attacked by rats ? I laughed at the idea, for
the wound was small, having a granulated surface.
B
’
9821. Is that matter entered in vour case-book P Yes
eSed^l611^-1^6 y°U
wo™d ? As a ““tter of fact it was an accident, and as such is
cff“‘,,“l »" tb» 2“d rf VehuMj Case No. 4 fell
enS
case-book regarding the treatment of this wound ? There is an
by^flllin^ tVom^hc^fHf0!1!1!^h?
Pe ,frUai'y’
1-ld» patient sustained a small abrasion on the scalp
o1
1
do 01 1)13 bed- ^ wae dressed with carbolic dressing, and rapidly healed Some
substance'o^the'en^v0'
Pat,ent removing the dressing and rubbing the affected part. This is the
diced m
ro,"emb'r ‘ta
be““!“ «E *>» »"% «n>erin2it.ntThTcInnnfaivntH made
;~,WaS ifc sub3equent to or before the discharge of the
thopsact thnTthe case"wasVrftten^p.6b°r^y after tbe accident happened, but I am not certain about
9S2f," re/vnn S ^ Wi.Sfik°1};.tbat *be f5ltlT Was madc after the Patieilt was discharged ?
”*

’v"“

Perhaps so.

»-“ “ “«

S'ww,5a;7,nshieaTdtheevidenc0P™ by th° witncss Mackenzie, and from the entries in your
fi'as I'ilTt ^ ^eparea to say that this wound was merely a trivial injury to the patient’s
“ImmjSb.+pW
^ thC i1”*??®8 J:rackon7ie sa)7S in answer to question 940—when he asserts that
iumn ud Sin?L^‘nT^I11 ^
,mftSine what was llle
with the patient, who used to
mllow w-.fi povi pj *1-1 ?r T ’’imy1}ie,ad, ab?u1i ever7 hve minutes; in the morning he found that his
5St - S,?^?n5Shl,0f;^1“k?d
beadl SaV " large W0U,ld’ but C^ld
see what 1,ad
o t from i f t
b ltarted TIlgmg out agam’ w,tness s0t UP- obtained a light, and saw a rat jump
r r 5,aek0t tbG patien ? bead’ which was bleeding then The next morning he told the head
attendant of the occurrence, and he told him to close all the doors the next night. Witness replied that
buT^^xt ni'hMherefs came ^ ^ti’18'1 wWch, *llc1rat1could como 5 he closcA tbe do°r3 a3 instructed,
this own S
afthoTo^T TbeT0 was ab'f bandage 011 tbc Patieilt’s h0fld> but tb0 rat3 gnawed
tins open and got at the wound again, after which the wound was increased in size to about 4 or 5
theevidrTwCUmfere11? ZZ* mt
VCry differeilt description from thc one in your books, and from
the evidence you give ? It is very d.fferent from my own observation.
’
Js it a correct description P Certainly not,
■
!)S30. Did you dress this wound personally ? I did.
rat*?' Yes7011 k1'™ eMCtly "'hat W0U,d haVe been tbe nature of the 1V0U,ld if
bad been gnawed by a
qSu w

yuU-tAink ^ W0ldd have been gnawed down to the skull ? Yes, most likolv.
lfc havc beaIed for a considerable time ? Certainly not.
'
CmA‘J<SRd,.'T°llmd V, -£-ctually it was an abrasion, and then it granulated.
oqoc 7r ■ AP. A™ the skm t0 the b01ie ? 1 do not think so.
b
bone?1 Yeshad
a W°Und 4 °r 5 incbes in circumfereilce, would it have meant necrosis of the

0004
9835’

K fe!be Ascription given by Mackenzie untrue ? On the face of it, it must be untrue.
9839 Tfid iyAA°Io observation do you contradict entirely his statement? I do, emphatically.

Th™^80t“' tess*1 a° "ol think !t ~e,er mme

»f “

oq4?' wA A niereJ,7.a1Ieot
the epidermis ? Yes; just the outer skin.
'
9849 Affiv'^rT Patl0nt discharged from Bayview House? On the 11th of February.
jT1'2; ']fter blB discharge from the institution did you hear anything further about this matter? Yes •
patient '0 PatlCn
1 reCeiVed a etter fr°m his fainily “pressing satisfaction with my treatment of the

QQ44' TfA8! anything si«d about the injury to his head ? Nothing at all.
between tl
7° descJribod by Mackenzie, could it possibly have healed in the time
9815 If the
t h 4laS tb! aA1
and -A® dat° °U whicl1 you received the letter ? Certainly not.
j OV lf . e, t,at‘ellt had gone to his home with a wound of that klud in his head, would he have required
both surgical and med.cal treatment ? Yes; most decidedly.
d
9840. As tar as you believe and know, is Mackenzie’s statement incorrect? Speakiim- "enorally his
wliolo evidence is highly exaggerated, and with regard to the rats it is absolutely mEtruc ° "
'’
oo4 o' Ti y°U beb0ve a rat over touched that wound ? I do not

SiSE1 ^ *•
207—2 0

^ b»™ w9849.
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Dr9849. What is the letter you refer to as having been received from the patient’s family ?
A. J. Vause. follows :—
.
1 Feb., ,1895.

It is as

Dear Doctor,
---------------- > ^ February, 1894.
I enclose cheque in payment of account. I quite overlooked it in our anxiety, although, as you will see, I had
the account in my pocket until it is worn out. 1 suppose you will have seen ere this that my father has passed away to
his rest, very peacefully indeed. Permit me to tender to you, and those concerned, in your institution who attended to
him, our most grateful thanks for the kind care and attention shown to him. We will ever remember the time when lie
was placed under your care aa one during which he received the most tender and careful consideration.
1

Believe me, Ac.,

* « ft • # *
House
?
I
do
not
think it
9850. Mr. McGowcn.'] Had this wound healed when the patient left Bayvie'
was quite healed.
..
9851. Do you think them were any signs of it left? There would be a small scar, scab, or something ot
that kind I should say.
9852. President.'] Do you remember Case Ho. 17 ? Tes.
9853. Do you produce the papers in this ease ? Yes. [Documents handed in and, marked JdxMvit G 1
see Appendix^]
,
.
1
9854. What were the leading features in the case ? She was suffering from acute mama, aud was
admitted for treatment on the 10th of November, 1893. The attack of mental disorder was^ of recent
origin. Sho had been refusing food to a certain extent. She suffered from delusions of various kinds.
She thought she could destroy the world by making certain passes with her hands. Sho had been very
noisy, aggressive, and destructive. Hot excitement continued during her residence at Bayvic^v House.
Hr. Tarrant was called in to see ber, and expressed the opinion that he did not think the patient could
live more than a few days. She was then refusing food, and died on the 12th of December from maniacal
exhaustion.
o -w
9855. Do you remember the evidence of the witness Maggie Macieod in connection with the ease f les.
9856. Did not this witness say in answer to questions 1635 to 1639 that Case Ho. 17. was a private
patient, she was a very excitable woman, and that she was placed in a single room for medical treatment.
Yes.
9857. Does not the same witness say that when this patient was placed in the single room her clothes
were taken away, and she was left there naked? Yes.
.
,
9858. Is that a true statement? I do not think so. Personally, I did not see he put in the single
room. Possibly the answer to this question referred to the patient’s ordinary wearing apparel. That is
always taken away from patients placed in single rooms. The custom is for the patients to stand in the
middle of the room when the day-clothes are removed from the body and till she is perfectly free from
everything with which she might injure herself. It is the duty of thc nurse to see that this is done. The
night-clothes are then put on the patient.
,
9859. In answer to questions 1658 to 1660, this witness states that “ she never saw any covering for the
convenience of this patient; she only saw bags in which straw was put; she never saw any canvas
coverings, but coarse tickings; that Case Ho. 1 was the first to have canvas; that Case Ho, 17 objected
to go into the single room;”—are these statements true? I do not think so.
,
9860. Is ,it true that this patient was left without clothing from the time she was put in the cell at night
until 7 o’clock in the morning? I do not think so. Neither do 1 see why any exception should be made
Dr. Vause, Bayview House.

,

in Case Ho. 17 when other patients received the same kind of treatment when necessary. .

.

9861. In question 1682 this witness, Macieod, states that Case Ho. 17 was bruised and injured; is there
any truth in this statement ? She had bruises about her hips and the lower part of her body when she
was admitted to the asylum. She sustained these in consequence of great violence while in the railway
carriage on her journey from the country to Sydney immediately prior to her admission to Bayview
House.
9862. Are these bruises referred to by the witnesses? Yes.
9863. How long was the patient under your charge ? About a month. .
9864. Could these bruises have disappeared within a month ? I do not think so; they were rather severe
bruises.
.
ei
n l o -w
t
9865. Is that how you account for these bruises being on her body at the time of her death ? les ; I
remember noticing them at the time of her death.
9866. Must they not have been very large ecchymoses to have enablcdyou to do that? . Yes. _
9867. Did the peculiarity of her aOment prevent these bruises from disappearing, or did she lie too long
in one position ? No; she was of very restless habits.
9868. Being restless would she be likely to still further bruise her injured parts through her restlessness ?
Ho; the bruises were mostly on the front part of the hips.
, .
9869. Do you account for the presence of these marks by injuries received while travelling in a railway
carriage? Yes. I saw this patient in her own house at----- . I wont there specially to see her, and at
that time the question in my mind was whether I wonld allow her to be brought down to Bayview. Jt
was when I saw the patient at ——, a very doubtful case, and if I had not known the fainily for years I
certainly should not have admitted it to the asylum. The members of the fainily were in great distress,
and I told them if they thought they could bring their mother to Bayview House I wonld do the best I
could for her. Tor a time I thought she was improving, but she subsequently became worse, aud died
from maniacal exhaustion. Her relatives told me they had great difficulty in bringing her to Sydney in
the train. It is a long journey from----- to Sydney ; and the bruises were considerable and well marked
when she arrived.
^
9870. Dr. Garran.] "Was she destructive with her clothing ? Ho.
_
_
9871. If she was not, what inducement was there to take her night-clothing away? I do not think it was
taken away; in fact I am sure it was not.
_
9872. If she was not a destructive patient, and if the nurse left her in a room in a nude state, would she
be acting contrary to instructions ? Yes ; there was no reason for her to have the patient naked.
9873. ‘Was there a special night-nurse with this patient? Yes.
9874. All the time she was there ? Yes.
_
_
_
9875. Mr. McGowen.] One complaint in connection with this case is, according to the evidence, that when
the clergyman arrived to administer the last rites of the church the patient was dead ;—is that the truth ?
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Ifo; I do not think it is, I think she was very nearly dead. That, however, was a matter for the clergyman
to decide. The patient was Homan Catholic, and at the last sho was surrounded by Roman Catholics. The
Matron was a Catholic, and thc nurses were Catholics. They all knew thc rules of the institution, and
they sent for the priest when the patient was nearing death. The priest had seen this patient previously, 'l'
and only came on that occasion to administer the last rites of the Catholic Church. If he thought the
patient was still alive, I suppose he considered himself justified in administering the rites.
9876. Did not tho matron, Rridget Morrisey, say she thought she heard the patient breathe: did not
Rather O’Callaghan say he thought he heard her breathe, and yet Mackay and Macieod say she was dead ?
Yes ; that is the evidence. As I said before, she was a Catholic, and a priest of that church came to
administer the last rites, and he should know, especially as he had seen the patient previously.
9877. "Was this patient very much injured in coming from
#
*
#
to the institution ? Yes.
She was a patient in whom I took particular interest. I had known her and her family for a number
of years, and for many reasons I took a great amount of interest in her case,
9878. President,] Were you specially summoned to
*
*
*
to see this case P Yes.
* *
*
9879. As a result of your recommendation, after careful consideration, was she broughtfrom
* *
*
to Sydney ? Yes; but it was a doubtful point at the time whether she should come or not. I was in very
great doubt, and if I had not known the family I would not have had the case in Bayview House. Sho
seemed at the time to be dying. Her case was a very severe one.
'
9880. Have you the particulars of Case Ho. 20? Yes. I hand in thc extracts from the case-book.
[Document hanJe.d i«, and marked Exhibit if 1—see A-ppendix
9881. Will you kindly state what the main particulars are in reference to this patient ? She was trans
ferred from Gladesviile Hospital for the Insane to Bayview House ou the 7th of July, 1894, suffering
from delusional mania. The history of the ease from Gladesviile shows that she had epileptiform seizures
at intervals, and that at tines she was noisy and violent. She became gradually more demented, and also
very deaf. As a rule, she was <]nito clean, and in the habit of sleeping in an associated dormitory, but at
times she had to-be placed in a single room. After admission she was fairly (pilot and tranquil. She was
very deaf, and spoke but little. On or about 16th August sho became noisy aud excited, and at 10 o’clock
the same night she was removed from the dormitory to a single room, with the consent of the matron, Ou
the morning of thc 17th she was found to have sustained a fracture of the forearm.
9882. In connection with the fracture of the forearm was an official inquiry held ? Yes.
9888. By whom. By Dr. Manning, Dr. Huxtable, and Mr. Nugent Robertaon.
98S4. Is it usual for the official visitors to hold inquiries of tins kind into accidents that occur at Bayview
House ? I believe it was done on this occasion at my special request.
9885._ Is there any provision in the Lunacy Act for holding inquiries in cases of this kind occurring iu
your institution and the public asylums ? I do not know of any special provisions. There may be pro
visions, but I am not aware of them.
9886. What was tho course followed in this instance, which led to the inquiry hold by the official visitors?
1 first wrote to Dr. Manning stating the nature of the case.
9887. Was that following the usual course of reporting to the Inspector-General that an accident had
occurred ? Yes.
9888. AT hat happened then ? Dr. Manning wrote and told mo he would call at Bayview House, aud
take the evidence of witnesses relative to the occurrence.
‘
9889. Did thc official visitors then come to your asylum and investigate the matter ? Yes.
0890. Was there any result to that inquiry'? 1 think a report was sent to the Colonial Secretary stating
that the accident was due in all probability to the patient having a fit while in a single room and injuring
her arm in that way. It was an unfortunate occurrence that, there should have been a bedstead m the
room, but there was ono there. The recommendation of tho official visitors was that gas-lights should he
introduced into the associated dormitories.
9891. Did the official visitors know at that time that there was no regular night patrol? At that
particular time there was a regular night patrol. Nurse Brennan has given evidence that she was on
night-duty and passed by this single, room every two hours.
9802. AVas there evidence that pointed directly to the cause of this fracture? The cause of this
fracture was an cpiliptie seizure, in which the patient fell across the bedstead. She was in one of thc
two rooms set apart for the use of two private patients. Those rooms were not occupied at that particular
time, and I presume the nurses thought they would make Case No. 20 more comfortable by putting her in a
room containing a bedstead. T believe it was done with the best of intentions. Both nurses state that the
patient had no injury to her arm when she was taken across to the single room, and a nurse visited her
every two hours during the night. Once or twice the nurse spoke to the patient through the observation
hole when the patient was standing close to the door. At a later period the nurse entered the room and
saw' the patient in bed, but saw no sign of injury at that time. AVhen she was taken out of the room half
an hour later there was a blood-stain on her night-dress, which thc single-room nurses attributed to other
causes. AVhen thc nurse was dressing the patient and examined her more closely, she found that her arm
was fractured.
9893. Dr. Qarran.] Are you pretty clear in your own mind that the accident happened after the last timo
she was visited by the night-nurse, and before she taken up by the day-nurse? I am; there was a
compound fracture of the arm, and I paid particular attention to it: it cost me a great amount of anxiety,
because an injury of this kind might have involved amputation of the limb. The wound was a very
small one and quite fresh, the blood was quite fresh. There was not the slightest coagulation, which
proved that the wound must have been of recent origin.
989-i. AVhen you sot the fracture did the patient seem to understand anything about tbe accident ? No ;
she only expressed an opinion that something was the matter with her arm.
9895. Did she appear to suffer great pain ? No ; nothing whatever during the whole time of her illness ;
the temperature never rose, and the putting up of the fracture had a remarkably successful result.
'
9896. If she had called out at tho time she fell would the nurses have heard her? I think so; for not
only was the night-nurse passing the room frequently, but other nurses were in close proximity.
9897. AVhen the night-nurse on duty was not actually making her round, where would she be ? She
would bo on tho ladies’ side, and probably iu No. 1 dining-room.
9898. AVould she sit there meanwhile after paying her visits? Yes.
9899. AVould she he able to hear the noise of a scream or a call while there ? No.
9900.

Dr.
Tauae,

>
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9900. Mr. McGowen^] Was this patient sleeping in the dormitory until 10 o’clock that night before she
A. J. Vause.
taken to tho singlo room? No; sho was not sleeping. She was in a state of considerable excitel:Peb., 189S. ggol* Wag ghe in t{ie dorm;torj. before 10 o’clock? Yes; wandering about the room and interfering
with other patients. She would not stay in bed.
_
9902. What time, as a rule, do patients go to bed in this dormitory ? The older and weaker patients
generally go to bed directly after tea, between 5 and 6 o’clock. Tho others sit up later, accord ing as they
wish, to 7 or 8 o’clock ; and some of the lady patients up to as late as half-past 9 o’clock.
9903. President.] Was this patient put to bed immediately after tea that night? She was taken to the
dormitory, but she would not remain in bed.
_
_
_
9904. Mr. McGowen.] That is the question;—was she put to bed previously to being put into thc single
room ? Yes; she was put to bed, but she would not remain there.
9905. Did she get up and disturb other patients before she was put in the singlo room? Yes; the
witness, Ada Simpson, is pretty strong on that point, she having said iu evidence that she remained with
this patient and endeavoured to persuade her to keep in bed.
_
_
9906. Tbe official visitors who brought in their report said ibis was not a fit subject for single-room
treatment, did they not ? I beg your pardon.
_
_
9907. Do you think a patient subject to fits should be placed in a single room? I should not object to
it, but certainly there should not be a bedstead in the room. You roust remember that this patient had
not had a fit while she was at Bayview House. She was subject to epileptiform seizures while at Glades
viile, but she had had no fit at Bayview House. The matron at that time did not know that she was an
epileptic.
.....
.
9908. Did not the report of this Committee of inquiry agree with the treatment, provided there was no
bedstead in the room ? I think so,
_
9909. Do you think a person subject to fits is quite safe while under single-room treatment ? I should
not object to single-room treatment of an epileptic during periods of excitement.
9910. Did not the Committee come to the conclusion that this patient fell out of bed and broke her arm ?
Yes ; I think so.
9911. Was she in bed when the nurse arrived to lake her out of thc single room ? I think the nurse’s
evidence deals with that. Personally, I cannot answer the question.
9912. Did it not come out in evidence that the patient did not sleep in the bed at all;—if so, how could
she fall out and break her arm ? She was in bed, for the night nurse swears that she saw her in bed,
covered up with clothes, half an hour before sho was removed. Nurse M'Bridc had charge of the single
rooms at that time, but what she saw I do not remember,
9913. Dr. Mantling.] Do you alwaj's report serious accidents to me ? Yes.
9914. Are inquiries always made into these matters by the official visitors ? Yes,
9915. Occasionally are special visits made to the institution for the purpose of making these inquiries?
Yes,
...
.
.
9916. Mr. McGowen.] In tho event of a death occurring in tho institution, would the certificate of tho
Medical Superintendent bo sufficient authority for burial? Yes.
9917. Ik there any inquiry held by thc official visitors in the case of death ? No.
9918. Does the Medical Superintendent report the fact of the death to the official visitors and thc InspectorGeneral of the Insane? Yes; there arc two reports iu connection with all deaths—one to the Colonial
Secretary, through the Inspector-General of the Insane, and the other to the Master in Lunacy. These
two official reports are required by the Lunacy Act. The cause of death, the duration of illness, aud
other particulars must be stated.
9919. In connection with the death of Case No. 17, did your certificate bury the body ? Yes.
9920. Did you report the fact to thc Inspector-General? Yes, certainly.
_
9921. Dr. Manning.] In all cases of death occurring at Bayview House, can thc official visitors on their
next visit see tbe death recorded in tbe discharge register ? Yes.
9922. Also the age, cause of death, and all other circumstances connected with the case in the discharge
list? Yes.
_
9923. Do the official visitors have every opportunity of inspecting the case-book, and of making further
inquiries if necessary ? Yes.
9924. In certain cases have tho official visitors made further inquiries? Yes.
9925. President.] Do you say that the official visitors have made further inquiries? Yes; the official
visitors have given me a great deal of trouble by tho criticising inquiries they malic,
[The further examination of this witness was adjourned until the following Tuesday.]
TUESDAY, 5 FEBliUABT, 1895.
{The Commission met at 11 a.m. in. the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office!]

ijjrcsrnt
AllTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M/D., M.L.C., Pkesident.

The Hon. Sib
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General oe

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEX,
Insane,
Esq., M.L.A.
Dr. Yause—examination continued:—
Dr.
9926. President.] Can you afford us any particulars about Case No. 11? Yes ; from my case-book. She
A. J. Yause. ’W-as admitted on tbe 16th of November, 1889, suffering from delusional mania.
9927. Is sbe still under treatment? Yes.
5 Feb., 1895. 9928, The accusations in regard to this case arise from the evidence of the witness Macieod, who, iu
question 1561, says that on one occasion when the patient’s daughter visited her a silk dress was put on
her body over her dirty clothes;—is there any truth in that statement? Tho only truth in it is that the
silk dress is worn by this patient when anyone comes to see her. That is nothing unusual, for most
patients have clothing—I may say special clothing, to wrear when they are seen by their friends. If tho
silk dress was put on over the dirty clothes the nurse had no authority to do it.
9929.
the
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' 9929. Another charge made by the same witness is that this patient was; very much neglected, that her
i)r.
body was covered with vermin, and that she was left to roll about as she liked in her own dirt; is there • 1 _ auEe.
any truth in that statement ? These statements are utterly untrue.
.
.
.
, 5 Feb 1895
9930. AVas she a clean patient;? Xes, fairly clean ; she ^vaa subject tio periods of great excitement, and
*
then became abusive, somewhat aggressive, and difficult to manage.
9931. Did you ever notice that she was somewhat particular in regard to her dress ? Yes, she "was; and
she is what T should term a tidy and clean patient.
9932. ’Would not charges of this nature, then, relative to this particular patient strike you as extra
ordinary ? Yes, quite so.
.
9933. Of course, we all know that in institutions of this character patients are apt to become verminous;
that being so, is it one of the things to which you pay special attention r1 Yes; and I am sure that if a
patient becomes verminous the matter would he reported to me at once.
_
_ _
9934. Would your own observation lead you to discover the fact? Certainly; oven if it were not
reported.
_
pi,
9935. Then there is the other charge to thc effect that this patient was often and often exposed to the
rain, allowed to lie in the yard and sometimes in the verandah in all kinds of weather, and was loft to roll
about as she liked in her own dirt;—what have you to say to these assertions ? They are utterly untrue.
This patient has been under my own observation during the whole of her residence at Bayview'. I have
never seen anything of tho kind, neither do I believe that anything of tho kind has happened. She. is a
most particular woman, and if such a thing had happened she would be the first to complain to mo
about it.
.
9936. Is she sufficiently intelligent to understand and make a complaint ? Yes; she is a well educated
woman, and it is only at times that she gets excited and irresponsible.
_
_
.
.
T
9937. What, then, have you to say concerning the evidence of M‘Leod as it applies to this patient? It
is utterly false.
■
^
.
9938. Mr. M'G-owen] What is delusional mania ; I regard Case No. 1 as suffering from acute mama;
did he have delusional mania at times ? Yes; a patient may have acute mania without delusions, and
delusions without acute mania. In case No. 1 there were both acute mania and delusions. He had
periods of acute mania, a maniacal condition. At other times he was quiet, and then you might term his
a condition one of delusional mania.
9939. President.} Do you remember case No. 13 ? Yes.
8940. Havc you the history of that case? Yes; I can take it from the case-book, She was admitted to
Bayview House on the 25th September, 1S89, suffering from melancholia, with delusions.
9941. Was there anything particular in her case which you desire to bring specifically before the^ Com
mission ? I think I have said something abont this patient in my principal statement to thc Commission.
Tbe delusions iverc very well marked in her case ; she did not talk about them so much in the early stages
of her disease as she did subsequently, Every year seems to bring these delusions more prominently
forward, until now' she can hardly speak without manifesting very, very many. At times she becomes
very excited and aggressive, and on occasions of this kind 1. think it better to place her in the large
dining-room, where sho may walk abont and exhaust her excitement. I do not think I have had to do
more than that in her treatment; I do not think she has been placed in a. single room; she may have
been on rare occasions, but removal to the large dining-room has been sufficient to overcome the difficulty
for the most part.
, - , i
9942. Was the reason why you removed her—a removal which has been made a matter ot complaint by
this witness—her excited condition, and because by removing her to the large dining-room she would
obtain greater advantages in the way of cure ? Most unoubtedly.
_
9913. And, at thc same time, relieve the quieter patients on the private side of her presence? Yes,
certainly ; if she had not been placed in the large dining-room it would have been necessary to lock her
up in a single room; to avoid placing her in a single room I put her in the large dming-room on the
Government side. She never objected to this treatment, but rather seemed to prefer the change.
9944. Was she only placed in this large room as a matter of treatment? Quite so.
_
9945. Did she have her meals, and at ordinary times remain on the private side ? Yes. I am now using
the Government dining-room, or, more properly speaking, the dining-room formerly used by the Govern
ment patients, for the private patients. That has been done since the Government patients were removed.
9946. We now come to the question of food. As yon are aware, some witnesses have complained that the
food'supplied at Bayview House is insufficient in quantity, badly cooked, and badly served, on many
occasions j—have you any replv to make to these various charges? No ; except that I deny them all,
9947. In addition to what you have said in your general statement to tbe Commission, do you wish to
furnish further details? Yes; I am here to answer any questions, as far as I am able, which the
Commissioners may put to me. on this or any other subject.
■
.
9948. It has been charged against you that on many occasions special arrangements w'ere made in regard
to the food, and that better meals were prepared w’hen tbe official visitors were expected attbe asylum ;
is that true? Certainly not. It would be impossible to do so, for I never knew, and no one else at tbe
institution over knew, when tho official visitors w'ere coming. _
.
9949. Are vour contracts so made that a difficulty would arise in regard to quantity and quality ot the
food if you'made special preparations on certain occasions? Yes.
_
9950. Dr. Garrem.} Do you inspect the food personally every day before it is cooked ? Yes ; both berore
and afterwards.
...
.
,■
jj. i
9951. The gentleman who buys your meat said in his evidence that his instructions from you are to buy
meat of tho first quality;—is that so? Undoubtedly I have always looked upon proceeding in this
direction as the most economical thing to do. In dealing with the insane, as far as my experience goes,
I have found that there is always a large amount of waste in regard to food. It is almost heartbreaking
to see the amount of food wasted, and I am quite sure that if tbe food was not of the best quality, aud if
it is not cooked in the best manner possible, there would be more waste than there is.
9952. Has this gentleman always bought meat to your satisfaction ? Yes, always.
9953! Would it pay you to stint thc patients in the matter of food? Certainly not.
9954. If you did would the patients immediately fall off in condition ? Certainly ; it has always been a
matter of" considerable anxiety to mo to get the patients to eat as much food as 1. can.
__
9955, Do you grumble ivhen they have good appetites ? Certainly not.
99ob.
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Dr.
9956. J'rom whom do you obtain your groceries? For a long time I dealt mainly with Peate and ‘
A. J. Vause, HaTcourt, subsequently Iwent to different grocers in town, and now I am dealing principally with Green
Brothers, of Newtown.
6 Feb., 1896,
9957. Do they give satisfaction? Ves.
9958. Hard there been any complaints made by witnesses about the quality of the tea supplied at your
establishment? Yes; I heard them. 1 have always used the same tea myself; the same tea is always
given to visitors, and I have never had two classes of tea at the institution.
9959. Are you a fair judge of tea yourself ? Yes; pretty fair.
9960. Where do you get your milk ? From my own cows; I have always kept five or six cows.
9961. Do you buy any milk from outside sources ? No.
9962. Do you get fresh milk every day? Yes.
9963. In a document left by the witness Gearey at tho Board of Health Office, it is stated “ even the milk
they used to get in the tea was sour; in fact, rotten some mornings”;—is that true ? That must be
untrue, because we have fresh milk twice a day, and there is no reason whatever why we should not have
fresh milk daily. The cows are there and they are milked twice a day. I do not mean to say that milk
has never gone sour, but if it has I do not think it has ever been used. To prevent it going sour I have
spent considerable sums of money in the erection of cool chambers.
9964. Could the milk have been sour without being rotten? Yes.
9965. Do you not say that this statement says that the milk was rotten very often ? If the milk were bad
I am quite sure it would not be used.
9966. It is also stated in this same paper that the meat was rotten very often ;—is there any truth in
that? I have frequently had a large quantity of meat go bad in the course of twenty-four hours,
consoqueut on thundery weather; this was never used but always buried.
9967. Was the cook always told never to use meat of this kind ? Yos ; always.
9968. Did you ever bear of any bad meat having been used up? Certainly not; I have heard of corn
beef being slightly tainted, and then there was sufficient of other meat to use instead.
9969. Did Case No. 8 ever grumble about the food ? I have never heard him express the slightest
disapprobation concerning the food.
9970. In this paper that was left by Gearey at tbe Health Office, although it is not signed, it is stated that
Case No. 8 always grumbled about the food, and so would any man at the food that they used to get
thereis there any truth in that ? I never heard of any complaint, and no complaint has been reported
to mo. In fact it has been just the reverse. Sometimes I have been told that tho beef was hard, and I
have done everything I could to obviate that difficult}'. To do so 1 have had it kept longer in the ice
chambers, but, as you arc aware, it is a very difficult thing sometimes to get freshly-killed meat into
anything like condition. I think I havc hit upou a plan now that will answer successfully.
,
9971. In this same paper it is stated, in regard to Case No. 1, “ that the room in which the patient was
contained a piece of canvas sewed together aud stuffed with straw, also three pieces of canvas. Four
months the patient was placed in this room without any bedding at all; some canvas rugs wore thrown to
him, and this was tbe sole contents of the room. A humane attendant sowed up this piece of canvas and
stuffed it with straw. This treatment has been going on since last December until our visit on
May 20th, 1894 ” ;—what have you to say in reply to this statement? Up to that time I believe the
patient was using the ordinary mattress and the ordinary coverings. He was tearing them so frequently
that some one, I do not remember who, suggested tbe use of stronger material. The straw mattresses wo
use are made, I believe, by a sailor wbo lives in the village. It is very seldom we have had such a
detructive patient as Case No. 1. I believe it was thc witness Mackenzie who said, instead of using thc
ordinary matresses made by the sailor, he would volunteer to make an extra strong covering, and be was
allowed to do so. This was looked upon as part of his duty. He need not have madc the covering unless
he liked. If a stronger covering had become necessary, and if he had not made it, somebody else would.
9972. ’Was this bed an improvement on the one used by the patient formerly ? 1 do not think it was an
improvement, but it was less liable to be destroyed
9973. Did it last in use for a considerable time ? Yes.
9974. Was it more durable than the one previously used by the patient? Yes.
9975. Was it as pleasant to lie upon ? I do not think it was quite as soft as the other. It is astonishing
how soft canvas is with straw. There is a springiness about it that you could hardly expect to find.
9976. Gearey says in this same paper that Case No. 1 was tho quietest of patients, so much so that any
attendant could sleep in the same room without any fear of violence :—is that true ? Certainly not. 1
do not think anyone could sleep in the room. The idea that anyone could is a wrong one.
9977. Would the difficulty of sleeping arise from the patient? If there was anything in the room that
he could use as .a weapon he would use it. I never looked upou him as a particularly violent patient. He
was not physically strong enough to be what is ordinarily termed violent,
9978. Was there a predisposition on his part to use weapons ? No; but he would use them if he saw
them and could get at them.
9979,. Was the sight of an implement too much iemptation for him ? He would use any thing ho could
as a weapon, and herein he was dangerous.
9980. Did seeing the weapon suggest the idea of ‘using it ? Yes.
9981. In consequence did you have to denude the room of everything ? Yos.
9982. It is stated1 in this paper that the patienl's family paid you six guineas per week for his main
tenance ;—is that true ? No ; the rate was five guineas per week.
9983. It is,added in this paper : “ Tbe agreement being that thc patient was supplied with an attendant
day and night, for which purpose the patient’s room is supplied with a bed for himself and an attendant,
which as a matter of fact he never occupied after 5 p.m.” I want to ask you if you, after having removed
the patient to the single room, ever showed his friends the rooms ho previously occupied as the room he
was then occupying ? Not that I am aware of ; I do not think I showed the friends any rooms after the
time he was placed in the single room to sleep,
9984. Are you quite sure you never misled them on this point? Yes ; the patient occupied a day room,
9985. Was that the room in which the attendant stayed at night? Yes; very often the patient would
lie down there iu a semi-nude condition iu the day time, but the fact of him occupying it in the day-time
did not mean that ho slept in it at night.
9986,
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9986. Did you show that room to his friends as the room he was sleeping in at night when he was sleeping
Dr.
in thc single room ? No.
A. J. Vause.
9987. Arc you quite clear upon that point ? Tes, and I distinctly deny the accusation.
fi-Th'Tfwr
9988. Speaking of the room in whicli the patient was, in another document headed “ Infonnation for6 c ’*
'
H. Gnarcy,” it is stated, presumably by Mackenzie, that lie could prove the patient to have been kept iu
the single room for the last twelve months;—is that true ? No.
9989. Could he prove this ? No, I am quite sure he could not.
9990. Can you prove the contrary ? Tes.
9991. Speaking of your report where you state that an attendant visited the patient’s room every two
hours, lie says, “ That is false, as I never heard or know of it being done—do you know anytliing about
that ? It may have been so, but even if it were it seems to me very remarkable that he should not know
of it.
9992. Do you mean, seeing that Mackenzie was a day attendant on Case No. 1 for two months, it is
wonderful how he should not have obtained the information? It is very remarkable indeed.
9993. He says he often assisted in putting the patient to bed ;—is that so ? Tes.
9991. Was he one of three men who waited upon the patient ? Tes.
9995. And did you leave the arrangement of the night duty to the head attendant? Tes. He arranged
the night duly; Mackenzie was engaged on day duty outside. The arrangement is for mo to select the
men I think best for night duty, if they do not grumble at undertaking the work j I should not force a
man to take night duty unless he chose.
9996. Did you ever suggest that Mackenzie should be put on night duty ? No, I could not do so on the
grounds of his inexperience ; he was not with me long enougli to trust him to night work.
9997. Were Doherty and O’Brien experienced in night duty ? Tes; Doherty had been with me some
time.
‘
9998. Speaking of the utensils, he said the patient never had one;—is that true? Certainly not.
9999. It is. said that the utensil was taken out of the room ;—are you aware of that fact ? I was not
aware that it was ever taken out. It might have been ; an attendant might have taken it in and out
every time he entered the room.
10000. Do you leave these details to the attendants? Tes. I should not interfere in a matter of that
kind.
10001. He goes on to say, “There were weeks that the patient never dirtied his room, and Dr. Yause
never offered to put him anywhere else”;—was it ever reported to you that he was behaving better in
this respect ? Tes; I receive reports.
10002. Were there weeks together in which the room was not soiled? I do not think so. It was not on
account of his dirtiness that the patient was put in this room, although he was a dirty patieut, Thc
principal reason why he was placed in a single room was on account of bis excitement. If tie had been a
perfectly clean patient he would have been put there just the same.
10003. Was he put there on account of his noise? No, but it was on account of bis continual restlessness
and excitement. He was in a condition of excitement always ? He could not keep liis hands still, and
always fiddling with his buttons. He was in a state of extreme nervous excitement.
lOOOd. Do you think a patient in this stage of excitement can be left too much alone ? 1 think seclusion
is tho best treatment in these circumstances, especially at night-time. In the day-time ] recommended
plenty of exercise. J ordered that Case No. I should be taken about the grounds all day long with an
attendant. I used to make him walk about the grounds so as to make him tired,
10005. Was he always irritable at night? Tes.
10006. Was this irritablencss specially marked in his case ? Tes.
10007, Tho same paper states : “The patient had been violent to my knowledge on very rare occasions,
but even then only for an hour or two at a timo” ;—is that so ? That is not so very far wrong, but 1
should not say very rare occasions. He has indicated tendencies to dangerous violence, frequently.
10008. Do you call Case No. 1 a violent case or a restless case? He was exceedingly restless, and it was
because of his restlessness he was placed in the single room. I do not say he was a verv dangerous
patient, but still a man with the small amount of strength Case No. 1 had could become a source of
danger to himself and others.
10009. Mr. McGowen^} Did you sec an anonymous letter that was sent to Members of Parliament? Tes,
I believe so.
10010. Can you identify tins as a copy of that document \_Doc,ume,nt produced and examined hj flic
witness, and marked Exhibit HI—sec Appendix] ? Tes, I think that is a copy of the anonymous letter.
10011. President.] Is it much the same as the anonymous letter signed “ Aristides,”' aud circulated
amongst Members of the Legislative Assembly ? Tes.
;
. .
10012. Mr. McGowen.] Have you read this document P Tes.
10013. Is there any truth in the first clause of it, which says, “Owing to influential friends, * * *
has been removed from this hell upon earth”? I do not think so.
10014, The next clause says, “ Fifty G-overnment patients are half starved and nearly naked, being only
clothed properly when it is known that the Government Inspector, Dr. Manning, is coming” ;—is there
any truth in that ? Certainly not.
■
10015. It is also said “Men and women are placed in solitary confinement without light, bedding, or
clothing ” ;—is there any truth in that ? Certainly not,
10016. Then it says, “ Paralysed patients arc oaten alive ty rats ” ; is there any truth in that ? There is
no truth in it. I do not know whether to make any exception in regard to light. Thc single-room
patients are not without light, and not without clothes.
1G017. Is it not a fact that patients arc placed in isolation without light ? I admit there is not a light in
the room, but Bayview is no exception to other institutions in this respect. Now 1 have lights that can
be thrown into these jooms at night-time. As to the statement concerning patients being eaten by rats,
it is utterly false.
10018. The next clause in the lettersays, “ Women batter their heads and die in the dark cells ”
is that
true? It is utterly false.
10019. The next clause states, “ Women are dragged by the hair of their heads and placed in dark solitary
confinement ” ;—is that true ? Begarding the dragging by the hair of the head, I say it is utterly
false
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false.

Placing them in a dark single room is in accordance with the ordinary treatment in certain

A. j. Pftuw. cases.

10020. The next clause states, “That women die without any inquiry being made, and men likewise—
6 Feb.. 1895, what is your answer to these statements ? That in thc case of death the usual certificate is furnished.
10021, By the Medical Superintendent? Tes. Thc Inspector-General is notified, thc Master in Lunacy
is notified, and for the most part patients who die have been seen both by the Inspector-General of the
Insane and the official visitors, as well as by friends and relatives and clergymen visiting the place.. I
think therefore that there is rather more publicity in eonnoction with death at an institution like Bayview
House than there would he in a private house.
_
_
*
10022. Begarding this statement, that patients die without inquiry being made, I do not exactly under
stand your interpretation. In the case of death, is there an inquiry held by any person outside tho
institution ? Hot that I am aware of.
...
10023. The next clause in the anonymous letter is, “ A hell upon earth is thc only name for this institu
tion, which is presided over by Dr. A, J. Vause: a drunken Dr. Vause ’’;—do you deny these allegations?
Certainly I do.
_
10024. The next clause is, “ Why did Dibbs suppress thc papers and the honest report of Dr. Anderson
Stuart?”—do you know anything of that? I do not.
10025. Then it says, “ Because Copeland, his mate, was a shareholder in this impious concern ”—do you
deny that assertion ? Tes, I deny that statement.
_
10026. The next clause asks, “ Why is Alfred Bennett, of the ’Evening Wears, silent ? Because he is well
tipped” ;—is there any truth in that? I am perfectly sure Alfred Bennett has not been tipped by me.
10027. The next clause says, “ Tho other dailies have been squared by Edward Greville, another share
holder —what do you say to that? I deny it.
_
10028. Another clause says, “ Members, do not let this evil spot remain in your midst, Greville, Copeland,
Vause. . . . Gannon & Co. must not he allowed to ill-treat with impunity the poor and insane, from
whom they are netting £6,000 per year” ;—what do you say to that ? Take Mr. Gannon’s own evidence,
where he has denied that ho has the slightest interest in Bayview. I deny it too.
_
10029. The next clause is, “Tet the Government (meaning the last Dibbs Government) also wish to
hush up the matter, so that Greville, Copeland, & Co. can still go in for their daily spoil of flesh and
blood. . . . Members, how long is this to be carried on ? Will no one take the matter up and
demand a searching inquiry ?” What have you to say to that ? The clauses speak for themselves. _
10030. President^ Do you deny the whole of the statements contained in that document ? Tes ; with
the exception of darkness in the single rooms.
10031. Dr. Manning.] When the Inspector-General of the Insane visits your institution, does he always
see the causes of death recorded in the discharged register ? Tes.
_
_
10032. Does he always make inquiries regarding the cause of death and the circumstances attending it ?
Tcs, invariably.
10033. Has he had opportunities of repeatedly seeing the case beforehand? Tcs; and not only that, but
I have very often reported the patient’s condition.
10034. Concerning tho food, have you a dietary scale hanging in thc kitchen? Tes.
10035. Has there always been an unstinted supply of meat and bread? Tes; I produce my dietary
scales for private and Government patients. [Eocianents handed in, marleed Exhibit I 1 and I 2—see
Appendix.]
_
10036. Did you find the dietary scale in use when yon took charge of the institution ? Tes.
10037. Have you improved considerably on that ? I think so.
10038. In what direction havc vour improvements been made ? Particularly in the provision of butter
for breakfast and tea; in hot dishes for breakfast and tea; and also in the introduction of jam for the
Government patients for breakfast and tea.
10039. Do you adhere strictly to that dietary scale you have handed in ? Yes.
10040. Do you vary it by supplying fish sometimes ? Tes ; I. do not think fish is mentioned on the list.
10041. Were these alterations the result of experience ? Tes.
10042, President.] Begarding the food supply at night, have not witnesses stated that there was a difficulty
in obtaining a supply of medical comforts and provisions at night. For instance, did not the witness
Mackay in her evidence say there was no provision for getting food at all; that the kitchen was locked; did
not the witness Macieod say she could not get food at night; did not McMahon say that the kitchen was
locked up, and the only way she could get a sufficient supply of provisions at night was by getting tbe key
from the cook ; and then unlocking the kitchen ;—does notjMorrisey say she could not get these things,
and what do you say in reply to these statements P I can only deny them.
10043. Will you state exactly where the provisions are kept at night, what is thc quantity of the supplies
on hand, and how the nurses can get them ? There are stores apart from special provisions made for sick
patients, which, I maintain, are always available, and, apart from what the nurses must have had for them
selves, there is an abundance of tea, sugar, and milk during the night, inasmuch as the stores are taken
from the principal store-room after breakfast every morning in sufficient quantity to last until the next
morning at the same hour.
_
_
10044. Dr. Garran.] Would there be sufficient stores allowed to meet the requirements of the night ? I
think so ; I think there would be sufficient for any emergency. When one is dealing witli only 130
patients if is impossible to say bow many will require nourishment during the night. Perhaps there is not
one a month. Where the occurrences are regular special provision is made every day for night supplies.
10045. President.] Do you, of your personal observation, know that there was an adequate supply kept?
I think there were more stores than were necessary, so much so that it was by no means a common
occurrence to find nurses taking tea and bread and butter turn and three times during the day, outside
their ordinary meal-times. At 10 o’clock in the forenoon they would invariably have tea and bread and
butter, and 4 o’clock in tbe afternoon they would do the same.
10046. In other words, was there always a sufficient supply of stores during thc night ? . Tes.
10047. Were the supplies locked up so that the nurses could not get them ? Ho ; all the nurses could
not get at these stores, but if anything in the way of nourishment was required it could bo obtained in
tbe night-time. Stores would not he left at the mercy of the nurses indiscriminately so that she or they
could make a cup of tea for themselves whenever they liked. There were three separate departments for
stores.
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stores. There were separate stores for No. 1 ladles; separate stores for No. 2 ladies; and stores on the
A, J, Vause.
Government side.
100i8. Speaking of the Government side particularly, would the nurses on that side know exactly where
5 Feb., 1895.
the stores were kept? She ought to know; it was her duty to get them from the matron.
10049. Would she have a key whereby she could obtain stores in the night-time ? The matron would give
tho stores to her.
10050. Would stores bo left out for the use of the nurse attending on a sick patient? Tes.
10051. Would they he under lock and key? No.
10052. Supposing supplies were required on an emergency during the night, would the nurse have them
at hand? She would not havc the stores herself, but she could get them without any difficulty. She
would have to wake somebody and get them.
10053, In a case ot emergency would someone have to be roused before stores could be obtained? Tes.
10054. Could not the nurse go into the matron’s room and help herself ? I do not think so ; she should
rouse the matron,
10055. Are these things left in charge of the matron ? Certainly.
10056. Mr. Mo Go it)fin. \ If you turn to question 3461, you will see that the witness Morrieey, who was
your matron for twelve months, says distinctly that she could not get a warm drink during the night
without waking somebody else ; and then in the next question she added that, supposing anything went
wrong with patients at night and a warm drink was required, she could not get it without waking another
official; and that (in question 3463) she had not the same means of access to tho kitchen and the place
where the stores were kept as the attendant on the male side had, as there was a cross-lock on the door on
the female side ; she could, however, go round to the kitchen and get hot water if she wanted to ;—what
have you to say to that ? I think the witness contradicts herself. She said she could go round to the
kitchen if she wanted to and get hot water, and then she says, almost iu the same breath, that she could
not obtain a warm drink without waking another official.
10057. Go you ever use condensed milk at the institution? Tes, occasionally.
10058. Would it be possible ior that milk to go bad ? I have never known it to go bad.
10059. Have you ever had any complaints to that eSect? No; I have generally used tho best brands I
could get—generally the “Dairymaid’' brand.
10060. Did you put OlBrien on night duty immediately after he joined the institution? No ; he went
on night duty some time after ho joined the institution.
'
10061. How Jong was O'Brien with you before Case No. 1 was put in the seclusion cell ? I cannot say ;
but it was some tune; I do not remomber the dates.
10062, Had he been with you eight months then ? He joined the institution six months before Case
No 1 was a patient, and Case No. 1 was there twelve months before he was constantly sleeping in tho
single room.
10063. Did the other attendants, Mick and Pat, ever perform night duty ? I do not think so ; they were
only with me about three months. O’Brien had been with me much longer than that, and he is one of
thc most intelligent men 1 ever had. The attendants, Hick and Pat, were not discharged, and I was
annoyed at their leaving as they did.
10064. Did they leave after the publicity given to Case No. 1 ? Tes ; some time afterwards.
10065, Did you discharge Copley ? No ; Copley left of his own accord.
10066. Did lie leave shortly after the incident alluded to ? Tes.
10067. Did he do night duty ? He worked in the house at night.
1006S. Did either of these three attendants assign any reason why they left you ? No.
10069. Did they get reference from yon ? Yes.
10070. President.} Now, regarding the clothinghave you not noticed in the course of this inquiry
that there has been a great discrepancy in thc evidence relative to the clothing, and while some say there
was an ample supply, others say it was scanty; for example, Mackay says the clothing was scanty,
specially in the winter time, and poor in quality, also that the stockings were ragged; Macieod said the
dresses were insufficient and unsuitable; other witnesses, including Rose MacMahon, said there were not
sufficient stockings, dresses, and chemises ; Verity said there was an insufficiency of bed-clothing;—have
you any personal knowledge on these points ? I can only say I do not think there is any foundation for
the statements,
10071. As far as you are aware, has there always been a sufficient quantity of clothing ? Tes.
10072. I wish you to remember that I am now referring to the Government patients -had they always
a sufficient supply of clothes ? I think if there was any temporary shortness in the supply the private
patients would be the first to foci it. J have had to supplement their supply myself when they havc run
short.
10073. Do you ever use Government clothes for private patients ? I have used the same dress material
for private patients as 1 used for Government patients.
10074. Do you mean that you have done so when tho friends of patients have not supplied a sufficient
quantity ? Yes. I do not think 1 could use anything better than thc material I provide for tlie
Government patients.
10075. One statement made is to tho effect that the clothing was taken off private patients and put ou
Government patients ;—is that a fact ? Certainly not, unless a change has been made with some bit of
finery to whicli a patient has taken a fancy.
10076. Do you remember the statement made by Bridget Morrisey about thc clothing of Case No. 28 ?
Tes ; she was at first a private patient, and ultimately a Government patient.
10077. X)r. Garran.} Although you call it Government clothing, are these clothes your private property ?
Tes ; I had to provide thc patients with clothes.
”
10S7S. Were you at any time using Government property to clothe private patients ? No ; it was not
Government property.
10079. Did any of the patients over complain at not having what they considered to be proper? They
sometimes asked for clothing of a little different kind to that worn by other patients. Some patients
rather objected to wear the same kind of clothes as other patients.
10080. Do you mean that they regarded their dress as too much like a uniform ? Tes ; some requested
to be allowed to make their own dresses.
207—2 P
10081.
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100S1. Bid you humour them in these matters F Yes.
' a am5^ 100S2. Biren if they were Government patients F Yes.
6^eb 1895
Did you give them thc material to make up? Yes.
' 10081. And did you allow them to make it up ? Yes. The same objection was sometimes raised in regard
to boots. Patients would ask for boots of a lighter quality, and that request was always acceded to.
10085. It has been stated by some witnesses that many patients had a fancy to take their bools off;—is
that so ? Yes.
"
10086. If they did, would that soon wear out their stockings ? Yes.
10087. Bid they ever go about with half stockings on ? No ; I do not think so. No patient was allowed
to go about in that manner, but, at the same time, it was a difficult matter to keep thc shoos and stockings
on some patients. To obviate that difficulty special fastenings were sometimes used on the boots. It is
remarkable how little it takes to irritate some patients. 1 am now speaking from my own observation.
Lunacy takes so many varied forms that the treatment of individual patients requires continual study.
1008S. If a boot irritated a patient would you let him run about in bis bare feet? 1 do not think a
’
patient would take much harm if he did, but I have always tried to avoid it. I remember seeing a man at
Barnwood wbo would not wear any under-garments at all.
10089. Bo you think a patient who became irritated by wearing boots would suffer if he was allowed to
go about barefooted in the summer time ? Not on a dry wooden floor.
10090. Bo you allow patients to do this if you can help it ? No.
10091, Are the complaints true when a witness says there was not sufficient underclothing and shirts for
female patients; that the stock would not permit of one under-shirt replacing another if a change was
necessary ? Certainly not.
10092. As far as you know, was there always underclothing to put on patients if that being worn became
dirty, or was destroyed ? Yes; it is very easy to see if a patient is properly dressed with underclothing,
especially if they stand against the light of a window.
10093. Could a practical eye tell in a moment if these patients wore underclothing under their dresses ?
Certainly.
10094. Would you, as Medical Superintendent, immediately notice if a patient was left without under
clothes ? Yes,
.
10095. Have you over given instructions that the women were to be stinted in clothing? No; I have
given instructions to just the contrary—to have requisition lists made out as early as possible. I may
say that the method of obtaining clothing is a very simple one. All tbe matron has to do is to wrrite in a
book provided for the purpose a list of the articles required. That is brought under my observation, and
the articles are obtained as soon as possible.
1Q09G, Mr. McGowen.] Have you ever kept the matron waiting a fortnight for any special article required
and asked for? I would not say such a delay has not happened, but it would be a very rare occurrence.
10097. Morrisey says, in answer to question 3518, that sometimes she has had to wrait for a fortnight—
“ as a rule not long, but sometimes for a fortnight” ? Yes; sho says, “ as a rule not long.”
10098. Boes sbe acknowledge to having run short of underclothing? If sho did I do not think it was
of frequent occurrence. Moreover, it would be her own fault if she did not report to me that she was
running short. I am not aware that she did run short. It is the first intimation I have had that she
ran short.
10099. She says the chemises and underclothing ran short;—what have you to say to that ? I say she
never told me of it.
'
10100. Bo you say you would obtain wbat was required as early as possible ? Yes. Nor tbe most part
articles were kept in tbe store. If there was not a supply in store, whatever was required would be
■
obtained as soon as possible. Such things as skirt linings, calico, dress linings might run short, and the
matron would, perhaps, havc to wait a few days for a supply; but, as a rule, the materials were purchased
by tho piece, aud two or three pieces at a time.
10101. Bid you buy tbe material and was it made up at Bayview ? Yes.
10102. President.] 'When these patients were visited by their friends or when tbc official visitors came to
the institution, it is stated that frequent changes were made in tbe attire of tbe patients ;—are you aware
that such was done ? Yes.
”
10103. I do not mean trivial alterations, such as the arrangement of a dress, the putting on of a collar, or
the brushing of tbe hair, but were tbe dresses of the patients changed ? I do not think anything could
be attempted to mislead tbe official visitors or the friends of tbe patients, but that patients are made pre
sentable when receiving visits from their friends is certainly tbe case. That any changing of the clothes
takes place to deceive or mislead the visitors I deny altogether.
10104. Is there sufficient time for such a purpose ? No ; and I am quite sure there is nothing more done
for them than there is for me when I make my usual routine rounds,
10105. Mr. McGotaen.] Bo you kuow if any special clothes are made for the purpose of slijiping over
dirty patients when the official visitors arrive? Certainly not.
10106, Bo you know if there are any clothes of a particular size made for this use ? Certainly not.
10107. If you turn to questions 3,555 and 3,358 you will see that Morrisey says, “ supposing friends of a
patient came on a visit we would always change them and put them in clean clothes
also, “ that we had
a large number of dresses made in a general way, and use them for these purposes when necessary ” ;
further, that “ we are not particular about the fit so long as tbe patient is clean and presentable ” ;—do
you know of these things? I certainly know tbe dresses arc made in quantities and kept in stock, and
that they are made in different sizes. As I understand tbc evidence, this witness does not say anything
more. I do not understand that these dresses are made to put over dirty ones. I understand this witness
to mean that the dresses are made in three or four sizes, as is tbe custom in all institutions of this kind,
A certain batch of patients measure pretty nearly about tbc same, and you will find tbc dresses are made
in three or four sizes to meet these requirements. It would be impossible to make dresses to fit every
patient as dresses generally fit other persons ; for with the insane frequently a dress does not last a day.
10108. Am I to understand that these dresses were made for the special purposes of suiting patients of
different sizes ? Yes.
10109. Would it not be for the purpose of slipping over the other dresses when the official visitors came?
Certainly not. These dresses are for ordinary use, and not for slipping on anything. I am quite sure,
too,
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too. tliat Morrisey did not mean anything of thc hind. If you think she did, I shall request that she bo
A. J. VatlBO.
brought hack here and re-examined on tlie point. '
10110. Am 1 to gather that these dresses fit people of different six.es ? These dresses arc made in batches
5 Feb., 1895.
to suit different classes of patients for ordinary wear.
101 LI. Dr. Maniutti/.'] Had almost all the Government patients a better dress in stock than tbe one
ordinarily worn ? TSTearly all of them had.
101.12. W’as the better dress worn when tbc friends came to visit patients? Yes ; a number of them had
a special dress for this purpose. The dress worn on these occasions depended on the condition of tho
one on the patient. If the one in wear was recently new and clean and whole, no change would be
made.
1011H. Fresident!] When paying a visit to the institutition we were pleased with the cleanliness of tho
dormitories and sheets, but we have been told in evidence that the sheets are not always used by thc
patients, that Ihey and the bed covers are removed, the witness, Macieod, having said that only two
patients in her dormitory slept in sheets while she was there, and that the sheets were taken off the bed,
folded up, and put away at night; bits of blanket or anything they could get was all they had to cover
themselves;—are such statements true ? I do not think so. Whatever was done in this direction was
done by that nurse herself. Such a thing as removing the sheets never occurred to my knowledge,
neither before nor since. If she removed tho sheets she did so on her own responsibility, without any
authority from mo or the matron. I believe there were one or two unusually dirty patients in her
dormitory, Tbe worst patients occupied it, and in these cases some special arrangement may have been
made, but I feel perfectly confident that oven those dirty patients always had sufficient night-clothing.
There was ono patient in thc dormitory who told me she ob jected to sleep in sheets. Sbe always took the
sheets off the bed herself, and slept in the blankets. This was Case Ho. 16.
10114. Is tbc evidence of Macieod on this subject untrue? It is utterly false and misleading.
101IG. If anything like she described actually occurred was it only in consequence of her neglect of
duty ? Yes.
10116. Tor thc dirty patients sleeping in this dormitory were special arrangements made? Yes; they
were always madc as comfortable as they could bo in the circumstances, and if they became too bad for
thc dormitory they wore put in a single room.
10117. Had you an ample supply of chamber utensils all through thc institution ? Yes.
10118. Had you a guttapercha utensil for each of thc single rooms ? There was one available for each
room, but I do not know if there was one put in each room. I do not think it would be safe to put one
in the room with some patients. 1 use utensils made of different materials at different times. 1 have
used paper ones and indiarubber ones. The indiarubber ones are the best, but they are the most
expensive.
10.1.19. In the isolation rooms on the male sifle is there only one ? There is only one indiarubber utensil
there now, and has been for some time, because two are notrequired.
10120. Are tho patients generally placed in the room adjoining one occupied by Case Ho. 1 quieter in
disposition and accommodated with a commode ? Yes; but au indiarubber utensil would be supplied if
it was required.
10121. Have you an ample supply of these ? Yes; but ono was not required in the second isolation
room on the male side.
10122. Dr. Garmn.] Supposing a patient were to malm a bad use of a utensil, would that be sufficient
justification not to leave it in the room ? Hot unless the practice became habitual.
10123. Did you ever know of a patient hammering the head of an attendant with a utensil ? I never
heard of such a thing. I avoid using breakable utensils. A porcelain utensil in a single room would he
dangerous.
10124. If the utensil provided for the convenience of the patient was removed, should the fact have been
reported to you ? Yes.
10125, Do you think it was removed from the room ? I do not think there was any object in removing it.
10126. During tlie time the patient was in the room, was ho in tho majority of instances disposed to use
the utensil ? 1 do not think he wus. As far as I know he was disinclined to use the utensil.
10127. Mr. McGowen.] How many utensils are there on the female side? I do not know exactly; I
forget. I generally keep an extra supply in the store. The number varies at different times—sometimes
there are more than at others. These utensils are easily broken and torn, and 3. know I have to replace
them from time to time.
10128. Tho witness Morrisey says there were four or five in the female seclusion room when she was
asked if there was one for each room, and further that the patients did not get them if they did not ask
for them ;—how do you explain that statement ? I look upon it as the answer of a, witness who did not
understand the question clearly.
10129. Do you think you had enough to supply one to each room ? Yos.
10130. President.] Deferring to the single rooms on the Government side we have had a number of
extraordinary statements in evidence, and I should like to obtain some definite information. First, what'
is tho nature of tlie bedding in the single rooms ? For destructive patients there is a canvas tick filled
with straw, canvas rugs, canvas pillow, and an indiarubber utensil.
101.31. Are there any other patients than destructive ones who use these rooms ? Yes.
10132. What other patients ? Patients who request to sleep there of their own accord ; some do that,
and they are patients more or less excited and not destructive. The bedding for the destructive patients
is the mattress filled with straw, and rugs—two or more—for covering. The other patients are provided
with ordinary bedding, ordinary blankets, sheets, etc. At tbe commencement they havc tho ordinary
bedding, and in one or two instances where the rooms have been occupied for a considerable period the
patients have slept on ordinary iron bedsteads.
101324. In certain evidence, particularly that of Macieod, has it not been stated that some patients have
no bedding at all—nothing but straw ? Loose straw is used only by one patient, Case Ho 15, who per
sistently refuses fo sleep in anything else than loose straw, I have known her to tear open a tick made
of very strong canvas, and pul I thc straw out, in order that she might sleep in it. She has done this on
every occasion sho has had the opportunity.
10L33. Js it true that patients are placed in these rooms quite naked ? As a rule not; I belive Case
Ho, 15 is generally put in naked.
10134.
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10134. Is this the only case you recollect? Tes; there may have been other patients who occasionally
for a short period would not use bed clothing or night clothing. At other times these patients will use
both, and whenever they will do so they are provided with clothes by the matron.
5 Feb., 18D5.
rphe evidence of the witness Josephine Mackay is to thc effect that they arc always put in. these
rooms naked at night; that of Marshall that they were always put in naked ; that of Verity was that all
the patients were stripped and had no night-dresses or chemises; and that of Macieod that the patients
were stripped and put iu quite naked with a bag of straw;—what do you say of these statements ? lhat
they are utterly untrue.
10136. Dr. Garran.] Do I understand you to say you never put patients in these rooms without clothing
if they will wear it ? Certainly.
,
10137. Do you gradually withdraw these comforts from the patients as you find them becoming a source
of danger or injury ? Yes.
10138. Do you do this in the interest of the patients ? I believe so.
_
10139. Do you make any personal profit by withdrawing theso comforts? Certainly not; I do this
because it is the usual method of dealing with such cases.
10140, Do you, in that course of action, follow tbe customary treatment of such cases ? Tes.
10141. Have you ever done so harshly or do you do it only when necessity requires it to be done ? 1 havc
always endeavoured to do the reverse of harshly.
10142. President] In this particular part of the institution have you been latterly in the habit of having
a night patrol ? At the present time I have not a night patrol.
_
_
10143. Before the Government patients were removed at thc end of last year, and since Case No. 1
became so prominent, had you a night patrol? Yes; up to the timo the Government patients were
removed I had a uight patrol.
_
_
10144. Why did you not adopt that practice iu the earlier history of the institution? The custom had
not been adopted by my predecessor. 1 was uuder the impression that the establishment was working
satisfactorily, and I did not deviate from the custom.
_
_
10145. What induced you to deviate from the custom when you did ? Because of tho prevailing idea
outside that there was something wrong in not having a night nurse.
10146. Was that your real reason for making tho change? Yes; I did it in deference to outside public
opinion.
10147. Have you always considered the presence of the nurses sleeping one at each extreme end of the
single rooms adequate provision during the night-time ? I have always found it to be so.
10148. Without any periodical examination of the patients during the night ? Yes.
10149. Must there not havc been various classes of cases in these rooms at night ? Yes.
10150. Did an accident occur on one occasion in one of these rooms whereby a patient fractured her
arm ? Yes.
•
_
10151. Do you not think the circumstances of that case amounted to an inducement for you to provide a
night patrof? Taking that as an illustration it would be just the reverse. There wras a night nurse on
duty when this accident happened, and all the time there was no night nurse there was no accident.
10152. Do you think that night nurse patrolled the wards satisfactorily on that occasion? I do.
10153. Did she not stand at the door and see the patient without entering the room? Yes ; there was
no necessity to enter the rooms. The patient was up, standing inside the door. She spoke to the nurse,
and was quiet in her behaviour. She asked the nurse for her clothes as she wanted to get up.
10154. Would that accident have occurred whether there had been a night patrol or not? i think so ; 1
do not think the patrol made any difference one way or another in the circumstances.
10155. Dr. Garran.] During the period you had a night patrol, where did sho sit while she was not making
her rounds ? In No 1 dining-room.
10156. Was it her duty to go the round every two hours ? Yes.
10107. How long did it take her to make her round? About a quarter of an hour.
_
_
10158. Would she then remain au hour and three quarters in the dining-room ? Yes; if she visited tho
wards every two hours.
10159. Would the patients then he actually under observation for a quarter of au hour in every two
hours ? Yes ; but the whole time they were in close proximity to other nurses, and the matron was
sleeping within a very short distance of the Government patients, who seemed to me to have quite
sufficient night supervision. 1. have never had any anxiety on that point from anytliing having occurred.
10160. Of your own motion would you have made the change? I do not think I would,
10L6L Did you make it simply to meet outside clamour ? Tes.
10162. Mr/McGowen.] Do you know any well-regulated institution in which there is no night patrol ?
1 do not thiuk there is a better regulated institution than Bayview House. I know of no institution of
its size where there is a night patrol. I have had a night nurse whenever there has been occasion for one.
10163. Are not yonr single rooms ou the female side made of wood ? Yes,
10164. Is this wood not pretty rotten outside? No ; the walls are not rotLen at all.
10165. Not the outside panelling ? No. Every now aud then there are indications of the presence of
white ants, but these are always seen to at once.
10166. Do you remember when the members of this Commission were at Bayview House last? Yes.
10J67. Did you see a hole iu front of one of those rooms about the size of the palm of my hand ? No,
not that size.
10168. Did yon not see one of the Commissioners poke his umbrella into the hole? Oh, yes; I remember
now ; that was the hole in which the bolt goes.
10169, Did you not notice a hole in thc front of one of the panels which comes down to where you shut
the door? Yes.
10170. Was not that hole caused by something having been pushed through the rotten wood ? No ; tho
only hole I saw was the one in which the holt fits.
10171. Are you still positive that the wood is not decayed ? Yes; whenever there is a sign of decay in
the weatherboards 1 have them repaired.
10172, In the event of a fire, would those rooms bum very speedily? They would, but I do not sec how
a firo can occur.
10173. In case of a fire breaking out in these rooms, what chance would there he of saving patients in
A.
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theso rooms ? In thc first place, I do not think a fire can take place in these single rooms, and J have yet ^ j yau#B_
to learn that patients on tho ground floor of a weatherboard structure are worse oft’ in case of fire than
^
they would ho in a two or three-storied building made of brick or stone. These weatherboard buildings 5 pg],^ jggg.
arc on the ground floor, and the patients could be taken out much quicker than they could be removed '
from a stone building, two or three stories high ; and although their consumption by fire might be more
rapid, tlie exit of the patients could be effected more speedily than from the second or third storey of a
brick building. I believe they are actually safer from fire than they would be in other structures.
10174!. AVould not some cases require two nurses to get them out—a case like Case If 0.15, for instance?
I can assure you there are few more active persons than Case No. 15; she would he out likealatnp-lighlcr.
10175. Uo you think, in case of fire, you would be able to get these patients out safely? Yes ; I think
they are safer in Bayview House than they would bo sleeping upstairs in another building.
1017G. If you had no night nurse, mi^ht not a fire burn for some considerable time before it was
discovered ? One can imagine all sorts of things. Yon might say the whole block of buildings could
burn down while the nurses are in No. 1 dining-room.
10177. Do you think the risk from fire has been minimised by not having a night-nurse ? I do not think
it has been increased, because there are nurses in fbe dormitories, and there is always somebody awake
with the toothache or headache or some other little trouble.
10178. Dr. Manning.} Are most of the cases in the single rooms chronic cases? Yes.
10170. Almost invariably ? Yes.
10180. Do you always have a night nurse for acute cases while the patients are in the acute stage of their
malady ? Yes.
10181. President.] How often do thc official visitors visit Bayview House? They make not fewer than
twelve visits annually.
10182. What is generally the length of time between their arrival at and departure from the institution?
I do not think the visits occupy less than half an hour, and frequently they occupy more than an hour
and a half.
10183. Do they go through all tho different departments ? Invariably they do.
10184. Do they always examine the books and records of the institution ? Yes, and very frequently they
hold private conversations with the patients.
10185. Have they, from time to time, recommended the making of improvements ? Yes.
10180. Can you give us a few examples of their recommendations ? I can scarcely call to mind any
special recommendation now. They are noted iu the report book. The last one was thc introduction of
the gas into the associated dormitories.
10187. Do you remember any other? Yes; they recommended the erection of thc new laundry and
kitchen.
10188. How many patients have been discharged from the institution on their recommendation? I think
one has been discharged, but not directly by the official visitors. 1 think one was discharged some years
ago at the request of Sir Alfred Boberts, and on that occasion the action for the discharge was taken by
myself. I do no think the official visitors have ever discharged a patient.
10189. When you have recorded patients as having been in seclusion have the official visitors seen these
patients and inquired particularly into the causes of seclusion ? I do not know that anything special
has been done in this direction. I think the matters have been spoken about, but not invariably.
10190. In cases of restraint have they paid any special attention to tho patients ? They have always had
an opportunity of seeing the record and the patients.
10191. Have they seen these patients and conversed with them? Yes.
10192. Have Ihey inquired into thc particulars connected with these eases? Yes.
10193. Do thc official visitors pay any special attention to the deaths in the institution? As a rule, all
deaths are noted in their reports. If a patient is in bed some statement is made in the report, giving the
reason for being in bed and thc name of thc malady.
10194. Having had a considerable amount of experience in this and other institutions, will you give the
Commission your ideas of the practical utility of these official visits—not tho official visits of the
Inspector-General of Insane, but the value of the official visitations made by Government visitors ? I
think the position they fill is a very useful one.
10195. Do you not say they have made but few recommendations for improvements in the buildings of
tho institution; and you cannot give us any idea of wbat they have done in regard to patients ? That is
because I do not remember. I havc no doubt they have made many recommendations.
10190. What is the special value of these official visitations, especially in the case brought so prominently
under our notice, which was brought under thc notice of public and private persons before tho ollioia!
visitors knew of it;—if you will tell us the value of these official visits I shall personally be much obliged;—
is it a mere question of oversight and supervision ? I do not think it is a mere question of oversight,
although I certainly think that it is one of the functions of the official visitors also to check the work of
the institution, aud see the patients. They havc no interest in the institution pecuniarily. Their
remuneration by thc State places them in quite an independent position. They have an opportunity
of seeing the patients and the patients’ friends, and full powers to investigate all complaints. If anything
is reported to them in connection with the management of the institution they have an opportunity of
ascertaining whether it is correct or not, and I think theso are advantages to the public. They see the
official books, and I do not think it would be a difficult matter for them to detect any irregularity in those
official books.
10197. Can you suggest to this Commission any way in whicli the duties of the official visitors may he
more satisfactorily performed than at present ? No ; I do not think I can.
10198. Do you think the system is perfection at present? I do not think anything is perfection, but I
think the system provides a fair and reasonable guarantee of the efficient management of institutions of
this kind. I do not think a too inquisitorial system of visitation would he beneficial. Gentlemen
experienced in this branch of work, visiting as frequently as they do, are able to ascertain whether a place
is properly carried on or not.
10199. Dr. Garran.} Generally speaking, do yon consider the examinations have been sufficient? I
:
think so.
10200. imagining yourself rogue enough to want fo conceal anyfhing from the official visitors, could you
do so ? T think it would be a very dangerous experiment to try.
10201.
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10201. Do you think it suflicicnfc oxnmination when the fact that Case No. 1 liad boon sleeping in that
room was not fonnd out fov months by the official visitors ? ] do not see what there was to find out. It
5 Feb i£95
HUL5Fws'no there was something dreiidful to find out. I do not see that there was anything wrong to
’’
find out.
10202. Did not Dr. Cox express astonishment and surprise that tlie fact was iiof reported, and do you not
flunk a vigorous examination would have resulted in its being discovered earlier ? I think if a medical
superintendent is fit to occupy his position he should have the full confidence of thc official visitors to
treat patients properly. It is difficult for me to realise anything remarkable about thc single-room
treatment, because 1. do not look upon it otherwise than in the light of ordinary treatment.
10203.. Is it an important part of treatment in cases of this kind ? It is au important part of treatment,
but it is recognised as part of ordinary treatment.
10201'. Whore a patient has been so long in a single room under this treatment, and especially a patient
like Case No. 1, would it not be a natural thing for the official visitors to inquire how he was getting on?
Well, perhaps it would : and I do not know hut what they did ask that question, but that would not imply
asking whether ho slept in a single-room at night or not.
10205. Did you, by evasion or otherwise, attempt to hide the fact that thc patient was sleeping in a singlo
room from the official visitors ? Certainly not. I should have no object in hiding it. The rooms aro
there for my use.
10206, Do you not think it would have been a proper thing for the visiting doctors to ask whether or no
single-room treatment had again become necessary m this patient’s case ? I should not have regarded it
as being remarkable if they had, any more than I regarded it as being remarkable that they did not.
10207. Do not special cases naturally lead up to special inquiries ? Tcs.
10208. Was not this a special ease? Well, I suppose it was.
10209. D uring tho whole period of your being at Bayview House have you had another case exactly like
it? No ; and I might say the same of every other case in thc house. His was a more marked case than
usual.
*'
10210. Was it a case more likely to necessitate single-room treatment? Tes; but single-room treatment
has not given rise to so much attention previously, and there is no special column in any of tho official
books for tho entry of patients sleeping in single rooms at night.
10211. Dr. Manning.'] It has been given in evidence that instruments of restraint—muffs—were used on
and removed from Case No, 15 and Case No. -32 without yonr knowledge;—is that true ? I do not
believe it was done.
10212. Iu these cases have you entries in your books of occasions wdien muffs were used ? Tes.
10213. Jn both cases is the use of restraint recorded? Tes,
10214. Wonld taking them off while the official visitors are there deceive these gentlemen ? No; because
the fact of restraint being used is always entered in the medical journal.
10215. Do yon take some of the patients to Narrabeeu for a change of air ? Tes.
10216, Do you always ask tho permission of their friends before doing so ? Tcs.
10217. Before they arc taken there do you also obtain leave from the Inspector-General of the Insane?
Tes.
10218. Have you occasionally taken patients to Manly for a change, and kept them there in a house
specially rented for the purpose ? Tes.
10219. President^] Do you wish to put in any additional papers for the use and information of the Com
.
mission? Tes; 1 hand m a list of accidents that have occurred at Bayview House from 1884 to 1893
inclusive ; a return showing the nature of accidents at Bayview House from 1881 to 1893 inclusive ; a
return shovving tlie average percentage of recoveries on admission and readmission ; the percentage of
patients relieved on admission and re-admission; thc average percentage of deaths on average numbers
resident; and tlie average percentage of those discharged either recovered or relieved, all for the ten
years 1884 to 1893 ; a list of names of patients who havc died at Bayview House during thc years 1890 to
1894, including cause of death and duration of illness ; a letter from the Hon. Edward Greville, M.L.C.,
relative to the probability of Dr. Tucker having visited Australia during 1894; a letter from Mr. E. Gannon,
solicitor, re Miss Macieod ; and two letters from the father of Case No. 12, and a drawing of tlie isolation
rooms on the male side of the institution. [Documents handed in, and marked Exhibits Jl, Kl, LI, Ml,
Nl, 03, PI, and Q1—Sec Appendix.']
[Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1895.
[27ifl Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office?^
present:—
The Hon. Slit AK.THUJ& 11ENWIOK, Knt., B.A., M.H., MX.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
I
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
Esq., M.D., IifSpncTOH-GENEiiAL of the |
JAMES SINCLAIR TATLOR McGOWEN,
Is sake.
|
Esq., M.L.A.
A. J. Vause, Esq., M.B. et C.M., re-examined:—
y)r10220. PresidentWc desire to ask you a few more questions in connection wilh this investigation, and
A, J. Vause. in the first place wc wisli to know if you have brought the rugs as requested on a former occasion ? 1 have.
----- -10221, Are they tlie kind of rugs used in your single rooms, and similar to those found in the room
15 Feb., 1895. occupied by Case No. 1, when Professor Anderson Stuart paid his visit to the asylum ? One of the rugs
I now produce was in the room on that morning, and tlie other is a new sample of a more modern article
of a kind in general use at Bayview House now for this particular purpose.
10222.
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10222. Of course the one used by Case No. 1 lias been cleaned, so that you do not produce it iu the same
condition as it was when seen by Professor Stuart ? Certainly, it has been washed the same as these rugs’
always are washed during the day after having been used at night.
10223. "With regard to the room itself, with the exception of having been cleaned, is it in exactly tho 15
same condition as it was on the morning it was inspected by Professor Stuart ? It is, with the exception
you make, precisely in the same state. There was a lining board that required painting, and 1 have not
even had that touched.
10224, Has anything at all been done in the way of repairing or altering the building in any shape or
form P Nothing at all, except that the outside has been lime-washed and whitened. 'The interior remains
exactly as it was.
10225, Have you done or tntd anything done to the floor ? Certainly not.
10226. Has the ventilation under thc floor been iu any way changed ? No.
10227. Have any additional windows been put in the room ? Certainly not.
10228. Dr. frarran.] Did you ever go to see Case No. 1 in this room after midnight? I think I have
done so, but 1 cannot be certain on that point. J! think, however, I have seen him at all hours through
out the night.
”
10229. Have you ever been present when he was taken out in the morning ? Tes ; before my illness,
but not since.
‘
10230. Can you remember bow often you have been present on those occasions? Occasionally; I did
not make any record of it when I did so.
10231. Do you think you have seen him removed half a dozen times ? STes.
10232. On these occasions did the room smell as foul as it did on thc morning of the 20th of May P
It would smell as bad sometimes; and, perhaps, at others, tbe patient had not been so dirty, and then
the offenive smell would not be so prominent.
10233. Was tbe odour on the morning of May 20th exceptionally bad ? No.
.
10234. In your previous experience of asylums for the insane in the mother country had you much
opportunity of seeing cases of acute mania ? Yes.
’
10235. Jn these asylums were you ever present at the first opening of the doors in the morning? I do
not know that I have been.
10236. Then can yon compare the rooms of acute maniacs you saw in the British institutions with those
at Bayview House? Not exactly in that way, perhaps. The cases I saw at that particular time
probably required single-room treatment in the daytime, or perhaps only for intervals of a few hours;
but I have seen single rooms in a dreadful state even in the daytime.
10237. As bad as your room was on the morning of May 20th? Yes, and a great deal worse. I
remember seeing a case at Morningsidc, where a man had a large abscess, and a linseed-meal poultice was
applied. He tore the dressings, and scattered tho poultice all over the room, the whole presenting a very
dreadful spectacle.
"
10238. Do you consider that the room occupied by Case No. 1 was exceptionally bad—in fact worse
than that of other patients of the same class ? I do not think there was anything very remarkable about
it. The room was in an average condition.
10239. When the patient first arrived at your institution was he dirty inhis habits? No.
10240. Did he develop dirty habits before be was removed from the ordinary room to the single room ?
Yes; but he was not remeved from the upstairs room because of his dirty habits altogether, but because,
ho was so very noisy and excited.
10241. When he was placed in the upper room was lie worse in his condition of excitement ? He was
still very excited.
10242. Dor what reason ? He knew lie was surrounded by people, and that had a tendency to increase
his excitement.
10243. Had the companionship of other people a had effect upon the patient ? Yes,
10241. Was separation good for him ? Yes.
10245, Was there any window in the room upstairs through which he could havc fallen? I had a
certain amount of doubt of that window, but it was fixed up as well as we could fix it; I think ho might
have wrenched off the internal protection, but he could not have damaged himself by falling out without
breaking tho iunor shutters. It was not as strong as it might have been, and it was partly on this
account that I removed thc patient to the stronger room below.
*
10246, Was the cubical capacity of this room equal to that of the isolation room in the court-yard? No ;
I think it is considerably less.
10247. Talking of the proximity of attendants;—it has been stated by Doherty in evidence that the
patient became very irritated by anyone looking at him ;—is that the case ? Yes ; he was always irritated "
when under observation like this.
10248. Do you believe that a person being in the outside room would have irritated him ? Certainly.
10249. Do yon think that an attendant, by looking through tbe observation hole in the door,'caused
him irritation ? I feci sure it did; in fact, as far a? I recollect, he actually expressed his objection to
anyone being in the room, ‘
10250. Even his attendant? Yes, or anybody.
10251. It is an important point on. which I want you to be clear, and I ask you now, why did you move
the patient from ono room to tlie other? My great reason was to obtain greater isolation, because this
isolation was calculated, in my mind, to reduce the excitement and to induce sleep.
10252. How long was he in an excited state before it was necessary to remove him to the isolation room
in the yard ? I do not know exactly, but I think the excitement gradually increased. I think he spent
tho whole of the winter in thc larger dormitory. I know we had a fire there, and that he would get up
and walk about.. Then he became more excited and I, considering tbe larger room unsafe for him,
strengthened the inner and smaller room for his occupation.
10253, Did he use the outer room as his day-room ? Yes, to a certain extent. He was not very steady
on his feet, and when he could get down stairs he used the downstairs room as a day-room. He used
both rooms as a day-room more or less. He was for several weeks downstairs and several weeks upstairs,
according to his condition.
10254. AVas there any difficulty in getting him up and down stairs, owing to physical weakness? Yes;
it was on that account he was downstairs. I would have preferred managing him upstairs if I could
have done so.
10255.
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1025;’). Looking bade on the case, have vou any doubt of the wisdom in removing Case No. 1 from the
’ipstnirs room to the single room ? Not thc slightest.
'
15 Feb 18C6
Wfmhl you havc done the same to your own brother if you had him under your care? Most
■
’’ ^ * undoubtedly.
10257. Up to the time of tlie patieut leaving Bayview House was he out and about every day ? Tes; he
was out every day for some months.
”
10258. The reason I ask you this is because we have it in evidence that after his removal to Callan Park it
was four months before they could get him dressed ? The excitemeut then must evidently Lave increased.
10259. Do you attribute tho increase in his excitement to his removal from one institution to the other ?
Tes.
10260. "W'as it only at night that tlie excitement developed itself in such a marked degree iu the patient?
Tes, mainly, so lar as my experience with him is concerned.
10261. 'Were his periods of excitement generally after 5 o’clock in tlie evening? Tes.
10202. Was he a special case in that respect ? I do not think so. He was particularly noisy at night
and would not keep in bed, and he was fairly quiet in the daytime.
10263. At the time he left Bayview House do you think he was improving in his condition ? I think he
was improving,
“
I.0261. What was there to indicate the improvement ? I think there was a slight indication of greater
tranquility than there had been, formerly in his case.
10265. At the time Copley left your employ had you any fault to find with him as an attendant ? No.
10266. Did he leave at your wish ? Certainly not, and I was sorry to lose him.
10267. Did he make any complaint to you before leaving ? Not the slightest.
10268, Did he mention in any way that he thought the patient had not been properly treated ? Not
the slightest.
1 1 J
10269. Did you ever see him after he left? No.
102/0. Did you know at the time he left your institution he was going to South Africa ? I heard some
thing about it.
10271. Had you anything to do with his leaving for South Africa ? No.
102/2. irom the manner in which Mackenzie refers to him, it implies that Coplev might have given similar
evidence if he had been heredo you know if he could ? I don’t know how he could.
10273. Mackenzie, in his evidence, said the patient was not a dirty patient, but owing to not having tho
use of a utensil, lie dirtied the room; he would then walk about, and the room being quite dark lie
might fall m the filthis there the slightest justification for this witness to make such a statement?
Absolutely and certainly not.
10274. Do you dispute Mackenzie’s evidence on this point ? Most decidedly.
10275 Mr. McGowen.'] I n the event of patients developing dirty habits, was the fact entered in the case
book ? Tes ; as a rule, I think it was.
10276. How long before Case No. 1 was removed to Callan Park did be develop dirty habits ? 1 think
seven or eight months.
"
10277 Therefore, were the official visitors made aware of the fact that he had developed dirty habits ? I
i no“o
1 dl(i nofc ma.ke k a sPecial Point of telling them that be had.
*
Tnovo Wi • ) 'vas cntere(* *n tke case-book would they be able to see it? Tes ; certainly.
J.U27.J. U hat is the usual hour for taking the patients out of the single room in the morning''? It varies
according to the nature of the ease. I think between 7 and 8 o’clock,
10280. Do you have different hours for different patients ? It depends upon the ease and the kind of
wmoi eWCTlonc1ed; There is no fixed rule. We are guided to a largo extent by circumstances.
1U2SL. Jt you had kept the patieut in tlie upstairs room would it have beeu possible for an attendant to
have been so close to him as to have kept him under supervision ? Tes.
10282. Do you think it was a wise thing to keep him under constant attention ? Oh, yes ; I think I kept
possible suPervislon t ie -hole time; but my one object was to avoid annoying the patient as much as
102S3. President.] Tould it have been equally convenient to have had a personal attendant constantly
on duty f it would have been more convenient for me, and it was ou that account I did everything I
could to keep him upstairs, until circumstances told me it would he injudicious to do so any longer. Before
he was removed from the upstairs room he had an attendant sleepingm the next room. In this respect;
J had to be guided entirely by tlie varying conditions of the case. Prom Callan Park you have had evidence
that it was better tor the patient for an attendant not to be in too close proximity. We also know that
temporary improvement is incidental to his case. He has improved before; he will probably bare another
relapse, and will improve again.
“
10284. Do you not think he w
sitting during the night
it would probably be too
_ _____
night when I had an attendant watching over him with instructions to see or hear him every two hours or
wnmiever necessary in the meantime.
102S5. Do you not think his removal to Callan Park was conducive to his improvement there ? I do not
think so.
10286 Judging by effects? I have treated him without this constant supervision with equally as good,
it not bettor, results He never was m such an exhausted state at Callan Park as he was when lie came
to Bayview Mouse. VS hen first at Bayview House he was as near death as he possibly could be. lie
recovered, however, while there, and I certainly did not have his room-door open with an attendant con
stantly watching him. 1 do not say it is treatment I should condemn, hut I say that my treatment is
equally as good. I also think that treatment might, to some extent, allay the state of feeling which
would be likely to arise in the minds of people who do not, perhaps, understand what is best in the treat
ment ot insane patients.
10287. Tou stated in the early part of your examination that you take attendants who have not had
previous experience, and prefer to tram them for yourself? Tes.
P'lr'T1
US why three <>£ y°vir attendants who knew something about the patient’s affair left
your establishment soon after it became prominently known—1 mean “ Mick ” and “ Pat,” and Copley ?
These
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These attendants loft under ordinary conditions ns far as I know, and I did not ask them to go. They
j^yauge
left of their own accord, and I can say I was cross with one for giving me notice. With one of the men you *_ "
‘
name I had some words for giving me notice. He, however, said he was very sorry, hut he had other ^
jggg_
■work to do, and wished me to let him go. I had no other alternative than to comply with his request.
'
Mackenzie I discharged for reasons already esplained. Copley left me on friendly terms, hut why, I do
not know.
102S9. Did the other two men assign any reason ? No.
10290. Were these two men others ? I do not think so.
10291, What is the average time attendants and nurses remain in your employ ? I cannot tell you that.
10292, Especially after training them, I mean? I do not know; I have had nurses from four,eight, nine,
ten, and twelve years. If they mean staying, they generally stay a long time. If they mean to go, they
generally go early, If they once get accustomed to the place they generally stay on for years.
10293. Was the percentage of attendants leaving you during the last seven months from the removal of
Case No. 1 greater than heretofore ? Last year the percentage was much greater than ever before.
10294. Can you inform the Commission whether any fresh directions have been issued to you by the
Inspector-G-eneral of Insane since the statements in regard to Case No. I were published in regard to the
entries in the medical journal of patients being placed in the single rooms at ni^ht? I do not think I
have received any official instructions on this point; I have beard something of a suggestion to enter the
names of patients sleeping in single rooms under the heading of “ general observations,” but not under the
heading of “ seclusion.” That was a suggestion made, 1 think, by myself, and approved by the InspectorG-eneral.
_
10295, When did you first practise that mode of entry ? Only after tbo occurrence to which attention
has been made.
,
10296. Was that rule a new departure ? Tcs.
10297. Is it lo a large extent opposed to the practice adopted elsewhere? 1 think so.
10298. What induced you to suggest it? I do not think I actually suggested it. I think I made an
entry on this subject under “general observations.” It was approved, and then it was suggested to carry
on the same course in future.
10299. Do you now carry on the plan systematically ? Tes.
10300. Do you now produce samples of the rugs used in the isolation rooms, at Bayview House? Yes ;
there are two. The smaller one, unlined at present, is one of the three rugs found in the room after it
had been vacated by the patient, on the morning of 20th May. The other is a new blanket-lined rug, of
the kind generally used at Bayview House by patients under single-room treatment.
'Those canvas rugs were spread on the board-room floor, and examined and measured by members of
the Commission. The one unlined, but showing signs of having previously had a blanket square
stitched on the inner side, with pieces of blanketing still adhering, measured 5 feet 9 inches long
by 3 feet 9 inches wide. The ordinary and unused rug, fully lined with blanket, was 5 feet 9
inches long by 5 feet wide.]
{Examination confinueiP^
10301. PresuhnL~] Do those rugs that you have brought to us to-day represent in a general way the kind
of rugs used in the treatment of Case No. 1 ? Yes.
,
10302. Do you positively identify the one now minus lining as being one of those seen in the isolation
room by Professor Stuart on the 20th May ? Yes.
10303. Is that the rug which measures 5 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 9 inches ? Yes.
10304. Were the other two rugs similar in size? Yes.
10305. Can those other two canvas rugs be produced now ? No; they have been torn up or worn out by now.
10306. Arc you satisfied that they were equally large, and as sufficient in warmth for covering purposes
as the one produced ? Yes.
10307. Dr, QarrctnJ] Supposing tbo patient had picked off the blanket lining of one or two of these rugs,
do you think the three unlined pieces of canvas were sufficient to keep the patient warm at night ? Yes;
more than sufficient.
10308. Are two of these unlined rugs sufficient for this purpose ? Tes.
10309. Would one be sufficient ? Well, hardly; I should prefer two. In all probability, if the blanket
was not picked off, lie would have two.
10310. Do you think throe, with the blanket torn off, would supply the place of two, with the blanket
still on ? Yes.
10311. Was the number supplied left to the attendant, or was it done under your observation? I gave
general instructions to keep this patient warm ; but I did not see what rugs the attendants gave him.
10312. iVrc you satisfied that when you saw this patient from time to time that he was kept warm ? Yes.
10313. Supposing he became exhausted at night, and required milk or cocoa, and the night-attendant,
owing to oversleeping himself, or other neglect, failed to give this nourishment, could you tell by the state
of the patient in the morning that he had been so neglected? I think I should speedily bo able to notice
the result of neglect, and especially continued neglect, of that kind. Of course I could not tell if he had
received a cup of tea or cocoa in tho night; hut still there was no reason why he should not have it
whenever necessary. It would be but a common act of humanity on the part of the attendants to look
after patients in this way ; and judging by tho condition of the patient, and the general character of tho
attendant, I cannot suppose he was neglected in this respect.
10314. Was it left to the patient to ask for nourishment ? I think, as a rule, the attendants asked the
patients. As a rule, they take nourishment of this kind to them. Sometimes they might take one thing
and the patient will ask for another. Say he was given tea, he might ask for cocoa or something else, and
when ho was taking food ho would got whatever he asked for.
10315. Do you not state on the 19th of May you inspected the isolation room on the male side? Yes.
10316. Are you quite certain on that point ? Yes ; 1 am perfectly sure about it.
10317. Lid you hear the evidence of Professor Anderson Stuart when he said that he smelt stale urine in
the room, and that the room itself could not have been sweet ? I did ; and I say in contradiction that tho
room has always been sweet and clean. It is exactly in the same state now as it was then, except that it has
not been used of late. I have always visited the single rooms daily, and have never known them to be
otherwise than quite sweet.
10318. Are you perfectly certain on the point that this room was sweet on the morning in question ;—I
mean that there was no stale smell caused by neglect in cleaning ? Yes; I am positive that this room
was sweet on this and everv other morning after it was washed out.
10319.
207—2 Q
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10319. Do you say so, even though Professor Anderson Stuart saye at tho same time just as positively
I can oniy say emphatically that it was.
10320. Did you inspect this room day after day for a week previous to Professor Stuart’s visit? Tes ; I
visited the room every day, and I say again it was always sweet.
’
10321. Was it O’Brien’s duty to he on watch during the night of 19th May and the early morning of
20th May ? Tes ; I think it was.
10322. How was it he did not seem to he out and about when, this party made their visit ? I do not know
how it was he did not see them immediately on their arrival, When first I saw him in the morning he
■was with the patient.
10323. Would the fact that he was in a room that had no window facing the courtyard account for it in
any way ? It might.
10324. Would it ho possible for people to come into that yard without a night attendant in the room
seeing them ? Tes.
10325. President.'] Wc understand, Dr. Vause, that reports are in circulation to the effect that persons
have been invited to give favourable evidence before this Commission in reference to your institution, and
that they have been offered compensation for so doing;—do you know anything of such offers having been
made ? Certainly not,
10326. Have you taken any part in any matter of that kind ? I have not.
10327. If it has been said that it would be to the interest of certain persons to give evidence favourable
to your institution and its management, would such things have been said without your knowledge and
consent ? Certainly they have.
10328. Personally, I have heard remarks to this effect, and I want you to give a satisfactory denial of
anything of the kind if you cau ? All I can say is that, as far as I am concerned, such statements are
utterly untrue.
[Witness withdrew.]

■A. J. Yause. that it was not sweet ?
■15 Feb,, 1895.

FRIDAY, 1 MAROH, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Seere.tanfs Office, atM a.m.]
present:1—
The Hon. Sra AHTHITH REXWICK, Kt., B.A., M.D., H.L.C., President.
PKEDEEIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Ikstecxor-Gbseral of
Insane.

the

ANDREW GAP RAN, Esq., LD.D.
JAMES SIN CL AIK TAYLOR McCO WEN,
Esq., M.L.A.

Professor Anderson Stuart re-examined :—
10329. President.] Tho Commission has recalled you for' the purpose of asking certain questions in
connection with tho evidence you gave on a former occasion, and more particularly some questions in
Stuart.
regard to the dormitory, or sleeping place, in which Case No. 1 was kept. I know some members
of the Commission wish to ask you questions on the general subject. The first point I would direct
1 Mar., 1895. y0UI. attention to is bow long did your visit, as far us the single room was eoucerned, last on the morning
of the 20th of May ? I really do not know how long it lasted. My commission was an extremely limited
one. I was not told to make a report upon the place such as I would have made in tho course of a sanitary
inspection, neither was 1 requested to report on Case No. 1 from a medical point of view, or to inquire
into the treatment of the ease medically. All I was told to do was to see whether the report of the story
connected with this ease to the Colonial Secretary, and through him indirectly to me, was a true statement
of the circumstances, Erom that you will see that the time required to verify a story of that sort would
be short, because I was not called upon to make a detailed description, nor to get the history of the case;
so that my stay may have been somewhat brier, but it was by no means a hurried, visit. My stay was
quite sufficiently long for the purpose I had in view.
10330. The reason 1 ask you this question js that we have had a statement from Dr. Vause to the effect
that there was some misunderstanding on your part in regard to the particular evidence you gave in
connection with the attendance on Case No. 1 in this room. You stated that Dr. Vause said the patient
was put in the room and was not visited by any attendant between 10 at night and when he was taken out
at 7 o’clock in the morning. Upon this point Dr. Vause said that your visit was of such a hurried
character that there was no time for any explanation of this kind, and that there must have been some
misunderstanding on your part as to what Dr. Vause really said ou this occasion? I entirely and
specifically deny that it was a hnrricd inspection. It was a deliberate inspection, and I was careful in
adhering to facts when stating what I saw.
10331. But do you not see the importance of this question ? I am going to add something. Dr. Vause,
on the occasion of my visit, took matters extremely quietly; be had every possible opportunity of making
any statement he liked, hut Dr. Vause, on every occasion I have soon him, said very little, and appeared
to me to be an exceedingly silent man. I have only seen him on three occasions, and he always struck mo
as being particularly silent. Therefore his not saying much at Bayview House on tho morning of my visit
on 20th May did not strike me as anything extraordinary.
10332. Did you not, at the request of the Commission, pay a second visit to Bayview House for the pur
pose of ascertaining if there was any difference in the building’now, as compared with it when you saw it
on the 20th of May under different circumstances ? 1 think I had better divide the answer to that question.
Eirst there is the structure itself, and I do not see any difference in it structurally. But on the second
occasion I made my visit about ] 1 o’clock in the forenoon on a bright sunny day. I found the door, I
think, about half open, and fixed so, J saw a window high in the wall open, and the whole place was
deluged with air and sunshine. This was a very different set of circumstances from when I saw it on the
first occasion. The first time I saw it was at the end of the night after the place had been actually
occupied by a patient who had not the use of a utensil, whereas the second visit was in the forenoon after
the place had been thoroughly ventilated, and had not been used, therefore the difference was very
manifest. On the first occasion the room was a stinking den, not fit to keep a dog in, and on the second
occasion
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occasion it was sweet and wholesome. On the second occasion I examined the floor carefully, and found frofcnnor
that it was made of ordinary unprepared wood. It was not painted nor impregnated with any material
to make it impervious, but it was ordinary wood which had shrunk a good deal. At the joining the hoards ^_
had been tongued and grooved, but owing to the shrinking, the tongue had come away from the groove, I'jjar, iggg,
leaving a space, and this space was tilled with dust and sand. Tho result of this parting of the boards
■ "'
was that fluid excreta could find their way through the boards into the floor. I put my open knife into
the division between the boards, and that blade (an ordinary penknife produced} 1 pushed into the groove.
It can ho easily imagined that owing to the wood being unprepared the liquid excreta would soak into it,
and if could only be washed wiih water imperfectly. Another result would be that this room, if used
night after night, would be difficult to wash and get dry in tho time from when it was vacated in the
morning until it -was used again the next night. One, therefore, can easily understand a foul odour
arising from decomposed excreta, an odour I experienced and distinctly remember. I maintain that my
statement is entirely supported by the patient's son, who told me he wont there at 31 o’clock in tho
forenoon of the morning on which the patient was removed, saw that the room had been washed out, that
the floor was very wet, and that there was an abommablc stench. On the second occasion that 1 visited
tho place there were none of these surrounding circumstances.
10833. Had you such experience in regard to cases similar to that of this patient, and their treatment in
single rooms, as to know whether the conditions you saw on that morning were such as frequently occur
in eases of this kind, under similar circumstances, in all institutions for the insane ? In reply to that
question, 1 can say that T foresaw the possibility of having to make comparisons, and on the very day I
visited Case Ho. 1,1 went to Callan Park and vas shown over that institution, or the single rooms of that
institution, by Dr. Dlaxland. Tho difference between his single rooms and the room I saw at Bayview
House was comparatively that of a palace to a den. The rooms at Callan Park were pure and wholesome
and sweet. There may have been some slight smell, but nothing much, especially as the patients using
tho room were of the same character as Case Ho. 1 was. Bogarding the distinctive smell of the urine of
these patients, I can say I have made a good deal of inquiry on this point, and I can say the odour I
smelled in that room was an entirely different smell to that of fresh urine. It was the smell of decom
posing urine—a rotten foul smell of decomposed matter coming from a wooden floor,
10331. Do you not think it is possible for a distinct smell of what you call decomposed urine to be passed
by a patient under certain maniacal conditions, and it has been suggested that the urine of Case Ho. 1
was in this condition P "When the question was put to me previously I was not in a position to say much
about it, hut I have made inquiries since, and as far as I can ascertain the urine of this patient was not in
that condition up to the time of which I speak. I may say hero to the members of this Commission, that
when making inquiries eoncerniug Bayview House, the patient and his treatment, and in so doing, only
performing my duty, I have been subjected to all sorts of petty persecutions.
30333. What are these persecutions to which you refer. I may add that tho Commissioners will defend
their witnesses from any persecution to which they may he subjected ? Your Commission cannot defend
me in this respect. The persecutions to which I am subjected are of a social nature. One gentleman
with whom I was extremely friendly before this Bayview House affair has now cut me dead, simply
because I did my duty, and obeyed the instructions of my Ministerial chief. When I first met this
’
gentleman, who is a Member of tho Tipper House, after T had made my inspection and report he passed
me by, and .! said to myself, u Surely be did not see me."’ 3 met him a second time, and on the second
occasion he cut me dead. 1 said to myself, “ This seems very strange."’ I spoke to a friend of mine, who
said he considered this gentleman did not sec me, or something of that sort. I met, this gentleman again,
and again ho cut me. This time I stopped the gentleman in question, and said to him, “Mr.------,
why won’t you recognise mo now P” He turned shortly round and said. “I think you should not have
gone to Bayview House.” 1 said, in replv, “ J was sent by my Ministerial chief. Itwas my first duty to
obey that command.” He said, “I would have seen them in blades before I would have gone.” I said,
“ That is very curious, and it is not my notion of discipline. My notion of discipline is to obey orders
first. Good morning.” That is a typo of the treatment l am receiving now. It is a kind of persecution
that is difficultto describe, but all the same it in very real.
10330. President} Have you any idea of the cubic contents of the room at Bayview House ? T can only
speak after having measured it with my foot. It is about 12 feet by 8 in floor surface, and judging by
my own height, I should say it is about 13 or 14 feet liigh.
10337. Have you been to Callan Park and seen the single rooms there P Yes,
10338. Are the cubic contents of those at Callan Park greater or less than those at Bayview House ? I
do not know, but I should think they are about the same.
10339. We have it in evidence that it is greater at Bayview House than at the Government institutions P
1 have nol made any exact calculation, but I should say they need to be.
10340. Have you anything to say about the window in that room ? I think the words I used in my
report were that there were no means of ventilation or lighting, I must ask you to bear in mind tho
circumstances of this visit. It was made at a very early hour in the morning before it was properly
daylight, and only the door of the room was opened. You must know that if you look into a room with
only the door open, especially a small room with a high ceiling, iho other part of the room is absolutely
dark ; and on lookiug round the room on the morning of the 20th of May I saw no window, and none of
the party saw auy window. Of course, when I went to the room the other day I saw that the wall
contained one small window, which, I may add, was totally insufficient as a means of lighting the room.
The size of that window is no more than is necessary for ventillation, and. instead of regarding it as a means
of lighting the room it cannot be regarded as anything more than a mere accessory to the moans of
ventilation.
103-11. We have been told in evidence that if the night was cold this window was shut, and if it were
warm it was open;—would that be the case? All I can say is that if it is shut it keeps out the light
more effectually in the morning. I must ask you to remember that this night was a very cold night, and
that the room is situated on land ; in fact the whole institution is on the edge of a swamp—a very cold
place. All I can say is that 1 did not see the window, which is wrorkcd from the outside by a rope. I
never saw that before.
10312. Did you examine tho ventilation of the room ? Yes.
.
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10343. "Was there any ventilation under the floor? Tes; there were some ventilating bricks.
10344. Do you consider that the ventilation was satisfactory ? It was not.
_
103441. With regard to the contents of the room, did you not say that the sole contents were lying upon
1 Mur. IftQS the floor, and consisted of a-mattress, three pieces of a coarse canvas cloth, all in a filthy condition? Tes,
I counted them myself.
_
_
10345. Do you think if yon saw these three pieces of canvas cloth washed that you could identify them ?
Wo, I do not think I could identify them now, because having been washed would make a great difference.
10346. Do you know anything about the size of that canvas cloth ? Tes.
_
_
10347. Do you think if we were to show you one of the rugs you could toll us if it was anything like the
size of those you saw on the morning in question. We have had such different evidence regarding the
size of these pieces of canvas cloth, as you call them ; but do you think you could identify one if it was
placed before you ? I am under the impression that I should have some idea of the size.
[Two rugs were produced, one of which had been identified by Dr, Yause as one of tho three seen by
Professor Stuart in the room on the 20th of May, and another unused rag, blanket-lined, which
was said to be a fair sample of those now used in the single rooms for patients of this class at
Bayview House. Professor Stuart examined both rugs, and described how he saw tho canvas
coverings on the occasion of his visit to Bayview House.]
10348. Do you think the rug without the blanket-lining was one of tho three pieces of coarse canvas cloth
you saw when you paid your first visit? It seems to me that this is slightly bigger than the pieces I saw.
Of course you must remember that the light on that occasion was not good. The pieces of canvas were
foul and stank. I picked them up with my thumb and finger, saying “ one, two, and three.” They stank
beyond description. The tick of the mattress was in the same condition, and from the top I felt the straw
and found that it was hard and matted.
10349. When you were before the Commission on a previous occasion, did you not say that the floor of
this room could be made to slant slightly, and that it might he of asphalt? No, I did not recommend
that it should he of asphalt.
10350. If you will turn to question No. 60 you will see that you were asked if urine could pass through
the cracks in the floor to the ground underneath. Tou replied that you should think so. Ton were then
asked if this could not he remedied, and your reply was “ Tes, you could put down a floor and fill up the
seams, or, as 1 said before, it might he of asphalt ” ? That is not what I said. I said nothing of the kind.
If I am reported to have said it, the report is inaccurate.
_
10351. Dr. Garran.'] I understood you to say that, and when I asked you this question on a former
occasion it was from memory I asked it, for I had not then seen the printed evidence. I understood you
to recommend that you would use an alphalt floor in preference to ihe wooden one ; in fact you said the
floor could be made to slant slightly, or that it might be of asphalt ? I certainly did not mean it then.
10352. In question 58 I asked you if there were any means by which this odour could be removed, and as
far as I.remember you said in reply, “ 3 think so, the floor could be made to slant slightly, and it of wood
it could be impregnated with paraflin oil or many other things. The floor might be of asphalt; it should
certainly not be allowed to get into the state it was, and a little trouble might make it comparatively
sweet”? I never said one word about paraffin oil; I said paraflin. It would be absolutely absurd to
recommend the use of paraflin oil for the purpose of impregnating the floor.
10353. Then does it amount to this: that you do not recommend asphalt floors ? No, I do not, because
they would be too cold.
_
.10354. Do you then, in regard to your evidence as previously given, desire to alter the suggestion that
these floors should he of asphalt? Certainly; I never said that they should be.
10355. Do you suggest now that these floors should not hoof asphalt ? I do.
10356. Why then did you suggest that they should be of asphalt on a former occasion? I was only
speaking then of asphalt in regard to the question of odour, and if you read this evidence over, winch I
now see for the first time, you will see that the whole of the questions have a distinct hearing on this
matter of odour. I said that asphalt would be suitable, because it would make an impervious floor,
meaning that to apply to the prevention of foul odours arising. I never intended to say that asphalt
floors were best for single rooms.
I suggested in a general way without having reference to this
particular room, but on the other hand as a preventive of the continuance of foul odours.
10357. In question 60, when you were asked could not this be remedied, you say, “ Yes, you could put
down a floor and fill up the seams, or as I said before, it might bo of asphalt.” What do you mean by
“it”? The floor.
10358. And that is what you deny now ? -----'
10359. President^ Am I to understand that when you said to the Commission that the odour could be
removed, you wished to convey that it might he done by treating the wooden floor by paraffin or asphalt?
Tes, in a general way I said that.
10360. Did you mean to state that the floor of this cell should he covered with asphalt ? No ; it would
be too cold. I should recommend an impregnation of paraffin.
10361. Tour object of course being, as far as possible, to keep the room clean and sweet ? Certainly.
10362. When you visited Callan Park did you see the rooms in their ordinary condition as they are in
the day-time ? No ; I saw them with patients in them.
10363. Atwhat time of the day? Three o’clock in the afternoon, hut after the rooms had been occupied
for some time.
’
.. .... 10364. Did you visit Callan Park, or see the patients in the single rooms early in the morning, after
"' ’ having been confined there all night ? No; I thought of doing that; still, on second consideration, I did
uot think it was my business.
10365. We have had it in evidence, both from the attendants at Callan Park and other sources, that the
single rooms there after having been used all night by patients of this class, arc in much the same condition
■■ asa*; as you found the single room at Bayview House on the 20th May ;—do you think that is possible ? I do
not believe it, I cannot imagine such a thing.
10366. But we have had evidence to this effect from not only the attendants at Callan Park, butfrom the
Medical Superintendent at that institution ? I do not care. I do not believe it. 1 myself saw ■
Case No. 1 and his room at Bayview House. Those at Callan Park did not see him there. They
did not see this place at that particular time, and if you were to bring down a cloud of angels with
statements to the contrary, it would uot alter my opinion. I know what I saw on that occasion, and I
have
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have seen from tho short notices appearing in the Press from time to time who have been examined by ^j^son
this Commission. Their evidence does not shake me in my opinion.
Stuart
10367. Do you not know that these gentlemen, especially the Medical Superintendents of the public
institutions, are placed in positions of great responsibility j that one of them, at all events, has had this i Mar., 1895,
particular case under his care for a considerable period; and that they have been specially trained for the
purpose of dealing with and treating patients of this kind ; and yet you give no weight to the evidence of
these gentlemen as given before the Commission? But I can say this, they did not see Case No. 1 in
this room on that particular morning, and they, therefore, could not know of the surrounding circum
stances.
10368. Are you not aware that some of them, at all events, have seen him in similar conditions at Callan
Park? They did not see him that morning at Bayview House any more than I have seen him at Callan
Park, and, therefore, 1 stand to my opinion and by my statements made in reference to that occasion.
10369. Dr. G-arran.'] In a question asked by Dr. Manning, No. SG, rvhen asked what actual experience
you had had in the treatment of insane patients, you are reported to have said, “ I was born in oue, and
bred and brought up in two of the largest asylums in the world. I intended to have made a study of
insanity, but 1 changed my mind. I have been, however, an inspector of asylums in various parts of tho
world, and have been in many Australian institutions of a similar nature?” I never said anything of the
sort. It is utterly untrue to say I was born in one—why, it is absurd. 'Why, I was born in a town near
to a large asylum.
"
10370. Ton said you were born and bred in two as a matter of fact ? I said nothing of the kind.
10371. You said you were born and bred and brought up in two of the largest asylums in the world, and
that you intended to have made a study of insanity? The report is altogether incorrect. To say that I
was born in an asylum, or that I was an inspector of asylums in various parts of the world is altogether
wrong.
10372. Have you ever been an official inspector ? Certainly not.
10873. Dr. Manning.'] I remember Professor Stuart using the term, but I considered that he had merely
inspected asylums as a visitor aud not as an official.
10374'. President.] I understood you to say that you had been an inspector of asylums, hut not in the
performance of official duties ? 1 said I had visited asylums in various parts of the world, but to say that
I was born in one and bred and brought up in two, and that I had been an inspector of asylums is
ridiculous.
10374^. Mr. McGowen.] I took a note of it at the time, before having seen the evidence. That is what I
. understood you to say,
10375. Dr. Garran.] As a matter of fact you said you were born and bred in two ? Well, then, why docs
the report say that 1 was bom in one ? You see there are three statements. The report says I was born
in one, you say I said I was bom in two, and I say I said nothing of the kind.
10376. Dr. Manning.] 1 think you said it, and I know you said you had intended to have made a study
of insanity hut changed your mind. I took it that you said you had seen several asylums, but I did not
understand that you had been an official inspector.
"
10377. Dr. Garran.] I certainly was under the impression that you said you were horn in an asylum, and
from early life were acquainted with institutions for the insane ? I was born veryr near to two, with
both of which I was perfectly familiar from my earliest days. I paid frequent visits to asylums as an
undergraduate, as a student, and in my early graduate days,,and then when travelling extensively over the
European continent 1 always made it a point of visiting the asylums.
10378. Have you given auy special study to insanity? No; 1 intended to have studied insanity but
I changed my mind. I have read up the subject, and have frequently paid visits to asylums.
10379. In the course of your visitation have you ever been present at the opening of a single-room door
early in the morning when a patient in an acute stage of mania, after having occupied the room all night,
has been taken out for Ins bath ? No.
10380. Was your visit to Bayview House tho first occasion on which you had seen a patient removed
.
early in the morning after having occupied a single room during the previous night ? Tes.
10381. Have you paid any special attention to the treatment, of patients sutfering from acute mania ?
No ; not beyond the ordinary study.
10382. So far as yon have read and studied this sub ject, do you approve of putting this particular class
of patient into single rooms at night ? Tes; it is necessary treatment.
103S3. Is that quite unavoidable ? Tcs ; it is universally done.
10384. President.] Is that done to avoid recourse to mechanical restraint ? Yes. The custom used to
be to place those patients in strait-jackets aud muffs, but I believe it is abandoned now.
10385. On account of using the single rooms ? Tes.
10386. Do you believe in using as little restraint as possible, and that the great object in the treatment of
these patients is to keep down the irritation and secure as much sleep as possible ? Yes; I believe that
is the proper treatment.
10387. Does it not follow, as a matter of course, that yon should remove everything from the room with
which the patient could damage himself ? Y’es.
"
'
10388. Would not that make it an extremely comfortless room? I should say by no means would I
make it comfortless, for that would be a mistake. I think the room shoujd contain an india-rubber
utensil, and all sources of danger could be removed without making the room extremely comfortless.
10389. Mr. McGowen.] Wonld you give these patients a bed on the floor ? Tes.
10390. What would you make it of ? Clean straw, in a tick.
10391. What would you use as bed-covering ? I would give them rugs and night-clothing in sufficient
quanlity to keep them warm and comfortable.
’
10392. Would you put sheets in rooms with this class of patient? No; I think such patients would
probably tear them up.
10393. Would you give them blankets? No ; they would tear them up. The rugs I refer to arc what
you might call blanket-cum-canvas, or two layers of canvas with a blanket between. I had some of this
kind shown to me at Callan Bark.
*
10394., We have had it in evidence that the rugs you saw at Bayview House had had the blanket picked
off them by Case No. 1 himself, who disliked the blankets;—did you notice if there had been any
blankets
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'blankets on tlie three pieces of rough canvas you saw and. counted on the morning of vour visit? I did
not :ll0^ce riny W-Tukct there.
“
1039.5. In the short time it took you to pick up the canvas nigs and drop them might you have seen the
blanket if there had been any ? 1 did not see anything of the sort.
1039G. Did yon notice any stitching on tho canvas ? 1 did not see any.
10397. In the absence of the blanket, supposing it bad been torn out, would those three pieces of canvas
and pyjamas have been sufficient covering for the patient ? Even with pyjamas 1 question whether they
would. 1 saw' no pyjamas. I felt the body and legs of the patient to see what clothing ho bad on, aud I
felt nothing more than tiic three garments I mentioned—a Haimel shirt, a woollen, jacket, and trousers.
10398-9. "We have it in evidence from the attendants who removed Case jS’o. 1 that he had on pyjama
trousers and singlet when thei' entered the room, aud that they put the day-clothes you saw him wearing
over his pyjamas before tailing him across the yard ? If they did that those attendants should have
been dismissed on the spot. The three rugs and the mattress lying upon the floor were befouled and
filthy beyond description. There were excreta and urine on the floor. And do you mean to tell me,
that finding a patient in these conditions with his pyjamas on, that these articles could be clean and dry
and in such a condition, that clean clothes could be put on over them;—do you believe that possible ?
1 do not.
lOtOO. What, then, was your impression regarding the patient before the attendants put his day-clothes
on ? My impression is, that he was in that room absolutely naked.
104<0.l. Were you sent to Bayview House to ascertain the conditions and surroundings of tho case ?
I was told to see if certain statements set in circulation in reference to this patient were true or not.
10402. When you saw the attendant taking the patient to Ins bath could you not have followed and have
seen him undressed ? I did not consider it was my business to do so.
10403. Do you not think it was part of your business to see the condition in which his body was ? It wras
my business to see that certain statements made in reference to his alleged maltreatment were true or
untrue.
10401. But was not a part of the story in circulation that the patient was put naked in this room ?
Perhaps so. But one is not always as wise before as after the event. I paid my visit to Bayview House
fully disbelieving tbe story I had heard. At the time I made tho discoveries I did. I was, so to speak,
knocked over by the smells and the horrible condition of the room. Before I saw it I did not believe
one word of it. and I told everybody so.
10405. Do you not say in your evidence that you were under the impression that this patient was being
taken to a cold bath, and did you form that impression from something yon had heard ? I was told that .
he said he was cold and did not want a bath. So far as I recollect, that is the substance of what I heard.
Tou may take my report, which was written about three hours after I saw the patient, as a true statement
of what I saw. Whatever I wrote in my report I saw there that morning.
104(H). Tou have a distinct impression that the patient was to have a cold bath, but you say yon did not
see him bathed, and do not know whether the water used was worm or not ? Ho. It was enough for me
to sec that tbe statements made with reference to his sleeping-room were substantially true,
10407. Ton stated previously that your impression was that the patient was shivering, and that it was
due to cold? I do not think I stated that in my report. In writing my report I strove to plainly
relate my actual experiences and to avoid all inferences. Tou will find that there is not one inference
there.
_
10408. Take question 71, where you are asked, “ Do you know anything about the patient having a cold
bath r” Tou answered, “ I only heard something to that effect.” Then turn to questions 92 and 93 ;
you were asked, “ Did he look cold?” and you answered, “ Tes ; lie did.” Then you were asked, Was
ho shivering?” and you answered, “Tes.” Does not shivering in this instance mean that the patient
was cold ? Well, perhaps it w'ould have been better to say that the patient was shaking.
10409. Dr. Vause says emphatically that the patient was shaking on this occasion, but that his movement
was nothing more than the muscular tremor arising from his affliction;—was it your impression that he
was shivering from cold? If a man did shiver from cold in the circumstances surrounding him on that
morning, he would only do what I should have expected him to do.
10410. But still might not his shaking have been the muscular tremor of paralysis? Tes. I said he was
cold; and he said he was cold, and he shook as if he was cold,
10411. We have it in evidence that he never had a cold bath during the whole time he was at the
institution ? And a very good thing for him too, for he could not have been made clean with cold water,
10412. Pretirlmt^ Are you quite sure he used tho words, “ I do not want a cold bath ?” I do not know
whether he did or not; but 1 do not think you will find such words in my official report.
10413. But we have it in evidence that when crossing tho yard he used those very words to the attendants
and others? I do not know whclher he did or not, for I was not there when ho was taken from the room
across tbe yard. I saw him first as lenteral the lavatory by one door and he entered it by another.
10414. Dr. Garran.} Dr. \ arise told the Commissioners that you were not in his company on the premises
at Bayview7 House on May the 20th for more than ten minutes, and that you were not in the single room
across the courtyard for more than two minutes on this occasion;—what have you to say to that statement ?
1 was in that room a good deal longer than that, aud saw quite as much as I desired to see.
10415. Still yon did not appear to minutely notice several matters relative to ventilation and other details
you saw on your second visit ? No, I did not in the darkness of the room and the morning.
10416. Do you not say that you bad not been to Callan Park early in tbe morning to see wret and dirty
patients in the single rooms after having been kept in them all night? No; I have not.
10417. Therefore yon cannot compare these rooms at Callan Park, as seen tho first thing in the morning,
with the room as you saw it early in the morning at Bayview House? No ; just as little as the Callan
Park authorities can compare their rooms with that at Bayview House which they have not seen.
10418. Why cannot they make this comparison? Because they have not seen tho room at Bayview in
the condition 1 saw it on my visit.
10419. But is not the patient exactly the same patient at Callan Park as he was at Bayview House?
Tcs ; lie is the same patient, but under different circumstances.
10420. What are tbe different circumstances;—is not tbe treatment the same ? I do not believe it is.
10421,
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10121. Js not tho single room similar in every respect ? I do not think the one at Callan Park is as high,
consoipjontly there is better ventilation.
10i22. But is not height supposed to be a factor in rooms of ibis class, and we have evidence to say that
when these rooms were tmilt, twenty years ago, special attention was given to this question of height ? 1
You can have too much height. To secure efficient ventilation ihere should be a true relation between
height and floor space.
101-23. In answering questions 63 and 69 you say, in reference to the rugs in the room, that they were
three pieces of hard canvas—not sufficient covering to keep a man warm at night;—do you think those
pieces of canvas were too hard for this particular patient to tear? I think it was a good deal too hard
for this patient’s use.
10121. Would you recommend the use of softer canvas? It is a difficult thing for mo to say. At all
events, T would recommend the use of something in this room at night that would keep him warm.
10125. Wouhl you, noth a patient having destructive tendencies, make his rugs just hard enough to prevent
him tearing them to pieces ? There is a wide difference between hardness and strength. I would
endeavour to make them strong enough to resist his attempts to tear them up.
10126. How could you regulate the degree of coarseness in this canvas ? That does not follow, audit is a
subject upon which one cannot express an opinion. What I said about these pieces of canvas was, that
they were throe pieces of coarse canvas cloth, wet and foul, and not sufficient covering for any man.
10127. Do you not say that the stink from these rugs was abominable ? Yes, I do.
10428. And yet you tell the Commissioners this morning that you made inquiries, and ascertained that
tho patient was not a specially dirty patient? I should say that he was not up to the time I made the
inquiries.
10429. Do you say that the same smell would go into the floors as you distinguished in the rugs ? Yes.
10430. We have it most positively stated that this room was properly cleaned every day—that the smell
was taken out before the patient was put in at night ? 1 do not believe it was possible; a rug and a
room saturated with fresh urine would not stink as those did on the morning of my visit, I am certain
of 1 here having been a distinct smell of stale urine.
30-131. Arc you not aware that these rugs are specially treated in tho laundry, and that the visiting
doctors inspect these rugs and these rooms every time they go round the institution ? Yes; but how
often do they make their visits ?
10432. They go at least once a month, and yet they, after malting inquiries, have not notified any
complaints of this character ? I cannot tell anything about what they see on their visits; I only saw
what was there when I made my own inspection.
10133. Do 1 understand you to say that you infer from the state of the room on the morning of your
visit that it could not usually have been properly cleaned ? Yea.
10434. Wo, on (he contrary, have most positive evidence from Dr. Yauso and Senior-attendant Doherty
ihat it was not only the fixed rule that this room should be well scrubbed out every day, but that it was
visited by 33r. Yause, who said he was in the buildings every day after it was cleaned, and swore most
positively that there was no urinous smell arising from the floor;—what have you to say to that ? Then
you have the two men’s word for it, I swear that there was a stale urinous smell.
10435. You state your opinion that the floor became impregnated with urine, and that the stale smell
arising was the result? Quite so.
10136. And that you sawr tbe room on the second occasion in tbe daylight and sunlight, and after it had
not been used for some time ? Yes, and it was clean at the time.
10437. We have it in evidence that this room was thoroughly eleanod by being scrubbed every day after
it was vacated by tho patient, and that it was fit for use again at night ? Yes ; and the patient’s son told
me that when he saw tbe room after it was washed out,, aud ho saw it at 11 o'clock in the morning when
it bad been vacated at 7, that it stank abominably.
10438. On what day was this ? On the very day I visited it. I was in that room between 6 and 7 in
the morning, and at 13 am. on the same day the patient's son went to tho institution, saw the room, the
floor of which was wet, and he said it smelled abominably.
10139. Tiny general tenor of the evidence on tbe other side is that this room was properly scrubbed out
every morning, and that all the smell had gone by 11 o’clock in tbe day? I am not so sure about that
being reliable. You cannot take a brush and scrub an unprepared wooden floor clean after it has been
used and fouled in the manner I saw. There is ample time for liquid filth to soak into these boards
between 7 in the evening and 6 in the morning, and it would take a good deal of washing to get this out.
10410. Mackenzie, a hostile witness, who was an atteudant at Bayview House, and subsequently discharged,
said it was his duty to scrub tbe floor of this room, aud he, although one of the most hostile witnesses
examined by the Commission, said he always scrubbed it thoroughly? It is not likely that this man
would tel! the Commissioners that he scamped his work.
10-141. Mackenzie stated that, as a rule, ho scrubbed this room out every day in obedience to instructions,
and that he could not get the smell out of the place, although ho cleaned it as well as be could? Yes ;
that is very likely. I should think the same would happen to the rugs if they were not washed properly.
10442. On the other hand, the other attendants say this room was uniformly well scrubbed out every
day ; that it became sweet and lit for occupation every night; that it received more daylight and sunlight
than tbe single rooms at Callan Park ; and that the floor dries quicker than the floors at Callan Park;—
do you think tbe room at Bayview House, being detached from the main building instead of being in a
corridor, makes it more airy ? Yes ; tbe air and light; get ail round the building.
10413. Do you think it is so well ventilated that you would keep tbe shutter down if you desired to keep
tbo room warm ? Ho.
~
30444. Would you open that window in the winter time ? That is whore yon are between tbe “ deviland
the deep sea.” 3f you open the window for ventilation, you would lower the temperature, and if you
close the shutter, you keep out the light.
10145. In answer to question 55, do you not say you had almost to force your way in, and yet, on tho
other band, Dr. "Vause says ho is positive he used no resistance of any kind towards you or your party?
Yes, that is quite so, as far as Dr. Vause is concerned.
10446. Then why do you say you had almost to force your way iu ? That implies to the impediments put
in my way by the attendants before I saw Dr. Yause. When I first arrived at the place I opened the
gate
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Professor
and entered the grounds and saw no one. Then a nightsoil porter, I think, came along wheeling
Anderson a harrow, and I asked him who was in charge, and he said, “The head attendant”; then I said where
shall I find him, and he replied,Hound there to the left.” We went round to the left, but it was a
1 Mar. 189a l°no linie before we sawT anyone at all, and then the head attendant appeared, and he evidently had been
’
roused from his bed. "When he first came I do not remember what he said. I do not know that he was
uncivil exactly. I told him the nature of my business and my authority for being there. He then took
us to the office and the bell was rung. Nobody came for about twenty minutes, when a maid servant
arrived. In the meantime I had asked him to take my card to Hr. Vause, but he would not. The maid
servant took my card to Hr, Vause, wrho shortly afterwards appeared and conveyed mo to the lavatory
where we first saw the patient.
_
.
10-147. "Was there any direct resistance on the part of the attendant ? He said he was in charge, and his
"
instructions were that no one could see any patient without tbe authority of Hr. Valise.^
10448. Was it his duty to call Hr. Vause to you? I should think so, but we had to wait nearly an hour,
or from 0 o’clock till a quarter to 7 before we saw Hr. Vause.
_
_
_
_
10449. Hid Dr. Vause, when you saw him, offer any resistance or hesitancy in complying with your
request ? Not the slightest, and when I spoke of having to almost force myself in I was referring to the
attendants and the delay prior to seeing Dr. Vause.
10450. Now, returning to the asphalting of the floor, am I to understand that you would make the floor
as impervious as yon could by putting asphalt in the cracks, so as to prevent liquid matter soaking through
to the ground beneath ? I wonld do the best I could to make the floor impervious; X do not say that 1
recommend a solid asphalt floor, but I would make it impervious. '
10451. Do you say that with a little trouble a floor of that kind could be kept sweet and clean ? In
answering that; as a general question, I should say it would bo possible with a little trouble to keep
single-room floors sweet and clean, but, in the first place, what sort of floor must one have to keep clean ?
10452. Well, for instance, would you condemn a wooden floor ? No, not if properly made and impregnated.
10453. Do you think a floor of ordinary colonial hardwood is sufficient and suitable ? No,not if unprepared.
10454. In what way would you prepare a floor? I should first have a floor properly made aud go over
the seams with marine glue ; and caulk the seams exactly as I would tlie deck of a ship. I should then
sprinkle it over with paraffin, and then go over tlie whole surface with a hot iron.
_
_
10455. Have you prepared any single-room floor in this way? No; but I have had the dissecting-room
at the Sydney University so treated.
_
...
10456. Have you tested it with urine and fseces ? No : but I think bits of decomposing bodies are just
as bad in odour. With urine I never did make a test, but, if properly done, I think such a floor would
be effective.
_
10457. As you have not seen Callan Park single rooms early in the morning when first opened, do you
think yon can make a fair comparison between them and the room you saw at Hayview House? Just as
fair as the people from Callan Park can make between their rooms and the two at Bayview which they
have uot seen when first opened in the morning. In this examinafion, if I may be allowed to express an
opinion, I think you are going into details which wore beyond the scope of my inquiry. I was not
instructed to make, neither did I make, inquiries into tbe medical treatment of the insane, and I think it
is too much to expect me to answer questions of this nature off-hand without having made inquiries. _
1045S, President.] We regard you as a gentleman holding a high position, a man of great medical
knowledge, a Professor of Physiology at the University, and we desire to know from you if you have
noticed any alterations or any improvements in the building you designated as a stable-like outhouse,
since you made your former examination : I do not think that is an unnecessary detail ? I do not think it
is fair to me, in my capacity, to expect that I should have a complete knowledge of details of everything
connected with the patient and his treatment. If I had desired to ascertain these details of treatment I
might have sent one of the G-overnment medical officers to make inquiries, but I certainly did not think of
making them myself, or going beyond the instructions I received. Vou will see from my report that I
studiously avoided going too much into detail. I merely adhered to a strict relation of facts as I saw them.
10459. I do not think 1 have asked you any questions of unnecessary detail;—did you not say you smelled
a stale urinous odour, which must have been of long standing ? I said, and I say now, that 1 smelled a
distinct smell which could not have been fresh urine.
10460. Ho you not say that tbo building itself appeared to have been a stable ? I say1 it presents the
aspect of a stable. It looks as if it had formerly been a stable and converted into its present condition.
It is in outline what yon would expect a stable to be.
_
_
10461. it/)-. M.eQ-otoen.'\ Supposing you had possessed considerable experience as a medical superintendent
of a lunatic asylum, rvould that fact have been any material assistance to you, on tho morning of May the
20th, when making your inspection, as to the condition of the room ? lb would only have been so by
enabling me to compare the condition with other rooms when opened in the morning ; that is all.
10462, Would it have assisted you or made you better qualified to state whether it was in an extremely
filthy condition ? No; I could only arrive at exactly that conclusion with experience or without it.
10463. Having said that on your second visit the boards in the floor are divided one from the other to
such an extent that you could put your knife between the tongues and grooves, do you think this wonld
be a fit room to put a sane person in to sleep ; I mean from a sanitary point of view ? Well, it.would not;
be first-class accommodation.
10464. Irom a sanitary point of view, would it be a healthy place in which to put a sane person to sleep,
judging from tbe state it wras in on the 20th of May ? No, 1 do not think it wT0uld be; and, of course, if
not fit for a sane person it is not fit to be used by an insane patient.
10465. Are you positive that urine and other fluid matter could soak into the ground between the boards
of this floor ? Yes.
10466. Ho you believe that with any amount of ordinary scrubbing the smell could be removed from the
floor? If the room w'as occupied every night by a clirly patient for six or seven months, I do not sec,
with the floors continually getting into tbe condition in which I saw, it could be kept sweet and clean.
10467. Are you still positive that you did not see any utensil in this room? I am positive that I
enumerated in my report, and so did other visitors, all that we saw in the room on that occasion. I did
not see any utensil, and if there was one in the room I do not think it could have escaped observation.
10468. "Were there any fragments of clothing or bedding on the floor or in the room other than the three
pieces of canvas-cloth ? No.
10469.
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[Witness withdrew.]

Edinund Sager, Esq., re-examined : —
'074p
-D’d yo«, in complying with the request made by this Commission, and in company v q
with Professor Anderson btuart, pay a second visit of inspection to the isolated room in the courtyard on
nio-al^m 0 Ut Bay™W Heuse ? Yes, 1 did, on Monday last.
couityard on
JbJ
-ld y°r fi^on11-!
7tbis Tm’ as fiomParod wiih i*B condition when you saw it early on
the morning of the 20th of May ? I was able to see something differeiit. because o/myTecond viJt 5
10496r°Bid whafvnn^1 obserVod more Jan 1 saw-in the early morning light on the 20th of Mav.
,P‘+i- dn ^ ■
nrr°m‘ SCC011d visit modify your views in respect to the evidence you nave
befoie this Commission on a former occasion ? 1 think the only mis-statement I made when gmn/my
first evidence was that I said I saw no window, or that there was no window in that roomS On the
mit J fpVISTl,L77,ni w,ndo'r blSk ;n the. wal]- COV0red by a sliding shutter, which is manipulated from the
outside. 3 his window could not have been open when I was there previously ; I am sure of that I d,d
not observe the shutter or any woodwork when X was there on the 20th of Mav
207—2 E
^‘
10X97.
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E. Sager,Esq, 10497. On tlie occasion of your first visit do you remember how long you were in that room, or m the
,—a—-n vicinity of that room F I think we were in the yard for about a quarter of an hour when one or the
1 Mar., 1895. p.lrty ^ to me, “ That is the stable,” I understanding .it to be tbe room m which the patient was. U e
waited there about a quarter of an hour, when an attendant came. _
10498 After you had roused Dr. Vause aud returned in the direction of this yard, did you seeOase JNo. 1
taken out of that room ? No, we did not see him taken out; wc first saw him iu the lavatory, immediately
after he had been removed from the room.
.
. .
,
10499. 'When you went into that room with Professor Stuart, how long were you occupied m making the
observations of details which you supplied in your previous evidence ? I should say about ten minutes ;
perhkps not ten minutes, but we were fully ten minutes in the room and near it
5 mu
,
10500. Amongst other things, did you see three pieces of canvas on the floor of this room P Ihere were
two or three pieces. I think I said there were two.
.
10501. Have vou any idea of the size of these pieces of canvas, or, in other words, supposing we were to
show you one of the pieces which is said to have been on the floor on that occasion, do you think you
could identify it? If it is near the same size, I do not think I could identify it.
10502. If you will look behind you you will see the piece of canvas to which I refer ? [ Witness examining
the piece of canvas.] Tes ; I think that is about the size of the pieces that were on the floor. _
10508. AVe have it in sworn evidence that this was one of the rugs in the room on that occasion , Ir it
is it is quite a diflerent colour now.
10504. Yes, it has been washed since ;—hut were the others you saw much about the same size f 1. think
there were only two pieces of canvas on the floor.
.
.
10505. We know there were three, and were they all about the size of the one you have ]ust; examined r
I think they were rather smaller. The one I have just seen looks rather larger than those I saw on the
20th May.
r
1 .
.
10506. Does it seem to you to be about the same size as the others ? 1 am not quite certain.
10507. Mr. McGowen.'} Do you think the pieces of canvas you saw on the 20th of May were smaller
than the piece now spread upon the floor ? It is a long time ago. I cannot rementber definitely, but my
idea is that the pieces I saw on that occasion were smaller than the piece now before me.
[Witness withdrew.]
'

TUESDAY, 12 MARGE, 1895.
\_The Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Ohicf Secretary s Office.}
Ijcerrrnt:—

The Hon. Sir ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.H., M.L.C., President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
Esq., M.D., Inspector*General of
Insane.

the

ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
.TAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq,, M.L.A.

Dr. Vause was in attendance, to hear evidence and examine witnesses on his own behalf.
Charles E. Jeanneret, Esq., reswom and rc-exainined:—
0. E.
10508. President.} We recall you, Mr. Jeanneret, to ask a few additional questions in reference to BayJeanneret, view Asylum, and your association with the charges made against its management? I should like to
exphiiu the reason of my long absence. I saw by the newspapers that I was expected to be here and give
---------- ■ further evidence. I must point out that I received no official intimation before I left Sydney announcing
12 Mar., 1895. that j ^ wanted j had i,uginegs which called me to the Richmond River, and I came back as soon as J
could. Immediately after my arrival here I communicated with your secretary, and informed him of my
return, and that I was ready and willing to give whatever evidence was required of me which it was m my
power to give.
jv
1 1 -1
10509. In the course of this investigation it has been said in evidence that you have been offered a bribe,
or something tantamount to that, if you would cease your action iu regard to Bayview Asylum ; is it
true that any offer of any kind has been made to you, in the hope of getting you to cease action as a
Member of Parliament after yon had moved the adjournment ot the House in regard to this subject.
There is some foundation for that statement, but no direct offer^ was made to me, I was, however,
approached bv a person at Parliament House, who said someone desired to see me. I had never seen min
before, but he was pointed out to me as being Mr. Toung, the accountant at Bayview House. He desired
to be introduced to me through a mutual acquaintance, but I declined to bo introduced. The matter was
thrust upon me, and naturally I asked the reason and object of the proposed introduction. The gentleman
told me that Mr. Young wanted to explain certain matters in connection with Bayview House; m fact,
that he wanted a conversation with me on this subject, I said, in reply, “ I know' nothing myself more
than I stated to the House,” and that I could not hold any conversation with any person connected with
Bayview Asylum about the affairs of that place. This gentleman, however, strongly pressed upon me to
he introduced to Mr. Young, but I declined. The person whom I have named followed me down
Macquarie-street, along King-street, aud my friend said, “ He wants to see you to know if you
prevent things going any further, for if you could, it would he worth a thousand pounds to you.
I
told mv friend that I could not do anything in the matter: that is all that took place. I never spoke
to this’mdividual myself, and I do not mind giving you the name of the gentleman with whom I had the
conversation. That gentleman's name is Mr. A. F, Twine, a friend of mine from the western district.
I have never spoken to him since on this subject, and I do not know whether he will like me mentioning
it to you at all.
10510. Did Mr. Young himself make you any definite offer? Mr. Young never spoke to me at all.
10511. Did the suggestion, then, come" indirectly from him through Mr. Twine ? Yes ; Mr. Twine made
the suggestion. 1 could not say that Mr. Twine was authorised by Mr. Young to make auy such offer.
10512. Did you know Mr. Twine before this occurrence ? I had known him for a month or two before.
10513. Had you a good opinion of his character ? I had.
10514.
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10514;. Did you really think that there was something behind this suggested offer? I could not doubt
C. E.
but what there was. You know how things of that sort are said. It was said in such a way as to lead JeMmercfc,
mo to believe there was a good deal of money in it, and that probably I could got a thousand pounds if
I stayed my proceedings.
10515. Do you think be must have thought that you could be tempted by an offer of this kind?
ar’’ 1 '
Probably ho did. As a matter of fact I know that people are tempted that way; but 1 am happy to say
that I have never been so tempted yet.
10516. Mr. McGowen~\ Do you say that Young has approached you in Parliament buildings ? He camo
up there for the purpose of seeing me. so I was told.
10517. "Was Mr. IVine there then? Yes.
10518. Did he ask you to see Young ? lie did.
10519. For what ostensible purpose? ffo explain matters in connection with Bayview Asylum.
10520. 'When you wme going down Macquarie-street, did both Young and Twine walk with you? I
think I was walking with Twine, and that Young followed.
"
10521. When Young was following down, could you see him ? Not while he was following, but just at
the intersection of the street with the tram-line, IToung came up and spoke to the person with me, and
called him back.
1C522. And then did Twine tell yon clearly that Young wanted an interview ? Yes; he told me that on
several occasions.
10523. On the same nighi. ? Yes.
10524. Did he toll you that Young particularly wanted to see you ? Yes,
10525. Did he tell you who Young was ? Yes; he told me ho was the accountant at Bayview House;
in fact, 1 am not quite certain whether it was Twine or Gearey who told me Young was accountant at
Bayview.
‘
10526. Was Gearey with you ? Gearey was there at the same time.
' 10527. With you in the street ? Yes; I believe Gearey was with us.
10528. Did Gearey hear Twine make this offer to you ? I do not think so, hut I believe it was Gearey
who told me that Young was accountant at Bayview House.
10529. Are you fully satisfied that Twine said to you there was a thousand pounds iu it if you took no
further action ? Yes.
.
10530. Coming to the statement you made in tho House, did vou not say, from 3rour own personal
knowledge, you knew the charges you made to be true ;—had you any personal knowledge concerning the
information you gave us ? Yes, 1 had. Before I made that statement I perfectly satisfied myself of tho
correctness ot the information given to me.
10531. How did you satisfy yourself upon this point? I accompanied Mr. * * * lo tho Health Office,
and I there saw Mr. Sager and, I believe, Professor Stuart, and I had in my possession tlie report made
by Gearey to Professor Anderson Stuart.
10532. Did you see anyone else who gave you information? Not up to the time that 1 moved tho
adjournment of the House—not as to the treatment of the patients in the asylum.
10533, After you moved tlie adjournment of the House did you get information? Immediately after I did.
10534. Where did you get it from ? 1 received letters from several people, and I was spoken to by
several people. 1 was spoken to by one or two gentlemen in the Town Hall after a meeting held there.
One or two gentlemen spoke to me about matters that came within their knowledge in regard to tlie
institution, and the statements made to me led me to think more seriously of the whole matter than 1 did
before 1 said what I said in tlie House.
10535. Did you get any information from nurses or attendants, or from patients or anyone who had
been patients at Bayview.House ? From only one paticut, and from one or two friends of patients.
10536. Have you any objection to telling us what tho patients said ? Unless 1 am compelled, I will not
say what one patient said to me. I prefer not to name the patient unless eoirqielied to do so, because
1 promised that I would not, disclose the name. 1 promised that 1 would not disclose the name without
the consent of the patient. I have not received that consent.
10537. Frcsidcni] Is this patient at present in Bayview House ? No; it is a patient who is discharged*
cured.
10538. Mr. McGowen-.^ IIow did you become acquainted with this patient? 1 first received an anonymous
letter which 1 handed to Dr. Manning, and ho said he knew the writing. Immediately after receiving that
*
letter I received a second duly signed telling me that a mistake had been made in writing to me anony
mously, and expressing a wish that the name should not he disclosed. I then went to Dr. Manning and
asked for the letter. I called upon the patient, who made a statement to me, and evidently took a vory
great interest in what was going ou at the asylum. Gratitude was expressed to the authorities for what
had been done in this particular case, but at the same time it was hoped by this patient that I would
proceed with what I was doing, as it was really in the interests of humanity that an inquiry should be
made into tho management, not so much on account of this particular patient, but on behalf of other
unfortunate people who were still there. 1 was told by this patient that women were dragged by the
hair of tlie heads across the yard, that they were treated in a very rough manner, and that there were
circumstances which could not be explained to me; aud that the lavatory arrangements were such as no
woman could be expected to submit to. A lady sent word to me of certain tilings in the institution ; one
or two wrote lo mo; in fact ] got so many letters that I put them on oue side, not cousiderinf it my
business to make an inquiry, but the duty of tho Government. T have lost the run of those letters, I
saw the cousin of Case No. 34, too, and she made a statement as to the way in which a relative was treated
there. 1 tried io see a lady who had written to me who had asked me to keep her informed as to what was
going on. I intended to ask this lady to give evidence, aud waited the whole of one evening at her
residence in the hope of seeing her, but the next day j was informed that, she hud left tlie Colony. She
expressed a strong desire, that justice should be done, and J wrote and asked her to give evidence. She
wrote buck and said that she had consulted her medical adviser, who told her she had hotter not
attend this Commission. T did not think that was sufficient reason, and called at her lodging in the hope
oi persuading her to give evidence. After waiting a considerable time she failed to come, and 1
subsequently learned that she had departed from tho Colony,
30539. Do you know who the medical adviser was? She mentioned the name to me in her letter, but I
have forgotten it.
'
10540.
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10540, "Was it Dr. Crago ? Tes; it was Dr. Crago, I remember now.
_
10541. Did that anonymous letter you received contain inferences similar in effect to the statement you
> 'i.. made on the floor of the House ? Tes. generally speaking.
12M
16542. As soon as you received it did you give it to Dr. Manning ? I did.
ar-i °* 10543. And do you say that he at once recognised the handwriting ? He did not there and then, but he
told mo afterwards that he did.
_
10544. Did he tell you before you received another letter from the lady with her name attached that he
recognised the handwriting ? He told me when I asked him to give me the letter back, which was after I
]>ad received the letter containing the signature.
...
j.j
10545. In the second letter did the writer retract anything she had said in the first? Ho, she did not.
She merely said she had been told that she had made a mistake in writing to me anonymously.
1054G. Did she tell you who told her this ? Ho ; she simply said that some friend had told her shehad
made amistake in writing anonymously, and that it was her duty to apologise at once aud give me her name.
10547. Do you not say that amongst the various complaints made by this lady she said the lavatory
arrangements were not suitable and were not what they ought to he? Tes.
10548 Do you mind explaining what that means ? She did not explain exactly what she meant. 1
cannot tell you what was meant, but it was evidently something that should not he allowed.
lOodl). Were you satisfied before moving the adjournment of the House that there was a considerable
amount of truth in what had been stated to you ? I felt convinced there was from the statements made
to me. My informant was Gearey, who told me a lot of things, and 1 thought 1 had ample confirmation
from this lady and another lady, and there were gentlemen who mentioned certain things to me.
10550. Did these gentlemen appear to know anything? Tes, two or three gentlemen spoke to me about
it, two of them at the Town Hall, and others, whose names I forget, in the street. There is one thing I
should like to say here in reference to that building, 1 have no doubt it was a stable, for I have heard
that when Bayview House was a school the place was a stable, and that it was built for a stable and used
as a stable. If there is any doubt on this point, I shall be able to get proof of my statement that tho
place was built originally as a stable when the whole building was a school.
.
10351. Did you not stale on the floor of the House that yon claimed no privilege to shield you in making
these statements, and that you were prepared to make the same statements outside ? Yes, 1 said so then,
and I say so now.
10552. Have you seen much of Gearey ? Tes.
_
10558. Has he made any complaint to you with regard to the action of this Commission ? Yes ; he says
that either he or I should have been permitted to bo present here, as the charges made by mo were based
upon his information ; his reputation being at stake and my reputation being at stake, he maintained that
either one or the other should have been represented here throughout this inquiry. He urged me to
take some steps in this direction. I said that I had full confidence in the integrity of the Commission.
Still Gearey maintained that either he or myself, who made the charges, should be allowed an equal
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses called for the defence as Dr. Yause had to cross-examine witnesses
brought to support the charges.
10554. What proof have you got that this building was used for a stable and built for a stable ? _ I can
bring evidence to prove that it was a stable and used as a stable in connection with this place originally,
10555. Dr. Garran.] Did you not say in the House that you knew certain things of your own knowledge
—I mean that you knew of your own knowledge that the charges you made were true ? Yes ; 1 knew tho
information 1 got concerning them was correct. That, I think, I can call my personal knowledge.
10G5G. Do you not regard personal knowledge as being a personal acquaintance with the facts as repre
sented by you ? I regard it as personal knowledge when this information was placed in my possession.
10557. Do you mean to say that without having seen the place itself ? Tes.
1055S. Take the question of the stable ;—have you ever seen it? Ho ; I have never been there.
10559, How then can you say you have a personal knowledge that it was a stable ? Because if ] did not
seo it Professor Anderson Stuart did, and he reported that it was a stable-like building, and Gearey said
it was a stable.
_
^
105G0. If you were taken out to the place, do you think you could point out where Case Ho, 1 slept ? 1
do not know that I could.
_
.
10561. How then do you know that this building was a stable ? I have the best authority that it was a
stable. I can prove that it was.
_
10562. Does not all that yon know come from other people ; or, in other words, is not your knowledge from
hearsay source ? Tes. aud I maintain that that is my personal knowledge. I do not think it is necessary'
for me to go and see the place, when I believe I have correct information from others who have seen it,
10563. Do you mean that what somebody else saw and told you is sufficient to warrant you in saying you
know such and such a thing of your personal knowledge? I am confident 1 can prove that this was a
stable, if that is necessary.
_
10564. Do you consider that bringing somebody' else to prove tbis statement is sufficient to warrant you
in saying you knew of your personal knowledge that it was a stable? 1 can bring a person to prove that
it was. A gentleman who knew it to bo such when he was a youth, and the old asylum buildings were
used as a school.
10565. President.] Did tho gentleman who informed you about it being a stable do so on the strength of
knowing it as a stable when be was a youth? Yes.
10566. Do you not think it is possible that in the number of years between now and then, aud tho
various changes that have been made in the buildings and their surroundings, that two or three places
may have been built and used as stables ? Perhaps so; but 1 think I could prove this from the plans.
10567. But suppose we produce tbe architect who drew these plans and erected the building, and he
says it was designed for the special purposes of an isolation room, what would you say to that? I
should like to take that architect down there, and ask him to point out tbe building.
10508. Do you say that you have no personal knowledge on tins point, except what was told you by a
gentleman who says that he remembers this building being used as a stable when he was a youth and
Bayview House w'as a school ? Tes ; and if there is anything in that point 1 can produce this gentleman
to go out and identify the building.
10569. But what do you say if we produce tho architect who designed it and superintended its erection ?
I should like to have him here, and question him on that point,
105/0.
Jeanneret,
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10570. Tou have _mentioned Gearey’s name, and as he is a witness from whom both you and the Commission have received a considerable amount of information, we should like to know who Mr. Gearey is,
and what has been his relations with you; for instance, we know that Mr. Gearey is an inspector under
the City Corporation, and what we would like to hear from you is whether he has ever had any political
relationship to you ? He was a constituent of mine in Cowra, where ho was at that time a storekeeper.
He was secretary or president of the Freetrade Association there, and that is how I became acquainted
with him at Cowra. He was a strong supporter of mine in that electorate; ho afterwards became
connected with the City of Sydney Corporation.
10o71. Was Gearey at any time a political agent for you? No; lie was never a paid agent in auy shape
or form. He was connected with the political association in my electorate.
10572. Was he a supporter of yours ? Tcs; ho was a supporter.
10573. Was he occasionally a canvasser? No; he was either secretary or president to the Freetrade
Association, and one of my prominent constituents.
'
10574, Mr. McGowen.] Do you not say you have certain evidence in your possession by which you can
verify the assertion that this place was a stable ; if so, why did not you send or give that information to
tlie Commissioners? I was not asked for the information. My principal informant has been before the
Commission and made his statement; he could have given the names of all these persons; he knows them
all, and I was not the prosecutor in the case ; I do uot think it was my duty to hunt up witnesses for tho
Commission.
10575. President.] Do you think that you did vour duty as far as was necessary under the circumstances ^
I Ibink so.
'
‘
1057G. Did you not sec that the Commmissioners specifically advertised in the daily newspapers, asking
anjone and everyone to appear here and give all the information in their possession upon this subject?
Tcs ; but I did not know that my duty compelled me lo do anything further than what I have already
done.
10577. Dr. Vause.] Deferring^to the statements about Touug, did you over see Toung? Oh, yes.
10578. Would you know him if you saw him again ? Tea.
1057{>. Did ho ever speak to you ? Not that 1 know of.
10580. Did you give Gearey the report which was placed on the Table of the House ? I did.
10581. May I ask you how you obtained possession of those papers? 1 obtained tho papers by having
copies of them made at my own expense,
I0o82. How did you obtain possesion of the original before these copies were made ? They were placed
on tho lable of the House for the information of Members. Asa member, 1 had access to them, and had
them typewritten iu the House, and paid for that typewriting being done.
10583. Is it not a fact that these documents were supplied for private information to Members of the
Legislative Assembly ? No ; they were laid on the Table of the House, and then thov became public
documents.
“
10584. Afr. McGowen.] 'When documents of this land are laid on the Table, oven though they are not
ordered to be printed, they are accessible to Members of the House. They are public documents as far
as tho Members are concerned as soon as they are laid on the Table.
10.)85. Dr. Vause.] 1 endeavoured to see the nature of those documents, and was informed that tho
intormation was for the Members of tbo House only, and that 1 could not see it.
10586. President.] Hut you were not a Member, and, perhaps you had no friend at court who could take
you into tho House, or the precincts os the House, and let you see it.
10587. Can yon give us the name of the person who can prove that this building was built for, and used
as a stable . I cannot at the moment, but I think 1 could give it you either this evening or to-morrow,
10588.
McGowen.] Can you give us the address of Mr. A. F. Twine, who approached yon in this
matter ? I think a letter addressed to Enheld wonld find him. I have not seen him myself for a month.
1 have never seen him frequently.
105S9. Dr. Garran.] Have you the slightest idea how he became able to tell you there was £1,000 in
it if you would cease action? Ue must Have had some conversation with Young.
10590. Had you any reason to believe that this gentleman was in a position to find that amount of
money ? 1 was quite prepared to believe that there was some powerful interest at work, because before
I moved the adjournment of the House every possible effort was made to prevent mo taking that course.
10591. Mr. McGowen.] Do you object to mention the names of those who endeavoured to prevent you
takmg that course? No, J do not object. One is the Hon, Dr. MacLaurin, who spoke to me before I
moved the adjournment. Dr. MacLaurin urged upon me very strongly not to do it for many reasons,
one of which was that it was a private matter and not a public matter at all. I combatted that argument’
because I felt fortified in bringing it before tbe House after a conversation with a gentleman occupying a
high position, whose name I will not give, and whom 1 saw before Dr. MacLaurin spoke to me. ] told
3)r. MacLaurin that for many reasons I could not follow bis advice, and he then said, “ If I were Mr.
Speaker 1 would not allow you to do it,”
'
1U592. Did anyone else besides Dr. MacLaurin ask you to desist—you said persons in authority had
urged you not to move the adjournment of the House? Tes; I believe Mr. Critchett "Walker the
Principal Under Secretary, told me that I had better not proceed. 1 believe he did. I never brought
the matter before the Colonial Secretary myself, but I think it was brought before him at my instance
by Mr. *
* and Mr. * * * during my absence from here.
10593. Have you any idea that Mr. Critchett Walker and Dr. MacLaurin asked you to desist with any
other intention than saving unnecessary trouble? No.
J
1059k. Do you think they had any object, persona! to themselves, in saying what they did to you? I do
not think so. J think their reasons were that my action would, perhaps, hurt the friends of some of the
patients, or that the friends of these patients would feel hurt at the affliction of their relatives being
made public.
b
10595. Or, in other words, that your action in tbe House might give rise to unnecessary scandal5 Tes ■
I think that was their object.
’
’
[Witness withdrew,]
Dr.

C. E.
Jeanneret,
r1

•

'
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Dr. Vauec re-examined :—
Dr Vause 10596. President.'] Tou have heard the evidence given a few minutes ago by Mr. Jeanneret; did you
,_Lr-----ever induce Mr. Young, the accountant at Bayview House, to make, either directly or indirectly, an offer
12Mar., 1805. or overture such as the one mentioned by Mr. .Jeanneret? Certainly not.
■ q -n -j ji
t
10597. Did you ever hear of any steps having been taken by anybody in this direction ? Decidedly not;
this js the first information I have heard or known upon this particular matter.
_ , _
10598. If Mr. Toung made any attempt in that direction, was it made without your knowledge ? Most
decidedly ; it was entirely without my knowledge.
„
10599. As a matter of fact, have you ever heard anything at all relating to such a proposal. JNo, not
nn til I was in this room to-day.
.
„
•
10600. Mr. McGoiven.] Have you ever heard that Toung approached any> witness on this subject.''
Certainly not; not in any wav whatever. I suppose Mr. Touug will he sent lor to corroborate or deny
this statement; at all events, I express the wish that he should be recalled and questioned on this matter.
[Witness withdrew',]

WEDNESDAY, 13 MARCH, 1895.
[Phe Commission wet at 11 a.m., in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office.
present;—
The Hon. Sih ARTHUR RENWICK, Knt., B.A., M.B., M.L.C., President.
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq., LL.D.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING-,
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN,
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of
Esq., M.L.A.
the Insane.
Dr. Vause was in attendance to hear evidence and examine witnesses on his own behalf.
_

i

.

Mr. John Toung re-sworn and re-examined:—
Mr. J. Young. 10601. President.] When yon gave evidence on a former occasion you stated that you had ou several
occasions visited Parliament House;—is that so? Yes.
.
.
,
,
l3Mar.,IS05. yogo2. Do you remember visiting Parliament House on one occasion with Mr. A. 1'. 1 wme, when he
spoke to Mr- Jeanneret, who was then a Member of the Assembly ? Tes.
'
10603. Do you know Mr. Jeanneret; Tesby sight.
10601. Have you ever had any communication with him ? Never ; not tho slightest.
10605. Do you know- Mr. Twine? Tes.
10607. Did you ever have any conversation with him to the effect that it would be desirable to cease
further inquiry in relation to'affairs at Bay view House? Certainly not.
.
10608. Did you ever induce Mr. Twine on any occasion to suppose that money might possibly be given to
Mr. Jeanneret, or to any other person, to prevent further inquiry into the management and other affairs
at Bayview Asylum ? Never.
_ _
10609. Are you perfectly sure of that ? 1 am positive. _ _
10610. Did you ever have any conversation of that nature? Never
.
10611. Did such an idea as that enter your mind at all ? Never. Indeed t cau say it was thofurthest
IO6I2' Did you know at the time that there was any occasion to makesuch an offer ? Certainly

not.

10613. Arc you perfectly ignorant of any suggestion to bribe any person in the hope of preventing an
inquiry into the management of Bayview Asylum ? 1 am positive that 1 knew nothing or such a
Garran?-, Did Mr. Twine on that occasion to which reference has been made speak to you on
this particular subject ? No ; I never had any conversation with him, either on that or auy other occasion
on this subject.
„ T ,
,
1 . • -ut
10615. Have you ever heard any reports to this effect? I heard so last night,
10616. Nas that the first time you heard of it ? Tes; it came upon me as quite a new idea, and 1 w'as
10617.^Have you any reason to think that Dr. Vause would make such an offer ?

No ; it would he my

last thought that he would do so.
,
„ „
10618. Do you know' any other person who would be likely to make such an offer . JNo
10619. So for as you are aware, do you think such a rumour had any foundation 111 tact.

No, not to my

10620edf&. McGowen.] Were you at Parliament House with Mr. Twine when he caw Mr. Jeanneret ?

I

wont there with him when he was going to see Mr. I eanneret.
10621. Do you know whether he saw Mr. Jeanneret ? No, I do not.
10622. Did you follow them out of Parliament House ? No.
. m
.
.,
10623. Not down Macquarie-street and King-street? No. On another occasion 1 wine asked me tow'aifc
for him, as we were going home in the same direction. He was then with Mr. Jeanneret; they went down
the street, and I waited some five minutes, thinking he would come back again. 1 then walked down tlie
street, and saw them.
„
,.
,
n ■
t. v 1
10624. Supposing Mr. Jeanneret has said Twine made an offer to bun while you were walking behind
bothis such a statement true ? No, it is false.
.
tv1
j* t -r
10625 Did you request Mr. Twine to get you an introduction to Mr. Jeanneret. No ; he offered it
necessary, in the event of the Government taking over the place, that he would get me an introduction to
Mr Jeanneret who was supposed to have some weight with Dr. Manning, the Inspector-General 01 the
Insane. As the accountant to Bayview House, I thought it was possible if the G overnment took over the
place, that I might, through Dr, Manning, retain that position.
.
.
,,
10626. Dr. Manning.] When you went to Parliament House and saw Mr. Iwme, was that after Mr.
Jeanneret had moved the adjournment? Tes, some considerable time. Itwas Mr. Twine who told me
first about this matter.
'
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10627 Lr. Vause.] Do you know in what relationship Gearey stands to Mr. Jeanneret? I only know Mr. j. Young,
that after Mr. Jeanneret made liis statement in the House Gearey took me round to Mr Jeanneret’s
committee-room and I then knew that he was working politically for him. Mr. Jeanneret was contesting 13 Mar., 1895.
Larcoar, and he had an oflice m one of the arcades, working from Sydney for the Carcoar contest
10G„8. What was Gearey? Gearey seemed to he running the office round there, and 1 believe Twine
was some kind ot secretary for Jeanneret in the country.
10G29. Do you mean to say that Gearey was working politically for Mr. Jeanneret? Yes - and it was
J wme who came to me on tho Monday before Mr. Jeanneret made his statement, and asked me if I had
heard that Day view House was to be closed.
10630. President.-] What oflice do you mean ? I mean that Mr. Jeanneret had an election committee
Yncoi0 VvV5irner?f the fa-Tdney arcacleib and that Mr. Gearey took mo round there one night.
lOool. JJid Mr. Gearey seem to be a leading spirit in that office ? Yes ; ho was working there in the
interests of Mr. Jeanneret when he was last contesting the Carcoar election, aud Mr. Twine was working
as secretary m the country,
■
&
10632. Mr McGowan.], What time in the day did yon see Gearey in tins office? About tea-time—
6 o clock at night.
?id ru Se? him tliere more than once ? Yei’ on other occasions when passing the place.
106.34- H? the night-time ? I saw him there one afternoon, and on tlie night I was there with him he
spoke as it he had (men there earlier m the day, as he informed me he was in a hurry to get there again.
[Witness withdrew.]
A. J, Yause, Esq., M.B. et C.M., re-examined :—
10635. President.] There are one or two further questions I should like to ask you. The first is with Dr. Xm>c.
reference with the proprietary of Bayview Asylum ;-did you originally purchase this property from Mr. ------ '----lucker on the 31st of December, 1885, for the sum of £14,500 ? Yes, that was the first price, but I do
isa5
not remomber the exact date.
1
10636. Was it in 1885 ? I think so.
10637. Did you give a mortgage to Mr. Tucker? Yes.
10688. For £12 500 ? I do not for the moment remember the exact figures. Yes, that must be right
for I remember I paid off £2,000 at the time.
’
El w r
TTiTt in just:dmcnt3 iu APril and July> ™d in other times in 1889, and
thrMntlf T f6 ^ Up tVhe l? if IT17, 4S:M3—on tho 2nd of April last year did you borrow from
the Mutual Life Association of Australasia the sum of £9,000 ou the whole properly? Yes on the
my^iSflityTMr'lWker ^
^ °n ^ 110W 1,0USe’and witt what 1 ^wed then I paid off
10640. Was Mr. Tucker’s mortgage then discharged ? Yes.
ELfEfYir!:Ua|ny- ng°Wihc 1v0?Trt/ ’9 rno[t"a^ for the sum of £9,000 to the Mutual Life
Association of Australasia ? Yes ; but I have paid off a few hundreds since then
^
o£ ou,kr ',pon 0,0pr,mi'<!’? T“ ■1 '“re
»™'
10G43. Did the addition of the new house cost you £2,500? Yes.
10G44. Of which sum you have paid off £500? Yes.
'
10G45. Leaving out a balance of £2,000 ? Yes.
So
the olisinal
money of £14,500 is now reduced as a .balance owing to
°Tfr that liavo you got a fresh mortgage? Yes, for £9,000 with reductions.
at *10 PreseD^ t]“e y°ur indebtedness on your original purchase is £S 500 in
addition to the debt on the new property ? Tes, quite so.
h
1
^o,juujn
[Witness withdrew.]
FRIDAY, 15 MARCH, 1895.

-

[T/m Commission met at It a.m. m the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office.']

grmnf:—
The Hon. Sir ARTHUR RENAVICK , Knt., B.A., M.D., M.L.C., President.
FEED ERIC NORTON MANNING, '
ANDREW GARRAN, Esq, LL.D.
Esq , M.D., Insreoton-Gunenar, of the
JAMES SINCLAIR TAYLOR McGOWEN
Insane.

Esq.,

MX.A.

Dr. \ause was in attendance to hear evidence aud examine witnesses on his own behalf.

from^u si ue^'”^'

Mr. John Thomas Wells sworn and examined:—
’S y°Ur occuPat’on ? 1 wa3 a saddler and harness maker, hut I have now retired

Mv

■ J. T. Wells,

10G49. Where do you live ? At 128, Palmer-street, Woolloomooloo.
IOGoO. Have you any acquaintance with Bayview House, Cook’s River Road ? I have known it for many 15 M«r.. >895
years I knew it as a lad 14 years of age, as far back as 1SG0. I was a boy then, and attended the church
m the grounds. The place was then a school kept by Rev Mr. Scvigny, who was an ordained miniSer
and had a church there, and I used to attend that church.
teadier.I)ld ^ g° ^ ^ 3Ch001 ? 1
alwa:rs in the "r0U1ltI^ as
brother-in-law was the head
well acquainted with those grounds ? Yes
ttiere a StaMe bel°ngillS to the tuiiding3 ^ ^ ground? Yes; the stable was behind the

^Te y0U tllerofore vcry

diureh

lOfi?' WliaVurtnf t stable was it? It was a stable with doors, and a small loft over tho doors.
10655. Was it built of brick ? It was built of brick.
10G5G.
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Mr.
1065G. What was the loft like? It was a small loft with an opening over the door to put the hay
J. T. Welts. through.
.
10657. Where was the door? It was facing the west—that is, facing the main road. That is where the
loiviar,,
. £joor was ag far as j cai, recollect.
10658. How did that stable lie in relation to the main building? It is so many years ago that J do not
remember. I should, however, know the building if I went into it.
10659. Do you think you could recollect it from this length of time 1 Oh ! yes. I think I could.
10660. Now that the church is pulled down ? Yes.
^
10661. Have you ever seen tho new buildings that have been erected in the grounds ? No.
10662. Do you know that the whole character of the place has been altered ? Yes ; I have heard so.
10663. Do you think you could recognise the stable you knew as a boy? I think I should know it
if I saw it.
10664. Have you been in this stable? Yes ; it was a stable and coach-house, or, at all events, there was
room for a buggy.
10665. How many stalls were there in that stable? Two, I believe.
10666, Have you any definite recollection of the place ? You see it is so many years ago.
.
_
10667. Can you remember the exact position in which the stable stood ;—in regard to the main building,
do you know how far it was from the house ? I almost forget, it is so many years ago. I should know the
place at once if I saw it.
10668. Do you think it was distant 100 yards from the house? I do not think it was quite 100 yards.
10669. Well, how far do you think it was ? 1 would be a difiicult thing for me to swear or say how far
it is without seeing the place; it is so many years ago since I saw it.
10670. Could you say whether it was 50 yards from the house ?
No; I would not like to confine myself
to anything without again seeing the place. If I saw it now I would know whether it was the same
building or not. I know it was situated some distance from the house.
10671, Dr. Garran.] Do you cl link it would be more than 16 yards from the house? lb is so long agosince 1864—since I have seen the building that I cannot say’.
10672. Was it usual in those days to build a stable quite close to the house ? Yes, it was.
10673, President.] Can you tell us on which side of the house this stable stood ? I believe, to tlie best of
my recollection, it was on the north side.
_
10674. Have yon any distinct recollection as to where it stood? I will not swear to its position in relation
to the house, hut if I saw tbe place now I should know it by the doors and the old loft.
10675. Dr. Garran.] Are yon quite sure that there were tivo stalls and room for a buggy? That is so, I
believe.
10676. Was the door by which the horses entered and the opening through which the buggy was put into
tlie building facing St. Peter’s Church, in the Cook’s River Road? Yes, I think so; but 1 would not like
to bind myself to any statement like that. [At this stage the plan of Jiuyvieiv Asylum teas produced and
examined by tcitnm.]
10077. President.] With that plan before you, can you say where that stable stood ? [After examining the
plan, the witness said the place seemed to him to be different altogether.]
_
10G7S. Dr. Vanse.'] Can yrou recollect of what material that stable was built? I believe it was a brick
building, with a stone floor.
10679. tresident.] Do you say you have been in that building ? Yes, years ago—as far back as 1864.
106S0. Was it a high building ?' No; 1 should not imagine that the stable proper would be more than
about 10 feet in height, and the loft was just above it.
106S1. What height above it ? The loft started from the ceiling of the stable, and would not be more
than about 10 feet high.
10682. What kind of roof was on the building ? It was a pitch roof, sloping down both sides from the
centre.
_ ? I think it would be shingles in those days.
10683. Was it of iron or shingles
10684. Was the door in that loft big enough to admit a truss of hay ? No, not such trusses as we get
to-day. Sucli things as those did not exist in those days. The hay was generally put into the loft in a
loose state.
_
10685. Do you recollect the size of the door at all ? I think it was about the size of that window’ over
the door [pointing to the fanlight over the door in the Board-room], or about
feet square. But I do not
like to bind myself to these points for certain.
_
10686. Have you been out to Bay view’House of late years? No; I drove past the place, some eight
years ago, and saw that some alterations were going on, but 1 could not see actually what they were.
10687. Have you made any personal inspection of the place since you were a boy ? None whatever.
[Witness withdrew.]
Mr. Alfred Fletcher Twine sworn and examined :—
A F^Twine
President.] What is your occupation, Mr. Twine ? A commercial traveller.
know' Mr,
Mr. <J.
of Parliament ? I do.
‘ ‘ a.
‘ 10689. Do you know
C, JS.
E. Jeanneret, tormeny
formerly a member
men
15Mar. Is95. 1069 0. Do you also know- John Young, the accountant at Bayview’ House ? I do.
* 10691, It has been given to us in evidence that on a certain occasion you, at the Legislative Assembly,
had a conversation with Mr. Jeanneret about Bayview Asylum matters;—is that a fact? I have had
several conversations w-ith him.
_
10692. Do you remember having a conversation with Mr. Jeanneret when Mr. Young was present, or in
the vicinity of the House, about Bayview Asylum ? I do not remember it.
10693. Do you recollect suggesting to Mr. Jeanneret in a conversation, at any time, that it would be to
his interest not to make public certain matters he knew in connection with Bayview House ? I never did
anything of the sort.
10694. To say you never did ? I certainly never did.
_
10695, Do you remember walking from the Legislative Assembly with Mr. Jeanneret and saying to him
that it would not only be worth his while, but worth a thousand pounds to him, if he would not make
public certain disclosures in the House in connection ivith Bayview’ Asylum ? No, I never made any such
statements.
10696.
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10696. Did you over, in any shape or form, tel! Mr. Jeanneret it would bo to his pecuniary advantage to
Mr.
■■
withhold from the public certain information about Bayview House 1 . No, I am quite sure about that
A. F. Twine.
10697. If Mr. J eanneret himself says that you did, is he mistaken ? He is mistaken, unquestionably.'
15 Mar., 1S95.
1069S. Is lie under a misapprehension altogether 1 He is, unquestionably.
10C99. Did you on auy occasion walk down from the Legislative Assembly in company with Mr. Jeanneret
with Mr. Young in close proximity behind you 1 Yes ; I did one afternoon.
'
’
10700. Did you on that occasion give Mr. Jeanneret to understand through Young or some other person
it was possible some advantage might accrue to him if he ceased taking action in connection with certain
disclosures concerning Bayview Asylum ? Not in the slightest. And if he says I did he is under a
misapprehension altogether. I think I might make a statement here that will clear this matter up I
will commence at the beginning so that I may state more clearly the whole of ray connection with the
matter. My first knowledge of anything in connection with Bayview Asylum was in consequence of
Mr. Jeanueret stating that he was going to do something which would transpire in a few days in connection
with the institution, but I was to treat the communication as a confidential matter. I did so to this
extent: Mr. Young, tlie accountant at the asylum, who is an intimate friend of my brother-in-law but
not of my own, I thought might have his position jeopardised if something did occur, and in a friendly
way I told him something was to be disclosed in connection with the asylum which might affect him and
therefore it would be well for him to be on the look-out. J had no idea what it was at this time
'
10701. At what time did this conversation take place? Months ago, before anything came out in
Parliament at all,
0
10702. "Was tbis before Mr. Jeanneret moved the adjournment of the House and made certain disclosures ?
Yes ; about a fortnight before.
HNOS As far as you recollect was it about a fortnight before ? Yes. On subsequent occasions when I
met Mr. Young this question cropped up, and I said to him that if anything resulted in the Government
taking over the institution I would use what little influence I had to secure the continued employment of
Mr. Young as an accountant. That led up to Young wishing to meet Mr. Jeanneret or wishing me to
introduce him to Mr. Jeanneret, to see if he would use his influence to secure a continuance of his
employment. But it is not a fact that I ever referred to or suggested in any way that Mr. Jeanneret
would receive any pecuniary benefit.
107(M. Did you ever ask Mr. Jeanneret to speak to Young? I asked him if he would allow mo to
introduce Young to him. He was m a hurry at the time, as we wanted to get some electioneering posters
that were to be taken up country, and he did not seem inclined for an introduction.
10705. Do you think he expressed reluctance to speak to Young, because he thought him to be a kind of go
between, in regard to the proposal to which we referred a few minutes ago ? No, nothing of the kind 6
10706. Did auy suggestion of that kind crop up in your own mind t Certainly not. My only obiect in
speaking about Young was to do him what I considered to be a friendly turn by endeavouring to secure
his employment, and I did this because he was an intimate friend of my brother-in-law
10707. Dr. GWnu] Did you ever say anything to Mr. Jeanneret in the direction of advising him to drop
this Bayview House matter 1 No, I did not.
°
1
10708. Dr.
On this occasion on which you walked down tho street with Mr Jeanneret and
asked if you might introduce Young to him, had Mr. Jeanneret made his statement in the House? I
would not like to swear positively when it was, but my impression is it was before tho statement was
made.
10709. Was anything said by you in this connection to the effect that Mr. Jeanneret might benefit to tho
extent ot a thousand pounds? Oh, dear no ; nothing of the kind; I would not have dared to suggest such
a thing to him ; 1 know he would take steps to prevent any such thing.
[Witness withdrew.]
A. J. Vause, Esq., M.B, e( C.M., re-examined:—
WHO Dr MaHnv'ff.J Have you ever seen the official visitors going round the institution with a list of A.
J. Vause,
patients in their hands, checking off the names ? I do not think so.
Esq.
5aVe y°u seen 1,10 wit!l a Hst sometimes ? I have frequently seen you checking them off.
HD 12. Have they ever examined your day or night reports ? Yes.
'
15 Mar., 1895.
10713. Often ? Occasionally ; I cannot say how often.
10714. Are these reports always available to them ? Yes.
iO i i 5. FrestJeni.] In reply to Dr. Manning, one of the nurses stated distinctly that she had seen the official
visitors with a list in their hands pricking off the names of the patients j—must she have made a mistake ?
± think: so.
10716. Was it a usual practice for the official visitors to do this 1 It was not.
i°71m >’Tas.itiever dr°lne ’ I* “ay have been done occasionally; but it was not a habitual occurrence with
the official visitors. It was habitual with the Inspector-General of the Insane
lOnS. J?r Afan»y.] Did the official visitors ever ask you to make up a list of the patients from the
returns i Not of the names of the patients.
1
10719. Preside?^.] Then how did they identify the Government patients with your records as regards
number, supposing patients had been admitted or discharged ? From the official records. They could see
entries of all admissions and then interview the patients; and from the official records they would be able
to see all discharges. The only thing I do not recollect them doing was to tick off the name of everv
individual cage m the house, as did the Inspector-General.
J
10720. Is any list of patients provided for the official visitors? I do not tliink so.
10721 Then how could they compare the number of inmates with the official records ? They might have
had a list for anything I know to the contrary. The list used by Dr. Manning was not prepared by me
A notice concerning every case is sent to the Inspector-General’s Office, and the list must be compiled there'
for it is not provided by me.
r
’
10722. 2)r Jfannmg.] Tlie Inspector-General is the Government’s representative, and as sucli he would
know all about patients; but I want to know whether the official visitors had a list in their hands to
compare it with the number of patients in the institution 1 1 do not think they made a comparison in that
way; but I am quite sure they saw every patient recently admitted, and were always particular in asking
to see every case that had come into the house.
invoa
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A. J. Vauso, 10123. Dr. Garran.] Is it a fact that the official visitors coming round at uncertain times operated in any
Esq.
way as a check against abuses ? Tlie idea of abuses never came into my mind. My personal view of this
matter is, that the official visitors occupy a useful and important position, and do most effective work. I
6 Mar., . a. would not be without the official visitors on any account.
10724. What good are they to you 1 They are of good to the entire establishment, as they have full
opportunity of seeing the whole of the patients, of listening to whatever complaints may be made; and
they make reports to the Colonial Secretary quite independent of me.
10725. Do you think that promotes contentment amongst the patients'? Ido not say that; but I think
it secures uniform action in the establishment; and it certainly strengthens the position of the Medical
Superintendent with the attendants.
1072G. Do you think it has a wholesome effect on the attendants? Yes ; if they are lax in the perform
ance of their duty it strengthens tlie position of tlie Medical Superintendent.
10727. Does it enable you to exercise discipline more firmly? It does, most decidedly.
10728, Is it a help to you in that way ? Yes ; and it also affords additional security to tlie friends of the
patients for the good treatment of tlie inmates when they know that these gentlemen visit the institution. In
fact, I prominently state in my prospectus that Bayview House is under the periodical supervision of tlie
Inspector-General of the Insane, and the official visitors (whose names I give) appointed by the Govern
ment. I do this as a certain guarantee that there is full supervision by the authorities. I have always
courted inspection. Tor a long time past I have contemplated the organisation of some kind of inspec
tion, but I scarcely know how to effect this purpose. I could not afford to pay a committee for this
purpose, and one could hardly ask competent gentlemen to undertake the duty without remuneration.
■ The idea of increased inspection has been in my head for some time, and the only reason it has not been
carried into effect is, that it is surrounded by practical difficulties. I even thought of introducing a
ladies’ committee but for these practical difficulties.
10729. Do you consider that more inspection would increase public confidence? Yes. But in throwing
the place more open there is the danger of throwing it open too much, an inevitable result of which would
be inquisitive and mischievous people talking too much about the patients.
10730. In mew of what you now say, ar you completely satisfied with the official visitation? Personally,
I am perfectly satisfied ivith it. As you are aware, in the minds of many people there are most peculiar
ideas concerning asylums for the insane. I have heard most absurd things said about tbe treatment of
patients, and it was with a view of obviating as far as possible this absurd talk by people who know little
or nothing of these matters, that I entertained this idea for increased inspection.
10731. Do the official visitors go to Bayview House once a month ? They are quite irregular in their
visits, but they pay twelve or thirteen visits a year.
10732. How long do these visits last? They vary in duration. The shortest time is perhaps half-an-hour,
and tlie longest an hour and a half.
10733. Do you mean to say that during a visit of an hour and a half once a month, the official visitors can
make themselves familiar with the cases, and tbe condition of the patients ? I think so; these gentlemen
are accustomed to that kind of work.
10734. How many patients have you ? During the last eight years I have had between eighty and ninety,
and fifty of these were Government patients of a chronic character. At the most there have not been
more than two new cases to inquire into on the occasion of official visits.
10735. Do you think that the whole duty of the official visitors is comprised in looking at new patients?
No ; they have full opportunity in making a thorough investigation of the whole place.
10736. Do the official visitors go round in the company of the matron or yourself? Yes, generally.
10737. Do they ever ask questions of the nurses or attendants ? I think they generally ask questions of
myself or the matrons.
10738. Not of the nurses, nor attendants? Not unless some special information is required.
10739. Do you think it is sufficient inspection to have communication with yourself or the matron
regarding individual eases? No ; I do not say that. It is quite open for the visitors to specially examine
the nurses, and I know that from time to time they have examined both nurses and patients specially
when anything has cropped up which they thought required particular inquiry.
10740. Is tlie evidence which wc have received correct, when it is stated that the official visitors never
questioned the nurses, but that the patients were merely collected together, and that tlie inspecting
officials with you or the matron passed through their midst, patted one and another on the shoulder, and
just said, “ How do you do ” ? Certainly not.
10741. That, however, is the substance of the evidence given by Bridget Morrisey, one of your former
matrons ? I think it was a loose kind of evidence.
10742. It was given on oath and reported as such, and do you say it is not true? I am perfectly sure the
official visitors have in the office and in the reception room examined both nurses and patients most
carefully.
10743. When you were under examination on a previous occasion did you not tell the Commissioners that
only very few suggestions had been made by the official visitors, and that most of the improvements
onginated with the Inspector-General or yourself ? Yes; and I suppose that is because they have in the
main been satisfied with the state of affairs at the asylum. Suggestions have been made, I know, by the
official visitors in regard to ventilation and several trifling matters, and many suggestions of minor matters
have been made.
10744. Mr. Me Gowen.] Am I to gather that the official visitors inspect your institution at least once a
month ? Their visits average once a month, I believe. I have not counted them.
10745. You have an entry on the 23rd April in your case-book that Case No. 1 was in the single room,
and he was removed from there to Callan Park on 20th May ;—did the official visitors inspect Bayview
Asylum in that interval ? I cannot recollect without referring to the official books in which tbe dates of
visits are entered.
10746. Is it customary for the official visitors to look at the case-books ? Yes.
10747. If they paid a visit between the 23rd of April and 20th May, and examined the case-hook, was
there an opportunity for them to ascertain that Case No. 1 was under single-room treatment? Yes.
1074S. Dr. Garran.] I understood that these gentlemen always inspected tbe case-book? They always
look
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look at every entry of a new case, and at anything unusual that may have transpired.
scrutinising examinations by the official visitors about the beginning of last year.

I had some most A. J. Vause,

10749. Mr. McGoinen.'] Can you explain how it was you entered the fact of Case No. 1 being in the.
single room in November, 1893, and that there was no other entry until April, 1894 1 I was very ill from^
January to about April. The case was entered by Dr. Ramsey, and I could only take up the dates as they

ar'’‘

came.

10750. But had not Case No. 1 been two months in the single room before you were ill? Yes; but I had
a great deal of trouble about that time, and we had this overdose of chloral case. Then I regarded the
patient being in that single room as ordinary treatment—absolutely necessary treatment—which I should
have been happy to have avoided, if I possibly could.
[Witness withdrew.]

MONDAY, 18 MARCH, 1895.
[ 77ie Commission met at 11 a.m. in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office.}

JSrtstnt:—
The Hon. Sir ARTHUtt RENWICK, Knt., B.A, M.D, M.L.C, President.
FREDERIC NORTON MANNING,
ANDREW GARRAN, ,Esq., LL.D.
Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of the
Insane.

F. II. Reuss, Esq., sworn and examined :—
10751. President.} Have you, Mr. Reuss, been practising as an architect in Sydney for a considerable F. H. Reusi
time ? Yes ; I began practice here in 1851, but I have been out of business for some time.
Esq. ’
10752. Were you at one time architect for Dr. Tucker at Bayview House 1 Yes.
10753. Do you recollect any of the original building, before Mr. Tucker took the place over—I mean, in IS Mar, 1895,
Mr, Toogood's time? I remember it when it was Mr. Toogood’s place.
10754. Do you remember making some few alterations in the buildings? Yes ; I had two contracts, and
if you will allow me I would like to tell my own story, because I can remember better if I can go on from
point to point. One contract was for an associated dormitory, a building behind the old house, and a
strong room. Messrs. Smith and Bennett were the contractors for the big building, and I have forgotten
the names of the contractors for the other.
10755. What was Messrs. Smith and Bennett’s contract? It was a long room with ventilators on the top,
built under Dr. Tucker’s observation.
10756. Was it a wooden building ? Yes; a wooden building and a strong room.
10757. What was the next contract ? A large building with a verandah in front.
10758. Do you remember designing a structure very like a stable, for the isolation of insane patients?
Yes; Smith and Bennett built that. I made the designs, and could have given you the plans and
specifications, only all my papers got burned in a fire in Pitt-strect. I can therefore only speak from
recollection.
10759, Could you identify the positions of these isolation rooms if you saw a plan ? Yes; I think I could
It was on one side of the house, I think.
10760. Before asking you to identify that, could you tell us, from recollection, where the stable was when
Mr. Toogood occupied the house? I do not think I could tell you that without the plan.
10/61. This is a very old plan, as you will see [Plan produced; JSxhihit <72] ? Yes, I can see it is. It is
one of my own, drawn many years ago. [Witness examined plan, and pointed out the old house, the place
where the strong-room, and other buildings referred lo were erected, and where he thought the old stables stood.}
10762. Is there not a stable marked on that plan as being in the paddock (near the site of the present
billiard-room in Bayview House grounds) ? I think in the early days that was a cow stable, or
milking-shed.
10763. Here is another plan
A produced} ;—do you recognise anything on this? Yes ; it is more
modern. This is the dormitory I built, Smith and Bennett being the contractors. There is the strong
room. [Witness identified the place named, and proceeding to describe the isolation-room, said:—“The
room was padded with leather, and there was an observation hole in the door, with a cover falling over it
from the outside. Dr. Tucker was very particular about this room and tiiese things, and had everything
done just his own way.”
'
10764. Did the style of architecture you adopted make the building look like a stable? No style of archi
tecture was adopted, for Dr. Tucker told me he had no money to spend on ornamental work, and all he
wanted was a plain useful building. He said at tbe time, “ Let me have everything of the best—plain and
useful, not ornamental—for I am not made of money.” He employed the best contractors in town at that
time, and they built this room.
10765. Dr. Curran.} Are you perfectly sure that these two isolation rooms under one roof which you
built are uot an adaptation from an old building ? I do not think they are.
10766. Was there any structure on that site before these isolation rooms were put up? That I cannot
tell you now.
10767. Did you have to clear anything away to make room for this building? I cannot remember that. It
was in 1868 when the rooms were built.
10768. Can you say positively that this building was not an old stable re-arranged for this purpose? I
have no recollection of an old stable being there.
10769. Did you have to draw special plans for the contractors? I drew plans for this building, and the
contractors built to those plans.
10770. Were those plans an alteration or an adaptation of an old building ? They were quite new.
10771. Did you design this as a very lofty building ? Yes; that was a special instruction.
10772. Do you remember of what wood tlie floor was made? I cannot go into such details, but it was
hardwood probably. I remember the padding that was placed all round the walls as high as I could
reach.
10773.
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F, H. Reuss, 10773. Were the hardwood flooring-boards tongued and grooved ? That is a detail I cannot recollect.
Es<l10774. Do you recollect if you made provision fora current of air to pass under the floor? I do not
i
^ 7so'- ieco^ec^ but it must have been done. There must have been iron gratings,
ar.,
a- 10775. "Was Dr. Tucker particular about the ventilation ? Yes; always.
10776. Do you recollect what ventilators were put in the room ? No; I can only presume that, as a matter
of ordinary construction, I put in cast-iron ventilators.
10777. Are you reasonably certain as to the position of these rooms? Yes; I am certain about that,
because I remember it •being in view of the verandah.
10778, Are you certain you drew the plan for it ? Yes.
10779. Was the construction of the isolation room included in the contract of Messrs. Smith and Bennett?
Yes.
10780. President.] How was this room padded? It was padded with leather stuffed with horsehair, and
this padding was about 7 feet high round the walls. I distinctly remember the hole in the door.
[Witness withdrew, and this concluded the talcing of evidence.]
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A.
[Plan of Bayvikw Asylum-.]

B.

PEEBCnn'TIOJ.'— #

# *

fi Sp. Chlor,
Tr. Opii.
Syr. Zinpiberis aa 3 bs.
Aq. ad ^iii.
Sig.—One third part three times a day.

c.
Case Ho. 34 Ceetifioatk.

Lunacy Act, 1878.—Fourth Schedule.
J, TJJii undersigned, hereby request you to receive * *
*
*, an insane person, iuto the Asylum for the Insane, of
wlneh you are Superintendent, Subjoined is a statement respecting the said #
*
#.

'

**■**■

Hotelkeeper,
*
e
*
Degree of relationship (if any) or other circumstances of connection of the person signing the request with tthe
patient.—Cousin.
Dated this 14th day of May, 1892.

’

#

#

*

#_

"Witness to Signature,—W. IT. H. VaeeINOTon, M.A., Licensed to Celebrate Marriages.
To Superintendent of the BayTiew House Asylum at Tempo, near Sydney.

Lunacy Act, 1878.—Fifth Schedule,
Statement.

Name in full?—*
*
*
Age ? —43 years.
Married, single, or widowed?—Widow.
Number of children ?—Three children.
Age of youngest child ?—11 years,
Previous occupation ?—Housewife.
Native place?—*
*
* New South Wales.
Late residence ?—*
*
*
Religious persuasion ? — Church of England,
Supposed cause of insanity ?—Mental worry.
Uoiv long hus. the at.lnck lasted ?—About twelve months.
Has she been insane before?—No.
Ago (if known) at first attack ?—42 years.
Has she any insane relations ?—No.
Has she ever boon an inmate of any- institution for the insane?—No.
Is she subject lo fits ?—No.
Is she suicidal ?—No.
Is she dangerous to others ?—No.
Name and address of nearest relations or friends?_*
*

’

*

t

*

#

Lunacy Act, 1878.—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into nn Hospital for the Insane or Licensed House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that I, on the 28th day of April, 1892, at Newcastle,
separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined *
*
* of * ’ *
*
*
*, and that
tbe said *
*
* is insane, and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and treatment; and
that I have formed this opinion upon the following grounds, vis.: —
1- Facta indicating insanity observed by myselfI have known Mm. # # # for the last twenty-five years ; she
is naturally of an active and lively disposition ; ci" late she has become morose and taciturn; her appearance has also altered,
having become vacant; she told mo that different men were in the habit of coining into the room and climbing up the bed
posts and singing to her.
2. Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to me by others:—Her mother, *
«
# informs me
that, she has latterly become violent, and cannot be kept in bed; that Mrs. #
#
* does not recognise her or any
others about her.
JOSEPH L. BEESTON,
Dated this 13th day of May, 1892.
Newcastle.
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Lunacy Act, 1878.—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into an Hospital for the Insane or Licensed. House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that, t, on. the 14t.h day of May, 1892, at West Maitland,
separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined
*
#
#
i ftn(j that ),]lc aaj(i »
#
*
is insane, and a proper person to be token charge of and detained under care and treatment; and that. I hare formed this
opinion upon the following grounds, riz.;—
1. 1'acfs indicating insanity observed by myself:—She rambles in her talk, and is listless and stupid; at limes refuses
to speak for hours together; refuses food; 1ms loss of memory, and cannot My how long she has been ill; is dirty in her
habits, and attempts to tear her clothes; has delusions, fancying that birds arc singing around her bed, and other fancies of
that sort.
”
2. Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to me by others:—Her relations say ■ that she has been
gradually failing in health for over a year, and at times falls inti a listless state, and remains staring at something for some
time, but does not know anvthing about it, and at times does not know her intimate friends.
'
KOBISRT GEO. ALCORN, L.R.C.P.E.,
Dated this 14th day of May, 1892.
West Maitland.

C 2.
[Plan ot Bayview Asti/um, signed by

Mn. Reuss.]

D.
No. 29 Certipicate,
7 Yic. No. 14, s. 11; and 13 Vic. No. 3'.
Application for Admission inio a Lunatic Asylum.
To His Excellency Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chicf of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
The Petition of
*
*
*
*
, surveyor.
Respectfully showeth,—
That Case No. 29, spinster, lias been examined and found to be of unsound mind, as will appear by the annexed certificate ;
and tliat your petitioner, who is the father of the said
*
*
*, is desirous of procuring her admission into a lunatic
asylum, in order that she may there have such medical care and attendance ns may be most likely to ensure her eventual
recovery. It lias been said that her entire removal from home associations and general change may probably result in her
ultimate recovery. The said
#
#
#
wilt be (is proposed to be) maintained by your Petitioner.
Tour petitioner, therefore, prays that Tour Excellency will bo pleased to direct that the said
#
#
#
may
he received into such lunatic asylum as Your Excellency may think fit to appoint,
Case

‘

'

*****

Upon reading the foregoing memorial, and the annexed certificates of G. Eortescne, M.B., and Walter W. Spencer,
M.R.C.S., legally qualified medical practitioners, 1 sanction and approve of the application.—John H. Hargrave, one of the
Judges of the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
Joint Medical Certificate.
We, the undersigned, being legally qualified medical practitioners, do hereby certify that we have examined *
*
*
*
*
*
, spinster, and that we find her to be of unsound mind, and a proper object for reception into a lunatic
asylum ; and we further certify that in our opinion the said * * * would he Benefited by treatment in such asylum.
G. FORTESCUE, M.B.
December 24, 1874.
-------WALTER W. SPENCER, M.R.C.S.
Statement nf particulars connected with *
*
* , a lunatic, examined by Walter W. Spencer, M.R.C.S., duly
qualified medical practitioner, with a view to her admission into a lunatic asylum.
What is her age:—35 years, 9th March, 1874.
'
Religion ?—Church of England (Protestant).
Native place ’—London (city).
Late residence ?—
*
*
* .
,
Previous occupation?—Private governess ; for past seven years, private life.
Is she single, married, or widowed ?—Single.
What is the form of mental disorder ?—Dementia.
What is the supposed cause?—Her friends attribute her condition to a fright she suffered as a child.
How long has it existed ?—Many years.
Has its approach lieen sudden or slow ?—Slow.
Has any personal restraint been employed ?—Occasionally.
Has tho patient been insane before ?—Has been getting worse for some years.
Have there been any lucid intervals ?—Occasionally.
Is the disease hereditary, constitutional, or casual?—Casual.
Have you observed anything peculiar in her habits ?—Yes.
Has she shown any disposition to refuse food ?—Yes ; frequently.
Is she disposed to injure herself or others ?—Yes.
Have any medical means been employed ?—Yes.
Has she ever been in any asylum for lunatics ?—No.
Is the patient’s bodily health good ?—Yes.
Then describe the particulars of the disease.—Dementia, with occasional maniacal paroxysms.
What property has she with her?—None.
Separate M edical Certificate.
J, Walter William Spencer, do hereby certify that I, separately and apart from any other medical practitioner,
personally examined
*
*
* (to whom the certificate jointly signed by George Eortescne and myself relates), and
that I form my opinion of the said * * * ’s unsomidness of mind, on the following grounds
1. From the facts next mentioned, indicating insanity, observed by myselfIncoherent and inappetent in her
conversation; her manner is wild and excited ; states she is wronged in many ways by her parents and other relatives,
who are exceedingly kind to her.
*
2. From the facts next mentioned, indicating insanity, communicated to mo by other persons
Is subject to
paroxysms of the wildest excitement; declines to take food, on the ground that it is poisoned ; after retiring to rest has
occasionally gone out into a paddock and lain down on the damp grass; regards with suspicion and dislike all her family,
who are most considerate towards her.
WALTER W. SPENCER, M.R.C.S., &c.
December 21, 1874.
Separate
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Separate Medical Certificate.
I DO lieroby certify that I, separately aud apart, from any other medical practitioner, personally examined *
#
*
*
*
*
(to whom the certificate jointly signed by Walter Silencer and myself relates), and that I form my opinion of the
said *
*
*
*'s unsoundness of mind on the following grounds:—
1. From the facts next mentioned,indicating insanity, observed by myself:—Manner, restless and excited; incoherence;
complains constantly of the wont'of respect and Mildness towards herself of her relations, who, I believe, are most, considerate
to her ; is much more iucoli omit and restless in manner than she appeared to he when I first knew her about eighteen months
ago ; appears to hare absolute delusions as to her position and means in life.
2. From the facts next mentioned, indicating insanity, communicated tome by other persons:—Complete change of
former and ordinary demeanour; says that everything that is put before her is poisoned, and frequently refuses to est in
consequence ; goes out, and buys food for herself; is often exceedingly violent and excitable ; has gone out at night in her
nightdress, and sat for hours in the garden; is vory incoherent, and wanders from one subject to the other, but recurs
frequently to the want of respect and consideration shown to herself.
G. FORTKSCUE, M.B.
December 24, 1874.
-----------------'We, the undersigned, having examined *
#
*
* , recommend that she should be discharged to the care of some
relal ivo or friend, on their entering into a bond in the sum of £10 for her Eitfe keeping and peaceable behaviour.
H. G. ALKEYNE.
Hospital for the Insane, Gladesvillc, 17th December, 1875.
F. NORTON MANNING.

E.

■

Case No. 29.—Case-book Notes.

Age, 30 (when admitted) ; social condition, single ; nativity, England ; residence, *
* ; religion, Church of England;
form of mental disorder, imbecility ; duration of attack, G years; admitted, 1st April, 1875.
Before Admission.—Her father, who was a nervous, excitable, and peculiar old gentlemen, reported that she had been
peculiar in speech and manner for many years. Ho attributed this' to a scene which was enacted in their .house many years
ago, and in which a. considerable amount of blood was sprinkled over the walls. He declined to give any further particulars
ot the scene Since that period she had been ill-tempered and wayward. The final cause of her being sent to hospital was a
grand row (in her parents’ absence) with the servant, whom she turned oaf. of doors, and then proceeded to demolish all the
furniture, window glass. Ac., io the room.
On Admission.— A well-grown, fair complexioned, and plensunt-looking woman ; very flighty, jerky, and peculiar in
manner. Laughed unmeaningly at trifles, and was sulky and silent. Her conduct that of a wayward, spoiled child on its
best behaviour.
1
After Admission.—She was correct, in habits, obedient to direction, worked a little in the sewing-room, took her food
well, and was quiet at night. She continued to he flighty and very peculiar in manner and thought. At times would not
occupy herself except in writing the most strange letters to her father, trying to induce him to take her home. Shn was very
stout and healthy, remained most peculiar in manner and conversation, and on 24th December, 1875, she was discharged on
bond to care of friends.

F.
Case No. 29.—Certificate Admission—Baxvibiv.
Lunacy Act, 1878.—Fourth Schedule.
I, the undersigned, lieroby request you to receive
*
*
*
an insane person, into the licensed house of which
»**-.
yon are the Superintendent. Subjoined is a statement, respecting the said

*

Solicitor, Chatswood, North Shore, *
Dated this 17th day of August, 1891.

*

*

*
#

#

•
#

*
*

*

"Witness to signature,—J. E, King. J.P.
Lunacy Act, 1878.—Fifth Schedule.
Statement..
Name in full?—
*
#
#
Age ?—52.
’
1
Married, single, or widowed ?—Single.
Number of children ?— None,
Nat ive place ?—Now South Wales.
Late residence ?—
*
*
Religious persuasion ?—Protestant.
Supposed cause of insanity?—Sexual derangements.
How long has the attack lasted ?—Seventeen years.
Has she been insane before ?—Yes.
State the number of attacks ?—One.
Age (if known) at first attack ?—37.
Has she any insane relations ?—No.
Has she ever been an inmate of any institution for the insane ?—Yes.
Is she subject to fits ?—No.
Is she suicidal ?—No.
Is eho dangerous to others?—No.
Name and address of nearest relations or friends ?—
#
#
North Shore.

#

*

*

*

*

*

Solicitor,

*

*

•

and

*

*

Lunacy Aot, 1878.—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into an Hospital for the Insane or Licensed House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that I, on tho 19th day of August, 1891, at Bayview House,
Cook’s River, separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined
*
*
*
of Bayview House,
and that the said
*
*
*
is insane, and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and
treatment, and that I have formed this opinion upon the following grounds, viz, :—
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself :—Incoherent and rambling in conversation; accuses her attendants of
neglect of her; says that something bos gone wrong in her mind, and that there is something wanting.
2. Other facts (if any) indicating insanity cjinmunicated to mo by others :—Her brother informs me that she is full of
complaints whenever lie conics to see her, and is also very suspicious of those about her. She at times becomes vory violent
and unrulv.
‘
FREDK. ASHWELL,
Dated tbis 19th day of August, 1891.
94, Glebe Road.
Lunacy
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Lumiey Act, 1878.—Secoud Schedule.
Mediciil certificate to accompany order or request for reception iuto an Hospital for the Insauo or Licensed House.
I, tub undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that I, on the 19th day of August, 1891, at Bayriow House,
Cook's River, separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined
*
*
*
of Bayview House,
and that the said
*
*
*
is insane, and a proper person to he taken eharge of and detained under care and
treatment; and that I have formed this opinion upon the following grounds, viz,:—
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself:—Rambling in conversation, constantly changing the subject; very
voluminous in her conversation. Tells me that Dr. Vause is rude; looks down on her; that the late Mrs. Vause accused her
of jumping out of the store window; that the food is not good; and that the tea they get in tbe asylum is gradually poisoning
her. Got very excited whilst conversing.
2. Other acts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to mo by others:—Her brother * * informs me that she
onco attempted to empty a kettle of boiling water over her niece. Threatened the servants of her mother by brandishing
knives. Never contented in any one place. Always absconded from the friend with whom she ie placed, and, when found,
was in some place unfitted for her station in life.
MARK HENRY LONG,
Dated this 19th day of August, 1801.
07, Regent-street, Chip., Sydney.

G.
Case No. 29—Dischabge and Readmissions.
Lunacy Act, 1878.—Tenth Schedule.
Notice of Discharge.
I UEiiEBY give you notice that
*
*
*, a patient admitted into tbis hospital, or licensed house, on tlie illst day of
May, 1881, was discharged not improved, under section 85 of tho Lunacy Act, by the authority of
*
*
*, who is
the trustee of the patient under the will of her mother, the late
*
*
*, and who made tho last payment ou her
behalf on the 20th day of August, 1891.
II. B. HETHER1NGTON,
■
Superintendent of the Licensed House, situated at Cook’e River.
Dated the 20th day of August, 1891.
.
'

Lunacy Act, 1878.—Eighth Schedule,
Notice of Admission.
I hereby’ give you notice that
#
#
fc
admitted into this licensed house on the 20th day of August, and I
hereby transmit a copy of the order and statement and medical cortiiicute on which she was received.
Subjoined is a statement with respect lo tlie mental and bodily condition of tbo above-named patient.
H. B. HETHERINGTON,
Dated tbis £Olh day of August, 1891.
Superintendent of tbe Licensed House.
To tho Colonial Secretary.
----------------Lunacy Act, 1878.—Eighth'Schodulo.
Statement.
.
■
I have this day seen and examined
*
*
*
, the patient mentioned in the notice of admission of the 20th day of
August, and hereby certify that, with respect to mental state, she is suffering from delusional mania, her expression is shifty
and wild; she sit* for the most part alone and does not attempt to employ herself in any way, and is frequently lo be seen
giggling and laughing to herself with no apparent cause; when spoken to she generally laughs in an unmeaning manner; she
says that since she came to the Colony everything lias been confused, her friends, food, clothing, and everything; she is
frequently excited, incoherent, and abusive; and with respect to bodily health and condition, she is in very fair health aud
condition.
H. B. HETHERIN GTON,
Dated the 24th day of August, 1891.
Superintendent of the Licensed House, Cook’s River.
To tho Colonial Secretary.

Bl.

.

Case No. 29.
(Extracted from case-book. No. 3, fol. 164. Reg. No. 355.)
Age, 42; S.; native of N.S.W,; residence,
*
*
; religion, Protestant; form of mental disorder, delusional mania ;
supposed cause, sexual derangement; duration of atlaek, seven years; admitted, May 31, 1881; leave of absence granted
from December 12, 1882; went to reside with her parents ; returned to hospital on August 7, 1884, having been out on
leave of absence since December 12, 1882; discharged, August 20,1891; re-admitted, August 20, 1891; medical certi
ficates signed by Dr. Fortcscuc and Dr. Hodgson in the first instance ; medical certificates signed by Dr. Ash well and
Dr. Mark Henry Long subsequently on August 20, 1891.
Epitome op Case.

1881—May 31—Incoherent and rambling in conversation ; suspicious of her nearest friends; charges them with had
intentions towards her; complains that she is misunderstood, and says that everyone ia against her; five years previous to
tins date (May 31, 1881) she was in Gladesville for a year; has occasional paroxysms of excitement, during which she is
violent. August 22—Excited and violent, attempted to strike a lady patient. 1882—April 8—Excited and violent; using
abusive language to everybody about her; placed in seclusion for one hour. "While on leave from December 20, 1882, to
August 7,1884, she talked and behaved very much the same as when at Bayview; nothing was suited to her taste, and
everybody was plotting against her; oven if they looked at her she thought they did her harm ; she would not remain with
anybody for any length of time, and wandered away by herself whenever she could get the opportunity; on one occasion
she remained out all night. 1891—May 9—Since re-admission she has been much tho same as before ; complains of insults
being heaped upon her, but fails to specify any particular insult; says she has been reduced to tho state of a menial,
although she has no menial duties to perform; complains that her clothes are insufficient, which is not the case. Juno 3—
Since the visit of lier sister-in-law,
*
*
*
, yesterday morning, the patient has been much excited; sho lies on
the sofa complaining that she is very- ill for want of change, and that the people about her are constantly insulting her
about her relatives, and that they are all brutes and low women. 1894—June 18—She visits her brother, * * , from
time to time, and goes out driving and walking; occasionally visits the theatres, concerts, and public gardens accompanied
by a nurse. Mentally and physically there is but little change ; at times sho is violent and abusive, and at others alia sits
down laughing to herself; seldom occupies herself in any useful way ; full of her own grievances without any consideration
for others.
The father of
*
*
*
, who signed tho request on which she -was received into tho licensed house for tho insane
at Cook's River, being dead, 1, the undoraigued, being the person who made the last payment on behalf of the said
*
*
*
, now direct (under tho provisions of section 1834 and 1885 of the Lunacy Act) that she may be discharged
with a view of fresh proceedings being taken for her re-admission under new request and certificates, in accordance with
section 8 of the Lunacy Act.
#
*
«
s
13th August, 1891;
---------------- Lunacy
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Lunacy Act, 1878—Fourth Schedule.
1 this undersigned, hereby request, you to receive
*
*
*
lire tho superintendent. Sub]oined is a statement respecting the said

'

, un insane person, into the institution ol ivhicli you
*
#
#

#

*

*
*

*

*■
#

*

Degrco of relationeliip (if any) or other cireuinstonces of connection of the person signing tlie request with the
patient,—Father.
Dated tbis 30th day of May, 1881.

•

#

•

c

*

*

#

#

To Dr. Tucker, Superintendent of the Licensed House for Insane Patients at Cook’s River.
Witness to Signature,—J. Anirouub, J.P,
Lunacy Act, 1878—Fifth Schedule.
Statement.
Name in full ?—*»**
Age P—12 years.
Married, single, or widowed ?—Single.
Previous occupation?—None.
Native place?—London, England,
ijfito residence ?—#
#
*
*
Religious persuasion ?—Church of England.
Supposed cause of insanity ?—Sexual derangement s.
How long has tho attack lasted ?—Seven years.
Has she been insane before ?—No.
Has sho any insiino relations ?—No.
Has she ever been nn inmate of any institution for the insane ?—lu Gladesville.
Is she subject to fits ?—No.
Is she suicidal ?—No.
Is she dangerous to others?—Slightly violent at times.
Name and address of nearest relations or friends ?—*
#
#
#

Lunacy Act, 1878—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception info an Hospital for the Insane or Licensed House.
1, tub undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certit'v that I, on the 29th day of May, 1881, at *
#
*
#
*
*
*
*
, separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined
*
*
#
#
*
nnd that the said
*
*
*
*
is insane, and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and
treatment; and that I have formed this opinion upon the following grounds, vir.:—
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself: Incoherent nnd rambling in conversation ; restless and excitable in
manner; seeming suspicious of her nearest, friends, and charges them with bad intentions towards her; complains that she
is misunderstood, aud says that every one is against her.
2, Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to me by others : She was about five years ago in Gladesville
for about, a year; she is now always more or less strange, but has occasional paroxysms of excitement, during which she ie violent
and has actual delusions, attributing all kinds of absurd motives to people, and frequently turning upon indecent subjects.
G-. FORTESCUE, M.B., L,
Dated this 30t b day of May, 1881.
fi, Lyons Terrace, Sydney,
Lunacy Act, 1878—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into an Hospital for tho Insane or Licensed House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that J, on the 14-th day of May, 1881, at
* *
*
* * * separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined
#*#**#
* * * and that the said
*
#
#
#
IS insallU; nnd a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under
care and treatment; and that I have formed this opinion upon tlie following grounds, viz. :—
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself: Excessive haughtiness; violent attacks upon domestics; excessive
suspicion of her family’s conduct; occasional supreme contempt for any or all of her friends ; undue inattention to personal
attire.
2. Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to mo by others: Violence towards her motlier; continual
persecution of her parents by insane and suspicious remarks.
WILFRED HODGSON, M.D,
Dated this 30th day of May, 1881. ___________________________________
67, Regont-strccf, Sydney.

B3.

Sir,
_
I hereby request you to allow my daughter,
*
*
*
*
to leave the licensed house for the insane,
Cook s River, m which she is now a patient, on leave of absence for six months. I propose to remove her to tho premises of
*
*
*
• near my residence,
at####
^ iniq f undertake to make due provision for her
proper care and safe keeping.
1 am, Ac,

#

Tho Inspector-General of tho Insane.

t

#

#

#

####*#

1 recommend (hut leave of absence for the period above stilted be ernnted in I tie case of
r
*
#
#
■
“
ARTHUR ,I. VAUSE,
Dated, 7/12/82.
Superintendent.
I SjUs'CHon' fbe absence of
#
#
1882, to tlie twelfth day of June. 1833.
‘
'

Extension of leave applied for
to dates ns under,

j

#

from the licensed house ill Couk’s River from tbe twelfth day of Decomber,
'
F. NORTON MANNING. M.D.,
Inspector-General of (be Insane.
'
Date.

Recommended.

Approved.

j
12 September, 1333 ...............
12 March. 1884 .......................
24 DcuiHnbrr. ISS'l ..................

Mark H. Loner. . . ___ .

I hereby certify that, having examined
#
#
in her case for a further period of six mouths is desirable.
Dated 10 October, 1333,
I hereby certify thal, having examined
*■
*
in her ease for a further period of six months is desirable.
Dated 24tk June, 1881..

...

#

26/6/83
m/io/fis
24/0/84

J
. 1
1

0

j

Date.

30/83
le/lh/H3
2.4/7/fU

j m,i of opinion that an extension of the leave of absence
S. SOUTTER HARWOOD. M.D.
I nm of opinion that an extension of the leave of absence
MARE HENRY LONG, M.D, L.R.Q.C.P, L,M.
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irrKSDix,
h.

_
Sir,

OlTICI At PArTiltS.
Luiiflcy Department, Inspeetor-General’s Otlice, Gladesville, 23 July, 1S94.
In accordance with your B.C. Minute of tlio 13tti instant, on n petition hy Mr. *
*
*
# for the
release of his sister from the licensed house at Cook's Bivor, I have the honor to report,—
1st, That *
*
* is decidedly insane, and unfit to bo at large, except under special care.
2nd. That she was placed at CooVs Iliver on the request of Mr. *
#
*
* : solicitor, one of her trustees
under the will of her mother; the other trustee, *
*
*
# , the patient's older brother, consenting to and
joining in this arrangement.
3rd. That some three years ago *
#
*
* | the petitioner, moved the Supreme Court to deliver the patient
over to his care, bub that this application was refused, as I understand ; first, on the ground that the trrtstets of * * *
under her mother’s will, one of whom was her elder brother, were the proper guardians of the patient, and second, that
*
*
*
* was an unlit person to have charge of his sister.
4th. That T am unaware of anything which has happened since to invalidate tho view the Supreme Court toot of the
matter, and if *
*
*
* is aware of anything, it is open to him to make further application to the Court,
5th. That the allegations in the petition as to the patient being ill-treated are altogether without foundation; and
Gth. That the Lunacy Statutes contain no provisions under which the Chief Secretary can order the discharge of a
patient except in Section 91, where the Inspector-General, Ofiicial Visitors, or Medical Superintendent certify that the patient
is detained without sufficient cause,
I have. Ac.,
F.' NORTON MANNING,
Tho rrincipal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector-General.
Tjie humble Petition of *
*
*
*,of*
*
*
* , dated this 3rd day of July, 1894.
To the Honorable Sir George Richard Dibbs, X.C.M.G., Premier of New Sottfh Wales, Macquarie-st., Sydney.
Your petitioner prays that under the circumstances related herewith you will accede to his request. Your petitioner
desires the release of his sister,
*
*
*
*
, from the Bayview ASyluin, St. Peters, where she is now, and has
been confined for the past two years. Your petitioner, understanding that any person having a relation confined in the above
asylum, may obtain an order for his or her release hy applying to yon, Sir George Richard Dibbs, K.C.M.G., I presume to
address you to that end. My reasons for applying for the release of my sister are as follows :—That up to the year 1883 when
my father died, it was not hy him considered necessary to confine her. and she was allowed perfect liberty, and retained such
until 1884, the time of my mother's death ; that after tho death of my mother, at the instigation of my brother, *
#
*
she was taken to Bayview Asylum, and has remained there ever since; that both my father and mother specially
recommended her to my care, as I was always her favourite brother; that her condition is and always was harmless, and she
has never committed any rash or foolish action; that she lias been confined for over ten years to secure the pecuniary ends of
my brother, *
*
* ; that the only charge made aguinst my sister at the asylum was that her conversation was lewd;
that she is a Christian woman of over fifty years of age, of high educnlionnl attainments ; that any irregularity of speech (if
any) she must have learned tit asylum ; that her memory is clear and retentive, remembering days and dates and facts of over
forty years back; that *
*
* , hy whom *
*
*
wlls rjLiMfmcd, has frequently stated to her friends who
have tried for her release that she “ shall never come out ” ; that my sister has informed me that she has been cruelly treated
(the particulars of this treatment involve a serious charge and arc of a delicate nature); that Dr. Yausc and e
*
#
work together to defeat me in my endeavour to release my sister; she has a life income sufficient for her maintenance and
support, which reverts to *
*
* at her death; that the patient (my sister) is very much attached to both myself
and wife, and has repeatedly begged of us to procure her release that she might live with us, and that we thoroughly under
stand her; that my brother, although standing in exactly tho same position towards the patient as myself, is permilled to, and
does at any time he likes, take her out of asylum and return her at his will, whilst my wife and I are only allowed to seo
her in the presence of attendants, who overhear our conversation ; that Dr. Vnuso peruses any letters that my sister writes me ;
that be treats both my wife and self with uniform discourtesy ; that I am a resident- of over thirty-five years iu Sydney, and both
my wife and self of middle age ; that 1 am in receipt of an annuity, nud therefore unoccupied, and well able to look after my
sister’s welfare ; that my sister desires me to inquire into her estate; that ] cannot do so while she remains in asylum—
kept there to prevent this inquiry among other things; that she is u paying patient; that it is my sister’s urgent request,
and my sole desire to alleviate her condition, that prompts me to forward this petition; she is perfectly sane and rational
and has suffered long martyrdom, and would pray for speedy dissolution—death—rather than live longer in such an institution,
and not like a prisoner looking to the expiry of a term, but without hope. I inn in receipt of a- letter from my sister, which I
take the liberty of inclosing, and which to me shows no signs of insanity.
lonr petitioner prayeth that you will grant the prayer of tho petition, namely nn order to Dr. Yause, proprietor of Bayview Asylum, for the release of my sister,
*
*
*
*
to myself and wife.
And in duty bound your petitioner humbly prayeth.
18, Redmond-street, Leichhardt.
*
#
*
»
#
In view of the recent disgusting disclosures of the treatment of patients in Bayview Asylum, as shown especially in
tho case of
*
*
*
I would beg to urge that you will kindly see fit to grant me an order for my sister’s release.
I have had along conversation with Mr. Sugar, of the Town Hall, Sydney, who furnished evidence re Asylums with others
His opinion is condemnatory towards the institution. He recommends this method of bringing the matter before you, with
every hope of succeeding in obtaining the desired end.
,
Tho Hon. Sir George Richard Dibbs, K.C.M.G., Premier, N.SYV.
Refer to Dr. Manning,—CYY-, 13/7/94.

RElOliT of Mr. Sugar, of Town Hall, city, re the condition, &c., of
*
Asylum, St. Peters.

*

18, Rodmond-strce.t,, Leichhardt, 9 July, 1894.
*
*
*
now an inmate of Bayview
-

At my request Mr. Segar has made inquiry as to the condition of my sister, confined as above, and states—
1st. That
*
*
*
is an extremely quiet and inoffensive person; that she occupies her time rending, sewing,
anti knitting, and causes attendants uo trouble.
2nd. That she is allowed the use of a kerosene lamp at night, and at all times behaves us a perfectly sane person.
3rd. That upon rare occasions she shows ill-temper, asking “'Why am I confined f” “Whatfor ?” “Who is keeping
me here?” " What harm have I ever done ?” “Why am T not allowed my freedom ?” “ I have money and can keep myself.”
Mr. Seagcr further atotes that from inquiry that he has made
*
*
is saun, and ought not to ho kept longer at
Bayview Asylum. Mr. Senger authorises me to use his name.

'

#

•

#

#

«

To accompany petition in this mutter placed under the notice of the Hon. Sir George Richard Dibbs, K.C.M.G.,
Premier, N.S.W.
My dear brotlmr *
*
*
Cook’s River, Wednesday morning, 20 June, 1894.
Many thanks for jonr prompt reply to my last missive or letter. 1 hope *
*
* is better than last time she
was good enough to come hero. 1 judged from her manner that she meant to take me with her away from these regions of
bliss. 1. thought it best to wriie oiT-lmnd quick, to advise you not to be troubled more than you can help with regard to me.
I do not understand the life I live, and it is of no use trying to know the reason why my health is not good ; and 1 am very
sorry to know of your uneasiness. It arises in the first place from not taking necessary care of yourself; this I know for a
fact.
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fact with regard to food you take, &c. It is so due you can almost sit without a fire. Ify dear brother, I had not forgotten
you when I did not write for so long. I hope you rest well, ns it unfits you for anything you have to do during the day if
you do not rest well at night, with few exceptions; at least, this is my opinion. I do not pretend to write letters. Bather
than you shall feel neglected I write as well as 1 um aide. Sou must live with the hope, as I, that 1 shall not have to die
here, both of you. I should like to be wull enough to do something, if in the order of Providence I live to come away after so
very many years. It will seem a miracle. I must thank * * * for coining; also for all the trouble she is at for me. ]
hope they are well in Jfingland. Were it convenient, J should like someone to take me a trip thereabout. I thank you for
praising I ho last I wrote ; this is not as plain. I cannot help being variable, I am not at my work now. You must keep
yourselves warm; take good care of yourselves till f come. Mind take a nice bouse for me. Your nice cottage is so near the
burial-ground. Don’t you think it is, dear Sep. ? I. dislike being so much expense to you. Dr. Yause might make arrange
ments with you to have me. I am not troublesome at best. Believe me, kind love, ever your affectionate sister

"

* # * *

J,
Case No. 30—Papers.

To tho Honorable G. Reid, Colonial Secretary,—
Dear Sir,
Saturday, 1 September, 1S94.
I beg most earnestly to draw your kind attention and urgent necessity of amending a Bill to be passed in the
Lunacy Act. Why should they bo such cruel arbitration in detaining patients that are harmless and not mad in private and
public asylums ? Such is the case of my poor, dour, unfortunate, sister, Mrs. * * * , who is incarcerated and detained by her
unfeeling sou, * # # i an(j jj deprived of seeing any friends, or to enjoy any liberty. She is as sane as you are. No lady
could write or act as sho does if she was mad—never has been mad—only got out of the way, as many others are, for their
money, and falsely represented. She is always pleading and praying to get her out of that. Cook’s River house, and to be
under my care and a maid. Sho has no society, no amusement; no friends can see her; she is deprived of every pleasure,
only an outing now and then, which she pays out of her money the espouse for herself and woman, i submitted to Sir G,
Dibbs on the 24th July a petition signed by twenty-six persons, and an affidavit of the doctor (M’Donough), who visited her
twice, and eight fetters of our lawyer in England, and one of Mr. Geary to confirm the truth, and many other boundless proofs
can ho proved ami declared by olHeiols if needed. Dr. Manning's report is nuil and void in the eyes of many, as thero are
medical men as capable and as clever as be professes to be. Eminent doctors, both in Scotland and England have declared to
me, “ Your sister, Mrs. * * * , js not insane.” I have papers to the effect, and the Honorable Mr. Barton read one, and told
me to take an affidavit on it. J. can produce a letter also of an attendant, who was witness when my sister was entrapped,
and gave her evidence with another attendant of tiic cruelties evinced to patients. I plead with all my heart, and demand
my sister to bo with me. Sho is my sister, and my duty is to see to her release and comfort. Why should she be incarcerated
at the wish of her cruel son, who hardly never secs her or ever lived with her either ? She has been represented wrongfully
just to plead their own cause. A more cruel case could not exist. Dear kind friends of mine who have called with me and
endeavoured to seo her and sympathise witli her have all been grossly repulsed and insulted and refused admittance. Even my
own cousin, * # * , iato of Her Majesty’s service, was denied, and dealt with most ungenUlemaniy with Dr. Manning
and Dr. Yause, so lie says, by order of her son. So every person that knows, or lias known my sister, declares she ought not to
be in an asylum. It is very painful to my feelings, having come these 15,000 miles, and sacrdicd my pretty homo for my dear
sisters release, at her request, as she says, to be incarcerated for no offence, deprived of all liberty. It is against the law of
justice and humanity, Such tyranny ought to be abolished; and a subject of Her Majesty to be tortured, as I call it—slow
murder. Such unjust cruelty, 1 trust, will be dealt with hy an honorable and Christian gentleman, as I consider you are.
Pray do your best, winch will be to confer an everlasting obligation on
'
Yours, Ac.,

* * * *

P-3.—Allow me to state my sister is the widow of a chaplain, and her son has no right to incarcerate his mother and
keep her away from everybody. Ask any reasonable person if yon are locked up iu a room from morning 1o night, and only
have the society of lunatics around you, what would be the result ? My grandfather, an eminent medical man, * # if
* * * was a member of three different asylums in London, aud my father was also a most learned and clever army medical
gentleman. 1 could produce in writing the different forms of insanity which they have treated, and their great skill upon it.
As my- dear sister writes and states : “ * * dear, plead to gut me out under your care. Any complaint from me, however
true, would bo considered here insanity,—Your sister, * * * ”
This letter might be referred for the consideration of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—F.K., S/9/94.
Approved.—G.H.R., 11/9/94. The Principal Under Secretary.—E.K., 12/9/94.
Seen, 19/9/94.

Sir,
Lunacy Department, Inspector General’s (Mice, Gladcsville, 22 August, 1891.
_
I have lit!le to add to my report of the 2nd December, 1S92, ns to this ease. Mrs. * * is decidedly insane and
requires special care. Mrs. * * sous consider that Miss * * is a most unfit person to be entrusted with the care of
her sister, and having frequently seen Miss * * * , who is mentally peculiar herself, I quite agree with them. Miss
* * * in October, 1892, brought the matter before tiie Supreme Court, and Mr. Justice Owen decided that Mrs. * # *
must remain at Cook’s River, as her sons wished and refused Miss * * * application for her discharge. I am unaware
of any change of circumstance which are likely to alter the decision of the Court, but it is quite open to Miss * * * to
bring the matter before the Court again.
Miss * * has made ell sorts of insinuations as to the motives of the sons of Mrs. * * for keeping their mother
in confinement. I can only- say that Mr. * # # | j.]lu el<test; 60n who has consulted with mo on the subject, has always
seemed to mo much interested iu his mother’s welfare, does not in any way touch a penny of her income, and lias repeatedly
expressed a wish that every penny of this should be expended for the benefit of the patient. Miss * * * statements as
to her sister being “ shamefully ill-treated,” given food “ bad and unfit for consumption,” and “ subjected to cruel and rude
treatment at tho hands of Dr. J'ause, and to tho greatest tyranny and persecution,” are gross and disgraceful misrepre
sentations. It is true that tho window of Mrs. * * bed-room is barred and fastened, but this has been brought about by
M'38 * * * attempted forcible abduction of the patient, witli regard to which a man who was engaged by Miss * * #
to net as her agent in the matter, is now serving a sentence of imprisonment in Darlinghurst Gaol. The patient is allowed
to go freely about the Institution, and goes to Sydney about twice a month with a nurse to do shopping, and spend the money
especially- allowed for her use. and until Miss * * # by hi.r insinuations and charges, and the manner in which she talks
made her sister somewhat discontented, no one could "have been more placid and happy, or on better terms with her
surroundings and everyone about her. I am inclined to think that the real basis of the action and agitation in this matter,
which has now been continued for upwards of two years, lies in the fact that Mrs. * * possesses an income of some £300 a
year, which the sister Miss * * # , who is in somewhat needy circumstances, is desirous of sharing. I may in conclusion
be allowed to 'point out that tho Lunacy Act contains no provisions under which the Cliief Secretary can order the discharge
of an insane patient except the Inspector General, official visitors, or Superintendent certify that the patient is detained
without suflieient cause, and that tho official visitors and Superintendent are at one with mo in considering Mrs. * * to be
insane and to require special care.
I have, Ae.,
. ,
E. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector General.
Under this report it appears undesirable to release Mrs.
be informed accordingly.—C.W., 2ii8;S4.

#

^

to tin1 care of her sister, of which she may, perhaps,
'
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Dear Sir,
#
#
*
#
20 August, 1894.
Iltmug recelred do replj to my loiter and petition of the 24th July, naturally 1 feel anxious, and should esteem
it a favour if you would let me know the result of your perusal of the petition forwarded to you. If you could only realise
how truly anxious T am to have my dear sister out of that inqoisition of Bayview House, vow would help me X am sure. T.
have visited her, iHh instant, and she hogged me so hard for her liberty, also to interview you on her behalf. 1 would take
great care o£ her with a maid, as I stated to both Dr. Cox and Sir A. Roberts; besides, my sister i» as harmless as a dove, and
ought never to he under restraint; her sons ought, to he aslimnrd of Ihemsnlves. They are walking in the stops of their father,
a cruel vindictive man ho was: and e rid on Lly her son, *
c
#
to keep her in, is in league with Dr. Yauee and Dr.
Manning.
*
*
wrote to his uncle, if his mother eauie to Australia, lie would never eomc in eontact with her. A short
time after her landing at Melbourne, lie entrapped her after a three months of long voyage. A more cruel ease could not
exist, as the captain of (.lie ship “hTorfolk” told me when ho hoard of it, and said “ Oh, what n cruel ron.” My cousin,
*
* * came from New Zealand, also to help me, and was refused seeing her, and grossly insulted by Dr. Vuuso, and all
my friends treated the same; ns lie has friends in the Tress, he is going to make the matter public, unless she is released,
* *
* is not insane, but deprived of seeing friends, and even her own sister only onoe a month, when the rules are twice
a week, her window barred against light and sun. If that is what you call humanity, she is not. the only one suffering, and
nil who know her well, and have loft. Dr, Ymise’s service, state she is only suffering from simple persecution—the doctors
state the same— and ought not to be there or in restraint. Asa sisters love, and having come these 15,000 miles, and sacrificed
my pretty home for her release, surely, could you .shut the car to my prayer? T am sorry to say 1 have been represented
quite a different, person to what. I am. I possess letters of high esteem, and the few friends I have here will speak for me if
required; besides, I have lady friends ready to ho with me and my sister. Unfortunately she left England, thinking her sons
would have given her a welcome. She always states she wished she had never left. The false, false lies they have stated;
pruy do not believe it. The letters of my lawyer will convince you of the truth, ami many others. She wishes to be with mo
and not with her sons, after their conduct; in fact, they are not fit to have her. Ever since I have visited my sisler for those
two years, I have always found her rational, amusing, and sensible—no wandering. I shall end in hopes that you will listen
to my demand ns n gentleman, and shall confer if a. great act. of kindness on your pari.
Yours, ie.,
To Sir George Dihhs.
* # # #
Sir,

'
My sister,

*

*

*
#
#
#
24 July, 1894.
is confined at the licensed house for the insane, liny view House. Cook’s Elver Eoad,

*

T empe.
She is confined against her own will and inclination by her own son, * *
* to suit his own particular purposes.
My sister is not insane, but quite capable of being taken care of by her friends, as the uttaehed documents will show. Further,
my sister, who pays U3 fis. a week for the room, which she furnished at her own expense, is shamefully ill-treated. She is
kept in a room without, any fire, and the only window is barred and shuttered with the view of excluding light and preventing
my sister from communicating with any friends. The food is had and unfit for consumption. In addition to this, she is
subjected to rude and cruel treatment at the hands of Dr. Vauso, the Medical Superintendent.
In view of the disclosures in the ease of
*
*
*
disgiaccful and brutal treatment, I. ask you to cause Dr.
Anderson Stuart, the Government Medical Adviser, to investigate the case of my sister, whom I know is subjected to the
greatest tyranny and persecution.
Yours, &c.,

*

*

#

#

The Hon. Sir George Dibbs, K C.M.G., Colonial Secretary.
Ektition.

Rev. J, G. SouimiT, Incumbent, St- Simon and St. Jude's, Sydney; ,T. Lawrence, M. Baker, M. Tuitman, J. J. Wood,
L. Ybungson, I. Youngson, II. L. Folk, M. Hunt, E. J. Falk, M. Perry, E. II. Falk, L, Falk, Sadie Hear, Katie Bear,
L. Hobinson, E. Robinson, T, X. Taylor, 0, Taylor, C. E. Spiecwood, E. Y. Kodman, E. Kenny, W. Howland, Charlie Bear,
E, Boar, R. Taylor, E. Gardiner, A, Gardiner, G. Spicerwood, W, C. Hall, L. Watson, B. C. Swinburne, B. X. Phillips,
H. Stephens, W. Alexander, M. Watson, E. Lament.
To

*
*
*
(1, Brisbane-strcefc, 20 July, 1894.
In reference to your inquiries re your sister, I cun only advise you to take steps for her removal, knowing full
well the brutal manner in which the patients are treated at Bay view House. The ease of
#
#
#
in which they
were caught red-hauded, is only one of the many to which the unfortunate patients are subjected. The Colonial Secretary,
Sir George Dibbs, gave an order for his release, and I have no doubt, when you represent the facts in the ease of your sister,
the same course will be taken. The Bayview Asylum has of late obtained so much notoriety that it is wonderful the Govern
ment have not seen fit to hold an enquire.
Yours. Ac.,
“
H. GEAREY.
In the Supreme Court of Hew South Wales,}
in Lunacy.
j
In the matter of the Application of
*
*
* for an Order enabling her to remove one
#
#
*
a lunatic,
Out of this Colony, to wit, to England : and in the matter of the Act 42 Yie. Ho. 7.
On this 18th day of October, in the year 1892, J, M'Donugh, of Sydney, doctor of Medicine, being duly sworn, maketh oath
and saith as follows :—
"
1. I am a legally qualified medical practitioner, and in such capacity have virited the above-named
*
*
#
at the Bayview House Asylum at Cook’s River, near Sydney, aforesaid.
2. Erom examinations, I can state that the said
*
*
*
is by no means dangerous, on the contrary is
exceedingly gentle and harmless, and she has, I am informed, and believe she has, been allowed out in her sister’s
custody.
3. I consider that removal out of the said asylum, and in fact out of this Colony, would be of great benefit to the said
*
*
*
, and her state of mind and health generally would be much improved by such removal.
Sworn by the deponent, on the dav and first vear before written, at Svdnev, before me,—
'
'
‘
’
J. MURPHY,
A Commissioner of Affidavits.
Dear

*
*
tt
150, Leadenhall-sfreet, London, E.C.. 30 September, 1890.
I enclose a letter which arrived this morning from Australia. I duly received your letter and return the
enclosures. I have all along been of the opinion that
#
#
*
ouglit not to be kept under restraint; but, in the
face of her son opposing her being released, I do not sec what can be done for her, unless you or some one personally go over
to Australia and enquire into the whole matter.
Yours, &e., "
■
H. RAMSDEH.
t

Dear

*
*
*
Leadeuliall-street, London, E.C., 28 May, 1892.
Enclosed I have the pleasure of sending you, ns requested, a letter to the commander of the 11 Orient.”
With all good wishes for the vovage.
Yours, Ac.,
'
A. H. RAMSDEH.

Dear Sir,
ICO, Leadenhall-strect, London, E.O., 28 May, 1892.
We take the liberty of addressing this letter to you to introduce the bearer, Miss
*
*
*
who is a
passenger to Sydney by your steamer on 3rd proximo.
We have buowrn
*
e
#
whose father was the late
*
*
*
for the last twenty-five years, and
can say that she is thoroughly trustworthy and reliable, and any attention you can show herwill be duly appreciated by
Yours, &c,,
The Commander, R-.M.S. “ Orient,” Rovrd Albert- Dock, London E,
RAMSDEH & Co.
‘

------------------

My
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My dear #
#
*
150, Leadenliall-slreet, London, E.C., 19 September, 1892.
I have to acknowledge receipt of your letters, dated 30th July, Tth of August, and 14th of August.
I have forwarded on the three enclosures contained in your first letter.
I am glad to hear of the interviews you have had with *
*
* and others in relation to her. Give her my
kindest regards, and say that I shall hope soon to have the pleasure of seeing her in England. It is too bad that she should
be detained where she is, and from my knowledge of her for many years I have no hesitation in saying that she ought not to
have been placed under restraint,
"
,
Wishing you every success.
Tours Ac.,
Miss *
*
* , Post Office, Sydney, Kew South Wales.
H. RAMSDBN.
Dear #
*
*
X50) Leadenhall-street, London, E.C., 3 October, 1892.
I am to-day in receipt of your letter of 2Sth August, and note that you are still endeavouring to procure the
release of *
*
* , in which I hope yon will be successful. Erom my knowledge of her I am convinced she docs not
require to he under restraint, hut only requires kind treatment, and on her return to England I shall be only too pleased to
look after her happiness and comfort.
I note that you have seen her son, but I do not think he requires much consideration—his behaviour to his mother has
certainly not been wbat a parent has a right to expect.
The summer hero appears now to have passed and autumnal weather has set in.
Yours Ac.,
Miss #
#
* p03t, Office, Sydney, New South Wales.
E. ItAMSDEN,
Dear *
*
* .
150, Leadenhall-street, London, B.C., 19 December, 1892.
_
Though this will not reach yon by Christmas, yet I write to convey my good wishes to you. The mail has this
morning brought your letter and enclosures of 11th November. I am glad you have given me in the letter some particulars
of your exertions and the proceedings now' in progress, and can only hope that they will ultimately result in success. The
behaviour of *
*
* son is past understanding.
I have forwarded on your letter to *
* .
With kind regards,
Yours Ac.,
Miss #
#
* Post Office, Sydney, New South Wales.
E. HAMSDEN,
Dear *
•
#
160, Leadenhall-street, London, E.O., 21 February, 1893.
I am to-day in receipt of your letter of 19th January and enclosures.
I have forwarded on to the North British and Mercantile the order as to payment of the annuity.
Your letter to the Under Secretary for War has also been duly posted.
It would not he practicable for mo to obtain the return of income tax as your personal signature would be required.
If and so soon as I receive the £15 from the war office, I will, as directed, send £10 to yourself and £5 to Julia.
I regret to learn that your efforts towards releasing *
*
* have not yet been accompanied with success. I am
sure you are doing all you can for her, and hope that you may still succeed.
Yours Ac.,
,
H. RAMSDEN,
Miss #
*
# , Sydney, New South Wales.
Dear

# * #
_
_
130, Leadenhall-strect, Loudon, E.C., 5 .tune, 1893.
I was much interested at receiving some little time back a letter from you, and have, from letters from your sister
* * * , been kept advised of the steps being taken from time to time in your behalf. I can only say that it is a great shame
that you have boon detained so long in Australia, and I look forward to seeing you here very speedily, when I shall hope to do
what I can to promote your interests, and to render your life happy after your enforced sojouru in Australia.
Yours, Ac.,
* * *, care of * * *, Post Office, Sydney, New South Wales.
■
E. RAMSDEN.
Sir,

8 February, 1893.
I have waited long and anxiously for the report you promised at an interview in October, 1892, regarding my
sister, * # *, who is kept, in Bayview House against her wish.
Will you kindly let. me know what has transpired regarding her unjust case.
Of One thing I am assured, that if my sister had not money in her own rights she would he free to-day as any of Bor
Majesty’s subjects.
'
‘
I appealed to you (Sir George Dibbs) for her release, as I was told yon had the reins of justice, and would see justice
was done.
'
I explained to yon that her son placed her there sorely against her wish and will, and ho has no right to deprive his
mother of her liberty, us she is quite harmless, and not mad.
She writes of her incarceration, and begging of me to leave England and come out to her and get her released.
Trusting you will not turn a deaf car to my earnest appeal on her behalf, who is detained most unjustly.
Y'ours, Ac.,
To Sir George Dibbs, Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
#
*
#
#

P.S.—Quotations of letters, written by an old-standing friend of the family, and highly-connected in law:—
Dear * * #
3 October, 1892.
I hope you will endeavour to procure the release of * * * From my knowledge of her, I am convinced she
does not require to be under restraint, and on her return to England I shall only be too pleased to look after her happiness
and comfort. .1. nolo Hint you have seen her son, but I do not consider he requires much consideration. Eis behaviour to his
mother has certainly not been what a parent has a right to expeet.
Y'ours, Ac.,
E. RAMSDEN, M.A., F.L.S.
My dear * * *
]9 September, 1392.
1 am glad to hear of the interviews you have had with * * s und. others in relation to her. Give her my
kindest regards, and say that I shall hope soon to have the pleasure of seeing her. It is too had that, she should he detained
where she is, and from my knowledge of her for many years, I have no hesitation in saving that she ought not to have been
placed under restraint.
" "
Wishing you every success.
Yours, Ac.,
E. RAMSDEN.
Dear Miss * * *
_
19 December, 1892.
1 am glad you have given me in the letter some particulars of your exertions and the proceedings, and can only
hope that they will result, in success.
The behaviour of * * * son is past understanding.
Y'ours, Ac.,
H. RAMSDEN.
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I can only add, like others, my sister is not insane. Certificates are Tory easily given to get rid of people, such as were
the cases of llessrs. * * # and * * ■ in London, but were released. AU doctors differ. It is only the name that they
appeal to, hut not the justice, and the false affidavits concerning the case surpassed any understanding of truth and justice.
Dr. Manning gave me two sections to work upon, and even addresses of lawyers, and that he would do all in his power to help
rae for her release. My lawyer’s letters will convince you his opinion of the injustice of her restraint. A more cruel case'I
never came across, and is well known.
Will you favour me with the petition I left for your perusal, and a rcplv. You will greatly oblige,

•

*

*.«#*#

Kindly address “ General Post Office, Sydney.” All my letters .are addressed as .above.
Lunacy Department, Inspector General's Office, Gladesville, 2 December, 1892.
# ts # * was admitted to the licensed house at Cook’s River in December, 1884, on the request of her son, all the Segal
forms being complied with. She had previously been in a private asylum in *
, and before this in an asylum in *
She is possessed of some small private means, and lias a pension of some £200 a year from the Indian Government. I have
seen her, as a rule, once every month since her admission, and she has improved in health and was contented, though occa
sionally asking for her discharge, until her sister, # # * , came from * * about the middle of the current year,
# # # * applied to me for * * * ’s release, and on making inquiries, I found that she was herself without means,
and that she wished to get possession of her sister, so as to live on her income. The patient’s two sons objected strongly to
their mother being handed over to * * * *’s care, and from seeing her I came to the conclusion that she was mentally
peculiar in much the same direction as her sister, and that she was a very unfit person to have the care and charge of an insane
patiesnt.
_
As she, however, was very insistent, I showed her that she could lake legal action for the transfer of her sister to her
care under either sections 81 or 90 of the Lunacy Act, by applying to a Judge of the Supreme Court, and I advised her, in
case of doing so, to place the case in the hands of a respectable solicitor. She, after consideration, decided to do this, n,nd
the patient’s sons opposed the application, which was heard before Mr. Justice Owen during the month of October. The
Judge, with affidavits and all the facts of the case before him, decided that the patient must remain at Cook’s River as her
■sons wished, and refused the application. During the time * # # # has been in Sydney her visits to the liccn set! house
at Cook’s River have been very frequent, and the conduct of her friends and herself was so rude and Overbearing towards Dr.
Vause, and so far tended to excite and irritate the patient, that Dr, Vouse declined to allow such frequent visits, and this in
September last led to a row, and to Dr. Yause being summoned to the Newtown Police Court for an assault on one # * *
whose name appears on the petition submitted by * * # * This case was dismissed, and Dr. Yause has since declined,
with the full consent, and, indeed, the expressed wish of the patient’s sons, to allow anyone hut * * ® * to see the
patient, and this only at somewhat rare intervals. Considering all the circumstances of the ease, I consider that Dr. Yause’s
action is necessary and right, and there does not appear to be any evidence of “arbitrary treatment” or “unnecessary and
cruel restraint.” The patient has, in my opinion, received every necessary care and treatment whilst under Dr. Yause's care,
and enjoyed an exceptional amount of liberty and-consideration.
F. NORTON MANNING.
To Sir George Dibbs,—
455, Dowling-street, Moore Park, Saturday, £6 November, 1892.
* * * * will bo greatly obliged if Sir George bas noticed her petition she left for his kind consideration on
behalf of her sister, * ^
, who is kept in Bayview House against her wish, and by the order of her tyrannical son.
Awaiting anxiously an answer.
■
Would you kindly favour me by the return of the petition. Your attention will oblige,

#¥#***#

Refer to Dr, Manning—C.W., B.C., 29/11/92.

The Inspector-General of the Insane.

15 September, 1892.
.Heaeing-daily of your just and sympathising kindness towards the oppressed, I am induced by friends here to bring to
your kind notice the arbitrary treatment towards my sister, * * * * now confined in Bayview' House—unnecessary
restraint which has outraged the feelings of myself and friends. Not having seen my sister for more than fifteen years, and
all correspondence having been unmercifully withheld—a convicted felon could not be more harshly treated, than to deprive
her of seeing her own blood relations. Allow me to ask, will such cruel restraint tend to restore her present anxiety and
tranquilise her tried mind ? And this strict restraint, Dr. Yause states, is at the particular request of her son and his tyrannical
order. In consequence she is now actually suffering under the malignity of his severe order that she is not to see her sister or
friends. As if her son, Mr. * * # * was the controller of Bayview House, and is she to have no compassion or mercy
shown herf Is Dr. Yause blameless for allowing tire merciless order of her son to be carried out because he did not
want his mother near him ? The patients’ case ■ is well-known in Sydney, and her present inhuman treatment is the talk of
the town, and will be the comment of the press, and through England, where her old friends are. Surely, if the commissioners
have any power over the superintendent of Bayview House, your very human feeling will not allow such outrageous conduct
to wound and insult the heartfelt feeling of a sister, and which must, also, seriously effect and prove prejudicial to the health
of the patient, I must humbly crave your kind, kind intercedings on behalf of my sister, which will confer an everlasting
obligation, having come these 15,000 miles by her wish, and demand for her release to go to England with me under my care
and protection, and of her lawyer, whose letters I can produce, and others on behalf of her, as all were acquainted with
before she, unfortunately, came out and was entrapped by her son, * * * of which I now plead that you grant her
release and to give her up to my care.
Yours, &C-,
**«*##_
Signed by kind friends:— # * # (wife of Rev. *
*
*),*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*,

j

>

J

_

To His Honor Sir George Dibbs, Colonial Secretary, Sydney, N.S.W.

■

Al.
Case No. 30.
Age, 57 ; social condition, widow ; number of children, three; occupation, gentlewoman; nativity, * # * # ; residence,
*###*#****, religion, Church of England; form of mental disorder, mania delusional; duration of
attack, twenty-sii years; admitted, 29th December, 1884.
Dr. Marano says she is under delusion of persecution, particularly by the Ritualists, whom she blames for all her
troubles. Dr. Both says she lias delusions of religious persecutions, and also imagines that one of the patients at the
* * * * Asylum went there specially to protect her, and, in fact, she believes he is coming here on the same errand.
Cental and Bodily Conditions, Symptoms, fyc.—The patient is well developed, but slight; of spare habit and
nervous temperament; eyes, deeply sunk, bright and restless; countenance, anxious and expectant; the voscular and
respiratory organs reveal nothing unusual, neither do the abdominal viscera; pulse, 76; tongue, clean; skin, warm and
moist, no marks, &c. The first symptoms of insanity manifested themselves twenty-six years ago, and shortly afterwards
she became an inmate of * * * * Asvlum, *
About eight years ago she was removed to # *- * * *
Asylum,
******
*, where she remained until admitted here. Temper, brooding and uncertain;
disposition, exacting and fidgety. She fully believes that certain persons, notably the Ritualists, are watching tor an
opportunity to injure her; and she is very anxious to hare the doois and windows of her room firmly secured at night, so
that none of her enemies may he able to annoy her. Is very fond of displaying her trinkets and little bits of finery, and
without thinking of the inconvenience to others insists on carrying out her peculiar fancies, e.y. she took one of the
nurses who went for her to * * * * all over her sou’s house, going into every room and closet in order to show her whnt
a fine honse her son lived in, and frequently does this to strangers. Memory, fair; understanding, imperfect. She can
rattle along with her own talk, hut changes from one subject to another very quickly. When replied to on any subject,
with a view to fix her attention, she docs not seem able to collect her thoughts sufficiently to keep to the point.
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No history of convulsions,
1‘rcxious history as to cause reveals exposure to intonse beat in India twenty-six years ago. Has been continuously
insane for twenty-six years.
Family history.—Doubtful.
No history of restraint.
December 29—Rather tired with long journey; talks quickly about a dozen things without waiting for a reply to any.
December 30—-Much the same ; general health good ; diet, full. Allowances : Wine, alo, milk, eggs, &c.—in fact, anything
she asks for in reason. 1885.—January 2—No change. January 16—Tery fidgety about her room, &c.; no medicine
required beyond occasional doses of castor-oil. March 20—Continuing much the same. Treatment: Aperient medicine from
time to time. Allowance*: Milk, beef-tea, wine, eggs. May 18—No change. June 25—No change. August 21—No
change. November 3—No change. 1S8R.—February 1—No change. May 1—No change, August 1—Much the same.
November)—No change. December 21—General health good ; no improvement mentally; takes regular carriage exercise
under tho care of an experienced nurse. 1887.—March 1—So change. June 1—Continues the same. August 25—No
change, November 20—No change. 1838.—February £0—Continues to take carriage exercise, also long walks and excur
sions in the neighbourhood; no improvement mentally. May 1—No change. August 1—No change. November 1—No
change. 1889.—February 2—Still very fidgety and full of delusions ; general health good ; goes out shopping, &c., at short
intervals. May 1—No change. August 1—No change. October £4—No change. 1890.—January 1—No change. April
1—The same. July 10—The same. September 9—No improvement mentally. 1891.—June 21—No mental improvement.
August 20—No change. December 22—No change ; very excitable. 1892.—June 10—There has been but little change
since last entry. The following remarks may bo said to embrace the leading features of the case :—Delusion of persecution,
from Roman Catholics, also from Ritualistic party ; imagines those about her are not the people they profess to be, but other
individuals whom she has known previously, and whom she imagines are working evil against her; the insane temperament is
strongly developed; her acts arc invariably irregular, capricious, impulsive, and aim at the satisfaction of no beneficial desires;
strong inclination to spend money foolishly ; very insulting and abusive towards people whom she imagines are personating
people whom she accuses of working evil towards her ; she is not qnito sure that Miss * *
* is her sister, soys she has
altered very much, arid wonders if it could be anyone poreonatin g her; similar doubts about her son, Mr. * *' * ; will
ask a waitress at refreshment, rooms if they have ever been a. nurse in an asylum, simply because they may happen to wear a.
white apron with white bonds over shoulders; tendency to partake freely of stimulants; when permitted to purchase articles
of clothing for herself generally occasions great difficulty to nurse in charge to prevent foolish and unreasonable expenditure ;
never quite satisfied with amount of money placed at her disposal, although it represents tho full amount of her pension after
deducting maintenance fees ; destroys anything she may possess against which she appears to take a dislike; frequently destroys
large quantities of clothing, bed linen, books, Ac.; imagines people are paying special attention to her with a view to marriage,
when such is not the ease; full of delusions on the subject of conspiracy against her; very abusive and insulting to people against
whom she takes a dislike, particularly abominates the Irish, whom she calls low, dirty Irish; frequently asserts that people
bring bad smells and bad air with them, and docs not hesitate to tell them so ; there is undoubted hallucination of smell;
she frequently orders a nurse out of her rjom, saying she brings bad odors along with her; will not allow other patients to
pass near the door of her room for the same reason ; destroys linen and clothing in various ingenious ways, and when spoken
to on the subject excuses herself by saying they did not “ smell sweet,” but, as a rule, she accuses other people of doing away
with the things she has destroyed ; she requires careful watohiug to prevent her from putting all kinds of articles in the
closet.—towels, biscuits, knives and forks, spectacles, Ac. ; if she can get a jug of water she will pour it over the closet seat, or
in front of her room door, with the object of removing objectionable smells ; says that Dr. Vause bas never been away, but
that be disguised himself as Dr, Hetherington; also, that Dr. Vause bas a great many other names, but that she always knows
him even though be can make himself little, thin, dark, fair, Ac., and that his name is not Vause at all, and tlmt it is all done
for “ love of her” ; very mischicrous, not safe to bo left alone; on one occasion picked up a letter addressed to a servant and
tore it up into small pieces before it had been opened. 1892.—September 5—No change. December—No change; no
medicine required. 1893.—March 3—No change. June 6—No change. September 9—No change. December 7—The same.
1891.—January 31—Mentally and physically much the same; treatment, no medicine required; allowances, milk, beef-tea,
eggs, bisenite. March 9—No change. April 21—The same. June 6—No change mentally ; suffering just now from slight
nasal catarrh ; refuses to take medicine, June 18—General health good; no change mentally. July 13—The same; eldest
son, Mr. *
#
# : called twice during past week to see bis mother. September 2—The same mentally and physically.
October 13—Much the same mentally and physically. December 10—No change; general health good. 1895.—January 3—
Still full of delusions and strange fancies; very exacting until her nurse.

A 2.
Lunacy Act, 1878—Fourth Schedule.
I, TnE undersigned, hereby request you to receive # * * , an insane person, into the Licensed House, Cook’s River, of
which you are the Supcriutendont. Subjoined is a statement respecting the said *
*
*
Name of person signing tho request,—*
*
* , Importer, Melbourne.
Degree of relationship (if any) or other circumstances of connection of the person signing the request with the
patient,—Son.
Dated this 23rd day of December, 1884.

*

*

*

*

To Dr. Vause, Superintendent of the Licensed House, Cook’s River, Sydney, N.S.W.
Witness to Signature,—!. I. Haecouet, J.P.
’
Lunacy Act, 1878—Fifth Schedule,
S tatement.

'
Name in full?—
# # *
Age ?—57 years.
Married, single, or widowed ?—Widow.
Number of children ?—Three.
Age of youngest child ?—Thirty-three.
'
Previous occupation ?—Gentlewoman.
Native place ?—England.
Late residence ?—* #
*
#
#
•
Religious persuasion ?—Church of England.
Supposed cause of insanity ?—Not known.
Ho *v long has tbe attack lasted ?—About twenty-six years.
Has she been insane before ?—Ves.
State the number of attacks P—Continuous.
Ago (if known) at first attack ?—See above.
Has she any insane relations ?—None.
Has she over been an inmate of any institution for the insane ?—Yes.
Is she subject to fits ?—No.
Is she suicidal ?—No.
Is she dangerous to others?—No,
Name and address of nearest relations or friends ?—* *
*
#
Special circumstances (if any) preventing the patient being examined before admission separately by two medical
practitioners ?—Not any.
”

*-

*

#

•

•
*

*

*
Lunacy
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Lunacy Act, 1878—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into an Hospital for the Insane or Licensed House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that I, ou the 28th day of December, 1884, at Bayview
House, Tempo, separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined Case Ho. 30, of
*
*
, and
that the said
*
*
is insane, and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and treatment;
and that I haye formed this opinion upon tho following grounds, via.
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself
She is under delusions of persecution, particularly by the Hitnahsts,
■whom she blames for all her troubles, which statement is without foundation ; she makes rambling statements; is emotional
and very nervous.
-i,
2. Other facts (if any) indicating insanity communicated to me by others:—Her eon slates that she takes violent
likes and dislikes and is apt to destroy or make away with her apparel, and abuses her attendants if annoyed.
V, MARAHO, M.D.,
Dated this 28th day of December, 1834.
261, Elizabeth-street, Sydney.
Lunacy Act, 1878—Second Schedule.
Medical certificate to accompany order or request for reception into an Hospital for the Insane or Licensed House.
I, the undersigned, being a medical practitioner, hereby certify that I, on the 29th day of December, 18S4, at Bayview
House, separately from any other medical practitioner, personally examined case Case Ho. 30, of
*
*
, and that
the said
*
#
is insane, and a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under care and treatment; and
that I have formed this opinion upon tbe follomng grounds, viz._
1. Facts indicating insanity observed by myself:—Delusions of persecution on board ship when travelling to
Australia; delusions of religious persecution in
*
*
; whilst at
*
*
had a delusion that one of the
patients came there specially to protect her from persecution—in fact she believes ho is coming here on the same errand;
is very rambling and anxious to impress one with the truth of her statements.
_
2. Other facts (if anv) indicating insanity communicated to mo by others:—Her son says she takes violent likes
and dislikes to nersons and things. If a dress does not please her she destroys it.
*
B
REUTER EMERICE ROTH, M.R.C.S., Eng.,
Dated this 29th day of December, 1884.
42, College-street, Sydney.

n
OFFICIAL CORRESrOHDEHCB WITH REGARD TO GOVERHMEHT PATIEHT3 MAIHTAIHED AT
COOK’S RIVER ASYLUM.
gjr
Cook’s River Road, 10 August, 1874.
' You having approved of the recommendation of Dr. Manning, the Inspector of the Insane, that certain additional
insane patients should he placed in my charge, I beg now to submit for your ratification, on behalf of the Government, of the
terms on "which such patients arc to be received by mCj so tlintthc letter and your concurrence therein shall form the agree
ment between the Government and myself.
, ,
jr;rst;,—That I shall at once cause to be prepared plans and specifications of the buildings necessary for the accommo
dation of such patients, which arc to be submitted to Dr. Hanning for his approval, and that when such plans and
specifications are so approved of, I shall, with all reasonable despatch, proceed to erect such buildings in accordance therewith.
Second.—That, as soon as such buildings are so erected, the Government, or the Inspector of tbe Insane for the time
being, will at once place in my charge sixty-eight (08) additional female patients, making, with those now in my charge, tho
number up to one hundred (100).
, „v
jv n
Third.—That each of such patients, and all patients planed in my charge under this agreement, shall be provided .by the
Government, or the said Inspector, with two suits of clothing, and that I shall provide the said patients during such time as
they mav he in mv charge with all such other clothing as may be necessary or proper.
Fourth.—That I shall provide each such patient with proper and sufficient food, drink, meat, medical and other
attendance, during the time she may remain in my charge. .
Fifth.—That when and so often as any of the patients eo placed with me shall die or he removed, the Government, or
Inspector of Insane, shall, within a reasonable time thereafter, place another female patient in my charge in the stead of the
one so dving or being removed, so that I shall at nil times have one hundred patients (100) under my charge.
Sixth —That the Government shall pay me on tbe first dav of each month during tho term of (his agreement the sum
of four hundred and eighty-seven pounds ten shillings (£487 10?.), being at the rate of one pound two shillings and six pence
(£1 2s. 6d.) per week for each such one hundred (100) patients.
Seventh.—That tbe agreement shall remain in force for four (4) years from the first day of January next, and that the
benefits and duties thereof shall apply to and devolve upon my executors, or administrators, or other personal representatives.
^
I have, &c,,
___________
Gr. A. TUCKER.
Colonial Secretoiry*B Office, Sydney, 17 August, 1874
In acknowledging the receipt of your blank cover report of the 12th instant, respecting tho terms of agreement'
between the Government and Mr. G. A. Tuolw^ Superintendent of tho Licensed House for Lunatics Cook’s River Road, with
respect to (he intended removal of sixtv-oighfc (G8) additional female patients to his establishment from tho Hospital for the
Insane at. Gladesville, 1 am directed to inform you that the terms proposed by Mr. Tucker have been approved by the
Colonial Secretary, and that Mr. Tucker has been apprised accordingly.
.
'
I have, &c.,
■
WM. GOODMAN,
Tbe Medical Superintendent of the Hospital for Ineane, Gladesville.
For the Under Secretary.

g;r
Bayview House, Tempo, 5 December, 1878.
’
Experience bas proved that the office of superintendent of a lunatic asylum is of that onorous and depressing
effect that every person occupying the same should periodically he removed from the scene of his labours.
1 have now for a period of nineteen vears had continuous superintendence of tills and other asylums, and I feci that
the time has arrived when I should, in justice to myself, take a trip to Europe. Such a stop naturally involves, in the first
instance, provision for the care of this asylum in my absence, and I do myself the honor to request that you will be pleased
to grant me an extension of my contract for lliree years from (tie dato of its expiration- Such fin extciifiion would put the
Government contract on a peimnnont basis for five years, and would enable me to pay the large salary and to engage for a
length of time a medical man. fully gealiiled to undertake the charge of the institution without loss to myself or disadvantage
to the patients under my care.
1 ^3V«!
mTin-m-n
The Hon. tbe Colonial Secretary.
TUCKER.
Ask Dr. Manning to fayour me with his opinion—M.F., 5/12/78. Very urgent.
5/12/78.

The Inspector of the Insane, B.C.
Hie
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M's, Ttjckes’s contract was originally far four years, and on his representation that he had been put to a greater expense than
he anticipated in tho construction of buildings, tho extension of the contract for another year was granted.
The extended term ends on the 31st December, 1879, so that the contract has now one year to run, not two, as Mr. Under this reTuckcr appears to imagine in calculating that an extension of three years would mate the contract permanent for five years. ^^J^ssnetlon
I cannot advise the extension of the contract for three years in accordance with Mr. Tucker's request. It is etdl the extension of
uncertain whether the Lunacy Bill will become law, and it is inadvisable to enter into such a lengthened engagement as three the present conyears in the present condition of the Lunacy Statutes, especially considering the lax way in which tho existing arrangement is ^^j^mned'b6,
worded. Neither in the present Lunacy Statutes nor in the contract is provision made for keeping the necessary' records S/Mamda^sny
concerning tho patients, for the furnishing of returns when required, or for tho doc inspection of the patients.
December, ISSO.
The Superintendent, when the Board of Visitors has asked for records and returns, has demurred to showing orUut ifDr.
furnishing them, and it bas only been by considerable tact and forbearance on the yjart of the President that an open rupture tt^t
ttm
between the Board and Mr. Tucker has been prevented. I am of opinion that in any future contract, in addition to provision Government will
for proper records, returns, &c., a dietary scale should he laid down, and that there should be some more definite arrangements nenotiate with
as to clothing At present the superintendent is to supply “sndkiient food” and “such clothing as may be necessary or
proper.” On both points the wording is indefinite, and though I believe thus far the patients have been supplied with agreement for
abundant and good food, I am not prepared to give such unqualified approval as to their clothing, which, in my opinion, is three years
not so good ns that supplied to tho female patients at Gladesville and Parramatta.
ISTfl-^h^tcr”’
I intend to report specially on this subject in my annual report, though I do not mo any way, under the present mumtUm of the
contract, of effecting an improvement. I am of opinion also that the cost under the present contract, which 1 may state existing conparenthetically was entered mto in a hurry and under great pressure for space in the public asylums, is too large. 1 t^ow J™?;from experience that lunatic patients can be maintained (and are indeed maintained at Gladesville and Parramatta) as well " “
or better, in all essentials us to food, clothing, medical and general attendance, at 12s. per week; this leaves to Mr. Tucker
10s. Gd. per week for each patient, or about £3,200 a year for rent, representing 8 per cent, on £40,000. It cannot be
assumed that the buildings for the Government patients at Mr. Tucker’s have cost anything like tins sum. A contract for
better buildings in every respect, a large part being of brick, has recently been taken at Parramatta by the Colonial Architect
for 350 patients for £30,000, or less than £90 per patient. The rent per patient for those, at 8 per cent., will be about £7 per
year, whereas the rent at Mr. Tucker’s is £28 a year each. I conoider that no time should be lost by tho Government in
putting up buildings in which to keep tho whole of the Government patients, and that if it is found necessary, owing to tho
inability of the M orks Department to provide the accommodation necessary, as the matter is a very large one, and involves
tho expenditure of £7,000 a year, tenders for the maintenance of the patients should be called for in the usual course. I
have had repeated inquiries from persons wishing to receive patients, and see no reason why Mr. Tucker should be favoured
with this profitable monopoly.
’
I can see no objection to Mr, Tucker leaving the Colony for a year, provided arrangements are made for carrying on
his establishment, and there can, I think, he no very grrai. objection to lengthening tho term of his contract for one year, so
that it may terminate on 31st December, 1880, instead of 1879. This will fully meet all possible claims for consideration
■which Mr. 'Tucker enn have, and is six months beyond what he asked for in his letter of April, 1876, In the present position
of matters it will take a considerable time for the Government to prepare the accommodation winch will bo required for tho
125 patients now under Mr. Tucker’s care, I would advise that if the time is lengthened the existing arrangements of giving
six months’ notice should be adhered to.
As the Board of Visitors to Lunatic Asylums have been charged with the inspection of the Government patients at
Cook's Kiver Asylum during the larger part of Mr. Tucker’s contract, it may be advisable that Mr. Tucker’s request and my
report bo suhnmted to them for further consideration.
Tho Principal Under Secretary.
1
B.N.M., 9/12/78.
Sir,

Bayview House Asylum, Sydney, 11 December, 1878.
Deferring to your communication of yesterday, No. 78-10,415,1 have the honor to state, that instead of negotiating
for an entirely new agreement, involving an expenditure of time which, in tho state of my health, is valuable, I prefer
accepting the alternative offer of having my present agreement extended for three months.
I have, &e.,
To tho Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary Department.
G. A. TUOKEE.
Approved.—MJ’., 12/12/78.
Sir,

Bayview House Lunatic Asylum, Cook’s Elver, 1 March, 1379.
I have the honor to request that my contract with the Government in connection with the above institution, and
which expires on the 1st January, 1831, may bo extended for the further term of three years from that date, for tbe following
reasons:—
■
Tho mental anxiety and close confinement (without relaxation) of fourteen years superintendence has so seriously
affected my health that it is imperative I should at once recruit, the same. To enable me to do this I am obliged to place in
charge of my establishment a thoroughly qualified phisieian with a guaranteed term ot engagement extending considerably
over the period of the contract above referred to. In order that 1 may complete my arrangements, as early as possible, your
immediate attention to this mutter is respectfully solicited,
I have, &c.,
To tho Honorable the Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
G. A. TUCKER.
Cabinet.—HP., 3/3/79.
The Government have considered this application, and in view of the satisfactory manner in which the Bayview House
Asylum baa been conducted for a number of years, and of the necessity for change nnd reel, which is admitted in the case
of any gentleman who has the charge of such an Institution for u long period, they arc disposed, m some measure, to meet
Dr. Tucker’s wishes to enable Dr. Tucker to make such arrangements as ean bo accepted as satisfactory for the etlicicnt,
management of the Asylum during bis absence. The Government arc witling to extend the existing contract for a further
term of two years.
Inform.—H.P.
Sir,

Bayview Home, Cook’s River, 1 February, 1882.
My agreement with the Government for the care of insane patients terminates with this year, and 1 do myself the
honor of expressing my willingness to continue their care for a further period of three years, from tho 1st January, 1883.
A contract such as ihe one under consideration cannot be advantageously conducted to eilhcr parly on an annual basis, but a
certain stability would be given to it by the acceptance of my oiler.
I have, &o.,
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
G. A. TUCKER.
T’hin should be dealt with speedily.—Jxo. R.
B.C., 3/2/82.

Referred for report of the Inspector-General of Insane,—C.W.,

Lunacy Department, Inspector General's Office, Giudesviile, 8 February, 1882.
The present agreement with Dr. Tucker terminates on 31st December, 1882, and 1ms, therefore, nearly eleven months
to run. Six months’ notice of renewal or termination of contract is necessary, ,
The Government is not in a position to take away these patients on tho termination of the present agreement as all the
public asylums are full, but. I cannot advise the renew al of the agreement for so long a period ns three years, from 1st January,
1883, as requested by Dr. Tucker, for the following reasons :—
1, Dr. Tucker’s license, which expires on 1st May, of this year, can, under the provisions of the Lunacy Act, only be
renewed for a period of three years, or to 1st May, 1885, whilst the agreement if extended for three years would
only terminate on 31st December, 1885, or nine months beyond the period of the license, so that the Government
would be pledged to renew the license.
.
2,
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2, Tie patients in the public asylums now cost 11s. Oil. a week each, which includes every cipense, whitet Dr. Tucker
receives 22s. 6d» a week, or 1 Is. beyond the cost in public asylums, making a charge of £28 12s. per patient per
annum for rent. The cost for rent in the public asylums counted at 5 per cent, ou the cost of buildings docs not
average £10 per patient, so that it is clearly to tbe advantage of tho Government to terminate this fanning out
arrangement at as early a date as possible.
3. From the very numerous inquiries which have been made. I am convinced that if the Government should decide to
continue this system of farming out patients for a period of three years, there are persons ready to tender, to prepare
buildings, and receive patients at a less cost than that paid to Dr. Tucker, who is at present in the enjoyment of a
profitable monopoly.
4, The contract time for the completion of the Asylum at Callan Park is September, 1883, and the work will, in all
probability, be completed before the close of 1884. in addition it is not improbable that the boarding out of children
may empty the orphan schools, and render some of the buildings available, so that it is clearly unodvisablc to extend
the agreement, with ])r. Tucker to 1835.
5. Dr. Tucker lias no claim on the Government, since the agreement originally made for four years will, by 31st December,
1682, have existed for exactly double that period, to his great advantage.
Under all the cireumstances, I would advise that the agreement be renewed for not more ilmn two years, from 31st
December, 1882, and that Dr. Tucker should receive six months’ notice if the Government wish to terminate the contract at
the end of this extended term.
-------P. BOUTON MAJiTfLN'G.
Submitted, 13/2/S2.
Having ascertained that Dr. Tucker is unwilling to continue Ins arrangements with tho Government unless for a fixed
period of three year;—instead of two years—ns recommended by Dr. Manning, I thought it desirable before any further
action he taken to confer personally with Dr. Manning.
Dr. Manning thinks that, under the circumstances, and on consideration that, the arrangements between Dr. Tucker and
the Government shall ho finally closed, und the patients removed at the end of three years, asked by Dr. Tucker, that term of
extension may well be approved.
Inform.—Iso. R., 23/2/82.
'
I beg to recommend that the license may be renewed for a period of One year from May 1st next. This is the first
time that an application for renewal of license under the Lunacy Act has come before me (the first renewal in this ease
having been made before my appointment as Inspector), and I desire to express an opinion that it is nob desirable, unless
under very exceptional circumstances, that licenses for the reception of insane patients should be granted for more than one
year, and that in all cases where a longer term is included in the license, the management should be reported of as thoroughly
satisfactory and tho buildings ns thoroughly suitable.
The genera] management of Dr. Tucker’s establishment is satisfactory, and leaves little to bo desired, and the buildings
for Government patients arc abreast of all requirements; but I do not consider that ihe accommodation for private patients
is altogether what is desirable, and if the license wore now sought for these, for tbe first tivn ? I should think it necessary to
report against it, unless certain alterations were effected.
Dr. Tucker has shown a commendable desire to make improvements, but such a course might not bo followed by any
successor of his, and by granting a license for three years the Government mutually surrender control over the institution for
that time, and, in tbe event of it falling into other hands, all improvement® may be stayed.
There is no fee for the license, and the annual renewal, therefore, involves no hardship to tho proprietor, and a
minimum amount of trouble to either the proprietor or the Government.
25th April, 1882,
I'.K.M.
Submitted, l/.'/S2.
I regret that Dr. Manning is away from town, and that before his goine he did not call on me on this matter. As it
is, I cannot but look upon the case of Dr. Tucker as an exceptional ease. It is one in which the Government have agreed
with him for their patients for three years, and have given this concession in consideration of tho promise set out in the latter
part of my minute of the 25th February last, viz., that at the end of the three years the arrangements between Dr. Tucker
and the Government shall he finally closed, and the pulienls removed. This was communicated to Dr. Tucker before he left
the Colony, and ecrtainlv it implied that the license should last as long as the term with the Government lasted.—Jno. R.,
1/5/82.
The Inspector-General of the Insane.—C.W., B.C., 2/5/82.

Lunacy Department., Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park, 4 April, 1882.

The Lunacy Act expressly provides that a license shall not be granted for more than throe years, and Dr. Tucker’s contract
has three years and eight months to run from May 1 st, 1882; so that under no circumstances can the new license cover the
whole contract period.
If the Government patients were alone concerned, I think there might be less objection to renewing the license for
three years, as the arrangements for these are satisfactory; but the license includes permission to receive twenty-five private
patients in addition, and it is in the arrangements for this class that I consider improvement necessary.
In the event of Mr. Tucker’s death, or his inability from any cause to remain as licensee, difficulties might, and I fear
would arise, and in renewing the license for three years the Government would give up the most efficient check on the
management of the institution, and postpone improvements which are desirable.
The Principal Under Secretary.
R. NORTON MANNING.
Submitted, 6/5/S2.

The license may be renewed for three years from the 1st May, 1862 —Jso. R., 11/5/82.

Sir,

’
.
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 25 March, 1882.
Referring to your communication of the 8th ultimo, reporting upon an application of Dr, Tucker’s for nn extension
for a further term of throe years of his contract with the Government in connection with his Licensed House for the Insane
at Cook's River, I am directed to enclose for your information a copy of n letter which was addressed to Dr. Tucker, conveying
tho decision of the Colonial Secretary in this matter,
I have, &c.,
The Inspector-General of the Insane, Gladesville.
CRITCHETT WALKER.

[l?nc?osiire.]
Sir,

Colonial Seerolarv’s Office, Sydney, 1 March, 1882.
In reply to your letter of the 1st ultimo, requesting for certain reasons stated that your contract with the Govern
ment in connection with your Licensed Honse for the Insane, which expires on the 1st January, 1883, may be extended for a
further term of three years, I am directed to inform you that having ascertained that you are unwilling to continue your
arrangements with the Government unless for a fixed period of three years, instead of two years as recommended by
Dr, Manning, the Colonial Secretary thought it desirable, before any other action was token in the matter, to confer
personally with Dr. Manning on the subject, and has now determined, in accordance with that officer’s opinion, that, under
the circumstances, and in consideration that tho arrangement between yourself and tho Government, shall bo finally closed,
and the patients removed at the end of the three years asked for by you, that term of extension shall bo allowed.
I have, &e.,
G. A. Tucker, Esq., Superintendent of the Licensed House for the Insane.
CRITCHETT WALKER.
Sir,
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Bayview House, Cook’s River, 18 April, 1882.
I nave the honor to request that you will grant a renewal of my license under the Lunacy Act of 1878, to keep
tho Bayview House, Licensed House for the Insane, from the 1st of May next for three years, for 150 patients—140 women
and 10 men.
In accordance with clause 34 of the said Act the nemo in full of tho Superintendent is given in tho margin.
The enclosed is u list of the patients’ names now in this Licensed House.
I have, Ac.,
To tho Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
(k A. TUCKER,
Proprietor.
, ,
Lunacy Department, Inspccior-Con oral's Office, Callan Turk, Balmain, 2 May, 1885.
T AM of opinion that the license granted should be for one year only, as under a longer term the Government practically
surrender a very necessary control over ihe institution. An annual renewal of tho license is nn important check on the
management, and, there being no fee, involves no tax on the proprietor. Licenses of this kind are always granted for one
year only in England, Scotland, and Ireland.
‘
As the Government has a contract with the proprietor for the maintenance of 125 Government patients, and this
contract does not expire until 31st December next, and as the proprietor is now absent in England, .1 think the license might
he renewed for one year under tho existing conditions, without alteration in the buildings, or in the number to be included
under the license, hut I am very decidedly of opinion that before the license is renewed a second time the following altera
tions should be insisted on :—
1st. A full and satisfactory water supply from the Sydney mains with hydrants as a protection against fire. The
present water supply is very unsatisfactory, and in very dry weather it has to be carted some distance. Tho buildings, which
are largely of light dry timber, would burn most rapidly, and in case of su outbreak of fire there would probably be a great
loss of life and a serious public scandal.
2nd. Considerable alterations to tho present laundry and kitchen, which are quite inadequate to the needs of the
institution, and iu the iormer of which it is a hardship for patients to work in summer weather.
3rd.^Thc number of patients of each sex should be inserted in the license instead of this being ,rfor 150 patients of
both sexes, as at present. It is very important that the accommodation for each sex should bo separate and distinct, and the
space in the division for each sufficient for the number to bo received.
4 th A hat the license should not be granted for a larger number than the buildings will accommodate, giv ing at least
GOO cubic feet as dormitory space and an ample day room space for each patient. At present there are dormitories for paying
patients with only about 450 cubic feet for each, and this, it must be remembered, for patients in ill-health and requiring
snsme
u.
Publicans Ad requires a larger space for casual visitors. In former reports, under date 25/4/82 and
4/5/82, I have pointed out the advisability of an annual renewal of ihis license and the necessity for certain improvements
and alterations; and feeling that the matter is one of grave importance, I beg to recommend that this report, together with
former papers, may be submitted for the consideration and report of the official visitors to the institution, under whose
recommendation tho house was originally licensed, before a renewal of the license is granted.
E. NORTON MANNING.
T
,
,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Balmain, 9 June. 1885.
It will not be necessary to continue any of these patients at Cook’s River bevond the 31st December next os there will he
room in the Government Asylums to receive all of them.
*
0(111 J*0 transferred first to Callan Park and subsequently sent to Parramatta and other institutions in accordance
with thasr mental condition. Nearly all arc chronic and incurable cases.
The original agreement with Mr. Tucker was for 100 patients for a term of four years from 1st Januarv 1875 The
first extension was for one year or to 1st January, 1880, on the ground that Mr. Tucker had been at greater expense than he
originally contemplated. 1 desire to invite the Colonial Secretary's attention to my memo, of 9/12/76 when recommending this
ostonsion The next extonsion was for two years or to January, 1883, and the final extension was for three years to 1st
January, 1886. When this last extension was applied far. I strongly recommended, on 8/2/82, that the extension should
bo tor two years only as the Government would be in a position to receive the patients back on 1st January, 1885 ; but as
Air. lucker demurred to this the Colonial Secretary finally decided to grant the renewal for throe years, and, in a letter
conveying this decision, Mr. Tucker was informed that “in consideration that the arrangement between yourself and the
Government shall be finally closed, and the patients removed at the end of the three years asked for by you, that term of
extension shall be allowed.
The patients on 1st January, 1886, will have been eleven years at Cook’s River instead of four as origin ally agreed, and
they can now be maintained in the Government Asylums at about half of the present cost.
' °
To the Principal Under Secretary.

P X- TLf

‘ ' *

Sir,

i n i.,
.
Sydney 21 May, 1885.
As the Attorneys of G. A. Tucker, the proprietor of the Bayview Licensed House for tho reception of the insane
we do ourselves tlie honor of applying for u renewal of the contract now existing for the maintenance of pauper lunatic
patients, and which will expire on the 31st December next.
^ e
In view of the facts mentioned in the following extract from a letter sent us by Dr. Tucker, under date January 1885
w c would express a hope that either (lie capitation fee may he increased, or that the contract may be given for a lengthened
Extract from letter, 20th January, 1885: “I may assure you as a fact, that the county of Middlesex and other
counties are paying for hundreds of their patients 19s. 3d. per week per head in other asylums, so that with the hiuh rate of
wages m Sydney (one-half more than here), and other matters equally high, you will see that my present contract with the
Government is at a low rate. I would, however, rather than lose it, renew it at the same price, but its duration should be
lengthened. Here the contracts are for many years. I can assure you on my word, the accommodation and care received by
my patients are very far superior to that given in these old metropolitan licensed houses to their county patients and some
of those houses have over 300 of such patients at 19s. 3d. per week/
*
We have, Ac.,
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY.
The Honorable The Colonial Secretary,
E. GREYLLLE,
Submitted. Other papers herewith.—27/5/85,
I would like to linve the Inspector-General’s report as to whether
it is nocoesaiy to continue anyof these patients beyond the 31st December ncxt.-A_S., 1/6/85.
The Inspector-General of
the InBanc, JJ.U., l/e/Su.—J\
P.U,S.
^'r’

u
i
i
.
.
-,, ,
Sydney, 16 June, 1885.
We have the honor to request that you will be good enough to favor us by giving attention to the folio wine
reasons and facts, winch wc earnestly hope will induce you to refrain from withdrawing the Government patients from
Hr. lucker s Licensed House for the Insane.
First, we would with groat respect submit that tho existence in this Colony of a private asylum ought to be encouraeed
and li berally supported, not only on public grounds, but also as a matter of private convenience when that private convenience
is, as in this case, likely to be a source of monetary relief to the State as well as to promote the chances of recovery in tho
ease of persons who, more than any other, are entitled to humane treatment and the best possible aids to convalescence
Although insanity exists to a greater extent among the poor than the well-to-do classes, there are Cases in which the
latter desire to obtain non-official seclusion for unfortunate friends who have lost their reason, and it is well that they should
have access to an institution like that which has been provided by tho enterprise and special qualifications of Dr. Tucker;
but
tv
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but the practical effect of withdrawing Government patients from the Cool’s Birer Asylum will bo to close that establish
ment, and thus to leave the State once more tbe sole custodian of tbe mentally afflicted, anti to discourage any future attempt
to provide a private retreat for tbe insane. It seem to us that it cannot be to the interest of either the Government or the
public of this Colony to take a step which would annihilate an institution created at great expense, which bas been conducted
with marked efficiency and success, and whose percentage of persons discharged as recovered was, during tbe past year,
greater than that of any other asylum iu the Colony, notwithstanding that the patients scut by tho Government were not
selected as being those most easily managed or presenting phases likelv to yield most readily to constant care and skilful
medical treatment. During the time that the Cook's Eiver Licensed House for the Insane has been in existence a large
number of patients who might fairly have been sent to it have been maintained in Government institutions, which were so
overcrowded as to seriously interfere with the chances of their recovery; and you will find by reference to the report of the
Inspector-General of the Insane, that during the last year [vide table on page XI] the amount of private money contributed
towards the maintenance of patients m Government Asylums was £7,06S, a sum nearly equal to that paid out of the
public exchequer for the maintenance of Government patients in the Cook’s River Asylum, the latter sum being £7,317.
it will he seen, therefore, that in maintaining indigent patients at Cook’s River, the Government spent only a sum equal to
that which might have been reasonably expected to have been contributed towards tho maintenance of patients iu a private
asylum.
To practically abolish the licensed house at Cook’s River by withdrawing Government patients would not only strike a
blow at private enterprise in this direction, but also he a public misfortune. We would further with respectful earnestness
ask your attention to tho last paragraph on the 8th page of the Inspector-General’s report. Dr. Manning says: "At tho
close of the current your, tho contract under which 125 Government patients are provided for at Cook’s River expires, and
these patients mill he removed to Callan Park, and if, as srems probable, the increase of numbers for the year 1885 bo equal
to that for 1884, the whole of the surplus accommodation will ho occupied, and unless further provision be made, the over
crowding which has for many years embarrassed the management, lessened tho comfort, and impeded (and in not a few
instances, prevented) recovery of patienls will re-commence. The only building now in progress is a cottage for 12 patients
at Callan Park, and it is dearly time that some steps should he taken to provide additional accommodation."
It is clear from these remarks that in the opinion of Dr. Manning the additional accommodation which has been
recently provided by the Government at enormous cost, is only sufficient to meet existing requirements, without any margin
for the future and ever increasing burden of lunacy.
According to Dr. 'Manning's latest report, under date 4th April, 1885, the number of registered insane persons in tho
Colony at that time was 2,524. Deducting 241 inmates of the Newcastle Asylum (who form a special class), there were 2,283
persons to be eared for. The accommodation of the Government hospitals is as follows :—
Callan Park............................
7G6
Gladesville .....................................................................................................
G(J7
Parramatta .....................................................................................................
OoG
Total.
2,389
Against these figures must bo placed the 2,283 registered insane persons above mentioned, and also a number representing the
probable increase during the current year. The increase during the last twelve months was 121. With the increase of
population, it may be assumed that the insane will bo proportionately augmented. Taking the probable increase for this
year at 130, the figures will stand thus:—
Registered patients .................................................... ................................... 2,283
Probable increase .........................................................................................
130
Total................................................................. 2,413
If, therefore, ihe Government were to withdraw the patients now treated in the Asylum at Cook’s River, tho State Asylums
would soon become again overcrowded. In these circumstances, in the interests of the patients, as well as in the interests of
the public, with a due regard for private enterprise, and wo may also add, with a suitable recognition of the valuable services
rendered by Dr. Tucker, not only in accordance with his obligations to the Government ns its licensed agent, but also in
connection with his humane and patriotic mis-ion for the purpose of ameliorating tho condition of tho insane, we think we
may appeal to you with confidence not to withdraw the Government patients from the Asylum at Cook's River, but to show
your appreciation of his well-directed enterprise and distinguished public services by making a further contract with him for
their future care and maintenance.
Wo hove, &c.,
The Hon. Sir Alexander Stuart, K.C.M.G.,
(Sd ) SAMUEL HENRY TERRY.
Colonial Secretary of New South Wales.
_____
(Sd.) EDWD. GREYILLE.
I will be glad to have Dr. Manning’s further views on this matter before bringing it before Cabinet, or I will be glsd
to confer with him on the subject on Monday next at 10'30.—A.S, 25/G,'85. The Inspector-General of the Insane, B.C.,
26,16/85.—P.U.S.
Memo, for the information of tho Colonial Secretary.

The percentage uf patients discharged recovered from Cook's River during the year 1884, has no bearing on the question of
the Government patients, not one of whom has been discharged for four or five years past. This percentage refers only to
private patients, and is higher than the percentage at the Government Institutions, because oases of temporary insanity due to
drink and other causes, arc admitted to Cook’s River, whilst those oases do not reach the Government Asylums, as they are
stopped, treated, and discharged from the Reception House. The Government patients at Cook's Hirer are all of a chronic
class, and are similar in character to the majority of those maintained at Parramatta.
The maintenance rate ot Parramatta, including the criminals, a costly class, is 10s. a head per week, the women costing
about 9s , and the men about lls. Tills cost includes all charges, food, clothing, medical attendance, stores, Ac., except rent.
The buildings, for upwards of 800 of the patients at Parramatta, have boon erected within the last fifteen years, at a cost ranging
from £30 to £120 a bed (I have been at some pains to ascertain tho exact amounts from the records of the Colonial Architect’s
Department, and averaging, including furniture and fittings, about £100 a bed. The rent of these, at the liberal calculation
of 8 per cent., is 3s. a week. The buildings at Parramatta are very decidedly better and more substantial than those ut Cook’s
River, so that the total cost of mainliuuing female patienls, is at most 12s. a week, maintenance 9s, and rent 3s.
The patients at Cook’s River are nil females, and (hcv are in no respect hotter, and in some respects not so well provided
for as at Parramatta, but the amount paid is 22s Od. a week. It is clearly very much cheaper for (ho Government to build
and provide for the patienls than to farm them out.
The rate paid at Cook’s River was at first 25s. a week for 100 patients, and this rate was fixed with the understanding
that it would in tho four years of tho original contract pay the principal as well as the interest on the outlay for the wooden
buildings specially erected to receive them. Another year, making five in all, was granted on the representation that tho
expense had been greater than at first anticipated. The contract, with the variation that, the number was increased to 125
(no new buildings were erected), and the rate reduced to 22s. Gd., has been continued lor six more years, during all of which
time Dr. Tucker has enjoyed a profitable contract, and flic Government hits been paying 10s. 6d. per week per patient, or about
£3,400 in excess of what the patients could have been kept for in a Government Institution, if there had been room. Apart
from tho question of expense, the farming out of lunatics for the profit of individuals, and under arrangements by which they
cun he transferred from one person to another, appears to be wrong in principle, and was only adopted owing to the urgent
need of accommodation, and the overcrowding of the Public Asylums, und was intended, as I understand, only to last for a
short period. It is condemned by almost all authorities on lunacy matters, and the Bill recently introduced by the Lord
Chancellor in the Imperial Parliament provides for the abolition of the system in England. I am decidedly of opinion that
a well-conducted private asylum for well-to-do patient,s, able by themselves or their friends to pay for their maintenance, is,
especially in the absence of lunatic hospitals managed by trustees, such as those at Cotton Hill, near Stafford; Cheadle, near
Manchester j Buiuwood House, near Gloucester; and St. Andrew’s Hospital, Northampton, a useful part of an asylum system,
and I think such an institution, especially when patieuts arc received from other colonics, as is the case now at Cook’s River,
could
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could be managed with profit and success. Ou the question of directly subsidising such an institution I ean offer no opinion,
butthcro appears to be objection to mating pauper patients the indirect means of a subsidy, and it ean scarcely be necessary
that such subsidy should amount to upwards of £3,000 a year. With regard to the collections for tho maintenance of patients
in tho Government Asylums, which amounts to upwards of £7,000 a year, this sum is mostly made up of small payments
ranging from 2s. 6(1. a week upwards. In some cases the patients are able to pay such sums as would he received at a private
asylum, but the friends object to this institution, and so long as they defray tho full cost of maintenance, and arc in no way a
burden on the Government, should, I think, be allowed to exercise their choice.
If Government patients ore to be in future sent to Cook's Kiver, it is advisable in tho present condition of tho public
asylum accommodation that meu instead of women should be selected.
K. NORTON MANNING.
29 June, 1885.
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Balmain, 23 July, 1885.

With nil possible respect I venture to think the course adopted opeu to grave objection and likely to lead to considerable
difficulties.
"
With regard to the condition I much doubt if it is possible for Mr. Tucker to carry out tho alteration suggested within
a period of six months after his return, and as he has a contract with the Government, which does not expire till December
31st, I think it would be, regarded as a hardship that he should be compelled to make alterations before that date.
It is doubtful if the existing buildings will give 600 cubic feet of dormitory space each for 160 patients, and if not, and
tho institution is licensed for 160, more buildings must under the conditions be erected, and the Government is placed in the
position of licensing buildings which have no existence and of the nature of which they have no knowledge. It is quite
possible that if the proprietor finds lie has not 600 feet for each patient he may prefer the license being issued for a smaller
number instead of enlarging his buildings and so increasing additional expense.
It is absolutely necessary that the following additional condition should be made :—
That Mr. Tucker submit a plan of the establishment, showing tho measurements of the various rooms, the number of
inmates proposed for each room, and the consequent amount of air space; and 2nd, the mode in which he proposes to allot
the patients of the different sexes eo as to carry out separation and privacy necessary, und ensure tho air space required.
(See 3rd section of my memo, of May 2nd, and also 3rd section of letter of Official Visitors, dated May 16th). The plan and
arrangements to be approved by tho Inspector-General.
'
F. NORTON MANNING.
To the Honorable Sir Alexander Stuart, K.C.M.G., M.P., Premier of New South Wales,—
Sir,
Sydney, 21 July, 18S5.
Referring to our previous communication in reference to tho renewal of tho contract between the Government ami
Dr, Tucker for ihe treatment of patients in Bayview Licensed House, and to the subsequent interviews with which you have
favoured us concerning the same matter, wc now beg to submit the following additional facts and arguments, as showing that
the application wo have made is in accordance with sound public policy, and that to entertain it favourably would be, not only
beneficial to the Colony and especially to the insane, hut also an appropriate recognition of the enterprise and devotion to the
cause of the mentally afflicted displayed by Dr. Tucker, who came to tho assistance of tho Government when its asylums were
60 overcrowded ns to he almost a scandal to tho country.
We make this further appeal to you with the greater confidence, because of the eminent ability and success which have
characterised Dr, Tucker’s treatment of tho patients committed to his cure. His licensed house has been so well conducted ns
to draw forth many voluntary encomiums from visitors, and numerous letters from grateful patients who, by reason of his
tender care and judicious treatment, have been brought to their right mind, aud restored to society. It is also a noteworthy
fnot that the Hon. the Colonial Secretary has never been appealed to iu consequence of any- difference of opinion between tho
Inspector-General of the Insane and ihe Licensee of Bayview House. Dr, Tucker’s establishment has also the marked
distinction of having, during the past year, discharged as recovered, a larger percentage of patients than that secured by the
Government asylums. Wc understand that an attempt has beon made to minimise this distinction by asserting that tho
proportion of cures refers only to patients, und that, in fact, the percentage is higher at Bayview House than at Government
institutions, because at the former establishment, cases of temporary insanity, duo to drink, Ac., were received, whereas
similar eases did not reach Government asylums, hccause they wore stopped, Iren ted, and discharged as recovered from tho
Reception House.
_
_
A glance at the Lunacy Act, ns well as at tho last report presented by the Inspector-General of the Insane, is sufficient
to show that this view of the ease is not warranted. Tho inmates of the Cook’s River Licensed House, including both public
and private patients, may be regarded ns on a par with those of Cullnn Park, consisting ns they do of many chronic cases, and
also of persons whose circumstances and condition correspond to those of patients in public asylums. It will scarcely be con
tended that the Government patients most easily managed, and apparently most likely to be amenable to medical skill, hare been
selected for treatment by Dr. Tucker. And moreover, tbe report, of the Inspector-General of the Insane for the past year
shows that the whole of the patients, including those at Cook’s Eiver, were taken into calculation in estimating the general
average [rids table 2, page 2, of report, for 1881]. This in itself, is sufficient proof that Dr. Manning would hardly counten
ance such a distinction as that which has been sought to he drawn between tbe patients at Bayview House and inmates of
public asylums for the insane. The greater number of recoveries in the former institution is much more probably due to tho
smaller number of patients and the greater amount of individual attention devoted to each.
If any additional evidence were needed iu support of our contention that the distinction attempted to be drawn is
fallacious, we might, refer you to the provisions of the Lunacy Act, in accordance with which patients discharged from tho
Reception House as not, being suitable for treatment in a public asylum, could not possibly find their way into Bayview House.
Patients can be received there only by virtue of a certificate such as will open to them the portals of Callan Park. It is not
necessary to obtain nu order to place a presumedly insane person in a reception house, but every person who is placed for
treatment in the Cook’s River House must be legally certified to ha insane. Dr. Tucker's asylum at Cook's River cannot,
therefore, be shorn of whatever credit may be due to it of having shown the largest percentage of patients discharged as cured.
Therefore, as it has proved il-sclf to ho as well managed, as effective in its mode of treatment, and as successful in its results as
any Government establishment, tbe question of its continuance is narrowed down to considerations of public polio;/ and
expedienry.
In regard to the policy of closing the establishment at Cook's Eiver (for that unquestionably would be the natural
result of the withdrawal of Government patients) we would, with the greatest possible respect, invite your serious attention
to the following facts, which wo desire to bring, briefly, under your notice.
In passing the Statute 42 Vie,, No. 7, entitled “An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to the insane," the
Legislature recognised the policy of establishing licensed houses, and specially encouraged Dr. Tucker in his enterprise by
adding to the filth section of the Act (which requires that “every licensed house, containing more than 100 patients, shall
have at all times a medical practitioner resident (herein'') the following proviso: 11 That the present licensee of the house
known as Bayview House at Cook’s River, so long as he shall be licensee of the same, shall for the purposes of this section only
bo taken to be a medical prnciitioner,” in part I of the Act, the equal status of a licensed bouse, as compared with that of a
public asylum, is fully recognised in regard to tbe course to be pursued when insane persons, without means of support, arc
brought before Justices, it being provided that such insane persons may be sent eiiher to a public asylum or to a licensed
house, (hide Section G)
■
A “Licensed House” was thus regarded by tho Legislature as part and parcel of the lunacy arrangements of the
Colony, and in the discussions which took place at the time, the idea was expressed that such institutions would prove to be a
boon to a certain class of patients, a valuable auxiliary (o the State, and a saving to the public exchequer. Kxperience has
shown the soundness of these conclusions.
__
As a matter of policy and expediency, licensed houses have been incorporated into the lunacy system of Isngland, and
since those establishments have been under proper supervision, they have been regarded as valuable aids to the general system.
They are recognised, not only by existing statutes, but also in tbe “Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill," as well as in the
“Lunacy Acts Consolidation Bill" recently presented by the Lord Chancellor of England. In the former Bill, although it
is
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■is proposed to ndmit pacing patients to public asylums* licensed houses ore still recoGnised, and there is a provision for tho
farming out of pauper lanatica. Tlie first object of tho Lord Chancellor’s Lunacy Acts Amendment Li 11, however, is li To
furnish safeguards against the improper confinement of persons as lunatic?/' and it adopt? in the main the recommendations
made by the report of the Select Committee on Lunacy Laws in the year 1878, one of which is tj give encouragement to tho
relation? of pauper lumitica to take charge of them hv allowing the visitors of asylums to pay for the lunafitfe muiutenanee
while under the care of their friends. This is provided for iu clause 27, which is as follows : l< Where application is made to
the Committee of an asylum by any relative or friend of a pauper lunatic confined therein that ho may he delivered ovt r to
the custody of such relative or friend, any tno of the visitors may, upon being satisfied that the lunatic will be properly taken
care of, order the lunatic to be delivered over accordingly/* And they are 1.0 pay for the maintenance of such lunatic it sum
not exceeding the expenses which would be incurred on his account if lie were in the asylum. The farming out of patient?,
therefore, is dircet.lv encouraged by the provisions of this Lill. In tho Lunacy Acts Consolidation Bill, which is intended to
consolidate all the existing enactments relating to lunacy, Pert 10 provides that the Commissioners may grant a license to any
person to keep a. house for the reception of lunatics, or of any sox nr class of lunatics, within places specified by clause £0!'.
Li the Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill tberj is a sub-section (No. 9) to clause 30 which contemplates the gradual withdrawal
of pauper lunatics from licensed houses, but it is by no means certain that this provision will be passed into law. "W hile the
most advanced idea in English legislation in regard to lunacy is in keeping with the system which prevails in Now South
Wales, it is necessary fco consider the line o£ demarcation which separates tho one from the other. In England the expenditure
on nsvlums is locally assessed. The same influence which jealously checks tho incidence of the poor rate, also regulates tho
pecuniary obligations in regard to lunacy. It must further be borne in mind that in Great Britain there arc numerous licensed
houses and a large class of paying patients, so that the relations between Dr. Tucker and the GoTermncnt of New South Wales
do not furnish a parallel to the relations between English licensees and the Government of the mother country in regard to
the care and treatment of lunatics.
.
f
In this Colony the Central Government performs duties which in England devolve upon local bodies, and engages in
works which are there left to private enterprise. It is tho common carrier as well as the general almoner of the people. Xt is
a. maker of roads and bridge?, and in its various operations enters into direct competition with persons engaged in mechanical
trades. In regard to lunacy it bears nearly the w'holc burden, whereas, iu the mother country the expense of maintaining
county asylums for pauper lunatics is borne in equal proportions by the country generally and Urn respective counties, lly
this arrangement the State is relieved of payment to tbe extent of about a million and a quarter sterling per annum. The
-tendency of public opinion in this Colony is in favour of decentralisation, and the ca?ting of larger responsibility upon local
authorities as well as of refraining from unnecessary interference with private enterprise. If tins policy wore carried out
vigorously, Government asviums would be cleared of a large number of patients who would find their proper place in licensed
houses. If the Government were to take n course which would have the effect of closing the only private asylum in tho
Ookmy, is it likely that iu the future there would bo found gentlemen possessing tbe requisite capital, skill, and enterprise,
willing to establish asylums necessary, not only on grounds of public policyf but- also to provide retreats suitable for' tha
.reception of well-to-do patients, who, iu their lucid moments, show that they possess feelings which ought to be respected P
Tf the Government determine to compete directly with licensed houses by building cottages, similar to those which are now
being erected at Callan Park for the reception of paying patients, the necessary result will be not only to^ abolish more
effectually the licensed honse at Cook's Eiver, but also to render hopeless private enterprise in this direction. The immediate
effect would bo to make the treatment of lunacy a Government monoply, which, it appears to us, would be impolitic, not
only as a matter of economy, but also on scientific grounds. The Government would loose the advantage of having two
classes of asylums which, by modes of treatment under different conditions, might stimulate a healthy competition productive
of better curative results than could be obtained by the adoption of one uniform system under one head* administered by one
staff of officers, and dominated by one idea. We cannot too earnestly impress upon you the importance of this phase of Die
subject, because wc believe that tbe value of a generous and intelligent rivalry, as tending 1o produce the best possible results,
15 of as much importance in connection with the treatment of the insane as it. is in regard to science, art, or manufacture.
On this ground alone wc think wc may successfully plead fora continuance of Government support to Bayview Licensed House.
As wc pointed out in our previous letter* the Government receives upwards of £7,OOU per annum, contributed privately
towards the support of patient? in public asylums. If patients, whose care and maintenance represented that amount of cost,
continued to bo placed in the licensed house at Cook’s River, it could not be fairly said that that institution was being
subsidised indirectly by pauper patients. A more appropriate way of putting it—if this aid were withdrawn—would be (osay
that the Government asylums wert being to that client subsidised by public patients to the discouragement of private
enterprise. At present the Government 1ms greatly profited by placing patients in the licensed house at Gook’s Eiver. By
the arrangement entered into with Dr. Tucker, ifc has effected fi saving of something like £1,200 a year, besides avoiding tho
cruelty of more serious overcrowding, and to lhatcxient lessen the chances of recovery. The closing of Bayview House would
therefore be a mistake, not only in rehilion to public economy, but also on tho ground of humanity, because before twelve
months have elapsed the Government asylums will be again overcrowded, and those who now pay for the cure and maintenance
of insane persons in a private asylum would not feel bound to contribute equally to the SUUc when they were compelled to
‘place their friends in a Government asylum.
v
It is a mistake to suppose that' ut CooVs River any considerable number of private patients are received from other
Colonies. During the past} ear only two such patients were admitted—one from Tasmania, and tho other from Viclorm. Al.
Ihe same time, it should be borne in mind lhat pauper limnticg from all parls of the world may. wilbout let or ImidraneCj be
landed upon our shores, and there is a general impression that Umncy in New South’Wales is largely augmented became of
the Hunt, of Icgislalion upon this branch of the subject. This important subject was referred to in the following Icims by the
Inspcetor-Gonoml of Ihe Insane in his report for the year ending December 31st, 187J :—“ The influx of strangers iuio the
Institutions for Ihe Insane still continues, and in eight cases which have been brought directly under my notice the patients
were brought either from the ship in which they arrived in tho Colony, or were found by the police in an insane condition a
day or two after arrival. In only one of these eases was any payment made towards maintenance. One patient was a I ronch
communist, holding a tiekct-of-leave from New Caledonia, but prohibited from going to France. A similar ease was admitted
in 1878, One was a black fireman from a foreign stemuer, and in another case, on which I forwarded to you a special report
in November last, an aged and demented man was deliberately sent away from a neighbouring colony by his friends who paid
his passage money/'
§
Baring endeavoured tj show (hat on grounds of public policy, expediency, and scientific treatment, the Government
should encourage, rather than repress, private entmprise in regard to the envo and maintenance of lunatics, wo now beg to
present some facts and arguments iu support, of our application for a renewal of the contract between the Government and
Dr. Tucker for the care and maintenance of pauper patienls in the licensed house at Coolds River.
^
In tho first place we submit that Dr, Tucker’s licensed house is necessary in order to meet the growing requirements
of patients who are not criminal?, and that it will he so needed for years to come, unless the Government are prepared to ask
the Leghluturo 1o vote large sums of money for tho erection of additional asylums. This is apparent from figures contained
in our previous letter, which, showed that according to Dr. XTanniug’s latest report, under date 14th April, 18^5, the number
of registered insane persons in ihe Colony at that time was 2,521, Deducting 241 inmates of tho Newcastle asylum (who form
a special class), there were 2,283 persons being cared for. The accommodation ot the Government hospitals as shown in that
report is a a follows ;—
*
Callan Park .........................................................................
W6
Gladesville.......... ...................................
£>G7
PnrraYnutta............................

956

Total............................................. 2,389
Against these figures must be placed 2,233 registered insane persons before mentioned, and also a number representing the
probable increase during the current vear. The increase during the previous twelve months was 121, With the increase of
population it may be assumed that the number of insane will be proportionately augmented. Thus, taking the probable
increase for this year at 130. the figures would stand in the following order :—
Registered patients .............................................................. 2,283
Probable increase ..........................................................
130
Total

2,113

As
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j\g (lie capacity of existing asylums is equal only to the accommodation of 2,389 patients, it follows that if the
Government were to withdraw the patients now treated in the Cook's Eiver Licenser! House, the public asylums would be
immediately overcrowded. We think it scarce'y probable that the Government will submit to the Parliament, now about to
expire, n largo estimate of expenditure for the erection of additional asylums for Ihe care and maintenance of tho insane, or
that it will adopt a course (by closing the IIousc at Cook’s Kiver), which would again overcrowd existing asylums, and thus
imperil the chances of recovery in which tho patients therein would otherwise participate. We cannot too strongly emphnsho
this fact. The obligation it imposes upon all who have responsibilities in relation to tho insane is fully admitted by Dr,
Wanning, win, in his report upon tbe Gladesville Asylum for 1874, sa’d he was convinced that the overcrowding of the
Institulion had been in that year in no small degree responsible botli for the increase in tbe number of deaths aud the
decrease in the number of recoveries. He added : " Without attaching an undue importance to statistics extending over such
a short period ns six years, or dealing with them in any partial way, I cannot but state that I think the inference I have
drawn from them is correct; and, apart from thorn, it is not difficult to imagine that overcrowding would be especially
deleterious in its influence on both the mental and physical health of tho patients, as well us destructive of that order and
discipline which are si essential to the successful manngement of an institution of this character. With reference to this
subject, Dr. 1'sane Kay, the Nestor of Psychological Jfedicinc in America, has, after a lifetime spentin hospitals for tho insane,
thus expressed himself i—' AVlien a hospital intended for 200 patients is made to receive 300, they excite and disturb one
another—dangerous and even murderous collisions become unavoidable; the means of ventilation are deficient; and
consequently, the air of the house is loaded with eftluvia calculated to produce disease; the officers, who need the uhm,‘et
strength and serenity of mind in performing their alloted work, aro constantly filled with apprehension ; and tbe result of it
all is that the hospital fails to accomplish that degree of comfort and restoration which it otherwise would. Let it be
distinctly understood, therefore, that to place a patient in a hospital already full is to inflict a positive injury on many for the
doubtful chance of benefiting one.’ ”
The Inspector-General of the Insane does not favour the Boarding-out System, for on page 0 of his latest, report he
asks, “Is it likely, with the present, rate of wages, that suitable guardians could be found.” And ho llien continues: “Several
years ago when the hospitals of this Colony were more overcrowded than usual, suitable persons to receive and take charge of
patients were sought, and indeed advertised for, with a negative result, and there is no reason to believe that conditions ar.d
ciroumstances have in any way altered since then.” The Government must have additional accommodation for the insane.
It cannot obtain it by a system of boarding-out in Ihe manner suggested by the Victorian Lunacy Commission. In the face
of authoritative opinions to the contrary, no one would be warranted in concluding that the Government will allow its asylums
to be either too large or overcrowded, for these are evils recognised by all distinguished writers on the treat,ment, of lunatics.
In large and overcrowded asylums patients lose tlieir individuality, and the responsibility of supervision is not snCieienUy
direct. Yet, unless tbe Government renew its contract with Dr, Tucker, it must eitlicr sacrifice the interests of patients, or
provide sonic other asylum.
"Wc submit, secondly, that the maintenance of Dr. Tucker’s Licensed House is necessary to complete the system of
lunacy treatment- in this Colony, and that if it be abolished, the cost of earing for aud protecting the insane will be largely
increased to tbe State. This augmented cost will arise from two oauscs : (l) Thu patients who now pay Dr. Tucker, ami who
would be forced into public asylums, would not pay tbe Government; and (2) The expense mnintainina thorn in a
Government asylum would he greater than the per capita cost of providing for them in the Bayview Licensed House. That
iho former statement is not unfounded may be gathered from observation of the general relations of the public to tbe
Government in all cases where money pay ments aro concerned: that the latter is accurate we will prove by aetunl iigures.
An at,tempt to force all insane patienls into Government asylums would not, be less unfortuuito financially than would be an
attempt to force all sick people into public hospitals. The idea of making all lunatics public patients is discarded by most men
who have a knowledge of the internal w orking of the present system of lunacy umcngpincnt, in England as well as in the
Colonies, The editor of tho Melbourne Argus, in a leading article which appeared on the loth .Tune last, writes : “The Chief
Hcerctary is not in favour of prohibiting private asylums. * * * The fact is that instead of compelling people by Isw to
sond their relatives to Government institulions wo ought rather to encourage the principle of self-help.” The soundness of
this conclusion is supported by reference to Government grants in favour of public hospitals aud the balance-sheets of those
institutions.
It has been suggested, we are informed, that if Government patients aro in future to be sent to Cook's Kiver, men,
instead of women, should be selected. Thi», we venture to say, would be a most undesirable change. Dr. Tucker’s establish
ment has been specially' arranged for the accommodation of femtilo patients, and ho has now a staff of female attendants specially
(rained to (heir work, and in the highest degree efficient. To require him to train an entirely new corps and to disband the
present staff would be not only a great discouragement, but also a misfortune to the patienls who now reap the benefit of the
experience of the attendants ut present employed. This is a view of the c ise which will, no doubt, be fully appreciated by the
Inspector-General of the Insane, who, in bis report for 1884, says: “ It is extremely unfavorable to the interests of patients
(hai the changes among attendants aud nurses, who are immediately in charge of them, and in whom experience of their
special work gives a daily increasing value to service, should be frequent.” Tho institution at Cook's Eiver, ns we have
before said, has been specia'ly arranged for the accommodation of female patients, and its attendanls and nurses barn been
carefully trained to look after them. To bring about the change suggested, therefore, would be to adopt a course which,
in the opinion of tbe Inspector-General of the Insane, would not ho favorable to tbe patients and to put ttie proprietor to an
amount of trouble mid inconvenience which cannot be readily estimated, but which may be easily avoided. Tho inmates of
the Cook's River Asylum ore well boused and well eared for, (heir attendants arc zealous and devoted to their work os any
who can bo found in similar employments. In these circumstances wo hope the Government wilt allow them to remain un
disturbed, subject to nn arrangement satisfactory to Dr. Tucker, favorable to tho public, and beneficial to the patienls them
selves.
And here we invite your attention to the equities of the case. It is admitted that Dr. Tucker came to the nssistanee of
the ftoverijmcut when Ids aid was specially valuable. Since that lime ho lias served the country' well. He has shown himself
ready, on the shortest notice, to comply with every' wise suggestion by visitors, in order to make Ida institution perfect.
And so, from time to time, his license has been renewed and his contract continued. He had no reason to suppose that, his
patients would bo withdrawn. He was warranted in believing that they would remain. Qnito recently it was recommended
that certain improvements should bo made iu the premises, aud iu accordance therewith plans arc being prepared fornew
laundries and other buildings involving an expenditure of about £2,000. In new of this state of things, it eould not have
been imagined that it- was contemplated to recommend the closing of the eitablisliment at the end of the year. We have been
reminded (hut tho original contract, entered into about ten years ago, was made on the understanding.that it, should terminate
at tho end of four years. Hut since that time the condition of things has greatly changed, and up to Hie period of the recent
official notice, instructions had been given which led to the supposition that it would ho continued as it had been on previous
occasions. This view of tbe matter was strengthened by the evident fact that, the provision which was being made by the
Government, for the care and maintenance of public patients was unequal to the prospective demand upon the accommodation
which would be afforded by buildings in course of erection. The contract entered into by Dr. Tucker lias many analogies.
All ttie licenses issued by the Government are for specified periods, but, practically, they are renewed as n matter of usage
from term to term, and extinguished only in consequence of special circumstances with regard to which no parallel is presented
in this case.
Having shown how important it is that the Government should not crush out of existence the licensed house at Cook’s
River, and having indicated how great are tho services it may render as an adjunct to the lunacy arrangements of the Colony,
we now come to ihe question of cost, which although not, of primary impoitanee in a matter of this kind, is, nevertheless, of
considerable consequence in connection with the eeoeoniical ndiiumsfrution of public affairs- We might reasonably argue
that if the price paid for the eare and maintenance of patients iu Dr. Tucker’s Asylum were somewhat greater than Ihe
average cost of pauper lunatics in public asylums, still the Government would be justified in sanctioning it, not only in Mm
interests of tbe patienls themselves, but also because private enterprise in this direction deserves liberal reeogmtion. But as n
matter of fact, the per capita payment, by the Government for pulienls in Dr. Tucker's licensed bouse is proportionately less
tliau that made in England for similar services, and considerably under the actual cost of patienls in Cullnn Turk, which may
be regarded as furnishing a fair standard of value and accommodation. The weekly cost of each patient at Callan Bark is set
down at JSs. 8}d., irrespective of the interest, on the value uf the freehold, which, ineluling improvements, is about £300,000.
The buildings alone cost,£235,539; the land is worth £50,000; and the furniture and fittings make up the balance. In
round numbers therefore, adding the interest on the land and improvements, flieyer cepifocost of patients at Callan Park ii
25s. per week.
It
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It would be fallacious to tmte tbo average cost of patients at Parramatta as a fair estimate of comparison for (be
purpose of ascertaining what ought to be paid for patieuts at Cook’s Eiver; if, indeed, the average cost could be arrived at
Some of tbs inmates of the Parramatta Asylum are criminal patients, and some civil. It will hardly he contended that both
should he put on a similar footing. Put npait from this, it is impossible' to obtain precise figures to make the necessary
calculation. And if it were possible, they would not furnish an equitable standard of comparison, for two reasons:—(I.) Tbe
number of patients confined in tbe Parramatta establishment is, according to modern ideas, too large to be most effectively
treated in one asylum; and (2.) The patients now in the Cook's Eiver licensed house eould not be received into that establish
ment without still further overcrowding it. In the report of tho Inspector-General for 1881, the weekly cost of each patient
in tho Parramatta Asylum (numbering at that time 1,130, or more than 120 in excess of I lie accommodation afforded) is set
down at 9s. lljd. But this is exclusive of interest on the capital value of 30 acres of laud on which the hospital is built, and
also irrespective of the interest on the capital valuo of a 40-acre farm, worked partly by the patients in support of the
Institution. This unusually large hospital, in an overcrowded condition, cannot fairly be taken as n standard of comparison,
although if it wore so used, we believe it would be found ibat the actual cost would approach very nearly the amount paid by
the Government for patients in Dr. Tucker's Asylum. As a matter of fact, however, it is impossible to obtain exact figures,
extending over a series of years, and distinguishing between the cost of maintenance, tbe cost of management, and the sums
spent on buildings and improvements, to either confirm or disproof this belief. If wc were to take another Asylum, viz., that
at Cooma, wo might point out that the cost of maiotonauce alone was, in that, institution (according to the last report of the
Inspector-General), larger than the cost incurred for patients at Callan Park, being no less than 1118 lb's. Gd, per head per
annum, without regard to interest on outlay for land and buildings, Although the weekly cost for patients in the establish
ment in 1831 was 17s. 9^d., in 1882 and 1883 it was 19s. 4d. In 1830 it was £L Os. 5id. In 1879, £1 2s. 2d. In 1878,
£1 2s. 7d.; and in 1877—its first year—including cost of stores and outfit, £1 17s. 8(d. The average weekly cost during
eight years is £1 2s. 2(d., irrespective of interest on the capital value of the land and improvements.
But there is another reason why it is fallacious (o compare the cost of patients at Parramatta with the cost of patients
at Cook’s River, It is an established fact that the expense of maintenance and rent per capita decreases proportionately with
the increase of numbers under care. It must also be remembered that the recoveries are less in proportion to the augmenta
tion of numbers. This is set forth clearly by Dr, Tucker in the “Introduction'' to his report on “Lunacy in -Many Lands,”
on pages 15 and 1G, of which some recognised authorities are quoted to show the superiority of small asylums over large ones
in regard to their curative results. He says : “ It appears from the written opinions furnished to me by the various superiutondoats (see reports) that about 300 is tbe maximum number of patients which should he contained in one asylum for
individual care and treatment by the superinl endent, and that a less number would give still bettt r results and secure a higher
percentage of recoveries. This consensus of opinion is borne out by the faet that in all cases the percentage of recoveries will,
on reference to the tables (see reports), be found much higher where there ore greater facilities for individual treatment and
observation by the superintendent.”
^
And again ;—“ The Select Committee of the English Honse of Commons, which in 180G inquired into the state of
pauper lunatics, recommended that no asviums should ho erected to contain more than 300 patient". In 1S44 the
Commissioners in Lunacy, in a special report to the Lord Chancellor, strongly insisted upon the advantages of asylums for
small numbers of patieuts. Lord Ashley, now Earl Shaftesbury, in supporting the Commissioners’ report, maintained that
no asylum for curable lunatics should contain more than 250 patients, if, indeed, 200 wore not the full number that could be
managed in one asylum with best advantage to tbo general public and best results to the patients. In the same speech Lord
Ashley quoted Dr. 'Connolly's statement, that 10O patients was the maximum number for one ary him, where the best attainable
results of individual care aud treatment were sought.”
The per capita rate for Government patients in Dr. Tucker’s Asylum is low as compared wills ihat which is paid in
England, having regard to the differenco in the price of provisions and the rates of wages. This is clearly stated in a private
letter which wc received from Dr. Tucker, under date 20lh January, 1885, during the latter part of his philanthropic mission,
and which contains the following words:—“ I may assure you as a fact that the county of Middlesex and other counties arc
paying for hundreds of their patients 19s. 3d. per week per head iu other asylums; so that with the high rate of wages in
Sydney, one-half more than here, and other matters equally high, you will see that my present contract with the Government
is at a low rate. I would, however, rather than lose it, renew it at the same price, but its duration should be leogthcned.
Here the contracts are for many years. I can assure you that the accommodation and cure received by my patients are very
far superior to the accommodation and care given in those old Metropolitan Licensed Houses to their country patients, and
some of those houses have over 300 of such patients at 19s. 3d. per week.”
We regret that circumstances should have made it necessary for us to trespass so grcdly upon your patience; but we
base our pica of justification on the importance of the question at issue, which involves not only the fate of Dr. Tucker’s
Asylum, but also tbo welfare of the insane, as well as the economical expenditure of public money. In entering upon tins
work, Dr. Tucker, of course, expected to obtain a fair return for his largo outlay, perpetual anxiety, and special knowledge.
But that he was actuated by a still higher motive is proved by his self-imposed mission, which mud. be regarded as unique in
the history of scientific research for the purpose of ameliorating the condition of the insane. The very moderate profits
obtained from his arrangement with the Government, for the purpose of relieving the overcrowded public asylums, would not
have enabled him to give some of the best years of bis life, and to expend thousands of pounds, in the prosecution of his longcherished desire to ransack the world in order to glean and collate facts and arrive at conclusions to benefit the mentally
afflicted. In connection with this wc feel constrained to say it is within our knowledge that the large sums of money
Dr. Tucker has spent, for the successful accomplishment of the grand object he has in view were no part of profits made out
of any Government contract, but were, in a spirit of laudable philanthropy, taken from a private fortune gained by the exercise
of judgment and foresight in land speculation.
We think we need not say more to show that, there may exist in the mind and heart of tha proprietor of a licensed
house for the insane os much generous interest in tho welfare of his patients and as much self-sacrifice ns can be found in any
official circle. In these circumstances wc hope you will feel justified in coming to the conclusion that neither tho interests of
(he public nor the welfare of patients would be promoted by closing tbe Asylum at Cook’s Eiver ; that, for the reasons we
have given, it would be a mistake to substitute in it male for female patients, and that as a matter of economy, private enter
prise ought to be encouraged, either by allowing tho patients now at Cook's Eiver to reimin at a larger sum per head than
that now paid, or by arranging for their caro and maintenance at the exis'ing charge, hut for a longer term than that stipulated
in the present contract.
We arc, Ac.,
SAMUEL H. TERE.Y,
EDWARD GREYILLE,
Attorneys for Dr. Tucker.
11th August, 1885.
The Colonial Secretary is probably not desirous of any lengthy report on this communication. Tlie reasons adduced for a
continuance of the arrangement under which Government patients arc maintained at Cook’s Eiver appear to be—
1st. That the percentage of recoveries in this institution in 1881 was larger than in tlie Government Asylums. Those
recoveries, ns I have already p An ted out, occurred entirely among the private patients, who are drawn from a different class
from the patients in Government Asylums, and include a considerable proportion of patients whose malady was transient and
due to drink. Dr. Tucker has had Government patients under his eare since January, 18G9, when the first 25 were sent, and
from that time to the present—upwards of 15 years—only four Government patients have recovered, tho last being iu 1880,
five years ago. Tho patients are, as I have pointed out. mainly chronic cases, but the recoveries could hardly have been fewer
if they bad been in tbe “unusually large hospital” at Parramatta, and maintained at 10s. instead cf 22s. Gd. a week. The
recoveries clearly may he passed over ns having little or no bearing on the question.
2nd. That the patients at Conk's River do not cost more, or at all events much more, than in the Government establishmoots. In support of this tho exceptional maintenance rate at Callan Park for the year 13S t, which included all the cost of
outfit, and the high maintenance rate at Cooma are adduced. The average maintenance rate for patients of all classes in
Government Asylums for five years past has been 12s. 3d. a week, or, after deducting collections, lls. a week, and this has
included tho cost of criminals, a very costly class, acute cases, which necessarily involve much more expense than those which
have passed into a chronic stage, and patients in out of the way places like Cooma. Now that Cooma has been vacated, and
the extra and preliminary expanses attending the opening of Callan Park have been met. the average maintenance rate will
’
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nlmost certainly diminish. The addition ot any reasonable rate of interest on the cost of buildings will still leave the
maintenance much below tho rate (S2a. Od. per week) paid at Cook's River. I have already pointed out that women can bo
maintained at a cheaper rate than men, and chronic cases like those at Cook’s River at considerably less than the average
maintenance rate.
3rd. That if the patients were withdrawn and placed in the Government Asylums these would immediately be over
crowded. The spare accommodation for women is somewhat greater than that for men, and the annual increase in tho
number of women is somewhat less. At the close of 1884 there were 179 vacant beds for women and these will servo to
receive the patients now at Cook’s River, and tho probable increase up to the close of 1886. In addition the Government
will soon have the Orphan School buildings at their disposal, and if no time is lost further buildings canid be erected by tho
time they are required. The continuance of the present arrangement at Cook's River can only postpone tho question of new
buildings for a short time, and it will certainly be necessary at no distant date to provide further Asylum accommodation
unless a very great extension of tho farming-ont system in private asylums is resorted to.
4th. That unless the Cook's River Asylum is subsidised in some way it will be closed. Ou this point, as I have no
knowledge of the amount of profit derived'from paying patients, I am not in a position to speak with authority, I may
remark, however, that the institution was opened without Government patients, and from 1869 to 1874 received only from 25
to 32 of this class. It was maintained during these years, and it has now a larger number of private patients than it had then.
There can be little doubt that the number of private patients would be still larger if more suitable accommodation than at
present exists was provided for them ; and 1. am very decidedly of opinion that with more liberal provision in the shape of
private accommodation, and possibly some alteration in the lunacy Saws which would admit of the reception of incbriaU; oases
ns voluntary or committed patients, there would be no dilUeulty in maintaining a private establishment without. Government
patients. 1 have reason to know that the presence of Government patients, though m separate buildings, has deterred some
persons from sending private patients to this establishment, and I think it is open to question whether it is not possible to
subsidise a private establishment too highly and take away all incentive to improvement, since a proprietor deriving a largo
and sufficient income from Government patients hue but little motive to eater for the requirements of the private patients, for
whose benefit the institution should realty eiist. T have already expressed an opinion that a private asylum for the well-to-do
classes hoe a useful place in nn asylum system, but I am in agreement with the highest authorities in Great Britain in
believing that the farming out of pauper pafionta in such institutions is thoroughly wrong in principle, and altogether
contrary to publio policy, and, further, that it should only be adopted as a matter of necessity, and to as small an extent as
possible.
_
_
A number of statements and inferences in this letter appear to me to he open to question, but I hardly think it
necessary to report on it at any greater length, except to point out that the statement on page 7 that the proprietor “ bad no
reason to suppose that the patients would bo withdrawn, and was warranted in believing that they would remain” is scarcely,
consistent with the wording of the Principal Under Secretory’s totter, dated 1st March, 1882, and addressed to Dr. Tucker,
which closes with the words, “ The Colonial Secretary has determined that under the circumstances, and in consideration that
the arrangement between vourself aud tho Government, shall he finally closed and the patients removed at the end of three
rears asked for bv vou, that term of extension shall be allowed.
,
P. RORTON MANNING.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 August, 1885.
With reference 1o your communication of the 23rd July last, relative to tho renewing of a license to Dr. G. A.
Tucker’s House for the reception of the insane, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to enclose, for your information, a
copy of a letter which has been addressed to Dr. Tucker, forwarding the license which His Excellency tho Governor-inCouucil has been pleased to grant to him upon tho conditions suggested by you.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 10 August, 1885.
In reply to your letter of the 29th April last, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit to you herewith
the license which, in compliance with your application, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has beon pleased to grunt you (upon certain conditions thereon endorsed) under section 24 of the Lunacy Act of
1878, for tho keeping of your house, known ns Bayview House, on the Cook’s River Road, for the reception of 150 insane
persons for a term of three years from 1st May last.
I have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
George Alfred Josephus Tucker, Esq., Superintendent of the Licensed House, Cook’s River Road.

Licinse to keep a Licensed House fob the Reception op the Insane.
I do hereby, in pursuance of the Lunacy Act of 1878, grant to Dr. George Alfred Josephus Tucker, of Bayviow House,
Cook’s River, a License to be iu force for three years from the date hereof, but subject to the conditious hereon endorsed, to
keep, for the reception of not more than One Hundred and Eifty Insane Persons of both sexes, the house the particulars of
which appear in the Notice given on the 20th day of April to the Colonial Secretary.
Witness my hand this 1st day of May, 1885.
‘
AUGUSTUS LOETUS,
Alex. Sttjaet.
Governor.

Conditions upon which the foregoing License is granted.
1st.-—A full water supply from the Sydney mains, with hydrants, as a protection against firo, to be provided to the
satisfaction of the Inspector-General of the Insane.
_
2nd.—Alterations to tho satisfaction of tho Inspector-General of tho Insane to be made to the laundry and kitchen.
3rd.—Accommodation equal to at least COO cubic foot as dormitory space, with day-room space to tho satisfaction of
the Inspector-General of the Insane to be maintained for each patient.
4th.—Dr. Tucker to submit a plan of the establishment, showing (1st) the measurement of the various rooms, the
number of inmates proposed for each room, and the consequent amount of nir-space; and (2nd) the mode in which he
proposes to allot the patients of tho different sexes so as to carry out separation and privacy necessary- and ensure the air
space required. The plan and arrangements to bo approved by tho Inspector-General.
_
_
6th.— In the event of the conditions above stated not being fulfilled on the part of Dr. Tucker within six months after
the 31st of December, 18S5, the Government shall have tho right of cancelling the license now granted at the end of twelve
months from the date thereof.
.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 4 December, 1885.
I am directed by tho Colonial Secretary to state for your information and guidance, that tho Colonial Seeretm-y
approves of the renewal for a further period of three years from the 1st January next—but only for fifty patients—of the
agreement with Mr. George Alfred Josephus Tucker, superintendent of tho licensed house for lunatics, Cook s River Read,
under which insane patients are placed by the Government with Mr. Tucker for treatment,
’
I have, &e,,
CRIICIIETT WALKER, __
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary.
The
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The Hon. Tlie Colonial Secretary.
Bayview House, Sydney, 1 January, 1886.
I do myself the honor of requesting that the license and contract held by Dr. Gh A. Tucker, of Bayviow licensed
house, may be transferred to me, and I undertake to comply with all tho conditions thereof.
‘
1 have, &c.,
ARTHUR J. VAUSB.
Submitted, 13/J./86, Refer to Dr. Manning.—Jokx Rodektso.v, 18/1/83,
The Inspcctor-G-cneral of the Insane.—
B.C, 18th January, 188G. C.W.
, .
Dr. Vause has been the Medical Superintendent of this licensed house fur nearly four years, and 1 cin see no objection
to tlie transfer of the license and contract ho him. 1 am of opinion, however, that his attention should be specially called to
the conditions under wliieb tho license was granted, and that he should be furnished with a copy of them.—If .HAI., 23/1/80.
The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Bayview House, Sydney, 7 January, 188G.

I do myself the honor of requesting that, the license, hold by me for tho Bayviow Lunatic Asylum, and my
contract, with the Gtovcrnment for the care of pationts may he transferred to Dr. A. J. Vause, M.B. and O.M., University of
Edinburgh.
_
Dr. Vause has had charge of the Asylum for tho past three years and nine mouths during my absence from the Colony.
I have, &e.,
The Hon. The Colonial Secretary.
Cr. A. TUCKER.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 16 February, 1886.
Referring to your blank cover communication of the 23rd ultimo, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform
you that His Eiccllency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to give authority for ihe
transfer to Arthur J. Vause, Esq., AIT!., CM., of the license granted on the 5tli Afay last to Dr. George Alfred Josephus
Tucker, for the keeping for a period of three years of a house for tbe reception of 150 insane persons, and to state that
Dr. Vausc’s special attention has boon called to a copy of the conditions under which the license in question was granted,
I have, Ac,,
CRITCHETT WALKER, _
'
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary.
To tho Honorable the Colonial Secretary,
Sir,
Bayview House, Cook’s River Road, Tempo, £8 May, 1886.
Herewith enclosed I beg to forward plans of kitchen, laundry, and other domestic Offices which it is proposed to
erect at the Bayview Asvlum, Cook’s River, subject to your approval, according to section 27 and 76 of tlie Lunacy Act
of 1878.
‘
'
I have, Ac.,
-------A. J. VAUSE,
Tha 27th section of the Lunacy Act requires that notice of all additions and alterations to licensed houses be given to
(he Colonial Secretary, whose consent in writing is required before tbe alterations are carried out.—1/6,'SG.
_
The Inspector-General of the Insane, who will perhaps be kind enough to favour me with any suggestions he may
desire to offer.—B.C., 1/6/86. C.W.
Sir,

Lunacy Department, Tuspector-GcueraTs Office, Callan Park, Balmain, 3 June, 1886.
In response to your memo, of tho 1st instant, and in accordance with tlie provisions of Section 76 of the Lunacy
Act, I do myself tbe honor to report that I hove carefully examined plans for new kitchens, laundry, and other 061003 at the
licensed houao for the insiine. Cook’s River, submitted by Dr. Vause, with letter dated May 28th, 1836. It is understood
that the buildings are to be of brick, and the plans appear to me suitable for the purpose, and not open to any objection as
regards the site on which it is intended to place them, or in reference to existing buildings.
I have, Ac.,
_
The Principal Under Seeretary.
R- NORTON MANNING.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 8 June, 18SG.
In acknowledging tbe receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant, reporting, in accordance with section 76 of the
Lunacy Act of 1878, upon the plans of kitchens, laundry, and other offices proposed to be erected at tho licensed house for
the Insane at Cook’s River, I am directed to inform you that the plans in question hare been approved of by the Colonial
Secretary, under section 27 of the above cited Act.
I have, Ac.,
'
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
.
Principal Under Secretary.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sir,
Bayview House, Tempo, 30 June, 188G.
I have the honor to forward for your approval, herewith enclosed, plana of stable and buggy shed which it is
proposed to erect on the northern boundary of this property, and at the eastern extremity of a galvanised-iron shed or storo
recently constructed there.
I am, Ac.,
-------A. J. VAUSE.
In accordance with section 76 of tho Lunacy Act, I beg to report, that the removal of the old stables and ecach-house is
necessary, and that there is no objection to the erection of new stables and coach-house, according to the plan proposed, on
the site mentioned. I recommend that the consent of the Colonial Secretary may be givon to the alterations proposed in
accordance with section 27 of the Lunacy' Act.
P. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Under Secretary.—1/7/66.
Inspector-General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 6 July, 1836.
In acknowledging the receipt of your blank cover report of the 1st instant, in accordance with section 76 of the
Lunacy Act of 1878, upon the plans of stable and buggy shed, proposed to be erected at tho licensed house for the insane
at Cook’s River, I am directed to inform you that, the plana in question have been approved of by tho Colonial Secretary,
under section 27 of the above recited Act.
I have, A-c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER-,
Tlie Inspector-General of the Insane,
Principal Under Secretary,
Sir,

Lunacy Department, Inspeclor-General’s Office, Callan Park, Balmain, 10 July, 1880.
With reference to the conditions under which the license for Bayview House was renewed, under date January
Jst, for a period of three years, a copy of which is enclosed, 1 think it necessary to report,, as the six months from December
Slsb liave elapsed, that so far as I. am aware none of the conditions except No. 3 have been complied with, and I beg (o
recommend that a copy of the conditions may be forwarded to Dr, Vause, to whom the license has been transferred, for his
report and explanation.
I have, Ac.,
F. NORTON MANNING,
Inspect or-General,
The Principal Under Secretary,
Sir,
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Sirj

CoJoiiidl Se(;reta.ry’a Office, Sydney, 9 August, 1886.
In reply to Tour letter of the 19th nltinin, I cm directed by the Coknial Secretary to inform you that, tho MediBal
Superintendent of the licensed house for ihe insane at UouVs Kiver has beon requested to furnish me with his report and
explanation (is to the reason why tho conditions, upon which ihe license for that house was granted, wore not nil carried out
within the time speeifted.
I hare, &c.,
CKITCJJ.lil'T WALKER,
Tho Inspector-aonoral of the Insane, Callan Pin*.
Principal Under Secretary.
giPj

Bayviow House, Tempo, 34 August, 1886.
I hare tlie honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 9th instant, and ih reply thereto to inform you that
I have not boon able to comply with all the conditions referred to therein under the circumstances mentioned below.
As to the first condition, Ihe Sydney water supply has not yet been extended to Tempo, or even sufficiently near
thereto, to enable me to obtain a supply of water from it, but in tlie meantime the best possible protection from lire is
provided by hydrants from an elevated tank, a movable fire engine, force pumps, with all the appliances, hose, &c„, and three
is an abundant supply of water.
As soon as tlie Sydney water supply is brought to Tempo I will, of coiirsc, have it laid on to the establishment,
(2.) This work is being proceeded wilii.
i
Tlie approval of the plans was obtained only ou the 8th of June, since which time there has been some little delay in
consequence of the brickmakcrs’ strike and the consequent difficulty iu obtaining a supply of bricks. The work is, however,
being hastened on with all possible despatch.
,
(3.) This is complied with.
(A) This is now being prepared. The information could not have been afforded until the approval of the plans, which,
as mentioned above, was obtained on tlie 8lSi of June.
3 have, &c.,
Critchctt Walker, Esq.
J- -A- "VAUSE.
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Callan Park, Balmain, 4 September, 188G.
Dk. Pause's explanation as to the two and four conditions appear to me satisfactory.
With regard to the first condition, it is clear that Dr. Pause cannot lay ou the Sydney water until the mains are extended
to Tempo, and as far as I can learn this is not likely to lake place for some time. In the meantime, ns the Government
issues a lieense to this honse, and as the public, undor the assurance of the license, send their friends to the institution as a
safe and proper place for them, I Blink that the Government should satisfy them selves that all possible precautions arc taken
to ensure safety from fire. Considering Ihe character of the buildings, I am not satisfied with Ihe existing condition of things
in tho case of an institution for the caro of insane persons, and I very strongly recommend that Mr. Bear, the Superintendent
of Metropolitan Eire Brigades, may he instructed to visit, the institution, and report 011 present arrangements as a precaution
and protection against fire.
_ i
I presume that, should this reeommcnda'.iou be approved, Dr. Yause will be informed of Mr. Bear’s proposed visit and
invited to supply all necessary information.
F. KORTOU MANNING.
P.S.—It will be remembered tliat, Mr. Bear has already visited Gladesville, Parramatta, and Callan Park, and reported
on tho fire appliances, Ac.—E.N.M.
The Principal Under Secretary.
'
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 4 September, 18SG.
Referring to your communication of the 4th instant, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that
the Superintendent of the Metropolitan Eire Brigades has been requested to visit the licensed house for the insane at Cook's
River, and report upon the present arrangements there as a precaution and protection against fire, aud to state that the
medical superintendent of that institution has been invited to supply Mr. Bear with all necessary information to enable him
to make such report.
I have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane, Callan Park,
Principal Under Secretary.
Memo,—
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Callan Park, Balmain, 26 October, 1S8G.
The arrangement as to boarding out pauper lunatic patients was first made in IHfiP, when Mr. Tucker took 32 of
them. This lasted for six years, when the public asylums, being much overcrowded, and Ihe Government short of fluids
for building purposes, a contract was made with Mr. Tucker for 1GO patients for four years. The term was subsequently
extended for one year, und 25 more patients wore sent. In 1879,1881, and 1882 the contract was still further extended,
each time against*my advice, and in 1882 ihe arrangement was finally extended for three years, on consideration Vial the
arrangement between Sr. Tucker and the Government shall be finally dosed and the patienls removed, at ihe end of three nears.
Tins decision of Sir John Robertson’s was communicated to Mr. Tucker. At the end of the three years further agitation
was made, and influence brought to bear, and on 4th December, 1835, contrary to my advice, n furl her arrangement
was made with Mr. Tucker*by Sir Patrick .Tetmings for 50 patients lor Ihree years. In January, ]86G, Mr, Tucker,
without consulting the Government, sold these 50 patients to Dr. Yause for the remainder of his term, which ends in
December, 1888. Dr. Yause knew that ho was buying 50 patients only, and that the sum he would receive was nearly
£3,000 a year (£2,925). 1 am entirely in favour of private asylums for hotter-class patienls, where such patients, in
accordance with fees paid by their friends, can obtain such extra comforts and luxuries as cannot be expected in Government
asylums, but any arrangement by which pauper pationts are handed over to a private speculator, to be bought and sold
seems indefensible. It. is, eo far as tho Government is concerned, a most extravagant arrangement. Mr. Tucker received
upwards of £87.000, and the patients could have been maintained in tho Government asylums, including all charges for
interest on money' spentin buildings, for somethi ng liko half the sum.
_
The patients are all chronic, and for the most part incurable cases (only 4 having been discharged cured in I860), and
this class of women arc kept by tho Government at Parramatta for 9s, a w-eek in buildings w’hich cost from £70 to £80 a
head to build, reckoning interest on this and maintenance at 10 per cent, The rental of these is £7 to £8 per year, or, say,
39, a week, so that the total cost is 12s., whilst the Government pay £1 23. Gd. a week at Cook’s River. The arrangement
is, in my opinion, objectionable even from tho point of view of the success of the private asylum, since the friends of patienls
sometimes object to send them to a place wboro Government patients ore received, and this proprietor is tempted to rely on
tho income from the Government, instead of improving the accommodation for private patients, and catering in this way for
the public.
The Principal Under Secretary.
-------- E. NORTON MANNING.
I concur in Dr. Manning’s views herein expressed.—G.R.D., C/12/SG.
gif

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 13 November, 1886.
’
Referring to my letter of the 21st September last, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit herewith
a copy of a report by tho Superintendent of the Metropolitan Eire Brigades upon the present arrangements at the Licensed
House for the Insane at Cook’s River as a precaution and protection against fire.
I have, Ac.,
Tho Inspector-General of the Insane, Callan Park.
CRITCHETT WALKER.
----------Principal Under Secretary.

[lUnclosure!]
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Licensed House for the Insane, Coot’s Eirer Eoad.
Sir,
Metropolitan Eire Brigade, Sydney, 29 October, 1886.
I do myself tbe honor to state tliat in accordance -with instructions contained in your communication No. 86-9,003,
of the 21st September, baring reference to tbe present arrangements in case of liro at the Licensed House for tbe Insane, at
Cook’s Eiver Eoad, and to inform you that I visited that institution on tlie 19tb inst., and report as follows:—
,
In the first place, I may be allowed to state that most of these buildings are constructed of weatherboard, clustered
together, some with tiled roofs, and three of them are of shingle, the latter I need hardly state are highly dangerous for such
buildings, especially so in this instance, when tlie distance between each building is not sufficient to break tlie communication
from each other in case of fire.
■
The dormitories are for the accommodation of 10S persons, tho largest of them holding 15 beds; outside this number
there are a few single-bed dormitories; hut taking them on the whole tho elite are sufficient, if proper watching and caro is
taken, to release the patients at the time of an outbreak of fire.
'
The laundry and kitchen is situated in the midst of the other buildings, which should not have been when wc take into
consideration the inflammable nature of such buildings, and the probability of a mere spark from one of these chimneys setting
the whole on fire. However, I am informed by the Sledical Superintendent, that they are about to carry on the laundry and
kitchen work in the new brick buildings now being erected; if so, tlie greater danger will then be removed.
The precautions taken for the protection of these buildings against fire are very inadequate, considering their inflam
mability. In the one ease there is a force-pump fised on the outside of one of the buildings with hose, branch, &c.; in another
part o_f the premises there is a portable engine, with suction pipe to a large underground well; the couplings of tho hose are
defective, so much so, that they are of different threads, and are very much worn j this alone would be the means of causing
a confusion in the dark if a fire was to happen during the night; besides these arrangements there are one or two smaller
india-rubber pipes to he used from some of the taps need for domestic purposes, but the head of water is not sufficient for the
purpose of eitinguishing a fire in such buildings; there is also a portable hand-pump.
My opinion is tliat it is a great question whether any of these appliances would be effective in ease of fire, as the heat
from such inflammable buildings would probably be too intense to allow any person getting close enough to put tbe water on.
For tlie better protection of these buildings in the future, I should recommend a water main of 2£ inches in diameter,
to he taken from the tank which is about to be erected on tbe new buildings, and to be distributed throughout the premises,
mounting water valves with hose and branches attached in convenient places, and, if possible, protected in case of fire from the
heat, to enable any person to use them. I should also recommend that when tho new water mains are being extended along
the Cook’s River Eoad by the Corporation at the commencement of next year that a 3-inch water main be taken from it to tbo
2£-inch water main before spoken of at tbe intersection of the connection to tbe tank. This water main would then give
sufficient pressure to command the whole of the buildings; at the same time they would have the tank pressure to fall back
upon in case of an accident to tlie local water mains.
I would further recommend that a better eoimmunealion be substituted from the various buildings, by electricity or
otherwise, to the Medical Superintendent’s residence, to enable him to be more quickly called in case of fire.
Tlie three shingle roofs should be done away with.
All hose couplings, branches, &c,, should be universal in their threads.
Care should he taken in the trimming and looking after the kerosene lamps which the several buildings are lighted
up with.
In conclusion, if these small matters arc attended to, and a diligent watch maintained throughout the night, I should
say these buildings should be fairly protected against fire ; at tlie same time, if a fire did get a good hold before tho water
mains are laid on from the street, the probability is that tho whole of them would be lost.
I have, &c.,
_
_
WILLIAM I). BEAR,
The Principal Under Secretary.
----------------Superintendent of Fire Brigades.
Sir,
_
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Callan Park, Balmain, 11 January, 1S87.
With re'crence to your letter of the 13th November last, forwarding for my information a copy of a report by
Mr. Bear, the Superintendent of Metropolitan Firo Brigades, on the present arrangement at the Licensed House for the
Insane at Cook's Eiver, I do myself the honor to recommend that the Medical Superintendent of the licensed home mn3'
be pressed to carry out the alterations suggested by Mr. Bear, as Mr. Bear states tliat the existing arrangements aro very
inadequate.
‘
I have, Ac.,
i _
■
F. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector-General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15 February, 1887.
Referring to tbe letter from tbe Inspector-General of tbe Insane, dated the 11th ultimo, recommending that the
Medical Superintendent of the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook's River may be pressed to carry out the alterations
suggested by the Superintendent of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades in connection with that institution, I am directed by the
Colonial Secretary to transmit herewith, for your information, a copy of a communication that has been received from Dr.
Yause on the subject.
I have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Acting Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary.

[Enclosure.]
Sir,

Licensed House for the Insane, Tempe, 29 January, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 19th instant, No. 87-379, referring to the report of the Superintendent of the
Metropolitan Eire Brigades, I have no objections, as I have already stated in a previous report, to connect with the pipes
of tha Municipal water supplj', as soon as they are brought to the road fronting this establishment. I shall also be glad
to have tbe 2i-inch gauge supply pipes fixed to the tanks in tbe roof of the new kitchen and laundry, and also to replace
hydrants in convenient situations about the buddings, but in this latter matter I would suggest that the Superintendent
of the Metropolitan Firo Brigades point out the localities 1m considers convenient.
I have, Ac.,
_
ARTHUR J. YAUSE,
_
C. Walker, Esq., Principal Under Secretary,
Medical Superintendent.
My dear Dr. Yause,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 7 March, 1888.
I have gone carefully over plans and memo., and cannot get your accommodation to anything like what you
propose. At 600 cubic feet per patient for dormitories (I think it should be 800 for private patients, as 600 is the minimum
settled by Poor Law Board for paupers), the total (excluding rooms for attendants and nurses, for which I have calculated 14)
is for 2 5 ladies, 28 gentlemen, and 67 Government patients, total 120; whilst the day space, calculating 30 superficial feet
for Government patients and 40 for private patients, is sufficient for 21 ladies, 27 gentlemen, and 84 Government patients.
I see there are differences on one or two minor parts; for instance, by calculating three rooms as one, you get in one
additional patient, and you moke your entrance hall both day and dormitory space, whereas I have calculated it as day
space only, as it is wanted to make up the quantity of the latter ; but the great difference is in the attendants. I do not
see how-you provide for them at all. You will see how I have divided them (as far as possible one to each room) in the
return herewith. When you have had time to go over the matter again will you send tbe papers direct to tbe Colonial
Secretary.
I have, Ac.,
_
,
F. NORTON MANNING.
P.S.—I should very much like to see 800 cub. feet per patient in the dormitory No. 7, for gentlemen, which is not
well ventilated, and used for patients of faulty habits.
Dear
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Doflr Sir
Mofropulitan Tiro Brigade, Sjflncj, 2 April, 28S8.
In tnBWDV to yours of the 2f!th uiiimo, I have (lie honor to inform you that 1 visiterl the nsyluni at Cook’s
River Enad, on the 20th ultimo, and found the fire arrangements not yet completed. The contractor informs me Hint they
will he completed in about seven days, when 1 will again visit and let you know.
I enclose a copy of my letter to Dr. Vause on the subject,
I have, Ac.
J?. N. Manning, Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of the Insane, &e.
WILLIAM D. BEAR.

[Enclosure!]
gir

Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Sydney, 19 March, 1889.
’ I have the honor to inform you that I took the pressure of the street main this morning infront of your
premises, and find it to bo 38 lb, to tho square inch, therefore very good for the protection of your building.
_
1 would suggest that the main now being laid be broken at the first joint alongside of the fence, an upright piece of
3-tnch wrought galvanised iion piping bo inserted, with elbow about 3 feet to 3 ft, 6 in. above tho ground, and a simitar
valve-mounted as already fitted to the other part of the building. This valve to be supplied with 100 feet length of best
Imnd-wovcn hose, branch, and a f-inch nozzle. The whole to bo cased in with a water-tight cover, with door and button.
The hose, branch, and nozzle to he always attached.
_
I hear that a water meter is to be fitted up ; if so, it will reduce the flow. I would advise you to ask tho City
Engineer to allow you to put the water meter on the other side of the fire appliances, for your domestic supply.
If these arrangements arc carried out, with a better electrio bell communication for yourself from the different
buildings in ease of accident, I believe the premises might be saved in the event of a fire.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM D. BEAR,
Dr. Vause, Cook's River Asylum.
Superintendent of Eire Brigades.
g;r)
Inspector-General's Office, Gladesville, 23 April, 1888.
’
In accordance with vour B C. minute of the 20th ultimo, with reference to the renewal of the lieense at Bayview
House, Tempe, I do myself tho'honor to report ihat the conditions (copy enclosed) on which the license was renewed in 1835
hare been carried out with tho exception of the water supply, which is, as the enclosed letter from Mr. Bear, the Superin
tendent. of Metropolitan Eire Brigades, shows, in progress, and will be completed shortly, A copy of the plan of the
establishment, together with the schedule of accommodation, is furnished herewith, and I now beg to recommend that the
license be renewed for a further period of three years from 1st May, 1888, on the following conditions •
1. Ihat the place and schedule showing the number of inmates for each room, and tbe allotment of the patients of
the diff’erpnt soies, so us to carry out tbe separation and privacy necessary, he adhered io, and no alteration made
except with (he written consent of the Inspector-General.
_
_
That within six months from the renewal of the license, the dormitories of male private patients, shown os Ao. 7 on
the plan and coloured green, he better lighted and ventilated to the satisfaction of the Inspector-General, and only
so many inmates apportioned io it as will give 800 cubio feet per patient instead of 600 as at present.
In explanation of the latter condition, I may state that this dormitory is devoted to patients who are paralysed and of
faulty habits, and that 600 cubic feet is not a sufficient space for this class oven when the room is well ventilated, which tho
room in question is, very decidedly, not at present,.
I am of opinion that in future renewals of this license, 800 cubic feet should be insisted on for all private patients,
but. Dr. Vause has already done so much lo meet the views of the Government and the rccommentlrd course made by myself
aud the official visitors, that I do not think it. advisable to insist on this for tho renewal now applied for.
'
I have, Ac.,
The Principal Under Secretary.
Dear Sir,
Tempe, 2 April, 1888.
In accordance with the wish 'expressed in yours of the 29th March, I forward, as an enclosure to my application
for ft renewal of tho lieense, the coloured plan with which you kindly favoured me. I was not aware that it was necessary.
Yours, Ac.,
A. J. VAUSE.
F. Norton Manning, Esq., M.D.
My Dear Sir,
Private Hospital for the Insane, Tempe, 1G March, 1898.
In compliance with the wish expressed in your note of the 17th instant, returning my application made (under
Cover to you) to the Colonial Secretary for a renewal of tho license held by this establishment, I have sent it direct to the
Colonial Sccretarv, but, in aecordanco with your suggestion, altered the figures from 137 to 121.
_
(
In tlie calculation with which you kindly favoured me, as to the cubic feet allowed each patient, although ladies
doimitory, No. 3, contains 2,100 feet, only two beds have been allowed, and this I have altered to three.
_
1 "propose that for tlie purpose of increasing the accommodation provided for the ladies to appropriate to their use
Government Room, No. 7.
.
I remain, Ac.,
E. Norton Manning, Esq., M.D.
A- J- VAUSE.
Dear Sir,
Metropolitan Eire Brigade, Sydney, 2 April, 1899.
In answer to yours of tho 2fith ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that I visited the asylum at Cook’s River
Road, on the 31st ultimo, and found the fire arrangements not yet completed. The contractor informs me tliat they will be
completed in about seven days, when I will again visit, and let you know.
I enclose a copy of my letter to Dr. Vause on the subject.
‘

‘

E, N. Manning, Esq., M.D., Inspector-General of (he Insane, Ac.

I am, Ac.,

'WILLIAM D. BEAR,

Dr. Vause, Cook’s River Asylum,—
girj
Metropolitan Eire Brigade, Sydney, 19 March, 1888.
I have tho honor to inform you that I took the pressure cf the street main this morning in frontof your premises,
and find it to be 38 lb. on the square inch; therefore very good for the protection of your buildings.
_
_
I would suggest that the main now- being laid be broken at the first joint alongside of the fence, an upright piece of
3-inch wrought galvanised iron piping be inserted, with elbow’ about 3 feet to 3ffc. Gin, above the ground, and a similar valve
mounted as already fitted to the other part, of the buildings.
This valve to be supplied with 100 feet leneth of best hand woven hose, branch, and ft }-inc!i nozzle. The whole to
bo cased in with a water-tight cover, with door ond button. Tho hose, branch, and nozzle to be always attached.
_
I hear that a water-meter is to be fitted up, if so, it will reduce the flow. I would advise you to ask tho City
Engineer to allow you to put the water-meter on the other side of the fire appliances, for yonr domestic supply.
If these arrangements are carried out with ft better electric-bell communication for yourself from the different
buildings in case of accident, I believe the premises might be saved in the event of a fire.
I have, Ac.,
WILLIAM D. BEAR,
----------- Superintendent of Fire Brigades.
Conditions upon which the foregoing license is granted.
1st. A full water supply from the Sydney mains with hydrants, as a protection against fire, to ho provided to the
satisfaction of tho Inspector-General of tho Insane.
2nd. Alterations, to tho satisfaction of the Inspector-General of the Insane, to he made to the laundry and kitchen.
3rd. Accommodation equal to at least 600 cubic feet as dormitory space, with day-room space, to the satisfaction of
the Inspector-General of the Insane, to he maintained for each patient.
4th
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.
4th. Dr. Tucker to submit a plan of the establishment, showing—(1st) the measurement of the various rooms, the
number of inmates proposed for each room, and the consequent- amount of air space ; and (2nd) the mode in which lie
proposes to allot the pationts of the different sexes, so as to carry out separation and privacy necessary, and ensure the
air space required. The plan and arrangements to be arranged by tho Inspector-General.
oth. In the event of the conditions above stated not being fu'filtcd on the part of Dr. Tucker within six months
after the 31st December, 18S5, tbo Government shall have tbe right of cancelling the license now granted at the end of
twelve months from tlie date thereof.
Sir,

Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Sydney, 28 May, 1888.
I have the honor to report that I visited the Cook:a Itiver Lunatic Asylum this morning, and beg to inform you
that the fire-extinguishing appliances are to my entire satisfaction.
.
■
I may also state that Dr. Yause is connecting up the different blocks with his own house by means of telephone
communication.
.
I have, &c.,
.
WILLIAM D. BEAR,
F. N. Manning, Esq,, M.D.
Superintendent, M.F.B,
' Sir,

'
’
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 30 May, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 23rd ultimo, relative to the renewal of a license for Dr. Arthur John Yause’s
house for the reception of the insane, I uni directed by the Colonial Secretary to enclose for your information a copy of a
letter which has been addressed to Dr. Vause, forwarding tho license which His Excellency the Governor in Council has
been pleased to grant to him upon tlie conditions suggested by you.
I have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of Insane.
.
Principal Under Secretary,

[-EWotwm.]
'

.

Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 30 May, 1888.
In reply to your letters of the loth March last and 5th instant, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to
transmit herewith tho license which, in compliance with your application, His Excellency the Governor with the advice of
the Executive Council has been pleased to grant, upon certain conditions thereon endorsed, under section 24 of tbe Lunacy
Act of 1878, for the keeping of your house, known as Bayview House, on the Cook's. River Road, for the reception of
121 insane persons for a term of three years from the 1st instant.
Arthur John Yause, Esq., M.B., Medical Superintendent
of the Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s River Road,

I have, Ac.,
.
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Undor Secretary,

License to keep a Licensed House for the reception of the Insane.
^
I do hereby in pursuance of the Lunacy Act of 1878 grant to Arthur John Yause, Esquire, M.B,, of Bayview House,
Gook’s River, a license to be in force for three years from the date hereof, but subject to the conditions hereon endorsed,
to keep for the reception of not more than 121 insane persons of both sexes, tho house, the particulars of which appear in
the notice given on the loth day of March, 1888, to tlie Colonial Secretary.
■
Witness my hand this 1st day of May, 1888,—
GOVERNOR.
Conditions upon which the foregoing License is granted,
1st. That the plan and schedule showing the number of inmates for each room and the allotment of the patients of tlie
different sexes, so as to carry out the separation and privacy necessary, be adhered to, and no alreration made except with
the written consent of the Inspector-General of the Insane.
,
2nd. That within six months of tlie renewal of the license the dormitory for male private patients shown as No, 7
on tho plan and coloured green, he better lighted and ventilated to the satisfaction of the Inspector-General, and only bo
many inmates apportioned to it as will give 800 cubic feet per patient, instead of 600 as at present.
3rd. In the event of the conditions above stated uot being fulfilled on the part of Dr, Yause within six months after
the 31st day of December, 1888, the Government shall have the right of cancelling the license now granted at the end of
twelve months from the date thereof.
■
Sir,

■
Licensed House for the Insane, Tempe, 21 May, 1888.
I do myself the honor of applying for a renewal of my contract with tho Government, expiring on the 31st
December next, for the care of insane patients. The Inspector-General of Insane has been pleased to express himself as
satisfied with my conduct of the institution. I have given effect to all suggestions of improvement made by him, and I am
engaged in extensive and valuable additions to the buildings.
I have, &c.,
The Honorable tbo Colonial Secretary.
A, J. VAUSE, M.B.
Referred to Dr. Manning for report.

B.C., 30/5/88.— 0, VY.

Sir,

Lunacy Department, Inspector-GencraTs Office, Gladesville, 28 June, 1888.
In accordance with your B.C. minute of tbe 30th ultimo, I do myself tho honor to report that tbo general
management of the licensed house at Cook’s River is satisfactory, and tliat Dr. Vause has made very extensive alterations
and improvements in the institution—building new kitchen ar.d laundry, laying on water from the Sydney main, and
providing fire plugs, telephone communication, Ac., Ac., during the last two years. Under all the circumstances I beg to
recommend that tho contract be renewed for fifty patients at the present rate for a further period of three years from 31st
December next.
‘
At the same time 1 have to point out that this is an extravagant mode of providing for insane patients, and is in other
respects objectionable.
I have in former communications on this subject (see my reports 29tli June, 1885, and 11th Angust, 1885) shown
that the cost to the Government of female patients iu Government asylums is not more than Os. or 10s. per week for all
charges, except rental, and tliat this amounts to at most 4s. a week each for chronic cases, a total of 13s. or 14s. a week,wliilEt the contract rate at Cook’s River is 22s. Od. I have pointed out tlie objections to farming-out these helpless patients
to be bought and sold and made a profit out of as a mere commercial speculation, and I have shown that there is no real
reason for thus indirectly subsidising a licensed home for the insane.
’
The contract for fifty patients was renewed in 1885 against my recommendations, and I would now beg to urge that
there be some final settlement of the matter, and that in granting a renewal of tlie contract for three years Dr. Vause may
be informed that tho patients will be removed at tbe termination of the term for which renewal is now sought, 31st
December, 1891.
‘
I would hog to poiut out that the farming-out of patients has already existed since the year 1874, and tliat it is time
that there should he some finality to an arrangement which was assented to as a temporary expedient only, and which is
totally different from ordinary contracts, as it is impossible, or at all events undesirable, to obtain tenders from other
persons, which must be very profitable to the contractor, as evidenced by the desire to obtain its continuance.
_
1 ^^n’oktON MANNING,
'
- ,
The Principal Under Secretary.
Approved. —H.P., 5/7/88.

Inspector-General.
Dr. Vause.—I.-O. Insane, G July, 1SS8, 89-14,756.

Sir,
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Coloniiil Secretary's Ollice, Sydney, 0 July, 18S8.
.Tn vejily to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit herewith a copy

of a letter addressed to Arthur John Vause, Esquire, M.B., Medical Superintendent of tho Licensed House for the Insane,
•Cook’s Hirer Road, granting him a renewal, fur a further period of three years from the 31st December nest, of tho
agreement entered into between Mr. G. A, J, Tucker aud this Government for the care of fifty insane patients.
I have, ko.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane,
Principal Under Secretary.
.

[JUnclosurc.']

Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 0 July, 1888.
.
In reply to your letter of the 21st May last, 1 am directed to inform you that tho Colonial Secretary approves
of the renewal to you, for a further period of three years from tho 31st December next, of the agreement entered into
between Mr. G. A. J. Tucker aud this Government for the care of fifty insane patients in the licensed house for tho insane,
known as Bayview House, Cook's River Road, aud to state that the patients will be removed from your licensed house at
the termination of the period for which this renewal of contract is now granted, viz., the 31st December, 1891.
Ihave, &c.,
■
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Arthur John Vause, Esq., M.B., Medical Superintendent,
Principal Under Secretary.
Licensed House for tlie Insane, Bayview House, Cook’s River Road.
Sir,
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 14 August, 1889.
,
In reply to your blank cover communication of the 31st ultimo, I am directed to inform you tliat, in accordance
avitli section 27 of tho Lunacy Act of 1878, the Colonial Secretary has approved of the plans therein submitted for the
erection of a billiard-room and a summer-house at tho Licensed House for the Insane, Cook's River Road, anti that the
Modical Superintendent thereof has been apprised accordingly,
I have, &.C.,
'
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary.
To the Hon. the Col. Secretary, N. S. Wales,—
Sir,
Bayview House, Tempe, 17 December, 1889. .
I have the honor to request that you will take into favourable consideration my application for an additional
number of Government female insane patients, under similar arrangements to those in my asylum, 1 would ask that the
number fixed upon may not be less than 100, making, with those at present in my charge, 150, and being only7 twenty
increase of the number of Government patients allowed to my predecessor.
If my request is granted I can, in tlie course of a few months, have the necessary accommodation (which will lie of
the most mudern style), made, subject, of 00111-80, to any alterations or suggestions that may lie pointed out by the InspectorGeneral of the Insane. The plans aro already prepared, and can bo inspected at any time.
_
’
I need scarcely say that I have had a largo experience in the care of the insane, and feel sure that any patients sent
to me will be cared for in a proper manner, aud will bo much benefited by tlie change.
'
IhavCi&c,,
-------A. J. VAUSE.
This should he referred for report of Dr. Manning in the first instance.—C.W., 19/12/89.
H.P,, 23/12/89.
The Inspector-General of the Insane,—C.W., P.U.S., 23/12/89.

Refer, as suggested.—

Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Gladesville, 3 January, 1890.
I casxot recommend that Dr. Yause’s request should be granted. Dr. Vauso has been informed that the present arrange
ment, undor which he has tho care of fifty Government patients, will cease on 31st December, 1891 ; and it appears very
undesirable that the Government should enter into any new arrangement of a similar character. I have conclusively shown
in former reports that insane patients of tlie class maintained in Dr. Vause’s establishment can be inaiutaiued at from J3s.
to 14b, a week in Government institutions, where they will ho bettor housed, better dressed, and in all other respects as
well cared for as under Dr. Vause’s care ; and in this calculation is included tlie charge for rent, calculated at 0 or 7 pcr
cent, on the cost of the buildings they occupy. 1 can see no reason why the Government should pay Dr. Vauso 22s. Gd. a
week for what they can do even hotter at 13s. or 14s.
1 would l>eg to point out that Dr. Vause lias no claim on tlie Government tc entitle him to any special consideration.
The fifty patients now under his care were left there at tiio urgent request of his predecessor, though the Government were
prepared to receive them bade into tho Government institutions ; and Dr. Vauso has been well remunerated for the work
he has undertaken.
The genera! management of tho licensed house at Tempo has been satisfactory, and Dr. Vanso has shown a com
mendable desire to improve and render more satisfactory the accommodation provided, but I am quite unable to see tho
bearing of his statement that patients sent to him “ will be much benefited by the change," since, so far as 1 am aware, no
Government patient has been discharged as recovered or relieved from Cook’s River during tlie time Dr. Vause has been
Modical Superintendent of that institution. It is, perhaps, unnecessary for me to strengthen my position in advocating
that the indigent insane, being wards of the State, should not bo farmed out for the profit of individuals, by quoting the
expression of opinion by authorities on this subject; but I may refer to a report by D. Hack Take, an acknowledged
authority ou the asylums in the province of Quebec, in which he sjjeaks of “ the injurious practice of the State contracting
with private individuals for the maintenance of its insane poor ; and also to resolutions passed by the Medico-Chirurgical
Society of Montreal, which are as follows:—
“That the ‘ fanning ’ or ‘ contract ’ system, either by private individuals or by private corporations, has been every
where practically abondoned, as being prejudicial to the best interests of the insane, and producing the minimum of cures.
That, in the opinion of this Society, all establishments for the treatment of the insane should he owned, controlled, and
directed by tlie Government itself, without tho intervention of any intermediate party.”
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney,
E. NORTON MANNING.
Submitted.—14/1/90.
Inform that the officer responsible for the care and management of the insane has reported
directly against compliance with Dr. Vause’s application, on the grounds of both economy and public policy. Under this
report tho Government has no course open bnt to decline.—H.P., 24/2/99.
Dr. Vause, 26/2/90,-91-3,263.
Dear Dr. Vause,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Gladesville, 29 November, 1830.
The arrangements you have made for the management of Bayview House during your absence, as detailed in
your note of the 22nd instant, seem to me satisfactory, and calculated to work well,
I need not, I think, assure you that anything I can do officially or privately to remove any minor difficulties which
may arise will bs done, and wishing you a pleasant and in every way satisfactory trip.
I am, &c.,
Dr. A. J. Vause.
F. NORTON MANNING. _
P.S.—If you are near Gloucester you will find Barnwood House, over which Dr. Needham presides, worth a visit.
In tlie north The Retreat is ut York is good, and if at Edinburgh you should by all means see Dr. Cloustou at Moraingside.
1 will send you any introductions you may wish.
F.N.M.

Dear
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Dear Dr. Manning,
Tempe, 22 November, 1890.
i i. * -tv
i accor°ancc with your suggestion, I am writing to inform you that I propose leaving for England about the
Jst of December, I shall probably be away six months, and during my absence Dr. N, P, Elliott, M.R.C.S., Eng,, 1880,
and UR.C.P., Edin,, 1883, will take medical charge and act as resident superintendent, Mrs. Chas. Bayley will be housekeepecr, Mr. H, N. P. Bayley will continue to act as house steward, and Mrs. Hankey matron,
I sincerely trust that all will go on wetland satisfactory during my absence, I have done all in my power to make
the most satisfactory arrangements, but iu the event of any difficulty arising, Mr. Edward Greville, J.P., of 374, Georgestreet, Sydney, will hold a power of attorney from me, and will be able to act in my place.
T feel sure you will extend that kindness and consideration towards the establishment during my absence, that I
have great pleasure in saying, you have always shown towards myself.
I will not enter into details relative to the serious nature of my position, but ifc must be a self-evident fact in the
face of the step I am about to take.
.
. I cannot conclude without thanking yon very sincerely for the courtesy, sympathy, and unvarying kindness 5 ou have
invariably shown towards me during the past eight years, and I subscribe myself.
Yours, &c.,
E. N. Manning, Esq, M.D.
A, J. VAUSE.
Forwarded for the information of the Colonial Secretary. I was unable to visit the institution after Dr. Vause left
until the 17th instant I then carefully inquired into the arrangements made. These arrangements appear to me to be
t?*1 virt0r^* Since they were made, Mr. Bayley has been replaced by Mr. Smart in the office of house steward. I saw
Dr. Elliott, who is a qualified medical practitioner, and whose manner impressed me very favourably. I have every reason
to think that the institution will be conducted in a satisfactory manner during Dr. Vause’s absence, and the patients kindly
and properly treated.—F.N.M., B.C.* 20/12/90. The Principal Under Secretary.
Approved.—ILl1,, 21/1/91.
The Inspector-General of the Insane.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C.,

4\)j -ij/yi,

Dear Dr. Manning,
,
Tempe, 13 November, 1890.
1 tear I shall not be able to find a suitable medical man to reside at the establishment. Dr. Sendee, of New*
town, however, has been familiar with the place for some time, is acquainted with the patients, understands tlie official
duties connected with the house, and would undertake the medical part of the work so far as day work goes, but he could
not sleep here at night. Under section 34 of the Lunacy Act it appears that a daily visit by a medical man is sufficient
for licensed houses containing under 100 patients, and as onr numbers are only about ninety I should be glad to know if
you would consider Dr. Service’s appointment under tbe above-named circumstances a satisfactory one.
I remain, Ac.,
A. J. VAUSE.
My Dear Dr. Vause,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 14 October, 1890.
I shall be glad to do anything I can to meet yonr views and wishes. It seems to me better to submit the
arrangements you propose to Colonial Secretary and ask for bis approval. I should not askfor leave of absence, but should
write as the proprietor and superintendent state you wish to be absent and submit tho name of some medical practitioner
to be acting superintendent during your absence.
Yours, &s.,
F. NORTON MANNING.
Dear Dr. Manning,
_ _
Tempe, II October, 1890.
Recent communications from England on family matters have rendered it imperative for my interest that I
should, as early as possible, return home, and any long delay in doing so might affect mo pccuuiarly to a very considerable
extent. _ Moreover, my mother is in a critical state of health, and is very desirous of seeing me.
Under these circumstances I should feel obliged by your informing mo whether you would recommend, provided
arrangements were made to your satisfaction, a leave of absence being granted to me, extending from six to nine mouths.
,
Yours, &c.,
Dr. Manning.
A. J. VAUSE.
®lr>

.
Bayview House, Tempe, 17 April, 1891.
I have the honor to inform you that Dr. Elliott, the acting Medical Superintendent of this institution, has been
suddenly recalled to England on urgent private business, and that I have replaced him by Dr. Henry Budd Hetherington,
M.D,, G.M., Edinburgh.
I have, &c.,
Tho Principal Under Secretary.
EDWD. GREVILLE (Attorney for A. J. Vause, M.B.)
Refer to Dr. Manning.—C.W._, 28/4/91,
The Inapector-General of tlie Insane.—C.W., B.C., 28/4/91.
1 have seen Dr. H. B. Hetherington, who is a gentleman with excellent medical qualifications, and seems in every
way' qualified for tbe position of Medical Superintendent of the licensed honse at Cook's River during Dr. Vausc’s absence___
F.N.M., 1/5/91. The Principal Under Secretary.
“lri

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 9 July, 1891.
In reply to your blank cover communication of tbe 1st May last, 1 am directed to inform you that the Colonial
Secretary approves of Dr. Henry Budd Hetherington acting as Medical Superintendent of the Licensed House for the Insane
at Cook’s River, during Dr. Vause's absence,
I have, Ac.,
_ T
„
.
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insanej Gladesville.
Principal Under Secretary.
Siu

_
Bayview House, Tempe, 1 March, 1891.
I do myself tlie honor of applying for a three years’ renewal of the license granted to the private Hospital for
tbe Insane at Tempo, known as “ Bayview House.'’
The present license expired on the 30th April, and the application is for tho accommodation of 137 patients, 102
females and 35 males.
The name in full of the Superintendent (Arthur John Vause) is given in the margin, according to tbe requirements
of section 34 of the Lunacy Act of 1878, and the enclosed statement is in accordance wifh the requirements of section 28 of
the said Act.
j )iavc &Ci
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
’ ARTHUR JOHN VAUSE.
Refer to Dr. Manning.—C. W., 4/3/91,
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
The present license is for 121 patients only (see copy with papers), and Dr. Vause’s application was for the number
particularised as 93 females and 28 males (see ins letter of March 15th). The accommodation is certainly not sufficient for
u larger number than 120 patients—93 females and 27 males—aud I most strongly recommend that tlie license should not
be granted for more than this number, and should bear on the face of it the number of each sex as above given. There lias
been no additional dormitory accommodation provided since tho last renewal of the license, and the buildings will not hold
137 without very improper crowding.—F.N.M., G/3/91.
Tbe Rriucipal Under Secretary.
“L

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 2 May, 1891.
\\ ith reference to your blank cover communication of thoGth March last, relative to the renewal of the license for
Dr. Arthur John Fause’s house for -the reception of tbe insane, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to enclose, for your
information, a copy of a letter which has been addressed to Dr. Vause forwarding the license which His Excellency the
Governor-in-Council bas been pleased to grant to him.
I have, &c.,
rm
L „
, „
CRITCHETT WALKER,
ihe Inspector-General of the Insane.
Prinuipal Under Secretary.

•

------------------
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[Enclosure.']
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 2 Jlay, 1891.
In reply to yonr letters of the 1st and 24th March last, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit
herewith the lieense which, in compliance with your application, ITis Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to grant you, under section 24 of the Lunacy Act of 1878, for tho keeping of your
house, known as Bayview House, Cook's Eiver, for the reception of 120 insane persons, viz., ninety-three females and
twenty-seven males, for a term of three years from the 1st instant.
1 have, Sc.,
Arthur John Vause, Esq,, M.B., Medical Superintendent,
CltlTCHEXT WALKER,
Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s River.
Principal Under Secretary,
License to keep a Licensed House for tho Reception of the Insane.
I no hereby, in pursuance of the Lunacy Act of 1878, grant to Arthur John Vause, Esq,, M.B., C.M., of Bayview House,
Cook’s River, a license, to be in force for throe years from the date hereof, to keep, for the reception of not more than 120
insane persons of both sexes (the number of females not to exceed ninety-three, and of males twenty-seven), tho house, the
particulars of which appear in the notice given on the 1st day of March, 1891, to the Colonial Secretary,
Witness my hand this 1st day of May, 1801,—
JERSEY, Governor,
Sir,

Licensed House for the Insane, Tempe, 23 June, 1891.
I do myself tho honor of applying for a renewal of my contract with the Government, expiring on the 31st
December next for the eare of insane patients.
Neither expense nor trouble have been spared to alleviate the sufferings of those under my charge, and my conduct
of the institution has met with the approval of the Inspector-General of the Insane.
A. J. VAUSE,
The Hon. The Colonial Secretary.
-------(Per his Attorney, Edwd. Greville.)
The Inspector-General of the Insane for report.—C.W., B.O., 25/6/91.
Sir,

Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 26 June, 1S9L
In accordance with yonr B.C. minute of tlie 25th instant, on a communication from the Medical Superintendent
a?.d Licensee of the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook’s River, requesting a renewal of his contract with the Govern
ment for the care of 50 insane patients, I do myself the honor to recommend that the contract be renewed for 50 patients
at the rate of 22s. 6d. a week, for a further period of three years from the 31st December, 1891. I am, however, of
opinion, that in renewing the contract it should bo distinctly stated to Dr. Vause that this rtnaatl is granted under
exceptional circumskinees, and that the Government viill remove the. patients on 31st December, 1.334. In granting a renewal
of the contract for the period of three years from 31st December, 1888, to 31st December, 1891, Dr. Vause was informed
by letter of the 6th July, 1SS8, from your office, that the patients would he removed at the termination of the period for
which tho renewal was then granted, December 31st, 1891, and the objections to tlie continuance of the system of farming
out these insane people, as set forth in my letters of June 29th and August 11th, 1885, June 28th, 1888, and January 3rd,
1890, remain as strong as ever. There can be no doubt hut that, on grounds of economy and public policy, this system
should cease and the patients be removed as soon as possible, hut there has been such delay in providing accommodation
in public asylums to meet the need of insane patients, that at this time the 50 patients now at Cook’s River, cannot be
provided for therein.
It is hoped that when next the contract expires the Government will be in a better position, and the accommodation
in the public asylums less severely taxed than at this time.
I have, &c.,
_
F. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector-General.
Sir,

Colonial ■Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 July, 1891.
In reply to your letter of the 26th ultimo, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit herewith a copy
of a letter addressed to A. J. Vause, Esq., M.B., Medical Superintendent of the Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s
River Road, granting him a renewal for a further period of three years from the 31st December next, of the agreement for
tho care of 50 insane patients.
I have, ftc.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane, Gladesville.
Principal Under Secretary.

[Enclosure.]
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 10 July, 1891.
In reply to your letter of the 23rd ultimo, I am directed to inform you that the Colonial Secretary approves of
the renewal to you for a further period of throe years from the 31st December next, of the agreement entered into between
you and this Government for tlie care of 50 insane patients in tlie Licensed House for the Insane, known as Bayview
House, Cook’s River Road, at the present rate of £1 2s. Gd. each per week, and at the same time to state that this
renewal is granted under exceptional circumstances, and that the Goverhmcnt patieuts will be removed on the
31st December, 1894.
I have, &c.,
A. J. Vause, Esq., M.B., Medical Superintendent of the
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s River.
Principal Under Secretary.
Dear Sir,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 23 September, 1891.
I shall be glad if you ean inform mo when Dr. Vause is likely to return and resume his position as Medical
Superintendent of the licensed house at Cook's River. In intimating that he was going to England, he mentioned in a
letter, submitted for tho Colonial Secretary's information, that he would probably bo absent for six months only.
■
I am, &c.,
Edward Greville, Esq., J.P., too., 8, Park Road, Moore Park, Sydney.
E. NORTON MANNING.

Dear Sir,
25 May, 1891,
Writing from Milan, under date 1st May, Dr. Vauso-wrote mo that his health gave way in England, where he
Buffered from iiiteiise lieadache aud neuralgic pains, and that he had removed to Milan, In his last letter he says that
he is still detained within doors. The next will, I hope, contain a more favourable account and also information relative
to his return.
I am, &e..
Dr. Ndrton Manning, M.D.
EDW. GREVILLE.
My dear Sir,
'
1 October, 1891.
A letter received by me yesterday from Dr. Vause ex]>lains bis silence. He writes “I have not been able to
bold a pen from pain in my right hand, I have been at a hydropathic establishment near here, and feel somewhat better
just now. The pains move about, sometimes I have them in the elbow and at others in the hip, and they are very trouble
some.” He speaks regretfully of his “ enforced absence” as “inevitable,” his anxiety to return, aud solicits a continuance
of mv supervision.
I am, &c.,
Dr. Norton Manning.
EDW. GREVILLE,

My
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. ftfy drar Sir,
A cubiegriL’n from Dr. Vmiso iiiforms me Lliat ho is rekirumg.
for (he present he suspended.
Dr. Norton Manning, &c., &o.
‘

14 December, 1801.
NegotiaLioiia with Dr. ITothei-ingion will, therefore
Yourp, itc.,
NDW. GtREYIJiLN,

Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 tTuly, 1892.
In reply to your blank cover communication of the 14th instant, I am directed to inform you that in accordance
with section 27 of tlie “ Lunacy Act of 1878,” the Colonial Secretary has approved of the plans therein submitted for the
erection of a fence at. the Licensed Mouse for the Insane, Cook’s Hirer Rood, and tliat the Medical Superintendent thereof
has been apprised accordingly,
I hare, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of the Insane.
Principal Under Secretary,

Dear Sir,
Rayview, Tempe, G July, 1892.
Under separate cover, I am forwarding a tracing of eome of the buildings at Bayview. The red line, E.H.G.,
indicates Ihe position of a proposed fence to be constructed of weatherboards slightly overlapping each other, rounded off
at tlie top, and 7 feet high. A drawing of tlie fence to a scale of i-incli will be found upon tho tracing mentioned. Tho
ground enclosed will he sufficient for recreation purposes, and corresponds to a suggestion made by yourself some time ago.
I am forwarding the plan of the fence for your approval, tinder section 27 of tho Lunacy Act.
Faithfully Tours,
‘ A. J. YAUSE.
P.S.—Anything else upon tho tracing besides tho red ink line E.H.G. does not come under the present reguest, but ia
for future reference.
A.J.Y.
'Dr. Manning.
--------Forwarded for tlie approval of the Colonial Secretary, under the provisions of section 27 of the Lunacy Act.—F.N.M.,
14/7/02. The Principal Under Secretary,
'

Dear Sir,
'
Tempe, 28 September, 1892.
Linder separate cover, I am sending for your approval plans of proposed addition to Government buildings at
Bayview, under section 27 of the Lunacy Act. Tlie additions consist of a a glazed-in verandah 12 feet wide, with two rooms—
oho at each end. One room is intended as a matron’s sitting-room, and the other is an ante-room or vestibule, entered from
the garden by stone steps.
Trusting the plans will meet, with your approval.
I remain, Ac.,
F. Norton Manning, Eaq., M.D., &c., Ac,
A, J. VAUSE.
Forwarded for the approval of tho Colonial Secretary, under the provisions of section 27 of the Lunacy Act.—F.N.M.,
18/10/92. rlhe Principal Under Secretary.
"
Sir,

1
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney', 31 October, 1892.
In reply to your blank cover communication of the 18th instant, I am directed to inform you that, in accordance
wifh section 27 of tho Lunacy Act of 1878, the Colonial Secretary has approved of the plans therein submitted, for additions
to the licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s Eiver, mid that the Medical Superintendent thereof haa been apprised
Accordingly.
I have, Ac.,
'
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-General of tho Insane.
Principal Undersecretary,
Sir,
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 25 July, 1893.
’
In reply to your letter of the 11th instant, requesting mo to favour the Chief Secretary with an expression of mv
views on nn offer made by tho Medical Superintendent for the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook’s Hirer to provide
accommodation for 300 patients at 20s. per week each for a term of ten years, I do myself the honor to advise that oil
grounds of economy and public policy this offer should not be accepted, Tlie maintenance rate last year for all eases in tho
Government Ilnspitala for the Insane was under 32s. a week per patient, ond this included the eases who were paid for at
liberal ratas by friends to the amount, of £13,000 a year, and for whom special provision was made to meet such extra
payments, as well as criminal patients, who are an expensive class, because they require an eitra number of attendants ani
special cart.
•
For chronic cases, such ns would be sent lo Cook’s River, the maintenance is about 9s. a week. This was the rate at
tho Hospital for the Insane, Parramatta, last year, and will not bo eioeeded either at this Hospital or the Hospital for tho
Insane, Kydalmcre, during the current year.
,
This maintenance includes all charges except the first cost of buildings. It includes, for instance, all ordinary repairs,
painting, Ac,, to existing baildings.
'J lie cost of buildings mny be fairly calculated for chronic cases at about 3s. per week. This being, indeed, a liberal
estimate.
From a return which I enclose it will be seen that the buildings erected in connection with the Hospitals for the
Insane during the last four years have cost less than £100 per bed—G per cent, on £100—a liberal allowance—gives a cost of
less than 2s. 6d. per bed per week, so that all charges for chronic cases are met by less than 12s. per week, instead of 20s.
asked for by Dr. Yause. I have no hesitation in saying that for this 12s. a week the patients in Government Asylums are
ns.well lodged, ns well housed, as well fed, and ns well, or better, provided for in every respect ns they are likely to bo
under Dr. Vausc’s care, and under those circumstnners there appears to be no reason why the Government should pay 20s.
for what they do even better at 12s. It is, perhaps, unnecessary for me to go at any length into the question of the public
policy of farming out indigent insane people for tbe profit of individuals, and to be bought and sold as they suit tbe
convenience of these individuals. All experience has been against dealing with the insane, who are wards of the State, in
■this manner, and the following are resolutions passed by the Medical Chirur. Society of Montreal, whore this system was
largely tried :—
1st. “That the ‘farming’ or ‘contract’ system of providing for the insane, either by private individuals or by
corporations, has been everywhere practically abandoned as being prejudicial to the best interests of tbe insane,
and producing a minimum of cures.”
2nd. "That, in the opinion of this Society, all establishments for the treatment of the ins%ne should be owned,
controlled, and directed by the Government without the intervention of any intermediate party.”
The insane in the province of Quebec were until recently farmed out to a corporation called the Sisters of
Providence, and Dr. Hack Tufee, an acknowledged authority, reports most unfavourably on the condition of these patients,
and concludes his report by stating that “ it is amazing that a colony of England so remarkable far its progress and
intelligence os Canada can present such a spectacle as that I have so inadequately desevibed as existing. It is the farming
out oflmman beings by the Province to these or any other proprietors against which I venture to protest. It is a.radicol
defect.—a fundaiHental mistake for the Province to contract with private parties or Sisters of Charity for the maintenance
of lunatics.
“ This, it cannot be too often repeated, is the essential root of the evil, and unless it be removed the evil will remain,
ond bear bitter fruit. If any steps are to be taken to remove the deplorable condition of the insane it must be by tbe
Province taking the actual reponsibility of these institutions into its own hands.
Tlie system lias been equally a failure in other countries.
Some years ago the tlirce Messieurs Labitte undertook, under exceptional advantages, to provide for the insane of
three or four of the Departments in France at Clermont Soir L’oisa. One brother was a physician,one undertook the general
and financial managemont, and the third directed the largo farming operations which were carried out. After a time the
system was found so unsatisfactory that after much public outcry it was abandoned, and the Government of tho Departments
undertook to build and provide for their insane under officers of their own.
Tho
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The experience m this Colony of hoarding out insane patients has not heeu altogether satisfactory.
It was only after rmick resistance that the Government recovered possession of seventy-five of the patients boarded
out with Mr, Tucker, and the patients weie handed over to Dr. Vause with the buildings by process of sale,
Since the year 1869 only four Government patients have been discharged as recovered or relieved.
I have, ftc.,
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Tt\ NOETON' MANNING,
Inspector-G eneral.
Retuen showing cost of Buildings ercctgd in eonnection with Lunacy Department during ISDO-EU-92-93.
Institution.

Description of Kuilding.

Parramatta.............. One ward complete j hospital
and 13 single rooms.
Gladesville.............. One ward complete; stone.,.
Rydalmeve.............. One ward complete ; brick ;
and 18 single rooms.
Newcastle .............. One ward complete ; wood
and brick.
Gladesville.............. One ward complete; brick...

Date of Number of Cost of Contract.
Cost of lixtras.
erection.
Beds.

1890

114

£ s. cl.
9,100 0 0

£ s. d.
1,017 14 10

1891
1892

108
68

8,289 0 0
4,995 0 0

562 0 0
285 14 1

1892

25

1,799 0 0

1893

62

5,798 11

6

53

1

Total cost.

Cost per
Bed,

£. s. d.
10,117 14 10

£ s. d.
88 15 0

8,851 0 0 82 0 0
5,280 14 1 77 13 1

0

1,852 1

*350 0 0

*6,148 11

0

74

1

7

6 99 3 0

* Estimate only, the work being in progress.

Sir,

Bayview House, Cook’s River, 2 September, 1S93.
1 do myself the honor to request that the consent of the Colonial Secretaty be granted, in accordance with
section 27 of the Lunacy Act of 1878, to an addition being made to the licensed house, situated at Cook’s River, and
known as " Bayview House." The plans and description of such addition, according to the requirements of section 25 of
the Lunacy Act of 1878, arc herewith appended.
I have, &c.,
'
A. J. VAUSE,
P. Norton Manning, Esq., M.D., Inspector-General's Office, G-ladesville.
Medical Superintendent.
Memo, respecting additions to Buildings at the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook's River.
_
_
_
_ .
_ _
9 October,-! S93.
The land (o acres in extent) on which the buildings are erected adjoins the licensed house at Cook’s River, and the fences
being removed now forms one property with it. The buildings are substantial in character, and are arranged and fitted for
better-class patients, who can afford to pay comparatively high rates of maintcnence. I recommend that the consent of the
Colonial Secretary be granted, under section 27 of the Lunacy Act, to the additions in question, and that they bo considered
in future as forming a part of the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook's River.
The Principal Under Secretary.
P.N.M,

Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 13 October, 1893.
In reply to your blank cover communication of the 9th instant, I am directed to inform you that, in accordance
with section 27 of the Lunacy Act of 1878, the Colonial Secretary lias approved of the plans therein submitted, for additions
to the Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s River, and that the Medical Superintendent thereof has been apprised
accordingly.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Tnspector-General of the Insane, Gladesville.
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Gladesville, 1 December, 1693.
I do myself the honor to forward herewith, for the information of the Chief Secretary, a memorandum on the
farming-out of insane at Cook’s River, My last report, dated 2oth July, was drawn up somewhat hastily, and I have now
gone more in detail into the whole question.
I have, &c.,
.
■
P. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Under Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector-General.

-

[ISnclosur/!.]

Memorandum for the information of the Chief Secretary.
Thu Licensed House for the Insane at Cook’s River was opened early in the year 1868 under the provisions of an Act of
Parliament passed in the preceding year, authorising the license by the Government of such establishments, and providing
for reception-houses, such as that of Darlinghurst,
As the wards did not fill with private patients, a request appears to have been made to the Government in 1868,
before I took office, that the patients in Government establishments for the insane, who were paid for from their own
means or by their friends, should be transferred thither, hut in the majority of instances the friends objected, and this was
only done in three or four cases.
In January, 18G9, there being only eight or nine private patients at Cook’s River, and room for about forty, an
application was made to the Government to send a number of Government patients until such time as the private patients
increased in number; and the Government asylums being then in a terrible condition by reason of overcrowding, the
Government agreed, in January, 1869, to send twenty-five Government patients, and to pay for them at the rate of 25s. a
week, on the understanding that they should ho removed as the private patients increased.
As the private patients did not increase (and indeed did not number more than ten until eleven or twelve years
after tho licensed house was opened), a further number of Government patients was sent, until in 1874 the number was
thirty-two.
•
In July, 1873, the licensee of Cook's River, Mr. G. A. Tucker, applied to the Government to take 100 patients on a
lease for four years, jaml, recognising the great difference in the cost of maintaining male and female patients, offered to
take the former for 23s. a week for two years, and 25s. a week for the remainder of the period, and the latter at 22s. Gd. a
week for the whole term of four years.
The high price asked, and tho objections to the practice of farming out insane patients, which I felt it my duty to
set forth in the following terms—
“The system of farming out patients is one to which there are groat and well-founded objections. It is wrong in
principle, since the cost and maintenance of the insane poor should never be a matter of commercial speculation. It
is costly, and it is liable to abuses which are impossible in the plan of providing for the insane in public institutions,''—
appear to have deterred the Government from entertaining Mr. Tucker’s proposal; hut in 1874, when these were renewed
seeing no hope of relief for the overcrowding in the Government asylums, which was becoming unbearable and dangerous,
especially in the wards for women, I was reluctantly compelled, as the least of two evils, to recommend a further proposal
madoby Mr. Tucker that he should receive sixty-eight more female patients, making, with the thirty-two then in his
charge, a total of 100, at a charge of 22s. Cd. a week for a period of four years.
Mr. Tucker agreed to put up special buildings for these patients, and accommodation for sixty-eight patients was
erected, at a cost of £4,200, as appears in a letter forwarded to me by Mr, Tucker, This is at tho rate or £62 a bed, and
these buildings are still in use.
The
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The contract commenced on 1st December, 1874, when the additional sixty-eight Government patients were removed
to Cook's Elver, and should have terminated in December, 1879.
Instead of this, however, and notwithstanding my frerpient remonstrances and representations, this contract was
renewed from time to time, and was only concluded at tho close of 1S8C. Then seventy-five of the patients were removed,
but appeals were made to retain the remaining fifty, and those have ever since remained at Cook's Elver, the present
contract for their maintenance at 22s. Gd, a week ending in December, 1894,
Daring the twelve years during which the 125 patients were farmed out, the Government paid £87,750, exclusive of
burial fees, all charges for transfer, &c. Up to December, 1894, the charges for the fifty patients will amount to £28.400,
making a total of £111,150, and it is not difficult to show that the licensees of Cook’s River have during these twenty years
enjoyed a very profitable monopoly.
£ b. d.
,
The annual rate paid at Cook's River at 22s. fid. a week, amounts per patient to... 58 10 0
And from this must be deducted collections made from patients and their friends
by tho blaster in Lunacy. These in 1892 were somewhat above the average
and amounted to per patient ....................................................................................
2 16 0
Ixaving the annual cost of maintenance per patient at

5G 3 2

1 he average annual maintenance rate for the last ten years in hospitals for the
insane was ...................................................................................................................
And this included all expenses of management, together with minor repairs to
buildings. From tins must be deducted the average collection made by tho
Master in Lunacy for maintenance, which amounted on an average for the ten
years to—per annum per patient................................................................................
Leaving for the cost of maintenance ................................................................................
To this must be added £7 7s. for rent of buildings*—a liberal ealeulationt..............
And los. for repairs to buildings carried out by the Government Ai'chitcctt ..........

31

]g n

3 1C 11
27 19 0
7 7 0
0 15 0

------------ 8 2 0
Making the annual cost of maintenance ........................................................................
36 1 0
It is necessary, however, in comparing these two calculations of annual cost, to point out
let.—That the Government patients at Cook’s River are all women, whilst the patients in tho Government establish
ments are nearly two-thirds men. It is well known that it is much more costly to maintain insane men than
women owing to the higher rate of male attendants’ wages, the greater cost of men's clothing, and the larger diet
scale necessary for men. This is recognised in England, where the difFerenco in cost is reckoned at Is, a week,
or £2 12s. a year, in favour of women, and it is even more in this country as was seen by Mr. Tucker when, as I
have previously mentioned, lie asked 28s. and 25s. a week for men and 22s. fid. a week for women.
2n<L—That the Government patients at Cook’s River are all chronic cases who are not criminals, whilst those in the
Government establishments include criminals and a very large proportion of acute cases, who are admitted to the
Government establishments at tho rate of 050 per annum. Criminal lunatics are a specially costly class, as they
require a larger staff for supervision, and this goes to swell the cost in the Government establishments, and acute
eases are also very decidedly more costly than chronics, inasmuch as they require a larger proportion of attendants,
more food, medicine and medical care, and are more given to destroy clothing, to say nothing of their requiring
more costly buildings and other accessories. This is seen in the lower maintenance rates at Parrrmatta and
Newcastle, where the patients are largely chronics, as compared with Callan Park and Gladesville where the
acute cases predominate—the cost being 9s. 4d. and 9s. Sd. a week, as compared with 10s. 2d. and 10s. Sd. a week
respectively. J
I have no hesitation in saying that female patients of the chronic class arc maintained in the Government asylums at very
considerably less cost than £34 a year, counting all charges and including interest of money as rent of buildings and cost of
repairs of every description. I have made calculations which clearly show this, and yet for patients of this class £56 a year,
after all collections are deducted, is paid at Cook’s River,
_ To put the matter briefly, the Government lias paid the highest rate for the maintenance of the cheapest kind of
lunatics.
^ The difference between £5G and £34 a year for 125 patients during the twelve years from 1875 to 1886, and for fifty
patients during tho eight years from 1887 to 1894 inclusive is as follows

£
125 patients at £56 a year lor 12 years
50
„
„
8
126
50

„£34

84,000
22,400
-------51,000
13,600
------- -

12
8

£
106,400
64,600

£41,800
So that in twenty years the Government lias paid £41,800 to the proprietors of Cook’s River in excess of what the Govern
ment patients sent there could have been maintained in Government Establishments—and to what purpose ?
The patients would have been as well housed, as well fed, as well clothed, and in every way as well, if not better,
cared for in the Government Asylums as at Cook’s River—and there could scarcely have been fewer recoveries. The excess
in cost has certainly not tended to the recovery cf the patients since there has not been a single instance of recovery or
discharge since 1880—twelve years ago, The only reason which can bo given for the unnecessary expenditure of tiiis large
sum of money is by way of subsidising a private asylum for the reception and care of patients able and willing to pay for
their maintenance, and this is an object if not of doubtful advantage certainly one to which it is possible to take exception.
_ The Legislature in Great Britain, by an Act passed in 1890, has seen fit to stop all further licenses to private houses,
and in the Colony' of 'Victoria it is not now legal to keep an institution of this character.
There is indeed no private asylum in any of the Australian Colonies except New South Wales—and, as a consequence,
patients are sent here from Victoria and Queensland—a decided proportion of the patients in Cook’s River being drawn from
these Colonies, which are thus reaping advantages at the expense of New South Wales and sending their insane to swell
our Statistics.
_ _
But even admitting that a private asylum is an advantage—which I am inclined to do—and should he subsidised
in its early stages, which is a doubtful question, I would submit:—
1st.—That there is now no longer any reason for continuing this subsidy, since tho number of private patients at Cook’s
River, including those from other Colonics, has now reached fifty-four, and their payments return a large income
to the proprietor.
2nd,—That if the subsidy is to he continued it should take the direct form of an annual grant voted by Parliament,
and not given indirectly as at present,
i _ I have shown that there has been no economy but a greatly increased cost in fanning out insane patients, and,
incidentally, that by reason of political and other extraneous infiucnces, it has been found difficult for the Government to
regain possession of the patients farmed out. It is now necessary to point out that the whole principle of farming out insane
patients is wrong.
The
* See Appendix A,

t See Appendix B.

f Report of Inspector-General of tho Insane for 1802.
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Tho Q-overnment and the patients farmod out have been singularly fortunate in having to deal with Dr. Vause during
the last eight years, hut this has been by accident only—since the patients under tho contract with the Government were
sold to him without the consout of tho Government, and there is nothing now to prevent the contract being transferred to
someone else, who may bo but little fitted for the charge.
It can never be right to place helpless insane persons under the charge of any individual whose interests are to
maintain them at the lowest possible rate for his own profit.
The material interests of the patients conflict with the pecuniary interests of the individual. No system of inspec
tion can altogether prevent abuse and wrong, and experience has shown that it is difficult in the extreme to keep up,
through inspecting officers, a proper standard of general care when the person in charge is governed mainly by pecuniary
considerations.
If the system of farming out has anything to recommend it, why should it not be applied to the ordinary pauper
who can speak for himself and show where it pinches, rather than to the lunatic who is under special disabilities in
making known grievances and abuses.
So far as I am aware the farming out of insane patients for profit, which is a totally different thing to boarding them
out with their relatives, who are unable to maintain them without some assistance, has never been a success, and often a
lamentable failure, and in a former communication I have quoted the opinion of authorities on this subject.
Turning to the proposal recently made on behalf of tho licensee at Cook’s River to take 300 patients at 20s. a week,
on which I have already reported, I desire now to point out that each and all of the objections, which arc stated with
regard to the existing arrangements, apply to this proposal. The cost is still much greater than tho patients can be
provided for by the Government in its own establishments. The site of tho estate at Cook’s River is far from good, and
tho area of land, even with recent additions, too limited to afford the necessary privacy, recreation and employment for
this number in addition to the private patients.
There will be even greater difficulty in regaining possession of the patients, since the interests involved will be
larger and more worth striving for by means of political and other influences, and the Government is but little likely,
unless some public outcry is made, to be in a position to receive back such a largo number at the termination of the
contract.
Further, the contract will be a monopoly. Several applications have from time ta time been received from persons
willing to take charge of the insane for profit, and if the Government still desires to farm out patients it might be advisable
that tenders for tho purpose be invited, and those which appear most oligalfie receive due consideration. I do not, however,
recommend this course.
The proprietor of the licensed house at Cook's River has no claim upon tho Government. , Ho bought out the
original proprietor. A contract, originally entered into for four years, has been prolonged to twenty, and the last renewal
of the agreement for fifty patients was made in July, 1S91, for three years, and therein it was expressly stated that "the
renewal is granted under exceptional circumstances, and the Gorcrmnent patients will be removed on 31st December,

1891.”
In conclusion, I bare to point out that it will be necessary to place on (be estimates the largo sum of £16,600 a year
to meet tho charge of farming out 300 patients, whilst immediate needs will be met by carrying out the buildings at
Rydalmcre and Goulburn, for which plans have been prepared and tenders invited.
ArrENmx A.
Return showing Cost of Buildings for 1,655 patients, erected since the year I860.
Dnte of
Erection*

1869-70
1879-81
1877-79
1892
1870- 72
1878- 79
1879- 81
1890-91
1873-75
1883-81
1890-91
1871- 75
3 891-92

Descrii>li(m of Building’.

Hospital,

No. of
Beds.

300
350

CoillKWt.

£
7,809
40,347

Extl’Afl, &.<!.
£
1,853
2,001 .

,,
with brick single rooms and
administrative buildings.
Weatherboard, with brick single rooms and Callan Park......
90
SjSGy
697
administrative buildings.
Weatherboard .............................................. Newcastle..........
25
53
1,799
Weatherboard and brick buildings for 765 beds cost £62,931, or £82 per bod.
Gladesville .......
121
4,330
1,003
49
3,600
309
JJ
164
31,333
2,123
8,289
103
562
Parramatta ......
1,604
106
18,750
101
8,671
1,200
114
9,100
1,017
2,430
Ncu'eastlo..........
59
1,318
ity dal mere ......
66
4,995
285

per
Total Cost. Coat
Bed.
£
9,662
42,358

£
32
121

9,062

100

1,852

74

5,333
3,909
33,456
8,859
20,354
9,771
10,117
3,748
5,280

44
79
204
82
192
97
88
63
77

Stone or brick buildings for 890 beds cost £100,827, or £113 per bed.
Weatherboard, brick, and stone buildings for 1,655 beds cost £162,761, or £98 per bed.
The cost per bed for buildings for 1,655 patients is £98; and allowing 71 per cent.—a liberal rate—as annual charge
for interest on the outlay, gives an annual rental per patient of £7 7s,
Appendix R.
A sum varying from £2,000 to £6,000 a year is voted annually on the Estimates of the Government Architect'
Department for additions, alterations, repairs, furniture, Ac.,” to institutions for the insane generally.
The vote has averaged £4,800 during the last ten years, and about one-half has been expended in permanent additions,
&c., leaving £2,400, or about 15s, per patient per onnum, for repairs.
My dear Manning,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 5 February, 1894,
I send you Mr. nibble’s return regarding the cost of maintenance of lunatics in the Asylums, which I hope you
will find correct.
Yours sincerely,
-------CRITCHETT WALKER,
Lunacy.
Jlecapihtlation of ISstpendiUtre from 1857 io 1892.
£
s. d.
Official Visitors .......................................... ...............................................................................
13,289 15 4
Institutions generally .............................................................................................. ...............
37,365 1 6
Lunatic patients................................................................................................... .......................
140,930 19 4
Maintenance.
Duildings,
Gladesville .............................................................................................. £574,243 14 5
£153,277 2 6
727,473 16 11
Parramatta .............................................................................................. 608,680 19 6
132,247 10 6
740.028 10 0
Reception House ..................................
28,866 19 8
8,164 15 9
37,031 15 5
Newcastle.........................................................................................
119,760 0 11
18,535 9 1
138,295 10 O
Callan Park.............................................................................................. 182,502 9 5
192,542 10 10
375,045 0 8
Cooma ......................................................................................................
19,111 10 1
1,650 0 0
20,761 10 1
Buildings and unclassified ....................................................................................................................................
215,167 11 2

207—2 Z

£2,446,289 9 11
Maintenance

940
958
Maiktenakce Bclui'i), lesa deduction of Colloetions,

Year,

Ruildinffs, &<l— BuLldine's, kc.—
Accrued cost of.
Cost of.

‘Ewliisivc ot expenditure pnor to year 1S57.
purchase ol llossiville, not included

£
76,600
75,003
77,436
77,172
79,018
79,478
80,932
84,90*
89,177
95,329

£
27,243
29,903
31,306
31,553
31,801
32,313
32,039
33,701
34,605
35,268

£
*544,865
598,175
624,139
631,060
636,083
646,676
652,793
674,037
692,106
705,162

£
68,326
53,310
25 964
6,921
5,023
10,593
6,118
21,243
+18,069
j 13,056

1883
J8S4
1885
1886
1887
1883
1889
1890
1891
1892

Interest on total
Bate per week.
cost of Build Maintenance i» Average number
of patients
full,
ings, &e, at f>
Buildings, &eJ Maintenance.
per cent.

2,347
2,435
2,535
2,039
2,722
2,815
2,889
2,960
3,149
3,151

4-5+
4 7f
4'8j
4'7+
4-6
45
4‘4
4-4+
4‘2i
4-3+

t The sum ol £15,15Si purchase of JtOiSiriUe, not included,

Total.

11-10+
11-10
11 8 J
11-2 +
11-2
10-10+
11-0 i
11-0 i
10-10+

1G-4
1G'5 i
16-5 +
1510
15-8
1^3 +
15 10+
15-4 J
15-1

11-7 +

loll

J The sum of il,21P, part

MAitfTBKAh'CE Eolurn, less deduction of Collodions.

Year.

Rati* per week.
: Interest on total
Buildings, &c.*— Buildings, &c.— I cost of Build- t Sfnmtenanco, Average number
of patients.
Accrucn cost of. lugs, &c , at G 1 less Collections.
Cost of.
Buildings, Ac. Maintenance.
1
per cent.

(

1883
1884
1885
1SS6
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

£
68,326
53,310
25,964
6,921
5,023
10,593
6,118
21,243
+18,009
113,056

£
27,243
29,903
31,206
31,553
31,804
32,333
32,639
33,701
34,605
85,258

£
*544,865
598,175
624,139
631,060
636,083
646,676
652,793
674,037
692.106
705,162

* Exclusive of exj>endit4irc priori* jeer 1857,
lUThasc of Kossivjlle, not Included

£
63,721
67,003
68,545
67,181
68,723
63,528
75,646
73,002
75,669
80,841

2,347
2,435
2,535
2 639
2,722
2,815
2,889
2,960
3,149
3,151

4'u44-7;
4-8+
4-7+
4-6
4'd
4-4
4-4J
4-2+
4-31

1 The sum of £15jl53, purchase of llossiville, not included

15-2 1
15-7 +
15-1 +
14-4 +
14-2 +
13-9 +
14-4 +
13 10+
13 3 +
14'1 J

10-8 4
10-6 +
10-4 -}
9-9 *
9-8 +
9-4 *
10-0 +
9-5 l
9-2 +
9-10+

J The sum of -felfSlO, part

Lustact Expenditure from 1857 to 1892.
Year.

1857..........................................
1858 .......................................
1839 .........................................
I860..........................................
1861.........................................
1862..........................................
1863 .........................................
1864 ..........................................
1865.........................................
1866.........................................
18G7..........................................
1868..........................................
1869.......................................
1870.........................................
1871.........................................
1872........................................
1873 .........................................
1874..........................................
1875..........................................
1876.........................................
1877..........................................
1878 ........................................
1879..........................................
1880..........................................
1831..........................................
1882..........................................
1883 ........................................
1884..........................................
- 1885..........................................
1886..........................................
1887.................................. .
1S88......................................
1889........................................
1890..........................................
1891..............................
1892..................................

Xluildings, {.c

Maintenance.

£
20,440
22,500
17,867
18,412
17,248
20,963
17,333
21,285
21,323
23,162
21,103
26,109
28,226
29,152
31,716
33,948
36,989
39,931
45,2-45
61,983
55,705
68,042
55.218
60,128
63,592
70,061
72,600
75,003
77,436
77,172
79,018
79,478
86,932
84,904
89,177
95,329

e.
12
IS
16
10
9
3
5
17
10
1
5
13
16
11
17
4
14
17
12
6
13
10
O
18
6
8
10
8
IS
0
1
2
17
12
4
0

d.
1
6
4
C
1
11
3
10
3
3
3
9
1
4
0
1
3
11
9
11
5
7
1
9
0
7
10
8
G
9
6
9
9
1
3
7

£1,724,751

5

5

-

■

£
1,000
6,791
6,884
517
6,452
10,412
4,915
3,955
5,946
10,813
10,938
13.689
11,044
7,556
5,895
2,463
22,136
22,438
21,626
14,633
65,847
26,945
17,519
20,634
66,606
83,872
68,326
53,310
25 964
6,921
5,023
10,592
6,118
21,242
33,226
14,271

s.
0
6
9
11
9
1
2
8
15
18
10
2
13
14
15
13
2
15
10
14
10
18
7
4
1
16
14
7
5
8
13
15
8
18
17
13

Total.

Total.

d.
0
7
3
10
7
1
3
0
1
O
0
6
1
2
11
0
8
4
2
2
10
1
6
10
8'
3
4
5
3
9
8
4
9
8
0
5

£
21,4-10
29,292
24,752
18,930
23,701
31,375
22,248
25,241
27,270
33,975
32,041
39,798
39,271
36,709
37,612
36,411
59,125
62,370
66,872
66,617
121,553
84,988
72,737
85,763
130,198
158,937
140,927
128,313
103,401
84,093
84,041
90,070
93,051
106,147
122,404
109,600

£721,538 4- 6

£2,446,289

3.
12
5
5
8
8
6
7
6
5
19
15
16
9
5
12
17
16
13
2
1
4
8
7
3
7
4
15
16
3
9
15
18
6
10
1
14

d.
1
1
7
4
8
0
6
10
4
3
3
5
2
6
11
1
11
3
11
1
3
8
C
7
8
10
2
1
9
6
2
1
6
9
3
0
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Expenditure in connection with the Hospitals for Insane, 1857 to 1892.
Cladepville
Year.

Institutions
gcnurally.

Oflicinl Visitors.

£

i
1858
1850
18(50
1801
1S62
18R3
iBGt
1805
1860
1367
1808
1809
1870
1871
1872
1872
1874
1875
1870
1S77
1878
1879
1880
1381 ‘
1332 ,
1883 :
188-1
1885
18SG
1337
1388
1889
1800
1301
1892

s. d.

Maintenance.

3. <i.

£

s. d.

£

...........
10
*200 0
*200 0
*200 o
*375 0
*203 0
123 0
550 0
54't 6
350 0
350 0
350 0
350 0
338 12
342 4
350 0
350 0
330 0
500 0
5(0 0
478 6
500 0
430 0
500 0
059 10
655 0
070 0
658 15
535 0
627 3
*005 0

0
0
6
0
0
1,870 14

0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
10
0

800
998
850
1,527
1,117
1,417
1,400
1,395
2,093
2,324
1,058
1,710
1^702
i;75S
1,703
1,984
1,745
l’706
f7i502

0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0

0
0
0
10

0
2
0

Parmnatta,

Lunatic Patients

9

0
10
19
19

0
5
0

3
1

6

0
0
0

18
1 7
7 174
12 8
14 10
0 0
13 5
16 0
10 1
2 1
17 11
4
16 3

1,609
2,018
2,087
2.099
2,919
0.175
0,752
11.764
9,707
7,830
9,803
9,953
9.968
0.018
8,723
8,750
3,425
3!59l
3>05
4,840
4,147
5] 126
3,793

3
15
18
10
10
13
13
0

4
0
0
5
g
8
7
8

8 11
17 1

2 2

12 4
3 7

0 2
17 0
17 3
2 0
18 3
19 2
19 10
5 6

3
6

9
0

£
R.545
9407
7,528
11454
7,857
8,041
7,880
10,509
10'S97
11,458
10,856
12,079
15.B57
13',004
13,477
13,320
14,248
In/^l
15,963
17,293
17,471
18,184
17.975
17,260
19,246
21.092
22,455
23,490
22,001
23,113
22,009
21^857
23,245
23,341
23,070
22£46

B.
10
4
15
3
10
4.
38
17
2
8
14
11
7
9
8
1
10
14
19
0
4
15
3
4
15
10
1
9
5
15
19
11
14
16
13
18

IJuildin^s, &c.

d.

Maintenance.

s. d.

£

£
11,894
13£93
10,339
7,258
9,390
12,084
9,192
10,456

ft
10
6
4
D

5,991
4,777
'119
3,157
6,614
2,918
4,571
8^472
6,707
8’48i
3,416
4,978
'746
1.900
8.810
4,116
8,502
5.348

4

0
1
4
8

6 7
8 11
9 0
0 4
11 1
4 6
14 6
13 5
13 9
4 9
5 7

Building s, £c.

S. d.
12 5
13 8
O 10
13 2
13 8
9 7
7 3
0 9

lo’eeo

1

G
7
8

2

11,328 12
10^038 4
n;ooi 18
11,207 13
13,309 1
14.003 9
13,610 1
15.518 14
16,463 15
16,082 1
17,252 13
18.433 10
18,891 3
15,903 7
17,999 13
18.885 4
21,487 5
22,751 17
23,022 10
23,057 16
24.492 13
2t'6tO
2^353 4
26.473 7
26,022 6
20,651 9
23'll 19 4

6

6 j 008,680 19

2
9
8
11
10
3
10
0
6
11
11

7

l

10 5
12 5
18 8
4 11
10 4

23.752 5 0
10,993 19 2
11.781 7 8
208 3 10

0
4.
9
3

0
8
4
2
9
8
9
4
0

4
10

5,009 16

8

4.197 14 10

( 7,400 0 0)
}

of hnul y

9

£
1,000
800
2,107
398
3,295
3,797
1,990
3,955
1 84,1

SCO

7
0
6

37,305

4

i

5

140,930 19

Darlinghurst.

4

574,246 14

153.277

Nett castle.

2

5
7
5

8

10
1
6

2
8

10
1
2

0
5

8

2

3.431 0
12,731 7
2,005 5
6,998 13
1,151 10

0
1

2

0
1

2
0

G
7
8
6
10
4

..................

G

G

132,247 1 0

Calian Park.

Oaomiw

.

Year,
Maintenance

Buildings, *tc.

£ p. d.
500 O 0
3,370 16 3
8 '420 4 0
5
4
J
H
10
3
...............
10
1
10 2,805 15 6
9
7 1,008 O 0
6
2
10
4
7
11
7
5

£ s. d.
1866
1807
1808
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
18S9
1890
1891
1892

18 3
10 O
17 9
8 0
7 0
4 7
0 0
13 11
7 G
\) 7
10 8
17 4
5 O
11 O
18 11
5 5

4,784
7,028
2,578
370
276
6.907
4,723
10.387
1,825
25,000 0
13,145 17
1,807 4.

5‘53S 10 10
13,289 15

s. d.

0 0
0 0
0 4
2 10

72
611
625
749
861
893
904
1,009
952
982
976
1,018
1,005
1,122
l’315
1,342
1,048
1,000
1,696
1,544

8
15
10
11
0
12
16
10
14
1
7
12
9
15
6
6
15
15
7
1

1,552
1,536
1,714
liSOl

6 10
17 6
G 3
12 9

28,866 19

8 8,104 15 9

* Styled allowance to Metlictl Hoard.

Maintenance,

£ s.

1,027
3'713
3i879
3,315
4,875
5,391
5|S53
5,707
5,314
5,351
5,399
0,004
0’417
6302
6j208
6’46t
G,4C9
G£86
G'872
6^175
6^077
0,154

12
1
5
11
14
4
16
12
4
2
13
18
10
3
8
1
18
13
15
15
7
9

A.

8
10
9
10
9
0
6
2
4
It
1
4
6
3
9
7
3
3
11
0
3
0

119,760 0 11

Buildings, ftc.

Maintenance.

£ s.

£ s.

2.0C0
2,151
065
5,593
4>28

0
0
6
18
10

d.

Buildings, Sc.

d.

0
0
4
3
£

1,059 4 6
2,337 3 10

.............
18,535 9 1

2,594
8,99 7
4,402
o)042
5,130
6)274
13)659
15)613
18)393
19)211
2lloS5
2l)l0L
23)058

18
9
3
15
19
14
O
9
14
2
1
9
2
7

il
2
11
7
1
4
5
4
11
6
5
7
4
11

182,502 9

0

22)377

£

1,865
9)073
745
1,500
21,662
57,085
47)651
13,999
26,713
ll)417
227

s.

A.

14
15
11
17
10
11
0
2
8
18
2

2
2
6
3
1
O
0
5
7
6
3

Maintenance.

£

e,

Buttdmgb.&c.

d.

..............
2,697 '4 1
3,048 10 8
2,851 10 11
2,681 3 8
2)680 0 4
2,652 15 2
2)499 19 3

192,542 10 10 19,111 10 1

£

1,050

1,050

t £7,632 ICs. 31. under “ General " to be distributed to various institutions ; particulars not taken,

Unelaisifiert Buildings, &e. (separate sheet)

,£215,167 11s. 2d.
Brn.niNOs

942
300
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Buildings, Ac.—Asylums Geneiullt.
Particulars of the amounts chargeable to each institution not obtainable.

Year
1871 ....................
1872 ...................
1873 ...................
1874 ...................
1875 ...................
1877 ...................
1878 ...................
1879 ...................
1880 ...................
1881 ...................
1882 ...................
1883 ...................
1884 ...................
1885 ......................
1886 ...................
1887 ...................
1883......................
1889 ...................
1890 ......................
1891 ...................
1892 ...................

Ijesns,
£ s. cl.

4,772 15 2
216 19 3
4,413 5 3
11,446 15 8
................
486 18 6
410 10 0
242 13 4
1,426 7 1
489 10 6
16,352 8 6
48,822 8 0
8,062 18 10
900 0 0
318 15 3
1,025 0 0
220 1 0
118 8 9
7,022 2 0
*23,260 15 5
8,435 2 0

Readme.
£

b.

cl.

................
................
................
................
2,011 0 0
................
................
................
................
............
................
5,505 3 11
7,337 7 0
12,494 16 10
6,375 11 3
3,998 13 8
2,972 14 4
6,000 0 0
14,220 15 11
9,966 1 7
1-0,836 11 5

£138,448 1 5 3
£76,718 15 11
-------------------- -------------------------------- £215,167 11 2
* Includes £15,15S, account Rossirillc,
f Includes £1,210 4s, 2d., account IlosBiville.
Chief Secretary's Ofliec, Sydney, 21 March, 189 J.
With reference to your letter of the let December la;t, forevarthng a naemoruudran on tlie farming out of insane
at Coot 9 River, I am directed to inform you that the Chief Secretary having carefully periled and considered your reports,
and (he proposals of the Medical Superintendent of the Licensed House for the Insane, Cook's River, and having had the
figures of cost at the private establishment and the cost of patients in Government institutions carefully cheeked, has come to
Hte conclusion that no further extension of the system of boarding out of insane should he permitted, and to state that Dr.
Vause has,been so informed, and that big proposal cannot, be accepted
2. I am desired to add that Sir George Dibbs fully concurs in your report and'suggestions contained in your paper of
the 1st December last, and to request that you will be good enough to make the necessary arrangements for carrying the same
into effect.
Tlnve .(-r
J °
'cRirCHETT WALKER,
The Inspector-Genera! of the Insane.
Piicepal Under Secretary.
,

“ BayvieV Licensed House for the Insane, Cook's River, 21 April, 1894.
The contract for the mainttnance of fifty Government patients trill expire on 3!st December, 11-94 and I do
myself the honor of requesting its renewal.
„ .
.
I have, Ac.,
To tho Honorable the Chief Secretary.
-------A. J, YAUSJf
Refer to Dr. Manning.—CAT., B.C., 26/4/94.

The Inspector-General of tho Insane.

®]rJ
_
Lunacy Department, Inspector-General's Office, Glndesville, 7 May, 1894.
r u vm.- to
70U1, B-C. minute of the 26th ultimo, I do myself the honor to inform you that acting on the decision
of the Chief Secretary, as conveyed to me by your letter of 21st March last, that no further extension of the system of
boarding-oul insane patients should be permitted, and in accordance with your request that I would mate the necessary
arrangements for the carrying this into effect, I have, ns far as possible, hurried forward the erection of the new buildings
for women in connection with the hospital for the insane at Eydnltncre.
‘ Those buildings will be ready for occupation about October next, and I shall, therefore, be in a po-ition to receive the
fifty Government patients now at Cook's River when the contract expires on 31st December, 1894.
I beg to point out that when the contract with Dr. Yause was renewed for a further period of three years from 3Isf
December, 1891, he was expressly informed that "this renewal was granted under exceptional circumstances, and that the
Government patients would be removed on 31st December, 1894."
I have, Ac.,
P. NORTON MANNING,
----------------Inspector-General.
Bayvtew House.

This institution was opened in 1863, under the management of Dr. Tucker, the proprietor.
In January, 1869, the Government sent twenty-five patients, for which they paid at the rate of 25s. per head per
week, the conditions being that as the private patients increased the Government ones should he withdrawn.
Up to 1874 there was no increase in private patients, and Government patients in that year numbered thirty-two.
In 187.3 Dr. Tucker applied for 100 patients to be placed under his care and treatment, which application was then
refused.
r
I" 1874 this latter proposal was renewed and agreed to, when the number of Government patients was increased to
100 for a period of four years, at 2'2s. 6d. per bead per week.
This contract was subsequently continued up to the 31st December, 1885, with a further increase in patients of
twenty-five.
Irom the commencement of 1886, when Dr. Vause took charge of the establishment, the number of patients was
reecluccd to fifty, at the charge previously paid.
*1
oi^’rv ctmtrac,i ,las 1)6011 renewed, the last renewal being for three years from 1st January, 1892, and terminating on
i ii rU CCCm°0r’
^r*letl thi® renewal was sanctioned in July, 1891, Dr. Vause was distinctly informed by letter
that all Government patients would be withdrawn at the end of that term, namely, 31st December of this year.
C.W., 23/5/94.
Dr. Vause might he informed that the contract will not be renewed.—C. \V., 11/7/94.
Ihe Chief Secretary declines to do this. Dr. Vause having already been informed of tho termination of his contract._C.W.

J2.
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J2.
Case No, 2.
Age, 43 (on first admission); social condition, married ; number of children, nil : oecupation, storekeeper ;
*■
*
*
religion, Presbyterian; form of mental disorder, mania ; supposed cause, overwork ; duration of attack, several weeks ;
prior attacks, one (been in Cook’s River Hospital); admitted, 22nd January, 1SS3.
Previous history.—IV hen he was first in the Keception House about two months ago he made his escape at night
through a window measuring 0J in. x 10J in. He was then sent to Cook’s River Hospital for the Insane ; and while there
ho made two keys—one of wood and one of wire—to fit the locks of the ward and outer doors. He made his escape from
there, and a short time after was discharged at his wife’s request. He seems to have rapidly become worse while at home,
and is now more troublesome than he ever had been before. He went about naked, carried a loaded revolver, &c. In the
Reception House he was excitable, noisy, and very troublesome by day, and at night he was very noisy, and destroyed his
bed-clothes.
On admission.—Ho was very restless and excited, constantly talking and impressing on people his own importance
and knowledge. He was apt to become ill-tempered and troublesome if interfered with, and often did all he could to pick
a quarrel with patients and attendants, hut especially with the .latter. His tendency was to exaggerate everything he
spoke of; said that when being arrested he put two detectives out of his house, and knocked down three or four more. He
said that he was strong enough to beat any man here, and evidently believed ho was capable of doing so. He believed
that great respect was owing to him. He took his food well, but was sleepless and noisy at night.
After admission.—He is described as the most troublesome patient in the hospital; tried to pick quarrels with
attendants and would then report them, but on very careful investigation his charges were found to be untrue. After a
time he became rather less troublesome, but not less anxious to escape. On 28th February, 1883, it is recorded that a few
days previously be bad made a determined effort to escape. With a spoon, which he got into bis room, he cut away the
wood around the lock-plate of his door, and got into the con-idor. He made a rope which, with the assistance of an
epileptic patient, he intended to use to strangle the night watch, and then get his key. Fortunately his companion did not
get ont of his room in time, and patient was removed to another room. On 31st March it is noted that patient was stouter,
quieter, and made fewer attempts to escape, and on 14th May, 1883, he was transferred to Licensed House, Cook’s River.

Case No. 2 Readmitted on IGth February, 1888.
_ PrerUm to admission.—Medical certificates state that he was incoherent and excitable ; threatened to destroy him
self in various ways; was sleepless, restless, and garrulous. In Receiving House (throe hours) lie was quiet.
On admission.—He was in fair health, hut Buffering from acute mania, in which lie was restless, untidy, more or less
incoherent, and very mischievous. His speech was that of one drunken, but his memory seemed good for both recent and
remote events. He took his food, but slept badly ; was placed in a single room, as he molested other patients, who would
strike him in return.
Aj/ar aiftnission.—He improved a little both mentally and physically, but continued very restless, flighty, and trouble
some. He said be had large sums of money, was a monarch, and was “ all powerful,” and was still restless mischievous,
and destructive. On 30th June, .1886, he was improving, and afterwards commenced to do some work in garden, and im
proved still further. On 3rd September, 1886, he was allowed leave of absence for six months, and the leave was extended
from time to time till ho was returned to hospital on 17th September, 1891, very much reduced in flesh, feeble in body,
restless and dirty in habits, and talking incoherently. For some time Ire was too feeble to be out of bed, and was very
restless and full of delusions ; very untidy, would not wear a shirt, or have pillow-slip on pillow. He then became a little
quieter, and was able to be up-sitting in a chair, but on 24lh January, 1892, be commenced to break up in health more
rapidly, and was removed by bis friends in an ambulence on 1st February, and died on 2nd February, 1892.

£1.
Case No. 2.
Age, 44 years; social condition, married; occupation, storekeeper; religion, Presbyterian; form of meirtal disorder,
mania (subacute); supposed cause, excitement connected with electioneering ; duration of attack, a few weeks.
Admitted.—December 20, 1882.—The medical certificates of Drs, Egan and Brady state that he is violent at times,
and very excited and irritable, and threatens to make away with himself; gets into a fit of temper if at all contradicted,
and attacks the warders who are in charge, &c. He is violent and excitable, talks continually and attempts to escape ;
he wrote excited appeals to his wife to take him from the reception house before he becomes insane.
Mental and Bodily Conditions, Symptoms, tC-e.,—A well-developed robust man, 5 feet 5 inches high, temperament
highly nervous, eyes grey, quick and restless, pupils contracted, determined and cunning expression of countenance, pulse
120 full, With the exception of a slight cold, the vascular and respiratory organs reveal nothing abnormal, bowels regular,
appecite good, tongue coated, akin warm and moist, several bruises about the body, particularly on the right thigh. Tho
attack came on about fourteen days ago. • * * His boastful ideas of power and ability were noted at the time, and
still more commented on when ho kissed all the Ladies present. The next day, Sunday, he expressed Ins intention to visit
Sydney by the overland route, Wiseman's Ferry, a journey entailing much trouble and inconvenience, on account Of
paucity of post horses and no established mail route. He issued orders for an unusual number of horses, &c.; was very
persistent in his wishes, and became excited when at all opposed. He came to Sydney by sea, however, and on the journey,
contrary to his usual habits, drank considerable quantities of champagne and sodawatcr, and smoked cigars after he
arrived. He bought a considerable quantity of merchandise unnecessarily, but made fairly good bargains, for which he is
noted. At Mr. L-------- s he bought a quantity of scents, lee., and was very voluble in explaining the value of the articles
to the persons from whom he purchased them. His movements were characterised by great excitement. On passing
through Parramatta on his way to Windsor be stopped at Whelow’s Hotel, having previously ordered dinner by telegram,
but followed his telegram so quickly that no time was allowed to execute his orders, and ho left before tho order was
completed. At Ardrossan House, where be was staying, he was very much excited, giving them some of his electioneering
speeches and reciting poetry, &c. He was taken to the reception house, and while there, effected an escape by a window
lOjf in. x 91 in., 24 feet from tho ground. He was recaptured and brought here.
Previous History.—Has always been very active in his habits, very energetic and successful in business, and conse
quently much lauded and flattered by bis friends and acquaintances ; required very little rest, and capable of estimating
the value of details in a remarkable manner ; would frequently work three or four days consecutively with only an hour or
two of rest during the night; always a temperate man ; no hereditary tendency known.
Single room—December 21sb—Passed a fair night; visited specially every hour until 1 a.m., and every two hours
afterwards; very excited; constantly writing letters ; has a very exalted opinion of ids own ability. Treatment—Hauat
led, No. 5, ter in die ; diet, ordinary; allowances, fruit, &c.
December 22nd—Inclined to be very troublesome and
exacting. December 23rd—Tore up a sheet during the night, and very ingeniously constructed a rope with which to
escape; made no secret of his inteutions after being asked what became of the sheet; the rope was found concealed in his
mattress ; very excited on going to bed. December 24th—Concealed a knife, and became very excited and troublesome on
being questioned about it, so that muffs had to be put on, during which his face got slightly grazed. December 25th—
Promised to give no more trouble, as he found violence unavailing ; acknowledged that he had thought his wonderful force
of character would have beaten us—that we should have been obliged to give way to him,
December 26—Comparatively
quiet, but very busy writing instructions to various persons about the purchase of estates, horses, shares, &c. December
27th—Determined to restrain himself; makes no secret of his remarkable powers; sleeps very little ; full of projects,
particularly
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particularly on election topics ; asserts tliat he is covered with bruises and wounds from head to foot; full of exaggerations
and exalted notions. December 30th—the patient threw a voluminous letter, addressed to Mr, H. IT. Brown, over the gate
into the first yard, thinking to throw it into main road ; the patient stated that ho had been watching for an opportunity
all day to get this letter out of the establishment without being observed. 1883,—January 1st—At u 30 this morning,
shouting and making a great noise in dormitory for the alleged purpose of being allowed to leave the room ; lie states that
the husband of one of tiic female private patients was the father of the five Jew hoys hanged some thirty years ago, which
is not the case, January 11th—Eileeted an escape from Tfo. 2 dormitory before 5‘30n.m. January 12th—Discharged by
the authority of his wife, under Slth section of Lunacy Act. Improved. Weight list.
On arlmisnion into Gladesritle, 22nd January, 1883 :—He was very restless and excited ; constantly talking ; impressed
upon people his own importance and his knowledge : was apt to become itl-tcmpercd and troublesome if interfered with ;
often attempted to pick quarrels with patients and attendants ; exaggerated everything he spoke of, and fancied that he
was strong enough to beat any number of men ; both pupils were much contracted, and when speaking the muscles of the
face were continually twitching, hut no .deviation of the tongue when protruded ; he was in good bodily health, and took
food well, hut was frequently'sleepless and noisy at night; showed the greatest ingenuity and energy in attempting to
escape ; he frequently incited his fellow patients to violence and escape ; he made ropes, he stated, for strangling several
attendants, and on one occasion, with a common spoon, managed to cut himself out through a strong hardwood door, ami
provided an epileptic patient had been so successful, no doubt a tragedy ■would have occurred.
C&>ulit.w7i at Gtadesvit/c :—He has made considerable improvement in physical health, but is very* garrulous, restless,
fidgety ; writes despondently when he can secure snflieieut paper, and loses no opportunity in attempting to escape ;
recently, through continued failures, he has not been so active in that direction, but no doubt ho would lose no opportunity
of doing so; he has still exaggerated notions respecting his mental and physical powers.
Condition at BayvitK Ifou*e Asylum at Cook’s ffiver:—On admission, 14th May, 1883, was very talkative, and
continually boasting of his escapes from this and other places ; says there is not a place in tho Colony that could hold him
if lie did not choose to stay ; says that just at present he does not intend to make any attempts at escape ; in searching his
clothes two raxor-like pieces of glass were found concealed in the lining of his coat. May .16th—Offered to send
for some brandy for the attendants, saying that his wife would bring or send it without the doctor knowing.
May 17th—Persists in repeating the particulars of his escape from the reccption-liousc, and evinces great satisfaction
that so much is thought of it, particularly that a model has been made of the window; expresses great indignation
at his detention here; says the doctor treats him very discourteously, and that it is evident he intends to
revenge himself for the manner in which he left him last January ; received a letter from his wife, read it
to all the attendants ; flew into a passion because she had gone home without his consent, and said she did not care
a straw about him. May 10th—Said that as a matter of fact ho would not remain here, and that he would get out
or escape, if not discharged. May 20th—Repeated the story of his escapes four times to-day, giving a somewhat
different version each time. May 21st—Expressed great indignation at what lie calls his unjustifiable incarceration,
and says his conduct did not warrant his arrest, and when he is released he noli have the satisfaction of exposing the
asylum at filadcsvillc and here in such a way us to open the eyes of the public. May 22ml—While having his bath this
morning stated that his last valet always turned back the foreskin and washed it for him ; he frequently tried to make
nnpleasautmess between both patients and attendants. May 24—Stated that he could get away from here any hour of
the day he liked, but that he did not wish to kill any of the attendants ; he might, however, be foroed to do so, because he
would not put up with bis confinement much longer. May 25th—Appeared very angiy to-day, because there were neither
visitors nor letters for him ; says he will stir up their flagging interest in him when released. May 2iith—Expresses hia
determination to escape. June 1st—Tried to persuade tho attendants to allow him to escape; used very objectionable
language in speaking of his relatives, friends, and medical adviser. June 3rd—Very excited and abusive in language ; had
to be placed in seclusion for two hours. June 0th—Saw his wife, Mr.-------- , and Dr. Harper-Crow, and detailed the whole
of his experience since his electioneering troubles, particularly mentioning his nude condition in Sussex-strcet, when ho
wished his wife’s sister to come into the room to him, and distinctly stating that the females of his family were in the habit
of seeing him going alrout the house in a nude state, and that he had one of them in bed with him ; he failed to see anything
indicating insanity in all this. June I2th—At times he is full of reproach and anger towards his friends and relatives, ana
at others states ho considers they are doing all they can for him ; his wife called to-day, and was severely talked to, accused
of swearing falsely, lying, and perjury, &c, ; took a solemn oath that he would escape if something was not done shortly ;
ho afterwards stated he would keep quiet, as he thought all was being done for his benefit. June 13th—Mr.-------- called.
June 14th—Mr. -------- ealiod again this morning, and had a long interview with the patient, June 16th—Mr. --------called, aud had a long interview with the patient. July 10th—continues much tho same ; asserts that he never did any
thing that he would not do again. July 10th—Says he is determined to agree to everything that is proposed until he gets
his discharge. July 30th—Attendant Weir requested me to allow him to resign, in consequence of the abusive language of
the patient. July 31st—In a highly excited state during the forenoon, talking in a fast and furious manner about his sup
posed wrongs. August 3rd—Although quiet, he gave all the trouble he could to the attendant in charge; very restless,
and talking to himself a good deal; ho appears to be very vain of his personal appearance, as he delights to stand before a
looking-glass, arranging his hair and beard, fixing his wig, &c. Frequently very irritable with the attendants, even when
spoken to in the most gentle manner, e.g., when asked if he would kindly move tils seat from tho table so that the cloth for
tea might bo arranged, replied that lie would not, and that it was like the attendant s d-m-d impudence to ask him.
August 9th—This morning the patient had a special interview with mo, and expressed himself in a markedly diflerent
manner to any' previous occasions ; he apologised for anything he might have said of an objectionable nature ; he also stated
that, not being able to get any confirmation of his own views, he had arrived at the conclusion that what everybody said
must be true, and that he could not have been in his usual mental condition when the eircumsnances occurred which led to
his being placed under restraint. August 20th—Since the last entry the patient has been very reticent, merely' saying that
he has determined to comply in every respect with the advice of the doctors and his friends. September 6th—Discharged
uuder 84th section of Lunacy Act,

K.
Case No. 23.

Aoe 36 (when admitted); social condition, married ; number of children, two; occupation, servant; religion, Roman
Catholic ; form of mental disorder, main acute ; duration of attack, eight days ; admitted, 2ntli April, 1881.
Previous to admission.—This was her first attack', and it was said to have existed for about two weeks. She was
said to have been raving and quite delirious, with a maniacal look ; had many delusions, and that it required four persons
to restrain her from jumping out of the window. In the Reception House siie sometimes refused food, was troublesome
and violent at times, and noisy at night.
On ct'fmvsmn. —She was a tall, stout woman, whose accent and features strongly' indicated her Celtic origin, and
whose mental condition was one of Ihe mildest mania. She was extremely restless and flightydn manner, incoherent and
rambling in her speech, spit at those about her, was dirty in her habits, would often strike if interfered with in any way,
refused to dress or to do anything she was told, and was very' mischievous and troublesome. She was very restless at
night; would not remain in bed. She Only took a small amount of food, and only when fed by hand, and though fairly
stout, her health was somewhat below par.
After admission.—On 2ud May, 1881, she was Liking a more satisfactory amount of food, and was perhaps not quite
so wild and noisy as when admitted, aud was still restless, excitable and mischievous, and wore a refractory belt to pre
vent her from denuding herself. On 16th May, 1881, it had been necessary to feed her by stomach-pump on several
occasions. After this she is described as being dull and stupid, at times taking food well, and at others refusing it and
having to ho fed by' a stomach-pump. On 30th September she was taking her food well, but was silent and self-absorbed.
On 13th March, 1882, she was taking food well, but persistently attempted to denude herself and destroy her clothing,
so that a camisole was worn by day. She was filthy in her habits. Up to 29th March, 1883, she continued to wear a
camisole only on account of her filthy habits, and on that date was transferred to tho hospital for the Insane, Parramatta.
MAnOAItET.
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C.ase No. 23.
Aon (on tvinsfcr from Hospital for Insane, Gkilesvillc, 29th March, 1S83), 37 years; social condition, married ; number of
children, two; occupation, housewife; religion, Roman Catholic; form of mental disorder, mania acute; duration of
attack, two years. Admitted to Hospital for Insane, Parramatta, 20th March, 1SS3. Case 23 wns transferred from
. 0ladesrillc, where she was admitted 25th April, 1SS1. The following transcript was forwarded with her at the time:—
Before admission.—This attack was her first; was said to have existed for about turn weeks. In it she had been
raving and quite delhiaus, with a maniacal look. Had many delusions, and had required four persons to restrain her from
jumping out of the window'.
On admmion.—Sho was suffering from the wildest mania, and was extremely restless and flighty in manner, inco
herent and rambling in speech. She spat at those about her, was dirty in her habits, would often strike if interfered with
in any way, refused to dress or do anything she was bid, and was very mischievous and troublesome. Khe was very restless
at night, would not remain in bed, and took a small amount of food only when fed by hand, and her physical health was
below par. Shortly after admission it was necessary to feed her by stomach-pump on several occasions, and she was as
maniacal as on admission. During the past twelve months she has taken food well, but has persistently attempted to
denude herself and destroy her clothing, and has been so filthily dirty in her habits that it has been necessary for her to
wear a camisole.
, Pre-iefli condih'on.—She is extremely restless, mischievous, dirty in habits, and troublesome, and is so unmanageable
that it is necessary for her to wear a camisole by day. She is in fair bodily health, takes food well, but requires a groat
deal of care and watching, on account of her mischievous propensities,
Af/er admission to ParramaUa.—Bhe made- no- improvement at first; and for a year was almost continuously in
camisole on account of her filthy habits. She was as unmanageable as ever.
About twelve months after admission (2Sth April, 1884), she is described as being better and brighter, and no longer
in camisole.
6
The improvement described, as far as I recollect, was only of a comparative nature, for up to tho time of her
transfer she was a continual source of worry and anxiety to all in charge of her, at times being much worse than at others ;
she was extremely filthy in her habits, destructive, and constantly exposing herself to all and sundry, and it was only by
incessant watchfulness and care on the part of the muses that she could be kept moderately decent in habits aud appear
ance. On account of these habits shc at all times occupied a single room, being utterly unfit for association. Several of
the nurses recollect her, and descriho her habits as infinitely worse than any other patient ever hero.

E. O.
L.
Case No. 20.
Sir,
Lunacy Department, Inspeetor-Genoral’s Office, Gladesville, J7tb September, 1S94.
. I do myaelE the honor to forward herewith a report on a fracture of the arm in one of the Government patients
at the Licensed House for the Insane at Cook’s River,
I have, &c.,
rm ^ . . , TT , ,r.
P. NORTON MANNING,
The Principal Uuder Secretary, Sydney.
Inspector-General.
Report on Case No. 20, a patient in the Licensed House for tho Insane, Cook’s River.
,
Lunacy Department. Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 31 August, 1894.
0x the 21st instant Dr. Vause reported to the Inspector-General that on the morning following his visit on the ICth instant,
a patent was found to have a fracture of the left arm, which had been properly attended to by Dr, Sinclair, of Newtown,
and himself, and was doing well, and on the23rd Dr, Vause requested a special investigation as to the cause of the accident,
as some representations had been made to him implicating one of the nurses.
On the 30lk instant an inquiry was made into the whole circumstances by the Inspector-General, Mr. Nugent
Robertson, and Dr. Huxtable, official visitors. The circumstances of the case were briefly these :—The patient was
admitted to Cook’s River, being transferred from Gladesville on the 7th July, 181)4. Her age was 37 or 38, but she looked
older, and was a tall, heavy woman, in a condition of very advanced dementia, duo to alcoholic excess and epileptic fits.
She was so deaf that all eommuuication with her had to be carried on by signs or by writing, She wras admitted to Gladesville on 15th September, 1S93, and had epileptic or epileptiform attacks at long intervals. She had seizures in October of
that year, and in h'cbruary and Mareli of 1894, cither singly or in a scries, and thescattacks left her lost and more demented.
She ho^l no epileptic attacks since admission to Cook’s River, and was on the whole a quiet, well-behaved, manageable
patient, but for two or three days before the accident she was restless, and seemed to wish to get away. She slept iu an
associated dormitory with a nurse and ten or twelve quiet patients—some of the quietest and cleanest in the house_
though one or two were occasionally disturbed and noisy, though not violent.
_ On the 1 fith she was visited by a man she mentions as her husband, and with whom she is said to have lived before
admission to Gladesville, and that evening was more restless and excited than she hud been during the last few days.
After a bath given, because she was dirty (an unusual occurrence), she was placed in bed at 7o'elock, and Seen by the
matron, and as she was restless and wanted to get out of bed ami dress herself Nurse Ada Simpson sat beside her bed from
7 to about 8, and then left her, but saw her again through an opening iu the door at 8.30. No nurse was iu the ward from
this time to 9, but Nurse M'Bride saw her at 9, and sins was then restless and wandered about the room. At 10 she was
seen by the matron and night nurse, who, passing through the room-found her imbed, but she got up and followed them to
the door. At 10 or shortly after, Nurse M'Leod, who was sleeping in tlie room that night, went to bed. Tire patient
was then restless and inclined to wander about the room, and touch and pull the bed-clothes off other patients, using
both hands in doing so, and at ]0'30, as this continued and other patients complained, Nurse M'Leod went to the
night nurse, Brennan, and requested her to remove No. 20 to a single room. This tlie night-nurse demurred to doing,
hut on a second request from Nurse M'Leod, made shortly after, she sought and obtained the matron’s permission, and
M'Leod and Brennan removed patient to a single room, M'Leod having her arm through the patient’s left arm aud
Brennan having hold of the sleeve of the nightdress of the right arm. There was no difficulty or struggle ; tho patient
went willingly, and one nurse carried blankets and the other a lantern whilst taking her. She was put iuto bed in a
single room with an iron bedstead aud ordinary bedding at Kk30. At 12 o'clock, on Night-nurse Brennan visiting her
room, she was seen standing at tho door and she called out for her clothes, and, after this, tho nurse heard her call out
let me out,” or something of that sort. At 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. the night nurse visited the room, according to her
instructions, but finding everything perfectly quiet did not open the door. At 5'30 a.m., Night-nurse Brennan unlocked
the door, and going in found the patient in bod covered up, and on turning down the clothes from off her head, found she
was awake, loft her, and went away. The bed-clothes wore at that time all on the bed. At C'30 a.m. of the 17th, Nurse
M'Bride on duty, opened the single room door and found patient standing near the door in her nightgown, Saw stains
of blood on her night gown, but not deeming it important passed patient over to Nurse Ada Simpson, to "whose ward she
belonged, and asked her to look after her. Nurse Ada Simpson saw blood on body of nightdress and on sleeve, but put
the patient’s dress on to satisfy her as she clamcured for her clothes, and then went for tlie matron. The patient made no
complaint, hut said, " What is the matter V How have I done this ? I remember waking and finding my arm hurt, but I
do not know how I did it.” When the matron came, she sent for the doctor. The patient told illation she had liccn fighting
with the landlord, and hail a difficulty about paying her rent, and afterwards said she went to sleep and woke up with her
arm paining her, but did not remember anything else.
Dn Vause saw her about 7—she was in matron’s room—and fie found fracture of left arm at junction of lower and
middle third, with a small wound on inner side of arm at site of fracture. Ratient did not appear to suffer pain, and tried to
remove bandages, being very restless. There was no protrusion of bone from the wound, and on probing wound bone could
not be felt. Dr. Vause was of opinion that if; was scarcely possible that any rough handling by nurses could have caused
fracture and wound, atul considered tbat/frmmthmaHTreoHrhc-injury, itfmgbtrhavc been caused by a fall against any
karri object, such as a bedstead, ihe blood was fresh and was oozing from wound, and the nurses and matron all concur in
saying that the blood was fresh and not dry. An intelligent patient who slept in the same dormitory was examined, and
said
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said nothing happened in the dormitory which could have caused injury. The patient, who wns reported to have been very
restless ever since the accident, could give no account of the accident, and had evidently forgotten all about it, saying, when
asked (in writing) what was the matter with her arm, that it was a boil, and she did not know how it came.
The conclusions arrived at were that the fracture was a compound one, but that on the patient straightening tho
arm the protruded end was withdrawn from wound ; that it was caused by the patient falling in an epileptic fit against the
edge or end of the bedstead; and that probably the fall occurred between half-past S aud half-past six o’clock on the morning
of the 17th, the condition as to bleeding, the absence of marked swelling, aud the ease with which the patient allowed her
dress to be put on all pointing to this.
1. In the course of Inquiry it was apparent that a recording clock, which Dr. Vause had some time before undertaken
to supply, was an absolute necessity, so as to record and check tlie visits of the night nurse. _
2. That some want of care had occurred in placing this patient, who was an epileptic and restless, in a single room with
a bedstead, though this appeared to be partly due to a recent change in tho officer filling the position of matron,
and to the fact that the patient had had no fits since admission, so tliat there was only the Gladesville report to
which the new matron had not access on this point,
_
3. That tho associated dormitories should be lighted at night, as in the case in tho Hospitals for the Insane,
F. NORTON MANNING,
Inspector-General, ■
A. NUGENT ROBERTSON.
L. RALSTON HUXTABLE.

HI.
Case No. 20.
Age 36 ; social condition, S. ; No. of children, 0; occupation, barmaid ; religion, C. of E. ; form of mental disorder, mania
del. ; supposed cause, ill-health ; duration of attack, 9 months; previous attack, unknown ; date of last admission (if
any) unknown ; insane relations, no ; date of last discharge (if any), unknown ; admitted, July 7, 1S94 ; on admission,
this patient was transferred from Gladesville, July 7, 1S94.
_ _
_
1894—July 14—General health fairly good; has been fairly tranquil since admission; is very deaf, and iloesnot
speak much. July 21—The same. No medicine required ; diet, ordinary. August 17—1 was called to see the patient
about 7 a.m., and found she had sustained a fracture of the left arm (humerus) ; there was also a small wound on the
inner side of the same arm. Nurse Macleod states that the patient was placed in a S.R. about Kl'30 on the. previous
evening, with the authority of the matron, in consequence of a disturbance in tho ward caused by Hoffman walking about
and pulling off the bedclothes from the rest of the patients, Who, for the most part, are quiet and clean. J he night nurse,
Brennan, says she accompanied Nurse Macleod and the patient to the S.R., and that the patient went quietly. No sign of
injury was observed by either nurse at this time beyond a slight graze on the temple. Brennan visited her at 12 o’clock
(midnight), when she found the patient standing behind tho door and asking for her clothes, but she made no other com
plaint. The nurse (lid not enter the room. Brennan visited the room again at 2 a.m. and at 4 a.m., but did notenter
as all was quiet. At 5’30 a.m., however, she entered the room and found the patient quiet and in bed ; she arranged the
bedclothes and left the room without noticing anything unusual about the patient. At 6'30 a.m. Nurse M‘Bride, who
attends to the S.R. patients in the mornings, entered and found the patient standing by the side of the bed ; she took her
to tho bathroom and gave her in charge of Ada Simpson who was to dress her. Shortiy afterwards it was found she had
sustained a fracture of the humerus. As soon as Nurse Jones (the matron) saw the case she sent for me and I did what was
necessary at the time and sent far Dr. Sinclair. August IS—Patient doing well, but very restless and constantly attempt
ing to disarrange the bandage and splints, so that a nurse is required constantly by her side, night and day. August 19
Temp, 101'6, othenrise the patient is doing well. August 20—Temp, nonnal. Great difficulty experienced in preventing
patient from removing bandages, although she says there is no pain ; in fact, she has not at any time complained of pain ; she
objects to the arm being confined in bandages aud splints. August 21—Progressing favourably". R Chloral Hyd, 3 j
bedtime. August 2-3—Continues to progress favourably. September 1—The same. September 7—The same ; requires a
nurse continually by her side to prevent her removing the bandages. October 13—Plaster of Paris bandage applied a
month ago ; general health good. October 18—Plaster of Paris bandage removed two weeks ago; climbed over parapet
wall near matron’s sitting-room, on the 12th instant, and got into liumdry-yard ; height of wall about 9 fG on one side,
steps on the other; no injury". December 15—In good general health ; much quieter of late. December 28 Transferred to
Rydalmcre.

M.
Return showing nature of accidents at Bayview House from IS84 to 1893 inclusive:—
1884 (2).—Slight cut from fall; slight cut from fall. ISSo (3).—Slight cut from one patient striking another ; slight cut
from fall; slight cut while in epileptic fit. 1886 (5).—Slight burn of hand ; penetating wound of right eye ; slight cut;
injury to hip from fall ; slight cut. 1887 (2).—Slight cut tip of tongue ; slight cut of wrist from breaking window-pane.
1889 (2).—Slight cut; fracture of fibula. 1891 (4).—Cut forehead (slight); scalp wound (slight); fracture of humerus;
injury to teeth from blow by another patient. 1892 (I).—Slight cut. 1893 (2),—Slight cut from fall during epilepticseizure; death from overdose of chloral.

N.
Return showing average

percentage of recoveries, relieved, and deaths, at the Licensed House, Cook’s River, for ten years,
1S84-1S93 inclusive :—
Average percentage of recoveries on admissions and re-admissions for ten years, 1884 to 1893, 47‘92. Average percentage
of patients relieved on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1884 to 1893, ]4'2S. Average percentage of deaths on
average number resident for ten years, 1884 to 1893, 5"82.

°.
Return showing average percentage

of recoveries, relieved, and deaths, in the Hospitals for the Insane, exclusive of the
Licensed House for the Insane at Cook's River, for ten years, 1884-1893 :—
Average percentage of recoveries on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 18S4 -iS93, 42'95 Average percentage of
patients relieved on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1884-1893, 4.’68.
Average percentage of deaths on average
number resident for ten years, 1884-1893, 7'00.
P.

-

Return showing average percentage of recoveries, relieved, and deaths, in Hospitals for Insane, including the Licensed
House at Cook’s River, for ten years, 1884-1893 '■ —
Average percentage of recoveries on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1884-1893, 43'0/.
Average percentage of
patients relieved on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1884-1893, 4"98. Average percentage of deaths on average
number resident for ten years, 1884-1893, 6'96.

Q.
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Seclusion.
Ik “Tlie Lunacy Acts,’' |by Lanby Fry, Esquire, of Lincoln’s Inn, Barrister-a t-lnw, second edition, the question of seclusion
is discussed, and at page 215 there is the following foot-note:—“As to the meaning of seclusion, see thirteenth report of
English Commissioners in Lunacy, 185!), page G7.” This reference is as follows :—
A question has arisen as to what kind of separation of individual patients from all other persons constitutes “ seclusion "
within the meaning of tho Act. The Legislature requires that a record be kept of its duration, lion ever short, as well
as the reason for resorting to it. The term being, moreover, used in conjunction with that of “ restraint,” it would
appear that, in the opinion of the Legislature, a modified coercion is implied by it. We have, therefore, held that
any amount of compulsory isolation ire i/ie dayiime, whereby a patient is confined in a room, and separated from all
associates, should he considered as seclusion, and recorded accordingly.
The advantages resulting from tho adoption of this definition have been abundantly manifest, especially in small
private asylums, where the practice of locking patients in their rooms was formerly an ordinary and daily proceeding,
amounting, in effect, to solitary confinement. Our remonstrances against this custom proved of litlle avail, but by
requiring that the fact should on every occasion be recorded in the medical journal as “ seclusion," attendants were
compelled to bring it under the notice of tho Medical Officer, which thereby produced a discontinuance of the practice,
and a more satisfactory condition of the patients.
Notwithstanding our efforts, the practice of thus locking up patients alone, whether in their own rooms or not, is
no doubt still carried to an injurious extent in a few asylums, and this not for medical reasons, but often as a matter
of convenience, or, perhaps, of economy.
We arc aware that wo give to the term “ seclusion ” a wider interpretation than it may appear to some to bear,
but yet one which we consider most important, so far as tlie treat meat of the insane is concerned.
In those instances in which we have felt it our duty to notice the fact of patients being thus locked up during the
day, wc have simply slated our opinion that it should be recorded in the medical journal, and in no case have we implied
that the omission was in any degree wilful on the part of the proprietor or medical officer.
In the opinion of many medical men, seclusion is a most valuable agent in the treatment of insanity, nor do we
now offer any opinion as to the advantoges or otherwise to be derived from its employment within moderate limits.
All that wo desire to secure is a strict record of every inslancc where it is resorted to, and to prevent its being adopted,
not from medical reasons, but from motives of economy, and as a substitute for the watchfulness and caro of properly
qualified attendants.
In the Handbook for attendants on the Insane, published by the authority of the Medico-Psychological Association
in 1891, the following are tho definitions of “seclusion ’’ and ‘'restraint," page 11C :—
By “ seclusion ” is meant the placing of a patient alone in any locked room or locality- during ihe daytime.
By " mechanical restraint" is understood any le.-triction of the bodily liberty of a patient by some appliance, such as a
sheet, rope, strait-jacket, touel, or straps.

Cihculab to Superintendents of Asylums in rorcrcnrc to what should be recorded as Seclusion.
Sir,

General Board of Lunacy, Edinburgh, 21 February, 1873.
As very different interpretations have been given by the Superintendents and Medical Otficers of Establishments
for the Insane to the term “ seclusion," it is found impossible to institute any accurate compa ison between the practice
adopted in this respect iu different houses, and recorded in their register of seclusion.
'
I am, therefore, instructed to request that whenever a patient is placed during the day in any room or locality, alone
and with locked doors, the case may be viewed and recorded as one of seclusion, irrespectively altogether of the quest ion
whether seclusion was adopted for purposes of medical treatment or for purposes of discipline. The cause of its adoption
will of course be recorded in the column of the register set apart for the purpose.
You will clearly understand that in issuing this instruction the Board do not in the smallest degree express an opinion
as to the desirability or undesirability of seeiusion. Their object is simply to introduce a uniform metliod of recording tho
practice and experience of each establishment.
I nm, Ac.,
W. FORBES,
Secretary.
.
See Appendix O, Seventeenth Report of the Cenei'nl Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, 1873, page 271.
Extract from 27th Report of the Commissioners in Lunacy, England, 1873, pages 22 and 23 :—“ The use of seclusion
(compulsory halation by day) in the treatment of the insane in public asylums varies considerably.”
Extract from “ How to care for tho Insane,” by Dr. Win. Granger, Member of the American Association of Superin
tendents of Hospitals for the Insane, Ac., Ac. Published by Pulman and Sons, New York, 1893 :—“Seclusion is shutting a
patient alone in a room in the daytime. If allowed to be done without orders from the physician it should be immediately
reported.”
■
R.

Rkstbaint.
RaortAtloy by the Commissioners in Lunacy as to the instruments and appliances for the mechanical bodily restraint of
patients. Lunacy Aut, 1890, s. 40.
By subsection G of section 40 of the Lunacy Act of 1890, it is enacted as follows :—“ In the application of this
section mechanical means shall be such instruments and appliances as the Commissioners may, by regulation to be made
from time to time, determine.”
In pursuance of subsection 6 of section 40 of tho lunacy Act of 1890, the Commissioners in Lunacy, by this regu
lation, made under their seal, do hereby determine that in the application of that section, mechanical means of restraint
shall be and include all instruments and appliances whereby the movements of the body or any of the limbs of a lunatic are
restrained or impeded.See 4Ath Report of Commissioners in Lunacy, Appendix M, page 358.

s.

■

Case Book Oemr.
Lunacy Act, 1878.—Sections 21, 39, and EG.

Tit AT the Medical “ Case Book ” by the said Act directed to he kept in every hospital and licensed house, shall be kept in
the form hereinafter mentioned, viz. :—■
First—A statement to he entered of the name, age, six, and previous occupation of the patient, and whether married,
single, or widowed.
Secondly—An accurate description to be given of the externsl appearance of the patient upon admission ; of the habit
of body and temperament; appearance of eyes, expression of countenance, and any peculiarity in form of head ;
physical stote of the vascular and respiratory organs, and of the abdominal viscera and their respective functions ;
state of tho pulse, tongue, skin, Ac., and the presence or absence, on admission, of bruises or other injuries to be
noted.
_
Thirdly—A description to be given of the phenomena of mental disorder; the manner and period of tho attack, with a
minute account of the symptoms, and the changes produced in the patient’s temper or disposition—specifying
whether tho malady displays itself by any, and what, illusions, or irrational conduct, or morbid or dangerous
habits or propensities ; whether it has occasioned any failure of memory or understanding, or is eonneeted with
epilepsy or ordinary paralysis, or symptoms of general paralysis, sueli as tremulous movemeuts of the tongue,
defect of articulation, or weakness or unsteadine.-s of gait.
Fourthly—
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Fourthly—Every particular to be entered which can be obtained respecting the previous history of the patient; what
are believed to have been the predisposing and exciting causes of the attack ; what the previous habits, active or
sedentary, temperate or otherwise ; whether the patient has experienced any former attacks, and if so, at what
periods ; whether any relatives have been subject to insanity ; and whether the present attack lias been preceded
by any premonitory symptoms, such as restlessness, unusual elevation of depression of spirits, or any remarkable
deviation from ordinary habits and conduct; and whether the patient has undergone any, and what, previous'
treatment, or has been subjected to personal restraint.
Fifthly—During the first month after admission, entries to be made at least once in every week, and oftener where the
nature of the case requires it. Afterwards, in recent or curable cases, entries to he made at least once in every
month ; and in chronic cases, subject to little variation, at least once in every three months.

In all cases an accurate record to be kept of the medicines administered, and other remedies employed, with the
results. All injuries and accidents to be noted, and in case of death the appearances on post-mortem examination (if any)
to be fully recorded.
'
That the several particulars, hereinbefore required to be recorded, be set forth in a manner so clear and distinct ns
to admit of being easily referred to and extracted, whenever the Colonial Secretary shall so require,
That a copy hereof be inserted at the commencement of each Case Book.
Approved by the Colonial Secretary, November 29th, 1S79.

T.
Number

of

Single Rooms

.

lighted

nr Gas

at

Gladesville.

There are 9S single rooms in the male division, of which 6 are specially lighted by gas bracket; but the gas is only lighted
iu these occasiouaily, and for special reason in indivual cases.
Of the remainder, about one-half can be dimly lighted by gas bracket on opposite wall of corridor on to which the
rooms open, but are not often lighted.
In the remaining half there are no lights.
‘
There are 59 single rooms in the female side ; none of these are specially lighted, but the majority get a dim light
from gaslights in the corrider or day or dining rooms, from which the rooms open ; but these are seldom lighted, except
in the observation corridors, where new' patients are received.
E.S., 27/12/94.
Dr. Manning.
TJ.

Memo.
Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park, Balmain, 1C December, 1S94.
Twenty-six of these (in main building only) can
be lighted specially, by means of gas jets placed outside and beside a ventilator. The position of these rooms is as
follows :—No. 2 (Refractory), 3 each division ; No. 4 (Acute), 5 each ; No. 5 (Hospital), 5 each,"2G.
The other rooms receive but little light, and only from the gas jets in the corridors, day-rooms, or dormitories, when
these are lighted during the night, which is seldom. It is rarely necessary to light the special jets, except in the case of
dying patients or occasionally for acute delirious maniacs, who are terrified if let alone in the dark.
If. BLAXLAND.
Dr. Manning.

There are 136 single rooms in the main building and 1G in the cottages.

V.
Weekly Dietary

for

Government Patients, Bayview' House.

Arranged by Mr. Tucker iu 1874.
Day,

|

Breakfast.

I

Tea.

Dinner.

Sunday ............ |

J oz. coffee, J oz. sugar, Sea-pie, potatoes and other vegetables, bread,., 4 oz. tea, bread, 4 oz. but ter.
milk, bread, and 4 oz.i
butter.
I
J
oz. tea, bread, treacle or] Soup, with rice, carrots, parsnips, onions, tur- 4 oz. tea, bread, treacle or
Monday .............
beef dripping.
beef dripping.
(
nips, &c., bread.
Tuesday............. J oz. tea, bread, 4 oz. butter Meat pie, roast beef, rice, and vegetables ........ 4 oz. tea, bread, 1 oz. butter.
Wednesday ... 4 oz. tea, bread, treacle or Pea soup, with vegetables, meat, and bread ... 4 oz. tea, bread, treacle or
beef dripping.
beef dripping.
Thursday ....... J oz. tea, bread, treacle or Roast beef, stew, vegetables, rice .......................... 4 oz. tea, bread, treacle or
beef dripping.
beef dripping.
1
-Friday ............. 4 oz. tea, bread, J oz. butter] Boiled beef or mutton, stow, vegetables, and 4 oz. tea, bread, 4 oz. butter.
‘
rice.
f Saturday ........ 4 oz, tea, bread, treacle or Soup, with rice, carrots, parsnips, onions, tur- 4 oz. tea, bread, treacle or
beef dripping.
j nips, &c., bread.
'
beef dripping.
C.A.T.
Note.—Tea, sugar, coffee, and butler are the only articles weighed ; all other things ad libitum.

Weekly Dietary

for

Government Patients, Bayview House.

Arranged by Dr. Vause.
Da;.

Breakfast.

Sunday ........

Coffee, bread, and jam ...........

Monday........

4

Tuesday......

4

Wednesday

4

Thursday ..

4

Friday

..

4

Saturday

...

4

Dinner.

Seaq)ie} roast beef, potatoes and other vege
tables, bread.
07. tea, bread, and 4 oz- Vegetable soup, minced beef, boiled and roast
mutton, potatoes, bread.
buttcr.
oz, tea, bread and dripping Haricot mutton, boiled and roast beef,
potatoes and other vegetables, bread.
oz. tea, bread, and 4 oz. Pea soup, corned beef and dumplings, boiled
mutton, potatoes, bread.
butter.
oz. tea, bread and dripping Irish stew, roast and boiled beef, potatoes and
other vegetables, bread.
tea, bread and treacle ........ Boiled aud roast mutton, meat pie, potatoes,
nee, bread.
oz. tea, bread, and 4 oz. Barley broth, boiled mutton, potatoes, bread
butter.

Tea.

4 oz. tea, bread, and 4 oz.
butter.
J oz. tea, bread and jam.
4 oz. tea, bread, and 4
butler.
4 oz. tea, bread and jam.

<>7-

4 oz. tea, bread and treacle.
4 oz. tea, bread, and 4
butter.
4 oz. tea, bread and jam.

The entire weight of tea given ont ia equal to \ Oi. at each meal.
Invalid diet ia specially ordered by the Medical Superintendent, and enteicd in requisition Ifooks.
Tea, sugar, and butter are the only articles weighed. The rest is ad libitum,.
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Weekly Dietaky—Cottages, H. I., Callan' Park.
Day.

Breakfast

Sunday ........
Monday........

Tuesday........
Wednesday

Dinner.

1 pint coffee,* 7 Oz. bread, loz.
butter, 6 oz. steak.
1 pint coffee,* 6 oz. bread, 1 oz.
butter, 6 oz. mutton chop.
1 pint coffee,* 6 oz. bread, 1 oz.
butter, 3 oz. bacon, 1 egg,
1 pint coffee,* 7 oz. bread, 1 oz,
butter, G oz. mutton chop.

Thursday ...

1 pintcoffec,* 6 oz. bread, 1 oz.
butter, 4 oz. ham or 3 oz.
bacon and 1 egg.
i'riday ........ 1 pintcoffec,* 7 oz. bread, 1 oz.
butter, G oz. mutton chop.
Saturday ... 1 pint coffee,* 6 oz. bread, l oz.
butter, G oz. beef steak.

Tea.

14 oz. beef, 1G oz. potatoes or other vegetables.
2 oz. bread, rice pudding.§
14 oz. mutton, 1 oz. flour,
oz. curry pow
der, 2 oz. riee-feurrie aud rice), 8 oz. pota
toes, 1 oz. cheese, aud 3 oz. bread.
14 oz. beef, 3 oz. bread, 1G oz. potatoes or
other vegetables, soup (pca).j;
14 oz. mutton, 1G oz. potatoes or other vege
tables, 3 oz. flour, l| oz. suet, 2 oz. currants
or raisins,
oz. sugar (currant or plum
pudding), 2 oz, bread.
14 oz. beef (roast for males, boiled for females),
16 07.. potatoes or other vegetables, 3 oz.
bread, 1 oz. cheese, soup (barley).+
14 oz. mutton (roast), 2 oz. bread, 1G oz.
vegetables, rice pudding.§
14 oz. beef (boiled for males, roast forfemales),
16 oz. potatoes, 3 oz. bread, 1 07,. cheese,
soup (pea).j;

1 pint tea,+ 7 oz. bread. 4 07_
buffer, 2 oz. jam.
1 pint tea.-f 7 oz. bread, $ oz.
butter, 2 oz. marmalade.
1 pint tea,+ 7
butter, 2 oz.
1 pint tea,+ 7
butter, 2 oz.

oz. bread, l oz.
marmalade.
oz. binad, ^ oz.
marmalade.

1 pint tea,+ 7 oz. bread, J oz.
butter, 2 oz. jam.
1 pint tea,+ 7 oz. bread,
oz,
butter, 2 oz. marmalade.
1 pint toa,t 7 oz, bread, 4 oz.
butter, i oz. jam.

* 1 ]iint of coffee made uiLh J . coffee, 1 02. Mi^ru1, J trill jnilk.
11 pint of tea 1 mule with £ oz. ton, 1 oz. sugar, j gill milk.
ok

t Soup made from liquor of bones of pretious dry and cooked moat, with 1 oz. barley, rice, or 2 oz. split pens; and leeks, onions, carrots, and

other vejtetahlcs.
‘
g Itice pudding made n il It 2 oz. i-icc, sago, or tnpioca, 1 oz. sugar, t pint milk, X egg.

Porridge for breakfast during winter months : Maize meal or oatmeal, 3 oz, ; milk, x gill

■

treacle or sugar, 1 oz.

Tito following substitutions may be made at discretion of the Medical Superintendent:—
Corn-Hour moulds—1 oz. corn-flour, A pint milk, ^ oz. sugar, with 2 oz. jam or 3 oz, tinned fruit—for rice pudding.
Koil jam pudding—2 oz. flour, 1J oz. jam, 1 oz. suet—for current or plum pudding.
4 oz. fresh or German sausage, mutton ham, or smoked tongue—for 6 oz, meat for breakfast.
Is oz. anchovy or bloater paste, or 3 oz. tinned salmon or other fish—for 2 oz. jam for tea.

[Luvatic Asylum, Tab is an Cheek.—Diet aky
Ration No.

1 lb. fresh beef or mutton,
20 oz. bread,
| lb. vegetables,
1 gill milk.

i lb.

in

1874.

2.—Patients.
£ oz. tea,
oz. sugar,
1 oz. barley or rice.

flour, ■} lb. raisins, and 1 oz. o£ suet, on Obristmns Day and the Queen’s llirtliduy, in addition to tlie nuthoiised

ration.
Dietary Scale.
Patients.
Hospital for tbe Insane, Gladesville (including Rruucli .Establishment at Callan Park); Asylum for Imbeciles. Ax.,'Ncmeastlo; Lunatic Reception House, Sydney; and Temporary Lunatic Asylum, Coouuv.
Approved by Colonial Secretary,
loth December, 1S7G.
Meat,
. Bread.

Sugar,

Milk

Tea,

Daily.

Daily

Daily.

Daily.

|

oz.

07,

gill.
1
1

07.

1

OZ.
OZ.
14
12
1C
14
14
12
On 4 days per week.
07a,
07.
OZ.
14
10
10
On 3 days per week.
OZ.
07.
3
4

1
Dailj.

Males........................ .
Females.................... .
!

Children under 14
years of ago ...

1

i
1

uncooked, Vegetables
v ith bone.
Daily.

Vi
14

i
i
i

3

1

Rice,
Fleur.
Oatmeal.
Barley, or
Pease Meal.
5 davtj per 2 davs per 3 days a 1 dav per 3 davfl per
week.
week.
week.
week.
week.
Butter.

OZ,
i
i
i
Daily.
oz.
4

Treacle,

02.
2
2
Daily.
02.

l

OZ.

1
1

oz.
4
4

OZ.

4

4

or Sago.
oz.
3

1 oz. pepper and 20 oz. salt for every 100 full daily rations.
f lb. flour, i lb. raisins, 1 oz. suet, 1 oz. Bugsr, on Queen's Birthday and Christmas Day, in addition to (he
authorised scale.
,
,
,
Patients actively employed allowed 1 pint of ale, 1 oz. cheese, and 4 oz. bread, in addition to (be authorised scale.
The following substitutions may be made once a week at tbe option of the Superintendents, viz.:—f oz. coffee for
J oz, tea, 2 oz. cheese for 1 oz. butter, 4 oz. maize meal for 4 oz. oatmeal, and salt for fresh beef in equal quantities.
The Superinl endenis may issue fresh vegetables for soup, Ac., as may be necessary.
The Medical Officers msy order any extra articles of diet they may deem necessary, and may place on diet for
children any patient over the age of 14 to whom it may be specially applicable.

Attendants,
Beef.

Bread.

Daily.

Daily.

lb.

lb.
I

Vegetables. |
Daily.

.
1

Milk.

Tea.

Sugar,

Daily.

Weekly.

Weekly.

gill.
1

OZ.

lb.

Butter
ffrcHbK
Weekly.

Cliccse,

Flour,

Weekly.

Weekly.

07.

OZ
. 4

!
..........................

n

i

4

!—
1

Attendants and Nurses

oz.
8

a

[

1 oz pepper, 20 oz. suit, for every 100 fully daily rations.
1 lb. flour, £ lb. raisins, 1 oz suet, 1 oz. sugar, on Queen’s Birthday and Christmas Day. in addition to the authorised
scale.

Dietary.

950
3G8

AXXENB1X.
DlUTAHY

SOitK.

'

Patients.
Hospitals for tlio Insane—Crlaclesviile, Cdllan Part, rurramatta, and XeireastJo ; Bcception House, Sydney; and Hospital
for the Criminal Insane, Parramatta—approved by the Colonial Secretary, 5/7/90 and 19/9/90.

Meat,
Vege
Bread. uncooked, tables.
with bone.
Daily.
Daily.
Daily.

OZ,
OZ.
oz.
12
14
16
12
14
14
On 4 days per week.
10
10
14
On 3 days per week.
9
4

Males .........
Females ...
Children (
under 14j

years of)
age.........t

Rice or
Butter. Treacle. Barley.

Sugar.

Milk,

Tea.

Daily.

Daily.

Daily.

oz.
H
n

gdi.
i
i

i

Daily,

OZ,

0?.,

i
i

i
i

2 days a
week.

Daily,

3
©
£

£ s£
r

OZ.
i
2
i
2
or Sago, or Sago.
3
3

i

©
3
CO

U
6
£

□5
«a
E ei
'{£ b

Once a week.

OZ.

OZ.

i

3

tni

0Z,
4

4

oz.
H
li

Oatmeal or
Moigemcal,
3 days per week
throughout, tho
year, or daily
from 1 st May to
S 31st October.

oz.
1
1

OZ.

OZ,

li
li

2
2

1

H

4

4
. a

1 oz. pepper and 20oz. salt for every 100 full daily rations.
J oz. sugar and i gill milk for each 2 oz. oatmeal or maizomeal drawn.
...
i lb. fllour, i l"b. raisins, 2 oz. suet, H oz. sugar, on Queen’s Birlliday and Christmas Day, in addition to tho
authorised scale, for each patient.
.....
Patients actively employed allowed i oz. coffee, J oz. sugar, $ gill milk, 1 oz. cheese, and 4 oz. bread daily, m addition
to the authorised scale.
,
The following substitutions may bo made at the option of tha Medical Superintendents, viz , i oz. coffee for i oz. tea j
2 oz. cheese, or li oz. jam, or 1$ oz. honey, for 1 oz. butter; salt for fresh beef in equal quantities ; and 2 oz. rice for 6 oz.
potatoes.
,
• j
i
i
i
The Medical Superintendents may issue fresh vegetables for soup, Ac., as may be required, and order any eitra
articles of diet they may deem necessary, and may place on the diet for children any patient over the ago of 14 years to
whom it may be speciaily applicable.
. .
. .
Curry powder, spice, vinegar, mustard, and pickle’, may be issued at the discretion of the Medical superintendents.

Attendants, Nurses,
Meat,
Vege
Bread. uncooked, tables,
with bone.
Daily.
Daily,
Daily.

OZ,

OZ.

OZ,

16

24

16

(Jr.

Daily.

Sugar,
1st.
rinalitv.
Daily.

Tea,
1st
quality.
Daily.

gills.

OZ,
4

Milk.

2

Butter. Flour.

Rice or
Barley.

Suet.

Raisins.

Jam.

Daily.

Daily,
l

Daily.

Daily.

Daily.

Daily.

oz.

OZ.

OZ.

OZ,

OZ,

OZ.

oz*

i

1

1

i

4

i

1 oz. pepper, 20 oz. salt, 1 shin beef, for every 100 full daily rations.
.
i lb. flour, i lb. raisins, 2 oz. snot, H oz. sugar, on Queen’s Birthday and Christmas Bay, in addition to the
authorised scale, for each attendant.
■
.
■
The following substitutions may be made, once a week, at the option of the Medical Superintendents, viz., 2 oz.
coffee for 1 oz. tea; 4 oz. oatmeal for 8 oz. beef or mutton ; 2 oz. rice for 6 oz. potatoes; salt for fresh beef in equal
quantities.
, ,
, 0
■ i j i
Curry powder, spice, vinegar, mustard, and pickles, may be issued at the discretion of the Medical Superintendents.

Weekly Dieiaey.
.Hbsyittais for
Compiled from Dietary Scale,

Breakfast.*

Day.

Sunday ........

Monday........

Tuesday......

Wednesday..

Thursday ...

Friday

........

Saturday

...

the Insane.

Approved for Gladesville, Callan Park, Newcastle, Cooma, and Deception House, 15/12/76 j
and for Parramatta, 17/12178.

1 pint coffee, f 7 oz. bread
(males), 6oz. bread (females),
^ oz. butter.
1 pint: .a, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz, bread (females), 1 oz.
treacle.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 4 oz.
butter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 4 oz.
butter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz, bread (females), 4 oz.
treacle.
1 pint coffee, 7 oz. bread
(males),6 oz. bread (females),
4 oz. butter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz, bread (females), 4 oz.
butter.

Tea.

Dinner.

14 oz. mutton (roast), 16 oz. potatoes, 2 oz,
bread.
14 oz. beef (roast), 12 oz.
bread, soup.§

potatoes, 2 oz,

14 oz. beef, 3 oz. flour, 4 oz. potatoes, (Meat
pielij 2 oz. bread.
14 oz. mutton, 12 oz. potatoes, 1 oz. flour,
(Irish stew**) 2 oz. bread.
14 oz. beef, roast (males), 14 oz. beef, boiled
(females), 12 oz. potatoes, 2 oz. bread,
soup.§
14 oz. mutton (roast), 16 oz. potatoes, 2 oz.
bread, soup. !|
14 oz. beef, boiled (males), 14 oz. beef, roast
(females), 12 oz. potatoes, 2 oz. bread,
soup.§

1 pint tc&f 7 oz, bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 4 oz.
butter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 1 oz.
treacle.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 4 oz,
batter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 1 oz.
cheese.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. broad (females), 1 oz.
treacle.
1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz, bread (females), 4 ozbutter.
1 pint tea, 7 oz, bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 1 oz.
cheese.

» With 2 oz. maizomeal or oatmeal, and 1 oz. treacle or suimr for each patient, at discretion of Superintendent. [Approved,2B/5/80.
11 pint
coffee made with 1 oz. ot coffee, j 6z. of sugar, 1 gill milk.
1 1 pint tea made with 1 oz. tea, J oz. sugar, } gill milk.
§ Soup made trom bluer
ot bones ot previous day and cooked meat, irith 1 oz. barley, rice, or pcascmeal, and leeks, onions, artichokes, carrots, turnips, herbs, and other
vegetables,
j| Soup made trom liquor of bones of previous day, with full quantity of pumpkins, tomatoes, onions, carrots, and other vegetables,
•j Meat Pie.—Beet, with l oz. potatoes ; crust, with 3 oz. flour and dripping..
*• Irish Stew.—Liquor from meat cooked the previous day, with
mutton11 oz* Sour, 12 ok- potatoes, and other vegetables, onions, and herbs.
Weekly
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Weekly Dietary.

Hospitals for the Insane.
Compiled from Dietary Scale approved for Gladesville, Callan Park, Parramatta, Newcastle, aud Keception House,
Sydney, 5/7/90 and 16/9/90.
Day,

Breakfast.*

Tea,

Dinner.

1 pint coffee,t 7 oz. bread
(males),6 oz.bread (females),
i oz. butter.
Monday......... 1 pint ten, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females) | oz.
butter.
Tuesday........ I pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
0 oz. bread (females), l oz.
butter.
Wednesday.. 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
0 oz. bread (females), J oz.
butter.
Thursday ... 1 pint tea, 7 oz, bread (males),
0 oz. butter (females), J oz.
butter,
Friday ........ 1 pint coffee,+ 7 oz, bread
(males), Goz. bread (females),
i oz. butter.
Saturday ... 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), b oz.
butter.
Sunday .......

14 oz, beef (roast or salt boiled), 12 oz. pota 1 pint tea,J 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz., bread (females), ^ oz.
toes, 2 oz. bread.
butter.
14 oz. mutton (roast), 12 oz. potatoes, 2 oz. 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), ^ oz.
bread, pea soup.§
butter.
14 oz. beef (roast), or in meat pic,IT 12 oz. 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), J; oz,
potatoes, 2 oz. bread.
butter.
14 oz. mutton (roast), 8 oz. potatoes, pud 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), ^ oz.
ding,** 2 oz. bread.
butter.
14 oz. beef, roast (males), 14 oz. beef, boiled 1 piut ten, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), J oz.
(females), 12 oz. potatoes, 2 oz. bread,
butter.
sonp.§
14 oz. mutton (boiled or roast), or Irish stew, 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz,. broad (females), ^ oz.
or curry, *„* 16 oz. potatoes, 2 oz, broad.
butter.
14 oz. beef, boiled (males), 14 oz. beef, roast 1 pint tea, 7 oz. bread (males),
6 oz. bread (females), 6 oz.
(females), 12 oz. potatoes, 2 oz. bread,
butter.
soup.§

* With 2 oz. of maiacmcal or oatmeal, J oz. sugar, and + gill jnilk for each patient, three davs a weak, or daily in winter.
f 1 pin* coffee
nude with £ oz. of eoffee, J oz. of sugar, i gill milk.
X Tpint tea made with ^ ok. tea, a oz. sugar, l gill milk
§ Souii made from liquor of
bones of previous day and oooked rural, with 1 oz. hurley, rico, or 2 oz. pcasomoal, and ]mmi>ldiis, tomatoes, locks, onions, artichokes, carrot*,
turnips, herbs, and other vegetables in season
7 Meat pie—Tteef, with 2 oz, flour and dripping, onkms, herbs, &c.
** Pudding—2 oz. flour,
oz. suet,
oz. raisins, and 1 oz sugar (quantitios may be varied if desirable within limits of ncalc).
*** Irish stew—Muiton, wilJi 2 oz. flour,
12 oz. potatoes, nnri other vegetables, onions, and herbs. Ourry—.Mutton, with 1 oz flour, A 07, currj' powder, onions,
2 oz. flour may
be used for meat pie on Tuesday, Irish stew or miot imdding on Friday, or for cake with dripping and extra sugar for tea. Variations may he made
by salt beef, hot or cold, with salad or pickles, instead of fresh beef j fish (when procurable) instead of meat; curried t: stood cf roast or boiled
meat; and rice Instead of potatoes.
n.
Dietary at phrsext in use.—Bayview

Hodse.

Private Patients.
Day.

Breakfast.

Dinner.

T-

Monday........

Porridge, grilled chops, tea and
coffee, bread and butter.
Tuesday......... Porridge, stewed steak, grilled
bacon, tea and coffee, bread
and butter.
Wednesday.. Porridge, cold meat pic, tea
and coffeo, bread and batter.
Thursday ... Porridge, grilled steak, teaand
coffee, bread and butter,

Vegetable soup, roast mutton, two vegetables, Haricot mutton, jam, bread
and butter, tea.
baited rice pudding.
Koast beef, two vegetables, jam tart, baked Cold roast beef and salad,
pickles, jam, bread and
custard.
butter, tea.
Pea soup, roast mutton, two vegetables, sago Irish stew, jam, bread and
butter,
and cheese and tea.
pudding.
Roast beef, two vegetables, roly-poly pudding, Cold corned beef, salad, pick
les, jam, bread and butter,
ground rice.
tea.
Friday ........ Porridge, grilledchops, tea and Boiled fisli, roast mutton, two vegetables, Curried mutton, jam, bread
and butter, tea.
coffee, bread and butter.
blincmange, baked custard.
Saturday ... Porridge, stewed and grilled Barley broth, boiled mutton, and capers, two Irish stew, jam, bread aud
butter, tea.
steak, tea and coffee, bread
vegetables, boiled rice, and stowed fruit.
and butter.
Sunday ....... Porridge, eggs and bacon, gril Roast beef, two vegetables, plum pudding Cold roast beef, and salad,
pickles, jam, bread and but
led steak, tea aud coffee,
bread and butter pudding.
bread and butter.
ter, tea.

Government Patients.
Day,

Breakfast.

Dinner.

Sunday ........

Coffee, bread and jam .............

Monday........

Tea, bread and butter ............

Sea pie, roast beef, potatoes, and other vege
tables, bread.
Vegetable soup, minced beef, boiled and roast
mutton, potatoes, bread.
Haricot mutton, boiled and roast beef, pota
toes and other vegetables, bread.
Pea soup, corned beef and dumplings, boiled
mutton, potatoes, bread.
Irish stew, roast and boiled beef, potatoes
and other vegetables, bread.
Boiled and roast mutton, meat pie, potatoes,
rice, bread.
Barley broth, boiled mutton, potatoes, bread.

Tuesday......... Tea, bread and dripping ........
Wednesday,, Tea, bread and butter .............
Thursday ... Tea, bread and dripping ........
Friday

........

Saturday

Tea, bread and treacle.............

... Tea, bread and butter .............

Tea.

Tea, bread and butter.
Tea, bread and jam.
Tea, bread and butter.
Tea, bread and jam.
Tea, bread and treacle.
Tea, bread and butter.
Tea, bread and jam,

Working patients have luncheon and afternoon tea extra,
Tea, | 07. at each meal........................ ............................... )
Sugar, 1J oz, at each meal .............................................f The only measured articles.
Butter, 1 oz. at each meal.................................................... f
Tho rest ab libitum.
Jam, 1| oz. at each meal ............. ......................................)
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X.
Case No. 15.
'
Hospital for tbe Insane, Gladesville, 8th Janinry, 1894.
Dear Dr. Munniug,
Enclosed plcaso find transcript from tlie ease-book here of Cnsc No. 15.
Since she 1ms returned to us we hare found her n Irouhlemme and destructive patient. She requires a “ strong
dress ” by dav, and at niglrt destroys her bedding and clothing so that she haj now a canvas rug and straw only, and is
put to bed without night-dross. One night she tore the canvas rug, even, into small pieces, and threw them out of the
window.
I remain, &c.,
-------------EltTC SINCLAIR.
Age, 2‘t (on admission) ; social condition, married; number of children, one; occupation, wife of rook ; nativity, England ;
residence, Sydney; religion, Church of England; form of mental disorder, mania puerperal; supposed cause, ptierpery;
duration of attack, one week ; prior attacks, none, admitted 20th October, 1S7G.
Before admtsxton.—She uas confined about six weeks ago of her first child, and soon afterwards symptoms of in-anity
showed themselves. She has been violent at tunes ; has imagined that she was in Heaven; threat!ned to kill herself, and
made an attempt to do so. In the Receiving House she was noisy both by day and night, dirly in habits, and given to denude
her; elf.
On admission,—She is a tall well-formed woman, pale, thin, and generally out of health. She is restless, fanciful,
and incoherent; imagines all forts of absurdities; breaks ont into tears or laughter without cause, and displays all the
ordinary symptoms of sub-acute insanity. She h unable to collect or control her thoughts so ns to fix dates, or give any
connected account of hericlf; but she answers simple questions if time is showed her to think. She is restless and sometimes
noisy at night.
31st October.—She is improving physically, but is noisy, erratic at times, violent, and continually troubled by
fancies that people are speaking about her and accusing her of all sorts of evil actions and thoughts. 2tth November.—Stic
is not yet better mentally, and is often quarrelsome, erratic in conduct, and troublesome
30th November.—She is now
quite stout and healthy iu appealance, hut remains extremely erratic, mischievous, and troublesome. She will not near
any covering for her head or feit. 31st December.—Remain? exactly the same. 3lst January, J8(7.—No sign of improve
ment. 28tb February.—No sign of impiovement. 31stMarch.—Remains very erratic, restless, mischievous, and troubh some.
30th April.—She is very violent, obstiuaie, vicious, and troublsoino. On the 2Lt, while being placed in her room at dinnertime
(os is usual at mealtimes) by two nurses, her right humerus was fractured. Although there is no evidence of extraordinary force
being used, it was deemed necessary by the medical superintendent to give one month's notice to the nurse who held the arm
which was fractured. 31st Hay .—The am is well. She is a most vicious, obstinate, violent, ill-tcmpcrcd patient. 30th
June.—Remains extremely violent, troublesome, and insane. Monthly notes.—Much the same, Air., to 30th September, 1870,
when noted. She is very restless and fidgety, tears her clothe?, denudes herself, i? erratic iu conduct, incoherent and absurd
in speech, markedly suicidal, and extremely troublesome. Quarterly notes.—No alteration, Ac., to 7lh October, 1831, when
transferred to licensed house, Cook's River,

Y
Case No. 1,
Age, 58; social condition, married; number of children, four; oecupation,
*
*
*• religion. Church of England;
form of mental disorder, Gf.P.; supposed cuiisc, mental worry; duration of attack, six or seven days; previous attack,
none ; date of last admission (if any), none; insane relations, none; date of last discharge (if any), none.
On admission—This patient is well developed, tall, of spare habit, and nervous temperament; eyes clear and bright,
pupil equal and [responsive to influence of light; countenance, watchful, furtive and cunning; unreliable. The physical
examination of the vascular and respiratory organs reveal? nothing unusual, and the same maybe said of the abdominal
viscera. This attack came on six or seven days ago, with considerable excitement, and with delusions nf exaltation.
Previously he had been depressed and low-spirited, but now all became changed: he thought 1 c could make large sums of
money by land speculation, also by up dent staking apparatus; but, on attempting to explain h in self, becomes lost in n
maze of illogical and bomba sti cal assertions. Said that he was king of Ha nit aria, and that, although ho will protend to sell
land, he will not do so, and thu? secure both laud and money. Eroni an amiable, kmdheiirted gentleman he lias become an
arrogant, bombast.ical, vindictive, aud bloodlbirsty tyrant, ordering people tr be flogeed and shot without the slightest
provocation, and imitating tlie noise of the lash thus, counting 11 one—swish," " two —swish, 'with a fiendish expression of*
countenance, showing Ins teeth and smiling sardonically. Tie will pass his word to do anything he is asked to do, and in a
minute afterwards act in a contrary manner ; inclined to ho aggressive and ftrike anyone near him; memory and under
standing defective ; no sign of epilepsy. There is. in addition loexaltation of ideas, a marked trcmulousness in speech, with
difficulty in articulating w ords; but his gait is, at present, apparently free from motor-incoordination.
Premons historif.—That of an invalid for some years past. Unable to stand without holding on to something, rot,
perhaps, so much as a matter of necessity ns from a fear of falling. The knee juk, so called patellar tendon rellex, somewhat
impaired.
Predisposing eottse,—History of specific contagion 20 years ago.
Hereditary tendency.—Not known.
Exciting cause.—Adverse criticisms on the part of Yictorian military authorities within recent date
Previous habits.—Temperate, and fairly active; no previous attacks.
At the present time there is great restlessness, excitement, loquacity, exaltation of ideas, suspicion of people wanting to
poison him, and consequent refusal of food.
November 23—Passed a fairly quiet night; walking about garden with two attendants during the day; becama
violent about 5 p.m.; when returning towards tho house, and passing near (lie kitchen, the patient made a rush, and
secured a knife that was upon the kitchen table; this was easily removed from him, but white doiug so he received a
slight cut on the ulnar side of the left hand; he was very noisy all night, and was placed in a single room; warm hip
bath
November 21—Much quieter; passed tho day in his bedroom; took but little food; became excited and noisy
towards evening; returned to single room. November 25—Much the same; only partook of a little whisky and milk
towards evening ; very excited ; warm hip bath. November 26—Much the same; noisy and excited, refusing food, except
a small quantity of milk and whisky; wrarin hip bath. November 27—'Cook a little tea and milk for breakfast; warm hip
bath; carefully rubbing with warm, dry towels; asked for coffee of which le partook sparingly. November 28—Refusing
food entirely; very excited; fed artifically with milk, strong beet tea, two eggs and sugar, chloral hyd. .71 ; no difficulty
in feeding ; passed a more tranquil night. November 29—Much quieter, but refusing food; occupied dormitory downstair!
all day; full of delusions of grandeur and importance; talk of dining nt once with the Governor; promises to introduce
all his attendants to Lord Jersey; offers them presents of a thousand pound each one moment, and threatens lo hare them
shot the next, if they refuse to leave the room ut his command. November 30—Much the same; still refusing food; fed
as before.
Drccmbei' 7—Much the same
December If—The same.
December 2!—No change.
Decembpr 23—The
same; occupies dormitory upstairs.
1893.—January 14—Commenced eating.
January 28—Has continued to take
noui'ishment in the usual way. February 15—Continues much the same; continues to eat well; goes out. every day for
exercise in ihe grounds,
March!—Much the same; seem? very weak at times; subject to attacks of diarrhcca.; rambling
in hi? talk; very thin.
March 17—Much the same.
April 17—About the eame; articulation good; no advance of
paralytic symptoms. May 12—Somewhat stronger physically. June 20—Still gaining strength, but very disconnected in
his talk. July 16—Much the same. August 14—Much more connected in his idea?; power of locomotion good
August
21—Much the same mentally, but somewhat incorrect in hia habits. September 19—Much the same. October 21—More
or less excited, with short interval? of apparent sensibility.
November 20—Apparently much better.
November 24-—
Very excited, destructive, aud dirty in habits. 1894.—February 2—Condition, ns on 2Jth October; very restless at night;
dirty in habits,
March 24—No change.
April 21—There is considerable muscular tremor; delusions of an exalted
character; sulphonnl, gr, si. at bedtime three or four time? a week. April 23—Single room nt night. April 30 —
Sleeps in a single room; ieiy destructive.
May 5—Still very destructive; general health fairly good; excited. May
10—Could not be managed without mechanical or manual restraint during night; in the absence of a single room,
generally
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cnerally defstroyg all his bedclothes, ami urmites on tho floor ; sulptional, gr. xl. continued. May 10—Much the same.
lay 20—Removed by Chief Secretary’s order. In November, 1S93, lie became very excited, destructive, nml dirty in
bis habits ; so much so, that it was deemed advisable to place him in a single room to sleep at night. While an attendant
was with him in Ins bedroom he was constantly ordering him out of the room ; and if not obeyed became more excited,
throwing pillows or anything that came handy at the attendant. He would drag the bedstead from jilaee to place nmler
the idea that he was barricading himself from the attacks of enemies ; he would assure the attendant that his forces were
coming rapidly towards him, and that he would soon be relieved. At these times lit would shout at the top of his voice,
issuing orders for the advance nf his troops ; in fact, the noise he succeeded in making, paitly by Immmeiing the door,
partly by shouting, and partly by rattling his bedstead about was something to he remembered by all who heard it. Under
these circuinstances, I never had the slightest doubt in my mind as to the advisability and humanity of placing the
jiatient in a single room at night, which was the time when he manifested the greatest amount of excitement. March,
lSy4.—The muscular tremor had become very marked. During all bis treatment he had required some one by his side
when walking about the grounds, in consequence of great uncertainty of gait, hut now this precaution had become still
more necessary in consequence of the increased muscular tremor. His medical treatment had consisted of dO grains of
sulphonal three or four times u week. This was invariably administered m bis food, as be persistently refused to take any
medicine which he could detect. He was in fairly' good physical condition ; taking abundant exercise in the grounds daily, ■
sleeping in a single room at night, hut very destructive and dirty in his habits, requiring canvas bedtick and strong
rugs, as anything of a lighter character was generally torn iuto ribbons. He continued under this treatment to 20th
May, when lie was removed by the order of tlie Chief Secretary.
_
From tho foregoing notes it will be seen that Case No, 1 occupied a private room during the night in the main
building for over twelve months, i.e., from December, 1802, to November, 1893.

f

Admitted, 22nd November, 1892.
Date

23rd November, J892 ...
10th January,
1893 ..
8th March,
,, ...
1st June,
...........
11 < li September. ,, ,
21st April, 1894 .............

Diet.

Treatment

B. chloral hyd. 3i H.S.8.................................................................................
Sulphonal 3iH.S.S.............................................................................................
Sulphonal JiiH.S.S...........................................................................................
Treatment continued.
No change. 28th December.—The same.
Sulphonal continued at bedtime, three or four times a week.

Milk........
}?

»>

........
*......

Allowances.

lieef-tea and eggs.
\\ iue, Ac.

Autici.hs of Clothing destroyed by Case No. 1 at Callan Park,
1894-. —May 22—.8 flannel shirts, 2 regatta shirts, 1 Crimean shirt, 1 night shirt, 1 hedtiek. May 23—1 night shirt,
1 flannel shirt. May 24—2 flannel shirts. 2 night shirts, 2 blankets. May 25—2 regatta shirts. May 2G—1 regatta shirt.
May 27—1 blanket, 1 night shirt. May 28—2 blankets, 1 flannel shirt, 2 regatta shirts. May 29—2 blankets, 2 night
shirts. May 30—1 blanket, 1 night shirt. May 31 — 1 night shirt. June 2—2 flannel shirts, 1 blanket. June 3—1
blanket, 1 flannel shirt. June 4--1 flannel shirt, 1 blanket, 1 regatta shirt, June 5—1 regatta shirt, 1 flannel shirt. June
0 -1 blanket, 2 regatta shirts. June 7—2 flannel shirts, 1 night shirt. .June S—2 regatta shirts, 1 blanket, 1 night shirt,
2 flannel shirts. June 9—2 sheets, 1 night shirt, 1 regatta shirt, 1 night shirt. June 10—4 flannel shirts, 2 night shirts,
2 blankets, 3 sheets. June li—1 nightshirt, 1 flannel shirt. Juno 12—1 blanket, 1 night shirt, 1 icgatta shirt, June
13—1 blanket, 2 regatta shirts.
June 14—1 flannel shirt, 2 blankets.
June In—1 blanket.
June Hi—1 flannel
shirt, 1 blanket, 1 nightshirt. June 21—1 blanket. .Tune 22—1 blanket, 1 nightshirt. June 23—1 flannel shirt. June24—
1 flannel shirt. June 2(1—1 blanket, 1 night shirt, 1 flannel shirt. June 27—1 blanket, 1 night shirt. June 28—1
night shirt,
June 30—1 night shirt, 1 flannel shirt.
July 1—1 blanket.
July S—1 blanket and 1 flannel shirt.
July 10—1 blanket, 1 flannel shirt, 1 night shirt. July 12—1 blanket, 1 flannel shirt, 1 pillow-slip, 1 nightshirt. July 13—
2 flannel shirts, 1 night shirt, 1 blanket, 1 pillow-slip. July 14—1 flannel shirt, 1 blanket. July 22—2 night shirts,
4 flannel shirts. July 23—1 pair drawers, 1 cap, 1 shirt, 1 pair trousers, 1 blanket. July 24—1 pillow-slip, 1 blanket,
I night shirt. July 2o—l night shirt. July 20—2 night shirts, 1 pillow-slip. July 27—2 night shirts, 1 blanket. July
2g—1 blanket. July 29—1 night shift, July 31—1 regatta shirt. August 1 — I felt hat (private). August 2—1 handker
chief (private). August 3—2 night shirts. August 4—1 regatta shirt. August 5—l merino singlet (private). August 0—
1 night shirt, 1 blanket. August 7—1 night shirt. August 8—1 blanket, 1 pair of drawers (private). August 9—1 singlet
and hat (private). August 10—1 pair socks (private), 1 oveicoat (private). August 12—1 nightshirt. August 13—1 blanket,
August 14—1 blanket. August 15—1 night shirt. August 16—1 night shirt. August 17—1 night shirt. August 18—1
hat (private). August 20—1 night shirt. August 21—1 private shirt. August 22 —1 blanket, 2 nightshirts. August 23—
1 niglit shirt. August 25—! blanket, 1 night sliirt. August 21 —1 night shirt. September 1—1 night shirt. September 4—
l private shirt. September C—I merino singlet. September 7—1 blanket, 1 sheet. September S—l night sliirt, 1 white
counterpane, September 9—1 pair private socks.

Z.
Case No. 34,
Copy of Entry in Case-book No. 5 ; fob 61, rog. No. 635,
Age, 43 ; widow', three children ; Church of England in religion ; mental disorder, melancholia; supposed cause, mental
worry; duration of attack, twelve months; insane relations, none; admitted to Bayview, 10th May, 1892; died,
2Sth May, 1S92.
4
Tall and of large build, but has evidently been wasting of late ; she was carried in, lieiug unable to walk ; pupils
equal and small; does not speak when spoken’to, but talks to herself iuandibly ; no history of nervous disease in the
family ; her husband died some twelve months ago, and since that time she has been very much worried about money
affairs, which caused her to he depressed iu spirits ; the present attack seems to have been precipitated by the influein'.a.
18th May, 1892.—She does not sleep well or eat well ; she can walk a short distance with assistance ; her pulse is small
and quick, 120; she keeps her limbs rigid, and her expression is vacant; dirty at times.
22nd May, 1892,—Pulse still
very quick and soft; takes liquid nouiishment very well; does not speak, and lies in one position all day; bed sores
threatening. 26th May, 1S92.—Appears to ho dying slowly. 28th May, 1S92 —Died to-day at 5 p.m., cerebral softening,
In Mrs.-------’s evidence she states that she thinks ±'4 4s. a week was the arrangement made for her maintenance,
wheieas the hooks show tliat the terms were £3 3s. per week.
Dr. Heatbcrington states he certainly was not anything but polite to Mrs.-------, although that lady states the con
trary ; but we know that Dr. Heatherington has the reputation of behaving himself with the greatest kindness and
consideration towards others, why therefore should he make any exception towards Mrs.-------?
As to the witness’ statement icktive to tho mortuary, f can only say it was constructed for tho purpose some years
ago, and has never been used for any other purpose. The Inspector-General requested it to be constructed, and approved
of it afterwards. Tlie Commission have had an opportunity of seeing it.
‘
Tlie evidence of Mrs. -------as to the unfitness of Case No. 34 for asylum treatment has been ufliciently contradicted
by medical witnesses and certificates to require further comment from me.
Rate of fees arranged for Case No. 34 was £3 3s. per week, and no mention was made of a private room.
The amount actually paid for the tiveive days was £5 Ss., so that nothing was charged for the extra trouble and
expense attendant upon the death of the patient.
As to the mortuary, where the body was placed after death. There is no reason
suppose it was in any other
condition than that which it presented on the day it was seen by the member's of the Commission. Personally, I have never
syen it otherwise.
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C3.
Tat: Isolation Booms

at

Bax view HorsK,

Copy of letter sent to Mr. F, II. Kenss, Architect.
Dear Sir
Bayview House, Cook's River, 30 January, 1895.
T believe you acted as architect for Dr. Tucker in tlie various additions and improvements ho made to the Bayview
House propei'ty.
i
Will you be kind enough to tell me whether the single rooms on the male side of the house were built unuer your
instructions, and with the knowledge of the purpose to which they were to be applied.
I have, &c.,
F. H. Reuse, Esq., Architect.
A- J- TAHSE.

'

Dear Sir,
Hermitage, 72, Pynnont Bridge Road, Glebe Point, 31 January, 1895,
In reply to your inquiry, relative to a seeiusion room at Bayview, I beg to state that about the year 1888 to 1869,
I acted as architect to Dr. Tucker, in the erection of a dormitory, and at the same time I erected a building for a
seclusion room, all under the doctor’s direction. The builders were Messrs. Smith and Bennett of Woolloomooloo. The
walls were padded about half way, and the ventilation wns a very great point with Dr. Tucker and received special
ntfention
'
Yours, &c.,
!ltleIlt,0n■
F. H. REUSS.
Dr. Yause, Bayview.

Architect.

The position of the building is marked A on the plan signed by me.

Dl.
Case No. 12.
Age, 28; social condition, S; occupation, housekeeper; religion, R.C. ; form of neutral disorder, melancholia acute;
supposed cause, love atfair; duration of attack, three weeks; previous attack, none ; insane relations, none.

Admitted, 8 March, 1894.
On Admission.—Patient is

of medium height, spire habit, nervous temperament, eyes normal, countenance dark-skin
anemic expression, much careworn and miserable ; sits in a chair moaning and weeping with dishevelled hair and untidy
dress; vascular system, heart sounds reduplicate!; respiratory, chest rather flat; abdominal viscera, no physical signs;
toumie pale, appetite lost, bowels constipated, skin normal to touch, bruises both legs and arms, and nits in head.
_
C dilatory of Illness.—Patient had excellent health till throe weeks ago, and was cheerful and active. At that time
her lover left----------for Sydney, and patient said that he had a down on her, because he pulled his hat over hia eyes when
saying good-bye ; she fretted, could not sleep at night, would sit up talking all night, but would work hard duringtho day ;
she got low-spirited, lost her appetite, got thin ; would sit watching the road as if expecting her lover, though she knew
he had gone to Sydney ; she was aware that she was making herself ill by fretting, aud tried to overcome it by hard work,
ftc., but was unable to do so ; during the last week she has ceased to work ; has been with great difficulty induced to take
very small quantities of nourishment, and the bowels have been constipated ; she has been in great dread of being
moved from home, saying that she would he burnt if she was ; she has had hallucinations of seeing blue lights,
hut no suicidal or homicidal expressions or actions.
March Sth—This afternoon patient tried to injure herself by
knocking her head on floor and bedstead; with difficulty she was got to take a little nourishment.
Treatment—R;.
chloral hydrat. gr. xx ; pot. hrom. gr. xv; ammon. brom. gr. v; H.S.S. om. nock.
Allowances—bread, milk,
eggs, soups, slops, puddings. March 9th—Slept well, has ceased moaning, took a fair amount of liquids, but has to be
fed with spoon; pulse still weak; is constantly' trying to undo her dress; will not dress or bathe herself; quiet
all day.
Treatment—Hydrarg ammomat, qi; jdipis
; 111. p. ung. _ Sig.—To be applied.to head as directed.
March 10th—Taking a little more nourishment; sleptwell. March 11th—Taking a fair amount of nourishment, Treatment—■
R. tr. nnc. voin., 11140; tr. gent, co., HI 40; pot. bicarb., 3i ; spirit clilorofonn, 3 i gs. ; aq. ad. 5, viii; sig. gi t., d.,
rep. choral; pot. hrom., ad. gr. sv; H.S.S. om node.
March 12th—The same.
Treatment—01. castorii,
5i; to be given with starch as an enema.
March 13th,—The same. March 15th,—Very timid; frequently states her
dread of injury being done her ; fed by spoon, with difficulty, but getting a fair amount down ; sleeps well. Treatment—
R. ol, castorii, 51; to be given with starch as an enema. Diet full. Allowance—Milk (extra), eggs, soups (extra),
puddings (extra). March 17th -Feeds herself, taking a fair amount; pulse slightly fuller ; very quiet and timid and
miserable. March 19th—Treatment—Rep. enema. March 22nd—Very melancholy, weeping a good deal; somewhat restless
at night. March 23rd—Treatment—Rep. Mareli 26th—Not so depressed. April 21st—Still very depressed. Treat
ment—[i- tr. nucis vom. ; ac. nit. dia a. 1. 3'i; aq. ad. gvi. Sig.—A tahlesponnful three times daily. May 12th—
Much the same. May 19th—Very restless ; constantly tearing her clothes. Treatment—R. ti. qpii. ITL x, ter die
sum. June 6th—Very noisy ; habits, dirty ; single room required during the night. Treatment—R. ti. opit m. xx. ter
die sum. June 18th—Much better ; sleeps in hospital; occupies herself in various ways. July 11th—Leave of absence
granted for three months ; patient returned to her family. Treatment—R. chlor. hych, gr. xv; in. ft. Haush, H.S.S. ;
R. tr. nucis vom. ; ac. phos. dil, ; ti, card. co. a.a. gii ; aq. ad. 3vi, Sig.—A tablespoonful three times daily. October
loth—Discharged cured.

FI.
Case No. 3.
Age, 45 years ; social condition, single ; religion, Jewish ; form of mental disorder, general paralysis of insane ; duration
of attack, 4 months.
AdmitUd,—I Ith June, 1882. The medical certificate of Dr. J. C. Cox and Dr. L. Laure state ;—Some four mouths
ago he lost the power of speech, and also some power in tho right arm and leg ; his memory was at the same time much
impaired ; hia manner became childish, and he showed complete inahility to manage liis own affairs, as well as an erroneous
judgment in the ordinary affairs of life. Subsequently he became violent at times, fancying himself pursued by someone
who wished to kill him.
i
_
On admistion.—June 12th. —He was well developed, though very thin in habit; about
. in weight and
in height; nervous in temperament, and strongly marked with wrinkles round the eyes, giving a dissipated expression to
the countenance ; eyes blue and somewhat widely opened, pupils rather large. The respiratory and circulating organs reveal
nothing abnormal, bowels regular, tongue foul, breath fetid, appetite good though not large, skin warm, hut rather dry;
no sign of bruises or other injuries beyond two small abrasions of the skin on the ankle and the instep of the right foot.
In walking he moves with his legs widely separated, aud slides his feet without much bending of the knees ; his head is
slightly inclined towards the left shoulder aud bent forward. In speaking there is a considerable trcmulousness of the lips
and tongue; lie has at the same time great difficulty iu articulation, his words being almost unintelligible; at
times ho pronounces a word quite clearly and then repeats it many times. His memory appears to be entirely
gone, so that he does not recognise the names of his friends when they are mentioned to him.
He is fond
of calling attention to his fine physique and great strength, both being much below the average, relating at
the same time stones of personal encounter with persons who have attacked him and whom he has beaten, all being
entirely imaginary. He is quiet aud tractable in manner, but apt to be violent if thwarted or resisted. Living formerly
a very dissipated and irregular life, addicted to the use of stimulants more or loss in excess, and lias long been notorious
for his fondness of sexual indulgence. His disposition lias always been prone to extremes of meanness and generosity, never
discharging one of his company if possible, but often pleading poverty as an excuse for not paying salaries, although the
excuse
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excuse was plainly untrue ; giving freely to charitable purposes in his profession, hut often endeavouring to avoid payment
of claims of those who could ill affbid the loss. Since the beginning of the present attack the latter disposition has greatly
increased, and he haa latterly evinced the greatest unwillingness to part with money for the necessary expenses of his
household, fancying that he ia being robbed and cheated by those around him. On the first night after his admission it was
necessary to restrain with gloves in a seclusion room to prevent his doing violence to himself by striking Ins head against
the bedstead, breaking windows, &c. Since, admission—He has been very epiiet, giving little trouble io the attendants, and
taking his food well, June 14th—Much quieter, sleeps well, and cats well. June 16th—Has obscure fears of being injured,
thinks someone wants to poison him. June 18th—Comparatively quiet, bodily health improving. June 2lsfc \ cry jestless
during the night; fears of persecution still continue. June 2oth —Concealed a knife while at dinner; wishes to drink from
the attendaants’glass aa he thinks he might otherwise be poisoned; general health improving. June 27th—Still very
suspicious, but quiet and tractable; habits clean. June SOfcli—Very restless and talkative during the night; tried to
obtain possession of a knife at dinner; tried fo pull out his whiskers ; imagined someone wanted to kill him, and annoyed
the other patients by taking hooks from them and ordering them from their chairs. June 14th—Treatment—Taking tome
No. 1 ; diet, ordinary ; allowances, fi&k, fruit. July 2nd—Very restless and troublesome during the night; gloves required
this morning to prevent his undressing himself; treatment, sedatives occasionally at bedtime. July 3rd Somewhat quieter;
gloves not necessary; occupied associated bedroom. July 5th—Continues quiet; bodily health improving ; mental state
much the tame. August 1st—Treatment—R. pot. iodidi gr. v., liquor stvychnue nn v., ter in die; diet, ordinary; allowances,
fish, fruit, August 5th -Continues much the same. August 21st—Very weak physically ; can hardly utter a word ; cannot
standalone, but retains a good appetite; treatment, mixture changed for No. 1 tonic, as at first; allowances, milk and
beef tea. August 28th—Much better in bodily health ; can stand and walk alone. September 1st—Treatment, Re Tr. ferr.
mur, m.xv., ter m die, November 1st—Continues much the same ; very demented and physically weak ; appetite good ;
treatment. No. 1 tonic, ter in die; diet, ordinary ; allowances, whisky at bed-time, beef tea, milk, eggs, arrowroot, ftc.
December 1st—No alteration, January 2nd—Continues much the same. January ll)th—Retention of urine, drew off by
catheter about 10 oz. January 12th—Has been passing water better. February 17th—No further trouble with water ;
weight 7st. 0 lb. March 15th—Continues much the same ; fell while attempting to cross the room on the 10th, anti cut jus
left eyebrow. April 20th—Continues the same. May 1st—Weight, S st. 61b.; appetite good ; requires constant supervision
on account of partial paralysis, June 6th—Weight, 8 st. 6 ib.; very mischievous, tries to tear off his clothes; strikes at the
attendant; becomes noisy and violent without provocation of any kind ; uses very bad. language; both wet and dirty;
urine passes better ; bowels require careful watching. June 21st—Cheerful in maimer when not troubled with any imaginary
annoyance j physically weak, July 10th—Somewhat stronger of late; no improvement mentally ; tendency to formation 0f
bedsores. July 18th—The bedsores are treated anti-septically as far as possible ; weight, 9st. 41b. August 10th—Very
troublesome, dirty and noisy. September 15th—Getting weaker. October 2nd—Cannot walk and requires feeding ; passes
both urine and feecus involuntarily ; very destructive. October 9th—-Very weak. October 10th—Eats well, but seems to be
losing flesh. October 23rd—Still getting thinner and weaker ; remains in bed most of the day. October 30th—Emaciation
still progressing ; ^ cry irritable if disturbed at all. November 7th—Has been quite unintelligible for some weeks past; has
several bedsores. November 11th—Died to-day, 4T0 p.m,
,
.
Case No 3 was during a certain part of his illness, very difficult to manage ; he was restless and mischievous ;
constantly trying to undress himself, and if left for a moment would roll out of his chair, so that it was difficult to prevent
his injuring himself. The arrangements foi this'purpose were ^aliens ;—sometimes a sheet would be fixed round his waist
and sometimes a belt, and these would he attached to an arm-chair ; a leclining chair vas constructed for him, so as to
obviate the danger of his falling out; he was taken regularly to the closet, but notwithstanding this he was occasionally
wet in his chiurm consequence of partial paralysis, resulting in incontinence.

Grl.
.

Cake

No. 17.

Age 56 1 social condition, widowed; number of children, six; occupation, widow of grazier; religion, Roman Catholic ;
’form of mental disorder, mania acute ; supposed cause, pecuniary troubles, spiritualism ; duration of attack, one week ;
prC' ions attack, yes—about six.
jltZmfrtcd—10/11/1893.
.
,
Or fKfafiwfoft—This patient is well-developed, of nervous temperament, and somewhat plethoric habits ; eyes clear
and bright, pupils equal and responsive to the influence of light; countenance bright and cheerful. The vascular system
reveals a fluxionary hypenemia of cerebral blood-vessels. There is also a history of hepatic and icnal troubles. I also
seventy-six, small and firm, tongue coated and indented, skin warm and moist. There are several bruises on front of legs,
and about buttocks and left side of hips.
t
.
. . c , .
, .
.
.
Tins attack came on about a week ago, with depression, followed by excitement, refusal of food to a certain extent,
delusions of various kinds, e.g., she thought she could destroy the world by making certain passes with her hands. She
has been noisy, aggressive, and destructive ; memory and understanding defective.
.
TTo history of epilepsy or paralysis. Predisposing cause—Naturally of a highly nervous organisation, and has been
accustomed to stimulants for years. Kxciting cause—Financial troubles and spiritualism. There have been about six
previous attacks of short duration dm mg the past year. November 11—Considerably excited ; takes food only moderately
well. Treatment—R. Pot, brom , gr. x, t. d. s. ; diet, milk; allowances, beef-tea. November 18-Much the same.
November 25—The same. December 2—No change. December 9—Still very excited ; takes food sparingly. December
]0—Depressed and weak ; growing worse. Treatment—R. Sp. ammoii. aromat, IP. x ; eth. rect., til., x ; syr. anrantii,
TT1 XV' aci nd 3j
Sig—To be taken every two hours. Allowances, milk ana brandy. Dr. Ian ant was called m to
see tliis case, and stated that he did not thiuk the patient could live more than two or three days ; the pulse was soft and
feeble, beating at 120 per minute ; temperature 101, breathing 24. December 1L—Almost refusing food ; propose feeding
to morrow. December 12—Very exhausted, pale, and moist skin, iluctuation over the region of the bruises noted on
admission ; rapidly growing weaker j died at 8 p.m.

Mr. Gearkv’m cosxectiox with the Cuakgos.
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 1C June, 1S94,
Gearet left the paper herewith at this office, but as it is not n matter that comes w ithin my cognizance, I forward it to the
Principal Under Secretary, with a suggestion that it he referred to the Inspeclor-General of Insane.
A. STUART,
_
Medical Adviser.
Principal Under Secretary, B.C.

Enclosures.
ABOUT the end of April 1 discovered that Case No. 1 was shamefully treated at Dr. Vause's asylum, Uayviow' blouse,
_
_
My charge is that
*
*
*
, at. fl to 6 p m., was put in a room—really an old stable-no windows, m
- b and- without
* •__ i-AvK.ri-v.vr.ra
\ m lill
r following
Mlowinff iiionuni?.
perfect darkness,
any attendance, from 5 f/N
to ft
6 tp.m.
till S ?»m.
a.m. t.li
the
morning.
.. ,
On Sunday, the 20th May, I saw * * * , as I described, m the presence of Dr. btuai t, Mr Ragcv, J, J. OI’Bikm,
_
and Dr. Vanso. The loom at this time contained a piece of canvas sewed together, and atulled with straw, also Uiree
pieces of canvas. Four months ago * * * Tvas'Vl^ed brthis room without any bedding at all. Some canvas rags
were tlnown to him, and this was the sole contents of the room. A humane attendant sowed up this piece of can .as and
stuffed it with straw. Tins treatment has been going on since last December and until onr visit on 20th May,
“
is said
*
*
*
had certain filthy habits, necessitating this treatment. I will prove that tins is unttue, and that
*
•
*
was the quietest of patients, so much so that any attendant would sleep m the same room without any fear
of violence. His family paid 6 guineas per week, the agreement being that
*
*
*
was supplied with an attendant
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i.lay and night, for which purpose tho *
* room is supplied with a hod for himself and an attendant, which, as a
matter of fact, he never occupied after 5 p.m. Everything was readied up when the
*
*
family called to see him.
As to Dr. Manning’s repot ts as tho Visiting Doctor Inspector of Insane, Dr. Maiming did not have the opportunity of
seeing the place in its worst state, as he always went to Dr. Vanse’s private house first, and as soon as he did there would
he word sent over that the visiting doctor was coining. Then, of course, everything would be tidied up, and clean carpets
laid on the floors, and clean sheets put on the beds if they were wanted
All this was done before Dr. Manning ever left
Dr, Vause's house.
*
*
used to he put in at o p.m., and never taken out before half-past 8 or 9 a.m. in the
morning. The room next *
* ■ * used to bo occupied by *
a
* , who is now at Parramatta Asylum. He
attacked Dr, Vause one Sunday with a table knife, when a warder was sent for Dr. Sinclair, of Kewtown. This man waa
not mad, but subject to fits, lie knew too much. He used to tell his friends when they came to see him if ho was badly
treated. Dr. Vause is no fool about
*
«
#
He had Hie best bed in flic house, but always grumbled about the
food, and so would any man growl aliout the food that they used to get there. Even the milk they used to get in the tea waa
sour—in fact, rotten some mornings—and the meat used to be rotten very often. I mean what the paying patients used
to get. Then, when that ia the case, you may form an idea what sort the ]>oor Government patients used to get. Someone
should go there and interview
*
*
«
and another patient called
#
o
*
also
*****
****••. They would give a lot of information about the place and the way they are treated
there. The two latter are not lunatics—they are only in there for protection. All the men servants could tell all about it
if they liked to do so, but of course times are bad, and they would not sacrifice the positions they hold there for the sake
of anyone that did not concern them in any way. The gardener knows a lot if he could he made to give evidence. James
Copley has been a warder there about eight months. He is an old soldier, and served twelve years in the Enniskillen
Dragoons—a sensible, straightforward man, and would no doubt give evidence. He used to sympathise and be very sorry
for tire way the poor * * * was treated.
Dr. Vause’s report, taken from the Doily Telegraph, Oth June, 1S9I, states :—Sometimes two and three attendants
waited on * * * *, "constantly in attendanee on the patient,” one was “ supposed ” to visit him every two hours. They
did not do so. “ The room was specially built for isolation purposes.” This is untrue as tire room in question was formerly
a stable. All the bed-clothing on * * * * when the inspection was made on the 90th May was three pieces of canvas,
filthy and saturated with urine. Dr. Vause says * * * * tore up thirty-six bed coveriugs. If this is true where were
the attendants who were 1' constantly ni attendance on the patient. ” 'When* * * * was found on the morning of 20th
May he had nothing on but a flannel shirt. Tho trousers and coat were taken into the room and put on him. Dr. Manning
says it is impossible the treatment could be “ continuous ” without his knowledge. 1 can prove it has been continuous sinue
the middle of December last. The story told of * * * * rubbing himself with cxeieinent is false. Being shut in a dark
room for fourteen hours without any utensil, it is most likely ho would in tho course of the night fall into the fecal matter.

Information foe H. Geaiirv.
About
*
*
*
*, I know this much : that he has been kept in that room where you found him that morning
every night from tho I3th day of November, 1893, till the 1st of March, 1894, to my knowledge, without any exception.
Tho fact is, about him plastering himself with his own dirt is, that bo had no other place to do it in only on the floor. Then
what could yon expect of a man that was in the state he waa in but to roll and ramble about all over the place ? In fact,
the most careful man would bo apt to come in contact with anything like that in a small place like that. To my knowledge,
he was as sensible as you could wish any man to he some nights he was put in there. In fact, I could prove be lias
been there for the last twelve months, as I know two or three of the men that has been there for about twelve months
or more. There was something in Dr. Vause’s report about an attendant visiting the patient's room every two hours.
That is false, as I never heard or know of it being done. And also that these rooms were supplied with india-rubber
utensils. The patient never had one. If you knew the state of affairs as well as 1 do, and to read Dr. Vause’s report, you
would think ho was one of the biggest liars on the face of the earth. He must have a terrible hard neck on him to dare to
send such a report into Parliament, knowing very well that there is people all through the cou'ntry who know as well as
he does himself the way things were carried on in his place. There were a dozen attendants and nurses discharged from
there. They all know how things are carried on ; in fact, better so than I do.
I would like very well to have a talk
with Dr. Vause on certain matters. I would soon shut him up. There were weeks that the patient never dirtied his room,
and Dr. Vause never offered to put him anywhere else ; in fact, lie never bothered himself to know what state his room
was in to my knowledge. I suppose as long as he got his £300 a year he did not care. I suppose ho thought roguery
would last for ever ; hut this time Dr. Vause has put his foot into it at last.
To know that
*
*
•
has got justice
and proper treatment is far sweeter to me than revenge, for I caie nothing for Dr. Vause.
There would be no danger for
an attendant to sleep with the patient all night. Some nights he might not be able to sleep much, but then lie would sleep
through the day ; but, of course, that would bo more expense to Dr. Vause. The patient had been violent, to my know
ledge, on very rare occasions, but even then only for an hour or two at a time. It was always through whore he was kept
and the way he was treated.
The patient, as a rule, used to be in splendid foim of mind through the day. He would
make anyone laugh if they were half dead. At times he liked to be outside on fine days.

HI.
An Anonymous Letter.
To the Members of the Legislative Assembly of Now South Wales,—
Gentlemen,

Bayview Asylum, Cook's Biver Road.

Owing to influential friends, * * * has been removed from this hell upon earth.
Fifty Government patients are half starved and nearly naked, being only clothed properly when it is known that
the Government Inspector, Dr. Manning, is coming.
Men and women are placed in solitary confinement without light, bedding, or clothiner.
Paralysed patients are eaten alive by rats.
Women batter their heads and die in dark cells.
Women arc dragged by the hair of their heads and placed in dark solitary confinement.
Women die without any inquiry being made.
Men likewise.
A hell upon earth is the only name for this institution, which is presided over by Dr, A. J. Vause.
A drunken Dr. Vause !
Why did Dibbs suppress the papers and the honest report of Dr. Anderson Stuart?
Because Copeland (his mate) was a shareholder in this impious concern.
Why is Alfred Bennett, of the Evening Eeivs, silent?
Because he is well tipped.
The other dailies have been squared by Edward Groviflo, another shareholder.
Members, do not let this evil spot remain in your midst.
Grevillc, Copeland, Vause, Gannon, & Co., must not be allowed to illtreat with impunity the poor and insane from
whom they are netting £6,000 per annum.
Yet the late Government and the present also wish to hush up the matter, so that Grevillc, Copeland, & Co., can still
go in for their daily spoil of flesh and blood.
Members, bow long is this to bo carried on ?
Will no one take the matter up and demand a searching inquiry ?
ARISTIDES.
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APPENDIX.

Jl.
Acciohkts at Bayvikw Housk for 10 Years (1884 to 1803 inclusive).

Total
nmdcntsi.

Year.

1SS4.............
1883
1880.............
1887.............
1SSS

■k

Fracture
of
bones
or
tfisloca*
tion.

2

.......

s
2
.........

1
....
f
1

1

2

Pcrccntatfc
of total
accidents.

Fatients
under
care.

i
i
1

MO
1-C9
2 87
‘65

1

126
122
129
130
118
125

for

•oo

Total
accidents.

Fata!.*

Average annual
dents, 1'36.

•00
•81

Average annual percentage of
accidents, *08.

■oo
■oo

•oo

•76
•00

•CO

•80

to

1892)

percentage of aeci-

fatal

Average annual percentage of fractures
and dislocations, 'Io.

inclusive).

From Retorts

of

Lunacy Commissioners

Scotland.

for

Year.

■00

f Includes falls and straggling with attendants.

10 Years (1833

Fraturc of
bones or Patients
under
dislo
caie
cation, t

■oo

■00

■oo
■oo
•oo
■oo
•oo
■oo
•oo
■oo

•81
■00
3 07
■84
1-60

* Overdose of chloral.

Accidents Scotch Asylums

Percentage Percentage of
of fatal
fractures and
accidents. dislocations.

On number under care
172
177
174
12]

3

......
188‘J...... t
1890.............
189 i....... i
1892 ...........
1893.............

Fatal.

From Statutory Books.

1
(
Percentage oPPercentage of Percentage of
total
1
fatal
fractures and
accidents. 1 accidents. 1 dislocations.
i
i
On number under care.

1383.............
1881.............
1885.............
1886 ..........
1387 ..........
J888 ............
1889 ............
1890.............
1891 ........
1892 ..........

120
129
101
115
114
124
111
117
114

17
10
9
15
9
9
9
9
11
18

22
37
33
48
45
40
45
43
44
43

7,800
7,888
7,881
7,893
8,018
8,358
8,549
8,785
9,034
9,215

163
1 63
1'28
1-45
l'4l
113
1 45
1-26
1-29
123

■21
T2
•n
T8
11
TO
TO
TO
T2
T9

* Includes suicides, Foisoninu, falls, choking in fii-s, Ac.

•41
■46
•41
•60
*65
•47
•52
■49
•43
■40

In every 100 patients there is a fracture
or dislocation nbout once in every
two years, and a fatal accident in
cvcrv 100 paticnls about once in
every seven and a half years.
Average annual percentage of accidents.
l‘if6.
Average annual percentage of fatal
accidents, T3.
Average annual percentage of fractures
and dislocations, AS.

f From fails, struggles w tb attend uits, Ax.

El.
Retuen Showing Nature of Accidents at Bayview from 1884 to 1893 inclusive.
1884 (2) Slight cut from fall j slight cut from fall, 1885 (3)—.Slight cut from one patient striking another ; alight
cut from fall; slight cut wliile in epileptic tit.
1886(5)—Slight burn of hand; penetrating wound of right eye ; slight
cut; injury to In p from fall; slight cut,
1887(2)—Slight cut tip of tongue; slight cut of wrist from breaking nano of
glass. 1889(2)—Slight cut; fracture of fibula. 1891(4)—Cut forehead; scalp wound ; fracture of humerus; iniuiy to
teeth from blow by another patient. 1892 (1)—Slight cut.
1893 (2)—Cut head from fall in epileptic seizure ; death from
overdose of chloral.

LI.
Return Showing

percrntaoe of

Recovkrifs, Ac., Bayview Asylum, Cook’s Rivek,
In Hospitals
for the Insane,
cxclush e
of Cook's River.

Cock's River.

42'So

47'92

4-63
7-00

14'23
5-82

47'58

62'20

Average percentage of Recoveries on admission and re-admission for ten years, 1SS4Average percentage of Patients relieved on admission and re-admission for ten years,
1884-1893 .......................................................................................................................................
Average percentage of Deaths on average numbers resident for ten years, 18S4-93.......
Average percentage of those Discharged, cither recovered or relieved, for ten years,
1884-1393 ..........................................................................................................................................................

In tho average percentage of recoveries, Cook’s River stands nearly 5 per cent, ahead of all other asylums in tho
Colony ; in tho average percentage of Cases Relieved, Cook’s River stands 9'6o per cent, ahead of all other asylums in tho
Colony; and in the average percentage of those Discharged either recovered or relieved, Cook’s River stands ]4‘C2 per
cent, ahead of all other asylums in the Colony.

Bayview House, Cook's River.—Number

of

Admissions and Re-admissions, Recoveries,
Ten Years 1SS4-1893.

and

Relieved Cask

YCfti*.

Admissions and
Re-ndimssions

Recovered.

1884...............................................................................................
1885...............................................................................................
1885 ..............................................................................................
1887 ..............................................................................................
13S8...............................................................................................

19
21
19
30
22
19
17
34
16
20

12
13
4
10
15
2
19
10
6
13

i
4
3
4
3
I
1
6
4
4

217

104

31

1S90..............................................................................................
1891...............................................................................................
1892.................................................................. ■........................
1893...............................................................................................

Relieved.

for
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M 1.
List op Names op Patiksts who have Died at Bavvihyt duiiivo the Yeaes 1800 to 1894, isceudiko Cause op
Death and Dupatiox of Ii.uhkss.
Age.

Knine,

Cause of Death.

*

*

*

(12/4/00)

78

llrart disease

*

*

»

(16/4/90)

71

Hemiplegia and syncope...

*

*

*

(3/9/90)..

34

*

*

#

(30/9/90)

60

Melancholic
eihiuistion
and diarrhoea.
Clironie softening of brain

*

*

*

(9/11/90)

*

*

*

(1/12/90)

51

Marasmus............................... .

#

*

*

(8/12/90)

80

Senile decay

*

*

#

(29/12/90)

*

*

#

(4/1/91)

82

Senile decay

*

*

*

(8/2/91)

35

Phthisis

*

#

*

(21/2/91)

59

Heart disease

*

*

*

(20/5/91)

31

*
*

*
*

*
*

(26/5/91)
(25/5/91)

74
74

General paralysis..................

*

*

*

(30/9/91)

*

*

•

(17/10/91),.

64

*

*

*

(23/10/91) .

36

*

*

*

(18/12/91).

72

*
*

*
*

*
»

(20/12/91).,
(9/4/92) ..

43
47

*

«

*

* * *

(28/5/92) .,
(29/7/92) .,

43
53

•

#

(4/2/93).

40

*

*

22 years insane j 14 days
duration of last illness,
5 years; 3 months gradually
sinking.
8 years; 2 months gradually
sinking.
3 years; 4 months gradually
sinking.
5 years; 3 months rapidly
sinking.
3 years...........................................
6 years; 2 months gradually
sinking.
4 yiors......................... .................

Heart disease

* * * (10/7/5l)

•

........ ..............

Durntiou of Illness.

3 years; 1 month rapidly
sinking.
3 years ...........................................

53
55

*

*

* (24/6,93)

23

*

*

* (13/11/93)

45

#

*

» .......................

55

#

*

* .......................

47

*

#

* .......................

56

#

*

# .......................

45

#

#

* .......................

53

*

*

*

(20/6/94)

63

*

*

*

(10/9/94) ...........................

23

•

*

*

(8/10/94) ............... ................

54

Melancholic
exhaustion 3 months
and decay, with heart
failure.

34

Delirium tremens, syncope Several weeks

.,

Died at Dubbo while on
leave of absence.
An epileptic.
Died at Burwood while
on leave of absence.

5 years ; 2 months duration
of last illness.
Exhaustion subsequent to 16 months ; 5 months dura
tion of last illness.
chronic mania.
Senile decay' ...................... 3 weeks.
Senile decay............................ 2 months ...................................... Died at Miller’s Point
while on leave of
abicnco.
10 days.
Pneumonia ...................
6 years; 1 month duration
Chronic mitral disease
of last illness.
12 years ; gradually failing
Senile decay..................
for over a month prior to
death.
General
paralysis
and 2 months; died 9| hours
after apoplectic attack.
apoplexy.
Senile decay............................ 14 years; 3 weeks ailing
prior to death.
Acute brain softening........ Died 17 days after admission
Chrome tubercular disease 14 years.
Diarrhoea and exhaustion.. 3 weeks.
Cerebral softening ............. Died 12 days after admission
Sanguineous apoplexy........ Died while on leave of ab
sence.
Epilepsy and exhaustion... 6 months; status epileptious
for last 9 days.
Melancholic exhaustion ... 1 month.
General paralysis.................. 2 years and 5 months;
rapidly failing during la-1
3 months.
Epilepsy ............................... For oi er 10 years.
Cardiac failure....................... 3 weeks.
Morphia habit of 20 years’ L week.
stinding
and
heart
failure.
Hereditary insanity, mar 3 months; gradually failing

* (18/5/93) ..

..

Attended by Dr. Elliott
during last illness.

.......................

* *

* (5/3/93)

Remarks,

asmus.
Epilepsy ond overdose of
chloral.
Cerebral hyperamia.............
Cardiac asthenia..................
Epilepsy
and
cardiac
failure.
Intestinal catarrh, cardiac
asthenia.
Malignant disease of rec
tum,
and
intestinal
catarrh.
Epilepsy and heart failure

Epilepsy had existed for over
10 years.
2 months .....................................
1 week.
2 years, and status cpilcptiCUs during 3 day s.
3 months ....................................
3 months ......................................

10 years

Coroner's inquest.
Dr. Tarrant in consulta
tion.
Dr. Sinclair in attend
ance.
Dr. Coutie in attendance.
This patient had been
gradually sinking for
over 3 months.
Status epilepticus set ia
3 days before death.
This patient had been
gradually failing in
health for over 3
months.
Ho had been drinking
heavily before coming
to Jlayviow,

a This patient was admitted bv Dr, Ramsay during; my temporary absence on the evening of 20th March, 1804. A telegram announcinj, his
intention of cmnint' to Bayview was received by Dr. Kamsav about an hour before his arrival. I saw the patient neat day, and found he was |oo
weak to be removed. Stimulants ami medicine were administered, and he also partook of food fairly w-ell; but sj neope took place on the evening
of the 23rd instant, and the patient died. Dr. Ramsay certified to the cause of death. The patient had been under the mcdicaf care of Dr Braramn
*
*
* and Dr. I-cwcrs, *
*
*, mid had been trooted bv them an various occasions for delirium tremens.
was ndnutted to
Jlavview in W first instance on 31st Mav, la'll, sullering from aeuto delirious mania, and was allowed to go out on leave of absence on 21st June,
IS02. He was discharged on Sth July, 1S03, afler being on leaie of absence since 21st June, lb!>2.
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Al’PEimiX,
Bayview House, Temi’u.
Avetsaoe percentage of Deaths on average number of Resident Patients for ton years ending 1893.
'Grace NnnUicr
resident,

Year.

1884,
1885
1886.
1887,
1883,
1889,

148
152
87
93
101
104

Deaths.

PorceutngQ.

c
8
4
1
C
7

4'05
5-20
4-o9
1-07
5'<U
G'73

Average Number
resident.

Deaths.

Poreentagc.

................................
.................................
...............................
................................

101
97
99
100

s
12
3
8

792
12-23
3-03
8-

10 years .............

1,082

63

5-82

1

Year.

1890
1891
1892
1893

Average percentage of deaths on average number resident in all asylums for 10 years, 1884-1893, exclusive of Cook’s
River—7 -00.
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Dn. Tucker’s Movkjiests.

My Dear Vause,
]7 January, 1895.
Yesterday you asked for a second time as to the probability of Dr. Tucker having visited Australia in 1894.
Letters received hy me from him and Mrs. Tucker, dated from London, and indicating all their movements, convince
me that during tho whole of that year, with the exception of a short period when they were at a watering place, they
resided in London.
Youra faithfully,
. T
Dr. A. J. Vause.

EDYVD. GREVILLE.

oi.

Jh

Miss M'Leod.

Dear Doctor,
Tempo, 19 Xoveiiibcr, 1S34.
I have not been able to lay my hands upon tho papers. I thought I had handed the agreement and eumrnons
which you gave me back to yon. Howeverj there is no mistake about the claim she made. She sued yon, not under the
Master and Servants' Aci^ foi* wages, but in the Small Debts Court, for damages, claiming £3 in lieu of a month's notice,
which amount you paid into Court contrary to my advice, as, according to her agreement, she was only entitled to a
month’s notice in the event of your discharging her before three months, the term for which she engaged, she having
actually served you nine months. When you showed me the receipt for her wages, up to the time of her dismissal, I
advised you not to pay any extra claim.
Yours truly,
«. __
„
.
„
Dr, vause, Dayview House,

FREDK. GANNON.
.

Private Letters.
Dr, Vause, Esq., Bayview House, Tcmpe,—
^
.
* * * Sept. 4th, 1894.
I am &hure you will bG'pleased to hear that My Daughter Bridget is quite Recovered. She is as well as Ever
she was. Pleas to send me the Cirtiiicket. You will oblige. She drives hir Pair of Poneycs into town in the Buggey,
but she ia a little shsc of those that scan hir when she waa bad. She has taking now sleeping drops this last three weaks or
any sort of Medisen. She wishes to be Kemembered to Mrs. Gilcrist. She said Mrs, GiLcrist was hir best frond at Tempo.
Iclt Mrs. Gitcriat to tell Father Calighan that I mislaid his udres, onley for that T would have writen to him, but the first
time I goe to Sydney I^will get Mr. Woods to drive me out to see him, and to tell him that Bridget is quite Recovered,
thank God. She is going to the show at Cowa on next Thirsday, that is the grates Event of the year you will meat
People from all parts of the Gentry at the showes.
Hoping you ar well,
I Remain yours faithfully,
#
*#
#•
P.S.—Adres YYattcrmoridara,

v Cowra,

and lot me now how you are geting on.—P.C.

Mrs. Gilchrist, Bayview House, Tempe,—
'
Dear Mrs. Gilchrist,
_
« * * Sept, 19th, 1894.
I am Li Recept of your Kind Letter, and I am quite shore that ye ar all pleased to hear of Poor Bridget
Recovery. She ia as well aa ever she was In hir Life.
YYTc had Father Henncssy from Young.
Tie had Mass hear
yestarday. Bridget Laid out the alter, and don Everything to it just the saim as she always did. She was at the covvra
show, and Injoyed it the Bairn as alwayes ; thay held a Dance at hir Brother James place that night and she danced all
night and cairn homo next day, and she would not goe to Bod, hut don hir work. I lied hir your Letter, and she was so
''e<lr ^roul 5T°U' ®.*lc f°a!s '’cry sorcy for Father Callaghan Unis, poor man, I hope ho will sonc he well again.
YVe feal so happy to have Bridget hirself again. She is in hir post, leader o£ the House. She don’t forget the Horse Shoo
and trowing it over hir aholder.
She never sais anything about hir lines or about Tempo since she got Real well. She
sais she must forget It altlogeather. W e ar going to have a grate Hair drive hear on Saturday next, and a dance in the
Night, so she is bissey prepairen for it. She wishes mo to Remember hir to *
e
«
, and
*
*
#
, and tell
them she will write to them sonc. I will call to see ye when I gow to town at your Invotashun.
Hoping this will find ye all well,
I am> yours faithfulloy,
*
•
*
—’When I cairn to the part in your Letter whnir thair is now place like Cowrti she said ye wair alwayes chafing
hir about Cowra.
^
^
®
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APPENDIX.

ft.
Dcav Sir,

Examination of Okai’ery Accounts.
_
Post Office Chambers, Pitt-strcct, Sydney, 11 March, 1895.
We have examined, at yonr request, the books of Dr. Vanso, regarding tho expenditure of drapery for the years

1893 and 1894, and beg to report as follows_
.
, „
„
r, i r.
i •
<
Dr, Vause was unable, without due notice, to produce receipts for the expenditure of £630 18s, 2d., he claims to
have incurred ; but we have compared his ledger account with his cheek-butts and pass-book of the City Bank of Sydney,
and find his disbursements to the different " Drapery Houses” are properly set forth, viz. :—

£ a. d.
384 0 9
166 8 6
32 7 10
10 4 10
9 9 5
7 8 9
7 8 0
5 18 3
5 4 0
1 0 0
1 7 io

Hordern Brothers,...
Mark Foy ....................
A. Hordern and Son
Munro & Co..................
Biley Brothers ..........
D. Jones ft Co............
Kobt. Reid & Co........
Dressmaking...............
Hattc & Co...................
A, G. Price..................
Sundries........................

£630 18

Total

2

Regarding the Memo, of Sales sent in by the three firms of Hordern Brothers, Mark Foy, and A. Hordern and
Son, we find that the former, which represents moic than all the rest put together, is, within a few shillings, correct;
while those of the latter two, in the main, agree. But only certain months are quoted, and as the payments were not always
made on the same month as the goods were purchased, an exact comparison is impossible without the invoices and receipts
were presented.
,
We could not, of course, certify that all the expenditure was on the Asylum account, hut Dr. Vause assures us he
had no private account with these firms ; and to our mind there is every appearance of the entries being bono. jid<l and
reliable
In the case of Messrs. Hordern Brothers is included an item of £70 16s., paid on oth January, 1S93, evidently for
goods had in 1892, and therefore this amount should, strictly speaking, be deducted from 1893.
Wc arc, ftc.,
J. T. DAVENPORT, DAVIS, ft Co.
To the Secretary to the Royal Commission of Inquiry re “Bayview House.”
girj

Post Office Chambers, Pitt-strect, Sydney, 20 March, 1895.
In reply to your further inquiry, we may say that tho Only data for a monthly comparison of 1893 and 1894, you
have furnished us with, apart from Dr. Vause's cash account, is that of Messrs. Hordern Brothers ; lint as their transactions
represent more than half the total, and most of the other firms give only very short credit, wc think the following analysis
may be accepted as substantially correct and reliable.
,
IVe understand from you that your Commission wish to be informed of the relative expenditure on drapery while
Case No. 1 was in the establishment and after Ids withdrawal at the end of May, 1894.

Summary,
Purchases from January to May, 5 mouths, per—
Hordern Brothers.......................................................... ..........
Sundry accounts paid............................................................

1893.
£ s. d.
162 17 8
21 8 2
£184

Purchases from June to December, 7 months, per—■
Hordern Brothers........................................................ ....
Sundry accounts paid ....................................................

It will thus be seen that the average monthly expenditure from—

5 10

1394.
£ a. d.
13 i 10
73 3 10
£86

5

8

1893.
£ s. d.
119 10 9
45 6 11

1394,
£ s. d.
0 15 8
106 0 3

£165 3 8
1893.
£ s. d.
36 17 2

£112 15 11
1894.
£ s. d.
17 5 2

January to May was ....................................................................... ................
and from
16 2 3
23 12 0
June to December..................................................................................................
showing a constantly declining ratio ; but it also proves that a greater monthly outlay was incurred while Case No. 1 was
under the doctor's charge, as after he left it reached its lowest point.
,
You will note that the above totals and those supplied to you by the doctor do not tally ; but the difference has been
explained in our previous report.
, ,
We trust that tins will furnish you with the information you wish to obtain, and that the Commissioners will accept
our regret that, in tho absence of invoices and receipts, we cannot be so exact in our comparison as the members appear to
desire, judging from the tenor of your instructions to us.
Yours, &c.,
° “
J. T. DAVENPORT, DAY IS, ft Co.
To the Secretary, Royal Commission of Inquiry re “Bayview House.”
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1895.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEATH OE EDWARD POWER IN THE MOLONG HOSPITAL.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING, AND REPORT OP, AND DEPOSITIONS TAKEN BY, THE ROY AD COMMISSION
APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE CHARGES AGAINST THE MANAGEMENT OE THE HOSPITAL IN CON
NECTION THEREWITH.)

iJwecntcl) to £huTi;tment bii (jtaminaui.

iVlirmte of the Principal Under Secretary.
Subject:—Death

at the Molong Hospital.

Sydney, 11 September, 1895.
within clipping, relating to the death of a man named Power in the Molong Hospital, which has been
cut from the Molong 'Express of tho 7th September, 1895, might be forwarded to the Inspector-General
of Police, with a view to further particulars being furnished as to the circumstances in connection with
the death of the unfortunate man.
-------C.AV.
Approved.
The attention of tho Inspector-General of Police may also he directed to the speech of Dr. Eobs,
M.P., on a motion of adjournment, in Parliament on the 10th instant. For the purpose of obtaining a
full statement of facts the inquiry should be as full and complete as possible.—J.N.B. 11/9/95,
The Inspector-General of Police.—C.AVh 13.C., 11/9/95.
’
'
Inspector Ford was instructed to proceed to Molong and investigate this case. His report and
statements taken by him are attached. Dr. Eoss, M.P., should, I suggest, be allowed to see all the
papers. I am by no means satisfied with Constable Hawkins’ conduct in the matter. He is too meddle
some, and had lately to be moved for unsatisfactory conduct at Forbes. I will deal with him. No further
inquiry appears to me to be called for.—Emuxd Fusukry, 20/9/95. The Principal Under Secretary.
Submitted, 24/9/95. Dr. Eoss, M.P., may be informed that an investigation has been held, and,
also, be asked to peruse the statements and correspondence.—30/9/95.
The

Extract
The Death

op

from Molong Express,

Power.—A Serious Charge.—Inquiry
■\Vitiidhawn.—The Committee

7 Skptembek. 1895.
at

the

eully

Moj.ono Hospital.—The Charge

Exonerated,

pursuance of a resolution passed at the meeting of the committee of the Molong Hospital, on Monday
night last, an investigation as to the truth or otherwise of a charge made by Mr. E. J. Harney amiinst the
Hospital was held in the female ward, no patients at the present time beiug laid up in that part of the
building. The members of the Hospital Committee present were—Messrs. C. Stockwcll (President, who
presided), J. Black, D. M. M'Callum, E. C-. Finch, G. Packham, J. Cotter, G. Garlick, H. S. M. Betts,
A. Parker, C. Parker, and the Secretary (Mr. W. C. Eead). Dr. Browne (medical officer) and Miss
Leahy (matron) were also in attendance, as well as a couple of outside persons.
Before the inquiry commenced, Mr. P. F. A. Kinna, solicitor to the Molong Hospital, directed the
committee how to conduct the proceedings.
The President then stated that tho committee of the Molong Hospital had met that day to
investigate the truth or otherwise of the following charge, which had been laid by Mr. E. J. Harney :_
11 That the man Power, who died in the local hospital on the 7th August, did not receive the attention
due to him, and that his death was hastened by such neglect.” Although not a legally constituted court
(the President observed), and therefore unable to swear the witnesses, the court only desired such evidence
as the witnesses would be prepared to give on oath.
Eaton John Harney stated: I am tho person who laid the charge; on Saturday afternoon, 10th
August, 1 was asked by a lady in this town holding a good social position if 1 heard of the death of a
man named Power in the Hospital; after telling me what she had heard, I stated that I had not heard
anything; the name of the lady is Mrs. Couch ; she told me that she heard the man had bit himself on
285—A
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the wrist ivnd arm, and spat the pieces of flesh on to the floor; later on, Mr. Hawkins, who is a police
constable, stationed at Molong, came to my shop, and I asked how the two poor old men were getting on
whom he sent to the poor-house; I saw the two men referred to on the Sunday previous, and knowing
they were to be sent away asked that question ; Mr. Hawkins told me Ihat one had died in the hospital,
and then he made a statement which led me to ask for this investigation.
The President: Will you give us the statement?
_
.
The Witness: Mr. Hawkins will be called as a witness directly, and the statement will he given m
his evidence.
, . .
.
■
-j
o
The President-: Have you summoned Mrs. Couch to Jittend this inquiry and give evidence .
Mr. Hamey: I do not"want her, as I think I have sufficient witnesses to prove my case._
The President: But she is an important witness, surely, if she gave you such information as you
say she did. Hid she know what she told you of her knowledge ?
Mr. Hamey : Ko ; she heard her boy talking about it.
The President: I suppose it was all hearsay evidence !
Witness (continuing) stated: Mr. Hawkins told mo that he took Power back to the hospital on
Monday, 51,h August, on Hr. Browne’s order, and that when he arrived at the hospital the matron did not
wish to receive him, but finally he was received; on the following day Mr. Hawkins visited the hospital;
I am not sure whether it was'the next or following day that Hawkins visited the hospital; he then saw
Power lying on a bed m an out-house; the bed was on the floor, and he (Power) was covered with his
own dirty blankets, a counterpane, and one or two clean sheets ; on the floor of the out-hopse where
Power was lying there were stains of blood ; these were partly wiped up ; he (Hawkins) considered the
man was shamefully neglected.
,
In answer to Mr. Windred, Mr. Hamey stated: I know nothing of the man before he was admitted
to the hospital on the 5th instant; 1 saw him on Sunday, the 4th August, in the afternoon, in the lockup
yard ; mv wife was nith me; I had about an hour's conversation with him and another man by tbe name
of Sykes’; the man Power seemed very ill, and my wife considered he would not live long in the poorhouse; Power said nothing about the hospital to me.
Mr. Parker: He made no complaint about the hospital?
Mr. Hamey: Kone whatever.
_
Hr. Broune: He made no complaint about the hospital or lockup ?
Mr. Hamey: Ho, none.
,
Hr. Browne : Did Constable Hawkins tell you that Power was in the hospital before r
Mr. Hamey: Ho.
Hr. Browne: Hid Constable Hawkins say anything about Power’s condition when he took him
from the hospital ?
...
Mr. Hamey : I don't remember him saying anything.
Thomas Hawkins staled : I am a police constable stationed at Molong; I remember a man named
Power being in the Molong Hospital; on Friday, 29th July, the matron came to the lockup and stated
that there was a man in the hospital mad, and she wanted him arrested; I met the matron in Bankstreet on the afternoon of that date : J told her that it was impossible for me to go up and take the man
in charge as the Sergeant and Constable Justilius were away in Bathurst; the matron said it was a case
for the lockup and not the hospital; I told her it would be attended to as soon as the Sergeant returned ;
I then called on'Dr. Browne and told him about tbe Sergeant being away and about the matron coming
to the lockup: he made some remark, and said the matron had no business to go to the lockup; on
Friday, the 2nd August, from information received from the Sergeant, I went to the hospital; I entered,
one of tbe wards and spoke to two patients in order to test their sanity ; I wanted to know where the
madman was; they pointed to some place outside; from the appearance of the man, 1 came to the
conclusion that he was not mad; I told the matron that it was illegal for me to arrest linn in the institu
tion, and that she must put him outside the grounds ; she done so and I arrested him and took him to the
lockup.
The President: He walked down?
Witness: Yes, but he was very feeble.
Witness (continuing) stated; On the same day Power was brought before the Police Court tor
vagrancy, Mr. H. H. Chippindall, J.P., presiding ; he was remanded till the following day, awaiting the
arrival of a pass from Sydney : they were then remanded till Monday ; on Sunday, Power showed signs of
illness and could not take his rations, which consisted of bread and water for his breakfast, bread, meat,
and water for bis dinner, and bread and water for tea; I put him iiya large cell, with barred windows,
and gave to him and Sykes all the blankets, because it was a very cold night; 1 also left a candle in the cdl
in ease it might be wanted during the night; I visited the cell twice during the night, and covered Power
each time with the blankets ; the man’s habits in the cell were clean ; I took Power to the hospital on Mon
day, 5th August, on Dr. Browne's orders; a man named Price accompanied me in Mil gate’s buggy ; Bower
protested against going back to the hospital; when we arrived at the side gate of the hospital,the matron was in
the garden; she asked, “Who have you there? Oh! its that old Power back again; we can’t take him
in ; there’s no room for him ”; the matron repeated this latter statement twice; I said, “You must take
him in, as it is the doctor’s order” ; I also said, “ The doctor has ordered him some milk and whiskey, but
you had better bring the whiskey without the milk, as he has just had some beef-tea” ; 1 came into the
hospital, and the matron gave me something in a glass; X took it to Power, who was sitting in a buggj at
the side-gate ; I offered it to him. and he refused it; I said, “Drink it, old man, it will do you good” ;
Price then advised him to drink it, and he did so ; I helped Power out of the buggy, and put one of my
arms round him and led him up to the place at the side of the garden into which he was to ho put; there
was no furniture in it but a chair-bedstead and a box; there was no bed there to receive the man; a
flock bed was spread over tbe floor ; 1 left Power sitting on a chair-bedstead, and said to him, “ Cheer up,
old man; in a day or two you will be able to travel
on "Wednesday, 7th August, from something I
heard, I visited the hospital about 2 o’clock p.m.; before coming I saw the matron in the yard at the
police station; when 1 came np 1 went to the out-house before referred to ; I saw Power lying on the
floor on a mattress ; a bedstead was standing against the wall in the room ; there were five blood-marks
on the floor; the marks looked as if they bad been wiped with a dry cloth; I spoke to Power, but he
appeared to be unconscious ; 1 looked at his wrists and saw each one bound with bandages about 9 inches
■
wide;

.

-

^
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wide; aslced the wardsman wlio bound tho wrista, and he said he did; the wardsman said the doctor had
seen the wrists ; T lifted the quilt that was covering Power and saw only two old blankets (the property
of Power) and a sheet; Power was very cold ; I felt his feet and legs; when I brought Power back to
the institution on. Monday the matron said he would have to use his own blankets; Power’s blankets
were in a filthy state, and I would not admit them into the police cell; I said to the wardsman, “ Do vou
call this proper treatment for a man ? Don’t you consider this inhumane—not even a glass or a pot to
drink ont of ? ” he said, “ I must admit, sir, it is ” ; I went away, and sent the priest; up ; I met Pather
Hanley on the road, and asked him to go up to the hospital ; I asked the wardsman what was the matter
with Power s wrists, and he said, “ Yesterday afternoon he became light-headed and restless, and during
the night he must have got out of his bed and hit his wrists”; the blood-marks on the floor were
about 18 inches apart; I pointed to a place near the box and said, “ Look at all that blood down there ” ;
tho wardsman said he did not think it was all blood, but that it was some dye out of tbe coloured (red)
cover on the box ; I then said, “ I believe that is turkey twill, and the colour will not move."
In answer to Mr. Hamey witness said : The matron did not receive the man kindly when I brought him
back to the hospital; I do not consider the detached building to be a fit place in which to put a dying
man ; I believe he would have been better off in a cell in the hospital; the ceiling of the building w not
lined ; there is nothing to prevent the droppings from the sweated iron falling on the man ; I believe that
water on the roof of the building would freeze the night before I saw him ; I do not consider the clothing
Power had on him would keep him warm ; Power's blankets were very old; the blood-stains were about
tbe floor as if the man had rolled about; the covering on the box did not appear to be wet; from what I
saw 1 consider the man was neglected.
Cross-examined by Dr. Browne : It was on Monday, 20th July, that I was first- sent for to take
Power from the hospital; I refused, owing to the absence of my superior officer, and it being illegal to
arrest from a public institution such cases ; tbe arrest took place on tho following Friday; when I
left the lock-up I did not know that Power would be put outside the gate for me to receive him ; I
consider he was.not fit to he turned out; when before the Court, Power answered all questions put to
him by Mr. Chippindall, the magistrate; he was worse on the Saturday and tMonday; I reported his
condition to the sergeant; he was ont in the yard on Sunday ; it is usual for spiritual advisers to see
prisoners without anyone else being present; Power was lying on the ground in the yard when the
Government Medical Officer visited him on Monday, the 5th August; the Government Medical Officer
stated that there waa no vacant bed in the male ward at the hospital, and he would have to put Power in
an outbuilding ; the sergeant remarked that the cells were damp; I believe you told the sergeant the
building Power would be put into was a wooden one; tbe matron at first refused to receive Power, but
admitted him upon, my explaining that I was the bearer of a note from tbe medical oflieer; Power was
given something on arrival at the hospital; I knew that whiskey was ordered ; I have reason to suppose
that what was given him on arrival at the hospital was not whiskey; I saw Power put into the ward, hut
not to bed ; tbe man could only walk with assistance; Power was not dirty in his habits at tho lock-up ;
he was distinctly worse when I returned him to the hospital than he was when I took him away; the cell
was too cold for a sick man to be placed in; I am prepared to swear that wbat I have said is correct; the
spots on the floor to the best of my belief were those of blood; I would not swear that the spots were those
of blood from the man Power; I do not consider the fact that a bed made on the floor amounted to neglect;
I was not aware that you gave instructions to have the bod made on the floor ; the man felt exceedingly
cold when I visited him on Wednesday; I do not expect a dying man to feel warm ; the wardsman did not
tell me that lie was dying; I did not go into the male ward on Wednesday; when the medical officer saw
Power at tho lock-up on Monday, 5th instant, he was in an exhausted state; I reported the state in
which I found Power to my superior officer, Sergeant Fagan ; he gave me no instructions ; I may have
spoke to Messrs. Cady and Ben Bowler ; I did not visit Mr, Kinna at his office, hut met him in the street,
and asked him if he was a member of tho hospital committee ; he refused to receive a complaint; I may
have spoken about this case in Mr. Holland’s shop ; I do not remember advising anyone not to subscribe
to tbe hospital; I do not remember saying that I would never give 6d. to the hospital; I do not consider
that the wardsman treated Power otherwise than very kindly ; I know nothing of my own knowledge as
to the treatment given to Power.
°
Rc-exammed by Mr. Hamey: I carried Power’s swag more than half-way to the lock-up, also a
wet pair of trousers, which he was trying to wash in a bucket of water ; the wardsman stated that the
stains on the floor were those of blood.
Mr. Betts: Why did the police keep on remanding the man from day to day when the}’ saw lie
was so had ?
‘
Witness: He was remanded, awaiting the arrival of a pass from Sydney. The police could not
send him away until they got this pass.
'
.
Mr. Parker j Did you ever tell anyone that the dampness of the cell hastened Power’s death ?
Witness: Kb, I don’t think I did. I might have said the coldness of the cell hastened his death.
An adjournment was here made for lunch.
■
On resuming,—
. Klgeron Grenfel Price stated : I am a groom residing at Molong ; I assisted to bring Power to the
hospital on |the 5th August; to all appearances he was in a very weak state ; he could not walk alone,
but had to be assisted ; the matron came to the front of the hospital when we arrived : when wo drew up
at the gate Mr. Hawkins said to the matron, 11 We’ve fetched this man back to you again ” • the matron
replied, 11 You can take him back again, we don’t want him here ”; Mr. Hawkins then said, “ Oh, but youTl
have to take him ” ; the matron replied, “ No, we don’t want him; we have no beds ” ; eventually the
matron allowed him to be admitted ; I saw the man’s swag, but could not tell what it contained; as far as
I could see there were no good blankets in tbe swag; I made the remark to Power, “ You are getting a
warm reception ” ; Power said, “Ain’t she an old b-----h” ; Power was put in an outbuilding; Mr.
Hawkins brought out to Power a glass of whiskey; at first he refused to drink it, but upon Hawkins
saying, “Take it, Jim, I wouldn’t give you anything to do you any harm” ; he drank it; I do not think
he was at all welcome ; Power was not very clean when we brought him to the hospital.
By Mr. Packham: I do not know that what Mr. Hawkins gave him was whiskey; he brought it
out for whiskey.

%
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By Dr. Browne: I would not be surprised to hear that he died two and a half days after he was
brought back to the hospital; he was in a very low state when we took him from the lock-up.
The President: Did Hawkios tell Power that what he had in tho glass was whiskey?
"Witness: Tes.
Braxton Gunn stated : Am wardsman at the Molong Hospital; I put Power to bed in the outside
ward on the afternoon of the 5th A ugust, on the matron’s orders; I placed him on a clean bed on the floor,
and covered him with the ordinary bed-clothing ; the clothing consisted of two hospital blankets, two of his
own blankets, a pair of clean sheets, a pair of clean pillow'-slips, and a clean quilt; I saw Power at
10 o’clock on the night of the 6th August ; I left a drinking vessel within his reach that night; I saw
him again at 5 o’clock on the following morning ; he was out of bed ; both of his wrists were abrased by
his teeth ; I do not think he tried to destroy himself : ho was in a melancholy condition; the floor of the
ward where Power was was stained with blood in five or six places ; the blood-patches were merely marks ;
there were no veins or arteries severed; I put Power back to bed, came and informed the matron, and
then dressed his wrists with carbolic dressing ; I was present when Hawkins came to the hospital on the
iTth August; Hawkins asked if the stains on the floor were caused by blood from Power ; I said, “ Tes.”
Hawkins did not ask me if the treatment Power receivcd'was proper ; what Hawkins said to me was,
“ God help us when we are poor
there is neither a stove or a fireplace in the ward; the matron did not
give me any instructions to give an eye to Power during Tuesday night, 6th August; at the time Power
came back to tbe hospital six beds in the main ward were occupied ; the nights wore cold about that
time ; I consider be had plenty of clothing to keep him warm.
,
In answer to Dr. Browne: I knew you ordered the bed to be made on tbe floor ; the bed was a
new straw bed ; two sacks were laid under it with a view to keep out any possibility of draught; the
quilt that Power had over him was a thick one and clean ; when I saw him at 10 o’clock on Tuesday
night he was quiet and sleeping ; he had beef-tea at S o’clock and whiskey and water at 9’80 p.m.; in
addition to tbe clothing already mentioned, he had a hot-water can at his feet, and I put a sack across the
foot of the bed to keep the clothes intact ; I do not think fhe wounds on the wrists were serious ; the
blood-marks were not spots : when I put him to bed I gave him whiskey and water: he was lying quite
still when I saw him on the Tuesday morning ; I did not see any pieces of flesh that were spat on the
floor ; I saw Power on the following morning ; lie spent tho chief part of the day outside the ward ; he
made a urinal of the ward ; 1 had to feed him with a spoon ; I always gave him something to eat about
every three or four hours ; I think Power was of weak intellect. [The habits of tbe deceased were here
described ; and they were shown to be filthy in the extreme.] The turkey-twill on the locker was new ;
Power wet it, and the stains run on to the floor ; the matron saw Power very frequently ; I understood
from the matron that the doctor said he (Power) might die that night (Wednesday) ; I got patients to
help me look after him ; the door was left open as it was very warm ; I knew you had ordered him to sit
out in the sun ; I was sent to Mr. Stockwell to see if anyone could be obtained to sit np with Power on
Wednesday night; there were some very serious cases in tbe hospital at the time, and the usual staff
were considerably worked ; no further assistance could be got, and I sat up with him from 10 p.m. until
he died ; nothing more than what was done could possibly have been done ; he bad stimulants frequently,
and I will swear that what was given him wras whiskey.
In answer to the President: Power seemed pleased to get back to the hospital.
In answer to Mr, Parker : There were no large spots of blood on the floor ; there was no flood of
blood; he was in a dirty state when he came back to the hospital.
To Mr. Hamey: 1 put the.hospital blankets on Power when I put him to bed on Monday, and
they were not taken off him until death ; tbe hot-water can was put to his feet on admission, and while
in bed was kept warm until death; I was present when "Mr. Hawkins examined the bed-clothing on
Power; he felt the patient’s feet, and said they were very cold, and that he would soon die ; the hotwater can was not there then ; I had just taken it away to be refilled.
Sergeant Pagan, in answer to Dr. Browne, stated : You told me that yon had no place to put the
man Power in, and I replied that it would be better than tbe cells ; the isolated ward is certainly a much
better place than the cells at the lock-up ; I would sooner die iu it any day than in the cells.
Etenora Leahy stated: I am matron of the Molong Hospital; remember the man Power ; I received
him, and he was put to bed in the outside ward; he was suffering from debility and light-headedness; his
system bad run down; be was in a far better state when he left tbe hospital than when he returned; I consider
the man's low state was due to the want of proper nourishment; a warm, even temperature is considered best
for a man in such a state of health as Power was ; it was impossible to keep the ward in an even temperature ;
everything was done to keep the patient warm with clothes ; a man in Power’s condition needed frequent
attention ; nourishment was given to him every three or four hours ; he was very weak when he was
brought back on the 5th August; why Power did not receive any attention on Tuesday night, 6th instant,
was because Dr. Browne said he did not want looking after then; patients are not disturbed at night to
give them nourishment, even though nourishment may he given to them every two or four hours during
■ the day ; I did not know Power to be particularly restless; I saw him last on Tuesday, Cth August, at
9 o’clock p.m.; I saw him again between half-past 6 and 7 o'clock on tbe following morning ; he was then
very low and weak.
In answer to Dr. Browne : There was no patient in the male ward who could be put out to make
room for Power; he had all the comforts that were ordered on the diet-sheets ; I acted on your instructions
right throughout; I do nof consider that he was in such a state on Monday or Tuesday night that he
required a nurse to sit up with him ; failing to get assistance from outside for the nursing on Wednesday
night, I instructed the wardsman to sit up with him ; tho wardsman wanted to attend to some of the eases
in the male ward, but I told him to stay with Power ; Power required feeding, and the wardsman had to
feed him; Power had plenty of nourishment, as much as we could get him to take; there was a lot of
extra night-wort at the time Power came back to tbe hospital; I was surprised to hear of the charge of
neglect after the treatment that was given him ; why I did not like Power coming back to the hospital
was because of his excessively filthy habits; be made a water-closet of the male ward ; other patients
complained muchly of Power’s dirty habits ; I consider the stench arising from such habits was injurious
to the other patients.
Harold Browne stated ; I am medical officer of the Molong Hospital; the man. was in a very much
worse state when I saw him at the lock-up on Monday, 5th August, than when I discharged him on the
Friday
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Friday previous; he could carry his swag away from the institution on the 29th July, but could not stand
without assistance when I saw him on the 5th August; I saw Power again on tho morning of the
6th August; I did not examine him then,*but I felt his pulse, and inquired into his condition ; I believe
the man was suffering from exhaustion, or I would not have come to see him, as I do not visit the hospital
daily ; I ordered his bed to be made on tbe floor on account of his restlessness and tbe fear that he might
fall out of an ordinaryhed ; I did not consider it was necessary to have a person sitting up with him all
night; I hnew he would be seen tbe last thing at night as well as the first thing in the morning; the
matron and wardsman were overworked on account of the unusual number of patients in tbe hospital at
the lime; nourishment every three or four hours was quite sufficient for a man in Power’s state; I
believe ho had plenty of bed-clothes; I do not consider that six hours was too long a period to leave a
patient at night; the exposure of the patient on Tuesday night probably hastened bis death : Power’s wrists
were not bleeding when I saw them; I did not consider the wounds serious ; the flesh was not hitten
into; I do not consider the wounds were inflicted with a viewT to the man killing himself; the attention
that Power received was sufficient,
artha Patrick stated: I washed two blankets which Power used while in the Hospital on the
second time; the two blankets belonged to tho Hospital; I also washed two blankets which belonged to
Power; these were pretty good blankets; the blankets produced were those which belonged to Power.
Samuel Young stated: I am now a patient in the Molong Hospital; I saw Power on the Cth
August; he was in the isolated ward ; he was dressed and brought into the male ward ; he was very bad ;
the wardsman eat him in a chair by the fire and fed him ; he seemed as though he was not right in his
head; the wardsman had some difficulty in feeding him ; he was dirty in his habits: the wardsman
was very kind to him ; everything was done for him ; there was no difference in the matron and
wardsman’s treatment of him than any other patient; I have never seen any neglect since I have been in
tbe institution ; I think be had plenty of blankets ; the place where he was is very comfortable.
4
Mr. Hamey here addressed the Court, and admitted that he had failed to substantiate his charge,
which he withdrew. He also completely exonerated tho officers of the Hospital from all blame, and said
that he was satisfied the Hospital authorities had done all they could for Power.
Dr. Browne and the President also addressed the Court, and the proceedings terminated.
With the exception of Samuel Young, who was examined by Dr. Browne, the whole of the
witnesses gave their evidence in chief in answer to Mr. Hamey.
_
[We regret that the whole of the space at our disposal having been taken up, we are unable to
give the addresses of Dr. Browne, and Messrs. Hamey and Stockwell, They will, however, appear in
next week’s Express.—Ed.]
[Enclosures.']
Memo.

_
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 11 September, 1895.
Kkferked to Superintendent Sanderson for careful inquiry and report.
Was,the death reported to tbe Coroner? Why no inquest held? Was full report made to the
Superintendent ?
I will have Sykes’ statement taken at Parramatta and sent on to Mr. Sanderson.
Probably Inspector Ford might go to Molong and make the inquiry promptly.
Superintendent Sanderson.
_

Memo.

„ , .
Police Department, Superintendent’s Office, Western District, 12 September, 1895.
Foe Mr. Ford’s immediate attention, vide Inspector-General and Colonial Secretary’s minute.
I presume the Hospital doctor gave a'certificate as to cause of death.
’
Is o report by Police was made to me,
C. SANDEESOX
In sped or Ford, Orange.
-------Superintendent.
When I receive Sykes’ statement I will send it on to Molong, in care of police, for you.—C.S.
Death of Edward Power at tbe Molong Hospital on the 7th August last.
Police Office, Orange, 16 September, 1895.
I have the honor to forward you the attached statements from Messrs. Stockwcll. Mrs. Grace
Couch,* Mr. W. C. Eead (the Secretary of the Molong Hospital), Mr. Chippendall (J.P.), Mr. F. J. P. ’ExiiiWi."d.Kiniiii
and Coroner), James HasJem (J.P.), A. G\ Price, "Eason John 33 ameyf, Sister Superior of St. Exhibit “A,”
Joseph Convent School, Miss Leahy (the Matron) + and Wardsman Guiin,§ Samuel Young (a patient
in the hospital), Henry Windred, Constable Hawkins, Sergeant Eagan, tbe Eev. Father Hanlev.ll andpa^M. ’
James J. Sykes,
‘
sExhiMt“J,"
Messrs. Betts and John Black, Justices of the Peace, and Mr. William Cahill speak of the conduct iSisit “F,"
of the matron (Miss Leahy) _ in strong terms of praise. Be the out-house referred to by Dr. Eoss, M.P., ,>!'se41'
I consider the same was quite suitable for any patient like the deceased, who, to use the words of the
patient “ Samuel Young,” that he fouled his hed and floor, and the patient “Sikes” said he made water in
tho fire-place in the ward.
'
When 1 visited the Hospital on Saturday last I found everything very clean and tidy.
. . The information supplied to Dr. Eoss, M.P., dated the 9th inst, is in Constable Hawkins’ hand
writing, and I am perfectly certain that the Member for Molong was misled, but I do not say so
;ntentional]jr, but I certainly blame Constable Hawkins for being too meddlesome ; and I told him so, he
then replied, “I have been made a cat’s-paw of,” in this matter. In answer to the Inspector-General’s
queries, tho^ death of the deceased (Power) was not reported to the Coroner because the Government
Medical Officer, Dr. Browne, gave a certificate of the cause of death. lSTo report was made to Mr.
Superintendent Sanderson of the death of deceased having occurred in the hospital in consequence of the
necessary certificate having been given by Dr. Browne.
_ I certainly consider from what I have seen and heard of the matron that she is a good and
efficient person, hut 1 think she is hot tempered.
, I was shown the two blankets and the quilt belonging to tbe deceased, they are not “ rags,” but
certainly worn ; tbe matron also showed me two blankets that were supplied for the use of the deceased
belonging to the hospital.
q
Be

I may here state that I called upon Dr. Ross, M.P.. and ashed him if he had any suggestions to
make to me with reference to the inquiry, and he said “No, but l wish to see the matter fully cleared up.”
Sykes’ statement herewith.
I have, &c.,
„
MARK E. DYBTT FORD,
€. Sanderson, Esq., Superintendent of Police, Bathurst.
Inspector of Police.
Forwarded, No police report was made to me in this matter by S. Fagan.—C.
19/9/93.
The Inspector-G-eneral of Police.

Saitdeeson, Sup.,

Orange, Sept. 1(5, 1895.
HAteso been requested by Inspector Ford to give a statement ne Hospital inquiry held at Molong on
Friday, Cth inst., 1 beg to state that, as one of the committee, I was present, and consider, from the
evidence produced, that the man Power received all the attention he required under the circumstances.
I may also state that 1 have heen a member of the committee since the institution was opened, and that
during the time the present matron, Miss Leahy, has held the appointment, she has given the committee
every satisfaction, and has always kept everything scrupulously clean, and has given general satisfaction
to the patients.
HENRY S. M. BETTS, J.P., and Ex-Coronor.
Excuse this hurried statement.—H.S.M.B.
This report, forwarded in conjunction with papers posted yon on the 17th instant, re death of
Edward Power in the Molong Hospital, Although Mr. Betts’ report is dated the Kith instant, I did not
receive it until yesterday, late in the evening.—Maek E. Dvett Ford, Inspector, Orange, 19/9/95.
C. Sanderson, Esq., Supt. of Police, Bathurst.
Forwarded in connection with papers of yesterday's date.—C. Sandersox, Supt. The InspectorGeneral of Police, Sydney.
Forwarded to the Principal Under Secretary in connection with other
papers.—E. Eosbebt, 21st Sept., 1895.
9 September, 1895.
name Power, age 61, native of Ireland ; discharged from hospital, 2nd August, 1893 ; was arrested
by Hawkins at the gatc of hospital; taken before H. H. Chippendall, J.P.; on the 2nd remanded till
3rd, and so on, waiting pass for Sydney ; was very sick; weak when discharged on the 2nd; his food
supplied by the police was bread and water for breakfast, same for tea; bread and water and meat for
dinner; instead I gave him milk, rolled oats, bread,butter, and jam, tea with milk and sugar, for breakfast; for
dinner made beef tea, egg pudding, and gave him fruit, tea cakes, tea with milk and sugar, bread, butter, and
jam; the same as constable had himself and family; slept in cell very cold frosty weather ; bars in place of
windows; I gave him and Sykes all the blankets of the lock-up; 1 attended to put him to bed eacli night,
and visited him often ; gave him a candle.
Sunday, the -1th.—Noticed he was getting worse ; I put it down to cold cells and weather.
Monday, the 5th. Sent for Father Hanley, who attended him ; stayed with him three-quarters of
an hour; matron said he was mad (he was not mad) ; she wanted me to charge him with it; I arrested
him on the Yag. Act; sent for Dr. Brown; ho ordered him back to hospital; he ordered him into a
weatherboard house with iron roof, a house away from main building; also whiskey and milk ; coachman
Price helped me with him to hospital; when at hospital twice the nurse said she did not want him there,
and the way she spoke the coachman said,/‘If it was me 1 would not go iu there matron said, “He will
have to have his own blankets over him;” they were very dirty and would not keep a dog warm;
Hawkins asked matron for the whiskey without milk because Mrs. Hawkins had just given him beef tea;
Hawkins went into hospital for it; matron gavo him something ; he took it to Power; Power would not
drink it; he thought something would be m it; Hawkins told him it would do him good and drank it;
Hawkins helped Power to the weatherboard house on top of the hill; there was only a chair bedstead and
a locker, a hed emptied out on the floor, place untidy, cold and cheerless ; Hawkins left him there.
Wednesday ith. From something I heard went to hospital; saw Power in same place; bed on
floor ; his own two blankets, if you could call them such, very dirty, one sheet and quilt belonging to
hospital over him; no fire or fireplace ■, no glass or cup of any kind; fire large blood stains on floor
about the size of scat of a chair; Hawkins asked tho wardsman what caused the blood, and he said,
“ Bower got out of bed last night and was found on the floor”; he had bitten his wrists; I looked at
them and found them bandaged ; I asked who done them up ; wardsman said, “ I did I pulled up his
bed clothes and only found what I have said in the above ; I asked the wardsman if doctor had seen him ;
he said “Yes”; I said, “ Bo you call this proper treatment to a poor man? ” “ J must admit no, it i’s
not; ” I met the Rov. F. Hanley, and he went up at once; Sykes, at Parramatta, would give good account
of the treatment they got in hospital.
Max,

I wish Mr. Latimer to see an old man named Sykes recently sent to Parramatta Asylum from Molong,
and take down fully in writing his statement regarding the treatment of a man named Power, since deceased,
received when under treatment at Molong. Sykes was with him at the lock-np there, and made certain
complaints. _ Mr. Latimer will see that Dr. Ross moved tho adjournment of the House last night in the
matter. This to he attended to promptly,—E.E., 11/9/95. Superintendent Brennan.
Forwarded to Mr. Latimer for prompt and careful attention and report.—Martis Brenran
Superintendent, 11/9/95.
.
*
_

Statement of James Jabez Sykes as to treatment of----- Power at Molong.
_
Police Station, Parramatta, 12 September, 1895.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with instructions, I visited the Benevolent
Asylum, George-street, Parramatta, this day, and took down in writing the attached statement from
James Jabez Sykes, which he signed in tho presence of the Assistant Superintendent.
I also attach a portion of the Molong Express, torn, which I received from Sykes, givin0, an
account of the inquiry as to the cause of death of the man----- Power.
°
I have, &c.,
tv

Martin Brennan, Esq., Superintendent.

R- LATIMER,
Sub-Inspector.
James
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James Jalez Syl-e$ states:—I am at present an inmate of the Benevolent Asylum, George-street,
Parramatta; I came here from Molong on the 9th of August last; previous to my coming here I was in
the hospital at Molong under the care of Dr. Brown, suffering from rheumatism : about a week before I
left Molong Hospital a man named — Power was admitted, suffering from privation ■ I was in the same
ward with Power all the time until we both left on the same day ; during the time Power was in hospital
with me he received the same treatment as the other patients ; I consider wc wore all fairly well treated
in the matter of food and attendance ; Power was between 50 and 60 years of age; ho was in the habit of
getting out of bed during the night and walking about in the ward and making water in the fireplace, to
the annoyance of the matron, who complained of his dirty habits, and she and the wardsman scolded him
for his conduct, but, so far as I am aware, Power was not deprived of any of the hospital allowances; I
saw him receive what was ordered by the doctor ; the matron visited tbe ward frequently during the day,
and up to 8 p,m., and sometimes 12 p.m.; the wardsman was in and out of the ward all day, and, if required,
attended to Power as to the other patients ; there were six patients in the hospital at the time I speak of;
the matron said that Power was insane and not a proper subject for tho hospital; she is of a very fiery
temper ; I don’t know of any reason why Power was discharged from the hospital; Constable Hawkins
came to the hospital and asked me to go to the lockup and stop with Power until an order arrived for my
admission to the Benevolent Asylum ; I was at the lockup three orfour days with Power after his discharge
from hospital; he was a very quiet man ; he was more of an imbecile from suffering than a lunatic ; whilst
in the lockup Power, owing to his being ill, received the greatest attention from Constable Hawkins; he
was not supplied with the lockup rations, but received food from the constable’s tabic, also beef-tea and
other luxuries necessary for a man in his condition : Hr. Brown visited Power in the lockup, and ordered
hie removal to the hospital; he was taken there and readmitted a day or two before I left Molong, and I
did not see him again : whilst in the hospital with Power he complained to me of the matron being peevish
to him, but made no further complaint; from what I saw of the matron I consider she is a frantic
woman; Power made no comjilaint to me as to his treatment at the hospital whilst I was in his company,
either at the hospital or lockup, further than I have stated.
Taken before me, at Parramatta, this 12th 7
JAMES J. SYKES,
day of September. 1395,—
j
_
^ K. Latiiiee, Sub-Inspector.
Witness,—Joseph Wixg, Assistant Superintendent, George-street Asylum.

"Forwarded for the information of the Inspector-General of Police,—Minus' Brexsas, Superin
tendent, 13/9/95.
Porwarded to Mr. Pord in connection with other papers in the case sent to him by
Superintendent Sanderson.—E.P., 95/532. Inspector Ford. Police Station, Molong.
.
,
Molong, 14 September, 1395.
Sister Superior states : I am the Superior at the Convent School, Molong. I visited the Hospital
m company with other sisters, and was satisfied the way the patients were treated, and have every reason
to believe that the patient Power was properly treated.
.
Ihe

Power’s Case.
Molong Police Station, 14 September, 1895.
Losstahee T. Haw-kins, /No. 6,352, begs most respectfully to report to the Inspector-General that on 29th
axi ftS^’ ^ 16 HoaPi,al -^Mron sent to the lockup for the constable to go up and arrest a madman. He
did not go then, but after, while on duty in Bank-street, he met the Matron and he informed her lhat
Sergeant Pagan anti Constable Justilius were on duty in Bathurst, and therefore, lie could not take action
m the absence of the sergeant, and being the only constable in town at the time he could not arrest a
pmvson out of any public institution, under similar circumstances, without a warrant. The matron said,
He is a fit ease for a lockup, not a hospital, the filthy wretch.” The constable then went to Dr. Brown
and repeated what the matron had said. Hr. Brown said she had no business to go to tho lockup
v hatever. The constable told the doctor of the absence of the other two officers in Bathurst. On Friday,
2nd August, by order of Sergeant Fagan, tbe constable went to the hospital. Going in, he questioned
the inmates of the ward to try and find out which one was insane, and came to the conclusion none were.
Ihe matron showed the constable the man Power, and he told her before he could take him in custody
he would have to be put out of the hospital grounds. This was done, and the constable then arrested
Power and took him to the lockup. On the way, noticing the man was very weak, the constable carried
bis swag. The constable then returned to the hospital and arrested another old man, named Sykes.
Ibis was about 2'30 p.m. Power was then taken before Mr. H, II. Chippindall, J.P., the same afternoon,
and remanded till next day, For his tea that evening the constable gave him tea, with milk and
sugar, and bread, butter, and jam. Power eat well. At night the constable made the beds for both
men m the wooden cell, using all the blankets at his disposal. The hole in the wall of the cell was only
barred. The night was freezing, and very cold. Tho constable gave them water and a candle, and visited
them twice during the night.
, Saturday, '3rd Avgust.—The constable found Power very cold in the cell, and immediately removed
him into the sun, and gave him hot milk and rolled oais and a mug of hot lea, with milk and sugar, bread,
]am, and butter. Power was then taken before a magistrate, and remanded until Monday. His dinner
consisted of tho beef allowed by K"o. 2 ration made into beef tea, with other seasonings and rice, also
bread and tea. He ate well. His tea was similar to that of the night before. Power slept in the cell,
and it was a very cold night. Constable visited him during the night.
- . Suiiday, At.h Augitsf. In the morning constable found Power very cold and weak, and he removed
nm into the sun, and gave him hot milk and porridge, and a breakfast similar to day before. Dinner,
beet-tea custard, and fruit. In the afternoon Power was seen by Mr. Hamey. His tea was similar to
that or the night before with cake. During the night the constable visited the cell and found Power
uncovered lying on the boards, made up his bed, and put him back in the blankets. He was very clean in
Ins habits all the time be was at the lockup.
Monday, StAAuyiift.—Constable found Power very cold and weak. Got him into the sun, and
gave him hot porridge and milk, which he was unable to eat. ^Reported the matter to the sergeant. Sent
ior lather Hanley, who came and administered the last rites of the church. Hie priest conversed with Power
for
So
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for nearly an hour. The constable aslced Father Hanley if he considered Power sane. He answered
Yes; only he forgets some things in his past life.” Dr. Browne then came and examined Power in
presence ot the sergeant and constable, and ordered him back to the hospital, giving the constable tan
order lor hts admtssion, adding, “ The matron will fly at you; but take no notice of all she will say to
you. The doctor ordered whiskey and milk to be given Power when he reached the hospital When
the doctor ordered Power to be taken back to the hospital Mr. H. H. Chippendall, J.P., came from his
otbee to whore Power was lying and formally discharged him to he sent to hospital. A buggy
was procured driven by a man named Price. Constable lifted Power and then his swag into the buwy
and then escorted him to the hospital. The matron was in the garden and called out “Who have you
there? On coming closer she said 11 Oh! its that old Power back again, I can’t take him in here, take
nim back ?
bhe repeated this twice, angrily. The constable produced the order from the doctor and told
the matron to bring whisky without milk, as Mrs. Hawkins had just given Power beef-tea. The constable
tnen went into the hospital and the matron gave him something in a glass. He took it to Power, who at
nrst retused to take it; but the constable persuaded him, saying, “ Take it, Jim ; it will do you good."
Power then drank it. The matron then said, “ He will have to go into that place, and he will have to uso
his own blankets ; we have none here ” and she pointed to a detached weatherboard house some consider
able distance from the matron’s room. The constable helped Power to the place, which had an iron roof
no lining, no fire, nor fire-place, no furniture except chair, bedstead, and an old locker. A bed had been
emptied and the floor was covered with flock. It had all the appearance of a lumber-room. The
constable sat Power on a chair and then left.
Wednesday, itk Augusi.—The constable saw the matron in the police yard and then received
instructions torm the sergeant, at 2 p.m., to go to the hospital. On arrival, saw Power in an insensible
condition lying on a mattress on the floor with a sheet and his two old blankets (which were so dirty the
constable would not admit them into tbe cell) and a half-dirty quilt over him. Both his wrists for 9
inches np were bandaged. Five (5) lots of blood, each about the size of an ordinary chair seat, were on
the floor, iho constable pulled the bed-clothes and felt Powers legs and feet, which were very cold.
Ihere was no sign of a foot-warmer. The constable asked the wardsman (who was in the garden and no
one with Power when the constable arrived) what caused the blood. He said Power had bitten his own
wrists during the night, and was found lying on the floor in the morning. He also said he (the wardsman)
bandaged the wrists_himself. The constable asked if anyone was sitting up with Power, and the wardsman
replied, ‘ I don t think so,’’ Asked if he considered it humane treatment, he said, “ No, it is not.” The
constable said, “ The man is dying. Has the doctor seen him ?" The answer was, “ Tes.” The constable
left, and on his way to the lock-up met Father Hanley and told him Power was dying. The priest went
to the hospital. Power was also visited by the nuns. At their day-school the nuns spoke to the children
o tie shameful treatment of Power at the hospital. Mr. Hamey asked tho constable if certain rumours
regarding Power s treatment were true, and the constable answered some questions put to him by Hamey.
The constable did mot make common talk of the case. The only way the facts became public property
was through the school children. Dr. Boss asked the constable for some notes iu Power's ease and he
turnisned them. Dr. Browne signed a certificate which is now in the possession of the department.
The reason Mr, Stockwell, the President of the Hospital, is somewhat against the constable is that
more than once he has had to warn him for being open after hours.
’
THOMAS HAWKINS,
Constable.
,,

„

v

'»

„„ _

Molong, 14 September, 1895.
states:—I am a groom at Millgate’a “ Eoyal Hotel,” Molong ; I remember
the deceased, Power, who died at tho Molong Hospital; I did not see him in the hospital; I drove him up
i.m , hl°.sP1JaI ’ Constable Hawkins said to the matron, “ I brought this man back to you she replied
lake him back again, we don’t want him here Constable Hawkins said, ‘r Tou will have to have him ”■
she said, ‘ We have no ward empty, and we have no blankets she at last took him in, and she put him
into an outhouse off the hospital; Constable Hawkins asked for a glass of whiskey, which he got and
gave to the„deceased; when she was taking him into the ward she said, “ Gunn, here is tills old man
back again ; I did not see his blankets and cannot say if two blankets and a quilt were in bis swa^ she ®a'd to the wardsman, “ Gunn, he will have to use his own blankets”; Constable Hawkins nearly
carried deceased into the outhouse; she said (twice) she would not take him back again; I said to
deceased, “ You are getting a pretty warm reception,” and deceased replied, “ She is a regular old bitch
she appeared very much annoyed ; Constable Hawkins said to the matron,1’Tou treat him very kindly
and I will take him away in a few days.”
J
■7’
A. G. PKICE.
Algernon Grenfell Price

bir’
.
.
,
,
Court House, Molong, 14 September, 1895.
. ,
Hearing that you are holding an inquiry relative to the death of tho man named Power, and as
ii. T’SimCC0™in nt0 t le Lle'vaPaPcr reports of the proceedings in the Legislative Assembly, been asserted
that this man Power was remanded by the local Bench to the lock-up cells at Molong in a dying
condition, I desire, as the magistrate occupying the Bench when the man Power was remanded, to place
the tacts as they really occurred before you.
On the 2nd of August last, at the request of tho police, I remanded the deceased aod another man
named fcsykea until the following Monday, the 5th of the same month, in order that meanwhile an order
might be obtained for their admission into a benevolent asylum. This was done after the men had signed
an application for such order, and after the certificate of tbe Government Medical Officer on the said
application. (Blank form enclosed.)
On the Monday mentioned the order had not arrived, and it was therefore necessary to further
remand the men until the next day, which was done. Constable Hawkins, who is in charge of the lock-up
here, informed me that tho man Power had not been well during the previous night. I questioned
Power, and he informed me that be had not been well during the night, but was feeling all right then.
On the 2nd instant, tbe occasion of the first remand, he appeared, as far as I could judge, strong
and well, and on the Monday I could not see any noticeable change in him.
Later in the day (Monday), something after 2 p.m., Constable Hawkins told me Power had taken
ill. I suggested that if he were ill Dr. Browne should be sent for.
At
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At 4 p.m. the same day, upon being shown an order from Dr, Browne for his admission to the
hospital, I ordered his discharge from custody. I may say that it is to my knowledge, the practice for tho
past seventeen or eighteen years, to remand destitute old men to the lock-up when an application has
heen made for admission into an asylum to await the arrival of such order.
If this were not the course adopted many o£ these old men—they not being a fit subject for the
local hospital, as certified in the present ease—would have to take their chance in the streets until an order
was procured. The application referred to as beiug made by Bower was forwarded to the Secretary,
Government Asylums, 2S0, Clevcland-street, Sydney, at which office I presume it now is.
I have, &c.,
H. H. CHIPPINDALL, J.P.
_
F.S.—I may add that Power told me in a conversation I had with him at tho time of discharging
him to the hospital that he had been a very heavy drinker and was the cause of his then sufferings.—H.H.C.
Inspector Lord, Orange,
Ceetificate of a Medical Practitioner on the within application, for the information of tho Department
of Charitable Institutions,
189 .
I cetitot that
, who is able to undertake a journey from
to the Government Asylum
for Infirm and Destitute, is suffering from
, and that he is a fit subject for admission into the
Asylum, on the following ground:—>
1. He is physically incapable of earning a livelihood at present.
2. He states that he is destitute, and has no friends able or willing to support him outside an
Institution.
3. His case is not one which should properly be treated in a local general Hospital.
Remarks* ^

(

Medical Officcr.t

. * If physically or menially incapable of travelling alone, the applicant’s conditions should be fully described.
+ Tins ccrtiiicato should be signed by tbe Local Government Medical Officer (if any) unless an Hospital or n Gaol transfer.

Application made by*
* Here state whether by Hospital, Magistrate, Gaol, &c.

Admission Order and Pass to be sent to ■

GOVERNMENT CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OE NEW SOUTH WALES.
Armcation

foe

Admission

into an

Asylum

foe

Infiem

and

Destitute.

Information to be supplied bg Applicant.
1. Name, birth-place, and religion..................................
2. .Age, and whether married or single
...................
3. Circumstances of entering Hospital
...
.. \
This question can be omitted in the case of Metro- (
polilun Hospitals, or when an applicant is not f
in any Hospital.
}
4.
5.
0.
7.

Period of residence in New South "Wales
...
h'ormer occupation
...
...
...
Does applicant desire admission into an Asylum ?
Names and addresses of relatives in full (relation-")
ship to be stated)
...
...
...
...)
8. Has applicant any relatives or friends in any of)
the colonies willing and able to support him if f
he is sent to them or admitted into an Asylum; [
if so, give their names and full addresses ? ... j

(
*

9. Has applicant ever been an inmate of any)
Charitable Institution in this or any other >■
Colony ; if so, for what period and where ?... )
10. Is he an Army or Navy pensioner; or has ho")
any other means of support?,..
...
... j
11. Amount of money in possession of applicant, or)
in the custody of friends ? ...................................j
12. Has applicant any legal claim to, or is applicant)
likely to become entitled to any land, invest- >■
ment, or other property ?
...
...
... )
Signature of ApplicantI

Date
I

certify

that I have carefully questioned

with reference to the information supplied in con- This Certificate

neetion with the foregoing application; and I beg to recommend that

Signature of J.P. or local I
Officer in Charge of Police, j

The Director of Government Asylums for the Infirm
and Destitute, 289, Cleveland-street, Sydney.
285—B

Is not required
i n case of
Metropolitan
Hospitals,
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I the undersigned state that from inquiries made from the staff and patients who were in the
hospital with the man Power, who it is stated was neglected, I find that lie received every attention. I
firmly believe that there is no truth in the statements made by Ur. Koss, and that he has been misled by
Constable Hawkins who is looked upon by the town’s people as a very officious officer.
'
During the time I have been connected with the hospital 1 have always heard patients apeak in
the highest terms of their treatment in the institution. I believe that the matron (Miss Leahy) and the
wardsman arc everything that could be desired, and I know of my own personal knowledge that during
the time Power was in the hospital they were untiring in their attention to their duties day and night.
W. C. EEAD,
Cottage Hospital, Molong, 14th September, 1895.
Secretary.
Sir,

Molong, 14 September, 1895.
"With reference to our conversation this morning re hospital and your request that I should
write you my opinion as to its management, I have very much pleasure in stating that although not in
any way connected with its management, and of my own knowledge know nothing whatever about it, my
position in the town as a general storekeeper brings me in contact with all classes of the community; and
the impression formed ,in my mind is that there is no better managed institution of the kind iu the Colony;
and as to the matron, who 1 believe has occupied the position for about eighteen months, she appears to
be well conducted, highly respectable, and intelligent, and from what I have heard attends to and under
stands her duties.
Be Powell's case, I think on inquiry it will he found that the statements made in tho Assembly
are gross misrepresentations.
Yours truly,
To Sub-Inspector Ford, Molong.
JAS. HASLAM, J.P.
Molong, 14 September, 1895,
states:—I recommended the removal of the prisoner (Power) from the Molong
lockup to the Molong Hospital on account of his beiug unfit to be detained in the lockup through
weakness; I have been in Molong between two and three years; when I recommended the removal of
Power from the lockup to the hospital I informed Sergeant Fagan that the ward was full, the isolation
ward was unoccupied, and that he was of necessity to be placed there ; I most emphatically state that the
latter place was more suitable than the lockup on account of the dampness and cold of the latter; the
present matron, Miss Leahy, has been matron for the past year and nine months ; when she came to
Molong she had very good testimonials; I have never seen anything to complain of and consider her an
excellent nurse; I visited Power daily until his death ; I originally sent Power into the hospital; he did
not apply for admission ; he remained in the hospital from the 26th July to the 2nd August, and when
he left was able to carry away his swag himself.
HAEOLD BBOAVKE, M.E.C.S., Eng.
De. Haeold BbOwne

Molong, 14 September, 1895.
states:—I am at present a patient in the Molong Hospital; 1 was here when tbe late
patient, Power, was received, and from what I saw lie was well attended to; I have assisted the wards
man to clean and dress him ; lie was very dirty in his habits ; he used to foul the floor and beds ; I have
been six weeks in the hospital this day, and since being here I have received every attention and kindness.
'his
"Witness,—William E, Justilius.
SAMUEL x YOUNG-.
.
mark.
Samuel Young

Befoul making any statement, I would like to give the names of the gentlemen forming the committee,
and who were present at tho inquiry held by me at the hospital into the charge laid by Mr. Hamey re
death of Power, and whom Dr. Eoss has designated a clique of “Nobs’’:—
Chas. Stockwell, hotel-keeper, President.
‘
D. M'Callum, J.P., Council Clerk, Vice-President
E. G-. Finch, Stock Inspector,
„
John Black, J.P., miller, Treasurer.
Andrew Parker, saddler, Committee.
Caleb Parker, storekeeper,
,,
George Garlick, blacksmith „
George Packham, farmer (Mayor, Molong), Committee.
W. J. Windred, cordial maker, Committee.
H. S. M. Betts, J.P., grazier
„
John Cotter, mason
„
.
The other members of tbe Committee who were unable to be present are—
•
John Wynne, grazier.
J. P. Paton,
„
'
John Neil son, storekeeper.
On reading the local paper you will be able to see Ihe correspondence that led up fo this inquiry.
The committee were desirous of holding the strictest investigation, and as such ] held the inquiry .on
Friday, 6th inst., lasting from half-past 10 a.m. to C'30 p.m. After hearing the evidence, the committee
could come to no other conclusion than that the cause of all the trouble was the mis-statements made by
Constable Hawkins, who is a notorious gossiper and scandalmonger. Mr. Hamey, who laid the charge,
was perfectly satisfied that everything that could be done by the hospital staff for the unfortunate man
was done, and exonerated them from all blame. As to Dr. Eoss’ statements to the House, I treat them
for what they are worth, they being a tissue of falsehoods from beginning to end.
CHAS. STOCKWELL,.
President.
--------------------------

I
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14 September, 1895.
I am Returning Officer, Coroner, and a Justice of the Peace. I have nothing whatever to do with tho
conduct of the Molong Hospital, other than a visitor.
1 am acquainted with every member of the committee, also the treasurer, president, medical officer,
and nurse. Tho committee comprises the leading men of the town of all branches of life—men who
would not tolerate for one moment an act of cruelty.
The Molong Hospital, from my personal observations, is one of the best-conducted institutions in
the Colony. The matron is a most capable person, and those who have been inmates of the hospital speak
in terms of the highest praise of her and her kindness to them.
The medical officer, Hr. Browne, cannot be too highly spoken of. He is a clever man in bin
profession, and willing at all hours to render assistance to "the afflicted. His attention to the Molong
Hospital is most notable, and everyone has a word of praise for his kindness of heart.
Constable Hawkins made a complaint to me as to the man Power, which I informed him, in my
opinion, was a fabrication. He then said, “ I saw it all.” I replied, “ If you did, make a complaint in
writing, lodge it with the secretary, and do not go about telling every person you meet what I believe tn
he false.” . He then saw Mr. Hamey, and I also know he told a different tale to others.
_ I did not go to the investigation as alleged by Andrew Ross, M.D. What ho has stated was a mere
fabrication. I was requested as a witness to attend the inquiry, as Constable Hawkins, I was informed,
had denied ho had spoken to me and others about the subject of Power’s death. Whilst at the hospital
the secretary asked me how he would take down the different statements. I went into the room turned
down some foolscap with margins and directed him, then left the room. I was not seven minutes in the
room. I waited outside and was informed at 1 o’clock that Hawkins had admitted the conversation. I
have not from the moment I left the room to this hour boon in it.
The accusations made are wholly without foundation, a tissue of falsehoods, and a grave scandal
upon those who are worthy of all honor.
P. P. A. KINNA.
Molong, 14 September, 1895.
Henjit Wixjjhed says: I consider tho Molong Hospital one of the best conducted institutions in

the Colony. Numbers of persons who have been inmates have spoken to me in tho highest terms of the
kindness and attention they received whilst there from the staff and medical officer.
HENRY WINDRED.
_
Seuujoaht

Pagan,

Police Station, Molong, 14 September, 1895.

No. 915, reports that on the 2nd instant he told Constable Hawkins that if Dr.

Browne directed him to arrest a man named Edward Power, then in the Molong Hospital, he, Hawkins,
should do so. At 10 a.m., same day, Power was arrested and charged with vagrancy, and subsequently
remanded by H. H. Chippendall, Esq., J.P., for tho purpose of obtaining an order for his (Power’s)
admission to the Benevolent Asylum. On Monday, the 5th instant, Power was again remanded for tho
same purpose. Some time afterwards Constable Hawkins reported to the Sergeant that Power had taken
ill; the Sergeant at once saw Power, and called in Dr. Browne who ordered Power’s removal to the hospital,
where he died on the 7th instant. During the time Power was in the lockup the Sergeant saw him
frequently every day, and did not notice any change in his appearance from the time he was arrested
until a few hours before he was discharged by H. II. Chippendall, J.P.
Inspector Pord.
M. FAG-AN, Sergeant.
Dear Sir,
_
Parliament House, Sydney; 10 September, 1895.
_
In moving the adjournment of the House this evening rc the death of ono Power in the Molong
Hospital on 9 August, the Colonial Secretary (Mr. Brunkcr) has approved of an inquiry beiug made into the
whole matter, by sending a competent person from Sydney to Molong 1o investigate tho case. In doing
so, and for your guidance, the following may be asked to attend as witnesses to give evidence:—
1. E. J. Hamey, bootmaker, Molong.
2. Mrs. Couch, Molong.
3. Nuns, Convent School, Molong.
4. Rev. Father Hanley, Molong.
•
5. Lockup-keeper Hawkins, Molong.
9. Mr. Price, groom at Millgates, Molong.
7. Mr. Chippendall, J.P., the magistrate who remanded Power from day to day in lookup, pending
the arrival of order of admission into Parramatta Asylum.
Matron, Hospital.
Dr. Browne, medical officer.
'Wardsman Gunn, Hospital.
.And also one old “Sykes,” who was with Power when confined in tho lock-up at Molong, but who is
now on inmate of Parramatta Asylum for Aged and Infiem, and who heard Power complain of tbo
treatment lie received at the hospital, and that he refused to go back. Constable Hawkins will,
I dare say, give you any further information that you may require.
Yours, &c.,
Mr. Fosbery, J.P., Inspector-General of Police, Sydney.
A. ROSS, M.D.

The Principal Under Secretary to Andrew Poss, Esq., M.E., M.P.
Bir,

.
_
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 1 October, 1895,
With reference to your letter of tho 10th ultimo, addressed to the Jnspector-General of
Police, relative to the death of a man named Edward .Power, in the Molong Hospital, I am directed by
ttie Chief Secretary to iniorm you that an investigation has been duly made iuio the case, and to request
that you will be so good as to call at this office for the purpose of perusing the statements and
correspondence on the subject.
I have, &o.,
CR1TCHETT WALKER,
___________________ _______
Principal Under Secretary.
Andrew
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Andrew Ross, Esq., M.D., M.P., to The Chief Secretary.
[Urgent and important case.]
_
lie case death of Power in Molong Hospital.
Dear Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 1 October, 1895.
In justice to tho institution, the general nublie, and myself, I do hope,'owing to the serious
nature of the complaint, that you will see the necessity of at once taking the necessary steps to have all
evidence in the case taken on oath before a special Commissioner, before laying the papers on the Table
of the House. Tho receipt of mere bald statements will not satisfy the public until this is done, and I
think the serious nature of the case demands that the inquiry shall bo on oath. In justice to me and tho
public, I hope that this will he done without any further delay. No one is more sorry of the occurrence
than myself, and it is solely on public grounds that such an inquiry on oath, before a Commissioner
appointed for the purpose, should take place, and that too without further delay.
Yours, &c.,
-------A. BOSS, M.D.
Submitted, 3/10/95.
The Minister of Justice will perhaps appoint Mr. Macfarlane to hold
the proposed inquiry.—J.N.B., 4/10/95.
Inform Dr. Boss that his wish will be complied with.—
J.N.B., 4/10/95. The Under Secretary of Justice,—C.AV., P.U.S., B.C.,4/10/95. Submitted,—A.C.F.,
9/10/95.
There will be no objection to the appointment of Mr. Macfarlane.—A.J.G., 10/10/95. Tho
Principal Under Secretary.—A.C.B., B.C., 10/10/95.

The Principal Under Secretary to Andrew Ross, Esq., M.D., M.P.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 5 October, 1895.
In reply to your letter of the 1st instant, having reference to the case of tho death of a man
named Power in the Molong Hospital, and asking that a special Commissioner might ho appointed to
inquire inlo the matter, I am directed by tho Chief Secretary to inform you that the Minister for Justice
has been requested to appoint Mr. Macfarlane to hold the proposed inquiry.
I have, &c.,
CBITCHETT WALKER,
____________________________
Principal Under Secretary.

Minute Paper for the Executive Council.
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 11 October, 1895.
Boyal Commission of Inquiry into circumstances attending tbe Death of a Patient in the
Molong Hospital.
By virtue of tho power vested in me by the “ Public Institutions Inspection Act of 1866,” I recommend
that William Macpherson Macfarlane, Esquire, P.M., Chief Emergency Officer and Inspector of Petty
Sessions Offices, Department of Justice, be appointed to make a diligent and full inquiry into the truth
of certain charges, which are more particularly set forth in the accompanying papers, against the officials
of the Molong Hospital, to the effect that their negligence accelerated the death of one Edward Power,
a patient in that institution.
--------■
JAMES N. BEUNKEB.
The Executive Council advise that Mr. W. M. Macfarlane he appointed to hold the inquiry
referred to.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council.
Approved.—Fredk. M. Darley, Lt.-Govemor,
11/10/95.
Minute -95-54, 11/10/95, confirmed 15/10/95.

The Principal Under Secretary to Andrew Ross, Esquire, M.D., M.P.
Sir,

^
_
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 October, 1895.
With reference to previous correspondence on the subject, I am now directed by the Chief
Secretary to inform you that Mr, William Macpherson Macfarlane has been commissioned by the
Government to make a full, diligent, and searching inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton
John Hamey, of Molong, against the officials of that institution, respecting the case of a man named
Edward Power, who died in the hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that he did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death ivas hastened by reason of the neglect of the officials thereof.
I have, &c.,
CBITCHETT WALKER.,
____________________________
Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to William Macpherson Macfarlane, Esq.,
Police Magistrate.
Dated 25
Octoter, 1895.
Papers
forwarded
herewith.

Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 25 October, 1895.
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to transmit herewith a Commission under the Great
Seal of the Colony appointing you to make a full, diligent, and searching inquiry into certain charges
recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against the officials of the local hospital, respectingthe
ease of a man named Edward Power, who died in that institution on the 7th August last, to the effect
that he did not receive Ihe attention duo to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of tbo neglect
of tbe officials, and generally into the circumstances surrounding the case.
2. I am desired to add that the Minister of Justice has been invited to cause the Court-house at
Molong to be placed at. your disposal for the purpose on Wednesday, the 80th instant, and following
days ; and also permit Mr. H. II. S. Chippendall, the Clerk of Petty Sessions, to perform the necessary
clerical duties in connection with the inquiry.
I have, &c,,
CBITCHETT WALKER,
____________________________
Principal Under vSccretary.
.
.
Commission
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Commission.
by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Briiain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, <fcc., &c., &c.
To Our Trusty and Well-beloved Wimjam Macpherson Macfarlane, Esquire, a Police Magistrate of
Our Colony of New South Wales, and one of Our Justices of the Peace of Our said Colony,—
Greeting:—
Know you, That We, reposing great trust and confidence in your zeal, industry, discretion,
and integrity, do, by these presents, authorise and appoint you to make a full, diligent, and searching
inquiry into certain charges recently made by Baton John Hamey, of Molong, in Our said Colony, against
the officials of the Hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in
the said hospital on the 7th August last,—to the effect that the said Edward Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of snch officials,—and,
generally, into all tbe circumstances surrounding the case in question: And We do by these presents give
and grant to you full power and authority to summon before you all such persons as you may judge
necessary, by whom you may be better informed of the truth in this matter, and to inquire of the truth of
the premises by all other lawful ways and means: And We do give you power at your discretion to procure
such clerical and other assistance as you may deem necessary for enabling you duly to execute this Our
Commission: And Our further will and pleasure is that you certify to Us, in the office of Our Chief
Secretary, within the space of one month after tho date of this Our Commission, under your hand and
sea], what you shall find touching the said premises: And We hereby command all officers and servants
of the Government and other persons whomsoever within Our said Colony of New South Wales, that they
be assistant to you in tbe execution of these presents: And Wc declare this Our Commission to be a
Commission for all purposes of the Act 44 Victoria No. 1, intituled “ An Act to regulate the taking of
Evidence by Commissioners under the Great Seal.”
■
In testimony whereof, Wc have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal
of Our said Colony of New South Wales to be hereunto affixed.
Witness Our Trusty and Well-beloved The Honourable Sir Erederick Matthew
Dareet, Knight, Our Lieutenant-Governor of Our Colony of New South Wales
and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales
aforesaid, this twenty-fifth day of October, in the year of Our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and ninety-five, and in the fifty-ninth year of Our Beign.
FEEDK. M. DAELEY,
Lieutenant-Governor.
By His Excellency’s Command,
-------JAMES N. BRUNKEE,
Entered on Record by me, iu Register of Patents, No. 17, page 146, this twenty-fifth day of
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
Victoria,

Heport re Inquiry into Charges against Management of Molong Hospital in
connection with Heath of Edward Power.
Sir,

Department of Justice, 6 November, 1895.
With reference to your letter of tbe 25th October, forwarding a commission appointing me to
make a full inquiry into certain charges recently made respecting the circumstances surrounding the death
of a man named Edward Power, on the 7th of August last, at tho Moloug Hospitai, I have now the honor
to send you herewith my report, addressed to His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, together with
depositions taken in the case, the exhibits, and all other papers relating thereto.
I have, <fcc.,
The Principal Under Secretary.
-------W. M. MACFARLANE,
Submitted.—7/11/95.
His Excellency.—J.N.B., 7/11/95.
Seen. The Chief Secretary.^Fredk. M. Dabwey, L.-G., 8/11/95.

Eeporf.
To His Excellency Sir Frederick Matthew Darley, Knight, Lieutenaut-Governor of the Colony of New
South Wales and its dependencies.
May

it

Please Your Excellency,—

In accordance with Your Excellency’s commauds, conveyed to me by Letters Patent bearing
date the twenty-fifth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, I have made full, diligent,
and searching inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, in the Colony
of New South Wales, against the officials of tbe hospital at Molong respecting the case of a man named
Edward Power, who died in the said hospital on the seventh day of August last, to the effect that the
said Edward Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason
of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question.
Tbe inquiry, which was open to the public, was commenced at the Court-house, Molong, on
Wednesday, the thirtieth day of October last, at ten of the clock in tho forenoon, and was continued by
adjournment to Thursday, tbe thirty-first day of October last, Friday, the first, and Saturday, the second,
davs of November instant, when it was concluded at thirty minutes past eleven of the clock in the
forenoon.
Representatives of the press were present and were permitted to take full notes of the proceedings,
but I directed that none of the evidence taken should be published until I bad forwarded my report and
finding to Your Excellency.
_ At tbo commencement of the inquiry Mr. P. F. A. Kinna, a solicitor of the Supreme Court,
practising at Molong, asked to he allowed to appear on behalf of the matron of tbe hospital. I suggested
that as her interests and those of tbe committee of the hospital and of Dr. Browne, the medical officer of
the institution, were identical it would, in my opinioh, assist matters if he appeared for all of them.
Dr.
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Dr. Browno having stated that he preferred to be permitted to appear and examine witnesses on his
own behalf, his request was acceded to. Mr. Kinna then stated that he would appear on behalf of the
Hospital Committee and the matron.
As Mr. Police Inspector Ford was present, and I found he would not be required as a witness, I
requested him to watch the case on behalf of Constable Hawkins and tbe public generally, and to put such
questions as he desired by way of cross-examination of the witnesses, and he readily consented to do so.
Thirty-four witnesses gave evidence, their names, residences, and occupations being :is follows, in
the order in which they wore examined, viz.:—
Name.

Residence.

Eaton John Hamey ...
...
...
William Henry Couch
...
...
William Couch
..........................
Richard M'Groder .........................
Haldane Wilberforce Haslam
...
Thomas Hawkins
.........................
George Patrick
.........................
Garnet Fagan...
...
...
...
Louis Rudolph Fagan
...
...
Michael Hanley
...
...
John Davoren...
...
...
...
John Francis Wynne..,
...
John Anthony Robards
..............
Samuel Young
...
...
...
Thomas Barter
.........................
Elizabeth Hawkins .........................
Charles Jerome Hawkins ..............
James Jabez Sykes ..
...
..
Algernon Grenfell Price
..............
Michael Fagan
...
...
...
George Garlick
...
...
...
Daniel Alfred Gilsener
...
...
James Kingsland
.........................
Martha Patrick
.........................
Henry Harold Septimus Chippendall

Molong
...
...
do
,f.
...
do
...
...
do
...
...
do
..............
do
..............
do
...
...
do
..............
do
..............
do
..............
Beriwar, Molong ...
Molong
...
...
Larras Lake...
...
Amaroo
...
...
Cumnock
...
...
Molong
...
...
Parramatta ...
...
Molong
..............

!>

Sister Immaculata ...
...
...
Patrick Frederick Augustus Kinna...
James Ely
...
...
...
... Cumnock
William Charles Read
.............. Moloug
EleanOra Leahy
...
...
...
Isabella Hamey
...
...
...
Miriam Sophia Petts...
...
...
Harold Elliott Browne
...
...
Andrew Parker
.........................
>j

Soo deposition,
pp. 1; Si \ SO.

Pli'CS 21-22.

Page 29.

j

**-

...
...

...
...

...

»

Occupation,
Bootmaker.
Justice of the Peace.
School-boy.
■
do
do
Constable of Police,
School-boy.
do
do
Roman Catholic clergyman.
Station overseer.
Farmer and grazier.
Wool-presser.
Miner.
Farmer.
Wife of Constable Hawkins.
Adopted son of Constable Hawkins.
Inmate of Destitute Asylum.
Groom.
Sergeant of Police.
Blacksmith.
Wesleyan clergyman.
Undertaker.
Cook at hospital.
Clerk of Petty Sessions and Justice of tho
Peace.
Lady Superior, convent.
Solicitor.
Gardener.
Secretary of hospital.
Matron of hospital.
Wife of Eaton John Hamey.
Wife of H. S. M. Betts, J.P.
Medical officer at hospital.
Saddler.

The depositions taken at the inquiry, covering 252 pages of foolscap, are herewith. A very
considerable portion of the evidence contained in tbe depositions is merely hearsay matter and totally
irrelevant, but I considered it desirable to hear all the evidence brought forward with a view of not over
looking any evidence which might in any way assist me in getting at the truth of the matter, and I do
not propose to refer to a large portion of it in any way.
■
’ Although Eaton John Hamey, who is a memher of the Salvation Army, and not in any way
connected with tho hospital nor a regular subscriber thereto, originally made charges on tho 28th August
last to the hospital authorities that a man named Echvard Power, who wms an inmate of the hospital, had
not received the attention due to him and that his death was hastened thereby, I found upon examination
that Hamey knew nothing about the facts of the chargf s laid by him except from what he had been told
by Mrs. Couch and Constable Hawkins, and all that he knew of Power was that he (Hamey) and his wife
had seen Power in the lockup yard on Sunday the 5th August, where they had gone with a view of
administering spiritual, comfort to Power and another man, at the request of Constable Hawkins. Hamey
was very anxious at the inquiry to put questions to the witnesses himself. As, however, he could only be
considered nominally to be a party to the inquiry, I informed him that there was no objection to his
putting questions to the witnesses provided he did so through Mr. Inspector Ford. Mrs. Grace Couch
did not appear, and her husband produced a medical certificate stating that her state of health would not
permit her to do so, but a statement made by her on a previous occasion (exhibit “ D ”) shows that she
personally knewr nothing about the matter, but had heard something from her son. "Willie Couch. Willio
Couch stated in evidence that he had heard something from a boy named M'Groder; M‘Groder stated he
heard it from ahoy named George Patrick ; Patrick stated that Wardsman Gunn had told him about it.
Two other boys, Garnet and Louis Rudolph Fagan, sons of Sergeant Fagan, stated that it was Constable
Hawkins who bad told them about the circumstances of Power’s death.
It was attempted to be shown that tho reports respecting the circumstances of Power’s death
emanated from the Convent tJehool through tho Runs talking to the beys about it. The evidence, however,
is directly against this.
Although averse io calling upon the Runs at the Convent Hcliool to give evidence, I considered
that their evidence might possibly be material. At my request, the Lady Superior, Sister Immaculata,
willingly attended the Court, and her evidence shows that she visited Power in the Hospital for the
purpose of administering spiritual comfort to him; she saw him four times—twice to speak with him ; he
did
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did not make any complaint to her of his treatment in the Hospital; she heard some childish remark
'
about Power having bitten his wrists, hut took no notice of it; she is the only one of the Sisters who had
any conversation with Power; she thought Power received every care and attention at the Hospital.
Constable Hawkins, who appears to have been tbe prime instigator of the agitation respecting tbe
circumstances attending the death of Power, states that he first saw Power on the 2nd August last, when
he, under instructions from his superior officer, arrested Power outside tho Hospital on a charge of pages 19 to Si.
vagrancy, with a view of his being remanded till an order could be procured for bis admission to the
Asylum for Infirm and Destitute. Power walked down to ihe lockup—about half a mile away—with
him, and part of the way carried his own swag, Hawkins carrying it the rest of the way. Leaving Power
in the lockup garden, Constable Hawkins went and arrested another old man named Sykes upon a similar
charge.. The.two old men were then remanded by Mr. Chippendall, J.P., pending the arrival of an order
for their admission to a hospital for the infirm and destitute.
Power remained in the lockup till the afternoon of the 5th August last, and during that time he
received the greatest kindness and attention from Constable Hawkins and his wife, who supplied him
with many luxuries at their own expense, and for which they deserve every credit, Hawkins states that
he noticed a change iu Power’s condition in the morning of the 4th August, but Power made no
complaint. Hawkins noticed a great change in Power on the morning of the 5th August, and he sent
for the Lev. Pather Hanley and informed Sergeant Pagan that he wanted the doctor. !)r. Browne came
to the lockup and examined Power in the garden, and wrote an order for Power’s readmission to the
hospital. At this period a conversation appears to have taken place between Hr. Browne and Sergeant
Fagan, in the presence of Constable Hawkins. The doelor states that be explained to Sergeant Pagan Pf^csss-c.
that lie was in a considerable difficulty, as the main ward at the hospital was already over full, two beds
having been placed in the ward during the last few days, making in ah six beds, and that the only place he
•could possibly put Power into was a detached wooden building some 30 feet away from the door of the
male ward, called the isolation or convalescent ward, and that Sergeant Pagan remarked that it would be
better than the cell Power was in, as it was damp. This is borne out by tbe evidence of Sergeant Pagan, Paxc 2®who also said that the doctor stated that he could not turn out any of the patients in the male ward to
make room for Power.
Constable Hawkins accordingly took Power back to the hospital in a vehicle driven by a man
named Price, and upon arrival there tho constable alleges that tho matron said twice, '‘PH not take him
in.” The matron, in her evidence, states that she said, “ I can’t take him in, my ward is full;” and that
she did not like them bringing him back, on account of his dirty habits. Hpon production of the doctor’s
order the matron admitted him, and he was placed in the outbuilding referred to by the doctor, the only
furniture m that building being a chair bedstead, a small locker with a Turkey twill front to it, and a
small lamp. The contents of a flock mattress had apparenlly been emptied out on the floor. Constable
Hawkins then left him in that room. On the following Wednesday, tho 7th August, Hawkins, by
■
instructions, went to the hospital in the afternoon, when, as he states, ho, in company with Wardsman
G-unn, saw Power lying in tiic room previously referred to on a mattress on the floor, with a sheet cover
ing the mattress, another sheet, a blanket, a rug, and a half-dirty quilt covering Power, and this comprised
tho whole of the clothing. Ho foot-warmer was there at the time. There were five lots of blood on the
floor, on the right hand side of the bed, which had fhe appearance of having been wiped up with a dry
■doth. The patches of blood were about 13 inches in diameter. Wardsman Gunn then stated to
him that “ The man last night had bitten each wrist and was found lying out on the floor this morning by
■me.” Power had each of his wrists bandaged. Hawkins t lien made tho following remark to Gunn;—
Do you call this human treatment to treat a man like this ?” Gunn replied, “I must admit it is not.”
l&unn further stated, “ I saw to him last night before I went to bed, and I found him on the floor this
morning either (Hawkins states) between 5 and 0 or G and 7 this morning.”
Hawkins states that he had not been talking about Power’s treatment in the Hospital all over the
town, but ho admits lhat he did. speak about it to his friends, a lady, and Hamey. He also spoke to
Dr. lioes, the Member for this District about it, as be fhougbt it was a disgraceful thing and wanted it
brought to an issue; he also spoke to a mau named Bowler about it, and lie wanted to speak to Mr. Kinna
about it, but he alleges that Mr. Kinna would have nothing to say about tho matter as ho had nothing to
do with fhe Hospital; he also spoke about the matter in Mr. Holland’s shop in the presence of Mr.
Holland and another person, as well also in Caleb Parker’s shop. Hawkins did not make any complaint
to the Government Medical Officer, the Secretary of the Hospital, or any of the Committee about the
Treatment of Power in the Hospital, nor did he make any report about Power’s treatment to his senior
•officer, Sergeant Pagan.
With regard to the character of the treatment of Power in the Hospital from the 25th July, the
date of his first admission, till his discharge on the 2nd August, there can, I think, be no question.
1'rom the evidence of several of the witnesses who saw Power in the Hospital during that period,
it appears that although he was a man of filthy habits, be received every kindness and attention from the
hospital officials.
John Davoren, a station overseer, who was a patient in the hospital when Power was there, states:— Pri°<;
■“Tho treatment of Power by the matron and wardsmen at the hospital, as far as 1 saw, was very
■good, it could not be better ;• The habits of Power were very bad; he was by the fire making water
.ail over the place, and exposing his person all the time he was there, and I drew attention to it; it was
very disagreeable to the patienrs in the ward."
’
.Samuel Young, a miner, also in the hospital with Power, states “ I did not hear Power make any
•complaint about his treatment; I don’t think Potvcr was neglected—not in any way T could see ; the bed i-a^ess
was clean enough when Power went into it, but in the morning the bed was dirty, as he fouled it - he ° '
used to make water in the ward where the other patients wore.”
’
James Jabr:/, Sykes, now an inmate of tbe Asylum for tho Infirm and Destitute, Parramatta, who ^ ^1
bad been in. tbe hospital and also in tho lockup with Power, states as to the treatment received by Power
in the hospital.:—“ He received the same diet as the other palienta, and was treated in the same way; he
was sort of light-headed and giddy; tho matron did not treat Power unkindly, nor did I see ’ the
ss.
wardsman treat Power unkindly; he was better when ho left the hospital than when he first went in; the
only complaint he made to me about the hospital was that he could have oaten more than he was given.”
James Ely, a gardener and a patient in the hospital with Power, statesHe (meaning Power) P8?0 E0'
was, as far as I know, treated as well as I was ; he made no complaint about his treatment in the'hospital •
I never heard Power complain to any other patients in the ward about his treatment.”
Andrew ’ ^ ^
J
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. Andrew Parker, a saddler, and member o£ the hospital committee, states, that he saw Power in the
hospital on the 30th July, and had a conversation with him. He asked Power how he felt. Power
replied, “ Pretty well.” He then asked him if he had any complaint, or if he had heen neglected in any
way. Power replied, “ Oh! no, if I had not come here, I would have heen dead.” In a further conver
sation he asked Power if he was comfortable, and Power replied, “ I am alright.”
The evidence of the good treatment of Power up to the date of his discharge is fully corroborated
by the evidence of Miss Leahy, the matron, and Hr. Browne, medical officer of the hospital.
.
The questions naturally arise, why was Power then discharged, and was he then in a fit state to he
discharged? On these points Dr. Browne’s evidence shows that on Power’s first admission into the
hospital, after careful examination, he found no evidence of organic disease ; but that the man was suffering
from the effects of exposure and insufficient food. He had lost most of his teeth, was dyspeptic, and was
very constipated, Power informing him at that time that he had had sunstroke several years ago, and had
been a heavy drinker. He was placed upon spoon diet and given stimulants. Four days after this he
was much better and placed on full diet. On the 29th July he (the doctor) instructed the matron to
take steps to secure his removal by the police, with a view to his being sent to the asylum for old men, as
he considered his case a fit one for an asylum of that nature. He considered then, that in the course of
forty-eight hours he (Power) would be able to take a trip, say, to Parramatta by rail. On 1st August
last he (Power) was quite well enough to go to Sydney, and he had seen men removed from there to
Sydney in a similar state. His (Power’s) was a case for removal to an asylum for the aged and destitute
as soon as he considered him fit to travel, as Power’s was a chronic case. There was nothing organically
wrong with him, and he was a man of disgusting habits not due to the loss of physical control. This is
corroborated by the evidence of the matron, who admits that on her part there was a strong desire to get
rid of the map on account of his dirty habits, especially as she did not consider it beneficial to the other
patients, particularly those undergoing surgical operations, to have him in the hospital.
Talcing these circumstances into consideration, T am of opinion that the reasons for Power’s discharge
from the hospital were good ones, and that he was at the time in a fit state of health to he discharged for
the purpose of being sent to the asylum.
From the time of his discharge on the 2nd .August till the time of his readmission on tho 5th
August, Power was not in any way connected with the hospital. On his readmission he was placed in
the isolation ward, for, as previously stated, the male wTard was over full, there being six cases in there
instead of four, each of which was of too serious a nature to permit of transference to the isolation ward
to make room for Power, The female ward could not at this time he used for a male patient, as there
was a female in it. Power, by the doctor’s directions, was placed on a bed upon the floor as a precaution
against his falling out of hed. Tho matron states this was a clean straw mattress covered with a sheet, and
for a covering Power had one sheet, two hospital blankets, his own two blankets, and a counterpane. He also
had two pillows for his head, and along the wall, at its intersection with the floor, hags were placed to
keep out the draught. He also had a foot-warmer placed at his feet, and this was kept there constantly,
except when being refilled. Power was undoubtedly in a weaker state of health on his readmission to tho
hospital than he was at the time of his previous discharge. Power was again placed on spoon diet and
ordered four ounces of whisky per day, which the matron states was faithfully given to him. The doctor
next saw him on the 6th August, sitting by the fire in the male ward. From inquiries made of the matroii
and observations made of the patient, he judged it safe to leave him on the night of the 6th without
special attendance, which he judged would be leaving him alone for about six hours. As a matter of fact
the matron, accompanied by the wardsman, saw him between ten and eleven o’clock that night (6th
August) and, as the matron states, ho then seemed very quiet and comfortable in his bed, and he had at his
feet a hot water tin, which had just then heen filled with boiling water. She asked him how he was, and ho
mumbled something. She gave him some whisky and water which he took readily. She did not then think
that it was necessary for anyone to sit up with him, nor did she give the wardsman instructions to see him
during the night. The matron saw him again at six o’clock the next morning (7th August) when the wards
man told her that he had seen him at five that morning, and that he had scratched his wrists, and was sitting
in the corner of the ward. The matron found him sitting on the floor in the corner of the ward. She noticed
that the floor was wet, and that focces and spots of blood were on the floor. She examined Power’s wrists and
saw a patch on the hack of each wrist with the skin rubbed off, about the size of a shilling or a two-shilling
piece. They wero what are termed abrasions. Power’s wrists were then bandaged by the wardsman.
There were about half a dozen blood spots on the floor, and she did not think any of them were the size of
half-a-crown. They were more like smears than spots. There were other stains ou the floor, but they were
not like blood, which had heen there since she was at the hospital. By tho matron’s direction Power was
dressed, and put in a chair by the fire in the male ward, and his hed and bed-clothes put out to dry, and
about 10 o’clock that morning he was put out in the sun in a chair in the garden with a blanket round
him. He remained there till 2 o’clock, when he was taken hack to his bed in the isolation ward, where he
died at a quarter to 12 o’clock that night. At 11‘30 that morning the doctor saw him sitting in the sun
outside the entrance to the male ward. The doctor had the bandages removed from Power’s wrists, and
wounds of a trifling nature and extent were discovered in both wrists. They appeared to have heen caused
partly by scratches and partly by teeth. The wounds did not extend through the skin. The doctor
stated that it was not likely a man in his condition would bleed much from such wounds. Power was in a
weaker condition then than the day before, but nothing very marked. The doctor told the matron that
Power would probably die that night as he considered he was sinking, and he instructed the matron, as
Power might not die, to go to the president of the hospital with a view of securing special attendance for
Power; there being quite as much work in connection with other cases as she and the wardsman could
attend to, and jf they could not get anyone the wardsman was to remain up all night with Power. The
matron accordingly saw the president, who was agreeable to assistance being obtained, but it was found
impossible to obtain any competent assistance, and the wardsman was, by her direction, with Power till he
died.
_ ft is unfortunate that "Wardsman G-unn, who would, no doubt, have heen a material witness, died
previous to the holding of the inquiry by me. A statement [exhibit 7] was made by him before tho
hospital committee which generally corroborates the evidence of the matron. With regard to the blood
stains upon the floor, I do not think, after due consideratioij, that the evidence respecting them affects in
any way the question at issue. After a careful consideration of all the circumstances of the case as
disclosed
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disclosed by tbe evidence before me, I tbink, perhaps, that the only matter that might be considered to
indicate neglect or want of attention on the part of the officials of the hospital in connection with the
ease, is that Power was left to himself from between 10 and 11 o’clock on the night of the 6th August
till about 5 o’clock on the morning of tbe 7th August; but in view of the evidence generally as to the
matter, and particularly having regard to the evidence of the doctor and of the matron, who, under the
circumstances, were the proper judges of the condition and requirements of Power, I do not think that
the fact of Power being so left can be construed info neglect or want of attention.
It appears to me that the unnecessary agitation respecting Power’s death originated through the
action of Constable Hawkins, in gossiping to different persons, especially Hamey, instead of reporting
his suspicions to his superior officer. Hamey, who was one of the persons to whom Hawkins spoke of
the matter, and who originally formulated the charges to the hospital committee, appears to have
fomented the agitation more from a desire of notoriety than anything else. ■
I therefore find—
That Edward Power did receive the attention due to him from the officials of the hospital at
Molong during the time he was a patient in that institution, and I am of opinion that there was no
neglect on the part of the said officials which hastened his death.
*
Given under my hand and seal at Sydney, in the Colony of Hew South Wales, this 6th day of
November, 1S95.
'
W. M, MACFARLANE, _ _
Commissioner.
Depositions taken at inquiry held at Molong into the circumstances surrounding the
case of a man named Edward Power, who died in the Hospital at that place on
the 7th August, 1895.
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New South Wales,")
to wit.
j
The examination of Haton John Hamey, of Molong in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
tins 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Coloi^, who has heen duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry iuto certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospital on 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of tho neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question,'—And this deponent on oath states:—I am a bootmaker,
residing at Molong ; I am not a regular subscriber to tbe hospital, nor connected with it in any way ; I
made a complaint to the hospital authorities at Molong on the 28th of August last j the nature thereof
was that a man named Power, who was an inmate of the hospital, had not received the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened thereby ; from something I heard I made that complaint; in tbe
first place I heard it from Mrs. Conch, secondly from Constable Hawkins ; I did know the man Power ; I
had a conversation with him ou the Sunday previous to his being readmitted to the hospital; 1 met him
on that day in the lockup yard ; hearing that there were two old men in the lockup at Molong who were
about to be sent to the poorhouse, my wife and myself came to see them on spiritual matters; I am a
memher of the Salvation Army ; I saw Power sitting iu the stable at the rear of the court-house with a
man named Sykes ; he was evidently ill from his appearance ; I had no conversation about bis treatment
in the hospital or about his health; that is the only occasion upon which I saw him; on a previous
occasion I attended an inquiry made by the committee of the hospital; I heard all the statements made
thereat; this inquiry was held on tho Cth of September last; I made a statement on that occasion to
the effect that the evidence given on that occasion was conflicting, but as the quantity was in favour of
the hospital I was satisfied ; I made a statement to Inspector Ford on a later occasion ; I don’t know
that I used words that would convey the meaning that I was not satisfied with tbe treatment Power had
received ; I don’t think I did ; I cannot say that I inferred that in what I said to Inspector Ford.
To Inspector Ford: I made a statement which was put in writing by Inspector Ford, which was
read over to me and signed ; I believe that slatement to be correct; the statement produced, marked
Exhibit A, is the one I made to Mr. Ford.
To
285—C
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To Mr. Kinna: At the conclusion of the inquiry held by the hospital authorities I did say I was
satisfied that Power had received proper treatment at tho hospital; I then said I withdrew the charge.
The speccli by me, as reported in tho Molong Express of the 14th of September last, produced, marked
Exhibit B, is substantially correct.
_ To Mr. Ford: I made the remark to someone that Power was weak in the lockup yard : the man
was in a weak state.
■
E. J. HAMEY.
Sworn at the Court-house, Molong. on the 30th }
day of October, 189b, before me,—
j
TV. M. Macpablanj!, Commissioner.
New South 'Wales, )
■
to wit.
j
The examination of William Flenrg Qouch, of Molong, in the Colony of New' South Wales, taken on
oath this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace of tho said Colony, w'ko has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamev, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, wrho died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to tho effect that Power did not receive the
attention duo to him, and that his deatli was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question: And this deponent, on oath,
states:—I am a Justice of tho Peace and the husband of Grace Couch ; my wife is in a very precarious
state of health at present, and I produce a certificate, marked Exhibit C, which I received from Dr.
Browne ; I w'as_ present when Inspector Eord and Constable Justellius saw my wife, and she made a
statement in writing ; the statement produced, marked D, is the one ; I signed it for her at her request.
To Mr. Kinna: 1 heard every wmrd that my boy Willie said to my wife respecting the deatli of a
man who died in. the hospital.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 80th day of )
October, 1895, before—
)
W. M. Ma.cfaiuiA.ke, Commissioner.

WM. H. COUCH.
.

New South Wales, 7
to Wit.
j
The examination of William Couch, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1805, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who lias been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in
that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of tbe neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question: And this deponent on oath states :—I am a son of
William Henry and Grace Couch; the day after Power died in the hospital I made a statement to my
mother; I told my mother that I had heard that a man at the hospital had died, and that he bit his arm ;
I was told this by boys named Eichard McGrodcr and Haldane Haslam when I was coming from school;
those were the only boys I spoke to about it at that time; I know nothing of the facta of the case myself
Taken and sworn at Molong, tho 30th day of 7
October, 1895, before—
j
W. M. Macfaelake, Commissioner.

WILLIAM COUCH.
.

New South Wales 7
to wit.
j
The examination of Eichard McGrodcr, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorized in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Mo long, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question: And this deponent on oath
states:—I am a son of John McGroder and go to school at the Convent; I told a hoy named Couch
about a man who died in the hospital had bitten his wrist; I was told by George Patrick, a boy at the
hospital; I did not know anything about it myself beyond that.
To Mr. Ford: Patrick goes to the Convent School.
Taken and sworn at Molong the 30th day of 7
October, 1895, before—
)
W. M. Macfatuaxe, Commissioner.

DICK McGRODER.

New South Wales, 1
to wit.
j
The examination of Haldane Wilberforce Ffaslam, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken
on oath this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of tho Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the ease of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention duo to
him, and that his deatli was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances
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circuBisinnces surrounding the case iu question: and this deponent on oath states:—X am a son of Mr.
James Haslam, and go to the Molong Public School. I know a boy named Willie Couch. I said something
to him about a man, whom I hare since found out to be Power, dying in the hospital. I said to Couch,
“ Did you hear about a mau dying in tbo hospital P" He said, Ho!” _ I said, “ I wonder what he died
from ?” I said, “ Yery likely we will see it in the paper to-night,” This was the l-riday after tho man
died. I said nothing to him about the man haying bitten himself. I had only heard at school that a man
had died in the hospital.
-m m-1 hjTaken and sworn at Molong tho 30th day of")
H. HASLAM.
October, 1895, before—
J
W. M, MacfaeXiAKe, Commissioner.
New South Wales, )
to wit.
J
Thu examination of Thomas Hawkins, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
30th day of October, in the year of our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of sucli officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the ease in question: And this deponent on oath states: I am a Constable of
Police, stationed at Molong; I have heen stationed in Molong for six months; X have been in the Police
Eorce on and off for about eleven years, and have just done four years service since last joining; I knew
the man Power ; I first knew him on the 2nd of August last; the matron of the hospital, Miss Leahy,
on tho 29th of July last, reported that a man was mad in the hospital; this was in Bank-street; she
asked me to arrest him ; I said, in tho absence of Sergeant Eagan and Constable Justillius in Bathurst
on duty; moreover, if they wanted the man arrested they must get a warrant,as under the circumstances
no man could he arrested out of a public institution without a warrant; she said, I! Tho filthy wretch, he
is a fit subject for the lockup, not the hospital”; we parted; I went off to Dr. Browne’s and spoke to
him; I told him tho matron had been applying for the removal of the man to the hospital; Dr. Browne
said, “ She had no business to go to the lockup at all ”; I told him Sergeant Eagan and Constable Justellius
wero away and it would he attended to as soon as they returned; on the 2nd of August last Sergeant Eagan
requested me to gojto the hospital with instructions to arrest the man Power outside the institution;
I wont to the hospital and saw the matron ; I was shown into the men’s ward ; there were three men
in tho ward ; X had a conversation with them to test their sanity ; Power was washing his trousers in a
bucket outside the ward ; it was very cold ; after speaking to the matron I told her she had better put
Power outside if she wanted me to arrest him ; the man Power very feebly walked across the vard to
the side gate of the institution and went outside, and I then arrested him ; the.matron was at the gate
when I arrested him; lie had the blanket and rug produced ns a swag; they were then dirty and dusty
with mud and filth ; they have apparently heen washed since; he also had a pair of wet (reusers, which
he had been washing in the bucket, and a hilly-can; after he got a little way down, noticing he was weak,
I carried tho blankets for him ; the hospital is about half a mile from the lockup, and down hill nearly all
the way; I left Power in the garden; X arrested Power under the Yagraut Act on a charge of vagrancy;
I arrested the man named Sykes the same day on a similar charge; they were entered in the chargc book
and then taken before H. H. Chippindall, J.P., who remanded them until next clay for the production of
an order for their admission into an asylum for the infirm and destitute ; 1 left (hem remain in the warm
sun iu the garden ; the ration consisted of1 a pound of steak and a loaf of bread^ for each snan for the
whole day; that day, iu addition to that, I gave them jam and butter, and tea, with milk and sugar in it,
at dinner time; at tea time I gave them jam and butter and bread, and tea, with milk and sugar : I put
them in the large wooden cell, (he two together ; 1 gave them all the blankets at my disposal; the hed
consisted of six Government blankets on the hare boards. They had two blankets under them each and
four blankets over them; one of them slept on ono side of the cell and ono on the other side; there
were no windows to the cell with barred openings ; I gave them a candle, candlestick, and matches, also
water to drink, and other necessaries; I covered them over in hed; they went to bed about a quarter to G;
I visited them twice during tho night, once at 8 o’clock, and asked them if they were warm ; Power said he
was all right; I visited them again just on 12 o'clock the samenight; they were comfortable then ; Power
made no complaint; I saw them next at about half-past 7 the next morning; they were both in bed ;
Power said nothing then; it had heen a very cold night; about 8 o’clock I gave them some porridge with
milk and sugar, and I gave them tea with milk and sugar in it, also some bread and butter for breakfast; ■
I got them out into the sun just after 8 that morning; about 12'30 the same day I gavo them beef tea,
some more bread and butter and tea; Power also had somo beef for his dinner that day as well; tea tho
same as the night before; Power was still very weak; I did not notice any alteration in him; they
retired to hod at about 6 o’clock, and treated them the same way; I looked at them at 8 o’clock the same
evening; Power seemed all right, and made no complaint: I again saw them at 12 o’clock and they
seemed all right; Power made no complaint; the next morning, the 4th instant, I again saw Power about
8 o’clock; it had been a very cold night, and I then noticed a change in Power—he was very.cold; he
made no complaint; I gave him the same diet for breakfast, and he did not eat so well; I again ifiaced
them in the garden about 9 o’clock; the same morning I asked him how ho was, and he said, “ All right; it I
had got that treatment up at hospital for a month I would have heen all right ”; towards noonday he seemed
to rally a hit; he went to hed about tho same time ; I covered him up; about a quarter past 7 I again went
to the cell, and found Power had rolled over and was lying with nothing on him hut his trousers; I
covered him up again and left him ; I again visited him that night about half-past 10, and he appeared to
be asleep ; X visited him next morning again about 7 ; I noticed a great change in him; I gave him the
same breakfast, hut he ate very little of it; about 9 o’clock that morning I sent for (ho priest, lather
Hanley, who came and stayed with Power for nearly fifty minutes; I told Sergeant Eagan that I wanted
the doctor; Dr. Browne came and attended to the man, Power, in the garden ; ai ter Dr, Browne examined
him he wrote an order for Power’s re-admission into the hospital; he told me that the man was to have
milk and whiskey in the hospital upon his arrival, and that it was in the order; Dr. Browne said, “ When
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you^go to the hospital the matron will fly at you, but she will cool down very soon. Take no notice of
her ”; my little hoy was present when this was said ; about midday on Monday, the 5th, I partly lifted
Power into Millgato’s buggy, and wrapped him iu a Government blanket, as his own were too dirty;
Algernon Price drove the buggy; I took Power’s swag with him ; we arrived at the hospital; the matron
was in the front garden ; she called out, “ Who have you there ?” I made no reply ; on coming close she
said, “ Tou have that old Power here, lake him hack again, I’ll not take him in”; she repeated this twice;
I said, “There is an order here from the doctor, and in it is that you have to give me some whisky and
milk ; you had better bring me tbe whisky without the milk, for my wife gave him some beef-tea just
before we left the lock-up ”; ihe matron gave him something ; I assisted Power out of tho buggy with
one arm under his arms, took him to tbe side building or outhouse with an iron roof, no firc-placc, no
furniture except a chair bedstead, which was shut up, and a small locker with a turkey-twill front to it,
and a small lump hanging on the wall; a flock bed bad apparently been emptied out on tbe floor; the
room had the appearance of a lumber-room; I sat Power on the chair and left him; there were no
linings to the ceiling or wall's ; the following Wednesday, about 2 p.m., I went to the hospital; just prior
to that I.had seen the matron in the lock-up yard; Sergeant Fagan sent me to the hospital to look at Power
to see if be were mad ; when 1 arrived at the hospital I saw Wardsman Gunn; two patients were sitting
close by ; X walked into the house where Power was lying; he was lying on a mattress on the floor, with
a sheet covering the mattress, another sheet covering the patient, ana the blanket and rug belonging to
Power over tho sheet, and on top a half-dirty quilt; this comprised the whole of the clothing; no footwarmer was near the patient, nor was there any sign of any having been there; there were five lots of
blood on the floor on the right-hand side, arid at the foot of the bed, which had the appearance as if they
had been wiped up with a dry cloth; the patches of blood were about 13 inches in diameter; I spoke to
Wardsman Gunn ^referring to the blood on the floor, “ What means this ? " he said, “The man last night
has bitten each wrist, and was^ found lying out on the floor this morning by me” ; Power had each of
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not ; j said, looriellow/ andlleft; 1 said to Power, Jim, do you kno\y me ?” and lie mumbled, and I
understand what he was saying; I asked Wardsman Gunn who bandaged Power’s wrist, and he
said, “I did”; I asked if tbe doctor had seen him; Gunn said, “ Yes, he had, that morning” ; lasted
Gunn wdio had heen attending Power during the night; he said, “I saw to him last night before I went
to bed, and I found him on the floor this morning” ; he mentioned the time as between 5 and 6, or 6 and
7 o clock ; J then left the^hospital; I did not see the matron on that occasioD, nor did I see Power alive
again; on the night of Wednesday, the 7th, from instructions received from yergeant Fagan, I went
round the town to find someone to sit up with Power that night; I did not find any person to
sit up with him; the same afternoon I saw Father Hanley, and told him of Power’s condition,
and he said ho would go and see him; on the Sunday previous, the 4th of August last, Mr. and
Mrs. Hamey saw Sykes and Power in the lock-up garden, hut I had no conversation with them ■ I
do not know whether Power was visited by the nuns at the hospital; I was told by Sergeant Fagan’s
two sons, Dolph and Gregory Fagan, that the nuns had said that Power had heen badly treated •
Gregory Fagan said, “That man is dead, Mr. Hawkins, the sisters gave it out in the class about
ium biting the flesh off his wrists, and what a cruel thing it was to treat a man like that”; later
on in the day Dolph Pagan told me about same thing respecting Power; I have not heen talking
about this man s treatment in the hospital a’i over the town ; I spoke to a man named Cady, a black
smith, nho is a friend of mine; I also spoke to Mr. Hamey about it; Mr. Hamey is another friend of
mine ; Mr. Hamey asked me some questions about it, and I told him all about it; I spoke to Dr. Eoss
who is fhe Member for the district, as I thought it was such a disgraceful thing; I wanted it brought to
an issue ; I also spoke to Fowler, who provides tho provisions for the lock-up; I also was going to
mention it to Mr. Kinua, when he said he had nothing to do with the hospital, and he left me • on the
luesday before the inquiry at the hospital by tho Committee, Dr. Browne and Sergeant Fa<um came to
my house; I asked Dr. Browne in as it was raining; he declined to come in; I walked with him towards
the efface ; Sergeant Fagan was on ahead; Dr. Browne said, “ What have you said about the hospital f>
Ihere is to be an inquiry on Friday, and 1 want you to be there. Willyou be there ?" I said, “ What have
you got to say about my character? My character is as good as yours” ; I said that lately I had wanted
to go and sec him, but that he hrul passed me ; he said, “ If I had known your character, vou should not
have come into my house; willyou be at the hospital?” 1 said, “ISV; he replied, “ I command you as
the Government Medical Officer”; I asked, “ What right he had to command; that was for my superior
officers ; Dr. Browne ^said, “ I have written to Mr. Fosbery, and will do so again, to see if you won’t
come ; I said -Do so ; Dr. Browne loft; from a conversation I had with Sergeant Faman I went
and saw Dr. Browne about 4 p.m. the same day; 1 said I wwnted to ask him two or three questions
before 1 went to the inquiry ; I said, “In the interests of the general public I have made up my mind
to go ; 1 said, ihere is one thing 1 will say that I have said to no one else, and that is that Power
was dying when
was turned out of tho hospital1; he said, “Willyou say that on Friday?17 I said
'Vi'1 * i? saij|*
bo.aV’ and went in and shut tho door in my face; Dr. Browne had given a
eertihcate that Power was in a fit state to travel; this was given at the police court; Power was of
cleanly habits during the time he was in the lock-up; 1 have learned that Wardsman Gunn died three or
four weeks ago.
To Inspector Ford: Deceased Power was in my custody from the 2nd of August to the 5th of August
last; no inquest was held on deceased, on account of, as 1 believe, the Government Medical Officer giving
a certificate of the cause of death; when I made the statements referred to by Doctor Eoss, I honestly
and conscientiously believed them correct; I am sure the room in which Pow-er was put upon his
re-admission into the hospital was not lined at all.
To Mr. Kinna: I do not remember saying to you that it was rather hard I should have to
provide necessaries for these men; I do not remember saying wbat was the' lock-up diet allowed •
the statement produced marked *Exhibit B was made by me at the hospital inquiry; my memory
was then quite fresh as to the circumstances: I do not think that my statement to-day is different
only I left out about what the matron said about Power being covered with his own blankets • I
also left out that the matron informed me that the hospital was full; this was upon the re-admission of
_ ou er to the hospital; I spoke in Mr. Holland’s shop in the presence of one other person besides Holland ■
1 won t say there were not more than tho two present; I did not speak to Mr. Davis, of the Express
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office, about this case at the hospital in the presence of sereral others at the School of Arts; I spoke
about the matter in Mr. Caleb Parker’s shop to Miss Ate Goo; I might have said to Mr. Finch that
Hamey was a fool to take the matter up tho way he did; after the hospital inquiry I went to Mr. Black,
treasurer of the hospital, and said to him that I would like to have the matter settled, as I was full up of
it; I made the statement to Dr. Eoss before the inquiry took place; the Sunday after the inquiry at the
hospital I saw Dr. Eoss; my reason for so doing was that Dr. Browne had told me that I would not live
in the town to make another complaint; it was because of this and other reasons that I determined to go
on with the matter; I did not make any complaint to the Government Medical Officer or to the secretary
of the hospital or to any of the committee-men ns to the treatment Power had received; I was ignorant
as to who comprised the committee; neither did li make any complaint to the matron.
To Dr. Browne: I arrested Power at the hospital on the 2nd of' August last at 0'30 a.m. ; I do
not consider a temperature of 63° very cold in mid-winter; if my superior officer was away, I would, in
the event of medical attendance being required at tho lockup, call in the Government Medical Officer on
my own responsibility; I reported the fact that Power was getting weaker on the Sunday to Sergeant
Eagan ; I do not know that Power had been camped for weeks in the bush with only tbe covering referred
to ; I believe that such was the case; I heard you tell Sergeant Fagan that fhe only place for Power at
the hospital was the isolation ward, and I heard Sergeant Fagan say that the isolation ward was better
than the cells ; I heard you say the hospital was full; I knew the matron had no power to refuse or admit;
I never read the order that you sent to the matron to admit Power ; I counted the blankets covering
Power on the Wednesday afternoon ; X will swear Gunn had not gone to till the foot-warmer whilst I
was there on the Wednesday afternoon, as he was talking to two patients at the time ; you said just
outside the lockup on the Tuesday before tbe inquiry that I would not live long enough in the town to
make another complaint; I definitely refused at first to attend the hospital inquiry; I did not know
that the inquiry was held for the purpose of getting at the bottom of the affair.
Taken and sworn at Molong, tho BOth day')
THOMAS HAWKXNS,
of October, 1895, before—
J
Const.
W. M. Macfaklake, Commissioner.
New South Wales, l
to wit.
|
The examination of Georyc Patrick, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before tbe under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that
hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that
his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of sucli officials, and generally into all the circumstances
surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—1 am a son of Martha Patrick, at
the hospital; 1 did not say anything to Eichard M'Groder about a man who died in tbe hospital; the sisters
at the Convent asked me how tbe man at the hospital scratched himself ; I told them that he scratched
himself with his teeth; Sister Geneva asked me ; she was the only one; Wardsman Gunn told me, and that
is all I knew about it.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th day I
GEOEGE PATRICK,
of October, 1895, before—
j
.
W. M. Macfarlane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, )
to wit.
J
The examination of Garnet Fagan, of Molong, in tbe Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this 30th
day of October, in the year of our Lord 189.5, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned,
one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in that behalf
to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against the officials
of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that hospital on
the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that his death
was hastened by reason of tho neglect of such officials, and generally into all tbe circumstances surrounding
the case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—I am a son of Sergeant Fagan, and go to the
Convent school; I remember hearing of the death of a man named Power, and his doing something to
himself; it was a couple of days after he died ; Mr. Hawkins told me about it; he was the only one ; the
sisters never mentioned it to me ; I did not hear of it from a boy named Patrick.
To Inspector Ford: I did not tell Constable Hawkins that the nuns had given it out in the school
about Power biting himself; I did not make a statement to that effect to Constable Hawkins in the
presence of his son Charley.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th day )
GARNET FAGAN,
of October, 1895, before—
/
W, M. Macfaulane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, \
to wit.
j
The examination of Louis Rudolph Fagan, of Molong, in the Colony of New Soutli Wales, taken on oath
this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in tbe Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that
hospital on 7th August last, to the effect that.Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that his
death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the circumstances
surrounding the case in question.—And this deponent on oath states:—I am a son of Sergeant Fagan, and
go to the Convent school; I remember hearing of a man named Power dying in the hospital; Mr. Hawkins
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told me when I was going through the recreation ground with my brother about a month after his death;
that is the only time I heard of it; I never heard of it at the school, nor from a boy named Patrick , the
sisters 21 ever said anything to me about it on any occasion.
1° Inspector Ford : 1 do not remember Constable Hawkins saying to me, “Take nof ice ,of wbat
Read and Stockwell say as I pass.”
.
To Mr. Kinna Constable Hawkins did say to me, “ Watch Stockwell, and see if there is anything
going on that you can get hold of.” This was about a fortnight ago—a fortuight after he told of the man
dying in the hospital.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th j
LOUIS R. FAGAN,
day of October, 1895, before—
j
W. M. Macfarlane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, )
to wit.
f
The examination of Michael Hanley, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died
in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case iu question.—And this deponent on oath states:—I am a clergyman of
the Roman Catholic Church ; I know of a man named Edward Power; I saw him on Monday, the 5th of
August last, at the police station, Molong; I merely saw him as his spiritual adviser solely; I had no con
versation with him about his treatment in the hospital at Molong; I saw him again that day, and he made
no complaint about his treatment; I saw him in a wooden building apart from the hospital on the 7th of
August last; he was in a comatose state ; I could hold no communication with him then as to his treatment
in the hospital, as he was not able to hold any; the place lie was in appeared to be fairly good, and the hed
appeared the same from a cursory glance; the bed was on the floor and the covering appeared to be good
enough; as far as I can judge from the hasty glance I took at things ho did not appear to be neglected
when 1 visited him at the hospital.
To Inspector Ford: The statement produced, marked Fxhibit F, was made by me to Inspector Ford
and is true.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th 1
MICHAEL HANLEY,
day of October, 1895, before—
J
W. M, Macfarlane, Commissioner.
New Soutli Wales, )
to wit.
j
The examination of John Davoren, of Beri, near Molong, in the Colony of New Soutli Wales, taken on
oath this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospitai on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—I am overseer of
Beri Station; I was ill in the hospital at Molong about two months ago; a man named Ec)wal'd Power
came as a patient to that hospital whilst 1 was there ; I saw him in the same ward as myself; I only saw
him once, I believe it was the day lie first came in ; he was sitting at the (ire in the ward and the wards
man is as feeding him ; I think he was in the ward all the afternoon ; I am sure he was; he was in a very
low state when I saw him there ; he.was in a very dilapidated looking state ; I was perfectly conscious that
afternoon but very ill; all the beds in the ward were full at the time.
To Inspector Ford: I did not sleep in the same ward with Power ; I did not hear Power make any
complaint as to his treatment; he appeared to he too far gone.
To Mr. Kinna: The treatment of Power by the matron and wardsman at the hospital, as far as I
saw, was very good—it could not be better ; ihe habits of Power were very had ; he was by the fire making
water all oyer the place and exposing his person all the time he was there, and I drew attention to it; it
was very disagreeable to the patients in the ward ; I saw the matron and wardsman attending to him.
To Dr. Browne: He was helped into the ward and put iu a chair by the fire, and cushions put in
the chair; the matron showed due anxiety about Power; I have heard the patients complain about his
habits.; the matron sat up with me all night and poulticed me ; Power was coaxed to take nourishment;
I consider Power was well attended to, as well as I was myself, and I could not he better done by.
. To Mr. Commissioner Macfarlane: I saw him exposing his person three or four times, and he was
making water nearly all the time; I paid a pound a week whilst I was in the hospital.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th day |
JOHN DAVOREN.
of October, 1895, before—
j
W, M. Macfarlane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 1
to wit,
J
The examination of John Francis Wynne, of near Molong, in the Colony of New Soutli Wales, taken on
oath this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has heen duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power,
who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due
to
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to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all
the circumstances surrounding the case in question : and this deponent on oath states :—I am a farmer
and grazier, and am a member of the Hospital Committee ; I do not know Power, nor have not seen him to my knowledge; I was on the visiting committee of the hospital j on the morning of the 8th August
last t visited the hospital and saw the matron, and asked her how things were going, and she told me that
Power died the night before ; she told me that he died in the outer ward, and she led the way towards the
ward, and told me the wardsman was cleaning the ward up where this man died; I saw the wardsman
coming from the direction of this room with his arms round a large bed, as much as he could carry; there
may have been bed-clothes in it; I did not examine it; the matron told me it was the bed that Power had
been using; I saw the wardsman was cleaning the ward up.
S'o Inspector Ford: This ward is a detached one ; 1 did not see the blankets produced before,
To Mr. Kinna: The bed did not appear to be in a filthy state; it appeared fairly clean; to the
best of my recollection, I saw but two patches of blood on the floor; I did not see five or six stains like
blood ; if there had been any more I think I would have noticed them ; the patches T refer to were a little
larger than a five-shilling piece.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th 1
J. P. WYHNE.
day of October, 1895, before— J
W, M. Macfaklanu, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 1
to wit:
J
The examination of John Anthony Jtdbards, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
this 30th day of October, in tbo year of Our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died
in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question : And this deponent on oath states :—I am a labourer, and
am now wool-pressing at Larras Lake, near Molong; X remember a conversation taking place between a
man named Samuel Young and George Garliek, in Garlick’s blacksmith’s shop, about Power; I don’t
remember much about it; Young said that if he wore crippled in an arm or leg, that he would go into an
hospital; but if he had to go to bed he would not go into any bloody hospital, but would rather die in his
camp.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 30th j
J. A. KOBARDS.
day of October, 1S95, before— j
W. M. Macfarlane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, )
to wit.
j

The examination of Samuel Young, of near Amaroo, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath

this 30th day of October, in the year of our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who lias been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Homey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that
hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to liim, and that
his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generaly into all the circumstances
surrounding the case in question : And this deponent on oath states :—I am a miner; I saw Edward Power
at the hospital; I was a patient at the hospital at the time ; I went in on a Saturday, and Power came
into the hospital on a Tuesday, 1 think ; he did not come into the same ward, but went into the wooden
house ; the beds in the ward that I was in were full; I used to help Power to put his clothes on; I used
to steady him whilst the wardsman dressed him, and we used to put him out in the sun in an easy chair;
the wardsman dressed his wrists, one of which had a little skin off; Power used to lie on a mattress on
the floor ; he had a sheet on him, but whether he had a double white blanket on him I could not tell; I
had no conversation with him ; I did not hear Power make any complaint about his treatment; he would
not take his food; X never said to Garliek that Power was badly treated at the hospital; I did say to
Garliek that the last night I saw Power alive that the matron said he was not in the middle of the bed,
and caught him by the middle and lifted him into the middle of the bed ; I said before I would die in a
hospital among patients I would rather die in my humpy in the bush; that meant any hospital.
To Mr. Kinna: I know the wardsman attended to the man Power well, but as to the matron I onlysaw her with him twice ; I don’t think Power was neglected—not in any way I could see ; the blankets Power
had on him were white; the bed was clean enough when Power went into the bed, but in the morning
the bed was dirty, as lie fouled it; he used to make water in the ward where the other patients were; I
only saw him make water once in the ward close to the fire.
J’o Dr. Browne: The wardsman attends to the men as a rule ; the matron had a great deal to do
attending patients Davoren and Healey, who were well attended; after a bit the ward was full again,
and yon had to ask for volunteers to sleep in the outside ward, and X went and slept there; I had no
objection to do so; I was comfortable in it; for a man who had been camped in the bush I consider it
was as good as a camp in the bush ; I would like to have a camp like it in the bush.
Taken and sworn at Molong the 30th I
his
day of October, 1895, before—
J
SAMUEL x YOUNG.
W. M. MACFARLAKE, Commissioner.
mark.

Witness to mark—H. H. Cijippf.nuall, C.P.S,
New
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New South Wales,)
to wit.
j
The examination of Thomas Barter, of Euriijnbla, Cumnock, in the Colony of New Soutli Wales, taken
on oath this 31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states ;
1 am a farmer j I did not know a man named Power who died in the Molong Hospital some time ago.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st )
THOS. BARTER.,
day of October, 1895, before,—
J
W. M. Macfarlan):, Commissioner,
New' South Wales, )
to wit.
|

examination of Elizabeth Hawkins, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, takeri on oath
this 31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, wrho has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Powrer, who
died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states : I am the wife of
Constable Thomas Hawkins, who is lockup-keeper at Molong ; I remember a Friday morning—I cannot say
what the date v'as—when my husband brought a man named Pcwer to the lockup from the hospital; it was, I
think, about 11 o’clock in the morning ; Power was then, it appeared to me, in a very feeble condition ; he
was so weak lie could scarcely walk along; upon his arrival at the lockup he was allowed to sit in the
grounds on his swag on a stool: a man named Sykes was brought to the lockup about half an hour after
Power; Power tried to walk about, and sat in the stable out of the sun \ Power had his dinner and tea ;
I gave him egg-pudding, beef-tea, bread, butter, jam, fruit, tea, milk, and sugar; Power went to bed
about 5 o’clock in a coll with Sykes ; I did not see Power during the night; I saw Power again on the
next morning, Saturday, about 9 o’clock ; he was coming out from the cell; he seemed about the same as
he was the day before ; he sat about the grounds that day until evening, and walked about as well
as he could; he went to bed that night about the same time; each day I gave him these luxuries;
I next saw him on the following Sunday about dinner-time ; I brought him his dinner
in the yard; that day he seemed a little weaker; he said ho felt very bad, and could not
hold the basin containing beef-tea; he also said, “ I would not like to go back to the hospital, as I
would get as much food here in a week as in a month there, and if I stayed here I would soon be strong ” ;
I also gave him rolled oats and milk and sugar every morning for breakfast; on the Sunday he went to
bed about 5 p.m,; I next saw him about 8 o’clock on Monday morning; he was very weak that
morning, and said he felt very bad, and at dinner-time when T took him his dinner, lie said, “ I’m done ” ;
between 2 and 4 o’clock in the afternoon of Monday he was taken to the hospital by my husband and a
man named Price ; during the time he was at, the lockup he was visited by Mr. and Mrs. Hamey ; Dr.
Browne came to see him about 2 o’clock on the Monday afternoon; Power said to me while in the lockup,
that was on the Sunday, “I would rather die anywhere than go back to the hospital where that wretch
is ”; I asked whom he meant by “ that wretch ” ; he said, 11 the matron ” ; I think it was on the Monday
he said this ; I had no further conversation about the matter; I never saw Power after he left the
lockup.
,
To Inspector Ford: I had a conversation with Garnet Pagan on the Stli of August last; my husband

The

and adopted son, Charles Hawkins, were present; Garret Eagan said, 11 The old man is dead ” ; and my
husband said, “Who told you?” he said, “The sisters told us at school” ; he also said that he (Power)
had bitten the flesh off his anus nearly to the elbows; when my husband took Power up, upon his return
he told me how he had been received there, and also told me of the condition he found Power in when he
visited him the day after : I do not remember exactly what my husband told me.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st \
day of October, 1895, before,—
j
W. M, Macfaislane, Commissioner.

ELIZABETH HAWKINS,

New Soutli "Wales, 7
to wit.
)
The examination of Charles Jerome Haickins, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on

oath this 31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that hospital on . the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states:
I am the adopted son of Constable Hawkins, and go to the public school; I first saw the man Power when
he came from the hospital to the lockup at Molong; I cannot remember the day ; Mr. Haivkins brought
him to the lockup: a man named Sykes also came there that day after Power; Power looked very
delicate ; he was an old man; I saw him each day he was in the lockup, and appeared to get worse ivhilst
he was there ; he was treated very kindly in the lockup ; he was not treated the same as other prisoners;
he left the lockup on the Monday with the groom at Millgate’s and with Mr. Hawkins in the trap to the
hospital.
To
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To Jmpector Ford: I have been adopted by Constable Hawkins going on four years; X bad a
conversation with Sergeant Fagan’s two sons about the hospital, about three months ago, after Power’s
death; Garnet Fagan said to hTr. Hawkins, “The man is dead” ; Constable Hawkins said, “ How do you
know”; Garnet Fegan said. “ The nuns gave it out in the school to us”; when Doctor Browne came down
when Power was going to the hospital he said to Constable Hawkins, “ She will fly at you, but she’ll cool
down, don’t take any notice of that.”
To Mr. Kinna: Mondays and 'Fridays I stay at home and don’t go to school; Mr. Hawkins has
not been refreshing my memory ; I recollect everything distinctly ; I was at the big well, about 5 yards
away from Dr. Browne and Constable Hawkins, when the remark I have mentioned as having been made
by Dr. Browne to Constable Hawkins ; I am sure Dr. Browne did not say, “ The matron will very likely
be vexed at having this man back, but it will be allright, here is a note for you.”
To T)r. Browne: Ton were standing at the fence between Sergeant Fagan’s place and the lockup
when the remark was made to Constable Hawkins, and that spot is only 5 yards from the well.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st 1
C. HAWKINS,
day of October, 1895, before,— j
W. M. Macfajilaite, Commissioner.
New South Wales,')
to wit.
)

The examination of

James Jaltez Sykes, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this 31st day
of October, in the year of onr Lord, 1395, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned, one
of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in that behalf
to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against the officials
of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that hospital on
the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that his death was
hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the circumstances surrounding the
ease in question. And this deponent on oath states:—I reside at present in the asylum at Parramatta ;
I am 72 years of age; I was for nearly three months in the Molong Hospital suffering from rheumatism
and an ulcerated leg ; while I was there a man named Edward Power came into hospital as a patient; he
was put in the same ward with me—the male ward; there were only about two beds beween our beds;
lie was in a weak state from privation and hardship ; he received the same diet as the other patients and
treated in the same way ; ho was sort of light-headed and giddy ; he would get up at night and crawl
about the ward; the wardsman, Gunn, told me he (Power) made water in the fire-place; passing the
lavatory one morning I saw Gunn with Power stripped, and he was in a filthy condition ; he was being
bathed; 1 heard the wardsman speak to Power about his dirty habits ; the wardsman told me that
matron was in a terrible iemper about his dirty habits ; the matron was very particular about the beds being
clean, and if they were messed she would bo very vexed: the matron did not treat Power unkindly, nor
did I see the wardsman treat biin unkindly; he could not have been in the hospital more than six or
seven days until ho went out; he was better when he left the hospital than when he first went in; I
think he left the hospital on a Friday ; I think about the 4th of August last; Constable Hawkins took
him from the hospital, and in about half an hour afterwards he came for me and I saw Power in Hawkins’
yard ; it was before dinner that I came to the yard; I was with Power all that day, and slept in some
weatherboard quarters at the lockup—very good quarters; Power was at the lockup for four days before
going back to the hospital; he was very feeble when he came to the lockup, and got wonderfully better
there ; he got worse after he had been a day or two in the yard ; be commenced to get weak and feeble ;
he and X myself were well treated ; full and plenty of good food, and Mrs. Hawkins gave us beef-tea,
pudding, and vegetable ; Power said if he could only eat as he ate then he thought he would get better ;
the only complaint he made to me about the hospital was that he could have eaten more than he was
given : Power said when he was ordered back to the hospital that he was so well taken care of by
Hawkins that he was contented to remain there; in the yard in the lockup he said he would like to
die, that he was tired of his life knocking about; whilst I was in the hospital the matron came through
the ward during the day and up to as late as 12 o’clock at night to administer medicine that the doctor
ordered ; Gunn told me that both himself and the matron thought Gunn made
; Power was very
quiet in the lockup; ho would get up at night and go about on bis knees; he was very clean at the
lockup ; 1 had nothing to say to Power at the hospital; he did remark to me that the matron was very
peevish to him ; she got frantic and ill-tempered with me sometimes; I could not account for her reason
in becoming so ; I never saw Power after he left the lockup to go back to the hospital.
To Inspector Ford: Tlie matron never had a conversation with me at the lavatory; no one has
frightened or intimidated me over this matter ; 1 have nothing to complain about Power’s treatment at
the hospital.
To Mr. Kinna : The matron was frantic with me for taking my leg off the chair when the doctor
ordered it to be kept up.
To Dr. Browne,: Power told me he was ordered stimulants ; I know that Power passed his motion
into his trousers ; Power had light puddings in the hospital that I did not get; Power told me that he had
been ordered eggs by you, hut that he did not get them.
Taken and sworn, at Molong, the 31st 1
"
day of October, 1395, before,—
j

'

IF. M. MAtTARLANE, Commissioner.

JAMES STK.ES.

.

New South "Wales,)
to wit.
)
The examination of Algernon Grenfell Brice, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on
oath this 3lst day of October, in the year of nur Jjord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power,
285—D
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Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that Ids death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surroundiug the case in question. And this deponent on oath
states : I am a groom at Millgate’s “ Boyal Hotel ” ; 1 remember a man named Edward Power ; I first
saw him about the beginning of August last, on a Monday; T was requested by the sergeant of
police to take him to the hospital; Constable Hawkins brought out a man whom he called Power,
assisted hint into my 'bus, wrapped a blanket round him ; Power seemed to be very weak, and had to be
assisted into the trap; 1 drove him and Cons! able Hawkins to the hospital; the matron was in the
hospital grounds, and Hawkins called out, “ I have fetched this man hack to you again” ; she replied,
“ You can take him away ; we don’t want him here” ; Hawkins said, “ But you must take him” ; the matron
said, “ Ho, we can’t,” and also said cither “ We have no beds ” or “ We have no blankets” ; I cannot be
sure which ; Hawkins handed the matron a letter from the doctor, and she then consented to take him in ;
before Power got out of the vehicle Hawkins said, “'The doctor has ordered a glass of whiskey and milk
for him," and Hawkins then brought out a glass of something which the man eventually drank; as far as
I remember, Constable Hawkins then assisted Power out of the ’bus and put him into a wooden structure
at the hospital; Power had a swag, hut I cannot say what it contained ; J heard the matron say to one of
the men there, “ Gunn, they have fetched this man back again”; she said to Ilaw'kins, “ Sergeant Pagan
and you are regular nuisances ’; I said to Power when the matron was refusing him admission, “ You are
getting a warm reception” ; Power said, “Yes; ain't she an old bitch ?”
To Inspector Ford : The matron said Power would have to use his own blankets : I met Mr. Kinna,
solicitor, of Molong, in the street yesterday morning ; he and I only were present; he said, “ The hospital
will be shut up now through people not holding their tongues, especially yon ; 1 have known you a long
while, and I gave you credit for more sense” ; 1 asked him why—what yarns were there ; he said, “ Oh,
never mind now, i’ll let you see ; let ua say no more about it” ; Mr, Kinna told me this morning not to
be frightened, that he would not hurt mo in any way; 1 did not tell Constable Hawkins that Mr. Kinna
had asked me not to say anything about what he said to me veaterday,”
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st 1
A. G. PBICB,
day of October, 1895, before— S
if. M. Macfablate, Commissioner.
Hew South TYales,")
to wit.
j
The examination of Michael Wn(javi of Molong, in the Colony of Hew South Males, taken on oath this
31st day of October, in the year of our Lord. 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward 'Power, who died in
that, hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally iuto all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states : I am a sergeant of
police stationed at Molong ; the man Edward Power first came under my notice on the 2nd of .August
last; I directed Constable Hawkins to take Mm from the hospital to the lockup if directed to do so
by Dr. Browne; he was charged with having no visible lawful means of support, with a view to his
protection until an order for Benevolent Asylum could be procured; I saw him every day from the
2nd August until he was returned to the hospital; he appeared to he a worn-out old bushman; he
walked about the yard; he appeared to be able to walk; I first noticed a change in him on Monday,
the 5th of the same month, some time after he was remanded by H. H. Cbippindall, J.l?.; I
think Constable Hawkins brought the matter under my notice ; I noticed no change in his appearance
from the time he came there until about 2 o’clock on tlie Monday; 1 sent for Dr. Browne as the result
of my own observations : Hawkins on the Sunday told me that Power had a change last night, hut he was
all right then; Power told me every day, as I spoke to him, that he was treated well and wanted for
nothing; the doctor examined him and gave an order for his admission 1o the hospital on the Monday,
and 1 directed Constable Hawkins to have him discharged ; I never saw Power after that; on the 6th of
August, I think it was, Constable Hawkins reported to me that be had seen Power at the hospital, and that he
had bitten his arm ; Dawkins may have told mo of hia death ; he made no official report of the circum
stances surrounding this man’s death any further than 1 have stated ; if there was any suspicion of loul
play, or that the death was caused by bad treatment, it would be his (Hawkins’) duty to report the matter
to me if the facts were within his knowledge ; it would he his duty to report to me as his superior officer;
I am not aware that Constable Hawkins had any conveisations about the matter with me; I did hear
rumours going about the town, but 1 had no conversation with Hawkins as the part he was taking in it.
To Inspector Ford: Dr. Browne asked me if I would direct Hawkins to be present ai. the hospital
inquiry, and I said, “Ho, he could if he liked”; I told the constable he could go if he liked ; all the
evidence given at the inquiry was published in the local papers, 1 believe ; J gave evidence at the inquiry
at the hospital.
To Mr. Kinna : The President of tbc hospital, I think, on the 6th of August last, asked me if I
could get a man in the town to look after Power ; this was, I think, before f had heard that Power had
bitten himself; I believe f mentioned the matter to Hawkins, and asked him to look after a man for the
purpose.
Dr. Browne: You told me in the lockup yard that you had no place at the hospital for Power ;
this was on the day Power was removed back to the hospital, and that the only place available was the
outside ward; I said, “Better there than the lockup”; you told me the hospital was overfull, and I
believe said you could not turn out any of the patients to the outer ward to make room for Power ; you
reported to me that Constable Hawkins was talking about the death and treatment of Power, and asked
me to check him; this may have been three or four days after the death ; I may have said J could not
check him, and may have made a remark about his gossiping habits ; 1 heard Hawkins definitely refuse at
first to attend the hospital inquiry.
To the Commissioner : After Dr. Browne made the complaint to me I did speak to Hawkins, and
told him to go and see Dr. Browne; Hawkins denied having talked about the matter ; a few days before
the
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the hospital inquiry, Dr. Browne called to see Constable Hawkins, and saw him in my presence ; they
both became excited, and I said it was no use bandying words over the matter and walked away; the
doctor threatened to report the matter to the Inspeetor-G-eneral; Dr. Browne said Hawkins would have
to go to the inquiry, and that be would get the Inspector-General to order him to do so.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st 1
M. FAGAbT.
day of October, 1895, before— J
"W. M. Macrablate, Commissioner.
New South "Wales,")
to wit.
)
The examination of Georr/c Garliek, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Bower, who died in
that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his deatli was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question : And this deponent on oath slates :—I am a blacksmith ;
1 did not know Edward Bower ; I have been one of the hospital visiting committee; 1 did not visit it at
any time that Bower was an inmate ; I know nothing whatever about the ease of Bower.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st I
GEOBGE GABLICK.
day of October, 1895, before— j
W. M. MacI’aheaIi'e, Commissioner.
New South Wales,)
to wit.
)
The examination of Daniel Alfred Gilsenan, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on
oath this 31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised m that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong respecting the case of a man named Edward Bower,
who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Bower did not receive the attention
due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into
all the circumstances surrounding the case in question: And this deponent on oath states:—I am a
clergyman of the Wesleyan Church, stationed at Molong: I do not belong to the hospital in any way ; I
did not know a man named Power; I do not think I ever saw him in the hospital; I know nothing of my
knowledge 1‘especting the death of Bower.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st")
D. A. GILSENAN.
day of October, 1S95, before— J
W. M. Macfabt.axe, Commissioner.
New South Wales,
to wit.
The examination of James Kmgsland, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
31st day of October, in the year of our Tvord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who lias been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in
that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Bower did not receive the attention due to him,
and that Ms death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question: And this deponent on oath states :—I am an undertaker;
I buried the body of Edward Bower ; I first saw his body about half-past 10, on the 7th of August last,
in the dead-house at the Molong Hospital; that is a special building for keeping dead bodies ; the
body was covered with calico, except the head and hands; the calico would just about come to the
wrists ; I did not see any bandages ou the wrists; 1 never to my knowledge saw Bower alive.
To Mr, Kinna ■. It was the morning he was buried that 1 saw' Bower’s body; I saw the back of
his hands from the wrists to the fingers; I saw no marks on them ; I am not sure it was the 7th or the
8th of August last.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st")
JAMES KINGSLAND.
day of October, 1895, before— j
W. M. Macfablase, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 1
to wit.
}
The examination of Martha Patrick, of Molong:"in ihe Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
31st day of October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Bower,
who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention
due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such ofiicials, and generally
into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question : A.nd this deponent on oath states :—
I am cook at the hospital at Molong, and am a married woman ; I knew a man named Edward
Bower; T saw him the first day he came to the hospital the first time; he seemed to be very low
and very weak; I did not see "him at all in the ward; I saw him the day he left the hospital with
Constable Hawkins; he was able to walk away and carry his swng; I had no conversation witli Mm
whilst he was in the hospital; I do not know what day he left; I did not see him during the time he was
at the hospital; on the 5th of August last Constable Hawkins brought him hack to the hospital in a
bugpy
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ku8gy; I did not see him out of the buggy; I saw him next the evening before he died between 6 and
7 o’clock; I was in the garden with the matron; I went to the door of the room he was in; he was in
bed; I did not go into the ward, only to the door; he was alone at that time; he was asleep ; I never
saw him again ; I did not go into this ward at any time while he was in it; I knew the then wardsman,.
Branxton G unn; I had no conversation with him respecting this man Power ; I had no conversation with
tho matron regarding the man Power; I learnt that he had grazed his wrists, or scratched his wrists, with
his teeth ; the wardsman told me that Power had bitten his wrists ; before K o’clock the morning before
he died Gunn came out for some warm water to dress his wrists, and he said Power had bitten his
wrists ; I asked him if he had bitten them much ; he said, “ Nothing to speak of—more like a scratch
he did not say the man had bitten pieces out of his wrists ; no one else was present when this
was told me by the wardsman ; this was in the kitchen ; I never mentioned to anyone what the
wardsman had told me about Power ; I did not mention to my son George what the wardsman had told
me; on the Monday after Power’s death, 1 washed two blankets belonging to Power, two white blankets
and a blue and white counterpane belonging to the hospital; Power's own blankets were very dirty;
these blankets and counterpane had been used to my knowdedge in covering Power; the hospital
blankets and counterpane were not soiled, but his own blankets were very dirty ; there wore red stains on
the counterpane—one end of it—from, I believe, a Turkey-twill covering a locker in the room Power
occupied ; I could tell they were not blood stains; from the time of Power’s death up to yesterday 1 have
not been in the ward that he was in.
_
To Inspector Ford \ I have had sufficient experience to tell stairs from Turkey-twill from blood
stains ; the colours of some Turkey-twill are not fast, some are; 1 did not notice any blood stains on tlie
floor of the ward Power was in—the outer ward : the blankets produced wore Power’s blankets ; the
other blankets produced, 1 believe, are the same I washed ; what were over Power were as good; the
counterpane produced is like the one which was over Power ; it is of the same pattern and same quality,
but the one which was over Power may have been lighter in colour ; there arc, 1 think, eight quilts in the
hospital with a Turkey-twill border : there are a better quality Turkey-twill ihan that on the locker, and
they don’t run, but the twill on the locker does run ; 1 have washed Turkey-twills which are on lockers ;
they will run when they are new, but after they are washed a while they will not run ; I have had no
conversation with the matron about the death of Power,
To Mr. Kinna: Neither you nor any of the committee have had any conversation about this matter
with me; I have had considerable experience in washing clothes containing blood stains after operations
at the hospital, so I would know the stain of dye from blood stains ; the Turkey-twill ou the locker in
Power’s ward was new ; it had never been washed"; the counterpane over Power was of the same weight
as the one produced; I heard the matron say to Constable Hawkins when he brought Power back to the
hospital, “ Both you and Fagan are a bright pair to bring me a man back in that state.”
To Dr. Browne : I was told to prepare special beef tea on tho occasion of Power's first admission,
and to the best of my knowledge it was for him; I was told it was for him ; I have seen the matron
prepare egg-flip for Power and tell Guun to take it to Power, and take it to him herself sometimes ; 1
know Power was on spoon diet, and the articles mentioned were extra to that diet; I cannot say whether
there was any special diet upon his readmission ; I made corn-flour and bread and milk since bis readmission ;
egg-flip was made for him on the Wednesday after his readmission.
To the Commissioner: 1 have seen Sergeant Fagan at the hospital two or three times, and Constable
Hawkins twice.
Taken and sworn at Molong tbo 31st 1
MARTHA PATRICK,
day of October, 1895, before— |
"W. M. Maci'ablake, Commissioner.

* Kxhiltit

New South Wales, 7
to wit.
j
The examination of Henry Harold Septimus Chippendall, of Molong, in the Colony of New South
Wales, taken on oath this 31sfc day of October, in the year of Our Lord 1S95, at Molong, in the
Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for tho said
Colony, who has been duly authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently
made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting
the ease of a man named Edward Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to tho effect
that Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the
neglect of such officials, and generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question :
And this deponent on oath states :—I am Clerk of Petty Sessions, &c., and a Justice of the Peace ; on
Friday, 2ud August last, 1 weut, at the request of Sergeant Fagan to the receiving room in the lockup
and ihere saw Edward Power; I then saw an application for the admission of Power to the Asylum for
Infirm and Destitute ; I produce a certified copy* of the application 1 then saw, the only difference being
that the doctor’s name is shown as Henry Browne, whereas it should he Harold Browne : I questioned
Power, filled in the certificate iu reference to the questions, and signed it; I then remanded Power till the
following Monday so that an order could be obtained for his admission to the asylum ; I straightaway
gave the application to Constable Justilius to post; when I saw him, Power struck me as being an oldaud
leeblo man ; I should not say that he was very weak; 1 saw him later on in the afternoon walking about
the yard ; his gait was certainly feeble; he did not make any complaint to mo ; he answered the questions
I put to him about his application quite intelligently; I saw him the next morning, Saturday, but did not
notice any change in him ; I next saw him about 10 o’clock on Monday morning, the 5th August, when
he was brought before the Bench and further remanded till the next morning ; I did not at that timo
notice any particular change in him ; about 4 o’clock the same day, from something Constable Hawkins
told me, 1 saw Power again, when he appeared to be in a considerably worse condition than he was before ;
I also saw an order from Dr. Browne authorising his admission to the hospital; he did not make any
complaint to mo about his treatment; I discharged him from custody where he was; I said to him,
“ It will he better for you to go back to the hospital and remain there till you get better, and proceed
to the asylum ;” he said, “ Yery well, sir,” or something to that effect; Power said something to me to
the effect that grog had been the cause of his trouble, and that he had been a heavy drinker ; he made
no complaint whatever to me ; I did not see him after that occasion ; I do not know that a magistrate
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has power to order luxuries or stimulants in cases of emergency to confinees in a lock-up ora gaol; I was
not aware that Power was in need of luxuries or stimulants ; from eighteen year’s experience I can state
that it is usual to charge infirm and feeble men with vagrancy, merely for their protection, until an order
can he obtained for their admission to an asylum ; when an order is obtained they are discharged from
custody.
...
t,
. 11 i i
• t. a
Mr. Inspector Ford: It was in the cause of humanity I discharged Power at the lock-up insteaa
of having him brought to the Court-house; I have not the slightest doubt but that Constable Haivkins
and his wife treated Power with the greatest kindness; 1 know there was a certificate given by
Dr, Browne as to the cause of death of Power ; I produce a duplicate of the certificate of death; I know Elllibi(. H
that the power of granting luxuries or stimulants rests with the Government Medical Officer m cases
connected with lock-ups; Power was a very thin man with a drawn face.
^ CHIPPE'N'DALL
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st day of 7
October, 1S95, before,—
j
W. M. Macvaiilane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, |
to wit.
}
, ,.
The examination of Sister Immaculaia, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
31st day of October, in the year of Our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised m
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died^ in
that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states: I am lady superior
of the convent at Molong ; I knew a man named Power; I made his acquaintance iu visiting the patients
at the hospital; when 1 first saw him he was with the patients in the ward ; I visited him for the purpose
of administering spiritual comfort to him; he did not seem to be very well ; he seemed weak ; as far as I
recollect I saw him four times; twice to speak with ; twice in the ward with the other patients; once m
the garden ; and once in the detached ward at the hospital; he seemed to be very near death when I saw
him in the detached portion ; he was able to speak to me ; ho did not on any occasion make any complaint
to me as to the treatment he had received at the hospital; when X saw him in the detached ward I did
not notice if his wrists were bandaged; he was on a kind of mattress on the floor ; he appeared to have
sufficient covering blankets and quilt and sufficient pillows ; I do not know what number of blankets be
had on him ; I did not notice if he had a foot-warmer in the bed ; I simply heard some children s remarks
upon the subject of Power biting his wrists, but treating them as such I took no notice of them ; I thmk
Sister Theresa and Sister Genevieve accompanied me on my visits to the hospital when I saw Power;
sometimes one sister and sometimes another; I am sure I am the only sister who had any conversation
with Power; I teach at the Convent school; I did not myself, nor to my knowledge did any of the other
sisters say anything respecting the death of Power at the hospital in tlie school; 1 think Power received
every care and attention at the hospital.
, „
To Inspector Ford.- To my knowledge nothing was said at any class meeting relative to the death ot
Power or his treatment in the hospital; I did not notice any blood stains on the floor when I visited
Power in the detached ward ; I did not see him receive any food whilst I was there.
To Mr. Kenna: When I went to see Power in the detached ward a wardsman was attending to
him the whole time I was present; I said a few passing words on the first occasion ; I was with him fro™
five to seven minutes in the detached ward; he seemed to have comfortable pillows, and, as far as I could
see, he had every comfort as to bed-clothing.
Taken and sworn at Molong, this 31st day of 7
SISTEll M. IMMACULATA.
October, 1895, before,—
j
_ _
W. M. MACFAHUAifE, Commissioner.
Is cw South Wales, 7
to wit.
j
_
■o i tit i
The examination of Patrick Frederick Augustus Kinna, of Molong, in the Colony of ISew Soutii \\ ales,
taken on oath this 31st day of October, in the year of our Lord, 1895, at Molong, in^t.he Colony aforesaid,
before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justice of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been
duly authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain chargesreccnliy made by Eaton John 1 Limey,
of Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting tho case of a man named Edward
X’owor, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question; and this deponent on oath states:
I am solicitor of the Supremo Court practising at Molong; I am a life member of tlm Molong
Hospital through being the founder of the hospital; I did not know a man named Edward Power ;
whilst Sykes and I believe Power were in the lock-up Constable Hawkins and myself were speaking just
outside the Land Office door at Molong ; he made a remark about bis two pensioners, meaning laykes
and Power; he said, i:Jtis very hard lines I should have to get necessaries for them out of my own
pocket”; 1 said, “ Surely you have not to do that? The Government will allow yon for anything like
that surely?”; he said, “Ho, only the ordinary rations ”; I said, “What are the rations ; he^said,
“Bread aud water for breakfast, meat for dinner, and bread and water for tea;
he said, Ton
know my heart would not let me give that to old men like these, I could not do it, so I have provided
them with little things out of my own pocket
he said, “ I went up and got some beef, and my wife has
made some beef-tea”; 1 got some fruit and other little things which I thought would nonrisli the Md
men : I said, “ Surely tho Government will allow you for that” ; he said, “ I don t think so ; I said, If
I were you I would send a voucher in for it” ; about a week after this I met Hawkins close to Donaldson s
stationer’s shop ; he said, “ This is a nice thing, Mr. Kinna—this man Power, who died in the hospital ; I
said, “What is that?” he said, “The man was cruelly treated; he had bitten pieces out of his arm.
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fdtl^ro were several pools of blood iut’no place
I said “ Hawkins, if old Sykes bas been rnnnincr you
to that don t mind it as I have known him fifteen years and ho is one of tho’bigqest liars unhunq”- he
said It wasn t bykes, I saw it”; I said “ If you saw it make out a complaint in writing, hand it to’ the
secretary, Mr. Head, for there are men ou that committee who would never allow that thing to exist for
a moment ; he said “ But ain't yon one of the committee
I said I was not; Hawkins then went into
Mr. Baton John Hamey s shop.
To Inspector Ford: On one occasion, after a case against a boy by Constable Hawkins for
throwing stones Hawkins said to me, “Those boys committed perjury to-day, everyone of them” ; I said
JNo, Havrkms I think tho perjury was on the other side; I appeared for the dofence, in that case ’
I said to Mr. G-ilsevan at the hosphal that I did not think Constable Hawkins was in his proper senses ’
I never took up a case against Hawkins without a fee ; I am not an interested party because rav fatherin-law is the I resident of the Hospital Committee; 1 never made use of the word conspirators with
reference 1o the police.
p p ^ KIN HA
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 31st day of 1
• ■ •
.
October, 1895, before—
j
W. M. Macfaelave, Commissioner.
New South TVales, 1
to wit.
f
Thb examination oi Jamas Ely, of Cumnock, in the Colony of Now South "Wales, taken on oath this 31st
day or October, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned
i Br . .iesi;.y 3 •JuBtices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in that
behaif to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against the
officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in that
hospital on the /th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him, and that
Jus death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the circumstances sur
rounding the case m question And this deponent on oath statesI am a gardener; I recollect Edward
i ower in tlie Molong Hospital; I was a patient in the hospital; Power was also a patient at the time ; he
was m the same ward as I was ; he was at the opposite side of the ward ; he was one or two days there while
I was there; he was m a weak state and did not appear to be right in his head ; he was, as far as I know
treated as well as I was ; I was well treated; 1 got whiskey ; I don’t know if he did; I remember he got
•whisky one day in the yard ; he made no complaint about his treatment in the hospital; he said to me on
one occasion it was a pity that they did not give him a little more food ; I do not remember him Bavin-*
anything about the matron or wardsman ; I think Power was taken to an out place in the garden; I
noticed tliat Power attempted to make ivater in the fireplace ; I did not see him exposing himself in any
,
Inspector Ford: I was never in the outside ward ; I went to the door of the same ; I saw patches
ot blood m there whilst Power was occupying it; I do not remember what day it was I saw the blood
patches there; 1 don t thmk the blood patclies were near the bed; not very near, but it appeared as if the
man had been dragging himself about; I don’t remember making any statement at Crook’s shop at Cumnock
about lower s treatment; I may have passed a remark about the blood on the floor, but I reallv don't
remember ; 1 think 1 ower was m tho yard on a chair when I noticed the blood patches on the floor ■ T
don t remember telling the matron or wardsman about the blood patches on the floor ; 1 never made a
statement either way, that Constable Hawkins statements as appearing in the newspapers were true or
false about Powers treatment in the hospital.
1 r
To Mr. Kinna ; Whilst I was in the hospital with Power I have known the matron come into the
ward as late as 12 and 1 o’clock at night, attending to the patients ; her manner to us all was kind aud
considerate; two or three of the blood patches were as large or larger than a person’s hand, and were
, 6 ,a® . ,t le?
‘)eeu ^'iped over ; I never heard Power complain to anv other patients in the ward
about Ins treatment.
"
1
To Sr. lirowne:. I think the wardsman was attending to Power when I saw Power in the chair.
lo Inn Oommissioner: I do not remember hearing the matron on any occasion using any bad
language to Power,
° "
Taken and sworn at Molong, tho 31st day off)
October, 1895, before—
j
W. M. Macfaelame, Commissioner.

JAS ELY
‘
’

New South Wales, 1
to wit.
)
The examinatmn of William Charles Bead, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
this 31st day of October, m the year of Our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty a Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalt to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against the officials of the hospital at Molong. respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospilal on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—I am the Secretary
ot the Molong Hospital; I know nothing of the man Power, only as regards the burial; the credit balance
ot the hospital account on the 7th of August last, the day Power died, was £183 15s, Gd.—a net credit ■
tho hospital is a cottage hospital, two wards, a male and a female, four beds in each ward ; the only other
accommodation is the outer ward, or convalescent or isolation ward ; there are two paid officials apart from
the medical officer, a matron, and wardsman, and also a general servant; the matron is in charge of the
hospital; tho wardsman is under the control of the matron and medical officer; there are no fixed duties
tor the matron, only to supervise generally and to do the nursing ; she is to nurse male and female ; now I
think ot it, ! am not sure that tho inairon’s duties are not laid down in the by-laws ; during ihe time Power
was in tho hospital, namely, on the 7th of August, application was made by tho matron for a man to sit up
with tower ; she had on no other previous occasion while Power was in the hospital made application for
extra
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extra assistance; the first complaints I received were contained in letter dated 16th August last from
E. J. Hamev ; no complaint had been made to me officially respecting the treatment of Power prior to
that date; when the matron applied for assistance to look after Power her request was granted; the
president and myself endeavoured to obtain assistance, hut we could not get any; the matron apparently
failed to procure extra assistance herself.
To Inspector Ford: I have been over three years connected with tlie hospital; I know the police
endeavoured to procure extra assistance on the 7th of August last on account of Power; they were
unsuccessful.
To Mr. EinnaThe President and myself visit the hospital once a week; I was present at an
inquiry held by the Hospital Committee respecting the death of Power; I took the statements in writing
from the different witnesses; the wardsman, Branxton Gmnn, who is now dead (he died on the 2ot!i of
September last) made a statement which 1 took in writing; I produce the statement marked “ Exhibit I” ;
Sir. B. J. Hamey was present when this statement was taken ; before Gunn signed that statement it was
read over by me to him ; he then signed it; I believed he said it was correct before he signed it; Mr.
Hamey, Dr. Browne, the matron, and Constable Hawkins were present, and had tho right of asking any
questions they wished; I believe Constable Hawkins asked his questions through Mr. E. J. Hamey, who
had lodged the complaint.
To Hr. Browne -■ I am aware you courted every possible inquiry into the case when you first
heard of Mr. Harney’s complaint, and that you said you wished the inquiry a public one ; with the
exception of Mr. Hamey and one or two of his friends none of the public put in an appearance at the
inquiry.
To the Commissioner: I am not aware that the Committee objected to Constable Hawkins asking
questions; ho was putting his questions through Mr. Hamey.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 3Let day of October, \
W. C, HEAD.
1895, before,—
)
AV. M. Macpaulaite, Commissioner.

Hew South AVales,)
to wit,
j
The examination of William Charles Bead, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, talcen on oath
this 1st day of November, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of tho Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the ofiicials of the Hospital at Molong, respecting tho case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that Hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that .Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath
states:—The Molong Hospital is subsidised by the Government pound for pound; on March the 12th,
1895, the Hospital received from the Government £229 7s. d-d. from 1st January to 81st December, 1894,
and on 24th August last, £147 3s. lid., that was for the half-year ending tho 30th of June, 1895 ; in
addition to that subsidy the Government pay nothing for patients in the hospital; many patients who are
in the hospital pay ; from the 1st of January, 1894. to 30th June, 1895, the hospital received £65 5s.
from patients; no subsidy was received from the Government upon that amount.
To Mr. Kinna: T produce a copy of the hospital by-laws, (marked exhibit J) ; the duties of the
matron are defined therein.
To the Commissioner: There were two paying patients when Power was re-admitted to the hospital
named John Davoren and James Ely.
'
'
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 1st day of November, 7
AY. C. BEAD.
1895, before,—
)
AY. M. Macfaulake, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 7
’
to wit.
)
The examination of Fleanora Leahy, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
1st day of November, in tlie year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised in
that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, against
the ofiicials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died in
that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him,
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—I am matron and
female nurse at the Molong Hospital; I have held that position oue year and ten months on the 3rd instant;
previous to coming to the Molong Hospital I had five years experience in private nursing in Australia,
besides eleven years nursing in England, and I was in three hospitals during that time, namely, the
London Temperance Hospital, York Boad Lying-in Hospital, and Miss Pollock’s Private Hospital, 50,
AYeymouth-street, Cavendish-square, AYest London ; in the last-named institution I nursed in the institu
tion, and had also private nursing in connection therewith ; I hold diplomas of efficiency from the London
Temperance H ospital, and York Bead Lying-in Hospital, and from the Nurse’s Home, 140 Phillip-street,
Sydney ; I first saw Edward Power on the twenty-fifth of July last; Mr. Hebden’s groom brought him to
the hospital, aud in the absence of Dr. Browne 1 admitted him ; he appeared very low and exhausted; he
was put to bed in the bed at one side of the fireplace away from the window in the male ward; facingthe
mantel-piece it is ou the left hand side of the fireplace ; there were five other patients then in the ward
besides Power ; Dr. Browne saw the man Power the following day, the 26th July, 1S95 ; he on account of
tho man’s condition ordered him spoon diet and extra diet also, four ounces of whiskey, special whiskey,
three-star whiskey; I produce the card* showing the diet ordered by the doctor on that day ; the doctor’s * Exhibit k.
instructions in regard to diet were faithfully carried out, and Power received the amount of stimulant
ordered by the doctor; Power remained in the hospital until the second of August last; during that time
he was excessively dirty in his habits; he passed his urine in the bed and bed clothes, and he passed his fajees
in
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in the bed and sheets, and his urine in the fireplace; I told him he must not be so dirty in his habits, that it was
had for the other patients as well as.for himself; he made out he could not help it; I did noteipress any
annoyance with him beyond telling him that he must not be so dirty in his habits; he was not in full possession
of his senses ; he told Dr. Browne in my presence that he had had sunstroke ; he was not right in the head,
bat he was very quiet; he_would sit in a moody manner all day ; he wandered about the ward during the
day and once during the night, I know ; he improved in health after he had been in the hospital a few
days and was able to digest his food better; on the 2nd of August last he had improved so much in health
that he was a fit subject for discharge from the hospital, in my opinion ; w'hat led to his discharge from
the hospital was really his dirty habits ; if he had not been a man of these habits he would not have been
discharged from the hospital for some time; I never heard him express any wish to be discharged from
the hospital; Dr. Browne gave instructions on Monday, the 29th of July last, in my presence, to the
wardsman to go and ask Sergeant Eagan to remove him, that he was not fit to be in the hospital, that
he ought to go to the place for old men at Parramatta ; Dr. Browne endeavoured to keep Power at
the hospital as long as he could, but he found the smell of him was injurious to the other patients;
on my part there was a strong desire to get rid of the man on account of his dirty habits, especially
as I did not consider it beneficial to the other patients—especially those undergoing surgical operations—
to have him in the hospital; at that time, when Power was first admitted, there were no patients in
the convalescent ward; X don’t think it would have been better for him to have been placed in the
convalescent ward than turn him out, as X thought he was fit to go out and would he sent straight
away to Parramatta; in his then state of health, I consider tho convalescent ward a fit place for
him to be in; on Friday morning, the 2nd of August last, I heard Sergeant Fagan tell Constable
Hawkins to arrest Power; he (Fagan) said to me, “Ton will have to put him outside the gate ” ; I
had no conversation with Constable Hawkins about Power then-; when I got hack to the hospital
Hawkins was waiting for me; ho said to me, “Ton had bettor put Power outside the gate again so
that I can arrest him’ ; tho wardsman put Power outside the gate and laid his swag ou the ground for
him, and Constable Hawkins took him away; I saw them going down the hill, and when I saw them
Power was carrying his swag ; between that date and the 5th of August I have no recollection of seeing
Constable Hawkins, nor did I see Power; on the afternoon of the 5th of August, between, I believe, 3 and
5 o clock, Power was brought lo me by Constable Hawkins iu Millgate’s buggy, driven bv Price ; I said,
“Ton have brought back i’ower, or old Power ” ; Hawkins said, I think, “ Ton must take him in, or I
have an order from tho doctor to take him; I said, “ I can’t take him in, my ward is full ” ; I may have
said this more than once ; I said to Hawkins, “Ton and Fagan are a bright pair to bring him back in that
state, or something to that effect; I did not like them bringing bun back; my objection was on
account of bis dirty habits ; Hawkins said, “Ton must take him in,’1 and produced an order from Dr.
Browne; I think Hawkins said that the doctor had ordered milk and whiskey for him: Hawkins §aid
to me, “Don’t mind the milk, but give me the whiskey for him as my wife has just given him some
beef-tea before he left the lock-up.” I put about an ounce of whiskey into a medicine glass, and I saw
Hawkins give it to him just outside the gate; Power was put sitting in a folding-chair in the convalescent
ward ; the contents of a kapok mattress were spread over a portion of the floor being disinfected ; there
was a locker with turkey twill over it; there wms an iron bedstead, but no mattress or paliasse on it ;
there were a few other things in the room at the time; he was not more than a half-hour left sitting
there until a clean straw mattress was put on the floor of the ward, a sheet on that ; the covering on that
was another sheet, two hospital blankets, his own two blankets, a blue-and-white counterpane, and he had
two pillows for his head; along by the skirting-board bags were placed to keep out the draught ; Power
was placed in that bed; he was then very low- and weak ; he appeared to be in a worse state the day be
came back than the day he left the hospital; I saw him that day about three times up to nine or half
past at night; the doctor did not see him at the hospital on the day of re-admittance; tho doctor told me
in his note to put him on spoon diet and extra diet, and to give him four ounces of whiskey a day; he got
on that day the diet ordered, and he had the four ounces of whiskey in less than twenty-four hours
in addition to the ounce he got when he came iu ; he received the four ounces of whiskey up
to 8 o’clock the next morning ; I gave instructions to the wardsman to see Power the last thing before
he went to bed, which was between 10 and haff-past 10, but not to visit him during the night; on the
morning of the 6th, X saw him at half-past 6 or 7 in the same ward; the wardsman told me he had
passed his urine in the bed, and upon that I told him to get the man dressed and move him iuto the
general ward ; I did not notice any particular change in him ; he still seemed weak and low ; he was from
the male ward to the verandah during the day until after tea timo ; he could not walk very well, and had
to he assisted; when he was in the w'ard X noticed he had passed his urine in his clothes on to the floor of
the ward ; he would sit and mope all day, aud if I asked him how he was, would sit and mumble some
thing, and would say he had a bad pain “ there,” pointing to his chest; he made no complaint to me of his
treatment that day; he went to bed that day between 7 and half-past 7 ; he got his food regularly that
day, and received the full quantity ordered by the doctor; I only saw him once that night between 10
and 11; he then seemed very quiet and comfortable in his bed ; I asked him how he was, and he mumbled
something ; it was not easy to understand w'hat he said as he had lost nearly all his teeth ; I at that time
gave him some whiskey and water which he took readily; at that time he had the same covering as I put on
him the day' before, and had a hot water tin at his feet; the wardsman was then with me ; I did not think
that from his then state of health that it was necessary for anyone to sit up with him, as he seemed quiet
and harmless, and I knew there was nothing ho could injure himself with ; I did not give the wardsman
instructions to see him during that night; I don’t consider that he required anyone to see him in tho
night; as a matter of fact, I was up during the night attending to several patients, namely, John Davoren,
Samuel Young, and James Ely; if the water is put in the warming-pans boiling they will keep warm from
eight to ten hours; the warming-pan in Power’s bed had been put in his bed by the wardsman at between
10 and 11 o’clock that night; it had been filled with boiling water at that time ; a little after 6 the next
morning I saw Power again on account of the wardsman (who said he had seen him about 5 o’clock),
telling me that he (Power) had scratched his wrists, aud was sitting in the corner of the ward ; X went to
the ward and saw him, and he was out of bed and sitting up in the corner of the ward ; he was sitting ou
the floor, and he had either a counterpane or a blanket round him ; he ivas from 1-g to 2 yards away from
the bed ; I noticed the floor was wet, that fscces were on the floor, and that there were spots of blood on
the floor ; I examined his wrists, and saw a patch on the back of each wrist with the skin rubbed oS of about
the size from a shilling to a two-shilliug piece; they were what are termed abrasions; I told the wardsman
to
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to bathe hia wrists and do them up ; I suppose there were half-a-dozen, blood spots on the floor, more or
less; I do not think any of them were the size of half-a-crown; they looked more like smears than spots;
there were stains other than I have mentioned, but not like blood, which have been there since I have
been at the Hospital; I did not notice anv stains near the locker; the floor was wet; I looked at the
bed ; the bed-clothes were turned down; the bed was wet; the pillows were there, and the bottom sheet,
but I cannot say what covering was on it then; I ordered the wardsman to dress him and put him into
the mate ward, and put his bed and bed-clothes to dry; he was dressed and carried into the male ward,
and put iuto a chair by the fire; he remained there until about 10 o’clock the same morning; he was
then put out in tlie snu in a chair in the garden, a blanket put around him, and he remained there until
half-past 1 or 2 o’clock ; he was then taken back to bed in tho convalescent ward, and remained there
until he died at a quarter to 12 that night; the wardsman remained witli Power that night at my
direction; Power, during that day, was offered his food, but we bad great difficulty in getting him to take
anything; he had the stimulants ordered by the doctor during that day, and I put out extra whisky for
him the night of his death, but he did not drink it all; I do not think the door of his ward was locked at
night; he could only procure assistance by calling from the door of his ward to the patients in the male
ward; Power could call out, but he may not have been able to call out very loud, but there was a patient
in the male ward at the time who got very little sleep who might have heard Power if he called out; I
should say the distance from the ward in which Power was to the male ward is between G and 8
yards and during the night previous to the death in fact every night a window of tlie male ward looking
towards the side where the convalescent ward is was open ; the distance from the wardsman’s bedroom
. to the convalescent ward is about 30 yards; the nights of the 5th, 6th, and 7th of August last,
were moonlight they may have been a little frosty; the convalescent ward consists of a raised wooden
floor, walls boarded, aud a roof of corrugated iron, with a window aud door and a ventilator over the
door ; it is not lined or ceiled inside ; there is an opening all round between the roof aud wall plates ;
there is no fireplace in the room; from my experience as nurse if I had a better place to put Power in I
would have done so ; I do not consider the place he was put in was a proper place—that is the
convalescent ward—for him to be put in if there was a better place available; during the hot weather
I have a canvas fly for putting over the roof of the ward to keep it cool in the hot weather; I have
never used that fly in the winter to protect the ward from frost, I have never used the fly on
any occasion; I did not think about the fly when Power was in that room; I produce the bed card, Exhibit La
showing the diet, Ac., ordered by the doctor during Power’s second term at the hospital; the dietary scale
set out on that was faithfully carried out; I did not treat Power unkindly ; to the best of my belief I
treat all patients with what I call kindness; there were in the hospital when Power returned to the
hospital, on the 5th of August, six male patients in the male ward, and one female patient in the female
ward ; all these patients remained during Power’s stay on the second occasion ; their names were:—John
Davoren, pneumonia of right lung; James Ely, pleurisy on the right side ; Charles Williams, since deceased,
cancer of the liver and stomach; Q-eorge Shephard, Senior, loss of eye, and he was receiving hot
applications to his eye day and night—he had lost the other eye years before; Samuel Toung, abscess
in his hand and having hot applications thereto day and night; Adolphe Petit, congestion of liver,
frequent linseed poultices or .hot flannels; I did not consider any of these patients fit to be removed
to the convalescent ward; 1 do consider it would do more harm to Young to go out to that
ward, as he was having hot applications to his hand, as his arm was all inflamed than it would
do to Power; there was no room in the male ward for another bed at the time Power returned
there; the ward is only for four beds, and during the last two winters it has been occupied by six
patients; the only other place Power could have been put in was the female ward, and that was
occupied ; there are four beds at present in the male ward ; in winter we put six beds in the male ward ;
at present there are three beds in the convalescent ward; I think at this time we had sufficient staff to
do the work; on the Wednesday morning I saw the President of the hospital and the Secretary, and
asked for assistance, and they were quite agreeable to me having the assistance, but we were unable to
get any competent assistance; this was on Wednesday, 7th of August last; whenever I have put any
request before the officials of the hospital they have always been ready to meet me in any demand in
reference to the hospital.
_
.
.
To Inspector Ford: To my knowledge I have not sworn at any of the patients during the time
Power was in the hospital; I do not swear at the patients; I made a statement to Inspector Ford in the
presence of Constable Justellius at the hospital; that statement was given of my own free will; I believe
the blankets produced are the ones I showed Inspector Pord ; I remember Inspector Ford calling
Wardsman Gunn into tbe female ward and reading over my statement in bis presence, and was signed by
him in my presence; I produce the statement made by me, and signed by Gunn as well as myself; I am Exhibit Ml
aware that tbe blankets produced which were used by deceased have been washed since his death; I
generally get up between 1 and half-past 2 in the morning to attend to patients who require it; the
teeth marks or scratches were a little above the wrist, and not up to the elbow; Sergeant Fagan has
never been a nuisance at the hospital, and I never said so, nor did I ever say that I recollect that any of
the police were a nuisance to me; I produce a bed-quilt which I brought from the hospital, a blue and
white, and the colour will not run when washed; the Turkey-twill cover produced I. brought from the
hospital; it is from off the locker; some Turkey-twills will run when washed, and we have counterpanes
with turkey-twill borders ; so far as I have seen of them since I have been in the hospital they have not
run; when they are washed once or twice they are not so liable to run as when first washed.
To Mr. Kinna: Turkey-twill is not likely to run, I think, if it is put in cold water ; the turkeytwill cover produced has been washed once only; on the night of the Gth of August last I was up during
the middle of the night attending to patients and I heard no disturbance in Power’s ward, although the
window of the male ward was up; I did not call at the Molong lock-up on the 29th of July last; the first
time I spoke to Constable Hawkins was in Bank-street, Molong, when we spoke about Power; Gunn had
told me that when Hawkins came to see Power after his re-admission that he had just taken away the
foot-warmer from Power’s feet to refill it; I never put a hand to Power when he was leaving the hospital
to go to the lockup; I was not rude and unkind to the man ; it is not a fact that he was only covered
with one blanket, nor was he placed on the floor with only oue blanket to cover him ; the man never bit
the flesh out of his arms and spat it on the floor; Power's blankets were used to help cover him because
the blankets for the men’s use were all in use, and I took the white blankets and counterpane off one of
the beds in the female ward for Power.
To
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. ToJ)r. Browne-. On tbe 1st of August Power went for a walk ou Ms own account from tbe
hospital down tbe rocks about 200 yards, and I went after him; be walked up again fairly strongly;
Dr. Browno put Power upon fluid diet on admission because be was suffering from dyspepsia; he was
discharged, partly because chronic case?, according to tbc hospital rules, are not admissible; to'tho best
of my belief, 1 made several applications, between tbe 20th of July and the 2nd of August, to tbe
police to have him removed at Dr, Browne’s order; I have no power whatever to refuse admission or
to admit a patient; T do consider that his dirty habits were duo to his mental condition; tbe mattress
was being disinfected upon account of a typhoid patient having used it; the wardsman was extra
busy attending these sick men by day; I do not think he could have sat up all night in addition
to his day duty ; I generally take the night nursing; when the wardsman is not on duty I do not consider
it matters now far he is from the ward sleeping; in bad cases when there is room he lias sometimes slept
in the men’s ward; the days were bright and sunny, and as I remained in the building all day I could not
teil the actual temperature during the night; Doctor Browne ordered Gunn to sit up with Power on the
night of the 7th of August.
O on To i}Je CommissioTier ' 1 cannot say whether Constable Hawkius left tho inquiry meeting at
3’30 p.m.; I can say positively that the Turkey-twill off tbe locker has been washed.
Taken and sworn at Molong the 1st day of)
ELEAKOEA LEAHY.
November, 1895, before,—
J
W. M, Macfatilane, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 1
to wit.
j
The examination of Isabella Hamey, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
1st day of November in the year of onr Lord 1895, at Molong, in the colony aforesaid, before the under
signed, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said colony, who has been duly authorised iu
that behalf to make inquiry mto certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong,
against othcials ot the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who died
m that hospital on the 7tb August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to him
and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstaneeB surrounding the case in question : A.nd this deponent on oath statesI am the wife of
Jiaton John Hamey ; I know nothing about the man Power whilst at the hospital; I never saw him ; I saw
him at the Molong lockup on Sunday afternoon, iu tho lockup yard there ; ho made no complaint to me,
only that he felt very ill; he made no complaint to me about his treatment in the lockup : he appeared to
e \ery weak ; my husband told me that Constable Hawkins had requested us to come and see the two
poor men in tne lockup; I believe one of (hose men was named Sykes ; Sykes, in the presence of Power,
said he (Power) was silly, and not to take any notice of him; J have used a good deal of Turkey-twill
and i have not found it run upon being washed.
. T? .Mr‘ K'uvia '■ I do not know whether inferior quality of Turkey-twill will run; the Turkey-twill
produced is of fair quality ; it is not extra good.
J
i1le Commissioner: It was through Mr. Hawkins asking my hushend that we went lo tho
lockup to see the old men ; Hawkins was not present when my husband told mo that he (Hawkins) had
asked us to come tp the lockup,
'
'
Taken and sworn at Molong the 1st day of)
] SABELLA HAMEY
November, 1895, before,—
j
"W, M. Macfaelave, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 7
to wit.
j
■
The examination of Miriam Sophia Bells, of Molong, in tbe Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
IS-yi
lhotycTar of 0m‘ Lord 1SOib at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned oi.e of Her Majesty s Justices of tbe Pence for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalt to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of Molong
dfllnll +lhef k°C'C1f i o£ ,f10„1’fsP!ta] at Molong, respecting tho ease of a man named Edward Power, who
died m that hospital on the /th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive tho attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
rr^aUCeS, “™P0Vnd,"gjtl,le ,c“so
question : And this deponent on oath states:—I am tho wife of
,
: kfJmuo1 Marsceu Betts of Molong, I was formerly matron of the Molong Hospital, and have eertiMates for nursing tho Inrkey-lwill produced has, I consider, been washed; it is not the best quality
ot lurkey-twill; it is a medium quality; the colour in that I consider has run.
Taken and sworn at Molong the 1st day of j
MIRIAM S. BETTS.
1\ ovember, 1895, before,—
j
W. M, Maci'ahlane, Commissioner.
.*

TT .
Sopha, Betts, recaded on her former oath, states
In the presence of Mrs. Hamey, Mrs.
Hawkins, Bliss Leahy, Inspector Ford, and Constable Hawkins, I washed portion of the Turkey-twill
locker cover m hot \vater, with common soap, and tho colour has run out of the twill into the water.
Jo Inspector Ford : If that water were thrown on the floor, it would not leave blood stains.
Jo r/m Commissioner : Vi hen the twill was newer the colour would run out stronger, and would bo
more likely to staiu it thrown on the floor.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 1st day of )
MIRIAM S BETTS
November, 1895, before,—
j
‘
’
Wl M. Macfaklane, Commissioner.
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New South Wales,)
to wit.
j
TitE examination of Harold 'Elliot Browne, of Molon", in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath
this'lstday of November, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who lias been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John ilamey, of
Molong, against the officials of tho hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
■attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into ail the circumstances surrounding tho case in question. And this deponent on oath states :—■
I am a legally qualified medical practitioner practising in Molong; I am Government Medical Officer and
Surgeon to the Molong Hospital; I have been surgeon of the hospital two years ten months and one day;
I was physician to the Hospital for Women and Children at Lewisham, near Sydney, and was Assistant
Medical Superintendent to the St. Pancras Workhouse Infirmary, Higbgate, London, and House Surgeon,
University College Hospital, Loudon; I am a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, England,
and Liccntiale of the Royal College of Physicians, London, registered in the United Kingdom and in
the Colony of New Soutli Wales, and have been practising my profession between fen and eleven years;
I knew a man named Edward Power; I first saw him on the 26th July last at the Molong Hospital;
he was there as a patient, and had been brought there; I saw him on the occasion of my usual visit;
he was in bed in the male ward; I examined him; after carefully examining him I found no
evidence of organic disease, the man was weak and suffering from the effects of exposure and
insufficient food; he had lost most of his teeth ; was dyspeptic and very constipated ; he told
■
me that he had had a sunstroke several years ago, and acknowledged to having been a heavy
drinker; I then placed him upon a diet set out in Exhibit K.; the order for that diet is in Exhibit K
my own handwriting; I ordered him stimulants—four ounces of Robertson’s three-star whisky a
day; Power was admitted to the hospital on my order as Government Medical Officer, and not
through the police; I saw Power daily up to the day of his discharge on tho 2nd August last, with
two exceptions; four days after his admission, the man told me he felt much better and hungry'(he
had previously had no appetite) ; on July the 30th I therefore placed him upon the full diet of the
hospital, which is also set out on Exhibit K, continuing the whisky, four ounces, and egg flip as extras ; Exhibit k
he continued to improve in health; on ihe 29th of July I requested the matron to take steps to secure
his removal by the police, with a view to his removal to the asylum for old men ; I considered at that
time that his case was a fit one for one of those asylums; I considered then that in the course of forty-eight
hours he would be able te take a trip, say, to Parramatta by rail; on the 1st of August last he was quite
well enough to go to Sydney ; I have seen men removed from here to Sydney in a similar state; his was
a case for the removal to an Asylum for the Aged and Destitute as soon as I considered him fit to travel, as
his was a chronic case, nothing organically -wrong with him, and he was a man of disgusting habits, not
due to the loss of physical control; I distinctly noticed the smell of urine about his bed, and I was
asked by the matron and wardsman to remonstrate with him about his filthy habits ; I was told that on
one occasion he stood up aud passed water into the fire, that on another occasion he had left his bed and
passed a motion upon the floor; patients complained to me of the stench ; it was with my instructions that
he ivas handed over to the police with a view to Ills immediate removal to an asylum ; I am not aware
that it is usual for patients to remain in the hospital until an order for admission into an asylum is
obtained ; I have not had much experience in these matters; J. next saw Power on the 5th of August at
the lock-up at the request of Sergeant Eagan; I then found Power in an extremely exhausted condition;
he was lying on tho ground in the lock-up yard resting ou his swag at the dividing fence between Sergeant
Eagan’s and tlie lock-up yard; I examined him carefully, and came to the conclusion that he was in far too
critical a condition to be left longer at the lock-up; I explained to Sergeant Eagan who was present with Con
stable Hawkins, that I was in a considerable difficulty as the main ward at the hospital was already overfull,
two extra beds having been placed in during the last few days, making in all six beds; the only place I could
possibly put the man mto was a detached woodcu building, some 30 feet from the door, into the male ward,
which we call the isolation or convalescent ward ; Sergeant Eagan remarked that that would be belter than
the cell he had been in, as the coll was very damp ; in the sergeant’s office I wrote a letter to the matron,
directing her to receive Power, giving her directions as to diet, ordering 1 ok. of whisky in hot milk upon his
arrival at the institution, and directing her to prepare the isolation ward for his reception; I ordered his
bed to be made up on the floor, as he had been sleeping on the floor in the cell, and for no other reason; I
ordered plenty of blankets, and a hot water-can to be placed to his feet when he was in bed ; I told Hawkins
on that occasion that the matron would no doubt be vexed at his bringing Power back, but he must not
mind that; to produce my letter to her, and it would smooth all difficulties ; I have no recollection of saying
to Hawkins that the matron would fly at him ; I should like to have had a room with a fire in it to send
Power to, but I had no other option but to send him there, and 1 made arrangements for making him as
comfortable under the circumstances as possible ; I saw him next at noon on the Oth of August; he was,
to the best of my recollection, sitting in the male ward by the fire; I did not go in that day to the
isolation ward ; I ordered to the matron that he was to be seen tho last thing at night, and the first thing
the following morning; on the Gth, I asked the matron what kind of night he had ; when I spoke to the
man he never made a complaint about his treatment at the hospital; he never volunteered a remark ; from
the inquiries made of the matron, and observations of the patient, 1 judged it safe to leave him on tho
night of the 6th without special attendance, which, X judged, would he leaving him for about six hours ; I was
loth to add to the work of the matron or wardsman, as the work was very arduous by day, and the matron
was, by my orders, getting up at night and renewing the poultices and some of the fomentations for some of
the patients in the male ward; there was not one patient in the male ward who could safely have been put into
the isolation ward to make room for Power, and room could not have been made at that time in the ward;
Young was the least dangerously ill of any of the patients in male ward ; he was suffering from diffuse
suppuration of the hand and much swelling of the arm; this suppuration was duo to blood poisoning
following a wound from something unclean ; he had been in the Orange Hospital, and discharged himself
after operation, and applied to me for admission into ihe Molong Hospital, where I operated upon him again;
I feel sure he would have run the risk of losing his whole hand if he had been placed in tho isolation
ward for ihe night; he was very weak, and his ease caused me some anxiety ; tho days were clear warm
sunny
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Exhibit L
Exhibit fl»

sunny days but tbe nights were bright and frosty; I again saw Power at 1P30 a.m. on the 7th of August;
be was sitting in a deck chair propped up with pillows in a warm sunny corner outside the entrance to the
male ward ; L was informed that lie had been placed there because it was so warm aud bright; the matron
told roe he had injured his wrists during the night, that the wardsman had told her there had been a little
bleeding from the wounds; J saw his wrists were bound up ; the wardsman removed tho dressings by my
orders, and showed me the wounds which were upon both wrists of trifling nature and extent; they appeared
to have been caused partly by scratches and partly by teeth j the wounds did not extend through the skin ;
having finished my examination, and approved of the dressings, 1 ordered the wardsman to put the dressings
on ag'un ; it is not likely that a man in his condition would bleed much from such wounds, as no vessel ■
was injured ; 1 dare say he could smear any surface with which his wrists came in contact with blood ; he
was in a weaker condition than the day before, but nothing very marked; I told the matron that he
would probably die that night, as I considered he was sinking; X instructed the matron, as he might not
dm, to go to the President of the hospital with a view to securing special attendance for him, there
being quite as much work in connection with other cases as she and Gunn could attend; if they could
not get anyone Gunn was to remain up all night by Power; Gunn told me that he found Power that
morning huddled in the corner with his clothes off the bed; if tho man Power laid naked on the floor all
night it would have accelerated his death, hut if he were wrapped up in his blankets I do not think it
would have done^ so ; the marks on the wrists would do him no harm; on the occasion of his second
admission I put him upon a diet as set out in Exhibit .D, which diet is ordered in my own handwriting ; I
did not after the 7lh of August again see Power j his death was reported to me in the usual way, and
upon his death being reported to me I gave the certificate, of which Exhibit H is a duplicate; I can not
say whether after lower’s rcadmission T went into the isolation ward; I am satisfied that during this
man s stay in the hospital that he was treated with great kindness; I have seen the wardsman feeding him
with a spoon ; while under my care the man showed no suicidal tendencies; he was quiet and contented
it seemed ; cases of self-mutilation are not unknown in persons of unsound mind.
To Inspector Ford: Young's arm was swelled as far as the elbow; Wardsman Gunn died some
considerable time after I’owcr’s death ; I saw no ill-treatment of other patients during the time Power
was at the hospital by tho matron; 1 did not speak offensively to Constable Hawkins in reference to
Power s matter; I did not know that Inspector Pord was going to the hospital on the morning that I saw
him at the hospital; to my knowledge there was no preparaiion made at the hospital for tho reception of
Mr. Pord on the occasion mentioned.
m ,
,
HAROLD BROWNE,
laken and sworn at Molong, the 1st day of I
November, 1895, before—
)
W. M. Macfaelane, Commissioner.
_

New South Wales, |
to wit.
j
Tip examinatiopof Eaton John Hamey, of Molong, in the Colony of Now South Wales, taken on oath
this 2nd day of November, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey, of
Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward
Power, who died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the
attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and
generally into all the circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on his former
oath states:—I was present at the hospital inquiry respecting the death of Power; I was allowed to
examine witness at the inquiry ; Constable Hawkins was there part of the time; he put questions through
me ; Constable Hawkins left the inquiry about half-past three o’clock,! think ; upon an application made
by Sergeant Pagan, Constable Hawkins left the inquiry.
To the Commissioner: I cannot remember whether other witnesses put questions through me;
possibly Price may have done so.
*
E. J. HAMEY.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 2nd day of 1
November, 1895, before—
j
W. M. Macfaexajte, Commissioner.
New South Wales, 1
to wit,
j
The examination of Andrew Earkcr, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
2nd day of November, in the year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before the
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who has been duly authorised
in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John Hamey,’ of Molong,
against the ofiicials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man named Edward Power, who
died in that hospital on the 7th August last, to the effect that Power did not receive the attention due to
him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such officials, and generally into all the
circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on oath states:—I am a saddler;
I am one of the Committee of the Molong Hospital; I saw the man Power at the Molong Hospital; I
had a conversation with Power at the hospital while he was an inmate on the 30th of July last; I think
Power was in the male ward at the time sitting in a chair close to the fire; I think there was only one
patient in the ward besides Power at the time; the name I think of that patient was Ely; I asked Power
how he felt and he said, “ Pretty well ” ; I asked him if he had any complaint, or if he had been neglected
in any way ; he said, “ Oh no, if I had not come here I would have been dead”; after 1 bad a conversation
with the Wardsman Gunn ; I went again to Power and asked if he was comfortable; I had to repeat the
question twice before he answered, and he then said, “ I am all right ” ; as far as I saw, I believe he was
properly attended to; he did not seem to be neglected in any way.
To
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To Inspector Ford: I was present at an investigation held by the hospital committee respecting
the death of Power ; I did not give evidence at that inquiry, as I did not think it necessary.
_
To Dr, Browne: Power struck me as a man of weak intellect; I was one of the persons holding
the inquiry referred to as a committeeman ; every facility was given to persons to ask questions at that
inquiry ; by a ruling of the President, Mr. E. J. Hamey acted as counsel for the public ; tho hospital
officials, namely, ])r. Browne, the matron, and the wardsman, readily answered any questions asked them ;
Constable Hawkins frequently interrupted the proceedings with interjections.
_
Toihe Qommissioner: I don’t think Constable Hawkins asked to be allowed to ask questions at
the inquiry and was refused ; I believe I objected to Constable Hawkins asking questions at the same
time with Mr. Hamey; if had been previously arranged that all questions at the hospital inquiry were to
ho put through Mr. Hamey.
AHDKETW PARKER.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 2nd day )
of November, 1895, before,—
j
W. M. MACFAULAyE, Commissioner.

New South Wales, 7
to wit.
)
,
The examination of Michael Fagan, of Molong, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on oath this
2nd day of November, in tbe year of our Lord 1895, at Molong, in the Colony aforesaid, before tho
undersigned, one of Ifor Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, who lias been duly
authorised in that behalf to make inquiry into certain charges recently made by Eaton John
Hamey, of Molong, against the officials of the hospital at Molong, respecting the case of a man
named Edward Power, who died in that hospital on tbe 7th August last, to tbe effect that Power did
not receive the attention due to him, and that his death was hastened by reason of the neglect of such
officials, and generally into all tlie circumstances surrounding the case in question. And this deponent on
his former oath states: Constable Hawkins never made any official report to me either in writing or
verbally of the death of Power; on the Gth of August I had directed him to go to the hospital to see
what the matron wanted, and when he returned I asked him what sho wanted, and Hawkins said
Power has bitten his arm; after Power’s death I had a conversation with the doctor, and I was quite
satisfied then, and I am quite satisfied now, that no foul play had taken place; I did not consider, in my
position as senior officer of police on tho station, tliat there was any necessity for an ioquest being
held; I am satisfied that Power would ho better off in the isolation ward at the hospital than he would
have been in the cell at the lockup ; I would sooner ho there myself; lam giving this as my opinion;
the lockup cell is very cold in winter, and'slightly damp; tho isolation ward is not cold and damp; X
did not sec the certificate of death given by Dr. Browne in the case of Power.
To Inspector Ford I do not consider it my duty to interfere in cases of death at the hospital
where a legally qualified medical practitioner is engaged, unless the matter is brought under my notice by
the hospital officials ; if it had been reported that Power’s death had been occasioned by the neglect of tho
doctor, the matron, or wardsman, I would have at once taken steps iu the matter; I believe it was the
Gth of August or the 7th when tho matron called to see me ; when the Reverend Rather Hanley saw Power
on tho 5th of August, he told me, I believe, that Power answered all his questions in a rational manner; it
is tho duty of any subordinate to report in writing to the officer in charge of police any suspicious circum
stances coming under his notice ; as far as 1 remember, the constable did not report to me verbally that
Power had died in the hospital.
_
...
To Mr. Kinna : Ever since I have been in the Police Eorce I have been very particular in reporting
any deaths of a suspicious circumstance to the Coroner,
_
To Dr. Browne.- When T came to see you on the 5th of August about Power you expressed surprise
that he was still at the lockup, and said you thought he was in Parramatta by then.
Taken and sworn at Molong, the 2nd day")
M. RAGAN,
of November, 1895, before—
J
_
W. M. Macfaulaxe, Commissioner.
Exhibit “A.”

Molong, 14 September, 1S95.
states:—I mafic a complaint against the hospital with reference to the death of
Power; since my complaint, an investigation has been made at the hospital, and 1 am of opinion, with
reference to the death of I’ower, that the evidence given was conflicting, but that the weight of evidence
was that Power had been treated properly, so far as circumstances admitted ; I have been a resident of
Molong for nine years ; I do not belong to the hospital committee ; I have visited the hospital on three
or four occasions lately ; during those visits 1 have seen nothing incorrect; Constable Hawkins made a
complaint that Power had not been properly treated while in the hospital; from what I have seen and
what came out in the evidence, 1 have reason to believe that there was some truth in Constable Hawkins
statement; Constable Hawkins did say that tbe matron refused to receive him (twice) ; I have seen the
matron on two or three occasions since she has boon here ; during that time no complaints were made to
me ; I did not ask for an inquest to be held on Rower s death ; 1 had a conversation with Power in the
court-house enclosure ; I cannot say if ihe deceased Power was properly treated at the hospital or not;
my wife stated, when leaving the court-liouse yard, sho did not think Power would live long.
^
E. J. HAMEY.
Baton John Ilamey

Exhibit “B.”
The Death of Poweh.—A vert Serious Charge.—Inquire at the Momno Hospital.—The Ch.-Rh:
■Withdrawn.—Officers Eullt Exonerated.—The Addresses.
Owing, as we stated in our last issue, to the space at our command having been utilised by the evidence

taken at the inquiry into a charge of negligence on the part of the officers of the Molong Hospital, through
which tho death of a man named Power was alleged to have been hastened, we were unable to give the
speeches of the three gentlemen who addressed the Court after the whole of the evidence had been heard.
In accordance with promise, we now give below the addresses delivered by Mr. E, J. Hamey, Dr, Browne,
and Mr. Chas. Stockwell on that occasion.
tyh*
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Mr. E. J. Hamey (who lodged the charge) said the position he occupied was not a nice one, but he
had brought tliat inquiry about, not with any desire to injure tho hospital, hut simply to prove the truth
or otherwise of certain reports which had been freely circulated about town. He did not think any of
the committee would regret the investigation, for it would be the means of clearing away a suspicion
which existed for iveelts. He did not state in evidence that he had heard complaints of neglect towards
Power from other sources than those already mentioned, but he had heard them. The affair was common
talk. Even the children at school talked about it, and hearing that the matter had been mentioned at the
nuns’ school he went to the convent to interview the Sisters regarding it. Only one of the Sisters was
present; the other was away attending to school duties. The lady he saw assured him that she did not
think the other Sister mentioned anything about the matter in school to the children. It was probably
through the children talking about it that tho parents became aware of the affair, and this very likely
would account for it spreading so much. However, from the reports he had heard about town, he thought
there was a ■prima facie case, and he determined to ask the committee to hold an investigation. If the
committee had shirked this inquiry, the public would have had reason to believe that there was some
thing in ihe report that the man Power had been neglected. Until hearing the evidence laken that day
he had every reason to believe that the man did not receive the treatment he should have had. He was
told that there was a spare bed in the male ward when Power was talcen back the second time.
Dr. Browne: You were told by Mr. Bead in plain black and white that there was not.
Mr. Hamey: I had reason to belieVe that there was.
Dr. Browne : In other words, then, you say that Mr, Read is a liar ?
Mr. Hamey (continuing) said he did not wish to convey any such thing. He also heard on the
best authority that the man had tried to destroy himself.
Dr. Browne : You were told that was not true.
Mr. Hamoy (continuing): Yes, he knew that; but when it was said that Power bit pieces out of
his wrists, a man could draw his own conclusions as to what deceased's intentions were. He thought it
peculiar, if true, that a sick man should be allowed to roll about the floor and suffer exposure, especially
in such frosty weather as they experienced about tbo time Power was in the hospital.
'
#
Dr. Browne: You have no evidence that there was a frost the morning deceased ivas found out of
his bed.
Mr. Hamey: They knew it was very cold.
Dr. Browne: You have brought nothing forward to show that it was. I remember some very nice
warm days just at the time you speak of.
Mr. Hamey (continuing) : On the reports that there was.a spare bed in the main ward when
Power was put in an outbuilding, and that deceased had tried to destroy himself, he felt that he was
justified in asking for an investigation. He admitted that the evidence called by him in substantiation of
the charge was conflicting. The evidence given in favour of the institution was the far more weightier of
the two, and he therefore freely admitted that ho had failed to substantiate his charge right through.
The President: You should never have made it.
Mr. Hamey: I consider I was justified in the face of the reports I heard.
The President: Nobody but Hawkins circulated them.
Mr. Hamey (continuing) said he had heard so much from different people that he fully believed
the deceased had been ill-treated ; but he did not think so now. There was no doubt the investigation
they had held would benefit the institution.
The President: I can't see wrhere the benefit comes in.
■
Mr. Hamey (continuing) said he was satisfied Power received every attention, and the officers had
done the best they could under the circumstances; if he were permitted, he would suggest that a small
stove be placed in the isolated ward for use during cold weather.
Mr. A, Parker: Put down a pound and we’ll purchase it.
Mr. Ilamey: You don’t expect me to put it there, do you ?
Mr. A. Parker: Well, you don’t expect us to put our hands into our pockets to buy it—especially
after losing a whole day here.
Mr. Hamey: I’ve lost the day, too.
Dr. Browne: But it’s us who have had to suffer.
Mr. Hamey : So have I,
The President: You should have been prepared to prove tho charge before you made it, and not
brought us here to-day for nothing.
,
Mr. Hamey: I admit I did not prove my charge.
The President: Do you withdraw it, then?
Mr, Hamey (continuing) said he supposed it was as good as withdrawn, as it wasn’t proved.
However, he withdrew it, and desired to fully exonerate the officers of the institution from all blame, and
to state again that he believed Power was treated as well as the hospital authorities could treat him, He
again expressed the belief that he was justified in making the charge.
Dr. Browne: I don’t think you were.
Mr. Hamey : It’s a matter of opinion, then, Doctor.
The President: Your action, caused through a meddlesome policeman, will probably do an injury
to the poor travelling sick people.
Mr. Hamey expressed the belief, and hoped, that it would not, and then resumed his seat.
Mr. A. Parker: Hawkins and a few others have made a common eats paw of you.
Dr. Browne said that perhaps after a few weeks time, when he had seen the irreparable harm he
had done the institution, no one would be more sorry of this charge having been laid than Mr. Hamey,
for, as the evidence had shown, the accusation was as unfounded as it was cruel. Ho was sorry beyond
mention for tlie sake of tlie hospital that ever anything should have been said of the affair, for there was
really nothing in it from beginning to end but annoyance to the committee and officers, and danger to
the institution. He ventured to say that no business man, no man, or men, connected with the manage
ment of any company or public concern came in for more censure and abuse than those connected wrth
the control and conduct of a philanthropic institution. Everywhere it was alike. Mischief-making,
unprincipled people took advantage of any tittle-tattle to pick holes in tho wrork of men who had no
earthly end to serve as far as they were personally concerned, but who were working in the interests of
suffering
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sufferitig humanity. Not a word was mentioned, though, of cases successfully treated in such institutions.
As far as ho was concerned he had always done his best for the patients, and in cases where he had any
doubt at all as to the cause of death he always advised the holding of an inquiry. No matter how much
neglect was shown on the part of private people nothing scarcely was said. Almost daily cases occurred
where the death of some one was caused through carelessness or malpractice, yet no notice was taken of
them, Only last week there were three deaths in tho Cudal district through child-birth; but there was
no one lo take np the matter and advocate the registration of midnifes. They was no Mr. Ilamey to
draw attention to things of this kind,' The deceased man Power had received every comfort and attention
during the time he was in the hospital, yet after receiving this he was taken to the lockup, put in a cold
cell, and given bread and water. There was no wonder he grew worse. If the lockup-keeper had sent for
him (tho Government Medical Officer) he could have ordered him (the deceased) tbo same dainties that he
had boon getting at the hospital; but he was not sent for until the man was completely prostrated. As for
the isolated ward, he maintained it was a good building—especially for a man, such as deceased, who had
camped out all the winter under no shelter, and with only a couple of blankets to cover him. The nursing
stall of the institution was a good and efficient one. He pointed out that the hospital had everything to
lose by neglecting a patient, and everything to gain by giving him or her every possible attention and good
treatment. They always endeavoured’to restore a patient’s health as quickly as possible. Those who
were sick liked to get right quickly, and the expenses of tho institution were lessened the sooner the
patients got well. He considered it was a wrong thing to lodge the charge after the questions Mr. Hamey
had asked had been so explicitly answered by the Secretary. If little or no notice had been taken, of the
reports in circulation, tlie affair would simply have been a nine days’ wonder, and nothing more would
have been heard of it. As it was, he had mentioned tho matter to several people iu town, and nine out of
ten to whom he had spoken did not know what he meant. It was just those whom Hawkins mentioned
it to that knew anything at all regarding the case. He was sorry Mr. Hamey took up the case on the
authority of such an unreliable man, for lie had dealt a blow to the institution from which he (the
speaker) felt that it would not recover. This was the second time that such a charge had been preferred
against the hospital, and as it had not fully recovered from tho first, he felt that the second trouble would
bo too great for it to withstand. "Why Mr. Hamey should concern himself so suddenly in tho manage
ment of the hospital ho did not know. He had never seen him display any interest in the institution
before, either by attending its annual meetings or desiring to become a committee-man. His conduct
now was, therefore, all the more extraordinary. As far as he was personally concerned, the charge
was a blow which he would not overlook, let alone forget. He was only sorry to find that there were
people in this town who appeared despicable enough to delight in the discovery of a puddle of dirty water,
and then wade in it until they made it worse.
_
_
_
Mr. C. Stockwell (President) said no one was more pleased than himself at the conclusion arrived
at by the holding of that inquiry. If anyone deserved censure over the matter it was Constable Hawkins,
and when the committee met again he would see if be could be censured, for his conduct in this affair was
most reprehensible. He regretted that Mr. Hamey should have lent himself to such a man, and allowed
himself to take up the matter on his behalf. There was no doubt whatever that it was Constable Hawkins
who spread the news about. No one else outside know of what had taken place as far as Power was
concerned after ho entered the institution, and therefore who was there to circulate the malicious and
lying reports that had been made but Hawkins? There was no one else. If one went outside the circle
that Hawkins moved in ho would find no one that knew' anything about the matter. He (Constable
Hawkins) had evidently gone from street corner to street corner to spread the scandal which he seemed
to delight so much in. No doubt Constable Hawkins felt proud of such a thing, but no person who had
a heart for the sick and helpless would go about endeavouring to damn the institution which afforded
them every comfort in their afflictions. Ho was pleased Mr. Hamey was satisfied with the result of tho
inquiry, and he hoped that in future he would keep clear of men like Mr. Hawkins, and before making a
similar charge again he trusted he (Mr. Hamey) would first see that he had some reliable foundation on
which to base his accusations.
_
_
_
Mr. Hamev here admitted that he had made a mistake in lodging the charge, and expressed regret
that the matter had gone so far ; but the way things were put to him, he felt, before the inquiry was held,
that he was justified in taking tho course he had pursued.
'
The President thanked the Committee for their attendance, and the proceedings terminated.

EximiiT “ C.”
Molong, 29 October.
This is to certify that Mrs, Couch has been under my care for some weeks past, suffering from a serious
and painful internal complaint. She is very weak, and quite unable to leave her house. Any excitement
or worry would have a most prejudicial effect on her,
I-IAEOLD BBOWNE, M.B.C.S.,Eng.

Exhibit “ D."

Molong, 14 October, 1895.
Mns. Grace Couch states:—I am the wife of TV. H. Couch, Esq., J.P.; I have not the least complaint
against the hospital, matron, warder, or Dr. Browne, rc the death of Power ; I. know nothing at all about
it, but my little boy Willie, aged 14 years, told me a man died in the hospital, and that he was found dead
on the floor, and had bitten pieces out of bis arm; I had a conversation with Mr. Hamey, and asked him
if he had heard about the death of a man in the hospital, and he said “ No.”
G. COUCH.
Witness—W. H.

Couch,

J.P.
Ex BIBIT
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Exhibit “E.”

Police Constable, stationed at Molong, states:—I remember Power being in tbe
hospital; tbe matron came down to the lockup on Friday, in the absence of Sergeant Eagan and Constable
Justillius, and stated that there was a- man in the hospital mad and wanted him arrested; I met the matronin
the street on Monday, the 29th July; 1 told her that it was impossible for me to come up and take the
man in charge as Sergeant Eagan was away in Bathurst, also Justillius ; she said that it was a ease for the
lockup and not the hospital; I told her that it would be attended to as soon as tbe sergeant returned ; I
then called on Dr. Browne and told him about the sergeant being away, and also about the matron coming
to the lockup ; the doctor passed a remark about ber coming to^the lockup, as she bad no business to go
there; on Friday, the 2nd August, from information received from the sergeant 1 proceeded to the hospital;
I came into the ward and spoke to two patients to test their sanity, not knowing which one was mad; I
was told that he was outside ; from the appearance of the man I came to the conclusion that he was not
mad; I told the matron that it was illegal for me to arrest him in the institution—that she must put him
outside the grounds; she done so and I arrested him ; I took him to the lockup; he walked down very
feebly; I believe that day they were taken before the Court before Mr. Chippendall; they were remanded
awaiting pass from Sydney ; they were remanded to Monday ; on Sunday Power showed signs of weakness
and could not take his rations ; the ration consisted of bread and water for breakfast, bread and meat for
dinner, tea same as breakfast; I. put him in a large cell, barred windows ; the frosts were very heavy ; I
gave them all the blankets, also a candle in case it should be wanted; my bedroom was close by, so that I could
hear them knock ; I visited twice during the evening and covered him when I found the blankets off him;
the man was cleanly in his habits in the cell; I took Power to the hospital on Monday, tbe 5th August,
by Dr. Browne’s orders; with the assistance of a man named Price, and Mr. Millgato’s "buggy, we brought
Power to the hospital with his swag; he protested, but I brought him; when we arrived at the side gate
to the institution the matron was in tlie garden; she asked, “ Who have you there? It is that old Power
back again—we cannot take him in—there is no room for him”; she repeated it twice; I said, “You
must take him in as it is the doctor’s orders” ; I said, “ Tbe doctor has ordered him whiskey and milk, but
bring the whiskey without the milk, I do not think that he could take the milk as he has just had beef
tea
I came into the institution, and the matron gave me something in a glass ; I took it to
Power, whowas still sitting in the buggy at tbe side gate : I offered it to Power to drink ; he
refused ; I said,“ Drink it, old man, it will do you good” ; then Price advised him, and he took
it ; I helped Power out of tbe buggy, aud placed one arm around him after X was shown the
place to put him, on the right-hand side of the garden; there was no furniture hut a chair-bed
stead, and box with a piece of Turkey-twill around it, acting as a small cupboard; I left Power
sitting on the chair bedstead; I said, 11 Cheer up, old man, and in a day or two you will be able to travel”;
on Wednesday, tbe 7th, I came up to the hospital about 2 o’clock p.m. from something I heard ; I had
seen the matron in the yard at the police station just before dinner; I came up here and went
to the side house spoken of;Power was lying onthe floor on a mattress; a bedstead was standing
against the wall; there were five distiuct places where blood had been lying, and wiped up with
a dry cloth; I spoke to Power, but he seemed to be unconscious; I looked at his wrists, and both
wrists were bandaged up; I asked tho warder who bandaged it; be said, “I did”; I said, “Has the
doctor been here?” he said, “Yes”; 1 asked if the doctor bad unbandaged it; be said, “Yes”;
I pulled up the quilt that was covering Power, and found only two old blaukets the property of
Power, and sheet belonging to tbo hospital; ho was very cold; I felt his feet and legs; when I
brought Power up lirst tbc matron said that he would have to use his own blankets; they were
so dirty that I would not admit them into tbe police cell, but kept them in the stable; I said to
tho wardsman, whom I believe is named G-unn, “Do you call this proper treatment for a man? Do you
not consider this inhuman—not even a glass or a pot to drink out of ? ” He said, “ X must admit, sir, it
is not”; I left, and sent tbe priest up; I met Father Hanley coming home near Charter’s ; I sent him
up; the wardsman said, “ I asked him what was the matter with his wrists he said, “ Yesterday
afternoon he became light-headed and restless; he was very restless all tho afternoon, and during the
night he must have got out of his bed, which was on the floor, and bit his wrists, which caused the blood
about tbe room” ; I pointed to a place near the box and said, “ Look at the blood all down there”; he said,
“ I do not think that is all blood ”; I said, “Yes it is”; he said it is the dye out of that stuff there"
(meaning the covering of box) ; I said, “ I believe that is Turkey-twill, aud the colour will not move.”
Cross-examined by Mr. Ilamey: "When I brought Power the matron did not want to receive him, there
being no room ; if I should have been the man I would not have come iu, as the matron received him very
unkindly ; I did not consider the out-building a fit and proper place to put a dying man in ; it has only
the iron over head ; there was nothing to protect Power from water dropping off the iron ; I believe that
water would freeze in the building; X do not consider that the covering that Power had was sufficient to
keep him warm ; they were very old blankets, and very light; the blood-stains all about the floor were as
if he had crawled out of bed; the covering on box was not wet; I consider from appearances that the
man was neglected.
Cross-examined by Dr. Drowne: I believe thatl was first sent for to take Power on the 29th July ; I
refused, owing to the absence of my superior officers, and it being illegal to arrest, from a public institution,
similar cases ; the arrest took place on Friday ; I did not know that he would be put outside of the gate ;
I consider that he was not fit to be turned out; he was seen by Mr. Chippendall; he answered all questions
put to him ; he was worse on the Saturday and Sunday ; I reported to the sergeant as to his condition;
he was out in the open air on Sunday ; it is usual to let spiritual advisers iu to see prisoners ; he was
lying on the ground when the Government Medical Officer visited him ; the Government Medical Officer
stated that there was no bed vacant in the male ward—that he would have to be put in an out-building ;
the sergeant remarked that the cell was damp; 1 believe that you told the sergeant that the building was a
wooden one; the matron definitely refused to receive Power, but admitted him upon my explaining that I
was the bearerof anotefrom the medical officer; he was given something on arrival; 1 knevv that whiskey
was ordered; I have no reason to suppose that it was not whiskey ; I saw the man placed in the ward; I did
not see him put to bed ; he could only walk with assistance ; lie was not dirty in bis habits at the lockup;
he was worse when I returned him to the hospital than when I took him from there four days before;
the cell was too cold to be sent to ; I would bo prepared to swear that the covering over him was not
sufficient, and that the wardsman had made statements to me; to the best of my belief it was blood on
the
Thomas JIawkins,
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the floor; I do not think that the bed on the floor amounted to neglect; his bed was made up on tho
wooden floor in the cell; the man was cold when X saw' him ; I, would not espect a dying man to feel
warm ; tho wrardsman did not tell me that he was dying ; I did not go into tlie male ward ; lie was in an
extremely exhausted condition when seen by the doctor at the lock-up, on the Gth; X reported the state
m ■which I found i’oiver to my superior oflicer verbally ; he gave me no instructions ; I spoke to Messrs.
Cady and ID. Bowler; I did not visit Mr. JCinna at his oflice, but mot him in the street; I asked him if
he was a member of the committee ; he refused to receive a complaint; I may have spoken about this in
Mr. Ilolland’s shop ; 1 have not said anything about the hospital; 1 consider that the wardsman treated
I’ower in a kind manner; 1 know nothing from my own knowdedge as to his treatment.
Cross-examined by Ilamey : I cannot say how far he carried his swag, but I believe that I carried
it the better half of distance ; the wardsman stated that the stains on tlie°floor were blood, and caused
by Power.
Cross-examined by Belts.- The man was remanded from day to day awaiting pass from Sydney.
Cross-examined by A. Parker : I did not state that it was the dampness of the cell that hastened
tho death of Power, but 1 might have said tlie coldness.
Cross-examined by Ilamey : When Power came back the matron said tliat he would have his own
blankets.
THOMAS HAWKINS,
Constable.
Exhibit “ P."

.

_
Molong, 16 September, 1S95.
states: On the Gth August I received a message from the barracks to
come and attend a man tliat was dying, and I attended him as discharging my duty, and again, on the
7th August, at the hospital; X did not ask him anything about the hospital, neither did he make any
statement about the hospital; I have nothing to complain about the management of the hospital; the
matron was always civil, and assisted mo in carrying out my duties ; I did not authorise my name to bo
mentioned, and do not want to be mixed up iu it.
MICHAEL HOLEY.
The Bev. Father Hanley

Exhibit “ G.”
CimTirrcxiE of a Medical Xhaetitioner on the within application, for the information of the Department

of Charitable Institutions.
2 August, 1895.
I CERiiri' that Edward Power, who is able to undertake a journey from Molong to the Government
Asylum for Infirm and Destitute, is suffering from debility, and that he is a fit subject for admission into
the Asylum on the following ground:—
'
1. He is physically incapable of earning a livelihood at present.
2. He states that he is destitute, and has no friends able or willing to support him outside an
Institution.
3. His case is not one which should properly bo treated in a local general hospital.
Eemarks.—Mentally incapable ; dirty in habits, and likely to wander away unless watched.
Physically, no reason why he should not travel to Sydney.
HEHBY BROWKE, M.R.C.S.,E.,
.
Medical Officer.
Application made by H. H. Chtppeitdali,, J.P.
Admission Order and Pass to be sent to H. H. CAippexuall, J.P.

GOVERNMENT CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OP NEW SOUTH WALES.
Applioation fob Admission into ax Asylum por Ihtiem and Destitute,
Information to be supplied by Applicant.

1. Isame, birtli-blace, and religion
2. Age, and whether married or single

...
...
...
...
3. Circumstances of entering hospital
...
...
4. Period of residence in New South "Wales
...
5. Dormer occupation
...........................
...
6. Does applicant desire admission into an asylum?
7. Karnes and addresses of relatives in full (rela-")
tiouship to be stated)......................................j
8. Has applicant any relatives or friends in any of N
the Colonies willing andable to support kimif /
he is sent to them or admitted into an asylum; t
if so, give their names and full addresses ?... y
9. Has applicant ever been an inmate of any")
charitable institution in this or any other >
Colony; If so,for what period aud where?... )
10. Is he an Army or Kavy pensioner; or has he )
any other means of support?
...
... )
11. Amount of money in possession of applicant, 5
or in the custody of friends ...
...
... j
12. Has applicant any legal claim to, or is applicant')
likely to become entitled to any land, invest- >
ment, or other property ? ...
2nd August, 1895.

Edward Power; Ireland; Roman Catholic.
61 years; single.
Kot iu hospital; now in custody of police.
Eorty years.
Labourer.
Yes.
No relations in the Colony or elsewhere.
No.

No.
No.
None.
None.

EDWARD POWER.
I certify that I have carefully questioned Edward Power with reference to the information supplied in
connection with the foregoing application; and I beg to recommend that he he admitted into a Charitable
Institution.
H. H. CHIPPENDALL, J.P.
The Director of Government Asylums for the Infirm
and Destitute, 289, Cleveland-street, Sydney.
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Exhibit “ H."

Inquiry

re

death of Power,

Medical Certificate of the Cause of Death,

I hereby certify that I attended Edward Power during the last illness ; that such person's age was stated
to be 61 years ; that I last saw him on the 7th day of August, 1S95 ; that he died on the 8th day of
August, 1895, at Molong Hospital, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief the cause of his death
was as hereunder written.
’

Duration of Disease in
Years, Months, Days, or Hours.

Cause of Death,

Primary ...
...
...
...
Secondary.......................................

Chronic starvation.
Exhaustion.

/p-.
^

"Witness my hand, this Sth day of August, 1895.
HAEOLD BPOWNE.
M.E.C.S, Eng., Molong.

,
Exhibit “ I.”

wardsman, Molong, states :—
I put Power to bed in tho outside ward by the matron’s orders; I
made him a clean bed on the floor and covered him with two-hospital blankets, his own blankets, a pair
sheets, a pair pillow slip, and a quilt; I saw Power at lu o’clock on Tuesday night, the Gth August; he
had a vessel containing drink for the night left within his reach; I saw him again at 5 o’clock on Wed
nesday morning, the 7th ; I found him out of bed; his wrists were abrased by his teeth ; I do not think
that he tried to destroy himself; he was in a melancholy condition ; the floor was smeared with blood;
the floor was soiled with blood in five or six places ; the places were merely marks; there were no veins or
arteries severed, 1! dressed his wrists with carbolic ; I was present when Hawkins came on the 7th ; Hawkins
asked if they were blood-stains on the floor and caused by Power ; I answered, “Yes”; Hawkins did not
ask me if 1 thought that was proper treatment; Hawkins said, “God help ns when we are poor";
there is no stove or fire-place in the room ; the matron did not give me any instructions to visit Power
during the night of Tuesday ; there were six beds, all occupied, in the male ward at the time ; the nights
were cold; I consider that Power had sufficient clothing to keep him warm.
Examined by Dr. Browne: I know you ordered tlie bed to be made on the floor ; the bed was a
new straw bed, and two sacks were laid under it with a view of keeping out a draught; the quilt was a
double one, and clean ; he was asleep at 10 o’clock on Tuesday night; he had nourishment; he had beeftea at 8 o’clock, aud whiskey and water at 9'30; he had a hot water-can to his feet, and hag over the foot
of the bed ; T do not think that the wounds were serious ; the stains on the floor were not in drops ;
when I put him to bed in the morning I gave him whiskey and water ; he was quite quiet; I will swear
that there were not pieces of flesh on the floor; you saw him on the Tuesday morning; the diet is
.correct; he spent the chief part of the day in the ward ; he made water iuto his trousers as he sat in the
chair ; he did not pass motion in his clothes ; he had to be fed every three or four hours ; on Monday
night ho had a quiet night; I think that he was weak-minded ; passing water into his clothing is a sign
of.-a weak mind; he did not know when he was doing it; he had smeared his motion about the floor, and
hia bed was wet; I washed it up ; the turkey-twill on the locker was new; he had made water over it,
and the stain had run on the .floor ; the matron saw him every three or four hours ; the matron fully
realised his serious condition, and told me that he would probably die that night; I. got patients to help
me look after him ; the door was left open as it was very warm ; I know that you had ordered him to sit
out in tlie sun ; J! was sent down to Mr. Stockwell to sec if one could be got to ait up with him, as you
did not consider him safe to bo left by himself; there was extra work for the usual staff; as no one
could be got, I sat up with him to the end from 10 o’clock p.m.; he had every attention.
Examined by President: He seemed pleased to get back to tlie hospital.
_
Examined by Dr. Browne: He had stimulants frequently ; I will swear that it was whiskey.
Examined by A. Parker : There were no large spots on the floor ; he was in a dirty state when he
came hack to the hospital.
Examined by Mr. Ilamey .- I gave him the blanket when he was put to bed and left until he died ;
the hot watcr-can was put to his foot on admission, and while in bed was kept warm until death ; the
matron gave Hawkins the whiskey to give to Power in the trap ; I. remember Hawkins examining the
clothing ; Haw-kins turned up the clothes and felt his feet and said they were cold ; the can was not then
at his feet as I had taken it away to be filled ; the stains could not be traced now.
Examined by C. Parker: It is usual for a dying patients’ feet to be cold so close to death.
Branxton Gunn,

Examined by Mr. Ilamey:

B. GTJNK

Witness,—Johm Black, J.P.,
Molong, Gth September, 1895,
Exhibit “ J.”

Eules, Eegulations, and By-laws of the Molong Hospital.

■

Buies and Beyulations.

I. Tho object of the, Molong Hospital shall he to afford shelter, food, medical and surgical
attendance, and medicine to the destitute sick of the district of Molong.
II. The affairs of the hospital shall be under the control of a president, two vice-presidents,
treasurer, and committee of twrelve subscribers, in addition to the clergymen of all denominations resident
in the district (if subscribers), and tho medical officers, who shall be members of the committee ex officio.
III. The treasurer and trustees shall be elected in accordance with tlie Act of Council, 11 Vic.
Mo. 59, and, in the event of a vacancy occurring, at a special general meeting of subscribers. The
president, vice-presidents, auditors, and committee shall he elected at the annual general meeting of
subscribers to he held in the month of January in each year. In the event of an extraordinary vacancy
occurring in the committee during the year, the committee shall have power to elect a subscriber, or one
of their own number, to fill the vacancy for the unexpired portion of the year.
IV.
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preside at all general and other meetings in connection with the InstituShould neither of
these officers be present the meeting shall elect its own chairman. The President, or his substitute, shall
hare a casting vote in addition to his own vote.
V. The Committee, of which five shall form a quorum, shall meet on the first Monday in each
month, or oftener if circumstances require it, due notice of such meetings to bo sent by tlie secretary.
VI. All annual subscribers of £1 or more shall be entitled to vote at all annual or special meetings
of subscribers, and may recommend for admission to the hospital one patient each year for every pound
■subscribed, such recommendation to be subject to tbe by-laws bearing upon tbe admission of patients,
and to the certificate of the medical officer for the month, that the state of health of the applicant
warrants his admission to the institution. In recommending patients, subscribers will be guided Iby the
following considerations:—
J
(,l) f h® following cases are inadmissible :—Such as are, upon due examination, deemed incurable;
chronic cases, such as inveterate ulcers of the legs, &c,; pregnant women, or persons suffering
under mental derangement; persons having small pox, itch, or who aro in a state of confirmed
consumption, and those whose malady is traceable to their own indiscretion.
(J) Subscribers in giving recommendations are requested to act in conformity with the followin'*
Eegulations:—
■
°
To ascertain that the person desirous of obtaining an order is without means.
That he is entitled by residence in the district to admission.
That no moribund (or dying) patient will be admitted unless the funeral expenses (in case
of death) are guaranteed.
Persons who have been discharged from other hospitals as incurable cannot be received.
.
' II- A donation of £10 shall constitute a life membership of the Hospital, and entitles to all the
privileges of an annual member of £1.
^ HIalteration of the Eules and Eegulations shall be made except at an annual or special
general meeting of subscribers. Seven days’ notice must be given, in writing, of the intention to move
any alteration or amendment.
1;ion.2In his absence one of the Vice-Presidents shall perform his duties as chairman.

Hospital By-laws.

Appointment of Paid Officers.

j ^

General Committee shall appoint all paid officers required for the proper working of the
Medical Staff,

■

The medical staff shall consist of one or more duly qualified medical practitioners, who shall have
the power to admit patients on presentation of subscribers’ tickets, after satisfying themselves that the
case is a suitable one for admission.
■
The medical men connected with the hospital shall act as admitting officers.
Should either of the medical officers be called away for any length of time, he shall, before leaving,
notify hjs intended absence to his colleague or colleagues, who shall in that case attend to his patients in
the hospital,
1
In tbe event of an operation being necessary, or if the administration of anaesthetics is required,
the attending medical officer shall notify the same to one of his colleagues, who, if possible, will be required
.to attend. In all such cases it is desirable that the attendance of two medical men should be secured if
practicable.
.
Ik® medical officers shall alternately, at each quarterly meeting, prepare and present to the Com
mittee, a report respecting the state of the patients, tho general condition of the hospital, and containing
any suggestions which may present themselves for the better government of the Institution.
Tho Matron

Shall engage and discharge all the domestics of the Institution. She shall also have the power to suspend
any nurse, reporting the same to the President. She shall appoint any nurse temporarily, with the
sanction of the President. She shall be responsible that the nurses strictly carry out the directions of
the medical officers relative to the treatment of patients. She shall visit each ward frequently, and take
care that the -wards and patients are in a proper state of order and cleanliness, as likewise the Institution
generally.
. Sh®
submit to the President such minor rules as she mav deem necessary for the efficient
discipline of all persons placed under her control. She will see that the nurse of the ward accompanies
tne medical officers and visiting committee in the course of their Tisits, and give whatever assistance and
information is required by those officers.
She shall act as house stewardess, keeping an inventory, and taking proper care of all provisions
and other property belonging to the Institution.
She shall see that the wards, passages, and staircases are thoroughly scrubbed out with soap and
water, and afterwards well dried twice a week, and that the bed linen is changed once a week, or oftener
it required, care being talien that the linen is well aired.
'
'
She shall take care that the wards are properly aired every day, in such a manner os may be
directed by tlie medical officers. She shall not suffer any dirt or rags, or remnant of victuals to remain
m the wards, or under the beds, or any clothes to hang, or dust to be thrown out of the windows. She
snali see that the chambers, or close stool p'niSj are scalded every inornitig, aud scoured when necessary,
and kept out of the wards during the day, except in ease of necessity.
*’
She shall see that the wards are properly cleaned by S o’clock in tbe morning from October 1st to
March 31st, and before 9 o’clock during the remaining period of the year, and that all foul clothes and
dressings are removed from the wards by 10 o’clock every morning. ‘
^ ^ She shall see that the medicines and diet, as prescribed by the medical officers are punctually
administered, and that all instruments are properly cleaned, and carefully put away after each operation.
She shall be attentive to the state and symptoms of the patients, especially when thev appear
urgent or uncommon; in order that she may be able to report to the medical officer under whose charge
the patient may be.
.
■
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she shall pay particular attention to the bedding of the patients, especially when they labour under
contagious diseases. Tho mattress shall be exposed to the open air; in all cases the blankets, bed linen,
and corerlets shall be properly washed before they arc again, used, nor shall they be again used in the
hospital, under any circumstances, without the sanction of the Medical Officer being first obtained.
_ On the admission of a patient whose condition is considered critical, she shall send notice to the
‘Minister of the denomination to which the patient belongs.
'

Duties of Wardsman.

He shall be appointed by the Committee and he under the control of tlie Medical Officers and
Matron.
To hath, shave, and assist with the male patients.
To clean male wards, tent, lavatory, bath-room, and verandahs.
Attend to and keep mortuary in order.
Help clean windows and empty the buckets from the W.C.s daily, if necessary. Sweep the hall.
Attend to garden and outdoor premises.
Bring in wood and coal for kitchen and ward use, and assist the Matron in keeping the rules of
the hospital.
Must be civil and kind to the patients and neat and tidy in his appearance at work.
To sit up at night with patients when necessary, and must be sober.
Control of Patients.

_
There shall be special by-laws with reference to the conduct of patients, which shall be hun" up
in the wards, and must he enforced by the Matron and Xurses, and may be altered from time to time, as
may be desirable. J.he Matron shall report to the Visiting Committee any cases of insubordination or
misconduct, which Committee shall have power to discharge any patient so complained of, reporting the
same to the General Committee.
Visiting Committee.

^ At each quarterly meeting of the General Committee, three of its members shall be elected as a
Visiting Committee for the ensuing quarter. The duties of the Visiting Committee shall beTo visit
the hospital once each week, or oftener if occasion requires ; to visit the patients, and have regard to tbe
state of cleanliness of the premises, and general order of the institution; to ascertain the comfort and
well-being of the patients, and to inquire into any complaints which may arise, and if of sufficient
importance, to report the same to the General Committee, always providing that such complaints must bo
made in writing. Tbe Visiting Committee shall have the power to authorise expenditure for repairs, or
any necessary purpose, to tlie extent of £5, reporting the same to the General Committee at its next
meeting.
Special By-laws for the conduct of Patients.

Every patient will he required to take a bath, and submit to proper cleansing before entering the
wards, unless it is apparent that his condition would render the process injurious to his health.
Patients able to do so, will be required to wash themselves in the lavatory belonging to their ward
regularly every morning before breakfast, and in all other respects to pay strict attention to personal
cleanliness.
_ On admission patients shall give up to the Matron any money, papers, clothing, or other property
in their possession, for safe keeping during their stay in the hospital, receiving a record of the same if
required.
Patients must submit to the regulations of the institution, and ohev all lawful orders and require
ments of the Medical Officer under whose charge they may be, the Matron, and tho Nurses.
_
They shall abstain from quarrelling, loud talking, swearing, and making use of any indecent or
improper language.
. They shall not engage in card-playing, throwing dice, tossing, or any gambling or unlawful, game,
nor in any amusement calculated to disturb other patients.
No patient will be allowed to smoke or chew tobacco inside the wards, or outside if prohibited.
No patient will be permitted to go out of the hospital without the permission of the Medical
Officer, under whose charge lie may be ; nor remain out at night; nor bring in any visitor; nor go into
any room, ward, or outbuilding of the hospital, except the ward he or she is appointed to, unless by order
or permission of the Matron.
No patient shall bring in, send for, or receive, any kind of provisions or liquors, except through
the Matron.
Convalescent patients, pronounced by their medical attendant able to perform light work, will he
expected to make themselves useful in any way the Matron may require.
Patients are forbidden to give, or offer, any gratuity to any of the servants of the institution.
_ Any reasonable complaint, regarding diet, attendance, want of comfort, conduct of Nurses or other
patients, should be made as soon as possible after occurrence to one of the Medical Officers or the Matron,
who will take the same down in writing, and report to tho Visiting Committee for investigation!
Complaints not made in conformity with the rule cannot be entertained.
_ -AB patients received into the hospital, if discovered to possess means, will be required to pay for
their maintenance at tho rate of £1 per week. Patients desirous of availing themselves of the advantages
of tho hospital in preference to lodgings can do so upon making necessary arrangements as to charges
with Medical Officer and President. (Under the amended Hospitals’ Act, the Treasurer is empowered to
sue for the recovery of debts so incurred.)
Any patient wilfully infringing any of these rules will be liable to be expelled from the hospital,
and will not be again eligible for admission.
Visitors,

AH persons wishing to visit the institution may be admitted on Tuesday, Priday, and Sunday in
each week, between the hours of 2 o’clock to 5 o’clock p.m. The friends of patients may be admitted on
any day between the hours of 10 a.m. and d p.m., or in cases of danger at any hour day or night.
Ministers of religion, aud other persons having written authority from any such Minister, shall
have free access to any sick persons of their respective denominations, and any Minister may attend any
patient at any time when requested by such patient.
The
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The Medical Officer or Matron may refuse admission, to any visitor for sufficient reason, Tvhieh
shall be reported to the Visiting Committee,
Visitors shall not offer any gratuity to any of the servants or patients, nor give to any patient any
provisions, tobacco, or drink, or indulge in the same themselves whilst in the institution, but may leave
anything they wish for an individual patient with the Matron.
Visitors are to be asked to sign the visitors’ book before leaving, and to make any remarks therein
they may wish, whether of a favourable character or otherwise, which will be submitted for consideration
at the nest Committee meeting. No verbal remarks or complaints will be attended to.
The by-laws under the head “ Visitors,” shall be separately printed, framed, and hung up in the
entrance hall, or in some other conspicuous part of the building, where it maybe seen and read by persons
visiting the hospital.
Power to repoal,

These by-laws may be repealed, altered, or amended, or any additional by-laws may be passed, at
any General or Special Committee meeting, provided one weeks’ notice in writing of any proposed repeal,
alteration, or amendment, or additional by-laws, be given to the Secretary, who shall state tho same in the
circular notices for the nest General or Special Committee meeting.
Standing Orders for the Conduct of Committee Meetings.—Days of Meeting.

The General Committee shall meet on the first Monday in every month at the hour of 8 p.m. Five
shall form a quorum. If, at the time fixed for meeting, a sufficient number to form a quorum be not
present, fifteen minutes’ grace shall be allowed; when, if a quorum be not present, the Secretary shall
adjourn the meeting for a week, and shall send out notices for the adjourned meeting ; if a quorum he
not then present, the meeting shall lapse, and the business shall stand over to the next General Committee
meeting.
_
In all cases of adjournment for want of a quorum, the Secretary shall record the same in the
minute-book, and enter the names of the members present.
The Secretary shall send written notices to the members of the Committee, at least two clear days
before the day of meeting, in which notices he shall state shortly the business to be considered.
Order of Business.

The business at the monthly General Committee meetings shall be conducted in the following
order:—
First.—The minutes of the previous meeting shall be read, and confirmed, if correct, and signed
by the Chairman, no alteration or discussion to be allowed, except of wrong entry or inaccuracy.
Second.—The Visiting Committee’s monthly report shall be received. Motions thereon may be
made, discussed, and disposed of.
Third.—Correspondence to be read and discussed, if required, and orders made thereon.
Fourth.—1. Receiving reports from special or sub-committees. 2. From officers of the institution.
3. Hearing complaints.
Fifth.—Ordinary business.
'
Sixth.—Notices of motion to be called on in their turn as received by the Secretary, discussed, aud
disposed of.
’
Seventh.—Any other business which, by tbe rules and regulations, by-laws, or standing orders, can
be properly brought before the Committee: Provided that iu cases of emergency the standing orders may
be suspended by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the members of the Committee present, with
the view of entertaining any business out of its order, or which, by the standing orders, would not then
admissible; or the Committee may direct that any motion or business shall take precedence at any
adjourned or future meeting. Meetings may be adjourned from day to day.
Conduct of BuaineBS.

First.—The Chairman shall conduct the business in accordance with the standing orders.
Second.—Any member of the Committee may rise to order, discussion allowed, and rule made by
the chairman, which shall be bindieg, unless a motion be then made, and carried against the Chairman’s
ruling.
_
Third.—No member of Committee shall speak more than once on any question (except in explana
tion), except the mover, who shall then have the right of reply, provided that an amendment shall be
treated as a separate question.
Fourth.—Only one amendment shall be discussed at one time; and upon the adoption of an
amendment the original motion shall be rejected, and the amendment so carried shall be acted upon.
Fifth,—Every member, when rising to speak, shall address the chair.
Sixth.—The Chairman shall put all questions, and declare the result. Any member may call for a
division, in which case the votes shall be recorded in the minute-book.
Seventh.—The Secretary shall enter in the minute-book the businoss transacted at each meeting.
Eighth.—Any motions, business, or debates may be adjourned to a later hour, or to another day.
_
Ninth,—No notice whatever shall be taken by the Chairman of any motion or amendment, unless
it be seconded.
Tenth.—Notice of motion of any business to be brought before the Committee, not included in
the “ order of business,” must be given to the Secretary in time to enable him to include it in the notices
for the meeting, otherwise it cannot be entertained except under clause 7 in the order of business, or the
proviso following.
Eleventh.—At special general meetings of Committee, no business shall be transacted except that
for which the meeting has been called, or of which notice shall have teen given.
_ Twelfth,—Sub-committees may regulate their own proceedings, but must not transact any other
business than that they have been specially appointed for, or which may be afterwards referred to them.
The mover of every sub-committee shall be entitled to take the chair at its meetings, if present, and to
bring up the report of the sub-committee to the General Committee, and move its adoption, and speak to
the same without notice.
Thirteenth.—These standing orders may be repealed, altered, or amended, at any General or Special
Committee meeting, provided one week’s notice, in writing, be given to the Secretary, who shall state the
same in the notices for the next meeting.
Exhibit
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Exhibit “K.”.

Molohg

j

Name, j

Kamber. ■

Hospital.—Bed

Age,

Edward Power ...... ...............

Card.
Residence.

61

Date of Admission.

Occupation.
Labourer,

Native Country.

Religion.

*Tulv 25. 1895............. ................................ Ireland ..............................................................

Time in Colony.

Disease.

Recommended by

Dcbilitvr Starvation....................................

Date.

Diet ftnd Extras,

Government Medical 0 (Beer.

Treatment,

July 30 ..... ............ Pull diet: whiskey, s iv; still egg flip............. .
Date of Discharge or otherwise from Hospitol:—Discharged, 2nd August, 1895.

Exhibit “L.”’
Moloxg Hospital.—Bed Card.
Number.

Name.

Age.

Edward Power ..................................

61

Time In Colony,

Occupation.

iiAtive Country.

Date of Admission.
August 5, 1895

Residence.

Religion.

Ireland

Roman Catholic.

Disease,

«.

Recommended by
Government Medical Officer.

Date.

Diet and Extras,

Treatment.

August 5....................... Broth and beef-tea; whiskey, g ir. Tea—Eggs, milk
and bread.
Date of Diachargo or otherwise from Hospital:—Died* 7th August, 1895,

Exhibit “M.”

.

Inquiry re Power.

Molong, 14i September, 1S95.
Miss Leaby states Power bad tbe two blankets and counterpane produced, besides two hospital blankets
like tke one produced. I pledge my word that I treated Power kindly when in tbe hospital, and lie
received all tbe nourishment and stimulants according to tbe doctor’s instructions; be was also attended
by a wardsman named Gunn.
_ --------ELEAH OliA ■ LEA.HT.
I have beard tbe statement read, and it is correct.—B. Guux, "Wardsman.

[>. ft?.]

Sydney: Charles Pofchtr, Government Printer.—1896.
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1895.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

NEWCASTLE HOSPITAL DISPUTE.
(CORRKSPONDEKCE RESPECTING.)

Oriered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

24

September,

1895.

RETURN to an Order marlo by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 29th August, 1895, That there be laid upon tbe Table of
this House,—
“ Copies of all papers in connection with the Newcastle Hospital dispute.”
{Mr. Dick.)

Mr. J. P. Kerr to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

44, Hunter-street, Newcastle, 11 Pebruary, 1895.
At a large and influential public meeting held at tbe Islington Reserve on the 10th instant for
the purpose of tailing into consideration the extraordinary manner that the committee for the Newcastle
Hospital were elected here on Priday evening last, at which the following resolution was duly proposed,
seconded, supported, and carried unanimously, namely—“ That the Colonial Secretary’s attention be
drawn to the extraordinary manner in which the committee of tho Newcastle Hospital were elected on
the Sth mstalnt, and that this meeting is of the opinion that unless steps are instantly taken to investigate
the matter serious damage will be done*to tbe institution.”
I also enclose for your honorable perusal a copy of tbe Newcastle Morning Herald of the 9th
instant that contains a true and faithful report of the proceedings that took place at the election in
question; also a copy of to-day's Newcastle Herald containing a faithful report of tho public meeting
held upon the Islington Reserve.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES P. KERR,
--------Hon. Secretary.
Ascertain whether tho committee were legally and formally elected.—J.N.B., 12/2/95.
from Hospital.—C.W., 12/2/95.
The Secty. to the Newcastle Hospital, 15 Peby., 1895.

Inquire

[Enclosures^]

Prom tbe

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate,

9th Pebruary, 1895.

The Hospital—A Stoexit Meetoo—Election of the New Committee.
The adjourned annual meeting of the subscribers to the Newcastle Hospital was held in the Lecture Hall

of the School of Arts last evening. Mr. Clarence H. Hannell, the president, occupied the chair, and there
were about 100 persons present.
_
The President, in opening the meeting, explained that it was adjourned for the purpose of taking
the ballot for the election of a committee.
4
Mr. Levey said that before hearing the result of the ballot he wished to ask if tbe £33 given to
the hospital as the result of tbe Friendly Societies’ demonstration had been given in the names of any
persons. As a subscriber he bad received a voting paper, and then to his surprise a second one reached
him. The money had been paid in by the Friendly Societies as a free gift, and in no one’s name; and not
being entitled to tbe second vote, be had not used it. If the money was placed in the names of any
persons, it was a wrong proceeding.
The Chairman stated that tho cash-book was not in the room, and lie could not say bow the
money was paid. At a later stage of the meeting, however, ho stated that the money was not in the names
of any person or persons.
Mr.
118—A
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Mi. W. Lyne tlioupht that they should clear up the matter alluded to by Mr. I.evey before hearing
the result of the ballot, it appeared to be most irregular.
...
Mr. D. J. M‘Lkan at this stage rose, and said that the scrutineers had discovered gross irregularities
when opening the ballot, and before handing ui their statement of the poll they wished to make an
eiplanation. (Sensation.)
_
Mr, H. J. hSitowx said that the point mentioned by Mr. Levey, who had received two ballot-papers,
went to prove an irregularity somewhere, but the amended .Act laid it down very strongly that the
scrutineers' report would have to be given, and the committee declared elected. If irregularities were
found, anyone could appeal to the Supremo Court, and have the election upset, but the meeting was not
a revision committee, and could not prevent the election from being declared.
The Cilackman, amid a good deal of interruption, said that his duty was to call for the result of
the ballot from the scrutineers, and he would do so.
_
_

Mr. M'Leatt : “We decline to hand in these statements showing the result of the poll until we give
our eiplanation.
Mr. Lyn.k moved, seconded by Mr. Levey, “ That the scrutineers be allowed to first give their
explanation.”
_
After a conversational discussion this was carried, and
Mr. M'JjHav said that he was glad of that chance of explaining matters, as he had never before
seen, or even heard of, an election being conducted in such a loose and unsatisfactory manner as the
present one for the election of a committee. (Applause and dissent.) People had voted who had no
right to vote.
Mr. J. M. Hyde : “ It’s false.”
Mr. M'Leait appealed to the chair

for protection, and after the president had called for order, and
besought those present to conduct the meeting quietly and calmly, Mr. M‘Lean continued. In their
capacity of scrutineers, Mr. Hudson and himself had formed the opinion that they were elected by the
subscribers to see that the election had been conducted in the proper way. (Applause.) As soon as
they had commenced their duties they found that ballot-papers had been sent out to the people whoso
names were last year put down as subscribers by Ur. Uribb when that oificial gave a donation of £25.
They called upon the secretary for an explanation, and asked him by whoso authority he had sent out the
papors, and he said that he first consulted the president, who told him to send voting papers to all persons
whose names were on the list of subscribers for £1 since tbe last annual meeting, hut not to send any to
Ur. Cribb’s nominees. The secretary, however, proved by the minute-book that he was instructed by the
house committee to send out the papers to all, irrespective of whether they had or had not voted at the
last annual meeting on the same subscription, The minute was initialled T.B., the initials of Mr. Brooks,
the chairman, who with Messrs. M'Michael, Hyde, Graham, and Fenwick formed the house committee.
The scrutineers then asked for the names of the nominees of Ur. Cribb, and found that the money was in
the form of a donation by Dr. Cribb. They then called Ur. Cribb into the room, and feeling so disgusted
to find, especially after the statements made at the last meeting, that Ur. Cribb's nominees had wrongfully
voted last year, and the thing could not occur again, that they decided to fully investigate the matter.
When asked about the affair, Ur. Cribb hummed and hawed, and said, “ Yes, last year there was a
reduction made in the salaries.” After some questioning, the doctor said that he had placed twenty-four
names down as subscribers for his £25, but he could not remember who they were. (Cries of “ Oh, oh!”)
In fact, the medical superintendent said that he could not recollect one name, and if the meeting would
believe that statement the scrutineers would not. After severely criticising the medical superintendent,
the speaker explained that the scrutineers had at length examined some of the nominees, and they
regretted to say that of the 33 votes given away by the doctor and matron last year, 18 of the persons
had been unmanlv or unwomanly enough to record their votes on this occasion, notwithstanding the
protest made by the subscribers, and the alleged promise of the committee and Ur. Cribb that the thing
would never occur again. The scrutineers had left out of their statement the votes so used, believing
them to be illegal, but if the meeting desired it they could soon add them to the list.
_
Mr. J. M. Hyde, as one of the house committee, said that he had accused Mr. M'Leau of saying
what was false, and he could prove it. The house committee found that the new Hospital Act provided
that ballot-papers should bo sent to all subscribers who had paid up between tbe commencement of the
last annual meeting and that one. As Ur. Cribb paid his £25 in January, ISO!, during the progress of
the meeting, his nominees were entitled to vote, and if the committee had neglccled to send out the
ballot-papers to those people they would have had to stop some seventy others. He would now deal
with the scrutineers. They were appointed by the subscribers to count the votes, but wbat had they
done? They had grossly exceeded their duty by holding a kind of private inquiry, at which they
examined nurses and officials. They had, in fant, forgotten their duty and usurped the functions of the
committee. ■
■
Mr. Tuomas Brooks repeated the statement made by Mr. Hyde, and argued that the house
committee were compelled 1o keep within the four comers of the Act. lie accused the scrutineers of
holding a star chamber inquiry, and said that they had demanded the books of the institution, and that
day they had examined the doctor and the nursing stalf. He was surprised at a man like Mr. M'Loau
doing a thing like that, but Mr. Hudson was, however, a one-sided man, and always had been,
Mr. Hudson : You're a liar.
Mr. Bbooks : You’re another, (Interruption.)
_
Mr. H. J. Brown said that it was a pity that a charitable institution like the hospital could not be
conducted in a charitable manner. The dispute before them was a simple one, because both sides were
plainly in the wrong. The new Hospital Act, like many modern measures, was very badlr drawn up, but
it certainly gave people whose names were on the subscribers’ list from January, 1894, the right to vote
at the present election. The house committee, however, had nothing to do with the ballot-papers, and
should have left them alone, simply because they were all candidates, and the Act provided that the
secretary should send out the papers.
_
_
Mr. M‘Lean said that lie believed that Ur. Cribb had the ballot for tlio twenty-four nominees,
and this statement created quite a sensation in the room.
Mr. Thomas Brooks assured the meeting that the doctor did not have the papers, as they were
sent out to the persons whose names were down.
Mr. D. M'Michaed, as one of the house committee, explained the new Act, and showed that the
papers had to be sent to all subscribers since January 31st, 1894.
Ur,
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Dr. Doyle said that he had intended to take no part in the proceedings that night, but he wished
the president had explained the qualification of a voter, lie ilien showed that for a person to be qualified
to vote in 1894 the money would have to be paid before the last annual meeting. If Mr. Moulton (the
late secretary) wore asked, ho would tell them that Dr. Cribb paid the money before the annual meeting
last year, namely, .January 31st, 1894. That being so, they legally voted last year, and could not vote
again on this occasion. Ho then read the old Act to prove his contention, and said that under the new
Act the time of paying the subscription to qualify a voter was from the commencement of one annual
meeting to the other one. That being so, it was clear that Dr. Cribb’s nominees should not have had
voting-papers sent to them ; but again, persons who had paid early in January, 1894, had votes sent to
them, and that was wrong.
Tbe Chaiemax said that no people who had paid before the last annual meeting had received
voting-papers.

Dr. Doyle, continuing, said that he knew of one man who had voted on a pound given early in
January, 1894, and got a ballot for the present election. In conclusion, ho challenged the right of the
house committee to instruct the secretary with regard to the election, and suggested that that meeting
should appoint a committee to investigate the election, even if the ballot were put off for some weeks.
The Ceatemax, after the discussion had gone on, said that his duty was clear, and he would call
for the result of the ballot, and if anything irregular had been done, the subscribers could take tbe proper
course to upset the election.
Mr. H. Berkeley thought that too much stress was laid on the Act, and the provision that a
subscriber could appeal to the Supreme Court. No subscriber wished to do that, but they all had aright
to speak, and, if possible, to rectify what was certainly an irregular election.
The Chairman olnected to the imputation that he had not allowed any subscriber the right to give
his opinion.

Mr. Beekeley, continuing, explained that he meant no offence to the chair, but simply thought
that there was no occasion to carry out the Act in its entirety if they could settle matters without it.
Ho pointed out that the thirty-three votes controlled by the doctor and matron last year really meant
sixty-six, and, in his opinion, the whole election was null and void.
Mr. J. Jones blamed the committee for the whole trouble, as they could,after Dr. Cribb’s nominees
had been singled out, simply cut out their votes.
Dr. J. TV. IlEsi’Eit also spoke, and argued that the matter was purely a legal one, despite the
attempts of some subscribers to belittle its legal aspect, lie held that the ballot-papers had to be sent out
to all persons who were down on the books as qualified, and in his opinion the scrutineers had acted the
part of enthusiastic partisans rather than cool-headed business men.

Mr. Moeoney asked when Dr. Cribb had paid the money on which
The Chairman said that the cash-book showed February 1st,

so many people had voted.

Mr. D. J. M'Leax said that the date had been altered in the hook.

This remark caused another sensation, and Messrs. Berkeley, Menkens, and others examined the
book, and said that it had been altered.
■
The Chairman, examining the butts of the receipt-book, said that the money was paid on February
2nd, 1894, and therefore the people in whose names it was placed were entitled to vote.
Mr. M. J. Moroney said that the committee had no power to stop the ballot-papers from beiug
sent out as required by tbe Act, and as Dr. Cribb had paid the money between the meeting in 1894 and
this one, his nominees were entitled to vote.
Mr. W. H. Moulton, as secretary of the institution last year, explained that he received the
money from Dr. Cribb on the last day of January, 1894, and it was stopped from his salary, and so it
appeared in the February accounts.
In answer to Mr. Moroncy, Mr. M'Leax said that the scrutineers had not included the votes of
Dr. Cribb’s nominees in their list.

Mr. Moeoney moved,seconded by Mr. O’Mara, “That the scrutineers be allowed to retire to add
to their list the votes they had left out."
Dr. Doyle argued that as the late secretary showed that the money was paid before January 81st
last year, the votes could not be included.
The Chathman held that the books showed that the money was paid on February 2nd, and that
was sufficient.

Mr. D. J. M'Leax defended his action at length, and said that as scrutineer he had to hold a
scrutiny over the votes. As so much had been said, he would give the subscribers a little more information.
The Eev. Mr. Bain, who was not a subscriber, had received a ballot-paper, and the president did not know
how many he had signed. The scrutineers also found that a servant of the institution bad had twenty
ballot-papers in her possession; and, in fact, they appeared to be thrown about broadcast, (Inter
ruption.) From the little he had seen he thought it was high time that a committee of investigation was
appointed to inquire into the whole matter.
Mr. II. W. Lee stated that the whole proceedings of the election wrere so informal that if elected
on the committee lie would decline to serve.
Dr. Doyle wished to propose an amendment to appoint a committee of investigation, hut the
chairman ruled him out of order.

The motion for the scrutineers to retire was then carried, and after ten minutes the result was given
Mr. A. M. Hyde, the secretary, before the election was declared, explained that every care was
taken with the ballot-papers, and the statement that they were thrown about was false. He did not
know, and could not find, the address of many of the subscribers, so he gave Nurse Cameron twenty
papers to deliver. The lady delivered eight and gave twelve back, and a careful check was kept.
The result of the ballot was:—Captain Newton, 208; AY. Lyne, 205; .1 ohn Hay, 203; D.
M'Michael, 201; J. M. Hyde, 199; E. C. Graham, 1.99; Jl. W. Lee, 198; A. Fenwick, 196; W. K.
Lockhead, .195; B. A. "Wallace, 193 ; W. A. Eeid, 190 ; J. Burke, 189; the Kev. 8. C. J. Grime, 187
F. Alcock, 181; W. B. Sharp, 181; J. O’Mara, 180; Wr. J. Ellis, 170; Thomas Brooks, 155 ; "W. Levey,
152 ; and A. Timberv, 150. These 20 were declared elected, the votes polled by the other four being:—
W. Millar, 136; J. Thorn, 113 ; F. Earp, 112; Dr. H. M. Doyle, 74.
A vote of thanks to the scrutineers and the chairman concluded the proceedings.
From
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Prom the Newcastle Morning

Herald,

February 11,1895.

Atfaths of the Newcastle Hostital.—Public Meetittg at IsLijraioN.

A public meeting was held upon the Islington Reserve yesterday afternoon, for the purpose of taking
into consideration the manner in which the committee of the Newcastle Hospital had been elected.
Mr. T. Ellis, of Tighe’s Hill, was voted to the chair. After esplaining the objects of the meeting, ho
called upon Mr. James F. Kerr to move the first resolution.
Mr. Kebb, who was well received, said he would make no excuse for appearing before them on
Sunday on such an important matter. For, in moving the resolution that was placed in his hands, ho
would be guided by the purest of motives, namely, to protect the interests of one of the noblest of
charitable institutions—the hospital. That was an institution which helped to soothe and comfort the
poor in sickness and misfortune. Such an institution could not be too highly valued or too dearly priced,
and as one of the working class he was very jealous of any person or persons who by any public action
might damage or injure its usefulness, and, when asked, be had, no doubt, like most there present, always
cheerfully given his mite towards its support. No doubt they had read the report of the hospital
meeting, and could come to no other conclusion but that the business transacted at the meeting was of a
very shady nature. In his opinion, if the matter were not rectified without delay it would seriously
injure the best interests of tbe institution. He strongly condemned such action. The honorable conduct
of the scrutineers in connection with the meeting could not be too warmly praised. In tbe best interests
of the institution he bad pleasure in moving the following resolution:—“That the Colonial Secretary’s
attention he drawn to the extraordinary manner in which the committee of the Newcastle Hospital were
elected on the 8th instant, and that this meeting is of the opinion that unless steps are instantly taken to
investigate the matter, serious damage will be done to the institution," (Applause.)
Mr. L. F. Vial, who was also well received, said that he had carefully read all the published matter
in connection with the Newcastle Hospital meetings lately, and could fully endorse all that Mr. Kerr had
said. The whole proceedings were most discreditable to all concerned. By the system of bogus voting
all the members of friendly societies were rejected upon the committee last year. The time had arrived
for the people to make a firm stand, and demand a public examination, for the purity of our public
institution. He noticed that by the “ Hospital Act ” the Colonial Secretary had the power to cause an
investigation at any time to be made, and he felt confident that when the facts were fully laid before him
he would do so.
Mr. J. J. Dick warmly supported the resolution. He said he was not going to say one word
against the institution. He believed all who went there were properly treated. But this was no
excuse for the committee acting in the manner that they had done. He denounced in strong terms the
manner in which the committee had conducted the election. He said it was no use the officers saying that
they did not approve or know of the action in manufacturing bogus votes, as they had by their action
since condoned the offence. He hoped the resolution would pass unanimously.
Mr. H, White also supported the resolution, and stated that tbe lletton Miners’ Lodge was
entitled to eleven votes for the amount contributed, but only eight voting-papers wore received by his lodge.
They were thereby deprived of three votes.
The Chairman, who belonged to the same lodge, corroborated the statement, and also said that his
lodge was entitled to thirteen votes last year, but never received the voting-papers; consequently, the lodge
was not represented.
On the resolution been put to the meeting, it was carried unanimously, and with enthusiasm.
Mr. D. Wallwoek also strongly supported the resolution.
Proposed by Mr. D. Tobin, and seconded by Mr. M, Connell, “That Mr. J. F. Kerr be appointed
secretary to carry out the objects of the meeting,”—Carried.
Proposed by Mr. D. Tobin and seconded by Mr. D. Wallwork, “ That tbe secretary be instructed
to convey by letter the warmest thanks of this meeting to the scrutineers for their honorable and upright
conduct whilst discharging their duty at the late election of the committee of the Newcastle Hospital.”
Mr. Tobin said there was one thing that meeting had done—it had proved to the working class who were
unable to pay the stipulated fee to be present that whilst they had such honest-minded men to watch over
their interests as Messrs. M‘Lcan, Hudson, Berkeley, and others, their interests were left in good bands.
Moved by Mr. Vial and seconded by Mr, James Dick, “ That the secretary be instructed to send
a copy of the foregoing resolution to the hospital committee.”
A vote of thanks to tbe chairman brought the proceedings to a close.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary to the ISewcastle Hospital.
Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 February, 1895.
_
Mr. James F. Kerr, having represented that at a public meeting, held at Newcastle on the
10th instant, a resolution was unanimously adopted to the effect that the recent election of the committee
of the local hospital was irregularly conducted, I am directed by the Chief Secretary to request that you
will be good enough to acquaint me with the facts of the case, and also whether the committee were
legally and formally elected.
I have, &c.,
CHITCHETT WALKER.
______________________________
Principal Under Secretary.

The Secretary, Newcastle Hospital, to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Newcastle Hospital, 22 February, 1895.
In reply to your communication of 15th instant, I am directed to state the matter will be
brought before general committee at an early dale next month.
I am, &c.,
’
A. MACARTNEY HYDE,
Secretary.

5
Mr, James J1. Kerr to The Chief Secretary.
Dear Sir,
44, Hunter-street, Newcastle, 25 February, 1895.
1 most respectfully beg to Inform you that I Imre not yet received the official reply promised
in yours of the 12t!i instant, subject—the extraordinary manner in which the Newcastle committee
was elected. Thinking that the reply may have been miscarried, 1 thought it best to let you know, as the
public hero are anxiously waiting for it. Trusting you will excuse the liberty that I have again taken in
writing to you on this important subject,—
I have, &e.,
JAMBS F. KERB,
-------- Hon. Secretary.
A.tT.S.—G.W., 7 March.
Dr. Martin Doyle* and Mr. J. F. Kerr severally ask that investigation
may be made into the conduct of the recent election of the committee of Newcastle Hospital. It is
alleged that votes were “ manufactured.”—12 March.

The President of the Newcastle Hospital to The Principal Tinder Secretary.
Sir,

Newcastle Hospital, 4 March, 1895.
I have the honor, in answer to your letter of 15th ultimo, requiring to know the manner in
which the committee of the Newcastle Hospital for 1895 were elected, to inform you that the Annual
G on oral Meeting of subscribers was held for the purpose of electing all officials on 30th January last,
due notice having been notified throughout the press. At that meeting the president, C. H. Hannell,
Esq., the vice-president, Joseph "Wood, Esq., and two auditors were unanimously elected by show of
hands. A greater number of gentlemen than were required for committee having been nominated, the
president adjourned the meeting, under clause 3 of the Hospitals Act Further Amendment, 58 Yictoria
No. 6, for nine days. The secretary in the interim sent ballot-papers to those entitled to receive the
same. The voting papers were returned, received by the secretary, and handed by him unopened to the
scrutineers twenty-four hours previous to adjourned meeting. Exception was taken by the scrutineers to tbe
nominees of the paid medical officer and tbe matron voting, it being stated that they, the nominees, did not
pay the subscriptions themselves, and, therefore, were not really subscribers within the strict meaning of
the Act, and that they had already voted for the year IS94. The acting committee instructed the secretary
to send voting papers to said nominees, to ho used for election of committee for 1895, basing their
decision in conformity with the Hospitals Act Further Amendment, 58 Victoria No. G, section 4,—“ No
person shall bo qualified to vote at any annual meeting of contributors to any such hospital for the election
of trustees or any committee of the said hospital, or on any question brought before such meeting
aforesaid, unless ho has paid to the hospital a contribution of one pound sterling at the least at any time
between the commencing of business at such meeting and the commencing of business at the preceding
annual meeting, or has contributed and paid ten pounds in one sum to said hospital.”—and that the
subscriptions were paid at such a time as to bring them within the meaning of the said Act. Thirty-three
of said voting papers were posted, and eighteen of their number returned with the other voting papers
and handed by the secretary unopened to the scrutineers. At the adjourned meeting, which was largely
attended, a motion was carried by a large majority that the eighteen votes should be recorded. They were
then added by the scrutineers, by them handed with the other numbers to the president, and that
gentleman declared the twenty names who had received the greatest number of votes duly elected as
committee of the Newcastle Hospital for the year 1895. Following are the names and number of votes
received by each :—Captain Newton, 208 ; "VV. Lyne, 203; Jolm Hav, 202; D. McMichael, 201;
E. C. Graham, 199; J. M. Hyde, 199; H. W. Lee, 198; A. Fenwick, 190; TV. K. Lockhead, 195;
K. A. Wallace, 193; W. A. Reid, 190; J. Burke, 189; Rev. S. J. C. Grime, 187 ; F. Alcock, 181;
TV. B. Sharp, 131; J. O’Mara, ISO; TV. J. Ellis, 170 ; T. Brooks, 155; TV. Levey, 152; A. Tembury,
145 ; TV. Millar, 136; J. Thorn, 113 ; F, Earp, 112 ; Dr. Doyle, 71.
1 may say the committee are thoroughly representative in character, have held several meetings,
and are carrying out the work of the institution with energy and ability.
I have, <fcc.,
O. II. HANNELL,
-------President.
A.U.S., 8/3/95.
Tbe explanation given is that the medical officer and the matron were thought
to bo entitled to vote at the election for the committee. Shall the secretary of the public meeting (Mr,
Kerr) be informed in terms of this letter.—12 March. 95-3,834.

Memo, by The Principal Under Secretary.
Complaint of Iekegularttv in the Election or the Committee of the Newcastle Hospital,
Mh. J. Kehh, on the lltli February last, sent a copy of tbe following resolution, passed at a public

meeting at Islington:—
“That the Colonial Secretary’s attention be drawn to the extraordinary manner in which the com
mittee of tbe Newcastle Hospital were elected on tbe 8th inst., and that this meeting is of opinion that
unless steps are instantly taken to investigate the matter, serious damage will be done to the institution.”
He at the same time forwarded press reports of the proceedings of the public meeting, and also of tlio
meeting of the hospital subscribers, at which the committee was elected. From the latter it is gathered
that the complaint is that of manufacturing bogus votes, brought to notice by the scrutineers, It is said
that ballot-papers were forwarded to people who had no right to vote, and that certain nominees of the
paid medical officer and matron (subscribers to the institution), who had voted in 1894, were again sent
ballot-papers, thirty-three in number, eighteen of which were returned.
Dr. Martin Doyle* has also written asking that an investigation be made.
■.
The president of the hospital, in explanation, states that the subscriptions of the officers referred,
to were paid within the time required by the Act for voting purposes for 1895, and that the meeting
carried a motion by a large majority Ibat the eighteen votes should be recorded. No denial is made of
the statement that these nominees bad ictcd in 1894.
C.TV., 20/3/95.
]nform Mr. Kerr in terms of this memo.—J.N.B., 26/3/95,
Doyle and Mr. James F. Kerr informed.—28/3/95.
'

'

—

* Pr. M. Doyle’? letter of to Fobruniy, was withdrawn on 8 April, ISP/b

Dr. Martin
Mr.
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Mr. James F. Ken- to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

44 Hunter-street, Newcastle, 25 March, 1805.
I most respectfully beg to inform you that I have not yet received the official reply promised
in your letter of the 12th ultimo, in reference to the extraordinary manner that the committee for the
Newcastle Hospital were elected for the present year. An early reply would be most thankfully received.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES E KERR,
.
Hon. Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to Dr. Martin Doyle.
Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 March, 1895.
_
In reference to your letter of the 15th ultimo,* addressed to the Prime Minister, urging that
an inquiry be instituted in regard to certain alleged irregularities in connection with the recent election
of the committee of the Newcastle Hospital, I am directed by the Chief Secretary to inform you that
the President of that institution represents, in explanation, that the subscriptions of the medical officer
and the matron were paid within the time prescribed by the Act 58 Yic. No. G for voting purposes, and
that the meeting carried a motion by a large majority to the effect that the eighteen nomination papers
which were returned out of thirty-three—the number of votes to which those officials claim to bo
entitled—should be recorded.
’
1 have, &c,,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. P. Kerr.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 March, 1895.
With reference to your letter of the 25th ultimo, urging that an inquiry be instituted in
regard to certain alleged irregularities in connection with the recent election of the committee of the
Newcastle Hospital, and enclosing Press reports concerning the election, I am directed by tbo Chief
Secretary to inform you that the President of that institution represents, in explanation, that the
subscriptions of the medical officer and the matron were paid within the time prescribed by the Act 58
No. 6 for voting purposes, and that the meeting carried a motion by a large majority to the effect that
the eighteen nomination papers which were returned, out of thirty-three—the number of votes to which
those officials claim to be entitled—should be recorded.
I have, <&c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

A. Eddcn, Esq., M.P., to The Principal Under Secretary.
Dear Sir,
Legislative Assembly. N.S.W., Sydney, 3 May, 1895.
1 take the liberty to ask you to send me Mr. Brunker’s answer re the inquiry into the working
of the Newcastle Hospital.
I am, <tc.,
-------A. EDDEN.
Submitted.—4/5/95.
Mr. Eddcn, M.P., to bo informed that no official report has been received from the hospital
committee respecting the management of the institution. Mr. Kerr forwarded a resolution passed at
a public meeting complaining of irregularities, which were represented as having occurred bn appointing
the committee and his communication was replied to.—J.N.B., 9/5/95.
Alfred Eddcn, Esq., M.P.—
10/5/95.
________
_________

The Principal Under Secretary to A. Edden, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 10 May, 1895.
In reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, asking for further information concerning the
working of the Newcastle Hospital, X am directed by the Chief Secretary to inform you that no official
report has been received from the hospital committee respecting the management of the institution.
Mr. Kerr forwarded a resolution passed at a public meeting complaining of irregularities which were
represented as having occurred in appointing the Committee, and his communication was replied to.
X have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

The Director of the Government Asylums to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Department of Charitable Institutions, Paddington, 14 May, 1895.
The Cliief Secretary having in conversation with me expressed a wish that I should inquire
into certain charges made against the management of the Newcastle Hospital by Dr. Martin Doyle and
others, I have now the honor to request that you will be good enough to give me official instructions to
carry out his wishes.
If I receive the instructions at an early date I could proceed to Newcastle at the beginning of
next week.
I have, &c.,
SYDNEY MAXTED,
_____
Director of Charitable Institutions.
Submitted, 14/5/95.
The correspondence upon this subject is somewhat vague. Mr. Masted may proceed to Newcastle
if possible during this week, in view of obtaining the fullest information with regard to the conduct and
management of the hospital generally.—J.N.B., 14/5/95.
Memo.
"• Withdrawn on 8th April, 1605
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Memo, foi’ The Principal Under Secretary.
1 Air informed that Mr. Masted is not expected to return from Mittagong until I'ridav evening. To
avoid delay, Dr. Ashburton Thompson may he asked to proceed to Newcastle at once to make preliminary
inquiry, with a view to further investigation, if deemed necessary, regarding the conduct and general
mangeincnt of the Newcastle Hospital,
.T.N.B., lo/o/95.
The Medical Adviser to the Government.—C.’W., P.U.S., B.C., 16/3/95.
Adviser to visit Newcastle, inquire, and report as soon as possible.—A.S., 17/5/95.

Deputy Medical

The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary to tbe Newcastle Hospital.
Sir,

Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney, 16 May, 1895.
With reference to previous correspondence, I am now directed by the Chief Secretary to
inform you that Dr. Ashburton Thompson, Chief Medical Inspector to the Board of Health, has been
instructed to proceed to Newcastle at once to make a preliminary inquiry, with a view to further
investigation, if deemed necessary, regarding the conduct and general management of the Newcastle
Hospital.
I have, &c.,
CHITCHETT WALKER,
-------Principal Under Secretary.
Similar letters, on same date, addressed to Mr. James E. Kerr and Dr. Henry Martin Doyle,

Repoet of Dr. Ashburton Thompson.
Tu r Medical Superitendent having resigned, it appears that no inquiry regarding the conduct and general
management of this institution is now necessary.
'The question disclosed by the papors herewith is whether the present committee is legally elected.
The answer appears to me to turn on the following points:—Were certain persons who voted at the
elections of 1894 and 1895 qualified within the meaning of the Acts ? If so, were they entitled to vote
at the election of ] 895 ?
After conversing with Mr. Hannell (president of the committee), and Mr. MacLean (an auditor),
who represent opposed parties, I find it agreed by both that the above is the only question.
It seems desirable and necessary that the status of the committee now ruling should be ascer
tained, and in my opinion a good way of doing this would be to desire the Police Magistrate to state the
points for submission to the Attornev-Gencral for his opinion.
The Medical Adviser.
'
J.A.T., 17/5/95.
A letter from Dr. Doyle was missing from these papers when I received them —J.A.T.

Telegram from Dr. Ashburton Thompson to The Medical Adviser to the
Government.
Newcastle, 17 May, 1895.
Meutcai. Superintendent bavin" resigned, no matter of general management remains for inquiry. As to
election of committee, the questions are, whether certain persons who voted were qualified voters within
meaning of Act? and, if so, whether they were qualified to vote at 1895 election ? This clearly appears
from the papers. However, 1 have conversed with President Hannell and Auditor MacLean, who
represent opposed parties, and they agree that those are the points requiring settlement. No difficulties
in the way of inquiry would be raised, and in my opinion the P.M. should be requested to state the
matter for reference to law officers. I return to-morrow morning. Papers follow.
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON,
-------Deputy Medical Adviser.
Prom Dr. Thompson's minute, and from an interview which I have had with him since his return, it
appears that the medical points of diflercure have been settled by the resignation of the Medical (Superin
tendent. There is, however, considerable local feeling on the legal points involved. 1 suggest that Dr,
Thompson’s recommendations he carried into effect, viz., that the Police Magistrate be directed to inquire
into tho legal aspect of this matter, and to state a case for submission to the law officers of the Crown.—■
A.S , fil/5/93. The Principal Under Secretary.
Submitted, 21/5/95.
I concur. The recommendation of the Medical Advisor may be adopted.—
J.N.B., 22/5/95.
Write to the Department of Justice accordingly.—C.’W’., 22/5/95.

The Principal Under Secretary to Tho Under Secretary of Justice.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 May, 1895.
I am directed by the Chief Secretary io state that, in response to certain representations made
1n the Ginernmont in the matter, Dr. Ashburton Thompson, Chief Medical Inspector to the Board of
Health, was recently instructed to hold an inquiry into the conduct and general management of the
Newcastle Hospital. On proceeding to Newcastle this gentleman learned that certain medical points, on
which difference of opinion existed, had been settled by the resignation of the Medical Superintendent
of the hospital, and that there was now no necessity for holding the proposed investigation.

2.
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2. Dr. Thompson represents, however, that a question has been raised as to whether the present
committee has been. legally elected, and that the answer appears to turnon the following points:—(a)
"Were certain persons who voted at the hospital elections of X894 and 1895 qualified -within the meaning
of the Hospitals Acts ? (A) If so, were they entitled to vote at the election of 1895 ?
Amended Hos3. With a view to settling the question, I am to request that you will invito the Minister of
vital Act (5S Justice to be good enough to instruct the Police Magistrate at Newcastle to state the poiuts for submission
with.
ere' to the Attorney-General for his opinion.
1 have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
Submitted.—A.C.P., 27/5/95. Approved.—A.J.G., 28/5/95.
castle.—T.E.M. (for U.S.)
B.C., 28th May, 1895.

The Police Magistrate, New

{The Police Magistrate, Newcastle, to The Under Secretary of Justice.
Sir,

Court-house Newcastle, 14 June, 1895.
With reference to the enclosed letter from the Principal Under Secretary to yourself, and
your minute of 28th ultimo, I have the honor to report that, being unacquainted with the facts relating
to tho election of the present committee of the Newcastle Hospital, I asked for information, as to the
facts, of the president and the committee of the hospital, and also of Messrs. M‘Lean and Hudson, who
acted as scrutineers at the election of the present committee.
I inclose herewith letters which they have sent to me.
I sent to the committee, Messrs. M‘ Lean and Hudson’s report, with a request to be informed as tn
whether or not their statement that Dr. Cribb and the matron, early in 1894, to avoid an impending
reduction of their salaries, gave donations of £25 and £8 respectively, and nominated thirty-three persons,
including themselves, as contributors of £1 each. The committee’s reply, dated 10th instant, does
not contain a denial of this statement, and, I think, that the committee will not really contend that the
statement is not in substance correct.
It appears by a minute of 29th September, 1808, that the committee resolved to reduce all salaries
other than those of the doctor, the matron, and the secretary. The doctor and the matron wrote letters
offering respectively, £25 and £8 as contributions, on condition that their salaries should not he reduced
for the year 1894. A minute of 3rd October, 1893, shows that the committee guaranteed that there
should be no reduction in the salaries of these three officers for 1894. The general committee resolved
not to take into account the donations of the doctor and the matron in applying to the Government for
subsidy.
If the Attorney-General should he of opinion that Dr. Cribb and tho matron were contributors to
the hospital, within the meaning of the Act 58 Vic. No. 0, it would be important to ascertain whether
their contributions were given before or after the annual meeting of 31st January, 1894. There is some
difficulty in ascertaining when these donations were made. I went to the hospital on the 12th instant,
when the hospital hooks were shown to mo, in the presence of Messrs. Hudson and M'Lean. The receipt
hook shows that Dr. Cribb and tho matron respectively paid £25 and £8 on the 2nd of h’ebruary, 1891.
The. cash book shows that the same amounts were paid on the 1st Eehruary, 1894, in the names of thirtythree contributors, including the doctor and the matron. The erasure in the cash book does not scorn to
have been made with any purpose, except to correct a clerical error in stating the day in flic month of
February. Only the numerical figure has been altered, not the name of the month. Mr. Moulton, who
was secretary at the date of the elections in 1894, and who made the entries in the books, has gone to
8outh America. At a meeting of contributors to the hospital, held about Eehruary last, Mr. Moulton
stated that Dr. Cribb’s donation was made in the form of a post dated cheque, received on 31st January,
1894. The election was held in the evening of that day. It appears by the minute book that at a
meeting of the committee held on the 9th of March, 1831, it was stated by Mr. Moulton, in answer to a
question, that the donations of Dr. Cribb and the matron norc given on tho 31st January, 1894.
If Dr. Cribb’s cheque was post-dated, the money which it represented must have been paid to the
hospital after the annual meeting of 31st January, 1894.
I have. &c.,
J. MAIR,
-------Police Magistrate.
Submitted. These papers might now be forwarded to the Chief Secretary’s Department.—A.C.E.,
17/G/95.
Approved.—A.J.G-., 18/G/95.
The Principal Under Secretary.—T.E.M. (for U.S.), B.C.,
19th June, 1895,
[Enclosures.]

Sir,

Newcastle Hospital, 5 June, 1895
I have the honor to forward you the information asked for in your letter of 3rd instant “ as to
the manner in which the committee for 1894 and 1895 were elected,”
Ec-election of Committee, 1894-95.
Tho usual notice convening the annual general meeting of subscribers to the hospital was given
through the press in January last. The president, vice-president, two auditors, and two scrutineers were
elected by show of hands. The president adjourned the meeting for nine days, there being more gentlemen
nominated than were required for committee. The secretary, under the authority of Ihe house committee,
sent ballot-papers out to those entitled to receive them. Included in these voting papers were thirty-three
which were sent to the alleged nominees of Dr. Cribb, medical superintendent, and Miss Piguenit, the matron.
The scrutineers refused to hand in eighteen of the voting papers that had been used (the remaining fifteen
of the thirty-three not having been returned), giving as their reason that ihe doctor and matron had
each donated two months’ salary to the hospital, which they did in the names of certain persons who
had already voted for election of committee for 1894, and should not therefore be permitted to veto again
for the election of 1895—in point of fact, not having contributed the money themselves, were not eligible
to
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to vote at all. The secretary, it appears, committed a dermal error in sending a few.voting papers 1o
non-contribntors to the extent of 20s,, but these it appears were not used. He also left in care of one of
tho nurses some voting papers to be given by her should any one elahning tbe right to vote call at the
hospital, the secretary being unacquainted with their postal addresses. A certain number of these voting
papers, as per list given by the secretary, were handed by the nurse to those entitled to receive them.
The balance were returned to the secretary with the names of those who had obtained them from tho
nurse. The committee held that, under clause 4 of 38 Vic Xo. 6, the nominees of tho doctor and matron
had a right to vote at both meetings, seeing that their donations had been received between the “ com
mencing of business at such meeting and the commencing of business at the preceding annual meeting.”
There was a large number present at the adjourned meeting, and the matter was fully discussed. The
scrutineers at first refused In add the eighteen votes to the ballot, when a resolution was carried by the
subscribers that they should do so. The committee for 1895 were then declared elected,
1 have, &c,,
C. H. HAXXELL,
President of Newcastle Hospital.
Sir,

Newcastle Hospital, 7 June, 1895.
I am in receipt of. your letter of Gth inst,, requesting “that you may, in company with Messrs.
McLean and Hudson, be allowed to examine certain books of the hospital.”
I may say 1 have no objection to your so doing, nor to the gentlemen you have named having the
same privilege. 1 have advised the committee accordingly, and sent your communication to the secretary
in order that a meeting of committee of management (in whose hands the matter as to granting permission
entirely rests)—see rule GO—may he called forthwith.
The secretary will send yon a notification of committee’s decision in due course.
I have, &e,,
C. H. HANNELL,
James Mair, Esq., P.M., Newcastle.
President.
Sir,

Newcastle, 7 June, 1895.
Jn response to your request for a statement concerning the election of the committee of the
Newcastle Hospital, we beg to submit the following facts for your consideration.
It was alleged that prior to the annual meeting, held about January, 189-i, Dr. Cribb, the
Medical Superintendent, in lieu of having his salary reduced, agreed to make a donation to the hospital
of £25 (the amount of the proposed reduction). This he did, by sending in his own name with twentyfour others as subscribers of £1 each. The same course was adopted by the matron, who donated £8 in
tho same manner and under like circumstances. The whole of these (irndusive of Dr. Cribb and the ^
matron) were allowed to vote at the 1894 election.
The non-election of certain gentlemen as committee-men gave rise to considerable comment
amongst the subscribers, and wras only understood about 17th February, 1894, when subscription list No. 5
was published in the local paper, giving the names of certain individuals as subscribers. Tho publication
of these names, and the knowledge of how it was attempted to make them subscribers, was severely
criticised in the columns of the Newcastle Herald, and one or more of tho committee resigned, and a
number threatened to do so but for a question asked by Mr. Alan Wallace, and recorded in minutes of
committee meeting held 9th March, 1894, viz., “When was the sum of £88 6s. Sd. paid by the Dr..and.
matron?” Answer: “ 31st January, 1894.”
'
At the 1895 meeting (held 30th January) some of the subscribers took exception to what: had
been done, and to the fact that no mention had been made of it by the committee in their Annual
lieport.
A heated discussion followed, and eventually the president, members of committee, and the medical
superintendent expressed regret, and assured those present that a repetition of such conduct was
impossible. Then Mr. D. J. M'Lean, who was one of the scrutineers for 1894, proposed, and it was
carried, “ That the explanation given he received as satisfactory.” After formal business, Messrs. M'Lean
and Hudson were chosen scrutineers ; the former, from his previous experience, declined to act, unless
everything was fair, square, and above-board. The president assured him it would be so, for had he not
done so we would have declined to act.
After further discussion the meeting adjourned until Eehruary 8th, and prior to this date it was
our duty to count the ballot-papers. Eefore doing so, and from information we had received, we asked
the secretary if ballot-papers had been sent to the so-called nominees of Dr. Cribb and the matron. He
replied they had, under written instructions from the house comaiittee, but contrary to the express wish
of the president;, and he produced to us tho minute authorising tho issue of the ballot-papers. Tho
minute was initialled by the chairman, Mr. Thomas Brooks. We then asked the secretary to produce
the receipts for the money received from the thirty-three alleged subscribers. He replied he was unable
to do so, as the money had been paid in the names of Dr. Cribb and the matron, and, upon referring to
the receipt-book we found this was correct, but on reference to tho cash-book we saw' entries of £1 each,
purporting to be tbe donation of as many people. We also saw that the dates in the receipt-book and
the cash-book did not agree, and that the date in the latter had been erased. At our request, Dr. Cribb
was called into the room, and upon being asked concerning tho so-called nominee votes, he hesitated for
some time, and said, “ Yes, last year there was a reduction in the salaries.” FIc further said that he had
placed twenty-five names (including his own) as subscribers for his £25, but he could not remember who
they were. In fact, he said that he could not remember one name of the twenty-four. The employees of
the institution, amongst whom were many of the nominees, were examined by us, and denied ever having
donated one penny to the institution. One informed us that some of the ballot-papers were handed to
Dr. Cribb.
^
_
’ At the adjourned meeting, before the ballot was opened, Mr. Levy, a subscriber, informed those
present that he had received two ballot-papers. This and other matters created some surprise and dis-,
cession, and the scrutineers, at the request of tho president, declined to give in the result of the ballot
unless permitted to make an explanation. Eventually, the meeting decided that the scrutineers should be
beard.
The
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The substance of their explanation was as follows:—
1. That the committee had not kept faith with the subscribers in permitting eighteen of the nominee
votes to be recorded.
2. The president, although elected by the subscribers unopposed, allowed himself to be snubbed by
■ the house committee.
3. That tho president had not carried out his promise to the scrutineers, viz.:—“ That things would
be fair, square, and above-board,”
4. Subscribers not entitled to receive ballot-papers had received them,—as proved by Mr. Levy, and
again by Messrs. M'Lean and Hudson.
'
5. That a nurse in the hospital had possession of a number of ballot-papers.
6. That the dates in the receipt-book and cash-book did not agree.
7. That Hr. Cribb could not recollect even one name said to have been given in by him.
8. That Dr. Cribb admitted, on examination by us, that tbe amount was not a donation, but repre
sented a reduction in his salary.
9. The hospital staff, on examination, had positively assured us they had not subscribed one penny
(although their names appeared on the cash-book as subscribers of £1 each.)
10. Admitting payment was made, as stated in the minutes of meeting of 9th March, 1894
Mr. "VV allace s question and answer as given on page 2 hereof), and providing the doctor and
matron were legally entitled to delegate votes, then most certainly they should not have voted at
the election of 1895.
_
The house committee (all of whom were candidates for re-election) acted, in our opinion,
illegally by instructing the secretary to issue ballot-papers to the so-called nominees, inasmuch as they
were regulating their own election.
Knowing these facts, and believing the nominee votes to he illegal, we declined to include them
unless by a vote of the meeting. This was then put to ihe meeting and carried. The names were then
added to the list by us under protest.
,
•^r- Lee, one of tbe gentlemen who was a candidate for re-election, informed the meeting that,
owing to the way in which the election was conducted, he would decline to act if elected. Mr. Lee
polled 198 votes, and subsequently resigned.
_
further contend that the sum alleged to be donated by Dr. Cribb was not a subscription,
inasmuch as we are informed that the committee ot 1894 decided by resolution, recorded in the minutebook of the institution, not to apply for tbe Government subsidy on the £25, on the grounds tfiat it was
not a subscription, but represented a reduction in salarv.
The same argument is applicable to the matron’s alleged donation.
In tbe letter from the committee to the Colonial Secretary it is stated that the resolution to add
the nominee votes to the ballot was carried by a large majority. We beg to state that at that meeting
no steps were taken to ascertain whether those present were subscribers of £1 or upwards, and, as a
matter of fact, we are aware that there were many people present who were not subscribers at all, and
also subscribers who had not donated £1, and therefore not eligible to vote.
We have, since called upon by you for report, endeavoured to sec the books of the institution, but
have been unable to do so, although application has been made by us to the chairman of tbe house
committee, and through him to tho president.
• i
.
think it is imperative that you should see these books, in order that our statements contained
herein may be verified.
We have, Ac.,
J. Mair, Esq., P.M., Newcastle.
3). J. M'LEAN,
EDWIN K. HUDSON.
tslTt

Newcastle Hospital, S June, 1395.
I have the honor, by direction of the committee of management of this hospital, to inform
you that your communication of the Oth instant:, addressed to the president, stating that it was tbe wish
of the scrutineers that you, with themselves, should see certain books (enumerated by you) at tho
hospital, and asking for a time to be appointed at which the inspection may take place, was considered
by my committee this afternoon when it was resolved that you be informed that tbe books can be
inspected by you and the scrutineers in the presence of the committee of management at the hospital,
by giving the secretary twenty-four hours’ notice.
I have, &c„
S. H. LAING,
Jas. Mair, Esq,, Police Magistrate, Newcastle.
Secretary.
S'U

.
_
Newcastle Hospital, 10 June, 1895.
1 have the honor, by direction of the committee of management, to acknowledge receipt of
your letter of the 8th instant, enclosing one from Messrs. M'Lean and Hudson, and requesting to bo
informed whether their statements are correct. In reply, I have been instructed to inform you that tho
annual meeting was hold on the 31st January, 1894, that the entries in the cash-book are dated 1st
Eehruary, 1894, and the date in the receipt-book is the 2nd Eehruary, 1894. I am further to add that
all the books may be inspected by you with the chairman of the committee of management at any time
you may desire.
1 herewith return Messrs. M'Lean and Hudson's letter.
I have. &c.,
_
,
,
'
S.H,’LAING,
Jas, Mair, Esq., Police Magistrate, Newcastle.
Secretary,

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1893.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ALBURY DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
(RETURN RESPECTING SPECIAL GRANT TO).

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 October, 1895.

SPECIAL GRANT, ALBURY DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
In February Inst the Vice-President of the Albury Hospital asked for a special grant of £500 towards
the completion of a ward for typhoid and other special diseases, and pointed out that in 1892 the sum of
£500 was granted to all country hospitals, hut by an oversight the Albury Hospital was omitted.
Mr. Ball, M.P., on 5/9/90, wrote in reference to the matter, stating that only £150 had been put
on the 1895-6 Estimates. The ward had been completed at a cost of £500, which amount the hospital
had been promised by the late Government. Part of the ordinary funds of the hospital had heen used
lor the building, and assistance bad been obtained from the Bank.
The Chief Secretary minuted that it appeared the late Government had promised the £500, but
failed to place the money on tbe Estimates, and he was informed by Mr. Ball tbe money had heen
expended in anticipation of the Vote, and the committee expected now to be recouped.
Ihe Colonial Treasurer stated that under the circumstances he thought the grant should be made,
and minuted on the papers I!£500 Advance Account.”
On the 18th instant the papers -were sent back from the-Treasury, requesting the Principal Under
Secretary to furnish voucher and return papers.
CW., 17/9/95.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ANTITOXIC SERUM FOR THE CURE OF DIPHTHERIA.
(KEPORT BY BOARD OF ILEALUT.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 August, 180o.

The President of the Board of Health to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
Slr>

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquaric-street, Sydney, 6 August, 1S95.
I have the honor to transmit for the information of the Colonial Treasurer a report on the
use of the antitoxic serum for the cure of diphtheria, which was initiated in this Colony by the Board’s
action on the 27th February of this year.
Judging from the data therein contained, the results are highly satisfactory, since they appear to
show that the mortality lias been much reduced, that tho cases have been rendered milder in their course,
and that no untoward effects have been developed as a result of any undesired bye-action of the remedy.
The estimated number of human lives saved in New South Wales would thus be about two hundred
(200) per annum.
Since the Board’s action was talcen, a dry form of the serum has been introduced, which promises
to keep for a long time and to retain its curative properties unimpaired—a great convenience in such a
country as this, where the sparseness of population in many districts, and the distance and inaccessibility
of places, render it necessary to keep the remedy “ in stock ” so as to be in readiness for possible eases.
I may be permitted to specially refer to the extremely useful work which has heen done in this
matter by Dr. Tidswell, the Medical Officer of the Board in charge of tho recently-established biological
laboratory.
'
The Board desires to say that it is aware that tho virulence of the disease varies greatly at different
times, and that the results in the report must be read with this before the mind. Still, so far as this series
of cases goes, the results would appear to be favourable, and the Board can only trust that future
experience will justify the hopes entertained as to the success of the remedy.
In conclusion, I beg to suggest that the report be laid before Parliament.

------------ ------

I have, &c.,
A. STUART, M.D.,
President,

[Enclosure
To tbe President of the Board of Health,—
Sl1'’ mv « i
, n,.
.
.
21 Juno, 1895.
t
„ llTst suPP‘y °f diphtheria curative serum (“ Anti-toxin ”) was received from the British
Institute ot Preventive Medicine on 27th February, 1895.
_ Before issuing the serum for general use in the Colony, the Board desired some assurance that the
long journey had not caused any deterioration in the quality of the remed v. Arrangements were accord
ingly made with the Committee of the Sydney Hospital for Sick Children, which permitted of observations
being made on ten eases of diphtheria treated with this scrum by the medical staff of that institution A
preliminary report was read at a meeting of the Board, 12th March, and the detailed results of these
observations 1 have recorded in Appendix C.*
*36 A
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It waa further determined to request information on the effects of the remedy from those medical
practitioners who had obtained samples of the serum from this office.. During the months of February
and March, 1895, seventy-two samples were issued in response to applications. An unavoidable interrup
tion to the transmission of the supplies from England then occurred which gave the requisite opportunity
of fixing a limit to the extent of the report, this number being considered large enough to furnish the
information required.
,
,
I accordingly drew up a schedule of questions, and accompanying letter stating the request or the
Board, which were sent to the above-mentioned practitioners. A copy of the schedule of questions will
he found in Appendix A.
,
In arranging these questions, the cliief purposes kept in view were to ascertain whether the_ serum
was as efficient as its European reputation led us to anticipate, and, further, what (if any) injurious
effects attended its use.
The replies received numbered sixty-four. Of these, nine stated that the use of the serum had
not heen found necessary, and in many instances the samples were returned to the Secretary unopened.
The other fifty-five were reports on the effect of the serum, and their general contents are tabulated in
Appendix B,
.
.
These latter form the basis of the subjoined report, which has been cast m tbe form of answers to
tlio above-stated propositions, and it will be seen that in both particulars the results have beeu highly
satisfactory.
_
_
,
_
.
In discussing the reports it is necessary to keep in mind the accepted dictum of European authori
ties that, in estimating the value of the serum, only those cases in which the diagnosis has been bacterio
logically confirmed can he used as data. In some of the particulars entered upon below, only such cases
are used, but since all the cases were treated with serum, all are available for certain purposes of this
report. In the succeeding paragraphs it will he clearly stated whether the part or the whole of the series
is referred to in each case.

,

UEPOBT.
Part I.

Op the fifty-five reports on the use of the serum, in forty-five confirmation of the clinical diagnoses was
obtained by bacteriological observations; in nine, no such observations were made; and in one, an
examination was attended with negative results.
_
The returns for the whole series of fifty-five cases show that forty-eight patients recovered and
seven died, a ease mortality equal to 12'72 per cent.
_
_
i
Unfortunately no estimate of the previous case mortality in the Colony exists to which this can be
compared, but, although for many reasons it is difficult to form a reliable estimate, the previous case
mortality was probably not less than the English rate of about 25 per cent. The percentage in the present
series may he considered as well below the average.
_
_
Of the forty-five cases in which the presence of the bacillus diphtheria: was demonstrated, forty
recovered and five died; a case mortality equal to 11T per cent. The absence of data again makes
accurate comparison with previous cases impossible, but since the reports from different hospitals show
case mortality varying from 30 percent, to 00 per cent., and making every allowance for the fact that only
a certain proportion of the eases of the present series were hospital cases, it is evident that the case
, mortality here reported is very low.
Compared with the reports of European serum-treated cases, the series also appears in a favourable
light. The British Medical Journal (16th February, 1895) contains a report of collected cases, with
which a comparison may be fairly made, and in these the mortality was 22T per cent. In separate series,
however, the case mortality has been as low as 5 per cent., and in several instances it has heen as low as
in the present series.
_
_
It is clear, then, that the mortality of the series of cases under discussion shows a considerable
reduction on that of previous cases.
_
_
Before attributing this favourable result entirely to tbe use of the serum, it is necessary to inquire
further into the circumstances under which it was used, The more important of the conditions which
may have had an influence ou the mortality will, therefore, be briefly entered upon.
1. The “ epidemic type ” of the disease should first call for attention, but on this subject there is
no guiding information. It would appear, however, from the statements in several of the replies, that the
serum was only used, as a rule, in those cases which were sufficiently serious to cause some anxiety.
Further evidence on this point is afforded by the symptoms reported, tho nature of which will ho seen
from the following summary :—
■
High temperatures were present in several cases.
‘
Urinary troubles occurred in twenty-seven eases, or 5-f per cent., being slightly less than the average.
(Albuminuria is said to occur in two-thirds of all cases.)
Heart trouble occurred in five cases, in addition to the four patients who died from syncope.
“ Paralysis ” is reported in thirteen, or 20 per cent., the usual percentage being about 25.
Lung affections were present in three cases.
Debility, more or less marked, is noted as a sequence in several of the cases.
Nasal diphtheria was present in two or three instances, and laryngeal diphtheria in several, necessi
tating tracheotomy in seven.*
There is no reason to believe, therefore, that the series presented any advantage on ihe score of
mildness of type. The disease appears to have been of usual severity.
2. The sex and aye distribution of the series.—Of the fifty-five eases, twenty-three wrerc males,
and thirty-two females. The larger proportion of females, who were mostly between 2 and 35 years of
age, shows that the series was not specially favourable as regards sex distribution, the mortality for the
ages mentioned being greater amongst females. In the present instance, six of tho seyen deaths occurred
in females.
The*
* It may here be noted that all of these seven tracheotomy cases recovered, a fact which
Cases which wore most- fatal previous to the introduction of the scrum treatment.

is

extremely interesting since it was precisely those
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Tlio age distribution is shown in the tabic in its relation to the mortality:—
-Table showing Age distribution and Mortality.*
Pacteriolojically confirmed.
Cured.

Cured.

0— 1

The incidence was greatest ou the 4th, 5th, and Gth year periods. The mortality is so distributed
as to show no special relation to the ages. Taking the foriy-fivc eases in which the diagnosis is certain,
it will be seen that tho age distribution is favourable by reason of the small number of very young
patients, only six being under di years of age. The reports of serum-treated cases show that tho mortality
has been heaviest in the first year or twro of life. Thirteen of the patients were over 10 years of age,
and amongst such older patients the mortality is, as a rule, very low. In the present instance, however,
they had a higher case mortality than younger patients, two of the thirteen cases being fatal. Their
occurrence in the series is, therefore, other than favourable, and counterbalances the paucity of very
young patients.
Amongst the eases in which no bacteriological examination was made, the recovery of a patient
aged 82 years is reported. This patient, besides “ throat deposit,” had “ paralysis ” and “ tendency to
heart failure,” and the attack was followed by extreme debility. Dr. Iritzpatrick, of Crookwell, wdio
reports the case, regards it as one of true diphtheria, and remarks: “ Jn this case, which seemed hopeless
on account of patient's great age, I do not consider that any other treatment would have been of any
avail.”
3. Conditions present other than those due to diphtheria.—Tn answer to tbe question regarding the
health at the time of onset, the reports state that in seven cases there were conditions lowering the health
of the patient; in two the previous health was unknown; and in forty-six there was no predisposing
illness.
Of tho seven cases the following particulars of tho initial ill-hcalth are given:—
Pneumonia and malnutrition
...
...
...
...
1
Amemia
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2
Chlorosis and sore throat
...................................................
I
Delicate
...............
................................................. .
...
2
Over exertion
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1
One (the first) proved fatal from broncho-pneumonia and exhaustion; tho others all recovered.
In only one case was any coexisting disease mentioned, viz., sepsis. This prolonged the illness, but
tho patient recovered.
It will be seen that, on the whole, the cases were free from complicating conditions, and hence, in
so far, favourable.
4. The time the treatment was commenced.—This is shown in the accompanying tablo in its rela
tion to tho mortality, only those cases in which the diagnosis was confirmed being used.
Table showing time treatment was commenced, and mortality.

Ailing.

3
4
g
6
7
8
10
14

Number,

................................
................................
................................
.......................
.......................................
......................................
......................................
.......................................

e
o
9
H
2
3
2
1
1
1

For all ages...................

io

*
,,

Died.

recovered.
6

1
1
2
............

8
12
2
2
i
i

............
1
5

|

40

Experience of the treatment in Europe has tended to show that the earlier the treatment is begun
tbe more likelihood there is of its being successful, and it has been asserted that little, if any, benefit can
be expected if tbo use of the remedy be delayed beyond the fourth or fifth day of disease, in the present
series
6' Ctoc XLVI, in which bacteriological examination was negative* is omitted from tbe table.

Thq patient's age was 7 years—recovered.
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series of cases, in the majority (thirty-seven) treatment was commenced on or before the fifth day, but
there are comparatively few cases (twelve) in which it was beepm in the earliest stage (one to two days),
and further, there .are eight cases in which it was commenced lato (after five days).
The mortality is related rather to tbe number of cases than to the previous duration of the disease,
and does not indicate the seriousness of delaying treatment, which European reporters have led us to
expect. Of the eight cases in which treatment was commenced late, only one died. This case is reported
in detail in Appendix 0 (Case IX), and a reference to it will show that very serious structural damage
had been produced before the patient came under treatment. Indeed, this question, though expressed as
a matter of time, has reference, in reality, to the probable occurrence of more or less serious pathological
tissue changes after the first four or five days of the disease. Since, however, these may occur earlier, or
not at all, and in any case depend ou factors other than the duration of the illness, it does not appear to
be reasonable to fix any time limit to the use of tho remedy; nor can we as yet state any limit from tho
point of view of the patient’s condition, Provided that the patient is alive, there is not only no reason
why the serum should not be used in any stage of the disease, but, on the contrary, every reason for
giving the patient tbo chance of the possible benefit. There is no doubt, however, that the earlier tho
treatment is commenced the better.*
'Tltf principal factors which may have influenced the mortality have now heen considered, and tho
results may bo briefly summarised as under:—
*
'
'
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

disease appears to have been of usual severity.
sex and age distribution were not such as to influence the result favourably.
cases wore for the most part uncomplicated, and were in so far favourable.
treatment was not commenced at specially favourable stages of the disease.

It may he'added that, as far as can he ascertained, tho general treatment of the cases was similar
to that practised in former times, the only new feature being the use of the serum.
It will he evident, therefore, that the conditions under which the remedy was used did not influence
the result favourably, and the conclusion is inevitable that the reduction in the case mortality was pro
duced by tho serum.
A reference to some fmther points reported upon will be seen to give every support to this
conclusion.

_ In reply to the question concerning the influence of the serum on the usual symptoms, the fol
lowing statements were made :—
■
Usual symptoms ameliorated in
...........................'
...........................
Uo
“ markedly” ameliorated in
...
...
...
...
Do
not ameliorated in
................................................... '

33 cases.
' 9
3
45

The disease was, therefore, rendered milder in forty-two of the forty-five cases which were certainly
diphtheria.
_ Similar evidence is afforded by tho statements as to the duration as compared with previous
experiences. Of the forty-five cases of diphtheria, the duration is said to have been :—
.
Shorter than usual in ...
...
...
...
11 Much ” shorter than usual in
...
...
...
Unaffected in...............................................................
Longer in
................................................................

...........................
27 cases.
...........................
9 „
...........................
1 „
...........................
3 „
Tbe duration of the disease was less than usual in thirty-six of the forty cases which recovered.
Even more direct evidence of the beneficial influence will be gathered from the following extracts
from tho reports:—
Case I.—'‘Temperature fell from 103 degrees to normal in six hours after first injection, never rising again to
anything of importance. Pulse rate fell.
Tonsils shrank to J size.
Membrane commenced to separate rapidly in the
first twenty-four hours.”—Djt. P. H. Pcexival, Auburn.
OaseV,—“ When first seen—at time of first injection—the case appeared to be a fairly severe one.
There was
extensive deposit of membraue on the fauces, considerable cellulitis of neck, feetor of breath, rapid pulse, &c. Symptoms—
local and general—entirely disappeared two days after the first injection.”—Dus. F. W. and K, C. Bartlett, Cowra.
.
VIII.—" When I saw this case in its fifth day the pillars of the fauces, uvula, tonsils, back of pharynx and
nostrils wore covered with diphtheritic membrane ; temperature 103 degrees ; urine full of albumen ; pulse very rapid, and .
the child in a weak and exhausted state. In spite of the usual remedies, e.g,, chlorinated soda, hydrarg. bichlor,, carbolic
acid, peroxide of hydrogen, boroglyceride, &c., and the aid of two trained nurses, the case was getting rapidly worse. By
fifteen hours after the first injection the fever bad considerably lessened, and the spread of tho membrane had stopped.
The improvement in the patient was rapid. I am sure that if the serum had not come to our aid the child would not have
lived thirty hours,” The patient recovered.—Dr. 0. H. Beddai.l, Kandwick.
Case XHI.—“ The membrane began to clear twenty-four hours after first injection, all gone on third day after
injecting. Fall of temperature, which was exceedingly high—lOo'S—to normal in thirty-six hours.—Du. Chas. Edward
Lester, Mudgee.
Case XVI, —“ Patient convalesced much more rapidly than cases previously treated.”—Dr. F, M, Blackwood,
Summer Hill,
Case XVTL—“ The temperature on the day of the first injection was almost continuously at 105 degrees; it fell in
twenty-four hours to normal, and remained so. The duration of the illness, as compared with my previous experience of
diphtheria, was shortened in a most striking manner, ”—Dr. A. H. Fieldstad, Rand wick.
Case XXI.—The.usual symptoms were “ undoubtedly ” ameliorated “ Improvement in the subjective symptoms
such as pain, difficulty in swallowing, &c., two hours after the injection. A decided general improvement in twelve hours
which soon resulted in complete recoveryDr. Tnos. A. Machattie, Bathurst.
.
CaseXXHI,—"After the first dose throat easier, swelling of neck subsided, breathing freer. General feeling of
improvement. This case was convalescent in about twenty-one days. ”—Dr. A. E. Cox, Forbes.
Case
in order to economise the then scanty stock of scrum, by limitiue its use to the cases in which it was most likely to prove beneficial, the
fimt issue of antitoxin ’ by the Board was accompanied by a notification that/or thepresent only practitioners having cases of less than four days’
duration would be supplied. Thouph this regulation was very soon withdrawn, some misapprehension appears to have been created as to its intention,
i have considered it necessary to make the above remarks on the subject in order to remove any remaining doubt as to the meaning of the Board’i
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Case XXIV,—11 There was n decided improvement eight hours after injection. The recovery was much more rapid
{than usual).”—Dr. L. F. Buckxkll, Kogarah,
_
Case XXVI.—“The usual symptoms were ameliorated, some of them markedly so ; tho sense of well-heiug was very
noticeable, the patient not being prostrated, but kept in remarkably good spirits notwithstanding that the ease was a very
severe one—the membrane being very extensive, feetor very bad, and angina well marked and painful.”—Dr. Cecil
Purser, Lewisham.

It would be easy to add further similar opinions to these already quoted, but sufficient have been
given to illustrate tho sort of work the serum is capable of doing. On tho whole there is almost unanimous
testimony to tho beneficial influence of the serum.
Part II.
Tiierk is further to be considered, the question of ill-effects. On the first introduction of the serum into
practice, numerous statements were made as to tbe possibility of septicaemia., heart failure, renal disease,
&c., being produced by the use of such a therapeutic measure.
Practical experience of the treatment, which has now been made use of in several thousand cases,
has shown that these ominous prophecies have no basis of facts. They-indeed seem to have been the out
come of purely a priori reasoning. There are, however, certain inconveniences of a much milder character
which appear to be unavoidably attendant on the use of the serum.
Symptoms unusual in diphtheria arc reported in twenty-four of the fifty-five cases, and specified
as follow's :—
’
Skin eruptions ..
...
...
...
18 cases.
Urticaria.......................................
9
Do and erythema ...
...
1
Do and joint pains
...
5
Hoseola ...
...
...
...
1. ”S* j-18
“ Papulur rash” and joint affections
1 1)
“ Slight rash”
...
...
...
1 1?^

None of these cases were fatal. In all the eruptions were temporary and unaccompanied by serious
consequences.* There were reported further:—
Rheumatic pains
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2
Convulsions ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1
Vomiting
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2
_ The rheumatic pains were of short duration in both instances.! The convulsions occurred in a fatal
case m a child aged II- years. Within five hours after the injection this patient died of asphyxia, due to
obstruction of the larynx by membrane. Although Ur. Evershed, of Sega, attributes the convulsions to
the serum, the influence of the asphyxia does not appear to have been sufficiently excluded, Vomiting
can hardly be considered an unusual symptom of diphtheria, and is only referred to here on account of
its being so reported. In one case vomiting appeared before the serum was injected, and continued till
the patient died; in the other it occurred three days after tho injection, and ceased in a day or two.
,
Swelling of the Submaxillary Glands.—Drs. P. AV. and R,. C. Bartlett, of Cowra, remarked
“ unusual degree of swelling of the suhmax. glands and cellular tissues” in their serum-treated eases.
Dr. Robert Dick, of Gulgoug, has also referred to this point, stating that in one case tenderness and
enlargement of the submaxillary glands on both sides appeared after the throat had been well some days.
These swellings appear to have subsided without causing further trouble.
These, as far ns I am aware, are the only instances recorded of such an occurrence.
It has already been shown that urinary, cardiac, pulmonary, and nervous troubles did not occur in
excess, and it may be mentioned that no local ill-effects were observed as a result of the injections.
In this connection the dosage may be referred to. The amounts of serum used are given in the
general table; in the small table below a comparison between the dosage and mortality is show-n.
Taj?le showing Mortality in relation to Dosage.
Amount.

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
50

cc.
„
„
„
„
„
„
,,
„
,,

No.

Recovered.

Died.

4
1
13
3
U
!)
7
1
5
1

3
1
12
3
10
9
G
1
2
i

i

55

48

i
i
.............
i
3

7

Initial doses varied from 10-25 cc.; for the majority of cases 40 ce. or less sufficed.
It will be seen that the mortality docs not stand in any direct relation to the dosage. There is no
reason to attribute the three deaths in the 46-50 cc. group to the amount of serum used. A reference to
the general table will show that the cases were initially very serious ones. The dosage recorded neither
ascends to the maximum nor descends to the minimum of European records.
The
* Dtp. F. W. and R. C. B&rtlelt report in one case purple discolouration of the nock and ehest as being observed by tlio nurse in charge. It
disappeared in a few hours.
,
t Dr. A, E. Cox, of Forbes, notes that these rheumatic pains, though resisting the usual anti-rheumatic remedies, were relieved by the
administration of iron.
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The sites chosen for injection varied. The front of the chest, the abdomen and lumbar regions,
the scapular, interscapular, and subscapular regions of tbe back, and the thigh were made use of by
different operators. They seem to have been decided on more as a matter of convenience than anything
else, and do not appear to have had any influence on tho result.
'
There remains for consideration the fatal cases. The immediate causes of death were stated
to be—
Syncope (fourtli day of illness)
...
..
1
,,
(post-diphthcritic)..,
...
..
.‘3
Asphyxia
...
...
...
,,,
2
Broncho-pneumonia and exhaustion
..
1
The particulars relating to these are as follows:—
Case II,—Syncope, “ At the time of the first injection there appeared to be little hope of the patient living many
hours. ” The patient- lived for three days after.
Case IV.—Broucho-pnenmonia and exhaustion. “ This patient had suffered from a previous attach or attacks of
pneumonia. She had undoubtedly beeu ill-nourished for a very long time, and had been suckling her seven children succes
sively almost continuously for ten years,’'
Case XXVII,—1’ost-diphtheritic heart failure. The patient had been ailing fourteen days, and was in a very weak
condition when coining under treatment. “ The heart failure could not be attributed to the anti-toxin.'’
Case XXX.—Post-diphtheritic heart failure occurred after eighth day of illness. (Vith App. C, Case VII.)
Case XXXIX.—Heart failure on fifteenth day.
This was a very malignant case. The child would probably have
died of tox*mia [under other treatment] instead of living to die of heart failure.”
Case XLIX.—Asphyxia, duo to membrane in larynx, five hours after injection. "Thin was the most rapidly fatal
ease that has come under my observation during the present epidemic.’'
Case LI.—Failure of the heart’s action due to asphyxia forty-two hours after the injection. “lam not certain os to
the diphtheritic aspect of the disease.” Tile patient had "bronchitic symptoms,

it is clear from thes-o reports that the serum had no share ia producing the fatal issue, ou the other
hand, the deaths were apparently due to the exisienee of conditions which that remedy could not be
expected to benefit,
'
Unusual symptoms, which could be attributed to tbe use of tbe serum, appealed, therefore, in
about twenty of the cases. They were slight in nature, and occurred in the patients who recovered. There
is no evidence that the serum produced any ill-effects which can be considered as prohibitive of its use.
The experiences recorded in the present series of cases are obviously in favour of the serum treat
ment, and the opinions of the reporting physicians are unhesitatingly expressed in its praise. The results
show that the serum has suffered no deterioration on account of its long journey, and speak w’ell for its
‘■keeping” properties. They show also that it is a remedy which may he safely and beneficially used. At
the most modest estimate its use has been followed by a reduction in mortality to about half the usual
rate. This means that in Xew South Wales alone about 200 lives a year can be saved by its use.
As the method of administration is simple, and one with which every medical practitioner is well
acquainted, there docs not appear to be any reason why this saving of lives should not he realised in
practice.
"
1. have, Ac,
TB.OK TIDSWELL.

APPENDIX A.
LIST OF QUESTIONS IN SCHEDULE.

Patient’s initials; sex; age; residence.
1. How long had the patient been ill previous to the use of the curative serum?
2. Particulars as to the injections ;—kindly state—
(n) How many injections wore given ?
(£>) "What quantity of curative serum was used for each injection ?
(c) "What interval of time elapsed between the injections?
(d) What site,was chosen for each injection ?
0. Do you consider that the usual symptoms of diphtheria were ameliorated by the use of tho
serum ?
.
4. Were any of the usual complications of diphtheria observed?
5. Was there any difference noted in the duration of the illness, as compared with your previous
experience of diphtheria not treated by serum ?
G. Did the patient present any symptoms which, in your experience, are unusual in cases of
diphtheria not treated by serum ? Information is specially requested concerning the local effect of the
injection, urticaria, or other rashes, joint pains, tendency to heart failure, renal disease, septiemmia, or
any other symptom which might be considered an ill-ctfeet of the serum.
7. Was tracheotomy or intubation performed; if so, was the patient operated on before or after
the injection of the serum ?
8. Was the general health at tlio time of onset such as would render ihe patient less able to
resist an attack of diphtheria ?
!). Was the diphtheria complicated by the co-existence of any other infectious disease ?
10. If the case was fatal, kindly slate—
(u) Immediate cause of death.
(6) Date of death in relation to duration of illness.
11. Was a bacteriological report obtained ; if so, what waa the result?
12. Remarks. (In this column the practitioner is requested to state any unusual or untoward
features of the case which are not specially inquired for above.)
.

APPENDIX B.

APPENDIX B.
TABLES SHOWIXf; GENERAL CONTENTS OP REPORTS.
Casks hacterioIogicAlly confirmed.

I

Particulars us to injections.
Ses.

No.

Ay1-.

Predisposing
Illness.

X

y- in.
5 u

IT

F

10 0

TIT

M

45

IV

F

32 0

V

F

5 0

VI

31

13 0

VII

F

18 n

VIII

F

5 0

Not known

IX

IT

8 0

None ..........................

X

V

21 0

XL

F

5 0

Anminic and weak ,,

None ................ ........ .

0

Pneumonia,
tritum.

Nunc

,

.

. .

None

..................

‘
Much shorter.. I

,,

,,

.

i^ce:}«-

1

SI loiter .. . . 1
palate and general persistent and i cry marked
iruiBcnlar weakness; paralysis of external
rectus of left eye , albuminuria.
Usual symptoms ameliorated; laryngeal Byinii- Purple discoloratoius; broncho-pneumonia.
tion of neck and
chest on day after
first
injection;
lasted few hours.
Usual symptoms undoubtedly ameliorated.
None
....... Mnch shorter.. 1
Usual symptoms irmcli ameliorated.

4 0

V

a

0

..

XIV
XV

r

22

0

1(

F

(i 0

»

XVI

V

9 0

XVII

M

0 0

XVIII

M

2 6

,,

,

,

W, HartJctt >
31. C. l3nrtJett ] Cawra.

20 cc.
10 cc. >35 cc.
5 cc )

3 *,

20 ecO
3l> cc. >35 cc.
5 CC,)

1

n

albuminuria and Urticaria 4-12 days
after injection ;
joint pnin<; 20th
day; lasted2days.
Usual symptoms ameliorated.
Urticaria on 7th
it
••* '■
day after iujections; joint pains
13th day.
Vomiting 4-7 day
Usual sym)>toms amuhorated.
after injection.
Usual symptoms ameliorated ; album inarm ; Roseola ncnr site Decidedly
weakness of lower extremities.
of injection 7th shortei.
day.
.
Usual symptoms ameliorated; albuminuria; None
Shorter
...
ten davw after injection purulysiB.
Usual symptoms ameliorated , ultmminunii”
....................
,, ...
. ..
Ubiuil svin]>t<nus ameliorated; slightly iilbumiMuch shorter
nnna for 3 days.

20 cc. >
Jntcrgeapular region
10 CC. J ,iucc'
25 cc.'j
Suhscapular region
15 cc. >45 cc.
5 cc.J
............ 4
20 cc. )
„„ Snbscapular region
iscc. ;3,J ccfront of chest
Outer side of thigh
......................... 21 hours 15CC. (
/ CC.
U
3 days 20 cc.'j
Iutcrs<>avular region
1» CC. { 35 cc.
Right loin5 cc.)
... .......... 4 ,*
20 cc.) oA
InterscapuJar region Usual byrnpioms ameliorated j albuinmnria
10 cc. i’30 00.
.................

u ,*

15 cc.'j
10 cc. >35 ce.
10 cc. j
Chlorotic and deli. 12 hours
cate. Sore throat.

u
»

tr

•

•

Urticaria and joint
pains onlOth day;
lasted 24 hours.
None
...............
Usual symptomk ainchoratod; slight n-lbuirmiuria.
.

Usual syinytomB markedly ameliorated ............

„

....................

,

Denth from Lrontdio pneumonin,
13th day; laryngeal symp
toms; cleared up before death.
Severe case.

1

Unaffected ..

Usual svmptoms ameliorated
casts.
Front of chest, and
inters capillar
roginn.

DoatJ] from syncope* 4th day.

Y.

OutcrKido of thigh
Usual gymploiuB most deeidt'dly mncliornted,
Much shorter.. 1
albunmiiina.
10 cc. >40 cc.
caiui; lasting a
few dnvs.
]0 ccj
Front of chefet
. Usual symptoms ameliomU'd , albuminuria.
Urticaria and slight Shorter........... 1
7 days I-T CC. )
joint pains . last15 ce. >38 cc.
8 cc. J
ed a few days.
None
, . ..
1
M
I5^- h0"- Tnteracapular regiou Usual symptoms ameliorated.

* „

Heimirka.

F. Tf. FumSral, Auburn ...

Intcrscnimlar region Ueual eymptoins ameliorated; paralvgis of Vomiting begun beX>nlutc syncopo; toxaenuc suuptoina of great fore
injections,
severity.
and persisted.

4 days 25CC.3
12 ce. [-49 cc.
12 cej
2

Usual symptoms markcdJy ameliorated

12 ce. >49 cc.
32 cc.)

M

20 0

.

Scapular region ..

Keportiug physician.

O
Q

43 „

XII

F

muhui-

^ !

Dumtion.
O

9 hours

XIII

XIX

......................... 21 llOUTS 16 cc.
3 cc. >34 ec.
10 cc.
:iti ,,
25 ce.')
12 cc. 5-49 ce.
12 cej
21 „
12 cc. S-49 ce.
12 ce.)

Unusual symptoms

Site.

Amotrat.

I

None

Vsual symptoms and complications.

Ailing.

P. S. Kendall, Petersham..

]?. Dick* Gulgoug'

i

Submax glands both sides became
swollen and tender twelve days
after injection; throat at time
uormiil.

1

1

tV. H. Coutie, Petersham.

1

0. K. Lester, IvTudgee.

I
i

! D. Doolftn
\Y
P. T. Tllriue i 1'1SSI G J. Scale, Petersham.

1

. . I'. 7d\ Blackwood* Summer

1

..

A. Tf. Fieldstad, Rundiwck

..

J. htarslia.il, Bega

Paralyeis late.

Hill.

M

.

„

... 1

...

Tnicliootomy performed two days
before serum used.
Canula
removed 9th day.

i
Shorter ...

-a

O. H. Heddftllj Bnndwick. 1 Nasal diphtheria, very malignaut
ease.

, 1

1

R. Harvey, ‘Wentworth.

I

4

&■w11
\-i
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Cases bacfccriologieally confirmed—continued.
No.

Bex-

y. m.
4 0

XX

M

XXT
xxu

M

T

20 0
26 0

xxm

F

£S 0

V

F

10 10

M

10 0

F

^2 0

Particular!; as to injections?.

Predisposing
Illnets.

Age.

Ailing.

Usual symptoms and complications.
Amount-

Unusual symptoms.

Cured

'

Duration-

Site.

4 days

1
Papular rash in Longer ........
several
places;
joint pains am]
swellings 7*12 days
2 „
Intorsc&pular region ■Usual symptoms unCloiibteclly amclioraterl ...
None
..
Much shorter i
Usual symptoms ameliorated j albunimuria
I
Rheumatic pu ins
in all limba.
Delicate ..................... 3 days 10 cc."}
Tutorecapular region Usual symptoms Ameliorated; palate paralysis , Khcuinatic pains BliOrter ......... 1
8 cc. >33 cc.
Lumbar icgion.
unmnimurni; teudeucy so syncope.
in knees and el
8 CC. j
bows,
4 ,,
20 cc. > qn
Urticaria and jomt
Tntergcapular
region
r,
,
Usual
symptoms
“
most
certainly”
ameliorated,
1
»
...................
io cc. ;30 ctparalysis of jialate ; great prostration, albu pains.
minuria.
None ......................... 36 lire. 10 cc................ Front of chest
..
Usual symptoms mnrlrcdly ameliorated, slight Urticaria 7th and
1
albuminuria,
8th days after in
jection.
40 „
Usunl sympt-oms marlrcdly ameliorated, slight Urticaria from 11 th Longer ........... 1
10 cc. J-35 ce.
to I4th days after
albuminuria; i>alate paralysis.
5 C.G.J
injection.
14 days 20 cc. > ort
No
evidence
of
amdiomtion
;
allmmiuuria
None ......................
ii
jj
I0cc.jS0 ec-

VII

F

1 5

XXVITT
XXIX

F
F

2
G

XXX

M

a 0

XXXI

F

4

XXXII

M

5 S

>■

xxxm

F

3 4

...............................

xxx rv

M

5 0

XXXV

M

2 0

xxxvi

M

4 0

xxxvir
XXXVui
XXXIX

M

M
F

XL

S
0

10 cc.
.. ,
20 cc, q/. __
]0cc. j-30™3 days 20 ce. \
nrobablv 20 cc. ^40 cc.
longer. 10 cc. 3
3 days
..........................

5

M

10 „

..........................

4 lt

.........................

4

,J

..........................

4 „

7 0
4 0
6 3

.

. ..
.................

F

0 0

»

XLI
XLTI
XLIII

H
F
M

3 3
4 7
3 0

XLTV

F

1 fl

XLV

F

5

”

20 ce. >
..
lOcc.i30^

a

„

„

6 „
4 „

20cc-5
10 cc. >41) cc.
10 cc.)
20 cc.1)
10 cc. >40 cc.
10 cc. J
20 cc............
16 cc................

Usual symptoms ameliorated ........................
M

t#

»

................

Shorter ....
...

Usual symptoms ameliorated; laryngeal sym- Urticaria ............
toms
Ufiual symjitouiB ameliorated; albuminuria;
”
........
paitvlysis.
'
-..................
................................. Usual symptoms ameliorated ; albuminuria ; None
paralysis.
i
,, ......................
»»
i?
.......
toms.
Usual symptoms ameliorated, albuminuria Urticaria .............
—
cardiac asthenia.
i»

»»

Usual symptoms ameliorated;
cardiac asthenia.

iLllmmiuuria: None ......................

Shorter .. . .
„

..

..

L, K. Jiuckncll, Kogarah.
C. Purser, Lewisham
, ,

i

Immediate effect markedly bene
ficial, but convalescence pro
tracted.
W, r. titcliiield, H.S.C. .. Death from heart failure on six
teenth day of illness.
JJ

»►
Death from heart failure.

1

JJ

JJ

I

jr

JJ

.....................

1

ij

jj

„

1

jj

J*

...................

1

jj

jj

,,

1

jj

jj

........

.

..

..

cc. J
IS cc................ Abdomen ................

>}

i

Usual symptoms ameliorated
Chost and abdomen. Usual symptoms ameliorated;
Cardiac ustlieuia.

f*

1
1

Usual symptoms not ameliorated ; albuminuria, Urticaria...............
(uremia r*) anuna.

1
1

albuminuria,

lie marks.

Rejiorting physician.

C. S- Dowdell, Sydney ....... Septicaemia and broncho-pneumo
nia prolonged case. Membrane
disappeared from throat four
days after injectionT. A. Mnchattie, Bathurst
A. 3£. Cox* Forbes.

Usual symptons not ameliorated; paralysis .. -

8 „
4 „

0

&
E

i

Tracheotomy performed before
injection.

Tracheotomy at time of iirst in
jection.

Death from heart failure ou
fifteenth day; very malignant
case.

10

5

.........................

4 „

-...............................

5 ,,
3 „
3 u

»

7 »

.

.

..

.........................

4 „

Usual symptoms ameliorated ; slow pulse during,
convalescence.
:
Usual symptoms ameliorated..................
.
10 cc............... Abdomen ...
. Usual symptoms ameliorated ; albuminuria ...
„
..............
Urticaria .............
10 cc. \qo
Usual symptoms ameliorated, aUnnnmunti.;
„
..
■■
■■
16 CO- j32 CGlaryngeal symptoms.
20 cc...............
Usual symptoms ameliorated; ulbumimu'ia; None ....................
>r
............
.>
.........
paralysis, laryngeal symptoms.
Not stated ................. Usual symptoms ameliorated, albuminuria, Urticaria ............. Longer ..........
10 cc, 1
general asthenia.
10 cc. i-60 cc.
10 cc.
10 cc.J

1
1
I
1
1
1

Tracheotomy at time of first
injection.
Tracheotomy at time of injection.
Tracheotomy at time of first
injection.

00

Cases bactcriologically examined with negative result.
Sex.

Age.

Predisi>osiiig
Illness.

Particulars as to injections.
Ailing.

Usual symtoms and complications.
Amounts.

XLYI

F

vr. in.
7 0

None

,

...............

5 days. 15 cc. I

io cc. r5 cc-

Unusual symptoms.

Duration.

Site.

Right lumlxsr region, Usual symptoms ameliorated
loft lumbar region.

.....................

Slight rash near Shorter
Bite of injection,
soon faded.

1
o

Died.

Case.

1

1 ..

Reporting Physician,

Remarks,

R. T. Jones, Aslifield.

Cases not bacteriologically examined.
Case.

Sex, Age.

Predisposing
Illness.

Ailing.

Particulars as to miections.
— — ----------_
Amounts,

XLYU

F

vr. 10.
hii 0

Over exertion.........

2 tings. 20cc. ) ,n
20 cc. }4acc-

XLVni

F

15 0

None

3 „

XLIX

F

1 G

Tj

M

4 G

JJ

p

14 0

LIT

M

5 5

LHI

M

5 0

DIY

F

9 0

LV

M

7 0

........................

Jl

„

15 ce.)
10 cc, VSO cc.
5 cc. J

Symptoms not in the least ameliorated .............

Convulsions
injection.
None

Scapular region ... .

Usual symptoms ameliorated ..............................

10 cc. . .

Front of chest..........

Usual symptoms ameliorated* bronchitis; no
membrane visible.

..

..........................

4 days 20 cc.............

”

........................

3

.....................

„

20 CC, "Ion A
10 ccj30 cc-

24hoursi 20 cc................
1
5 days.; 20 cc. ) m
10cc;30cc-

jUnusual Bjinptoms.

Intcrscapular region UBual symptoins mo«?t rlecidcdly ameliorated 5"one .
paralysis of throat, muscles j extreme debility
tendency to heart failure
•>
............ Usual symptoms ameliorated; albuinenuria;
neuritis of arms.

.......................... 4S hours. 29 cc. ..

...............................

None

UshaI symptoms and complications.

Duration..

Site.

,,

,,

..........

Snbscapular region... Usual symptoms very much ameliorated; para
lysis of vocal cords.
»»

rt

i*

a

• •

Usual symptoms very greatly ameliorated ........
Usual symptoms very markedly ameliorated.....

Reporting PhyBician.

Much shorter. 1

A. FitzpalL'ickt Crookwell. Ca^e seemed ho^jeloss till scrum
used.

Shorter

J. Marshall, Bcgn.

after

...................

Usual symptoms ameliorated 41 in a. marked Zsone .........
degree.”

b ?

M. F. Evershed, Bcga,

Shorter

Death five hours after injection
from asphyxia. Most rapidly
fatal case of present epidemic.

F. H, Furaival, Auburn.
H, Dalton, Hartley Yale.

Materially
shortened.''
Shorter

Death from asphyxia thirtv-six
hours after injection. “Not
certain as to diphtheritic aspect
of diHOtise.”

J. F.Codrington, Orange.
A. G-. Cribb, Newcastle.

.... 1
I
...... i

Tracheotomy between first and
and second injection. Exten
sive membrane.
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APPENDIX C.
EEPOBT OF

TEA CASES OF DIPHTHERIA TREATED WITH THE BUFFER CURATIVE SERUM.

To the President of the Board of Health,—
gir
21 May, 1895.
The cases with which this report is concerned were treated in tho diphtheria branch of the
Sydney Hospital for Sick Children, Glebe Point, during the months of February and March, 1895.
The patients were under the care of Mr. C. P. B. Clubbe, M.R.C.S, L.E.C.P., Honorary Surgeon
to the institution.
The observations were made on ten unseleclcd consecutive cases, which arc arranged in this report
in the order of their admission to the hospital.
In none of the cases was there any history of recent predisposing illness, but in two tbe children
wore said to be “ delicate.”
Definite exposure to infection was only ascertained in two cases.
The iuicctions were made with a Koch’s ball injector under the skin of the front of the chest, all
necessary aseptic precautions being taken. The amounts _of serum used in each ease are shown in
Table I. Where 20 cc. were given at a time, tbe dose was divided; 10 cc. being injected into each side of
the chest.
The scneial treatment of the cases was, for the most part, symptomatic. The patients
usual diet of the hospital, consisting of milk (plain or peptoniued), eggs, broths, milk puddings,
food, Benger’s food, &c.
The presence of the bacillus diphtheria was reported present on admission in all eases.
ease (YU) the streptococcus pyogenes was reported in addition to the bacillus diphtherias xso
lions were made as to the time the bacilli disappeared from tbe throat.

had the
Mcllm a
In one
observa-

In the subjoined report the plan has been followed of considering the effect of the serum on each
of the body systems separately :—
Under each system there has been made a preliminary note of the results of European observations,
of which reports arc to band.
A statement of the symptoms observed in tbo present scries of cases,
A comparison of these with the symptoms presented by previous cases in the hospital, which were
not treated with serum.
A brief conclusion drawn from these data.
After each system has thus been considered in detail, tlio report terminates with a recapitulation
and general conclusions.
A synopsis of the principal features of the disease observed in the present series of cases is given
iu Table 1.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS OF CASES.

No.
of Initials. Sex.
Case.

Age.

Ti pc Of Disease.

Operation.

Injections
on—
(dav of
disease).

Amounts
ol

|I njemliran"
FiiUlUI
Unusual symptoms.

Scram.

j

Albuminuria.

Syncope—

aon—rtd

| (nfler ist
1 injrcUan).

»*
z 5
cE,

|

u
5 Q

Complications.

Time
in
Hospital.

Bacteriology.

ca

I

i

1

It

J.G.

R,Df. .

F.

F.

t

Yr. mos.
Laryngeal ..
4
0

2

S

Tracheotomy 3rd day
on admission

Pharyngeal.... None.............. 3rd day

..

. 10 cc. ...

L’rticana 12tli to I-r«th days None
after fnTst injection.
present.

None

Slight cellulitis for three or Oth <Jay,
font da>s after injection.

None

Diphtheria bacilli 20 (lavs.
on admission,

i
i
i ..

1

None........................

1

.

Bacilli found
admission.

\

111

0 3I.C

IV

v

VI

vn

L L. ,

V.H. .

R.M.

&

0

Pharyngeal

M.

4

0

1‘haiyngcal and Tracheotomy 4th day
, 20 cc.
Laiyngeal.
on admission. full day .. 10 cc.
Cth day
. 10 CL*.
Phaiyngeal

M.

y.

^r.

2

4

0

0

.. None............

1 T.
' 40 cc

.. None.............. T>th day , 20 cc 1 T.
Gth daj’ .. 10 cc. J 30 cc

Pharyngeal and None
fain ngeal.

Vhamigeal

.

.

dth day . 20 cc,
T
fit.li day .. lu cc. 1
Gth day ., 10 cc. J 40 cc.
2nd CO day 20 cc, f. T.
3rd do.j' . 10 Ou ) 30 cc.

None

..........

3rd day . 20 cc.
Il0 cc.
4th day

None

....

13th day ,
14th day ,.

Ij" 3DTcu,
) T
j' 30 cc.

Mil

F SlclT. r.

3

4

Phamigcal

IX

D I,. .. F

,

3

Pharyngeal

A

W.C-T.

5

0

PJiaryugcal and Tracheotomy 4tli dav , j2f> ce. > T.
on admission 5fch day .
J 30cc
Lai‘.\ ngeal.

DI,

.

None

.. .

Plight amount present from None...
51 h dav after admission till
discharged.

3

Threatened on ISthi From admission till 15th day None...
after.
day after admission.]

1

None....................

1

4th dav .. 20 cc. I T,
A few small urticarial spots- Mh day.. None........................
5 tli day . 10 cc. j 30 cc.
on St.h to 10th day.

F,

None..........................................

Oth day

A lew smali urticarial epots 3i<J da\
on 5th day.

Traces present from ad mis- None. .
sion till discharge

on 10 dairs.

None ......................

do

do

.. 14 days.

. ^ None............ ... ..

do

do

.. 23 daj s.

do

do

.

do

do

.. 23 da) s/

..
1

1
, 1 None..........................

12 days.

i
. I None.................. *.

4thday,. Threatened
llirPcl Traces from time of admis- None . . 1
(•ion till Jfitb day after.
times—on 0th, 7th,i
ami Sth days after
| last injection,
j
I'iticaria?! hours after first 3rd day. I On day after admis- Copious on admission, and None___
injection ; lasted *2 dais.
i sinn, and on bevor&ll
A: u.
j subsequent
Ouca-'
I siont.
|
Srddaj .. I Nonii............................... Present on admission, and None . 1
None........
continues.! till discharge.

|
Sepsis: death from jjncitli and sfrepto- f> days; taken
home, k died
cocci found on
umctmaCQ
2 day* later
admission.

X

1
1
. 1 None.......................... Bacilli found
admission

None

T’ersisf-etl Threatened from thin Copious: cast*., penal cells; None ..
urine small m amount.
till death!
of admission.

• 11

None .

4th day , Thicatencd
several
I tunes (nine in all),I
* First; on oth claj.
after injection,
|

i

2 days.
Death from heart Bacilli found........
failure mid asthenia.
* None.......... ............. Bacilli found on 10 days.
admission.
1

.

on 17 days

!
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Tbe ISefect

of the

Serum.

■

1. On tlic general condition of the Patient.
In moat of tlic recorded cases improvement in the general condition of the patient is mentioned as
occurring after the use of the serum.
In the present series, with the exception of cases I, II, and VIII, who did not look at all ill, the
children presented the usual appearances of diphtheria. The look of “ill-being,” lack of tone, pallor,
drowsiness, apatliy. irritability, and impatience of disturbance, were present in most of them. In some
there was added the aspect of “ air-hunger,” respiratory stridor, cyanosis, dyspncea, and the laboured
respiration due to laryngeal obstruction.
In the successful cases (whether operated upon or not) a marked change was apparent within
twenty-four or forty-eight hours after the injection of the serum. The “ sick ” appearance, the pallor,
drowsiness, apathy, and irritability all disappeared. The “muddy” complciion became clear. In the
course of two or three days the formerly inert child was lively and cheerful, playing with toys, eager for
food, and taking an active interest in its surroundings.
In ante-scrum days a week at least would elapse, even in the mildest cases, before such a condition
was reached, and usually a much longer period was required. It was the rapidity of tlio change which
constituted its most striking feature.
In the two filial cases no such change occurred. Tn case VIT the pallor, languor, and irritability
were only slightly abated, and in case IX the extreme depression and weakness did not show' the least
sign of improvement.
The observed effect on the general condition of the patients in the series under consideration is
thus in accord with that reported by European observers.
2. On the duration of the Illness.
It is stated that by the use of the scrum the duration of the illness is curtailed.
In the present series of cases the duration has been estimated by the number of days the patients
remained in the hospital.
Case II remained in......................................................................
,,
lil
,,
,,
V
„
,,
VI®
,,
»vm
.......................................................................................

]0 days')

17

14
1!
23

J

* Thi* cfisfi presented very marked laryng-oaJ symptoms on admission. Its inclusion unionist the
unduly lengthens the average stay in hospital. Without it this would be 13'2 days.
Case 1 remained in .......................................................................
IV
,,
.......................................................................
,, X
,,
.......................................................................

,,| Kon-opcration cases—
,,}- Average, lu'd days;
,,max., 23; min., 10.

11011-operalion

(pharyugiirt) cases pciliaps

20 days) Operation cases—
23 ,, !- Average, 19'6 days;
16 „ J
max., 23; min., 1G.

(The two fatal cases arc excluded.)

Prom the previous records the average times were found to be :—Pornon-oper.ition cases, 15 days ;
maximum, 31; minimum, 3. For operation cases, 27 days ; maximum, 5S; minimum, 3. Comparing the
two series of results wo have :—
Cases.

Operation (days in).

Not treated with scrum ..............................................................
Treated with serum............................................................................

27 (S-58)
19-G (1G-23)

Noivopcrotion (days in).

13 (3 31)
15-5 (10-23)

General Average.

21 days
14*6

In the operation cases, therefore, the stay in hospital was shorter than formerly ; in the non
operation cases about the same. On the whole, the present cases remained in the hospital for a much
shorter time than former cases.
3. The effect on the local condition.
It has been stated that after the injection of serum the membrane ceases to spread, and disappears
in from twenty-four hours to three days. In the present series of cases the course of events was usually
as follows:—There was, first, a lessening of the “ angry” appearance of the throat. Tlic membrane not
not only ceased to spread, but became more “isolated,” so to speak ; the inflammatory condition appeared
to he limited to its immediate neighbourhood. The membraue in most cases became white and shining,
and then gradually disappeared.
The actual times after the first injection at which the throat was -definitely free from membrane
are shown in the following table :—
In Case
II—On the
..
HI„
„
IV„
„
V„
..
VI„
..
vir„
vnr—
„
„
x„

sixth day
fifth day
sixtli day
third day
fourth day
third day
third day
fourth day

I

Average, 4-26 days ;
' minimum, 3; maximum, G.

Unfortunately, a comparison with actual time of disappearance of membrane in non-scrum cases
could not be made, as no complete record has been available. Usually, however, except in the mildest
cases, the membrane persisted for a week or ten days. The scrum-treated eases thus have an advantage
of several days.
In Ihe former cases, moreover, treatment direefed towards dissolving the membrane, and destroying
the bacilli producing if, was usually indulged in. Tn the present series of cases tbe only application was
Liq. Sod. Chlor, (1-2 yq.), with which the throat was mopped out every four hours. When the membrane
disappeared no local application at all was made. Zxo reappearance of membrane occurred in any of the
cases,
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cases, luit the throat did not appear to react its normal condition any earlier than usual. The sites the
membrane tad occupied presented, in most of the cases, a dusky appearance for several days. There
was also some erosion in several of the cases, and definite ulceration in two of them.
It may bo mentioned that the improvement iu the throat condition occurred in the fatal case
winch lived long enough to exhibit it.
'
Swollen submaxillary glands in tlio few cases they were present rapidly subsided.
In the operation cases the children suffered less from dryness and the other difficulties usually
attendant on tracheotomy. Tho membrane ceased to spread and was rapidly eliminated. The wounds
were hcalthy-looldng, free from membrane throughout, and readily healed up. No cellulitis of the neck
occurred.
The tracheotomy canula could he dispensed with at air earlier date.
In Case I the canula -was permanently removed on the third day,
j> IV
„
„
„
fourth „
>. X
„
„
„
third- „
, Prom the previous records it was found that the canula was most commonly removed on the sixth,
to eighth day. (Average, 6 5 ; minimum, 3 ; maximum, 28.)
In the present series of cases, therefore, the canula could he permanently removed in about half
the usual time.
It is_evident that the serum bad a marked beneficial influence on the local condition in the cases
under consideration. The membrane disappeared from tho throat earlier than in former cases, though
not so rapidly as it Las been said to do, whilst that in the trachea was even more rapidly got rid of.
4. The rffcct on ihe Temperature*
By several observers it has been stated that the temperature became normal in the course of a
day or two after the injections. The final fall occurred sometimes after the first, sometimes only after
subsequent injections.
^
In the present'series of cases the initial temperatures were all subfobrile (9ffi6-10l‘G degrees)
The period following the injections was usually characterised by irregularity. The normal (TS'd degrees)
was touched in periods varying from eight to twenty-four hours after the immediately preceding injection.
There then followed, in some instances, a period lasting a few days, characterised by irregular rises to
about 100 degrees, after which the temperature teok the irregular subnormal course usual in diphtheria.
A very careful analysis of the periods immediately following the injections has yielded indefinite results.
In several cases the apparent effect of the injection was a fall of I or 2 degrees, then a rise of 1 or 2
degrees, which warn either maintained till a subsequent injection, or followed by a fall to normal. In some
cases, however, a rise followed directly on the injections, in others a fall to normal resulted, either in a
straight course or with irregular small rises intervening. These effects occurred irrespective of the
number of the injection (first, second, or third). Similar irregularities are exhibited in the charts of
non-serum cases, so that probably no special significance attaches to them.
The final falls to normal {i.e., after which no rise to 100 degrees or more occurred for several days)
are shown in the following table:—
rw

I
If

111
IV
V
VT
VII
VIII
IX
X

Initial
Tenipui'a.tiircs.
F.
]00-Ss
Normal,
101 •fi-’
lOO-S3
101“
100’
.Normal.
J)
99-6”

100°

Number of
Injections.

i
i

Amount of
Serum used.

20cc.

2
2

lOcc,
30cc.
40cc.
30cc.
40cc.
30cc.
30cc.

3
o

30cc.
30cc.

2
3

2
3

Temperature became permanently low (under 100' F.)

Eight hours after injection.
Third day after injection. (Rose after injection,)
Sixth day after first; fiftli day after last injection.
Third day after first; first day after last injection.
Thirty-two hours after first; eight hours after last injection.
Sixteen hours after first injection.
Showed irregular rises till termination.
Fourth day after first; third day after last injection. (Rose after
injection.)
Rose almost continuously till termination.
Third day after first; second day after last injection.
.

It will be observed that a permanently low temperature was reached in various periods, and no
constant effect in reducing the temperature was noticed,
,
Ihe temperature in diphtheria;is always a very variable factor, especially in children. It is only
in the early stages that anything like a febrile condition is exhibited (in the absence of complications).
The previous records of the hospital show that in recovering eases temperatures originally
subfebrile (100-101 degrees) became normal, as a rule, during the first day or two after admission, and
higher temperatures (up to 103 degrees) became normal in a few days. In fatal cases (as also in case IX
ot the present series) there waa not uncommonly a rise to the end. In the subsequent course the
temperatures usually oscillated about the normal for a few days, after which they teok an irregular
subnormal course, showing a total disregard for physiological diurnal variations, and occasionally, even in
the absence of any recognised complications, shooting up temporarily to 100 degrees or higher.
Tho same general characters were exhibited by the temperatures in the present series of cases. No
constant features were exhibited in them foreign to former (non-serum) cases. The charts in the two
classes of cases are very similar.
The writer has to acknowledge his inability to note any distinctive characters in the temperatures
of the present series. It is very possible that the observed fluctuations depend on causes other than tho
serum. It can only be said, therefore, that the injection of the serum was not observed to produce any
ill-eftect on the patients as regards temperature.
In (he cases in which urticaria occurred a slight increase of temperature accompanied the rash.
5.
* In the ]ire=cnt series the temperature was always taken in the axilla.
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5. On the Circulatory System.
The Pulse.

The general feature? of tho pulse observed in the present series of cases are given in the
accompanying iable :—
Table showing the general features of the Pulse.

Case, £ in
b
0,3

bS
fc'"*
i
IT
III
IV

V
VI

VII
VIII
IX
X

c a

Age.

z
Z/J2
6

£®

Normal
Pulse—
Daily
range.

yr. in. Per minute.
EOce. 4 0
100— 90
10 „
2
8
100 - 90
c> SO „ 0 0
90— 80
S « „ 4 0
100-- 00

Rate,

i

138

1

110

o
S

2
2

ft
2

so „
40 „

5 5

30 „
so „

4 0
8 4

30 „

1

30 „

IS8
144

90— SO

120

120-100

128

- 80
loo- eo

120

5

120-100

120

5 G

80— so

120

2

0

100

Time in which Pulse reached
normal.

Imital Pulse,

120

Rhythm,

Strength.

After 1st After 2nd j After 3rd Average
injection. injection, injection. daily range. Max. Min. Rhythm Strength.

Irregular , Soft...... 40 hours
Regular , , JVTedmin
2
.,
Soft .. . 48 „
21 hours
Medium 72 „
Irregular
24 hours
■‘3 „

Regular . . Medium
s,
.. . Soft .

31
24

H

4 hours

52

„
lf

24 hours

Irregular mi tl Soft
intermittent
Irregular ... Very soft SG

„

72 hours

20

Medium

Condition of Pulse, subsequent to
injections.

148
130
120
120

110-84
118-80

....

.
1

Per minute
120 80
117—85
320-F8
103—80

ilO— 89
117-99

. .

I2D
122

J

no
120

74 Regular Strong.
80
Soft.
80
Strong.
00
Ufcular Soft.
fur all trip,
but jp’
lapsed.
71 Regular Strong.
74 Usually
Soft.
rpimlar,
At limes
irregDlnr1
80 iJICBiilur
38 |
„
Medium

Rose to 139, and \ ien fell fo 80 just bcforn death.
..

.

108-73

C

12

G3

Irre
son.
gular.

The Tulsa frequency.
The normal range of the pulse in children is difficult to fix. The figures given in the table as the
daily range according to age are averages of those iu standard works on the subject.
In European reports it is stated that tbe pulse frequency becomes reduced, and readies tbe normal
in two or three days after tbe use of the serum. Helapsc, however, occurred in several of the recorded
eases.
In the present series the initial pulse rates, with one exception (case IK), were above the normal
limits. The time in which they became normal varied from two hours to four days after the first injection,
and from two hours to three days after the last injection. The averages were forty-two hours and twentysix hours respectively. The reduction was iu all cases coincident with the fall of temperature.
Prom the previous records it was found that in some cases the normal frequency was reached
sometimes within a few hours of admission ; sometimes the high rates persisted for a week or longer, even
when the temperature had become normal in a day or two.
The present series has the advantage of constancy, the pulse rates in all cases becoming normal
within a few days.
These results arc therefore in accord with ihe statements of European observers.
The subsequent daily range was in all cases in excess of the normal given, but as it extended on
both sides of the limits, and is in agreement with previous cases, probably no great importance attaches
to the point.
Rapid pulses (ten or more beats per minute above the normal limit) were observed in six cases.
They were always of a teniporary character, and were unaccompanied by a rise of temperature.
They occurred at various intervals (one to fifteen days) after the last injection of serum, showed no
relation to the dosage, nor to the occurrence of syncope.
Similar occasional increases in pulse rate arc to be noticed in cases not treated with scrum.
Besides the increase of pulse frequency already mentioned, increases accompanied the urticarial
rashes. In these cases they were associated with a rise of temperature.
Slow pulses (ten or more beats per minute below the normal limit) occurred in four cases (I, IV,
VI, and X), the observed rates being seventy-four, sixty, seventy-four, and sixty-eight respectively.
The previous records show that pulses between seventy and eighty were commonly met with, so
that only cases IV (sixty) and X (sixty-eight) showed unusually slow pulses. Pulses as slow as these,
however, had been recorded in previous cases. In one chart examined, a pulse rate of fifty occurred in a
convalescent ease.
Of the two cases in the present series, in both the pulaos were irregular on admission. Both wore
severe cases, and both tracheotomies. One, aged 4 years, received 40 cc. of serum; the other, aged 5}
years, received 30 ce. of serum.
.
The slow pulses occurred on the sixteenth and eighth days respectively after the hist injection.
The Rhythm of the Pulse.
In cases I, IV, IX, and Xthe pulses were irregular on admission. In case IX it was also inter
mittent.
In case I the pulse soon became regular.
In case IV the rhythm improved, and only occasional irregularity was observed.
In case IX death resulted without improvement.
In case X the irregularity continued throughout the stay in hospital, and interinitfance occurred
temporarily on the eighth day after the last in jection.
Tn one ease (VI) the pulse became irregular subsequently to the injections. The arhythmia occurred
on the fourth day after the last injection, and continued for three days, after which it remained regular.
Arhythmia was observed, therefore, iu five of the ten cases. In only one of these was its occurrence
subsequent to tbe injections, and in this case it was temporary. In two of the other four cases the pulse
initially irregular became regular after the injections.
'
'
The
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The Strength of the Pulse.
The pulse was noted as initially “ soft” in sis cases. Of these, two died without improvement. In
one the pulse remained soft, and in three it became strong.
In four cases the initial pulse was medium. Of these, it became “ soft” in two, became strong in
one, and remained medium in one.
These variations in the strength of the pulse occurred at different intervals after the injections,
and had no relation to the dosage.
'
Inequality in the strength of the beats was noticed occasionally in several of the cases.
Briefly summarising the pulse conditions observed, it is found that in the present series of cases
The frequency became normal at an earlier period than in former cases. Kapidand slow pulses were
noted in several instances, but their occurrence had no relation to the injections, and they were
quifo comparable to similar frequency variations observed in former cases. The changes in
rhythm and strength observed bad no obvious relation to the injections.
Thu CAitniAc CoNnmo.v.

In view of the statements of some observers that the injection of tho serum increases the tendency
to heart failure, particular attention was paid to the heart conditions in the present series of cases.
Tabli: showing Cardiac Conditions.
.

1 0

Initial condition of Heart.
Suhsoiincnt condition of Heart.

T'S

Eliythm.

I j 20 cc. Trreg-ulnr
„
ill ^ 30 „
11

10

IV

1

« „

V 30 ,,
VI 40 „
1

All 30 „
VIII 1 80 „
IX

30 „

X 1 SO ,,

Syncope.

Cardiac Sounds,
.

First sound muffled Became regular on second dny after admission. Sounds
became clear on sirth day after admission.
Both sounds dear
Remained regular throughout. First sound nmiflod on second
day after admission, and reummed so throughout.
"
* *■ First sound mufilefl Remained regular throughout. Sounds became clear on sixth
day after admission j temporary relapse on eighth and ninth
days.
Irregular
Roth sounds clear . Became regular on second day, relapsed on eighteenth, and Occurred twice on eighteenth
continued irregular. First became muffled on third day.
and twentieth daya after
Bolh muffled on fifteenth, and continued so till discharged.
admission.
Regular .
First sound mufllcd Remained regular throughout. Sounds became clear on fourth
day after admission,
ti
• Occasionally irregular from fourth to ninth days after admis Occurred once on seventh
sion , regular afterwords, Roth sounds became muffled on
duy after admission.
sixth day, became clearer during convalescence. First still
inufflsd at tune of discharge fiom hospital.
Remained regular throughout. Both sounds became raufficul
................
on second day, and remained muffled throughout.'
M
... Both sounds clear . Remained regular throughout. First sound became muffled on
Second day after admission, normal on ondafter twelfth day.
Jrreguluranrf Both sounds muffled Romataed same 1 ill death
.
...................................... Caused death thirty-two
mtermitleut
hours after admission.
Irregular
*»
ii
•• Remained irregular Hiroughout j occasional intermittoucc on Occurred nine times, fifth to
ninth day. Become clearer during convalescence.
twelfth days after uclwission.
Regular

..

Irregularity has already been sufficiently noted under pulse.
The Heart Sonnch.
In three cases (II, IV, VIII) the heart sounds were noted as normal on admission.
In ease II the first sound became muffled on the day following the injection, and remained so
throughout.
In case IV both sounds became muffled, the first on the day following tho last injection, and the
second twelve days later. Both sounds remained muffled throughout.
In case T III the first sound became muffled on the day following the last injection, but became
normal ten days later.
In five cases the first sound was muffled on admission.
In three of these (I, III, and V) the sounds became clear on the fifth, fifth, and third days respectively
after the last injection.
In one (case VI) both sounds became muffled on the fourth day, but became clearer again during
convalesence.
In one (case VII) both sounds became muffled on the second day after the last injection, and
remained muffled throughout.
In tho remaining two eases both sounds were muffled on admission.
In one of these (case IX) the sounds were very soft, and “ stating ” of them was noticed,
was fatal.
In the other case (X) the sounds became clearer during convalescence.
Xo murmurs were observed.

The case

Summarising it is found that—
hi three cases the sounds improved soon after tho injection.
In three cases the condition became worse at first, but ultimately improved.
In three cases the condition became worse, and remained so.
In one case no change was observed.
In all cases the heart sounds were abnormal at some period of the illness. The changes occurring
after the injections show the greatest variation. They were independent of the dosage, and occurred at
various intervals after the treatment had been commenced. The same kinds of variations were observed
in former cases.
Cardiac
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Cardiac Syncope.
■
.As will lie seen from the table, syncope occurred in four cases, and proved fatal in one.
In the latter (case IX) the patient had been ill thirteen days, and was in n very exhausted condition
when admitted to the hospital. The initial heart condition was very bad. The beats were irregular in
time and quality, and also intermittent. The sounds were very soft, muffled, and stated. The pulse
curve shows a rising frequency previous to the treatment, The rise continued for four hours afterwards,
then a sudden turn occurred, and the pulse fell continuously till death, twenty-four hours later. The
failure of the heart was accompanied by increased frequency of respirations and a rise of temperature.
Although in this ease rapid heart failure followed so closely on the injection of the serum, the
causal relation of the latter is not evident. It is well known that sudden heart failure is apt to occur in
the stage of disease (second week) which had been reached in this case, and indeed for some time after
wards during convalescence. Many cases have been observed in previous experiences in which such
rapid heart failure occurred, sometimes wdthiu a few hours of admission to the hospital.
Impartially judged, the present case appeared to the reporter to be an exact counterpart of such
cases. ■
In the other three cases (IV, VI, and 5) in which syncope occurred, the initial heart condition was
defective, particularly so in cases IV and X. No sudden change occurred. The approaching syncope
was in all eases heralded by a gradual weakening of the heart sounds. The syncopal attacks occurred
from the fourth to the eighteenth days after the injections. The dosage was 40 ce., 40 cc., and 30 cc,
respectively.
Syncope therefore occurred in both the cases in which large doses of serum were given, but for
all that it does not appear to be dependent on the dosage. The large doses were given because the cases
were severe, such as would be likely to have heart troubles. In case X the patient was older, and received
less serum, yet the tendency to heart failure was much more seriously manifested. In four other cases
in which 30 cc. iverc administered no syncope occurred. Consequently, there is no reason to suppose
that the dosage had any influence on its occurrence.
Syncope occurred in four cases of the ten. Three cases recovered and one died. The reporter is
not in a position to state whether the proportion of non-fatai syncope in the present series is larger or
smaller than usual, as no reliable data could bo found on which to base a comparison.
The death certificates for ISOS, which, thanks to the courtesy of the Government Statistician, I
have been able to examine, indicate that at least 10 per cent, of the deaths own syncope as immediate
cause. The present series, therefore, is not excessive as regards fatal syncope.
6. On the Rcrpiraiory System.
No definite statements arc made by observers on the respiratory condition in serum-treated eases ;
indeed, very little attention appears to have been paid to it in any cases except in relation to tracheotomy
and pulmonary complications. The previous records of the hospital show' that, as a rule, the frequency
is increased in the early stages. In simple (non-tracheotomised) cases the normal range was returned to
in various periods, usually withiu a few days of admission, i.e.. lire respiratory frequency was in keeping
with pulse and temperature. Sometimes the frequency was initially normal, oven in laryngeal cases,
Subsequently the respirations showed similar irregularities in frequency to those of the pulse
mentioned above. There was. however, no apparent relation between the two in most cases. In many
fatal cases the frequency was increased out of all proportion to the pulse rale and temperature. In one
chart examined, sixty-eight, seventy-two, and ninety-eight respirations per minute were recorded.
In the present scries the characters of the respirations were very similar. Sometimes the initial
respiratory frequency was high, sometimes normal. In the former cases the normal was returned to
within a few days. The subsequent course was characterised by irregular upward excursions, which were
often unassociated with pulse and temperature rises.
In both the fatal eases the respiratory frequency was above the normal throughout. In case VII
the range averaged thirty-five to forty-nine per minute throughout:, the highest reached being fifty-five,
the lowest thirty-two. The pulse rate and temperature w'ere practically normal. In case IX the
respiratory frequency was thirty per minute on admission, varied from forty to twenty-four during the
next day, then rose suddenly to eighty-eight per minute just before death.
It is obvious that the conditions observed in the present series of eases arc quite similar to those
of former cases. There was no evidence that the scrum had any influence on the respiratory system.
7. On the Diyestive System,
In the recovering cases the appetite was good throughout and the food readily taken, except in
one case, where anorexia peristod for two days, but after that the appetite returned. This is in contrast
to previous cases in which anorexia was common and the little food taken bad to be coaxed into the
children. In the fatal cases anorexia and vomiting wore present throughout. No diarrhoea was noted.
8. On the Nervous System.
Paralysis is said to occur in about 25 per cent, of cases of diphtheria. After the use of tho serum
it is said to be rarer and less grave. In the present series no paresis wras observed while the children
were in the hospital. In one case the patellar reflex was not obtained, but all the superficial reflexes were
present, and there was no other sign of paresis. Not much stress was placed on the loss of knee-jerk in
this case, as it is often difficult to obtain in children. This case, however, and one other were subsequently
reported to have had slight palate paresis and loss of knee-jerks after leaving the hospital.
At the most, then, paresis occurred in two of fhe cases (equal to 20 per cent.), and in both it was
very slight. Nervous symptoms, therefore, were less common and less severe than usual in the present
series.
9,
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9. On the Urinary System.
Statements have been made by some observers that renal changes have been more common after
the use of the serum, and a few have gone to the length of asserting that grave damage to the kidneys
has been produced by it.
The principal facts concerning the condition of the urine in the present series of cases are given
in the accompanying table
Tame showing Urinary Conditions.
Amounts
Case. of Serum
used.

I

20

cc.

II 10 „
III
IV

40 „

V 30 „
VI 40 „
VII

30 „

VIII 30 „
IX 30 „
X 30 „

Initial condition of Urine.

Subsequent condition of Urine,

Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid; The urine remained free from albumin throughout,
sp. gr., 1026 | no albumin.
NomiaJ in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid;
,,
„
,,
sp. L'r., 1020; no albumin.
j
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid; Traces of albumin were found on the fifth day, and persisted throughsp. 2T., 1030; no albumin.
i
out.
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid; The albumin became more decided durine tho first week, then los*
sp. gr., 1030; traces of albumin.
[
soned, and disappeared on the thirteenth day.
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid; Traces of albumin persisted throughout,
gp, gr., HH2 ; traces of albumin.
j
Normal in amount; clear and transparent: reaction acid j The albumin became more decided during; the firstweek, then lessp. jit., 1020 ; traces of albumin.
I
sened, and disappeared on the fifteenth day.
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reactionacid;! The albuminuria persisted till the end; renal epitheliumand granular
sp. rt., 1010 ; decided albumin.
I
casts were found in sediment.
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction arid; The albuminuria persisted throughout,
sp. gr., 1026; decided albumin.
Very small amount of urine passed, which was highly albu- Renal epithelium and casts were found; no blood-ccils detected,
mi nous.
Normal in amount; clear and transparent; reaction acid; The mine remained free from albumin throughout,
sp. gr., 1030; no albumin.

With regard to the amount of urine, this was roughly estimated in the way usually adopted with
young children, vis., by the number of times the diapers required changing.
Albumin was tested for by the usual clinical methods, viz,, boiling after acidulation, and the cold
nitric acid test. The urine was tested every second day.
It will be seen from the table that in four cases (I, IT, III, and X) the urine was initially free
from albumin.
In one of these (III) albuminuria appeared on the fifth day after admission, and persisted; in the
others no albuminuria occurred. In three cases (IV, V, and VI) traces of albumin were present on
admission. In two (IV and VI) it disappeared on the thirteenth and fifteenth days respectively; in the
other (V) it persisted.
In the other three cases (VII, VIII, and IX) a decided amount of albumin was present on
admission. In ease VIII, which recovered, it persisted, and in cases VJ.I and IX, which were fatal, renal
epithelium and casts were plentiful in the sediment.
Albuminuria occurred, therefore, in seven of the ten cases. In six it was present from the time
of admission; in one, traces of albumin appeared subsequently. In this case the child, aged 6 years,
received a medium amount of serum (30 ee.) In cases IV and VI, who both received 40 cc., a slight
increase above the initial amount of albumin was noted, but in both cases the albuminuria disappeared
earlier than usual.
Only in the fatal cases (Y1I and IX) were distinct evidences of renal change discovered, and
these were present from the first.
Albuminuria is said to bo present in two-thirds of diphtheria cases. In tho present series it
occurred in about the average proportion, and on the whole, the serum appears to have had little influence
over the albuminuria.
'

Tue Unusual Symptoms.

,

1. Local effect of the Injections.
' The swelling produced by the injections was unaccompanied by pain or any sign of discomfort.
It rapidly subsided, and in twenty-four hours after the injection only the puncture marks remained to
indicate that one had been given.
In one ease only was any local ill-effect observed (case II). A slight cellulitis appeared on tho
day following the injection, subsided in about three days, leaving slight thickening, which resolved during
the succeeding week.
The serum used in this ease had been uncorked four days previously, but had no odour, <fcc., such
as to indicate that any change had occurred.
2. Urticaria.

■

_ ^ . This and similar cutaneous eruptions have been reported as of common occurrence after the
injections. In the present series of cases urticarial or erythematous rashes appeared in four cases
(1, III, V, VII), in which it occurred on the twelfth, eighth, fifth, and first days respectively after
injection. Tho extent varied, being most marked in case 1, in which all the limbs, tho trunk, and face
were affected, and least in case 111, in which only three or four spots occurred on the chest.
The rash disappeared in all eases within two or three days. It was accompanied by irritation, and
a slight rise of temperature and pulse frequency, hut otherwise appeared to produce very little change in
the condition of the patient. No joint pains were observed. Tho dosage of serum in these cases was
JJOcc., 40cc., 30cc., and 30cc. respectively.
+sT0 other unusual symptoms were observed,
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The Severity of the Oases and Mortality.
■
It will be seen from the table that of the ten cases eight recovered and two died—a, mortality equal
to 20 per cent.
■
It would appear from European reports that the principal factors influencing the mortality in
scrum-treated cases are as follows :—
1. The time the treatment is commenced.
2. The age of the patient.
3. The amount of structural damage already present.
4. The co-eiistenee of other forms of disease.
1. The Time the Treatment teas commenced.
It appears certain that the earlier in the disease the treatment is commenced tho better chance
there is of success.
In the present series the treatment was begun—
■
On the second day in one case.
„
third day in three, eases.
„ fourth day in four cases.
„ 'fifth day in one ease.
„
thirteenth day in one ease.
'
On the whole, treatment was commenced early. It is not a mere matter of time, but the probability
of tissue changes having occurred during the time which has elapsed since the onset which gives this ques
tion its importance. These are discussed under heading 3, in accordance with the above divisions of the
subject.
2. The age of the patient has been shown to have a very marked influence on the results of the
treatment. In the accompanying table the age mortality of the present series is compared with those of
previous available reports of serum-treated cases.
Present Cases.

European Cagca.

1-2

....................................................
3
....
—4 ....................................................

10

........................

Ifi

No.

Recovered.

12

M
23
19

34
27
23
26
37
13

Died-

G

a
s

20

3

18
35
13

o

8
2

Mortality
imrcentage.
50'0
32 3
29 6
13 0
30-8
5-4

Recovered.

No.

Died.

Mortality
percentage.

|

2
1
4

i
i
3

3

3

i

50-0

i

25‘0

O'O

00

o-o

The table is imperfect owing to the small number of cases in the present series, although these
show a general resemblance to European eases. It has been retained in the report as being as convenient
a way as any of showing the age mortality of the present series.
The majority of the cases (seven) were favourable ages (4 to 6 years), and of these one died.
The remaining three were of less favourable ages, and of these one died.
As regards sex, there were five males and five females, but sex has not been ascertained to have
any influence in the treatment.
3. The amount of Structural Damage already existing.
The two fatal cases exhibited marked structural damage on admission. Of the recovering cases,
heart trouble was indicated in seven, evident in one, albuminuria was present in four, hut the renal
condition was not serious in any of them.
Ho nervous nor pulmonary symptoms were observed.
In the recovering cases, therefore, the conditions were not unfavourable as regards structural
change.
.....
.
.
There was no co-existent disease, except in case VII, in which septic infection was associated with
the diphtheria.
Apart from the aspects of severity considered above the constitutional effects of diphtherial
toxsemia were exhibited more or less in all the cases.
Less in four (I, II, V, VIII), all of which recovered.
More in three (III, IV, VI), all of which recovered.
Most in three (VII, IS, X), one of which recovered, and two died.
Tho series included four laryngeal cases, in three of which tracheotomy was performed. In the
fourth case the laryngeal symptoms disappeared within forty-eight hours after treatment was commenced.
]n former cases tracheotomies averaged six (4 to 9) per ten cases. The present scries is, therefore,
below the average as regards tho number of tracheotomies.
It must be remembered in this connection that it is said if the treatment be commenced early
enough in laryngeal cases, an operation is rendered unnecessary on account of the rapid elimination of
the membrane from the larynx. In one case (VI) there were definite laryngeal symptoms on admission.
The skin was dusky, respiration laboured, inspiratory and expiratory stridor, “ croupy ” cough, hoarse
voice, and epigastric and suprasternal recession. Indications of increase in the severity of these symptoms
were carefully watched for, with the intention of operating if such occurred. They gradually subsided,
and had completely disappeared on the third day after admission.
No laryngeal symptoms were noted in any of the other six cases.
None of the usual complications, such as broncho-pneumonia, &e., were observed.
On the whole, therefore, the series may be considered as fairly representing the types of the
disease most commonly met with. The extremes are wanting—(here were neither very mild nor very
malignant cases in,the series

It
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It has been noted that there were eight recoveries in this series of ten cases. The previous cases
on the hospital records have been divided into series of ten, in the order of their admission; and the
number of recoveries in each series ascertained. The results were as follows:—
1 recovery occurred in .......................................
1 of the series.
2 recoveries „
...
...
...
...
2
„
^
”
»
.......................................
1
u
4
,,
„
...
...
...
...
4
,,
o

ii

),

...

6

;>

»
,j

............................................
.....
...
...

>1

...

...

...

6

,,

4
4

„
„

The average number of recoveries per ten cases was 4’87 (minimum, 1; maximum, 7).
The number of recoveries in the present series was, therefore, much above the average, and the
highest till then reached. In this series all the tracheotomy cases recovered. The previous percentage
of recoveries after this operation was found to be 32'1. In 137 operations the recovery of three consecutive
cases had happened only twice before.
Of the two fatal cases, case IX had been ill for thirteen days previous to coming under treatment.
The child was very young (17 months), and the cardiac and renal conditions were such as to indicate the
hopelessness of any kind of treatment. Heart failure, which threatened from the first, proved fatal thirtytwo hours after admission. In the other case (VII) there was sepsis added to the diphtheria. Some
improvement was noticed during the first few days, but not to the extent exhibited by successful cases.
On the fourth and fifth days after admission the child had convulsive seizures, which, in view of tho
renal condition, one is inclined to regard as urremic. The termination of this case was not observed, as
the patient was removed from the hospital two days before death. He was said to have died “ in con
vulsions,” and hence in all probability the death was due to the kidney affection.
The conditions presented by these two cases were, therefore, such as the serum could not be expected
to benefit.
Recapitulation.
The cases treated were fair types of the disease.
The use of the serum was followed by a rapid and marked beneficial change in the general and
local conditions.
The serum did not appear to have any direct action on the temperature, circulatory system, nor
respiratory system, but improvement in these was associated with the general improvement. ‘
Thore was no evidence that the serum had any injurious effect on the heart.
The digestive system shared in the general improvement.
Nervous symptoms were less frequent than usual.
The urinary system was apparently quite unaffected by the serum. No injurious effect on the
kidneys was observed.
'
The unusual symptoms (urticaria) observed were not serious.
No complications were observed.
.
The mortality was the lowest reached in tho institution up to that period. The fatal cases were
such as could not he expected to bo benefited by the serum.
*
Comment on the effect of the serum seems almost needless. The facts set forth above speak for
themselves. By the use of the serum the patients seemed to be placed almost immediately in a condition
of convalescence. The only untoward results noted as due to it were the transient swelling produced by
the injection, and occasionally an innocuous rash—a very trifling price to pay for the benefits received in
return. The explanation which has been given of the manner in which the excellent results of tho serum
treatment are effected is at present too theoretical to be entered upon here. It is sufficient for us to
know that the serum has considerably reduced the mortality from diphtheria, and is a remedy which may
he safely used. The results of the observations show that no deterioration in the properties of the serum
has resulted during its long journey from England.
I. have, in conclusion, the grateful task of recording my obligation to Dr. Clubbe for tbe readilygranted permission to make use of the previous records of the hospital, and to the nursing staff of the
institution for their willing aid in the preparation of case charts, &e.
I have, &c.,
FRANK TIDSWELL.

[>. 3rf.]

S3'dnoy; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—189&,
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Legislative Assembly.
A~EW

DEATHS

ON

SOUTH

BOARD

WALES.

THE

“Y8ABEL.”

(PAETICULARS RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 September, 1S!)5.

\_Laid upon the Table of this House in answer to Question 2fb, 9, of 21 st August, 1895.]

Question.
9. Mu. Bayisteh asked The Colostai, Seceetary,—Will he endeavour lo obtain from the German
Consul the following particulars:—
(1.) How many persons, being passengers by or officers or others employed on hoard the “ Ysabel’’
during tbe years ]894-1895, or any part thereof, have died, stating cause of death?
(2.) How many above described contracted malarial fever, not resulting fatally ?

Answer.
_
SH

The Acting Consul-General for Germany to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sydney, 27 August, 1895.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favour of 22nd August, enclosing a
copy of a question asked in the Legislative Assembly respecting deaths on board the “ Ysabel.”
J am most happy to supply the Colonial Secretary with all the information on this subject, but
would first remark that different articles appeared in daily papers about this vessel which were not in
accordance with the facts. Every shipping reporter can see me daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and obtain
every information, but in this case no inquiry was made.
Dr. Bidder, one of the most experienced doctors amongst shipping, attended from the first, and
his attest enclosed herewith, which 1 asked for after receipt of vour letter, denotes the nature of the
disease of which two Malay sailors died.
"
.
All the others recovered their health and strength during their stay here of about a month by tho
influence of the climate and good living. I visited the steamer myself several times, as I am a
considerable shareholder in the New Guinea Company, whose steamer it is, and whose shareholders are
men of the highest position and very large wealth in Berlin,
I have, &c.
CARL L. SAHL,
Imperial German Consul and Acting Consul-General.
[Enclosiavf
At the request of I he Anting liupmnl CoiiPiil-Gcticrnl of Germany I hereby certify that 1 bn ve attended professionally on
board of the German slenmor “ YsnbcU during her stay in Sydney Ifurbour on three different occasions. Several of the
oflicers and crew suffered from occasional light attacks of malarial fever, who, however, all recovered under proper treatment
and the influence of the cooler Australian climate. Luring the “ YsabolV' last trip in April this year, ono of the sailors died
on hoard of acute tubercular disease of the lungs, and another died in the Sydney Hospital after a few days’ illness of
idioputie tetanus, These Iwo eases of death are the only oms known to me.
Sydney, 2flh August, 1S95.

[3d.]
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CUR. F. EICHLER, M.L.,

k M.R.C.S.E.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND AGRICULTURE.
(ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STOCK AND BRANDS BRANCH.)

iJSktjsrnltii la ffarUamcnl by Commaub,

To

the

Hon. Sydney Smith, Esq., M.P., Minister
Agriculture.

for

Mines

and

Sir,
In presenting the Export of the Chief Inspector of Stock for the year
1894,1 have the honor to invite attention to the fact that the number of horses
has been steadily increasing since 1861. It is to be regretted that more attention is
not paid to the improvement of the breed of horses generally, and that special
attention is not given to the breeding of horses suitable to the English and Indian
markets, as it is believed that, with reasonable care, a very large and profitable trade
could be secured. And a large export of horses would not only benefit the breeders,
but also the farmers, as the consumption of fodder on the voyage would be very
considerable. It is to be hoped that when the experimental farm at Bathurst is
fairly started some valuable help may be given in this direction. The tax on and
inspection of stallions suggested by the Chief Inspector is, I think,, worthy of
consideration.
Since 1861 there have been great fluctuations in the number of cattle in this
Colony, the number in 1873 having reached 3,794,327, while in 1885 the number
fell to 1,317,315; whereas, in 1894, the number only slightly exceeded that of
1861. The success attending tbe recent experiments *in the export of live cattle
will doubtless have the effect of inducing runholders to give more attention to large
stock, and to the breeding'of such as are best suited to the English market. There
can be little doubt that, with proper care, this Colony may secure a very large share
of the trade in live stock hitherto carried on between America and Great Britain.
Under the heads “ Description of Stock to Ship“ Breeds of Cattle to Ship
“ Preparation of Cattle for Export“ Arrangements for Shipping,” the Chief
Inspector of Stock offers some pertinent snggestions. The cultivation of this trade
means increase in railway traffic, to say nothing of the consumption of farm produce.
The decrease in the number of sheep last year, as compared with 1893, was
only 3,418, whereas the exports exceeded the imports by 375,119. The number of
sheep in this Colony has steadily increased since 1861; the years in which there have
been decreases as compared with the previous year are—1870, 1877, 1882, 1884,
1892, and 1893. The cast of fat and store sheep respectively for the ensuing season
is very satisfactory, as is the improvement in the condition of our flocks. The value
to the Colony of establishing a large export trade in meat cannot be overestimated,
and no effort should he spared to help forward this good work. It is worthy of
12—A
consideration
[1,825 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour aid materia)), £45 3s Cd.]
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consideration whether advantage should not he taken of the desire to establish direct
shipments of produce from those Colonies to Manchester to open np business rela
tions between this Colony and that important centre. The export of mutton will
probably have the effect of considerably altering tbe character of onr flocks, as it will
become an important question for the consideration of our flock-masters whether
growing mutton and wool null not pay better than wool, that is to say, whether it
will not pay better to breed sheep that will be quickly fit for market, and fetch the
best price as mutton, even though some sacrifice of wool he involved.
The experiments made by Mr. Postle in the matter of thawing frozen mutton,
have been attended with such marked success; that it appears highly desirable that
his process should he tested in London, so that the mutton exported from this Colony
may he placed on the market in a more attractive condition.
.
The increase in the clip of wool for last year is most satisfactory. It is also
satisfactory that a somewhat larger proportion of our wool was shipped from the
ports of our own Colony.
'
_
The report which Dr. Cobb is preparing on the life history of the worms
which affect our flocks, will, it is thought, when published, he of immense value to
flock-owners. It is to be regretted that the Department has not the means of more
thoroughly investigating the various diseases affecting our flocks and herds, and that
the Inspectors of Stock, have not tho power to destroy travelling stock which are
infected, so as to prevent the spread of disease.
■
The export of rabbits as an article of food is deserving of more consideration
than has hitherto been given to it in this Colony, as it is almost certain that exten
sive sales could be effected in Great Britain and the Continent of rabbits whether
tinned, frozen, or dried. The preparation of these for export would furnish em
ployment to a very large number of men, and if operations were conducted on a
sufficiently large scale, they could he put upon the market at such a price as would
ensure a sufficiently large demand to keep down the pest in the infested districts
within reach of railway communication. I trust, however, that ere long this matter
will receive the consideration to which, in the interests of this Colony, it is justly
entitled.
I have, &c.,
Department of Mines and Agriculture,
HAERIE WOOD.
Sydney, 25th July, 1895.

The

3
The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir,
Department of Mines and Agiiculture, Stock and Brands, Sydney, 2S May, 1895.
_ 1 On the 1st February last I submitted a Progress Report for the year ending 31st December,
1804, giving the approximate number of tbe horses, cattle, and sheep then in the Colony; and I have now
the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Report for that year on the working of this
Branch, which is, as usual, based very much upon Inspectors' estimates—owners still showing very little
inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual number of horses and cattle in this Report
exceed those in tho Progress Report, while the number of sheep is slightly less.
’ '
I have, &c.,
■
'
'
ALEX. BRUCE,
.
' "
'
Chief Inspector of Stock.
INSPECTIONS OF OFFICES.
■ ■
.
During the year the following District Inspectors’ Offices, their books and work, have been,
inspected, namely —Brnidwood, Bombala, Bourbe, Bathurst, Carcoar, Cooma, Deniliguin, Forbes, Goulburn, Hay, .Tcrilderie, Molong, Moss Yale, Mudgce, Narrandera, Yass, and Young.
It was found that, with one or two exceptions, the Inspectors’ duties were satisfactorily performed.
Some of them have the supervision of two or more districts, and some have districts which extend over a
very wide area of country, upon which there are depasturing larger numbers of stock than they Can fully
attend to. To remedy this it will be necessary, when the state of the fund will admit, to appoint addi
tional Inspectors, with the view of affording greater security to stockowners against tho introduction of
disease, and the loss of stock by theft, and tho better protection of the Travelling Stock Reserves from
trespass.
■
INSPECTORS’ WORK. .
The Colony is now divided into sixty-five Sheep Districts, and there are fifty-one Staff Inspectors
employed, who have made the following inspections during the year 1894:—
Stock, including horses, cattle, and sheep
27,G9S inspections.
Reserves ...
5,012
Public Pounds
432
Commons...
685
Dogs
...
1,237
Pigs
...
2,853
Under Pastures and Stock Protection Act
9,140
. Under Public Watering-places Act ...
1,091
_
'Total
...
... 48,054
being an average of 954 inspections by each Inspector.
.
total number of stock inspected was,—152,207 horses, 1,315,711 cattle, and 20,598,340 sheep.
This shows a decrease of 1,909,091 sheep inspected during 1894, as compared with the previous year, while
there is an increase of 2,014 horses and 315,099 cattle.
Jlomehush Sale-yards.
The whole of the stock arriving at these yards were carefully inspected on each sale-day, by an
Inspector of Stock and the Government Veterinarian, with the result that a considerable number were
condemned as unfit for human consumption. The numbers of stock submitted to auction were as follow's
1 ■
Cattle, 119,124 head.
Sheep, 2,749,703 head.
a weekly average of 2,291 cattle and 52,879 sheep. Compared with 1893, this is an increase of 107 cattle
and a decrease of 8,840 sheep per week.
These inspections occasionally lead to tho detection of stolen
stock, as the Inspector’s duty requires him to compare the brands and marks on the stock with those in
the permits and travelling-statemcnls accompanying them. These documents are filed in this office for
reference, and are frequently referred to by persons inquiring about stock supposed to have boen stolen.
Inspectors’ Mileage.
During the past year the staff of fifty-one Inspectors travelled over a distance of 203,528 miles
wrhilc on duty, an. average of 3,990 each per annum.
Prosecutions and Convictions obtained.
Under what Act.

Diseases in Sheep Acts
............................................................................
Imported Stock Acts...
...
.
,
Registration of Brands Acts
.......................................
Pastures and Stock Protection Acts
...
...
Public Wateriog-places Act...
...
...
...
Impounding Acts
...
...
...
,
Diseased Animals and Meat Act ...............................................................
'

Total

................................................................

No. of
Prosecutions.

No. of
Convictiona.

112

87

7
288
33
8
16

6
238
25
5
16

464

377

The large number of cases under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts were principally against
owners who had failed to make returns of their slock at the proper time.
'
Altogether, the number of prosecutions were more than those in 1893.
HORSES.
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HORSES.
The number of horses in the Colony during the thirty-four years previous to and including 1894
was as follows:— '
■
No.
Year.
No.
Year.
y ear.
No,
... 344,697
...
328,408
1885 ...
1873 ...
1861 ...
... 251,497
1886 ...
... 361,663
...
334,462
1874 ...
... 233,220
1862 ...
... 390,609
1887 ...
...
357,697
1875 ...
1863 ...
... 273,389
... 411,368
1888 ...
...
366,703
1876 ...
1864 ...
... 262,554
... ‘ 430,777
...
328,150
1889
...
1865 ...
1877
...
... 284,567
... 444,163
1890 ...
...
336,468
1878 ...
... 282,587
1866 ...
1891 ...
... 459,755
...
360,038
1879 ...
... 278,437
1867 ...
... 481,416
1892 ...
...
395,984
1880 ...
• ... 280,201
1868 ...
... 481,399
...
398,577
1893
...
1881
...
...
280,818
1869 ...
... 500,068
1894 ...
...
328,026
1882 ...
... 280,304
1870 ...
...
326,964
1883 ...
... 337,597
1871 ...
...
337,172
1884 ...
... 304,100
1872 ...
being an increase of 18,669 horses on the number returned for the previous year, which is accounted
for by additional settlement, breeding, low prices, and no markets. _
i
.
The number of horses as returned in each Sheep District of the Colony will be found in
Appendix A hereto, as also the number of cattle, sheep, and pigs.
Bred of Horses.
Under this head the Inspectors’ returns give the different breeds of horses as follows;—
Draught ...
Light harness
Saddle ...

Ordinary.

Thoroughbred.

Total.

131,438
115,228
179,489

22,406
18,360
33.147

153,844
133,588
212,636

Grand Total

........................... 500,068

■
Australian and Foreign Horses Introduced and Imported,
Australian Horses—From other Australian Colonies,—By sea: 50 stud horses and mares, and
1,009 ordinary horses and mares; total, 1,059. Overland: 7 stud horses and 7 stud mares, and 4,079
ordinary horses and mares; total, 4,093.
.
.
Foreign Horses—From Foreign Countries (including Great Britain and Ireland).—During tho
year 19 horses were imported into the Colony from England and other countries, and were subjected to
the prescribed quarantine of fourteen days (the charges for which have been reduced) in Sydney before
being allowed to go inland. Particulars as to number and breed of these horses are as follow :—
Breeds.

to
O
£
Name of Importtr.

.

Where Imported bB
from.
—1 *5.

Address.

Thoroughbred.

Arabs.

Trotting.

Total.

o

Horses. Marcs. Horses. Mares. Horses. Mares.

O

India.............
Tiirlia...........
Havilnh, New South Waleaj England ...

H. C. White..................
C. Tindall....................... Ramornie, New South Wales .England ...
Messrs. Have a andl Sydney, New South Wales... Noumea........
Lawrence)

1
1

3

i
i
...
...

*12
12

.,r

.4.

*1
12

...

2

1

3

2

1
1

!

19

* These were originally Sidney horses

Horses fit for sale, and number Exported, Improvement, Sfc.
In the several districts of the Colony Inspectors’ reports show that there are 27,/35 draught,
28,508 light harness, and 44,314 saddle horses fit for market, while of this number 25,275 are considered
suitable for requircmenls of India and China.
■
_ .
During the year 4.606 horses were exported, principally to Yictoria, New Zealand, India,
Queensland, and South and Western Australia. Reports from forty-four districts say that the horses
are improving in quality, owing to a better class of entires having been introduced, the selection of better
mares, and generally more attention to breeding, as it does not pay to breed inferior ones, _
_
In nineteen* districts there is no improvement in the quality of the horses, while in two districts
they arc reported as deteriorating. A tax on stallions is still advocated by a large number of breeders,
and is, I tbink, desirable, at any rate in cases where they stand for mares other than those belonging
to the owners of the horses; and in all such eases the horse should be subject to inspection by a
qualified Veterinary Surgeon appointed by the Government, and certified to as sound and free from
disease.
_
_
It is also recommended that all entires be registered.
Diseases in Houses.

Blindness in Horses on the Lower Darling.
A considerable number of horses on tbe Lower Darling has during the year been affected in
the eyes, in some cases to the total loss of sight, mostly at night. Various causes arc assigned for the
malady, and among othera to the eating of wild tobacco growing on the country where the horses are
grazing. This suggestion has not, however, by any means been confirmed, and as yet the disease has
not been diagnosed nor tho cause been demonstrated.
In
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In order to obtain as much information as possible with respect to the disease, with the view,
of course, of treating the. aflected iiorses and preventing the spread of the ailment, the Department
despatched Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Robinson in 1893, and more recently Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Scott
in January last, to the localities in which the horses were affected. They devoted considerable time and
attention to the matter, and made a great many inspections (and some post-mortem examinations) of
diseased horses, and their.reports will be found as Appendix B.
Mr. Stanley, Chief Veterinary Inspector, has made some remarks on Messrs. Veterinary-Surgeons
Robinson’s and Scott’s Reports, and a suggestion which was offered by me, and which was approved by
the Minister, that a systematic trial by the Inspectors at Wilcannia and "Wentworth, of the eSoct of
vermifuges should be made on twelve affected horses in different stages of the disease, and the result
carefully noted is now being carried out.
If the ailment continues it will he necessary to institute fresh investigations; and should this be
required I would recommend that Dr. Cobb, the Government Pathologist, and Chief Veterinary-Inspector
Stanley should visit the Darling and prosecute the inquiry.
'
With the exception of the ailment just alluded to our horses have been very free from disease
during the year. A few deaths are reported in one district from Scrub Ticks. Anthrax was reported in
two districts, Australian Stringhalt in four districts, and Strangles, but only in a mild form, in twentytwo districts ; Prurigo (mange) is still reported to have shown itself in six districts, but not to any great
extent. When this disease makes its appearance owners should see at once to the cleanliness of tho
horse’s body, and wash with caustic soda and water, -J- ox. to a pint of water, which gives good results.
Only two districts report influenza, while glanders is unknown. (See Appendix C as to treatment
for Influenza.)
Glanders and Farcy.
This disease is said to be less prevalent in Great Britain and increasing in Ireland.
The estimated total losses in horses during the year from disease, accidents, and other causes
amount to 9,021.
CATTLE.
The returns of cattle in the Colony during the thirty-four years ending 31st December, 1894, stand
as follows:—
Your.
1861
1862
1863
1804
1805
1866
1807
1808
1869
1870
1871
1872

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
2,271,923
2,020,383
2.032,522
1,924,119
1,961,905
1,771,809
1,728,427
1,761,411
1,795,904
2,195,096
2,014,888
2,287,660

Year1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1S83
1884

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
3,794,327
2,856,699
3,134,086
3,131,013
2,746,385
2,771,583
2,914,210
2,580,040
2,597,348
1,859,985
1,040,753
1,425,130

Year.
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
-...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
1,317,315
1,367,844
1,575,487
1,622,907
1,741,592
1,909,009
2,046,347
2,147,074
2,155,500
2,290,112

From the above it will be seen there was an increase of 134,612 cattle during the year 1894, and
an increase of 864,982 as against tbe decennial year 1884.
The number of cattle in each of the Sheep Districts of the Colony will be found in Appendix A.
148,965 cattle were introduced from other Colonies during the year, and 43,277 exported.
Increase in Cattle.
The increase in the number of cattle is due to several causes:—(1.) To the last three or four
seasons being comparatively wet, and leading owners who had stocked doubtful country with sheep to
return to a considerable extent to cattle; (2.) To owners finding that they can keep a fair number of
cattle in their shoep-paddocks without reducing the carrying capacity for sheep, but could thereby
improve the pasture, tho cattle rating the longer and coarser grasses ; (3.) To the adoption of a
rotation under which they set apart one-fifth or one-sixth of their holdings every year for cattle, which
allows the grasses to seed and the pasture generally to he sufficiently long to burn off, tints enabling them
to clear out the rough and innutritions grasses, to give tho good grasses a chance to grow, and to
destroy the parasites which now affect tbe stock ; and (4) To a gradual increase of selection, which leads
to an increase of cattle and horses.
"
Breeds of Cattle.
Ordinary.
Pure and StudTotul.
............... 08,382
732,782
801,164
Shorthorns
...
...
............... 32.793
249,514
282,307
Hereford...........................
67,5/2
81,027
............... 13.455
Devon
...........................
3,258
4,854
...............
1,590
Black-polled
...............
30
...............
30
Red-polled
...
...
28,890
...............
0,282
22,614
Ayrshire ...
...
...
4,446
6,962
...............
2,516
Alderncys...
...
...
9
2
Highland ...
...
...
200
...............
50
310
Holstein...........................
5,286
...............
1,765
7,051
Jersey
...
...
...
7
7
Buffalo ...........................
1,077,502
1,077,502
Crosses (first crosses) ...
Grand Total

...

2,290,112
The
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The crosses are estimated as follows;—
'
Shorthorn and Hereford
...........................
Shorthorn and Devon ...
...
...
Hereford and Devon ...
...
...
Shorthorn and Black-polled ...
...
...
Ayrshire and Shorthorn
...
...
...
Alderney and Shorthorn
...
...
...
Jersey and Shorthorn ...
...
...
...
Unrecognisable...................................................

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

Total...............

356,881
148,029
65,817
16,998
38,318
413
60
450,986

........................... 1,077,502

Australian and J'orciyn- Cattle Introduced and Imported.
AusTHALTAi' Cattle.—Overland—29 stud bulls, 28 stud cows, 148,834! ordinary cattle; total,
'
148,891.
By
40 stud bulls, 28 stud cows; total, 74.
loKEroir Cattle. During the year nine cattle were imported from England, and were subjected to the
prescribed quarantine of sixty days (the charges for which have been reduced) in Sydney, before being
.
allowed to go inland. Particulars as to number and breed, &e,, are as follow
”
‘
Breeds.
Where
Imported
From.

Naiuca and Addresses of Importers.

Hereford.
Males.

Females.

Devons.
Males.

Females.

Total.

Jersey.
Males.

Females.

Males.

2

4

2
2

4

2

4

5

4

Females.

i
F. Reynolds, local, N.S.W ..........| England
John Hav, Coolangatta, do...............
,,
James Mitchell, Tabletop, do. ..J
„

i

...

i

...

1

2
i

2

■
Increase and Decrease of Cattle in the several Districts.
■
■ ■'
Prom forty-two districts the cattle are reported as increasing, the principal reasons given being
good seasons, introduction of largo numbers of store cattle from Queensland, and more owners having
taken to breeding cattle and stocking up their runs. In the remaining districts the cattle are said to he
decreasing through sales, owners not breeding or stocking-up, and changing for sheep.
The “ Oast!' of Bat and Store Cattle.
.
.
The estimated "•cast" of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 308,132, and
store cattle, 27G;520. Prom fourteen districts the fat cattle are principally sent to Yictoria; from two
districts they are-principally sent to South Australia and Tasmania; and the remaining districts supply
the markets of Sydney, Maitland, Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange, Goulburn, Tamworth, and Albury. The
principal markets for store cattle are Muswellbrook,Maitland, G-onlburn, and AVa'T'a "Wiymi and W'odoimu
m Yictoria.
oo
ao ,
0
Sow Icept.
, ,■> T*16, numt|c|r of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,849,140; on open runs, 272,149 ■
and the balance, .108,823, are depastured both ways.
'
Improvement and Deterioration.
_ In thirty-nine districts tho cattle are said to be improving; in twenty-four districts they are
stationary; and in two districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are__
introduction of good stud stock; more attention and care in selection and breeding of stock, more
particularly those for dairying purposes; also in culling and keeping in paddocks. The reason given
tor deterioration is inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from all sorts without respect to breed
or quality, and using the same blood for years.
Their D is eases and Ailments,
Pfewro-pneuyionfu—Inspectors5 reports show that this disease existed in thirty-one districts, and
that the cattle on 102 runs were affected; while the other districts arc reported to be free from the disease.
This disease may be said to be stamped out in Great Britain and Ireland, there liavingbeen only two
outbreaks in forty-one weeks of this year.
Cumberland Dise,ase.—Prom eight districts the number of cattle reported to bare died from this
rorm oi anthrax is 667.
Symptomatic Anthrax or Blackleg is reported to have carried off 727 head in ten districts.
Cancer and Actinomycosis.—1,1)90 cattle are reported to have died in thirty-four districts from
these diseases.
. ■
Tuberculosis. Cattle to the number of 3,150 are reported from thirty-three districts to have died of
swellings in tbe throat.
■
, ,. . Tded Water, Prom one district 10 deaths are recorded. The disease is prevalent in certain
localities m the coast country at particular seasons, more so in spring. ■ ■
•j ^^^fl^w^I.occas'OTia'lllr assumes an epidemic form, and the numbers attacked are in some cases
considerable, causing much temporary inconvenience to stock from blindness. Outbreaks have been
reported from five districts, and the deaths numbered 37. ■
■
Poisonous Plants. Prom nine districts deaths to the number of 447 are reported through eating
supposed poisonous plants.
*
&
&
Foot and Mouth Disease.—A a outbreak of this disease occurred in the counties of Essex, Kent, and
Cambridgeshire, m England, but -was speedily stamped out. It has never obtained a footino' in this
Gdony.
SHEEP.
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SHEEP.
The number of steep in tbe Colony during the thirty-four years ending 31st December, 189f,
stands as follows:
Year.
No.
Year.
No.
Year.
No.
1861
...
...
6,119,169
1873
...
... 18,990,595
1884
...
... ■ 31,660,321
1862

...

...

6,558,896

1874

...

...

22,797,410

18S5

...

1863

...

...

7,169,126

'1875

...

...

25,353,924

1886

...

1864

...

...

9,082,463

1876

...

...

25,209,755

1887

...

...

40,965,152

1865

...

...

9,650,106 '

1877

...

...

21,521,662

1888

...

...

46,503,469

1866

...

...

11,044,593

1878

...

...

25,479,484

1SS9 ' ...

...

50,106,768

1867

...

...

15,066,377

1879

...

...

30,062,910

1890

...

...

55,986,431

1868

...

...

16,000,090

1880

...

...

35,398,121 ,

1891

...

...

61,831,416

1869

...

...

16,848,217

1881

...

...

30,591,946

1892

...

...

58,080,114

1870

...

...

16,218,825

1882

...

...

36,114,814

1893

...

...

56,980,688

1871

...

...

16,766,012

1883

...

...

37,915,510

1891

...

... _ 56,977,270

1872

...

...

17,873,606

...

37,820,906
39,169,304

The number of sheep in the several Sheep Districts will bo found in Anpcndix A.
Increase and Decrease,
This shows a decrease for the whole Colony of 3,4-18.
.
The number of sheep imported during the year was 530,GG4, and the number exported 905,783,
being an increase in the exports over the imports of 375,119 sheep.
In Appendix D there is a statement kindly furnished by Mr. T. A. Cogbhm. A.M.I.C.E., Govern
ment Statistician, which accounts for lambs, and shows why instead of an increase on the total number of
sheep there is a slight decrease. ■

''
Pure and slud—Superfine ...
Ordinary
...
...

Ttnms.
72,563
82,188

The different Breeds.
Merino.
Combing.

,

Ewes.

Wethers.

Lambs.

Total.

87 J ,138
2,311,007

355,747
1,744,799

448,994
1,061,197

1,748,442
5,199;191
6,947,633

Pure and stud—Medium
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

54,133
161,010

1,692,641
7,446,709

732,504
4,899,011

759,951
3,238,693

3,239,229
15,745,423
18,984,652

Pure and stud—Strong
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

45.362 ■ 1,258,963
•94,558
4.174,672

853,649 ■ ■ €86,522
3,287,438
2,096,230

2,844,496
9,652,898
12,497,394

Total, Combing

Pure and stud—Superfine ...
Ordinary
...
...
...

14,359
19,188

Clothing.
255,575
594,941

...

195,757
571,101

...

38,429,679

112,850
246,080

578,541
1,431,310

...

2,009,851
Pure and stud—Medium .;.
Ordinary
...........................

18,876
79,285

619,435
3,453,139

360,947
2,146,729

213,828
1,367,626

1,213,086
7,046,779
8,259,865

Pure and stud—Strong
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

21,378
42,133

638,819
1,613,607

465.364
1,548.067

290.624
750,894

1,416,185
3,955,201
5,371,386

Total, Clothing

...

...

Total number of Merino Sheep

15.641,102
... 54,070,781
Brought
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54,070,781

Brough t forward
Long-woolled and Cross-bred Sheep.
Lambs.
Rams.
Ewes.
Wethers.
66,601
21,634
85,371
78,300
99,956
21,888
140,853
143,286

Pure and stud—Lincoln ...
Ordinary
...........................

Total, Lincoln
41,212
64,923

5,959
7,928

Pure and stud—Leicester ...
Ordinary
...............

...

Pure and stud—Border Leicester

—

1

..

24,800
39,337

117,249
213,254

...

330,503

..

—

1

—

Total, Border Leicester ...............

1

2,744
1,292

7,422
6,096

' ...

13,518

782
326

2,441
1,141

526
420

Pure and stud—Southdowns
Ordinary
...........................

657,889

..

45,278
101,066

Total, Leicester

Total.
251,906
405,983

3.805
2,488

347
1,896

Total, Southdowns
1,409
720

Pure and Stud—Shropshire Downs 240
Ordinary
p ...
68

..

10
30

3,585

Total, Shropshire............. .............
Pure and Stud—Hampshire Dorms

—

2

—

2

—

2

Total, Hampshire Downs..
700
700

1,086
432

Pure and stud—Romney Marsh
Ordinary
...
...
...

Total, Romney Marsh
Pure and Stud—Cotswold

10

30

,

. ..............

4,537

9

49

...

'

. .............

Total, Crosses

49
1,010,084

Total number, Long-woolled Sheep
Crosses,
'
663,910
028,835
581,062

22,598

1,890;405
1,806,405

...........................

Grand total
Sexes and Classes.
Rams ...............
Ewes ...............
Wethers
...
Lambs...............

2,505
2,032

—

Total, Cotswold

Crosses of the above breeds
(Long-woolled) with Merino
principally.

619
400

100
500

...

56,977.270

.
..............

E

787,815
25,936,777
18,161,261
12,091,417

56,977,270
Total
........................
Australian and Foreign Sheep Introduced and Imported.
Australian Sheep Overland from other Colonies.—Stud slice]), 8,303 ; ordinary, 516,514; total,
519,817.
.
Bg Sea from other Colonies.—10,827 stud slieep were introduced from tlie other Australian Colonies
by sea ; particulars of those sold at the annual stud sales are given in Appendix K.
The prohibition against the introduction of stock from Western Australia is now in force only so
far as relates to sheep.
Foreign Sheep.
■
Twenty stud sheep were imported from England, and passed through quarantine (the charges
for which have been reduced) in 8ydney before going inland. These were isolated for sixty days, and dressed
three times with a mixture of tobacco and sulphur, in terms of the Regulations of 10th January, 1893,
The following table gives the names, addresses, &c., of the importers:—
Brc«ls Imported.
Is ante of Owner or
Importer.

Address.

Cheviot.
Hams.

W. Kilgour.................
Agricultural Depart*

Sydney, 2>\S.W.

menfc................... Sydney, N.S.W.
■

Total

Ewes. Rams. Ewes. Rams. Ewes.
!
... | ...

11. C. White ............... Huvilah, N.S.W.

Shropshire. ' Southdown.

Dorset Horn.

1

2
...

i

... j

i

1

i

...

1

3

Merino.

Rams. Ewes. ] tains. Ewes. Rams. Ewes

10

...

i

2
4

4

i
10

Total.

...
...

4

10

4
10

10
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The “Cast ” of Fat and Store Sheep.
The annual “cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 6.605,904i, and store sheep,
6,763,148.
How Sheep are kept,
Paddoched............................................................................
...
55,663,677
Shepherded
............................................................................
576,723
Both ways............................................................. ..........................
736,870
56,977,270
Condition of the Flocks.
In forty-eight districts the slieep are said to be improving, the principal reasons given being more
attention to breeding, paddocking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing and
culling, better management, and good seasons.
In thirteen districts they are said to be stationary, and in four districts they are deteriorating, Tbe
reasons given are effects of bad seasons, country unsuited, breeding from inferior ewes, bad management,
bad selection of rams, purchase of stores, fluke and foot-rot.
Lambing.
■
From a return of tbe autumn, winter, and spring lambings obtained from tbe Inspector for each
Sheep District, the average percentage of lambing for the whole Colony is estimated at 68 per cent, i.e.,
calculating tbe number of lambs marked on the number of ewes put to the rams. The autumn lambing
was the highest, averaging 7-14 per cent., while the winter and spring lambings averaged 70-if and 49^- per
cent, respectively.
The Clip.
.
,
Average per Sheep.
Lambs.—The number of lambs shorn in the grease was 7,948,101; tbe number washed, 463.950 ;
total lambs shorn, 8,412,051.
’
Sheep.—The number of slieep shorn in the grease was 42,632,425; hot water and spout-washed,
100,000; creek-washed, 88,686 ; and scoured, 3,001,835; total sheep shorn, 45,822,946.
The average weights of tbe clip arc estimated as follows:—
Lambs,
lb. oz.

'

Sheep,
lb. os.

Grease
...............................................................
2 4
6 1^
Creek-washed
....................................................
1 7-i3
Scoured
....................................................................................... .
3 5^
Hot water and spout washed
..................................................
3 13
Total Clip.
Total clip in the Colony for the year 1894, according to the number of sheep, would be:—
42,632,425 sheep shorn in the grease; average clip, 61b. 14oz. per sheep = 259,791,3401b.
88,686 „ creek-washed
„
3 „ if „
„
274,372 „
3,001,835 „ scoured
„
3 „ 54 „
„
= , 10,037,386 „
100,000 „ hot water and spout washed „
3 „ 13 „
„
='
381,250,,
7,948,101 lambs shorn in the grease
„
2 „ 4„ per lamb =
17,883,227 „
463,950 „ washed
„
1 „ 74 „
„
=
681,426 „
289,049,001 lb.
The estimated total weight of the clip as shown above exceeds that of the previous year by 514,843
lb. The number of sheep and lambs shorn was greater in 1893. The average clip per fleece for sheep
and lambs is also higher, owing to the good seasons, good condition of the sheep, runs not being over
stocked, and improved quality of the sheep.
Condition of Clip.
_
In fifteen districts the clip is reported as entirely sound and containing a good supply of yolk ; in
thirty districts fairly sound, with good supply of yolk; in twelve districts sound, but deficient in yolk;
in remaining districts wTeak, owing to absence of yolk. On the whole the clip was clean, but in a few'
districts the value of the wool was affected by grass-seed and burrs, owing to late shearing.
Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New' South Wales is shipped principally to England, America,
France, and Germany, and considerable portions of it is so from the ports of the three neighbouring
Colonies, as well as from Sydney and .Newcastle. The portions of our clip thus shipped from the other
Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those Colonics, more particularly for that of Victoria and
South Australia.
The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane for the years .1893 and 1894 :—
'

1S93.

!

1394.

Port of Shipment.
Greasy.

Sydney ..............................
Melbourne ......................
Adelaide ................*.........
Brisbane ..........................

IVushed.

Total.

Greasy.

’Washed.

Total. '

lb.

lb.

218,563,673
53,339.634
12,450,645
331,849

2,544,409
493,692
799,256

lb.
221,108,032
63,838,326
13.255,901
331.849

lb.
215,535,980
51,636,602
10,227,016
274-,909

ib.
6,292,052
1,488,132
3,594,250

lb.
221,828,032
53,124,734
13,821,266
274,969

234,091,801

3,842,357

288,534,158

277,074,567

11,374,434

289,049,001

This shows an increase in the quantity of wool shipped during the year from the Ports of Sydney
and Newcastle of 719,950 lb., as compared with that shipped in 1893,
Classing
12—B
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Classing o£ Ciip.
In thirty-nine districts the clip is reported as having boon well classed. In tho other districts it is
not considered to have been so, the reasons given being, owners consider it docs not pay, that prices
obtained are no better, also want of convenience, sheds not largo enough to warrant expense, and the
difficulty of obtaining competent wool-sorters,
'
Wool-presses.
A great number of different hinds of presses arc used; those most in favour are I'erricr’s Patent
and Williams’ and Eobinson’s; rack screw and pinion presses are used. There is still room for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by tbe owners of small clips,
Woolpacks.
The woolpacks used are mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in.
to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 Ib.
’
On thirty-nine holdings the wool is dumped before leaving.
.
Sheep.brands and Marks.
During the year 1801 tho number of Sheep Brands and Ear-marks recorded, transferred, and
cancelled were as follows :—

Total

Cancelled.

Transfers.

Recorded.

Eire Brands
Tar do
Ear-marks

...
...
...

103
1,121
778

...

2,092

...
...
...

39
132
109

Total,..

280

Fire Brands
Tar do
Ear-marks

Fire Brands
Tar do
Ear-marks
Total

64
1C7
125
356

Ear-marking and Tattoo-marking.
In all districts the system of ear-marking sheep is now generally carried out, and the system of
tattoo-marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not as yet to any great extent in the case of
ordinary Hock slieep, hut where tried it has been found to be a good preventive to sheep-stealing.
Destruction of Wool by Tar and Faint Brands.
Complaints having been made that great loss was caused by the use of tar and other ingredients m
branding sheep, which destroyed tho wool, a circular was addressed to tho wool brokers in Sydney, asking
if they could suggest any material for branding, which, while it would remain legible for twelve months,
could be removed by scouring, and the result of the inquiry will be found as Appendix F,
'

Diseases nr Sheep.

' 8'mJ.—The flocks in this Colony and in the Colonies of Queensland. Yictoria, South Australia,
New Zealand, and Tasmania are free from scab. It exists, but to a very slight extent, in Western
Australia, but it is hoped that Colony will soon he declared clean. The importation of sheep from
Western Australia into this Colony is still prohibited.
Anthrax.—There have not been any serious outbreaks of this disease during the year, yet it has
prevailed in several districts, and it would appear to ho extending over a greater area of country than
hitherto, or perhaps tho favourable result of vaccination may be inducing owners (who formerly concealed
the fact of the existence of the disease on their holdings) to let it he known, what they must do before the
sheep can he vaccinated. As will be seen by statement in Appendix Ct, a good many sheep have been
vaccinated during the year by Mr. .1. A. Gaum and Mr. A. A. Devlin (the latter Mens. Pasteur’s repre
sentative), a statement of which is given hereunder, showing the result of the vaccinations for the year
1891. A. few cattlo have also been vaccinated. While the results of the vaccinations are apparently very
favourable, another year at least must elapse before their real value is satisfactorily demonstrated. Tho
increased prevalence of this disease in the United Kingdom has been maintained during the year. A
severe outbreak of anthrax occurred in the Siberian province of Eussia.
'Foot-rot,—In forty districts tho sheep have been more or less affected with foot-rot during the
year, the reasons given being continued wet seasons running on low rich pasture, unsound country, and
infected land.
The principal remedies reported as having been applied in addition to those recommended by the
Department will be found as Appendix II.
Fluke.—In thirty districts the sheep were affected with fluke through wet seasons, depasturing on
low swampy ground, unsound country, and rank pasture. The preventives used were salt, tar, and turps,
sulphate of iron and Eiverpool salt, and sulphur with good results, hut the best course where it can be
followed is to remove the sheep to salt hush country, and where that cannot be done to keep the country
free from surface water by means of drains run with a plough and helped with a spade, and burn the grass
when opportunity offers, besides giving the licks mentioned. A report by Mr. Y.-S. Stuart C. Pottie and
my remarks will be found in Appendix I.
The New Disease in Sheep.—This disease has affected the sheep to a greater or less extent in
several districts widely apart, and as the owners on the upper Billabong and Upper Murray were anxious
that the ailment should he investigated, Mr. S. C. Pottie, M.E.C.V.S. was instructed by the Department
to make the necessary enquiry and report. His report will be found as Appendix J.
If the symptoms of this disease are the same, as it is believed they are, as those of Liver Eot, des
cribed by Professor J.- II. Steel in his work on “ Diseases of the Sheep,” then the ailment which is known
hero as “ The New Disease in Sheep ” would appear to be “ Liver Rot and if this is tho case I would accept
Professor Steel’s opinion as given at page 140 of his work, that “ to all intents and purposes we may deal
with Eot as fascioliasis. i.e.. the pathological state which results from Fluke invasion.” And whether this
be the case or not, the circumstances under which this “New” Disease is induced, such as a continuance
of wet seasons with frequent summer rains, the country comparatively saltless, with a great deal of surface
water,
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water, arid tlie grass rank and innutritions, are the same as those that lead to the prevalence of Fluke,
and it therefore'makes very little difference what the actual cause is, or what the proper designation of
the ailment may be, for the same preventive treatment is called for in either case, and prevention is tho
only treatment of any real value. The following are the principal measures which Professor Steel recom
mends should be taken with respect to “ Rot,” and they are of course in many respects applicable to
ordinary invasions of Fluke, bnt some of his suggestions, especially those relating to Government inter
ference, are not practicable in this colony.
t
’
1.
2.
3.
4.

State Interference.
Sheep affected with Fluke should be subject to State Regulations.
They should be prevented from travelling; for ho says one sheep may have 1,000 flukes and each
fluke may have 40,000 eggs, that is each sheep may be a bearer of forty million flukes.
Government Officers should be empowered to compel drainage, ploughing, and fencing off
dangerous ground.
The Agricultural Societies (here the Stock Branch could do so) should collect and disseminate
information in regard to the disease.

Precautions by Owners of Doubtful and Infested Land.
5. Owners should keep a strict watch, and early detect invasion of Fluke.
6. They should he exceedingly careful to prevent flukey sheep coming on their land, and if any
infested sheep have been brought on a holding they should be destroyed, i.e., boiled down and
offal burned.
1
7. They should never allow their sheep on infested places.
S. They should thoroughly surface drain their laud.
!). They should fence off doubtful and infested places,
10. They should systematically burn their pasture.
11. They should put quicklime in the creeks, waterholes, and swamps, and if plentiful on the pasture
where damp, to destroy the snails and other bearers of tho fluke, and the fluke in certain of its
stages.
‘
12. They should avoid overstocking.
‘
13. They should frequently change the pasture, and be careful where possible to put weaners on
uninfested land.
14. They should have two sets of paddocks—one set for the dry and other for the wet seasons of the
year.
‘
15. They should keep their sheep constantly supplied with Liverpool salt and sulphate of iron, and
with lime and sulphur occasionally added, and other licks such as those prescribed by Mr. Pottie.
' 16. They should see that every sheep had its share of the lick.
17. They should see that the sheep had a sufficient supply of nutritious food.
IS. When the sheep are flukey the effort should be to make them outlive the invasion.
19. If horses and cattle are kept on infested country they should not be allowed in sheep paddocks,
as they can he bearers of the fluke.
Sheath Disease in Wethers on the Lower Macquarie.—A disease affecting the sheaths of a number
of wethers upon a run in the Coonamble district was professionally examined in October last by Mr.
Yeterinary Surgeon Scott, instructed by ibis Department, whose report thereon I append in the form of
Appendix K. The treatment recommended was successful.
Parasitic Worm.—hi thirty-five districts the sheep are reported as having been infested with
worms to an extent of (say) 14 per cent. In nineteen districts the sheep arc reported aa having been
infested with stomach, lung, and tape worms; in six districts with stomach and tape worms; in six
districts with stomach worms; and in live districts with lung-worms. The prevalence of the worms in
one district (stomach and lung worms) is attributable to tho frequent summer rains following upon a
wot winter, which lessened the nutrition in the pasture and lowered the stamina of the sheep, while
at the same time the moisture and heat tended to a large development and increase of the worms. A
brief statement of the remedies used, and the result, will be found in Appendix L.
Dr. Cobb, Vegetable Pathologist for the Department, is still engaged upon the study of tho life
history of the worms which cause the chief losses in our flocks, with the view to find a remedy for them,
or at least to ascertain when, where, and how they can best bo attacked. A progress report on tbe work
so far as done will be found as Appendix M.,
PIGS.
The number of pigs in the Colony at 31st December, 1894, was 273,290, being an increase of 32,430
as compared with the actual returns for the previous year.
From the other colonies 220 have been introduced by sea.
The prohibition which had existed for some years against the introduction of pigs from foreign
countries has now been removed, and they are admitted on undergoing a quarantine oi sixty days, the
charges for which have been reduced. One improved Berkshire boar was imported from England by
C. Webb. Esq., of Springfield, Bathurst; afterwards purchased by Mr. W. H. 'Walker, of Tenterfield,
The number of pigs exported from port of Sydney was 200.
Pour ships’ pigs were quarantined during stay of vessels in port, and forty-four were killed as the
owners would not quarantine them.
‘
Diseases in Piets.
The pigs are occasionally found to be affected with tuberculosis, cancer, and contagious catarrhal
pneumonia,
According to late reports swine fever is on the increase in the United Kingdom.
DOGS.
■
Thirteen dogs were imported last year from England and other places outside the Australasian
Colonies, and wero subjected to the prescribed quarantine of six months (the charges for which have been
reduced) before being admitted into the Colony, while 441 colonial dogs were introduced at the Port of
Sydney from the other colonies,
Three
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Three hundred and thirty-seven dogs were inspected prior to exportation, as also forty “ships'
dogs ” were quarantined during stay of vessels in port, and eighteen dogs were destroyed.
All “ships’ dogs,” and other stock on board foreign vessels for the use of the passengers and crew,
are now quarantined during the stay of the vessel to which they belong in port, whether in Sydney or at
Newcastle.
.
Diseases in Does.
Babies is reported to be increasing in Great Britain and Ireland. In Paris the disease is also on
the increase. A case of rabies is reported from South Africa, said to be the first which has occurred.
This fact disposes of the theory that the disease would never occur south of the Line.
TKAVELLING STOCK (^Reserves, Roads, Tanks, Wells, Sfcl)
Trespass on Reserves.
In thirty-five districts the travelling stock and camping reserves are reported as having been
trespassed upon, generally only to a slight extent, and in thirty districts they are reported as being free
from trespass.
■
Marking of Travelling Stock and Camping Reserves.
Good progress has been made with regard to the marking of travelling stock and camping reserves,
the system of which is shown as Appendix N, there being at present about 900 miles surveyed and about
400 miles in course of survey. The routes marked arc:—
1. From Boggabilla, via Yetman, Warialda, and Cobbadah, to Breeza.
2. From Moree, via Millie, Narrabri, Boggabri, Breeza, and the Liverpool Range, to the Bulga
Mountains.
3. From "Walgett, via Coonamble, Mendooran to Uarbry.
4. From Coolah, via Uarbry, to Bylstone.
fl. That portion passing through Terry-bie-bie holding,
6. From Boggabri, via Turrabeile or Cox’s Creek, to Coolab.
7. Mungundr to Moree.
With a view of making these surveys of practical benefit to drovers, stock-owners, and others1
lithographs are being prepared showing sections of the roads in lengths of between 20 and 30 miles.
Lithographs of tbe roads, Boggabilla to Cobbadah, in six (6) sections: Moree to Cobbadah, via
Gurley Holding, in one (1) section; Walgett to the Castlereagh, in one (1) section; and Liverpool Bange
to Putty, in five (5) sections, are now on sale at the Head Office, and also at the local Stock Office, at
2s. per section.
■
Grass on Reserves and Driftways.
The Inspectors report that in all the districts in good seasons there is sufficient grass on all the
reserves and driftways to enable fat stock to reach market in good condition. In ten districts there is
not sufficient in ordinary seasons.
From seven districts it is reported that 115 horses, 120 cattle, and 373,823 sheop have passed
through during the year in search of grass and water. From two districts the number of loafing sheep is
given at 84,546.
'
Rciv Stock Roads required.
In sixteen districts new roads are required for travelling stock, and to obtain these action has been
already taken in eleven districts.
New Stock Reserves required.
In nine districts new reserves and alterations of existing ones for travelling stock are required.
In fifty-ffive districts there arc sufficient reserves; but in a great many cases the reserves are leased
under annual lease, and are, therefore, kept very bare of feed.
.

New Wells, Tanks, or Dams.
In seventeen districts the inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams should be constructed
by the Government at places which they indicate.
EEGISTBATION OF IIOBSE AND CATTLE BEANDS.
Rrands registered.
Tho number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1894, was 73,594. Tbe
number of brands registered during tbe year 1894 was—Horse brands (alone), 390; cattle brands (alone),
423; and horse and cattle brands, 1,026 ; making a total of 1,836.
This shows a decrease of 321 in the total number of brands registered during tbe year as compared
with 1893. There is also a decrease in the number of brands transferred and cancelled.
Brands transferred.
The brands recorded during the year 1894 as transferred were—Horse brands, 26; cattle brands,
40 ; horse and cattle brands, 42; total, 108, being a decrease of 42 on previous year.
Brands cancelled.
The brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1894 were 128.
Addresses changed.
The number of addresses of owners changed in 1894 was 75.

•

Compliance with the Act.
In all the districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act are
reported as being fairly carried out.
Benefits ofi the Act.
' _ The inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of tbe Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock-stealing,
facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience and
protection to stock-owners.
POUNDS.
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POUNDS.
Number and Inspection,
At the end of the year there were 248 pounds in operation in the Colony; 48 have been closed
for want of poundkeepers, and there are sites set aside for the establishment of 155 more as occasion
requires. The whole of the pounds are inspected periodically by the various stock inspectors.
Stale of Yards.
Pifteen of the pound-yards are reported to be old; some require renewing, being unfit for the
safe custody of stock; while others need repairs. The remainder are said to be in a fair and good
condition.
,
Keeping and Depasturing Found Stock.
The provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports
received, is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers have now paddocks for the stock.
'

Management of Founds.
The poundkeepers are reported to be performing their duties, upon the whole, in a satisfactory
manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stock as inspectors of pounds has had a very beneficial
effect.
.
NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
The Districts in which the Fastures and Stock Protection Act is in force.
The Act has been brought into operation in all the districts, and during the year work has been
done to tbe extent shown in Appendices 0 and P.
Receipts and Kxpenditure under the Act.
The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1894 was £39,460 13s. 3d.; and the amount
expended £44,695 6s. 3d,, the difference being accounted for by the subsidy granted by the Government
to the Boards, and large amount to credit of some of the Boards at commencement of the year. Bight
districts are reported to be in debt to the amount of £737 8s.
_
In eight districts full rates were levied, in forty-nine districts less than full rates, while in eight
districts no rates whatever were levied.
During the year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows:—Bor kangaroos,
from Id. to 6d.; kangaroo rats, Id. to fid.: wallaroo, 2d.; wallaby, from Id. to 4d.; paddymelon, from
Id, to fid.; bandicoot, 2d. and 3d,; hares, from Id. to fid.; native dogs, from 10s. to COs,; pups, 2s. fid, to
10s.; opossums, Id.; wild pigs, 3d. and 9d.; eagle-hawks, fid. to 5s.; emus, 3d. to fid.; crows, Id. to fid.;
and foxes, 10s. and 20s.
Increase and decrease.
Kangaroos are reported to be increasing in twenty-one districts, wallabies in sixteen districts,
native dogs in thirteen districts, bares in nineteen districts, and wild pigs in eight districts. In sixteen
districts kangaroos are reported to be decreasing, wallabies in fifteen districts, and native dogs in
twenty-three districts, hares in eleven districts, and wild pigs in four districts.
Number destroyed.
The number of kangaroos destroyed during tbe past year was 11,630; of kangaroo rats, 238,825;
of wallabies, 790,667; of wallaroo, 51; "of wombats, 79 ; of bandicoots, 2,167; of paddymelons, 135,785 ;
of wild pigs, 25,851; of bares, 708,581; of foxes, 52; of native dogs, 11,279; of opossums', 3,47.1; of
eagle-hawks, 4,874; of crows, 58,962; and of emus, 918.
Steps taken for their destruction.
In the majority of the districts limiting with dogs, drives, shooting, trapping, and poison have
been adopted with satisfactory results. In forty-five districts poison has been used, mostly for dogs,
with fair to best results, and from five districts it is reported that the results have not been satisfactory,
the dogs being too cunning to take baits.
Amendments suggested in the Act.
Owners are desirous that the Amended Stock and Pastures Bill speedily become law; and they
suggest that all owners of stock, irrespective of number, should be liable to an assessment, as also owners
of 5 acres of land and over; that farmers and owners of orchards and vineyards should pay to the
fund; that hares be included in tbe list of noxious animals; that the Boards be empowered to pay for
rabbit scalps; that tho Government should grant larger subsidy to enable Boards to destroy noxious
animals on vacant Crown lands; that uniform rates be levied ; that the rate of bonus be the same
throughout the Colony; that all returns of stock be made on the same day; that adjoining Boards
assimilate bonuses; that the provisions of the Act re defaulting Boards be strictly enforced; open voting
at Elections of Directors; a Bill to include noxious weeds; portions only of district to be declared infested ;
Superintendents to have the same power for voting as owners, by proxy ; and all owners to lay poison
simultaneously for rabbits.
.
Losses from Native and Tame Dogs.
The losses in stock for the past year from the ravages of native dogs are estimated at 127,121
sheep, valued at £25,334, and from tame dogs, 54,496 sheep, valued at £10,206 making the loss from
native and tame dogs together, £85,540.
COMMONS.
.
Number and extent.
The number of Commons in tbe Colony is 297, with an average of about 4,000 acres each.
Number
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Number of Commoners, Stock, #c.
The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at eighty-five, and the average
number of stock kept on each Common at 184'.
In three districts some of the Commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that of
grazing Commoners’ stock. Many of the Commons are unfenced, consequently are trespassed upon by
travelling stock, &c.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Cultivated Grasses.
In thirty-one districts cultivated grasses have been sown for pasture during the year to a small
extent, in eight districts to a large extent, and in remaining districts none; the most successful being
lucerne, prairie, and rye.
Number and Division of Suns,
The number open or unenclosed runs in the Colony is 6,540; the number enclosed is 40,891; the
number partially sub-divided is 14,351; and the number properly sub-divided is 23,180.
Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.
The number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated as follows:—1,562,528 miles
without wire netting, at an average cost of (say) £38 10s. 7d. per mile, amounting to £60,203,355, and
73,025 miles with wire netting, average cost at (say) £70 14s, 6d, per mile, amounting to (say) £5,164,880.
Tho number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 61,650, at an average cost of (say)
£75; number of tanks, 36,811, average cost of each, £187 16s.; and the number of wells used is esti
mated at 4,005, at an average cost of £184 11s. each.
•
Cost of fencing, £65,368,235 ; cost of dams, £4,621,556 ; cost of tanks, £6,913,460 ; cost of wells,
£739,176; making a total of £77,642,427, as representing tlie amount expended by way of improve
ments, &c.
.
Plants and Weeds,
Prevalence.
In sixteen districts trefoil Imrr grows to a very largo extent; in twelve districts, to a considerable
extent; in seventeen districts, to a slight extent; and in twenty districts there is none reported.
In twenty-nine districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent; in twelve, to a con
siderable extent; in nine, to a very large extent; and fifteen districts are reported as free from it.
In twenty-four districts black thistle is reported to a slight extent; in sixteen, to a considerable
extent; in seven, to a very large extent; and eighteen districts are reported to be free from it.
In nine districts tho laud is reported as being infested to a very large extent with Saihurst bwr ;
in thirteen districts, to a considerable extent; in thirty districts, to a slight extent; and in thirteen districts
the land is not infested.
In twenty-eight districts, other noxious weeds grow to a slight extent; in thirteen districts, to a
considerable extent; in seventeen districts, to a very large extent; and in seven districts there is none
reported.
Legislation for Noxious "Weeds.
Legislation is urgently required for dealing with noxious weeds and plants, more especially the
Bathurst burr, the prevalence of which is inflicting very serious loss on travelling stock.
Cost of clearing Commons, Beserves, &c,, of Weeds.
The cost of clearing the Commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated by
inspectors at £73.304; the police paddocks, £4,547 ; the travelling stock reserves and droving roads at
£196,415 ; amounting in all to (say) £274,266,
'
The Stock and Pastures Sill.
It is hoped that the state of the Government business will soon admit of this measure, which is so
urgently required, being passed to enable inspectors to deal with diseased stock, which are now, through
the want of the legislation so frequently asked for, allowed to travel throughout the Colony, spreading
the infection as they go. This is especially the case with Queensland cattle infected with pleuro
pneumonia, which frequently introduce the disease in our herds.
THE LIVE STOCK EXPOKT TRADE.
Judging from what has been already done in this trade its prospects are good, so far at least as
freights on the upper deck are concerned, notwithstanding that rather heavy losses have in several
instances been sustained, and that obstructions have been met with through the regulations in force in
England and on the Continent of Europe. But to make the trade a success tlie cattle should be inoculated
for pleuro-pneumonia three months at least before they are shipped. If they are not inoculated, and the
disease is taken on board by a single animal, the disease would probably go right through the whole ship
ment, and entail very heavy loss, besides giving our cattle a bad name.
Hitherto this trade has been confined to stock carried on tlie upper deck of the vessels, as the rate
of freight on that portion of the vessel has been at the comparatively low rate of £6 a head, and it is so
because of course cargo is very seldom carried on that deck, and the freight for the cattle is so much found
money to the shipowner. If, however, the shipments were confined to the upper deck they would never
amount to much, with the ships now in tlie trade the annual export in that way might be about 8,000 or
10,000 head of cattle, or the equivalent in sheep; and if the business is to expand the stock will have
to he carried on the between decks as well as on the upper. If that were done it is calculated that there
would be on an average room for, say 300 head per vessel, which again would, with 100 steamers a
year, be, say 30,000 head.
That would, I think, he a very suitable shipment, and could with proper management be readily
obtained twice a week, or oftener if necessary, in Sydney ; and from the enquiries I have made I have
good hopes that an arrangement could be made with some of the Shipping Companies at a freight of from
120s.
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120s. to 130s. a load, if a guarantee were given that a regular supply of cattle would be provided for their
steamers. This, again, if not arranged by the Associated Stock Salesmen, could, it is believed, now be soby such an Association as it was at one time attempted to form, to promote the live stock export trade,
but which fell through from want of support.
_
Tho numbers here mentioned are what the cargo boats now in tbe trade could, I understand, carry
on the two decks. But if ships specially constructed for the trade were put on they might take at least
100 head more on tho two decks, while they filled up below with frozen meat, wool, tallow, hides, and
perhaps timber and ore.
'But if it be tbe case, as reported, that a vessel capable of carrying 750 cattle has been chartered
for the trade, and if the freight does not exceed £0, and the shipment of such a large number of cattle in
one vessel proves a success, it will be seen that a very much larger number of cattle will be annually
exported, and sheep will also be sent. In those cases, however, where the vessel is wholly loaded with
stock it is probable that she would far more frequently get her cargo in Queensland than in this colony,
and that our live stock export trade would, as a rule, he confined to shipments on the upper and ’tween
decks, which, after all, would take a considerable number of stock, as the trade of Sydney brings a great
many steamers to our port.
The Description of Stock to Ship.
Then, if we are to do a large and successful trade in the export of fat stock it is scarcely necessary
to say that they should be of the most saleable breeds, ages and sizes, and prime quality, and that the
arrangements for their shipment, carriage and food should he tho best that can bo made, and I will glance
. shortly at these requirements. Before doing so, however, there is an important matter which calls for
serious consideration. I refer to the question whether the present system of charging freight per head
of tlie cattle shipped should not be changed for a charge for tbe space taken up by tbe stock, inasmuch as
tbe system of charging per head naturally leads to extra heavy cattle being shipped through tbe shipper,
in that way getting more meat Home for the money than if he shipped smaller cattlo, while all the time
the cattle most in demand in London and for which the highest price is paid, young cattle, dressing
from 700 to 850 lb. when slaughtered, cannot be sent, as it does not pay to ship them at the rate per
head charged. This wa£ clearly shown in the case of the beautiful Devons, and even Devon crosses,
shipped by tho “ Port Pirie ” by Mr. II. G. White, of Havilah, which barely paid their way, if they did
that; while largo, heavy Shorthorns gave fairly good returns. Not only is the existing system objection
able for these reasons but it is also for another very important one, that is that comparatively small young
cattle are the very class of which we could with ordinary management and care have by far the largest
supply. Of course these objections would not apply ivhere a vessel is chartered, for in that case the
charterer would arrange the stalls according to the size of the cattle.
The Breeds of Cattle to Ship.
There is no doubt but tbe cattle which would bring the highest price in the London market
if prime and young, say from 3 to 4 years old, would be tbe Black Polled, the next tho Devons, tho
next the Hhorthorn and Black Polled Crosses, tbe next the Shorthorn and Devon Grosses, the next the
Shorthorn and Hereford Grosses, then the Hereford, and then tho Shorthorn. This is the order in which
the different breeds and crosses stand in the London market week after week, and that should guide our
breeders and shippers—not the opinions current in tho Colonies ; and it should be specially remembered
that old beef is not liked in London—a reduction in the price per lb takes place where tho cattle are over
4 years old, unless they are otherwise specially prime.
^Preparation of the Cattle for Export.
There is no doubt that ordinary bush cattle, though comparatively wild when shipped, shortly
become quiet and tractable, and in the course of a few days take to their food on board ship. But as
there is greater risk and trouble in getting such cattle on board ship, and as it is only when they are
starved into submission, which, of course, entails tho loss of considerable condition, that they become
manageable and cat their food, it is plain that it is much better—as Mr. Keys has all along
pointed out—to train tbe steers to tie up and eat cultivated food, and at the same time to dehorn
them. The best time for dehorning the calves of quiet, broken-in cows is when they arc a week
old, by rubbing the born buds with caustic soda, and in tho case of the “ get ” of bush cattle by taking
off tbe young born with a fine saw or with clippers when they arc branded ; and this latter plan could,
until those which have been dehorned as calves have grown up, he adopted in tho case of steers, say from
2 to 21-years old, w'hen they are being trained as proposed and before they arc put into the proper
paddocks to be fattened.
Arrangements for Shipping.
Believing that there will be a large expansion of tbe export trade in live stock, tbe Department
has been looking for a site on deep water, where the largest ocean-going steamers could go to load cattlo
and whore there would not only be tbe necessary yards, forcing yards and crush, and the most convenient
arrangements for putting tho cattle quietly and safely on board, but where there would bo sufficient yard
room to allow the cattle to feed and rest for a day or two after their journey bv road or rail before they
are put on board the vessel by which they are to be shipped. And it is hoped that ono of tho sites
inspected, which is very accessible to stock as well as convenient for tbe shipping, will bo obtained
and fitted up for tlie purpose.
THE MEAT EXPOKT TRADE.
The Importance of the Meat Trade.
I do not think I can give a better illustration of the incalculable benefit which the establishment
of an extensive Meat Export Trade would confer on the Colony than by quoting the remarks lately made
by a writer on the ITozen Meat Trade of New Zealand and its expansion, when speaking of its impor
tance to that Colony. He says, “Indeed, so important has the Meat Export Trade of New Zealand
become that it might without exaggeration be said that the very existence of the Colony depends upon it.”
While
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While not taking such an extreme view of the position of the Meat Export Trade in this Colony,
and fully recognising the fact that New South Wales has other important exports to depend upon as well
as meat, it is to be borne in mind that while New Zealand, with 20,000,000 sheep, annually exports some
2,000,000 of frozen carcases, we, with 50,000,000, send away only some 800,000 or 900,000. If, therefore,
we are to do anything approaching to a proportionate export trade (which would be about 5,000,000 sheep
a year), far greater and far more general interest will have to be taken in the Meat Export Trade by all
classes in this Colony. Tho G overnment will have to give the trade greater assistance and encouragement
than it has hitherto done, and there will require to be much more energy and co-operation on the part of
stock-owners themselves.
How the Government can assist ike Meat Export Trade.
The acquirement of land by purchase or selection should be on easy terms, while the rent of Crown
lands should be low, and every encouragement given to the tenant to make improvements, especially in
waterless and comparatively poor country.
The necessary reserves should be notified for travelling stock, and they should be sufficiently
watered and protected from trespass.
B-ailway accommodation should he provided as far as possible. There should be an ample supply
of trucks for the live stock traffic and of refrigerating cars for the chilled meat. The speed should be as
high as will pay, and tho rates for both the live stock and fresh meat as low as possible.
The necessary markets should be established and provision made for the inspection and grading of
the stoclv and meat.
Proper yards and wharfs should be provided for tbe shipment of live stock, meat, and other
produce for European and other ports.
Assistance should be given to exporters in procuring the necessary freights at reasonable rates,
Eegular information should be procured with respect to Home and Foreign markets and new
centres of distribution and sale.
Extended provision should be made for agricultural education, and especially for elementary
agricultural education in the country Public Schools.
Legislation should be passed and enforced in regard—
1. To the eradication of noxious plants and weeds.
2.
,,
„
of pests in trees, pastures, and crops.
3.
„
„
of noxious animals.
4.
„
„
of diseases in stock.

1.
2.
3.
4.

By
By
By
By

Stock-own ers’ Dufies,
They should improve their holdings.
erecting secure fencing.
sub-dividing their paddocks, and regularly shifting the stock from one paddock to another,
providing an ample supply of water.
draining tho land where necessary, both on and under the surface.

5. By ringbarking the timber.
ti. By burning ofi the grass.
7. By growing cultivated food for the stock where practicable, i.e.—
(1). Lucerne in warmer portions of the Colony on suitable soil.
(2). Where land is unsuitable for lucerne, and climate warm, dun-oats, black-oats, winter rape,
and,other green crops.
(3). Where the climate is temperate or cold, to grow turnips, rape, green crops, and English grasses.
They should improve their stock,
1. By breeding pure-bred thick-fleshed cattle and sheep.
2. By using the best breeds for crossing.
3. By breeding from the most suitable Merinos for crossing with English sheep.
4. By using the best English rams with the Merino ewes.
0. By being careful not to overstock, and never to send stock to market (except when absolutely
compelled) unless they are really prime; and to make them that at an early age : They should, if possible,
bo kept improving from the time they are dropped till they are sold; and to bear in mind that not only
does young beef and mutton bring the best prices in England, but that they pay the breeder best.
Those owners who have country fit to carry and fatten crossbreds and for growing cultivated food
for them, should also bear in mind that mutton can now be almost as readily laid down in London as wool,
and that while a rise of even 2d. per lb. in merino wool will only bring, say, Is. 2d. per sheep (one half
penny per lb. on the GO lb. of crossbred mutton, which it will at least bring more than the merino), will
give 2s, 6d. per sheep ; and that the crossbred, if fairly well done to, is ready for market at two wears old,
and the merino at three years, which gives only 50 lb. of mutton, and crossbred mutton is much more
saleable than merino.
Owners should co-operate and work for mutual benefit.
1. By forming Chambers of Agriculture, where they would meet and discuss such matters as the
export of meat, the most profitable crops to grow, the best dairy, breed of cattle, the most profitable pigs, &c.
2. By forming joint stock companies with the view to tbe erection of tbe necessary works for tho
preparation of fhe meat for export. By chilling, freezing, tinning, salting, or boiling down, and tho
thorough utilization of the bi-produets. It is as unwise as it is unfair on the part of owners who shirk
their duty in this respect. The trade wants thorough reformation at Home, especially in the direction of
tho establishment of fresh centres of distribution; and this cannot be ofiected without capital; while
capital again cannot be obtained unless our stock-owners as a class co-operate and contribute their fair
share of capital, as well as heartily assist in the establishment and conduct of the business. Nor is this
all; the shareholders of these companies should insist upon, their directors working in unison (which
they are sometimes disinclined to do) with those of the other companies, and depend far more on the
indirect advantages to the shareholders than on a direct return in the shape of dividends; for it is nearly
as hopeless for a single company to attempt to make good arrangements for freight and set and keep tho
trade right at Home as it is for the individual owner to make the attempt. There must be co-operation
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all through from start to finish. In the first place, owners in the several localities must Wort together and
form companies; in the second place, the companies in each of the Colonies must come to aji understanding
and work together; and in the third place, the companies in the several Colonics must co-operate and work
heartily and fairly together in the matter of freights, prices at Home, and the disposal of their produce
there; for not only is it necessary to bring combined action into play in arranging with tlie shipping
companies for freight, and in seeing that the middlemen and rings in London and the other ports to
which our produce is sent do not get it, as they are now' largely doing, practically at their own price.
(Combination in this age of the world had become a science, and there are those in the meat trade in
.London who are able scientists); but wo have to get possession of our share of the trade in meat, which
the shippers from both North and South America have so largely monopolised, and principally by means of
combination. If, therefore, we are to regain possession of this trade, we must oppose combination to
combination, and work shoulder to shoulder ; for unless we do the enemy will deal with us in detail, our
meat and other animal products will be sacrificed, and our stockowners will have to put up with the
ruinous returns which they have so frequently been receiving for their mutton and beef.
It is said that the five or six packing companies in Chicago, which practically “run” the American
meat trade, have anarrangement among themselves by which they each take and work a certain portion
of the United Itingdom; and that although they now' and then, in order to keep up appearances, enter
each other’s territory for a short time (and make believe they are opposing each other), the several com
panies faithfully adhere to their agreement. And if no better nor closer form of co-operation can he
made among the New' Zealand and Australian meat companies, an agreement might, so far as the larger
towns, other than perhaps London, are concerned, be come to, under which those companies that were in
a position to do so might erect or rout the necessary cold storage accommodation at towns such as^Southnmpton, Bristol, Cardiff, .Bedford, Birmingham, Norwich, Lincoln, Nottingham, Manchester, Bradford,
Sheffield, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dublin, and Belfast, and work these towns and the surrounding
districts, the boundaries of the districts being settled by tbe companies agreeing to co-operate, w-hich
would, as has been suggested, mean joint engagement of freight, the weekly settlement of prices of meat,
the lending when required of meat on certain terms, &e.
THAWED AND CHILLED MEAT.
Thore can he no question, if these processes prove as successful as there arc good grounds for
believing they will, that they will prove to be of the greatest benefit to the A ustralasian Colonies ; for they
will enable us, after a little experience, to place our meat on the London and other markets in as
presentable a condition as the chilled meat from the United States, which has for years brought from Id.
to 2d. per lb. more than the Australian.
"
1. Thaioing.
Tlie accounts received from time to time from London with regard to the artificial thawing of the
meat are very favourable indeed, and they are fully confirmed by tbe experiments which have recently
been made in Sydney with Mr. Postle’s process ; for these experiments, after an exhaustive practical test,
show that not only is the appearance of the sheep, after being thawed, thoroughly presentable, bnt the
mutton on being cooked has proved to be excellent. This marketable appearance was spoken to by two
of tho leading butchers in Sydney, one of whom declared that the sheep were not distinguishable from
those which had been killed in the ordinary way in favourable wmathcr, and that not one man in ten
would be able to say that the sheep had ever been frozen; while all those who had the mutton when
cooked, including many of the Members of bolh Houses of Parliament, members of some of the leading
clubs, and others, declared that it was juicy and tender and of excellent flavour.
The process is an inexpensive one. Mr. Postle states that for a fairly large quantity tho cost
W'ould not exceed one-sixteenth of a penny per lb., and the thawfing occupies, with mutton from nine to
ten hours, and with beef (say) thirty hours. Although it may not do so at first, there is little doubt but
thawing in the case of prime cross-bred sheep will enhance their value -Jd. to a Id. per lb., and in that of
merinos, say. |d. per lb. Even a less increase of price would make a very material difference, to the trade,
for with the low rates frequently prevailing of late in London, owners have found that it would have been
"to their interest to have boiled down their sheep instead of freezing them. An increase of only Jd. per lb.
on the low prices lately going in Loudon would make it a good deal more profitable to freeze than to boil.
2. QhiUi'ng.
The recent news of the success of the shipment of chilled beef by tlie s.s. “Doric” must, both as
regards the condition of the meat and the prices it realised, he exceedingly gratifying to stock-owners in
this and the other Australasian Colonies, and the undertaking and its success is very largely due to the
foresight and enterprise of Messrs. .1. H. Gcddes, Birt, and Co., who were also the first to demonstrate
the practicability or the live stock trade so long and so earnestly advocated by Mr. Keys.
Although only two shipments of chilled beef have as yet been sent to London, and although at
first every shipment may not prove a success, still that here referred to, assisted by the shipment of the
“Port Pirie,” prove that the process is a practicable one ; and as this is the ease, it is only a question of
a very short time when the trade in Australian chilled meat will be thoroughly established.
BABBIT EXPORTATION.
While it is allowed that the most effective means of dealing with the rabbit pest are fencing and
poison, it is believed that at certain seasons of the year, when the rabbits are plentiful, and the locality is
within easy reach of the railway, a profitable business might be done in catching rabbits for export
to the London and other European markets, an undertaking which would provide work for a considerable
number of hands.
With that view', therefore, the Department has opened up a correspondence with the AgentGeneral in London on the subject, the result of which lias proved that a market exists in England for a
considerable number of rabbits. If forwarded at tho proper season of the year, and prepared for ship
ment in such a manner as to ensure their being placed upon the English market in a sound and presentable
form, a good useful article of food may thus be put within the purchasing power of a very large number
of people there, and the Colony will profit very considerably by being relieved to an appreciable extent,
if what is daily proving to he an expensive, in fact an almost ruinous, annoyance to the pastoralist and farmer.
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The following is a Statement of tlie Boiling-down, Chilling, Freezing, and Preserving 'Works in the Colony and of their Capacity and the Work done during 1894.
Boiling.

Chiliinff.

Preserving".

Capacity diem. Number treated. Capacity^ diem. Number treated. Capacity diem. Number treated. Capacity^ diem.

Name of EsUbllehinont,

Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep.
1,000

The Aberdeen Chilling Company...
The Australian Meat Com pan j
(RAmornie).
The Nflrrandera Chilling DepOt ...
The Pastoral Finance Association,
Limited—
ICorth Sydney
...
...
Young................................... .
Gunnedah
...
...
...
The Sydney Meat Preserving Com
pany, Limited.
Geddes, Birt, and Co., Limited.
Now South "Wales Governmenl
Meat Markets, Darling Harbom
Ditto, Narrabrl
...
..
Fresh Food and Ice Company

Freezing.

Catf 1c or Sheep Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep.

206,420

1,500

Cattle or Sheep

65,018

40

800

188

30
56

1,600
1,500

431,352 lb. mutton preserved

3,000

1,000

30

4,000

Car&tliool
..
...
..
Forbes
...........................
Dubbo...
...
...
..
Pyrmont Ice Works...
...
..

2,000
2,000
2,500

120
150

2,000
2,000

Hudson Brothers, Tenterfield - ... 60
Riverina Frozen Meat Company,
Deniliquin...
..
...
... 125

2,500

995

24,700

2,500

25
30

500
COO

30
56

600
600
1,000

128,644

GOO

40

... j 400,082

487

_
_
Capacity for boiling per
,,
chilling
,,
freezing
„
preserving

80

1,500

215

3,000

3,500

8,475

.. 1

419,568
5,816

55,947

Recently opened. Has storage
capacity for about 20,000
sheep.
Just opened.
4,003 quarters beef
-i =
13f21C Launches mutton ^ « Has storage capacity for
about 75,000 sheep.
4,009 pigs
J £
Chilling works recently opened
do.
Plans and specifications pre
pared and tenders called for.

90

1,500

75

1,500

620

12,000

do.
Lately opened.
Recently opened for Meat.
Has storage capacity for
40,000 sheep.

500

9,100

for

In Course of Construction.

1,050,383

COO

150

Has storage capacity for
20,006 sheep and being in’
creased to 30,000.
Plant to be increased.

/'3.003 quarters beef
,
1O0 bodies veal
« Has storage capacity
-{ 4,877 haunches mutton
50,000 sheep.
U.OOO rabbits
J*

400
1,000

..

Bourkc Meat Preserving Company 200
The Graziers" Meat Export Co.—
Nyngan
...
...
.. 100
Wen is Creek
...
.. 120

13,600

219,110

280

40

PomarkB.

81,399
160

40
40 -

Sundries.

Cattle or Sheep.

209,832
71

2,000

Number treated.

188

81,399

848,510

100

1,800

451

5,300

Just about to be opened.
27,891

Total Oapacii;/ of the Worle in the Colony.
diem—cattle 995 or sheep 2-1,700
Capacity for boiling per annum—cattle
„
„
487
,,
9,100
„
chilling
,,
,,
„
„
020
„
12,000
,,
freezing
„
,,
,,
„ -451
„
5,300
„
preseri’ing „
„

1,106,330

208,500 or
140.100
180,000
135,300

sheep
,,
„
„

7,410,000
2,730,000
3,600,000
1,590,000

1 (),-39
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It 'will be seen from the above statement that considerable progress has been made during the last
two or three years in the erection of the necessary works for the boiling down, chilling, freezing and pre
serving requirements of the Colony.

. .

BOILING DOWN.

So far as this is concerned, it may be said that almost all tbe works that are necessary will, by the end of
this year, have been constructed; for, besides those which are mentioned ih the statement, there are a number
of plants, large and small, in different parts of the Colony, which when taken together have a very large
boiling capacity, it being calculated that over 3,000,000 sheep were disposed of in this way during the year.
KILLING-, CHILLING, AND KEEKIG ERATING DEPOTS.
_
It will also be seen from this statement, that by the end of the year provision will have been made
in a good many parts of the Colony for killing and chilling meat, the refrigeration of dairy and other
perishable produce, and for their safe transport at all seasons of iho year to market or for export.
The depdts already constructed, in the course of construction, or decided upon, and plans prepared,
are at the following places :—Tenterfield, Werris Creek, Narrabri, Gunnodah, Aberdeen, Bourke, Nyngan,
Dubbo, Forbes, loung, Carratbool, Narrandera, and Deniliquin—in all tbirtoen depbts.
These depdts will provide to a very considerable extent, for present requirements of the localities in
which they are erected, but we may expect before very long that works will also be established at places
such as Guyra, Bathurst, Mudgec, Goulburn, Cooma, Gundagai, Wagga Wagga, and Jerilderie.
One very encouraging feature with respect to these depftts is, that they are, in a good many cases,
now being provided with the necessary machinery and appliances for turning their bi-products to profit
able account, and a few of them have added, or are about to add, tinning plants to their works.
FREEZING WORKS.
_
According to tbe foregoing statement there are now in the Colony freezingworks capable of dealing
with 3,000,000 sheep, or the equivalent in cattle (of, say, fourteen sheep to one head of cattle) per annum—
that is, supposing that the supply of stock was regularly distributed throughout the year, and were to reach
the works in such numbers day by day as they could be properly dealt with. Such an arrangement cannot,
however, be carried out, for the supply of fat stock docs not come to baud in that regular continuous way.
Instead of that, the extent of tho supply largely depends on the season, and it often (it might almost be said
regularly) happens that two or three times as many fat stock are ready for market at one time than at
another. For that reason it is necessary, if we wish to be prepared for all sorts of seasons, to have nearly
twice as much freezing power as would be required in average seasons, and bo in a position to deal with
whatever quantity may be required to be prepared for shipment. Our surplus in fairly good seasons of
beef and mutton for export has been estimated by competent authorities to be about equal to 4,000,000
sheep, and that would call for freezing power to, say, 6,000,000,
But although provision to this extent should eventually be made, it is believed that the capacity of
the freezing works now in existence, or expected very shortly to be so, are equal to the present require
ments ; for our sheep-owners have not yet completed their arrangements for turning off the proportion of
fat sheep which they will yet do,—especially if the expected large increase in the number of cross-breds
takes' place. It will be some time before the cast fit for export amounts as estimated to 4,000,000 sheep ;
it cannot now, it is believed, exceed, if it comes up to, 3,000,000.
Under these circumstances the capital and energy of our stock-owners ought now to be mainly
devoted to improving tbe mode of disposing of our meat in tbe markets of the United Kingdom ; and with
that purpose in yiew, stock-owners throughout the Colony should co-operate in securing favourable terms
from the shipping companies, direct shipments should bo scoured to other ports besides London, cold
stores should be erected or leased in the great centres of population at which a constant supply of firstclass meat should be kept, and fresh centres of distribution established at these centres of population,
.
PRESERVING OR TINNING MEAT.
t
The foregoing statement shows that nearly 28,000 cattle and over 1,000,000 sheep were last year
tinned. The largest number of cattle dealt with in this way was at the Australian Meat Company’s
Works at Ramornie (the oldest preserving works in the Colony), while the largest number of sheep were
tinned by the Sydney Meat Preserving Company. Our pastoralists owe a deep debt of gratitude to the
directors and shareholders of the Sydney Meat Preserving Company for the way in which the company
has assisted in maintaining the price of stock in the Sydney market, and saved it frequently from total
collapse, while all the time the company has paid no dividend. The Denilquin Chilling and Freezing
Company have added a complete tinning plant to their works, and it is reported that Messrs, Geddes,
Birt, and Company are about to attach tinning appliances to their works atthe Government Meat Market
at Darling Harbour. This would be of immense advantage to stockowners whose meat is offered for sale
in these markets, for it would in reality fix a minimum price for beef and mutton at the market, as an
arrangement could be made with the person working tlie tinning plant to take any beef and mutton which
was not sold to tho trade at a certain specified rate, which would be subject to periodical adjustment,
according to the state of the market.
.
_
_ As the boiling, chilling, and freezing works become more complete, they will, as a rule, be provided
with tinning appliances, and in this way they will not only be able to put the stock at tke start, according
to their quality, to the purpose for which they are best adapted—whereby carriage and expense wonld bo
saved—but prices would be helped by large quantities of second-class sheep, which are now sent in to glut
the market, being tinned, and thus kept out of the trade. It is only when these works are prepared to
deal with the stock cither by boiling, tinning, chilling, freezing, or salting, according as the case may
require, that it can be said that tho stock are turned to tho best possible account.
THE DARLING HARBOUR MEAT MARKET.
It may now, T think, be said that with the erection of up-country killing and chilling depbts, and
the enterprise and energy in this instance also of Messrs. Geddes, Birt, and Company, and their sub
tenants, Messrs. Thompson, Manning, and Jeremy, the fresh meat trade, so long and so earnestly looked
for by many of our stockowners, has at last been successfully established ; and when we consider that it
will, as compared with the live stock trade, reduce the suffering and starvation of the animals to a
minimum, and save the great waste and deterioration of the meat which takes place under the live stock
trade, there is no doubt but that, if it receive anything like the support it deserves from our stock
owners, it will, as it has done in America, prosper and increase.
INSPECTION
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'
INSPECTION AND GEADINO OF MEAT.'
Under directions from the Minister all stock intended for export are now examined by tbe
Inspectors both before and after slaughter at the various works in the country districts, while in the
County of Cumberland this duty is carried out by oflicers of the Board of Health. The grading hitherto
done has been by tbc exporters themselves; but the question of establishing an official system of grading,
such as exists in New Zealand, Canada, and other parts of the world, is under the consideration of
the Government.
PREVENTION OF SCAB IN SHEEP ACCOUNT,
_
A detailed statement of receipts and expenditure by the Department in connection with tbo
above Fund for year lbO± will be found in Appendix
hereto, and will be published annually in the
same form.

Returk'

APPENDIX A.
of Stock in the several Sheep Districts.
Year 1S94.

Year 1S03.
Acreage,
Alburv ..........
Armidnta.........
iiaLrunald ......
Bathurst......
Borrima ..........
Bombala
.. .
Bourko ...........
Braidwoorl .....
Brewarrintx......
Bronlec ...........
Civnnonbar......
Carooar ...........
Casino...............
Cobur ..............
Condobohn......
Cooma..............
Uooiiabfrrabrnn..
Coonamble
CoroTTft ..........
JJenihquin .......
Denman .........
Dubbo .............
Edon ...............
Forbes..............
Glen Innes......
Goulburn ......
0 raff on .........
OiiTidngni ......
Hay...................
Hiilston ..........
Hume ..............
Ivanhoe ...........
Jeriklene* .......
Ktama...............
Maitland...........
Menintlie .........
JVlemwfi...........
3IiJparinka .....
M olong ..........
Moree.............
Moulamcin......
Mudgee
.....
Muvrurundi
NArmndera .....
Karrabn ..........
Pielon ........ .
Piliiga..............
t'ort IVLacquane.
Port Stephens...
Queanbcvan
Singleton ......
Svdnev ..........
Tnmworth ......
Tenterfield ....
Tivccd-Lismorc.
Umna.............
VVajf£>a \Vag"a,
IValgctfc...........
^Vanfiartng......
Wnvialdn .. ,,
VVcntworf-Ji
Wilennnia ......
WindBor..........
Yass ..............
Young .............

Horsea '

877 028

7 102
12^153
3,187,74 4
2,144
1,501,100 15,825
26fi,384
4,OSS
6G3i755
3,764
9,017,535
8,132
'396^412
5.212
3,510,1-27
4,709
237,103
3.166
5,653
3,482,516
1,170,0214 8,389
1,445,13 li 9,345
5,441,670
2,882
5,044.,404
1,609,483
8,849
2,454,055
5,495
2,718,602'
6,934
1,129,2311
4,789
2,506,1001
6,403
314 238
4,121
3,688,344 12.499
447,846
4,573
2,786,0491 11,190
14,073
2,070,647
923,354
9,238
800,484 18,193
1,402,056
9,785
6,564
4,963,337
3,835,528
3,021
1,294.720
5,776
6,651,658
2,103
269,550
481,288
0,711,542
733 915
6,577.781
1,661,1631
3,217,533
2,092,214
1,544,254
881,197
2,745,800
1.329,000»
230,852
1,579,8102
514,071
583,766
819,120
481,053
210,540
4,222,603
1,418 834
1,205.917
1,418,209J
2,836,049
6,024,047
4,521,312
3,124,523
6,538,538
9,993,140
188,140
781,678
2,213,919

7,987
11,294
4,295
4,568
2,200
11,599
9,010
1,605
10,899
8,143
4,887
5,931
4,594
3,238
8,556
6,862
4,642
7,245
21,021
24,118
7,392
7.609
2 973
14,074
7,496
2,174
12.487
2,090
5,155
7 774
5,‘iS2
12,020

Cattle.

1

Sheep.

I rigs.

801 672
1,601,620
456,873
653,ICC
40,836
443.407
2 49S 362
85,620
1.317,859
5.L12
1.447,576
852,935
1,135
1,255,075
1,829,318
951,883
1,220,084
1,829,205
987,067
1,453,565
...n*
40,093
......
1,977,458
4,, ,t,
5,010
2,080,255
734,131
357,029
5,239
1.067,846
1,756,567
862,019
624,759
. .4 • PS
...
934,230
, .......... » ......
61,240
2,353
57,514
3,415
7,747 1,166,601
554,211
17,098
7,160
851,486
25,339 1,232,521
72,908 1,481,867
......
810,32S
6,133
......
45,134
732,301
506,193
35,111
14,816 1,434,866
17.882
809,249
31,354
3,317
......
20,194
639,548
.......
46.765
1,136
52,300
1,420
......
565,274
28,143
51,373
72,491
20.241
6,972
03,713 3,004,065
.......
78,665
178,143
566
33.136
5,401 1,111,760
35,374 2,012,070
16,971 2,324,403
2,415
887,869
66,869 1,502,054
2,S5G
612 304
7,941 1,570,959
......
19,523
2 469
21,102
558,897
......
‘10,237 2,051,810

87,997
4,142
48,998
28,643
22)341
15,630
45,604
18,577
31,651
22,042
25,926
130,261
5,341
11,434
46,327
15,140
16,989
7,982
16,262
38,811
33,116
53,306
34,434
109,131
54.366
76 643
48.934
9,755
5,723
24.329
2,138

Acreage.
874 216
2,9271857
SjdGujSOS
1,545,394
263,027
511,754
8,995,314
384,761
3,777,242
261,840
3,488,545
1,113,171
1,296,497
6,761,640
5,769,271
1,093,945
2,293,081
2,713,004
776,044
2,231,379
290,500
3,854,665
446,817
2,797,456
2,119,594
920,015
803,950
1,254,118
4,635,291
3,758,309
1,238,604
5,333,766
1,272,697
280,699
582,927
9,492,035
722,338
0,324,346
1,043,915
2,991,472
1,611,811
1,513,394
778,120
2,840.456
1,410,050
227,751
1,540,725
434,328
605,880
800 47!)
534,100
212,000
4,159,221
1,599,001
228,647
1.023,098
2,797,815
5,(i73 028
5,SGS.2U9
3,113,990
6,625,371
10.026,862
190.683
791,337
2,141,814

Horses.

Cattle,

7 0S1
Z2)l 30
2,402
15,392
4,100
3,024
8,639
5.352
4,765
3,362
0,410
8,483
9,716
3,317
5,536
8,969
5,723
7,269
3,671
0,022
4,272
14,185
4,214
11.838
14,617
9,806
17,498
10,773
6,935
3,206
5,796
2,020
3,945
7,865
14,306
4,211
5,060
2,843
11,172
9,341
1,581
11,762
8,302
5,112
6,326
4,311
3,200
7,951
7,402
4,873
7,326
21,723
25,779
8,360
7,090
2,680
14,090
7 919
2,332
12,GS6
2,208
5,789
7,604
5.591
11,930

16,308
96^812
4,448
50,536
28,836
23,227
14,541
45^193
16,164
32,416
21,418
27,082
138,807
5,600
11,336
57,378
14,!)9S
21,842
6,320
17,147
34,329
37,576
61,943
30,049
132,783
62,413
77,136
64.,310
9,509
4,811
25,562
2,399
5,765
61,489
69,192
7.576
17,828
6,771
24,487
70,748
9,880
49,708
31,802
16,338
20,593
29,699
18,191
44,715
52,100
30,774
57.320
20,205
105,963
92,152
30,029
4,218
39,137
20,283
3,639
73,350
3,252
9.534
17,557
21,512
41,979

Sheep.
1
783,544
1,453,586
618,796
575,890
37,105
436,710
2,430,226
61,867
1,371,470
1,933
1,530,589
799,468
907
1,311,647
1,837,408
874,215
1,159,561
1,882,465
097,636
1,396.315
46,948
2,168,880
2,922
2,180,808
693,073
278,739
2,847
1,034,595
1,758,757
934.,429
554,388
891,616
851,660
1,913
2,407
1,096,048
513,075
928,672
1,289,864
1,462,495
685,024
746,433
549,499
1,520,232
795,275
1,883
688,753
795
1,187
504,079
00,817
7,010
2,851.245
183,264
277
956,232
1,986,133
2,407,590
875,629
1,505,540
628,031
1,575,409
1,903
501,386
1,972,170

I’igs.

.......

.......

......

..... .

.......
.......
.......
.......
..... .
......
.......
.......

......

.......
.......

Total...... 157,740,047 481,399 2,155,500 56,980,088 340,860 158,230,199 500,068 2,290,112 56,977,270 273,290
District,
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APPENDIX E.

-

Blindness in Hobbes on the Darling.

To Acting Chief Inspector Jonesj Stock Branch, Mines Department, Sydney.
'
Sir,
Sydney, IGth June, 1893.
In compliance with your instructions, I have the honor to report that 1 left Sydney on the
12th of May last for the district of Ivanhoe, with the object of inquiring into and investigating an alleged
outbreak of disease of a mysterious character amongst the horses in that district. I visited Kilfera Station,
also the adjoining stations Clare and Manfred. I also, on receipt of your further instructions, visited
Baden Park and the out station Moama.
'
At Kilfera I examined about fifty horses, several of which I found affected with partial blindness
and loss of co-ordination of movement, particularly of the hind extremities. Pour of the horses I found
totally blind and partially paralysed, evidenced by weakness in the muscular action of the hind legs.
None of the animals were in blooming condition. Several were decidedly poor.
On inquiry, I learned that several losses had occurred through complete blindness and paralysis,
necessitating their destruction. I had five of the worst cases separated and placed under close examination.
The symptoms of each leading to one common cause, and of unusual occurrence, they were eventually
destroyed, D.H&post-mortem examinations held.
The same' morbid appearances were found in each case, namely, modular tumours of various stages
of growth in the stomach, duodenum, evidently worm cysts, from which issued from a small orifice in the
centre a yellovr matter. On cutting into these tumours I found numerous small white worms. The
stomach was also highly inflamed, and myriads of these worms infesting the whole of the lining mem
brane. 1 found nothing remarkable or unusual in the other organs. I made a post-morfetn of one of the
horses at Baden Park, the appearances of which were identical with the Kilfera horses.
The disease, in my opinion, is not of a contagious or epidemic nature, but is entirely due to
depasturing on inundated and swampy paddocks.
Several of the animals were submitted to medicinal treatment with satisfactory results, but it is
imperative that the horses should be kept on sound upland country. It is noteworthy that the horses
kept off the inundated country have not been affected.
I have to acknowledge the able assistance of Mr. Webb, of Kilfera, who kindly permitted mo to
destroy any animal I deemed necessary ; also Mr. Proctor, Inspector of Stock, Mossgiol, who rendered
every assistance in his power.
I am, &c.,
A. E. Gr. KOBINSON, M.E.C.Y.S.
I recommend the following treatment for cases affected same as Kilfera. and Baden Park
horses :—
Hem oval from inundated or swampy land on to upland country; a more generous feed, in the
shape of daily allowance of chaff and bran; and the administration of the following medicine, viz.:—
Haw linseed oil, 1 pint; spirit of turpentine, 2 oz., for each animal every alternate day for one week.
The following preparation to ho given in the feed :—Common salt, 2 lb.; powdered sulphur, 2 lb.;
black antimony, 1 lb.; tartar emetic, £ lb.; sulphate of iron, 1 lb. Dose, two tablespoonsful for each
horse, mixed in the feed.
A. E. (P. HOB INS ON, M.B..C.Y.S.
(Veterinary Surgeon Scott to the Chief Inspector of Stock.)
Sir,

Victoria Barracks, Sydney, 20th January, 1895.
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with instructions, I visited the Western
districts from December 7th, 1894, to January Sth, 1895, to inquire into a form of blindness amongst
horses in the Darling lliver district.
The first case that came under my notice was an unbroken draught colt, the property of Mr. Hugh
Cameron, of Tori Station.
History of First Cnsc.—The history of the ease, as furnished hy Mr. Cameron, was : The horse,
which had been feeding on the lake lands, had been gradually getting blind for about twelve months
past, had been totally blind by day and night for a few months, but had been gradually getting better for
the past three months, although still totally blind at night. The colt could see well enough not to run
against the stock‘-yard fence, and to keep his head out of the neck-rope.
Appearance of the JSycs.—After casting the colt, no distinct pathological lesions of the eye could be
noticed excepting a dilated glassy appearance of both pupils. The colt being unbroken, I could not
examine the eyes at night. Tbc eyes had all the appearance of a horse suffering from partial amaurosis.
Nature of Country.—Swampy lake flats, with anj amount of native melons and tobacco.
Cause assigned in District.—The Chinese melon is looked upon by residents, and also by
Mr. McPherson, of Paika Lake Station, as the cause of the disease. The latter proprietor informed me
he had six partially blind horses on his own run; but as the station was a long way back, 1 did not
examine them. On arrival at Balrahald .1 examined two Kilfera horses, which had been sold six months
previously. One horse, the property of Mr. McKenzie, I examined by day and night, using the catoptric
test', also ophthalmoscope. On inspecting the horse standing in the stall, the eyes appeared like a cat’s
eye at night—pupils very dilated, and the whole eye had a bluish-green appearance. On turning the
horse round, wilh his head directly under the light, the pupils contracted but slightly, and the whole eye
had a glassy appearance. On reflecting the sun’s rays on to the pupil, they contracted slightly, but did
not dilate or respond to the alrophine which I dropped into the eye. The eyes presented no signs of
organic change. The catoptric test revealed the reflections as in a healthy eye. The bay horse was a
very well marked case of amaurosis. The grey, also a Kilfera horse, was suffering from partial blindness
by day hut totally blind at night; the pupil of near eye was dilated, and the pupil of the off eye was
normal, although affected with a lenticular cataract.
Herbage
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Herbage of Country.—I visited Cannally Station, near Balranald, on the 12th instant, and was
informed by the proprietor that though they had any amount of tobacco plant and Chinese melon on
the station they never had a ease of blindness. X visited Euston Station and was informed^ by Mr.
Robertson Bertram, who has been thirty years in the locality, that he considered the melon a capital feed
for horses, but that stock or horses would not feed on the tobacco plant. I was also informed by Mr.
M'Leod, late Inspector, and Mr. Dargin, the present Inspector, that they have never known horses to
feed on the tobacco plant.
On arrival at Wentworth, accompanied by Mr. Inspector Morgan, I pro
ceeded to Tarcoola Station, where several horses were affected with the same sort of blindness, viz.,
partial amaurosis.
.
Post-mortem Examination.—I destroyed one of the horses which was totally blind and had a cataract
on the off eye. I made a post-mortem examination on carcass, and found aJl the organs in a healthy condi
tion, excepting that the small intestines were full of different sorts of lumhrici. The brain and optic
nerves presented no pathological lesions visible to the naked eye. .All the horses except the above could
see in the day-time, but were totally blind at night.
Nature of Country.—On Tarcoola Station the horses that were first noticed to be affected about
last March, 1894, had been feeding on swampy box fiat country, without any tobacco plant whatever, but
any amount of indigo and native melon. One horse which was unbroken and was feeding in the same
paddock, and which was almost totally blind, became partially paralysed in hind <|carters last March and
totally paralysed about last September, when he died. This horse, however, was in very low condition
and weak all through, and, in my opinion, a favourable subject for paralysis.
Omee at Cuthero Station.—On arrival at Cnthero Station I examined both by day and night
over forty horses partially and totally blind. Sixteen cases were affected with cataract, but all those
were totally blind—hiid the same characteristic glassy bluish-green appearance.
Cases destroyed.—I made post-mortem examination on the four totally blind horses, viz., grey
mare, aged, large cataract near eye and small cataract off eye, had been blind for twelve months ; brown
colt, 4 years old, blind for eight months; brown mare, aged, blind for two years ; grey mare, 7 years old,
cataract near eye, blind for twelve months.
Post-mortem Appearances.—The post-mortem appearances were similar to those noticed in the
Tarcoola horses, viz., a large quantity of round worms in the small intestines and worms cysts, full of
minute thread worms, varying in sizes from one-sixteenth to one-half of an inch in length.. These worms
do not seem to affect the stock iu the slightest, as those that contained the greater number of parasites
were iu the best of condition. I removed the brain, eye, and optic nerve from each case, and have sub
mitted them for microscopic examination.
History of Disease.—According to information supplied me by Stock-Inspectors Morgan and
Dargin, the history of the disease is as follows :—
Distribution.—It has been noticed to a small extent in horses in the Darling River District for the
past eight years, but ever since the 1890 flood ithas become very pronounced and prevalent. Itis prevalent
on the river flats of the following districts, viz., Albermarle, Tolarno, Dry Lake, Traveller’s, and Chinaman’s
Lake, on Pile Brothers’ holdings, Cuthero Station, skips Mootara, and crops up again on the river frontages
at Tarcoola, and again on the Wentworth Common, which is also subject to inundations from tbc river
Darling.
General Symptoms.—Out of a mob of forty (40) horses, of all ages, that were affected, very few, except
those totally blind, exhibited any marked symptoms in the day-time, except continually pricking their
ears, and a more or less anxious expression about the eyes. They seem to acquire much more knee and
hock action, and move with an uncertain gait. After having driven several of the affected horses I noticed
that towards dusk they showed the following very marked symptoms :—Occasional stumbling if the ground
wasauy way rough, continually running off the pole, inability to judge distances, and occasionally starting
back and shying from imaginary objects. When examining several handled horses at night-time, I found
them very nervous and hard to catch. Several horses that were supposed to be deaf were the first to start
on hearing the gates opened, or in stealing up to them and suddenly clapping the hands, I also saw
several horses that were reported to me as having been totally blind by day and night sufficiently recovered
to see hy day.
Causes.—The chief causes, according to stockmen and veterinaries, are the tobacco plant, the
native melon, indigo plant, and intestinal worms. On Tarcoola Station, Mr. Darchy informed me that
they have had the tobacco plant ou the station, and he never knew of any cases of blindness previous to
the 1890 flood. He also mentioned that horses having a few mouthfuls move off and will not feed on it.
This I proved on Cuthero Station, by hobbling several horses on patches of the tobacco plant, and in every
instance, after a few mouthfuls, they moved off and would not feed on it. The tobacco plant has been on
Cuthero Station for twenty-five years, and Mr. David Power, manager, informed me they never had any
cases of blindness previous to the great flood of 1890.
Information.—I was informed by Mr. Bertram, of Euston Station, and Mr. McKenzie, of Balranald,
who has been a long time in the district, that horses do well on the native melon, improve in condition,
and get very fond of it. Numbers of horses, from time to time, on which I have held post-mortem
examinations, have been infested with the same variety of worms and worm cysts in the intestines, and
they have never produced this form of blindness. The indigo plant stock will pick at, but it, like the
tobacco and onion plant, has been in the locality for years past.
Personal Opinion.—The horses are, in my opinion, suffering from partial or total paralysis of the
optic nerve (amaurosis of the eye), the result of feeding on swampy lake lands and river flats, which have
become infected by a specific organism of a malarial nature, which has been generated in the low lands
subject to inundation by the Darling. The organism has so far not been isolated, but I shall forward in
my next report the result of microscopic examination of eye and optic nerve, also experiments which I
intend to conduct with a quantity of the tobacco plant which I have just received.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM SCOTT, M.R.C.V.S.
Second
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Second Report of Veterinary Surgeon Scott to the Chief Inspector of Stock.
[Subject:—“ Amaurosis in Ilorses.”]
Sir,
Victoria Barracks, April 4th, 1895.
I have the honor to inform you that, since my last report on blindness iu horses in the
‘Western districts, I have made experiments on horses with decoctions of the tobacco plant to which ]s
attributed by stockmen and veterinary experts the blindness amongst horses in the above-mentioned
districts.
1 have also received from the Board of Health Microscopist, Hr. Tidswell, sections of the optic
nerves and his report on the same.
'Experiments with Tohar.co Plant on Horses.—Through the kindness of Mr. H. Morgan, Stock
Inspector, Wentworth. I obtained a quantity of the tobacco plant, with which I made a very strong
decoction,
■
Symptoms.—On Wednesday afternoon, February 6th, I obtained two horses from Mr, Powell,
Manager of the Zoological Gardens, to experiment on. To ensure the horses getting all the decoction, I
had them cast and drenched, the first subject, a bay gelding, about 16 years old, with half the quantity of
an infusion of 6 lb. of the plant. Ten minutes after drenching the horse he broke out in a profuse
sweat, chiefly about the flanks, the respirations became very quick and shallow. Twenty minutes after
drenching I administered the remaining half of the decoction, with the result that in fifteen minutes
the horse’s temperature rose to 103°, pulse 110°, and respiration about 110°, and very shallow.
The horse was greatly distressed, the surface of the body was covered with sweat, and the
extremities became very cold, and the pulse almost imperceptible.
The horse made several attempts at vomition, and appeared very sick and prostrated. I removed
the hobbles at 5'20 p.m., and after rousing the horse he staggered to Ins feet and moved listlessly about
in a half-comatose condition. At 6 p.m. the respirations had decreased considerably, and the pulse
slowed down to 60°. At 8 p.m. the horse had a bran mash, and after inspection the following morning
seemed in good health.
Second Subject of Experiment and Symptoms.—The next subject for experimenting was a bay
stallion, about 18 years of age. After securing the horse and drenching him with a similar quantity of
the decoction, the symptoms were almost identical with those noticed in the previous case, except that
the symptoms were not so marked, and the pupils were decidedly contracted, a condition that was not
noticeable in the previous case. The horse appeared as well as ever the following morning.
Eost-mortem Appearances.—Post-mortem examination revealed the following changes in both cases:—
The intestinal and gastric mucous membranes were discoloured with dark patches and slightly
congested.
The spleen was very congested gnd dark coloured.
The lesions were most marked in the lungs. In both subjects they were very congested and full
frothy mucous.
No other pathological lesions were noticeable.
Concluding Remarks.—In my opinion the following facts prove conclusively that the tobacco
plant has nothing whatever to do with producing this disease amongst horses.:—
(1) In the first place it is impossible to make even starving stock feed ou this plant.
(2) Secondly, the tobacco plant has been known for years past in different parts of the Colony,
besides in the western districts, before ever a case of amaurosis was reported or heard of.
(3) Post-mortem examinations on horses affected with partial or total blindness failed to reveal
any characteristic appearances noticeable in the two post-mortem examinations on horses
which had been previously drenched with decotions of the tobacco plant.
Microscopic Report—Actual cause of Disease.—The microscopical report of Dr. Tidswell, which
has been forwarded to you, and the traq^yersc sections of the nerves which I examined, proves conclu
sively that although no specific organism was found, the structural changes, and the growth of interstitial
tissue must be the result of some specific organism affecting the nervous system or the blood supply to
the optic nerve,
I have, <fcc.
■
-------WM. SCOTT.
Report on Specimens left hy Veterinary Surgeon Scott—Qth Februarg, 1895.
The specimens were in three preserving jars, in spirit. On examination it was found that the
contents of two of these had. putrefied, and they were destroyed. In the third jar decomposition was
commencing. The contents were removed, and by dissection, three eyes with optic nerves attached were
isolated, together with a portion of the left cerebral hemisphere—occipital lobe.
None of these parts presented any naked-eye appearances of abnormality.
Portions were removed, hardened, strained,'and cut into sections.
•
The ege itself presented no abnormal change. The brain, as seen in the seel ions, was perfectly
normal in appearance. The optic nerve.—In transverse section, there was apparent a sligiit increase in the
amount of the interfascicular connective tissue, and the fasciculi exhibited a general want of compactness
as compared with normal nerves. Under the high power the interfascicular interstitial tissue appeared
slightly increased. Some of the nerve fibres showed a distorted irregular outline and were shrunken and
granular.
The great majority of the fibres, however, appeared to be normal. There was nowhere seen any
indication of an inflammatory change.
The condition presented wmuld he compatible with partial loss of sight, but probably the animal
would have sufficient normal nerve left to see fairly well.
I am of the opinion that the appearance presented is due to partial (commencing?) degeneration
of the optic'nerve, it must be remembered that the original bad state of preservation of the tissue would
render the finer pathological change difficult to determine.
With regard to the probable cause of this condition, the most likely that occurs to the reporter, is
some change in the condition of the blood, such as the circulation of some toxic substance.
_
,
FRANK TIDSWELL,
April 2nd, 1995.
*
Board of Health Laboratory.
Re:
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Ke Blindness

in

Hoeses.

g;rj

Board of Healtt Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 11 May, 18!)5.
In connection with departmental papers 3,5/4-95, re blindness in horses, from the Mines
Department, I have the honor of submitting the following remarks:
Tho affection dates from the year 1890, following unusual Hoods and occurring only where horses
have grazed on flooded paddocks.
Horses removed from the flooded country for several months improved in their vision, but on
returning to the old paddocks, re-established the disease with disastrous results.
There is nothing to show that the disease is contagious, or even hereditary, as the foals of blind
mares are said to have good eye-sight.
Animals of all ages and conditions are attacked, but a large percentage enjoy immunity.
The result of the disease is every degree of impaired vision, with in some cases total blindness.
[Recoveries do occasionally occur, but such happy results depend on the extent of tho structural
changes in the affected parts, and the longer the disease has existed the less chance there is of restoration.
Tho disease as described in these papers is unique (it must not be confounded with epizootic con
junctivitis, i.e., ophthalmia periodically seen in horses, cattle, and sheep).
The affection is very insidious in its invasion, persistent and slow in progress, with the development
of chronic chancres of a degenerative character in the optic nerve; atrophy of the fibres, with increased
connective tissue between them; the symptoms indicating amblyopia, and sometimes ending in amaurosis,
i.e., blindness without apparent changes in the eyes.
The cause of this disease is not apparent. I am disposed to think it is diathetic, probably some
toxic agent has been introduced or developed by the flood-waters; it may be some fungi on the herbage,
some deposit of mineral salts, some growth of noxious herbage, or the toxine of parasitic worms.
There is nothing in the reports on which I can form any opinion.
Treatment of a specific character, applicable to bush horses, is out of the question, as the nerve
medicines strychnia or arsenic, &c., could not be given without skilful supervision, and might even then
be only attended with temporary benefit. The slow- and chronic nature of ihe disease, with the structural
changes noted, hold out very slight hope that medicinal remedies will prove beneficial.
The rational measures are to keep horses oft' the contaminated country during the seasons that
are known to favour the disease, and avoid pasturing horses on swampy flats, especially after wet seasons.
In recently-affected animals, purgative medicine followed by tonics, and a complete change of
pasture, might he beneficial in arresting the progress of the disease.
I have, &e,,
EDWD. STANLEY, E.B.C.Y.S.,
Chief Veterinary Inspector.

APPENDIX C.
Influenza

in

Houses.

(By E. Stanley, F.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian.)

Character.—It is a contagious equine fever, due to germinal_matter invading the system, producing
disastrous changes in the blood, which interfere with nutrition, excite congestion, and occasionally inflam
mation of important organs or tissues.
Cause.—The germs of this disease are alwavs lurking about, and epidemics are due to exceptional
climatic changes that have a lowering effect on the health of horses, and at the same time favour the
vitality of the disease germs.
The worst cases are amongst hard-working korses in overcrowded sheds, with bad sanitary
surroundings ; next come fat horses, and the least susceptible are horses that arc in good working condi
tion, cleanly kept, and well cared for; if such have the disease at all it is in a mild form, and they
speedily recover.
Symptoms.—In the onset loss of appetite, drowsy headache, pain in the limbs, general weakness ;
in many cases the eyelids are swollen, tears trickle down the face ; there may be discharge from tho
nostrils, and occasionally coughing : the eye will be found scarlet and orange colour, tlie tongue furred,
breath offensive, the heart beats feebly but quick, the pulse is small and weak, the dung is soft, and the
urine high-coloured ; there is a general rise of the bodily temperature.
As the disease progresses the symptoms will depend on its course, wfliich is very variable, as the
numerous names given to the disease indicate. Tho vital forces in many cases overcome tho toxic effects
and excrete the poison from the system ; it is to assist this process that wm have recourse to treatment.
The Treatment—Doits should consist of rest, pure air, shelter from sun, rain, or wind, bran mashes,
and cut green food with drachm doses of chlorate of potash, carbonate of ammonia, or nitrate of potash
given in the drinking water; if the case has been taken early enough, and the surroundings are good, the
fever will abate, and recovery be complete in a very few days.
Unfortunately many horses are worked at the commencement of the illness ; then they are com
pletely knocked up, and they present a variety of bad symptoms, owing to the mischief being located in
iudividual organs, such as those of respiration, or the bowels, liver, spleen, lymphatic glands, or cerebro
spinal system. The location can only be diagnosed by the educated veterinarian, and every case should
be treated to suit the nature and stage of the illness; dropsical swellings are a favourable indication, but
time and patience must be allowed for recovery. No case is cured until the horse is playful at exercise.
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_
I would caution owners to beware of amateur veterinary advice, as far more barm is done bv
ignorant treatment than by the disease. To illustrate my meaning, a horse with this sickness often has
an anxious countenance, dilated nostrils, rapidly panting flanks due to acute pain, which may be owing to
congested liver, laminitis, or other obscure complication, but the charlatan says he has got it on the lungs,
and proceeds to torture the poor brute by blistering bis sides, bleeding, setoning, <tc. Such treatment as
■bleeding, blistering, or purging is very antiquated and erroneous.
My advice is to employ the best qualified veterinary surgeon available, and to see the poor animal
has a good nurse, with pure air, cleanliness, rest, and comfort. It is cruel to turn sick horses out to shift
for themselves.
APPENDIX D.
and Decrease of Sheep, year ended 31st December, 1891'.
Number of sheep, on 31st December, 1893
.......................................
56,980,688
Lambs marked during 1894........................... <
...........................
...
12,330,917
Number of sheep imported during 1894 ...
...............
...............
530,664
Increase

69,842,269
Slaughtered for food for local consumption (excluding sheep killed
on stations) ...
...
...
...
...............
Do
for food on stations, &c.
...
...
...............
Do
for meat preserving ...
...
...
...
...
Do
for freezing for export
...
...
...
...
Do
for boiling-do’svn in boiling-down works ...
...
Do
do
do
on stations ...
...
...
...
Lambs slaughtered for food for local consumption
...............

2,112,709
960,487
1,106,330
848,510
2,757,940
312,432
154,470

Total slaughtered ...........................
Exported during 1894
...............
Killed by dogs
...........................
Loss by mortality and missing sheep

8,252.878
905,783
181,617
3,524,721

Total deduction

12,864,999

Number of sheep on 31st December, 1894

56,977,270

Decrease on previous year

Australian

.
...
3,418
T. A. COGIILAN,
G overnment Statistician.

APPENDIX E.
Stud Sheep offered for Sale by Auction in Sydney during tbc Tear 1894,
Australian Stud Sheep.
Xnmber of Number of
Rams.

By ,T. N. Bronker, Esq., on account various Tasmanian breeders ..................
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various Kew South
YVales breeders ........................................................................................
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various Tasmanian
breeders ....................................................................................................
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various Queensland
breeders ....................................................................................................
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various New Zealand
breeders .................................................................. .................................
Pastoral Einance Association (Ltd.), ou account various New South Wales
breeders ..................................................................... ..............................
■
Pastoral Finance Association (Ltd.), on account various New Zealand
breeders ....................................................................................................
Pastoral Finance Association (Ltd.), on account various Tasmanian
breeders ............................. ......................................................................
F. S, YVeaver, Esq., on account various New South Wales breeders .......
Messrs. Pitt, Sou, &. Badgery (Ltd.) on account various New South Wales
breeders......... ...................................................................................... .......
Messrs, Pitt, Son, A Badgery (Ltd.), on accou nt various Tasmanian breeders
Messrs. Pitt, Son, & Badgery (Ltd.), on account various New Zealand
breeders ....................................................................................... ............
Messrs. Hill, Clarke, &. Co., on account various New South Wales
breeders ....................................................................................................
■ Messrs. Hill, Clarke, & Co., on account various Victoria breeders.............
Messrs. Hill, Clarke, & Co., on account various Tasmanian breeders........
Messrs. Hill, Clarke, & Co., on account various New Zealand breeders....
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co. (Ltd.), in conjunction
with Warden Harry Graves, Esq,, on account various New Zealand
breeders ...................................................................................................
Messrs. Harrison, Jones, & Devlin, ou account various New Zealand
breeders ............. .....................................................................................
Total.

12—D

104

70

Total.
Rains.

|

Ewes.

104

70

1,409

586

434
105

117
3

29
893

205

00
427

381

1

58

20

375
105

97
3

27
e

20

1,403

354

1,436

374

54
20
362
382

21
10
86
106

824

2S9

2,092

379

2,092

379

370

376
6,780

1,824
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APPENDIX P.

'

The Best Material for Branding Sheep.
In order to ascertain which is the best material for branding sheep, that is, a material which will remain
legible for twelve months without injury to the wool, and come off the wool noth ordinary hot-water
scouring, inquiry has been made from various wool-brokers and manufacturers, and their replies are as
follows:—
Henry Austin, 29, Bligh-street. City.—We are unable to recommend anything better than lamp
black and oil. Even this material is but little soluble in the course of wool-washing, if it has been long
esposed to weather,
John Bridge § Co, Sydney.—We have found the best mixture, and one that will remain legible
and come out in hot-water washing, is tattoo oil. Not much wool consigned to us is tar-branded. °
Campbell, iVmmo, cf Co., Sydney*—It is the opinion of the writer, based on many years’ experience,
that there is no effective substance in use which, will successfully stand in all districts and yet be
amenable to the scouring which.removes ordinary grease. Therefore, it is injudicious to meddle with the
fleece or to mark it iu any way.
Fdhrmann
Co., Melbourne and Sydney.—Tattoo oil seems to be the least objectionable. We
should prefer branding on the wool abolished. Tar is the worst, though a mixture of lamp-black and oil
or lamp-black and tallow is often as 'objectionable!. We suffered heavy loss owing to the rejection in
Europe of a parcel of scoured (fellmongered)’wool on account of the tar stains.
Goldsbrough, Mort,
Co, (Ltd.), Sydney.—This subject is one of the highest importance to woolgrowers and the trade generally, but so -far as we are aware no material has yet been discovered that, while
lasting as a discernible brand for twelve months, can also be removed in the scouring.l We know that
these qualifications are claimed for several specifics, and we think the testing of such claims might with
advantage be taken up under Government auspices.
Harrison, Jones, and Devlin, Sydney.—We know no material that would be legible for twelve
months and then dissolve in hot water. A very small proportion of owners use tar. Buyers mistake for
tar a hard substance, very probably lamp-black and oil, which will not dissolve in hot "water at a safe
temperature.
.
Johnson and Vieatt, Sydney.—Tar is indissoluble. Colouring matters mixed with boiled oil,—These
are only paints, and form hard crusts which cannot be cleaned from the wool. As to other marking
liquids there are none that do not very seriously injure the wool. Some get gluey, and the wool is invari
ably quite tender or rotten under the brand. "
"
B. Zheest df Co., Sydney.—No substitute for tar for branding. The portion of the fleece usually
branded consists of the best wool. In washing establishments on the Continent, women are employed
clipping off the tarred portion. This proves what expense and loss the buyer has to submit to through
this deplorable custom.
B. Molineaux, Sydney.— ] regret that, whilst deprecating the use of tar in the branding of sheep,
I am unable to recommend any specific material for that purpose.
The Pastoral Finance Association. (Limited), Sydney.—It is doubtful whether there is any substance
that will remain legible for twelve months after exposure to weather and then come out in scouring. We
have not noticed many traces of tar on the wool, and think tattoo oil, which is generally used, is often
mistaken for tar.
Jules B.enard Sf Co., Sydney.—No brand should be used beyond an ear-mark. However, if a brand
is a necessity, a mixture of raddle, tallow, and beeswax would answer if applied directly after shearing.
It would probably get indistinct towards next shearing, hut would do no damage to the wool. Pitch and
tar are the objectionable pigments. A combination of ear-mark and outside-mark with raddle (red ochre)
would be most practicable, and it would pay the grower to renew the latter if it is absolutely necessary.
John Sanderson & Co., Sydney.—Most of our clients use lamp-black and oil or tattoo-oil for
branding sheep, while others use a fire-brand, and in the ease of travelling sheep, grease and lamp-black.
The first two are preferable. In no case do our clients use tar.
' _ Winchcombe, Carson, Sf Co., Sydney.—We are unable to say which is the best material for
branding sheep. Only a small proportion of the wool comes forward branded with tar; a number brand
ing with lamp-black and oil, which also seems objectionable. We would like to see the Government take
this matter up and have a good test made of the different branding materials used for branding sheep, and
thus settle this vexed question.
_ 22. Vicars, Sydney.—No material fulfils the conditions named, for, if the brand withstands the
ordinary climatic conditions for a year, it is always deleterious and insoluble under ordinary manufactur
ing conditions, and the cheapest way is to clip the branded portions off as so much waste. Cannot say
whether tar or paint mixtures are most used, but all arc detrimental. This matter of brands has been
fully referred to by home and continental buyers, and must certainly result in a very serious annual loss.
Schwartz Sf Co., Alulkouse,—As consumers of a very large amount of Australian wool annually, w'e
are able to speak as to evil effects of tar-branding, and regret that we cannot suggest any alternative
substance, as experience has proved any kindred mixtures used in certain districts in Prance always de
preciated value of fleece. Wc notice many stations use no tar brands as it is believed ear-marking
suffices for nearly every purpose. In the Argentine Bepublic no tar or other mixture is used, they only
.employ ear-mark. _ We trust that the pains the Department is taking in this matter will lead to good
results, and the bitter complaints of so many years will at last bear fruit.
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APPENDIX G,
iirATEMIiNT showing the rosult of Vaccinations for Anthrax as performed by J. A. Gunn and A. A, Devlin
respectively during year 1894.
'
Were any Number of
NnmbGT o! Sheep dyinp vaccinations,
Sheep
when they
and
Vaccinated. wero vacci Isfcj 2nr]>
Srd.
nated?

iL
£c
. 3

1

2,280

2
3
4
5
G
7
8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
. 30

2,082
3,560
58,000
3,420
1,700
12,983
37,000
4,000
1,500
4,000
5,936
19,6150
20,846
14,985
3,140
4,304
6,592
6,665
4,800
7,000
10,500
8,232
1,110
16,206
14,552
1,004
7,966
4,170
500

'

'
’

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

10,265
30,600
8,463
12,037
10,860
5; 942
826
2,000
15,200
26,470
21,114

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

35,000
4,200
2,500
3,000
2,800
23,000
14,000
8,230

50

2,100

E1J9

79,930

No

Number
of deaths
after 1st
vaccina^
lien.

1st & 2ml

.....

Yes ......
No .......
1st & 2nd
Yes .....

n

5

)

.......

Number
of deaths
after Srd
vaccina
tion.

State of Weather during
Vaccination.

RemaTke.

Vaccinated by J. A. Gann.
10
4
320
Cold, wet .......................... None vaccinated proviouslv.
Nil
50
it
tt
60
20
17
"Very hot, 109° in shade ..
Cool...............*............ ...
Nil
60
Nil
9(Jt)
«.
,,

....... 1st 2nd fc3rd

Few .......
Yes .......
Few .......

No

Number
of deaths
after 2nd
vaccina
tion.

”

400
Nil

Cool ...................................

”

”

No particulars, but losses estimated at not more than 3 per cent.

J
100

40

Hot......................................
viously.

Nil
No

......

Nil

son

Yes .....

200

1st & 2nd

Nil

.

Cool.....................................

j

.......
.......

Hot ....................................
Cool .............. ........... .......... 4.000
Wet................................

In 1893. '

Cool....................................

Few .......
i*

.......

J>

......

„

...

>7
....
>t ....................
*1
Vaccinated by A. A. ZJeulin.
Nil
Nil
Fine.......... ..........................
.......

11

it
it

No

>»

..............

17

>7

...

.......

n

No" do tails.
30 • Nit

••

Nil"

Yes .....

............................................................................

Uossos estimated 2,000.
Hot ................................... Abont 200 vaccinated in 1893.
Mild .................................

No particulars given.

Said to be succesaful, ex
cept on one holding
where the vaccination
was done in the heat of
summer.

616,406

APPENDIX H.

'

Foot-rot.

Deessin&s recommended by Mr. E, Stanley, Government Veterinarian.

‘
(For further details see1

Agricultural Gazette, July, 1891) :—
Arsenic Dressing.
Arsenic, from 1 to 2 oz.
Potash,
,, 2 to d „
"Water, 1 gallon.
To be used in troughs for the sheep to walk through. The mixture to be boiled slowly for half-anhour at least, till the arsenic is thoroughly dissolved.
Sulphate of Qopper (Bluestone) Dressing.
Sulphate of copper, from | lb. to 1 lb., dissolved in a gallon of water, may be used instead of arsenic.
The following healing dressings may be used by hand after the above caustic applications —
Tar Dressings,
Stockholm tar, 20 parts ; carbolic acid, 1 part; or,
Stockholm tar, 8 parts ; bluestone in powder, 1 part; or,
.
Oil of tar, 10 parts ; carbolic acid, 1 part; olive oil, 1 part,
Lime
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JAme Dressing.
Quick-lime, sprinkled on a dry surface, and the sheep walked through it frequently, will ha found;
very beneficial. Before any dressings arc used, the whole of the loose horn should be pared carefully from
the^discased feet. It is of the greatest importance that tho sheep’s feet should, on the dressing being
applied, be kept thoroughly clean and dry for at least three hours afterwards. They should, therefore,
on leaving the troughs, or being dressed, be passed directly on to ft battened or wooden floor, if it can be
got, and, where neither of these is obtainable, they should be passed into a dry yard, in which there is a
good coating of straw, cut grass, or dry bark taken from trees which have been rung, or, in fact, any
other thing which will keep tbeir feet clean and dry.
The following are the remedies reported hy the Inspectors to have been used and the results:
Application.
Arsenic in troughs ..................................
„ bluestone and carbolic acid.......
,, and bluestone................................
„ and lime.......................................
„ and saltpetre...............................
Bluestone and corrosive sublimate .......
„
and arsenic...............................
,,
and kerosene ..........................
,,
and linie..................................
„
and sulphur ...........................
,,
arsenic and carbolic acid ......
Butyrof antimony..................................
„
„
carbolic acid and oil ..
Corrosive sublimate ..............................

Result.
Good.
is'ot given.
Good.
Fair.
Not given.
Satisfactory,
Good.
Good.
Good.
Good,
Good.
Good.
Satisfactory.
Not given.

Cooper's Dip ,
Hayward’s Dip.
Little's Dip ....

Satisfactory.
In some eases.
Satisfactory.

Application.

Result.

Carbolic sublimate and bluestone ...... Good.
Carbolic acid ......................................... Good.
,, and oil and butyr antimony ... Good
„ acid bluestone andarsenic ... Not given.
Kerosene.................................................. Good,
„
and bluestone.......................... Good.
Lime and tar.......................................... Not given.
Lime and arsenic ...... ........................... Not given.
Sulphur and bluestone.......................... Good.
Saltpetre and arsenic.............................. Not given.
Tar and turpentine .............................. Not given.
„ and quick-limo .............................. Good.
and bluestone...................... ............ Good.

Specifics.
Pottle’s Specific..................
Quibcll’s Foot-rot Cure ..
Graham’s Foot-rot Powder

Not satisfactory.
Good.
Not very satisfactory.

APPENDIX I.
hy fllr. S. C. PoUie, M.R.C.V.S., on Mr, McCormack's Alleged Cure of Eluke,
232, Cnstlereugh-streefc, Sydney, 2 April, 1895.
I have the honor to submit mv report on the examination of sheep in reference to Mr. Hugh
McCormack’s alleged “ Specific” for Liver Plukc {Distoma Sepaticum) and Stomach Worms {Strongglws
Contorlus).
On Friday. 22nd March, 189-5, with Mr. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock, I visited Crookwell Show
Ground for the purpose of examining sheep, the property of Messrs. Dudley, Hay, Maraden, and Shep
herd, and which sheep were said to have been under the treatment of Mr. Hugh McCormack for the past
fifteen months, and said to have been cured by Mr. McCormack’s 11 Specific ’ of Liver Eluke {Distoma
Mepalicum) and Stomach Worms {Strongglus Oontortus).
This took the form of a public examination, held on Crookwell Show Ground on second day of
show, and many pastoralists were present, including representatives from Yass and Carcoar, and stock
inspectors from Yass, Young, and Goulburn districts.
The sheep presented numbered thirty-three, and varied in condition from fair to good. By good,
I mean that they were lively, free from dropsical conditions, including bottle, and would range as medium
for butchers. They were of the merino breed, and full-mouthed—some broken-mouthed. When ex
amined alive they present the following conditions:—
.
1. Eleece short and fair.
. '
_
2. Lining membrane of eyelids {eonjmicfiva) abnormally red or pink.
■
3. Skin of some pink, others scaly and dirty.
4. Some were fatter and better in condition than others.
Wc h.oi\A post-mortem examinations on five (5) sheep, the first three tbc property of Mr. Hay, two
of which we chose, and the third was chosen by those present as the best conditioned among tho number
(33). Tho fourth was chosen by us, and was the property of Mr. Shepherd, and the fifth by one of the
pastoralists, the property of Mr. Marsden. I now give the following post-mortem appearances :—
Sheep No. 1.—Blood in colour and quantity very fair On laying the internal organs and abdomi
nal viscera intact upon n table, it was at once obserx'ed that the liver bore unmistakable signs of having
been at one time invaded by fluke hy the much enlarged and thickened bile ducts, which, on being opened,
were packed full of living fluke. Larger and active fluke wore found also in the gall bladder and small
intestines. The walls of these ducts were much thickened, thus showing that fluke had been present for
a considerable time. The liver itself otherwise was in fair condition. Some of the tubes iu the lower
part contained a dark semi-fluid substance, which may be either the natural discharge of the fluke, or
else tho thickened substance of the bile, as a result of having been filtered as it passed through the tubes,
consequent upon the fluke being in such large numbers. The fourth stomach contained stomach worms
{Strongylus Oontortus). but not numerous. A fair amount of caul-fat and fat surrounding the kidneys,
was present. The mesenteric glands appeared pale and watery. The pelt, or hide, was easily torn—
always met with in flukey sheep of any standing.
Sheep No. 2.—Similar in every respect to sheep No. 1, hut fluke hardly so numerous.
Sheep No. 3.—This sheep was in good condition, hut the liver contained excessive numbers of fluke,
and exhibited, like the former, distinct signs of previous invasion. Stomach worms were also present,
but not in largo numbers. In other respects the sheep resembled Nos. 1 and 2. This sheep was chosen
as the best conditioned of thirty-three.
Sheep
Sheep No. 4,—Aged, broken-mouthed. Precisely similar to Nos. 1 and 2.
Bepobt

Sir,
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_ Sheep No. 5.—Full-mouthed, hut claimed to ho the youngest examined. The liver of this sheep
was in fair condition, and exhibited hut few fluke, which were either of very recent invasion, or else they
had never been numerous in the liver, because the bile ducts passing through the liver aud leading from
it were not in the slightest degree thickened or otherwise altered. I may say that enlargement and thick
ening of these tubes is, without exception, a result of fluke, if of old standing and iu large numbers.
Not having seen these sheep when placed under Mr. MacCormack’s care fifteen months ago, I
cannot give my opinion as to their condition ; but on reliable authority I may say that when placed under
his (Mr. MaeCormack’s) care they were in a generally had, debilitated condition; and in some cases
dropsical (bottle) about the throat. They have, therefore, greatly improved. They have been kept upon
a cultivated paddock and given his “ specific,” and this general improvement is the result—general
improvement in spite of the fluke, which no doubt have all along been present.
To the pastoralists generally this trial is of considerable importance, especially to those who arc
troubled with fiukoy and unsound country. They may hereby leam a great practical lesson, and that is to
bring their sheep into a marketable condition instead of allowing thousands to die annually.
_ In my opinion Mr. MacCormack’s treatment as a cure for fluke is a failure, but as a preventive,
or aid to fatten sheep it may possess good qualities.
In regard to this test, I do not consider it a proof of the efficacy to remove sheep to a different
locality from where they became affected, and there treat them, as my experience teaches me that if
flukey sheep are removed from their unsound paddocks, and put upon sound and dry pasture, they will
eventually become strong and in some cases fat sheep.
I advise the following lick to be kept always in reach of the sheep as a preventive, and which I
think will produce similar results to those obtained hy Mr. MacCormack. Place in troughs, allowing at
the least one trough to each 500 sheep, and protected from weather in the usual way:—Salt (Liverpool),
200 lb.; sulphate of iron, 15 lb.; sulphur, 10 lb.; powdered charcoal, 10 lb.; powdered gentian, 2 lb.
The following day, Saturday, March 23rd, Mr. Pruce aud I visited Moss Yale to ascertain in a
similar manner, the efficacy or otherwise of the alleged cure by Mr. \V. F, Gabriel’s dreueb. "Wo were
met by Mr. Gabriel and bis assistant, and proceeded to the station belonging to Mr, Morrioe, and there
examined two of his sheep said to have been drenched with Mr. Gabriel’s “ specific ” on tbe Tuesday
previous.
The sheep which were drenched numbered thirteeu, their ages varying from 2-tooth upward. We
examined two in the morning, and in the afternoon other two, in the presence of some of the leading
pastoralists in tho district, including the Honorable H, E, Kater, M.L.C., Messrs. Nicholson, Morricc, and
others ; and now briefly describe our autopsies:—
Sheep, No. 1.—2-tooth ewe, half-bred; general condition, poor; mucous membrane of eye (con
junctiva), pale and watery ; skin, pale ; fleece, poor ; blood, pale and watery; liver, containing excessive
numbers of fluke, large and active : fourth stomach, strongi/lm oontortus present in small numbers;
large bowels contained in large numbers the round white worm stronqylus dockmius.
Sheep, No. 2.—4-tootli merino -wether; condition better thau No. 1 ; blood, fairly good; pelt,
easily torn ; fleece, poor and open; worms precisely similar to No. 1.
Sheep, No. 3.—6-tooth meriuo wether, precisely similar to No. 2,
Sheep, No. 4.—Similar to former.
As the fluke were very numerous, &c., and quite unaffected by tbe drench, I need hardly say that
his drench, also as a specific, is a failure.
I am, &c.,
STH AFT POTTIE, M.F.C.Y.S.
Memo.

Mr. McCormack’s alleged Cure of Fluke,
.
In the early part of 1894, Mr. Hugh McCormack, of Wheeo, stated with much confidence that he
had discovered a cure for fluke, and his statemeut had the support of several well-known sheep-breeders in
tbe Wheeo and Goulburn districts. For this reason, and because Mr. McCormack was anxious to demon
strate the efficacy of his treatment, arrangements were made to have it tested under the supervision of the
directors of the Goulburn district.
The test was made on tho 12th July, 1894, before several of the Directors and Mr. Inspector
Henderson, when the sheep, which had in the meantimo been kept on cultivated ground, all showed con
siderable improvement, and tbc sheep which were killed for examination were said to he but slightly
infested with fluke.
'
Nothing further was done with regard to the balance of these sheep, by way of test, until it was
arranged that they should be brought to the Crookwell Show, and some of them killed to prove tho efficacy
of Mr. McCormack’s treatment, and that they were free, as he said, from fluke.
The post-mortem examination was made by Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Pottie, onthe 22nd March last,
when the three sheep killed were found to be still infested with fluke, that the treatment had failed,
and that the question of a cure for fluke was as far from a settlement as over. But while this is the case,
Mr. McCormack made a very decided improvement in a portion of the sheep, and considering they were
badly infested when they were delivered to him, it speaks well for the means he adopted that they were in
such good condition when they were killed.
This, however, is no more than has been done on many occasions at home, and at times in this
Colony (especially when the sheep arc taken to salt-bush country). In these cases, hy removing the sheep
from wet and infested land to drier and comparatively nninfested land, even where the country was not
salt-bush, but where the pasture was fairly sweet and nutritious, and the sheep were freely supplied with
salt and sulphate of iron, or what would be better, with the lick prescribed by Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon
Pottie,
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Pottie, hot only hare their lives been saved but they have been brought into marketable condition ; and
my chief object in referring to what Mr. McCormack has done is to induce other owners, whose sheep are
unfortunately infested with fluke, to adopt measures similar to those here noticed; and instead of allowing,
as they now too frequently do, things to "take their course and many of the sheep to die, to give them
such a lick as recommended by Mr. Pottie, and remove tbe sheep from the badly infested, if possible, to
sail-bush country, and if not to other drier and sounder laud.
_
If this course is taken in time it will be as successful as regards the badly infested sheep as
in Mr. McCormack's case, and in the others referred to ; and if the owner is, as he ought to be, on tho
watch for any symptoms of the disease, and on detecting the first appearance of it among his sheep, takes
the necessary measures, he would thus prevent it from spreading to any extent in his flocks, through the
treatment acting as a preventive in the ease of those which are not infested, and would check the disease
in the sheep which are but slightly affected.
But while suggesting that tbo owners who hold unsound and doubtful country should adopt these
measures, I would earnestly urge them to go to the root of the evil, and, acting on that very wise but
much-neglected maxim, that “ prevention is better than cure,” get rid as far as possible of surface water
from the land, and where possible systematically burn the grass. Except in a very few cases these moat
important duties are entirely neglected, and nil through the country infested with fluke and worms we
see hollows, flats, aud crab-holes allowed to remain soaking and saturated with water on the holdings, as
if it were the right thing in management to set apart portions of tho different paddocks as breeding
grounds for fluke, worms, and foot rot, to which the sheep are certain to be attracted by the greenness and
succulence of the grass.
J^eed we wonder under such circumstances and with such wet seasons and so frequent summer
raius as we have had during the last three or four years, that the ailments mentioned have been so very
rife.
It was scarcely to be expected that in the country generally free from these scourges the danger of
surface water would be so well known as it ought to be to tbe owners in those parts of the Colony in
whicli finite, worms, and foot-rot are frequently prevalent, aud to whom my remarks here mainly refer,
and when it is considered how very easily these ailments can be largely1 prevented by surface draining,
and how very inexpensively and effectively that again can be carried out by means of plough-furrows, I
think it will be seen that those owners who allow these seed-beds of disease to remain on their holdings
are very seriously to blame, for they not only suffer serious losses themselves, but when their sheep leave
their own runs and travel into other districts which would naturally be free from fluke and worms, these
infested sheep leave the germs of disease as they go, and if the country is not true salt-bush, or otherwise
high, dry, and very sound, it becomes infested in drooping seasons such as we have lately had.
Of course there are portions of laud in the unsound country where surface draining as here
suggested would not be practicable, such as in those bordering on lakes and lagoons and around^ black
springs and bogs; and in such cases it would be best to give tbe country up to cattle and dairying.
Indeed, there are considerable portions of land of this description on which sheep should never have been
put, except perhaps temporarily in seasons of extreme drought to save their lives, and oven in those cases
it would be well, if the sheep brought the fluke back with them, to sell them off as speedily as the
management of the station will allow unless it be in true salt-bush country.
Systematical burning the grass is also very much neglected.
_
"Vvliile the course here indicated is the most advantageous to take where the land is under
natural pasture, there is no question but that where the soil is of good quality, the best remedy by far
for the ailments to which allusion has been made, would be to adopt the New Zealand system of growing
turnips, rape, and other green crops, and feeding them off with cross-bred sheep after providing for
carrying off the main run of water by means of leading open or surface drains ; for in those portions of
the Colony troubled with fluke, worms, and foot-rot, there are considerable tracts of land similar to a
great deal of tho country in New Zealand, and the climate and rainfall are also very much alike; and as
the advantages of the system here advocated, have, since 1883, been patent to our sheep-owners, it is
strange that those who nave good but unsound country should be so slow in following the example of
their fellow owners in that Colony.
The result of their doing so would be—
1. Hat in cultivating the land they would effectually surface drain it.
2. They would reduce the liability of the sheep to fluke, worms, and foot-rot to a minimum in all
but exceptionally wet seasons.
3. They would carry more than double tbe number of sheep which they now do, and increase its
.
capacity for fattening to more than a like extent.
GdbrieVs Specific for 'Eluke.
I can fully endorse Mr. Pottie’s statement, that this specific was quite a failure, and we have to
thank Mr. Morrice for the trouble he has taken in allowing the test to be made, and supplying the sheep,
ALEX. BETJCE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Stock.

APPENDIX J.
Repokt by Mr. S. C. Pottie, M.R.C.V.S., on “The New Disease in Sheep.”
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Sir,
282 Castloreagh-street, Sydney, Eebruary 19,1895.
I have the honor to say that, in obedience to instructions, I proceeded to sheep stations in
the southern districts to examine a disease (not understood by the Inspectors or the members of tho
Stock Board) now prevalent there, and as I am assured in several other parts of the Colonics.
I examined the sheep on several stations extending abont 100 miles one way and 50 miles the
other, and made post-mortems on over 100 sheep. I have selected out of these the best sample cases,
most clearly illustrative of this new disease.
Ristoi-y
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JTA-rfory of ihe. Disease.
The evidence collected hy me goes to show that the disease originated through the introduction of
sheep from other districts, and that it is spread by sheep from place to place, not in the sense of direct
contamination, hut in the sense of sheep being shifted from infected ground to other land suitable for its
propagation. I give this as the opinion of several practical observers, hut have not had sufficient to
demonstrate even the truth of this, or of its infectious or contagious character. It is, however, perfectly
clear that the disease has spread from certain centres. This phase of the subject is an important one, as
it bears on the best method of extermination ; but, of course, no quarantine action could bo adopted until
tho Department ascertains tho geographical extent of the disease. If it is all over the greater part of the
Colony, the quarantine would he useless. I should, however, certainly recommend a closer inspection of
store sheep taken from one part of the Colony to another, as the most observant squatters in the district
agree that the disease is not more than five years old. The disease in question has been prevailing in
parts of tho above districts for the past five years, but it assumed its present aspect during the past
two; and it was a very serious one, for one pastoralist estimates his loss, as the direct result of this
disease, at at least 5,000 of his best sheep. The disease is almost confined to 4 and 6 tooth, and full
mouthed rams, wethers, and ewes, the two latter much more so than the former. I did not meet with nor
ascertain a single instance in which lambs or weaners were affected. 'Sheep affected with foot-rot‘or
worms, and thereby kept comparatively thin through pasturing with affected flocks and subject to similar
influences, arc not affected. Cattle aud horses pasturing in same paddocks are not affected, though they
are fat and of various ages. Stations apparently overstocked are claimed to bo perfectly free from the
disease. .Sheep suffering from foot-rot, worms, or fluke, are not attacked, presumedly because the microbe
can only act on a blood in a highly enriched condition.
.
'Nature of ihe Disease.
Prom facts observed and gathered .1 concluded that I had to deal with an established form of
disease, yearly on the increase, and which, at the past rate of death progress, would soon destroy the
profits from sheep husbandry; therefore, I spent more time in the investigation than at first seemed
necessary, as I was anxious to see the geographical variations of the disease, and discover, if possible, any
means of prevention suggested hy natural or artificial conditions. Our great difficulty to contend against
is the fact that no standard work deals scientifically with this disease. They give hints at investigations,
&c., but bunch up diseases, similar in some respects but widely different in others, under one head, as
“anthrax" or “braxy.” That there is a likeness among several diseases during part of their progress,
1 admit; but if the mode of death does not dispel the illusion, I am quite sure a careful autopsy will. I,
therefore, say that the distinction between parasitical diseases, liver and fluke diseases, &c., and the
disease which I have been investigating, is very pronounced even to tho naked eye. In parasitical cases
the mode of death is one of three, either by “ pining," ancemia and debility, or dropsy, or bv acute inflam
mation. In splenic anthrax both the symptoms and mode of death are more or less violent, and attended
with convulsions. This disease is much more virulent in some paddocks than in others, so much so that
some pastoralists leave these paddocks totally unstockcd, or utilise them as cattle or horse paddocks. The
affected paddocks are either swampy, or have swamps or low-lying flats on one part or another, or have
natural springs manifesting themselves. 1 may stale that these springs have noticeably increased in
numbers during the last two or three years, and must be a cause of direct or indirect causation. Sheep
generally die on camp. In many instances these camps are from twenty to thirty years old. The carcases
are left to be destroyed or demolished by nature; they are never buried or otherwise destroyed; there
fore, I believe these camps to be hotbeds of disease.
Dost-mortem Deaminations.
1 may also state that I had an opportunity of holding a. post-mortem examination on two travelling
sheep belonging to different flocks and going in different directions. One was a true sample of this
obscure disease; the other, a 2-tooth wether, a true sample of splenic anthrax, giving a very much
enlarged spleen, which, in weight, was nearly four times heavier than that of a sheep affected with this
disease, the other organs being apparently healthy. I will now describe the result of one of many similar
post-mortem examinations held :—
A 4-tooth Merino wether, pasturing on undulating land and flats ; flock, 4,COO; dropped, and ivns
dead within two minutes ; general condition, very good; blood, w-ould not flow ; lungs, slightly congested
in patches, superficially, and of a somewhat pinky leaden colour ; heart and surrounding fat apparently
healthy; heart contained ante-mortem
of dark-coloured blood ; pericardial sac contained about two
tablespoonfuls of amber coloured fluid, which coagulated on cooling; thoracic cavity contained about a
cupful of same fluid; lymphatic glands, dark iu colour; connective tissue between sldn and abdominal
wall much congested; caul fat, in large quantity, pinkish in colour, in others of a dark, dirty, grey colour;
mesentery, congested ; first and second stomach, normal, and contents normal; contents of third "stomach,
Itard and perfectly dry; (I do not consider this a cause, but a result of tbe disease) ; fourth stomach, does
not contain much food, and is somewhat congested towards pyloric orifice ; small intestines, congested
throughout, and in parts thickened in long patchy manner but not ulcerated; they contain no food but a
sticky, semi-fluid substauce resembling a mixture of bile and mucus adhering to mucous membrancc;
mucous membrance easily detached ; between mucous and submucous coat is a layer of this lymph, about
A inch thick ; the intestines improve towards normal condition as it nears its termination ; large intestines
appear normal; contents appear normal in quantity and quality ; liver, dark-coloured, congested, and
friable ; covering membrane, easily detached, containing blood very dark in colour ; gall bladder, greatly
distended with bile; bile, darker and thicker than normal; spleen, slightly congested, dark-coloured
internally and somewhat soft and flabby ; weight,
oz.; weight of spleen in similar sheep, but healthy,
2 oz.; kidneys, somewhat darker in colour, but firm; brain appears normal; carcase, readily undergoes
decomposition.
In one autopsy I found the large bowels affected, being congested in small round spots about tbo
size of a split pea, coat thickened, &c., other organs affected as above with the exception of small intestines
which appeared normal. From the above description I am inclined to believe that the animal must be
affected some time prior to death, as this state of the bowels caimot be brought on in a moment, and tbe
eberetion of lymph into the abdominal cavity must take some time to be accomplished.
I
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I wish to draw your attention to a disease described by Yowatt, page 479, which he terms inflammatorv fever. This term may be used for this disease but is a misnomer. In his description he mentions
the fact that in some districts the death rate is 25 per cent., precisely the same proportion as that met
with by me. He does not give the post-mortem appearances, but some of the symptoms such as that
described at death arc precisely the same as those met with. Nor does Mr. Yowatt give the direct
cause, but states that some paddocks are affected badly, others are not. Old sheep with bad mouths do
not become affected, because they cannot crop the short succulent grasses and thus fatten, but feed on
long non-nutritious grasses. This also bears out my observation, vis.:—Sheep affected with foot-rot
or worms do not fatten, and do not become affected with this disease, also pastures overstocked are
perfectly free from this disease. The following is a brief description of the two post-mortems held on
the travelling sheep before mentioned whicli had died at the station at which they camped during the
previous night, and at which I also stayed or visited the following day.
iTo 1.—Affected with disease in question. Wether, 6-tooth; condition, very good; blood, dark;
abdomen, not tympanitic; liver, dark and congested; drd. stomach, extremely hard, and contents dry;
4th stomach, congested in parts ; mesentery and small; intestines, congested throughout ; spleen, dark,
weight 2 i oz.; kidneys, almost normal; caul fat, discoloured; heart, contained anti-mortem clot, dark
in colour ; congestion, deep, of muscles of base of neck and chest; died without struggling or signs of
pain, as asleep.
JVb. 2.—Splenic anthrax. 'Wether, 2-tooth; condition, fair; blood, dark; abdomen, tympanitic;
liver, almost normal; 3rd. stomach, not hard, contents not dry; 4tli. stomach, not congested; intestines,
normal; spleen, much enlarged, and substance very broken down ; weight, 7^ oz. (full) ; kidneys, normal;
caul fat, normal; heart, contained post-mortem clot, dark in colour ; congestion and exudation of lymph
between skin and muscles of hind legs or inside of groin; died, preceded by convulsions and pain.
j\s this class of miasmatic diseases is due to various forms of bacilli which develop in low-lying,
moist, and swampy ground, but which cannot invade the system, producing fatal effects, unless the system
is changed or upset by an unbalanced condition of the life powers, this of course occurs when sheep are
fat and exposed to the contagion. The excess of fat, in some cases extending to fatty degeneration, or the
destruction of tissue at the expense of fatty deposits, hence the fattest sheep are the first to become a
prey to this disease. There is, however, a practical aspect of the question which X may mention here.
You will notice in my report that I have found sheep which are affected with foot-rol or worms free
from the fatal effects of this disease. Now as a principle of an established discharge on any part of the
body has been found to neutralise the bad effects even of anthrax, it is possible that by a series of
experiments carried out on these lines, with setons, or rowels, or blisters, we may obtain an exceedingly
simple and cheap method of combating these specific diseases.
The direct cause is ohscure. I believe it to be an anthracoid affection, that is a disease closely
resembling splenic anthrax, and belonging to the same family. It is not however splenic anthrax, as the
characteristic spmptoms of anthrax are absent. It also resembles Texas fever.
The Cause, of the Disease.
The cause I believe to be a miasm, a form of vegetable or animal microbe evolved from damp parts
after rains, and germinated by heat, and act upon the blood of sheep when in a certain rich state, and I
account for its prevalence tins year, and the past few, because of so much rain, and the outbreak of
springs, while the land depends upon natural drainage, which is insufficient. Old sheep camps I believe
to be a source of infection, as carcases in large numbers are allowed to decompose on these and have
never been cleared up or burned. The disease dies out in the winter altogether, because the grass at this
time is very innutritious, and having passed through a winter when the feed is poor, and at spring the
grass becomes rich, the sheep are then shorn, which fact also greatly assists the sheep in putting on
conditioji, and the spring rains keep the grass fresh aud green. The result being the blood is brought
into a suitable condition for the miasms to take effect. Disturbance or excitement hastens death. The
blood is first affected and this secondarily deranges the vital organs. The animal dies from syncope the
result of ante-mortem blood clot in heart. The third stomach becomes hard and dry and consequently
inactive, and no doubt hastens death, for it of itself in this condition would iu time cause death; but the
blood aud system generally being in such a slate, almost to fermentation, these conditions play an
important part in producing death. Tbe focecs and contents of large intestines appear quite normal,
therefore the condition of stomach is a rapid symptom or result of the disease aud not tho cause, as the
symptoms of impaction of third stomach arc absent, except the very last preceding death.
Treatment of the Disease.
Curative treatment I cannot recommend, as it would be impracticable with tbc absence of premonitary systems, and exceedingly sudden death of patients ; and the idea of yarding and drenching a flock
of sheep, numbering many thousand, would be both expensive and, I think, inadvisable, therefore I confine
myself to preventive measures. As it is confined to low-lying pastures, improve them by draining, &c.
Clean up thoroughly and burn old camps, or destroy them or fence them off for twelve months, and burn
when opportunity presents itself. All dead sheep should be burned as near to spot where death took
place as possible. Dead sheep must be taken from creeks and water-courses and burned, as they must be
a source of contamination even though the water continually Hows. Pasture more cattle on affected pad
docks to keep the grass down, as it is perfectly clear that where stations are overstocked, or where the
sheep suffer from fluke or worms, this disease is absent. I do not recommend overstocking, but this is a
plain fact, and we may gain some end in a more judicious manner. A by-law should be. introduced com
pelling persons, under a heavy penalty, to burn any of those in their charge that may die while travelling
from one part to another. These animals are left dead on the roadside or in paddocks or elsewhere, and
may he a source of contagion. Keep continually in troughs in affected paddocks, both spring, summer,
and autumn, the following lick made up in the following proportions:—Common salt, 1001b ; Glauber’s
Salts, 251b; Sulphur, 101b; Hynersulphate of soda, 11b.; Quinine sulphate, lib. Charcoal powdered may
be added with great benefit to this lick, about 101b to 201b.
Kemove affected flocks to high lands with comparatively poor feed.
Another
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' Another lick muy be composed of equal quantities of Liverpool salt, and Epsom or GHanber’s salts.
Sulphur, and Ginger.
Udowclling or scaloning in tho dewlap, worsted or tape saturated with some irritant, such as one
part of powdered cantharides to eight parts of lard, has been found to act a beneficial preventive in
somewhat similar diseases in cattle, both here and in Great Britain,
Another lick l may advise is
Liverpool salt, 2001b.: Glauber’s salts or Epsom, 251b.; nitre, 251b.;
sulphur, 201b.; chlorate of potash, 21b. Mix thoroughly, and place in troughs in easy access of sheep.
Should the sheep refuse these licks at first, add more salt till they become accustomed to tbe change.
J may add that the stations I visited did not appear overstocked this season, as feed appeared
abundant, aud all kinds of stock looked well. I do not intend to advise any name to be given to this
disease, unless wc follow in tbc steps of our forefathers and call it “ Braxy.” “ I advise a closer inspection
of ail travelling sheep, and the absolute destruction by burning of all sheep which die from whatever
causes while travelling from one part to another. Pastoralists should place all new sheep in such a pad
dock where they may be easily observed every day, for at least two or three weeks, before placing them
among tbeir flocks, X have much pleasure in placing the specimens obtained by me of this disease, and
those of splenic anthrax, at the disposal of the department.
I have, Ac.,
STUABT C. POTTIE, M.E.C.Y.S.

APPEYBIX K.
Sheath Disease in Wethers.
To the Acting Chief Inspector of Stock, Stock Department, New South Wales.
Sir,
Victoria Barracks, Sydney, New South Wales, 29 October, 1894.
I have the honor to inform you that on the completion of my duties at Bourke I proceeded
to the Lower Macquarie, arriving there ou Sunday, 21st instant.
Inspection.—On Monday I inspected over 400 (four hundred) wethers that were more or less
affected with disease. I also minutely examined and operated upon 20 (twenty) of the worst cases, with
a view to ascertaining the nature of the complaint and the best treatment to adopt. Ten of the latter
winch were too far gone for treatment I directed to be killed, preserving for your inspection tbe ulcerated
organs of generation, as also the sheaths and their contents.
_
I photograped one sheath before and after it was operated upon, showing the immense size to
wiiich it grows as a result of the inflammatory changes.
Inoculation.—On Tuesday and Wednesday I. operated upon another lot of affected sheep by simply
squeezing as much matter as possible out of the sheath and injecting a solution of sulpho earbolate of
zinc 1 to 30 strong. I redressed the cases I operated on with injections of Joy’s Eluid 1 to 40 and
carbolic ei] 1 to 10 strong, and I inoculated six healthy weathers on the outside of the point of the sheath
with some of tho pus from one recently killed. On Friday, assisted by Mr. Hunter, I inspected and
redressed the worst cases, and found those which I operated on (by laying the sheath open and washing it
out with the fluid) were on the road to recovery. On Friday before starting for Sydney I inspected those
1 inoculated, but did not notice any change. I left word with Mr. Hunter to have them inspected every
day, and report to me if they showed signs of developing the disease. 1 inoculated with a view to deter
mining whether the disease is of a contagious nature or not.
'
_
History of Disease.—The history of the disease according to the information afforded hy Mr. Hunter
is as follows:—It was first noticed three or four years ago, and has meantime graduailv become more
pronounced and prevalent. It exists to a more or less extent on “ Comhardillo ” and “ Glenroy ” Stations.
It appears to be chiefly confined to four-tooth wethers, rams being exempt. Several reasons are locally
assigned for its origin. It is presumed hy some to be due to contagion, and by others to grass seeds and
flies, but in my opinion it is caused by the abnormal and gradually increasing growth of the belly fleece.
Tho wool is kept continually wet in this part by the urine, consequently there is an accumulation of
droppings and dirt, acting as a source of irritation to the point of the sheath which eventually passes
through tho various stages of inflammation and mortification.
Disease. 1st &j!qyc.-—The first symptoms are slight redness and swelling at tho point of the sheath,
together with a little moisture on pressure. This condition may last for five or six weeks, becoming
gradually worse, until it arrives at what may be called the second stage, which was the form of the disease
I chiefly noticed.
'
2nd Stage.—The orifice becomes progressively smaller, the point of the sheath much congested and
covered with purulent substance, the whole sheath is immensely enlarged resembling a swollen cow’s teal,
although not nearly as painful or hot to the touch. When the’sheath is seized by the hand and forcibly
squeezed, a quantity of thick, dirty, slate-coloured, high-smelling matter is ejected from the orifice. Tho
long hairs at the point easily break away, the wether gradually looses condition, looks anxious and restless,
continually strains and tries to micturate, and indicates its painful condition by alternately lying down
aud getting up. On inserting a “ Symes ” abscess knife into the gradually closing orifice, and laying tbe
sheath open by a bold sweep, backwards and upwards from tbc point,, a quantity of thick pus (too thick to
escape on manual pressure from the small natural aperture) mixed with urine is freed front the interior
walls. On examining the point of the worm or thread, I found it to ho in some cases half cateu away,
and in others, showing merely a small ulcer at the point. {Vide specimens.)
Srd Stage.—In ihe third or last stage, the orifice was all but closed, and the abovementioned
sjstems wore much more intensely marked. On compressing tho sheath nothing came away except
highly-coloured urine, which had been evidently imprisoned ; hard, dirty excrescences like so'ft eornb,
appeared around the top and were easily removed. On laying open the enlarged sheath of several of the
worst (some I found to be four inches long), a few tablespeonfuls of thick, inspissated, dirty slate12-E
1
1
coloured
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coloured matter, of a choosy consistency slipped gradually out of its case. In a few instances tho whole
interior of the sheath (like the finger of a glove) came away. (Vide specimen). The penis is ulcerated
and gangrenous, and the sheep succumbs from its inability to micturate, combined with mortification of
of the part.
Diagnosis,—To summarise, the disease may be termed an aggravated form of “ Balanitis ” {or dirty
sheath) which, unless duly attended to, results iu retention of urine, gangrene of the penis, and death.
Curative Treatment,—X fonnd the simplest and most expedient manner of treatment to bo as
follows:—The sheep should he held by an assistant in a sitting posture, on the top of a P. aud K. fence,
with the belly facing the operator. The operator seizes the sheath with the left hand, inserts a “ Symes ”
abscess knife into the point, makes an incision downwards and lays the sheath completely open. Syringe
the sheath well with .ley’s fluid, diluted 1 to 40 from a bucket suspended at hand, and when clean inject
about a spoonful of carbolic oil, 1 to 10. The wound should be redressed in 48 hours, and inspected a
few days later.
Preventive Treatment.—Sheep with long belly-fleeces should be dipped after shearing. That
portion of tho belly-fleece, which grows over the sheath, should be clipped a few months before shearing
and washed with ley’s fluid.
1 have, &e.,
WILLIAM SCOTT, M.li.C.V.S., Lond.

APPENDIX L.
PfiOM Inspectors’ Kcports the following results have been gathered regarding the efficacy of the various
Drenches and Licks used for Sheep for Worms :—
Drenches.
Arsenic.—Lor the stomach and tape worms the arsenic and soda drench is still reported as the
most effective, and has been by far the most generally used, It has, however, boon recommended that
potash, as being Jess severe on the lining of the stomach, should bo substituted for soda in its preparation.
The arsenic and soda drench is reported by several of the Inspectors as having been also efficacious for
lung-worms. No authenticated information has been received of this drench afiecting the health of tho
sheep or injuring the wool.
Turpentine.—Turpentine, with various mediums, has been very generally given for stomach, tape,
and lung worms, with good results, when repeated.
Fumigation with Sulphur is reported to have been tried in one case for lung-worms with the best
results.
Sulphate of Iron, Horehound, Sulphur, Salt and Iron are reported to have been given, but not with
satisfactory results.
Jlagward's Specif e .has given very good results for lung-worms ; but the reports as regards
stomach and tape are conflicting.
Pottle's and Weaver’s Drenches are reported to have been used in several districts with fairly
satisfactory results.
While it can be said that a decided improvement follows the administration of most of the
drenches generally used, it is a fact that even in the case of the most effective the post-mortem examina
tions disclose that generally where the sheep are at all badly infested some worms are still alive; and this
again, it is believed, arises from the owners delaying too long in drenching, and allowing the worms to
have too great a hold on the sheep before they are drenched. The consequence is that some worms arc
left, which keep the sheep from thriving, and, with the introduction of fresh eggs from the water aud
pasture—if the weather is at all favourable for tbe development of the worms—in the course of a few
months make the sheep as bad as they were before they were drenched. To make the euro effective,
therefore, sheep whicli have been badly infested should, on receiving one drench, be kept as near the
drenching yards as possible, aud receive a second drench in the course of twelve or fourteen days after
the first.
But, while licks and drenches should be provided and given at as early a date and as often as
required, owners should give their earnest attention to the removal of what may be termed the contri
buting causes of the pest by avoiding overstocking, attending to the proper nourishment of the lambs and
weaners, burning ofi old pasture, and getting rid by draining of surface and stagnant water, as suggested
in Vol. II, part 2, of the Agricultural Gazette.
Dicks.
It is reported that the following licks have been used with good results :—
Salt and sulphur.
Salt and sulphate of iron.
Salt and turpentine.
Salt, sulphate of iron, and turpentine.
Salt, sulphur, and sulphate of iron.

Salt, sulphate of iron, and Hayward’s specific.
Salt, tar, and turpentine.
Pottie’s Preventive Lick.
Salt and lime.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that a lick, if it is efficacious in warding off an attack of worms,
is far preferable to a drench ; and as owners in all hut tbe purely saltbush country are now aware that it
pays them well to give their sheep a liberal supply of salt, it would add very little to the trouble or
expense to give once a month with the salt some of the other ingredients here mentioned which they
found from experience was to any extent effective in protecting their sheep from the worm pest.
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX M.
PnooBEsa Bepobt by Dr, N. A. Cobb, Government, Vegetable Pathologist for tbe Department, on the
Life History of Parasites which affect our Stock.
‘
"Wagga, May 30,1895.
I beg to make the following outline progress report concerning the experimental work being carried
out at Bong Bong, in connection with the parasites of sheep and other stock.
The work is carried on in the intervals botwten seed-time and harvest time, at which times I am
engaged at the experiment farm at Wagga, It is also carried on simultaneously with much otherdepartmcntal work counected with my duties as Pathologist to the Department of Agriculture, These facts
explain the delay in the preparation of a full report of the work done. I may add that this report is in a
forward state, as will be seen by the following:—
1. Copy ready for printing, amount equal to over 150 pages, as printed in tbe Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales.
2. 'Wood-engravings, already cut and ready for the printer, nearly 200 figures.
3. Drawings and sketches prepared, over 400.
X may add that the engravings are of a superior nature, the drawings being tbe result of tbe most
careful and assiduous labour. It is my opinion that as an aid to the practical recognition of the various
parasites, and their effects in causing disease, and of their own structure, these drawings have never been
equalled.
It is my intention to devote the coming months of this winter to completing tho full report, which
will deal with :—
1.
2.
'3.
4.
5.

Parasites in general, popular discussion, containing many new ideas.
Life histories of various parasites of sheep and other stock.
Distribution of various species of parasites.
Preventive measures.
New species of parasites, &c.

As heretofore the cost of the work is being kept strictly within economical limits.
I have, &e.,
Harrie Wood, Esq., J.P., Under-Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
N. A. COBB.

[For Appendix N sec Diagram.J
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APPENDIX 0.
Statement of the number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during years from 1881 to 1894;

the amount of assessment collected; the amount of Grovemment subsidy paid; and tbe total
expenditure for each of these years.
t Kangaroos.
Wallabies.
__
__
Number killed. Number killed.

Yenr.

Native
Dogs.
Number
killed.

1

Wild Pigs.
--- -

Number killed.

Amount <if Assessment collected*

Number
killed.

'£
18S1
3882
3883
188+
1&S5
1886
j yw i
3888
3889
3890
1891
3892
1893
1894

. .
...
...
..
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
..
...

581,763
1,432,829
7bU,H4(i
1,403,233
355,6711
1,106,478
476,433
067,436
493,673
267,769
402,0.53
428,295
284,082
250,455

43,724
347,842
330,109
+73,609
506,372
59+.603
388,088
653,285
642,782
506,161
705,510
726,669
743,017
796,667

9,423,036

7,458,438

2,250
6,980
7,195
7,336
8,474
9,560
7,739
9,019
9,142
9,955
11,530
11,838 1
14,148
11,279 ,

rus
45,772
32,781
48,069
61,754
41,585
32,651
25,474
33,25“
33,649
31,664
37,733
39,110
39,466
17

..............

.......

5,878
922
28,623
562
50,628
664
176,732
12,041
329,683
9,700
397,439
5,292
649,131
20,206,
786,230 . 45,173
734,212 ' 8,802
708,581
25,851

127,045 j 3,873,137

129,213

Amount of Govern- . Amount of
ment subsidy paid.
Expenditure.

8,
19
12
14
15
15
0
13
o
0
0
8
19

<1.
10
8
2
8
4
0
8
10
3
11
9
8
lo 7
13 3

520,626 12 7

•N.B.—The whole of the account* of eapcmliture for 1894 arc not yet to liand.

s. d.

£
740
25,299
10,381
21,006
23,753
10,168
9,589
9,117
10,000
8,792
8,336
8,408
1,706
675

]1
19
19
10
3
3
9
7
0
0
4
17
5
19

2
2
6
0
8
0
5
6
0
0
1
4
10
10

160,645 11

0

£
1m p;i7
61,191
58,132
62,121
64,672
67,783
37,354
52,121
50,525
39,663
40,79+
49; 987
46,088
44,695

s. d.
14 3
7 X
0

0

8
6
11
9
14
11
10
4
5
6

6
1
6
3
6
9
5
S
3

697,248 14 9

f Include* Kangaroo Eats.

APPENDIX P.
Statement of the Operations of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards during the year 1894.
Amount of Amount
Wal*
Assessment w---v j Kanga-1 Kangaroo i Walla
bics. iaroo.
1 collected, i feuded. roo. I Kats.
£ 9. d* 1

39,466 13 3

0

1

1

Opos | Piffs. Eagle | Crows, Emus Foxes.
sums.
Hawks

1

£ s. d.

Albury* ........ . n 4 4 <Ai Hi -■>
Armtdale...... . bye 0 8 1,165 9 (»
Hulrenald
. 14tt 19 11 134 12 7
Bathurst .
. I,lh5 19 5 1,325 5 s
Beixiuia........
1 143 10 1
Jkmibata ...... . fiSS 11 0 633 IS ll
Bimrko........
225 4 7
Braidwood __ . m
4 147 11 0
Krcwnrrina ... . 203 :i 10 I 341
18 0
Broulee* ....... .
1 is 0 1 237 17 4
Otnuonbar
. . 709 i) 0 r 584 13 9
Carcoar *........ - oST 1 4 1,380 2 g
Casino..........
31 S (j
Cohar...........
364 7 2 353 14
Comlobolin.... * 1,931) 1 5 j 1,902 12 95
Cooma.......... * 312 Hi O 399 1 11
Coonabarahrau . . 2,816 17 3 3,020 0 0
Coonamble ... . 540 8 3 m f.
Corowa........ . 505 12 4 307 6 0
Peniliqum ..... . 213 14 0 am * 5
Denman...... . 620 n 7 685 4 5
Dubbo.......... ; 406 IS 10 634 0
Kdcn............ 1 239 8 9 144
Korbee ........ . ; 1,351 2 0 1,192 19 2
Clen Innrs..... m 7 6 475 11 45
fioulburn....... 1,500 10 4 1,531 19 0
Craffcon ....... i .........
93 13 Si
Gundacrai....... | S09 14
1,487 16 •2
Hay .......... ' 128 12 7 218 IS 4
Hiilston......... r>45 s 11 270 1r v.
Hume ..........
0 740 12 4 I
Ivanhoe ........ 611 9 9 3C4 *2 4
Jrrildftriet......
ICiama.........
129 11) C 267 9 6 .
Maitland ....... 239 14 S 279 !)
Mcnindifi ...... , 1,004 ll) n 1,100 2 7
Mcrrina ........ i i.00 18 10 325 IS 7 f
Milportnka ..... > 47 8 1 2BS I 8
3loionp.......... i1,529 7 7 1,SJH
ft 9 i
Moree........... 2,024 il !> 1,827 S 11 1
^loutamein . , 144 1 [ 0 AS S 2
Mud^ce......... I 1,247 Ll 0 3,881 9 4 1
Murrurundi..... ! 774 0 4 1,050 n 0 .
iNarrandera ....
062 1G S 483 8 0
Narrabri........ 592 6 n 004 8 9
Picton ........
418 9 6: 170 2 :o
I'llliya ......
530 9 4 , 319 19 8 '
PnrtMacriuarie
■221 1 7
289 3 a
Port Stephens .
2HS 13 5 J 173 IS 9 1
mueatibe\an .... 352 b if 1 427 fi 0 I
Singleton....... 403 17 fi ! 083 4 1
Sydney..........
291 6 1 ; 244 3
Taniworth ..... 1,234 1 fl 2,101 1 9*1
Tenterfield ....
491 19
613 4 0 i
Tweed—[jistmorc. 394 3 11!> : 413 IS 8
Urana ....... 172 1 O 1 210 16 0
Wajrgn Wftirra*.. 77 S 11 Hi 499 3 0
Walcott ...
flu s 4 1 229 J '*
Wnnaarini' ... ., | l.K.-tS 15 0 360 4 6
"Wnrulda ...... ' 2.03.1 0 2 1,985 13 11
Wentworth . ... 760 3 9
ir* 10
Wilcanma....... 310 13 0 1,3^7
430 !)
Windsor ......... 279 f) 6 225 5 Sl
0■
Yasa...........
339 17
396 1J
Young ........ 1.220 9 <1T1 024 11 97 1

tI
- F&dfla- Bandi f Native !< Hares.
luelons. coots. Dogs.

4,771
101

477

3S

803

1

13^3

____

]
4,611
19,751

6C
1,303

03
34

17,425
4 s-iR
r.,1132

|

"

1

..

•

..

....
1 ...
j __
1

.r»,W7
22,850

■

1

..

337
....
....

14,043

•VWS

1

....

5,489
7,461

..

1,351
,,

.... 1
....
748 1

265
16,509
2,785
7,930
,,

..

1,764

..
..
..
••
.

..
..
.

..

....

1
j "

3,576
I'G

4,363
S41

23,850
11,714
80,109
15,242
13
1,750

C.2S5
13,412
14,S30
23*301
81,546
4*2,315
32,170

21

694

3^822

1

■
| 24,332
11,630 238,S25

..

...

I

..

0,052
4,256

18,272
41.466
16,013

..

816
..

..

82,927
4,724
22,908
2J45

8,403
3,934

j
j

150

6,701
2,236

1,110
29.083
2,230

....

,

....

6+076
136,7S5 | 2,107
District.

14 I IS,055
., i ,, 1 ■■
923 | 6,753
j
95
l .
108 1 77,460
.. 1 ..
** j ■
298
402
178
80
2,141
.. 1 ..
. 10.41S ..
*>Q 1
67
613
170
| 8,320
27 51,624
8
231
' . 1 ..
!
1
689
153 25,761
Sd
_ _
1
492
67
. ' ,5,577
77
19
4,200
14
21
1,+
13,20ft
1
24!> 17,4:«
1 ((
85
243 25,JEW
367
257
..
1 .
n 116,895
79
151 59,902
243
174 21.137
181
.. .
e*
136 3.443
176
• • 11
..
S2(i
..
j
00
933
451
...
,, 1
131 fts.aoo
224
..
1 ..
330
*77 sii.osi
168
..
1 .
145
S,S37
201
ITS
963
' ' 1 .t r
201
122
34
5,035
235
_
(
100
289
..
! ..
100 ;
oj
32/i]4
307 10,300 1
fii'iO
1,340
442 ‘
.
328
. .
j
" 1
75 n'.ftbK 1
19
..
3,536
13
362
.. I
30?
312
218
l.OfV
47S
37 < 3,599
S4 27,721 1
lo 62.020 '
.1
11,279 iftS,6Sl 1 3,«I71 25,851 4,871

!
1,077 '

..

3,615 ,

..

.. |

a

..

013
G.020
2,907

405
..

266

‘49

..

''

1

...

•

"
••
..

423
3,001
M5"
1,609

”

930

8,082
in

177 1
1
2,301

2.709
58,962 j

1

1

013

..
..

02

APPENDIX Q.
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure in connection with the Trust Fund Account

“ Prevention of Scab in Sheep” from the 1st January to 31st December, 1894.
“As per Treasury Account.”

Dr.
1894.

|

£

s. d.

Or.

To Baliinoe ................................................ I
547
9
January 1 to Decombor 31—
1
To Amount of Assessment, &c., received *18,912 17 11
December 31—
I
To Balance ..................................................' 1,884:19 3

1S94.
1
£
s. d.
Jamiaty 1 —
By Amount of Accounts naid from Pro-,
vontion of Scab in SI deep Account... 19,096 12 9
December 1 to 31—
By Amount of Accounts paiil from
Treasurer's Advance Account.......... I 2,228 10 2

£ 21,325 2 11

£t 21,325 2 11

J Miliary I —

* This is exclusive of outstanding assessment on 1st January, 1895, which amounted to about £180.

Detailed Statement of Amounts Voted and Expended for 1894.

“.4.4 per Mines Jiejmrtment Account."
1
Amounts Exi'endud.

Amounts Voted,
lories—

1 Chief Inspector, at........ ..
10 Inspectors, nt ................ .
0
„
„ ............... ..
)
„ ................
.
-46
................................... ..
s
..
„ ................ ..
.,
1
................................... ..
1 Quarantine Keeper, at , ..
1 Messenger, at ............... ..
1 Clerk, at ....................... ..
I „
„ .......................
1 ..
>, ....................... ..
..
1 Draftsman, at...............

£650
344
■ 299
263
260
254
245
160
23
110
120
281
259
236
150
236

0
ft
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0

0
0
0 I
II
0 I
01
0 1
" I
0
0 I
0
0
0

£

s. d. I

j

1

£

s. d.

i
I
I

0

Travelling Expenses of Tusjtectors..................
,,
,,
Sheep Directors .....
Allowances to Inspectors for Stationery ....... 1
Medicaments for Dressing Sheep ..................
Rent of Oflices .................................................. 1
Incidental Expenses ......................................... !
To meet Abatement whicli should, in terms
of Civil Service Act, bo deducted from|
pension payable to Hr. A. McCollough,
Inspector of Stock, Deniliquiu, on bis1
retirement from tho Bnblic Service ... .
Amount Expended in excess of Amount Voted

15,889
2,500
300
225

0
0
0
0

10 0

500 0

1,000 0

152 10
980 17

0
0
01
0

Salaries............................................................ 15,156 14 9
Travelling Expenses to Inspectors.............
2,425 13 11
,,
,,
Sheep Directors....
368 14 0
Allowances to Inspectors for Stationery.
190 12 0
0 ■ Medicaments for Dressing Sheep.................
0
Rent of Offices.................. . ........................
497 6 5
0 '| Incidental Expenses...................................... 2,759 10 1
To 111 net Abatement xvhich should, in terms
of Civil Service Act, be deducted from
pension payable to Mr. A. McCollough,
Inspector of Stock, Deniliquiu, on his
S
retiicment from tbe Public Service ....
152 10 8
2

£ 21,557 7 10

£ 21,557 7 10

N.B,—Prom the above Statements it will be seen that the Treasury aud Mines Department Accounts do not agree, for
tho reason that the contingent vote covers claims irrespective of date, and the account kept at the Treasury is balanced on
31st December in each year while R is not so at this Department, as accounts which come m during 1895 for services
rendered in 1894 are charged against tho 1894 vote,
[One Plan.]

Sjduey : Charles Potter, Govmimunt Primer.—ISO;.,
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1895.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY.
(REPORT 0]ST, FE03I 1 JANUARY, JS04, TO 1 JULY, 1805.)

Ordered hy ihe Legislative Asseinlly to he printed, 28 November, 1895,

To The Honorable Sydney Smith, Esq., M.P., Minister lor Mines and Agriculture.
T,
, ,
,
1st July, 1895.
, * . . !ln;ve tue honor to submit the following report respecting the work performed in the Depart
ment or Agriculture during the past eighteen months. In doing so I desire to acknowledge the very able
assistance rendered to me by Mr. TV. 8. Campbell and tbe oflicers of the Department, both scientific and
administrative.
nurnkw of communications received amounlod to 24,459, showing how widely the advice of the
Department s experts is sought after on all manner of subjects. The letters despatched amounted to 9,242,
in addition to a large number of sccd-adviecs, circulars, and acknowledgments of letters and specimens.
Judging by the large demand for the Agricultural Gazette tbe usefulness of that publication is
liilly recognized, and it is satisfactory to note that many of the articles arc reprinted in various country
newspapers. The information given is thereby disseminated far more widely than could be done through
the limited issue of tho Gazette. The number of Gazettes distributed gratis to farmers iu the Colony, aud
to foreign departments, amounts to 64,722, in addition to 31,051 miscellaneous pamphlets.
'
The following is a precis of pamphlets issued between January, 1894, and 30th Jute, 1895
Diseases of the Sugar Cane. By N. A. Cohb.—A description of the disease known as “ Gumming of the Sugar Cane,” and
icmemes and preventives recommended. Also a description of various fungus diseases of the sugar cane. Illustrated.
Jtrom vol. 4, part 10, of the Gaxlte.
Orchard Manures. By A. H. Benson.—Describing what plants are made of; how plants obtain and assimilate their food ;
u la foods are essential to the proper development of plants ; the value of potash, nitrogen, and phosphorus as manures
for fruit-trees. Iroin vol. 4, part 12, of the Gazelle.
Host and Habitat Index of the Australian Fungi. By N. A. Cobb.—An index based on Dr. Cooke’s “Australian Fungi.'’
Experiments with Pulses ho. 2. By Geo, Valder.—Results of experiments carried out by Mr. Valder with a view to testing
the comtiaratiye value of pulses cultivated m the Colony. From vol. 5, part 1, of the Gazette.
Notes on Rmgbarkmg and Sapping.—Based on Foresters' reports. Compiled and annotated by J. H. Maiden.
fi, part J, of tho Gazette.

From vol,

mil try, No. 10. By S. Gray. Description of the “Orpington” fowl. General characteristics. Principal breeders in
New South Wales. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 1, of the Gaze/Je.
bilk-gro\ving.—Suggestions aud notes for the assistance of novices in silk culture. From vol. 5, part 2, of the GazeUe.
1

Keport of the Department of Agriculture aud Forests for 1893.
Walking Sticks and Umbrella Handles from New South Wales. By J, H. Maiden.-Showing the possibility of developing
in this Colony an industry in sticks and umbrella handles for export. From vol. 5, part 3, of the Gazette.
Report on Farms entered for the National Prize Competition for the year 1803. By F. B. Kvngdon.—From vol. 5 uarts 2
ana 3, of the Gazette.
Drainage. By G. It. McMinn, C.E.—Describing why, how, and when land should be drained. From vol. 5. part 5 of the
Gazette.
Australian Sandarach. By J. H. Maiden.—A description of. Also describing experiments on Australian Saudaracb of
varying quality, from various species. From vol. 5, part o, of the Gazette.
The Spaying of Cows. By Dr. W, J. Stewart McKay.—A description of tbe method of performing the operation. Rcmarks on the results obtained after spaying forty-two head of cattle. Illustrated. From vol. fl, part 5, of tho Gazette.
Precautions to be taken m the use of Artificial Manure. By F. B. Guthrie.—From vol. 5, part 5, of the Gazette.
Hints for detecting Adiilteration in Artificial Manures. By F. B. Guthrie.—From vol. 5, part 5, of the Gazette,
loultry. No. 11. By S. Cray.—Description of the “ Cochinfoul. General characteristics. Principal breeders in New
houth Wales. Illustrated. Fiom vol. 5, part 5, of tiie Gazette.
Analyses of Coinmcrcial Fertilisers. By F. B. Guthrie.—-Gives value and price asked, and from what firm each fertiliser
is to be obtained. Irem vol. 5, part 7, of the Gazette.
Contributions to an economic knowledge of Australian Rusta. By N. A. Cobb.-Improving wheat by selection. Points
take considered m selecting the best wheat, Directions for harvesting experimental wheats. Illustrated.'"Y'roin
vol. 5, part 4, of the
,
A new Australian 1 ungus. By N. A. Cobb.—Description of a species of fungus found by Mr. J. J. Fletcher, secretary of
the Linnean Society of New South Wales.

213—A

Illustrated,

From vol.

5,

part 6, of the

Gaz'tfe.

Colonial
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Colonial Timbers for Wine Casks. By J. H. Maiden.—Drawing attention to the various colonial timbers that should ba
suitable for making casks, and recommending that each should be thoroughly tested. From vol. 5, part 6, of the
Our Timber Trees and Forest Culture. By W. McDonald.—Notes by Forester McDonald on Forest Conservancy, Forest
Laws, Waste and Reproduction of Red Cedar, Thinning-out, Bush Fires, Ringbarking, &cr, &c. From vol. 5, part 6,
of tho Gcaetie.
Report of tbe Bawkesbury Agricultural College for 1893.
...
, ,,
„
Apple Culture. By A. H. Benson.-Origin of the apple. Uses of tbe apple. Climate and soil most suitable. Fropagatlou and stocks. Selection of site for orchard. Drainage. Preparation of the land. Laying out the orchard.^ \\ hat
to plant and how to plant. Pruning, cultivation, and manuring. Thinning and gathering. Grading, packing, and
marketing. Diseases of the apple. Illustrated. From vol. 5, parts 5 and 6, of the Gazette.
, ,
,
Botes on the Diseases of Plants. By B. A. Cobb.—A description of bean anthraenose, bean rust, peach freckle, and black
spot on the tomato, with remedies recommended. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 6, of the Gazette.
Report on Extracting Perfumes from Flowers by tho Enlleurage and Maceration methods. By B. G. Hardy. From vol.
5, part 7, of tbe GuzeWe.
,,
,
.
The Turpentine Tree. By J. H. Maiden. —A description of this tree, together with a table showing its distribution
throughout the Colony. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 7, of the Gazette.
The True Star Thistle. By J. H. Maiden.—A description of this weed, and directions as to the best means of getting nd
of it. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 7, of the (?azef<e.
„ , „
Budding. By B. M. Belong.—Reproduced from the Annual Report for 1891 of the Board of Horticulture of the State of
California. Gives directions for budding the peach, apple, almond, apricot, cherry, citron, lemon, olive, pear, plum,
and various other fruits. Illustrated. From vol. C, part 7, of the Gazette.
,
Tobacco as a Farmer’s Crop for N.S.W. By G. F. Sutherland.—With appendices hy F. B. Guthno and Dr. Forbes
Watson. Description of pipe, cigar, and cigarette tobaccos. Soil and climate most suitable. Manuring, Selection
of varieties. Diseases of the tobacco plant. Seed beds, transplantmg, and cultivation. Method of ‘hilling,
“ topping,” "pruning,” "suckering,” &c. Best method of constructing a curing-house. Harvesting. Curing dark
and bright tobaccos. Sorting, bulking, and packing. Illustrated,
, .
On a species of Moth destructive to Red Cedar and other timber trees in N.S.W. Illustrated. Prom vol. o, part 7, ol the

Gazette.

.

.

.

^ -v

Notes on burning Trash, as a remedy against Parasites and Disease. By Dr, G. Kottman.
The Silk Industry.—Information regarding the silk industry. From vol. d, part 8, of the Gazette.
Notes on Colonial Timbers for Carriage-building, By J. H. Maiden.—A description of the various colonial timbers that
would be suitable for coach-building. From vol. fl, part 8, of the Gazette.
T, .
Deep Culture. Reprint of a lecture delivered before the Balloon Society of London, by Sir A. Cotton, Madras Engineers,
in which he relates the results of various experiments earned out under his supervision in Deep Culture, From vol 5,
part 8, of the Gazette.
, ,
...
,
.
Poultry, No, 12. By S. Gray.—Description of the "Langshan” fowl. General characteristics. Principal breeders m
New South Wales. Illustrated. From vnl. b, parts, of tbe Gazette.
Paddy’s Lucerne or Queensland Hemp. By J. H. Maiden.—Description of the plant. Considered as a noxious weed, as a
fibre plant, and as a fodder plant. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 8, of the Gazette.^
,
.
The production of Sugar Beet. Reprinted from the Bulletin issued by the Perdue University Agricultural Experimental
Station, United States, America. Factory requirements. Method of raising beets. How the beets are handled, and
other information. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 7, of the Gazette.
Club Root of Cabbage and its allies. By B. D. Halsted.—Nature of club root.

Club root m weeds.

treatment. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 8, of the Gai/-tte.
Australian Honey. By F. B. Guthrie.—Botes on the constitution of various samples of honey.
Analysis of Tumut Tobacco.

I rceautions and

From vol.

o,

.
‘ .
part 6, of

By F. B. Guthrie,—With notes on manuring and on tbe exhaustion of tbc soil by tobacco.

From vol. 5, part 9, of the Gazette.
Poultry, No. 13. By S. Gray.—Description of the "Minorca” fowl.

,
. , , ,
,
.
General characteristics, and principal breeders in

New South Wales. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 9, of the Gazette.
■ - , x t mu
Cultivation of the Sugar Beet. A lecture delivered at Tenterfield, Guyra, and Armidale, by Principal J. L. Thompson.
From vol. 5, part 9, of the Gazette.
.
.
Tbe Vineyard and the Cellar. By J. A. Despeissis.—General directions for the cultivation of the vine. Treatment of
oidium, anthraenose, &c. Raisin making. Management of the cellar. Wine fermentations. Racking wine and other
information. Reprinted in one pamphlet from various parts of tho QazMie.
The Dorrigo Forest Reserve. By J. H. Maiden.—An account of a week spent at the Dorrigo Forest Reserve, also a list of
plants collected, with descriptive notes of those of economic or botanical interest, h rom vol. 5, parts 4 and 9, of the
On the Choice of Artificial Manures, By F. B, Gutlirie.—Describing the chemical composition of plants. Soil analysis.
Crop requirements. Cereals, grass, root crops, leguminous crops. Green manures. Composition and action of manures.
From vol. 5, parts 6 and 7, of the Gazette.
.
Oidium on Grapes, By J. A. Despeissis.—Results of experiments carried out at Rocky Mount, with a view to testing what
effect sulphur applied in the liquid form, would have in cheeking tbe appearance and spread of oidium. From vol. 5,
part 10, of the Gazette.
Agriculture in the Lower Yang-tse Basin.

,
, .
.
.
By F. B. Parkinson.—A description of the Chinese methods of cultivation m

this district. From vol. 5, part 10, of the Gazette.
.
,
- . , ,
,
Poultry, No. 14. By S. Gray.—A description of the "Wyandotte ” fowl. General characteristics and principal breeders
in New South Wales. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 10, of the Gaz<be.
Horse-breeding for Military Remounts and Horses for the Indian aud European Markets. By Major-General Hutton, G.B.,
and J. L. Thompson.—Extract from a lecture delivered by Major-General Hutton before the United Service Institute
of New South Wales, in which he points out the capabilities of soil, climate, and economic facilities possessed by
Australia for breeding horses for military purposes. In “Horses for the Indian and European Markets,” Principal J,
L. Thompson describes the class of horse suitable; selection of the dam ; selection of the sire ; horse-breeding in India;
endurance of the Australian horse, &c, Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 10, of the Gazette.
Improving Wheat by Selection, No. 2. By N. A. Cobb.—Description of the experimental plots. Directions for selecting
the best plants. Harvesting experimental wheats. From vol. 4, part 7, and vol. 5, part 4, of the Gazette.
Ringbarking in the Western New South Wales. By Forester T. Kidston.—Pointing out the advantages of ringbarking.
From vol. o, part 11, of the GazrWe.
The New South Wales Blue Gum. By J. H, Maiden.—Description of. Aboriginal names.
ing purposes. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part II, of the Gazette.
Grass Tree Gum. By J. H. Maiden. Botanical origin. Collection. Commerce and uses,

' alue of the timber for build
_
iiom vol. 5, part 11, of tho

Gazette.
.
Poultry, No. 15. By S. Gray.—Description of the “ Houdau ” fowl. General characteristics and principal bleeders m
'
New South Wales. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 11, of tho Gazefte.
....
.
The Silk Industry. By J. Fry.—Pointing out the mistakes that have been made iu starting the industry in other countries,
and stating that if started well, Australia should become one of the largest silk-growing countries in the world. From
vol, 5, part 11, of tbe Gazette.
_
i
.
Winter Food for Dairy Cows. By J. L. Thompson.—Drawing attention to the claims of Silage as a most suitable and
economical food for milch cows. Description of the Silo at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College. Illustrated. From
'
vol. 5, part 11, of the Gazette,
Weeds. By C. T. Musson.—Definition of. Their advantages and disadvantages. Tells where weeds come from, how
they become distributed, and how to exterminate them. From vol. 5, part 12, of the Gazette.
•Poultry, No. 16. By S. Gray.—A comparative study of Poultry statistics. From vol. 5, part 12, of the Gazette.
Ayrshire Breed of Cattle. By J. L. Thompson.—Origin, description of, Ac. Scale of points for a modem Ayrshire cow.
'•
Botes with regard to the breeding and breeders of the Ayrshire. Illustrated. From vol. 5, part 1^, of the Gazette.
.
Canning
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Canning, Drying, and Preserving Fruit. By A. H. Benson.—Containing information and instruction with reference to
“Commercial Canning,” “Home Canning,” “Drying” {1st Sun-drying; 2nd Evaporating or Machine-drying), and
“ Jam-making.'1 From vol. 5, part 12, of the Gazette.
Shivers in Horses. By E. Stanley, F.R.C.V.S.—A description of this disease. Its symptoms. Etiology. Best known
icmcdies. From vol. (i, part 1, of the Gazette.
Tho So-called Mahoganies of N.S.W. By J. B. Maiden.—Cives full description of four distinct timbers which go under
the name of Mahogany in this Colony, and an illustration of Eucalyptus rmnifera, Sm. (the red or forest mahogany),
including the fruits of other mahoganies. From vol. 6, part 1 of the Gazette.
Marram Grass. ByJ. H. Maiden.—Description of. Its value as a sand-binder. How to propagate, &c. Illustrated.
From vol. 6, part 1, of tbo Gazette.
Poultry and Eggs for Export. By S. Gray.—The breed of poultry most suitable. Suggestions re fattening, killing,
packing, branding, &c. From vol. G, part 1, of the Qaz/tte,
The Brittany Cow. By J. L. Thompson.—Description of. Illustrated. From vol. 6, part 1, of the Gaiette.
Phylloxera of the Vine. By A. Despeissis.—An article on the evolution of this insect. Gives best methods for checking
its spread, and a list aud description of phylloxera-resisting vines. Contains numerous illustrations, including a plate
of the insect in all its stages. From vol. 6, part I, of the Gazette.
Native Plants Poisonous to Stock. By J. H. Maiden,—List and description of plants supposed to possess poisonous
properties. From vol. G, part 2, of the Gazette.
Polled Breeds of Cattle. By J. L. Thompson.—Description of. Origin. Recognised breeds of Polled cattle. The
dishorning of cattle. From vol. 6, part 2, of tbe Gazette.
Experiments with Potatoes. By G. Valder,—Results of experiments carried out by Mr. Valder at the Wagga Wagga
Experimental Farm. From vol. G, part 8, of the Gazette.
Foul try-keeping on Farms. By S. Gray.—Containing information regarding the selection of birds, housing, time to breed,
feeding, hatching, and diseases of ordinary fowls. Also an article on the breeding and care of ducks, turkeys, and
geese. From vol. 6, part 3, of the Gazette.
Notes on the Milling Qualities of Different Varieties of Wheat. By F. B. Guthrie (assisted by E. H, Gurney)—Containing
complete results of experiments carried out by the Analytical Chemist, for the purpose of ascertaining the milling
qualities of different varieties of wheat. From vol. 6, part 3, of the Gazette.
Stud Cattle Breeding. By J. L. Thompson.—Notes on. Avatism. In-and-in breeding. Selection of animals for breeding,
&c. From vol. G, part 3, of the Gazette.
Direction for Bottling Wine for Private Use. By P. F. Adams.—From vol, 6, part 3, of the Gazette.
Prospectus, Regulations, Rules, and Syllabus of Instruction of the Bawkesbury Agricultural College, Richmond.
Tho Honey Bee. By R. Helms.—Series of articles on certain phases of bee life. From vol. 6, parts 3 and4, of tho Gazette.
Some Fruit Pests. By A. H. Benson.—Description of, and remedies for, “Black Spot of the Orange,” “A New Scale on
Poach Trees,” “The Fruit Fly.” From vol. 6, part 4, of the Gazette.
Export of Poultry to England. By C. R. Valentine.—The prospects of a trade in this direction being established. Hints
with regard to the preparing and packing poultry. The selection of breeds From vol. G, part 5, of the Gazette.
Beech or White Beech. By J. H. Maiden.—Description of, and information concerning, this plant. Illustrated. From
vol. 6, part 5, of the Gazette.
Report on an Investigation into tbe Potato Diseases prevalent in the Clarence River District. By R. Helms.—Cause and
nature of the diseases. Prevention and remedies. The potato moth. Illustrated. From vol. 6 part 6 of tho
<7oze«e.
Fruits to Export and how to Export them. By A. H. Benson,— Containing a list and description of the varieties most
suitable for export purposes of each of the following fruits :—Apples, pears, plums, oranges, lemons, and mandarins.
Also full information in regard to gathering, grading, packing, branding, &c.

Value of Gazette.
Owing to limited space it is impossible to quote tbe many letters received from all parts of tbo
Colony testifying to tbc practical value of tbe
be of interest:—

Agricultural Gazette.

The following are a few that may

A Quiriudi correspondent writes
“ I had black spot in my vines, and the treatment recommended in the Gazette
has nearly cured them. 1 believe it is a certain cure,”
_ Martinsville.—“Last autumn’s crops of potatoes were attacked with caterpillars, whicli cut the crops clean off.
Noticing in the Gazette that Paris green aud slack lime would check the ravages, I tried it. I never saw another straw cut
oil. It, saved my crops, although great damage was done before I observed them. The ‘Analysis and Price of Manures' is a
great guide to people in the bush, as agents (who previously charged exorbitant prices) cannot contradict this authority.”
Eega.—“I had a lot of trees badly blighted. I read in the Gazette how to take away the blight, and now my
orchard is in first-class order. My trees are now bearing fruit again and look well.”
Hawkesbury River. — “Have used the rosin and soda solution for red scale with very satisfactory results,"
Downing,—“ Spraying with Bordeaux mixture for shot-hole fungus I find a perfect euro."
Gosford.—“The use of resin and soda I have found paiticularly beneficial. As for woolly aphis, my trees wero
badly affected ; but this season they show no signs of the pest—the result of three regular sprayings with the wash. Your
suggestions on draining and deep cultivation have resulted in hotter crops, especially with maize, potatoes, cabbages, and
swedes.”
Orange.—“I find Bordeaux mixture very reliable for apple scab. Poultry and vegetable notes have been very
valuable. ”
_
Mulgoa.—“ A few years back my vines wero badly affected with black spot. I followed somewhat closely to the
instructions given in the Gazette, and have now a clean vineyard.”
Uralta.—“Advice on grafting, pruning, and spraying trees, also on vegetable growing, have been followed with
good results.”
Miltagong.—“Great benefit received from Gazette. Instructions on draining and spraying trees followed with
success.”
Emu Plains.—“ Peach-trees seemed benefited by application of oopporas to roots for rust.”
Mudgee.— “ Application of Bordeaux mixture for pear scab very successful; also general receipt for anthraenose,”
■
Upper Bankstown—“ Bandaging for Codling Moth.—Very good results by changing them ex-cry nine days. I have
found three dozen in one bandage.”
Mount Drmtt.—“Much benefit from washing vinca m winter with sulphate of iron as recommended for black spot,
followed later on with Bordeaux mixture. The use of Paris green for codling moth has proved valuable.”
Cowia.— “ Followed advice on spraying and pruning trees with very good results.
Rooty Hill.—“ Have followed advice contained in the Gazette re Boideaux ‘mixture for vines with splendid results.
Some three years ago we could never get a crop of some kinds, notably the muscatels and muscat of Alexandria, but now,
with a few sprayings of the mixture, we have no trouble. Baiidapng and spraying with Paris gicen very beneficial for the
codling moth. 1 don’t think the pest will ever be got under until the Government steps in with an Act to compel growers
to do their best to keep it down. One or turn will fight it for ail they are w-orth, hut there are lots of others that won’t
bother their heads about it; only curse a bit when they find their crops on the ground. The Gazette is a great help to
- many of us that are striving to make both ends meet off the land.'1
Armidale,—“ In budding the information acquired from Gazette compelled me to alter the time of performing
operations ; result excellent. Iu August I sprayed my fruit-trees with sulphur, lime, and salt, aud wholly removed musselscab, lichen. American blight, and canker,”
Jloruya.—“The cure recommended for disease iu strawberries proved efficacious.”
Barrington.—“ Advice on deep ploughing proved very bcnificial; yield was 10 bushels more per acre.”
Willoughby.—“Put in stone drains with marked improvement in growth of crops this year. I am busy fighting
tho codling moth, as direetod, with Paris green and bandages, and will benefit fully 50 per cent this year. ”

Export
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Export of Produce.
The Department has devoted considerable attention to bringing the many valuable products of
New South Wales under the notice of buyers in foreign markets. Owing to limited funds its aim so far
has been mainly directed to bringing together producers and buyers, while leaving the trade to develop
itself.
i
i
_ _
Samples of produce of all sorts—including wools, timbers, cereals, fruits,"preserved meats, cheese,
houey, &c.—have been sent to all parts of the world, and the Department is now recognised as a general
inquiry office, which agents and buyers visit or write to, with the view of obtaining specimens and
information concerning such products.
_
_
When, however, we look at the enormous quantity of food products imported into the United
Kingdom annually, compared with the small proportion furnished by New South Wales, it appears
probable that in the near future the Department will bo called upon to take a more active part in
providing markets for our surplus products.
_
Even with the small consignments of produce now shipped we frequently hear of gluts in the
,f home ” markets. Yet we know that our exports are infinitesimal when compared with the “ home ”
consumption, and that in the provinces of England our products are almost unheard of. The high prices
asked for English meat practically confine its consumption to the upper and middle classes. When
provincial markets become opened up, and Australian meat is sold on its merits and at its true price, it
will be well nigh impossible to glut the market.
The following figures show the enormous market that awaits our producers in the United Kingdom
alone, but in again bringing this under notice it cannot be too strongly urged that nothing but first-class
goods be sent, and that they be offered at cheap rates. The first necessity is to create a demand for
our products, and then see that large and constant supplies of au even quality be forwarded.
Imports into the United Kingdom in 1893 and 1891.
The following table gives reliable figures of the imports into the United Kingdom during 1894.
It will be seen at a glance what an immense market there is for Austra'ian produce, and that the market
is rather increasing than diminishing. It is also to be noted that Australia is in a peculiarly favourable
position to supply this market when there is a scarcity and therefore higher prices are ruling.
1S03.

1894.

1S9S.

1894.

I
ToLnl value of—
Imported agricultural pro
ducc .........................................
Oxen and bulls...........................
Cows ................................................
Calves .........................................
Sheep and iambs ......................
Swine...............................................
Butter ...........................................
Margarine......................................
Cheese ..........................................
Milk (condensed)......................
I'-SSS ................................................
Poultry and game.....................
Beef, fresh....................................
Beef, salt ......................................
Muttor, fresh ..........................
Pork, fresh ................................
Bubbits, not canned................
Bacon.......... .....................................
Hams................................................
Lard ................................................
Meat, other than above, salted
or fresh......................................
Meat—preserved—chiefly ...
Pork—salted................................
Wheat ...........................................
Wheat-flour ..........................
Barley .........................................
Oats ................................................
Pease ................................................
Beans...............................................
Fruit—raw .................................
<A_Ppl£S 1.1
111 I • r ■ 4 1 4 4 4**1
Cherries............................... .
Plums .....................................

£

£

153,834,743
0,213.447
43,990
313
88,530
413
12.753,593
3,055.344
5,100,918
1,009.755
3,875.047
578,959
3,830,596
278,997
3,873.803
455,544
287,737
8,479,815
2.890,252
2,808,549

158,751.537
8,233,107
59,938
080
801.995
13,470,419
3,014,781
5,407,137
1,079,425
3,786,320
‘
480.890
4,213.671
812,814
4,34!,227
430,546
226,918
8,083,987
2.771,828
2,758,416

399,912
1,545,211
289,577
21,070,023
9,761,510
5,776,033
4,297,985
729,294
1,127,559

410,724
1,490,002
330,550
18.762,509
7,994.073
7,090,079
3,900,090
047,191
1,346,096

843,532
194.581
331,622

1,376,411
100,163
302,105

Total value of—
Pears ........................... ............
Grapes.........................................
i fops ..........................................
Onions...........................................
Potatoes ......................................
Vegetabhs .................................

£
347,189
530,448
1,111,294
783,405
900,952
1,070,749

£
411,325
470,428
774,378
765,049
1,030,091
1,090,355

Total value of food........

107,4-14,158

108,037,460

Horses..................................
Wool—sheep and iambs
Wool—goats ............................
Flax................................................
Hides ...........................................
Tallow...........................................
Seed - clover and grass........

370,819
24,438,898
965,552
2,517,953
2,181,253
2,161,407
792,001

648,058
24,791,100
833,014
2,520,207
2,230,151
2,344,773
811,297

140,878,101

142,122,726

198,592
94,721
806,197
594,467
1,938,774
7,892,629
37,330
3,475,290
343,424
2,139,688
121,628

412,627
144,111
1,169,153
722,935
1,707,350
7,952,237
40,968
3,941,997
319,153
1,978,056
124,356

447,979

663,794

10

Manures —
Bones ...........................................
Guano ........................................
Hitrato of soda .......................
Phosphate of lime or rock...
Oil seed cake ............................
Indian com and maizo ........
Indian com meal ..................
Sccds^linseed........................
Seeds—rapeseed .......................
Bice................................................
Bark for tanning.......................
Fruits, raw—other than
above .....................................

Full in prices since 1893—hence more imported.
Live animals.......................................................................................

3'6 per cent.

Dairy produce .......... ......................................................................
Eggs and poultry..............................................................................

86

a

Fresh meat ................................................................... ...................

3-8
17'9

jj

Cereals ..................................................................................................
Vegetables....................................................... ...................................

16-2

39

29

7)

P5

Sheep, cheese, potatoes, and meats preserved and canned higher,

With
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With the single exception of wool, it will be seen from the following figures that New South
Wales contributions to these great imports are very insignificant. During 1893 the New South Wales
supplies in a few of the leading lines were as follows:—
United Kingdom.
Nature of Imports.

Remarks.
Total Imported.

N.S.W, Contribution.

Dead meat of all kinds................................

9,304,604 cwt.

299,663

Bacon and hams, included in above ...
Butter, value....................................................
Cheese, value.................................................. .
Milk, condensed or preserved ..................
Eggs ....................................................................

4,187,298 „
£12,753,593
£5,160,918
£1,009,765
£3,875,647

Tobacco and snuff.........................................
Wheat ...............................................................

84,218,342 lb.
65,461,988 cwt.

Barley...................................................... ..........

22,844,562

Oats

................................. ..................................

Total grain,.,.................................... ................
Wool ....................................................................

„

NIL
£101,345
£7
£959
Nil.
Domestic produce.
2,481 lb.
Nil.
Nil.

13,954,986

Nil.

142,246,930 cwt.
677,947,464 lb.

1,070 owt.
150,096,324 lb.

Over 6,250,000 cwt, were received from United
States.
Received from United States, 3,098,251 cwt.

Victoria, South Australia, and New Zealand
sent 2,589,588 cwt.
The small quantity sent from New Zealand
fetched nearly top price for the year, viz,,
25s. per quarter.
Queensland, South Australia, Victoria, and
New Zealand shipped 212,146 cwt.
Australasia shipped 2,989,600 cwt.

Victorian exports, thanks to the direct assistance afforded by the Government, take a far more
important place than those of this Colony in many of the lines in which we should certainly compete.

Export of Poultry.
In connection with the export of poultry there is every prospect that a large trade might be done,
provided that none but first class birds are sent. One or two inferior shipments might ruin the industry.
Mr. Valentine, late Produce Commissioner for the Colony, in London, writes as follows on the subject:—
Prospect#.
That there ia an opening for an export trade in dead poultry from New South Wales to England may he regarded
as certain. The value of poultry and game, alive or dead, imported into the United Kingdom in 1893 was f57S,9i)9, of
which .£300,000 worth was from France. But tins import, moreover, is of an increasing nature, for the value in 1892 was
£583,400, and in 1801 £450,070, Frozen poultry have conic from Russia, but the way they were picked and marketed
did not recommend them to the eye, nor did their breeding and feeding commend them to the palate.

Australasia possesses Athxintnges.
New South Wales and other Australasian Colonies, however, have opportunities that other continental nations are
not possessed of. In the first place, a drier climate, more suitable for rearing chicks; secondly, the fact that the highest
prices prevail here in the mouths March to May, just when the English farmers are unable to place young birds on the
market; thirdly, they could be consigned in bulk readily and directly to the consuming markets. The shipments already
made as trial shipments have proved successful, and we shall have occasion to refer to this below.

Finest Quality Required.
Rut, as in the matter of dairy produce, in quality and appearance the poultry should be the best, and neat and clean to
the eye. 1 cannot do better hero than quote the words of Mr. C. E. Brooke, Master of the Poulterers' Company :—“ The
better the appearance of a fowl (and this apart from feeding or fattening, depends upon its being properly killed and
packed), the higher, of course, will its market value be, the difference in consequence being far greater than the ordinary
amateur is apt to imagine.”

Preparation and Packiwj.
To obtain the highest prices the fowls then should ho of the finest quality, largo, and young. It is absolutely
necessary that all poultry should be fasted before being killed, i.e., kept without food and water for eighteen hours before
killiug. They must lie carefully plucked, so as not to "hark ” the skin, set up in the usual way for market—not trussed—
then wrapped in absorbent paper and frozen. The freezing must be conducted that each bird is frozen separately, then
packed in crates with latticed sides, and transferred to the freezing chamber of the steamship. Each crate should hold
about three dozen of uniform size with shelves for each layer. The use of the absorption paper is a prime necessity, both
for purposes of absorption and cleanliness. The paper prevents any moisture clinging to the goods and soddening the flesh
when they become partly thawed in course of transit from the ship to the place of sale. Improvement in packing, and
consequently in appearance, has been accompanied always in all cases by an increase in the prices made far in excess of the
cost of any extra labour and time involved. I cannot lay too much stress upon this fact, for on it depends the whole
success of the trade. Ducks, fowls, and goslings thus sent should command high prices here in March and April.
As to the method of killing,—after the feet have been carefully washed, their necks should bo wrung near the head.
Then they are plucked, and drawn, and hung by the legs. Plucking must be carefully done, and the freezing take place as
soon as possible after.
As to prices, birds carefully placed on the market with all these precautions can be counted upon to fetch not less
than 2s. 6d. a head, whilst extra good might fetch a Is., and even more in excess of this price. These figures are those of
an expert in the trade, and based on the results of the Russian frozen poultry trade, so that they are well within the mark,
as from the quality already received the Australasian have been superior to Russian,

Feathers.
The feathers, too, should not he wasted, for these, when cleaned and sorted, will find a good market if there be
regular supply.

a

Selection of Breeds.
We now come to the selection of breeds to prepare for the English market.
A Came-Rorking cross or Brahma
produces the best birds, but most judges, as well as buyers for the table, seem to cling to a game strain, remote or other
wise, at least on one side. The best breeds then are the big ones with a game cross—Dorking, Plymouth Rock, and
Brahma. Regularity in size and condition, good white flesh, white legs—which are considered a necessity for a table fowl,
for yellow and black-legged fowls do not make such a high price in London. Mr. Tcgetmcier says if birds are required for
the table, a strong infusion of Dorking blood is most essential. In hardihood and plumpness, the Dorking is improved by
the cross with the Indian game, as it is now called, or with the old-fashioned English game, but not the elongated modem
show bird which is now exhibited as a game fowl. The London market is largely supplied with a fowl called " Sussex,”
itself
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itself a kind of Dorking, large, square, and deep in liody. w ith plenty of meat on the breast, and with little offal in pro
portion to the edible portions. These are crossed frequently with game or pure Dorking, and first-class fattened chickens
make 6s. to 8s. from early spring to the beginning of May at 12 weeks to 14 weeks old. It is this early spring market
which the Colony has so many natural advantages to help it to share. After June the prices begin to recede, and every
farmer and butter woman has a “ spring-’ chicken of some kind or other ready for market.
At Heathfield, Sussex, where the largest numbi rs of poultry for the London market are reared and fed, the system
adopted is that of “ forcing.” It is stated that from .Sussex something like 2,000 tons of poultry were tailed, to London
principally, in one year from the fattening district.
The forcing plan is as follows :—They are fed almost entirely on
ground oats, mixed to a thick grnel with milk or porridge. When their natural appetite falls off in ten to fourteen
days, they are fed by the aid of a cramming machine. The food is the same as before, with a little fat added, and this is
pumped into the chickens crops through an india-rubber tube, which is put down their throats. The machine is on wheels,
and can be qnickly moved along the fronts of the rows of cages, and by its means about 200 chickens per hour are fed by
one man. Mr. C. E. Brooke himself, the head of the firm of Brooke Bros., perhaps the largest poultry salesmen in London,
breeds and fattens poultry near Horsham, and he uses principally a cross between the Dorking and Indian game, and
the Houdan and Indian game. He lias achieved splendid results by giving all care to the high quality of the chickens that
he breeds for fattening, and the way they are marketed. Frequent and regular feeding from the beginning, gradually
reducing the number of meals, is necessary, In feeding, too, the good saleable birds should be picked ont and kept separate,
so that when killed and packed they are to all intents and purposes “ graded ” as regards size, as of course they are as
regards quality. A good cross is the Dark Brahma hen and the Silver Dorking cock. In feeding it is important to note
that the average increase is greatest in the first ten days. Some birds will, under favourable circumstances, put on us
much as 2 lb. in three weeks, killing at from 8 lb. to 9 lb.

Capons,
With regard to the capontsing of fowls, there is a considerable demand for capons in London, but it is met to a groat
extent by cockerels that have, as soon as their sex conld be ascertained, been separated and kept apart from the bens. Any
number of cockerels, if kept alone in this way, will agree together and develop into finer birds perhaps than if caponisod.
Experiments in America not very long ago showed, as the result of a series of careful observations, that caponising was
practically of no advantage. The separation of the sexes of chickens intended for the table is most important.
There is a remarkable feature about the London market that must be mentioned. The first impressions created
there are most vital to any good importer’s chances of success.

Duels,

cDc.

In conclusion, a word or two may be said about ducks, geese, and turkeys. The home producer can perhaps best
hold his own here. It is at least suggestive that one great London dealer has received, however, for several years upwards
of 5,000 turkeys from Normandy, which have fetched the top prices. The duck-feeding industry is mostly carried on in
the counties of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire. Here, as with chickens, high quality is of first importance, For
choice, the pure Aylesbury duck is almost wholly bred from on account of the fine quality of its flesh, and the rapidity
with which the ducklings grow to size. They are killed when from ten to eleven weeks old, and weigh then 44 lb. to 5£ lb.,
or more. For young well-grown ducks there should be a capital opening, and at most remunerative prices, for the Colonial
frozen birds would be on the market when similar poultry is almost unpurchaseable in England. Pure Aylesburys then
are to be recommended for early spring ducklings, whilst a cross of Pekin gives even more rapidly maturing birds.

In connection with this matter, I beg to strongly urge the necessity for the supervision of tho
export of perishable products being carried out by this Department in a somewhat similar manner to
that adopted by the Department of Agriculture in Victoria, and, 1 understand, in Queensland. In the
former colony, the work has been most successfully performed, and, I believe, has paid expenses.
So much injury has already been done to our trade by the sending home perishable articles, such
as butter, cheese, honey, fowls, &e., of an indifferent quality, that it will be only by some decided efforts
that we can hope to meet with the success attained by other colonies. As it is becoming more and more
necessary for our producers to find markets in other countries, I feel that by the assistance of a careful
supervision, and by supplying information as to the quality required, and the proper method of preparing,
packing, &c., the Department will, in course of time, aid considerably in the building up of an enormous
trade.
It appears probable that with proper care a considerable trade might be done iu the export of
eggs. A consignment forwarded by the Department to Canada turned ont very well. Eggs were at
the time worth 5d. per dozen in Sydney, but realised lOd. per dozen at Vancouver. None of the eggs
were broken, and the consignment proved that New South Wales eggs can be sent into British Columbia
in first-class order and condition at satisfactory prices during the early summer months.

Export of Emit.
Mr. Benson, the Department’s Bruit Expert, writing on “ Bruits to Export and how to Export
them,” says:—
At the present time we are not in a position to export any qnautity of fruit from this Colony to the English,
European, or other markets, as we have no surplus fruits available that are suitable for exporting to these markets, as all
the fruit grown at present that is at all fit for exporting meets with a ready sale in our own colonial markets—in fact, it
is insufficient to supply our local requirements.
The fruit of which we have a surplus is entirely confined to inferior
varieties which are totally unsuitable for exporting.
It is essential that our fruit-growers thoroughly realise the
importance of exporting nothing but the very choicest fruits, as the markets we have to supply require nothing but the
very best, and the expense of getting the fruit on to those markets is so great that no fruit, except it be of superior
quality, will realise a sufficient price to cover the expense of shipping and marketing, and leave a fair margin of profit for
the grower. It costs just as much to pick, wrap, puck, ship, and sell a case of inferior fruit, which will never realise
enough to defray expenses, besides injuring the reputation of our fruits, as it does to send a case of choice fruit, which
sells readily at a remunerative price, and tends to establish a character for our fruits that «ill result in a profitable trade.
_ _
I cannot impress our fruit-growers too strongly with the importance of exporting nothing hut the choicest fruits, as
it is the primary and absolutely essential condition for the establishment and maintenance of a successful fruit export
trade. It is the key-note of all the advice that we have received from the great fruit houses of London and elsewhere, their
invariable advice being: send us nothing hut choice fruit, grade it evenly, and pack it honestly, and wc will have no
difficulty in disposing of it at a profit; hut inferior, badly graded, and badly packed fruit u e do not want at any price,
as it is hard to dispose of, injures the reputation of the whole Colony's fmit, and only results in loss to the shippers.
In order to establish and maintain a profitable export trade in fruit, it will therefore be necessary frr our growers
to lay themselves out especially for this trade, and to do this it will he necessary, in the fiist place, to grow only such
fruits as arc suitable for the markets to be supplied, : nd, secondly, to place the fruits on these maikets iu such a manner
that they will sell most readily and fetch the highest price. It is absolutely necessary to limit the number of varieties of
fruits to be grown, and no grower who lays himself out for the export trade should grow moic than six varieties of any one
kind of fruit, and in most cases three varieties would pay very much lietter than six. Limiting the number of vaiieties
simplifies the trade for the grower and the buyer, as buyers always prefer to purchase certain recognised standard varieties,
which are known and asked for by the fruit-consuming public, to kinds that the general public know nothing whatever
about, as known varieties retail readily, and for more money than varieties that are not generally known, and the public
are chary of buying anything new in the way of fruit till the quality of the variety has become fairly established.

Export
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Export of Passion-fruit.
A shipment of passion-fruit was made by the Department, but although the fruit arrived in
excellent condition, it appears that considerable difficulty will be experienced before any large trade could
bo worked up in this direction. The following report was received:—
Samples of the fruit have been inspected by the leading fruit-brokers, merchants, and retailers in London and the
provinces, and have been prominently exhibited in the shop windows of several leading retailers.
The general opinion of the trade is that there is very little prospect of a satisfactory' demand being created for this
fruit in Great Britain. The fruit is hardly known outside “ Colonial ” circles, and its general appearance is not sufficiently
attractive to command business, especially' as other fruits at the same time (12th December) are so cheap. For instance,
English hot-bouse grapes at the present moment can be bought from London retailors at from Is. to la. 6d. per lb. The
firms to whom I sent samples chiefly distributed them in smaller samples to their leading customers, and most of the fruit
bought in tho retail shops when it was exposed for sale was taken chiefly as a curiosity, and the present low price of other
soft fruits prevented repeated orders.
At present no successful return to shippers may be anticipated, but I am of opinion that the fruit would be taken up
with much greater spirit if it arrived during the months of March to early May, when soft fruits and grapes are very scarce,
and in order to cultivate a trade, 1 recommend that small uniform shipments be made to arrive about that time.
The drawback to the development of the trade with new introductions such as this is due to lack of interest taken
by existing traders in taking up new' things, which clearly illustrates the necessity for more direct representation of
colonial produce on the market where more sympathy can be insured.
Only a very small proportion of the shipment was sold, as most of it was presented to the trade, with a view of
introducing it, and the amount of the return defrays cost of dock and warehouse charges.
Passion-fruit is received from Madeira of a golden colour of attractive appearance and of choice flavour, but there is
only a small demand for it.

A consignment o£ lemons and oranges, graded and packed at the Ilawkcsbury College, Richmond
was forwarded to Canada in May, 1894, and reached their destination in good condition.

Export of Honey.
Several shipments of honey have been forwarded both to England and Canada, but so far with no
great success, owing to an unfortunate prejudice which appears to exist amongst the trade against Aus
tralian honey.
The honey shipped by the Department was analysed by the chemist before being
despatched, and was proved to be absolutely pure. Still, the trade reported against it, and it is evident
that unless we can create a demand for our houey amongst the consumers in England the trade, which is
very conservative, do not intend to depart from existing lines of business.
Prom figures it vTould appear that the supply of houey in New South Wales at present scarcely
meets local demands. During the past eighteen months 70,000 lb. was imported, and only 27,000 lb.
exported. Still, it must not be forgotten that our bee farmers are holding large supplies in the hope of
getting a better priec, amt, also, that during the past few years the industry has been increasing very
rapidly in extent. The total output during the last twelve months amounts to some 10,000 cwt.
Provided we can once create a demand for our honey in England, the market is very extensive.
During 1893 the honey imported into that country amounted to some £30,000 sterling.
When we consider the thousands of acres of our forest trees, orchards, and clover paddocks, with
their long-continued flow' of houey, it is somewhat surprising that a larger number of people do not devote
more attention to gathering this partly-wasted wealth, now lost through want of bees to gather it.
With a view to protecting the industry from the ravages of “foul brood" tho preparation of a
Bill dealing with this matter, and also with the protection of the wild bee, has been under consideration.
In connection with apiculture, it appears probable that a large market exists tor beeswax in
England. The Grocers’ Association of London wrote for a trial shipment of one ton, for which they
cJTered 150s. per cwt. Half a ton has been sent. Virgin wax is also inquired for.

Manufacture of Scents and Essential Oils.
Samples of essential oils prepared from citrus fruits were sent to Canada, per favour of the Hon.
Mackenzie Howell. The reports received wmre very favourable, and should encourage private enterprise
to take up this industry, and make use of surplus produce at present going to waste in our orchards.
Messrs. Elliott & Co., of Toronto, Ontario, one of the most extensive wholesale drug houses and
manufacturing chemists wrote, “Australian distilled oil of lemon, &c.t is quite equal to what generally
appears in the market. In body the oils are fully up to the mark of pure natural oils. In order to hold
this or any other market it is necessary that a standard of purity should be maintained by inspection of
expurls. One dishonest exporter could easily negative the efforts of a dozen careful honest producers.
Respecting the oil of petit grain and the sweet orange flowers water there is a sale for them. 1 n introducing
their goods into this market dealers must be assured that sufficient quantities are available, and it would
be necessary to consign a quantity in trade packages and make provision for samples being distributed
to wholesale dealers and large consumers.”

Export of Cheese.
Two shipments of cheese forwarded to London from the Hawkesbury Agricultural College proved
very successful. Both consignments sold at satisfactory prices. They were pronounced to be equal in
make and flavour to any cheese ever imported from beyond the seas. The London experts pronounced
them to be worth more than the best Canadian. The success of these shipments should stimulate private
enterprise to capture a portion of this trade. As evidence of the value of instruction in cheesemaking,
imparled at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College, cheese of this character is now being made by and
under the direction of one of the students.
’

Export of Wine.
A shipment of wine, the produce of a number of our vignerons, was forwarded, in May last, to
London at tbe request of one of the leading dealers. It is, however, too early at present to get details of
the result. Under proper direction, however, the wine industry must become one of the most important
in New South "Wales. Samples have also been forwarded to Canada with favourable results.

Export
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Export of Tobacco.
Samples of New South Wales tobacco cured uuder the Department’s instructions were forwardedto England in August last. These were brought under tho notice of Messrs. W. D. and H. 0. Wills,
who were good enough to hare it prepared in several forms for consumption. The opinions of leading
brokers and manufacturers to whom samples were sent were, on the whole, very encouraging. They
reported that “it was the finest yet received from Australia., and was well dried.” “It possessed great
body and substance, a desirable requisite m all tobacco leaf.1’
A number of farmers have been carrying ont further experiments under the guidance of the
Department, and some splendid samples have recently come to hand, from which a selection will be made
tor further export. Deporting from the Eichmond River district, Mr. Lamb says:—“ Here (Baerami),
as on the Upper Eichmond, it is now demonstrated that really fine-flavoured leaf of good colour and
texture cau be produced if needful care and skill is bestowed upon it. From tho Baerami leaf it was easy
to select three grades—1st, Heavy, rich leaf, suitable for the best descriptions of twist and plug- 2nd,
Thin, golden leaf, suitable for cigarettes; 3rd, Fine, silky, cinnamon-coloured leaf, suitable for eigarwrappers. A sample band of the light golden leaf of the crop of 1895 has been manufacturedFor
cigarette-making, and submitted to the judgment of several of the leading men of Sydney, who have
pronounced it equal, and in some cases superior, to the best imported tobacco of its class.” It should be
mentioned that the tobacco here referred to sold easily at Is. per lb., the current price in Sydney for
colonial leaf at that time being 2|d. to 5d. per lb.
i
j
j
Seeing that 84,218,342 lb. of tobacco and snuff were imported into England during tho year 1893,
and that London merchants reported, “The characteristic body of your leaf proves that the climate and
soil are suitable to the raising of a class of tobacco that would find favour with merchants here,” there
would appear to be a large field for enterprise in growing tobacco in New South Wales.
During the pasteighteen months the Department has distributed nearly 3,000 packets of speciallyimported tobacco seed. This year a considerable quantity of acclimatised seed is also being distributed
xrom which more favourable results, as regards percentage of germination, are expected.
*

Export of Compressed Leather.
response to applications from London, samples of above, with full particulars as to price,
available supply, &c., were forwarded to the Agent-General in .Tune last.

Trade with Canada.
Amongst a number of other articles forwarded to Canada were several samples of Australian pre
served meats At the low prices at which these can be shipped it appears that they only require to be
widely brought under the notice of consumers to ensure a lucrative trade.

Vine Diseases Act.
•i
'8^ ^as 110w ^een ’n 0l>erat‘0n t«’o years, but can scarcely be said to have worked satisfnetonly. Hie Minister has therefore decided, in tbe interest of tbe vignerons, to abolish all Boards and
Districts, and to take energetic steps to deal with the pest. Phylloxera is now known to be present in
one vineyard near Liverpool. Tho vineyard is being treated with bisulphide of carbon, and trenched 2
feet deep.
While the disease is present in the Colony the markets of the other colonies are closed to our
grapes and cuttings, and the advancement of the industry is seriously impeded.
V thorough inspection of suspected areas is bow proceeding, with the view of ascertaining how far
the disease has spread. The Government Entomologist made an inspection of the Murray vineyards
some months ago, and it is satisfactory to note that no trace of the disease could be discovered.
The Department is arranging to cultivate at its experimental farms large areas of the best pbylloxera-resmting vines. The planting of vineyards with these stocks has been proved to be the true solution
o± the phylloxera, difficulty, and it is hoped that the Department will soon have sufficient cuttings to
distribute to enable those planting out new vineyards to do so with confidence. Over a million acres in
France had been planted out with these vines some years ago, and many vine-growing countries arc
discarding other methods and planting with resistant stocks.

Experimental Stations.
The work in connection with the experimental farms and orchards at Wagga Wawga and Woilonghar, near Lismore, has been highly satisfactory, and I have no doubt that such experimental or
dBinonstrating farms will do a vast amount of good, not only to the farmers and settlers in the particular
districts m winch they are situated, but to tbe Colony and, I may go so far as to say, the adjoining
colonies. In bis report on the Wagga farm Dr. Cobb refers to a field-day which was h'eld on
1st December last. He says“ Between seventy and eighty influential Eiverina farmers assembled
mi/ v- .
v- 4 iem having taken long journeys (in some cases over 200 miles) in order to attend.
Iho objects oi the farm and tbe nature of the work being done having been explained, tbe whole party
made an inspection of the farm. After lunch had been served all took part in a profitable discussion oil
what had been seen. The field-day passed off, in fact, a success; and I hope it is the forerunner of a
regular annual or semi-annual gathering of a similar sort. It is only by farmers visiting the experimental
farms and seemg what is being done, and learning by personal inspection the results of experimental crops
ottering criticisms, making suggestions, letting the Department know their greatest needs-it is only in
these ways that the experimental farm can be made of most service to the farmers.” From Dr. Cobb’s
ana ilr. Colemans reports it is clear that the demand for seed wheat true to name far exceeded the
supply, and that small parcels have been sent to all parts of tho Colonv. Mr. Coleman also draws
particular attention to the success of malting barley as a crop for the Eiverina district.
t is gratifying to me to report that the officers engaged in these farms are most capable and
energetic ; most ready and willing to supply information to all visitors, even to what must be considerable
personal inconvenience to themselves. 1 have no hesilation in saying that I. believe the establishment of
these tarms will do more to improve the agriculture and horticulture of this Colony than any other
method that could be devised for imparting valuable information.
'
' 2U
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In a recent report to the Board of Agriculture, England, on the agricultural experimental stations
and agricultural colleges of the United States, Major P, Gr. Craigie remarks:—“ Great and practical
energy is obviously being directed to the discovery of the best means of extending the field of agricultural
and horticultural knowledge. It should not be overlooked that side by side with the growth of local
stations a very extensive development of the scientific staff engaged on the special inquiries of the
Federal Department at 'Washington has taken place during the last ten years. The American G-overnment seems willing to face any cost to the community that promises the better to equip the farmer with
a knowledge of his business. The authorities seem assured that in indicating methods of profitable pro
duction, and still more by the careful perfecting of the produce of the vast lauds of the Eepublic, in
whatever directions of extensive or intensive culture the economic circumstances of the moment may
prescribe, they are providing a solid means of advancing the well-being of tbe nation as a whole.”
I take tho opportunity of submitting a diagram showing the exceedingly small proportion of land
to the total area of the Colony which -was under cultivation last year, being merely 0'6 per cent. The
area under wheat was relatively exceedingly small. This is shown within the cultivated area, being only
0'3 per cent, of tho total area of the Colony.
Showhtg the relative size of Areas under Cultivation (light shade) = '6 per cent., and under Wheat

(dark shade) = '3 per cent., iu comparison with the area of the Colony.

TOTAL AREA

Hawkesbury Agricultural College and Farm.
In relation to this Institution the progress made has been satisfactory, and the fourth year of its
existence (1894) closed amid feelings of gratitude for the past and hopefulness for its future.
In February the seventh session of the College was commenced with fifty-four students; eleven of
whom constituted the diploma class, eleven the third session, twelve the second session, and twenty the
first session students.
On Saturday afternoon, the 10th March, the second distribution of diplomas was made. Out of
twelve students who had completed their College term ami presented themselves for their diploma
examination, nine succeeded in obtaining it. Of these tbe dux of the College obtained an aggregate of
1,291 marks out of a possible 1,500, The presentation of the Minister’s gold medal to the best student at
practical work fell to the lot of Wm. M‘K.ee; that of the Principal, given to the dux of the College, was
appropriated by student Wm. J. Little ; while the “ Burdekin ” medal was presented to the nine studenti
with their diplomas. A number of valuable book prizes, donated by various friends of the Institution,
were also distributed.
The
213—B
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The Principal, Mr. ,T. L. Thompson, reported most enthusiastically upon the very great imprqTement in every department of their work, particularly in all its practical branches. _
Owing to an alteration in the division of the academical year, the eighth session commenced on the
20th July last. This session was inaugurated with a full complement of students, numbering fifty-four.
The examination for diploma, tho third held, was very largely attended, nineteen students
■presenting themselves for it. The papers were, according to the custom established at the initial
examinations for the diploma, set and examined by gentlemen of acknowledged standing in tho several
branches of their respective professions—gentlemen unconnected with either the College or the Depart
ment, and, with one exception, resident outside this Colony.
The Examiners in Agriculture.
The brief reports which accompanied the returns from the several examiners are very gratifying
and encouraging.
.
_
Professor William Brown, of Yictoria, writes thus: “ I am gratified with the all-over high standing
of the papers sent. As you will see, the mean percentage is 98, and this is not due in any one
doing in excess of any other, but solely to general merit. I am also much pleased with the intelligent
handling of many of the subjects, evidence, of course, of a liberal education, and that the information
in question has been imparted by excellent methods; indeed, several of the students do not hesitate to
express their own opinions in comparison with those given or implied in tho examination paper.”
Principal H. Pye, of the Dookie Agricultural College, who examined these diploma students in
chemistry and entomology, the former of which subject, it may be remarked, is with that of agriculture
a compulsory one, reports as follows:—“The papers sent in were excellent. The students showed that
they had an intelligent grasp of the subjects they had to deal with, which reflected great credit on their
lecturers.”
_
_
The foregoing are fair types of the other reports received from the examiners, and which are
complimentary to the highest degree to the Principal and his staff.
Tbe examiners a])pointed to conduct the examinations in the practical work out on the farm,
orchard, and dairy speak in very high terms of tbe qualifications of these diploma students in these
directions. Mr, Conlon, who conducted the examination as to the farm work, reports:—“1 am very well
satisfied with the proficiency the students have attained in general farm work.” Mr. Edward Whittaker,
who more particularly paid attention to the vineyard and orchard work, reports:—“I am very pleased
with the knowledge the students have gained so far as the management of the vineyard and orchard and
the working and cultivation of the ground go.”
_ _
The report of the gentleman who was appointed to conduct tho examination of these diploma
students in dairying work may be summarised in bis concluding sentence:—“ Great improvement in all
from previous year. Cheese-making only began in October, 1894, and tbe general information upon, all
headings was satisfactory as understanding the primary basis of their studies in this branch.'’ Mr.
D. L. Dymoek, of Jamberoo, was the examiner in dairying matters.
A new dairy with appliances of tbe most modern description has been erected on the farm, together
with other useful and necessary buildings. The erection of pens, and the commencement of the poultry
and bee farm under the care of Ex-student E. J. Elen, M.H.A.C., baa been accomplished during the year.
By or before the close of 1895, it is anticipated that the institution will he comfortably housed in its new
buildings which are now in course of erection.
Farm.
It was anticipated that early in the year a good crop of Swede turnips would have been secured,
but owing to the heavy rains which set in—1G inches of rain falling during March—the land was crusted,
and consequently a great number of the young plants were unable to force their way through. The
rain also washed the manure and seed together into heaps.
_
_
Still, notwithstanding this drawback, and a large yield being rendered thereby quite an impossibility,
the quality of the small crop harvested was excellent, selling up to as high a figure as £3 per ton.
One hundred and fifty tons of sorghum was grown and chaffed into the silo pit. This was of very
great value, not only as fodder, but as affording a valuable object lesson to the students in the art of
silage-making.
_
■
The cropping upon the farm during the year has comprised 30 acres of Cape barley, 66 acres of
oats, 66 acres of wheat which have now been thrashed. There was harvested a very good crop of melons
and pumpkins, the quality of which was pronounced to be first-class. Cabbages, potatoes, mangels, buck
wheat, and linseed have been cropped off the farm during the year.
_
There is now a promising crop of maize standing, comprising 40 acres, while 40 other acres have
been planted with late maize, sorghum, &c., for green food for the milch cows.
During the year 1894 the weather has been of a most trying nature. In tbe month of March, as
already noted, there was an unprecedented heavy downpour of rain, 16 inches falling in twenty-three
days, as a consequence the land was in such a condition that it was impossible to get on it for agricultural
purposes, and when it was workable the season was too far advanced.
This deluge of rain was succeeded by nine dry arid months. The winter crop of potatoes, &c., was
a failure, and the spring crop suffered very much for want of moisture, and when the rain did come it
caused a second growth rendering them useless, not worth digging.
_
These disastrous results were felt by the holders of the thousands of acres in the Hawkesbury
district.
_
So far as the College farm is concerned tho need of extended drainage is very apparent, and it is
anticipated that much more will bo done in this direction during tbe year 1895.
Orchard.
The operations iu the orchard have been conducted throughout the year 1891 with good results,
both as to tho product of the crops, and also from au educational standpoint.
_
During the months of June. July, and August, the students received each week special lessons in
pruning, budding, grafting, and replacing fruit-trees and grape-vines. The majority of these students are
reported as being very apt and willing to learn.
‘
In
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In the vineyard the vines planted the previous year are doing remarkably well for cuttings, a portion
of them are trellisod on wire, and the others are nearly all staked.
The older vines have been pruned principally by tbe students under tbe immediate control and
supervision of the Orchardist, who reports that they are pruned, very well.
The crop is a good one.
_ All the various trees in the orchard are doing well, of which may be enumerated Japanese plums,
persimmon, figs, peaches, nectarines, and plums of many varieties, and walnuts.
_
The scent plants are doing well; especial mention may he made of the tuber roses, sweet basil, and
mignonette.
JSxperim entalist.
The Experimentalist has grown during the year 1G varieties of peas, 3 of buckwheat, 5 of onions,
34 of turnips, 67 of wheat, 3 of barley, 5 of oats, 69 potatoes, 5 rock melons, S of water melons, 3 of
pumpkins, 20 of sugar-beet, and 3 of carrots. There are growing on the experimental plots 7 varieties of
tomatoes, 18 of tobacco, 38 of maize, and 8 of sorghum. In addition the following plants are thriving
well:—Tagosaste, Lima beans, sheep’s burnet, rape, arrowroot, castor oil beans, chicory, cow pea, canaigre,
indigo, and lathyrus silvestris.
In the direction of grasses, iu addition to keeping those in order which were sown last year, there
have been sown this—Perennial rye, Poverty Bay rye, trefoil, white clover, paspalum dilitatum, macrostachyum, and several mixtures.
Among the manurial experiments made during the year may be mentioned the following:—
Testing a variety of incomplete manures against a complete manure on a crop of wheat, differing tho
quantity of seed to the acre, and also the dates of sowing.
Testing thirty-nine different fertilizers offered for sale in Sydney on equal quantities of land, at an
equal money value, on a crop of oats, A similar test of the same manures is now being made on
a crop of maize.
Testing the effects of salt on a crop of mangels.
Testing the effect of different fertilizers on the natural pastures of the common.
A crop of maize is also in process of being tested by a variety of different methods of cultivation.
The tobacco-house being finished the small crop of tobacco taken off the plots has been success
fully cured.
Dairy.
_
progress of this branch of the work at the College, under the management of Mr. Thomas A.
"Wright, who was specially engaged to take charge of tho dairy, has been satisfactory.
Tho new dairy building, with every modern appliance available, has for the past few months been
taken possession of, with the result that already its advantages are beginning to appear.
Cheese-making, which was, until the new dairy building was available, carried on necessarily in a
very uncertain manner, is now receiving attention six days a week,
_
A trial shipment has been despatched to England, and one to the Continent also, the results of
which are anticipated with great hopefulness.
A small experiment was recently made to test the value of the lactic ferment for butter-making,
and it was found that the butter made from cream scalded to 150° and cooled down afterwards to 75°, at
which temperature the lactic ferment was added, pro\ed to be the best in quality, having the best grain,
the least water, and it kept the best. This lactic ferment was also tested iu ripening milk for chccsomaking, and so far as could be judged, it acted admirably, and the cheese made from this milk was proved
to be of splendid quality.
As payment for milk by results, as determined by the Bahcoek, is becoming general, the Depart
ment decided to award certificates of competency to such candidates as should present themselves to
the Dairy Instructor to be tested as to their knowledge of this machine. Four candidates have so far
presented themselves, and have been examined by the Dairy Instructor, and received their certificates of
competency. This method of testing milk will not only become general in butter, but also in cheese
factories, as it has been demonstrated at the College dairy and elsewheic, that to a certain extent the
higher the percentage of butter fat the greater the quantity and the better the quality of cheese is
obtained.
*
'
During the year 1894 six certificates have been issued to dairy students for dairying. Five of the
students who took their diplomas at tho recent examinations obtained approval to remain and spend
their vacation in prosecuting their studies in dairying. These students are reported as having taken good
advantage of this special privilege; having gained knowledge, not merely m the various branches of
dairying proper, but also in the general management of dairy stock, and are considered well worthy of
receiving the certificate of tho Institution in that respect.
_ The dairy herd consists of 242 head of stock. There have been milked morning and evening
during the year an. average of 53 cows, and for tho eleven months terminating with the 31st December,
1894, 172,538 lb. of milk have been obtained. Besides the large quantity of milk consumed at tho
College, there has been manufactured 3,021 lb. butter and about 4,G2o lb. of cheese.
With so satisfactory a commencement, it is anticipated that this important branch of the work at
the College will realise its contemplated proportions and become of immense advantage to tbe furthering
of the interests of this great industry, which is sure to be among the most prominent and important in
this Colony.
Sees ami Poultry. '
During the year 1894 the poultry and bees were removed out to tbe farm. Suitable sheds, pens,
and yards, designed for the most part by the Avieulturist, Mr. E. J. Kicn, M.H.A.C., have been erected
together with the store-rooms, workshop, extracting and incubator-rooms.
Among the varieties of purc-bved birds at the poultry farm may be mentioned the Houdan,
Spanish, white and brown Leghorns, golden and silver Wyandotte, Plymouth rock, Langshan, Brahma,
Colonial game, with other various breeds and a quantity of ordinary barndoors.
Of dneks there are white and black Muscovy, Pekin, Aylesbury, liouon, and a quantity of cross
breds, mostly Itouens.
There
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There are some Toulouse geese, some cross-bred geese, and also' some turkeys, besides a quantity of
ducklings.
Several test shipments of eggs have been prepared for the foreign markets during tbe year.
Various methods of packing have been adopted, and tbe results are looked forward to with great interest
and expectation.
Preparations are being made to have some birds ready for export with a view of testing tbe English
and other markets.
There are now three incubators on the farm, one a 50-egg Hearson, one a 200-egg Hearson, and
the third, constructed upon the premises, capable of holding 400 eggs, and which appears to answer its
purpose equally as well as either of the other two.
The Apiarist reports having fifty colonies of bees, all Italians, safely removed out to his bee farm.
The native bees, however, did not survive the winter ; a very general experience.
The heavy rains already referred to, and which are reported as lasting during the whole of the time
of the honey flow, have so interfered with the production of the honey this season that little or no honey
beyond that required by the bees to carry them over the winter lias been made.
The experience of the College, however, in this respect, as with the failure of their crops, is
identical with that of the entire district of the Hawkesbury.
Improvements.
During the year 1894 the following improvements have been carried out by the employees of the
College, assisted by the students :—Construction of sheep drafting-yard with sixteen gateways complete,
the construction of cow-yard secured with a three-rail fence, blocking the cow-shed, the making of the
piggeries, wire and three-rail fencing, with six pairs of gates with posts.
The residence for the Principal, three cottages for workmen, the square of farm-buildings, a
double-pitted silo, a large chaff-house, a building containing a tobacco-curing house on the most approved
principle, with an experimental store attached, a two-storied building at the bee and poultry farm,
together with milking-sheds, have been erected during the year.
The water service has been extended from the town main to the farm, thus securing a certain
provision for its needs in every direction in which water may be required.
During the six months ending 30th June, 1895, there were three events occurred which may be
said to be the most important since the College was initiated; first, the visit of the Minister of Mines and
Agriculture, and many of the officers of the Department, also 150 visitors comprising the members of the
i’ruit Conference which had just been held in Sydney. The date of this visit was the 8th February.
A week later, vis., the 15th February, there was still a larger concourse of visitors, comprising
the members of the Farmers’ Conference, initiated by the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, numbering
something like 250.
The 9th March, the anniversary of the opening of the College, was a red letter day in the history
of this institution. Firstly, the foundation stone of the new College was laid by the Honorable Sydney
Smith, Minister for Mines and .Agriculture, and he was presented on the occasion with a very handsome
trowel and mallet, by the Principal, officers, and staff of the institution.
Hie foundation stone bore the following inscription :—11 This stone waslaid by the Honorable Sydney
Smith, Minister for Agriculture, 9th March, 1895. J. L. Thompson, Principal. Grant and Mathieson,
Contractors.”
It should he mentioned that Grant and Mathieson, the contractors, presented the stone and had it
engraved free of charge. The Sydney morning papers of that day were deposited in a receptacle in the
stone. Mr. E. Clarence Wood, M.A., Mr. Vernon, Mr. Mathieson, and Mr. It. H. Ducker, made
complimentary speeches on the occasion.
In the afternoon the presentation of diplomas and medals, &e., was made by the Minister at the
School of Arts, which was crowded with residents of the district and visitors. He spoke a few words
before calling on Mr. J. L. Thompson, the Principal, to present his annual report. This was of a most
satisfactory nature, the conduct of the students being all that could he desired.
The following students were presented with their diplomas in the order of merit given:—Amos,
Hawdon, Kinross, Jas. Faulkner, Grieve, A. Wilson, Fielder, Savage, Gowing, Windeyer, Arthur, Warde,
Dwyer, E. C. Faulkner, Eanken, and Dymoek.
The following obtained their first year’s certificate:—Muston, Evans, Laidman, Woolcott, V. D.
Cox, and Kibble.
Valuable bools prizes to the value of nearly £40, provided by voluntary subscriptions from the
following gentlemen, viz,:—Messrs. S. Burdekin, Warde, Beckett, Cowles, Proctor, Crouch, D’Arcy,
Greenwell, Kibble, the late Sir William Manning, Captain Deane, Captain Laidman, Hawdon, Rev. Dr.
Kinross, and the Rev. Dr. Cameron. The Hon. the Minister’s gold medal was awarded to Student C. R.
Cassidy for the best all round dairy student. The gold medal presented by Mr. T. M. Slattery, formerly
Minister for Agriculture, was awarded to Student C, L. .leannerett for the best all-round student at farm
work. The Principal's handsome gold medal was presented to Student John H. Amos, dux of the College.
Handsome silver medals presented by Mr, Burdekin, and known as the Burdekin Medal, were presented
to all students who obtained the diplomas ; this gift is made every year. A handsome silver medal was
presented to Student Muston for a collection of indigenous grasses and fodder plants, and a similar medal
was also awarded to Student Evans for a collection of exotic grasses and fodder plants. After the
presentation the Hon. Sydney Smith spoke a few words congratulating the successful students on the
results of their efforts ; he referred to the necessity for cultivating land to the same point of excellence
that they did in other countries if they wished to take their place in the markets of the world. Addresses
were also delivered by a few of the visitors.
Regarding the occupation of the new farm buildings we find them very convenient indeed, and a
great saving of time in wear and tear.
The College building is being proceeded with as expeditiously as possible, and there is little doubt
that it will he ready for occupation towards the end of October; when the whole of the students and staff
will move out to the permanent quarters erected for their accommodation. There can he no doubt that
the want of success in many industries has been caused by the want of proper supervision in having
the industries scattered over so many places.
Weather.
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Weather.
Since the month of January the weather has been almost unprecedented for dryness, as will be seen
from the following tabulated form:—
■
Month.
January
February
March
April...
May ...
June ...

Bays.
25
15
11
6
6
2

Average for Months.
10-425
6T18
1126
1059
1-223
0256

These observations, carefully taken by Mr. Rion, show that during the months of March, April, May
and June, the rainfall did not exceed l inch per month, and the 16 inches that fell in January and
February did more harm than good. The Principal reports that owing to the want of moisture the root
crops, such as potatoes, mangels, and turnips, and also rape, and green fodders, such as barley, vetches,
and rye, for green feed for the stock, were almost a complete failure.
During the six months 150 tons of green corn silage have been put away in the silo, which has
just been opened and turned out to be in a most excellent condition, not two inches of waste anywhere.
We are preparing 100 acres for wheaten and oaten hay. Some of this has been put in, and is now up,
looking fairly well, but it sadly wants rain. A fine lot of hay has been harvested, nearly 150 tons, and
we have been selling a considerable quantity at £3 10s. per ton at the stack, the purchaser finding bags
and carting it away. Tbe Principal, however, has stopped selling at present, as the serious drought
staring us in the face does not warrant us in parting with any more of our fodder at present. The maize
crop has just been harvested, and notwithstanding the severe drought has yielded fully 50 bushels per
acre of excellent corn.
Dairy.
The work in the dairy has been satisfactorily carried on, and tbe success of the College cheese in
England has been much appreciated by all who have the interest of the College at heart. Notwith
standing the abundance of feed provided for the cows, tho amount of milk shrunk very considerably
during the winter months, as many of the cows had been giving milk ior some time previously, but wc
have been able to continue cheese-making for three or four days a week during the winter. A consider
able number of our cows are due to calve in the spring, when we anticipate a large flow of milk.
Orchard.
The orchard work has been carried on in a satisfactory manner, the whole of the orchard being at
the present time free from weeds, and the soil loose and opeu. This condition of afl’nirs has been accele
rated by the dryness of tho weather.
Experimental Plots.
The experimental work has now been completed for the season, and full details will be found in
the College Annual Report for 1894,
■
Bee and Poultry Farm.
The bee and poultry farm, under Mr. Rien, is progressing favourably, and steps are being taken
to have all varieties of fowls represented for educational and experimental purposes. Eggs have been
exported with very satisfactory results, also honey, and frozen poultry, the returns for which we are
waiting anxiously for. A considerable number of fowls have been caponised, and have done well.
General Worh.
The bullock team has been at all kinds of work during tho six months, carting timber from the
railway-station to the farm buildings, laying out timber on new lines of fencing, excavating big drain,
subsoiling, and drawing logs for saw mill, 'Wc have now sixteen bullocks, and everything in good order
and condition,
<
The saw mill has been in full work during the six months, in which time, besides other work, it
has cut SO tons of firewood, and 15,174 feet of building timber.
Fencing, under George Stead, lias been going on in a satisfactory manner.
■
To further Improve the place a contract has been let for grubbing and clearing 118 acres of
additional land, also several miles of sub-division fences, draining, and other works.

Experimental Earms.
With respect to the crops at the Experimental Farm at Wagga Wagga, Mr. John Coleman reports
that:—
Turnips.
On the 16th and 17th January, 1894, he drilled in the following varieties of turnips :—New Hardy
Swede, elephant Swede, champion purple top hybrid, green top hybrid, purple top mammoth, imperial
green globe, Devonshire grey stone, and crimson king Swede.
It was generally thought that turnips could not be successfully grown about here, the climate being
too hot and dry.
Under good cultivation, with a slight dressing of bone-dust, a splendid crop of large bulbs was
grown, and a weight of over 25 tons per acre, producing upwards of £27 in value, was obtained from two
acres of land.
Potatoes.
On the 25th January there was planted a small selection of the following sorts of potatoes:—
Brownell’s beauties, snowflakes, imperators, magnum bonums, early rose, white elephant, and Sutton’s
flour balls.
These
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These produced a very fair crop of good-sized sound tubers, particularly imperator, white
elephant, and magnum bonums.
On the Gtli of Pebruary sixty-six varieties were planted—these were from the Hawkesbury College
farm—of about 3 to 5 lb. of seed each. About half of this number produced a fair crop of sound tubers,
tbe others being very scabby aud diseased, and greatly damaged by tho potato-moth ; some entirely failed.
Wheat and Oafs.
, On the 5th of April we began to drill the fifteen lots of wheat received from the Chicago Exhibition,
varying in quantity from 2 lb. to half a bushel in each variety. After these were sown, and as fast as the
land conld be got in readiness, fourty-two varieties were put in ; some from seed grown on the farm last
season, and the others being sent up from the Department, having been obtained from many different
localities. These fourty-two lots were put in from qu irter acre areas up to fifteen acres in a lot.
The wheat sowing was finished ou 2nd June,
„
In addition to these, Dr. Cobb had about ten and a half acres for his experimental plots.
The season was a very bad one for wheat; the long spell of dry weather in November and early
part of December yarned the premature ripening of the grain, giving it such a shrivelled appearance
and lightness in weight that it is a difficult matter to find a really first-class sample throughout the Wagga
Wagga district.
Tbe manager at the \V agga Wagga Hour Mills informed Mr. Coleman that the average weight of
the bags of wheat this year requires 12 to 14 lb. each bag to make four bushels; whereas last season the
average weight per bag was nearly, if not quite, four and a quarter bushels. This seems to be a fair test
for comparison of the qualify of the wheats for the seasons of 1893-94. All of our varieties not being
threshed out, our actual yield cannot he given. Some of the best varieties threshed, gave fairly good
results for the year. The following are some of the best so far: Australian Talavera, Leak's R. E.,
farmers friend, Allora spring, Eerthoud, Marshall's white, Grossc's prolific, Steer’s early, purple straw
the heaviest yield of any being Algerian.
About 10 acres were drilled in with Carters royal cluster oats—seeds grown on the farm last season.
A fair crop of good quality was obtained considering the lateness of the season when sown, and,
the soil raw and green when they were put in, the green timber having been removed shortly before the
land was ploughed, after which the seed was put in at once.
"
On the 20th of June, thirty-six small packets of oats were received from tho Department; next day
they were planted in 40-foot drills. They all came up well considering the lateness of tho season. About
six or seven are very good varieties, viz., Carter’s royal cluster, red 'Texas, golden giant, improved
American, badger queen, white Belgian, and white Swedish. The others are only ordinary varieties.
Ail other oats had a dressing of about 4 cwt. of bonedust per acre, which had a very marked effect, in
creasing the crop by quite one third.
This soil with a proper preparation, and if the crop were sown early, would produce extra heavy
crops of splendid oats, and this would pay far better than wheat-growing.
Barley,
Three varieties of barley were drilled in this year with seed grown on the farm last season. A
small plot of skinless barley was grown with very fair results (this is tho sort used for the manufacture
ot pearl barley). Goldthorp, a Chevalier variety for malting type, was sown on a plot of about h acre, tho
yield being lour bags of splendid grain ; Carter's prize prolific, a Chevalier malting variety, was grown ou
about G acres which produced a splendid crop of from ;jr> bushels and upwards per acre. ”
It seems likely that malting barley will become one of the leading grain crops of this large district.
The soil and climate being very suitable for tho production of big bold grain, good colour, and heavy
quality, just the sort the practical maltster and brewer is on the look out for for pale ale brewing; this
always commands a better price on the market than the best wheat.
Turnip seed.

On 25th July some 300 of the very best shaped turnips were selected and planted ont for seed.
There not being any sale for white-fieshed turnips, only tbe two best varieties of Swede—viz., elephant
Swede and hardy green top, were taken. Tho result was a very good crop of seed of good quality, but
rather small in size through the excessive dry, hot weather.
Maize.
.
_ On 25th and 2Gth September 10 acres, on land previously occupied iu 1893 bv Dr. Cobb’s
experimental wheats, was planted with the following varieties :—90-day corn, a good sample locally grown
at Lake Albert; Canadian golden drop and white carrago, two varieties presented by Mr. \V. Wren,
manager of Kameruka, Candolo, as being the ttvo host varieties for upland culture out of a largo number
the best American varieties imported by the late Kobt. Tooth, Esq., and tested by Mr. W. Wren, at
Earner uka,
*
The crop was rather uneven, caused through tbe old stump holes,
A dressing of bone-dust was given here also, which leaves a decided mark where applied and whero
not; the crop only being about half the height where no manure was put.
Of the three varieties planted for the main crop, Canadian golden drop and the American hard
flint ninety-day yielded very fair crops of about 30 bushels per acre. The white carrago variety ripened
prematurely, through the long continued drought, and produced but a light crop.
The other varieties which were tried (a few grains of each) varied very much, some growing good
cobs of fair size, other sorts of no use at all.
_ This ordinary red soil forest land is not so suited for maize as the river-flat land, which retains the
moisture so essential to maize at tasseling time.
.
This season, through the long drought, was not a fair test for a crop of maize on this farm.
Harvest.
.
commenced to cut some of the forward early wheats on the 11th of December, such as
Canning downs, king's jubilee, early para, &e., &c., but tbe main harvest did not commence until about
the 18th December.
There
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There are a few leading varieties which will produce a very fair yield for the year, and will be very
suitable to grow in this district, being far better croppers and equally as good milling varieties as the
everlasting purple straw, now ao universally grown about here. I would mention tbe following as likely
to be sought after by the farmers:—Australian Talavera, Berthoud, white lammas, red straw, Gross’s
prolific, white Hogan, Allora spring, &c.
'
■ Very many of the sorts sent up by the Department for trial turned ont very indifferent, and
produced very thin, poor grain, some being very smutty and diseased, more particularly seed from South
Australia, California, and Queensland, and only fit for experimental purposes.
Permanent worh done, on the Parm,
About 50 acres of the cultivation paddock was thoroughly cleared, ploughed, aud sown with wheat,
oats, and rye; also about 30 acres of lower portion of vineyard site had the roots run and taken out,
ploughed, and was then sown with wheat and barley.
On about 35 acres iu the paddock adjoining the cultivation paddock the trees have been grubbed,
sawn, and cleft into posts. Some portions cleared, some partially so; to be proceeded with after the
harvest operations are over, and threshing of grain completed.
_
About 2£ miles of new boundary fences have been erected since 1st January, ISflJ, also new fence
with a pair of entrance gates around the water tank to enclose embankment from damage by stock,
A now fence around rick yard with slip rail entrances on either side has been put up, A new
fence has been erected around the new shed with a pair of entrance gates leading to the front of the
building,
.
Also about 2 miles now in progress of erection to complete the northern boundary fence of the
middle paddock, and a division fence to form another cultivation paddock adjoining the one already in
cultivation, of an area of about 130 acres.
Water Tank,
A water tank was excavated by contract, of 0,030 cubic yards capacity, at n cost of £207 6s., being
Sid. per yard, by James Watts, of Wagga Wagga, Tenders wore accepted on 12th February, and tbe
work was completed on 20th August, 1804, being done in a very satisfactory manner.
The tank is situated in the paddock adjoining tho Sister Hills, and has a good catchment area for
water. There has been a plentiful supply sineo October, and it is now nearly full.
It has been a great boon for our stock this summer.
Sarocsling.
Although harvesting commenced on the 11th of December it was not completed, as to the late
European and American wheats, until late in January, showing a difference of fully a month in their time
of ripening. From the results obtained this season, the second early sorts produced the best yield, and a
few of the leading standard varieties, such as Australian Talavera, which is one of the best; farmer’s
friend, white lammas, Berthoud, Leak’s K. B., Marshall’s white, Hudson’s early purple straw, Steer’s
early purple straw, Marshall’s No. 3, Grosse’s prolific, allora spring, and Canadian velvet chaff (tho
last being the best of the new Americans). These twelve varieties gave very fair crops for the year.
The American wheats from the Chicago Exhibition were nearly all bard red wheats, and are not
yet very much in favour with our millers, being more difficult to mill and not making so white a flour as
the purple straw wheats that are so generally grown in this district.
From this year’s trial it is found that they are quite as liable to rust as any others experimented
with.
Threshing.
_ Through the very numerous varieties of wheats that are grown ou this farm, and no suitable
buildings being erected, all the threshing of the small plots had to be done by band labour in tbe field,
the grain being threshed on sail-cloths on the various plots where grown, the cloth being turned and
shaken before commencing a fresh one, so as to guard against tbe mixing of sorts,
Tbe cleaning, also, bad to he done by hand, as every possible care was taken to keep each pure and
true to name.
_ About this time work was considerably delayed by thunderstorms, showing the need of suitable
buildings to carry ou the work without hindrance on an experimental farm like this.
Ploughing.
As soon as the crops wore cleared from the land, ploughing was commenced for tho turnip crop,
the soil turning up very tough and bad, caused by the wet weather, followed by the extra dry summer
heat, and the laud became almost unworkable ; but by extra rolling, harrowing, and ploughing, a fair seed7
bed was made to receive the turnip seed. Ploughing was continued, but it became more difficult each
day, as tbe drought increased and the laud got harder; the only means of ploughing at all was to put
more strength on tho team and sot the plough deeper. After the entire land previously cropped had
been ploughed, it was cross-ploughed and rolled down, harrowed, &c., to work the land in readiness for
the coming seed time. The sowing of wheat was begun on tbe 3rd May, and it was all sown in fairly
good time, tbe seed having come up evenly and well, and, by tbe present appearance, is likely to produce
a good crop for next harvest.
*
Turnips.
The Swede turnip seed was drilled in on the loth and IGth January, the seed having been produced
on the farm this season. It was sown in drills, 3 feet apart, ou a fairly good secd-bed. About 2 cwt. of
bone-dust from the boiling-dowm works was sown with the seed, and all rolled and harrowed in together,
A little seed of five varieties of purple top hybrids, which had been left over from last season, was
drilled, in as well. For six weeks after this no rain fell at all. Consequently tho seed came up very
badly, and, where it did come up, in many cases the drought killed the seedlings. By extra cultivation a
portion of the crop on which there are some fair roots was saved ; but nothing equal to last, season, the
long-continued drought being altogether too severe. The loiver portion of crop was ploughed in and
sown.with Carter’s royal chisLcr oats, which have come up and appear as if there will bo a heavy crop
this coming harvest.
Wheat,
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Wheat.
All land sown with wheat last season, as well as about 50 acres of newly-grubbed land in adjoining
new paddock, are now sown with various grain crops, as under.
The long-continued drought and the heavy, tenacious soil caused extra heavy labour in working a
seed-bed for the reception of the grain.
Varieties sown.
On tbe 3rd May, 1895, was commenced the sowing of the following varieties of wheats for seed
purposes, viz. :—Australian telavera, Berthoud, white Hogan, white lammas, Hudson’s early purple
straw, farmer’s friend, Leak’s R. R., Grosse’s prolific, velvet chaff, Steer’s early purple straw,
Algerian, Marshall’s white, Canning Downs, Polish, early para, white Tuscan, white velvet, in areas
from 3 to 9 acres each; Blount’s Lambngg, on about 12 to 14 acres. Small plots, from ■} acre to
1 acre and upwards, are sown of the following sorts :—Quartz Lee, Marshall’s Ho, 3 and No. 8, velvet
pearl, Steinwedel and early Baarfc, early Baart and .Tacynth, early Baart, early para, Jones’ winter Fife,
telavera de Bellevue, brown-eared mummy, white Tuscan, white Naples, white velvet, Sicilian square
head, while lammas, red straw, red Russian, new rod wonder, Mediterranean hybrid, winter nigger,
Canadian velvet chaff.
These do not include Dr. Cobb’s collection of wheats.
.
Malting Barleys.
Of malting barley only two of the best known kinds are sown—about 6 acres of each variety :—
Goldthorp, which gained first prize at the Brewer’s Exhibition held in London some time since ;
considered to be richer in saccarine matter than any variety grown.
Carter’s prize prolific, a very heavy cropper, of good quality, and very extensively cultivated both in
England and America, which produced the heaviest crop of the two varieties grown here last
season.
Both these were sown in the early part of Juno, and have come up strong and vigorous.
Oats.
The main crop sown for distribution next season is Carter’s royal cluster oats, considered to be
one of the best, if not the very best, white oats in cultivation. In very many instances it has produced
extraordinary crops of over 80 bushels per acre. There are also thirty-four varieties of oats sown in
small plots,- of American, European, Egyptian, Japanese, Indian, and other varieties.
For Hay.
Blount’s Lambrigg wheat is sown on about 12 to 14. acres, and can be either cut for hay at tbe
proper seasou, or left for seed purposes if thought desirable, as only selected pure seed was used in sowing
the land; also about 10 acres of Carter’s royal cluster oats, which can be either cut for hay or grain, which
ever is thought to be desirable, as here also only the best seed was used.
Bens.
One variety only of peas, viz., large blue imperial, which is sold by the storekeepers of the Colony
for soups and domestic purposes, has been sown. This sort is imported very largely from New Zealand,
and may, perhaps, he profitably grown in very many of the districts of this Colony.
Permanent Improvements—Fencing.
The permanent improvements effected during 1895 are 50 to 60 acres grubbed, cleared, ploughed, and
put into crop since 1st January, and more land is in process of cleariug, some being nearly fit for the
plough to begin.
The extra cultivation paddock is all fenced, and three new pairs of gates have been erected; also
the northern boundary fence of the middle paddock is nearly completed. The fence between land owned
by "W. Mathew and Byman and this farm, on the northern boundary of tho house paddock, is now being
put up, and will be completed in a week or two.
Building.
A new stable aud smithy combined in one building has been erected by our own hands. The want
of a stable to feed the horses, and the need of a forge, caused a great loss of time to both men and horses,
as well as waste in horse feed.
Water Tank.
A tender is now accepted for the digging of a 10,000 cubic yard tank in the middle paddock, for
the water supply of that part of the farm, and may be useful for irrigation purposes on a small scale in
the near future.
Clearing new land.
Tenders are also accepted for clearing and grubbing of about 200 acres of additional cultivation
land for next season’s crops.
Seed Wheats grown for distribution.
The wheats, barleys, and oats grown here last season for seed, were very carefully looked over
several times previously to being cut and harvested, and all plants pulled out and removed from each plot
that were not true to the variety grown there, and every care was taken to ensure a pure sample true to
name of the different varieties.
Distribution,
These wheats were advertised in tbe JgriculUtral Gazette, for sale, with the result that nearly all
of the best varieties grown here have been sent to farmers in nearly every nan of this Colony, thereby
giving them a. chance of trying fresh varieties of wheats, and seeing which sorts arc best adapted and most
productive in the various districts. The greatest inquiry was for the following sorts : —Australian telavera,
white lammas, farmers’ friend, Hudson's early purple straw, Leak’s R. R., Grosse's prolific, and
Berthoud. For poultry aud pig feed inquiry was made for Algerian and Polish wheats.
Oats.
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Oats.
A fair inquiry has been made for the only sort grown here, viz., Carter’s royal cluster oats, and
seed has been sent in small quantities to several districts of a wide range.
Malting Barley.
_
Two of the best known sorts of malting barley were grown for sale, viz,, Goldthorp and Carter’s
prize prolific, and these have been sent to a number of districts thought to be suitable for the growth of
first-class malting barley, a number of our extensive wheat-growers being of opinion that in the near
future this will be one of tbe main crops for export to England, it being known that pale barley can be
grown of a quality equal to any that can be produced in Europe, and the yield quite double that of wheat.
Once a good export trade is established this should ho a profitable crop.

Experimental Orchard.
Mr. Talder, who was in Juno, 1894, appointed experimentalist and manager of the orchard at
Wagga Wagga, was, during tho first half year of 1894, engaged assisting in starting the silk-farm at
Booral, and he attended at the Sydney and Bathurst Agricultural Shows with an exhibit of silkworms;
also took charge of and putting up the agricultural exhibits from the College and Artesian Bore Earms.
In the intervals between his visits to Booral and the different agricultural shows he was occupied in
distributing seeds and attending to oilier work in connection with the seed branch. The principal seeds
sent out were—improved varieties^ of wheats, swedes, turnips, tobaccos, maize, and potatoes, also indigo,
cow pea, pigeon pea, soy bean, Lima bean, broom millet, tagosaste, Bokhara clover, native grasses, and
fodder plants, &c.
He left Sydney on the 4th June, 1894, to take up his new duties at Wagga Wagga, and was
engaged in conjunction with the fruit expert (Mr. A. H. Benson) in laying out and planting the orchard,
putting in about 1,000 fruit-trees and 8,000 grape-vines. In September and October about 5 acres of
experimental plots were planted with crops of almost every description that are of value to agriculturists
and horticulturists. Upwards of 600 varieties of different crops were put in, the seeds being obtained
from nearly all parts of the world. The portion of the orchard not planted with trees was sown with
crops of maize for horse-food, eow-peas, Lima beans, Jtc.
_ Special attention was given to the working of the soil, both as regards the orchard and the
experimental plots. 'The land was deeply ploughed and thoroughly pulverised before planting, and during
the growth of the trees and plants tho soil was well stirred, especially after heavy showers. The result
was remarkably satisfactory, the trees and vines making a splendid growth. With regard to the crops in
the experimental plots the result was even more marked, as during the hot summer months they were
beautifully fresh and green, whilst all around the country was looking parched aud dry. Within the short
space of six months this piece of land, some 40 acres in extent (orchard, vineyard, and experimental
plots), had been converted from a wilderness into one of the most flourishing spots in the southern
district of the Colony. Water-melons of immense size, rock-melons, and upwards of forty other varieties
of cucurbits were to be seen, the vines being simply loaded with fruit. Forage plants, pulses, and root
crops W'ere also strongly in evidence, also tomatoes, beans, and almost every description of vegetable.
At tbe show of the Wagga Wagga Horticultural Society held in February, 1895, we exhibited
a trophy of agricultural and horticultural produce fully 50 feet in length, and composed of upwards of
150 varieties of crops. This was said to be the largest collection ever seen in Wagga Wagga, and it
attracted a great amount of attention.
_ The success obtained with these crops caused farmers and others to turn more attention to the
experimental farms, and, as a result, visifors from all parts of the district, and from nearly every town in
tho southern part of the Colony, were to be seen inspecting the crops and making inquiries as to the
various methods of cultivation. During the months of February and March some hundreds of farmers
visited the orchard and experimental plots, and much of Mr. Yakler’s time was taken up in attending to
their inquiries.
A very large exhibit was made up from the crops growing in the experimental plots, and this was
shown at the Cootamundra, Sydney, Wellington, Bathurst, and Dubbo Agricultural Shows. It contained
nearly 200 varieties of farm and garden crops, many of which were entirely new. The great feature of
this exhibit was that no manures or artificial waterings were given to the crops, the result being entirely
due to tbe systematic and thorough working of the soil. The exhibits were a great surprise, especially to
the farmers in the western district, and the newspapers stated that it was without doubt the finest collection
of agricultural produce ever seen in the Colony. During his visits to these shows, Mr. Valder distributed
upwards of 1,100 packets of seeds of the crops exhibited, and since his return he has had some hundreds
of applications for different seeds and plants.
The following is a short summary of the experiments carried out:—
1. Potatoes.
A comparative trial of 60 varieties obtained from Sydney seedsmen resulted in proving without
doubt that the varieties grown locally could not compare favorably with many of the new varieties. This
experiment was watched with great interest, as, although this is not generally considered a potato-growing
district, it was thought that possibly some of these varieties might be of special value for growing here.
Tho following are the varieties which succeeded best, and farmers have been recommended to give them
special attention:—“Bruse’s Peerless,” “Richter’s Imperator,” “Lapstono ICidney,” “Albert Victor,"
“The Model,” “ Jeanio Dean,” “Early Beauty,” “Exeter Russet,” “Lady Fife,” “Maguum Bomim,”
“Dargavel Meril,” and “Early Puritan.”
2. Sugar Beet.
Kmcteen varieties were under trial, and although they were sown late, and the season was a very
unfavorable one, an average yield of 11 tons 8 cwt. per acre was obtained, several of the varieties giving
upwards of 13 tons per acre. On. analysis it was found that the 19 varieties gave an average sugar content
of 16'2 per cent., two varieties (Vilmorin’s improved and blanche elite) giving upwards of 18 per cent.
This resut is a remarkable one, and it speaks highly for the quality of the M'agga Wagga soil.
213—C
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3. Broom Corn.
Four varieties v/ere under trial, which yielded from 15 cwt. to 23 cwt, per acre of commercial
broom-heads. Samples of these were submitted to Sydney merchants, who pronounced them to be some
of the best samples they had ever seen, and were worth from £18 to £20 per ton. The seeds aud the
stalks after the broom-heads have been cut are of good feeding value for stock. It will therefore be seen
what a valuable crop this is.
4. Sorghum.
Sixteen varieties were under trial, including several varieties, imported from the United States,
which were said to be of superior qualities both as to yield and feeding value. The result was decidedly
in favour of the varieties grown hero as “ Early Amber Cane,'’ and “ Planter’s Friend," came out at the
top. Among the American varieties 11 McLean ” and 11 Black African ” did tho best. A variety known
as “Dari," the seed of which had been imported from India showed its liking for the hot dry weather, but,
although it produced a large amount of seed, could hardly compare with some of the others as to yield of
forage. The following is the yield of the four best varieties:—
15

o

--

Early Amber Cane
• Planter’s Friend...
Black African ...
McLean...............

Tone, owt qr.

18 2 0
16 IS 3
15 19 1
14 17 1

5. Millet.
Nine varieties were under trial. Of these, the variety known as “ Pearl ” gave the heaviest yield,
but it took a very long time to mature. A new variety known as “ Salv.ers Dakota," the seed of which
was imported by tho Department from Canada, was ready to cut in ien weeks after sowing and yielded
5 tons 13 cwt. of. green fodder per acre. This variety somewhat resembles Hungarian millet, but is
coarser, and yielded
tons more green fodder in the same length of time. It is certainly a very valuable
addition to our fodder plants. Among the other crops successfully grown in the experimental plots were
the following;—
Fodder Plants.—Tagasaste,sulla, serradella, "Wagner’sflat pea, salt-hushes, and native and other grasses.
Hoot Crops—Mangolds, artichokes, arrowroot, canaigre, sweet potatoes, salsify, and chicory. _
Pulses.—Cow peas, pigeon pea, mung bean, Lima bean, soy bean, chick pea, Tangier pea, lentils, and
a large number of varieties and species of Indian, Japanese, and Chinese peas and beans.
Cucurbits.—Melons, pumpkins, cucumbers, squashes.
A large number of these were new varieties and from them a quantity of seeds have been harvested,
which are intended for distribution. Already upwards of 2,000 packets have been sent out and large
numbers of applications are coming in.
Among the test now being carried out are the following:—
Comparative trial of 25 kinds of turnips and swedes.
„
„ 21
„ onions.
„
„ 36
„ peas.
„
„ 10
„ tares.
.
„
i, 60
„ potatoes.
Roots of rhubarb, asparagus, seakale, prickly comfrey, and liquorice have been planted out.
About 10 acres of the lower paddock in the orchard site is being laid out for experimental work.
It will be divided into acre and half-acre plots for the' purpose of growing in large quantities some of the
crops which have done so well on a small scale.
The experimental farm atWollongbar, near Lismore, Richmond River district, was placed in charge
of Mr. Gr. M. McKeown, who arrived there on 16th November, 1893, and took up bis residence in camp on
the farm site on that day. The place was unimproved, except that on about 50 acres the timber had
been felled about two years before, and the lighter portion burnt off leaving the logs and stumps. _
This area was covered with a dense growth of saplings, wild raspberry, inkweert, Scotch thistles,
and other plants, which, in many places, formed almost impenetrable thickets presenting anything but
an attractive appearance.
,
,
Tho first work after forming a camp was the clearing and enclosing of a piece or land in which to
plant a number of canes and other plants just received from Kew gardens.
_
The weather proving dry, the water necessary for these plants had to be carried a distance of halfa-mile in buckets; however, with one exception, representatives of all varieties of canes received were
saved, and last seasou ihey supplied sets for planting on tho farm in addition to a few for distribution.
While awaiting the acceptance of tenders, and during tho progress of a portion of the various works
performed under contracts, Mr. McKeown cleared the saplings and weeds from an area of about 10
acres, besides burning off a quantity of the dead timber. This area has since been entirely cleared and
sown with grasses for use as a stock paddock.
Tenders for stumping, clearing, and ploughing 8 acres were accepted on 16th December, aud
for the erection of the necessary buildings on 31st December.
_
The former contract provided for the completion of the work and fencing, and preparing the land
within two months. Owing partly to wet weather (50 inches being recorded iu three months), but chiefly
to labour difficulties, the work was not completed till June, and thus the autumn planting season was lost.
A small area was ploughed in February, but as the land was not enclosed nothing of value could be
planted. However, a quantity of fodder for horse was raised in addition to vegetables, and a few per
manent plots of grasses were formed.
_
.
Early in June the contractor for fencing and preparing land completed his work ns follows, piz.,
20 acres fenced with barbed wire, 10 acres of this being secured against noxious animals by wire-netting.
Of the latter area 6 acres was stumped to a depth of 2 feet, and ploughed and sub-spiled to a
depth of 1 foot, and 1 acre was stumped 1 foot in depth, and ploughed 4_ inches, so that the results
of shallow and deep cultivation might be compared. The remaining 3 acres in this enclosure was used in
its partly cleared condition for maize and other crops, and has recently been stumped and ploughed.
•
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One acre, situated oil tBo main road, at: a distance from the block set apart for a plantation,
was stumped, ploughed, and fenced as a site for the farm buildings, and is now laid out partly in
ornamental grounds, partly in nursery beds, the former containing a number of economic plants.
The house, a comfortable, well-built dwelling of four rooms, kitchen, &e., with stable and shed, was
completed in April.
In May, of last year, Mr. McKeown was granted an assistant, and in February last the staff was
increased by the addition of a second labourer.
The following work has been done under contract during the current year, riz.:—25t acres felled,
1|- acres stumped and ploughed,and 10 acres cleared of timber and laid down in grasses; 2 acres has been
cleared by the farm-staff in spare time occasioned by the prevailing dry weather.
A small silage stack has been constructed, and, as hitherto little or nothing has been done in pre
serving fodder in this district by means of ensilage, much interest is shown in the result of the experiment.
During the past half-year Mr. McKeown exhibited collections of produce consisting of eighty-four
varieties at the Lismore Show, and at Alstonville seventy-five varieties, many of the products being new
to the district and to the Colony.
Exhibits were also sent to Casino and to the Eoyal Agricultural Society’s Show in Sydney. The
distance of the latter places prevented so large a number being exhibited as was the case at tho shows
which were more accessible.
The collections of produce at the local showrs attracted much attention, and caused a large influx
of visitors to the farm, which has steadily continued. Full explauations of the methods of working have
been given, and the use of spraying-machines and improved implements practically demonstrated.
Instructions have also been given in budding and in pruning vines, citrus, and other fruit-trees.
Plants, most of them new to the district, have been raised and distributed, tbe number sent out
reaching 1,322, and more are still available.
■
Experiments with manures have proved inconclusive in several cases, the crops having been
partially destroyed by hail and wind. Those which reached maturity showed no appreciable improve
ment, probably owing to the manures having been leached through the upper layer of soil by the heavy
autumn rainfall, tho soil being very open.
,
Dry weather proves very trying, as the water rapidly drains through the subsoil, rendering frequent
rains necessary for a continuance of growth, and in some cases for the existence of the plants. The rain
fall is heavy and unevenly distributed throughout the year. Last year’s record exceeded 1)3 inches, of
which CO inches fell during the first quarter, The record for the past half-year is dlAC, of which 31.13
fell during the first two months.
Insect pests have proved numerous and troublesome, many of them requiring hand-picking to
destroy them. Many thousands of elephant beetles were killed in this way.
In the spring much damage was done by grasshoppers, even castor-oil plants being attacked by
them ; and with the means then at his disposal it was impossible to keep them wholly in check. How
ever, as improved appliances have been furnished, Mr. McKeown hopes to be able to report satisfactory
results of the treatment of these pests during the coming season.
Appended are delails of experiments, crops raised, &c.
iSugar-canc.
According to the names supplied 61 varieties are uuder cultivation, but it is probable some of these are bearing moro
than one name.
.
So much confusion exists in regard to the nomenclature of canes that Mr. McKeown recommends the appointment
by the Department of a committee of export eane-grovvors, to fix beyond question the nauics of the numerous varieties now
grown in the Colony, some of which in his own neighbourhood boar' as many as three names.
The land in which the cane has been planted was ploughed and subsoiled to a depth of 12 inches, and afterwards
tilled with a Planet, Junr. hoe, a small plot being planted in unbroken land in holes made by an ordinary hoe, and after
wards tilled with the same implement.
At this stage tho result is largely in favour of deep cultivation, although the only plants of arabora and liatsc, which
have survived the “ rust,” are in the shallow-worked land.
Single sets bearing two to four eyes were used, and the part of the cane from which they were taken carefully noted
as a guide to future operations. So far as at present appears, where vigorous canes have been used, no particular portion
of the cane has any advantage over another iu growth, but of course the conclusive test will be that of yield and density
at maturity.
A larger supply of plants being available for the coming season, the “plot ” system of experimenting can be better
carried out than has hitherto been possible.
Lime has been applied to a number of plants, but iu only a limited number is any benefit apparent.
Ground limestone was applied to weak canes, but without beneficial results, the plants remaining stationary.
The transfer of plants from the hill country to the river flats, and tiice versd, has bo far not proved successful in
preventing “gumming," although the disease is far less prevalent ou the hills than on the riverside.
All of the plants which were procured locally came from riverside farms, but of these only five, representing two
varieties, have “gummed.” On the other hand, a considerable number of canes from the bills planted in shallow land on
tho riverbauk, and cultivated in the most skilful and careful manner, have developed the disease to a serious extent.
No opportunity of noting results on farms where a greater depth of soil exists has yet occurred.
Several of the varieties imported from Jamaica are likely to prove valuable additions to our stock, foremost among
them being Queensland, a hardy green cane of vigorous growth, averaging seventeen canes to each stool ; Hope,'a light
coloured variety, somewhat resembling grey Fiji, averaging eighteen canes, and being perfectly healthy; and Morris
seedling, a large green caue, now nine months old, hearing ten stalks on each stool, many of them allowing 6 feet of cane,
and reaching 7 inches in girth.
The original plants of Queensland and Hope have ratooned well. Several of tho varieties comprised in this consign
ment have been grown here before—viz., lahaina, salangoro, green ribbon, Daniel Dupont, and Brisbane, the last mentioned
being identical with chomija.
■
"
The following have proved unhealthy, vis. :—Daniel Dupont, grando savanne, Tourkonry, and Nnin.
Other varieties now backward may prove more vigorous in their second year.
i
The cane introduced from Lord Howe Island, which proves to be “cheribon," has made rapid growth, far surpassing
any of the same variety which had been observed in the district, the plants bearing from sixteen to twenty-five canes
many of them having'a girth of 74 inches.
Among those introduced by the Department from New Guinea, plants of which were supplied by the Colonial Sugar
Refining Company ten months ago, the foremost in healthy growth is Mahoaovu, a handsome black or dark purple variety,
now showing C feet of caiie, about 64 inclics iu girtli, averaging twelve stalks per stool. This variety, both on the farm
and the river flats, has shown no sign of disease, possessing the additional advantage of costing nothing for trashing, as it
sheds its leaves as they mature.
(.’benoma, a pale green cane, stands next, carrying from fifteen to twenty-three stout stalks on the majority of the
plants, which are in perfect health. Unfortunately, gumming has appeared in four of the weaker plants, two of these
growing in deeply worked the others in shallow worked land.
Kikcria
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Kikeria has made good growth, but has suffered from fungus on the rind as well as on the leaves,
Batoe, arabora, and ooraya, at one time gave promise of being equal to the best, but after the wet season they were
so severely attacked by rust as to necessitate cutting the canes recently in order to save the plants.
The Queensland consignment has done well, bamboo blanche, black Fiji, striped mcera, and Mauritius guighamp,
proving strong varieties. Bourbon was destroyed by mat.
Among the best of those growing at the farm, and which were previously cultivated in the Colony are Louzier (which
will probably prove One of the heaviest at cutting time, carrying now twenty stalks to each stool), Moore's purple chemija,
white bamboo, striped Singapore, violet striped tanna, black tamia, and green tanna, Indian bamboo, and red bamboo, all
of which have made highly satisfactory growth.
Imported by Department from Jamaica— Chenoma
Tourkonry
Kikeria
Foaole
Arabora
"Warpendnow
Batoe
Nain
Ooraya
Martinique
Imported by Department from Kew
Nagapouri
Orleans, 1802—
Morris Seedling
Louzier
Hope
Kokea
Salangore
Brisbane
Grande savanne
Black tanna
Boronu
Green tanna
Kcnkeni
Striped tanna
Lahaina
Violet
Queensland
Striped Singapore
Belramic
Mcera
Imported by Department from Lord
Chemija
Howe Island—
Grey Fiji
Purple ribbon
Bourbon rayde
Imported by Department from Kew
Large rappoo
Guinea—
Branchde rayee (imported by Depart
Mahoaovu
ment, 1 think)
Oiva
Mauritius ribbon

Bamboo blanche (imported by Depart
ment, I think)
Green Dupont
Bed Malabar
Striped meera
Imperial
Outamite
Daniel Dupont
Honolulu
Mauritius guighamp
Striped Fiji
Black Fiji
Bourbon
White bamboo
Bed bamboo
Striped Isaacs
Nunn’s salangore
Black Isaacs
Indian bamboo
Moore's purple
Tahitian
Green ribbon
Striped ribbon
Brauchde blanche

Fruits.
Fruits of tile following varieties liavc been planted, and although slow in showing new growth, owing to the late
advent of spring, arc now looking well, and most of them are making good progress. On the citrus trees, aphis and scale
both black and red, have appeared at intervals, but in all cases have been successsully treated.

Oranges.
Jaffa,
Washington, navel.
Australian, navel.
Blood.
Boor man’s.
Star.
Mediterranean, sweet.
St. Michael.
Valencia, late.
Siletta.
Tahiti.
Joppa.
Parramatta.
Queen.
Homossassa.
Parsovy, brown.
Kgg-shaped.
Seville.
Maltese, oval.
Jaffa, blood.
1
Norfolk Island, seedlings.
Seychelles Islands, seedlings.
New Caledonia, seedlings.

Lemons.
Lisbon.
Thornless.
Variegated.
Sweet.
Bclair.
Sicilian.
Villa Franca.
Common.
Fijian giant.

Citrons.
Lemon shaped.
Amalfi.
Shaddock,
Citms fruits, Japanese, varieties.
Citrus medica, var. chirocarpus.
Kishin mikan.
Satsuma mikan.
Omi kinkan.
Urishin mikan.
Nagami kinkan.

Limes.
East India.
West India.
Tahiti.
Seychelles.
New Caledonia.

Mandarins.
Thorny.
Scarlet.
Emperor.
Myrtijolia.
Beauty of Glen Achcn.

Jlfiscdlaneous fruits.
Mango.
Kaftir apple.
Whainpee.
Papaw.
Pomegranate.
Brazilian cherry.
Persimmon.
Loquat.
Chinese raisin.
Brae apple.
Cherimoyer.
Granadilla.
Phylloealyx edulis.
Tree tomato.
Jack fruit.
Tamarind.
Monstera deliciosa.
Diospyros kaki.
Jujube.
Bubus flavns (golden raspberry).
Cape plum.
Carambola plum,
Bose apple.
Alligator pear.
Star apple.
Dillenia indica.
Indian fig.
Eugenia Braziiiensis.

Figs.
Black ischia.
Brown ischia.
Japanese.

Pears.

China.
Kieffer's hybrid,
Le Conte.
Poire de Bernays.
"Windsor.
Broom park.

Peaches,
Flat China.
Shanghai.
Muir.

Apples.
Alexander,
Irish peach,
lied nstrachan.
Triomphe de Luxembourg.

Guavas.
Parker’s hybrid.
White.
Yellow.
Purple.
Guinea.

Pineapples.
Smooth-leaf Cayenne.
Queen.
Bipley queen.
Spineless.
Common.

Bananas.

Cavendish.
Tall China.
Apple or Java.
Pear.
Manila,
Dacca.
Sugar.
Sossido,
Barrcgo.
Giant sugar.
Labuan.
Plantain.
Vundi waiwai.
Vundi seavula.
Bod lady’s finger.

Nuts.
Walnut.
Spanish chestnut.
Japanese chestnut.
Pecan.
Mockernut.
Shagbark hickory.
Tcrminalia c a tap pa,
Canarium sp.
Macadamia ternifolia.
Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia.

Strawberries,
Omar pasha.
Superb.
La Constant.
Edith.
Comte de Paris.
Due de Malakoff.

Fodder
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Canada Rice (Zizania aqvMiea).—Seed from the United States was sown under various conditions, but in all cases failed
to grow, no land on the farm being moist enough for it.
_
Polygonum sachalinewtc,—Two plants received from Gosford State Nursery were destroyed by insects within a few hours
after planting.
Oats.—Two plots were sown, heavy crops resulting. The straw, however, was very coarse, and quite unsuitable for hay,
especially in the case of the later crop, which was badly affected by rust.
Hungarian Millet.—While in camp, Mr, McKeown sowed seed in untilled land, after passing fire over it. An excellent
crop resulted, maturing in ten weeks, making hay far superior to locally grown oaten nay, which it should entirely
supersede. A crop sown in November last yielded green fodder at the rate of G tons 19 cwt. 2 qr. 1G lb. per acre.
Planter’s Friend.—A quantity was sown early in last year for uae as fodder, with fair results. Seed sown in ijeeember last
produced fodder at the rate of 11 tons 16 cwt. per acre. This seed was sown in unploughod laud. Experiments were
also tried in tilled land with manures, but, owing most probably to this being carried below the roots of the plants by
tiic heavy rains which fell from December to March, the results were scarcely appreciable. Like most other fodder
crops at that season, it was badly attacked by rust.
Kaffir Corn.—Yielded green fodder, 7 tons per acre. The seed, which forms a valuable food for poultry, suffered greatly
from the ravages of beetles of various kinds.
Tagosaste, or Tree Lucerne.—Growth of plants very slow. Unsuited to this district, many dying during rainy season.
Teosinte (Eachhvna luxuriant).—Sown thickly in drills. Produced fodder at the rate of 37 tons per acre in ploughed land.
In nnploughed land the plants placed in hills, 4 feet x 4 feet, yielded 12 tons 3 cwt, per acre. Tho latter crop was
simply hoed in and kept free from weeds.
Teosinte (Euchhma Mexicana).—Seed received from Baron von Mueller, sown late, and plants transplanted into 3x3 hills
in December, yielded 74 tons green fodder per acre.
Lntkyrus sylvestris.—Growth unsatisfactory ; sown in September ; is now only a foot in height.
Pulla.—A leguminous plant recently introduced to the Colony. Produced green fodder, 12 tons IS cwt. per acre. Tested
only with horses, which do not appear to like it.
Borsin Clover (Triplinm Alcxanrlrium).—A small quantity of seed from Italy germiuated freely, but for some time growth
was prevented by paddymelons (the land being then unfenced). After being protected, it grew rapidly. For seed
purposes the crop was allowed to become partially dry before cutting, the yield per acre being 4 tons of fodder, greatly
relished by horses. A recent sowing is making luxuriant growth.
Timbcr-cano.—Yielded a light crop.
Scrradella. —Slow iu growth. Produced green fodder, 9 tons 7 cwt,, making excellent hay, at the rate of 24 tons per acre.
Sainfoin.—Growth unsatisfactory.
Lucerne.—A plot sown in March last, in subsoiled land, has made rapid growth, but within tho last week has become rusted.
Trefoil.—Sown in March. Making slow growth.
Skinless Barley,—More successful than any other variety sown at the same time, being more upright, tho whole of the
“ Hag” remaining green and free from rust. Yield, 7 tons 17 cwt. per acre.
English Barley.—Yield of green fodder, per acre, 9 tons (i cwt.
Cape Barley.—Yield of fodder, per acre, 8 tons 19 cwt. Sown with vetches, 7 tons 17 cwt. per acre.
Lathyrns hirsulus (Hairy Vetehing}.—Seed from Queensland Department of Agriculture. Making excellent growth.
Patpalum dilutatum,—An excellent fodder or pasture grass. Plants rowed out IS x 6 inches grew rapidly to a height of
5 feet, and latest cutting yielded 13 tons 7 cwt. per acre from shallow-ploughed land. Seed was sown iu subsoil
land, a test cutting showing, at S months from time of germination and 34 months from previous cutting, a yield of
green fodder equal to 19 tons 4 cwt. per acre, making hay at the rate of 5 tons per acre. This grass is greatly relished
by stock of all kinds, aud forms a good sod, resisting well the grazing and trampling of animals.
Trieholmna rosea (Natal Red-top).—Has produced large quantities of grass of light texture. Test cuttings have yielded,
green, at the rate of 10 tons 18 cwt. and 10 tons per aero respectively. Will not stand grazing, and horses on tho
farm prefer most other varieties to this.
Pankum macrostackyum,—Yields a large quantity of fodder, makes excellent hay, but will not stand grazing.
Etenmne stricta.—In its young stages gives good fodder, much liked by stock, but becomes very “woody” with age.
Y'iclds seed at the rate of 514 bushels per acre, of value as ehickfeed. A plot of 60 square feet produced 4J lb. of
seed, resembling that of Hungarian millet.

Pasture Grasses, Ac.
Alsikc Clover (Trifohm hybridnm).—Seems admirably adapted to this climate. A plot sown in winter, in chocolate soil,
produced green fodder equal to 7 tons 3 cwt. per acre. A spring sowing also resulted in a heavy crop, which has been
ploughed in for manurial purposes. Experimental plots have also been laid down recently, with and without tho use
of lime, respectively.
.
Clover (red perennial, scarlet, and white).—All sown in March last. Making good growth.
Japanese Clover.—Growth very slow.
Paniatm fffitsum.—An indigenous grass, tested under cultivation ; of short duration, very light in texture, and will not
stand grazing to any extent.
Jiromvs inerni/i (Smooth Brome).—Sowings in October and March, respectively, have given very satisfactory results.
Prairie Grass.—Sown in March last; growing rapidly,
Kentucky Blucgrass (J’oa prateimis, var. Virginiana).—In the red soil was destroyed by heat. Has succeeded well in choco
late soil, which retains moisture better.
Poa irisiatis.—Doing well; a good grass for this locality.
Poa nemoralis (Wood Poa), Poa semparvirens (Evergreen Poa).—PMettm pralense (Timothy), jllopeanmis prafensis (Meadow
Foxtail), Eesluca mba (Red Fescue), Fcsiuca hurinscula (Hard Fescue), have been sown, hut at present are not doing
well,
‘
Fescuia pratensis (Meadow Fescue).—Sown at the same time as the last mentioned ; will make good pasture.
Perennial Rye (Solium po-cmie)).—In general use for pastures in this district.
Does not stand dry weather or grazing. A
plot sown in April last year now shows a few scattered tufts.
Cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata).—Sown from April to June last year. Has produced good feed. Thrives in the district
generally.
'
'
Panicum spcctaliie (from Fiji).—A few stools have been planted, and promise a heavy yield. So far has withstood frost.
Fespalum pultcsams (Russell River Grass).—Has made good growth, withstanding frost well, and bids fair to prove one of
our best grasses.
Pankum maximum (Guinea Grass).—Plants from Queensland were a long time in transit, and tho few survivors have not
had time to make much progress.

Pulses.
Cow Peas (I’lV/no catiang).—Several varieties were sown with tho following results, viz, r—
Black ; sown in December. Vine yield, 8 tons per acre.
Black ; sown in December ; manured. Vine yield, 104 tons per acre.
Clay coloured ; sown iu September. Vine yield, 9 tons 1 cwt. per acre.
Large white; sown in September. Vine yield, 10 tons 3 cwt. per acre.
Small white ; sown in September. Vine yield, 9 tons per acre.
The two first mentioned were sown in drills 3 ft. apart; the others broadcast. A large quantity of seed having been
destroyed by rain, the seed yield could not he determined.
Mung Bean (Phascolvs mutiyo).—Yielded pulso equal to 94 cwt. per acre.
Green Gum (PAowokw llfna:).—Suitable for green manure; forty plants in one drill covered 364 square feet. Very few
ha,ve appeared, however.
Phaseolus roxburi/lni.—A strong variety, also suitable for green manuring. Puke yield, 2,631 lb. per acre.
Phaseolus viridissimus.—Partial harvest yielded 6 cwt. pulse per acre. Vines were overrun by P. Max.
Phaseolus aureus.—A light cropper. Vines weak.
Soy
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Soy Bean (Soja hispida).—Yielded dried pulse equal to 791 IK per acre.
French Bean.—Produced excellent crops.
_
Lima Beans (Dwarf).—Cropped heavily, but suffered from caterpillars more than any other kind.
Lima Beans (Tall).—Have produced too much foliage. Cropped lightly.
Broad Beans.—Grew freely; bore but few pods.

Oil yielding Plant*.
Gingili or Till {Sesamui/i, mdicum).—Seed received from India; sown in early spring; germinated irregularly.
The few
plants resulting made good growth and bore seed heavily, but died during tbe rainy season, A later sowing did well
up to the flowering period and then died, A sowing made in autumn failed to survive a few cold nights.
Snndower.—Grew strongly and produced a good crop of seed ; withstood wet weather badly.
.
Castor Oil.—An improved variety is being cultivated. The trees have attained a large size, but the production of seed has
been greatly checked by the attacks of borers.
Pea Nuts.—Large variety yielded 2 tons 5 cwt. per aero; small variety,

1

ton 14 cwt. 3 qr. per acre.

Fibres.
Sunn Hemp {Crofalaria juncea).—A failure ; made but slight growth.
Jute (Corcltorits ohtorim).—Growth insufficient for useful fibre. Will be tried again next season.
Sisal Hemp {Agave sisalana).—Recently planted. Looking well.
........................
Ramie (Boehmeria nivea) —Has produced a heavy crop, A number of plants available for distribution in spring.
Cotton.—The following varieties have been grown with fair amount of success, viz., Sea Island, Louisiana, Garo Hill,
Gordon Pasha, Tree, Nankin, and Egyptian.

'

Tan Plants.
Acacia catechu.—A large number of young plants in the nursery are making rapid growth, soil and climate apparently
suiting them admirably.
,
,
.
,
,
j
■
Canaigre (Rumex hymcnosephalus),-*-The plants surviving out of a number received from America have not made satis
factory growth.
Tcrminalia bellerica.—Has grown rapidly.

Dye Plants.
Indigo [Indigofera tincloria).—Seed

from India. Three plots were sown under different conditions, all producing good
crops, that on the highest land making the strongest growth. A large quantity of seed is available for distribution

and for further tests here.
.
.
Safflower.—Has done well. By successive sowings flowers may be produced almost continuously during the year.
Annatto.—Plants from Queensland died, having been badly used in transit. A number raised from seed arc making slow
growth.
Turmeric.—Shows signs of a light crop only.

Ihce.
Three upland varieties have been tried, viz., Kyba, Madagascar, and Japan. The two kinds first mentioned have proved
of value only as fodder plants, the yield being heavy, and the fodder, both green aud dry, much liked by hnrscs. fi he
Japan variety produced well-filled grain at the rate of about 1 ton per acre, which, however, owing to late ripening
caused by the crop having been chocked by dry weather, was somewhat discoloured by rust.

Miscdlaneov* Economic Plants.
Ts.'pioen {Manihol ntilitissima).—One tuber received from Queensland failed.

■ , ■ i, inn. r»
Oue broken down by wind yielded 9 lb. of immature

Manihot Aipi.—Plants raised from cuttings have made good growth.

tubers.
Cocoa [Theobroma cacao).—Plants from Fiji died on first appearance of cold weather.
Tea (Thea sinensis) —Doing well m chocolate soil, but not so in red soil.
Cinnamon (Cinnatnomum zeytanicuvi). -Making fair growth.
Arrowroot (C«ima aMis.)—Showing heavy crop ; shall shortly manufacture.
(Maranla nrundinacea).—Only recently planted.
Chicory.—Not successful; roots burst in rainy season.
Ginger.—Only recently planted.
Coffee.—’Coffea Arabica, C. Liberica, and C. Haragogipci are all making excellent progress. A number of plants of
Aralnea have been distributed.
Pepper (Piper mV/ram).—Recently planted ; looking well.
Grasses for Paper-making.—Pollinia eriopoda (Bhabar grass) and Andropogon angastiplium wore sown, but seed failed.

G.

ftfedicinal Plants.
The following are being tried, viz. :—Sarsaparilla, dandelion, aniseed, liquorice, poppy, tansy.
_
Perfumery Plants,—The following are all thriving ■—Pagoda-tree (Frangipani), jasmine, citronclla or lemon grass.
Eucalyptus citriodora, Aloysia eitriodora, heliotrope, tuber-rose, and violets. Lavender and vitivert have recently
been planted.

Miscellaneous Food Plants.
Yams.—Dioscorea Uvi, D. Fortuni, and two varieties of which the names are unknown are growing.

A fair crop of tubers

showing; not quite matured.
_
.
Sweet Potatoes.—Five months after planting tbe following yield was obtained, viz. -.—Maltese variety, 14 tons 10 cwt.
1 qr, 16 lb. ; Pink, 10 tons 10 cwt. 3 qr. 21 lb. per acre. Two other varieties have been planted lately.
Taro.—One variety under cultivation.

Potatoes.
The following crops were obtained from medium-sized tubers, whole sets, planted in October, 3 feet x 1 foot, and hilled ;—

...........................

lb.

cwt.

qr.

2

2

0

0

1

4
3

S
17
7
7

26
4

tons
..........................................................
Magnum Bomim...
Duckmaloi Champion .. .......................................................... 3
Snowflake
................ ..........................................................
Bliss’ Triumph................ ..........................................................
Early Rose
................ .......................................................... 3
Imperator
................ ..........................................................
Schoolmaster
...
.. .......................................................... 3
Early Puritan ................
...............................................5
Unnamed (German seed)

3
0
2

0
2

per a
„
„
„

3

12

1

17

0

J

ji

n

13
5

1

9

0

1

„
„

0

„

Circular Head. Failed.
_
i
An August planting of the Dean, flourball, Brownell’s beauty, Cambridge kidney, and Bliss’triumph was destroyed by
wet rot, with the exception of the last-named variety.
Beetles proved very troublesome, but were kept in check by the application of lime and Paris green.
Onions.
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Onions.
The following varieties were sown lately, viz. :—Potato, tree, silver queen, wonder, Italian, new queen, giant Rocca,
brown glohe, extra early globe, brown Spanish, white Spanish, extra early flat red, James’ keeping.
Eschallots. —Russian,

Cal/bage.
The following varieties have been cultivated, viz,

Drumhead Savoy, dwarf drumhead, succession, St. John’s Day, West

Ham.
_
■
...
The only variety which produced heads above the average size was drumhead Savoy, and this variety resisted the attacks
of insects far more successfully than any other.
^
_
The following are now growing :—Large drumhead, succession, West Ham, and St, John's day.
Cauliflowers. —Early London, Walcheren, and large Asiatic have been grown with a fair amount of success.
Carrots and parsnips have produced good roots, but, like other root crops, suffered much from excessive moisture.
Turnips.—Sutton’s crimson king, Laing’s garden Swede, orange jelly, early six weeks, white Nepaul, white model,
hardy green, round and mammoth purple top. Of the Swedes, Sutton’s crimson kinv was far the moat successful,
yielding a heavy crop and resisting wet hotter than any other. All other varieties suffered heavily from this cause,
the hardiest being the green round and purple top. Sutton’s purple top and Anderson’s Imperial have recently
been sown as a field crop.
Tomatoes.__Trophy, optimus, Lorillard, golden trophy, and several other varieties have produced excellent fruit. Trophy
and golden trophy have proved the beat of the large varieties.
■
Artichokes.—Globe and Chinese are under cultivation.
Marrows,—Three varieties, viz., long yellow, rice, and small red. All produced good crops, remaining long in bearing.
One specimen of the yellow variety weighed 28 lb.

Pumpkins.
A small quantity of seed of each of the following varieties was sown, viz. ;—Ironhark, crown, button, king of the
mammoths, and gramma, the last named only yielding a fair crop. All early-sown vines suffered from the excessive
moisture prevailing from December to cud of February. The only seeds true to name were the button aud gramma.

Cucumbers.
Tho following were sown, viz. :—Japanese, long green, short green, apple-shaped, crystal white, market king, and ivory
monarch. All tho varieties except Japanese gave poor results, cropping lightly and dying early, Three hills of tho
Japanese bore eleven and a half dozen cucumbers, weighing from 4 to 21 lb. each. A plot to which manure was
applied was destroyed by hail late in December.

Melons.
Rock.—The following were sown, viz. :—Hackensack, Persian, cassara, and banquet. The latter only cropped well,
proving itself a first-class variety, but, as was the case with almost all other varieties, the vines did not survive the
heavy rains ; consequently most of the fruit perished.
Water.—Ice cream, Gragg, Scminsh, red seed, Holt’s gem, and Cuban queen were planted. The variety which best
withstood the wet was ice cream, three-fourths of the others having rotted on the vines.
Preserving.—Japanese and citron were planted, heavy crops resulting.

Maize.
The varieties sown were red Hogan, yellow Hogan, ninety-day, Eoonc Co. white, pride of kansas, mammoth deut,
Edmonds, Louden dent.
The most successful was yellow Hogan, sown early, which yielded 46 bushels per acre.
The new varieties suffered much from blight following excessive rains, and the ninety-day, mammoth dent, and
yellow Hogan, which were sown late, were destroyed by blight, which was very destructive to most late-sown crops
throughout the district.
The following varieties of pop com were grown, viz.:—Early and late white, red and
yellow porcupine. Manured crops were destroyed by a heavy gale.

Tobacco.
Experiments have been made for the purpose of ascertaining the most suitable period, in regard to weather, for maturing
and curing the leaf. Havana seed, sown iu February last year and transplanted at the end of March, grew irregularly *
owing to the patchy nature of the soil. Part of the crop matured in July, the rest in August; but the attempt to cure
the leaf failed owing to the absence of weather-resisting conveniences for dealing with it. Strong westerly winds
prevail from June to September, and, as our buildings are used for the common purposes of stable, cart-shed, tool
rooms, &c., it is impossible to protect the leaf as is necessary in such weather. The plant will also mature from
January forward into the year ; hut at tills period, without proper appliances, it is impossible to protect the leaf from
the growth of fungus so prevalent during the excessive rains falling during the first quarter of the year. Leaf is now
drying in the best available places—the stable and the tool-room. —and every day the effects of the weather upon it may
he noted, as after a few hours of westerly wind it will readily break in pieces, recovering its normal condition when
tbe wind ceases. The strongest plants have been produced from sued locally growm, several kinds of which the names
are not known having done well. The site of the farm being elevated, much damage has been caused by high winds.
Caterpillars have caused little trouble, but grasshopper in the early, and 11 fleas ” in the later stages of tho growth of
the crons wmre troublesome. Their attacks, however, were confined to limited periods.
The following varieties have been sown, viz. :—
Maryland, which only grew to a height of 6 inches.
Fly River.—Many of the plants proved weak, failing to mature the seed, which, this season, was the primary object in
view in planting this variety. In some of the better patches of soil, however, a number of plants made good
growth, and a fair quantity of seed has been secured.
Viretti de Abajo, Havana.—A few plants have been raised and seed saved for next season’s experiments.
Havana.—Has proved one of the strongest varieties.
Turkish Cigarette varieties.—Gliinbeck di Zanthi, Kir Basma, and Baseball Persoccian germinated freely aud made
good progress till the end of March, w'hen the whole of tho young plants in the field and the nursery were des
troyed by the sudden advent of cold weather. These will be tried again in spring, seed having been reserved.

Grapes.
Cuttings of the varieties enumerated below were planted, hut many were lost owing partly to the late arrival of spring
(many of them not starting to grow till November), and partly to the ravages of grasshoppers, which ate out the
eyes as they swelled, Paris green of sufiicient-strength to kill the insects was too strong for the young buds, and
although lime for a time kept them in check, as they (the insects) grew older it failed in its effect, A strong infusion
of quassia chips proved effectual, but ruin falling frequently, it was soon washed off. KUingburgh, Delaware, Wilhler,
Anna, Catawba, Rebecca, Isabella (Bell's seedling), Mill Hill hamhro’, Baxter’s sherry, Joslyuge’s, St. Albans, Mrs.
Pinee’s Mack muscat. Lady Don’s seedling, Royal Ascot, black hamhro’, black Damascus, Espcrione, Madeline Royal,
black prince, white sherry, early chasselas, golden hamhro’, golden chasselos.

Sericulture.

■

Fifty mulberry-trees (Moras Alba) have been planted on the headlands, where they have grown to a large size, and even thus
late are full of growth and bearing leaves of excellent colour and texture. Their period of rest will probably not
exceed six weeks. About 250 young plants, raised from cuttings, are in the nursery.

Plants
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Plants and Seeds Distributed.
Variety.

Number of Plants.

Tobacco .............................................................. .........................................

2’>4

Citrus seedlings from imported fruit, four varieties................................

Number of Persons.

29S

48

Macadamia ternifolia (Australian nut)..........................

83

25

Carva oliveeformis (pecan nut) ................................

49

44

,,

alba (hickory).........................................................

,,

tomentosa (hickory)...............................................

5

4

Carica papaya (papaw)............................................................................

4
10

54

Coffoa arabica (coffee) ........................ ..........................

103

Acacia catectin.........................................................

53

Ceratonia siliqua (earob bean)

48

24

20

13

9

4

1
2

1
2
2
2

.....................................

Acacia baileyana (silver wattle)...............................
Sechium edule (Chocho) .....................................
Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia (tweed nntl.............
Androiiogon schccnanthus (lemon grass) . .

.
.

Morns alba (cuttiugsl (mulbcrv) .....................................

12

Manihot aipi (cuttings) (cassava) ................................

12
6

Tcrminalia bellerica .............................
Grasses

.........................................

Sugar-cane..........................................
Thea sinensis (teal

3

1G
ocn

91

4

2

....................................................

Seeds.
Q
ft

Zizania acmatica (Canada rice) .......................

5

Indigofcra tinctoria (indigo) ...........................

5

Japanese cucumber 5, chili 10, cotton

10.

castor oil 3. tomato

5.............................

Total plants ...............................................................................

33

1,322

Packets seeds..,..........................................

05

Plants in Nursery.
Ccratonia silkiua (earob bean)..............................................................................................................
473
Carya olivrcformig (pecan nut) ...........................................................................................................
]5
„
alba (shagbark hickory)
..................................................................................................... .
24
„
tomentoaa (mockernut) ...........................
3
Macadamia ternifolia (Australian nut) ..........................................................................................
Acacia catechu............................. ................................................................................................................. 2 500
Cofl'ea arabica (coffee)..................... ............................................................................................... ’
’ J22
Carica papaya (papaw) ........................................................................................................ .............
2S
Morus alba (mulberry) .......... ............................................................................................. ..................
gl.1)
„
multicaulis (mulberry) ..............................................................................................................
04
Naugifcra indica (mango)........................................
6
Eugenia jambos (rose apple)............................................................................................................................... 5
Eixa Orellana (annatto)...............................'............................................... ....9
Acacia baileyana (silver wattle) .........................................................................................................
238
Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia (tweed nut) .............................................................
10

Citrus FruilsSeedlings.
Orange

............................................... Seychelles Islands
New Caledonia ...
Local .......................

Shaddock ............................ ............ New Caledonia ....
^‘'i'ron.................................................... New Caledonia ....
Local ..................... ..
Lime

..................................... ........ Queensland.............
Seychelles Islands

Lemons........... ............. ................

Seychelles Islands
Total

212
15
44
------

...

271

11

103
OS
-------

171

13

10
-----...

23
2S5
4,629

Meteorological

Meteorological Report,
Temperature.
Rjvinfall

Maximum.

Minimum.

Mean.

1894.—

(
I

i
No instruments prior to June 10... -f
i

t

J
July

...........................................................................................................

f.9-o
74-4
77-4

88-0
84-6
96-2
91-S

43‘5
40-2
42'8
40'G
SO A
54 0
40'0

?>1 '0
56-2
SO‘8
62'0
C9'0
78‘2
72'5

22'19
11'20

1710
491
5'05
TS7
O'OO
1-91
S'91
4-97
4'76
13-95
93'88

ISM.—

April
May

.................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

92-4
91-0
m-4
87'2
78-4
79-0

58*4
ers
49'S
57‘G
49-0
44-2

74'8
75'0
71-S
07 n
69-4
59-2

20-04
10'40
3-SI
3-40
2 05
0-97
41'45

Instruments are hung in a southern verandah, roofed with iron, enclosed at both ends.

Vegetable Pathology.
T am greatly pleased to report that the esperimeuts with wheats undertaken by the Pathologist,
Dr. Cobb, have been continued with, so far, extremely satisfactory results, and are likely to become of great
value for those who arc engaged in the production of our most necessary aud important food.
_
These experiments have necessitated extreme care and attention,. and Dr. Cobh s zeal iu his
laborious work cannot be too highly commended. His report for the last eighteen months shows that: ■
Dr. Cobb, in reporting briefly upon the work of 1894. says it will be convenient to write separately
of that done at Wagga Wagga, at Bong Bong, at Brisbane, and at Sydney.
Wagga, Wagga.
The object of the experiments at Wagga Wagga has been to improve wheats with reference to their
disease-resisting qualities. There has been no radical alteration in the nature of the work begun at
Wagga Wagga in 1893, though there has been a marked improvement in tho methods employed and the
results obtained. The varieties which had already been selected as rust-resistant have once more shown
the quality, and have added therefore to the certainty of their value in this respect.
On visiting tho Wagga Wagga farm, on October 28,1 found no provision made for the storage of
grain and other produce then growing and becoming rapidly ready for harvest, and felt called upon to
recommend the building of a shed 20 ft. x 40 ft., to he used temporarily for the above purpose, and to be
afterwards converted into a tool shed (for which it will be suitable) or used for some other purpose.
This shed was put up with great celerity under the supervision of the Works Department. One month
from the date of obtaining Ministerial sanction to build it, the shed was done in a thoroughly satisfactory
manner, painted and finished throughout, so that it was decided to hold under its roof the first field day
held on the farm.
The field day was designed to bring together at the experimental farm as many farmers from tho
surrounding districts as cared to avail themselves of the general invitation to attend, which was inserted
in the press generally. Between seventy and eighty influential Eiverina farmers assembled in the shed,
many of them having taken long journeys (in some cases over 200 miles) in order to attend. The
objects of the farm and the nature of the work being done having been explained, the whole party made
an inspection of the farm. After lunch had been served, all took part in a profitable discussion on what
had been seen. Tbe field day passed of, in fact, a success, and I hope it is the forerunner of regular
annual or semi-annual gatherings of a similar sort. Tt is only by farmers visiting the experimental farm
aud seeing what is being done, and learning by personal inspection the results of the experimental crops,
offering their criticisms, making suggestions, letting the Department know their greatest needs; it is
only in these wrays that the experimental farm can be made of most service to the farmers.
A small laboratory has been added to the farm, this being tho third building erected. It is now
nearly in working order, and will be a valuable addition to the experimental work, much of which has
been done in the past under very adverse'conditions.
_
The sale of seed wheals is progressing satisfactorily, except that fhe farm is unable 1o supply the
demand, and, in consequence, many applicants have been put off with much less than they have ordered.
It would be obviously unfair for the farm to supply the bulk of its seed wheat to one or a few wheatgrowers. The prices charged in no way recoup tho great expense involved in collecting, trying, and
improving the varieties. 1’or full particulars concerning these wheals, see Agricultural Gazette for
December, 1894, and succeeding numbers.
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Brisbane.
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Brisbane.
The Intercolonial Rust Conference was held at Brisbane in April, and Dr. Cobb was one of tbe
delegates. His principal duties were in connection with the Wheat Nomenclature Committee. The
committee, after two years of careful wort, have issued careful and accurate descriptions of over sixty
wheats, either now grown on an extensive scale in Anstralia, or worthy of notice for some other reason.
These names and descriptions are worthy of the respect of all interested in wheat, and if good use is made
of the work of the committee, their publication marks the dawn of a new era in Australian wheat-growing.
It is only by an accurate knowledge of the varieties of wheat as they grow in this country that we cau ever
expect to compete in the world's market in times when the margin of profit to the grower is so narrow.
Another very important consideration, and one Dr. Cobh is convinced has been too often overlooked, is
that all experiments on the value of wheats for different purposes depend for their usefulness on the
purity and reliability of the sample used. He has seen elaborate and costly analyses published, which
were nearly worthless, because the sample was impure, and inaccurately named. It is highly satisfactory
to chronicle the completion of work so fundamental as that of the Wheat Nomenclature Committee.
Bong Bong.
The work at Bong Bong has been carried on as iu the previous year, and a full report on tho
parasites found in sheep and other animals will be submitted in due time. The other Australian Colonies
have given permission to examine all their public collections of parasites contained in museums, &c, This
will greatly enhance the value of the report, and make it nseful in wider circles. Numerous careful
woodcuts have been made to illustrate the report.
Sydney.
Tho usual official work of answering correspondents, &c., has been done from Sydney. There is
great need for a properly equipped pathological laboratory for the use of this branch in Sydney.
I beg to once more call careful attention to the fact that an assistant permanently attached to this
branch would enable Dr. Cobb to accomplish much more valuable work. In previous annual reports I have
indicated the qualifications such an assistant should possess.
Publications.
The publications of this branch have been fewer than usual during the past year ; but this is due
to the fact that even more time than usual has been given to investigation. The material on hand and
ready for the printer was never previously so great.
Wheat Experiments.
Erom year to year, for several years, Dr. Cobb has been accustomed to sow a short row of all the
different varieties of wheat obtainable, aud year after year these have been compared with each other and
examined in various ways. This examination has resulted in the discovery amongst them of a large number
of duplicates, and those duplicates as fast as they are discovered are cancelled, For instance, during the
harvest of 1894 over 100 duplicates were cancelled, and those varieties remaining, together with such new
samples as were acquired during the year 1894-95, have been sown in the usual way on two different
pieces of ground, one plot being an exact duplicate of the other in all respects except the soil and tho date
of sowing. The objects in keeping this plot up from year to year may be stated as follows:—
(1.) all visitors can see the different varieties of wheat that it has been possible to obtain from
various parts of the world. This is a matter of interest and instruction to them in various ways:
(o) They can see the material from which the stud' plots and other plots of wheat on tho farm have
been derived. Visitors seeing this large number of wheats are impressed with the thoroughness
with which the work is being carried out.
(J) Small samples being always available to the public from this plot, wheat-growers can always
obtain samples of any wheat which strikes them as having desirable qualities, quite regardless as
to whether the officers who have had charge of these wheats have considered these qualities
enough; in other words, it gives a chance to visitors to use their own judgment in case they
think the best selection has not been made.
(2.) It is impossible to judge any given wheat from one year’s behaviour, or even two years
behaviour, so that growing all these varieties year after year brings out in the long run many properties
that were overlooked, or could not he discovered the first time they were sown.
(3.) A complete examination of all these different varieties of wheat has enabled him to group
them into distinct families, so that they have an educational value on that account, thus there is a distinct
group of wheats known as " Fife-wheats,” another group known as “ Defiance-wheats,” and all the different
samples, as they are examined, are referred to one or other of these various distinct groups of wheat, so
that the plot, as it is now growing, is an important object lesson in the classification of wheats, inasmuch
as the characteristics of each of the important groups of wheat can be readily seen while the plants are
growing.
(4.) In case it is necessary to do so, this plot furnishes material for making any desired cross-bred.
(5.) Tbe few pounds of wheat (not often more than 10 lb.) that are derived from each of these rows
in tbe general plot are harvested each year- and preserved, and by an examination of the grain, year by
year, a good deal of information is being collected with regard to the milling properties of the grain,
such properties as will he referred to later on in the report.
Itis Dr. Cobb’s advice that this plot he continued year by year, perhaps not indefinitely, bub still
for some years to come.
As in previous years, tbe rust-liable sort has been sown along with the various sorts put into the
general or nomenclature plot. This year the rust-liable sorts used for this purpose are “ Steinwedel ” and
” Harwich,” every third row being rust-liable, the “Steinwedel” and “ Barwick” alternating with each
Other, so that every six rows include one row each of “Barwick” and “Steinwedel.” These remarks
apply, however, only to the plots sown near the laboratory, that sown on the orchard site being sown
without the “ Steinwedel ” and “Barwick,”
The
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The samples composing the nomenclature plot, about 500 in number, were all sown bn the same
day, so as to facilitate comparisons as to earliuess and so forth. The sowing was, however, much hindered
this season by the condition of the land, and, in order that this may not occur again, I would recommend
that the land which is to be used both for tho general plots and stud plots should be reserved and
summer-fallowed, so that, no matter what the season may be, there will be no difficulty about ploughing
and otherwise working the land early in the season.
Tho area occupied by the two general plots is If- acres.
The order in which these wheats have been sown was determined from 350 notes made while
harvesting these wheats in 1894. These notes referred principally to the relationships of the various
varieties.
About twenty fresh samples have been added to the plot this year.
Cross-lred Wheats,
The cross-bred wheats resulting from the cross made by Mr. Wm. Tarrer, of Queanbeyan, have
been sown in the usual manner from seed obtained by selection from the cross-beds sown last year. Mr.
Farrer has also furnished about forty new crosses made by him last season. The total number of crosses
sown is about 200. Of these some are one year old, some two years old, some three years old, and some
four years old. The sowing and selecting of these cross-bred wheats requires considerable time each year,
but Dr. Oobb is of opinion that the time is well spent. So far as I know, no such extensive or systematic
crossing of the various wheats has ever been made, and it is possible that, by selection from among the
large number of crosses that are available through Mr. Farrer’s efforts, some valuable varieties of wheat
may yet be produced. The area occupied by the cross-breds is about 1 acre.
The wheat sown this season has been graded by means of hand sieves made by Dr. Cobb for the
purpose from what is known as “ half-round brass wire.” The meshes of the sieve are elongated, their
width being graduated most carefully from
millimetres down to 2 millimetres, the different grades
being known as 325, 300, 275, 250, 225, and 200, meaning 3‘25 millimetres, 3 millimetres, 2‘75 millimetres,
2'60 millimetres, 2'25 millimetres, and 2 millimetres. These six sieves give seven grades of wheat.
_ Inasmuch, as it was necessary to grade the wheat before sowing, it occurred to him as worth while
to weigh the amount of each grade furnished by the principal varieties of wheat. The results are con
tained in the following table, and show what proportion of large grains and small grains each variety
yielded in the season 1894, If these observations, which entail very little trouble, be continued from
year to year, he is satisfied that they will furnish information which, together with other knowledge
obtained from other sources, will enable us to decide definitely in favour of certain varieties as against
other similar varieties. This, of course, will lead to the discarding of the poorer varieties. At present
we are growing, he is satisfied, more sorts of wheat than it would be necessary to grow if we knew more
concerning them. As an instance of this, ho has been unable to decide which is the best of about five
different sorts of “ Purple Straw” wheat, all of which differ from each other sufficiently to be called
separate strains of the variety l£ Purple Straw.”
As to which is really the best wheat—■“ Farmer’s Friend,” “ Hudson’s Early Purple Straw,”
“ Steer’s Early Purple Straw,” “Bed Straw,” or “Battling Tom”—he has not yet been able to satisfy
himself.
1st Quality Improved Wheat—Q-raded.
Grades.
■

Variety.

Total
oz.
326.

Allora Snrini! .......................................................................
Australian Talavera.............................................................
Algerian.................................................................................
Berthoud .......................................................................
Berthoud (even growth)....................................................
Blount's Lambrigg ........................................................
Canning Downs ........................................
Karly Para.........................................................................
Early Baart ............................................................................
Farmer’s Friend .............................................................
Farmer’s Friend (even growth).....................................
GoMen Drop.........................................................
Grease’s Prolific ...................................................................
Hudson’s Early Purple Straw .....................................
King's Jubilee ........................ ..............................................
Marshall’s (white straw)....................................................
Marshall’s (purple straw) ...............................................
Quartzlee (bearded)..............................................................
Quartslee (beardless) .........................................................
Red Straw..................................................
Talavera de Bellevue .........................................................
Velvet Pearl............................................................................
White Lammas..................................................
White Lammas (from Young) .....................................
White Naples .................................. ..........................
White Tuscan .........................................
White Velvet ....................................

14-96
18-51
14-80
18-89
3-69
17'95
14-64
17-26
17-20
16-18
13-62
14-08
17-23
18-G2
9-02
39-13
26-93
801
11-26
20-60
12-23
20'83
9-19
18-42
20-79
1510
15-92

-42
E-76
-42
•15
-17
•50
•22

■32
■25
-60
6-76
•50

■10
■90
1-05
■08
•48

•61
•26
•25
■36

300.

•48
4-35
610
1-45
■43
*54
1-60
1-68

3-52
2-77
2-00

1-36
1-4
3-58
-99
4-90
4-08
'57
-60
1-75
1*23
■42
1-76
3-31
•86

■72
*47

275-

3-93
11-27
2-52
10-41
2-67
1 *40
3-48
6-87
7-45
10-64
6-47
2-55
7-5
9-60
2-56
15-63
9-65

2-48

2-74
7-40
ft

1 -PR

5-32
9-13
12-95
4-61
300

250.

6-50
2-14
■40
5-76
■40

225.

2-46
■03

200.

S'ftT
g-66

7-85
4'82
7'ft0
1-40
4-95
6-14
7-00
7-61

•50

1-09

•02

•47

■23

15

■02

■01

■01

4 ♦90
5-47
6-08
4-77
1-50
3-75
6-50
5-75
3-68
3-72
13-00
9 00

RubblEii.

2-17
1-20

■92
■08
■75
1-82
1-75
•68

1-08
3 09
1-90

‘QB

1-50
2-00

■50
5*49!
•08
•50
■37
1-85
2-75

1-25
■54
■29
■52
•35

100
■58
•38
-47
1-18

3^00
•50
•29
■03
•35
•05
•25
■25
•10

‘10
•43
•25
>0fj

1-00

•35
■79
•92

•55

•20
■02

’IS
*•02

•15

1

'58

o-oo
•12

•10

■02

•51
lo8

•05
■51

Threshing Notes.
In 1893 Dr. Cobb began making notes on the ease or difficulty with which the different varieties
of wheats can be threshed. This is a matter of practical valuo both to the grower and the thresher.
The method adopted is extremely simple, yet perfectly effective. The results do not show the
absolute difficulty or ease with which a sample of a variety can be threshed; in other words, do not show
the exact cost of threshing out, say, 100 bushels; but they do show the relative difficulty, or ease, or cost
with which the variety may be threshed.
The
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Tbo test applied is as follows:—Put a given quantity of heads into a hag. These heads are beaten
a certain number of blows in a uniform manner. When the heads are emptied out it is easy to decide
whether the wheat will thresh easily or with difficulty.
These notes on tho threshing properties have been obtained with almost no additional labour; in
any case the wheats had to he threshed. In the crop of 1893 only thirty-sis wheats were tested in this
way; but in the crop of 1891, 460 varieties were tested.
It is the intention to continue these threshing notes so as to arrive at definite conclusions based
on several seasons’ observations.
Hardness of different varieties of Wheat.
A table of wheats, arranged according to tbe hardness of their grain, lias been made up from tbe
results of about 2.000 tests made by means of a machine invented by Dr. Cobb for the purpose. One of
the first things a miller does when a wheat is submitted to him for his judgment ia to place oue of tbo
grains between bis teeth aud to bite it. The resistance which the grain offers to his teeth gives him an
important indication with regard to its milling property. If it is hard to bite it will be bard to mill. If
it is easily crushed between the teeth, it will be easily crushed between the rollers of tbe mill. It
occurred to Dr. Cobb to apply this practical test in a more accurate n ay. In consequence, he took a
pair of cutting pincers, filed off the edge until they were about as blunt as the front teeth of a middleaged man, and with these pincers, so altered, proceeded to bite the grain of different varieties of wheat,
the force which was required to bite the grains in two being measured on an ordinary spring balance.
As a result of these tests he has been able to arrange tho wheats harvested on the "Wkigga "Wagga
Experimental Farm in the year 1893 in the order given in a table. It is his intention to continue these
experiments on the crop of 1894 and that of 189b. The results so far obtained are very promising ; they
correspond at any rate exactly with the ordinary opinions concerning the milling qualities of these varieties
which are most generally grown in Kew South Wales. They correspond also very fairly with the results
obtained by Mr. Guthrie from chemical analysis.
He is of opinion that when these tests have been made on a sufficient variety of samples be will be
able to give a good estimate of tho milling quality of a sample of wheat by means of a test, the whole of
which can be accomplished in an hour's time. This would be a very great advantage, inasmuch as it
would be a very great saving of time, the chemical analysis requiring a much longer time as well as the
expenditure of more money for apparatus, chemicals, and so forth.
The naming of Samples of Grain.
The Department receives each year a considerable number of letters from millers aud farmers
requesting information concerning the milling value of samples of wheat submitted. Dntil recently wo
have been unable to give satisfactory replies to these letters.
Other letters requesting tho name of samples of wheat, grain of which are submitted, also have to
go without satisfactory replies. To these latter wc can only say the grain will be sown, and when grown
the name furnished. This, however, involves so much delay aud uncertainty that the results are not
satisfactory.
Dr. Cobb has cast about for means to identify, at least approximately, samples of grain. Although
he has not discovered such means, a series of notes by him, soon to be published in the Agricultural
Gazette, based upon over 14.000 measurements of tbe grains of the principal varieties of wheat, lead
him to the conclusion that the case is not hopeless. He submits these measurements, made in millimetres,
as something preliminary to a definite attempt on his part to identify varieties from the grain alone.
A number of average grains of each variety were carefully calipered, and the average length, breadth,
and thickness of the grains thus obtained. These results were then arranged in various ways so as to
show which varieties have the longest grains, which varieties have the shortest grains, which varieties
have the thickest grains, which varieties have the thinnest grains, which varieties have the narrowest
and the widest grains.
Again, the three dimensions multiplied together have furnished figures probably
showing the relative size or volume of the grains of various wheats. It seems to him probable that such
results as these (it must be borne in mind that the results obtained from another harvest will, iu some
respects, modify those already obtained), taken together with the colour, hardness as determined by tbo
biting test, and internal constitution as determined by microscopic examination, will enable us, sooner
or later, to identify a variety from the grain alone. He believes this is a matter of a good deal of impor
tance. There is no doubt that even the most expert buyers of wheat are continually misled as to tho
value of the samples which they handle, and when we consider the magnitude of the operations in wheat
there is no doubt that any additional information, however trifling, which will lead to the ability to
judge samples of wheat more accurately would bo very welcome indeed.
Applications for Seed Wheat for Experimental Purposes.
Dr. Cobb invites attention to the fact that a large number of applications for seed wheat for
purely experimental purposes have been received during tbe season 189d-95, and that, in response to these
applications, over 2,000 packages of seed wheat have been distributed free to those who have a genuine
desire to experiment with wheat. All these samples have been prepared and sent out from the farm
laboratory. AU have been screened, graded, and treated for smut before being sent out. All have been
true to name, pure seed, containing no small, shrivelled, split, cracked, or otherwise defective grain.
These have been sent to various applicants both inside and outside the Colony.
It is gratifying to note in this connection the application by various colonial and foreign Govern
ments for samples of seed as grown at the Wagga Wagga Experimental Farm.

Chemist,
The Chemist, Mr. Guthrie, and his assistant, have, during the past eighteen months, performed a
considerable amount of most valuable work.
At the commencement of this period (January, 1894), the offices of the Department were moved
from the premises they previously occupied to the promises opposite the Sydney Hospital. It was,
consequently, not until March, 1894, that the necessary alterations and fittings in the chemical laboratory
were sufficiently advanced to permit of tbe resumption of work.
The
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The routine analytical work includes the following1G3 soils, 60 fertilisers, 15 milks, 62 beet
roots, 10 waters, 15 honeys.
'
In addition to the above, a large number of miscellaneous analyses were made, including dairyproduce (butter, cream, cheese), fodders, preservatives, insecticides, tobacco, &c.
Soil Analyses.
Of the soil analyses, 100 were complete analyses, involving about 16 separate determinations in
each case; the remaining 63 being only partially analysed.
_
_
. . ,
These analyses were conducted on the same system as in previous years, a report being iurrusnod
in each case explaining the analysis and pointing out the proper treatment and manuring for the draerent
crops in each instance.
. , „
,
.i.
i j v__
This part of the work is very largely availed of by the farmers—so much so, that it had become
impossible, with our small staff, to keep down the constantly-increasing arrears. As a considerable
number (over 300) of soils from different parts of the Colony have now been carefully examined, it is
possible, in many cases, to furnish a report suggesting the proper treatment without having recourse to a
complete analysis. This has been done in 63 cases, in which only such points as are absolutely essential
have been examined, thereby lessening the labour considerably. _
The results of all the analyses thus made are now being collected and arranged m such a form
that the characteristics of the soils from different districts and from different geological formations may
he readily studied.
lv
I believe that this work, which should be ready m a few months time, will be ot value in enabling
ns to form a correct judgment concerning the nature and peculiarities of the soil in the different districts
of the Colony.
,
,
* -vo n -nr i
Trom the data thus supplied, it would be possible to prepare a surface-map ot JNew bouth \\ ales
which would be a valuable companion-map to the geological map of the Colony.
Manure Analyses.
In connection with the analyses of manures, a pamphlet was prepared and issued in July showing
the composition and relative value of the different fertilisers in the market, compiled from analyses made
in the Department. The information there given affords the farmers the means of accurately judging the
nature and value of any particular fertiliser they may wish to purchase.
_
This list has been revised and brought up to date again this year, and appeared m the July
number of the Q-azette.
, .
.
In the absence of any law regulating the sale and purchase of manures, it is ot great importance
to the farmer that he should have some such reliable and authoritative opiniou of the manures offered for
81 C' In addition to the commercial fertilisers, analyses were made of products manufactured by private
persons for their own use, wood-ashes, And waste products of all descriptions, with a view to determining
their manurial value.
Sugar-Beet.
The cultivation of the sugar-beet is largely increasing in the Colony, and during the year a large
number of samples were forwarded from different parts of the country which had been obtained from
seed supplied by the Department.
.
"When the necessity for a little more care in the cultivation is realised, there is every reason to
anticipate that this will become one of the most remunerative crops.
_
It is a crop whose cultivation deserves to be encouraged by tbc Department, since success m sugarbeet raising involves more careful and scientific cultivation, and leads to a more advanced system of
farming, than is at present practised. The result of Mr, Tan do Velde’s experiments in this direction
at Tenterfield shows that it is eminently suited to some districts of Hew South "Wales at all events, and
that by careful and systematic cultivation the sugar-content can be almost doubled.
Wheats.
In addition to the above routine work, a lengthy investigation was undertaken, and completed, into
the milling qualities of the seventy-five different varieties of wheat. _ These wheats were grown by
Mr. "Win. Darrer, of Queaubeyan, and include both grain now grown in Hew South Wales and other
grain which might, with advantage, be introduced into cultivation,
_
.
The object of this investigation was to arrive at a decision as to the manner in which the different
grain behaved on milling, with a view to suggesting such varieties as are most suitable for cultivation in
tho Colony, or which might become so by judicious selection and cross-breeding. This work, which
Mr. Guthrie believes breaks new ground, was surrounded by many difficulties. It involved the purchase
(at a small cost) of a small hand-roller mill, and a considerable amount of preliminary labour in learning
the science of roller milling, and deciding on a system of milling suitable to our small plant. These
difficulties have been successfully overcome by Mr. Guthrie, and it has been possible, in the case of each
wheat, to observe, accurately, its milling quality, and to examine the flour obtained for such essential
points as colour, strength, gluten-content, and baking quality. The full details of tins investigation were
published in the Agricultural Gazette for March, 1895.
_
_
_
It is sufficient to say here that the general conclusions arrived at point to the fact that the
varieties of wheat in general cultivation in Hew South Wales are soft grains, yielding a flour deficient in.
gluten (and consequently nourishment) and strength ; tho only advantage which such wheats possess lies
in the ease with which a flour of a good colour can be produced.
The harder, or flintier, kinds of wheat, while not yielding a flour of such good colour, produce a
stronger and more nutritious flour, and are, moreover, of the additional value to the farmer that they are,
as a class, less liable to disease, and, consequently, a more reliable crop. It is thought that by judicious
cross-breeding of the hard and soft wheats it will be possible to produce varieties specially suited to the
different districts.
.
In the course of the above work, a number of interesting questions arose bearing upon the
chemical nature of the different grain, which questions Mr, Guthrie is in hopes of being able shortly to
settle.
Barling
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Darling Pea,
•
, 1jn. SeP^mber last, at the invitation of Mr. G. H. Gordon, of Gragin, near Warialda, Mr. Guthrie
vimted hu station with the object of investigating the effects of the Darling Pea upon stock He was
able, through Mr Gordon s courtesy, to witness the effects of this plant upon horses and sheep and in
Ins report suggested that the services of a physiologist should be obtained in order to trace, if possible
the nature of the disease. Since then Dr. C. J. Martin, of Sydney University, paid a visit to Mr. Gordon’
and succeeded in localising the effects of the disease, and determining its general character Dr Martin
will supplement his preliminary examination by a more extended investigation in July or August which
is the best time of year for such observations. During Mr. Guthrie’s visit extracts'of the fresh plant
were obtained in considerable quantities, which have since been examined, but Mr. Guthrie reports that
lie is bound to say that dealing as we are with substances whose nature and effects are unknown, chemical
examination is not likelv to throw much light upon the matter until we have more definite knowledge
any^pecifc^oison*1"0 ^ ^ diaeaSe; at least’1lis work ]ias been fruitless in determining and isolating
Honey.
,, . ^ JJumber of samples of honey submitted for sale were examined, and compared with pure honevs
obtained^from well-known apiarists, with the result of showing that a large proportion of the honey at
present m the market is adulterated until starch syrup. Although this adulteration is not necessarily
upon10US ^
1418 a matter t iafc affect8 bee-keepers, aud one that could be advantageously legislated
A second point brought out by these analyses is that Australian honey has practically the same
composition as English and American honeys, and that the prejudices that are stated to exist against it
in England are merely a question of taste. The so-called eucalyptus flavour is, as far as Mr Guthrie’s
experience goes, absent m good Australian honey.
'
Wines.
Circulars were sent out in the beginning of the year inviting wine-growers to submit samples of
their wine for examination. It is a matter of regret that this circular has met with hardly any response
as a proper knowledge of the constitution of our wines is necessary before any great improvement can
bo effected in their quality, and any reasonable hope entertained of competing with wines of other
countries in the English market.
Ash of Timbers.
Samples of the more commonly occurring timbers of New South Wales were obtained from different
localities, with the object of systematically examining the chemical nature of the ash of each variety of
timber. Apart from the scientific interest attaching to such an investigation, it will be of great practical
nnporlance in determining the value of the ashes of different woods for manurial purposes, and also in
affording an indication of the chemical nature of the soil on which they grow. This work is readv to be
undertaken as soon as time permits.
J
In addition to the above a large amount of unrecorded work has been done, such as verbal reports
perS°na mtorT10W8« &c- Thc laboratory is also availed of by the other officers
During the eighteen months over 360 letters were sent out from the Chemical Branch.
Publications.
Gazetted— followiDg 'S a list °f tlie artic]es baling with chemical matters published in the Agricultural
“

0lAii^usthnumberB,llS94Of)Artificial

-Malmrcs-”

(A scries of articles appearing in the March, April, May, June, July, and

“ P11 Oie Detection of Adulteration in Artificial Manures.” (May, 1SW.)
“ Table of Analyses of Commercial Fertiiixera. ” (July, 1S9J.)
,
“ Wood Ashes as a Fertilizer.” (June, 1894.)
“ Australian Honey," (Juno, 1894.)
■
“ Analyses of Tumut Tolmcco,” (September, 1S94.)
“ Notes on the Milling Qualities of Different Varieties of Wheat, ” (March, 1895.)
„0
i
,,
(The above were reprinted in pamphlet form for distribution.)
“Seaweed as a Manure.” (October, 1894.)
'
“ Ammonium Sulphate and Nitrate of Potash in Potato-growing.” (October 1894 1
Manufacture of Superphosphate.” (April, 1894.)
*
“Notes on Preservatives for Food.” (December. 1894.)
“Analyses of Cheese.” {December, 1894.)
“Judging of Prize Wheats.” (Juno, 1895.)
■‘Chemical Notes.” (A number of miscellaneous articles and notes on bonedust, honeys, fodders beets fcc
m March, April, May, August, October, December, 1S94, and March, April, June, 1895.)

<tc
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appearing

non
¥r,' G)ukhrie wisbea to record his high appreciation of thc value of tho services
rendered m the work of the laboratory by bis assistant, Mr. E. II. Gurney.

Entomologist.
Tho Entomologist, Mr. A. S. OllifE, has reported that, in January and February, 1 SOI, he made,
by my instructions an extended tour in the vine-growing districts of the Hurrav Fiver, with the object
nt ascertaining if the dreaded vme-pest, Phylloxera vaMatrix. existed in Ihose localities, this course being
deemed advisable as similar inquiries were proceeding on the neighbouring banks of the Murray Kiver
under instructions from the Hon. tho Premier of Victoria,
J
ah
In ^eoiirEeof bi9.tour
visited a large number of vineyards in the vicinity of Howlon"
Albmy and Corown, and with the assistance and «. operation of the vine-growers and vignerons, who
received him with the utmost cordiality, made as complete an inspection of the vineyards as the time at
his disposal would permit. The result of these investigations was that not a sign of Phylloxera could be
tound, and that the vineyards (except for the presence of the fungus-disease Oidium) were found to be
generally
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generally free from disease. Opportunity was taken to make a general collection of insects affecting
vines and other fruits, resulting in a considerable addition (about 1,600 specimens) to tbc Departmental
collection of economic insects. In the work of collecting this material, and in the special object of the
tour, Mr. Olliff received much assistance from vignerons and fruit-growers, especially Messrs. J. D.
Lankester, S. 0. Mitchell, Boadle, John Lang, J. P. Buggy, Moras, and the liev Father Dunn. The
specimens have since been mounted and incorporated with the general collections of the Department,
and will be available for reference when suitable accommodation can be provided for their display.
During the tour, and afterwards in Sydney, some further experiments with the fungus {Botrytis
ienella Isaria denea), known in France as “ Parasite du ver Blanc,” were made, and the results go to
show that the artificial disseminatioa of the spores of this fungus, as a meaus of destroying thc larva),
or “ white grubs” of our cockchafers, which do so much injury to the roots of maize, wheat, clover, grass,
sugar-cane, and other field and garden crops, is altogether unsatisfactory. It was found that the
Uofryfts-spores would germinate iu the laboratory, and a few grubs were there infected and subsequently
died, but it was not found that infected grubs conveyed the disease to others, even when the conditions
appeared to be most favourable, and where they could be, to some extent, controlled ; and experiments
in the field with Melolonthid grubs (chiefly species of Anoplognathus, Lepidiota, &e.) showed that
even when ground thickly infested with grubs was saturated with water containing vast numbers of
fungus spores, and grubs that had been dipped in similar spore-laden water had been turned loose
amongst tbeir healthy comrades no appreciable results followed.
After fifteen and twenty days had elapsed, and again at intervals of four days, the ground was
carefully examined, but the cockchafer grubs appeared to be as abundant as ever, aud no dead specimens
were found. Similar experiments with the larva) of cockchafers (Lepidoderma albo-hirtum, AYaterh, &e.,
a species which is very injurious to sugar cane), conducted by Mr. Freeman, of the Colonial Sugar Refining
Company, on the Johnstone River, Queensland, also gave negative results; and equally unsatisfactory
conclusions have bedn arrived at in regard to the Botrytis fungus, at Washington and elsewhere, in the
United States, after carefully conducted experiments with American root-feeding Melolonthid®. The use
of these Botrytis cultures, which are now extensively sold, cannot, therefore, be recommended for destroy
ing the Australian root-feeding Lamellicorn larva), commonly known as “ white grubs.”
The additions to our collections of injurious and beneficial insects have not been as numerous
during 1894 as in past years, as no permanent collector of entomological specimens has been employed by
the Department; but a considerable amount of material has been received from country correspondents,
and besides the specimens from the Murray River vineyards, to which allusion has previously been made,
some additional material has been received from A\7est Australia (collected by Mr. J. A. Despeissis), and
from various localities in New South Wales, chiefly through the efforts of Dr, Cobb and Mr. Benson (fruit
expert), and through the kind co-operation of Dr. Dagnell Clark, Messrs. Scobie, W. Abram, M‘Master,
J. J, Fletcher, J. H. Rose, and the Rev. John Ayling. A few specimens outside the Colony have also
been received from the Rev. 13. H. Thompson, Mr. W. M. Maskell, Mr. A. H. Brigstockc, R.N., and Dr.
John Andrews. R.N,
Advice regarding insect pests and the method of coping with them, has, as heretofore, been afforded
to fruitgrowers and agriculturists, both verbally aud by correspondence; and articles on Bees’-wax
moths {Galleria mellonella, Linn., and Achraa yrisdln, Fabr.), on the red cedar moth (Bpkrocis terebrans,
Oil.), and on lignivorous moths belonging to the family BLepialidw, have been prepared. The publication
of articles on injurious insects, an important part of the work of the Entomologist, has been interrupted,
I regret to say, during the latter half of the year, by Mr. Olliff’s illness.
During the past six months (Jauuary-June, 1895) a number of useful additions have been made
to tho Departmental collections, chiefly owing to the kindness of correspondents. Amongst these maybe
mentioned an ample series of the larvm of lodis pieroides, found destroying the flowers of garden-roses at
Port Stephens, by Mr. R. H. D. White; a scries of lepidoptera from Mr.Maurice M'Keowu, Wollonghar;
and a collection of lepidoptera from Thursday Island, obtained by Mr. J. B. White. We have also to
thank Messrs, H. Copeland, Dowling, Rudder, and G. Lyell, junior, for useful aud interesting specimens
of Diptera, Coceidse, and lepidoptera. Some of these specimens will bo the subject of special notice for
the pages of the Agrieultmal Gazette.
The acquisition of a fine series of entomogenous fungi, belonging to the genus Gordyceps—a group
of parasitic fungi which are known to live upon the larvae and pupae of various subterranean and root
feeding insects—has furnished an opportunity for bringing together all that is known concerning the
habits of these singular plants. In a special article, several new forms are described, and some definite
information as to the insects which they destroy is made known. Since the publication of this preliminary
paper, careful inquiry has been made as to the possibility of utilising these fungi as a means of destroying
the moth-larvfe {Bielus Trictenas, §'c.), which do so much injury to wattles and other useful trees and
shrubs. Some extremely interesting results have been obtained ; but as the observations and experiments
are at present by no means complete, owing to Mr. Olliff’s services being required in connection with
the inspection of the vineyards of the counties of Cumberland and Camden, all account of them must he
postponed.
In regard to the illustrations for the entomological portions of thc Agricultural Gazette, I would
remark that in addition to the drawings prepared in the Department by Mr, F. Wills and Mr. C, Fuller,
I have to acknowledge the gift of two original drawings, which have since been reproduced. One, in
colour, representing a parasitic fungus {Gordyceps Scotfianus), is from the brush of Mrs. Edward Forde;
the other, representing a series of entomogenous fungi (in situ), is by Mr. Henry Selkirk. Another,
representing a parasitic fungus from the Murrumbidgee River (Gordyceps triefents), from a drawing
originally in the possession of the late Mr. George Robert Gray, of the British Museum, which Mr, Olliff
contributed.
The following articles on Entomological subjects have appeared in the Gazette during the present
year:—
1. A now useful Ladybird from West Australia.
2. Borne Australian Weevils or Snout-beetles (I plate).
3. Australian Eutomopbytes, or Entomogenous Fungi, and some account of their insect hosts
(4 plates).
4. Economic Entomology ; its aims and needs (read before the Fruitgrowers’ Conference, February,
1895).
The
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The following are in preparation:—
.
_
1. Additions to tho Mesozoic or Tertiary Insects of Australia (in conjunction with It. Etheridge,
junr., Curator of the Australian Museum, Sydney).
2. Eurther notes on insects affecting sugar-cane crops.
3. An attempt to propagate Gordyceps Gmnii, Berk., and additional notes on Entomogenous Fungi:

Viticulturist.
The attention of the viticulture expert, Mr. Despeissis, was early last season directed towards the
prevention and eradication of several insect and fungoid pests which attack our fruit-trees and vines.
Following up experiments successfully carried out in 1S92 at Albury in keeping down the 11 woolly
aphis” on apple-trees by means of injections into thc ground and round the affected trees of carbon
bisulphide, he treated early in the spring, and before the shoots were out, one row of nectarines and one
row of peach-trees, of about forty trees each, by means of injections of carbon bisulphide, mixed with
kerosene, and applied by means of Vermorel’s forcing injector. Three injections of 10 grammes each
were made, at a distance of 2 to 3 feet round each tree. Alternate rows of the same fruit-trees were left
untreated as witnesses. The result was very satisfactory; a great many of the trees treated never showed
any aphides, while on others a few appeared in the spring. The untreated trees were fairly covered with
swarms of the black peach aphis (Myzus cerasi, Fabr.).
. The habits of these destructive insects being in many particulars similar to those of the woolly
aphis of the apple-tree, in so far that they are both closely related, and both hibernate in lumps on the
main roots of the trees they attack, where they swarm and crawl up the trees and establish themselves at
the base of the floiver-buds and along the tender shoots. The attempt to attack them in their winter
quarters by means of the fumes of carbon bisulphide have proved most successful, and would, I dare say,
save, if systematically curried out, much time and money being spent in spraying the trees later in tho
season, when it is found the insects are endangering the prospects of the fruit crop coming to maturity.
>
During the month of February Mr. Despeissis was directed to visit Mr. Knox’s vineyard, near
Liverpool, where the phylloxera had recently been discovered. There, again, by means of the Yermorel
injector, carbon bisulphide was, for the first time in Australia, applied in heavy doses for the purpose of
destroying the phylloxera on the roots of the infected vines previous to their eradication. Tho work was
performed by the officers of tho Department, and the result as satisfactory as could he expeded. Indeed
it is a matter for surprise that this method of destroying this pest of the vine should not have been
adopted long before in the attempts made to check tho progress of the phylloxera in this Colony; and
considering the palpable result which this action of the Department demonstrated at Mr. Knox’s vine
yard, it is more surprising still that those entrusted with the administration of the Vino Diseases Act
should have carried on the work of eradicating the pest in the same way which had been hitherto in
favour instead of dealing with the pest in a more thorough and less expensive way.
■ In connection with the eradication of the phylloxera in New South Wales, Mr. Despeissis was, last
November, instructed to visit Mr. Keddan’s vineyard at Kelly ville, and report on thc manner the work of
rooting up the vines had been performed by the Cumberland Vine Diseases’ Board.
The result of his visit of inspection was duly presented under the form of a report to the Minister,
and pointed out the inefficient way the work had been carried out at that particular vineyard.
At the request of the vine-growers the Ministry instructed him to deliver, at several vine-growing
centres, an address on the phylloxera, the symptoms by means of which its presence in a vineyard can
readily he detected, and the best methods of checking its progress, and effecting its eradication from the
country. In compliance with this request, lectures were delivered at Corowa, Albury, Liverpool, aud
Hyde—the lecture at this last place was postponed in consequence of the very poor attendance of vinegrowers, and the lack of apparent interest shown by them in the matter.
A paper on the subject, fully illustrated, was also prepared and published iu last January issue of
the Agricultural Gazette, which, it is hoped, will afford to those desirous of information on the subject
all they require.
'
Giving effect to a recommendation Mr. Despeissis submitted last year, the Department took steps
for introducing through the good services of Professor G. Faex, Director of tbe Ecole Nationalc de
Viticulture, of Montpellier, a few pounds of seed of some of the best phylloxera resisting vines used as
stock for grafting the choicer varieties of the vifis vinifera. These seeds have been entrusted to thc care
of tho fruit expert for propagation at the “ Experimental Orchard” at Wagga.
_It is gratifying to have to record the uniformly favourable reports that have reached the Depart
ment from all parts of the Colony regarding the directions issued for keeping down tho black spot or
anthracnose of thc vine as published on page 4 in the handbook on “ tho vineyard and the cellar,” and
also in part 7, vol. II, of the Agricultural Gazette.
That disease which the year before last proved most destructive to thc grape crop, and which for
the past three or four years had been on the increase, was, wherever treated as recommended, practically
checked, and vines which the year before bad produced a crop of grapes made almost unmarketable owing
to the disfigurement caused by this disease, produced this last season a crop of clear healthy grapes. Tho
cost of the treatment is only nominal.
The oidium of the vine causes also at times considerable loss to the vine-grower. This loss may
safely be stated to absorb in a great many instances the hulk of the profit of the grower, aud may be put
down as varying from 10 to 30 per cent, of the whole crop.
_ Sulphur is the recognised remedy against the pest, its application in the powdered statcis, however,
at times costly and wasteful. It has otten been suggested that, if it be true that the sulphur fumes are
active agents of destruction of the oidium, some solution containing sulphur in the liquid form might
prove efficacious to the same extent. "With this object in view Mr. Despeissis arranged a series of experi
ments and sprayed a couple of acres of white Muscat vines with a solution made of:—
Sulphate of copper
... 2 1b.
Lime
...
...
Sodium sulphite ...
»
Water
...
...
20 gal.
The result which was satisfactory and of a very encouraging nature, is given in a report published in last
October issue of the Agricultural Gazette.
'
One
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One important experiment Mr. Despeissis was driven by tbe force of circumstances to make early
in 1891 at vintage time. It refers to a method of fermentation never before attempted in Australia,
where he conducted it in quite a fortuitous manner. Having run short of vats and the grapes splitting
and rotting on the vines, in consequence of the incessant period of wet weather we were having, he had to
use an empty 500-gal. galvanised iron water tank as a fermenting vat. This tank he had previously, how
ever, painted inside with a coating of lignosote—a black enamel much used in breweries for smearing
casks inside. In this tank thus prepared, in order to prevent the corrosive action of the acids in the grapemust on the tin, he put about 400 gallons of black shiraz-must, and on the same day filled a 500-gallon oak
vat with the same quantity of must. Prom the very start he carefully took twice a day, morning and after
noon, the temperature of the must in fermentation in each vat. The iron vat was all the time quite hot to the
touch of the hand, while the wooden one was, comparatively speaking, much cooler, so much so, that he
was at first afraid that the temperature in the iron vat would go too high, and, as a consequence, the wine
would go had. Such was not the case however, and all through the temperature charts which he preserved,
indicate a degree of temperature in the iron tank of 10 to 12 degrees F. in favour of the iron over tiie
wooden vat, the thermometer having never reached 86 in the first case, and having gone up to 96 and
98 degrees F. in the second. The explanation of this would seem to be in the fact that iron being a far
better conductor of heat than wood, allowed night and day the continuous escape and flow through the sides
of the vessel of the heat generated during the course of fermentation, thus getting rid of it more rapidly
than in the case of the wooden staves.
It is interesting to notice that the November and December issues of French viticultural papers
mention somewhat similar and independent experiments carried on in enamelled iron vats, and with the
greatest success, in Algeria. This system of fermentation may probably revolutionise the method of
fermenting in thick vats or in brick and cement vats and offer great possibilities in tho conversion of
grape-must into good wdne.
_
The Viticultural Committee appointed by the Minister has met as often as circumstances would
permit, and among other suggestions tendered with a view of promoting the interest of tbe vine-growing
industry in this Colony, has recommended tho creation of a school of viticulture, with a model cellar
attached, nt which students would receive the necessary training that would qualify them for the pursuit
of vine-growers aud wine-makers. The necessity of a Food Adulteration Act was likewise advocated in
order to check the importation and manufacture in this Colony of deleterious liquor aud food stuffs.
A revision of the Distillations Act seemed also desirable, in order to promote the establishment of
brandy distilleries, and thereby relieve thc wine market of heavy stocks of tainted and vitiated wine and
turning the same into a more wholesome article.
The advisability of making more stringent the conditions under which a permit for a still is granted
to vine-growers is desirable in so far that tbe minimum of 4 acres of vines in full bearing is considered
low and not likely to be of any great advantage to owners of small vineyards. A minimum area of 20
acres would, it is expected, be preferable, provided the smaller wine-makers be allowed to purchase what
ever spirit they require for fortifying purposes from the larger makers or from a brandy distillery, under
the same conditions that are enforced in South Australia,
_
_
The usual consulting work of this branch of the Department has been carried on during the year,
and has extended to correspondents in this as well as the other colonies. Applications were submitted to
tbe Minister from the leading vine-growers at Rutherglen, Vic., for permission for Mr. Despeissis to go
and deliver a lecture on new methods of wine fermentation in that district, before last vintage.
Several papers, bearing on tbe manufacture of wine and the growing of tbe vines, have appeared
at intervals in the pages of the Agricultural Gazette and a handbook under the title of The Vineyard and
the Cellar, setting forth the work to be carried out in a vineyard and in the cellar every month of the
year, and accompanied by plans and illustrations, as well as mo re exhaustive papers on questions interesting
the wine-makers especially has been issued, distributed free of cost, and favourably commented upon.
Experiments were conducted in fermenting wine by means of imported pure levures, or yeast,
from the most celebrated growths of France, both by Mr. J. D. Lankester and by Mr. Despeissis.
In no case were the levures used injurious to the wine. In several cases no appreciable difference
can be detected between wines treated with levures and wine fermented in the ordinary way followed in
the Colony, while very noticeable improvement was shown in several cases which can be ascribed to no
other cause but the use of the selected levures. As a rule, wines fermented through the agency of the
levures arc drier; that is to say, have undergone a complete fermentation, and have no sugar left in theft.
As regards the distinctive bouquet each particular levure is claimed to impart to the wine, Mr. Despeissis
failed to detect any very appreciable and particularly striking characteristic bouquet worth recording.
However, he would be iuclined to believe that equally satisfactory results could be achieved by liberally
using a ferment carefully prepared from some of the best wine grapes grown in tbe Colony. Much good
may be said to have been done by the use of these imported levures in wine fermentation, in so far that
more care and attention has been paid to the process of wine-making than had hitherto been the case,
and the result—in the value of wine turned out—is certainly distinctly noticeable.
Towards the beginning of the year, and at the request of the Bureau of Agriculture of Western
Australia, Mr. Despeissis’ services were lent to the Government of that Colony for a period of three
months, which was afterwards, on application, further extended to another period of three months.
The work he did in the sister Colony met with such recognition, that soon after his return to New
South Wales a definite offer was made to him of the position of Viticultural and Horticultural Expert
in that Colony which, although reluctant to sever his connection with this Department, he felt that in
justice to himself he should accept.
■
_
From Western Australia he brought back several insects of economic value not hitherto described,
which his colleague, Mr, Olliff, kindly named and classified.

Fruit Expert.
During the whole of 1894 the fruit expert, Mr. Benson, has been fully occupied, and a very large
amount of overtime as well has been devoted to one or other of the various branches of his work, either
practically on the land or officially at head-quarters.
The
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The year has seen the establishment of an experimental orchard and vineyard at Wagga,- also the
establishment of an experimental orchard for citrus and semi-tropical plants at Wollongbar. The estab
lishment of these orchards has entailed a very large amount of extra work, hut I cannot speak in too high
terms of the willing assistance given by Wr. Gfeorge Valder, the orchard manager at Wagga, and from
Mr. Q-. M. M/Keown, the manager at the experimental farm at Wollongbar. Both orchards have been
started most successfully, and that the growth of trees and vines has so far been highly satisfactory.
During the winter Mr. Benson spent four months at Wagga, getting the ground into order, laying
out the land, planting the trees and vines, and establishing a nursery to grow all our own trees. This
work was done almost entirely by Messrs. Benson and Valder, and the expenses were kept down to the
lowest extent possible.
In addition to supervising the orchard work of these experimental farms, a large amount of other
work was performed, of which that done by the Bornological Committee was by no means the least. Some
hundreds of samples of different varieties of fruits were submitted during the season, and a careful record
of all typical samples has been kept for reference purposes. During the year Mr. Benson visited various
parts of the Colony, giving information on fruit matters in general and fruit pests in particular, and he
reports that he is glad, to be able to say that the efforts of the Department in this direction are generally
much appreciated, and have resulted in much good to the industry.
During the month of August he visited Mildura (Victoria), as the official delegate to the Pirst
Intercolonial Bruit-growers’ Conference, and whilst there obtained a great deal of information which he
has found very useful to this Colony.
These conventions are, in his opinion, of very great value, as they encourage an interchange of
ideas and enable ns to see what our neighbours are doing. H.e delivered a number of lectures on fruit
growing during the year, and wrote a number of articles for the Agricultural Gazette, including the
following subjects:—
'
Cider Making.
Kotos on the Experimental Orchard at Wagga.
Apple Culture.
Notes on Bruit Preserving,
Notes on Mildura.
Monthly Orchard Notes.
During the year there was a very large number of inquiries from fruit-growers in all parts of the
Colony on practically every branch of fruit-culture, the number of official papers being much greater
than in 1893.
In addition, a vast amount of personal information has been given at head-quarters.
During January of the present year Mr. Benson attended the meeting of the Australian Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Science, held at Brisbane, and read a paper on “ How to grow fruit.”
On his way to Brisbane he paid a visit to the Wollongbar Experimental Farm, where everything was
progressing favourably under the management of Mr. Gr. M. M'KLeown, though, owing to the spring of
the year being a very dry one, the fruit-trees had not made as good a growth as they otherwise would.
Notwithstanding this drawback, everything was doing well and in vigorous health. Whilst at Brisbane
ho visited a number of the principal orchards, pineries, and banana plantations near Brisbane, and obtained
a large number of various trees and economic plants that are likely to be of value at Wollongbar, whore
they have been sent, and where they are now doing well. In addition to obtaining plants, &c., he also
gathered a large amount of information on various agronomical matters that will be of value to us for tho
Northern rivers district of this Colony. During February a conference of fruit and vino growers was
held in Sydney under the auspices of the Department of Agriculture, and a large amount of useful
information was obtained and disseminated. During the conference Mr. Benson read papers on the
following subjects:—“The present state of the fruit industry and how to improve it”; “A standard
measure for fruit ” ; “ Fruits, to grow,” as well as taking part in the discussion generally. A. full report
of the papers read and of the discussion has been prepared and distributed.
Mr. Benson next attended tbe shows at Uralla and Camden, where he acted as judge of fruit, and
at Uralla of produce as well. From Camden he went to the experimental farm at Wagga, and from there
to Newbridge, when he visited orchards and lectured on fruit growing. Shortly after his visit to New
bridge he visited Inverell and G-len Innes, judging fruit aud produce at the shows held at these two
places and visiting orchards in tho vicinity of each. I regret to say Mr. Benson found that that fearful
pest to the fruit grower, thc fruit fly (Tephrites sp.) was spreading fast in the Inverell district, and doing
a large amount of damage to late apples, quinces, and late peaches. The spread of this pest, if not
checked, is likely to lead to very serious loss amongst fruit growers throughout thc Colony, and it is very
much to be regretted that we have not power to deal with it and other similar pests in a satisfactory
manner, instead of allowing them to increase and spread, as they are doing at present. Ho next
visited Orange, and acted as judge of fruit and vegetables at the show there. His next work was to visit
the orchards attached to tbe Asylum at Bookwood, and the Carpenterian Reformatory at Eastwood, and
reported on their condition, and best means of improving them.
On Easter Tuesday he left Sydney in company with Mr. Campbell for Melbourne, en route to
Hobart, to attend an Intercolonial Conference of Fruit Growers, held at Hobart April 22nd to 26th.
This conference was attended by delegates from all the colonies, and a number of excellent papers were
read, and the discussion on the papers was highly instructive. He read a paper on “The preparation of
the land for the orchard, including drainage; and on thc cultivation of the orchard, including manuring.”
_ During the time that the conference was being held, in fact, in conjunction with it, the Hobart
Horticultural Society held an intercolonial fruit show, at which probably tbe largest and best collection
of pomaceous fruits ever seen in tbe Australian Colonies was brought together. Although New South
"Wales was only very poorly represented with fruit, still the apples we showed, and that were grown in the
New England district, were fully equal to the fruits of tbe same varieties grown in any of the other
colonies.
_ As one of the judges, Mr. Benson had an excellent opportunity of examining and comparing the
fruits exhibited, and in his opinion tbc collection of apples was one that it would have been exceedingly
hard to beat m any part of the world. After the termination of the conference he visited a number of
the _ orchards of Tasmania, both on the Derwent and Huon, the Tasmanian Department of Agriculture
having applied for and obtained permission from this Department for him to visit their chief fruit-growing
districts and give exhibitions of pruning and grafting.
Shortly
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Shortly after hia return to Sydney he visited the labour settlement at Wilberforce. and reported
on same. His next visit was to the experimental orchard at Wagga, and from there he went to
Tumberumba, where a lecture was delivered on fruit-growing, and he reported on thc class of fruit best
suited for the district. On his way from Wagga to Sydney he visited Garangula Orchard, where he
reports that he was very pleased to note the extremely satisfactory results ilr. ,T. D. Robertson, the
manager, had obtained by spraying tbe orchard for codlin moth and for fungus diseases. lie again visited
Wagga, this time with two officers of the Colonial Architect’s Department, to determine the site of the
permanent buddings to be erected there, and to consult with these officers and Dr. Cobb as to the best
style of buildings to erect.
His next visit was with Mr. Campbell to thc Pcra Bore, near Bourkc, to report with Mr. Campbell
on the suitability of tbe land for fruit culture. This report has just been approved of by the Minister,
and steps arc now being taken to plant a number of fruit trees and vines, and to prepare the land for the
growth of a number of experimental plots of fodder plants, pulses, &e., so as to show what can be done with
the land by the judicious use of water for irrigation. Those experiments will he of the greatest value to the
Colony, and if they prove as successful as Mr. Benson anticipates, they will probably revolutionize the
hot and more or less arid interior of this Colony. On his return from Bourke he remained at Orange,
proceeding thenco to Molong, where he visited the orchards of Mr. James Lee and Mr. John Young, at
Burrawong. The orchard of the latter is one of the largest in the Colony, and the young trees are
generally making good growth. Mr. Young has erected a very good cannery in connection with the
orchard, and during the past season he has canned a small quantity of various fruits. He tried samples
of the Bartlett pears and cling peaches, and they were equal to any Californian brand, the Bartlett pears
especially being equal, if not superior, to the extra grades of San Jose fruit, which are generally admitted
to bo tbe best canned fruits made. This is very satisfactory, as it shows that with proper care and
attention there is no reason why we should not produce all the canned fruits we require for our own
consumption, and when we have met our local consumption, then export successfully to Europe and
elsewhere. On returning from Molong he stayed at Tarana, where he gave instruction in fruit-growing,
and delivered a lecture on fruit culture, &c. From Tarana ho returned to head-quarters, where he
remained till June 20.
In addition to the great amount of work done by Mr. Benson, he prepared a pamphlet on “ Fruits
to Export," and another on “ Fruit Pests."
Mr. Benson reports that he is glad to bo able to say that tbe Experimental Orchard and Vineyard
at Wagga has made exceedingly good progress. The trees and vines planted have made very good
growth, despite the season being an unusually dry one, and the various- crojis raised by Mr. Valder have
conclusively proved that with proper care, thorough cultivation, and the use of one’s brains as well as
one’s hands, that it is possible to grow a large number of crops successfully in our drier aud warmer
districts that were commonly supposed to be unable to be grown. During the present winter it is the
intention to considerably extend tbe orchard, and owing to the fact that we have had a really good
soaking ground rain, he has no doubt that he will have a successful planting season, and that the trees
that we set out will do well. The orchard and vineyard will thus have a good start, and it is his intention
to make it a thorough success and a credit to our Colony. Mr Valder is a very enthusiastic and competent
manager, and tbe men employed on the place are careful and painstaking, and are taking a keen and
active interest in their work, so that the work is being carried out with a minimum of labour and with the
host results.

Sericulture.
During the eighteen months ending June 30th, 1895, steady progress has been made under the
able management of Mr. Charles Brady, bringing matters onward to meet the fresh interest and desire,
now so generally apparent in many quarters, to enter upon a commercial production of silk as one of
our colonial staples for export, and possibly in the not distant future, to establish new industries in
manufacture as well as growth of this valuable material.
’
Attention has been given to improving the mulberry plantation at Booral leased by tbe Govern
ment from the A, A, Company. Those trees which have suffered permanently from neglect were so
improved as to yield a most useful supply of leaf, which has allowed some early silkworm rearing, with a
view to secure a sufficient stock of silkworm eggs. This is being satisfactorily accomplished, and it is
hoped will in due time—when private parlies shall be prepared with necessary food leaf on their own
properties to commence rearing worms on their own account—allow of a free supply of worms or eggs to
work with.
>
Every legitimate effort is being made at Booral and also at other Government establishments to
stimulate and aid bona fide undertakings by private individuals to form plantations, by a liberal distribu
tion of young mulberry plants, ready rooted, of the best kinds. The demand is already great, but it is
hoped sufficient plants will be available in the coming season to cover a good amount of acreage. The
sorts of mulberry are those specially suitable for silkworm rearing, and are being sent out with discrimina
tion, but gratuitously, on tbe principle of supplying owners of laud, fenced and cultivated by themselves,
with reliable plants suitable for their several localities, thus assisting to tide them through initial
difficulties, partly through the period of non-productiveness, yet still more to take advantage of that time
to enable them to learn the proper management of their trees—especially as to pruning—they during the
while acquiring on tbeir own properties, as well as from Booral, some knowledge and trial experience in
the art of rearing silkworms in numbers sufficient to produce some results in cocoons ; season after season
increasing as tbeir trees grow and flourish. This assistance and information, which is most willinglygiven and accepted, necessarily entails a large amount of correspondence, but it appears to afford much
encouragement and to be highly appreciated. The young trees are usually distributed in lots of 100 or
200, in widely different localities, and in several instances as many as from 400 to 750, so that in due
course, of time as plantations grow, commercial results may reasonably be expected to supplant tbe toying
and trifling (“ experimenting ” without knowledge and without adequate means) hitherto so characteristic
of public intelligence in the matter of silk production. In Mr. Brady’s estimation the most encouraging
feature now observable is the greatly increasing desire to grow thc mulberry to provide food beforehand
for the sustenance of silkworms in payable numbers, instead of beginning, as too often has been the case,
by having unmanageable numbers of highly organized creatures to struggle cruelly through a miserable
existence on precarious supplies—begged, borrowed, or stolen.
The
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The stock of silkworm eggs now in possession of the Government is largely increasing. Improve
ment, as well as acclimatisation on the whole is progressing most favourably—though much care and
close oversight reveal the necessity of continual attention to the health of the stock, instances of
weakness and even disease in some few particular cases have been noticed, and at once elminated. The
later show marked improvement on the earlier rearings.
Much local, and indeed general interest of a better kind, has been taken in regard to an enterprise
by a local landowner—a farmer at Booral, who is making improvements on bis property by tbe erection
of a wormery devoted esclusively to tbe management of mulberry silkworms. The building—a substantial
structure, 40 ft. x 20. ft., with an 8-foot verandah all round, giving a floor space under cover of about
2,000 feet—though not quite complete, is so far available for use that considerable numbers of worms of
all ages and descriptions are being continually reared in it. This building, which is found admirably
adapted for its purpose, will be rented from the owner for a limited period on the very advantageous terms
of a simple interest on the value of the land and outlay. The owner has the satisfaction of securing a
continuance for a certain time of operations in his own neighbourhood, and instruction “ how to rear silk
worms,” while the Government obtains excellent means for demonstration by object lessons, &c., together
with some very necessary facilities by which students may acquire practical esperience.
The ground about this wormery has been trenched and planted with young mulberry trees to serve
in case of need on the spot for a limited supply of leaf in emergencies, when, by reason of stress of
weather or other cause, the usual supply from plantations may be cot off. To this is added, newly erected,
a propagating bush shed, 77 ft. x 33 ft., now being fllled with 2,500 cuttings of choice trees. Work is
going on—ploughing and setting out young rooted plants in the 21-acre paddock, propagating largely
cuttings for future applicants, pruning trees, clearing, &c.
On several occasions certain peculiar advantages favourable to Australian silk-growers—-which have
often been alluded to, though their value is still far from adequately comprehended—have been made
manifest. Living worms just hatched and eggs to hatch in a few days were without previous notice
requisitioned from Booral, aud forwarded agreeably to demand to several distant places. Some travelled
even by post without casualty, aud lived to be reared their natural lives through and reproduce in
localities distant 300 miles from the place of birth, and yet greater distances within and beyond
the Colony. The significance of this still remains to be fairly understood, but will doubtless in time he
better esteemed.
One principal difficulty to be overcome is that of time—it is to get a total average of mulberry trees
established in various parts of the Colony, which would become centres similar to Booral, to carry the
industry through infantile troubles to a well-rooted art and trade recognized in our own statistics.
Besides by correspondence, a great deal of advice and practical explanation has been and is given
when possible in person. The latter it is hoped will be more widely extended in the immediate future.
Printed notes for the use of applicants will shortly he provided for distribution.

Sugar Beet.
Mr. Van de Yelde has made thc following report on the experiments which have recently been
made at Tenterfield in the cultivation of sugar beet:—
On the 13th of March, 1894, in a letter addressed to the Hon. T. M. Slattery, Mr. Yan de Yelde
drew attention to the fact that, in his opinion, sugar beet would thrive in many parts of this Colony, and
suggested that experiments be made in view of the introduction of this great agricultural industry. The
matter was warmly taken up by Mr. Charles A. Lee, representing in Parliament the Tenterfield District,
On his representations the Minister kindly decided that a variety of suitable sugar beet seeds should be
imported from France, and that they should be gratuitously distributed to any farmer who might apply for
same.
.
To stimulate the farmers of his electorate, Mr. Charles A. Lee offered a series of cash prizes to the
amount of £25 for the production of the best quarter of acre of sugar beet. About sixty farmers entered
their names, but only about forty took tbe trouble to plant the seed.
Having requested Mr. Charles A. Lee to find a farmer who would agree to grow an experimental
half acre under Mr. Yan de Yelde’s supervision, he induced Mr. "W. H. Walker, of Tenterfield Station, to
accept the offer, and this gentleman kindly placed at his disposal the land, the farm implements, and all
the required hand labour to properly carry out the experiment. Mineral manures of different descriptions
were supplied by the Department of Agriculture.
Owing to the great distance of Tenterfield from the metropolis, Mr. Yan de Yelde had not the
opportunity of selecting the land for the experimental plot, and regrets that, as an experimental field for
testing the value of manures, the chosen plot was not very suitable, it being placed on a slope as per plan
below.
5 CHAINS
PLOT 10

PLOT 10
Section through A B showing slope'

Tho
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The half acre was divided into 10 plots, which received different fertilisers. To obtain absolutely
reliable results as to the relative merits of those fertilisers, all the plots would require to be placed m
similar conditions of drainage, and this was not the case. The experiment, as will be seen, is conclusive
nevertheless.
Plot No. 10, which received no manure, was partly swampy, which was only discovered after the
first rain, when it was too late to obviate it. On nearly half of it, on spot marked S, very few roots have
been gathered in consequence. In plot No. 5 was a rock sticking out on spot marked E, and on plots 6
and 7, on spot marked T, the subsoil had been brought to the surface, which is prejudicial to the proper
growth of sugar beet.
Mr. Van de Velde arrived in Tenterfield on the 9th of October, 1894, and found the land very
dirty with stubbles of the previous corn crop. It had been ploughed before the winter, and we cleaned
it as well as we could. The half acre was harrowed and rolled, and the artificial manures were spread
broadcast over the 10 plots, and ploughed in about 5 in. deep.. Then the surface was harrowed and rolled
again a couple of times to make the seed-bed as fine as possible. Beetroot land cannot be made in a
couple of days ; it takes two or three seasons of proper cultivation before it can be called by that name.
However, the land was in as good a state as possible under the circumstances, and the degree of dampness
in the soil being excellent, everything was favourable to the proper germination of the seed. Eighteen
varieties of seed were supplied by the Department of Agriculture, and each of them was planted on lines
across the ten. plots, so that every variety might be tested on the different fertilisers. The planting was
done between the 11th and 13th of October last, and the harvesting on the 14th May, but this could have
been done five or six weeks earlier. The crop took less than six months to mature.

The system of planting the seed adopted in this case is shown in the above illustration, where two
rows are being planted, and it also shows the fineness of the seed-bed, if compared with the land at the
side of it, which shows the state in which Mr. Van de Velde found the land on arrival. Strings were tied
across the field 18 inches apart, which indicates the distance between the rows. This was done in order
to get the rows perfectly straight. In each row there is a man in front driving the holes 7 inches apart,
wherein the following man drops three or four seeds, and the last man covers the seed with some fine
soil and presses it down with the back of his hand. The holes were driven in the soil by small cubes of
wood of 1 square inch surface by f inch high, fixed to a board having two handles. All the man had to
do was to place this machine along the string and press it down with his foot, five holes being made at
the time. This rustic method, clearly shown in the illustration, answered the purpose very well. It need
hardly be pointed out that in practice, when sugar-beet is cultivated on a large scale, special seedingmachines are used, allowing the planting of an acre being done in about one hour’s time. The seeds were
soaked in cold water for about eighteen hours before being planted, and on the fourth and fifth days
the green lines of the young plants, with the exception of one or two varieties, were all perfectly visible.
The germination of the seed on the whole wms most satisfactory, and any misses that occurred
must be attributed more to the want of sufficient fineness of the seed-bed than to the quality of the
seed. The germination of the same seeds on the plots grown by a number of farmers in the same district
was very imperfect, and the number of misses in the rows was considerable. The only reason was that
the seeds had been planted too deep in badly prepared land. As an example, Mr. Van de Velde mentions
the case of a farmer who ploughed up his land because the seed had not germinated. A large proportion
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of that seed did germinate after the ploughing was done, and roots grew among the corn crop which
followed, the simple reason being that with the ploughing up the seed had been brought closer to the
surface. As soon as the plants were up hoeing was started, the thinning was done in proper time and
the experimental half-acre was most carefully looked after by Mr. W. H. Walker’s farm overseer. '
During the first three months of their growth till the end of January the season was favourable,
16 inches of rain having fallen in about forty days. This rainfall is below the average, but quite
satisfactory. A hailstorm which fell in December, however, did much injury, having partly destroyed the
leaves, the principal organs for the elaboration of the sugar in the roots. These hailstorms are to be
expected, it is presumed, in every season in the New England district. From the 1st of February an
unprecedented drought set in, which is clearly shown in the following table showing the total rainfall in
Tenterfield during the months of February, March, April, and May, and the number of rainy days during
the last ten years. This information has been kindly supplied by Mr. H. C. Kussell, G-overnment
Astronomer:—•
1
Years............................................

1886. 1

1889. j

1887.

1888.

14-33

12-11

5*65

11-21

20

34

21

40

1
Total rainfall ..........................
Rainy days ..............................

1890.

25-95
61

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

9-20
41

21-01

20-92
56

11-92
49

3-75

40

28

Only 3'75 inches of rain feU this year during those four months, and, as the results of the experiment
are eminently satisfactory, it indicates that no drought is to be feared in Tenterfield for the successful
cultivation of sugar beet. It must be observed that a dry-ripening season is favourable to the elaboration
of sugar in the roots. Mr. Yan de Yelde considers, however, that last season the dry weather set in too
early, and it has been so severe that since the middle of February the growth of the roots has been com
pletely stopped, and the leaves have been regularly burned down. Many roots withered up in the ground.
The season has, therefore, been anything but favourable to the production of large crops, and it is
believed that in an ordinary year, though the roots may not be richer in sugar, the yield of sugar per
acre will be greater, provided that more roots are planted per acre than was the case during this first
year’s experiment.
As far as Mr. Yan de Yelde’s present experience goes of the soils and climate of Tenterfield, and
taking into consideration the rainfall during the last ten years, he is of opinion that the best crops will be
obtained by planting at 18 inches between the rows and 5 inches between the roots in the rows. This
would give 69,696 roots to the acre, and supposing them to weigh 12 oz. on an average, the acre would
yield over 23 tons of roots. This is considerably above what is obtained in other sugar-beet countries, but
in none of those countries have they a climate like this. He would even venture to say that in Europe
they grow good crops, in spite of their unfavourable climate, by science and skill.
The ten plots were manured as follows :—

Plots
No. 10
„

9

„ 8
„

7

Plots.
No manure.
14 lb. sulph. of ammonia
23 lb. Thomas’ phosphate
9 lb. potash chloride
14 lb. sulph. of ammonia
10 lb. superphosphate
9 lb. potash chloride
45 lb. dried blood
10 lb. superphosphate
9 lb. potash chloride
7 lb. sulph. of ammonia
22 lb. H. & E. Albert’s
P. K. N.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

280
460
180
280

lb. per acre.
lb.
„
lb.
„
lb.
„
200 lb.
„
180 lb.
„
900 lb.
„
200 lb.
„
180 lb.
,,
140 lb.
„

= 440 lb.

No.

)>
f)

>>
>>

k

S 15 lb. superphosphate

= 300 lb. per acre..
= 180 lb.
„

0 ) 9 lb. potash chloride
4

25 lb. H. & E. Albert’s
P. K. N.
14 lb. sulph. of ammonia
\ 9 lb. potash chloride
2 j 22 lb. nitrate of soda
" ( 15 lb. superphosphate
j i 22 lb. nitrate of soda
j 9 lb. chloride of potash

=
=
=
=
=
=
-

500
280
180
440
300
440
180

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

„
„
„
„
„
„
„

„

The following tables give the results of the experiment:—

Number
of Plot.

Varieties of Sugar-beet.

i

2
Yilmorin inproved ... -j

i
1

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

l

10

f

1
2

lb.
78
84
69
76
85
80

88
SO
78
31
76
78
73
83
85
84
84
79

9

10

9

39

6
7

8

l

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
4
5

White red top ............j

Number
Net
of Rows Weight of
of 11
Trimmed
Yards.
Roots.

88

Rate of Roots
per acre.

Tons ewt . qr. lb.
15 6 i 20
16 10 0 0
13 11 0 0
14 17 3 12
16 13 3 20
15 14 1 4
17 5 2 24
15 14 i 4
15 6 i 20

6 2 2 20
14
15
14
16
16
16
16
15
17
7

3 12
6 1 20
6 3 4
6 0 8
13 3 20
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 1 12
5 2 24
13 0 •24
17

Density
Cane
of Juice Sugar per
at IS3 cen 100« of
tigrade.
Juice.

6-5
7-2
7-6
7-2

8-0
8'0
7-7
7-5
7-8
8-4
S-4
8*4
7-3

8-0
8-9
9-0
8-4
8-3
8-7
8-4

14-1
16-2
17-2
16-2
18-1
18-1
17-4
16-9
17-7
19-1
19-1
19-1
16-5
18-1
20-5
20-7
19-1
18-9
19-9
19-1

Remarks.

This variety has grown well
under the ground ; roots
small; few misses in the rows.

J
Plot 10, damp.

s

.

I am afraid some mistake has
been made in marking the
seed.
No red tops were
noticed, and the roots had all
the appearance of improved
Yilmorin.

J
Plot 10, damp.

39
Number
of Plot.

Varieties* uf Snear-lieet.

Yelloti'

Net
Number
of Row’s Weipcht of
of 11
Trimmed
Yards.
Roots.

i
2
3
4
5
6

..

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1

8
9
10

White Imperial
proved.

im

Blanche Ko. 3 ............

"

ih.
131
135
128
152
114
120
152
146
140
63

Tons
17
17
16
19
14
15
19
19
20
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

99
92
73
88
85
98
no
100
70
52

1
2
3
4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

99
96
73
7o
60
90
84
84
63
33

2

5

0
7
8
9
10

Rale of Roots
per acre.

Density
Cane
of Juice ' Sugar per
at 15" cen* 10fW of
tigrade.
Juice,

ewt.
5
13
33
12
17
14
12
0
4
5

qr. lb
2 24
2 S
a 20
3 12
3 12
1 4
3 12
2 0
2 16
0 0

7-0
7'2
7*4
7-2
67
7-2
77
77
8-4
7'3

157
162
16 7
162
14 9
16-2
17'4
17-4
19-1
16-5

19
18
14
17
16
19
21
19
13
10

n
i
6
5
13
0
12
0
15
4

0
1
3
2
3
2
0
1
0
1

0
20
4
24
20
0
0
16
0
4

S-5
8-3
8-7
8-7
8-9
8-0
8-7
9'5
8-3
S3

19-4
18-9
19-9
18-9
20-5
181
19-1
22'5
ISO
180

19
18
14
14
n
17
16
16
12
6

n
17
6
14
15
13
10
10
7
2

0 0
0 16
3 4
0 0
2 24
2 8
0 0
0 0
2 0
9 16

7-8
8'7
9-5
8-5
8-2
8-3
8-5
8-5
8-5
S-2

177
190
22-0
19-4
ISO
180
19-4
]94
19-4
ISO

13' 15’ 0 0
17 5 2 24
14 0 3 4

9-7'
97
S'S

25 0
22'5
20'2

........
___
.......
.......

. ...
___
.......
......

Remarks.

, tops and yellow.
,
J
Plot 10, damp.

Grown well underground; no
misses; beautiful hard heavy
roots. Rock in the way of
plot o.
J
Plot 10, damp.

I
Crown well underground, but a
certain number of misses in
rows.
Rock in the way of
}•
plot o.

Plot 10, damp.

j

8
9
10

" 14
2
2

88
73

Hose Ho. 5.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
3
9
10

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
24
2
2

181
244
200
183
167
233
179
156
164
58

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

128
123
94
114
93
141
133
127
114
130

25 0
24 0
18 9
22 7
18 6
27 13
26 0
24 18
22 7
25 1

1
1
1
1
3
3
1
3
1
2

4
8
4
8
24
20
0
20
8
24

89
8'6
9'2
9-3
8-7
8'4
8-8
8-1
80
8-3

20-5
197
210
217
190
191
20-2
18-4
1S-1
180

1

Bis Rose No. 4 ...

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

98
99
69
93
77
95
100
98
103
91

19
19
13
18
15
18
19
10
20
17

0
11
n
5
0
33
14
0
4
17

2
0
0
1
1
0
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
12
0
24
12
0
16
0

8'5
87
9-3
8'9
8-8
8-9
93
8-5
8-3
77

19-4
190
210
200
20-2
200
210
19-4
180
17-4

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

146
139
82
109
99
125
124
125
159
no

28
27
16
21
19
24
24
24
31

13
6
0
8
n
11
7
11
4
n

2 8
0 8
0 20
0 24
0 0
0 0
0 16
0 0
3 8
1 0

7-2
8-2
8-5
88
87
90
8-5
90
70
8-3

3 0-2
180
194
20'2
190
20-7
19 4
207
170
ISO

Bis collets verts

Blanches No, 4 ,

Bis Roses, No. 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

'

2

" 70

1

Not sufficient seed to complete
the two rows.
Beautifully
shaped roots.

1

21

It was not found necessary to
test any of this variety owing
to their rank growth. Ap
pearance of mangels.

Here were a large number of
misses—large roots. It also
seemed to be a mixture of
seeds of two rarities.

J

Roots well in ground, but frequent
misses.

J

V

Roots grown well under ground,
and even in size; few misses
in the rows.

i
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Number
of Plot.

Varieties of Sugar-beet.

(

i

2
3
4
5

Bia Bose..........................-

6
7
S
9

l
r

Bis Blanches

i
............-|
I

10
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

8

o

9

2

10

9

1
2

o

L

10

r

1
2

2
2

3
4
4
C
7

8

German small-rooted, 1
white.

9

3
4
5

6
7
S
9

10
f

1
2
3
4
5

Blanche, No, 1.............■

6
7
s
9

9

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
o

L

10

2

(

1
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
4
5

Klein Vanzeleben........ -f

6
7

8

i
(r

9

10
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
1
2

Yilmorin Improved ... -

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Allemando acclmiatfic

Blanche Elite...............

Number
Net
of lion’s Weight of
of 11
Trimmed
Yanis,
Roots.

3
4
5

6
7
S
9

10

lb.
99
93
SI

Rate of Roots
[jer acre.

SI
95
78
93
96
90

Tons
19
17
15
16
15
19
15
18
IS
17

131
135
132
134
147
164
136
164
156
164

25
26
25
26
28
32
26
32
30
32

100

19 12
24 7
19 i
19 i
17 9
19 12

86

124
97
97
so

100
104
107

100
90
91
107
JOS
103
92

102
123

120
130
89
72
79
56
71
58
S3
79
89
78
59
126
144
130
125

102
139
141
152
157

101

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

97
S5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

112

88
76
64

86
93
87
04
70
143
144
124
93
164
129
137
135

86

Density
Cane
of Juice Sugar per
at 15' cen 100«of
tigrade.
Juice.

cwt qr. ]b.

11

0 0

15
IS
17
IS

2 4
0 24
3 12
0 24

7-3
7'3
7-4

8-2
8-8

0 2 0
0 1 20
6 3 24
17 0 10
12 1 8

90
8-7

2
1
IS 2
6 1
7 2

75
7-0
7-5
7*7
7‘5
8-4
S3
S'0
8-3
7-6

14

10

4
14
4

12
4

10
12
8
20
20

1 4
1 4
1 4
3 12
1 4

8-6
81
8-8

3 12

0 16
0 1
0 1
2 16

7-7
S'0
8T
S-4

3 12

8-1
8-2

20 8 2 S
21 0 1 12
19 12 3 12
17 12 1 8

8-4
7'7
S'0

17 17 2 0
21 0 1 12
21 o 2 0
20 4 2 16
IS 1 1 20
20 0 2 24
24 0 1 8
23 11 1 20
25 1 2 24
17 9 2 16

7-3
7-4
7-8
7-9
7-9
7-S

14 2
15 10
ii 0
13 IS
11 7
16 6
15 1
17 9
15 0

3 12

8-1
8-0

0
1
2
1

11 11
16
18
17
16
16
IS
IS

Eemarks.

1 12
0 0
0 8
3 12

8-0
7-9

8-1
8-8

8-4
s-o
8-7

16-5
16-5
16-7
186

'l

22 0

Well grown roots; some missesin the rows.

20-7
19 9
19-7
18-4

20-2

J

10-9
15-7
16-9
17-4
16-9
19-1
18-9
18-1
1S'9
17-2

1

16-7
17-4
is-i
18-4
191
18-4
18-6
191
17-4
181

1

16-5
16-7
17-7
17-9
17-9
17-7
18‘1
17-9
IS-4

These roots arc very large and
pronged ; it is surprising the
density of the juice is so good.
The roots were very red,,
which docs little agree withthe name on the packet.
J

This variety was well-grown in
the ground, and there being
no misses the roots were of
splendid even size and weight.

J

Well in the ground and few
misses. Some roots died in
the ground in consequence of
the intense drought.

20'2

J

18-4
18-1
19-4
18-1
19-9
19-4
19-1
19-7

>

Roots well grown, small, huteven in size. Some died and
withered in the ground.

8
12

8-6

16

20

8-6
8-8

20-2

3

4

8'5

19-4

J

12 0
17 0
0 0
10 0
17 1
6 3

23

8-7
8-4
9-0
8-7
8-7
8-4
9-0
8-9
9-2
81

19-9
19-1
20-7
19-9
19-9
19-1
20-7
20-5

1

9

12
26

0

S
24
I 4
2 24

20 0
20 8 2 8
13 7 0 16
19 1
18 13
17 5
14 17

0 1

8-4

0 24
2 24
3 12

9-6
7 9
9-4
90

12 11

1 20

8-0

16 17
IS 5
17 1
IS 9
13 15

3 12
3 24
3 4
1 4

14 14
18 13
18 17
16 6

0 0
0 0
0 24

0
0
12 0 1
21 11 1
16 17
17 17
17 13
11 7

12
8
12
0

21 -2
18-4

J

22-2

•>

90

17-9
21 -7
20-7
181
20-7

8-8

20-2

9-1
9 1
8-9

2T0
20-5

J

9-7
9-0
8-7
8-9
8-3
81

22-5
20-7
19-9
20-5
18-9
18-4
19-7
19-9
191
191

>

3 12

8-6

2 0
2 8

8-7
8-4
S-4

3 12

Roots well grown and not very
many missea.
Subsoil was;
ploughed up in plots 6 and 7,
where misses were frequent
in consequence.

Roots well grown and few misses.

21 -0

The roots were well in the ground,
and there were very few
misses, except in row 6 where,
the subsoil was ploughed up

)
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' Tho variety blanches No, 2, of which one row was planted, is not shown in the preceding tables,
as it was a complete failure. This failure proves nothing against thc variety, but everything against this
particular supply of seed,
_
_
_
.
There were altogether 40 rows of 5 chains long, and 18 inches apart, which Is ft less than half
an acre.
_ _
The following table shows the results of each plot, adding all the varieties together:—
1
Net weight in lb, ,

|
1

1,804

2

8

2,010

1,697

|

1

5

0

7

3

9

10

lf7S9

1,691

2,002

1,037

2,014

2,013

1,429

t. c. qr. lb. t. c qr lb. U. c. qr. lb. t. c qr, lb. t. c. qr lb. t, c. qr, lb. t. o. qr 11) t, c. qr. lb. t, c. qr. lb. 1. c. qr. lb.
Rate per acre ..,, 38 G 0 ii 19 14 2 10 jlG 14 0 12 17 11 1 20 15 12 2 0 19 13 0 24 |19 0 0 19 19 15 2 4 19 la 1 12 Il4 0 2 24
1

Thc roots were tested by the-density of the juice. This is only an approximate method, which
represents averages. It has been found after a large nnmberof tests that beet juice at 5° density, contains
at least in 100“ 2 grains of sugar per 1° of density. But the quantity of sugar in the root increases with
the density of the juice. The method is based on that presumption. All the tests were made on tho
juice extracted from five or six roots of each variety, and they are therefore entirely reliable.
_
Mr. Edward W. Knox having expressed a desire to receive some roots, to get them analysed in the
laboratory of the Colonial Sugar Company, 35 roots were forwarded from Tenterfield. Unfortunately all
the varieties from the different plots had been mixed together by that time, and therefore all that those
analyses show is the extraordinary richness in sugar of those roots.
In the 35 roots which were analysed by the Colonial Sugar Company, 11 came from tbe above
plots. The following is the result of those analyses:—
SolubleCane sugar ........................................................................
Fruit sugar ..........................................................................
Other organic matter....,................................................. I
AhVi
Insoluble—
Fibre........................................................................... ........... |
Ash
Water ..................................................................................

17-89
■20
2-13

4-37

19-51
•40

16-08
0-26

22-22
•45

15‘66
•25

2-99

2-62

3-71

3-48

4-37

4-82

5'42

3-58

73-23

72-07

70-22

68-20

77-03

100-00

100-00

100-00

loo-oo

100-00

87- 7
1-38

85-00
1-00

84- 8
0-99

84- 2
0-70

80- 8
0-90

19-90
•32

20'13
•29

20-56
■31

24-75
•28

2211
■24

20'33
■30

J

3-63

2-81

2-40

2-17

2-75

3-80

Insoluble—
Fibre............................................................. |

4-55

4-90

4'54

5’38

4-74

71-GO

71-78

72-19

C7'42

70-16

69-21

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

83- 4
0-59

80- 7
■73

88- 4
■67

91- 0
•63

88- 1
0-51

83- 2
■42

Quotient....................................................
Weight of root....... ......................... lb.

Soluble—

Other organic matter...........................

Weight of root ...... ........lb.

The other 24 analyses were made on roots grown by two farmers, and tbeir average sugar per
centage is above 1(3 per cent.
_
Not much can be said about the plots grown by the farmers generally. Owing to their inexpe
rience in the cultivation of this crop, the seed was badly planted, as already pointed out, and the
germination was very imperfect. Had it not been for the very dry season, the roots, owing to tbe large
space between them, would have acquired enormous proportions, and the sugar contents would probably
have been low. However, their experience of last season will be useful to them for the trials on a much
larger scale, which they contemplate malting during the coming season.
_ _
_
In conclusion, Mr, Van de Velde says that in his opinion tho prospects of the introduction of the
heet-sngar industry in the table-lands of this Colony are extremely brilliant. He can safely state that no
country where this great agricultural industry is carried out has soil and climate equal to those of New
South Wales. It is true that labour is dearer in this part of the world than in Europe, but ample
compensation will be found in the cheapness of the land, the better and larger crops, the larger extent
of the season for sowing and harvesting, the better market for the manufactured products, &e.
The difficulty in the introduction of the industry in these colonies is the backward state of farming
and agriculture, brought about by the too-flourishing conditions of tho past. Thc sugar-beet industry
means intense cultivation and high farming, with production of manure with the bye-products of the farm
to keep up the fertility of the land. The permanency of the industry can only he assured on those
conditions. It will raise the present methods of agriculture and faming from their present level to thc
highest state of modern perfection, and it shows its importance from a national point of view.
213—E
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The subjoined note has been submitted in connection with the above report by Mr. P B G-ntbrie
tho Departmental Chemist:—
’
Although none of the beets submitted by farmers as grown from seed supplied by the Department
have approached 3n sugar content those grown by Mr. Van do Velde, stili the results obtained are
Eumcicntly encouraging m showing that when tbe necessity for more careful and scientific cultivation is
properly realised, there should be a great future for this crop in the Colony.
Jam of opinion that the Department should encourage the cultivation of this crop in every way not
necessarily with the object of producing sugar, but as a farm-crop, more particularly as a fodder-crop for
which it is unsurpassed.
-1
I have pointed out in my annual report how tho proper cultivation of sugar-beet necessitates more
systematic and scientific methods of farming, which is in itself a recommendation to the Department of
Agriculture Ihe following results refer always to beets grown from seed distributed by the Department,
identical with those supplied to Mr. Van de Velde.
s
F
. .. M]’’
balder, at the Wagga Wagga Experimental Farm, sent a number of beets and 19 different
varieties grown by himself at tbe Wagga Wagga Farm.
Mr. Valder has furnished a separate report, and I need only say here that the average sugar
contents tor the whole number was 1G-2 per cent., tbe average weight of tbe individual roots being 8i ounces,
this is by no means a bad result, and is by far tbe best that has come under my notice before seeing Mr.
Van de VeJde s report.
°
Mr. J. L Thompson, of tbe Hawkcsbury Agricultural College, has also obtained very fair results
under unfavourable conditions as to soil. Of the beets sent in by tbe farmers the results have been
somewhat erratic, the tendency m most eases being to grow the beets for size, want of proper cultivation
and manuring being responsible in many cases for the formation of side roots and general bad shape.
W ell-shaped beets of about 1 lb. weight ate the exception, but where these have been produced the high
sugar content obtained shows that tho fault in other cases lies iu the cultivation and not in the seed
supplied, nor m any climatic disadvantage,
_ Mr. Van de Velde’s report is a very instructive and valuable object lesson to tho farmers in
showing what can be done by systematic and scientific methods.
When it is remembered that before the sugar-beet was cultivated according to present methods
(not many years ago) the highest sugar content was about 8 per cent, it will be realised what immense
strides agricultural science lias made m tins direction alone,
2,498 packets of sugar-beet seed have been distributed by tbe Department to farmers during thc
past year.
.
o ^

Dairying and General Agriculture.
and othtr rgticdSlvorLinteTVOniDg

^ ^ ^ °f COntinucd and ceaseles3 actirit7ia dairying

The increasing number of personal applications for information at the offices of the Department
and the enlarged work of the Department generally have necessitated the officer dealing with the work’
Mr. Dunmcliff being detained m Sydney at times when his services were in much request in the country
assistanceCTeri1 dlSlrlCts lt 'as beeu found lmP0«sitIe to comply with the repeated demands for such
Mpor/s have been made, or Papers written on the following subjects in response to enquiries from
the public, or the requirements of the oflice :-Entimated costs of dairy factories and creamery buildings
with their equipments, Ac., have been prepared for several districts ; refrigeration and cool chambers for
GC'’T °£ dairy mflnuerT (2); spading harrows, scarifiers, and cultivators; mangold planters
a id othei seed-sowing machines; double and triple furrow ploughs; farm implements and machinerv
potato culture aud manures; potato d.soases; tomato culture and diseases; onion cultivation as a field
0,1 hv'atwn Cf.or se‘;d)i Imseed (for oil and for stock feeding) ; sorghum and imphec (for
stocM
vSi MUS s.vl'’e«tr,si ” flat pea ; horseradish culture ; red clover, fertilisation and adaptability to
various districts; vetches, clovers, and other iorage plants; lavender cultivation and its products (2) ■
castor oil as a commercial crop; castor oil, extraction of; imphee halapense, or “Johnson Grass”chicory cultivation for export
Smart ” weed; “ smuti” in cereals; reports on imported seeds (2) •
)irr/ilri6v91 EUnfl°Wer (f01 feed’ oil> or
sunflower
(extraction of oil) ; importation ot bees from Europe ; permanent pastures ; grasses for mixed pastures •
pastures of South Momiro; climates and lands of New South Wales; eradication of weeds - sowing of
relT^TJ
on,cl'i°PfT Wltb ^lieat’ bai;leT>
vetches, imphee, rape, swedes, field carrots,
cabbages, and pea* for stock feeding; rations for dairy cattle; manufacture of maizena, arrowroot, and
starch; essential oils of tansy, thyme, and spearmint; food preservatives (various); preserving eggsmilk purifier; milk testing ; purchasing milk or cream; manipulation of milk and cream, and churningeport on analyses of cheese; costs and profits of dairy farming and manufactures; packing butter for
aa °rdlMVr Cilrs° ; report on butter exportation, aud tho local trade, 1894 (2) ; differential duties
d!HrJ p]ioduc4is ”l
; advices on malting, packing, transit, and export of cheese
(-) , Continental buyers and markets for Cheddar cheese; assistance to buyers from France Holland
Belgium, and Germany, for various raw products; exportation of hares and rabbits (2); transit and other
charges on rabbits for export; differential duties affecting Australian meats in Europe; shipping maize
and wheat to England; the dairying industry, its prospects and tbe best means for its development
r,
. i ,he autu™n 0* last year an effort was made to extend the sale of New South Wales products in
Canada, believing that the alternate seasons would furnish fitting opportunities. Liberal samples were
HtSp1? miieS’ tnU?ud
buttF’I,0Iiey«
and despatched per. S.S. “ Warrimo ” to Vancouver,
British Columbia ; to the Chamber of Commerce at Sudbury, for Ontario ; and to the Board of Trade
Montreal J he reports from each place were very favourable, and it was anticipated trade would follow’
About this time a so an effort was made to place fresh, unsalted butter, made from sweet cream
upon the Pans market, the Department having been informed that if such could be successfully done a
very profitab e trade might be opened for it. The butter was made under the supervision of Mr. Dunnielift, and by him duly forwarded. Ihe report of tins also was very satisfactory, but the excessive import
duty m l ranee on unsalted butter was found to be prohibitory. The aid of the Imperial authorities was
sought to obtain some concession m the hope that such a large market might he opened to our producers
but without avail. Otherwise, tho experiment was a success, and without any loss to the Department
In
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In connection with tho matter of the shipments of Cheddar cheese from the H. A. College to
London, it may bo worthy of note that tho package which has been used was specially designed for that
purpose by Mr. Dumiicliff, and is neat, light, very strong, easily handled, and inexpensive. It has
repeatedly been commended by experts in London, and is worthy of general adoption.
A portion of the work in the country has been covered by visits to various centres, with the object
of affording instruction and aid to those desirous of establishing tho dairying industry in their midst. A
large number of meetings have been held, and addresses given on dairying and allied subjects, which
appear to have been appreciated, and the information given has been largely acted upon.
In the extension of co-operative dairying and thc formation of companies on that basis, con
siderable assistance has been rendered in almost every particular of principle and detail relating to thc
work. As a consequence, largo numbers of farmers are now feeling the benefits of this industry who were
previously existing on the proceeds of arable crops.
A considerable portion of the last three months has been occupied by Mr. Dunnicliff with the
matter of affording assistance, by way of loans of seeds, to enable farmers who had lost their crops
aud substance by floods to re-seed their lauds. .These extended along the Ilawkesbury, Hunter,'Williams,
Patterson, Wollamba, and Manning Bivers. About S00 cases were investigated, aud aid granted according
to their several needs. The relief consisted of seed wheat, barley, rye, vetches, peas, lucerne, and potatoes;
and should a favourable season follow, it is confidently anticipated that the larger part of these loans will
bo early repaid.

Subsidies to Agricultural Societies.
As was foreseen in 1S93, the inauguration of the system of direct checking of the accounts in
connection with the subsidies to Agricultural Societies—butt receipts, bank books and balance sheets ©f
the Agricultural Societies making application for subsidy—has proved, after a trial of over fifteen months,
very successful. The whole of the societies have cheerfully acquiesced in the arrangement, with the result
that the accounts of everv society ore now systematically investigated, initialled, and the claims dealt with
without difficulty or misunderstanding.
Besides the submission of their receipts and bank books for examination, the societies were invited
to adopt a general form of receipt books specially arranged for convenience in checking subscriptions and
donations, aud it is gratifying to note that almost without exception, as their ordinary books are exhausted,
the societies are adopting the new ones.
In October, 1891, Mr. Fitzgerald resigned, and the work was entrusted to Mr. W. H. Clarke, who
lias had charge of it since.
For the year 1S94, 247 separate accounts of claims were rendered, and the claims of 89 societies
satisfactorily settled. This is an increase on thc number of societies receiving subsidy for 1893, and
goes to show that the adoption of the membership minimum has rather stimulated the societies than
otherwise. This will bo the more readily understood when it is taken into consideration that in a great
number of cases the subscription fees of societies were greatly reduced, rendering an increased number of
subscribers necessary to qualify for subsidy. Indeed this reform with respect to membership fees is one
of the most important effected during the year. Up to this year it was customary for societies to allow
to persons paying a subscription in excess of tho actual membership fee certain privileges with respect to
admission and” free entry of exhibits. Seeing thc length of time this practice had obtained unchallenged,
it was only to he expected that a proposal to amend it should meet with some opposition. But the difficulty
has been satisfactorily settled, and there is now scarcely a society inlcresiod which has not amended its
rules in order to provide for a single membership fee for gentlemen, and a small fee for ladies and youths.
Another important reform is the alteration of the financial years of tho societies so as to conform
with the Government financial year, and already a large number of societies have adopted this arrangement.
During 1894 about 350 letters, and up to June, 1895, about 170 letters and inquiries have been
received from societies with respect to subsidy claims, show matters, &c. A large number of letters have
also been sent to societies giving advice as to accounts, rules, and minor details.
Mr. Clarke keeps a statement of applications for subsidy, and records tbe action taken with respect
to each, as also a cash account against the vote, in order that the amount expended may at any time bo
ascertained.
A record is also kept of the societies’ rules and regulations, and any alterations noted, and a list
of the shows, compiled each month, is published in the Agricultural Gazette.
'
Conferences.
With the view of affording the fruit-growers an opportunity of discussing the various questions
affecting their industry invitations were issued to representative orchardists in all the chief districts of
the colony, and gentlemen interested in the export trade, These delegates, to the number of
,
assembled in Sydney on the 6th February, 1895, aud thc proceedings lasted till the fith February.
Papers dealing with new methods of cultivation, pruning, application of manures, and treatment of
insect and fungus pest and weeds, were read by delegates and officers of the Department, and discussed.
The question of the opening up of new markets, and tho development of the export trade generally, was
exhaustively dealt with, and papers were read on all thc latest and successful systems of picking, packing,
aud shipping fruit, as well as the most suitable varieties of each particular fruit to grow for this purpose.
The proceedings have been printed for distribution to all fruit-growers interested, and there can
be no doubt that the information embodied in the report, coming as it docs as a result of the aggregate
experience of a large body of successful orchardists in each important fruit-growing district of the colony,
is of thc greatest practical value, aud cannot fail to do much to assist the advancement of the industry.
Before separating, the Conference arranged for the appointment of a Board of Advice to assist the
Minister in all matters connected with ihe advancement of the wine industry.
The Conference just referred to having been confined strictly to matters connected with'fruit
growing, it was necessary, in order to enable farmers and pastorulists to discuss questions of equal
importance 1o their industries, to convene a second conference of farmers’ and pastoralists’ delegates.
Invitations were sent out through thc Agricultural Societies, and on thc 13th February, 1895, 105
representatives assembled in Sydney, and sat till the 16th February, 1895.
"
Papers
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Papers on improved methods of cultivation, fertilisers, new fodder crops, dairying, treatment of
pests—animal, insect, and fungoid, and noxious weeds,—opening up of new markets, with many other
matters of vital importance to our farmers, were read and discussed.
A. report of the proceedings of this Conference lias been issued by the Department in the form of
a hand-book of 181 pages, and will be distributed to all farmers who wish to avail themselves of the large
amount of practical information it contains with rospoct to their calling.

The Artist.
The artist, Mr. Burton, and his assistant, Mr. Wills, have been busily engaged on the following
work during tho year 1894:—
0
Pathological Branch,
Preparing coloured plate, showing diseases on fig, loquat, lemon, apple, bean, rose-leaf, and apricot;
making thirty-seven pen and ink drawings, illustrating article on budding ; making several pen and ink
drawings, illustrating article on planting ; making eight pen and ink drawings, illustrating blight on apples,
four (Podospimcra Kunzci Lev.), and four (Mytifospis citricola) ; making pen aud ink drawing, showing
diseases on oranges; lithographing coloured plate, thirteen subjects, showing life-history of phylloxera.
Botanical Branch.
Making drawings for ninteen botanical plates of grasses, weeds, plants, &c., which entailed a great
deal of time, it often being necessary to go into thc country to obtain photographs and suecimens to
enable tho artist to faithfully delineate the special characteristics of the different species.
Stock and Poultry.
'
, . Making twelve pen and ink drawings, illustrating article on spaying cows ; taking eight photographs
of military horses, and preparing same ior blocks illustrating article on breeding horses for exportation;
making large pen aud ink drawing of horse showing thirty-three different diseases, for the Richmond
Agricultural College; photographing and making pen and‘ink drawings of poultry, viz., buff cochins
langshans, minorcas, wyandottes, aud houdans, for insertion in Gazette.
'
’
Entomological Branch.
Drawing and lithographing plate of nine subjects, showing life-history of red cedar moth.
Inspectors Branch.
Making four diagrams of machinery'in connection with beet culture; making drawing of Agricul
tural College silo pit; making drawing of wine vat,
Photography.
_ _ Some considerable time has been spent in photographing horses, poultry, developing, printing and
finishing pho.tographs of artesian boreSj &c.; also in filing up dark room.
?
'

Miscellaneous Brawinqs.
■
The artist has made several miscellaneous drawings, including the designing and drawing of Agri
cultural College certificate, and about fifteen drawings illustrating tobacco pamphlet.
Noth.—The assistant has been engaged for some months assisting the Pathologist at Bong Bong in his investigation
of sheep disease, and at the experimental farm at Wagga for tile purpose of harvesting the experimental -wheats for Dr.

vJobo.

And during thc year 1895, to tho 30th .Tune, for the
Pathological Branch.
. taking coloured drawing of disease on orange; photographing diseased pear and apricots (five
negatives) ; two coloured drawings of apricot, showing disease ; drawing and photographing pear, showing
disease; lithographing coloured plate, showing vine disease (phylloxera) ; making several drawiims of
sections of apples for Mr. Benson; making sketches and photos of Mr. Adams’ fruit-dryer for Gazette ;
birds, showmg useful and destructive species in connection with the growing of fruit; five fuU-pa<re
drawings m black and white; five coloured plates for lithographing (Ibis occupied considerable time, as
it represents twenty-one different specimens).
'
ILnlGmolorjkctl Branch.
Lithographing in colours one plate of Gordyceps scottianus ; three plates in black aud white, viz,:
(1) a Cordyceps pieli, n Gordyceps cranstonni, (2) Gordyceps trieton®, (3) species of Gordyceps and
host insects (in situ) ; lithographing two plates iu colours, illustrating article on potato blight for
Mr. Helms; making enlarged photo, of fly (Bippoboseen equina) for Mr. Copeland; drawim? din gram
ot muling for Mr. Ghithrie; drawing of millet for Mr. Valder, to be reproduced in the Gazette-, making
several drawings for Mr. OllifE, illustrating his article ou host insect; several drawings for Mr G-ale m
reference to bees.
Botanical Branch.
Making nine botanical drawings of spinefix, marram grass, and red mahogany, &e.; photographing
and collecting fresh specimens of same occupied considerable time.
e

Por Chemist.

Matching over torty specimens of flour iu colours for reference, and drawing diagram for same. '
Miscellaneous.
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Miscellaneous.
One enlarged drawing, stowing stringing of tops, for Murrumbidgee Experimental Earn ; touching
up seven drawings of machinery ; finishing drawings on stone of four plates of hulls for Mr. Thompson,
Some considerable time has been spent in connection with the following:—In attending to correspondence
re Gazette and loan of blocks, and the necessary supervision of blocks, also in photography and work
relating to same; in moving to Lands Office and reorganisation. The assistant was engaged at the
"Wagga Experimental Earn during January, and assisted generally in the above work.

Disease Investigations.
During January and part of February, 1894, Mr. Helms was engaged at the investigations of bee
diseases, that for sometime previously had greatly damaged the apairy of 5fr. Etching, near Campbelltown.
These investigations produced fairly successful results, inasmuch as the diseases were completely
eradicated, after various more or less protracted experiments led to a method of chocking their ravages.
The report made upou those diseases and their investigations appeared in the April number of the
Agricultural Gazette. It is very satisfactory to record that since the diseases were eradicated from Mr.
Etching's apairy they have not reappeared there again, according to several communications since then
received. Moreover, Mr. Kitching states, in a recent letter to the Department, that tlirough the adoption
of Mr. Helms’ method aneighbour of his succeeded in curing several colonies attacked by the same diseases.
During March and April Mr. Helms was engaged on some entomological work, and was also
occupied in assisting Dr. Cobb by making microscopical preparations in connection with his investigations
in vegetable and animal pathology.
From the time ho joined Dr Cobb, when the latter resumed researches in the laboratory at Bong
Bong, his stay at Bong Bong lasted till the middle of September, being there occupied with assisting Dr.
Cobb, Besides that ho made entomological and other zoological collections, partly for the researches of
Dr. Cobb and partly with thc object of depositing them in the museum of tbe Department.
Towards the end of September, Mr. Helms went to the Clarence Kiver for thc purpose of investi
gating certain potato diseases, which are found to he prevalent in that district, and at times doing great
damage to the crops. These investigations occupied his attention from time to time during the months
of October, November, and December.
The full report of the work in connection with various diseases of the potatoes and the insect pests
attacking the same has appeared in the May (1895) number of the Agricultural Gazette, and is accompanied
by two coloured plates.
The time not occupied by investigations into these diseases was devoted to collecting internal and
external parasites from domesticated and indigenous birds and animals for Dr. Cobb’s researches. For
this purpose Mr. Helms dissected during his stay at Grafton upwards of 300 birds and animals of other
classes. The results were very satisfactory, not only regarding an extensive collection of parasites, hut
also through the discovery of a great number of hitherto unknown species.
A brief tabulated report, with notes of observations concerning the hosts and habits of these
parasites, has been prepared for Dr. Cobb’s information. The further critical examination of the parasites
will he reported upon in due course by Dr. Cobb. Mr. Helms also made entomological and botanical
collections during his stay at the Clarence Kiver, and paid two visits to the Sugar Company’s Mills, at
Harwood, for the purpose of obtaining some gum from diseased sugar-cane for chemical analysis. The
process of collecting this gum was a very tedious one. After the cane has been cut into pieces at every
node, the surface of the cut must he trimmed smooth to allow the gum to ooze out on an even plane. The
globules formed by the gum have then to be carefully scraped off, and the collected gum has to he quickly
dried on glass slides to prevent any decomposition setting in.
The early part of this year, 1895, Mr. Helms was engaged in the preparation of some of his
collections and the completion of reports. Later on he received instructions to write some articles for thc
elucidation of certain abstruse phases of hoc-life. Of these papers, Nos. 1 and 2 have appeared in thc
March and April numbers of the Agricultural Gazette respectively, and No. 3 the July number, and 4 and
5 are in preparation for those of August and September.
Besides making a few short trips in the country for various purposes, on the occurrence of
phylloxera, near Liverpool, he was sent there to collect some winged specimens of this destructive insect.
A large number of these were brought to the Department, and the method adopted for their suppression
reported upon.
Being sent to Booral for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge of a certain method of silk-culture,
he stayed at that place during May and June.

Forestry.
I have much pleasure in remarking that thc efforts made by the Department during tbe last two
years have brought into prominence, more than over before, the excellence of our indigenous timbers and
their value for many purposes.
The absolute necessity for decisive steps being taken for tbe permanent reservation of valuable
timbered areas and for tho protection of timber trees has been forced upon tho attention of thc Depart
ment. I have no doubt that much of the land that has been set apart from time to time, and reserved for
timber, is of but little if any value for the purpose, and I am quite sure that largo areas which contain
most valuable timber have not been reserved. I cannot avoid expressing a feeling of regret that many
valuable reserves or portions of reserves have at various times been revoked and thrown open for selection,
and I have reason to think that considerable portions of such areas have been selected solely with the
object of removing the timber. However, steps are, I am pleased to say, being taken to reinoay this, and
I believe that the efforts of this Department, will be assisted by the Department of Lands.
I may mention that considerable attention is being directed to forest conservancy by all civilised
nations at the present moment, and that for a considerable time past European countries have made great
efforts towards the proper preservation of their forests, and special care is taken in their management.
In this colony the waste of valuable timber has doubtless been enormous in tbc past, and Hear this
still continues to a.eonsiderable extent, especially on lands alienated from tho Crown. 1 trust, however,
that in course of time the efforts made by this department will check this waste to a considerable extent.
The
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The accompanying diagram shows the small proportion of land reserved for forests to tho area of the
colony. And when the exceptional value of hardwoods is considered, and the prospects that exist of a
large export trade being opened up in tbe near future, it will, I think, be admitted that the Department is
not nnreasonable in urging that this comparatively small area, which will furnish employment for such a
large number of men, should be permanently reserved aud properly cared for.
SnowurCr the relative size of the area “Deserved for the Preservation of Timber” in comparison with the
Area of tho Colony, = 3 per cent.

TOT AD AEEA OP NEW SOUTH WALES.

During the past eighteen months forestry operations have been considerably curtailed by the
general -depression, which affected in a very marked manner the local demands for timber. The work of
the Department has, however, on thc whole been very satisfactory, as new markets for our products have
been sought, and a large number of samples, with information as to the uses and suitability of New South
Wales timbers for various purposes, have been forwarded to Great Britain and other parts of the world.
Particular attention has been given to the advertisement of our hardwoods, which for the construction of
wharves, jetties, wood pavements, railway works, buildings, and other structures of a permanent and lasting
character, are considered by reliable experts to be unsurpassable. In consequence of these efforts a deal of
interest in the subject has been created in many of the principal centres of Europe, causing many
enquiries through the channels of this Department, and it is gratifying to learn that already considerable
orders have been placed in this colony for paving timbers for Groat Britain, which, from the proved
excellence of the timbers for that purpose, it is anticipated with confidence will lead to their further a-nd
more general use, and be the means of creating an extensive export trade.
_ Office Work and Records.—The administrative work of tbe Department has been carried out
efficiently under the able supervision of Mr. W. S. Campbell, with the help of Mr. B. D. Hay, notwith
standing the reduction of the staff, and at the present time there are no arrears, the whole work of the
office being up to date. During the first half of the present year current work was considerably increased
in consequence of tbe forest thinning operations on Murray River red-gum reserves, which extra service
was carried out without addition to the office staff, and for thesameperiodtliecorrespondencefrom abroad
embodying enquiries on the subject of our timbers formed a considerable item. The policy with regard to
thc reservation of useful timbered areas and tho cancellation of reserves not longer required in tho
interests of forest conservancy has been strictly adhered to, and has been extended in the direction of an
endeavour to obtain tbe permanent dedication and control of the best and most useful areas, which subject
has
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hag been promised the favourable consideration of thc Department of Lands, and will, it is hoped,
ultimately lead to thc consolidation of areas, reduction in cost of supervision, and their comprehensive
afforesting and improvement. An amalgamation of the record and correspondence staff of this office with
that of the Mines Department has recently been effected with beneficial results. Appended is the state
ment of office records for the period under report.
Number of papers registered, 1894 ...................................................
„
,,
to 80th June, 1895 ...............
...
Total

8.,04O
5,1G9

....................................................

13,209

Number of letters issued, 1894
........................................
...
„
„
to 80th June, 1895
...........................

1,938
1,340

Total

...................................................

3,2 78

Distribution of Samples.—The distribution of samples in advertisement of our timbers has, in
addition to ordinary samples, comprised some very interesting specimens of durability, such as sections of
ironbark sleepers from thc permanent-way after twenty-five years’ use, sections of piles from Circular
Quay forty years driven, and wood blocks taken from city streets after bearing from nine to thirteen
years’ traffic. The following table indicates the distribution and variety of samples for the period :—
Groat

Samples.

Briluin.

Kailway sleepers..............................
(Jenoral samples..............................
Having Mocks ..................................
Sawn timbers .................................
fine bowls and sticks...................
Piles ....................................................
Timbers that have been in use,
with particulars as to age.

1,011
4fi7
140

India.

0
20

France,

"40

j

America.

"ee

80,000

124

s'

b<l.

Germany.

no

Africa
Alnca6
96

ft.

Imperial
Institute.

Local
Distribution.

14

.........

.........
.........

247
92

24

|

.........

4

'

88

1
2

27

6

6

Totals.

1,037
1,042
232
30,000 B(]. ft.
24
1
202

Forest Improvement.
_
Thinning and Planting.—Thinning operations for tho improvement of forests during 1894 com
prised about 3,000 acres of pine at Wahgunyah and about 250 acres of red-gum forest near Jloama.
During the half-year to 30th June, 1895, the Department was enabled to considerably extend these
operations, having been granted a special vote of £25,000 for this purpose; and up to date of this report
further areas of about 45,000 acres of red-gum on the Murray, about 2,000 acres of coast-forest in the
vicinity of Bateman’s Bay, and about 7,500 acres of pine-forest at Narrandera, have been thinned out aud
improved. The average cost per acre for this improvement was at the following rates, viz.:—About
5s. Sd. per acre for red-gum, 4s. Gd. per aero for pine, and about 7s. per acre for the coastal areas. In
connection with this work employment was given to about 420 men. earning wages averaging from 7s. to
9s. per diem, according to results; aud it is confidently anticipated that in the course of a few years a
very large return in revenue will result from this expenditure. Iu addition to Ihe foregoing, a few
isolated forest areas have been thinned out and improved, at the cost of pastoral lessees, blit under the
supervision of this Department,
Planting.—Planting operations for tho period have not been on an extensive scale outside the
work of thc plantations, del ails of which are furnished under tho heading Nursery ami Plantations, opera
tions on outside reserves comprising merely the experimental planting of a few young cedars in some of
the brush areas, and the clearing and thinning out of areas formerly planted.
State Forest Nursery and Plantations.
At the State Forest Nursery, Gosford, the propagation of plants suitable for street avenue aud
forest area planting has been curried on as usual, a marked improvement being observable in every branch
of tbe work. The improvements effected during the period under report comprised the proper drainage
of inferior areas, the erection of a new bush house, small glass stove house, and cottage residence for tho
overseer, also the clearing and stumping of au additional area of 12 acres. Fairly successful results have
becu attained in rearing non-indigenous plants such as American hickories. The Pecan and Queensland
nuts and a small quantity of tho fodder plant Polygonum Saclmlinense lias been raised aud distributed.
Nod cedar has been successfully grown, the estimated stock being 32,090 plants ; white mulberry bas been
stocked largely, in view of demand in connection with sericultural pursuits, and an estimated stock of
28,000 plants is available, a considerable demand resulting in thc distribution of 6,000 plants having
already been experienced. Wixteen varieties of American tobacco were also raised, and 1,496 plants dis
tributed. Tbe following is the estimate of the present stock at Nursery, in which inferior growths have
not been listed :—
Open rooted plants and shrubs ...
...
...
...
210,000
Trees and shrubs in pots...................................................
25,000
Trees and shrubs in boxes...
...
...
...
...
20,000
Total...................................................

255,000

Thc output of fruit, and ornamental trees and shrubs for the period was as follows:—
To reserves, plantations, artesian bores, and wells
...
25,249
To municipal bodies, public trusts, and commons
37,073
Total...................................................

62,322
From
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From the following table it will be seen that working expenses have been kept down to a satis
factory limit,
£ s, d,
"Wages, January, 1892 ................................................... 168 3 0
1893
188 4 4
1894
72 9 8
1895
70 19 3
Plantations.-—The following is a record of planting operations on branch plantations for the period
Otford.—Thc planting of 4,167 red cedar, 3,000 ironbark, also yellow pine, black apple,
brusli box, white oak, and a few American ash, and plane trees, in all........................... 17,037 trees.
MoonM.—A portion of this area is devoted to tobacco and tbc balance to forest culture,
the planting ot which although considerably curtailed through the dryness ot the season,
comprised silky oak and varieties of thc pine species, in all
...” ...........................
G,386
Glen Innes Reserves.—A variety comprising red cedar, pines, plane trees, and catalpa were
planted and are doing well, in all ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
553
Hillgrove Water Reserve.—A quantify of pine trees in variety were planted witli good
results, in all............................................................................”
.......................................
500
Artesian Bores and Wells.—Surrounding these areas the total of trees planted was
...
773
Total planting on plantations, reserves, <fcc.

25,249 trees.

Hevenue for the one and a half-year ending 30 June, 1895.
Tear eixling 31 December, 1S94.

Amount.

Boyolty, Class "C,” at per 100 sup. feet—
5,158,759 sup. feet..........................................
674 trees, at per tree (Tree Permit) .......
Miscellaneous..................... ..............................

£ B. d.
2,181 2 10
77 13 8
22 17 0

Licenses—
Forest Beserves—
Class “ C ” (with royalty) .........................
Classes " A ” aud " 1? ” (without royally)
Wattle bark (without royalty) .................
Saw-mill sites....................................................

283 0
858 16
83 0
13 5

Crown lands (no royalty)—
Cedar
245 .......................................
Quarry
21G ..........................................
Woodcutters 6,164 .......................................
Fuel
2,404. ........................................

J22 0
.137 10
1,619 10
377 15

286 7
130 19
139 5

E.

d.

2,281 13

6

1,238

0

0

2,256 15

0

55C 12

7

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

9,029
Miscellaneous "Revenue—
Bent of priekly-pear lea-'cs ................................................
Sale of con 11 seated timber .................................... . ,,,,
•Penalties illegal timber cutting, ie....................................

£

5
8
6

Total Revenue for year 1894.

6,333

1

1

* 137 prosecutions, 31] convictions ; fmes, £133 5s. &!., as above.
Half-year ending 30 June, 1805.

BoyaKjj Class “C,” nt 100 sup. feet—
2,88G,fi21 sup. foctj itlso IjlSG trees ................................................
695 tree; (Tree Permit) ..................................................................
Miscellaneous .......................................................................................

Total for one and
a half-year.

Amount,

.

£
1,344
80
2

s. d.
5 6
4 0
3 8

£

s.

1,426 13
Licenses—
Forest Reserves—
Class “ C” (with royalty) ...................................................
Classes “A” aud “ B ” (no royalty) ........................................................
Wattle bark (no royalty)...............................................................................
Saw-mill site............................. ............ ......................................................

64 10
491 O
33 10
14 5

117 0
63 17
1,036 10
272 10

347
1,349
116
27
5

239
201
2,656
650
1,489 17

10 0
15 0
10 0
10 0

0

0
6
0
0

—

£
s, a.
3,525 8 4
157 17 8
25 0 8

2

0
0
0
0
603

Crown lands (no royalty)^Cedar
228 ............... ........................................................................
Quarry
101 .......................................... .............................................
Woodcutters 4,CG0 .........................................................................................
Fuel
1,702 ...................................................................................

a.

0
7
O
5

0
6
0
0

447 7
209 9
209 5
49 19

5
5
6
4

6

6,097
Miscellaneous Hcremie—
Rent of prickly-pear leases...........................................................................
Sale of confiscated timber ................................................... .
..............
Penalties illegal cutting, &o. (estimated) ................................................
Sale of wattle bark (Bargo Plantation).....................................................

Total Revenue for half-yeer 1S95 .....................................................£
Total Revenue for one and a half-year ending 30 June, 1895...£

161 0
78 9
70 0
49 19

0
9
0
4
359

9

1

3,879

4

9
10,212

5 10
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Expenditure for the one and a half-year ending 30 June, 1895.
Year ending 31 December, 1894.

Amount.

£
8,953
2,495
1,4G7
1,189
470
739
8
8

Salaries .......................................
Traycliing Eipcnses ...............
Contingent Expenses ..............
Nursery and Plantations ......
Eradication of Prickly-pear ...
Thinning out Forest Reserves
Books ............................................
Seeds ..........................................
Rent (Forestry proportion)

s.
1
14
9
12
18
8
1C
6

d.
11
0
4
11
0
3
7
3

200 0 0
£

Total, year 1894.

Half-year ending 30 June, 1893,
(Note inoludea only claims lodged to date.)

Total half-year 1895 ....................................................................... £

7,261

3

£
s. a.
13.279 5 6
3,706 5 7
2.233 0 6
1,732 7 6
675 2 3
797 3 3
35 2 4
36 C 10
300 0 0

a. a.
3 7
11 7
11 2
14 7
4 3
15 0
5 9
0 7
0 0
6

7

Total for one and
a half-year ending
SO June, 1895.

Amount.

£
4.326
1,210
765
542
204
57
26
28
100

15,533

6
22,794 13

9

Number and Class of Forest Reserves.—The following table furnishes details of operations in tho
notification of new and cancellation of old areas during the period, and indicates the classification and
total area of forest lands to date:—
From 1st January, 1894 to 30th June, 1895.— 75 areas notified embracing acreage................................................
,,
,,
132 „ cancelled
„
............................................................
ResorveB.

>>
,,

O,

tt
„

^ ............................. ............................ .............................. ...... .................
6 .....................................................................................................................

304,491 acres.
256,577 ,,

Number*

Area In Acres.

701
39
360

12

3,165,322
82,168
2,391,523
2,265

1,112

5,641,278

Prickly Pear Extermination.—During the past eighteen months a considerable amount of wort
has been done in eradicating prickly pear from both Crown and private lands throughont the Colony, the
following being a brief resume of the work accomplished:—
Tenders for leases were invited for fifty-five portions, embracing an area of about 20,000 acres, of
these twenty-three lots embracing 7,558 acres let for terms varing from 3 to 21 years, realizing an annual
rental of £138, but subsequent cancellations for non-compliance with conditions have been thc means of
reducing this area to 4,642 acres with annual rental of £137. The total area of Crown lands to date held
as leases under this Act is 24,626 acres, producing an annual rental of £342. Thirty-three contracts for
destruction on Crown lands were accepted, embracing an area of 6,000 acres at a cost of £665 16s. Upon
private owners a great number of notices were served resulting in a large number of cases in the complete
eradication, and in the remainder (with few exceptions) in satisfactory endeavours to cope with the pest.
The funds annually placed for the eradication of this pest have not been sufficiently large to check its
expansion upon the Crown Estate, nor is the present Act sufficiently comprehensive to deal with its
occurrence on private property, and it is hoped that in the near future some endeavour will be made to
meet the difficulties experienced, by amending the Act in the directions shown as necessary in the light of
past experience, and by introducing a scheme under which infested Crown lands may be leased in large
areas for long terms with probably the addition of bonuses to assist the lessees m effecting a permanent
eradication.
Forestry Prospects.—Despite the depression which has affected forestry, as well as other interests,
and caused a falling off in royalties and license fees, there are at the present time many signs of a revival
in the timber trade, and the opinion has been expressed by observant foresters that extensive milling
operations will shortly be entered upon. In many centres, mills that have been idle for tbe past three years
are being placed in working order, in view of the rising demand for timbers for export. The principal
supplies of Vietpria have latterly been obtained from the New South Wales red-gum areas across the
border, and with l.he advent of better times in that Colony a revival in the demand mav be expected. It
213—&
should
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should be a matter of surprise that, with our extensive western pine areas, so large a quantity of pine
timber is imported from other parts of the world for local operations, more, especially as the local pine
cannot be rated as inferior, and has, at least, one additional advantage in being impervious to the attacks
of white ants, a condition which does not apply to the imported, and it is only a question of reduction in
railway freights that is necessary, in order to allow this valuable supply to compete successfully with the
imported, and thus establish industries that would largely provide employment.
In connection with the demand for export, it may be mentioned that, in compliance with the request
of shippers, an expert officer of officer of this Department has been appointed to examine, classify, and
brand timbers, and to issue certificates as to its quality ; this measure, without being compulsory upon
shippers, being sought as a standing guarantee by buyers iu other countries, and on that account availed
of by the principal exporters. An experiment has been inaugurated in the Milton district, under which
timber required by millers shall be cut under tbe system to tree permits only, i.e., a price per tree instead
of by license and royalty, which, if proved successful, may be extended to other districts and ultimately
generally adopted. Under this system, which prevails in many of the older countries of the world, the
trees are marked by the forester, and paid for at their value, and not selected haphazard by the license
holder, this having the effect of confining operations to a defined area, which, when depleted, may be again
planted out, and besides working the forest in a systematic manner, should prevent waste of timber,
simplify conditions of working, and ensure a more adequate return in revenue. _
.
Should the proposed permanent dedication of forest areas referred to in another portion of this
report be effected, a basis would be established upon which might he founded a comprehensive bill dealing
with forestry, and providing extended powers for the maintenance and perpetuation of this important
interest.
Total

number and class of Forest Beserves to the 30th June, 1895.
Acres.

No. of Reserve?.
Reserves in Class A, Regulation 6 (15 per cent, of which are partly
In Class C) ...................................................................................................
Reserves in Class B, Regulation 6 ...................................... .........................
Reservos
in Class C, Regulation6 ..............
Reserves
for Plantations, &c......................................................................

360
12

3,165,322
82,168
2,391,523
2,265

Total number of reserves.......................................................
1,112
Total estimated area reserved...............................................................

5,641,278

701

Number of new reserves notified during the last eighteen months ...
Number of reserves cancelled during the last eighteen months .......
Number of reserves partly cancelled during the last eighteen months

75
54
78

Total number of cancellations during the last eighteen
months ...................................................................................
Total area of cancellations during the last eighteen

132

.

304,491
136,097
120,480

256,577

months ......................................................................................

Total number and class of Forest Beserves to 31st December, 1894;.
Reserves in Class A, Regulation 6 (15 por cent, of which arc partly
in Class C) ....................................................................................................
Reserves in Class B, Regulation 6 .................................................................
Reserves in Class C, Regulation 6 .................................................................
Reserves for plantations, &c............................................................................. .
Total number of reserves........................................................
Total estimated area reserved...............................................

No. of Reserves.

Acres.

671
39
362

...
...
...
...

3,001,192
82,168
2,403,183
2,265

1,084
-..................

5,488,808

12

Number of new reserves notified during the year ..................................
Number of reserves cancelled during the year.........................................
Number of reserves partly cancelled during the year..............................

45
43
57

...
...
...

Total number of cancellations ................................................
Total area of cancellations ....................................................

100

...

140,361
107,998
89,518

197,516

The work of the consulting botanist, Mr. J. H. Maiden, has been, as usual, of a miscellaneous character
and some of the questions of public interest which have arisen have been dealt with in the form of articles or
notes in the Agricultural Gazette during the year. The information supplied has been mainly of an economic
character, and inquiries in regard to our vegetable products, whether indigenous or cultivated, have been
replied to with as much detail as possible. Information of this kind, supplied to farmers, merchants, &c.,
does not usually produce results immediately, but numbers of letters received during the year have shown
that the information supplied by the Department has stimulated enterprise, Mr. Maiden has been actively
engaged in the dissemination of information in regard to the colony’s products for nearly fourteen years,
and he is in a position to say that the demand for information in regard to our products was never so great
as it is at present. The age of empiricism, in regard to our products, has passed away, and producers,
merchants, and consumers alike demand definite and scientific information which would not be looked for
a few years ago. Even yet, ours is a new country, and many of our products are imperfectly known.
Advantage has been taken of this (usually from ignorance), to give inferior articles the same prominence
as those known to be of superior quality. The only remedy for this is to actively diffuse accurate infor
mation in regard to the various articles the colony produces, and this the Department is endeavouring to do.
Following are some of the subjects reported upon at length during the year
Plants poisonous
to stock, or reputed to be so ; fodder-plants of various kinds, whether indigenous or introduced; weedpests, with the view of repressive measures being taken, for the subject is of national importance; plants
useful to the bee-keeper; the question of water-plants, and the evaporation of water from the surface
of tanks, Ac; the value of the leaves of duboisia myoporoides as a drug, the Department having
placed
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placed a large trial order; grass-tree gum; native sandarach; eucalyptus oil, a subject _ requiring
much technical and laborious research, but which is well warranted owing to the commercial impor
tance of the product; the question of ring-barking, of great importance to the pastoralist and the forester;
the flowering period of the various species of eucalyptus, a matter of practical importance to the bee
keeper ; wattle and other tan barks—here is a national industry—and the industries pertaining to tan
substances and leather are capable of enormous expansion in this Colony; timbers for railway-sleepers,
pavements, parquetry, gun-stocks, and many other special purposes. The question of the development of
-a trade in turpentine (syncarpia) piles, which are so resistant to the attacks of marine borers, has engaged
tho active attention of the Department, and Mr. Maiden is, at the present moment, engaged in special
inquiries on the subject. There is some doubt as to the merits of spotted gum timber, aud the circum
stances under which it should be used. He is a member of a Committee appointed by the Minister to
investigate this matter, and has already collected much valuable information. On behalf of tbe Depart
ment, he has, in conjunction with his colleague, Mr, 'W. S. Campbell, supervised the issue of a work, to
be in parts, with coloured plates, giving illustrations of the principal economic plants and other plants of
interest to the Colony. The first part of this has been issued, and subsequent parts will appear at
quarterly intervals. It bas been very appreciatively received, and distinctly supplies a want. It will
indirectly stimulate a demand for the plants and vegetable products of this Colony, which is, botanically,
so well endowed.
I have thc honor to be,
Sir,
Tour most obedient servant,
HAEEIE WOOD.
Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sydney, 4th November, 1895.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S95
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THE SUGAR INDUSTRY.
(HRTi:i?N’ llF.Sl’ECTlXn )

Onltirni by I lit' Zrr/txla/ii'o Assembly In he printml, 11! Sepiewhrr. ISO;",

RETU-llN" io an Order made by tho ITonorablo Ihe legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 3rd September, 1805, that there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ A. report recently obtained by thc jUinister for Mines ou or in connection
“ with the sugar industry of New South Wales and the central mill system
y
t( of Queensland.'’
r
(Mr. Kelly.)
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No. 1.
Petition.
To lie Ilouorulile George Houston Reid, Premier and Colonial Treasurer, Sydney.
The Memorial of the undersigned siigar-e.rnc growers and other residents of Lismorc and
surrounding districts,
HYjiblv Siiowkth ;—

That for the past fifteen years thc growing of sugar-cane has been the chief agricultural industry
of the Richmond and Tweed districts, and that the experience thus acquired has shown that tho soil and
climate are specially adapted for cane-growing, and that the industry is both profitable and reliable.
That, while there is already in the Colony about 30,000 acres ofland under sugar-cane, producing
25,000 tons of sugar per annum, there arc still at least 200,000 acres in thc Richmond and Tweed districts
equally suitable for tbe industry and yet. to be brought under cultivation.
That while a part of this land belongs to the Crown the bulk of it has been alienated, and climate
and conditions are such that your Petitioners believe that sugar-cane is a crop that can be grown with the
most, profit; to themselves and tho greatest advantage to the country.
That your Petitioners, siiinulatcd by tho facilities for carriage afforded by the railway, aud also by
the prospect at a later date of a system of cheap tram lines, hn.ve gone into the cane-growing business
only to find that (lie crushing accommodation is insufficient, and that they are unable to get a market for
their crops.
”
That
150—A
[020 ooptes-'Approxiinatc Cost of Ti'intmg (labour ami material), CIO 78. lOil.l
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That your Petitioners have unsuccessfully urged the Colonial Sugar Helming Company to increase
their mill-power so as to provide for the cane, and not having sufficient capital themselves to establish
a factory they have no alternative but to appeal to the Government in the difficulty.
_
Tour Petitioners, therefore, now apply to the Government for sympathy and support, in the hope
that the encouragement now being given to the industry in Queensland by the Government of that Colony
may be extended by your Government to the agricultural industries in this Colony.
Your Petitioners are of opinion that the true basis of success for all agricultural pursuits is to work
them under a system of co-operation, and that in cases such as ibis, where co-opcrution is impossible, owing
to the large amount of capital involved, it is consistent with the general interests of the State that the
Government should, under equitable conditions, give practical encouragement to such efforts of enterprise
and self-reliance.
■
Tour Petitioners approach your Government in this matter with all the more confidence, believing
that if the sugar industry cau be developed in proportion to the natural capabilities of the Hichmond and
Tweed districts it will be the means of settling upon the soil many thousands of deserving men now
anxious to secure homes and only too willing to engage in profitable labour.
_
Tour Petitioners, in praying that you will take the foregoing premises into thoughtful considera
tion, desire to give emphasis to the fact that while in the sister colony the business is carried on with the
labour of alien races, in this Colony it affords lucrative work not only to the growers themselves but to
thousands of their fellotv countrymen.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
09nd October 1804.
On behalf of the Petitioners,
'
LTDWIK. BERNSTEIN,
.
-------■
Mayor.
Deputation introduced bv Mr. Ewing, M.P., on 20/10/94. Further information asked.—G-.1T.R.,
22/10/04,
___ __________

No. 2.
S. Brown, Esq., to Tho Colonial Treasurer.
Dear Sir,
,
158, Pitt-street, Sydney, 22 October. 1894.
Referring to a deputation which waited on you on Saturday, the 20th instant, with regard to
the growth of sugar-cane and the erection of mills for the purpose of manufacturing the crops, I beg
respectfully to bring under your notice the necessity of having reliable data to guide you in considering
the matter, either for acceptance or rejection.
"With all respect to the gentlemen forming, that deputation, not one of them has the practical
experience to guide him in advising the Government on the subject, and the remark of one of-the depu
tation, that there was no risk,” was a wild one.
My purpose in addressing you is to make application to be appointed by the Government to
thoroughiv investigate the proposals and circumstances submitted through the deputation from agricul
tural, manufacturing, and financial standpoints.
My mill is situated within 12 miles of the district referred 1o, and is the only mill of any size in
the Colony which deals with the cane grown on scrub land exclusively, the establishments of the Colonial
Sugar Refining Company being situated at the water-side. My experience of eight years in the business
in growing, cutting, conveying by land carriage with bullocks, horses, and light railways, manufacturing
and selling the product, which means from the lime of falling the scrub until the cash is received from
sales, places me in possession of the full knowledge of the process. I have pleasure in referring you to
the TJnion Bank of Australia (Limited), who will, I am sure, vouch for my practical and financial know
ledge and straightforwardness. I no not desire that the appointment should incur expense for the Govern
ment at this time, feeling that should the Government consider my services of value they should be disposed
lo amain avail themselves of my efforts, if occasion arose, and which might, bo of a more profitable nature
tome.
'
Tours. Ac..
SUMMERS BROWN.

No. 3.
L, Bernstein, Esq., to The Colonial Treasurer,
gh-

’
Lismore, 2(J November, 1894.
I have the honor to submit, according to promise, a statement with regard to crushing plant
on the railway lino, Lismore to the Tweed, and sumo further remarks respecting the question of the sugar
industry in Now South Wales.
' '
The area of land under cane in this Colony is about 30,000 acres. The further area available for
the industry by the construction of the railway, Lismore to the Tweed, is about 200,000 acres.
_
A large mill will crush from 6.000 to 10,000 acres of cane, There would be no difficulty in having
an area of 10.000 acres immediately placed under cane, were a crushing plant available.
The effect of one largo mill ou the railway for cane haulage alone (say4,OUOtotis of cane per week,
or 90,000 for the season) would be £400 per week extra freight, or £9.000 for the season. The freight
incidental to a population able to grow such an area would be not less tlum £4,000 per annum extra.. J.t
is not overstating the ease to say that if there were four powerful mills on the railway which will utilise
but a small portion of tbc sugar-growing area, the railway receipts incidental upon the industry would
not be less than £.30,000 per annum.
The Queensland Railways, in districts such as the Richmond (save that the Richmond could produce
as much sugar as Maryborough, Iris. Bundaberg, and Mackay districts together), seem to stand out in
relief against the rest, of the Queen si and system, paying £0 5s. 4d, por centum and £5 10s.. 6d. per centum.
This satisfactory slate of things is attributable to the sugar industry alone.
The, population of Bundaberg is about 4,000, i hat of Lismore between 3,000 and 4x00. Bundaberg
exported last year £405,000 worth of produce, of which £370,000 was sugar.
'The Bundaberg area of cane-growing land could be submerged in Hie Richmond River area many
time's over.
.
The
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The balance-sheets and reports of the Central Co-operative Mills and the Queensland Act left with
you will show the success attending upon such operations ami the Act under which they work. If
you are prepared to consider the principle, I shall be glad to furnish you with details, farmers’ names,
value of guarantees, &c.
The large area available in this Colony makes it dear that if our enormous resources be utilised,
the sugar industry will assume vast proportions, and sugar will be easily obtained, and as good as in any'
part of the world.
■
If there be any doubt in your mind as to the merits of the case, we should be glad if you procured
a report from the Director of Agriculture.
^
LUDWIK BERNSTEIN,
----------------Mayor, Lismore.
[Mnclofsvrc.)

A GrOVKKNMfNT Sr 0 Alt Mir.j,
Scorn time ago a deputation waited on the Premier to :i?k for Government nssiBtsmre in establishing u, enne-eruehing mill on
the lasmore-Twced railway line. Mr. Reid, in reply, asked lo be supplied with further particulars in writing. The following
letter lias accordingly now been forwarded to him:—
“'To the Hon. G. _H. Reid, Colonial treasurer.
‘‘Sir,—1 have the honor to submit, according to promise, a statement with regard to ermdimg-plnnt. on the railway
line, Lismnvo to the Tweed, and some further icmorks reaproting the question of the sugar industry in Xrw South Wales.
The area of land under cane in this Colony is about 30,000 acres The further area mnihibte for the industry, by the con
struction of the railway Lismore to the Tweed, is about 200.000 acres.
large mill will crush from 6,00c to 10.000 aorcs of
eime, There would be no dillioulti in hnvii g nn area of 10.000 acres immediately placed under i-une were :i crushing-plant,
available. The effect of one large mill on the railway for cane-haulage alone (say, 4.000 tons of cane per week, or 00.000 for the
season) would he .0100 per week ext™ freight of .CO.OOO for the season. The freight incidental to a population able lo grow
such an area would be not. less 1 ban .C+.OOu per iiMimni extra. It is not overstating the ease to say lhat if there wore four
power)nl mills on the railway, which will ulilise but a small port'on of llie sugar-growing area, the railway receipts incidental
upon the industry would not he less than .£50000 per minimi. The Queensland Ruilwajs, in district' such as the Richmond
(stive that the Richmond could produce us much sugar usllaryborough, Iris, JBundnberg, and Mackay distruts together),seeni
to stand out in relief against the rest nf the Queensland system, paying ,L'6 6s. -Id. per cent uni and £5 It’s. 6d. per centum.
This satisfactory 'late nf things is attributable lo the sugar industry alone The population ol Rnnduherg is nboiil 4.000, thatnf Lismore between 3.OU0 and'LOO.', Bumlaberg exported last year £405,000 worth ot produce, of which £370,000 was sugar.
The Hundabcrg area of eime-gruw ing land would he submerged in the Richmond River area many film's over. The balance.sheets
and reports of the Central Co-operative ilills and the Queensland Act. left with you, will show the success attending upon
such operations and the Art under which they work. If you an; prepared to consider the principle, I shall be glad lo furnish
you with details, farmers mniies, value of gininuitees,
■
" The large area available in I his Culiiny makes it, clear that, if our enormous resources be utilised the sugar industry
will assume large propurtions, and sugar will be as easily obtained and a; good as in any part of the world. If there be am
doubt, m vour mind as lo the merits of the ease, wc should lie glad if vou procure a ropnrl. from llm Director of Agriculture.
'
“LUDWIK HKRSSTJOX,
“ lif ayor of Lismore.’ ■ ■

Air. Rosis.—Acknowledge please.—E.K.. 2(5/11/04
Acknowledged.—M.A.. 27/11/9A
Seen.—
G-.If.E., 30/11/04.
Air. Ross.— Wire Air. Campbell, Lismore, for report and send papers.—E. K., 6/12/94.
The Under Secretary for Alines and Agricnlture. For favour of a wire to the Chief Clerk of Agriculture
(Air. Campbell) at Lismore, and the forwarding to him of these papers. The matter is of some urgency.—
F.K., B.C., The Treasury, 6/12/04.
Air. Campbell may be asked to report.—HAV., 0/12/94.
Sub
mitted.
Approved.—S. Sjrmr, 11/12/94.

No. 4.
Office Memorandum.
27 December, 1894.
I iiavk made tin examination of the country between Lismore and the Tweed Liver, and made an investi
gation into the possible benefits a “ Guarantee Act’’might confer on the planters in this district: but
before making a report 1 beg to suggest that 3 nitty be permitted to visit Queensland, in order to become
acquainted with the working of the Queensland Act. From the information I have been able to gather,
that Act seems to have been productive of remarkable good lo cane-growers where central mills have
been erected ; indeed, the profits made under good management seem to be almost fatuous.
.
1 found, strange as it may appear, that almost all if not the whole of the sugar consumed in our
sugar-producing district is obtained from Queensland, and a groat deal of it from the very mills erected
under the G-unranteo Act.
"
I would like to make inquiries as to the actual cost of black labour iu Queensland, for I am uuder
ihe impression that such labour is but little if any cheaper than white labour.
------------

Mr. Campbell should perhaps be allowed to visit Queensland for the purpose indicated.
mitted.—H/W., 28/12/94.
Approved.—S. Smith, 21/1/93.

AY.S.C.

Sub

No. 5.
The Chief Clerk, Department of Agriculture and forestry, to The Under Secretary
for Mines and Agricnlture.
No. 95-5,115 A.
Sir,
Department of Agriculture, Sydney, 25 Afarcb, 1895.
1 have the honor to report that, under your instructions in connection with the petition
from the residents of Lismore and the surroundiug districts, presented by tbc Alayor, Dr, Bernstein, 1
visited the districts lying between Lismore and the Tweed, and made careful inquires into the slatements
made by tbo Alayor of Lismore.
There is no doubt about there being thousands of acres eminently adapted for the growth of sugar
cane now lying idle, which, owing to the dense growth of vegetation, is no use for even grazing purposes,
and there con be no doubt that if the owners of the rejections had the advantages of sugar-mills, a vast
area
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area of this beautiful fertile laud could be cultivated profitably by a large Huropeau population even at
the present low price of sugar. I ascertained that holders of laud in the vicinity of the railway line from
Lismore to Murwillumbah had been in great hopes whilst the line was being made, that the Colonial
Sugar Company would erect a large sugar-mill in some central position, but they have been disappointed
owing to the company not wishing to extend their operations beyond doubling the crushing power, &c.,
of their sugar-mill on the Tweed. The company has, however, entered into contracts with fanners to take
tbo produce of 6,000 acres of land in tbo vicinity of the railway line. This, of itself, is a large undertaking
and is doubtless of great advantage to tbc district.
In order to ascertain the results and see the working of the Co-operative Central Sugar Mills in
Queensland erected under the Guiarantee Act referred to by Dr. Bernstein, l proceeded with your
permission to Brisbane and thence to Port Mackay which is one of the chief sugar-producing districts in
that colony, where two important co-operative sugar-mills assisted by the Government have been at work
for several years.
1 was surprised to find that these mills did not come under the operation of the Sugar-mills
Guarantee Act. This Act only came into force in 1893, and up to the present time its advantages or
otherwise have not been determined os the companies formed to work under the Act have not yet com
pleted their mills.
About the year 1835, the Queensland Government being anxious to test the problem whether
sugar-cane could be profitably grown by European labour only (in consequence of object ions made to,
and the difficulties in procuring, coloured labour) the sum of dio0,000 was appropriated for the purpose
of loans in aid of sugar-mills, Ac. In 18SS applications were received from associations of selectors
residing at theBacocourse and Xorth Eaton for assistance lo erect sugar-mills. The Bacccourse £18,000.
and North Eaton £20,000, and agreements, articles of association, and bills of encumbrance, were signed
by persons who formed companies. The following extracts from the agreements and bills of encumbrance
will explain some of the arrangements entered upon :—‘‘And whereas the said Company (North Eaton)
are desirous of purchasing certain machinery for the purpose of carrying out the objects of the said
Company, but have not sufficient available capital for that purpose. Ami whereas the ‘'aid Company
have applied to the Queensland Government to advance them out of the sum of £50,000 set apart and
appropriated by Parliament for the purpose of loans in aid of tbo establishment of cenlrai sugar-mills a
sum of £20.000 to enable them to procure and purchase machinery, and otherwise to carry out the objects
of the said Company. d,c.. Ac. Now know ye. that, in pursuance of the said agreement, and in considera
tion of the sum of £20,000, to bo lent and paid to the said Company by the Colonial Treasurer, at such
times and in such instalments as the Colonial Treasurer may appoint, the said Company has deposited,
and do hereby deposit and agree to deposit with the said trustees, all bills of encumbrance, bills of
mortgage, aud other securities, instruments, and documents mentioned in the schedule hereto, and tho
deeds of grant and certificate of title therein referred to, and all other securities, deeds, and documents of
title now held by the said Company, do hereby charge all and every the property nf whatever description
and whether real or personal to which the said Company is entitled, Ac., &c. The said Company do hereby
covenant and agree with the said trustees, their executors, administrators, and assigns, that they, the said
Company, shall and will repay the said loan of £20.000. together with interest thereon at the rate afore
said (5 per centum) to the Colonial Treasurer of Queensland by forty equal half-yearly instalments,
including principal and interest of £802 10s."
J beg particularly to invite attention to the 9th clause of the bill of encumbrance, “ That I will
employ labourers of European extraction and no other in and about the cultivation, cutting, and carting
of the cane.”
In the year 1890 an inquiry was made into the working of these mills by Mr. E, M'Lcan, Under
secretary for Agriculture, and Mr. J. Lcisoner, M.L A., and this report showed that one of the main
objects for which aid had been afforded had been completely ignored by the directors. “ IVc consider,"
said the inquirers, “ that, having in view the great economic problem and for which purpose tho money
was voted by Barliainent lo erect, these mills, the directors lime most glaringly violated the fundamental
principle thereof, if being a well-known fact thal fully one-half of the cane in tho above-mentioned
estimate was grown and cut by coloured labour.”
I think I am right in saying that by far the greater portion of the cane crushed by the mills is
produced by coloured labour, chiefly, I believe, from tho fact that coloured labour is far more reliable
than that of persons of European extraction.
Eor the first two or three years the directors had considerable uphill work, and could not obtain
sufficient cauc to keep ihe mills going, but since then mailers have been much more satisfactory and
profits have been exceedingly large. The mills are worked most economically, and the machinery
improved yearly so as to keep abreast of the times.
The success of these mills is dependent, not only on good management and a sufficient supply of
canc, but on the price of sugar. The companies make raw sugar only and sell (o tho Colonial Sugar
Company, which will purchase the crop at a fixed price offered before the season begins. Owing fo the
extraordinary fall of sugar from about £12 5s. per ton, last season, to £8 10s, per ton for the next crop,
the profits, if any, will be but small, unless means be taken to obtain a larger percentage of sugar from
tho cane to reduce expenses and reduce the price of canc to the growers, which might be done to some
extent, and oven then, the shareholders who supply cane will make a fair profit.
It may be interesting to mention that the sugar industry about Mackay was formerly altogether
in the bands of proprietors of large estates who grew their cano and manufactured it into sugar. But of
late years the owners of the large estates have been sub-dividing them into small areas and leasing or
selling to farmers who will grow their cane to supply tho mills, so that the “ planters''arc gradually
becoming sugar manufacturers only. Most, if not all, the sugar produced about Mackay is, I think, pur
chased by the Colonial Sugar Company. This method of disposing of sugar is found to be particularly
convenient to the central mills.
Several applications have been made for assistance under the Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1S93.
and at the present time three mills are being erected. One danger which seems to me ns being likely to
occur is the possibility of these mills interfering with each other in obtaining supplies of cane, because they
will probably each be able to crush more cauc than it. is necessary for the shareholders to plant under the
Guarantee Act,
The

0
The Act provider ;—
3. Subjuot to tlio provisions of thin Act, it shall be lawlinL for hiiv eompimy to apply to the Treasurer for per
mission I o issue debentures for the purpose of defraying the cost of sugar works and of the erection of the same, and the
Treasurer may grant such permission.
Clause o.
The application shall further particulnriy set forth the land upon which if- is intended to grow rane in
snflicionl quantity to keep the sugar worts employed to the full extent of their average capaeity, during the ordinary seiisonTur
manufacturing sugar and tho names of the persons who propose to grow cane for tho null and the areas they propose.
Clnrse G. Tho Treasurer shall not grant permission to any company to issue debentures unless and until he is satisfied
upon the report of the valuer appointed under section eleven of this Act, that sufficient land to keep such sugar works so employed
mid of a. quality to produce adequate crops of canc, has been so planted with cane or until a suitable guarantee is given to Ids
satisfaction that such planting shall ho duly carried on and niaint-uinud.
Clause 7. Upon such permission being granted it shall be lawful for the company to issue, and they are hereby
empowered to issue, debentures under their common seal, payable to bearer, and to an amount equal to tho total cost; of the
sugar works and of the erection thereof, as set fortli in the application, and the moneys to be derived from the issue and sale
of sudi debentures shall be applied to such purposes and not otherwise.
Ctai'.se S. Such debentures shall each of them bo for the same aum of money, and shall be iu such form for such eum
in such scries of numbers and shall be payable at such place nr places as the Treasurer may direct. They shall hear interest
at the rate of five per centum per annum; the principal sum shall be payable at the expiration of fifteen years from the date
expressed thereon. And the holder of any coupon originally annexed to a debenture, and whether separated therefrom or
not, shall be entitled to receive payment in like manner of the interest mentioned in such coupon upon presentation of tho
same at; the place where and on and after the date when interest is payable.
Claused. It: shall bo lawful fertile Governor in Council to guarantee to the holders of such debentures the duo
payment of principal and interest, and thereupon such payment shall be a charge upon and shall be made good out of tho
■ -(insolidated revenue which is hereby permanently appropriated for that purpose. Provided that such guarantee shall not
operate and lake cUVet unless and until the company has from time to time or at some time made default in the payment of
some part of the principal or interest actually due to the holders of the debentures or to any one of them.
Clause 10. Subject to the provisions in this Act contained, the Governor may, by warrant under his hand addressed to
the Treasurer, direct him to advance out' of tho consolidated revenue such sums as the Govermir-iu-Council may think fit for
the redemption of any debentures and the payment of any interest as prescribed by this Act. The Treasurer shall from time
to time be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him iu pursuance of any such warrant, and tho receipt of
the persons to whom such payments are made shall be sufficient discharge to the Treasurer.
Clause 11. Pur the purpose of securing the consolidated revenue against loss in respect of such guarantee, the
company shall execute, or cause to be executed, iu the name of and to the satisfaction of the Treasurer, a first mortgage
and charge over the sugar works, and over such additional land to tie used for the purpose of growing cane for
keeping such Sugar works fully employed, and over such other land and chattels, the value of which security will, in the
opinion of t tie Treasurer, founded upon a report, made by ft valuer appointed by the J'rcasurcr for that purpose as nn able and
practical valuer, tuid so employed and instructed independently of the company, amount in the aggregate to at least double
ihe total sum for which the consolidated revenue has or may become liable under the guarantee.
Clause 13. I £ uny land intended to he mortgaged to the Treasurer under the provisions of this Act is subject to an already
existing mortgage or encumbrance, and if the mortgagee or eneiimhranceo shall by a writing endorsed upon the instrument,
evidencing the same, consent to the intended mortgage to the Treasurer taking priority over such already existing mortgage
or encumbrance, such mortgage to the Treasurer shall, when executed and without any release or re-exooutiun of the already
existing mortgage or encumbrance, take priority over the same, and the Kegistrar of: Titles shall register the mortgage to the
Treasurer accordingly.
Clause 1^1. Tho Treasurer shall empower some person deputed by him to inspect Ihe progress of the construction of
the sugar works, aud may control the purchase and erection of all machinery and oilier matters and things connected with
such sugar works, and may permit or prohibit any notion in connection therewith.
Clause

The Government at present hold Ihe debentures and provide the moneys required, charging 5 per
centum per annum.
I now beg respectfully to submit that there is a very large area of land in the north-castermosl
portion of Xew Mouth Wales of great fertility and well adapted for the growth of sugar-cane at present
lying idle, and not likely to be made use of unless sugar-mills are erected, because up to the present time
cane-growing is found to be about tho most profitable industry, and the most suitable for the district.
There seems to be no prospect of private capital being forthcoming for the erection of central
mills.
If central mills should be erected either by private enterprise or by assistance from the State, Ibcir
success must depend on their management, and also, .1. believe, on the retention of the sugar duties.
If properly managed, and the price of sugar does not fall lower than at present, central co-operative
sugar-mills would. I have no doubt, prove an immense boon to the district aud give employment to a large
population.
.1 believe there would bo no dilliculty about a sutlicient area of cane being planted to meet all the
requirements of one or two large sugar-mills on the line of railway. 1 beg to submit also that it would
be necessary for any company erecting a mill to make provision for tho laying of about 15 to 1!0 miles of
tramways or perhaps more.
Mhould the duty on sugar he abolished, I would not he surprised if the whole of the sugar industry
of the Colony collapsed, for, although the Colonial Sugar Company (which purchases, I believe, the
largest proportion of sugar in the Colony) has entered into contracts extending over several years with
cane-growers to take all I heir cane at a certain price, which is remunerative to them, the contracts provide
for the possibility of the abolition of the duty. 1 feel almost sure in that ease that the reduction iu Ihe
price of cane will bo so great that the growing of it will not pay the farmers, and this will doubtless
cause great distress to those who are dependent on this industry for a livelihood.
.Before concluding this report, I beg to submit that it is difficult and almost impossible to determine
whether sugar-growing in this Colony is likely to be profitable in the future. There arc many factors at
work all over tho world which may affect the industry considerably. Then there are tuany difficulties and
possibilities to be kept in view.
There is a possibility of an increase and spread of the disastrous gumming disease in cane, which
lias caused considerable loss. But this, 1 think, will, through T>r, Cobb’s valuable researches, be eventually
overcome. Then there is the probability of our producing far more sugar tlnm wo require, which will
mean the necessity for export and competition with sugars produced by cheap coloured labour. .1 may
state, us being a curious anomaly, that a considerable proportion of tbc sugar consumed in our sugarproducing districts is. grown and manufactured in Queensland.
Then, again, there is the possibility of a still greater full in the price of sugar, but as I think it is
generally expected that the sugar bounties are not likely to be increased in France or Germany, but are
likely to be removed, it does not seem probable that sugar will ever he lower.
On
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On tbe other hand our sugar requirement,* must increase as population increases, and when we are
in a position to enter largely into the manufacture of preserves, jams, &c., for export and our own use,
large supplies of sugar will be needed.
And I think it is quite within the bounds of possibility that sugar-cane may be so much improved
bv selection of seedlings that its yield of sugar will he considerably increased, as has been the case with
sumir-beet,
almost
doubled.
o
> wherebv
^ within the last decade its ncrcentace of sugar
° has1 been
1
1.
J have. &c.,
-------WALTER S. CAMPBELL.
Submitted.—H.W., 26/3/95. Eor the information of my hon. colleague, the Premier.—S, Smith,
26/3/95.
Seen—G-.H.R, 30/3/95.
■

No. 6.
Queensland Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893.
r.TVic.lSA. 18, An Act to authorise the making of Advances, by way of guaranteed Loans, lor the establishment of
TheScgab
Sugar Works, and to provide for tho Repayment thereof, and for other purposes connected thereWorks
with.—As&enled io.Vith October IS93.
Act
Whereas it is expedient to encourage the growth of sugar in Queensland by providing facilities for its
oe 1893.
manufacture: Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
Urcmiibie.!
0f the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland iu Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows .•—
short Title.
1, This Act may he cited as “ The Sugar Works Guarantee Act- o/’1893.:'
interpretation.
2. In this Act the following terms shall have the meanings set against them respectively, unless
the context otherwise requires :—
“ Company”'—Any Company incorported under “ The Companies Acts, 1863 to 1892,’' carrying on
or intending to carry on the business of the extraction and manufacture of sugar :
“ Sugar Works”—Any mill for the extraction aud manufacture of sugar, and the by-products thereof,
together with all machinery, chattels, and appurtenances used therein, and the allotment or
portion of land upon which such mill is erected or which is used in connection therewith, and
any railways and tramways leading thereto ;
“ The ’Treasurer”—The Colonial Treasurer.
.
Company may
3. Subject to the provisions of this Act. it shall be lawful for any company t.o apply to the
apply for
permission to Treasurer for permission to issue debentures for the purpose of defraying the cost, of sugar works and
issue
of the erection of the same, and the Treasurer may grant such permission,
flokontures.
4. Such application shall state precisely the situation and cost of the land upon which it is pro
Particulars of
suirar works lo posed to erect such sugar works, and the nature and cost of the buildings and of the machinery to he
he given.
placed therein, together with all other particulars which the Tren^nror may demand.
Particular*
5. The application shall further particularly set forth the land upon which it is intended to grow
of kiiui under
cano in sufficient quantity to keep the sugar works employed, to the full extent of their average capacity,
cultivation to
he given
during the ordinary season for manufacturing sugar, and the mimes of the persons who propose to grow
canc for the mill, and the areas they propose to cultivate.
Conditions:
6. The Treasurer shall not grant permission to any company to issue debentures unless and until
uiKm which
permission lo he is satisfied, upon the report of the valuer appointed under section eleven of this A.et, that sufficient
he granted.
land to keep such sugar works so employed, and of the quality to produce adequate crops of cane, has
been so planted with cane, or until a guarantee is given to his satisfaction that such planting shall be
duly carried on and maintained.
Debentures may
7. Upon such permission being granted, it shall he lawful for the company to issue, and they are
lie issued.
hereby empowered to issue, debentures under their common seal, payable lo bearer, aud to an amount
equal to the total cost of the sugar works, and of the erection thereof, as set forth in the application, and
the moneys to be derived from the issue and sale of such debenture!) shall be applied to such purposes
and not otherwise.
Form of
8. Such debentures shall each of them he for the same sum of money, and shall be in such form,
debtinturesv
for such sum, in such series of numbers, and shall he payable at such place or places as the Treasurer
may direct; they shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum per annum ; tiie principal sum shall
be payable at the expiration of fifteen years from the date expressed thereon. And tho holder of any
coupon originally annexed to a debenture, and whether separated therefrom or not, shall be entitled to
receive payment iu like manner of the interest mentioned in such coupon upon presentation of the same
at the place where, and on or after the date when, interest is payable.
Governor-in
9. It shall be lawful for the G-ovcrnor-in-Counci! to guarantee to the holder of such debentures
Council may
the due payment of principal and interest: aud thereupon such payment shall be a charge upon, and
"UiumiU'c
debentures.
shall be_made good out of, the consolidated revenue, which is hereby permanently appropriated for that
purpose:
Provided that such guarantee shall not operate and take effect unless and until the company has,
from time to time, or at some time, made default in the payment of some part of the principal or interest
actually due to the holders of the debentures, or to any one of them.
Governor
10. Subject to the provisions in this Act contained, the G-overnor may, by warrant under his hand
may issue
warrant for
addressed to the Treasurer, direct him to advance out of the consolidated revenue such sums as the
payment
Governor-in-Council may think fit for the redemption of any debentures and ihe payment of any interest
as prescribed by this Act.
The Treasurer shall from time to time lie allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by
him in pursuance of any such warrant, and the receipt of the persons to whom such payments are made
shall be sufficient discharge to the Treasurer.
Company to
11. For the purpose of securing tho consolidated revenue against loss in respect of such guarantee,
execute
the company shall execute, or cause to be executed, in the name of and to the satisfaction of the
mortgage.
Treasurer, a first mortgage and charge over the sugar works and over such additional freehold land to be
used for the purpose of growing cane for keeping such sugar works fully employed; and over such other
^
*
land
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land and chattels, the value of which security will, in the opinion of the Treasurer,founded upon a report
made hy a valuer appointed by the Treasurer for that purpose ns an able and practical valuer, and so
employed and instructed independently of the company, amount in the. aggregate to at least double the
total sum for which the consolidated revenue has or may become liable under tho guarantee.
12. The mortgage to the Treasurer over the sugar works shall be for the full amount of the liability
of the consolidated revenue under the guarantee, hut the mortgage over any portion of additional freehold aatu'ri rcvo!iin;
land shall be for a proportional amount only of such liability, according to the value of such portion as
compared with the value of the whole of such additional freehold land.
Treasurer.
IT If any land intended to be mortgaged to the Treasurer under tho provisions of this Act is Mortpifeto
subject to any already existing mortgage or encumbrance, and if the mortgagee or encumbrancce shall, by ha™prior!ty
mortgage to the o'eresMiuir
writing endorsed upon the instrument evidencing
_ the same, consent to - the intended
° "
- niortiniffCsf.
Treasurer faking priority over such already existing mortgage or encumbrance, such mortgage to the
Treasurer shall, when executed, and without any release or re-execution of the already existing mortgage
or encumbrance, take priority over the same, aud the Kegistrar of Titles shall register the mortgage to
the Treasurer accordingly.
11. The repayment of the amount of the principal sum of the debentures and of the interest ncimyment of
principal and
thereon shall be made by tbc company as follows.—
interest.
(«) As to tbc priucipal sum, by the payment to the Treasurer in respect of each one hundred pounds,
and of any part thereof in like proportion, of the yearly sum set forth in the Schedule, such [schoduh;.]
payment to commence at rhe expiration of two years from the date expressed upon the deben
tures, and to continue for thirteen payments thereafter:
(6) As to the interest, by payment thereof to the holders of the debentures, or of the coupons if
detached therefrom, at the times and places at which the same is expressed to bo payable.
15. The articles of association of every company shall provide that the payments set forth in the iitspaj-wenfa m
last preceding section shall be a first charge on the profits of the sugar works.
nn promts01111'0
l(i. .If any default be made by tho company in payment of any portion of the principal or interest, rr rtetauit macte,
the price of all the cane to be purchased by the company shall be fixed by the Treasurer, and thereafter pri^of'cSn^ ^
until all arrears of payments for principal and interest arc duly discharged by the company no cane shall
bo purchased by the company at any higher rate than that so fixed, and if any cane be purchased at any
higher rate such purchase shall constitute a default as between the company and the Treasurer.
17. If any default whatsoever be made by the company it shall be lawful for the Treasurer to it default be
enter into possession of the sugar works, and of all land mortgaged to him, and to manage aud conduct T^’llrel, mlntho same, and to appoint all necessary managers and servants, until the whole liability resting upon the take possession
consolidated revenue has been fully discharged, or to sell the same by public auction if he thinks fit,
IS. The amount which may be guaranteed under the authority of this Act shall not exceed the sumMortffai;o foe to
stated iti the application, and the Treasurer shall require the company, at its own cost, to execute aud
°f
complete every mortgage, lien, security, or assurance which the Treasurer may demand for the better
securing the amount of the guarantee or proposed guarantee.
19. The Treasurer shall empower some person deputed by him to inspect the progress of the
construction of the sugar works, and may control ihe purchase and erection of all machinery, and other lnspci "°l s"
matters and things connected with such sugar works, aud may permit or prohibit any action in connection
therewith,
20. livery company, so long as any debt remains due under the provisions of this Act, shall, when
required thereto by tho Treasurer, permit the Treasurer, or any person authorised by him in writing under iCs.ptcC ,0° s’
Ins hand, to inspect and take copies of all or any books, documents, or records relating to the business or
affairs of the sugar works.
21. The Treasurer may from time to time, so long as anv guarantee remains subsisting under the mol illation ii>
provisions of Ibis Act, demand sucli information as he thinks fit from any company respecting the business 1,0 ,unu'mc' ■
and affairs of the company, and may require such information to be verified upon the oath of the manager
or other principal officer of such company, and it shall be supplied to tbe Treasurer within seven days
after the same shall have been demanded.
22. The Treasurer may, by a notice under his hand, require and direct fhe company to insure and Company to
keep insured the sugar works against fire, in such insurance office aud in such amount as the Treasurer wSs*msumi.
may prescribe, and, in default of compliance with such notice, may effect such insurance, and from time
to time recover the premium thereon from the company.
23. In ihe months of February and August respectively in every year, the Treasurer shall cause to statements to be
be published m the Gazette a detailed statement of all unpaid moneys arising out of guarantees at that publlBh,Jti'
time entered into on behalf of companies under the provisions of this Act,
21. If after tho publication of any statement as aforesaid any payment of moneys required by this Notice of arrears
Act to be made by any company to the Treasurer is overdue and in arrear, he shall forthwith publish in »to puMushwi.
the Gazette, and in some newspaper or newspapers circulating in Ihe neighbourhood referred to thereby,
notice of his intention to enforce payment of the same. And tiie last day on which such notice is pub
lished shall be deemed to be the day of publication thereof.
25. If after the expiration of fourteen days from the date of such publication such moneys remain Powers or
unpaid, the Treasurer may forthwith exercise all or any of the powers conferred upon him by this Act for rccovc’-5'the recovery of overdue moneys payable by sucli company to the Treasurer or into the consolidated
revenue.
26. The liability at any time existing of tbe company to the Treasurer shall be a Crown debt due Amounts line to
to Her Majesty tho Queen, and payment thereof may be enforced against tbe whole of the assets of such be* Crown debt,
company wheresoever they may be found, in priority to all other creditors.
The company shall repay to the Treasurer ail expenses incurred by him for inspections, valuations,
and all other matters aud things connected with the administration of this Act, and such expenses shall
be added to and form part of such debt, and shall be repaid at such times and in such instalments as the
Treasurer may direct.
A certificate in writing, signed by ihe Treasurer, of 1he amount appearing to be due for such
advances, shall hzprimu facie evidence that the amount stated in such certificate is actually due, and lhat
all acts and conditions precedent to the right of recovery of the amount thereof from such company and
all uther persons liable to pay tbo same have been duly performed and fulfilled.
27.
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27. Any obstruction, defruilt, or non-compliance by tbo company witK any oE tbc provisions of Ibis
Act shall constitute a default between the Treasurer and the. company, aud the Treasurer may thereupon,
in addition to any other remedies, proceed to enforce all or any of tbc remedies provided by this Act in
that behalf.
2S. A statement showing the amount of debentures guaranteed under the provisions o£ this Aet
shall annual]}' bo laid before Parliament. At tbe next session of Parliament after the passing of this Acr.
and annually thereafter, the Treasurer shall prepare an estimate showing the amount of probable
guarantees required fur the liinincial yeur then commencing, and obtain the approval of Partinuionfc
thereto.
20. Tbe Governor-in-Council may from time to time make such Regulations, not being contrary to
the provisions of this Act, as are necessary to give effect thereto,
Such Regulations shall be published m the (Ipzstlr, and after publication therein shall have the
force of law, and shall be judioiallv noticed in any court of justice.
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r.ULATION'R UNI)T?It “ TlIK SuT.AIt ‘W’OJtKS Guaeantee At t or 1893
The Treasury, Brisbane. 13 December, 1893.
Uis Bxeellency the Governor, with the advice of 1he Executive Council, has been pleased to inalte the
following regulations under the provisions of “The Sugar "Works Guarantee Act of 1893.'’
‘
HUGH M. ATEL80IST.
BKOULATLONS.
1. In Ibrsi' regulations ami in tbr forms in tbo Schedule liorcto, unless the eonfext otlierwise requires, tbe words
‘'Company” and 11 Sugar }Vorks” sliall have the meanings set against [hew, respectively, in the second section of ‘'The
Sugnr Works Guarantee Act of 1S93”;
“Tbe Aet" shall mean “Tbe Sugar Works Clnarantce Aet of 1S93” ;
“The Treasurer'1 shall mean the Colonial Treasurer or other Minister who for the time being performs bis duties;
“Prescribed” shall mean prescribed by regulation.

2. Tbe forms in tbo Schedule hereto are hereby prescribed as tbe forms which shall be used for the purposes to
which they arc respectively applicable.
3. Tbc Treasurer may, from time to time, publish for general information in tbo Gnemwienf Gazelle tbe forms u Inch
shall be used under tbe Aet, for the following purposes, that is to sav : (1) Debenfure.';
(2) Coupons;
(3) All oilier instruments and notices wbidi may be lawfully made and issued under tbo Act. and Ibo forms of which are
not otherwise hereby prescribed :
Provided, howevex*, that the Treasurer may in any case direct that, for the purpose above mentioned or any of them,
such form or forms shall be used as may be approved of by him.
'
4. The Treasurer shall not give permission to an)' Company to issue debentures, nor shall be guarantee such debentures,
unless the Articles of Association of the Company applying for sucli permission or guarantee contain, ut (be time of making
the application for such permission or guarantee, the following clause,-, or provisions to Ihe like cffccl :—
(o) If any debentures of tbc Company are guaranteed under the Act, tbe object aud operations 0f the Company shall, so
long ns any guarantee or other liability to the Government of Queensland subsists, be subject to the conditions and
agreements contained in the AH. and in any regulations thereunder, and the Company shall not, without the previouconsent in writing of the Treasurer, amalgamate or enter into partnership with any person or Company ;
(£) The directors may make and execute, under the common seal of the Company, any bond which the Colonial Treasurer
limy requirr lor Ihe purpose nl securing the Consolidated Movenue of Queensland uuninst lo« in respect of any such
guaranlee. All payment- lo be made by tbe Company uniter ihr fourteenth section of the Act shall be a trrsl charge
on the profits of the Company.
’
5. Every debenture issued by permission under section seven and guaranteed under section nine of tbe Aet shall be
endorsed by the Treasurer, or by some officer appointed by him m that behalf; and the Treasurer shall not incur ntn halulily
in respect of any debenture not so endorsed.
(i, No guarantee shall be given in respect of the debentures of any Company unless such Company has a capital of at
least one-half tbc amount of the guarantee applied for, of uhich capital at least one-tenth part shall be aetuolly and bom't fnie
paid up,
‘
7. The Treasurer may retain possession of any debentures guaranteed under tbe Act for the purpose of delivering tbe
-ame to the purchasers, and may, upon the authority of the Company, deliver the same to such purchaser- : Provided that, if
I be Treasurer so requires, tbe proceeds of the sale of such debentures shall be paid into the Treasury of the Colon) of
Queensland, or to tbe Agent-General of tbc said Colony in London.
The moneys so paid into the Treasury or to the said Aircnt-Gencral shall he paid to the orders of the ('ompany, but
not unless and until the Treasurer shall he satisfied that such orders have been given and i-sucd for payments to be made in
aeeordanec with the purposes set forth in the. Act.
*
Xotu.—Clause 6 of the above Resulations was repealed on 9th February, 1894—See Notice published in Gonranienl
of 13th T'ehriinr). 1891,
'
--------SCITl'lTU'l.K
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SCHEDULE.
A.

“ The Sugar Works G-cahakteh Act

op

1893.”

Application for Permission to Issue Debentures,

To the Colonial Treasurer o£ Queensland.
1. The
Company, Limited, of
, hereby applies for permission to issue Debentures under tho
seventh section of'' Tho Sugar Works G-narantec Act of 1893," amounting in the aggregate to
pounds sterling, for
the purpose of defraying the cost of Sugar Works and the erection of the same.
2. Tho land upon which it is proposed to erect the works is situated at
, parish of
, portion
No.
, and the cost price is £
.
3. Tho cost of the works is estimated at
4. The nature of the buildings proposed to ho created is as per plan and specification herewith.
5. Tbe nature of the machinery proposed to be erected is as per plan and specification herewith.
6. The estimated cost of the buildings ie
7. Tho estimated cost of the machinery is
8. Tho probable mileage of tramway is
miles, at a cost of
per mile,
9. The particulars of the land upon which itis proposed togrow cane arc endorsed on tho other side hereof.
The common seal of
was hereunto affixed by
, being the person duly authorised to affix the
same, this
day of
189 , in the presence of—
Particulars of the land upon which it is proposed to grow sugar for the Company.
Name of owner or cultivator :
Area ■
acres
roods
perches.
No. of allotment or portion and parish :
Description of land (whether forest, scrub, or planted with cane) :

B.
“The Sugar Works Guarantee Act

of

1893.”

Guarantee bp Company.

Know all men by these presents, that [name of Company] is held and firmly bound unto our Sovereign Lady Victoria,
hy the Orncc of Ood of the United Kingdom of Groat Britain and Ireland Queen, Defender of the Ifaith, in the sum of
of good and lawful money of Great Britain to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors,
for which payment well and truly to be made the said Company binds itself aud its successors firmly by these presents.
Sealed with the common seal of tbc said Company, dated the
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
.

day of

in the year of

Whereas under the provisions of “ The Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893” the above-bonuden Company has made
tho application hereunto annexed to the Colonial Treasurer of tho said Company for permission to issue debentures to the
amount of £
for tbe purpose of defraying the cost of the Sugar Works and of tho erection of the same, as set forth
in the said application :
And whereas the said Colonial Treasurer has granted such permission on the condition that tho said Company shall
enter into the bond herein contained :
Now, therefore, tho condition of the above-written bond and obligation is such, that if the said Company shall erect
upon the land mentioned in tho said application tho sugar works and buildings, and place therein the machinery as set forth
in tho said application, and shall plant cane on the land set forth in the said application in sufficient quantity to keep such
sugar works employed to the full extent of their average capacity during the ordinary season for manufacturing sugor, and
shall duly carry on and maintain such planting, then this bond sliall be void and of. none effect, otherwise it shall be and
remain in full force and virtue.
,

No. 1.

Annual Report of the Racecourse Central Sugar Company (Limited) for the year
ending 31st December, 1894.
Q-.ent.IjEmen,—In placing before you their eighth annual report, your Directors have much pleasure in
being able again to congratulate you upon the termination of a most successful season.
Crushing was commenced on the 19th of June, and completed on the Ittli of December, during
•which time 28,313 tons of cane were treated for a return of 3,463 tons of sugar.
During the year improvements to tho mill and buildings at a cost of £2,725 have been effected,
£2,527 has been paid for interest and redemption on account of Government Loan, and £o,4GS has been
expended in the purchase of land for the purpose of securing a certain supply of cane for the mill, while
£1,118 has been advanced to farmers at G% interest. Yet, notwithstanding this heavy outlay, you will
see that the very satisfactory balance of £7,029 remains to the credit of our current account with the
Commercial Bank, while our fixed deposits of £4,000 still remain intact, making a total of £11,029 cash
in hand.
The outlook for the coming season is, we regret to say, not so satisfactory, still there is reason to
congratulate ourselves upon the fact that past successes have placed us in a position to he able to face,
without serious apprehension, the heavy fall in the price of sugar, which your Directors trust will, to a
certain extent, be only temporary.
Arrangements for the sale of the coming season’s crop have not yet been made, though an offer
from the Colonial Sugar Refining Company is daily expected.
’
’With regard to the supply of cane, your Directors, owing to circumstances, are unable to speak
with any degree of certainty, though, as far as can he seen at present, somewhere about 25,000 tons will
be available.
In dealing with the funds in hand, your Directors propose to pay the shareholders a dividend at
the rate of Is. 6d. per ton on cane delivered by them during the past season, while the balance to credit
of current account will remain available for any purpose for which it may be required.
Tho fixed deposits of £4,000 it is proposed to hand over to the Government, thus reducing our
indebtedness.
.
Mr. Q. 11. Crompton has audited the books, and reports that he finds everything in order.
Two directors, Messrs. Cowley and Solway, now retire by rotation, but are eligible for re-election,
Mr. Gr. H. Crompton is also eligible for re-election as auditor.
J. W. COWLEY,
Chairman,
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Statement

of Receipts and Expenditure for tbe Tear ending 31st December, 1894.
nrccEiPTs.

s. d.

Dr.
£
s. d.
To credit balance, Com], Bank. Co.,
31/12/93.................................. 8,310 4 3
Credit balance, petty cash,
31/12/93.................."...............
11 15 9
Sundry debtors, 31/12/93.......
11 10 11

8,393 10 11
Sugar sales {including balance
of 1893 sugars).......................42,313
Molasses sales..............................
120
Ashes sales...................................
19
Cane plant sales ........................
85
Interest account..........................
Rent of land (credit balance)...
Share transfer account............
C.S.R. Co. (balance advance).,

15
8
11
4

3
3
0
S
42,538 19

2

90 15

8

40 11 4
0 14 9
40
0 0
0 9 7

£51,023

KXPF.NDIT17EE,
Or.
£ s. d.
£ a.
By balance C.S.R. Co. 1/12/93 ..........................
112
„ Cane purchased........................... 20,909 10 9
„ Firewood...................................... 1,052 8 1
„ Sugar charges, railage, &c ....
887 10 2
--------------------23,509
9
Repairs and Additions—
Material .............................. 2,141 11 0
Wages and salaries...........
483 6 2
Rations.........................
100
3 6
------------2,725 0
„ Manufacture—
Wages and salaries... 2,920
2 11
Mill supplies ....................
459 11 4
Rations.........................
456
3 1
Morse feed ..........................
109 8 3
General and office expenses
119 12 8
Stamps and telegrams
.
16 1 0
_
4,079 14
,, Fire and accident insurance...
73 13 0
,, Hospital .......................................
5 0 0
„ Iiegol expenses ..........................
4 7 8
„ Directors’ fees.....................
28
0 0
-------------------Ill 0
„ Redemption Government loan. 1,297 17 0
„ Interest on Government loan... 1.230 0 6
—---------------- 2,527 17
„ Dhidendaccount ............................................
179 14
„ Land purchase account.................................
5,468
0
„ Fixed deposit account.....................................
4,000 0
„ Suspense aecouiif, Commercial
Banking Co........................
50
0 O
,, Sundry debtors (including ad
vances on cane) .................... 1,340
1 10
„ Cr. balance petty cash account
17 0
,, Cr. balance current account,
Commercial Banking Co. ... 7,029 7 3
8,420 16

6 9

£51,023

5

d.
10

0

S

3

8

6
6
3
O

1
9

JOHN W. COWLEY, Chairman.
J. F. JOHNSON, Secretary.
I hereby certify that I have examined the books and vouchers of the Racecourse Central Sugar Company (Limited) for
tbe year ending 31et December, 1894. and find the above statement to bo in accord therewith.
'

Geo. H. Ceompton, Auditor.

Mackay, January 31,1895.

Profit

and Loss Account for the Tear 1894.

Dr.
£
s. d.
£
s.
To cane purchased .......................... 20,969 10 9
,, Firewood used............................... 1,402 16 1
„ Charges on sugar .....................
887 10 2
--------------------- 23,259 17
,, Wages, manufacture.................. 2,604 15 5
,. Salaries, manufacture...............
315
7 6
-------------------- 2,920 2
„ Mill supplies ............................
459 11 4
„ Kitchen and rations ...............
456
3 1
,, Horse feed, harness Ac...........
109
3 3
‘--------------------- 1,024 17
„ General expenses, printing, sta
tionery, advertising, ex
changes, stamps, aud tele
grams.......................................
13t 13 8
„ Insurance, fire and accident...
73 13 0
„ Hospital subscription..............
5
0 0
,, Legal expenses .........................
4 7 8
„ Directors’ fees..............................
28 0 0
----------------- -—
245 14
„ Interest Government Loan to 30/6/95 (six
months in advance)......................... ............. 1,230 0
„ Balance (being profit on year’s w ork) .......... 13,677 2
42,357 14
To 5% depreciation written off
estate account .....................
„ Dividend paid on 1893 cane
delivered hy shareholders
at Is. per ton.........................
,, Balance transferred to capital
account ..............................

944 10

0

11

8

Cr.
£
s. d.
£
a. d.
By sugar sales (less 1893 so gars),.. 41,685 13 3
„ Molasses and ashes sales..........
139 ]9 3
„ Cane plant sales..........................
85
4 8
--------------------- 41,910 17 2
,, Interest and discount ...........
49 11 4
„ Bent account ..............................
0 14 9
„ Share account ...........................
40
0 0
--------------------90 6 1
„ Estimated valua of sugar
shipped but notyet returned
for ........................... ...............
11G 11 4
„ Sugar in tanks, 40 tons at £G .
240 0 0
-------------------356 11 4

4
6
2
7

42,357 14

1

13,677
8,935

2
1

2
7

£22,612

3

9

8

179 14 6
-- ------------- 1,124
................

d.

5

2

21,487 18

7

£22,612

3

9

By balance down ...... .
,, Balance from 1893.
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Baiance-shket and Capital Account, 1894, allowing Assets and Liabilities.
Da.

Liabilities.

£

e. d.

Cr.

Assets,

£

s. d.

To nominal capital ................................................
21,005 0
„ Q-OTommcnt Loan ..................... 1G,G79 15 0
„ Less redemption paid to the
30/6/95 (six months in
advance) .............................. 1,297 17 0
15,381 18
Balance transferred from profit
and loss account .................
21.487 18

0

£

By
,
„

0

„

s. d.
shareholders A ..........................
5 0 0
Shareholders B .......................... 21,000 0 0
-21,005
Estate account (buildings,
machinery, plant, tools, &C.) 16,159 10
Additions and repairs during
year............................................ 2,725 0

. d.

0

0

-17,940 0
5,782 15

0
3

370

3

C

356

1

9

4,000

O

0

7,029

7

3

7
18,884 10
Less 5 % depreciation ivritten
off to profit and loss account

944 10

„ Land purchase account...........
„ Firewood in stock, 1,139 tons
„ Unsold sugar in C.S.B. Co.’s
hands .......................................
Lees balance advances ............

116 11
0 9

4
7

116
240

1

,, Sugar in tanks, 4fl tons at £6

0

9
0

0

0

0

0

„ Fixed deposit, TJnion Bank ... 2,000
„ Fixed deposit, Commercial
Banking Company................. 2,000

„ Balance lo Cr. current account,
Commercial Banking Com
pany, after payment of out
standing cheques .......................................
Petty cash account, Ci'. balance .................
„ Suspense account, Commercial
Banking Company.......................................
„ Sundry debtors .......................
222 1
„ Sundry debtors (advances on
cane) ....................................... 1,118 0

17 0
60

0

0
— 1,340

£57,874 16

0

10

7

1 10

£57,874 16

7

JOHN W. COWLEY, Chairman.
J. E. JOHNSON, Secretary.
I hereby certify that I have compared the foregoing statement of profit and loss and the balance-sheet of the Kacecourse Central Sugar Company (Limited), and find them to be a correct and fair statement of tho position of the Company
as at the 31st December, 1894.
*
Mackay, 31st January, 1895.

Oeo, H. CnOMprON, Auditor.

'

pAUTiCUTABS of Manufacture for the year 1894.
Tons cwts. (jrs ]b.
Quantify of cane purchased—Shareholders ... 6,266 11
Non-Shareholders 22,217 4

Less plants sold ..................... .............................

28,483 15
170 8

2
1

0
0

3 0
10

Quantity of cane crushed .................................... 28,313 7 2 0
Quantity of sugar mode....................................... 3,463 0 0 0
Average quantity of cano used to make 1 ton
of sugar @ 90'59 n.t.....................................
8 3 2 5
Average quantity of cane used to moke 1 ton
_ of sugar @ 83% N.T.......................................
7 18 3 15
Fire wood used in mill............................................ 4,261 0 0 O
Firewood used to one ton of sugar ................
1 4 2 0
Average return sugar sold f.o.b. Mackay per
ton.......................................................................
£12 5s Od.
Average strength of sugar...................................
90’59 n.t.
Average cost of cane per ton .........................
14s. SJd.
Average cost of firewood ..................................
6s. 4 d.
Cost of mnnufaclure per ton, including inter
est, depreciation, and nil charges............
£2 10s. Od.
Average return per (on.......................................
Cost per ton as below............................................

12 5
8 10

0
7

Profit per ton .........................................................

3 14

5

Cost

op

Manufacture.

1 irewood ....................................................................
Wages and salaries (including Secretary) .......

£
s. d.
1,402 16 1
2,920 2 11

Mill supplies ..............................................

450 11 4

Kitchen and rations ................................................
(leneral etpcnscs .....................................................
Horse feed, ttc.............................................................

4SO

3,463 tons @ £111s. 8d. per (on =.......
Canc purchased, less plants sold........................

3 1
134 13 8
109 3 3
5,482 10
20,884 6

4
1

3,463 tons @ £7 12s. 34-d. =..................... 26,366 16 5
Sugar chnrgfs.............................................................
887 10 2
Insurances ...................................................................
73 13 0
Legal expenses ..........................................................
4 7 8
Directors’ fees..............................................................
28 0 0
Hospital .....................................................................
5 0 0
Cost f.o.b. Mackay, but not including Govern
ment interest £7 13s. Oid. per Ion =:........ 27.365
Government intorest, IS months..........................
l’230

7
0

3
6

3,463 tons @ £8 5s. 2d. =.......................... 28,595 7
Deprceiationwritten off Estate Recount...........
944 10

0
8

3,463 tons @ £8 10s, 7d. per ton =........

29,539 18

5
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Compaeatite statement of cane crushed, cost of-manufacture, and profit made during the last five years.
lSE>k
Tons

Cane crushed—Shareholders.......................... 2,332
■ Non-aliaroTioldera................. 7,200
Total.............................. 0,532

1391.

cwt. qr. tons CWtr. qr.
1 i 2,313 13 t
0 2 5,397 2 i
2

3 7,710 15

Sugar mode ......................................................
Average quantity of caue to 1 ton of sugar
manufactured .................................. .......
Average quantity of cane to 1 ton of sugar

880 O 0

Firewood used to 1 tou of sngtir ..................

1 13

0

s.

a.

0

14 4

3

855 0 0

10 10 0

£
Average return of sugar sold f.o.b. Mackay...
Average cost of cane ......................................
Cost of purchase of cano, manufacture, and
delivery f,o,b. Macka-v, without; interesi

1S92.

9

tons cwt. qr. lb.
tons CWt. qr. tons CWt. qr. lb.
3,032 18 i
3,363 5 0 0 fi,2G6 11 2 0
0,03G 3 i 17,984 10 2 0 22,016 1C 0 0
12,069 1
1,305

2 21,347 16

0 O

2,570 0

2 0 28,313
0 0

8 15

0

8

8 G
1 ti

31
1

8 4 0 15
1 4 0 0

£ s. d.
12 0 1
0 13 61

£ 9. d
12 6 7f
O 14 0

£ p. d.
12 0 9
O 14 4

9 0 fi

8 18 9

7 1R

2 19

3

7 9i

4

2 13 10$

3

0 0

8 12 01
1 14 0

4 0 15

Average profit per ton, without including
7

Average profit per ton, after nayment of
Average profit per totij after allowing for
depreciation..............................................
Average strength of sugar ...............................

1S91.

1833.

92 03 N.T.

2 1 31
92-30 N.T.

7

2 0

3,463 0 0 0
8

3 2

7 18
14

5

3 15
2 0

£ s. d.
12 5 0
O 14 8i

51

7 18 Oi

o 31

4 6 Hi

6

3 19 10

3 8 11
SS'OO N.T.

3 14 5
90'59 n.t.

No. 8.
Directors’ lleport to the Shareholders of the North Eton Central Sugar Company
(Limited).
Ladies and G-entleuen,—I have the honor of now submitting to you your Directors’ (Seventh Annual
Report and Balance-sheet, with statement of profit and loss for the year 1894, also statement of receipts
and expenditure for tbe half-year ending 31st December, 1S94.

As you will note, we have paid the Government all outstanding amounts, and have in addition, as
shown in the balance-sheet, paid a further sum of £2,006 fls. to the Government as a full year's payment
in advance.
Improvements amounting to the sum of £3,515 10s. lid. have been effected during the year.
You will note that the capital account has now been entered up, and shows the position of tho
capital of the Company. The amount paid as redemption having, according to the articles of association,
been credited to each shareholder in accordance with his shares, and the total amount thus credited being
shown in the capital account. In order to do this the total sum of profit and loss to date 1ms been reduced
by that amount.
The profit for the year has amounted to £12,763 9s. 6d., not including depreciation, and including
that item, it amounts to £11,418 Is. 2d.
You will note that the average of cane to a ton of sugar is very slightly different from last year.
The cost of manufacture and of cano has, however, increased. This is due to the fact that we have paid
the workers slightly increased wages. Still, in spite of these facts, the profit has kept up principally
owing to the higher percentage of the sugar produced, thus increasing the return from the sugar, in
comparing the results of the season with those of other mills I would like to point out that this mill pays
10s. per ton for the carriage of sugar, and our supplies obtained from town are equally increased in price.
As in previous years, tenders for firewood have been called amongst shareholders, price 5s. Od. per
ton delivered in the mill yard.
The Government Inspector of Audits, Mr. James Kimmond, made tho usual inspection of tho
books during the year.
Mr. Mr. G\ Hodges has audited the books and accounts, and reports that the accounts are correctly
entered, and tho books in good order.
Prospects of the coming year are encouraging as far as regards the supply of caue, as tho share
holders and farmers of this part of the district are increasing largely 1he areas of land under cane.
Under present circumstances we are unable to give an estimate of the coming crop, but we expect it to
reach at least 3,000 tons of sugar. The Colonial Sugar Befining Company has not yet made any definite
offer for the crop of the coming season, but w-e expect to hear about it shortly.
As you are aware, there has been lately a considerable fall in the sugar market; but your
directors have deemed it advisable not to lower the price of cane, but fo encourage tbe farmers around
the mill to plant large areas of cane by increasing the price per ton.
This year the cane cost 15s, 24d. as against 13s. Il-jd. ihe previous year.
■
Ton will now be called upon to elect two directors in the place of Messrs. B. Cowan and M.
Simpson, who retire by rotation; also nn auditor in fhe room of Mr. AY. G-. Hodges, who is also eligible
for re-election.
Your directors cannot close this report v.-ithout referring to the excellent quality of the new
machinery supplied by Messrs. Walkers (Limited), of Maryborough. We referred to this matter in our
half-yearly report, and tho result of the year’s work has shown that our opinion of the machinery from
its appearance has been fully borne out by the work it has been able to do.
Your
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_ Tour directors also desire to express their thanks to the officers of the Company for the manner in
which they hare carried out the manufacture during the year, and we would more particularly mention
our engineer, Mr. Th. Wolfe, and sugar-boiler, Mr. "W. H. Morley. Both these gentlemen, with the
secretary, Mr. du Couret, may look hack with pleasure to the very excellent results of the season just
completed, and to them is chiefly due the success that has been attained.
'
J. ANTOKET,
E. L. nu Couret,

Chairman.

Secretary.

----------------Particulars of Manufacture for the years 1889 to 1894.
Cost of Manufacture till delivery on Railway.

Contracts, manufrtoture...............
Wages, manufacture ..................
Firewood...........................
Mill expenses ..............................
Stores ........................................
Worting expenses ......................
Horse feed ..................................
Sugar ......................................
Cost per ton..................................
Cost of labour per ton .... .........

Season 1SS9.

Season 1390,

Season 1891.

£
204
1,143
299
469
494
103

£
268
1,001
518
547
351
95

£
290
1,088
587
752
461
99

s.
6
12
7
7
15
17

d.
8
6
6
2
9
3

s1
2
3
16
12
7

d.
9
10
6
2
7
5

s.
10
16
11
13
2
19

Season 1B92.

d.
1
1
9
6
10
0

£

£

3. d.

1,542
632
165
363
92
26

2,715 6 11
2,782 4 3
3,280 13 3
885 tons
1,015 tons
1,2 lOt. 2 cwt.
£3 1 8t
£2 14 9J
£2 14 2f

Season 1S03.

4 9
14 10
10 9
5 6
12 9
4 7

2,111
839
207
38S
128

Season 189^,

s. d.
14
4
0
7
1

£ B.

3
10
2
6
6

3,384
1,226
203
608
164

2,822 12 6 3,671 8 2
1,565 tons
2,3751. 3 cwt.
£1 16 0$
£1 10 11
0 17 9

5,587
3,4811
£1
0

d.

15
19
3
17
1

7
3
0
11
2

16 11
2 cwt.
12 1
19 5

Cost of Sugar until delivery on Railway.

Season 1880.

Cost of manufacture as above ...
„ cane, including railage ...
Cost per ton..................................
„ of eane per ton ..................

Cost of Sugar for

£ s. d.
2,715
6,602

6 11
4 1

9,317 11 0
10 11 9

Season 1890.

Season 1891.

£ s. d.
2,782 4 3
6,593 0 10

3,280 13 5
7,458 18 6

Season 1892.

Season 1893.

Season

£ B. d.
£ s. a.
2,822 12 6 3,671 8 2
9,143 14 2 14,127 9 9

£ s. d.

£ s. d.
5,587 16 11
22,084 16 2

9,375 5 - 1 10,769 11 11 11,966 6 7 17,798 17 11 27,672 13 1
9 4 Si
8 17 10
7 12 11
7 9 11
7 18 0
0 13 Hi
O 15 2*

eeaBons 1890 to 1894, including railage and all cipenscs for the year, except interest.
Season 1890.

Cost as above ...................................... ..
Stores (included in above for seasons
1891-4)..................................................
Plant and tools .........................................
Repairs......................................................
Railage........................................................

8ugar charges (including railage of sugar,
whnrlage, &c,, for 1891-4).................
Salaries .....................................................
'Iravcllmg expenses..............................

Office expenses........................................
Lepul expenses................ . ..............
Direelors’ fees .............................................

£
b. d.
9,375 5 1

Season 1392.

Season 1893.

£ B. d.
10,759 11 11

£
E. d.
11,966 6 7

£
s. d.
17,798 17 11

£
6.
d
27,672 13 1

46 13 10

51 18 7

79
39
35
366

12
12
13
10

1
3
9
9

8 7
4 4
136 0 1

279
349
5
19

14 0
16 0
3 6
9 2

961 10 9
265 10 O
G 10 0
14 14 7

Furniture..............................................
Harvest expenses........................................

Cost per toil .... . ...................................

Season 1891.

10,550 16 7
10 7 10J

38

41

10

10 10

0 10

6

9 16

1

12,223 Ifi 10
10

0

G 10

27 14 9
1,136 8 8
233 O 10

5

Season 1394.

5

4S 17

1

1,386 3 4
193 5 O

2,180 8 1
2M 13 ^

11 14

3

17 13

fi

5 0
56 5

28 12 9
17 R
io 0 0
7 16 10

E

70

13,545

1}

8

G

5

1 10 19,538 5
14 4k
8 c

3
Gil

30.300
8

7
14

]

1

Quantity of Cnno to 1 ton of Sugar.

tons cwt. q,1 tons cwt, q tons cwt.. q. tons cwt. q. lb tons cwt q. lb tons cwt. q. lb.
Canc crushed, skaroliolders ... 10,392 0 0 10,214 0 0 11,227 IS 2 13,701 2 0 0 10,0*2 8 0 0 12,982 n 1 0
Non-shareholders
9,329 15 2 0 19,027 2 1 0
Sugar produced......................
Average quantity of cane per
ton of sugar ..................
Average quantity of cane per|
ton of sugar, reduced S3
per coat N.T..................i
Quantity of firewood to 1 ton'
of sugar ..........................|

.................................... 20,27223 0 29,'.'09
880* 'o 0 1,015 0 0 1.210 2 0 1,565
0 0 0 2,375 3 0
3,481
H 16 0

10 1

1

9 5

8

15 0 10

2 0
0 U

8 10 2 25

8 0

2 IS

2 21

8

1

7 17

1 17

16 0 0

1

5 3

8 S

3 24
C

3

5 2 14
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Totax. cost of Sugar for years 1891 to 3 894-, including Bonk and Q-oremment interest.
Season 1891

Season 1892

£
s.
d.
12,223 16 10
1,250

Cost as above......................................................................................................
Government interest ............................. . .
. . .
Bank interest..................................................................
.

80
] 8,554

Cost per ton .............................................................................

n

0 0
4
6
1
2

4
41

£
13,545
1,250
82
14,877
9

Season 1393.

s. a.
1 LO
0 0
0 5
2
10

3
Ik

£
19,538

d.

£

3

30,300

6 0

993

u.
5

1,041
91 17
20,071

8

Season 1894.

8
14

Sr
7

<].

1
1 O
11 8 8

7

31,304 1G

10
i

8

19

9

10

The arerage price received for the sugar, for which account sales have been received from the Colonial Sugar Refining
Company, is £12 14s. Id. per ton, or a net titre of 93'9t.
The estimated overage price will be £12 12s , or a net titre average 93TS.
Average prico paid for cane delivered at the mill 15s. 2£d. per ton.
Average quantity of cane crushed and treated per hour, 17 to 31 tons, according to its being ratoons or plant canc.

Baiajjce-sheet

of the Ivorth Eton Central Sugar Company (Limited), on the 31st December, 1894,
showing Capital and Assets and Liabilities.

-LlAEUiriES.

Assets.

£ s. d. £
25,005 0 0

s. d.

£ B. d.
By Payments made to the
Government in Advance
,, Machinery and buildings
25,562 18 9
Rollers (new)......................
3G1 9 2
„ Trarmvay ..........................
9S9 6 5
i „ Furniture ..........................
20 2 0
j, Goode in stock *................
55 0 0
., Live stock .........................
23 0 0
0
„ Plant and tools ..................
4G7 8 0
t1 Stamp Account ..................
85 16 1
„ Suspense Account...............
25 0 0
0
„ Sundry debtors (including
advances on lien) ........... 2,553 9 5
„ Q,N. Bank, credit balance.. 4,013 3 7
5
„ Unsold sugar ......................
2,896 3 0

To capital ..................................
., Less amount unpaid on B
SliJirea, such amount being
covered by guarantee...... 18,843 15 o
--- -----6,161 5 0
„ Less A Shares (Uncalled
Capital) ..........................
5 0 0
— (>,156 5
„ italance due (iorernment on
Loan.................................. 18,343 15 0
— 18,843 15
M jialnnce from Proht and -Loss
Account .......................... 14,059 1 5
—— 14,059 1

£

s.

2,006

d.

5 O

37.052 Ifi 5
£39,05!) 1

5

£39,059

1 5

J. ANTOWET, Chairman.
J\ L. no COUfiET, Secretary.
I have examined and compared the above Statement of Profit and Loss and the Balance-sheet, and find them to be correct
and a fair statement of the position of the Company. Tiie share register also accords with fhe above statement of capital.
Wat. Geo. Hodges, Auditor.
Mackay. 20th .Fobruary, 1895.

Statement

of Profit and Loss of the North Eton Central Sugar Company (Limited), for the Tear
1894 (comprises all work from 1st January to 31st December, 1894).

Bit.

£

s.

d.

£ s.

d.

To cane purchased .................. '22,084 1G 2
„ Charges on sugar ..............
2,180 S 2
„ Firewood ..........................
1,226 19 3
„ Freight ...............................
48 17 1
„ Interest .............................
11 8 S
., Mill expenses .....................
203 3 0
,, Office expenses .................
17 13 8
., Plant and tools (written oE)
51 IS 7
„ Stores, manufacture .............
00817 11
„ Salaries .................................
21413 4
,. Wages, mauuftvcture ........... 3,384 15 7
,, Working erpeuses ..................
1641 2
.. -Directors' fees ..................
50 0 0
,, Harvest expenses ..............
56 5 2
i. Repairs ..............................
2 18 O
„ G-ovcrnmcnt interest..........
993 1 O
„ Furniture (written off).......
5 0 0

Cn.
£ s. d.
By balance of profit and loss
account ou 1st January,
after making (he transfers
to share capital account,
S'e............................................................
,, Discount account..............
17 8 10
„ Molasses account..............
182 2 9

£

s.

d.

3,G54 4 3
199 11 7

„ Sugar sold for which ac
counts have been received 40,972 11 8
„ Sugar forwarded, valued at 1,G57 3 0
„ Sugar in store and in tanks,
valued at ......................
1,239 0 0
43,868

14

8

£47,722 10

G

31,304 1C 0
16,417 13 9

,. Balance down

£47,722 10 6
Pkofit and Boss, allowing for Depreciation and Share Capital Account,
Dr.
To o per cent, depreciation on
machinery and buildings...
„ Transfer to Share Capital
Account..........................
„ Balance .......................... .

£ s.

a.

£

s.

a.

Cn.
By balance as above.................... ..................

£ s. d.
10,417 13 9

1,345 8 4
1,013 4 0
----------------- 2,358 12
...............
14,059 1

4
5

£10,417 13

9

£16,417 13

9

15
Statkmekt of

Beceipta and Expenditure of the North Eton Central Sugar Company (Limited), for

Half-year ending 3lst December, 1894,
Becbiptb.
d.
To Biigav sold during hnl£-year
„ Molasses sold during Imlfyear ..............................
,, Stores sold during Ijult-year
„ Matoriftl sold during half
year ..............................

£ s, d.
40,972 11 8

87 X 0
1 16 0
15

0 £
103 17 2

„ Refund sliinip duty
,, Discount received ..
Interest received.....

7 n
10 6
112 12

ExrENDJTUHK.
£

g.

d.

d.

Bv eane purchased (including
freight).......................... 22,084 16 2
IrTages, manufacture ....... 3,329 3 10
Charges ou sugar ........... 2,065 0 2
Radago on sundries...........
37 1 1
Rirewnod ..........................
C19 16 0
Mill expenses ...................
229 9 6
Working expenses ...........
104 37 7
Stores ...............................
601 3 0
29,071

130 10 2

Machinery .......
Material ........
Blunt and tools
Wages, erection
Stores ..............

7 30

1,803 2 4
371 G 6
89 13 11
161 19 2
45 13 1
2,471 15

Interest to Government for
half-year .......................
Repayment ...................
Payment in advance .......

496 10 G
506 12 0
2,006 5 0

Repayment of advances ...
Interest received...............
Ofllco expenses.................
Salaries .............................
Directors’ fees ..................

3,000
118
8
104
50

0

3,009
0
3
14
13
O

0
10
4
4
O
3,281 11
3,372 17

Balance down ...................
£41,206 10 0

£41,206 19 0

Balaxces in connection with the above.
To Balance on 30/6/1894—
Bills receivable .............
Sundry debtors..............
,, Balance
Queensland
Rational Bank ............

By balance on 30/6/1894—
Sundry creditors........

31.. 4_ 3_
2,o64 10 8
5 SO

4

8

3,195 19
Balance as above brought
down ..............................

0 19 3

Bad debts............................................
,, Balaneo on 33/12/1894—
Sundry debtors ..........
2,553 9 5
Credit Q N. Bank ....... 4,013 3 7

3,372 17
£6,568 16 9

O 19 3
14 6

6,566 13

0

£6,568 16 9
J. ANTOREY, Chairman.
1’, L. DtJ COURET, Secretary.

Examined with the books and vouchers of the Rorth Eton Central Sugar Company (Limited), and found to be in
record thcreivitb.
'
Wh. Geo. Hodqeb, Auditor.
Mackay, 20th Pcbruary, 1895,

[la.]

Sydney: Cbarleg Potter, Gorcrnment Printer.—1895.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

YINE DISEASES ACT, 1898.
(REGULATIONS.)

ftrfsjcntft) to ^;u-.[i;im.en!, jntrsimnt to Jut 56

^lo. 22, etc, 52.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 13 September, 1895.
REGULATIONS UNDER THE “VINE DISEASES ACT OP 1893.”
m^LEfiCellf n7 lhe ^/“k’^rt-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
1893f0ll0W1Ils Regulations under the power conferred by section 52 of the “ Vine Diseases Act of
SYDNEY SMITH.
Regulations.

1‘ Evo:ry person who shall contravene the provisions of anv Proclamation published under the
powers conferred by section 4 of the “ Vine Diseases Act of 1893,” with respect to the removal from any
* r*101^ to
othe^ Place 111 9us Colony of any vine cutting or rooted vine by removing
or permitting to be removed any such vine cutting or looted vine, or by receiving such vine cutting or
nC1r0ndh °r auy npcrson ul)0n whose premises any such vine cutting or rooted vine shall
nA
A e a pe?a tj not cxceedi,,s five P°unds, and such penalty shall be recoverable in
tne manner provided by the said Act.
.1 ■
^”j'®Ler ma,y Pe™iit any vine or part thereof, or any grapes, package, implement, matter,
co.un®.cted ,:h®r(;wlt'h>to be introduced from any place outside the Colony at the Port of Sydney,
bnexamination shall have been made by an Inspector, and such other precautionary measures shall
aS may be doemcd necessary to prevent tho spread of disease. Every person who shall
nf iso' ’ ?! Pr0VJS)°“B °f ai,y 1 reclamation published in virtue of section 4 of the “Vine Diseases Act
ot 18.13 with respect fo the introduction into this Colony from anv place outside of this Colony of any
m T°f’ °r lmJ gr£,TeS’ ^“Se, implement, matter, or thing likely to convey disease, hy
convlv fist ,L ^
therco^or my graPes. package, implement, matter, or thing likely to
in fl171t '1tr, ,,! m tbfi
t0 a P™a% not exceeding five pounds, and such penalty shall be recoverable
in tne manner provided by the said Act,
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.'

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
{BKPORT ON FOREST-THINNING OPERATIONS AT N4RRANDEKA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

30

October,

1895.

The Officer-in-charge, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, to The Under
Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Department of Mines and Agriculture,

Sir,

2 652 at

}TUr l,ersonal instructions I visited ForoHt^BOTVM^^T.bJl9and

^
Mccrtain whether the quality of the pine growing on those
nino fe^own n«f«BUv “r .lu%riof, deacriPfcl°D as not to justify the cost of thinning, and^lao whether the
Let or so even if tffnned out

WaS a dletm^ SpeCleS, "'l>ich WOllkl uot erow aboTC

^

of a few

with till SSifnir n0rf8?ri<J0”d<iiI«t Na™ndera’ and he WM so extremely busy with matters connected

3S

l!Z

freiVESS™d?n?f 18 iDChe3'

consideSfe vaTue

In a f6W years th" Pbe3 Which are allowed to remain,

d' g y0img pinCS m var,0lls Btaeea of growth, wilt unquestionably be of

stick phies ^vWdi^ohtTiT^ed3

examined tbe specimena of pines, including tbo whip-

have been ringbarbed.

‘

‘J or eaw mill pm poses, or where in days past seed-bearing pines

is remarkaMe for aShTlClf haS 5®®“ int0Perati°n tbe difference iu appearance of the young pines
1 mrdIv b e i m a ci n ed t InT sn r^h §a 1Ce at
unthinned porhon of tbe thickest parts of the forest it could
30 feet,

“ th 4

h h e

y mns P,ncs could

be growing there, many attaining a height of 20 to

appnro^from thSVimni6# °f trfs,ba™ been romoved from the reserves for timber purposes, as is
vLv eood Mea of the

°f

”*? staPding Wlthil115 and even 10 feet of each other, giving a

srowins hei,! to",“™-In ”,n”
tt
'Umber from 1his
well aslo'oS;e^pla^^

1 ■“

district has been sent to considerable distances—to Corowa Gemanton
VicRirkf

^ th^ C°lony’ and also to WnnSa™tta and Mi’ldL as

white ant
Tmnnrf^ a ' ■ f
a L4 18 Va Ued g,rcatljr 1,1 consequence of i(s being proof against the
!h£ ant J^il
dA^T’1Ca,J ai’d E.u™P.ean timber iH almost useless for building purposes where the
superficial S
Wangaratta. » Victoria, the price of Narrandera pine is, f b^e, 20s. per
timber on^ne^theO^11 reliftb,e ;mtbori^>tbat a few years ago a saw-mill proprietor who was cutting

w

,kz” "™ w“tem

and bthc\sTnThfdtt^lTNSeqUrtity Talu;,1:ilc.tin'ber ^ been recklessly destroyed by run-owners
rare instances Had
a^d n°, pr0V1B1Pn for timber requirement* has been made except in
of those who Pereh»,a lend ooold h™7JfotEr t“ fXta Sfe*"1

277—

‘h0 Pre!“‘tim*' ”“7
A
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A settler who adjoins Forest Reserve 2,652 informed me tbat about three or four years ago he
thinned out a quantity of young pine, and trimmed off the under branches of those pines he allowed to
grow. They have developed so well that he can now make use of them for many purposes.
I observed that a great many good pines had been ringbarked years ago on the reserves. This
work had evidently been carried out by Chinese, and' I am informed that a considerable amount of ring
barking and thinning has been done in this district by those people at cheap rates.
Tiie forest reserves which are being operated upon, situated within the Gamnain run, are Jjorest
Reserve 1,251, which contains 11,976 acres, and Forest Reserve 1,421, which contains 13,280 acres. Both
of these reserves are within the resumed area.
.
Besides these, on Forest Reserve 2,652 an area of 3,000 acres is being thinned.

This last-mentioned reserve is situated within the leasehold area, and is, I presume, the particular
reserve referred to by Mr. Fitzpatrick, M.L.A., last week in his speech moving the adjournment of the
1101180 The reserve was notified in 1882 during the administration of forestry hy the Department of Lands
The reservation was applied for by the lessees, was reported upon favourably by Forester Allan, and
strongly recommended by District Surveyor Bolton. Of the land lying between this reserve and the
railway in the same leasehold, about 15 square miles was reserved under the heading of railway reserve,
and is still Crown land.
j n
In April 1894, Mr. Inspecting Forester McKeown inspected this reserve with lorestcr Oondeii,
and he recommended the cancellation of 20,000 acres. On this being referred to Mr. District Surveyor
Orr, he advised tbat the revocation ho held over until early in 1895.
In January, 1895, Mr. Orr recommended that the proposed revocation should bo carried out, and
in March of the present year 26,112 acres were revoked.
_
, . A
The reserve originally contained 62,473 acres, but the recent revocation reduced it to 36,361 acres.
I believe that iu the course of a few years, say ten or fifteen, or even less, many of the young trees
which are allowed to remain will have become sufficiently matured to he cut for saw-mill purposes, and I
believe that some will he ready to cut much sooner; however, after the time named, there 8honld he an
annual output of at least teu trees to the acre, which, at the value ot sis shillings per tree (although 1
believe that the trees will be worth a great deal more by that time), is equal to an annual return or LJ per
acre. This output I have every reason to believe could be continued for any length of time required. 1
have no doubt that very many persons will be amazed that there is so much value in timber, but I fully
believe that as time advances our timbers will increase still more in value, and timber-growing, as in more
populated countries, such as France and particularly Germany, will prove very profitable, perhaps more
profitable than many other crops usually cultivated for sale.
. .
,
...
Not only for supplies of limber for various purposes, but for the influences ot forests on climate,
and health as well, should a certain proportion of timbered to cleared land be rigorously maintained. 1
append a diagram showing the proportion which the total area of forest reserves bears to tbe total area ot
the Colony. This will give a far better idea than figures, and it may prove a surprise that this reserved
area is so small.
j j,
a- _
I beg to add that it is beyond all question tbat the subject of forestry and the preservation ot
forests is commanding great attention at the present day in all civilised countries, and various nations arc
taking precautions to prevent wholesale depletion of timber. _ European nations particularly are on the
alert°and in Germany and France forestry is treated as a science. Russia, also, is following quickly in.
their steps, and tbe United States and Canada are becoming seriously alarmed lest their once supposed
inexhaustible forests will, before many years are over, give out, in consequence of “ the reckless con■ ^ It will he apparent, therefore, how necessary it is that the greatest care be taken, before it is too
late, to preserve our own forests from wholesale destruction, aud I cannot too strongly urge the impor
tance of this matter.
, .
, ,
■ The new industry of wood-pulping is likely to clear away pine forests far quicker than these forests
can be renewed. Hence our own pine is likely to become more valuable than it is at present (not for
pulping but for lumber), consequently it will be all tbe more desirable to preserve it as much as possible.
The accompanying photographs will give some idea of the growth of the pine on the reserves.
They are not so distinct as I should wish, as the weather was most unfavourable.
J
I have, &e.,
WALTER SCOTT CAMPBELL.

Mr. Forester Condell, Narrandera, to The Chief Clerk, Department of Agriculture
and Forests.

Narrandera, 17 October, 1895.
' Referring to your telegram of even date, in which it is reported that Mr. J. Ashton, M- T.,
states that the work of thinning out, scrubbing, &c., is being badly done, and not according to specifica
tions, I have the honor to inform you that any work 1 pass and pay for as being finished I can vouch tor
as being done according to specifications. It may not be done to tbe satisfaction of some ot the lessees,
who would like to see the timber destroyed. Everv block is carefully examined before a final payment is
made and I am fully satisfied tbat tbe work is done in accordance with specifications; and I will be only
too nleased for any officer the Minister may appoint to go over tho work when finished, and to show him
through and let him see for himself. Two blocks on Forest Reserve 1,890, county Mitchell, are now
finished, aud, though I had some difficulty and had to send the men hack over some of the work, 1 am
now pleased to say that tho finished contract does them much credit.
.
I would respectfully submit that, after spending a life-time in the Government Service ot this
Colony the Minister may depend upon it that I will have the work finished strictly iu accordance with
the terms of the contract and in the interests of my Department before being passed by me.
,
X know I have many enemies amongst mill-owners in the district, but it will be readjly understoqU
that anv officer who strictly performs his duty, and does not allow the Department to be defrauded, will
incur the displeasure of this class of people,- but I am glad to say I. am indifferent to their opinions.
I have, &c.,
J. G. CONDELL,
Forester.
Snown^q
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Showing comparisons between the area of the Colony, as shown by light shading, and the area of the
timber reserves, as shown by dark shading.

[Three iihotographs.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1895.
[M.]
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The Chief Clerk, Department of Agriculture and Forests, to The Honorable the
Minister for Mines and Agriculture
gjr
Narrandera, 16 November, 1895.
’ In accordance with your instructions, I held an inquiry iuto the allegations made to the
Minister for Lauds bv Mr. John Jacobs, of'Whitton, storekeeper, that Mr. _ Forester Condell accepts
commission from the Storekeepers on all business influenced by him in connection with supplies to gangs
employed in forest thinning operations, and have the honor to report that I examined Mr. Jacobs, Mr. O.
Dyrine, the storekeeper at Narrandera who supplied the stores, and also iir. Forester Condell.
I am satisfied that there is not one word of truth in the allegations, and m support of this beg to
enclose a statement made by Mr. Jacobs, as well as a letter from him addressed to yourself withdrawing
the allegations made by him against Mr, Condell, S also enclose a declaration made by Mr, Dynng be ore
a Justice of the Peace, that no commission on goods supplied to the gangs was ever given nor ever ottered
by him to Mr. Condell.
_
1
« f! A MPRTiTJ,
The report of the Officer-in-charge, with attached declarations from the persons mentioned in
connection with the charges made against Forester Condell, should be conclusive evidence that there is
little truth in the representations made by members of gangs, and is submitted for the mtormation ot the
Minister—R.D.H., 19,111/95.
[Enclosure.]

I, CONSTANT]NK DyniNC, of Namuiclcrrt, merchant, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows =—1
supplying several of the gangs of men employed in forest thinning in the Narrandera district with tools and general
merchandise. The gangs aref to the best of my belief, under the control of Mr. Condell, and I have not paid any comnussioii
on the purchase of the said goods to Mr. Condell, nor have I entered into any agreement with him to do so, nor am J going
to pay him any.

,

'

Sworn by the deponent, at Narrandera, the 16th )
day of November, 1895,—
T 1
T. F. WillanSj a Commissioner for Affidavits.

CONSTANTINE DYRING.
'
.

Mr. Jacobs was interviewed on Saturday afternoon, and I explained to him the serious nature of the charge made by him
against Mr. Forester Condell in his letter of the
, addressed to the Minister for Lands.
.j
Mr. Jacob made the following statementThe men, of course, explained matters to me in thc_ most exaggerated
way ; I was also told that some of the gangers had asked Mr. Condell if they could not get a eonimiss.on and that he
replied, “ I cannot allow you a commission; I am a forest-ranger also ' ; T asked him if they would Biibstantiate w hat they
said ; they said, “Yes” ; 1 wrote to Mr. Condell asking wliat he meant, but he did not take any notice of the letter^
Mr. Condell did not know there was such a store at Whitton ; hut 1 admit that Imd they come to me and
•300 axes, ra^lfl^TZld^have snpp.ied them at that time; I admit that^ statemimte
or I
' the men I wag perhaps hasty, and wrote the letter without giving the matter much thought, and on the .pur of the
of
moment.
.
I bad
On Mr. Campliell pointing out how serious the charge was against a public sovvant, Mr, Jacobs said, “
perhaps taken a day to think I might not have written such a letter.
,,
I asked Dyring did he allow Condell a commission and he said, “No.
, .
,
, Mr. Campbell: “ Would you have any objection to giving mo a letter withdrawing the statements made in this
letle (t^ j[icoj)3. i< jfono whatever; I shall give such a letter without hesitation, and I am very sorry to do Mr. Condell
an injustice.”
Mr. Jacobs then signed the accompanying letter
Narrandera, 16 November, 1895.
‘lr’ Since writing my letter of the 21st October, 1895, addressed to the Minister for Lands, with respect to the
supply of stores to forelt gangs at Whitton, I have learned that the information upon which I based my statements is
incorrect, and 1 beg to withdraw the allegations made against Mr. Forester Condell.
JOHN JACOB
The Honorable the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, Sydney.
[M.]
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Mr. Inspecting Forester Manton to the Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.
Moama, 31 August, 1895.
Thinning

the

Murbay Red-gum Forest Rebebyeb.

■

Sir,
Some mouths back there appeared several letters in the metropolitan papers in reference to
the above subject, and various views were expressed by the writers, some condemning and others
approving ot the expenditure to be incurred in connection with such work, while others claimed the
credit as having been the first to recommend it.
As the work of forest thinning on the Murray has ceased for the present, and the last gang of
contractors were recently paid off, it may be of interest to know by whom and why this work was recom
mended, and whether the expenditure in connection therewith is likely to prove remunerative. To
enable me to state the matter in a comprehensive manner, I beg to submit a concise report upon the
Murray Forest Reserves.
The chief and characteristic timber of the Murray Forest lieserves is the red gum {E. rostrate),
and the largest and most heavily-timbered reserves are on the Murray River frontage from the Ovens
Junction to Campbell’s Island, containing about 2fi0.000 acres. I estimate that on these there are two
matured rod-gum trees to the acre fit for saw-mill purposes; trees of full growth, but valueless by reason
of their being hollow, spongy, and winding growth, at about eight to the acre; young, vigorous, and
healthy trees, varying from 16 in. to 20 in. in diameter, may be reckoned at seven to the acre; while on
large areas there is a dense growth of young trees numbering in places over 2,000 to the acre.
Red gum is greatly in demand throughout the Colonies for railways and other works. It possesses
great strength and durability, and is suilable for any class of engineering construction. The demand for
this class of timber in Victoria exhausted some years back the greater part of the available timber on the
southern bank of the Murray, and our forests were then laid under contribution for the supply of material
for public works in that Colony. Some idea may be formed of tbe magnitude of that demand upon our
forests by the amount paid to our Forest Department for royalty on the timber cut, which, at the rate of
Is. per 100 superficial feet, amounted for some years to between ten and fourteen thousand pounds per
annum. But during the last few years this demand has greatly fallen off, owing to tho commercial
depression that has prevailed, and consequent almosi entire cessation of railway construction and other
public works in Victoria; but doubtless on tbe revival of prosperity the demand will again spring up.
Had the demand of a few years back eontinned, it would have been impossible for our forests to have
kept up the supply in their unassisted state; consequently, in 1878 1 recommended that a judicious
system of forestry should be adopted in connection with these forests, such as ringbarking the old and
useless trees, so that others might take their place, and thinning out the saplings where the growth is
excessive, so as to allow of the vigorous growth of the best young trees, instead of leaving them in their
present state to struggle for existence, on the principle of the survival of the fittest, where but very few
would arrive at maturity without having received such damage in the struggle as to render them valueless
as marketable timber; whereas, by carrying out such a system as indicated, these forests could be made
capable, not only of supplying our requirements, but to sustain an extensive export trade in the future,
and thus provide an important source of wealth to the State for all time.
A few months after Mr. J. E. Brown took charge of the Forest. Department ho visited the Murray
Forest Reserves, and saw the necessity of carrying out. what I had recommended for so many years.
Consequently, thinning operations were commenced in 1891, and continued for a short time. Another
start was made the following year for a few months, and last year the work was again resumed, but had
to be discontinued almost immediately owing to the early flooding of the reserves. In all, about 7,000
acres were thinned, with the result that there is now a magnificent young forest of straight-growing
trees, from 50 to 100 feet in height, averaging about 350 to the acre. The development they have made
*108-
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iii j'irth and height since thinned is marvellous. On the area first operated upon thousands of piles, fully
t50 tret in length, from 18 to 20 inches in diameter, and as straight as arrows, could now he obtained.
Had the forests been left in their unassisted state, where ihere are now from fifty to sixty such trees to
the acre there would probably not have been more than five or' six. The Minister, who takes a great
interest in forest conservancy, and with a view of improving our timber resources, at the beginning of
this year decided to carry out a system of forest thinning on a larger scale than had hitherto been done,
and gave instructions that portions of these forest reserves should be surveyed into areas of 1,500 acres.
Consequently, twenty-nine blocks were marked out, embracing an area of 42,500 acres. The Minister,
being desirous of giving as much of this work as possible to the unemployed, decided that the thinning
should be done b v contract under the Butty-gang system. Tenders were called for, and a large number of
men, representing gangs of ten men and upwards, came from Sydney and other parts of the Colony to
inspect the various blocks, with the result that 165 tenders were submitted, ranging from 5s.t the lowest,
to £2 12s. 6d. per acre. As these rates were so excessively out of proportion to the official estimate the
Minister had called for before calling for tenders, he therefore decided to allot the work by ballot to such
of the tenderers that were willing to accept it at schedule rates, which was on an average of about 5s. 2d.
per acre. The whole of the blocks were taken up at the departmental rates, and the work completed on
the 18th instant. There were a few men also engaged this year at daily wages, who thinned about 1,000
acres, so that the total area thinned on these reserves to date is about 50,500 acres.
The 7,000 acres referred to as having been first operated upon were chosen as those portions of the
reserves ori which the trees had arrived at the most advanced stage of growth, and from where T estimate
that within five or six years there should be from ten to twelve trees to the acre fit for saw-mill purposes,
which at the present rate of royalty—namely, Is. 3d. per 100 superficial feet—should return from £6 to
£7 10s. per acre. In twenty years there should be eighty or ninety such trees per acre, and by a judicious
system of forestry and subdividing the forest reserves in suitable areas, and only (.ailing the marketable
timber in succession from each crop, the crops could be made to come in continuously in yearly rotation.
"With reference to the forest-thinning operations carried out this year, the total area thinued out is
about 43,500 acres, on which, taking the average, about 250 trees to the acre have been left, and assuming
that only 100 will grow to marketable timber in the course of thirty-five years, many will bo available long
before that time, and that the market value should be only £1 per tree, which is a very low estimate as to
what they probably will be worth, we should thus have a return in thirty-five years of £100 per acre, at
expenditure to the State of 5s. 2d. or, say, Cs. Sd. per acre, as in four or five years a further thinning out
will be required over the same areas at a cost of about Is. 6d. per acre; therefore, looking at the
expenditure in connection with this work in a purely commercial point of view, I cannot think of any
investment where it could have been more profitably laid out by the State, or from what source a greater
return for the outlay could be derived, and this from land utterly unsuited to any otherpurpose excepting
grazing stock for a few months in the year, owing to its being subject to annual inundations, f may state
that red gum possesses a remarkable aptitude for reproduction, and I have no hesitation in stating that
where there was one young tree in 1875, when 1 took charge of these forest reserves, there are now twenty,
and all that is required to make these reserves practically inoxhaustable is the inexpensive work of thinning.
With reference to what has been said in. regard to the work being useless, owing to the continuous
reproduction of young trees, judging from the work first done I think there need not he the slightest
apprehension in this respect.
I have, <fcc.,
JOHN A. MANTON.

[3d.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer,—I80fi.
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Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office,
_
Sydney, 4 October, 1895.
Subject: Timbers : New South Wales turpentine (Syncarpia laurifolia) • Western Australian iarrah
( jLiicaiyptus margmata). Relative to their powers of resistance to cobra.
I iiate the honor to submit herewith the joint report of Mr. Maiden and myself on the turpentine timber,
for
and Agriculture m dnp 1Cate) and one copy has teen £orwar(led by Mr. Maiden to the Minister
_

• . fi:Vvi11 ^ within the knowledge of the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works that he verbally
rSTJr omerlaT +?e ?me t,mo 10 m^lre. i,Ilt0 tlle merits of
Western Australian jarrah as a cob/a
resistant; and I therefore oommumeated with one or two gentlemen interested, and submit their replies
tor mtormation and further instructions.
*
HmbeJof WelS lUS *"* ** W““m ***" ■*“" of “ W/. MH toK”B rtft the
! think the turpentine report will clearly demonstrate the fact that this timber is not to be
ST™,?11 aa “ CObr;i
and ^ ati]1 remains for mc t0 Practically settle the question whether the
jarrah gives any more satisfactory results.
note tinAA ‘if
t’R bfU
regarding the value of the jarrah timber. You will please
Z i ih, d C1CT:j!Ca’' dAteS "f SePtenlber aud October, 1S94; but I delayed producing them
sooner as 1 wanted to submit the turpentine report in conjunction with them, and it is only now complete.
MnaoR-thpSiiu w Pw™ittoi U] P°lut1£out ^
delay in submitting this report was due to two
^? +b» 0 the d,ffieulty
Maiden and myself experienced m both getting away from our respective duties
^ttntic an? rdiSle
6
we felt it necessary fo enter into, to mL our report
The Assistant Engineer for Bridges.

J. V. DE COQUE,
Inspector of Timber.

reorW Wllf
d-0ub.t ^
E’.’gineer-m-Chief has such a large personal experience of jarrah as to
render further inquiry m this direction unnecessary.—E. M. De Bun on. Assistant Engineer for Bridges
freelv diatrZ^f ' D *118 TalUilbI? rePort be Pr,nted !,lld laid upon the Tabic of the House, and copies
■
A ' D • l r ai repa1rhri0llts uainS turpentmo. With regard to jarrah, I have had a long
tblS tlI1Ial,{.5r\i,ud n,ev®ry«f met with a case where it has beeh penetrated by the Teredo
.Tn V' tJ”lalli8 exc)a8lvelI U8ed
T»les m Mresten. Australia and South Australia, and very largely
so in A ictoria.—Kobt. Utcksou, Engmcer-in-Chiet for Public Works, 4/10/95. The Under (Secretary.7
11/!n/nr a'PPr0Ta1-—;T- .Baheijso Under Secretary for Public Works, 12/10/95.
A.pnroved.—J'.HY.,
J4/10/9.J,
Prepare to lay on Tabic.—Jno. P., 14/10/95.
1 '
’
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Eeport on Turpentine Timber, with especial reference to its resistance to Cobra
(Teredo).
Introductory^
1. In accordance with the instructions given us to inquire into the merits of turpentine timber,
particularly in regard to its liability to damage by cobra, we have the honor to report that we visited the
Hawkesbury district in December, 1894, and in March last. The local timber suppliers distinguish two
turpentine timbers (botanically identical) in this district, viz.:—The swamp turpentine, growing on the
flats, and also the hill turpentine, which latter they consider the better timber of the two in point of
durability.
Our visit of inspection to the northern rivers was delayed until ,Tune-July of this year, owing to
the difficulty we experienced in both getting away at the same time from our respective duties. We
made most careful investigations at all the timber centres between Hexham and Kempsey, interviewing
the timber suppliers, owners of saw-mills and residents of the different districts, inspecting several bridges
and jetties where turpentine timber was in use, visiting the various forests containing turpentine timber,
and having several trees felled for our inspection.
'
The evidence we obtained from many of the leading timber suppliers is of a most conflicting nature,
rendering our task of sifting it no easy one. As the bulk of the piles and girders of turpentine used in
public works is supplied from the districts we traversed, we deemed it advisable to make every effort to
arrive at a satisfactory solution of the following important points:—
1st. Does the true turpentine resist the attacks of cobra when used in. piles, girders, &c., in public
works ?
2nd. Are there two varieties of turpentine timber, one cobra-resisting, the other not ?
3rd. Have any other timbers been substituted for turpentine timber and used for piles, &e. ?
We propose herewith to submit notes on various points connected with the turpentine question,
and, at the close of our report, to submit our recommendations and findings.

II.—Characteristics of Turpentine Timber.
The following notes maybe convenient:—Turpentine is, for a hardwood, soft when green, hut
hard when dry. It is of a sandy or gritty nature, rapidly dulling the saws ; hence saw-millers do not like it.
It splits aud shrinks badly in sawn sizes free from hark, unless some attention is given to
seasoning it.
It is very durable when placed in the ground, and a great recommendation for many purposes is
the difficulty of burning it.
An illustrated article on the subject will bo found in the Agricultural Gazette for July, 1894, so
that it may not be necessary to amplify the above particulars.

Ill—Black and Bed Turpentine.
At a very early stage of our inquiry we found it necessary to clearly understand what are the
differences between black and red turpentine. The terms are not used in all j>arts of tho Colony, the
word “ turpentine ” being simply employed in some places. Ho one whom we questioned knew what
differences in the trees corresponded to differences in the colour and appearance of the timber, although
two different kinds of turpentine were recognised readily enough in most districts.
Black turpentine was originally so called to distinguish it from white turpentine, an old name of
tallow-wood, ft name which still lingers in the Port Stephens district amongst the old hands.
We felled turpentines growing a few yards from each other. The timber of small, youngish trees
is of a fresh, sound, light red colour, and the timber is known as red turpentine, while the timber of the
very old and large trees is of various shades of dark red up to purple brown, chocolate, and nearly black ;
this is black turpentine. There is no botanical difference between them; they simply present, in our
opinion, different stages of growth or maturity of the same timber. We look upon black turpentine as
over matured timber, and perhaps in some cases the product of trees which have been injured, or whose
growth has been interfered with in some way. We look upon red turpentine as timber thoroughly
sound and full of life. In the Port Macquarie district we found it recognised that the bark of red
turpentine is tougher, and the oleo-resin far more abundant than in the black.
Black turpentine is usually used for punt-bottoms, because of its size; red turpentine for piles.

IV.—Miscellaneous Notes on Turpentine, chiefly obtained on the Northern Rivers.
The following notes on turpentine, with especial reference to its powers of resistance to cobra,
will be found interesting, although somewhat contradictory.
Turpentine is excellent for the bottoms of punts; it is put in green, and coppered. (Mr.
Breekenridge, Pailford.)
Mr. J. Wright, Tuncurry, prefers red turpentine to black. Turpentine piles at Mr. Wright’s
wharf have been eaten off by cobra in ten and a half years.
Mr. Miles, Forster, says that the black turpentine is more cobra-resistant than the red turpentine.
The whaiff at Ghinni Gbinni, on tho Manning Elver, built about four years ago, has the turpentine
piles now nearly eaten through. These piles were obtained from Sandy Creek, about 3 miles north
west from Wingham. The timber-getter who procured these piles states :—“I have also used turpentine
timber that was got on the Lower Manning to build a punt with, and it did not resist the cobra,”
Mr. Walters, of Coopernook, writes :—“ I know you are aware there are two kinds of turpentine,
viz., red and black ; both kinds are used in Sydney Harbour. 1 say tho black is 50 per cent, before the
red for piles, and yet tho Department uses both kinds, and does not make any objection to contractors
using the red kind as well as the black.”
hlr.
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Mr. Walters further states that black turpentine is difficult to cut, and ruins the saws. He will
hare nothing to do with it, while red turpentine readily cuts—cuts like cheese. Mr. Walters coppers
his punts.
_
_
_
The folloiving correspondence and notes in regard to red and black turpentine are interesting :—
Messrs. M‘ Kay and Uibby, of the Laurieton titeum Sawmills, write to Mr. Forester Brown of Port
Macquarie :—In reply to your inquiry as to why some piles said to be turpentine are fairly free from
cobra, whilst others are riddled with them, the matter is, I think, easily explained. There arc two distinct
kinds of turpentine, viz., red aud black, and as I have used both I am in a position to say positively that
black turpentine for piles is practically useless, and the cobra will attack it freely, whilst red turpentine
will resist cobra for years, and very rarely enter further than the sap. These facts have come under my
personal observation during the last twelve years. I find also that red mahogany and tallow-wood are
good woods in the water, hut of course not equal to turpentine.” In conversation with us Mr. Mackay
stated that “ black turpentine should always be discarded, as it has not a quarter tbe life of the other.”
The same gentleman looks upon black turpentine as an abnormal or diseased state of red turpentine.
Mr. Johnston, of Wauchope Sawmill, states that he built a steam punt (the “Maori”) for logs
for Messrs. Mackay and Bibby, of Laurieton, the flat bottom of forest turpentine {Syncarpia laurifolia).
He called it “ black turpentine.” He saw the timber growing himself; got it under North Brother Mountain
at Laurieton. The punt has been cleaned every year and has lasted now eleven years free from cobra.
Also that there has been no borer in it up to live years in use.
To this statement Mr. Mackay replies:—“ 1 cannot tell you the difference between the black and
the red wood either by the leaves or bark; but I am sure Mr. Johnston is mistaken about the black
turpentine being used in tbe steam punt he built so long ago. That punt is still at work, and was on our
slip last Christmas, and the planks were apparently as good as when they were first built. I am sure that
the black turpentine is not what we get for planking and piles.”
Mr. Laurie agrees with Mr. Mackay that the red timber is the better—has more oleo-fesin.
The life of turpentine piles was stated to us to he ten years at Laurieton. We saw turpentine
piles at Laurieton saw-mills down five years. They had been only superficially injured then. At the same
time wc were informed that turpentine is hardly’more durable than many other timbers if the hark be
stripped. Coppering is the only cure.
_
_
_
Bed turpentine is not only used here for piles, but also for punt bottoms, which are painted with
copper paint about every twelve months. (Mackay.)
_
_
_
We observed that the standing ways for the punt slip at Laurieton were quite sound after having
been down seven years. They are of red turpentine.
We were subsequently informed that lingers’ punt, at Laurieton, which wras built about eleven
years, and has tho bottom cleaned sometimes once or twice a year, was riddled with cobra. The bottom
was not painted. We did not see this punt.
There is any quantity of turpentine in the Laurieton district, hut it is rarely cut, as it dulls the saws.
Mr, Cain, timber merchant of Wauchope, Hastings River, writes to Mr. Forester Brown —“ There
are two kinds of turpentmo—one grows in tho brushes and has a very long stringy bark and very red
timber, and the other grows out on the clear, and has a very thin scaly bark, and the timber is very dark
inside. I cannot tell you, for certain, which is the timber that the cobra riddles. I have been asked the
question by--------, but I think it is the turpentine that grows on the clear that the cobra will eat, but I
am not certain.”
_
_
(
At Fort Macquarie we made careful inquiries at Hibbard & Son’s Mill, in company with Mr.
Forester Brown, and Mr. Hibbard, jun., spared no pains to give ns information.
_
Here the punts for up-river work are made of 2,V-ineh turpentine planking, covered with tar and
felt. Below this a sheath of 1-ineh turpentine planking is placed to take oil chafing, and to avoid the
cost of coppering. The inch planking is stripped oil about every seven years.
The punts go into fresh water, but remain there a few hours at tbe moat. The inch planking is
cleaned from barnacles about every two years.
The punt slip at Hibbard’s wharf consists of red turpentine and has been down fifteen years. It
lias gone below high-water mark. Between high and low water it is practically intact. It is partly
covered with tallow-wood, which has been eaten away to about the some extent as the turpentine. Mr,
Hibbard is of opinion that turpentine is undoubtedly the most cobra-resistant timber we have.
Rudders for droghers are made by Mr. Hibbard out of turpentine, showing that people have a
leaning towards the timber.
It is all red turpentine at Port Macquarie; black turpentine is never used. A timber-getter here
(Mr. Kilmorey, senior) says that “ the turpentine, cut from swampy or moist laud, is very soft to cut, has
a thin bark, resin runs out like native houey, and that bees do not swarm to it when felled like they do to
that which grows in the forest.”
_
'The fender piles of G-reenhill’s Wharf, West Kempsey, are eaten off between high and low water.
They are of squared turpentine. The other piles are of ironbark, coppered. This wharf marks onr
northernmost limit, this trip.
The Groveramem jetty at Coif’s Harbour was stated to have been over twelve months building, and
before it was finished, the tairpentine piles first driven were stated to have been attacked by cobra.
Mr. 0. Harriott says “that the ‘Byron Bay’ wharf piles, of forest turpentine, were riddled with
cobra in a few years, and adds that turpentine growing in the brushes smells stronger (when cut into) of
turpentine than the other.’ ” As regards the turpentine piles at Byron Bay, we attach a copy of a
letter written by Mr. C. W. Harley, late Engineer-in-chief for Harbours and Rivers, to the Forest
Department, and forwarded for our information. It nol. only shows that Mr. Harriott’s statement must
ho considerably modified, but gives additional information of a valuable character,
“Two pieces of pile, recently taken from the Byron Bay jetty—one cut at low water and the other
at 5 feet below low water—show how well turpentine will resist the Teredo naralis (cobra) in sea water.
The pile from which the specimens wore taken was driven about eight years ago. From them it can be
clearly seen that while the Teredo attack, and to a great extent destroy, the sap-wood, they fail to touch
the red heart-wood. They also show that the Teredo arc not nearly so active a little distance below low
water as they are at low water. Expeneueo loaches me that it is only in pure salt waior that this worm
avoids the heart-wood of turpentine, for in rivers where fresh viator is in excess of flic salt water, the
Teredo will penetrate the same wood rapidly. It is a question, however, whether the worm is really the
same, and steps are now being taken (October, ISbl) to test; this question.’ ”
V.—The
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V—The Bark of Turpentine.
It baa been stated that cobra never goes through the bark, or rather the bark, plus the layer of
oleo-resin, which is reputed to be the great protector of the timber against cobra. Mr. Laurie, of Laurieton, says that the bark of any timber, oven gum, gives increased resistance to cobra; in fact, that every
tree will resist the pest more or less, provided the bark be intact. He is of opinion that turpentine is
still the best, though it is far from being absolutely resistant.
Local opinion at Port Macquarie is in favour of turpentine, mahogany, and ironbark for piles, so
long as the baric remains sound,
_
_
At the same time, on the Macleay Eiver, we found turpentine piles, bark or no bark, destroyed by
cobra in five years.
_
Mr. .Forester M'Donald, of liempsey, looks upon turpentine as only effective so long as the bark
is intact. He would prefer other timbers—-ironbark, for example, and preferably old seasoned, ringbarked
timber—to turpentine for piles.
■
Mortise holes, which cut through the bark of a turpentine pile, are a common cause of miscliief,
allowing cobra free access into tbe timber.
Mr. Sydney Verge, of Kempsey, draws attention to tbe fenders on coppered piles, by means of
which cohra can get up into the pile by a circuitous route. This seems to us a matter worthy of attention,
for cobra, like white ants for tirnber and sugar ants for saccharine delicacies, will find out the weak spots
in the defences by an instinct that never fails.
And now we come to a very important matter.
We are satisfied that if round piles of turpentine are driven in cobra-infested waters, with bark
attached and uninjured, they will resist tho attacks of cobra for a period largely dependent on tbe bark
remaining intact and closely adherent, hut, at tbe same time, we deem it practically impossible to procure
and drive any number of turpentine piles, without injuring tbe bark more or less, and the smallest injury
to the bark of the timber renders it more vulnerable to cobra. When tbe manner of procuring piles and
conveying them to the work for which they are intended is taken into consideration, it is easy to see they
cannot escape injury to their bark even under tbe most favourable considerations, viz., when the sap of
the trees is down, and the bark consequently closely adherent to the log. The falling of the trees in the
first instance, the hauling and spare chaining to the waggons, the friction of the waggon chains in road
transit to the water’s edge, the rough handling they receive in loading and unloading on vessels, and
lastly, the action of tho pile monkey in driving the piles to their required depth, cannot fail to more or less
injure and separate the bark.
In the course of onr investigations wc saw turpentine piles, intended for Government wharves;
with strips of bark torn off from end to end, and in some stacks we could not find a single log whose bark
was intact. So that if the adherence of bark to the log is to be made a condition of contract, it should be
enforced, aud not dealt with as if it were a matter of slight consequence.

VI—Cobra and Turpentine.
Cobra is the common name (it is an aboriginal name, see Backhouse, “ Narrative of a Visit,” &c.,
p. 366) by which certain bivalve molluscs belonging to the genus Teredo, and included in the family
Plwladida; arc usually known. Teredo navalis is one of the most common and destructive species. It is
generally about a foot in length, but sometimes grows over 2 feet 6 inches. Fourteen species of Teredo
are known, some occurring at low water, some being found ar a depth of 100 fathoms. They are very
widely distributed, occurring from the coast of Nortvay to the tropics.
In addition to cohra, what are known as “ borers” often do a good deal of damage to piles and
timber-work below tide mark. Those found by us at Port Macquarie are isopods, belonging to tho genus
Sphcoroma, the members of which are distributed all over the world.
We believe that no timber has absolute power of resistance to cobra. That being our conclusion,
it remains a matter for consideratiou to what extent the lives of timbers (turpentine or others) may be
prolonged. At Cundletown wharf, on the Manning Eiver, where there is a Government punt-slip, and
where Mr. Kenny repairs punts, boats, &c., under tbe direction of Mr. F. W. Baker, the Engineer for
Koads of the district, we found pieces of turpentine a mass of cobra-turpentinc logs, a repulsive mass
of writhing cobra—the logs now consisting of very much more animal than vegetable matter. Prickly
tea-tree* logs were also in a similar condition. Tallow-wood is here considered to be the most resistant
timber to cobra.
Prickly tea-tree is considered at Kempsey to resist cobra better than turpentine, and at Laurieton
we were shown small piles for a boat-wharf made of prickly tea-tree which had been down fifteen years,
and which were quite sound. What tbe particular local conditions wore in these cases we do not know,
but, while we readily admit the high resistant power of prickly tea-tree, we frequently observed it riddled
by cobra.
Anywhere within the influence of the tides on our coastal rivers and creeks, timber is attacked by
cobra, and* there is the most abundant and most convincing evidence that cobra is more injurious in tidal
waters than in pure salt water.
In the northern rivers of this Colony, a reason why tho effects of the cobra are so disastrous is
doubtless because of the increased warmth of the water, which favours the growth of the pest.
The following appear to us to militate against tho growth of cobra :—
1. Pure salt water. 2, Fresh water.
.
3. Foulness of water.
Mr. C. W. Harley (late Engineer of Harbours aud Elvers), writes to the Forest Heparfcmont:—
“ In pure sea water I have reason to believe that; tho redwood of turpentine will resist the Teredo for
many years (I can speak for twenty years at least), but when there is some fresh water mixed with tho
salt water, as up rivers. I find the worm will go through aud destroy turpentine piles within a year in
some cases.”
Piles
*

Jiletalenca x/f/phclioidcs*
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Piloa are more or lesa attacked in pure salt water, as witness the ease of the piles at CofE’s
Harbour, "Wallis Lake, Ac. While cobra may flourish in clean sea water, the case of piles in tho polluted
waters of parts of Sydney Harbour is not a fair test of the resistance of timber to cohra.
_
A punt working in salt water may subsequently pass over muddy flats, which scrape off everything.
The punt is all right in fresh water, in which cobra cannot, of course, live; hence the variation in tho
reports in regard to the resistance of turpentine to cobra. lu examining specific instances of reputed
resistance to cobra, we often find the circumstances very complex, and we are often without sufficient
data to compare them.

VII—Turpentine Substitutes.
It occurred to us that perhaps the different reports as to the durability of turpentine might, in a
measure, be owing to the substitution of some other timber; accordingly throughout the trip we kept
this matter under notice,
_
_
,
Wo found on inspection of forests the true turpentine {Syncarpia laivrifolia), also the brush or
bastard turpentine {llhodamtiia frinervia) growing side by side, the latter bearing, in the Hawkesbury
district, a strong resemblance to tho former in colour of timber and bark. In no other part of the Colony
visited by us have we seen the resemblance so strong. The leaf of the brush turpentine is readily known
by its three prominent veins or nerves.
_
_
,
.
As however but a very small proportion of the turpentine timber used in public works m the
Colony has come from this district, aud finding no evidence to show that the brush turpentine was in use
as a substitute for turpentine, also that it rarely if ever attains pile sire along the northern rivers, we do
not now attach much importance to the matter.
...
■
■
Brush turpentine in the Port Stephens and Manning Biver districts never seems to attain any size,
but always accompanies true turpentine.
In tho Port Macquarie district brush turpentine has the bark much like that of red mahogany,
and could not easily he mistaken for turpentine. Mr. J. MTnetney has seen red mabogapy with a bark
resembling that of true turpentine ; this is particularly the case with timbers of pile size. It is some
times sent down for that timber, and gets riddled very quickly by cobra.
The bark of turpentine is tough as compared with brush turpentine. The blacks have the same
name for tho two trees. Mr. Booth would as soon have red mahogany as turpentine for piles.
_
There is no brush turpentine large enough for piles in the places where the turpentine piles are
obtained in the Port Macquarie district. It is quite possible that young tallow-woods, and even young
etringybarks or white mahoganies, might occasionally be substituted for turpentine through ignorance,
but the mistake would easilv be rectified by any judge of timber.
_
Wo do not think that any wilful attempt has been made in tbe past to substitute other hard
woods in lieu of turpentine for piles, &c. In point of fact turpentine timber is so plentiful throughout
Ihc Colony that there is little or no inducement to unprincipled timber suppliers to substitute any other
timber for it.
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IX.—Summary of Findings and Eecommendations.
To the 1st question,—Does the true turpentine resist the attacks of cobra when used in piles,
girders, Ac., and in public works ?
_
.
.
Our answer is that turpentine is not an absolute resistant to cobra, either in pure salt water or m
tidal waters, whether the hark is on or not. The turpentine will resist the cobra as well, or better, than
any other hardwood, providing the bark remains uninjured.
'
That cobra is much more active in attacking turpentine in tidal waters, where salt and fresh water
mix, than in pure salt water.
_
. .
To the 2nd question,—Are there two varieties of turpentine timber, one cobra-resisting, the other
not?
i i
a v
a n iOur answer is, that there are two turpentines of the same species, called the black pud the red, out
although frequently no sufficiently sharp line of demarcation exists between the two timbers for ns to
single one variety for special commendation, wo would prefer typically red turpentine. There is also a
brush turpentine, whose botanical name is idhodamniit trinervia, somewhat similar to true^turpentine, hut
we found no evidence to show that it had been substituted for true turpentine, and we failed to find any
inducement to timber-getters to do so.
.
j
j r
To tho %rd Question,—Have any other timbers been substituted for turpentine and used for
piles, &e.?
j
Our answer is, that we found no evidence that such is the case. Purther, we failed to find any
inducement to suppliers to do so, as turpentine is very plentiful in the coast districts.
244—B
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We recommend,—
(a) That in pure salt water, in special instances where it is known that cohra is not very active, also
in very foul salt water, such as around Pyrmont and Glebe Island bridges, tbe use of turpentine
piles be continued, providing they are driven with their bark attached and uninjured. In cases
of outside piles, exposed to the friction of the sides of vessels, some protaction or guard should
be adopted to prevent damage to the bark of the piles.
(S) That where turpentine piles are specified to be with the bark on, the condition should be
rigorously enforced, piles found to show defect in the bark below high-water mark being con
demned as unfit for use.
(c) That turpentine piles be, as far as possible, felled in tbe summer, as the bark then clings to the
log, and is not so likely to start when felled. In the winter, when the sap is down, the bark is
readily separable.
(d) That in unpolluted tidal waters, turpentine piles be protected by metal sheathing.
_ Speaking more generally, and taking into consideration the fact that turpentine is not absolutely
resistant to cobra, and the very great expense the Department of Public Works is annually put to in
replacing cobra-infested timber, we recommend that for the future the use of turpentine timber, either
with or without bark, or in squared or sawn sizes, when placed in any position in which cobra is known to
be active, should be discontinued in the public works of this Colony, unless it is absolutely protected
throughout its entire face and ends by copper or some other equally satisfactory protective covering.
We would recommend tbe sheathing of turpentine piles, without any exception whatever, if the
question of expense did not stand in the way; and the only exceptions we recommend are those of piles
on the coast and in parts of Sydney Harbour, as already stated.
The cost of coppering piles, or rather the increase of the practice of coppering piles, will at once
claim attention ; but we would observe that the expense of the piles themselves is not the only considera
tion, If they are eaten through, the superstructure may have to bo replaced, perhaps at a cost many
times exceeding that of the piles themselves. The matter of the life of a pile involves other considerations
than that of the durability of a post in fencing which carries no superstructure.
_
Turpentine is plentiful in most of tbe coast forests of Hew South Wales. It is essentially a pile
timber, growing as it does in suitable sizes, straight and even in tbe barrel, and up to 90 and 100 feet in
length, and it is the cheapest class of hardwood procurable in tbe round in tbe Colony. If the timber be
coppered there will be no necessity, except in rare instances, to use coppered ironbark for piles, and the
drain on ironbark for this particular work will be very largely reduced. We desire to encourage the use
of turpentine for piles, but subject to all tbe precautions we have indicated.
.

_
J. H. MAIDEN,
Consulting Botanist, Departments of Agriculture and Berests.
J. Y. DE COQDE,
'
Inspector of Timber, Department of Public Works.

_ Signed in duplicate.—J/V.DkC., 3/10/95.
Submitted.—E, M. Dn Euhgh, Assistant
Engineer for Bridges, 4/10/95.
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—ISOft.
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Hr, W Archibald to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
^r>

-p, , j t
.
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island, 20 August, 1S93.
Enclosed herewith, I beg most respectfully to present for the consideration of the Honorable
the SecretTry for Public WorlvH, a provisional sketch of my Clarence Eiver engineering echeme in Ihe
reasonable hope that it will meet with his invaluable support.
■
n j. i
^le !lavUab°n section will not, I am convinced, have to undergo much modification hereafter.
Jiut beyond this, the scheme is stilt in the embryonic stage. I am naturally anxious fo mature it as
speedily as possible, and to that end shall not fail to make tho very best use of whatever opportunities
may await me.
j ]iavei ^
1
VV. ARCHIBALD.
3—A
[G45 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £33 2s. 9d,]
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{Enclosure.']

Taloumbi, 20 August, 1893.
Epitome of IV. Archibald’s Clarence River engineering scheme, submitted provisionally to the Honorable the Secretary
for Public Works, with letter, dated 20th August, 1393, to be supplemented with further details, proofs, and plans,
hereafter, at the earliest date practicable.
Introductory.
The key to the leading engineering problems, connected witli the Clarence River, and to some of those idating to the
Richmond District also, is, 1 apprehend, to be found at “Thu Gorge,” a narrow pass through which the entire drainage
of the Western Division of the Watershed, is poured as soon as it is brought into a single channel by the union of the
Mitchell and the North Clarence, which takes place about 45 miles above Copmanhurst. These western waters are practi
cally the sole cause of the floods that so often devastate the delta lands of the eastern side of the watershed, where the
present population is concentrated : for it has been repeatedly proved that the heaviest rainfalls, which ever occur, confined
to the coastal region alone, are quite harmless in their effects upon the spacious estuary of the Clarence. At this “Gorge,’’
nature presents that rare conjunction, a perfect site for dam construction upon a high scale, and directly above it, a ready
made reservoir of stupendous proportions for the storage of the watsrs impounded by such an agency, both being, moreover,
in the most effective positions possible for economic purposes. Amongst the greater objects which this unique conformation
renders possible are the following :—
]. The establishment of a new navigation system within tho trough of the Mitchell Clarence Valley, extending from
Tabulam to Jackadgery, and working in perfect harmony with tho railway system projected for the Clarence and
Richmond Districts.
2. The total aliolitton of floods in the mam valley of the Clarence from the Mitchell Junction to the sea.
3. The advancement of tropical agriculture with white labour, throughout the greater part of these districts, by the
introduction of a new climatic factor inimical to frost.
4. Irrigation by gravitation throughout the eastern division of the Clarence watershed.
5. Water-power upon a great scale.
6. Tite improvement of the Clarence Port.
7. The exploitation of the concentrated gold deposits occurring in the pockets aud settling basins of the Clarence and
Mitchell Rivers, within the limits otherwise embraced by the scheme, and the profitable working of the gold,
disseminated through the alluvial drift of the flood channels.
All these objects, with many minor ones, may he attained, or made attainable, either separately or simultaneously, by the
construction of a waterproof dam of appropriate design across the “Gorge,’’ conjoined with suitable provision for regulating
the delivciy of the waters impounded above the dam into the river channel below it; the scope of the scheme depending
mainly upon the height of the dam, and the level at which the waters are normally maintained. For the construction of
such a dam, with all necessary adjuncts, the gorge offers the most complete facilities. From end to end it measures about
6 miles, its breadth varying from about 300 yards to half a mile. Its floor, which is a, flat pavement of hard trap rock, is
strewn throughout with beds ol shingle, sharp, clean grave), aud boulders of every size and shape. Its opposite pillars are
steep, solid, and unshaken, and upwards of 1,000 feet in height above the river channel, and presenting further inex
haustible stores of suitable material for tile works proposed. Thus it will bo seen that, there is absolutely no assignable
limit to the strength and solidity, which could be embodied in tho design for the dam, without transgressing the hounds
imposed by reasonable financial considerations. As above indicated, the constructive resources of the locality aie such
that besides affording the most complete means for huilding a dam that would stand for ever, unless shattered at some
future time by an earthquake, they also afford the best possible material for the super-addition of a safe guarding provision
fully capable of securely meeting any contingency whatever, not even excluding one so remote as this. 1 enclose herewith
a cross-section which illustrates my own views upon this aspect of the design wdiether approving this or not I have, no
doubt, that the engineers who will be entrusted hereafter with the actual designs will err very liberally upon tho safe side,
and will furnish an equally satisfactory reply to the inevitable question, as to wliat would happen if the dam were to
burst. Any further explanations tliat may be desired at this stage, and which aie not included in the following short
summary ot each feature of the scheme 1 shall be glad at any moment to supply.
1. Kavitfotion Scheme,
The vast natural reservoir, to which I have already alluded, as oecuring above the “Gorge ” is the Mitchell Clarence
Valley, the trough of which is so flat that, a waterproof dam built across the “ Gorge ” to a height of only about 100 feet
measured from the floor of the junction, would back the impounded waters up the Clarence as far as Tabulam in a northerly
direction, and up the Mitchell as far as Jackadgery in a southerly direction; thus forming a narrow' lake fully 80 miles
in length—in other words, a navigation system no less extensive than that of the Clarence estuary itself from Copmanhurst
to tbe Heads. The Mitchell Valley rana'couuter to the Clarence, and pending railway construction, the two navigation
systems could readily be connected by means of a tram-hue from Jackadgery to the Ramornic hank of the Clarence, opposite
Copmanhurst; a distance of about lo miles, [S’re map kzrpv'ith.] Thus supplemented the new navigation system which
I propose, would pioneer for commerce and civilisation, the large, capable, and beautiful district lying midway between
the Glen Inues-Tenterfield table-land, aud the coastal districts of the Clarence and Richmond Rivers. The surveyed
railway line from Casino to Teutcrfield crosses the Clarence at Tabulam. and that from Grafton to Glen Innes crosses the
Mitchell at Jackadgery, and the two crossings could easily be chosen at about the same level. Under the full scheme the
railway bridges would always be in slack water, and their floors could readily be carried up above flood-mark as assumed in
the longitudinal section of the Mitclicll-Clarence Valley herewith enclosed. For this navigation scheme taken by itself
undoubtedly the best site which the “Gorge ” offers for the dam, is the highest site, that is, the first below the MitohellClarence junction which is about 300 yards across. The river could easily be turned here, by means of a short tunnel
through the western extremity of the New Bold Range, so as to give the workmen dry footing for the erection of the dam.
A rather large area of fine pastoral lands would have to he resumed for the new flood channel, but not amounting in extent
to more than a small percentage of the rich orchard, and heavy brush lands situated mainly npon the terraces on the west
of the valley, which under this section of the scheme would be opened up for profitable occupation. The whole region
abounds in forest wealth of the most varied description including immense quantities of cedar, beech, and pine, in addition
to excellent hardwoods. The waters of the lake would afford the cheapest possible means of transport to the dam or off
take, where the water-power available would enable tho timber to be worked up at a minimum of cost also. The large and
remunerative field of employment which would thus he opened up by the export lumbering industry alone, would help to
keep the settlers going, until their holdings became reproductive enough to support their families. V ith such attractions,
and with such facilities for trallic to begin with, and with the assured prospect of laihvay connection with the settled
districts adjacent in the near future, a great tide of settlement would speedily set in for the new country. The cost of this
section of tho scheme separately- considered would be extremely moderate, less than one-fourth of the whole scheme.
This section at least, could he financed by tbe revenues derivable from the lauds, forests, and mines tapped by its
agency- supposing these to be vested in a trust armed w-ith suitable powers for the purpose. To my mind the feasibility of
this navigation scheme is so transparent in every detail, while its dynamical hearings upon the largest interest, of these
northern districts, particularly in regard to railway construction, for which it would immediately pave the way, are so
manifest, that I cannot doubt it will secure early attention at the hands of the Munster. As a part qt the general scheme
it could, of course, be brought into operation as soon as the dam was carried upwards 100 feet, and it would be of great
service in prosecuting the remainder of the undertaking.
1
b
W. ARCHIBALD.
Ftood Prevention.
Within the limits of the Gorge the channel falls about 100 feet in a series of cataracts and rapids. I am not yet
quite certain that the excellent site named for the navigation section would answer for the full scheme. If not, I am
satisfied that a site eligible in all respects can be got lower down the Gorge,
halever site may eventually be chosen, the
■waters might be maintained normally at any desired level by means of a short tunnel or narrow- trench through the range
just mentioned on tbe south side of the dam. That is the range forming the eastern boundary of the Mitchell Valley,
which would deliver the waters at any required rate into the present channel a short distance below- the dam. The exact
height to be chosen as the normal level for the w-aters, so as to secure a maximum of advantages with a minimum of incon
venience, can only be determined by survey. Speaking approximately, I should say it would be found at about 150 feet
'
above
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al)ovc the junction, and I ehall now assume this for the normal level, and the total height of the dam at 200feet.^ To the
beat of my judgment, the waters at 100 feet upon the dam would have an area of about 40 mites ; at 150 feet, 250 miles,
and at 200 feet, over 300 square miles. As far as I have been able to ascertain, the greatest flood that ever occurred in the
Clarence sent no more than about 1 cubic mile of water through the Gorge. Supposing the normal area of the lake at 150
feet to be what I have stated (2o0 square miles) this would not raise the waters more than 21 feet, or 29 feet below the top
of the dam, and probably tho space still available would amount to 2 cubic miles more, Tbus, with the tunnel constantly
open, it is extremely improbable that the waters would over rise within 20 feet of the top of the dam. Besides the paramount
object aimed at in the next section, one great advantage which would accrue from thus employing the higher and broader
expansions of the valley only, for tbe storage of flood waters, would be the contraction of the breadth of the flood chaunel
upon each side of the lake, which would thus be effected. At this level, moreover, the shores would slope rapidly towards
the lake all round it. Thus the inconveniences of every description which would follow in the wake of great floods, if the
waters were usually maintained at a much lower level, would be escaped without greatly increasing tho total area of land
to be resumed. This consideration would develop into one of the utmost importance hereafter, when the districts around
the lake became thickly populated. As far as the adequacy of the scheme for flood-prevention purposes is concerned, it is
only necessary to know tho volume brought down by the greatest floods and the storage capacity of the u pper regions of
the reservoir "thus expressly reserved for their retention, until they would he gradually drained off by the tunnel or other
agency provided for the purpose, for there are no tributaries of any consequence received by the Clarence below the Mitchell
Junction, except the Orara, and the Orara has been known to be in high flood from mere coast rains, without interrupting
the usual punt traffic across the river at Grafton. Tho catchment area of this lake is about 7,000 square miles, while the
entire watershed is about 9,500 miles. It must, indeed, be manifest from a careful glance at any good map of the Clarence
ivatershed that if this scheme were carried out floods would be absolutely abolished for all time in tho main valley of the
Clarence from the Mitchell Junction to the sea.
3. Frost Prevention.
At 100 feet high the waters would form a lagoon some 80 miles in length and 300 or 400 yards wide at its extremi
ties, and gradually increasing to about 3 miles towards the centre. This would, of course, bo incapable of producing any
marked climatic effect far beyond its immediate margin, To this end a much greater breadth of waters would he needed.
If the waters were kept at about 150 feet, as already' proposed, the lake would have a length of about 90 miles, and on average
breadth exceeding 3 miles, omitting its mere extremities. Such a body of waters would certainly' produce sensible results
on the climate of the adjacent regions, and these must be greatly accentuated by its happy position immediately under the
caves of the Now England Table-land ; directly upon the border line between the temperate climate of that region and the
subtropical climate of the coast district; the isothermal lines here having, like tho lake itself, a north and south direction.
Of these results, the most prominent would, I anticipate, be the prevention of frost throughout the region lying to the
eastward of the lake. Under existing circumstances two or three degrees of frost is the utmost ever experienced in this
region at nresent, and this small amount is due solely to the transfer of tho New England atmosphere, effected by the
westerly winds, being caused, partly by the direct reduction of temperature which they occasion, and partly by the
increased degree of radiation promoted by reason of their comparative dryness,
_
As already implied, the proposed lake lies, broadside on, directly across the path which these winds must take to
reach the coast districts, and my contention upon this extremely important topic is that in their passage across this lake
these Hew England winds cannot fail to be warmed and moistened to the small extent which the case demands, to render
them quite impotent to produce frost in their advance eastwards over an area of about 3,000 square miles. This area
comprises the northern half of the eastern division of the Clarence watershed and the southern half of the Richmond
district; and it could very readily be extended in both districts by the construction of smaller dams across the tributaries
to the north and south of tho main lake, and by the same means the navigation scheme could he greatly extended with
advantage to the railways. Tims a dam 100 feet high, a little above the Hymboi junction, would hack tho waters of that
stream up to Buucarumbi. Other tributaries might also be brought under contribution : though not quite so effectively as
shown by the green markings in the sketch. Though the amount of frost occurring at present in these districts is no
greater than 1 have stated, it is quite sufficient to utterly disqualify by far the larger part of the land for purposes of
tropical agriculture, being, small as it may appear, terribly destructive.to such tender products as bananas aud sugar-cane.
Owing mainly to these comparatively light frosts, tho culture of the former crop has been practically abandoned in these
districts while that of sugar has been reduced to very' narrow limits. Except for their greater liability to frost from their
comparative remoteness from the sea, by far the most suitable areas on the Clarence for the culture of sugar are the rich
well drained soils from Woodford Island upwards ; very large areas from the meridian of Copmanhurst westwards would
be equally well adapted, and these are under the immediate shelter of the proposed lake. Indeed, there can he no doubt
that if my views are at all correct upon this feature of the scheme, an immense amount of capital would he attracted tothose districts for investment in the sugar industry alone, with tho certainty of extremely profitable results as soon as the
climate was thus ameliorated, as there is scarcely a doubt that it would be immediately the lake was created.
4, In-igation. And 5. Water Power.
The capacity of the scheme to meet every possible demand under these heads is too manifest to call for exposition at
this stage. The waters could be maintained at a higher level in the winter than in the summer, and drawn off during the
latter season ior irrigation and mechanical purposes. In the driest seasons tho tributaries would pour into the lake more
than sufficient to make good the loss from evaporation.
C. Harbour ImprovenwniThe intimate bearings of the full scheme upon the future of the Clarence port are obvious. Hot only' would the long
train of evils directly resulting to the navigation channels from successive floods be altogether escaped, but the flood waters
themselves would he converted into a tremendous weapon for scouring the bar with at pleasure.
7. Gold-mining.
The whole region sluiced by the tributaries of the Mitchell and Upper Clarence is auriferous. Amongst the localities
which have at one time or another figured more or less conspicuously in the mining annals of the Colony are Eairfield,
Soiferino, Timharra, Eittle Rocky', Long Gully, Glen Elgin, Tooloom, Boonoo Boonoo, Bretty Gully, Cangai, Dalmorton,
and many' others. All the streams descending from the table-lands to the north, south, and west of the Clarence-Mitchcll
Valley have a very rapid fall, while, as already noted, the keel of the joint valley from Tabulam to Cangai below Jackadgery
is very flat, and it abounds in extensive settling basins. It is, however, not merely' arguable that the gold ought to he
here ; the actual existence of concentrated deposits in these reaches is well known to many practical miners in these districts.
But these richer deposits are inaccessible to poor men, as they can only be got at by means of costly dredging and diving
plants. On the ether hand, the auriferous drift of the exposed parts of the flood-channel can only he made to pay by sluicing
on a large scale, which is very expensive also, owing to the great distance from which water would have to be brought to
obtain the requisite fall, while there is a perpetual risk of the works being destroyed by floods. Thus it happens that from
Tabulam to Jackadgery, and from the Mitchell junction downwards towards Copmanhurst, or over an aggregate of river
channel amounting to no less than 125 miles, both the grain aud the chaff remain to this day to be harvested. Under the
full scheme, the facilities for working the channel below the Gorge would bo perfect. The Gorge of itself contains an
immense natural ground sluice, over a mile long and upwards of 100 feet in depth, which as a gold-saving apparatus could
not be surpassed if specially designed by human art for the purpose, and the accumulations of all the ages of tho past are
there to be had for the gathering os soon as the waters are stopped. Besides affording the Minister strong presumptive
evidence as to the probability that the various concentrated gold deposit within the limits named would form an important
factor in financing the scheme if dedicated to this purpose. I hope when submitting it in its matured form to show how,
at no great cost, the Government may provide the unemployed with fairly remunerative works in sluicing the alluvial
drifts of the main valluy below the dam. As tho mines gave out it is very likely that a large proportion of the miners
wonld become peasant proprietors in the lands opened up to such desirable enterprise by the navigation scheme aud by the
railways, which, as a necessary corollary, would follow in its train.
J
J
W. ARCHIBALD.

Hcter to Mr. Harley.—W.J.L., 11/0/93.
Mr. Carleton to peruse and report on outline of
scheme.—C. W.D,, ].3/9 i93.
Preliminary report herewith.—H.C., 26/9/93. (See No. 3, page (5.)
No. 2.
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No. 2.
J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P., to The Chief Secretary.
Dear Sir George,
Sydney, 24 August, 1893.
_ _
I beg to forward herewith plan and proposals for a flood prevention scheme in the Clarence
district, which I trust will receive best consideration.
I am, &c.,
j. McFarlane.
\_Enel-osures.'\

[By favour of John Maefarkne, Esq., M.P.]
Sir,

n - . ..
- , r
, , , r
.
Talomnbi, near Palmer Island, 11 August, 1803.
Owing to the receipt of additional data from various sources, I am now in a much better position to forecast tbe
scope of my engineering scheme tlian was the case when I addressed you with reference to it some four weeks a^o, bv
favour of the Honorable John Sec, and as that letter is still under consideration, I beg leave now to submit in connection
With it the revised outline herewith enclosed, in lieu of the original brief outline forwarded with my previous letter
soliciting your early consideration of my previous letter under tbe additional light afforded by this * -revised outline. ”
1 have, ftc.,
W, ARCHIBALD.
[0 « b-Enclosure^

10 August, 1803.
a- it 1‘
outline of scheme; 2. Map of Clarence and Richmond (illustration);
Horizontal section of M.C
Valley ; 4,^ Cross section, showing elements of proposed dam.
Revised outline of W. Archibald’s scheme for engineering the
Honorable
the
■ y Clarence River,
'-•I J presented
wu. to
tru the A4
UitLHU Uit: I.JIC
Premier by favour of John Macfarlane, Esq., H.R., in heu of thebrief
nuttine”" forwarded
f,
...by favour
. Honorable
.
* brief outline
of. the
John See, which outline was prepared from more imperfect data.
Introductory.
P™b’em3 ™cted with the Clarence district, and some of those relating to the
be found at the "Gorge,” a narrow gap through which the entire drainage of
MReheb andd!he W
r? wate,,allc^,]s Pourc(i immediately after being collected into a single channel by the union of the
of the
tLC v,rrCt,‘ Tfhes?, Yater nre
the sola rause of the floods which devastate the delta lands
d t
ter,£hcd> for 11 !,as,bcea repeatedly proved that tlio heaviest rainfalls which have ever occurred
>>°
oastal rfS,on alone. are. flaitc harmless in their effects upon the spacious estuary of the Clarence. At this
ge nature presents that rare conjunction, a perfect site for dam construction, and diicetly above it a ready-made'
reservoir of immense proportions, for the storage of the waters impounded by the ageAey of the dam both bein’- m exactly
foUowkg6—CtlVC P°Sltl0nS P°3Slble- Amongst the great objects which this unique conformation renders possible are the
^LIeadi?g

h

l°f a I,av’ffatio.n. system within the trough of tho Mitchell Clarence Valley, extending from
R^mo^d dktriekSery’
W°rkl“8 11111 ^
with the ralhvay 8ystcins Projected for the Clarence and

2. The total abolition of floods in the main valley of the Clarence from the Mitchell Junction to the sea
thrOl,gll0Ut the gr0:ttCl- Part °f tUcse d'st™ts ^ the introduction of a new
4. Irrigation by gravitation throughout the eastern division of the Clarence watershed.
5. W ater power on a great scale.
G. The improvement of the Clarence port.
7'
0f ‘-M-00n*lcnr*t?i g0.!,d deP°sit8 occurring in the pockets and settling basins of tho Clarence and
-1 r j f,
thM “"i48, ?ttho7r,se embraced by the scheme, and the profitable working of the gold
disseminated through the alluvial drifts of the flood channel below the dam.
“
S
WDroDrht°e^
°r
a“ainable' f^pr separately or simultaneously, by the construction of a dam of
^o™e the
0 oX rivt ch3ri l V0lnei "r
»™tabIo.ProviM«i for regulating the delivery of the waters impounded
Mtos-ether the heal whel her thnW u10"’ ^
^vigatmn scheme alone, there is no doubt that the highest site is
altogether the best, whether this would answer for the full scheme or not, others could be found lower down adapted for
the construction, not only of the dam itself, but for the tunnel and offtake, all remote from one another leaving the dam
under all circumstances intact from the action of running waters. The floor of the “Gorge ” is a flat pai cmentofliard trao
SncTs ifunTthe s™t n l™,3tdl0p’ ““f ^ lmSf1,',,1‘en' Everything requisite for the construction of the dam and its
adjuncts is upon the spot in boundless profusion, with the exception ot hydraulic cement. The sketch showing the leading
at thk
etda-m acc“I!1Paayln« th's outline illustrates this important factor in the feasibility of the scheme. Without
were'to^m-st’tbv1re^arkinff1tShatCeV0 ^‘i V nV ^
tbe ^evitable question : What would happen if the dam
were to huist. by remarking that, even m tliat all hut impossible case—possible, in fact, onlv upon the extreme summaition
of the occurrence of an earthquake-,,othing unusual would take place ai far as the deli’veryV ihc wateri was coneirnedSf.

..tSitgS” “”l“duM"

“'"“e^ ““«■

1. Navigation Scheme.
stupendous natural reservoir, to which I have already alluded as occurring above the'Gorgeis the Mitcliell
feet would ail tl0 t:°Ufi 1 ^hlch,1S 30 flat 1 rat a "'aterProof
built acioss the Upper Gorge to a height of only 100
sonilwri v d i
the impounded waters up as far as Tabulam in a northerly direction and uf far as Jachadgerv m a
extensive thin tha^ of th^Gkir8 a "T0"’ l e/fUfUy S°rmileS TiftnSlb f ia «>tl*er words, a navigation system lio less
the Clirenre aid neidklr0 T
i17 ^ f/u01« C°Pmaaba^t to the heads. The Mitchell Vllley runs counter to
rd’f ^ S.1'1141u'illCOriStr-llC,tirin,’tho two navigation systems could icadily he connected by means of a
man i r w thl -&ry °
bank °.f the Clarence opposite Copmanhurst, a distance of abonUS mfles (see
til ith ’ 1 bn® suPI:)lelaeQte(l, the new navigation system which I propose would pioneer for commerce and civili
sation the large capable, and beautiful district lying midway between the Glen Innes-Tcnterfleld tahle-land and the coast
arTahulam and0 WfC° “r K !ahl"ond
-rveyed railway-line from Casino to Tentc Jdd croises tic Cla^cc
chosen at abi t t c same
G1*i Iu"f M°S3eS the *Mlt1cbc11 Jackmlgery, and the tw-o crossings could easily be
ibZc fllod m^
T u aiWayS Z in ^Ck Water’ aud their 110013
he caia-icd
aooic noou mark, either under tins section of the general scheme, or under the scheme in its entirety
A rather arge area of pastoral lands wonld have to he resumed for the new flood channel, but not amountine in
would ho Tened un f ornrofi tahiro^ ^thC
a!Kl bea''y brosh ,aoda whicb.
tins section of (lie schfme
tZ.l?
■ nP f • ProSltable o^uupatmn. In fact, in that part of the Clarence District, the pastoral stave of settlcnfteltS
dePMtmcnta' Tbe wholE
under consideration
to the best hardnZl The w!tZ nf t^ l t
lmmense quantities of cedar, beech, and pmc, in addition
where he wata n^Z,.
Iak,®, wS?Idi?fl?rd the ehapest possiWo means of transport to the dam or off-take,
remiLrativJ hVlTJ n a'11 b et''V0!ddeenab
tl;nbe» ^ be workcd UP a mitniimm of cost also. The Large and
remunci utile field of cmplovnient winch wmuld tlius be afforded by the lumbering industry alone would hole to keen the
-c acflRi8 Tor t affii to belf ‘T™ ^1,rodnC!;V'e ^ to s'Wort theirfam^ies. ifith snch aUractK andTvith
aHinZT
f° 11
to hegm with and with the assured prospect of railway connection with the settled districts
adjacent m tho near future, a great tide of settlement would speedily set in for the new country.
So
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So far, at least, the scheme could he financed hy the revenues deriyahle from the lands and forests which it would
tap, supposing these to be vested in a Trust with appropriate powers for the purpose. The whole cost would certainly be
very moderate. To my mind the feasibility of this navigation scheme taken by itself is so transparent in every detail,
while its dynamic bearings upon the largest interests of these northern districts, particularly in regard to Railway
construction, are so manifest that I cannot doubt it will receive early attention at the hands of the Clovemmcnt. As a
part of the general scheme it could be brought into full operation as soon as tho dam was carried upwards 100 feet. If
taken by itself the tunnel could be dispensed with altogether, and the dam could be allowed to overflow at all times. If
desired, however, this could be avoided by carrying the dam up 50 feet higher and bringing the waters in flood or otherwise
through a gap on the north side of tho river, which presents a magnificent site for an oft-take. Probably the site which I
have in view for this dam alone would answer for the whole scheme. This point I have not yet been in a position to deter
mine, the flooded state of the river at tbe time of my last visit having prevented me from crossing for this purpose.
2. Flood Prevention.
The Gorge, I should here remark, is about 6 miles in length, and within its limits the river channel falls about
100 feet in a scries of cataracts and rapids. Prom and to end its floor is strewn with beds of shingle, and with boulders of
eveiy size and shape. For flood prevention purposes alone perhaps the cheapest scheme which could possibly he devised
would consist in the construction of a massive dyke across the Gorge, composed of these materials loosely piled up to a
height of about ISO feet, the amount of percolation possible being regulated to meet the requirements of the case. By this
arrangement the delivery of the flood-waters could bo extended over a few weeks, instead of rushing with terrific velocity
down the jGorge in the course of twenty or thirty hours, as they do at present. Per the navigation scheme and flood pre
vention combined, a dam of waterproof masonry, 100 feet high, hacked by a dyke of the above description, carried up to a
total height of about 180 feet, would suffice. To attain other important objects of the full scheme, however, a dam would
have to he built waterproof throughout to a height of about 200 feet measured from the floor of the Gorge at the junction.
This could lie breasted on the upper side by an embankment of fine sandy loam, which, like everything else, is procurable
upon the spot in unlimited quantity, and hacked by a dyke of the description named both to support the dam and in case of
accident, to operate as a safe guarding provision, I think a site could he obtained, eligible in all respects, and not more
than 400 yards across. The site at the junction is, I believe, less than this, hut I am not yet positive that the gap at the
back of the Sugarloaf Mountain, which in this case would form the northern boundary of the dam, is fully 200 feet above
the floor of tho Gorge here. Lower down the Gorge there could be no overflow under 400 feet at least, the main ranges on
both sides being abo.ut 1,000 feet high. Whatever site may be chosen within the Gorge for the full scheme the waters
could he permanently maintained at any level desired by means of a tunnel a few hundred yards in length through the
range on the south side of the dam j chat is the range forming the eastern boundary of the Mitchell Valley. If this were
driven at 100 feet above the floor of tho junction, the full storage capacity of the reservoir above this level would ho avail
able for the retention of flood-waters, a provision which I believe wonld he ample even to the verge of extravagance. This
space must amount to several cubic miles, whereas about one cubic mile is the largest volume of w ater that any single
flood has over yet sent through the Gorge. I am, of course, not yet in a position to prove the lateral dimensions of the
reservoir, but I fully believe that at 100 feet on the dam the impounded waters would have an area of about 40 miles, at
150 feet 250 miles, and at 200 feet 300 square miles. The Orara is the largest tributary received by the Clarence below the
Mitchell junction ; and it lias been known to be in high flood from coast rains without interrupting the usual punt traffic
across the Clarence at Grafton. It is manifest, in fact, from a single glance at any good map of the watershed, that if this
scheme were carried into effect floods would he absolutely abolished in the main valley of the Clarence from the Mitchell
junction to tho sea for all time.
4. Frost Prevention.
At 100 feet high upon the dam measured from the floor of the junction the waters would form a lagoon some SO miles
in length, 300 or 400 yards wide at its extremities, and gradually increasing to about 3 miles towards the centre. Beyond
its immediate borders this would not he capable of producing any marked climatic cflect. To attain this a much greater
breadth of water would be necessary. If the waters were kept in the winter season at 150 feet upon the dam, this would
give a lake about 90 miles in length, and to the best of my judgment at least 3 miles in average breadth. If desired the
level could be lowered during the summer season.utilising the waters for irrigation or harbour improvement. Such a body
of water as this lake at 150 feet would, of course, produce sensible results upon the climate of the adjacent regions, of
which the most important, I anticipate, would he tho prevention of frost upon the lands lying to the east of the lake. Its
general effects must he greatly accentuated by its happy position immediately under the eaves of the Kew Bngland table
land—that is directly npon the border-line between the temperate climate of that district and the sub-tropical climate of
the coast, the isothermal lines here having, like the lake, a north and south direction. Under existing conditions, 2 or 3
degrees of frost is the utmost ever experienced in the region between the lake and the sea, and tiiis small amount is due
entirely to the transfer of the New England atmosphere effected by the westerly winds. Frosts never occur in these parts
except in the wake of westerly winds, being due in some measure to the reduction of temperature which they directly
occasion, and partly to the increased degree of radiation promoted by reason of their comparative dryness. Small as this
amount of frost may appear, however, it is terribly destructive to such strictly tropical products as bananas and sugarcanes. On this account mainly the former crop has been practically abandoned m this district, while the culture of sugar
has been reduced to nairow limits and an uncertain tenure. My contention in regard to this extremely important question
is that the westeily winds in their transit over the lake would be wanned and moistened by its vapours to the small extent
necessary to render them quite impotent to produce frost in their further advance eastwards over an area amounting to
upwards of 3,000 square miles. This area includes the southern half of the Richmond and the northern half of the eastern
side of the Clarence basin. The area thus shielded could ho very readily increased in both districts by the construction of
smaller dams to the north, south, aud wrest of the mam lake, as shown by the green markings upon the chart, and by tbe same
means the navigation scheme could he considerably extended with advantage to the railways. For examjile, a dam 100 feet
high across the fflyrnhoi a short distance above its emboucherc would hack its waters up as far as Buecarumho. If frosts
could really he prevented in this way an immense amount of capital would he attracted to these districts for investment
in the sugar industry alone with the certainty of meeting with extremely profitable results. In fact, the advantages
accruing both to the Richmond and Clarence districts would be incalculable.
JIarbonr Jmprovement.
The intimate bearings of the full scheme upon the future of the Clarence port are obvious. Xot only would the
long train of evils directly due to the occurrence of floods bealtogether escaped, but the scheme would provide a tremendous
weapon for scouring the bar with at pleasure. And it is well that it is so. for it is plain that if the scheme is feasible in
other respects, these northern districts must shortly enter upon such a splendid career of advancement and prosperity as
will render the possession of an ocean port of the first rank an imperative necessity.
5 aud 6. Itriijaiion and lfrufcr Pence?'.
The capacity of tho whole scheme to meet every possible demand relating to these important ends is so self-evident
that it will suffice merely to mention them at present.
.

7.

Gold-mimitr/.

The whole region sluiced by the tributaries of the Mitchell and the Upper Clarence is aurifcious. Amongst the
localities scattered over the watershed which have at one time and another figured in the mining annals of the Colony
more or less conspicuously nre :—Fait field, Soiferino, Lionsville, Timhana, Little Rocky, Glen Elgin, Pretty Gully,
Tooloom, Boonoo Boonoo, Cangai, Dalmorton. and many others. AH the streams descending from the tablelands to tho north,
west, and south of the Clarence-Mitchell Valley have a very rapid fall, while, as already remarked, the keel of the joint
valley from Tabulam to Cangai, below Jackadgery is very level, and abounds in extensive settling basins. The natural
inference needs no enunciation, and to my pemonal knowledge it has been experimentally verified over and over again. To
the average minor, however, those deposits are altogether inaccessible by reason of the water, as they can only he reached
either by turning the river, or by means of elaborate dredging and diving plants. On the other hand, the exposed drifts of the
higher parts of the flood channel cannot profitably he worked for want of water. There is, in fact, “water, water everywhere,”
but not a drop to mine with, owing to the great distances from which it would have to be brought to get the requisite fall.
There
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There is not sufficient inducement for capitalists to enter upon such enterprises, owing to the extreme liability of the rivers
to destructive floods. All this would be altered under this scheme, and both the grain and the chaff which, for the above
reasons remain to this day to be harvested, could be profitably won from Tabulam to Jackadgery, and from the Mitcliell
Jurtetion downwards towards Copmanhurst, or over an aggregate length of river channel not less than 125 miles. Under
the full scheme titc facilities for workina the channel below the dam would be perfect. The Gorge itself contains an
immense ground sluice over 100 feet in depth and upwards of a mile in length, which, as a gold-saving apparatus, could not
be surpassed by human art, and the accumulations of all the ages of the past are there to be had for the gathering as soon
as tile waters are stopped. In short there is a strong probability that the concentrated gold deposits within the limits
embraced by tho scheme wonld suffice alone to finance it, if dedicated to this purpose as already suggested. Besides
affording the strongest presumptive evidence on this point, I hope, in submitting my scheme in its matured form to the
Honorable Secretary for Public Works, to clearly show how, at no great coat, the Government may provide all the
unemployed in the Colony with fairly remunerative work in sluicing the alluvial drifts of these valleys. As the mines
gave out it is very likely that a large proportion of the miners would become peasant proprietors in the new lands opened
up to enterprise by the navigation scheme, aud by the railway which, as a necessary corrollary, would follow in its train,
I have, &c.,
W, ARCHIBALD,
Sir George Dibbs, K.C.M.G., Premier of New South Wales, Sydney.
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island.

This should perhaps he referred to the Works Department,—C.W.
Defer.—G-.D.D., B.O.,
5/A/93. The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Mr. Da'rley.—D.O.McL. (for U.S.), 13.C., C/9/93.

No. 3.
. Eeport by Mr. H. E. Carleton to Tho Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers.
Mr. Archibald’s scheme for flood prevention in Clarence Eiver.
1 have read Mr. Archibald’s report carefully, and can only say that if the levels and other particulars are
as he states, he has propounded a- grand scheme.
_
I have been able to verify, from information kindly supplied by the Engineer for Eailway Surveys,
the levels given by Mr. Archibald at Tabulam, and in or about Jackadgery, and at these two points he
has if anything understated his case, but I fear that the height above sea level of the liver at the Gorge—
the junction of the Mitchell and the Clarence—will prove to be considerably less than 260 feet, the eleva
_
_
tion given by Mr. Archibald.
I suggest that Mr. Campbell be sent to obtain this level, and a cross section of the channel at the
Gorge, at the most suitable site for a dam, and to collect all information with regard to the nature of the
bottom and sides, &e., necessary for a preliminary investigation of the scheme.
_
The levels could be obtained by running across from the Casino to Tabulam Trial railway line, or by
working down the river from the point where the railway crosses it.
Should Mr. Archibald’s figures prove correct the advantages of Iris scheme are stupendous, not
only can he impound a whole flood, and run it off at pleasure, but he can also retain one flood for power
purposes aud ran no risk, as he will still have available storage capacity for another.
_
Half a cubic mile of water, with an available head of 50 feet, if used continuously day and night,
and spread over a year, represents over 13.000 horse-power, and this is hut a fraction of the power which
would be made available. Possibly this power could be conveyed electrically to Glen [Innes, Tenterfield,
Grafton, Casino, Lismore, and other towns,
_
The greatest recorded flood on the Hunter only discharged about half a cubic mile of water, and a
Clarence flood would be about tbe same, as although the rainfall of the Clarence district is greater, the
watershed is less than that of the Hunter.
Some of the advantages of the proposal are,—
1. The prevention of floods, with its many attendant advantages.
2. The prevention of the erosion of the river banks.
3. The decreased expenditure in dredging,
_
4. The saving in cost on all roads, railways, and bridges in the district.
5. Irrigation.
6. Practically unlimited water-power.

FLOOD

LEVEL

HEAPS OF SAND AND SHINGLE,
SOMETIMES COVERED'WITH’GRASS
SUMMER LEVEL

-AFTER V'LENGTHENEDiDROUGHT,

Erom my own personal knowledge of the northern rivers, and speaking generall3r, the cross section
of the rivers, in the upper compartments, is somewhat like the above sketch. It seems to me, therefore
’
that
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tliat a very large storage capacity could be obtained, provided the levels nre as stated, without the necessitj
of resuming land, which could'possibly be used for any purpose other than grazing, and the beneht
derived to the low-lying and richer lands down stream by perfect imnmmty from floods would more than
compensate for any loss of area above the dam.
H. 11. CAKLETON.
23/9/93.
Eailvat Tkiat, Surimcx I.tykls

above

High "Watee,

Grafton to Tabuiem.
ft.

A t Ogilvie’s Gap, on top of ridge.........................
„ Hugilhar Creek, about 45 miles
...
...
„ EJagstone Creek (bed of creek), about 50 miles
., Clarence Eiver, about 57 miles
..............
ti
.,
about G5 miles
...
...
„ Timbarra Eiver, about G8 miles
..............

...
...
. .
...
...

= 53000
= 400-00
= 230-0M
= 290-00
= 33000
= 3G5-00

Grafton to Mitchell.

31000

At Talgae Creek, about 32 miles.........................

No. 4.
J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
gjr

'
Sydney, 4 October, 1893. _
I beg to enclose herewith further communications from Mr. ’W. Archibald respecting his
proposed scheme^for flood prevention, and trust same will have your best consideration.
I AID,

The Honorable the Minister for Works.

J- MoFAELAKE.
[JSnclo&ures.l

Taloumbi, 29 September, 1S93.
My Dear Sir,
Will you kindly present the enclosed supplement to the sketch of my scheme, which is already in Mr. Barling s
liands. It is mainly intended to show where the money is to come from. I must again thank you for your kind awenfaon
to my last. I daresay you will hesitate before going sponsor for a child of this sort again ; hut, though it takes a t of
looking after, yet I trust that it will not disgrace either its father or its godfather in the long run I am sorry I have not
had time to tefl Mr. Lyne what a good child this really is ; hut, after all, four and twenty pages of foolscap at a tmieiaas
much as any man can safely stand, especially after an attack of the measles. If he does not want to undergo any further
trials of this sort, the best thing he can do is to give me a speedy answer.
.Believe me, Kc.,
W. ARCHIBALD.
p.g,_The longitudinal section of the valley is not materially different from the former one, though it looks so, owing
to the different scales employed.
J. McFarlane, Ksq., M.F., 121, Sussex-strect, Sydney.
g-

Taloumbi, Palmer Island, 29 September, 1893.
’ To the provisional sketch of my Clarence River engineering scheme, which I did myself the honor
s«bmit
last month for tho consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Tnblic Works, I now beg leave to add the enclosed
■supplement, which contains much additional matter having a vital hearing upon the whole subject, together with a fresh
section of the Mitchell-Clarence Valley, embodying such corrections as from subsequent inquiry I have found called for.
To furnish a more accurate prospectus of the scheme than these communications taken together will be fennel to
afford, is beyond my present opportunity, but I trust that, imperfect as their contents of necessity are they mil snflice to
make tho general mechanism of the scheme clearly imderstood, and to establish a decisive presumption in faiour ot its
general feasibility. I would especially solicit the Minister's attention to the paragraphs exhibiting the monetary aspects
■of the scheme, which go to show if it were heartily entered upon, it would not only fin ance itself from the wealth of its own
creation, but would be the means of attracting sufficient public and private capital to those districts to permanently restore
the industrial and commercial prosperity of the Colony.
. ni,
I would not have submitted the scheme to the notice of the Government until after the forthcoming Chi istmas
vacation, when I might have hoped to present it in a much more complete fonn, but that, with a strong connctioii of its
capacity to provide a field of unequalled fecundity for the investment of capital, I felt bound, in yew of the distressful
depression of the times, to get so money-breeding and wage-finding a business under way at the^earhest possible date.
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, Sydney.

W‘ ARCHIBALD.

SuiTLKMKNT TO THE PROVISIONAL SKETCH OF W. AKCHIEAIJI'S CLABRNCE HWHI KsOINEERTXO SCICF:M^’
ACOUST, 1S93, SUBMITTED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH TO The HONORABLE V - J- LVNE, .SECRETARY JOB PUBLIC
Works, by favour of J. McFarlane, lisq., M.P.
Scitlement to the Introductory Section.
A.—Physical
of the Scheme.
This scheme being based upon a general reading of the Clarence watershed, a short account of this will furnish its proper
preface. To what I have already said under this head, it is only needful to add the following, partly by way of expansion,
and partly for the purpose of correcting some inaccuracies in my former paper at the time of writing unavoidable.
The total catchment area of the Clarence, measured horizontally, exceeds 8,000 square miles. Of the whole surface
fully three-fourths belongs to the inland or western division, which includes the rapid seaward slopes and escarpments ot
the Glen Innea-Tenterfield table-land and its easterly offsets. This great division stretches m the form of a rectangle from
the northern frontier of the Colony southwards to the Macleay Range, a distance of loO miles. Its average breadth is
abont 45 miles, being limited westwards by tbe crest of the New England Range, and partitioned off from its own eastern
complement, and further to the north, from the Richmond District, by a very continuous and well-defined line of elevations
situated, roughly speaking, a little to thojwest of the meridian of Copmanhurst. From its great extent, bold soulPtu™>
and superior altitude, this western region is the great gathering ground for the floods so frequently expevienced in the
districts through which its drainage escapes to the sea. All the drainage of its southern end is focused at _ Jackadgery b
tho union of the Upper Mitchell and its great tributary, the Nymboi; the Mitchell thus aumnented
for 32 miles. Similarly the drainage-waters of the northern end are focussed, just below labulam, b; the union of the
Timbarra and North Clarence. From this point the main stream trends southwards for 48 miles to meet the Mitchell, and
after receiving it turns sharply to the east through that narrow cleft in the subdividing barrier above referred w, called
"The Gorge,” where, as described in my former contribution, the opportunity is so happily presented for placing t s
collective volume of drainage under lock and key.
3
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^ »«r ohannela. lt appears from tho railway survey, Grafton to Glen Imies,
that the bed of the Mitchell is 460 feet above Grafton at the Symbol junction ; but at the railway crossing over the Mitchell!
o miles below the junction, it is only 310 feet. For the rest of the course there is no record, but below those rapids the fall is
moderate to Cangi, apparently not more than 4 feet per mile for the 7 miles, while from Gang! to the Mitchell junction, a
distance by the channel of 20 miles, the fall is very much less, probably about 1 foot per mile. In the case of the North
Clarence the bed of the river is only 338 feet above Grafton at the Tabulam crossing of the Casino to Tenterfield survey
line, ihere is no rise for the next 3 miles upstream, but after this long reach is passed tbe chaunel rapidly rises beyond
the limits of the scheme. It is certain, then, that the Clarence at Tabulam, and the Mitchell about 3 miles below the
Nymboi junction, are at the same level as shown in the longitudinal section of the joint valley enclosed herewith. From
Tabulam downwards there is no further record, but all the way from the Tabulam Falls to the Mitchell junction, 48 miles
by the watercourse, the fall is certainly very uniform and moderate throughout, probably about 2 feet per mile on the
average. As to the main channel from the Gorge to Copmanhurst; within tho Gorge itself there are two waterfalls of 20
feet each, one of 10 feet, and several others from 3 feet to 6 feet, aggregating, possibly, for this 5 miles about 120 feet. For
the remaining 30 milea the rate would appear to bo about 4 feet per mile. These approximate estimates would make tho
Clarence-Mitchell junction about 2G0 feet above Grafton, more or less.
With the exception of the railway crossing at Tabulam, no cross sections of the valley have ever been made, so far
as J can learn ; and pending such a survey it is, of course, quite impossible to give a reliable estimate of its cubic capacity
regarded as a reservoir for the storage of the waters of its drainage basin. A general description is all that will be expected
here. Towards the Nymboi junction the valley is very confined, the breadth at 50 feet above the flood channel probably
not exceeding 1 mile Below Jackadgery it opens out to about twice this breadth and again closes in towards Cangi
Below Cangi agannt expands very considerably; and at 100 feet above the flood channel itnnisfc average 4 miles throimboJt.
Ihe valley of the North Clarence is, generally sneaking, open until the reach at Tabulam is passed; and abounds in
extensn e expansions at no great height above the flood channel. Beyond Tabulam the valley contracts rapidly. At hisrhHood mark at rabulam the channel is over a mile across-tbat is, at 410 feet above Grafton, or thereabouts. At the
intersection of the same horizontal plane the whole valley must, I think, average 3 miles across, at some points contracting
to much narrower, at others opening out to much wider limits, and abounding in lateral valleys. This plane, which
coincides with the normal level, which I have conditionally proposed for the lake, would cut the channel of the North
Clarence about G miles above Tabulam, and that of the Mitchell about 2 miles below the Nymboi junction, having an axial
length measured by the river channels of about 84 miles. A plane 50 feet higher would reach 2 miles further up the
Mitchell and about the same distance higher up the North Clarence, that is to the junction of Tooloom Rivulet, parish of
Bonalbo. In fixing the minimum level for the lake waters, the object will be to secure the greatest average breadth
possible, with the least possible increase for the next 50 feet or 60 feet above, so as to narrow tbe beach and the flood
basin as much as the case will permit.
of l t
/efP°}!t 40ihe
bounday of the Mitchell-Clarcnce Valley, I believe it to he ironbound throughout, up to
at least 300 feet a.hove the level of the Mitchell-Clarcnce junction. At the Mitchell end the only gap which calls for
mention is that dividing Purgatory Creek from a small stream flowing into the Mitchell, at Jackadgery, which gap I take to
be not less than 000 feet above Grafton. This dividing ridge is very narrow, and it may afford a most convenient point at
which to tap the waters of the lake, both for irrigation and water-power. As regards the North Clarence, the lowest gap to
be taken into account » probably the “ ^Uow Finch,” in the parish of Pueca, in the northern boundary of the water
shed of Cordon Biook Creek, and tins, I think, is somewhat higher than the gap opposite Jackadgery. This matter will
require some mvestigation of course, but I have now no apprehension of any possible overflow of the flood waters into the
eastern division within 300 feet above the junction.
. T0 n'-c'-’vutely determine all questions that will be raised by my proposals, surveys would have to be made along the
penmeter of the horizontal planes, intersecting the Mitel,ell-Clarence Valley at 120 feet above the junction, at 150 feet, at
200 feet, and possibly at other levels, but I think that their general feasibility might be clearly indicated by taking twenty
or thirty cross sections at wel -chosen intervals between Tabulam and Jackadgery, together with a survey of the Gorge
itself and the Mitcbell-channel in its western vicinity.
J
8
Ji. Finance.

The cost of the anrtcrtnking cannot be ganged until ita actual dimensions are determined by survey, nor on the credit
side can tlm financial resources inherent to the scheme be even approximately estimated pending an extensive course of
inquiry, Ihey will> however, without doubt fall largely under the following substantial heads :_
tu
V
fr™1 Z'*16
pf Land.—This will comprise (a) tbe large areas that will be opened up for settlement in
the western division of the watershed by the agency of tbe navigation system, or the lake viewed as such, and which should
readily bring from £1 to i,t> per acre, exclusive of town lots ; (6) the equally large areas which will be fitted for profitable
occupation under the irrigation section of the scheme, situated on the eastern quarter of the watershed, and in the southern
standard^ °f ^ RlC lnl0Il<l ba3ln’ wc,rth> whei1 reached by tbe irrigation pipes, at least £20 per acre, taking Mildura as a
2. Royalties upon the Timber furnished by the Forests which will be tapped by the Navigation Scheme.—Those
forests are eo-oxtensive with the whole western division, but 2,000 square miles of them will be within 12 mites of the hike
and its navigable arms. They will be easy of access, too, as tho timber roads will all be inclined planes, sloping towards
the lake. The region includes whole Schwartzwalds of pine aud many millions of feet of cedar, beech, and other valuable
scrub woods, while the supply of hardwood is practically unlimited. Tho net revenues from this scource should greatly
exceed £10,000 per annum for thirty years at least, at the lowest calculation.
J
3. Revenues from Taxation under the Betterment Friuciple. —This will no doubt be the mainstay of the whole under
taking, seeing that it is a betterment business from first to last, enormously increasing tbe value of landed property
reckoned m hundreds of thousands of acres. The lands thus brought under contribution will include a much larger area
under the flood-prevention section of the scheme than the total at present under cultivation, since it will include not onlv
these, but all the low-lying swamp lands adjacent, which will be altogether reclaimed by this agency. These are reputed
I -1m ‘I. j10 1* • ds 011 * 1B Clilrericc' and their total area cannot bo far short of that of tbe cultivated land. The area
winch will be prodigiously increased in value under its irrigation provisions will be a constantly increasing quantity, with
an ultimate limit certainly not short of 1,000,000 acres. To these may be added the taxes upon town property.
4. Revenues from the water supply, comprising (a) rentals from irrigation companies and (fi) from water-mill propnetors^; water supply for towns would doubtless be included with irrigation works.
The solidity of such assets is beyond all question, and though the amount of the various items cannot be determined
ponding exhaustive investigation, it is certain that they will prove in tbe aggregate very large indeed. Personally, 1 have
not the slightest doubt that when full inquiry ,s made into their value, tbe prospective solvency of the scheme will be
placed in the clearest possible light. Under such cironinstances the whole question virtually resolves itself into one of
physical feasibility. Once this is demonstrated by actual survey, to the satisfaction of tbe Government, I can see no
insuperable difficulty in the way of finance. The survey and other investigations, however vigorously conducted, must
occupy a considerable time. Then legislation will be necessary, and it is very possible that by tbe time the project is ripe for
floating, the London money market may present a less forbidding aspect than it has worn of late. However this may be.
the guatantees which may be attached to this particular scheme are of so extraordinary a character as, when fairly considcred, must place it m a category by itself. The whole scheme is, in short, a high-pressure farming scheme, to be worked
under Kleal conditKins, and capable of embracing in its wide range all the choicest products of temperate and sub-tropical
climates. To the west of the lake Res tbe Cote d Or of the Colony for the production of wine, while the region to the east
ot it would, uiitlcr imgatton, rank second to none in the wide world for the culture of sugar. In these two exportable pro
ducts atone the field which would be opened up by the scheme for profitable enterprise would be sufficient to employ whole
argosies of merchant vessels between England and this country. Vast as the amount of negotiable wealth must prove which
the sehemo would directly create, this would only be a part of the security which it would offer to the British investor.
Here, as elsewhere, agriculture would become the prolific mother of a thousand other industries. Very soon the problem
would be to find men for the work which wonld be offering in every direction, and not its unhappy converse. Thus popu
lation would be attracted on a large scale, and population means revenue. Under such circumstances it is only ascribing a
reasonable amount of discernment to English financiers to suppose that they would discriminate most emphatically in
favour ot the scheme^ and that when the money required to carry it into effect was properly applied for, it would be
immediately forthcoming. [Sec Irrigation section.] I cannot believe that a scheme of tins character would be viewed with

disfavour

disfavour J>y Englishmen ; it appears to me far more likely that besides the money required for the works, a very larve
wonld bc attracted to this district, when it can be proved to afford one of tho most
at 15s. per acre;
and its continuity

the irrigation companies alone.

’
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1 Supplement to navigation section, with regard to the comparative heights of the two railway-crossings.—I have
recently learnt that the difference is 4-S feet, as already implied, and that tbev could he brought to the same level bv
removing that at Jackadgery about 1£ miles higher up tho Mitchell, which could he done without detriment of anv kind
to the route. On fuither reflection, however, I think that even for tho navigation scheme alone the dam at tho Gorge
should be earned up about 20 feet higher than 1 suggested before, so as not only to afford a deep navigable channel from
bridge to bridge but to remove the whole of it from the sphere of silting processes. The watershed of the main channel
1t*oni the Mitchell-^^iiboi Junction to tlic Ciavenee-Timbarra Junction is very narrow throughout, the western waters
being caught by the Timbarra, the eastern by the Clarence Kivcr below the Gorge; and hence no tributary of anv con
sequence is received between these points. At 3S0 feet above Grafton, for tlle normal level of the waters, the embouchure
°t the Timbaria would be about 2 miles inland from the mam channel, while that of the North Clarence would be about 4
miles above the bridge at lahulam ; and as the alluvions in both oases are of tho heaviest character, 1 have no doubt that
they would be quickly deposited when tho terrific pace of the current slackened down in the comparatively still waters of
these extremities of the lake, and that many ages would elapse before they could shoal the waters within the limits covered
by this section of the scheme. At the opposite end, however, the ease would be very different, as what would then be the
mouth ot the Mitchell would he situated only half a-miie above the bridge, and from the great quantity of coarse cravel
which it might be expected to sweep down into this end of the lake some special remedial measure would have to bo
adopted, which, however, cnnld easily be provided in the design for the bridge itself. Under the fnll scheme such diffi
culties would vanish altogether.
2. .Supplement to blood prevention Section.—It should he particularly noted that the bone/its of this section of the
scheme will not be by any means restricted to the lands at present under cultivation in the vicinity of the estuary. The
bog-lands of the richest description from Grafton downwards, which will be immediately made available for agriculture
must have an aggregate area not far, if at all, inferior to the total amount under cultivation at present in this part of the
district. J he uses to which the flood-waters stored up in tho lake may he put arc shown under the other sections of the
scheme, the chief of course being irrigation. It will thus happen that while the disgusting feculence of floods will be altogether
escaped, their fertilising principles will be systematically infiltrated into the soil, not only over the whole area at present
liable to inundation, hut over the whole surrounding districts, as shown under the section relating to irrigation. Kvcrv
time the lands are saturated by flood-waters they arc, of course, benefited, the waters afterwards evaporating and leaving
their mineral constituents behind ; hnt it may he safely affirmed that for every pound thus given to the soil thousands of
tons are carried out to sea. As to the mere silt deposit, it is probable that m sweeping over the cultivated lands the
floods take away quite as much as they leave. With the suppression of floods the sanitary conditions of the district will bo
greatly unproved, as this will pave the way for—what is now impracticable—a thorough-going drainage system. Amongst
the secondary evils resulting from floods arc the noxious weeds which they sow broadcast all over the farms. The farmer
in short, has everything to gain and nothing whatever to lose by exemption from floods ; and he will be willing to nay a
handsome price to be for e\er delivered from such a curse.

3. Frost-prevention.—Under this head, which has most important financial bearings, I desire now to point out tho
active influence which the establishment of a great irrigation system over tho region to the east of the lake must exert in
the same beneficial direction as that great body of water itself. Tt is well known that within certain limits frost can bo
prevditerl by artificial clouds of smoke. If so, this can be done, a fortiori by artificial clouds of fog, such as could be
produced at pleasure by the timely uses of irrigation appliances, If my views upon this subject are at all correct sugar
must become one of the staple articles of export from this Colony as soon as the scheme is brought fairly into operation,
4. Irrigation.
Ihc Clarence District enjoys a high average rainfall, and if this were only evenly spread over the
year there uould be no occasion for schemes to abolish drought any more than for schemes to prevent floods.

There is, indeed, plenty of rain, but it falls at irregular and uncertain intervals ; hence droughts are as frequent as
floods, and so, under existing conditions, farming is a mere lottery, .as the phrase goes, and such it must for ever remain
until these conditions are artificially altered. At present cultivation in the Clarence District is confined almost exclusively
to the Holiest delta lands a mere fringe around the estuary. The great bulk of the land is either in a state of nature or
not far removed from it, simply because of its inferior capacity to retain moisture. In the former case agriculture is full
of risks ; m the latter it is impracticable altogether. Such is virtually the state of the case as things are at present
heedless to say, the backlione of this scheme is its capacity lo alter all this.
The waters of the lake being about 400 feet above Grafton, it is safe to affirm that considerably below this level
there are hilly 1,000 square miles eligible for irrigation under a gravitation system within the eastern division of the watersbed, to whwh may he added about an equal area of similar country at the southern side of the Richmond Basin, adjoining,
liy tar the greater part of the whole region belongs to the carboniferous basin, of which Grafton is the centre. The surface
is almost everywhere either level or gently undulating, and the soil, whether rich or poor, deep and porous ; while there is
every variety of soil, its prevailing character is decidedly sandy. Hundreds of thousands of acres are almost pure sand of a
hue texture ; huitareas of thousands more are santiy loam of tolerable fertility; hundreds of thousands, too. are of the
richest possible quality. The proportion of clayey soils is very small indeed.
Upon the average the Clarence brings about 2 cubic miles of water through the Gorge per annum. Half of tins
would supply 31 inches to the whole available area, which is all that would be wanted in tho driest of years, and so leav ing
an ample supply foi other purposes. Then, waters do not Gome from a desert country; they come from regions often nipped
indeed, hut almost everywhere of unsurpassable fertility. The Nymboi basin, for example, is for the most part one* vast
exuberant scrub growing in deep volcanic soil, while the basin of the North Clarence includes an immense variety of the
richest sous, clothed with luxuriant forests. Throughout the whole western division the rocks out of which these waters
ooze are of the richest chemical composition, comprising tracts of trap, felspar, granite, basalt, limestone, and others of like
properties. Waters domed from such sources aie meat and drink to vegetable life. Every gallon of it employed in irriga
tion must bring its quota of potash, lime, magnesia, and the like vivifying ingredients to nourish the crops to which it Mill
be applied, and to fertilise the soils in which they grow. It is really a most fortunate coincidence that all the soils of the
Clarence and Richmond districts which are beat adapted for and most in need of irrigation are thus situated at a low
average level, exactly where they can be treated with the greatest facility, and that the waters lo be cmploved fertile
purpose are calculated tomuke good every deficiency which may he expleted in such soils. Upon the most moderate compu
tation the commercial value of the mineral manures dissolved in its waters winch the Clarence carries through the Gorge
every j-ear, and afterwards out to sea, must exceed £1,000,000 per annum
Under irrigation upwards of 10 per cent, of this
will, on the a village, be yearly transfused aud infiltrated into the porous soils of the east, steadily raising their fertility
troni year to year. While good results may be expected from every acre brought under irrigation, it is very possible that
the best will be got from the very poorest of the sandy soils, since they wilt afford tho best mechanical conditions for the
water to do its nutritive work. The crops growing in such soils will really derive most of their sustenance from the moun
tains and valleys of the west, and they will want for nothing which it is in the power of that vast storehouse of plant-food
to supply, a here is not an acre of this despised land that will not he worth more money under irrigation than tho best
lands on the river-hanks are without it, not an acre that will not bring its owner a larger and surer return for his labour
1 do not wish to imply that, oven at present, any large proportion of these lands nre really under the curse of barrenness!
bar from it. After u long spell of parching summer weather, let the rain descend, and these apparent deserts become
oases, verdure quickly clothes the hills, and the plains wave with succulent grass, thus proving that the soil is not altogothcr infertile, mill nmnistfikiibly illustrating its capabilities under irrigation.
In laying out the works very little deadwork would have to be done. As soon as the main pipes were laid through the
Gorge the vast theatre for future enterprise would be entered upon in the thousands of acred of rich friable snil of the most
perfect contour for irrigation, which occupy the inabl valley from this poinl to Copmanhurst, with a breadth ranging from
Here the carboniferous basin of the Clarence would be met with, and from this onward the breadth avail
able for treatment would rapidly increase to ’20 miles and upwards. Twelve miles east of Copmanhurst Grafton would be
reached, the centre of operations in the Clarence district, while the centre of the comity of Richmond would probably bo of
flr.lll easier nststfseo
still
access.
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As the water is of crystalline transparency, well aerated, and of excellent quality for drinking purposes ; irrigation
would in this case comprehend water supply also to the whole district, as well as sewerage for the towns.
_
Considering the magnitude of the field to be operated upon, and its perfect adaptability for irrigation, as well as its
advantageous commercial situation—considering the abundance ot the water provided, its purity, richness, and commanding
mechanical position—considering the salubrity of the climate, the forcing powers of its summer warmth, and the mildness
of its winters—considering, too, the broad foundations for tho application of the system which have already been laid, by the
present agricultural population, in the clearing of the main ialley from the fountain head to the sea, and the long
apprenticeship which thev have already served in the cultuic of the staple ciops to he grown under the scheme, and
especially in the sugar industry—considering, moreover, the admirable relations which have always subsisted between capital
and labour in these districts, as exemplified in the history of that industry, and the large amount of private capital within and
beyond the Colony seeking opportunities for investment under such satisfactory conditions—considering, finally, the masterly
management and the high scientific and technical skill which could safely be postulated for the administration of the whole
scheme,—it is, indeed, hard to see bow it could possibly fail of success, or to fix a limit to the wealth which it would
create, and to the advantages which it would confer upon the Colony.
_
,
, .
5, Water-power.—The capabilities of the scheme under this head being sufficiently manifest, it is only necessary at
present to point out wherein its utility would lie. This has already been done in regard to its most immediate application
as a motive-power for the saw-mills needed to work np tho forest wealth of the region surrounding the lake. Perhaps one
of its earliest uses would be to furnish the electro motive-power for navigating the lake and light for all the towns in the
surrounding districts. Its prospective utility in this respect will he evident when it is borne in mind that, by direct wire,
the works would bo only 34 miles distant from Grafton, 4/ from Casino, 60 from Lismore, 30 from Tenterfield, and 55 from
Glen Tunes—all short distances for the transmission of electricity, It will be recalled as a standard for comparison that at
the Electrical Exhibition held in 1801 at Frankfort on the Maine the waterfall supplying all tho electricity employed was
distant 105 miles from that town. The lake will speedily develop into the most valuable fishery in the Colony, and the
water-power will afford, at a mere nominal cost, the means of providing refrigerating-chambers for the teeming supplies
which will be drawn from this source, as well as for the beef aud mutton from the surrounding districts. Similarly, cool
storage wilt be provided for the fruits, wines, and dairy products which, at no distant date, must become staple articles of
export from this district. When connected by rail with Hew England, theGwydir, besides rendering those districts similar
services, it will grind all their wheat, and wash skins, and weave all their wool. For such work as this in Scotland water is
valued at from £2 to £4 per horse-power per annum, and though it might not be worth so much here, it might still help to
solve the problem of ways and means, especially in the earlier stages of the proposed enterprise.
fi. Harbour Improvements.—Postponed.
7- Gold-mining.—Postponed.
Taloumbi, 22 September, 1323.
^ • ARCHIBALD.

Mr. Darlev.—D.C.McL. (for U.S.), B.C., 0/10/93.
Mr. Carleton for any remarks on the
further data supplied by Mr. Archibald; previous papers herewith—C.W.D., 13/10/93.
_
_ _
ISothinp more to add at present, except that I think tho scheme well worth further investigation,
and recommend that the levels, &c., which I mentioned in my first report be taken as soon as possible.
—H.C.. 14-/10/93. Tho Engineer-in-Chief.
...
I hayc looked sufficiently into this proposal to show that the scheme is well worth investigating
further, and recommend that I be allowed to send an'assistant up to take some levels aud sections, which
it will be necessary to take before 1 can form a correct opinion. So far as 1 can judge at present, Mr.
Archibald has brought forward a scheme which may be a possible solution of the doods-prevention question
on tbe Clarence Eiver. I. suggest that Mr, Archibald be informed, in reply to his letter, that his scheme
will be investigated. The preliminary cost will be about £150, chargeable to Harbours and Eivers
surveys.—C.W.D.. 20/10/93. The U.S., PAV.
Submitted.—3.B., 27/10/93.
Approved—"W-J-L., 27/10/93.
Inform Mr. McFarlane, then
to Mr. Barley.—J.B., 27/10/93.
_____________________________

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. McParlane, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public "Works, 30 October, 1893.
With reference to the scheme for flood-prevention in the Clarence Eiver district, submitted
by Mr. W. Archibald, of Taloumbi, through yon, I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to
inform you that the scheme will be thoroughly investigated, and with a view to this being done, an officer
will be sent to the district to take some levels, sections, &c., which are required in order that a correct
opinion of the scheme may be formed.
I have, <£c.,
J. BAELTNG,
Under Secretary.

No. 6.
J. McParlane, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

"
Sydney, 13 November, 1893.
I beg to enclose herewith communication and plans further in relation to his flood-prevention
scheme for the Clarence, and I hope same will be duly considered.
I am, &c.,
-----------------J. McEABLANE.
■
\_'jLnclosure.~\
[By favour of John McFarlane, Esq., M.P.]
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island, 9 Hovemher, 1893.
Enclosed herewith I beg leave to hand you a second supplement to the provisional sketch of my scheme already
in your possession, my chief object being to bring the papers submitted to your Department into harmony with the account
of the scheme, which will appear in the Press after the survey is sufficiently advanced to warrant publication,
I have, &c.,
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, Sydney.
U . ARCHIBALD,
Sip,

Sni-PLEMEKT Ho. 2 TO THE PkOVISIOX'AE SKETCH OF THE Cl.AEF.NCE Rlt EE EnCIXBEHIXC SCHEME, rKOrOSHU BY
W. AKCH! BALD.

Proposed Works.
Subject to such modifications as may appear called for after survey, my proposal for the full scheme is to build the dam
across the Gorge at the first site below the Mitchell-Clarcnce junction, to a height of 220 feet above Ihe river-bed there—
that is, to a height of 480 feet above Grafton and Casino, 20 feet above the level of the Nymboi junction, and 120 feet above
the river-bed at Tabulam, I think that tho top of this dam would be about level with the crest of the gap behind the
Sugarloaf Mountain on its north side, where I propose to fix the main offtake for regulating the delivery of the surplus
flood-waters into the river channel below the dam. Under the plan which 1 now beg leave to submit, in lieu of that
attached to my original sketch of the scheme, no tunnel would he necessary. After a more adequate study of the whole
problem, I have come to the conclusion that all the requirements and conditions of the case would he best met by means of
a Cyclopean dyke formed of stones from 2 feet to 8 feet in diameter, mined from tbe upper parts of the mountains on both
sides of the channel, and shot into position from tramlines, giving the up-stream side a very gradual hatter, and paving it,
when
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■when completed, with cement concrete of sufficient thickness to render it thoroughly waterproof. During the progress o
the work the river would be allowed to percolate through the rock work, no blinding of any kind being used. After th
dyke bad been carried up to 100 feet in height it would have a sensible effect in reducing tbe volume of floods ; at 150 feet it
would be fairly effective; and at 180 feet entirely so. (As I remarked in a previous paper, a dyke of this sort would constitute a
complete flood-prcveution scheme in itself, temporarily backing up the waters, and automatically regulating their delivery.)
As will be seen by the sketch plans herewith enclosed, I propose to give the up-stream slope a domed surface, the curvature
gradually diminishing from the base towards the top, the main object being to preclude tbe formation of permanent cracks
m tbe concrete facing. The concrete might, I think, be very conveniently applied to tbe rough surface of the dyke from
punts moored immediately in front of it, the works being carried upwards from the base with tbe gradual rise of the waters
until the whole job was completed. As T stated in former papers, the materials at hand in that vicinity cannot possibly
lie surpassed for tbe manufacture of concrete. I have recently learned, from a highly qualified contractor, who is acquainted
with the conditions of the case, that the rock work could be safely tendered for at 2s. per yard cubic, and the concrete at
25s. Upon this basis I have made some estimates, which will he found attached hereto. The off-take might advantageously
consist of a series of narrow trenches (say) 12 feet wide each, across the gap above alluded to. The cuttings would not he
more than 120 yards in length. Their floors would, of course, be upon a level with the minimum determined for that of
the lake. They would be all the bettor to be cemented throughout, notwithstanding the harduess and solidity of the rock,
and they would require to he equipped with suitable flood-gates.
For the conveyance of plant and stores to the works a tram-line from Copmanhurst, uiu Gordon Brook, some 30 miles
in length, would he necessary, There are no diflicnlties m the way, and by the time tho works were completed the line
would he a commercial necessity. 1 think the four points most convenient for tapping the waters for economic purposes
wall be—J. At the mam off-take ; 2. The range dividing Purgatory Creek from Jackadgery ; 3. The Yellow Pinch Range,
forming the northern boundary of Gordon Brook Creek ; 4. The Richmond Range, in the vicinity of the "Bull’s Xest,"
between the head of Myrtle Creek and the streams flowing in the opposite direction into the Xorth Clarence, above
Yugilbar. By this route the waters can be taken through excellent country straight to Casino, which is the centre of an
immense irrigable area of the highest capabilities. I enclose a sketch in which these points are all marked,

j&auglt listimatcs.
A,—For roekwork dyke across “gorge,” for flood prevention purposes alone; supposed breadth,
400 yards :—
No. 1—150 feet high, containing 1,700,000 cubic yards..................... ..........................................................................
No. 2—ISO feet high, containing 2,400,000 cubic yards................................................................................................
B.—For full

Schome.

£
170,000
240,000

£

Roekwork dyke, 220 feet high, containing 3,400,000 cubic yards .......................................................................
Concrete pavement, 14 feet thick at base, 4 feet on top, average measurements being (say) in yards,
420 x 1G0 x 3,201,600 cubic yards, at 25s................................................................................................................
Off-take (say) ......................................................................................................................................................................................

340,000
252,000
100,000
£602,000

The remaining expenses would probably be nearly as great for a flood-prevention scheme alone as for the full scheme,
the principal item, of course, being cost of land resumptions and other compensations.
For the full scheme I think the Rill would stand somewhat thus
£
Proposed works (say-) ............................................................................................................... 700,000
Tram from Copmanhurst............................................................................................................
40,000
Tram from Copmanhurst to Jackadgery .......................................................................
25,000
Tram from Tabulam to Casino ...........................................................................................
30,000
Land resumptions........................................................................................................................
150,000
Compensations of various kinds................................................................

40,000

£985,000
Total for full scheme (say) £1,000,000.

£

For flood prevention atone.

240.000
40,000
140.000
40,000

Dyke, ISO feet high..............................................................................
Tram from Copmanhurst....................................................................
Land resumption ...................................................................................
Various compensations.........................................................................

£460,000
Say, in round numbers, £500,000.

£

For navigation rc/icme alone.

80,000
90.000
25.000

Dyke, 120 feet high . ..............................................................................
Concrete, 2 yards thick ........................................................................
Tram, Copmanhurst to Jackadgery ..................... .........................
Land, &c..........................................................................................................

100,000
£205,000

Say, £300,000.

YCr. Darley,—D.C.McL. (for U.S.), B.C., 15/11/93.
subject.—C.W.D., 16/11/93.

Seen.

Put with previous papers on same
’

No. 7.
Mr. W. Archibald to The Colonial Treasurer.
Dear Sir,
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island, 13 November, 1S93.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your esteemed favour of the 10th instant, informing me
that you bad laid those papers (my application for aid iu the preparation of my scheme with the accom
panying outline of it) before the Premier; and to return you my sincere thanks for having rendered me
this service. As you may suppose, I learnt from tbe papers long since tbe unwelcome tidings of your
severe and protracted illness, which, of course, explains everything; otherwise I might have ventured to
address you again on the subject iu tbe hope of learning the Premier’s decision on that matter. My own
department, however, declined to grant me tbe two months’ leave, notwithstanding that my application
was stoutly supported by Mr. McFarlane. Under these circumstances there was nothing for it but to
lay tbe scheme in its immature form before the Minister for IVorks, who has recently promised Mr.
McParlane that, iny proposals Khali be thoroughly investigated without delay. I need not say Low
earnestly I trust that tho result will prove entirely satisfactory to all concerned. I have given the
various sections of tho scheme unremitting study since I took it in hand in March last, and have collected
information from every available source, hut being hampered by my office my progress has been much
slower than my desires. But the Christmas vacation is now happily at hand, and I hope to turn those
four weeks to such good account in personally examining such portions of the district as I am not at
present familiar with; that I shall be in a position to publish the scheme towards the end of January if
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the survey is then sufficiently advanced to warrant such a step. I hope by the diligent study of all the
parish maps, added to what I already know and shall learn during the holiday, to give definite and
reliable data as to the amount of valuable land that will he tapped by the new navigation system, as well
as a faithful account of its forest wealth and mineral resources, also the area of the lauds nearer home
that will be bettered by tho remaining provisions of the scheme. I hope to be able to prove most con
clusively where the money is to come from to pay the interest on the necessary loan. 1 enclose some
estimates which I think will interest you. Again thanking you for your good offices on my behalf, and
trusting that your restoration to vigorous health may prove complete and lasting,
I have, &c.,
-------W. ABCHIBAUD.
Mr. C. Darley, with compliments—J.S., 17/11/33.
Acknowledge and put with papers.—
C.W.D., 18/11/93.
Acknowledged.—20/11/93.
Mr. Campbell—.T.P., 20/11/93.
Estimate Ho. 1.—For Full Scheme.
£>
Bockwork dyke 220 feet high, domed on up-stream side and faced with
waterproof pavement of cement concrete, as shown in vertical cross-sec
tion through centre, attached hereto
...
...
i
...
... 000,000
Oif-take for regulating the delivery of the waters
...........................
• ... 100,000
Tram-line from Jackadgery to Copmanhurst, 15 miles, connecting the proposed
lake with the existing navigation system ...
...
...
...
...
25,000
Tram from Copmanhurst to the gorge for convoying plant and stores
... 40,000
Tram from Tabulam to Casino, connecting lake with Bichmond Biver navigation 30,000
Land resumptions (say) ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 150,000
Compensation of various kinds ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
40,000
£985,000
Say

...

...

...

...

...

...

£1,000,000

Estimate Ho. 2.—For Flood Prevention Alone.
£
Bockwork dyke, without concrete, made of very massive stones, mined from
upper parts of mountains, and shot into position from tram-lines; ISO feet
high ...
.................................................................................................... 240,000
Tram from Copmanhurst ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 40,000
Land resumption and other compensations
...
...............
...
... 180,000
£460,000
:—This dyke would, in time of flood, cause temporary obstruction of waters, allowing
water to percolate through by slow degrees only ; tbe amount being regulated to meet the requirements
of the case by the use of finer materials upon the upper side of the dam.
jMote

Estimate Ho. 3.—For Havigatimi Scheme Alone.
£
Extending from proposed railway crossing at Tabulam to proposed crossing at
Jackadgery (Grafton to Glen Innes line) ; dyke faced with concrete 120
feet high
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 247,000
Tram, as in jN'o. 1 ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 95,000
Land resumption, &c.
...
...........................
.......................................
90,000
£332,000

No. 8.
Sir. D. E. Campbell to Tbe Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Itivers.
Sir,

Clarence Biver, 6 December, 1893.
I beg to forward progress report of Mr. Archibald’s Clarence Biver Blood Prevention Scheme

Survey.
Commencing at Copmanhurst on the 22nd ultimo, I ran a line of levels to the Clarence-Mitchcll
Junction, making summer level at this point loO'OO feet, and continuing the section up the Mitchell,
closed on railway, B.M. No. 67, at tho Jackadgery Creek Crossing, making the value 412 23, the value
given by tbe Bail way Department being 415'40,
The following summer level heights along the Mitchell Biver give the approximate grade of
river bed:—
Feet.
Miles. chains.
... Clarence-Mitchell Junction.
150-00
...
0
...
...
0
... Opposite Coombadjha Creek.
50
...
152-70
...
...
0
... Opposite Gap Creek.
0
...
175-10
...
...
4
... Opposite "Welsh’s Creek.
50
...
19200
...
...
8
... Opposite Hanging Bock Creek.
213-S8
...
45
...
...
9
27
222-35
...
...
11
0
222-60
...
...
13
230-22
...
27
...
14
40
247-43
...
...
16
... Opposite Casson’s Creek.
247-50
...
54
...
...
17
262 72
..
40
...
19
263-20
...
60
...
21
40
...
23
279-20
...
279-40
...
70
...
23
303 00
...
0
...
27
... Bail way crossing.
40
...
...
28
310-80
...
... Approximate.
0
...
34000
...
...
31
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. I have roughly talten out the quantities from the cross sections, and with a dam 200 feet high the
capacity of the Mitchell Valley would be about a quarter of a cubic mile.
’
I am spending a day at the junction completing the cross section on the dam site, as the river was
rather high for crossing on the journey up, and will proceed with the examination of the Clarence
Valley to-morrow.
I hope to reach Tabnlam about the 23rd instant, and on receipt of this, letters, &e should be
forwarded to that place.
D. F. CAMPBELL.
Seen, Mr. Carleton to see—C.D., 11/12/93. Seen —H.C., 12/12/93.

No. 9.
Memorandum by The Engineer-in-Chief for Harbonrs and Rivers.
Proposed Flood Prevention- Dam on Clarence Biver.
Height of Dam.

Cost,

Feet.
too
150
200

£
350.000
500.000
1,000,000

j

Capacity.

10,841 cubic feet =
35,648
„
= i
93,156
,,
= 1

cubic mile............................
................................................
„
.................................

Length water could be
Land to he resumed.. thrown back the Mitehd
and Clarence River.

Acres.
2,740
11,020
28,095

1

Miles,
351
531
781

.
100 feet dam would store about as much water as is contained iu Sydney Harbour, or about six
times the capacity of Prospect Reservoir.
Put with the papers, re Clarence Eiver scheme, 11/8/94.

No. 10.
Minute by tbe Engineer-in-Chief for Harbonrs and Rivers.
Mr. Archibald’s scheme for flood prevention in the Clarence Biver.
20 October, 1894.
I directed Mr. Campbell to prepare a survey and investigate this proposal, and now forward his report
which goes very fully and clearly into the matter.
'
It was soon found that the gigantic storage capacity, which Mr. Archibald states could be obtained,
was not practicable, inasmuch as Mr. Archibald was mistaken in the level of the river at the Gorge to the
extent of 120 feet. Notwithstanding this great discrepancy, a very large storage capacity could be obtained
by the construction of a high concrete dam; but it would probably cost about 1,000,000 sterling to
purchase the land that would be Hooded, and construct a dam 200 feet high, which, after all, would hardly
hold back more than a moderate flood. Still there is, no doubt that holding back such a volume of water,
and releasing it gradually, would prevent the destruction which now takes place during a high flood in the
Clarence Eiver.
A dam 150 feet would cost about £470,000, and a dam only 100 feet high would cost about
£355,000, both including land purchase, but neither of them would hold sufficient water to create a
benefit in proportion to their cost.
Dams 150 or 200 feet high would throw' the water back to cover 28 and 58 square miles of
country respectively, much of this land along the river banks being alluvial fiats, and the most valuable
part of the country through w'bich tho river passes.
I am forced to come to the conclusion that tho benefit that might be derived would not com
pensate for the great cost of this undertaking.
Had it been possible to provide storage capacity for a volume of water equal to that brought down
by, say, two floods, then the scheme would be worthy of serious consideration, for a volume equal to, say,
one flood could be retained for power purposes, irrigation, &e., while capacity to take a second flood would
be held in readiness should another flood occur. Dnder no circumstances can the double duty of storing
water to prevent floods, and reserving water for power and irrigation, be entertained as part of one
scheme, the two duties being so opposed to one another : for if there is only capacity for one flood then
who is to say whether it should be let go or retained ? If let go, the water will be lost for power or
irrigation ; if retained, and another flood immediately follows, it will sweep down the vallov and do as
much harm as if no dam existed.
*
‘
I, therefore, cannot recommend that Mr. Archibald’s scheme be seriously entertained.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.
C. W. DARLEF.
Acopy of this report may perhaps besentto Mr.McFarlane, M.P.—J.B.,29/10■:94.
J.H.T., 30/10/94.
Write.-D.C.McL. (for U.S.), 31/10/94.

Approved.—

on Mr. "W. Archibald’s scheme for the prevention of floods on the lower Clarence Eiver, by tbe
construction of a dam immediately below the junction of the Mitchell Eiver with tbe Clarence.
Commencing operations at Copmanhurst on the 22nd November, 1893.
Copmanhurst is situated on the Clarence Eiver, at a point measured by tbe stream 08 miles distant
from the mouth of the river, and on the above date 1 estimated the water level at tbe Copmanhurst wharf
to bo 1'75 feet above high-water level at the mouth. When the river is particularly low the tidal influence
is perceptible at the wharf, and as my levels carried through checked very closely with the railway levels
at Jackadgery Creek, on the Grafton-Glen Innes survey, and also at various points on the Grafton'labulam railway survey, I consider the above-mentioned estimate of 1’75 at Copmanhurst wharf may be
taken as correct.
'
Copmanhurst
Recort
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Copmanhurst to Clarence-Mitchell Junction,
Taking a set of levels from Copmanhurst to the Clarence-Mitckel junction, I obtained the following
water-level for the river at various points, viz.
...
l‘/5
68 miles from mouth ...
Copmanhurst Wharf ...
... 69-30
92
„
...
Gordon Brook...............
... 84-15
Entrance to Gorge ...
97*
„
...
... 14000
103
„
...
Proposed site for dam...
... 14020
103y
„
...
Mitchell-Clarence Junction
Mr. Archibald estimated the height at the junction to be about 2(50 feet above high-water mark,
against IdO feet, being a difference of 120 feet. This is a serious discrepancy, and at a most critical
point, for a realisation of Mr. Archibald's enormous quantities can hardly be expected if it be found that
the heights for the water level on the railway survey crossings at Jackadgery Creek and Tabulum, 310 feet
and 353 feet respectively concur with the height of 140 feet at the Clarence-Mitchel junction.
With the object of checking my levels from Copmanhurst. I decided upon investigating tho valleys
of the two rivers, and closing my levels on to the railway surveys.
Li carrving out this examination I confined myself within the limits of the contour for top water
level of a dam"200 feet high, at the same time taking particular notes, so that in the event of the capacity
exceeding expectation, quantities relating to dams 150 feet and 100 feet high might he correctly obtained.
Mitchell Eiver Talley.
Proceeding first up the Mitchell Biver for 5£ miles, including the Coombadjha Creek basin, the
valley is hemmed in by high mountains, rising almost from the waters edge, and but for the great depth of
water the conserving capabilities would be very limited ; from So miles and extending to lOl-, the valley
expands considerably, a magnificent storage basin being formed, the contents of which are equal to about
one-half the capacity of the Mitchell Valley ; from lOi miles to 20 miles, on account of the physical
features of the country, no large conserving basins are met with ; and from 20 miles to 30 miles the water
is almost wholly confined within the river hanks, although along this length there are several extensive
. flats which would be submerged by a slight increase in the height of the dam.
Clarence Eiver Talley.
Now, taking the Clarence Biver in hand, from 0 to 3 miles the section of the valley is contracted,
the river running between high ranges of mountains, from 3 to 7 miles, including the basins of
Dumbadgcry and Fourteen-mile Creeks, a large conservation of water could be effected. From 7 to 15
miles the cross sections are again contracted over nearly the whole of this length; and above 15 miles, and
extending to 4*7£ miles, the end of the lake formed by a dam 200 feet high, although flats of 2 and 3 square
miles in area are covered to a depth of a few feet, and many others of a similar area would be submerged
by increasing the height of the dam from 10 to 30 feet, under the limit of a dam 200 feet high tho bulk
of the water is retained within the river banks. Had the estimated height of 260 feet for the junction of
the two rivers been verified, the storage capacity of the upper valley of the Clarence Biver would have been
enormous.
Combination of the two Talleys.
Combining the two valleys, and entering now upon the merits of the scheme, the unfortunate
discrepancy of 120 feet between the actual and estimated height at the point proposed for locating the
dam, and the height for the terminal points at Jackadgery Creek and Tabulam being common to both, a
comparison with Mr. Archibald’s quantities is decidedly disappointing ; but notwithstanding the wholesale
shrinkage, quantities of considerable magnitude yet remain to be dealt with, but I consider the scheme
can now only be applied to fiood-prevcotion purposes. A. small quantity, say that retained by a dam
80 feet high, supplemented by tbe normal discharge of the river, might he appropriated for water supply
and other purposes.
A dam 100 feet high would conserve 10.841,000,000 cubic feet, or one-thirteenth of a cubic mile. This
wonld fill a tank with a superficial area of 15 square miles, and an average depth of 26 feet. To compare
this with a familiar counterpart as an aid to imagination, I should say that Port Jackson would about
answer the requirements for comparison.
A dam 150 feet high would conserve 35,648.000,000 cubic feet, or a quarter of a cubic mile; area of
water surface with dam full, 17,870 acres, or 2S square miles ; area of land submerged between top-water
contour and the river banks, 11,020 acres.
_
A dam 200 feet high would conserve 93,155,000.000 cubic feet, or five-eighths of a cubic mile ;
area of water surface with dam full, 37,180 acres, or 58 square miles; area of land submerged between
the top-water contour and the river banks. 28,095 acres.
Outlet Works.
Provision would have to be made for passing the flood-waters either through specially designed
flood-gates or openings in the dam, or through tunnels under the ends of the dam, there being no other
point where independent outlet works could be placed, tbe lowest gap in tho watershed being at a point
immediately behind tbe Sugarloaf, a mountain situated in the elbow of the Clarence Biver, at the junction
with the Mitchell Mr, Archibald estimated the height of this gap at about, 220 feet above water-level at
the dam site, whereas it is actually 398 feet, and as the lake would have to bo almost entirely emptied
after each flood, a tunnel at this point would have to be at least three-quarters of a mile long.
Adoption oj Scheme.
The question of ihc maximum flood discharge would first have to he approximately determined.
The estimates vary from half a cubic mile to 1 cubic mile. I think it very probable that from the
inception of a record flood, and until tbe flood-waters subsided and the river again assumed a normal,
condition, a discharge of 1 cubic mile would be registered : but this process would extend over a period
of several weeks, or very probably months. 1 am, therefore, inclined to consider that as a basis for deciding
the height of dam required, it would be sufficient to assume the flood discharge to be half a cubic mile.
The entire retention of, say, half this amount—that is, a quarter of a cubic mile—should have a most
appreciable effect upon floods, and would minimise tbe amount of damage generally caused.
A
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A quarter of a cubic mile is an enormous body of water, particularly when looked at in different
shapes, it will cover an area of 100 square miles to a depth of a little more than 13 feet,
A dam 150 feet high, erected at a toial cost of £400,000, will conserve this quantity of water,
should this not be considered sufficient by tho construction of a dam 200 feet high, at a cost, however, of
£900,000, a conservation of-ijths of a cubic mile could be effected.
Attached in tabulated form are tbe principle items in reference to dams 100 feet. 150 feot, and 200
feet high, also a type section of the dam from which the quantities for concrete have been calculated,
plans of the reservoir showing contour of water retained by dams 150 feet and 200 feet, and longitudinal
and cross sections, and a cross section on the centre line of the proposed site for the dam.
Tn estimating the cost of tbe dam, I have allowed 35s. per cubic yard for concrete. This may seem
rather high, considering the large quantity to he put iu place, but special arrangements would have to he
made for conveying cement aud plant from Copmanhurst to the site of the dam, a distance of 35 miles,
and at present the only means of conveyance over tho last 9 miles would be by pack horse, so that a heavy
initial expenditure would be incurred before any remunerative work would be commenced.
The Engineer-in-Chief, Harbours and Rivers.
11. P. CAMPBELL, 20/6/94.
Cost.
Area
ndght Area of
of
Water
of Dam,
Pam,
Dam fuil. Dam full.

Capacity
of
Dam.

Capacity
of
Dnra.

Length
of
Lake.

Mean
width.

Area of
Land
to 1)C
Resumed,
Ac,

Cutiie
miles.

Miles.

51 Lies.

Acics.

100

7,000

11

Million
cubic feet.
10,841

150

iv.sro

2S

33,048

200

37,180

5S

IB,155

Acres,

Feet

5n. inUcs.

Concrete
in
Dam.

Dam.

Outlet
works.

£

£

Land com
pensation
for
Fundings,
&c.

Total.

£
10,000
11,000

£
355.800
350.800

354

§

2,7-10

Cubic
yards.
1SS,480*

i

5SJ

i

11,020

231,CSS

405f1)00

10,000

f 55,000
t 40,000

470.000
460.000

i

781

i

28,005

411,549

778,000

12t000

no.ooo

900,000

f

329,800

10,000

1

■* Note.—The quantities for the first 100 feet in height of a dam proposed to he ultimately raised to a height of 150
feet have been inserted here.
Concrete in every case is estimated at 35s. per cubic yard.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. M‘Parlanc, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, 6 November, 1894.
With reference to tho question asked by you in the Legislative Assembly on tho 18th ultimo,
iu regard to Hr. Archibald’s scheme for the prevention of floods in the Clarence River, J am directed by
the Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith for your information a copy of a report on the subject
which has been received from the Engineer-in-Chicf for Harbours and Rivers.
I have, &c.,
'
J. BARLING,
"Under Secretary.

No. 12.
J. MTarlane, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
gir

6 December. 1894.
Will you kindly let me have copy of Mr. Campbell’s report on Mr. Archibald’s proposal for
flood prevention on the Clarence, and much oblige,
Tours, &c,,
F
--------J. M'PARLANE.
Mr. Darley.—D.C.M'L. (for U.S.), B.C., 8/12/94.
I have no objection to a copy of Mr.
Campbell's report being sent if the Minister consents.—C.W.D., 11/12/94. The Under Secretary Public
Works.
Submitted for approval.—J.B., 11/12/94.
Approved.—J.H.T., 12/12/94.
Send.—J.B.,
12/12/94.______________________________

No. 13.
Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works to J. M'Parlane, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

15 December, ,1894.
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 6th instant, I am directed to
forward herewith a copy of Mr. Engineer Campbell's report respecting Mr. Archibald’s scheme for flood
prevention iu the Clarence district.
I have, &c.,
1
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.

No. 14.
J. MTarlane, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
gjr

Sydney, 8 January, 1895.
1
I have tho honor to enclose herewith communications from Mr. W. Archibald, of Taloumbi,
Clarence River, further on proposed flood prevention scheme. Mr. Archibald, has gone to a vast amount
of trouble over tbe matter, and his proposals seem feasible3 and trust that they will receive due
consideration.
I am, Ac.,
J. MTARLANE.
Please also supply him with particulars asked for.

J

___________

lEvdosure.]
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[Enclosure.']
[By favour of John M‘Bar-lane, Esq., M\P.]
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island, 4 January, 1895.
Sir,
I beg to acknowledge, with much satisfaction, the receipt of Mr. Campbells report upon my scheme, per favour
of Mr. MTarlane. Of the errors noted by Mr. Campbell I have long been aware, as might be seen by reference to my
voluminous correspondence with Jtr. MTarlane. They were, of course, quite unavoidable at the outset. It was to
eliminate such errors that the survey was necessary. The immeuse storage capacity which I described was located, I said,
between the planes of 350 feet and 400 feet above Grafton, What this meant above the Gorge could only be determined
after survey, since the site for the dam is shown to he only 140 feet above Grafton. It is clear enough now that a dam
200 feet high wonld not suffice to carry out all the objects of tbe scheme. To do so, however, a dam 250 feot high would
fully suffice. Since tho date that my proposals were originally submitted to your Department through Mr. MTarlane,
20th August, 1893, 1 have made several visits of two or three weeks' duration to the region affecting my scheme to deter
mine various points in connection with it, and during my last visit I made an elaborate examination of the whole (JlarcnceMitchell Valley, from ICymboi Junction to the flats below Tabulam, with a view of determining approximately the area that
would be submerged by a dam 250 feet in height, Mr. Campbell having restricted his investigations to the effect of a dam
only 200 feet high, and I arrived at the conclusion that at the very lowest estimate 100 square miles would be submerged.
In making these calculations I had an excellent aneroid, which I almost hourly checked by a reference to the river levels
in the vicinity. Mr. Campbell's survey itself shows tliat after the first 100 feet upwardsis passed, every additional 50 feet in
the height of the dam more than doubles tbe area successively submerged. A dam 100 feet high backs the waters over
11 square miles of country; a dam 150 feet high backs them over2S square miles; another 50 feet higher and tbe waters cover
58 square miles ; and if the same rate of increase were to continue, of which there can be no reasonable doubt, then a dam 250
feet high should back the waters over 120 square miles of country. That it wonld really do so 1 have not the slightest
doubt, but I will content myself at present with tbe very safe assumption that it will send the waters over 100 square miles
of country only.
Kow let me point out tbe minimum capabilities of such a dam for carrying out the three main objects of my scheme,
viz. :—
A. Tbe establishment of a new navigation system within the Mitchell-Clarence Valley,
B. Irrigation and power.
C. Flood prevention.

Section A.—As regards navigation, if tbe waters were permanently retained at a level not lower than ISO feet upon
the dam, we should have a lake about 70 miles long, stretching from Jackadgery to within a few mdcs of Tabulam, and
sending numerous navigable arms far into the surrounding country on both sides. This would open up an immense district
to profitable settlement. A tramline or light lino of railway only 30 miles long would connect this new navigation system
with the present one. Such a connection could be effected, for example, between tbe Long Swamp Gap at the back of
Yugilbar and Moleville, some 12 miles alrove Grafton.
jSVefiou B.—The next 50 feet upwards within the reservoir, that is, tho entire volume of water between the horizontal
planes of 320 and 370 above high-watermark, and covering an area exceeding 00 square miles, supplemented, too, by the
normal delivery of the rivers at Tabulam and Jackadgery, could be devoted to irrigation and power, and would suffice for
a very large scheme. Nothing could be better adapted for irrigation than the deep sandy soils of the eastern division of
water shed, aud no waters could be better calculated to supply the usual deficiencies of such soils than those of the Upper
Clarence, which hold in solution magnesia, lime, potash, iron, and other fertilising ingredients denied from the mountain
rocks in which they originate.
Section C.—After making due provision for navigation, irrigation, and power, ample space would yet remain in the
highest [iortion of the reservoir for the temporary storage of ilood-waters, viz., that between tho horizontal planes of 370
feet and 390 feet above high-water mark, with an area of 100 square miles. If the waters were drawn off at levels ranging
from ISO to 240 on the dam, very short tunnels tbrougli the saddle connecting the Sugarloaf Mountain, on the east side
of the dam, with the main range at the back, would suffice for the purpose.
3. Of the entire feasibility of such a scheme there can ultimately be no doubt; but, as I have already said, Mr.
Campbell’s survey has shown tliat it is beyond tbe scope of a dam only 200 feet in height, and I am well aware that before
so costly'an undertaking could be seriously entertained by the Gorernment, very extensive inquiries and investigations
in addition to those so ably'carried out by Mr. Campbell would have to bo made, inquiries which it would take at least
twelve months to complete, however i igorously conducted, and which would involve considerable outlay. But whilst a
correct decision with regard to tho complete scheme could scarcely be arrived at under a year or two, there is, I respect
fully submit, on the strength of Mr. Campbell’s report, no necessity for delay with respect to the flood-prevention section
of the scheme, which relates to a matter of the highest practical urgency and importance. It would, of course, bo quite
practicable to carry outthis section of the general scheme m a thorough going manner by itself, and at the same time to laya
solid foundation for future development on the lines above indicated, should circumstances hereafter appear to warrant it,
agreeably to my anticipations.
4. Holding these views, I deem it expedient to submit for your consideration a smaller scheme dealing with the
problem of flood-prevention alone. In-order to form a correct opinion as to tbe value of this flood-prevention scheme
considered by itself, it will not lie necessary for the Department to incur any fresh expense, as Mr. Campbell’s survey and
admirable report cover all the ground vhichl intend to traverse. My proposal will be simply to form u largo regulating
reservoir in the Clarence-Mitchcll Valley by means of a dam at the Gorge, only 150 feet in height, with suitable vents for
regulating the delivery of the impounded waters into the present channel below the dam.
In order that I may be able to lay my scheme properly before the Department and before the public, I beg now to
apply for tracings of all Mr. Campbell's plans and sections furnished to you with his report, a list of which is attached
hereto.
■
Iliave, &c.,
----------------W. ARCHIBALD.

List

of

Papers Appited roit.

Type section of tbe dam from which tbe quantities for concrete have been calculated.
Plans of the reservoir, showing contour of water retained by dams 150 feet and 200 feet high.
Longitudinal and cross sections.
Cross section, or the centre line of the proposed site for the dam.
Also information as to height of river-bed at tho mouth of the Durdohra, and Cangai Creek (Mitchell River),1 and of
the height of the Clarence River bed at the mouth of Joseph’s Creek, Yugilbar, at the mouth of the Washpool, at Deadman’s Creek, and at Booth's Creek.
W. ARCHIBALD.
LYith my letter, dated 4/1/95.
.
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, Sydney.
[By favour of John MTarlane, Esq., M.L.A.]

’

Sir,
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island, 2 January, 1S95,
_
I had the honor to receive some few weeks ago, by favour of Mr. MTarlane, a copy of the report of the Engineerin-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, upon my scheme for dealing economically with the flood-waters of the Clarence River,
and I am now in receipt of Mr. Campbell’s report on the same subject.
I find that in Mr. Parley’s report Mr. Campbell's figures are misquoted from end to end, and that Mr. Darley’s
strictures are based upon these erroneous quotations alone. Whatever the explanation of these unfortunate discrepancies
may be, 1 have no doubt that as soon as Mr. Darley dtscoverd their existence, he will, in tbe public interest, and in justice
to me, withdraw that report. I trust, at least, that be will see fit to do so, and to deal with the whole subject de novo at
the proper time ; that is, when my scheme duly amended m the light of tbe figures supplied by Mr, Campbell's survey lias
been properly laid before the Department. I would remind him that my sketch of the scheme was only provisional, aud
that, under the circumstances, certain errors were quite unavoidable.
X hnvc &c.
The Under Secretary, Depaitment of Public Works, Sydney.
’ W.' ARCHIBALD.
-----------------

[By
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[By favour of John M'Farlsno, Esq., M.L.A.]
Sir,

Taloumhi, near Palmer Island, 2 January, 1805.
I have the honor to apply for a copy of Mr. Campbell’s surrey of the proposed site for the dam at the Gorge,
also for the following river heights ; —The Mitchell bed at the mouth of Durdohra Creek, and at Cangai Creek ; the bed of
the North Clarence at the mouth of Joseph's Creek (Yugilbar), at the mouth of Headman’s Crock, and at the mouth of
Booth's Creek.
2. The above, together with the contents of Mr. Campbell's admirable report upon my scheme, coupled with the
results of my own personal investigations, will enable me to complete it, which I am desirous of doing as soon as possible.
An early response to this application would therefore greatly oblige.
Sir, Yours, Src,,
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, Sydney.
W. AKCHIBALD.

Mr. Burley,—B.M‘L, (for U.S.), B.C., Ilf 1/05.
Report herewith.—D.P.O., 19/1/95.

Mr. Campbell for report.—C.W.D., 14/1/05.

No. 15.
Hepoft by Mr. D. I1. Campbell.
Sir,

Harbours and Rivers Branch, 19 January, 1895.
Jit; Mr. Archibald’s further report on the Clarence River scheme, in which he explains that it
is in the upper portion of the Clarence Valley where he expected to conserve the greatest quantity of
water, X beg to report that if his original estimate of 2G0 feet above high-water mark had been confirmed,
this would have been the case ; and also by adding 50 to the height of the proposed 200-foot dam, the
capacity would be more than doubled, as large flats below Tabulam on the Clarence and above Cangi on
the Mitchell would be submerged to a considerable depth.
Mr. Archibald, however, in his present report puls on one side the question of a dam 250 feet high,
and now confines himself to urging the construction of a dam 150 feet high for flood prevention only.
A dam of this height was fully gone into in my general report, and though in your report there
was a clerical error in the surface area of water held back by dams 150 feet and 200 feet high it does not affect
your decision as to the merits of the scheme, and the question of forwarding tracings of plana, &c., will, I
think, depend on your recommendation as to whether it is advisable to go further into this matter.
The Enginoor-in-Chief, Harbours and Rivers.
B. E. CAMPBBETj.
The advantage to be derived from the construction of a dam 150 feet high are so much less than
was first stated, in consequence of an error of 120 feet in levels, at the junction of the Clarence and
Mitchell that 1 could not recommend its construction at the present time.
There is very little advantage in building a storage or relieving reservoir unless its capacity is equal
to the amount discharged by two floods. Eloods have been known to follow one another so rapidly that
with storage capacity for only one flood we should be compelled to mu off the stored water at a rate equi
valent to, or perhaps greater than, ordinary flood discharge.
I put aside altogether the question of constructing a dam 250 feet high. Ho dam of this height
has yet been built. The highest is that of Furens in France, 170 feet. The matter has now been
thoroughly thrashed out, and although perhaps not unpracticable, I think it may be said to be considerably
before its time.—H.C., 1/2/95. The Engineer-m-Chief.
I concur.—C.W'.B., 4/2/95. The Under
Secretary for Public Works.
■
■

No. 16.
J. McFavlane, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Sydney, 17 January, 1895.
I have the honor to enclose herewith communications from Mr. Archibald in reference to
further matter in connection with Ids scheme for flood prevention on the Clarence. Mr. Archibald has
gone to a vast amount of trouble and considerable expense in furthering the movement, and his action
has been much appreciated by the residents interested, and I trust that you will give the question best
consideration.
I am, &o.,
JOHN McFARLAXE.
[IUndostires.]

■
Sir,

Talonmbi, near Palmer Island, 10 January, 1895.
Enclosed herewith I beg to hand you a fresh sketch of my Clarence River Flood Prevention Scheme, which 1
have rc-cast in the light of Mr. Campbell's survey, and to which, divested of all connection with my larger conservation
scheme, I would respectfully solicit the attention of the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works, in the hope that he
will see fit to call for an early report upon the narrower issues herein involved.
I have, &c.,
-------------- '
W. ARCHIBALD.

The Clarence River Flood Prevention Scheme,

trotosed bv W. Akchhiald, and submitted to the consideration
OF THE HONOKAIJLF. THE SECRETARY FOR PcilI.KJ WORKS, BY FAVOUR* OF JOHN McFaRLANE, KsQ., M. P., WITH

Letter

dated

10th January', 1895.

Form, within the Miteholl-Clarence Valley, a capacious reservoir from the temporary storage of the flood waters brought
down from the New England table-land and its easterly offsets, by the Nymboi-Mitchell, Timbarra, and North Clarence.
Provide this reservoir with an outlet, or with outlets, capable of tapping the reservoir, and discharging its contents
at an appropriate rate, into the river channel below the reservoir.
This reservoir and open outlet combined, will form a regulating apparatus capable of safely manipulating any flood.
Let tho pleasure-proof dam requisite for forming the proposed reservoir be 150 feet in height, and placed across the
Gorge, about half a mile below the Claronco-Mitchell Junction, at the site surveyed by the Harbours and Rivers Depart
ment in 1393.
5
Let the outlet or outlets for relieving the reservoir have a discharge capacity in high flood amounting to (say) 300
million cubic feet per hour.
These provisions will fully satisfy all the requirements of the case.
Mr, Campbell’s survey shows that the dam above proposed would back tho waters of the Clarence and Mitchell up
so as to form a lake 2S square miles in area, with a cubic capacity of 35,048 millions, of cubic feet which, with him, I consider
sufiicient for the purpose of temporary storage.
Constructive

3—C
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Constructive details I leave to the Department, but may point out that a tunnel driven into the upright mountain
wall, forming the west boundary of the site, and after passing round under tho end of the dam issuing from tho mountain
again at a suitable distance below the dam, and being 40 feet in diameter across the nock, funnelled slightly at the upper
or receiving end, and much more so at the lower or delivering end, would perform the required furation, supposing the waters
at flood time to average 120 feet upon the dam, that is, supposing the reservoir to he about one-third full, as may readily
be verified by calculation. During the five days covering the climacteric of a great flood such an outlet would he capable
of discharging 30,000 millions of cubic feet, and as the reservoir would hold hack about an equal amount before overflowing,
the combined agency would be fully equal to the disposal of about half a cubic mile of water within the brief period named.
In the course of a fortnight, supposing a widespread and protracted phenomenal rainfall to occur, it would he capable
of safely grappling with a full cubic mile of water.
From the position of the dam it would intercept the whole volume of drainage now sent rapidly down from the
>Tew England table-land and its easterly offsets, comprising an only too effective catchment area exceeding (1,000 square
miles.. These western waters are practically the sole cause of the Clarence floods. Stop, or adequately restrain those waters
in their passage through the Gorge, and the problem of flood prevention for the agricultural districts is solved.
As to the flood discharge from the eastern section of the watershed, this is much less than its area which approaches
2,000 square miles, would appear to indicate owing to the general flatness of its surface and to the absorbent nature of its
deep sandy soils. Though no exact figures are available yet experience has repeatedly shown that the coastal rainfalls that
flood the Orara, Ac., produce of themselves scarcely any perceptible results upon the estuary beyond freshening it, and giving
it a constant outward trend over the bar, varying, however, in its force according to the strength of the tide. Before the
tidal influence can be altogether extinguished a strong augmentation from Copmanhurst is always necessary, and which I
estimate at not less than 300 million cubic feet per hour to fully utilise the discharge capacity of the flood channel over the
bar.
As the river channel at Grafton is 700 yards wide, and the current there in the initial stages of a flood not less than
5 miles per hour, the amouut sent down from the reservoir would, not of itself, raise the waters there more than about 6
feet. If, therefore, I state the total rise possible at Graftou under this scheme, at the harmless amount of S or A feet I
shall be, to the best of my belief, fully within the mark.
It may be that, to attain this great result, a somewhat larger reservoir, with a smaller outlet, would be requisite ;
or on the other hand, more accurate investigation of the determining phenomena may show that a smaller reservoir
with a larger orifice would suffice. I am contending for a principle only, and not for the exactitude of my assumptions,
which, though carefully made, arc approximate only.
But to whatever unforeseen extent, modification in detail may appear necessary hereafter, there can surely be no
doubt, taking a broad view of the hydrographical features of the entire water-shed, that we have in the general mechanism
of this scheme which arrests the progress of the great bulk of the descending flood-waters, immediately they are collected
into a single valley, and gradually releases them into the spacious channel below the works, at a rate well within its
carrying capacity. We have the means of practically abolishing floods, in the main valley of the Clarence from Gordon Brook
to the sea ; that is throughout the whole of the agricultural district, and for some 20 miles above them, and this at a cost
that might freely he paid considering the magnitude of the interests at stake.
With regard to .Mr. CampboH’s estimate of cost, vis,, £460,000, I beg to point out that he was in error width regard
to the necessity of packing cement from Gordon Brook to the Gorge ; and that the freight by bullock teams would be very
low, as there is an excellent dray road via the valley of Dumbudgery Creek, Further, the scheme must be credited with
the value of the rich Crown lands below Grafton which may be altogether reclaimed under its agency; and which may
safely be set down at £60,000, at the least. Moreover, the pastoral lands above the dam which have to be resumed under
this scheme will not represent unproductive outlay. As a matter of fact, their value for grazing purpose will not be
greatly depreciated when the scheme comes into operation. Enriched by flood deposits from the still waters of the temporary
lake, they will always be covered with magnificent grass in the dry season, when they are alone wanted by the squatters ;
for in the wet seasons, when they will be partially' or wholly submerged, there is always an abundance of sweeter grass
upon the adjoining hills. Hence these lands will readily let for fattening paddocks, at a rental which will go a long way
towards paying the cost of resumption,
.
Upon the whole, then, I am hopeful that the net cost, will yet bo reduced to the vicinity of £300,000. At any rate
it will be much the lowest on record for an enterprise of such dimensions.
W. ARCHIBALD,
Taloumbi, near Palmer Island,
-------------10th January, 1895.

Mr. Darley.—D.C.M'L. (pro. U.S.), 18/1/95.
Mr. Campbell, for any further remarks he may
have to make.—C.W.D., 22/1/95.
1 do not think the Engineer-in-Chief has seen my further report of
the 19th instant re this matter.—D.E.C., 26/1/95.

No. 17.

Precis.
Mu. ABCHiBAhn’s Scheme

eob

Elood Pbetektioh a>-d IS'avigatiox Pubposes—Clabesce Kiyeb.
0 February, 1895.

The scheme proposed by Mr. Archibald is briefly to construct a waterproof dam of appropriate design
across the Gorge, a narrow-pass through which the entire drainage of the Western Division of the water,
shed is poured, as soon as it is brought into a single channel by the union of the Mitchell and North
Clarence, which takes place about 45 miles above Copmanhurst. The object of this dam, 220 feet high,
would be to impound a whole flood, and run it off at pleasure, but it would also retain one flood for power
purposes and run no risk, as it would still have available storage capacity for another.
Some of the advantages of the proposal are :—■
1. The prevention of floods with its many attendant advantages.
2. The prevention of the erosion of the river banks.
3. The decreased expenditure in dredging.
4. The saving in cost on all roads, railways, and bridges in the district.
5. Irrigation.
6. Practically unlimited water power,
Mr, Darley studied the scheme, and considered it well worth investigating further, hut of course
no correct opinion could be formed before levels were taken. Mr, Lyne, on the recommendation of Mr.
Darley, approved on 27th October, 1893, of an officer being sent to make a survey and take the necessary
levels. Mr. Campbell took the necessary levels, and it was soon found that the gigantic storage capacity
which Mr. Archibald states, could be obtained was not practicable, inasmuch as Mr. Archibald was
mistaken in the level of the river at the Gorge to the extent of 120 feet. Notwithstanding this great
discrepancy, Mr. Darley considered a very large storage capacity could be obtained by the construction
of a high concrete dam, hut it would probably cost about one million sterling to purchase the land that
would be flooded and construct a dam 200 feet high, which, after all, would hardly hold hack more than
a moderate flood.
A

A dam, ] CO feet, would cost about £470,000, and a dam only 100 feet high, would cost about £355,000,
both including land purchase ; but Mr. Darley is of opinion that neither of them would hold sufficient
water to create a benefit in proportion to their cost. After fully considering the matter he came to the
conclusion that the benefit that might be derived would not compensate for the great cost of the under
taking, and he could not recommend that the scheme be seriously entertained.
Mr. Mclai-lane, M.P., on the Minister’s approval, was supplied, 20th October, 1804, with a copy
of Mr, Barley’s report.
_
_
Mr. Archibald now urges the construction of a dam 150 feet high for flood prevention only.
J
Mr. Bariev has nothing further to say, as the matter has now been thoroughly thrashed out. The
advantages to be derived from tho construction of a dam 150 feet high are so much less than was first stated
in consequence of an error of 120 feet in levels at the junction of Clarence and Mitchell, that its
construction could not he recommended.
_
...
There is very little advantage in building a storage or relieving reservoir unless its capacity is
equal to the amount discharged by two floods, as floods have been known to follow one another so rapidly
that with storage capacity for only one flood we should be compelled to run off the stored water at a rate
equivalent to, or perhaps greater than, ordinary flood discharge.
^

[JJIptpii ditigrtima. ]

[Footkote,—The

colours in ihe original slceiches by Mr. Archibald have been omitted, with a view to save
expense.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Frintei\—
[4s.]
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NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 9.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 September, 1895.

FREDK. M. BARLEY,

Message No. 9.

JAeutenant- Governor.
In accordaoce with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Lieutenant-Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of
making provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the Newcastle
Pasturage Reserve Act and the Newcastle Pasturage Reserve"Act Amendment Act.
Government House, Sydney,
VWi September, 1895,

I 3rf.|
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NEW

TOBACCO

SOUTH

WALES.

FACTORIES IN THE COLONY.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 27 August, 1895,

Question.
3. Mu. H. H. Brown asked the Colon tat, Treasurer,—
(1.) What number of tobacco factories are in existence in country districts; the names of such
districts, and registered owners ?
(2.) The like information in the city of Sydney and suburbs P

Answer.
00
__
^
There are six tobacco factories and one cigar-maker in the country districts of New South Wales:—
The Standard Tobacco Factory—Bennett Zeller, Solomon Harris Levy, Andrew Dalton, Darby-street,
Newcastle; William H. Kelly, Rose-street, West Maitland: Messrs. VVolfe, Prentice, & Co., Bulwerstreet, West Maitland; Joseph Cunningham, King-street, East Maitland; Messrs. Lawrie & Sons,
Halton, Allyn River ; Jens ,T. Iverson, Tooloom ; Dennett Zeller, Solomon II. Levy, Andrew Dalton, 129,
Hnnter-street, Newcastle.
.
*
(2.)
There are six tobacco factories and one cigarette factory in Sydney:—Messrs. H. Dixson & Sons,
Conqueror Works, Park and Elizabeth Streets; Messrs. Cameron Bros., & Co., Virginia Factory, Cooperstreet, Surry Hills ; James Scroggie, The Eagle Tobacco Company, Clarence-street; Thomas Saywell, The
Sun Factory, corner Devonshire and Elizabeth Streets ; Marie Simmons, New York and Brooklyn Works,
Cleveland-street, Redfern; John H. Meyer, Short-street, Leichhardt; Wilson 1). Asten, The American
Tobacco Co., Ltd., 196 and 198, Castlereagh-street.
There are nine persons working in private dwellings and shops, manufacturing cigars and
cigarettes, but possessing no machinery:—Charles A. Bell, 146, Botany Road, Alexandria ; Ferdinand
Bussmann, 35, Lower Campbell-street, Surry Hills; Benjamin Bullen, 68, Macquarie-street South, Surry
Hills; Jacob Curotta, 31, Gripps-street, Surry Hills ; Edward Craig, 187, Oxford-street, Sydney; Herman,
G-orbraeht, 64, Botany Road, Alexandria; Arthur Hirscbmann, 473, Kent-street, Sydney; Marie
Simmons, Alhambra Buildings, Haymarket, Sydney; Moss Moss, 226, Pitt-street, Sydney.

'

[3d.]
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THE GOEE, ARTARMON, AND NICHOLS ESTATES, NORTH SHORE.
(RETURY RESPECTING.)

Ordered h, the legislative Assembh, to he printed, 23 October, 1895.

“£7

the

Sonotahie

fte

Assembl

f New

South Wales dried 5th Septembor. 1895, That there bo laid upon the Table of
tins House a Leturii showing,__
“ (1.) The names of applicants and the dates of application to place certain
“ S’
na® the Gore’ Artarmon, and Nichols Estates, North Shore,
under the Real Property Act.
‘‘Ippiilfer1™8 areas aFpiiod for’an4 the present i,osition °f ^
“ (S.) The areas of any portions resumed or reserved for public use, and
i

tor what purpose.
''lands™8 areaS °f

E,0rti™S f01'millS Part °f publio

1'cselTes

or ClOTn

(Mr, U, 3L Clark.)

263—
(I and 2.)

[596 copiPs-Approjimpfc Cost of Printing (J„W and materia!),
£1 I4s. Id.]
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2

G-ore Estate.
... 13 Dec., 1880 |
G-eorge R. Whiting

5,141

7,018

| Thomas Broughton...

3,875
5,173
5,190
5,464
5,537
5,798
6,478
6,933
6,985
7,468
7,842
7,867
8,135
8,227
8,240
8,509
9,364
9,454

Artarmon Estate.
...............| 4 July, 1887 |
Nichols Estate.
23 Feb., 1875
17 Mar., 1881
31 „
1881
1 Feb., 1882
18 May, 1882
13 April, 1883
18 Aug., 1885
6 April, 1887
3 June, 1887
Suttor, 19 Sept., 1888

Heury Thompson
... •••
Henry Austin
...............
Christine Shadier ...
J. St. Vincent Welch
...
John Stevenson ...............
E. "W. Efrench
...............
P. E. Richardson...............
Thomas Parker
...
E. H. Blaxland
... —
Sir J. <4. L. Innes, F. B.
and C. E. R. Maybury.
T. T. Forsyth and J.M. Hancock...
S. B. Levick
...
R. G-. M‘Roberts...........................
J. St. Vincent Welch
The Anglo-Australian Investment,
Finance, and Land Co. (Ld.)
Leonard Winter ...
■■■
S. L. BensusanandJ.T. Davenport
Maria Newton
...............

21
19
19
25
5

„
Oct.,
July,
Oct.,
Nov.,

1889
1889
1890
1890
1890

15 Aug., 1891
23 May, 1894
30 Aug., 1894

a. r. p.
110 0 0

204

l
36

6
1
4
4
1
1
1
112

Certificate issued.

1 26f|
2
2
0
3
3
0
0
3
3
1

13
26
31
30|33
0
8 Under requisition.
19
>i .
32* Certificate issued.
39!

0 0 39
0 3 36!
4 1 10 Withdrawn.
5 2 10J Certificate issued.
9 3 16!
3 2 20
10 0 5
4 2 10

Under

requisition.
Certificate issued.

(3.) Two acres wore measured ^orgra™pliAboatVs'-te^ w^reiumed8fLlbf MdSon^ Point
S. Reddish’s 25 acres, part of Nichols Estate
Hornsby Railway out ot tlle TSlchola
land for several public roads has been resumed
about 1 acre out of the Artarmon Estate, an “

About ^ M
^^
Artarmon Estate. Also
f
__ Ibout 68 acres out of the Nichols Estate,
'
' t r t|lC Core Estate. Two acres in the
£ ‘

t

f y jfjcFols’ 200 acres, Laving frontages of

iD

1895, as a site for a new public school as Chatswood.
(4.)

There is

100

feet reservation at°ve

behvcSwilliam^SlkePs125 acres

Sydney: Charles Totter, Govcniinent PrinUr.-lSSr..
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THE GORE, ARTARMON, & NICHOLS ESTATES, NORTH SHORE
(APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATES OF TITLE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 November, 1895.

[Laid upon the Table of this Souse in answer to Question No. 14, of 20th November, 1895.]

Question.
14. Ms. Howaeth to ash The Colonial Seceetabt,—
(1.) What are the names of all applicants for Certificates of Title to lands contained in the G-ore,
Artarmon, and Nichols Estates, North Shore?
(2.) What are the dates of the applications, the various areas applied for, and the present position
of each application ?

Answer.
Appli

Date of
Application.

Applicants.

cation.

Area.

Particulars.

G-ose Estate.
a.
6141 | George R. Whiting

13 Dec., 1880

r. p.

j

110

0

| Certificate issued.

204

I 2G’ | Certificate issued.

1
36
6
1
4
4
1
1
1
112
0
0
4
6
9
3
10
4

2
2
0
3
3
0
0
3
3
1
0
3
1
2
3
2
0
2

0

Abtabmoh Estate,
7018 | ThonmB Broughton

.................................. I

4 July, 1887|

NiohoIiS Estate (No. 1).
8876
6173
6190
64G4
6537
6798
6473
6933
6985
7468
7842
7867
8136
8227
8240
8509
9364
9454

Henry Thompson .......................................................................................
Henry Austin........... .....................................................................................
Christine Shadier ........................................................................................
J. St. Vincent Welch..................................................................................
John Stevenson ............................................................................................
E. W. Ffrench .............................................................................................
P. F. Richardson ...................................................................................
Thomns Parker ............................................................................................
F. H. Blaxland ..................................................................................
Sir J. G-. L. Innes, F. B. Suttor, and C. E. B. Maybury .......
T. T. Forsyth and J. M. Hancock ...................................................
S. B. Lerick .................................................................................................
E. Gh M'Roberts ........................................................................................
J. St. Vincent Welch..................................................................................
The Anglo-AustralianTnvcBtmentFinnnce and Land Co. (Ld.)
Leonard Winfcor............................................................................................
S. L. Bensusan and J. rJ\ Davenport ................................................
Maria Newton.................................................................................................

501
3146
6131
51 H
6771
5815
5874
5875
5901
6250
7018
7285
7332
7373
7750
7887
7974
8254
8273
8802
8933
9071
9364
9696
9720

Thomas Jackson..................................................................
6 June, 1864
George 3. Loathes and others ............................................................... 29 April, 1872
Henry Austin................................................................................................. 20 Dec., 1880
(George R. Whiting ............................................................. .................... 13 „
1880
Richard H. Harnett and another.......................................................... 19 Mar., 1883
14 May, 1883
27 July, 1883
28 „
1883
J. C. Ludovici................................................................................................. 25 Aug., 1883
William J. Fathers... ......................................................... 23 Nov., 1884
Thomns Broughton ..........................................................
4 July, 1887
S. D. Johnston ................................................................ 22 Mar., 1888
Anplo-Australian Investment Finance and Laud Co. (Ld ) .. 17 May, 1888
J. F. Loxton and C. C. Bullock .......................................................... 20 June, 1888
Richard H. Harnett, senior ................................................ 20 „
1889
John F. Landers..................................................................
4 Not , 1889
Henry Russell................................................................................................. 17 Jan., 1890
James Montgomery ....... .'......................................................................... 24 Nov., 1890
Bart. Higgins ................................................................................................ 11 Dec., 1890
Alfred Cock...................................................................................................
13 Oct., 1892
Charlotte Caryosso ...................................................................................
1 Dee., 1892
David Wilkins ............................................................................................. 10 May, 1893
S. L, Brnsusan and another................................................................... 23 „
1894
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank .........................................
9 July, 1895
T. R. Fuller and W. G. James ..........................................................
9 Aug, 1895

23 Feb., 1875
17 Mar., 1881
31 „
1881
1 Feb., 1832
18 May, 1882
13 April, 1883
18 Aug,, 1885
6 April, 1887
3 Juno, 1887
19 Sept., 1888
21 „
1889
19 Oct., 1889
19 July, 1890
25 Oct., 1890
5 Nov., 1890
15 Aug., 1891
23 Mav, 1894
30 Aug., 1894

13
26
31
30|
33
0
8
19
324
39!
39
36!
10
lOf
16!
20
51
10

Certificate issued.
JJ

»
33
it

Under requisition.
Certificate issued.

_

11
11
J1

Withdrawn.
Certificate issued.

Under requisition.
Certificate issued.

Nichols Estate (No. 2).

[«*]

821-

5
25

41
no
23
49
25
322
18
13
204
0
40
0
21
25
2
2
5
3
1

4
10
1
23

3 36
1 0
1 8
0 O
1 6
2 22
0 374
2 9
2 30
1 3
1 26J
3 38}
0 12
2 17!
2 0}
2 0
2 36!
1 19
1 10
2 37!
O 23!
O 6
0 of
2 9J
3 24!

Certificate issued

i)
si

ii

it
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM T3IE NEW SOUTH' WALES LOCAL OPTION LEAGUE, IN FAVOUR OF FULL
LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

.

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 20 August, 1895.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the New South Wales Local Option League and the representatives of the
organisations affiliated therewith,—
Showktjt.—

That the evils through intoxicants are manifold in this Colony, and include drunkenness,
lunacy, pauperism, immorality, and crime.
Tour Petitioners respectfully desire to bring before your Honorable House tbe facts that your
House, on tbe 27th September, 1887. passed a resolution in favour of conceding the people absolute power
as to the sale of liquor. A general election came, and your Petitioners believe there was an equally large
majority in the new House in favour of tbe same principle. A Local Option Bill was twice read a first
time. The next House was elected in 1891. It by resolution unanimously agreed “ that tbe enormous
evils, economic, social, and moral, everywhere resulting from tbe traffic in intoxicants, and tbe widespread
demand for tbe right of veto, render it necessary that tbe subject should be dealt with at tbe earliest
possible moment.” An addition to this in favour of Local Option was passed by a majority of 57 to 12,
but no redress was granted. The important side issue of compensation prevented progress.
There was another general election on 17th July, 1894. A motion was passed in the new House
in favour of a Local Option Bill without compensation by a majority of 30 to 27. Apart from tbe
question of compensation your Petitioners believe that there were over one hundred members of that
House in favour of the great principle of permitting tbe people themselves to control or veto tbe liquor
traffic, yet no redress was granted.
_
Tour Petitioners therefore respectfully claim that in four successive Parliaments the question of
full Local Option has heen agreed to. They believe that scarcely any other principle in recent years has
received so emphatic an endorsement by the people of this country through their representatives, yet no
Bill has been passed.
Tour Petitioners believe tbe proposal to pay compensation to licensees whose licenses may be
vetoed to be unjust to the people and impracticable, and should not be entertained, nor should such a
demand longer block the way when the will of tbe people on ibe main issue has been so definitely expressed.
Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray for the immediate passing of a law which shall contain tbe
principle of full Local Option and without compensation.
_
_
And your Petitioners humbly pray, therefore, that your Honorable House will take tbe premises
into favourable consideration, and grant such relief as may seem best to your Honorable House.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
\Here follwo 8 signatures!]
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UNEMPLOYED.

(PETITION FEOM THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY OP A MEETING OP, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO
AMELIORATE THEIR CONDITION BY CAUSING WORKS OP A REPRODUCTIVE NATURE TO BE
AT ONCE COMMENCED.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 19 September, 1895.

Petition from tlio Unemployed Workers and Citizens of Sydney, assembled at the Queen's Statue, this
day, Thursday, 19th September, 1895.
To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the unemployed.—
Sheweth;—

1. That great distress and misery exists in the Colony of New South "Wales at the present time
on account of large numbers of our citizens being unable to find remunerative employment.
2. That a careful estimate reveals the fact that over 15,000 able-bodied men in the city alone are
entirely destitute.
3. That, basing our calculations on reliable information supplied, between 15,000 and 20,000 men
in the country districts are in a like deplorable condition.
And your Petitioners respectfully pray your Honorable House to pass such legislation as will
immediately ameliorate their condition by causing works of a reproductive nature to be at once com
menced.
As in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of this meeting of 3,000 unemployed men,—
_

[MJ
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E. D. BLACK, Chairman.
J. WHEELER, Secretary.
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HOURS’

LABOUR.

(PETITION FROM JOSEPH STORER AND ADAM COOK ON BEHALF OF RESIDENTS OF WALLSEND AND
PLATTSBUHG, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received hj the Legislative Assembly, 1 October, 1895.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Residents of Wallsend and Plattsburg, in Public Meeting assembled,—
Hum bit S liowETJT i—

That the under-mentioned resolution was carried unanimously, and that the Mayors of
Wallsend and Plattsburg were instructed to sign it on behalf of the residents.
“ Whereas it is desirable for the general welfare of the community that the hours of daily labour
should be such that workmen may bave a reasonable time at tbeir own disposal for recreation, mental
culture, and tbe performance of social and civil duties. And whereas it would he conducive to this end to
declare by law the proper duration of a day’s labour to be eight hours.”
And your Petitioners therefore pray that yon will be pleased to take the foregoing resolution into
your favourable consideration.
And your Petitioners, aa in duty bound, will ever pray.
JOSEPH STORE11,
Mayor of Wallsend.
ADAM COOK,
Mayor of Plattsburg.

I3V.J
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PROTECTION

ACT.

(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF ALBURY, PRAYING FOR AN AMENDMENT OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 30 October, 1895.

To the Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Residents of Albnry,
We, the undersigned, respectfully ask that Act 54 Vic. may be amended so as to provide
better protection to the “Game Birds,” especially water-fowl, of this (Jiony, by hirabng the weight
guns allowed to be used to 9 lb. for a double-barrelled gun, and i lb. for a single-barrelled gun,to be
raised at arms length and fired from the shoulder, for the following reasons
.
_
1 That the gun allowed bv the present Act is G ft. in length of barrel and 1 in. in bore, and is used
up to 10 lb. in weight fora smile-barrelled gun by duck shooters who cripple and destroy countless
numbers of ducks they fail to gather, as can be proved in a case of shooters
laf
who, by using guns of tbe above description, wounded and lett as many as fitty ducks after a few hours
shooting.
2 That the present Act, providing protection and close season for game, is useless, it heavy guns
of the above description are allowed to destroy the birds during tbe open season.
3 That as the game of the Colony is fast diminishing, only the ordinary sporting guns should be
permitted to be used.
And your Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to amend the
Act so as to prevent a recurrence of the evils complained of.

[Here follow 180 Sigmtwres.']

PW-]
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DESTRUCTION BY EIRE OP THE STEAMER “ RODNEY.”
(CLAIM OF MESSRS. PERM EWAN, WRIGHT,

k

CO.)

Ordered by Ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 October, 1895.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 19th September, 1895, that there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ Copies of all letters and other documents relating to the claim made by
“ Messrs. Permewan, Wright, & Co. against the Government for compensatrlion for the destruction of their steamer ‘Rodney.’ ”

(Mr. Chanter.)

Messrs. .Tones and Jones to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

Sydney, 18 October, 1894.
We R.ive the honor to address you, on behalf of Messrs, Permewan, Wright, & Co. (Limited),
our clients, the owners of the late s.s. “ Itodney,” which was destroyed by fire by a body of riotous
subjects of Her Majesty in this Colony, on the 20th day of August last.
The following is a copy of the log of the said steamer, as kept by Captain .T. Dickson, her master;
and we need not say regarding it that Captain Dickson is prepared to vouch for all the statements it
contains, as well as to procure ample corroborative evidence, if required:—
Pooncarie, 27 August, 1S94.
Log of Steamer “ Rodney,” Captain Jas. Dickson.

Having telegraphed to you the facts re the burning and sinking of the “Rodney,” I now furnish you with the particulars.
At Wentworth I met Cantwell, and from him 1 learned that the unionists would stop the “ Rodney,” and not allow
us to land the free labourers at Tolarno if they jjossibly could ; that the unionists at Polia 'woolshed had decided to place a
barge across the river and other obstacles that their villainous minds might think of, so that they might get on hoard the
steamers and take the men that we had on board for 'Tolarno. Pooncarie was also mentioned as a place that would give
us a warm time as we passed, as they had done the “Trafalgar” and several other boats. Upon hearing this I decided to
make everything as secure as I possibly could. After leaving Wentworth I started and boarded up all the windows all
round the wheel-house, and the tarpaulins over the fore-hold were tied out tight and close to the deck, so that missiles of
any kind could not he thrown on the chaff.
On Saturday morning I passed Pooncarie without auy noise, the men on the hank merely giving us a " groan." Six
o’clock at night wo passed Moorara station, stopped at a wood-pile one mile above Moorara. While there taking in the
wood I received a letter from Mr. Leitchfield, the man in charge of the ehearing at Polia, warning me to be cautious, as the
unionists were placing some obstruction to prevent our passing Polia woolshed until they got the men we had on board, and
he thought I hail better not attempt to pass the shed at night. He also mentioned that the manager of Cuthero had sent a
messenger to Tolarno saying that wc were close to, and that they had better send some police protection. Upon receiving
this note I hurried the wood on board, and under cover of the dark night 1 steamed into a bend of the river that was
surrounded by water, tying up ou the opposite side of the river to Polia woolshed, which was distant from us four miles
by land and about ten miles by water. Had all lights covered up, set a watch of four men. The two men who were in
charge of the men being two of tbe four that kept watch. I instructed the engineer to have steam all night, so that we
would be ready at a moment’s notice. Had the steamer made fast with a slip line so that no delay would take place in
letting go. One of the watchmen was stationed in the wheel-house,-so that he could see all round. All went well until
four o'clock on Sunday morning, when the man who happened to he on the forc-dock called out, “ Here they are,” and was
about to lot go the bow-line when one of the unionists (who had crept up close to the boat unobserved) said if he touched
the rope he would knock his brains out. I at the same time had jumped into the wheel-house and sent the engines
full speed astern, hut, as the lino was not let go the boat did not get away, and the unionists came over the bows
like ants. At the same time they were coming on board over the stern out of two boats that they had drifted down
to cross the men from the Polia side to where we lay. In all there seemed to be about eighty men, armed with fire
arms, clubs, and shear-blades. The first lot that came on board rushed up to tbe wheel-house. I first got a blow from

a
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a waddy in front, then I got one or two from behind, then rushed upon by a lot and held secure, others securing
the crew, A second gang at the same time was pitching the free labourers on to the bank, which was covered by water
about knee-deep. Their things they threw into the water after them. While this was going on, a third gang was busy
pillaging the steamer of everything movable, and getting everything ready to set the boat on lire, strewing kerosene, and
any other inflammable matter that they could lay tbeir hands upon over the chaff in the fore and after holds. When the
free labourers were got off the boat, they counted them to make sure they had forty-five, which was the number on board.
Then they called out for everyone to get off the boats, as they were going to set her on fire, and a moment or two after
this the flames burst out in all directions, one of the dock hands having to jump into the river and swim ashore. I jumped
into our boat which had just returned from the barge, where they had put one boat-load of the crew, including the
stewardess, as the unionists prevented access to all implements, and the flames rose so quickly it was impossible to scuttle
her. I got the barge away as quickly as possible, in case the unionists would attempt to set her on fire, or that she would
be set on fire by the “ Rodney ” drifting down
We got the barge safely to Moorara Station with all the Wilcannia cargo
on board, also flour, potatoes, and part of the chaff.
The "Rodney” burnt down to the waters edge, from stem to stern, then sank, being totally destroyed. She only
drifted down one reach from where she was set on fire.
Tbe men wrho committed the outrage w'et e more or less disfigured with black and red raddle, so that they could not
be recognised. I have learned from the police that the two barges were put across the river, and lashed together with
wire, to prevent our getting past. After the steamer had burnt lor some time, and just as the daylight began to dawn,
the unionists cleared (iff towards Polia wool-shed, leaving the men that they had taken from the boat on a hit of an island
partially under water. Two of our young men having been missed in the affray, we found them some hours afterwards in
a swamp. Soon after all the men had arrived at the barge (then lying at Moorara) the Moorara union shearers came to
them and got them to go into the union camp at Pooncarie, where they are at present waiting police protection to take them
to Tolarno. To-day five policemen arrived from Tolarno, and I heard that there are twenty more on their way from
Sydney. This will make about sixty policemen in this district, which is not more than is required, as it is estimated that
there are between four and five hundred unionists in and around the Polia wool-shed.

We are now desired by our clients to bring under your notice the fact that, whilst in great Britain
there are statutory provisions by which the owners of the vessel so riotously destroyed, could, as a matter
of right, recover compensation from public funds ; in this Colony no such statutory provision esist.
The Act George 1, 2. sec. 5, provides that where persons riotously demolish any church,
dwelling-house, factory, &c., the parties injured may recover the amount of their losses by action against
the inhabitants of the hundred. This /Vet was repealed, and its provisions re-enacted by 7 and 8.
George IV, c. 31, which substituted the High Constable and County Treasurer for the inhabitants of
the hundred. (Note.—This Act, though prior to 9 George IV, could not be applied in New South
Wales, as there is no such division as the hundred, and no such person as the High Constable; but it
forms a useful precedent to show the recognition of a right by the British Parliament), So late as 1886,
The Biot (Damages) Act (49 and 50 Viet., c. 3S) was passed, providing for compensation to he paid
(for losses sustained to buildings, machinery, &c., through riots) from the Police Bate,
We may remiud you also that the Merchant Shipping Act (17 and IS Viet., c. 104, see. 477)
provides that where a ship is stranded or in distress, on or near the shore of any “ sea or tidal ivater, and
such ship or cargo is plundered or damaged, compensation is to be made to the owners by the hundred
(now the Police Bate) in England, and by the county or nearest town in Scotland or Ireland. These
Acts, the one dating so far back as George I, and the other being so late as 1886, are, our clients venture
to submit, grounded on one broad principle, viz., the recognition by tho State of the right of a subject to
have his property saved from harm, so far as his fellow subjects are concerned ; to enjoy an immunity from
injury to his possessions so far as it may be due to the riotous or illegal action (of a concerted nature)
of other subjects under the same governing power. This right, we submit, goes to the very root of the
State’s existence, inasmuch as the immunity of a subject from injury to his lawfully acquired and lawfully
enjoyed property is one of the primary justifications for State filiation.
The Parliament of Great Britain 1ms, we submit, in the above Acts, clearly recognised this principle,
and in throwing upon the general public or on a section of the general public, where the riotous conduct
takes place, the obligation to compensate every British subject for such loss as may have occurred by
reason of a concerted breach of the existing laws, it has recognised its justice.
"
We venture to conclude from these facts that the principle referred to is a jnst and equitable one,
and seeing that by reason of the long continued good order and good conduct of the people of tins com
munity no such statutory provisions have become necessary, our clients have instructed us to appeal to
the Government direct to do on behalf of tho public, and as a matter of just concession that which in
Great Britain our clients would he entitled as a matter of legal right.
’
Our clients readily admit that no such legal right is provided for in this Colony, but they rely
upon the recognition by the Government of New South Wales of the broad principle adopted by the
people of Great Britain as a ground for applying to you to grant them compensation for the loss of their
property as hereinbefore described.
We may add that our clients will be prepared to submit the assessment of their damage to any
tribunal which the Government may think fit to appoint.
Bequesting that this matter may, if necessary, he brought under ihe notice of the Cabinet without
delay,
■
We have. &c.,
-------.TONES AND JONES.
Submitted, 22/10/94.
The Crown Solicitor to be asked whether Messrs. Permewan, Wright, &
Co. have a legal claim,—J.N.B., 22/10/94.
The Crown Solicitor.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C., 23/10/94. ’

The Crown Solicitor to The Principal Under Secretary.
Shi

Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 29 October, 1894.
I have the honor to return your B.C., as per margin, covering Messrs, .tones and Jones letter
to you of the 18th October, in which they bring under your notice the burning of the steamer “ Bodney,”
by a body of riotous subjects of Her Majesty in this Colony on the 26th dav of August last, and seek
compensation at the hands of the Government for the damage their clients, Messrs. Permewan, Wright,
& Co., had sustained by the action of such rioters.
’
° ’
.
I quite agree with Messrs. Jones and .Tones in ihcir admission that their clients have no legal
right to such compensation, hut I cannot coincide with their views as to the right to a claim against the
Government based upon the ground that the general revenue of the Colony should be resorted to for
compensation
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compensation in a case of this hind. The reason why the “ hundred” in England was held liable to pay
compensation was upon the principle that the inhabitants of the “ hundred” were mutually liable for the
good behaviour of each of its members—they were co-eureties for one another, and were each answerable
lor the crimes committed in the district.
Jn the Act 7 and 8 George IV, c. 31, to which reference is made it is still the “hundred” that have
to make compensation, the words are, after defining the offences, “that in every case the inhabitants of
the hundred wapentake ward or oilier district in the nature of a hundred, by whatever name it shall be
denominated, shall ho liable to yield full compensafion to the person damnified, &c.”
The High Constable is merely a person against whom the process is to issue, and both lie and the
County Treasurer are to be reimbursed and indemnified “ out of the moneys to be raised on tho hundred.”
_ And the same liability is imposed upon the hundred by the 17 and 18 Vic., c. 104, section 477, as
mentioned in Messrs. Jones and Jones’ letter.
1 urther. the Eiot Damages Act, 49 and 50 Vic., chapter 38, to which Messrs, Jones and Jones refer,
provides that the damage done is to be paid out of the Police 'Hate of the district in which the damage
occurred, thus perpetuating the principle originally applied to the “ hundred,” .
Instead of tho 11 hundred” being proceeded against generally recourse has to be had to the Police
Hates, the local Police Hates which are levied in different counties under the local police supervision, and
by the authority of various Acts of the Imperial Parliament,
It is in this way that the Imperial Government lias retained the right of persons suffering damage
by riot to recover against the inhabitants of the localities in which the damage was done. There is
nothing that I am aware of to substantiate the proposition that persons injured by riotous acts can claim
compensation out of the Consolidated Kevenuo of the United Kingdom ; on the contrary, the object and
intention of the State in throwing the responsibility upon the “hundred” now superseded by the local
Police Hates, appears to be to make the inhabitants alive to the necessity of uniting to preserve the peace
in the various police districts, and if their sympathy with crime results in damage to property then the
district has to pay for it.
It is true that the liability of the “ hundred” has not been, and cannot be, incorporated with,
adopted by, or engrafted upon our laws, but I venture very respectfully to remark that so long as our
Government does its best to prevent crime, and prosecute offenders when crime has been committed, it
fulfils its duty, and that to recognise any such right as the claim contended for by the owners of the
“ Rodney” would be to establish a principle of which no one could foretell the end, or calculate the cost.
1 have, &c.,
GEO. COLQlJHOUls,
-------Crown Solicitor,
Submitted, 29/11/94.
Messrs. Jones and Jones to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

_
Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, 38, Eli?,abeili-street, Sydney, 8 November, 1894.
Referring to our letter of the 18th ultimo, addressed to you on behalf of our clients, Messrs.
Permewan, Wright, & Co., owners of the late s.s. “Rodney,” in which we did ourselves the honor to
bring under your notice the facts of that vessels destruction, as also the state of the English law, by which
the owners of property injured or destroyed by persons riotously and tumultuously assembled together
aro fully compensated for such injury out of the Police funds, we now beg leave to supplement that
communication by bringing under your notice the finding of the inquisition with reference to the
destruction of that vessel.
_
That finding was to the effect that “The said steamer at the place aforesaid (Moorara) was on the
said morning (26th August, 1894) feloniously and wilfully set on fire by some persons unknown.”
"We desire to draw your attention to this finding as confirming the statements contained in the log
of tbe master of the steamer, and set forth in our former letter.
In view of this further confirmation of our statements, we shall he glad if you will give our repre
sentations your early consideration.
We have, &c.,
-------JONES AND JONES.
Submitted, 15/11/94.
The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. Jones and Jones.
Gentlemen,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 19 November, 1894.
_
In reference to your letters of the 18th ultimo and 8th instant, applying on behalf of your
clients, Messrs. Permewan, Wright, & Co., for compensation from the Government on account of the
destruction by fire by a body of riotous subjects of the s.s. “ Rodney,” on the 26 th August last, lam
directed by the Chief Secretary to transmit herewith for your information a copy of an opinion obtained nated 20th
from the Crown Solicitor on the subject.
I have &c.
October, isst
’ CRITCHETT WALKER,
______________________________
Principal Under Secretary.
The Principal Under Secretary to J. M. Chanter, ESqp, M.P.
_
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 1G November, 1894.
Adverting to your personal inquiries relative to a claim of Messrs. Permewan, "Wright, & Co.,
for compensation on account of the burning of the steamer “ Rodney” by a number of rioters on the
26tli August last, I am directed by the Chief Secretary to transmit herewith for your information a copy Dated, 20th
of an opinion obtained from the Crown Solicitor on the subject.
Oct, ism.
I have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
Messrs.

Messrs. Jones and Jones to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

38, Elizabeth-streel-, Sydney, 9 January, 1895.
"We have the honor to acknowledge your letter of November 19, accompanying the opinion
of the Crown Solicitor on the case laid before you by our firm in reference to the destruction of tho
s.s. ‘’Bodney,” the property of our clients, Messrs. Permewan, "Wright, & Co. (Limited).
You have in your own letter, to which that opinion is attached, given expression to no views
concerning the merits of our clients’ claim, and we therefore take the liberty of drawing your attention
to the fact that the opinion of tho Crown Solicitor freely admits the correctness of the whole of our
representations as to the state of the law in England and as to the principles which underlie that law as
applied in similar cases in that part of the British dominions.
The only proposition in our letter to which the Crown Solicitor withholds his assent is that in
winch we contend that the principle of compensation applied in England should in all fairness be applied
in this Colony.
The Crown Solicitor himself says, in reference to the Statute Law' of England bearing upon the
question, “The reason why the hundred in England was held liable to pay compensation was upon the
principle that the inhabitants of the hundred were mutually liable for the good behaviour of each of its
members—they were co-sureties for oue another, and were answerable for the crimes committed in the
district.”
Referring to the later English Acts, to which we drew' attention in our original letter, the Crown
Solicitor recognises the substitution of the Police Bates as the fund out of which the citizen is entitled to
he compensated, and points out that such rates are levied in the different counties, but by the authority
of various Acts of Parliament,
We cannot refrain from drawing your attention to the Crown Solicitor’s further statement that
“ It is in this way that the Imperial Government has retained the right of persons suffering damages by
riot to recover against the inhabitants of the locality in which tho damage was done.” We are too glad
to adopt the reasoning of the Crown Solicitor when he says that “the object and intention of the State in
throwing the" responsibility upon the local Police Bates appear to be to make the inhabitants alive to the
necessity of uniting to preserve tbe peace in the various police districts, and if tbeir sympathy with crime
results in damage to property then the district has to pay for it.”
In New South Wales, partly on account of the long-delayed introduction of a system of local
government and partly on account of the immense area and sparse population of tho outlying portions of
the Colony, the pioneering spirits among our fellow' colonists have had to look to the central Government
for tho securities of their persons and their property. Although far removed from the areas in which the
bulk of the State expenditure for such purpose is concentrated, they have contributed, and continue to
contribute, equally to the national taxation, out of which police protection is provided.
We venture to submit to you that if, as the Crown Solicitor admits, the tax-payers of an English
county are liable to pay compensation pn tho principle that the inhabitants “were mutually liable for the
good behaviour of each of its members,” and that they are “co-sureties for one another,” and are
“answerable for the crimes committed in tho district” if, as the Crown Solicitor further admits, “the
Imperial Government has thus retained the right of persons suffering damage by riot to recover against
the inhabitants of the locality in which tho damage was done,"’ there is no just reason why Messrs.
Permewan, Wright, & Co., whose property has been destroyed in this Colony, should have different treat
ment meted out to them merely because, for the convenience of the community as a whole, the adminis
tration of tho police is dealt with by the central executive instead of, as in thickly populated communities,
from different local centres.
The Crown Solicitor expresses the opinion that “ so long as Government does its best to prevent
“crime and prosecute offenders it fulfils its duty,” but we venture to say that if the Government
recognises a duty in those who locally undertake matters of police to compensate those whose property
has been destroyed, and ycl, in the exercise of its judgment, thinks fit to assume sole and complete
jurisdiction in such matters over the whole community, it cannot escape the obligation that is thus
admitted to be coupled with the administration.
The Crown Solicitor expresses the further opinion that “ to recognise any such right as the claim
contended for would be to establish a principle of which no oue could foretell the end or calculate the
cost. ’ In answer to this, we would point out that the principle of compensation continues to be recognised
in Great Britain, notwithstanding the applicability of such reasoning.
In view of these considerations, we bave again to urge upon you the justice of our clients’ claim to
be reasonably compensated for the destruction of their property in this Colony.
Wc have, &c„
-------JONES AND JONES.
The Inspector-General of Police.—C.W., B.C., 14/1 ;9o.
There appears to mo to be nothing more to be said on this subject. If such a claim were to bo
admitted—as tbe Crown Solicitor observes—a principle would be established of which no one could foretell
the end or calculate the cost.—Ei>m. Fosjjeuy, I.-G.P., B.C., 14/1/95. The Principal Under Secretary.
Inform,—18/1/95.

Tho Principal Tinder Secretary to Messrs. Jones and Jones.
Gentlemen.
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 21 January, 1895.
With reference to your letter of the 9th instant, on the subject of the'application of Messrs.
Permewan, Wright, & Co. (Limited), for compensation from the Government on account of the
destruction of the steamer “ Bodney ” by a body of riotous subjects, I am directed by the Chief Secretary
to inform you that tho recognition of this claim would establish a principle of which no one could
foretell the end, or calculate the cost.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

5
The Police Magistrate, Wentworth, to The Under Secretary of Justice.
®lr’

I enclose herewith a letter received by me from Perme^^^
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I have, &c.,
P. H. WILKIKSON,
Police Magistrate.
SecretM-y in connection with previous papers.-T.E.M'N (for
i

Secretary.
Submitted.

Peturn to Department of Justice.—Q~W BC 2/8/95 The Under Spprpfnr
T.E.M'N. (for £ 5.), 0/8/95.
So informl-^.^^/^o
PM

e; Cr
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Papers returned herewith to the Pnncipal Under Secretary.—T.E.M'If. (for U.S.),’b.C., 7/8/95’

'

[Enclosure,]
Hea(i
541’ BourkG-8treet, Melbourne, 2 July, 1895.

X»ear Sir,

reference to^the destruction of the Company’s steamer 11 Rodney," on 26th August last
Police^nd tolTthemkBOD)tSt r ^ "1 ^ thS Polico Sl!lgistr^0 in Wentvv^orth, also the officer of
hands of
1
re<teived b>’ Captain Cantwell, of the steamer 1 Trafalgar ’ at the
tiththe Po^coOftWr
011 11YL/n l>?nkB-afd tliat you Promised him (Dickson) to communicate
with the Police Officer at Pooncarie, and tell him to keep a look out for the steamer * Rodney.’ ”
I viould be glad to bear from you if such was the case, to bear out Captain Dickson's statement.
Tours, &e.,
PERMEWAN, WEIGHT & CO. (LIMITED),
H. E, Smith,

The Police Magistrate, Wentworth, N.S.W.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1895.
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Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

DESTRUCTION BY EIRE OF THE STEAMER “ RODNEY. J5
(EUBTJIEB PAPERS RESPECTING )

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 November, 1895.

EUETHER RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales, dated 19th September, 1895, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ Copies of all letters and other documents relating to the claim made by
“ Messrs. Permewan, Wright, & Co. against the Government for compen" sation for the destruction of tbeir steamer ‘ Rodney.’ ”

(Mr. Chanter.)

The Manager of the Union Bank of Australia (Limited), to The Principal
Under Secretary,
Burning of the “Kodney.”
gjr^
The Union Bank of Australia (Limited), Sydney, 1;> November, 1891.
I beg to enclose for your perusal copy of a letter received from Mr. S. II. Carse, the Manager
of Tolarno Station, to which T would ask your attention.
.
It is unnecessary to point out to you that should this outrage remain unpunished, great encourage
ment will be given to the many bad characters in the district, and general lawlessness may prevail which
will cost the Government more money to suppress than the measures recommended by Air, Larse.
I have* &c.,
WILLIAM LEES,
_____
Manager.
Copy of tbe opinion of the Crown Solicitor may be sent to Air. Chanter, ALP., and the ATanager
of the Union Bank.—J.N.B., IG/ll/Od.
\JEnclosure.'\

The Alanager, Union Bank of Australia (Limited).
•
The burning of the “ Bodney.”
I)ear gir
Alundi Alundi, 2 November, 1S9L
I beg to draw your attention to the scandalous miscarriage of justice that has occurred in this
matter, with a view to your using influence to rouse the Sydney authorities to renewed vigour m endeavour
ing to bring the perpetrators of the outrage to justice, and to this end offer a much larger reward to
evidence that will not otherwise be obtainable. The reward at present oliered is £100 by the N.S W.
Government, supplemented by £100 from Permewan, Wright, & Co., the owners of the bodney. 1 ou
are aware of the deliberate and barefaced nature of the outrage. An organised defiance of the law, and
of the measures taken by the law to vindicate itself, viz., tho offer of a paltryreward and thescndrig
down of a body of city polico (foot constables) and two city detectives. A fine body of men, no doubt
and efficient at their special work, the detectives being particularly good men, but utterlj unsmted to the
work required, not being bushmen or horsemen, and unfamiliar with tbe ways of the men th®J
^
deal with. The Darling whalers and the loafers and vagabonds on the river, a class becoming of late more
numerous
287—
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numerous and dangerous, through being joined by larrikins and criminals from the large towns, and who
if unpunished for the “ Kodney” offence will become much more aggressive and dangerous. They are
now crowing over their success and immunity from punishment. It appears to me that—
1. The reward offered is too small.
2. That the evidence required for conviction is available in abundance, if properly sought for and
educed.
3. The men first entrusted with the case were unsuitable, and the local—now commissioned—police
officers (Sergeant Bear and Senior-constable Nolan) with the assistance of a few more mounted
constables, would have been at first and still would be more likely to bring the case to a success
ful issue especially with a large reward to offer for incriminating evidence.
The boar when attacked contained forty-seven shearers, Ac., for Tolarno (including Beattie sent in
charge from Melbourne by tho P.TJ., and J enkins sent down from Tolarno), besides the captain and crew. The
men who attacked the boat numbered twenty-eight, and there were a number of others on the bank of tho
river. The whole of the attacking party were not disguised (probably not more than six, if so many, had
their faces raddled or blackened). W hen kerosene was poured in quantity over the vessel from stem to stern
and set alight there was abundant light for identification, and plenty of men now working at Tolarno
could recognise men concerned in the attack, but are restrained by various considerations, as, for instance,
tho loss of the wages during shearing time for no adequate compensation (the off chance of a share in
£200 is very little among so many). Then there is a personal risk that would be incurred by any one
giving evidence.
■
The whole attack was planned long before execution. Threats were freely used to any one
impeding them by an organised committee. Captain G-rundy, of Tolarno, with a large iron barge, was
lying at Polia. It was proposed to swing this barge across the Kirer when tbe “ Kodney” came up, and
pull up a wire rope behind her so as to have her in a trap. G-rundy heard of this, and purposed getting
up steam and towing his barge away, He was threatened that if he attempted to move they would sink
his boat Various threats were levelled at Litchfield, the Polia shed owner, for taking a message to the
“ Bodney,” also against many others. All these things are common talk, and it should be possible to elicit
sometbiug from so many; auyway, up to date no intelligent attempt has been made to do so. The police
and detectives were directed to make immediate arrests, and a wild rush was made and several men
arrested, and though it is certain that most of them were concerned, the evidence brought forward was
too meagre, especially for a Broken Hill jury, and throughout there was too much hurry and bluster and
carelessness. Since their acquittal two of the men, fancying themselves secure, admitted their partici
pation and gloried in it. The detectives were aware that they were proceeding too precipitately, but
said their instructions allowed them no option. The best man on the river to follow up this case (this
without derogation to any of his superior officers) is Sergeant Bear, of Menindie, a capable police officer,
but whose special fitness in this matter is that he so well knows the men concerned and all the floating
river population, and is besides so well liked that he would probably get more information where another
would fail. I believe it is intended to move him to Wentworth. It is particularly desirable that he
should be left in the Menindie neighbourhood, including Pooncarie, until at least all bus been done that
can be done in this “ Kodney” ease.
The reward offered should be £1,000, and in such a glaring case the New South Wales Government
should make no difficulty in offering it themselves; but in case of refusal, Permewan, Wright, & Co.
might be induced to increase their offer to £250, and get tbe Governmentto do likewise ; or if Permewan,
Wright, and Co. won’t spring any, the Pastoral Association should get them to do so by guaranteeing
the extra £150 if required. And, as a last resort, if these suggestions fail, the money (£150) can be
raised on the river, but I should think be offered as a reward through Permewan, Wright, & Co. Action
should be promptly taken, as shortly a number of shearers, whose evidence is now available, will be
spread all over the country.
I am, &c.,
SAML. H. CAKSE.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Manager of the Union Bank of Australia
(Limited).
Sir,

<
'
Dated 20th
Cctoher, ism.

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 17 November, 1894.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the loth instant, covering a copy of a
communication from Mr. Samuel H. Carse, of Mundi Muudi, relative to the burning of the steamer
“ Kodney,” by a number of rioters on the 2Gth August last, I am directed by the Chief Secretary to
forward herewith for your information, a copy of an opinion that has been obtained from tbe Crown
Solicitor on the subject.
I have, &c.,
CEITCHETT WALKEK,
Principal Under Secretary.

The Manager, Union Bank of Australia (Limited), to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

The Union Bank of Australia (Limited), Sydney, 19 November, 1891.
While thanking you for your letter of the 17th instant, covering copy of opinion from the
Crown Solicitor, I beg to say that the purport of my communication appears to have been misunderstood,
Mr. Carse in no way wished to support the claim of the owners of the “ Kodney” for compensation.
He is not connected -with them in any way, and I doubt if he knew that any such claim had been made.
His sole object was to point out to the Government that a great crime remained unpunished, and that
thereby encouragement wms given to lawless characters to repeat such offences. As a resident in the
district, and manager of Tolarno Station, he -was afraid that more crime would be the result of such a
failure of justice, and he pointed out how in his opinion the measures taken by the Government were not
effective, and suggested remedies.
The
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_ The Crown Solicitor concludes his remarks by saying that the G-overnment fulfils its duly when it
■does its best to prevent crime and prosecute offenders, and the question raised by Mr, Carse is whether
the best has been done.
I hope the Government will see fit to take this matter into their careful consideration, and if
possible, devise such measures to reach the offenders as will prevent a repetition of the offence.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM USES,
-------Manager.
Submitted, 26/11/94.
Refer to the Inspector-General of Police, and ask whether, in view of
what has been already done, ho can suggest further action.—J.N.B., 28/11/94
The Inspector-General
of Police.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C, 28/11/94.

Memorandum by The Inspector-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
_
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydnev, 7 December, 1894
Cause's statements are unreasonable, and it will bo seen by the police reports enclosed they are not
in accordance with facts. The Chief Secretary is aware that no effort was spared by the police to bring
the “ Rodney ” offenders to justice. Although I was in favour of a higher reward being offered, ] fear a
large increase in the amount at the present time would be injudicious, as it would weaken the 'value of
any evidence which might be tendered. The question is one for the Chief Secretary to decide
EDMUND EOSBEEY,
-------Inspector-General of Police.
Mb.

Submitted, 10/12/94
The matter may he left in the hands of tbe Inspector-General of Police.__
12/12/94.
The Inspector-General of Police.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C., 12/12/94.
Noted and
returned.—Edit. Fosbeby, 13/12/94. The Principal Under Secretary.

[Enclosures.]
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.Be Mr. Carse's attached communication re scandalous miscarriage of justice re “ Rodnev” case, paltry
reward offered for arrest of offenders, sending body city police and two detectives who were
unsuitable for work of detection, Ac.
Police Department, Superintendent’s Office, South Western District,
S’ri
_
Deniliquin, 3 December, 1894,
With reference to the above matter, I do myself the honor to report for your information,
that I am inclined to think Mr. Carso did not give the matter due consideration, or he would not have
made such broad assertions regarding the action of the police in trying to secure a conviction against the
offenders who committed such a daring outrage.
_
I agree with him that it would have been better if a more substantial reward was oflered in first
instance, but even if there had, 1 doubt very much if the result would have been different, and I also a free
with him that Sergeant Bear and Senior-constable Nolan arc two excellent officers for bush work.
Sergeant Bear has been stationed at Monindie for some years, where he gave entire satisfaction, and I
am sure bis knowledge of that part of the country and its residents was most useful to him in obtaining
information in connection with the “Rodney’’ outrage.
_
When the circumstances in connection with “Rodney” were first wired to mo from Pooncarie I
immediately communicated all particulars to Wentworth, Tolarno, Menindie, and ’Wilcannia, with strict
instructions to the officer-m-ebnrge at each place to use every effort to have the offenders, or some of
them, arrested as soon as possible.
Shortly after Sub-Inspector Johnson, an old, trained bush officer, was despatched to Pooncarie,
where he was assisted by Detectives Roche and'Brown, with the local and some of the Sydney police;
and Inspector Cotter, with a long experience of bush and city work, was at Tolarno with a body of Sydney
police.
J
When this outrage occurred Sergeant Bear was in charge of a body of men at Weinteriga, and,
knowing how useful his services would be in the vicinity of Pooncarie, I directed that he should be
relieved at once by Senior-sergeant Broderick, and despatched to Pooncarie to assist in the detection of
the “ Rodney ’’ offenders.
On 26th August the steamer was burned, and on 4th September the first offender for being con
cerned in the outrage was arrested by Detective Roche ; consequently I fail to see on what ground Mr,
Carse bases his assumption that a wild rush was made by tbe police to make an arrest on the directions
or orders received from an incompetent officer, if he only happened to be aware that the officer who was
directing at Deniliquin was as conversant and as capable to handle matters in connection with the
detection of crime as any station manager in Eiverina was to look after the wants of his sheep, he would
doubtless have arrived at a different conclusion.
_
Every person who has any acquaintance with cases of arson and murder will know how difficult it
is to obtain evidence that the offender was seen to lay a train of fire or strike the fatal blow, consequently
evidence of a circumstantial character has in almost every instance to be relied on.
Sub-Inspector Johnson, Detectives Roche and Brown, Sergeant Bear, and others, arrested ten men
on a charge of setting fire to tho “ Rodney,” and I think they adduced a chain of circumstances against
them that would satisfy any unbiassed mind that they were abettors in the outrage, and since then
another man has been arrested and committed on somewhat similar evidence.
_ It is said there were over 100 men in all engaged in hoarding the “ Rodney ” on the night in
question, and in was very evident from their language and threats, that they were all there for one
common object, that being the case, they would all as a matter of course be principals. Therefore, I think
a very strong case was made out against the persons who were arrested, and instead of the police being
condemned for scandalous mismanagement, they should, in my opinion, be commended for their prompt
action under such great difficulties.
There
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There is do one regrets more than I do that such a glaring outrage should go unpunished, but I
think no reasonable person would expect the police to do impossibilities^ I have not very much hope now
that a large reward would assist us at this stage; however, the matter is too important to be allowed to
rest without exhausting every possible means. In the meantime the police at Menmdie and rooncane
are directed to keep the matter under strict observation.
. .
.
,
Sergeant Bear is now stationed at "Wentworth, and Pooncarie is one of tbe stations in his sub
district, therefore he has every opportunity of eliciting any information on the subject, and Seniorconstable Nolan is at Menindie, where he will have similar facilities,
I have, <ec.,

1ST. LAEKIFS,

The Inspector-General of Police.

Superintendent.

Letter from Mr. Carse re Burning of steamer “Bodney.”

6 December, 1894.
Boche and Brown report for the information of the Inspector-General of Police, that they
are of opinion that the reward of £200 offered in this case was too small to induce auy person living in
the DarlinT Biver district to give evidence against the perpetrators of this outrage
The detectives made every possible inquiry and interviewed numerous persons residing near the
scone of the outrage, who the detectives believed could give material evidence against the offenders.
Some of these persons gave important information, but declined on any account to give evidence against
the accused, and if put in the witness-box would deny on oath what they told the detectives and local

Detectives

'

The detectives interviewed Captain Dixon, Mr. Beattie, Mr. Jenkins, the crew and all the free

labourers who were on hoard the “Bodney” at the time of the outrage and each of these persons, who
stated thev could identify anv of tho offenders, were taken through the Union Camp at Tolarno, the
various shearing sheds on the river, and also to the Police Court to see the men m custody, as the
detectives had reliable information that tbe perpetrators of this outrage had come from Tolarno Camp
and Palio woolshed.
, . m t
j j. -r
r at ^
Mr Carse told the detectives to inform the free labourers employed at Tolarno that it anyoi them
could °ive evidence, thev would suffer no loss of pay during their absence from the shed at Court, as their
tallies would be made good by him at the conclusion of the shearing. The detectives accordingly informed
all the free labourers what Mr. Carse had said.
, ,,
All the available evidence that could possibly bo obtained was adduced at the trial, and the
detectives are of opinion had the trial taken place in Sydney most of tbe offenders arrested would have
been C0"™tde^ectiTeg ftnd local police madc eTery effort, to arrest Edward Elamin, oftas the Flamer, and a
man called Gent, who were no doubt tbe leaders in this outrage, and who left the district previous to the
STriYfli] of
{"Ictcctivcs
Detective Boche,'accompanied by Sergeant Bear and three local mounted constables, traced Gent
towards Mossgiel, and rode over 400 miles endeavouring to effect his arrest If these two men could be
arrested, even now, a strong case could be made out against them, as they would be identihed by Litchiiold,
Jenkins, Constable "White, and some of the free labourers.
The detectives never told Mr. Cam on any occasion that they had instructions to make immediate
arrests, as it is needless to state they would not arrest any person on such a serious charge without
having sufficient evidence available to justify their action,
^
i
i j
The detectives on leaving Broken llill at the conclusion of the trial saw Mr. Carse who thanked
them for their exertions, and said, “Tou have done your best, worked very hard, had bad luck, and i
think you ought to have obtained a conviction against the majority of the men acquitted.
With reference to Mr. Curse's statement that ample evidence can still be obtained about j oiarno
to lead to the arrest and conviction of the offenders, tbe detectives are of opinion that it is very doubtful
if such is the case, even should a regard of a £1.000 be offered, as the persons vho circulate reports
concerning- the outrage deny when questioned all they had previously said ou the subject.
0
°
JOHN BOCHE,
GEOBGE BROWN,

Sydney ■ Charles Potter, Government Printer. —1895.
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